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These are the Proceedings of the International Conference on Computers in
Education/International Conference on Computer-Assisted Instruction
(ICCE/ICCAI 2000), held in Taipei, Taiwan, November 21-24, 2000. The first
ICCE conference was also held in Taiwan in 1989. We are pleased that ICCE
returns to Taiwan as a much bigger event spanning a wide range of topics
related to computers in education in this millennium year 2000. Building on
very successful ICCE Conferences in Taiwan during 1989-1993, in Singapore
in 1995, Kuching, Malaysia in 1997, Beijing, China in 1998 and Chiba, Japan
in 1999, this conference promises to also be a great success. The conference
also subsumes the International Conference on Computer Assisted Instruction
(ICCAI) for the first time. In 2001, ICCE will be held in Korea.
The ICCE conferences are organized under the auspices of the Asia-Pacific
Chapter of the Association for the Advancement of Computers in Education
(APC/AACE). The society's aims are to promote educational uses of
technology in the service of enhanced learning, to bring together researchers,
practitioners and policy-makers to improve communication and understanding,
and to foster standards of excellence in educational research and practice
involving technology. The focus is across the Asia-Pacific region, but
participants are welcomed from the whole world.

This conference focuses on pedagogical, social and technological issues and
many papers in these Proceedings make important contributions to these
central issues. The conference theme, "Learning Societies in the New
Millennium: Creativity, Caring & Commitments", indicates a focus on creative
learning, caring for diverse cultures and global issues, and committing oneself
to a new way of learning/instruction via computer-mediated communication
technologies. In an effort to continue seeking the best possible ways to exploit
technologies for enhancing learning, many papers in these proceedings
contribute further insights on areas that will challenge global citizens in the
new century. Questions we ponder include: What sort of learning society will
be formed in the new millennium through our collective efforts toward
creativity, caring and commitment on the Internet? Through this new learning
society, will we be able to educate learners as well as educators of the next
generation to be creative and caring and to make a commitment to creating a
new kind of learning environment?
We are delighted to report that ICCE/ICCAI 2000 attracted more than 360
submissions, from nearly 30 countries. All submissions were reviewed by an
international panel of 3 expert referees. A total of 154 papers were accepted
for presentation as full papers, and for publication in full in these Proceedings.
Further submissions of high standard were selected for presentation and
publication as short papers and as posters.
The invited speakers program is a highlight of the ICCE / ICCAI Conferences.
This year we have 13 invited speakers with 4 of them giving special keynote
presentations. Papers from the invited speakers are also included in these
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Proceedings. We believe that the high standard of papers included here, and
the wide variety of issues they address, confirm the creativity, caring and
commitment of workers in the global field of education and technology, and
especially in the Asia-Pacific region.
Many people contributed to making ICCE/ICCAI 2000 a success and we are
grateful to them all. The International Organizing Committee and the
International Program Committee played important intellectual and practical
roles. Here we are pleased to acknowledge especially the invaluable assistance
of the international referees, who are named on another page.
As the program chairs of ICCE2000 we are proud to present these Proceedings
for use by all participants both during the Conference and later as an archival
record of an informative and stimulating event.
As the program chairs of ICCE/ICCAI 2000 we are proud to present these
Proceedings for use by all participants both during the Conference and later as
an archival record of an informative and stimulating event.

Jim Greer, University of Saskatchewan, Canada
Shelley Shwu-Ching Young, National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
Herman Maurer, University of Graz, Austria
Yam San Chee, National University of Singapore, Singapore

Chairs of ICCE/ICCAI 2000 Program Committee
November 2000
HOME
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Using Technologies to Model Student
Problem Spaces
David Jonassen
School of Information Science and Learning Technologies
University of Missouri
221J Townsend Hall
Columbia, Missouri 65211 USA
Tel: +1 -573- 882 -2832

Jonassen@missouri.edu
Problem solving is generally regarded as the most important cognitive activity in

everyday and professional contexts. Research on the application of multiple
representations in learning makes it clear that the key to problem solving is rich,

integrated, multiple representations of the problem space. Computer-based
cognitive tools can be used as formalisms to help learners to represent the
problem space of problems they are learning to solve. In this presentation,
examples of semantic network, expert system, and systems modeling
representations of problems will be contrasted. A research agenda for examining

the efficacy of these tools will be presented along with some preliminary
prescriptions for problem-specific problem representation tools.

Keywords: problem solving, multiple representations, problem space,
cognitive tools

1 Introduction
I assume that the primary intellectual purpose of all education should be to teach students to solve problems.
If educational institutions agreed, they would have to increase their emphases on learning to solve problems.
Why should they? 1) Problem solving is at the heart of practice in professional and everyday settings.
Professionals are paid to solve problems, not to complete exams, write prescriptive papers, or complete
canned laboratory exercises. 2) Requiring learners to only memorize information for tests is not important,
relevant, or transferable to everyday and professional practice. 3) Additionally, memorization for
examinations models immature, absolutist epistemic beliefs (beliefs about what knowledge is and how we

come to know it), thereby restraining learners' intellectual development. Modeling and reinforcing
memorization is intellectually stultifying and restricts mental and brain development [1]. Finally, most
contemporary learning environments (constructivist learning environments, problem-based learning, goalbased scenarios, anchored instruction, etc.) and learning theories (situated learning, social cognition,
everyday cognition, case-based reasoning, etc.) support different forms of problem solving, even though
they have not articulated the nature of the problem-solving processes being supported. Problem solving is at
the heart of contemporary research and theory. Although problem solving is tacitly accepted as an essential
life skill, too few instructional efforts support learning how to solve problems.
An exception to the absence of problem solving in curricula occurs regularly in science and math courses at
public schools and universities. Instructors pose problems in these disciplines all of the time. However, there
are at least two limitations of these problem-solving activities. 1) The problems that are solved are .almost
exclusively well-structured problems, that have convergent solutions and known, teachable solution paths. 2)
These problems are too often taught as procedures, so they are learned as procedural processes bereft of the
conceptual understanding necessary to transfer those procedures to new problems or to similar problems in
different contexts or reason beyond the procedures. As a result, students rely on formulaic approaches that
do not support transfer of existing skills, let alone the ability to solve complex and ill-structured problems
that are regularly faced by practitioners. When students are learning to solve problems, there are a number of
reasons for poor problem-solving performance among students:

1)

When solving problems, students are typically taught to represent problems in a single way (too often
memorization). Representing what learners know in only a single way engages only a single set of cognitive
representation skills that use only a single formalism for representing their knowledge. Therefore, students'

understanding of what they are studying is necessarily constrained. Understanding for problem solving
requires multiple integrated representations of what we know. Mayer and Greeno [2] found that students
who were taught to solve probability problems by calculating a formula versus learning about the conceptual
meaning of the variables represented and solved the problems very differently. The way that a problem is

represented determines how the problem is solved. Students in a physics class at Harvard who were
competently solving physics problems that were represented mathematically failed a test of conceptual
understanding of the problems and their underlying principles [3]. Students could apply equation-based
problem-solving procedures without understanding the physics concepts they were representing
mathematically, so they were unable to transfer their skills because of their limited conceptual understanding.
The over-emphasis on teaching procedural, quantitative models necessarily limits students' understanding of
the problem. They represent the problem mentally as a series of solution steps. More emphasis on learning to

qualitatively represent problems is needed. Ploetzner, Fehse, Kneser, and Spada [4] showed that when
solving physics problems, qualitative problem representations are necessary prerequisites to learning
quantitative representations. When students try to understand a problem in only one way, they do not

understand the underlying systems they are working in. Multiple models are needed to represent
performance at the skill-, rule-, and knowledge-based levels[5]. In order to solve problems, Rasmussen
argues that we need to understand the system in which the problem is embedded at different levels of
abstraction, including the physical form, physical functions, generalized functions, abstract functions, and
functional purpose. Although these abstraction types are likely to vary with the nature of the problem, the
conclusion is clear. Successful problem solving requires different kinds of knowledge represented in

different ways. I believe that at least three knowledge types are important: conceptual or systemic
knowledge, procedural knowledge, and strategic knowledge. Extensive research is needed to identify the
knowledge bases required for different kinds of problem solving.
2)

The most commonly encountered problems, especially in schools and universities, are well-structured
problems. Typically found at the end of textbook chapters, these well-structured problems require the
application of a finite number of concepts, rules, and principles being studied to a constrained problem
situation [6]. Ill-structured problems are the kinds of problems that are encountered in everyday practice, so
they are typically emergent dilemmas. Because they are not constrained by the content domains being

studied in classrooms, their solutions are not predictable or convergent. They may also require the
integration of several content domains.

Jonassen [7] has articulated a typology of problems, including logical problems, algorithmic problems, story
problems, rule-using problems, decision making, troubleshooting, diagnosis-solution problems, strategic
performance, case analysis problems, design problems, and dilemmas. Within each category, problems vary
with regard to abstractness and complexity. The specific learning outcome for each of these problem types as
well as the criteria for judging the success of problem solutions varies. Well-structured problems focus on

correct, efficient solutions, while the ill-structured problems focus more on decision articulation and
argumentation. There are many types of problems, most of which are not well understood. However, it is
reasonable to assume that different problems engage and require different intellectual skills, which makes it
even less likely that any single form of problem representations will work with al problems.

2 Constructing the Problem Space
I believe that the most important cognitive activity in problem solving is constructing the problem space,
that is, representing the problem. Why? 1) Research confirms that the quality and modality of problem
spaces best distinguishes experts from novices [8]. Novices focus too much on surface features of the

problem in their representations, while experts represent problems in terms of their principles and
abstractions of processes. This enables them to recognize problem types more efficiently than novices. 2)

Different problems require different kinds of problem spaces (emphasizing different components or
modalities [7]. 3) Multiple representations scaffold understanding and solution development, but they place

a burden on working memory. Based on cognitive load theory, integrating multiple representations places
high demands on working memory [9]. While representing problems in multiple ways provides richer
representations in memory, learners need to learn how to integrate these representations.

1.2

The conclusion from this research is clear: if we want students to become better problem solvers, we must
explicitly teach or scaffold problem space construction.

2.1 Using Technologies for Modeling Problem Spaces
Modern technologies afford learners numerous methods for representing what learners know. When learners use

technologies to represent what they know, the technologies function as cognitive tools or Mindtools [10].
Cognitive tools are any technologies that amplify the learners' thinking by enabling learners to represent what
they know using different representational formalisms. As knowledge representation formalisms, cognitive tools
are premised on the idea that humans learn more from constructing and justifying their own models of systems

than from studying someone else's. Using cognitive tools to represent their own understanding necessarily
engages learners in a variety of critical, creative, and complex thinking, such as evaluating, analyzing,
connecting, elaborating, synthesizing, imagining, designing, problem solving, and decision making [7,10]. When
using computers as cognitive tools, learners are teaching the computer, just as artificial intelligence researchers
do when they build intelligent systems. However cognitive tools represent AI in reverse: rather than having the
computer simulate human intelligence, we require the human to simulate the computer's unique intelligence and
come to use it as part of their cognitive apparatus [11]. When learners internalize the tool, they begin to think in
terms of it, thereby amplifying their cognitive skills.

In this presentation, I will demonstrate three technology-based knowledge representation tools (semantic
networking, expert systems, and systems modeling) for modeling different kinds of problems that students are
learning to solve. Semantic networking tools enable students to model conceptual knowledge. Expert systems
enable students to model their procedural knowledge. Systems modeling tools enable students to model their
dynamic and strategic knowledge. Externalizing learners' problem spaces using these technology tools will
enable learners to articulate and collaborate on the construction of richer, multi-faceted problem spaces that are
necessary for solving more complex and ill-structured problems.

2.1.1 Semantic Networks for Modeling Conceptual Knowledge

Semantic networks, also known as concept maps, are spatial representations of concepts and their
interrelationships that are intended to represent the knowledge structures that humans store in their minds
[12]. These knowledge structures are also known as cognitive structures, conceptual knowledge, structural
knowledge, and systemic knowledge. Semantic networks are graphs consisting of nodes representing
concepts and labeled lines representing relationships among them. Most semantic networking programs also
provide the capability of adding text and graphical representations to each node.

of identifying important concepts,
arranging those concepts spatially, identifying relationships between those concepts, and labeling the nature
of the semantic relationship between those concept. These maps are used by learners to represent what they
are learning as multidimensional networks of concepts. Meaningful learning requires that learners connect
new ideas to knowledge that they have already constructed. Semantic networks help in organizing learners'
knowledge by integrating information into a progressively more complex conceptual framework. That is,

Semantic networking is the process of constructing those maps

they scaffold semantic organization processes in learners. When learners construct concept maps for
representing their understanding in a domain, they reconceptualize the content domain by constantly using
new propositions to elaborate and refine the concepts that they already know. More importantly, concept
maps help in increasing the total quantity of formal content knowledge because it facilitates learners to use
the skill of searching for patterns and relationship. That is important because well-organized and integrated
domain knowledge is essential for problem solving.
Semantic networking tools assist learners in representing the underlying conceptual knowledge in a problem
space. In order to use a semantic networking program to support problem solving, learners must identify the

factors and variables, and concepts in a problem and use a semantic networking program to construct a
conceptual representations of the problem. Examples of these will be demonstrated in the presentation.

2.1.2 Expert Systems for Representing Procedural Knowledge

Expert systems are artificial intelligence programs designed to simulate expert reasoning in order to
facilitate decision making for all sorts of problems. Like a human expert, an expert system (computer
program) is approached by an individual (novice) with a problem. The system queries the individual about
the current status of the problem, searches its knowledge base (which contains previously stored expert
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knowledge) for pertinent facts and rules, processes the information, arrives at a decision, and reports the
solution to the user.

Building expert systems is a knowledge modeling process that enables experts and knowledge engineers to

construct conceptual models [13]). This process focuses primarily on the explication of procedural
knowledge that an expert (or at least a knowledgeable person) possesses. The expert system is the primary
formalism for depicting procedural knowledge. But, expert systems do not necessarily have to be built be
experts and knowledge engineers. In fact, using expert system shell programs, novices can easily learn to
build expert systems to reflect their own procedural knowledge as it grows. Building expert systems requires
learners to synthesize knowledge by making explicit their own reasoning, thereby improving retention,
transfer, and problem-solving ability. Lippert [14] found that the analysis of subject matter that is required to
develop expert systems is so deep and so incisive that learners develop a greater domain comprehension
which is essential for problem solving. Building expert system rule bases engages learners in analytical
reasoning, elaboration strategies such as synthesis, and metacognitive strategies. Having students construct
small knowledge bases is a valuable method for supporting problem solving because of their emphasis on
causal reasoning.

Expert systems assist learners in representing the underlying procedural knowledge in a problem space. In
order to use an expert system program to support problem solving, learners must identify the decision factors
and values of those factors that will predict a solution to the problem encode those values in a set of IFTHEN rules that represent the decision-making. Examples of these will be demonstrated in the presentation.

2.1.3 System Models for Representing Strategic Knowledge
Building models of real-world systems (representation.s that are abstracted from the details of a situation but
grounded in the particulars of phenomena) is the basis of strategic scientific thinking. Building models and
simulations requires diverse mental activities such as planning, data collecting, collaborating and accessing
information, data visualizing, modeling, and reporting [15]. A systems model is a conceptual, conjectural
representation of the dynamic relations among factors in a system, resulting in a simulation that imitates the

conditions and actions of it. These dynamic simulation models represent the changing nature of system
phenomena. Systems modeling tools use a simple set of building block icons (stocks, flows, converters, and
connectors) to construct a map of any dynamic process. These tools enable learners to run and test the model
that they have created and observe the output in graphs, tables, or animations. Constructing systems models
supports the construction of strategic understanding of a problem system.

Systems modeling assists learners in representing the dynamic relationships among factors in any problem
space. In order to use a systems modeling tools to support problem solving, learners must identify the all of
the dynamic factors and values of those factors that will predict a solution to the problem and encode those
values in stocks and flows that represent the way that the system works. Systems modeling is perhaps the
most intellectually engaging activity that students can ever perform. Examples of these will be demonstrated
in the presentation.

3 Research Questions
The effects of using cognitive technologies to support the problem representation process are not known.
Extensive research is needed, and the topic justifies that effort. We must help to develop a new generation of
problem solvers. That research will be guided by research questions such as these:
Are there classes of problems that share similar problem representations structurally and conceptually?
If so, will those classes of problems be represented equally well by the different tools?
How domain-specific are those problems? That is, how similar or different are cognitive requirements
among classes of problems in different domains (e.g. science, political science, economics, mathematics)?
Can those cognitive requirements be scaffolded through the use of cognitive learning technologies? That
is, can students improve their conceptual/procedural/strategic understanding of domain knowledge as
well as problem solving abilities through modeling their understanding of problem within classes?

Will learners be able to integrate these multiple representations into a coherent understanding of the
problem?
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How can we design problem-specific environments that scaffold the development and integration of
multiple problem representations in support of problem solving?
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Millennium eLearning:
The Next Killer Application
Implications for Educators and Information Professionals
Ching-chih Chen
Graduate School of Library and Information Science
Simmons College
Boston, MA 02115, USA
The rapid technological change in the last decade and the fast proliferation in the
use of the Internet and World Wide Web have indeed transformed the way we

live, work, communicate and learn. With the shifting market and social
conditions, our education systems are challenged with providing increased
quality educational opportunities to more people who have not been reachable
by traditional educational means. To answer this challenge, technology-based
distance education has been introduced. On the other hands, with the
introduction of the Next Generation Internet, together with powerful web-based

systems and authoring tools, many, including commercial entities, have
considered eLearning the next killer application. The playing field of higher
education has become more and more crowded and muddy. While potentials for
this development are obvious, so are many problems and issues. This speaker
intends to describe the millennium eLearning development, particularly in the

US, and discuss some of the complex problems and issues facing us.
Implications for educators and information professionals will be explored in the
hope to stimulate more creative use of technology among these professionals in
meeting the needs of the learning societies in this new Millennium.

I am delighted to take part at this exciting conference as we gathered together from all over the world to
share our views on the creativity, caring, and commitments of the learning societies in this new millennium.
We face great challenges at a time with unparallel opportunities and potentials. Never before in our history,
there is a more pervasive change-agent on our campuses than information technology, which has
transformed the way we learn.
As was introduced earlier, since February 1997, I have been privileged to serve as a member of President
Clinton' s Presidential Information Technology Advisory Committee (PITAC). I would like to share with you
some of the Committee' s deliberations. In the PITAC Report to President Clinton in February 1999, entitled
Information Technology Research: Investing in Our Future, the Committee identified 10 vital areas that
information technology will transfer. These include:
Transforming the way we communicate,
Transforming we deal with information,
Transforming the way we learn,
Transforming the practice of health care,
Transforming the nature of commerce,
Transforming the nature of work,
Transforming how we design and build things,
Transforming how we conduct research,
Transforming our understanding of the environment, and
Transforming government.

As to the transformation of the way we learn, a vision of learning transformed by information technology
was articulated:

"Any individual can participate in on-line education programs regardless of geographic location, age,
physical limitation, or personal schedule. Everyone can access repositories of educational materials,
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easily recalling past lessons, updating skills, or selecting from among different teaching methods in
order to discover the most effective ways of learning. Educational programs can be customized to each
individual's needs, so that the information revolution reaches everyone and personal digital libraries
provide a mechanism for managing ones accumulated knowledge resources. Learning involves all our
senses, to help focus each student's attention and better communicate educational material." (p.13)
This vision will drive progress in the 2 lst century. Yet, to realize this vision, there are many technical
challenges and benefit. As stated in the same report:

"In addition to research to meet the scalability and reliability requirements for information
infrastructure, improvements are needed in the software technologies to enable development of
educational materials quickly and easily and to support their modification and maintenance. We
know too little about the best ways to use computing and communications technology for effective
teaching and learning, in particular, how to effectively use multimedia capabilities to create a
richer, and more appealing learning experience. We need to better understand what aspects of

learning can be effectively facilitated by technology and which aspects require traditional
classroom interactions with the accompanying social and interactive contexts. We also need to
determine the best ways to teach our citizens the powers and limitations of the new technologies
and how to use these technologies effectively in their personal and professional lives." (p. 14)
The Report calls for the strengthening of use of information technology in education. Realizing that there
are challenges and issues, a PITAC/Learning Panel was created to address these challenges, and draft more
substantive recommendations, which are forthcoming at the later part of this year. However, some of the
findings that will be used to support the Panel' s recommendations were reported at the PITAC Public
Meeting of September 20, 2000. They include:
Information Technology, used within classroom settings with well-educated and motivated teachers,
has the potential for providing many of the benefits of one-on-one tutoring.

Information Technology that has been successfully applied in industrial and military training
contexts has been effective and reduced costs.

Current Web-based technologies are beginning to be applied in a grass-roots way in many
educational and training contexts, but teacher training, absence of adequate educational
performance metrics, the expense of developing materials, and lack of standard, application-level
infrastructures are key barriers to more rapid diffusion of existing beneficial technologies and
materials.

The role of the teacher is changing and will continue to change.

The most exciting and potentially beneficial E&T applications of IT require research that has yet to
be done.

The breadth and scale of the required research effort and the necessity for technology diffusion
imply that partnerships of governments, industry, universities, and schools are essential.

As a basis for future progress, current levels of computer access are inadequate. Computers and
high-speed Internet connections are needed in every classroom, preferably for every student, and
accessible from outside the school, preferably from every home or at least in readily accessible
community centers that can provide access and appropriate training.
I am delighted to see that some of the similar issues and challenges are being addressed at this very meeting

as well. While discussions and debates are ongoing everywhere on these learning related issues and
challenges in the world, we are witnessing an explosive phenomenon with eLearning activities surging
ahead in a speed unmatched in any other activities before. This development should have great implications

for educators and deserve our close attention. This is why I have taken this opportunity to discuss the
millennium eLeaming, the next killer application.

1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, INTERNET, NEW ECONOMY,
AND EDUCATION
"The next big killer application for the Internet is going to be education."
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John Chambers, CEO, Cisco Systems
While we, educators, are addressing the challenges facing us in this new information technology era, one
thing is certain with the dramatic technological development, and the wide spread use of Internet and
World Wide Web in the most recent years, the new economy has moved at apace never seen before.
According to Michael T. Moe, Director of the Global Growth Stock Research of Merrill Lynch, "the new
economy is a knowledge economy based on brainpower, ideas and entrepreneurism. Technology is the
driver of the new economy, and human capital is its fuel. The knowledge economy is people-centric. Or
economy has evolved from manufacturing-intensive to labor-extensive. Fundamental to success in the new
economy is how companies obtain, train and retain knowledge workers. The knowledge enterprise industry
is over $2.2 trillion. We expect the online component to grow from $9.4 billion to 53.3 billion by 2003, a
54% CAGR" (Moe and Blodget, 2000). The evolutionary phases of e-Business shown in Figure 1 shows the
predicted dramatic growth of e-Knowledge industry.
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Figure 1. Evolutionary Phases of e-Business showing the sharp growth of e-Knowledge
In concert with the vision articulated in the PITAC report, Moe and Blodget state, "ubiquitous PCs and high-

speed bandwidth will facilitate access to knowledge anytime, anywhere. The Internet democratizes
knowledge, increasing access to it, lowering its cost and ultimately improving its quality. We believe
combining the "richness" of an offline experience and "reach" that only the Internet provides creates a
network effect that allows scale knowledge enterprises to be born. Moreover, we see significant potential
advantages that offline operators can achieve by leveraging their experience and brand online."

Some Useful Statistics and Statements
From its modest beginning in the 60s and 70s, the Internet has quickly become the largest global
communications network. The number of web sites via the Internet has increased from a mere 130 in 1993
to well over 17 million in 2000, according to the latest figure cited in the September 25, 2000 issue of
Infoworld (Coopee, 2000). The Internet traffic is expected to top 15 million terabytes per month by 2003.
This explosive growth can be translated from business point of view to huge potential for profits. Therefore,
it is no surprise that to see the potentials for learning as described by Moe and Blodget in the following:
Domestic online corporate learning is expect to grow from $1.1 billion in 1999 to $11.4 billion in 2003
(a 79% CAGR);

At the end of 1999, more than 196 million people were using the Internet worldwide. The number of
global Internet users is expected to more than triple to 638 million by 2004, a 27% CAGR;
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The e-knowledge market will reach $53.3 billion by 2003 from $9.4 billion in 1999, growing at a
CAGR of 54%;

These technology-intensive industries are growing 3-6 times as fast as economy -wide job growth;
Colleges and universities are the most wired community on the Web, with over 90% of college students

accessing the Internet, 52% of them daily. Students spend nearly 19 hours per week on the Internet,
84% of the time pursuing academic activities. College students currently spend $105 billion annually,
with $1.5 billion of that online;

Currently there are 84 million students enrolled in higher education worldwide. Global demand for
higher education is forecasted to reach 160 million by 2025 if online learning captures even half of
this growth, there would be 40 million students for online education...The online higher education
market will grow to $7 billion by 2003 in the US alone.

The number of K-12 schools connected to the Internet has climbed from 35% in 1994 to 96% today...
Today is the Generation "i" with 53 million schoolchildren, three million teachers and 23 million
families, the K-12 marketplace encompasses a huge number of potential users. The Internet is the
world' s greatest library.. that gives the same access to knowledge everywhere...

2 THE HIGHER EDUCATION
In discussing the impact of information technology on education, we should really cover all levels of
education from K-12 to the highest level of research in our academic institutions. Yet, time does not permit
me to do so here. I shall concentrate some of the following discussions on the higher education.

Again, Figure 2, taken from Moe and Blodget, provides an excellent overview of the enormous higher
education market both in the US and the world, with 15-million students and 1-million faculty in the US,
and 84-million students and 2.8-million faculty abroad, not mentioning the large number of alumni and other
population who will need continuing education activities.
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Figure 2. The higher education market (Source: Merrill Lynch Global Growth Group)

This speaks for the potentials for eLearning from each of the four components

Infrastructure, Content,

Community, and Commerce.

Infrastructure
With the ever-increasing speed and high-bandwidth global network, and the coming of the Next Generation

Internet, it is fair to say that the truly revolutionary impact of the Internet is just beginning to be felt. As
technology reshapes the world, more than ever; institutions of higher learning has begun to take advantage
of the technological advances that can provide more efficient ways of teaching and learning for their
students, and can offer them exciting new opportunities as well.
Wireless Technology

In addition, wireless technology will begin to be utilized in big ways. Wireless business has grown so fast,
and it is expected that it will grow from 1.2 billion in 2000 to about 4.6 billion in 2004. Currently, students
at the School of Public Health of the Johns Hopkins University, for example, can literally access anything
from their laptop via wireless network. In Pennsylvania, Widener University with the help of 3Com is making
its library resources available to students totally via wireless network. Many other universities, like Cornell
University and Carnegie Mellon University are also heading toward this direction. Commercially, online
learning activities also test wireless waters in big ways, as reported in Informationweek.com(July 24, 2000).
For example, MindSurf, invested by $60 millions from Sylvan and Aether, will deliver pilot programs to
schools nationwide beginning this school year. The goal of these programs is to encourage students and

faculty to collaborate in real time using wireless devices, even when learning takes place outside the
classroom, such as in a museum.

Distance Learning and Virtual Universities
The technology and infrastructure are also in place to provide multimedia -intensive contents to people in
rural, and isolated areas. For example, overcoming distance in rural education in East Texas that is full of
isolated towns hundreds of miles apart, fibre-optics system is installed to provide distance-learning
capabilities for students, teachers, and community members there. Thus, in the new economy, "distance" has
been eliminated. In addition to "distance", learning opportunities are also wide open now for those working
people who cannot afford to have the conventional higher education, or those who are homebound. So, the
Internet has truly "democratize" education, increasing universal access to learning on-demand opportunities,
and reducing its cost. As a result, "distance learning" becomes hot buzzword, and also great moneymaking
enterprise.

"According to the US National Center for Educational Statistics, the number of institutions offering distance
learning course has risen rapidly, from 33% of all colleges in 1995 to 58% of two-year and 62% of four-year
public colleges today, with another 28% of two-year and 23% of four-year public colleges planning to start
offering courses within the next three years. When translating these percentages to real students, according

to estimates from International Data Corporation, 710,000 college students were enrolled in distance
learning courses in 1998; the number is expected to soar to 2.2 million by 2002" (Computer-based learning,
January 7, 2000). Thus, there is an explosive increase of distance learning courses offered via the Internet
by all types of academic institutions. In addition, there is a proliferation of a different breed of universities,
such as the Western Governors University (WGU), which claims to be "the university that comes to you"
(www.wgu.edu). WGU is a degree-granting, competency-based, online, distance-education institution. 19
states and governors as well as 20 leading corporations and foundations support WGU. Its online catalog
has nearly 1,000 distance delivered courses from 50 different education providers including colleges and

universities, corporate providers, and independent learning resources. It established agreements with
Bellevue University, Empire State College, Jones International University, Masters Institute, and Thomas
Edison State College. Every W GU student is assigned a mentor a WGU faculty member who is an expert
in the student' s field of study. The mentor provides one-on-one advising to help student determine what they
need to learn, and where to go to get it.

From another angle, online learning has found an enormously promising corporate market. We have seen
that big monies are investing in this activity. It ranges from much smaller venture like the International
Center for Distance Learning, Inc. in Boston (www.ICDLcourses.com) that offers degree and certificate
programs, as well as business training and others; to big venture capital enterprises, like UNext.com.
UNext.com, reaching over 100,000 learners now, is hoping to grow quickly to over 1 million learners. It is
partner with top-ranked universities such as Stanford University, Columbia University, University of

Chicago, Carnegie Mellon and the London School of Economics to create an elite online academic
institution, Cardean University, specifically designed to serve the needs of Fortune 500 companies, as well
as individuals abroad. The company' s investment in the creation of each course is very substantial, in the

order of over $1 million per course. This is clearly something that cannot be matched by academic
institutions. Yet, numerous "born on the web" universities are also tapping into the corporate market. For
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example, some of the prominent ones include:

The National Technologic University consists of 50 of the top engineering schools in the US including
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and University of California, Berkeley. It is to provide the
best of the best courses through both the Internet and/or satellite; and

The Calibre Learning Network consisting The Wharton School, Georgetown University, University of
Southern California Marshall School of Business, Teachers College of Columbia University, and Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine, is to provide best quality distance courses for their corporate
clients.

So, these alliances have moved the academic content beyond the institutions' classrooms into the business
world.

On the global scene, similar explosive activities can be felt. For sometime we are aware of the partnership
between MIT and the two major universities in Singapore National University of Singapore and Nangyang
Technological University.

In February 2000, the British government announced a distance-learning project for higher education that
officials said was designed to give U.K. higher education the capacity to compete globally with the major
virtual and corporate universities in the United States and elsewhere, as reported in the March 3, 2000 issue
of The Chronicle of Higher Education, p. A41. "The venture, whose working title is e-University, will be
jointly established, owned, and operated by a consortium of higher-education institutions working with the

private sector and overseas partners...A prime impetus behind the e.University project is an effort to
expand Britain' s share of the overseas higher-education market, as well as to fulfill the government' s goal of
providing lifelong learning by increasing professional-development and vocational courses."

In that same issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, it was reported "The World Bank' s Global
Distance Learning Network is scheduled to begin operating this summer, with courses initially delivered to
10 nations. The network will use the Internet, videoconferencing, and satellite links to connect "learning
centers" at participating institutions." Under an agreement, the National University for Distance Education
(UNED), in Madrid, will provide courses for delivery in Latin American countries, including Bolivia and the
Dominican Republic. The UNED (http://www.uned.es) is among the first in developed countries to agree to
provide content for the project. "This is a landmark step forward in enabling developed and developing
countries to become partners in sharing and using knowledge and learning as an effective development tool,"
said the bank' s president, James D. Wolfensohn.

Content Development and Online Courses
While online courses and campuses are springing up everywhere

both offered by traditional higher

education institutions and commercially, one key concern and highly debatable question got to be related to
the "quality" of these courses. There will continue to be the most challenging considerations for all of us
for a long time to come. In addition, there are instructional design and development issues for web courses
and web-enabled courses. These include:
Types and levels of web courses,
Strategies for student interaction and learning
Selecting web templates, and
Course management
Tools

Currently, many tools are available for course development, online course delivery, and teaching and
learning with Web and distance learning technologies. Let me just name a few in the following:

Blackboard [www.blackboard.con Claimed to have been used by over 1000 institutions in every state of
the US and in more than 60 countries.
eCompanion [www.eCollege.cont Designed for faculty who teach in a classroom, but want to put the
power of the Internet to full use. It has all the features of eToolKit, plus it allows you to make lectures
available, conduct online practice tests, guide students to Internet resources, share documents and continue
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class discussion outside the classroom.

an easy to use set of tools for managing and delivering online courses
over the Internet. It includes course management, outlining assignments, delivering lectures, testing, grading
and interacting with students.
eCourse 4.0 fwww.eColle_ge.corrg

e-education [www.jonesknowledge.com]
administration and faculty.

online

software from

JonesKnowledge.com for both

Used by a number of universities in development their web-based courses. For
example, Marshall University, an institution of 16,000 students, has 400+ courses and 6000+ students
WebCT [www.webct.corr]

enrolled in classes that use WebCT for delivery of instructional material.

Education professionals can gain valuable knowledge about using Web-based or Web-supported teaching
and for supporting distributed learning and/or distance learning programs since there are sufficient reporting
in both literature and conferences. We are having some reporting at this meeting as well on this topic.

3 IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATORS
It is clear that in this millennium, as the personal computers and laptops become more and more affordable,

and access to the Internet becomes common place, the computer-based learning delivery systems will
predominate on the new distance learning frontier. As stated by Andy DiPaolo, Director of the Stanford
Center for Professional Development, there is "a seismic shift from the campus-concentric to studentconcentric" learning in a culture that has been moved from place-based to information-based. He also stated
"In the industrial age, we went to school. In the communication age, the school comes to us" (Computerbased learning, January 7, 2000).
In this environment, the educators need to realize that there are many parties fighting for the "learning" turf.
With many high-capital commercial .corns as key players, this has not been an easy time for many traditional
educational institutions, particularly when the enrollment of some of these institutions are shrinking. News
media reports frequently teachers' and educators' attempts to block the accreditation of online colleges,

particularly those proposed by a commercial venture, such as the recent case with Harcourt Higher
Education and the accreditation of its online college by the Massachusetts Board of Higher Education
(Soule, September 3, 2000). Main reasons for objection tend to center around the doubt on these the online
colleges' ability to provide quality education and to meet the same educational standards. Yet, supporters for
virtual universities argue that they can indeed meet high standards. In fact, in a recent survey from Michigan
State University on the educational success rate of exam performance of 200 undergraduates taking a
macroeconomics introductory class, students taking online courses were found to score higher on exams
than their classroom-bound counterparts.
Thus, attempting to block the online learning offerings at this time will likely be a futile exercise. Like it or
not, we need to realize that distance learning technologies primarily the Internet have changed the way
education will be consumed in the future. Like a tidal wave, online learning offerings will be introduced in
different formats from different public and private, educational and commercial entities in great speed and
quantity, and are not stoppable.

Instead, we educators should make more effort to explore computational media, to determine what
technological base can best serve education, and to find the most flexible systems to create web-based
courses so to empower our teachers and students (Disessa, 2000).

4 IMPLICATIONS FOR INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS
Finally, I would like to close rry talk on the implications of eLearning for information professionals. On
September 20, 2000, on my trip back from Washington DC, I notice an interesting statistical chart on digital
book sales on the first page of the USA Today of that day, as show in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Digital Book Sales over from 2000 to 2005 (from USA Today, September 20, 2000, p.1.)

As online distance learning offers the possibility of overcoming both pedagogical and physical limits of
traditional education, we need to realize that quality online education needs to be supported with needed
information resources which must be "digital." Although many people consider the Web as a huge "digital
library," yet, the quality of information retrievable from the Web is often questionable. I believe that
everyone will agree that no quality education online or traditionally class-bound can be achieved without
the support of information resources available from information rich places like libraries. Yet, most libraries
in academic and other institutions are current not digital. While digital libraries are beginning to be created,

most of our students and faculty in academic institutions are still obtaining their needed information
resources from the hard-copy books, journals, and reports. While some small-scale digital libraries are
available, they are mostly limited distributed systems that often cannot be interoperable, and have limited
interactive and retrieval capabilities. We face many challenges in this area.
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resources cannot only be shared globally, and can also
be available to us at our fingertips. Currently, my own
effort in leading a major International Digital Library
Project, called Chinese Memory Net, supported by the
US National Science Foundation, is a collaborative

R&D project working with researchers in interdisciplinary fields in China, Taiwan and the USA on various
problems and issues related to the global digital library development. A major international conference, NIT

2001, will be held in Beijing. As shown in the graphics, it is organized by me to address some of the
essential problems and issues related to global digital libraries. More information on this can be found at
http://web.simrnons.eduichen/nit.

5 CONCLUSION
Chancellor Robert Berdahl of the University of California, Berkeley has stated, "distance-learning promises
to transform the manner in which education or, perhaps more accurately, teaching materials are delivered
around the world."

As the world economy is shifting its emphases from manufacturing to service jobs, and human capital is
replacing physical capital as primary productive asset to human capital (Moe & Blodget), we can understand
why education has emerged to become the second of the four top sectors in the US domestic economy
Health, 14.1% of GDP; Education, 9.5%; Social Security, 5.0%; and Defense, 4.0%. The significance of the
education sector is likely to be found in many other developed countries in the world.

eLearning has transformed to be a killer application in this new millennium, and we must prepare ourselves
to capitalize this technology environment, and to capture the opportunity to advance both the quality of our
educational content delivery and to provide wider access for our citizens and students to better educational
opportunities. It is an understatement to say that we are living in a very interesting time. Let' s prepare
ourselves well to be a proactive mover of this tidal wave.
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Knowledge building--the creation of knowledge as a social product--is
something that scientists, scholars and employees of highly innovative
companies do for a living. We have demonstrated that these same activities can
be integral to schooling, grades one to post graduate, and extensible to a variety
of health care and workplace settings. The central purpose of CSILE (Computer

Supported Intentional Learning Environments), and now second-generation
Knowledge Forum ® - -and the Knowledge Society Network that it enables-- is to
democratize knowledge. The most radical possibilities arise from restructuring

the flow of information within and between organizations so as to allow
participants to work continuously at the edges of their competence and to
marshal high levels of "collective cognitive responsibility" and "collective
intelligence." The ubiquity of such human capabilities, rather than ubiquitous
computing, information access, and content delivery, will define a knowledge
society.

Keywords: innovation dynamic, knowledge creation, knowledge society

1 Introduction
Twenty-first century knowledge work and technological innovation are inextricably related, as suggested by
the global economy, the ever increasing demands for knowledge management resulting from the digitization
of the world's knowledge resources, and the increasingly familiar e- prefix to signal electronic conversion of

myriad forms of communication and commerce. Information-age societies will be founded on new
knowledge media and on the redefinition of social and cultural practices afforded by them. While there is
general agreement that the much heralded 'knowledge society' will have profound effects on our health,
educational, cultural, and financial institutions, there is little analysis of the inner workings of such a society:
Do we actually know how to promote the skills and the processes that would make a knowledge society work?
Is it even legitimate to speak of a knowledge society if the majority of citizens do not belong to it?
The transformation from an industrial society with a manufacturing economy, to that of a knowledge society
with a knowledge economy, represents a transformation comparable in significance to major transformations
from prehistoric and historic times. Since the beginning of civilization technology and social innovations
have been intertwined. These transformations are occurring at an ever quickening pace, and each involves
technology breakthroughs and new social forms that are in reciprocal relation to one another. A very rough
chronology, as presented by Keating & Mustard (1993) [1], is presented in Table 1.

Date
40,000 B.C.

10,000 B.C.

Technology
Innovation
advanced stone
technology
the agricultural
revolution

Social Innovation

Overall Result

recognizable civilizations
with characteristic crafts
and symbolic art
state structures and
massing of
populations in fertile cumulative knowledge
growth
regions
intertribal
communication
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1700 A.D.

machine technology

complex
organizations of
labor and capital

2000 A.D.

advanced
information
technology

knowledge-based
societies and
economies

global trade and
communication;
specialization of knowledge
production
???

Table 1: Major transformations attributable to an innovation dynamic involving technological and social
innovations

There is nothing new in the dynamic that binds technological and social innovation together. What is new is
the purposefulness with which this dynamic is harnessed to specific achievements. In earlier times, major
transformations occurred without plan. The industrialization of Europe and North America during the 19th
century came about through the cumulative effect of countless individual initiatives with no overall plan. But
in the 20th century we saw many nations embarking on plans for deliberate industrialization. Now we see

nations the world over, developing policies to ensure a place for themselves in the global knowledge
economy. The result of the 2000 A.D transformation is, of course, yet to be determined, and it may be
different in different societies. According to one scenario, technological advances will democratize
knowledge. According to another scenario, there will be a widening split between educationally advantaged
and disadvantaged groups, leading to the rapid decline of nations and groups that are unable to keep up with
the increasing demand for knowledge and skills.

2 Capturing the knowledge-creation dynamic
An innovation dynamic favorable to the creation of a knowledge society is enabled by social and
technological systems working in reciprocal relation, each biasing knowledge work toward increasingly
high-level processes. Democratization of knowledge additionally requires systems that enable rather than
presume advanced knowledge processes. We refer to the social and technological systems that enable
advanced knowledge processes as knowledge building systems because they engage all community members

in the core knowledge creation dynamic: ideas and achievements are continually contributed to the
community, and their usefulness is magnified through availability and continual refinement in a community
context.

The last row of Table 1 is reproduced as Table 2, reframed to indicate knowledge building innovations
hypothesized to lead to the democratization of knowledge--an optimistic version of the 2000 A.D.
transformation.

Date
2000 A.D.

Technology
Innovation
Knowledge Building
Technology

Table 2:

Social Innovation

Overall Result

Collaborative
knowledge-building
communities, embedded
in a Knowledge Society
Network

The
democratization of
knowledge

The knowledge building innovation dynamic

2.1 Core facets of knowledge creation
The knowledge-building innovation dynamic is elaborated in Table 3. It begins with a brief account of four
faceth of knowledge creation, which take into account frequently cited characteristics of twenty-first century
knowledge work, including teamwork and knowledge sharing [2] [3] [4].

In this paper terms are used that signify the ways in which these aspects of knowledge work must be
extended beyond their common meaning if the result is to be knowledge creation. Thus, for example, we use

the term community knowledge. Teamwork is involved, but the production of community knowledge
additionally requires that all members add value to shared ideas; otherwise, teamwork settles into joint
productions that do not extend the team's knowledge. Team members enjoy information access, but access
does not lead to knowledge creation. The four facets of knowledge creation presented in Table 3 are:
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2.1.1 Community Knowledge
Expert knowledge-based societies are believed to gain advantage through collective contributions--what we
might think of as knowledge-in-the-aggregate as opposed to the talents or contributions to knowledge of
individual outliers. A growing literature suggests that the pursuit of excellence in a knowledge society will
depend increasingly on what have been termed "21st Century skills" and the teamwork they imply. "In the
knowledge society it is not the individual who performs. The individual is a cost center rather than a
performance center. It is the organization that performs." [5]. There will be a premium on abilities over and
above those that marked genius in previous centuries. Emphasis on individual excellence may even prove
counter-productive to societal excellence.
2.1.2 Rise Above

It is easier to deal with the concrete, immediate, and simple than to cope with complexity, diversity, and
messiness. Yet these later qualities typify most innovative environments and work at the cutting edge of a
discipline. In knowledge building communities rise-above is built into the social fabric of the organization
and into the technologies that support it. Its members establish shared goals that stretch their collective
abilities. They move to increasingly high levels for resolving conflicts and for solving problems, thus they
learn to accommodate emergent goals rather than working with goals that are fixed from the beginning. They
learn to do the exceptional routinely.

2.1.3 Improvable Ideas

The history of scientific achievements teaches a lesson: ideas are improvable. Aristotle's physics was
superseded by Newton's; Newtonian physics gave way to Einstein's relativity theory; relativity was further
advanced by Planck's quantum theory. We still think of Aristotle, Newton, and Einstein as geniuses, but

people who hold physical beliefs similar to Aristotle's are considered to hold misconceptions while
contemporary physicists pursue theories that continue to advance improved versions of last year's theories.
Creating knowledge new to the world, improving on existing knowledge, and grasping and applying what
others say are all similarly intensive knowledge processes. Those who are able to continually build more
complete knowledge are engaged in the same processes through which expert knowledge is achieved in the
first place.

2.1.4 Symmetric knowledge advancement
This is a variant of what is popularly known as creating win-win situations, applied to knowledge work.
Knowledge building is served when one group's knowledge serves as foundation for work elsewhere. Many
institutions represent the antithesis of a model of 'symmetric knowledge advance.' Activities typically are

organized so that participants do the same thing and do not learn from one another. For example, in
educational contexts the teacher's knowledge does not advance appreciably in the course of instruction;
outputs have no value outside the organization, except in rare cases where reports have value to others; and
organizations--especially schools--form a distinct and separate community, minimally affected by knowledge
advances in other sectors of society. The situations we wish to explore, in contrast, maximize knowledge
resources through creating more synergistic relations both within and between communities engaged in
knowledge work.

Nonaka and Takeuchi [6] present five phases of a knowledge-creation process: (a) sharing tacit knowledge,
(b) creating concepts, (c) justifying concepts, (d) building an archetype, (e) and cross-leveling knowledge.

The goal in listing facets of knowledge creation, as presented above, is not to identify steps in a linear
process, nor an exhaustive classification, but rather to illustrate the correspondences between essential
processes and technological and social supports that enable them. A row-by-row review of Table 3 highlights
these correspondences, and planfulness in aligning them with technological and social innovations fine-tuned
to their production. The implication is not that there is a one-to-one correspondence between these processes
and these innovations. Rather, there is productive redundancy, with many routes, and no set pathways to the
complex of socio-cognitive processes supported by knowledge building technologies.
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Core Facets of Knowledge
Creation

Technology Innovation:

Socio-Cognitive Innovation:

Knowledge Forum®

Collaborative Knowledge
Building

Bolded items refer to processes
specifically supported by Knowledge
Forum software

Knowledge Society Network

Community Knowledge

Contribute to collective
knowledge advancement
and shared goals;
contribute ideas to
communal design spaces;
serve as a valuable team
member; cultivate openness
in knowledge work

Individuals and teams contribute ideas
in the form of notes and views to
collaborative and public design
spaces; ideas are shared and refined as
collaborators read, build-on,
reference, search, summarize, add
keywords, collect and annotate
knowledge artifacts contributed by
participants. Openness in knowledge
work is supported through links to
views of different team members and to
the production of higher-order
conceptual frameworks

Knowledge jointly constructed;
priority given to the
production of ideas of value to
others, not simply to
demonstrations of personal
achievement

Rise-above notes and views-of-views
support increasingly high-level
formulations of problems and ideas, as
well as coherence and synthesis of
ideas; the rise-above-it principle is
reflected in publication-and-review,
in a multimedia journal, in individual
and group portfolios and in multiple
representations of ideas, viewed from
different perspectives; customizable
scaffolds for high-level knowledge
processes support theory refinement,
evaluation of evidence and

Community members view
conflicts and problems from
high-levels; they engage in
theory refinement and
explanatory coherence: Do our
ideas fit together? Where are
the gaps in understanding?
What new information has been
found that we must take into
account? What is missing from
our current conceptualization?

Rise Above

Move to increasingly
higher levels to resolve
conflicts and to solve
problems; transcend
expectations; accommodate
complexity, diversity, and
messiness; translate ideas
into action and new
contexts; engage in
progressive problem
solving and self assessment

counterarguments, constructive
criticism, experimentation, and a
host of high-level knowledge
processes.
Improvable Ideas
Idea improvement is supported through
Cultivate promising and
improvable ideas; sustain
inquiry at the edges of
understanding; move
beyond current best
practices; work with
emergent goals; approach
problems as opportunities

peer review, coauthored notes and
views, links to views of different
team members, higher-order

conceptual frameworks,
reorganization and revision, and
integration of new information;
process models and
knowledge-building discourse are
supported through animation and
video notes
Analytic tools work in the background
and record processes
automatically--research and
reflection become integral to the
workings of the organization;
participants serve as ethnograpers of
knowledge building.
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Communities living at the edge
of their collective understanding,
sustained by a culture that prizes
reflection, critical analysis,
emergent goal states, and
high-level integrations that do
justice to the ideas of all
contributors

Symmetric knowledge
advancement

Progressive refinement of
ideas within and between
communities; work at the
cutting edge of inquiry;
situate and refine ideas in
the context of broadly
distributed communities

Interleaved local-and wide-area
networks support the work of local
and globally configured
communities; replication, merger
of workspaces, and a system of virtual
visitations, support knowledge
building discourse within and across
communities; online-offline
synchronization, wireless capabilities,
and Palm KF will soon provide
anytime, anywhere access

Distributed and opportunistic
workgroups treat diversity as
strength and enable integration
of work across disciplines and
communities

Table 3: The knowledge-building innovation dynamic: core facets of knowledge creation, knowledge
building technology, and knowledge building social structures

2.2 Knowledge building technology
Column two of Table 3 indicates technology supports to enable the core facets of knowledge creation listed
in Column 1. The technology that provides these supports is Knowledge Forum, a second-generation CSILE
(Computer-Supported Intentional Learning Environment) product [7] Knowledge Forum is designed to make
the underlying, hidden aspects of knowledge creation transparent to its users. There is not space to elaborate
here, but we have found that the facets of knowledge creation listed above are in evidence with Grade One
students using Knowledge Forum. This finding is suggestive of the goal underlying its design--to provide 'a

way in' for everyone, and thus to take the essential first step in democratizing knowledge. These same
processes are supported by the same technology and the same social structures in health care, graduate
school, business, cultural organizations, and other workplace environments. Thus we have demonstrated that
these activities are integral to schooling, grades one to post graduate, and extensible to a variety of health
care and workplace settings. This opens the way for a knowledge society.

2.3 Knowledge building social structures
Column 3, Table 3 indicates the social innovations that correspond to Knowledge Forum's technological
innovations and, in turn, to the core facets of knowledge creation it is designed to support.

2.3.1 Knowledge building communities.
Knowledge-building communities [8] are not simply collections of people who individually pursue
knowledge, even though their individual interests may be diverse. They are a community in the sense that
they share their knowledge, support one another in knowledge construction, and thus develop a kind of

collective expertise that is distinguishable from that of the individual members. Participants may be
co-located or distantly located. The defining characteristic is their commitment to the collective goal of
improvable ideas--the essence of knowledge creation. Advancement of knowledge is pursued strategically

and with deliberate investment of resources. Participants aim to redefine problems at deeper or more
inclusive levels as they proceed rather than to eliminate problems. The result is continual advancement of the
community's knowledge and capabilities, similar to the process of expertise in cutting-edge research and
development teams [9] [10]. Although knowledge creation depends on chancy processes of discovery and
invention, we take it for granted that some communities will make advances with greater regularity than
others. That is what we expect of knowledge building communities, as they represent a social organization
that invests its resources in the advancement of the group's knowledge, so that the group as a whole is
striving for advancement beyond present limits of competence.

Participants within a knowledge building community, supported by Knowledge Forum, share an electronic
design space in which important aspects of their intellectual work are recorded in digital form and entered
into Knowledge Forum's communal workspaces. Processes of reflection, review, and publication encourage
each community to create high-level syntheses of their work. Analytic tools work in the background of these

design spaces and record processes automatically so that research becomes integral to the day-to-day
workings of the organization, encouraging the community to reflect on their processes and to continually
improve them. The design spaces support multimedia--video, animation, audio, graphing--and
cross-application inter-operability is on the design agenda. Knowledge building discourse is the dynamic that
brings various knowledge operations into the service of knowledge advancement.
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2.3.2 The Knowledge Society Network.
Experts seldom exist in isolation. Nor do expert communities. Often they are linked together by associations
or informal networks, but even when that is not the case they are connected through a tradition in which

expertise evolves over generations. Globally networked knowledge building communities enable the
Knowledge Society [11]-- a network of networks, providing a natural extensions of the progressive
refinement of problems, knowledge sharing, and group interactions that define work within a community.

Knowledge Forum supports this process through integration of knowledge work within and across
communities. Select portions of the design spaces of local communities can be opened to cross-community
searches. Features such as replication and merger of design spaces allow communities to replicate portions of
one design space into another and to create new cross-community discourses. Thus, for example, elementary
school biology communities might work with high school biology communities, and they in turn with
pre-med students. However, there is no predetermined alignment, and communities may find their cutting
edge in unanticipated places. The work of these communities is enriched by virtual visitations, and also made
increasingly demanding by the commitment to openness in knowledge building that these visitations entail.
Participants agree to allow their design space to serve as an object of inquiry, giving new meaning to work at

the cutting edge. By making use of talents within and between communities, knowledge building
communities have access to enhanced knowledge resources, and continual effort does not have to be exerted

to make the system function, as knowledge building is built into the dynamics by which participants
communicate and pursue organizational goals.

3 Conclusion
Knowledge creation must operate at all levels of an organization and across a wide range of
organizations if we are to democratize knowledge. In order for this to happen, both technological and
social innovations are required that go beyond what is presently regarded as the state of the art. Inquiry
into the social and technological innovations required for a knowledge society is in its infancy. The goal
of this paper is to contribute to an understanding of the issues and possibilities of a special form of a
knowledge society--one that enables rather than presumes advanced knowledge processes; one that is
committed to giving away its understanding of these processes.
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In 1993, the last time ICCE was in Taiwan, theories of situated cognition were promising to
change the field of educational computing. What has happened since? It seems that many of the
superficial interpretations of situated cognition (that thinking is a physical skill, that knowledge
cannot be separated from activity, that learning takes place through participation and not in an
individual mind) have been sufficiently refined that they may be considered to accord with
current emphases on collaborative learning environments. However, the precept that "'situated'
means coordination without deliberation", which, superficially (and, of course, situationists

would attempt to clarify that it is much deeper than this), seems to reduce cognition to
unreflective practice does not appear to correspond to current system designs. There is now an
increased emphasis on learning systems providing an environment not just for practice but also
for articulation and reflection. The reasons for this will be discussed and some strategies for
promoting articulate reflection will be illustrated with reference to five systems: EUCLID (for

geometry problem-solving), BSL (for understanding floating and sinking), STURM (for
supporting essay planning), MArCo (for group planning) and STyLE (for learning terminology).
Keywords: system design, reflection, articulation

1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to consider trends in the development of advanced computer-based learning (CBL)
systems in the last decade and, in particular, to focus on strategies for supporting articulate reflection by
students. In 1993, the last time this conference was held in Taiwan, there was a heated debate underway
concerning the implications of situationism or situated cognition, a specific form of constructivism, for the
design of CBL systems. Proponents of this philosophy of cognition considered that a revolution in the way we
conceptualise CBL system design was needed.

We do not hear so much about this debate nowadays (for example, at the recent AIED and ITS conferences there
was barely a mention of situated cognition). What has happened? Has the theory been abandoned? Has it been

entirely accepted, so that there is nothing left to debate? Have some of the tenets been quietly absorbed and
some put aside?

The tenets of situationism always seemed rather elusive in the sense that the simplistic slogans which were
sometimes put forward to summarise the revolutionary nature of the theory were inevitably accompanied by
detailed discussions indicating that the slogans never quite captured the essence of the theory. What appears to

have happened over the last decade is that the tenets have been refined so that they no longer seem so
revolutionary - and indeed current system designers unaware of the previous heated debate might well wonder
what all the fuss was about. For the simple fact is that researchers and designers are situated too. What they do
is determined also by their community of practice and environment, and, obviously, over the last decade there
have been major changes towards networked learning and lifelong learning, with which situationism is more in
tune than the traditional symbol-processing forms of cognitive science, more appropriate for individualised,
adaptive systems.

However, there is one current trend in CBL systems, the focus on supporting articulate reflection, which it is
difficult to relate to the principles of situationism. Of course, situationists had much to say about articulation and
reflection (along with everything else) but most of it appeared to be rather confused. As we will see, this is
basically because situationism is a theory of knowledge and performance and not directly one of learning.
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In this paper, we will briefly discuss the nature of situationism and consider trends in the design of CBL systems.
After considering articulation and reflection in more detail, we will then present various strategies for supporting
articulate reflection, illustrated by specific CBL systems, leading to conclusions about CBL system design.

2 The tenets of situationism
Situationism is one of many variants of constructivism. The defining characteristic of constructivism - the
principle that learners construct knowledge and do not somehow passively receive or absorb it - is hardly
arguable. The corollaries which are emphasised begin to be more questionable:
that an essential part of what is learned is the context in which learning takes place (both the physical and
social environment);

that knowledge is constructed by learners through actively interacting in situations in which they
experience a domain;
that previously constructed knowledge influences the way learners interpret new experiences and affects
their thinking and learning;
that construction of knowledge occurs over time from the learners' attempts to connect new and previously
developed experiences.

Situationism departs from other forms of constructivism in its view of what it is that is constructed. Nonsituationists need not necessarily deny that knowledge construction leads to symbolic representations or
cognitive structures held in the brain (as conventional cognitive science might be considered to hold).
Situationists do not agree that the 'construct' is an entity in this sense.

The following appear to be the main tenets of situationism (although it is risky to present such a brief list
because situationists will always say that matters are really much more complicated than this):
Knowledge is an analytic abstraction, like energy, and not a substance or thing that can be inventoried [3].
It does not reside "in the heads of tutors, getting there through experience, abstracted but not necessarily
accessible in an articulatable form", as asserted in [16]. Knowledge may be represented symbolically, for
theoretical purposes, but such symbolic representations are not themselves knowledge, no more than a map
is the territory mapped.
The activities of a person and an environment are parts of a mutually-constructed whole. A person does
not act in or on an environment (or vice versa) but with an environment. Therefore, one cannot describe

either separately but only in terms of their contributions to an activity. The mind is then a functional
property of this interaction between a person and an environment, not an entity that exists in the head.
Perception and acting are mutually shaping, or "'situated' means coordination without deliberation" [1 ], a
phrase subsequently elaborated to mean much more than it appears to say.

Language is the "instrument of social cooperation and mutual participation" [7], rather than a means of
describing some separately given reality. Therefore, language is the means to enable learners to participate
in a jointly constructed social activity rather than to transfer reality from one head to another.
Learning is "a process that takes place in a participation framework, not in an individual mind .. learning is,

at it were, distributed among co-participants, not a one-person act [11]. This proposition seems less
counterintuitive once it is clarified that 'social' does not mean 'in the presence of other people': "an action is
situated because it is constrained by a person's understanding of his or her 'place' in a social process" [3].
So an individual reading a book may be situated and engaged in a social process.
In general, situationism begins with practice and works towards theory (rather than vice versa, as attributed
to the symbol-processing paradigm). There is, therefore, an emphasis on learning from apprenticeship,

rather than from teaching or formal schooling. This denial of the role of theoretical abstractions,
necessarily situation-independent, does, of course, create difficulties with the notion of transfer'. One
could deny that transfer ever happens [6] or attempt to provide a situationist account of the apparently
contradictory notion of transfer ([10], a lengthy but ultimately unconvincing article).

It was striking that the studies that led to the theory of situated cognition were mainly studies of performance
(grocery shopping, Liberian tailoring, reasoning about land rights in the Tiobriand Islands) and not of learning
(e.g. of how a Liberian tailor becomes competent). It was rather assumed that the only or the best way to acquire
the situated knowledge that people appear to have was for them to be immersed in the 'community of practice' as if, after observing expert skiers on the mountainside one concluded that a novice skier should learn within that
community, when in fact the opposite happens, with novice skiers being excluded until they are capable of
joining. It was also implicit that because knowledge was observed to be situated this was therefore a desirable
state of affairs - that it should be the aim of education to help learners acquire such situated knowledge.
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In response to the question "So, what should we as system designers do differently, according to situation
cognition?" a list [2] was provided (where I have omitted the "rather than .." clause which ended each item, in
order to focus on the nature of the proposal, not its purported contrast with alternatives):
participate with users in multidisciplinary design teams
adopt a global view of the context in which a computer system will be used
be committed to provide cost-effective solutions to real problems
facilitate conversations between people
realise that transparency and ease of use is a relation between an artefact and a community of practice
relate schema models and computer systems to the everyday practice by which they are given meaning and
modified
view the group as a psychological unit.
As we look at the list today we may conclude that it is not so controversial. Situationism has been sound in its
broad proposal - that we would do better to concentrate on restructuring the social-cognitive settings within
which students learn than to try to manipulate the internal information-processing of students. However, there is
one aspect which is missing, or at most muddled, within situationism and that is the role of activities specifically
to aid learning (not performance), such as articulate reflection.

3 Reflection and articulation
By reflection we mean more than 'deep thinking', as in the everyday sense. We mean the consideration of one's
own thought processes, problem-solving strategies, knowledge and skills. In short, thinking about one's own
thinking. In general terms, this reflection needs to be both motivated (so that the learner feels there is some
potential gain in pausing during the problem-solving process) and supported by some kind of externalisation of
the learner's thought processes (so that there is something upon which the reflection may focus).
Reflection is therefore an interruption to action. With competent problem solvers, where there is no intention to
seek improvement in any related activity, there may well be no reflection. If situated cognition implies action
"without deliberation" then this appears to leave no place for reflection, although it has always been a key
component of cognitive apprenticeship [4]. Reflection was considered to be the fourth and last stage of the
cognitive apprenticeship process. However, it was considered appropriate only in domains for which the target
process is external and thus readily available for observation and comment and also bears a relatively transparent
relationship to concrete products.
Articulation is the process of verbalising, for the benefit of oneself or others, the thought processes and problemsolving activities that are occurring or have occurred. Articulation is important for three reasons. First, at the
philosophical level, the link between language and thought, the later sometimes being considered to be a kind of
internal language', may mean that the act of making verbally explicit may in itself help develop the thought
processes being described. Secondly, articulation may bring into the open current (mis)understandings so that
they may be inspected, discussed and edited by oneself or others. Thirdly, being able to provide an articulate
explanation is itself a worthwhile educational objective. Situationist researchers may be in awe of remarkable,
but inarticulate, problem-solving processes but generally we prefer a solution which is accompanied by some
explanation of how it has been derived.
For computer-based learning systems, we need to support both reflection and articulation together, neither alone
being of much help to the system or the learner. The system needs to provoke reflection but it needs to receive
some information about that reflection if it is to provide support.

4 Strategies for promoting articulate reflection
In this section, five strategies intended to promote articulate reflection are described, illustrated by projects
underway at Leeds.

4.1 Present novel problems which require articulation for their solution
If one presents a traditional geometry problem (such as Figure 1, on the left) to an expert, a solution is obtained
almost instantaneously, with the expert often being unable afterwards to say precisely how the solution was
obtained. Asking the problem-solver to describe the process during problem-solving only interferes with the
process. Such problems, characteristically, have the fortunate properties of being complete and non-redundant,
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that is, every thing that needs to be known is in the figure and there is nothing in the figure which is not needed
in the solution. Problem solvers therefore soon realise that any step is likely to be a useful one.

Figure 1. (a) A 'traditional' problem: Given BCF=FCD, CBF=EAD, BF=5, what is the length BE?
(b) An 'incomplete' problem: What is the length BE?

If, however, we present an incomplete'
problem (Figure 1, on the right), then
solvers have to think carefully before
asking for information which they hope will
be useful. For example, for this problem,
we might ask:
"Is there a line parallel to BE?"
"Is there another line through point B?"
Even experts (at traditional problems) have

difficulty in devising an effective series of
questions for such problems. Generally,
however, those with a better understanding
of geometry realise that more 'conceptual'
questions (such as those to do with parallel
and perpendicular lines) are more useful
than specific questions, because they are
related to the inferences (opposite angles,
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The EUCLID system (Figure 2) has been
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Figure 2. The EUCLID system, showing
the starting problem (above) and midway
through a solution (below).

The questions may be considered to be of four kinds: existence, value, conceptual, rule application. Users'
strategies may then be plotted, showing differences between novice (focussing on specific questions) and expert
(asking more conceptual questions) problem solvers [12].

Figure 3. A trace of two subjects' solution of the problem shown in Figure 2.
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4.2 Provide an appropriate language, especially where the proper language is too
formal
Most people can venture an answer to a problem such as that shown in Figure 4, but find it hard to give a
justification for their solution. They simply do not have the technical or everyday words to express their
justification. Here are two typical explanations:
"The shape of the bottom of the boat is slanting and the gradual change of the slope... helps it float. In the
block....no gradual change of slope....so it sinks."
"Something to do with the shape. Don't know why....saw on TV where the speed of motion depends on
shape."
It does not help to provide a list of technical definitions (buoyant force, etc.).

Figure 4. A floating problem: A lump of plasticine sinks when it is placed in water. When the same lump of
plasticine is shaped into a boat, it floats as shown on the right. Explain this phenomenon.

Instead, we might try to provide an intuitive, informal language which may provide a bridge to the technical
language. For example, consider the situation (Figure 5) in which a body B hangs from a string S above or in a
liquid L (in a infinite container). B, S and L are the only things we need to talk about. What can we say if we
make B heavier (but the same volume)? S has to hold it up a bit more. What if L is denser? What if B is a
cylinder not a sphere? ... fairly soon, one starts using B, S and L for the forces associated with them (without, of
course, necessarily using the word 'force'). Once one has this 'language', more complicated questions can be
tackled: When a body is lowered into a liquid do B, S and L change in the same way if B is a sphere and a
cylinder? How do B, S and L change if the body floats when it is lowered?
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Figure 5. The BSL situation
and the BSL environment for
experimentation and problem
solving.
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The BSL system (Figure 5) was designed to help students articulate and reflect upon their thinking about
buoyancy and floating concepts. The evidence is that students are enabled to provide more articulate
explanations, and, through experimenting with the simulation, can test out hypotheses and develop conceptual
understanding [13]. For example, here is an extract of an explanation given while using BSL:
S: "Increase depth of submergence....as you increase....body force will remain constant, I guess.... your
liquid force, I guess is going to increase because....due to the height....you are going deeper..."
E: "What height is that?"
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S: "The deeper....as you go deeper into the water, there is water pressure pushing it up. But I am not very
sure about the string force...as you go deeper, the string force is getting less because of the upward force
of the liquid....so....the thing is getting less....I think it's getting constant....I guess."

4.3 Monitor the student's activities and help him to articulate his problem-solving
strategies
Imagine that you are a music undergraduate and you have been given the following essay assignment: "In what
ways was Schumann a more romantic composer than Beethoven?" Imagine also that your tutor has kindly
provided a list of potentially useful web addresses (music dictionaries, biographies, examples, etc.). How would
you proceed?

The planning stage of writing involves goal setting, content generation and argument building. The potential
argument structure of an essay should not emerge after all information has been gathered but should guide the
information-gathering process. Therefore providing advice on appropriate research strategies should help
students begin to build an argument structure from the material which they are reading. We have identified a
number of strategies potentially useful for tackling essays of the form "Compare A and B with respect to X",
such as:
identify the characteristics of X (so that you may compare A and B with respect to each characteristic)
see if the characteristics of X change over time (so that you may see when A and B best fit X)
search for discussions of whether A (or B) has a specific characteristic of X or not

consider whether there is an exclusive-or relationship between X and some Y (so that, if so, you might
consider A (or B) with respect to Y

The STURM (Studying, Teaching and Understanding Research Methodologies) system has a catalogue of such
general purpose information- gathering strategies. The idea is that as a student browses the web resources the
system maintains a simple model of the information of which they are aware and then when a student asks
"What should I do next?" it is able to provide advice, by determining which of its strategies are applicable at that
time. For example, if the student has accessed a resource which suggests that a characteristic of romanticism is
that it is more descriptive or programmatic than abstract a number of steps might be proposed, including an
instantiated form of the third one above: "See if Schumann's music is descriptive". Of course, it is conceivably
useful to present an abstract form of the advice, as being potentially helpful for all essays of this type. As the
student carries out this browsing, what he discovers begins to form the structure of the essay. For example,
finding out (from the second piece of advice above) that the notion of romanticism changed considerably from
the Beethoven to Schumann eras provides one basis for organising the essay.

4.4 Require students to develop problem-solving strategies in a group and help to
resolve conflicts
There has been much discussion of the idea that cognitive conflict triggers reflection. However, it is clear that
such conflict does not always trigger reflection and, if it does, it is often quite shallow. Partly, this is because the
notion of conflict is itself quite shallow, amounting to the holding of a proposition and its negation. The
resolution therefore involves only the consideration of which proposition(s) need to be discarded. 'Strategy
conflicts', however, are more subtle. If a strategy is a partially ordered sequence of steps to achieve some goal,
then two strategies may conflict in various ways, for example, some of the steps may be out of order, different
ones may be in parallel, etc. It is not always clear whether the differences are significant. If there is a significant
conflict, its resolution involves more than just deleting one or more components. In short, the resolution of
strategic conflicts is likely to provide a basis for deeper articulate reflection than ordinary cognitive conflict.
The MArCo system (Figure 6) is designed to support two or more students in group problem solving and then to
resolve potential conflicts. Conflicts happen through dialogue and are inevitable in group problem solving, and,
indeed, are beneficial to it. To provide support, the system needs first to model individual activities and to detect
conflicts. We distinguish between a 'difference of views' (where agents have different views but have not yet
communicated them to each other); a 'disagreement' (where the agents inform each other about their different
views but a discussion does not then follow); and a 'conflict' (where the agents try to convince one another about
their own points of view). Conflicts may be of various kinds [ 17]:
non-task related or social conflicts
belief conflicts, i.e. conflicts about facts and rules within the domain
contextual conflicts, related to defining what exactly is the problem being solved
reflector conflicts, related to how goals are selected
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intention conflicts, concerning the steps to be taken to solve a problem
goal-definition conflicts, relating to defining the goal
goal-achievement conflicts, concerned with disagreements about whether the goal has been achieved.
For example, a belief-conflict is defined as:
Bel_Conflict(x,y,$) = deffBel(x,$) and Bel(x,Bel(y,s)) and Intend(x, Bel(y,$))]
According to this definition, x has a conflict with y if x intends that y should change his belief to conform to x's,
but not necessarily vice versa. We can also define a mutual belief conflict:
Mutual_Bel_Conflict(x,y,$) = def[Bel_Conflict(x,y,$) and Bel_Conflict(y,x,s)]

The distinction is important because, in the first case, x may be mistaken about y's beliefs and the conflict
situation may cause confusion, whereas the second situation has more potential for articulate reflection.
Similarly, we define a collaboration and a mutual collaboration as:
Collab(x,y,p) = def113e1(x,p) and Bel(x,Bel(y,p)) and Intend(x,strategy(x,p)) and
Expects(x,Intend(y,strategy(y,p)))]
Mutual_Collab(x,y,p) = defjCollab(x,y,p) and Collab(y,x,p)]
In a mutual collaboration, the strategy(x,p) and strategy(y,p) are interleaved or merged to contribute to a problem
solution; in a mutual cooperation, the strategies are concatenated (i.e. they are independent and both contribute
directly to the solution).
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Figure 6. The MArCo system
The MArCo interface provides:
a graph window, where members of the group build a common graphical solution
a constraints window, where members may discuss the constraints and goals of the problem
an active members window, showing who is involved in the discussion
a dialogue region, where members contribute by selecting dialogue moves and selecting the content (from
the graph window or the constraints window)
a dialogue record, maintaining a history of the interaction.
On detecting a conflict, MArCo may (1) simply inform the group that a conflict has been detected, leaving the
group to decide how to proceed; (2) after detecting a conflict, ask a member who has expressed a view different

to the group model to elaborate on his apparent change of mind; (3) suggest actions that may lead to more
refined solutions, by, for example, building up solutions involving more members of the group.

4.5 Present the student with a representation of his own understanding, which he may
discuss and edit
Presenting the learner with an externalisation of their thoughts, e.g. System: "You seem to think that money
markets operate with short-term investments", will not by itself provoke much articulate reflection. The system
needs to be able to sustain a focussed interaction probing the justifications for such beliefs.
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STyLE-OLM (Figure 7) is an environment for interactive diagnosis where a learner and a computer system are
involved in an ongoing dialogue about the content of the learner model [8]. It supports the elaboration of the
definitional structure of a terminology domain. It provides a communication medium based on a graphical
representation of conceptual graphs that allows externalisation of the learner's conceptualisation of the domain
and thus articulation of his domain structural model. An interactive model based on dialogue games maintains
the communication between the learner and the computer.

Involving students in situations where they can inspect and discuss their models is a reflective activity which
leads students to think about their domain knowledge as well as to articulate, validate, and challenge the
robustness of their domain competence. STyLE-OLM provides a variety of reflective situations. It encourages
the student to make statements about his beliefs and allows him to go back to his previous claims about these
beliefs and (possibly) to change his claims. Throughout the interaction, the scope of the articulated beliefs is
extending and he is provided a manner to explore various aspects and alternatives for expanding his beliefs.
Additionally, the system leads the learner to search for and render grounds that support his beliefs.
provides two modes:
DISCUSS, where a learner can discuss
aspects of his domain knowledge and
STyLE-OLM

influence the content of the learner
model (figure 7 above), and BROWSE,
where a learner can inspect the current
state of his learner model (below).
The graphical tools on the top allow the
student to manipulate the graph that will
proposition of his
present the
adds
act.
He
communicative
illocutionary force by selecting a
dialogue move from the right area of the
screen. Both the student and the system
contribute to the discussion in the same
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Figure 7. The STyLE-OLM system

STyLE-OLM is called by STyLE (a learning environment for Finance terminology) to solve problems with the
diagnosis faced by the components that analyse a student's performance. In this example, initially, the learner

model contains information that the learner knows some aspects of the terms MONEY_MARKET and
CAPITAL_MARKET but often mixes these terms. STyLE-OLM initiates a dialogue to explore the learner's
knowledge about these terms and to find possible reasons for his beliefs. This is an extract from this interaction
(note that is a generated transcript - all communication is actually done graphically, using the graph and menus):
STyLE-OLM[,.cel DO YOU THINK MONEY_MARKET operates With SHORT_TERPLINVESTMENTS
Learner(agree) I AGREE MONEY_MARKET operates With SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENTS
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STYLE-OLM[,r,,,irei WHAT IS CAPITAL_MARKET raises CAPITAL and operates with WHAT?
Learner tInf
I THINK CAPITAL_MARKET operates with SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENT.
STYLE-OLM [challenge] WHY DO YOU THINK CAPITAL_MARKET operates with SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENTS?
Learner (justify) IT IS TRUE BECAUSE CAPITAL_MARKET operates with TREASURY_BILL and
TREASURY_BILL iS a SHORT TERM INVESTMENT .

The screen shot in Figure 7 depicts the environment at the moment when the learner constructs and submits his
justification. STyLE-OLM may continue the dialogue:
STYLE-OLM [challenge] WHY DO YOU THINK
is a SHORT TERM INVESTMENT?

CAPITAL_MARKET

operates

with

TREASURY_BILLS

and

TREASURY_BILL

At this time the student may challenge the robustness of his domain beliefs. He switches to a browse mode
where he looks through the current state of the learner model. The lower screen shot in figure 7 presents this
stage. The learner realises that his claim that CAPITAL_MARKET operates with TREASURY_BILL and
is wrong. He can now ask the system to help him to explore the
domain knowledge about these terms. The learner may switch back to a discuss mode where he asks questions:
TREASURY_BILL is a SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENT

Learner [inquire] IS IT TRUE TREASURY_BILL 1S a SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENT?
STYLE-OLME,nforro I KNOW TREASURY_BILL iS a SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENT.

The learner now realises that this domain belief is correct and asks for the other part of his wrong belief:
Learner [inquire] IS IT TRUE CAPITAL_MARKET operates with TREASURY_ BILLS?
STYLE-OLM[informi I DO NOT KNOW CAPITAL_MARKET operates with TREASURY_BILLS.

The learner has now clarified the wrong part of his beliefs. Now, he could possibly withdraw his claim that
CAPITAL_MARKET operates with SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENTS, ask what CAPITAL_MARKET does operate with, or
explore his knowledge about SHORT_TERM_INVESTMENTS by making claims about other examples of short term
investments.

5 Related work
There are, of course, other strategies for promoting articulate reflection not illustrated by the Leeds systems, for
example:

Use a 'reflective follow-up' in which, after a problem has been completed, the student is stepped through
his solution steps in comparison with the steps that the system itself (as an expert problem solver) would
have taken [14].

Use a simulated peer (which has access to an expert domain model) to prompt a student to explain the
reasoning behind his actions [9].

Require students to complete self-explanations, that is, to provide explanations to cover gaps in worked
examples [5].
Provide an interface for students to express their theories of how to do inquiry [18].

Finally, to indicate that articulate reflection is not always beneficial, consider the following problem: "Two
glasses, two inches and four inches wide, are both filled up to one inch from the top. Which glass has to be tilted
the most before the liquid pours out?". When people close their eyes and imagine the glasses being tilted they
always answer correctly - but when twelve pairs considered the problem and engaged in some discussion about
it, none of them answered the problem correctly [15]. Evidently, there are times when articulate reflection in a
group does not lead to productive outcomes!

6 Conclusions
Ideas about the design of computer-based learning environments have evolved over the last decade. We no
longer have such heated debates about the implications of apparently contradictory philosophies. The tenets of
what appeared to be the most revolutionary philosophy (situationism) have largely been absorbed, although there
is, of course, much work to do to develop practical applied systems. However, this has probably occurred not as
a result of any philosophical conversion but as a result of changes in the technological and social context, in
Somewhat paradoxically, however,
particular, the growing emphasis on networked, lifelong learning.
situationism's genuflection to efficient and'effective problem-solving performance, without apparent reflection or
traditional teaching, led to a neglect of aspects which are crucial for learning, if not performance. In particular,

the role of articulate reflection was never clearly integrated into the theory of situationism, because its ideas
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about learning were inferred from its theory of performance. Computer-based learning systems designers,
however, have proceeded to develop a number of strategies for supporting articulate reflection, as illustrated in
this paper, indicating that they continue to be more influenced by their own communities of practice and social
and technological contexts than by theoretical philosophies (as situationism would predict).
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Matching the Infoverse:
About Knowledge Networks, Knowledge Workers, and
Knowledge Robots
Joachim Hasebrook
Head of Unit Concept/Program Development, Bank Academy & University of
Banking, and
CEO Knowbotic Systems Inc. Ltd.

Humans are not able to cope with the exponential growth of information and the increasing speed of information
and business processes fostered by information and communication technologies. Technical support not only for
information storage and retrieval but also for information selection, process planning, and decision support is
needed. Moreover, the use of a (desktop) computer is restricted in many ways. In this paper, it is predicted that

smart and mobile computing units embedded in a variety of things, such as TV sets and cars, will bring
computing power close to their users. It is also predicted that users will get closer to computing power by using
natural language and by using their social skills in computer mediated communication. A holistic architecture of

knowledge robots (knowbots) is described based on multi-agent platforms and distributed computational
intelligence. Knowbots consist of a self-learning artificial brain, speech recognition and synthesis, direct access to
other software agents and computer programs, and direct connections to networks of human users. It is pointed
out that a newly defined partnership between men and machine is a possible way to keep control of the exploding
'infoverse'.

Reasoning and simulation mechanisms of currently unthinkable complexity will take over the control of
process planning and information exchange. Fourth generation robots with the capability of performing
more than 30 million instructions per seconds (MIPS) will be the heart of a company's knowledge base.
This is the vision propagated by Hans Moravec, Principal Research Scientist at the Robotics Institute and
Director of the Mobile Robot Laboratory of Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh (USA).
The global economy gets accustomed to the idea of the 'new economy' where the knowledge
workers' creativity and skills are the companies' most important capital and competitive advantage. If only
parts of Moravec's vision come true, however, it will certainly mean that the relevance of human expertise
and experience will diminish. Current developments seem to support this point of view: A supplier of
computer storage systems reports that especially banks are consuming more storage space within six
months than has been used during the last twenty years; the increasing speed of product innovation and
life cycles depreciate technological knowledge and skills within one to three years.
The 'infoverse' stored in the worldwide Internet starts to exceed the amount of information that has
been stored in more than 60,000 years of human culture before: It has been estimated that in the years
1972 to 1980 more information has been collected than in the 2000 years before. Fifty years after the
publication of the first Gutenberg bible about two million books had been published; today, more than
3000 books are published per day, more than one million per year. Some authors, therefore, are discussing
the advent of the 'age of knowledge'. Others, however, argue that the Internet is not more than a gigantic
heap of information garbage.
Recent studies show that we are not able to remember more than one to two percent of all the
information we perceive in the mass media, such as radio, TV, or newspapers. A single search engine
covers not more than about twenty to thirty percent of the World Wide Web pages, meta-search services
using more than one search engine comprise about fifty to sixty percent of the WWW pages. Even the best
text searching and indexing techniques do not come up with more than 25 percent of relevant links or
search results, that is, an optimal search process accesses a quarter of a half of the information in the
Internet - and one or two percent of this information can be remembered. Thus, we have to state that we
have lost control over all the information gathered in technical systems.
Exponential growth of information, information access at light speed and the increasing speed of
business processes and the decreasing value of human knowledge force to re-focus the development of
information and communication technologies (ICT). Information accessibility is no longer the main
concern, but navigation, orientation and selection of relevant information. As computers and robots
provide us with incredible capabilities to process increasing amounts of data within decreasing periods of
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time, it seems clear that we can only master the self-made 'information overload' if we manage to enhance
our skills by developing a real computer-man dialogue and partnership.
The key topics of this new level of CMC (computer-man communication) is a mobile, ubiquitous
and selective information access enabled by smart software agents based on multi-agent platforms using
distributed computational intelligence. We are now at a turning point in our cultural development where
sustainable progresses can only be made if we are able to delegate information retrieval, process planning

and decision support to technical systems. We have to decide whether we want to become garbage
collectors within heaps of information - or the human masters of smart agent systems which we do not
fully understand.

If it works, it's not AI
Up to now, the progresses of the so-called Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been disappointing. A recent
study about the commercial success of AI startup companies comes to the conclusion: 'If it works, it's not
AI'. This assumption has been reflected in the revenues of AI corporations during the last decades (cf.
figure 1). The strong position of AI is to develop machines that are intelligent in a human way. The weak
position of AI is to implement programs that can be viewed as 'partly intelligent' because they are able to
perform actions that used to be dedicated to human workers. This mode of AI is now referred to as
'Computational Intelligence' (CI). Patricia Churchland pointed out that we are at a stage where the strong
AI position tries to mimic human intelligence in the same way the first pioneers of flight tried to mimic
the birds' way of flying. As no modern airplane or helicopter is flapping its wings, it is clear that solutions
enabling flight are not relying on flapping wings but on a proper lift. So, what might be a way to lift the
weak position of AI to a higher level?
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Figure 1: Approximate AI revenues (Philipps, MIT, 1999).

In 1998, the non-profit association 'Institute of New Media' and Bank Academy, a non-profit educational
institution of the German bank associations, formed a joint venture to implement and test new ways of
autonomous software agents which could help learners and knowledge workers in information intensive
industries, such as banking and finance. At the beginning of the year 2000, Knowbotic Systems Inc. Ltd.
was founded by the Institute and the Bank Academy. The purpose of this company is to develop and to
examine knowledge robots or 'knowbots' which help to fully exploit the knowledge capital of a company
by facilitating information selection, planning and decision making. The mission of Knowbotic Systems
relies on two basic assumptions: (1) As long as key concepts, such as 'learning' and 'intelligence', are not
fully understood and clearly defined, computers won't be intelligent learners. Therefore, a formal learning
theory has to be deduced from recent theories and empirical studies in order to set up a virtual testing

environment for knowbots which helps to measure their adaptability and to extend their learning
capabilities. (2) The critical lift of CI will not come if a system is intelligent in itself, but it comes from the
human capability to communicate with such a system in a intelligent and social way. Thus, knowbots have

to mimic intelligent communication behavior in order to transfer the results of machine learning and
machine reasoning to human users (cf. figure 2).
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Figure 2: Knowledge robots (knowbots) are bridging the gap between technical information and data
collections (right) by using artificial brains (RNN), ears and voice (AVOICE) and connecting information
(AGENT) and people (SMIS) based on the multi-agent platform FATE.

The artificial brain
Most programs which mimic intelligent behavior are based on logical oriented knowledge-based
techniques which proved to be too inflexible to represent even primitive forms of learning. Moreover, they
elicit a number of paradox behavior when applied to support human learning. In classical AI different

forms of logical based representational schemes are used and in connectionism researchers adhere to
different types of artificial neural networks (ANN). ANNs have achieved some success in non-linear
forecasting, pattern matching and in artificial life paradigms. But ANNs still lack many of the vital

features of biological neural networks (BNN), such as the ability of real neurons to allow selfmodification with regard to short term and long term learning. The simulation of BNNs developed by
neurobiologists does not seem to be promising either because recent attempts have shown that exact
simulations of neuron brain cells consume a vast amount of computer resources. For instance, 18 hours of
computing time on five connected Sun Sparc workstations is needed to simulate one second of the activity
of a single neuron.
Knowbotic Systems combines the behavioral perspective with the physiological perspective, both

embedded in concepts of learning and sign based communications (or Semiotics). We call these self
learning and sign-using systems ' knowbots'. The physiological structure is the main cause for observable
behavior. Thus, we have to find a model of the human brain neuron which should be empirically more
sound than the classical ANNs and should also be still practically feasible on 'ordinary' PCs. Knowbotic
Systems' RealNeurons® almost perfectly simulate human brain cells with respect to the height of the
potentials, the timing of the processes and the concentrations of chemical substances involved. Moreover,
our neural networks can model the local and global influence of hormones and psycho-pharmaceutics on
brain cells. We are modeling only those properties of biological cells which are most likely underlying
learning of new behavior patterns.
Only a few BNNs underlying learning, however, have been identified yet. As a first test case we
have chosen a classical conditioning circuit and several candidates that might be responsible for operant
conditioning. In first experiments we implemented the network which represents the eye blink reflex of a
rabbit. The network matches the neuropsychological data almost perfectly (cf. figure 3): The connection
of the unconditioned stimulus (US = air flow) and the conditioned stimulus (CS = sound) is learned in a

few trials, if the CS is given slightly before the US. Several runs presenting the CS without the US
extinguish the connection. It is re-established very quickly, if the CS and the US are displayed together
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again. This means, that not only the neuro-biological structure of brain cells can be simulated on a PC, but
also basic learning behavior which perfectly matches empirical data.

1

I:*

Figure 3: Test environment for (classical and operant) conditioning experiments with Knowbots based on
artificial biological neural networks implemented with Java.

The artificial body
The artificial brain cannot communicate to humans and environments without a body. Robotics' research
has shown that intelligent or adaptive behavior is based on a close interaction with the outside world.
Moreover, the measure of learning or intelligence clearly depends on observable behavior corresponding
to well defined learning tasks and environments. Knowbotic Systems, therefore, concentrates its technical
developments on interface technologies which facilitate the access to knowbots by human users. The most

important way to communication is speech. Knowbots are equipped with the speech recognition and
synthesis system AVOICE. The speaker independent speech recognition is able to identify about fifty
words in five different languages at a time. As the word recognition can be adapted according to the actual
context, this small amount of words is sufficient to implement small navigational or command systems.
The speech recognition unit may also be trained to understand a specific user and it is then capable to
handle dictionaries of several hundreds or thousands of words. The speech synthesis can read any text,
such as HTML pages, tables or documents. The user can choose between several 'speakers' with different
pronunciation or intonation. In summary, AVOICE equips knowbots with a - still limited - human ear and

voice. Knowbots, therefore, connect their users directly to all the information stored in the Internet,
regardless whether they hook onto the Internet via a computer, a telephone, or a mobile phone.

Knowbots can also move around in the Internet, access data bases and organize their user
dialogues. This is done by AGENT, an intelligent search agent and dialogue manager. The search agent is
able to act as a search robot and a crawler in the World Wide Web. It can also get access to data bases or
transform graphical information into text information. Thus, AGENT provides knowbots with a variety of
ways to 'perceive' the virtual infoverse of the Internet.

The artificial environment
Up to now, there is much more talking about the irreplaceable value of the human capital and knowledge

than taking actions to maintain and support the development of this capital. Most technical systems
concerning the human capital of a company focus on the administration of personnel and training, such as
SAP Human Resource modules, Peoplesoft or SABA - just to mention a view of them. An US-American
study lists about 300 systems for training administration and delivery. But finding matches of needs and
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demands in the infoverse certainly means more than matching keywords to indices or user profiles to
software agents. The knowledge economy is not so much about information, it is about people. Knowbotic
System is, therefore, engaged in a jointly initiative of several partners to implement a Skills Management
Information System called 'SMIS'.
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Figure 4: Screen shot from the Skills Management Information System 'SMIS' - the candidates overview
lists possible candidates for a project tasks in acolored table indicating skills below or above the standard.

Human users, the users of information systems, visitors and creators of the infoverse, are the main
'component' of a knowbot's environment. Additionally, other knowbots or standardized software agents
may also enrich the knowbot environment. For this purpose, Knowbotic Systems has developed one of
three worldwide available multi-agent platforms based on the FIPA standard (FIPA = Foundation of
Intelligent Physical Agents). The platform FATE (FIPA Agent Template) comprises templates or suits
which allow programmers to convert nearly any computer program into a software agent, that is, the
knowbot technology provides easy-to-use ways to introduce a large variety of programs into the virtual
learning environment. FATE also allows to run several platforms on different Web sites. This enables
knowbots and other agents to communicate, move or replicate themselves all over the World Wide Web.

The (artificial) future
We envision future developments in networked computing and distributed computational intelligence
where the users are no longer forced to adapt to the computer. The computers will adapt to the human
capabilities to perceive and process data. The communication between and with computers will adapt to
the human way of communication, namely natural language. And computers will be accessible at any time
from any point with any device, such as handhelds, laptops, or mobile phones. Computer networks will

also become people networks, taking into account specific deficits and potentials of computers and
humans.

Knowbots are one of the few holistic visions of a man-machine dialogue in its actual sense,
dedicated to support humans where they need help to access and select information - and to learn from
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them. But knowbots are not the only development in this field. A new level of smart agents and selflearning machines will develop in the near future. Figure 5 summarizes some major developments which
are expected in the near future. Among them are software agents, mobile computing, and speech control.
But, most of the forecasts of technological growth and development turned out to be too conservative.
2004
Ubiquitous
online learning
in universities

2005

2006

Online learning Software agents
in schools (KI2) to search and
select
Interactive
information
communities in
the WWW
Interactive TV
for big
Increasing use
audiences
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2007
Increasing use
of speech
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Central remote
control station
for 'intelligent
buildings'

2008
Increasing use
of electronic
cash
Broadband
access to
information

2009
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computing and
eCommerce

2010
Self-learning
software agents
3D virtual
reality

Figure 5: Some major developments in interactive media in the next ten years according to a recent study
of the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (Institut fiir Systemtechnik & Innovationsforschung).
Up to now, many individuals and companies are fascinated by the potentials and the exponential growth of

the Internet. We do not think that future generations will be too enthusiastic about slow networks,
unstructured information heaps and poorly equipped online shopping malls. Smart computers will be part
of our every-day life, will be part of houses, cars, TV sets, refrigerators, bags, and suits. As a matter of

fact, many ordinary machines are based on so-called embedded systems, that is, a small specialized
computer. So, the things start to become computational things - and they will be smart things in the future.

Knowbots and other smart agent technologies will support work, leisure and even cultural or social
entertainment. Computers in the form of smart things will make computational intelligence as ordinary as
cars or TV sets. But if the computers get nearer to their users, at the same pace the humans will get nearer
to the computers: Not individual human beings nor software agent platforms will be the masters of the
infoverse, but partnerships of robots, knowbots, and humans.
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Learning on the Internet: Taking the
ecology metaphor furthers
Chee-Kit Looi
Institute of Systems Science
National University of Singapore
31 Science Park Road
Singapore 117611
The Internet is a powerful phenomenon that is radically transforming many of
our economy, politics, culture, education, business and social processes, and
almost everything else. In order to make sense of such a phenomenon,
researchers have applied the ecology metaphor to information production and
consumption on the Internet. In the education and training arena, some authors
and researchers have also applied the ecology metaphor to viewing learning on
the Internet (Brown, 1999). The Internet is seen as a powerful medium for
creating and supporting a learning ecology. In this paper, we explore the notion
of a learning ecology on the Internet by looking at the dimensions of diverse
participation, information production and consumption, representations and
experiences. We hope such a discussion would be useful in framing some of the

educational technology problems and solutions on the Internet as well as
deriving implications for designing tools and learning activity structures for
online learning.

1 Introduction
Metaphors serve as a kind of mirror that brings out illuminating aspects of the phenomenon we are trying to
understand. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) say that metaphors are pervasive because they reflect how we think,
and, when we change the metaphor, we change the way we think about things. Stefik (1997) writes that the
policies that shape the design and use of the Internet are often influenced by the metaphors that we ascribe to
it. The most common metaphor of the Internet is the information superhighway. The metaphor for the digital
library on the Internet is a publishing and community memory; the metaphor for the electronic marketplace is
a place for buying and selling goods and services; and the metaphor for the digital worlds is a gateway to
experience (Stefik, 1997).

In this paper, we examine the phenomenon of learning on the Internet in terms of a digital ecology. What
does such a learning ecology metaphor buy us? How does it help us to recast or reframe some of the classical
problems of education and distance learning in quite new terms (Brown, 1999)? We would expect a learning
ecology metaphor to allow us to see things from a systemic perspective, and understand the components of
the system and how they interplay with each other to enable and to support the processes of learning.
We posit that an ecological perspective is consistent with the perspective of distributed cognition. By viewing
cognition as fundamentally distributed rather than residing "in the head", in a classroom situation, the tools,
the rules, values and actors in a classroom form a highly complex, interacting system (Hewitt & Scardamalia,

1997). Knowledge is distributed among different people and mediated by tools and artifacts in the
environment. An ecological perspective emphasizes the relationships and dynamics between the various
participants in the classroom or in any learning situation.

This paper is a revised copy of the paper that appeared in Educational Technology, May-June 2000.
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2 Ecology of Diverse Participation
The Internet has properties that make for an open ecology. It is diverse, dynamic, self-organizing, selfregulating, inter-dependent, and removes boundaries. Brown (1999) states: "An ecology is basically an open,
adaptive system comprising elements that are dynamic and interdependent. One of the things that makes an
ecology so powerful and adaptable to new contexts is its diversity." Maes (1999) describes a digital ecology
as a collection of people and machines that perform activities in a distributed way. It is adaptive in that none
of the components is critical: even if some people and machine are removed, the system will still perform.
The Internet as a digital ecology provides new solution paths to problems. Brown (1999) describes it as small
efforts by many people and machines to solve problems, rather than large efforts by the few. In his aggregate
analyses of participation in discussion forums and newsgroups, Guzdial (1997) observes that few students
contribute many notes to the conversations, and many students contribute few notes to the conversation.

Diversity of participation provides efficient, adaptive and robust way of doing things. Within the walls of a
classroom, the student is limited in his interactions with the other participants, the teacher and other students.
When the students are connected online through the WWW, she has access to diverse sources of information

and expertise. The learning tasks for the students become one of knowing how to look for relevant
information and knowledge, how to evaluate, assimilate, synthesize and apply them, and how to work with
others to achieve their goals. When we view learning from a systemic perspective, we consider all the diverse
participants students, teachers, parents, the principal, education officers, colleges, universities, libraries,
organizations, etc.

In recent years, many researchers and practitioners have viewed learning as a process in which learners
construct knowledge and negotiate meanings together. Learning is seen from the perspective of participating
in a "knowledge-building community" (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994), a "community of practice" (Lave &
Wenger, 1991), or "community of learners" (Brown, 1992). In such communities, learning is an "intermental

process" (Vygotsky, 1978; Edwards & Mercer, 1989; Morrison & Collins, 1995) that takes place in the
context of real-time discourse. Knowledge internalization occurs when this interpersonal process at the social
level is transformed into an intrapersonal process at the individual level. The Internet provides the

technology infrastructure for enabling many interpersonal and social processes that were not possible or even
imagined before.

Online communities are the herds that have a current standing common area of interest. Myriads of
communities thrive on the WWW. There are collections of communities with overlapping interest, and crosspollinating each other (Brown, 1999). Communities evolve and self-organize on the WWW. Designers of
educational technologies need to think of the mechanisms to help such cross-pollination and to help sustain
and grow good communities for learning.

In biological evolution, there is a major pattern of speciation. In speciation, the original species splits into
more than one descendant species, each adapted to a different niche. Niche is a term in ecology which means
the place occupied by a species in its ecosystem, or the potential place or role within a given ecosystem into
which a species may or may not have evolved. The notion of niches maps to the communities of interest on
the Internet. If the community is too narrowly defined, it may risk extinction as its niche disappears. The
larger, the more varied (resulting in diversity of contributions), and more flexible a population, the greater its
ability to spread to new niches. Here is the notion of communities of interest splitting and specializing into
different niches.

The survival of population is defined as the continuation of its genetic code. The analogy for a learning
community is for its knowledge base, tools, approaches, practices, and values to continue in some form.
Online communities are a means to help preserve and continue the interests, knowledge and culture of a
group bound by common interests.

Different parts of the ecology coevolve, changing together according to the relationships in the system
(Nardi & O'Day, 1999). As people participate in the ongoing development of their ecologies on the Internet,
they drive some of the technological and social aspects in the evolution of the Internet. The participants of a
learning ecology are responsible for deciding how to use the tools and technologies available on the Internet,
and in doing so, establish the identity and place of the technologies on the Internet. Designers of tools on the
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Internet are responsible for providing useful and clear functionality, but they do not complete the job (Nardi
& O'Day, 1999). It is left to the users of these tools to integrate them into their own context of use that make
sense for them. Learning ecologies provide the context of use of tools as well as content available on the
Internet.

3 Ecology of Information Production, Access and Consumption
Aggregate behaviour within an information space such as the WWW is seen an "information ecology" (Card,
Robertson & York, 1996). The participants in such an information ecology are the producers, gatherers, and
consumers of information. We study the rules of behavior and the relationships between variables in the
information ecology to learn how to maximize the ecology, for example, by gathering more information at
lower cost (Guzdial, 1997). Ecological models of the WWW are being developed, for example, that describe
when pages are created or deleted, and when they are accessed (Pitkow & Pirolli, 1997). When information

is accessed or consumed by participants for the purpose of learning or knowledge advancement or
performing or acting upon, the information ecology becomes a learning ecology.

Ecological theory focuses on populations, not individuals, and on the dynamics of the relationship between
populations and environment. A ecological system has variables {x,y,z,...}, relationships {a(x +z), ...I and
dynamics such as attractors and manifolds. If we look at the Internet as an ecology, then in terms of variables,
we understand that anyone can become an author, and contribute content to the WWW. This may take the
form of sending emails, creating and uploading web pages, contributing to discussion groups or chat forums,
participating in communities of interest, and others. Relationships comprise the links, relevance evaluation,
aggregation, and search, which relate the contents created by authors. Authors of content can create the
linkages from their content to other content, for example, web pages can be linked to other web pages, and
messages may contain URLs. Such web content may be rated with relevance ratings, and catalogues of web
content can be created such as Yahoo.com. Once the web content is on the WWW, search engines will be
able to index such content and include them in future searches.

The dynamics comprises content design and delivery mechanisms. Good content or designs are copied
instantaneously, or at the upper end - at the speed of light. The Internet as a medium makes this possible.
Contrast this with the print medium where information transfer is several orders of magnitude slower. Once
content is posted or uploaded to the WWW, the gatherers and consumers of the content can access them
immediately. And of course, on the Internet, digital content feeds many unlike in physical ecological systems.
The exponential growth of the WWW is expedited by the increasing availability of delivery mechanisms,

which make it easy for anyone to be a producer of content. Delivery mechanisms includes free hosting
services for websites, email accounts, personal organizers, groups, etc.

One attempt to maximizing the ecology is the effort to develop software application frameworks and
approaches to enable true interoperability of learning systems on the Internet. The perspective is not to see
learning systems functioning as an independent island among an ever increasing base of online learning
content and service providers, partners, suppliers and competitors (Singh, 2000). There is a need to move
from creating and delivering large training courses toward creating learning content objects that can be
reused, searched and modified independent of their delivery mechanism. A growing consensus is growing

around an object-based approach to constructing content for online delivery. The concept is based on
chunking content into reusable components and developing methods to create instructional sequences. Such
"componentization" of the content provides several benefits: from the development perspective, reusability

decreases the time and cost of content development; from the delivery perspective, a higher level of
individualization is possible by "late binding" or personalization of curriculum with individual needs and
interest (Singh, 2000). Technologies like XML (Extended Markup Language), a standard format for Internet
data information exchange, make possible the meta-data tagging of content objects. If a planned or de facto
standard indeed arises for reusable educational objects, products and services will grow to harness such
opportunities. This will stimulate substantial growth in the use of the Internet for delivering learning.

From another perspective, if we view learning as knowledge advancement, learning is a form of intellectual
foraging. Learners forage for "food" on the Internet. This metaphorical food suggests good information, data
and knowledge, which can promote learning. Some consume good knowledge and produce better knowledge.
Others consume bad knowledge and suffer ... Can we extend the analogy further? How do foragers learn
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what are good and bad food? How do foragers pass this knowledge on to other members of their clan?
Herein lie opportunities for designing and using technologies and tools to provide such mechanisms to
support this process and improve the ecological balance. For example, while paper publishing is a one-way
medium, the web is different. A consumer of web content can invariably tell the author of the contents what
he thought.

Ecological systems exhibit the herd principle: when searching for sustenance, follow the track of others.
Recent work has looked into the capture of the interaction history and the notion that the work done by past
users can be important to helping current users solve problems such as navigation in a complex information
space. For example, map and trail mechanisms are created on top of hypertext systems or WWW by
designers for guidance or pedagogical purposes. They include: Scripted Documents, which are top-down
created artifacts to assist in navigation (Zellweger, 1989); Web Watcher, a tour-guide agent for the Web
(Joachims, Freitag & Mitchell, 1997), and Walden's Paths, a K -12 educational application of scripted paths
(Furuta et al, 1997).

Metadocuments are higher-level structures that link information related by topic or interest. Tools based on
this concept include IBM's Aqui (http://www.aqui.ibm.org), Web rings (http://www.webring.org), and
Footprints (Wexelblat & Maes, 1999). Recent developments have now enabled any user, not just the designer,
to script and create these map and trail mechanisms (see, for example, Third Voice at
http ://www. thirdvo ice. com).

A personification of a natural law is "Nature abhors a vacuum." Would it be the same on the Internet? Any
published content on the Web would like to draw a ready audience but it is not always the case unless the
content is linked from existing web resources, and there are easy and effective ways of accessing the content.
A discussion forum or a chat tool open to the public can draw some form of participation but the organizer of
such forums would like to draw productive participation instead of nominal or frivolous participation. "Build
it and they will come" is a philosophy that will not work for attracting traffic to your contents or portal or
learning community unless there are strategies in attracting traffic and bringing them back again (Hagel &
Armstrong, 1997).

4 Ecology of Representations
An ecology has diversity through its participants. This provides resilience and feedback on the contributions

made by any participant. We now discuss the notion of diversity now just from participants but by the
representational forms of knowledge. Many representational forms can be used for learning on the Internet
thus creating a kind of ecology of representations.

Looking at the Internet as a learning ecology in terms of representations, the variables are the representations
freely available to all users. Relationships comprise the various design patterns for content creation. The
dynamics involves leveraging on the combinations of representations to deliver the messages.

The Internet, as a new medium for learning, is the first medium that respects multiple forms of intelligence:
textual, visual, abstract, musical, social and kinesthetic (Brown, 1999). There is now a plethora of media now
available on the Internet: streamed video, images, and text that provide multiple ways of expressing ourselves.
There are effective ways in which these different media augment each other. A representational learning

ecology, populated by many different representational kinds including visual and verbal ones, respects
multiple forms of intelligence. For example, there is a place for text verbal representation, as witness the
success of many text-based MUDs and MOOs in supporting communities of learning.

The medium plays an important role in terms of the affordances for visual and verbal representation. An
audio stream provides for a linear exposition, while a text stream allows for more introspective reading
where you can go back to previous portions of the text. Video by itself is a visual medium, but it does not
provide for active engagement and interactivity. The development of Internet technologies has shifted heavy
use of verbal representations on the Internet (initially with text, and later graphics and voice) to more visual
representations (videos, etc). Visual and verbal representations augment each other. We can use verbal text
tools to annotate not just web pages, but visual streamed media. In this way, visual tools provide the richness
of context, while textual tools allow the formulation of discourse, which focuses on particular aspects of the
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context. Conversely, visual tools are often used to animate or depict what the participant wants to
communicate (as researchers, we would grab the nearest napkin to illustrate our ideas quickly). Augmenting
representations through annotations add more context to the main representation or message.
One of the effective ways of fostering learning is by fostering conversation. A learning conversation is more
likely to revolve round a co-production of an insight around a joint activity (Brown, 1998). On the Internet,

we can use or design tools to support these joint activities. Conversation is not just language, but also
multimodal and multimedia in form. Visual tools for representation expand the range of representations
beyond linear speech & writing, and support the creation of knowledge in situ. On the Web as a learning
platform, verbal tools leverage on our capacity for conversation while visual tools provide a focus for
conversation.

A diversity of different representation forms is now possible in the new learning ecology. The coupling of
different representations in innovative ways allows the creation, capture and sharing of knowledge that
supports effective learning, and respects multiple ways of knowing and multiple intelligences. We can now

present multiple perspectives of a phenomenon, and we can build and provide rich representations of
situations, simulations and phenomenon.

Consequently, we propose the law of foraging for optimal representations: the forager is attracted to the
representation that provides the highest information yield at the lowest access cost. The advent and
pervasiveness of portable devices make possible information access at any time. With the right bandwidth
and at the right cost, you can have rich representations such as video and other complex media. With lower
bandwidths and at lower cost, you can get a digest or summary or surrogate version of richer representations.
Herein lie opportunities for adapting presentations to suit the bandwidth, the display device, the cost and the

type of consumer. Content sites are offering their own products, such as quick updates beamed to small
handheld computers and cell phone screens and subscriptions to longer versions of articles and other features.

5 Ecology of Experiences
A more recent model of the Internet is Pine and Gilmore's notion that we have moved beyond a service
economy to an "experience" economy (Pine & Gilmore 1999). In the business sector, all business must
orchestrate memorable events for their customers. Pine and Gilmore explain the difference between service
and experience: "When a person buys a service, he purchases a set of intangible activities carried out on his
behalf. But when he buys an experience, he pays to spend time enjoying a series of memorable events that a
company stages as in theatrical play to engage him in a personal way". Pine and Gilmore argues that for
any compelling experience, there should be elements of entertainment, educational, esthetic and escapist, the

design of which would invite participants to enter and to return again and again. As McLellan (1999)
observes, Pine and Gilmore's model of the experience economy provides an excellent starting place for
educational institutions to plan how to capitalize upon their valuable experience assets in cyberspace.

We look at a learning ecology in terms of the providers of education experiences, the space and the props,
and the consumers of the experiences. If we think about providing educational experiences on the Internet,
we need to think about the design of the entertainment, educational, esthetic and escapist elements (McLellan,
1999). McLellan notes that organizations like PlanetAll (http://www.planetall.com) seek to capitalize on the
lasting experience value of higher education in cyberspace by helping alumni network with each other and
shared continued experiences such as travel and enrichment opportunities.
Digital stories is another compelling metaphor for the experience economy (Atchley, 1999). It involves the
gathering, creation, sharing and acting out stories. The learning ecology involves the provision of tools for
authors to create the space, props and stories, and the provision of the space for participants to actively
participate and immerse into the digital stories.

6 Conclusion
The ecology metaphor helps us understand the phenomenal growth of the web as well as its dynamics.
Applying the ecology metaphor to learning on the Internet is a complex endeavour. It is more than an
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information ecology as the chain does not stop when the user accesses and receives relevant information. We

also need to consider whether learning occurs, what and how is being learned, and how information and
knowledge are processed, used, applied and internalized in the user.

In this article, we articulate the dimensions of diverse participation, information production and consumption,
representations and experiences that pertain to a learning ecology on the Internet. An ecology perspective to
studying Internet learning enables analysis at a high level of abstraction by studying aggregate relationships
and behaviours. Such an understanding can suggest successful learning designs, and to inform designs of
technologies and tools for online learning.

As the WWW expands, and Internet technologies and services develop and proliferate, new theories of
information and learning ecologies can be expected to develop. As we further understand the learning
ecologies of the Internet, we can better design and use these facilities in order to facilitate learning, and to
help design activities and tools that foster learning communities as learning ecologies.
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What can we Learn from the Systems we
Build? From Providing Support to
Students to Providing Support to Teachers
Pierre Tchounikine* and Daniel Luzzati
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*Universite du Mans - Avenue Olivier Messiaen
72085 Le Mans Cedex 9
FRANCE
Email: Pierre.Tchounikine@univ-lemans.fr
Computer scientists involved in the field of learning systems must study the
implications within individual and social behaviors of theoretical and technical
advances. In particular, integrating learning systems within real classes supposes

their acceptation by the social context, i.e. not only the students, but also the
"human" teachers. We will present two research projects of the LIUM lab. that
correspond to very different approaches of constructing learning systems and we

will study what the teachers' role is within these types of systems. We will
investigate how these systems are viewed by human teachers and discuss what
lessons can be learned from these projects in order to facilitate the acceptation of

new technologies within the social context. We will underline that while
working on how to construct apprenticeship situations, a large part of our
research work focuses in fact on instrumentalizing human teachers' (new)
activities and providing these teachers with some support, and we will highlight
how this point finds some echo within the current debates that the up-coming
revolution introduced by Internet causes in traditional educational structures.

Foreword
Certain occasions give the opportunity of looking back and attempting to understand what we have done and
what we are doing in order to decide where we should go. The LIUM lab (Laboratoire d' Informatique de
Universite du Mans computer science lab of the Mans University), well known French laboratory with a
fifteen years experience in developing state-of-the-art learning systems, has a sad occasion to analyze its
activities: the tragic disappearance of Martial Vivet, founder and scientific leader of the lab. This paper has
been written in this context and is dedicated to Martial. However, the point-of-view is that of the authors.

1 Introduction
Martial Vivet and LIUM' s credo is that computer research and educational research can and must progress
together by focusing on apprenticeship with technical features. Artificial Intelligence and new technologies
modify student-teachers relations. Research must be student-centered and not technology-centered and
computer scientists involved in the field must study the implications within individual and social behaviors
of theoretical and technical advances.

As a direct consequence, constructing Intelligent Tutoring Systems seen as a paradigm whose ultimate
objective is to replace human teachers by intelligent software agents is not our objective. As other labs, we
were confronted with the intrinsic difficulties of constructing such systems, i.e. dealing with curricula,
pedagogic knowledge, students' models, etc. However, working "in the field" and experimenting our
prototypes with real students and real teachers gave the major reason: integrating such systems within real
classes supposes their acceptation by the social context, i.e. not only the students, but also the "human"
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teachers. Therefore, most of the lab work focuses on using technology as a support to construct
' apprenticeship situations that the teachers can deal with rather than attempting to replace these teachers by
autonomous systems.
Examining the current projects of the lab puts the following point into evidence: a large part of our research
work focuses on instrumentalizing human teachers activities and providing them with some support. The

apprenticeship situations we create require the teachers to play new roles, to tackle new activities.
Expliciting what role should be played by human teachers in order to take the best from the interaction
situations we create and specifying what software agents can be built in order to support these teachers are
of the core problems we address.

What interested us when putting this point into evidence is how it matches the current debates that the
up-coming revolution introduced by Internet causes in traditional educational structures, in our case in the
French educational social micro-world. Internet impacts the system in different ways one of which is the
potential globalization of the educational offer it introduces. This conducts teachers to reconsider their role,
from a positive point of view ("how to use Internet as a powerful vector") or from a less positive and more
exis tentialist point of view ("how to survive Internet impact").

We present here below two research projects of the lab that correspond to very different approaches of
constructing learning systems: Croisiere, a pre -commercialized Web based distance learning system that
teaches French as a foreign language, and RoboTeach, a commercialized environment for micro-robotic
activities. We discuss what the teacher role within these types of systems is, how they are viewed by human
teachers and what lessons can be learned from these projects that can help us to facilitate the acceptation of
new technologies within the social context. Note that our reflection is based on how the LIUM research
activities are connected to the French social context. However, we believe that some of the ideas presented
here can be useful from a more general point of view.

2 Croisierel
Croisiere is the result of a collaboration between the LIUM and the CNED (Centre National d' Enseignement

a Distance), the French national operator for distance teaching, as one of its very first full-size (2200
multimedia pages, approximately 120 hours of activity) Web-based self-instruction course. The system aims

at teaching "French for foreigners", the pedagogical objective being to enable students to develop
communicative skills rather than grammatical competence.
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Fig 1. A Croisiere module

The Croisiere project is managed by Philippe Teutsch (LIUM).
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Croisiere is specified as a (Web-based) environment that proposes a set of activities and human tutoring. The
teaching strategy has been developed by didacticians that have explicited the different types of competencies

to be addressed (conversation, listening, exchange, writing and lecture). For every competence a set of
activities has been constructed and structured. Fig. 1 presents an example of an exchange module. First, the
student is presented with a support-text, its translation and its recording. The second part of the module is a
questionnaire that the student must complete according to his understanding of the support-text. Depending
on the activities students deliver different productions such as questionnaire answers, text selections or open
sentences. Part of these productions (e.g. predefined questionnaires) are managed automatically by the
system and part of them (e.g. open sentences) are sent to a human tutor.

Constructing a system such as Croisiere is standard state-of-the-art. From a technical point of view, current
Web-page generators allow an easy integration of text, image and sound materials. In order to facilitate the
construction of new courses the modules are generated using predefined frames and a data-base that contains
the different materials. The overall conception of the system is based on a very classical approach of a
virtual class: students are provided with educational material and a set of activities to tackle on their own.
Every student is (virtually) connected with a tutor he can contact or, from another point of view, a tutor
manages a set of individual students. Tutorstudent communication is made available through standard

E-Mail. Communication between students is not taken into account by the system (we are not in a
collaborative paradigm). The most important feature of Croisiere environment is in fact its very careful and
proven didactic approach.
Within a system such as Croisiere, the tutor' s role is first of all to correct some of the students' productions.

Learning French definitely requires students to produce open sentences, and an understanding (and
correction) of such (often erroneous) productions is not in the scope of automatic natural-language
understanding current state-of-the-art. The second aspect of the tutor' s role is to follow the student progress

within the set of activities and provide a first-line support. The tutor-role thus remains indispensable.
However, what can be noticed is that such activities are pedagogically poor and do no not valorize the tutor,
they correspond to what we can call general guidance and cross-information support.

3 RoboTeach2
RoboTeach is an open learning environment developed as the result of several years of research and
experimentation within the micro-robotics paradigm, which has proved to be a paradigm that allows creating

interesting apprenticeship situations. A micro-robot is typically an articulated arm built from different
components (e.g. motors, translation axis or electric contactors) and directed from a computer through a
dedicated interface. Students work in groups of two or three. They are asked to perform tasks such as
directing pre -assembled micro-robots, assembling a micro -robot from plans or specifying and constructing a

new robot from a technical directive book. In fact, the micro -robotic activity is a playground to address
different-register competencies: dexterity and precision; problem solving; understanding of technical figures;

French expression (explicitation, verbalisation); group work, collaboration and cooperation, social
interactions ; space and time organization. In addition to its use for teaching technology, RoboTeach can thus
be viewed as a support environment for a teacher who wants to use micro-robots as a paradigm for project
pedagogy.

RoboTeach framework proposes a course environment (electronic course books that provide the necessary
technical notions), an interface for the students to describe the robot they are working on and a programming
environment to define and run the robot control programs. These interfaces have been carefully studied with

a multidisciplinary team (pedagogues, teachers) and experimented "in the field" in order to avoid
unnecessary difficulties (e.g. syntactical aspects of the robot programming). The environment can be used in
different ways by teachers according to their objectives and to their will to invest themselves. When using

ready-to-use sequences of activities (e.g. "study these electronic books, construct this robot, define a
program that makes the robot put objects from place-1 to place-2"), the teachers' role is to introduce the
activity and provide technical assistance.

However, the environment also enables the teachers to create new sequences of activities, modify electronic
books or create large-scale projects such as designing new robots.
2

The RoboTeach project is managed by Pascal Leroux (LIUM).
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Analyzing how RoboTeach is used in classrooms allows the identification of how the teacher intervenes and
what problems he has to deal with when supporting a set of groups. From a general point of view, teachers
are often overloaded by different groups seeking urgent (although often unnecessary) help. From a technical
point of view, teachers manipulate the robot, test the programs or analyze students' previous actions in order
to identify the problem. From a pedagogic point of view, analyzing the group work is of course a matter for
pedagogic interactions (and the difficulty of managing different parallel groups a good argument to ask
students to be autonomous).

RoboTeach is currently being re -designed in order to support collaborative work through Internet. From a
pedagogic point of view, the idea is to define large scale projects (design of a complete robot and its control
programs from a requirement list) tackled by a team composed of different groups distributed over different
distant classes. The objective is the classical "learning to cooperate and cooperate to learn". Students get
involved in different activities such as general analysis (processed by the team), decomposition of the robot
into different modules (processed by the team; each group gets in charge of a module), planning the activity
(processed by the team; an agenda is defined in order to synchronize the different groups' activities), robotic

activities '(processed asynchronously by the groups: use of RoboTeach to perform the group-task,
group-documentation and team-documentation). The different activities are instrumentalized by specific
tools: agenda editor, shared-document editor, asynchronous communication tools (dedicated E_Mail and
Forums), synchronous meeting tool (cf. Fig. 2).

Distance, of course, causes new tutoring problems. As an example we will point out the team-management
and the group-management aspects. Group management (i.e., dealing with students located in one class) is
an activity that already existed in the standard RoboTeach. From the point of view of managing the process,
the tutor' s role is slightly different from the "local project" context as the tutor has to deal with the overall

team organization. From the point of view of managing technical problems, things are very different
according to whether the group is managed by a local human tutor or by a distance tutor via Internet (which

is currently a project under work). Team management (i.e., dealing with the different groups) is a new
distance activity. The general objective of the team manager is to facilitate the collaboration between the
different groups. This can be tackled through both the synchronous and the asynchronous groups and team
activities. For instance, Fig2 highlights how the team manager (Sebastien) intervenes in the synchronous
meeting in order to approve the proposition of one of the groups.
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4 Matching research activities with human teachers' will
While Artificial Intelligence seemed to be a promising technology that will change the face of education, its
impact is in fact minimal. Unexpected difficulties (mainly caused by a bad understanding of the problems to

be tackled) is part of the reason. Another part is how AI has been viewed by real "in-the-field" human
teachers: complicated, useless and psychologically difficult to admit ("you want to replace me by a
computer ?"; "thirty years of experience modeled by a simple graph ?"). Internet is seen very differently and,

principally, as a positive technology that vehicles notions such as freedom, communication, access to
knowledge' everywhere by anybody, etc. In any case, teachers are convinced that, positive or not, they will
have to deal with Internet.

However, when it is the time for a large-scale introduction of Internet-based systems, more negative points
of view reappear. As an example, what is discussed and how it is discussed in the context of the introduction
of new technologies for open and distance learning within the French University system reveals how Internet

impacts the system. Specialists involved in the domain explain what can be done, how Internet permits
distance learning, new pedagogic situations (..j and being competitive on the educational market. If many
teachers adhere with enthusiasm to such an evolution, many others focus exclusively on the last argument
("being competitive on the educational market ") and what it implies: the good old world (students need
competencies to have some work, University provides competencies, therefore, students come to University)
is a lost world. This "ideal" vision resisted the fact that other (for instance private) institutions provided
some competence as long as this alternative offer remained limited. But Internet gives some consistency to

the cliche of the very rich very competent international University based anywhere in the world that
provides worldwide students with an excellent teaching system and renders all the other Universities
obsolete. Moreover, diplomas are no longer the national Universities' prerogatives as (for instance) the
European construction already permits diploma cross-reconnaissance (as an example, the UK Open
University currently award diplomas to students residing in France). In other words, education is an industry

and many teachers suddenly realize that they are in a competitive world, that it is here and now, that it
concerns their competence and their job.

5 Socially viable systems
As what we are discussing here can be considered as far away from pedagogic problems, we will recall our
credo: computer scientists involved in the field must study the implications within individual and social
behaviors of theoretical and technical advances. As said before, Al was supposed to render human teachers
obsolete and useless, but nothing happened. From this point of view, Internet appears as socially much more
dangerous.

The impact of Internet on educational societies is of course very contextual. In the French and European
context, how Internet is seen as a potential danger cannot be disconnected from the current movement

against the generic notion of "globalization" as it appeared for instance in Seattle when all sorts of
organizations protested against the World Trade Organization's trade policies. Many people worldwide and
especially in Europe and France promote alternative models of society. Within this general context, a parallel
is made between farmers fighting against genetically modified products or use of hormones and teachers
fighting against an international Internet-based educational offer, i.e. education viewed and promoted as a
product independent from the cultural specificities, human-human relations, etc. Note that such points of
view also find some echo within the educational-systems users.

In such a context, it is not surprising that many teachers (and students) do not feel very comfortable with
approaches such as Croisiere. The explicit argumentation is concerned with the intrinsic educational value of
such systems. The implicit idea is bound to the fact that a very little set of tutors can manage a very large
number of students. On the contrary, a system such as RoboTeach is seen very differently as it makes the
most of the intrinsic and un-automatizable capacities of human tutors. In other words: some systems appear
as more "socially viable" than others. Note that not only the intrinsic nature of the system (standalone
teaching system vs learning environment) participates in the way the system is socially viewed, the
considered domain also has some influence: people are more prone to accept automated systems dedicated to
robotics than to a culturally connoted domain as a foreign language.
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We will not discuss the effectiveness of such points of view (although it would be an interesting discussion),
what is important is that we have to deal with such a context.

6 Supporting teachers: an educational and social requirement
Introducing new technologies in classrooms requires making computers accessible and enabling the teachers
to take the best of them. Forgetting this latter aspect conducted to the failure of many programs. Therefore,

institutions attempt to make teachers aware of what can be done with computers. Such an objective is
addressed for instance by national programs such as the US Department of Education International Society
for Technology in Education "NETS for Teachers" project, that is devoted to "preparing tomorrow's teachers
to use technology" on the basis of a national consensus on what teachers should know about and be able to
do with technology3.

On the other hand, we must of course attempt to build systems on the basis of socially situated analyzes of
how teachers really use computers. For instance in France a recent study pointed out that "education is less
concerned by ready-to-use software than by software that can be customized by their users according to their
own conception of what they must teach and how they must teach it"4. From this point of view, a system
such as RoboTeach appears as perfectly adapted.
However, we have to deal with the fact that RoboTeach-like systems are time -consuming, money-consuming
and teacher-consuming projects and that less adapted systems and systems that allow very little latitude to
the tutors (e.g. Croisiere) already exist and will proliferate. We must thus consider all the different types of
systems and not only the ones that correspond to our will.

As we do not work on Intelligent Tutoring Systems but on learning environments that teachers/tutors can
deal with, what we point out is the difference between stock and service. Stock, i.e. providing high quality
educational material, is no more the prerogative of human teachers. Internet allows anybody (if
economically solvent) to be presented with high-quality materials produced by national or private business
institutions. Service, i.e. providing a positive context, interacting with students, exploiting situations to
provide a constructivist education (etc.) remains human teachers' prerogatives and they are issue of teachers'
creativity.

Systems such as RoboTeach expect tutors to play a pedagogically rich role. They are viewed positively
because they are based on the intrinsic and un-automatizable capacities of human tutors. However, this can
become a weakness if using such systems requires "specialized" tutors. We believe that we have to work to
make these systems economically viable. For this purpose, we have to design and construct support systems
that will help "basic" teachers to make the best of such systems.

Systems such as Croisiere theoretically only require a very simple tutoring, The quality of the educational
material and the didactic structure they are provided with are supposed to be sufficient to enable the students
to manage by themselves. However, we believe that we must study how we can build systems dedicated to
the tutor that present him with a synthetic view of the students' actions and behavior. First, because this will

valorize the tutor role and facilitate the social acceptation of such systems. Second, because it will help
tutors to manage their basic tutoring tasks. Third, because we believe that human tutors' natural inclination
is to invest themselves, to invent new unexpected ideas, new educational services or new roles as soon as
they are put in a valorized situation. Tutors provided with synthetic information will go further than a simple

"cross-information" tutoring. This is particularly important for domains such as learning French as the
tutoring activity has to take into account the social and cultural specificities of the students.
In other words, we believe that integrating in educational systems functionalities that are explicitly dedicated
to supporting the human teachers who have to deal with them participates both to the "social" acceptation of
the technology and to its best use (the "social" aspect being a prerequisite to its best use). This must be
achieved both for "well-fitted" systems and with others, with the objective to make teachers aware of the
difference between stock and service.

3 http://cnets.iste.org/index3.html
4

http://www.industrie.gouv.fr/observat/innov/rntl/groupeb2.htm
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7 Problems to be addressed
In a system such as RoboTeach, the fact that the tutor role is pedagogically rich renders the support
functionalities a sine-qua-non condition. The general problem is that of the tutor' s overload, that requires
automatizing part of the support currently provided by human tutors in order to allow them to focus on their
core role. For instance in the distance learning RoboTeach version we have two types of tutors, the group
tutor (in the distance group tutor configuration) and the team tutor. Of course, what comes first in mind is the

technical point of view, i.e., how to manage distance group tutoring. A distance group tutor cannot
manipulate the robot and the environment must thus provide the information he needs (in our current work
we address the problem with a multi-agent spying architecture). However, the technical aspect is only part of

the problem. For instance, within RoboTeach a teacher is no longer a "stock" of technical micro-robot
technology but a team or a group manager. This is not what he has been trained for and he must be helped
while achieving this task. Moreover, using RoboTeach in a distance context requires the teacher to manage
new inputs (what the spying agents can grasp) and to interact through new media. For instance, one of the
roles of the team manager (Sebastien in Fig. 2) is to help the different groups to take the best of their
synchronous discussion. For this purpose, the tutor has to highlight his position towards the different groups'
discussion (approval of an idea, etc.). This is instrumentalized within the environment by the fact that the
forum is structured according to a typology of language acts that are supposed to facilitate the students'
collaboration. Human tutors should be supported to achieve such a complex activity. For instance, the tutor

should be presented with a pedagogically dedicated view of the group actions, robot state and first line

software agents actions. If we cannot neglect the technical problems, what is crucial

is

in fact the

identification of what the information that is needed by the teacher is, how it should be synthesized and
presented to the teachers and how these teachers can intervene.
In a system such as Croisiere students are supposed to manage on their own. They learn by doing individual

actions (in this case, reading texts, listening to audio, looking at videos, etc.) and being aware of their
activity (in this case, evaluating themselves by answering questions and producing texts). As real students do
not necessarily deal with sufficient auto-organization abilities, the tutor' s role is mainly to provide them with
some organizational and cross-information support. Automatizing such a support (e.g. building a software
companion that explains how to use the system, orientates towards additional educational material, presents
other students' answers or provides some guidance through the different activities) appears as technically
tractable. The core difficulty is to identify what data is meaningful for the human tutor in order to facilitate
additional pertinent interventions, i.e. provide a synthetic view of the student course and actions.

In both cases the problem is to dissociate what can/must be taken in charge by first line automated agents
and what can/must be delegated to the tutor, i.e. to construct models that mix automated and human tutoring.
While constructing these models we have to take into account both "social aspects" and "technical aspects"
(what can be grasped from student-action spying, how the tutor' s actions can be mediatized). Of course,
things are easier to take into account when inventing systems proposing pedagogically rich roles than when
attempting to permit humans to add additional services to systems designed without this objective. This is
why we have to accentuate our work towards designing support systems for such contexts.
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The role of emotional agents in Intelligent Tutoring Systems
Claude Frasson

Many attempts have been made in Artificial Intelligence for reproducing human
behavior or reasoning, adding believability and humanism. Recent works have

shown the importance of emotions for including a human-like perception.
Emotions are particularly important in Intelligent Tutoring Systems that try to
reproduce the behavior of good teachers. They also can be integrated into social
learning systems to reproduce reactions between learners or between learners and

teachers. Emotions play an important role in the learning process and new
strategies have to take into account this human factor for improving knowledge
acquisition. Intelligent agents can help in this process, adding emotional behavior
to believability of their actions. This talk discuss some main orientations and
results in emotional agents that can strengthen the social interaction in a learning
environment. We show in particular how to represent and quantify an emotional
status, as well as a means to guess the learner's emotional state.
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Web Portfolios: Tools for Monitoring and Assessing Learning Process
Gwo-Dong Chen

Portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits the student's
effort, progress, and achievement. By adopting portfolio assessment in a web
learning system, web portfolio not only contains learning activity log recorded by
web server in web log but also portfolio submitted by students that represent their

learning process, learning result, and learning evidence. Thus, web portfolios
provide enough information for teachers to (1) make decision for applying
learning strategies, (2) be aware of student performance, and (3) model student

learning performance by analyzing student portfolios. However, the web
portfolio is too big and unorganized for a teacher to handle in achieving the
above-mentioned tasks. Thus, tools are built for providing information to assist
teachers in performing the tasks.
Keywords: portfolio, assessment, student model
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Can And Should Teaching Systems Mimic Human Teachers?
Benedict du Boulay

In the 1980s Ohlsson offered a critique of ITSs and ILEs in terms of the limited
range and adaptability of their teaching actions as compared to the wealth of
tactics and strategies employed by human expert teachers. The purpose of this
paper is to examine how far that critique still holds true. One of the promises of

ITSs and ILEs is that they will teach and assist the learning process in an
intelligent manner. Historically this has tended to mean concentrating on the
interface, on the representation of the domain and on the representation of the

Systems have attempted to provide students with
reifications of the domain and of the learning process as well as optimally
sequencing and adjusting activities, problems and feedback to best help them
learn that domain. Of course, we now have embodied (and disembodied)
student's knowledge.

teaching agents, computer-based peers, and a much greater interest in
collaborative activities and tools to support that collaboration. Nevertheless the

issue of the teaching competence of ITSs and ILEs is still important, as well as
the more specific question as to whether systems can and should mimic human
teachers. Are we in any better position in modelling teaching than we were in the
80s? Are Ohlsson's criticisms still as valid today as they were then? This talk will
review progress on understanding human expert teaching and in developing
systems that embody those human teaching tactics, referring in passing to work
carried out at Sussex: for example, on responding effectively to the student's
motivational state, on contingent and Vygotskian inspired teaching strategies and
on the plausibility problem. This latter is concerned with whether tactics that are
effectively applied by human teachers can be as effective when embodied in
computer tutors.
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Human activity in learning societies
Robert Lewis
Professor of Knowledge Technology,
Information Systems and Services, University of Lancaster,
Lancaster LAI 4YW United Kingdom.
Email: r.lewis@lancasterac.uk
This paper suggests a framework for thinking about the themes of the
learning societies, creativity, caring and commitments. The focus
Conference
is on human activity but this has to be placed in the context of what is meant by a
learning society and what might be the motivations and intentions for change in
such societies. An interpretation of Activity Theory is used to identify insightful
that
pedagogical, social, technological
foci for the complexity of issues
influence human activity. An analysis of the context of working together, either
collaboratively or cooperatively, makes a clear and important distinction between
the two. This becomes important as human activity in undertaking tasks passes

through various stages over time, and the focus of the immediate task changes.
Information and communication technology may promote and support change
but how can these tools be managed and their value exploited for the benefit of
all members of society?

Keywords: Activity theory; Collaboration; Cooperation; Human activity;
Learning communities

1 Introduction
It is first necessary to establish what we mean by the term 'learning societies' and for this it is helpful to draw
on the notions of learning organisations developed in the management literature and extensively reviewed by
Easterby-Smith and colleagues (1999).

However, caution is required as learning organisations may be intentionally created in order to capitalise on
knowledge within an organisation and hence to improve its competitivity. For this reason, there is an explicit
intention, an explicit goal, and, whilst this has social implications, it is the latter that may be predominant, yet
implicit, in a learning society.
Quite often organisations are propelled into action by a failure or a threat that has arisen. Is this the case in
society at large? Why are we concerned at this moment? Perhaps one clue arises from the foci of creativity,
caring and commitment that suggest that there is a lack of these features in the way that society is developing.
To many in society, child labour, the excessive emission of greenhouse gases, oil pollution of the seas and
international trading in weapons are a few of the many ills of present society.
As mentioned earlier, learning organisations are being created in companies, often from the top, but with the
explicit intention of bringing about change. Learning societies will be created only when social intentions
are made explicit and are accepted. As educationalists, it appears to us that to enhance learning might

change social attitudes and bring such regrettable actions to an end. Perhaps information technologies have a
role to play but this can be the case only when explicit intentions are established.

In order to help us think about the complex dimensions that make up society, we need a framework that
temporarily isolates the various parameters of human activity and this will now be explored.

2 Human activity
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Activity is rarely carried out individually. Groups or teams work together to achieve a goal and the skills of
individual members are brought together for this purpose. In the area of cognitive development, the classical
notions of Vygotsky are helpful.
One may consider that the knowledge of an individual has a central core which is 'owned' by the individual,
who is able to use that knowledge in the autonomous performance of tasks. Surrounding that core is a region
zoped) in which the individual has some knowledge, but needs help in
(the zone of proximal development
performing tasks which depend upon that knowledge. It is important to stress that Fig. 1, which is an attempt
to represent this perspective, should not be viewed as a physical model. Core knowledge is not just that
which is internalised but represents the 'system' (other people and artefacts) in which people function as
asserted by the distributed cognition approach.
core knowledge

As

by Fig.

suggested

community of humans
some

parts

of each

1, when a
is considered,

person's

core

knowledge overlap those of others and,
most importantly, one person's 'zoped'

overlaps with the core knowledge of
others. From this model one might

zone of proximal
development

conclude

that

the

collective

core

knowledge is, not surprisingly, greater
than that of an individual but also that
each

person

can

support

cognitive

development in the group by providing
'scaffolding' for others in domains where
their knowledge is not yet available for
use. Recent research
autonomous
individuals

(reported by Schwartz, 1995) supports

groups

Fig. 1. Core knowledge and zones of proximal development
(from Lewis, 1995)

this view through the analysis of the
performance of pairs of learners. It is
suggested that (in certain circumstances)

the performance of dyads is much better than would be expected from the simple addition of each
individual's performance.

This collective potential can be realised only if each member of the community is aware of the knowledge of
others and can capitalise on that by offering and receiving help from the others. To be effective, the group

working together must appreciate that the knowledge of the group does not reside in individuals but is
the term 'distributed cognition' is sometimes applied to this situation though the
distributed amongst them
term is broader and includes artefacts. Schwartz (op cit) suggests that the creation of abstract representations
(rules or visualisations) is a key to collective problem solving; for example, students who drew sketches to
represent the problem they were attempting to solve together were more successful than those who did not do
so. The act of drawing the rough sketches formed a common representation of the problem, which is how
they created a mechanism for the 'construction of shared representation'.

This viewpoint argues strongly for the design of learning environments in which learners, by making their
knowledge explicit and visible to others, can become engaged in undertaking a common task and solving a
common problem.

However, there is more than one way of 'working/learning' together and the distinctions are very important.
Two terms often used are collaboration and cooperation and there is a significant difference between the two.
There are many definitions of these terms, for example:
"Collaboration is the process of shared creation: two or more individuals with complementary skills
interacting to create a shared understanding that none had previously possessed or could have come to
on their own." (Schrage, 1991)
The nature of cooperation has also been expressed in the following way:
. . the term 'cooperative' is the general and neutral designation of multiple persons working together to
produce a product or service. It does not imply specific forms of interaction or organisation such as
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comradely feelings, equality of status, formation of a distinct group identity, etc." (Bannon & Schmidt,
1991)

Some clarity emerges if the notions of Activity Theory are invoked. A key dimension in this theory is the
concept of 'intention of action'.

Cooperation depends upon a supportive community of actors who agree to help one another in activities
aimed at attaining the goals of each person involved. Collaboration, on the other hand, depends upon the
establishment of a common meaning and language in the task which leads to the community setting a
common goal.

This last point is emphasised by Littlejohn and Hakkinen (1999) who acknowledge various definitions in the
research literature but note that: " . . . there is a consensus amongst researchers that collaboration involves

the joint construction of meaning through interaction with others and can be characterised by a joint
commitment to a shared goal."

One way to illustrate the distinction is to take the example of a team of people wishing to write a book (Fig.
2). They may decide, having established the scope of the chapters, to allocate the responsibility for each
chapter to one member of the team. In the way the term is used here, that means they will cooperate in the
that is,
production. On the other hand, they may decide that everyone will contribute to all the chapters
they will collaborate in the production.
Cooperation
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

I, Chapter 5

Collaboration

Book

Fig. 2. Cooperation or collaboration in writing a book.
To what extent might learners establish common intentions with others (so that they might collaborate) and to

what extent might learners accept that their peers have different intentions (and yet still see benefits in
cooperating)?

Before beginning to answer that question, it must be stressed that the case for 'learning together' may be
more an 'act-of-faith' than a well-proven and tested mechanism. The situation is well summarised in the
following conclusions to a paper which reported on problem solving and peer interaction:

"Nobody should suppose on the basis of (existing) studies that truly collaborative work is going to
provide a panacea for education. Indeed, rather exacting conditions may need to be met before it proves
possible at all. However, it seems likely that a better understanding of the mechanisms at work in such
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interactions may make it possible to improve significantly upon this aspect of educational practice and
the potential benefits are considerable." (Light & Glachen, 1985)

3 Stages of activity
Linard (1995) described Leontiev's (1978) and Von Cranach's (1982) three hierarchical levels of human
processes, each of which are related to a type of object. These levels may be interpreted as follows.
The intentional level is oriented toward motives: needs, desires, or values. It is the level of global
orientation that gives meaning to human processes.
The functional level is oriented to specific, conscious goals in the context of motives. It is the level of

focused organisational, planning and problem-solving processes in order to achieve a final goal or
intermediate goals.

The operational level is oriented to the practical conditions of actions which are a prerequisite to the
conscious, purposeful actions at the functional level.
The intentional level provides context for the functional level, which in turn serves as a focus for the operational level.
The framework is flexible, however, in that the level of a particular activity depends on the task; for example, developing
an internal communication and management structure may be quite routine for one research group, but a challenging
activity for another.
An important characteristic of the framework is its dynamic nature, in that human processes may move from one level to
another as a result of 'frustrations' relative to their objects. 'Frustrations' or contradictions may be the result of external
if a problem is met in the practical routine of
continuing the illustration above
factors changing. For example
organising the community's communication (operational level), strategies for adapting the communication structure may
be needed. Therefore a new goal is formulated, and the focus of human action moves up the hierarchy to the functional
level. Once the new routine is agreed on, the action may take on an operational character again.

Contradictions may also result from the interconnectedness of webs of activities in real-life situations (Kuutti, 1991):
each community member participates in multiple activity frameworks, including multiple communities, and
developments in one activity framework may influence and lead to contradictions in others. The shifts in the focus level
of human activity could, for example, follow the changes indicated in Fig. 3.
Focus

intentional level

functional level

O

0

operational level

Time

Fig. 3. Over time, the focus of human activity is at different levels.

Contradictions or 'frustrations' are thus a source for development on all three levels (Kuutti, 1991). In
addition, this development provides human activity with intentionality and history which serve as a context
for understanding human processes (Kaptelinin, 1996). Hence, Activity Theory provides a rich and dynamic
perspective on human activity including team work in distributed working and learning communities.

4 Activity theory
Activity Theory (AT) has its origins in the Russian tradition of socio-historical approaches some 70 years ago
and can be characterised by a combination of (a) objective, (b) ecological, and (c) socio-cultural perspectives
on human activity (Kaptelinin, op cit, p. 107). The basics and the applications of AT are very well described
in a recent book (Nardi, 1996) and only certain elements will be outlined here. Kuutti (1996, p. 28), inspired
by Engestrom (1987), represents the structure of an activity in the diagrams below. Figure 4 includes an
individual's actions to achieve an object where the action is mediated by artefacts (tools) and Fig. 5 extends
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that to a community context with the addition of rules and divisions of labour.
Tools
Tools

Ruins

Object

Subject

Community

Division of labour

Fig. 5 Basic structure of an activity
(after Kuutti, 1996)

Fig. 4. Mediated relationship at the
individual level (after Kuutti, 1996)

A narrative for Fig. 5 could be: an individual (subject) is helped by tools to achieve an objective (object) and may accept
rules to work in a community which contributes to the object through a division of labour. From such an activity there is
an outcome.
Another notion contained in AT is that of hierarchical levels:

activity

action

operation

An activity (global) may be achieved through a variety of actions, and the same action may be used as a
contribution to different activities. Similarly, operations may contribute to a variety of actions. Kuutti (1996,
p. 33) uses a simple example of these levels when the activity (motive) may be 'building a house' in which
'fixing the roofing' and 'transporting bricks by truck' are at the action level; and 'hammering' and 'changing
gears when driving' are at the operation level.

5 The framework in action
Activity Theory points to critical features of effective working communities and it is constructive to consider
ways in which they can be applied to create frameworks for distributed communities. The nodes of Fig. 5
form a possible structure for analysis (see also Lewis, 1997 and 1998).

Attempts to consider all the relationships influencing human learning activities are likely to fail due to the
multitude of interdependent parameters but it may be that the complexity can be constrained if various triads
of nodes taken from Fig. 5 are examined one at a time. Some of the triads include 'community' and these
may help to focus on creativity, caring and commitments. Papers from the ICCE99 proceedings will be used
to illustrate how the triads may help such focusing.

5.1 Subject-tools-object
When analysing the papers in ICCE99, it is clear that most of the
reported research is concerned with developing tools which allow a
`subject' to achieve a learning 'object'. The panel at that conference

Tools

discussed verbal and visual tools (Okamoto, 1999).

"The goal of this panel is to debate on human activity,
communication skills, methods of (self-) expression and
logical thinking ability, in the context of the new growing
Internet society." (p. 80)
Rules

Community

Division of labour

Major sections of the conference were devoted to topics such as agents, intelligent support, web resources
and interactive learning environments all of which are in effect simply tools to support a subject to attain a
(learning) object. The creation of such tools may also require tools such as authoring systems for the
creation of materials for learning and it can be argued that the training of teachers can also be viewed as the
development of (human) tools which are used by students in the process of their learning.
However, the main theme of this paper is on society which comprises a variety of communities and it is the
triads that include 'community' which will be explored. It is worth remembering though that the 'subject'
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may be an individual or a group (a community) and that communities are often members of other larger
communities; also, that an individual will surely be a member of different communities. When considering
both these structures, it is necessary to rethink the nature of the most appropriate tools to be used.

5.2 Community-subject-object
This triad focuses on how 'subjects' reconcile personal goals so
that these lead to actions to support a community. Can a common
goal become established? An activity emerges or is set up with a
number of intentions. In a community this requires the
establishment of a 'common language' amongst all members who

Tools

Rules

Community

Division of Labour

come to be committed to a shared, explicit motive (object). In other
words, the actions cannot be set along predetermined lines; there
must be space for interpretation, negotiation and the establishment
of both individual and group ownership of the motive. Watabe and
Yuze (1999) draw certain conclusions relating to creativity from
their experiment with students working on projects as individuals or
in small groups.

"a) In collaborative learning, the subjects could hit upon such new ideas as they would never reach if they
thought by themselves. This enabled them to see a problem from another point of view. On the other hand,
in individual learning, a subject tended to stick to his/her idea, which made it difficult to change his/her
standpoint.

b) In collaborative learning, the idea was deepened as they discussed it. For example, when a subject was
reading an article about a case and was wondering why that had happened, the others thought from various
angles and tried to find out answers. The subject accepted the explanation they offered and then a new
problem was proposed. Through these successive events, the discussion was deepened and spread. On the
other hand, in individual learning, subjects did not hear others' opinions and therefore they seem to reach
their conclusion before thinking deeply." (p. 176)
Ang and colleagues have identified the establishment and maintenance of common goals as a critical feature
of collaboration:
"In order to collaborate with other members of the learning community, members must be able to agree
on some shared goals for the community. The goals will help the members to stay focused and also
assess whether they are achieving what they set out to do. Members must be able to negotiate meanings
and not just accept what was said. Otherwise it becomes an information exchange without construction.
(Ang, et al., 1999, p. 604)

5.3 Community-subject-tools
This triad is concerned with how tools are selected in order that
they support, equally, all members of a community. It draws
attention to the personal skills of members, some of which are
social as they relate to capitalising upon available help from peers

Tools

and tutors (seen in this context as 'tools'), and to skills in the use of
the technological tools available. If community activity is to have
full participation, communication tools should be selected which
are accessible to and easily usable by all members.

Rules

Cornnunity

Division of Labour

Returning to intentional learning communities: it is clear that
tutors play a key role, not only in being instrumental in making
appropriate channels freely available but in monitoring how they

are being used and in taking corrective action to sustain fragile learning communities. Ogata and colleagues

(Ogata et al., 1999, p. 277) experimented with an agent which made links between groups of students
working on collective tasks. They reported that "a matchmaker agent took the burden of the work instead of
the teacher." Nakamuru and colleagues (Nakamuru et al., 1999, p. 685) also experimented with individual

and group agents; they included a difference model to assess the variations of opinion between members of a
group.

This triad of nodes also extends to include the design of groupware

software designed for group

communication, shared workspaces, the collective editing of documents, etc. The focus in this triad is on the
subject(s) rather than on the object. The constraint of ubiquity referred to above is critical.
Watabe and Yuze (op cit) also comment about the limitations of the synchronous communication system used
in their experiment:
"In collaborative learning, even when a subject finished reading part of the screen, he/she had to wait

until the others would finish with it because they shared the lesson material window. It was also
necessary for a subject to get the assent by partners to go to the following subject (topic) during
discussion." (p. 175)

Svensson and Ostlund (1999) report on the value of the bulletin board system that they made available in a
department:

"The communication that took place on the SQ-board bare the mark of a novel cybergenre. The content

of the e-Quality genre has two different strands. On the one hand it is focused on a rich discussion
about intended quality issues, (i.e. services and education) and on the other hand there are clear traces
of the community building process." (p. 696)

5.4 Community-object-tools
This triad draws attention to how tools (for example, hypermedia

Tools

materials) may be designed and used so that they support the
achievement of the object of the community. How well do they
support the achievement of the community goals? The interpretation
of tools in Activity Theory needs to be made explicit.

"An activity contains various artefacts (e.g. instruments, signs,
procedures, machines, methods, laws, forms of work, organisation).
An essential feature of these artefacts is that they have a mediating
Rules
Division of labour
Community
role." (Kuutti, 1996, p. 26)
Buiu and Aguirre (1999) are concerned with this triad as they consider the requirements for an intelligent
user-interface (IUI):
"The purpose of the research reported in this paper is to study advanced issues in this area of Ill's with

learning capabilities. The main problem concerned is that of designing and technically realizing
interfaces that make human-computer interaction easier and more effective and make complex cooperational relationships easier to grasp. The application domain we have chosen is collaborative
problem solving." (p. 301)

This triad also draws attention to the fact that the definition of the object by a community will be influenced
by the availability of specific tools. AT is concerned with the whole environment and so this formulation
should include human artefacts: those people who are not a part of the community of learners (for example,
tutors, gurus) but who may provide considerable 'mediation' in the tasks being performed.

5.5 Community-subject-rules
This triad centres on the protocols of interaction. How do 'subjects'
establish rules for their interaction? The simplest example of this in

Tools

the context of groups using communication technology is the
meaning of 'no reaction' when a proposal is made (by email or in a
conference) to take a certain decision. At a face-to-face meeting,
the interpretation is usually accepted as agreement; in an electronic
interaction, some ambiguity remains unless the reaction is explicitly
defined in the interaction protocol. How the protocols are
established relates to the role of individuals in the community and
their expectations of others and of themselves.
Rules

Community

Division of Labour
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Svensson and Ostlund (op cit) clearly have this issue at the heart of the experimentation that they report.
Despite the valued overall outcome of community building, it is not clear how well the protocols of
interaction were established or shared in any explicit way.

"The Community-aspect that is represented in all thread categories points to a set of tacit and shared
norms, stating what can and cannot be done on the board. These norms surface when being tested,
challenged or violated, often resulting in corrective remarks." (p. 695)

Nowhere in a learning context is the agreement about rules as critical as in the assessment of learners'
knowledge. Bhattacharya and colleagues (Bhattacharya, et al., 1999) have experimented with a system for
collaborative evaluation during problem-solving activities. It is clear that the 'rules' for assessment must be
negotiated with the learners as there is self and peer rating as well as teacher rating.
"These three ways of rating have been adopted to assess a board range of skills, including effort, selfdirected learning, group cooperation and communication skills. Use of ratings from peers and teachers
is based upon the belief that co-workers are in a good position to evaluate each other. Use of self rating
is congruent with problem-based learning's emphasis on judging the state of one's own knowledge as an
essential element of the learning process." (p. 181)

5.6 Community-subject-division of labour
This triad focuses on how a division of labour is established and
maintained in order to be effective. It is when thinking about
this issue that the question of intentions arises and highlights the
question of whether the group is to work through cooperation or
collaboration. During cooperation, the object of each member

Tools

of the community might be different but achievement of the
common goal is attained through a certain division of labour
with other members of the community. During collaboration, a
different division of labour is necessary to ensure that the
Rules

Community

Division of Labour

capitalisation of individual skills reinforces the clear ownership
of the global, shared task.

Ang and colleagues (op cit) consider this area in their conceptual framework:

"Cooperative work is accomplished by the division of labour among participants. Members have
different talents and skills. For example, some members may be better at web page design, while others
may be better in content knowledge. The tasks can be divided such that there are multiple ways for
members with different skills to participate." (p. 604)

It is important to be aware that the nature of the activity will change over time (Fig. 3) and so both the
rules/protocols and division of labour will need to alter. This dynamic nature of activity is a topic that
Engestrom (op cit) has examined in very interesting ways.

5.7 Community-object-division of labour/rules
Tools

Rules

Community

Tools

Division of Labour

Rules

Community

Division of Labour

The left-hand triad focuses on the object of the community, making the members of the community
secondary to the achievement of the common object. It is in strong contrast to the previous triad in which
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members' wishes and satisfaction were paramount. However, only in an authoritarian regime could (in theory)
an individual's motivation be ignored. Again, the distinction between working and learning on shared tasks
may be important.

The concern of the right-hand triad is how rules (protocols) support the community to meet their common
goal. Again, the 'subjects' take a secondary role; it is rules which allow the attainment of the object which
are paramount. However, rules can be established which are seen by the members of a community to be
supportive in the achievement of common goals and individuals may accept certain rules unwillingly but for
the common good.

These last three triads demand a full consideration of the organisation of the group. Both the rules and the
division of labour form the management structure of the community and, again, this will need to change as
the nature of the task varies. For example, in setting up a community to undertake an activity, it will be
necessary to begin with a very democratic structure so that each person 'owns' the task in hand. At a later
stage, it will probably be most efficient to allocate specific responsibilities to one of the group, maybe
establishing a protocol in which each member takes it in turn to lead the group for a period of time. Two
possible structures may be illustrated by the communication pathways shown in Fig. 6.
ull Graph Group
Structure

tar Group
Structure

Fig. 6. Communication in two possible group structures

This theme emphasises a major distinction between working and learning communities. In the former, a
member may take on a minor role which matches his/her competence or availability to devote time to the
activity. In a learning community the task must be capable of subdivision such that every member can
contribute (in time and impact) equally. This is very difficult to achieve especially when some members may
have greater commitment to the task and be able to offer more than others and yet all are to be assessed on
the same basis. This also raises the issue of how the assessment is to be undertaken when it may not be
transparent who contributed what to the common task.

6 Conclusions
No single theory or framework can be expected to cover the highly complex domain of human activity in
complex, changing societies. However, the examples given in this brief paper do illustrate that some of the
complexity can be unravelled by the use of this interpretation of Activity Theory.

Of the set of concerns which this Conference is exploring, I'm afraid it is that of caring that I have failed to
weave into this 'story'. There were just a few papers at ICCE99 that touched upon disadvantaged learners,
learner satisfaction and environmental issues, but perhaps during ICCE2000 this situation will be remedied.

The theme clearly falls within the 'community-subject-object' triad which also includes creativity and
commitment. Perhaps caring as such cannot be isolated from creativity and commitment to other members of
society. I look forward to hearing more on this topic during ICCE2000.
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The recent astonishing progresses in information technology, computer and
information communication hardware and the spread of the Internet have opened
a variety of new ways for many fields. Although slower than the business field

to catch up with these new developments, the educational field has gradually

migrated towards the World Wide Web, mostly under the slogan of free,
accessable education, to and from anyplace, at anytime. This development
triggered, among other effects, also the important shifting of the weight from the

teaching paradigm to the learning paradigm. However, slow network speed
hindered the first learning environments from being more than simple, electronic
text-books. The latest trends in research are trying to go one step further, making
use of increased bandwiths, and integrate various media to enhance learning.

Moreover, for obtaining learner-oriented, customized learning environments,
ITS and Al-ED techniques are adapted and developed for the Web. These
advances promis revolutionary changes in the whole educational system of the
new millenium. This paper presents these trends and progresses on one hand, but
on the other hand, also addresses the dangers and pitfalls that such an avalanche
of changes can bring, and stresses the responsibility we have, to make sure the
real goal is never left out of sight: enhancing and improving learning. Finally,

we show how we tackle this challenge at the Laboratory of Artificial
Intelligence, University of Electro -Communications, Japan, where we have built
the framework and prototype of an intelligent media -oriented integrated distance
education environment.

Keywords: Learning Ecology, Learning Environments, Distance Education,
Multi-media enhanced learning, ITS

1 ntroduction: the new trends
When in 1995 Schneider [37] was trying to define the levels of WWW use in Education, he suggested the
web as an information tool, for distribution of learning material, and only as difficult to implement, the web
as a collaboration tool and the web for interactive educational applications.

Four-five years is a long time for the net. Nowadays, opinions have changed. "If the Internet is the next
industrial revolution, then net based learning may be the next educational revolution" [40]. "Colleges and
Universities have embraced distance learning, doubling the number of courses offered and enrolment in
them" in the US [5]. Other countries, like the initially refractory Germany, follow the distance education and
wired teaching and learning path [24].

However, not all researchers and educators look favourably upon these changes in the education field. In
1996, Self predicted "a reaction against this apparent dehumanisation of the learning process" [38]. In 1997,
Oppenheimer [32] criticized strongly computer in education that, in his opinion, failed to provide what they
promised. Moreover, they break down, decrease creativity, teachers are difficult to train, etc. While some of
the problems that were brought to light are addressed in current systems, many new problems he hasn't even
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mentioned appeared. A recent survey of a distance education course showed that distance learning could
lead to isolation, anxiety and frustration [16].

Adaptability and collaboration are possible answers to such problems [6], as we will discuss also later on.
Moreover, it is equally important to train the teachers first, to be able to use the new technologies [3o].
Although the current trend is towards more automatization, and less human interference, the human teacher
will still be an important factor in education for many years to come. However, "teachers will increasingly
develop new roles as technology-society mediators" [38]. A teacher' s role is changing from text based
teaching, to facilitating, advising, consulting, and his/her role becomes more that of a designer of the
learning environment. Moreover, under the "life -long- learning" paradigm [12], learners are no longer pupils
enrolled in the full-time educational system, but part-time, or one-course-only students. Learners' age limits

disappear, and the backgrounds can be various (company workers, other employees beside full-time
students).

Another important step towards increased learning effect and user-friendliness is the multi-media
technology, and, more recently, Video on Demand (VOD). A recent survey showed that"video access would
soon constitute a large percentage of WWW bytes transferred on the Internet" [3]. However, many of the
new products just give in to the glitter of media, without paying attention to the educational goals. As
Shneiderman [39] points out, the educator and we may add here, also the educational software developer
and courseware author - has to have "a pedagogic or curricular destination in mind" and to know that
"technology is just a vehicle for getting there".

The current paper presents the three trends in education: distance learning environments (section 2), ITS
systems (section 3), and Media-Oriented learning (section 4) first separately, then we discuss the benefits of
their integration, pointing also to the possible pitfalls, and giving a short systematic solution about how to
avoid them (section 5). Finally (section 6), we describe our own efforts at the University of ElectroCommunications towards integrated, intelligent, media-oriented, distance-learning environments and the
resulting system, called RAPSODY-EXT. In the end we draw some conclusions and list some yet open
questions of the field.

2 Distance Learning and Education
Although the hindrances and problems in building distance-learning environments were and are still various,
distance education is here to stay. "Exploring educational frontiers on the Web frightens some professors and
maybe some students, but it can also generate unusual levels of motivation and pride in creating something
new", says Shneiderman [39]. Many universities offer course modules, whole courses, or even degrees online. Moreover, nany companies offer all sorts of education-oriented material and educational software via
the WWW.

Generally speaking, educational courseware can be designed from scratch, in an application-oriented way,
or built via general purpose authoring tools. Here, one of the new roles of teachers as courseware authors
becomes clear. The final product can be built by the teachers/ course designers from scratch, or built with the
help of a commercial product or freeware product.
Moreover, teachers nowadays have to be able to opt to build their own, off-the-shelf Web course [20] or to
choose among the many on-line course delivery tools, like WebCT, Blackboard, eCollege.com, etc. If
choosing among the latter, teachers have to decide for the best balance between developmental features,
instructor tools, instructional features, student tools, technical support, administrator tools, administrative
features, software costs and hardware requirements [23].
Many universities have decided to build their own authoring tools for their faculty staff ([41], [8]).
Basically, although these tools make authoring of web courses easier, one on their main problems is that they
"always provide the same look and feel", whereas the off-the-shelf component software can "mimic the style
of the typical classroom", according to Kaplan [20]. Moreover, integrated packages actually need more time
spent in teacher training, and they don' t allow enough creativity for expert users.

We, however, don' t see the imitation of the typical classroom as a positive feature. We predict that this
imitation tendency will disappear in time although it may come in handy as being familiar to both teachers
and students at the present development state of the distance education environments, and may help in the
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transition process towards Web-based education. As many researchers noted [40], it makes no sense in
trying to only create a copy of the classical education process which might just lead to bad results, due to
the fact that it would only be an incomplete copy but it is a better approach to try to make use of the
advantages which the new environment brings.

and to any place,
at any time attributes. Often, the free education aspect also appears, although much of the offered
The main advantages of distance learning over the web are, as is well known, the from

educational software today is not free, and many educational institutions offer (distance) learning programs
at a price.
Plain, text-based course materials are not enough anymore. The very recent increases in bandwidth made
more expression ways possible, images on the Internet are commonplace, sound tracks and videos are used
with growing frequency, other (multi-) media types evolved (animation, etc.).

Based on learner modelling [33], also presented in the next section, adapting teaching strategies and,
generally speaking, (intelligent) user adaptation in ITS [44] are being developed. More recently, the field
of adaptive hypermedia [10] emerged, at the crossroads of hypertext (hypermedia) and user modelling.
Adaptive presentation of the educational material can mean one or more of the following: providing
prerequisite, additional or comparative explanations, conditional inclusion of fragments, stretch-text,
providing explanation variants, reordering information, etc. Adaptive navigation support can mean one or
more of the following: direct guidance, sorting of links, links annotation [7], link hiding, link disabling,
link removal, map adaptation, etc.

Another main advantage of the Network is that it favours collaborative work, which in turn favours
learning [11].

Moreover, distance education finds a justification in the life-long learning concept. The recent
technological changes are influencing our society, and each member of this society must acquire new
knowledge all the time. The age of encyclopaedia brains, and one-time-learnt, good-for-ever educations
lies now in the past. Education has to be provided for all sorts of busy people that only sporadically have
time to learn, coming from many different backgrounds, with different knowledge levels and various
cognitive styles.

In the following sections, we will look at ITS and user modelling and at Media-oriented education, as an
answer to the rigidity of the present Web courses and courseware.

3 ITS: learner models, domain models; ITS on the Web
"Traditional ITS presents very little flexibility regarding the pedagogical strategy they use". Moreover, "ITS

are usually developed following a fixed strategy that would basically apply to all learners" [2]. Also,
"numerous ILE (Interactive Learning Environments) offer a variety of functionalities without taking into
consideration their relevancy to the learning process" [27]. Obviously, the only reason of using ITS and/ or
adaptive/ interactive methods and (intelligent) strategies should be an educational goal, e.g., faster and/or
deeper understanding of the learning material, due to a more appropriate teaching method, etc. A possible
user adaptation method is to switch among pedagogical strategies, also called cooperative strategy contexts
[2].

Pedagogical strategies
Tutor-tutee
Learning companion
Learning by disturbing
Learning by teaching
Learning with a co-teacher

Explanation
Traditional: computer is teacher, user is student
A computer-simulated learner, to accompany the user [14]
Learning with a simulated troublemaker. [13]
Human student teaches the simulated companion. [21]
Both simulated teacher and co-teacher

Within these strategy contexts, direct strategies exists, such as: Learning by examples, learning by story-

telling, learning by doing, learning by games, learning by analogy, discovery learning, learning by
induction/ deduction, etc.

To switch between strategies, a learner model is necessary [29]. In 1996 already, Greer [15] was pointing
towards the importance of taking into account the student's values; moreover, he mentioned that offering
adapted activities, producing appropriate feedback, favouring communication between students and offering
assistance are crucial. For the correct choice, though, the "student's values, learning style metacognition and
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preferences regarding feedback" have to be appropriately inferred [27]. Ultimately, the student model has to

be mapped on the knowledge domain model. The latter represents the model of the course contents
knowledge, and is (naturally) domain dependent.

The latest student models contain a layered evaluation of the learner, starting with the classical knowledge
and cognitive model level, wrapped by the learning profile, or curricula. The last wrapping layer to be
added is the believability and emotional layer, which, if correctly interpreted, is supposed to point to the
best learner-tailored pedagogical strategy [1].
The way the system acquires knowledge about the learner varies:

The most straightforward way is via, e.g., single/ multiple-choice questionnaires, where the learner
inputs his/her preferences, his/her opinion(s) about his/her knowledge level, learning profile, emotional
profile, etc. The exact preferences of the user can be checked in an equally straightforward way via
selections during the learning (e.g., pushing of button "utterance" or "question", after some text input, etc.
[18]). To the same category belongs also the setting of the environment parameters, such as background
color, favourite text size, color scheme, frame layout, etc.
Another method, which can be used separately, or together with the previous, is to test the learner, in

order to establish his/her profile. These tests can vary from knowledge tests to IQ tests or even
personality tests.

The last and most difficult of these methods is to trace the learner' s steps during learning, and
interpret the user' s choices and results into a learner model [9, 22]. This learner model can then be used
to select the learning strategy, etc.
The questioning and testing methods of more or less explicit ly gathering information on the learner have the
advantage that the information is correct (providing the user knows him-/herself, which is not necessarily
always the case). The user-model building is transparent to the learner, who can directly influence it.

As the psychological foundation of user modelling is not yet clearly defined, due to the complexity of the
real human mental profile, it is therefore preferable to allow the user to exercise direct influence on the
modelling, and to correct eventual misinterpretations. However, this explicit information gathering, although
easier on the automatic interpretation side, is leading to a high user overhead. Beside of learning how to use
the educational software, and the normal load of learning, the user has to waist a lot of time to tell the system
what s/he is and what s/he wants and needs. Frequent user prompting, especially when having nothing to do
with the current user focus, can lead to tiredness and even make the student give up. It is also questionable if
we can call such systems "intelligent".
On the other hand, however, the implicit tracing of the user method has the advantage that it lets the user
concentrate on the subject at hand and doesn't prompt him/her with numerous questions. Their problem is
that, without explicit user feedback, the conclusions reached by the system might be wrong, leading to suboptimal or even inadequate adaptation.

Therefore, it is a fine balance between these three main modelling methods that can lead to optimal
strategies. As the current psychological and pedagogical research cannot give us the solution to this balance
problem, it is quite possible that practical studies of educational software implementations will provide the
answer, and lead not only to the progress of educational software research, but also work as a feedback into
the psychology and pedagogy field. We predict that optimal solutions will imply a combination of these
methods, with fine tuning between the fuzzy set of goals of user-friendliness, a low user overhead and, last
but not least, learning enhancement.
The advantages of introducing advanced ITS user-adaptation methods in Web-based systems, as opposed to
stand-alone environments, are as follows.
Due to client-server architecture, huge servers can store material and model users from tiny client

machines, making it possible to add facilities that wouldn' t have had space on the stand-alone
machines.

Moreover, the great number of (actual/ potential) users on the Internet makes user modelling and
interpretation of average behaviour, classifications, etc., more meaningful. New directions of user
modelling include nation and region oriented classification and adaptation.
Last but not least, the whole Internet is loaded with (potentially) useful educational material, and a
modern ITS system can make use of more than just the local data and facilities.
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4 Media-Oriented Learning and Education
Media can be used in Educational Software:
for building Virtual Environments (wherein the whole learning process takes place),
for enhancing the user-friendly aspect of the Educational Software, or, finally,

for storage and presentation of media-oriented learning material, as opposed to text -based
learning material.

Nowadays, educational software can present any kind of combination of these features. The most important
aspect is, however, the correct balance, towards an improvement of the learning function.

A multitude of stand-alone media-oriented software, multimedia educational software, etc., has been
developed in the past years. Recently, however, these technologies started moving towards the net. As the
old saying goes, "a picture is worth a thousand words", and photographs, images, clip art on the Internet are
commonplace, Shockwave, Flash technology is being used newly for more effects, audio and video have a

growing role and are remodelling the "look" of the Internet in general, and the educational Internet in
particular. VOD technology emerged, supported by the rapidly increasing bandwidth in WWW transfers [28,
35]. "VOD allows users to browse, query linked text and video databases, author video modules and play
back the selected video over the network. This technology is likely to greatly enhance the availability of
multimedia information to teachers and adds substantial value to the educational process" [17]. Moreover,
systems are being developed which are able to play Multimedia on Demand (MOD) [34], i.e., not only audio
and video, but also the numerous other kinds of media that exist today.

Naturally, all these developments have been reflected in the new on-line courses and courseware. Our eyes

and years, in conjunction with our brain, form a formidable system that transforms sense data into
information, i.e., data with meaning [36]. This is extremely beneficial especially in the education domain.
Psychological studies of human attention span, distraction tendency, etc., have shown that variation in
presentation is recommended in teaching. Every beginning teacher knows (or should know) that the greatest
enemy of knowledge transfer between teacher and student is boredom. However, multimedia as "1' art pour
l' art" is dangerous. Riley [36] argues that "' analogue' methods of teaching and learning should not be
abandoned and superseded by digital' methods unless there are clear cost and pedagogical advantages to be
had".
Of course, costs are maybe much easier to estimate than pedagogical advantages, which very often can be
computed only experimentally, i.e., after using the proposed innovations, and such a drastic remark as the
previous one may stop any kind of progress. However, where estimation or evaluation can be done, it should,
and course designers and courseware implementers should not only give in to the impact of novelty.

5 Combining ITS, Media and Distance Learning
In this paper, we are predicting that the education of the new millennium will be marked by the combined
intelligent, media -oriented, distance-learning phenomenon. Although research in these areas has been done
more or less independently, for the emerging distance education to become effective, an inspired merge of
these directions is necessary.
Following are the advantages over classroom teaching. The classical classroom teaching method is limited in
time. (Guided) learning is possible in a synchronous mode only. The distance-learning paradigm is the one
that can solve these problems. Moreover, a teacher has to speak so most of his/ her students understand him/
her, so s/he will always address the average pupil. Addressing each student separately is, of course, tailored

to that respective student' s needs, but this time period is very often an idle period for the other students.
Therefore, adaptive, customized teaching environments can become superior to the standard classroom
method from all these points of view. Media, on the other hand, can enhance the human aspect of the course
contents, working on the believability level and smoothing the transfer from face-to-face teaching and
learning to learning in front of the computer. Moreover, media presentations can come as extra clarifications,
or even belong to the main contents, etc.

However, in order to enhance the learning effect in building a learning environment, one has to tackle the
following questions:
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Should it be a distance learning system? I.e., who are the target learners, how far are they from the
site? Does their spread justify the distance-learning paradigm? Do we expect an extension of our
audience in time, more students from different locations? Etc. This kind of analysis should also clarify
the type of distance system needed and the technical aspects of the distance system implementation.

Should it be an intelligent, adaptive system? I.e., are the students very different? Do their
backgrounds vary very much? Do the students belong to different age groups? Are they full-time and
part-time students? Are there company workers among them? Is the subject of the course of such a
nature, that different parts of the contents might be relevant to different people? Do all students have to
study the whole material, or should there be alternatives, according to their needs? At what granularity
should the course be presented, depending on both the predicted student attention span and smallest unit
containing useful information [9]? Etc. These kinds of questions, again, don' t only point to the show if
an adaptive system is needed or not, but also show what kind of adaptation is necessary.
Should there be various media? I.e., does text suffice for the presentation, or can we expect a better

student reaction from different media? Will the media enhance the student motivation, his/ her
comprehension of the contents, other learning related matters? What kind of media is appropriate, and
for which part of the system (contents presentation, testing, virtual environment building, etc.)?

In the following, we will show how we proceed towards an intelligent media-oriented distance learning and
education environment at the University of Electro-Communications (UEC), under the concept of life -long
learning, in-service training, career development, information sharing and collaboration. The project is
supported by MITI (Ministry of International Trade and Industry) and is part of a larger project called ALIC.

6 An Example: The RAPSODY-EXT project at the UEC
As we have shown as resulting from the current trends in education, nowadays it is extremely important for
almost every member of the society to acquire computer communication literacy [26]. The importance of
fostering and expanding teachers' practical abilities and comprehensive teaching skills, as well as company
workers' IT knowledge, in the sense of life -long learning and career development, with the help of the new
technologies (computers, Internet, multimedia) is stressed by many studies [42].

We have built a free and flexible self-training environment, called "RAPSODY' (Remote and Adaptive
educational System, Offering a DYnamic communicative environment),. Moreover, we have extended the
current framework of an individual learning support environment to an individual and collaborative learning
support environment, that we called "RAPSODY-EXT". We will present a short outline of each system in
this section.

Until now, when a teacher or company worker wanted to take an ITE (Information Technology Education)
class, s/he had to leave the office or school. Now it is possible to learn about various subjects via virtual
Internet schools. Figure 1 shows the 3-D concept of our RAPSODY framework environment [31]. Figure 2
shows how the material on RAPSODY is built by teachers or specialists, via our cell editing and authoring
environment, and how the beneficiaries of this material can be various learners, accessing the system
remotely from their working place or fromtheir homes.
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6.1 Distance Educational Model: RAPSODY
Our Distance Educational Model, RAPSODY, is built on 3 dimensions: learning environment, learning
contents and acquisition ability (fig. 1). By selecting an item on each dimension, the current learning cell is
determined and a cell guide script mechanism triggers the education / training process. For an instance of the
RAPSODY concept (a teacher training system) and mo re details, please see our paper [31]. The prototype of
our system was built, and some preliminary tests of the functioning system were performed [30]. The hybrid

nature of the learning process in RAPSODY, embracing teacher training models, workplace education
models and domain oriented learning models is shown in figure 3.
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At the present stage, the RAPSODY system has united the following systems resulting from the research at
the Laboratory of Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Computing:
a Case Based Reasoning System for Information Technology Education [19], that facilitates the usage
and sharing of examples cases of actual ITE practices, via a browsing and search module based on case
similarity computation;
a Collaborative Learning Environment based on three Companion Agents, a novice, an expert, and a
facilitator [21], applied successfully on maths and physics teaching;

a Hypermedia Navigation system [2] based on SOM (Self Organizing Maps) pre-processing and
clustering features of the Hyperspace representation, followed by user modelling based on the user
history and on a NN (Neural Network) teaching strategy generator, applied on Unix and Hypermedia
course contents, and finally,
a VOD-based distance teacher training system, with basic and adaptive feature search [28], allowing
teachers to get familiarized with the new developments in ITE.
In a following step, the system will also integrate:

a Qualitative Diagnosis Simulator for the SCS (Space Collaboration System) Operation Activity,
supporting Mental Model Forming [29].
an agent based, adaptive hypermedia distance CALL system for English teaching [9] and

a discovery learning based CAD (computer aided design) system for learning basics and more about
Neural Networks [4].

Moreover, the system allows access to a multitude of individual and collaborative learning tools, like a teleconferencing environment, supporting environments for problem solving, such as Stella, CASE, distance
teaching environments, such as Tele-Teaching, and so on.

6.2 Learning with RAPSODY
The main functions of the learning mechanism in RAPSODY are: identifying the learning object that
corresponds to the learner' s needs, serving as a learning guide with the help of a guide-script, and storing
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the learner' s history. The learning object is built of learning goal(s), learning contents, learning steps and
learning contents understanding verification method. The selection of the learning object (L.O.) and the user
feedback is shown in figure 4. The learner expresses his/ her learning needs via an input interface with
various options, in this way determining a cell in the previously shown 3-D model. Based on the guide script
and on expert knowledge, the appropriate learning contents is selected if the respective cell is already predefined in the RAPSODY system. Moreover, based on the learner model inferred from the learning history,
the appropriate learning environment is fixed. The package of learning environnent and contents is then
returned to the learner, who can then start the learning process.
.
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Fig.4 The dataflow in RAPSODY

An example of using real-time, synchronous distance lectures from within the RAPSODY system is shown
in figure 5. Moreover, chat windows for collaboration and other explanatory messages can also be seen (e.g.,
the lower left corner shows the information about the presenter, the university which is transmitting and the
theme of the course). The figure also shows that the user can opt for VOD (asynchronous learning option).

6.3 RAPSODY-EXT: Collaborative Learning Environment Extension
The main collaborative learning extensions of RAPSODY-EXT over the previous RAPSODY system
include:

basic equipment of Synchronous /Asynchronous collaborative learning
Synchronous /Asynchronous collaborative learning materials development facilities
Synchronous /Asynchronous collaborative learning support function supplement

The extension of RAPSODY-EXT over RAPSODY can be seen in figure 6. The most important are the
collaboration learning support tools, that have to do goal oriented work path planning, to select the tool(s)
offering the common working environment, to function as a work history registration/ administration tool,
and finally, to do manage results. In this way, RAPSODY-EXT becomes a remote and adaptive educational
environment and, at the same time, a dynamic communicative system for collaborative learning and WWW
synchronous and asynchronous collaborative learning support. Therefore, additionally to the previously
enumerated characteristics of the RAPSODY system, the RAPSODY-EXT extended system also features:
Synchronous or asynchronous collaborative learning group - or individual portfolio construction
Collaborative activity logging in the collaborative memory
Portfolio and collaborative memory knowledge management
Offer of various directory information

We base many of our management function implementations on one of the strongest tools in collaborative
environments, agent technology, which we have not gone into details about in the current paper. Beside of
performing low-level management functions and communication functions, agents can build user models,
infer interpretations, simulate students or teachers in the collaborative environment, therefore implying
different levels of intelligent processing [11].
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Fig.6 Collaborative Learning environment

63.1 Croup and individual portfolio construction

In short, portfolio construction takes place as follows. Depending on the collaborative learning style
(synchronous/ asynchronous), an individual/ group portfolio is created as a collection of log data about
important collaborative activities. Concretely, the following mechanisms are offered: communication
message management and knowledge management. The communication management function is a software
acting at a higher level than the learner computer terminal and the collaborative learning management server.
Depending on the learner' s terminal, the learner data for communication is collected from public and shared

applications, is grouped according to the communication message type (data development time stamp,
learner ID, message attribute, shared application operation data, etc.) and sent to the collaborative learning
management server. On the server, the communication message received from the learner computer terminal
is handed over to the knowledge management mechanism. This mechanism does a structure analysis of the
message received from the communication message management mechanism, and arranges and integrates
the new data with the already accumulated data available in the collaboration learning management database.
63.2 Knowledge Management of Collaborative Learning Data

The main goals of the knowledge management in RAPSODY-EXT are to link the information stored in the

Collaborative memory, such as the worker/learner group history and the portfolio contents to useful
knowledge for each learner, to reflect each learning stage, i.e., to be able to exteriorise not expressed
acquired knowledge. In knowledge management, we distinguish between the following two main categories:

Text information management, as in, for instance, concept information extraction: extracted concept
dictionary, "on the fly" dictionary; data 'lining process: computational (frequency, mutual frequency),
conceptual (topic/viewpoint, etc.); information visualization: task dependent (word processor, task viewer,
etc.), task independent (SOM, state diagram, etc.).
Non-textual information management, as in the mining process via information gain machine learning

methods: ID3 (C4.5), decision trees; information visualization: NN usage: SOM, Symbolic "map"
generation.

63.3 Directory information

The directory information in RAPSODY-EXT has the role to offer information that accelerates group
problem solving, as for example: Problem solving tools , Problem solving FAQ, Group work history, Mutual
Group matters (information interchange, exchange), etc.

6.4. Resuming RAPSODY-EXT
We have presented in an extremely concentrated form some of the concepts and ideas of RAPSODY-EXT.
RAPSODY-EXT is an individual/ collaborative learning support environment extension of our previous

RAPSODY system p 1], and stands for the networked virtual learning environment based on a three
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dimensional representation. The aim of our system is to support teachers' self-learning, provided as inservice training, and company employees' or other learners' studies, under the umbrella of life-long learning.

We have realized the foundation of the integrated distance education project and proposed a SelfDevelopment oriented distance-learning model This system is superior to a simple rule-based instructional
plan, as it allows a better and more natural overview of the global structure, as well as a quick identification
of missing parts. Our system is therefore a good example of how to integrate various media and intelligent
adaptation techniques with distance learning, in a hybrid, goal oriented manner. As shown, RAPSODY
already encompasses other distance education projects in our laboratory and is constantly growing. Further
on, we need to extend our databases by accumulating various kinds of teaching expertise. In such a way, the
concept of " knowledge-sharing" and "knowledge-reusing" can be brought to life. With this system, we can
implement various kinds of learning forms and design interactive and collaborative activities among learners.
Such an interactive learning environment can provide a modality of externalised knowledge-acquisition and
knowledge-sharing via communication processes, and support learning methods such as "Learning by

asking", "Learning by showing"," Learning by Observing, "Learning by Exploring" and "Learning by
Teaching/Explaining". Expected learning effects are meta-cognition and distributed cognition, reflective
thinking, self-monitoring, and so on. As a result, we trust that a new learning ecology scheme will emerge
from our environment.

7 Conclusion
As Fischer [12] noted, the new millenniumwill be marked by the changing of mindsets : the teacher evolving
from "sage on the stage" to "guide on the side", the student switching from a dependent, passive role, to a
self-directed, discovery-oriented role and by life -long learning. We have to be prepared for these changes,
and intelligent, media-oriented distance learning environments are the answer we foresee.

Moreover, we have pointed out that in building such systems, the focus should always be on the learning
enhancement and educational goals. Although we have made some suggestions about how to balance the
usage of new technologies in view of the learning goals, and how to estimate the effect of introducing them
with respect to these goals, one of the rein problems with educational systems still remains the difficulty
involved in evaluating them. Furthermore, there is no absolute way in which two educational systems can be
compared. This field has no benchmarks or standards yet, as some researchers correctly remarked [25].
Although we view setting standards for an emerging field as potentially dangerous, as it can inhibit creativity,
we can see a possible benchmarking solution in simulated students. Some researchers already have started
using such evaluation methods. Although when built by the educational system designers themselves, by
following the predicted user model, simulated students might incur tainted results, simulated learners can be
useful. A suggestion would be the design of a pool of students representing the different cognitive styles that
can be used by the international research community for system tests. This might be the answer to the
evaluation problem.

As more and more human-like responses and functions are integrated into the remote learning environments,
we are faced with a number of questions:
How much of the learning can be done solely via remote computer environments, and is there a
percentage that will always need human interaction with the human teacher?
How human-like, on the other hand, should these environments be? Some new research directions
go towards integrating emotions, etc. What human features should we mimic in building automatic
intelligent teachers, and are there maybe features that should be better left aside?
Should we work towards standardization in remote, Media oriented ITS, or should we encourage
diversity, as the field is still new, and with a great growth potential?
How will distance learning affect the future generations and humankind in general? Will there be

more isolation? Are distance collaborative environments the answer to that? Will there be

internationalisation, as the current trend seems to be? Will this internationalisation in the long run
threaten the individual cultures of the different countries, regions, etc.?
How much are we modelling the future world of the new millennium, and how much is this world
modelling ye And, finally, and more important:
Are these changes actually going to improve life?
We tried to reply to some of these questions in the current article, making some predictions and showing our
opinions.
Our position is that we have to start by teaching our main teaching force, the teachers, and making them first
adjust to the new challenges of the coming millennium A trained teaching force is the one that will model
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and mark the coming generations. In Japan, the whole education system is going through a revolution and is
being gradually adapted to the modern IT world.

At the same time, workers everywhere should be given the opportunity to keep in touch with the new
developments and have the chance to improve their career paths via various remote learning systems .

It is difficult to break with old customs on one hand, and dangerous to through away old methodologies, just
because they are old, on the other. There is a delicate balance here to maintain, and education, especially, is
too important to be merely fashion oriented. We have to choose carefully what to keep from the old ways,
and what to change, and we have to educate the future generations to keep an open mind. In this way, we can
trust they will be able to make the right choices and build on the basis we are laying out for them.
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Research on Internet Addiction: A Review and Further Work
Chien Chou

The purpose of this article is to review studies on Internet addiction since 1996,

including empirical studies conducted in Taiwan. The first part discusses
definitions, terms used, and assessment criteria. The second part reviews
published research findings on Internet addiction focusing on these issues: (1)
Internet usage and time, (2) problems related to Internet addiction, (3) gender
difference in Internet addiction, (4) Internet addiction and social-psychological
factors, and (5) Internet addiction and attitudes toward computers. Also covered
is a discussion on future research directions.

Keywords: Internet addiction, Internet dependence, Internet abuse, Internet
pathological use
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A goal of the research is to develop an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that
adapts the delivery of instruction according to the learner's needs by taking into
account learner's motivation states. Long-term and short-term parameters
involved in the learning process are identified. We have found that learner's
motivation has strong influence on the learning achievement. A computational
model to represent learner's motivational states, using Bayesian network, is
proposed. This model is further used to plan the individualized tutoring actions.
This probabilistic model is the key to represent both learner 's knowledge and
motivational states.
Keywords: ITS, Student Modeling, Motivation, Bayesian Network

1 Introduction
When designing an ITS system, usually, the first consideration is the teaching side, that is, deciding what to
teach, what teaching strategies to apply, and what sequence of instruction to follow to facilitate learning.
Although all these tasks are of unquestionable importance, to whom to teach, that is, the learning side should

not be ignored. Teaching involves knowing what the learner wants or needs to study and planning the
teaching material that leads to the desired learning outcome. However, since learners come with different
background knowledge and needs, planning the individualized tutoring is not a trivial task.

Both background knowledge and motivational states of the learner have strong influence on the learning
outcomes. Educational psychologists have revealed that human's motivational states are the driving forces
for learning. In other words, no matter how attractive the lecture is, the learner will not benefit from it if
he/she does not have the willing to engage in the learning process. But since bandwidth between the teacher
and learner in a conventional classroom environment is relatively unlimited, human teachers may have a
chance to bring the unmotivated learner back to the class. In the virtual classroom, the virtual tutor must be
equipped with a mechanism to increase learner's knowledge via diagnosis of learner's motivational states
and plan the tutoring while keeping learner motivated. We will see that, although motivation cannot be

transferred from person to person, there are some principles explaining the increase (or decrease) of
motivation.

A goal of this research is to develop a framework of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that adjusts
instructions to the individual learner's needs by taking into account the motivational states of the learner [I].
A key task is increasing the bandwidth between learner and the ITS system. In order to increase the

bandwidth, one must find out the hidden relationship in the learner's behavior and observed learning
outcomes. Usually, learning outcome is associated to the learner's knowledge level, only. In this research,
we first observe what actions contribute to increase learner's motivation to engage in the tutoring and then to
plan a course of actions.

2 The Nature of Human Learning
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What makes the learning process easy for one and hard for others? Looking for the answer is the primary
concern of educational psychologists. In this section, we look further into the parameters influencing the
human learning process.

2.1 Human learning parameters
In educational psychology individual's learning aptitude difference is explained in terms of several external
and internal causes [2-5]. The external sources are usually associated to causes beyond the learner's control
like the type of media or the learning environment that affect the quality of learning outcome. On the other
hand, internal sources are associated with the learner's own parameters like abilities and motivations. In this
work, we focus on the internal causes.
Figure 1, shows the set of parameters that influence

the learning process. Each block in the model

Curren' anwuni 0
knowledge

represents the set of parameters that describe the
Long CCM

learning process, and the arrows indicate the

properties

direction of the influence. The first two parameters
depict the learner's intrinsic characteristics. It
comprises the learner's current amount of

knowledge and aspects describing the learner's
unconscious learning drives, like the motivation to

learn. The learner's characteristics, in turn, are
relevant to his/her behavior. It comprises the
conscious learning drives used to measure how

Behavior

}Short term
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much effort his is putting to learn the new material.

As the result of the learner's behavior, his /her
achievement can be measured by the learning
Figure 1

outcomes. The achieved learning outcome, in turn,
is fed back to the current amount of knowledge. In
Section 3 we specify parameters comprising each

Human learning parameters

block.

Among the subject's characteristics, one parameter that receives special attention in educational psychology
is the motivation that drives learning. Motivation can be classified in two types: extrinsic and intrinsic [4].
Extrinsic motivators comprise external driving forces like studying to pass an exam or to receive a reward.
The intrinsic motivators, on the other hand, are internal forces inherent to the individual like the interest in
the subject matter or the desire to be successful. The ideal is that both motivators influence learners, but the

reality is different. Usually extrinsic motivators, like grades and prizes, become the objective in the
classroom. Unfortunately, extrinsic motivators tend to have a short-term effect and affect the learning
activity [5,4]. The intrinsic motivators are the parameters that generate learning results in long-term
perspectives. The favor to intrinsic motivators can be observed in a study conducted in [6]. The explanation
found is consistent with what is known about the relationship between extrinsic motivations (such as grades)
and intrinsic motivation (such as challenging tasks): extrinsic motivators tend to inhibit intrinsic motivators.
That is, if learners were given the choice, they would rather choose easier exams in order to get high grades
than selecting more challenging tasks.

Based on this argument, the proposed tutoring system emphasizes learner's intrinsic characteristics like
abilities, progress, and confidence. It does not mean that extrinsic motivators are useless (test grades are not
excluded in our system). Rather, the ideal is to balance both kinds of motivating drives. In the next
subsection, the theories and principles that support our idea are explained.

2.2 The motivational and learning principles
We think that learning occurs only if the learner is motivated to learn. This desire to learn, whether intrinsic
or extrinsic, is the driving force of how much effort the learner is willing to put in order to learn (see Figure
1). These efforts will be measured taking into account the learner's observable behaviors such as the time
spent to read a lesson or the frequency of visiting the same lesson to study. Herewith, we define the intrinsic
characteristics that later will serve as the backbone of the student model.
1.
Motivation: Motivational state is the force that drives the learner to engage in an activity because of a

feeling of need or desire. Though motivation cannot be transferred, it may increase (or decrease)
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depending on the situation that the learner is faced. One of the situations in which changes in
motivational states may be observed is when the learner is presented tasks that fall in a range of

2.

challenge such that success is perceived but not certain [7]. Besides the perceived probability of success,
others works [2,3] suggest also that the value of obtaining goal and acknowledge of progress are factors
affecting motivation.
Learning: Learning is the ultimately desired change in behavior and knowledge to be achieved by the
learner. Because of different background, motivational states and goals, learning results in different
acquisition rate and outcomes. With regard to the factors influencing learning, readiness to understand

the instruction is an essential requirement. Prerequisite knowledge is suggested as a measure of
readiness. Anxiety and uncertainty of achieving goal have negative influences on learning.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Interest and progress: The acquisition of an ability or skill is a potential activator of interest since
people tend to repeat things in which they are successful [4]. That is, when learners obtain evidence of
their learning progress, not only interest tends to increase but also performance will be superior to what
it would have been without such acknowledgment. Progress, may be thought of as the sum of learning
achievements.
Retention: Retention is a measure of how well learners remember already acquired facts. The longer the
time delay, the lower the retention factor. While time delay decreases retention, rehearsal strengths the
ability to recall old information.
Ability degree: The learner's ability degree is a measure of preparedness to learn academic material [3].
We define it as directly dependent on readiness, expertise level, and complexity of the topic. Expertise
level, in turn, is measured by the amount of knowledge the learner has accumulated.
Attention: By attention we mean a measure of how the learner is directing his/her mind to the given task.
We define it as the result of the positive influence of motivation and ability degree and the negative
influence of distraction due to complexity of topic.
Effort: The effort tells us how the learner is behaving in order to achieve learning goals. Since it is not
possible to observe it directly, we measure it by the frequency of dedicating to the study (frequency of
use), the time delay between studies, the amount of time engaged in reading (time for reading), whether
the learner performs the tasks (practice), and whether non-mastered topics are rehearsed (rehearsal).

It is obvious that intrinsic motivators are difficult to measure. Choosing challenging tasks neither brings
immediate results nor it is easily measured. Marks and points, on the other hand, are concrete measures,
easily interpreted and cause immediate satisfaction. The first task is to use intrinsic motivators in the student
model such that they bring immediate and measurable results. The model presented in the next section
covers this.

3 Student Modeling Task
In this section, we present the student model, using Bayesian network, based on the parameters mentioned in
Section 2. The student model is divided in two parts: the motivational mo del and the knowledge model. The
motivational model is generic, domain independent and applies to all learners. The knowledge model, on the

other hand, is domain specific. The subject matter chosen for knowledge model is the concepts of the C
programming language.

3.1 Modeling learner's motivational states
Tutoring based on the learner's motivation requires a mechanism to diagnose motivational states. Here, we

take an approach that complements the limitation of existing proposals, such as [8]. However, i may
introduce a new burden in creating motivational diagnosis. It is due to the modeling process and the task of
estimating the probabilities for all variables in the network. On the other hand, the advantage is that it
eliminates the learner's burden because the diagnosis is running in background mode while the learner is
using the system.

Building a student model based on Bayesian network requires two distinct tasks: the qualitative part that
concerns the modeling of relevant variables involved in the domain, and the quantitative part that deals with
the probabilities. As we are interested in representing the student motivational model, the qualitative
modeling is concerned with the problems of identifying what information about the learner will be modeled
and how that information will be modeled. In the quantitative modeling, we are concerned with the problem
of specifying how the probabilities will be computed.
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3.1.1 Qualitative analysis: encoding of dependence
The difficult part in the qualitative analysis is to find out how the variables influence each other. Our starting

point was the learning parameters described in Figure 1: knowledge states, learning drives, learner's
behavior, and learning achievements. These rough sets were further expanded based on the learning and
motivational principles explained in Section 2. The refinement is done top-down: start from the first
parameter down to the last one. The result is depicted in a network of Figure 2. The nodes in the network are

divided into two types: directly observable nodes denoted by dashed-lines, and unobservable ones
represented by solid-lines. The graph encodes the causal dependency among the motivational aspects
relevant in the process. The common positioning of the variables is from cause to effect. An arrow from A to

B is read as "A influences (or affects) B". For example, readiness is a factor that influences (or affects)
motivation; ability influences attention.

Figure 2 Student's motivational states model
3.1.2 Quantitative analysis: expressing in numbers
The nodes probabilities may come from two different sources: probabilities set by experts and probabilities
coming from repetitive calibration. It is worth mentioning that obtaining exact numbers is not really crucial
since we are interested in the changes between the parameters rather than the values. In many cases, the
advantages of Bayesian networks outweigh the load of eliciting the numbers. For example, locally encoding
of information is an important aspect. Deleting or adding new information does not require the whole
network be revised.

Initially, the probabilities in the student motivational model are rough estimations. The principles behind
learning and motivation were translated to sentences like:
There is a high probability that motivated learners (motivation) works harder (effort)
Or

There is a low probability that the learner is persistent (persistence) if the task completion ratio is low
(task completion ratio).
We repeated this example for all variables in the network. Next, the qualitative terms like high and low are
expressed in numbers. Finally, using a Bayesian network edit(); that we have built, those values are tested
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with repetitive calibration.

3.2 Modeling learner's knowledge states
Now, the qualitative and quantitative analyses for the student knowledge model are discussed.
3.2.1 Qualitative modeling: semantic of the network

The network depicted in Figure 3 represents the Bayesian network for the student knowledge models. Again
there are two kinds of nodes: knowledge units and test nodes. Knowledge units represent relevant concepts
comprising the domain to be taught. Test nodes represent problems that serve to verify the understanding
level of each knowledge unit.
In order to build the Bayesian network of Figure 3 we start by eliciting the knowledge units comprising the
domain, represented by a solid node, and ranking them according to the difficulty/complexity of the unit. For

example, if a unit does not require mastery of other units, then it is a candidate to be in the easiest level.
Another unit that requires just mastery of the easiest level unit is the candidate to be the second easiest level,
and so on.
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Figure 3 Student's domain knowledge model

Besides this classification, we have to find out how to represent those knowledge units in the network.
Usually, Bayesian network is modeled based on cause-effect relationship. Since this is not easily perceived
in our case, we extracted the factors that describe the units such as description, usage, and limitation. This
analysis helps us to understand the hidden relationship between apparently unrelated units. We observed that
some units fulfill the limitation of other units: for example, array and structure. In other cases, units present
similarity in usage: for example, pointers and references. A link is added between those units in order to
depict the fact that knowing one unit makes the probability of understanding the related unit more likely.
Depending on the relevance of the knowledge unit within the domain, we can add more test nodes to the unit.

In this example, since "Function", "Array", and "Pointer" play an important role within the domain of
programming language, we can elaborate several test nodes covering those concepts.
The line of reasoning is as follows: if the learner solves correctly a problem associated to a knowledge unit,
then the probability of knowing that unit increases. A link is added between knowledge unit and test node if
it is required to know the unit in order to solve the problem. We add a link between knowledge units if exists
a relevance relationship between them. Of course there is a tradeoff between compactness and preciseness.
For example, learning about the "Fundamental data types" is essential for all remaining knowledge units,
which we would have to add a link between that node and all other units. But, considering the precedence
condition of the concepts, we were able to limit the links only to the directly relevant knowledge, such as
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"Sequence expressions" and "Enumeration".
3.2.2 Quantitative modeling: dealing with probabilities

For each variable in the network, there is a conditional probability table (CPT) with respect to its parent
nodes. For example, for the node "Test14", we have a CPT associating the "Test14" node to its parent nodes
"Pointer" and "Function" knowledge units. That is, in order to answer the test correctly, the learner must
understand both pointer and function. If the learner answers it correctly, it is inferred that he understands
both units. If, however, the test was answered incorrectly, then, in the absence of other evidences, the
associated units are considered not mastered yet. Suppose that we have already collected evidences that the
learner knows about functions. In this case, rather than inferring both units as not mastered, it is more likely
that only pointers have not been mastered yet. After including all the evidences and propagating the
probabilities through the adjacent nodes, the network reaches an equilibrium state and we obtain the
probability of the learner being in mastered level in each knowledge unit.

3.3 How the model works
Since learning occurs only if the learner has the desire or motivation to learn, the task we are concerned with
is to keep the learner motivated to complete the tutoring. Consequently, the problems are: how to assess
learner's motivational states and how to proceed tutoring in order to keep (or increase) motivation.

Let's consider the following situations: a novice learner who spends a long time without accessing the
tutorial comes back to continue the lessons. Because of the long time delay between lessons, it is likely that
he/she forgot something about the past lessons and needs a review. But, at the same time, the novice learner
would probably become more motivated if he/she made some progress. In another case, an intermediate
learner is apparently loosing motivation because of repetitive unsuccessful response to exercises.

In each case, the system can infer different treatments for each learner needs and set appropriate courses of
actions. Therefore, the model will be used to perform the following tasks:
1.

Monitoring: observe the learner in a sequence of interactions to adjust prior belie fs about learner's

2.

knowledge and learning drives.
Inference: because only a limited number of events are observable, infer what these directly observable
actions tell about the other parameters.

3.

Prediction: predict learner's knowledge and motivational states in the next interaction given the
information currently available.

To depict the evolution of the tutoring, we represent the learning cycle as a dynamic process, as shown in
Figure 4. At each interaction, the learning achievement increases (or decreases) the amount of knowledge
the learner possesses in the next interaction, which indirectly increases the motivational states. Including
temporal characteristic is important because if episodic interactions were considered, the learner's
motivation, for example, would be inferred based on the current situation without taking into account past
failure or success in outcome.
time I

tune 141

time 2

.

Figure 4 The dynamic process of tutoring
Dynamic Bayesian network [9] provides a mechanism to foresee the probability of interest in the next state
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with regard to the current beliefs. That mechanism is called probabilistic projection and can be performed by
a three step updating cycle called roll-up, estimation, and prediction phases, as suggested in the dynamic
model of Figure 4. Keeping at the most two time slices are sufficient to perform the inferential cycle. Figure
5 depicts the steps for updating a dynamic Bayesian network and below, a brief description of each step.
1.

Prediction: suppose the network in Figure 5(a). Assuming that all the values have been calculated in
time slice 1-1, i.e., Bel(X,_), this probability should be incorporated in the next time slice by

estimating Be/(X,). In this step, the predicted probability distribution expected given the evidences
known at time slice t-/ is calculated.

Bel(X i) =1P(X (I X i_,,E1_,)Bel(X ,_,)
Where Et_l is all the evidence at time slice t-1; P is the probability and "^" denotes an estimation.
2.

Roll-up: the roll-up is the process of removing the network on time slice t-/ and assigning a prior
probability table for the state variables at time t, which is the Bel(X t) (FigureS(b)).

3.

Estimation: now, using the standard probabilistic network updating, the probability distribution over
the current time slice t+1 is found and the steps for the next cycle can be repeated (Figure 5(c)).

Bel(X ,)= ocP(E,I X g)Bel(X,)
Where a is normalization constant.

(c) Estimation

(a) Prediction

Figure 5 The updating cycle

4 Planning Actions
Through educators frequently rely on experience and common sense to prepare a curriculum plan, there are
some theories helping educators to organize the lessons and offer learners an easier way to assimilate new
concepts. Following we describe the theories about the sequence of instruction and motivation strategies that
we adopt in our project.
Theories about sequence of instruction: helps the instructor to select the next instruction when there
1.
are conflicting candidates.
Simple-to-complex theory: given two concepts A and B, if A is simpler than B, then choose A as
the next candidate.

Laws of organization: if A and B are similar concepts and the learner knows A, then the
probability of understanding B becomes higher.
2.

Motivational Strategies: dictates the teaching strategies to apply given the learner's motivational states
and experience. Following, some examples of strategies:
Whenever a less motivated or confident learner does a task well, present similar tasks that are
likely to be successful in order to increase his/her confidence and motivation.
If the learner presents high persistence or motivation, let him/her try again the task rather than
promptly presenting the correct answer.
Show the learner his/her motivational and knowledge states in order to stimulate self-monitoring.

The way of actually planning actions and delivering instructions will be treated in the authors' another paper.

9.6

5 Discussions
In order to model motivational states, we need a formalism that simultaneously offers mechanisms to: (a)

model the causality explaining the principles involved in the learning process, (b) reason under the
uncertainties inherent to the effects of the process, and (c) represent the temporal changes observed due to
learning. The framework we proposed in this paper can cover all these factors. It is suitable for handling
problems that can be modeled according to certain relevance conditions. In our case, the learning principles
are the conditions that enable us to model the learning parameters. Although it is impossible to identify and
to model all the parameters involved in learning, but Bayesian network's reasoning mechanism is capable of
dealing with incomplete as well as limited amount of data. Moreover, the ability to reason about the problem
without necessarily observing all the variables involved constitutes another advantage.
With respect to the computational advantages of Bayesian networks, the structure of the network allows the
locally encoding of information rather than globally. That is, once the network is consistently built, each
node interacts only with the directly connected nodes [9]. The gain with this property is that addition or
deletion of nodes can be done locally without revising the whole network. Additionally, the computation can
be performed with regard to the adjacent parameters only.

6 Conclusions
We proposed a framework for an intelligent tutoring system that adapts instruction based on the learners'
needs by taking into account learner's motivation states. Our ma in claim is that learner's needs do not refer
only to knowledge needs, but also to motivational needs. The bottleneck, however, is the limited bandwidth
between human and machine. The first thought is, then, to direct the research in the latest technology in
human-machine interface, like natural language understanding or eyes movement reading methods in order
to increase the narrow communication channel. But is it really only the technological bottleneck that hinders
the communication between human and machine? If so, then why human teachers have troubles with their
pupils? This was the question that arose during the development of this work.

The bandwidth problem limits the communication channel, but providing the system all available
information does not guarantee perfect communication. We realized that the cognitive and educational
aspects come first. What is behind the human learning process? Why some students learn faster than the
others? These questions, then, became the priorities in our work. After eliciting the parameters involved in
learning, we faced with the problem of how to make best use of the limited source of information the system
was capable of computing. The computational formalism that fulfilled our needs was Bayesian network.

This probabilistic method not only reasons under limited source of information but also infers about yet
unobserved variables. In this way, we could virtually increase the communication channel.

Planning based on motivational strategies is still in an immature stage and a subject of our forthcoming
paper. For clarity, the student motivational model possesses a large number of parameters, which can be
omitted according to the intended use. Since the model is modularized and domain-independent, it is also
possible to reuse it to teach different domain application. The set of rules to execute motivational strategies
we have defined is simply an adaptation of the motivational principles. Improvements are still needed in this
direction.
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In this paper, we present a fuzzy-based assessment for Perl Tutoring system. The

Perl Tutor is implemented in a multi-domain framework so that it can teach
target domain knowledge by giving supporting knowledge to reinforce the
learning. In order to assess supporting knowledge, an assessment is performed
before the tutoring begins. Its main purpose is to test student' s previous
declarative knowledge of computer programming. At the end of it, a directed
tutoring graph will be generated to optimize the tutoring process.
Keywords: fuzzy rule, assessment, student modeling, multi-domain tutoring

1 Introduction
There exist many works on optimized assessment process concerned with the efficiency of testing and its
completeness. Granularity, prerequisite relationships, Bayesian propagation and neighborhood of

knowledge states are some of the successful attempts employed to increase the efficiency of testing
[2,5,6,13,17]. Yet, even though they could increase the efficiency significantly, they still have too many
burdens given the large knowledge spaces. Fortunately, not all the student models need to be precise to be
useful [10]. To ease the burden to student modeling, a fuzzy approach has been used and has so far worked
quite well [3,10,11].

The purpose of this paper is to present the fuzzy approach in the assessment of student' s knowledge in the

Perl Tutoring System [16], which teach programming language (Perl) by reinforcement from other
supporting languages (C++ and/or Java). For the effectiveness of reinforcement, the system should quickly
evaluate the student' s knowledge of supporting languages. But the assessment needs not to be in high
precision. Other works related to student modeling almost put their emphasis on the adaptive assessment
during tutoring [14,15,17]. Yet due to the nature of our Perl tutor, we apply an assessment module before
tutoring begins and it consists of two parts: questionnaire and testing. During the questionnaire part, students
are asked to self-assess their knowledge by filling out a form provided by the system. In order to evaluate
their statements, a testing part is given based on those statements. At the end of the assessment, the tutor will
have a general picture of students' prior knowledge of supporting languages: with which part they are
familiar etc. Since the goal of the assessment is only to get a rough knowledge states for supporting purpose,

it should not take too long to complete. Thus, a coarse granularity with imprecise mastery level is
appropriate.

In the next part of this paper, we briefly discuss the Perl tutoring system followed by the fuzzy logic. Then
we will describe the questionnaire part and the testing part and end with discussion.
The work related to this paper is funded under the Hong Kong Polytechnic University research grant No.
PolyU5072/98E.
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2 Overview of the Peri Tutoring System
Figure 1 illustrates the directed tutoring graph in the system [16]. The three pieces of knowledge items
presented to students are: data type, logical operators and control structures. In the figure,
Each vertex represents a sub-domain;
Each pair of the sub-domain may be connected with a unidirectional or bi-directional arc.
Each arc represents the relationship between two sub-domains.
Moreover, each sub-domain may consist of several vertices, which are the sub-sub-knowledge items of their
parent domain. For example, under data type' , we also have integer' , ' float' , boolean' etc.

Data
Type
Logical

Operators
Control
Structures

40'

Tutoring process
Reinforcement
relationships
Possible
relationships (not
included in tutoring
process)

Figure 1 A Digraph of the Perl Tutoring System

C++ [1] and Java share many similarities with Perl, although they, of course, have their own features. See
Table I for a comparison.
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Knowledge piece in

CDR terms
(General)

PERL

Numeric operators
Relational operators

+,-,*,/, %, **
<,<=,>,>=, < = >(for

Knowledge
piece in Java
+,-,*,/, %,

Knowledge
piece in C++
-1-,-,*,/, %,

<,<=,>,>=

«=»=
,

,

,

numeric )
lt,le,gt,ge,cmp(for

string)

Operators

Equality operators

=,!=(for numeric)
eq,ne(for string)

=-__ I--

.___ 1_

Logical operators(binary)
Logical operators(unary)
Bit manipulation operators
Bit shift operators
Auto-increment & autodecrement operators
Conditional
Speical
operators operators

&&,!1

84841

&kit

1_

I

8e, 1, A,

84, 1, A,

8c, 1, A,

-HF,--

-HF,--

-If-,

?:

?:

?:

,x(string operators)

Sizeof

Instanceof

Other operators

,

1

«, », >»

<<, »

<<, »

>,\(dereference/ref
erence operator

Multiple operators

+=, -=, *=, 1=,
Vo=,

&=,

<<=,

1=,

>>=,

++=, =
lf,if/else,
unless/else,
While, do/while, for,
continue, goto

Control structures

Notes:labled

+=, -=, *=,
/=, Vo=, &=,
1=, <<=, >>=,
>>>=, ++=-,

if/else,

if/else,
if,
while,

do/while, for,
continue, goto,
switch, break

do/while, for,
continue,

If,
while,

break, switch

loops

can be used within

Notes:labled

for, while, or do

loops can be
used

within

for, while, or
do

Special structures

Foreach

Exit

Redo

Table 1 Similarities and differences in C++, Java and Perl

CDR represents cross-domain reference' which serves as a dictionary for the domains. It is composed of
basic terms used across the computer language regardless of which language is being referred. If the student
has learned computer language before, he will develop a clear picture of the terms or concepts used, which
serves as a guide for the learning of Peri. Besides, he will also integrate his former learning into his current.
Through this knowledge transfers, the time spent on learning Perl will be greatly reduced [8].

Before tutoring begins, a weight is assigned to every direction of arc that represents the easiness of the
acquisition of one sub-domain (target) after acquiring another (source). Since different students have
different knowledge levels, the weight assigned to the same arc may not be the same. Thus, the weight
across domain is jointly determined by the student model and the characteristics of knowledge (for detailed
explanation, refer to [16] ), i.e.,
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wii = f (fki, mu)
Where, wu is the weight of arc from i to j.
f: Rn x

> IL. is a non-decreasing function.

du is an n-dimensional vector representing the similarity of i and j. mu is an m-dimensional vector
representing the student model, i.e., the student' s knowledge level of i.
The dimension of du and mu depends on the number of attributes considered. Moreover, the value of 4j is
predetermined and the value of mu is determined based on the student model. Thus, the system would carry
an assessment module to test the knowledge of a student towards a specific supporting domain knowledge
before tutoring begins. In this paper, we focus on the determination of mu.

3 The Assessment ModelA Fuzzy Approach
Since the main purpose of the model is to test student' s overall abilities, it is not necessary for us to gain a
very accurate picture of it (although it helps). And somehow we also cannot gain a clear picture of student
history. Thus, we choose a fuzzy approach in analyzing the student' s performance, and we believe that the
imprecise assessment of the student' s prior knowledge level is adequate.

3.1 The ' neighborhood of knowledge states'
The knowledge state has been defined as the subset of knowledge items from a large item pool that can be
mastered by students [4]. Remember that knowledge items in different domains are identified by their names,

which in turn are determined by a cross-domain vocabulary. Besides, each item is characterized by its
relationship with other items. The neighborhood of a knowledge state was defined by Falmagne and
Doignon [7] as all other states within a distance of at most one. It has been utilized for adaptive assessment
by Dowling et. al. [6]. In our system, we will not measure the exact distance within knowledge items, but we
adopt it from another perspective. We define the neighbors of a knowledge item as the possible knowledge
items which could be mastered in association with it. Let us have a look at an example.
Example I.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

<'
>'
=='
<'
>'

<=' represent ' less than' and less than or equal to' respectively, and they are relational operators.
>=' represent greater than' and greater than or equal to' respectively.
! =' represent equal to' and not equal to' respectively, and they are equality operators.
<=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
>=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
! =' can be used for both numeric and strings.

8.

Numeric is data type.
Strings are data type.

9.

The relational and equality operators can be used for all data types, numbers, expressions or their

7.

combinations.

Let Ms(X) denotes the student is sure to have mastered X. And M1(Y) denotes the student is likely to have
mastered Y. Where X,Y are sets of knowledge items. Then,
Ms(X) 0 Mi(Y) can be interpreted as "if the student is sure to have mastered X, then he/she is likely to have
mastered Y."

Then we will have:
I. Ms(1)0 M1{2,4,7,8}
3.

Ms{3}0 M1 {6,7,8}
Ms{4,5,6}11 Ms {7,8}

4.

Ms{9}0 Ms{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}

2.

For example, if the student knows well how to make comparisons for numeric and strings, then we assume
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that he/she is sure to have mastered: what is numeric, what is a string and the usage of the operators.
Although we cannot determine that whether he masters other data types or not (that is, he is likely to have
mastered other data types such as float etc), we can assess student' s knowledge state without having to
extensively test his abilities of each knowledge item he/she may have learned. Therefore, test items in our
model may test knowledge items in a wider ranger than similar work by Collins et. al. [2].

3.2 Fuzzy Logic
To express precisely the notion "sure", "likely" or "unlikely", we adopt fuzzy set methods and therefore
using fuzzy rule for the inferences. For example, we define

Answer = {True, False }. And Al, A2 c Answer, thus
Ai = gAi(T)/True + [tAi(F)/False

Confidence = {unlikely, likely, sure }. And BI, B2 c Confidence, thus
Bi = p.131(u)/unlikely +14;(1)/likely + liBi(s)/sure

Assume we have two rules:

RI: Al > B1

and

R2: A2 > B2

Then, by Mamdani' s direct methods:

B' = A' o R
Where, R =R1 u R2

[1.1R,(T,u) 1.tR,(T,I) 1.tRi(T,$)1

Ri =

14,(F,u) 14,(F,1) p.R,(F,$)

and

gRi(X,Y) = 11A i (X) A 11BI 0')

Note here that all operators used, such as: +, /, c, A, L.), and o, are defined in fuzzy domain.2

To illustrate it, let us assume that Al is "doing well in bit shift operator", A2 is "doing bad in bit shift
operator", B1 is "understand bit manipulation if doing well in bit shift operator", and B2 is "understand bit
manipulation if doing bad in bit shift operator". Then, we can assign values such as:
Al = 1.0/T
B1 = 0.5/1+ 0.5/s

A2 = 1.0/F
B2= 1.0/u + 0.1/I

And satisfied: RI: Al > B 1 and

R2: A2 > B2. Thus,

IIA 1 (T)

1.0

1431(0
0
0

lim (F)

0

0

1410)

141(s)

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

1420)

RI

1.0

0.1

I432(s)
0

0

0

0

1.0

0.1

0

11E42 (u)

1-IA2 (r)

0

IIA2 (F)

1.0

R2

2

Many books [18,19,20] in fuzzy set theory provide good explanations on these operators. We are not going
to explain it further in this paper due to limited space.
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With two rules, the fuzzy relation Ri is made from the implication Ai --> Bi (in this case, i=1,2). The
compiled fuzzy relation R is given as Mamdani' s method:

R = RI u R2, computed as:

[0

0.5

0.5

0.1

0

R=
1.0

Now, assume after a series of testing, a student performance show A' =

0.9/T

+ 0.2/F in doing bit shift

operator. Then, we can calculate his performance in bit manipulation as:

B'=

A' o R
1

T

u

F

0.2]

[0.9

0
1.0

1

[(0.9

A

0) v (0.2 A

(0.9

A

(0.9

A

0.5) v (0.2 A 0.1),
0.5) v (0.2 A 0)]

[0.2

0.5

0.5

0.5
0

0.1

1.0),

0.5]

B' = A' o R = 0.2/u + 0.5A + 0.5/s

Which shows 0.5 likely to understand, 0.5 surely to understand and only 0.2 unlikely to understand bit
manipulation.

4 Questionnaire and Testing
The questionnaire part consists of a series of knowledge items to be checked by students. The knowledge
items are grouped into several groups based on the their similarities and difficulties. Then, students are asked
to fill the form about their mastery level in each group. Five grades are provided for each answer, i.e., very
familiar, familiar, moderately familiar, not familiar, and never heard. After students provided their answers,
the system retrieves a series of testing questions based on the difficulty (upper limit) of students' answers,
especially for the items marked moderately familiar' . But it does not mean that the presumably mastered

items are not tested at all. Even the items marked ' very familiar' will be tested, but with a very low
probability. Testing could be in the forms of short program lists or short questions, which are made as short,

clear, and simple as possible. The reason is to avoid noise or errors which do not come from student
knowledge iteself. In order to avoid ambiguity in judging knowledge level when the question is not
answered well, every question only consists few higher level concepts to be handled.
Moreover, an average of membership value is used if the same item occurs in several questions. (We can use
Bayesian update but with higher cost, i.e., to set all the conditional probability among every question).
For example, if from question 1, 2 and 3, a student performance on ' bit manipulation' shows
0.8/T + 0.2/F,

0.9/T

+ 0.3/F,

and

1.0/T + 0.1/F

respectively,

then the overall performance is, simply, the average, i.e., 0.9/T + 0.2/F.

If the question needed does not exist in the database, then a similar question is retrieved. The measure of
similarity is based on the maximum number of high level concept appeared.

Prerequisite relationship
In addition to the neighborhood relationships, prerequisite relationships are also applied. The prerequisite
relationship provides not only test item ordering criteria in a "strong" sense, but also in a "weak" sense. In
ordinary prerequisite criteria P(A, B) denotes "A is prerequisite of B". In our extended criteria, we introduce

A' as:
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If A' is closely related to A and Ms(A' )0 Ms(A)
then we have P' (A' , B), that is, A' is weakly prerequisite of B.

So, if students have mastered item A' , we have: they are sure to have mastered B without testing whether
they have mastered item A or not. By doing this, we can largely tighten the testing items and thus save more
time.

5 Discussion
To know student' s learning history and his knowledge level, we cannot ask them too detailed questions in
order to gain a more full picture of their knowledge state (although it helps) since it will make student
modeling itself a kind of a complex system. But we need them to aid in the assessment, so how much trust
should we have in the student's own assessment? This is the question we need answer before we proceed. In
our system, we will not generate the tutoring graph solely based on their answers. Our solution is to test by
giving them several pre-stored test items: if they can write out the outcome correctly, we assume that he has
mastered the knowledge pieces and rules needed for this program.
Thus, the assessment will proceed. Test items need not to be like traditional testing questions in classrooms.
They can be mini-programs or short questions provided that they can be used as a guide to assess students'
mastery level of declarative knowledge.

Furthermore, we also should consider the nature of the language. For example, If the student has studied
both Prolog and Java before , considering the respective relationship of them with Perl, we will still use Java
as supporting knowledge because it is closer to Perl. This factor is called Knowledge Relation (K-R), and it
will be assigned to dl.
At the end of the self-assessment section, a directed tutoring graph is generated. And student will be tutored
based on it.
Currently, we are constructing the fuzzy rules which are applied for the assessment module, followed by the
implementation and evaluation of it.
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The genetic algorithms have been widely applied to scientific and engineering

problems in which a huge of computation is required for finding optimal
solutions. In educational measurement, the parallel test forms' construction is a
very important and difficult task. Since this problem is a combinatorial
optimization problem that is required a large of time to select items for
constructing tests with approximation a test information function. The genetic
algorithm can code this parallel test construction problem as binary strings and

solves them by using the genetic operations: reproduction, crossover, and
mutation. Experimental results show that the genetic algorithm obtained very
well results that are much better than those obtained by other methods. The

average improvement ratio exceeds 98.26%. We successfully extend the
applications of genetic algorithm to the educational measurement and this
technique will be very useful to the test designers.

Keywords: genetic algorithm, parallel tests, test information function,
combinatorial optimization.

1 Introduction
Since John Holland introduced the Genetic Algorithm (GA) in 1975 [10], many applications, especially the
optimization problems and the search problems, have been studied and solved by this technique [2, 5, 7, 8,
21]. However, many problems in education, such as the parallel tests' construction, are also very difficult to
solve and urgently find a more effective method to generate better results. The design of parallel test forms
can be performed by the Item response theory (IRT) [9, 11, 12, 13, 20, 22]. Item response theory has served

as the basis for test design for a variety of measurement purposes [1, 3, 6, 18]. However, the test
construction problem (or item selection problem) can be formulated as a zero-one combinatorial
optimization problem [14] and therefore processing time increases exponentially with the number of items in
the item bank. For this reasons, many mathematical programming methods and heuristic methods have been
developed to facilitate test design. These methods commonly involve the construction of parallel test forms,

in which the test information function varies as little as possible between forms. The test information
function can be computed by calculating the sum of the item information function Me ) for the items
included on the test [4]:

Ii(e),

(1)

,=1

where In is the number of items on the test. For example, if a test for screening out the middle ability
students is required to be constructed (see Figure 1), then items with greater information at the middle ability
levels would be selected from the item pool. Table 1 shows the three parameters and item information of
items in the item pool. For constructing parallel tests, a test is dedicated as the target test and another test is

designed to approximate the test information function of the target test. The less the deviation there is
between the target test information function and the constructed test information function, the more
satisfactory the test is. Therefore, a test designer selects items which allow the information function of the
constructed test to most closely approach the target test information function. Since the item selection
problem is a combinatory optimization problem, the number of combinations increases exponentially with
the number of items in the item bank. For this reason, the designers must use the weak methods (heuristic
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algorithms), which are capable only of finding "good" solutions but not "optimal" solutions. For example,

linear programming (LP) techniques are the most commonly used for the test construction. In linear
programming techniques, items are selected in order to optimize objectives within the given constraints.
20
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Good solutions can be produced by a variety of heuristic methods, such as the branch-and-bound method,
the revised simplex method which use the relaxed 0-1 linear programming model, the
Figure 1. The curve of test information for screening out middle ability students.
Table 1. Three paraMeters and item information of items (the first 20 items of the item pool)
Ability Level
Item
Item Parameters
a
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

0.763
0.435
0.803
1.187
0.844
0.730
0.732
0.625
1.428
0.541
0.983
0.661
0.538

14

1.183

15

18

0.400
0.558
0.960
0.814

19

0.891

20

1.083

16
17

-2

-3

-3.000
-0.546
0.537
0.080
-1.176
0.169
1.127
-1.650
2.831
0.063
-1.587
-1.707
-1.368
-0.378
-0.363
0.220
0.378
1.828
-0.490
-1.295

0.270
0.200
0.310
0.350
0.180
0.290
0.370
0.260
0.370
0.280
0.310
0.250
0.230
0.290
0.350
0.270
0.280
0.300
0.310
0.240

0.242
0.024
0.000
0.000
0.031
0.001

0.000
0.062
0.000
0.006
0.035
0.070
0.048
0.000
0.012
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.016

-1

0

1

0.193 0.078 0.024 0.007
0.052 0.083 0.093 0.075
0.003 0.035 0.171 0.250
0.002 0.059 0.466 0.293
0.191 0.364 0.215 0.068
0.012 0.075 0.199 0.192
0.001 0.010 0.062 0.169
0.147 0.164 0.101 0.044
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
0.024 0.069 0.117 0.114

0.342
0.182
0.134
0.247
0.047
0.064
0.045
0.000 0.002
0.033 0.205
0.231 0.526
0.265
0.171
0.105
0.012
0.027
0.020
0.003

0.116
0.102
0.105
0.549
0.058
0.122

0.287
0.019
0.301
0.195

0.025
0.041
0.058
0.156
0.054
0.127
0.340
0.126
0.132
0.036

2

0.002
0.049
0.130
0.052
0.017
0.090
0.164
0.017
0.102
0.072
0.005
0.014
0.027
0.024
0.039
0.082
0.116
0.267
0.035
0.006

3

0.001

0.027
0.041

0.007
0.004
0.030
0.076
0.006
0.715
0.035
0.001

0.005
0.011
0.003
0.024
0.040
0.026
0.174
0.008
0.001

weighted deviation model, the neural network technique, and the greedy approach. Test construction
problems commonly involve a list of objective functions with various purposes, but the test information
function is the common objective of all test design problems. Therefore, in this paper, we will only consider
how to select items in order to meet the requirements of the test information function. The difficulty of this
problem, however, is not reduced by eliminating consideration of the content attributes. The test construction
problem can be coded as binary strings, and then solved by the genetic operations: reproduction, crossover,
and mutation. In order to evaluate the performance of this method, two hundred test information functions
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for parallel test forms of two types (one-peak and two-peak functions) were randomly generated.
Experiments show that the GA technique generates much better results than those obtained by other methods
with improvement ratios exceeding 98.26% (i.e., the errors of test information functions obtained by our
method are better than others one order of magnitude). The GA method produces tests in which the test
information functions very closely approach the target test information functions. It should be very useful to
test designers for constructing parallel tests.

2 Test Construction by the Genetic Algorithm
The GA technique for the test construction problem is to code the state of the items as binary strings (i.e.,
chromosome strings), and then apply the genetic operations: reproduction, crossover, and mutation, to
generation a set of new chromosome strings for next generation. The evolution of chromosome strings will
proceed until the number of generations reaches the presetting value. Then, the most "fit" chromosome
string is the result for the problem. So, a simple GA works as follows:
1. Randomly generate a population with P n-bit chromosome (candidate solutions to a problem).
2. Calculate the fitness (error), f(x), of each chromosome x in the population.
3. Repeat the following steps until k offspring have been generated:
Cross over a pair of chromosomes with probability p, (crossover probability) at a randomly chosen point to
form two offspring (as shown in Figure 2).
crossover point

crossover point
Parent:

I

cross over

A= 00110011001100
B = 11001100 000000

I
Offspring:
A'= 00110011 000000
B'= 11001100 001100

Figure 2. An illustration of 1-point crossover operation for a pair of chromosomes with
14-bit binary strings, and a crossover point is randomly selected between the
8th and the 9th bit positions.

(1) Mutate the state of gene in the chromosome with probability pm (mutation probability), and
place the resulting chromosomes in the new population (as shown in Figure 3).

mutation point

mutation point

mutation

Parent:

A=00110011001100

Offspring:
lir
1r
A'= 00110011101000

Figure 3. An illustration of mutation operation for a chromosome with the 14-bit binary string,
and two mutation points are randomly selected at the 9th and the 12th bit positions.

(2) Select a number of chromosomes with the probability p, from the current population, the
probability of selection being an increasing function of fitness. The selected chromosomes are
reproduced for the new population.
4. Replace the current population with the new population.
5. If the number of generations reaches the presetting value or obtain the required solution, then stop.
Else go to step 2.

Each iteration of this process is called a generation, and the entire set of generations is called a run. For the
test construction problem, the chromosome string and the fitness function are designed as follows. We use a
binary string (i.e., chromosome), X, to represent the state of all items in the item bank. Each element, xi, i=1
n, in Xis used to represent the state of item i which is included in (x,=1) or excluded from (x, =0) the item
bank. Then, the fitness function for evaluating the score of a chromosome is defined as Equation (2).

E, =1(d., 0j)2
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(2)

The less the value of the fitness function, the less the error of the solution. Based on the fitness function, the
chromosome strings in new population can be generated by genetic operations and then find better solutions.
This evolution process will continue until reaches the presetting generation number or the required quality of

result. For all generations, the best chromosome string with the least fitness function will be the final
solution which closely approximates the target test information function. The detailed operations of the
proposed approach are described as follows.

The Genetic Algorithm for Item Selection
In the proposed genetic algorithm, each chromosome string, X, contains n-bit, where n is the number of
items in the item bank, in which m bits are "1" and else are "0" for constructing a test with m bits. The state
of bit x, in the chromosome represents the corresponding item i that is included in (x,=1) the test or excluded
from (x,=0) the test. Then, for each chromosome, we can compute the error between the test information
function of constructed test and the test information function of target test. This squared error (see Equation

(2)) is then defined as the fitness function for evolution process. By applying the genetic operations:
crossover, mutation, and reproduction, the population in the new generation can be obtained such that the
better chromosome strings (less error) may be generated.
The detailed operations for this approach are stated as follows.
1. Set the initial population of chromosome strings and parameters of evolution process.

An initial population of P chromosome strings is randomly generated, with each containing n
binary bits in which m bits are "1" and else are "0". The crossover, mutation and reproduction
probabilities are set to pc, p,,, and pc respectively. The maximum number of generations is set to
gener_no, and the initial generation number, t, (the iteration index) is set to zero.
2. Compute the values of fitness functions for all chromosome strings in population.

fitness(X')=1,(d

(3)

0';)2 ,

where 0, is the value of test information function at ability level j for chromosome k. It can be
computed as:

(t) =

(4)

wu xik (t), Vj = 1s.
i=i

where wu is the item information function for the item i at the ability level j, and xi is the state of
item i in the chromosome k.

3. For each chromosome k in the population, complete the following genetic operations for generating
P offspring.
3.1. Two-point crossover is used in our method. The offspring for each pair of parent is generated
with the probability pc, and then a period of chromosome string in the offspring is the same as
one parent and else is the same as another parent (as shown in Figure 4).

crossover point

crossover point
Parent: I,
Jr
A = 0011 0011 001100
B = 1100 1100 000000

cross over

Offspring: .1.
1,.A'= 0011 1100 001100
B'= 1100 0011 000000

Figure 4. An illustration of the two-point crossover operation and 4 bits in the middle
of chromosome strings are exchanged in offspring.
3.2.
3.3.

3.4.

For all chromosome strings, a mutation probability p, is used to selected some chromosomes
for changing the state of gene randomly.
Find some chromosome strings with the probability pc from the population, and then become
the offspring for the new population.

If the best chromosome in offspring is satisfied the requirement of test designer, or the
generation number is reached the maximum, then the evolution process is stopped. Else, the
generation number is increased by one, and goes to step 2.
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4. Stop.
At the end of computation, the best chromosome string is the solution of the item selection problem
and
the genes with state x = 1, for all i, are the items selected for inclusion on the final version of the test.

In the proposed GA approach, all chromosome strings are selected by the genetic operations such that the
new chromosome strings in the new population are generated. In this way, the offspring may be better than
the parent, and obtain the better solution for the item selection problem. Experimental results show that our
method is much better than other methods, as will be discussed in the next section.

3 Performance Evaluation
Several methods have recently been proposed for more efficient construction of parallel test forms; we will
use four of them to compare the performance with our method. Those are the greedy approach [16], the
neural network method [15], the Swanson and Stocking method [17], and the Wang and Ackerman method
[19]. We used a real item bank with 320 items based on the three-parameter model of IRT to compare the
performance of genetic algorithm with that of other methods. The amount of information on the target test
varied within the ranges shown in Table 2 (for a one-peak shape test information curve) and Table 3 (for a
two-peak shape test information curve). Following the limitations of the information quantities defined in
these two tables, one hundred target test information functions were randomly generated for each of the two
shapes. The parameters for evolution are defined as following: P = 150, n = 320, m = 40, pc = 100%, pm =

0.4%, pc = 13.3%, and gener no = 2000. Figures 5 and 6 show the evolution process for one-peak and
two-peak test information functions, respectively. The test information functions constructed by different
methods are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The average sum of the squared error between the information
functions of the target tests and that of the constructed tests is shown in Table 4. We see that the proposed
genetic approach greatly reduces error, with average improvement ratios greater than 98.26%. We see that
the proposed item selection method can be applied to generate excellent results. It should prove be very
useful to test designers who are constructing parallel test forms or desired tests for a variety of assessment
purposes.

Table 2. The ranges of test information used to randomly generate 100 target test
information functions (one-peak shape).

Index of Ability Level
1

2

3

4

5

Ability Level

-2.0

-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

Test Information

45

68

21

18

6

8

4 -- 5

Table 3. The ranges of test information used to randomly generate 100 target test
information functions (two-peak shape).

Index of Ability Level

Ability Level

Test Information
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Figure 5. The worst, the average, and the best cases
in the evolution for solving the item selection problem
selection with one-peak shape test information function
by using the genetic algorithm.

Figure 6. The worst, the average, and the best
cases in the evolution for solving the item
problem with two-peak shape test information
function by using the genetic algorithm.
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Figure 7. Test information curves (one-peak shape) for a target test, a test produced by the
greedy approach, the neural network approach, Swanson & Stocking method, Wang &
Ackerman method, and the genetic algorithm.
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Figure 8. Test information curves (two-peak shape) for a target test, a test produced by
the greedy approach, the neural network approach, Swanson & Stocking method,
Wang & Ackerman method, and the genetic algorithm.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel method, based on the genetic algorithm, is proposed to construct a desired test from an
item bank. The proposed method can effectively construct parallel test forms or a test whose test information
function closely approximates that of a target test. A real item pool was used to evaluate the performance of
our method. The experimental results show that the proposed approach is able to obtain very well results that

are much better than other methods. The average improvement ratio exceeds more than 98.26%. We
successfully extend the applications of genetic_algorithm to educational measurement and this technique will
be very useful to the test designers..
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Table 4. The average sum of squared error between the information function of the target test and the
information function of the constructed test. The improvement ratios of the average error are also shown.

ethods

Genetic
Algorithm

Greedy
Approach

Neural Network

Swanson &
Stocking

Wang &
Ackerman

Table 3

1.3925E-2

0.7251

0.6945

0.9715

12.8340

Table 4

5.6887E-3

0.6986

0.7416

0.2755

2.9536

Average Errors

9.8069E-3

0.7119

0.7181

0.6245

7.8938

Improvement Ratio*

---

98.2664

98.6343

98.3976

99.8758

Conditions

(%)

*Improvement Ratio (%) = (errorx errorG) / errorx x 100
errorG : the errors generated by the genetic algorithm.
errorx the errors generated by one of the following methods: the greedy method, the neural network, the
Swanson & Stocking method, or the Wang & Ackerman method.
:
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A Learning Environment for Problem
Posing in Simple Arithmetical Word
Problems
Akira Nakano, Naoki Murakami, Tsukasa Hirashima and Akira Takeuchi
Kyushu Institute of Technology Department of Artificial Intelligence
680-4 Kawazu, lizuka 820-8502, Japan
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Several researchers indicate that to pose arithmetical word problems is an
important way to learn arithmetic. However, the problem posing practice
actually is not popular. In this paper, we describe an Intelligent Learning
Environment which realizes the problem posing practice. In the problem posing
practice, the learners pose problems by using the tools provided by the ILE. The
ILE has a facility to diagnose the problems posed by the learners. By using the
result of the diagnosis, the ILE indicates whether the problems are correct or not,
helps the learner to correct the wrong problems, and provides the next step of
problem posing. We used the ILE in three different situations for evaluation. The
subjects were elementary school teachers and elementary school students. We
also

report the results of the evaluation. In the ILE, the interface was

implemented in Java, and the diagnosis module was implemented in Prolog. So
it can be used on World Wide Web. The current environment deals with simple
arithmetical word problems.

Keywords: intelligent learning environment, problem posing, intelligent
tutoring system, interactive education, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
The main purpose of the practice to solve arithmetical word problems is to make learners recognize the
relations between concepts and numerical relations, and master to use the relations. Although the problem
solving practice is the most popular way, it is not the only way. Several researchers indicate that to pose
arithmetical word problems is also effective. However, the problem posing practice actually is not popular.

The main reason is that the problem posing practice is strongly required teachers to deal with each learner
individually in comparison with the practice of problem solving. We aim to realize computer-based learning

environments for the problem posing practice [1]. For the problem solving practice, many ILEs are
developed so far [2-6]. However, there are few ILEs for the problem posing practice until now.

This paper describes an Intelligent Learning Environment for the problem posing practice for simple
arithmetical word problems that can be solved by the addition of one time or the subtraction of one time.
The main characteristic of the ILE is the function to diagnose the posed problems. By using the results, the
ILE indicates errors in the posed problems and suggests that the next step of problem posing.

Interface of the ILE was implemented in Java, and the diagnosis module was implemented in Prolog.
Therefore, if only users have a computer connected to Internet with a popular Internet browser, they can use

the ILE through WWW: E-mail: nakano@minnie.ai.kyutech.ac.jp
http://www. m in ni e. ai. kyutech ac j p/nakano/prob I em-posing. shtml (currently Japanese only).

In this paper, the first, the necessity of problem posing and an Intelligent Learning Environment for it are

described. Then, interface and diagnosis module of the ILE are explained. The results of preliminary
evaluation of the ILE are also reported.
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2 Background
2.1 The necessity of an ILE for problem posing
Several researches about problem posing of arithmetical word problems suggested that problem posing was
important to learn arithmetic, for example, analysis and investigation about the task of problem posing [7,8],
investigation about effect of the problem posing practice [9], investigation in the problem posing practice at
arithmetic class [10,11]. Besides, the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (in USA,
1989), and Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (in USA, 1991) also indicated that it was
important for learners to experience to pose problems.
However, the practice actually is not popular in arithmetic class in comparison with problem solving practice.

In the practice of problem solving, every problem has an answer and one or a few solution methods.
Therefore, the teachers can easily judge the results of problem solving by learners. Then when the answer is
wrong, to tell the correct answer or the solution method is not meaningless.
In contrast with problem solving pradtice, to prepare every correct problem in the problem posing practice is

very difficult. Besides, the correct problem that a learner is trying to pose, after depends on the wrong
problem posed by the learner. Therefore, the teachers have to examine each problem whether the problem is
correct or not, and where of the problem is wrong.

Based on this consideration, we believe that to realize an ILE for problem posing with problem diagnosis
function is the promising way to make learning by problem posing popular.

2.2 The problem posing dealt in the ILE
Silver has noted that the term "problem posing" is generally applied to three quite distinct forms of
mathematical cognitive activity [12]. They classified three types of problem posing: (1) presolution posing,
in which one generates original problems from a presented stimulus situation, (2) within-solution posing, in
which one reformulates a problem as it is being solved, and (3) postsolution posing, in which one modifies
the goals or conditions of an already solved problem to generate new problems. The problem posing deal in
our ILE is (2) within-solution posing. In the ILE, because, in the ILE, first, a learner decides a calculation
formula to solve the problem, and next, he/she is trying to pose problem solved by the calculation.

Currently, the LIE can deal with only Change-Problem[13]. In Change-Problem, the quantity in the initial
situation is changed to the quantity in the final situation by the change action. The Change-Problem usually
consists of three sentences: the first sentence describes the initial situation, the second sentence describes the

change action, and the third sentence describes the final situation. Therefore, we prepare a "problem
template" that composed of three single sentence templates. By filling in the blanks of three single sentence
templates, the problem is completed.

In the ILE, the template of Chang-Problem is composed of the tree single sentence templates that describe:
initial situation, change action, and final situation, respectively. The initial situation has the four information:
"owner", "object", "number", and "unit". This means that "owner" has "object" and the number of "object" is

"number", then, the unit of the number is "unit". The change action has the five information: "actor",
"object", "number", "unit", "action". Several actions, for example, "take" has two more information: "from"
and "to". The final situation has the four information: "owner", "object", "number", and "unit".

3 ILE for problem posing
3.1 Configuration of the ILE
The current version of the ILE consists of clients and server shown in Figure 1. A client is an interface of the
ILE. The interface provides learners the tools to pose problems and gives them guidance to promote problem
posing. Inter face is explained in more details in this section 3.2.

The server has two modules: the one is Problem Diagnosis Module and the other is Advice Generator. First,

the ILE receives the posed problem, and diagnoses it in Problem Diagnosis Module. Next, in Advice
Generator, the ILE generates advice for each learner by using the result of diagnosis. These are explained in
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more details in this section 3.3.

Because the ILE deals with several learners by one server, the ILE manages ID, PW, and Learner Model in
Private Information Manager.
Private
Information
(Client
(interface)

Server

DPW

Tools to pose problems

Private Information

Learner Model

Advice for problem posing

Manager

Client

Problem Diagnosis
Module

Knowledge)-Arelysis

rule

Sentenoe-template
Sementio network
Domain

Advice Generator

Fact-knowledge
Niznerioal relations

Strustire of Concepts
Ghent
Method

Revising method
Teaching method..

Figure 1: The frame of the ILE

3.2 Interface
Figure 2 shows the interface of the ILE. Current interface deals with only Japanese. In Figure 2, Japanese
was translated into English for this paper. The parts of the interface are expressed as follows.
Pet
,11

.0 FcamisPentl

kir*Por,r
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Figure 2: the prototype Interface (English version)
Calculation Formula Panel
In this panel, a learner gives calculation formula. The learner poses problems which can be solved by this
calculation formula.
Concept Panel
This panel provides concepts to fill in blanks of sentences (three single sentences templates). The concepts
that are provided in the Concept Panel are classified in the five categories: "human", "object", "unit",
"action", "number".
Ten-key
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Numerical values are put into blanks of sentences with
Ten-key.
MOW

Problem Posing Panel

Initial

In the current version, this panel provides the template
of Change-Problem. The ILE asks a learner to fill in
blanks of sentences. In the order of the blanks, the ILE
gives questions. By answering the questions, the blanks
are filled in. Here, the learner has to select concepts from
Concept Panel. By using Figure 3, posing a sentence of
initial situation in Chang-Problem is explained. The left
side of the figure shows questions.

For example, the initial situation in Chang-Problem is
composed of four elements: "owner", "object", "number"

and "unit". So, the ILE asks the learner "Who has?",
"What the person has?", "How many?", "What is unit?".
The learner also should decide what number is the answer
by selecting the question mark in Ten-key.

Figure 3: An example of posing sentence
by using Single Sentence Template

The right side of the figure shows an example which the
learner answered the questions. The result shows "Tom has 5 pieces of Apple Pies".
By answering the all questions, learners pose problems For example, Figure 2 shows the correct problem in
Problem Posing Panel: the initial situation is "Tom has 5 pieces of Apple Pies", the change action is "Tom
eats the 3 pieces of Apple Pies", and the final situation is "How many pieces of Apple Pies does Tom
have?"
Comment Panel

This panel shows advice and suggestion massages that are generated based on the diagnosis of the posed
problems.

3.3 Problem posing in the ILE
A learner poses a problem by the following process.
(1). Giving a calculation formula
First, the learner gives a calculation formula. The calculation formula consists in three elements. That is,
two operands and an operator. Because the calculation formula is the way to get the answer of the problem,
we call it solution.
The solution can be applied to several numerical relations. For examples, if the learner assigned "5-3"

to the solution, the solution can be applied to the following four numerical relations: (a) "5-3=X", (b)
"5-X=3", (c) "3+X=5", (d) "X+3=5" (the current version of the ILE only handles natural numbers). Here,
numerical relation (a) means the answer is the number in the final situation, numerical relation (b) and (c)
mean the answer is the number in the change action, and numerical relation (d) means the answer is the
number in the Initial situation.
(2). Selecting concepts from Concept Panel and combining them with the template of Change-Problem
The template has several blanks, and the ILE asks the learner to pose a problem by filling the blanks
with the concepts. Then, if the learner selected a concept from the set of wrong concepts, the ILE can give
the learner feedback, which suggested that the concept is wrong.
(3). Request to diagnose a problem
When the learner clicks the "diagnosis button", the problem is sent to the server and is diagnosed.
(4). Revising the wrong problem by using the suggestion given in the Comment Panel

When the posed problem is wrong, the learner receives feedback that indicates an error at Comment
Panel.

The ILE generates the message by using the result of the diagnosis.
(5). Posing the new problem by using the suggestion

When the learner posed the correct problem, the learner receives feedback which is suggests to pose the
new type of problems.

3.4 Problem Diagnosis Module and Advice Generator
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Problem Diagnosis Module and Advice Generator are functions of the server in the ILE. Problem Diagnosis
Module diagnoses problems sent by the client, and Advice Generator generates messages that are provided
for each learner.
The ILE, first, diagnoses a single sentence and then diagnoses the problem composed of three sentences, and
compares the solution given by a learner with the problem posed by the learner. In the first step, the module
has knowledge about acceptable sentences (initial situation, change action, final situation). We call each
sentence "basic relation", and the knowledge "single sentence schema". The single sentence schema checks
each basic relation to find the errors in a sentence.

In the second step, the relation among the sentences is diagnosed. The module has the knowledge about
acceptable relations among basic relations. We call the knowledge "problem schema". The problem schema
checks the numerical relation between the sentences to find the wrong sentence in the problem.
In the third step, the relation between the solution and the problem is diagnosed.

In the following section, the diagnosis process is explained. Then, the feedback made by the diagnosis result
is presented.

3.4.1 Diagnosis of the posed problems

Diagnosis of the posed problems is carried out in three steps: the first step is the diagnosis of a single
sentence. The second step is the diagnosis of the problem composed of three sentences. The third step is the
diagnosis of the relation between the problem and the solution.
(1). Diagnosis of a single sentence
In this diagnosis, two types of errors are detected: (1-a) errors in the relation between object and action,
and (1-b) errors in the relation between object and number. Here, Mismatch of blanks (that is, object blank
or action blank and so on) and concepts is already checked in the interface.
An example of (1-a) is a sentence that "Tom eats his 2 sheets of postcards." "Torn has 5 cups of apple

pies" is an example of (1-b). These errors are detected by checking with sentence schema in that the
acceptable relations between object and action or object and number are described.
(2). Diagnosis of problem
In this diagnosis, three types of errors are detected: (2-a) errors in the final situation, (2-b) errors in the
change action and (2-c) no relation errors. (2-a) means that the initial situation can be changed by the change
action, but cannot be changed to the final situation. (2-b) means that the initial situation can be changed to
the final situation, but cannot be changed by the change action. (2-c) means that the initial situation cannot

be changed by the change action and to the final situation. These errors are detected by comparing by
problem schema in that the acceptable relations among the situations and the change action are described.

An example of (2-a) is the problem composed of the following three sentences: "Tom has 5 pieces of
apple pies", "Nancy eats Tom's 3 pieces of apple pies" and "how many pieces of lemon pies does Tom
have?" An example of (2-b) is the problem composed of the following three sentences: "Tom has 5 pieces of
apple pies", "Nancy eats her 3 pieces of apple pies, and "how many pieces of apple pies does Tom have?"
(3). Diagnosis of the relation between the problem and the solution
The diagnosis module can generate an equation from the problem. In this diagnosis, first, the module
solves the equation. Then the calculation to derive the answer is compared with the calculation posed by the
learner as the solution. When the two calculations do not correspond, an error in the relation between the
problem and the solution is detected.

3.4.2 Feedback for the client
(1). Indication of an error
If the diagnosis module finds an error, the ILE indicates it. Even if the problem includes several errors, the
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ILE indicates the error detected first.
(2). Suggestion of the next step of problem posing

The ILE suggests the next step of problem posing when the posed problem is the correct one. In the
diagnosis, the module diagnoses not only whether the problem is correct or not, but also what concepts,
actions or equations are used in the problem. Based on the results, the ILE can suggest more difficult
problem posing by specifying concepts or an equation type to be allowed to use in problem posing.

4 Preliminary evaluations
A prototype of the ILE has been already developed. We used it in three different situation for evaluation, as
follows: (1) Use by teachers of the elementary school, (2) Use by students of elementary school in arithmetic
classes, (3) Use by students of elementary school outside the class.

In (1), we asked the teachers to evaluate the ILE from the viewpoint of teaching. Then, two of them
permitted us to use the ILE in their arithmetic class. So, we had two opportunities to evaluate the ILE in the
second situation. In (2), we asked the students of elementary school to pose arithmetical word problems with
the ILE in two.arithmetic classes. In the trial, although we collected the answers for our questionnaires, we
failed to record logs of problem posing. Therefore, we could not get the data about the number of posed
problems, and the students behave for feedback from the ILE. In (3), we gathered several students again, and
asked them to use the ILE out of class. Here, the students used the ILE for the first time.
In this section, we report these results.

4.1 Use by the teachers of the elementary school
To evaluate a learning environment, the evaluation by teachers is important. We asked five teachers of
elementary school to use the ILE. After they posed several problems by using this ILE, we asked them
several questions. The questions are as follows: (1) How do you evaluate the effect of problem posing to
learn arithmetic? (2) How do you evaluate the way of problem posing used in the ILE? (3) How do you
evaluate the interface? (4) How do you evaluate the indications for the errors in posed problems? (5) How
do you evaluate the advises to suggest the next step of problem posing? Table 1 shows the results.

Table 1: Evaluation of
the teachers

Table 1-(1) means that all teachers think to learn arithmetic by using problem
posing is effective. Table 1-(2) suggests that the ILE realizes an useful
environment for learning by problem posing. Two teachers out of three teachers
who answered "Good" to the question (2), gave us opportunities to use the ILE
in classes. A few teachers also indicated that the limitation of concepts that were
allowed to use in problem posing should be revised. This is one of our future
works. In Table 1-(3), three teachers answered "So-so". The result means that
the interface is not always easy to use. In Table 1-(4), four teachers answered
"Good". The result suggests that the indications for the errors in the posed

Good So-so
(1)

Bad

5

0

(3)
(4)

2

3

0

4

1

0

(5)

5

0

0

(2)

problem are acceptable. However, several teachers also indicated that the
sentences of the indications may be difficult for elementary students. In Tab e 1-(5), the all teachers
answered "Good". This result means that the teachers think the suggestions to make learners progress the
next step of problem posing adequately support learning by problem posing.

4.2 Use by the students of elementary school in arithmetic classes
We used the ILE in two classes: the one was composed of 25
students in third grade and the other was composed of 30 students in
fifth grade. In each class, 15 minutes were used to explain the use of
the ILE, and 20 minutes were used for the problem posing practice

with the ILE. In this problem posing practice, students were two
people one set, and they operated one personal computer with two.
Then two assistants assisted them to operate the ILE in the
experiments.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the
Yes

Third
-grad

(1)
(2)

22
22

Fifthgrad

(1)
(2)

27
25

No
Answer
0
0

No

2

1

4

1

We asked two questions after the problem posing practice: (1) Are you interested in problem posing by using
this ILE? (2) Do you want to pose more problems by using this ILE? The result is shown in Table 2.

The results suggested that most students were interested in problem posing with the ILE. But we were not
able to get enough data to confirm that the students pose problem well.

4.3 Use by the students of elementary school outside the class
Subjects were one student of fourth-grade, and threes students of sixth-grade in elementary school. In the
experiment, we used 15 minutes in the demonstration of this ILE, and 25 minutes in the problem posing
practice. The results were as follows. In Table 3, Diagnosis indicates the number of time of request to
diagnose.

Table 3: Lo es of the prob em eosin
----DirTh.tigno'6,-...

1"

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

y-W
y-W
y-W
y-W
y-W
a-C
11-C
y-W
y-W
y-W
y-W
a-C
a-C
13-C
ii
1 -W
iii
a-C
a-C
I3-C
y-W
iv
y-W
y-W
y-W
y-W
a-C
p-c
1-W
a: A±B=X, p: A±X=C, y: X±B=C (A,B C are numerical values. X is a variable)
i

9th

y-W

10th

y-C

y-C

C: Correct, W: Wrong
, 7) specify the type of problem posed by subject. "A" is the
In Table 3, equations named by Greek ( a ,
number in the initial situation, "B" is the number of the change action, and "C" is the number in the final

situation. "X" is the number that is derived by the solution. In the a type, the answer is in the final
situation. So this type of problem is the easiest one. In the fi type, the answer is in the change action. In the
7 type, the answer is in the initial situation. In this order, problems become difficult. The ILE can judge not

only "C (correct)" or "W (wrong)", but also the type of problem whenever the student requests the
diagnosis.

In Table 3, three subjects (i, ii, iv) tried to pose the problems of the all types, and subject-iii tried to pose the

two types of the problems. The subject-i posed the wrong problem of the 7 type on the 3rd request to
diagnose in the practice. And the subject was repeating to revise it in seven times. As a result, the subject
posed the correct problem of the y type in the 10th trial. And the subject-ii posed the wrong problem of the
$ type on the 3rd request to diagnose in the practice, then the subject posed the correct problem of the $

type in the 4th trial. And the subject-iv posed the wrong problem of the 7 type on the ri request to
diagnose, then the subject posed the correct problem of the y type in the 9th trial, too. But, the subject-ii

gave up to correct the wrong problem of the r type, although s/he was repeating to revise the wrong
problem in three times. The results suggest that the feedback is effective to forward the learner to revise the
wrong problem.
In the current ILE, if a learner corrected the problem, the ILE suggests the next step of problem posing. The
type. and the third step is problem
first step is problem of the a type. the second step is problem of the
of the 7 type. In Table 3, all subjects follow the suggestion. In the results, when a learner posed a correct
problem, the learner can not poses only the same type of problem again, but also other types of problem by
using the feedback. This suggests that the feedback is also effective to advance the next step of problem
posing.
Conclusions

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we described ILE for problem posing in simple arithmetical word problems. The ILE provides
the template to pose Change-Problem in current version. And the ILE can diagnose the problem that learners
fill blanks of the template with several concepts, values, and question mark. Besides, the ILE can support
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each learners by using the results of diagnosis. We used the ILE in three different situations for evaluation.
In the results, we consider that this research provides basis functions to realize the problem posing practice
by ILE about simple arithmetical word problems.

In future work, we will refine functions in the ILE. For example, in the ILE, we will deal with not only
Change-Problem, but also the other types of problems. And we will develop a function in which teachers can
customize concepts provided for their students in their problem posing practice, because teachers hope to

use concepts which are popular in their classroom. Then, we will evaluate the ILE again in order to
investigate about the effect to learn arithmetic.
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The method of creating counterexample by using educational simulation is
proposed. Error-Based Simulation (EBS) is used for this purpose, which
simulates a learner's erroneous equation in mechanics problem. A learner's error
is visualized as unnatural motion of a physical object. In order for EBS to be

effective as counterexample, the followings are essential: (1) A learner can
recognize the difference of unnatural motion in EBS from natural one in correct

simulation, and (2) EBS must provide a learner sufficient information to
understand the cause of error and to reach correct understanding. The former has
been studied in the authers' previous works. In this paper, the latter is discussed.
To identify a learner's error, misconceptions are classified based on problemsolving model, and are linked to their appearance on a learner's answer (error-

identification rules). Then, to indicate the cause of error by EBS, unnatural
motions in EBS are classified and linked to the misconceptions which they
suggest (error-visualization rules). These functions are realized as rule-base
systems. The architecture of EBS management system, which judges a learner's
error and generates the suitable EBS using these functions, is proposed.

Keywords: counterexample, simulation, mechanics, error, student model,
motion perception

1 Introduction
It is well known that cognitive conflict promotes learning process. It often occurs when a learner encounters
the fact which is contradictory to her/his idea. Cognitive conflict motivates a learner to reconsider her/his
idea, and often causes conceptual change [Gagne 85, Fujii 97].

Counterexample is useful for creating cognitive conflict. It provides a case in which a learner's idea doesn't
account for the fact, or her/his procedure doesn't produce the correct solution.
However, one must be careful in using counterexample, because a learner often ignores or refuses it. Even
when she/he accepts the counterexample, she/he needs some kinds of help to reach correct understanding.
Without any assistance, a learner often comes to an impasse, or makes ad hoc rules which explain the
exception only. Therefore, in using counterexample, the followings are essential [Fukuoka & Suzuki 94,
Nakajima 97]:
(1)

Counterexample must be recognized to be meaningful and acceptable. When the difference is clear

and reliable between counterexample and a learner's expectation, she/he easily accepts it and
reconsiders her/his idea.
(2)

Appropriate assistance must be provided to lead a learner to correct understanding. Counterexample

must include sufficient information for this.
distinguishing attributes of counterexample.
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It

will be helpful to explicitly describe the

Error-based Simulation (EBS) is an educational simulation which provides a learner counterexample. It
simulates an erroneous equation made by a learner in solving mechanics problem. In EBS, a learner's error
often appears as unnatural motion of a physical object, which differs from her/his prediction (She/he can
usually predict the correct motion).

The authors have developed the method of generating effective EBS mainly from the above viewpoint (1)
[Hirashima et al. 98, Horiguchi et al. 99]. The condition on which a learner can recognize the difference
between EBS and correct simulation was formulated (Criteria for Error-Visualization: CEV), and the
mechanism to estimate the quality of difference was proposed, which considers both clarity and reliability of
the difference.

However, though such an EBS motivated a learner by indicating the existence of errors, it was not sufficient
to lead her/him to correct understanding. It didn't provide sufficient information for this.
Therefore, this paper proposes the method of managing EBS from the above viewpoint (2). EBS must justly
indicate the cause of a learner's error, and suggest how to correct it. The followings are the requirements and
approaches for this purpose.
(a)

The function which identifies the cause of error behind a learner's erroneous equation or her/his
handwriting diagram.

Approach: First, construct a problem-solving model of mechanics. Secondly, based on the model,
classify the misconceptions which occur in problem-solving as causes of errors. Thirdly, classify
the appearances of the misconceptions on a learner's equation or handwriting diagram. Lastly,

appearances and causes of errors are linked together correspondingly. These are called ErrorIdentification Rules.
(b)

The function which generates the EBS indicating the identified cause of error by unnatural motion
of a physical object.
Approach: First, classify the unnatural motions in EBS. Then, link them to the corresponding
causes of errors, considering what kind of unnaturalness suggests what kind of misconception.
These are called Criteria for Cause-of-Error-Visualization. With these criteria, EBSs are estimated
their effectiveness. When there is no EBS which is judged effective, other teaching methods will be
considered.

2 Previous works in Error-Based Simulation
Before proceeding to the main topic of this paper, we outline the stream of study in Error-based Simulation,
which may be helpful to clarify the present problem and the position of this paper.

Stage 0 [ Hirashima et al. 98 for summary
The fundamental idea of EBS is very simple. In mechanics problem, many learners feel difficulty in thinking

by equations, so EBS maps their equations from mathematical world to physical world. It embodies a
learner's error as unnatural motion of a physical object, which makes it much easier to recognize the error.
Here, we assume that unnatural motion in EBS is differ from a learner's prediction, that is:
Precondition-1: A learner can predict the correct motion (in spite of her/his erroneous equation).
This precondition is set through all stages of the research of EBS.

Stage 1 IHirashima et al. 981
Apparently, the key of this method is how a learner sees the difference between the unnatural motion in EBS
and the predicted natural motion. At least, the difference must be noticed by a learner. When the difference
of two motions is small, she/he may not notice it, or cannot judge which motion is correct (unfortunately, the
ability of human vision is not so sensible). Therefore, we set the following assumption:
Assumption-1: EBS must satisfy CEV-1 and/or CEV-2 below to indicate the existence of error.

Condition for Error-Visualization 1 (CEV-1): There is a qualitative difference between the
motion in EBS and the one in correct simulation, that is, the qualitative values of a physical object's
velocity are different between them.

Condition for Error-Visualization 2 (CEV-2): There is a qualitative difference between the
change of motion in EBS and the correct simulation, that is, the qualitative values of the derivative
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of a physical object's velocity are different between them.
Stage 2 IHoriguchi et al. 991

When regarding EBS as counterexample, the viewpoints (1) and (2) in chapter

1

are important. We

previously worked out how to estimate the effectiveness of EBS from the viewpoint (1). It is subdivided into

two viewpoints: (1-1) how clear the error appears in EBS, and (1-2) how reliable the EBS is as
counterexample.

From the viewpoint (1-1), the more CEVs the EBS satisfies, the more effective it is. In general, changing
parameters of the mechanical system makes EBS satisfy more CEVs. For example, in Figure 2, the EBS
based on erroneous equation m2a = T + pim2g (Figure 2d) satisfies CEV-1. (The qualitative value of relative
velocity between two blocks is [+], while it is [0] in normal case.) But, when the mass of m2 increases, the
EBS becomes to satisfy CEV-2 besides CEV-1. (The velocity of m2 increases, while it decsreses in normal
case.) We categorized the methods of parameter-change and their influence on the clarity of errors.

However, from the viewpoint (1-2), such parameter-change harms the reliability of EBS, because a learner
feels it factitious to change parameters too largely. The smaller parameter-change the EBS has (no change is
the best), the more reliable it is. This discussion is summarized as follows.
Assumption-2: From the viewpoint of clarity, EBS should satisfy more CEVs.
Assumption-3: From the viewpoint of reliability, EBS should have less parameter-changes.
Stage 3 [just this paper1

In estimating the effectiveness of EBS, there is another, and important viewpoint: whether the EBS provides
appropriate information for correcting the error, that is, the viewpoint (2) in chapter 1. Stage 0-2 have been
mainly concerned with how to make a learner notice the error, while at this stage, our concern is how to
make him correct the error.

For example, consider the erroneous equation m2a = T + pm2g (Figure 2d). From the viewpoint of
reliability (1-2), the EBS shown in Figure 2c is generated. But it shows the string between two blocks
shrinking, which may suggest something is wrong about tension of the string. It is misleading because the
real cause of error is the friction of m2. In this case, the EBS in Figure 2e should be generated to indicate the
cause of error. (It is generated when taking the viewpoint of reliability (1-2), but by accident.)
Of course, the viewpoints (1 -1) and (1-2) are useful to impress on a learner the existence of error. However,
in considering the error-correction, to generate EBS from the viewpoint (2) becomes necessary. It is the very
topic of this paper.

3 Mechanism for Identifying the Cause of Errors
Now, we'll explain how to realize the functions described in chapter 1. The mechanism for identifying cause
of errors is realized as follows:
I.
2.
3.

to generate the correct solution by problem-solving mo del.
to specify the erroneous part of a learner's solution by comparing with the correct solution.
to identify the cause of error by applying the Error-Identification Rules, which link the appearance
of erroneous part to its cause.

Here, a learner's solution means the equation and handwriting diagram made by her/him, from both of which
the information about her/his problem-solving process is derived.

3.1 Problem-Solving Model
We deal with the mechanics problems of high school level, which ask a learner to set up equation of motion
by using Newton's second law. The problem-solving process is divided into three steps [Robertson 90,
Pliitzner 94]:
step-1 to predict the motion of physical objects in the mechanical system qualitatively.

step-2
step-3

to enumerate the forces acting on each object.
to compose the enumerated forces and substitute them for the left side of formula F = ma.
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In step-1, a learner predicts the motion of objects in the system, and gives each object acceleration vector.
Approproate axes are also set up. In step-2, she/he enumerates the forces which aren't given in problem
description. Both qualitative knowledge (what kind of force acts in which direction?) and quantitative one
(algebraic description of the magnitude of force) are used. In step-3, she/he decomposes/composes the
enumerated forces along the axes, and substitute them for the formula F = ma.
In this paper, we don't model the error-occurring process in step-1, because it is presupposed that a learner
correctly predicts the qualitative motion of objects in using EBS (Precondition -1 in chpter 2). We also omit
the occurrence of error in step -3, which mostly concerns the knowledge of vector calculation.

Therefore, modeling step-2 is our central issue. Takeuchi and Otsuki (1997) considered that a learner
constructs a model of causal structure of mechanical system, with which she/he infers the occurrence and
propagation of forces. They formulated this process as a set of production rules. We modify them
considering their qualitative/quantitative characteristics. A part of our model is shown in Table 1. The rules
are called Force-Enumerating Rules (FERs).

3.2 Error-Identification Rules
In our model, a learner's errors are considered as the ones of FERs. The errors of FERs themselves and the
ones in their application are included. In fact, these errors appear as the missing/extra/errors of the term of
force in equation, or of the arrow of force in handwriting diagram. They are also linked to the strategies for
correction.
For example, in Figure I, the term of friction ( -p.mg) is missing in the erroneous equation. The cause of this
error and its instruction are considered as follows:
1)

2)

3)

A learner doesn't know the concept of friction itself, that is, doesn't know the rule R3 (Table 1).
Instruction: Re-teach the concept/definition of friction.
A learner is overlooking the preconditions of R3, that is, overlooking the fact that the block is
touching the floor (r3-c1), or the fact the coefficient of friction is nonzero (r3-c2).
Instruction: Re-show the problem and indicate the corresponding part of the diagram.
A learner is missing the force which causes the friction, that is, missing the normal force (r3c3).

4)

Instruction: Proceed to the correcting strategy of normal force.
A learner doesn't think the block moves along the floor, that is, missing the relative velocity of
them (r3-c4).

Instruction: This is the erorr of prediction of movement. So, out of the range of this paper. But,
it may be useful to indicate the force which causes the block's motion.
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Through such a consideration, the appearances of errors and their causes are classified as shown in Table 2.
These are the Error-Identification Rules (EIRs), which are applied to the erroneous part of a learner's answer
(specified by comparing with the correct solution), to identify the cause of error.
In Table 2, each error has its strategy for correction. Note that, it is not necessary to use EBS for every case.
Of course, when other instruction method is more appropriate, it should be used. However, the aim of this
paper is to clarify what kind of errors EBS is effective for, and how to estimate its effectiveness. For this
purpose, we need to study the unnaturalness of physical objects' motion in simulation.

4 Criteria for Cause-of-Error Visualization
The identified error must be corrected. In this chapter, we formulate the criteria for judging whether an EBS

is effective for the error. It means that EBS rightly indicates the cause of error and suggests the way of
correction.

4.1 Motion and Forces
In EBS, it is the motion of physical objects (or their relationships) to be observed. Therefore, we classify the
motions and connect them to the mechanical concepts they suggest.
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How does a human perceive and recognize moving objects? Though it is well known that their figurative
characteristics (figure, size, texture, etc.) and composition (position, direction, symmetry, etc.) have great
influence on the arising images, it is difficult to generalize them because they much depend on the cultural
factors. Therefore, we limit our target to the physical world of simulation, in which things are thought in the
sense of mechanics.
When observing an object to move, a human feels its motive 'force' working. Of course, this kind of 'force' is
of naive impression and doesn't always correspond to the real force. But it appeals to human's intuition so
much more. Bliss & Ogborn (1992) classified such naive concepts of force according to the stages of child
development. Based on their findings, we consider the relations between the motions in EBS and the forces
they suggest.

4.2 Motion of a single object
A moving object arises the feeling of force working. (e.g. A falling down ball suggests gravity.) Therefore,
the object moving unnaturally in EBS is supposed to suggest the erroneous force acting on it. (e.g. gravity,
friction etc.) Unnatural motions of a single object are classified as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Directions of both velocity and acceleration are opposite to the ones of correct motion.
Direction of only velocity is opposite to the one of correct motion.
Direction of only acceleration is opposite to the ones of correct motion.
Directions of both velocity and acceleration are same as the ones of correct motion.

Here, it is assumued that human can distinguish at most the qualitative difference of velosity or acceleration
of an object in motion [Hirashima et al. 98, Horiguchi et al. 99].

For example, in case (a), when a learner observes an object moving in the opposite direction to her/his
prediction (which is correct), she/he will recognize that the force is missing which acts in the predicted
direction, or that the force is extra which acts in the present direction.

Table 3 shows the relations between unnatural motions and the errors they suggest. They are called Criteria
for Cause-of-Error Visualization (CCEVs).

4.3 Relative Motion of two objects
Moving plural objects also arises the feeling of force working. We limit to two objects. When observing two
objects moving together, the force maintaining their relative motion is felt. (e.g. A moving dolly pulling
another one connected by string suggests tension.) Therefore, two objects relatively moving in unnatural
manner in EBS are supposed to suggest the erroneous force interacting between them. (e.g. tention, normal
force etc.) Unnatural relative motions of two objects are classified as follows:
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

Two objects are closing with each other, which are connected by string. (String shrinks.)
Two objects are going away from each other, which are connected by string. (String stretchs.)
Two objects are overlapping each other.
Two objects are parting from each other, which are attached together.

For example, in case (g), when a learner observes such unnatural relative motion, she/he will recognize that
the normal force is missing or too small which interacts between two objects.

Table 4 shows the relations between unnatural relative motions and their suggesting errors. They are also
called Criteria for Cause-of-Error Visualization (CCEVs).

Note that, all of the motions in Table 3 and 4 have at least some kinds of qualitative difference from the
correct motions. This is because, however precisely an EBS indicates the error, it isn't effective unless a
learner recognizes it as 'unnatural.' The difference is judged with Giteria for Error-Visualization (CEVs)
[Hirashima et al. 98, Horiguchi et al. 99].
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Ilble 3. Criteria for Cause-of-Error Visualization (C CEVs) (for single object)
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5 Examples
In this chapter, we illustrate the process of identifying the cause of error and generating the EBS which
indicates the error. The example problem is shown in Figure 2.

5.1 A Simple Case
First, the solution (correct equation and diagram: Figure 2a) is generated by problem-solver. Then, it is
compared with a learner's answer (Figure 2b) to specify the erroneous part. In this case, it is the erroneous
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value (too large) of tension beside block m2. Secondly, EIRs (in Table 2) are applied to identify the cause of
error. It is identified as the error of magnitude of tension. According to Table 2, the correcting strategy of
this error is to indicate the fact. Then, CCEVs (in Table 3 and 4) are applied, to find that the motion (g)
satisfies this demand.
Based on the erroneous equation of Figure 2b, the EBS shown in Figure 2c can be generated, in which block
m2 moves faster than its normal case, consequently the string shrinks. This unnaturalness is equal to the one
of motion (g). Therefore, this EBS is judged to satisfy the instructional demand, and shown to the learner.

5.2 A Complicated Case
Consider the erroneous answer of a learner in Figure 2d. In this case, the erroneous part is the erroneous
direction of friction acting on block m2. By EIRs, the cause of error is identified as the error of direction of
friction, and the correcting strategy is to indicate the fact. Since the error of force in direction is divided into
the missing of the force of correct direction and the extra of the force of incorrect direction (see note 2 of
Table 3), the motions (a), (b), (d) satisfy this demand.
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Figum 2. Example Froblem-2
Based on the erroneous equation of Figure 2d, however, it is impossible to generate the EBS which contains
the motion (a) or (b). In addition, even when the EBS containing the motion (d) is generated (it is possible),
it causes the unnatural relative motion (e), which indicates another error. In fact, the EBS, in which block m2
is closing to dolly ml (the same as Figure 2c), strongly suggests the error of tension. This misleads a learner.

Therefore, in this case, the EBS must be modified to precisely indicate the identified error. Perturbing the
mass of block m2 is a promising method. When the mass m2 increases, in EBS, the velocity of the block
increases (Figure 2e). This is a strange change of motion. Observing this, a learner may think some physical
amount is wrong which concerns the mass m2. She/he may notice the erroneous friction acting on block m2.
As for the EBS of Figure 2e, the difference from the correct simulation is not so much clear and reliable as
the EBS of Figure 2c. Instead, it provides precise information for correcting the error, while the EBS of
' Figure 2c doesn't. In general, plural EBSs can be generated from one erroneous equation. The best should be
chosen according to the purpose.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed a method of creating effective counterexamples by using Error-Based Simulation.
The effectiveness of EBS is judged mainly from the viewpoint whether it provides sufficient information to

recognize the cause of error and correct it. The mechanism for identifying the cause of error and for
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generating the EBS which satisfies the instructional demand was also proposed. We are now implementing
the mechanism. The experiment to evaluate our method is planned.
Our future works are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Cooperation with other instructional tools: Of course, EBS isn't sufficient for all of the error
correction in Table 2. It must be studied to use other instructional tools (textbook, normal simulator
etc.), and to coordinate them with EBS.
Refinement of the problem-solving model: Our model for problem-solving is very simple, so the
range of the error it covers is limited. We are going to refine the model, especially considering the
process in which a learner qualitatively predicts the motion of mechanical system.
Consideration of conflict among CCEVs: As is noted in section 5.2, the effects of plural unnatural
motions sometimes conflicts each other. One unnatural motion may invalidate the effect of other
unnatural motion. Therefore, it is necessary to set some kind of preferences to CCEVs.
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The feature of networked constructive CAI system lies in shaping the computer

environment in which students clarify and construct the concept by ways of
communication, discussion, and dialectics, utilizing the practical pedagogic content
edited by the spirit of new curriculum in Taiwan at 1993. Because we stress the
concept of "transformation of unity quantity" as main activity in teaching
multiplication, students' comprehension of "unity quantity", "unity number", and
"combined numbers" plays an important role in establishing networked constructive
CAI system. We consider that the greatest difference between the networked learning

environment and that of the general classroom pedagogy is the deficiency of
interaction. Thus, analyzing the strategy of students' solving problems to establish
the effective tool table of operation and judging the mode of the students' thought
by checking the tools which students use will strengthen the interactive relationship
of the system and the learners. Then, use the networked technology and the principle
of the expert system to set up the CAI of constructive pedagogy, so that the learners
can communicate with each other and the system can conduct dynamically which
formally construct a wholly co-operative learning environment and will help the
learners to form the whole mathematics concepts.

Keywords: Constructive pedagogy, Elementary School, Multiplication of
Mathematics, Networked CAI.

1 Introdution
The characteristic of implementing new curriculum of mathematics at elementary schools in Taiwan now lies in
the addition of spirit of constructivism, aiming at expecting students to construct knowledge positively. Thus, the
teachers' role, in the process of pedagogy in new curriculums, changes into "problem poser", whereas students'

learning activities in class attain socialized mutual sense, chiefly by communication, construct their own
mathematical knowledge by way of mutual dialectics [5,6]. However, it takes pedagogy of construction longer

than traditional pedagogy. The atmosphere and skill as to how the teacher directs students to construct
knowledge and how the students discuss influence the effect of implementing new curriculum. In the light of the

fact the trend of the times facilitates pedagogy of network to become widespread, the future construction of
leased network lets us expect the popularity of "learning at home" and "long distance pedagogy". Therefore, the

possibility of displaying a really approximate leaning setting of constructing pedagogy in the network
environment becomes much higher. The establishment of the network system of pedagogy of construction,
owing to the trend of current situation, is becoming imminent.
The aim of this study consists in designing a learning environment of network suitable for "multiplication
concept in elementary school' . The greatest difference between the learning environment of network and that of
the general classroom is the deficiency of mutual response [22,26]. And the pedagogy of construction hopes the
communication and dialectics to bring about reflection, inspiring students to construct mathematics self-concept.

Therefore, how to promote the mutual relationships between the system and the user is one of the considered
points about constructing system in this study. Furthermore, how to develop the characteristic of pedagogy of
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construction in the system and how to make the pedagogic contents of the new curriculum manifested in the
system wholly and fluently is the second chief point taken into account. Aimed at the above two points, that we
use network technology, letting the real-time communication proceeded between the learners, or between the
learning and system make up a wholly cooperative learning environment. Furthermore, making use of the
principles of the expert system to deal with the learning strategy of the problem solver, through the concepts
manifested by the problem solver, the system will feedback suitably, and will communicate with the students
properly, which can make the pedagogic activity proceed dynamically [19,25]. The design of the pedagogic
content, expect considering the sprit of the new curriculums, the students' learning state, after the teachers' real
pedagogy, is mainly considered about designing pedagogy. Hence, this system is much closer to the real situation
of pedagogy them CAI sold in the market. And the activities of problem solving given to the learner by system
would be more congenial to the learner's mode of thought.

2 Principles of system constructing
2.1 Base of learning theory
"Knowledge is positively constructed by the learner rather than being inculcated passively from outside," which
is the fundamental proposition of constructing pedagogic paradigm. The students, with acquired knowledge,
enter another stage as an active subject of recognition, with good theory by themselves, instead of ignorance and
irrationality [16]. But pedagogy of construction does not mean the teacher's role is unnecessary. On the contrary,
we realize the aim of pedagogy is to make children construct the activity types of solving problems. In the light
of this, the teachers' role becomes "problem poser" rather than "problem solver" in the process of pedagogy. By
way of the teachers' posing problems, children undertake the activity of solving problems by themselves; or

children become "imitators" through the activity of solving problem provided by the teacher [4]. By these
processes, students are provided sufficient experience of solving problems, and then construct the correct
mathematics conceptions. Besides, what we must also pay attention to is the teacher and the learner grasp the
intentions of each other aiming at the proceeding actives of each other, through trial and dialectics, until both of
them relieve the pressure aroused by the interchange actives. The relief of pressure is limited by the fact if the
problem is solved according to the activity, and is also influenced by the affectionate expression of them both

present of them both present [24]. Therefore, in pedagogy of construction, socialized communication is an
important feature [3].

2.2 Base of system establishing
This system is a learning environment constructed in the network, adopting three-tier client/server system
architecture: that is, adding another service server on the original framework of the two-tier client/server system
in this three-tier client/server system architecture, the management of Database Server charges learning data.
Web Server is responsible for teaching, whereas the user of Client precedes all kinds of learning activities ivies
through browser machine.

3 Pedagogic design of Multiplication using transformation of unity quantity
3.1 Concept of multiplication
Multiplication referred to by Davydov ( 1991) is the problem of transformation of unity quantity, that is, the
transformation from composite unit to that of the single item [20]. And Clark and Kamii (1997) think that if
children own the multiplicative thinking, they will simultaneously deal with lower level unit such as unit of one
and the higher level unit different from unit of one [18]. Tzyh-Chiang Ning (1994) mentions that the so-called
multiplication operation contains at least two kinds of relationship: (1)the coordinating relationship of two

levels,(2)the part-whole relationship of two levels. The problem of multiplication is in reality that of the
transformation of unity quantity, namely, the problem of transforming quantity from higher level unit to lower
level unit [7,8,9].
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3.2 Pedagogic design of multiplication using transformation of unity quantity
The recognition of new curriculums toward mathematics concepts specifies the activity types of solving
problems of interiorization [17,23,26]. And he origin of mathematics knowledge embodies the activity of solving
problems, instead of tangible objects [5]. Thus, the ideas of new curriculum do not emphasize the existence of
calculating problems. The generation of all forms of calculation is entirely for the need of the practical contexts;
also the measurement serves as the source of multiplication in the practical contexts [20]. Hence, the appearance
of new curriculums in pedagogic content lets students have the necessary sense of owing multiplicative thinking
rather than multiplication directed by "multiplication table" of old curriculums; whereas "transformation of unity
quantity" is the pivotal point in designing teaching material of new curriculums, different from the viewpoints
that look upon multiplication as "repeated addition" [21] in the design of multiplication of old curriculums. In
other words, students' comprehending "unity quantity", "unity number" and "combined numbers" in the process
of solving problems plays an important role in the design of material content of new curriculums. Tzyh-Chiang
Ning ( 1993 ) [8]mentions that there are three classification of difficulty in the management of initiatory material
of multiplication in new curriculums:(1)the students can tackle the problem of transformation of unity quantity
(2)the students can solve and record the process of solving problems concerning about transformation of unity

quantity,(3)the students can describe the record of the problem of transformation of unity quantity by
multiplication sign. Therefore, in the design of pedagogy of multiplication, the arrangement of new curriculums
lies in the fact the teacher set up a problem of multiplication in the practical contexts, and the students handle
and record the problem by themselves after conveying the message of the problem. The students' knowledge is

chiefly constructing from the consultation, inquiry and dialectic between the teacher and the peers; via the
established learning by the concept of constructive pedagogy, the teacher should, in the process and record of the

students' solving problems, help the students clarify the existence of "unity quantity", "unity number", and
"combined numbers" in the problems. The students should also attain the unanimous compromise of the format
of record; that is, the format of the students should wholly suggest "unity number ", "unity number", and
"combined numbers". When the process of pedagogy arrives here, students have at least finished the level of the
second difficulty mentioned by Tzyh-Chiang Ning. As to the application of multiplication sign, it is the flowing

and economic problem of culture and communication. New curriculums, thus, undertake such a linguistic
transformation of "axb=>a lots of b=>b multiplied by a." and then bring multiplication sign serving as the
operator of recording format. If the students can make use of multiplication symbol as the operator in the
recording format, we may well say that they attain the level of the third difficulty. While the students reach that
level, they are equipped with initiatory concept of multiplication; in other words, arrive at the formation of
" multiplication" concept gradually through "experience"," perception" and "realization" [4].

4 Simulation of the process in the constructive pedagogy
Since our CAI system stresses the spirit of the constructive pedagogy, we hope that the whole computer
environment would become more compatible with the real environment of pedagogy. What we must emphasize
is the teacher himself/herself is the most important natural resource in the environment of pedagogy. All our set
CAI would attain is how to let the computer simulate the mode of thought in the teachers' real lecturing, even to
let the computer "realize" the mode of the students' thought. With a view to achieving such an effect, we design
operation tools for users' use. We can discriminate the stages of students' thought by the users' choosing tools,
which will let the computer analyze the students' mathematics competence through the stage of the students'
operation, and simultaneously let the computer carry on dialectics, clarification and discussion by simulating the
role of the teacher or that of the student. We can achieve a process of socialization on the computer by such a
process of the design. And via such a process, the user can "experience"," observe", and "realize" the concept of
multiplication, and finish three tasks of the stages: (1) the students can tackle the problem of transformation of

unity quantity (2) the students can solve and record the process of solving problems concerning about
transformation of unity quantity,(3)the students can describe the record of the problem of transformation of unity

quantity by multiplication sign. Take Figure 1 as an example, students can move the bone to the bay by the
mouse, then the computer system may judge whether does he/she understand the meaning ofproblem. We hope
to make students gain more self-affirmation by manipulating. As show in Figure 2, our system provides the
electric board and the tool table. User can simulate the situation in the class to solve the problem and record the
format. In additional, system also supports the different operation tools for users. And the system can provide
different solving method to help users constructing their operation by judging what kind of tools they choose.
The system also can judge users' operation mode by checking their record format, then, the system will master
students' learning condition well, and teach dynamically. Besides, the system also provides virtual students to
communicate with users as showing in Figure 3. It will increase the users' learning interest. Virtual students
that design for guiding user and make the environment of discussion can provide proper help but not answers in
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fitting time.

5 Architecture and implementation of system
5.1 Environment of design and tool
This system uses Windows NT server as server. Developing languages include HTML, Java Script, Active X,
ASP (Active Server Page) and so on. ASP is used as the chief method of control, and ASP and ODBC (Open
Database Connectivity) are exercised to match. The management of the teaching material's user becomes
simplified. As to the edition of the curricular software, Authorware 5 is mainly used for developing tools.

5.2 Process of system
Process of the system we designs just as Figure 4 shows, the general elucidation is as follows,
1. Pedagogic situation of network construction

The system after the analysis of the pretest makes sure the sorts of the user's operation and then to pose
problems according to the classification. The system will communicate and clarify the messages of the problems
by the tools in tool table. After the sorts of tools by user to discriminate if he/she has grasped the messages of the
problems, the system will provide tool table further, letting the user record by the tools. In this stage, along with
level of the user's operation, the system will afford problems, via simulating the role of the student or the teacher
to carry on the activities of dialects, clarification, and let the user reflect and modify his/her recording format to
match the basic requirements of "unity quantity", "unity number" and "combined numbers" suggested in the
recording format". Afterwards, adjust the next learning activity according to the learning state of the user until

he/she can construct the concept of multiplication on the acquired basis and attain the learning level of the
afore-specified third difficulty. Besides, the system can simulate the real learning environment on the network,
letting the user's learning environment diverse.
2. r Student model j database
Student model consists mainly of three databases:
(1) Student basis database
It chiefly records the students' basis data such as name, age, the experience of using computers and so on.
(2) Database of learning.
It records the unit of teaching materials the student learned, the learning state of each unit and the duration
of time, and the positive result of the students' learning.
(3) Database of learning achievement.
It records the students' assessment about answering and the stage of operation.
3. Database about "posing problems of constructive pedagogy"
The content of teaching material about constructive pedagogy include
(1) Phenomenal problem: this sort of problem can facilitate students to "experience" the mathematics concept.
(2) Psychological problem: this sort of problem can facilitate students to "observe" the mathematics concept.

(3) Sociological problem: this sort of problem can make students via discussion; attain the common sense of
using recording, which would become the tool of communication.
(4) Anthropologic problem: this sort of problem can make the above mentioned communicating tools and the
correspondent expression in cultural become congenial.
4. Database of " problems"
This database is to store the problems for the pretest and the posttests.

5.3 Function of on-line communication
The system would establish a learning environment more congenial to real teaching situation thus the
convenience for the user and for other users on the line to communicate, thereby setting up a network
environment for undertake cooperative learning. The system designs a series of functions for on-line
communication on the line, illustrated as the followings.
(1) Group of discussion

Group of discussion is an open but not synchronized function on the line. When the user encounters the
difficulty in learning, he/she put up his/her questions in the group of discussion, letting other users put forth
solutions to these questions.
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(2) Room for discussion

As showing in Figure 5, the function of the room for discussion can improve the disadvantages of the
personal computer learning CIA's failure to carry on communication, real-time discussion to a large extent, for it
is an open and synchronous for communication. Besides calling the virtual teacher or student, the user can enter
the room for discussion for help when he/she needs others' help to solve the questions.
(3) On-line Call
On-line call may be inputted simple information to communicate with other on-line users.

5.4 The operating process for the user on the system
When the user enters the system with the browser for the first time, the system will ask he/she to register as
showing in Figure 6, thereby acquiring the basic data to establish the Database for "student model", and
simultaneously letting the user accept pretest to discriminate the levels of the user's operation, and recording the
situation of their answering, and the connection of active modification letting the user join the curricula suitably.
Afterwards, whenever the user enters the system, he/she must key in user name and password to make sure
the identification. The system will continue the following activities according to the previous record of the user.
The system would record each learning activity the user undertakes one by one, with the view of analyzing the
fact if the learning state of the user will attain the expected aim. When the user encounters the line provided by
the system: he/she can also check his/her learning state at any moment to grasp the learning progress.

6 Conclusions
The age of computer is that of knowledge explosion indeed. Undoubtedly, "Self-learning" is the best way to
enrich self in the age of widespread information. With network becoming so widespread, it is not uncommon for
the students of the elementary school to enter the network. It is incumbent on us to let the teaching environment
of CAI congenial to the concepts of teaching nowadays. We hope our CAI system will become compatible with
the social need now, breaking through the limitation of time and space and overcoming the barriers of learning
environment now, giving the learner more space to exert himself/herself. At present, this system has finished the
prototype, and plans to precede real teaching experiments and systematic assessment in a few months.
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Figure 3:The strategies of virtual students
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Many of the web-based educational systems could not provide an individualized
instruction or an interactive problem solving, since they are mostly built upon

static hypertext. One possible approach to solve these problems could be
adapting the existing proven techniques from the stand-alone Intelligent
Tutoring System(ITS). Some recent web-based ITS researches show this efforts
by employing the techniques selectively, and this needs to be studied further to

support more effective web-based instruction. In this paper, we describe the
design and the development of a Web based Adaptive programming Language
Tutoring System(WALTS). The system is designed based on the ITS structure
primarily, and it is adapting previous ITS techniques into the system successfully.

Especially our focus is on the three levels of the instructional planning
mechanism, which can generate lesson contents dynamically whenever it is
requested. This way we do not need to crate all the lesson contents in HTML
forms which must reside in the system in advance. In addition, the system has
adapted CORBA structure to support the user more consistent and reliable
performance. Together, the system behaves more adaptive and interactive, than

the existing non-ITS based web systems. The test domain of the system is
learning C programming language for the first year computer science student.

Keywords: Web-based learning system, Intelligent Tutoring System,
Instructional planning

1 Introduction
Many recent web-based educational systems could not provide an individualized instruction or an interactive

problem solving, since they are mostly built upon static hypertext. One possible approach to solve these
problems could be adapting the existing techniques from the stand-alone ITS. Brusilovsky[2] states that
some ITS techniques can be adapted into a web-based educational system, and divides the techniques into
three distinctive parts, such as, automatic creation of curriculum, dynamic problem solving, and intelligent
analysis of student model. However, most of the recent web-based ITS research show the efforts by
employing the techniques selectively[2][3][4][7], such as adapting student modeling or problem solving
capability at some level. Therefore, this needs to be studied further to enhance the overall capabilities of the
system at the previous stand-alone ITS level. For instance, automatic generation of curriculum or lesson plan
is necessary to provide a flexible instruction for each individual user.

In this paper, we describe the design and development of Web-based Adaptive programming Language
Tutoring System(WALTS). The system is designed based on the ITS structure primarily, and it is adapting
many techniques from the stand-alone ITS into the web-based systems. First, we designed the knowledge
base using the object-oriented method in order to handle flexible management of object inheritance and
tutorial strategies. Second, the student modeler can avoid the network traffic by designing the modeler stays
in the server-side at the beginning of the session for maintaining necessary administration duties, and creates
an individual student model in the client side. And the third important approach is having the instructional

planning mechanism, which generates lesson contents dynamically for each individual user. This is
important feature for moving towards the web-based system, because most web-based educational systems
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creates all the lesson contents in HTML forms in advance, and they must reside in the system physically.
And then the user navigates the system for learning, such as in ELM-ART[2] or CALAT[4]. Intelligent
navigation strategy might be one of the intelligent way of guiding the user to learn the material, but rather
inefficient compare to the dynamic generation of lesson contents. WALTS only generates the necessary
lesson contents whenever it is requested by the system, which can be another advantage. In addition, we
have approached distributed architecture by employing CORBA(Common Object Request Broker
Architecture) structure to support the user more consistent and reliable performance while the user using the

system. The initial web-based educational systems are mostly developed by using the CGI(Common
Gateway Interface) techniques, which often results in bottleneck problem when many users access the
system at the same time. In this sense, our structure might avoid such a problem, and the system could also
be easily updated when we need to revise some part of the system. Together, the system behaves more
adaptive and interactive, than the existing non-ITS web-based educational systems. The test domain of the
system is learning C programming language for the first year computer science student.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we described a distributed infrastructure of
WALTS system. Section 3 presents each components of the system and also some intelligent aspects of the
system. We conclude the paper in section 4.

2 Distributed infrastructure
The previous web-based educational systems have been built as either a server-based architecture or a clientbased architecture[6]. Each of them has some advantages and disadvantages. The server-side architecture

mostly rely on CGI techniques, which has shown some problems of handling complex client/server
communication because of its connectionless feature. Also client-side architecture needs to have all the plugins installed on client computer before using the system. Therefore the recent web-based applications tend to

adapt CORBA or Java based distributed infrastructure. That is free from the connectionless or stateless
problem, and also has some advantages of distributed system technology, such as message passing,
RPC(Remote Procedure Call), and proprietary communication protocol. The client connects to the server
using the HTTP protocol only for the initial connection, and after the downloading the specific mobile code
application(for example, client side application, JavaScript, Java Applet, and etc), the client use the
proprietary protocol(non-HTTP), so it does not communicates with web server, but communicates with
proprietary server(non-Web server).

WALTS employed CORBA to adapt this kind of distributed infrastructure. The system is designed by HTTP

server which takes care of user requests and responses, and CORBA-based server which performs the
capabilities of the ITS. Also the system could be easily re-organized if we want to modify the structure later
on [see figure 1]. In short, one of the major advantages of WALTS is that it can easily avoid the bottle-neck
problem of CGI techniques, and also we believe that this style of architecture might be another best solution
for building web-based client/server educational system.

3 Basic architecture of the system
The basic architecture of WALTS is designed by typical ITS structure primarily, including expert module,
the student modeler module, and the instructional planning module.

3.1 The expert module
The expert module of the system consists of the object-oriented knowledge base, and the problem solver.
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First, we employed the frame knowledge representation
techniques for the main knowledge base. Because the domain knowledge does not require any complex
causal relationships, but rather it is consists of simple C language concepts. The object-oriented approach
make it easy to modify the data type, can reduce the knowledge base reference by having slot values as

Object Oriented-based knowledge base.

member data, and can provide more flexibility for updating or manipulating tutoring strategy [5].

In this system we designed a frame with several meaningful slots, and each frame does not have to have the

same number of slots, since the inference engine can get all the necessary informations due to the
inheritance feature of the system. The 'type' slot can possess a concept, example, or quiz. The 'source' slot
points to its superior frames. The 'Pfame' and `CFrame' slot is necessary when we need to show the related
nodes in linked list structure. The 'reference' slot may contain all the necessary frame names that are related
to the current frame. This kind of slot structure is very common in every frame structure, and also important
in object-oriented structure, because each frame can have common attributes and can generate an object of
having its own attribute. Also, the system allows an abstract class, which plays the backbone of the system,
and supports a hierarchical structure, and the definition of the method can be done only in the lower class
[figure 2].

Frame Variable Declaration Quiz
[Source] Chapter1-3-1- 1
[Type] Quiz
[Title] Variable declaration Quiz
[Template] Data Type Variable I General Grammar
1 : Select the correct %type variable declaration
2:

[PFrame] Variable Declaration
[CFrame] Null

Figure2 Variable declaration quiz frame

The Problem Solver. WALTS can generate a problem dynamically depending on the current topic:Since
the planner knows what is being taught at the moment by generating a lesson unit, the tutor can decides
whether it is 'teaching concept' or 'show example' or 'quiz'. At the moment, we have only three styles of
lesson unit. If it is a 'teaching concept', the planner sends the lesson unit to the user in HTML form. If it is a
`quiz' type, then planner requests the problem solver to generate a question. The problem solver first creates
a problem table by referring to the current lesson unit. The generating and solving a problem occurs at the
same time, and the solver stores the correct answer. And then, it presents the generated questions to the user
in appropriate HTML form through the HTML generator. This method can provide different styles of
questions for different users even though they are accessing the same lesson unit, which can be another
advantage of WALTS. Since the column name of the table is object's name, the planner can reply to the
user's request, such as hint or help, by referencing this table.
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The strategy of asking user for answering quiz is multiple choices. So that we need to generate problems
along with the appropriate multiple choice answers also. For instance, let us think about a simple quiz about
asking user 'a data type'. A typical 'data type' is consists of three parts, for example, 'int x ;'.The 'int' is a
data type integer, 'x' is a user-defined variable name, and ';' is needed for ending a sentence in C language.
We are trying to generate this simple data type declaration statement sentence as follows. First, the data type
`template' slot consists of three parts as in [Figure 3]. Then we can generate eight different answers as in
[Figure 5], since each one part of a statement can be correct or incorrect. And we can select some of them
randomly including correct answer; the numbered answers are selected ones in the figure. And also we can
obtain designated unit object's content as in [Figure 4]. The generated correct answer is stored in memory,
and then later it is compared with the user's answer. For example, if the user selected number 2 as in [figure
5], we can analyze that the user does not know about reserved word. And the planner needs to revise the
lesson plan to correct the misconceptions by giving special messages, such as hint or help, and then the
planner re-organizes the lesson plan including 'reserved word' lesson unit. The [figure 6] shows a sample
session of solving a generated quiz.
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3.2 The Instructional Planner
The most web-based educational systems built upon hypertext, which is hard to make hyperlink in every
HTML pages, and also needs to have carefully designed navigation strategy[2]. And also all the lesson
contents are built as HTML pages in advance, and must reside in the system physically. We believe that
generating a lesson plan dynamically, for each individual user, is more efficient than the above approaches.

Therefore, we adapted the traditional ITS instructional planning mechanism into the system. The
instructional planning of the WALTS can be further divided into 3 steps, a curriculum planning, a lesson
planning, and a delivery planning. The curriculum planning of WALTS generates a curriculum in tree
structure; the curriculum planner extracts information from the knowledge base and creates a curriculum
hierarchically in the order of prerequisites. Then the lesson planning sets up the lesson sequence within a
single lesson unit. The role of delivery planning is limited to presenting the selected lesson content to the
user.
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Figure6 An example of solving a generated quiz

Curriculum planning. The purpose of the curriculum planning is to provide a curriculum to the user, in
other words, to provide an individualized optimal learning path to the user[l]. The generated curriculum is
in the form of a tree structure. It is constructed by creating an initial node by referencing the value of the
attributes in the lesson unit slot, and further expands the structure in the order of the way the student must
learn, which will be accessed as linked list structure. The lesson unit of the system is organized according to
some basic rule, such as the student must learn prerequisite concept first and the move to the next topic. So
the curriculum is set up in the form of hierarchical and linear sequence.

Lesson Planning.

The lesson planner generates a lesson plan by referencing the curriculum and the

student model. The information from the student model shows the results from single lesson unit and based
on this record, the planner sets up appropriate' lesson plan for the student. When the student selects other
learning path on purpose before the current lesson plan is finished, the system must decide what to do next,
such as whether to store the current lesson plan and execute the user's request, and then resume the current
plan or destroy the current plan and re-plan the whole sequence all over again. In that sense, WALTS uses replanning strategy when the user wants to quit the current topic, and move to another learning path. Another
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case of re-planning occurs when the student made an error on the selected quiz lesson unit. If the student
made a mistake on this, the current lesson plan is suspended, and another new lesson plan is created to
correct the student's error. After the remediation process is finished, the suspended plan will be resumed.
Delivery Planning. The lesson unit has been generated by lesson planner and needs to be delivered to the
user. The possible delivery tactic in this domain could be "present concept, show example, give exercise, and
etc". Of course if the system allows mixed-initiative control, the delivery planning needs to be more
sophisticated in order to handle all the user request or questions. The delivery planning part of the WALTS is
made of simple structure, and will be enhanced further in the next research.

The HTML generator. The very distinctive feature of the system is the HTML generator. This feature can
be regarded as the interface part of the system. When the delivery planner decides the immediate unit lesson,
the content of the lesson is converted into HTML form by the HTML generator. The HTML generator
generates HTML pages according to the HTML2.0 protocol and inserts "next" or "previous" button in order
to navigate adaptive learning path. But if the lesson unit contains some applet, the system directly searches
the physical location and sends the URL to the student's browser without consulting HTML Generator. The
[figure 7] describes the HTML generator sends two different results to two different users, since their
learning background is different.
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3.3 The student modeler
The strategy for building the student modeler is the simple overlay, which simply reflects user's learning
process about current topic. And this should be enhanced by including the buggy information later on. But
an important enhancement is that the student modeler of WALTS can avoid the unnecessary network traffic.
For instance, if the system maintains the student model in the server-side, then whenever the user accesses

the system the server needs to update the user's student model in the server. This may cause another
bottleneck problem, and the most CGI-based systems still have this problem. Our approach on the student

modeler is as follows. The server-side student modeler creates a table, and keeps all the necessary
administrative informations on the server-side, such as initial student's ID, password, e-mail address, the
access time[figure 8], which can be used for various administrator purposes. And the information regarding
the student's learning process is stored in the student model[figure9], which is created in the client-side
machine for each individual user whenever they logged on. The student model has several parameters that

reflect the student's learning history, and each parameter has unique meanings. For example, the
`HelpCoune, means how many times the user has been helped, and IlintCoune means how many times the
user has requested hints, and they can be updated only when the 'unit lesson' is quiz. The `ReferenceCoune
means the user is weak at the current unit lesson since the specific lesson has been accessed more often than

other frames. The `LessonLever stores information about how the level of the current topic, and the
`LessonType' means whether the current unit lesson is concept, example, or quiz, and so on.
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4 Conclusion
We have designed and implemented a web-based ITS, WALTS, which is a learning C programming
language tutor aiming for the first year computer science students. The main goal of this paper is, first, the

adaptation of the existing ITS techniques into the web platform. Therefore, we have designed and
implemented the system based on the major ITS architecture, and this brings us several advantages over
traditional HTML-based educational systems. First, the main knowledge base is created as an objectoriented concept, which can provide more flexibility for manipulating frame objects and tutoring strategy
also. Second, we have generated a quiz dynamically by the problem solver and also can solve the problem.
Third, we designed a student modeler that can avoid the network traffic in the minimal, by having the

modeler in the server-side, and creates an individual student model in the client-side. Fourth, the
instructional planner can generate an instructional plan dynamically, and this is another advancement of
building web-based ITS, since the current web-based ITS research shows further work on this subject.
Additional issue of the paper is that we designed the system as the distributed infrastructure using CORBA
as backbone of the system. This structure solves the bottleneck problem of previous CGI dependent systems,

and also gives some benefits of better performance and also gives flexibility in the case of further
enhancement of the system.
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In this paper we describe the architecture of an agent-based intelligent tutoring

system. The agent architecture is based on the BDI framework. The BDI

framework is based on the use of Beliefs, Desires and Intentions. Our
architecture is under construction using an agent oriented programming

JACK provides an agent-oriented development
language called JACK
environment. It supports the BDI framework and is built on top of the Java
development environment. It not only provides all the necessary agent
infrastructure for our architecture, but it also allows us to embed previously
developed Java modules in an agent environment. In essence our intelligent
tutoring system builds and maintains a student model in a dynamic learning
environment where new, possibly inconsistent or uncertain, information is
obtained through interactions with the student, and where the system may not
have complete knowledge when deciding on the next instructional step. Our
.

architecture supports the development of highly individualised student models
using techniques in belief revision, nonmonotonic reasoning and possibility
theory.

Keywords: Educational Agent, Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Artificial
Intelligence in Education, Belief Revision

1 Introduction
In this paper we describe the architecture of an agent-based intelligent tutoring system. The agent
architecture is based on the BDI framework. The BDI framework is based on the use of Beliefs, Desires and
Intentions. Our architecture is under construction using in an agent-oriented programming language called
JACK. JACK provides an agent-oriented development environment. It supports the BDI framework and is
built on top of the Java development environment. It not only provides all the necessary agent infrastructure

for our architecture, but it also allows us to embed previously developed Java modules in an agent
environment. In essence our intelligent tutoring system builds and maintains a student model in a dynamic

learning environment where new, possibly inconsistent or uncertain, information is obtained through
interactions with the student, and where the system may not have complete knowledge when deciding on the
next instructional step. Our architecture supports the development of highly individualised student models
using techniques in belief revision, nonmonotonic reasoning and possibility theory. This architecture was
described in a previous paper [5].

2 Using Intelligent Agents
Agents vary in capability from procedural wizards to information agents which are used for information
filtering and retrieval. Herein the term agent is taken to mean: an encapsulated computer system that is
situated in some environment and that is capable offlexible, autonomous action in that environment in order
to meet its design objectives, as suggested by Wooldridge [29]. By autonomous we mean agents have

control over both their internal state and their behaviour, in other words they can make choices regarding
their actions depending on their internal state and the goal they seek to achieve. Objects in the objectJACK was developed at Agent-Oriented Software (http://agent-oriented.com)
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oriented paradigm do not have this capability. Agents can be both reactive or proactive, in other words, they
can react to external events and they can pursue goals. Agents can make run-time decisions that were not
foreseen at design time.
It has been consistently argued, for example by Wooldridge [29], that an agent-oriented approach to problem
solving and software engineering offers substantial benefits for complex systems. In particular, Jennings [14]

has argued that the usual tools identified by Booch [4] of problem decomposition, abstraction and
organisation acquire more power if an agent-oriented approach is adopted, because the agent- oriented
approach supports distributed processing and at the same time reduces the system' s control complexity.
Decisions about the next action to be performed are devolved to the agents, and this obviates the need for a
global controlling module and as a consequence gives rise to more flexibility and better performance.

3 Implementing Intelligent Agents in JACK
JACK is an agent programming language, which in essence provides agent infrastructure to the Java
programming language. Agents are designed in JACK and compiled into standard Java code before being
executed. Agent-oriented programming is a highly sophisticated paradigm which is highly suited to
intelligent tutoring in a real-time environment.

JACK agents are based on the BDI Framework of Rao and Georgeff [20]. They are autonomous software
components that execute plans (intentions) to achieve their goals (desires). The plan chosen at any given
time depends on the current set of beliefs. JACK agents can also respond to events as well as striving for
goals, in other words they exhibit both proactive (goal-driven) and reactive (event-driven) behaviour. Each
agent possesses: (i) a database (set of beliefs), (ii) a set of events it will respond to, (iii) a set of goals that it
wishes to achieve, and (iv) a set of plans that describe the appropriate responses to events or ways to achieve
goals.

A JACK agent remains idle until it is given a goal to pursue, or until it is has to respond to an event. The
agents are autonomous and they must determine the appropriate response to goals and events, i.e. the
appropriate plan to be executed. A JACK Agent is able to exhibit the following behaviours [JACK Manual]:

A goal-directed focus. The agent focuses on the objective and not the method chosen to achieve it.

Real-time context sensitivity. The agent will keep track of which options are applicable at each
given moment, and makes decisions about what to try and retry based on the present conditions.
Real-time validation of approach. The agent will ensure that a chosen course of action is pursued
only for as long as certain maintenance conditions continue to be true.
Concurrency. The agent system is multithreaded. If new goals and events arise, the agent will be
able to prioritise.

The JACK Agent Language extends Java in the following ways:

It defines new base classes, interfaces and methods.

It provides extensions to the Java syntax to support new agent-oriented classes, definitions and
statements.
It provides semantic extensions (runtime differences) to support the execution model required by an
agent-oriented software system.

The JACK Agent Language provides the following five main class-level constructs:

Agent: The agent construct is used to define the behaviour of an intelligent software agent. This
includes capabilities an agent has, what type of messages and events it responds to and which plans
it will use to achieve its goals.

Capability: The capability construct allows the functional components that make up an agent to be

aggregated and reused. A capability can be made up of plans, events, databases and other
capabilities.
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Database: The database construct provides a generic relational database. It has been designed
specifically so that it can be queried using logical members. Logical members are like normal data
members, except that they follow the rules of logic programming. Agents can also use regular Java
data structures for storing information, but the built -in database can generate events when particular
changes occur.

Event: The event construct describes an occurrence that the agent must take an action in response
to.

Plan: An agent's plans are analogous to functions. They are the instructions the agent follows to try
to achieve its goals and handle its designated events.

4 Agent Communication
Our system is a multi-agent system. Agents need to interact to build and manage the student model. As a
consequence our agents require the ability to communicate to one another. JACK provides the infrastructure
of the communication but does not specify a particular language or protocols, hence designers can choose

the most appropriate for their application. We have chosen KQML as our protocol for exchanging
information and knowledge. It is based on speech acts theory as described by Searle [23]. One of the main
reasons for our choice is that all the information for understanding the content of the message is included in

the communication itself. It is defined by the following protocol structure, as outlined by Huhns and
Stephens [13]:
(KQML-performative

<word>
<word>
<word>
<word>
<expression>

:sender
:receiver
:language
:ontology
:content
.)

The performatives in our systems are: evaluate, achieve, monitor, revise, extract, tell, and ask. In JACK the
agents must know one another's name, and when agents that are communicating are running in separate

processes, then the JACK network communications layer needs to be used to allow these processes to

communicate. KQML-speaking agents behave as clients and servers, and communication can be
synchronous or asynchronous.

5 The Architecture
The ability of an Intelligent Tutoring System to deliver appropriate individualised instruction to a student
depends heavily on the type and calibre of the information held about the student in the student model. This
in turn depends on the type and level of sophistication of the knowledge representation used in the system
and on the effectiveness of the methods used to elicit new information about the student and to incorporate

the new information into the student model.

Problems arise when new information conflicts with

information already in the student model; when the student model contains insufficient information for the
tutor to decide on the next instructional step; or when there is uncertainty associated with some of the
information about the student for example, there may be more than one way of interpreting an error made
by a student in terms of what the student knows or does not know. ,There have been many approaches to
dealing with these problems.

A number of studies (e.g. Mizoguchi et al [19], Kono et al [17], Giangrandi and Tasso [9]) have applied

Truth (or Reason) Maintenance Systems (Doyle [7], DeKleer [6]) to overcome the problem of new
information conflicting with old. The TMS identifies the conflicts, which must then be resolved by some
domain specific reasoning system. A TMS must maintain not only the beliefs of the student, but also the
justifications for them, and therefore use of a TMS is computationally very intensive. Huang and McCalla
[12], and Huang [11] have developed a "Logic of Attention", a modification of the TMS which overcomes
the problem of efficiency by focusing only on the parts of the student model and instructional planner that
are relevant to the current sub-goals. Jones and Poole [15] examined how Reiter' s default logic [21] could be
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used to build expert diagnostic systems.

One general approach to coping with uncertain or incomplete information is to assume that student models

do not need to be completely accurate and absolutely precise to be successful. In granularity-based
recognition of students' problem solving strategies the philosophy is that student behaviour can be
recognised at some level of detail, even if this is very coarse (Mc Calla and Greer [18]). In the "fuzzy"
student model approach (eg Hawkes et al [10] and Katz et al [16]), which is grounded in fuzzy set theory, a
student might have partial membership in the set of students who are expert in a particular skill, and partial
membership in the set of students who are less expert in that skill. Alternatively, application of Bayesian

belief networks (e.g. Villano [25], Shute [24], and Reye [22]) deals with the problem of uncertain
information and also facilitates prediction of student knowledge and performance, but most likely at the cost
of extensive knowledge engineering and programming.

Intelligent tutoring systems will, in general, have to provide mechanisms to deal with four interrelated
information modeling problems :

Uncertainty of information,
Incompleteness of information, ie all relevant information may not be known.
Fusion of information, where information is merged from different sources, and

Revision of an existing knowledge base when new information is obtained. This new information
may be inconsistent with the knowledge base.
Information that is uncertain or incomplete may need to be revised as it is refined over time. Hence, revision

of a knowledge base is closely related to modelling both the uncertainty and the incompleteness of
information.

In a previous paper [5] we proposed an architecture in which the problem of conflicting information is
resolved using methods recently developed by Williams [26, 27, 28] based on the AGM paradigm for belief

revision (Alchourron et al [1]). We used possibility theory (see Dubois and Prade [8]) to take care of
uncertain information, nonmonotonic reasoning, in particular Reiter's default logic [21] and the formalism of
Antoniou and Williams [2], to deal with missing information, and Theory Extraction for fusion.

below. It has been modified to take
Our new proposed system architecture is illustrated in Figure
advantage of the agent-based architecture, and consists of the three component agents: the knowledge
1

management agent, the student agent, and the inference agent.

6 The Agents
The Knowledge Management Agent: This agent mainly responds to events which take the form of requests
from other agents. Agents request information regarding such things as domain knowledge, typical errors

and misconceptions, suggestions for the next task to present the student. The domain knowledge is
structured to suit the application at hand and managed by an agent. We are currently exploring two
applications; one based on a mathematical dictionary for schools, The MathProbe2, and a second focusing on
database design for our own courses at the University of Newcastle. An agent that knows about common
student errors and misconceptions has a better chance of diagnosing problems than a system without this
knowledge. The quality of this knowledge is often what sets a good teacher apart. In both the domains that
we have selected this knowledge is well known and widely accepted. For example, students who consistently

place foreign keys in the wrong database table normally do not understand the concept of cardinality of
relationships between entities.
The notion of knowledge granularity has been widely used in the literature (eg. McCalla and Greer [18]). In

our architecture granularity is used in both the domain knowledge and in the set of common errors and
misconceptions. Levels of granularity fit naturally into the agent architecture and can be used to help the
agent choose an appropriate plan.

The Student Agent Each student is assigned an individual agent instantiation. The main objective of this
agent is to manage the evolution of the student model, i.e. a representation of the student' s knowledge about
2 See http://mathresources.com/mathbrow.html
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the domain knowledge and the student' s personal goals and preferences. This model is described using the
following components:
The Student' s Goals using JACK Goals

The Student' s Preferences using the JACK Database,
Explicit Knowledge about the Student based on their performance so far using the JACK Database.

The student agent is autonomous and responds to input from the student.
The Inference Agent: The inference agent manages a team of agents that provide several forms of useful
inference mechanisms and sophisticated reasoning operators. It is not necessary for the agents requesting
knowledge to know how the Inference Agent generates that knowledge. The Inference agent uses slave
agents for deduction3, abduction and induction. The belief revision agent4, possibilistic reasoning agent4,
nonmonotonic reasoning agent4 and theory extraction agent4 rely exclusively on the slave agents.
The student agent' s goals will typically vary from student session to student session, and can be customised
by a third party such as a human tutor. These goals determine the learning strategies and tasks to be used
during a given learning session. The learning strategies together with the database describing the current
state of the agent and its knowledge about the student' s capabilities will largely control the agent' s behaviour.
These strategies are ultimately implemented via an agent that constructs a learning task hierarchy. This
learning task hierarchy is constructed at run time. It can be viewed as a sub-hierarchy of the global task
hierarchy customised using the current student profile. This sub-hierarchy is designed to provide feedback

about the student that can be used to build and manage the student model during a learning session. In
addition, it is used to diagnose student problems and subsequently offer remedial action.

Knowledge
Management
Agent
Inference Agent

Domain
Knowledge

Deduction

Abduction

Student Agent

Induction

Student Goals

Belief Revision
Nonmonotonic
Reasoning
Theory
Extraction

Typical Errors
and
Misconceptions

Preferences

Knowledge Base

Possibilistic
Reasoning

Learning
Strategies
Global Learning
Task Hierarchy
Learning Tasks

Figure 1: An Agent-Based Intelligent Tutoring System Architecture
3

4

See http://ebusiness.newcastle.edu.au/vader
See http://ebusiness.newcastle.edu.au/saten
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7 Conclusions
In a previous work we identified several information modeling problems that arise in Intelligent Tutoring
Systems: change, incompleteness, information integration, and uncertainty. We described an architecture for
an intelligent tutoring system that addressed these problems based on recent developments in knowledge
representation and reasoning in the areas of belief revision, possibilistic reasoning, nonmonotonic reasoning
and theory extraction.

In this paper we described an agent-based design of the architecture based on the BDI framework. The BDI
framework is based on the use of Beliefs, Desires and Intentions. Our architecture is under construction
using an agent oriented programming language called JACK. JACK provides an agent-oriented development
environment. It supports the BDI framework and is built on top of the Java development environment. It not

only provides all the necessary agent infrastructure for our architecture, but it also allows us to use
previously developed Java modules in an agent environment.

The main advantage of using an agent-based approach is that the control module has been eliminated.
Control has successfully been devolved to the agents, i.e. there is no need for a superagent to oversee the
communication and interaction. This leads to better performance and a more customised student learning
session.
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In this

paper, we discuss extension of our educational system that gives

domain-oriented-explanations of programs. A programmer solves problems on a
world where elements necessary to describe the problems and the solving processes

of them (objects in the problems, relation among the objects, and so on) are
represented. We call such a world 'the domain world' of the problem. Our system

has a domain world model and simulates a target program on the model, to
understand behavior of the program. By analyzing the result of understanding, it
generates an explanation. Outputs of our original system are only verbal
explanations. However, when the system explains by using only sentences, some
learners cannot get a concrete image of behavior of the program. Therefore, we are
trying to add a facility of generating explanations by using animations (visual
explanations) to the system. Our extended system can generate both visual and
verbal explanations (bimodal-explanations) in various abstraction levels. We discuss
the method of generating bimodal-explanations from the result of simulation.
Keywords:

1

Intelligent Tutoring System, Programming Education, Algorithm
Animation System, Bimodal-explanation

Introduction

The purpose of our research is to construct an educational system that helps novice programming learners by
explaining domain-oriented-functions of programs. We take Pascal as our target programming language.
Programming is generally carried out in the following process.

Stepl. A programmer understands a problem that must be solved.
Step2. He considers the solving process of the problem on a world where the problem is present. We call such a
world 'the domain world' of the problem. For example, when he considers a solving process of sorting,
he imagines a world in which he pays attention to numerical order such as greater and lesser (we call this
world the world of greater and lesser).
Step3. He implements the algorithm: selects data structures suitable to represent the domain world and translates
the algorithm into a programming language.
Usually, relatively simple problems are set in novice class of programming. So it is rare that learners fail in the
step 1. But they tend to confuse because they cannot distinguish between step 2 and 3. So many novice

programmers cannot find whether the causes of bugs are hidden in the algorithm or in their implementation. On
the basis of this idea, we proposed an educational system explaining programs using vocabularies on a domain
world[2][5][6][7]. Difference of our system from existing educational systems of programming [l][8] is that the
purpose of our system isn't pointing out bugs in learner's programs, but rather helping learners find bugs by
themselves. Our system helps learners in the following way:
To help learners to understand sample programs given by a teacher by explaining them.
To help learners to find and fix bugs in their own programs by explaining the faulty behavior of them.
Our previous system outputs sentences using vocabularies on a domain world as the explanation. However,
when the system explains by using only sentences, some learners cannot get a concrete image of behavior of the
(t) Presently with System Integration Group, VICTOKAI, LTD.
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program. If animations of the behavior of programs are shown with the sentences, learners can easily understand

their algorithms. Therefore, we realize the ability to generate animations (visual explanations) that show
behaviors of the target programs. In this paper, we discuss the way to generate visual explanations for programs
in the domain world of greater and lesser.

Existing algorithm animation systems can be classified into two types: The first one is a system such as
courseware editors embody particular commands to target programs in order to generate visual explanations, like
Zeus[3] and TANGO[9] system. So, this type of systems can generate visual explanations of high quality by
using concrete objects on the domain world. For example, a length of bar is used to concrete values of variables
on the visual explanation of XTANGO system. The second type of system doesn't need embodying particular

command to target programs, like UWPI[4] and tracers. However, this type of systems cannot generate any
visual explanation using concrete objects on the domain world. They can only generate visual explanations
showing structure of data and changes of contents of variables. Our system can generate a visual explanation
using concrete objects on the domain world without embodying any special commands to programs. It generates
visual explanations on the basis of the result of "simulation based program understanding[5]". So it can accept
buggy programs and generate visual explanations of buggy behaviors of the programs. Moreover, it can also
generate verbal explanations on the basis of the result of program understanding.
In the next section, we illustrate an overview of our previous system. In section 3, we point out some functions

necessary to generate an effective explanation by using both verbal explanation and visual explanation (a
bimodal-explanation). In section 4, we describe the method of constructing the bimodal-explanation system.
Then, we show examples of bimodal-explanations by our system.

2
2.1

Our Previous Work
Overview of our previous system

Our previous system is composed of the static analyzer, the simulation based analytical unit and the explanation

unit (Figure 1). In this paper, we omit detail of the system (For further details, please see our previous
papers[2][5][6][7]). The static analyzer parses target programs and analyzes information necessary for the
simulation such as data flow. The simulator simulates target programs, and the observer observes the world
model while simulation, and recognizes some important characteristics of data or patterns of structured data. The
explanation generator generates verbal explanations of target programs.
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Figure 1: Configuration of our system

2.2

(

Figure 2: An example of domain world

Domain world models

We examine programming exercises and classify them into 15 types. We prepare domain world models designed
for each type of exercises [2].
A domain world model consists of four types of elements called 'object', 'property', 'relation among objects'
and 'change'. For example, Figure 2 shows the domain world model of greater and lesser as an example. In order

to recognize specified characteristic or patterns in the domain world, our system has daemon units called
"observer" which are burnt when they are observed. In the Figure 2, the object 'maximum number', 'sorted list'
and property 'length of sorted list' are recognized by observers. There are some cases that some observers take
outputs of the other observers as their inputs. Then the outputs of observers make hierarchy. When a result of
observation is output on the basis of a result of another observer, the former has larger grain-size than the latter
and implies the fact corresponding to the latter.
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Generation of a verbal explanation

2.3

The explanation unit generates verbal explanations of the target program by using results of simulation and
outputs of observers. The results of observations have a hierarchical structure, as mentioned above. The system
generates a hierarchical verbal explanation by using the hierarchical structure (it also uses syntactical structures
of programs). In other words, the system notices the largest grain-sized result of the observation firstly, in order
to generate the verbal explanation. Secondly, if learners request the detailed verbal explanations, the system
generates the explanation using results of observation having smaller grain size. Figure 3 shows the example of
verbal explanations generated by our system. It illustrates the verbal explanation of behavior of a sorting
program on the domain world of greater and lesser. The indentation in the figure means that behavior 1 and
behavior 2 are executed sequentially and that behavior 2 is equivalent to the sequence of behavior 2-1, behavior
2-2, and behavior 2-3. Each Behavior is implemented by a single statement or a sequence of statements. When a
verbal explanation for a behavior implemented by a sequence of statements is clicked, more detailed verbal
explanations showing the way to implement the behavior are displayed.
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Figure 3: An example of the verbal explanation of a target program

Next, we show procedures for generating the hierarchical verbal explanation like Figure 3. An input is a result of
simulation of some statements (For further details, please see our previous paper[7]).
(1).

The case that a certain behavior is implemented by a sequence of statements.

The system observes differences of the states of the domain world model before and after execution of the
sequence of statements. According to these differences, the explanation unit selects a template and generates
verbal explanations for the statement. Now we show an example of a template.
- The case that extension of the sorted list is observed.
The differences are composed of the following three elements.
Object(s) recognized at the state before execution of some statements: a sorted list
: an extended sorted list
Object(s) recognized after execution of the statements
: an extension of the sorted list
Recognized changes of states of objects
A template for the extension of the length of a sorted list is applied (Please see Figure 3).

Template: "Rearrange the [Type of added object] to place [An added object] on [The position of the
insertion] position. As a result, [A sorted list at the after state] [Type of inserted objects] are sorted."
"[]" means a procedure which generates a certain pattern of string.
[An added object]
: A procedure that generates a noun phrase expressing the new object added to the sorted list.
[A sorted list at the after state]
: A procedure that generates a noun phrase expressing the range of the sorted list at the after states.
(2). The case that a certain behavior is implemented by a single statement.
The explanation unit calls each procedure corresponding to types of the statement. The procedures are defined

for each structure of the program like sequential structures, selective structures, iterative structures, an
assignment statement, a statement for input, and a statement for output. Same as the case (1), templates are
prepared for each structure of the program. For example, we show a template of 'if' statement.
Template: "if [explanations of the conditional clause], [explanations of the 'then' clause]
(otherwise [explanations of the 'else' clause]) "
[explanations of the conditional clause]
: The procedure that explains the conditional statement of 'if' statement.
[explanations of the 'then' clause]
: Apply the procedure for generating the verbal explanation to the clause recursively.
[explanations of the 'else' clause]
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: Apply the procedure for generating the verbal explanation to the clause recursively.

Thus, the system can generate hierarchical verbal explanations. When a verbal explanation generated by the
procedure (1) is shown and a learner requests more detailed explanation, the system tries to apply the procedure
(1) recursively to make such an explanation. If it cannot generate any explanation, it applies the procedure (2).

3

Functions necessary to generate an effective bimodal-explanation

In order to construct a system generating effective visual explanations, we have to consider what visual
explanation is effective for learners to understand an algorithm or behavior of a target program. By designing
mock up visual explanations repeatedly, we find that the effective visual explanation has following three
facilities.

(1) The facility to generate visual explanations with various grain-sizes.

When learners learn programming by using a system explaining behaviors of programs, they need various
grain-sized explanations. For example, when a learner wants to grasp algorithm roughly, a large grain-sized

explanation would be effective. On the other hand, when he wants to understand a precise method of
implementation, smaller grain-sized explanations are effective. Moreover, when he wants to diagnose his own
program at a glance, he needs the largest grain-sized explanation. When he wants to find buggy codes, he needs
smaller ones. In order to generate such various grain-sized visual explanations, the system should be able to :
regard a sequence of statements as a blackbox and generate a visual explanation showing its function.
generate a visual explanation showing a function of each statement sequentially.
(2) The facility to explain a function of a program by using both animations and verbal texts.
If a system shows only visual explanations, learners sometimes cannot understand behavior of target programs
clearly, because such learners cannot understand what phenomena are essential. Thus, it is necessary for our
system to have the facility to generate verbal explanations showing a major phenomenon of each step of visual
explanations. Thus our system should have a facility of generating combination of verbal explanations and visual
ones (bimodal-explanations).
(3) The facility to generate explanations on the total effect of a sequence of statements.
Generally, a task is achieved by a sequence of statements, and each sub-task is achieved by each sub-sequence of

the statements. When the system shows a sequence of explanations each of which has a certain grain-size
corresponding to a sub-task, a learner sometimes cannot find the fact that the task has been achieved. In order to
prevent learners from such misunderstanding, the system should show them a verbal explanation remarking the
fact.

4

Methods to realize the functions to generate bimodal-explanations

4.1 Basic ideas
(1)

The method of generating visual explanations on various grain-size.

As we describe in section 2, our system can generate hierarchical verbal explanations. In other words, it can
understand behavior of a target program on various grain-size. And the system holds the result of understanding
as hierarchical data. Therefore we can realize a system generating visual explanations on various grain-size, by
developing a method to generate a visual explanation from a result of understanding.
(2) The method of generating combination of verbal explanations and visual explanations.
Our program understanding mechanism can recognize the major phenomena in the domain world. And we have
already developed a method to generate verbal explanations from the result of program understanding. Thus, if
the system can generate a visual explanation from the result of it by the method (1), it becomes to be able to
generate both visual explanations and verbal explanations remarking major phenomena from common data.

The method of generating explanations on the total effect of a sequence of statements.
By generating an explanation remarking that a task is achieved just after explanations of sub-tasks are finished,
the system can generate explanations on the total effect of the task. The explanations of the task and the sub-task
(3)

can also be generated by the method (1) and (2). For example in Figure 4, just after the explanation
corresponding to the behavior 1-3 is finished, the system generates the explanation corresponding to the behavior
1 as the explanation of the total effect. As a result, the explanation shown in Figure 4 is generated.
In consequence, if we can realize the method (1), the method (2) and (3) can also be realized. Therefore we
discuss the detail of the method (1) in the next section.
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Figure 4: An example of a bimodal-explanation of a total effect

4.2 Generating visual explanations
The system visualizes behavior of the target program in various grain-size. The generated animations are shown
with verbal explanations. The detail of our method to generate verbal explanation is seen in [6], so we omit it in
this paper.

At first, the system starts explaining with the largest grain-size, then shows more detailed explanation on an
action of which detail a learner wants to see.
The methods to draw a step of animation are classified into the following two types:
1) The method of visualization for a function implemented by a single statement.
2) The method of visualization for a function implemented by a sequence of statements.
The detailed process of 1) and 2) is discussed in 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively.

4.2.1 How to generate a visual explanation of a function implemented by a single statement

In order to generate a visual explanation on a statement, we prepare specific procedures for each type of a
statement. The statements of inputting, assignment, selection, and iteration have their individual procedures.

Procedures for inputting statement should be classified into several types in order to generate effective
explanations. For example, the basic function of inputting statement "read (A);" must be "a datum is input to the
variable A". However, showing only the basic function is not always a good explanation. If a meaningful datum
has been stored in the variable "A" before inputting, the system should also explain that the datum is deleted by
the inputting. Therefore, the procedures for inputting statement are classified according to some conditions on
the role of the statement in the target program and the domain world: for example, the condition whether the
datum stored in the destination variable of inputting has been referred before the input sentence or not (if it has
been referred, it must be meaningful).
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Similarly, procedures for assignment statement should also be classified. For example, the basic function of
the statement "A:=B;" is "the datum in the variable B is copied and the copy is written on the variable A". But, if
the datum in B will never be referred after the assignment, the explanation " the datum in B is moved to A" must
be better because it represents the role of the statements more directly. We show an example of a condition to

classify procedures for assignment statement and a procedure corresponding to the condition, by using the
statements illustrated in Figure 5.

The condition and procedure for assignment statement meaning the copying process of objects in a sorting
program is as follows.
Condition: [ the datum in B represents an object in the world of greater and lesser]
and [ B is referred during *2] and [ A is also referred during *1]
Procedure: Seen in Table 1. And the visual explanation generated by the procedure is seen in Figure 6.
Table I also shows the templates for generating verbal explanations in this condition.

Program

A:=
The statement of which a learner
hopes an explanation

A:= B
B:=

*2

Figure 5: An example of an assignment statement in a program

The system doesn't generate visual explanations corresponding to statements of selection and iteration. For
example on "if-then-else" statement, it generates visual explanations corresponding to 'then' block or 'else' block,
while it generates verbal explanations whether the condition part of the statement is true or false. By the verbal

explanation, a learner can understand why the 'then' block or the 'else' block is executed. Templates used to
generate such verbal explanations are not the ones mentioned in 2.3 because of the following reason:

In general, verbal explanations can be abstract. For example, we can explain a sorting process of N
pieces of balls.
Visual explanations must be concrete. For example, the system has to decide how many balls exist in
the domain world in order to draw sorting process.
Therefore, verbal explanations corresponding to visual explanations have to be generated by templates
designed for bimodal-explanation.
Table 1:

order
I

Examples of procedures and templates for generating explanations of an assignment statement

Procedures for generating visual explanations.
Show a ball having an assigned value with a black

Templates of verbal explanations
Focus on [a ball holding an assigned value].

color.
2
3

4
5

6

Show a copy of the ball having the assigned value.
Show a ball assigned the value with a gray color.
Draw an arrow from the copy of the ball having the
assigned value toward the ball assigned the value.
Show the copy of the ball having the assigned value
at an assigned place.
Show a state of end.

Prepare a copy of this ball.
Remove a ball on [an assigned position].

Move the copy of this ball to [an assigned
position].
Move this ball to [an assigned position].

As mentioned above, "[]" in template means a procedure by which a certain pattern of string is generated. The
bimodal-explanation corresponding to a single statement is composed of 3 5 scenes.

4.2.2 How to generate an explanation of a function implemented by a sequence of statements
In order to generate such a visual explanation, the system needs to display the states before/after the function has
been applied. In order to decide designs of both states, the system generates a sequence of visual explanations on
the statements by which the function is implemented. The generated explanations are only stored in a database
without being displayed to a learner. The system picks up the initial state and the final state from the database
and displays them one after another.

In addition, the system also needs to explain an effect of the sequence of statements directly. In order to
generate an explanation of a total effect of statements, the system should generate a verbal explanation
remarking the total effect and a step of animation showing the effect directly. The system can generate the verbal

explanation by applying templates to the result of simulation. In order to generate a step of animation, we
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prepare procedures for visualizing a concept recognized as a result of the simulation. For example, brace and the
words attached to it in Figure.4 (b) are drawn by such procedures. The number of such procedures is nearly equal
to the number of template for the result of simulation (illustrated in 2.3.(1)).

00

°

O

0
Place x:

Place

Focus on the third ball.

O 00

0

O

Place x:

Prepare a copy of this ball.

Remove a ball on a place x

2

3

O

0

O

O

00
Place x:

Place x:

Move the copy of this ball to the place x.

Move this ball to the place x.

4

5

0

1

6

Figure 6: The visual explanation corresponding to each statement

5

Implementation

The system is developed on Unix workstations. The unit of generating bimodal-explanation is implemented by
TcliTk. Now we have finished implementation of procedures generating bimodal-explanations of statements of
input, assignment, selection and iteration. Figure 7 shows an example of bimodal-explanations generated by our
system. The target program is sorting by straight insertion. The system explains the process of sorting five balls
according to their sizes. Figure ? -1 shows the state just after that the smallest ball (in this figure, it is the 4th ball
from the left end) has been found, the ball has been copied to the 'place x', and it has been removed. After that,
the following processes are explained one after another.
The copy of the first ball is moved to the fourth position (Figure ? -2, 7-3).
The ball on the 'place x' is focused (Figure ? -4).
-

The ball on the first place is removed (Figure ? -5).
The ball on the 'place x' is moved to the first position (Figure ? -6, 7-7).

By these explanations, learners can imagine the process that the smallest ball is moved to the first place. The
explanation after Figure ? -8 continues in a similar way. The system also shows the process that the second - fifth
smallest ball is moved to the second - fifth place respectively. Thus, the whole process of the sorting is illustrated.
The original messages generated by our system are Japanese, but we add corresponding English messages to this
figure.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method of generating a bimodal-explanation. Our system accepts the result of
simulation and generates bimodal-explanations. Our current system can deal with only on the domain world of
greater and lesser. Constructing procedures for the remaining types of a statement and applying this system to
other domain worlds will be our future work.
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Place this ball on the fourth position.
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Figure 7: Outputs of our bimodal-explanation system
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This paper described a learning environment for search algorithms. In the
learning environment, learners can build search algorithms by combining several
parts by direct manipulation. Then, the environment diagnoses the algorithms in

order to give feedback about the algorithms. First, the environment judges
whether or not the algorithms are adequate. When the algorithms aren' t adequate,

they are diagnosed using heuristics rules. In the diagnosis, errors in the
algorithms are detected. By using the results of this diagnosis, the environment
can give messages to help the learners revise their algorithms or to motivate
them to build the next type of algorithms. We have already implemented the
learning environment. As a preliminary evaluation of the environment, we asked
13 students to use the environment, and gathered several types of data. As a
result, the experiment suggests that the learning environment is promising.
Keywords: Learning by design, Error diagnosis, Search algorithm

1 Introduction
An effective way to learn procedural knowledge in depth is to make learners apply it to various cases.
However, although the learners may master how to use the procedure through the experience, it is not
enough to answer the question "what the procedure is". Several investigations [1-4] suggested that "learning
by design" is a promising way to promote the learner's understanding about "what that is". For example, in
order to understand a machine in depth, assembling it from its smaller parts is the best way. In the case of the
understanding of procedure, to build up the procedure by trial and error is useful in order to understand it.

This paper reports about a learning environment for learning by design, targeting basic search algorithms
taught in an introduction to artificial intelligence lecture, that is, depth-first search, breadth-first search and
three heuristics searches (best-first, minimum consuming cost, and A algorithm). In the lecture, usually, the
procedure of each search algorithm is taught and learners carry out the searches following the procedures by
hand. Some of them understand the meaning of the algorithms through the practice, but some of them only
memorize the procedures. Our environment provides several parts of the search algorithm as icons. Learners
can assemble them by direct manipulation in the environment. The environment interprets the assembled
parts as a search algorithm and diagnoses it, for example, as to whether it falls into the loop or not. Then, the
environment gives feedback for the algorithm to revise it or to try to build the next one. The tree structures
that are generated as the results of the searches following the algorithm are also presented to the learners.
These feedbacks are necessary to realize learning by design effectively.

In this paper, first, the model of the search algorithm that is the basis of the design of this environment is
described. Then, the configuration and functions of the learning environment are explained. The preliminary
evaluation of the environment is also reported.

2 Interactive Learning Environment of Search Algorithms
Figure 1 shows the configuration of the ILE. It is composed of the interface and reasoning module. In the

interface, learners design and build search algorithms, and receive feedback from the system. In the
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reasoning module, the algorithms are diagnosed and feedback messages for them are generated. The
interface is implemented in Java as a client and the reasoning module is implemented in Prolog as a server.
Therefore, the ILE can be used on the Internet.

In this section, first, the model of search algorithms used in the ILE is described. The modeling is
indispensable for designing the interface for algorithm building and in order to diagnose algorithms. Then,

the interface where learners can build the search algorithms by direct manipulation is presented. The
diagnosis of the algorithms and the feedback generated based on the results of the diagnosis are dso
explained.

Learners

Interface

Reasoning module

direct
manipulation

Learner mode)

It
message windows

feedback

Heuristics rules
adequate algorithm patterns

Figure 1. Configuration of the ILE

2.1 A Model of Search Algorithm
Search algorithms taught in the introductory lecture of artificial intelligence share the same procedure as
follows. Here, both "Open" and "Closed" are lists composed of search nodes.
1) The start node is put into Open.
2) If "Open == []" then "the end of the search is in failure".
3) Pick up one node at the head of Open (the node is called n)
4) If "n == goal" then "the end of the search is in successful".
5) Generate child nodes from n.
6) Put the child nodes into Open.
7) Put n into Closed.
8) Return to Step-2.

The differences between the search algorithms are characterized by the operation of Step 6. For example,
depth-first search is characterized as the algorithm in which the child nodes are put into the head of Open in
Step 6. Breadth-first search is characterized as the algorithm in which the child nodes are put into the tail of
Open in Step 6. In heuristics searches, the way to sort Open is an essential characteristic. In addition, for
every algorithm, the method of selection of child nodes to put into Open is also an element that characterizes
the search algorithms.
In our system, search algorithms are characterized by the combination of the following three list operations
used in Step 6: "selection," "connection" and "sort." There are two types of selection operations: the first is
"to select nodes that are not included in a list," and the other is "to select nodes that are not included in a list
or are lower in cost than the same node in the list." Connection also has two types. The first is "to put nodes
into the head of a list" and the other is "to put nodes into the tail of a list." The referred list is usually Open.
We prepared three types of sorts: "to sort in the order of the consumed cost (minimum consumed cost
search)," "to sort in the order of predicted cost (best-first search) " and "to sort in the order of the total of the
consumed and predicted cost (A algorithm)."
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New Open

Child nodes
not included

Closed

Figure 2. An example of the model of Search Algorithm

Figure 2 shows an example of a search algorithm built by the operations. The lozenge is the operation, and
the rectangle is the list. The parameter that indicates "referred cost" or "head or tail" to specify the operator
is presented at the bottom right of the lozenge. Therefore, Figure 2 means that "the child nodes that are not
included in Closed are put into the head of Open." This is a kind of depth-first search that prunes using
Closed.

Every part described above is necessary to build the search algorithms taught in the introductory lecture to
artificial intelligence. In order to make learners understand search algorithms more deeply, our ILE provides

an environment where learners can build search algorithms freely, and can receive feedback for the
algorithms. In the following section, the ILE designed based on the model of search algorithms is described.

2.2 Building Search Algorithms
The interface for build ing search algorithms is shown in Figure 3 (currently, the interface is written in
Japanese. Explanations in Figure 3 are translated to English for this paper. Japanese version is shown in [5]).
Learners

t

Parameters

1,

a Reset .i; Delete a

1 0 en ii Closed

I Algonthm Building Field i
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[Child nodes ,Connectiori! New On
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,m5sage-d
Let's build another search algorithm.

,

v

,

!Operators 1

Sort

...

....

.Scicction*

%

(Predicted cost I --. I Not included In,L

Connection

11117;d12

Figure 3. The Algorithm Building Field.

build search algorithms in the "building field" by assembling parts provided in the interface. At the bottom
of the Interface, three operators are provided in the lozenges. The parameters specifying the operators are
selected from the menu under the lozenges. The reference lists of the operators are selected from the box at
the upper left. All manipulation in the interface can be done with a mouse. The algorithm in the building
field is a depth-first search without having pruned.
Learners can confirm the algorithm built by themselves in two ways: a written explanation and a trace of the
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search tree. The explanation is generated by interpreting the operations in order of sequence in the building
field. Figure 4 is the explanation of the algorithm shown in Figure 3. A search tree is generated by showing
the trace results in a search space. The search spaces are provided as mazes in the environment. Figure 5 is
an example of search tree that is the results of the search for the maze shown in the right in the figure.

th...
1 The algorithm is interpreted as follows.

Step 5: Generate child nodes from n.
Step 6: Put the child nodes into Open.
Input child nodes.
Then, select nodes that are not included in Open.
Then, connect the selected nodes at the head of
Open.
Then, the list is new open.

Step 7: Putn into Closed

When the above interpretation is OK, push OK or Diagnose button.

OK 1 E Diagom i Can-cell

Figure 4. An Example of Explanation an Algorithm. Figure 5. An example of search tree.

1,esul ,of al;.;.i.fftV.--q2Zr
I The results of algorithm check
This algorithm might fall into the loop.
This algorithm is a kind of the best-first
search.

Algorithms you have already made.
Aisrrnunn-1

Depth-first
Breadth-first
Best-first
Minimum cost
A algorithm

1.I... 7111 t

without pruning
with pruning
without pruning
with pruning
no
no
no

OK

1

Figure 6. An Example of the Results of Problem Diagnosis.

Learners can also ask the system to diagnose the algorithms built in the building field. The reasoning module
has both the adequate combinations of operations and heuristics rules to criticize the algorithms that are not

adequate. By using the adequate combinations, the adequate algorithms can be detected. By using the
heuristics rules, the errors in the inadequate algorithms are detected. If no errors are detected by the
heuristics rules, the reasoning modules can not judge the type of the errors. The heuristics rules are prepared

from the following three points of view: the kind of algorithm, redundancies in the algorithm and the
covering of the search space. An example of messages generated from the results of the diagnosis is shown
in Figure 6. In the following section, the diagnosis of the search algorithms is described.

2.3 Diagnosis of Search Algorithms
In the reasoning module, the algorithms are diagnosed using heuristics rules. The heuristics rules of each
viewpoint are shown in this section.
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23.1 Type of Algorithm
The algorithms built by the learners are categorized by the following heuristics rules.
* When, after child nodes are put into the head of Open, either any nodes are not put into the head of Open
or Open is not sorted, the algorithm is categorized as depth-first search.
* When, after child nodes are put into the tail of Open, either any nodes are not put into the tail of Open or
Open is not sorted, the algorithm is categorized as breadth-first search.

* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of consumed cost, the
algorithm is categorized as minimum consumed cost search.

* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of predicted cost, the
algorithm is categorized as predicted cost search.
* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of the total of consumed cost
and predicted cost, the algorithm is categorized as A algorithm.

When the algorithm has no characteristics checked by the above rules, the kind of algorithm cannot be
specified.

2.3.2 Redundancy of Algorithm

When the algorithms include the following operators, the diagnosis module judges that the operators are
redundant in the algorithms.
* The same operators are used continuously.
* When several operators of sort are used, only the operator of sort used at the end has meaning.
* After using the connecting operator with a list as the parameter, the execution of the selection operation
with the same list as the parameter results in deleting the added nodes.

2.3.3 Covering of the Search Space

Several search algorithms that can be built by learners can not find goals that exist in a search space. The
reasoning module diagnoses whether or not the algorithm can cover the search space, by using the following
heuristics rules.
* When several child nodes which might imply goals are not put into Open, the algorithm might fail to reach
the goal included in the search space.

* When the algorithm that isn't categorized as breadth-first, minimum consuming cost or A algorithm
doesn' t include the selection operator with Closed as the parameter, the algorithm falls into the loop.

2.4 Feedback based on the Diagnosis
Based on the results of the above diagnosis with heuristics rules, the messages to criticize the algorithm are
provided in the interface. Figure 7 shows an example of the messages. When the type of an algorithm is
judged, the type is indicated. When the algorithm includes the redundant operators, the operators and the
explanation of the redundancies depending on each heuristics rule are provided. When the algorithm might
not cover the search space because several child nodes fail to be input into Open, the explanation prepared
for the heuristics rule is shown. When the algorithm might fall into the loop, the possibility of falling into the
loop is indicated.
When the algorithm includes a pruning operation, the fact is also indicated. In the interface shown in Figure
7, to motivate learners to build the next algorithms, the algorithms the learner has made correctly and hasn't
made yet are shown.

3 Preliminary Evaluation
For a preliminary evaluation of the learning environment, we gathered thirty college students and asked
them to use the learning environment. Those who were in the second grade or in the third grade have already
taken the lecture of artificial intelligence. Their participation was voluntary. Before the experiment, we
explained how to operate the environment for ten minutes. Then, we asked them to build search algorithms
in the learning environment for an hour.
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In the experiment, we recorded the following data: (1) the number of algorithms built by the learners, (2) the

number of adequate algorithms, (3) the number of inadequate algorithms that could be diagnosed with
heuristics rules, (4) the number of inadequate algorithms that couldn't be diagnosed, and (5) the number of
types of the adequate algorithms the learner made. The results are shown in Table 1. After the experiment,
we asked four questions: (a) Are you interested in the system? (b) Is the system easy for you to use? (c)
Would you like to use the system more? (d) Do you understand the search algorithms better than before? The
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 1. The results of the students algorithm building.
(1)The total
number of
algorithms

Student
number

No.1

No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No.10
No.11

No.12
No.13

(2)Adequate

(3)Inadequate

algorithms

algorithms

26
24

(5)the type of

(4)Inadequate

the algorithms
algorithms
(be diagnosed) (not be diagnosed)

11

15

0

5

6
6

5

16

10
10

8

0

5

38

17

13

8

5

44
48

13

11

5

10

20
26

12

5

21

8

8

5

3

26

15

9

2

5

23
16
43

14

4

5

5

20
)16
361

5

6

5

1

24

11

8

5

8

12

7

154

143

0
0
64

5

9

5

Table 2 . The Results of Questions.

Qusetion-a
Question-b
Question-c
Question-d

Yes

Maybe
yes

No

No answer

10

3

0

0

1

7

5

0

7

5

0

1

3

3

4

3

In Table 1, the total number of algorithms the learners made was 361, that is, 27.8 per student. The total
number of adequate algorithms was 154, that is, 43 % of the algorithms. The total number of inadequate
algorithms was 207 (57%). The number of diagnosed errors by heuristics rules was 143. This means that the
system could detect the errors in 69 % of the inadequate algorithms. Among thirteen students, eleven
students made every type of algorithm.

In Table 2, the results of Question-a and c suggest that most of the students had interest in the learning
environment. The result of Question-b indicates that the interface is not easy for the students to use. For
Question-d, four students answered "no", and three students didn' t judge, that is, more than half the students
didn' t think they gained a deeper understanding by using the learning environment.

Students made many algorithms in the experiment and they answered that the learning environment was
interesting. In addition most of them could make every type of algorithm. These results suggest that the
learning environment is promising. The answers for Question-b mean we should improve the interface. In
Question-d, Six students thought they got deeper understanding by using the environment, but seven
students didn' t think so. When we gathered students, we told them that we would ask them to use a learning
environment for search algorithms. Therefore, most of the students participating in the experiment might
have confidence about their understanding of search algorithms. This is one reason for the result for
Question-4.
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As for the results, the experiment suggests that the learning environment is promising to be used in the real
world, but the effect couldn' t be confirmed clearly.

4 Conclusions
This paper described a learning environment for learning by design in the case of search algorithms. In the
learning environment, learners can build search algorithms by combining parts by direct manipulation. Then,

the environment diagnoses the algorithms in order to give feedback about the algorithms. First, the
environment judges whether or not the algorithms are adequate. When the algorithms aren't adequate, they
are diagnosed using heuristics rules. The heuristics rules detect errors in the algorithms. By using the results
of this diagnoses, the environment can give messages to help the learners revise their algorithms or to
motivate them to build the next type of algorithms.
We have already implemented the learning environment. As a preliminary evaluation of the environment, we
asked 13 students to use the environment, and gathered several types of data. As a result, the experiment
suggests that the learning environment is promising to be used in the real world and that is promising, but
the effect couldn' t be confirmed clearly. In the next step, we will use the learning environment in class and
evaluate it in a real learning context.
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In this paper, we propose a technique for reducing processing time during program
evaluation, and examine processing time of evaluating programs of which sizes are
relatively large in novice programming courses. We proposed a method of
constructing an automated evaluation system assisting teachers teaching novice
programming. Our system evaluates learners' programs by comparing them with a
standard algorithm representing teacher's intentions. By using our system, teachers
can easily pick up learners' defective programs. We constructed a prototype system,

and examined whether the system can evaluate programs actually submitted by
learners. We confirmed that it could evaluate the programs validly. However we
found that we should improve the processing time after evaluating various programs.

In order to reduce processing time, we extend the matching algorithm using two
ways. As a result, processing time is improved without spoiling the accuracy of
matching. After that, we design a model course of novice programming based on
actual courses in our university. And we examine the relation among program size,
arbitrariness of teacher's intention and processing time. Then we confirm that the

processing speed of our system is fast enough to be used in actual education
environment.

Keywords: educational system assisting teachers, automated evaluation system,
program diagnosis, experimental evaluation.

1. Introduction
By using program diagnosis technique, many programming education systems have been developed[1][2]. Most
of them are designed to help learners, not the teachers. We think it is necessary to help teachers in order to give

learners better advice. It needs much effort for teachers to evaluate many programs. So we constructed a
prototype system assisting teachers teaching novice programming[4]. We have designed a model course on the
basis of actual novice programming education course. Then, we have examined whether the system can evaluate
programs written by learners. We confirmed that it could evaluate the programs validly[5]. However we found
that we should improve the processing time after evaluating various programs. In this paper, we propose a
technique for reducing the processing time (section 3), and examine processing time of evaluating programs of
which sizes are relatively large in novice programming courses, then confirm that the processing speed of our
system is fast enough to be used in actual education environment (section 4).

2. Our previous work
Generally, teachers teaching novice programming arrange goals for their exercises, and set exercises related to
the goals. We call these goals "teachers intentions". They evaluate whether each program submitted by a learner
achieves the goals or not, and advise the learners according to the result of the evaluation. However, it needs
much effort for them to evaluate many programs with various bugs. So we support them by developing an
automated evaluation system classifying programs which perfectly satisfy their intentions, which partially satisfy
their intentions or do extra work, and which don't satisfy their intentions. Therefore they only have to check the
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unsatisfied programs carefully.
We found that most of teacher 's intentions can be represented with standard algorithms to solve exercises. So
we use the standard algorithms for inputting teacher 's intentions. We designed an algorithm representation based

on PAD expression. We call the representation "Extended PAD". By using the Extended PAD, teachers are
allowed to use the following structures in order to represent arbitrariness included in their intentions.
Non-ordering structure: It represents arbitrariness on the order among tasks,
Alternative structure: It represents arbitrariness on method to achieve a goal.

The Extended PAD consists of two types of elements: elements which correspond to a Pascal operation or
control structure, and which correspond to a sequence of Pascal operations. We call the previous elements
"primitive operations", and the other "macro operations".
We developed a method matching learners' programs with a standard algorithm. According to this method,

the system tries to check correspondence of every combination of statements in a learner's program with the
statements in a standard algorithm. If it judges that a statement in a learner's program matches with a statement
in a standard algorithm, it makes a hypothesis on a correspondence of these statements and correspondences of
variables referred by the statements. Then it continues matching the other statements on the basis of the
hypothesis. As the matching process succeeds, the hypothesis grows up. Generally, possible correspondence of
variables is not unique. So the other hypotheses containing the other correspondences of variables are set up at
the same time. According to the result of matching, it outputs its judgement, "perfect match", "partial match" or
"no match" based on the most plausible hypothesis. "Partial match" means that a learner's program doesn't
match with a standard algorithm perfectly, but both the ratio of matched statements to the whole in the learner's
program and the ratio of matched statements to the whole in the standard algorithm are higher than each
threshold we defined.

3. Improvement of processing time
In order to reduce processing time, we should re-consider a method of matching programs. The system outputs
the result of judgement on the basis of the most plausible hypothesis. The others are rejected. So if the system

has an ability to find useless hypotheses on the way during matching process and avoid checking the
correspondence of statements on the basis of the useless hypotheses, processing time must decrease.
So we extend the matching method as follows:

1) When the system intends to make new hypothesis containing correspondence of a new combination of
statements in a learner's program and a standard algorithm, it calculates the ratio of matched statements to the
whole under the assumption that all of the following statements will be matched perfectly. If the ratio cannot
reach the threshold, the system doesn't make the hypothesis and omits the process of matching the following
statements based on the hypothesis.

2) After the system has matched whole statements on the basis of a certain hypothesis, it tries to match
statements on the basis of another hypothesis. In such a case, when the system finds that the ratio of matched
statements to the whole cannot reach the ratio of previous trial, under the similar assumption to 1), it stops
matching the following statements.

As a result, processing time is improved without spoiling the accuracy of matching. We confirm that
evaluation of programs is not changed by the extension. Table 1 shows improvement of processing time
necessary to judge the programs. Exercise (1), (2) and (3) are illustrated in Table 2. The computer system used

for both experiments before and after the extension is an Engineering Workstation JU2/2300 (CPU: Ultra
SPARC-II (300MHz) * 2, SPECint95: 12.3, SPECfp95: 20.2, Operating System: SunOS5.6, Made by: Japan
Computer Corp.).

Table 1: Improvement of processing time.
Number of programs
Exercise(1)
Exercise(2)
Exercise(3)

42
56
49

Average time of processing [sec/program]
Before extension
After extension
184.98
1.57
1.43
0.13
109.06
1.10

4. Applicability of our system to actual education environment
In order to discuss applicability of our system to actual scene in education, we design a model novice
programming course based on actual courses in our university[5]. The exercises in the course are seen in Table 2.
We use programs submitted by learners in the actual courses of our university.

We write each standard algorithm' of exercise within the following restriction: the number of steps of
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Extended PAD must be less than twice the number of steps of a standard program for corresponding exercise.
The reason is that teachers don't prefer writing more detailed standard algorithms because of their costs.
The computer system used for this experiment is also the Engineering Workstation JU2/2300.
Table 2: The exercises in the model course.
Exercise(1)
Exercise(2)
Exercise(3)
Exercise(4)
Exercise(5)
Exercise(6)

There are several birds and tortoises. Find the number of them when the following conditions are given:
(I) Sum of the heads of birds and tortoises. (2) Sum of the legs of birds and tortoises.
A character datum that is an uppercase character will be input by user. Convert it to lowercase.
A hexadecimal number will be input by user as two digits of character datum "0-9" or "A-F'. Convert it to a decimal number.
Solve an equation "ax^3+bx^2+cx+d=0" by using the Newton method.
Sort integer data in an array by using the straight selection sort algorithm.
Solve simultaneous equations by using the Gaussian elimination.

4.1 Result of experiment
In order to evaluate processing time, we must consider the following factors: program size of standard
algorithms and one of learners' programs, arbitrariness of teacher's intentions, judgement of learners' programs.
Therefore we examine the relation among these factors and processing time. Table 3 shows:
- Program size of a standard algorithm and arbitrariness of teacher 's intention.
- The number of learners' programs and average of their program size.
- Judgement of learners' programs, and the average processing time.
We measure the program size by the number of statements, blocks and variables, and the arbitrariness by the
number of alternative structures and non-ordering structures including a standard algorithm. The judgement
means the number of learners' programs that are judged "perfect match", "partial match" and "no match" by our
system.

As program size increases, the number of combination of statements in a learner's program with the
statements in a standard algorithm also increases. At the worst case, the number of the combination increases
proportionally to factorial of number of the statements. However Table 3 shows gentler increasing. From the
result, we think our extended matching method works well. Exercise (4) needs rather long processing time. We
think that the number of statement per block is larger than the other exercises, and most of statements in the
block have dependencies, i.e. a variable assigned some value by an assignment statement is often referred in the
following statements in the same block. In such a case, the system must compound formulas and the process of
compound needs rather long time. However, we check how often such an exercise appears in actual textbook[3]
for novice programming and find that only one exercise.

Table 3: Relation among ro am size, arbitrariness of standard algorithm and processing time.
Learners' programs

Standard algorithm
Number of:
VariAlterBlocks
native
ables

Statements

(I)

5

1

4

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

4

1

2

11

5

4

9
10
10
10
10
10
10

4
4
4

5
5
5

4
4
4
4

5
5
5

28
28

12
12

11

(6)

5

11

ProNonordering grams
0
0
0
0
0
1

2
3

0
0

0
I1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

2

0

0

42
56
49
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

24
24

Average of:
VariStateBlocks
ments
ables
1.4
9.2
9.1
9.3
2.1
3.1
19.7
7.7
5.9
2.0
6.6
9.9
5.1
9.8
4.0
4.0
5.1
9.8
4.0
5.1
9.8
5.1
9.8
4.0
4.0
5.1
9.8
4.0
5.1
9.8
27.3
11.8
11.0
11.0
27.3
11.8

Judgement of
Learners' programs
Number of:
No
Perfect Partial
match match match
0
3

4
17

0

0

7

1

38
36
49
6
3

2

10
10
10
10
10
9

1

11

1

11

12
12

1
1
1

1
1

3

3
3
3
3

Processing
time
[sec/program]
0.96
0.30
1.50

6.23
0.30
0.31
0.43
0.44
0.35
0.52
9.87
31.00

(*)(4)
(*)
(*)
(*)

(8)
(#)
(*)
(*)

We evaluate our system on anothcr standpoint. As arbitrariness of teacher 's intention increases, possible
combinations of statements in a learner's program with the statements in a standard algorithm also increase. We
prepare some standard algorithms for the exercise (5) and (6), and process actual programs of learners. The result
is seen in the lines with (*) and (#) in Table 3.
We prepare a standard algorithm including three alternative structures representing two methods to achieve a
goal. At the worst case, the number of combination of statements in a learner's program with the statements in
the standard algorithm increases 8 (=2^3) times. However Table 3 shows 1.5 times increasing. We also measure
processing time by using a standard algorithm of exercise (6) including 11 alternative structures representing two
methods. Although it seems that processing time increases 2048 (=2^11) times, Table 3 shows only 3 times
increasing. Similarly, on exercise (5), we prepare a sample of Extended PAD including 2 non-ordering structures

1
71
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representing arbitrariness on the order between two tasks. In this case, it seems that processing time increases 4
(=--(2!)^2) times. However Table 3 shows 1.8 times increasing. We think that the reason why the processing time
isn't so increased is that our extended matching method works well. When our system evaluates using standard
algorithms that include alternative structures or non-ordering structures, useless hypotheses are rejected at earlier
stage of matching process.
In the next section, considering the result shown in Table 3, we discuss applicability of our matching method
to actual education.

4.2 Estimation of processing time for actual exercises in novice programming
We survey model programs in a textbook[3], and write standard algorithms considering alternative coding
methods or alternative order of statements. Then we investigate the program size, numbers of alternative
structures and numbers of non-ordering structures. The result is seen in Table 4.
We can regard that our matching algorithm processes even programs belonging to the most complicated class
in actual education within practical processing time. The reasons are as follows:

- The number of statement in programs of high level is less than the exercise (6) on average. And the largest
number of statement is equivalent to the exercise (6).
- The number of alternative structure is almost 4 for programs of middle or high level.
- The number of non-ordering structure is less than 2.

- Therefore we think that our system can evaluate the most complicated program in the textbook with
-

processing time similar to exercise (6) (31.00s/program).
In fact, if a teacher takes care of 100 students in a class, the time necessary to evaluate their programs by our
system is only 50 minutes or so. We think this is practical enough.
Table 4: Program size of exercises in a standard textbook of novice programming.
Exercise

Basic level
Middle level
High level

(the four rules of arithmetic, etc.)
(sorting, etc.)
(searching trees, etc.)

Number of
programs

Number of
statements

34

8.5
17.9

4.0

14

20.9

3.5

19

Non-ordering
structures

Alternative structures
Iteration
Others
1.1

0.2
0.5
0.3

1.2
1.1
1.1

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we extend our matching algorithm to improve the processing time. Through the examinations and

the discussion about processing time, we confirm that our system can evaluate actual programs in novice
programming in practical time. Now, we are constructing a graphical user interface for describing standard
algorithm. We will evaluate usability of our system after constructing it.
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This paper presents a method of implementing an evaluating assistant system
that supports teachers' evaluation work of students' programs using case-based
reasoning. The target evaluation tasks are to judge whether a student's program

satisfies the requirements of the given problem and to give advice for the
student's program. The case-based evaluating assistant system compares a
program submitted by a student with evaluation cases in the case-base. If some
case matches the program, the system applies the judgment and advice on the
case to the program. We implemented a case-based evaluating assistant system
for novice programs written in an assembly language based on the proposed
method. The implemented system was utilized for actual classes and the results
showed that the system reduced the teachers' evaluation work drastically.

Keywords: program evaluation, programming classes, supporting teachers,
case-based reasoning.

1 Introduction
This paper describes a method of supporting teachers' evaluation work of students' programs. In
programming education, programming exercise courses play an important role, because writing programs is
indispensable to learning programming. In programming exercise classes, however, the teacher's loads of
evaluation tend to be very heavy because the teacher has to read so many programs and reports. We aim to
implement a computer system as an evaluating assistant that supports the teachers' evaluation work.
There are two approaches to the evaluation of students' programs. The first one is to diagnose programs and
give advice by knowledge-based program recognition [1]-[3]. Most of the systems based on the approach
require a huge amount of knowledge on bugs, and it would be difficult to constitute the systems practically.
The second approach is to support teachers' evaluation work [4]. This approach may not necessarily aim at

automating the evaluation work. It aims at implementing practical systems by limiting computers'
evaluation work. We took the second approach.

We consider the program evaluation work as collaboration between teachers and computer systems and
propose an evaluating assistant model of programs. We also propose a framework of the case-based
evaluating assistant system.

2 Target Task and Evaluating Assistant
2.1 Task of Program Evaluation
The target evaluation tasks of a student's program are the following two tasks: (1) the first task is judging
whether a student's program satisfies requirements of the given problem. When teachers set problems, they
have educational intentions about what students should learn, namely concepts, algorithms, instructions and
so on. Teachers read students' programs to see whether the educational intentions are achieved. Therefore,
teachers accept a student's program when the program satisfies requirements of the given problem. The first
task is defined on the assumption that students have to submit their programs over and over until their
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programs are accepted. (2) The second task is giving written advice. Teachers give advice to students
whether they accept a program or not: teachers give advice about the reasons why the program is rejected,
and advice about bettering the program even if the program is accepted.

2.2 Evaluating Assistant of Programs
illustrates an evaluating assistant in the electronic submission environment of programs. The
1
evaluating assistant pre-evaluates submitted programs and a teacher can refer to the results when he or she
evaluates the programs. If the teacher trusts the evaluating assistant, the results from the assistant can be sent
to students directly. Such an evaluating assistant is expected to save a teacher a lot of time and energy.
Figure

The output of the evaluating assistant consists of evaluation results, their reasons and the degree of
confidence. The evaluation results include the judgment of acceptability (accept or reject) and written advice.
The degree of confidence is one of surely, probably or unknown. When the degree of confidence is unknown,
evaluation results and their reasons are not given.

The evaluation results of the assistant are required to be always correct when the degree of confidence is
surely. If so, the results of the assistant with surely confidence can be sent to students directly, in other words,
teachers can trust the evaluating assistant.

The evaluating assistant should have the capability to learn. The final results of the teacher's evaluation are
available for the learning. If the assistant is capable of learning, almost the same programs as ones which the
assistant has evaluated incorrectly, are expected to be evaluated correctly in the future.
The assistant gives evaluation
results, their reasons and the
degree of confidence.

Evaluating assistant
Submitted
programs

Submitted
programs and the
assistant's output

Submit

Teacher's

Student's
interface
(Client)

Evaluation
results

Support system of

4-Evaluate

interface
(Client)

submission and

1

I

Database of
submitted programs

If the teacher trusts the
assistant, evaluation results
are sent automatically.

Figure 1 Evaluating assistant of programs

3 Case-based Evaluating Assistant
The case-based reasoning approach is one of the best approaches to implement an evaluating assistant
described in Section 2.2. Case-based reasoning systems make use of stored past cases directly in solving
newly presented problems [5]. The case-based evaluation of programs is defined as "if some evaluation case
of a program whose implementation is the same as the newly given program, then the evaluation results on
the case are applied to the given program".

3.1 Representation of Cases
A case for the case-based evaluating assistant consists of retrieval information, problem description, solution
description and maintenance information.
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(1) The retrieval information includes problem identification that the program is written for and features of
the program. The features of the program depend on target programming languages. For example,
numbers of if-statements, while-statements and other statements are available in the case of language C.
(2) The problem description in the domain of a program evaluation task is a program list itself. A program
list should be represented as a normalized form [2], or a generalized form [6], because there are many
variations of program lists for the same implementation.
(3) The solution description includes the judgment of acceptability and written advice.
(4) The maintenance information includes a teacher's name and the date of adding or updating the case.

3.2 Processes of Case-based Program Evaluation
The processes of case-based program evaluation are the following:
(1) Problem analysis: The retrieval information is extracted from a student's program list.
(2) Case retrieval: Cases are retrieved using information generated by analyzing a given program. Cases that
have no possibility of matching the given program should be pruned here.

(3) Evaluating and selecting cases: Evaluating cases is the process of matching a given program against

cases. The purpose of the process is to investigate whether the given program has the same
implementation as the cases, or not. All candidates of cases are evaluated and the best match case is
selected. The method of matching programs depends on the target programming languages.

(4) Applying and adapting cases: If there is a case that matches the given program, the judgment of
acceptability on the case is applied to the given program. In addition, advice sentences on the case are
available for the given program, although the sentences should be adapted for the given program. If no
case matches the given program, the judgment and advice is not generated.

3.3 Case-base Maintenance
The maintenance of the case-base is performed using teacher's final evaluation results. One of the most
important maintenance tasks is adding new cases when the evaluation results of the assistant are different
from the teacher's. New cases are also added when the confidence of the evaluating assistant is not surely.
More advanced maintenance, e.g., generalizing, specializing and forgetting cases [7], may be needed in
order to refine the case-base.

4 The Evaluating Assistant System for Assembly Language Programs
Based on the proposed idea, we implemented a case-based evaluating assistant system for novice programs

written in an assembly language [6]. The target assembly language is CASL which is adopted in
examinations for information-technology engineers certified by the Japanese ministry of international trade
and industry.

4.1 Implementations Depending on The Target Language
In this section, implementations depending on the target language CASL are described.
(1) Evaluating the program's action: Before the case-based program evaluation, the assistant system tests the

action of a submitted program using prepared sample data. Only programs executed correctly are
evaluated by case-based reasoning [6].

(2) Case representation: Although cases are represented in the form described in Section 3.1, no features
except for a program ID are used for the retrieval information. A program list in a case is represented in
CASL itself, or its generalized form that we defined [6].

(3) Case retrieval: The implemented system retrieves all cases whosc problem ID is the same as a given
program. That is to say, the system does not prune candidate cases.

(4) Case evaluation (program matching): The program matching process aims at making consistent
-

-

correspondences of instructions, labels and registers between a case and a student's program [6]. If the
following condition l is met, the case matches the given program.
Condition 1: All instructions of the case correspond to instructions of the given program, and all
instructions that correspond to nothing do not affect to the program's action.
Especially, if the following condition is satisfied, it is called a "perfect match":
Condition 2: Instructions of the case and the given program correspond one-to-one and the
differences of the order of corresponding instructions are trivial.
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If the best match case meets condition2, surely is assigned as the degree of confidence. If the best
match case meets condition) but not condition2, probably is assigned. In the other cases, that is, when
no case meets the condition 1, unknown is assigned.

4.2 Experimental Results
The implemented assistant system was utilized for actual classes of the CPU and assembly language course
at our university in 1999. Seventy-three sophomore students in the department of computer science took this
course. Problems presented in classes of the course are the following: (P1) select bigger of the two given
integers, (P2) sum the given N integers, (P3) select the maximum of the given N integers, (P4) rotate N bits
to the right and (P5) check the correspondence of "(" and ")".
Table l summarizes results of using the assistant system. The following are found from Table 1:

The values of (f) show that the implemented case-based assistant system achieves sufficiently high
accuracy of judgments. Furthermore, the accuracy of the case-based assistant system satisfies the
requirements described in Section 2.2, because it is a hundred percent in cases of surely confidence.

The -values of (g) show that the ratios of available advice without modifying are not as high as the
accuracy of judgments, although it is fairly high.
Because teachers do not need to evaluate the acceptability when the case-based assistant system outputs

evaluation results with surely confidence, it is estimated that the system reduces the teachers'
evaluation work by percentages shown as (h). In other words, by using the assistant system, the
evaluation work of teachers is reduced by 60 to 90 percent depending on problems.

These results demonstrate that the case-based assistant system is very effectual in reducing teachers'
evaluation work. Still, there is room for improvement in the capability to generate written advice.
Table 1 Evaluation data of the assistant system based on practical use in classes

(a)Cases saved in the case-base

P1

P2

P3

P4

15

10

29

34

38

156

157

P5

(b)Submitted programs

119

119

140

(c)Programs rejected by checking their action

44

39

44

54

79

(d)Programs evaluated by the assistant system with surely confidence

62

72

72

67

46

8

3

5

5

0

100
(100)

97.4
(100)
88.3
(90.3)

100
(100)

(64.2)

100
(100)
91.3
(91.3)

75.0

65.7

59.0

( c)Programs evaluated by the assistant system with probably confidence

(f)Judgment accuracy of the assistant system (%)

(g)Ratio of available advice generated by the assistant system without

92.9

modifying (%)

(100)

100
(100)
69.3
(72.2)

(h) ((d)/((b) (c))x 100 (%)

92.7

90.0

66.7

( ) : values for programs evaluated by the assistant system with surely confidence only.

5 Conclusions
We have proposed a concept of a program evaluation assistant and a method of implementing the assistant
by case-based reasoning. Based on the method, we implemented a system for a simple assembly language
CASL and used it in actual classes; the results demonstrated that the system reduced teachers' evaluation
work drastically. We plan to improve the modification functions of advice sentences (written advice) and the
method of the case-base maintenance. This research was supported in part by the Japanese Ministry of
Education Grant No.11680400 and No.12780293.
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This paper describes the development and evaluation of a Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) system for supporting the writing of technical

Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical
Japanese texts, cohesive expressions are used as cue words. The rules for
analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely
cohesive expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to
learn to write technical Japanese texts is developed using Natural Language

Processing (NLP) techniques. The main functions of the system are:
automatically detecting headlines and cohesive expressions in technical
Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW, and extracting
examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system

evaluation show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on
extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines by using the revised rules set
proposed in this study. Furthermore, two evaluation experiments are conducted
to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is evaluated in terms of
subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the two
experiments, respectively. The results of the study show that the instructive

effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also shows that the
system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese
language learning.

Keywords: Computer Assisted Language Learning, Natural Language
Processing, evaluation, technical Japanese texts

1 Introduction
The aim of this research was to construct a Japanese learning environment for foreign students on the
Internet. For students in science and technology universities, there is little time for enrolling in a regular
Japanese language course, which involves spending a lot of time on experiments, studies and research, etc.
The Internet environment is provided in almost all laboratories and can become an excellent virtual learning
environment if there is a -Japanese learning system which can be accessed on the Internet anytime and
anywhere. The Internet has stimulated many new approaches to language instruction and learning, and it
provides a great opportunity to learn one of the most important skills, writing. This is especially true for
students in the science and engineering fields who need to write technical texts.
However, almost all CALL systems are concerned with learning how to improve one's reading and listening
skills. Few systems are concerned with writing because of the difficulty of implementing an analysis of
sentences typed by students who need to learn to phrase their own sentences freely without following any
predefined rules. More and more researchers, therefore, use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to analyze learners' typed sentence [9][161 Recently, NLP techniques designed for use with CALL have
attracted special attention (see, for example, [21][22], etc.), as this is expected to help improve writing skills.
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Yang and Akahori [28][29] developed a Japanese writing CALL system using NLP techniques which can be
used for learning and producing the Japanese passive voice on the WWW. Comparison of two Web-based

CALL systems showed that the method of 'free input' and 'feedback corresponding to learners' typed
sentence' is better than the method of 'multiple choice' and 'feedback that only displays the correct answer'
[31]. Furthermore, an evaluation of the learning histories of the subjects who have actually used the system
through the Internet shows that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy and instructional effectiveness
[29]. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CALL system for writing using NLP techniques on
the Internet.

Having sufficient vocabulary and grammatical knowledge is important when learning a foreign language.
However, although vocabulary and grammatical rules are provided for correct sentence building in a foreign
language, this knowledge alone is not enough. Being able to form correct sentences is by no means enough
when it comes to expressing complex thoughts. The major problem for most foreigners learning Japanese is,
apart from the writing system, the building of sentences: that is, knowing the corresponding words, the
postfixes signaling the word's function (de, ni, etc.) and the position of the words (verbs final form). It is of
paramount importance to learn how to structure one's thoughts: i.e., how to make an outline, how to signal
the relative importance of a piece of information, and how it relates to the whole. Therefore, in order to write
or to comprehend a structured sentence, it is necessary to learn how to associate sentences, in addition to
having a good command of vocabulary and grammar. The connection between sentences can be described as
conjunction of adjacent sentences, which is an important criterion for writing a good text as per research in
cohesion or discourse structure [1] [3][13][17][26]. Unfortunately, discourse structure is not amenable to
single-sentence grammatical analysis, because there are no 'discourse grammars' [11].
Many methods concerning the analysis of discourse structure have been proposed in previous related works.
Mann and Thompson's [18][19] rhetorical structure theory (RST) is an influential theory of text structure
that is being extended to serve as a theoretical basis for computational text planning. RST postulates that a

set of about 25 relations suffices to represent the relations that hold within normal English texts. Most
relations have a cue word or phrase which informs the listener how to relate the adjacent clauses. RST can

be applied to a computational model. There have been attempts at text generation using RST for the
implementation of a prototype of the theory [10][20]. Cue words are also widely used in the identification of
rhetorical relations among portions of a text [8][15][24]. Hobbs claims that coherence in conversations and

in texts can be partially characterized by a set of coherence relations, which are classified into four
categories. Hovy [10] collected and taxonomized the discourse segment relations; this set of relations
contains three taxonomies of approximately 120 relations. Hirschberg and Litman [7] also summarize the
proposed meanings of items classed as cue words in six computational and linguistic treatments.

In most of these earlier works, emphasis was put on the knowledge that is necessary for recognizing
discourse structure. The problem of inference based on that knowledge was also emphasized. However, this

does not mean that knowledge can be constructed easily from information available on computers.
Constructing common knowledge to implement a practical system is often beyond the capabilities of current
NLP techniques. Kurohashi and Nagao [14] proposed an automatic method for detecting discourse structure
by checking surface information in text sentences. The information included 'clue expressions', 'occurrence
of identical/synonymous words/phrases', and 'similarity between two sentences'. Their result indicates that,
in the case of technical Japanese texts, considerable portions of discourse structure can be identified by
incorporating the three types of surface information.

Since there are few practical CALL systems that use discourse analysis, the purpose of this study is to
develop such a system for helping learners to write technical Japanese texts on the WWW. Section 2
describes the implementation of the system using NLP techniques. The authors took a similar approach to
Kurohashi and Nagao [14], namely using surface information in texts. The rules for analyzing technical
Japanese texts are based on micro-level (cohesive expressions) and macro-level (headlines) information.
Section 3 describes the study that evaluates the effectiveness of the system in two experiments.

2 Implementation of the system
2.1 Method
The combination of cohesive expressions and headlines are employed in the implementation of the system.

To examine discourse structure of technical Japanese texts, the classification of basic expressions by
Yamazaki et al. [27] is adopted in this study. The reason for this is that their classification covers most of the
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elements of technical Japanese texts. Based on their findings, the authors have classified cohesive
expressions into 15 categories as follows: comparison, contrast, analogy, cause and reason, basis,
composition and enumeration, presentation, definition, classification, hypothesis and conditions, change of
state, process of change, change with prerequisites, means and methods, selection. The total number of
expressions is 82. All of the expressions are converted into regular expressions to make the rules. In all, 654
distinctions in the regular expressions were extracted from the 15 categories of cohesive expressions. These
formed 654 original rules, which are used in the process of analysis.
There are two patterns of rules: one is for 'simple pattern matching' and the other is for 'discourse analysis'.
The former, called rule set A, is written as a regular expression form and the latter, called rule set B, is
written as a regular expression combined with the result of morpheme analysis and syntax analysis. The rule
in rule set B is written in a more restrictive form to improve the accuracy of discourse structure analysis. For
example, if a sentence is applied to rule set A, it is then analyzed by the morpheme analysis and syntax
analysis and the result will be matched to rule set B.

There are many text books on good writing, which nearly all contain a lot of material concerning the
different kinds of categories or conceptual bricks at the discourse level out of which texts are built (see, for
example, [4][5][6][12][25][26]. However, it is difficult to detect the text structure by just using their
framework because it is too extensive and the varieties of different formats used by people for building
technical texts too numerous. Instead of predefined framework, headline is used as macro-level information

in this study. There are several reasons why the authors decided to use 'headline' instead. First, a
well-chosen headline allows the reader to infer the text structure. Second, different formats of texts can be
analyzed independently of the texts' style by using the headline. Third, it is easier to understand when the
headline is displayed rather than a tree structure because the headline is a part of the original text.

2.2 The discourse structure analysis module
The discourse analysis module of the system contains 'simple pattern matching', 'morpheme analyzer',
`syntax analyzer', and 'discourse analyzer' components. First, the headlines are extracted and the Japanese
texts are divided into sentences using several heuristic rules. Then all the sentences in all texts are matched
with all the rules in the 'simple pattern matching' component. The 'rules for pattern matching' is used
during the process of pattern matching. Because of the exclusive character of almost all of the rules, they are
Written in order of frequency to reduce the running time on the computer. The frequency of rules is made
from the 'rules corpus'. The present system analyzes Japanese text sentences with the morpheme analyzer
and syntax analyzer to check the dependency of sentences in the case grammar. Therefore, each cue word in
the rules is not only matched against the word itself, but also against the 'parts-of-speech' of the cue word.
Only sentences that match the rules written in restrictive form are needed for morpheme analysis and syntax

analysis. This takes into consideration the problem of computer running time. The 'rules for discourse
analysis' is matched again in restrictive form after the process of syntax analysis. The additional information
(parts-of-speech, tense, etc.) is checked to identify the cohesive expressions, especially in the case where one
sentence is matched with two or more rules.
Figure 1. One screen shot of discourse structure analysis
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The learning page shows a list of technical Japanese texts. Learners can choose any one text by clicking the
hyperlink on the list. When learners choose one of the texts from the list, headlines of the selected text are
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analyzed and displayed first to help learners grasp the whole text structure. Secondly, learners can click on
the headline of any part of the text that they want to read. Then the original sentences corresponding to the
headline are displayed with the extracted cohesive expressions. The cue words in the cohesive expressions
are displayed in color to enable learners to focus on it more easily. Learners can click on any cue words to
further find out the cohesive expressions corresponding to the sentences. They can also refer to examples
that correspond to the cohesive expressions from the 'examples corpus'. Figure 1 shows one screen shot of
the system (text source: [14]). As shown in this figure, the headlines of the Japanese text are analyzed and
displayed on the left side of the browser. The headlines show the structure of the text. On the right side, the
original sentences corresponding to the selected headline are displayed on the upper part with the cohesive

expressions extracted and a link made. When the cue word lotoniyorr (in the first line of the third
paragraph) is clicked, the matched cohesive expressions are displayed on the bottom right side of the
browser.

2.3 System evaluation of the discourse structure analysis module
A system evaluation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the discourse structure analysis module on

24 technical Japanese texts. The system evaluation is designed for text analysis in two stages (pattern
matching in Stage 1 and discourse analysis in Stage 2). The analysis consists of 3 items on both stages:
headline extraction, cohesive expression extraction and frequency of the rules. The accuracy ratio of the
headline extraction in Stage 1 is 95.22% on average. After a heuristic rule is added, the result of the headline

extraction using the revised rules in Stage 2 gained an exceedingly high accuracy rate of 99.17%. The
accuracy of the cohesive expression extraction in Stage 1 is 70.23% on average. On the other hand, the
accuracy in Stage 2 improved to 92.70% on average. This result shows that using the rules combined with
morpheme analysis and syntax analysis gained a higher degree of accuracy than only using the rules of
simple pattern matching. After the cohesive expression extraction, the frequency of rules is calculated. The
result of 'frequency of the rules' is saved to the 'rules corpus'. The order of frequency is taken as the order
of the rules to reduce the running time on the computer.

2.4 The system for supporting technical Japanese texts writing
A CALL system is developed to help learners in the writing of technical Japanese texts. The system is
implemented in terms of headlines and cohesive expressions, which is based on the method of the discourse
structure analysis module. For headlines supporting, a connection between headline and texts corresponding
to the headline is made automatically. Learners can click on any headline to immediately link to the content

of texts corresponded to it. For cohesive expressions supporting, examples with the selected cohesive
expressions are automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. Learners can refer to
these examples to help them improve their writing skills.
The flow of the system is as follows:

(1) Learners register themselves to use the system. An ID number is given after registration. The ID
number is used to identify the learner because a log of all learning histories is registered during the
operation of the system.
(2) The page for headlines input is appeared. Learners can free input their headlines here. When learners
completed their construction of headlines, each headline is automatically linked and displayed on the
left side of the browser. The left side of Figure 2 shows an example of linked headlines.
(3) When learners choose one of the headlines, a text box is appeared on the top right side of the browser.
Learners can compose their texts corresponded to the clicked headline in the text box. The top right
side of Figure 2 shows an example of texts input.
(4) When learners click on the 'basic expressions' button on the bottom right side of the browser, the
categories of cohesive expressions is appeared on a new page. Each category is classified further into

sub-categories. When learners choose one of the sub-categories from the list, examples are
automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts and the result is displayed on the
bottom of the browser. Figure 3 shows that examples are displayed corresponded to the selected
sub-category of cohesive expressions.
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3 The study
Two evaluation experiments were conducted to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is
evaluated in terms of subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the experiment 1 and
the experiment 2, respectively. Thirty-three subjects participated in the experiment 1; the other seven
subjects participated in the experiment 2. The subjects almost use the WWW and computer everyday.

3.1 Experiment 1
The purpose of the experiment 1 was to examine the functions of the system in terms of subjects' intuitive
impression. Therefore, the experiment was designed to make a comparison between the system with the
popular and well-known word processor: the MS-Word. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to
look at the operation of the system and the MS-Word using video for duration of 10 minutes. The subjects
were informed that they would be asked to fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the two
systems. The questionnaire consisted of 3 categories: items of technical sentences writing, items of general
sentences writing, and items of system operation. The subjects were asked to rate 24 items on a 5-point scale.
The subjects were also asked to make comments on the system.
Figure 4 shows the rating of the system and the MS-Word for each item with the 3 categories in experiment
1 and 2. The result of the experiment 1 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on

all of the items of technical sentences writing. For those items of general sentences writing and system
operation, the result shows that the MS-Word obtained a higher rating than the system or there was no
significant difference on the two systems. However, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word
on items 18 (`Sentences can be efficiently made') and 15 (It is suitable for learning').
Comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is necessary
to involve the functions to access other objects, such as figures, tables and numerical expressions, etc. Since
the system is emphasized on the discourse analysis of technical Japanese texts using NLP techniques, the
target of the system is limited to 'texts'. However, figures, tables and numerical expressions are important
components of technical texts. Therefore, development of such visual tools for supporting these objects is
expected.

3.2 Experiment 2
The result of the experiment 1 suggests that the system is preferred to the MS-Word on technical texts

writing. However, actual usage of the system is not evaluated. Therefore, in order to examine the
effectiveness of the system in terms of actual usage of the system by foreign students, experiment 2 was
conducted. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to compose a technical Japanese text using the
system. The subjects were asked to write sentences concerning their specialization instead of a given task
because a variety of subjects' different fields. After the composition is completed, the subjects were asked to
fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the system and the MS-Word. The questionnaire is
identical to experiment 1, which is divided into 3 categories. Finally, the subjects were interviewed based on
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their response to the questionnaires.

From Figure 4, the result of the experiment 2 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the
MS-Word on all of the items of technical sentences writing, which is consistent with the result of experiment

1. For those items of general sentences writing and system operation, the result shows that the subjects
preferred the system, or the MS-Word or there was no significant difference on the two systems. Comparing
this result to experiment 1, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on items 18 (`Sentences

can be efficiently made') and 15 (`It is suitable for learning'), which is consistent with the result of
experiment 1. On the other hand, some items obtained different result between the two experiments. These
items can be divided into 3 types: First, items 7 CI want to recommend it to my friends') and 24 CI want to
use it more') are rated from `no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the system'. Second, item 2 (`It
is friendly') is rated from 'a higher rating to the MS-Word' to `no significant difference'. Third, item 11 (`It
is easy to see') is rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the MS-Word'.

The System

MS Word
2

Items

of
technical
sentences
writing

Items

of
general

3

4

5

I.Making structured sentences
5.Making logical sentences
6.Easy to make a technical text
8.Making readable sentences
9.Making good quality sentences
13.Making comprehensible sentences
20 .Making
.Making connected sentences
2I.Easy to make a report
23.Easy to refer examples
3.Easy to make a letter
4.Easy to delete sentences
10.Easy to correct sentences
I2.Easy to make a diary

sentences 14.Easy to write sentences

writing 17.Easy to insert sentences

Items

of
system

l8.Sentences can be efficiently made
2.1t is friendly
7.1 want to recommend it to my friends
1 Lit is easy to see
15.It is suitable for learning
16.1t is easy to use

operation 19.1t is easy to operate
22.1t is excellent overall
24.1 want to use it more
Experimentr41 Experiment

Figure 4. The rating for each item in Experiment 1 and 2

The subjects were asked to give reasons for their responses to the questionnaire items during the interview.
The result of the interview concerning the functions of the system is divided into 4 types and summarized as
follows: First, for automatically analyzing and displaying headlines, almost all of the subjects answered that
it

is very useful because they can click on any headline to immediately read the content of texts

corresponded to it. The subjects also answered that headlines can be treated as an important role to help
them to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, for automatically analyzing and displaying cohesive
expressions, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very useful because they can find it is easier to
convey their thoughts using explicit cohesive expressions. The subjects also answered that it is easy to find
their errors because cohesive expressions in the texts are highlighted. Third, for referring to examples from
corpus, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very efficient to writing because they can save a lot of
time for finding examples from other references. The subjects also answered that they can imitate and learn
more examples from the output of corpus. They can learn very much from the process of referring to
examples in different texts, especially if there are many different usages in an expression. Fourth, for
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Japanese language learning, almost all of the subjects answered that the system is suitable for learning
because the system supports learners to learn technical Japanese writing in a structural' way in terms of
automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts. The
subjects also answered that they can learn not only new cohesive expressions but also correct usages of
cohesive expressions even they already know one of them.

Other comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is
desired to improve the system to support the functions of electronic dictionary, thesaurus, grammar checking,
etc. Therefore, construction of a good electronic dictionary for technical texts writing is considered as an
important issue. Moreover, some subjects answered that it is better to extract examples form corpus
according to learners' specialization than only random accessing to the corpus. From this result, constructing
a corpus should not only consider the number of texts but also the balance of texts in each field.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the authors describe the development and evaluation of a CALL system for supporting the
writing of technical Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical Japanese texts,
the rules for analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely cohesive
expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to learn to write technical Japanese texts
has been developed using NLP techniques. The system has the following functions: automatically detecting
headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW,
and extracting examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system evaluation
show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines
by using the revised rules set proposed in this study.

The results of the study show that the instructive effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also

shows that the system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese language
learning. Based'on the functions of the system, these results can be explained as follows: First, headlines can
be treated as an important role to help learners to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, cohesive
expressions often explicitly appear in the surface expressions of technical Japanese texts. Thus, it seems
important and necessary to use these explicit cohesive expressions to structure one's thoughts in technical

Japanese texts. Foreign learners especially may find it is easier to convey their thoughts using explicit
cohesive expressions because these can be treated as an indicator of a discourse. Third, the corpus consists
of the actual usage in technical Japanese texts from different fields. Instead of predefined examples,
examples are automatically extracted from the corpus. Therefore, learners can learn very much from the
process of referring to examples in different texts if there are many different usages in an expression. They
can also save a lot of time for finding examples from other references.

In conclusion, the system is suitable for learning because the system supports learners to learn technical
Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and
cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts.
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Development and Evaluation of a Mental
Model Forming Support ITS
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In this study, we built an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, which
models SCS (Space Collaboration System: system the remote conferences and
education via satellite communications) conferences. A student engages in the
conference, by operating a control panel and proceeds by making the necessary
selections according to the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intention and
purpose, which can change at any time. The purpose of this study is supporting
the student to form a correct mental model in this environment. Therefore, we

incorporate an abstract model of possible computations as a logical circuit
attached to the SCS system. Using this model, the system has two functions: to
diagnose the student' s conceptual understanding mistakes about the SCS system
and to explain to him/her the cause of these mistakes. With these functions, we
expect to be able to support the student in forming a correct mental model and in
understanding the SCS essentials.
Keywords: Mental Model, Space Collaboration System, Remote Conference

1 Introduction
Recently, with the increased awareness of the necessity of individual, subjective learning, a change occurred
in the building of computer based educational systems. The existing learning supporting systems are based

on automatically generating the learning method, according to the relation between the state defining
parameters and the subject' s (learner' s) behavior. However, in recent years, the trend to construct systems,
that positively encourage the student to work, and allow him/her to change the current state parameters by
him-/herself, offer system behavior simulation, moreover, verification and correction of the student inputs,

emerged. In this type of subjective/ individual learning environment, it is necessary to add a causality
explanation function of the target environment. This is important due to the fact that, by letting the student/
learner adjust and change the system parameters, and then showing him/her the system behavior simulation,

as derived from the current configuration and structure, fundamental system comprehension can be
supported and achieved [2..11]. We have, therefore, used the above mentioned specifications and
background information, to implement an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, for supporting
fundamental system comprehension and understanding. For this purpose, we have based our mental model

design on the object oriented approach. The mental model is a representation of the individual
comprehension about the structure and functions of the objects involved in the simulated system model.
Moreover, depending on the simulation of the object functions within the learner' s mental model, it becomes
possible to predict the problem solving act results. Therefore, important learning can occur and, at the same
time, causality explanation within the virtual learning environment can be offered. We based the mental
model used in our system on the qualitative modeling. The qualitative model is a fundamental model
representation based on the causality relations that generate the target system' s behavior. The causality
relations are reflected in the relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions. Here we
consider the following definitions. The structure reflects how the elements of the target organization are
combined. The behavior shows how the system characteristics, expressed by the object structure, change in
time. The function expresses how the goal, related to the object behavior, is achieved. By modeling the
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causality relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions, and designing a qualitative model,

the causality relation simulation becomes possible. In our system, we have constructed a qualitative
diagnosis simulator for conferences via SCS. SCS, standing for Space Collaboration System, is a remote
conferences and distance education system via satellite communications. The learner/ student follows the
progress of the conference, by operating a control panel, and making the necessary selections, according to
the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intentions and purpose, which can change in time. In this
environment, we integrate a computable model abstraction of the remote conference via communication
satellites, as a logic circuit. Moreover, based on this abstraction, we add a causality explanation function, and
a diagnosis system of the student' s/ learner' s operation mistakes, which generate the appropriate guidance
information for the student. In this way, we support the fundamental comprehension of the SCS system.

2 Qualitative reasoning
Qualitative reasoning is one of the most vigorous areas in artificial intelligence. Over the past years, a body

of methods have been developed for building and simulating qualitative models of physical systems
(bathtubs, tea kettles, automobiles, the physiology of the body, chemical processing plants, control systems,
electrical circuits, and the like) where knowledge of that system is incomplete. Qualitative models are more
able than traditional models to express states of incomplete knowledge about continuous mechanisms.
Qualitative simulation guarantees to find all possible behaviors consistent with the knowledge in the model.
This expressive power and coverage are important in problem-solving for diagnosis, design, monitoring, and
explanation. Qualititative simulation draws on a wide range of mathematical methods to keep a complete set
of predictions tractable, including the use of partial quantitative information. Compositional modeling and
component-connection methods for building qualitative models are also discussed in detail [1].

3 SCS
Figure

1

displays the SCS based remote conference concept. SCS was established as a satellite

communication network between universities, to enable real-time remote video conferences. Each
participant' s station (called VSAT station) is enabled with a satellite communication control panel, an image
and sound transceiver control panel, multiple video-cameras, monitors, and so on.

3.1 SCS constrains and limitations
The SCS conference can take place as an inter-station, bi-directional communication between two stations,
or as a multiple VSAT stations communication, where only one station has the role of the moderator, and has

authority upon transmission control. In the latter case, all the other station, with the exception of the
moderator station, are called client stations, and can participate as such in the conference. The moderator
station is decided in advance, before the actual conference, by the conference organizer, according to the
requested time-schedules and conference contents. The line control is usually under the sole authority of the

moderator station. However, a client station can send a request for line usage for transmission to the
moderator. This operation is enabled by the proposal request button existent on each VSAT station panel. By
pushing this button, a proposal request notification is sent to the control panel on the moderator station.
Moreover, during the conference, it is possible for two different stations to send image and sound, namely,

the carrier, at the same time, so there can be up to two distinct proposing stations. The respective client
stations are depicted in the lower part of figure 1.

The communication satellite has two reception parts, and a converting switch that allows the selection of the
received carrier. Depending on the existing constrains and conditions, a decision mcchanism is involved,
before actually sending the carrier selection from the satellite. After verifying the current constrains and
conditions, the carrier is sent from the satellite. This carrier is sent without exception to all client stations. In
figure 1, the sending of the carrier to all the client stations is depicted. The station carriers depicted in figure
I as a black solid arrows show the connection between the individual stations and the transmission part of
the satellite. The figure shows also that the satellite receives only two carriers at a time. Howeve; as all
stations are connected with the satellite, as depicted by the solid black arrows, all stations are prepared to
send a carrier.

The satellite reception part is built of a receptor, and a converting switch. In this way, by means of the
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restrictions set by the converting switch receptor, the satellite can receive, all in all, only two carriers.
Moreover, these have to be from two distinct stations only. Also, in the case of multiple carrier reception, the
moderator station operator can decide, according to his/ her free will, to commute to the receiving of one
carrier only, disregarding the choices and modes of the client stations. These constrains, limitations and
specifications, and the fact that the client stations can all in all send only two carriers, are depicted in the
figure as dotted thick arrows. The two carriers that can be sent are named [send I ] and [send 2]. Their
contents is re-sent from the satellite. The restriction that the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2], should not
come from the same station is enforced before this re-transmission. Only when al the above restrictions are
fulfilled, can the received carriers be broadcasted from the satellite to all stations. At the reception of the
broadcast signals, each client station can separate the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2]. The station sending
the carrier is also receiving the broadcast, without exception. Therefore, the sound and image received by the
transmitting stations are:
(1) image+sound from the other transmitting station (if
existent);
(2)the image and sound sent to the satellite by the station
itself.

Moreover, as it is impossible to send the image and
sound carrier to a specific station directly, by sending
them to the satellite, they are broadcasted

satell

Bi-directional
all
stations.
automatically
to
communication is also possible, but is actually a
quasi-bi-directional communication, as the broadcast

carrier of the two communicating stations is sent, at

the same time, as a broadcast signal to all client
stations.

ets_CiletaCtilent.ClienA

statteitstattstati

3.2 SCS system frequent user errors
In table 1, the error types for different user skill levels
of SCS conference practice, as gathered by surveying
4 domain specialists with over 2 years of SCS system
operation experience, is shown. They were asked to
give us first a list of frequently appearing user errors

during the SCS usage and managing. This list is
displayed in table 1 in the column headed by the label

"Error/ misconception". Next, they were asked to
evaluate the frequency of apparition of these errors
for beginner, medium and advanced user. In table 1
their replies were represented as follows: [ 1 means
high, [ means medium, and [ 1 means low
Fig. 1 Conference with SCS
frequency of errors. The table presents therefore the
specialists' primary classification of errors according to the operation skills. To this classification, we have
added a new error classification, based on the previously explained SCS system constrains and limitations.
We have managed to group all errors enumerated by the specialists into four big classes of errors and
misconceptions: A, B, C and D. The definitions of these classes are given below.

Table 1 Errortvaes
station is
Error
Error/
beginn medi adva classifi
possible.
misconception
er
need -cation
Believing that
receiving two
Disregarding
carriers from
the function of

the same
station is

the satellite.

believing
direct/
dedicated
transfer
between fellow
stations is

A,B,C,
D

possible.

Believing that
the sending of
two carriers
from the same

A

possible.
Not
understanding
that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different
station, the
current
proposing
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A

B

station
consecutively.
Believing that

station carrier
will disappear.
believing that

all stations can
send a carrier
at the same
time.
Not
understanding
the concept
and necessity
of the carrier
request
proposal.
Assigning
carriers to
three or more

C

C

.-

C

understanding
why the image

signal sent by

. .

. .

0

station is

received again.

is possible only

D

between the
moderator
station and the

other client
stations.
Believing that
the client
station is in

charge of the
transmission
control.
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.

static
state

static
state

. .

distinction

. .

ones own

Believing that
bi-directional
communication

.

distinction

stations.
Not

and sound

only one
broadcast Is
possible.
Not making the

.

with a specific
station.
Assigning the
carrier to each

D

D

between the
two wave
forms (signals),
[send 1] and
[send2].
Believing that
the [send 1]
wave form is
the signal
coming from
the moderator
station.

.

static
state

static
state

Class A: Misconception/ incomplete information about the sending of two different waves/ signals with the help of the

judgement/ decision mechanism.
Class B: Misconception about the sending of one carrier to one station with the help of the converting switch.
Class C: Misconception/ incomplete information about the receiving of two carriers.
Class D: Misconception/ incomplete information about broadcasting to all stations.

4 The SCS qualitative model
Figure 2 shows the qualitative model of the SCS conference abstraction, in the form of a logic circuit. This
qualitative model can express the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system. In this figure, ve
displayed four client stations and one communication satellite. As can be seen, the satellite has two receptors,
and one judgment/ decision mechanism, as a converting XOR switch between the two receptors. The two client
stations sending carriers at one time can therefore have a pseudo- bi-directional communication. The structure,
behavior and functions, so, the objects of the original SCS system are expressed, in this way, as a qualitative
model.

The characteristics of this model make it possible to simu late the dynamic changes occurring during a distance
conference, allowing to decide and evaluate the proper parameter settings for each station, moreover, to simulate
the system behavior in the case of mistaken parameter settings. By using the XOR function, it is ensured that

each reception part of the communication satellite can receive only one carrier from only one station. This
station has sent a prior transmission proposal to the moderator station, which was accepted.

Judgment/
decision
mechanism

o

-Ogopo

Fig 2 The qualitative model of the
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system

Next, it is necessary to make sure that the two accepted carriers come from two distinct stations. This restriction
is enforced by the judgment/ decision mechanism. The judgment/ decision mechanism eliminates via an extra
XOR function the possibility that the two carriers were sent by the same station. If the two carriers, 1 and 2, are
validated by the judgment/ decision mechanism, the communication satellite broadcasts one or both to all VSAT
stations. Therefore, all VSAT stations will receive the two carriers 1 and 2 and will not be able to receive any
other carriers from other stations, or any wrong transmissions. Moreover, by using this model it is possible to

infer the error source, as shown previously, based on the SCS system structure. The previous A, B, C, D
classification can be thought of as: (A) sending of two distinct waves by using the judgment/ decision
mechanism, (B) sending of maximum one carrier per station by means of the converting switch, (C) using of two
carriers by means of the satellite reception mechanism, (D) existence of broadcast type of transmission only. In
this way, the virtual model enables the learner to derive the cause and source of the operation error, as related to
the SCS system structure. Furthermore, we have presented here a model based on only 4 client stations, that is
implemented via the XOR module, but as in the case of more than 4 client stations, we can increase the number
of the reception part XOR modules, adapting them to the number of stations, we can express, cope with and
model therefore the converting switch for any arbitrary, greater than 2 number of client stations.

5 Learning Environment
5.1 System outline and overview

.

Dynamic

*

. ..

Figure- Learning environment

Figure 3 shows the overview of the system. The learner/ student is performing the conference steps by taking
over the role of the moderator station operator. The goal is to cope with the dynamically changing agenda of the
conference, proposed by the system. The agenda presents a description of a dynamic conference state, where bidirectional communication is required. The student can take decisions about the SCS system state and change
parameter by operating the control panel. The previously described qualitative model evaluates these settings and
parameters.
Next, disregarding if the parameter setup and assignment is appropriate or not, the result of the new user choices
is reflected on the control panel of the interface, changing the current representation. The control panel displays
also the transmission requests coming from other stations. The student has to choose the appropriate response to
these requests. The student has to be able to judge the appropriateness of his/her own operations and actions, by
interpreting the information presented on the control panel. By repeating the above steps, the student can learn
the constrains and usage of the SCS system. Moreover, to prevent deadlock situations, where the student is

unable to judge his/her own errors, due to misunderstandings regarding the SCS system constrains, an
explanatory fiinction was added. This is implemented via an explanation button, which can be pressed by the
student in need. The student guidance follows as has been previously shown, conform with the SCS qualitative
model. In this way, the student can achieve not just a quick, superficial understanding, but also a deep, structure
related knowledge about the SCS system. For example, explanation are given such as: "There are only two
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satellite receptors.", "There is an exclusive OR switch on each receptor, so each receptor can receive from one
only station at a time.", "The judgment/ decision mechanism does not allow 2 carriers from the same station.",
and so on. By leading the student to understand the connection between the parameter setup and the way the SCS
system is actually built, as well as the real system components and the relations between them, via messages and
state representations on the control panel, the student can be expected to perform the parameter setting by
him/herself successfully in the future.

5.2 System flow
Figure 4 shows the system flow. The rapidly changing conference goal and intention of the agenda is described

in chronological order. The contents of this description are on one hand, the conference state change
requirements that have to be performed by the student, put into words that can be easily understood by him/her,
and on the other hand, the description of the current SCS system state. In figure 4, this is expressed as [word]
utterances, at the different moments in time (tO, .,.tn):
word : state(t0)

word : state(tn)

For example, [word] can be a prompting message about the conference state change, with the value of "Please
reply to the question from university A!", and so on. As shown in figure 4, the operation panel managing module
receives from the agenda, or from the other client stations the current parameter for each given conference state,
and then reflects the resulting state on the panel. For example, the button of the station, which is currently in
charge of a carrier, turns red. Also, in the case of requests from other stations, the button of the station sending
the carrier request signal turns also red.

The student infers the present conference state from the
state of the panel. Moreover, from here the student can
notice if it is necessary to change the state of the
conference, according to the agenda requirements. Next,
to change the conference state, the student has to operate

By doing this, the parameters
determining the conference are changed, and a new
the control panel.

word : state(t0)
word : state(t1)
%gm word : st (t2) 6.
1

request(tn)

state(tn)
requeSi(t0)
request(t1)
request(t1)

operation

compare

new state.
SCS
Model

diagnostics

Figure 4 System flow

conference state emerges. This new state is evaluated with
the SCS qualitative model. When evaluating with the SCS
model, the result is compared with the next agenda. It is,
in principle, possible to perform such comparisons on the
SCS system without the computable module, and to judge
if the operation is appropriate or not, but, in that case, the
student cannot achieve a deep understanding of the SCS
conference, that is, s/he cannot identify the SCS behavior

as derived from structural constrains. In order fir the
learner to achieve a deep understanding, it is necessary to
perform the parameter evaluation with the help of the SCS
computable model. After the parameter evaluation, if the
settings are judged as appropriate, the system moves to the
next agenda. In figure 4, this is the case of "T" (True). In
this case, the setup parameters decided by the student are
handed over to the administrating module, which, in turn,
reflects these changes on the operation panel. On the other
hand, if after the parameter evaluation, the settings are
judged as not being appropriate, the system does not move

to the next agenda. This case is shown in figure 4 as the "F" (False) case. In such a case, the wrongly set
parameters are displayed on the operation panel. In this way, the deficient, real SCS state can be represented.
For example, in the case when three or more stations ask for the carrier at the same time, and the carrier is passed

over to them, the moderator station's carrier disappears. The student notices that the espective state is not
appropriate, and corrects the setup parameters. Moreover, in the case that s/he doesn' t notice the errors, s/he
cannot continue with the next agenda. When entering a deadlock situation, the SCS qualitative model can, at the
student' s request, explain to the student what kind of error s/he has done. In this way, by explaining not the
protocol and process steps, but the SCS system behavior, as a result of the structural constrains, our system
supports the formation of the SCS learner mental model. For instance, let us consider a case where the present
transmission rights belong to universities B and C, and a proposal request is received from university A. This
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request is represented on the panel by the button representing university A turning red, together with a
simultaneous indication message appearing in the agenda window, stating "Please answer the question from
university A". If the student decides to assign a carrier to university A, without previously modifying the state of
one or both stations B and C, which have the current transmission rights, the result is that the system will have 3
or more simultaneous carriers at the same time. In this case, the system represents the buttons of universities A,
B, C on the panel with red color, and lets the student therefore know that the parameter setup is not appropriate.
At the same time, the agenda window will also display a message for the student. The content of this message is
something like: "There are only two receptors on the satellite.", so is an explanation of the behavior, as resulting
from the structural constrains.

6 Agenda
Table 2 Agenda example
agenda(t0)

agenda(a)
agenda(t2)
agenda(t3)
request(t4)
agenda(14)
agenda(t5)

The conference starts.
The moderator station is the University of Electro-Communications.
Please allocate carrier to Yamagata University.
Please start sending from the lecturer camera
Carrier request Tsukuba University.
Please reply to the question from Tsukuba University
The conference has ended

The SCS conference is based on a general agenda. Our system offers SCS based remote conference simulation
environment and, moreover, stores typical SCS agenda models, in order to dynamically produce conferences that
require conference state changes.
In this way, the student becomes the operator of the moderator station, and has to take decisions compatible to
the agenda, engaging therefore in the simulated steps of the SCS conference. In table 2 we show an example of a

model agenda for our system. In this table, agenda(tn) represents the agenda at moment (tn) in time, and
request(tn) represents the carrier request at moment (tn) in time. In the real SCS conference, the time moment
concept exists, but, in our system, we have the supplementary restriction that, only after accomplishing the
current agenda, it is possible to go on with the new one. As shown above, the agenda is organized as a time
series, and the student receives indications and instructions from the agenda window. The changes occurring in
the conference state in the respective agenda example above correspond to a respective intention and goal.
Disregarding if these intentions and goals come from the original operator's decisions, or if they were prepared
by the system from the beginning, the beginner student doesn't have to loose his/her way during the SCS
conference proceedings, and can give the panel operation his/her undivided attention. In other words, the
indications and instructions coming from the agenda window can be thought of as an everienced operator
teaching the beginner student during the SCS conference proceedings. After receiving the indications and
instructions from the agenda window, the student can decide on the next conference state that seems appropriate,
given the present conference state and the indications received, and operates the control panel to perform the
respective change. The new state that results as a consequence of the student's operations is checked by the
system, to decode if it is appropriate or not, conform with the indications and instructions of the agenda. One
agenda is recorded in the system as one word and 6 state descriptors. The words are the ones that appear in the
agenda window. The six possible state descriptors are shown below.
station name (list of all client stations)
carrier request (list of all client stations)
carrier 1 (list of all client stations)
carrier 2 (list of all client stations)
reception I (list of all client stations)
reception 2 (list of all client stations)

The state descriptor called "station name" contains a list of all client station names. Next, the carrier request,
carrier 1, carrier 2, reception 1 and reception 2 state descriptors contain respective lists of [on] and [off] states
corresponding to each station. In figure 3, we show the correspondence between [1] and [0] and [on] and [off].
The reason of describing all client stations carrier and reception states with [off/on] descriptors is to be able to
represent also the incomplete understanding of the learner/ student, as well as his/her mistaken parameter setups
and assignments.

7 Testing, experiments and evaluation
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We have performed an evaluation experiment of our system over a small sample. 5 beginner students with no
SCS system experience were selected as the object of our SCS conference experiment. We have first explained

them the control panel representations, meanings and operation mode, as well as the agenda window
functionality, and the SCS system setup as a bi-directional communication system. They were able to consult the
SCS user manual. Next, we have done a pre-test with the system without the diagnosis mechanism, and followed

and checked the operations and mistakes of the beginner operator. Then, we have performed the same
experiment, this time, with the help of the diagnosis mechanism. In the last step, we have compared the
understanding level before and after learning. The result is displayed in table 3. A system screen display during
the experiment is shown in figure 3. This figure displays a student deadlock situation, where the student has
asked for an explanation about the deadlock, and the system has next checked the SCS system structure related
error cause, and finally displayed it on the screen for the student to see. In the case presented in figure 3, the
student hasn't realized the fact that there are only two receptors on the satellite, and has mistakenly allocated
carriers to 3 stations. The explanation of his/her error is displayed on the control panel. The state of 3 stations
having the carrier is represented on the panel as the respective stations' buttons turning all red (left corner of fig.
3, darkened buttons). However, if the student doesn't grasp the meaning of the representation and the cause and
source of his/her errors, and asks therefore the system for help, the system will display the folio wing message:
"There are only two receptors on the satellite". With this explanation, the student understands that, as there are
only 2 receptors on the satellite, s/he cannot allocate carriers to 3 stations, and will operate the panel correctly in
his/her next steps.

According to our system's result shown in table 3, the students can understand the SCS system constrains and
limitations, the fact that the signal has to be sent from different stations, the fact that there are only two carriers,
and the concept of the XOR receptors of the satellite. However, the broadcasting mechanism was not completely
understood. This is probably due to the fact that, in the current simulation system, there is no visual display of
the broadcasting mechanism, of the time and direction of the transmission.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator based on an object-oriented approach to
mental model formation. In our model, the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system are the objects,
and from the description of the causality relations between these objects, the student can determine the cause of
his/her error, based on system structure judgment.
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From educational strategy point of view, QUAD implements and supports a combination of learning methods,
like "Reinforcement learning", "Learning by exploring", "Learning by asking", "Learning by applying", "Selfmonitoring", and so on. From educational depth point of view, the QUAD system doesn't stop at the procedural
surface level, but traces the structural implications, to gain a deep knowledge level.
For further research, we believe that, by expanding the current system, and identifying more precisely the mental
model of the student, a more appropriate guidance system can be developed.
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The objective of this paper is to present framework for developing intelligent
learning support system with large knowledge base. Recently, the need for
effective learning support and training is mounting, especially in industry or
engineering fields, which demand the learning of complex tasks and expertise
knowledge. Intelligent learning support system is being employed for this
purpose, thus creating a need for cost-effective means of developing learning
support systems. In this study, intelligent learning support system is assumed as
a part of the intelligent knowledge management support system. The factors

necessary for the intelligent learning support system discussed here are
generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, a new design of the
system and learner modeling technique are= discussed as well as a way of
generating specific intelligent learning support system.

Keywords: Intelligent System Design, Large Knowledge Base, Learner
Model, Model-based Diagnosis, Knowledge Management

1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new framework for developing intelligent learning support
system using large knowledge base. This system is a part of the intelligent systems that is developing to
enable the expertise knowledge management.

In daily life, human has to interact with and reason about a large number of systems. This includes physical
devices as well as non-physical systems. Also in professional work a growing number of people has to be

trained n operating and designing large complex systems such as airplanes, nuclear power plants, and
enterprises. Consequently, the goal of education or teaching may vary from inducing insight in the physical

principles underlying the behavior of the device to teaching behavior analysis in the context of system
design, operation, and maintenance. In addition, recently systems in the real world are becoming larger and
more complicated. Rapid progress in science and technology has created a need for people who can solve
complex problems and operate and maintain sophisticated equipment. In these situations, we, human beings,
have to solve various types of problems using expertise in the large and complicated systems. Therefore the
need for effective learning support or training is rising, given the increasing complexity of the workspace,
especially in engineering or industrial fields.

Many computer assisted instruction techniques exist that can present instruction, and interact with students

in a tutor-like fashion, individually, or in small groups [3]. The introduction of artificial intelligence
technology and expert systems technology to computer assisted instruction systems gave rise to intelligent

tutoring systems. In the intelligent tutoring system, for example, intelligent tutors that can model the
learner's understanding of a topic and adapt the instruction accordingly [2]. Although intelligent tutoring
systems research has been carried out for over 15 years, few tutoring systems have made the transition to the

commercial market. Authors consider that some serious problems exist in the current methodology of
developing intelligent tutoring systems. As an example, each system is developed independently, and
tutoring expertise is hard-coded into individual systems. h particular, the problem of learner modeling
technique exists as a basic issue. The system must have learner model that represents an estimate of the
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learner current understanding of the domain knowledge to be used by tutor in order to give adaptive
guidance and explanations to the learner. A number of learner modeling techniques have been developed [8].
However, not every model can be called complete expressing the learning condition of the learner. Hence,

the motivation for this study comes from the need for effective intelligent tutoring systems, particularly
development of more complete learner modeling technique.

For these problems like above we consider that the factors necessary for the intelligent learning support
system discussed here are generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, authors present a new
framework of the intelligent learning support system those enough practical conditions. Several concepts are

included in this study; expert knowledge management with large knowledge base, knowledge sharing,
knowledge processing, model-based learner diagnosis , etc.

2 Expert Knowledge Management using Knowledge Base System
In this section, we introduce briefly the key concept of our knowledge base system. Our research groups
have tried to solve various problems by knowledge-centered intelligent system. The main concept is
Multi-strata modelling scheme [5]. This modelling scheme is applied many intelligent systems, and these
systems rewarded with good results, e.g. automatic programming system [1]. And we considered that
Multi-strata model is strongly support the development of intelligent tutoring systems [6][7].

2.1 Intelligent System with Large Knowledge Base
At first, we discuss to apply large knowledge base for the architecture of intelligent learning support systems,
which can generate learning support systems for a wide range of domain.

In these days, with the developing of science and technology, the systems which human manages with are
enlarged and more complicated. In particulag it is too difficult to transmit expert knowledge from expert
engineer to novice engineers. In the engineering field, even a large system developed by many expert
engineers. When the system grows lager and more complex, the knowledge that is needed to build the
system is more specialized and subdivided. In these situations, some serious problems are occurred. For
instance, it is difficult to communicate between expert engineer and another fields' engineers or novice one.
In other words, it is too more expertise to transmission of expert knowledge from human to humans. For this
reason, the expert knowledge hiding is occurred in some engineering companies.

When the knowledge is specified and subdivided, in the situation like classroom, it is not appropriate to
transmit the knowledge from expert engineer to novice one e.g. next generation engineers. Therefore, we
propose the transmission of expert knowledge through the large knowledge base system (Fig.l).
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Fig.!: Knowledge Transmission using Intelligent Large Knowledge Base System

In this study, we consider that intelligent learning support system is a part of intelligent knowledge
management support system. Moreover, we believe that knowledge management or learning support system
is one of large and complex problem solving systems. The term problem is used here in a wide sense to
mean what a person wishes to know or wants to do. There are various types of problems such as analysis,
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design control, decision-making, planning, and teaching. Most of them are not well dealt with by
conventional software method but require the system a capability to find a solution itself in a large space.
Since the space is open, self-controlled exploration in the space is necessary. The system must be provided
with the various methods to solve the different type of problems, each of which is represented by a specific

knowledge chunk. Furthermore, a complex problem concerns different problem domains and since a
problem requires domain specific knowledge, the system must be provided with a global knowledge base
including the various type of domain knowledge.
In order to use knowledge effectively, the system must be able to extract only the necessary knowledge from

the knowledge base referring to the type and the domain of the problem to be solved. For this purpose
knowledge must be well structured. All used knowledge is accumulated in the large knowledge base (Fig. 1).

2.2 Necessity of Knowledge Processing Language
The whole of the problem solving process is from accepting external representation of problems to
generating solutions. In order to represent problems in the system a processing language is necessary. The

language has to meet two conditions: it has to be usable for representing problems; and it has to be
processable by computer processor. In ordinary computers only the procedural language is used both for
processing by the processor and for representing problems. The knowledge base system, on the other hand,
introduces the second language to separate the above two aspects, as well as a conversion mechanism
between them. The second language is a declarative knowledge representation language. The conversion
either in the declarative forms or from the declarative to the procedural form is necessary. This is the
inference. It can be implemented as a procedural program on conventional computers.

The specification for the second language must be decided so that it can represent these conditions. It had to
be suited for representing predicate including data structure as argument and also for describing higher-level

operation such as knowledge for selecting object knowledge. KAUS (Knowledge Acquisition and
Utilization System) has been developed for the purpose by our research & development team.

3 Adaptability of Learning Support System
To meet the condition of adaptability, it is necessity to represent the learner's understanding of learning
domain. In this section, we discuss a learner modeling method that is applied to diagnostic techniques in
artificial intelligence.

3.1 Issues of Learner Model
The performance of intelligent learning support system depends largely on how well it knows why the
learner fails to solve problems. Because of the sophisticated interaction requires information about the
learner, the system has to maintain some kind of model of the learner. This model may include cases about
what has been done before or information about what the learner is believed to know. The process of
gathering information about the learner is mostly referred to as cognitive diagnosis. Ohlsson has given a
widely accepted definition of cognitive diagnosis : "cognitive diagnosis is the process of inferring a person's
cognitive state from his or her performance" [4]. We consider that the point of learner model is to represent
knowledge state of learner, especially his/her fails to solve problem. To satisfy this requirement, we focus
diagnosis techniques.
A diagnosis is defined in terms of one or more reasoning steps that the learner cannot have solved problem.
A major advantage of this approach is that it can be based solely on a model of these correct reasoning steps;
no knowledge is required about the specific misconceptions that learners may have about the domain of

learning. Instead we model all primitive inferences that are required to arrive at the correct solution. In
addition, our approach to diagnosis of learner behavior exploits results from model-based diagnosis as it is
defined in the field of artificial intelligence.

3.2 Model-based Learner Diagnosis with Case Base
Model-based diagnosis is a prominent area within artificial intelligence and emerged in the last about 15
years. The technique of model-based reasoning has been widely researched and accepted as the principal
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diagnosis in electronic circuit analysis, power station maintenance, medical diagnosis domains, etc. However,
little emphasis has been put on its application to education or training system domain. The basic principle in
model-based diagnosis is the description of system as a causal model. With the model at hand, the behavior
predicated by the model is compared to the actually observed behavior. Since the predictions of the model

are based on the assumption that the components work correctly, these assumptions may be partially
dropped to accommodate for a detected behavior difference and thus diagnose faulty behavior.

However, there are some weaknesses in model-based diagnostic technique. The most serious weak point is
the diagnosis time. It sometimes takes so much time to diagnosis. Therefore, we must be considering that it

is necessary b model concerning the trade-off between the cost of a diagnosis time and its precision.
Case-based reasoning, by contrast, excels in covering weak-theory domains, domains whose phenomena we

do not yet understand well enough to record causality unambiguously. This feature allows case-based
reasoning to be used in domains where model-based reasoning cannot be applied.
In the case-based reasoning, a reasoning engine remembers previous situations similar to the current one and
uses them to help solve the new problem. However, case-based diagnostic technique has been criticized on
many grounds. For example, that being specific to the system being diagnosed, they are non-constructive
and that, having no analytic basis, the methods are restricted to specified faults and have a known level of

competence. We think that the model-based diagnosis, being independent of the particular device
descriptions, is intended to overcome these difficulties.

Therefore, we consider developing the approach of the model-based diagnosis system with case base.
Model-based reasoning and case-based reasoning have the potential to complement each other quite well.
However, no work has been done on specific issues of learner modeling using combine model-based
reasoning with case-base. The outline of model-based learner diagnosis with case base is following. When
the set of learner's behavior data input the diagnosis system, the diagnosis engine reasons the state of his/her
knowledge consulting the diagnosis knowledge base include case base and object model base. The design of
the model-based diagnosis system begins from describing the system as diagnosis object model. The system,
which is a diagnosis object, is considered to be a set of domain models. The diagnosis object model that has
knowledge of proper action, and the set of the behavior of learner as input value are given to a system. The
first behavior of the system that received input is to seek whether there is a history about the same case in
the case base. If the record to apply in the case is found, case base returns list of learner's knowledge, which
should examine to diagnosis engine. Diagnosis engine does investigation about domain model of each record
given to it, by comparing a simulation result in object model with the actual behavior of learner. Diagnosis
process is finished if a trouble is recognized. When there was no record that complied with the input value in
the case base, the process starts to use diagnosis domain object model. This domain object model has the
hierarchical structure. A process begins from making the error model that one component in the extreme
high class in the diagnosis object model is supposed to be out of order. The purpose of this process is to

simulate using a made error model to examine whether the result of the simulation is the same as the
behavior of learner. If there is no contradiction in the simulation result, the model-based reasoning is done
again toward each domain knowledge model of the lower layer. In the same way, a diagnosis process is
repeated until a trouble is recognized in knowledge component of the extreme lower layer. All process of
diagnosis is knowledge processing by KAUS.

4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to develop a new intelligent learning support system, especially to focus two

conditions; generality and adaptability. Authors in first propose the architecture of intelligent learning
support system with large knowledge base to enough generality, which modeled by using multi-strata model.

In second presented the model-based learner diagnosis to meet adaptability. All of the knowledge was
represented by KAUS in intelligent learning support system that was assumed a part of the intelligent
problem solving system. The issue of learner diagnosis is very important point to achieve adaptive
instruction in intelligent learning support system. We proposed that fault diagnosis techniques be applied to

infer the state of learner's knowledge. So we discussed the feature of diagnostic techniques, especially
model-based reasoning with case base. Model-based reasoning appears to be a more promising technique
than other knowledge-based methods because it can diagnose the faults that have not been pre-determined.
Fails in learner's knowledge can be diagnosed automatically based on the models, which describe the correct

behavior. However, because model-based approach reasons from the actual structure and function of
knowledge, it is inefficient for some problems. Furthermore, obtaining domain models is sometimes either
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difficult or too complicated, whereas most of the fails can be diagnosed based on past experience, which is

very effective if the rule base or the case base is either comparatively small or well-indexed. A better
solution is a hybrid approach integrating some of the diagnostic approaches. A case base will be provided to

access the solutions to some fails diagnoses occurred previously, of which the domain models are
unavailable. For some diagnoses, their solutions and contexts can also be stored in the case base for reuse
later. Frequently occurring fails can be diagnosed efficiently even by a few of heuristic diagnostic rules. We
believe that such a hybrid diagnostic approach will perform better than any of them does. In order to achieve
this goal; we have considered the division of object model and problem type. On this part, it is necessary to
carry out examination that will be more profound in future work.
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The use of intelligent software agents within computer mediated learning
environments is currently an important focus of research and development in
both AI and educational contexts. Roles envisaged and implemented include
those of tutor, of 'manager', of information seeker and of fellow learner. Each of
these raises its own special challenges in relation both to the capabilities of the

software and to our understandings in regard to the nature of the learning
process. High on the list of factors currently believed to contribute to effective
learning is social interaction in the service of knowledge construction. Within
many electronic learning environments we are currently witnessing the
emergence of a new participant in the social interactions that mediate learning.

The substitution of computer programs possessed of varying degrees of
intelligence, autonomy and 'personality', for certain dimensions of human
presence within the computer based classroom raises a number of questions
related to the processes through which knowledge is socially constructed, and to

the qualities which are necessary to ensure successful participation in those
processes. Through discussion of both theoretical perspectives and practical
examples, this paper explores some of these issues.

Keywords: AI in Education, Educational Agents, Intelligent Tutoring
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1 Introduction
Developments in computing and information technology in recent years have rapidly propelled the notion of
intelligent software agents from concept to implementation. Today, whether or. not we are always aware of
them, they are an integral part of a growing number of computing environments. From the invisible armies
of knowbots and related entities scurrying around the Net in the service of increasingly sophisticated search
engines to the cheery little characters who pop up on our screens offering assistance with anything from
formatting a date to constructing a complex multimedia presentation, or the 'personalities' with whom we
interact in chat rooms in happy ignorance of their purely digital nature, intelligent agents are alive and well
and are multiplying rapidly.

An early but still useful conception of a software agent is, "A character, enacted by the computer, who acts
on behalf of the user in a virtual environment", useful in mediating " ... a relationship between the
labyrinthine precision of computers and the fuzzy complexity of man [10, p. 355]. Later definitions tend to
be expressed in more functional terms, such as, "An agent can be viewed as an object which has a goal and
autonomously solves problems through interaction, such as collaboration, competition, negotiation and so
on" [9]. This definition has some similarities with that offered by Maes [12] who defines an agent as:
"A computational system which:
- is long lived;
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- has goals, sensors and effectors;
- decides autonomously which actions to take in the current situation to maximize progress towards its
(time-varying) goals" [12, slide 5].

Summarising the writings of a number of researchers, Aroyo and Kommers [1, p. 237] identify four major
characteristics of agents as being autonomy, responsiveness or reactiveness, pro-activeness and social ability.
Other qualities frequently proposed, but not supported by all researchers or indeed by all users, include the
ability to learn from experience and consequently to respond in flexible and possibly unforeseen ways to

particular situations, and the possession of a believable 'character' or personality as a basis for social
interaction.

It appears that a combination of factors has contributed to the current proliferation of software agents. Apart

from the technical developments which have opened up the possibility of implementing what were
previously largely theoretical conceptions, there is our very real need for assistance as we operate within

computing environments characterised by rapid change, large quantities of extraordinarily complex
information, and a lack of common organisational structures through which information may be accessed
and managed. As Laurel predicted, there are now many situations in which, in the interests of efficiency,
some form of 'intelligent' mediation is required between computer systems and the needs of users.
There are, of course, different forms that this mediation could have taken. The strong propensity for most

users to accept assistance in the form of a more or less personified entity as largely unproblematic
undoubtedly derives at least in part from the anthropomorphic elements implicit in most computer interfaces
from the earliest days of computing. It can be strongly argued that a degree of personification has always
been automatically and inevitably conferred as much by a program's use of language as a component of the
interface as by our everyday understandings of the 'intelligence', albeit artificial, of computers. Intelligence
and language use are, after all, key defining attributes of human beings.

Not only are we accustomed to interacting with computers as though they share with us a degree of
`humanity', but in a number of areas of activity we have been persuaded to value 'social' interaction
particularly highly. Education is a good example, given the extent to which our current understandings of
learning depend upon an acceptance of the belief that knowledge is to a large extent socially constructed. In
the current drive to move teaching and learning online, the notion of agency in computing has found a strong

ally and a vehicle for expansion. Unless the social interactions that mediate learning in face to face
environments can be shown to have a digital equivalent, proponents of online courses will be forever 'on the

back foot', with their products being regarded by most educators as second best. While courses
incorporating the communications facilities of the Internet certainly go a considerable way in promoting

interactions of various types between teacher and student and also between student and student, the
possibility of using software agents to create an illusion of interpersonal interaction so convincing as to
achieve pedagogical outcomes equivalent to those deriving from a relationship with another human being is
extremely enticing to the designers of electronic learning environments.

2 Some examples of socially interactive pedagogical agents
Johnson [7] has proposed the following definition the role of a pedagogical agent as distinct from those
designed for other purposes:
"Pedagogical agents are autonomous agents that support human learning, by interacting with students
in the context of interactive learning environments. They extend and improve upon previous work on
intelligent tutoring systems in a number of ways. They adapt their behaviour to the dynamic state of
the learning environment, taking advantage of learning opportunities as they arise. They can support

collaborative learning as well as individualized learning, because multiple students and agents can
interact in a shared environment. Given a suitably rich user interface, pedagogical agents are capable
of a wide spectrum of instructionally effective interactions with students, including multimodal dialog.

Animated pedagogical agents can promote student motivation and engagement, and engender
affective as well as cognitive responses" [7, p. 13].

This is a comprehensive and optimistic vision, incorporating a number of possible roles for software agents
within educational environments. Types of agents currently implemented in projects around the world
include record keepers, information seekers, testers, facilitators of collaboration, tutors or instructors, fellow
learners, and tutees. Of special interest in regard to this paper are those that contribute to the overtly social
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dimensions of the learning environment. The last three listed most clearly fulfil this criterion.

2.1 Agents as instructors
There is a sense in which perceptions of the role of computers in the learning process have come full circle.

Early models of the role of 'computer as tutor' in the form of drill and practice style of instructional
software, generally based on Skinnerian principles and incorporating very limited interaction between user
and computer, have long been rejected by most educators in favour of a range of other more acceptable
guises including that of a learning tool, an information source, and a learning 'space'. With the development
of agent technologies, as Johnson suggests, new possibilities now exist for incorporating computers within
the learning environment in a range of socially interactive roles, including that of 'tutor', through modes of
interaction more in keeping with current pedagogical theory.

It is commonly asserted that the presence of computers in classrooms has itself played a part in modifying
the image of the teacher as the 'sage on the stage' in favour of a more collaborative model. Not surprisingly,
these changing concepts are well reflected in many implementations of 'agent as teacher'. As Solomos and
Avouris [18] write, for instance:

"The user mental model of the system should be based on the metaphor of the "invited professor"
rather than the "knowing everything own tutor". ... Our first findings confirm the observation that
today's users, accustomed to hypertext-like interaction, are more likely to accept this collaborative
teaching metaphor, according to which their tutoring system is viewed as an intelligent hypertext
browser, offering links to other tutoring systems with the right content and at the right time" [18, p.
259].

The increasingly popular concept of the teacher as a facilitator of learning is also reflected in such
statements as: "Each student working on the project will have an agent, .operating in the background,
watching progress, measuring it against the plan, and taking remedial action when necessary" [19, p. 362].

2.2 Agents as fellow learners
A style of agent of special significance in the context of socially constructivist theories of learning is the
`fellow learner', which to differing degrees might be presumed to include all participants within the learning
environment. If agents are to gain widespread acceptance in the field of education, this is an important area
for research and development. Since the 1980s Chan [2, 3] and colleagues have been working on a range of
models of socially interactive agents for learning environments, perhaps the best known being the 'learning
companion' a software entity having limited knowledge of the domain in question, conceptualised as a
fellow learner with whom the student may collaborate and even disagree. As in real life, some of these
learning companions may be better informed than the student in the relevant domain of knowledge, while
others may know less. Perhaps not surprisingly, in learning environments for younger students, animals are a
popular choice of persona for such agents, as in this example of a networked learning environment for
Taiwanese high school students, as described by Chan:

"The Dalmation is having the same performance as the student. ... Another animal companion is
Dragon, like one of those animal companions in Mulan, a Disney cartoon of this summer. This dragon
will "learn" (mainly rote learning) from the student and also from other students on the Net and so

may know more than the student. At certain point it'll stop learning and come back to teach the
student. In a way, Dragon is protecting the student" [3].

An interesting development of this concept is presented by Sheremetov and Nunez [16, p. 310], who
describe the function of a 'monitor agent' as being to modify the role, behaviour or expertise of learning
companions from that of strong group leader to a weaker companion or even a passive observer, depending
on its interpretation of the degree of guidance required by the learner.

2.3 Agents as pupils
We are all familiar with the common wisdom that we learn through teaching others. At the school level,
many educators have long been familiar with the concept of the computer as 'tutee' through the use of the
Logo programming language, in which 'teaching the turtle' was a familiar metaphor for the activity of
programming. More recently, a number of researchers have explored the translation of this concept into
electronic learning contexts where agents exist to be 'taught' by the student user, as in the example from
Chan quoted above. A further example is described by Ju [8] who writes of a computer based peer tutoring
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system employing two categories of agent

an 'expert', and a 'learner':

"... students become active learners who are guided to learn by teaching a computer. After the
students watch how the computer expert solves a set of linear equations [the program] helps the
human student act as a teacher in order to learn more about the subject matter. At this time, the
computer plays the role of a student ..." [8, p. 559].

3 Some issues for consideration
3.1 Multiple agents
Most agent based systems utilise a number of agents, many of them capable of a complex range of
interactions with the student, with one another, and increasingly with agents associated with other programs.
Their individual purposes derive from theoretical analyses of the component tasks and activities that are
included in the larger scale pedagogical interactions of human beings. As educators, and indeed as students,
we may simultaneously enact a range of roles within the educational environment. The apparently unitary

activity of 'teaching' involves such elements as demonstrating, guiding, telling, questioning, explaining,
testing, motivating, criticising even learning! Many researchers consider that the electronic medium makes
it feasible to identify and separate out these diverse functions. These can then be enacted through different
configurations of agents working in relationships which ranging from collaboration to competition.
An example is the Multiple Agent Tutoring System (MATS) described by Solomos and Avouris:

" MATS is a prototype that models a "one student-many teachers" learning situation. Each MATS
agent represents a tutor, capable of teaching a distinct subject. All MATS tutors are also capable of
collaborating with each other for solving learning difficulties that their students may have" [18, p.
243].

Strategies for most efficaciously combining the activities of multiple agents such as these necessitate a
complex agent architecture, and understandably occupy a great deal of the research agenda in this area. Of
interest in relation to their participation in the social construction of knowledge is the fact that one of the
most common metaphors employed by a number of researchers and courseware designers is that of a
`society' of agents, a conception reminiscent of Minsky's The Society of Mind [14], Gardner's multiple
intelligences [6] and other related theories of cognition and behaviour. In describing the different aspects of
the design of their "multi-agent, computer-based interactive environment", for example, Costa and Perkusich
[4, p. 196], drawing on the work of Franklin and Graesser [5] refer to their aggregation of agents quite
specifically as a 'society'.
"The society [of artificial tutoring agents] is an open multi-agent system made up of a collection of
tutoring agents that co-operate among themselves to promote the learning of a certain human learner.
This society is designed to be open and dynamic in the sense that it allows maintenance operations
such as the entry and the exit of agents, besides eventual modifications in the knowledge and in the
inference mechanisms of an agent. Each agent defines an expert tutor in some domain, having the
necessary knowledge to solve problems in this domain. These agents are cognitive and possess
properties like autonomy, goal-oriented, social ability" [4, pp. 197-198].
While on the one hand, the variety of functions of agents within a multi-agent environment must also be
appreciated as an attempt to realise the type of rich user interface which Johnson suggests is necessary if the
pedagogical interactions within electronic learning environments are to approximate to any degree to the
face to face educational experience, some educators have concerns in regard to the assumptions underlying
these practices. They argue that such developments are underpinned by a reductionist rather than a holistic
understanding of the processes and relationships involved in teaching and learning. In separating out the
different components of pedagogical interactions, are we enabling each part to be realised more effectively,
or are we failing to acknowledge that the global act of human teaching may in fact be more than the sum of
its component parts? It seems reasonable to suggest that firm judgments on issues such as this must await
greater experience of the roles of agents within these learning contexts.

3.2 Personification
Another focus of debate concerns the degree to which personification is helpful in fostering fruitful
pedagogical interaction between the human learner and software agents. This question clearly relates more
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to the 'socially interactive' agents than to those fulfilling more tool-like functions, which arguably require
far less in the way of 'personality'. As noted earlier in this paper, there are clear arguments for accepting that
a degree of personification of computer interfaces is inevitable. As Shirk puts it:

"Although there is some dispute among software critics concerning the advisability of having
`personalities' in computer programs, their presence seems unavoidable. Any time there is
communication between a computer and a human, the information presented by the computer has a
certain style, diction, and tone of voice which impact upon the human's attitude and response toward
the software" [17, p. 320].
However the extent to which this should be deliberately fostered is less clear, although many feel intuitively
that it should be an important element in the creation of an electronic learning environment characterised by
interactions which can reasonably be described as 'social'.

An important aspect of the representation of 'character' or personality is visual appearance. Interestingly,

both research and experience suggest that the relationship in the case of software agents is far from
straightforward, and that a mismatch between realism in appearance and the apparent knowledge level of the
agent can have a deleterious effect on credibility. The more visually realistic the representation, the higher
the expectations of the user in relation to the appropriateness and 'intelligence' of utterances and actions.

Agents that 'look' smart and 'act' or 'talk' dumb are poorly received by many users, who express a higher
tolerance for the limitations of a 'character' more sketchily represented, for instance through cartoon-like
graphics. As Masterton, writes, for instance, "A common problem with AI programs that interact with
humans is that they must present themselves in a way that reflects their ability. Where there is a conflict
between the ability of the system and the users' perception of that ability a breakdown occurs and users may
either fail to exploit its full potential or become frustrated with its shortcomings" [13, p. 215]. He goes on to

suggest the implementation of a degree of anthropomorphism intended to convey qualities such as
friendliness and usefulness, without the implication of possession of full human capabilities [13, p. 211]. He
describes the development and role of such an entity in the form of a VTA (Virtual Teaching Assistant)
which is able to introduce topics and answer simple questions, the more complex types of exposition and
interaction being left to the human teacher. In terms of a traditional scenario at university level, the VTA
functions somewhat like a tutor or demonstrator as distinct from a lecturer. "In this way faculty is left free of
the guiding and assisting issues of the course and is able to concentrate on more complex questions and
higher level issues generated during the course" [13, p. 211].

Further instances of this principle are the examples of agents presented as animals discussed earlier in this
paper. Our expectations in regard the cognitive skills of animals may well be more appropriate to the
capabilities of software agents than are our experiences of human-to-human interactions.

3.3 Autonomy
Closely related to the 'intelligence' of software agents is the issue of autonomy, in particular the degree to
which an agent should be furnished with pre-existing goals which might lead it to take particular action
without instruction from the user, and even contrary to what the user might perceive as his or her interests

and wishes. Exploring the implications of such entities existing and interacting within virtual reality
environments, Loeffler [11], for instance, notes that the unpredictability resulting from significant autonomy
might well result in agents who are less 'helpful' to us than we might hope or indeed expect. It is easy to slip

from such considerations into the need for a contemporary version of Asimov's laws of robotics as
conceived in fictional terms more than 30 years ago!

In educational contexts, the implications of autonomy, particularly in terms of control of and responsibility
towards the learner, are potentially extremely complex and difficult to address without more exposure to

these types of software, and indeed it is quite likely that such experience may cause community
understandings in regard to appropriate relationships between the 'human' and the 'not human' in electronic
contexts to develop and change over time. In the short term, current trends in educational thinking which
favour giving more control and autonomy to the learner would appear to be more in line with the thinking of
researchers such as Schneiderman who favour 'direct manipulation' over the development of interactive

agents with a significant degree of independence of action. Where agents are involved, they may be
programmed so as to exercise control over the learner on behalf of the creator of the learning environment,
or they may be configured so as to be more sensitive to a user model, and more responsive to instruction
from the user/student. In the latter instance, the agent would have a greater degree of responsibility to the
needs and wishes of the learner, but this may not be in keeping with the pedagogical goals of the teacher.
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Trust is another aspect of the teacher/learner relationship that is complicated by the degree of autonomy with

which a pedagogical agent is endowed. To the extent that the programmer chooses to delegate certain
functions and responsibilities to the agent, it is their problem, but it may also be an issue for students,
particularly those with more insight into the nature of the agents with which they are interacting.

A further concern in regard to the autonomy of pedagogical agents relates to the issue of intervention in the
learning process. Despite the finding of Aroyo and Commers [1] that pro-activity is a quality frequently
sought after in agents, there is an important issue of balance to be addressed in relation to the educational
process. It is well accepted that a high degree of unsought assistance whether from a human teacher or an
excessively diligent and proactive agent can be quite detrimental, in particular to the metacognitive aspects
of learning. Of course this is also an issue for teachers and learners in face to face educational contexts!

3.4 Level of participation in the social construction of knowledge
The belief that it is possible for agents to participate effectively in the social aspects of knowledge
construction is central to the work of many theorists and researchers.

Sheremetov and Nunez [16], for

example, whose works derives overtly from the theoretical frameworks of Piaget and Vygotsky, argue that:
"The design of learning environments, virtual or not, aims to promote productive interactions. In this type of
learning a student changes from being a passive information receiver to an active collaborator, interacting

with the tutors and colleagues in the learning process. Learning does not only result from acquiring
knowledge, solving problems or using tools, but also from interacting about these on-going activities with
persons and agents"[16, p.305 306].
In relation to their specific project they write: "Our emphasis lies in the role of interactions in an artificial
learning community as a group of real and artificial learners, tutors, and facilitators, working, supporting and
learning from each other [16, p. 306]. But however personified and autonomous the software agent, can it

really be said to participate fully in the social construction of knowledge? It has been argued quite
extensively that even the most heavily personified of computer programs suffer from an intrinsic lack of
ability to participate in the metacognitive aspects of learning. Pufall [15], for instance, expresses a strong
belief that a computer program is unable at any level commensurate with human capacities to modify its

own knowledge structures or cognitive processes, and so cannot be regarded as a co-constructor of
knowledge in a meaningful sense. While this might well have been the case in relation to earlier computer
based learning environments, can we continue to make the same claims with confidence today or in the

future? The capacity of software to `learn' and adapt to experience through the incorporation of new
information, the appropriate modification of its representation of the context in which it functions (its
`world') and of its inference mechanisms, is undoubtedly increasing. One way of considering this question
might be to look at it in terms of the type of distinction sometimes made between `hard' and `soft' notions of
artificial intelligence. If our test of full participation depends on an understanding that the agent has `learnt'
in precisely the same way that the human has learnt, then we will have difficulty accepting the electronic

entity as genuine co-constructor of knowledge. If, however, we make our claim on the grounds that it
appears to the human learner that the agent has participated in the learning that has taken place, then perhaps

we can at least tentatively admit such a piece of software to membership of the social milieu which has
mediated the educational experience.

Conclusions
It is clear that developments in agent technology have created a range of new possibilities in terms of
aligning computers more strongly with prevailing educational theories and philosophies. In considering the
many issues which might be raised in relation to the nature and roles of pedagogical agents, there are three
overarching questions. Firstly, do agents have the potential to enhance learning, or do they threaten to
undermine those aspects of the educational enterprise that we most value? Secondly, to what extent might
they assist in the replication of the social dimensions of face to face learning within online environments?
Thirdly, do they go further than this, and create new possibilities in regard to the social mediation of learning?
To the extent that visions such as those of Johnson [7] are able to be realised, we may be faced one day with
the need to re-evaluate our attitudes regarding the relative merits of a human teacher and an electronic entity
designed specifically for educational purposes. But while the rhetoric of developers often suggests an ideal
surpassing the sometimes imperfect realities of human-to-human pedagogical interactions, the 'jury' of
online learners and of educators is still out.
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This paper describes a novel approach for promoting understanding of examples

through explicit questioning. Whether being asked by the teachers or selfmotivated, studying worked examples is an indispensable step for learners to
acquire domain knowledge. The issue is: how could students use examples in the
most effective way? Research findings indicate that the utility value of examples
among different groups of learners varies dramatically. Effective learners keep
self-explaining the solution statements when studying the examples while less
effective learners often take each step of the statements for granted. In order to
facilitate better understanding of examples, we propose to question the students
explicitly on the examples content in order to stimulate their self-explanations.

This paper presents the underlying computer model for generating different
categories of questions from specific examples. The questions are subsequently
used by a case-questioner to test the students on what they have read.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Conceptual Graphs, Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, Case-based Reasoning

1 Introduction
This paper presents a novel approach to facilitate the understanding of learning materials through explicit
questioning. The notion we put forward in the paper forms one distinct feature of our current project:
providing problem-solving advice in terms of relevant worked examples. When mapping out the project
specification, there is an issue we are particular concerned with: to what extent the students benefit from the
examples remains unknown. In her seminal work [2] Chi discovered the phenomenon of self-explanation
among effective learners when they are presented with worked examples. Among this group of learners, they
have a strong tendency to explain each example statement to themselves before moving on whereas the less
effective learners tend to take the example statements for granted. In a follow-up investigation [3] Chi
exploited her previous discovery in the context of learning. Not surprising, when students are deliberately
prompted for self-explanation, they have shown a dramatic improvement in acquiring the knowledge. We
believe the implication of Chi's study is very significant. Not only do the results shed light on understanding
different learning behaviours, but the study also challenges instructors that merely informative examples do
not guarantee good learning results. How the students use examples is a crucial factor in determining if they
are really helping the students understand the subject domain.
As we are concerned with how the students use the examples presented, we decided not to take the present-

and-go approach. Once a case (i.e. a relevant worked example) is retrieved for presentation, a case
questioner will be automatically invoked to challenge the student's understanding on the knowledge
embedded in the case. The questions generated are not explicitly stated in the problem statement. The
rationale of this proposal involves encouraging the students to think more deeply while studying the worked
examples. If the students have, in fact, understood the examples or related concepts within the domain, they
should be able to answer the questions posed by the system. If not, the questions can trigger their attention
towards certain aspects of the problem and stimulate their knowledge acquisition process.
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2 Promoting Comprehension through Questioning
When studying worked examples, it is quite common for the students to take many solution statements for
granted without trying to dig out the embedded tacit knowledge. Even if the students have the intention, they
may lack the knowledge structure to find out the tacit knowledge. To put it simply, the student may know
that it is helpful to self-explain the statements, but the problem is explaining what? There is research (e.g. [1],

[4] and [7]) which indicates that questioning plays a significant role in understanding narrative text and
therefore we argue that the same principle should also be applied in comprehending example solutions. If
this argument is valid, one potentially pedagogically fruitful approach to tutoring in terms of providing
examples is to question the learners on the content of the examples in a systematic way. Once the example is
presented, the students will be asked questions driven by physical principles in order to detect what they
know about the example and to help them discover meaningful relationships. To illustrate the argument, we
consider the mechanics example shown in Figure 1.

Two blocks A & B are resting on a frictionless horizontal plane as

shown. If an external force of ION is acting on A, what is the
acceleration of the blocks and the force of contact between them? (The
masses of A and B are 3kg and 7kg respectively).
Solution

Net Force A&B
External Force A &B
10
Acceleration A &B

= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B (Applying Newton's 2nd Law on
A&B)

= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= ( 3 + 7 ) Acceleration A&B
1 iTilS2

Net Force A
External Force A + Contact Force
A

10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A
Net Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B

MaSSA x Acceleration A (Applying Newton's 2nd Law on A)

= MassA x Acceleration A

=3x1

= -7N
= MassB x Acceleration B (Applying Newton's 2nd Law on B)

= MassB x Acceleration B

=7x1

= 7N

Figure 1: A typical Newtonian mechanics example and its solution

When presenting this example, the author must have already made many assumptions regarding the
knowledge state of the reader. For instance, it will be assumed the reader knows that the weights of blocks
are being cancelled by the reactions from the ground and thus the weights are not included in the calculation;
the reader is also assumed to know that the acceleration of the whole system is the same as the acceleration
of individual components; and that the external action on A is the same as the external action on the system
as a whole in this case. However, these points may not have been mastered by some students. From the
perspective of problem-solving, the solution presented is not the only way of tackling the problem. For
instance, the contact force on B can be evaluated immediately by relating it to the contact force on A with

which is formed an action-reaction pair. Alternatively, the problem can be tackled by solving three
simultaneous linear equations with variables a, fp and fa which stand for the unknown physical quantities
which are sought. This knowledge is not explicitly shown in the solution statements and the students whose
self-explanation is less active may miss these knowledge units. Therefore, a fruitful tutorial dialogue can be
created by conducting a series of question-answering episodes on the example presented.

3 A Taxonomy for Different Types of Questions
Before asking a question, the questioner must perform two steps: the first is to decide the content of the
enquiry; and the second is to compose the style of the queries. To pose appropriate questions to the
comprehender, the question designer must have a semantic category of questions. We have adapted the
taxonomy for questions in narrative understanding originally developed in [8] into the context of physics
problem-solving, and this is summarized below in Table 1. Note that except for question No.4, all the
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questions are relevant to the example shown in Figure 1.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES IN THE DOMAIN OF PHYSICS

CATEGORY
Verification
Disjunctive
3. Concept Completion
1.

2.

Feature Specification
Quantification
6. Causal Antecedent
4.
5.
7.

Causal Consequence

8. Goal Orientation
9. Enablement

Is the system in equilibrium?
Is force a vector or a scalar?
What is FORCE?
What does a convex lens look like?
How many external forces are acting on block A?
What caused the blocks to accelerate?
What are the consequences of the external force acting on the blocks?
In the 4th line of the solution, why are the masses of A and B summed?

The blocks have weights; what is needed to prevent them from moving
downward?
How was the acceleration of the blocks evaluated?
What will be the magnitude of the contact force acting on A, if the mass of
B is increased but the external action remains unchanged?
Do you think the solution presented is the only possible method?

10. Instrumental/
Procedural
11. Expectational
12. Judgmental

Table 1: Twelve Semantic Categories in Question Taxonomy (Adapted from [8])

4 Questions Generation
4.1 Based on the Definition of Concept Types
The questions in the categories 1, 2 and 3 are related to the definition of some domain-specific terminology
and hence are grouped together. These categories of questions require the comprehender to grasp the
definition of the focal content of the questions. For the question "Is the system in equilibrium?", the focus is
on testing the readers on the precondition of a system being described as "in equilibrium". The question "Is
force a vector or a scalar?" assesses the student's knowledge of the difference between vector and scalar
quantities. There are two ways of generating these categories of questions: by traversing the type hierarchy
and by projecting the definitional graph of the focus type into the conceptual graph [9] representing the
example [5]. Based on these methods, the following scenarios can be developed. Question: "Why is the
system not in equilibrium?" If the student successfully answers the net force acting on the system is not zero,
another question can be generated such as "Then how can it be put into equilibrium again?"

4.2 Based on the Chaining of the Graph Nodes
In Newtonian mechanics, there are causes that are well-defined, such as the cause of acceleration being a
non-zero net force; the cause of a change in velocity being non-zero acceleration; the cause of a change in
position being a non-zero velocity, etc. The whole process of deriving values for unknown variables from
available data can be modelled as a node chaining process, a kind of causal chaining. Figure 2 shows two
subgraphs that represent the corresponding example statements:

Corresponding Conceptual Graphs

Solution Steps

External Action A&B I I Mass A I I Mass B

Net Force A&B
External Action A&B
10

Acceleration A&B

= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= (3 + 7) x Acceleration A&B
= 1 111/S2

l

r
vector sunD
I Net -Force ATITI

11---__k)
Cal eturaissi)
I Mass A&B

------,- fa -4--)
Acceleration A&B

Figure 2: Part of the solution steps and its corresponding conceptual graphs
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Corresponding Conceptual Graphs

Solution Steps

External Action A
Contact Force

Net Force A
External Action A +
Contact Force A
10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A

= MassA x Acceleration A

``A

&;-eCtoriiMim

I External Action A&B

= MassA x Acceleration A

MassA I

=3x1
= - 7N

l'Lf =

Net-Force A I
a

Acceleration A&B 1<sam7 1 Acceleration Al

Figure 2 (cont'd): Part of the solution steps and its corresponding conceptual graphs

The graphs shown on the right hand side of Figure 2 provide ample material to generate questions to test
students' understanding of the solution steps such as "How was the acceleration of the system evaluated?";
"How many external forces act on the block A?"; "What is the relation between the acceleration of A and
the acceleration of the whole system?"; "How was the contact force on B evaluated?", etc.

4.3 Based on Propagating Qualitative Values across the Graph
Regarding the expectational question depicted in the 11th category, one should see that it belongs more to

the area of qualitative reasoning (QR) [11] and this kind of question is very common in testing the
knowledge of students. A QR technique had been developed in [6] and the following type of questions are
successfully generated. "If the external action decreases, what would be the contact force?" "If the bottom of
block A is made rough to create friction between A and the ground, what would be the acceleration of the
system and the contact forces?"

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes a questioning approach to handling examples, which is intended to stimulate the
student's cognitive process of self-explanation. Representing worked examples by CG allows the system to
generate different categories of questions during the questioning process. We have shown that definitional,

procedural and qualitative questions can all be posed to students for tutorial purposes. Due to space
limitation, we have not covered all categories of questions; for instance, feature specification and
enablement. At the moment, this part of the work derives only from a computational perspective and lacks
empirical support. The next phase of our project is to test posing the questions to students to see if this
approach would stimulate self-explanations and subsequently enable them to acquire a better understanding
of the subject domain.
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In this paper, we propose a method of constructing an intelligent Micro-World
(MW) for high-school chemistry that accepts learners' questions and advises
them whenever the learners are working in the MW. We also discuss the method
generating explanations using both texts and images. At first, we argue on the
interaction between a learner and such a system, and classify learner's typical
demands and possible educational supports by the system. Next we show the
ability necessary to deal with the demands, such as recognizing learners' plan,
generating a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment, reproducing the state at
any step of the change in MW, controlling the initiative of the interaction, and so
on. Then we propose methods in order to realize the abilities. Moreover, we
illustrate how to implement the abilities and introduce our prototype system.
Keywords: Micro World, Interactive explanation, Mixed initiative

1 Introduction
Micro-World (MW) has a problem that it is hard to support learners who are in impasse. We are developing

an intelligent MW that supports the leamers[1,2,4,5]. The domain subject of the MW is high-school
chemistry. The MW has the following functions:
Simulating changes in the world model of high-school chemistry.
Recognizing the learner' s plan by a sequence of his manipulations.
Judging weather the learner is in impasse, by comparing the learner's plan with the standard plan that the
MW generates. If the learner is in impasse, it assumes that the cause of the impasse might be lack of the
knowledge necessary to perform the next manipulation which the learner should do.
Giving the learner some advices by using texts. For example, the MW shows the knowledge which the
learner doesn' t understand, the manipulation that the learner should do next, and so on.

Accepting learner's questions at any time when the learner is working in the MW and answering by
using texts.

Our MW uses only texts in giving advices. In general, it is effective to explain something by using both texts
and images. CINESPEAK [3] is one of the systems which can show explanations using both images and
texts. It can generate a 3D animation and texts of explanation. It also can select appropriate camera shot
corresponding to the contents of explanation. However, It can not generate explanations interactively.

We think it is necessary to avoid showing the texts and images prepared beforehand like video movies with

some captions. The reason is that the explanation should be shown interactively. In other words, an
educational system must not explain anything one-sidedly, because the condition of a learner is changing
moment by moment while the system explains to the learner.

When an idea flashes upon a learner's mind during the explanation, the system must allow him to say his
idea and respond to his remark. For example, when the system explains how to solve some problems in MW
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to the learner who is in impasse, if the learner requires doing continuation of the problem solving process by
himself, the system should prepare MW and let him continue solving the problem on MW. Similarly, if the
learner requires changing some conditions of MW and explaining the method of solving the problem, the
system should stop explaining, re-plan a new method to solve the problem with new conditions, and explain
it.

In this paper, we extend the user interface of our MW in order to make it more effective. The first extension
is that the MW uses not only texts but also images when it shows the learners advices or explanations. The

second one is that the MW generates explanations interactively. Our extended system can explain
manipulations that a learner performed in a MW and the manipulations necessary to achieve a given goal by

using both texts and animations simultaneously. Moreover it can explain interactively according to the
learner' s demand.

In the next section, we discuss the ability necessary for the system that generate explanations interactively.
In section 3 we show our basic approach to realize the abilities. In section 4 we illustrate how to implement
the abilities, and we introduce our prototype system and show examples of its behavior.

2 Interactive method to explain
In order to generate explanations interactively, the system should have the following two functions.
When a learner does not express his intention, the system must be able to lead his learning.
- The system must be able to deal with a learner' s demand whenever the system aids learning (even when it
is explaining something to him).
The former is out of range of this paper, because it is the topic concerning to the teaching strategy in the
field of Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). Therefore, We concentrate the latter.

Learners' demands and the method to deal with them depend on what kind of educational supports can be
provided by the system. Therefore, we must clarify:
1. the educational supports and learners' demands.
2. what kinds of ability are necessary to deal with the demands.

2.1 Possible educational supports and learners' demands
We can classify states of the system into the following two types:
- The system gives a goal and the learner manipulates the MW on his own initiative.
- The system takes the initiative then it shows advice or explanations to the learner
We discuss learner' s demands and methods to deal with them on each state.

2.1.1 Supports and learners' demands when learner has initiative
We think the major demand on this state is to require an advice to resolve a learner's impasse. Therefore, we
deal with only such type of demands as the first step of our research. In order to discuss how to deal with the
demands, we classify causes of learners' impasse into the following two types.
(A): A learner cannot understand the current state of MW.
(B): A learner cannot decide what to do in the next step.
The system can satisfy the demand of the learner who is in impasse because of (A) by showing the following
explanations:
Explanation of a sequence of manipulations that the learner performed in the MW and the effect of each
manipulation.
- Explanation of the state after each manipulation has performed.
The demand of the learner who is in impasse because of (B) can be satisfied by various ways. For example,
the system identifies misunderstood or lacked knowledge and shows him the knowledge, the system explains
on the similar case and lets him remind his experience, and so on. In this paper, we adopt the simplest way
that the system shows the actions to be performed in the following steps. If we take the other way, we need
to extend some functions to decide contents of explanations. However, the mechanism to control interactive
generation of explanations is commonly reused.
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As a result, the type of demands of the first state is only a demand to require some advice, and the type of
explanations that the system generates is only an explanation of manipulations and the state after each one.
In order to explain a manipulation and the state after it has been performed, the system generates animation
showing how to perform the manipulation in the MW and texts explaining the effect of the manipulation.
2.1.2 Supports and learners' demands when the system has initiative
First, we discuss typical demands of learners who are in impasse because of (A) mentioned in the previous
section. When the system explains to the learner a sequence of manipulations that the learner performed and
the state after each manipulation by using animations and texts, the learner may demand that the system
shows him a previous state again or a following state intermittently. In case that the learner finds his own
mistakes while the system is explaining something to him, he may demand that the system stops explaining,
prepares the initial environment, and lets him re -try solving his problem on the MW again. If the learner
fails to resolve his impasse in spite of some explanations generated by the system, he may demand that the
system show im the whole correct process to achieve his goal on the MW.
Then, we imagine typical demands of learners who are in impasse because of (B). In this case, the system
explains him the action to be performed in the following steps. The learner may demand that:
- the system shows him the previous/following states.
- the system stops explaining in order to let him do continuation of manipulations.
- he rewrites some conditions of his problem and the system explains how to solve the problem with new
conditions.

We don' t argue on all of above-mentioned demands, but only ones with which our system can deal,
considering possible actions by our system. Such actions are as follows:
(1) Explaining the sequence of actions which learners have performed.
(2) Explaining the sequence of correct actions by which the given goal can be achieved.
(3) Setting an environment for experiment to let learners try achieving the goal free.
Table 1. Examples of typical demands by learners
Actions of the system

Action
before
the
demand

Action
after the
demand

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

type of the demand and the scene where the learner input the demand

The learner wants to see another action than one shown in the current
explanation on the sequence of his previous actions.

The learner can understand what he has done, and wants to see what he
should do next.

The learner finds the mistakes he has made, and wants to re-try the
experiment.

The learner understands correct actions, and wants to compare it with what
he did.

The learner wants to see another action than one shown in the current
explanation on the sequence of correct actions.

The learner understands the correct actions, and wants to re-try the
experiment.

The learner loses the current state in the process of achieving the goal of the
experiment. He wants to confirm the actions which he has performed.
The learner loses the way to achieve the goal of the experiment.
He wants to see the correct actions.
He finds he has failed to achieve the goal and wants to re-try the experiment.

Then we can classify the demands according to which actions are performed before/after accepting the
demand. Combinations of the actions are 3*3= 9 types such as "when system doing (1), a demand is input,
then it does (1)", "when it doing (1), a demand is input, then it begins to do (2)", and so on. Examples of the
typical demand of each type are shown in Table 1.
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2.2 Abilities necessary to deal with learners' demands
In this section, we discuss abilities necessary to deal with the learners' demands mentioned in 2.1. Basically,
MW should have an ability to simulate changes in the MW according to learners' actions.
In addition, in order to deal with the demands mentioned in 2.1.1, the system should have the following
abilities.

(a) Ability to recognize learners' plan from a sequence of his actions.

In order to explain what learners have done by not only listing up the actions, but also showing the
meanings of the sequence of the actions, the system needs the ability.
(b) Ability to generate a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment.
In order to explain correct actions which learners should perform, the system has to be able to generate
plan.

(c) Ability to simulate changes in the MW according to the plan generated or recognized by itself, and
ability to generate verbal explanations showing what actions has been done or what actions should be
going to be done.
The system had better be able to generate explanations using both texts and images. In order to generate
visual explanations, the system should be able to operate MW in a similar way as learners do. In order to
generate verbal explanations, the system should be able to generate texts from the result of planning or
plan recognition.

In order to deal with the demands mentioned in 2.1.2, the abilities mentioned above are also necessary. In
addition, the following abilities are needed.
(d) Ability to store the history of actions by learners or the system.
The ability is needed to do action (1) or (2) as a reaction of a demand in Table 1.
(e) Ability to reproduce the state at any step of the change in MW and allow learners to manipulate the MW.
The ability is needed to do action (3) as a reaction of a demand in Table 1.

In addition, the following ability is necessary to realize mixed initiative. It is generally important to make
interactive educational environment effective.
(f) Ability to control the two phases: a phase where a learner takes initiative by actions to achieve the goal,
and a phase where the system takes initiative by generating explanations.

3 Methods necessary to deal with learner' s demand
The basic framework of the system as a MW can be seen in [5]. An extension in this paper is that the system
becomes to have two individual environments: one is the environment for experiment used by learners, and
the other is the environment for explanation. Our system operates the latter environment in its explanation.
We add the latter environment in order to avoid that both a learner and the system try to operate a common

one at the same time. The environment for experiment has an interface and functions to accept learner's
actions, and reacts as soon as it accepts an action from a learner. On the other hand, the environment for
explanation cannot accept manipulations from learners (though switches similar to the environment of
experiment are displayed in its window, they are dummy).

We discuss how to equip such a framework of the system with the abilities mentioned in 2.2.
(a) Ability to recognize learners' plan from a sequence of his actions.

On this ability, please see our previous paper i
(b) Ability to generate a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment.
On this ability, please see our previous paper i ; too.

(c) Ability to simulate changes in the MW according to the plan generated or recognized by itself, and
ability to generate verbal explanations showing what actions has been done or what actions should be
going to be done.
Simulation in MW is performed by using symbolic knowledge representation. States at each step of
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MW are also represented in a symbolic way. Manipulations by learners are also translated to symbolic
representations. The control method of the simulator is event-driven: as soon as a manipulation is input
to the simulator, the inference engine generates symbolic representation showing the next state of MW.
The system draws the state of MW on the basis of the symbolic representation. Therefore, the system
can simulate changes in the MW according to the generated or recognized plan, because the system can
generate the input of the simulator represented symbolically from the plan.

In addition, because states of MW, manipulations to MW, and changes in MW are commonly
represented in a symbolic way, the system can generate explanations in natural language on every fact
in MW.

(d) Ability to store the history of actions by learners or the system.
It is easy to store such history because all of states of MW, manipulations to MW, and changes in MW
are represented in a symbolic way. The system records only the initial state and a sequence of having
performed actions as the history. The system can reproduce all states and changes by simulating the
change in MW again on the basis of the history.
(e) Ability to reproduce the state at any step of the change in MW and allow learners to manipulate the MW.
The system can reproduce any states in an explanation on learnef s previous actions, by performing the
manipulations stored as the history sequentially. On the other hand, it can also reproduce any states in
the process when correct actions are performed, by performing the manipulations in the plan generated

by itself. Thus, the system can set any states of an environment which learners can manipulate, by
copying such reproduced states in the environment for explanation to the one for experiment.
(f) Ability to control the two phases: a phase where a learner takes initiative by actions to achieve the goal,
and a phase where the system takes initiative by generating explanations.
We adopt the following strategies for controlling the phases:
Basically, a learner takes initiative, and he acts freely in MW.
- Turn over the phase to the other phase where the system takes initiative, as soon as the learner inputs
a question or demands that the system explains something.
If the system finds that the learner is in impasse, ask him whether he hopes to turn over the phase
where the system takes initiative. And if he does, turn over it.
Accept interruption by learners whenever the system generates explanations.

- Decide the next action of the system according to the interruption. For example, if the learner
demands that the system sets the phase where the learner takes initiative, set a suitable state of the
environment and let him experiment freely. If he inputs a demand for the system to explain other
topic than the current topic, continue explanation on the requested topic.

4 Implementation
We designed a prototype system. Figure 1 shows outline of our system.
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Figure 1 The prototype system
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The system has environment for experiment and environment for explanation. The system sets a goal and a
learner tries to achieve the goal by manipulating objects in environment for experiment. When the learner
does an action in environment for experiment, the simulator reproduces a change in symbolic world model.
Then the visualizer draws the state after the change in environment for experiment. At the same time, the
plan recognizer monitors the learner' s manipulations and recognizes his plan. When the learner becomes to

be in impasse or requires some advice, planner generates a correct plan. Then the system visualizes
environment for explanation, and starts explaining by using either recognized plan or the correct plan. In
order to generate explanation, simulator reproduces states of the world model and visualizer visualizes the
states in environment for explanation. Simultaneously Verbal explanation generator generates verbal
explanation on the manipulation, the change, and the state.
The domain world model of this system is written by symbolic representation. In general, it is difficult to

handle continuity of time and space by such representation. Therefore, our system handles time as a
sequence of discrete segments of time. And it doesn't handle strict position of objects in the world, but only
relative relations which can be represented by symbols, such as "chemical materials are in the same beaker".
A change is also represented by symbols which shows the initial state, the actions causing the change, the
changing state, and the state after the change. Most of the subjects in high-school chemistry can be handled
in the above mentioned way.

This system is implemented by using Tcl/Tk and LISP (Kyoto Common LISP). This system can deal with
the 5 subjects : method of preparing a solution of a certain molarity, acidic material, basic material,
neutralization, and using indicator.

We show an example of the behavior of our system when a learner does an experiment of neutralization.
Figure 2 shows a user interface for environment for experiment. In the environment, the learner prepares
hydrochloric acid, prepares nitric acid, and sodium hydroxide, pours nitric acid into hydrochloric acid,
prepares phenolphthalein, and mixes it into the mixed acid. Then he finds that he has not achieved his goal.
In the case that he can' t find the reason and inputs a demand for the system to explain his own actions, the
system prepares an environment for explanation to start explaining the actions the learner has done. Figure 3
shows a user interface of environment for explanation. The interface has three windows: a window for
displaying visual explanations and verbal explanations, a window showing a history of actions that have
been taken place, and a window for inputting demands. In Figure 3, both visual and verbal explanations for
the fourth action (marked in the list shown in the window for history). If the learner finds that he has made a

mistake, and if he cannot find the correct way, he wants to demand that the system explains how to
neutralize. He clicks on the button "correct manipulation" in the window for inputting demands. Then the
system starts explaining the correct way (Figure 4). If he inputs a demand for the system to let him re -try the
experiment, the system prepares environment for experiment and reproduces the state from which he wants
to start experiment (Figure 5).
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Following is explanation of the fourth action that you performed in the MW.
The action that you performed is as follows:
(to mix nitric acid(0.10 1) with hydrochloric acid in beaker"No.1")
pouring the substance in beaker"No.2"(0.10 1) into beaker"No.1"
In laboratory, the state is as follows:
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Figure 3: An example of environment for explanation (Explanations of a learner' s actions)
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5 Conclusions
In this papey we discuss a method constructing an intelligent and interactive MW generating explanations
both images and texts. Our prototype system has relatively small domain knowledge base, so we have to
make it larger in the future in order to increase subjects that our system can support.
When we will try to extend our system to handle other domains, the simulator underlying the system needs
to deal with continuity of time and space. For example, if we deal with the field of electric circuit, the
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simulator needs to handle topology. If we deal with the field of dynamics of physics, the simulator needs to
handle coordinate system.
Our another future work is to evaluate the effectiveness of our system experimentally.
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Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) provides interaction opportunities
between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning. Intelligent ILE
(TILE) provides quality feedback or authentic guidance to learners who need help
in the ILE. This research aims to explore design implications of IILE by studying
model of learner in the mathematics fraction domain. 169 primary four learners

were invited to answer 10 open-ended questions on fraction addition and
subtraction. A learner model on category of error and error pattern was formulated
from the 423 erroneous responses. Results of the study indicated that researchers

should study error patterns by understanding work of learners, distinguish
careless mistakes from error patterns, and consider scaffolding support.

Keywords: Intelligent Interactive Learning Environment, Learner Model

1 INTRODUCTION
There are two categories of Learning Environment (LE): content-free and subject-specific [1]. A content-free
LE allows participants and facilitators to formulate their own topics for discussion. Knowledge formulated

from such interactions belongs to the learning community [2]. A subject-specific LE involves subject
knowledge. Some subject-specific environments stress knowledge transfer like Intelligent Tutoring System
(ITS) [3]. Other subject-specific environments such as Interactive Learning Environments (ILE), assisting
learners to learn through exploration, put efforts on designing manipulative virtual learning devices [4]. No
matter an LE is designed for knowledge transfer or knowledge formulation, subject matter of the learning
domain should be carefully studied and incorporated in it [5].

1.1 Design Considerations of an ILE
The study of subject matters plays a crucial role in designing ILE involving knowledge exploration because
learners are not obtaining knowledge directly from the ILE. Learners have to learn by analogy, that is, learners
have to transfer knowledge from manipulating the manipulative virtual devices of the ILE to grasp the abstract
concepts of the subject domain [4]. Expert teachers arc skilful in predicting how learners will think and err [6].
This diagnostic ability is tied to an expert's special understanding of the subject and is undoubtedly derived
from multiple opportunities to teach the same content [7]. This knowledge includes knowing which aspects of
a topic are particularly difficult, what the common misconceptions are, and what representations are important
for authentic learning. Shulman [8] termed this kind of knowledge as Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK).

It is crucial to utilize teachers' expert knowledge, especially knowledge on representation for authentic
learning, to design manipulative virtual devices of an ILE.

1.2 Design Considerations of an Intelligent ILE
An ILE may provide interaction opportunities between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning.
Some learners may learn the subject matter well without the assistance of the virtual learning devices. Some

learners may learn well with chances to interact with the interactive learning devices of the environment.
However, some learners may need guidance to learn well in the ILE [9]. An Intelligent ILE (IILE) is an ILE
that provide feedback or guidance to those learners who need such help in learning the subject domain. Those

learners who do not need help will not notice the existence of the auxiliary service. Learner model of learning
in a subject domain may provide information about the behaviour of learners in learning the domain. Studying
the learning model of learners may assist IILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain technical
details such as formulating mal rules for understanding learning states of learners. A learner model thus may
help to tailor-make an TILE for assisting various types of learners in learning the discipline. It is therefore

important to study the learning model of learners in a specific subject domain for designing a useful and
practical TILE to assist learners of various kinds in the learning process.
Three knowledge bases are therefore important for designing an TILE for learning subject-specific knowledge.
They are the subject matter, the learner model of learning in the domain and the PCK of teachers in teaching
the discipline. Subject matter knowledge base contains subject matter knowledge. It can provide subject

matter advice and knowledge state of learners in the learning process. Learner model contains behaviour
representations of learners. Learner model knowledge base may provide information about the learning state
of learner. PCK knowledge base contains diverse guidance knowledge for different learning states of learners.
It may provide learning advises based on PCK of experienced teachers of the subject domain who know how
learners think and err in the discipline. Software agents will monitor the performance of learner in the learner
interface.

Software agents will determine proactive or reactive responses after a negotiation and

communication process in the feedback and guidance generator. The negotiation will be a judgement of the
knowledge state of the learner in the domain using both the learner model knowledge base and subject matter
knowledge base of the TILE. Final decision will be an outcome after a consultation with the PCK knowledge
base of the IILE and the cumulative data of an individual learner. The cumulative data records the historical
learning states of each individual learner captured by the IILE. Figure 1 shows a conceptual design of an TILE
for generating feedback and guidance.
Figure 1: A conceptual design of an IILE for generating feedback and guidance
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1.3 Chosen Subject Domain
-A review of literatures indicated that many learners have great difficulties in learning the concepts and
procedural knowledge of mathematics fraction [10, 11, 12]. Streefland [11] further pointed out that the main
cause of such difficulties is the inadequate and inappropriate teaching in the traditional approaches. As the
teaching and learning of mathematics fraction is an internationally renowned difficult topic, it is considered as
an appropriate exemplar to be investigated for automation.

2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this research is to study the knowledge of learners in a subject-specific domain and to investigate
its implication for designing a subject-specific IILE. There are two specific objectives: (1) to understand the
problems of learners in learning the topic; (2) to discuss design issues of an TILE. Such findings may inform
the development of TILE for providing quality feedback and guidance to learners.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire for studying model of primary learners on learning fraction addition and subtraction was
designed.
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169 primary four learners from four different schools were invited to complete the questionnaire through their
mathematics teachers. All learners had completed their learning of fraction addition and subtraction before the
test. Learners were requested to do the questionnaire on individual basis in a mathematics lesson for about 35

minutes. No discussions were allowed. The answer sheets were not used for any form of assessment but
returned to the researcher after the administration. All 169 answer sheets returned were used for data analysis.

4 RESULTS AND DISSCSSIONS
This section will report on the quantitative and qualitative analysis results of all errors responded by
participants of the survey and will discuss their implications on designing an IILE. The learner model
formulated contains two areas: (1) knowledge of learners on category of error; and (2) knowledge of learners
on error patterns of the domain.

4.1 Knowledge of Learner on Category of Error
Nine categories of error were identified and summarized from the 423 incorrect responses. Though incorrect
response of each question may contain more than one error, this study selected the primary source of error for
classification. Results were summarized in table 1. Categories were organized in descending order of
percentage that account for the errors. The summarized result may serve as an important reference in
designing a learner model of LE for fraction learning. Among the nine categories, categories 1, 2 and 9
directly related to the subject matter and accounted for nearly forty percent of the erroneous work. Categories
3 and 8 were common types of error in any mathematics exercise. It is interesting to investigate whether
learners in this age group would commit these types of error like doing subtraction for addition at a certain
level of unconsciousness. The study reflected that these factors might account for another twenty percents of
errors.

1

2.
3.

4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Table 1: Category of error summarized from the learner model of the study
Percentage Accounted
Category of Error
20.4%
Improper handling of mixed number in fraction operation
14.7%
Insufficient procedural knowledge for evaluating fraction
13.5%
Calculation or careless mistake
11.6%
Unable to set up correct expression for solving word problem
11.4%
Incorrect strategy for evaluating expression
10.9%
Unable to identify error pattern for erroneous work
8.5%
Not responding to question or the piece of work unfinished
5.5%
Conducting subtraction for addition and similarly addition for subtraction
3.6%
Incorrect simplification of answer to the simplest fraction form

Though categories 4 and 5 can be purposely avoided, they do play a role in mathematics learning. Setting up
expression for solving problems in a scenario may help to test whether a learner has grasped the taught concept.

Strategies of evaluating numerical expressions may help to detect whether a learner has knowledge on
magnitude of operands and order of evaluation on operators in an expression. The deficiency of this
knowledge accounted for twenty percents of errors detected in this study. Categories 6 and 7 accounted for the
last twenty percent of learners' work that might not be understandable or remain unfinished. Those 10 percent
of learners' work could not be identified for any error pattern reflected that even human teachers might be
unable to understand open-ended pieces of work like evaluating mathematics expressions.

4.2 Knowledge of Learner on Error Patterns
This section will report on knowledge of learners with problems in working with fractions on addition and
subtraction. After careful analysing error patterns of learners in evaluating and solving simple fraction
addition and subtraction problems, two categories were summarized: (1) concrete error pattern; and (2) vague
idea on working with fractions. The first category includes some concrete error patterns that can be abstracted
into mal rules. The second category contains error patterns that cannot be easily summarized into mal rules
but reflect vague ideas and incomplete working procedures of learners. One of the most famous mal rules on
fraction addition can be named as "Add numerators and add denominators". Learner with poor knowledge on
fraction addition will adopt knowledge of arithmetic addition by adding the numerators of fractions in the
fraction expression to give the numerator of the resultant fraction and similarly adding the denominators of
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fractions to give the denominator of the resultant fraction. There were four learners committing this type of
error in this study. This rule might explain 3% of the errors. The second category of error pattern to be
analysed involves high-level abstraction. The group of learners in this category showed no concrete error
patterns. However, the pattern illustrated that these learners have some vague ideas of doing fraction addition
and subtraction. Examples were illustrated in table 2.
Table 2 Vague ideas for evaluating fraction addition and subtraction expressions
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Learner 3(O score)
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=
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These erroneous presentations reflected that learners did have vague ideas about the working procedures on
fraction addition. They need assistance to organize the disconnected nodes into a semantic net. Result of the
studies indicated that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work.

Identify Careless Mistake
The learner model of this study reflected that twenty percent of errors were derived from calculation or
careless mistakes. Careless mistakes in this study mean transcription errors or simple computational mistakes
form one step to another. The feedback and guidance will be different if an error is identified as a careless one.
An IILE should handle not only problems generated from subject matters but also general problems of learner
like careless mistake. An authentic guidance should provide not only advices or actions that can assist learners
to formulate conceptual understanding of the subject domain but also offer help to learners derived from
general problems such as careless mistakes. An IILE should attempt to distinguish careless mistake from
other error patterns like human teachers.

Scaffolding Support
The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of learners reflected that only immediate
feedback may not help learner much and thus authentic guidance should be considered for facilitating
conceptual understanding. A productive learning support should be an arrangement of a sequence of
situations for facilitating knowledge construction [12]. The role of a mathematics-learning environment will
be to help learners to learn, especially those fundamental concepts in mathematics, but not to replace
mathematics learning in the conventional manner. Therefore it is fundamental for such kind of learning
environment to provide scaffolding support to learner when assistance is needed. Support should gradually
withdraw so that learner can stand on its own after leaving the system. Therefore a fraction IILE should be
designed like a blank sheet for learner to work with fraction. Feedback and guidance are only provided when
it is needed. On the other hand, learner working in the IILE who does not need support will not notice the IILE
in behind.

5 CONCLUSION
Studying the learning model of learners may assist IILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain
details for understanding learning states of learners. The learner model of this study modelled behaviour of
learners in two aspects: error category and error patterns. Nine categories of error were identified. Forty
percent of errors were derived from inadequate knowledge of learners on subject matters. Twenty percent
could be explained by careless mistakes. Twenty percent involved general mathematics knowledge. The final
twenty percent of erroneous work were difficult to be classified or work was not completed. Learner model of
the study reflected that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work. Result of

the study indicated that TILE needed to apply a strategy to identify careless mistake so that appropriate
guidance to learners can be provided. The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of
learners reflected that only immediate feedback may not help much and thus authentic guidance should be
considered for facilitating conceptual understanding. A productive scaffolding support should be an
arrangement of situations for facilitating knowledge construction. The future work of the study is to design
ways and means to understand work of students, to devise strategy to distinguish careless mistake from other
error patters, and to plan scenarios for assisting learners to learn by exploration in an IILE.
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Our study aims to accumulate information for teachers, about established
teaching methodologies and techniques. For the purpose of our study, we
construct a searching system for lesson example videos, and we develop an

environment for facilitating the usage of our example videos, and for
encouraging teachers' collaboration. Concretely, we focus on the domain of
the new subject introduced in the Japanese curriculum, called "Information
Education". In this paper, we describe the details of our video searching
system, the design of the database tables, and we show an example of system
operation.
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1 Introduction
In now-a-days advanced information society, the demands about teachers' competence are high and
diverse. Concretely, teachers are required to posses on one hand curriculum development ability, learning
environment design ability, group learning, individual learning, simultaneous learning, and on the other

hand the previous abilities should be supported by class practice ability, observation and evaluation
ability, and last but not least, the ability to connect the textbook's world and the real world.

It is difficult to raise and form this complex set of abilities, with the help of only the presently available
education and training methodology for teachers. Therefore, the necessity emerged [1] to examine the
feasibility of a new systematic approach, for supporting the teachers' literacy progress, by building on
their natural talents/ and abilities, and expanding these to reach the required width and breadth.

The information technology science is offering the tools for the development of an environment
supporting the teachers' endowment progress. The knowledge concerning the teachers' education
contents and methods is stored as multimedia information, in the form of pictures, videos and sound
tracks. Moreover, by using the network environment, it is possible to make use of all resources over the
net, without any constraints or restrictions of time and/or geographical location.
With this goal in mind, we are researching the development of an integrative distance education training

system for supporting teachers' self-training, called RAPSODY ( Remote and Adaptive System of
Oriented Dynamic Teaching/Leaming ) . Up to now, the availability of video records and guidance plans
about lessons was limited to education training centers or universities, etc. The present research intends

to make the information on educational activities and practices public, and aims at joint usage and
re-usage of teachers' self-learning and self-training methodologies and tools. Concretely, we develop a
retrieval system based on dialogue patterns, by using a database of lesson videos.In order to jointly use
the information in the distributed environment, or to be able to re-use it, we implemented a Video On
Demand (VOD) system. The (teacher) user can control/manage the specification and stop/suspension of
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the regeneration point for the distributed VOD.
The main purpose of our research is therefore to propose a distance-learning environment on the Internet,
for improving the teachers' practical abilities. In this paper, we describe the video on demand system
developed until now, the indexing method of the classroom teaching movie example database, the
system's functions and the system's evaluation.

2 The outline of the system
2.1 The structure of the system
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the search system. The system is built of the following three parts:
Web browser;
Lesson video example database;
Video distribution server.
The web browser has the role of the user interface. The search/retrieval mechanism searches the lesson
example video database via three types of relational database files.

The video distribution server stores the lesson scenes' videos. The video distribution server performs the
VOD function at the users' requests. The search functions performed for the user are of the following two
types.

Keyword Search
Feature Oriented Search
The Keyword Search (fig. 1, ) takes place as explained below.
a-1) The user designates the search conditions.
b-1) The search mechanism compares the search conditions input by the user, with the available
class example video database.
c-1) The search mechanism extracts the record(s) matching the searching conditions.
d-1) The result is displayed as the search result.

The Feature Oriented Search process (fig. 1,) is done as shown in the following.
a-2) The system dialogue mechanism enquires about the video characteristics/features desired by
the user.
b-2) The user can answer to the system's enquiry vaguely [2].
c-2) The decision making table (showed later on in table 6), obtained from the user, is the basis for
the evaluation of the specific search conditions. The gathered search conditions are passed
over to the search mechanism of the database.
d-2) The database search mechanism compares the search conditions resulting from the evaluation
with the lesson example videos contained in the database.
e-2) This result is displayed as the search result.
The search result is formatted as an URL list that is shown to the user. These URLs perform the
function of linking the search result and the actual videos on the VOD server. The (teacher) user

chooses the URL that s/he wants to refer (Fig. 1, ).When the URL is chosen, the VOD client
software, embedded via the Web browser plug-in, starts, and the video playback begins.
User
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Lesson Example DB

Keyword Search
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Result

Feature Oriented
DBMS
Input

111---I Result

Video DisXribRtion Server

° video Server
Web Browser

(VOD)

Figure 2 Sstem Organization
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3. Database structure
3.1 Lesson (unit) database
The following three relational database files define the video lesson database.
Searching Index File
Movie Explanation File
Movie File
In the following, we will explain in detail each database file type.

3.2 Searching Index File
The Searching Index File results from the comparison of the video database with the search items. The
search items are organized in items for the Keyword Search and items for the Feature Oriented Search. In
table 1, we show the Searching Index File for the Keyword Search, and in table 2, the Searching Index
File for the Feature Oriented Search.
For the Keyword Search, the search conditions are given directly by the user. The Searching Index File
"used information
name (unit)",
"learning contents (subunit)",
slots
are "lesson
equipment/machinery/device(s)", "used tool(s) application(s)" and "class viewpoint".

In the Feature Oriented Search, the system generates the search conditions, based on the information
obtained from the user. The Searching Index File (Feature Oriented Search) employs comparison of the
extracted search conditions and the database, depending on the dialogue with the user. The slots of the
Searching Index File for the Feature Oriented Search mechanism are "teacher activity " and "student
activity ".
Table 1 Searching Index File (Keyword Search)

index frame database .basic search key.
record fields

ID ( primary key)
lesson name (unit)
learning contents (subunit)
used information equipment/ machinery/ device(s)
used tool(s) application(s)
class viewpoint
Table 2 Searching Index File (Feature

index frame database. feature search key.
record fields

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
Oriented Search)

value type
numerical value type

ID ( primary key)
teacher activity
student activity

3.3

value type
numerical value type

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)

Movie Explanation File

Table 3 shows the contents of the Movie Explanation File, regarding the movie features. When the user is
about to commence the lesson, the points, which need his/her attention, are explained via the contents of
the Movie Explanation File. These explanations are used when displaying the search results.
Table 3 movie explanation

movie feature description .video feature information
record fields
camera angle
equipment existence
equipment usage
number of teachers
teachers' movements
existence learning supporter(s)
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file

value type
text type
text type
text type
text type
text type
text type

(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection )
text type (menu selection)

number of students
students' movements
existence of a central student

The explanation information in the Movie Explanation File (table 4) resumes the lesson scenes compiled

by the video registrants, and the information on how the checkpoints, necessary for the lesson, were
estimated. The slot of table 4 called "teacher's aim", corresponds, for instance, to the classification 8
presented later on in table 7.The "checkpoints 1 to 3" express the free description of the image, from the
points of view shown below.
Checkpoint 1 the movie preconditions to be considered;
Checkpoint 2 what should be extracted/ understood from the current movie;
Checkpoint 3 the necessary forecast of the movie's following development.
Table explanation file
4 movie

movie explanation database
record fields

ID ( primary key)
teacher's aim
checkpoint 1
checkpoint 2
checkpoint 3

value type
numerical value type

text type (menu selection)
text type (item description
text type (item description
text type (item description

within 100 characters)
within 100 characters)
within 100 characters)

3.4 Movie File
Table 5 shows the Movie File. The Movie File contains pointers to the real videos. The VOD server
houses the real videos. Table 5 contains the Movie File slots called "thumbnail picture (still picture)",
"previous movie", "movie URL (movie file name)", and,"next movie".
Table 5 movie file

movie database

value type
numerical value type
text type (still movie file name)

record fields
ID ( primary key)
thumbnail picture (still picture)
previous movie
movie URL (movie file name)
next movie

text type (URL type input)
text type (URL type input)
text type (URL type inputO

For the discrete movie time-series {P(t) }, the following relationship exists:
[P(t- 1),P(t),P(t +1)] = [previous movie, movie URL, next movie];P(t=0) ={still picture} ;where t is the
time.

4 The system's behavior
Figure 2 shows the search conditions input interface (for Keyword Search). Figure 3 shows the search
result display interface. After the (teacher) user specifies the conditions for the desired video search via
the search conditions input interface, the search starts. The result of this is displayed in the search result
display interface [3] [4]. This interface shows the value of the slots called " still picture", "lesson contents
(subunit)", "teacher's aim", "checkpoints", "teachers' activity" and "students' activity". The "still picture"
can be seen in figure 3 (). Next to being a significant snapshot of the lesson video, the still picture has also
the role of a pointer to the real video (a link to the VOD video file), so describes the URL (figure 3, ). By
clicking on the still picture, the video starts (figure 3, ). The "teacher's aim" (fig. 3, ) and "checkpoints"
(fig. 3, ) are, as mentioned before, the most important information for image explanation. The figure also
presents the (teacher) user with help/support information about other items and record fields.
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Figure 2 search conditions input picture

Figure 3 search result display picture

5 Conclusions
We construct a searching system for lesson example videos, and we develop an environment for
facilitating the usage of our example videos, and for encouraging teachers' collaboration. Concretely, we

focus on the domain of the new subject introduced in the Japanese curriculum, called "Information
Education".We have presented in this paper the summary of the video search VOD system we have
developed, moreover, we have shown the database organization and the system's behavior.As for the
future tasks and research, we are planning to investigate about building a flexible key for the video search
mechanism. We are studying at present the dialogue mechanism, with the immediate goal of using the
search result's negative feedback information to the user's request, to serve as a new search key.
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Our research objectives include constructing a collaborative learning support system that detects appropriate situation for a learner to join in a collaborative learning
session, and forms a collaborative learning group appropriate for the situation dynamically. In this paper, we describe the outline of a system of concepts concerning
learning goals expected to attain by learners through collaborative learning process
with justification by the learning theories. We propose possibility that theory-based
learning groups can be combined into one in order to help a learner attain his/her
learning goals and showed an example of effective learning group formation which is
formed by combining multiple theory-based learning groups. With the ontology, it will
be possible to compare and synthesize the learning theories to design the collaborative
learning settings.
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1

Introduction

Our research objectives include constructing a collaborative learning support system that detects appropriate situation for a learner to join in a collaborative learning session, and forms a collaborative
learning group appropriate for the situation dynamically. To fulfill these objectives, we have to consider
the following:

1. How to detect the appropriate situation to start a collaborative learning session and to set up the
learning goal,
2. How to form an effective group which ensures educational benefits to the members of the group, and
3. How to facilitate desired interaction among learners in the learning group.

We have discussed item 1 in our previous papers[10,11], and this paper focuses on item 2. When we have
clarified item 2 and extracted the desired interaction in the group, we would consider item 3.

There are many theories to support the advantage of collaborative learning. For instance, Observational learning[2], Constructivism[19], Self-regulated learning[9], Situated learning[15,16], Cognitive
apprenticeship[5], Distributed cognition[21], Cognitive flexibility theory[22, 23], Sociocultural Theory[25,
26], Zone of proximal development[25,26], and so on. If we select a theory from these and form a learning group based on the theory, we can expect effective collaborative learning with the strong support
of the theory. However, it is difficult to understand all theories because these theories are derived from
a wide research area including pedagogy, sociology and psychology. Moreover, we can expect different
educational benefits based on these learning theories, and observe various kinds of interaction between
learners through collaborative learning process. Due to the diversity, it is difficult to list the learning
theories effective to gain a specific educational benefit for a learner, and to compare the theories to form
a suitable collaborative learning group for the learner.
Therefore, we have been constructing a system of concepts to represent collaborative learning sessions
supported by these learning theories[12, 14, 24]. We call the system of concepts "Collaborative Learning
Ontology". Although advantages of collaborative learning over individual learning are well known, the
collaborative learning is not always effective for a learner. Educational benefit that a learner gets through
the collaborative learning process depends mainly on interaction among learners. The interaction is partly
influenced by relations among members of learning group, which suggests that how to form an effective

group for the collaborative learning is critical to ensure educational benefit to the members. In this
paper, we focus on "Learning Goal Ontology" which is a part of the Collaborative Learning Ontology.
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Collaborative Leaminl Session
W-goal

Common Goal

Learners' Knowledge/Cognitive States

Personal Goal
Subject Matter and Topic

I -goal

BriPersonal Cognitive Change

Learning Scenario

Personal Experiential Change
Y<=I-goal

Flow of Interaction between Learners
Learning Group

Group Type
Collaborative Learning Goal
Learning Goal

Fig. 1. Collaborative Learning Ontology

The concept "Learning Goal" is one of the most important concepts for forming a learning group because
each learner joins in a collaborative learning session to attain some learning goals.
To help a learner obtain a specific educational benefit we can find several learning theories useful
for the purpose and form different learning groups according to the theories. If the groups are merged
into one, we may form a better learning group which is guaranteed its effectiveness by multiple learning
theories. So, we also discuss the combination of learning groups supported by different learning theories.
This paper is organized as follows: we first show briefly the structure of our "Collaborative Learning
Ontology" and "Learning Goal Ontology". Then we summarize advantages and remaining tasks: how
can we narrow down candidates of learning groups into one? Finally we propose a new learning group
formation formed by combining multiple learning theories.

2

Learning Goal Ontology for Collaborative Learning

Through a survey of studies on collaborative learning, we picked up concepts to represent a collaborative
learning session. As a result, we set up five primitive concepts to characterize the session: Trigger, Learning
Material, Learning Scenario, Learning Group, and Learning Goal. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual structure
of Collaborative Learning Ontology.' Here, we concentrate on the concept"Learning Goal" which is one
of the most important concepts for forming a learning group, because each learner joins in a collaborative
learning session to attain some learning goals. The "Learning Goal" can be specified as two kinds of goals:
"common goal" as a whole group and "personal goal" for each learner. The concept "personal goal" can
be specified as two kinds: the goal represented as a change of a learner's knowledge/ cognitive states, and
the goal attained by interaction with other learners.

We classify the goal of the first person (1), that of the
first person to interact with the second person (You,), and
that of the whole group as I-goal, Y#I-goal, and W-goal,
respectively. I-goal, which is described as G:I, represents what
a learner is expected to acquire. YI-goal, which is described

G:Y(LB)<=I(LA)
G:Y(LA)<=--1(L8)

G.I(LA)

G.W({LA,LB})
G:I(LB)

represents what a learner is expected to acquire
through the interaction. W-goal expresses the situation being
set up to attain YI-goals and we describe the goal as G:W.
G W({LA Ls Lc})
W-goal is a common goal characterizing the whole group.
Fig. 2. Learning Goal Ontology
Fig. 2 represents learning goals in a group where three
learners: LA, LBand Lcare participating. Learner LAhas an
I-goal which is attained through this collaborative learning session and this goal is described in Fig. 2
as G:I(LA). Both LBand Lchave I-goals, and they are represented as G:I(LB) and G:I(Lc) respectively.
G:Y(LB)I(LA) is a Y =I -goal between LAand LBobserved from LA's viewpoint. In other words, it
means the reason why LAinteracts with LB. Concerning this interaction between LA and LB, there is
also a YI-goal observed from LB's viewpoint. That is, it is the reason why LBinteracts with LA. This
YI-goal is represented as G:Y(LA)I(LB). Both G:I(LA) and G:Y(LB).#I(LA) are personal goals of
as

1 Notation: the schemata define the W-concept and the U-concept. The W-concept has entity a, which is an
instance of the concept P-concept, as a part. The entity a plays a specific role (Role-name) in the W-concept.
The concept P-concept has a semicircle on the right sides. It means the concept is defined in other schema. The
L-concept is a specification of the U-concept, and the U-concept is a generalization of the L-concept.
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Table 1. W-goals
W-goal

Definition

Src.

Setting up the situation for Peer Tu- Setting up the situation where a learner teaches something [6,1
cn
to another learner.
toring ED
a, Setting up the situation for An- Setting up the situation where a learner diagnoses anot her
[4]
learner's problem and then solve it (Problem-based Learning)
chored Instruction KO
Setting up the situation for learning Setting up the situation to learn knowledge or skill as an
-4
o
by Cognitive Apprenticeship EL apprentice
ji° cn
Setting up the situation for sharing
Setting up the situation to share cognitive or meta-cognitive [25,
o x (Meta-) Cognitive function between function between learners based on Sociocultural Theory
26]
ci?

,

?-3

'

learners SD

Setting up the situation for sharing Setting up the situation to evoke a learner's reflective thinking
Multiple Perspectives ED
based on Cognitive Flexibility theory.
Setting up the situation based on Setting up the situation where full participants, whom knowlZ Distributed Cognition CM
edge bases are different each other, discuss problems
k
p., Setting up the situation based on Setting up the situation where full participants discuss probCognitive Constructivism ED
lems
Setting up the community for Legiti- Setting up the the community of practice for peripheral par0
mate Peripheral Participation 01E121 ticipant
`I'''
Setting up the situation for Obser- Setting up the situation to share other learners' learning pro-

-a,
in

C)

vational Learning EEL]

[22,
23]

[15,
16]

cesses

Note: L means an abbreviation for the W-goal.
e.g., The W-goal "Setting up the situation for Peer Tutoring" is abbreviated as "PT".

LA. G:W({LA , LB }) is a W-goal of the learning group ({LA, LB}). G:W({LA,LB,Lc}) is a W-goal of
the learning group ({LA, LB, LC})
We have identified goals for collaborative learning for each of the three categories, and constructed
I-goal Ontology, YI-goal Ontology, and W-goal Ontology with justification based on learning theories.'
We can expect learners to acquire not only new knowledge concerning problems they solve, but also
cognitive skills, meta-cognitive skills, and skills for self-expression through the collaborative learning
session (I-goals). Each I-goal has several phases of development. It is difficult to understand from a theory
what educational benefit is expected to a learner, because of lack of unified systematic terminology to
represent a variety of phases. So, we adopt the terminologies used in two established findings: Rumelhart
Noman's work[15] on knowledge acquisition and Anderson's one[1] for skill development. The process to
acquire a specific knowledge includes three qualitatively different kinds of learning[15]: Accretion, Tuning,
and Restructuring. Concerning development of skills, there are also three phases of learning: Cognitive
stage, Associative stage, and Autonomous stage[1, 8].
The learner is expected to achieve these I-goals through interaction with other learners. For example,
to achieve the I-goal "Acquisition of Content-Specific Knowledge (Accretion)", some learners could take
the YI-goal "Learning by being Taughtf5r , while some learners could take another Y =I -goal "Learning
by Observation[2]".
Table 1 shows the W-goals. The W-goals are classified into four kinds (i. e. , Three kinds of singleton Wgoals and one Composite W-goal) according to their structures. To form a learning group means to pick up
learners who join in the group as members and to assign a specific role in the group to each member. The
formation should have rationale supported by learning theories. The structure of learning goals expresses

the rationality. A W-goal, which is a learning goal as a whole group, provides the rationale for the
interaction among the members. It means that a W-goal specifies a rational arrangement of Y =I -goals.
Fig. 3 shows a typical representation for the structure of a W-goal. It would be more easily to understand
a learning theory by preparing the structure to represent the theory and filling in each component of the
structure with suitable concepts according to the theory.

A learning theory generally argues the process that learners, who play a specific role, can obtain
educational benefits through interaction with other learners who play other roles. The theories have
common characteristics to argue effectiveness of a learning process focusing on a specific role of learners.
So, we represent the focus in the theories as Primary Focus and Secondary Focus.

Primary Focus (P): a learner's role that is mainly focused in the learning theory. The learner who
plays this role (P-member) is expected to gain the main educational benefit.
2 The details of the ontologies are described in our previous paper[14]. Here, we show the outline of the ontologies.
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?x = ?a = ?d
?y = ?b = ?c

knowledge/cognitive stater)

Iknowledge/cognitive state!)

Iknowledge/cognitive stater
knowledge/cognitive state')

Fig. 3. Conceptual Structure of a W-goal

Secondary Focus (S): a learner's role that is weakly focused in the learning theory. The learner who
plays this role (S-member) is needed as a companion to enable a P-member to attain his/her learning
goals.

We classify the W-goals into the following four kinds depending on the number of the components P
and S.

Singleton W-goal: Each Singleton W-goal can exist independently.
Multiple-P x Sing le-S: The W-goal of M-P x S-S type can have multiple P-members and single
S-member.

Single-P x Multiple-S: The W-goal of S-P x M-S type can have single P-member and multiple
S-members.

Multiple-P x No-S: The W-goal of M-P x N-S type has only one role for its members. In this
group, each learner plays a role of companion for the other learner, while he/she gains main
educational benefit.

Composite W-goal: The CW-goal includes another group as its component S.

For example, in the situation of Peer Tutoring, there are two roles: Peer Tutor and Peer Tutee. Main educational benefit is tuning of contentspecific knowledge by externalizing a learner's
knowledge[6, 7]. So, P is identified as Peer Tutor
and S is identified as Peer Tutee. From the viewpoint of assigned task, the role of main problem-

.?x=?b
?a=?c

solver is Peer Tutee who wants to get a new knowl-

edge to perform assigned tasks, while the role of
helper is Peer Tutor. The number of members who
play Peer Tutee (S) should be single, the number
of members who play Peer Tutor (P) can be multiple, and the W-goal PT is identified as a M-P x
S-S type.

A group attaining a W-goal(W,) can have another group, which has another W-goal(W,), as the
component S of the W-goal(Wi). We call the W-

Learner
Observer
Learning by Observation

Observing

#2
Member of S-group
Learner
?c

goal(W,) "CW-goal" which means a composite
W-goal. Fig. 4 shows the conceptual structure
of the CW-goal Observational Learning[2]. The
learning group has Observers as its component P.

Fig. 4. An Example of CW-goal: OL
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The Observers require a group (i.e.,its component S) as an object to observe meaningful interaction. In
the figure, the W-goal, which is set in #1, depends on what I-goal is set in #2. For example, if accretion
of content-specific knowledge is set in #2 as Observer's I-goal, the W-goal PT is recommended as S's
W-goal (#1).
A W-goal has two kinds of goals of interaction as follows:

S =P -goal: a YI-goal which means how and for what purpose the P-member interacts with the Smember.

P =S -goal: a YI-goal which means how and for what purpose the S-member interacts with the Pmember. In the collaborative learning session, all members of learning group are expected to get
some educational benefits. So, the S-member also has an I-goal, and the PS-goal should be effective
to attain the I-goal.

The entities of these goals refer to the concepts defined in the YI-goal Ontology. The conditions, which
are proper to each W-goal, can be added to the concepts, if necessary. Each of the YI-goals referred to
by SP-goal and PS-goal consists of three components as follows:

I: a role to attain the YI-goal. A member who plays I role (I-member) is expected to attain his/her
I-goal by attaining the YI-goal.
You: a role as a partner for the I-member.
G:I: an I-goal which means what the I-member attains.
Each W-goal can be expressed by a set of YI-goals and I-goals. We can identify a group formation
to start an effective collaborative learning session with these goals.

3

Advantages and Remaining Tasks of Learning Goal Ontology
for Forming an Effective Learning Group

In a traditional classroom, sometimes a teacher divides students into several subgroups, and then the
students start collaborative learning in the subgroup all at once. Such collaborative learning does not
ensure educational benefits for every student, because it depends on a student's knowledge/ cognitive
state whether collaborative learning is effective or not, and progress in learning differs from student to
student.
So, we have been proposing a network-based new learning environment to support individual learning
and collaborative learning dynamically. In the environment, each learner is solving problems individually
with an ITS. When the ITS detects a desired situation for a learner (triggered-learner) to shift from
individual learning mode to collaborative learning mode, the ITS forms an effective learning group for
the learner, and then the members of the group start a collaborative learning session. In the group, not
triggered-learner but every member should be ensured to attain individual learning goals through specific
interaction with the other members. To encourage the interaction, every member is assigned a specific role
in the group. When the members attain their learning goals, they close the session and return individual
learning mode. We call the idea of dynamic group formation "Opportunistic Group Formation (OGF) ".
With our Learning Goal Ontology we can represent the several group formations whose effectiveness
is ensured by learning theories. It means that the ontology brings the following benefit: When a personal
goal for a learner (i.e.,I-goal or Y =I -goal) is decided, we can identify learning theories which propose

learning groups to facilitate that the learner attain the personal goal. And then, we can form a specific
group and identify roles assigned to the members of the group according to the theory.
If there are many theories to enable a learner to attain a specific personal goal, we can form many
learning groups supported by the theories as candidates. Then, we have to narrow down the candidates
to one. How can we select one?
Each learner plays a specific role in collaborative learning session. Every role has necessary conditions
which should be satisfied by a learner who plays the role. The conditions will work as constraints to narrow
down the candidates. If there are still some candidates after checking the conditions for role assignment,
there are no rules for conflict resolution between all possible learning theories.
One might want to select one of the most profitable theory-based learning groups for a learner to attain
a personal goal. Every theory expresses a different learning situation. The differences between theories
do not mean the differences of the degree of effectiveness, but diversity of means to attain a goal. So, it

is hard to compare a theory with the others on the effectiveness for helping a learner attain a personal
goal.

There is another solution of the problem for narrowing down the candidates to one. Are learning
theories exclusive each other? If the candidates can be integrated into one, a stronger learning group will
appear: a learner is expected to attain a personal learning goal through some kinds of interaction, and
each interaction is justified by a learning theory.

4

Is a Learning Theory Exclusive or Harmonious with Other
Theories?

In actual learning environment, teachers often adopt the style of collaborative learning. If the group
includes a member LA whose knowledge base and/or experiences are relatively poor, it would be difficult

for LAto discuss with other members and to solve a problem collaboratively. LA is expected to grow
into a senior through practice in the group. This type of learning group is similar to the group based
on the theory "LPP" which describes a process in which a newcomer grows into a senior[15, 16]. Fig.
5 shows typical learning group formation the W-goal "LPP" where three learners: LA, LBand Lcare
participating. As a whole group, all members solve a problem collaboratively, and LAis regarded as a

Peripheral Participant and {LBand Lc} are regarded as Full Participants.
G:Y(LB)<=l(Lc)
G:Y(Lc)<=I(LB)
= Learning by Discussion

Peripheral Participant

Full Participant

G:1(I.1)

= Development of
Metacognitive Skil
(Assoc.)

G:I(LB)

4C:I(Lc)
.7= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)

LA

G:Y( {LB, Lc})<=I(LA)

= Learning by Practice

G:W( {LA, LB, Lc1)= LPP

Fig. 5. An Example of Group Formation: LPP
.G:Y(L4)<=l(LB) = Learning by Diagnosing

G:Y(LB)<=I(LC)
G:Y(LC) < =I(LB)

G:Y(LB)<=I(LA)

Leamin b Reflection

LB

/ = Learning by Discussion
Full Participant

G:I(LB)
G:I(LC)

Peripheral Participant

G:I(L4 )

= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)

= Development of
Metacognitive Skill
(Assoc.)
G:Y( {LB, Lc }) < =I(LA)

= Learning by Practice

Fig. 6. An Example of Actual Learning Group

In this case, many skillful teachers will arrange for an excellent learner (e.g.,LB) to help LAin the
group. For example, when a new student comes to our laboratory, a senior student may work as a tutor
for the new student. Fig. 6 shows this type of learning group formation. We can find additional YI-goals
between LAand LBin Fig. 6 as compared with Fig. 5. The teacher will expect different types of interaction
between LAand LB, which bring additional educational benefits to them. This type of group formation
can not be interpreted by a single learning theory.
In a learning group supported by "LPP", can all Peripheral Participants grow up into full participants?
According to the theory "LPP", a learner (i.e.,Peripheral Participant) can acquire knowledge on the
community and develop his/her (meta-) cognitive skills only by the learner's own practice. It is not
assumed the other learners (i.e.,Full Participants) help the Peripheral Participant grows up. It seems
that there is a gap between the Peripheral Participant and the Full Participant. Especially concerning
the development of (meta-) cognitive skills, a Peripheral Participant can observe not the process in which
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G:W({LA, LS}) = SC

Client

G:Y(LA )<=I(LB) = Learning by Diagnosing
G:Y(LB)<=I(LA) = Learning by Reflection

/21griaser in SC

.1

in SC

Peripheral Participant in LPP

G:1(,4) = Development of Meta- .<
cognitive Skill (Assoc.)

G:Y({LB, Lc})<=1(LA) = Learning by Practice

41

G:Y(LB)<=I(Lc)
G:Y(Lc)<=I(LB)
= Learning by Discussion

Full Participant in LPP

G:I(LB)
G:I(LC)

= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)
G:W( {LA, LB, Lc }) = LPP

Fig. 7. An Example of Combined Learning Group: W-goal LPP & SC

a Full Participant uses the skill, but input and output for using the skill. It is difficult to learn the process
by observing only input and output.
Concerning the W-goals, both W-goals "AI" [4] and "SC" [26] assume to have a "poor learner" who
engages to solve a problem and a "helper" for the learner. The W-goal "AI" has a Problem-Holder, who
has a difficulty in solving a problem, and an Anchored Instructor, who diagnoses the Problem-Holder's
problem and gives advice to him/her. Similarly, the W-goal "SC" has a Client, who externalizes his/her
own thinking process, and a Diagnoser, who diagnoses the Client's thinking process and evaluates the
process. In both W-goals, a "poor learner" is expected to attain his/her I-goal, by a "helper"'s advice.
Each of these W-goals can be combined with one of the other W-goals. That is, if it is difficult for a
learner to attain an I-goal, we can combine the W-goal "AI" or "SC", and one of the other W-goals to
help the learner attain the I-goal.
In the case of Fig. 6, we can interpret the group as a combination of two groups. One group (Groups)
consists of two Full Participants (LBand Lc) and one Peripheral Participant (LA). The W-goal of Group,
is "LPP". Another group (Group) consists of a Client (LA) and a Diagnoser (LB), and the W-goal of
the group is "SC". Fig. 7 shows the combination of two groups. In this learning group, LAis expected to
participate in the session more easily thanks to the help of LB. For LB, it is an opportunity for diagnosing
LA's authentic problems and helping LAto participate in the collaborative learning session. Through the
experience, we can expect LBto develop his/her cognitive skill in two ways. For Lc, he/she will be able to
get the same educational benefit with participating in the group shown in Fig. 5, because his/her activity
is equal between the both groups.

For the combination of theory-based learning groups, the role of ontology is to clarify principles
of combination. In combined groups, it should be guaranteed that all members can attain their own
learning goals. At this stage, we store possible patterns of combining some theory-based learning groups
as a pattern library. The ontology should not only represent the patterns, but also the principles which
express the design rationale why the groups can be combined into one. When we can clarify the principles,
an intelligent educational support system will be able to infer an effective learning group formation based
on the principles opportunistically: The group formation is not picking up an appropriate one from the
static pattern library. In this paper, we have described the possibility of combination the W-goal "AI" or
"SC", and other W-goals. We have to consider the other types of combination.

5

Conclusions

We have discussed Learning Goal Ontology which will be able to make it easier to form an effective
collaborative learning setting and to analyze the educational functions for a learning group. By considering
the personal and common goals, we have identified three kinds of learning goals; I-goal, YI-goal and
W-goal. In this paper, we described the outline of Learning Goal Ontology, and summarized advantages
and remaining tasks for the ontology. We proposed possibility that theory-based learning groups can be
combined into one in order to help a learner attain his/her learning goals and showed an example of
effective learning group formation which is formed by combining multiple theory-based learning groups.
With the ontology, it will be possible to compare and synthesize the learning theories to design the
collaborative learning settings.
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At this stage, we mainly focus on the learning goals. Future work includes to construct ontologies
on remaining concepts in Collaborative Learning Ontology. Advantage of collaborative learning includes
emotional factors: e.g.,motivation, familiarity. It is also our future work how to treat these factors.
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is the ability to turn data
(observations) into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery.
In this paper, we propose a collaborative data mining approach to designing

One of the creative capabilities of scientists

learning tools in educational environments for creative science education.
Specifically, students can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data mining activities that enable students to cooperate both with
the computer and the other students. Data mining process is typically made up
of a set of activities such as selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning,
transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules, evaluation and revising
knowledge rules. The learning process is modeled as a set of learning protocols
that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.
Based on these protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in a
web-based learning environment for global climate exploration.

Keywords: Learning protocol, knowledge discovery, data mining, learning
environment, collaborative learning, science education.

1 Introduction
Among the creative capabilities of scientists, the most important one is the ability to turn data (observations)
into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery. In this paper, we propose a collaborative
data-mining approach to creative science education in learning environments. In this data-mining supported
environment, students could observe real world data in different perspectives, derive their own classification
rules and test the rules collaboratively, such that they can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data-mining activities.

In this paper, we adopt learning protocols [9] to describe the learning processes. Learning protocols are a set

of constraints, rules, or processes for structuring learning processes, and are externalized as executable
methods, with roles, events, and actions made explicit. Learning protocols can be used to coordinate
goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. In this paper, we will devise a set of learning
protocols that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.

Based on the collaborative data-mining protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in the
CILSE-GCE learning environment [7, 8]. CILSE-GCE is a web-based collaborative learning environment
for global climate exploration. The task domain, global climate exploration, is inherently a scientific
classification problem. Students are expected to induce classification rules by making observations under a
couple of climatic features. These tools are designed with the intention not only to teach students the target
knowledge, but also the scientific ways of study skills. We believe the students will achieve higher learning
goals through the collaborative process of creating knowledge by themselves.
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2 The CILSE-GCE Learning Environment
The target domain draws sources from the instructional material in the geographic climate course of senior
high schools in Taiwan. One of the domain knowledge is the classification of each climate pattern, which is
recognized as a specific set of the climatic attributes. In this paper, we focus on the construction of the
climatic classification knowledge. Three components of the CILSE-GCE learning environment were built.
They are the Virtual Classroom, Visualized Data Viewer, and Intelligent Tutor, respectively, which are
outlined below.

The Virtual Classroom serves as the origin where teachers and students coordinate and collaborate. Through
the Virtual Classroom, students could access the multimedia coursebase, the climatic GIS database (via the
Visualized Data Viewer) and the historical literature database. These rich data sources allow students to
observe, search and collect related information in different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. The
CILSE-GCE environment also provides an intelligent tutor to help students induce the classification rules.
During the rule induction process, a student has to identify what the settings of the relevant attributes are by
exploring resources of all kinds. When he/she determines a specific set of attribute values, the intelligent
tutor would evaluate the student's answer, and give suggestions to guide the student's further exploration.

A set of rich data sources are needed to allow students to observe, search and collect related information in
different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. In the Visualized Data Viewer, rich climate information
could be displayed in different layers of maps covering the globe. Students could select, resize and combine

different information layers for display to investigate the climate attributes in different perspectives.
Hot links to climatic data and statistical graphs associated with the typical cities are also provided to allow

students to do some measurements and inferences. Up to now, we have collected more than 1700 city
records of various kind of climatic information, such as latitude, temperature, precipitation, height above sea

level, etc. This database is the main data source that students can collect related data and perform
data-mining process to discover the classification knowledge. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the Visualized
Data Viewer.

Figurel A snapshot of the Visualized Data Viewer system.

3 Collaborative Data Mining as Knowledge Discovery
For creative science education, students are asked to acquire the learning skills of knowledge discovery, such

as making observations and data collections, performing data analysis, generating hypotheses, testing
hypotheses, and making conclusions. Standing from the viewpoint of knowledge discovery [2], we model
the learning process as a data-mining process. Figure2 shows the set of data-mining activities, such as
selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning, transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules,
evaluation and revising knowledge rules. Some steps of the data-mining process can be handled well with
computer supports, especially those involving tedious computations and comparisons. Other steps are more
suitable to be learning tasks for human students. In this section, we propose the framework of collaborative
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data mining within which each student member first applies the data-mining process to generate his/her
private knowledge base, and then all students collaboratively integrate their private knowledge bases to a
more general knowledge base, a result of social consensus process.

The first step in the data-mining process is to select a target data of interest from database, and to possibly
sample the target data. The learning skills required of the students are the capability of observation and data
collection. Based on the aspects they observe data, students can select all relevant attributes they think might
be important to the classification problems at hand. Besides, there are so many samples in the database that
students have to learn the sampling skill by selecting as typical samples as they can.

Secondly, the preprocessing and data cleaning step handles noises and unknown values, as well as
accounting missing data fields. This step can be dealt with quite well with computer software. Thirdly, the
data reduction and transformation step involves checking relevant features depending on the goal of the
learning task and certain transformations on the data such as converting one type of data to another (e.g.,
discretizing continuous values), and/or defining new attributes. It is this step that testifies the hypothesis of
attributes that students generated at the previous data observation step.

In the knowledge formulation step, students may apply one or more knowledge discovery techniques and
tools on the transformed data set to extract valuable patterns. In this step, students can learn
domain-dependent skills as well as the ability to work with computers, as is practiced by most scientists

nowadays. Finally, the knowledge evaluation step involves interpreting the result with respect to the
goal/task at hand. And as is often the case, students may get back to previous steps based on the evaluation
results. Well-designed OLAP (OnLine Analysis Processing) tools are required for students to practice such
kind of data analysis tasks. Note that the data-mining process is not a linear one. It might involve a variety of
feedback loops, because any one step can result in changes in preceding or succeeding steps.

Knowledge Evaluation

Knowledge Formulation

Transformation and Reduction

4
Preprocessing and Cleaning

Selection and Sampling
Figure2 The data-mining process.

4 Learning Protocols for Collaborative Data Mining
Learning protocols can be used to coordinate goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. A
learning protocol consists of a set of components. First, a protocol has a name signifying the situation type to
which the protocol can be applied. Secondly, a protocol consists a set of states and transitions. In each state
the users can perform actions such as communicate or manipulate artifacts. A transition to another state is

triggered by an action or a specific condition. Actually, a learning protocol can be represented as an
event-driven state-transition graph. Thirdly, a protocol includes different roles pertaining to the persons
involved in the enactment of the protocol. Finally, a protocol may contain various types of artifacts, such as
text documents, graphical objects, test forms, etc. In the following, we design a set of learning protocols for
the collaborative data mining process.
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4.1 The protocol to construct member knowledge
The protocol shown in Figure 3 outlines the actions of personal data-mining process and coordinates the
interactions between a student and the computer. There are totally ten states in the protocol. Each state and
transition is described as follows. In the Observing Data state, the student observes the data in all aspects
he/she consider important to classify the climatic patterns. The main data source is the Visualized Data
Viewer. The student then defines a set of attributes (in the Defining Attribute state) that will be used to
classify the climatic patterns. In the Sampling state, the student starts to collect data (cities) and fill in all the
details of the climatic attributes that he/she had defined. Since some of the attributes are numeric values, the
student has to transform them into symbolic ones (like temperature is high or low) in the Discretizing
Attributes state for more data understandability.

In the Mining Rule state, students have to extract and write down the classification rules hidden in the
collected data. For this purpose, we design a set of data analysis tool that depicts the distribution graph or
dependency graph of the climatic data based on the attributes specified by the students, such as the ones
shown in Figure 4.

Student:

Observing
Data

Make observations

Student:

---------

Define attributes

---"---Defining
Attributes

Student:
Collect data

_i

Sampling

Student:
Transform data

Discretizing
Attributes

Student:
Satisfied

Student:

Student:

4.
Transforming
knowledge
1

Ask CDT analysis

Transform knowledge

Mining
CD Trees

Mining
Rule
Computer:

Computer:
Show knowledge

Student:

1

Show CD Tree

Satisfied

Testing
Knowledge

Student:
Ask re-discretizing
Student:
Ask modify attributes

Student:
Satisfied

Figure3 The personal data-mining learning protocol.
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(b)
(a)
Figure4 (a) A data-mining support tool for comparing frequency distributions. (b) A data-mining support
tool for depicting data dependency graphs.

Nevertheless, it would be still difficult for some students to discover the hidden knowledge (rules) without

further computer supports. Hence, we design and implement another tool to facilitate the data-mining
process in the Mining Decision Tree state. This tool uses a variation version of ID3 algorithm [4] to devise a
Composite Decision Tree (CD Tree) out of the collected data. A As shown in Figure 5, students can use the
CD tree to select and compose classification rules that are of more accuracy, stability and understandability.

While rules provide a good local view of each knowledge unit, CD Trees provide another view that
facilitates the comparison of different rule structures.. In the Transforming Knowledge state, the student can
exchange the knowledge format from CD Trees to Rules, and vice versa. At last, the student can test his/her
classification knowledge against the city cases in the Testing Knowledge state, and decide whether to further
revise the knowledge.

Figure5 A data-mining support tool to help students extract hidden
knowledge (classification rules) from data.

4.2 The protocol to integrate group knowledge
After each student member establishes his/her own knowledge, the student group starts to perform the
knowledge integration task collaboratively. The students achieve the knowledge integration goal by solving
the classification problem collaboratively, trying to reach a consensus, which is the group knowledge. The

corresponding learning protocol is shown in Figure 6. In the Presenting Cases state, a Coordinator (a
software agent) selects a city case from the database for the student group to identify its climatic pattern. In
the Classifying Case state, each student member applies his/her knowledge to solve the problem, and shows
the applied rule and related information (such as the symbolic terms for each numeric attribute) in a shared
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working space. With the information shown in the shared working space, each student member starts
revising his/her own knowledge by references to the correct answers and the colleagues' knowledge. Detail
of the Revising Knowledge state is described in next protocol. Each time the member knowledge is revised,
a new applied rule is sent once again to the shared working space. This process will loop until a temporary
consensus is reached. At last, the Coordinator store the final rule set into the integrated knowledge base (i.e.,
the group knowledge). We adopt the Blackboard Architecture [3] to implement this learning protocol.

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Presenting
Cases
Computer:
Problem Presented

Classifying
Cases
Students:

Revising
Knowledge

Give answers

Students:
All Satisfied

Storing
Integrated
Knowledge

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Students:
Satisfied

Figure6 The collaborative knowledge integration learning protocol.

4.3 The protocol to revise member knowledge
When students ask to revise his/her private knowledge, the knowledge revising learning protocol, as shown
in Figure 7, is entered. In this protocol, two kinds of knowledge operations, the knowledge generalization
and knowledge specialization operations, are supported. Each student member can revise his/her private
knowledge by applying the two knowledge operations and/or exchange knowledge through the Group
Chatting state that involves chatting-support tools. Each kind of knowledge operation can be applied to the
various artifacts such as rule structures, numeric attribute intervals, and attributes. Specifically, in

Knowledge Generalization state, students can delete conditions from rules, reduce numeric attribute
intervals or delete some attributes from the attribute set, while in Knowledge Specialization state, the
students can add conditions into rules, extend some numeric attribute intervals or add new attributes into the

attribute set. To facilitate both kinds of knowledge revision, an automated rule testing and warning
subsystem is implemented to list the rules that are potential for further generalization or specialization based
on the test result against any data set.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a collaborative data-mining support tools for knowledge
discovery in creative science education. These functional extensions are being integrated to our previous
Web-based learning environment, CILSE-GCE. This collaborative process fosters all the constructive design
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principles mentioned in [1, 5], such as observation, interpretation construction, contextualization, cognitive
apprenticeship, collaboration, multiple interpretations, ownership of knowledge, self-awareness of
construction process. In this collaborative learning model, students would experience the process of looking

for patterns collaboratively. Besides, we find that learning protocols are very effective ways to the
description and implementation of learning processes. Finally, it is indicated that during free exploration of a
problem space, greater learning occurred if students adopted more systematic strategies for rule induction [6].

Further evaluation tests will be conducted to provide beneficial evidences of such kinds of discovery
learning.
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Revising
Knowledge
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Satisfied
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Revision

Student:
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Student:
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Specializing
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Figure? The knowledge revising protocol.
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A restricted natural language is presented which is suitable for formulating
mathematical proofs in the domain of calculus. A line of a proof according to the
language consists of three parts: A marking, a proof statement, and a foundation
of the statement. Foundations include among others the name of a theorem, the
name of a concept, or a formula manipulation operation. It is demonstrated how
mathematical proofs worded in that language may be automatically monitored
and checked for correctness and completeness by a computer program. For that,

techniques of the fields of theorem proving and of formula manipulation are
applied; the lines of the original proof are transformed into a quantifier free form
and checked line by line; an internal knowledge base of concepts and theorems
allows for verifying proof statements which are founded by concept definitions
or theorem applications. The described methods may be used in virtual or faceto-face universities for the purpose of proof exercises by students or for the

purpose of automatically checking and scoring student proofs. The approach
together with a medium-grained XML representation of concepts, theorems, and
proofs may form the core of a learning environment which gives students the
opportunity of an intensive interactive occupation with mathematical proofs.

Keywords: Calculus Proofs, Verifying, Restricted Natural Language

1 Introduction
Finding and constructing mathematical proofs are standard activities of persons who study mathematics or
disciplines of science. For learning purposes, it would be desirable to have an interactive software system
into which students could enter a mathematical proof in the usual way utilizing the natural language and the
software system would monitor and verify the student's proof or provide help if needed.

From the side of the field of mechanical theorem proving, techniques and procedures are available to
automatically prove theorems or check a given proof, if the theorem or the proof are worded in a formal
language like first order logic or the quantifier free clause form (see e.g. [1], [5]). The main bottleneck to
reach the above mentioned goal is the difficulty of processing and correctly understanding natural language
input. As a solution to the problem or as a compromise we here suggest a restricted natural language to

formulate proofs. The language results from an inquiry into mathematical proofs which occur in
mathematical textbooks of the domain of calculus (see e.g. [8]). We chose the domain of calculus because of
the importance of calculus for the edifice of mathematics and for many practical applications and because
calculus belongs to the first fields which are studied at the universities.

Secondly, we discuss how proofs utilizing that restricted language may be automatically monitored and
checked for correctness and completeness by a computer program. To monitor a proof, the proof is
transformed into an internal form which includes the quantifier free notations of the occurring logical
expressions. A proof is checked line after line like a human would do who tries to verify a given proof. The
checking for correctness of the single statements relies on the techniques of the fields of theorem proving
and of formula manipulation and of their combinations. Regarding the theorem proving techniques we
utilize methods which are similar to the methods of Bledsoe, Boyer and Henneman to automatically prove
limit theorems ([2],[3]).
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Apart from providing opportunities of doing proof exercises, the described methods may be used in virtual
or face-to-face universities for the purpose of automatically checking and scoring proofs of students.
Thirdly, we shortly discuss the extension of the approach to an extensive learning environment.

2 Mathematical Theorems and Proofs in the Domain of Calculus
The subjects of calculus include among others limits of sequences and functions, derivations of functions,
determination of properties of functions, integrals, the study of special classes of functions, and many
practical applications of theoretical results.
Proof methods used in calculus are multifarious and include direct proofs using the analytical definitions of
concepts like limit, continuous or differentiable (epsilon-delta notation), inductive proofs, indirect proofs or
proofs by counter-examples, or direct proofs utilizing chains of inferences of already proven theorems.
A large set of proofs in the domain of calculus follows a recurrent pattern. One characteristic of those proofs

is the use of analytical definitions of the main concepts to establish the proof. A further characteristic of
many proofs is that they employ formula manipulation methods as a central technique to establish the proof.
Proofs often consist of a construction process. Those characteristics allow for monitoring proofs without a
long chain of logical deductions.

3 A Restricted Natural Language to Formulate Proofs
The restricted language to word proofs is here informally described mostly by examples so that persons who

are familiar with proofs of the domain of calculus can understand the scope of the various allowable
statements. The language is not supposed to be exhaustive, but the current version of the language covers a
large set of calculus theorems and proofs in textbooks and in collections of exercises.

The usual structure of a natural language proof in a textbook consists of a series of statements which are
substantiated by one or more foundations. The statements may have a reference to other statements of the
proof. The restricted language reflects that structure by dividing a proof into proof lines. Each proof line
consists of up to three parts: a marking, a proof statement, and a foundation of the proof statement. By
clearly separating the three parts of a proof line from each other, the variety of natural language wording
reduces to a simple and easily comprehensible structure.

3.1 The wording of a proof
Basic elements of the language. There are a series of basic elements which may occur in a proof including
numbers, variable names, function names, the universal quantifier (ALL), the existential quantifier (SOME),

and the logical operators of negation (NOT) and of conjunction (AND). R denotes the real numbers.
Keywords of the language generally consist of capital letters. Intervals play a central role in proofs and may
be designated in the usual way, e.g. [a,b] for a closed interval of the real numbers, (a,b) for an open interval,
or ALL x WITH Ix -aI< delta for an interval with the point a in the middle of it. Partitions of intervals are
often used in various contexts. They usually define end points and a list of intermediate points and fix the
length or a maximum length of the resulting part intervals ( see an example below). Iterations may be used
in the usual way, e.g. i=0,...,n or j=1,2, ... to denote a finite or infinite sequence.

Proof statements. The current version of the language comprises the following proof statements which are
described in the next paragraphs:

(1) Assignment statements. Assignment statements allow for defining new variables or functions. An
assignment statement starts with the keyword LET. Examples are
LET delta = min(delta 1 ,delta2),
where min denotes the minimum function and deltal and delta2 are earlier defined variables, or
LET h(x) = f(x)+g(x) ALL x IN [a,b] , where the new function h(x) is defined, or
LET f : [a,b] -> R , where a function and its domains are defined.
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(2) Choice statements. Choice statements describe a choice of an entity from a set of possibilities. A choice
may e.g. refer to a number chosen from an interval or to a partition of an interval. A choice statement starts
with the keyword CHOOSE. The format of such a statement depends on the choice situation. Simple
examples are
CHOOSE x IN [a,b].
CHOOSE eps > 0 or
An example which covers the choice of a partition of an interval is
CHOOSE PARTITION p OF [a,b] WITH a=x0 < xl < ...< xn=b AND ( Ix,-xi_i I < delta , i=1,...,n) ,
where [a,b] is an interval, x, are points in the interval, and the mentioned restriction of the lengths of the
intervals [4],x;] holds.

(3) Relational statements. Relational statements, i.e. equations and inequalities, frequently occur in
calculus proofs. The statements often include constraints on the appearing variables. Typical recurrent
examples relate to analytical definitions of concepts and formula manipulation operations. An example
which states the definition of continuity is: ALL eps > SOME delta >0 ALL x WITH Ix-al < delta: If(x)f(a)1 < eps. Often a chain of equations and inequalities appears like ALL x IN [a,b]: if(x)+g(x)I <= If(x)I +
Ig(x)I <= M+N < INFINITY . Another simple example of a relational statement is eps/2 + eps/2 = eps ,
where eps is a given variable.

(4) Property statements. Property statements describe a property of an entity, e.g. the property of a function
to be continuous in an interval. An example is: f IS continuous IN [a,b]. Other properties which often occur
in calculus proofs are e.g. uniformly continuous, monotonously growing, or differentiable.
A series of further statements which often appear in a proof more or less drive or structure the proof.

(5) Proof type statements. A proof type statement characterizes how the proof is done, e.g. by finding a
contradiction. The statement starts with the keyword PROOF TYPE and is followed by the name of a proof
method from a list of proof methods, e.g.

by DIRECT, DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION, DIRECT_BY_A_CHAIN_OF_THEOREMS, INDIRECT,
COUNTEREXAMPLE, SPECIALIZATION, COMPLETE_INDUCTION. The classification of the proof
may be relevant regarding several aspects which are mentioned below. An example of a proof type statement
is: PROOF TYPE INDIRECT.

(6) To prove statements. To prove statements are used to specify what must be or will be proven. There are
two variants which may precede a statement: to prove or sufficient to prove. Here are examples: Let us
assume that the conclusion of a theorem is: 'The function f(x) is bounded in an interval [a,b]'. Then the first
or the first line of the
line of a proof may be e.g. TO PROVE SOME m > 0 ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)I < m
proof may be e.g.

SUFFICIENT TO PROVE ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)I < 1 . In the first case the keywords are followed by a
statement which is equivalent to the conclusion of the theorem. And in the second case the keywords are
followed by a statement from which the conclusion of the theorem may be inferred.

(7) Assume statements. Assume statements are mostly found in indirect proofs. They then state the
negation of the statement of the theorem. The statement starts with the keyword ASSUME and there
follows another statement. An example is ASSUME NOT [c] , where [c] denotes the marking of the
conclusion of the theorem (see an example in Theorem 2 below).

(8) Contradiction statement. A contradiction statement states the contradiction of statements occurring in
the proof. The statement starts with the keyword CONTRADICTION and its foundation contains the
contradicting statements in one or the other way. An example is CONTRADICTION {[4],[6]}. The
statement says that the statements marked by [4] and [6], respectively, are contradictory (see an example in
Theorem 2 below).

(9) Anchor statements and induction step statements. Anchor statements and induction step statements
serve the purpose to structure induction proofs. The statements start with the keywords ANCHOR and
INDUCTION STEP, respectively. Examples are ANCHOR n = 1 and INDUCTION STEP n TO n+1.
(10) Proof finishing statement. The proof finishing statement consists of the keyword QED and states that
the proof is assumed to be complete.
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Markings. Markings serve the purpose to mark statements so that other parts of the proof may refer to the
marked statement. The markings consist of letters and digits embraced by brackets, e.g. [A].
Foundations. Afoundation, possibly together with other foundations, substantiates a proof statement. There
are a couple of possibilities of denoting a foundation: A foundation may consist of the name of a theorem, of
a formula manipulation operation, of a property of an object, or of a line number which denotes a logical
line of the current proof or of the theorem. The foundation of a logical proof line is enclosed in curled
brackets whereby the single foundations are enclosed in brackets and separated by commas, e.g. {[4], [5]).

3.2 Examples of user proofs
The following examples illustrate the use of the language to formulate proofs. Note the more often occurring
double points, e.g. one in the proof line which is marked by [2]. That double point is necessary for reasons
of uniqueness to separate the prefix containing the quantified expressions from the inequality. An alternative
would be to use an IF ... THEN ... statement. The foundations starting with the letters fm refer to formula
manipulation operations, e.g. {[fm: rewriting]) in line [7]. The theorems are here not worded according to
the language. A corresponding wording is necessary when the theorems and the proofs are automatically
processed by a monitoring program.

Theorem 1 (Sum of continuous functions)
Let
[pl] f: R->R, g: R->R, a in R,
[p2] f is continuous at the point a
[p3] f is continuous at the point a
Then
[c] f+g is continuous at the point a

Proof[1] PROOF METHOD DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION
[2] TO PROVE
ALL eps > 0 SOME delta > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < delta : I(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a) + g(a))I< eps {[c]}
[3] CHOOSE eps > 0
[4] SOME deltal > 0 ALL x with IxTal < deltal If(x) 401 < eps/2 {[p2]}
[5] SOME delta2 > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < delta2 : Ig(x) - g(a)I < eps/2 {[p3])
[6] LET delta = min(deltal,delta2)
[7] ALL x IN R : l(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a) g(a))i = Kf(x) f(a)) + (g(x) g(a))1 {[fin: rewriting])
<= 1(gx) f(a)I + Ig(x) - g(a)I {[fm: triangle inequality]}
[8] ALL x with Ix-al < delta : I(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a)+g(a))I <= l(f(x)-f(a)1 18(x)-8(01
:

< eps/2 + eps/2 {[4], [5])
= eps {[fm: simplification])
[9] QED {[2],[8]}

Theorem 2 (Global Monotony)
Let
[p1] f: [a,b]->R is continuous
[p2] f is differentiable in (a,b)
[p3] for all x in (a,b): f(x) > 0
Then
[c] f is strictly monotonously growing in [a,b].

Proof:
[A] PROOF METHOD INDIRECT

[B] ASSUME NOT [c] {[A])
[C] SOME xl IN [a,b], SOME x2 IN [a,b] : xl < x2 AND f(xl) >= f(x2) {[B])
[D] ( f(x2) - f(xl ) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) < =0 {[C])
[E] SOME x0 IN (a,b) : f(x0) = ( f(x2) - f(xl) ) / ( x2 - xl ) {[Mean-value theorem])
> 0 {[O]}
[F] CONTRADICTION {[D], [E]}
[G] QED
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4 Monitoring and Checking User Proofs
A user may enter a proof of a given theorem utilizing the above described language. The natural language
proof is then transformed into a quantifier free version. That version is suitable for applying techniques of
theorem proving and of formula manipulation. Each step of the user proof is checked by one of several
special procedures (see below). We will first discuss the quantifier free version of the above mentioned
theorems. Then we will describe the special procedures in the context of checking the proof statements of
Theorem 1 and of Theorem 2.

4.1 Quantifier Free Version of a Theorem and a Proof
To check a user proof the natural language proof is transformed into a quantifier free form. Generally, the
known methods of the field of mechanical theorem proving apply to get a quantifier free version (see e.g. [1],

[5]), but one has to take into account some particularities which result from

the fact that the proof

representation exceeds first order logic:
(i) The choice statement corresponds to a quantification. The identifier succeeding the element CHOOSE
has to be treated as a universally quantified variable, if the constraint attached to the variable represents an
interval. If the constraint represents an assignment, the variable corresponds to an existentially quantified
variable. An example is: A statement "CHOOSE eps > 0" has to be treated as ."ALL eps > 0".
(ii) The ranges (scopes) of the quantifiers are not explicitly given in the proof. They have to be determined

according to the following rule: The range ends when another quantifier with the same variable name
appears or with the last appearance of the variable name.

After having dealt with those exceptions one can apply the usual transformation procedures to the proof
lines which contain quantifiers. The statements of the example proofs which contain quantifiers take the
following forms (an 'a' or an apostrophe is here added to the markings of the original proof lines):

The quantifier free form of Theorem 1. Figure 1 essentially shows the quantifier free form of the proof of
Theorem 1 according to the transformation procedure. We assume that the reader is in general familiar with
that procedure and we only mention some modifications and specific aspects which relate to the example
proof.

(i) According to the transformation procedure the quantified variable names must be replaced by unique

names and the existentially quantified variables are replaced by Skolem functions. In the example, the
variable eps of line [3] is renamed into eps0; delta 1 and delta2 are replaced by the Skolem functions dl (eps0)

and d2(eps0) which depend on eps0; delta of line

renamed into delta0 and defined as

[6] is

min(d1(eps0),d2(eps0)); the various variables x are not renamed here in the example because of readability.
(ii) The equations and inequalities are assigned a corresponding interval of validity. With that we follow
the proceeding of Bledsoe et al. [2].
In addition to the quantifier free version, the monitoring program utilizes a table of the occurring objects, i.e.
the functions, variables, constants, and their characteristic properties. We do not here mention further details.

; x IN ( a-delta , a+delta ),
[2a] l(f(x)+g(x)) (f(a)+g(a))1< eps
; x IN ( a-d 1 (eps0) , a+d 1 (eps0) ) ,
[4a] If(x) - f(a)1 < eps0/2
; x IN ( a-d2(eps0) , a+d2(eps0) ) ,
[5a] lg(x) g(a)1 < cps0/2
[7a] 1(f(x)+g(x)) (f(a)+g(a)) 1= l(f(x)-ga))+(g(x)) 8(a)) 1 ; x IN R
Kftx)-f(a))+(g(x)) g(a)) l<= If(x)-1(01+18(x) 8(01 ; x IN R
[8a] 1(f(x)+g(x)) (f(a) +g(a)) l<= If(x)-f(a)1+1g(x)-8(01
If(x)-ga)1+1g(x)-g(a)l < eps0/2 +eps0/2

;
;

x IN ( a-delta° , a+delta0 )
x IN ( a-delta° , a+delta0 )

eps0/2 +eps0/2 = eps0

Figure 1: Quantifier free version of the proof of Theorem I

The quantifier free form of theorem 2. Figure 2 essentially shows the quantifier free form of the proof of
Theorem 2. The quantities x0, xl, and x2 are existentially quantified.
[C'] f(x 1) >= f(x2) AND x 1 < x2
[D'] ( f(x2) - f(x 1) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) < =0
[E'] f(x0) ( f(x2) - f(xl) ) / ( x2 - xl )
(f(x2) - f(x 1 ) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) > 0

Figure 2: Quantifier free version of the proof of Theorem 2
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4.2 Checking a proof for correctness and completeness
The monitoring procedure of the user proof consists of checking one line of the proof after the other. The
whole procedure of checking a proof falls into several special subprocedures which process the different
kinds of proof statements. There are the following subprocedures which generally utilize the quantifier free
versions of the original statements to process the original user statement:
PROCdef: checks the correspondence between a concept and its analytical definition
PROCfm: checks formula manipulation operations
PROClogic: checks logical manipulations
PROCassume: checks the different kinds of assume statements
PROCtoprove: checks whether the succeeding statement corresponds to the statement of the theorem
PROCtheorem: checks whether a theorem may be employed in a special situation
PROCcontradiction: checks contradicting statements
PROCqed: checks whether the theorem is in fact proven
We will describe some features of the procedures in the context of checking the example proofs and mention

some more details which are not immediately related to the examples. It should be obvious that the
subprocedures also apply to analogous proof steps of other theorems. With the description, we use the line
markings of the original proofs (like [2] or [C] ), and we do not additionally mention the corresponding line
markings of the quantifier free versions (like [2a] or [C'] ), although the procedures actually utilize the
transformed statements.

Checking Theorem 1.
Line [1] states the proof method as 'DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION'. That information will be used later when
the 'QED' statement of line [9] occurs (see below).

Line [2] consists of a 'TO PROVE' statement and mentions the analytical definition of the continuity of the
function f(x) + g(x) at the point a and as the foundation the conclusion [c] of the theorem. The
subprocedure PROCtoprove uses the subprocedure PROCdeJ to verify that the user statement and the
analytical definition of continuity correspond to each other. To check that statement, PROCdej uses an
internally provided analytic definition of the concept of continuity. The user statement and the analytical
definition are compared in the quantifier free form by a unification process. The user statement is regarded
as correct when a unification is possible. PROCtoprove utilizes the foundation of the line [2] to establish the
connection between the concept of continuity and the user definition. Line [2] is internally marked and used
later when the 'QED' statement is processed (see below).

A 'TO PROVE' statement may also appear in a proof e.g. to state a lemma which will be used later in the
proof. In that case no foundation would be needed and a connection to the conclusion of the theorem would
not be established.

Statements which explicitly state the analytical definition of a concept or vice versa infer the concept from
an analytical definition are frequently found in calculus proofs. They are all treated by the subprocedure
PROCdej in a similar way.
Line [3] mentions the choice of an eps > 0. That statement corresponds to a universally quantified variable
ALL eps > 0. The statement results in an entry into the table of the entities of the proof. No further operation
happens.

The lines [4] and [5] reflect the analytical definitions of continuity of the functions f and g, respectively. The
foundations {[p2]} and {[p3]} trigger the comparison with the definitions of the continuity of f and of g,
respectively. The subprocedure PROCdeJ establishes the correctness of the user statements as in the case of
line [2]. In order to deal with the eps/2, in contrast to the usual eps without any factor, a generalized version
of continuity is used: SOME M >0 ALL eps>0 SOME delta>0 ALL x WITH Ix -aI <delta: If(x)-f(a)1 < M* eps.
A suitable factor of eps in the middle of the proof is often the key with continuity proofs to assure a neat <
eps without a factor when the proof is finished. The reader will know that.
Line [6] defines the variable delta and its value by an expression. The statement results in an entry into the
table of the entities of the proof. No further operation happens.
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Line [7] gives rise to an equation and an inequality. According to the mentioned foundations, the subroutine
PROCfm uses a simplification process to check the first equation and a triangle inequality subprocedure to
check the second relation. Formula manipulation operations play a central role with proofs in the domain of
calculus, so corresponding methods need to be available.

Line [8] divides into three relations. The first inequality is an immediate consequence of [7]. PROCfm
checks their correspondence by standardizing the inequalities and by establishing that the interval mentioned
in the line [8] is contained in the interval R of [7].

The second statement resulting from [8] establishes the statements of [4] and of [5] as foundations.
PROCfm uses evaluation heuristics to handle the check of the correctness.
The third relation resulting from [8] only needs simplification which is also done by PROCfm.

Line [9] states that the theorem is proven. In the case of a direct proof one expects that the conclusion of the
theorem will explicitly or implicitly occur as an inference within the proof, usually at the end of the proof.
The subprocedure PROCqed processes the proof type of the line [1] and uses the preceding TO PROVE'
statement which was already recognized as equivalent to the statement of the theorem to check whether the
relation of the line [2] is fulfilled by the statement of line [8]. Therefore PROCqed uses PROCfm and a
unification process is again employed. PROCqed recognizes that the proof is complete.

Checking Theorem 2.
Line [A] states the proof method as 'INDIRECT'. That information will be used later when the 'QED'
statement of line [G] occurs (see below).
Line [B] mentions an 'ASSUME' statement which contains a negation of the conclusion of the theorem.
The subprocedure PROCassume recognizes that one part of the contradiction, i.e. the part referring to the
conclusion of the theorem, is established.

An 'ASSUME' statement may also be used to state something which will be proven later. That
corresponds to an alternative use of the 'TO PROVE statement.
The statement of line [C] is an immediate inference of the mentioned foundation [B]. The subprocedure
PROClogic verifies that the statement of line [C] logically follows from the logical formula NOT [c] .
The statement of line [D] is an immediate consequence of its foundation [C]. PROCfm uses evaluation
heuristics to handle the check for correctness.

Line [E] divides into two relations. The first relation consists of an application of the Mean-Value
Theorem. The subprocedure PROCtheorem proves the correctness of the line by checking whether the
premises of the mentioned theorem are fulfilled. PROCtheorem uses an internally provided version of the
theorem. The second relation is an immediate consequence of the premise [p3] and checked by PROCfm.

Line [F] is founded by the statements of the lines [D] and [E]. The subprocedure PROCcontradiction
uses PROCfm to check the contradiction.
Line [G] states that the proof is complete. In the case of an indirect proof one expects that a contradiction
occurs and that one part of the contradiction is an inference of the negated conclusion of the theorem and the

other part is a valid statement which was inferred. PROCqed processes the proof type of the line [A] and
uses the preceding 'ASSUME' and 'CONTRADICTION' statements to verify that the proof is complete.

Error handling. In a positive case, a user proof can be recognized as correct and complete, that means that
the occurring statements can be inferred using the corresponding foundations and that the sequence of
statements actually proves the conclusion of the theorem. In a negative case, several types of light or severe
errors may occur. From the perspective of a monitoring system which checks the various proof lines there
may happen three cases in connection with each proof line:
(i) The correct case: The monitoring program can recognize that a statement can be inferred by using the
given foundations. That positive case includes the possibility that a minor error occurred which can be
clarified by a dialogue between the system and the user. The list of minor errors includes syntactical errors
(e.g. regarding the language or any mathematical formula) or a lacking foundation which can be completed
by the system. The completion may be possible e.g. in the case that the foundation of an obvious formula
manipulation operation is missing or a reference to a preceding proof line is missing.
(ii) The error case: The monitoring program detects e.g. a logical error, an incorrect formula manipulation
transformation, an unallowed application of a theorem, a premature 'QED' statement or no 'QED' statement.
In that case the system can supply a hint to the user and the user gets the opportunity to correct the error.
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The feedback in the case of multiple errors in a single statement depends on the way in which the errors are
interconnected. Generally, the error possibilities are multifarious. Some multiple errors can be handled one
after the other, e.g. when there are two errors in a formula. The hint that the formula is not correct may make
the user rectify one error, so that only one is left.

Let us consider another example: A user enters the wrong name of the theorem which he applies and the
application of the theorem is also wrong. The system would try to apply the mentioned theorem and two
outcomes are possible: (a) The theorem cannot be applied or (b) the theorem can be applied. In the case of
(a), a hint that the theorem is not applicable could help the user to recognize that he entered a wrong theorem
name. In the case of (b), the system would state the conclusion of the theorem application. The user might
then also recognize that the theorem name is wrong. In those cases the double error is reduced to one error.

(iii) The unclear case: The monitoring program cannot decide the correctness of a proof line. Various
reasons may be responsible for that. One reason is that an important foundation is missing, e.g. a reference
to the theorem which was used , so that the monitoring program cannot infer the user statement. Other
reasons refer to the performance of the mentioned subprocedures: They may not be able to verify a correct
statement or falsify a wrong statements in certain situations. Such a case suggests to expand the monitoring
program.

5 Applications and Extensions and Pragmatics
The above described approach may be utilized for different purposes by different groups in educational
institutions. Students have the opportunity to occupy themselves with mathematical proofs and do exercises
which may be immediately checked for correctness and completeness.

On the other hand virtual or face-to-face universities may employ such methods in automatic on-line test
systems. Proofs delivered by students could be automatically checked and scored. While students construct a
proof the system might give hints in the case that foundations are missing, that there are syntactical errors,
that the sequence of inferences is not complete, that a statement is just wrong, or that the student is lacking
an idea how to prove the theorem. Dependent upon the amount of hints or help provided the software system
might decrease the score gained.

The language as it was described above does not contain a set of symbols which are frequently used in
theorems and proofs, as e.g the notation for limits, sequences, sums, integrals, or the faculty function. To
integrate them one may use the notations of MathML [9]. A closer look at the proofs which are found in the
text books of calculus suggests that a large set of the proofs can be worded using the above outlined
language when one assumes that the usual mathematical symbols are available and some more extensions
are done.

The described approach of verifying proofs demands an internal knowledge base of the concepts and
theorems of calculus when proof statements are founded by concept definitions or theorem applications.
Such a collection will sensibly use XML as a representation language (see e.g. [6]). See an XML
representation of a theorem and of a proof on the website [7]. By utilizing that knowledge base an extensive
learning environment which deals with mathematical proofs may be developed. Some aspects related to
getting support with finding and constructing proofs are: One may retrieve theorems having the premises
which may be used with the proof. One may retrieve a list of proof ideas of the domain and discover the one

which may be useful in the current context. The roughly outlined approach to a learning environment
stresses the personal proof finding and proof construction activity. A different approach to a learning
environment in the field of mathematical proving relies on a general, interactive theorem prover [4].

It is obvious that one has to get used to entering a proof in the restricted natural language. An adequate
interface may help to reduce the cognitive overload. Another option is to further develop the language, so
that the proofs may be entered in a less restricted way and look more like textbook proofs. Such proofs
might then be transformed into the restricted natural language. It is clear that the students would use such a

verifying system only when the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. Some advantages are the
confirmation of correctness and completeness or the detection of errors and the option of getting help.
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6 Conclusions
A restricted natural language to formulate mathematical proofs in the domain of calculus was presented. It
was demonstrated how mathematical proofs worded in that language can be transformed into an internal

representation and checked for correctness and completeness. Some educational applications were
mentioned. The extension to a learning environment was roughly outlined.

Our current prototype of verifying proofs includes an interface to enter natural language proofs, some
procedures of theorem proving and an own formula manipulation system. The prototype will be further
developed with respect to the methods and the knowledge bases.
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for Context-Free Grammar
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CFG-MINTS

is

a multimedia intelligent tutoring

system

that teaches

context -free grammar. The tutor model of his ITS is composed of a set of
teaching strategies and an algorithm that determines which teaching action to be
deployed given the goals of the system and the current state of the student model.

The student model uses the Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) approach in
diagnosing the learner. CBM reduces the complexity of student modeling by
focusing on the difference of the student' s solution to the ideal solution only and
the analysis is reduced to pattern matching. The assumption here is that there

can be no correct solution of a problem that traverses a problem state, which
violates the fundamental ideas, or concepts of the domain. The system also
includes features for simulating the created context -free grammar to aid in
teaching.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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The appropriate use of multimedia is becoming increasingly important in
computer teaching systems. Not only are students stimulated by being presented
with information in a variety of forms, but such an approach also more closely
resembles the real world where they have to assimilate what they see and hear,
abstracting out what is relevant. With the diversity and amount of multimedia
material that may be present in these systems, a powerful form of knowledge
representation is required to support navigation and knowledge retrieval. The
(human or computer) tutor may wish to refer to document segments, to recap
important points, provide feedback, give hints and so on. The student also may
wish to refer to items previously seen or heard. The Flexible Structured Coding
Language, FSCL, is a natural language-like, formalised description language
which allows the formulation of rich yet structured sentences. These sentences
are attached to segments of multimedia documents. FSCL provides an easily
accessible approach for knowledge representation, precise and rich description
of complex contents, correct and complete retrieval within the descriptions, and
retrieval across data Of different media types. FSCL can be extended to integrate
ontologies, inference of knowledge and freeform querying performed by the
learner.

Keywords: Multimedia, knowledge representation

1 Introduction
Computer-based educational systems have developed from standalone applications, using mainly text and
graphics, which focused on teaching a restricted set of subjects or skills. Today's multimedia systems are
often distributed across the web using a client-server approach and aim to integrate teaching material from
multiple subjects areas. These systems collect feedback on the progress of the learner and attempt to provide
material at the appropriate levels. An example of such a system is GENTLE [5].
Beside the technical challenges of managing such a system, a number of conceptual ones arise. One of these
is knowledge representation and the related issue of knowledge retrieval. One problem with supplying a
learner with a flexible learning environment is the need to provide a mechanism for locating appropriate

information. This is a non-trivial task considering the vast amount of diverse material stored and the
complexity of the concepts incorporated into the learning material. Another requirement is to give the
learner a mechanism for questioning the system. This can be for retrieving specific material or for asking
conceptual questions concerning the subject area.
To illustrate some of the requirements for a computer-based educational system, consider a small scenario.
Imagine a web-based teaching module on the use of machinery. This module could consist of a number of
multimedia documents: for example, a video showing an instructor demonstrating the use of the machinery,
a set of images displaying various technical features of the machinery or a set of text documents explaining
various procedures. These multimedia documents, annotated with appropriate knowledge representation

mechanisms and generic domain knowledge, have to be stored. Based on this information a range of
material could be retrieved: a segment of the video document showing the instructor demonstrating a
specific task; additional information from images or text documents relating exactly to this task; the status of
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the machinery at a specific position in the video inferred from the domain rules.

After a brief overview on current approaches to knowledge representation in computer-based educational
systems, we consider how the Flexible Structured Coding Language, FSCL [9,11], may be applied to this
problem. We will first describe FSCL in the form it is used in its original context of studies of human
behaviour and then discuss the advantages of using FSCL in computer-based educational systems. We then
suggest some modifications to FSCL to provide extended support for computer-based educational systems
and conclude the paper by summarising the contributions this natural language-like approach to knowledge
representation can give us.

2 Current approaches to knowledge representation
To access the appropriate information in a computer-based educational system, a knowledge representation
scheme is necessary. This provides a meta-level description of the contents of the educational system. In this
paper, we consider the format of this meta-level description, not its technical realization in a database or file
system. Before we describe some common approaches to meta-level description, we want to briefly discuss
why a meta-level description is necessary and why it is not possible to extract the information directly from
the learning material.

The retrieval of information from documents directly has limited scope both on a technical and on a
conceptual level. Technically, searching through text based documents is easy and allows for identification
of keywords, phrases or sentences. Achieving the same level of retrieval for video documents is much harder.
Techniques exist to automatically parse video documents to detect scene changes [8, 23] and objects [6, 17].
However, a number of problems still have to be overcome to provide sufficient access to video content [13].

Setting the technical difficulties in accessing video or audio documents aside, there are still conceptual
considerations which will demand some meta-level description of content. Retrieving appropriate
information from a collection of documents will, in many cases, require access to the semantics of these
documents. Searching through these documents on a keyword (or object) basis is unlikely to produce
satisfactory results [2]. The transition of factual ('she was smiling', a smiling face, a sunny picture) to
conceptual (happiness, pleasant atmosphere) information has to be made to access the semantics of a
document. This is not possible without some meta information or description of these documents.

A number of approaches are used to facilitate the access to the semantics of documents in preparation for
information retrieval. Ontologies provide a modelling scheme for a specific domain creating a shared
vocabulary for the description of contents [4]. Topic maps [22] create organising principles for information
by defining topics, the associations of topics and the occurrence of topics in documents. Conceptual graphs
[20,21] capture knowledge about a specific domain and make this knowledge accessible to deduction using
first order logic.

In the analysis of data in the social sciences, a description approach is common. Codes or annotations, called
descriptions, are attached to specific locations of multimedia documents to assist retrieval. These can contain
any kind of factual or semantic descriptions of the documents' contents. Domain specific codes or freeform
textual annotations are common in analysis programs like The Observer [16], Nudist [18] or its successor,

NVivo [19]. All the approaches mentioned above have been proposed to overcome the technical and
conceptual difficulties of accessing the information contained in multimedia documents and to facilitate the
retrieval of appropriate information. In this paper, we propose the use of FSCL as a meta-level description
mechanism. In the next section we introduce the main features of FSCL. We follow this by a discussion of
its advantages for knowledge representation and retrieval, and indicate how FSCL can be combined with
ontologies and conceptual graphs.

3 Knowledge representation using FSCL
FSCL is a natural language-like description language. It aims to combine the expressiveness and flexibility

of natural language with the rigour of formalised approaches. The main components of FSCL are its
vocabulary, grammar and categories. The vocabulary can be freely defined by the author of the teaching
material. Any word can be used and the vocabulary can be extended at any point of time. Whereas the
vocabulary is likely to be defined for a specific domain, the grammar is generic. It is designed to formulate

'subject - verb - object' and 'concept - object' sentences and combinations of these elements, including
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conjunctions, prepositions, adjectives and adverbs. The role of the categories is to bridge the vocabulary and
the generic grammar. The grammar is defined on the categories. Each word of the vocabulary has to belong
to exactly one category. This construct allows for the structure of the description language to stay the same
across applications in different domains. The categories of FSCL have been defined in accordance with the
word classes of the English language. The categories are: Person/Thing, Activity, Concept, Conjunction,
Preposition and Descriptor (which combines the word classes adjective and adverb).

FSCL has been incorporated into an information system to support the analysis of multimedia documents,
called PAC [12]. Sentences formulated with FSCL can be, in a system like PAC, attached to a segment of a
multimedia document. The sentences, together with document identifiers and segment specifications are
stored in a database and later used for retrieval. Because the structure of the FSCL sentences is well known,
it is possible to access the semantics of the information stored. The retrieval of information from FSCL
descriptions is achieved using the Flexible Structured Query Language, FSQL [9].
FSQL provides three layers for querying: the first layer is based on the properties of FSCL and allows the
correct and complete retrieval of information from the description sentences; the second layer provides for
Boolean combinations within sets of description sentences; the third layer accesses the properties of the

multimedia document segments attached to the FSCL sentences and facilitates time and position
comparisons. More detailed information on FSCL and FSQL can be found in [9]. Specific information about
information retrieval across multiple media formats is given in [10].

4 Advantages of using FSCI,
The most convenient and expressive language available to us is natural language. Yet looking at knowledge
retrieval with computer systems, natural language poses a range of well known and not yet fully solved
problems. The main problem lies in the vast amount of implicit knowledge necessary to see words in the
right context and to fully understand a sentence [21]. Various large scale projects are underway to attack
these problems, like WordNet [15], an ontology for natural language processing, and the Cyc system [14],

attempting to construct a 'complete' ontology of the world. Our approach is far less ambitious. We
acknowledge that using full natural language for knowledge representation and retrieval would be highly
desirable. Yet with the enormous difficulties associated with this approach we were looking for a much
simpler solution. FSCL provides us with a number of advantages:

We have a natural language-like notation. Any FSCL sentence can immediately be understood by a human

reader. The importance of this is confirmed in the discussion of the five principles of knowledge
representation by Davis et al [3].

We have a language and can deduce the structure of our sentences. We have therefore more power than
with the keyword approach commonly used in information retrieval, which suffers from low precision and
low recall [21].

We can build a powerful vocabulary by integrating the FSCL categories with ontologies.

Of special interest to computer-based educational systems is that we can link our form of knowledge
representation with multimedia documents.

FSCL has been successfully used to support the study of behaviour recorded in multimedia documents. It
has given analysts the possibility to create rich descriptions of behaviour and to analyse the descriptions in a
precise way [9]. We want to keep the main features of FSCL in formulating natural language-like, structured
and flexible sentences attached to multimedia documents. Further, we want to adapt FSCL for a more
general use in knowledge representation and retrieval. Our ideas in this direction are presented in the next
sections of this paper.

5 Proposed extensions
We want to indicate several areas of possible changes and extensions to FSCL: changes to its categories and
grammar forms; extensions to include ontologies; conversion of FSCL sentences to conceptual graphs to
facilitate inferencing; and the introduction of freeform querying.
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5.1 Changes to categories and grammar of FSCL
As described in section 3, the FSCL categories and grammar have been designed to formulate sentences of
the forms 'subject - verb - object' and 'concept - object' in the context of studies of behaviour. To simplify the

construction of the vocabulary, adjectives and adverbs have been combined in the FSCL category
'Descriptor' [9]. Adhering to the general FSCL principle of having a formal grammar on fixed, defined
categories we are currently investigating a number of changes to FSCL to adapt it to a more general use in
knowledge representation. The exact format of the changes has to be determined through applying FSCL in
a range of web-based educational systems. Our current thinking centres around the following topics:
We are investigating changes to the FSCL categories. Merging the categories Person/Thing and Concepts
to a more general category, Noun, would address the potential conflict between abstract and concrete
terms (see the discussion about the abstract term 'students' and the specific individuals in section 5.3). The
category 'Descriptor' could be split up into separate categories of 'Adjectives' and 'Adverbs'. The grammar
of FSCL had to change accordingly to accommodate the different roles of adjectives and adverbs within a
sentence. The advantage over the current approach in FSCL would be that with this change adverbs could
be positioned correctly as in natural language English sentences.

In natural language, words occur in different grammatical forms in different roles in a sentence ('the
instructor starts the motor; 'the motor is started). The current FSCL has a strict separation between its

categories. While a word can be defined in its derivations in multiple categories (Activity: starts;
Descriptor: started), it is not possible to create a semantic link between the different word forms. We are
looking at introducing such a link together with a meta-level grammar to be able to detect semantic
equivalence between sentences with word derivatives in different parts of speech.

The grammar of FSCL could be extended to recognise a wider range of sentence structures. Clausal
variations like imperatives ('Start the motor!') or questions ('Is the motor running?') can be introduced.
Conditional sentences of the form 'if C then S' would support inference as outlined in more detail in the
following section. A wider range of sentence structures recognised correctly by FSCL would increase the
potential for knowledge retrieval and inference.

5.2 Extension to use ontologies
FSCL uses hierarchies to define the words of the vocabulary. These hierarchies are defined within the FSCL

categories. They are used to group related words and to allow for a retrieval of information on different
levels of granularity. These hierarchies, as they are currently used in FSCL, can be seen as simple forms of
ontologies. While a number of issues have to be addressed to base FSCL on more substantial ontologies,
none of these seems to pose a real problem.

Users of FSCL define the vocabulary they need for their particular domain. The experience, so far, as
reported in [9], show that users define their vocabulary as multiple hierarchies within each FSCL category.
These hierarchies could be joined under the FSCL category name to build one ontology within each FSCL
category.

An ontology typically moves from the abstract to the concrete, from concepts to instances. The vocabulary
in FSCL is organised in the same way. In a study on 'learning to read', e.g., individual students' names
were grouped under the term 'students', individual teachers' names under the term 'teachers' [9]. A term

like 'students' contains two components: it has an abstract component in describing a group of the
population in general with the property of 'attending school to learn; it has a concrete component in
grouping together specific, named individuals. In the current uses of FSCL this distinction has not caused
any problems.
Not all FSCL categories contain vocabulary which necessarily should be structured as ontologies. While it
can be of advantage to organise the vocabulary in the FSCL categories 'Conjunction' and 'Preposition' in

hierarchies these words will not build ontologies as they not define 'categories of the world'. Yet the
coexistence of ontologies and hierarchies in the vocabulary of FSCL should not create a difficulty.

5.3 Conceptual graphs and inference
FSCL is an easy to understand and effective scheme for an author to create their own vocabulary and use it
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together with the grammar for describing the contents of a multimedia document such as a video. Currently,
knowledge retrieval is performed using the complementary query language FSQL. FSQL addresses the

grammatical structure of FSCL sentences, takes advantage of the hierarchy information built into the
vocabulary, and offers Boolean, time and sequence query options. However, there is no deductive feature in
this scheme which would allow us to be able to infer facts or relations that are not explicitly stated. For
example, given the statements:
If anyone starts the motor then the motor is running
The instructor starts the motor
which describes the situation in a training video then we may wish to be able to answer the question:
Is the motor running?
To be able to function at this level, we need the power of a first order logic system. Conceptual Graphs, CG,
[20] give us this power.
Our proposal is that the user should describe their domain in terms of FSCL. The statements in this language
can then be automatically translated into a CG format. This process is quite straight forward since FSCL is
unambiguous, allowing many of the problems of natural language translation to be circumvented.

When a query is made, or some information needs to be located within the document segment then an initial

attempt can be made to do this by using FSQL. If this fails then the deductive power of the CG
representation is invoked. Standard theorem proving techniques within CG would enable us to check the
veracity of a statement. As a bonus, we would get a step-by-step justification of the result proved, similar to
the explanation given in expert systems.

5.4 Freeform Querying
Based on a limited yet flexible vocabulary and on a limited grammar, as offered by FSCL and FSQL, a
query system can be developed which allows the user to pose questions to the educational system. As the
structure and the vocabulary of these questions is known, the educational system can 'understand' these
questions. Questions can be mapped against a repository of previously asked questions. If a semantically
equivalent question is stored, the corresponding answer is retrieved and presented to the user. If a
semantically close question is stored, this previously asked question can be used to facilitate the answering
of the new question. As questions and knowledge representation are constructed by the same underlying
mechanisms a mapping from question to knowledge representation is possible. This can be used to assist the
answering of questions based on the knowledge descriptions and to find the appropriate segments of the
multimedia teaching material.

The approach presented here does not attempt to answer any natural language question but a restricted set.
The vocabulary is restricted to allow the construction of meaningful questions in a particular domain. The

grammar is restricted to allow the construction and comparison of meaningful questions based on the
vocabulary. The grammar is generic as it is based on categories which are used to organise the vocabulary
across domains. The restriction of vocabulary and grammar distinguishes this approach from the AskJeeves
[1] search mechanism. The existence of a grammar distinguishes this approach from keyword based search
mechanisms as used in library systems or by intemet search machines.
The general idea is to provide the user with specific answers to questions. These answers are retrieved from
a body of stored answers only if semantic equivalence can be guaranteed. If semantic closeness is detected
the relevant questions with their answers are given to a human operator who then decides on the suitability
of the match.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the need for a knowledge representation mechanism for computer -based

educational systems. We have first indicated a number of commonly used mechanisms and have then
discussed the Flexible Structured Coding Language, FSCL. We have suggested that FSCL provides an
effective mechanism for knowledge representation and subsequent knowledge retrieval, based on the nature

of FSCL as a natural language-like description language which allows for flexible, rich yet structured
description of learning concepts. As extensions to FSCL we have suggested the integration of more
substantial ontologies, the conversion of FSCL sentences into conceptual graph structures and the
introduction of freeform querying.
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This paper discusses the strange creatures that currently populate 3D cyberspace
and3D Internet. First, the concept of Virtual Inhabited 3D worlds are discussed
and defined. Next, some of the key elements or basic entities that can be found
within the horizon of Virtual, Inhabited 3D Worlds are identified and denned.
Among these basic elements are objects and agents, differentiated by whether or
not their primary function is to carry out an action. Agents (denned as entities,

which primary function is to carry out actions) have two main forms, which
have been described as relatively sharply differentiable polar opposites. This is
done based on questions such as: who is controlling the agents? `who is doing
the driving?' On the one hand there are agents that react independently of the
user, but which are controlled by software or AL, the so-called autonomous
agents' or `bots'. On the other hand, there are agents, which directly represent
and are controlled by users, the so-called ' avatars. Although there is then, in
principle, a differentiation, in terms of definition, between bots and avatars, the
paper argues that both concepts cover a relatively wide spectrum of very
different types of phenomena with differing degrees of control. There also seems
to be a tendency toward the appearance of more and more hybrids- in the present
context termed cyber-hybrids' - combining avatars and bots. Furthermore, these
hybrid forms are in many ways the most interesting and most promising in the
virtual worlds at the moment. Rather than considering avatars and bots as polar

opposites, it may therefore be more productive to consider them as the outer
points along a continuum, between which can be found all sorts of combinations
or hybrids. Following this line of argument, the paper outlines a new typology of
hybrid creatures, which currently populate the continuum between (objeCts) bots
and avatars in Virtual worlds.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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The activity of test and evaluation is an important part of Computer-Assisted
Instruction systems. In most systems, r absolutely learned j and r absolutely
unfamiliar fare often used to represent the status of a student in learning a novice

concept. However, for each target concept, there are usually more than one
related sub-concepts with different degrees of importance. Thus, it is quite
difficult to instruct each individual student effectively according to his learning
status in those conventional systems. A hybrid technology of fuzzy theory and
uncertainty reasoning are thus used in the research. The proposed intelligent

tutoring system was designed to illustrate: 1.automatically tracking and
analyzing the current learning status of a pupil, especially detecting the
formation of learning barriers or misconceptions; 2. autonomously leading
pupils to visit assisted learning path and thus proposing tutorials to make the
learning of students more effectively. 3.linguistically explaining the implicit

behavior of a pupil during the whole learning process. In addition, the
mathematical course of teaching Pythagoream Theorem was used as the content
of our test-bed. A simulation by hand and positive feedbacks from teachers of

junior high schools illustrate the reasonableness and applicability of the
proposed tutoring system.

Keywords: Pythagoream Theorem, Fuzzy Logic, Uncertainty Reasoning,
Intelligent Tutoring System

1 Introduction
Researches about Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) have incrementally grown since 1970, for
example, standard intelligent tutoring systems [1], or participants in virtual environments [2], or a virtual
instructor in a training environment [3]. However, as known, the effectiveness of education would depend on
the local culture. But, there are few intelligent tutoring systems focusing on Taiwanese students have been
reported. CORAL [4] was designed as an interface system, without any artificial intelligence module of

teachers' expertise, to provide a long-distance collative learning environment of virtual learning. As
discussed in lots of tutoring systems, the most challenging issue is how to evaluate and diagnose the learning
of students. Tests are a typical and popular method of evaluation. Taking the GRE as an example, people
have taken the test through computers since 1992. The IBM co. and Arthur Anderson Co. have begun to
work on the development of a computerized testing system. Such systems, which change the form of tests
from conventional paper-to-pencil to on-line, are proliferating rapidly. For ICAI, it becomes more popular
that the evaluation of pupils' learning should not be simply classified as r absolutely learned jand r absolutely
unfamiliar] . In addition, ways of leading each individual pupil to enjoy an efficient learning experience is

also pursued. In the research, we proposed an intelligent tutoring system which can afford the most
appropriate tutorials to each pupil according to his learning status and thus can prevent pupils to trap into a
misconception too long.

2 The Organization of Tutorials and Maintaining Principles
Before implementing our tutoring system, some special issues and adopted techniques must be introduced.
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Those topics include the organization of tutorials, a way of representing pupil's learning status, and the
detection of any formed misconception.

2.1 The Construction of a Hierarchical Concept Tree
In general, tutorials would be organized as a tree hierarchy of curriculum in the order of chapter, section,
sub-section, paragraph, etc. Since learning a complicate concept must depend on the success of learning all

its related sub-concepts, the kind of structure cannot be claimed to be suitable for both learners and
instructors. That is, too few containment or precedence information about curriculum is available. Thus,
learning concepts and related tutorials are re-arranged as a hierarchical conceptual tree of containment here.
According to literatures [5] and interviews with teachers of junior high schools, the concepts related to
learning Pythagoream Theorem for native pupils can be analyzed and constructed as Figure 1. In the tree, the
learning of any parent conceptual node must follow after at least one of its children nodes.
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A hierarchical concept tree of Pythagorean Theorem

2.2 The Setting of Node Weights within the Hierarchical Concept Tree
To express the corresponding degree of importance, an integer is assigned to each testing question related to
individual concept [5]. However, it is still a heavy burden even for an expert to quantitatively assess the
extent. Besides, the estimated grade of importance is too subjective in general. In our system, the influence
of each node on learning its parent node is defined through fuzzy theory as follows:
Step 1: Some teachers in junior high schools are asked to evaluate the relevance of nodes related to their
parent node in the hierarchical concept tree.
Step 2: Fuzzy theory is included to quantify teachers' opinions in the designed questionnaire obtained in
step 1. Five possible values for linguistic variables are used. Note magnitudes 0.0 and 1.0 are not adopted in
the memberships because of product operations and symmetry.
Step 3: Murray's or Ishihawa's Max-Min method is used to fuzzily integrate those multiple expertise. After
that, a defuzzification process to evaluate the mass centroid of fuzzy numbers is applied. The weights of
nodes within the hierarchical concept tree are thus settled as shown in Figure 1.

2.3 The Maintenance of Belief Parameters
To increasing the expression power of the proposed system above "absolutely known" and "absolutely
unfamiliar", a belief parameter m and another updating parameter X. described in Dempster-Shafer Theorem

[6] are applied here to assess the familiarity degree of a pupil to a particular learning concept within the
hierarchical concept tree. To describe the meaning of the updating parameters X. and 0 (0=-1-1), two cases
must be taken in account:
Case 1: Making a correct answer
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X and 0 can be used to denote the belief degree of promoting to a higher level and of staying on the same
level within the conceptual hierarchy, respectively.
Case 2: Making a wrong answer
X and 0 can be used to denote the belief degree of degrading to a lower level and of staying on the same
level within the conceptual hierarchy, respectively.
As to defining the updating rules of the belief parameter m, a general sub-tree structure is considered. In the
tree, a node f has three children nodes labeled as a, b, c, and the interconnection links are labeled as Wat, Wbf,
Wcf.

Case 1: Making a correct answer in the test for the conceptual node a
A promotion within the conceptual hierarchy must be activated. The belief parameters of the two relevant
nodes a and f are thus modified as
A)+m'il

m'f

(eqn. 1)

1-11;, =(w.0)+111:-1

: the magnitudes of belief after promotion
: the magnitudes of belief before promotion
: the weight of link between nodes a and f

mf' ,14

Case 2: Making a wrong answer in the test for the conceptual node f
A degradation within the conceptual hierarchy must be activated. The belief parameters of the four relevant
nodes, f and its children nodes a, b, c, are thus modified as
inf' 160+ m,71

A0-mn

m.=

(eqn. 2)

=[ Wni A(1-11111)

A(I-m':')

=[

Case 3: If a correct answer is made in the topmost conceptual node, it is impossible to promote anymore.
However, the belief of the topmost conceptual node is still updated with eqn. 1.

Case 4: If a wrong answer is made in the lowest conceptual node, it is impossible to degrade and the belief
of the node is updated with eqn. 2.

2.4 The Strategy of Instruction
Several principles have been applied in the proposed system:
The instruction and assessment examination would only take place in the conceptual node with the largest
belief. However, all assessment tests for its children nodes with weights larger than a pre-chosen threshold

must be answered correctly. If the mentioned condition is not satisfied, the focus of instruction and
assessment would be transferred to one of its children nodes instead.

According to Dempster-Shapfer Theorem, the procedure of normalization must be applied after each
updating of belief.

There is an implicit relationship between the magnitudes of weights and belief parameter X. To avoid the
learning process to be not in progress, according to eqn. 2, the magnitude of belief updating in any child
node (a) must be larger than that of parent node (f). Thus,
w

(I)> I
1

A

for all possible w

(1 + w)

2.5 The Analysis of Learning Traces and Detection of Misconceptions
Two kinds of traversal information would be recorded during the learning process: the weighted correct rate
of answering testing questions for each conceptual node, and the traversal path of all visiting nodes.
First, the weighted correct rate can be used to indicate the current comprehension degree of a concept during
the learning progresses. As known, the status near to the ending of learning should be emphasized. In other

words, a pupil would be regarded as having been familiar with the concept if he can finally pass the
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corresponding test independent of times of previous failures. To simulate the phenomenon, three kinds of
information must be kept: the number of making wrong answers W, the number of making contiguous
correct answers after the last wrong answer C, and the total number of answering T. The weighted correct
rate is defined as 1-W / [(T-W-C)+W+2*C], i.e., 1-W/(T+C). The interpretation of the weighted correct rate
would be based on fuzzy expression in our system.
Another important issue is the way of detecting the formation of a misconception. A misconception may be
caused by some blind spots of learning and thus always makes the learning process trap into a loop. A good
diagnosis module of a tutoring system must have such kind of detection capability and could inform the
other tutorial guidance module to show some appropriate auxiliary tutorials. If the test of each child node
has passed, i.e., the learner has traversed and correctly answer all questions related to the concepts of all
children nodes, the conceptual node is marked as P (Passed). If a learner cannot pass the test of a conceptual
node and all its children nodes satisfy one of the following two conditions, then the learner is identified as
trapping in a misconception corresponding to the conceptual node. The two conditions are <i>the child node
has been marked as P; or <ii>the weighted correct rate is absolutely 1 (100%).

3 The Development and Design of Our System
Based on those described ideas, a prototype tutoring system comprising a testing and evaluation module has
been developed and demonstrated. Microsoft Visual Fox Pro 6.0 is used under the platform of Microsoft
Windows 98. There are four modules included in our system shown in Figure 2.
Testing and evaluation

Basic Setting
User
Information

Belief
Parameter

Concept
naming

Hierarchical conceptual

Testing
theme

Analysis and diagnose

On-line
testing

Analysis and
diagnose

Ilicrarchical conceptual
tree display

Clear
leaming record

tree construction

Auxiliary
theme

User Interface

ii
User

Figure 2.

The architecture of the tutoring system

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In the research, techniques of fuzzy theory and uncertainty reasoning are applied to create a novel tutoring
system. As demonstrated, the proposed tutoring system shows an excellent capability to present proper

tutorials to guide pupils, precisely evaluates their learning status, and then shows auxiliary teaching
materials to prevent pupils from trapping in any formed misconception. Finally, the traversal of learning
would be analyzed and interpreted by fuzzy expressions.
Besides, some issues are worthy of deeper investigations through the study:
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1. Some adaptive techniques of machine learning, e.g., genetic algorithm and artificial neural networks,
should be applied to help instructors to automatically choose or tune parameters used in the tutoring
system.
2. More applications about the proposed system should be examined to show its portability.
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Abstract
Many Internet technologies enable us to hold lectures with Web contents and even develop new
lecture methods using the technologies. This paper proposes AEGIS (Automatic Exercise Generator
based on the Intelligence of Students) that generates exercises of various levels according to each

student's achievement level, marks his/her answers and returns them to him/her. In order to realize this feedback mechanism, we currently restrict the question-types which are generated to the
following three types: multiple-choice question, fill-the-gap question, and error-correcting question.
All question-types can be generated from the same tagged document. The aim of this system is to
help the students understand the lecture with exploiting preexisting electronic documents.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence in Education, Web-Based Learning, Exercise Generator
1

Introduction

As the Internet has come into wide use, WWW environments provide lots of opportunities to various
fields. In the educational domain, Web data are being exploited as useful materials. We have been
developing Web-based self-teaching systems and building the tools for helping students understand their
subjects[1, 2, 3, 4].

We are currently focusing on the automatic student's achievement level evaluator that generates an
exercise from tagged documents, presents it to students and marks their answer automatically. We call
the system AEGIS (Automatic Exercise Generator based on the Intelligence of Students)[6, 7].
Creating exercises which are suitable for students is not easy. When we try to make some exercises for
them in classes, we have to take at least their achievement level into considerations. The well-considered
exercises are useful not only to measure the achievement level of students but also to improve their
performance. It is not easy task for any teacher to make exercises of various difficulties according to their
achievement level. Besides, it is very important to mark the students' answers and return the marked
results to them for keeping their learning enthusiasms. This task becomes harder in proportion to the
number of the students in a class[5].
This paper discusses AEGIS, which generates the three question-types from the same tagged data.
Guessing the achievement level of each student from his/her trial history, AEGIS selects the most suitable
question-type and exercise for him/her according to not only his/her achievement level but also the
difficulty of the tagged data. After marking his/her answer, AEGIS returns it to him/her with its
explanation.
The aim of this system is to exploit pre-existing electronic documents, in particular, our on-line
documents shown at our Web site (http: / /cl.is.kyushu- u.ac.jp /Literacy) and to help students understand
their lecture whose materials are set up as Web data so that they even at home can try exercises using
AEGIS through the Internet.
The rest of this paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 shows related works to discuss the difference
from AEGIS. Section 3 describes question-types that AEGIS deals with, considering both view points of
students(answerers) and teachers(questioners) and Section 4 describes the exercise generating process by
AEGIS. Section 5 shows the overview of AEGIS.
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2

Related Works

A lot of automatic quiz generators have been proposed so far. Browning et. al. proposed Tutorial
Mark-up Language(TML in short) to generate questions automatically[8, 9]. TML has a couple of tags
to specify a question, a multiple-choice and a message. It requires a correct answer in a multiple-choice
tag to mark a student's answer to the question. Carbone et. al. proposed CADAL Quiz]10], which
generates a multiple-choice quiz from a question database. After marking a student's answer, CADAL
Quiz returns the result to him/her and tutors. Both of them restrict the question type only to a multiplechoice quiz. On the other hand, ClassBuilder[11] generates many kinds of quizzes and grades a student's
answer. However, all of them do not mention any effect of making the difficulty level of question-type
change according to the students' achievement level. In order to improve their performance and keep
their enthusiasm to challenge the quiz for a long time, it is indispensable to consider their performance
level for generating their exercise. This point is the difference from other systems. AEGIS makes use of
pre-existing electronic documents so as to embed tags into them, generates exercises automatically with
tagged documents according to students' achievment levels, and reestimates both their levels and the
difficulty level of the generated question through marking their answers.

3

Question-Types

There can be several types of a question in every subject. Since our aim is to get a computer generate an
exercise and mark student's answer to it, we thus restrict to the following three question-types: multiplechoice question, fill-the-gap question, and error-correcting question.

Multiple-choice question. Students choose the correct answer from a given candidate list.
Example. Complete the sentence. Choose your answer from the following list.
order to understand the algorithms.
Data structures need to be studied
(1) an (2) in (3) on (4) at (5) by

Fill-the-Gap question. Students try to fill in the blank of a given sentence with the correct answer
without any help.
Example. Fill in the blank with the right word.
order to understand the algorithms.
Data structures need to be studied

Error-correcting question. Students have to find the wrong expression in a given sentence and correct
it.
Example. Right or wrong? Correct the sentence if it is wrong.
Data structures need to be studied an order to understand the algorithms.

All of these question-types can be constructed from a sentence by replacing one or more consecutive
words with a blank or a wrong expression. We call the region replaced hidden region. We note that these
three question-types have different difficulties even if they are constructed from the same hidden region.
Figure 1 shows the tagged data to be used for generating the above three types of questions.

(QUESTION SUBJECT="idioms")

Data structures need to be studied (DEL CAND="an,on,at,by") in (/DEL) order to understand the algorithms.
( /QUESTION)

Figure 1: The tagged data to generate three question-types shown in Section 3

Students' View Point
Every multiple-choice question has surely the correct answer in its candidate list and contains the information that leads students to the correct answer. They can therefore make their choice with confidence
from the list. In the case of a fill-the-gap question, they have to fill in the blank by themselves with their
convinced answer without any information about the answer. Comparing both question-types, we can say
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that a fill-the-gap question is more difficult than a multiple-choice one. In the case of an error-correcting
question, it forces them to determine whether or not there is an error in the question sentences and to
correct it if it is found. An error-correcting question gives no information leading them to its correct
answer, and the wrong expression in the sentences is not clear for students. We can therefore say that
an error-correcting question is the most difficult one for students among those question-types.

Teachers' View Point
Once teachers set a hidden region, the efforts that are required to make with the three question-types are
similar. The process for making exercises is as follows: in the case of a fill-the-gap question, the teachers
have nothing to do. There is no information that they have to add to the exercise paper. We can say that
a fill-the-gap question is the easiest one which is made among these three question-types. In the case of an
error-correcting question, teachers have to think of at least one wrong expression which can be replaced
with the hidden region. In the case of a multiple-choice question, they have to prepare several distractors
to construct a candidate list. We can say that a multiple-choice question requires more information than
an error-correcting one. From their points of view, a fill-the-gap question is consequently the easiest one
which is made, and an error-correcting question is easier than a multiple-choice one.

Automatic Exercise Generating

4
4.1

Exercise Generating Process

The exercise generating process from teaching documents is summarized as follows:

1. Setting a hidden region: teachers make clear their intention why they want to ask the question
to their students, that is, they consider which of the hidden regions is the most suitable for their
intention.

2. Selecting a paragraph or sentence(s) from teaching documents: the sentences before and after hidden

regions are often of importance to ask their students the unique answer of the question. We call
the paragraph or sentence(s) a question region. A question region may have more than one hidden
region.

3. Constructing a candidate list: a multiple-choice question requires a couple of distractors to set up
a list of answer candidates. Any distractor should be natural so as to be added to the list. This
list depends on the teacher's intention.
These three steps are deeply related to the teachers' intentions. It is not easy to extract such intentions

automatically from the teaching documents. AEGIS system thus deals with tagged documents that
already have the information such as hidden regions and candidate lists.

4.2

Necessary Information for Generating Exercises

In order to embed the above three kinds of information into the teaching documents, we define the
following three tags: QUESTION, DEL, and LABEL.

QUESTION surrounds a question region, that is, the statements between (QUESTION) and (/QUESTION)

are a question region. In the region, there can possibly be some expressions that are related to a
hidden region. They can be good hints to lead students to the correct answer.
SUBJECT is the unique attribute of QUESTION. Its value stands for the subject or topic of question
region.

DEL indicates a hidden region, which is the word(s) or sentence(s) between (DEL) and (/DEL).
A fill-the-gap question can be generated only by replacing the hidden region with a blank.

CAND is one of DEL's attributes. It is used to specify a candidate list.
LABEL has an attribute NAME that specifies a dependency relation with a hidden region. The sentence/s
surrounded by LABEL tags is/are presented as a reference for the answer of a question, which will
be generated with the DEL tag whose REF's value is the same as that of the NAME of the LABEL.
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(QUESTION SUBJECT="W_S") question region ( /QUESTION)
::= word or symbol, where a backslash ( \) must be added just before the symbol
W_S

if it is a comma (,), double quotes ("), or a backslash ( \).
(DEL CAN D="CANDIDATE" LEVEL="PAIR" GROUP="ID" REF="ID") hidden region ( /DEL)
CANDIDATE
::= W_S I W_S,CANDIDATE
::= word or symbol, where a backslash ( \) must be added just before the symbol
W_S
if it is a comma (,), double quotes ("), or a backslash ( \).
PAIR
::= LOW,HIGH
LOW
::= an integer between 1 and 10
HIGH
::= an integer between 1 and 10
ID
: = keyword
(LABEL NAME="ID") sentences (/LABEL)
::= keyword
ID

Figure 2: Tags for exercise generations

Necessary Information for Adjusting Difficulty Level of Question

4.3

The additional three attributes of DEL, which contain the information on the difficulty of solving the exercise, are LEVEL, GROUP, and REF. They specify the difficulty of each hidden region, and the connections
to other hidden region.

specifies the difficulty of the exercise to be generated from a hidden region itself. The value of
this attribute is a pair of integers between 1 and 10. These integers specify the lowest and highest
achievement level of the students who can try the exercise. AEGIS system determines whether
or not the hidden region is worth being transformed into the exercise by comparing the student's
achievement level from the both values of LEVEL.

LEVEL

GROUP specifies the dependency relation between hidden regions and holds the uniqueness of the correct
answer. This GROUP is used to adjust the exercise level. If we want to generate more difficult
exercises, all the hidden regions that have the same values in GROUP are replaced with blanks or

wrong expressions at the same time. On the other hand, for generating easier ones, some of the
hidden regions in the group are not transformed because those regions help students answer the
question as hints.
REF specifies the dependency relation between a hidden region and other expressions than the hidden

region. Both the region and expressions are specified with LABEL. If a hidden region is connected to
an expression, the value of REF in the hidden region is the same as that of NAME in the expression
with LABEL.

5

5.1

AEGIS system
Overview of AEGIS

The AEGIS system consists of three databases: Exercise DB (EDB in short), User Profile DB (UPDB
in short) and Level Management DB (LMDB in short), and three main database managers: Exercise
Generator (EG in short), Answer Evaluator (AE in short) and Level Manager (LM in short). The
overview of AEGIS is shown in Fig. 3.
Teaching documents with the tags are compiled into the EDB and LMDB. All of the question regions
are indexed sequentially and each hidden region is labeled with its own subindex of the index of each
question region. The level of a hidden region, which is deeply related to the level of the question to be
generated from the hidden region, is stored in the LMDB together with the index of the hidden region.
The level of each hidden region in LMDB is reexamined regularly. UPDB keeps students' trial histories
with their current achievement level.
EG and AE make communications with the users (students) through Web browsers after being
invoked through CGI (Common Gateway Interface).
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Figure 3: Overview of AEGIS

5.2

Exercise Generator(EG)

The exercise request from a student invokes EG. The EG searches the most suitable hidden region in
EDB with looking over both the student's profile stored in UPDB and the level of the hidden region
stored in LMDB, and determines the question-type of the hidden region. As mentioned in section 3,
every question level has a relation to the question-type. EG's decision process of the question-type thus
employs the following strategy: If the student's achievement level is closer to the lowest number in LEVEL
of the hidden region, EG selects a multiple-choice question as the question-type with high probability. On
the other hand, if it is closer to the highest number in the LEVEL attribute, EG selects an error-correcting
one.

Once EG determines the question-type of the hidden region, it is not difficult to generate the question.
This is because the hidden region represents the correct answer of the question which is generated and
teachers have already given the list of distracts explicitly with CAND attribute. Now, let's see how EG
works when it generates the three kinds of questions:

Multiple-choice question: EG randomly constructs one possible list for the multiple choice with
both the correct answer and some distracts and outputs a question, which is generated by replacing
the hidden region with a blank, with the list.

Fill-the-Gap question: EG outputs a question which is generated only by replacing the hidden
region with a blank.
Error-correcting question: ,EG outputs a question which is generated by replacing the hidden region
with one of the wrong answers specified in the CAND attribute.
Figure 4 shows an example of teaching documents with the tags. It is a piece of the teaching documents

in the elementary course of Computer Literacy at our university. This course is taken by all first and
second year students, about 2, 300 students[5]. The teacher's intention in the example document is to
teach how to use multiply and divide operations. Figure 5 shows the three question-types which are
generated from the document.

5.3

Answer Evaluator(AE)

After outputting a question to the student, EG sends the following three kinds of information to ask AE
to mark his/her answer: the index of a hidden region, the question-type, and the correct answer. After

In the previous section, we learned a program for adding two integers and showing the answer on the display. In
the similar way, for all basic arithmetic operations including addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
we can make a Pascal program in the following way.
(QUESTION SUBJECT="arithmetic operations")
This program computes the multiplication and division for two input integers and shows the answer.
program enzan;
var x,y:integer;
seki,shou:integer;
begin

write('Input two integers : ');
readln(x,y);

seki:=(DEL CAND="x,xy,xxy,x mul y" LEVEL="1,5")x*y(/DEL);
shou:=(DEL CAND= "x /y,x --y,xdivy,x mod y" LEVEL="1,5")x div y(/DEL);
writeln('Seki:',seki);
writeln('Shou:',shou)
end.
( /QUESTION)

The 7th statement multiplies x by y, and the 8th statement divides x by y. We note that the answer of "div" is
an integer.

Figure 4: Example of teaching documents with the tags
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Figure 5: Three questions generated from the document in Figure 4
marking his/her answer by matching with the correct answer, AE shows him/her the marked result and
stores it with the index of the hidden region and the question-type into the UPDB.

5.4

Level Manager(LM)

Although the initial value of the level of each hidden region is specified by teachers, it continues to move

up and down according to the students' achievement levels, which will change as time goes by. The
supplement manager LM processes their achievement levels statistically, computes the revised level of
each hidden region, and stores it into the LMDB. LM increases the difficulty level of a question if a
student whose level is greater than the level of question answers it wrongly, and decreases if a student
whose level is less than the level of question answers it correctly. The new difficulty level of a question is
consequently determined as shown in Fig.6.
After updating LMDB, LM updates the student's achievement level according to the difficulty levels
of all questions he/she correctly answered.
Now, we show the formal definition of calculating both the achievement level of a student and the

difficulty level of a question. Let so and qj,t be the achievement level of student Si and the difficulty
level of question Q at time t respectively, where 1 < si t < 10 ,1 < qi,i < 10. so is recursively calculated
with qi,t at stated periods and vice versa. They are defined as follows:
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Where m,t stands for the number of questions that Si tried by t and r is the latest time such that
Si tried to answer Qj and t 1 < T < t. T is the set of 7. mq,,T stands for the total number of students
who tried Qj in T. q3,0, which is the initial difficulty level of the question Q3, is given with the attribute
LEVEL of DEL tag by teachers.

Number of students who
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inverse ratio of the number
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Average of s;,
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or the difficulty level
Average of s;, r
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New difficulty level of question G

Number of students who
answered G wrongly
Figure 6: Renewing Difficulty level of Question based on Student's Achievement Level

6

Conclusions

We discussed our new Web-aided system AEGIS. The system is currently implemented in Perl scripts
and CGI. We have a plan to evaluate this system by applying it to the real courses of Computer Literacy,
which are taken by more than 2300 students at our university. We hope it will work fine as an educational
tool for every student and help him/her to understand his/her subjects if teachers can make tags in their
teaching documents. Also, we plan to implement a tagging tool and an algorithm to generate another
kind of exercise that allows more than one correct answers.
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This study aims at establishing

a computer assisted learning system of

division-concept of networked elementary school mathematics course based on
constructivism and stress on students' thinking activities. It explores how students'
thinking manifest on network, how the thoughts of the learner and those of the
students on-line transfer, and how the thinking of the virtual students' solving
problems reflect, so as to develop a set of CAI system about constructive pedagogy.

In the system, we provide the learners with diverse tools for thinking activity,
letting him/her choose what he/she needs to solve problems. We use network
technology to simulate the real learning situation and to make the learner and the
user on the line and the virtual students to communicate and discuss immediately.
By setting up the CAI system that is compatible with the mathematics education of
the elementary school in Taiwan now, we expect the learner to establish the right
concepts positively so as to attain constructive pedagogic concept.

Keywords: Constructive pedagogy; Division of Mathematics; Elementary
School; Networked CAI; Thinking Activity.

1 Introduction
The course design of pedagogy in Taiwan before 1993 is based on objective theory of knowledge. However, the pedagogic
design ignores the complex and interactive phenomenon practically. Therefore, mathematics of elementary school in Taiwan in
1993 adopts pedagogic theory of constructivism [6]. Constructive pedagogy improve the shortcomings of the traditional
pedagogy; but it also cause the deficiency of pedagogic duration owing to the orders of discussion and reflection in case it is put
into practice in the real pedagogic environment. With the popularity of network, provided constructive concepts are applied to
the learning environment of network, CAI effect would be promoted further. This study aims to design networked pedagogic
environment matching "basic division-concept in mathematics of elementary school" by the learner's thought, using network
technology, letting the learner have an environment to learn at home. The traditional CAI system neglects the positive learning
and the interaction between the learners. So, we take into how to facilitate the interactive relationship between the system and
the learner. Through the transmission of the networked thought, the learners can real-time communicate, making up a whole
constructive learning environment, hoping to attain the constructive pedagogic concept.

2 Principles of system establishment
2.1 Basis of learning theory
The pedagogy of constructivism lies in stressing "knowledge is constructed positively by the learner", so that pedagogic design
should arrange activities of learning-orientation. In the process of learning, the teacher serves as "problem poser" whereas the
students acts as "problem solver"; the teacher plays the role of assistance, and the learner should construct knowledge positively

through the interactive discussion between the learners [2]. Each learner utilizes his previous concepts to expound the
phenomena around, and then comes up with adjustment or assimilation toward his acquired cognitive structure to establish new
concepts. Besides, the leaning situation is also an important part of the content, functioning to help the learner to comprehend

the differences between the perspective on conceptual traits. Thus, the learning activities ought to provide learners with
quasi-actual experimental situation to manipulate, explore. By means of the cognitive conflict brought about by the students in

the process of the activity, challenging his original concepts, he/she constructs the right concepts via the discussion and
coordination with one another.
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2.2 Basis of course content-concept of division
Division is the anti-calculation of multiplication. Both multiplication and division are thought of as the transformation of unity
quantity. The so-called "transformation of unity quantity" refers to that using unity quantity as that described by calculating unit,
transforming to another description by calculating unit using another unity quantity [1,3]. The situational mode of division

question is categorized into two basic principles of including division and even division. Seen from the viewpoints of
"transformation of unity quantity" to look at the questions of multiplication- division, the questions of multiplication is to reduce

the quantity suggested in the units of higher layers (units accumulated by several units of lower layers) to the activity of
transformation from the quantity suggested by units of lower layers; whereas the questions of division "including division" is on
the contrary, that is, the quantity suggested by the units of lower layers changed into the transformation activity by the quantity
suggested by the units of higher layers. As to even division, it is an activity of new unity quantity of high layers and unknown
unity quantity

23 Foundation of system establishment
This system is a learning environment constructed on the network, adopting three-tier client/server system architecture, and
meaning adding a layer of service server on the original client-server two-tier client/server system architecture. In the structure of
three-tier client/server master-slaver, the part of management of learning data is in the charge of database server, web server
takes charge of teaching jobs, while the users of client proceed all kinds of learning activities via browser.

3 Pedagogic design of networked construction
3.1 Pedagogic design of constructive division of new course
The two questions types of division (including division and even division) should be reckoned as different ones, then helping
students combine these two types of questions gradually. And by the activity of consecutive subtractions solving questions to
communicate with the relationship, then introducing the format of division calculation. Thus, in the design of pedagogy, place
the two combined types of characters, letting children solve problems by tangible objects or emblems and try to record the
activity of solving questions. After solving the questions including division and even division successfully, try further to grasp
the times of distribution including viewpoints of division when confronted with them again [4,5]. The number of unity quantity
can be decided by the times of distribution to help students realize and construct the relationship containing two types of
questions as to including division and even division. Finally they can introduce the processes of solving questions concerning
the methods of many-steps subtraction recording including division and even division and discuss and form the formulas using
" ÷ "taking notes of the common sense about the activity of solving questions including division and even division, letting
children construct the whole meaningful concept of division.

3.2 CAI pedagogic design of constructive pedagogy by thinking activity
This system emphasizes the spirit of construction to help students establish the concept of division, thereby, expecting the
system to become more congenial to the real pedagogic environment. We let the computer become a virtual teacher, besides
posing problems, he/she can judge the students' types of solving problems and mode of operation, and providing the dialectics
and clarification and discussion undertaken between the users or between the user and the virtual students. Thus, the design of
the problems by this system is introduced by the ordinary ones of daily situation to make sure if students have grasped the
messages of the problems and communicate and clarify the messages with each other through asking (As in Figure 1). After
posing the problems and clarifying the messages, let the students solve the problems. In order to make the system grasp the
process of solving problems and thinking, we design "tool table of operation of thinking activity", which contain tangible
objects, representation, digits and the symbol of calculations and so on. For example, as shown in Figure 2, if learner choose "to
bakery", then the tangible objects can be used to solve the problems. If the learner choose "drawing circles", then representation
can be used as the tools of solving the problems (As in Figure 3); if the learner choose "to digital factory", then digits can be
used as the tool of operation (As in Figure 4). By the tool of operation chosen by the user, the computer can grasp what hethinks.
If the user fails to solve the problems by themselves, they can discuss with others on the line, or discuss by the activity of solving
the problems of the virtual students (As in Figure 6and 7) to attain the cooperation and learning. At last, after the user solve the
problems successfully, the computer will play the role of the virtual teacher, raising questions to let the user to fortify the
concepts, avoiding no continual between the user's order of thought and the concept (As in Figure 5). Then posing problems
again to judge the students' learning state in order to proceed another activity dynamically. In doing so gradually, the system
expects the learner construct an overall meaningful concept of division.

4 Architecture and implementation of system
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4.1 Design environment and tools
This system uses Windows NT server as server platform. The developing languages include HTML, Java Script, ActiveX, ASP

(Active Server page) and so on. Using ASP as the main way of control, and exercising ASP and ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) to go with it, making the user's management of teaching material simplified. In the aspect of editing course
software, Authorware5 is a chief developing tool.

4.2 System flowchart
The system flowchart we designs just as Figure 8 shows, the general elucidation is as follows:

1. Pedagogic situation of networked construction: In the beginning, the system would ask the user to register data to set up
the database of students' basic data. At the outset of the course, the system will judge the user's competence by the pretest; then
according to the basis, the system can pose the problems. After clarifying the messages of the problems, the system lets the user
proceed to solve the problems. After solving the problems successfully, it lets the user carry on a series of on-line discussion and
communication with the students or virtual students. Based on the acquired knowledge, the students construct the concepts, and
fortify or revise the concepts through the experience of reflection. Again, the system poses the problems to judge the students'
learning situation, then it proceeds the next teaching activity.

2. Database of "student model": It consists mainly of three databases:
(1) Database of students' basic data: It is used to record the students' basic data such as name, age, the experience of using the
computer and so on.
(2) Database of learning: It is used to record the course units the students have learned, the learning state and duration of each
unit, and the students' learning results and so forth.
(3) Database of learning achievement: It records the students' assessment about answering and the mode of students' operation.
3. Database of "posing problems of constructive pedagogy": It stores the material content of division pedagogy. The content
contains two types of division problems (including division and even division) and various types of processes pedagogic
activities.

4. Database of problems: It stores the problems for pretests and posttests.

4.3 Function of on-line communication
Because the system aims at establishing a more compatible with the learning environment of real pedagogy, so that this system
design a series of communicative mechanism on the line to help students proceed the learning activities to produce the learning
effect. The details will be narrated as follows:
1. Group of discussion: It is an open but not synchronized function on the line. Once the user encounters the learning difficulty,
he/she can put the problems on the discussion place, and when other users see them, they can put forth the ways of solving these
problems.
2. Room for discussion: It is an open and synchronization for communication. This on-line unction can improve the fact that
the single CAI system fails to undertake the defects of communication and discussion immediately. Take Figure9 for example,
the user in the room for discussion can carry on the mutual discussion, communication to solve the problems with other users on
the line for their learning difficulty.
3. On-Line call: This is a one-to-one synchronous communication way, enabling the learners to proceed one-to-one discussion
and forward the brief introduction to other users on the line.

4.4 Operation flowchart for User
When the user enter the system by using browser for the first time, the system would demand the user to register, thereby getting
the user's data to set up student model basic data for database, and letting the user accept the pretest to judge the user's level of

operation, and recording the user's answering situation. Utilizing the user's answer for reference, modifying the connection
dynamically, letting the user connect the courses properly. Afterwards, whenever the user enters the system, he has to register
user name and password as the recognition. The system then will proceed next activity according to the user's previous record.
When the user undertakes the learning activity, the system will take down the learning state each time, so as to analyze if the
user's learning state will attain the expected aim and will be used as learning analysis.

5 Conclusions
With the approach of eased network age, the network will definitely become the trend. Thus, establishing CAI system on the
network cannot be delayed. In the light of these, we hope the constructive pedagogy combine with network to make up for the
deficiency of pedagogy, letting the learners have more learning space, so as to acquire the real mathematics concepts. This study
proceeds to test by the pedagogic content of "division-concept" of elementary school, presently testing all the functions provided
by the system, hoping to reassess pedagogic content and system in many months, looking forward to reaching the learners'
interaction, fulfilling the pedagogic concept indeed, letting children construct whole mathematics concept
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To develop a learning support system of music genre, a neural-network-based

system was developed that can estimate the genre of music from partial
information of a standard MIDI file of music. Standard MIDI files of 120 music

titles has been identified into 4 genres, Japanese Popular Ballad, Jazz, Hard
Rock and Heavy Metal after the Neural network of the system had been trained.
Comparison shows that, the system developed, has a higher judgment rate than
that of subjects. Next, the weight of the links were examined by an expert, 5 of
the nodes in the Hidden Layer could be extracted.

Keywords: Music Education, Neural Network, Intellectual Learning
Support, MIDI

1 Backgrounds and Objectives
Recently, popular music, for example Beatles etc, is included in recent music textbooks of Elementary,
Junior High and High Schools in Japan. So, it is thought that music education using popular music will
increase more and more in course of time. When students learn popular music, music genre of the music is
an important factor[1]. In order to learn the musical feature of each genre, it is thought to be very effective.
Systematic genres studying of popular music, in which students seems to be interested, is thought to be a
way of the students' music experience enrichment.

An "Automatic Composition MAGIC (Music system for Arrangement and Intelligent Composition)
Considering Music Style" was developed [2] by Minamikata in 1989 is one of the researches in the research
field that treats plural genres of popular music. This System supports composition and adaptation using
heuristic rules divided by music taste of genre. It is said that rule-based system like this is effective when the
system reproduces a already-known music taste or rule for the system, but there is an anxiety that generated
music is conventional, and it is a problem for an unknown taste.

It can be said that the genre of popular music is the combination of different music. Now, many researches
have done the grouping of music. Concerning Neural Network-based research, the research of Sakamoto
(1999) grouped the music according to the sensibility information by using SD method [3]. If consider the
flexibility and generality grouping by neural network differs from that of grouping by rules or multiple
different analysis. So, it is said that moderate result can be expected for any unknown input by the process of
grouping by Neural Network.
Based on the above research, we aim to develop the learning support system which can provide feedback on
"Feature as the genre" of an unknown music with the Neural Network training of the music of various genres.

Based on the above-mentioned background, we conducted this research in the following way. At the
beginning, reserve experiment was done by an expert of popular music to confirm the factor for the
estimation of the genre. Based on the obtained finding, we trained the Neural Network. Here the Neural
Network was composed using the partial information as input signal and genre of the music as output or
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teaching signal. In order to use this system for education purpose in the future, the meaning interpretation for
each factor of the Hidden Layer of the trained Neural Network was identified by an expert of popular music.
Then, the genre estimation experiment was done using the subjects who seemed to have general experience
of popular music. Lastly, the estimated average result of the subjects and the estimated result of this system
was compared to show the effectiveness of this system.

2 Estimation of Music Genres by Expert
When music and genre are trained to the Neural Network, the problem is that we should take data to make
an input signal from a long standard MIDI file. Therefore, we examine the mounting method of this system
by knowing how the person judges the genre. For that, in the preliminary experiment we ask the expert

about the factor of the genre estimation. The subjects had different musical instrument performance
experience for ten years or more. The procedure was that they were made to listen ten in total of five genres.
Also the factor to estimate the genre was interviewed. As a result, the following factors were found.

(1) The factor to estimate the genre is various according to the genre, and it's vague information.
(2) The factor to estimate the genre is local & partial information.

From (1), at first we got to the hypothesis that the estimation of music genre based on rules is very difficult

and not proper. Under the above hypothesis, we propose to use Neural Network to deal with vague
information in this research. As the input from (2), we judged that it was appropriate to extract partial
information that seemed to be necessary for estimating the genre of music, and to assume it to be an input
value of the Neural Network. The standard MIDI file (Hereafter, it is abbreviated as SMF) that is already a
descriptive language was used as music.

3 Genre Estimation System
Output Data

Input Data

Figure.1 shows the composition of the
genre estimation system. The flow of this
system is as follows. When the user
inputs SMF of music, the partial

SMF of music

the feature of the music
as the genre

information extraction module extracts
some partial information from the music.

Then, it is put to the Input Layer of the
Neural Network that has already been

feedback

the partial
information
extraction
module

Hidden Layer

Input Layer

trained for music and the genre. The
Neural Network feeds back the result of
estimating the genre obtained from the
Output Layer. Moreover, the feature of
the music as the genre obtained from the
Hidden Layer is planned to use as
feedback in the future. If the module is
developed, the user will be able to learn

the result of
genre estimation

trained
Neural
Network

Output Layer

partial Information
extracted from SMF
(each ..me Ls between

111=0 u I)

the genre.

3.1 Extraction of Partial Information from SMF
SMF of the General Midi correspondence was used in this research. SMF includes various musical
information such as Note-On (time of starting to ring each music sheet), Note-Off (time of finishing to ring
each music sheet), Velocity (the strength of each attack), Note Number (pitch), and Program Number (kinds
of musical instruments and tones) etc. The following three information of these score information were
decided to use in the partial information extraction module.

1.

Kind and tone of musical instruments
extracted
from
(henceforth,
we
Instruments and

Number
Program
call
it "Musical
Tones", which is

expressed by an array of 128 Boolean
type

variable.

Each

valuable

shows

whether musical instruments (tones) of
Program Number 1-128, were used in that
music or not.).

Distribution of Rhythm extracted from the
statistics of position of Note-On per a bar
(henceforth, we call it "Distribution of Rhythm",

which is expressed by an array of 16 integer
type variable. Each variable shows the
frequency for which Note-On event is held at the rhythm in one bar in the SMF.).

Distribution of Pitch extracted from the note number (henceforth, we call it "Distribution of Pitch", which is
expressed by an array of 12 integer type variable. Each variable shows the frequency for which each pitch of
12 music scales is used in the entire music of SMF.).

3.2 Composition of Neural Network
Figure 2 shows the composition of the Neural Network. We adopted the Back-Propagation algorithm as the
learning algorithm of the Neural Network. For the input signal, we used a combination of the values.

4 Outline of Genre Estimation Experiment using this system
4.1 Method
By the above-mentioned methods, the genre estimation experiment by this system was performed. 120
music titles of SMF which are composed of 30 titles each in Japanese popular ballad, Jazz, Hard Rock, and
Heavy Metal, tried to be learned by the Neural Network. In this research, the combination of the following
partial information was learned as an input data.
128bit
Musical instrument and tone
Distribution of rhythm
16bit
12bit
Distribution of pitch
128+16=144bit
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of rhythm ( + )
16+12=28bit
Distribution of rhythm, Distribution of pitch ( + )
128+12=140bit
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of pitch ( + )
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of rhythm, Distribution of pitch ( + + )
128+16+12=156bit
The number of units of Hidden Layer in each Neural Network is assumed to 10-30. The number of units of

Output Layer is as many as the number of genres that the Neural Network learns. In this case, it requires
four units in Output Layer, because there are four genres.

4.2 Result
The result of training is shown
in Table 1. In the Table 1, "NN"
means Neural Network, and - in
NN means the Neural Network
whose input information is

NN

Input

Hidden

Judgment

Learning

Layer

Output
Layer

Judgment

Layer

Rate

Percentage

Time

128

20

4

119/120

99.2

16

10

4

97/120
103/120
120/120
111/120
119/120
120/120

80.1

X
X
X
About 650
X
X
About 1100

12

10

4

144

30

4

described above. The result of

28

30

4

training, NN was converged
about 650 learning times, and

140

30

4

156

30

4
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85.8
100
92.5
99.2
100

NN was about 1100 learning times, but other NN were not converged within ten thousand learning times. So,
the trained Neural Network was able to judge the genre of learned music at 100%.

From this, it is suggested that the Neural Network like - that has single partial information in Input Layer
can't finish learning, But the combination of those partial information make it enable to learn. This result
supports the findings of experts at the preliminary experiment in Chapter 2 whose also says that the factor to
estimate the genre is various according to the genre.

4.3 An Analysis of Hidden Layer
The Hidden Layer in the Neural Network is analyzed

Table 2. Analysis of Each Factor
in Hidden Layer

here. There is a heuristic method that each cell's
tendency in which it is likely to make active or inactive
is found by an expert, and then the meaning of factor is
obtained[4],[5]. We used that method here.We focused

on the weight of the link between Hidden Layer and
Output that is above 10. Each unit from No.1 to 5 are
activated by following genres.
Unit No.1:Hard Rock
Unit No.2:Hard Rock, Jazz
Unit No.3:Hard Rock, Jazz, Japanese Popular Ballad
Unit No.4:Heavy Metal
Unit No.5:Japanese Popular Ballad

Unt

Nan e of Factor

1

thrd lbne Factor

2

Synthesizer lbne Fact or

3

Jazz - Acoustic Factor

4

Ityt hm Tendency Factor

5

Chnhi nati on Factor of Electric
I ns t runents and IIhvt lun Tendency

Finally, each unit was named'by a music expert. The summarized result is shown in Table 2.

5 Experiment by Subject
To investigate at how much rate can the subjects, twenty-five female university students were asked to listen
to eight music titles of 4 genres of SMF with MIDI sound randomly, and to judge the genre and the factor for
each music.The judgment rate of all the subjects was 66.5%.

To compare the judgment of subjects with this system, Neural Network was trained with 119 titles, and was
made to estimate the genre of subtracted one as unknown music.

As a result, both Neural Network and have a judgment rate of 100% for eight unknown music titles. From
this, the judgment of this system is higher than that of subjects with general experience of popular music.

6 Summary of Results
In this research, development and evaluation of genre estimation system ware performed aiming for the
development of learning support system of music genre. The results are summarized as follows:

(1) The preliminary experiment for experts with an experienced popular music was performed, and a result
that says that the factor to estimate the genre tends to be local & partial information was obtained.
(2) From this finding, genre estimation system using Neural Network was developed.

(3) 120 music titles have been identified into 4 genres, Japanese Popular Ballad, Jazz, Hard Rock and Heavy
Metal at the rate of 100% by training the Neural Network to identify these 4 genres.

(4) The judgment rate was 66.5% as the result of the estimation experiment for subjects with general
experience of popular music.

(5) This system was made to estimate 8 music titles, as an unknown music, out of 120 which were used in
the genre estimation experiment by subjects. As a result, the estimation rate of 100% which is higher than
that of the subjects (66.5%) was obtained.
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(6) Each unit of Hidden Layer in trained Neural Network was enable to be named, and the factors of each
unit were able to be extracted by the expert of popular music.

From this finding of 6, providing feedback on the features of the music from Hidden Layer becomes
possible by the way of observing the result of meaning explanation of Hidden Layer in which the Neural
Network has the feature of the music as a genre, observing the state of fire, and observing the input units
which have tendency to make active to the fired units in the Hidden Layer.

From the result described above, the possibility of the development of a learning support system using this
system for music genre is shown. And, it was thought that the trained Neural Network of this system has the
application possibility not only to the learning support system but also to the supporting composition and
adaptation.
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When a learner dose various tasks in the computer, the interaction of the learning
support system is so a transition which happens inside the learner. At that time,
educational effects such as knowledge structuring occurs due to externalization of
representation. We developed the prototype system in so that externalization of selfexplanation of the problem-solving process was supported. A learner externalizes
the self-explanation "How do I solve the exercise?". At this time, she/he explains
using not only words but also diagrams, in order to exploit the effect of diagrams.
Self-monitoring happens with self-explanation, and the acquisition of a problem solving
strategy on is learned. In this paper, we construct a model of "externalization on the

computer," and we consider the occurrence of cognitive load. Learning is a kind of
load, therefore any reduction of the load (as opposed to its extinction) is of assistance.
We propose the presentation of an operation list as a method of load reduction. The
memory dependent evaluation becomes more coherent by such a list. In other words,
the cognition perspective improves. In this paper, it is shown in the prototype system
how externalization is accomplished.
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1

Introduction

Recently, the contents of interaction have been reconsidered in the context of the learning support systemm. So
far, a computer playing a teacher's role is aimed at the transfer of domain knowledge expressed by the system.
The computer asks a learner several diagnostic questions. The computer is central to such interaction. The

perspective "For whom is this interaction?" is absent. In this paper, we propose an learnig environment
(externalization support system) that promotes the understanding of problem solving resulting from the
externalization in the computer. The learner works independently on the computer with the interaction we propose, then the learner rewrites his internal state. Learning occurs at that time.
Recently, attention has focused on "externalization " and "meta-cognition." For example, a vague idea is sometimes clarified by writing text. Externalization promotes the arrangement of knowledge and learning. On the
other hand, meta-cognition is a psychic activity of higher order, involving self-monitoring (reflection), and is
concerned with deep level learning such as the acquisition of strategies, the transfer of knowledge.
We paid attention to the self-explanation of the problem-solving process, and we have researched that supportm-P1.
At present, a learning support system that externalizes self-description of the problem-solving process has been
utilized as an experiment. Exercises in statistical scales of geography were used. A learner expresses how she/he
solved a problem. Geography though is considered mere memorization, the learner can acquire an understanding

of the problem-solving process by self-description. An example of this type of exercise is shown in figure 1.

We propose the usage of figure 1 as a method of externalization. We are constructing the environment where a
learner can do self-explanation by writing memoranda. In this system a learner draws on the character and
diagram of the explanation of the problem-solving process. Furthermore, the examination process of externalization
is supported from the cognition perspective. The activities scrutinized are internal (understanding the behavioral
reason of the learner) and are supported by the presentation of the operation history. This supports the selfmonitoring that is crucial to meta-cognition
Idea support system, idea sketch, etc. are proposed in the HCI researches. However, we think learning involves
a kind of load, and our purpose is to recommend support by control of the load, rather than by elimination of the
load. The consideration of support by reduction of the load is a different point.
In chapter two, we describe the educational effect of externalization. We propose a support method of externalization
targeting self-explanation of the problem-solving process in chapter three. The summary of our system is shown
in chapter four. We present a summary in the final chapter.

2

The outline of externalization

2.1 The educational effect of externalization
Many researchers point to the educational effect of externalizationm.m. The effect of diagram use in externalization
has been acknowledged as well. The learner can acquire the educational effect if self-description is externalized
by use of diagrams[710].

Externalization is the expression of internal psychic activities (images). We mention clarification of knowledge,
structuring, etc. as a general effect. Moreover, internalization occurs by repeated externalization, and internal
processing proceeds smoothly.
Self-description involves special explanation of a point[9]. Externalization is unique as well. Self-monitoring is
enhanced by a learner's repeated externalization of the self-explanation.

2.2 Externalization model on the computer
We construct a model of externalization in this section; our objective is not to clarify the mechanism of
externalization. In a sense, the model is to employ educational effect. Various models of externalization are
available; we have elected to choose a model of externalization in the computer.

Externalization is considered to consist of several functional modules. The module described here is the functional unit that is comparatively independent.

The model of externalization and the state of repetition of each module are shown in figure 2. We classify
modules of externalization into four ways.
(1) Image generation
(2) Expression form generation
(3) Operation sequence generation
(4) Examination (evaluation)
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of generation. As a case in point, form of presentation
(rule) that has been configured freely and formalization
that has already been completed, may be employed. For
example, in the case of pictures, expression is free, and a
person who draws a picture decides the form of presentation. On the other hand, when we illustrate a phenomenon with a forrimla, formalization is predetermined, and
we must obey mathematical rules. As for externalization
of writing memoranda, existing formalization and independent formalization are being used together. We can
think of module (2) as consisting of the following three
usage forms.
(a) Existing formalization
(b) Independent formalization

Image generation
Knowledge of the form

(kePreseitittion)

expression generation
(Fort

drvidual)

Generation of
m expression
Examination
(Evaluation)

Knowledge of the form
expression generation

Opc ration sequence
generation

(For the sharing )

Feedback

--> Understanding

Knowledge of the
operation generation

(c) Existing formalization + Independent formalization
Completion

Examination
(Evaluation)

The burden of usage of the existing formalization is that

a learner must understands formalization. However,
when a learner acquires existing forms, internalization
progresses, and the representation in module (1) becomes
simplified. For example, when a learner is skilled in the

use of the Japanese abacus, she/he becomes capable of
mental arithmetic using a mental image of the abacus.
The effect of the Venn diagram in the understanding of
the set theory is similar.
When externalization is done on the computer, the process of module (3) is remarkable. The rate of this part
increases when the expression is done indirectly using
the computer. Expression can't be generated if the com-

Initiation

Generation of
form expression

Image generation
(Representation)

puter lacks the appropriate software. Thus, a learner
plans an operation sequence to configure expression, and
she/he will move the mouse based on that plan.

Operation sequence

tILD
generation
Fig. 2 Model of externalization on the computer.

Module (4) is different from the other modules. Examination is the evaluation of each process from module (1) to (3) with feedback. In other words, examination is a
meta-level activity when compared with the other processes.

Modules (1) to (3) become a cycle. The processes from (1) to (3) are evaluated by process (4), which provides
feedback. This cycle is repeated until a learner judges by examination. That the activity has been completed

3

Externalization support of self-explanation

3.1 The support of externalization by load reduction
The general support method of externalization is considered in this section. First, we remove the cognitive load
intuitively for externalization support. However, the purpose of learning is to put load on the learner. Even if a
computer estimates the intention of the learner (even if an explanation is formed automatically,) learning does not
progress. Hence, removal of the load does not support learning.

The real nature of the load lies in the multiple combinations of the loads. The load is classified by cause and
category, it is necessary to separate the load that aids learning from the load that does not. We aim to reduce the
load. In other words, consideration of the relevant control of the load is necessary. Arrangement and classification of each load is necessary for its support.

3.3 Drawing method of the problem-solving process
Support of the expression form generation process serves to prepare for the effective expression method. We show

23 7

(by way of drawing) the problemsolving process following. Prob-

(I) Statement is displayed.

(2) Same word, are connected with the inn end presented.

lem-solving is a process, and it
has a certain structure. Diagram
usage is effective to express struc-

tured information. Graph expression is a relevant method like

Tweedier's indication as an informational expression that has
a flowing structureltO]. For example, though various methods
are proposed, a flow chart is still
used for the expression of a program structure.

(I) The display of the relation between the words

We use a style that combines the

use of words and figures. We
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propose the arrow diagram that
The full line which a learner drawn

expressed structure between
statements was symbolically
used with the text of the items
together. The externalization
task with our learning environment consists of two tasks: text

creation and graph drawing.
Expression is constructed in the
following procedures:

(1) The Entering of a
simple sentence

(2) Placement (migration)
(3) Connection
(4) Grouping
(5) Attribute addition to the object

(2) The cgs play of the temporary line which can be connected

Fig. 3 Model of operation support.

First, a learner constructs the explanation of the character form. The explanation of the solution reflects the
problem-solving process of the exercise. We exclude compound sentences and complex sentences, and use only
simple sentences. Each simple sentence during expresses each state of the problem-solving process. A learner is
conscious of the order, and notices that problem-solving proceeds by the items. The order of the explanation copes
with the process of the problem-solving.

Next, each simple sentence is connected with an arrow line to form a "node". A learner is specifically conscious
of the structure by drawing these lines. As for the structural expression of the explanation, each statement is
associated with the arrow line toward the explanation of the expressed goal from the explanation of the initial
state. A learner encloses some statement, and gives color attribute as a supplementary activity. The diagram
drawn with the arrow line is completed by repeating the above activity.
The part that decides expre-ssion is first and the part in which a learner himself can determine expression are both
present in the above expression method. Such a method guarantees freedom of expression for the learner, while
at the same time accepting ambiguity. Thus a learner can write a memorandum of the meaning of the attribute
appended by the learner. For example, the system asks a learner for a reason when a learner changes the color of
the line. This function is actualized as a fraction of the support of the look-over.

3.4 The support of the operation sequence generation
We describe the support of the operation sequence generation in this section. The following function is provided
because the learning environment should be made convenient.
(1) The simplification of the operation
(2) The intersection of the operation and the phenomenon
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The operations of the learning environment are statement
creation, statement delete, line drawing, line erasing, movement, grouping, and the color alteration of the object. It
prepares only for easy operations. A phenomenon can be
easily imagined from these identifiers. We achieve a single
function in our system. An operation and a phenomenon
correspond one-to-one, and the understanding of the opera-
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tion becomes easy.

The learning environment is tailored to notify the learner
of deficient explanations and feasibility of the expression
by the following operation support. The state of the support
is shown in figure 3.
(a) The display of the related word information
(b) The display of drawing line feasibility
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A simple sentence is displayed on the learning environment as a symbolic icon. One component is made according to statement, a learner can focus on structure between
the statements. On the other hand, a certain word some-
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The indication of related word information This is the
method in which the structural understanding of the statement is accelerated. When the same word in is used several
statements, the learning environment shows them. When
the same word is shown repeatedly, the system is made conspicuous. The system displays a statement next to the statement icon, and gives color to that word. The same word in
different statements is connected by a line.
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The indication of connection feasibility This is the method
in which drawing between the statements is supported. The
system presents the link that can be connected in the statement nodes as a temporary line. The system estimates the
statement that relate to other statements in the placement
step (which the statement icon on the workspace finished).
The feasibility a line drawn is high in the statement which
satisfies the following conditions:
(A) The statement operated just before
(B) The statement that encompasses the same word

As the need arises, the
redisplay of the folded
operation sequence is
possible.

The display of the
operation history
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(2) The display of the operation and the
operation reason

The system presents a temporary line to the learner according to the stage at which placement was finished. All canFig. 4 Representation of the operation history list.
didates are displayed when some lines are presumed. When
a learner chooses a temporary line, the system re-establishes that temporary line as a permanent line. Because
drawing lines is a possible option, the work of drawing is reduced for the learner.

3.5 The support of the examination by cognitive perspective
We aim at the realization of the farsightedness of the cognitive perspective with the support of examination.
Externalization is done so that a learner may learn about himself. We aren't aiming at deputy by the system. The
approach of automating conception and drawing isn't embraced. Support toward examination of evaluating one's
act is necessary. Therefore, we propose a method that assists the self-monitoring by the learner. The system uses
the following two methods, as shown in figure 4.
(1) The display of the operation history
(2) The collection and display of the operation reason
Reflection on the personal task must depend on the current aspect of the activity subject and on memory. However, subject activity does not express variations in the middle of the task. Moreover, memory is often a temporal
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effect, and often can't be extracted when necessary. Therefore the system preserves task history, and history and
task process are reproduced to the learner. The system makes linear operation sequences and a learner can do an
operation again from the arbitrary juncture of the operation sequence that is presented. In that case, a recent
operation sequence occurs from the point that an operation was done again, and a previous operation sequence is
dismissed.
However, when a learner reflects on an error, dismissed operational sequences encompass significant information.

Because reflection support is critical, the system preserves all operation sequences. When a recent operation
sequence occurs, the previous operation sequence is hidden temporarily from the learner. Then, if a learner
requires, the previous operation sequence can be displayed. Cognitive perspective in the examination process
improves due to the presentation of the operation history.
The display of the operation history provides an opportunity to look back at the operation. Furthermore, we not
only present operation history but also present the reason of the operation. The system requires comment input at

every operation. The set list of the operation and the reason are stored in the system. It is understood that
comment is useful in order to reconsider program source. Ambiguity is present in expression, and the degree of
freedom of expression is guaranteed. A learner himself sometimes forgets the intention of the figure on one side.
A memorandum of the operation is useful in such a case as well. The presentation (collection) of the memorandum of the operation is not the active intervention of the system.

4

Self-explanation externalization support system

4.1 The configuration of the self-explanation externalization supporting system
Our system before this paper externalized a self-explanation only in characterm-E41. However, figures and text are
mixed in the natural externalization. Drawing activity is separated from text creation activity in self-explanation,

and it is unnatural to draw after text is written. Therefore our system was designed to enter text and to draw
simultaneously.
We implemented three functions in the system.
(1) Explanation management
(2) Explanation structural management (visualization management)
(3) Operational history management

Module (1) manages information on the explanation sentence. This module is shared the entry of the explanation
sentence and the display of the explanation sentence. A learner enters a simple sentence. The morphological

analysis of each simple sentence is done by "Cyasen" developed with NAIST. Information on the word is
extracted. By this processing, information on the noun and verb in a simple sentence is extracted. The system
preserves the information with a simple sentence.
The order of the statement input can't be employed as an order of the explanation sentence. When a learner
completes a drawing, the system decides the order of the explanation sentence based on the following information:

(a) Related to the arrow
(b) Grouping
(c) Related to the place
(d) Input order

First, the system gives priority to arrow line information. The beginning point and end point of the arrow shows
a context. Next, simple sentences are grouped to the same level. The system fundamentally introduces the order
of the input as the order of the explanation. When there is no grouping or arrows in the explanation figure, the
system decides the order of the explanation sentence based on the co-ordinate information of the icon on the
"canvas "screen. If there is a top-to-bottom relationship among icons, this relationship becomes the context. The
order of input is used except in the case above. After the system shows the order, the alteration of the order by the
learner is possible.

Module (2) manages the drawing task and the information acquired from this task. A learner enters a simple
sentence, and next drawing becomes possible. Module (2) manages the whole drawing task on the "canvas", and
it displays support information.
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Module (3) presents the task history (operational history) of the learner. A learner sees this operation history, and
adds various modifications to the externalized figure.

Various methods of presentation of the operation history are proposed. We think the list form is easy to understand. Various methods of Undo (Redo) are proposed as welltw. We consider an operation to be a series of
persistent sequences. We introduce the interface in which an operation can be done from an arbitrary part of the
operation history list and the previous sequence folded under the recent sequence. The current sequence is important for the learner, so a dismissed sequence is rendered temporarily invisible. Hidden operation history can
unfold the folded part if necessary (the icon indicates it has been folded.), but a learner only confirms a folded
operation sequence, and a dismissed sequence can't be redone midway in the process.

4.2 Outlook of the system
We show how self-explanation is externalized on the system in this section.Six windows are displayed in the
system that was manufactured. The screen configuration of the system is shown in figure 5.
(1) Canvas window (Operation button is encompassed.)
(2) Simple sentence input window
(3) Explanation sentence display window
(4) History panel
(5) Operation memorandum input window
(6) History display window
A learner does a drawing task on the canvas window (1), and then the drawing consequence is displayed. The
learner starts an explanation through this window, and the explanation is written and modified. Various operation
buttons are configured. This window performs the role of the console panel of the whole system.
The simple sentence input window (2) is a one-line editor for a learner to input a simple sentence. This window
is invoked by the sentence-creation button on the canvas window, and closes when the input is finished.
The explanation sentence display window (3) displays an entered simple sentence with the items. Each sentence
is displayed on this window by an entered order. When a learner estimates that externalization has been terminated (the stage in which the "completion" button is pushed), the order is evaluated, and the line of the explanation sentence is replaced. However, a learner can alter the line of the explanation sentence by using the mouse to
"drag & drop".
Canvas window

History panel
ITEM1 Its 0510010
121 ITEM1 move

P1 ITEM2 move
141 ITEMS Remcreate
151 ITEMS move
161 ITEM4 Remosate

ITEM4 move
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Simple sentence Enter window
Explanation sentence display window

Fig. 5 Screen shot of the prototype system.
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The history panel (4), the operation memorandum input window (5) and the history display window (6) are
related mutually. The operation history of the learner and memoranda are displayed in the history panel. Though
the memorandum input window is displayed at every operation, a learner doesn't necessarily need to enter memo-

randa. Entered comments are displayed in the history panel with the associated operation. When a learner
chooses an operation from the operation history, the history display window displays the screen image when that
operation is done. It is important to simultaneously present the screen image to support cognitive perspective.
Moreover, if a learner chooses an operation from the operation history, she/he can redo the operation from there.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we described a learning system in which externalization of self-explanation of the problem-solution
process was supported. Recent attention is founded in the educational effect of externalization; however, the
mechanism of externalization isn't clear, and the recommendation of the usage method isn't sufficient, either.

Therefore, we surveyed externalization first, and described the educational effect. Next, we considered the support method of externalization, and proposed the support method of externalization of self-explanation. The first
is the method of externalization of self-explanation that employs expression by words and diagrams, such as
memoranda. The other method is that of collecting the operation history and presenting it to the learner from the
viewpoint in which the cognitive perspective is important for the examination process of externalization. Furthermore, we attempted a system that could leave operation reason when the operation history was collected. Selfmonitoring becomes smooth by presenting operation and reason. Finally, an overview of our trial production
system was shown. The state in which a learner externalized in that system was shown.
In the future, we will improve the system, targeting each operation to reduce user load, and we will evaluate the
system.
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This paper presents an extended theory for representing cases in a case-based
physics learning environment. There are two issues with which developers of casebased tutoring systems often contend: one is assessing and retrieving similar cases
from the case library; the second one is delivering the case contents to the students.
Whilst an earlier paper has addressed the former issue, this paper focuses on the
latter by defining a computational mechanism that is used for delivering the case
content. The mechanism is developed by defining a procedural semantics on the case
graph which incorporates the dynamic modelling capability of petri nets. A case is
initially opaque to the student. During case interaction, however, it will be made
transparent gradually by engaging the students with problem-solving activities. The
activities are modelled using the notions of marking places and firing transitions,
where places and transitions represent case variables and operations, respectively.
The idea is illustrated with an example of providing guidance to students solving
problems in the domain of Newtonian mechanics.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Conceptual Graphs, Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, Case-based Reasoning

1 Introduction
This paper presents an extended theory of representing problem-solving cases proposed in [5] for the purpose of
modelling instructional activities between the cases and the learners within the context of case-based tutoring

systems (CBTS) [11]. In response to the classic criticisms [12] leveled at the first-generation of computerassisted learning software that frequently have to go back to inflexible, pre-compiled problem solutions, CBTS is

very attractive for several reasons. Two of them are particularly appealing to us. From an instructional
perspective, students are highly influenced by past examples (i.e. real cases) to guide their problem-solving
activities [1] or completing cognitive tasks [8]. Our project sponsor demands that the final system should
faithfully reflect what students actually do when completing their homework. It is, therefore, our aim to ground
our system design at the outset on sound psychological findings about pupils' learning behaviours. Secondly,
from a technical viewpoint, case-based adaptation techniques are powerful in adapting interface components to
the user's need [14].

Individual learner's needs, style and progress do differ substantially. Case-based reasoning technology [7]
endows the system with the capability of inferring what is considered 'best' for the students by referring to their
past learning histories. [5] proposed the use of conceptual graphs (CG) [13] for representing tutorial cases. While

this method elegantly tackles the issue of assessing case similarity, how the case graphs are built remains a
'black-box'. The case users have no way to inspect the internal processes for constructing the graph. To ensure
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the cases are useful in tutorial contexts, the knowledge components of the cases need to be 'available' to the
students. What we mean by 'available' is making the case solution transparent, i.e. the system is capable of
justifying each problem-solving step being shown to the students in terms of the underlying physical principles.

The procedural semantics defined on case graphs which forms the core contents of this paper, provides a way of

making the solution procedures explicit to the students. The idea is to synthesize a CG and the actor graph
defined in [13] into one single global graph instead of treating them separately. The resulting structure is a
tripartite graph that has three types of nodes: concept nodes, symbolic relation nodes and mathematical relation
nodes. The mathematical relation nodes are for handling mathematical calculations in the domain of Newtonian
mechanics, the targeted subject domain of our project These calculations are important in many science and
engineering applications. In making the synthesis, two important ontological commitments were made. Firstly,
human cognitive functions in studying a concrete case are viewed as a process of constructing graphs. Relevant
concept nodes are created and linked to each other via some appropriate relation nodes (whether symbolic or
mathematical). A case represented by the graph consists of sets of concept nodes and relation nodes, but to what

extent the students understand the case contents remains unknown until some observable actions are seen.
Secondly, the process of building the graph is based on the notion of concept node marking. Initially, the sets of
nodes in a case are all opaque to the users because they are not yet marked. The set of nodes representing the
initially given physical quantities are marked first. Each problem-solving step is viewed as generation of new
graph nodes, but they are implemented as the nodes states change from unmarked to marked. To mark a set of
nodes, the mathematical relation nodes (or operators) which link the marked and the unmarked nodes have to be
fired. The procedures of solving the problem are defined as the firing sequence for marking the target concept
nodes. The subgraph associated with a particular fired node represents the semantics of the knowledge behind its
firing.

2 Formal Definition of the Case Constituents
We represent a typical case abstractly by a directed graph which is composed'of

* Three disjoint sets of vertices C,RandR,(i.e.CnR=O;CnR,=0;RnR,=OandCnRnR,=0)
where C represents the set of concept nodes; R represents the set of symbolic relation nodes; and R,
represents the set of mathematical relation nodes.

*A set of directed arcs E such that Ec ( CxR ) v ( R x C ). Each arc e E E connects a concept c E C to a
symbolic relation r e R or vice versa.

*A set of directed arcs Em such that E,c(C>:R,)U(R,xC). Each arc eme Em connects a concept c e C to
a mathematical relation r, e R, or vice versa.
Shown in Figure 1 is an example case graph where
C

E

= (CI, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6};
= {ri, r2, r3, r4};
=
rm2, rm3, r,4 };
= {(ch ri),
c2), (c3, r2), (c4, r2), (r2, c2), (c5, r4),

Em

=

R

R,

(r4, c2), (c6, r3), (r3, c 1)} ; and

{(ch rmi), (r,,, C2 ), (C2, rm2), (c2, rm3), (c5, rm3),
(rm2, c3), (rm3, c4), (c3, rm4 ), (c4, rm4 ), (rm4,

*For every rmE /? there exist an input set /r(rm) and an output
set Or(rm) such that
/r(rm) = CE C I (c, rm) E Em }; (c , rm) is called the input arc of rm, and c is called the input concept of rm; and
E Em }; (rm, c) is called the output arc of rm, and c is called the output concept of rm.
Or(rm) = CE C (r, ,
I
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For example, the input/output set of the node r,3 in Figure 1 are
I,{r,3) = {c2, c5} and Or(rm3) = {c4} respectively.
* For every c e C, it is defined as marked if it is being
instantiated to a specific individual. In Figure 1, c1 and c5 are
marked whereas the others are non-marked.
* The marking ,Lt of a graph G can be represented by a n-vector:

p ), where each u, e ( T , F ). For example,
the graph in Figure 1 has the marking µ =( T, F, F, F, T,
F).
* A mathematical relation node r, E R, is enabled whenever
each concept c E ir(rm) is marked. In Figure 1, only r,, is

C :18
L

1-1= (il,

-.1c(31I

C :17

I

Figure 2

Cs I*

enabled at that marking.

* When a mathematical relation node is enabled, it can be fired at any time and every time a mathematical
relation is fired, every c a Or(r,) will be marked.
* For every c E Or(r ',), where r'n, is the fired mathematical relation, the content of c is evaluated according to
the formulas inscripted in the respective r', E ic(C).
* Supposing the formulas inscripted in rm, is cl = c2 + 5 and r,3 is ( c2 + c5) / 2, the firing of r,, will mark c2
which enables r,3 because c5 has already been marked. If r,3 is fired later, a new marking (shown in Figure 2)

will be formed and become µ = ( T, T,F,T,T,F).

3 Representing Mechanics Problem-solving Cases
In our application domain, Newtonian mechanics, two categories of physical entities are identified with respect

to the cases we use for tutoring: physical objects and physics concepts. Both are represented, however, as
rectangular-shaped concept nodes. In each case, a number of physical objects are involved, such as a block, a car,
a plane, a spring, etc., but they are normally described abstractly just as a physical object. Various meaningful
relations obtain between the objects, which essentially represent the physical configuration between them. For
instance, it makes sense to represent the 'rest_on' relation that holds between a block and a plane whenever the

block is on the plane. Other meaningful relationships are: 'above', `contact_with', `moves_on', and so forth.
There are attributes, intrinsic and motion-related, of the physical objects which refer to one object only. For
example, `acceleration'(a motion-related attribute) and 'mass' (an intrinsic attribute) applies to a single physical
object on its own. In representing a physical situation, there are some other domain-related ideas such as external

force or friction, which characterize the case being described. All these concepts are categorized as physics
concepts as they are used to describe the state of the world depicted by the case. Figure 3 shows a typical case
adopted from a standard physics textbook.

Two blocks A & B are resting on a frictionless horizontal plane as shown.
If an external force of 1CIN is acting on A, what is the acceleration of the
blocks and the force of contact between them? (The masses of A and B are
3kg and 7kg respectively).

The notion of marking and firing is borrowed from the petri nets formalism [9]
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10N

un

Solution:

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on A&B
Net Force A &B
External Force A &B
10
Acceleration A &B

= MassA&B x Acceleration A &B
MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
( 3 + 7 ) Acceleration A &B
= 1 rn/s2

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on A
Net Force A
External Force A+ Contact Force A
10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A

= MassA x Acceleration A
= MassA x Acceleration A

=3x1

= -7N

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on B
Net Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B

= MassB x Acceleration B
= MassB x Acceleration B

=7x1

= 7N

Figure 3: A typical Newtonian mechanics case and its solution

As the complete graph representing the
case occupies too much space, the whole
graph is divided into several subgraphs.
To illustrate the idea, three representative
subgraphs are shown in Figure 4, 5 and 6.

The subgraph in Figure 4 represents the
physical objects involved in the case and
their relationships. The (component)
nodes encodes the part-whole relationship

contact with

Block: A

between the whole system A&B and its
constituents A and B. The tuple [Blocks:

contact with

A&B] > (component) -4 [Block: B] depicts

the block labelled as 'B' as part of the
whole system labelled as `A&B'. The other

relation nodes essentially represent the
spatial relationships between the objects.
Figure 4: The subgraph showing the physical objects
involved in the case and their relationship

The subgraph shown in Figure 5 concerns the attributes, both intrinsic and motion-relationed, of block A, and
other relevant physical concepts centred around it. The absurd type [T] as the agent of the Net_Force_A and
External_Force_A indicates it is something that is of no relevance to us. In Figure 6, those concept types that
participate in some sort of mathematical relations are shown. Note that most of the arcs in Figure 6 are dotted
indicating they are different from the usual symbolic relations.

2.96

Kilogram

Vector: 101

rNewton

unit

(agent)

(unit) (measure)

Scalar: 3

measure

Mass_A

External_Forco_A

(recipient)
component

Block: A

I-----o-Crnotion attribute )

(reclpient)
Acceleration

I

(component

Net_Force_A

(cause)-4,

CfeCipien

measure

Contact_Force_A

(unit-)

Newton

Vector

I

I

T/S2

I

Vector

Newton

(agent) (agent)

unit) (measure)

Vector

( unit) (measure)

Block: B

Figure 5: Subgraph showing the attributes of block A and other relevant physical concepts.
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Figure 6: Subgraph showing the mathematical relationships between the relevant concept types

4 Modelling Variables Instantiation as Node Marking
Marking' = (T,F,F,F,T,F)

Once a case has been encoded with the formalism,
problem-solving activities can be modelled. When
given a problem to tackle, the students will generally
be asked for a new value from a set of given data.
This is modelled as marking the concept nodes such

as C1 and C5 in Figure 1. The goal is to get the

rrni

Marking01 = (T,T,F,F,T,F)
1112

Marking°,2 = (T,T,T,F,T,F)

concept node C6 marked. At the initial marking, only

rm, is enabled and therefore any attempt to trigger
other mathematical operations is not allowed and,
thereby, invites tutorial intervention. The whole

process of creating successive markings can be
illustrated with a search tree (see Figure 7). The tree

Marking°3=(T,T,F,T,T,F)

rm3

Marking°2.3 = (T,T,T,T,T,F)

Marking°032 = (T,T,T,T,T,F)

rrn4

rro.

Marking°02,34 = (T,T,T,T,T,T)

Marking013.2.4 = (T,T,T,T,T,T)

Figure 7
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indicates the student can gain access to a large solution space for him/her to explore but in the mean time the
tutor can keep track of what can/cannot be done.

5 CLASP: A Case-based Learning Assistant System in Physics
A system called CLASP, has been developed to implement the idea. At the current stage of development, two
types of activities associated with examples have been identified: providing solutions for studying, and exercises
with answers; hence the modes of interaction in the CLASP prototype are also designed around these two themes.
When the users issue a request (in terms of the problem description of their own problems) the system will
search through its whole case library and provide them cases which match their request. The style of presenting
the case will follow the user's wishes, but only two modes of interaction (solution studying and guided-problemsolving) are available. This is to reflect the common way of using examples in physics textbooks. In the study
mode, the system presents the whole case (i.e. both the problem and solution statements) for the user to study.
This looks like an electronic reference book and the student may browse through the relevant cases. In the
guided-problem-solving mode, the system only presents the problem situation to the users, but appropriate
system guidance will be provided in solving the problems. The schematic architecture of CLASP is shown in
Figure 8. The students interact with the system with the support of the back-end knowledge base.

KNOWLEDGE BASE

CLASP

Figure 8: Schematic description of the CLASP architecture

Problem-solving in CLASP is modelled as a graph search. When a problem situation, such as the one shown in
Figure 3, is encountered, the initial data are represented as concept nodes being instantiated to specific values
and they are displayed to students on the working pad (Figure 9). Now the problem-solver can start tackling the
problem by searching through the graph and seeing what additional information can be inferred from the initial
given data. For the system to perform the tasks, the expertise has already been encoded in the case graphs,
therefore the next step to be taken is searching the graph to find out which operators can be fired. The inferred
steps may be unfolded or kept hidden for a while as a hint to advise the student. The intelligence of the system's
problem-solving ability comes from its inference engine, being implemented by different graph search methods.
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System's Comments:
Initial Conditions:

Problem Space
External_Force_A: 10N

Mass_A: 3 kg

Mass_B: 7 kg

MA = 3kg;
MB = 7kg; and
External Force A =- ION.

Figure 9: The working pad and the corresponding system responds

The explanatory capability ,of the system comes from the matching of the input-operator-output nodes with the
consequences of the general knowledge graphs. Whenever an operator is fired, the associated nodes will be
matched against the consequences of the general knowledge graphs. If one is found, and it should be, then that
particular graph will be tagged. If the student requests a justification of the step taken, the system can explain the
graph in general terms. For example, the firing of an algebraic summation operator on the values of masses of
two physical objects will match the consequence of the general knowledge graph in Figure 8 so the whole graph
can be retrieved for explanation (Figure 10). The working pad, showing the problem space, and the explanation

combinations supply the integration of what and why the step happened and the whole process becomes
transparent to the student.
System's Comments:

Problem Space
Step 1:
Extemal_Force_k ION

I

I Mass_B: 7kg I

I Mass_A: 3 kg I

For a system comprising two
components, the mass of the whole
system is evaluated by the

4

algebraic sum of the masses of
their individual components.
I

Mass A &B: 10 kg

MA&B = MA + MB

Figure 10: The working pad and the corresponding system responds

6 Conclusions
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a versatile AI technology and can been found in many industrial applications [2]

but its potential in training and education is still not fully explored. The work reported here may serves to
strengthen the position of CBR in developing instructional systems.

The contribution of the paper to the endeavour of computer-assisted learning is twofold. Firstly, technically, a
formal framework for representing cases for learning purposes has been developed. Its formal basis provides a
solid foundation for developing robust computer-based instructional systems. With this methodology, the
developers only have to concentrate their effort on collecting and encoding the cases. The rest (generating
relevant instructional activities from the cases) will be taken care of by the system. This approach offers another
advantage for rendering the cases amenable to further analysis. This may be used for providing tool to verify the

case-base for internal consistency. Secondly, educationally, our approach paves the way for systematic
educational software engineering because it is built on the needs of users, not the technical skills of the
developers. Often, educational software developers have adopted a technically-driven design philosophy. Such
systems run the risk of losing sight of what is actually happening in the real learning setting.
Our approach avoids the temptation of jumping onto the hi-tech bandwagon but, instead, concentrates firstly on

what the students really need. The reason we developed a case-based learning system was not due to the
existence of the technology and trying to find what role the technology can play in learning. Rather, we choose
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to develop a case-based approach to learning because students do learn from referring to past cases. This
principle we consider crucial in determining if the final system proves itself useful to our students. Other
features of the system have not been described due to space limitation. They include generating different
categories of questions from a case graph [6] to promote self-explanation from the students. The model proposed

in this paper can also perform qualitative reasoning [4], and causal order between system variables can be
represented succinctly.
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In problem-solving domains (mathematics, physics, engineering, and most "exact
science" disciplines), the knowledge to be acquired by the student is twofold: the
knowledge describing the domain itself, but also and mainly the knowledge necessary

to solve problems in that domain. As a result, an educational system in such a
domain encompasses three knowledge types: the domain knowledge and the problemsolving knowledge, i.e. the knowledge to be acquired and mastered by the student,

and the tutoring knowledge, used by the system to facilitate the student's learning
process. In this paper, we show how these three knowledge types can be modelled,
how they should interact with one another in order to fulfil the system educational
purpose, and above all how abstraction levels can shed a uniformizing light on the
system operation and make it more user-friendly. We thus hope to bring some
contribution to the general and important problem of finding a generic architecture to
intelligent educational systems.

Keywords: Intelligent tutoring systems, Abstraction, Complexity,

System Design.
1

Introduction

Teaching is a very complex process in itself. Teaching strategies and activities vary considerably: by the role
and autonomy they give to the learner, by the type of interactions they trigger with him/her, by the evaluations

they enable, by the relationships they make between theory and practice, etc. From that last perspective,
teachable domains can be classified according to the type of knowledge to be acquired by the student: "know",
"know-how", and "know-how-to-be". Examples of such domain types are respectively: anatomy or a language
grammar, the skill to solve a mathematical or medical problem, and the capability to adapt to one's environment
or to deal with personal relationships. We are more particularly interested in the second type.

Moreover, almost all teachable domains vary in complexity, from simple basics to relatively complex
problems to solve or situations to deal with. Thus, a student should learn and master the basics of such a domain
before being taught wider notions. And when a human tutor detects errors or misunderstandings, s/he usually
draws the student's attention on a small subset of the involved knowledge, so that s/he may correct his/her errors
and/or misunderstandings, focusing either on a given set of the domain knowledge or on the scope of knowledge
involved by a given problem.
Problem-solving (PS) domains are the ones in which we are interested here. In such a domain, the knowledge

to be acquired by the student is twofold: the domain knowledge itself, but also and mainly the knowledge
necessary to solve problems in that domain. As a result, an education-oriented system in such a domain, which
we here call a PS-ITS, must encompass three knowledge types: the domain knowledge and the problem-solving
knowledge, constituting the knowledge to be acquired and mastered by the student, and the tutoring knowledge,
used by the system to facilitate the student's learning process.
This paper has two goals: to present each of the three types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS, and for each
type of knowledge, to show how abstraction and complexity levels appear and how we think it is possible to deal
with them.

To do so, we present in section 2 our domain knowledge modelling and how we exemplify it in a few PS
domains . Next, in section 3, we focus on the advantage of separating the problem-solving knowledge from the
domain knowledge in a PS-ITS, and we present some problem-solving activities in various domains. In section
4, we briefly describe some principles of tutoring knowledge modelling in a PS-ITS. In each of these three
sections, we show how to use abstraction and complexity levels, exemplifying them in a few typical domains.
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Finally, section 5 presents the educational interests of using abstraction and complexity levels when modelling
the three types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS.

Domain knowledge

2

In order to describe the domain knowledge, we first present its characteristics in a general PS-ITS
(section 2.1). We then show how we model it in a few PS domains (section 2.2), and how such an approach lets
us introduce the notions of abstraction and complexity levels (section 2.3).

2.1

General

The first type of knowledge involved in every ITS, the domain knowledge (DK), contains all theoretical and
factual aspects of the knowledge to be taught to the student. Although its specific structure can be varied, it
typically may include concepts, entities, and relations about the domain [Brodie & al., 1984], object classes and
instances [Kim & Lochovsky, 1989], possible use restrictions, facts, rules, [Kowalski, 1979; Clocksin &
Mellish, 1981], semantic or associative networks [Find ler, 1979; Sowa, 1984], etc.
The main system activities centred on this knowledge type are:
providing the student with theoretical presentations and explanations about the various knowledge elements and
their relationships in the teaching domain;
providing the other modules of the ITS, i.e. problem-solving and tutoring, with the necessary background of
domain knowledge that they need.

2.2

Application to a few domains

In the particular domain of cost engineering, Lelouche and Morin [1997; Morin, 1998] represent this type
of knowledge with concepts, relations, and a special case of relations modelled as concepts, the factors.

Concepts can be basic entities like investment, interest, investment duration, present and future values,
compounding, compounding period, interest rate, annuity, etc.

Concepts are linked to one another by various types of relations: either usual knowledge-representation
relations, like subclass of, element of, sort of, etc., or numerical relations represented by formula. Such a
formula is:

F=P

(1 + On

(1)

which, given the present value P of an investment over n periods at interest rate i, computes the corresponding
future value F of that investment.
A formula such as (1) can be rewritten as:

F=Px

(2)

where CopF,i,n = (1 + On

P = F x cl3Fp,i,n where (I)Fp,i,n = (1 + i)n
(3)
thus introducing the factors cl) pF,i,n and (13Fp,i,n. Factors allow us to separate their definition (rightmost
equalities above, a quantitative aspect) from their possible uses in the application domain (leftmost equalities, a
qualitative aspect).

Similarly, the factor ctlAp,i,n converts a series of identical annual amounts A into a unique present value P:
1+O n

P=

1

(4)

(1+On
Actually, (13Ap,i,n is a sum of 1Fp factors (see details below). The factor OpA,i,n does the reverse process:
i (1+On
A= P (I3p,4,i,n where ir:DpA n
(5)
' '
(1 +i)" 1
There exist other factors converting gradient and geometrical series of amounts into a present or future value;
such factors are also computed as a sum ofil3Fp,i, factors.

In geometry, concepts are basic elements like point, line, segment, and later more elaborate elements like
angle, then square, rectangle, circle, ellipse, polygon, solid, polyhedra, etc. Examples of relations between
concepts are adjacency (of segments or angles), parallelism (of lines or line segments), complementarity (of
angles), etc. Upper-level, more abstract concepts are then defined using lower-level ones, as well as relations
between these lower-level concepts (e.g. a triangle is a set of three segments adjacent pairwise).

In mechanical physics, we similarly introduce concepts like time, distance, velocity, acceleration, mass,
force, and later angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment of inertia, torque, etc. We also introduce
relations like the one defining velocity as the variation in distance per unit of time, or the one stating that the
acceleration a is proportional to the force F that is applied. Introducing a generalization from linear to rotational
movement, another relation defines angular velocity as the angle variation per time unit, and another one states
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that the angular acceleration a of a solid body is proportional to the torque T that is applied to it. More precisely,
we have:
for a linear movement
and for a rotational movement

F =M x a where M = total mass of the body
(6)
T =1 x a where I = (m x r2)
(7)
Equation (6) expresses Newton's second law. In equation (7), I is the moment of inertia and is expressed in terms
of the mass m of each of its particles and of its distance r to the rotation axis. Obviously M in equation (6) and I
in equation (7) play the role of factors as in cost engineering.
Although formula; like (2-7) related to factors essentially involve quantitative aspects, the similarities and
differences between them, and the circumstances regulating the use of either one, are of a deeply qualitative

ground. In cost engineering, if the value of factors is indeed calculated from two or three numerical
parameters, the context in which they are defined depends on whether we have to timewise move a unique amount
or a series of amounts, identical or not, or conversely to compute an equivalent annual amount, etc. In fact, this
context corresponds to the type of conditions that govern the investment, or investment conditions type, without

respect to the amounts and durations involved, and is thus essentially qualitative. Similarly, in physics, the
proportionality between force and linear acceleration, or between torque and angular acceleration, expresses a
qualitative relationship. Only if the need arises, the exact relationship can be expressed by using the actual mass
M in formula (6) or the result of the computation of the moment of inertia I in formula (7), which in the general

case involves a simple or double integral. Indeed, did not the use of qualitative reasoning originate with
qualitative physics?

2.3

Towards the notions of abstraction and complexity levels

In most PS-domains, abstraction most obviously appears in the definition of the domain concepts
themselves, like we showed in all three domains above.

If factors are used in the domain, it also appears that every factor introduces an additional intermediate
abstraction level between the concepts implied in the equation defining it. For example, in the case of formula

(1), or equivalently formula; (2) and (3) in cost engineering, or in the case of formula (6) and (7) in
physics, we have (see figure 1):
at the bottom of the hierarchy, basic concepts "making technicalities explicit" if necessary: the interest rate and
the number of periods in cost engineering, the distribution of mass within the body volume in physics ;
above them, concepts more fundamentally related to the problem being solved, namely in cost engineering the
present and future values of the investment, and in physics the force and acceleration, or the torque and angular
acceleration;

between these two levels, an intermediate level created by the introduction of the factor (Opp, cl)pF, M, or 1).

Factor usage formula

Factor usage formula

I

Moment of inertia

Factor definition
formula or procedure

Factor definition formula
n

(

umber of periods

Distribution of masses
and of their distances to the axis

Figure 1 Representation of a factor as a concept.
That intermediate status of the factor, originally just an intermediate variable in computations [see formula?
(2) and (3) or (6) and (7)], makes it appear as a pedagogically oriented concept, which clearly separates
the computational, quantitative aspect of the factor definition,
from the practical, qualitative aspect of the factor usage in a domain problem.

This follows the theory [Lenat & al., 1979; Malec, 1989] according to which the use of multiple abstraction
levels eases the modelling process and simplifies inferences which may be made on the domain concepts.

Most interestingly, our scaffolding approach can be made more general, at least in certain domains, where we
may present and use higher-level factors built upon these first ones. Indeed, in cost engineering, "above" (13Fp and
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Off, the factors used to express the present and future values of a series of identical amounts (and vice versa) are
a first way to generalize this concept hierarchy. For example, the OAP factor is indeed a sum of Opp factors:

(13AP,i n = EOFP i k=
k=1

k

(i+On

1

k=1

where the last expression results from computing the geometrical series shown. This example constitutes a proof
of (4), but also and mainly shows that the OAP factor is at a higher level than Opp. Note that this refers to a

complexity level rather than an abstraction level, since it is due to the way the OAP factor is defined and
computed. Similarly, the moment of inertia of a complex body can be (and often is) computed as the sum of
elementary moments of inertia, and therefore is at a higher complexity level.

Problem-solving knowledge

3

In order to describe the problem-solving knowledge, we now present the general characteristics regarding
problem-solving knowledge modelling in a PS-ITS (section 3.1). As we did in section 2, we then examplify our
model in the cost-engineering and physics domains (section 3.2).

3.1

General

The second type of knowledge is specific to PS-domains [Ganeshan & al., 2000; Gertner & VanLehn, 2000],
henceforth to PS-ITSs. We call it problem-solving knowledge (PSK). It contains all inferential processes used to

solve a problem resulting from the instantiation of a practical situation based on the domain knowledge
[Kowalski, 1979; Patel & Kinshuk, 1997]. In other words, in order to be able to solve a problem, the problemsolving knowledge needs a theoretical background, which is found in the domain knowledge. The processes stored
in PSK may be represented in various ways, using any or all of: logic [Kowalski, 1979], procedural networks
[Brown & Burton, 1978], semantic networks with procedural attachments, (augmented) transition networks,
production rules [Goldstein, 1979; Anderson & Reiser, 1985], etc.
The main system activities centred on this knowledge type are:
providing the inferential tools for problem solving, by the system or by a student;
providing the inferential tools for coaching a student in a problem-solving session.

The main advantage of separating the problem-solving knowledge from the domain knowledge is that it
emphasizes the distinction between the domain itself and the skills used to solve a practical problem in that
domain, thus simplifying the learning process. That knowledge separation into DK and PSK is common to all
PS-domains; this is why we believe that PS-ITSs, which are aimed at helping the student to learn how to solve
problems, should display the same knowledge separation.

that separation
we believe in a novel way
Besides, following [Lelouche & Morin, 1997], we can use
between DK and PSK to define four generic operating modes in a PS-ITS, based on the type of knowledge
involved (DK or PSK), and on who "generates" that knowledge (the system or the student).

In domain-presentation mode, the student asks the system some information about a domain theoretical
element, and the system reacts by transferring to the student the required information or knowledge. The
knowledge involved in this category is always DK, system-generated.
In demonstration mode, the student asks the system to solve a practical problem or to coach him/her while s/he
solves a problem. In the first case, the problem typically comes from the student him/herself, whereas in the
latter one the problem typically comes from the tutoring system. In either case, the main level of knowledge
involved is PSK, system-generated.
In domain-assessment mode, the system prompts the student to develop a domain element, and the student thus
expresses his/her understanding of that element. If judged necessary, the system may then intervene to correct
that understanding. The knowledge involved in this mode is essentially DK, student-generated.

Finally, in exercising mode, the system prompts the student to solve a practical problem. The student then
solves it step by step, showing what s/he understands of the involved problem-solving knowledge and of the
associated domain knowledge. If necessary, the system may decide to intervene in order to help him/her reach
his/her goal or to correct it. The knowledge involved in this mode is naturally PSK, student-generated.

3.2

Application to a few domains

Several problem-solving activities are domain-independent, like:
identify and instantiate the given problem data;
identify and instantiate the expected result(s);
2.
3.
apply a formula;
4. apply a theorem.
1.
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Every PS-domain also has its own domain-dependent activities. For example, in cost engineering, we
have:
5. draw a temporal diagram to represent the relevant events;
6. compare amounts located at the same date;
7. compare amounts located at different dates;

add amounts situated at the same date;
add amounts situated at different dates;
10. choose a reference date;
11. move an amount from one date to another;
12. collapse a series of periodic amounts into one single amount;
13. explode an amount into a series of periodic amounts.
8.

9.

Similarly, in the subset of mechanical physics refered to above, some activities would be:
14.
15.
16.

compute a torque;
compute an angular acceleration;
compute a moment of inertia.

In many cases, a PS activity can be rephrased into, restated as, a different one, of a lower abstraction level,
because more immediate, more down-to-earth, closer to the problem to be solved. For example, in mechanical
physics, assuming that the torque and the moment of inertia of a given solid body are known (either given or
previously computed), the activity "compute the angular acceleration" (activity 15) would be expressed as, or
translated into "apply formula (7)", an instance of the lower-level activity 3. A PS physics tutor is presented in
[Gertner & VanLehn, 2000].

Sometimes, a PS task may also be divided into smaller ones, letting us use again the notion of complexity
levels in these tasks. For example, in cost engineering, comparing two amounts situated at different dates
implies:
first, choosing a reference date at which to make the comparison;
then, moving either (or both) amount(s) from its (their) present date(s) to the reference date;
finally, comparing the amounts, now both located at the same reference date.

These subactivities (of types 10, 11, and 6 respectively in the sample list above) thus appear to be of a lower
complexity level than the initial one (of type 7). However, it is interesting to note that, although activity 7 turns

out to be more complex than activity 6 (the latter is part of the former), both are stated using the same
abstraction level.

It may also happen that some lower-level activities can only appear as components of a higher-level one. For

example, still in cost engineering, the activity "drawing a temporal diagram" (type 5 above) implies the
following tasks, which can only be accomplished as part of that activity (hence their identification in this paper
from 5a to 5d):
5a. draw a timeline to encompass all periods implied by the problem data;
5b. draw arrows representing the amounts involved in the problem data;
5c. if necessary, split an amount (or each amount in a series) to simplify the computations;
5d. qualitatively draw a special arrow to represent the expected result of the computations to be made.

In that case, activity 5 is both of a higher complexity level and of a higher abstraction level than any of its
subactivities.

4

Tutoring knowledge

We now briefly present the tutoring knowledge (TK) in order to help the reader to better apprehend the
relationships of that knowledge with DK and PSK. This third type of knowledge contains all tutoring processes
enclosed in the ITS. It is not directly related to the teaching domain or to problem solving, but is there to help
the student understand, assimilate, and master the knowledge included in DK and PSK [Gagne & al., 1992;
Gagne & Trudel, 1996].
The main system activities using TK are:
ordering and formatting the topics to be presented to the student;
monitoring a tutoring session, i.e., triggering the various tutoring processes according to the system tutoring
goal and the student's actions; such monitoring may imply giving explanations, asking questions, changing to
another type of interaction, etc.;
in a PS-domain, while the student is solving an exercise, monitoring the student's PS activities: understanding

and assessing these activities, giving advice to correct or optimize them, giving hints or partly solving the
exercise at hand (as required by the student or by the tutoring module), etc.;
continuously analysing the student's progress in order to improve the efficiency of the tutoring process.
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The advantage of separating the tutoring knowledge from the knowledge of the domain to be taught has been
emphasized long ago [Goldstein, 1977; Sleeman & Brown, 1982; Clancey, 1986; Wenger, 1987], and lies in the
reusability of TK in various domains. In the case of PS-domains, the domain to be taught clearly encompasses
both DK and PSK; indeed, the term "domain knowledge" applies to DK if referring to the knowledge type, and to
DK + PSK if referring to the knowledge to be acquired. Therefore, as shown in the introduction, in a PS-ITS,
knowledge ends up being separated into three categories rather than two.
We believe that the tutoring processes are triggered by tutoring goals which depend on the current educational
setting and learning context. The role of tutoring goals has been discussed in several works, some of the most
recent ones dealing with task and instruction ontologies [Mizoguchi, 1999]. In the current state of our research,
our assumption is the following: the underlying hierarchy or hierarchies governing the way tutoring processes
interact with one another is not related to these processes per se, but rather to the current goal to be attained when
they are invoked. The current goal varies during the session, depending on the student's actions or difficulties,
following a dynamically built abstraction-based hierarchy. If our assumption turns out to hold, then the dynamic
which itself depends on the student's desires or abilities, the main
structure of educational goals and subgoals
underlying objective of the tutoring system, the student's state (e.g. of tiredness, etc.) and performance, etc.
will determine the succession of tutoring processes activated and tutoring interactions taking place. To our

knowledge, the use of abstraction levels to induce a dynamic hierarchy of tutoring goals is new, as is the
assumption that such a hierarchy will play a major role in activating the various tutoring processes and student
system interactions. Learning goals have been used by Towle [2000], but only for educational simulations, not
for tutoring processes in general.

Educational interests of abstraction and complexity levels

5

In the above sections, we have sketched a complexity and abstractionlevel approach to help model the three
types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS. In this section, after clarifying these notions in section 5.1, we
present the educational interests of our model. Sections 5.2 to 5.4 focus on the type of knowledge respectively
presented in sections 2 to 4. Section 5.5 summarizes that discussion with some overall pedagogical interests of
our approach.

5.1

An informal definition of abstraction and complexity levels

In the first three sections, we only refered to abstraction and complexity levels. Here, we try to define these

notions better and in a more generally applicable way. Both notions are based on the common notion of
refinement, but differ in how the refinement is made: in a general way, abstraction is based on, or refers to,
expressiveness or scope, whereas complexity is based on, or refers to, the number of components.

For concepts, taking geometry as an example, a polygon has a higher abstraction level than a triangle or a
square, because the number of sides in a polygon is indefinite, but a lower abstraction level than a set of
segments, because these segments in a polygon are forced to be pairwise adjacent; a square has a higher
complexity level than a triangle, because it has more sides, and also because there are constraints (re. size and
angles) between these sides. In cost engineering, we saw that the factors OF]) and (I)Ap are expressed at the same
abstraction level, although (13,Ap has a higher complexity level, because of the way it is defined and computed. A
similar distinction between abstraction levels and complexity levels holds for the relations they express.
For problem-solving activities, we have similar distinctions, as shown in section 3.2 with several examples.

Finally, the same holds for tutoring processes, or studentsystem interactions. For instance, the ITS task of
tutoring a student while s/he is solving a problem will turn out to be of a higher complexity level if the student
encounters more. difficulties, although the abstraction level of this process does not depend on the particular
student being tutored or on the particular problem being solved. On the other hand, reacting to a student request
for hint, or for explanation, is of a lower abstraction level than the previous one; however, there again, the
complexity of that task will depend on the specific student request (some simply formulated questions may have
quite complex answers!), and will eventually depend also on the way the student is or is not satisfied with the
initial system response.
Such level-based distinctions have also been made, for example, by Mizoguchi [1999]. Note that, although
the statement "A has a higher abstraction level than B" is clear and may be true, we think that the number of
abstraction levels between A and B is not defined, because that number would depend on the modelling effected;
for the same reason, it would be even more meaningless to try to assign a numeric value to these levels.

5.2

Domain modelling

The definition of concepts from the simplest to the most complex induces a long-time known presentation
order for the subject matter. Similarly and in addition, the factor hierarchy described in section 2 for cost
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engineering lets us derive an order for the presentation offactors to the student, from the lowest (simplest) level

up to the highest, i.e. with increasing understanding complexity. That does not imply that such an order is
unique, or even the best (e.g. a student's personal interests might make another order more motivating for
him/her), but it is justified by our model. This presentation order may itself induce, like for domain concepts, a
possible order for prerequisites; e.g., if a student experiments difficulties to deal with croAp, has s/he well
mastered Opp, a conceptually simpler factor?

Moreover, the factor-induced intermediate abstraction levels will permit the ITS to exhibit a sharper
modelling of conceptual errors. For example, the source of an understanding error concerning one of the two
relations in equation (2) or (3) or (7) (see also figure 1) is much easier to identify using the corresponding factor,
either as a definition error or as a usage error, than an error concerning the global equation (1), where the
definition and application relationships are not made explicit, and therefore are impossible to distinguish.
Similarly, an error using a OAP factor may be diagnosed as possibly resulting from an insufficient mastery of
the simpler factor Opp as concept (which in turn will be diagnosed as related either to its definition, or to its
usage). Similarly in physics, if the student stumbles on concepts like angular acceleration or moment of inertia,
has s/he mastered the simpler although similar concepts of acceleration or mass?

Abstraction and complexity levels on domain elements (concepts and relations, possibly including factors)
can then be used to introduce various abstraction levels of explanations. Such explanations can then be tailored to
the student's questions, and adapted to the reminders possibly needed by the student.

5.3

Problem-solving modelling

The problem-solving activities briefly presented in section 3 naturally display abstraction and complexity
levels. Indeed, a standard problem can usually be divided, possibly in more than one way, into major steps,
which can then be split into simpler substeps. As explained in 5.1, each subactivity in that case may be either
simpler (lower complexity level) or more concrete (lower abstraction level) than the original one, or both.

In a first development stage, these abstraction and complexity hierarchies, both for domain elements and for
problems to be solved, can ease the definition of exercise types to be implemented into the ITS, and can ease the
tutor module task of choosing the exercise type to challenge the student with. Later, once that basic system is

operational, the same hierarchies can help develop an automatic exercise generator dealing with the domain
elements to be mastered by the student. That approach will then help the student to acquire a better critical mind
about the relative importance of problem solving knowledge vs. domain knowledge.

As for domain elements, abstraction and complexity levels can be used to introduce various types of
explanations about the problem to be solved, varying both in abstraction (focus level, terms used, references
made) and in complexity (quantity of details, possible references to the problem substeps). Moreover, our
approach will lead the student to focus specifically on the activities for which s/he needs more tutoring, with the
abstraction and complexity levels appropriate to his/her individual case.

5.4

Tutoring modelling

Functioning mode

Domainpresentation mode

Demonstration mode

Domain-assessment

Main type of

Domain knowledge

Problem-solving

Domain knowledge

knowledge involved

knowledge

mode

Exercising mode

Problem-solving
knowledge

Student's main goal

To learn (acquire or improve knowledge)

To assess his/her learning

Direction of the
knowledge transfer

System > Student

Student --> System

Trigger
(start)
Typical
interaction

Knowledge
exchange

Result
(closure)

Table 2

The system prompts the student...
The student asks the system...
some information to solve a practical prob- to develop a domain to solve a practical
problem
element
lem or to coach him/her
about a domain
in problem solving
theoretical element
The system presents...
a possible solution to
the requested problem

the requested
element

The student expresses his/her understanding...
of the element I of the problem solution

The student presents his/her view of...
a possible solution
the requested
to the given problem
element
The system assesses the student's
answers, and possibly corrects them

Characteristics of the four typical operating modes of a problem-solving ITS.
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As presented in section 3.1, the distinction between DK and PSK leads to the natural definition of four
operating modes. Their main characteristics are recalled in Table 2.

The successive tutoring goals aimed at by the system (see section 4) are likely to result in a chain of
recursive calls of the tutoring processes invoked. This recursivity will or will not be direct, depending on the
tutoring interaction types being chained: the system might decide to temporarily change between interaction
types, e.g. to respond to the student's actions or requests. However, the potential length of this chain is only
apparent: because of the abstraction hierarchy of tutoring goals, each newly invoked process will be called with a
narrower scope and/or a lower complexity, which eliminates the risk of "forgetting" the initial tutoring goal or of
running into an infinite loop.
More generally, tutoring the student may take the form of explanations, guidance, hinting, or even partially
solving the exercise on which the student is currently working. The level at which these will be conducted will
depend on the current tutoring goal (see section 4). We think our approach is close to, that of VanLehn and his
colleagues [2000], although they focused their attention on fading and deepening (a particular result of the
tutoring interactions) rather than on the current pedagogical goal (the cause for these interactions).

5.5

Overall interests of these abstraction and complexity levels

Abstraction levels are certainly not new. What we think is new is to use them in a systematic way to shed a
uniformizing light on the ITS design and operation, and to make it more user-friendly once implemented.
First, they may help to give a better tailoring to the system tutorial interventions to fulfil the student's needs
and the system tutoring goals, thus improving its conviviality and efficiency.
Then, all the capabilities presented above should result in smoother, more "natural", human-like interactions
with the student. This improved ability to reproduce a human teacher's behaviour contributes again to make the
system more user-friendly, and more likely to be used by the student.
Finally, although that aspect is not in the scope of this paper, our refinement of the three types of knowledge
as described in sections 2 to 4 paves the way to the conception and the implementation of a structured error
model, and eventually of a structured student model.

6

Conclusion
This presentation of a possible knowledge structure for PS-domains, which emphasizes the separation

between domain knowledge and problem-solving knowledge, shows how a general functioning theory of such an
can naturally be derived.
namely the four operating modes described in sections 3.1 and 5.4
ITS

Moreover, the abstraction and complexity levels highlighted throughout this paper can be used as a common
guideline to help finding an appropriate representation for each one of the three knowledge type, and thus can
help creating more efficient ITSs. More generally, this guideline can shed a uniformizing light on the system
design, although it has never been used in a systematic way in the design or implementation of an ITS.

We thus hope to bring some contribution to the general and important problem of finding a generic
architecture for intelligent tutoring systems.
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This paper reports a research project that uses dynamic decision networks in
providing teacher with information on students' misconceptions and students

with online tutoring. A set of Bayesian networks models the conditional
dependencies between learning objectives and goals which are associated with
the curriculum. Student' s responses to test items are recorded and transformed
as evidence into a relevant Bayesian network to compute his likely state of
knowledge mastery. The personalized Bayesian network is then converted into a
dynamic decision network by adding utility and decision nodes. Tutoring policy
is followed through and necessary responses from the student are solicited using

additional test items. The student Bayesian network is updated when new
evidence arrives, and is again converted to a decision network to determine the
next tutoring policy. This process is repeated until the pre-requisites are achieved.
The results generated by the system and future directions are discussed.

Keywords: Adaptive Tutoring, Decision Network, Student Model, Tutoring
Strategy

1 Introduction
Tutoring of students is an ill-structured problem that is characterized by:
(a) Uncertainty of student's knowledge mastery.
(b) Preferences, judgements, intuition,-and experience of teacher.
(c) Criteria for decisions are occasionally in conflict, and highly dependent on the teacher' s perception.
(d) Decisions must be achieved in limited time.
(e) The student's mental states evolve rapidly.

This study attempts to address these issues by using an intelligent decision-theoretic approach. The
framework of this research has contributed to the development of an intelligent decision support system
called iTutor, for tutoring Engineering Mechanics at Singapore Polytechnic.

Probabilistic or Bayesian networks [9] and decision analysis [5] have shown to be capable of solving many
real-world problems involving reasoning and decision marketing under uncertainty. Bayes's nets allow for
efficient reasoning and inference about combination of uncertain evidence. Student modeling with Bayes's
nets for intelligent tutoring had achieved successes, see for example in [16], [11], and [2]. The differences in
these works lie mainly in the choice of variables and granularity of the models.
In Villano' s Knowledge Space Theory, the basic unit of knowledge is an item (in the form of a question).
The student' s knowledge state is defined as the collection of items that the student is capable of answering.
The collection of all feasible states is called the knowledge structure, and it is connected by the learning path.
By incorporating uncertainty at each node, the knowledge space can be transformed into a Bayes's net. The
Bayes's net then constitutes a student model where probabilistic reasoning can be performed when evidence
is available. Reye on the other hand, uses pre-requisite relationship of domain knowledge and dynamic belief
network for modeling student' s mastery of a topic. Finally, Conati and Vanlehn make use of teacher' s
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solution(s) as the ideal model to track student' s faulty knowledge as the student solves a problem.
Our work here differs from others in that we construct relevant Bayes's nets by modeling learning objectives
(L), evidence (V) from student responses, application of knowledge to different situations (C), and learning
goal (G). A decision network [3] is then formed by adding decision and utility nodes to the Bayes's net. As
it is computationally intractable to track student' s solution in real time, we use sequential decis ions to

generate tutoring strategy that anticipates students' responses.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the conceptual framework for the
decision theoretic intelligent tutoring system called iTutor. The transformation of student's responses to
evidence is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates how the student model is constructed from a set of
Bayes's nets, while Section 5 presents the tutoring strategy model using two-step look-ahead decision
network. The results of a typical iTutor session are illustrated in Section 6. It emphasizes the automation of
decision network construction and shows that when student's responses are available, the system is able to
diagnose student's misconceptions and to provide adaptive tutoring using the generated strategy. Finally, we
conclude by discussing future directions.

2 Framework of Adaptive Tutoring
Figure 1 shows the essential components of adaptive tutoring in iTutor.
The Evidence Model converts the student
Student Model
response (ruk) to item i into evidence of
Evidential Reasoning
knowledge mastery for a relevant learning

Tutoring Strotegy Model
Selection of Tutoring Policy

objective (vik).

The Student Model consists of a set of
Bayes's nets with nodes that are either
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, or
Goal. These nodes are initialized with prior
information from the teacher' s judgement

and theoretical probability models. The
student model can be subsequently updated

Figure 1: Inferencing Kernel of Adaptive Tutoring

to reflect a student' s knowledge mastery
when evidence is available.

The Tutoring Strategy Model uses decision-theoretic approach to select satisfying [14] learning objectives
for tutoring student. The metacognition sub-module determines the appropriate tutor' s action: providing
more help or hint, prompting another question, or stop the tutoring session. Dynamic Decision Network
(DDN) provides approximate solutions for partially observable Markov decision problems, where the degree
of approximation depends on the amount of look-ahead. If the decision is to obtain evidence of mastery on a
learning objective, an item of difficulty bi that matches the student' s ability 11 will be selected. Student's
response is collected, evaluated, and transformed into evidence at the relevant nodes in the student model.
The chance nodes in DDN are updated and a decision policy is generated. In this way, the system is able to
adapt tutoring to the needs of the student and achieve the objectives of the curriculum.

3 Evidence Model
The student' s responses are processed in the evidence model. Let Vjk be the evidence node that indicates the
student' s (/) mastery state of learning objective k. Let X be the set of responses and xiik E Xik c X be the
response to item i which tests the kth learning objective, then

Pr(vik I xijk)oc Pr(vik )11Pr(xiik I vik )
where Pr(vik) is the prior probability which can be obtained statistically from past data. Pr( Xijk Vik) is the
likelihood of correct-answer score. An example of the likelihood function is Eu exp(bi vik) where 4k is the
importance of knowing learning objective k so as to answer item i correctly and 6; is the difficulty index for
I

item i.

4 The Student Model
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The Student Model consists of a set of Bayes's nets, and each Bayes's net models the student' s mastery of a
key concept (goal). In Section 4.1, the structure of the student model is defined. The construction of Bayes's
net and the conditional probability assignment are discussed in Section 4.2. Instantiation of an evidence
node activates a message passing process in the Bayes's net. This process results in the updating of marginal
probabilities at the nodes. Most commercial software for developing probabilistic network possesses
efficient algorithm [1] for implementing the message passing process.

4.1 Semantics of the Student Model
The Student Model is a directed acyclic graph
that represents a joint probability
distribution of a key concept and several learning
A node represents the learning
objectives.
objective as a random variable, and an arc
represents possible probabilistic relevance or
dependency between the variables. When there is
no arc linking two nodes, it indicates probabilistic
independence between the variables. In this study,
the variables are classified into four types
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, and Goal as
(DAG)

shown in Figure 2.

More formally, a student model in iTutor is a

DAG 3 = (1V, iv) where N =N,uNLuNcu
N G are the nodes such that N , is a set of
evidence nodes, N L is a set of learning objective
nodes, N c is a set of case nodes, and N G is a set
of goal nodes.

Symbol

Function

Name

It contains knowledge states
based on student' s response.

Evidence

410

Node

It contains knowledge states that

0

Case Node

reflect ability to apply

Learning
Objective

It contains knowledge states of
key learning objectives (defined
in the syllabus).

knowledge in different situations
(cases).

Node

Goal Node
I

The concept student is expected
to know. Each 'byes' s net must
have at least one Goal node.

1

Figure 2: Types of Nodes in Student Model

xy =ytpL u wpc u WpG are the arcs such that w,Lc N x N.IL are arcs into learning objective nodes, wpcc N
v x N c are arcs from evidence nodes to case nodes, and wpG c (N Lu NG )x NGare arcs from learning
objective or goal nodes to the goal nodes.
Notice that evidence nodes have no parent node and only evidence nodes could be the parents of case nodes.

Goal nodes are always sink nodes and they have parents that are either learning objective nodes or goal
nodes. This signifies that mastery of a concept (goal node) is dependent on the mastery of learning
objective(s) and/or pre-requisites (other goal nodes).

4.2 Construction of a Bayes's Net
Figure 3 shows a Bayes's net on mastery of a hypothetical concept (goal) "XYZ". Each node has three
knowledge states: non-mastery, partial-mastery, and mastery. The
Table I Category of
granularity of Bayes's net depends on the number of nodes and its states.
Difficulty in Mastering the
However, as the granularity becomes finer, the number of entries in the
conditional probability table grows exponentially.

Values at the root nodes are known as prior probabilities while that at
other nodes are conditional probabilities. To use the probabilistic
network the random variables must be initialized with prior probability
values. These values may be based on teacher's belief or past statistics.
An intuitive method is to generate a probability table based on sevencategory of the difficulty of learning objectives (see Table 1). These
probability values are to be input as the prior probability of the related
evidence. The teacher also has the flexibility to amend the values based
on their belief and context of usage. On the other hand, the probability
values can be obtained from statistics of previous tests/examinations. A
simple procedure for the use of past statistics is:
a) Assigned learning objectives to each question;

Learning Objective
Probability values
Category
NM
PM
very easy

0.001

0.009

0.99

easy

0.01

0.09

0.90

fairly easy

0.05

0.15

0.80

Neutral

0.10

0.20

0.70

fairly
difficult

0.20

0.30

0.50

difficult

0.30

0.40

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.10

diffivery
cult

b)

Enter student's responses (in terms of percentage) for the questions that she has answered;

c) Compute the average number of students (in percentage) for each mastery category: 040 (nonmasterystate), 40-70 (partial-mastery state), and 70-100 (mastery state).

El

NM
PM
M

#

E2

1,1

NM
0.990
0.005
0,005
0,301

PM
0.005

M

0.005
0.005
0.990
0.301

0.990
0.005
0.398
LI

L2

NM.
NM
NM

NM
PM

PM
PM
PM
M
M
M

NM

M

PM
M
NM
PM

M

x

Note:

Learning
Objec:tive 2

NM
PM

M

.0.595
'0.395
0.010
0.010
0,395
0.010
0.010
0,301

PM

',

M

0.010
0.395
0,010
0.595
0.980

0,010
0.010
0.395
0.010

0.595

0.395
0,595
0.595
0,980
0.264

0,010
0.395
0,010
0,435

L2
PM

0,00
0.990
0.005
0,497

M

0.005
0.005
0,990
0,202

Legend
NM: non-mastery
PM: partial-mastery
M : mastery

Ceel "XYZ"
NM
0.9S0
0,595

NM
0.990
0,005
0.005
0.301

El'. Evidence I contributing
to mastery of LI
E2 : Evidence 2 contributing
to mastery of L2
LI : Learning Objective I
L2 :. Learning Objective 2
: Marginal Probabilities

0.01

The prior probability for Evidence I is obtained from Table 1 (difficult Learning Objective l)
* The prior' probability for Evidence 2 is obtained from statistics

If a probability distribution function is able to describe the statistics, it can be used. In Figure 3, the values
Pr(E2=non-mastery) = 0.30, Pr(E2=partial-mastery) = 0.50, and Pr(E2=mastery) = 0.20 are obtained from
statistical data for this particular evidence. It is acceptable for another person to assign different probability
values so long as it is consistent with the probability axioms [12]. Since the decision theory approach is
normative rather than descriptive, it is able to explain the actions of the decision-maker.

For any node nq, the conditional probability required to specify the Bayes's net is computed based on the
relative importance (weights) of the parent nodespa(N) to itself.
If the state an, and pa(nq) is the same, then Pr(nq pa(nq )) = E (w P9 -(c -1) lc)

paN)

else Pr(nq I pa(nq )) = E K

(1)

pa(nq)

where c is the number of states anc105wpq 5 1.

Kis a constant and a measure of uncertainty such as careless errors, lucky guesses, changes in the student
knowledge state due to learning and forgetting, and patterns of student responses unanticipated by the
designer of the student model. The weights wm are either assessed based on the teacher's subjective judgment
or past students' responses to closely related items.

Referring to Figure 3, since Learning_Objective_l is dependent only on Evidence_1, w1 = 1. Let
Learning_Objective_l has greater influence on mastery of goal "XYZ" than Learning_Objective_2, Wig =
0.6, and w2, = 0.4. Assigning lc= 0.005, the conditional probability tables can be computed using equation
(1).

5 Tutoring Strategy
When a student logon to iTutor, the system automatically searches his ability index from the database. The

ability index is either computed from the tests taken previously by the students, or from her knowledge states
in the student model (see Section 5.1). Human tutors consider the student' s emotional state in deciding how
to respond. Similarly in iTutor, the system considers factors such as response time, response pattern, student
knowledge structure to determine tutoring actions: give more hint, help, ask another question, or stop the
tutoring session. If the decision is to prompt another item, a learning objective and an appropriate item will
be selected to coach her (see Section 5.2). Section 5.3 discussed the generation of tutoring strategy based on
student' s response.

5.1 Mapping of Knowledge State to Student Ability
Let the student' s ability be Bi =

) . A function f. Vjm

,

03, where vp is the evidence

at the goal node (g) of Mth Bayes' s net. An example of such function is:

(1.5,0.6)
eim = IN
N (0.5, 1 )
( 1, 1.2 )

vim ?.0.7
0.4 < vim <0.7
ON

vi m

a) denotes a normal distribution with
where N
mean !land standard deviation cr

.4

The computed ability index is then used to categorize
(Advance, Intermediate, or Beginner) the student. An
appropriate learning objective is selected based on the
heuristic shown in Table 2.

Value assignment is used to

compute the path length of Bayes' s net and is used as
preference for tutoring policy generation. They are as
follow:

Table 2 Search Heuristic for Identifying
Learning Objective for Coaching
Identification of first
Category
Advance
Intermediate
Beginner

Nevi'

value(G) = 0 for E {Goal nodes }and ch(G) =
value(ch(N)) = 0 if ch(N) =
value(N) = value (ch(N)) + 1 for node N
(2)
where ch(N) is the child node of N

Learning Objective for tutoring
25% of pathLength*
50% of pathLength
75% of pathLength
50% of pathLength
( [pathLength /2 1 )

Note:

* pathLength denotes max(value(N)) VN E

Bayes's

net.
The value(N) assignment is stated in equation 2
# The 'category New refers to students who login to the

system the first time

5.2 Item Selection
Each item is tagged with an index (b1) that estimates the minimum ability to answer it correctly with 0.5
probability. The items are assumed to be independent and the index obtained through statistic of past
students' attempts or assigned using teacher' s belief. Subsequent update of item difficulty index may be
performed through item response theory [4] such as Rasch model [10].
From the set of items related to a learning objective, an item i is selected based on: 03 bi < e where E is a
Table 3 Utility of Various Outcomes
Condition / Expression

Preference

Decision: Stop
S(N) = "M" & value(N) = 0

1

S(N) = "N" & value(N) ----0
k= number of Nk E {( Nk, Sk)} with same Sk
number of tries, n, for the same learning objective

0
1

k1 5

1

n 15

Decision: Ask item on same N

S(N) ="M"
S(N) ="N"
S(N) ="P"

0

(I

value(N)

pathLength)

x q where nis a constant

Decision: Ask item on ch(N)

S(N) = "M"

I

S(N) ="N"

0

- pr( s(chon) ." N" I x = 0)
Decision: Ask item on pa(N)

Y = max(Pt{ S(ch(N)) =" tvr. 1 x =1)

S(N) = "M"
S(N) = "N"

0
1

y= max(Pr( S(pa (N)) =" M" I x =1) - Pr(S(Pa (N))="N"I x = OD
Remarks:

Figure 4: Dynamic Decision Network

1

S(N) denotes the knowledge state of node
ch(N) denotes child node of node N
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Table 4 Utility Values for Item
Difficulty Level Selection
Current
Current Next Question Typ
Knowledge

State
(State t)

NonMastery
Partial
Mastery
Mastery

SD,I)

Response
(Et)

Easy

Ave.

Correct
Wrong
Correct
Wrong
Correct

-0.2

I

Wrong

Difl
0

-0.4

0.4

-0.2

-0.4

0.2

0.4

I

-0.2

-0.4

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

0.2

-0.2

I

pre-defined small value. This ensures selected item is challenging and likely to be solved by the student.
Teacher' s solution will be displayed upon student' s request so that she can learn from her mistake. This
strategy assumes student' s ability is dynamic and can be raised to higher levels through self-paced computeraided tutoring.

5.3 Tutoring Policy Generation
To bring the probabilistic network one step closer to
being a useful intelligent tutoring system, automated
decision-making capability has been added. When
asked to provide a tutoring policy for the student, the

system generates a course of action based on her
current mastery states. The tutoring policy aims to
use a series of items with differing difficulty to
determine more precisely her mastery of specific
learning objectives. Items are categorized into easy,
average and difficult. In this project, a two-step lookahead dynamic decision network is recommended so
as to compromise between the need to invoke policy
generation routine for a decision and the long
computing time to generate policy with many
decisions.
Figure 4 shows a dynamic decision network (DDN)
used in this study. In addition to the decision nodes

Define a Bayes's net with nodes N,
E, be the evidence at time t,
Bel(N) be a vector of probabilities (updated overtime),
d, be the decision at time t, and

a be the normalization constant.
Prediction I: Bel *(Nt-ft)

/1t,?, Pr(Nr +i N ,dt)Bel(Nr)

Estimation 1: BeI(Nr +1)(--cePlIEt+1 I Nt+I)Bel*(44.1)
Prediction
Bel * (Nr+2 ) < /,N, +,

2:

Pf(N4 -F2 I N+1, dr-14 )Bel(Nt+1)

Estimation 2: Be1(14+2)

r(Er+2 I Nt+2)Bel *(Nf+2)
Expected Utility : E MOO mdax Do Pr(4+1 I /4,dt)x
,
-` 1"1
max

d,+,

,Pr(M+2 I NA0N+1,di+ox

+-

u(N,, d, ,M+1,c1

Ne+ 2 )

Figure 5: Prediction-estimation Process

for current and fiture time steps, the DDN also
'contains the previous decision, Dt.1, as an evidence
node. When the evidence for state t arrives, the probability distributions of State, are updated [1] using the
prediction-estimation process (see Figure 5). After the in itial prediction of probabilities (Bel*), State,+t
estimates the new belief based on projected evidence [13]. This process repeats for Statep.2 Eventually, the
expected utility is evaluated by a sequence of summations and maximizations. Tables 3 and 4 show the
utility functions for node U, +2. Selecting the outcomes with maximum expected utility value constitute the
tutoring policy.

6 An Illustration
6.1 Construction of a Decision Network
In this project, the construction of all probabilistic networks is performed using Netica API [7]. A module
leader enters the learning objectives and the weights of the key concept Forces using Microsoft Access [6].
The probabilistic values shown in Figure 6 are entered based on past examination results. By clicking the
button "Model Construction", a Bayes's net (see Figure 7) and a decision network (see Figure 8) on "Forces"
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Figure 7: Bayes's Net on Forces
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Figure 6: A Snapshot on Data Entry for Model
Construction
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will be created. Teachers who are familiar with Netica application [8] can use the generated Bayes's net to
perform what-ifanalysis. For exa mple, a teacher may want to determine the likely student's improvement if
he provides remedial instructions on "Resolutions of Vectors". He can do so by instantiating the evidence
node e2_4 to "Mastery" state, and observe the probability of mastery in the goal node labeled Forces.

6.2 Diagnosis of a Student's Misconceptions
The items to be presented to the students are coded by
the teacher using Scientific Notebook [15]. With iTutor,
the teacher is able to monitor student's progress through
the database management tool. Figure 9a shows a
snapshot of a student who had answered item

cza
CR*

"Force_001" correctly and partially correct for item
"Force_004". The teacher can track a student's mastery
states by clicking the "Advice" button. The system
transforms the responses to evidence, and instantiates the
evidence nodes in the Bayes's net as shown in Figure 9b.
The posterior mastery states are displayed (see Figure 9c).

..411kwit

.(Efein.

ElEID

Forces

\ISP..

ArGR-10.6, I
Response

The output also provides the teacher information on
specific learning objectives to tutor. In addition, he can

Figure 8: Decision Network on Forces

also examine the detailed strategy by clicking the
"Tutorial Strategy" button. This action causes the generation of a decision network (see Figure 9d). Figure
9e shows items to be posed to the student if she continues with the online tutorial. At any stage, the teacher
may intervene by providing personal coaching.

7 Conclusions
Presently, the students' knowledge states remain unchanged until additional evidence is available. The
system also uses a constant learning rate for all students. One future direction is to include additional
parameters to model student forgetting and learning rates. Another area is to provide a user interface for
teachers not familiar with Netica application to perform what-if analysis. In this way, the teacher will be
able to focus on student's issues rather than to learn another software tool. The next future direction is to
include probability functions other than Normal distribution. This is essential when the ability distribution of
student cohort is not symmetric.
A significant result of this project is the use of Bayesian networks to generate sound probabilistic inferences.
Another contribution is the automation of decision networks construction. The recommended strategy is
used in adaptive tutoring. With iTutor, teacher is able to monitor the student's progress and yet had time for
lesson preparation and coaching of weaker students. In addition, the teacher has accessed to the student's
knowledge states and actions taken by iTutor at every stage of the tutoring process. Moreover, it enables
students to have tutorials customized to their needs.
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A Comparative Study of Applying
Internet on Cooperative and Traditional
Learning
Weichung Wang*, Yannjiun Tzeng and Yuan Chen
Department of Mathematics Education, National Tainan Teachers College
Tainan 700, Taiwan
*E-mail.. wwang@ipx.ntntc.edu.tw
The Internet-based cooperative learning has become a new trend in education,
thanks to the rapid development of the technologies. This study evaluates the
effects of utilizing the Internet on cooperative and traditional learning. Aiming
on an elementary school natural science topic, this study compares learning
performance of two pupil groups that contains 36 twelve-year-old pupils for
each group. We found the learners who adopting Internet-based cooperative
learning outperform the other group on Memory-demanding, integration, and
deduction type problems. Furthermore, the Internet-based cooperative learning
group has uniform performance on the three types problems and is generally
more aggressive. In contrast, the Internet-based traditional learning group tends
to perform better only on Memory-demanding type problems and has relatively

passive learning attitude. Based on the experience, we encourage using the
Internet in cooperative learning for nature science. Teachers also need to
compose a complete plan and familiarize learners with an Internet browser
before conducting the course.

cooperative learning; traditional learning; Internet-based
cooperative learning; difference of significance
Keywords:

1 Introduction
Rapid progress of the Internet has greatly changed the way of teaching and learning. The Internet not only
overcomes the space and time limitation of a closed environment such as a classroom, the Internet also
contains many useful educational resources that motivate and attract students. This new environment
demands teachers to adapt new teaching methods by using applications like World Wide Webs (WWW) and
E-mail. Therefore, the means by which teachers efficiently take advantage the new technology is an essential
education subject.
While many teachers have started integrating the Internet into their classrooms, little systematical researches
has focused on using the Internet in cooperative learning. Aiming to combine the Internet with cooperative

learning concept, we conducted this study to (1) evaluate feasibility and efficiency of Internet-based
cooperative learning, (2) develop strategies that can help students to learn actively and independently by
Internet-based cooperative leaning, and (3) compare students' performance while applying the Internet on
cooperative and traditional learning methods.

This study designed a way merging the Internet into a cooperative learning environment. The designed

course focused on Sixth grade Natural Science (for twelve-year-old pupils) in Taiwan. Our study
demonstrated the feasibility of Internet-based cooperative learning. We showed that pupils leaning in an
Internet-based cooperative learning environment can outperform those who learn in an Internet-based
traditional learning environment. Pupils' performances were evaluated by questions requiring their problem
solving capability in memory demanding, integration, and deduction. All the findings are supported by
statistical quantitative analysis results with significant difference.
In other words, this study focuses on the following questions:
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(1) What kind of role does the Internet play in Internet-based cooperative learning and Internet-based
traditional learning?
(2) Do pupils have enough computer literacy for Internet-based learning?

(3) Is there any learning efficiency difference between Internet-based cooperative learning and Internetbased traditional learning?
(4) If such difference really exists, which one is better?

(5) Do these two teaching methods have significant difference in student's problem solving capability?
Especially in the aspect of memory demanding, integral, and deductive ability.

1.1 Literature review
We now survey literatures related to our study.

1.1.1 Using the Internet in learning environment

With the popularity of the WWW, a great deal of interest and enthusiasm has being expressed among
teachers concerning the use of the WWW as a learning tool.[2,7] The main reasons are that the Internet
offers a new learning environment that is quite different from the traditional classroom, and teachers can
utilize Internet resources to enrich their teaching.
The Internet offers a learning environment that can be characterized by the following [6]:
(1) It has no limitation on place or time. That is, students can learn all kinds of knowledge at any place and
any time.
(2) It is interactive and flexible. Students can choose different contents based on their learning conditions.
(3) The Internet integrates global educational resources.
(4) Students can communicate and discuss subjects with each other on the Internet. They also benefit from
cooperative learning
(5) Multimedia effects of the Internet enhance students' motivation in learning.

In addition, Donald and LeuDeborah [3] suggested instructional strategies including Internet Workshop,
Internet Activity, Internet Project, and Internet Inquiry.

1.1.2 Roles of teachers and students in cooperative learning
In order to achieve a better result in the cooperative learning process, teachers and students need to be fully
aware of the role they play. Wang [13] claimed that, in most cases, cooperative learning should be practiced
by a small group of students. The students' ability to cooperate are emphasized in the learning process. By
group discussion, students can learn actively and build their own knowledge. Cooperative learning stresses
that students play a major role in all learning activities and learn independently. According to the mission,
students do their own literature search and then read, analyze, organize, and experiment with their material.
Students establish learning concepts and share what they have learned via discussion with group members.

Cooperative learning also emphasizes heterogeneous group learning. Teachers need to understand the
profiles, difficulties, and expertise of learning of each student in order to group student in the best way.
Therefore, teachers need to be well prepared and have a good plan on course work before performing
cooperative learning.[9]

Some authors also pointed out that cooperative learning is more than just having a group of students solve
problems in a cooperative way. Most importantly the following factors need to be included in the process of
achieving a common goal [14]:
(1) Group members need to understand that they are a part of a team sharing a common goal.
(2) Group members need to realize that the problem is for the whole group and they share the success or
failure with the whole group.
(3) Students need to talk to each other and join the discussion after accomplishing the common goal.
(4) Every group member needs to be fully aware of the fact that his or her contribution has a direct effect on
the success of this group.

1.1.3 Comparison between cooperative learning and traditional learning
Colonel Paker first introduced the concept of cooperative learning in late nineteenth century. The concept
has further become an active research subject in the last three decades. [1] One main topic of this research
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field is to compare the efficiency of cooperative learning to that of traditional learning. Many experimental
results showed that cooperative learning is superior to tradition learning.[4,5,8,10,11] Actually, Slavin [10]
further pointed that:
(1) 63% of studies had showed that cooperative learning is superior to traditional learning,
(2) 33% of studies had showed no significant difference between these two methods, and
(3) 4% of studies had showed that traditional learning is superior to cooperative learning.

1.1.4 The way of communication of traditional learning and Internet-based learning
Advantage of computer network mediated communications can further enhance the advantage of using the
Internet in cooperative learning. Traditional learning allows only one-way communication between student
and teacher. Tyan and Hong [12] mentioned in their recent study: "The way of communication in traditional
learning has many limitations. It has to be simultaneous in space and time; it is only a one-way broadcast
communication from teacher to whole students as a group; its messages are is by oral in most cases; special
arrangement, such as tape recording, note taking, and etc., are needed to record the teaching material."
In contrast, computer network mediated communications are more versatile. It can be simultaneous or nonsimultaneous in space and time. It allows multilateral communications between a teacher and students and
between students. In addition to broadcast from a teacher to the whole class, it also allows private dialogue.
Finally its messages are textual and graphic information displayed by a computer, which can be
automatically stored in a computer.

1.2 Organization of the paper
We state the methodology and the process of the study in the next section. Experimental results are
demonstrated and analyzed in Section 3. Findings and inducing suggestions are elaborated upon in Section 4.
We conclude the paper and provide further direction in Section 5.

2 Methodology
2.1 The presumptions of this study
We assume that students are capable of using the Internet while engaging in Internet-based learning, and the
Internet-based cooperative learning group is trained to have skills for cooperative learning. In addition, a

suitable site is designed by teachers based on the learning goal. Teachers needs to be prepared before
perform the Internet-based learning.

2.2 Flow chart of this study
Figurel shows the flow chart designed for this study.

Set up study plan-00 Literature search

Execute the plan

Adopt the experimental method

Control group

Preparation I-0.

00 ( traditional learning ) 0.1Perform Internet-based learning]-0.
Experimental group --J Perform Internet-based learning
( cooperative learning )

Testing for learning achievement

.01 Collect data H Organize and analyze data 0.

Deduction from dataH Interpret the meaning of data
Figure 1. The flow chart for the process in this study.

2.3 The process of this study
2.3.1 The subject of this study
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Two Sixth-grade "Computer Experimental Classes" of Hai-Tung Elementary School (Tainan, Taiwan) are
the subjects of this study. Both classes have a normal distribution in students' learning capabilities. Each of
these two classes has 36 student subjects.

We group the students by the following mean. All 72 students are listed sequentially according to their
learning capability. Students with odd numbers are assigned to the experimental group; those with even
numbers are assigned to control group. Students in each group are further divided into subgroups. Each
subgroup has 3 members who have low, average, and high learning capability respectively.

2.3.2 The tool of this study
In this study, computers are the basic tool for both two groups. For the purpose of this study, a web site has
been designed based on the twelfth volume of the nature science textbook for elementary school. Figure 2
shows some snapshot examples of the web. The Internet-based cooperative learning page contains only

topics and possible URL links, but the Internet-based traditional learning page describes whole the
knowledge for this course. The Internet-based cooperative learning group get knowledge about the topics
from relative URLs and discuss with their members. However, the Internet-based traditional learning group
only get knowledge from Internet-based traditional learning page. While the learning is proceeding, teachers
need to help students to cooperate and make them more aggressive.
The experimental group receives Internet-based cooperative learning; on the other hand, the control group

receives Internet-based traditional learning. An "Activity Page" (See Figure 3) is used to evaluate the
achievement of these two groups and it contains memory-demanding, integration, and deduction problems
that is designed based on the learning goal. For example, we design an integration problem about natural
resource recycle to test students' ability to integrate the fractional knowledge thsy learned. The idea of letting

student groups browse the Internet according to the "Activity Page" and then discuss and present the
findings in a workshop is also suggested by Donald and Deborah.[3]
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2.3.3 Data analysis
Figure 4 shows the flow chart for the data analysis. The data was obtained from the examination given after
the learning experiment. The data was analyzed for statistically significant difference of 0.05 and 0.01. In
order to investigate students' problem solving capabilities for different types of problems, the examination

contains memory-demanding, integration, and deduction problems. We defined these three types of
problems as follows:
(a) Memory-demanding type: this kind of problem is given to test students' ability to memorize the fractional
knowledge they learned;

(b) Integration type: this kind of problem is given to test the students' ability to integrate the fractional
knowledge they learned;

(c) Deduction type: this kind of problem is mainly to test the students' ingenuity and creativity after
comprehending the knowledge they learned.

Figure 4. Data analysis flow chart.

3 Experiment results
Both the experimental group(Internet-based cooperative learning group) and control group(Internet-based
traditional learning group) are subjected to have a same examination for evaluation. Figure 5 shows total test
scores for experimental group and control group, and Figure 6 shows a comparison on scores of memorydemanding, integration and deduction problems.

Control Group

Experimental Group

Mean
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item
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36
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Mean ( X )
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[-value p-value

64.5114
45.7132

14.6882
19.7863

4.5540 < 0.01

Figure 5. Total test scores for experimental group and control group.
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Control Group
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51.59 %
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30.20 %

Figure 6. Scores on various types of problems for experimental group and control group.

4 Findings and suggestions
4.1 Findings
Based on the data obtained and the observation made during the experimental process, the following
conclusions can be drawn. Besides, due to the restriction on experimental samples, the excessive inference
should not be draw from these conclusions.
(1) Internet-based learning is feasible in an elementary school nature science course.

This study shows that either Internet-based learning method can fulfill the learning goal after the analysis of

examination according to "Activity Page". Most sixth grade students can easily adapted themselves to
Internet-based learning environment. Hardware equipment is not an issue in Taiwan, on the other hand.
Since the Taiwanese government has greatly prompted information education in recent years, all levels of
schools are equipped with personal computers.

(2) There is a significant difference in students' total examination scores for Internet-based cooperative
learning and Internet-based traditional learning.

The t-value of this difference is 4.554 that can be regarded as statistically significant at the level of 0.01.
Therefore, Internet-based cooperative learning is greatly superior to Internet-based traditional learning.

(3) The Internet-based cooperative learning group has better learning results on Memory-demanding type of
problems.
Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group performed better in this type of problem than those
in the Internet-based traditional learning group. The different is considered as level of significance of 0.05,

but less than the level of significance 0.01. It means that the learning efficiency of Internet-based
cooperative learning is superior to Internet-based traditional learning, but not in a large significance.

(4) On integration type of problems, the Internet-base cooperative learning group significantly outperforms
the Internet-based traditional learning group.

Students in the Internet-base cooperative learning group need to piece together information from various
Internet resources. During the process of integration, they build new models and images in their minds. By
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merging new models and images with old knowledge, they can form new knowledge. New and old
knowledge is then integrated into a full concept. This is the reason why the Internet-based cooperative group
had better learning efficiency on integration type of problems than the Internet-based traditional learning
group.

(5) Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group have higher scores in deduction type of
problems.

In deduction type problems, students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group outperformed those in
the Internet-based traditional learning group by 72.15% versus 30.20% in the ratio of correct answers. This
reflects that students in the Internet-based traditional learning group lack logical inference capability. On the

other hand, the Internet-based cooperative learning group had better logical inference ability and more
creative ability.

(6) The Internet-based traditional learning group performed best in the memory-demanding problems.

In traditional learning, the teacher delivers teaching material and its highlights directly to students. Since the

teacher has organized his material before class, the teaching method is more suitable for Memorydemanding type of problem. This is why students in the Internet-based traditional learning group score
higher in memory-demanding problems than other types of problems.
(7) Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group scored evenly in all kinds of problems.

Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group score 73.64%, 72.83%, and 72.15% on memorydemanding, integration, and deduction problems. Thus, this teaching method is suitable to all kinds of
evaluation methods.
(8) Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group are more aggressive in learning than those in
the Internet-based traditional learning group.
In dealing with problems, students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group acted cooperatively and
aggressively in searching for answers using Internet resources. On the other hand, those in the Internet-based
traditional learning group are less aggressive in overcoming difficulties, and give up at an early stage.

4.2 Suggestions
(1) Elementary school natural science courses can better utilize Internet resources to perform cooperative
learning.

The massive resources on the Internet are an important and attractive factor motivating students to learn
actively. Thus, teachers need to better utilize such resources to improve learning efficiency.

(2) During the process of Internet-based cooperative learning, a teacher needs to develop students' capability
in cooperative learning.

The success of cooperative learning depends heavily on students' capability in cooperative learning.
Teachers thus need to develop students' capability to learn cooperatively during their regular teaching. They
should also make students understand the spirit and meaning of cooperative learning which is that each
group member is willing to share their knowledge with others.
(3) Before performing Internet-based cooperative learning, teachers need to have a complete plan regarding
the learning environment.

An effective cooperative learning relies on teachers' full preparation before the class, which includes:
students properly divided into groups; teaching related material, such as web sites; increase initiation factor
for cooperation; improve group members' contribution; develop students' ability to browse the Internet; and
so on. These entire things require teachers to communicate with their students to reach a consensus before
the class.
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(4) Both teachers and students need to be aware of the roles they play in Internet-based cooperative learning
process.

Though students learn by using Internet resources in Internet-based cooperative learning, the teacher still
plays a crucial role. Like a navigator in a voyage, the teacher prevents students from being overwhelmed by
the massive information on the Internet and guides them to reach their learning goal according to a series of
stages. Students need to have the spirit of a trail-blazer in daring to make all kinds of trial effects. They also
need to share the learning experience with others.

(5) During Internet-based cooperative learning, a teacher needs to increase students' consciousness on
cooperation.

In cooperative learning, knowledge is obtained through cooperation between group members. Hence, group
members should realize that the goal of the group is their own learning goal. Group power can be used to

overcome learning difficulties, and develop a learning method that is suitable to the whole group. This
allows each group member to experience the joy of learning.

5 Conclusions
This paper describes that cooperative learning and traditional learning can be combined with the Internet in
an elementary school nature science course, and the learning efficiency will not be reduced. In addition,
Internet-based cooperative learning is greatly superior to Internet-based traditional learning in learning

efficiency. Since this paper is the plot study of Internet-based learning, we only focus on the learning
efficiency of applying Internet on cooperative and traditional learning. It is likely that future replications of
the study will in turn lead to discovery of comparison between other learning methods, such as cooperative
learning, traditional learning, Internet-based cooperative learning and Internet-based traditional learning.
Furthermore, we intend to develop different teaching strategic to lead students' interaction in the future.
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1 Introduction
Information and network technologies have been changing how people work, live and learn. The so-called
Internet revolution has brought great impact on the global society, and is greatly changing the educational
systems. In recent years, distance education/learning and virtual universities have been attracting more and
more attentions, and play an important role in the educational system revolution for the new coming century.
Virtual universities cover a very broad field. Many research works have been conducted in the domain [1, 2].
However, experiments and experiences have demonstrated that electronic communication in the networked
virtual environment has some different characteristics from face-to-face communication in the real world [3].
Many studies have also shown that learning in the networked virtual environments involves approaches that
are not typical of general classrooms [4, 5]. It is necessary for a virtual university to have general functions,

utilities and resources of a physical real world university available on the networks. However, it is not
enough and efficient only trying to move a physical university to the virtual world without considering on
the fact that there are great differences between physical and virtual universities.

In this study, we propose a new framework for community-based collaborative virtual universities, which
not only support the delivery of knowledge from an expert to a group of learners, but also facilitate the
exchange and distribution of knowledge between large and diverse groups of people. We design and develop
a distributed backbone system for community-based collaborative virtual universities, in which computation
is effectively used to provide organized proper support for communication, interaction and collaboration
between human users and between a human user and the system (a networked computer and/or a software
agent) as well.

2 Framework for Community-Based Collaborative Virtual Universities
The Internet provides a universal, free, and equal electronic communication environment for people of all
ages with different education backgrounds, ability levels, and personal inclinations. It makes knowledge
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delivery, sharing and building possible among large and diverse groups of people across the networks.

The central purpose of community-based collaborative virtual universities

is

to provide a learning

environment that widely opens to large and diverse group of people who have the will to learn and to share
their knowledge with others across the networks. They are a networked virtual workspace with the timeindependent and place-independent access, in which computation is effectively utilized to actively and

properly support human-human communication, interaction and collaboration in addition to humancomputer communication, interaction and collaboration, towards effectively assisting and enhancing
learning activities in the virtual environments [6].

Community-based collaborative virtual universities are participants-driven. That is, participants or learners
share a common interest in a topic or area, share a way of knowing and a set of practices [7]. Knowledge is

not just delivered from teachers or experts, but also constructed by participants' team works and/or
discussions. Community-based collaborative virtual universities support different ways for novices and
experts to work in the same environment to accomplish similar goals. They may be large, the task general,
and the communication open. Alternatively, they can be small, the task specific, and the communication
close.

3 Design and Implementation of the Distributed Backbone System
3.1 Overview
The backbone system for flexibly supporting community learning has been designed so that a learner can
navigate through it, select relevant information, respond to questions using computer input devices such as a
keyboard, mouse, or voice command system, solve problems, complete challenging tasks, create knowledge
representations, collaborate with others, or otherwise engage in meaningful learning activities.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the distributed backbone system for community-based collaborative virtual
universities, which have been implemented in MOO (Multi user dimension Object-Oriented), well known as
a text-based social virtual reality [8]. Human users and software agents co-exist and interact in the MOO
based virtual community. Social interaction between users is actively mediated and facilitated by cooperative
agents who support their learning activities in the virtual environments as well.

Core Database

MOO
Server
MOO
Server
MOO
Server

Core Database
Room

Core Database
Agent

MOO Virtual Community

Common
atabas
now le dgel
.._ 13as

Mobile
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A ent
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Users (Community

)

Figure 1 Overview of the MOO-Networked Backbone

3.1.1 Web and Multimedia Integration
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(Language
Translator

1.

To fully utilize multimedia such as graphic images, sounds, and/or movies, we have integrated the MOO
Server with the web server (e.g., Apache Server) and other servers providing multimedia services (e.g.,
RealSystem Server). Since the seamless integration of the MOO Server with the web server, technically, it is
possible to integrate MOO with any types of server services and incorporate any type of multimedia such as
MPEG1, MPEG2, and/or MP3 data in the MOO virtual environment.

3.1.2 Graphical User Interface
Java enabled exclusive graphical user interface specially designed for accessing MOO virtual environments
has been developed. Consequently, MOO commands and verbs could be transferred to a hyper link. For
example, users can go in or out of a room by simply clicking a corresponding hyper link that represents the
entrance or exit; they may read a note by clicking the hyper link representing the note. Since it is constructed
with Java language, it could be run with a general Internet Browser (e.g., Netscape, Internet Explorer).

3.1.3 Software Agent Support

To further provide flexible and proper support for communication, interaction and collaboration in the
networked virtual environments, a multi agent paradigm has been adopted in this study. We have proposed a

kind of software agents that adapt well to users' behavior and incorporated them both within the MOO
environment and on the interface which we call interface agents, and integrate one interface agent for each
user that bridges the virtual environment and the user to aid his/her manipulations and various activities.

Interface agents provide different ways of supports. They may provide suggestions, answer questions to a
user. They can search something from an outside database or knowledge base for their owners by wireless"

communication with the DB/KB agent to transfer their owners' request and obtain the search results.
Interface agents may accompany a user to move around the virtual environment if the user requests so. They
can also provide actively supports to a user once a problem occurs.

In addition to interface agents, there are also various types of software agents inside or outside the virtual
community, which are called task agents. Task agents provide specific functions or resources available in the
local environment or outside over the Internet to interface agents directly or indirectly. In the latter case, they
are mediated by a so-called mediator agent.

3.1.4 Multilingual Environment with Language Translator Agents

Due to the diversity of the users in the community-based collaborative virtual universities, it has to
encompass the needs of people of all ages, races, and nationalities with different education backgrounds, and
ability levels. Consequently, this causes a language problem in knowledge representation and
communication.

As described in the previous sections, integration of MOO environment with the web and multimedia
service servers make it possible to play sounds and movies in any language, and display information and
knowledge on the Java enabled graphical user interface or a general Internet browser in a language that the
client program and browsers may support. However, the language has to be selected and specified by the
users themselves. Moreover, it is impossible to conduct real time communication in different languages.

In this study, we have created a new kind of task agents (translator agent) that serves for each users and

automatically select one suitable language for the user to communicate with others and browse the
information and knowledge in the virtual environment according to the information given in a pre-defined
property. The translator agent can also translate for the users from a non-native language to their tongue,
even though they understand the non-native language. The agent may also display the original languages
that other users speak in addition to the translated language.

3.1.5 Distributed Virtual Environments with MOO-net
To effectively provide general university functions, utilities and resources over the networks, we have
designed the backbone system as a distributed one based on the MOO-net mechanism, which is a lowbandwidth information network for the MOO family and operates using a packet-switched model [9]. As a
result, distributed virtual lecture could be delivered across the MOO-networked virtual environments using a
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special virtual lecture hall. Real time communication could be conducted between users in different MOO
virtual environments. Further, agents may communicate with other agents in different virtual environments,
and even search objects from there for users.

3.2 Prototyping Implementation of the Distributed Backbone System
in the three test-beds isMOO (available at URL
telnet://n132.is.tokushima-u.ac.jp:6666 or http://n132.is.tokushima-u.ac.jp:6868), izMOO (available at URL

The prototype system has been implemented

telnet://pross50.u-aizu.ac.jp:8888 or http://pross50.u-aizu.ac.jp:7000) and vu21M00 (available at URL
telnet://vu21.u-aizu.ac.jp:6666 or http://vu21.u-aizu.ac.jp:6868) which are running under the LambdaMOO
Server with the Japanese patch and the JHCore and enCore Databases with MOO-net
RealSystem
Server
the
(http://www.cs.c f. ac. uk/Us er/Andrew.Wil son/M00-net/),
Web
Server
the
Apache
and
products/servers/index.html),
(http://www.realnetworks.com/
(http://www.apache.org/httpd.html).

The LambdaMOO embedded object-oriented script language has been used to construct programs for
software agents within the MOO virtual environment, although it is possible and might be more powerful to

create task agents outside the MOO virtual environment using a standard programming language. Our
prototype translator agents support three languages: English, Chinese and Japanese.

4 Conclusion
This study aims at proposing and building an innovative educational system for the coming new century. In
this paper, we have proposed community solution as an alternative for virtual universities, and described a

new conceptual framework for community-based collaborative virtual universities. We have further
introduced design and prototype implementation of the distributed backbone system for community-based
collaborative virtual universities.
For future direction, we plan to improve the functions of proper communication support based on studies of
natural human communication processes, and design and develop an educational information resource base
with high quality multimedia. We will further develop mechanisms that facilitate mutual understanding

beyond differences in place, time, language and culture, and make the virtual environments flexibly
responsive to users' behavior.
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This paper outlines the background to the development of a European Masters
programme in Multimedia Education and Consultancy. The development arises
from an Advanced Curriculum Development (CDA) Project supported by the
European Commission under the SOCRATES programme, which involves nine
institutions in seven different European countries. The aims and outline of the

Masten programme are described together with the pedagogical approach
adopted. A key feature of the latter is a virtual learning environment that is
underpinned by the use of the concept of "metaphor". This is intended to
convey how the technical construction of the pedagogical functions
communicates the background theories of the learning environment to the users.
A pilot unit/module on ICT in Open Learning Environments is outlined together
with some of the key features of the learning environment. This was trialled by
a group of students based at locations in Finland, Austria, the Netherlands and
the UK during the second semester of the academic year 1999-00. Evaluations

are provided by a participating tutor, an observer and from two participating
students. Finally some reflections are outlined which focus on the innovative
aspects of this learning environment and of our experiences as teachers and
learners in a multinational virtual learning community.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning - Web-Based Learning - Networked
Social Learning- Teaching and Learning Processes

1 Introduction
This paper reports on experiences as teachers and learners in a multinational virtual learning community,
which have resulted from our involvement in a pilot unit as part of the development of a European Masters
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course. The pilot unit is entitled ICT in Open Learning Environments and our involvement has taken place
between February and May 2000.

2 Background to the development
The background to the development is the Advanced Curriculum Development (CDA) Project TRIPLE M
Masters in Multi Media Education and Consulting that is supported by the European Commission under the
SOCRATES programme (29268 -IC-2-97-1-AT-ERASMUS-CDA-1) over the period 1998 to 2001. The
TRIPLE Mproject is co-ordinated by Padagogische Akademie des Bundes in eberosterreich, Linz, Austria
and involves a number of departments and research units with experience and expertise in teacher education
and the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The current participating institutions in
the TRIPLE Mproject are:
Padagogische Akademie des Bundes in eberosterreich, Linz, Austria (Co-ordinating institution)
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Hogeschool Arnhem and Nijmegen, Netherlands
Liverpool Hope University College, United Kingdom
Padagogische Akademie Vienna, Austria
Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom
Umea University, Sweden
University of Oulu, Finland
University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain

A sub-group of the TRIPLE M Consortium has formed the European Association for Multimedia Education

and Consultancy." (EAMECTI with the intention of offering a validated Masters programme in for
Multimedia Education and Consultancy from September 2000. Initially this will be offered as a part-time
route with a plan to run the programme on a full-time basis from September 2001.

3 Programme aims and outline
The academic aims of the programme have been developed in response to the needs of the ' Information
Society' phenomenon related to the rapid development of high technology use in all sectors of society. The
programme aims to meet the needs of teachers in schools and further and higher education especially.
Specifically the programme seeks to develop the profile of the problem solver' /team co-ordinator at the
interface of pedagogical, technological and organisational/cultural dimensions of development. In summary
the programme aims to support the development of individuals who are able to:
demonstrate and communicate knowledge and critical understanding of pedagogical issues as applied to
the use of multimedia in new learning environments

critically understand the social, organisational and cross-cultural phenomena related to new learning
environments in trans-national and cross-cultural contexts
appreciate and be responsive to the social and cultural impact of the Information Society in relation to
values and working practices
act as effective mediators and facilitators at the interface between the needs of users and providers

co-ordinate the efforts of multi-disciplinary teams in terms of problem analysis, design and
implementation issues

be aware of the staff development needs of new users and appreciate the support structures and
strategies for continuing development
demonstrate a critical understanding of (educational) research and its role in a context of rapid change

remain open to critiques of the Information Society with particular regard to the social and cultural
implications

The programme is made up of six units/modules that together make up 90 European Credits (ECTS). These
are as follows:
Open Learning Environments (OLE - 10 ECTS)
Digital Media Applications (DMA - 10 ECTS)
Communication and Consultancy (CC - 10 ECTS)
Research Methodolgies (RM -10 ECTS)

Project Studies (PS - 20 ECTS)
Dissertation (DS - 30 ECTS)

The four more structured units (OLE, DMA, CC and RM) all follow a common pattern of:
Telematic-based Studies (50%) e.g. Web-based work and discussions, multi-point videoconferencing

sessions, and
Local and Independent Studies (50%) in national groups e.g. day workshops and tutorials plus
independent study.

4 Pedagogical approach
The pedagogical approach involves Telematic -based Studies in Web-based work, discussions and multipoint videoconferencing sessions in multinational learning communities. It is seen as crucial that these
studies are supported by Local Studies - in national groups e.g. day workshops, practical activity, project
work, research activity and tutorials and Independent Studies including literature eviews, independent
project work, research activity, writing etc.

The use of ICT as a medium for learning and communication is fundamental to the underpinning philosophy
of the programme and is an integrated and all pervasive aspect of the pedagogical approach, both in terms of

learning about it and as an essential part of the learning process. Students need to use the Internet as an
essential part of the learning and communication process.

The platform for the net-based learning environment is LC Profiler Learning Community Profiler. This is
the product of LCProf Oy, which is a Learning Service Provider (LSP) and a ' spin-off company of the
University of Oulu. The services are based on the methodology and system developed at the University of
Oulu in a range of domestic and EU R&D and education projects during the last 5 years (e.g. Telematics
projects T3: Telematics for Teacher Training, SCHEMA: Social Cohesion through Higher Education in
Marginal Areas). The implementation of the system is based on the principle of creating a distributed
community of learners and supporting the tutors to enable them to create their own learning communities.
This means that the tutors also belong to a unique learning community of their own, which aims to support
ongoing professional development.

5 The role of metaphor
The concept of metaphor plays a fundamental part in the underlying design of the LC Profiler environment
and also in signifying key functions to the user. In their paper Pulkinnen and Peltonen [1] use the concept of
"metaphor" to "explain how the technical construction of the pedagogical functions communicates the
background theories of the learning environment to the users". This paper is also one of the Core Readings
for all students on the OLE unit/module. Their analysis combines ideas about knowledge, the structure of

knowledge and learning with social aspects to do with the organisation of learning such as practical
arrangements connected with "time, place and repetitive rituals". Their overall netaphor which captures the
nature of the LC Profiler environment is of "a place of studying (virtual space) created with the help of ICT".
The three "cornerstones" of their analysis of the learning environment are the individual whether as teacher
or learner, the technology and the culture as fully outlined in Pulkkinen and Ruotsalainen [2]. They describe
these as providing the "cross-disciplinary basis for the elements that are necessary for learning" and identify
these elements as pedagogical functions, appropriate technologies, and the social organisation of education

6 The pilot unit/module
As part of the curriculum development process, two units have been piloted during the period from February
to May 2000. These are ICT in Open Learning Environments (February to May) and Digital Media
Applications (March to May). The former is based on an existing unit/module at the University of Oulu and
forms the model for the development of the Masters programme as a whole. The full unit/module is worth
10 ECTS M Level credits for which 5 ECTS is available for successful completion of the telematics-based
component. This was trialled as part of the TRIPLE M project with a group of about 25 Finnish, 9 Austrian,
4 Dutch and 2 UK students
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The course outline is seen as one of the most important navigation tools, referred to as an "orientation
metaphor". The introductory screen is shown below in Fig 1.
:x
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Figure 1

This screen includes a statement of the aims of the course and also conveys some of the metaphors that
underpin the design of the system. (NB The use of the term "course" here is equivalent to the terms
"unit/module" used previously and is a reflection of the diversity of the use of these descriptors across and
within different systems ) The most apparent metaphors are those which are to do with orientation to place or
virtual working place. The Project Office, Workshop, Communications Centre, Library and Administration
Centre refer to "working" and not to the technology and tools being used e.g. e-mail, chat, documents etc.
This aspect is seen to be a particularly important issue in relation to signifying metaphors to users that refer
to pedagogical practices. The metaphor of "project" is used to convey "the basic essence of learning" and

the course flow orientates the user to time. This includes phases on the work process e.g. orientation,
planning etc and also milestones, which are outlined in part in Figure 2.
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7 Experiences as teachers and learners
This section includes accounts and evaluations from a participating tutor (Brian Hudson), an observer
(Ahmed El- Gamal) and from two participating students (Eric Knutsen and Amal Gouda).

As a particpating tutor I was immediately struck by the very clear sense of purpose that the course outline
engendered with a very clear sense of the different phases, milestones and overall timescale. The active
participation in discussions was not an option but a necessary requirement with comments being expected
within fixed timescales and core readings, project plans of peers etc. As a result the level of communication
on the course was very high an analogy might be made with lighting a wood and coal fire a little slow at
the start but then bursting into flames from all sides!
Another key observation was of the role of the two main moderating tutors. Both could be characterised as
being "on task" throughout the course of the unit/module. In general their responses to questions were very
swift and they dealt with technical, pedagogical and social issues. The two tutors also interacted with each

other in a very effective way by following up on each others comments, questions and prompts - so
engendering a relaxed yet lively ambience around the discussions.
An example of the extent of the student discussions can be gleaned from the screen in Figure 3 below:
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The particular thread started outlined above was started by student H on 24-02-00 with the comment:

Could some of you tell me what is the difference between multi- and hypermedia? Is there any difference, do
they mean the same thing? The difference between these "words" was explained in the first core text but I
just couldn't find the basic idea which might help to separate them.

These questions resulted in a rich, intense and well-informed discussion with around twenty contributions
over a ten-day period, which seemed to conclude in an agreed consensus. Overall discussions were by no
means restricted to technical matters but this particular thread was notable for its richness and intensity. A
notable feature of this environment is the very clear way in which the threads are laid out and also the way in
which the links are revealed when a thread such as the one above is opened.
Ahmed EI-Gamal had the role of being a Local Tutor and was given access to LC Profiler as an observer.
He is a staff member of Menofia University in Egypt on a PhD scholarship supported by the Egyptian
Ministry of Education and Culture. He has chosen to cluster his comments around characteristics that he
noticed about the learning environment in overall terms. This is a summary of his comments on these
charactersitics:
Organization: The whole unit is well organized e.g. timetable, assignments, activities ..etc. If there is any
misunderstanding the student can post a question to the others.

Adaptability:Most of students adapted easily with this learning environment. Sometimes they have some
technical problems e.g. the speed and the difficulty in using some tools, but they soon found assistace from
the tutors and their peers.
Flexibility:It is a very flexible learning environment - students worked at different times in different
countries, yet they have the opportunity to discuss the same topics.
Some students from different countries were able to create teams to conduct the same project.
Collaboration: Students collaborated with each other in solving some technical problems, clarifying some
aspects in the references, developing teams and developing their project plans.
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Conversation and discussion: Students were discussing different issues that were relevant to the course. All
the participants have the opportunity to contribute to the discussion. They wouldn't end the discussion until
they reached an agreement about the topic e.g. the discussion about the difference between Multimedia and
Hypermedia was about 20 comments.

Social interactivity: Most of students have some social interactivity, by talking to the other students in the
on-line cafe and by posting messages. Some friendships have been developed during the course.
Amal Gouda has studied to Diploma level in Educational Technology at Cairo University and is continuing
her Masters studies at this time. She has chosen to group her evaluation around features of the studying
process:

The studying process in OLE could be defined as an integrated process, which integrates the different
resources and the different parts of the OLE to achieve the desired goals. The studying process in OLE is
accomplished through the following parts:
Office: Every student can manage almost all his/her study through using the office and all the information

about the course and other students are available on the office, in addition to the timetable and the
framework of the course.

Workshop: Every student has developed his/her project plan and he/she has published it to the other course
participants. This gave his/her opportunity to have the other students comments on it.

Communications: It gave the international students the opportunity to freely discuss different topics related

to the course. It also allows them to discuss their project plans and the other students' project plans.
Moreover, there are different categories for discussion e.g. questions and urgent message, general discussion
about the study process ..etc. In online café, the students can have a social chat with their peers.

Library: It has most of references that are related to the course, also it has a hyperlinks to enable students
from browsing more materials. It was advised to write comments on these materials, in order to encourage
the students to read them carefully.
Local studies: Every student met with his/her tutor many times to discuss the different topics and activities
that seem to be unclear and to guide him/her through the course. The most important feature in the studying
process in OLE is that it gave the opportunity to study and discuss different topics at any time during the day.

Eric Knutsen works in a secondary school and is in his first year of teaching as a teacher of ICT. He has
chosen to respond to the aims of the course and to evaluate the extent to which these were met for him as a
student:
to introduce background theories of the open learning environments
This was done in a straightforward manner utilising the OLE of LC Profiler. It was useable as one would
use a library in the traditional environment of a physical learning environment. The added value here was
the amount of material referenced via the web. Using the expertise of the instructors on the course, I was
able to make use of the varied written material and discuss other students' and my own opinions on the
content. Being done in an asynchronous way, there was no need to be present physically or virtually for
such discussion. Yet, I had the advantage of dozens of other opinions from which to draw my own
conclusions. This took my learning beyond that previously possible via traditional learning

to introduce selected (ICT) Information and Communications Technologies used in open learning
environments, such as interactive technologies and collaborative technologies

One aspect of having been introduced to the background theory in the way it was done is the ability to
review tens of project proposals and final project papers in light of the theory examined. This made the
theoretical come to life, especially when undertaking my own individual work. This meant looking critically
at the variety of components comprised with-in the environment being examined ...What made this a more
lively introduction to the ICT was the regular use of LC Profiler and the success of the discussions taking
place.
to examine and evaluate critically ICT applications as a part of the open learning environments
by using criteria/ theories based on sound argumentation
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Given the foundation above ... it was straightforward to see the relevance of the theory when examining the
OLE at hand. Especially of interest was the use made of LC Profiler as an OLE by all members of the course
and the social interaction made possible by all areas of LC Profiler, not isolated to the on-line cafe. This
even fed the theoretical side to my thoughts about my assignment.

8 Conclusions
The experience of participating in this pilot unit has provided a real example of the transformative potential
of the use of ICT. This is in spite of several years experience of using the First Class conferencing software
which seems quite limited by comparison with LC Profiler. In McConnell's [3] terms First Class can be
seen to be simply an example of "unstructured groupware" or an "electronic space". Some experiences result
in real and lasting changes - for myself this experience has transformed my own pedagogical thinking and
practice. Whilst being a vital component, the learning environment of itself is not the main ingredient for
experiencing this transformation, although many people at this time are looking for the "quick fix" and
simple solutions. However it has been the experience as a participant in a community of practice (Hudson
[4]; Lave, [5] and Lave and Wenger, [6]) that has been fundamental. This process takes time and is about
changes within (the person) and developing new ways of relating to other people. In general terms such
high levels of on-line communication also necessitate the need to develop a more relaxed attitude towards
committing ideas into print, for seeing such comments as transient and not permanent and being accepting of
the need for "repairs" to communication as one would in more traditional forms of communication.
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Recent advances in Internet technologies have led to the advent of virtual
schools. However, existing technologies have many limitations when applied to
virtual school implementation. Especially, existing transaction models are not
suitable for supporting virtual schools. In this paper, we present a new

transaction model in order to support virtual school environments. First, we
introduce the general characteristics of the virtual school environments. Then,
we discuss transaction model requirements for virtual schools. Based on those

requirements, we propose a new transaction model. We also show a
locking-based concurrency control scheme for supporting collaboration works
among students. Finally, we give conclusions and future research issues.
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1 Introduction
Recently interests in virtual schools have been increasing due to advances in Internet technologies. The
virtual school, which is based on distance learning, can overcome time and space limitations in the
traditional schools. But, in order to complement lack of face-to-face communication in virtual schools,
multimedia-based education is becoming popular. This multimedia-based education emphasizes the
students' self-control. That is, multimedia- based education encourages interactions between teachers and
students and also interactions among students. In the meanwhile, object-oriented databases become popular
for supporting multimedia resources.

In the literature, many transaction models have been proposed for object-oriented database environments
[5,7,8]. But, those transaction models have not reflected requirements in virtual schools. In this work, we
propose a new transaction model that supports virtual school environments. The proposed model considers
all those requirements.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the transaction requirements in virtual school
environments. Based on the discussion, we propose a new transaction model in Section 3. In Section 4, we
present a locking-based concurrency control technique based on our model. Finally, we give conclusions and
future research issues.

2 Transaction Requirements in Virtual School Environments
In this section we discuss transaction requirements in virtual school environments.

First of all, all transactions should maintain the correctness of database. One of the characteristics of
database systems is manipulation of shared data. In this case, concurrency control technique is required to
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synchronize accesses to the database so that the consistency of the database should be maintained.
Concurrency control technique requires an application-dependent correctness criterion to maintain database
consistency while transactions are running concurrently. Serializability is a widely used correctness criterion
[1,6]. But, serializability is too harsh for most applications so that we need user-defined correctness criteria,
which is less restrictive than serializability.
Second, the length of transactions must be flexible. Usually, transaction length in virtual school environment
is long since transactions are navigating on various multimedia information in database systems [2]. For
long transaction case, the following problems might occur. That is, if locking-based concurrency control is
adopted, long transaction blocks other transactions to run concurrently due to conflicting access. This will,
in turn, degrade overall performance. Also, if a long transaction is aborted during its execution, it may waste
execution time and resources it used.

Third, in virtual school environments, students' behavior is unpredictable. That is, since they are working in
on-line way, it is hard to predict what kinds of actions they might take. Thus, they must be given some kind
of self-controls.
Fourth, the transaction model reflects interactivity. Especially, it must support collaborative works between
students and teacher or among students. Those collaborative works require common data to be shared among
users in order to achieve common goal. In some cases, unlike traditional transaction model, uncommitted
result by one student may be open to other students.

Finally, transaction model may need to support parallelism in order to reduce overall transaction response
time. Especially, the parallelism can be used in object-oriented databases as follows. In object-oriented
database, objects are accessed by means of methods. A method is nothing but a procedure to read or update
attributes in objects. Two methods can run concurrently if they access different attributes in an object. Thus,
transaction response time can be reduced by adopting parallelism.

3 The Proposed Transaction Model
Our transaction model reflects all requirements of transaction in virtual school environments as discussed in
Section 2.

Our model is based on both Split/Join transaction model [4,9] and nested transaction model [7]. But, none of
them support all those requirements of transactions in virtual school environments. Our model is to combine
these two models. Our model also extends the previous model [3] so that we achieve higher parallelism as
below.

The Split/Join transaction is summarized as follows. The Split/Join transaction is to restructure in-progress
transaction dynamically so that it supports efficient resource management as follows. The Split transaction
can be divided into two serializable transactions during its execution. In this case, two divided transactions
can proceed independently with their own resources. Thus, the Split transaction model provides flexibility in
resource management so that it can overcome the disadvantage of long transaction. On the other hand, the
Join transaction can merge two on-going serializable transactions into one transaction. In this case, the
transaction model is used to combine collaborating works into one in virtual school environments.

The nested transaction model is summarized as follows. A nested transaction consists of concurrently
executable top-level transactions. In turn, a top-level transaction consists of one or more steps. Each step is

either atomic operation or subtransaction. This subtransaction can run concurrently with top-level
transactions or other subtransactions. In the meanwhile, a subtransaction can invoke another subtransaction.
Thus, unlike flat transaction model, nested transaction model can exploit internal parallelism.
The basic structure of the proposed transaction model is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The transaction model

T represents global transaction, which can be merged or split in various form during its execution. Also,

depending on its nature, it can be committed without any restructuring. Ti,

T2,

Tn represent

subtransaction or merged or split transaction. Also, NT', NT2,NTn represent subtransactions started by a
nested transaction. In our model, we adopt open nested transaction [8]. In open nested environment,
intermediate results of a subtransaction can be seen by other subtransaction as well as top-level transactions.
This will increase parallelism further.

4 The Proposed Concurrency Control Technique
In this Section, we present a concurrency control technique based on our model. The proposed model is
based on locking-based scheme. Our aim is to let two conflicting transactions go to negotiation stage if the
lock requesting transaction requests a conflicting lock on a data item with a lock held by other transaction. In
that case, the lock holding transaction and the lock requesting transaction can negotiate for conflicting lock
types. If negotiation is successful by those two transactions, the lock requesting transaction can get a lock
successfully and access the data. Otherwise, the lock request is blocked until the lock holding transaction
release its locks. By doing so, the parallelism can be maximized among collaborating users. Assume that a
transaction requests lock (LR) on a data item already locked by other transaction with lock type (L11), the
following algorithm can be applied.
If LR and L11 are compatible then grant LR

Else negotiate between lock requester and lock holder;
If negotiation is successful then grant the lock
Else block the lock request;

5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we first introduce the general characteristics for virtual schools. Then, we present all possible
requirements for transactions in virtual school environments. Those requirements are user-defined
correctness, flexible transaction length, the unpredictability, interactivity and internal parallelism. Based on
those requirements, we propose a transaction model and a locking based concurrency control technique.

The immediate research issue is to apply real-time concept in transaction management. In that case, each

transaction must have real-time deadline. Since all transactions are on-line based in virtual school
environments, the transaction response time is very critical. Thus, we will develop the real-time priority
assignment scheme and real-time transaction processing scheme for virtual school environments.
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We synthesize a model for cultivating creativity that integrate the tasks of
engineering design, and evolves four cognitive processes of creativity
knowledge and skill via web courseware. This paper discusses three main
themes of creative learning: 1) the effectiveness of collaborative teaching and
course modules, 2) tools for fostering creative learning, and 3) interaction on the

web-environment via creativity contest and design project. Several findings
were observed based on qualitative evaluation of this class. First, the most
rewarding course topics identified by the students is the creativity contest and
design project because it provides ample opportunities to solve real-life openended problems, rather than to deal with dichotomous textbook problems.
However, adapting dissimilar teaching style of our collaborative teaching
generated anxiety to a number of students, which suggest the structure and
sequence of the course development are need to be modified in order to fit
students' level of capacity and readiness. Finally, we have demonstrated how
problem solving and engineering design procedures can be closely integrated

and taught, and what are the necessary knowledge and skills to enhance
students' ability to become creative as well as effective problem solvers.
Keywords: Collaborative teaching, Creative learning, Web-based learning

1 Introduction
Creativity is inherent and a native intelligence. Many studies, show that the creative cognition can be trained
and learned [1, 2]. Therefore, proper education and nourishing environment can foster creativity. Creative

problem solving (CPS) is referring to use creativity or creative thinking for problem solving, which is a
learning model being actively studied [3, 4]. It helps student use systematic method to solve a comp lex and
realistic problem, possibly with multiple solutions. Students brainstorm to generate all possible solutions,
categorize and evaluate solutions, develop implementation plan, and finally execute the plan [3]. CPS
emphasizes the practice of creative thinking, implementation of creativity, and stresses on the creative
leaning process. It can be regarded as a learning model for knowledge synthesis .

It is our responsibility and challenge as teachers to educate student who will be able to succeed in the hightech environment. To educate students to cope with the rapidly changing world, they must not only to
actively acquiring new knowledge, but also to have the skill of creative problem solving. In reflecting such
responsibility and challenge, the course of "Open-ended Creative Mechanical Engineering Design" was
offered in Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Central University for the last three years. The
spirit of this course is asking students use their creativity to work as industrial engineers, form several
mission-oriented teams, communicate and cooperate with other people, and deal with real industrial openended problems.
We wish to demonstrate how problem solving and engineering design procedures can be closely integrated
and taught and what are the necessary knowledge and skills to enhance students' ability to become creative
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as well as effective problem solvers. Hence, we synthesize a model for cultivating creativity that integrate
the tasks of engineering design, and evolves four cognitive processes of CPS knowledge and skill via webbased courseware. An integrated web-courseware [5] is constructed for above purposes. In the following
sections, four main themes in our study will be introduced: 1) the collaborative teaching and course modules,
2) tools for fostering creative learning, and 3) interaction on the web-environment via contest and design
project.

2 Collaborative teaching and course modules
2.1 Collaborative teaching
Based on the experiences for the past three years, we perceive the need for professionals from other
disciplines to stress the importance of communication as well as teamwork skills for engineering students.
More importantly, a scientific evaluation of the course and its effects on the students' learning of creativity
must be done in cooperating pedagogical experts with engineering ones. The analysis of student outcomes
can give information about the success of the innovative course in achieving our objectives.
But the question is: how can professors with engineering background to integrate their technical knowledge
with an educational-oriented perspective? Engineering faculties may understand the cognitive and emotional
conflict that students encounter, but couldn' t verify their teaching approaches in order to take into account

students' different learning styles. Besides, an engineering course taught by faculty of non-engineering
background face a challenge of given students the new perspectives without accommodating the technology
orientation of engineering students.

With above forethought, we propose and implement the collaborative teaching from four professors of
interdisciplinary backgrounds: thermaYfluid sciences, mechatronics, education, and network-based learning.
Collaborative teaching is a novel teaching approach, it allow teacher deliver lecture in a more efficient way
and share mutual teaching experience, improve teaching deficiency, and understand learning difficulty of
students. In devising the design-oriented courseware, besides compose the materials for hands-on creativity

project, we also strengthen educational idea of cognitive psychology, learning strategy and learning
evaluation. Such collaborative teaching team up with the expertise of education and engineering is hoping to

build a nourishing environment for rising student's learning motivation, encouraging student to develop
mature, diversified cognition and thinking, and then be able to perform higher level of creative thinking.

2.2 Course modules
The contents and modules (see Table 1) are designed to develop competence in mechanical engineering,
creativity, and teamwork. Five major units are emphasized: 1) Introduction of creativity, 2) Basic principles
of CPS process, 3) Hands-on learning activities to inspire creativity, 4) Engineering &sign process, 5)
Creativity contest and design project. In the first one-third activities is centred on the development and
inspiration of creativity and creativity education, and the next one-third of the units enable students to
practice the creative mechanical engineering design. The last one-third of the activities finishes the
implementation of creativity phase so as to show off student' s imagination with the creativity contest and
design project.
We use creativity contest and design project as a tool to enhance creative learning of students. One creativity
contest is hold in every semester in order to incubate students' learning interest. It is all up to students to
decide the material, procedures, requirements, and rules for the creativity contest with teacher' s facilitation
in order to develop the environment of freedom.

The design project could relate basic principles and concepts to real problems and to improve students'
understanding, motivation and creativity [6]. Implementing a project is a way to encourage students to look
deeply and laterally at individual topics and consider how they can be applied to real situation. They
motivate students to confront both familiar and unfamiliar situations with confidence, providing a sense of
achievement and satisfaction. Each team member is expected to be aware of the specific skills of others in
order to achieve effective and collaborative working relationships. More importantly, each member needs to
take other people' s views into account.
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3 Tools for fostering creative learning
We construct three tools to assist the creative learning process: 1) the creative activity board, 2) the
search engine, 3) the engineering courseware of domain knowledge.

The creative activity board, which is a web-BBS, is employed as the main interface for creative activity.
Students are encouraged to actively utilize their own web-BBS for discussing their design projects with
teachers and with classmates. They can announce important messages (e.g., resource acquiring) and post
their current executing status of their project. More importantly, this board can be used to share their ideas
and problem-solving approaches at any times with anyone who is interested in the topic. For convenient
discussion of the creative ideas via network, particularly in the format hand-made sketches or the design
charts, a FTP (download/upload) function is added in this board. Every user can participate the creative
activity through web. The evolution and implementation of creativity can be recorded and exhibited.
Properly application of this board can encourage students' morale for continually performing their design
projects.
Students may encounter many problems when they execute the design project. The related information may
be found in the courseware of domain knowledge or discussed in the creative activity board. Through the
search engine, students can find useful knowledge and retrieve information from the integrated courseware
more effectively by using appropriate keywords.

The creative activity cannot be successful without domain knowledge as its foundation [7]. When students
are working on their team design projects, they need to integrate their domain knowledge based on the
previous courses. There are four course modules materials are integrated: 1) Machine Design Course, 2)
Electric Circuits and Electronics with Laboratory, 3) Innovative Application of Engineering Software, 4)
Creative Mechanical Design. See [8] for detail description of content of these course modules.

4 Results: interaction on the web-environment
In the beginning whether students invest themselves in the class or not, depends on the development of the
feedback from teachers. We use the web-BBS as the interaction interface with the students. After each team
reported their project status, we will comment their idea and improvement of design prototype. Next, their

status report will be upload in the creative activity board, and allow peers to review and comment.
Encourage and endorsement from peers and teachers goes to those active teams . All interactions on the web
are transparent and will inspire student if teachers can give feedback just-in-time, and guide each team to
post their suggestion. In this way, both students and teachers will not be trapped in the classroom, and once
the obstacle is encountered, it can be posted in the web and then exchange message. The more people to
view these obstacles, the more possibility for the problem can be solved. Since not only teachers can help,
peers can assist too. This is what we observed in this class when student performing their design projects.
Positively and timely feedback from teacher and classmates enrich the value of the board.

We made surveys based on interviews, questionnaires, and articles of creative activity board. The most
rewarding course content identified by the students is the creativity contest and design project because they
provide ample opportunities to solve real-life open-ended problems, rather than to deal with dichotomous
textbook problems. However, others are disturbed by the open-ended nature of the course materials. They
claim that it is tiresome to cope with various teaching styles of four individual teachers. The evidence from
our research also suggests that students' problem solving processes were affected by their understanding of
the rationale of interdisciplinary course development. Therefore, teachers need to assist students to make
their own links with the material they are engaging with in order to eliminate the negative impacts of the
course content. For instance, increase the teaching topics involving mechanical hands-on activities might
provide students more practice and appreciate the CPS process.

The issues of students' learning difficulties are complex and dependent on several factors, including course
organization and development, the subject or topic being taught, teaching style, and students' expectations
[9]. Although students see the new learning experience as an opportunity to broaden their scope, some others
claim that the challenge of finding a design topic themselves was beyond their ability to manage. In order to
set the stage for project design, our data showed that it is crucial that team members to accommodate each

other and to devote their personal commitment. It is clear from our interview that failure to do so did
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influence the students' motivation to finish the project.

5 Conclusions
We have created a learning environment that facilitates students' development of problem solving abilities,
enhances their confidence for cooperative creativity, and finally, provides students knowledge and skills for
mechanical engineering design. The collaborative teaching is a novel experience to both of teacher and our

student. Each member contributes their expertise and become the tutor b the other members. More
importantly, the effort of compromising one another on the process serves as a role model for their students
to work cooperatively.

The results of this study suggested significant concern for the students' anxiety created by the need to meet
the special requirements of four individual teachers. It leads us to speculate whether the structure and
sequence of the course development are appropriate to the students' level of capacities and readiness. Rather
than viewing these problems as collection of obstacles and difficulties, we believe that we can make a
difference in the learning of our students and chose to conceptualize those dilemmas and challenges in a
constructive guide. Hence, we are currently adopting a new teaching approach by dividing the class into
expert versus observer groups. The emphasis of the approach is to take responsibility as a learner and to

develop the ability to ask questions about the projects done by other groups. We also conduct a peerevaluation to encourage student to evaluate each other' s projects critically and objectively. We wish students
to believe, as we did, that creative learning is within reach of anyone who is willing to exert himself and take
responsibility.
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Content Outline
Orientation to creativity
Cognitive process of creative problem solving
Thinking styles and contexts for developing
creativity
Creative personality and teamwork experience

Learning Activities
1. Introduce the importance of creativity to learning
2. Illustrate four stages of CPS skills
3. Demonstrate pros and cons of various thinking
style
4. Film-viewing to illustrate the characteristics of
creative people
5. Interview team members and identify their
personality
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Principles and strategies of lateral thinking

Conventional engineering design process

6. Analogy
7. Simulation activities
8. Discuss basic rules for invention
9. Apply rules to improve the design of commercial
product
10. Brainstorm potential ideas for creativity contest

via web
11. Problem solving a case to illustrate the E&E
concepts relate to project design
(E&E)
12. Peer-evaluate and select the top three most
The creativity contest ( by individual)
creative rubberband-powered vehicles
Research for proposal (RFP) of creative design
13. Develop a RFP based on all information
gathered
project ( by group)
14. Oral presentation to class
Table 1 The course modules of the CEdesign web-class.

Problem solving in electric circuits and electronics
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The topic of Internet for educational purposes is currently hotly pursued but
there are still not many observations on the effectiveness of it in school
mathematics. In this paper, we discuss the findings of Web-based collaborative
learning in school mathematics conducted with three junior high school in Japan,

March 2000. Students performed asynchronous collaborative learning using
bulletin-board type database installed in a Web server set at the Koshikawa
laboratory in Chiba University. Students solved several mathematical problems
presented on a Web page while discussing with other students in the database. In
classes using the Internet, 3 or more methods of the problem solving emerged in
the database as compared with a traditional class, and students could study many
mathematical views and conceptions as a result of it. Moreover, a research of the

student's opinions after the lessons indicated that students wanted to hear the
other students' ideas and views and have collaborative learning, breaking down
the traditional concept of the classroom wall barrier.

Keywords: Web, Bulletin Board, Collaboration, School Mathematics

1 The background and intention of this research
It is now believed that mathematical knowledge is created through collaborative learning, rather than
something individual. This is based on social constructivism in recent years. And teachers have come to
accept their new position of an advisor to the students as shown by Vygotsky's "Zone of proximal
development".

Through using a distribifted network such as the Internet, its very features are effectively utilized and allows

the externalization of the student's knowledge. These knowledge can then be shared and this learning
method is in accordance with the present idea of how learning occurs[4]. Thus, we have researched on webbased collaborative learning on school mathematics from 1998 focusing on this point[l ][2]. With Web-based
collaborative learning, it efficiently and effectively overcomes whatever physical differences the students
may have and thus widely used for science and social studies lessons.

In mathematics, objectivity is the rule and therefore, there is no need for students to be able to express
regional difference clearly and there are not many investigations into web-based collaborative learning of
school mathematics. In this paper, we describe the qualities and reasons for conducting Internet based
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collaborative learning of school mathematics. We also describe the results of the questionnaire distributed to
the students after the lesson.

2 The method of collaborative learning
In this research, we used the "bulletin board" system that can be downloaded free from the Web site. As
shown in Fig.1, the discussion progresses by entering in one's idea and posing questions to the others' idea or
opinion. Students build their knowledge positively and share them in this process. The discussion is

displayed by a tree structure whereby a reply to a question or comment is indicated with a new line,
separated from the previous note with a slight space. Each new reply is so indicated, forming a tree structure.
The symbol2 is given to each utterance so that the kind of utterance may be understood. This database was
installed in the Web server "Topo" at Koshikawa laboratory, Faculty of Education, Chiba University, and

linked to the web page that we refer to as "The Page of Mathematics Teaching-Materials Research3".
Students used this system for its school mathematicsFig.3. Fig.2 shows the notes which students have
entered. Students study, choosing between the two screens, i.e. Fig.1 and Fig.2.
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Fig. 1

3 The outline
The Web-based collaborative learning was performed as follows.
O Student participants
Nagaura Junior High School, 1st grade 2 class
Sumiyoshi Junior High School, 1st grade 3 class
Junior High School attached to Chiba University, 1st grade 3 class

0 Term March 2000
0 Instruction plan
Each junior high school had a 2 hours lesson.
The 1st hour .Students read the problem and produce their own ideas.
And, they enter in their questions and opinions.
The 2nd hourStudents read the others input and enter in their ideas.
And they continue the discussion.

Intiernot

tc-

:).41,..,

Fig. 3

3.1 Problems given to students

I raib-g 2.04 (wakatiai program)
", etc.
2 Question="Nn" , My Theory =" *L
3 The author's page. http://www2.ak.cradle.titech.ac.jp/nagai/math_room/math.asp
The Grant-in-Aid for Educational Research, Chiba Prefecture(1997), and the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific

Research, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science(Encouragement Research B, subject numbers
10913006,1998 and 11913005,1999) are granted to this page.
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The two following problems were shown on the Web page at the beginning of the collaborative learning.
Students solved the problem given to them with instructions from the teacher.

oProbleml
This year is A.D. 2000. Let's make the following formulas.
(1) The answer is set to 2000, using all the number of 1,2,3,4,,19, and 20 at least once.
(2) Each number can be used only once.
(3) You may change the sequence of numbers.

oProblem 2
How to find, among a set of twelve balls, one which is lighter than any of the other equally-weighted
eleven? You have only three chances to use a pair of balances.
in.)

(Please also consider the reasons and enter it

3.2 The student's activity
First, students read the given problem and create their questions and ideas about the problem. Next, they
access the database and enter their notes. They read the others' writing, and if something attracts them, they

will write a reply. The activity was performed over 2 hours and problem solving was carried out. A
questionnaire shows that students participated in this collaborative learning positively. The teacher's role is
only to support the computer operations of the students or problem solving when needed. In the beginning,
although there were many students who took time in deciding what to enter or how to operate the database,
they got used to it gradually.

4 Analysis and consideration of the collaborative learning
These were two problems and the students solved either one or the other collaboratively. Three junior high
schools tackled the problem using the Web-based collaborative learning for 2 hours. Another class was
asked to solve the problems not using the Web-based collaborative learning method i.e. traditional method.
We describe the difference in the learning produced from the difference between these two methods of
instruction. We also analyzed the results of the questionnaire.

4.1 Regarding problem 1
With problem 1, students find as many formula as they can whose answer is 2000 using all the integers from
1 to 20. In the collaborative learning using the Web, students invented 14 kinds of the following methods.

Formulas obtained from the collaboration using the Web (14 methods)
1. 20x10x5x2+(1+3-4)x(6+7+8+9+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
2. 20÷10x(19-9)x(18-8)x(17-7)x(16-6)÷(15-5)x(14-4)÷(13-3)x(12-2)+(11-1)=2000
3. (1+19+2+18+3+17+4+16+5+15+6+14+7+13+8+12+9+11+20)xl0=2000
4. (3+5+7+8+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)x(6-2-4)+20x10x(9+1)=2000
10x20x5x2-(9+6)+(8+7)-15÷3+(1+4)-(11+19)+(12+18)-(13+17)+(14+16)=2000
6. (19-18+17-16+15-14+13-12+11-9+8-7+6-5+4-3+2-1)xl0x20=2000
7. 20x10x(1+2+3+4)+(13-6-7)x(5+8+9+11+12+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
8. 20x10x5x2+(4-3-1)x(6+7+8+9+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
9. (1+3+7+9)+2x(20+15+5)±4x(6+14+12+8+11+19+13+17)+10x(18-16)=2000
10. {10+(11-1)+(12-2)+(13-3)+(14-4)+(15-5)+(16-6)+(17-7)+(18-8)+(19-9)}x20=2000
5.

11.{ 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10 +11 +14 +16 +17 +18 +19- (5 +12 +13 +15) }x20 =2000

12. 20x10x2x5+1x(19+17+16+7+9+3+15-4-6-8-11-12-13-14-18)=2000
13. (1+2+3+4)xl0x20+5+6+7-18+8+9-17+16+13-14-15-2000
14. f(11-1)+(12-2)+(13-3)+(1 4-4)+(1 5-5)-(16-6)-(17-7)-(18-8)-(19-9)}x10x20=2000
Next, in the traditional class, only four kinds of formulas appeared.

Formulas obtained by the ordinary class (4 methods)
3. (1+19+2+18+3+17+4+16+5+15+6+14+7+13+8+12+9+11+20)xl0=2000
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10. {10+(11-1)+(12-2)+(13-3)+(14-4)+(15-5)+(16-6)+(17-7)+(18-8)+(19-9)} x20=2000
15. (11-1)x 1 Ox20+12-2-4-6+8-3-5+16-7-9+14+15+19-13-17-18=2000
16.( 2x3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7 +8 +9 +10- 11 +12 +13 +14 +15- 16 +17 -18 +19)x20 +1 =2000

4.2 Regarding problem 2
With problem 2, students find the lighter weight out of 12, using only a pair of balances and within 3 steps.
The following four methods of solving the problem appeared in the collaborative learning using the Web.
The notation shows how to divide the 12 weights first. For example, "4 4 4" means to divide the 12
weights into three groups containing four weights in each group first.

<>The first division found in the collaboration using the Web <>The first division found in the traditional
class
(6
(3

6) (4
3

3

4 4)
3)(5

5

2)

(6

6) (4

(3

3

3

4 4)
3) (5 5

2) (2

2

4

4)

As shown above, four kinds of methods appeared in the collaboration using the Web and five appeared in the
traditional class.

4.3 Analysis and consideration of the data
In problem 2, the variety of methods for solving the problem did not differ much between the Web-based
collaboration and the traditional class. However, in problem 1, the number of methods on collaborative
learning using the Web was 3 or more times as compared with the traditional class(Exact Probability Test,
p<.05). For mathematics problems with limited answers, there is not much difference seen between the two
methods of instruction. On the contrary, for problems with many possible answer, students achieve better
results when they can do the problem solving with the other students through the Web. We definitely believe
that the students are able to solve problems by referring to the other student's notes. This can be seen from

the student's interaction. For problem 1, five formulas generally represented as "0 x m+2000(m is an
integer)" were produced in the collaborative learning using the Web. This is the formula not produced from
the traditional class. We consider that the students become aware of this general formula by referring to the
others formulas, and they utilize this general formula to solve the problem. Moreover, the students are also
influenced by notes such as those below.

First, 20 x(4+6) x(19-9) etc. is calculated, and it is made 2000. Then, it will be set to 2000 if the number
which remains is set to 0. Example 20 x(4+6) x(19-9)+(18-17+16-15+14-13+12-11+10-8-5-1) x(2+3)
=2000.

2000/03/14 Tuesday 09:25 [9]

Although the formula of this student's example lacks a necessary "7", it is considered that the explanation
which means Oxm+2000 was very helpful. This can be read also in the following response to the note " ".
This is a good idea. Every number which is multiplied with 0 is 0.

2000/03/16 Thursday 11:12 [93]

Such examples show that there were some students who didn't only enter their formula, but the strategy as
well, and it became a support to other students.

As mentioned above, in collaborative learning using the Web, since the others idea remains on record and
can always be referred to, students could utilize this and solve the problem. Problem 1 is asking for many
possible formulas whose answers are 2000. That is, we claim that collaborative learning using the Web is
effective especially with problems which demand exemplification. And students were able to access many
mathematical views and conceptions. This appears also in the result of the questionnaire shown as "Many
students' ideas can be known. 49 persons." and "Various methods and ideas which are easy to understand
can be known. 36 persons.", and it turns out that the student's incentive and understanding can be improved.
These educational effects are obtained by the realization of collaborative learning using the Web, and cannot
be obtained in the class which is traditional. We emphasize that the effectiveness of the collaboration using
the Internet on school mathematics is demonstrated.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we referred to the educational effect and influence of the collaboration of three junior high
schools using the Web. As we have shown, it has been indicated that students can utilize many mathematical
knowledge and conceptions when we use the Web with due consideration given to the type of problems the
teacher thinks can extract the most out of the students. This shows that collaborative learning using the Web
is useful to train various views and ways of thinking currently emphasized by the Ministry of Education in
Japan and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics(NCTM)[3],U.S.A. We emphasize that the database

on the Web is effective as an environment where students can tackle open-ended problems in
mathematics.Considerations for the future include the improvement of the student's computing skills, the
improvement of the system with regards to numerical expressions and careful selection of the kinds of
mathematical problems to be given to the students. After all, according to a questionnaire, since it is
indicated that 70 percent or more of students are supporting collaborative learning using the Web from
various reasons, we want to continue the research wholeheartedly from its educational perspective.
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This paper proposes a general architecture illustrating how students can learn
through peer interaction in an interconnected environment. Three (3) predominant
components comprise the architecture: the student model, the tutor model and a
pedagogical agent known as SPY. The use of pedagogical agents is the essential part
in the proposed architecture, in which information received from other students will

be used

as

one of the

tutoring strategies to assist students in learning.

Collaborative/cooperative learning is achieved between students and the tutor, or
among students, through pedagogical agent interaction. Moreover, the architecture
supports a collaborative learning environment that helps improve students'
comprehension.

Keywords: collaboration, collaborative learning, agents, intelligent tutoring
system

1 Introduction
With the advancement in technology, computers have become essential tools in developing systems that cater to
the different needs of users. Currently, many works have been done in the field of education. Systems known as
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) were developed to teach students on specific topics, test their knowledge by
giving exercises, and provide remediation on topics students did not perform well. An intelligent tutoring system

is a computer program for educational support that can diagnose problems of individual learners.

Such

diagnostic capability enables it to adapt instruction or remediation to the needs of individuals [5]. Currently, the
state of ITSs is focussed on one-on-one learning instruction. Specifically the kind of learning modality used is
centered on learning by being told [2]. However, in reality, students can also learn through interactions with
his/her peers or work in a team (or a group). The information students receive from his peers can help improve
his comprehension on the topics at hand. A new learning paradigm has emerged aiming on this area and this
new learning paradigm is known as collaborative learning. Collaborative learning emphasizes on how students
function in a group and how the students' interaction with his peers or work in a team can help improve students'
learning. This can be seen as either gaining new knowledge or verifying the correctness of what the students had
learned so far.
Meanwhile, one of the major issues in Distributed Artificial Intelligence involves multi-agency. The agents in a
multi-agent system are designed to solve a kind of problem. This is based on the fact that agents are autonomous
and can recognize their own existence and the existence of other agents. Agents help each other in order to

achieve a common purpose within a certain environment.

Agents can assist each other by sharing the

computational load for the execution of subtasks of the overall problem, or through sharing of partial results that
are based on somewhat different perspectives of problem solving on the overall problem. Moreover, this form of
cooperation addresses the nature of communication between cooperating agents.[1,6] Due to the social ability'

and proactivity2 of agents, many research, and works whether related on education (i.e., ITSs) or interface
learning have been done with the incorporation of agents. Some works include defining software agents to
analyze the collaboration in a virtual classroom [3]. [2] proposed a system that is a CSCW environment with

2

Ability of agents to interact with other agents and human agents through some kind of an agent
communication language. [3]
Agents do not simply act in response to its environment, but they are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior
by taking the initiative. [3]
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artificial agents assisting students in their learning tasks. Furthermore, it uses a tutor agent partially replacing the
human teacher. [4], on the other hand, showed that the tutoring knowledge in ITS can be designed and organized

as a team of interacting pedagogical agents. These agents communicate with the student depending on the
tutoring function they fulfill. Some tutoring functions include domain presentation, domain assessment, problem
solving type of exercises, topic selection, problem-step solving, domain explanation, and the like.

This paper presents a new approach to collaborative learning using agents. The collaboration of agents is seen
as sharing of information in the environment. The main thesis is that information received from other agents
can be used as one of the tutoring strategies of other students learning in the network. The paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 describes the general proposed collaborative learning architecture, the different components
associated and their interrelations. Section 3 presents how artificial agents can support the learner and describes
the kind of learning strategy each agent should posses in the system. The last section summarizes some issues
that need to be considered in the proposed architecture.

2 Collaborative Learning Environment
The learning comprehension of a student on certain topics can be improved if the student is allowed to interact
with his peers and not only with the tutor. This is because the way a student understands a topic can be applied
as the same approach for other students who have difficulty comprehending the same topic. For example, two
students (Student A and Student B) are studying at the same time on the same topic. They may be physically
present but in different places. Student A is able to understand the topic well, but B is having difficulty with the
topic. Instead of leaving the topic without fully understanding it (for the current topic may have an effect on the
succeeding topics), B can either collaborate with his tutor or with A. Since B's tutor may use the same approach
in explaining the topic as he did earlier, B "collaborates" with A. The collaboration may be in the form of using
the same tutoring strategy used for A. With this, it is essential to develop ITSs that allows students' interaction
that goes beyond the student-tutor relationship.
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Student Model
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Tutor Model
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1:

Agent-based Collaborative Learning Architecture

Figure 1 shows the proposed agent-based collaborative learning environment of an ITS system. The proposed
architecture intends to illustrate collaboration that is not limited to student-tutor relationship but allowing
students to interact directly or indirectly with his peers. In addition, this is done through interaction of the
pedagogical agent SPY with the other agents of ITSs in the environment. It is assumed in the architecture that
there can be several ITSs in the environment for a given domain. Though there may be the same set of tutoring
strategies for the ITSs, it is possible that different tutoring strategies are used for the same topic. For instance,
both student A and student B are currently studying lesson 1. However, the tutoring strategy used for A is
presentation of lectures with illustrations, while B uses simple presentation of lectures. Furthermore, these ITSs
are interconnected in a reliable network. The architecture can be implemented in either an Internet or Intranet
infrastructure. Thus, it is good and useful for open and distance learning education.
There are three (3) main components in the architecture and these are the tutor model, the student model and a
pedagogical agent known as SPY. Each of these is discussed below:
Student Model: This module contains information about students' profiles and behaviors. Such information

involves what the student has learned so far, has not learned, will be about to learn, and the possible
misconceptions and their explanations on topics presented during the learning activity. Furthermore, the
student model keeps track of the performance level of the students.
Tutor Model: This module is responsible for the delivery of topics to students. Moreover, the tutor model
also determines and delivers exercises to be solved by students. It is inherent in the tutor model that when
presenting the exercise it considers student's level.
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SPY: Each student is assigned an autonomous agent in the learning environment. This agent is responsible
for gathering information such as the tutoring strategy used, the topic where the tutoring strategy is applied
and the performance of students during his interaction with the ITS. Furthermore, SPY collaborates with
other agents in the environment, with or without the presence of the student and the tutor. This means that
SPY persists even if the student is not using the ITS. The information gathered will be used to determine
the appropriate tutoring strategy for a particular topic for a student.
Specifically, the student interacts with the ITS in order to learn new concepts or to verify the correctness of what
he has learned so far. During the learning activity, the student model monitors the performance of the student,
keeping track of what the student has learned and is currently learning and his performance during the learning
session. Any misconceptions the student may have are also being monitored. The tutor model presents topics
according to the level of understanding of the student. The same approach is done when presenting exercises to
students. The student's level of understanding can be determined from the student model. Information stored in

the student model is then passed to the agent SPY, which in turn uses the information to determine which
students have similar profile as its human student (i.e. relatively same performance, same learning style and
relatively of the same level). From this interaction, the agent will gather data such as how other students were
able to solve similar problems and how the topics were presented to them (i.e. tutoring strategy used). Moreover,
SPY will keep track of the topics where the tutoring strategy was used and the student's performance. The
rational behind this is that it is possible for SPY to determine in advance the tutoring strategy used for topics that

are not yet presented to its human student. Consequently, this will allow the tutor model to adapt tutoring
strategies depending on the status of its student.

The architecture illustrates two (2) forms of collaboration. The first is where the student collaborates with other
students through communication medium and tools provided by the environment. These tools include chat,
exchanging of emails/messages, discussion groups, newsgroups and the like. In this way, students can get actual
explanations of how their peers understood the topics, concepts and solutions of problems presented during the
learning activity. The second form of collaboration is where agents interact with other agents in the environment.
Such interaction is abstracted from the students. The collaboration seen here is the sharing of information
among agents about the students they are associated with.

To illustrate the second form of collaboration in the proposed learning architecture, consider this example:
Students may or may not use the ITSs at the same time and study the same concepts or topics. In either case,
the respective agents of each ITS in the network will still have to communicate and obtain information from
other agents. Assuming there are two students, A and B who are present in the network and are interacting with
their respective ITSs. Student A is currently studying topic 1 and student B is studying topic 2. Any interactions
both students do during their learning activity are being monitored by their respective student models. While A

is studying topic 1, his corresponding SPY agent is interacting with other agents (including the agent SPY
assigned to student B) keeping track of topics other students have learned or is learning, the kind of tutoring
strategy used, and the students' performance. By the time A is about to study topic 2, the tutor model A will
adapt the tutoring strategy used for student B. This is with the assumption that the tutoring strategy used in B is
effective (i.e., student B was able to understand topic 2 well, as this can be seen by his performance on that
topic). If the adapted tutoring strategy is not appropriate to A (i.e., the student did not perform well in the
corresponding exercises) another tutoring strategy will be used or by default will use the tutoring strategy of the
tutor model.
It can be seen from the second form of collaboration that adaptation of tutoring strategies exists. Moreover, it is
possible for the tutor model to change the current tutoring strategy used depending on the performance of the
student during his interaction. The first form of collaboration allows students to directly apply what he/she has
learned from the interaction.

3 The Pedagogical agent SPY
The agent SPY is introduced in order to allow students to share to their peers what they have learned and how
they have learned the concepts. Specifically, SPY continuously communicates with other agents in the network
keeping track of the approach or strategy used by other tutor models in teaching the concepts. Once information
is gathered, SPY will perform 2 main operations: (1) filtering the strategies acquired from other agents and (2)
transform the acquired strategy into a representation that can be adapted by the tutor model. The filtering of
strategies is done in order to choose the appropriate strategy that can be applied to the current topic or concepts
the student is studying. During the agent interaction, each agent can gather more than one kind of tutoring

strategy possibly for the same topic or concept. These strategies can be arranged in many forms or
classifications. For instance, strategies can be arranged according to its effectiveness based on students'
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performance. This means the strategy with a student receiving the highest score will be adapted and used by
tutor models of other students. If such strategy is not applicable to the current student, then the next highest
scored student's tutoring strategy is applied. It is also possible for the agent SPY during the filtering of strategies
to combine similar strategies into one strategy. Or better yet, arrange the different tutoring strategies according
to the topics or concepts that have been presented or learned by students.

Once a strategy is selected, it will be transformed into a representation recognizable by the tutor model. This is
done by following an adaption algorithm. The adaption algorithm should be flexible such that it can adjust to and
apply any kind of strategies. However, it is possible that the adapted tutoring strategy is the same as the intended
tutoring strategy of the tutor model. In this case, this will serve as a "confirmation" to the tutor model that the
pre-planned tutor strategy is effective to its human student.

The objective of introducing a pedagogical agent in designing an ITS is to support the student in learning by
adapting different approaches in presenting the topics. This is with the hope of improving students' learning
comprehension. Furthermore, SPY assists the tutor model as to what kind of teaching strategy to use for certain
concepts. In addition to being adaptive and reactive to the needs of students, SPY agents are proactive and goaloriented in the sense that they act in the environment through its initiative.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, a proposed agent-based collaborative learning architecture for designing an ITS is presented. The
architecture is general and at the moment no implementation has been made. The architecture has shown how a
pedagogical agent can be used to model collaborative learning. There are three (3) main components in the
proposed architecture and the predominant component is the inclusion of a pedagogical agent known as SPY.
The agent SPY is introduced to assist the tutor model in determining which teaching strategy it will be used in
presenting topics/ concepts to students. This also includes the presentation of exercises and possible remediation
on topics students are having difficulty with.

This paper also showed a different form of collaboration that is not the same as the usual collaboration or
teamwork that is seen in reality. The paper proposes a form of collaboration in which there is a sharing of
information among the agents and students in the environment.

Certainly, much progress has to be made towards reaching the complete architecture in reality. Particularly, indepth study and implementation of the said proposed architecture is needed to see if the architecture can provide

improvement in student's learning comprehension. Moreover, there are several issues on the proposed
architecture that needs to be studied carefully. Some issues include the learning capability of the tutor model to

adapt new tutoring strategies from the SPY agent; representation and storage of strategies (i.e., how can
strategies be represented in the form of rules and how to store them in each agent); filtering of strategies (i.e.,
how to determine which of the acquired strategies are useful and appropriate to the current performance of the
students). In addition, a criterion needs to be defined on how to determine students with similar profile.
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Currently, the web-based learning support systems are one of interesting and hot topics
in points of the utilization of Internet and the application of computers to education. In
particular, the web-based collaboration is very applicable means to make unfamiliar students,

who are unknown with each other, discuss together in the same virtual interaction space.
However, there are some problems derived from the gap between the real world and virtual
environment: coordination for discussions, cooperative reactions, comprehension of learning
progress, etc. These problems may be dependent on the fact that the actions of students
cannot be influenced from the behaviors of others directly.

In this paper, we address a coordination mechanism to promote cooperative actions/reactions for progressive discussions. Our idea is to apply an agent-oriented framework
to this coordination mechanism and introduce two different types of agents. One is a coordinator and the other is a learner. The coordinator monitors the learning progress of group
and promotes the discussion, if necessary, so as to reach their common goal successfully. The
learners are assigned to individual students, and act as interaction mediators among students

in place of the corresponding students. Of course, the coordinator is a passive entity and
learners are active entities in our collaborative learning space.
Keywords: Collaborative learning environment, coordinator, learning situation, learner, personal learning history

1

Introduction

The fast and world-wide enlargement of Internet/Intranet has made it possible that every person can
interact instantly without depending on their physical locations. Also, various applications, which are
available on the web environment, have been developed with respect to the content-based resource sharing, in addition to the traditional message exchanges. The web-based collaborative learning is one of
applications, based on such a hot topic, and has been applied as computer-support for virtual learning
space. If their computers were connected mutually through the web-based learning environment, students can discuss their common solving process successively and exchange various solving methods/ideas

cooperatively. However, there are some problems to encourage activated discussions among students
and make it possible that individual students should understand the correct answer and solving process
effectively:

1) students may not participate into the discussion interactively because of their hesitation, derived
from the fact that they are unknown with each other;
2) students cannot grasp the behaviors of others directly or indirectly because only the direct actions
and reactions are observable through the interactive interface.
These problems are radical drawbacks for collaborative learning.
In order to solve these drawbacks effectively, we propose an agent-oriented support environment for
collaborative learning. Of course, the agent-oriented frameworks for the construction of collaborative
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learning mechanism/environment have been already investigated until today. Florea[1] proposed a multiagent collaborative learning environment in the web world. In this environment, three kinds of agents
were introduced: personal agent which gets the information according to the requests of each student,

tutor agent which generates advices when personal agents asked for the help, and information agent
which acquires more information from Internet. Agents are activated by students' requests so that this
system environment does not benefit passive students. Ogata, et al. [2] proposed mediator agents in the
collaborative learning environment which assist students to find suitable collaborators. The mediator
agent for each student holds the corresponding students' profile which indicates the understanding and
interesting degrees about knowledge. When a student has problems, his/her mediator agent asks other
mediator agents for the learning situations of their corresponding students and specifies appropriate
students who may be able to help solving the problems. This research copes with the above problem
1) indirectly because this functionality supports to arrange appropriate learning group, but does not
manage the progress of collaborative learning. Nakamura, et al.[3] and Liming, et al.[4] introduced
respectively pseudo students which correspond to individual human students. These pseudo students
have the same knowledge as the corresponding students and participate in the discussion in their ways if
the corresponding students do not join in the discussion positively or cannot understand the discussion
stage. These research viewpoints focus on passive students such as problem 1), but do not solve the
problem 2). So, in spite of these various agent-based investigations, the previous drawbacks are not
always overtaken.
In this paper, we address a collaboration learning environment, organized systematically under two
different types of agents: coordinator and learner. The coordinator takes roles to monitor the discussion

situation among students, grasp the learning progress and guide the learning process if necessary. The
learners are virtual students corresponded possibly to individual students in our web-based collaborative learning environment. The coordinator and learner are complementary entities in the learning
environment: the coordinator is a passive entity; and the learner is an active entity as the autonomy for
practically participated student. In our investigation, we expect the collaborative learning of high school
students who study mathematical exercises together, especially computation for the roots of equations.
First of all, we show an overall framework of our collaborative learning environment in the web-world
in Section 2. The functionalities about two different types of agents are stated in Sections 3 and 4, and
then our prototype system is shown in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Collaborative Learning Environment

In the web-based collaboration learning environment, the actions/reactions of participated students are
inherently different from their behaviors to be performed in the real world. Students in the physically
constrained learning space can speak with each other by means of face-to-face, feel/recognize activities,
occurred from the discussions of students, directly by various sensitive receptors and find out some new
events/facts indirectly. Although these are not always implemented adaptively in the web-based virtual
learning space, it is necessary to organize a collaborative learning environment in which the logical
activities for support of interaction, discussion and comprehension can be implemented successfully and
effectively.

Figure 1 shows our collaborative learning environment conceptually, which is characterized by two
different types of agents: coordinator and learner. The coordinator places on the center of our virtual
classroom (as a network server), monitors the interaction among students and generates advices if
necessary according to the learning situation. This interaction is supported on the conversation means
through the public communication line. The learner is a pseudo student in our virtual classroom and is
assigned to the corresponding student one by one. The learner takes roles of the personal management
of interaction interface for the corresponding student, the handshaking control of public communication
line, the management of its own private learning history, and so on. In addition, the learner can
communicate with other learners directly through the private talking line in order to exchange their
personal learning histories.
Since students are studying with limited learning tools in the virtual web-based learning space,
they sometimes do not able to communicate naturally. Furthermore, various students participate in
the learning group and the learning process is not always completed successfully: i.e. some students
are not able to solve the problem, some students are not able to understand the derived answering
process after all, and so on. The coordinator solves such drawbacks in the virtual web-based learning
space by managing the learning situation globally: the coordinator takes a place of teacher in our
classroom activity. For the purpose of resolving inappropriate learning situation stepwisely and guiding
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the learning group effectively, how to model and control learning situation is an important subject. If
the coordinator grasps the learning situation appropriately, the advices which were generated from it
may give appropriate hints in order for the learning group to proceed to the next phase of learning
process. However, it is not always necessary to model the learning situation in detail precisely. This is,
we think, because among the learning group students are able to help each other by. discussion, so that
the coordinator only has to detect the situation which the learning group cannot proceed the learning
by itself.
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Figure 2: Answer space

The coordinator holds the right answer and the answering paths for an exercise as a knowledge to
grasp the current learning situation. When the exercise has several answering paths for the goal, the
answer space of exercise is expanded as 2- dimensional network structure, in Figure 2. In this figure,
the learning progress along x-axis means the stepwise progress of deriving answer, whereas that along
y-axis shows the extent of discussion. If the coordinator grasps the learning situation on the basis of
the answering process of network structure as it were, it is very troublesome to manage the eventually
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changeable conversation stages successively. Therefore, our coordinator manages the learning situation
with respect to the following two viewpoints separately: ratio of derived step for a whole answering
process and extent of discussion. By monitoring the learning situation under these points of view, the
coordinator is able to grasp the learning situation easier and generate advices timely. In particular, it
is necessary and sufficient to manage the learning situation of group globally, but not individually do
that of each student.
The learner acts as a network client in place of the corresponding human student in the virtual webbased learning space. This provides not only the interaction interface for virtual learning space attached
to the corresponding student, but also the function of indirect interaction among students, so as to judge
the understanding levels or personalities of them, which we call the focus function. According to the
focus function, students select the opinions of particular students whom they evaluate as key students.
In order to realize the focus function, the learner needs to have the knowledge about the corresponding
student and exchange it with other learners. Therefore, the personal learning history is prepared for
learner, which represents understanding level and personality of corresponding student. The learner
constructs and maintains the personal learning history according to the current situation. Exchange
of personal learning history is one-to-one interaction so that public communication is not necessary for
the focus function. Therefore, we introduce mobile agents called mediators as children of the learner,
that take responsibilities for the exchange of personal learning histories among learners. The mediator
moves among learners by requesting/carrying the personal learning history on the private talking line.

3

Coordinator

The coordinator grasps the learning situation from two viewpoints: ratio of derived step for a whole
answering process and extent of discussion. For the ratio of derived step, which corresponds to the
x-axis of answer space in Figure 2, we have already proposed the resolution derivation scenario which
represents the phases of deriving answer stepwisely [5, 6, 7]. The scenario is generated by means of
projecting the answer space onto x-axis and consists of ordered states which correspond to individual
phases of deriving answer. Grasping an approximate learning situation makes it possible that the
coordinator generates advices timely and effectively because each state corresponds to the individual
ratio of derived step. On our scenario structure, the current learning state is pointed by the indicator
current, which points out the currently discussing stage. The coordinator infers the current state from
student inputs and moves the indicator to the corresponding state. However, the utilization of only one
current discussion indicator is not enough to manage the learning state of group sufficiently. In addition
to current, indicators upper and lower are prepared for the representation of current understanding
levels of learning group. Upper points out the state of understanding level which is estimated that best
understanding student reached to and lower points out the state of worst understanding student did.
The coordinator is able to grasp the learning situation on the basis of the relationship among these 3
indicators (Figure 3).
start hi statel

statel
lower

.44

current

upper

understanding range of group

Figure 3: Resolution derivation scenario and indicators

On the other hand, the extent of discussion is estimated by the number of derived answering paths
with different discussion viewpoints. The difference of discussion viewpoints among answering paths is
defined as the ratio between common and uncommon answering steps. That is, if two answering paths
contain large number of answering steps as common part, they are regarded as more similar paths; but
if they have many different answering steps, they are judged as different paths. Common answering

steps means that the answering methods which are used to derive those steps are the same. Once
two answering paths were diverged, the following answering steps may be derived based on different
answering methods so that they are regarded to be uncommon. From such viewpoint, the coordinator
holds an answer tree which was transformed from whole answering paths as a tree structure. Figure 4
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shows the construction of answer tree, derived from the answer space in Figure 2. The answering steps
after the divergence are regarded as uncommon steps so that they are copied as different objects(Figure
4a). Then, the answer tree is transformed by means of collecting common answering steps for the
purpose of grasping the difference among answering paths. The nodes in the tree are generated as a
collection of answering steps that are common to particular answering paths and the path from root
node to particular leaf node corresponds to each answering path. When the answer has been derived,
the coordinator specifies derived/underived answering paths, calculates the differences between the
derived answering path and other answering paths based on the answer tree, and estimates the extent
of discussion.
node2
ipath 1

path2

noder

node3

-soar

path3

path4
path3

a) Intermediate transformation of
answer space corresnponds to Figure 2

path4

b) Answer tree

Figure 4: Construction of answer tree

By grasping the learning situation from these aspects, the coordinator is able to handle the changeable learning situation and generate appropriate advices at the right time.

4

Learner

The learner is situated on each student's computer and acts as a pseudo student in the virtual webbased learning environment. The learner provides the interface to the human student and controls the
private talking among students such as focus function. Since the learner connects the private talking
line according to only corresponding student's request, it behaves independently with the coordinator
that manages the public communication.
A personal learning history is the model of corresponding student which is held by the learner. The
personal learning history represents the understanding level and the characteristic of corresponding student. Some data of personal learning history are prepared by the human student beforehand and others
are gathered by the learner occasionally through the learning. Currently, the picture and utterances of
students are collected as a personal learning history. The feature of student does not change through

the learning, so the picture is set by each student before the learning starts. Utterances indicate the
understanding level of student and also attitude toward the learning; i.e. active or passive, understanding or not-understanding, and so on. They are gathered and added to the personal learning history by
the learner when corresponding student send their opinions to the public communication line.
In order to exchange the personal learning history through private talking line, the learner generates
mediators for each communication. The mediator is constructed as a mobile agent which processes its
tasks while moving through the network autonomously[8]. Figure 5 shows the movement of mediator
for acquiring the personal learning history of other students. When the corresponding student requests
to get the personal learning history of particular students, the mediators are generated by the learner
respectively. Once generated, the mediators move to the target learners through the network and ask for
the personal learning history, attended inherently to the target learners. After the acquisition of personal

learning history of target learner, the mediators move back to their original learner and disappear
autonomously, since their roles are to acquire the personal learning history from target learners. Under
such mechanism, students are able to know other students' characteristics even in our virtual web-based
learning environment without any direct interaction.
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Student
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information
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Figure 5: Mechanism for acquiring personal learning information
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Figure 6: Interaction interface on student operation
We have implemented our prototype system on Internet using UDP protocol, since UDP protocol is
suitable to control the frequent interaction of short messages. Figure 6 shows the interaction interface
in our system. Two communication tools are prepared: answer-board screen and interaction space. The
answer-board screen is a public communication tool which is used to arrange the group's answering
process. Only one student is permitted to input on the answer-board screen at a time so that the input

right is set. On the answer-board screen, ID, student' name, and contents of input is shown. The
answer-board screen functions as a blackboard in our real world. On the other hand, the interaction
space is prepared for free conversation so that all students are able to input freely. In order for the
coordinator of our system to grasp the learning situation easily, commands that classify the opinions
are introduced: Appreciate, Inquire, Confirm, and Assert. Students choose the commands when they
input their opinions. In addition to the commands, students specify the target inputs which trigger
off their opinions for the purpose of grasping the flow of conversation smoothly. Thus, in addition to
the ID, student's name, and contents of input, command and ID of target input are also displayed on
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interaction space.
As for the coordinator, we prepared several advices which indicate the states of learning situation
when the learning is proceeded inappropriately. Currently, the coordinator generates advices when it
detects the following learning situation:

learning situation has not been changed for a long time,
some students cannot understand currently discussing stage, and
students have not derived all viewpoints of solving the exercise.

The coordinator's objective is to activate the discussion, so the advices are generated on the interaction
space as the same style as all other students' utterances. Figure 7 shows an example of advices generated
by the coordinator. As for the advice, the speaker name is set as "Teacher", the command of advice is
"advice", and the ID of target input is nothing because the advice is generated for the learning group
but not for individual students.

11)
Id

Student' s
[Command
name
-> target ID]
1=010 LAssertto>root.1

15
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Teacher
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17
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Eadv Ice,to->1

Content
Unly multiply numbers.
I understand
Let's go back to the answering stage ne
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xy-1-1/xy4-1

fan nrerTato

crwacnin it rne.ro

[Assert,to>IG]

I understand

n rlorctm n doh lo

Coordinator's advice

Figure 7: Advice example of coordinator on interaction space

The learners was implemented using AgentSpace[9] as a middle-ware to control the behavior of
mediator. Figure 8(a) is an interface for generating requests. On the upper window, the causality of utterances on interaction space is arranged based on corresponding student's utterances. The arrangement
of utterances on the upper window helps to decide the focusing students for generating requests. Once
a student decides focusing students, he/she inputs IP addresses of focusing students, because mediators
need IP addresses where they will work on beforehand in our current version. Then, he/she specifies the
file name of focusing student's personal learning history. If a student wants to know only the particular
utterances of focusing students, he/she sets the ID's of corresponding utterances shown on the upper
window. Figure 8(b) is the result windows of requests for personal learning history. When requests
have been completed successfully, the result windows are generated and the personal learning histories
of focusing students are shown individually. Currently, the picture of focusing student is shown on the
upper window and his/her utterances are shown on the lower window.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a collaborative learning environment which contains two different agents: the
coordinator and the learner. The coordinator monitors the public communication among learning group
and generates advices so as to lead them to their learning goal. For this purpose, the coordinator grasps

the learning situation globally from two viewpoints: the ratio of derived step for a whole answering
process and the extent of discussion. Although the management structure of learning situation is
simple, the coordinator may be able to find the most cases that students are not able to cope with
inappropriate learning situation by themselves. On the other hand, the learner controls the private
talking such as focus function. The learner holds the personal learning history of corresponding student
as his/her characteristics and acquires other students' personal learning histories by generating the
mobile agents called mediators. Currently, these agents function independently. However, for our future
work, the interactions among coordinator and learners are necessary for the coordinator to generate
more effective advices. In addition, the evaluation for the interaction interface of our prototype system
and the preparation of more factors for personal learning history based on the result of the evaluation
are also our future works.
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This paper reports an effectiveness research of e-mail discussion review support

system with summary extraction method. The support system we have
developed can automatically extract summary sentences from the normal
conversational style language in e-mail messages using reference relationship of
e-mails that participants have discussed. One could use the summary sentences
for looking back on discussion, and use them as an idea database at a glance.

Japanese natural language processing technology has been applied in the
proposed method. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we
conducted experiments using a questionnaire and protocol analysis. We
compared the two system; the system with and without summary sentences in
the table of e-mail content. As a result, following fact-findings were obtained.
The system with summary sentences could promote reading strategy such as
utilization of table of contents and comprehension of e-mail message structures.
On the other hand, the system without summary sentence makes the reader pay
attention to the detail information such as name of discussing member.

Finally, we concluded that the system with summary sentence is effective for
understanding of relationship among various e-mail messages.

Keywords: Mailing lists, Natural language processing, Distance learning,
Learning environment, Summary sentence extraction, Collaborative
learning, Factor analysis, Reading strategies

1 Introduction
Collaborative learning support environments for network-based discussion appear to be investigated quite
often [1][2]. For instance, e-mail is extensively used in the classes for learners' communication.
The research topic we reported here is collaboration support tools that intended for e-mail discussion. For
the purpose of sharing of participants' activities on computer networks, we have proposed a summary
extraction method along the development of mailing list discussions and an outline presentation tool for
mailing list [3][4][7][9]. Japanese morphemes analysis system [8] is applied in our researches. This web-

based tool supports reviewing the past discussion on the mailing list. As for results of the summary
extraction method, we conducted comparative evaluation between the result of human summarization and of

the method. The result suggests that the proposed method can detect major sentences in e-mail articles
properly [4].

There is a number of preceding researches on the keyword and summary sentences extraction methods of

documents [5][6][15]. But the most of extraction methods in preceding researches applied to well-
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documented text, like the newspaper manuscript or research paper. On the other hand, this research targets
on the conversational style language in text form. For identifying the outline of e-mail discussion, there are
many difficult problems in e-mail messages. These are:

E-mail messages are conversational style language and many summary extraction methods using
syntactic information could be not applied.
The title of e-mail might not be changed as the discussion continues, if so, the title is not meaningful as
the summary of documents.

The method should identify the flow of discussion corresponding with e-mails in order to grasp the
topic.

Besides, most of evaluation experiments in summary extraction method with natural language processing
technology focus on the validity of algorithm, like adaptability or reproducibility. About analysis of reading
comprehension when additional information, e.g. summary, is given, we could refer Ausubel's research on
the advanced organizer model [10]. The paucity of reports on sentence comprehension process encouraged
us to investigate it.

The purpose of the present paper is to analyze how the summary sentences accomplishes to an actual
comprehension process. In this paper we describe an experimental study of e-mail message reading process
with or without the extracted summary sentences.
In the first experiment, we investigated e-mail message reading strategies using responses of questionnaire.
We conducted comprehension test and reading process analysis. In the reading process analysis, the result
was divided into seven factors using factor analysis. The system with summary sentences could promote
reading strategy such as utilization of table of contents and comprehension of e-mail message structures. On

the other hand, the system without summary sentence makes the reader give attention to the detail
information such as names of participating members.

In the second experiment, we analyzed peer discussion processes while reading e-mails on the World Wide
Web (WWW) interface. We conducted the comprehension test of the e-mail messages. We also conducted

protocol analysis of e-mail reading comprehension. Also hereupon, we compared the results with two
conditions, one is a group to which the summary sentence of the e-mail messages was given, and the other is

a group without summary sentence of e-mail messages. The results of protocol analysis show some
difference in the number of utterance collected during the experiment.

2 Summary extraction method along development of discussion
Flow of discussion

The summary extraction method was
discussed in our preceding research
[3][4]. In this paper, we de-scribe the
outline of the extraction method for
better understanding by the readers.

2.1 Idea of the extraction
method

Phase I: Extracts nouns for each message.

We tried the extraction of keywords
and summary sentences of the
discussion from the document in the
mailing list based on the preceding

Phase 2: Select keywords for summary (S, by set operation

Set S, means the newly appeared

nouns in the target message, and
the
repeatedly appeared in
response message.

research [11] intended for the
discussion such as Netnews. This keyword extraction method can be used in

the discussion environment with the
following features; (1) The change in
the topic does not take place easily in a

Phase 3: Select sentence(s) include element(s) of S,. as "summary".

Figure 1: Flow of Summary Extraction Procedure
from the target message.
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row. (2) There is a habitual practice
that

the

participants

do

repeated

revisions during the discussion, and

uses the quotation appropriately. But although it is limited in our case, e-mail discussion might develop in
many ways, and the topic is changeable. The relationship of e-mail message for the keyword extraction
between the target message and the past messages is little in e-mail discussion.
Then, in this paper, we set up a hypothesis: Although there was a dependency on the topic, e-mail messages
with new information are tempted to encourage responses later. That is, we can treat them as topic making
messages in the mailing list. We proposed a summary extraction method that enables pick up those new
information as keywords and summary sentences in the messages [3][4]. Figure 1 shows flow of keyword
and summary extraction by this method from the content of the message of the mailing list.

However, this summary extraction method supposes both preceding and response messages must be
consecutive in the thread. Therefore, we set some assumptions for these exceptions. When the target message is the beginning message in the thread, the title of the message is also used and extracts common nouns
among the title of the target message and the body of related messages. On the other hand, when the target
message is the last message in the thread, we choose keywords only from the preceding and the target
message, and common nouns in both messages is treated as keywords for the target message. Moreover,
summary sentences are regenerated when there is a new message in the mailing list.

2.2 Summary generation and WWW display tool
We implemented summary generation and display tool using the proposed summary extraction method. This
can be operated on the World Wide Web (WWW) to refer to past messages of mailing list [7]. Fig-ure 2
shows the display of Web page with and without summary sentences. These Web pages fulfill the role of
table of contents (TOC) of mailing list. Readers look for contents from the list view with tree structure along
continuity of e-mails. They can trace the body of each message from Web link. TOC shows serial number,
writer, date of issue, and the title of the e-mail. In Figure 2(b), under the link to the body, summary sentence
obtained by the noun set is displayed. When more than one sentence is extracted by the method, it becomes
so complicated that the implication of TOC is diminished. So we referred to the procedure widely used in

full-text search system [6], the number of displayed sentence is trimmed off to only one sentence that
include maximum different number of chosen keywords. We treat that sentence as important sentence for
TOC.

3 Evaluation experiment in the e-mail message comprehension
In this research, we carried out the evaluation experiment on effects of summary presentation while reading
past e-mails on the mailing list. We conducted reading comprehension test and factor analysis of reading
strategies.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Subsubsections
In the experiment, we made the settings resembling the actual Web-based environment of the mailing list.
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We printed out the several e-mail messages in a row, referred to as "thread", and the table of contents (TOC)
for the e-mail messages in addition. Figure 3 shows the part of the experimental materials. To the semblance
[NGP:01768]
From: satotaka@

[NGP:01770] Re:
From: tetsuya@
?

.ne.jp at 99/06/10 20:51:

??

[NGP:01773] Re:
From: syun@

[NGP:01768]
From: satotaka@

.ne.jp at 99/06/10 20:51:

.id at 99/06/10 21:22:02

[NGP:01770] Re:
From: tetsuya@

.id at 99/06/10 21:22:02

.jp at 99/06/11 08:17:56

[NGP:01773] Re:
From: syun@

.jp at 99/06/11 08:17:56

(b) Printed TOC without summary sentences.

(a) Printed TOC with summary sentences.

Figure 3: The part of the printed experimental materials

of Figure 2, the summary is generated from the proposed summary extraction method. It appeared in parallel
beneath each entry in the TOC, or not appeared. E-mail messages for the summary extraction method consist

of nine messages of mailing lists. The topic in the mailing list is the educational use of the Internet for
foreign Japanese schools and domestic schools.

3.1.2 Procedures
Subjects of the experiment are 56 undergraduate students. None of the subjects know about the mailing list.
The printed TOC as described above is affixed in front of the e-mail messages. The printed experi-mental
materials were distributed to the subjects, and the researcher explained the experimental setting: "We are
going to try to read past e-mails, and catch up with the exchange of the e-mail discussion." In addition, the
participants were asked to use TOC positively.

The subjects read these documents for eight minutes. After the eight minutes, the researcher confirmed all
the subjects had read the documents once. After that, the subjects were not allowed to read the docu-ments
again, and they did the e-mail comprehension test. They had answered the following questions:
1. Write down the name of places which had appeared on the first e-mail as much as you remember.
2. Write down the episode of the first e-mail as much as you remember.
Later, they answered a questionnaire, which was consisting of 28 items with five-point rating scale and
space for writing comments. The items were concerning the e-mail reading strategies. In order to make
questionnaire, we referred the preceding research about sentence intelligibility [12] and our preceding
researches.

3.1.3 Experimental Design

The factor of the experiment materials is presence of summary sentences in the TOC. We can divide the
subjects into two levels. 56 subjects were randomly assigned to both two experimental settings of the
materials, and were divided into the two groups of 28. Therefore, it is a between-subject experimental design
with one factor.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 The comprehension test

In the question 1: "the name of places
which had appeared in first e-mail", we
compared the numbers of correct
answers between two groups. We leave
non-response persons off from

the

analysis. As a result of ANOVA, there

was no significant difference in the
number
of
correct
answers

Table 1: Extracted factors and results of ANOVA
Ratio
Name
21.5% "p<.01
1. Read the content in detail and memorize
10.5% *p <.05
2. Use Table of Contents
8.7%
3. Think about the development of discussion
7.1%
4. Combine their knowledge
5.1%
5. Think about the theme of discussion
4.3%
6. Read back and force
3.9%
7. Write down a memo
61.1%
Accumulated Explanation Ratio
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Table 2: ANOVA for Factor Scores
(a) ANOVA for Factor Score of factor 1.
R2
SS
df MS F
In the question 2: "the episode of the first e-mail", Source
5.61 7.21 0.0098
5.61
1
we have chosen eight words from the message as Factor
38.11 49 0.78
answer words of the question beforehand. We Error
43.72 50
compared the numbers of appeared answer words Total
(F(1,48)=1.065, p>.10).

p<.0

between two groups. We also leave non-response

persons off from the analysis. As a result of

(b) ANOVA for Factor Score of factor 2.
ANOVA, there was no significant difference in the Source
R2
df MS F
SS
average number of the answer words (F(1,48)=.415, Factor
4.62
1
4.62 5.99 0.0180'
p>.10).
Error
37.78 49 0.77
Total
42.39 50
3.2.2 E-mail reading strategies

p<.0

The factor analysis with major factor method and varimax rotation method was applied to the 28 questionnaire items concerning strategies of the comprehension for e-mail messages.

As we shown in Table 1, we sequentially named the seven factors. We extracted these factors from the
change in the eigenvalue. The accumulated factor explanation ratio was 61.1%. Next, factor score of seven
factors was calculated par subjects.

Table 2 shows results of ANOVA. As a result of ANOVA for seven factors, a significant difference was
found in the first factor "Read the content in detail and memorize" (F(1,50) =7.212, p<.01) and the second
factor "Use Table of Contents" (F(1,50)=5.988, p<.05).
In addition, we compare the score for each item in two groups.

As a result, the group with summary sentences could promote reading strategies such as "Usefully reading
TOC help me to know the content of sentences" (t(51)=3.58, p<.01), and "Refer TOC to read the content in
the messages" (t(52)=2.76, p<.01). Those who use summary sentences would have tendency that they try to
know the relation between the content and the whole structure of the thread.

On the other hand, the group without summary sentences would take reading strategies such as "Pay

attention to the participant's name or the name of places appeared on the e-mail while reading"
(t(50)=2.34,p<.05), "Read the content carefully and memorize in detail" (t(51)=1.94, p<.10). Thus, they
attempted to give attention to the detail information such as names of discussing members.

3.3 Summary of the experiment
In the experiment, there was a significant difference in the e-mail reading strategies while there was no
significant difference in the recognition of e-mail contents. Our proposed method is a kind of new information presentation method for the support of e-mail reference. We might say our summary extraction
method and display tool for mailing list could help readers to suppress consideration of detail information in
the documents. On the other hand, these supports help to maintain the particular contents easier.

4 Protocol analysis of e-mail reading process
From the suggestion in the preceding section, adding summary sentences possibly provide a hint on the email reading strategies. In this section, we examined changes of e-mail reading strategies when having the
benefit of summary sentences using protocol analysis. To put it concretely, the subjects answer questions
after reading the content of e-mail messages that is displayed on the WWW pages. We have observed the email reading strategies while participants were reading e-mail messages.

4.1. Methods
4.1.1 Experimental materials
We have used 43 e-mail messages of the mailing list for the summary extraction method. Educational use of
the Internet in foreign Japanese schools and domestic schools was focused in this mailing list.
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Each e-mail message can be traced back and forth from TOC WWW page shown in Figure 2. We have set
two conditions; one was in which summary sentences were given, and the other was in which it was not
given.

4.1.2 Subjects
Subjects were 20 undergraduate students forming ten pairs. The reason for making group of two is that the
subjects could discuss naturally with each other, and therefore, we could collect natural speech proto-cols
easily from the conversation [13][14]. They were randomly assigned to two different experimental settings
as described previously in this paper.

4.1.3 Procedure of the experiment

The two subjects were seated in front of the computer and were given an instruction for the present experiment by researcher. After the e-mail reading, the subjects were asked to answer some questions on
reading comprehension. The subjects were allowed to start reading e-mail messages from anywhere. Then,
they read e-mail messages through WWW pages for 20 minutes. After that, they were asked to answer some

questions regarding particular content in the e-mail messages within 15 minutes. Finally, they were
interviewed about the provision of advance information of the mailing list and the interest on the topic of
discussion. None of the subjects know about this mailing list.

4.2. Analysis and Results
In this experiment, we recorded peer protocol with a digital video (DV). Then, we played the recordings and
type in the conversation by listening the recordings. During the analysis of utterance, we identify sev-eral
reading strategies or procedure for sentence comprehension. For each unit of procedure and strategy, the
protocol was classified into the protocol categories [13]. For the classification, we have used the result of the
factor analysis as we seen in Table 1. The categories "Read the content in detail and memorize" and "Use
Table of Contents" were found to be significantly different on factor analysis. In the first cate-gory, we have
considered utterances if the subjects read particular personal name and place name aloud. In the second

category, we have considered utterances if the subjects read aloud the summary sentences or pursue
continuity of the mailing list by pointing to the TOC. Some subjects pointed using mouse cur-sor's move or
their fingers.
Table 3: Frequency of strategies appearance between two categories
Without summary
With summary
Protocol category
128
103
1. Read the content in detail and memorize
22
35
2. Use Table of Contents

Table 3 shows the comparative result with two protocol categories. As the number of subjects is very less, a
clear conclusion could not be drawn. But as in Table 3, the frequency of category 1 was relatively higher
than that of category 2. As a the result, by means of summary display tool with e-mail messages has been
suggested as a method to manage a lot of reading strategies easily. However, though the differ-ence of the
frequency does not contradict the results of ANOVA in the previous section, it does not show a significant
difference in the comparison of ratios ( x2(1) = 0.67, p > .10 )

In this experiment, a significant difference was not seen in the frequency of the e-mail reading strate-gies.
We need to add the number of experiments as well as study the influence of experimental design in peer
conversation.

5 Conclusions
The results of this research may be summarized as follows:
1. We applied the summary extraction method for mailing list, and analyzed e-mail reading comprehen-sion

and reading strategies for reference. Although the result is limited to the e-mail messages we used, the
display of e-mail summary sentences affects experimental subjects' reading strategies. On the other hand,
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the result of comprehension test does not show significant differences. We may con-clude at this point that

the method of summary sentence extraction is effective in understandings of relationship of e-mail
messages.

2. The influence of summary display on the e-mail reading strategies was examined from the analysis of
utterance protocol. The use of Table of Contents WWW page along with e-mail summary sentences does
not make a difference in the frequency of utterances, but preferential trend for the use of e-mail summary
sentences was observed.

As a problem yet to be solved in the future, we are interested in examining the effectiveness of reading
strategies when e-mail messages are posted and read in real time.
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An Implementation of Campus Distance
Learning System Using Multicast
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A problem common to many universities is that thousands of students want to
take some certain courses but only a few can actually take them owing to the
shortage of teachers. The Campus Distance Learning System is an important

way to solve the problem. This paper starts with an examination of some
existing solutions, and then introduces the primary-secondary model multimedia

network teaching system designed by researchers in the Computer &
Information Management Center of Tsinghua University. The system is
composed of three parts: the primary classroom system, the secondary classroom
system, and the courseware management system. It fulfills real-time interactive

teaching and learning, and multipoint communication, and at the same time

records the teaching materials as courseware. The paper focuses on the
constituents, structure and characteristics of the system, and expounds in detail
the implement technology based on multicast. In the end, the paper points out
some problems calling for further consideration.

Keywords: Network distance learning; primary-secondary model; multicast

1 Introduction
A problem common to many universities is that thousands of students want to take some certain courses but
only a few can actually take them owing to the shortage of teachers. The traditional resolution was videoing
and then broadcasting through CATV. This used to play an important part in television education, but it can
not support the interaction between the teacher and the students, and the information that is limited by TV is
not sufficient for lectures. With the network becoming more and more popular, network education instead of

CATV is being received by more and more people. Many companies and universities have developed
different network distance learning systems, the following are several famous systems.

Remote Education System of VTEL: This system is an application of the VTEL videoconference system
in education. It adopts a complete set of software and hardware developed by VTEL and can implement
mulitpoint bi-directional interactive network education.

IP/TV of CISCO: IP/TV is software developed by Cisco company, supporting video on demand and video
broadcast. It adopts the client/server model and is mainly used for transferring high quality video, audio and
data via computer networks. The system supports three ways of video transferring: live, on-demand and
scheduled.

Multimedia Distance Education System of SATCOM: This system includes a program courseware
generation system and a courseware on demand system.

2 Primary-Secondary Model Multimedia Network Teaching System
2.1 System Constituents
The primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system is composed of three parts: the primary
classroom system, the secondary classroom system and the courseware management system (See figure 1).
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The primary classroom is where the teacher stays. In this classroom, the video and slide of the lecture are
recorded synchronously. The video and slide information is broadcast live through multicast, and at the same
time the information is stored in the courseware library for asynchronous use.
The secondary classroom is the classroom without the teacher, maybe a remote classroom. Students in this
classroom can join the lecture by registering and playing the composite stream courseware synchronously
with the primary classroom.
The courseware management system provides the directory service, user register management, asynchronous
courseware on demand, and other management functions of the coureware library.

The free terminal can join the lecture from anywhere of the campus network through registering. It can also
play courseware on demand from the courseware management system.
Secondary
;Classroom System]

Free Terminal

r4;29

1

Courseware
Management
System

PrimarY
Classroom
System

1

_J

I

System constituents

Figure 1

2.2 System Structure
Figure 2 shows the structure of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system. Its
subsystems are as follows:
Lecture Scene Videorecording

Slide Screen Snap

Courseware Composing
Courseware Management
Directory
Service

On Demand
Service

Classroom
Management
Service

Live
Broadcast
Service

IP Network

Service Interface
Composite
Courseware
Play

Figure 2

Classroom
Service

System structure

Courseware synthesizing: The courseware synthesizing is the kernel subsystem of the primary
classroom system. In this procedure, both the basic materials of the courseware lecture scene
videorecording and slide screen snaps are compressed into the composite courseware with synchronous

timestamp. Afterwards, the courseware is stored into disks and multicast at the same time by the
system.

Lecture management service: The lecture management service is anther important subsystem of the
primary classroom system, its main functions being registering new courseware in the courseware
management system, requesting for the multicast address, configuring the multicast scope and lecture
management.
D
D

Directory Service: This is the kernel function of the lecture management system. It provides lectures
and courseware lists and user management.
On-demand Service and Live Broadcast Service: On-demand service is an asynchronous courseware
service provided by the courseware management system while live broadcast service is a synchronous
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service provided by the lecture management system. Both of them provide composite stream
>

courseware to the user, the former using unicast and the latter using multicast.
Lecture Service: This is an interactive supporting system provided by the secondary classroom system.
With it students in the secondary classroom can participate in the discussion. The means of interaction
may be keyboard typing, and speaking with a microphone.

2.3 System Characteristics
The main characteristics of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system are the
following:
1)

2)
3)

4)

It uses two streams to play the teacher's videorecording and slide screen snaps, and the quality of the
slide screen snaps is the same as that of the slides in the primary classroom.
The lecture scene is kept in the archives in real time, and can be replayed at any time.
The teacher can discuss with students in remote classrooms through videoconference, and they can
write on the same electronic white board.
The audience can have interlocution with the lecturer by text typing.

3 Implementing the System with Multicast
3.1 The Multicast Technology
By keeping routers informed about multicast hosts, multicast datagrams can traverse an intemetwork and
reach many hosts simultaneously. The ability to traverse an intemetwork and reach an unlimited number of
"member" hosts simultaneously without affecting others adversely is the linchpin of multicast. A Class D IP
address in the range from 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 is a "multicast address." Each is also known as a
"host group address," since datagrams with a multicast destination address can be received by all hosts that
have joined the group that an address represents. Figure 3 shows the datagrams spreading abroad.

Server
(Sender)

Client
(Receiver)

Client (Receiver)

Figure 3 Datagrams sent only to hosts in a group

The mechanisms incorporated into WinSock 2 for utilizing multicast capabilities can be summarized as
follows:

>
>
>
>

Three attribute bits in the WSAPROTOCOL_INFO struct, which are used by WSAEnumProtocolsO
to discover whether multicast communications are supported for a given protocol;
Four flags defined for the dwFlags parameter of WSASocketO;
One function, WSAJoinLeafO, for adding leaf nodes into a multicast session;

Two WSAIoetlo command codes for controlling multicast loopback and the scope of multicast
transmissions (SIO_MULTICAST_SCOPE and SIO_MULTIPOINT _LOOPBACK).

We can benefit from using multicast to implement network teaching system, which can be described as the
following:
1)

2)
3)

Because the member of a multicast group is dynamic, and no authority is requested, the terminal can
join or quit a group at any time;
All hosts belonging to a multicast group have a clear physics network topology;
All users in one subnetwork that join the same multicast group share the same stream over network,
and this can greatly lighten the network load.
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3.2 System Implementation
In the practical system, we adopt the combinative way of multicast and unicast: using multicast to broadcast
information from the primary classroom, and using unicast to implement the interaction between the primary
classroom and the secondary classroom. Figure 4 shows the structure of the practical system in detail.

The primary classroom system is composed of a server, a teacher's PC, a video recorder, two overhead
projectors and an electronic white board. The teacher's PC is used to play slide of the lecture, and it projects
the slide to the electronic white board. If the teacher writes something on the electronic white board, the

teacher's PC will capture the written information and combine it with the slide. At the same time, the
teacher's PC compresses the slide/written information and sends it to the server. The server takes charge
recording the video/audio information, receiving the slide/written information from the teacher's PC, and
broadcasting the information with multicast. At the same time, the server stores all information into special
type file, which is the composite courseware.
The full function secondary classroom is made up of a server, a video recorder, two overhead projectors and

an electronic white board. The server receives the video/audio and slide/written information from the
primary classroom, and projects the video information on the white wall, the slide/written information on the
electronic white board.
primary

clbroom
overhead
projector

free terminal
lectronic white b

videorecorder
,

II

overhead
projector
er's PC

Laptop computer

Network

Campus Network
full function
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secondary
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overhead
projector
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classroom
electronic
ite board
overhead
projector

overhead

use_11 Errojector
videorecordell
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Figure 4 The topology of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system

The simple secondary classroom is made up of a server and two overhead projectors. The server receives the
video/audio and slide/written information from the primary classroom, and projects the information on the
white wall separately.

The free terminal may be any PC connected to the network. It receives the video/audio and slide/written
information from the primary classroom and displays it in different windows.

The teacher in the primary classroom and the students in the secondary classroom can discuss with each
other. This is implemented with unicast. During the discussion, the server in the secondary classroom
records the information of the students and sends it to the server of the primary classroom. The server of the
primary classroom receives this information and projects it on the white wall. If students in the secondary
classroom write something on the electronic white board, the servers will transmit the written information,
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which will be shown on the electronic white board of the primary classroom at the same time.

4 Conclusions
In our experiments, we use lossless a compression algorithm and the slide screen snaps can be compressed
to 1%-2%, it means that the slide screen snaps will take up 100-200Kbps bandwidth. In another side, the
video information can be compressed into 128Kbps by MPEG-4 and all the information of this system can
be fit in a 384Kbps channel. This system is available for long distance learning and of course for campus
distance learning.

The primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system has built a virtual network classroom
system. It will play an important role in making better use of teaching resources and improving teaching
efficiency.
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The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive effects of collaborative
learning on Junior high school students' Logo programming. Two experiments
were implemented: Experiment] was an analysis of the relationships between
interaction in pair activities and students' reflection. The effects of pair learning
on students' promoting abilities of programming were analyzed in Experiment2.

As the results of Experiment], students' self-monitoring and self-control were

supplemented each other through the interaction. Results of Experiment2
suggested that the effect of collaborative learning on students' programming
abilities were developments of debugging ability against syntax error and coding
ability of lower students, which was obtained the cognitive strategies for task
division through the interaction.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Junior High School Students, Cognitive
Effects, Logo Programming

1 Introduction
In Japan, education about computer programming was placed in Fundamentals of Information of Industrial
Arts at junior high school level from 1989. From 2002, programming, sensing and control will be placed in
Information and Computer of Technology as an elective learning content (Course of Study published in

1998)[5]. Many technology teachers in Japan thought that teaching programming was not only for
professional higher education. They didn't made points of understanding the function of software upon a
computer system, but acquiring the problem solving skills through the programming activities.

Historically, many researchers suggested that one of the methods for acquiring the problem solving skills
was collaborative learning. It was necessary for students to communicate and interact with someone who
had same goal in collaborative environment (Deutsch 1949)[1]. In the recent past, it was supported that the
experiences of solving the problem through the interaction made the processes of planning and decision
making clearly each other, and would promote their self-control and self-monitoring when they would solve
another problem all by themselves (SATOU 1996)[3]. In the case of learning about programming, KAGE
(1997) suggested that 12-year old pupils showed vigorous verbal interaction, which led them to more
sophisticated problem solving [4].
From these findings, it was predicted that acquiring the problem solving skills brought to promote students'
programming abilities as a result of cognitive effects of collaboration.

The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive effects of collaborative learning on students'
programming. For this purpose, two experiments by using Logo programming (Japanese Edition) were
implemented. The aim of Experiment] was to clarify the relationships between interaction of collaborative
learning processes and learners' reflection. The effects of collaborative learning on students' promoting
abilities of programming were analyzed in Experiment2.
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2 Methods
2.1 Experiment)
2.1.1 Subjects
Twelve 3rd grader Jr. high school students (6 males and 6 females) were divided into 6 pairs.

2.1.2 Instruments
"The Reflection Scale of Thinking Process on Computer Programming: RSTC"(MORIYAMA et al 1996) [2]
and the modified LUTE (Link-UniT-Element) model (MORIMOTO et al 1997) [6] were used for measuring
the level of reflection and analyzing the interaction, respectively. The RSTC was constructed from 4 factors

as in Fig. 1. Factorl was the reflection of understanding the problems and enterprising how to make the
program adequately. Factor2 was the reflection of designing the program and coding. Factor3 was the
reflection of self-monitoring on each parts of the program on the local level. Factor4 was the reflection of
self-monitoring on the whole program and renewal of problem representation.
Factor2 (6 items)

Factor) (6 items)

Factor4 (3 items)

Factor3 (5 items)

Semantic understanding of the problem

Setting up the keywords

Predicting the result of running

Analyzing the bug

Imaging the command and grammar

Division of the program

Testing walk through the list

Renewal of problem representation

Comprehending the image of program

Setting up the functional unit

Checking the clerical error

Seeking the bug

Rhetorical understanding of the program

Connecting the functional unit

Checking the syntax error

Seeking the semantically- related knowledge

Coding the functional and

Checking the logical error

Seeking the rhetorically-related skill

Checking the sequences of each commands

Fig.1 The Reflection Scale of Thinking Process on Computer Programming: RSTC

The modified LUTE model was shown in Fig.2. There were categories for analyzing interaction of
collaborative learning in this model, and this model had three abstract levels: element, unit and link level.
The items of element level were categories for functions of protocols. The unit and link level categories
were for phases and contexts in their programming activities.
Link Level (6 categories)

Unit Level (6 categories)

Element Level (5 categories)

r
Proposed

Phase of Analysis

Link for Formation of plan

Agreement

Phase of Plan

Link for Modification of plan

Question

Phase of operation

Link for Implementation of plan

Opposition

Phase of Edit

Link for Check of Implementation

Supplementary explanation

Phase of Checking the program list

Link for renewal of plan

Phase of Checking the result of running

Link for renewal of implementation

Fig.2 The modified LUTE (Link-UniT-Element) model

2.1.3 Procedures
Subjects were asked to make the Logo program which draw the "House" constructed from triangular shapes,
square patterns, circles and lines in pair. Their activities were recorded on a VTR. After they finished the
task, they answered RSTC individually. Their protocols were extracted from the VTR and were categorized
by using modified LUTE model. The level of reflection and the relative interaction in the collaborating pair

were analyzed by ANOVA on mean scores of frequencies of link level categories and Coefficient of
Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of the element and unit level categories.
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2.2 Experiment2
2.2.1 Subjects
Sixty 3rd grader junior high school students (30 males and 30 females) were divided into 2 groups learning
Logo programming. One was collaborative learning group (pair), and the other was individually learning
group.

2.2.2 Instruments
The achievement tests and the RSTC were prepared. The achievement tests included both the coding test and

the debug test. The coding test asked to make a program drawing "Scarecrow" on an answer sheet. The
debug test asked to find three types of error, clerical error, syntax error, logical error from the program list
which drew "Spaceship".

2.2.3 Procedures

The procedure was shown in Fig.3. At first, subjects had a coding test which draws the easy "flag" as a
pre-test. Next, subjects were asked to make the program, which draws the "House" such as Experiment) and
answered RSTC in every group as a middle-test. Finally, they had the achievement tests and answered RSTC

individually as post-tests. The effects of collaborative learning on students' promoting abilities of
programming were analyzed by using ANOVA and Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores
and the Achievement tests' scores.

10 days later
Individually Learning Group

(

Collaborative Learning Group (pair)

RSTC and achievement tests

Fig.3 The procedure of Experiment2

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Experiment): Students' Reflections and Collaborative Programming
3.1.1 Contexts of Collaboration in the Pair Activities
There were differences of period of keyboard operation time in pair activities. In this analysis, long-operated

learners were called Learner A, and the others (short-operated) were called Learner B. Mean scores of
frequencies of link level categories were shown in Table. 1.

Table.) Frequencies of link level categories
Link Level Categories

Link for Formation of plan
Link for Modification of plan
Link for Implementation of plan
Link for Check of Implementation
Link for renewal of plan
Link for renewal of implementation

Mean Score (S.D.)

Learner A to B Learner B to A Learner A to A Learner B to B
1.75 (1.04)
3.35(2.12)
1.88(2.70)
3.75(1.49)
0.38(0.52)
0.63(0.92)

2.00(1.77)
2.50(1.93)
15.63(5.80)
1.13(1.36)
0.38(0.74)
1.25(1.28)

1.63(1.41)
0.25(0.46)
5.88(3.40)
1.00(1.07)
0.13(0.35)
0.25(0.46)

3.50(2.73)
0.13(0.35)
2.75(2.49)
0.13(0.35)
0.63(0.52)
0.00(0.00)

ANOVA

F(3,24)=8.397, p<.01
F(3,24)=21.732, p<.01
F(3,24)=13.055, p<.01
n.s.
n.s.

Results from Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA showed that there were significant main effects of
Links for Implementation of Plan from Learner B to A [F(3,24)=21.732, p<.01], and Links for Check of
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Implementation from A to B [F(3,24)=13.055, p<.01]. Also, Links for Modification of Plan with interaction
(B to A and A to B) were increased than that of individually links (A to A and B to B) [F(3,24)=8.397, p<.01].
These data indicated that the role of operation (Learner A) and the role of planning (Learner B) were shared
in pair activities. However, it was suggested that consensus decision making through the interaction was
important for building up their programming plans.

3.1.2 The Relationships between the Interactions and the Reflections
Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of element level categories were
shown in Table.2. According to these data, when Learner A (operator) proposed something to operate, the
reflection of designing the program (Factor2) was promoted in own thinking process [r=0.88, p<.01].
However, when Learner B (planner) proposed, the reflection of self-monitoring on each parts of the program
(Factor3) was promoted in Learner As thinking process[r=0.88, p<.01]. Furthermore, opposition by Learner
A correlated the reflection of self-monitoring (Factor3) in Learner B's[r=0.71, p.05]. Also, Learner A's
reflection of designing (Factor2) was promoted by the opposition of Learner B[r=0.77, p<.05]. These results

indicated that the verbal communications on their interaction brought out their self-monitoring and
self-control each other.

Table.2 Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of element level categories
Element Level Categories
Proposed
Agreement

Question

Opposition
Supplementary explanation

Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B

Factor4
Factor3
Factor2
Factorl
Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B
0.06
0.41
0.13
0.06
0.41
0.26
0.88**
0.52
-0.33
0.50
0.31
0.45
0.37
0.25
0.8e*
0.04
0.26
-0.20
-0.34
0.52
-0.66
0.00
-0.10
0.31
0.07
0.55
0.28
0.08
0.36
0.44
0.35
0.67
-0.32
0.40
0.03
0.12
0.72*
-0.01

0.56
-0.52
-0.30
0.19
-0.35
-0 .34

0.27
0.56
0.27
0.77*
0.61
0.
0.32

0.28
-0.29
0.08
0.23
0.13
-0.13

0.56
0.00
0.13
0.52
0.03
0.14

-0.11

0.02
0.71*

0.27
0.40
0.40

0.78*
0.03
0.42
0.68
-0.15
0.45

0.23
-0.31

0.19
0.00
-0.01

0.08

n=8, df=6, **p<.01, *p<.05

In addition, Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of unit level categories

showed that, operation by Learner B as a planner conduced to Learner A's self-monitoring on whole
program[r=0.85, p<.01]. Also, task analysis by Learner A as an operator encouraged Learner B's designing

of the program[r=0.75, p.05]. It was evident that one's reflective thinking was precipitated by the
observation of the other's behavior which was supposed to be his own behavior.

These results of Experiment) suggested that students' meta-cognition (self-monitoring and self-control) were
supplemented each other through the interaction of collaborative pair learning.

3.2 Experiment2: Effects on students' promoting abilities of programming
3.2.1 Acquisitions of Programming Abilities

In the pre-test, there are not significant differences between the pair learning group and the individually
learning group [F(1,56)=0.65, n.s.]. Students who could get high scores were called higher students and the
others were called lower students in this analysis (both 50% and n=30). In the middle-test, mean score of
RSTC in the pair learning group (0.77) was higher than that in the individually learning group (0.56)
[F(1,56)=32.40, p<.01]. This result supported findings of Experiment! because collaborative pair learning
could promote students' reflections of thinking processes.

Mean scores of debug test were shown in Fig.4. Results from the ANOVA showed that the debugging scores

of syntax error in the pair learning group was higher than that in the individually learning group
[F(1,56)=4.75, p<.05]. But, there were not significant differences on the debugging scores of clerical and
logical errors [F(1,56)=2.06 and F(1,56)=0.89, both n.s.]. These results indicated that collaborative pair
learning could form students' debugging abilities against syntax errors, at least.
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Mean scores of coding test were shown in Fig.5. The result from the Two-way Repeated Measures of
ANOVA showed that there was significant interaction between High-Low student condition and
pair-individually group condition [F(1,56)=10.46, p<.01]. Furthermore, from the results of Simple Main
Effects Tests, the score of lower students in the pair learning group was promoted to the same level as higher

students in both groups [F(1,56)=12.56, p<.01]. These results indicated that the coding abilities of
Low-Ability students could be pulled up through the interaction with High-Ability students.

0.6
0.4
Score

0.2

Score
6. 6
Higher Students

-0.2

2

Lower Students

_

-0.4

p<.05

Individually Learning Group

Pair Learning Group

Individually Learning Group

Pair Learning Group

Fig.4 Mean scores of debug test (syntax error)

3.2.2 Acquisitions of Cognitive Strategies
Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and the achievement tests were shown in Table3.
According to these data, there were significant correlation between the coding test and the RSTC items:
"Division of the program"(r=0.31, p<.05), "Coding the functional unit"(r=0.41, p<.01), "Connecting the
functional units"(r=0.40, p<.01) and "Selecting the commands for each functional units"(r=0.40, p<.01) .
Also, There were significant correlation between the debug test and the RSTC items: "Division of the
program"(r=0.29, p<.05), "Checking the sequences of each commands"(r=0.33, p<.01). It was indicated that
promoting these reflections were responsible for the development of the programming abilities. Furthermore,
these items suggested the reflections of cognitive strategies for task division.
Table 3 Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and the achievement tests
Items of RSTC
Division of the program
Coding the functional unit
Connecting the functional units
Selecting the commands for each functional units
Checking the sequences of each commands
**p<.01, *p<.05

Achievement Tests
Debug Test
Coding Test
*
*
0.29
0.31
0.41

**

0.40
0.40

**
**

0.33

**

Results of Experiment2 suggested that the effect of collaborative learning on students' programming abilities
were developments of debugging ability against syntax error and coding ability of lower students, which was
obtained the cognitive strategies for task division through the interaction.

4 Conclusion
In this study, it was clarified that students' meta-cognition and cognitive strategies could be acquired through
the collaborative learning at junior high school level, also that the RSTC was useful for measuring students'
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reflections in their programming activities. These findings will contribute to the researches of developments
of collaborative learning systems.

For the future, learning processes and cognitive effects of more widely collaborative learning environment,
for example, distributed programming by using CSCL system or long distance education for programming
by using Internet, must be analyzed.
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How to make a good use of the Internet in teaching has become a kernel
question for educators recently. Surveying research findings and exploring
existed related web sites, we suggest three cornerstones of such kind of web site:

usage of multimedia, online collaborative courses, and automatic material
submitting system. Taking mathematics as our target subject, we build a
mathematics collaborative learning website prototype.

Keywords: Web-based collaborative learning, multimedia, constructivism,
submitting system

1 Introduction
The Internet has greatly changed the way of learning and teaching. For example, teachers and students now

can communicate with each other by sending E-mail. They can access learning material and resources
through the World Wide Web. Students can even complete a project by cooperating with other people form
all over the world. The Internet has becoming the main medium to acquire and share educational information.

12] However, difficulties do exist while applying the Internet toward education. One of the main
difficulties is the lack of online resource. Because of the limited educational resource, students usually
[6,

simply surf the Internet rather than learn knowledge from the net. [14]

This study intends to find some feasible ways to enrich the educational resource that suitable for the Internet.
Each of the following three sections focus on one of such ways: (1) using multimedia learning resources, (2)
embedding collaborative learning spaces, and (3) gathering web-based learning resources. In each section,
we first survey related research findings and existing educational web sites. Our analysis induces important
factors of a successful web-based learning space. Applying these suggestions, we build a prototype web that
help elementary school students to learn mathematics.

2 Multimedia learning resources
Many researches showed that learning material should be demonstrated by multimedia to achieve better

learning effects. C.S. Lin [7] indicated that online courses should be presented by multimedia like
visualization, auditory, and even three-dimensional virtual reality. Such multimedia courses make students
understand knowledge in a correct manner. Furthermore, multimedia courses often enhance user's long-term
memory due to its elaborated and organized information. Blake and Sekuler [1] claimed that visual stimuli
usually play an important role for providing various resources. Especially for mathematics and science
subjects, combination of texts and images can effectively demonstrate the concepts to be learned. Paivio [10]
proposed the Dual Coding Theory suggesting that peoples' memorization systems include verbal and nonverbal system. L.J. Lin [8] further showed that the knowledge encoded by both verbal and non-verbal system
could be memorized easier than the knowledge encoded simply by verbal or non-verbal system alone. Y.R.
Chen [2] argued that background music presented in computer-aided learning affects the feeling of the
learners.

Many mathematics web sites provide mathematics related stories. However, based on our experience on the
web sites listed on Table 1, most of them use only texts to present the stories, which is not coincidence with

the research findings discussed above. In our web site, we composed mathematics stories by using
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animations. The animations contain voice, background music, images, and texts. Each of the stories
demonstrates a mathematical concept, question, or mathematician biography. As an example, Figure 1
demonstrates screen snapshots of a multimedia mathematics stories.
Table I : List of some mathematics web sites.
Web Title
Web site
IA)://dns.eses.tnc.edu.tw/
The WWW of Er-shi elementary school
Funny Mathematics Web
hAp://www.netvigator.com.twigoodmath/
The home of Su -Honig Math prince
htt ://www.tacoct .com.tw/ hs hs/
Classroom Links-Math
htt ://www enc or /classroom/claslinx/nf resmath htm
On-line Mathematics Dictionary
ham: / /www.mathpro.corn/math/glossary /glossary.html
Interactive Math Miscellany and Puzzles
http: / /www.cut- the- knot.coin
Mega Mathematics
http: / /www.c3.lanl.gov /mega -math
A Fractals Lesson
http://math.rice.edu/lanius/frac
Dr. FreeMath
ham: / /ois.unomaha.edu /drfreemath
A Math amusement park on Internet
http: / /group.estmtc.tp.edu.tw /math/
About Today's Date
htt 1/acorn.educ.nottin. ham.ac.uk/c i-bin/da urn
Brain Teasers
htt ://www.eduplace.com/math/brain/
ip://://www.cs.yale.edu/homes/tap/past-women-math.html
www.cs.yale.edu/homes /tap//past- women - math.html Past Notable Women of Mathematics
http : / /math.rice.edu / lanius /frac
A Fractals Lesson
Helping Your Child Learn Math
htt ://www.ed ov/ e ubs/ I arents/Math/index html

Figure 1. Screen snapshots from a mathematics story named "A Strange Competition."
The story introduces the concept of distance.
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3 Embedding collaborative learning spaces
Intensive researches have recently focused on how to use network to assist students' collaborative learning.
Ho and Kuo [5] divided network-based learning into two models: collaboration and competition, since the
Internet allows many people to use the net simultaneously to achieve a common goal. Chou and Sun [3]
summarized advantages of collaborative learning over the Internet as following. (1) Students can learn
different Opinions and ideas, so that they can understand the topic in different viewpoints. (2) Collaborative
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learning encourages communication and sharing of personal and team experience and knowledge. (3)
Students need to demonstrate and explain the contents and knowledge that they have learned. Through this
articulation process, old and new knowledge would be integrated and new knowledge can be expended to
other applications. (4) Collaborative learning promotes the feeling of participation and identification. On the
other hand, their paper also showed that competition style computer-assisted instruction systems motive
students' learning better than traditional computer-assisted instruction systems. But the competition mode
causes higher anxious feeling.

Since current curriculum in Taiwan emphasize learning in a group collaboratively, rather than to compete
with each other. Research findings shown above also support collaborative learning over the Internet. We
design a collaborative learning model on the Internet. Our model encourages collaboration but try to avoid
unnecessary competition. Following example explains the model in detail.

This example helps students to learn colors and shapes. Learners can plot various shapes like triangles,
squares, rectangles, and circles on the computer. He or she can then color each shape that just drawn. While

the shape is drawn and color is chosen, their names are shown and read by the computer. In this way,
learners learn the names of shapes and colors. After drawing the graph, learners may write a detailed
description of what he or she just finished. The description is then sent it to his or her partner by E-mail. The
partner then draws the graph according to the description. Due to the difference of reading and writing skills,
two graphs may be in large diverse. Such differences also generate a lot of fun. See Figure 2 as an example.

The system also provides synchronous and asynchronous communication tools. Synchronous tools are
message passing and chat room; asynchronous tools are discussion board and E-mail. Learners can choose
an appropriate way to learn.

During the learning process, learners should describe the picture in words, which means the learners must
know the names of colors and shapes. This activity of learning on the Internet not only achieves the goal of
collaborative learning, but also trains the ability of communication. It also develops learns' creation and
thinking abilities. Furthermore, it makes learners get along with their partners better and happy.
Figure 2. Screen snapshots of the graphs that different learners drawing.

4 Automatic mechanism for gathering web-based learning resources
We have suggested composing multimedia mathematics stories and collaborative project on the web. To
accomplish these tasks, however, can be very time consuming. Single person can produce very limited
material and thus resource sharing becomes important. As suggested by Engkavahnish and Sujira [4],
information exchange and resource sharing is very important nowadays. Vaughan and Sandrairene [11] also
indicated that the society today usually share the resource to save precious timing and money.

Therefore, we construct a mechanism allowing people to submit their learning material to the mathematics
learning web site. In this way, rich resources may be created quickly and then be widely shared. One of the
important functionality of the system is to allow people to submit their works of multimedia stories or
learning material. People can upload related files to the server via web browsers. The developer also needs
to fill out simple forms, like subject of the work and type of the files, to assist classification of their works.
The files will be stored and put online based on their properties. Such automatic process to classify works
systematically not only save a lot of manpower, but also greatly increase the accuracy of classification. Once
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the classification is done, learners can search the whole site in a systematic way to find what they want
easily.

Classification is important for a database and automatic document classification is a kernel problem for
improving the accuracy and efficiency of searching. Consider three ways to explore information from the
Internet (surfing, browsing, and searching,) two of them (browsing and searching) need the data be
organized first. Our system adopts Extensible Markup Language (XML) to implement the classification of
the web pages. See [9,13] for more information about XML. Tags of classification fields are defined in the
XML clip. Such technology improves the efficiency of data exchange and provides a metadata (data of data)
of each of material web page.

5 Conclusion
Rapidly changes of technology affect each of us in all aspects. These changes affect students and their future
significantly. In this study, we have suggested three essentials of a successful mathematics collaborative
learning web site. We have implemented a prototype of elementary mathematics learning web using these
three factors. We hope these suggestions may benefit the education community for building more and more
better educational web sites.
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In Collaborative Learning, students learn in a team and play a good roll in the.
We use the GSS (Group Support System) to improve the efficiency of learning
on the internet. This paper also introduces the implementation of a collaborative
learning game on the Internet.
Key word: Collaborative Learning, Group Decision System, Team-game.

1 Introduction
Collaborative learning focuses on the function of the team to inspire the learning motivation and improve the

learning performance. Many social psychology mechanisms of cooperation and competition are used in
Collaborative Learning to achieve learning goal of a team. Collaborative Learning has been regarded as a
positive way of teaching. In our Internet Collaborative Learning model, we use the GSS to improve the
efficiency of learning. These systems were all proofed to be efficient on communication, task performance
and process completion.

2 The Collaborative Learning on Internet
Slavin considers that Collaborative Learning as to put the learners into the team' s missions, offer the reason
of cooperation and the motivation of group, and the collaborative behavior as a result.

The team of Collaborative Learning has five characters (Johnson,1994): (1)The positive dependence
relationship (2)Personal responsibility (3)The skill of cooperation (4)Face-to-face interaction (5)Student' s
reverse thinking. Usually, there are two ways to classify students in a team: (1)Student with the same ability
in the same group (2)Student with the different ability in the same group.
Traditional Collaborative Learning was restricted by time and distance. It can' t satisfy student' s abundant
demands gradually. Collaborative Learning on the internet has various merits at traditional learning could
not complete. Learning and communication on the internet is so popular that the internet become another
fabricated society. According to the internet' s characters, the merits of learning on the internet are: (1) The
users are the central of the Internet environment (2) More convenient and simple (3) The users can control
the process by himself (4) Resources can be get and absorbable quickly (5) The content of course should be
renewed and exchanging information quickly (6) Promoting users contract technology and using it to learn
(7) In anonymous way to heave problem, and it can be answered by the other users (8)It offers new and
interesting system.
As now the Internet technology, people can accomplish communication through CMC (Computer Medium
Communication). According to Walther(1992) definitions that CMC is a computerized communication tool
to proceed communication by synchronous or asynchronous. In a synchronous communication, users have to
connect Internet in the same time. They can meet each other on the Internet through texts, pictures or voices
such as Video Conference System. It' s not necessary for people to present on line in the same time when
they do asynchronous communication. The asynchronous communication tools are quite popular such as
E-mail, electronic board or news-group. The collaborative learning can be classified into two kinds when we
consider the communication way that group member used. There is no limitation both in time and space for

internet communication. The scholars always look forward to doing the collaborative learning actives on the
internet. Now it can realize on the Internet and also can practice diversely and exquisitely.

3 The study of GSS and Collaborative learning
Group support systems(GSS) is the information system that contain communications, technology, computer
science and decision model. By lowering the communication problem between the members and guided
group discussion systematic to improve the efficiency and functional of group missions. GSSs is based on
the environment of information technology to support any kind of times, places and mission association of
group meeting proceed. The definition of information technology environment contain many different kind
constitution of software hardware degree, model any kind of group mission, including communication, plans,
brain arousing, solving problems point discussing, negotiator discussion settling conflict and the other kind

of group actives.GSSs have five characteristics: anonymity, parallel communication, group memory,
coordinate function and medium effect.
The structure of GSS : Nunniaker brought up the the structure of GSS.
Group communication interface: With information technology developing,
communication can use many different kinds of media, for example letters,
oral conversation have different support effects. It also means that different
GSSs characteristics need different medium.

In collaborative learning environment, it provides anonymity. The user can
show his opinion without explore his ID, therefore he is no need to worry
about others view and concentrate on discussion. During these years, the study of GSSs assist collaborative

gradually attracts scholars interesting, but the result is not complete. If students using a GSS assist
collaborative learning system , they will find it' s better than tradition collaborative learning.

Our system is basically a jungle game. It contains Astronomy and science, Land-organism, Ocean-organism,
and Common sense of nature. The system interface include (1) Registration area (2) Role Selecting area
(3)Game area (4)Score List (5) Public discussion area (6)Team private area.

4 Conclusion
In the collaborative learning environment, the strategies of GSS can help students improve their learning, the
cognition of knowledge, and the ability to deal with problem. The GSS has been proofed to be a useful tool
for the teamwork to smoothen the task. It provides a good environment where users can communicate with
group efficiently and anonymously. The users can gather more useful information than ever. The information
technology has made a lot of progress in these few years. If the characteristics of information technology can

be well used by the educators, the students can also learn how to cooperate with each other while, they
accumulate knowledge.

In the collaborative learning, there is cooperation among members and competition between groups. The
members of same group had to learn to solve problem together and get a high score together. The only way
to defeat other groups is to stimulate one' s ability and to unite the whole team together. We hope that one
day there are full of CAI games of collaborative learning on Internet. Then the children have chances to
make friends and to do entertainment while they learn.
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This paper is a study on the design and implementation of the cooperative
monitoring system using a mobile agent for an educational portal site. Generally

educational portal sites have many addresses of teacher's homepage related
education. Therefore, portal site has a very difficult task with maintaining a
consistent address of site as well as it is impossible that administration of portal
examines all dead sites in searching education site and DB. In order to solve this
problem, we designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system
to filter off dead site using a mobile agent. This monitoring system applies to the
Korean educational portal site (KEPS) for elementary students and teachers. For
efficiency this system, we made an experiment that compared a cooperative
monitoring agent system with a stationary monitoring agent system.

Keyword: Education Portal Site, Cooperative Monitoring System, And
Mobile Agent

1 Introduction
Today, the advent of the web that can easily be connected through the "Internet" is known to be an easy and
popular method for teaching and learning. Web-based educational homepages are used in many computer
assistance medias and also the numbers of educational sites are on the increase extremely.

An extremely increase in number of homepage raises a question whether a student can search appropriate
homepage for learning. In case of finding educational contents using a general searching engines, the
searched site can exist an irrelevant contents against a student's request. Moreover the result of searching
content fell into learning confusion, because the contents are difficult to apply at learning intact.

In order to overcome this problem, an educational portal site was constructed to gather only educational
homepages that had been made several times before. An advantage of educational portal site is that content
is used correctly and rapidly in learning because searching site is well constructed. In addition student can
easily get suitable contents. For gathering of an educational homepage, an educational portal system, called
KEPS, was constructed by the EDUNET and Inchon National University of Education.

While walking past a type of the gathered homepage in KEPS, it can be seen as to make not by an expert
institution or a special company but by a teacher and a private person. As a result, characteristic of the
homepages have to be petty and is frequently updated. Because the educational homepage can disappear
easily, portal site faces difficulty to maintain consistency of the site address. If a hyperlinked address of a
portal site is not connected or the retrieval site is disappeared to user, then this portal site may bring discredit
to student. In order to maintain consistency of portal, the administrator of portal site must validate all

addresses of site. But this examination is impossible work that man completely manages and finds.
Consequently, a monitoring of a site address for finding the dead site can be process by an intelligent agent
instead of human.
A single agent needs comprehensive amount of time required for the monitoring of a portal site. If a single
agent examines extremely a many site addresses, the monitoring work may be inefficient. Because a mobile
agent is possible with decentralization and a parallel processing, the monitoring works using a mobile agent
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can be process effectively [5].

Accordingly, this study designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system to filter off dead
site using a mobile agent. In the following section, the mobile agent and monitoring scheme will be surveyed
and the overview of the structure of monitoring agent will be designed. And the next section will be focused
on implementation and experimentation of monitoring agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works
will be described.

2 Mobile Agent and Cooperative Monitoring
The agent is a program with intelligent characteristics to help the users with the use of computers and take
the user's place. The intelligent agent perceives any dynamic stimulation or condition and interprets the
data collected for a solution to the problem and exercises reasoning for a final decision. It also acts to
change the conditions within its environment in order to perform assigned duties. It has autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and a cooperative relationship, learning, mobility, and so on [9].

Generally an agent divides a kind of two by the mobility, a stationary agent to be executed roles in single
system, while the mobile agent is executed at various systems after moving through the networks. An
execution example of the mobile agent is shown in figure 1 and the mobile agent based environment is
viewed figure 2. The mobile agent server must be installed to act a mobile agent as figure 2.

Interagent
Communications
Manager

Generic Mobile Agent Server

Figure 2. Mobile agent based environment

Figure 1. Execution of mobile agent

The mobile agent has a specific characters listed below compared with a stationary agent [5][6].
The mobile agent reduces the network load.
The mobile agent overcomes network latency.
The mobile agent encapsulates protocols.
The mobile agent executes asynchronously and autonomously.
The mobile agent adapts dynamically.
The mobile agent is naturally heterogeneous.
The mobile agent is robust and fault-tolerant.

In the information retrieval, a monitoring work ascertains a state of gathering sites for the maintenance of
data consistency. Generally, because the information of the web is changed frequently, a monitoring job by
human is an impossible or inefficient work. This monitoring job can be processed by intelligent a computer
program instead of a human. Such a program is called the web robot or an intelligent agent system [10][1 I].

In case of examining many sites in the monitoring work, if a single agent of the only server processes
monitoring work, then the monitoring work may be needed long time and overloading of a monitoring server.
The mobile agent has made possible cooperative and speedy monitoring job from distribution and parallel
processing [8][1 1].

3 Cooperative Monitoring System
3.1 Overview of System
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Overview of the KEPS system, including the temporary monitoring agent system is shown figure 3.

KEPS System

Figure 3. Overview of system

The portal system is consisted of four parts. There are the portal web server (PWS) and the monitoring agent
server (MAS), the temporary monitoring server (TMS), a mediator. For using educational portal service,

user must be connected with the Portal web server. Gathered address of an educational homepage is
supported searching service of an education contents to user through the Portal web server. The Portal web
server has searching engine, site DB and a query processor. The monitoring agent server has a stationary
monitoring agent and a cooperative mobile agent, error DB, a mobile agent server. Also the monitoring
agent server performs works as a creation and an allocation, a control, a gathering of the monitoring mobile

agent. For the mobile agent perform it' s task fully, each server is installed the mobile agent server
necessarily.

The temporary monitoring servers are in existence out the KEPS system. In order to process a fast
monitoring work, the TMS have function of distributed and parallel processing. The number of TMS is not
fixed but dynamic by amount of monitoring job. Furthermore the TMS is used in temporary palace which
mobile agent examines each a state of the registered site. At ordinary times, the TMS is not used usually for

examining a state of the registered site. However the TMS can be only used when is requested by the
mediator agent server.

The mediator is situated between the monitoring agent server and TMS, and acts as the role of mediation
with the mobile agent and servers. All agents and agent servers must be registered in the mediator.

3.2 Design of KEPS System and Cooperative Work
The structure of the KEPS System is detail shown figure 4. The portal web server is consisted of searching

engine and query processor, is shared the gathering DB of portal site. The searching engine provides
searching service about education content and the query processor is shown the result searching at DB. The
monitoring agent server is consisted of inference engine and agent manager, error DB. The monitoring
system in monitoring agent server has a stationary agent and a mobile agent for distribution and parallel
working. A stationary agent examines the state of gathering site and the confirmation of HTML documents
through HTTP connection. After a failure sites are saved at temporary error DB, these will be deleted from

site DB of portal web server. A permanent deletion of fail sites is executed by inference engine of the
monitoring agent server.

When a monitoring agent server is overloaded or the stationary monitoring agent has difficulty processed by
examination with many site, the monitoring agent server requests to the mediator about information of the

registered TMS. If the number of the TMS is lacking, the monitoring agent server waits until the TMS
becomes sufficient. Having sufficient number of the TMS, the mobile agent is created to divide as a suitable
size of address by inference engine. And then the mobile agent has been created by a monitoring agent
server, will be cloned with suitable number. Each mobile agent is allocated a monitoring work and will be
dispatched to the TMS through ATP connection. The mediator agent can grasp each work states of an agent
by using the agent finder.
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Each agent is moved to temporary monitoring server and examines the allocated addresses of sites through
HTTP. When a mobile agent is finished all checking of sites, it sends to the monitoring agent server with the
result of observation. If the job of the mobile agent is occurred some problem, monitoring agent server
creates a new mobile agent and re-dispatches to the TMS. All results gathers, result of examination saves at
site DB and error DB. Finally, dispatching the agents retracted by the monitoring agent.

00004,0000

Figure 4. Structure of the KEPS system

The processing algorithm of execution about monitoring working is shown figure 5. The job of monitoring
using the mobile agent has advantages that prevent an overloading of a single server and lessen monitoring

time by distribution and parallel processing. Because agents are not used stationary server but are
dynamically used in other servers, all servers performed share resources of monitoring system. Accordingly,
each agent can do cooperative parallel processing using autonomous and society properties of agent.

4 Implementation and Experiment
4.1 Implementation and Application of System
The monitoring agent system proposed in this study was implemented two types. The stationary monitoring
agent was implemented by using VC++ and CLIPS. Also the mobile monitoring agent system proposed in
this study was implemented using JAVA based Aglet API and JESS. Aglet is the java class library for that
can easily design and implement all the properties of the mobile agent. Moreover the Aglet provides with the
Tahiti server and Agent finder for helping research of users.

The stationary monitoring agent interacts with the mobile agent of Tahiti server based environment.
Inference engine of the stationary monitoring agent was used the CLIPS dynamic linked library and the
mobile monitoring agent system was used the JESS class library. The CLIPS and JESS are rule based
inference engine and was used to infer planning and allocation of the mobile agent. SQL was used for the
gathering DB of portal site. ODBC and JDBC were used to connect the monitoring agent system and the
gathering DB of site.
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Figure 5. Algorithm of monitoring procedure

Figure 6 below is image of the interface of the stationary monitoring agent by making VC++. Figure is
shown that the single monitoring agent is examining each site. The stationary monitoring agent was
consisted of three parts mainly. The left screen of figure is represented list that the agent will examine site of
DB. Also the center of screen is viewed results of a successful site and the right screen is represented results
of a failure site.
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Figure 6. Stationary monitoring agent

Figure 7 is shown screen that the mobile monitoring agent is examining each site with distribution and
parallel processing. If the numbers of sites are many in existence, the stationary monitoring agent executes
the mobile agents to interact with the Tahiti server as followed image. Above window of figure is
represented the stationary monitoring agent. Black screen below is viewed that mobile agent sever is
executed by the stationary monitoring agent. Small screen below is shown the Aglet vie wer. The Aglet
viewer perform an important role as a creation, dialog, dispose, cloning, dispatching, retracting of a mobile
agent.
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Figure 7. Interaction between stationary monitoring agent and Tahiti server

In order to use the implemented monitoring system in this study, we applied at the educational portal system
and the KEPS system in the EDUNET server. Figure 8 is shown the searching screen of the web browser
using KEPS system. This portal site in the EDUNET was constructed for the Korean elementary student and
teacher. Also this site contains all contents about the curriculum of the Korean elementary school.
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Figure 8. Searching of KEPS system

4.2 Experimental Results
For examining the efficiency of the cooperative monitoring system using the mobile agent, we compared and
evaluated a monitoring time of each agent system. A comparative and estimative items listed below are as
followed.

Comparative item

The single stationary monitoring agent vs. the cooperative monitoring agents.
Estimative items

- The monitoring time of the single monitoring agent
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(3)
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(7)
- The number of sites: 10,30,50,70,90,110,130,150,170,190 ..etc.
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The experiment measures examination time of sites using a comparative and estimative items above. The
estimative result is shown Table 1 and is represented figure 9 with form of graph. The horizontal axis of
graph is represented the number of site and the vertical axis of graph is represented monitoring time of each
agent.

In case of the number of an examine site is small, the result of experiment is viewed that the single
stationary agent is faster speed of examination than the mobile monitoring agent. Also, when mobile agent is
dispatched to three servers, speed of examination is faster than is dispatched to seven servers. The reason is
caused by overtime occurred because the many mobile agents are created, allocated, gathered.

However, the more the number of site increases, the faster the mobile monitoring agent gets speed of
checking than the single stationary agent. In particular, when the cooperative monitoring system using many
agents, experimental result is shown that a speed of examination is very fast. If a single stationary agent
processes very many sites, the result of execution can be useless though the result is very accurate.

Consequently, the cooperative monitoring agent can become higher execution speed by distributed and
parallel processing and an overload of network by using a mobile agent can be decreased. If a server has an
active environment of the mobile agent, the servers can be used with an active space of a searching agent
and a monitoring agent.
Table 1. Result of monitoring time
Number of Agent 10 30
90
50
70

Agent Type

110

130

150

170

190

Stationary Monitoring Agent

42

137

201

261

374

412

518

592

645

743

Mobile Monitoring Agent(3 Servers)

120

132

143

165

221

253

262

282

316

335

Mobile Monitoring Agent(7 Servers)

130

121

124

122

148

143

147

183

186

182

110

130 150 170

Time(sec)

10

30

50

70

90

190

Figure 9. Graph of monitoring result

5 Conclusion and Future works
This study is on the efficiency of cooperative monitoring agent using mobile agent for educational portal site.
The monitoring job has been getting difficulty processed by human. Thus, an intelligent agent can process
the monitoring of the portal site instead of human. A monitoring work by using a single stationary agent
needs long time for checking of many sites.

In order to overcome the problem in this study, the mobile agent is used in monitoring job. The monitoring
job of educational portal site can be processed by collaborative method of decentralization and parallel using
the mobile agent. The monitoring system was implemented by using the Aglet and Tahiti server. This system
could execute cooperative monitoring job through an intelligent interaction between the stationary agent and
a mobile agent. Also the REPS system is possible with the mediation and the registration of agents by using
the mediator agent between the monitoring server and the temporary agent sever.
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The temporary agent sever is not fixed with the number but can be dynamically changed. Therefore all
servers are by resources of monitoring job and each server can exe cute its role by inference.

More studies are required on research that constructs knowledge base for inference engine of the mobile

agent. For effective portal site constructed, future work needs researches about not only intelligent
monitoring but also intelligent searching and gathering of educational information. In order to interact
between the mobile agents, we require research about KQML, language for sharing and exchange of
knowledge between agent and agent.
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Theoretical

understanding that

learners acquire

is

concretized

through

exploration and collaboration with other learners as they articulate their
understanding and knowledge of the learning domain. Recognizing that
knowledge building is a dynamic process that requires learners' active
participation, there has been a shift from traditional teacher-centered instruction
towards interactive, peer tutoring, as well as simulation-oriented collaborative

group learning. Systems that allow users to engage in such activities are
increasingly interesting to scientific communities and learning organizations.This
paper shows how our system's design leverages off the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) architecture to allow developers to share the behaviors and interactions
of virtual objects. We also present our approach to partitioning different parts of

our system's virtual environment as well as storing and synchronizing virtual
worlds such that our system can support unlimited interactivity with virtual
objects and encourage user interactions in quasi-immersive online learning
communities.

Keywords: Collaborative learning, virtual reality in education, simulation,
experiential learning

1 Introduction
Constructivist theory, based in part on the results of Piaget's research, is the most widely accepted
pedagogical standpoint adopted among teachers today. Constructivism emphasizes the careful study of the
learning processes and leverages learners' active participation in problem solving as well as in learning
activities that promote creative and critical thinking. Rather than memorizing concepts through iterative rote
learning, learners internalize new concepts through exploratory learning and develop their own
understanding by integrating newly acquired knowledge with prior knowledge and experience. Peer tutoring
among learners and interactions with experts facilitate such learning processes where "knowledge [is]
directly experienced, constructed, acted upon, tested, or revised by the learner" [10].
The pedagogical consequence is that learning environments should support and stimulate further growth and
development of learners' minds while encouraging learners' autonomy and initiative. This constructivist
orientation requires a fresh perspective on the roles of technology in learning. Instead of viewing computers
solely as a knowledge presentation device, we can also view them as tools for supporting a pedagogical focus
on communications in collaborative learning ventures [4]. Suppose we are able to bring a group of people
together to interact in a model of a real environment, then we also have a tool for constructivist learning.
Imagine students steering ancient battleships and firing cannon balls at one another in order to explore the
concepts of relative velocities and projectile paths. Or perhaps a chemistry class where students can mix and
test chemical reactions in the safety of a virtual chemistry laboratory.

A successful Constructivist Learning Design (CLD) should provide familiar environments that reflect the
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thinking processes of the participants; in such environments there must be trust and public sharing of
knowledge in this environment [14]. Moreover, the Across-Schools Pedagogy Issues group [4] endorses the
"necessity of large-area networks for particular contexts, instructional goals, and learner characteristics."
Injecting constructivism into the educational system culminates in a revolution, from planning for teaching to
designing for learning [14] and the "key to reinventing our educational system . . . lies in what our teachers
believe about the nature of knowing" [1].
Increasing interest in virtual environments coupled with a recognition of their potential benefits from the use
of simulation, experientially-grounded learning, and socialized learning have led to the development of many
virtual reality (VR) systems. Working within the constructivist paradigm, we have developed a system that

creates virtual collaborative learning environments. Our system supports user interactions that facilitate
mutual tutoring and knowledge sharing. The system can be used by academic institutions that offer courses
through distance learning, or it may be used as a complementary form of on-line collaborative learning. In
particular, these institutions can conduct laboratory classes with visual demonstrations, simulations, and
presentations. The system can also be used to create virtual towns where users can interact with one another
and coordinate online meetings.

In subsequent sections of this paper, we critically evaluate related applications, present our research focus,
and describe one of the virtual worlds in our system to demonstrate how users collaborate and interact in
virtual environments. After the virtual world description, we discuss our approach to system design such that
it is easily extensible by future developers. Next, we present the basic mechanisms used to implement our

virtual environment system. The discussion on system architecture is followed by the conclusion and
intended further work for our system.

2 Critique of Related Applications
There have been several attempts to create similar VR environments. VR for Learning [6] is based on
Couch's multi-user virtual reality system. It is limited in that it does not store its data in a database. Moreover,
avatars in the virtual environments are static. They do not adhere to any common structure, and they float in
the virtual worlds rather than walk.

Active Worlds is a proprietary-standard virtual world browser that provides game-like 3D rendering of the
world with user-selectable (first-person or third-person) views. In addition to the browser window, Active
Worlds also comes with a chat window that supports user communications. Mouse- and keyboard-based
navigation through virtual worlds is remarkably smooth. However, the joints of Active Worlds avatars have
far fewer degrees of freedom than that possessed by humans. Hence, the avatars are capable of a smaller
repertoire of actions compared to avatars that model humans more accurately.

Community Place, developed by Sony Corporation, is designed to be scalable and to support many
"geographically dispersed users, interconnected through low bandwidth, high latency communication links"
[5]. However, the chat and whiteboard windows are separated from the navigation window. This increases
the semantic distance between the different components of the system.

blaxxun, by blaxxun interactive, has the advantage of using Humanoid Animation 1.0 (HANIM) [13]
compliant avatars. However, blaxxun lets avatars float instead of walk. Avatars move very quickly, but
realism is compromised.

3 Research Focus
In order for our system to benefit as many users as possible, our work is implemented using non-proprietary
technology. We developed the system's virtual world browser using Java3D and implemented the other
components in Java. Hence, our system is portable to hardware platforms that support Java3D and Java

Virtual Machine (JVM). Moreover, the system is designed to support a large number of users while
maintaining reasonable performance.

Considerable effort was devoted to designing an engaging interface so that the system is pleasurable to use.

This is pertinent because the objective of our system is to help users actively participate in learning
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environments and not in learning how to use the system. This will encourage users to engage in experiential
learning and increase their familiarity with the learning context.

In order to support collaborative learning and to enhance learning experiences, interactions between users
and virtual world objects must be supported. Moreover, each object should have unique behaviors and
properties, or they should be able to share behaviors and properties with other similar objects in an Object
Oriented (00) fashion. In our system, virtual object states are modified by manipulating components of these

virtual models directly. The system processes new object states and updates virtual worlds as well as a
database of virtual world states. By storing virtual world states, users can collaborate in discussions that span

several login sessions. Similar to most virtual environments, avatars are pertinent for promoting user
interactions because they allow users to establish their presence in virtual worlds by creating sensations of
"being there."

4 Battle Ships World Description
One of the virtual worlds in our system is the Battle Ships world (Figure 1). This world allows users to
explore three physics concepts:
the time taken for free-falling objects to reach level ground is independent of the objects' masses

the relative velocity between two moving objects creates the illusion that the objects are moving at
different individual speeds
the trajectories of projectiles are parabolic
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Figure 1

A screen capture of the BattleShips World with two cannon balls of different masses falling down
towards the cannons

This world contains two battleships equipped with cannons on both sides of each ship. By default, cannon
balls from each cannon have different mass. Users can change the mass of a ball by selecting the Examine
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mode on the floating toolbar palette followed by the ball of interest. The system will pop up an Inspector
window (where users can enter a new mass for the ball) at the position of the mouse click.

One of the battleships has two user-selectable objects in the crow's nest on top of the mast. When users
activate the trapdoor at the bottom of the crow's nest by clicking on the remote control button provided, the
selected objects will start to fall to the deck of the ship. Users are asked to find the object that will reach the
ground in the shortest time given that each object has a different mass. (The heaviest object will reach the
ground fastest due to air resistance. This is contrasted with the Vacuum Chamber virtual world where the time

taken to reach the ground is independent of the mass of free-falling objects due to the absence of air
resistance.)

Users can collaborate in controlling a ship. For example, one user may be navigating the ship to place it in a
more strategic firing position (with respect to the other ship) while trying to stay out of the other ship's line
of fire. Another user (on the same ship) may control the firing of cannons and the angles of elevation of the
cannons. Users can engage in mutual tutoring and knowledge construction by communicating with one
another using our system's text-chat facility.
Because both ships are moving, it is necessary to consider the relative velocity between the two ships when
navigating and firing the cannons. In addition, trajectories of cannon balls in this virtual world illustrate that
projectiles trace a parabolic path in contrast to the early intuitive (but mistaken) belief held by many novices
that cannon balls drop vertically near the end of trajectories [7].

5 System Design
Our system is designed to be easily extensible by developers so that virtual worlds supporting new learning
activities can be created more efficiently through reuse of existing implementation. Its design adheres to the
MVC architecture, hence providing minimally coupled yet cohesive subsystems. In this section, we describe
the Model, View, and Controller portions of the system. Following that, we discuss how we use a database to
store virtual world states persistently and how events are propagated to other clients in order to maintain
virtual world consistency (across different clients).

5.1 Model
In our system, the Model is represented by the vtalk package. vtalk models virtual objects (VObject), virtual
worlds (VWorld), and laws that can be applied to each VObject and VWorld.

5.2 Virtual Object
Every virtual object (VObject) in our system is modeled as an 00 class. This design allows virtual objects to
inherit and share properties as well as behaviors easily. In this manner, objects can be placed in new virtual
worlds and behave according to the conditions of the new worlds. For example, consider a virtual world
where users are placed on a planet with lower gravity (compared to the Earth). Users can choose to insert a
cannon into the virtual world (even though there are initially no cannons in this virtual world) and fire the
cannon to observe the trajectory of the cannon ball. The main challenge, however, is to classify a potentially

infinite number of objects into an extensible taxonomy. Our approach to the taxonomy is to categorize
objects into Living and NonLiving things. The taxonomy for Living things is well defined by Parker [8].

On the other hand, the taxonomy for Nonliving things depends on the context in which the objects are placed.
As such, NonLiving objects are classified according to generic behaviors (such as moving when a force is
applied to it) and properties. For example, billiard balls, golf balls, bowling balls are placed as subclasses of

the Ball class. This classification of Nonliving things is developed in the context of the scope of our
intended experiments and is not meant to encompass all possible scenarios.

In order to minimize coupling, the Model communicates with the other parts of the system via messages
encapsulated into events. Consequently, behaviors of each object generate events (such as velocity changed)
that are propagated to the virtual world that contains the object and other Views (typically represented by a
virtual world browser) rendering the object.
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Virtual worlds (VWorld) are managers of VObjects. A virtual world delegates events generated by objects
that the world contains, responds to events using implemented laws (such as Newton's Laws of Motion), and
routes events to affected VObjects as well as the network component of the system. Each VWorld presents a
rich set of cohesive simulations where users can modify attributes of virtual objects and observe the effects.
For example, when users change the texture of a billiard table, a billiard ball on the table will be observed to
roll at a different speed (compared to the speed before the change) when the users hit the ball with a cue stick.

5.3 Laws
Laws are implemented separately from VObjects and VWorlds because different laws are applicable to
VObjects depending on the learning objectives (determined by VWorld). The consequence of incorporating
laws in virtual worlds is that laws cannot be shared across virtual worlds. On the other hand, embedding laws
within VObjects may result in ambiguity of applicable laws as well as prohibit sharing of laws. Hence, the
separation of laws from VObjects and VWorlds allows VWorlds to determine applicable laws and the priority
of laws to resolve conflicts.

5.4 View
A View denotes the portion of the system that listens for events. This approach allows the system to present
different representations of the same model, for example a 3D virtual environment and a 2D plan view of the
3D environment. Currently, our system has one View component, VBrowser. Consider a cannon ball fired

from a cannon, the ball will generate high-level events that inform VBrowser that its velocity and
acceleration have changed. Subsequently, the view will apply Newton's Laws of Linear Motion at every
uniform interval to compute the new location, velocity, and acceleration of the ball. The laws can be applied
independently of the world containing the virtual objects.

Collision detection is necessary for most virtual environments especially in simulation-oriented systems.
Ideally, collision detection should be implemented in the Model. However, only VBrowser has access to
geometric data of all virtual objects necessary to compute collision accurately. For these reasons, our system
detects collisions by leveraging off collision detection mechanisms available through the graphics engine of
VBrowser [12]. When VBrowser detects collisions, it generates events of the collisions and routes them to the
virtual world where the collisions occurred. Virtual worlds would then handle the collisions according to the
implemented laws of each world.

5.5 Controller
Users generally interact with the Model using a Controller. Because users interact with virtual objects
through direct manipulations, the Controller's interface is part of VBrowser's interface. For example, users
navigate through virtual environments by dragging the mouse across VBrowser (representing the View).
However, the engine that handles the mouse movements is part of the Controller. In this case, the Controller
updates the Model, and the Model, in turn, generates events that are received by VBrowser. VBrowser would
then update the View presented to users.

Our system supports direct manipulation of objects such that users interact with the objects they see in virtual
worlds directly. Because the types of possible (and logical) object interactions depend on the virtual world
containing the object, introducing the allowed interaction types into the Controller or View would couple
these two components undesirably to the Model.

In view of this, Controllers convey user intentions of manipulating objects to the Model which then decides
the appropriate interaction types and pops up a toolbar containing valid actions that can be taken next to the
object of interest. Users can then select the desired action (from the toolbar) to perform.

5.6 Network
The network component of our system propagates events from virtual worlds in order to synchronize worlds
on different clients and to update the database storing virtual world states. However, if all virtual world
events are propagated to other clients, the events will be "bounced" from client to client indefinitely. For
example, when client A sends an event denoting that the location of object 1 is changed, this event will be
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sent to client B. Client B updates its copy of object 1, thus triggering off another location changed event.
This event would then be propagated back to client A, and so on.

Although this event looping situation can be circumvented by tagging every event with the originating client,
a better design is to send only high-level events that result directly from user interaction. For example, a user
moves a stick to strike a ball. The location changes of the stick (as the user manipulates it) are sent to all

clients in the same world. However, events of collision between the stick and ball as well as subsequent
location changes of the ball due to this collision are not propagated. It is not necessary to propagate such
events because every client is able to detect the collision and handle the subsequent ball movements locally.
This is similar to the dead-reckoning technique. As a result, bandwidth requirements are reduced because
"update packets can be transmitted at lower-than-frame-rate frequencies" [9].

5.7 Database
The relational database in our system is used to store virtual world states and other data necessary to
facilitate restoration of virtual worlds. Using the Java Reflection API and object serialization [11], we
designed the database to handle objects of new virtual object classes without requiring any modification in
the database code. As a result, other developers can create new virtual objects, by extending available virtual
objects, without implementing ways to store the new objects.

In interactive collaborative virtual environments, two or more users may attempt to grab the same virtual
object at the same time. By leveraging off concurrency control mechanisms of the relational database, our
system prevents concurrent attempts by multiple users to grab the same virtual object through the use of
"ownership" data in every virtual object's database tuple. A user who holds an object is considered to be the
"owner" of the object until the user releases the object [9].

On the other hand, a user may attempt to grab an object that is already held (virtually) by another user.
However, this scenario is unlikely to occur with the exception of virtual worlds where such actions are
appropriate because socially acceptable norms discourage users from "snatching" other users' objects.

5.8 Flow of Events
Figure 2 illustrates a typical scenario representing the flow of control and events when the system is running.
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Flow of control and events in a typical scenario
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When users interact with the objects in virtual worlds (Model), the Controller sends events to notify the
associated virtual world of attribute changes. At the same time, the Controller also sends these events to other
client machines via the network in order to synchronize virtual worlds on all clients. Every event is tagged
with the time that the event occurred so that the order of events is preserved and consistent across all client

machines. Because each client may have a different local time (such as in the case of client machines in
different time zones), our system synchronizes the time of an event with the server's time.

The virtual world on every client machine will propagate the events encapsulating the changes to the virtual
objects concerned. Upon receiving such events, the virtual objects will process these events representing the
necessary updates and route the events to event listeners; that is objects that indicate interest in receiving
virtual object events.

Finally, the View will interpret the events it receives from the Model and render the necessary changes by
updating the geometric representations of all affected virtual objects.

6 System Architecture
In this section, we describe the basic mechanisms that we used to implement our system. We adopt a clientserver architecture where there are multiple servers, with each server catering to several client machines
(Figure 3). Although the system's server programs currently execute on one Sun workstation only, these
programs can potentially reside on different physical workstations to support scaling beyond the processing
power of one workstation.
Our system architecture is similar to the RING system [2]. Unlike the RING system, however, the servers in
our system do not communicate directly with one another (although they share the same repository for virtual
world states) because each server in our system handles only events from client machines in the same virtual
world. Moreover, server programs may be hosted on different machines to distribute workload. When a user
logs on to the system, the Controller retrieves the current states of the virtual world where the user is located
from the database using JDBC. Using these states, the Controller instantiates the Model to represent the
virtual world and all objects within the world. The Model then generates events to the listeners. One instance
of a listener is the View (or VBrowser) that renders the virtual world as an interactive 3D environment on the
monitor.

If the current states of the virtual world into which a user has entered are not available either due to a
disconnected network or the fact that the world is newly created, then the virtual world is built locally
according to the default layout of the world. If the world is new, then the Model will update the database with

the default states of the virtual world. On the other hand, if the network is unavailable, the system is still
functional because vtalk package's virtual network (VNetwork) is able to simulate the existence of a network
connection. Hence, users can still engage in learning activities in virtual worlds in single-user mode. Changes
made to objects in this mode are, however, not saved.
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The View of our system's virtual environment is generated using Java3D while the interfaces are created
using Java Swing. The View is driven by events that are generated by virtual worlds and objects. Typically,
these events are generic attribute changes (such as change in velocity) that affect the rendered view directly.

A possible event generation implementation is to use the Java Observer/Observable classes. Although these
classes resemble the example code written by Gamma et al. [3], the Observer/Observable approach has the
following disadvantages [15]:
0 In order for event listeners to make use of the Observer/Observable classes, the classes modeling the
event listeners have to be subclasses of the Observable class. However, it is usually difficult to meet this
requirement because Java does not support multiple inheritance and the listeners may be subclasses of
other classes already.
Programmers need to understand details of how the update handler methods work.
Hence, the event generation mechanism of our system is based on the MVC architecture instead. Using this
mechanism, each object that generates events stores its own list of event listeners [15]. When the attribute of
an object changes, the object generates an event and routes it to every event listener in its list of listeners.
Event listeners can be added and removed dynamically at run-time. As such, our system can create multiple

views of the same model simultaneously. For example, it is useful to represent virtual worlds as 3D
environments and also as a 2D plan view to aid navigation through large virtual worlds.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have explained the design of our simulation-oriented collaborative virtual environment
based on the MVC architecture. We presented a description of our system's BattleShips virtual world where
learners can explore physics-related concepts in an engaging and immersive fashion through interaction with
objects in the world. Moreover, learners can participate in constructive online discussions as part of a
learning community using our text-based chat facility. We further showed how different behaviors and laws
can be shared and extended among virtual worlds and objects in an 00 fashion. We also explained how our
system is designed to support the addition of new virtual objects with minimal changes to the network and

database. Finally, we presented the underlying system architecture of our current system to support
collaborative learning distributed over geographic locations.

Our future work will include letting users see the actions and gestures of other users so that less time and

effort is spent on prefatory remarks in online discussion (using text-chat). We will explore network
topologies that afford greater scalability. We also intend to implement automatic distribution of load among
several workstations and conduct formative and summative user evaluations.
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The Japanese ministry of Education made an announcement that a new
curriculum "Information and Computer" will be introduced nation-wide in Japan
from the year 2002. Accordingly, all the schools have been rushing to deploy the
personal computers and prepared to connect to the Internet through 2001. While
the scope of this project aims at covering 40000 or more schools, there exists the
two major problems:1) The number of teachers who have expertise in handle the

PC and the Internet, are too far short in proportion to the number required. 2)
Dial-up networking prevents the students from having access to the Internet any
time when they want. With a view to overcoming these problems, we have
designed and developed the Intranet system or "micro Internet for classroom:
mIc". The "mIc" is developed and designed to incorporate the various functions
such as web-mail, electronic bulletin board "BBS", mailing list, search engine,
web video conference and etc. Since "mls" consist of Microsoft Active Server
Pages (ASP), it can be used from Web browsers and custom-tailored at ease.

Keywords: Intranet, Collaboration, Video-conference, BBS

1 Introduction
The Japanese ministry of Education made an announcement that a new curriculum "Information and
Computer" will be introduced nation-wide in Japan at both the elementary school and the junior high school
in 2003 and at the high school in 2002 respectively. Accordingly, all the schools have been rushing to deploy
the personal computers and are prepared to connect to the Internet through 2001. While the PC have been
gradually and extensively, it seems quite obvious that far small number of the teachers can handle the PC
and the Internet to the contrary.

The Minister of Education has been sending the computer engineers or other computer technical personnel
to school since 1994 with a view to training the teachers about the computer and the Internet. They are also
required to see to it that both the teachers and the students can implement the PC and the Internet smoothly
without any problems. Additionally, The Ministry has been initiating their own training programs for the
teachers as well. While the project is supposed to cover 40000 schools or more, it has been experiencing the
extreme difficulties of the shortage in the engineers and the technical staffs to reach out all the teachers in
4000 schools or more. It has been experiencing the difficulties as well as that Dial-up networking prevents
the students from having access to the Internet any time when they want.
Despite these difficulties, it seems quite viable that all the students will get accustomed to the computer and

the Internet at the earliest convenience. We, therefore, have designed and developed the Intranet
System(micro Internet for classroom: mIc)

2 Design of mIc
This system "mIc" is developed and designed for both the teachers with least knowledge about the PC and
the Internet, and the students as well to learn the various functions.
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(a) Simulation of the Internet.
We are of an opinion that the E-mail and Electronic Bulleting Board shall be viable tools for "collaboration"
among the students. Should the students require any information from the Internet, the search engine shall be
inevitable to learn as well. We, therefore, have designed to incorporate these functions in the system. The
teachers simply use the system without any other programs and the students can experience those functions
as if they were connected to the Internet.
(b) Web-based easy operation.

The teachers can use "mlc" from Web browser. Therefore, should the teachers use the system, they can
create new BBS, mailing list and registration of the students on Web based. As far as the teachers will use
solely "mlc", the profound knowledge about the Internet server and the program of CGI is not necessary.
(c) Customization.
The curriculum of "Information and Computers" varies depending on the computers deployed ,the network
system applied, and the objective of the education for PC & the internet in each school respectively. The
system "mlc" can be customized by merely changing the text-files.

3 Structure of mIc
Considering the Standardizing the server of the average school environment, "mlc" will be installed in
WindowsNT server or Window98. Please take note that less than 10 people can work with Window98
simultaneously.

3.1 ASP and COM
Web Server
http:

0*

ADO

Generate
tml texts
Html texts

Figure 2: The structure of mlc

Figure 1: The Action of ASP

The system "mlc" consists of Microsoft Active Server Pages(ASP) which is the server-side execution
environment. The ASP can run scripts and Component Object Model(COM) on the server . It can also easily
create the dynamic contents and the powerful Web-based applications. The COM is the Microsoft software
architecture that allows application to be built from binary software components. Windows itself and many
other applications such as WORD, EXCEL and etc. are consisted of the COM.

Figure 1 shows the process of "mlc". ASP files appears to be the same as the HTML files but it includes
additionally VBscripts or Javascripts, which call COM. At first, a browser makes a request to the server to
send an ASP file in such a manner as to the HTML file. Secondly, the server executes ASP file and Bvscripts
or Javascripts At last, the server send these to a browser. By using ASP, a browser only interprets common
HTML without executing scripts in the client environment. Figure 2 shows the structure of "mlc". We have
applied to some COM, which have access to a database, a browser, files, and a mail server. ADO is the
database access COM and the system uses Microsoft Access or SQL Server.
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3.2 Setup of mlc
The system "mlc" can be easily installed by simply copying the ASP files in such a manner as for HTLM
files The teacher will be required to edit the "mlc "' configuration file which contains such information as
URL, the install path and etc. Should a teacher wish to display some comments enabling the students to take
note for their reference, he simply input the comments in the text-file corresponding to the exact page. The
"ink" can build more than one system in one server by creating more than one data base file.

4 System function
The functions of "mlc" will be detailed as follows;

4.1 Registration
The teachers can register the students with the use of browser. They can register even many number of
students at once with the use of EXCEL or ACCESS. If the teachers will use BBS and E-mail via other
programs than "mlc ", they will be required to register newly each time they change the application.

4.2 System Menu
Three different user modes are available in the menu , one for a teacher , one for students and one for a guest
respectively. The teacher can customize the menu for each mode. Should the teacher not use the mailing list,
he can simply edit the configuration file to turn off the flag of the mailing list and the menu eventually will
not display the button of the mailing list.

4.3 Web mail
The system "mlc" has two different Web mail modes whose user interface are the same , the one simulation
mode and the other SMTP/POP3 mode. While the simulation mode will not actually allow to send or receive
mails via the Internet, it will allow to simulate the mail functions without the mail server. Should you have
the mail server and use the SMTP/POP3 mode, it will allow to send or receive mails via the Internet as the
regular web mail.

4.4 Electronic bulletin board (BBS)
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Figure 4: Screen image of Video conference

Figure 3: Screen image of Defining BBS

The system "mlc" allows to set up more than one bulletin board. Should the teacher wish to create a new

BBS, he will be required to simply define the BBS on the browser and no new program will be
necessary(Figure 3). "mlc" allows to set up the users' list covering the users who can have the access only in
the BBS. The users' list can be selected in accordance with the student attribution such as Class , Group and
etc.
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4.5 Mailing list
The operation of the mailing list will follow the same manners as mentioned above for BBS.

4.6 Search engine
Since "mIc" has a directory service like "YAHOO" , the teachers and the students can add any new URL to
the directory for their reference. If "ink" is installed in WindowsNT server with Microsoft Index Server, the
text-matching search engine can be used. The attention is drawn that "build-up of HP" has become one of
the most important curriculum in Japan . The student can register their own HP's in the directory of "mls"
and can subsequently search them in the classroom.

4.7 Web Video conference
Since the Video conference is very efficient and effective tool in term of the international communication,
we have designed to incorporate the function "Web Video conference" in the system so as to suffice in this

respect(Figure 4). A student can communicate with other students and visualize them via web video
conference and refer to the data interactively via web data conference. Data conference allow the students to
collaborate on "chat", "whiteboard" and "program sharing" without Video and Audio. Since the web
videoconference is based on Microsoft Netmeeting 3.0 Active X, the multipoint data conference is possible
and thus more than one student can participate the meeting simultaneously.

4.8 Generator of the questionnaire
Understanding strongly the importance of the questionnaire so as collect of the opinion from the students for
various topics, "mlc" is designed to generate automatically the questionnaire in the form of HTML and ASP
files. The teacher can easily make these files by filling in to the points raised as question on the web pages .
The form filled in by the students can be saved to the text file in the form of the spreadsheet such as Excel.

5 Further development(future work)
We have already started to introduce the system"mIc" at schools ranging from the junior high school through
the university . Having learnt from the experience, it seems very obvious that the teachers can make BBS
and use search engines at ease. Through the continued experiments, we are prepared to improve the system
further.

mlc Web Site ( In Japanese )
URL www.jona.or.jp/--gohome
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The purpose of this short paper is to present the preliminary results of our exploratory
research concerning the impact of information and computer technologies (ICTs) on
students' perception about their role as future elementary school teach ers. More specifically,
we are trying to determine which factors, when ICTs are used as instructional support, are
likely to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centered approach to a more genuine learner -

centered approach. Using student interventions in tlediscussions and the pedagogical
scenarios as data sources, we outlined two general trends. First, students who demonstrate

critical thinking abilities in telediscussions are more likely to apply successfully their
constructivist values and beliefs in their productions of integrative scenarios. Secondly,
students who do not support their opinion in the telediscussions will be less able to apply
constructivist principles to their productions, where the learners are truly at the centre of
their learning.

Keywords :On-line education, teaching and learning processes, pre-service teacher education,
socio-cons tructivism

1 Introduction
The purpose of this short paper is to present the preliminary results of our exploratory research concerning the
impact of information and computer technologies (ICTs) on students' perception about their role as future
elementary school teachers. More specifically, we are trying to determine which factors, when ICTs are used
as instructional support, are likely to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centred approach to a more genuine
learner-centred approach. To do so, we are using, as data sources, the student interventions in telediscussions
and the pedagogical scenarios (hereafter integrative scenarios) that were produced on the web.

2 Context
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Students registered in our teacher education programme have to take a minimum of two courses about the
integration of ICTs in the classroom. The first course (ET A1700) is a general overview of the various
technologies that could be integrated in a given learning environment. The final assignment consists of
producing, as a team, a complete and fully working integrative scenario that will be available on the Web, for
the benefit of their colleagues and the teaching community. To develop their scenarios, the students have
access to our instructional model that favours a scaffolding strategy. The creation of the scenario includes the

following steps : needs analysis, development of the content, selection of a learning approach and the
development of a lesson plan. In a socio-constructivist approach, students are free to choose the subjectmatter, the grade level, the pedagogical approach, the teaching tools and medium. As the teams develop their

integrative scenarios, individual members are invited to participate in telediscussions. For the course
ETA1700, four themes are provided : the impact of ICTs on society, the effective use of ICTs in educational
settings, the changing role of teachers and learners and continuing education of teachers. Since learning to use
the technology is a sub-goal of the course, students are requested to make at least one contribution for each
theme, as well as offer one reply to one of their colleague.

The second course, PED2000, is a full year course, offered to second or third year students and mostly at a
distance. Team members are free to meet as they please. Using the same scaffolding approach, students have
to produce a more comprehensive scenario for a situation of their choice. However, prior to designing their
scenario, students have to contact an in-service teacher who will let the students conduct their intervention in
his or her classroom. The field experiment allows the teams to conduct a formative evaluation of their project.
PED2000 students also have access to electronic forums of discussion, with the difference that no themes
have been pre-determined. It is the students who create and launch topics of discussion. An on-line tutor is
available to guide the students in their creative process.

3 Description of the project
3.1 Object of research
As we mentioned earlier, our goal is to understand better the perceptions that students might have about the
impact of technology on their future role as elementary school teachers. Ultimately, the research results will
be used to improve an to enrich our scaffolding approach, in order to help the students not only discuss the
socio-constructivists principles but adopt them in practice. To do so, we explored the links between the
discourse held in the telediscussions and the application of the principles in the integrative scenarios.

3.2 Sampling
For this paper, we used only the one of the multiple sections of the ETA1700 course. We selected four
integrative scenarios representing 18 students, who contributed 80 messages on the two relevant themes
(perception about the role of the teacher and effective use of ICTs in the classroom). Since our goal is to
explore the factors influencing the application of socio-constructivist principles, we retained the projects that
demonstrated some interdisciplinary and collaborative flavour.

3.3. Criteria for analysis
3.3.1 Integrative scenarios
To assess the students' perceptions about their changing role as teachers, we referred to some of the criteria
described in Viens (1993) [11 as well as the general constructivist principles (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Brown,
Collins & Duguid, 1989) [2] [3]. Even though we used a Liken scale to evaluate each criterium, our intention
was not to cumulate frequencies. We rather used the scales to guide our critical analysis of the constructivist
aspects of each scenario. Consequently, the results are more descriptive in nature.
The criteria are as follows

:

Learning strategies . Notwithstanding the specific learning strategy to be used, we assessed whether the
learner' s during the instructional strategy was « directed », « guided », « rather guided », or «free ».
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Team work. We examined whether the students planned to have their learners work individually, in teams but
to conduct a fragmented task, or in teams to conduct a collaborative and collective task.

Content. Did the students determine a specific content or did they leave it completely opened for their
learners to decide of their subject, as it is usually done in project-based learning?

Pedagogical goals. Aside from the usual well-stipulated instructional goals, did the students add other
learning objectives such as transversal competencies? To what extent did they consider incidental learning?
Interdisciplinary. Did the students focus on one subject matter or did they use the opportunity to integrate
several disciplines?
It is to be noted that all criteria were considered simultaneously in order to assess the global constructivist
flavour of each scenario.

3.3.2 Forums

For the forums we proceeded differently. First, we focused on two aspects : the positive/negative attitude
toward the ICTs. Secondly, we looked at the perception of the teacher' s role. In addition, we attempted to
assess the student' s capacity to reflect critically, that is we observed whether the students were able to
develop and support their thoughts rather than merely contributing an unsubstantiated opinion (Quellmaz,
1987; Ennis, 1987) [4] [5].

4 Preliminary results
4.1 Forums
Attitude towards ICTs
After conducting the preliminary analysis of the telediscussions for the course ETA1700, we noticed that the

students positions about the integration ICTs in the classroom are not radical as one might expect. The
majority seems relatively sensitive and cautious about technologies. In fact, several interventions were
concerned about the fact that the computer will never replace the teacher and that the human factor is
essential for the development of the pupils. In other words, aspects such as empathy, communication,
emotional support are still essential for the learners development.

Perceptions of the role of the teacher
After listing all relevant interventions, we noted three recurrent themes that could constitute categories. Some
interventions directly mentioned the role of the teacher, whereas others were more or less related to the topic,
but still touched on the perceptions of the teacher' s role. The third group of interventions were concerned
about more specific tasks of the teacher. We chose to use these categories to present the results about the
perceptions.

Although not all interventions under the theme « Perception of the role as teacher » referred directly to the
subject, it is interesting to discover that the perception of the role is indeed changing. The students did
mention that the ICTs will help shift from a traditional role of « content deliverer » to one that assumes more
guidance, more facilitation. Terms such as « facilitator », « animator », « councillor », « advisor » were used
relatively frequently. However, we discovered that the students limited their intervention at the opinion level.
They only named or listed the role without providing an explanation or a definition of what they meant by
« facilitator » for example. Furthermore, they did not establish a priori what they view as a « traditional role ».
Very few went as far as mentioning « content deliverer » or « lecturer ». In other words, students talk about
the changing role without defining their assumptions. No one proceeded to compare and contrast the two

positions or provide an illustration to support their thought. Indeed, the participants merely identified
keywords and did not attempt to engage in a more critical discussion.

Some interventions were also addressing the issue of the changing role, but indirectly. Some students talked
about the fact, for example, that the ICTs will provide the opportunity for the pupils to be more active in their
learning process. Here, the guiding role of the teacher is implied in the discussion. Participants mention the
possibility that ICTs will encourage the active construction process and consequently, will contribute to a
more significant learning experience. In fact, in those indirect interventions, the learners are considered to be
at the centre of their learning, actively engaged in the construction of their own knowledge and experience.
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In sum, those students seem to think that ICTs can be used to favour collaboration between the learners as
long as the learners' needs are respected. It seemed that participants perceive the ICTs as an integrated tool to
teaching that favours self-learning.

The same group of students also discussed a specific aspect of teaching that will be affected by the
technology : the impact of a broader access to information. Some students recognise the fact that a wider
access to information will bring new tasks for their learners. One student mentioned that their pupils will have

to « clarify their own research goals, define their information seeking strategy, make choices in the
information, and sort the information ». This type of anticipation regarding « transversal » competencies was
certainly an interesting discovery.

However, the same students who demonstrated their critical thinking abilities, still perceived themselves as
the authority figure for their students. In fact, they mentioned that it will be their responsibility to assess the
quality of information gathered on the Web as well as to judge the relevance of the source. Instead of making
the link between the role of guide or facilitator as it would be expected in a constructivist fashion, it seems
that the higher cognitive skills required, such as analysis and evaluation, will remain in the mind of future
teachers, as their own territory.

4.1 Integrative scenarios
Two interesting trends have been identified in this analysis. First, the students who are more able to support
their opinions by providing examples, using the literature, explaining their thoughts, seem to be more capable
of producing a scenario that uses a genuine constructivist approach. In fact, if all the constructivist criteria are
applied whenever it is reasonable to do so, the tone used to describe the learning activity is more opened,
more respectful of both the freedom of the teacher and the learners. Here, we noticed that teams who
produced a constructivist integrative scenario, were constituted of at least two members who demonstrated
critical thinking abilities.

In the second trend, it seems that the students who claim that the role of the teacher is changing but who do
not support their opinion, do not apply their values and perceptions in their integrative scenarios. In the
telediscussions, they claim to be constructivist, but they fail to transfer their thoughts in practice. As we
anticipated, the majority of the scenarios produced were meant to be constructivist. Some teams for example,
will have their students work in teams but in a fragmented fashion (individual students will provide parts that

will make a whole); the content will be determined and not opened for change; the learner will be rather
guided in the learning process.

Two sources or information reveal the lesser constructivist approach : the instructional goal statement and the

description of the lesson plan. Statements of the instructional goals in those scenarios tend to be highly
fragmented, clearly measurable, well stated. Often, the students will refer to the Ministere de l' education du
Quebec programme to write the goals. There is no reformulation of the goals to suit their situation or needs.
Also, there is no interpretation or critical analysis or re-evaluation of the goals. The students just take them as
they come.

The design of the lesson plan is another indicator that a scenario might not represent a good application of
constructivist principles. Lessons plans tend to be very organised and directed as well. The outcomes, ensuing
the instructional goals, are well planned. In fact, the pre-service teachers, remain perfectly in control of the
predetermined outcomes. Despite their good intentions, the students remain in control of the learning process.
The steps are not only too well defined, that are also not flexible. The outcomes of the intervention using
ICTs are still pre -determined and nothing else, that is no incidental learning is considered.

5 Conclusions
In this exploratory research we highlighted two trends. Students who demonstrate critical thinking abilities in
telediscussions are more likely to apply successfully their values and beliefs in their productions of integrative
scenarios. Secondly, students who do not support their opinion in the telediscussions will be less able to apply
the constructivist principles to their productions. They will remain in control of their pupils' learning. The
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next logical step will be to determine how we could support the development of critical thinking skills in the

telediscussions, in order to encourage a better transfer of the socio-constructivist principles to the
development of integrative scenarios.
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The World Wide Web has presented researchers and learners all over the world

with unprecedented opportunities to find and distribute information. An
increasing number of valuable resources are made available online. This
provides an excellent knowledge base for learners. However it is often very
difficult to find these useful resources. This paper describes the framework of a
domain specific information clearinghouse and how these clearinghouses can
collaborate with one another to enable cross-domain learning. The resources in a
domain-specific clearinghouse are submitted by trusted domain experts to ensure
its quality. Learners with multiple domain interests can also effectively retrieve

the information they need using the cross-domain collaboration framework
presented. This is achieved with a union agent that manages the collaboration
and sharing of resources between different domains. We also present a toolkit
that facilitates the rapid deployment of such clearinghouses by domain experts.
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1 Introduction
The tremendous success of the Internet and the World Wide Web has resulted in a global information
revolution. With more and more information easily available online, people are now increasingly reliant on

the Web for their information needs. They are constantly faced with the problem of finding relevant
information that will suit their learning needs. Most commonly used tools for finding information, in
particular search engines and Web directories, often return huge amounts of information which are neither

useful nor relevant to the learners' needs. A more effective way of assisting these learners in finding
information is lacking.

A possible solution would be the use of a domain-specific information clearinghouse managed by human
domain experts. In a nutshell, a Domain Specfic Information Clearinghouse, or DSIC, is a Web-based
clearinghouse and resource repository for information resources available on the Web. Learners would be
able to find relevant and higher quality information from these resources. However, most information and
research nowadays do not dwell on a single domain. Cross-domain learning requirements need to be met.
This can be achieved through collaboration between multiple DSICs. With this cross-domain collaboration,
we are able to discover and learn more about how each domain is related to one another.
In the following sections we will discuss the various approaches that are currently adopted by learners and
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the concept of the Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse. Section 4 describes the framework of a
Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse network to facilitate cross-domain learning. In Section 5, we
describe a toolkit currently under development for the quick deployment of a domain-specific information
clearinghouse. Finally, we would conclude with Section 6.

2 Current Approaches for Finding Information Online
The primary means by which learners find information on the Web are tools like search engines, Web
directories and metasearch engines [1] [5].

Search engines operate by plowing through the Internet and indexing web pages. Typically, only keywords
are indexed. Some examples of search engines are AltaVista I and Hotbot2. Using this method, a lot of
information can be retrieved. However, there is a trade off between quantity and quality. In this huge list of
results, though it may contain many relevant items, most of the search results are usually irrelevant. Learners
will lose a lot of time following useless links.

Web directories like Yahoo!3 and Excite4 are maintained manually by a dedicated group of catalogers. These
directories contain user-submitted resources that are indexed categorically. These indices are usually human-

created or computer-generated. They would usually include some description that helps the user in
determining the usefulness of the resource. As the resources contained by Web directories are user-submitted,
there is the problem of scalability: it is impossible to scale personnel to match the rate at which the Web is
growing. Web directories are outdated rapidly due to the ever changing and ever growing Internet. Important
resources for the different categories and topics are often missing.

Metasearch engines are web tools that poll multiple sources like search engines and Web directories. The
compiled resources are then processed and returned as results to the user. Metacrawlers and SavvySearch6
are examples of netasearch engines. However, as pointed out in [4], although metasearch engines can
significantly increase coverage, they are still limited by the engines they use with respect to the number and
quality of results.

After looking at the above approaches, the problem of finding relevant and useful resources is not solved.
Although these approaches may be adequate for a casual Web user, they do not serve learners who require
specific information from certain domains well. We shall discuss our proposed solution in the next section.

3 Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse
Figure 1 below depicts the DSIC model.

http://www.altavista.com
http://www.hotbot.com
3
http://www.yahoo.com
4
http://www.excite.com
5
http://www.metacrawler.com
6 http://www.savvysearch.com
2
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Figure 1: Domain-Specific Information Clearinghouse Model

As mentioned earlier, a Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse is a web-based clearinghouse and
resource repository for domain-specific resources available on the web. One or more domain experts
maintain the resources found in the clearinghouse. From now on, we will refer to experts as people who
supply information to the clearinghouse and learners as people who access the clearinghouse for information.

The clearinghouse contains a classification of topics found in the domain and an intelligent information
agent. With a good classification, the clearinghouse would be better organized and would increase learners'
ease in finding the information they want. An intelligent information agent should be made available to
facilitate the knowledge sharing and exchange both within and outside the clearinghouse.

An expert registers with the clearinghouse as a trusted information provider. He will then be able to submit
resources that are in turn classified and cataloged. Using information found in these submitted resources, the

intelligent information agent could scour the Web for more resources that can be added into the
clearinghouse. The quality of these resources is much higher as they are being submitted by domain experts.
What is useful and relevant to these experts are also usually useful to the learners as well. With all these
information clearly classified, learners can then search or browse through the resource collection effectively
in the domain specific clearinghouse.

4 Cross-Domain Learning
The DSIC caters to the needs of experts and learners in a single domain. However, learners often have not
just one but multiple domains of interest. It would be useful for a learner with multiple domains of interest to
be able to find the information he needs across all the different domains. Moreover, there are often no clear
boundaries between domains, as the figure below shows. Resources from different but related domains may
overlap.
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Overlapping
Resources
Figure 2: Overlapping Domain Resources

This potentially allows for different DSICs to collaborate and share resources with each other. To provide
such a resource sharing framework, two issues needs to be addressed: distributed service and metadata
exchange.

4.1 Distributed Service
The proposed framework for collaboration between multiple DSICs is essentially a distributed service.
Domain experts maintaining each individual clearinghouse would register it with the information union
agent, which is a central service that keeps track of all the existing clearinghouses that has been set up. This
is illustrated in Figure 3 as follows:
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Figure 3: Multiple Domain Resource Sharing

registration with the information union agent, each clearinghouse would declare the metadata
attributes that are used to describe resources in that particular clearinghouse. Relationships with other
domain clearinghouses are also declared. This information is then broadcasted to all the clearinghouses in
Upon

the union to facilitate metadata exchange, which will be discussed in section 4.2

Besides maintaining the relationship links between the different domains, the information union agent would
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also apply data mining techniques to learn and discover relationships between resources in the different
domains. For example, when the number of similar resources that are found in two different categories of
different domains exceed a threshold value, the union agent would automatically update the union with this
relationship if it has not already done so. Through this process, the union agent can learn and discover new
information and relationships between different clearinghouses in the union and update the respective
clearinghouses with the new information. This allows the clearinghouses to provide learners with higher
quality information.

4.2 Metadata Exchange
A DSIC union needs to provide a mechanism to facilitate the exchange of machine-understandable
information among different DSICs. Being domain specific, each DSIC has its own set of metadata
attributes and values. A mechanism needs to be provided for a DSIC to automatically interpret metadata that
comes from another DSIC of a different domain and transform it to a human-readable form. This problem is
non-trivial because classification schemes and metadata formats can vary widely between different DSICs.

The Resource Description Framework [7], or RDF, is an evolving specification developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium. RDF' s nucleus is an archetype for depicting named properties and their values. The
properties are representations of resource attributes as well as the relationships between resources. This data
model provides a syntax-independent means of representing RDF expressions.

We have developed a mechanism adapted from the RDF standard that would suit the needs of the DSIC
union. We called this mechanism the Metadata Schema.

A metadata schema is simply a set of attribute names that is used to describe all the resources cataloged in a
particular DSIC uniformly. Each DSIC is associated with exactly one metadata schema at any one time.
A metadata schema is unambiguously represented by an ordered n-tuple of the form

< N1, N2, N3,

Nn

In the above notation, each M, i E { 1, 2, 3, ..,. n } can be any sequence of alphanumeric characters,
including spaces, that starts with a letter. Usually, these would correspond to attribute names such as
"Author", "Company", "Description" and "E-mail Address".

The Metadata Schema, together with the information union agent, are the main mechanisms for
interoperability between different DSICs. The following scenario illustrates how the Metadata Schema is
being used.

A learner using a particular DSIC X to search for information can indicate that he wants to cross-search
another DSIC Y. Through the union agent described in Section 4.1, DSIC X would already know the
Metadata Schema of DSIC Y and would request DSIC Y for metadata records that correspond to the user' s
search request. DSIC Y would then respond with a set of results of the form

R=
where each

i e { 1, 2, 3, .

R1,

R2, R3,

Rm

m } is an ordered n-tuple of the form
<VI , V2, V3, .,.vn

Each element in the set R is then mapped to the known Metadata Schema of DSIC Y, after which the results
are formatted and displayed by DSIC X.

The above scenario can be extended to more than 2 DSICs by simply requesting metadata tuples from each
DSIC in turn. In this way, the DSIC union can be regarded as a single, distributed service with multiple
access points, providing high quality cross-domain information to learners seeking such information.

5 An Example

An example of a domain specific information clearinghouse is the Simulation/Gaming eXchange [6]. This is

a clearinghouse for resources in the simulation and gaming domain. Most of the resources in the
clearinghouse are submitted by domain experts and are of high quality. Some entries are submitted by the
SGX Information Agent, a software agent which uses techniques found in [2] and [3] to scour the Web and
retrieve resource related to those submitted by the domain experts. A typical entry in [6] is show in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Simulation/Gaming eXchange

Assuming that there is another information clearinghouse in the domain of CAI. This information
clearinghouse also has its list of classifications and resources that have been submitted by experts. Upon
registration into the union, the CAI clearinghouse will identify its relationship and links with the other
clearinghouses that are already in the union. In this case, the CAI clearinghouse has to determine its
relationship with the simulation/gaming domain. Some of the overlapping regions between CAI and
simulation/gaming include edutainment, the use of simulations and virtual reality in learning. These
resources can be applied to both the simulation/gaming domain and CAI domain when simulation/gaming is
used as a tool in teaching using computers

Both CAI and simulation/gaming experts have submitted resources to their respective domain-specific
information clearinghouses. Some of these resources are similar and will overlap each other. Using the
overlapping regions as a starting point, the information agent in each clearinghouse will collaborate by
sharing the resources they have. When a learner searches for virtual reality related resources in the CAI
domain clearinghouse, he will be prompted that more resources are available in the simulation/gaming
domain. He will also be linked and directed to these resources found in the simulation/gaming information
domain. In this way, more resources can be retrieved without compromising on the quality of the results.
This is very useful for learners with multiple domain interests. Furthermore, learners are also able to see how
other domains relate to his domain interest. This sharing is done with the help of the union agent.

6 DSIC Toolkit
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Although different domain specific information clearinghouses catalog resources in different domains, they
have the same main functionality as follows:

Registration

Users can register as information resource providers via online forms

Catalog Registered domain experts can login to the system and catalog resources. In addition, an
automated information agent is used to gather resources from the Web automatically. Authors are
identified by the agent and invited to refine the catalog of their own resources.

Browse Web users can browse through the resources cataloged in the clearinghouse using the
classification scheme employed
Feedback A feedback mechanism must be provided for users to give feedback to the DSIC
administrator

Administration An authorized administrator is allowed to make administrative changes to the
system as an administrator

These similarities in different clearinghouses provide the foundation for the development of a generic,
flexible toolkit for the rapid deployment of a domain-specific information clearinghouse. Domain experts
with little or no Web development expertise but wish to deploy and maintain an information clearinghouse
can make use of this toolkit to rapidly set up one.
The DSIC toolkit is designed as an integrated package with the following components:

Web server
Classification Scheme Editor
HTML Template Editor
Administration Module
User Module
Information Agent Module

A set of default templates are provided together with the toolkit so that a domain expert who wishes to set up
a clearinghouse can selectively use the components of the toolkit and set it up in a short time span instead of
having to start from scratch.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a framework that allows learners to collaborate and share resources. With the

use of domain specific information clearinghouses, learners are able to find useful, valuable and related
resources. The clearinghouse union is a mechanism that allows different domains to come together and share
their resources. This is especially useful for researchers and learners who have multiple domain interests.
They are able to find resources across the different domains without compromising on the quality of the
results.

Knowledge discovery and sharing is also made possible with the help of the union agent that overlooks all
the domain clearinghouses in the union. The union agent not only helps learners retrieve related resources in
other domains but also searches through the huge databank of resources to find hidden relationships about
the different domains, giving us information on how different domains are linked and related to one another.
Finally, we also presented a clearinghouse toolkit currently under development for the rapid deployment of

an information clearinghouse. Through the use of the toolkit, domain experts can quickly specify a
classification scheme and set up a clearinghouse. The newly deployed clearinghouse is automatically
registered with the union and start sharing resources with other clearinghouses already in the union.
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Computer mediated collaborative projects have the potential to strengthen the
European Dimension in teacher education whilst giving students an appropriate
context to develop their computing and collaborative skills. This paper evaluates

the success of such a project through the completion of a three-year action
research enquiry involving student teachers from four European countries. The
results of three cycles of development are presented. The project was evaluated
using student questionnaire data, participation in tutor meetings, and analysis of

students' web page development and bulletin board contributions. Results
suggest that successful collaborative project work depends on ease of access to
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reliable computer networks, giving equal weighting to resource production and
levels of international communication, and effective moderation of the project
by all tutors involved. The paper concludes by detailing future developments in
European cooperation involving the partner institutions. These developments
involve using the Ecoschool communication networks to discuss pedagogic and
multi-media design issues involved in a cross-curricular CD-ROM which has
been developed by the same group of partner institutions.

Keywords: computer mediated communication, European co-operation,
moderation.

1 Introduction
This paper reviews a three-year cycle of telematics curriculum development and action-research in initial
teacher education. The project has been made possible by funding via the SOCRATES European Module
ECOSCHOOL (1997-2000). The project has two aims; to develop learning by using the World Wide Web
(WWW) and email across Europe, and to learn about the social and economic aspects of the participant' s
home city. The outcomes of the project include the creation of a collaborative open learning course that
teacher education students can follow as part of their training.

The Ecoschool developments originated from European collaboration on the EUROLAND project
(1996-99). It brings together partners from Austria, England, Finland and the Netherlands in building the

European Dimension into the curriculum of schools and teacher education courses (Hudson et al, 1997 and
Hudson et al, 1999). Teacher education institutions and departments lead both projects in close collaboration
with partner schools and teachers in each country. The resources that have been produced by both the
Ecoschool and Euroland projects have been used as the basis for the development of pedagogic approaches
with teachers on intensive in-service training courses, which have been supported under the Comenius 3.2
Action of SOCRATES.

The paper reports on four aspects o f the Ecoschool project; the three year cycle of curriculum development,
the tutor and student evaluation of the project, lessons learned regarding telematics pedagogy, and future
developments that link the outcomes of the Euroland and Ecoschool projects.

1.1 Participants in the project
The participants are primary teacher education students from Linz and Sheffield together with students on an
international teacher education course at Oulu. A more recent partner to this development is the University
of Darlana in Sweden. This has led to the participation of a group of social studies student teachers from
Falun in Sweden. English was used as the medium for communication and a total of eighty five students
took part over the three years.

1.2 Collaboration and communication
A key aim of the project has been to promote the European Dimension and the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in teacher education across Europe. The development of the European
Dimension provides ample justification for collaborative communication but such projects can also reflect
sound pedagogic principles. The pedagogical approach is based on a socio-cultural communicative
perspective, which owes much to the works of Vygotsky (1987). Collaborative learning is at the heart of the

Ecoschool project and has been used during the three cycles of student work. Many authors, including
Hudson (1998) and English and Yazdani (1999) see such an approach as essential in developing students'
learning skills when using 1CT or learning without the aid of new technology.

2 Use of new technologies
The resources and tools being used are university email communications and the resources provided by the
ProTo environment at the University of Oulu Project Learning Tools on the Web. This is an open learning
environment that has been developed at the University of Oulu. Students can access the ProTo system via
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the World Wide Web. They have a password that allows them to create simple web pages and enter
messages on a bulletin board. Students also created web pages using Netscape Composer and posted them
on their home pages. In cycle three they used an electronic bulletin board as well as using Pro To and
email.

Use of such technology is now a key focus in the education of teachers across Europe. Student teachers in

England and Wales follow the National Curriculum for Initial Teacher Training (DfEE 1998). This
curriculum requires students to show evidence of using and creating multi-media presentations, and of using
web technologies to communicate with colleagues. In addition, recently published guidance detailing an ICT

primary school curriculum (QCA, 1998), suggests that children aged ten should be able to design and
evaluate simple multi-media presentations, and children aged eight should be able to take part in an email
exchange. Clearly student teachers need the confidence and skills to develop these abilities in their pupils.
The Ecoschool gives students this experience through their participation in a computer mediated
collaborative project and by their evaluation of its potential use in their future educational roles.

2.1 Pedagogic approaches
As previously stated the Ecoschool project uses a pedagogic approach that seeks to promote learning
through 'electronic talk' in collaborative groups. These groups use a plan, do and review strategy as proposed
by Kolb (1984) in his model of experiential education and by Schon (1987 ) describing the planning cycle
used by reflective teachers and learners. The groups planned the construction of web pages, constructed and

evaluated their own pages and those of other groups, then finally evaluated the whole project. Tutors
developed their own pedagogy of distance learning during the project. The success of the tutors' approaches
are analysed using guidance developed by McGee and Boyd (1995) to facilitate dialogue during computer
mediated communication.

3 The three cycles of curriculum development
3.1 Cycle One
Focus : comparing students' home cities
Outcomes: web pages explaining local city
Figure 1: Work from the Swedish students posted to the
ProTo learning environment.
Students in each country worked in
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national education
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Figure 1 shows a page produced by the

Swedish students. They also emailed
topic.

their work to other students in the partner
countries who were presenting the same
Once all web pages were complete, they read their partner' s pages, asked questions and made

comments about them on the bulletin board. Each group evaluated their work using the same criteria
designed by the tutors in each country. The tutors then read each group' s pages, assessed the pages and
provided feedback to the each group. The students' work was assessed against the criteria and graded A to C.
The tutors posted written feedback on the bulletin board.
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3.2 Cycle Two
Focus : Comparing lesson planning
Outcomes: web pages giving examples of lesson plans
Figure 2: Teaching and learning about the environment in Lin
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3.3 Cycle Three
Focus: suggesting and solving educational problems
Outcomes: range of solutions to five educational problems
Figure 3 The Euroland and Ecoschool discussion and chat site.
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The Ecoschool project ran during autumn
1999 with several new developments. The
students were in internationally composed
groups rather than from one single country
and the focus of the project was to choose
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Ecoschool bulletin board (see Figure 3).
The majority of students chose to use the
bulletin board to present their problem and
solutions although some students did use
the ProTo2 learning environment. Again

tutors gave feedback to the students and
4 IJ responded to their questions although the
work was not graded.

4 Methods of curriculum development and evaluation
Ecoschool developments have followed an action research model, as the aim of the project was to develop a

successful curriculum for initial teacher education over the three years of the project. The Ecoschool
curriculum was developed in face-to-face planning meetings and followed up by email communication
between partners in Austria, Finland, Sweden and England. The results of student and tutor evaluation were
fed into the curriculum planning at the end of each cycle. The following methods have been employed in
gathering evaluation data:
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Student evaluation questionnaire. All students completed a questionnaire by email or on paper. Many
groups posted the results of their evaluation on the Pro To system or on the Ecoschool bulletin board. The
questionnaire requested information on student expectations of the project, levels of interaction, the role of
the tutor, use of new technology and ideas for the future.

Tutor evaluation. A tutor from each country completed a written evaluation of their experience at the end of
each cycle and presented the document for discussion at the annual Ecoschool development meetings.
Web page analysis. The students created web pages of differing levels of complexity during cycles one and
two. The web pages construction process is evaluated against the six components of infomedia literacy as
proposed by Lee (1999, pp.147-149). These components are:
1. An understanding of the nature and functions of infomedia and their impact on individuals and society.
2. The development of critical thinking ability.
3. The skill of efficient searching and critical selection of information.
4. Knowledge of multi-media production using appropriate technology.
5. Aesthetic appreciation of hypertext, graphic design and visual images.
6. Social participation in influencing the development of infomedia technology.

ProTo communication log analysis. The record of tutor and student communication during cycles one and
two was analysed using Boyd and McGee's (1995) guidance on facilitating dialogues using
computer-mediated communication. They suggest that facilitators provide both technical and
content-specific support; are responsible for regularly communicating with the group; communicate in ways
that require a response; and model standards of high quality interaction

Ecoschool bulletin board observation. The Ecoschool bulletin board was set up in September 1999 and
provided the student groups with a shared electronic space for presenting and discussing their ideas. Each
group had a separate area for their own use. The frequency and quality of communication was analysed as
well as the level of interaction between group members.

5 Evaluation Results
Student evaluation questionnaire data was collected from 12 of the 16 student groups over the three years.
The key points arising were:
In cycles one and two students who were apprehensive about using the technology felt that had been
successful and the majority of students found that resource production was enjoyable and had developed
their ICT skills.

Communication between groups was successful in cycles one and two but sporadic in cycle three. This
was attributed to pressure of work from other areas of their degree (Oulu), lack of clarity in terms of the
aims of the project and technological problems in Linz and Sheffield. In cycle three, two of the five groups were critical of the lack of commitment of their partners.
Students in Sheffield requested formal computer sessions where they could meet and use university
facilities for the project. All students felt that their tutors had supported them in cycles one and two, but
three groups wanted clearer guidance in cycle three.
By cycle three the students from Falun and Oulu requested the use of chat and video conferencing

technology in any future work. Individual students in Linz and Sheffield experienced technical
difficulties during November 1999 due to network problems at their institutions.

Minutes of three Tutor evaluation meetings and five written reports state that:
The role of the tutor was clear in cycles one and two but not in cycle three
Cycle three was seen as a radical departure from previous work and was viewed as 'experimental'
Students in Linz, Oulu and Sheffield were hampered by block teaching practices taking place during
key times in the project.
Tutors were pleased with the progress made by their students in cycles one and two and had discussed
how work in cycle three could be improved.
Web page analysis using Lee's concept of infomedia literacy reveals:
Only two groups took a critical approach to the sources they used when constructing pages about their
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home city in cycle one.

Three groups overtly discussed the problems of representing people and places on their web pages in
cycle two.

Four groups of students in cycle one saw the pages as similar to written text so did not exploit the
advantages of hypertext fully.
All students changed from passive users of web pages to active publishers of their own content.

The students from Falun produced a website in cycle two that clearly demonstrated a collaborative
approach and a high level of aesthetic appreciation in regard to page design.
Students from Oulu and Falun were in general more adept at making critical comments about their own
and other's work than the Linz and Sheffield students.

ProTo communication log and Ecoschool bulletin board observation using McGee and Young's guidance
shows:
In cycles one and two tutors adequately fulfilled the roles of moderator, mediator and facilitator.
Tutors communicated with the participants by asking one or more questions, giving examples from their
own experience to add to discussions and modelling high quality interaction.
The cycle three work led to the production of questions and solutions but little discussion. In general
tutors did not moderate the discussion effectively as they were unsure of their roles.
The decision to limit the role of the tutor in cycle three had a negative effect on the level of interaction

and quality of discussion. Student evaluations reveal uncertainty about technical issues as well as
pleas for stronger leadership and rigid deadlines.

6 Discussion
The cycles of curriculum development and evaluation have identified many important features in the
development of collaborative ICT projects. Establishing an international electronic community requires
access to reliable technology for the students and also skill and commitment on the part of the tutors.
Asynchronous communication is seen as one of the great advantages of electronic communication and
university tutors may take their own ease of access for granted. In a study of barriers to student computer
usage McMahon et al (1999) found that students identify real problems in accessing computers to complete
course tasks. A Sheffield student reflects their conclusions when evaluating her experience in cycle three:

If we had been given time in our lectures to get together and a set routine with
correspondence time every week then we would have got more out of it. As a group of
people we are all in different (teaching) groups, so getting together is difficult and finding
a PC when we have free time is also difficult.
This highlights the question of computer access as well as the importance of study and group work skills in
such a project. Very clear project goals and explicit expectations on student participation are also needed. Is
it the students ' responsibility to meet and organise communication sessions during their own time, or will
better levels of communication occur by booking computer access during student practical classes? If this is
done are the benefits of asynchronous communication being demonstrated? An unexpected outcome of this
project has been to highlight the importance of developing students' teamworking skills.
Once access is assured, the roles of the tutor as moderator, mediator and facilitator are crucial. A key finding

from the evaluation is that communication was much more successful when the tutors had a strong
moderating role in cycles one and two. When planning for cycle three, tutors limited the moderation role and

gave the student groups much more independence. The majority of the students interpreted this as poor
planning and one group described it as 'lack of leadership'. This highlights the complexity of the moderator's

role and a recommendation from this project would be that the tutors spend time in the final evaluation
meeting exploring their experiences in this role.

Developing a successful collaborative curriculum is dependent on creating a fine balance between resource
production and communication. In cycle one the web pages produced were basic, but quality of interaction
between students was high. In cycle two the web-based products were much more sophisticated but students

paid less attention to communication, perhaps because more academic credit was gained for page
development rather than communicating with fellow students. Student's work in the final cycle showed
some evidence of sound international cooperation, but less in-depth critical analysis. Experiences gained
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during the three cycles have led to the development of a formal curriculum unit (see
http://www.shu.ac.uk/schools/ed/teaching/dho/). Students will gain high grades only by giving equal
weighting to communication, resource production and critical evaluation in their group work.

Finally, teacher education students need to transfer their learning to a classroom situation. One student has

already set up a similar project whilst on teaching practice. In this example infant school children
communicated via email with children in Bermuda and compared their localities, hobbies and homes as part
of English and geography learning. Tutors need to set up opportunities for students to use their newfound
confidence and skill in the classroom. Nook Lane Primary School in Sheffield is now linked with partner
schools in Linz and Oulu as a result of the project, and students can now contribute to the development of
this partnership.

6.1 Future developments
As a result of ongoing evaluation the following developments have been planned for 2000-2001. A chat
facility had been added to the Euroland/Ecoschool discussion area in addition to the bulletin boards.
Building on the success of a trial video-conferencing session held in November 1999, students will be able
to use this form of communication from September 2000 in all countries. Students and teachers can also
now access the communication tools via the Hallam Geography Education web site as well as from the
Euro land web pages. Finally, with the imminent completion of the Euroland CD-ROM, the two projects will
be brought together. Students and teachers will be able to use the CD-ROM as a focus for collaboration and
discussion in the areas of infomedia literacy and multi-media development, the pedagogy of
computer-mediated collaboration and the comparison of European social and environmental learning.

7 Conclusion
The Euroland and Ecoschool projects represent successful examples of how an international perspective can
be developed in the university and school curricula. Sustained and effective communication is the key to
such initiatives, alongside ease of access to computing facilities and a focus on the crucial role of the tutor as

moderator. Both projects have provided tutors, students and pupils with membership of an expanding
European network, which is a solid platform for the development of further collaborative work.
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In this paper we discuss our observations of a group of 10 and 11 year old children
using an Interactive Learning Environment called the Ecolab. The design of this

software was informed by our interpretation of Vygotsky s Zone of Proximal
Development in which Interaction and Collaboration are definitive characteristics.
The relationship between the differences in interaction/collaboration style and the
learning gains made by the children are discussed. The results show that children
can be grouped into profiles according to the differences and similarities in their use
of the system and that common interaction features are influenced by the design of
the software being used. We suggest that children are poor at managing their own
learning experience with technology even when the software offers both
opportunities to complete challenging activities and support to ensure success. The
children in this study needed explicit direction towards activities which were beyond

However, caution with regard to this provision of direction is
important to ensure that the child is also offered opportunities for creativity: a
their ability.

suggestion from the system about what and how to proceed is often sufficient.

Keywords: Interaction, Collaboration, ZPD, ILE.

1 Introduction
Computers are now an accepted part of classroom life for most young learners whether they are used for
communication, visualization, simulation experience or simply for fun. But how do children actually interact
with computers? Does the nature of their interactions vary from child to child in a way that could inform the
design of the software which engenders these interactions? This paper explores children s use of an Interactive
Learning Environment (ILE) called the Ecolab which was designed to help children learn about ecology. The

system attempts to fulfill the role of a more able learning partner for the child and invites collaborative
interaction. The collaboration is thus between the system and the child and not between children. Here we

describe the nature of the interactions that a class of children had with this system. The nature of these
interactions is considered in the light of pre- and post-test learning gains to explore the relationship between
learning and interaction style. The Ecolab software has been designed using a framework derived from our
interpretations of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [10, 11]. The ZPD describes the most fertile
interactions which occur between the more and less able members of an educational culture and focuses attention
on how the more able can help learners to learn. The ZPD offers a theory of instruction which emphasizes the
inseparability of the teaching and learning processes and thus recognizes the inherent interactivity of children s
learning with computer software. It also stresses the need for learners to have the help of a collaborative
learning partner in the form of a peer, a teacher or in the case of the Ecolab, a computer. Within a Vygotskian,

socio-cultural model of education human activity is mediated by tools and sign systems that have arisen
through social interaction. Developmental explanations are used to address the complex internalisation process
by which the interpsychological relations between partners in social interaction becomes intrapsychological
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within the individual learner. Interaction and Collaboration are therefore definitive characteristics of the ZPD
which form the linchpin of the socio-cultural framework and thus form the focus of our investigations of
children using the software.
In this paper we provide a brief description of the Ecolab software before discussing an evaluation study of its
use. We report the results with particular emphasis upon the nature of the Interaction and Collaboration profiles
we were able to construct from our records of system use. We provide examples of individual learner s use of
the system and discuss the relationship between the nature of the interactions and the learning gains recorded
after system use.

2 Ecolab Software
Ecology is a subject that involves the study of relationships between organisms within our environment. These
relationships can be extremely complex; they can also be introduced in a simplified manner through concepts
such as food chains and food webs. These form the foundations of more complex ecosystems and are part of
the curriculum for primary school children in the United Kingdom. The Ecolab software provides 10 and 11

year old children with the facilities to build, activate and observe the ecological relationships which exist
between members of a simple food web in a woodland ecosystem. It provides a simulated ecology laboratory
environment into which the child places the animals and plants of her choice. This environment can be viewed
by the child from several different perspectives or views, including:
World - a picture of a woodland environment and the organisms the child has chosen to place within it.
Web - a traditional text book style diagram of the organisms in a food chain and food web.
Energy - a graphical representation of the energy levels of the organisms currently alive in the Ecolab.
History - a linear narrative of what has happened in the Ecolab world to date, which animal has eaten which
other animal for example.
As we have already stated the nature of the relationships that can exist between organisms in the real world can
be very complex. We wished to allow each of the children using our system to learn about relationships at a
level of complexity that was appropriate to them. We therefore built the learning environment in a manner that
would allow children to learn about relationships ranging from the simplest, between just two single organisms,

to the much more complex network of relationships that could exist in a very simple ecosystem involving
populations of organisms. The complexity of the relationships represented within the Ecolab can be varied at
any stage during the child's interaction with it. It is also possible to alter the abstractness of the terminology

used to describe the organisms in the Ecolab so that a snail, for example, can be described by the words
"herbivore", "primary consumer", or "consumer" as well as the word "snail".

In addition to this simulated laboratory environment, the system acts as a collaborative learning partner for each
learner which can provide assistance of the following sorts:

Extension of the learner s knowledge through increasing the complexity of the relationships she is asked to
study and/or the abstractness of the terminology used to describe what is happening in the Ecolab.
Collaborative Support which can take the shape of Activity Differentiation: in the form of alterations to the
difficulty of the activities the learner is asked to complete, or context sensitive Help of variable levels of quality
and quantity.

At the start of this paper we discussed our use of the Zone of Proximal Development to underpin our system
design and the importance of Interaction and Collaboration. In order to explore the nature of the interactions

children had with our software, the collaboration that might occur between system and learner, and the
relationship between interaction, collaboration and the changes in learning outcome recorded after system use,
we varied the manner in which collaboration from the system was offered to the learner. The Ecolab consists
of three system variations: VIS (Vygotskian Inspired System), WIS (Woodsian Inspired System) and NIS (Nontheoretically Inspired System). These three system manipulations implement different design elements in order
to adjust the assistance they provide (see [4] and [5] for more detail). The way in which each of the system
variations adopts a different approach is summarised in Table 1. In particular, VIS makes more decisions than
WIS which makes more decisions than NIS. In other words NIS gives the learner most freedom of choice to
the learner and VIS the least.
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3 Interactions with the Ecolab
An exploratory evaluation of the Ecolab software was conducted with a class of children aged 10 and 11 years.

We wanted to investigate the extent to which the system would be able to adjust to learners of differing
abilities, and also the ways in which the interactions and collaborations between user and system varied with
users of different abilities. The children's school assessments were therefore used to allocate each child to one
of three ability grouping: High, Average and Low. Prior to using the software each child completed a written
and a verbal pre-test, the latter of which was in the form of a structured interview recorded on audio tape. Each
child used the Ecolab software as an individual for a total of 60 minutes over two sessions. In addition, a 20
minute initial session with a smaller 'demo' versionensured that all children were comfortable with the mouse
skills required and the interface. After the system intervention subjects were given a written and verbal test,
identical to the pre-test, and a short additional extension interview. A delayed post-test was conducted 10
weeks after the end of the original post-test. Of the 30 children who started the study only 26 completed' all
sessions between, and including, pre and post-test. The four who did not complete these sessions had either
left the school or been absent during the evaluation period. Only 24 completed all sessions including the
delayed post-test. Once again the reason for non-completion was absence from school.

Table 1 Collaborative Support within Ecolab

Collaborative Support within Ecolab
Levels of Help Available

VIS

WIS

NIS

5

5

2

system and child

child

3

3

(different levels provide
differing qualities of help
- 5 represents the greatest
and 1 the least)

Decision about Level of system
Help made by
of
Activity 3
Levels
Differentiation Available
Decision about type of system
and
Activity
level
Differentiation
made by
Extent of Learner Model Bayesian Belief Network
values
by
the (BBN)
of
maintained
system and used to make representing the system's
the beliefs about child's ZPD
decisions
about
from
its
support to be offered to formed
the learner.
knowledge about the

child - system makes child
suggestions

Record of help used to Record of Curriculum
enable

contingent nodes visited maintained

calculation of next help to help child keep track.
Record
of
curriculum nodes visited
maintained to permit
level.

amount of collaborative suggestions.
support used to date.
of system
Abstractness
Terminology selected by
Area of the Curriculum system

and complexity of the
next activity selected by
Ecolab View selected by

mostly child

child

child

child - system makes child
suggestions
child

child

The results of the pre- and post-test were used to assess the efficacy of the three variations of the Ecolab
software. This work is reported elsewhere [4, 5] and is not the main focus of the current paper. It is the
character of the interactions between each child and the system that we will focus upon here. We wanted to
investigate what sorts of interactions had resulted in the greater learning gains and which systems had supported
and encouraged various types of interaction and collaboration in order to inform the design of our next system.
For each child a summary record of their interactions was produced from the detailed logs maintained during
their two sessions of system use and this was used to build up a picture of the types of interactions each child
experienced with the system (for full information see [4]).

Cognitive or learning styles have been a subject of active interest in recent years [1, 3, 6, 8], for a brief review
see [9]. The influence which a learner's style can have upon the way they interact with technology has also been
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recognised [7]. Within this literature there are examples of classification systems which differentiate learners
according to their learning preferences; for example, as serialists or holists [6]. The analysis of the annotated

interaction summaries of children's experiences with the Ecolab software takes a fresh perspective on
classification using only the styles of interaction or Profiles which can be found in the records of each child's
system use and emphasizing our interest in the nature of Interaction and Collaboration. Characteristics were
identified and children categorised through:

Interaction Profiles according to the character of their interactions with the Ecolab.
Collaboration Profiles according to the nature of the collaborative support provided by the system for the
child.

4 Results
One aspect of the evaluation looked at whether the different variations of the Ecolab had been more or less
effective in increasing the child's learning gain in terms of her understanding of the feeding relationships which
exist in a food web as reflected in the pre- and post-test data. This indicated that the system variation (VIS,
WIS or NIS) which the child used was relevant to her subsequent learning gain and a detailed discussion of
these results can be found in [5]. Here we wish to concentrate upon the analysis of the records of interaction
which was used to try and pinpoint the elements of VIS and WIS which led to their superior performance with
particular ability groups.

4.1 Interaction profiles.
There were two characteristics which could clearly be seen as either present, or largely absent within the
children s interactions. These were referred to as:

Busyness and

Exploration
Busyness was considered to be a characteristic of interactions in which the children completed an average or
above average number of actions of any type, such as adding an organism to their Ecolab world or making one
organism eat another. The interaction summaries of these children contained an above average number of
events. The opposite of Busyness is referred to as Quietness.
Exploration was considered to be a characteristic of an interaction if the child had been involved in some sort of

action which allowed her to experience more than one level of complexity or more than one level of
terminology abstraction, beyond her initial starting levels. The opposite of Exploration is referred to as
Consolidation.
Some children also switched frequently from one type of interaction to another. For example, they might
switch from attempting to make one animal eat another, to looking at their organisms in a different view (i.e.
perspective), to accessing a new activity entirely. Their interactions contained no or few series of repeated
actions of the same type. They were particularly prone to frequent changes of view. These users have been
characterised as hoppers. Other learners exhibited a more persistent approach, with sets of actions of a similar
type grouped together. These users have been referred to as persisters.
These characteristics allow the children to be categorised , in principle, into 1 of 8 (2x2x2) possible Interaction
Profiles.
The three parameters of categorisation: Busy/Quiet, Exploration/Consolidation and Hopper/Persister bear some
similarity to features found in other categorisation systems. Pask's [6] differentiation of tendencies in learners
towards being either "top-down" holists or being "bottom-up" serialists shares some common ground with the
Hopper/Persister characteristic, for example. The differentiation of exploration from continuing activity at a
level of consolidation is likewise similar to the challenge/safety division of [2]. However, the motivation for
the analysis reported in this paper was not the presentation of a generally applicable categorisation system. The
aim was twofold:
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To investigate the relationship between interaction style and learning gain.

To examine how each of the system variations (VIS, WIS and NIS) of the Ecolab supported and
encouraged particular learning styles.

Children fell into 6 of the 8 possible Interaction Profile groups.

The distribution within these groups is

illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2 Interaction Profile Membership
% of children in Profile group

Profile Description
Busy - Exploring - Persister (BEP)
Busy - Exploring - Hopper (BEH)
Busy - Consolidating - Persister (BCP)
Busy - Consolidating - Hopper (BCH)
Quiet - Consolidating - Persister (QCP)
Quiet - Exploring - Persister (QEP)

28%
12%
8%
12%

20%
20%

4.1.1 Examples of User Interaction Profiles
S 10 (Gene) was a typical example of the Busy Exploring - Persister style of interacter. Her first action was to
switch from world view to energy view and then back to world view. She then added 15 organisms to the
Ecolab and visited energy view again. Upon switching back to world view she made one of her organisms eat
another, switching to energy view to see the effect. This pattern of making organisms act, either eating or
moving and looking at the effect in an increasing number of different views continued. Introductory,
investigative and rule-definition activity types were completed for the first two nodes in the curriculum before
her first session drew to a close. She chose not to save her current Ecolab world which meant that at the start

of her next session her first actions were the addition of organisms. Once again she added all 15 and then
moved into the next phase of food web complexity and used more abstract terminology to view her organisms.
Whilst the nature of the actions she completed was now more advanced and several instances of help were used,
her pattern of activity remained one of initiating an action or actions appropriate to the evident goal. Actions
were often completed in pairs and were followed by viewing the result from different perspectives (most
commonly, energy, web and world). She did not experiment with writing a program or attempt to escape
from completing the activities offered to her.

This profile group contains only high and average ability children from the VIS and WIS system user groups.
In terms of performance at post-test there was a tremendous spread: A Busy Exploring Persister style learner
attained the lowest learning gain, another, the second highest learning gain. The high ability children within
the group all achieved an above average learning gain, but within the average ability children there was a wider
spread of learning gain scores. Membership of this group was limited to VIS and WIS users, of whom the VIS
users all achieved above average post-test learning gains, including the highest learning gain within this user
group.

4.2 Collaboration profiles.
Two characteristics were found to be the most useful for differentiating collaborative style within the
interactions: Amount of support and Depth of support used. These collaboration characteristics were used to
group the children into one of four Collaboration Profile groups.

Amount of support: the average amount of activity differentiation (i.e. the degree to which the activity is
presented in a simpler form) and the average number of help instances for the experimental group was
calculated. An above average amount of either activity differentiation or instances of help was the criteria
necessary for a child to be considered as using 'Lots' of collaborative support.

Depth of support: this characteristic was based upon the level of help and level of differentiation used. Once
again the average levels used within the experimental group were calculated. Help or differentiation above the
average level resulted in a child being considered as using 'Deep' or higher level support.
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Interactions could be grouped into all 4 of the possible Collaboration Profiles. The first group was the largest
and was further divided in accordance with the type of support which was most prevalent. The distribution of
children into these groups is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3 Distribution of children within Collaboration Profile groups
Profile Description

% of children
in Profile

Profile sub-group
Description

Lots and Deep (LD)

53%

Differentiation
and Help
Differentiation
Help

Lots and Shallow (LND)
Little and Deep (NLD)
Little and Shallow (NLND)

% of children
in Profile subgroup
19%
19%
15%

12%
16%
19%

4.2.1 Examples of User Collaboration Profiles
SI (Jason's) use of the available support was typical of the Lots and Deep profile group and of a user of above
average amounts of both help and activity differentiation. He used level 4 help early in his first session of
system use to achieve success in making organisms eat each other. His initial activities were completed with
maximum differentiation of level 3. This was gradually reduced and then increased again. During his first
session of system use he completed a range of activities for three nodes in the first phase of the curriculum. All
instances of successful help were at level 4 or level 5. Fewer activities were completed during his second
session. However, these activities were at a lower level of differentiation and there were fewer instances of
help.

This Collaboration Profile group was the largest and was subdivided to account for the type of support used.
Only VIS and WIS system users shared the profile. Jason was a member of the subgroup which used above
average amounts and levels of both activity differentiation and help. This subgroup again consisted only of
high and average ability children whose mean learning gain is above the average for the whole class (16% as
compared to the class average of 11.5%). The subgroup of children who used greater levels of differentiation
than help contained children from all ability groups. This second subgroup also produced above average
learning gains at post-test (18% as compared to the class average of 11.5%). The last subgroup of children,
who used greater amounts of help than differentiation, were all average ability children. Their average learning
gain was well below the class average (3.9% as compared to the class average of 11.5%).

System variation had a greater impact upon the nature of the Interaction and Collaboration profiles than ability.

A Pearson Chi-squared statistical test was also used to assess the relationship between the Ability groups,
System Variation Groups, Interaction Profile Groups and the Collaboration Profile Groups. There was a
significant association between System variation membership and Collaboration Profile membership (X2 =28.52, df = 6, p < .0001), and also between System variation membership and Interaction Profile membership
(X2 = 25.79, df ---- 10, p < .01).

So far little has been said about the NIS user group, they have not belonged to either of the Profiles used in the
examples. In fact, all the NIS users belonged to a Consolidating Interaction profile; there were no explorers in
this system user group. In addition, and as has previously been mentioned, no NIS users were in the Lots and
Deep Collaboration profile group.
S9's (Tim's) Interaction profile which was that of a Quiet, Consolidating Persister, was typicalof a NIS system
user. His initial session consisted of adding a single snail and then making 11 view changes to look at this
organism from all perspectives. This initial stage was followed by a series of organism additions (commonly
in blocks of 4); single actions, such as move or eat commands, in blocks of 1 to 5; and view changes which
were almost always in pairs. In session 2 he adopted the commonly seen approach of adding a considerable
number of organisms to start (in this case 12) and then once again completing single actions and view changes.
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Likewise S26 (Karlie) s Collaboration profile reflecting low use of all types of help (Little and Shallow:
NLND) was typical. She placed herself at the far extreme of food web complexity and started dealing with
populations of organisms straight away. She only completed one type of action during both sessions of
computer use: she built food webs using the build web command. Initially she made errors and used only
occasional low level feedback, persisting until successful. The children in this profile group were all of high or
average ability, but their average learning gains were well below average (5.2% as compared to the class average
of 11.5 %)

A further difference found within the NIS user group relates to the relationship between ability and learning
gain. In the VIS and WIS user groups it was the higher ability children who achieved the greatest learning
gains. By contrast, amongst the NIS users none of the high ability children made an above average learning
gain, in fact the only learners who made above average learning gains were the low ability children. Whilst the
numbers are small and the study exploratory this result is interesting and is certainly informing our current
research. We had expected that of all three systems, the one which left most control within the hands of the
learner would be most effective with the more able learners. Our results indicate that the opposite was in fact
the case in our study.

5 Conclusions
This is an initial exploratory study with small numbers of children. However, there are several observations
which are informative in building up a picture of the sorts of interactions which children experienced with the
version of the system they used. VIS was the system which explicitly selected the next curriculum area for the

child to complete and controlled the complexity and abstractness of the learning environment.

Not
surprisingly, all VIS users were members of profile groups with the 'Exploring' characteristic present. The split
between 'Busy' and 'Quiet' was almost even. Only two of the VIS users scored a below averagdearning gain at
post-test and both were in the same 'Quiet, Exploring, Persister' profile group. The majority ofWIS users were
also 'Exploring' profile group members and only one did not belong to a 'Busy' profile group.However, whilst
all the WIS above average learning gain achievers were members of 'Exploring' profile groups, the below
average achievers were all members of different profile groups, with no common features between all of them.

The WIS system variation did not set the curriculum area for the users, but did make suggestions which
resulted in it being easier for a WIS user to avoid being an 'Explorer' thana VIS user. The NIS users were the
children with the greatest freedom and the least finely tuned help system. It is perhaps not surprising therefore
that none of them belonged to a profile group with the 'Exploring' characteristic. They were evenly split
between being 'Busy' and 'Quiet' and the majority were 'Persisters'. Only two NIS users achievedbove average
learning gains and unlike the WIS and VIS users, both were in profile groups which shared the 'Comfortable'
characteristic, they were also both in the low ability group.
These results suggest that simply providing children with the means for extension through becoming involved
in challenging activities is not enough to ensure that these challenging activities are undertaken. The child
needs also to be explicitly directed towards activities which are beyond her ability. However, caution with

regard to this provision of direction is important to ensure that the child is also offered opportunities for
creativity. The success of WIS indicates that a suggestion about what and how to proceed is often sufficient.
The consistency within the high and average ability groups across the different systems for above average
learning gain achievement to be linked to the 'Exploring' profile characteristic isnot reflected in the low ability
group. The definition of the 'Exploring' characteristic may of coursebe too crude to encompass the possibility
that the low ability children were 'Exploring' within interactions in a single phase of the Ecolab.
The manner in which each variation of the system collaborates with the child is a design feature of that variation
and as such a big influence upon the resultant user Collaboration Profile. It was no surprise, therefore, that
there was a significant association between system variation and collaborative support profile membership.

However, it is possible, in principle, for a user of any of the variations to interact in line with any of the
Collaboration Profiles described. In reality Collaboration Profile 'Lots and Deep' was exclusive to VIS and
WIS users, whereas Collaboration Profiles 'Lots and Shallow' and'Little and Deep' were exclusive to WIS and
NIS users. The only system which allocated both help and differentiation to users was VIS, so the fact that
VIS users all used a high quantity and quality of help is unsurprising. WIS users often used a high level of
assistance too, but in smaller quantities, they all belong to profiles where the support used was of a high level.
In contrast, all NIS users are in profile groups in which the level of support is low. The choice of help
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available to NIS users was admittedly more limited being of only two levels, however none of the users ever
chose to use the higher level of help offered.

The absence of some forms of assistance from the interaction summaries of the less successful users offers
support for the suggestion that it is the combination of being challenged, or extended, plus the provision of
ample quantities and qualities of support which is important for learning. The lower ability children present a
somewhat different picture as there is no apparent consistency between the use of collaborative support and
learning gain. The only tentative conclusions are that this group responded to interactions in which the extent
of the challenge was limited and that the nature of the assistance the system could offer was not effective for
them. Those who were successful took up less different types of assistance and tackled less of the curriculum
than their successful more able peers. There is also evidence that these children were not good at managing
their own learning. The NIS Interaction and Collaboration profiles in particular would suggest that children
who are given control for their own learning experience are not good at setting themselves challenging tasks or
indeed seeking collaborative support. Our current work with children is investigating this issue in more depth.
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The objective of this research is to find effective group composition methods to
increase the interaction among students in asynchronous distance education
using the theories of cooperative learning, group dynamics and social cognitive
theory as foundations. The outcome can be a reference for the design of network
cooperative learning activity and web-based instructional system in the future.
This study is conducted in NSYSU Cyber University (http://cu.nsysu.edu.tw)
using surveys and observations to investigate the influence of cognitive style on
cooperative learning when different types of tasks are assigned. This research

concludes that the choices of discussion tools in the chat room are different
under intellective and decision-making tasks. Moreover, regardless of the task
types, the heterogeneous groups outperform the homogeneous group during the
cooperative learning process. Finally, the cognitive style is significantly related
to group satisfaction in a cooperative learning environment

Keywords: cooperative learning, web-based instructional system, cognitive
style, group efficacy, group goal commitment

1 Introduction
Group cooperative learning is defined as forming a group of two to six people with different abilities,
genders or racial backgrounds. These differences may lead to effective interaction. If during the pursuit of
personal goals, the group member can also consider other members and the group learning objectives, the
learning efficacy can be improved [6]. Many of the previous researches use "gender" as group
decomposition variable in investigating the effectiveness of cooperative learning under different task types.
They find that the male groups usually outperform the female groups when computer is used in solving the

tasks. However, "gender" should not be the only variable affecting the group performance. Thus, it is
essential to conduct a research based on individual characteristics. Moreover, many scholars also point out
that task types are one of the important variables in cooperative learning. When facing with different task
types, the participants' discussion process evolved, skills required, communication tools used, and the
communication methods adopted will all be varied.

From the social cognition point of view, group cognitive behavior, which is often ignored in-group
performance experiment, is an important factor affecting group performance. In addition, group members'
participation is another significant issue. The higher the participation rate, the more focused the members are
in completing the tasks assigned. The group satisfaction will also increase [2]. Thus, this research chooses

cognitive behaviors such as group participation rate, group efficacy and group goal commitment as
important variables in cooperative learning. The objective is to find their impacts on group performance in
different group types with different task types. Nunamaker et al. [5] point out that group; task, environment
and technology are the four variables affecting the decision-making process in electronic meeting. In turns,
they will affect the outcomes of the discussion. They are part of the input-process-output structure. This
structure can be applied to this research on investigating the group cooperative learning in a web-based
instructional system.
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2 Literature Review
we consider those factors as follows
Cognitive style - Theory of field-independence
When individual is having perception judgment, he/she is field-dependent if he/she tends to make

decisions based on the surrounding. Otherwise, he/she is field-independent, i.e. the judgment is
resulted from some inner reference.
Task types
The task types in this paper are the intellectual and decision-making task types under the "choose"

category. According to McGrath [4] and Johnson [3], Intellective tasks are tasks with a "correct"
solution. The solution may be obtained from calculating, choosing or creating. Decision-Making
tasks are tasks with the most appropriate solution instead of the best solution.
Group efficacy
Bandura [1] thinks that group efficacy directly influences the extent to which group members can

mobilize and coordinate their skills, the amount of effort they will put into the task ,and their
persistence when group efforts fail to produce results. In addition, individual efficacy theory is widely
applied to management, computer skill training and education. It is found that the individual with high
efficacy level performs better.
Group goal commitment
Goal commitment plays an important role in goal setting. When group members identify with the
goal of the mission, the main purpose is then to achieve the appointed or self-set goals and improve the
group performance. Thus, there is a positive relationship between group goal commitment and group
performance.

3 Research Methodology
The research structure is modified from the Electronic Meeting System (EMS) proposed by Nunamaker et
al.[5]. Task types and cognitive types are the independent variables. This research focuses on finding their
effects on cooperative learning process and performance in a web-based instructional system.
Cooperative Learning
Outcome

Task type

Group performance
Group satisfaction

Intellectual
Decision-making

Group composition

Field-dependent
Field-independent

Cooperative Learning
Process
Group participation
Group efficacy
Group goal-commitment

Mixture

Figure 1. Electronic Meeting System (EMS) Structure

Samples

The samples are taken from master students of asynchronous Computer Networks and Internet
course in NSYSU Cyber University. Most of the students are part-timed. The total number of students
is 191. After rejecting students who did not complete the experiment, the valid sample size is 80 with
an average age between 31 to 35. There are 59 males and 21 females. According to Group Embedded

Figures Test, individual cognitive types are classified into two categories: field -dependent and
field-independent. As a result, 35 people belong to field-independent category and the other 45 belong
to field-dependent.
Group composition methods

Based on field-dependency, three types of groups are formed. They are groups with all
field-independent individuals, all field-dependent ones and a mixture of the two. The average number

in each group is about four or five. Since the field-independent samples are ten less than the
field-dependent ones, there is a group with three field-independent and one field-dependent student.
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For observation convenience, this group is classified as the 'all field-independent' class. Overall, there
are six field-independent groups, seven field-dependent groups and seven mixtures, which add up to a
total of 20 groups in this experiment.
Research procedure and its implement
At beginning of the semester, students are asked to complete a "Hidden Figural test" so that their
cognitive types are known for later group composition. The experiment would start after groups are
formed. There are three parts to the experiments where a task is assigned to each part. The sequence of
the type of assigned tasks is intellective, decision-making and intellective tasks. All group members
are new to each other. Thus, there is no previous interaction between them. The intellective task - 1 is
therefore used as a warm-up exercise. Data from the other two tasks will be collected and analyzed.
The samples are not informed of the difference between groups. The duration for each task would be
one week. In addition, the cooperative learning process is sub-divided into two phases. After the tasks
are given, the group members would have discussions on job assignment. This is called the "prepare
phase". Each group member has to complete the group efficacy and group goal commitment surveys.

After the groups complete the tasks and are aware of the group performance, the so-called "task
complete phase" begins. Within this phase, each group member has to fill the surveys regarding the
group satisfaction. Among the variables measured, group performance is graded after three experts
have evaluated the task reports of each group.
Research Tools.
Each group uses the discussion tools offered by NSYSU Cyber University for communication
during the experiment. The tools available include group discussion board, chat room and mailing
group. Group participation is measured based on the records of the use of the proceeding discussion
tools. Regarding the group discussion board, the number of posting is recorded, whereas in the group
chat room, the numbers of times individuals express themselves are recorded. In the mailing group,
number of message sent is recorded.
Task Performance
Three experts review the outcomes of each group and they give each group an overall grade. Thus,
the outcomes have a certain level of credibility.

4 Results and Analysis
This research uses t-test with independent variable task type, to see if there is any difference between the
average of group cooperative learning and its outcomes. The results show that the p -value for the group chat

room category is less than 0.05. Thus, there is a significant difference. Since decision-making tasks
encompass more areas than intellective tasks, more time and efforts are spent on them. Therefore, it is
expected to find more frequent communication when this type of tasks is assigned. Many of the past
researches find that groups communicate face-to-face outperform groups communicate via computers. This
is not only because body languages can be used when members can see each other but also there can be
instantaneous discussion on issues. Among the discussion tools, only group chat room is synchronous and
allows instantaneous interaction. Group discussion board and group mailing list do not provide the same
advantages.
When assigned with intellective tasks, there is a significant difference between the heterogeneous group (i.e.
the mixtures) and the homogeneous groups in "group discussion board", "group chat room", group efficacy
group satisfaction and group performance under the group cooperative learning category. This finding is

consistent with the past researches because heterogeneous groups contain people with different
characteristics and thinking pattern so that they can supplement and stimulate each other.

Our outcome shows there is a significant difference between heterogeneous group and the homogeneous

groups in "group discussion board", "group chat room", and group efficacy when assigned with
decision-making tasks. In the past, many researchers find that homogeneous group will perform better in
communicative tasks but this is inconsistent with the finding of this paper. However, the paper is consistent
with Johnson [3] who thinks that heterogeneous group outperform the homogeneous groups in creativity and
decision-making tasks. In addition, it is found that there is a significant difference in goal commitment
between field-dependence group and mixture during the cooperative learning process but not in Cooperative
Learning outcome. According to the writer's experience in tutoring the class, it is concluded that the
outcome may be affected by the performance of the previous intellective tasks. Part of the field-independent
groups holds different opinions regarding the answers to the first and the third questions. This, in turn,
affects the group members' answer to goal commitment survey in the decision-making tasks. This is related
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to the characteristics of field-independent members who often have more autonomy over outside messages.
They process and decode messages according to their own cognitive reorganization style. They will not
accept answers that are doubtful and uncertain to them.

The interaction of different task types and cognitive style have no significant impact on there is no
significant difference on cooperative learning.

It is respectively concluded that to intellectual and decision-making tasks group cooperative process and its
outcome have the following in common:
4 There is a positive relationship between the number of posting during the group participation and
group satisfaction level of group cooperation outcome.
There is a positive relationship between the group efficacy during the group cooperation process
E.
and group satisfaction level of group cooperation outcome.
3 There is a positive relationship between the group goal commitment during the group cooperation
process and group satisfaction level of group cooperation outcome.

However, there is no significant positive relationship between group cooperation process variables and
group performance when assigned with intellective tasks. This research concludes that since the intellective
tasks have the one 'correct' solution, once the group members have deviation about the task, the group
performance will be affected regardless of group efficacy or goal commitment.

5 Conclusion
From the survey, 86% of the participants agree that cooperative learning do increase the interaction among
students. Moreover, 92% of the students are satisfied with the group discussion environment in the NSYSU

Cyber University. This indicates that cooperative learning indeed reduces learning isolation and also
heightens the students' learning motivation and willingness. Besides, it is concluded that heterogeneous
groups outperform homogeneous groups in both group cooperative learning process and its outcomes within

a web-based instructional system. However, field-dependent groups perform worse than the other two
groups in both intellective and decision-making tasks. Since the field-dependent members are easily
influenced by their surroundings and require the guidance of either teachers or well-performed students, they
should not be grouped together when conducting cooperative learning in web-based learning environments.

In addition, from the viewpoint of group dynamics and social cognition, group efficacy and goal
commitment will affect the performance of the group cooperation. This research finds that there is a
significant relationship between these variables. Under different task types, the group satisfaction is also
significantly different. Thus, group efficacy and goal commitment can also be used as measurement in
quantifying the outcome of group cooperation.
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Little

work to

date

has

addressed the

effects

that problem/solution

representations have on collaborative learning processes. This paper outlines
empirical and theoretical reasons why the expressive constraints imposed by a
representation and the information that a representation makes salient may have
important effects on students' discourse during collaborative learning. It then
reports initial results from a pilot study. Students worked together in pairs on
hypertext-based "science challenge" problems. Pairs used either free text, matrix
or graph representations of evidence, with two groups assigned to each kind of

representation for a total of six groups. Analysis of discourse transcripts
suggests that these representations have quite different effects on the extent to
which students discuss evidential relations.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning Discourse, Representational Tools

1 Introduction
Decades of research into cognitive and social aspects of learning have developed a clear picture of the
importance of learners' active involvement in the expression, examination, and manipulation of their own
knowledge, as well as the equal importance of guidance provided by social processes and mentorship.
Recently these findings have been reflected in software technology for learning: systems are now providing
learners with the means to construct and manipulate their own solutions while they are being guided by the
software and interacting with other learners. My work is within this spirit, providing representational tools in

support of collaborative learning. Representational tools may range from basic office tools such as
spreadsheets and outliners to "knowledge mapping" software. Such tools help learners see patterns, express
abstractions in concrete form, and discover new relationships [4, 8]. These tools can function as cognitive
tools that lead learners into certain knowledge-building interactions [3, 7].

For a number of years, my colleagues and I have been building, testing, and refining a diagrammatic
environment ("Belvedere") intended to support secondary school children's learning of critical inquiry skills
in the context of science. The diagrams were first designed to capture scientific argumentation, and later
simplified to focus on evidential relations between data and hypotheses. This change was driven in part by a
refocus on collaborative learning, which led to a major change in how we viewed the role of the interface
representations. Rather than viewing the representations as medium of communication or a formal record of
the argumentation process, we came to view them as resources (stimuli and guides) for conversation [12, 17].
Meanwhile, various projects with similar goals (i.e., critical inquiry in a collaborative learning context) were
using radically different representational systems, such as hypertext/hypermedia [6, 9, 13, 22]; node-link
graphs representing rhetorical, logical, or evidential relationships between assertions [11, 14, 19, 20]
containment [1], and evidence or criteria matrices [10].

Both empirical and theoretical inquiry suggests that the expressive constraints imposed by a representation
and the information (or lack thereof) that it makes salient may have important effects on students' discourse
during collaborative learning. Specifically, as learner-constructed external representations become part of the
collaborators' shared context, the distinctions and relationships made salient by these representations may
influence their interactions in ways that influence learning outcomes. However, to date little systematic
research has undertaken to explore possible effects of this variable on collaborative learning, except for [5].
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This paper motivates and describes our research and reports initial results from such a study.

2 Representational Guidance
The major hypothesis resulting of this work is that variation in features of representational tools used by
learners working in small groups can have a significant effect on the learners' knowledge-building discourse
and on learning outcomes. The claim is not merely that learners will talk about features of the software tool
being used. Rather, with proper design of representational tools, this effect will be observable in terms of
learners' talk about and use of subject matter concepts and skills. We have begun investigations to determine
what features have what kind of effect. This section develops an initial theory of how representations guide
learning interactions, and applies this analysis to make specific predictions concerning the effects of selected
features of representational tools. The discussion begins with some definitions.
Representational tools are software
interfaces in which users construct,

examine, and manipulate external
representations of their knowledge.
work is concerned with
symbolic as opposed to analogical
representations. A notation/artifact
distinction [16] is critical to the
theory, as depicted in Figure 1. A
representational tool is a software
implementation
of
a
representational
notation
that
Our

7,

wet'

provides a set of primitive
which
elements
out
of
representations can be constructed.

(For example, in Figure

1,

the
Reprevutiktional Ted

representational notation is the
collection of primitives for making
hypothesis and data statements and

Figure 1 Representational Guidance
"+" and "-" links, along with rules
for their use.) The software developer chooses the representational notation and instantiates it as a
representational tool, while the user of the tool constructs particular representational artifacts in the tool.
(For example, in Figure 1 the representational artifact is the particular diagram of evidence for competing
explanations of mass extinctions.)

Learning interactions include interactions between learners and the representations, between learners and
other learners, and between learners and mentors such as teachers or pedagogical software agents. Our work
focuses on interactions between learners and other learners, specifically verbal and gestural interactions
termed collaborative learning discourse.

Each given representational notation manifests a particular representational guidance, expressing certain
aspects of one's knowledge better than others do. The concept of representational guidance is borrowed from
artificial intelligence, where it is called representational bias [21]. The phrase guidance is adopted here to
avoid the negative connotation of bias. The phrase knowledge unit will be used to refer generically to
components of knowledge one might wish to represent, such as hypotheses, statements of fact, concepts,
relationships, rules, etc. Representational guidance manifests in two major ways:
Constraints: limits on expressiveness, i.e., which knowledge units can be expressed [15].
Salience: how the representation facilitates processing of certain knowledge units, possibly at the
expense of others [8].

As depicted in Figure 1, representational guidance originates in the notation, but affects the user through
both the tool and artifacts constructed in the tool.

The core idea of the theory may now be stated as follows: Representational tools mediate collaborative
learning interactions by providing learners with the means to articulate emerging knowledge in a persistent
medium, inspectable by all participants, where the knowledge then becomes part of the shared context.
Representational guidance constrains which knowledge can be expressed in the shared context, and makes
some of that knowledge more salient and hence a likely topic of discussion. The discussion now turns to
three predictions based on differences between representational notations.
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Our mediabase system "ShareMedia" can facilitates collaborative learning,
especially, inductive knowledge acquisition. In ShareMedia, learners in a community
add, collaboratively, structured query to the electric data, which is to be registered in

the mediabase. Structured queries consist of query units. Pieces of electric data
express concrete knowledge or cases. Then they can navigate and retrieve pieces of
electric data express by use of the queries. In other words, they can compare and
examine the pieces of electric data and know their relationships. Consequently, they
can acquire knowledge inductively. However, it is difficult for them to select suitable
query units for a structured query. In this study, then we applied Latent Semantic
Indexing to the supporting method. In our method, pieces of electric data and query
units are represented as a vector space. The vectors are decomposed by Singular
Value Decomposition, and then new vectors will be created. The piece of electric
data that a learner wants to index is also processed with the same method. Then, the
new electric data vector is compared with the new query unit vectors, and suitable
query units will be selected. As a result of evaluation, our supporting method was
proved to perform well.

Keywords: indexing, navigation, collaboration, hypermedia, mediabase

1 Introduction
In the field of education, teachers and researchers are, recently, more concerned about collaboration. Because of
it, Many Computer systems are developed to support collaborative learning. For example, CSILE[1,2] facilitates
knowledge building in a community, Collaboratory NoteBook[3] supports scientific inquiry activities in high
school.

The mediabase system "ShareMedia[4,5]", which we are developing now, is such a system that supports learner's
activities of description and accumulation, sharing, searching, selection of knowledge. In detail, it can not only
promote the process of learner's browsing accumulated cases or knowledge and discovering their relationships,
but also train their skills to share and use such cases and information in a community. Though we now assume

that learners in high school geography class use ShareMedia, of course ShareMedia can be used in another
domain.

ShareMedia needs not to link between nodes explicitly, and requires only indexing retrieval indices to media
representations (see chapter 2). Then, ShareMedia enables learners to retrieve flexibly based on the semantics or

concept of data by use of retrieval indices. Through the functions mentioned above, ShareMedia facilitates
collaborative learning in a junior high school geography class to acquire generalized knowledge from individual
cases and knowledge inductively and to index semantic indices to them in order to enable such activities.
ShareMedia supports learning activities as follows:

1) In a small community (e.g. a classroom or a group), learners collect electric media as individual knowledge or
concrete cases and add indices express their concept to them. Then, learners store their shared mediabase with
the electric media.
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2) The learners browse the shared knowledge and compare pieces of the knowledge, which are extracted with
indices, many times. As a result of this activity, the learners can abstract the pieces of the concrete knowledge
and understand the relationships between them.
3) The learners discover inductively generalities or rules, which exist in the relationships, and deal with them as
hypothesis.

4) The learners apply deductively the hypothesis to pieces of individual knowledge and can acquire then as
generalized knowledge if their propriety is confirmed.

2 Mediabase system "ShareMedia"
The current version of ShareMedia (Fig.1) was developed on UNIX environment (Solaris CDE ver.1.3) with
JAVA Development Kit ver.1.1.7 and K-Prolog Compiler ver.4.0. ShareMedia consists of several components.
Above all, media representations, semantic frames, semantic indices and retrieval requests are important. Their
details are as follows:

2.1 Media representation
Media representations (Fig.l.a) are electric data of pieces of individual knowledge or concrete cases. They are
represent as texts, images, pictures, movies, sounds and so on. In this paper, however, only text form is dealt
with because of presumption of semantic frames with natural language processing. Learners index a semantic
index mentioned below to the block of a media representation and store the shared mediabase of ShareMedia
with the media representation. After storing, learners can chose media representations from the list of them. With
semantic indices, however, learners can navigate them more flexibly.

2.2 Semantic frame
Semantic frames (Fig. 1.b) are used as query units and are primitive units of concept or semantics of media
representations. They have slots that express subject, object, means, moment and so on. For example, "utilize"
frame has "who", "what" and "to what" slots and "be factor" frame has "what" and "of what" slots. Learners
should decide their form by mutual agreement in order to use them effectively in learning activities and store
shared mediabase with them consistently.

2.3 Semantic Index
Semantic indices (Fig. 1 .c) are structured queries to express concept or semantics of media representations.
Learners select semantic frames that are suitable to a media representation, which the learners will store
mediabase with. Then, the learners combine them and link their relative slots. Like this, semantic indices are
created by combining semantic frames and are indexed to media representations. They are used when learners
retrieve or navigate media representations.
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2.4 Retrieval request
Retrieval request is used when learners retrieve or navigate media representations that are stored in shared
mediabase. A learner creates it in the same way as semantic indices. Then, the learner submit it to Share Media,
he will be presented media representations, which were indexed semantic indices that match the retrieval request.
Owing to semantic indices and retrieval requests, learners can retrieve and navigate semantically.

These components mentioned above can facilitate learner's activities to navigate pieces of knowledge
semantically, to understand their relationships inductively and to discover generalities, which exist in them,
deductively. However, it is difficult for learners to select suitable semantic frames for a semantic index or a
retrieval request.

3 Supporting learner's selection of semantic frames
In this study, we applied LSI[6] (Latent Semantic Indexing) to the supporting method for selecting semantic

frames. Because LSI is one of statistical method, similarity of documents can be presumed without any
dictionaries. In LSI, documents are dealt with a term by document matrix. Then, rows of it can be considered to

be term vectors and columns to be document vectors. In addition, these vectors are decomposed by SVD
(Singular Value Decomposition), as a result, terms and documents are abstracted.

In our method, media representations and semantic frames are represented as a vector space model. In training,

the vectors are decomposed by SVD, and then new vectors will be created. In presumption, The media
representation that a learner wants to index is also processed with the same method. Then, the new media
representation vector is compared with the new semantic frame, and suitable semantic frames will be selected.
Their details are as follows:

3.1 Training
Training needs a data set, which is a collection of combinations of paragraph and semantic frames. Here,
paragraph is a part of media representation and contains one or more blocks, which are indexed parts of the
media representation. And semantic frames are contained in the semantic indices, which were indexed to the
blocks. First, Paragraphs are done morphological analysis with Chasen, which is one of Japanese morphological
analysis tool. As a result, word lists of each paragraph are created.

Next, they are filtered in order to extract only the words, which have noun, verbal, and adjective morph. After
filtering, they are sorted by frequent descending order. Based on them, a sorted list of all words is generated. On
the other hand, based on the relation between the word lists and the semantic frames, sorted word lists of each
paragraph collection, which relate each semantic frame, are created.
Then, word by semantic frame matrix is computed from these two type lists. This matrix can be divided to word
vectors and semantic frame vectors. SVD decomposes them and creates new word vectors, new semantic frame
vectors and the diagonal matrix of singular values. These vectors and matrix are used in presumption.
In addition, latent relationships will be available in presumption, because this decomposition abstracts the words
and the semantic frames

3.2 Presumption
To presume the semantic frames that are suitable to a whole media representation or a block of it, the vector of
these text strings is processed with new word vectors and diagonal matrix, which are created in training. As a
result, new text vector is created. It is compared with each new semantic frame vector by computing cosine
between them. The more cosine value is large, the more the semantic frame that corresponds to the new semantic
frame vector is suitable to the text string. Then, a list of semantic frames, which are arranged by descending
order of cosine values, is made. This list will support learners to select semantic frames, which is suitable to a
media representation.

4 Experiment
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2.1 Representational notations bias learners towards particular ontologies
The first hypothesis claims that important guidance for learning interactions comes from ways in which a
representational notation limits what can be represented [15, 21]. A representational notation provides a set
of primitive elements out of which representational artifacts are constructed. These primitive elements
constitute an ontology of categories and structures for organizing the task domain. Learners will see their
task in part as one of making acceptable representational artifacts out of these primitives. Thus, they will
search for possible new instances of the primitive elements, and hence (according to this hypothesis) will be
guided to think about the task domain in terms of the underlying ontology.
For example, consider the following interaction in which students were working with a version of Belvedere
that required all statements to be categorized as either data or claim. Belvedere is an "evidence mapping"
tool developed under the direction of Alan Lesgold and myself while I was at the University of Pittsburgh
[18, 19, 20]. The example is from videotape of students in a 10th grade science class.
SI: So data, right? This would be data.
S2: I think so.
S 1: Or a claim. I don't know if it would be claim or data.
S2: Claim. They have no real hard evidence. Go ahead, claim. I mean who cares? Who cares what they
say? Claim.
The choice forced by the tool led to a peer-coaching interaction on a distinction that was critically important

for how they subsequently handled the statement, The last comment of S2 shows that the relevant
epistemological concepts were being discussed, not merely which toolbar icon to press or which
representational shape to use.

2.2 Salient knowledge units are elaborated
This hypothesis states that learners will be more likely to attend to, and hence elaborate on, the knowledge
units that are perceptually salient in their shared representational workspace than those that are either not
salient or for which a representational proxy has not been created. The visual presence of the knowledge unit
in the shared representational context serves as a reminder of its existence and any work that may need to be
done with it. Also, it is easier to refer to a knowledge unit that has a visual manifestation, so learners will
find it easier to express their subsequent thoughts about this unit than about those that require complex
verbal descriptions [2]. These claims apply to any visually shared representations. However, to the extent
that two representational notations differ in kinds of knowledge units they make salient, these functions of
reminding and ease of reference will encourage elaboration on different kinds of knowledge units.
Data
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Figure 2. Example of Elaboration Hypothesis

For example, consider the three representations of a relationship between four statements shown in Figure 2.
The relationship is one of evidential support. The middle notation uses an implicit device, containment, to
represent evidential support, while the right-hand notation uses an explicit device, an arc. It becomes easier
to perceive and refer to the relationship as an object in its own right as one moves from left to right in the
figure. Hence the present hypothesis claims that relationships will receive more elaboration in the rightmost
representational notation.

The opposite prediction is also plausible. Learners may see their task as one of putting knowledge units "in
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their place" in the representational environment. For example (according to this competing hypothesis), once

a datum is placed in the appropriate hypothesis container (Figure 2b) or connected to a hypothesis
(Figure2c), learners may feel it can be safely ignored as they move on to other units not yet placed or
connected. Hence they will not elaborate on represented units. This suggests the importance of making
missing information salient.

2.3 Salience of missing units guides search
Some representational notations provide structures for organizing knowledge units, in addition to primitives

for construction of individual knowledge units. Unfilled "fields" in these organizing structures, if
perceptually salient, can make missing knowledge units as salient as those that are present. If the
representational notation provides structures with predetermined fields that need to be filled with knowledge
units, the present hypothesis predicts that learners will try to fill these fields.

For example, Figure 3 shows artifacts from three notations that differ in salience of missing evidential
relationships. In the textual representation, no particular relationships are salient as missing: no particular
prediction about search for new knowledge units can be made. In the graph representation, the lack of
connectivity of the volcanic hypothesis to the rest of the graph is salient. Hence this hypothesis predicts that
learners will discuss its possible relationships to other statements. However, once some connection is made

to the hypothesis, it will appear connected, so no further relationships will be sought. In the matrix
representation, all undetermined relationships are salient as empty cells. The present hypothesis predicts that
learners will be more likely to discuss many relationships between statements when using matrices.
Maybe volcanos killedthem. Ora
meteor hit the Earth. Some scientists
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Figure 3. Example of Salient Absence Hypothesis
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missing.
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(b) Graph: Partial salience of

2.4 Predicted Differences
Based on the discussion of this section, the following predictions were tested in the study reported below.

The symbol ">" indicates that the discourse phenomenon at the beginning of the list (concept use,
elaboration, or search) will occur at a significantly greater rate in the treatment condition(s) on the left of the
symbol than in those on the right

Concept Use: {Graph, Matrix} > {Container, Text, Threaded Discussion}. The Graph and Matrix
representations require that one categorize statements and relations. This will initiate discussion of the
proper choice, possibly including peer coaching on the underlying concepts. The Container, Text, and
Threaded Discussion representations provide only implicit categorization. Students may discuss placement
of information, but this talk is less likely to be expressed in terms of the underlying concepts.

Search for Missing Relations: Matrix > {Container, Graph) > {Text, Threaded Discussion). The matrix
represeniation provides an empty field for every undetermined relationship, prompting participants to
consider all of them. In Graphs or the Container representations, salience of the lack of some relationship
disappears as soon as a link is drawn to the statement in question or another is placed in its container,
respectively. Threaded Discussion does not specifically direct searches toward missing relationships.
The Elaboration hypothesis was not tested independently of the Search hypothesis in this study.

3 An Initial Study
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This section reports on an initial study that was conducted to identify trends suggesting that there is a
phenomenon worthy of further study; and to refine analytic techniques. Specifically, the study examined
how the amount of talk about evidence and the amount of talk about the epistemological status of
propositions (empirical versus theoretical) differed across three representational tools, and provided
qualitative observations to guide further study.

3.1 Design
Six pairs (twelve participants) were distributed evenly between three treatment conditions in a simple
between-subjects design. The three treatment conditions corresponded to three notations: Text, Graph, and
Matrix. These notations differ on more than one feature, such as ontology, whether inconsistency relations
are represented, and visual and textual notations. I intentionally chose this research strategy (instead of
manipulating precisely one feature at a time) in order to maximize the opportunity to explore the large space
of representations within the time scale on which collaborative technology is being adapted.

3.2 Method
3.2.1 Participants
Middle-school boys were recruited by my assistant (Cynthia Liefeld) from soccer practice. Two pairs of
participants were run in each of the three conditions. Each pair consisted of boys who knew each other, a
requirement intended to minimize negotiation of a new interpersonal relationship as a complicating factor.

3.2.2 Materials
Software. Three existing software packages were used: Microsoft Word (Text), Microsoft Excel (Matrix),
and Belvedere (Graph). Groups using MS Word were not prohibited from using its typographical devices
such as different typefaces, styles, lists, etc. We did not restrict participants' appropriation of typographical
devices for organizing information, but neither did we encourage any particular use of the textual medium.
Groups using MS Excel were provided with a prepared matrix that had the labels "Hypotheses" and "Data"
in the upper left corner, and cells formatted sufficiently large to allow entry of textual summaries of the same.
Participants were specifically told to enter hypotheses as column headers, data as row headers, and to record
the relationships in the internal cells. The Graph condition used Belvedere. The version of Belvedere used
(2.1) provides rounded nodes for hypotheses, rectangles for data, and links for consistency and inconsistency
relations between them. Hypothesis and data shapes are filled with textual summaries of the corresponding
claims.

Science Challenge Problems. Participants were presented with "science challenge problems" in a webbrowser. A science challenge problem presents a phenomenon to be explained (e.g., determining the cause of
the dinosaur extinctions, or of a mysterious disease on Guam known as Guam PD), along with indices to

relevant resources. For example, one can obtain lists of articles posing possible explanations of the
phenomenon, reporting empirical findings from fieldwork or laboratory work, or explaining basic domain
concepts. These are relatively ill-structured problems: at any given point many possible knowledge units
may reasonably be considered. The materials we used were modified from the classroom versions of science
challenge problems developed by Arlene Weiner and Eva Toth.' The experimental version excluded handson activities, links to external sites and activity guide.

Available at http://liltics.hawaii.eduThelvedere/materials/index.html.
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Computer Setup. The computer screen was divided in half

as shown in Figure 4. The left-hand side contained the
representational tool -- any one of Text, Graph (shown), or
Matrix. The right hand side contained a web browser open
to the entry page for the science challenge materials.

3.2.3 Procedure

Participants were seated in front of a single monitor and
keyboard. After an introduction to the study and signing of
permission forms, participants were shown the software and
allowed to practice the basic manipulations such as creating
and linking nodes or filling in matrix cells. This training did
not involve any mention of concepts of evidence or of the
problem domain.

+ 1.

1

<

OMass

Each of the four
representational tools
would occupy this
space in their
respective conditions.

>

Extinctions

1

Problem Statement
Background
Ideas Scientists
have Had
Field Reports

Figure 4. Screen Layout for Studies

Participants were then presented with the problem statement in the web browser on the right. The problem

solving session was initiated when they were instructed to identify hypotheses that provide candidate
explanations of the phenomenon posed, and to evaluate these hypotheses on the basis of laboratory studies
and field reports obtained through the hypertext interface. They were instructed to use the representational
tool during the problem solving session to record the information they find and explore how it bears on the
problem. Participants were responsible for deciding how to share or divide use of the keyboard and mouse.
The procedure described in this paragraph was repeated, first with a "warm-up" problem, and then with the
problem for which data is reported below (Guam PD). Sessions were videotaped with the camera pointed at
the screen over the shoulder of one of the participants.

3.3 Results
Analysis was based primarily on coding of transcripts of participants' spoken discourse, and secondarily on
participants' representational artifacts.

3.3.1 Coding and Analysis of Discourse
Pilot study videotapes from the six one-hour problem-solving sessions were transcribed and segmented. A
segment was defined to be a modification to the external representation or a single speaker's turn in the

dialogue, except that turns that expressed multiple propositions were broken into multiple segments.
Segments were coded using the QSR Nud*ist software package.

The following codes provide the dependent variables of interest. Epistemological Classification codes
discourse about the epistemological status of a statement, including classification as empirical (e.g., "that's
data"), theoretical (e.g., "that's a hypothesis, isn't it?") or discussion of the choice (e.g., "do you want me to
go data or hypothesis?"). In the present study we only wanted to see whether the tools differed in their
prompting for making this choice, so did not discriminate these subcategories. Sub-dimension Evidential
Relation is applied to segments where participants discuss or identify the nature of the evidential relationship
between two statements. The codes are Consistency (e.g., "it's also for," "that confirms"), Inconsistency ("so

that's against," "with this one, no, conflicts, right?"), or Equivocal, applied when participants raise the
question of which relationship holds, if any, without identifying one specifically ("is that for or against?," "it
can neither confirm nor deny"). In some cases, evidential relationships were apparently being expressed in

terms of the representational primitives provided by the software (e.g., "connect these two"). These
utterances were also coded with the appropriate Evidential Relation category, but marked with the Level
code (discussed below) so that such "tool-level talk" could be distinguished during the analysis. Topic subdimension Other Topic codes segments not coded as one of the above topics. The "other" codes include Ontask (e.g., "are we done with this?"), Off-task (e.g., "what's for lunch?"), or Unclassifiable (e.g., "uh,"
mumbles, etc.).

The remaining coding dimensions are used to select out relevant segments for particular analyses. Mode
indicates whether the segment is coded for its Verbal content or for an action taken on the Representational
artifact. The final two dimensions only apply to verbal segments. Level is applied only to Epistemological
and Evidential Verbal segments, and indicates whether an utterance made direct use of epistemological or
evidential concepts (e.g., "supports," "hypothesis": Conceptual) or was expressed in terms of the software
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(e.g., "link to this," "round box": Tool-based). Ownership indicates whether the participant was merely
reading text that we provided (Recited) or expressing their own ideas (Non-Recited).

Coding was performed by two of my assistants (Chris Hundhausen and Laura Girardeau). Questions of
interpretation, problematic segments, etc. were discussed among the three of us during meetings, but the
coding itself was done independently. Inter-rater reliability was computed using the Kappa statistic across all
of the categories described above, producing a value of 0.92 (n=1942).
Table 1. Summary of Verbal Coding
Verbal segments tested: nesting indicates
Text
Graph
%
subset selection; % are of "Not Off - Task"
N
N
%
626
613

n/a

537
508

n/a

100

32

5.22

100

19.69

21

54

10.63

35

5

3.43
0.98
0.82
1.47

0.1

9
23

3.75,

43
57

6.89
2.17
8.46
11.22

5.62
2.74
2.88

57
33
24

9.30
5.38
3.92

36

7.09

7

1.38
5.71

778
694

n/a

....Evidential Relation
Consistency
Inconsistency
Equivocal Evidential
Conceptual
Tool-Based

4

3

0.58
0.43
0.14
0.00
0.4

1

....Epistemological Classification
Conceptual
Tool-Based

39

Non-Recited
..Not Off-Task

3
1

0

19

20

Matrix

N

100

6

11

29

100

Selected results of coding are shown in Table 1, focusing on segments coded as Mode=Verbal, and showing
both counts and percentages for each of the three treatment groups. Percentages are taken relative to NonRecited on task utterances, shown in the second row. Counts and percentages for Evidential Relation are
broken down in two orthogonal ways: by whether the relation was Consistency, Inconsistency, or Equivocal;
and by whether the talk about evidence was Conceptual or Tool-Based. Epistemological Classification was
broken down by Conceptual or Tool-Based. Due to the small sample size we did not perform statistical
testing in this preliminary study.

3.3.2 Qualitative observations
The document created by one Text group contained no expression of evidential relations, and the transcript
of verbal discourse for this group contained no overt discussion of evidential relations. All of the discussion
of evidence in Text occurred in the other group at the end of the session (the longest session in the pilot
study), at which time they also added several expressions of evidential relations. A document produced by
one of the Graph groups is notably linear, in spite of the fact that Graph is normally considered a nonlinear
medium. A pattern of identify information, categorize information, add it to the diagram, link it in is typical

of interactions in this transcript. This pattern of activity, which leads to the linearity of the graph, is
consistent with the competitor to the Elaboration hypothesis: participants may feel that the primary task is to
connect each new statement to something else, after which it can be ignored. Finally, the Matrix artifacts
were especially striking because participants were not specifically instructed to fill in all the cells, yet they
did so. The transcripts illustrated participants' systematic identification of evidential relations as they worked
down the columns, and in one case their appropriate use of the table to rule out a hypothesis that they had
proposed.

3.4 Discussion
Recall that the Search hypothesis predicts that participants will be more likely to seek evidential relations
when using representations that prompt for these relations with empty structure (Text < Graph < Matrix).
The row labeled "Evidential Relation" is relevant to the Search hypothesis. This row counts, for each
treatment group, the percentage of verbal segments that were coded with any one of the three evidential
values (Consistent, Inconsistent, Choice). The results appear to be consistent with the Search hypothesis:

Text=0.58% < Graph=5.22% < Matrix=19.69%. This trend holds even when limited to Conceptual
expressions of evidential relations: Text=0.43% < Graph=1.47% < Matrix=8.48%. Note however that a
substantial portion of talk about evidence in the Graph and Matrix conditions is tool based (about two-thirds
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of Graph and half of Matrix evidential utterances are tool-based). This is as expected, since these tools,
unlike Text, provide objects that may be referred to as proxies for evidential relations.

The breakdown of Evidential talk according to the type of relation shows the influence of the exhaustive
prompting of Matrix. In Text and Graph, participants focused primarily on Consistency relations, a possible
manifestation of the confirmation bias. Treatment was more balanced in Matrix, with almost half of the talk
about evidential relations being concerned with inconsistency or equivocal relations. This may be because
Matrix prompts for consideration of relationships between all pairs of items: participants are more likely to
encounter inconsistency or indeterminate relations when considering those they may have neglected in the
Graph or Text conditions.

Addressing the Concept Use hypothesis, we found that 5.62% of Text, 7.09% of Matrix and 9.30% of Graph

utterances were concerned with the classification of new information as data versus hypothesis or their
equivalents. We believe that Text would have been lower, except that the instructions for all three conditions
directed participants to consider and record hypotheses and empirical evidence. Text participants, like others,
complied with these instructions, for example, by labeling propositions as "Data" or Hypothesis." Graph's

greater proportion of epistemological classification talk is explained by its most explicit use of visually
distinct shapes to represent data and hypotheses.

4 Conclusions
Overall, the results are encouraging with respect to the question of whether there is a phenomenon worth
investigating. Differences in the predicted directions were seen in both talk about evidence and about the
epistemological status of statements. However, this sample data cannot be taken as conclusive. Caveats, all
of which are being addressed by ongoing work, include the small sample size (hence no test of significance),

the lack of a learning outcomes measure, and the need for a more direct test of the claim that
representational state affects subsequent discourse processes. Furthermore, analyses based on frequencies of
utterances across the session as a whole fail to distinguish utterances seeking evidential relations from those

elaborating on previous ones (i.e., between the Search and Elaborate hypotheses), or to show a causal
relationship between the state of the representation and the subsequent discourse. A more sophisticated
coding is required to test whether the representation or salient absence of a particular (kind of) knowledge
unit influences search for or elaboration on that unit. All of these deficiencies are being addressed in a study
underway at this writing. Pending the results of this study, plans for future work include attempts to replicate

selected results in distance learning situations, both synchronous and asynchronous. This line of work
promises to inform the design of future software learning environments and to provide a better theoretical
understanding of the role of representational guidance in guiding learning processes.
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Our research objectives include constructing a collaborative learning support system that detects appropriate situation for a learner to join in a collaborative learning
session, and forms a collaborative learning group appropriate for the situation dynamically. In this paper, we describe the outline of a system of concepts concerning
learning goals expected to attain by learners through collaborative learning process
with justification by the learning theories. We propose possibility that theory-based
learning groups can be combined into one in order to help a learner attain his/her
learning goals and showed an example of effective learning group formation which is
formed by combining multiple theory-based learning groups. With the ontology, it will
be possible to compare and synthesize the learning theories to design the collaborative
learning settings.

Keywords: Ontology, Collaborative Learning, Distributed Learning Environments
1

Introduction

Our research objectives include constructing a collaborative learning support system that detects appropriate situation for a learner to join in a collaborative learning session, and forms a collaborative
learning group appropriate for the situation dynamically. To fulfill these objectives, we have to consider
the following:

1. How to detect the appropriate situation to start a collaborative learning session and to set up the
learning goal,
2. How to form an effective group which ensures educational benefits to the members of the group, and
3. How to facilitate desired interaction among learners in the learning group.

We have discussed item 1 in our previous papers[10, 11], and this paper focuses on item 2. When we have
clarified item 2 and extracted the desired interaction in the group, we would consider item 3.

There are many theories to support the advantage of collaborative learning. For instance, Observational learning[2], Constructivism[19], Self-regulated learning[9], Situated learning[15,16], Cognitive
apprenticeship[5], Distributed cognition[21], Cognitive flexibility theory[22, 23], Sociocultural Theory[25,
26], Zone of proximal development[25,26], and so on. If we select a theory from these and form a learning group based on the theory, we can expect effective collaborative learning with the strong support
of the theory. However, it is difficult to understand all theories because these theories are derived from
a wide research area including pedagogy, sociology and psychology. Moreover, we can expect different
educational benefits based on these learning theories, and observe various kinds of interaction between
learners through collaborative learning process. Due to the diversity, it is difficult to list the learning
theories effective to gain a specific educational benefit for a learner, and to compare the theories to form
a suitable collaborative learning group for the learner.
Therefore, we have been constructing a system of concepts to represent collaborative learning sessions
supported by these learning theories[12, 14, 24]. We call the system of concepts "Collaborative Learning
Ontology". Although advantages of collaborative learning over individual learning are well known, the
collaborative learning is not always effective for a learner. Educational benefit that a learner gets through
the collaborative learning process depends mainly on interaction among learners. The interaction is partly
influenced by relations among members of learning group, which suggests that how to form an effective

group for the collaborative learning is critical to ensure educational benefit to the members. In this
paper, we focus on "Learning Goal Ontology" which is a part of the Collaborative Learning Ontology.
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Learning Goal
Learners' Knowledge/Cognitive States

W-goal
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Fig. 1. Collaborative Learning Ontology

The concept "Learning Goal" is one of the most important concepts for forming a learning group because
each learner joins in a collaborative learning session to attain some learning goals.
To help a learner obtain a specific educational benefit we can find several learning theories useful
for the purpose and form different learning groups according to the theories. If the groups are merged
into one, we may form a better learning group which is guaranteed its effectiveness by multiple learning
theories. So, we also discuss the combination of learning groups supported by different learning theories.
This paper is organized as follows: we first show briefly the structure of our "Collaborative Learning
Ontology" and "Learning Goal Ontology". Then we summarize advantages and remaining tasks: how
can we narrow down candidates of learning groups into one? Finally we propose a new learning group
formation formed by combining multiple learning theories.

2

Learning Goal Ontology for Collaborative Learning

Through a survey of studies on collaborative learning, we picked up concepts to represent a collaborative
learning session. As a result, we set up five primitive concepts to characterize the session: Trigger, Learning
Material, Learning Scenario, Learning Group, and Learning Goal. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual structure
of Collaborative Learning Ontology.' Here, we concentrate on the concept"Learning Goal" which is one
of the most important concepts for forming a learning group, because each learner joins in a collaborative
learning session to attain some learning goals. The "Learning Goal" can be specified as two kinds of goals:
"common goal" as a whole group and "personal goal" for each learner. The concept "personal goal" can
be specified as two kinds: the goal represented as a change of a learner's knowledge/ cognitive states, and
the goal attained by interaction with other learners.

We classify the goal of the first person (1), that of the
first person to interact with the second person ( You), and
that of the whole group as I-goal, YI-goal, and W-goal,
respectively. I-goal, which is described as G:I, represents what
a learner is expected to acquire. YI-goal, which is described

represents what a learner is expected to acquire
through the interaction. W-goal expresses the situation being
set up to attain YI-goals and we describe the goal as G:W.
W-goal is a common goal characterizing the whole group.

G:Y(LB)<=414
G:Y(LA)<=I(LB)
G W({LA,LB})

GI(LA)

G:I(LB)

LA

as

Lc

G W({LA LB,Lc })

Fig. 2. Learning Goal Ontology
Fig. 2 represents learning goals in a group where three
learners: LA, LBand Lcare participating. Learner LAhas an
I-goal which is attained through this collaborative learning session and this goal is described in Fig. 2
as G:I(LA). Both LBand Lchave I-goals, and they are represented as G:I(LB) and G:I(Lc) respectively.

G:Y(LB)I(LA) is a YI-goal between LAand LBobserved from LA's viewpoint. In other words, it
means the reason why LA interacts with LB. Concerning this interaction between LAand LB, there is
also a YI-goal observed from LB's viewpoint. That is, it is the reason why LBinteracts with LA. This
YI-goal is represented as G:Y(LA)I(LB). Both G:I(LA) and G:Y(LB)I(LA) are personal goals of
1 Notation: the schemata define the W-concept and the U-concept. The W-concept has entity a, which is an
instance of the concept P-concept, as a part. The entity a plays a specific role (Role-name) in the W-concept.
The concept P-concept has a semicircle on the right sides. It means the concept is defined in other schema. The
L-concept is a specification of the U-concept, and the U-concept is a generalization of the L-concept.
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Table 1. W-goals
Src.
Definition
W-goal
cn Setting up the situation for Peer Tu- Setting up the situation where a learner teaches something
[6,7]
ch

a.

to another learner.
toring ED
Setting up the situation for An- Setting up the situation where a learner diagnoses another

chored Instruction CU
Setting up the situation for learning
by Cognitive Apprenticeship EMI
0
T) ci)
Setting up the situation for sharing
0 x (Meta-) Cognitive function between
-.o a . learners ED
I',.'oto m Setting up the situation for sharing
Multiple Perspectives Ell
in

learner's problem and then solve it (Problem-based Learning)

[4]

Setting up the situation to learn knowledge or skill as an
apprentice

[5]

Setting up the situation to share cognitive or meta-cognitive [25,
26]
function between learners based on Sociocultural Theory

Setting up the situation to evoke a learner's reflective thinking [22,
23]
based on Cognitive Flexibility theory.
Setting up the situation based on Setting up the situation where full participants, whom knowl- [21]
Z Distributed Cognition D
edge bases are different each other, discuss problems
la, Setting up the situation based on Setting up the situation where full participants discuss prob[19]
lems
Cognitive Constructivism ED
Setting up the community for Legiti- Setting up the the community of practice for peripheral par- [15,
o
16]
mate Peripheral Participation IEEE ticipant
Setting up the situation for Obser- Setting up the situation to share other learners' learning proC.)
vational Learning EEO
cesses
means an abbreviation for the W-goal.
Note:

r

e.g., The W-goal "Setting up the situation for Peer Tutoring" is abbreviated as "PT".

LA. G:W( {LA, LB}) is a W-goal of the learning group ({LA, LB }). G:W( {LA,LB,LC }) is a W-goal of
the learning group ({LA, La, Lc}).
We have identified goals for collaborative learning for each of the three categories, and constructed
I-goal Ontology, YI-goal Ontology, and W-goal Ontology with justification based on learning theories.'

We can expect learners to acquire not only new knowledge concerning problems they solve, but also
cognitive skills, meta-cognitive skills, and skills for self-expression through the collaborative learning
session (I-goals). Each I-goal has several phases of development. It is difficult to understand from a theory
what educational benefit is expected to a learner, because of lack of unified systematic terminology to
represent a variety of phases. So, we adopt the terminologies used in two established findings: Rumelhart
Noman's work[15] on knowledge acquisition and Anderson's one[1] for skill development. The process to
acquire a specific knowledge includes three qualitatively different kinds of learning[15]: Accretion, Tuning,

and Restructuring. Concerning development of skills, there are also three phases of learning: Cognitive
stage, Associative stage, and Autonomous stage[1, 8].
The learner is expected to achieve these I-goals through interaction with other learners. For example,
to achieve the I-goal "Acquisition of Content-Specific Knowledge (Accretion)", some learners could take
the YI-goal "Learning by being Taught[5]", while some learners could take another YI-goal "Learning
by Observation[2] ".
Table 1 shows the W-goals. The W-goals are classified into four kinds (i.e.,Three kinds of singleton Wgoals and one Composite W-goal) according to their structures. To form a learning group means to pick up

learners who join in the group as members and to assign a specific role in the group to each member. The
formation should have rationale supported by learning theories. The structure of learning goals expresses

the rationality. A W-goal, which is a learning goal as a whole group, provides the rationale for the
interaction among the members. It means that a W-goal specifies a rational arrangement of Y =I- goals.
Fig. 3 shows a typical representation for the structure of a W-goal. It would be more easily to understand
a learning theory by preparing the structure to represent the theory and filling.in each component of the
structure with suitable concepts according to the theory.

A learning theory generally argues the process that learners, who play a specific role, can obtain
educational benefits through interaction with other learners who play other roles. The theories have
common characteristics to argue effectiveness of a learning process focusing on a specific role of learners.
So, we represent the focus in the theories as Primary Focus and Secondary Focus.

Primary Focus (P): a learner's role that is mainly focused in the learning theory. The learner who
plays this role (P-member) is expected to gain the main educational benefit.
2 The details of the ontologies are described in our previous paper[14]. Here, we show the outline of the ontologies.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual Structure of a W-goal

Secondary Focus (S): a learner's role that is weakly focused in the learning theory. The learner who
plays this role (S-member) is needed as a companion to enable a P-member to attain his/her learning
goals.

We classify the W-goals into the following four kinds depending on the number of the components P
and S.

Singleton W-goal: Each Singleton W-goal can exist independently.
Multiple-P x Single-S: The W-goal of M-P x S-S type can have multiple P-members and single
S-member.

Single-P x Multiple-S: The W-goal of S-P x M-S type can have single P-member and multiple
S-members.

Multiple-P x No-S: The W-goal of M-P x N-S type has only one role for its members. In this
group, each learner plays a role of companion for the other learner, while he/she gains main
educational benefit.

Composite W-goal: The CW-goal includes another group as its component S.

For example, in the situation of Peer Tutoring, there are two roles: Peer Tutor and Peer Tutee. Main educational benefit is tuning of contentspecific knowledge by externalizing a learner's
knowledge[6, 7]. So, P is identified as Peer Tutor
and S is identified as Peer Tutee. From the viewpoint of assigned task, the role of main problem-

?x=?b
?a=?c

#1

D

solver is Peer Tutee who wants to get a new knowl-

edge to perform assigned tasks, while the role of
helper is Peer Tutor. The number of members who
play Peer Tutee (S) should be single, the number
of members who play Peer Tutor (P) can be multiple, and the W-goal PT is identified as a M-P x

Observer
Learning by Observation

Observing

S-S type.

A group attaining a W-goal(Ws) can have another group, which has another W-goal(Wi), as the
component S of the W-goal(Wi). We call the W-

goal(W,) "CW-goal" which means a composite
W-goal. Fig. 4 shows the conceptual structure
of the CW-goal Observational Learning[2]. The
learning group has Observers as its component P.

4:6,2

#7
Member of S-woup
?c

1:

1

Learner

Fig. 4. An Example of CW-goal: OL

)

The Observers require a group (i.e.,its component S) as an object to observe meaningful interaction. In
the figure, the W-goal, which is set in #1, depends on what I-goal is set in #2. For example, if accretion
of content-specific knowledge is set in #2 as Observer's I-goal, the W-goal PT is recommended as S's
W-goal (#1).
A W-goal has two kinds of goals of interaction as follows:

S =P -goal: a YI-goal which means how and for what purpose the P-member interacts with the Smember.

PS-goal: a YI-goal which means how and for what purpose the S-member interacts with the Pmember. In the collaborative learning session, all members of learning group are expected to get
some educational benefits. So, the S-member also has an I-goal, and the PS-goal should be effective
to attain the I-goal.
The entities of these goals refer to the concepts defined in the YI-goal Ontology. The conditions, which
are proper to each W-goal, can be added to the concepts, if necessary. Each of the YI-goals referred to
by SP-goal and PS-goal consists of three components as follows:

I: a role to attain the YI-goal. A member who plays I role (I-member) is expected to attain his/her
I-goal by attaining the Y =I -goal.
You: a role as a partner for the I-member.
G:I: an I-goal which means what the I-member attains.

Each W-goal can be expressed by a set of YI-goals and I-goals. We can identify a group formation
to start an effective collaborative learning session with these goals.

3

Advantages and Remaining Tasks of Learning Goal Ontology
for Forming an Effective Learning Group

In a traditional classroom, sometimes a teacher divides students into several subgroups, and then the
students start collaborative learning in the subgroup all at once. Such collaborative learning does not
ensure educational benefits for every student, because it depends on a student's knowledge/ cognitive
state whether collaborative learning is effective or not, and progress in learning differs from student to
student.
So, we have been proposing a network-based new learning environment to support individual learning
and collaborative learning dynamically. In the environment, each learner is solving problems individually
with an ITS. When the ITS detects a desired situation for a learner (triggered-learner) to shift from
individual learning mode to collaborative learning mode, the ITS forms an effective learning group for
the learner, and then the members of the group start a collaborative learning session. In the group, not
triggered-learner but every member should be ensured to attain individual learning goals through specific
interaction with the other members. To encourage the interaction, every member is assigned a specific role
in the group. When the members attain their learning goals, they close the session and return individual
learning mode. We call the idea of dynamic group formation "Opportunistic Group Formation (0CF)".
With our Learning Goal Ontology we can represent the several group formations whose effectiveness
is ensured by learning theories. It means that the ontology brings the following benefit: When a personal

goal for a learner (i.e.,I-goal or YI-goal) is decided, we can identify learning theories which propose
learning groups to facilitate that the learner attain the personal goal. And then, we can form a specific
group and identify roles assigned to the members of the group according to the theory.
If there are many theories to enable a learner to attain a specific personal goal, we can form many
learning groups supported by the theories as candidates. Then, we have to narrow down the candidates
to one. How can we select one?
Each learner plays a specific role in collaborative learning session. Every role has necessary conditions
which should be satisfied by a learner who plays the role. The conditions will work as constraints to narrow
down the candidates. If there are still some candidates after checking the conditions for role assignment,
there are no rules for conflict resolution between all possible learning theories.
One might want to select one of the most profitable theory-based learning groups for a learner to attain
a personal goal. Every theory expresses a different learning situation. The differences between theories
do not mean the differences of the degree of effectiveness, but diversity of means to attain a goal. So, it

is hard to compare a theory with the others on the effectiveness for helping a learner attain a personal
goal.
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There is another solution of the problem for narrowing down the candidates to one. Are learning
theories exclusive each other? If the candidates can be integrated into one, a stronger learning group will
appear: a learner is expected to attain a personal learning goal through some kinds of interaction, and
each interaction is justified by a learning theory.

4

Is a Learning Theory Exclusive or Harmonious with Other
Theories?

In actual learning environment, teachers often adopt the style of collaborative learning. If the group
includes a member LA whose knowledge base and/or experiences are relatively poor, it would be difficult

for LAto discuss with other members and to solve a problem collaboratively. LAis expected to grow
into a senior through practice in the group. This type of learning group is similar to the group based
on the theory "LPP" which describes a process in which a newcomer grows into a senior[15, 16]. Fig.
5 shows typical learning group formation the W-goal "LPP" where three learners: LA, LBand Lcare
participating. As a whole group, all members solve a problem collaboratively, and LAis regarded as a

Peripheral Participant and {LBand Lc} are regarded as Full Participants.
G:Y(LB)<=I(Lc)
G:Y(Lc)<=I(LB)
= Learning by Discussion

Peripheral Participant

Full Participant

0:1(1A)

= Development of
Metacognitive Skil
(Assoc.)

G:I(1.8)

4G:I(Lc)
..1= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)

LA

G:Y({LB, Lc})<=I(LA)

= Learning by Practice

G:W( {LA, LB, Lc }) = LPP

Fig. 5. An Example of Group Formation: LPP
.G:Y(LA)<=I(LB) = Learning by Diagnosing
G:Y(L B)<=I(LA)

G:Y(LB)<=I(Lc)
G:Y(Lc)<=I(LB)

/ = Learning by Discussion

= Learning by Reflection

Full Participant

GALB)

Peripheral Participant

G:I(LC)

)

= Development of
Metacognitive Skill
(Assoc.)

..

= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)

G:Y({LB, Lc})<=1(LA)

= Learning by Practice

Fig. 6. An Example of Actual Learning Group

In this case, many skillful teachers will arrange for an excellent learner (e.g.,LB) to help LAin the
group. For example, when a new student comes to our laboratory, a senior student may work as a tutor
for the new student. Fig. 6 shows this type of learning group formation. We can find additional YI-goals
between LBand L B in Fig. 6 as compared with Fig. 5. The teacher will expect different types of interaction
between LA and LB, which bring additional educational benefits to them. This type of group formation
can not be interpreted by a single learning theory.
In a learning group supported by "LPP", can all Peripheral Participants grow up into full participants?

According to the theory "LPP", a learner (i.e.,Peripheral Participant) can acquire knowledge on the
community and develop his/her (meta-) cognitive skills only by the learner's own practice. It is not
assumed the other learners (i.e.,Full Participants) help the Peripheral Participant grows up. It seems
that there is a gap between the Peripheral Participant and the Full Participant. Especially concerning
the development of (meta-) cognitive skills, a Peripheral Participant can observe not the process in which

f4

G:W( {LA, LB }) = SC

G:Y(LA)<=l(LB) = Learning by Diagnosing
G:Y(L B) < =l(LA) = Learning by Reflection

Diagnoser in SC

G:Y(LB)<=l(Lc)
G:Y(LC) < =l(LB)

= Learning by Discussion
Full Participant in LPP

Client in SC
Peripheral Participant in LPP

4, GI(LB)
G:I(LC)

G:I(L4 ) = Development of Metacognitive Skill (Assoc.)
Lc

G:Y({LB, Lc})<=4,4) = Learning by Practice

= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)
G:W({LA, LB, LC }) = LPP

Fig. 7. An Example of Combined Learning Group: W-goal LPP & SC

a Full Participant uses the skill, but input and output for using the skill. It is difficult to learn the process
by observing only input and output.
Concerning the W-goals, both W-goals "AI" [4] and "SC" [26] assume to have a "poor learner" who
engages to solve a problem and a "helper" for the learner. The W-goal "AI" has a Problem-Holder, who
has a difficulty in solving a problem, and an Anchored Instructor, who diagnoses the Problem-Holder's
problem and gives advice to him/her. Similarly, the W-goal "SC" has a Client, who externalizes his/her
own thinking process, and a Diagnoser, who diagnoses the Client's thinking process and evaluates the
process. In both W-goals, a "poor learner" is expected to attain his/her I-goal, by a "helper" 's advice.
Each of these W-goals can be combined with one of the other W-goals. That is, if it is difficult for a
learner to attain an I-goal, we can combine the W-goal "AI" or "SC", and one of the other W-goals to
help the learner attain the I-goal.
In the case of Fig. 6, we can interpret the group as a combination of two groups. One group (Group;)
consists of two Full Participants (LBand Lc) and one Peripheral Participant (LA). The W-goal of Group;
is "LPP". Another group (Group3) consists of a Client (LA) and a Diagnoser (LB), and the W-goal of
the group is "SC". Fig. 7 shows the combination of two groups. In this learning group, LAis expected to
participate in the session more easily thanks to the help of LB. For LE, it is an opportunity for diagnosing
LA's authentic problems and helping LAto participate in the collaborative learning session. Through the
experience, we can expect LBto develop his/her cognitive skill in two ways. For Lc, he/she will be able to
get the same educational benefit with participating in the group shown in Fig. 5, because his/her activity
is equal between the both groups.

For the combination of theory-based learning groups, the role of ontology is to clarify principles
of combination. In combined groups, it should be guaranteed that all members can attain their own
learning goals. At this stage, we store possible patterns of combining some theory-based learning groups
as a pattern library. The ontology should not only represent the patterns, but also the principles which
express the design rationale why the groups can be combined into one. When we can clarify the principles,
an intelligent educational support system will be able to infer an effective learning group formation based
on the principles opportunistically: The group formation is not picking up an appropriate one from the
static pattern library. In this paper, we have described the possibility of combination the W-goal "AI" or
"SC", and other W-goals. We have to consider the other types of combination.

5

Conclusions

We have discussed Learning Goal Ontology which will be able to make it easier to form an effective
collaborative learning setting and to analyze the educational functions for a learning group. By considering

the personal and common goals, we have identified three kinds of learning goals; I-goal, YI-goal and
W-goal. In this paper, we described the outline of Learning Goal Ontology, and summarized advantages
and remaining tasks for the ontology. We proposed possibility that theory-based learning groups can be
combined into one in order to help a learner attain his/her learning goals and showed an example of
effective learning group formation which is formed by combining multiple theory-based learning groups.
With the ontology, it will be possible to compare and synthesize the learning theories to design the
collaborative learning settings.
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At this stage, we mainly focus on the learning goals. Future work includes to construct ontologies
on remaining concepts in Collaborative Learning Ontology. Advantage of collaborative learning includes
emotional factors: e.g.,motivation, familiarity. It is also our future work how to treat these factors.
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One of the creative capabilities of scientists

is the

ability to turn data

(observations) into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery.
In this paper, we propose a collaborative data mining approach to designing

learning tools in educational environments for creative science education.
Specifically, students can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data mining activities that enable students to cooperate both with
the computer and the other students. Data mining process is typically made up
of a set of activities such as selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning,
transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules, evaluation and revising
knowledge rules. The learning process is modeled as a set of learning protocols
that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.
Based on these protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in a
web-based learning environment for global climate exploration.

Keywords: Learning protocol, knowledge discovery, data mining, learning
environment, collaborative learning, science education.

1 Introduction
Among the creative capabilities of scientists, the most important one is the ability to turn data (observations)
into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery. In this paper, we propose a collaborative
data-mining approach to creative science education in learning environments. In this data-mining supported
environment, students could observe real world data in different perspectives, derive their own classification
rules and test the rules collaboratively, such that they can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data-mining activities.

In this paper, we adopt learning protocols [9] to describe the learning processes. Learning protocols are a set

of constraints, rules, or processes for structuring learning processes, and are externalized as executable
methods, with roles, events, and actions made explicit. Learning protocols can be used to coordinate
goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. In this paper, we will devise a set of learning
protocols that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.

Based on the collaborative data-mining protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in the
CILSE-GCE learning environment [7, 8]. CILSE-GCE is a web-based collaborative learning environment
for global climate exploration. The task domain, global climate exploration, is inherently a scientific
classification problem. Students are expected to induce classification rules by making observations under a
couple of climatic features. These tools are designed with the intention not only to teach students the target
knowledge, but also the scientific ways of study skills. We believe the students will achieve higher learning
goals through the collaborative process of creating knowledge by themselves.
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2 The CILSE-GCE Learning Environment
The target domain draws sources from the instructional material in the geographic climate course of senior
high schools in Taiwan. One of the domain knowledge is the classification of each climate pattern, which is
recognized as a specific set of the climatic attributes. In this paper, we focus on the construction of the
climatic classification knowledge. Three components of the CILSE-GCE learning environment were built.
They are the Virtual Classroom, Visualized Data Viewer, and Intelligent Tutor, respectively, which are
outlined below.
The Virtual Classroom serves as the origin where teachers and students coordinate and collaborate. Through
the Virtual Classroom, students could access the multimedia coursebase, the climatic GIS database (via the
Visualized Data Viewer) and the historical literature database. These rich data sources allow students to
observe, search and collect related information in different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. The
CILSE-GCE environment also provides an intelligent tutor to help students induce the classification rules.
During the rule induction process, a student has to identify what the settings of the relevant attributes are by
exploring resources of all kinds. When he/she determines a specific set of attribute values, the intelligent
tutor would evaluate the student's answer, and give suggestions to guide the student's further exploration.

A set of rich data sources are needed to allow students to observe, search and collect related information in
different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. In the Visualized Data Viewer, rich climate information
could be displayed in different layers of maps covering the globe. Students could select, resize and combine

different information layers for display to investigate the climate attributes in different perspectives.
Hot links to climatic data and statistical graphs associated with the typical cities are also provided to allow

students to do some measurements and inferences. Up to now, we have collected more than 1700 city
records of various kind of climatic information, such as latitude, temperature, precipitation, height above sea

level, etc. This database is the main data source that students can collect related data and perform
data-mining process to discover the classification knowledge. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the Visualized
Data Viewer.
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Figurel A snapshot of the Visualized Data Viewer system.

3 Collaborative Data Mining as Knowledge Discovery
For creative science education, students are asked to acquire the learning skills of knowledge discovery, such

as making observations and data collections, performing data analysis, generating hypotheses, testing
hypotheses, and making conclusions. Standing from the viewpoint of knowledge discovery [2], we model
the learning process as a data-mining process. Figure2 shows the set of data-mining activities, such as
selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning, transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules,
evaluation and revising knowledge rules. Some steps of the data-mining process can be handled well with
computer supports, especially those involving tedious computations and comparisons. Other steps are more
suitable to be learning tasks for human students. In this section, we propose the framework of collaborative
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data mining within which each student member first applies the data-mining process to generate his/her
private knowledge base, and then all students collaboratively integrate their private knowledge bases to a
more general knowledge base, a result of social consensus process.

The first step in the data-mining process is to select a target data of interest from database, and to possibly
sample the target data. The learning skills required of the students are the capability of observation and data
collection. Based on the aspects they observe data; students can select all relevant attributes they think might
be important to the classification problems at hand. Besides, there are so many samples in the database that
students have to learn the sampling skill by selecting as typical samples as they can.

Secondly, the preprocessing and data cleaning step handles noises and unknown values, as well as
accounting missing data fields. This step can be dealt with quite well with computer software. Thirdly, the
data reduction and transformation step involves checking relevant features depending on the goal of the
learning task and certain transformations on the data such as converting one type of data to another (e.g.,
discretizing continuous values), and/or defining new attributes. It is this step that testifies the hypothesis of
attributes that students generated at the previous data observation step.

In the knowledge formulation step, students may apply one or more knowledge discovery techniques and
tools on the transformed data set to extract valuable patterns. In this step, students can learn
domain-dependent skills as well as the ability to work with computers, as is practiced by most scientists

nowadays. Finally, the knowledge evaluation step involves interpreting the result with respect to the
goal/task at hand. And as is often the case, students may get back to previous steps based on the evaluation
results. Well-designed OLAP (On Line Analysis Processing) tools are required for students to practice such
kind of data analysis tasks. Note that the data-mining process is not a linear one. It might involve a variety of
feedback loops, because any one step can result in changes in preceding or succeeding steps.

Knowledge Evaluation

4
Knowledge Formulation

4
Transformation and Reduction

Preprocessing and Cleaning

4
Selection and Sampling

Figure2 The data-mining process.

4 Learning Protocols for Collaborative Data Mining
Learning protocols can be used to coordinate goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. A
learning protocol consists of a set of components. First, a protocol has a name signifying the situation type to
which the protocol can be applied. Secondly, a protocol consists a set of states and transitions. In each state
the users can perform actions such as communicate or manipulate artifacts. A transition to another state is

triggered by an action or a specific condition. Actually, a learning protocol can be represented as an
event-driven state-transition graph. Thirdly, a protocol includes different roles pertaining to the persons
involved in the enactment of the protocol. Finally, a protocol may contain various types of artifacts, such as
text documents, graphical objects, test forms, etc. In the following, we design a set of learning protocols for
the collaborative data mining process.
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4.1 The protocol to construct member knowledge
The protocol shown in Figure 3 outlines the actions of personal data-mining process and coordinates the
interactions between a student and the computer. There are totally ten states in the protocol. Each state and
transition is described as follows. In the Observing Data state, the student observes the data in all aspects
he/she consider important to classify the climatic patterns. The main data source is the Visualized Data
Viewer. The student then defines a set of attributes (in the Defining Attribute state) that will be used to
classify the climatic patterns. In the Sampling state, the student starts to collect data (cities) and fill in all the
details of the climatic attributes that he/she had defined. Since some of the attributes are numeric values, the
student has to transform them into symbolic ones (like temperature is high or low) in the Discretizing
Attributes state for more data understandability.

In the Mining Rule state, students have to extract and write down the classification rules hidden in the
collected data. For this purpose, we design a set of data analysis tool that depicts the distribution graph or
dependency graph of the climatic data based on the attributes specified by the students, such as the ones
shown in Figure 4.
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Student:
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4----Defining
Attributes

----------

Define attributes

Student:
Collect data

Sampling

Student: __10.
Transform data
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1

Mining
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Mining
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Computer:

Computer:
Show knowledge

Student:

1

Show CD Tree
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Testing
Knowledge

Student:
Ask re-discretizing
Student:
Ask modify attributes

I
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Figure3 The personal data-mining learning protocol.
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Figure4 (a) A data-mining support tool for comparing frequency distributions. (b) A data-mining support
tool for depicting data dependency graphs.

Nevertheless, it would be still difficult for some students to discover the hidden knowledge (rules) without

further computer supports. Hence, we design and implement another tool to facilitate the data-mining
process in the Mining Decision Tree state. This tool uses a variation version of ID3 algorithm [4] to devise a
Composite Decision Tree (CD Tree) out of the collected data. A As shown in Figure 5, students can use the
CD tree to select and compose classification rules that are of more accuracy, stability and understandability.

While rules provide a good local view of each knowledge unit, CD Trees provide another view that
facilitates the comparison of different rule structures.. In the Transforming Knowledge state, the student can
exchange the knowledge format from CD Trees to Rules, and vice versa. At last, the student can test his/her
classification knowledge against the city cases in the Testing Knowledge state, and decide whether to further
revise the knowledge.
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Figure5 A data-mining support tool to help students extract hidden
knowledge (classification rules) from data.

4.2 The protocol to integrate group knowledge
After each student member establishes his/her own knowledge, the student group starts to perform the
knowledge integration task collaboratively. The students achieve the knowledge integration goal by solving
the classification problem collaboratively, trying to reach a consensus, which is the group knowledge. The

corresponding learning protocol is shown in Figure 6. In the Presenting Cases state, a Coordinator (a
software agent) selects a city case from the database for the student group to identify its climatic pattern. In
the Classifying Case state, each student member applies his/her knowledge to solve the problem, and shows
the applied rule and related information (such as the symbolic terms for each numeric attribute) in a shared
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working space. With the information shown in the shared working space, each student member starts
revising his/her own knowledge by references to the correct answers and the colleagues' knowledge. Detail
of the Revising Knowledge state is described in next protocol. Each time the member knowledge is revised,
a new applied rule is sent once again to the shared working space. This process will loop until a temporary
consensus is reached. At last, the Coordinator store the final rule set into the integrated knowledge base (i.e.,
the group knowledge). We adopt the Blackboard Architecture [3] to implement this learning protocol.

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

4
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Computer:
Problem Presented

Classifying
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Students:

Revising
Knowledge

Give answers

4

1

Students:
All Satisfied

Storing
Integrated
Knowledge

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Students:
Satisfied

Figure6 The collaborative knowledge integration learning protocol.

4.3 The protocol to revise member knowledge
When students ask to revise his/her private knowledge, the knowledge revising learning protocol, as shown
in Figure 7, is entered. In this protocol, two kinds of knowledge operations, the knowledge generalization
and knowledge specialization operations, are supported. Each student member can revise his/her private

knowledge by applying the two knowledge operations and/or exchange knowledge through the Group
Chatting state that involves chatting-support tools. Each kind of knowledge operation can be applied to the
various artifacts such as rule structures, numeric attribute intervals, and attributes. Specifically, in
Knowledge Generalization state, students can delete conditions from rules, reduce numeric attribute
intervals or delete some attributes from the attribute set, while in Knowledge Specialization state, the
students can add conditions into rules, extend some numeric attribute intervals or add new attributes into the

attribute set. To facilitate both kinds of knowledge revision, an automated rule testing and warning
subsystem is implemented to list the rules that are potential for further generalization or specialization based
on the test result against any data set.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a collaborative data-mining support tools for knowledge
discovery in creative science education. These functional extensions are being integrated to our previous
Web-based learning environment, CILSE-GCE. This collaborative process fosters all the constructive design
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principles mentioned in [1, 5], such as observation, interpretation construction, contextualization, cognitive
apprenticeship, collaboration, multiple interpretations, ownership of knowledge, self-awareness of
construction process. In this collaborative learning model, students would experience the process of looking

for patterns collaboratively. Besides, we find that learning protocols are very effective ways to the
description and implementation of learning processes. Finally, it is indicated that during free exploration of a
problem space, greater learning occurred if students adopted more systematic strategies for rule induction [6].

Further evaluation tests will be conducted to provide beneficial evidences of such kinds of discovery
learning.
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Figure? The knowledge revising protocol.
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Our mediabase system "ShareMedia" can facilitates collaborative learning,
especially, inductive knowledge acquisition. In ShareMedia, learners in a community
add, collaboratively, structured query to the electric data, which is to be registered in

the mediabase. Structured queries consist of query units. Pieces of electric data
express concrete knowledge or cases. Then they can navigate and retrieve pieces of
electric data express by use of the queries. In other words, they can compare and
examine the pieces of electric data and know their relationships. Consequently, they
can acquire knowledge inductively. However, it is difficult for them to select suitable
query units for a structured query. In this study, then we applied Latent Semantic
Indexing to the supporting method. In our method, pieces of electric data and query

units are represented as a vector space. The vectors are decomposed by Singular
Value Decomposition, and then new vectors will be created. The piece of electric
data that a learner wants to index is also processed with the same method. Then, the
new electric data vector is compared with the new query unit vectors, and suitable
query units will be selected. As a result of evaluation, our supporting method was
proved to perform well.

Keywords: indexing, navigation, collaboration, hypermedia, mediabase

1 Introduction
In the field of education, teachers and researchers are, recently, more concerned about collaboration. Because of
it, Many Computer systems are developed to support collaborative learning. For example, CSILE[1,2] facilitates
knowledge building in a community, Collaboratory NoteBook[3] supports scientific inquiry activities in high
school.

The mediabase system "ShareMedia[4,5]", which we are developing now, is such a system that supports learner's
activities of description and accumulation, sharing, searching, selection of knowledge. In detail, it can not only
promote the process of learner's browsing accumulated cases or knowledge and discovering their relationships,
but also train their skills to share and use such cases and information in a community. Though we now assume

that learners in high school geography class use ShareMedia, of course ShareMedia can be used in another
domain.

ShareMedia needs not to link between nodes explicitly, and requires only indexing retrieval indices to media
representations (see chapter 2). Then, ShareMedia enables learners to retrieve flexibly based on the semantics or
concept of data by use of retrieval indices. Through the functions mentioned above, ShareMedia facilitates
collaborative learning in a junior high school geography class to acquire generalized knowledge from individual
cases and knowledge inductively and to index semantic indices to them in order to enable such activities.
ShareMedia supports learning activities as follows:

1) In a small community (e.g. a classroom or a group), learners collect electric media as individual knowledge or
concrete cases and add indices express their concept to them. Then, learners store their shared mediabase with
the electric media.
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2) The learners browse the shared knowledge and compare pieces of the knowledge, which are extracted with
indices, many times. As a result of this activity, the learners can abstract the pieces of the concrete knowledge
and understand the relationships between them.
3) The learners discover inductively generalities or rules, which exist in the relationships, and deal with them as
hypothesis.

4) The learners apply deductively the hypothesis to pieces of individual knowledge and can acquire then as
generalized knowledge if their propriety is confirmed.

2 Mediabase system "ShareMedia"
The current version of ShareMedia (Fig.l) was developed on UNIX environment (Solaris CDE ver.1.3) with
JAVA Development Kit ver.1.1.7 and K-Prolog Compiler ver.4.0. ShareMedia consists of several components.
Above all, media representations, semantic frames, semantic indices and retrieval requests are important. Their
details are as follows:

2.1 Media representation
Media representations (Fig. 1.a) are electric data of pieces of individual knowledge or concrete cases. They are
represent as texts, images, pictures, movies, sounds and so on. In this paper, however, only text form is dealt
with because of presumption of semantic frames with natural language processing. Learners index a semantic
index mentioned below to the block of a media representation and store the shared mediabase of ShareMedia
with the media representation. After storing, learners can chose media representations from the list of them. With
semantic indices, however, learners can navigate them more flexibly.

2.2 Semantic frame
Semantic frames (Fig. 1 .b) are used as query units and are primitive units of concept or semantics of media
representations. They have slots that express subject, object, means, moment and so on. For example, "utilize"
frame has "who", "what" and "to what" slots and "be factor" frame has "what" and "of what" slots. Learners
should decide their form by mutual agreement in order to use them effectively in learning activities and store
shared mediabase with them consistently.

2.3 Semantic Index
Semantic indices (Fig. 1 .c) are structured queries to express concept or semantics of media representations.
Learners select semantic frames that are suitable to a media representation, which the learners will store
mediabase with. Then, the learners combine them and link their relative slots. Like this, semantic indices are
created by combining semantic frames and are indexed to media representations. They are used when learners
retrieve or navigate media representations.
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2.4 Retrieval request
Retrieval request is used when learners retrieve or navigate media representations that are stored in shared
mediabase. A learner creates it in the same way as semantic indices. Then, the learner submit it to Share Media,
he will be presented media representations, which were indexed semantic indices that match the retrieval request.
Owing to semantic indices and retrieval requests, learners can retrieve and navigate semantically.

These components mentioned above can facilitate learner's activities to navigate pieces of knowledge
semantically, to understand their relationships inductively and to discover generalities, which exist in them,
deductively. However, it is difficult for learners to select suitable semantic frames for a semantic index or a
retrieval request.

3 Supporting learner's selection of semantic frames
In this study, we applied LSI[6] (Latent Semantic Indexing) to the supporting method for selecting semantic

frames. Because LSI is one of statistical method, similarity of documents can be presumed without any
dictionaries. In LSI, documents are dealt with a term by document matrix. Then, rows of it can be considered to

be term vectors and columns to be document vectors. In addition, these vectors are decomposed by SVD
(Singular Value Decomposition), as a result, terms and documents are abstracted.

In our method, media representations and semantic frames are represented as a vector space model. In training,

the vectors are decomposed by SVD, and then new vectors will be created. In presumption, The media
representation that a learner wants to index is also processed with the same method. Then, the new media
representation vector is compared with the new semantic frame, and suitable semantic frames will be selected.
Their details are as follows:

3.1 Training
Training needs a data set, which is a collection of combinations of paragraph and semantic frames. Here,
paragraph is a part of media representation and contains one or more blocks, which are indexed parts of the
media representation. And semantic frames are contained in the semantic indices, which were indexed to the
blocks. First, Paragraphs are done morphological analysis with Chasen, which is one of Japanese morphological
analysis tool. As a result, word lists of each paragraph are created.

Next, they are filtered in order to extract only the words, which have noun, verbal, and adjective morph. After
filtering, they are sorted by frequent descending order. Based on them, a sorted list of all words is generated. On
the other hand, based on the relation between the word lists and the semantic frames, sorted word lists of each
paragraph collection, which relate each semantic frame, are created.
Then, word by semantic frame matrix is computed from these two type lists. This matrix can be divided to word
vectors and semantic frame vectors. SVD decomposes them and creates new word vectors, new semantic frame
vectors and the diagonal matrix of singular values. These vectors and matrix are used in presumption.
In addition, latent relationships will be available in presumption, because this decomposition abstracts the words
and the semantic frames

3.2 Presumption
To presume the semantic frames that are suitable to a whole media representation or a block of it, the vector of
these text strings is processed with new word vectors and diagonal matrix, which are created in training. As a
result, new text vector is created. It is compared with each new semantic frame vector by computing cosine
between them. The more cosine value is large, the more the semantic frame that corresponds to the new semantic
frame vector is suitable to the text string. Then, a list of semantic frames, which are arranged by descending
order of cosine values, is made. This list will support learners to select semantic frames, which is suitable to a
media representation.

4 Experiment
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4.1 Training data set
We prepared 304 media representations, 318 semantic frames and 318 blocks, which were indexed semantic
indices by manual. A block, we call in here, is a part of a paragraph where semantic indices are indexed. A
media representation contains one or more paragraphs. A block might extend through several paragraphs.
Though media indices are indexed to blocks, we use paragraphs to training because of giving redundancy to the
presumption. Media representations and semantic frames used in here were extracted from the Japanese
geography area of Japanese junior high school geography textbooks. By making use of this data set, new word
vectors, new semantic frame vectors and diagonal matrix were computed.

4.2 Evaluation
We use 93 blocks, which are used in training and chosen at random, in order to evaluate the presumption of our
method. Each media indices, which were indexed to the blocks, have 3.63 semantic frames on the average. The
method presumed suitability of each one of 318 semantic frames to each one of 93 blocks by computing cosine
values

4.3 Result
We confirmed their propriety about top of 5, 10 and 15 semantic frames, which were arranged by descending
order of presumed suitability to each one of 93 blocks (see, Table 1). In Table 1, "Suitable to Blocks" indicates
the average number of frames which experimenter judged suitable to each block. In the same way, "Suitable to
Paragraphs" indicates the average number of frames to each paragraph. "Indexed by Manual" indicates the
average number of frames, which are indexed to each block by manual beforehand.

Top

Table 1. Average numbers of semantic frames which experimenter judged suitable.
Indexed by manual
Suitable to Paragraphs
Suitable to Blocks
recall
average
precision
average
average
precision

5

2.10

10

3.13

15

3.72

42.0%
31.3%
24.8%

2.78
4.39

55.6%
43.9%

5.32

35.5%

1.81

2.44
2.77

49.9%
67.2%
76.3%

4.4 Discussion
A glance at Table 1 will reveal that presumption of our method is good. For example, seeing top 10 row, the
precision within the range of blocks is 31.3%, the precision within the range of paragraphs is 43.9% and recall is
67.2%. Take it into consideration, our method can extract many of semantic frames which should be indexed. In
short, learners can easily extract many of necessary semantic frames by selecting from them, which our method
presented.

To illustrate the performance more precise, however, we need to make another experiment, because this
experiment used same data in both training and evaluation.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we described the process that ShareMedia supports learning activities, abstract of main components
of ShareMedia, our supporting method for learner's selection of semantic frames and it's performance. As a result
of the experiment, our method proved to perform well. To judge the performance of our method more strictly,
however, we need another experiment with data sets that differ in training and evaluation. And we will improve
our supporting method based on the result of it.
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This paper describes the I-Help peer help network, where helpers and helpees are
paired according to the contents of their user models. Although originally designed
for large groups, in this paper we suggest ways in which I-Help may be used in a
small group, problem-based learning curriculum. The use of I-Help will be very
different in this context: it is not expected to be necessary for all students. However,
some learners may experience difficulties with some aspects of problem-based
learning, such as: scheduling of meetings; involvement in discussions; understanding
roles; acquiring skills for problem-based learning; different interaction preferences;

differences in cognitive styles. We describe how I-Help may be used to alleviate
some of these difficulties, in particular: by putting groups into contact with other
groups; or putting individuals into contact with someone outside their group who can
advise, or who is facing similar problems, and would like to explore the issues jointly.
At the same time, group cohesion is not disrupted.

Keywords: peer help, problem-based learning, student modelling.

1 Introduction
Problem-based learning (PBL) is used in many academic subjects (e.g. architecture, business, education,
engineering, law, medicine). The first implementations were in medical education, and PBL is still used in many
medical sciences courses today. We therefore focus on medical education in this paper, though many of the
arguments are applicable to a range of subjects.
Medicine is a difficult subject to teach and learn: the knowledge to be acquired and integrated is broad and very

complex. This knowledge is useful only if it can be applied to problems presented by real patients. Such
problems are ill-structured, specified with partial information, and often complicated by diverse interacting
factors. While acquiring basic domain knowledge is a fundamental activity in medical education, integrative
problem-solving is also a fundamental goal.

PBL attempts to focus learning around authentic patient problems or cases, which bring together many
interacting issues of a multidisciplinary nature. A core aspect of PBL is that problems should be only partially
specified. PBL involves the student in a practical activity, carried out in small groups (usually 4-8, facilitated by a
tutor) in which students identify and research their own learning issues [17]. Typically a group will meet to
discuss a case, identify learning issues, and then research these individually using a variety of resources (e.g.
print-based, web-based and people). They then meet again to report and discuss the case further.

Investigations into the benefits of PBL have produced mixed results, possibly in part because traditional
assessment mechanisms are less appropriate measures of the goals of PBL [13,30]. It is stressed that there is, as
yet, no evidence that a PBL curriculum is more successful than a traditional approach [27]. Nevertheless, PBL
has been embraced by some as the preferred approach to medical education, advantages cited including: the selfdirected nature of PBL [27]; a greater tendency towards a deep approach to learning [21]; and positive student
attitudes [6]. Others suggest that acquisition of basic domain knowledge may not be well supported in PBL.
Learners may later recall less factual knowledge, since they are spending time learning other skills in addition to
content [30], and they may lack depth of knowledge [18]. Explanations generated by PBL students can be less
coherent, and more frequently incorrect [23]. Learners may also become bored with the PBL process [29]. It has
also been recognised that PBL may simply not suit all students' ways of learning [10]. While the peer help system
described in this paper can assist in a number of areas, it is this latter aspect that we focus on here.
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This paper is neither a critique nor an endorsement of PBL. However, we emphasise that in PBL (as in traditional
education), there is a need for tools to support peer interaction for situations where learners need assistance. In

this paper we describe how the I-Help (Intelligent Help) system can be used to support students who have
difficulties with the PBL approach by putting groups into contact with other groups, or an individual into contact
with another learner who may advise or collaborate.

Section 2 of this paper introduces existing examples of computer support for PBL, and describes other systems

which mediate peer help. The advantages of I-Help in large groups are described in Section 3. Section 4
discusses how the large group implementation of I-Help may be adapted to support PBL students when they are
experiencing problems with the PBL approach. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Computer support for problem-based learning and peer help
Computer support for group interaction in PBL has been implemented for the asynchronous distance education
context; the synchronous distributed learning context; and the co-present small group situation. Kamin et al. [15]
describe a combined Web/CD-ROM program containing a video patient case, for use by a group of third year
medical students and tutor. It is designed to facilitate asynchronous PBL during a clinical course component,
requiring independent and collaborative involvement. Cameron et al. [5] discuss a distributed problem-based
learning project using conferencing software together with a web page, to support synchronous sessions aimed at
enabling 'authentic PBL' to occur amongst distributed first/second year medical students and a tutor. Koschmann
et al. [16] introduce a method of conducting PBL meetings between students and tutor in a face-to-face context,
using connected individual laptops and a large shared display. This approach is close to that found in PBL
meetings not supported by computers, but offers some advantages: parallel polling (to ascertain each group
member's views before they hear the ideas of others); and a record of contributions.

Computer support for PBL may, or may not include actual cases within the program: students may be
collaborating about computer-presented cases, or interacting through the computer environment about externally

introduced cases. External cases may be provided by the tutor off-line, or may be drawn from a database of
patient cases (e.g. PATSy [19]). Systems to support PBL may help to structure and focus PBL discussions.
However, even where such systems are available to a student, we believe that additional support is needed by
some learners, to help them cope with the PBL situation if they feel uncomfortable with some aspects of it.

While it is acknowledged that many learners benefit from collaborative work, it is also the case that collaboration

will not suit all learners; or a particular instantiation of a computational or non-computational collaborative
learning environment may not suit a learner who could potentially gain much from collaborative interaction. Thus
more flexible means of facilitating peer interaction would be useful. This kind of support will differ from that
provided by systems such as the above: students who find the PBL approach difficult may find it useful to be put
into contact with a peer who can share experiences about specific aspects of PBL.

An increasing number of peer help systems are attempting to organise learner interactions according to the
student models of the individuals concerned i.e. they have a matchmaking component; or by learner selection
of available helpers. The matchmakers in such systems can take account of a variety of factors, but they most
often look at students' relative proficiencies in the target domain. A few examples are given below.

An example of a peer help environment is that of Yu et al. [31], where more advanced learners act as mentors.
Mentors are selected according to their knowledge, with reference to the following criteria: students who have
successfully completed the course; students with high grades in other courses; students who have finished
assignments; students who have successfully completed the computer-based tasks about which others need help;
teachers and teaching assistants. The assumption is that the group of mentors and the student group do not
overlap (though Yu et al. suggest extending the system to allow student-student help). Students select mentors
based on availability (mentors may be involved in up to three help sessions); and the current problem (mentors
may only help on one problem area at a time).
The above example has the advantage that learners choose to receive help when they need it, and are not forced
into a collaborative context if they prefer not to participate. Further, they are guaranteed a knowledgeable helper.
Nevertheless, there are drawbacks to this approach outside the setting for which it was designed. The set-up is
very rigid: currently only externally acceptable (i.e. tutor-selected) individuals may be mentors. This does ensure
that helpers are knowledgeable, but it does not require that they are good helpers. It also does not take account of
the fact that students may benefit educationally from giving help, as well as receiving it.
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Hoppe [14] proposes integrating knowledge from individual student models to support group learning

i.e. to

parameterize group learning. One of the benefits is that peer helpers may be selected for help sessions: a
knowledgeable helper can be partnered with a less knowledgeable student. In Hoppe's work this occurs as
follows: a learner issues a help request; a menu of potential suitable helpers is offered; the learner selects their
choice of helper; the selected helper receives the help request; the helper accepts or rejects the request. This
approach is claimed to avoid personal conflicts, as helpers are neither assigned, nor must they interact directly
with the helpee if they wish to refuse. It also allows all participants the opportunity to be helpers, as long as they
know about the topic. It does not guarantee, however, that selected helpers will be proficient at helping.

Ogata et al. [22] extend this notion of peer help networks, taking into account pre-existing social networks
amongst individuals, claiming that these are at least as consequential in a help context, as more official
organisational structures. Ogata et al.'s approach allows users to register their proficiencies and social networks,

and it also automatically traces user relationships by logging email exchanges. This provides additional
information on personal networks, and also on abilities of the user: if an individual answers a question posed by a

peer, the helper is assumed to be knowledgeable. These relationships are taken into account when matching
potential helpers with those requesting help.

The above approaches allow peer interactions to be initiated by a learner, as required. Helpers are contacted, and
may choose to take up or reject interactions. The first example [31] does not require extensive student models,
but is quite restricted. The second example [14] expects student models to be in place, though overlay models are
sufficient to indicate knowledge levels of individuals. The final example [22] does not require detailed models of
knowledge, since it relies on social closeness and self-evaluations together with assumptions about competence
based on question keywords in a help request, that has been responded to by the individual being modelled.
However, what is not present in these approaches is an ability to match students according to their preferences of
interaction method, or individual cognitive style, or to take into account a helper's ability to help. Such issues
may be just as important for peer interaction to be successful.

The following section describes I-Help: an environment based on multiple user models, to match students who
have help requests with potential peer helpers. I-Help aims to accommodate a broader range of characteristics
that might be important when pairing learners. Suggestions of how I-Help might be usefully applied in PBL are
then given in Section 4. This includes the more common face-to-face PBL context, and use alongside software to
support group interaction in PBL, such as described at the beginning of this section.

3 I-Help
I-Help is the integration of several information/help sources brought together through the metaphor of a helpdesk [12], designed originally for large student groups. The two principal components are an asynchronous
public discussion forum [3], and a one-on-one private discussion facility which may be used synchronously or
asynchronously. In the case of the private discussions, multiple distributed user models are used [20] to match
students who can help each other in their learning. Each user has a personal agent which uses its owner's student
model as a source of information for negotiating help sessions with other users, through their respective personal
agents [28]. (Some examples of agent personas are shown in Figure 1.) The following illustrates the sequence of
events for a help request. (For an example see [11]).
A student contacts their agent to issue a request for peer help;
1.
2. The student's agent negotiates with the agents of other learners, to find appropriate helpers;
3. The top five user-matches are emailed that there is a help request waiting for them in I-Help;
4. To ensure maximum immediacy of response, while not duplicating effort, the first helper to accept the
request starts a one-on-one discussion. Requests to other potential helpers are thereby cancelled;
5. Upon completion of discussion, each learner receives an evaluation form through which they evaluate their
partner, for student modelling purposes.
The I-Help student model is composed, as stated above, in part from peer evaluations given at the end of a help

session by both helper and helpee, about the knowledge of the other participant. The student model also
comprises self-evaluations of knowledge level in each of the domain areas. In addition, helpees rate the utility of
the help received. Social issues are also considered: learners can add users to their 'friends' listi.e. people with
whom they will preferentially interact, be they 'real friends' or people they do not know, but who have been
helpful to them in the past. Students may also add individuals to their 'banned' listpeople with whom they wish
to have no further dealings. Much information for the student model is easily captured, since it is user-given. It is
continually updated as peers evaluate help sessions once they are completed.
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Also modelled are individuals' cognitive styles. The identification of cognitive style is based on Riding and
Cheema's classification [26], which comprises two dimensions: wholist-analytic and verbal-imagery. The wholistanalytic dimension refers to the extent to which an individual usually processes information in wholes or separate
parts; the verbal-imagery style relates to the degree to which an individual tends to represent information during
thinking in a verbal or image form. In I-Help this information is provided through a front-end questionnaire. The
questionnaire is very short, designed for students who may not themselves be interested in the outcome. The aim

is to encourage learners to provide at least some information. While recognising that this is not ideal, partial
cognitive style information is considered preferable to no information at all.
Five question types were identified, requiring different cognitive style combinations of helper and helpee:
I. How does this fit with other things?
The first choice of helper for this type of question is a wholist, regardless of the cognitive style of the helpee,
because wholists will tend to be better equipped to provide a broader overview.
2. What are the details of..?
For this question type an analytic helper is preferred, regardless of whether this matches with the cognitive
style of the helpee, because analytics tend to grasp the details of a topic more readily than wholists.
Can you recommend any good materials for...?
3.

The aim is to match individuals on the verbal-imagery dimension, since a verbal learner will more likely
4.

recommend materials helpful to another verbaliser, and an imager will do likewise for another imager.
Miscellaneous question

This category covers any questions not included in the above. The default is to match all learners on the
5.

wholist-analytic dimension. If possible, learners are also matched on the verbal-imagery dimension.
Questions requiring simple answers

No cognitive style matching is undertaken for straightforward questions requiring a simple answer, as
cognitive styles are likely to have little impact here.
When submitting a help request, the learner indicates the question type from the above selection.

In addition to self and peer user-given information, learner models are updated automatically based on
observations of eagerness (browsing and active posting behaviour in the public discussion forums, and amount of
help given in private discussions). Furthermore, personal agents note which cognitive style matches seem most
successful for different question types, and update the user model accordingly. (This also helps to overcome
potential inaccuracies in the initial self-report.) Figure 1 illustrates the sources of information for the student
model (open arrowheads), and the differences between private and public discussions. In the private discussions
a learner interacts directly with a single peer in each dialogue, to give and receive help. Public discussions take
place in forums there is no direct interaction between two people (solid arrowheads).
V
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Figure 1: I-Help public and private discussions

In seeking partners, a personal agent tries to balance all relevant information (knowledge level of helpers;
helpfulness of helpers; eagerness to help; preferential friends; exclusion of banned people; appropriateness of
cognitive style). By default these issues are given equal weighting, but the learner may re-rank each component,
as is important for them. For example, some learners may have more flexible cognitive styles. For such students,
style may be a relatively unimportant factor. Other students will have more difficulty adapting to someone else's
way of learning, and will assign greater importance to cognitive styles perhaps even preferring this kind of
match above the requirement that a helper should be very knowledgeable.
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A variation on the peer help scenario involves permitting students to choose the kind of interaction they want,
based on the S/UM system [4]. In addition to peer help, students may seek: peer feedback about work drafted or
completed; collaborative learning; cooperative learning (i.e. X learns A & Y learns B, followed by tutoring or
reporting). In addition to peer help, this allows students who wish to learn collaboratively or cooperatively the
opportunity to find the most suitable partner. When a user sends an interaction request, they specify the kind of
interaction they are seeking. Their agent negotiates a match with someone who also wishes to interact in that
manner, and who has appropriate characteristics (e.g. a helper should have greater proficiency in the topic than
the helpee; a collaborative partner should have a similar, non-expert, knowledge level).
In summary, the utility of I-Help increases with the number of users, as good matches become more feasible.
Much of the user modelling is performed quickly and naturally by users (self- and peer-evaluations), and these
models by themselves are sufficient even early during interactions, before additional system modelling has
occurred. Student models contain content, cognitive and social information, which can be ranked in order of
importance by learners. Further, I-Help can easily be applied across a broad set of courses: all that is required is a
course description (in the form of course component labels) to be provided by the course tutor. Knowledge levels
represented in user models, to contribute to matchmaking, are then related to these labels. Apart from reducing
the load on tutors, from students requesting information, there are three major educational benefits:
Students receive help when they have difficulties;
Students learn through encountering the possibly conflicting viewpoints of others;
Students will necessarily reflect on an issue when giving help on it.
Thus it is not only those receiving help, who benefit.

4 I-Help in problem-based learning
Due to the nature of PBL, students undertake a lot more research than traditionally educated learners, relying less
on teacher-recommended texts. Many students use electronic resources more heavily than other resources [8],

and they also use general library resources more extensively than their traditional counterparts [2]. I-Help
provides additional human resources, forming a natural extension of this situation, and is likely to be useful to
many students in PBL during the research phase. However, in this paper we focus on supporting those students
who are uncomfortable with some aspects of the PBL approach itself.

Since PBL is focussed around small pre-established peer groups it is less obvious how I-Help might be applied,
as opposed to in larger, traditional classes for which it was originally designed. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the
following description, there are a number of situations in which I-Help could be useful in PBL.
There are a variety of potential difficulties to take into account in a PBL course. For example:
It can be difficult for some students to find time to meet outside scheduled class hours;
For a group to function effectively, individual team members should all be involved in group discussions;
Students may not fully understand their role in the group;
Students may lack the skills to make group interactions work;
Students have different interaction preferences;
Students have different cognitive styles.

Considering the first two of these issues, the public discussion forum of I-Help is a useful tool to keep all
students in contact with their own group's discussions, but also allowing interaction between particular group
members, should help or clarification be needed by some participants, on some group issue. At the same time, all
students remain up-to-date with all interactions, at a time that suits them, thus freeing up part of meeting times for
questions and group issues less easily handled through computer interaction.

Perhaps more unusual in the PBL context: there may be occasions when students could usefully interact across
groups. As suggested above, it is not the aim to exclude any group members from any interaction important for
group progress, but there may be situations where individuals from different groups could help each other, on
issues perceived as not directly relevant to either group as a whole. For example, in some PBL contexts the

various roles are divided amongst group members, often rotating. In such situations it might be helpful if
individuals from different groups who are performing the same role (e.g. scribe; group leader; information
analyst), could interact especially if it is early in the rotation, and there is less group experience on which to
draw. It will also be helpful for students finding their role difficult, who are part of a group whose members do
not appreciate the learner's problems. Their personal agent could locate a helper who has successfully fulfilled
the responsibilities of the role in the past, or find another student with similar problems, with whom they can
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jointly explore aspects of the role. Where the whole group acknowledges a lack of understanding of any role, one
of the group members may seek outside assistance on behalf of everyone.

I-Help's user models must therefore be extended to include information about student roles. I-Help must know
the current role of individuals, in order to put students in touch with others facing the same tasks; and it should
also remember the roles that individuals have previously held, and whether they were competent, and whether
they are willing to offer help to novices in these roles. I-Help may then be used to pair individuals in interactions
relating to role responsibilities, keeping such interactions amongst those for whom the discussion is currently
relevant and/or helpful. As more students come to perform each role, previous help session archives may be
accessed as help resources. In this manner, it is hoped that more students may develop an understanding of how
to meet their various responsibilities, resulting in improved group functioning.
It has been commonly noted that many students entering the medical sciences do not possess the skills necessary
for effective group interaction in PBL e.g. discussion, decision making, conflict management, leadership, group
feedback processes [24]. Although I-Help does not teach these skills, its ability to match students with others
who are in a similar position, or who are able to help, provides a form of support not usually available. If a single
individual has problems, the other group members may be able to compensate while also supporting the learner's
development of the skill concerned. However, where group members recognise a general deficiency, they may
use I-Help to put them in contact with a group that functions effectively with regard to the particular skill. They
may be invited to observe, as the efficient group models the behaviour during their next meeting, or one of the
effective group members may describe how their group tackles these issues. This will be especially useful where
there are no resources (e.g. time, staff) for skills training.

Again the I-Help student model must be extended, to accommodate information about group interaction skills.
This will involve all groups in a group evaluation process in order that they may provide skills information for
the user model, which in itself will be a useful reflective activity. The main difference in the structuring of the
model in this case is that skills information will relate to group functioning, and not to specific group members.
Thus I-Help must also know which students belong to which groups. Skills information need then only be given
by one learner.

A potential difficulty encountered by a student who might otherwise do well in PBL is that other group members

may have different interaction preferences: some students gain much from brainstorming or spontaneous
discussion, while others prefer to reflect and organise their thoughts before communicating. The combination of
face-to-face meetings and the public discussion forums helps to cater for all students, while the possibility also
exists to arrange collaboration, cooperation and feedback through the private discussions.
Students also have different cognitive styles. Some individuals understand verbal descriptions well, while others
need pictures, diagrams, or demonstrations. Some learners deal well with abstract concepts and detail, while
others tend towards a more general overview. Although a mixture of cognitive styles might sometimes be
complementary in a group setting, and have a positive effect on group performance, some cognitive style
combinations may lead to difficulties for some individuals. For example, if most members of a group are analytic,
a wholist learner may have difficulty gaining the overview perspective they require to integrate information. Such

an individual might find the situation very difficult as a learning experience. It is also possible that the other
group members will not understand their difficulty. This is a problematic situation since all group members
should be involved in group communications for a group to feel comfortable and function well. Full participation

is essential in some groups to avoid resentment by other group members if they feel that one person is not
contributing. I-Help private discussions should not, then, be used as an alternative to group interaction, as the
group may suffer as a result. However, for students who have problems adapting to the way the other group
members work, I-Help may provide a much-needed 'lifeline' by matching them with a student with a similar
cognitive style, to support their PBL activities in a 'more comfortable' fashion. Thus they will continue to interact
with their group to the best of their ability given the difficulties they experience, but they may also work with
another learner outside the group context if they feel this to be useful. This need not detract from the group
experience as a whole, since the learner may report back any findings. Taking the above example, such an
individual's contribution may now be greater, since they will be able to provide the overview that the analytics
lack. Therefore their group contribution may be stronger than any earlier contributions where they had not had
this additional learning opportunity, and were interacting only within the confines of the particular group's
interaction dynamics.

This section has suggested a number of ways in which I-Help might be useful in PBL. It is not suggested that all

PBL students should use it (though the public forum is likely to be generally useful), but that I-Help could
arrange peer support in cases where an individual is having difficulties with some aspect of the PBL approach.
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Although it does not address the problem of group learning for an individual who prefers to learn alone, or in a
different kind of group situation, it does at least provide them with some support that they would otherwise not
have.
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Figure 2: I-Help in problem-based learning
To introduce I-Help to the PBL setting, some additions to the user models are necessary. However, these are very
easy to implement, having simplicity in common with the present representations. Currently I-Help user models
contain: a quantitative measure of knowledge levels in the various domain areas; a quantitative indication of

helpfulness; a quantitative measure of eagerness; a list of friends; a list of banned people; identification of
cognitive style; a list of preferred interaction types. The additional information proposed above comprises: a list
of roles successfully performed previously (to be added by the individual); the current role of the student (also
added by the individual); a list of group membership (provided by one group member);, a list of group skills
(based on group evaluation, the result of which is entered by one group member). Thus minimal extensions could
provide essential support to learners having difficulties in PBL. Provision of this information by students should
also encourage them to think about factors that help to make group interaction successful.
Figure 2 illustrates how I-Help can support learners in a PBL setting. Students and peers provide student model
information as occurs in large group uses. I-Help also performs some user modelling as described previously.
The main difference with I-Help in PBL is that interactions for each group are focussed primarily around public
discussions, with each person communicating with other members of their own group. There is less use of the
private discussions. Where private discussions do occur, matching takes place according to the student models of
individuals in the manner described in section 3. In addition to individual models, in PBL group models are
required in order that groups may also be brought together where difficulties are recognised by the group as a
whole. Information for the group model is obtained from one of the group members.

5 Conclusions
I-Help was initially designed to promote peer help amongst a group of learners in a large class situation. Some
minor extensions to the system were suggested, to enable it to be effective also for students in PBL. Despite
many successes claimed for this kind of collaborative interaction, not all students will function at their best with
this type of curriculum. In this paper we focussed on PBL in medical education, but the arguments should be
equally applicable to other academic disciplines and small group contexts, as long as the overall student numbers
are large enough to enable sufficient choices of appropriate partners for cross-group interaction.
In addition to large and small group formal educational settings, I-Help might also be used beyond the classroom
to support medical practitioners. For example, while some contexts have adequate funds to implement elaborate
means of telemedicine (e.g. the U.S. Army [1]), remote areas which might benefit from access to various forms

of telemedicine often find that the low population density does not provide sufficient demand to justify the
expenditure required [25]. In rural locations a system like I-Help would provide a low cost means of obtaining
expert help at least for some cases. Furthermore, practitioners requesting assistance do not themselves need to
know who is the best person to contact. Similarly, I-Help might be useful in putting into contact physicians who
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would like to hear experiences of other practitioners. For example, where ethical considerations are important to
a case, such as conflicts between medical advice and parental beliefs [7]. I-Help might also be used alongside
diagnostic decision support systems in cases where physicians remain unsure about hypotheses, since the advice

offered by such systems may sometimes be misleading [9]. Experience with I-Help at university should
encourage more individuals to register once they graduate and specialise.
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The purpose of this study was to determine the impacts of different types of
external contingency built within computer-based cooperative learning on
student learning outcomes, and to further investigate whether various
cooperative strategies produced discernible efficacy for male or female students.

A 3X2 factorial design involving nine intact classes was adopted. In total 341

fifth-graders in Tainan City constituted the sample. Participants randomly
assigned in dyads worked through three originally developed computer-based
science programs for three consecutive weeks. Posttests and a post-session
self-report questionnaire were used for data collection. Results indicated that

students in cooperation with inter-group competition condition performed
significantly better on posttests than students in cooperation without inter-group
competition or cooperation with inter-group cooperation condition. Results also

revealed that inter-group competition enhanced student attitude toward the
subject matter studied better than the other two goal orientation structures. The
results of this study, however, failed to show that inter-group competition within
cooperation negatively influenced peer relations, and that the more pervasive the
cooperation, the greater the interpersonal attraction. Lastly, females performed
significantly better their males in academic achievement, and perceived their
peers more positively than males. Based on the results yielded from the present
study, it was suggested that embedding inter-group competition within
computer-based cooperative learning situation might be an effective alternative

instructional strategies to adopt so as to maximize performance and affect
without sacrificing social benefits of cooperation.

Keywords: Cooperative learning, Computer-based instruction, Competition,
Learning outcomes.

1 Introduction
The topic of how to group students to work together effectively and efficiently has been under heavy
investigation in the past decades. Research findings tend to support the use of cooperative learning, as
compared to competitive, or individualistic instructional methods [2, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19, 22]. Since then,
several cooperative learning models have been developed and used by researchers and practitioners in an
attempt to maximize student learning with the support of peers. The models vary in a number of respects.
One of the dimensions in which the models vary lies in whether they embed the element of competition in
their cooperative learning structures.

The study was partly supported by National Science Council of the Republic of China (NSC
88-2520-S-006-001)
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Competition has been suggested as one effective alternative to increase the motivational appeal of initially

uninteresting, or overly simple educational activities, and as a way to foster learner involvement and
excitement in the activity [17, 25, 26].

Adding an element of competition between individuals or groups

is widely believed to be a motivational-enrichment strategy in play, work, and education [3, 4,

17].

Commonly held opinions aside, several researchers have examined the effects of cooperation with versus
without inter-group competition on educational outcomes. Some have found that positive effects for
achievement, motivation and/or interpersonal relationships when competition was not implemented within
cooperative learning environments [5, 6, 8, 11, 16, 24, 27], whereas others have reported the opposite or that
cooperation with and without inter-group competition was equally effective [6, 16, 20, 25, 28]. As the
evidence is limited and mixed, at best, and the majority of existing research on this area were done in
traditional classrooms with Non-Asian Students; thus, one main focus of the present study was to test
whether embedding an external contingency of the element of inter-group competition into computer-based
cooperative learning would promote student learning and development.

In addition, based on their 1986 findings on interpersonal relationships, Johnson, Johnson, Warring, and
Maruyama leaned toward the position that the more pervasive the cooperation, the greater the interpersonal
attraction. Therefore, the author was interesting in finding out "would increasing widespread peer
interaction and tutoring among all learning groups via establishing an external contingency of the element of

inter-group cooperation within cooperative learning enhance student cognitive and affective outcomes as
well." Hence, a second focus of the present study was to investigate the impacts of cooperation with

inter-group cooperation on student learning outcomes as compared to cooperation with inter-group
competition versus cooperation without inter-group competition condition.

Finally, as competitive learning has been reported to have an especially negative impact on female student
achievement and attitudes toward the subject area being studied [12, 13], any interaction effects gender
differences might have with different treatment conditions were also examined in the present study. In
summary, the study intended to examine the effects of gender difference and different types of external
contingencies introduced within computer-based cooperative learning on student academic achievement,
attitudes and interpersonal relationships.

2 Method
2.1 Design and Participants
A 3x2 factorial design was used for this study, with learning strategies (cooperative with inter-group
competition, cooperative without inter-group competition, cooperative with inter-group cooperation) and
gender (male versus female) as the independent variables. The dependent variables were performance,
attitude toward the subject studied (i.e., science), and interpersonal relationships both among and within the
dyads.

Due to scheduling and other administrative problems, nine classes (N=341) randomly selected from one
elementary school in Tainan were randomly assigned to different treatment conditions. All subjects were
attending a weekly 40-minute computer literacy class and were being taught basic computer skills such as
word processing, graphics and Internet surfing at the time of the study.
In all treatment conditions, students were randomly assigned to groups of two to work on computers. In
the study, students participated in three instructional sessions in three consecutive weeks. The first session
was essentially a training session on cooperative learning techniques aiming to help prepare all participants
to work cooperatively with dyads on computers and be familiarized with navigating buttons and tools in the
modules.

2.2 Materials
Three computer-assisted instructional modules on science topics were developed for the study. The first
module dealt with "Recycling and Its Impacts on Environments." The second module dealt with "Seed
Structure and Germination." The third module dealt with "Movements of the Earth and Four Seasons."
All the modules were field tested prior to the actual study with a small group of fifth graders ranging from
high to low computer and academic abilities. Revisions were made accordingly to ensure clarity for
subjects and ease of navigation.

4.00

2.3 Experimental Treatment and Procedures
All treatment conditions incorporated essential cooperative elements, such as, positive inter-dependence,
face-to-face interaction, and individual accountability [9, 21]. Positive interdependence was established by
averaging dyads' scores on posttests. Face-to-face interaction was promoted by instructing dyads to discuss
information and their responses to practice items. Individual accountability was established by having each
member of a dyad independently complete the posttests upon completion of the second and third module.
Conditions for different treatment conditions were set up as follows.

In the cooperation with inter-group competition condition (Treatment A), the component of competition was
intentionally introduced, and emphasis was placed on which groups would achieve the top three highest
scores on the posttests in the class. Students in different teams were instructed to work cooperatively with
their dyads to ensure that everyone on the same team understood and learned the material presented by the

computer, while, at the same time, competing against other teams in the class to be among the top three
highest scoring teams based on the posttest score. The members of the final winning teams would all
receive a "surprise prize" at the end of the session. To further emphasize the competitive nature of the
learning situation, posters with words like "Be the best" were placed around the computer lab.

In the cooperation without inter-group competition condition (Treatment B), no element of competition was
introduced in the learning process, and emphasis was placed on how well the learning group would achieve
on the posttests using a fixed standard of performance for excellence. The student dyads were encouraged
to share information and ideas with their dyads to master the assigned contents so as to reach the excellence
level. Dyads' average score on the posttests being at least eighty points (i.e., answering at least sixteen out
of twenty test items correctly) was the standard for excellence for this treatment condition. If the learning
group would score at an average of at least eighty points based on the average of the posttests, each member
of the dyad would receive a "surprise prize" after completion of the experiment. To further emphasize the

cooperative nature of the learning situation, posters with words like "Work cooperatively with your
teammate to reach the excellent level of performance" were placed around the computer lab.

In the cooperation with inter-group cooperation condition (Treatment C), emphasis was placed on how well
the entire class would achieve. Like the cooperation without inter-group competition condition, no element
of competition was introduced in the learning process, and a fixed standard of performance for excellence
was introduced. However, the entire class scores, not mere the individual dyad's scores on the posttests,

were used as the basis for determining whether the excellence level of performance was reached. An
average score on the posttests being at least seventy points (i.e., answering at least fourteen out of twenty
test items correctly) was the standard for excellence for this treatment condition. If the entire class scored
at an average of at least seventy points based on the average of the posttests, the entire class would receive a
"surprise prize" after completion of the experiment. To further emphasize the cooperative nature of the
learning situation, posters with words like "Work cooperatively to reach the excellent level of performance"
were placed around the computer lab.
An instructor's guide including complete oral script as well as an orientation training program was provided

to two implementers to ensure experimental fidelity before initiating the treatments in the classroom.
Moreover, a pilot study was conducted prior to this study to determine whether the experimental procedures
and measurement instruments were reliable and appropriate.

2.4 Criterion Measures
Two 20-item, multiple-choice written posttests and a 38item post-session self-report questionnaire with
established reliability and validity were used to test the differential effects of the three treatment conditions
on student academic achievement, attitudes and interpersonal relationships.

2.5 Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using the 3x2 analysis of variance technique (ANOVA) on each of the dependent
variables. Scheffe multiple comparison tests were conducted when a univariate test indicated a significant
main effect for different learning strategies. Alpha was set at .05 for all statistical tests.
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3 Results
3.1 Performance
Based on the data analysis conducted on posttest scores, the study found a significant main effect for type of
cooperative learning strategy, F(2,310)=7.726, p<.001, and gender, F(1,310)=12.213, p<.001. ANOVA did
not reveal an interaction between learning strategy and gender. Scheffe multiple comparison tests revealed
that subjects assigned to cooperation with inter-group competition (M=55.5446) performed significantly
better on posttests than those assigned to cooperation without inter-group competition (M=47.5227) and
those assigned to cooperation with inter-group cooperation (M=49.0714).

3.2 Attitude Toward Science
According to the data analysis conducted on attitudes toward science, the study found a significant main
effect for types of cooperative learning strategy, F(2,319)=12.283, p<.001. ANOVA did not reveal an
effect for gender or an interaction between learning strategy and gender. Scheffe multiple comparison tests
revealed that subjects assigned to cooperation with inter-group competition (M=49.0392) rated more
favorably toward science than those assigned to cooperation without inter-group competition (M=44.4414)
and those assigned to cooperation with inter-group cooperation (M=41.2054).

3.3 Interpersonal Relationships
Data analysis done on subject perception toward their own dyad revealed a significant main effect for gender,
F(1,314)=15.576, p<.001. ANOVA did not reveal an effect for type of learning strategy or an interaction
between learning strategy and gender.

Finally data analysis on subject perception toward other dyads yielded a significant main effect for type of
learning strategy, F(2, 314)=4.018, p<.05, and gender, F(1, 314)=35.751, p<.001. ANOVA did not reveal
an interaction effect between learning strategy and gender. Scheffe multiple comparison tests revealed that
subjects assigned to cooperation with inter-group competition (M=40.4700) perceived other dyads more
positively than those assigned to cooperation with inter-group cooperation (M=37.5804).

4 Discussion
Results of the study indicated that students assigned to the cooperation with inter-group competition
condition performed significantly better on posttests than students assigned to the cooperation without
inter-group competition or cooperation with inter-group cooperation conditions. In addition, results of the
current study also revealed that different types of external contingency built within cooperative learning had

a significant influence on subject attitude toward science.

Subjects that received cooperation with

inter-group competition reported significantly more positive ratings toward the subject matter studied (i.e.,
science) than those in the other two treatment conditions. The beneficial effects of inter-group competition
within computer-based cooperative learning on participant performance and attitudes found in the present
study corroborated with other studies with different types of learning tasks and subjects ranging from college
students to high school students to elementary students [6, 16, 20, 25, 28].

While learning strategy influenced significantly subject performance and attitudes in this study, it did not
have a significant impact on student perception toward their own dyads. The non-significant results of this

study provided empirical evidence for Bossert's 1989 argument that cooperation with inter-group
competition maximizes performance without sacrificing social benefits of cooperation [1].
Furthermore, subjects in the cooperation with inter-group cooperation condition scored significantly lower

on posttests, attitudes toward science and perception toward other dyads than subjects in the cooperation
with inter-group competition and/or cooperation without inter-group competition conditions. The obtained
result was somewhat surprising, especially in light of Johnson et al. 1986 study that indicated, "the more
pervasive the cooperation, the greater the interpersonal attraction" [14]. The results of this study did not
support the work of other researchers who reported that inter-group cooperation was better for performance
and/or interpersonal relationship among the learning groups [7, 14, 23]. The decreased academic,
attitudinal and social gains might be explained through direct observation. Observation noted that dyads
interacted mostly with their partners during the instructional sessions and rarely cared for comments or
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suggestions from other dyads. To attain their personal goal, dyads in the cooperation with inter-group
cooperation not only needed to assist their own dyads to excel, but also was held accountable for other dyads
in the class. This kind of arrangement, for most participants, was "too much of a task" that they never
exposed to before, as aired informally during class sessions.
Though encouraging widespread peer interaction and tutoring among all learning groups via adding an extra
element of inter-group cooperation into cooperation situation, theoretically speaking, might have a positive
effect on student learning, it did not enhance participant cognitive, affective and social gains in the present
study. Contrary to the researcher's expectation, inter-group cooperation negatively influenced participant
performance, attitudes and perception toward other dyads. It was possible that longer experimental period
might allow participants to get accustomed to this kind of arrangement so as to benefit from constructive
interactions among the learning groups.

Lastly, the current study found that females outperformed males and perceived their classmates more
favorably in all treatment conditions. The obtained results that the inclusion of inter-group competition
within cooperation did not negatively influence females' cognitive and social gains in this study was
understandable considering the fact that all treatment conditions of the study emphasized the importance of
"cooperative behaviors." The potential negative effects that competition might have on females' learning
and development might be somewhat mitigated by cooperative encounters cultivated continuously within the
learning groups in all treatment conditions.

5 Conclusions
In the present study, competition within computer-based cooperative learning environments was found to
maximize performance and affect without sacrificing social gains. Based on the results yielded from the
present study, it was suggested that embedding inter-group competition within computer-based cooperative
learning situation might be an effective alternative instructional strategies to adopt. There are, however,
several limitations on the interpretation and generalization of the results of this study. Firstly, because it
was implemented in a naturalistic classroom setting, it was not possible to randomly assign individual
subjects to different treatment conditions. Though at the beginning of the first, third and fifth year of the
participating school all subjects were re-assigned to different classes to make every class comparable to each
other, classroom differences might have confounded the study's findings.

Secondly, the restrictions of time only allowed students in the selected school to participate in three
instructional sessions for the study. The time constraints might not have allowed the full influence of
cooperation with inter-group cooperation to manifest its beneficial effects on student learning and
development.

In spite of this study's limitation, it provided practical information regarding the efficacy of different type of
external contingencies within computer-based cooperative learning situations. Future studies employing
longer periods of experiment time and random assignment of subjects into different treatment conditions
may be desirable. Finally, as the present study tested mainly recall and memorization in science-related
topics and employed only fifth-graders, studies involving different types of measures, content areas as well
as populations may be needed to warrant wider generalization.
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The proposed system is primarily focused on research activities which create
various kinds of knowledge through trial and error. The knowledge is classified

into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized
knowledge, such as suggestions or advices. The former is easily utilized for
research activities, because they are accumulated as visible data.

However, the

latter is not utilized in many cases even f they are informative and useful.
Therefore, a web-based management system giving attention to un -formalized

knowledge as well as formalized information would be a possible solution.
This paper describes the features of the system based on the XML, and shows an
example of usage through a trial system. Functions of the system include: (1)

collecting un-formalized information related to formalized knowledge, (2)
connecting un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, and (3)
creating feedback information while using the system. The system creates a
repository in a lab, a collaborative space for research activities, and a set of new
document and knowledge.

Keywords: Research Activities, Knowledge Sharing and Management
System, Formalized/Un-formalized Knowledge, XML

1 Introduction
Researches on system environments that share knowledge on the Web have increased because of the needs
for accumulating and utilizing knowledge [3][8]. Specially aiming learning activities, the Covis [1], for
example, visualizes processes of collaboration between users, and memorizes the processes through the
Covis Collaboratory Notebook. Another example is the CSILE [4] [9] with networked computer
environment particularly designed to support progressive discourse. In CSILE, students write text or
graphic notes to convey their explanations. Similarly, the KIE [6] have collaborative environments that
make network discussion possible by using the interface called Netbook. Users of the Shrlok [2] also have
shared knowledge environments. They can discuss their opinions in an opened condition and make hypertext
links between relevant knowledge. Thus, users of these four systems can exchange their own opinions and
argue their individual ways of thinking, based on ideas and questions stored in the Database (DB) system [7].
Therefore, in these four systems, students can be subjective while having clear objectives. Teachers can
also help students solve problems, and students can collectively work on problems.

The process of advanced researches, on the other hand, is not the same as that of education because
researches might not always have definite objectives. In many cases, new things can be discovered from
one trivial thought, and researchers enlighten and encourage each other.

Individual studies can be more

important in a condition where there is no instructive person who clearly knows and ultimate goals.
Although research activities have a different characteristic from education activities that have clear goals,
few studies aiming research activities have been discussed.

This paper proposes an XML-based knowledge sharing and management system.

It focuses on an

accumulative style of knowledge management for supporting research activities, rather than for learning.
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The activities in a laboratory produce various kinds of knowledge by repeating trial and error. That
knowledge is classified into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized knowledge,
such as suggestions or advices. The former is accumu lated as visible data in the form of paper material or
digital data. On the other hand, the latter is only spoken and is not represented in the real material. Therefore
most of that information is not recorded. However, it is important to accumulate and share the un-formalized
knowledge because live suggestions or advices are often very useful to promoting research activity. Their

accumulation is useful for participants to remember knowledge and also for peer that cannot attend the
discussion process.
Thus, we focus on this un-formalized knowledge. By making the un-formalized knowledge active as
memorandums and by connecting them with meta-data of formalized knowledge, the proposing system
creates a new set of knowledge documents, Knowledge DB. Proposing system allows users to produce
feedback information while using it. The system by using the XML could effectively help research
activities. Finally we provide some considerations on the prototype system.

2 The outline and features of knowledge sharing and management
system
Chapter 2 summarizes the features of the proposal.
The system consists of the following three steps.

(1). It attaches un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, for example paper and reports, as
memorandums.
(2). It connects the above information with meta-data of formalized knowledge.
(3). It utilizes connected knowledge and feedback the information.

If more than two documents share the same information, they are connected through a memorandums.
That is to say, the metmrandum connects clearly the original documents existing independently in DB.
Such connections are useful for the documents retrieval and research analysis. Further, continuous cycles
of connection, searches and analyses can be occurred, which assemble a lot of knowledge and information.

At this time, the trial of this system is focuses on Research DB. However, it is reasonable that fundamental
policy is not changed even if the DB is changed, because XML is used for exchanging between applications
and our system process only the meta-data.
Three advantages of the system are:
It provides auxiliary information for user's document retrieval by attaching a memorandum to original
documents.
The original documents are related with each other by the connection with the memorandums, and it
creates a new document set.
It supports continuous research activities for users to analyze sets of information and knowledge.

3 Adoption of XML technology
Chapter 3 discusses advantages of the XML, which is one important characteristic in the system.

We adopted the XML, a standard language for information exchange, for two reasons. The first was the
need to do knowledge management on the Web because the sharing space accumulated knowledge can be
accessed anytime and anywhere. The second was the need to consider the connection with another
advanced DB, such as CG and 3D data. Thus, the system would be more flexible because of the XML.
Effectively, the XML is used in two aspects. One is as a way for exchange between DB and systems. The
other is for the preservation of information, including the XLink function [10]. Considering that
memo randum and data items can change in near future, XML has several advantages: It can set flexible
data lists, and express arbitrary number of elements in a tree structure [5].

4 The system configuration
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Chapter 4 shows the configuration of the system.

The system consists of three main parts: (1) Sets of Knowledge-Memos, (2) Knowledge processing system,
and (3) Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web. (Fig.l). The role of the part (1) is collection and
accumulation of knowledge. Part (2) connects two kinds of knowledge. Part (3) relates to the interface
for users. The followings sections present their details, respectively.

4.1 Set of Knowledge-Memos: Collection, accumulation of the memorandums
The system needs to collect un-formalized knowledge, such as advices or suggestions from teachers and
researchers, even though they are not in any form. Thus, the style of memo randums to formalized
knowledge, like papers, are adapted. This chapter presents the concept of "Knowledge-Memo".
4.1.1 The proposition of the Knowledge-Memo concept

The system adopts concept of memorandum called "Knowledge-Memo", in order to collect un-formalized
information. We classify Knowledge-Memos into two types to be attached to the original documents in
accordance with their natures. In this way, layers of un-formalized knowledge can be created.
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Fig.l. System overview

Simple Knowledge-Memo: specific information which users want to attach. For example, "This paper is
an updated version of named B paper." This type of memo randum can be registered at the same time
original paper is entered in the DB.

Analysis Knowledge-Memo: constructed and connected information that is based on researchers' analyses.
This type of memo randum can be a Simple Knowledge-Memo because it can be re -analyzed. Users would
register Analysis Knowledge-Memo as research results of documents and memorandums.

According to making of the Knowledge-Memo, new sets of documents are created. One objective of
proposed system is to change from fragmentary and separated information to collected new knowledge, due
to the analyses of researchers in a common created space.
4.1.2 Collection and accumulation of Knowledge-Memo
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The following templates make inputting memo randums simple.

Information inputted in prepared templates is stored on the Web as Knowledge-Memos through XML
structure. Types of the Simple Knowledge-Memo are updating, adding, questioning, answering and
referring. Analysis Knowledge-Memo includes relating memo randurns.

Usage of these templates is as follows.
Updating templates: describing information and explaining reasons for renewal, which create relationships
between before and after renewal.
Adding templates: adding information, such as advices and references to original documents.
Questioning templates : asking questions to documents. When inputting Questioning templates, e-mails
would be simultaneously sent to a person who created the original documents.
Answering templates: answering to questions. Automatically sent to the person who wrote questions.
Referring templates: referring to external documents and create new relationships with sites on the Web.
Relating template : describing relationships between documents which are based on analysis of documents
and Knowledge-Memos. More than two documents and memos can have relationships.

<br /> for
<hi> for highlights,
<key> for keywords,
starting new lines. In an experimental usage of the system, users were free to use these tags without any
restriction and enforcement. If tags were used, words would be shown in only emphasized style on the
screen. (Fig.2). However, the system would better more reflect users' intentions if the use of new tags were
available and inventive Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) was developed.
As previous discussion shows, the system has an advantage of creating sets of documents, which reflects

Several tags of the XML are also used:

users' intentions.
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Fig.2 Input screen of "Relating memo" used to input XML tags. (Left)
The "Relating memo" including enhanced expressions created through XSL (Right)

4.2 Knowledge processing system: Connecting the original document and
Knowledge-Memo
After collecting un-formalized information, the system connects it with formalized information. Such
connection creates a Knowledge repository.

The process of connection is as follows. First of all, this system picks up necessary meta-data from
Research DB and stores it in a XML structure. Such information is connected to the Knowledge-Memo
which is also in a XML structure. Thus, a Knowledge repository is created. The system employs XLink
function to connect un-formalized information with documents. Because of XLink potential, it is possible to
make multidirectional links among original documents from a remote resource, that is, from a
Knowledge-Memo related to original documents. Moreover, the system also creates lists of linkage
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information about existing Knowledge-Memos related to one original document. That is, from one
individual document all its existing connections are easily obtained (Fig.3). Unfortunately, the
experimental utilization of the system in this paper uses Internet Explorer5 which still does not support all
these XLink functions. That is why the system utilizes link functions of HTML, reflecting the structure of
the XLink. If the XLink was supported, it would be easily possible to make relationships between
documents through the above simple structure. The fact that these connections are automatically created
by users' simple operation constitutes an advantage of the system.

The Knowledge DB pulls out necessary information, and displays on a Web interface.
XSL templates to arrange and display requested information.
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Fig.3 Description examples of relation between documents and Knowledge-Memo based on
XLink. The memorandum associates remote documents through extended link (above).
The external linkset centralizes the link information (below).

4.3 Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web
Peers use a trial system on the Web as a part of research activities. In order to make a user-friendly
interface, we studied the flow of research activities. As the result, three processes, such as retrieving,
surveying and analyzing information, are prepared for their research activities.

First, two retrievals are available, which include searching documents and Knowledge-Memos. Document
search is a method which is often used, and it searches a document from a title or keyword. If an Updating
memo is shown as a result, and there are some corrections on the documents including updated document.

In another word, Updating memo provides help of the retrieval. Moreover, a renewal reason has the
possibility to become a reference when a peer writes a paper. Retrieving from Knowledge-Memos may be
useful for getting information toward vague ideas. 1 can be more efficient than previous ways, because
researched results are sets of documents and memorandums. Further, due to the XSL, it is possible to sort
by dates and to filter by types of memorandums.
In a Surveying process, connection between documents and memo randuim is visualized, when traversing
search results. For example, even if users think that there is no relationship between documents, there
might have some kind of relationship after following links. Such new researches can help proceeding
researches.
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With respect to analyzing information, a new finding, resulted from surveying information, can be used for
making analyzing memo in a combination with related and added memo randums. These processes can be
continued by adding new information and findings that stimulate utilization. On the Web, a common space,
such utilization can increases effective research activities. .
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Documents and Memos are gathered around the "Agent document".

5 Prototype evaluation
Usage of the system and evaluation of the prototype are discussed and reviewed in this section.

5.1 Usage of the system
In order to study further, followings show a way of system utilization, based on discussions and reports in a
research group which studies agent technologies in a laboratory. Suppose that there are three members,
named A, B and C, in the group.
(1) "A" makes and reads a report, "About Agent" in a seminar. After the seminar he registers the report

in Research DB.

At the same time, conclusion of discussion, advice, etc. are also registered as

Knowledge-Memos.
(2) "B" who was absent for discussion reads the report. Then "B" asks, "What does autonomy mean?" in
a Questioning memo. Such question is registered in memo randums of questions related to reports, and
at the same time, "A" will get the e-mail.
(3) "A" answers the question from "B" in Answering memos, which is registered in Answering memos,
and e-mail is sent to "B".
(4) "C" tries to do a programming of an agent by using Java. He finds a report of "About Agent" written
by "A" through a keyword search, "agent". "C" completes his report, referring A' s report. . He makes
a Relating memo, for example, describing which part of the agent report is quoted and how it is useful
for him.

After repeating these memorandums registrations, it is possible to analyze information as shown Fig.4.
Members of agent seminar could gain the following effects at this time.

5.2 Test results
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Seven students in a lab used a practical sample test of the system, and answered questionnaires. Table.l
shows the results.

(1). Helpfulness of the Knowledge-Memo.
(2). Easiness of inputting the Knowledge-Memo.
(3). Acceptance of sharing ideas written in the memo with other users.
(4). Satisfaction of inserting XML tags for emphasizing and changing colors.
(5). Usefulness of the system. (i.e. connecting the Knowledge-Memo with documents,
resulting in a set of new documents.)
Tablel. Results of questio nnaires .

Yes
93%
58%
93%
67%
71%

No
7%
42%
7%
33%
29%

The overall evaluation of the system was positive. In terms of the question (1), students used the
Knowledge-Memo for connecting to related documents and getting information of their documents. There
were several responses in question (2), which demanded for the improvement of the interface when inputting
the memorandums. Some students suggested a possibility of creating more successful system if
incorporating with other laboratory members. In the question (3), most students were positive for
informing and sharing ideas through memorandum with other users, since they can identify their ideas and

get some comments. As for question (4), some students complained the new tag system that requires
additional input. However, other students recognize the advantages of the system that can emphasize the
keyword and change colors as far as the tags were not so complicated. Finally, most students recognize the
structure of relationships centered on the document is useful for research activities.

5.3 Discussion
Test results lead to three fundamental findings.

(1). The system is useful for using and searching documents because it is possible to use information of
Knowledge-Memo as well as abstracts.
(2). The system is convenient, since it enables users to make relationships with other preserved documents,
to create new sets of documents, and to traverse from memorandums.
(3). The system is effective for informing and sharing opinions with peers because it enables to identify their
ideas, to get some comments, and to record the process of studies.

From these results, it is possible to conclude that this management system effectively supports research
activities, which collects and accumulates peer's knowledge and promotes collaborative and shared
utilization.

Furthermore, we need to evaluate more effects for future research, such as;
Is there any possibility in this system to give linkage of documents that seem to have no relation with
each other?
Is there any possibility that the results of using this system, such as creation of new document sets and
analysis of memorandums, can give deeper understanding and new definition to users?
Additionally, this system should be improved in terms of the following three points.
(1). Revision of interfaces, including the interface for inputting the memo and the interface for classifying
documents by theme.
(2). Addition of the level of importance to Knowledge-Memos for arrangement and classification, in order to
promote re-use of knowledge.
(3). Exploration and employment of XLink potential. (Current browsers, such as IE or Netscape
communicator, do not support XLink functions.)

6 Conclusions
The proposed web-based management system is primarily designed for research activities. Previously,
databased and written information, such as papers and reports, were only available for research activities,
even though other information, such as ideas and opinions, are also important knowledge. The new

management system enables to utilize un-formalized knowledge as well as formalized information.
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Positive responses from lab members who used a trial system show that because separated and fragmentary
information are collected through Knowledge-Memos, effective and efficient research activities would be
feasible. A lot of information and ideas toward papers are collected by members as databases, which
creates sets of documents. Researchers can collaborate with other researchers through the system.

From the technical standpoint, the system utilizes the XML in two parts of exchange and preservation.
Users' intentions on the WWW can be more reflected by the XML.

For the future usage, since only meta-data is managed in a XML, the utilization of documents as well as
digital data is feasible. Further, the system can connect knowledge more easily, since XLink functions will
be realized soon. Important advantages of the system include creation of relationships, and searches of
information and knowledge. Improvement of the interface and the classification memorandums will be
necessary for the long term.
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This paper describes a prototype of "rTable"(r means Round and Role) that supports
collaborative problem solving through a synchronous group discussion. Firstly we take
up two general problems concerned with organizing discussion. One is the difficulty to
facilitate productive discussion. The other is the difficulty to promote all members'
participation. And then two prior systems that support collaborative learning are
reconsidered in terms of these problems. Secondly we explain our new design concept:
"playing roles by turns", and describe a prototype of our system. In this system, users
discuss a problem, taking four roles by turns and visualizing a flow of a discussion. The
roles include the chair who presides a discussion, the proposal who formulates a topic,
the question who makes first statement on a topic and the summary who arranges
statements. These roles are expected to prompt users to argue and aim at directing them
to equal participation. Results of the pretest show the system design of rTable has
possibility of being a solution to two general problems in supporting collaborative
problem solving.

Keywords: collaborative problem-solving, synchronous discussion, role

1 Introduction
Recently, in Japan, an educational reform has been carried out. "Period for Integrated Study" aims at helping children
develop capability and ability to discover problems by themselves and solve those problems properly (Mombusho 1998).
These activities are expected to achieve through various learning styles, group learning, cross-grade learning and so on.
Thus it is important that learners cope with problem solving activities via discussion and dialogue with other people in
the future education. However there are many difficulties to manage group discussion in educational setting. We have
developed rTable that is a network-based learning environment to support synchronous discussion for collaborative
problem solving. The purpose of this paper is to describe rTable design, functionality and its evaluation through pretest.

2 Problems
We focus on two of general problems in organizing group discussions. One is the difficulty to make group members
focused on content-related dialogues and coherent subject matter discussion, and putted forward constructive argument.
One of the reasons this problem arises from is a lack of rules that members share in respect of advance a discussion.
Hesse and Hron (1999) found that the groups given the rules for discussion showed grater orientation to the subject
matter and less off-task talk, compared with a control group.
The other problem is concerned with the equal participation of group members. Eichinger and Anderson (1991) pointed
this problem out based on their analysis in the process of collaborative problem solving. In their observation, only the
students who were already most skillful at constructing scientific argumentsgot substantial practice and feedback. They
suggested that some kind of collaborative problem solving had in it the potential for continuing the inequities of the
present system, in which students came to view and success in science as reserved primarily for articulate, intellectually
aggressive boys. Therefore Eichinger and Anderson were concerned about finding ways to make sure that all students
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could get benefits from their participation in the group problem solving (Eichinger and Anderson 1991).
Our system is aimed at trying to solve or reduce these two problems. In this paper, we begin with reconsidering two

representative Computer Supported Collaborative Learning. CSCL environments in terms of those problems.

3 The prior two representative CSCL systems
Collaboratory Notebook The Collaboratoty Notebook was created by the Learning Through Collaborative Visualization
(Covis) Project. This system is a shared hypermedia database. It allows users to create a shared workspace called a
notebook within that users create pages. Every page in a notebook is assigned a page type by its author(s). The eight
page types include questions, conjectures, evidence for, evidence against, plans, and commentaries. The hypermedia
links enable users to connect pages together according to the relationships between them. The genre defined by the page
labels and links is designed to provide students with a framework for conducting and communicating about the inquiry
process that encourages them to be systematic and reflective. It provides students with a structure for their activities
designed to reduce their need to focus on the challenges of organization so that they may focus mote on the content of
their activities (Edelson, D. C. et al 1995).

SenseMaker. The SenseMaker is one software component of the Knowledge Integration Environment (KIE)..
SenseMaker provides a spatial and categorical representation for a collection of Web-based evidence. The SenseMaker
software allows small groups of students to organize and annotate a collection of evidence associated with a project that
can then be shared with others. Within the software, students work with evidence dots representing individual pieces of
evidence on the Web and claim frames corresponding to evidence. Claim frames can be interrelated by hierarchically
nesting one inside of another. Students place evidence dots within the claims that they are interpreted as supporting (Bell,
P. 1997).

Both the systems are based on the same method that users classify their own opinions or evidences for theory using
common representations and categories that the systems provide. This way encourage users who have never established
standards for discussion to exchange opinions each other and to make a productive discussion. So this method may solve
or reduce the first problem, concerned with making members putted forward constructive argument. But with regard to
the second problem, related to making members participated equally, and Collaborator)/ Notebook and SenseMaker
systems are not likely to consider. This is illustrated by a fact that, in a study of Collaboratory Notebook use, there was
reliable correlations between the number of different pages and answers of students to the question: "I enjoy classes in
science." and between the connectedness of page in cluster or tree and the same answer (Edelsen, D. C. et al 1995).
Besides, as far as synchronous discussions are concerned, it is desirable to accept member' s off-task talks out of

categories that systems provide them in a certain extent in order to promote vigorous discussions.

4 Playing roles by turns as an alternative design
We introduce the concept of playing roles by turns into development of supporting system for collaborative problem
solving. We got the idea from "Question-Asking-Reading" procedure for learning to read. In this procedure, students
play five roles by turns to read texts (Cole and Engestrom 1993). Although this procedure is aimed atacquiring full act of
reading, it has also the potential that the procedure can facilitate the progress ofdiscussion. Because giving a clear role to

a student may facilitates participation of an activity, and taking turn may helps participating equally.
The rTable provides users 4 roles including the chair, the proposal, the question and the summary. Users cope with
their problems in corporation playing roles by turns through discussions. The concept of playing roles by turns is
expected to solve or reduce above those two problems. On the first problem, these four roles are related to the progress of
a discussion work for constructing a productive one. And they don' t restrict user' s statements directly and strongly, so
user can make statements without heavy loads. Regarding the second problem, because the roles are assigned in turns by

system, all users are encouraged to participate in a discussion without staying on the same roles.

5 Prototype design and functionality
4 to 6 participants can discuss on rTable simultaneously. After log in the server, the names, roles and characters of
participants are appeared on the le ft side of main window (see Figure 1.). There are a textbox into that a user types
his/her statement and a history of statements on the bottom of the window. Discussion flows which participants make are
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Figure 1. Main window of the prototype

"Topic" by the proposal

"First Comment" by the question

"Free Discussion" by all participants

"End of Session" by the chair

Figure 2. A Session
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end a discussion

A discussion on rTable is divided into units of the Session shown at Figure 2. A Session consists of 4 steps. First step is

"Topic" by the proposal. The second step is"First Comment" by the question. The third step is"Free Discussion" by all
participants. The fourth step is" End of Session" by the chair. Four roles are assigned randomly and automatically by the

system at the beginning of a session. But the chair switches his/her role to the proposal in the next session.
To put it concretely, in the first step"Topic", the proposal is required to formulate a topic that participants shoulddiscuss
in this session. In the second step"First Comment', the question is required to give a comment firstly about the topic in

order to start discussion. After that, all participants discuss freely in the third step "Free Discussion ". The chairs
required to preside at the discussion through a session. The chair can control a voice, so that he/she is able to nominate
one to talk suitably. For clarifying a flow of discussion with visualization, the summary is required to pick up important
statements- from discussion and place them on Summary Board. The participants except the summary are not able to

write anything on Summary Board.
To write comments on Summary Board, the summary just clicks a balloon, which has a participant' s statement, or clicks
a statement in the column of the history of statements. And then a Card written the statement appears on Summary
Board. The summary also makes links (every link has a tag that the summary write something on) to connect a Card with
another Card, and makes labels to take notes. Summary Boards of all participants are synchronous, so participants can

grasp the discussion flow by looking at them.
The chair needs to decide the end of a session referring the progress of discussion and the discussion flow with
visualization. If the chair wants to finish the session and to change the topic, he/she is able to declare "End of Session".
At the same time the chair is required to pick a Card that he/she considers as the source for next topic. If participants
judge that there is no necessity to continue the discussion ahead, the chair can end the discussion. After the chair chooses
a Card, the system giving users new roles, the new proposal who is the old chair is required to formulate a topic from the
card. When a new topic is formulated, a Card written the topic is made automatically. Cards chosen as sources for next

topics by the chairs and Cards written topics are colored.

6 Pretest
We report here our pretest to measure validity of the system design. In this pretest, one undergraduate and three graduate
students used the prototype of rTable. The pretest has two objects. Firstly, we want to know whether the system can

encourage users to participate discussions. Second is whether the roles restrict user' s statements.
After we explained and demonstrated the usage of rTable to students, students discussed two subjects including a
mathematical problem and a social problem for 80 minutes using rTable. There were 4 sessions. We analyzed the
number of statements and user's answers to a questionnaire after discussion. The questionnaire included"Did you work
on discussion freely?' "How far were you conscious of your roles?' and "Were you encouraged by playing roles in

turns?"
Results : Table 1 shows the number of statements per person and per category of statement. "Task-focused" are
statements related to the subject or the topics. "Off-tasle' are statements related to participants state, feeling, and the like.

For example, "Now, I' m thinking." and "It looks like difficult."

Table 1. The number of statements per participants and per category of statement
Category of statements
Persons
142(93.4%)
Task-focused
42 (27.6%)
A
10( 6.6%)
Off-task
41 (26.9%)
B
C
D

36 (23.7%)
33 (21.7%)
152

152

Encouragement users to participation: The total number of statements is 152, and each participant wrote 27.6%,
26.9%, 23.7% and 21.7% of total statements respectively. There is not significant difference between persons e (3)
=1.42). Also almost user answered"Playing the chair or playing the summary promoted my participation!' regarding the
question, "Were you encouraged by playing roles in turns?' The fact that almost equal participation rate by each and
high agreement rate regarding of "playing the chair or playing the summary promoted my participation" would support

that the system promote user' s participation toward the discussion equally in the pretest.
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Restriction on statements :All users responded," I was conscious of playing my roles". They also answered, "I did so:'
or" I did a little." regarding the question," Did you work on discussion freely?" There were 10 off-task statements that

seemed to make the discussion relaxed. These suggest that assigned roles hardly restrict on making statements.

7 Conclusions
Therefore, we may say that the system design of rTable has possibility of being a solution to two general problems in
supporting collaborative problem solving: facilitating productive discussion and promoting all members' participation.
There are some complaints in operation of prototype reported by users. We will revise the prototype system, and evaluate

it in educational setting.
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A microgenetic process study of dyad learning was conducted with the objective

of further understanding conceptual change as students learn. This paper
describes the knowledge negotiation, co-construction, and problem-solving
efforts between two student volunteers, both aged 15, in a computer-mediatedcommunication (CMC) environment. We illustrate protocols of the students'
problem-solving processes, showing how the students manifested, expressed,
defended, abandoned, conjectured, and eventually transformed their
(mis)conceptions on various aspects of velocities and distances. In doing so, we
address important questions raised about students, their concepts and (lack of)
theories, and the types of conceptual change that take place as students learn.
This paper provides empirical evidence to show that as long as students do not
think in theoretical terms, conceptual change in students will be very different
from scientific revolutions. It not only agrees with the theoretical shift to

viewing learning as conceptual change; it also lends empirical evidence in
support of this view.

Keywords: Cognition and Conceptual Change, Collaborative Learning, and
Knowledge Construction and Navigation

1 Introduction
The study and understanding of conceptual change is a field that is significant to the research community
[10]. An example of macro-level conceptual change is the paradigm shift [8] from the phlogiston theory to
the oxygen theory (commonly dubbed the chemical revolution). There have been numerous attempts to
compare and contrast between such scientific revolutions and conceptual change in children and students.
For example, Carey [2] contends that the development of the concept living thing in a child is analogous to
scientific revolution because her study shows that between the ages of 4 to 10, children undergo a cognitive
restructuring of their living thing concept; this restructuring is tantamount to theory change (from an animist
theory to a set of biological theories). On the other hand, Harris [5] argues that "children do not think in

theoretical terms, but on the basis of working models or concrete paradigms that serve as a basis for
predictions and explanation" (p.303). Given these two opposing viewpoints, it is natural for Thagard [21] to
state:

The questions remain: do children have theories, does conceptual change occur by replacement,
and is theory replacement the result of considerations of explanatory coherence? An affirmative
answer to each question is a precondition of an affirmative answer to the succeeding one. (p.256)

Before discussing whether conceptual change in students is as revolutionary as scientific revolution, we
should be reminded that scientific revolution involves a paradigm shift from one theory (or theories) to
another competing theory (or theories). At the risk of oversimplification, we define a theory to be a set of
explicit and well-coordinated principles that yield predictions based on their explanatory mechanisms. Since
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all "conceptual structures provide some fodder for explanation", "the distinction between theory-like
structures and other types of cognitive structures is one of degree" [2, p.201]; theories embody deep
explanatory notions.

Given the above, if students do not possess theories, not only is conceptual change in students fundamentally
different from scientific revolution, but we must also offer negative answers to Thagard's questions.

2 Context of Study
This study describes how two student volunteers, Tim and Ming (both aged 15), engaged in meaningful
knowledge negotiation and co-construction in a manner that allowed their conceptions and thought processes
to be made overt for our analysis. Tim and Ming are schoolmates (but not classmates) in an academically
average neighborhood secondary school. Both students have learnt physics in school for one year prior to
this study and hence, are familiar with the terms velocity, acceleration, time, and distance. Prior to this, both
students have not worked academically with each other.

Tim and Ming were placed in a large room that was partitioned in the middle. Each student occupied
onepartition, and conversed with the other exclusively via a computer-mediated-communication (CMC)
environment. The CMC environment consisted of a chatbox and whiteboard facility. The chatbox facility
allowed the two students to converse via typed text, while the shared whiteboard allowed pictorial drawings
and ideas to be depicted and discussed. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of this CMC environment, implemented
via Microsoft NetMeetingTM. Besides the standard furniture such as tables, chairs, and a computer, each
partition housed two unmanned video cameras. The main data collection method comprised the video
recordings of the students' interactions through the CMC environment. In each partition, a video camera was
directed at the screen, capturing every interaction sequence performed on the computer, while the other
video camera was directed at the student, capturing the student's physical gestures and reactions. To further
aid the transcription process, both the shared chatbox and whiteboard were regularly "saved."

The questions that we posed to the students to solve were adaptations of the "Context Rich Problems"

formulated by the Department of Physics, University of Minnesota (for more information, see
http://www.physics.umn.edu/groups/physed/Research/CRP/crintro.html).
x
fk. Eck, Om titip'
This is where the chatting
Timothy
takes place

New angle means distance traveled increases!

t'.

rE-Nroommroroso
l [chat arx4 dct.a

.

Figure 1: The CMC environment

3 Research Methodology
If we simply engage in endpoints analysis, we would not be able to understand conceptual change [10]. As
such, we need to take into account the actual developmental process of conceptual change. A research
methodology that focuses on microgenetic (developmental) processes is that of Ethnomethodology [4]. In
short, ethnomethodology is interested in interaction sequences and requires that we focus on "participant
categories" rather than "third person observer" perspectives [7]. It forces us to ask, "what questions can the
data answer" rather than "what data do I need to answer these questions."
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Since conversation analysis is the most productive and prolific form of analysis that has been developed with
ethnomethodological concerns in mind [1], the protocol data obtained were transcribed into a log format,
and then analyzed and annotated in accordance with the practices of conversation analysis (see also [6, 9, 12,
13, 17]). This was a time-consuming process as each tape had to be viewed and reviewed until the gaps in
the data were resolved to the fullest extent possible.

4 Study Findings
In the following section, we illustrate portions of Tim and Ming's problem-solving processes through
protocols collected in our study. Because this paper only presents portions of the protocols collected, see
Soong [19] for full details. The question below details one of the problems attempted by Tim and Ming.
The cycling problem:
You and your physics teacher are cheering your cyclist friends Alex and Bon who are taking part in

a straight but uphill bicycle-racing contest. You and your teacher are watching the race from the
side-lane just beside the racetrack, 132 meters away from the finish line. It so happened that both
cyclists passed by in front of you at exactly the same point in time. Your teacher estimated Alex's
velocity to be 12m/s and Bon's velocity to be l lm/s. Given your training sessions with Alex and
Bon, you know that from this position, Alex will accelerate at the rate of 0.25m/s2, while Bon will
accelerate at the rate of 0.4m/s2, for the next 10 seconds.
What is the final velocity of both cyclists at the end of that 10 seconds?
Who will reach the finish line first?
Comments in square brackets "[ ]" are remarks made by the author regarding the protocol statements. These
comments aid understanding of the protocols by relaying contextual information not available to the reader.
No attempts were made to correct the students' grammatical and spelling errors. Tim, Ming, and the author
are represented by "T", "M", and "A" respectively.

part a looks tha same as what we did in the last session
[The first part of this question looks the same as what they previously attempted]
5.
T: yes....
6.
M: can we use that method?
T: lets try
4.

M:

Both students drew structural similarity between Part A of this question and a question that they previously
attempted. In that previous problem-solving session, T and M had agreed that "(acc. x acc. time) + initial
velocity = final velocity". However, the reason they agreed on this formula was because "it's the only
method where we could get the ans. so far". It is clear that the students lacked a conceptual understanding of
the solution, but nonetheless that did not hinder them from solving the problem.
It is noteworthy that M referred to the problem-solving process as "that method", rather than "that theory" or
even "that logic". It is clear that in this instance, the students did not think in theoretical terms. In fact, it
was a mechanical application of the "method" that the students "did in the last session".

With this, the students worked collaboratively, using the formula final velocity = (acceleration x
acceleration time) + initial velocity. They then obtained the (correct) solution that Alex's final velocity was
14.5 m/s while Bon's final velocity was 15 m/s.

17.

M:
T:
T:
M:

12+2.5=14.5
yes
and bon = 11 + 4 = 15
agree?

18.

T:

yup

11.
12.
13.

It was clear to both students that Bon was faster than Alex after the acceleration. However, both the students

had the conception that an object with a higher final velocity travels further than one with a lower final
velocity. This conception is true in some, but not all cases. This is a well-known misconception, and it has
been documented extensively by Piaget [11], among others. In the context of our study, we will refer to this
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as the "higher final velocity = winner" concept.
T: bon is faster after the acc.
M: yes
T: therefore if the speed be constant after the acc., bon would
complete the race first
41.
T: agreed?
44.
M: agree.
38.
39.
40.

Confident that their answer was correct, T checked their answer with the author, only to be informed that
their answer was incorrect, since Alex will actually complete the race first. When T related this to M, he
was surprised.
47.
48.
49.

T: nope
T: wrong ans....
M: huh?
[M is surprised that their answer was incorrect]

When the author informed the students that their answer was wrong, the students tried again. T stuck to the
concept that an object with a higher final velocity will travel further than one with a lower final velocity.
Since T was basing his problem-solving attempts on this concept, he thought the only possible reason why
Bon did not win the race was that his final velocity was lower than that of Alex's. To allow for this, he
hypothesized that both bicycles returned to their initial velocities after the acceleration.
53.
54.

T: they will only acc. for that 10 s
T: after that their speeds will return to the same as b4

At this point in time, the author informed the students that the bicycles did not decelerate after that 10
seconds. Upon hearing this, both students felt that Bon should win. Their expression was totally consistent
with their conception.
62.
65.
66.
67.

A to T: They did not decelerate after the 10 seconds.
T: the 2 didn't decelerate
M: then b should win
T:

yah

In the episode above, T was trying to reconcile their findings via qualitative analysis of the situation.
However, because their source of reasons came from their "higher final velocity = winner" (mis)conception,
this yielded no alternative results.

The episode below shows M's attempt to obtain an alternative answer via mathematical formulations. In so
doing, M unwittingly put aside the "higher final velocity = winner" concept.
84.

[M

writes on the whiteboard]
(10 [-Q_.

2-) -1111 Ti
86.

87.
88.
89.

M: a travelled 118.25 to the checkpt
[M was referring to his workings on the whiteboard. See L88, L89 and L92 for an explana
M's workings]
T: y is that so?
[T looks at M's drawing on the whiteboard]
+(2.5)=13.75
M: 0.25+(2x0.25)
M: the distance travelled during acceleration
[13.75m is the (additional) distance covered due to the acceleration]
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The protocol above manifests another of M's misconception. M's workings imply that the bicycles gain
speed instantaneously rather than incrementally. In short, M's workings imply that Alex's bicycle covered
an additional 13.75 meters due to its acceleration of 0.25m/s2 for 10 seconds. We observe that this exact
same working was also exhibited by M in one of his earlier problem-solving sessions.
T: ok
T: but i still dun get it....
[T does not understand M's workings]
M: 132(distance from check pt)-13.75=118.25
[132m - 13.75m = 118.25m]
[M is saying that the initial portion of Alex's velocity covered 118.25m]
M: there/s no decceleration,then bon should reach first!

90.
91.
92.

93.

It is likely that, to M, the distance traveled by Bon due to Bon's higher acceleration was greater than Alex.
Based on this method, Bon would have traveled 22 meters due to his higher acceleration. Hence, M drew the
conclusion that Bon should reach the finish line first, since Bon was "faster". Clearly M's reasoning was
flawed.

T: how u get 13.75?
+(0.25x10)=13.75
M: 0.25+(0.25x2)+(0.25x3)+(0.25x4)
Upon further probing by T, M provided a fuller explanation of his conceptualization. M's formulation is as
follows:
The velocity of Alex due to acceleration during the 151 second is = 0.25m/s2 x Is
= 0.25m/s
Hence Alex, moving at 0.25m/s, travels 0.25m/s x Is = 0.25 meters during the 1st second.
Likewise, Alex's velocity due to acceleration during the rd second is = 0.25m/s2 x 2s
= 0.5m/s.
94.
95.

Hence Alex, moving at 0.5m/s, travels 0.5m/s x Is = 0.5 meters during the rd second. The same process
was extended until the 10th second. As such, M conceptualizes that the summation of the distances from the
151 to the 10th second indicates the total distance traveled during the 10 seconds. Figure 2 and 3 pictorially
illustrate M's conception and the actual acceleration process respectively.
Figure 3: Actual acceleration process

Figure 2: M's Conception
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T thought long and hard about M's formulation. After doing the math, he understood and agreed with M's
conceptualization. This provides us with evidence that T had this misconception as well.
96.
97.
98.

[long pause (thinking)]
T does the maths
T: oic
[This is a short form for "Oh, I see "]
T:

Discussing the problem-solving process by qualitative analysis failed to provide new insights. As such, M
started using mathematics as an alternative source of potential explanation. M's workings reveal that he had
a misconception that the bicycles gain speed instantaneously rather than incrementally. We also see evidence
that T suffered from the same misconception. Despite the use of both approaches, both students were unable
to find any reason why Alex should win. Hence, they concluded that Bon would win. With this conclusion,
they checked again with the author, only to be told that they were incorrect.
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110.
111.

no

M

T: huh?
[T is surprised that the answer was incorrect]

113.
114.
115.

M: that's no the ans .
T:

i don't get it....

.

M: smae here

Faced with this bleak situation, both students, perhaps unwittingly, put aside their "higher final velocity =
winner" conception. Evidence of this is shown when, without first thinking it through, M suggested that
perhaps both bicycles arrived at the same time.
117.
118.
119.
120.

M:
M:
T:
M:

maybe they arrive at the same time?
assume
it may be possible but wat is the reasoning...?
thinking

Perhaps unknown even to M, he was putting aside the "higher final velocity = winner" concept by
suggesting that "maybe they arrive at the same time". This suggestion was made without even an initial
reason, and hence this suggests that the students did not think in theoretical terms.

Because the students had put aside the "higher final velocity = winner" conception, they were able to make
progress in solving the question.
124.
125.

T: acc. = total dist travelled / total time taken
[T makes overt his thought process to M]
M: that's speed
[M corrects T]

yah hor

126.

T:

127.
128.

[Local expression for "Oh yes, you are right "]
M: acc=what formULA?
T: the gradient of the distance time graph....
[This is actually incorrect; acceleration is the gradient of the velocity-time graph]

129.

:

aye .

. . .

huh?

[M was not expecting this]
T: the acc. is the gradient of the distance-time graph
130.
M: could u find the time ?
134.
A to M: Do you agree that "acc. is the gradient of the distance135.
time graph"?
M: acc.=changes in velocity/time taken
136.
[After pondering over the author's question, M gives an accurate definition for acceler

As T searched broadly for answers, he drew upon the formula of acceleration. However, his definition was
incorrect. This set M thinking about the actual formula of acceleration and "the time" (L134). M then
started to use the formula time = distance traveled / (velocity+acceletion) in order to find the time taken for
each bicycle to complete the final 132 meters. While M's actual workings were incorrect (there is no such
formula), it nonetheless provided the students with an alternative answer suggesting the conclusion that Alex
won the race. More importantly, it allowed the students to derive the relation between the time of race
completion and the winner of the race.
151.
156.

z2,22")"22
reach first
M: a move faster than b
[M draws the relation between time of completion of race and winner of race]
M: 132/(12+0.25)=132/12.25=10.76
[132 is the distance traveled, 12 is the initial velocity, 0.25 is the acceleration]

157.

M: A

158.

M: 132/11.4=11.58
[132 is the distance traveled, 11 is the initial velocity, 0.4 is the acceleration]
M: B
M: i getting a little bit confused
[Perhaps M noticed that the formula he used made no sense]
these ans are the time taken for the cylist,....
T: oic/

159.
160.
161.
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162.
164.

T: therefore, A takes less time and b takes longer..
T: so A will reach first

M's workings were incorrect. He had used a formula that had no basis, but nonetheless, T was able to make
sense of it and concluded from M's answer that since Alex took less time than Bon, Alex will reach the

finish line first.

This provided the students with an alternative answer, and they were excited. M

immediately asked the author if they were correct.
165.
166.
167.

M to A: Correct?
A to M: The answer is correct, but the working is wrong
M: working XXXXXXXXX

Upon hearing that the answer was correct, M deduced correctly that because Alex traveled faster initially,
Alex was at a point ahead of Bon such that Bon could not overtake him despite Bon's higher acceleration.
This proyided the students with a reason why, despite his higher acceleration and final velocity, Bon lost to
Alex.

M: a travelled faster aT FIRST SO HE'S AT A POINT FURTHER THAN
WHERE B COULD OVER TAKE EVEN THOUGH B ACCELERATE FASTR.

172.

The above problem-solving endeavor took about 50 minutes. From here onwards, the students continued
their problem-solving efforts. After considerable struggle, they eventually "corrected" their second
manifested misconception (the "stepwise velocity increment" conception). They were also able to obtain a
correct mathematical process to show Alex completing the race before Bon. The total time taken to solve
this question was 130 minutes.

5 Results
The results of our study show that our student volunteers did not think in theoretical terms when attempting
to solve the physics (kinematics) problems. Instead, they used a variety of methods such as simulations,
conceptions, and even baseless conjectures. While these students certainly have concepts and based their
reasons on these concepts, they were loose, unsystematic and highly fragmented. We may be tempted to call

these students "naive learners", but further research by the authors reveal that the vast majority of
elementary physics students who were studied worked in this fashion.

The students' "higher final velocity = winner" conception stemmed from their prior knowledge, and because
their source of reasons came from this conception, they were unable to understand how it could be that Bon,
who had the higher final velocity, did not reach the finish line first. Only upon putting aside this concept
were they able to appreciate how it could be possible for an object with a higher final velocity to reach the
finish line later than an object with a lower final velocity; it was because the slower object was at a point
further than where the faster object could overtake. The protocols strongly support constructivist learning
theory, which posits, among other things, that new knowledge is built (or constructed) from prior knowledge
[15, 16]. Our study not only agrees with the theoretical shift to viewing learning as conceptual change [21];
it also lends empirical evidence in support of this. It also shows the conceptual change process (and hence
learning process) to be continuous, but non-cumulative. This particular feature is strikingly similar in
structure to scientific revolutions.
With respect to Thagard's request to "pin down the kinds of conceptual change that occur as children learn"
[21, p.260], the kind of conceptual change that occurred here is that of "adding a new strong rule that plays a
frequent role in problem solving and explanation" [21, p.35]. Initially, the students had the conception that
an object with a higher final velocity (B) implied that it would travel further than one with a lower final
velocity (A). Their problem-solving efforts added a new rule to this concept: B would travel further than A
only iJ A is not at a point ahead of B such that B could not overtake A despite B's higher acceleration and
higher final velocity.

6 Conclusions
Here in Asia (and in many parts of the world), the current method of teaching and assessing primary,
secondary, and pre-tertiary students (aged 7-18), is still very much based on the, over a century-old Western
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pedagogy of teaching boys and girls nothing but facts [3]. Such a methodology is efficient for dissemination

of information, but this decontextualised-content focus causes students to suffer from a lack of deep
conceptual understanding of the domain being taught, and immensely decreases their exposure to expert
problem-solving processes and strategies. As such, they do not look at problem solving through a
"theoretical lens." Since "advancement in science is a continual dance between the partners of theory and
experiment, first one leading, then the other" [14, p. 796], as long as students do not think in theoretical
terms, negative answers should be offered to Thagard's opening quote.
Learning environments, computer-based or otherwise, should be designed to play a more strategic role with
the objectives of the educational system as their core focus. Since the objectives of educational systems are
rarely to produce unadaptable and inflexible graduates concerned only with egotistical benefits, then the
learning environment, as well as the evaluation methodology, should be designed to reflect their intended
objectives (also see [18]).
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With the rapid development of information technology, computer and

information communication literacy has become the main new ability required

from teachers everywhere. For enhancing teaching skills and Internet and
multimedia information literacy, a new teachers' education framework is
required. Here we propose a Distance Educational Model, as a School-Based
Curriculum Development and Training-System (SCOUTS), where a teacher can

learn subject contents, teaching knowledge, and evaluation methods of the
students' learning activities (subject: "Information") via an Internet based selftraining system. We describe the structure, function and mechanism of the model,
and then show the educational meaning of this model in consideration of the

new learning ecology, which is based on multi-modality and new learning
situations and forms.

Keywords: Distance Education, Teacher Training System, Learning Ecology,
School Based Curriculum Development

1 Introduction
Recently, with the development of information and communication technologies, various teaching methods
using Internet, multimedia appeared. Most of them emphasize, in particular, the aspect of collaborative
communication between students and teacher during interactive teaching/learning activities. Therefore, nowa-days it is extremely important for a teacher to acquire computer communication literacy [1]. So far, there

were many studies concerning system development, which aim at fostering and expanding teachers'
practical abilities and comprehensive teaching skills, by using new technologies, such as computers, Internet,
multimedia. In Japan, systems using communication satellites such as SCS (Space Collaboration System) are
developed and used as distance education systems between Japanese national universities. In the near future,
a teacher' s role will change from text based teaching, to facilitating, advising, consulting, and his/her role

will be more that of a designer of the learning environment. Therefore, a teacher has to constantly
acquire/learn new knowledge and methodologies. We have to build a free and flexible self-teaching
environment for them under the concept of "continuous education". At the same time, we build a
collaborative communication environment to support mutual deep and effective understanding among
teachers. In this paper, we propose a Distance Educational Model, which is based on the concept of School
Based Curriculum Development and Training System, advocated by UNESCO and OECD/CERI (Center for
Educational Research and Innovation), and describe the structure, function, mechanism and finally the
educational meaning of this model. Based on such a background, it is necessary to construct an individual,

as well as a collaborative learning environment, that supports teachers' self-learning/training, by using
Internet distributed environments and multimedia technologies. A teacher can choose the most convenient
learning media (learning form) to learn the contents (subject units) that s/he desires.

2 Distance Educational Model based on SCOUTS
Until now, when a teacher wanted to take a class on "IT-education", s/he had to leave the office or school.
Now it is possible to learn various kinds of subject contents by building a virtual school on the Internet
environment.
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2.1 Distance Educational Model
Our Distance Educational Model is built on 3 dimensions. The first one is the subject-contents, which
represents what the teachers want to learn. The second one represents the teaching knowledge and skills as
well as the evaluation methods of the students' learning activities. From the third axis, the favorite learning
media (form) can be chosen, e.g., VOD, CBR, etc. By selecting a position on each of the 3 axes, a certain
cell is determined. A cell stands for a "script", which describes the instruction guidelines of the learning
contents, the self-learning procedure, and so on ( Fig. 1 ). In the following, I will explain the meaning of
each axis in more details.
Learning media(form)
Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working/leaning
(Tele-Conference
Supporting environment for problem solving behav
(STELLA.CA
Information-exploring/retrieving on onment
(V

environment

Distance Individual lean
Dist anc

etching environment

lem Solving and Softwi<
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1.1 Problem S
and M
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Chapter 4 Telecommunication and Network
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Z
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t

Subject. ontents unit (About nformatio

111)

Fig.1 Structure of the Distance Educational Model

2.1.1 Subjectcontents unit
In this study, we focus on the subject called "Information", which is due to be established as a new
obligatory subject in the regular courses of the academic high school system in Japan. The subject
"Information" is composed of three sub-subjects, "Information A", "Information B" and "Information C".
The contents of each sub-subject are as follows.
Information A: raising the fundamental skills and abilities to collect, process and transmit "information" using
computers, the Internet and multimedia.
Information B: understanding the fundamental scientific aspects and the practical usage methods of 'information':
Information C: fostering desirable and sound behavior of participation, involvement and contribution in an
information society; understanding peoples roles, and the influence and impact of technology, in the new information

society.

2.1.2 Teaching knowledge/skills
On this dimension, we have represented sub-subject contents, teaching methods and evaluating methods for
"information" classroom teaching. ' teaching methods' stands for how to use and apply IT, to enhance a
student's problem solving ability, involving comprehensive learning activities, like problem recognition,

investigation and analysis, planning and design, implementation and executing, evaluation, report and
presentation. We aim at teachers acquiring the proper students' achievements evaluating skills, according to
each of the above activities.
2.1.3 Learning media (form)
1) "Distance teaching
environment (I'ele- Teaching)" based on the one-to-multi-sites telecommunications 2) "Distance individual
learning environment (Web-CAD" based on CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) using WWW facilities 3)

This dimension represents five different learning environments, as follows:

"Information-exploring and retrieving environment" using VOD, CBR (Case Based Reasoning) 4)
"Supporting environment for problem solving", by providing various effective learning tools 5) " Supporting
environment for distributed collaborative working/learning" based on the multi-multi-sites
telecommunications. Brief explanations for each environment are given in the following.
(1) Distance teaching environment (Tele-Teaching): This environment delivers the instructor's lecture image and voice information

through the Internet, by using the real-time information dispatching function via VOD (Video On Demand).
(2) Distance individual learning environment (Web -CAI): This environment provides CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
courseware with WWWfacilities on the Internet.

(3) Information-exploring and retrieving environment This environment delivers, according to the teacher's demand, the
instructor's lecture image and voice information, which was previously stored on the VOD server. For delivery, the function of
dispatching information accumulated on the VOD server is used In addition to it, this environment provides a CBR system with
short movies about classroom teaching practices.
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(4) Supporting environment for problem solving: This environment provides a tool library for performance support, based on CAD,

Modeling tools, Spreadsheets, Authoring tools, and so on.
(5) Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working and learning: This environment provides a groupware with a
shared memory window, using text, voice and image information for the trainees.

2.2

Cell" definition

The concept of a "cell" in the Distance Educational Model is quite important because it generates the
training scenario, including the information to satisfy the teacher's needs, the subject materials learning-flow
and the guidelines for self-learning navigation. The frame representation of the "cell" is shown in Table 1.
These slots are used when the system guides the process of the teacher's self-learning.
Table 1 The frame representation of the "cell"

r,)

F
a'

r,

Frame name
Learning objectives for a student

Slot-value
Subjects which should be understood
Subjects which should be mastered

Subject-contents
Teaching method
Evaluating method
Useful tools
Operational manual of tools
Prepared media

The unit topic
The students' supervision method and instructional strategies
The students' evaluation method
The software used for the training activity
The software operation method used for the training activity
The learning media which can be selected
The file which specifies the dialog between the trainee and the system

Guide script

3 Outline of the teacher training system
The system configuration of the teacher's training environment is composed of two subsystems based on the
Distance Educational Model. One of the subsystems is the training system, where a trainee can select and
learn the subject adequate for him/her guided by the script in the "cell". The other subsystem is an authoring
system with creating and editing functions for "cell" description. The users of the second environment are,
e.g., IT- coordinators or IT-consultants, who can design lecture-plans in this environment.

3.1 Training system
The training system aims to support teachers' self-training. The configuration of this system is shown in
Fig.2. The role of this system is first to identify a "cell" in the model, according to the teachers' needs. Then,
the system tries to set up an effective learning environment, by retrieving the proper materials for the teacher,
along with the "guide script" defined in the corresponding "cell". Therefore, the system offers programs for
both Retrieving and Interpreting. The training system works as shown in the following.
STEP I: Record the teacher's needs.
STEP 2: Select a "cell" in the Distance Education Model according to the teacher's needs.
STEP 3: Interpret the "cell" in the guide WM (Working Memory).
STEP 4: Develop the interactive training with the teacher according to the "guide script" in the guide WM.
STEP 5: Store the log-data of the dialog (collect information on the learning histories and teachers' needs and behaviors).
STEP 6: Provide the needed applications for the user's learning activities and set up an effective training environment.
STEP 7: Give guidance-information, according to "cell" script guidelines, decide on the proper next learning step "cell':

The interpreter controls and develops the dialog process between user and machine according to the
information defined in our "guide script" description language. This "guide script" description language
(GSDL) consists of some tags and a simple grammar for interpreting a document, similar to the HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) on the WWW. The interpreter understands the meanings of the tags, and
interprets the contents. An example of GSDL is shown below.
( I ) free>

(2)<slot (num.)>
(3)<questton>
(4)<choice>
(5)<exe>
(6)<app>

Definition: description off the text (instruction)

Definition: a link to a s of value in the "cell'
Definition: questions to a trainee
Definition: branching control according to a trainee's response
Call: to relevant "cells"
Definition: applications used for training activities (e.g., Tele-Teaching etc)
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Fig.2 Configuration of Training system

3.2 Authoring system for creating and editing a "cell" description
The system provides an authoring module to create and edit the information in the "cell". This module also
offers the function of adding new "cells", in order to allow supervisors (experienced teachers) to design the

teachers' training program. The configuration of this system is shown in Fig.3. The tasks that can be
performed by this system are: adding new "cells", editing the existing "cells", receiving calls for TeleTeaching lectures, and managing the lectures schedule. This system is composed of the "cell" frame creating
module, and the "guide script" creating module. A cell design can be performed as shown in the following.
STEP I: Get the slot-values of "student's learning objectives", "subject-contents/teaching method/evaluating method ", and ''useful

tools" from the "cell".
STEP 2: Substitute the return value of the slot of the prepared media with the training-contents cmrespondingto the user'sneeds

STEP 3: Substitute the slot-value in the "cell"for the corresponding tag in the "guide script" template.

STEP 4: If "Tele-Teaching" as learning media is selected, then get some information about the lecture, by referring the lecture-DB
and the VOD short movie-DB.

STEP 5: Add the new "cell" to the Distance Educational Model.

The lecture-database consists of "lesson managing files" containing user-profile data, lecture schedules,

trainees learning records, lecture abstracts, and so on. The "guide script" template file contains taginformation, written in the "guide script" description language (GSDL), for all subject-contents items in the
Distance Educational Model.
Get each slot-value

Cell frame
generator

Substitute the return value
for the slot of the prepared media
Distance
Educational

Model

44

script
generator

Get some information
about a lecture
after referring each D B

Substitute the slot-value

in the crresponding 'cell
for a certain tag
In 'guide script' template
Guide script.
template

Register a lecture

rut ureDB
Lecturer

Sort movie-DB
of VOD

Fig.3 The procedure of "cell" description for creating/edi ing of the authoring system

4 Conclusions
This paper proposed the Distance Educational Model called the School Based Curriculum Development and
Training System (SCOUTS). This model stands for the networked virtual leaning environment based on a
three dimensional representation, which has on the axes 1) subject-contents, e.g., "information" for the
training, 2) teaching knowledge, skills and evaluation methods and 3) learning and teaching media (forms).
This represents a new framework for teachers' education in the coming networked age. We have mentioned
the rationale of our system and explained the architecture of the training system via a 3D-representation
model. Furthermore, we have described a "guide script" language. This system is superior to a simple rule-
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based instructional plan, as it allows a better and more natural overview of the global structure, as well as a
quick identification of missing parts. The aim of our system is to support teachers' self-learning, provided as
in-service training. At the same time, we need to build rich databases by accumulating various kinds of
teaching expertise. In such a way, the concept of " knowledge-sharing" and "knowledge-reusing" will be

implemented. As a result, we trust that a new learning ecology scheme will emerge from our
environment. With this system, we can construct various kinds of learning forms and design interactive and
collaborative activities among learners. Such an interactive learning environment can provide a modality of
externalized knowledge-acquisition and knowledge-sharing, via the communication process, and support
learning methods such as "Learning by asking", "Learning by showing","Learning by Observing, "Learning
by Exploring" and "Learning by Teaching/Explaining"'. Among the learning effects expected from this
system, we also aim at meta-cognition and distributed cognition, such as reflective thinking, self-monitoring,
and so on. Therefore, we expect to build a new learning ecology, as mentioned above, through this system.
Finally, we will apply this system to the real world and try to evaluate its effectiveness and usability from
experimental and practical point of view.
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Cooperative learning has been around a long time and there are many researches
and practical uses of cooperative learning. This study is to examine students'
attitude toward group cooperative learning processing with individual' s
underlying learning style. We use Gregorc' s Learning Style Delineator to group
students heterogeneously and use some factors of Social Cognitive Theory to
measure group processing. The findings indicate students with

concrete/sequential learning style are tentative to be lack of self-efficacy on
setting their goals and therefore teachers should take more care of them while
doing group cooperative learning activities.

Keywords: Cooperative Learning, Learning Style, Social Cognitive Theory

1 Introduction
Cooperative learning means students working together to accomplish shared learning goals and to maximize
their own and their group members' achievements (Johnson & Johnson, 1994). Cooperative learning is
widely adopted by the educators since 1980s. Students perceive that they can reach their learning goals if

and only if the other students in the learning group also reach their goals (Deutsch, 1962; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989). A vast amount of evidence from research in related areas suggest that in cooperative
learning situations there is a positive interdependence among students' goal attainments.
Although cooperative learning makes students to learn much better than competitive learning and individual
learning in groups, there are still many potential barriers to make group effective, such as lack of sufficient

heterogeneity, lack of groupthink, free riding, and lack of teamwork skills (Johnson & Johnson, 1994;
Johnson & Johnson, 1996). The basic elements of making cooperative group with high performances are
positive interdependence, face-to-face promotive interaction, individual and group

accountability,

appropriate use of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1996). Thus how students
interacting with other group members and groups processing are the critical successful factors in cooperative

learning. By considering individuals' underlying learning style, the purpose of the study is to examine
students' attitude toward group cooperative learning processing.
In the Bostrom, et al. (1988) framework individual difference variables define the cognitive aspects of
human activities. Thinking process is at the heart of all such activities including learning. Learning style is
one of the cognitive traits, which are static aspects of information processing affecting a broad range of
variables (Bostrom, et al., 1990). To aim for sufficient heterogeneous grouping, this study chooses learning
style as the main variable concerning the impacts of group cooperative learning.
To examine individual' s interaction during group processing, this study use Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
(Bandura, 1986), a widely accepted and empirically validated model of individual behavior (Compeau &
Higgins, 1995), to reflect the cognitive aspects of students' learning activities, such as self-efficacy. SCT
emphasizes the triadic reciprocal causation of behavior, cognitive and some personal factors and
environmental events (see Figure 1). Three aspects of Social Cognitive Theory are especially relevant to the
organizational field (Bandura, 1988; Wood & Bandura, 1989): the development of people' s cognitive, social,

and behavioral competencies through mastery modeling, the cultivation of people' s beliefs in their
capabilities so that they will use their talents effectively, and the enhancement of people' s motivation
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through goal systems.
Personal (P)

Environment (E)

Behavior (B)

Figure 1. Schematization of the relations among behavior (B), cognitive and other personal factors (P),
and the external environment (E) (Bandura, 1986; Wood & Bandura, 1989)

According to Social Cognitive Theory, many researches showed that past performance, self-efficacy and
goal setting are the main personal factors effecting performance. Although there are many other factors in
the range of the theory, we just discuss the impact of learning style on self-efficacy and goal setting in this
study.

There are some other factors exerting considerable influence over group performance. For example, group
cohesiveness and group norms. Cohesiveness means all forces (both positive and negative) that cause
individuals to maintain their membership in specific groups. Group cohesion means the mutual attraction

among group members and the resulting desire to remain in the group. Norms means the rules or
expectations that specify appropriate behavior in the group and the standards by which group members
regulate their actions (Johnson & Johnson, 1996). Group performance is affected by the combination of
cohesiveness and group norms rather than cohesiveness alone (Langfred, 1998). In this study, we also
investigate the impact of learning style in group cohesiveness and norms.

2 Method
2.1 Subjects
The subjects were 43 girl' s senior high school students who participated in the AJET (Advanced Joint
English Teaching, http://ajet.nsysu.edu.tw) project, which was supported by MOECC (Ministry of Education
Computer Center, APNG-Education (Asia Pacific Networking Group) and l*EARN in Taiwan
(http://www.iearn.edu.tw). Therefore there are no differences in sex and age among them. The subjects were
run in groups and Table 1 is their proportion of learning style. We'll explain the types of learning styles later.
Table 1. Learning Style Frequencies
AR: CR AS CS

Learning Style
Students Numbers

15

17

7

4

Total
43

Every group was assigned a project to make English web pages about one topic: Signs or Foods in 6 weeks.
Every week they had tow hours on learning how to make homepages by Microsoft FrontPage 98 and doing
their group' s project as exercises in the computer classroom. Before the experiment, they had learned some
basic skills for building their own personal webs.

2.2 Procedure
During the 6 weeks, there were three 2-week sections in the experiment. In the first week, the subjects were
asked to fill out the self-efficacy, goal setting and group cohesiveness questionnaires. The same
questionnaires were conducted in every section. And in the second week, they were asked to fill out the
group norm and satisfaction questionnaires after their performance measurement made by the teachers.

2.3 Measure
According to the procedure, this study assessed learning style and 5 constructs: group norms, group
cohesiveness, self-efficacy, goal setting and satisfaction.
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2.3.1 Learning Style
In this study, the Gregorc Learning Style Delineator was used to measure the learning style (Gregorc, 1982).
Gregorc' s model is one of several models developed to improve understanding of the way students learn and
the way teachers teach and is a cognitive model designed to reveal two types of abilities, perception and

ordering. Perceptual abilities mean through which information is grasped, translate into two qualities;
abstractness and concreteness. Ordering abilities are the ways the learner organize information, either
sequentially (linearly) or randomly (non-linearly) (Leuthold, 1999). Thus there are four learning categories:
abstract/ random (AR), concrete/random (CR), abstract/sequential (AS) and concrete/ sequential (CS).
2.3.2 Group Norms

Group norms was measured by 5 items on 7-point scales, which indicate the amount of effort put into work,
the attitudes toward work load, the willingness to give up free time to work, the feeling of responsibility for

work goal attainment, and the feelings of self-worth when work is accomplished well. This measure is
developed based on the literature of group work norms (Langfred, 1998). The Cronbach alpha for the group
norms measure was .839.

2.3.3 Group Cohesiveness

Group cohesiveness was measured by 6 items on 7-point scales, which defines the feeling of individual
group members toward other members and the group. This measure is based on the literature of Langfred
(1998). The Cronbach alpha for the group cohesiveness measure is .79.

2.3.4 Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy was measured by 8 items, which asked the respondents to rate their exp ected ability to
accomplish the project with different levels of goal. For example, the respondents were asked whether they

could accomplish fifty percent of the project and how much confidence they have. This measure is
developed based on an extensive review of the literature of self-efficacy (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). The
Cronbach alpha for the self-efficacy measure is .963.

2.3.5 Goal setting

Goal setting was measured by 4 items, which asked the subjects' commitment to their goal of the projects.
This measure is developed based on the literature of goals (Locke, 1984). The Cronbach alpha for the goal
setting measure was .68.
2.3.6 Satisfaction

Satisfaction was measured by 5 items on 7-point scales, which asked the subjects' satisfaction of the
performance of their group project. This measure is developed based on the literature of satisfaction (Dennis,
Kinney & Hung, 1999). The Cronbach alpha for the satisfaction measure was .913.

3 Results
Since the Cronbach alpha values of all experiment measures are .891, .8767 and .8646 respectively, this
experiment was reliable. An overview of the data is displayed in Table 2, and the results are displayed in
Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Mean
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3

Group Norms
5.16
4.90
4.86

Table 2. The mean of every measure
Group Cohesiveness Self-efficacy
4.90
4.60
3.76
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529.77
561.16
574.42

Goal setting
5,66

5,60

Satisfaction
4,94
4,56
5,05

Figure 2. Effects of Learning style on group norms

Figure 3. Effects of Learning style on group cohesiveness

The effects of learning style on group norms and group cohesiveness in the three 2-week experiments are not
statistically significant, and the results are showed in Figure 2. Because the subjects were grouped since
three months ago in the beginning of the semester, the group norms were already statically existed and were
identified with group members.

Figure 4. Effects of Learning style on self-efficacy

Figure 5. Effects of Learning style on goal setting
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The effects of learning style on self-efficacy and goal setting are more significant than group norms and
group cohesiveness. The results are showed in Figure 3. Students with concrete/sequential learning style had
less self-efficacy during the experiment and were afraid to set their goal higher. Maybe the CS style students
feel difficult to make web pages since it is somehow an abstract skill and needs to think randomly.

Figure 6. Effects of Learning style on satisfaction

The effects of learning style on satisfaction don' t have significant differences, and the result is showed in
Figure 4. It showed that all students enjoyed group cooperative learning and were satisfied in this way of
learning.

4 Conclusions
In general, all students performed well in the group cooperative learning and felt satisfied with group
processing. Although the students with concrete/sequential learning style were few and far between the
subjects in this experiment, a quarter of general students would be this kind of learning style. Teachers
should give them more encouragement to make them getting more self-efficacy and setting the right goal.
Moreover, this study only uses Gregorc Learning Style Delineator to examine students' learning style. There
are many other kinds of learning style evaluations, such Kolb' s (1976) Learning Style Inventory (KLSI),
Canfield' s (1988) Learning Styles Inventory, etc. Future researches may use these questionnaires to examine
which one is more suitable for cooperative learning.
And about the Social Cognitive Theory, there were many studies showed that the triadic aspects could form
some models, which would affect each other in some relationships. Since the sample size is too small, this
study doesn' t prove the model by statistic methods. This is a limitation of this study. Understanding the

effects between group norms, cohesiveness, self-efficacy and their performance will be an interesting
research topic.
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We have conducted an experiment on Internet learning in geology by high
school students. in Taiwan. A total of 74 students from 17 high schools enrolled in
the beginning. 50 of them computed the 23-day program of learning activities. The
experiment was designed on the concept of project-based cooperative learning on
Internet. The overall topics for learning were the geologic landscapes of Taiwan.

Four sub-topics were chosen to serve as the central themes for Topic Groups.
Furthermore, the students were asked to enter on of the three Expert Groups. The
sequence of learning activities was consisted of three stages: first stage in Topic
Groups, second stage in Expert Groups, and third stage reassemble in Topic Groups.

In contrast to traditional class learning mode, the Internet learning can leave
complete records of the learning process of each student so that we can track their
learning achievements. We found that the students liked the new Internet learning

method because it gave freedom to exchange questions and answers among
themselves without fears of embarrassment. We also found, by comparing the
preconcept map and postconcept map, that the students have gained wider and more
complete understanding of the overall geologic topic chosen for this experiment:
The Geologic Landscapes of Taiwan.
Keyword: Project-Based Cooperative Learning, Topic Group, Expert Group
and High School Geology.

1. Introduction
Internet is useful and getting more popular with the booming information technology. People can get any
kind of information through Internet. If the benefits and convenience of Internet could be utilized in teaching,
then students could go on learning by themselves when they feel free. It is likely that this learning method may
become a main stream in the future. The present research project is designed based on this concept. Therefore,
the emphasis is not only to evaluate student' s learning achievement but also to find out how much he/she learns
geology through learning process.

Exploration is a core activity in science learning. Constructivists believe that learners can not get true
understanding without going through stages of asking question designing research collecting data-presenting
the results (F.C. Chen and H.M. Jiang, 2000). Based on the above believes, we designed a project-based learning
model of five steps for senior high school students. The students are enrolled in different senior high schools
located in different parts of Taiwan. The separate locations minimized face-to-face communication. Learners
were obliged to involve in Web-based learning. As a result, they left rich information and complete records
documenting each student' s learning process through Internet.

2. Method
2.1 Participants
Seventy-four students from seventeen senior high schools in four regions (Taipei city, I-Lan county,
Tao-Yuan county and Hsin-Chu county) participate in our experimental project. However, only 50 students from
13 senior high schools completed the entire experiment. Among these students, 47 are in the first-year class and
3 in the second-year class. Gender-wise 19 are boys and 31girls.
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2.2 Procedures
The 50 high school students and one college graduate majored in geophysics serving as a mentor formed a
network-based learning community. The students studied mainly on Web (http://glyedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw). There
major tasks included browsing the Web pages, reading and writing articles in group discussions, finishing
homework, talking to their classmates or teachers at school, and finding more information in library. But the
student' s major learning activity is to focus on group discussions (reading and writing articles) on Internet and
collecting data. The purpose of collecting data is for group discussions. The students will find more information
by going to library, asking their teachers and talking with their classmates to reinforce the data needs for group
discussions. We saved all the articles in the hard disk of our server to keep complete records on the learning
process. Those articles are the raw data for the following analyses and discussions.

The topics for group discussion in the project are assigned as "Geologic Landscapes of Taiwan". All
learning activities are centered around these topics. This topics is further divided into four groups, namely,
Rock' s Story of Yeh-Liu, Coast Tourist Group, When Mountains Meet the Sea and Promise Taiwan A Future.
These groups are called "Topic Group". At the beginning, 7 misconceptions related to the Topic Groups are
given to the students to raise their interests in learning. Furthermore, the students are required to choose one of
the "Expert Groups" that interested them. There are three Expert Groups designed in this experiment: Wind
Effects, Water Effects and Geography & Human Effects. These Expert Groups will be elucidated in details in
follow section.

The entire experiment lasted for 23 days in this project. At the first and last days of the experiment, the
students are required to come to National Central University (Chung-Li, Taiwan, R.O.C.) and attend classes
designed to entice their involvement in this project. For rest of the days during the experiment, the students
learning by themselves through Internet at home or at school. The self-learning days are further divided into
three stages; each stage lasted for seven days. First stage started with the "Topic Group". In the second stage,
"Expert Group" is preceded. Then, the third and final stage returned to the "Topic Group" again. (Fig 1)

Geologic Landscapes of Taiwan
Rock' s Story

Coast Tourist

of Yeh-Liu

Group

When Mountains
Meet the Sea

[

Promise Taiwan A Future
7

Topic Group

Geography & Human' s Effects

Wind Effects

Expect Group
01111

__=orrA
Rock' s Story

Coast Tourist

of Yeh-Liu

Group

When Mountains
Meet the Sea

Promise Taiwan A Future

Topic Group
Fig 1. Process of Cooperative Learning

During the first stage in Topic Groups, the same group' s partners must help each other to set clearly several

assumptions and to design research strategies. During the second stage, everybody needs to join one Expert
Group and gathers enough knowledge and information for solving the problems met in the first stage. In the third
stage, the students in Topic Group share what they learned in each Expert Group with their partners. Through

this process, the members in the same group team up and solve the problems cooperatively just like putting
together pieces in a puzzle. All discussions are posted in the Web site of this experiment through Internet. In
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such circumstance, the students are compulsory to learn by asking and discussing with other participants in
addition to the teacher.

2.3 Data collection
The data collected in this study include:

1.Results from the Multiple Factor Aptitude Test and Exploratory Test of Ge ology carried out before the
experiment.

2.Students' homeworks including preconcept map, misconceptions, term paper, and postconcept map.
3.Discussion records on Internet: the students communication and learning through group discussion on
the discussion board on Internet. The records are saved and used to analyze the gradual changes for each
student.
4.Questionnaires: Every student is required to answer a questionnaire before the end of the project. There

questionnaire provide the project more clues to understand how students record to this new leaning
method.

2.4 Data analysis
In this study, the data collected from the open questions through the questionnaires and concept maps before
and after the experiment have been used to study the merits of cooperative learning through Internet. With regard

to the results from the tests of Multiple Factor Aptitude and geological background, they are treated as
representatives of student' s capability.

3. Results
Through analyses of the data collected so far, some preliminary results are present here.

3.1 Advantages of cooperative learning in science
From student' s questionnaires we can find that, almost all students feel fresh, interesting, and useful about
this learning experience. They can accept this learning mode. They have gained most achievements from group
meetings, because
Through group discussion I cam understand partners' question, and I can review my own knowledge. (No.
S-18 of questionnaire)
I can ask any questions that I don' t know. (No. S-31 of questionnaire)
In discussion, my question can get the answer. Sometime I can get more information and knowledge,
unexpectedly. (No S-35 of questionnaire)
From their questionnaires we know that almost all the students interested in this learning mode that is very
different from the regular classes. They consider this learning mode can trigger them to think about learning
contents. Regarding traditional class learning, the students don' t consider it will trigger them to think because
"the knowledge is correct, certainly".

In fact, student is very enthusiastic in writing. The ask questions willingly. They can ask questions they
don' t understand, and answer that they understand. For answering partner' s questions, they must search more
information, and read more books. Through this cooperative learning mode, students can get more knowledge by
themselves.

3.2 Advantages of studying science by cooperative learning on Internet
While students agree this new learning mode, it also means that they don' t like traditional learning mode.
We can find such answer from student' s response to questionnaires:
Everybody can express their opinion on Internet eagerly, perhaps because the student doesn't have to be
face to face with people. (No. S-50 of questionnaire)
On face to face learning, it lets me fear and want to escape the teacher's eyes with care and upbraid. You
can find your thinking has more free space on Internet Learning. You don' t have any restrain and don' t
feel tense for talking face to face, because you only face a computer. (No. S-31 of questionnaire)
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This is the first time to try learning on Internet on my life. It was tensest moment in face-to-face learning,
because talking face to face is always a barrier that I can' t break up. I will be very tense, can't speck very
well, and can' t express my mind clearly. On the other hand, on Internet learning, I can talk with
confidence and composure, don' t have to care about their facial expressions. (No. S-45 of questionnaire)
I will increase the interaction, especially, to us eastern Asians who are more reserved. (No S-19 of
questionnaire)
We can find a distinct characteristics of our students from above words. Most students are shy, tense, and
conservative. They will need time to open their minds. They are not accustomed to express their opinions under
other people' s watching eyes. They worry about what can they do if their answers are wrong. These results can
be referred to school teachers to improve traditional teaching mode. When the students don' t answer teacher' s
question, it does not necessarily show they can' t or don' t understand, it maybe because they are just shy. Teacher

can design a learning project knowing these characteristics of students to help them free from shyness and
passiveness.

3.3 Evaluation of learning achievements
Before starting of the Internet learning, all students were required to finish a homework on "preconcept
map". At the end of Internet learning, they were again required to finish on other homework on "postconcept
map" (refer 2.3). We can find the following tendencies by comparing the preconcept map and postconcept map.

1. The most obvious difference is that student' s concepts became more numerous. They used few concepts
when doing the preconcept map. And they can use more concepts when doing the postconcept map.

2. The concept' s range and level became wider and framework because more complete. The preconcept
map maybe just focuses on narrow geological topics. In the postconcept map, the geological understanding
became much wider.

3. Wrong concepts are corrected. There were some misconceptions in the preconcept map, For instance,
they might use a wrong connective word with two concepts; it means the student doesn' t know the relation
between those concepts. In learning process, all nentors didn' t talk to any student about his/ her mistakes. But
eventually the mistakes become corrected in postconcept map. It means he/she has learned correct concepts and
knows the relation between different concepts.

4. Conclusions
This experiment on Internet learning in geology by high school students in Taiwan has a total of 74 students
from 17 high schools enrolled in the beginning. 50 of them completed the 23-day program activities. Based on
analyses of the collected data so far, some preliminary results are presented here.
1. Almost all students were interested in the learning mode centering at Project-Based Cooperative Learning
on Internet. They thought this learning mode could stimulate them to think about wider range of learning.

2. We found distinct characteristics of the participating students. Most students were shy, tense, and
conservative. Teachers can design a learning project knowing these characteristics of students to help them free
from shyness and passiveness in learning process.
3. Through this learning process, the students can get more knowledge. We can draw this conclusion from
the following observations:
i. The most obvious difference is that individual student' s ideas become more numerous.
ii. The range and level of student' s ideas become wider and more complete.
iii. Wrong concept are corrected, through group discussions.
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Owing to prevent a learning group from failing, teachers need to observe the
group learning situation, and discover its causal dependence in a web
collaborative learning system. Therefore, teachers need to record the web logs
and try to analyze these row data. However, the web logs amounts are often
exceeding the teachers' readability and becomes to be meaningless. This work
presents some assisting tools of Bayesian belief network supported another
window to observe the leaning situation objectively, and predicts the probability
of the learning situation before the end of semester. This work was experimented
on managing a web collaborative learning with 706 students online. The results
represents these tools relieved the teacher of tedious data collection and analysis,
analyzed the causal dependence of each learning features, discovered the hidden

learning features related with the social interdependence, and prevent the
students learning from failed.

Keywords: Bayesian Belief Network, Collaborative Learning, Learning
Features, WWW

1 Introduction
In existing web learning systems, students may feel lonely without learning companions. Many researches
have indicatethat students will learn better when they learn in a group [1] [2] [3]. Thus, the group learning
mechanism can be adopted into web learning to overcome the lonely study issue. A web collaborative
learning system requires the teacher to put lots of efforts in tracking and guiding these groups on the web. It
is difficult for teachers to capture the group learning status from the huge amount of unorganized web logs.
The situation is even worse when hundreds of students are involved in collaborative learning, and it is
difficult to get information from them [16]. Therefore, many assisting tools for analyzing the web logs were
developed. [4]

However, most of these tools focused on providing summary of how the website is being accessed, for
example, the statistics of access time, access frequencies, and the access location of web page. In fact, these

numeral results and statistics are not enough for a teacher to obtain the status of learning groups in a
collaborative learning system. Teachers ask for information to help them promote the collaborative learning
performance. Example information includes whether a group leader success in fulfilling her/his role; whether
there is distrust existing among group members, and low perceptions of help and assistance [5].

Moreover, a teacher needs information to track the social interdependence of a learning group. Johnson
[1] identified that social interdependence is a key factor that affects the success of learning groups. The
social interdependence includes the goal, reward, resource, role and task interdependence. The problem is
these impact factors cannot be captured directly by analyzing access logs. Furthermore, the inter-group
communication context is not apparent. Therefore, it is a challenge for a teacher to obtain the status of these
impact factors immediately when tracking and guiding a web collaborative learning system.
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Once the impact factors of a web collaborative learning is detected, the graphical model for representing the
causal relationships is required for teachers to make a decision to teach strategies and intervene groups'
learning online. In order to preventing a group from failing in the early semester, an appropriate invention is
needed. After constructing such causal map for several times, teacher will accumulate some experiences of
how to prevent groups from failing in time. However, this kind of individual experience is not reusable for
other teachers or teaching assistants.

There we summarized two issues mentioned above when teachers try to manage the web collaborative
learning.
Discover the impact factors of learning situation:

Since the social interdependence affects the collaborative learning deeply, teacher need some assisting
tools to find out the impact factors hidden in web logs and group portfolios.
Prevent groups to be failed by experience analysis:

At the end of semester of a collaborative learning, the experience and logs could be an important
reference for the next semester. If teacher could find out the impact reason of specific states, her/he
could prompt the group to learn or prevent the group from failing.

To resolve the issues listed above, our research tried to employ some data mining techniques and supported
some useful information for teachers to manage the web collaborative learning.

The participators in this research included 7 teachers, 5 teaching assistants and 706 students. All of these
participators teaching and learning via video compacted disc (VCD), and collaborated the group works and
discussed to members on web. Students were divided into 2 classes: Class-A and Class-B. Both classes were
used the same teaching strategies and curriculums. In this research, the learning logs of Class-A were used
for constructing the relational map between each learning feature. It was the simulated past-experience for
predicting the learning states of Class-B. The result shows that with the assistance of these useful tools,
teacher could track and guide the web collaborative learning with meaningful learning states, discover the
impact factors associated with the social interdependence, and predict the learning state and make a teaching
decision online.

2 The Bayesian Believe Network
This work employed the Bayesian belief network (BBN) [6] to model the learning situations and represented
the causal relationship between these situations in a graphical map. The BBN is a directive map composed
by some nodes and arcs, these nodes and arcs represent the joint probability distribution for a set of variables.

In this research, the nodes represent the group's Feature Space (FS) [7], and the arcs represent the
relationship and the joint probability of two FS. It is named as "FS-based Bayesian belief network
(FSBBN)". In Figure 1, it is an example for illustrating the FSBBN of a web-based collaborative learning:

the "Learning Failed" node represented the group grade less than 60 at the final of semester. The
"Homework Late Submitting" node represented the group homework were submitted after the deadline. The
"Less Discussing" node represented the discussion amount in discussion place were less than 3 post each day.
The "Less Login" node represented the average login times of a group less than 1. The "Leader Failed" node
represented the group leader were failed in his jobs. The arcs in BBN represented the causal relationships
between each node, and were constructed by the Bayesian Classifier. The Bayesian Classifier figured out the
probability of each node that was affected by the previous nodes.

Figure 1: The example of Bayesian belief Network
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Some probability tables deducted the directive arcs in FSBBN. Table 1 presents the probability of "Learning

Failed" of a group, where "Learning Failed" is abbreviated to F, "Homework Late Submitting" is
abbreviated to H, and "Well Communication" is abbreviated to W. The direct effects of "Learning
Failed"included the probability of "Well Communication" and "Homework Late Submitting" both.
Moreover, the direct effects of "Homework Late Submitting" included the probability of "Leader Failed"
and "Less Discussion". In this way, the effects of "Learning Failed" included the probability of "Well
Communication", "Homework Late Submitting", "Less Discussion", "Less Login", "Conflicts and Leader
Failed".

H,W

H, 'W H,W H, W

F

0.35

0.93

0.02

0.54

F

0.65

0.07

0.98

0.56

Learning Failed
Table 1: The probability of Learning Failed

The FSBBN makes assistance for teachers finding out the relationships between each learning FS. It also
supported the need for teaching decision in a web-based collaborative learning system, and will be illustrate
in the following chapters.

3 Applying the Data Mining Tools in Learning Tracking and Teaching
Guidance
To track students' learning status, teacher must to obtain the relationships between each impact factors of
collaborative learning. In this chapter, several BBN tools support a directive map that illustrate these FS and
help teachers to discover the objective causal relationships between these FS. These causal relationships
support teachers to make a decision and promote the group to learn, prevent the group to be failed at the end
of semester. This chapter will introduce some of free-wares and show how to apply these public tools in
constructing a FSBBN and managing a web-based collaborative learning.

3.1 Observing the collaborative learning states and find out the impact factors
Bayesian Knowledge Discoverer (BKD) is noncommercial classification software for research, released by
Knowledge Media Institute of Open University of UK. [8]. The aim of BKD is to provide a Knowledge

Discovery tool able to extract reusable knowledge from databases, without expecting any particular
methodological background from the user. To this aim, BKD uses BBN as a graphical representation of the

dependent model in the database. Once the BBN generated from data, the network can be used as a
self-contained reasoning system, able to provide observation, predictions and support decision making for a
teacher.

The BKD needs a text file exported from database for constructing the BBN. The input data could be
numeric or discrete data. To generated the complete causal network of a web collaborative learning, the input

data of BKD should include the learning FS, personal profiles, online access statistics collaborative
portfolios, and discussion situation. In Table 2, it illustrated that the teachers' interesting items about the
learning situations. There are two groups of items: (1) learning FS (2) online statistic. All the values in this
group were discrete Yes/NO or a label of level. The other items in second group were the online statistic
from database, including the students' profiles, web accessing and discussion.
In Table 2, the "Conflict" means if the members have ever conflicted on the project goal with members, it
represented the goal independence of a group. The "Lack Leadership" means the group leader failed in
her/his role, it represented the leaders' role independence. The "Poor Comm" means the members made the
communications with others rarely on the issues of project. The "Distrust" mean students have low trust with
members about the discussion content and sharing resource, both of above FS represented the resource
interdependence of a group. The "Poor Help" means if members did not like to help others in collaborative
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project, it represented the reward independence of a group. The "Query Work" means the number that
member query the current result of group project. It represents task interdependence of a group. Finally, the
"Lower Grade" means the group failed in learning and got lower grades.
Group
id

Conflict

Lack
Poor Distrust
Leadership Comm
N
N
Y
N

3

N
Y
Y

4

N

5

9

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

10

N

Y
N

35

Y

N

1

2

6
7
8

N

N
N
N

Query
Work

N

64

N
Y

165
0

N

44

3

N
N

196
198

N
N
N

91

4
57
4

175
68

3

Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N

Disc
Online
6
4
0

N

70

7

8
13

Y

N

Y

12

2

3

Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Poor
Help

Entail

6

Disc
Lonely
48

Lower
Grades

14
19
13

N

21
13
19

26
6
27
6

1

25
170
33
41
16

Y
Y

N
N
N

N
N

23

N
Y

15

Y

Table 2: The input file for BKD (Class A)

After the input file import into the BKD, the system will construct a FSBBN for teachers to observe the
relationships and the probability model for decision-making, like the example in Figure 1.

3.2 Experience reuse to prevent groups to be failed
To prevent groups to be failed early, the teacher would like to predict the group's learning state at the end of
semester by the current states and her/his past teaching experience. The ideal to predict the learning states is

to classify the new FS into the classes divided by the past FSBBN. In traditional classification tools, it
contains two steps for prediction: first the system is trained by teacher's experience on a set of past data. The

second, system will classify the cases by the trained set. The Robust Classifier (Roc) [8] is also
noncommercial classification software for research, released by the Knowledge Media Institute of Open
University of UK. It supports an efficient tool for teachers to classify the past FS into several classes, and
predict the new FS into these classes.
There are four steps of Roc to predict a set of real-time FS illustrated as follows:
1. Define the Bayesian classifier from a database:
2. Class selection and discretization:
3. Learning the past learning FS:
4. Predictions the real-time FS:
There is an example how a teacher using the four steps to prevent the group learning failed:

Stepl. Collecting the learning FS and online access data as the input file. Table 2 illustrated the teacher
collected the input data of Class A for constructing the classifier. The input file has the same file format
as the input file for BKD system.
Step2. Select one of the FS of input data as the class. For example, the teachers are interesting to obtain
which group with the real-time FS will get lower grade at the end of semester.
Step3.After the Roc learning procedure proceed in this step, it generated the probability of each FS to the
selected classes (Lower_Grades). In Table 3, two of FS: "Conflict" and "Leader_Failed" was listed and
illustrate the probability of the group to be failed and get lower grades (Lower_Grades)
Step4. Predict the probability of learning failed via the online data of Class-B. Although Class-A and Class B
were hold at the same semester, for prove the ability of prediction in this paper, the online FS of Class B
were used as the test data. In case of the prediction were hold before the end of semester, some data were
absent until the end of semester when predicting. In this research, several FS of Class-B were marked as
"?' for simulating this situation.
Class Lower Grade

NY
(0.690) (0.310 )

Attribute Leader_Failed

Attribute Conflict

N

Y
N

(0.621 )

Y

(0.385)

(0.379 )
(0.615 )

N

Table 3: The results of Roc learning procedure
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(0.172) (0.828 )
(0.231 )

(0.769 )

In Table 4, the coverage shows all the cases of Class B are predictable in RoC. The column "Lower Grades"
is the original FS of Class B. It must be noted that in a real life case, this value of "Lower Grades" of Class B
will not be known until the end of semester. The column "Predicted Result" is predicted by RoC with the

input data in and the learning data. It is clearly that the system predicted group 1 would not get a Lower
Grades at the end of semester. And the fact matched this prediction. However, the prediction of group 2
mismatched the fact. The column "Probability" represents the probability of such predictions of each group.
In this experiment, the predicted result showed that the accuracy is 77.77% (28 correct, 8 incorrect). This
credible result of RoC provides teachers not only predict the probability of each group to be Lower Grades,
but also all other FS groups of social independence and will be discussed in next chapter.
Lower Grades
N

Probability

2

Predicted Result
N
N

Y

0.977

...

...

...

...

36
Correct:
Incorrect:

Y

Y
28

0.897

Group id
1

Accuracy:
Coverage

0.561

8

77.77 %
100.0 %
Table 4: The output file of predicted result (Class B)

4 Experience and Result
In this chapter, teachers exhibit a web-based collaborative learning on the "Introduction of Computer
Network and Applications" course. The data mining tools such as BKD and Roc were employed and help
teachers to observe the learning states, intervene the learning to promote collaborating and illustrated the
ability to prevent the group to be fail before the end of semester.

4.1 The participants and the grouping on web
The participators included 7 teachers, 5 teaching assistants and 706 students in Taiwan. The 63% of students

are teachers in high school, and all graduated form colleges or above. The 706 students were divided
randomly into tow class named Class-A and Class-B. After the first month for students to be used to the
environment, functions and operations, students were grouped into several heterogeneous groups by the
grouping tools [9]. The grouping criterion included the personal profile and thinking style [10]. There were
35 groups in Class-A and 36 groups in Class-B, average 9.9 students in a group. The 63.5% of students are
also the teachers in high school and all graduated from college or above. It represents most of the students
did not have the difficult to get on-line. The students read the curriculums from video compacted disc (VCD).
After the reading work, students must register in the NCUVC [11][12][15] collaborative learning system.
The NCUVC support a web discussing space, collaborative project space and sharing resource in space, etc.
The first group task is to elect the cadres, included the leader, co-leader and the clerk, and check-in the group
private working space. The group private working space supported the online and offline discussion room, a

resource sharing space, a portfolio space, a project scheduler, and a window for querying the member
working states.
Online Web log

FSBBN
BKD

Learning Feature

Learning data
RoC

Project Task

Class-A

Test data

Predicted Result

Class-B

Figure 2: The process for observing and predicting the learning situation
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Figure 2 illustrates the process for teachers to observe the learning FSBBN and predict the learning situation.
For observing the learning states, teachers collected all the online/offline data to be the learning data and the
input data for BKD system. The output of BKD is the form of graphical FSBBN. For predicting the learning
situation of Class-B, teacher employed the training data to be the first input data of RoC system. The online
data of Class-B is the test data and second input data of RoC. The result classified the cases of Class-B into
the classes of Class-A, and support probability of each class for teachers.

4.2 Observe the learning states
After all the groups were ready to work together, teachers assigned the first project to each group. It is a
collaborative project for constructing the web site for teaching the techniques of web programming. In the
progress of project, teacher would like to observe the learning and working states of each group. There two
type of observing method supported NCUVC. First, the subjective FS: teachers could construct the FS
subjectively and focus on the specific group learning/working states, which are interesting for individual
teacher. Because different teachers will define different FS for each group, it is the subjective observing tool

dependent on teachers. Second, the objective FSBBN: it is a causal map based on the FS and all the
accessing logs on web, the BKD system will construct the FSBBN for each group. Therefore, teachers could
track the learning states and the causal relationships between each FS and access log. Because the causal
map was constructed by the Bayesian method, it support the objective observing tool. The following figure is
an example for observing the learning Class-A.
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Figure 3: The example of FSBBN of Class-A

In Figure 3, teachers were interesting the causal relationships of homework grades (Hw_Grade) of each
group. This FSBBN illustrated that the homework grades were influenced by the complete rate of homework
(Complete_Rate). The BKD also figured out the probability of each level of Complete_Rate (high,mid,low)
and the level of Hw_Grade(good,general,poor). It was illustrated in the following table.
Grade
Complete_Rate
High
Mid
Low

General

Good

0.022
0.956
0.990
0.006
0.042
0.028
Table 5: The probability of Complete_Rate and Hw_Grade

Poor
0.022
0.004
0.930

It is clearly that the group with higher complete rate, it has higher probability (0.956) to get good grade at the
end of semester. In contract, the lower complete rate has higher probability (0.930) to get poor grade. Thus,
teachers could observe the causal relationships of each learning features with the help of FSBBN.
A 1 013AJWl
4.1

UL

M Alll311.1.+;orn
%.muua1iva hafxx.n. VC and social intardaranroncP

The social interdependence exists when the outcomes of individual are affected by each other's action [1]
[13]. It plays an important role for the success of a collaborative learning. However, teachers have difficult
for observing the social interdependence without face-to-face interaction on web. In this chapter, all the
social interdependence was transformed into the form of FS and the FSBBN, these representation could be a
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window for observing and predicting the level of social interdependence. With the categories made by
Johnson's Interdependence Typology [1] the five type of positive interdependence must be discussed first.
The next table illustrated the web collaborative learning FS related to John's positive interdependence.
Johnson's positive interdependence was not evident These FS were classify by teachers' subjectivity
Feature Space
Positive Interdependence
Goal_discuss, Query_group_portfolio, Query_members_work, ...
Goal interdependence
Grades, Help_members ,Answer_discussion,...
Reward interdependence
Discussing, Upload_resource, Query_resource, ...
Resource interdependence
Allot_task, Leader_failed, Individual_responsibility, ...
Role interdependence
Portfolio, Query_scheduler, ...
Task interdependence
Table 6: The associated feature space for observing the positive interdependence

However, some FS associated with these positive interdependence was hidden and not listed in the teachers'
subjective FS. The Bayesian method could discover these missing data [14] and the causal relationships. In
this experiment, teachers tried to collect all the web logs and the result of questionnaires, transformed these
data into 70 FS as the input file of BKD. The BKD could discover the missing related FS associated with this
social interdependence. First, teachers classified the groups into two classes: goal interdependence and poor

goal interdependence. The new class was added into the system as the new FS and named as
"Goal_Interdependence". Teachers could selected all the FS or a set of FS including the new FS as the input
data of BKD. After the analysis of BKD, the new related FS associated with " Goal_Interdependence" could
be discovered in the FSBBN.

4.4 Prevent the group to be failed
In chapter 4, the Roc system supported the credible prediction for the FS of Class B with the experience of
Class A. In this experiment, the correct rate is 77.77% is good enough for a teacher to prevent the group to
be failed. In fact, some irrelative learning data will reduced the correct rate. For saving time and increase the
correct rate of prediction, teachers would like to migrate the redundant FS and remain the necessary FS. The
issue is which FS should be migrated and which FS should be remained? The positive interdependence
supported a good idea about this issue. In Table 7, teachers tried to predict the probability of learning failed
(Low_Grades) with different FS associated with the positive interdependence.

Correct Rate of Prediction
Learning data
100%
Goal interdependence FS
88.89%
Reward interdependence FS
88.89%
Resource interdependence FS
66.66%
Role interdependence FS
86.11%
Task interdependence FS
77.77%
All the FS
Table 7: The correct rate of prediction with different type of FS learning data

The result illustrated that teachers selected different part of FS related with the social interdependence and
improve the correctness of prediction. It is interesting that in this experiment, the FS related with goal

interdependence has the most dependent relationship with the group grades. The FS related with role
interdependence has the least dependent relationship with the group grades. Therefore, teachers could
observe the goal interdependence FS at next semester to prevent the group from being failed. Teachers could
not only predict the fail probability of a group, but also predict any FS with the subset of all the FS in this
system.

5 Conclusion
To assist a teacher in tracking and guiding a web collaborative learning this work has presented the assisting

tools for observing the group states, discovering the impact factors of learning situation, and reuse the
experience to predict the learning state. The Bayesian method supports an efficient way to achieve these
purposes. Without the proposed mechanisms, a teacher must spend considerable time in trying to analyze
situation from huge amount of unorganized web logs. The causal relationships of learning situations were
hard to track. To predict the learning situation depended on teacher's individual experience that is imprecise
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and could not be reused for other teachers. This work (1) transformed the huge amount of meaningless web

log into the form of readable and meaningful feature space, (2) supported the graphical FSBBN for
observing the learning states and discovering the hidden impact factors of web collaborative learning, (3)
predicted the learning situation successfully before the end of semester with the online learning situation and
experience of past semester.

Observation and tracking the group's learning situation help teachers determine instructional strategies and
group's learning performance. With the advantage of feature space and FSBBN, teachers can observe
learning performance and analyze the influence of learning situations. The learning space is constructed as a
hierarchical graph and teachers can define features for themselves via the instructional domain knowledge,
doing to easily and meaningfully. The FSBBN illustrated the causal map of learning situations. With the past
experience of tracking and guiding, teachers could predict the learning situation before the end of semester.
Therefore, teachers could intervene the group learning to prevent the group from being failed.
Finally, the experiment result demonstrates that teachers' tracking and guiding a web collaborative learning
with 706 students were successful and efficient.
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This study aimed at developing a CSCL software for a community of teachers and
evaluating its effects. This CSCL software called Teacher Episode Tank has two interfaces

called "Journal Window' and "Reflection Board". Through each interface, teachers can
talk about their lessons and can reflect upon several aspects such as their lessons, their
concepts of learning and teaching, and several educational points. Moreover, teachers are
able to share ideas and benefit from interesting relationships among such ideas. In order to
evaluate this software, twenty voluntary teachers participated in the research project along
which two main points were analyzed: what kind of interaction and reflection emerged
among teachers. The analysis led to two important conclusions. Firstly, in a virtual learning
community on computer network, teachers could talk about teaching themes and share
their views. Hence, the gradual increase of their interaction indicated the effectiveness of
CSCL for teachers' education. Secondly, the software interface helped teachers to reflect
upon three aspects: teaching methods, the concept of lesson and the concept of learning.
Therefore, such reflections indicated that teachers were actively involved in the use of this
software.
Keyword s

CSCL, Computer network, Learning community, Reflection

1 Introduction
Some researches have recently recognized the importance of Information Communication Technology for teacher
education. The Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is one of the virtual learning environments for the
school teachers. The purpose of this research is to develop and evaluate CSCL software as learning environment for
teacher education. In this environment, teachers talked about their lessons, and also reflected upon them. In order to
evaluate it, this research project was conducted by avoluntary teacher group. Two main aspects were analyzed: what kind
of interaction and reflection emerged.
CSCL research is generated inside the field of cognitive science, which contains situated learning theory, and Information
Technology. Situated learning theory suggests that learning is seen not as an individual's acquisition of Knowledge but as
individual's participation in a learning community. Leames can learn in a community by means of practice, discourse, and
activity. The importance of situated learning theory is that it generated an educational practice that is quite different from

the traditional one which aimed at accumulating knowledge into individuals' heads. For example, Brown &
Campione(1994) organized collaborative learning project to build a learning community in a classroom . In this project,
learners were expected to inquire their topic of interest and exchange their expertise among them. Likewise, CSCL is

designed to build a learning community through computer network.
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Many CSCL research projects have been organized mainly in North America. In particular, Teaching
TeleApprenticesships(Levin, Waught, Brown and Clift 1994) and TAPPED IN(Pea 1998) , are mentioning CSCL projects
for teachers. Teaching Tele Apprenticeships is the CSCL research project that supported the interaction among pre-service

teachers, newly appointed teachers and researchers who used e-mail and Bulletin Board System(BBS). As regards,
TAPPED IN project, a virtual teachers' professional development center is built on the web site. In this case, many teachers
can use BBS and chat system on this site to communicate with other teachers simultaneously. The design concept ofboth

CSCL shares certain similarities, as the interaction among many teachers is the resource for teachers to enhance their

professionalism.
Howevec there are two aspects related to prior CSCL research that have to be mentioned. Firstly, what kind of interaction
emerged among teachers on CSCL project for teacher education? The interaction among teachers is not only emphasized

but also required so as to clarify the quality of the interaction for further study. Recent teacher education research
emphasized three point of teacher's activity to improve their teaching activity: externalization, sharing, and reflection.
Teachers must externalize their everyday educational practice, share it with other teachers and reflect upon it so as to
enhance their professionalism. Schon(1983) stated that the reflection upon their teaching is an indispensable element of
their professionalism. For example, teachers write diaries everyday, and share this writing with other teachers to reflect
upon their teaching (Conneley & Clandinin 1988). Secondly, previous CSCL research is not enough to characterize
teacher's interaction on computer network and fails to consider the development of software interface to support it. In prior

research, e-mail, BBS, and simple chat system were the channels used to support teachers' communication.
Murayama & Oshima(1999) stated that it is not enough to communhate by email and BBS to discuss a topic about
teaching, and concluded that it is necessary a specific interface which can display teachers' idea. Link or tag-attached as
most of CSCL software's interface functions have contributed to establish the relatims of the interaction among learners
with visualization(for example, Scardamalia & Bereiter 1996), however, these interface functions in CSCL software are

not developed yet for teacher education research.
Thus, we developed the CSCL software, which has the interface with visualized functions. This CSCL software was
designed with the purpose that teachers could discuss their lessons with other teachers, and could also reflectupon several

aspects such as their lessons, their concepts of learning and teaching and other educational matters.

2 Research Method
We developed a client-server shared database called Teacher Episode Tank (TET). TET client works on Windows
95/98/NT 4.0. TET server works on Window NT.
With regard to evaluation in educational technology, Bruce & Rubin (1993) concluded that we must inquire the realization
process when the innovation leads to social practice. This kind of evaluation is called Situated Evaluation and aims to
evaluate the effect of the new artifact in the real situation. This analysis requires collecting the data about behavior and
practice of the when people are in the situation of using the new artifact. In order to evaluate this software, two main
aspects were analyzed: what kind of interaction and reflection emerged. The subjects of evaluation were twenty teachers
who were interested in collaborative learning by TV conference system. Those twenty volunteer teachers had been using
TET everyday for three months. Not only teachers but also a faculty staff member of university and three graduate students
participated in this project and properly joined teachers' discussion. Data for analysis were collected from learner' s
message on TET server, log data on TET client, and informal interview to teachers who participated in this project. The

term of data collection was from September 1st. to November 28th. 1999.

3 Component of Teacher Episode Tank (TET)
3. 1. Journal Window
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Fig. I Journal Window and Reflection Board
TET is composed of two interfaces called" Journal WindoW and" Reflection Board". TET users can exchange messages
with other users on "Journal Window "through network, and clarify the relations of interactions among users via "Journal
Window "on "Reflection Board "so that TET users can reflect upon their teaching quite freely. TET uses can change two

interfaces alternately when using of this software.
Teachers can write their messages, specifically called"joumal", about their teaching matters and comments regarding other
teachers' joumah on "Journal Window'. Teachers who join thisresearch project can look at and share their journals among
each others on " Journal Window" . The joumali that teaches send are automatically categorized according tothe topics of

interest and categorized journals are displayed on "Journal Window" chronologically.

3. 2. Reflection Board
"Reflection Board" was implemented for teachers to clarify the relationship between journals by using some visual objects
such as icon and link, and to puttheir comments about other joumab. Teachers are expected to reflect upon their teaching

methods and the concept of teaching on this interface. The characteristics of this TET software, a developed CSCL
software, are that a teacher can privately use it for his reflection on this interface with visualization. It should be notedthat
this kind of interface function has not developed in TAPPED IN or Teaching TeleApprenticeships. As shown in Fig. 1,

each learner can extract from partially or completely other teachers journal from "Journal Window' and paste it on
"Reflection Board" as icon. The learner can also copy the content of icon on "Reflection Board" and move it to "Journal
Window'. Tags guiding teacher's interaction are attached to icon and link on Reflection Board. These tags are specific to
the research project, and support teachers' relationships exteriorized in joumab and ideas that can be concretely visualized.
There are two main tags and five sub-categorical tags of icon. For example, two main tags are "My Idea" and "Your Idea",
and sub-categorical tags are "Topic about Children", 'Topic about Teacher", "Topic about TV Conference System", 'Topic
about Collaborative learning" and "others". According to the kind of these tags, the teacher can write the title and contents
of icon when he makes icons. Besides, there are four kinds of links which are attached to tags. For example, four tags are
"If I teach", "Relation", "Suggestion", "but". Learner can use this link to clarify the relations among icons and visualize the
contents. The idea of the kinds of link derives from Engestroms' prior research. Engestrom(1994) pointed out that one of
the characteristics of communication among teachers was that they were fond of the subjunctive mood like "If I teach"

rather than the formal constast like "However".

4 Evaluation of TET
TET was evaluated from twopoints of view: what kind of interaction emerged among teachers and what kind of reflection

teachers exchanged on TET.

4. 1. What kinds of teachers' interaction were emerged on TET?
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What kind of interaction emerged among teachers involved in learning community of TET? At first, let us begin to
analyze the quantity of teachers' interaction on TET.

WV)
Fig. 2 The quantity of journal a day (N=330)
For the accomplishment of this research project, 25 professionals participated in and 330 journals were written. The daily

average quantity of journab was 3.66 mecages, the average quantity of journal per person was 13.2 messages. Fig. 2

showed the daily quantity of journal during our research project.

The standard of classification

Category

0. Project

Account of evaluation generally

I. Tool

The Topic of TET

2. How to use

The question on how to use TET

3. Formal report Report of everyday practice in Japanese conventional format
4. Narrative

Teachers' reflection from everyday practice freely

5. Education

Topic of education

6. Material

Topic of learning material for example, TV conference system

7. Opinion

Opinion of education

8. Question

The question of other teachers' journal

9. Summary

The summary of other teachers' journal

10. Negotiation

The negotiation between two teachers about their lesson

11. Advice

Advice for other teacher

12. Note

The note of observation of other teachers' lesson

13. Others

Other content

By the following step, the analysis of journal contents was done by categorical classifications as shown in Table 1. Two
researchers determined fourteen categories after reading the content of joumab. For the sake of classification into
categories, two researchers worked independently in the categorization of 330 journals. When those do not agree with the
category classification, we discussed the content of journal so as to decide an appropriate category. The percentage of

agreement was 74%.
Among 14 categories, "Formal report" and "Narrative" are the two most important ones. Hem," Formal report" represents
the journal report about everyday practice in conventional format which consists of lesson title, lesson time, and lesson
outcome. The characteristic of "Formal report" in the journal is that there is no emotional comment or reflection of the

teacher in it. For example, the following journal fits into this category.
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September 8th. , Wednesday
(Content) collaborative learning using TV conference system
(Time) AM 11:00 - 11:30
(Outcome)The purpose of my lesson today is have children get accustomed to TV conference system,
Today, my students have experience of this system for the first time. In fact, students had no trouble in
today's lesson, and enjoyed introducing and talking about insects and singing a school song all together

(99/09/08 Teacher Y's journal No. 98)
In this journal , teacher Y reported his lesson to other teachers ina conventional style, which is a popular style in Japan. In

his writing, there is no emotional reflection and comment.
Regarding 'Narrative" category, it is attached to the journal, and its content reveals teachers' reflection upon their teaching
and lesson from their episode of everyday classroom activities. As described in the introduction, the purpose of TET is that
teachers can talk about their lessons among each other and also reflect upon several aspects such as their lessons and their

concepts of learning and teaching. The following journal is categorized into "Narrative".
Now, I divided my students into 4 groups and led them to plan independently projects of Kenaf (Kenaf
is tropical tree and the most popular learning material of Problem-based learning in Japan). I think, it is
desirable that each student communicates with students from other group about this Kenaf projects.
However, I am beginning to question whether Kenaf as learning material is appropriate for this activity or

not. You know, we can cook Kenaf and make papers from Kenaf, but each group is doing its activity
independently, so it is difficult for students to collaborate with other groups. I wonder what makes each

group collaborate with other.
(99/11/01 Teacher M's Journal No. 261)
A teacher's reflection on his practice was described on this journal. In a problem-based learning activity, the teacher had
trouble related to integrate groups and how to have students communicate among them So that way, "Narrative" journal

contained teacher's reflection upon his classroom activity.
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Fig. 3 showed that the quantity of "Narrative" was very low at the beginning of this research project, but gradually
increased. On the contrary, the quantity of "formal report" was high at the beginning of this project, gradually decreased.
Consequently, the tendency of the ratio 'Narrative" to " Formal report" was low at the beginning, and the fact that it was
high at the end of this research project showed that the teachers' learning community where many teachers talked about
their teaching on CSCL was gradually formed.

4. 2. Teachers' Reflection
Here, the kind of reflection that emerged among teachers was examined by analyzing the data of "Journal Window " and

"Reflection Board" on TET. Eleven teachers cooperated in the analysis. On Reflection Board, there are 23 icons
(S.D.=11.3) and 18.7 links(S.D.=10.6) on average.
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Teaching The concept of The concept of Others Total

Method

lesson

Learning

A

1

3

2

14

20

K

1

4

4

16

25

M

0

6

8

16

30

C

0

4

1

5

10

T

0

2

1

2

5

K

1

13

2

31

47

G

0

4

3

11

18

W

1

5

0

12

18

S

I

4

2

16

23

1

5

0

19

25

1

9

6

16

32

59

29

158

253

1

0
Total

7

Table. 2 Three kinds of reflection
There are many bons which teacher write about their reflections overall Those icons were classified into three kinds of
reflection as shown at Table. 2. First category was "Reflection upon Teaching Method". Second category was "Reflection
upon the concept of lesson". Third category was "Reflection upon the Concept of Learning". The icon of "Others"
category as shown at Table. 2 was added after discussion between two researchers. "Others" category was the icon that
collected several comments, and was used as brief memo of teachers. In the paragraph, details about the three kinds of
reflection about teaching methods, the concept of lessons, and the concept of learning are examined by quoting some

cases.
4. 2. 1. Reflection upon Teaching Methods
"Reflection upon Teaching Methods" was observed on teacher's writing. "Reflection upon Teaching Methods" can be
defined as the teacher's reconsideration of their teaching. By this stage, teachers consider whether teaching method has
been effective and valuable or not. For example, Teacher W who conducted a presentation of children's scientific inquiry

wrote the following journal.
(Today, Children made a presentation of scientific inquiry.) But, their presentations were not interesting to

me. Why? I considered this question.
1.Did I motivate them properly to make the presentation in front of classmates?
2.Did I pursue children to prepare their presentation?
(99/09/03 a part of Teacher W's Journal No. 56)
Regarding this journal two project members sent their replies. They gave Teacher W valuable advice and hints. The
journal comments like as"Reflection upon Teaching Method" were more frequently observed on"Journal Window" than

on "Reflection Board".

4. 2. 2. Reflection upon the concept of Lessons
"Reflection upon the concept of lesson" can be defined as teachers' reconsideration and question about the self-evident
concept in everyday teaching. This kind of reflection was observed more often on Reflection Board than on Journal

Window. For instance, Teacher G's journal was as follows.
For example, well...everybody was writing about Social Studies on journal. But, by using "Reflection
Board", I found that we did not discuss the essence of Social Studies. Teachers did not discuss what Social

Studies is, and how it should be taught After noticing that aspect, I realized that in fact, whenever I read

others' journals, I found different meaning in them.
(99/12/11 Teacher G's interview)
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Fig. 4 A part of Teacher G's Reflection
In our research project, many teachers that major in Social Studies talked about their topic out of their own lessons.
However, as Teacher G pointed out in his journal, although teachers using this CSCL software have interaction among
them, no one was able to explain what the essential core of Social Studies . Teacher G noticed it by using Reflection Board.

Fig. 4 showed a part of Teacher G's Reflection Board.
On this board, Teacher G visualized other teachers' opinions (ID 1, 1D 2, 1D3, clarified the connections among such ideas

and expressed his conclusions as icon (ID 4). In fact, we can conclude that "Reflection Board" supply teachers with

effective support about questions regarding self-evident everyday practice.
4. 2. 3. Reflection upon the concept of learnin
"Reflection upon the concept of learning" can be defined as teacher's reconsideration of his own learning. In other words,
teachers consider themselves as learners. This kind of reflection was more often observed on Reflection Board than on

Journal Window. Teacher M's journal serve as an example of this reflection;
At first, Teacher M wrote about children's collaborative learning through TV conference system on some icons (ID1, ID2).

Then, he wrote about the reflection upon his learning from other (ID 3, ID 4). Finally, he linled the icon of children
learning and those of teachers' learning. Hence, in some cases, the reflection upon teacher's learning derived from the

reflection upon children's learning.
Fig. 5 A part ofeacher M's Reflection Board
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5 Conclusion
Let us summarize the main point of our research. In this paper, we developed the CSCL software so thatteachers can have
online talk about their lesson and teaching, reflect upon their teaching and the concept of learning and teaching. To evaluate
of this software, we adopted the evaluation method called Situated Evaluation, and analyzed what kind of the interaction

and reflection emerged from teachers. From what has been discussed above. We can conclude as follows:
(1) In a virtual learning community on computer network, teaches can talk about their teaching and share their opinions
among each other gradually. We can conclude from this fact that CSCL is an appropriate environmentto facilitate teachers'

learning.
(2) Therefore, it seems reasonable toexpress that as interfaces allow visualization, members of the learning community are

effectively supported to interact and to clarify relations among ideas and comments.
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A Computer-Assisted English Abstract
Words Learning Environment on the Web
Wen li Tsou*, Weichung Wang** and Hungyi Li
*Department of Languages & Literature Education
**Department of Mathematics Education
National Tainan Tainan Teachers College
E-mail: wtsou@ipx.ntntc.edu.tw
Vocabulary is the foundation of language learning. In review of the literature,
the importance of vocabulary teaching has been emphasized again but the focus

on vocabulary learning has been shifted to an individualized and self-paced
learning process, rather than introducing frequency list. Learners need to
interact with new knowledge they are going to learn with the existing knowledge
or prior experience that they already have in their learning process. This
corresponds to the idea of constructivism. Gearing to the same direction, we
intend to design a system for abstract word learning. Since there is no concrete
image for the abstract word, its learning is more difficult. We have developed an
abstract word teaching-learning system which can facilitate teaching and also
individual self-learning. Through multimedia and user friendly interaction
techniques, student can assess the system anytime and receive different kinds of
information on one spot. The learning material was conducted on a CAI system
and would be carried out over the Internet. Students need only a web browser
like Netscape navigator or Internet Explorer to access the system. A pilot testing
was also conducted and promising results were yield. The result indicates that

the abstract word learning system can successfully improve the quality of
learning and teaching environment for the abstract words.

Keywords: CALL, vacabulary learning, abstract word

1 Introduction
Vocabulary is the foundation of language learning. In review of the literature, after 1970s, the importance of
vocabulary teaching has been emphasized again in ELT (English Language Teaching)(4). ELT educators

begin to review and reconstruct the importance of vocabulary learning and teaching. The focus on
vocabulary learning has been shifted to an individualized and self-paced learning process, rather than
introducing frequency list. Learners need to interact with new knowledge they are going to learn with the

existing knowledge or prior experience that they already have in their learning process. As Gaims &
Redman (3) emphasized in their discussion, new words' learning comes from learner himself. They
advocated experiencing the lexical directly and extending vocabulary according to one's own need and
purpose. This corresponds to the idea of constructivism, which asserts that learners participate in their own
learning progress, and acquire the knowledge in context.
Furthermore, computer-aided research has giving us vast amounts of information about how words behave
and the relationship they form in real-life communication. As a result, traditional ideas about what is
involved in the teaching of lexis appeared to be no longer tenable. Many researchers have studied new
thinking about vocabulary teaching. For example, the learner-based teaching proponents have prompted the
idea of giving their students the tool and strategies to learn independently (6 & 7). In addition, the best way
to learn new words is to consider it a "problem-solving exercise in which one attempts to find the best way
of mapping new learning onto old (1). "Old-established words are part of a rich network of interwoven
associations. As Schmitt & Schmitt (8) claimed "If new words can be integrated into this network, those
associations can facilitate their recall".
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Abstract words presents more difficulty in vocabulary teaching, and studies also show that compared with
concrete words, abstract words are often perceived with lower accuracy in their meaning and language usage
(5). Since there is no concrete image for the abstract word, its learning is more difficult for learners. Thus,

the abstract word's teaching is often avoided from many vocabulary teaching and learning materials.
However, when we review elementary English learning materials in Taiwan, we found that even with
beginners, a lot of abstract words are already introduced in the context. Since it is not easy for teachers to
teach or for learners to learn these abstract words, there is a need for a well-designed teaching or learning
materials for abstract words.
Especially, vocabulary teaching has its priority in language learning at the elementary school level. English
is going to be a required foreign language for most elementary schools in Taiwan. All kinds of English
teaching and learning materials are thrown in the market. However, it is not easy to find appropriate teaching
materials for elementary school level. Therefore, a good word teaching-learning system that can facilitate
teaching and also individual self-learning is in urgent need.

Another reason for conducting this abstract vocabulary teaching and learning material is the massive
application of computer in classrooms. The computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is now available for most
teachers and students. CAI is going to become a new popular way of teaching and learning. Through
multimedia and user friendly interaction techniques, students can access the system anytime and receive
different kinds of information on one spot as well. With this abstract word learning material, other than
controlling their own learning, students can also construct their own meaning for the learning material by
selecting a suitable path out of all the various ways.

Thus, based on the points mentioned above, this study is intended to design an abstract-word learning
system to facilitate teaching and self-learning. We planned to implement the learning material on a CAI
system. While the CAI can be used as a standalone application, we would also carry out the CAI over the
Internet. Students need only a web browser like Netscape navigator or Internet Explorer to access the system.
Our implementation of CAI cannot only be used as a standalone application; we will carry it out over the
Internet. Consequently, students may access the CAI anytime and anywhere by simply staying online and

using a web browser, like Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. They do not need to install related
software in advance. Course providers, like teachers, further enjoy the privilege of easy administration, realtime synchronization, and simple centralized contents updating.
If this abstract-word learning system can be implemented, pupils can use this system to learn abstract words
through a more interesting way according to their own learning path. They can control their learning and
retrieve their memory of the newly learnt vocabulary wherever they feel like to. In addition, this system is
open for submission. Users or instructors can add to the system new words or modify the existing materials.

In other words, the system can be updated and the database can also be enlarged. With this system, the
researchers believe that this concept of vocabulary instruction and materials can open a new area to the
English vocabulary teaching-learning field.

2 Methodology
FrontPage and Flash were applied in this study to design the abstract word learning system. The abstract
word learning system includes the following areas; (1) text, (2) testing, (3) discussion, (4) related web sites,
and (5) help, five different areas.

2.1. Text Area
This area is the main source of leaning materials. Based on the different characteristics of each abstract word,

different means of presentations are selected, for example, pictures, movie, sound effect, games, etc.
Through a variety of ways of presentation, we try to solidify and build up students' understanding of the
abstract words.

The words selected on the word list are from Burkhard Leuschner's (2) " 2000 most frequent words" and the
five recommended elementary English materials (Let's go Gogo Loves English Kids Max &Mousy
and YoYo & NaNa). We selected 295 abstract words from these two different resources. However, because
of the limited budget and time, only 13 were included in this pilot system.
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After the learner selected the word from the word list, s/he enters the definition area. When press the read
icon, the pronunciation from a real person of that particular word or a sentence can be heard followed by
related pictures. In general, the whole presentation is in English; however, the Chinese translation is also
available. In order to get the Chinese translation, the user just needs to move the mouse over the designated
English sentence.
The three icons on the upper right hand corner (Conversation, Practice and Songs) provide extra practices.
Students can decide whether they want to study further about that selected word. The purpose is to provide
the opportunity for students to control their own learning path. However, as aforementioned, since different

word will have different ways of presentation, the icons for each word might differ. The display and
explanation for each icon are as follows.

2.1.1 Conversation
Conversation provides context of the word for learners. In this area, motion pictures are used as a tool to
elicit student's interests and concretize the impression or the meaning of each abstract word. Motion pictures
can provide the setting and background information about the conversation. Students can actually experience
In other words, through pictures and
the conversation and thus have better idea about the target word.
sounds, we hope the setting of the conversation can be provided and students' interests and understanding
can be triggered.

2.1.2 Song

Songs and verses are very important for language learning, especially for young children. They are one of
the best media to introduce language and culture. Therefore, in this section, we hope to introduce related
songs or verses to reinforce the meaning and usage of the target word.

2.1.3 Practice
This part includes Plural practice, Comparison, Which is wrong? Choose the right one, Sentence completion,
and Game.
Plural
Plural practice is specially designed for the vocabulary "this" and "that". Through the interaction with
the computer software, we hope to reinforce the plural concept "these" and "those".
Comparison
Through comparison and contrast practices, students can relate these four words; this, that, these and
those, easily and correctly with the existence of sounds, pictures and writing.
Which is wrong?
This activity emphasizes on mastering the relations of these four words (this, that. those & these) to the
other words.
Choose the right one
In addition to sounds and writing, this section focuses on the usage of wh-words. Therefore, in this
activity, individual words will be selected for each blank. By doing so , students have to understand
when and how to use each of the target words correctly.
Sentence completion
In sentence completion, synonym, (e.g. mine, yours, his and hers) is presented as a different kind of input
and output practices.
Game

Because of its unique characteristics, games can facilitate learning by providing a more interesting and
relaxing environment. No actual scores will be calculated for the game; however, positive and negative
sound effects will be provided alone with the results.

2.2 Testing
Testing area provides learners with on line self-evaluation opportunity. Learners can control their learning
and retrieve their memory of the newly learnt vocabulary wherever they feel like to. The test itself also
provides keys and the instant result for each question. In general, only the basic idea of the target word is
tested, e.g. spelling and usage. Learners simply move the mouse to the desired alphabet then the result (or
correct answer) will be shown immediately.

2.3 Discussion: E-mail and Chatting Room
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This area provides contacts for students to the outside world. Learners can discuss or share their learning
experiences with one another. Furthermore, they can cooperate and complete a group project with people in
another learning environment or another country. This contrasts sharply with traditional learning in which
the learning is independent and lonely. Through interaction or meaning negotiation, the understanding or the
abstract word is deeply rooted and widely applied.

2.4 Related web sites
Through related web sites, knowledge can be cumulated quickly. Massive amount of information can be
gathered by one click. The researchers have carefully selected these web sites; thus students can spend less
time and energy to gather more related information for their learning.

2.5 Help Section
All the related information about this system is available for users in this section. The necessary knowledge

for operating the system and prior knowledge about web application is all included here for any online
service.

With this service, learners can access the whole system without any technical obstacles and obtain the
greatest effects of applying this system.

3 Conclusion
The abstract word learning system was piloted to 60 sixth grade elementary school students. According to
the literature, children at the age of 11 are believed to be ready for abstract thinking. Since the focus for this
system is abstract words, sixth graders (around 12 year of age) are the best subjects for the study. The pilot
study shows a better learning consquence of the abstract word learning system when compared with the
instruction of the teacher. In other words, the abstract word learning system can successfully help students
better learn abstract English words. In addition, the survey for the experimental group shows a great liking
for the learning system from the students; around 80 percent of them enjoyed learning with this system and
would like to learn with this kind of system again. This indicates that the system not only effective but also

interesting which is a very important element for young children's learning. The above results have
confirmed the significance and the advantage of this abstract word learning system. If this kind of abstract
word learning system can be developed and used in schools, both the teaching and learning quality can be
improved and students will have greater joy and success in language learning.
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Japanese children spend hundreds of hours, over nine years, studying some 2000
written characters called kanji. Incredibly, most foreign adults attempt to study

the kanji using the same method. But without these hundreds of hours, their
efforts generally fail. In Remembering the Kanji, James Heisig presents a radical
method for studying kanji. In only 200 hours, Heisig claims, adults can learn the

kanji. A wonderful improvement! But few students follow his method; most
complain that 200 hours is still too long. This paper introduces a refinement of
Heisig's technique, a refinement combining modern memory theory with
software, a refinement reducing the required time to 40 hours. The first author, a
forgetful kanji neophyte, learned the kanji with this method, studying an hour a
day, five days a week, for two months. His recall exceeds 95%, approximating
native Japanese. This paper targets both teachers and students of Japanese as a

foreign language, providing the knowledge and software required to rapidly
learn the kanji, and inviting them to participate in a wider experiment using
these new technologies.

Keywords: CALL, Kanji, SuperMemo, Efficient study

1 The Kanji
Perhaps the most difficult part of learning Japanese is memorizing its enormous character set: the 2000-odd
kanji. These characters were imported from China into Japan. Because each character was imported several
times over the centuries, while the Chinese and Japanese languages were evolving, each character now has

multiple readings and meanings. As a result, the Japanese writing system is arguably the world's most
complex.

Japanese children study these kanji for hundreds of hours over nine years of schooling. They start studying
when six years old, before they have developed the ability to abstract, and hence can learn the characters
only by muscle memory: They write the characters repeatedly, typically 20 times each. This method works,
but imperfectly: Even after all this study, and the review that comes with daily use, adult Japanese forget
some characters.
Most foreigners studying Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) try to learn the kanji using the same method:
They write the characters repeatedly, perhaps while verbalizing the character's meanings and readings [7].
But since few adult JFL students have the hundreds of hours this method requires, most fail [4].

2 Heisig's method for studying the kanji
Heisig [4] offers an alternative study method.

Goal. Heisig's method allows adult JFL students to learn the writing and a single meaning of 2042 kanji.
This is a narrow goal: Students concentrate on learning this writing and single meaning, and postpone
learning other meanings, all readings, and the multiple character compounds.
Method. Since Heisig targets adults, he is able to use a sophisticated method, a method beyond the grasp of
six year olds. He is able to use a rational method for learning kanji. Heisig prepared his method by
assigning each character a keyword (its single meaning),
1.
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2.
3.
4.

splitting each character into a handful of parts,
ordering the characters so that parts precede their uses, and
inventing a mnemonic story to help recall each character's parts.

The keyword is usually the most common of the several Japanese meanings. The parts come from various
sources: Some are simpler kanji; others are primitives collections of commonly occurring strokes. Some of
these primitives were identified centuries ago by Chinese and Japanese linguists (who call them "radicals");
other primitives were simply invented by Heisig. In all, Heisig uses a few hundred parts. The crux of his
method:
Each character is learned, not as a mass of random strokes, but as a logical collection of parts.

For example, consider the kanji with the keyword revise. This character has nine meaningless strokes,
which prove quite a challenge to remember. But this same character has only two parts with the keywords
words and nail meaningful words which are much easier to remember. In effect, Heisig splits this
character into these two parts, making a kind of equation: revise = words + nail. Most non-Japanese find
this equation much simpler to recall than a meaningless jumble of nine strokes. When Heisig's students
come to study revise, they have already learned the two parts word and nail since Heisig has sorted the
kanji so that these parts precede their use in revise. By combining two previously learned parts, students
easily remember this new character. But Heisig makes remembering even easier by providing a mnemonic
story:
REVISE your draft by NAILing down your WORDS.
The image of "nailing down one's words" is so strong and logical that after students have read this
mnemonic once, they will likely remember it for life.
This contrasts with Japanese students, who practice writing the character repeatedly, and may later
forget it.
Heisig's main contribution is to raise the level of abstraction from strokes to parts. Rather than
struggling to remember a large, sprawling jumble of meaningless jots and dashes, students effortlessly
remember a simple story, calling to mind the few parts that compose a kanji:

words 5

Previously memorized parts,
themselves simpler kanji

nail

revise

REVISE your draft by
NAII,inv down your WORDS.

... are combined into a
new kanii
... and memorized via a
simnlei mnemonic story.

Study. Heisig has done most of the work: He has assigned the keywords, identified the parts, invented the
primitives, and sorted the kanji. Students need only read the keyword and story a few times to memorize
each kanji. Heisig predicts study will require 200 hours far less than Japanese children spend on rote
repetition.

Analysis. Why is Heisig's method so effective? Here are three explanations.
Simplicity. The stories are simpler than the kanji, simpler because they have fewer components. Each kanji
consists of between 1 and 23 strokes; 75% of the kanji have more than seven strokes. But all have fewer than
seven parts. Now human short-term memory can hold only about seven items [6]. Objects with more than

seven known components cannot fit in short-term memory, and so cannot be remembered, or even
recognized. This predicts that students learning strokes will remember 25% of the kanji, but students
learning parts will remember 100%.

Abstraction. Practicing strokes engages only muscle memory: Most of the student's brain remains dormant.
Heisig's stories engage the higher faculties of language, actions, settings, events, humor, and metaphor. Such
meaningful symbolic processing engages more of the brain, and hence is more easily recalled, than mere

orthographic syntax [8]. Humans recall abstract meanings and stories long after they forget specific
examples and images [5].

Relations. When learned by rote, each kanji, indeed each stroke, must be learned anew: Nothing is
connected to anything else. When learned by parts, each kanji is connected to previously learned kanji.
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Heisig's method is rich in connections. When students learn a character, they are also reviewing its parts. In
turn, most parts appear repeatedly, and hence are memorized easily.

As an illustration, consider the daunting 23 strokes of specimen. Stroke-by-stroke memorization is all but
impossible. But specimen comprises only two parts: gold and oversee. It is easily recalled with a story such
as GOLD diggers OVERSEE their mineral SPECIMENS. Specimen is studied after gold and oversee have
been learned, from their own parts, with their own stories. So each step of study is small and simple, but the
steps build on each other primitives are woven into kanji, which are in turn used to build further kanji
until a vast web of rich connections is built up in the student's mind.

Problem: Still too difficult!
Heisig's method is a great

recline*

slave tr

improvement

floor*

over

the

Japanese method, but it is
king

\

7

drops*

umbrella*
T

gold *

not perfect. For Heisig
provides stories for only the

harem girls*

la dish

first 500 of his kanji, and
asks readers to invent their
for
the
stories
remaining 1542. Faced with
this burden, many of
Heisig's
students
stop
500
studying
after

own

oversee

NN

ifil
NEL specimen

characters. And those who
do continue need unusual

Parts are either simpler kanji,
or primitives (marked with *)

need
to
discipline,
painstakingly construct and

review flash cards, need a scheduling system to study, review, and test.

3 Kanji Can
Kanji Can [3, 1] is a database with a complete set of 2042 mnemonic stories. The stories are excellent,
surpassing even Heisig's first 500:
Kanji Can's stories are shorter, and so easier to recall.
Kanji Can's stories mention the parts in the order they are written.
(Compare with Heisig's story for revise above, which reverses them.)

Kanji Can embraces Heisig's method, but extends his materials, and thus solves the problems mentioned
above.

4 Flash Cards
The chief tool of most memorizers is the humble flash card. Flash cards are small paper cards with a
stimulus written on the front side, and a response on the
back. When studying foreign language vocabulary, the
GOLD
stimulus is typically a word in one's native language, and the
response is the word in the foreign vocabulary. When

studying kanji using Heisig's method, the stimulus is the
keyword, and the response is the kanji itself.

specimen

SPEaMENS
En.are carefully

OVERSEEN.

front

back

Students read the stimulus and try to produce the response. They then check their response against the
desired response on the back of the card. Cards that were correctly recalled are removed from the deck;
cards not recalled are shuffled to
the back of the deck, to be reviewed A recall
A rec.411.---7
again. Used this way, flash cards
study
combine self-testing with review.
The cards catch mistakes and save
time
rt /me
them, allowing review until the
student knows them all. Flash cards

Memory fades after
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Repeated study slows

are essential when following Heisig's method: Studying the stories is so easy that students will doubt they
are really learning anything until they have been tested!
Problem: Inefficiency. Using flash cards takes a lot of time. Each card must be hand made. Then each card
must be tested repeatedly, for only with repetition comes dependable memorization. Memory fades over time,
but by reviewing partially forgotten material students extend their memories.
But how frequently should students review? Buzan [2] recommends review after ten minutes, a day, a week,
a month, and then four months. But are these the best intervals for review? Testing too frequently wastes

time reviewing material already well known. Testing too infrequently wastes time relearning forgotten
material. The goal of flash cards is to "catch" learners just before they fall to remind them just as they are
about to forget. But the point of forgetting and hence the optimal review interval differs for each student,
and even for each kanji: Some are easier to remember than others. How can we optimize study?

5 Super Memo
Super Memo is a general flash card program [9]. Like paper flash cards, these electronic cards can be used to
review anything, including the kanji. Unlike paper cards, these electronic cards are neat and easily editable,
but require a PC. Super Memo is better than paper flash cards because it contains a mathematical model of
human forgetting: It can predict when a student will forget a kanji, and hence compute the .best testing time.
When testing with Super Memo, students tell the program how well they remember each kanji; the program
uses this information to tune its model to each student, and to each kanji. The result closely approximates
perfectly timed intervals, and hence maximum efficiency in studying.

Independent of the nature and amount of material they study, students using Super Memo all learn
approximately 200 items/minute/year. This means that by studying one minute, every day, for a year, one
can learn 200 items; or, by studying 10 minutes a day, 2000 items. This is much faster than many other study
methods; in particular, Super Memo implies results in 1/5 of Heisig's time.
Super Memo's computerized scheduling provides more than optimal reviews. It also provides an incentive to
study every day. A student using Super Memo runs the program every day and finds a list of items to review.
If the student skips a day, the next day she will be confronted with twice as many items! This threat helps
provide the discipline necessary in learning a large body of material, such as the kanji. (Unfortunately, this
also means that if the student skips a week, she will be confronted with a mountain of review, and will likely
quit altogether. Super Memo is not for the timid.)

6 New technology allows learning the kanji in only 40 hours!
This paper proposes a new method for learning the kanji, a method combining Heisig's novel ideas, Kanji

Can's stories, and Super Memo's reviewing. Heisig provides the tractable goal and the idea of using
mnemonic stories to recall the writing of kanji in terms of their parts. Kanji Can provides a complete set of
these mnemonic stories. And Super Memo provides strict scheduling and efficient reviewing and testing.
The combination of these three educational technologies provides a most efficient kanji learning method: the
complete set of 2042 kanji can be learned in only 40 hours!
These 40 hours might be scheduled as 10 minutes a day, every day for a year, or an hour a day, five days a
week, for two months. Memory manuals claim that an hour's study a day is optimal: Shorter study sessions
waste time in frequent physical and mental preparation, longer study sessions induce fatigue, and both
degrade efficiency [2, 5].
The first author learned the kanji in 40 hours by following this method.

Heisig has greatly accelerated kanji learning for adult JFL students. Kanji Can's complete set of stories
enables students to concentrate on studying the kanji. Super Memo provides a well-documented speedup for
any rote memorization. Combining these three technologies, we can learn the kanji in only 40 hours.
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Among various Internet resources, the World Wide Web (the Web) becomes
very popular recently and plays an influential role in English learning. This
study aims to explore how college-level English learners in Taiwan cite reading

materials on the Web to write their own compositions. Fifteen college
sophomores were required to write a source-based paper using electronic
resources on the Web. It was found that those who have higher reading
proficiency and more previous Web experiences write better souce-based papers.

Also, the subjects were able to obtain the gist of others' Web articles and
organized it into their own compositions. The quality of citation was quite good,
although the subjects relied on quotations from others' Web articles to support
their own ideas.

Keywords: Web-based learning, source-based papers, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
In the Information age, college students and professionals have more and more opportunities to search for
information on the Internet and the World Wide Web. Reading on the Internet is unlike traditional reading.
Much has been claimed about the prevalence of hypertextual discourse and its possible impact on education.
It is believed that reading on the Web, using the selected information, and making meaning on texts out of

the synthesized results will become modern people's common ways of literacy practicesincluding
communication, meaning-making, and knowledge productionin the near future. Moreover, in order to use
the resources on the Web to aid their own language learning, learners have to identify their learning goals,
search for information matching their goals, and discern relevant information in the vast amount of Web

resources. Such a process is quite similar to the nature of source-based writingintegrating relevant
information from other specialists' articles into one's own article to support one's own views. It is thus
worthwhile to examine how college students go through the process and what the pedagogical implications
such exploration may provide. However, there is not much done on source-based second language (L2)
writing, based on our review of the literature. Also, hypertext reading and writing using electronic sources

on the Web still remain unexplored in the foreign language (FL) leaming/teaching areas, including
Teaching-English-as-a-foreign-language (TEFL).

In view of lack of studies about the effects of using electronic sources on the Web to write source-based L2
writing, the study aims to explore the ways in which EFL learners integrate English reading materials on the
Web into their own compositions via the two questions:
When FL learners use electronic sources on the Web to write source-based academic papers,
does their reading ability, previous Web experiences, and the amount of time they search and use sources on
the Web have an impact on students' writing performance on such a task?
how well do learners in this study use citation strategies in source-based writing ?

2 A review of the literature
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In this section, the literature on the relationship between reading and writing, source-based writing, and
language learning on the Web are reviewed in order to provide a theoretical framework for this study.

2.1 The relationship between reading and writing
Based on Eisterhold's viewpoints [1], reading and writing have insepararable relationship and certain
features transfer between these two domains. Studies on the reading-writing relationship in both native
speakers of English and ESL students provide evidence that there is "reciprocal relationship between reading

and writing" [2]. Correlational studies of reading and writing performance also confirm that " (1) better
writers tend to be better readers; (2) better writers read more than poor writers; (3) better readers tend to
produce more syntactically mature writing than poorer readers" [3]. To be more specific, Melanie [4] stated
that reading and writing share common cognitive process, vocabulary and linguistic rules. In the process of
reading and writing, learners have to deal with information encoded in the format of punctuation, spelling,
and grammar. This kind of structural knowledge not only facilitates learners' reading comprehension but
also aid them to organize their compositions logically and cohesively. Moreover, in order to use information
from reading texts in their own compositions, they also have to undergo cognitive processes such as getting
meaning, questioning ideas in texts, hypothesizing, organizing and evaluating the ideas, and clarifying their
own thoughts in their final written product. Such a process enables learners to discover others' opinions and
develop their own beliefs and thus enhances their own knowledge about writing and reading.

The benefit of reading to write can be discussed in two ways: the impact of reading models on writing and
source-based writing. Reading articles written in specific genres gives readers opportunities to build on
"schematic knowledge of genre" [5]. Being exposed to reading models, they also learn formats of the genres,
know audience expectations, and discover opinions they can write about in their own papers. Spivey and
King [6] reported the influence of reading models on writing by examining descriptive report written by 60
students from a public school in northern Texas. The subjects were categorized into more skilled and less
skilled readers by their reading scores of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. Over a three-day period in

their language arts/English classes, the subjects were asked to write a report on the topic "rodeo" the
special activities held in Texas at that time. Three encyclopaedia articles on "rodeo" were given to students
as reading models and their products about the report (including scratch paper, planning pages, drafts, and
the final report) were analyzed to distinguish ideas they selected from the three source texts as well as
content they added. Results showed that more skilled readers were more likely to include important ideas
across the reading models into their compositions and made use of text structures to organize different ideas
into the content of their compositions. Charney and Carlson [7] also investigated the usefulness of writing
models on students' writing of research texts and the effects of models of different quality. The control
group (subject number, N=22) saw no models whereas the models groups (N=73) were provided with either
three good models (AAA) or one good, one intermediate, and one poor model (ABC). These models were
experimental reports written by students in previous semesters of the same psychology course. Results
showed that the models groups' texts were better organized than those of the control group. Moreover, there
was no significant difference between subjects provided with three good models and those with models
representing good, moderate, and poor quality. The authors concluded that models did have an impact on the
content and organization of subjects' texts. That is, providing models of different quality (good, moderate,
and poor) may help students identify the effective aspects of the good models and avoid making mistakes in
their own compositions. Students may also infer from models if it is appropriate to include or exclude
certain ideas in the texts.

2.2 Source-based writing
Based on the review of literature, there is no clear definition of source-based writing. The only
synonymdiscourse synthesishas been defined by Sprivey as "a form of reading-to-write that involves
readers (writers) in the process of creating new texts by organizing, selecting, and connecting content from
more than a single source text" [8]. Studies which investigate the ways readers/writers compose new texts by
selecting, organizing, and connecting ideas from source texts are discussed as follows.

First, Campbell [9] studied source-based writing for both native and non-native writers at college level.
Based on their scores of SAT English Composition Achievement Test, twenty non-native speakers were
further categorized into less proficient nonnative speakers and more proficient nonnative speakers. Thirty
subjects in five composition classes were asked to write an essay in class within one hour on the topic
"fraternities and/or sororities" by using concepts in a source text from an undergraduate anthropology
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textbook. The resutls showed that patterns associated with student groups and sections of composition. In the
first paragraphs of their compositions, non-native speakers used significantly more information from the

source text than the native speakers did. In the body paragraphs, all the students used concepts from the
background text as well as many of their own ideas. In the final paragraphs, both native and non-native
speakers used significantly more information from the source than in their body paragraphs. The results
showed that copying concepts from the source text was the primary method for the university students in the
study to write their in-class compositions. Campbell suggested that a way to decrease the rate of copying is
giving students ample opportunities to practice source-based writing, giving students writing assignments
that use information from source material, and informing students of various methods of citing sources in

their compositions. Besides, teaching source-based writing to non-native speakers should focus on the
importance of using source materials to support their ideas rather than to govern the content of their
compositions. In order to develop academic style in writing, it is important for students to read plenty of
academic articles that have reference to other academic works as well as noticing how various concepts are
integrated into such source-based articles.

Feng [10] investigated the writing process of two EFL graduate students when they used two reading texts to
write academic papers in English. One of the two subjects was a more skillful writer and the other was less
skillful. They were required to read two academic articles concerning the use of L1 and L2 in the foreign
language classroom. Based on the two articles, they had to write an academic paper which discussed the use
of LI in EFL context such as Taiwan. Think-aloud was used to collect data when the two subjects read the
two articles. Their writing process were videotaped. The results showed that during the composing process,
the more skillful writer had more effective planning strategies and made more changes in meaning than the
less skilled writer. The more skillful writer read the two sources more analytically and critically whereas the

less skilled writer read in order to quote from the sources. Feng stressed the importance of "higher level
reading skills" (p. 318) when students read academic source papers in order to write. She also suggested that
the teacher should help students make more elaborate writing plans when composing from sources.

Based on the findings of the studies, we can conclude that more proficient readers and writers are able to
extract ideas from sources in print to facilitate their language learning. However, there is not much known
about how more proficient learners use sources on the Web to write academic papers.

2.3 Language learning on the Web
The educational use of the Web can be divided into three categories: studies on general learning on the Web,
personal views of Web literacy, and studies which focus on English reading and writing on the Web. In the
past ten years, the Web gains its popularity as a communication tool and as a media of general learning on
the Internet. A brief survey of the literature shows that studies on learning in a hypertext environment can be
summarized as following. Some studies [11, 12] focus on the design features for hypertext, such as what
kinds of navigation aids prevent learners from getting lost in millions of Web sites. Other studies [13, 14]

investigate the relationship between organization patterns of hypertext and learning styles of language
learners. Still others [15, 16] aim to find out what kind of learning tasks are suitable for being carried out
and what kind of learners are fit for learning in a hypertext environment.

Disadvantages of foreign language teaching/learning on the Web are mostly related to technical problems,
such as technical interruptions, time delays in showing images, and constant changes of URLs of Web sites.

Technical advantages of Web learning include global accessibility and twenty-four hour availability;
pedagogic advantages include students' learning at their own pace and rapid retrieval of information. Also,
reserachers [17, 18] emphasize that the most influential impact of the Web on language learning is the notion
of self-directed-learning, which stresses a learner's individualized needs and learning at one's own pace.

If learners intend to use Web materials to fulfill their pedagogical needs, certain Web literacy is needed.
Thomas [18] defines literacy on the Web as "the ability to find, evaluate, and use information." A number of
researchers [19, 20] agree that the skills of information access, location, analysis, and evaluation are basic
requirements in terms of efficient learning on the Web. In other words, locating and finding relevant Web
resources for the task are related to Internet search skills (Web literacy). Organization and synthesis of
relevant information belong to learners' writing ability. To what extent learners successfully define their
tasks, determine the priorities of Internet resources available, and extract relevant information depends on
their reading ability and higher order cognitive abilities. However, the entire complex process still remains
unexplored in the foreign language teaching /learning field.
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Besides studies prescribing users' literacy on the Web, Liou [21] investigated how the Web influences EFL
college students in the aspects of writing, reading, vocabulary development, and understanding of global
issues. Fifteen juniors in the experimental group were required to browse news on the Web sites given by the
instructor, select a news article to read, and write a response journal based on the article. Eighteen juniors in

the control group took regular writing course without reading news on the Web and writing response
journals. The project lasted for a semester. It was found out that the experimental group outperformed the
control group in writing. Also, students used Web resources held positive attitudes toward the Web and
two-thirds of them kept using the Web after the project finished.
To sum up, using information on the Web has become quite popular for teaching and learning English in the
ESL and EFL contexts. However, hypertext reading and writing using electronic sources on the Web still
remain unexplored in the TEFL field. Due to the lack of empirical studies about using reading materieals on
the Web to write academic papers, this project will be conducted to explore the relationship between readng

proficiency, Web search, and writing performance. The study also aims to examine how college EFL
learners in Taiwan use reading materials on the Web to do source-based writing.

3 Research method
The context for this study was a source-based writing project in Taiwan which involved reading and writing
activities used by an intact group of college sophomore English composition course. The fifteen subjects, all
female and English majors, received at least one year training on four skills in English in addition to six-year
formal English instruction at high schools.

3.1 Research procedures
Before the project, a reading section of TOEFL were used to measure the subjects' reading proficiency; a
questionnaire investigating their former Web experiences. As part of the course's syllabus design, students
were required to write a source-based paper using electronic references on the Web based on their choice of
topics of their own interests. Besides, the subjects were required to use search engines like Yahoo to search
Web articles relevant to their topic. It took three weeks for the subjects to write and revise their source-based
papers. The process involved identifying a topic, searching the useful Web sites and recording them on an
off-line Web use log designed by the researcher, selecting relevant Web articles, selecting supporting ideas

from the articles, and incorporating these ideas into students' own compositions. An end-semester
questionnaire was used to obtain students' attitudes toward such a writing process. Students were required to
turn in all documents in the process including Web articles they cited.

3.2 Data analysis
Data analysis involved quantification of variables, statistical analyses, and qualitative coding. For
quantification of variables, see Table 1.
Table 1: Data Analysis

Variables
Reading

Detail

abilities
Web search Previous Web
experiences
Amount of Web
search
Attitudes toward the
Web

Instruments
The reading comprehension section of the TOEFL test, 1998 [22]
(Range: 0-100 points)
Questionnaire of Web experiences (quantified based on a five-point
scale)

Two-week Web logthe amount of time a subject spends on searching
and browsing the Web (Unit: minutes)
1. Questionnaire of Web experiences (quantified based on a five-point
scale)
2. Questionnaire of attitudes (quantified based on a five-point scale)
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Variables

Detail

Writing
Source-based paper
performanc

Instruments
1. Quantitative aspectOverall writing ability which is measured using
ESL Composition Profile [23] (Range: 0-100 points)

2. Qualitative aspectCitation strategies
(1) Types of citationquotation, paraphrase, summary (Unit:

e

frequency)
(2) Relevance judgement (essential, relevant, and irrelevant) of the
three citation types

For statistical analysis, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient which was conducted to examine the
correlation between students' TOEFL reading scores, previous Web experiences, Web search, and scores of

the source-based paper. Qualitative coding of citation strategies in the subjects' source-based papers
included citation types and relevance judgment of the citation types. First, citation types in Campbell's study
[9] were simplified to three types: quotation, paraphrases, and summaries. Second, relevance judgments
which were proposed Charney and Carlson [7] were simplified into a three-point scale (essential, relevant,

and irrelevant) in this study and the scale was used to rate the appropriateness of three citation types
(quotation, paraphrases, and summaries) in the subjects' composition. The results might shed light on
citation strategies of EFL learners in Taiwan.

4 Results
4.1 Relationship between reading ability, Web experiences, Web search, and writing
performance
In order to find out the relationships among the subjects' reading ability, previous Web experiences, Web
search amount, and writing performance of citing Web sources in EFL context, Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient was conducted. The results are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Correlation among Reading Ability, Web Search Amount,
Previous Web experiences, and Writing Performance
Previous Web
Web search
Reading ability
ex eriences
amount mins
1
Reading ability
0.06
Web search amount (mins)
0.60
Previous Web experiences
*0.70
Writing performance
p < .05, N=15 (Two-tailed)

Writing
erformance

1
1
-0.42
0.55
0.05
*statistically significant

1

The correlation between the subjects' TOEFL scores and source-based papers was .70 (p<0.05). Because
the subjects' reading abilities were positively correlated with their writing performance, the assumption that
a more proficient reader is also a more proficient writer appears to be supported. Moreover, the correlation

between the Web search and source-based paper was .05 (p<0.05). Since there was no significant
relationship between their amount of Web search and writing ability, it indicated that the subjects' writing
performance was not closely related to the amount of time they spent searching and using sources on the
Web. Furthermore, the correlation between the Web experiences and source-based paper was .55. Perhaps
Web experiences is a better indicator of students' writing performance in citing electronic sources to write
formal papers than Web search does, but the coefficient is not significant. Also, the correlation between Web
search and previous Web experiences was negatively correlated (-0.42), though not being high up to a
significant level. It might indicate that the more experiences the subjects had in using hypertextual resources,
the more familiar they were with the possible formats and contents on the Web, which might contribute to
the less time and efforts they took searching information on the Web in order to finish the source-based
papers.

4.2 Previous Web experiences and attitudes toward the Web-related writing tasks
The results of the two questionnaires are examined in order to probe students' previous Web experiences and

their attitudes toward the Web-related writing tasks. It was found out that although most of the subjects
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assumed positive attitudes toward the use of Web sites, their previous Web experiences was quite limited.

30% were newcomers to the Web, who have used the Web for no more than a year. 80% were not
well-experienced users, whose Web experiences were below two years. Despite the fact that all of them have
used search engines, 73% had difficulty locating information they need on Web sites in English. Only 33%
agreed that they could find relevant information on English Web sites. Furthermore, although most of them
deemed English Web sites as a tool to facilitate their English learning, few of the subjects (13%) browsed
Web sites in English often enough and only one-third of the fifteen students liked to use English Web sites.
To sum up, the subjects assumed bittersweet attitudes toward searching and browsing Web sites in English.
There are two possible explanations of their behaviors: their browsing behaviors on the Internet and their

language proficiency. One possibility is that they couldn't find what they need by using English search
engines. Also, the less they browsed the Web sites, the less practice they would have finding and extracting
information from the Web sites. The less they were familiar with the Web sites, the less information they
would be able to find on the Web. This is so-called a vicious circle. The other possibility is that half of them
didn't think their English was excellent enough to handle the contents of English Web sites. 53% said that
browsing English Web sites made them nervous because their English ability was not good. 47% reported
that they felt discouraged when there were too many words they didn't know in the Web texts.
When it comes to Web-based source writing, four-fifths of the subjects agreed that the availability of data on
the Web was related to the types of topics they chose for source-based writing. That is, the more popular a
topic is, the more people would like to discuss it on the Web and the easier to locate prevalent and general
information about the topic. Moreover, two-thirds of the subjects agreed that browsing relevant articles on
the Web did help them in writing source-based papers in comparison with materials in print. The benefits of
using hypertextual articles to write source-based papers include giving students inspiration to organize their
compositions, finding references in related articles, locating evidences to support their own ideas, reading
data written in different formats, and practicing writing in a formal style.

4.3 Citation strategies in source-based papers
Three citation types were coded and counted in students' source-based papers: quotation, paraphrase, and
summary. The results showed that the most frequently-used citation types in the subjects' source-based
papers were quotation (43%), followed by paraphrase (32%), followed by summary (25%). According to

Campbell (1990), quotation was the least integrated citation type in students' compositions whereas
summary was the most integrated one. Compared with the percentage of the other two citation types (75%),

summarythe type which requires students to obtain the gist of others' articlesoccupied only 25% of
citation types in students' compositions. Therefore, the results of the study seem to confirm that Chinese
EFL learners rely on others' exact words to construct their own compositions.

Second, relevance judgements of the citation types are used to investigate how well the subjects
incorporated ideas in others' articles into their own compositions. It was found that citations which were
relevant to the students' compositions occupied the highest frequency (51%), followed by essential (40%),
followed by irrelevant (9%). The distribution of the relevance judgment of each citation type was shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: Duality of each citation type
Irrelevant
Essential
Relevant

Quotation
Paraphrase
Summary

37%

53%

17%
74%

66%
26%

10%
17%
0%

Total
100%
100%
100%

The results indicated that summary was the best-used type because 74% of summary were incorporated into

the subjects compositions as essential information and none of it was rated as irrelevant information in
students' source-based papers. Quotation was used quite successful in the subjects' papers because 90% of
the type was rated as essential and relevant. Paraphrase was the least successful citation type in students'
source-based papers because only 17% of it was rated as essential and nearly one-fifth of it was regarded as
irrelevant information.

The results also showed that although summary was not quite common in their papers (25%), once it was
used in the subjects' papers, its quality was better than the other two citation types. The results also suggest
that when citing others' concepts, some students had difficulty paraphrasing the most essential part in the
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others' articles. They often spent a lot of space beating around the bush, repeating main plots in others'
works without organizing them into their own papers. Furthermore, since 10% of the quotations in students'
papers were irrelevant, it suggests that students should take more efforts to integrate the quotations into their
own papers rather than put those quotations in their papers without justification.

5. Conclusion
Based on the results of this study, those who have higher reading proficiency and more previous Web
experiences performed better when citing electronic sources on the Web to write source-based academic
papers. It seems that more proficient readers are able to organize different ideas of Web sources into their
own papers and that more experienced Web users had no difficulty locating and citing relevant source
information in their papers. Moreover, the subjects were able to gain the gist of others' Web articles and
organized the main ideas into their own compositions. Although the subjects in this study relied on
quotations of others' texts to support their own ideas, the quality of quotation was as good as possible. In
contrast, some of the subjects had greater difficulty paraphrasing others' concepts into their papers.

According to the fifteen subjects in this study, the advantages of using Web sources to write compositions
were substantiating the content of their compositions. Its disadvantages included spending a lot of time
without finding relevant articles on the Web and not knowing how to pick up the most appropriate text from
the vast amount of sources on the Web. Therefore, if the teacher wants to use Web sources to aid students'
ideas in writing, there are three things to which s/he should pay attention. First, students need guidance to
learn how to use search engines well enough in order to locate relevant and in-depth Web sources. Second,
the teachers should offer academic Web text models in class so that students can be more familiar with the
organizing patterns of Web texts. Third, students should be taught how to differentiate good sources from
bad ones as well as how to cite sources into their compositions. The teacher should emphasize that Web
sources are used to support students' own ideas rather than governing the content of their own papers.
This study investigated how students' reading ability, previous Web experiences, and Web search amount
influenced their source-based writing performance. The study also explored students' citation strategies in
EFL context, including the format, types, and relevance of citation. Besides the pedagogical implications for
integrating hypertextual sources into English writing instruction, the contribution of this study is that it was
the only study in Taiwan that probed students' types of citation and relevance of citation when using English
sources on the Web to write academic source-based papers. However, only fifteen subjects in an EFL context
were involved in the study and it might be difficult for researchers in other contexts to draw inferences
without further studies. Besides, the fifteen subjects in this study were allowed to choose three types of
topics in writing source-based papers: a review of a book or a movie, a report of a well-known person, or a
social issue. Although the freedom of topic selection reflected the notion of self-directed-learningthe most
influential impact of the Web on language learning, it increased the difficulty of grading. The two raters had
to discuss the grading criteria for each topic type. They also tried to be as fair as possible when grading
fifteen pieces of papers with fifteen distinct titles. Future studies need to be aware of the issue of topic
selection. Finally, the fifteen subjects' on-line activities on the Web were only reported by themselves in the
Two-week Web Log. There is still room for qualitative studies which investigate students' on-line behaviors
and their writing process when using hypertextual source sources to write academic papers.
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This paper proposes the architecture of a VL model for computer-assistedlearning in Java. VL is an acronym that stands for Visual Learning. There are
three important components in the VL model, namely Code Book, Dictionary
and Play. In addition, a number of modules have also been built in order to
provide better support to the VL model. These supporting modules are the
Object-oriented Concept module, the Java Language Concept module, and the
Problem Case module. All these components and modules are posted to a Web
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1 Introduction
Motivating students to learn is a difficult task since the dawn of civilization. It is even more difficult when
the content involves a programming environment and a design methodology [Borne 1993]. However, with
the aid of the modern computing technologies, the difficulties can be substantially reduced if a good design
of visual programming environment [Zhang and Zhang 1998] can be implemented. Before we present how
the computing technologies being incorporated into our model, it is worthwhile to investigate how motivation
can be invoked from students' points of view. First of all, students are keen in
What knowledge they will be learning?
How to apply the knowledge in solving problem?
How to apply the knowledge to an application?
Is the knowledge easy to learn?

In the context of our Web-based model for learning the Java language, the first three concerns can be dealt
with no difficulty. The first concern is easy to clarify. Most of the computing students know that the Java
language is one of the state-of-the-arts of computing languages. For the second concern, we use the problembase learning [Savery and Duffy 1995] as our teaching methodology in our Visual Learning model. Hence,
students are able to apply the knowledge in solving problems. The third concern is quite critical. We intend
to build the VL model using an application that most students are familiar with, for example, a cinema ticket
booking system. After the students attended all the lessons, they should be able to build systems of similar
application. The final concern is the most difficult to be realized by students. For this purpose, we have to
rely on the modern computing technologies together with some design constraints. These design constraints
are:

Each lesson is consisted of a number of sessions.
Each session is a stand-alone Java application.
Each session is used as a building block for the next session.
Information loading in each session must be minimized.
Explanation facility for each session must be adequate and user-friendly
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This paper intends to present the framework of the Visual Learning model. The VL model and its supporting
modules are posted to a Web site. There are three supporting modules, namely the object-oriented concept
module, the Java concept module and the problem case module.

2 Supporting Modules
The object-oriented concept module provides students a foundation on the features of object-oriented
constructs. These include the concept of world, class, object, event, stored data, method, message,
inheritance, information hiding and etc. The Java concept module provides students some language
constructs corresponding to the concept mentioned in the object-oriented module. The problem case module
is a set of Java problems that require students to work on either as a group or an independent project. To

monitor the group work, chat rooms are available for each group of students to present or discuss their
problems [Cleaver 1999].

3 Visual Learning for Java Module
The Visual Learning module is the core module of the VL model. It consists of a number of lessons, and
each lesson is made up of a number of sessions. The Visual Learning model is constructed based on the
consideration of the design constraints mentioned previously. The first page of the module is a table of
contents that provides students an overall view of what they will learn. There are six lessons for this ticket
booking system. Lesson 1 is an introduction that provides students a feel of how frame and widgets are
being created. Figure 1 indicates that Session 1 of Lesson 1 has been selected. To avoid information loading,
the screen is divided into three components, namely Code Book, Dictionary and Play.
Figure 1. Selection of Session 1 of Lesson 1
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Lesson 2 is the continuation of Lesson 1 except that it provides students the concept of panel. Both Lesson 1

and Lesson 2 involve no interaction of widgets, such as radio buttons. Lesson 3 provides students a
foundation of interaction technique using widgets. Lesson 4 involves text input and some basic control
structures. Both Lesson 5 and Lesson 6 relate to information storing and information retrieving.

3.1 Code Book
The leftmost section is the Code Book component. It contains all the Java coding that is required to generate
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the content as indicated by the title of the session. In this example, the coding is to generate a frame, as
indicated by the title of Session 1. If the coding cannot be contained within the Code Book component,
students are required to use the vertical scroll bar in order to see the hidden coding. To run the Java coding of
this session, simply copy the contents into a text file followed by a compilation and execution.

3.2 Dictionary
The upper right hand section is the Dictionary section.

Initially, this section is empty. A directive is

displayed under the "Instructions:" text. It suggests to the students that a line of coding must be selected from
the Code Book section. When a particular line from the Code Book section is selected, this line will then be
appeared in the Dictionary section as depicted in Figure 2. All Java reserved words are expressed in black
color, all user defined entities are expressed in red color. So far, the Dictionary facility has not been triggered.
To invoke the Dictionary facility, the mouse pointer must point closely to the entity of interest. Therefore,

students if so desire to use this facility, the mouse pointer must be pointed closely to the targeted entity.
When the targeted entity turns its color to green, and at the same time, an explanation note will be displayed.
If the mouse pointer moves away from the targeted entity, the note will be disappeared and the entity will
restore its original color. Students may select another line from the Code Book to inquire the explanation of
other entities in other lines.
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Figure 2. After the line being selected from the Code Book, Dictionary echoes the line
Figure 3 shows the change of color of the selected entity together with the corresponding pop-up explanation
note.

Because the current session is built from the previous section(s), therefore those statements that

appeared in the previous session(s) will not be equipped with the Dictionary facility. The reason behind this
is that students should learn the previous session substantially before they attend the current session. In this
connection, the Dictionary facility indirectly induces a side effect of enforcing students to understand the
materials more wholeheartedly.
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Figure 3. Explanation note being prompted when the "class" entity was selected
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3.3 Play
Play is the lower-right-hand section. It is simply the implementation of the Java coding displayed on the
Code Book section. The visualization schemes [Hirakawa, Yoshimi, Tanaka and Ichikawa 1989] between
data of the Code Book and visual objects in the Play will not be built in this version.

4 Conclusions
The construction phase and the testing phase of the Web-based Model of Learning Java has been completed
in January 2000. A group of 59 students from the Higher Diploma in Information Systems program of our
University has participated in this project. Prior to joining the project, students had attended a programming
course in C. The project commenced on February 2000 and will run for a period of nine weeks. For each
week, there will be a two-hour lecture and one hour tutorial. The continuous assessment will consist of two
group assignments and one independent project. A formal survey will be conducted at the end of the course.
The number of access of the Web site by students has been recorded more than 1,300 for a period of six
weeks. More complete findings will be reported later.
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Test items are traditionally created by experts. While this approach has many
advantages, it is laborious and time-consuming. Recent advance in corpus-based
computational linguistics has shed new light on the feasibility of a
computer-based language testing system capable of automatically generating
items. This paper describes AWETS, an automatic web-based English testing

system developed by the author's research team and used in his freshman
English classes at National Taiwan University. AWETS automates test item
generation, test delivery, scoring, and record keeping. It can generate random

items for each testee in accordance with the input conditions of the test
administrator. With AWETS, testers' jobs are reduced to inputting information
such as a list of words and the time limit of each question. Besides being a
useful tool for creating achievement tests in English vocabulary, AWETS can
also generate proficiency tests based on a selected difficulty level without the
need to input a word list. AWETS can be seen as a significant step toward future
computer-based language testing system.

Keywords: automatic generation of items, computer-based language testing,
corpus-based computational linguistics, vocabulary testing

1 Introduction
Test databank in current computer-based language testing systems is mostly created by human experts. This
procedure is laborious and time-consuming. Moreover, since test databank is difficult to adapt, teachers
using the systems have to spend a lot of time creating the tests for their own classes. To solve this problem,
several researchers have suggested the feasibility of designing a tool to automatically generate items. For
instance, [4] proposes creating a vocabulary test or exercise from a general corpus using a concordancer, and
[5] suggests automatically generating CALL exercise from an electronic dictionary and a parsed corpus.
Along the same line of research, we build AWETS, an automatic web-based English testing system that can

greatly facilitate the creation of multiple choice vocabulary test. The system, designed with the central
concern of adaptability, can generate multiple choice vocabulary test items in accordance with the conditions

input by test administers. The system consists of three independent yet interrelated modules: the item
generation module, the test delivery module, and the record keeping module.

2 The Item Generation Module
The system is developed based on a large collection of electronic texts and natural language processing tools
such as a morphological analyzer and a part-of-speech tagger. The procedures of building the system are as
follows.
1. Collection of a Text Database: We retrieve free electronic English texts from the internet primarily from
Project Gutenburg and the Sinorama Magazine. Texts in Project Gutenburg are mainly literary works,
while those in the Sinorama Magazine contain articles about the culture and events in Taiwan. To ensure
that the retrieved texts are not too difficult for our learners, we only include works published after 1960.
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The corpus size is about 0.2 million words.

2. Lemmatization: All the retrieved texts are processed by a morphological analyzer developed by
University of Pennsylvania which changes regular and irregular inflections into their lemmas, i.e. basic
forms (e.g. ran => run, happier => happy).
3. Frequency counts of lemmas: After lemmatization, frequency count of each lemma in the entire corpus is
conducted.
4. Sorting of the frequency count of the lemmas in descending order:
5.

Identification of the difficulty levels of each lemma: Three levels of difficulty are specified. They
correspond to college entrance exams, TOEFL, and GRE. Each level has a range of adjustable values. At
present, the range of these three values is stipulated as follows.
College Entrance Exam

Words which fall it the range of the most frequently occurring 3000

5000

lemmas

Words which fall in the range of the most frequently occurring 5001

TOEFL

7000

lemmas

Words which fall in the range of the most frequently occurring 7001

GRE

9000

lemmas

6. Tagging: Each text is processed by Eric Brill' s tagger which labels each word its part-of-speech
information.
7.

Indexing of each word: A database is created which records the documents and position in which a
word occurs so that sentences containing a specified word can be retrieved in no time.
Test administrators can choose the level of difficulty, the part-o f-speech of words, as well as the number
of questions to be tested. Once the choices are made, the system will randomly retrieve sentences which
meet the input conditions via the index. A subroutine then converts the retrieved sentences into multiple
choice questions. The distracters of the questions are chosen from words of the same difficulty level as
the target word. Figure 1 is the user interface for inputting conditions. Figure 2 is the automatically
generated test items.
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Figure 1. User interface to choose difficulty level, part-of-speech, and number of questions
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" Only a moment was needed forthe look of mild surprise to alter the beautiful maiden ' s features , after which she laughed loudly in Sir Percival '
s face for a goodten minutesWell , both Sir Wishful and Sir Percival retired to lick their woundsand lament the fate of men in this whole romantic con
game , and SirWishful soon enough decided that he liked the taste of trout justabout as well as the taste of women's lips , so he grabbed his baitand
and headed for the river .

0 tackle C database C custom C connoisseur
(2) ) , police at the scene of a crime cannot afford to overlook footprints , shoe prints , tire marks , blood stains , saliva , semen , eat wax , hair , or
trace evidence ( such as dust and
_
_).

0 pollen 0 specter 0 franchise 0 spontaneity
(3) There was the walk toot from the singing - school , whea sentimental couple could drop a few feet , at least , behindthreat and exchange a word
or two in comparative
; therwere the church " circles " and prayer - meetings , and the intervalbetween Sunday services when Mark could
detach Patty a momenftom the group on the meeting - house steps .

0 privacy C enigma C topic 0 monarchy
(4) " And five years ago , Ho Chun jui , an associate professor of Anglo - American literature at National Central University , challenged the " good
girl " mold by raising high the banner of sexual liberation under the
" orgasms , not sexual harassment " ( the terms rhyme in Chinese )

0 disguise 0 mate 0 slogan 0 drought
(5) Another great ________ comes , and Lambs dies while struggling to save some old villagers who have no family of their own to lookafter them .

levee 0 cohort 0 deluge C sheet

Figure 2. Test items generated by the system

As shown in Figure 2, the system is capable of generating individualized on-line vocabulary tests in the
context of cloze tests based on the conditions input by a user. The system can thus be used as an excellent
tool for self-paced vocabulary learning. If a learner wants to practice verbs at the TOEFL level, the system
can create hundreds of such questions. As soon as he submits his answer, the system can check his answer
and immediately present the correct answer to the user. Besides, if a test administer wants to change the
difficulty level of the test, he can do it easily by changing the frequency range. To further facilitate the
creation of vocabulary tests, the system also allows the test administer to decide which word should be
tested. This is particularly useful for creating achievement tests. Once the tester inputs the words and the
number of questions, the system can randomly generate multiple choice vocabulary tests in the context of
cloze tests. Besides a corpus, AWETS also uses Wordnet, a lexical database developed at Princeton
University, to generate items. It extracts the explanation of a lexical item and create multiple choice
questions based on the item.

3 The Test Delivery Module
As described above, the item generation module can randomly create a specified number of questions in
accordance with the input conditions by a test administer. To make test delivery more efficient, the test
databank is created off-line. In other words, all the sentences meeting the input conditions are retrieved
before the test starts. These sentences are converted into test items by a subroutine and then stored in the
database. A subroutine then randomly retrieves a specified number of items from the databank and present
them to the testees when the test starts. To ensure wide and unpredictable sampling, the subroutine is
designed in such a way that no two tests are identical and no word will be tested twice in any test. The
AWETS database also provides an interface (cf. Figure 3) for the test administer to input specification for
the test. The interface allows the test administer to input the name of the test, the number of items, the time
I intit during which each question should be answered, and the number of times each testee can take the test.
The test administer can further choose which classes and which words should be included in the test. Aftcr
the test information is input by the test administer, testees proceed with the following procedures. They first
input their user names and passwords. Before the real test begins, they are given 5 questions for practice.
This procedure can help testees become familiar with the format of the questions. An interface and a test
item such as Figure 4 is presented to the testees. As mentioned earlier, each question must be answered
within a specified time limit. As soon as a question appears on the screen, the system begins to count down
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the time left. The randomized questions and the time limit make cheating in the examinations much more
difficult. Without these two functions, students might try to find answers from the person who sit next to
them or from an on-line dictionary. The countdown device might also achieve a beneficial backwash,
because testees need to speed up reading the question in order to finish the questions within the time limit.
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4 The Record Keeping Module
After each test, the system records the registration number, the name of the student, the test id number, the
name of the test, as well as the student' s score in each test. The database component allows teachers to query
a student' s record or the whole class's scores in an exam via the interface in figure 5.
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Figure 5. The database interface for querying the whole class s scores in a test

The database component greatly facilitates the calculation of validity and reliability. When testees are given
more than one set of test items in a given test, the correlation of the scores can be easily computed. The

system also records all the questions and testees' responses. These data can be used to analyze testees'
test-taking strategies. With this function, item analysis is possible although no test candidates have identical
tests.
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Figure 6. A student's responses to the test items

5 Some Problems of AWETS
Although AWETS performs relatively well, there are some limitations which prevent it from being a
completely reliable testing instrument. First, the basic assumption that difficulty of words can be determined
by frequency is challenged by some scholars, since there are some words common in everyday life but much

less common in texts. Moreover, a word might have several meanings some of which are much more
difficult than the others. The approach proposed in this paper cannot distinguish the difficulty of the different
meanings of a word. Another question is whether there might be more than correct answer in generated test
items. When AWETS automatically creates multiple choice questions, it randomly chooses distracters from

the dictionary. Although the distracters rarely fit the context, it might happen that some of them are
acceptable. Note that choosing distracters with different parts-of-speech from the target word does not solve
the problem, because a word might be used in different parts-of-speech. It should also be admitted that
although AWETS can create individualized tests, it lacks a rigid method to ensure equal difficulty for all
testees. Another technical problem involved is that the part-of-speech tagging program and the program
which identifies sentence boundary is not one hundred percent correct. This might result in undesirable test
items. Even when sentence boundary is correctly identified, some sentences might not be appropriate in
testing a learner when taken out of context. This is particularly true of short sentences. Long sentences,
however, are not always unproblematic. In a vocabulary test, all the words in the sentence are meant to give

the contextual clues except the target word. In other words, the target word should ideally be the most
difficult word in the sentence. Consequently, if there is a word in the same sentence more difficult than the
target word, the test item might not be appropriate. Questions like these all require more rigid methods than
those adopted in current implementation of AWETS.

6 Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we introduce AWETS, a web-based system that can automatically create vocabulary tests and
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adapt items according to the conditions input by test administers. AWETS greatly facilitates the creation of
vocabulary tests and has fully automated procedures for item generation, test delivery, scoring, and record

keeping. At present, the validity and reliability of the automatically generated test items are being
investigated. Future research will focus on solving the problems noted in section 5 by using sense-tagged
texts and more rigid methods to identify difficulty of words.
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This study developed a Web-based instructional system for computer-assisted
language learning (CALL) and examined the effects of ability of the student and
group composition on achievement in reading, writing, and listening

comprehension in Web-based foreign language learning in a cooperative
environment. Forty-four students were randomly assigned to heterogeneous and
homogeneous groups. The results of the analysis showed that group composition
as well as student ability significantly exerted differential effects on the learning

outcomes. The implications of these results for CALL in a Web-based
cooperative environment were discussed
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the Study
In recent years, the Internet has been increasingly utilized as an effective instructional tool for language
learning, since the Web can become a multimedia-based content provider for both verbal and non-verbal
elements of communication with versatility and interconnectedness (Clinch, 1999; Harasim et al., 1996;
Khan, 1997; McManus, 1995; Owston, 1997; Ritchie & Hoffman, 1996). Recent studies have shown that
the computer as an instructional medium also has the potential for promoting interaction and collaboration
among students (e.g., Cates & Goodling, 1997; Cavalier & Klein, 1998; Chen, 1995; Johnson & Johnson,
1996). Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) using a Web-based instructional system can, hence,
provide a learning environment that facilitates positive interdependence and collaborative efforts among
students. The students work together in small groups at the computer; their efforts are directed toward
mutual, academically and socially beneficial, goals. In general, extensive research on cooperative learning

has shown profound and positive effects on a wide range of students' cognitive and social-affective
outcomes (e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1999; Johnson et al., 1993; Sharan, 1990; 1994; Slavin, 1995; 1996).

One of the key features that characterize cooperative learning settings and distinguish them from other
learning settings is the increased opportunity for interaction among students of diverse ability, beliefs, and
value systems in the learning process. Researchers have explored interaction as one of the mediating
variables in the relationship between cooperative learning and social and academic gains (Hettinger, 1995;
Huang, 1995; Sharan, 1990; Webb, 1989). Hence, in a cooperative learning environment, students are
typically grouped heterogeneously. The rationale for heterogeneous grouping is based on the assumption
that students can encounter wider diversity in heterogeneous groups than in homogeneous groups. Of
particular interest in this study are the ability of the student and group composition. Although research
indicates that both high- and low-ability students gain social benefits by working in heterogeneous groups,
the cognitive effects of ability grouping, heterogeneous or homogeneous, have been inconclusive (e.g.,
Cavalier & Klein, 1998; Huang, 1995; Mevarech et al., 1991; Webb, 1989; Webb & Lewis, 1988).

1.2 The Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of student ability and the influence of heterogeneous
and homogeneous group composition on achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension in
computer-assisted foreign language learning with a Web-based instructional system in a cooperative learning
environment. The achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension of high- and low-ability

students were compared in heterogeneous and homogeneous groups featuring individual and group
accountability.

2 Method
2.1 Subjects
The subjects were 44 undergraduate students enrolled in a required one-semester foreign language course at
a university in a metropolitan city in Korea. All the subjects had some previous experience with computers
(e.g., word processing, Internet, telecommunications, games, and/or programming). All students had taken
English as a first foreign language and French, German, Chinese, or Japanese as a second foreign language
in middle and high schools

2.2 A Web-based Instructional System
For the purpose of this study, a Web-based instructional system was designed and developed for French
language learning. This instructional system appears to be one of the first Web-based instructional systems
for computer-assisted French language learning in Korea. The instructional system was designed to be
adaptive to individual learning situations on a non real-time basis. Students can navigate the hyperlinked
multimedia contents without a pre-ordered learning schedule. Through their exploration and navigation,
thus, they can design their own instruction. The contents of the instructional system are divided into two
levels: beginning and advanced. Each level consists of 15 coherent but independent lessons. As shown in
Figure 1, each lesson is composed of six sections: reading, writing, listening, speaking, grammar, and games.

Figurel. Web-based instructional system for CALL

The reading section shows paragraphs in a variety of styles and includes interpretations and in-depth
explanations regarding morphological, lexical, syntactical and semantic-pragmatic rules and expressions
used in each sentence. The writing section enables students to gain pragmatic competence in their writing
skills. It provides questions related to context -based composition. The listening section presents simple
expressions with immediate text feedback to improve students' listening comprehension. The speaking
section is designed with an emphasis on conversational practice, based on given situations presented as a
picture. Concerning the grammatical rules of the previously presented sentences, the grammar section
provides charts, pictures, and examples as well as explanations about those points. The game section is an
additional unit designed to motivate students through games, songs, or puzzles, which may not deal with the
lesson directly.

The instructional system also includes the interactive facilities: help, bulletin board, announcements, and email. The help component includes general instructions regarding the system. The bulletin board deals with
management-related interactions such as a school calender and logistics. The announcements show FAQ' s
(Frequently Asked Questions) on subject materials or technical problems. The e-mail allows for individual

communications. These interaction facilities were designed to provide various types of asynchronous
communications among three different user groups: teachers or tutors, students, and system administrators.
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In designing and developing the user interface of the instructional system, a special emphasis was placed on
user-friendliness and efficiency. A simple, intuitive design with a text -based menu, rather than a complicated
design, was preferred. In addition, the instructional system utilizes well-designed TrueType fonts, which
support Unicodes such as Lucida Sans Unicode,' Berdana,' and ' Times New Roman' The basic color of
the instructional system was carefully selected based on color-effectiveness studies (Moore, 1996; Pett &
Wilson, 1996; Weinman & Heavin, 1996). Given current access speed to the Internet via modems or LANs
(Local Area Networks) in schools, a minimum level of animation was used in order not to interfere with
students' concentration level in the learning process (Jeong & Yoon, 1998). For consistent and systematic
delivery of information, any subsequent hyperlinked information is presented on the same page. To this end,

the interface was developed using Active Server Page (Hillier & Mezick, 1998) and Dynamic -HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) (Homer, 1997).

2.3 Procedure
Before the study began, students were asked to complete a background survey, which was given in order to

assess students' previous experience with computers and language learning and to provide a better
description of the subjects. A pretest was administered to all students to identify those with high or low
ability. Stratified random sampling was used to assign students to heterogeneous and homogeneous ability
groups. Heterogeneous ability groups contained one high-ability student and one low-ability student.
Homogeneous ability groups contained two high-ability students or two low-ability students. Students were
unaware of the ability composition of the group. Students then received an overview of the Web-based
instructional system and instruction for cooperative work. They were instructed to work cooperatively as a
group on the task, to help each other learn, and to make group decis ions on the course of their actions in the
learning process. Students were not assigned specific roles within a group, nor were they allowed to divide

the work. Students worked for 50 minutes each day, 2 days each week, for 15 weeks, a total of 30
instructional sessions for one semester.

2.4 Research Design and Data Analysis
The study employed a 2 x 2 factorial design. The between-subjects factors included Ability (high, low) and
Group Composition (heterogeneous, homogeneous). The within-subjects factors included Achievement
Scores of Reading, Writing, and Listening Comprehension. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed to determine the interaction effects as well as the main effects of ability and group composition
on achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension. The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was also conducted, with students' previous experience with computers and the pretest results serving as the
covariates. The level of significance was set at .05 in this study.

3 Results
The means and standard deviations for achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension are
presented in Table 1. The results of the analysis of variance for achievement scores by ability and group
composition are shown in Table 2.1

It should be noted that students' previous experience with computers and the pretest results did not significantly
correlate with the achievement scores. The results of ANCOVA rarely differed. Hence, for the purpose of clarity, the
results of ANOVA are presented in this section.
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Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations of the Achievement Scores by Ability and
Group Composition
Reading

Writing

Listening

Total

M

8.39

8.22

5.43

22.04

SD

1.23

2.13

2.43

4.76

M

7.38

7.00

4.43

18.81

SD

1.94

2.55

2.06

5.54

M

8.64

8.27

5.18

22.09

SD

1.33

2.19

2.42

5.26

M

7.18

7.00

4.73

18.91

SD

1.68

2.47

2.19

5.04

M

7.91

7.64

4.95

20.50

SD

1.67

2.39

2.29

5.34

Ability
High

Low

Group Composition

Heterogeneous

Homogeneous

Total

3.1 Reading
Significant main effects were found for Ability, F (1, 40) = 7.208, p < .05, and for Group Composition, F (1,
40) = 14.029, p < .05, and significant interaction effects were also found for Ability and Group Composition,

F (1, 40) = 7.268, p < .05. These results indicate that student ability and group composition exerted
differential effects on achievement in the reading posttest, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. High- and low-ability
students tended to achieve differentially across the groups of different composition on the reading posttest.
The students in heterogeneous groups scored higher than did those in homogeneous groups. This pattern is
more noticeable among low-ability students than high-ability students.

3.2 Writing
As shown in Table 2, there were significant main effects for Group Composition, F (1, 40) = 4.401,p < .05,
and significant interaction effects for Ability and Group Composition, F (1, 40) = 3.759,p < .05. Yet, main
effects for Ability were not statistically significant. Both high-ability and low-ability students working in
heterogeneous groups tended to score higher on the writing posttest than did those working in homogeneous
groups. These results indicate that the achievement of high-ability and low-ability students was dependent
on the group composition in which they were working.

3.3 Listening Comprehension
No significant effects were found for Ability or Group Composition or for the interaction between Ability
and Group Composition. The results indicate that the differences between the posttest means were not
statistically significant, probably due to the relatively large standard deviations, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 2. ANOVA Results for the Achievement Scores by Ability and Group Composition

Source of
Variation

Reading

Writing

Listening

Total

Sum of
Squares

DF

Mean
Squares

Ability

12.750

1

12.750

7.208

.011

Group Composition

24.817

1

24.817

14.029

.001

Interactions

12.856

1

12.856

7.268

.010

Ability

17.892

1

17.892

3.719

.056

Group Composition

19.442

1

19.442

4.401

.046

Interactions

18.041

1

18.041

3.759

.050

Ability

11.600

1

11.600

2.316

.136

Group Composition

2.759

1

2.759

0.551

.462

Interactions

11.697

1

11.697

2.335

.134

Ability

125.586

1

125.586

5.818

.021

Group Composition

122.144

1

22.144

5.659

.022

Interactions

126.632

1

26.632

5.867

.020

4 Conclusion
This study examined the effects of student ability and group composition on achievement in reading, writing,
and listening comprehension in computer-assisted foreign language learning with a Web-based instructional
system in a cooperative learning environment. The results of the analysis of variance indicate that group
composition as well as student ability significantly exerted differential effects on the learning outcomes.
Both high-ability and low-ability students working in heterogeneous groups showed higher achievement
than did those working in homogeneous groups. These results corroborate and lend further support to the
findings of the previous studies, that heterogeneous group composition benefits students of both high ability
and low ability (Larson et al., 1984, Webb, 1982a; 1982b; Yager, 1986). The cooperative learning methods,
in non-computer settings, often call for students to be grouped heterogeneously by ability (e.g., Sharan, 1994;
Slavin, 1995). The findings of this study suggest that ability grouping can also be utilized as an effective
and practical method in Web-based instructional settings

Suggestions for future research should be noted.

First, a comparative study of group learning with

individualized learning in Web-based instructional settings may be worth further investigation. Second, this
study employed pairs; the findings may not apply to larger groups. Some research suggests the importance
of group size as well as group composition in computer-based cooperative learning (Guntermann & Tovar,
1987). Finally, this study has focused on the product of group learning. Future research should also analyze
the intra-group dynamics among students in the learning process.
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This paper describes an online markup-based composition learning environment
system called CoCoAJ (Communicative Collection Assisting System for Java). It
allows students and teachers to exchange marked-up documents via Internet, and
its environment is very similar to a real world one in which people use pen and
paper. In order to record and exchange corrected compositions with marks and
comments, this paper proposes XCCML (eXtensible Communicative Correction
Mark-up Language), that is based on XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language).
XCCML facilitates teachers to analyze and reuse the marked-up documents for the
instruction.

Keywords: Computer assisted language learning, Collaborative writing,
XML, Online document correction, Hypermedia.

1 Introduction
Recently, teacher-centered instructional approaches in traditional writing classrooms are replaced with more
active and learner-centered learning approaches with collaborative writing tools[2]. These tools can (1) change
the way students and teachers interact; (2) enhance collaborative learning opportunities; (3) facilitate class
discussion; and (4) move writing from solitary to more active and social learning. Writing compositions
includes various sub-processes such as planning, transcribing, and revising, which do not need to occur in any
fixed order [19]. In particular, the review process assisted with computer-based writing tools, has recently
received much interest (see as examples [4, 9]).

Many researchers developed online markup systems employing some markup models. However, it is very
difficult to analyze and reuse the marked documents that are collected through the writing classroom because
the documents do not have a common structure. Therefore, it is necessary to define the generalized format for
encoding and exchanging the marked-up documents in order that online markup systems are used easily and
widely.

CoCoA (Communicative Correction Assistant system) has been developed for supporting foreigners and
teachers to exchange marked-up documents by e-mail [14]. Its environment is very similar to a real one in
which people use paper and pen. CoCoA allows teachers not only to correct the compositions sent from
foreigners by E-mail, but also foreigners to see where and why the teacher had corrected them. CoCoA

improves the opportunities that foreigners have for writing Japanese compositions and for receiving
instructions from teachers. CCML (Communicative Correction Mark-up Language) [15] has also been
proposed for the representation of marked-up documents, which is based on SGML (Standard Generalized
Mark-up Language) [8]. With CCML, teachers and students can exchange marked-up documents via e-mail [16,
17]. In the experimental use of CoCoA, most of users commented that CoCoA was easy for them to understand
the mistakes in documents because of the use of marks, and that the optional view of the original, marked or
revised text was very useful. However, CoCoA cannot show users a hypermedia document including figures,
tables, movies and links because it deals with only text.
This paper tackles how to correct hypermedia documents by the extension of CoCoA. This paper proposes
CoCoAJ (CoCoA for Java) to do so. Also this paper describes XCCML (eXtensible CCML) for correcting
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hypermedia documents, that are based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XCCML is combined CCML
with HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) that can represent hypermedia documents including pictures,
movies, audios and so on.
We have been investigating technological support for Japanese language learning among overseas students. For

example, CAI systems called Kanji Laboratory [7], JUGAME [23], GRACILE[23] and JULLIET[1] were
developed to support Japanese language learning. However, an on-line mark-up supporting system for
Japanese language learning has not yet been proposed. Usually, in a Japanese writing classroom, teachers have
to individually review learners' documents using pen and paper[18]. It takes a lot of time for teachers to do this.
Therefore, we have implemented CoCoA for writing Japanese composition.

2 Online markup models
There are some editing systems that support teachers to review and correct the students' drafts with online
mark-up. Farkas & Poltrock [5] classified the mark-up models as followings:
(1) Silent editing model: This is the simplest model and it requires no special techniques. However, it is very
difficult for the author to check the editor's work. This model is destructive because the editor cannot
readily recover the original words once he/she has changed it.
(2) Comment model: This model employs pop-up notes, temporary footnotes, hidden text, and special
symbols placed within the text. This model can work for special groups and ad-hoc situations. A system
(3)

(4)

called XyWrite[ 1 0] was proposed with this model.
Edit trace model: In this model, the editor works in the manner of an author, deleting, adding, and moving
text as usual. The computer can compare the editor's new version with the original text, and allows the
author to view the draft that contains the editor's changes. This model is apt to encourage heavier editing
and less regard for the author's original text. Microsoft Word accepts this model.
Traditional mark-up model: This adapts the traditional paper mark-up model to the computer screen. The
symbols are both familiar and intuitive for editors and authors; for example, deletion, insertion, and move.
For instance, Red Pencil allows the editor to apply a complete set of traditional editing symbols directly to

a document. The editor uses "digital ink" to mark a traditional editing symbol along with the words.
Moreover, MATE[6] allows the editors to use both digital ink and voice command toward pen and voice
computing. In this model, authors and editors can interpret the editor's markings much more readily than
in the edit trace model.
There are many systems that employ traditional mark-up which allows multiple users to mark-up an electronic
document as if they were marking up a printed copy of the document. However, such systems do not globally
come into practical and wide use in composition writing classes because of their special format. Moreover, it is
very difficult to analyze and reuse the marked documents because the marked documents are unstructured.
Therefore, the system should provide a generalized and structured format for encoding and interchanging
marked-up documents via the Internet.

3 XCCML
Based on the experimental results, we propose XCCML for exchanging marked-up documents. XCCML is an
application of XML, and it supplies a formal notation for the definition of generalized mark-up languages.
XML is a device- and system-independent method of representing texts in electronic form. That is to say, XML

is a set of mark-up conventions used together for encoding texts. A mark-up language must specify what
mark-up is allowed, what mark-up is required, how mark-up is to be distinguished from text and what the
mark-up means.

3.1 Features of XCCML
The main characteristics of XCCML are:
(1) Based on the experiment, XCCML presents six marks and annotation XCCML tags.
(2) The marks have three degrees of importance levels against respective corrections.
(3) The original text is generated through removing all the XCCML tags.
(4) The revised text is derived from the XCCML document.
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(5)

Because XCCML documents are text-formatted, it is easy to send them by e-mail.
(6) CCML documents easily make up full-text databases.
Needless to say, XCCML inherits its features from XML.

3.2 XCCML structure
As shown in table 1, XCCML documents consist of three parts: header, body and close. "Header" represents
additional information about the document. For instance, "next" tag denotes the next version of the document.
The marks for review are shown in the "Body" as XCCML tags. "Close" shows the editor's comments. In one
sentence, "insert," "replace" and "delete" marks were used, while "join," "separate" and "move" marks were
used over two sentences. The part between the start tag and the end tag denotes the learner's mistakes. The
"string" attribute represents the revised part of the document.

Table 1: Marks and XCCML tags.
Mark
Correction
Tag

\ text

1. Insert

2. Replace

00 0 0

text </Replace>

3. Delete.

OHO <Delete> text </Delete>

4. Separate

0 OJT O

5. Join

0001
0000

6. Move

00t51 Did

OD 030

(I) Root tags
Tag name
XCCML
Head
Body
Close

Explanation
Beginning of XCCML tag
Header information
Corrected document
Overall comments

(2) Tags in header section
Tag name
Explanation
Title
Title of the document
Editor
People who corrected
the document
Author

<Insert string="text"/>

r- tex t2 <Replace string="text2">
..; -0
40-6-.:

Attribute
Version
None
None
None

Attribute
String
Name
Email

People who write the Name
original document

(3) Tags in body section
Tag name
Explanation
Insert
Insert words

Replace

Change words

Delete

Delete words

Separate

Separate a paragraph

Email

Attribute
String
Level
Comment
String
Level
Comment
Level
Comment
Level

<S eparate/>

<Joint>

<Movefrom refid="id"/>
<Moveto id="id"> text
</Moveto>

Attribute's contents
Version number

End tag
</XCCML>
</Head>
</Body>

<Close>

Attr bute's contents
Title name
Name of the editor
Email address
Name of the author
Email aidress

End tag
None
None

Attribute's contents
Inserted words
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Corrected words
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Level of importance
Comment for the correction

End tag
</Insert>

1...evel of importance

None
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None

<Replace>

None

Join

Join paragraphs

Moveto

Moved position from the
original spot

Movefrom

Original position of the

Annotate

words
Comment
correction

for

(4) Tags in close section
Explanation
Tag name
Overall comment
Comment

the

Comment
Level
Comment
Fromid
Comment
Toid
Level
String
Level

Comment for the correction
Level of importance
Comment for the correction

None

ID

None

Attribute
None

Comment for the correction
ID

</Movefrom>

Level of importance
Annotation contents
Level of importance

None

Attribute's contents
None

End tag
Necessary

3.3 Level of marks
We found that the marks do not have the same level of importance. We identify corrections on the following
levels:
(1) Weak correction: The learner does not need to revise the document.
(2) Normal correction: The learner should correct the document.
(3) Strong correction: The learner must correct the document.
The strong corrections denote the important part of marks to be revised in the document. Using the importance
level that the teacher had entered, the system provides the learner with the marks he/she wants to see. Therefore,
the learner can avoid information overload from the reviewed documents. Every tag in table 1 has an attribute

"level" that a teacher gives a number from one to three. Its default is two as normal correction.

3.4

Level of annotations
It is very important for a teacher to annotate the marked text for instruction in composition. For example, PREP
Editor [12] is a word processor that allows writers and reviewers to create electronic margins, or columns, in
which they can write and communicate through their annotations. We identify the following different kinds of
annotations:
(1) Explanation: This is used for explaining the reason of a correction.
(2) Question: This is used for asking the learner a question; e.g., what do you want to write?
(3) Comment: This shows the educational view of the teacher with respect to the document.

4 CoCoAJ
CoCoAJ consists of CoCoAJ-Editor and CoCoAJ-Viewer. A teacher corrects the document of overseas
students with CoCoAJ-Editor and the system saves the marked document in XCCML format. CoCoAJ-Viewer
interprets the XCCML document, and shows the learner the marked document.

4.1 Learning processes using CoCoAJ
By using CoCoAJ, a learner receives instruction about a Japanese composition from a teacher with the
following processes:
(1) The learner writes an original text with his/her familiar editor.
(2) The learner sends the document to his/her teacher with his/her own e-mail tool.
(3) CoCoAJ-Editor makes the document double-spaced. The teacher corrects the document with online
marks and annotations. Then, the system allows the teacher to set the importance level to the marks in the
document.
(4) After CoCoAJ-Editor saves the marked text as a XCCML document, the teacher sends it to the learner by
e-mail.

JJ

(5)
(6)

(7)

CoCoAJ-Viewer provides the learner with the marked text after interpreting the XCCML document. Then,
the system allows the learner to select the importance level to see the important part of the marked text.
CoCoAJ-Viewer automatically generates both the original text and the revised one from the XCCML
document. After editing the revised text, the learner can send it again to the teacher and continue refining
the text.
CoCoAJ maintains the version of the document, if the learner wants to revise the same document.

4.2 System configuration
Figure 1 depicts the learning environment of CoCoAJ.
(1) XCCML parser: This module analyzes XCCML documents using the XCCML parser after reading them
through the file management module. Then, it provides the results of correction according to the level of
importance of marks.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Correction module: This module inserts XCCML tags into the learner's document, according to the
revision of the teacher. After saving the marked text, the teacher sends it by e-mail to the learner.
Original text display module: This module generates the original text from the XCCML document by
removing all the XCCML tags.
Revised text display module: This module generates the revised text by applying XCCML tags.
File management module: This module manages the versions of the documents. When the learner sends
the teacher the revised document, the system creates a new XCCML document, inserts the "next" tag into
the old XCCML document, and also enters the "previous" tag into the new XCCML document.

rr

HTML/Text

XCCML

HTML/Text

XCCML

XCCML converter

<

Editor module

CoCoA-J Editor

>

JavaMail

CoCoA-J Viewer

Figure 1: System configuration of CoCoAJ.

4.3 User interface
Figure 2 shows the screen snapshot of CoCoAJ-Editor. First, the learner writes a Japanese composition with a
word processor and saves the document as HTML format. After that, the learner sends the document to the
teacher by e-mail. By selecting a mark from the mark palette shown in the upper window, the teacher can revise
the document. Moreover, the teacher can annotate the document using the annotation palette, and he/she can
classify the marks according to the level of importance. The user can see the correcting document at the left side
in the window and "*" means the user inserted the comment. The user can see the comments for the correction
at the right side in the window. In this figure, the teacher substitutes "allow" with "allows" and gives a comment
"2". Also the teacher can see the original document and revised one by selecting window tag. After saving the

marked document as a XCCML (see appendix A), the teacher can send it to the student by e-mail. Using
CoCoAJ-Viewer, the learner obtains the same marked text that the teacher revised. By selecting the level of
importance, CoCoAJ-Viewer provides only the marks over the level. The learner can reply to the teacher's
comments and collaboratively write a composition with the teacher.
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Figure 2: Screen snapshots of CoCoAJ-Editor.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposed a computer mediated language-learning system called CoCoAJ and XCCML for
exchanging electronic marked-up documents. Now we are trying to propose XCCML to W3C (World Wide
Web Consortium), and to show an XCCML document into Web browsers. After that, CoCoAJ will be able to be
used for learning any language in an open-ended writing classroom. In our future research, we will investigate
how to classify students' writing errors in their drafts, and how to assist a review process with AI technologies.
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Appendix A: XCCML document in figure 4.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ShiftiIS"?>
<!DOCTYPE XCCML SYSTEM "XCCML.dtd">
<XCCML>
<HEAD>
<Title string="Overview of CoCoA"/>
<Editor name="Hiroaki Ogata" email="ogata@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp"/>
<Author name="Yoshiaki Hada" email="hada@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp"/>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<CENTER><IMG width="128" height="128"
src="image001.gir/></CENTER><CENTER><H2>Overview of CoCoA</H2></CENTER> <H4>
CoCoA <Annotate level="3" comment="What is short for CoCoA?"/> is<Insert string="a" level="3"/>
computer supported language learning system based ononline markup.<BRJ>
It<Replace string="allows" level="3" comment="Please add &#34;s&#34;."> allow </Replace> students
and teachers to exchange<Replace string="marked-up" level="3"> mark-uped</Replace> document via
<Replace string="Internet" level="1" comment="You had better use a captal letter.">
internet</Replace>,<BRJ> and its environment is very similar to a real one in which people use paper<BR/>
and pen. <Move To fromid="1" level="2" comment="Please note the initail letter."/>This paper also
proposes CCML (<U>C</U>ommunicative<BRJ> <U>C</U>orrection <U>M</U>ark-up
<U>L</U>angua<Replace string="that" level="3">ge)</Replace> who is based on SGML <BRI>
(<U>S</U>tandard <U>G</U>eneralized <U>M</U>ark-up <U>L</U>anguage)<BR/>
<Move From toid="1" level="2">in order to record and exchange corrected compositions with marks and
comments.</MoveFrom></H4></BODY>
<CLOSE>
<Comment/></CLOSE>
</XCCML>
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1 Introduction
The Web provides a new learning environment with a wealth of pedagogic possibilities. The colorful and
visually engaging appearance, rich resources, online audio, video, and other interactive features, combine to
make the Web an enormously valuable learning tool. Although it has been argued that web technology has
the potential to provide a unique environment for teaching and learning, the psychological implications of its
effects on learners' language learning has remained relatively unexplored. The current research does not

present much empirical evidence to validate the instructional applications of web technology [1-6].
Furthermore, results of a meta-analytical study, Ayersman found that perceptions and attitudes toward
technology are functionally important in promoting effective learning [7]. Therefore, more research needs to
be conducted into learners' perceptions toward this new technology so specific guidelines for its successful
implementation can be provided.

This study looked at learners' attitudes and perceptions as they conducted technology-augmented projects,

and asked what were their affective attitudes and cognitive perceptions toward this tool. The study
contributes to an understanding of language learning using the Web, and provides a basis for empirical
studies of Taiwanese EFL learners performing real educational tasks with the Web. The insights gained in
this small study will help EFL teachers design better learning environments with regard to classroom
management, assessment and assignment.

2 Methodology
Participants
The 55 participants in this study were second year students, majoring in Applied English at a junior college.
They had taken a 2-credit required course in Tourism English for two semesters.

Web-based Language Project
The goal of this project was to apply the language that the students had learned in an authentic context, to
communicate, and to nurture students' global perspectives and information literacy. The project aimed to
help students understand the Web with the ultimate goal of using it to create research projects about selected
states in the U.S. Specifically, the objectives for the project were to: (1) provide students with background

information about American culture, its separate states, cities, food, customs, people, history, travel
information, etc. (2) provide students with an information-literate experience in web technology; (3) enhance
students' discourse synthesis ability, namely, learning how to search, organize, and compose information for
a research project. Students were asked to work on conducting a search of an assigned American state on the
Web. Students could create their projects in whatever format they would like.

Instruments
A questionnaire was given to elicit relevant information on the participants' perception of, and attitudes
towards, using the Web to complete their Web-based English projects. The first part of the survey pertained
to background information. The second part consisted of 40 attitude and perception statements about
learning experiences indicating levels of agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 5
standing for strong agreement. The Cronbach coefficient alpha of the survey was .87, suggesting the internal
reliability to be quite acceptable. The third part included open-ended questions depicting their reflections
about the project.
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Data Collection and Analysis
After data collection, the quantitative and qualitative methods were performed. The qualitative analysis
made from the student responses to the open-ended questions and the researcher' s observation, provided the
opportunity to uncover deeper issues than might have been apparent in a quantitative study. Results from the
factor analysis (principal axis factoring with varimax rotation) yielded six factors accounting for 64.11
percent of the variance. Following are the interpretations of each factor: cognitive disorientation, learning
anxiety, perceived enhancement of language ability, perceived enhancement of cultural understanding, as
well as the Web as a potentially useful search tool, and the overall perception of language learning on the
Web.

3 Discussion and Conclusion
The study investigated second-year junior college students' attitudes and perceptions towards the web as an

educational resource. Six main factors concerning the learners' perceptions were identified, including
cognitive disorientation, learning anxiety, perceived enhancement of language ability, perceived
enhancement of cultural understanding, as well as the Web as a potentially useful search tool, and the overall
perception of language learning on the Web. The study showed that the reaction of students to technologyaugmented assignments was mixed. Analysis of the survey revealed a generally positive attitude towards the
project pertaining to the enhacement of cultural awarenss and overall language learning. A few negative
responses were noted, as learners experienced varying degrees of disorientation and cognitive overload. In
particular, those learners who do not adjust well to reading on the Web appear to have much learning anxiety
and cognitive disorientation, and correspondingly, have a lower overall perception of language learning.

Some frustration with the challenges and difficulties in relation to computers and language were found. On
the one hand, students' encountered technical difficulties in relation to the use of computers. The problems
they encountered were; malfunctioning of the system, the periodic slowness of Internet connections, poor
design of web documents, searching complications, time constraints and the inconvenience of being required
to work on the project on campus. On the other hand, students commented on the challenges of reading,
selecting, processing and evaluating information. For example, some learners had not developed effective
searching strategies for locating appropriate information and, further made qualitative judgments as to the
accuracy and reliability of specific information. Given the fact that interest is the impetus of learning, and
method is the key to knowledge, teachers should inform learners of effective learning strategies and design

diversified learning enviroments by providing intellectual, entertaining and interesting assignmets to
enhance learners enjoyment. From this study, it could be concluded that computer-learning networks have
the potential to empower students in well-designed learning environments. It is emphasized that the central
computer-mediated learning experience in Language Studies can not be achieved by itself simply by the

introduction of the learner to the web technology. Those learners who show reluctance towards
technologically oriented projects need careful guidance and support from the pedagogical and technological

applications of this self-directed curriculum. Therefore, providing scaffolding, both in using Internet
applications and in orienting the learners to the task, is vital to the successful implementation and integration
of technology into the curriculum.

It is undeniable that, being situated at the turn of 21 century as we are, developing the learner' s information
literacy of the digital world is important. Learning to navigate and sift through huge amounts of information
with speed and accuracy, as well as pursuing a critical level of understanding that goes well beyond literal or
surface-level meaning, will prepare students for the challenges they will face as society delves deeper into

the Information Age. The study calls for the learners' instrumental use of web technology to achieve
language-specific goals. The project challenges learners to become both language and information literate in

growing the following skills: awareness of global issues and concerns, the cross-cultural comparison,
development of computer skills, enhancement of critical thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as
specific communication skills such as arguing, persuading, or defending a particular point.

As the study shows, researching language instruction within a digital learning environment opens up a
broader range of connections and meaning-making among learners. The present study is only a stepping
stone on the way to examining learners' perceptions and attitudes toward the Web-based language project.
Although this activity was conducted in a foreign language class, it could be adapted as an activity in a
variety of disciplines to maximize the language dimension, such as social studies, global education, science,
and cultural comparison [8]. The researcher believes that the possibilities for research in these powerful
network environments will be conducive to broadening and refining language literacy.
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In education, 'interactivity' is the catalyst that has transformed the traditional classroom setting into an

active media environment. Yet the standards for interactivity within education are by no means clear.
Educators and multimedia designers are confronted with many questions concerning the effectiveness of
interactive courseware as a learning tool. In this paper, the authors draw on their experience of producing
the interactive courseware package Virtual Language University, an interactive multimedia package for
language learning that has over 3,500 interactive tasks. Specific topics in the paper include screen design,
navigation, effective task writing, choices in the type of user feedback, scoring and testing. Attention is
given to decision-making procedures that deepen understanding, promote interactivity and encourage selfdirection.

Keywords: interactivity, multimedia, courseware design

1 Introduction
In education, interactivity has transformed the traditional classroom setting into an active media
environment. As Laurel indicates, interactivity is a necessary component for learning to take place.
Learners only learn how to learn when they are actively and continually involved in the learning process
[13]. Yet the standards for interactivity within education today are by no means clear. Educators and
multimedia designers are confronted with questions concerning the effectiveness of interactive courseware
as a learning tool, such as: how multimedia can be successfully integrated into the classroom, what level of
interaction should be included, and which programs are most suitable. As this new area of learning
evolves, those involved in interactive learning are discovering that developing material according to a
multimedia interface is simply not enough [25]; [26]; [5]; [3]. Courseware designers are being challenged
like never before to produce material that deepens understanding, promotes interactivity and encourages
self-direction.

In this paper, the authors draw on their experience of producing an interactive courseware package to
discuss the primary areas involved in designing a multimedia program in a Higher Education institution. A
review of multimedia production discourse will be used to connect the discussion to broader issues within
educational technology and interactive learning. Attention will be given to the decision-making procedures
that add to an enhanced level of interactivity within computer-assisted learning.

2 Development Environment
2.1 Virtual Language University (VLU)
Virtual Language University (VLU) is an interactive learning program developed at the City University of
Hong Kong. The courseware consists of four CD-ROMs and aims to provide a self-directed learning tool
for students and academic staff interested in 'improving their English skills. The two-year long project was
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funded by the Teaching Development Grant of the University Grants Committee. The development team
that was responsible for creating the program was an eclectic international mix, consisting of a project
manager, three computer programmers, a graphic artist, two scriptwriters and several student helpers. This
team worked closely during every stage of the production, including the conceptual phase of brain-storming
and scriptwriting, and the production phase of computer programming, video recording, and graphic

design. The program was completed after an extensive review and piloting process that took several
months.
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Figure 2: VLU Lobby

Figure 1: VLU Campus Map

Upon entering VLU, users are introduced to four units: Listening, Writing, Vocabulary and Grammar,
metaphorically represented as four separate buildings in a virtual university campus (See Figure 1). The
animated host, a friendly Dr. Einstein, provides first time users with a tour of the campus and explains how
the program works. Once the users have selected a building (or unit) to work in; they are given a test and
provided with feedback on weaknesses before being directed to the appropriate level: 1, 2, or 3, with 1
being the easiest (See Figure 2). For example, the Listening Unit consists of five multimedia lectures from
University professors, which include video, graphics, sound and about 40 tasks per lecture. Users can
control the forward, back and replay buttons of the lecture, and in this way monitor their own pace and
approach in a "learner controlled" environment [5]. Within the Writing Unit, a video tutorial by an actual
English teacher guides the students through complex writing structures, pausing for interactive tasks along
the way. The other sections, Grammar and Vocabulary, provide ample practice for users to improve their
proficiency in grammar usage and to expand their vocabulary. In total, there are over 3,500 interactive tasks
in the program, all of which are programmed to give immediate or delayed feedback and a percentage score
after each task. Users can also access their last two scores, as this information is automatically stored in the
computer.

2.2 Project Development
Developing a multimedia product calls for a collaborative effort from various team members drawing from

different backgrounds. The team usually includes a project manager (who is often the instructional
designer), a subject-matter expert, scriptwriters, computer programmers, graphic artists, a videographer, an
audiographer and administrative support [2]; [15]. The success of an interactive learning product depends

very much on the ability of the team to work together; "As multimedia development demands the
cooperation of many highly skilled and talented individuals, division of responsibilities, smooth
communication, and strong commitment to the objectives of the project are essential to make a project
successful" [15]. Depending on the size of the team, one person may take on several roles throughout the
course of a project, or roles may overlap - as was the case for the production of VLU.

The project manager addresses the conceptualization stage [[9] and plans the instructional design. This
involves a critical look at the educational needs, the interface design and a proposal for the delivery
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content. The project manager will identify the instructional goal of the program, which should define, in

general, what the program intends to achieve [2]. At the same time, s/he will determine the learning
characteristics important to the design, such as the level of instruction, language, age and culture of the end
users. The project manager is also responsible for outlining the schedule for the project and may facilitate a
liaison with external specialists. S/he coordinates the efforts of the team, encourages positive interpersonal

communications, and ensures that team members stay on track and complete their part by specified
deadlines [2]; [15].

The scriptwriter works with the project manager to develop the content and design of the final product.

S/he is responsible for selecting appropriate media, writing tasks, creating storyboards as well as
developing ideas for graphics. Together, the project manager and scriptwriter construct the skeleton for the
project, which is then brought to life by the programmers and graphic artists. The early phase is probably
the most important stage of the production - and, if done properly, can save hours of time in unnecessary
programming and tedious revisions.

Once the programmers and graphic artists have the scripts in hand, they can proceed with the production
phase. They may use a number of authoring programs, systems or languages to implement the suggestions

of the scriptwriter and project manager [2]. The graphic artist designs the program's graphics and
animation, working closely with the scriptwriter to ensure everyone is thinking in the same direction. The
videographer collects and digitizes video and photo images and the audiographer records the necessary
sound elements. In the case of VLU, university professors were videotaped professionally. Academic
lectures were given on different topics, such as "Exploring the Internet", "Organizational Behavior" or the
"Poetry of Cavafy". The scripts for the lectures were first written by the professors and then transformed
into an interactive format by the scriptwriter and project manager. The professors also acted as the subjectexperts of the team, providing specialized feedback during the piloting of the program.

2.3 Scriptwriting
The key to good interactive multi-media packages is the nature and level of interaction between the users
and the application. The level of interactivity is directly related to the successful creation of appropriately
placed tasks that range in nature and content. During the scriptwriting stage, decisions concerning the
number and type of tasks, the style of feedback, the sequence of questions, the different levels of tasks and
the type of scoring are made. The decisions should first be organized into an outline form to give a broader
perspective and to ensure there is an appropriate distribution among all the categories. It is also important

for scriptwriters to maintain consistency throughout the scripts with the use of identical terminology,
predictable sequences and the same command language.
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Figure 5: Vocabulary

Figure 6: Listening

In VLU, tasks were written according to the instructional aim of each of the four units (See Figures 3-6).
The main types of tasks that were used include click, drag, notepad writing and multiple choice. Multiple
choice and click are the easiest to construct, both for the scriptwriter and programmer, but should be
combined with other task types to ensure maximum interactivity. Each task is designed according to the
learning objective of the unit. For example, in the Listening Unit, tasks are diagnosed as vocabulary, main
ideas, key words, summary, predictions or inferences. When choosing the frequency and placement of
tasks, On, Go las & Yao [17] advise including an option for an interactive task every three of four screens,
or once every minute. Yet designers should avoid a strict adherence to any formula for interactivity, as it
depends entirely on the content, style and complexity of the material being presented. "You cannot gauge
the amount of active involvement in a technology product by the number of mouse clicks, and ... similarly,
one cannot assess learning by overall level of activity" [26].

The binary structure of the computer makes the process of task-writing an interesting and difficult
endeavor. The scriptwriter is faced with the challenge of creating insightful, thought provoking tasks that
elicit predictable, quantifiable responses. Where a teacher may be able to judge the validity of a multiple
range of answers, a computer cannot. It is therefore up to the scriptwriter to predict all of the potential
responses, a challenge especially for tasks that allow users to type responses in an open-ended format.

During the piloting of VLU, for instance, it was observed that certain open-ended questions caused
frustration among students who believed their answer to be correct - and if judged by a real-life teacher,
may well have been. It is for this reason that questions with vague, complex or multiple responses must be
constructed with great care.

How, then, can multimedia tasks be written without oversimplifying multifaceted and in-depth subject
matter? This has been one of the leading criticisms of multimedia development as it expands to cover the
more concept-based material within higher education. Users may get an unwarranted sense of having
mastered a complex subject after correctly answering a complete set of computerized quizzes and closeended questions [14]. One method of avoiding such a compartmentalization of information is allowing
students to write down their own opinions on a profound subject matter using a computerized notepad. In
VLU, this non-graded task is used to elicit predictions of what the lecture could entail, or personal opinions
that the student may have. In this way, students are encouraged to contribute their own ideas and thus are

able to build confidence in their analytical skills. The producers of the interactive multimedia package
Investigating Lake Iluka argue that the notepad facilitates cognitive self-management by allowing students

"to collect and manage information from a variety of different sources" [6]. This is substantiated by
Laurillard [14], whose case study found that students appreciated "being forced, or perhaps enabled, to
consider and develop their own analysis first, before seeing what the expert has written".

5J6

3 Design Issues
3.1 Screen design
Interactive media places users in a one-on-one relationship with a program that can be as intimate, or more

intimate than, a face-to-face exchange [22]. For that reason, it is the task of educational multimedia
producers to transform that relationship into a successful learning experience. In a user-controlled
environment that enables students to turn off the program whenever they want, screen design becomes
essential to maintaining learner motivation. Effective screen design allows for maximum learning from the
materials while providing the learner with appropriate control of the learning process [16]. This could be

compared to the teacher's role at the beginning of a traditional classroom setting. An effective screen
design sets the stage for meaningful 'deep learning' to take place and motivates the student to stay engaged.
The signs of a poorly designed screen are cluttered displays, complex and tedious procedures, inadequate
command languages, inconsistent sequences of action and insufficient informative feedback [20]. Such

designs can lead to anxiety, poor performance and dissatisfaction with the program. Some researchers
recommend limiting the amount of text on screen to three lines in order to prevent information overload
[4]. Users are most effectively able to concentrate on the multimedia material when the screen is made
user-friendly with consistent commands and positioning of buttons. The importance of the screen design is
corroborated by a number of researchers [21], [1]; [23]; [8].

The choices for screen design are endless, but the two basic extremes are simple and complex. There are
both advantages and disadvantages for either consideration. The primary advantage of keeping the screen
`simple and uncluttered' is that it is less likely that users will suffer from immediate sensory 'overload.' As
Stemler points out, multimedia instruction packages can become "nightmares when designers try to dump

anything and everything into a single program simply because the capability is there" [21]. Most
researchers agree with this approach [17]; [18]; [19].

In many cases, a thoughtfully designed complex interface will hold the user's attention longer. The use of a

metaphor is one way of integrating a number of complex features with a simple visual structure and
provides users with a sense of place, familiarity and ease of use. Within VLU, the metaphor of campus
buildings is employed to distinguish between the four sections of the program: Grammar, Listening,
Vocabulary and Writing. This metaphor is also useful for selection of the three levels of difficulty within
the program. After diagnosis, the users take an elevator to the appropriate level of the unit they are working
in.

3.2 Navigation
Unlike passive approaches to education, in student-centered learning, users navigate the path of their own
learning. Because of this, the navigation design of a program determines the level of interactivity users will
experience. There is a delicate balance between giving enough sense of direction to avoid anxiety, without
over-directing users. It is important for users to always know where they are going. Too much freedom may
result in students reviewing material or completing tasks that are not relevant to their purpose. According to
the findings of Laurillard, learners working on interactive media lacking a clear narrative structure will
display learning behavior that is generally unfocused and inconclusive. Learner control, one of the key
benefits of interactive media, thus becomes pedagogically disadvantageous if it results in mere absence of
structure [14]. While the users should be provided with sufficient choice through hypermedia links, there
needs to be a balance between jumping around and sticking to one task [5]. According to Wild and Quinn,
the ideal combination is "scaffolded reflection", that is, navigation that encourages thinking without losing
the focus of the instruction [24].

There are several possibilities for how users access materials: sequentially, semi-directed, free choice or
through pathways. Each of these methods can be designed to have extreme linear order or extreme nonlinear order where users have little or no chance of deviating from a predetermined sequence. Thus,
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package possibilities can range from strict, prescribed, sequential learning to complete freedom of choice.
An alternative is a semi-directed program, allowing for the possibility of choice within certain situations.
Users can be given the option of skipping ahead only when a task is finished or they can be allowed to skip
ahead at any time. Common procedure is to have the exit function or menu function available to users at all
times. This implies that the navigation has minimal travelling; that is, express pathways so users arrive at
their desired destination as fast as possible with little or no redundancy. In contrast, users may not be given
the option of skipping at all but can only exit when a particular task/topic/section/unit is finished. Kristof &

Satran suggest that users should not have multiple paths to any particular location because this causes
confusion [11].

In VLU, users can chose to skip ahead to sub-topics at any time, yet are required to select the Main Menu
to do so. Thus, while students can jump around to any building or level, they automatically enter a linear
sequence once they have chosen a particular lesson (unless they click on the Main Menu, which is available
at all times). This is particularly true for the Grammar section, where skipping ahead may mean missing
important grammatical rules and explanations. In this section, students choosing to skip ahead will hear a
friendly reminder from the animated host: "You are not advised to go to this task at this stage". Users are
then given the option of proceeding anyway, or returning to the previous section.

3.3 User Feedback
Within the interactive format, the educational value of a program is directly linked to the style and quality
of user feedback. The users can receive either immediate or delayed feedback to responses or actions.
Immediate feedback lets the users have only one attempt at providing correct information, or making a

decision. Delayed feedback, in contrast, allows the users to have a longer learning experience, an
experience which requires completion of one or more steps before the users receive any feedback.

Feedback can also range from: i) individualized feedback which is based upon individual choice and
performance, ii) to a more general response which addresses content considerations, iii) to a type of scoring

(percentage, grade, written comments). Personal feedback can be created to address users by name and
either make suggestions or critique decisions made. In VLU, the computer greets users by name as they
enter the program. Because most users tend to respond positively to being addressed individually, this is
usually seen as a positive option [9].

3.4 Testing
Users can also be tested before, during, or after using a package. The test that precedes the work done in the
package can be used as a diagnostic tool for the user. By diagnosing weaknesses or strengths, students can
be directed to enter the program at an appropriate level of difficulty. Considerations on the nature of the test
include whether or not the test should be timed, whether students should be able to choose the subject
matter of the test and how long the test should be. The answer to these questions will depend upon the type
of material being tested. Analytic material probably requires no time limit, whereas non-analytic material
may need to be timed. A secondary consideration would be how many times a user can take a specific test.
How often should tests in general be given? Once per unit? One test per section or per topic?

If testing is used, diagnosis will be more reliable if several tests have been taken; therefore, a bank of tests
is useful. It follows then that each test must accurately assess the skills being tested and all tests must be
equal in difficulty. The generation of tests can be accomplished by having a single bank of questions with
the computer randomly selecting the questions. This will ensure that users do not duplicate test materials.
Testing within VLU is an option provided to users once they have entered one of the campus buildings. The

test length varies according to each section, but averages about 15 minutes per unit. For example, upon
entering the Listening Test area, users are presented with a pop-up menu that asks them to select a test in
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their area of interest: Environment, English, Politics and Business or Social Issues. In this way, students are
able to control their learning experience and are not penalized for a lack of knowledge in a particular area.

3.5 Scoring
Another question designers will need to address is what kind of report users will receive after completing a
test or set of tasks. Does the program require written comments, percentage grades, or is a simple pass/fail
more appropriate? Reporting can be automatic after each task, or the report can be accessed upon request.
One extreme is for there to be no access to scores until the entire unit/section/package is completed; the
other is for automatic reporting to occur whenever a task is completed. The feedback or report can be a
numerical or graphic representation. There can be results posted on the screen, or they can be printed, or

even saved to a disk. Another design possibility is to have a progress report after users have used the
program for a specified period of time. The progress report can incorporate individual feedback or redirection to an easier or more difficult level. Teachers may also want to have a network reporting option
that automatically sends them the students' reports [9].

Within VLU, users are provided with a percentage grade for each task as well as an overall grade for the
section completed. This provides users with a clear indication of their areas of weakness, whether it be in
specific grammatical structures, writing topic sentences, listening for key words or creating compound
nouns. A rating of "good", "average" or "poor" is also given, with 80 percent or higher being good, 79 to 50
as average and below 49 as poor. With this method of reporting, users are oriented within the tri-level
system of the program and provided with goals for motivating improvement.

Conclusions
As multimedia producers, our goal is to harness the power of emerging technologies to achieve our
educational objectives. With proper planning and design implementation, producers can not only simulate
the classroom setting, but enhance it - and thus contribute to an overall rise in the level of educational
standards. As Kozma points out, our ability to take full advantage of new technologies depends on the
creativity of designers and our understanding of the relationship between these capabilities and learning
[10]. This becomes especially important as computer-based multimedia becomes a ubiquitous aspect to
learning at all levels [12]; [2]; [7].

This paper has discussed some of the issues involved in designing interactive courseware, with an emphasis
on the Higher Education environment. The authors have attempted to use the experience of VLU to identify
some of the key challenges involved in the various stages of multimedia design: development environment,

design, user feedback and piloting. One of the greatest challenges involved in multimedia design is
integrating the freedom-of-choice that makes interactivity what it is, without straying too far away from the

sensible guidance necessary for any valuable educational endeavor. Designers are being challenged to
create a learning environment that combines learner controlled browsing within a system-encouraged
structure. As demonstrated in VLU, this bipolar dynamic is evident in almost every stage of the production
process - from navigation to taskwriting to the integration of audio and visual effects. Every interactive
learning production has its own set of problems and challenges, which is perhaps what makes multimedia
design such an exciting and creative field to be working in. The lessons gained from VLU will continue to
improve the program as it is exposed to more users and teachers, and as the development team generate
new ideas for a revised version. It is hoped that these insights will contribute to the growing source of
knowledge on multimedia design and ultimately lead to better products for students.
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Quite a few tools and techniques of corpus linguistics have been applied to
foreign language teaching and learning.

One of the most popular learning tools

is the concordancer. It helps language learners to efficiently uncover hidden
linguistic patterns in large amount of data and to answer their own questions
about the target languages. This type of data-driven language learning has been
highly recommended by second language teachers and researchers. However,
good concordancing programs and suitable corpora in fact are not widely
accessible for second language learners, so many learners cannot participate in
data-driven learning. As Internet/World-Wide-Web,has become the best platform

for distributing educational resources, a web concordancer will provide a
data-driven learning environment to students from anywhere at anytime. This
paper first reviews several web-based concordancers for ESL/EFL learners
(CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler, Hong-Kong Polytechnic Web Concordancer,
and Web Concordancer for Gutenburg texts). Then the strengths and weakness
of each of these web sites are identified and compared. The last section
describes how language faculty at National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU)
develops a web concordancer for Taiwanese EFL learners. It is expected that this
web concordancer will be able to provide Taiwanese EFL learners a fast, reliable,
and user-friendly environment for data-driven learning.
Keywords:
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Learning,
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1 Introduction
1.1 Corpus and Concordancer
Linguists working in the Chomskyian paradigm have been using native speakers' intuitions as the key data
for linguistic research. More recently, some linguists no longer rely on their intuitions as the main data

source, and they have also begun to analyze large amount of written and spoken texts (i.e., corpus) to
uncover hidden linguistic generalizations. McArthur & McArthur [7] provided a very clear explanation
regarding corpus and corpus linguistics.

CORPUS [13c: from Latin corpus body. The plural is usually corpora]. (1) A collection of texts,

especially if complete and self-contained: the corpus of Anglo-Saxon verse. (2) Plural also
corpuses. In linguistics and lexicography, a body of texts, utterances, or other specimens
considered more or less representative of a language, and usually stored as an electronic database.
Currently, computer corpora may store many millions of running words, whose features can be
analyzed by means of tagging (the addition of identifying and classifying tags to words and other
formations) and the use of concordancing programs. Corpus linguistics studies data in any such
corpus ...

In the past several years, since corpus linguistics has become a very exciting subfield of linguistics.
Numerous electronic corpora were created, some of the most well known ones are the followings: Brown
Corpus (text samples, American English), Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus (LOB; text samples, British
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English), London-Lund Corpus (spoken British English), BNC (British National Corpus). Since a corpus
often contains millions of words, corpus linguists need to use concordancing programs to uncover the
patterns hidden in the huge amount of linguistic data. A concordance, in its simplest form, is an alphabetical
listing of the words in a text, given together with the contexts in which they appear. The most common form
of concordance today is the Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) index, in which each word is centered in a
fixed-length field (e.g., 80 characters). Concordances of the word 'trust' are given below in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Concordances of the word Trust
[p] FOREIGN & Colonial Investment Trust has bowed to pressure from its 100,
being able to go one step further and trust in the love of another. [p] It took
for his friends, the House put its trust in him and together they faced the
all of his AIDS work. He cajoled the Trust into recognising its international
Status [/h] [p] T U European Trust is an Authorised Unit Trust Scheme
is that Sinclair, like most second trust lenders, doesn't want a 30-year
his grandfather was of Hitler. We trust many other Tory MPs will follow his
told him. I don't think he will ever trust me again but he had to admit he had
is a unit trust or investment trust-only PEP, as you can look up the trip. [p]
[p] Visit the National Trust's amazing Victorian folly garden at

More than a dozen of good concordancing programs are available, some well-known programs are the
followings: MonoConc Pro, TACT, Word Cruncher, and WordSmith. One computer screen shot of
MonoConc Pro is shown below in Figure 2. The lower window shows all the single-line concordances and
the upper window shows the larger context of a certain selected concordance.
Figure 2. The Screen Shot of the MonoConc Pro Program.
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The applications of corpus linguistics are numerous. According to Cathy Ball [1], these applications can be
further divided into the following major domains.
1. Linguistics: to study linguistic competence or performance as revealed in naturally-occurring data. Most
applications will require or lead to the creation of annotated text.

2. Diachronic linguistics: texts are all we have; introspection worthless; better to analyze a systematic
collection of data than to reuse/reanalyze others' examples.
3. Computational linguistics: to train/test a natural language processing system on a representative sample of
the kinds of texts the system is expected to process; to build large lexicons in a given domain ...

4. Applied linguistics: First/second language acquisition research: supplement/replace elicitation, as in
'Linguistics' above

5. Language teaching/learning: language for specific purposes (e.g. use newspaper corpora, corpora of
scientific texts); to prepare vocabulary lists based on high-frequency lexical items; to prepare CLOZE tests;
to answer ad hoc learner questions ('What's the difference between few and a few?'); to discover facts about
language.

Geoffrey Leech [5], a prominent corpus researcher at Lancaster university, pointed out that "...while
computers were limited to large mainframes available to the initiated few, computer corpora were largely
restricted to research use. But as computers have grown smaller, cheaper, and massively more powerful,
their use in teaching has grown immeasurably."

1.2 Data-Driven Learning and Classroom Concordancing
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In recent years, the use of corpus in language teaching and language learning has grown steadily both in
Europe and United States. One key approach to corpus in language teaching is the Data-Driven Learning
(DDL) or Classroom Concordancing advocated by Tim Johns at Birmingham University. According to
Od lin [8], Data-driven learning is an approach to language teaching that gives central importance to
developing the learner's ability to "puzzle out" how the target language operates from examples of authentic
usage. This approach is particularly associated with the use of computer concordances in the classroom but

can be extended to other situations where the students has to work inductively from authentic data.
According to Johns [3] data-driven allows language learners to explore a large amount of authentic target
language texts by using the searching and indexing power of computer. This approach to second language
learning is not only innovative but also powerful since it can help learners to resolve their own learning
problems and help them to become independent second language learners.

Kettemann [4] and Stevens [9] suggested that there are several advantages of using data-driven learning.
First, concordances give students easy and immediate access to authentic language production with many
different styles and genres. Second, a concordancer is an extremely powerful hypothesis testing device on
vast amount of data. It allows controlled speculation, makes hidden patterns of language use readily apparent,
thus, enhances inductive thinking and exploratory leaning. Through using the concordancer on a regular
basis, learners begin to develop strategies for dealing with a wide variety of texts. As a result of this kind of
text analysis, learners are able to use concordance as a way of increasing their knowledge of English.
Third, DDL allows students to interact with text actively and analytically and allow students to question,
explore the word forms, usage, vocabulary, collocation, grammatical features, syntax, and stylistics.
Learners assume control of the learning process.

2 The Underuse of Concordancing Tools
As mentioned above, the data-driven learning or classroom concordancing is such an empowering and
innovative learning environment. It is an extremely useful tool for learning word usage and grammar of a
foreign language. Leech [5] stated that "there is every reason to believe that language corpora will have a
role of growing importance in language teaching." Researchers in different locations have been
recommending it to language teachers and learners around the world. Nevertheless, classroom

concordancing remains not as popular as it deserves to be. Why such a powerful learning tool and
environment cannot be more popular?

John Flowerdew [2] pointed out several problems encountered when working with this new and exciting
medium. First, many of the concordance lines will contain language which is beyond the proficiency level of
the learners. Second, if single-line concordances are used, not all concordance lines may provide enough
contexts to make the meaning clear. Third, depending on the size of the corpus and the frequency of the item
chosen for concordancing, the concordancer may provide too few or too many examples of the particular
usage to be illustrated. Moreover, Ma [6] also highlighted the importance of learner training. It is
essential to familiarize learners with the new learning tool and environment before they can benefit from
exploring the new environment.

In addition to the problems pointed out by Flowerdew, we believe that the accessibility to searching tools

and corpora is another serious obstacle of making data-driven learning more popular. Both good
concordancers and corpora mentioned above are not widely accessible to language learners. School or
Institutes need to purchase and install good concordancing software on personal computers. Moreover,
though there are many electronic texts available on the CD-ROMs and Internet, most texts are copyrighted
and teachers cannot freely distribute them to second language learners. Furthermore, some hand-on training

on the uses of the concordancing software is necessary since programs have rather different searching
interface and functions. Even some educational institutes want to purchase the license of commercial
concordancer and some electronic texts are available, students still need to go to the computer laboratory or
computer center to use these precious learning resources. These difficulties and inconvenience in accessing
concordancer and texts prevent second language learners from engaging in data-driven learning.

If language teachers and researchers can make a concordancing system easily and widely accessible to
learners, it is more likely that second language learners will be more willing to explore the new learning
environment. In the following sections, we will discuss how the Internet and web might be able to resolve
some of the problems we outlined above.
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3 Web-based Concordancers
Internet and World-Wide-Web has been recommended as the most powerful platform for
delivering/distributing learning materials to many learners. If a concordancing system can be made available
via the Internet, second language learners can use any popular web browser to gain access to the web-based
concordancing system at anytime from anywhere. They do not need to go the computer center and open the
concordancer on a certain computer and load the corpus during the limited open hours.

The ideas of setting up an online concordancer loaded with text corpora have been implemented in several
countries. One excellent web concordancer project is provided by Collins COBUILD project in Britain, the
project generously provides a web concordancer- CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler, as an extra service for
English language learners and teachers. The CobuildDirect corpus is composed of 50 million words of
contemporary written and spoken text.

The interface of CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler is shown below in Figure 3. The user can type in some
simple queries and get a display of concordance lines from the corpus. The query syntax allows users to
specify word combinations, wildcards, part-of-speech tags, and so on. Because the corpus has been tagged
automatically with a statistical tagger, we can specify a search on word/TAG combinations by appending an
oblique stroke and a part-of-speech tag.

Figure 3. The Interface of CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler
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Another interesting project is created and maintained by Chris Greaves and his associates at the virtual
language center of Hong-Kong Polytechnic University. The interface of web concordancer is shown below
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Web Concordancer at Hong-Kong Polytechnic University
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One interesting web site in the U.S. which is completely based on the Gutenburg electronic texts offers a
simple Web-based concordancer, as shown in Figure 5. Although the searching options of this site are not as
comprehensive as those of the other two sites mentioned above, it offers an easy-to-use web system for
language learners to explore.
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Figure 5. The Interface of Gutenburg Concordancer
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4 The Strengths and Weakness of the Existing Web-Based
Concordancing Systems
All these web sites mentioned above are useful for ESL/EFL learners. However, each of these web sites has
different strengths and weakness. In the following sections, we will examine the three web concordancers
more closely and compare their strengths and weakness.

4.1 CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler
CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler is one of the most powerful web concordancer. Its strengths include the
wider coverage of texts (50 millions words), tagged corpora which allow learners to specify words and their
specific POS (part of speech) or a certain POS tag followed by a keyword. With this powerful search option,
learners can specify the words with their part-of-speech. For instance, if they want to find the usage of trust
as a verb, they can simply specify the query as trust/VERB.

Its weakness for ESL/EFL learners outside of Britain includes the slow connection speed, single-line
concordance output without larger contextual information, and the limited numbers of concordance output.
Many students in our writing classes complain that the connection to this site via TANET (Taiwan Academic
Network) is fairly slow. They often lose their patience to search the words they want to know more about
because of the poor Internet connection. Besides, the system only generates single-line concordance, so the
contextual information is fairly limited. The users cannot look at the larger contexts to better understand the
usage of the keyword. Last, since this is a sampler, the system at most can only supply about 40 examples
for a particular query; this might not be enough for words with complicated meaning and usage.

4.2 Hong-Kong Polytechnic University
Compared with the CobuildDirect Sampler, the Hong-Kong Polytechnic University web concordancer has a

faster connection. In addition, it also allows learners to click on the keyword to expand a single-line
concordance to view its larger context, as shown in Figure one above. As for its weakness, the connection
speed to this site is still not adequate but it is faster than the speed to COBUILD site. Besides, the corpora
available online at Polytechnic University are not tagged with part-of-speech tags, so the Polytechnic web
concordancer does not allow for words plus POS tags search. Students indicate that they sometimes need to
search a word with a particular part-of-speech so that they can locate the specific information they need
more efficiently.

4.3 The Gutenburg Concordancer in the U.S.
This site is not as popular as the two sites mentioned above. All of its corpora came from the well-known

Gutenburg free electronic text project, and it contains about 80 million words. Gutenburg offers the
electronic texts without copyright problem. However, based on our test, this site has the slowest connection
from Taiwan. Moreover, the users can only search one text file at a time, so they often cannot find the words
they want to know about. All the texts are also not tagged.
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Figure 7. The Web Concordance Output
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Third, since the display of larger linguistic contexts are fairly important when learners analyze the usage or
the meaning of particular words or phrases. To make the data-analysis process more efficiently, NTOU web
concordancer allows learners to have a convenient access to the larger context by clicking on any single-line
concordance, as shown in Figure 7. An instance of the contextual information is shown below in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Larger Linguistic Context of a Concordance
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Last, some learners indicated that they prefer to have the option of searching both words/phrases and POS
tags when using web-based concordancers since a tagged corpus can help learners to filter out irrelevant
information and help them locate the information they need more efficiently. Though the text tagging
process could be time-consuming and difficult, we have adopted some tools to create tagged corpora. The
tools and techniques used in our project are described below.

5.1 Tagged Corpora
Tagging a corpus with millions of words manually is not feasible. How can COBUILD project provide such
a wonderful service? In fact, they use their automatic POS taggers to carry out the POS tagging. For our
project, we also purchase a useful tagger to accomplish the daunting tagging tasks.

In fact, there are quite a few taggers available. We have compared various taggers and consider the limited
resources we have in hand. We decided to adopt the inexpensive automatic POS (part-of-speech) taggers, the
TOSCA tagger, to annotate the corpora. The TOSCA Research Group is a team of corpus linguists at the
University of Nijmegen. One focus of their research is on the development of Tools for Syntactic Corpus
Analysis (TOSCA). Its tag set consists of 17 major wordclasses. With features for subclasses and additional
semantic, syntactic and morphological information; the total number of different tags is 220.
It is not possible for ESL teachers or learners to use the 220 tags. So we decide to keep the system simple by
converting the detailed tagging system into to the major 17 word classes so users can use these tags more

easily. For instance, if one needs to know the usage of 'issue' as a verb, then he/she can input a query,
issue/VB, to the system. The outcome of word plus tag search is shown below in Figure 9. The POS tags
would allow users to search the corpora more efficiently.
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The following table summarize all the strengths and weakness of these three different web concordancers.

Table 1. The Com arison of Three Different Web Concordancers
Gutenburg Web
Hong-Kong Poly Technic
COBUILD Sampler
Concordancer
Web Concordancer
Slowest
Slower
Moderate speed
Connection Speed
Not available
Not available
Available
Larger Contexts for
Keywords
Not tagged
Automatic tagged
Not tagged
Tagged Texts
Several large corpora About 80 million words
Several million-word
Text Coverage
about 50 million words
text files
Not available
Not available
Available
Learner Corpora

5 National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU) Web Concordancer
With a research grant from NSC (National Science Council) of Taiwan, a research team at National Taiwan
Ocean University created a web concordancer. In this project we not only try to provide a faster and more
reliable concordancing system open to all interested English teachers and users but also try to overcome
some weakness of currently existing web-based concordancers.

Based on the comparison of the three major web concordancers.

We would like to create a web

concordancer with the following features and options for Taiwanese EFL learners and teachers.
1.Fast and reliable connection and quick response.
2.Large corpora for ESL/EFL learners and teachers (including both NS corpora and NNS learner corpora).
3.Larger contexts for any searched word.
4.Tagged corpora files that allow learners/teachers to search words with POS tags.

Since we have only limited funds, we do not expect to surpass the commercial web site such as Collins
COBUILD or the well-funded project of Hong-Kong Polytechnic University. We aim at creating a fast,
reliable, and friendly web concordancer for Taiwanese EFL learners and teachers. We will discuss the four
goals outlined above in details in the following sections.

First, the connection to NTOU web concordancer can be faster since it is built on the TANET. For TANET
user, our web concordancer will be able to respond to learner's queries within 15-20 seconds. Moreover, to
increase the searching speed, we reduce each corpus size to around I 0-15MB. This is a technique adopted at
Hong-King Polytechnic University.

Second, we expect to have large corpora. Due to the copyright restrictions, we have to rely mainly on the
free electronic texts from Gutenburg projects. We are also negotiating with several local English newspapers
about putting their electronic texts online for educational purpose. In addition to the native speaker corpora,
we also have a smaller learner corpus available. During the past three years, we have been collecting English
writing samples of Taiwanese college students. Now we have a 200,000-word EFL learner corpus, and this
corpus will be a very precious resource for language teachers or researchers to better understand Chinese
EFL learners' interlanguage. The interface of NTOU web concordancer is shown below in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Interface of NTOU Web Concordancer
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Figure 9. Search Outcomes of Word plus Tag
be so confident. The tribunal will issue indictments whether or not suspects
within seven days. [p] 3.4 We can issue instructions to you and Cardholders
be inflationary, the Fund would only issue notes when they were backed by its
KITCHEN Ideas [p] Welcome to issue number two of 'Kitchen Ideas',
papers. 'The 13th Air Force can't issue orders for you to travel to
on May 16 and September 14 to issue passenger service requirements in
but warranted clubs are entitled to issue permits to members' yachts as long
The Board has no immediate plans to issue preference shares. However, it
A limited company.that does not issue shares for public subscription, and
Welna: The Swiss, in fact, do plan to issue statements similar to the EC's
complaints is that Greece will not issue visas at the border as Yugoslavia

6 Conclusion
Although NTOU web concordancer has been set up and running for a short period of time, students at
NTOU show positive attitude toward this new learning tool. Some students suggest that the web site should
be introduced to the whole university community since they found the searching tool to be useful for English
learning. It is rather encouraging to receive students' positive feedback.

However, there are still difficulties in using web concordancers. According to Sun [10], the problems of
using web concordancers can be divided into two categories: one related to computing resources, another
related to the difficulties of using or interpreting the concordance output. For computing resources, NTOU
web concordancer still has much room for improvement. For instance, we need put in more suitable text
corpora and the search speed should be faster. Besides, the automatic tagging of texts still contains some
serious errors.

As for the difficulties of using or interpreting the concordance output, Ma [6] and Sun [10] pointed out that
learners need training on using concordancer. For learner training, we might create an online tutorial on the
use of concordancer so learners can use the system more effectively. Sun [10] also indicated that it is rather
time consuming to do data analysis. Sun pointed out that the concordance output seems too large to be
manageable in some cases, and learners can be overloaded with information. In fact, a corpus contains either
too much or too little information would cause troubles for language learners. Flowerdew [2] points out that
we need to choose our corpora more carefully and make sure the corpora will meet the needs of learners. We
will continue to collect users' feedback and further improve our concordancing system.
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This paper describes the development and evaluation of a Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) system for supporting the writing of technical

Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical
Japanese texts, cohesive expressions are used as cue words. The rules for
analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely
cohesive expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to
learn to write technical Japanese texts is developed using Natural Language

Processing (NLP) techniques. The main functions of the system are:
automatically detecting headlines and cohesive expressions in technical
Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW, and extracting
examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system

evaluation show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on
extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines by using the revised rules set
proposed in this study. Furthermore, two evaluation experiments are conducted
to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is evaluated in terms of
subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the two
experiments, respectively. The results of the study show that the instructive

effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also shows that the
system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese
language learning.

Keywords: Computer Assisted Language Learning, Natural Language
Processing, evaluation, technical Japanese texts

1 Introduction
The aim of this research was to construct a Japanese learning environment for foreign students on the
Internet. For students in science and technology universities, there is little time for enrolling in a regular
Japanese language course, which involves spending a lot of time on experiments, studies and research, etc.
The Internet environment is provided in almost all laboratories and can become an excellent virtual learning

environment if there is a Japanese learning system which can be accessed on the Internet anytime and
anywhere. The Internet has stimulated many new approaches to language instruction and learning, and it
provides a great opportunity to learn one of the most important skills, writing. This is especially true for
students in the science and engineering fields who need to write technical texts.

However, almost all CALL systems are concerned with learning how to improve one's reading and listening
skills. Few systems are concerned with writing because of the difficulty of implementing an analysis of
sentences typed by students who need to learn to phrase their own sentences freely without following any
predefined rules. More and more researchers, therefore, use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to analyze learners' typed sentence [9][l6]. Recently, NLP techniques designed for use with CALL have
attracted special attention (see, for example, [21][22], etc.), as this is expected to help improve writing skills.
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Yang and Akahori [28][29] developed a Japanese writing CALL system using NLP techniques which can be
used for learning and producing the Japanese passive voice on the WWW. Comparison of two Web-based

CALL systems showed that the method of 'free input' and 'feedback corresponding to learners' typed
sentence' is better than the method of 'multiple choice' and 'feedback that only displays the correct answer'
[31]. Furthermore, an evaluation of the learning histories of the subjects who have actually used the system
through the Internet shows that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy and instructional effectiveness
[29]. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CALL system for writing using NLP techniques on
the Internet.

Having sufficient vocabulary and grammatical knowledge is important when learning a foreign language.
However, although vocabulary and grammatical rules are provided for correct sentence building in a foreign
language, this knowledge alone is not enough. Being able to form correct sentences is by no means enough
when it comes to expressing complex thoughts. The major problem for most foreigners learning Japanese is,
apart from the writing system, the building of sentences: that is, knowing the corresponding words, the
postfixes signaling the word's function (de, ni, etc.) and the position of the words (verbs final form). It is of
paramount importance to learn how to structure one's thoughts: i.e., how to make an outline, how to signal
the relative importance of a piece of information, and how it relates to the whole. Therefore, in order to write
or to comprehend a structured sentence, it is necessary to learn how to associate sentences, in addition to
having a good command of vocabulary and grammar. The connection between sentences can be described as
conjunction of adjacent sentences, which is an important criterion for writing a good text as per research in
cohesion or discourse structure [1][3][13][17][26]. Unfortunately, discourse structure is not amenable to
single-sentence grammatical analysis, because there are no 'discourse grammars' [11].
Many methods concerning the analysis of discourse structure have been proposed in previous related works.
Mann and Thompson's [18][19] rhetorical structure theory (RST) is an influential theory of text structure
that is being extended to serve as a theoretical basis for computational text planning. RST postulates that a

set of about 25 relations suffices to represent the relations that hold within normal English texts. Most
relations have a cue word or phrase which informs the listener how to relate the adjacent clauses. RST can
be applied to a computational model. There have been attempts at text generation using RST for the
implementation of a prototype of the theory [10][20]. Cue words are also widely used in the identification of
rhetorical relations among portions of a text [8][15][24]. Hobbs claims that coherence in conversations and

in texts can be partially characterized by a set of coherence relations, which are classified into four
categories. Hovy [10] collected and taxonomized the discourse segment relations; this set of relations
contains three taxonomies of approximately 120 relations. Hirschberg and Litman [7] also summarize the
proposed meanings of items classed as cue words in six computational and linguistic treatments.

In most of these earlier works, emphasis was put on the knowledge that is necessary for recognizing
discourse structure. The problem of inference based on that knowledge was also emphasized. However, this

does not mean that knowledge can be constructed easily from information available on computers.
Constructing common knowledge to implement a practical system is often beyond the capabilities of current
NLP techniques. Kurohashi and Nagao [14] proposed an automatic method for detecting discourse structure
by checking surface information in text sentences. The information included 'clue expressions', 'occurrence
of identical/synonymous words/phrases', and 'similarity between two sentences'. Their result indicates that,
in the case of technical Japanese texts, considerable portions of discourse structure can be identified by
incorporating the three types of surface information.

Since there are few practical CALL systems that use discourse analysis, the purpose of this study is to
develop such a system for helping learners to write technical Japanese texts on the WWW. Section 2
describes the implementation of the system using NLP techniques. The authors took a similar approach to
Kurohashi and Nagao [14], namely using surface information in texts. The rules for analyzing technical
Japanese texts are based on micro-level (cohesive expressions) and macro-level (headlines) information.
Section 3 describes the study that evaluates the effectiveness of the system in two experiments.

2 Implementation of the system
2.1 Method
The combination of cohesive expressions and headlines are employed in the implementation of the system.

To examine discourse structure of technical Japanese texts, the classification of basic expressions by
Yamazaki et al. [27] is adopted in this study. The reason for this is that their classification covers most of the
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elements of technical Japanese texts. Based on their findings, the authors have classified cohesive
expressions into 15 categories as follows: comparison, contrast, analogy, cause and reason, basis,
composition and enumeration, presentation, definition, classification, hypothesis and conditions, change of
state, process of change, change with prerequisites, means and methods, selection. The total number of
expressions is 82. All of the expressions are converted into regular expressions to make the rules. In all, 654
distinctions in the regular expressions were extracted from the 15 categories of cohesive expressions. These
formed 654 original rules, which are used in the process of analysis.
There are two patterns of rules: one is for 'simple pattern matching' and the other is for 'discourse analysis'.
The former, called rule set A, is written as a regular expression form and the latter, called rule set B, is
written as a regular expression combined with the result of morpheme analysis and syntax analysis. The rule
in rule set B is written in a more restrictive form to improve the accuracy of discourse structure analysis. For
example, if a sentence is applied to rule set A, it is then analyzed by the morpheme analysis and syntax
analysis and the result will be matched to rule set B.

There are many text books on good writing, which nearly all contain a lot of material concerning the
different kinds of categories or conceptual bricks at the discourse level out of which texts are built (see, for
example, [4][5][6][12][25][26]. However, it is difficult to detect the text structure by just using their
framework because it is too extensive and the varieties of different formats used by people for building
technical texts too numerous. Instead of predefined framework, headline is used as macro-level information

in this study. There are several reasons why the authors decided to use 'headline' instead. First, a
well-chosen headline allows the reader to infer the text structure. Second, different formats of texts can be
analyzed independently of the texts' style by using the headline. Third, it is easier to understand when the
headline is displayed rather than a tree structure because the headline is a part of the original text.

2.2 The discourse structure analysis module
The discourse analysis module of the system contains 'simple pattern matching', 'morpheme analyzer',
`syntax analyzer', and 'discourse analyzer' components. First, the headlines are extracted and the Japanese
texts are divided into sentences using several heuristic rules. Then all the sentences in all texts are matched
with all the rules in the 'simple pattern matching' component. The 'rules for pattern matching' is used
during the process of pattern matching. Because of the exclusive character of almost all of the rules, they are
written in order of frequency to reduce the running time on the computer. The frequency of rules is made
from the 'rules corpus'. The present system analyzes Japanese text sentences with the morpheme analyzer
and syntax analyzer to check the dependency of sentences in the case grammar. Therefore, each cue word in
the rules is not only matched against the word itself, but also against the 'parts-of-speech' of the cue word.
Only sentences that match the rules written in restrictive form are needed for morpheme analysis and syntax

analysis. This takes into consideration the problem of computer running time. The 'rules for discourse
analysis' is matched again in restrictive form after the process of syntax analysis. The additional information
(parts-of-speech, tense, etc.) is checked to identify the cohesive expressions, especially in the case where one
sentence is matched with two or more rules.
Figure 1. One screen shot of discourse structure analysis
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The learning page shows a list of technical Japanese texts. Learners can choose any one text by clicking the
hyperlink on the list. When learners choose one of the texts from the list, headlines of the selected text are
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analyzed and displayed first to help learners grasp the whole text structure. Secondly, learners can click on
the headline of any part of the text that they want to read. Then the original sentences corresponding to the
headline are displayed with the extracted cohesive expressions. The cue words in the cohesive expressions
are displayed in color to enable learners to focus on it more easily. Learners can click on any cue words to
further find out the cohesive expressions corresponding to the sentences. They can also refer to examples
that correspond to the cohesive expressions from the 'examples corpus'. Figure 1 shows one screen shot of
the system (text source: [14]). As shown in this figure, the headlines of the Japanese text are analyzed and
displayed on the left side of the browser. The headlines show the structure of the text. On the right side, the
original sentences corresponding to the selected headline are displayed on the upper part with the cohesive

expressions extracted and a link made. When the cue word lotoniyorr (in the first line of the third
paragraph) is clicked, the matched cohesive expressions are displayed on the bottom right side of the
browser.

2.3 System evaluation of the discourse structure analysis module
A system evaluation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the discourse structure analysis module on

24 technical Japanese texts. The system evaluation is designed for text analysis in two stages (pattern
matching in Stage 1 and discourse analysis in Stage 2). The analysis consists of 3 items on both stages:
headline extraction, cohesive expression extraction and frequency of the rules. The accuracy ratio of the
headline extraction in Stage 1 is 95.22% on average. After a heuristic rule is added, the result of the headline

extraction using the revised rules in Stage 2 gained an exceedingly high accuracy rate of 99.17%. The
accuracy of the cohesive expression extraction in Stage 1 is 70.23% on average. On the other hand, the
accuracy in Stage 2 improved to 92.70% on average. This result shows that using the rules combined with
morpheme analysis and syntax analysis gained a higher degree of accuracy than only using the rules of
simple pattern matching. After the cohesive expression extraction, the frequency of rules is calculated. The
result of 'frequency of the rules' is saved to the 'rules corpus'. The order of frequency is taken as the order
of the rules to reduce the running time on the computer.

2.4 The system for supporting technical Japanese texts writing
A CALL system is developed to help learners in the writing of technical Japanese texts. The system is
implemented in terms of headlines and cohesive expressions, which is based on the method of the discourse
structure analysis module. For headlines supporting, a connection between headline and texts corresponding
to the headline is made automatically. Learners can click on any headline to immediately link to the content

of texts corresponded to it. For cohesive expressions supporting, examples with the selected cohesive
expressions are automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. Learners can refer to
these examples to help them improve their writing skills.
The flow of the system is as follows:

(1) Learners register themselves to use the system. An ID number is given after registration. The ID
number is used to identify the learner because a log of all learning histories is registered during the
operation of the system.
(2) The page for headlines input is appeared. Learners can free input their headlines here. When learners
completed their construction of headlines, each headline is automatically linked and displayed on the
left side of the browser. The left side of Figure 2 shows an example of linked headlines.
(3) When learners choose one of the headlines, a text box is appeared on the top right side of the browser.
Learners can compose their texts corresponded to the clicked headline in the text box. The top right
side of Figure 2 shows an example of texts input.
(4) When learners click on the 'basic expressions' button on the bottom right side of the browser, the
categories of cohesive expressions is appeared on a new page. Each category is classified further into

sub-categories. When learners choose one of the sub-categories from the list, examples are
automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts and the result is displayed on the
bottom of the browser. Figure 3 shows that examples are displayed corresponded to the selected
sub-category of cohesive expressions.
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Figure 2. One screen shot of the linked headline and
texts input

Figure 3. One screen shot 'of examples extracted from
corpus

3 The study
Two evaluation experiments were conducted to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is
evaluated in terms of subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the experiment 1 and
the experiment 2, respectively. Thirty-three subjects participated in the experiment 1; the other seven
subjects participated in the experiment 2. The subjects almost use the WWW and computer everyday.

3.1 Experiment 1
The purpose of the experiment 1 was to examine the functions of the system in terms of subjects' intuitive
impression. Therefore, the experiment was designed to make a comparison between the system with the
popular and well-known word processor: the MS-Word. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to
look' at the operation of the system and the MS-Word using video for duration of 10 minutes. The subjects
were informed that they would be asked to fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the two
systems. The questionnaire consisted of 3 categories: items of technical sentences writing, items of general
sentences writing, and items of system operation. The subjects were asked to rate 24 items on a 5-point scale.
The subjects were also asked to make comments on the system.
Figure 4 shows the rating of the system and the MS-Word for each item with the 3 categories in experiment
1 and 2. The result of the experiment 1 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on

all of the items of technical sentences writing. For those items of general sentences writing and system
operation, the result shows that the MS-Word obtained a higher rating than the system or there was no
significant difference on the two systems. However, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word
on items 18 (`Sentences can be efficiently made') and 15 (`It is suitable for learning').
Comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is necessary
to involve the functions to access other objects, such as figures, tables and numerical expressions, etc. Since
the system is emphasized on the discourse analysis of technical Japanese texts using NLP techniques, the
target of the system is limited to 'texts'. However, figures, tables and numerical expressions are important
components of technical texts. Therefore, development of such visual tools for supporting these objects is
expected.

3.2 Experiment 2
The result of the experiment 1 suggests that the system is preferred to the MS-Word on technical texts

writing. However, actual usage of the system is not evaluated. Therefore, in order to examine the
effectiveness of the system in terms of actual usage of the system by foreign students, experiment 2 was
conducted. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to compose a technical Japanese text using the
system. The subjects were asked to write sentences concerning their specialization instead of a given task
because a variety of subjects' different fields. After the composition is completed, the subjects were asked to
fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the system and the MS-Word. The questionnaire is
identical to experiment I, which is divided into 3 categories. Finally, the subjects were interviewed based on
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their response to the questionnaires.

From Figure 4, the result of the experiment 2 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the
MS-Word on all of the items of technical sentences writing, which is consistent with the result of experiment

1. For those items of general sentences writing and system operation, the result shows that the subjects
preferred the system, or the MS-Word or there was no significant difference on the two systems. Comparing
this result to experiment 1, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on items 18 (`Sentences

can be efficiently made') and 15 (`It is suitable for learning'), which is consistent with the result of
experiment 1. On the other hand, some items obtained different result between the two experiments. These
items can be divided into 3 types: First, items 7 CI want to recommend it to my friends') and 24 CI want to
use it more') are rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the system'. Second, item 2 (`It
is friendly') is rated from 'a higher rating to the MS-Word' to 'no significant difference'. Third, item 11 (`It
is easy to see') is rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the MS-Word'.

The System

MS Word
3

2

Items

of
technical
sentences
writing

Items

of
general

4

5

1.Making structured sentences
5.Making logical sentences
6.Easy to make a technical text
8.Making readable sentences
9.Making good quality sentences
13.Making comprehensible sentences
20.Making connected sentences
21.Easy to make a report
23.Easy to refer examples
3.Easy to make a letter
4.Easy to delete sentences
10.Easy to correct sentences
12.Easy to make a diary

sentences 14.Easy to write sentences

writing 17Easy to insert sentences

Items
Of

system

18.Sentences can be efficiently made
2.1t is friendly
7.1 want to recommend it to my friends
1 1 it is easy to see
15.It is suitable for learning
16.It is easy to use

. -- ---

operation 19.It is easy to operate
22.It is excellent overall
24.1 want to use it more
Experimentr4V Experiment

Figure 4. The rating for each item in Experiment 1 and 2

The subjects were asked to give reasons for their responses to the questionnaire items during the interview.
The result of the interview concerning the functions of the system is divided into 4 types and summarized as
follows: First, for automatically analyzing and displaying headlines, almost all of the subjects answered that
it

is very useful because they can click on any headline to immediately read the content of texts

corresponded to it. The subjects also answered that headlines can be treated as an important role to help
them to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, for automatically analyzing and displaying cohesive
expressions, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very useful because they can find it is easier to
convey their thoughts using explicit cohesive expressions. The subjects also answered that it is easy to find
their errors because cohesive expressions in the texts are highlighted. Third, for referring to examples from
corpus, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very efficient to writing because they can save a lot of
time for finding examples from other references. The subjects also answered that they can imitate and learn
more examples from the output of corpus. They can learn very much from the process of referring to
examples in different texts, especially if there are many different usages in an expression. Fourth, for
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Japanese language learning, almost all of the subjects answered that the system is suitable for learning
because the system supports learners to learn technical Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of
automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts. The
subjects also answered that they can learn not only new cohesive expressions but also correct usages of
cohesive expressions even they already know one of them.

Other comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is
desired to improve the system to support the functions of electronic dictionary, thesaurus, grammar checking,
etc. Therefore, construction of a good electronic dictionary for technical texts writing is considered as an

important issue. Moreover, some subjects answered that it is better to extract examples form corpus
according to learners' specialization than only random accessing to the corpus. From this result, constructing
a corpus should not only consider the number of texts but also the balance of texts in each field.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the authors describe the development and evaluation of a CALL system for supporting the
writing of technical Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical Japanese texts,
the rules for analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely cohesive
expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to learn to write technical Japanese texts
has been developed using NLP techniques. The system has the following functions: automatically detecting
headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW,
and extracting examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system evaluation
show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines
by using the revised rules set proposed in this study.

The results of the study show that the instructive effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also

shows that the system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese language
learning. Based on the functions of the system, these results can be explained as follows: First, headlines can
be treated as an important role to help learners to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, cohesive
expressions often explicitly appear in the surface expressions of technical Japanese texts. Thus, it seems
important and necessary to use these explicit cohesive expressions to structure one's thoughts in technical
Japanese texts. Foreign learners especially may find it is easier to convey their thoughts using explicit
cohesive expressions because these can be treated as an indicator of a discourse. Third, the corpus consists

of the actual usage in technical Japanese texts from different fields. Instead of predefined examples,
examples are automatically extracted from the corpus. Therefore, learners can learn very much from the
process of referring to examples in different texts if there are many different usages in an expression. They
can also save a lot of time for finding examples from other references.

In conclusion, the system is suitable for learning because the system supports learners to learn technical
Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and
cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts.
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This paper describes the development and evaluation of a Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) system for supporting the writing of technical

Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical
Japanese texts, cohesive expressions are used as cue words. The rules for
analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely
cohesive expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to
learn to write technical Japanese texts is developed using Natural Language

Processing (NLP) techniques. The main functions of the system are:
automatically detecting headlines and cohesive expressions in technical
Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW, and extracting
examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system

evaluation show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on
extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines by using the revised rules set
proposed in this study. Furthermore, two evaluation experiments are conducted
to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is evaluated in terms of
subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the two
experiments, respectively. The results of the study show that the instructive

effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also shows that the
system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese
language learning.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this research was to construct a Japanese learning environment for foreign students on the
Internet. For students in science and technology universities, there is little time for enrolling in a regular
Japanese language course, which involves spending a lot of time on experiments, studies and research, etc.
The Internet environment is provided in almost all laboratories and can become an excellent virtual learning

environment if there is a Japanese learning system which can be accessed on the Internet anytime and
anywhere. The Internet has stimulated many new approaches to language instruction and learning, and it
provides a great opportunity to learn one of the most important skills, writing. This is especially true for
students in the science and engineering fields who need to write technical texts.

However, almost all CALL systems are concerned with learning how to improve one's reading and listening
skills. Few systems are concerned with writing because of the difficulty of implementing an analysis of
sentences typed by students who need to learn to phrase their own sentences freely without following any
predefined rules. More and more researchers, therefore, use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to analyze learners' typed sentence [9][l6]. Recently, NLP techniques designed for use with CALL have
attracted special attention (see, for example, [21][22], etc.), as this is expected to help improve writing skills.
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Yang and Akahori [28][29] developed a Japanese writing CALL system using NLP techniques which can be
used for learning and producing the Japanese passive voice on the WWW. Comparison of two Web-based

CALL systems showed that the method of 'free input' and 'feedback corresponding to learners' typed
sentence' is better than the method of 'multiple choice' and 'feedback that only displays the correct answer'
[31]. Furthermore, an evaluation of the learning histories of the subjects who have actually used the system
through the Internet shows that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy and instructional effectiveness
[29]. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CALL system for writing using NLP techniques on
the Internet.

Having sufficient vocabulary and grammatical knowledge is important when learning a foreign language.
However, although vocabulary and grammatical rules are provided for correct sentence building in a foreign
language, this knowledge alone is not enough. Being able to form correct sentences is by no means enough
when it comes to expressing complex thoughts. The major problem for most foreigners learning Japanese is,
apart from the writing system, the building of sentences: that is, knowing the corresponding words, the
postfixes signaling the word's function (de, ni, etc.) and the position of the words (verbs final form). It is of
paramount importance to learn how to structure one's thoughts: i.e., how to make an outline, how to signal
the relative importance of a piece of information, and how it relates to the whole. Therefore, in order to write
or to comprehend a structured sentence, it is necessary to learn how to associate sentences, in addition to
having a good command of vocabulary and grammar. The connection between sentences can be described as
conjunction of adjacent sentences, which is an important criterion for writing a good text as per research in
cohesion or discourse structure [1][3][13][17][26]. Unfortunately, discourse structure is not amenable to
single-sentence grammatical analysis, because there are no 'discourse grammars' [11].
Many methods concerning the analysis of discourse structure have been proposed in previous related works.
Mann and Thompson's [18][19] rhetorical structure theory (RST) is an influential theory of text structure
that is being extended to serve as a theoretical basis for computational text planning. RST postulates that a

set of about 25 relations suffices to represent the relations that hold within normal English texts. Most
relations have a cue word or phrase which informs the listener how to relate the adjacent clauses. RST can
be applied to a computational model. There have been attempts at text generation using RST for the
implementation of a prototype of the theory [10][20]. Cue words are also widely used in the identification of
rhetorical relations among portions of a text [8][15][24]. Hobbs claims that coherence in conversations and

in texts can be partially characterized by a set of coherence relations, which are classified into four
categories. Hovy [10] collected and taxonomized the discourse segment relations; this set of relations
contains three taxonomies of approximately 120 relations. Hirschberg and Litman [7] also summarize the
proposed meanings of items classed as cue words in six computational and linguistic treatments.

In most of these earlier works, emphasis was put on the knowledge that is necessary for recognizing
discourse structure. The problem of inference based on that knowledge was also emphasized. However, this

does not mean that knowledge can be constructed easily from information available on computers.
Constructing common knowledge to implement a practical system is often beyond the capabilities of current
NLP techniques. Kurohashi and Nagao [14] proposed an automatic method for detecting discourse structure
by checking surface information in text sentences. The information included 'clue expressions', 'occurrence
of identical/synonymous words/phrases', and 'similarity between two sentences'. Their result indicates that,
in the case of technical Japanese texts, considerable portions of discourse structure can be identified by
incorporating the three types of surface information.

Since there are few practical CALL systems that use discourse analysis, the purpose of this study is to
develop such a system for helping learners to write technical Japanese texts on the WWW. Section 2
describes the implementation of the system using NLP techniques. The authors took a similar approach to
Kurohashi and Nagao [14], namely using surface information in texts. The rules for analyzing technical
Japanese texts are based on micro-level (cohesive expressions) and macro-level (headlines) information.
Section 3 describes the study that evaluates the effectiveness of the system in two experiments.

2 Implementation of the system
2.1 Method
The combination of cohesive expressions and headlines are employed in the implementation of the system.

To examine discourse structure of technical Japanese texts, the classification of basic expressions by
Yamazaki et al. [27] is adopted in this study. The reason for this is that their classification covers most of the
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elements of technical Japanese texts. Based on their findings, the authors have classified cohesive
expressions into 15 categories as follows: comparison, contrast, analogy, cause and reason, basis,
composition and enumeration, presentation, definition, classification, hypothesis and conditions, change of
state, process of change, change with prerequisites, means and methods, selection. The total number of
expressions is 82. All of the expressions are converted into regular expressions to make the rules. In all, 654
distinctions in the regular expressions were extracted from the 15 categories of cohesive expressions. These
formed 654 original rules, which are used in the process of analysis.
There are two patterns of rules: one is for 'simple pattern matching' and the other is for 'discourse analysis'.
The former, called rule set A, is written as a regular expression form and the latter, called rule set B, is
written as a regular expression combined with the result of morpheme analysis and syntax analysis. The rule
in rule set B is written in a more restrictive form to improve the accuracy of discourse structure analysis. For
example, if a sentence is applied to rule set A, it is then analyzed by the morpheme analysis and syntax
analysis and the result will be matched to rule set B.

There are many text books on good writing, which nearly all contain a lot of material concerning the
different kinds of categories or conceptual bricks at the discourse level out of which texts are built (see, for
example, [4][5][6][12][25][26]. However, it is difficult to detect the text structure by just using their
framework because it is too extensive and the varieties of different formats used by people for building
technical texts too numerous. Instead of predefined framework, headline is used as macro-level information

in this study. There are several reasons why the authors decided to use 'headline' instead. First, a
well-chosen headline allows the reader to infer the text structure. Second, different formats of texts can be
analyzed independently of the texts' style by using the headline. Third, it is easier to understand when the
headline is displayed rather than a tree structure because the headline is a part of the original text.

2.2 The discourse structure analysis module
The discourse analysis module of the system contains 'simple pattern matching', 'morpheme analyzer',
`syntax analyzer', and 'discourse analyzer' components. First, the headlines are extracted and the Japanese
texts are divided into sentences using several heuristic rules. Then all the sentences in all texts are matched
with all the rules in the 'simple pattern matching' component. The 'rules for pattern matching' is used
during the process of pattern matching. Because of the exclusive character of almost all of the rules, they are
written in order of frequency to reduce the running time on the computer. The frequency of rules is made
from the 'rules corpus'. The present system analyzes Japanese text sentences with the morpheme analyzer
and syntax analyzer to check the dependency of sentences in the case grammar. Therefore, each cue word in
the rules is not only matched against the word itself, but also against the 'parts-of-speech' of the cue word.
Only sentences that match the rules written in restrictive form are needed for morpheme analysis and syntax

analysis. This takes into consideration the problem of computer running time. The 'rules for discourse
analysis' is matched again in restrictive form after the process of syntax analysis. The additional information
(parts-of-speech, tense, etc.) is checked to identify the cohesive expressions, especially in the case where one
sentence is matched with two or more rules.
Figure 1. One screen shot of discourse structure analysis
ors
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The learning page shows a list of technical Japanese texts. Learners can choose any one text by clicking the
hyperlink on the list. When learners choose one of the texts from the list, headlines of the selected text are
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analyzed and displayed first to help learners grasp the whole text structure. Secondly, learners can click on
the headline of any part of the text that they want to read. Then the original sentences corresponding to the
headline are displayed with the extracted cohesive expressions. The cue words in the cohesive expressions
are displayed in color to enable learners to focus on it more easily. Learners can click on any cue words to
further find out the cohesive expressions corresponding to the sentences. They can also refer to examples
that correspond to the cohesive expressions from the 'examples corpus'. Figure 1 shows one screen shot of
the system (text source: [14]). As shown in this figure, the headlines of the Japanese text are analyzed and
displayed on the left side of the browser. The headlines show the structure of the text. On the right side, the
original sentences corresponding to the selected headline are displayed on the upper part with the cohesive

expressions extracted and a link made. When the cue word lotoniyorr (in the first line of the third
paragraph) is clicked, the matched cohesive expressions are displayed on the bottom right side of the
browser.

2.3 System evaluation of the discourse structure analysis module
A system evaluation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the discourse structure analysis module on

24 technical Japanese texts. The system evaluation is designed for text analysis in two stages (pattern
matching in Stage 1 and discourse analysis in Stage 2). The analysis consists of 3 items on both stages:
headline extraction, cohesive expression extraction and frequency of the rules. The accuracy ratio of the
headline extraction in Stage 1 is 95.22% on average. After a heuristic rule is added, the result of the headline

extraction using the revised rules in Stage 2 gained an exceedingly high accuracy rate of 99.17%. The
accuracy of the cohesive expression extraction in Stage 1 is 70.23% on average. On the other hand, the
accuracy in Stage 2 improved to 92.70% on average. This result shows that using the rules combined with
morpheme analysis and syntax analysis gained a higher degree of accuracy than only using the rules of
simple pattern matching. After the cohesive expression extraction, the frequency of rules is calculated. The
result of 'frequency of the rules' is saved to the 'rules corpus'. The order of frequency is taken as the order
of the rules to reduce the running time on the computer.

2.4 The system for supporting technical Japanese texts writing
A CALL system is developed to help learners in the writing of technical Japanese texts. The system is
implemented in terms of headlines and cohesive expressions, which is based on the method of the discourse
structure analysis module. For headlines supporting, a connection between headline and texts corresponding
to the headline is made automatically. Learners can click on any headline to immediately link to the content

of texts corresponded to it. For cohesive expressions supporting, examples with the selected cohesive
expressions are automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. Learners can refer to
these examples to help them improve their writing skills.
The flow of the system is as follows:

(1) Learners register themselves to use the system. An ID number is given after registration. The ID
number is used to identify the learner because a log of all learning histories is registered during the
operation of the system.
(2) The page for headlines input is appeared. Learners can free input their headlines here. When learners
completed their construction of headlines, each headline is automatically linked and displayed on the
left side of the browser. The left side of Figure 2 shows an example of linked headlines.
(3) When learners choose one of the headlines, a text box is appeared on the top right side of the browser.
Learners can compose their texts corresponded to the clicked headline in the text box. The top right
side of Figure 2 shows an example of texts input.
(4) When learners click on the 'basic expressions' button on the bottom right side of the browser, the
categories of cohesive expressions is appeared on a new page. Each category is classified further into

sub-categories. When learners choose one of the sub-categories from the list, examples are
automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts and the result is displayed on the
bottom of the browser. Figure 3 shows that examples are displayed corresponded to the selected
sub-category of cohesive expressions.
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Figure 2. One screen shot of the linked headline and
texts input

Figure 3. One screen shot of examples extracted from
corpus

3 The study
Two evaluation experiments were conducted to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is
evaluated in terms of subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the experiment 1 and
the experiment 2, respectively. Thirty-three subjects participated in the experiment 1; the other seven
subjects participated in the experiment 2. The subjects almost use the WWW and computer everyday.

3.1 Experiment 1
The purpose of the experiment 1 was to examine the functions of the system in terms of subjects' intuitive
impression. Therefore, the experiment was designed to make a comparison between the system with the
popular and well-known word processor: the MS-Word. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to
look at the operation of the system and the MS-Word using video for duration of 10 minutes. The subjects
were informed that they would be asked to fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the two
systems. The questionnaire consisted of 3 categories: items of technical sentences writing, items of general
sentences writing, and items of system operation. The subjects were asked to rate 24 items on a 5-point scale.
The subjects were also asked to make comments on the system.
Figure 4 shows the rating of the system and the MS-Word for each item with the 3 categories in experiment
1 and 2. The result of the experiment 1 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on

all of the items of technical sentences writing. For those items of general sentences writing and system
operation, the result shows that the MS-Word obtained a higher rating than the system or there was no
significant difference on the two systems. However, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word
on items 18 (`Sentences can be efficiently made') and 15 (`It is suitable for learning').
Comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is necessary
to involve the functions to access other objects, such as figures, tables and numerical expressions, etc. Since
the system is emphasized on the discourse analysis of technical Japanese texts using NLP techniques, the
target of the system is limited to 'texts'. However, figures, tables and numerical expressions are important
components of technical texts. Therefore, development of such visual tools for supporting these objects is
expected.

3.2 Experiment 2
The result of the experiment 1 suggests that the system is preferred to the MS-Word on technical texts

writing. However, actual usage of the system is not evaluated. Therefore, in order to examine the
effectiveness of the system in terms of actual usage of the system by foreign students, experiment 2 was
conducted. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to compose a technical Japanese text using the
system. The subjects were asked to write sentences concerning their specialization instead of a given task
because a variety of subjects' different fields. After the composition is completed, the subjects were asked to
fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the system and the MS-Word. The questionnaire is
identical to experiment 1, which is divided into 3 categories. Finally, the subjects were interviewed based on
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their response to the questionnaires.

From Figure 4, the result of the experiment 2 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the
MS-Word on all of the items of technical sentences writing, which is consistent with the result of experiment

1. For those items of general sentences writing and system operation, the result shows that the subjects
preferred the system, or the MS-Word or there was no significant difference on the two systems. Comparing
this result to experiment 1, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on items 18 (`Sentences

can be efficiently made') and 15 (`It is suitable for learning'), which is consistent with the result of
experiment 1. On the other hand, some items obtained different result between the two experiments. These
items can be divided into 3 types: First, items 7 CI want to recommend it to my friends') and 24 CI want to
use it more') are rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the system'. Second, item 2 (`It
is friendly') is rated from 'a higher rating to the MS-Word' to 'no significant difference'. Third, item 11 (`It
is easy to see') is rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the MS-Word'.

The System
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Figure 4. The rating for each item in Experiment 1 and 2

The subjects were asked to give reasons for their responses to the questionnaire items during the interview.
The result of the interview concerning the functions of the system is divided into 4 types and summarized as
follows: First, for automatically analyzing and displaying headlines, almost all of the subjects answered that
it

is very useful because they can click on any headline to immediately read the content of texts

corresponded to it. The subjects also answered that headlines can be treated as an important role to help
them to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, for automatically analyzing and displaying cohesive
expressions, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very useful because they can find it is easier to
convey their thoughts using explicit cohesive expressions. The subjects also answered that it is easy to find
their errors because cohesive expressions in the texts are highlighted. Third, for referring to examples from
corpus, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very efficient to writing because they can save a lot of
time for finding examples from other references. The subjects also answered that they can imitate and learn
more examples from the output of corpus. They can learn very much from the process of referring to
examples in different texts, especially if there are many different usages in an expression. Fourth, for
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Japanese language learning, almost all of the subjects answered that the system is suitable for learning
because the system supports learners to learn technical Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of
automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts. The
subjects also answered that they can learn not only new cohesive expressions but also correct usages of
cohesive expressions even they already know one of them.

Other comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is
desired to improve the system to support the functions of electronic dictionary, thesaurus, grammar checking,
etc. Therefore, construction of a good electronic dictionary for technical texts writing is considered as an
important issue. Moreover, some subjects answered that it is better to extract examples form corpus
according to learners' specialization than only random accessing to the corpus. From this result, constructing
a corpus should not only consider the number of texts but also the balance of texts in each field.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the authors describe the development and evaluation of a CALL system for supporting the
writing of technical Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical Japanese texts,
the rules for analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely cohesive
expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to learn to write technical Japanese texts
has been developed using NLP techniques. The system has the following functions: automatically detecting
headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW,
and extracting examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system evaluation
show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines
by using the revised rules set proposed in this study.

The results of the study show that the instructive effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also

shows that the system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese language
learning. Based on the functions of the system, these results can be explained as follows: First, headlines can
be treated as an important role to help learners to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, cohesive
expressions often explicitly appear in the surface expressions of technical Japanese texts. Thus, it seems
important and necessary to use these explicit cohesive expressions to structure one's thoughts in technical
Japanese texts. Foreign learners especially may find it is easier to convey their thoughts using explicit
cohesive expressions because these can be treated as an indicator of a discourse. Third, the corpus consists

of the actual usage in technical Japanese texts from different fields. Instead of predefined examples,
examples are automatically extracted from the corpus. Therefore, learners can learn very much from the
process of referring to examples in different texts if there are many different usages in an expression. They
can also save a lot of time for finding examples from other references.

In conclusion, the system is suitable for learning because the system supports learners to learn technical
Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and
cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts.
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1 Research Background
In recent years, the internationalization of Japan has attracted many foreigners. But, in the present state we
have seen mostly people are shy to speak to foreigners because they cannot speak foreign languages. Again,
there are many attempts that enable one to communicate on the Internet. In a preceding research, there was
an attempt to add word translation to word chatting function (refs.[1]). Besides in any communication
plurality of media help in the understanding (refs.[2])(refs[3]). For examp le, there was another preceding
research that showed that listening along with subtitling in the same language help understand the content in
the foreign language education (refs.[4]).

2 Research Objectives
In this research, therefore, we have developed a conversation system, which uses machine translation and
text reading in the networking environment. This system uses machine translation, which enable people to
communicate between two different languages. And, it fulfills text reading function of chatting to help
understand conversation contents

3 Developmental Environment
This system is developed with "Microsoft VisualBasic 6.0". The Japanese-English translation engine of this
system used "LogoVista E to J ver 5.0 "and the English-Japanese translation engine used "LogoVista J to E
verl.l ". Japanese Voice synthesis engine is "IBM ProTalker 97", and English Voice synthesis engine is
Microsoft Agent.

4 Outline of Developed System
In this system, when we input Japanese or English, we can get Japanese text or English one and its rendering
text and voice synthesis of its rendering one.
The steps from the text input to the translation, and the voice output is shown as follows.
(1) Sentences, which the client inputs, are passed to the server.
(2) These sentences are then passed to the translation engine, and the server translates in English in case of
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Japanese input and vice versa.
(3) The server sends translated sentences to both client and the other party.
(4) Translated sentences are indicated after input sentences on the receiver side, and translated sentences are
displayed along with basic input on the other party side.
(5) If translated sentences are in Japanese, its voice output is given using "IBM Pro Talker 97"(refs[5]) If it is
English, then the output is given using "Microsoft Speech API"(refs[6])

5 Evaluation Experimentation
Three pairs consisting of one Japanese speaking person and one English speaking person were considered
and experimented on the different setup. Type one is not using machine translation. Type two is using
machine translation. We administered a free response type questionnaire for collecting data regarding the
feeling of the participants during the different
sessions. From the result the interest
concerning learning of foreign language came

up, and the participants' opinion of being
able to take part in the conversation, not
being aware of talking with foreigners using
machine translation, were very positive. The
pictures dawn by subjects with two different

conditions are shown as the follwing.. The
condition with word chatting not using the
machine translation module. The left picture
shows the picture which the sender want to
send, and the left drawings shows the picture
drawn by the receiver with the above
condition.
Fig.1

The condition with word chatting using the machine
translation module. The left picture shows the picture
which the sender want to send, and the left drawings
shows the picture drawn by the receiver with the above
condition. We can compare two pictures drawn by the
receiver under the two conditions. As a result, we may

roughly estimate that the picture using the machine
translation module shows more precise information than

the picture without the machine translation. As the
above differences are based on a quite subjective
judgment, it is not conclusive. Though the difference
seems to be apparent from the view of quantities of
sending information, we can' t find the specific reasons
caused the differences. The system developed with the
chatting using the translation module will work
effectively, especially to the persons who want to communicate each aother.

Fig 2

6 Future Works
We are now planning to expand the scope of speech recognition system as the future works. We have been
introducing the speech recognition module to our system, and we are now evaluating the effectiveness of the
speech recognition module to enhancing the communication.
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English learning involves both knowledge acquisition and skills automatization.
On the other hand, the potential of Internet lies not only in a large quantity of

information display, storage, and updating, but also in computer mediated
communication (CMC). The two functions, knowledge base and electronic
communication, match the dual processes of English learning: knowledge and
use. The educational Web site, ELT in Taiwan, was constructed under such a
theoretical view of English learning. Additionally, teacher professional
development is another key consideration for the design of the Web site. With

the new generation of Web objected oriented (WOO) software technology,
synchronous CMC can be built with traditional Web sites together while keeping
its feature of multimedia, text and graphics-based virtual reality for multi-users
on-line synchronously. The knowledge-based Web site has a Teacher

Development component, and

a

synchronous WOO, called ForMOOsa,

implemented with a high school metaphor. ELT in Taiwan was also constructed
to meet local needs of its target users, both teachers and students in Taiwan. The
paper demonstrates how we incorporated the features mentioned above and what
has been constructed so far.
Keywords:

MOO, Web, English learning

and

teaching,

Teacher

development

1 Introduction
The number of the World Wide Web (the Web) sites increases exponentially nowadays. In additional to
electronic commerce, electronic services, or electronic information, the Web is also a powerful educational
medium or virtual space for e-learning. Universities start to deliver their courses via the Web because they
save students' travel expense from afar, and allow much more students enrolling at the same timebecause
the Web course can be given in a classroom-less environment. Many well-designed Web sites with
good-quality materials exist in English-speaking countries, and have been used for some time. The author [1]
has asked college juniors in Taiwan to read the articles at the CNN site and write a response journal entries
regularly. It was found that students improved in both English reading and writing performance via this
activity. However, it was also found that American culture in the CNN news stories was not immediately
comprehensible to college junior English majors. Guidance is needed when teachers try to use informational
Web sites for English teaching. Even with English learning sites, the information there designed specifically
for learners, not general users, still poses potential problems for learners in Taiwan, Republic of China
(ROC)[2]. There is thus a need to design Web sites more appropriate for local needs. In Taiwan some Web
sites have been developed. However, most of them are unsatisfactory from the English learning and teaching
perspective. The paper describes the development process of a new Web-based English learning project that
bridges English learning theories and practices.

2 Theoretical underpinnings
The most relevant theory to English teaching and learning seems to be second language acquisition (SLA)
and Vygotsky's sociocultural theories. In this project, it is further believed that English teachers play a
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crucial role in the advancement of English Learning and Teaching (ELT) in Taiwan and teacher

education/development has not been systematically investigated in the past [3]; thus, a section on English
teacher professional development is presented.
English learning involves both knowledge acquisition and skills automatization; its effectiveness requires
improvement in terms of both competence and performance [4]. Skills automatization, related to notions
such as control processing, accessibility, or performance, means to package bits of knowledge about English

or a second language (L2), and to produce the entire package at a time without using extra cognitive
resources to do psycholinguistic on-line compilation such as arrangement of word order. A learner may
acquire a great amount of knowledge about English language and culture, and of the knowledge about the
world. Still, he needs opportunities to use English in order to automatize the knowledge with adequate
fluency, appropriateness, and appropriation. The more recent language learning theories emphasize the
social construction of knowledge, notably Vygotsky's sociocultural theory [5]. Language learning is not only
a cognitive task but more of a social activity where the process is participating in a knowledge-building
community, a community of practice, or a community of second language learners.
Liou [6] addresses four types of myths existing in Taiwan concerning teacher education and points out that
professional development using skills such as action research, or reflective practice [7,8] is a solution. New
perspectives on English teaching or learning, theoretical development, or updated research findings are
essential for a profession to advance. If teachers cannot become researchers themselves, do not conduct
action research, care nothing but daily practice, everyone can teach. Often in Taiwan teaching is always

one's last choice as soon as he or she retires from other professions. I think teaching is and should be
regarded as a respected profession which requires education and cultivation and lifelong development to
make teaching perfect. Teachers play the most important role in the ELT field and we need explicit teacher
education discussion forum and research (investigating what teachers know, believe, value, and do) in
Taiwan. The Web site, ELT in Taiwan, is a first step toward the goal.

3 Overall design
Although for advanced English learners, learning English and using it can mean the same thing. For
beginners or intermediate learners, and for convenience of implementation, the design of the Web project,
EX), is divided into two components: a knowledge base for both
called ELT in Taiwan (
English teachers and learners, and a dynamic synchronous CMC environment for English language use,
namely, Teacher development (TE) and ForMOOsa as shown in Figure 1. The TE acts like a knowledge base
of English teaching and learning where both teaches and students can visit to acquire updated knowledge
about English to meet their own needs.
Figure 1. The framework of ELT in Taiwan
ELT in Taiwan

Web-based
Teacher Development

ForMOOsa
Synchronous learning
The current TE component has ten topics and 6 sub-topics:
1. Instructed second language acquisition
a. acquisition process and stages
b. individual differences
c. teacher education and professional development
2. New perspectives on English teaching and learning
a. learner autonomy
b. sociocultural theory
c. critical pedagogy
3. Teaching of listening and speaking
4. Teaching of reading and writing
5. Teaching of vocabulary
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6. Teaching of grammar
7. Teaching of culture
8. Teaching English in primary schools
9. English assessment
Computer assisted English teaching on the Internet
10.

Most of the ten topics have (1) a brief introduction of the field, (2) an updated reference list, (3) examples of

teaching materials, and (4) links to relevant sites. In the introduction, we provide brief but updated
information about the field so that pre-service and in-service teachers can obtain an idea about the topic. In
the reference list, we try to include seminal and updated sources for further reading. In some of the entries,
we add an annotation so that readers can obtain a clearer picture of what the source contains. In the material
example part, we show teachers what they can design to teach a specific area by providing ready-made
on-line lesson. The lesson can be used by learners of different levels to acquire the knowledge about English
on-line. The hyperlinks to relevant sites are selected based on our review with brief comments on the site
itself. ELT in Taiwan so far uses mainly texts and graphics to present information; in the near future, we will
incorporate audio and video as they are necessary.
Learners of English usually do not acquire English simply by obtaining the knowledge about the language;

they need practice or opportunities to use the language in meaningful contexts for real purposes with
genuine audience or interlocutors. This is where computer-mediated communication can play a crucial role.
It is also this rationale of language for use and communication that we design the ForMOOsa synchronous
environment based on graphics and text-oriented virtual reality. Some MOO (multi-user dimension/dungeon
Object-Oriented) stations have been constructed in the North America, but none exists in Taiwan as far as
we know. Often it takes great efforts and time to link to a site across the Pacific. Most of the time, the culture
is alien to students in our country. It is practical and meaningful to construct a MOO of our own in Taiwan.
In terms of computer technology, synchronous CMC has been implemented mostly at the telnet platform,

instead of the Web's universal protocol. With the new generation Web-based MOOs (WOOs) software
technology [9], synchronous CMC can be built with traditional Web sites together with the database such as
enCore, an operating system-Red Hat Linux, and a server-LambdaM00. The synchronous WOO, called
ForMOOsa, is implemented with a high school metaphor which is simulated like text and graphics-based
virtual reality. Its major architecture looks like Figure 2.
Figure 2. The architecture of ForMOOsa
t int

It was constructed to address the local needs. The benefit for real audience is that the on-line learning
environment will not be constructed with no specific users in mind. We plan to use ForMOOsa in a vocation
high school in September as it will be incorporated in an "English teaching in the Internet" regular course.
The targeted institution is a highly technology-enhanced school which is believed to become prevalent in our

country soon. At its first stage of development, we built a virtual senior high school/vocational school
on-line with classrooms, dormitory, exhibition hall, and a Cafe with a variety of objects appropriate in each

area. Within the dormitory, we have a reading lounge with some legends of Taiwan, "Aunt Tigress",
"Hsinchu Holy City Mayor Saved the Prince", and "The Legend of Hero Liaw Tien-Ting". MOOers can
explore how the stories develop by reading the entire story, or choose to play interactive dialogues with parts
in the stories such as Mandy, Liaw, or Holy City Mayor. The parts, bots or robots in the system, can pick up

users' key words in questions and give corresponding responses. Another two bots, Jack and Lisa were
created in the Café where they may talk to each other if MOOers activate them. The simulated dialogues are
very useful for English learning as meaningful and communicative practices. By August 15 of 2000, we
have completed three topic in the teacher development unit, "Teaching English in the Primary School,"
"English assessment", and "Teaching of grammar" (see http://TaiELTAnthu.edu.twiEnglish/welcome.html);
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and the prototypical framework of ForMOOsa (http://formoosa.fl.nthu.edu.tw:7000;) with some objects and
bots. For the "Teaching English in the Primary School" unit, an updated English teaching view was adopted,
namely, communicative language teaching, where use of English, instead of knowledge about English such
as grammar and vocabulary, is emphasized. For instance, in the teaching mateiral section, The Story of Santa
Claus, was designed with three types of Santa from different foreign countries. The aim is for learners to
express some actions by Santa such as climbing in the chimney or giving presents, and to become aware of
the fact that Santa is part of culture as Santa is different in different cultures.

4 Conclusion
As illustrated in this project, it is argued that the design of a Web site needs to address its audience needs by
bridging theories and practices. Teacher professional development is as important as student learning of
English. A local Web site should address its user needs. ELT in Taiwan has been devoted by a group of
part-time members with limited time in five months. Given longer time, in the future, we plan to incorporate
more advanced technologies and instructional design strategies so that we can contribute to the international
academic forum.
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1 Introduction
This paper is a report on a project in which Web pages were crucially incorporated in the design of a new
college course titled
anguage and Culture in Taiwan." There were two main reasons for making the
Internet an integral part of the course: (1) the wide range of topics covered in this very general introductory
course requiring the wealth of information sources easily accessible on the Internet and (2) necessity of
frequent updates of information due to the fast and volatile nature of the political evolution in Taiwan,
particularly during the presidential election year when this course was offered. The consideration of user
factors was also important. The Internet responds well to today's college students who demand relevance (of
issues that pertain to the here and now) and immediacy, and are as adept in clicking on the keyboard surfing
the Internet as flipping the pages of a book.
More serious, though, in our course design is the educational philosophy that a college's mission is not so
much to transfer knowledge as to create environments and experiences that bring students to discover and
construct knowledge for themselves [1]. Exposure to the vast amount of knowledge on the Web necessitates
focus and careful choice of relevant materials. As part of course assignments students were expected to
present on topics of their choice. This ensured that they researched the subject matters in greater depth
before presenting them in class, as they would be presenting to an audience of their peers.

2 Method and content
The ready accessibility of the Internet for both the students (practically all students have a PC) and instructor
(to add to or update the course page), especially outside of class, altered in-class activities from those of
traditional teacher-centered instruction to student-centered discussion and presentation. The utilization of email also facilitated out-of-class preparation. Students were informed by e-mail to go to a certain new site
or link for a new development of events. Similarly, the student e-mailed the instructor for information or
help. The more out-of--class preparations the students have, the better the quality of in-class discussions the
instructor can expect.

The syllabus was essentially a structure of links organized according to the class schedule of topics and
It is also a display of the scope and structure of the contents of the course. It changed
activities.
dynamically as new links were discovered and added throughout the semester. The syllabus appears as a
navigation bar. To facilitate learning we have minimized visual search by displaying this syllabus bar
consistently on top of each page[2]. Students can easily navigate from site to site, not only to preview but
also to review. Besides a general page of topics with their links to available Web sites, the page of each
session further highlights some particular links to topics of the session, along with a list of references
available on reserve in the library.

The contents of this course consist of two major areas: (1) culture and (2) language. The former includes a

wide range of topics, such as a profile of Taiwan, history, political parties, customs, festivals, family
relations, literature, world view of Taiwan, and the future of Taiwan. Generally each topic or a group of
related topics was covered at a weekly session, which lasted two and a half hours, of which the first half was
devoted to cultural discussions and the second half, instruction of language. The culture part of the course
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was conducted in a seminar format along with presentations by students.

By dividing the content area into culture and language, we were not forgetting that language always operates
in a culture [3]. Besides teaching phrases and sentences applicable in social situations, other aspects of the

language, such as kinship terms, nursery rhymes, proverbs, songs, etc., abounding with traditions and
The language part of the course contained sound files. Some had two
types of reading, a slower one and a faster one, to facilitate learning. Taiwanese expressions in each
language lesson generally contain both literal and free translations. This makes self-study very easy and
convenient, as long as they could access the Web. Sound files were indispensable as Taiwanese is a tone
cultural values, were also taught.

language and furthermore has seven tones and possesses an elaborate tone sandhi system [4].

This Web program was produced entirely in the instructor's office by using Netscape Composer,
Sound Recorder, and other freeware downloaded from the Internet [5]. The exercise part of the course,
which features filling in of blanks, multiple choice, short answer, etc., was made possible by the Ex Template
program developed at Rice University Language Resource Center [6]. The Ex Template application creates
exercises that will be stored in a database for future retrieval [7]. It allows students to submit exercises via
the Internet and be graded by the instructor also via the Internet. The language lesson sound files were
integrated into Ex Template. This feature was very useful particularly for tonal distinction exercises.
Our classroom was equipped with a multimedia Podium which allowed us to go on the Internet, show videos,
movies, documents, play CD , etc. The Podium came in handy when a demonstration on the classroom
screen was called for. Not only did the instructor use the Podium, students were encouraged to do their class
presentations by using Power Point or by going to their own personal homepages where they collected Web
links or images related to their topics for classroom presentation.

3 Conclusions
By incorporating the Internet into course design, we were able to create a more accommodating learning
environment for the students and to give students more control over the learning process. As this was our
fist attempt at teaching the course with Web-based materials, further refinements of many aspects of the
course need to be made. For example, we can make pages less cluttered with text and add more digitized
videos. Also researches can be conducted to determine students' reactions in terms of attitudinal factors and
learning efficiency. Taiwanese on the Web is an on-going project. We solicit help and comments. This
project attempts to raise awareness in the global community of the vitality of a culture less known and rarely
covered in college courses. As universities generally suffer from budget constraints, by making this program
available on the Web we hope to encourage teaching of this subject matter.
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This paper describes our research on building a free, evolutionary, Internetbased, agent-based, long-distance teaching environment for academic English.
Here we will describe some of the design aspects of the system prototype,
focusing especially on the adaptive features and the agents of the system.
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1 Introduction
As distances constantly grow smaller and the Internet links more and more remote parts of the world,
English gradually becomes the lingua franca for information exchange. In the academic field, in research
and development, where international cooperation is a must, English is used frequently. Academic English is

International English. Although accents are more or less variable, the spoken, but mostly, the written
academic language has still its rules and etiquette. Academics usually know some English and have a more
or less wide English vocabulary. However, especially in Japan, but in other non-English speaking countries
as well, there exists the phenomenon that, although a person can read academic papers in English, when it
comes to writing a paper by oneself, or to make an academic presentation in English, serious problems
appear. Therefore, we embed these necessary rules and etiquette in our teaching environment. The main aim
of our system is to help academics exchange meaningful information with their peers, through a variety of
information exchange ways: academic homepages, academic papers, academic presentations, etc. As far as
we know, this type of English teaching system is new. Some English teaching environments on the Web
appeared, but, as in [1] or [11], they have two main defects: they are not free, and/or they are not automatic,
but based on real human teachers at the end of the line. Good on-line dictionaries [12], [8] and several
collections of English on-line books [2] exist, but those can only act as auxiliary helpers during the English
learning process. Our aim is to have a system capable to function autonomously, without human interference,

as a virtual, long-distance classroom, embedding the necessary tutoring functions within a set of
collaborating agents that will serve the student. The course is called MyEnglishTeacher', because of its
evolutionary nature, of adapting over time to the needs and preferences of individual users. These needs can
be expressed explicitly, or can be implicitly deduced by the system, represented by its agents. We are
currently in the process of adding more AI-based intelligent adaptation capabilities. Users can find in our
virtual classroom situational examples of academic life, presented as Multimedia, with Audio and/or Video
presentations, Text explanations and pointers to the main patterns introduced with each lesson, exercises to
test the user' s understanding, moreover, adaptive correction, explanation and guidance of the user' s mistakes.
The general guidelines for this system were proposed by our course design researcher in [3] and elaborated
by us in [6].

2 Background
Virtual environments in education and distance-learning systems are the recent trends in education
worldwide. This trend is determined by the current spread of the Internet, as well as by a real demand for
better, easy-to-access, and cheaper educational facilities. Therefore, universities everywhere respond to the

academic demand for technological and pedagogical support in course preparation, by developing
specialized software environments [5]. As bandwidths grow, the traditional text environments gradually
switch to multimedia and Video-on-Demand (VOD) systems ([17]). The problems in the current language
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education systems, as well as the motivation of our research, as pointed out by our language specialist team

member and [15], can be resumed as fillows: the lack of learning activities for checking learners'
constructive understanding (requiring the learner not only to memorize, but also to summarize, generate,
differentiate, or predict); the lack of a variety of problem-solving tasks to motivate students to think about
their reading; the learning process does not enable learners to become active participants; in the current

Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL) systems, learners cannot key-in the target language' s
sentences freely; lack of explanatory feedback (telling the user why); lack of exercises related to the
learner' s individual characteristics; lack of considerations about the effectiveness of different physical
attributes of the presentations, on the students' learning; lack of analysis of the interaction between learner
and learning environment, with special focus on assimilation and accommodation. These problems could not
be solved by traditional systems, mostly due to their lack of adaptability, or in other words, intelligence. In
[19], it is stated: "there is the need to endow these systems with the ability to adapt and learn, that is, to selfimprove their future performance". The objective of this research is to help learners achieve academic
reading and writing ability. The course is intended for students whose starting English level is intermediate
and upper-intermediate, who have some vocabulary of English, but not much practice in using it. The
tutoring strategy used is to give the reader insight into his or her implicit or explicit learning strategies. The
methodology applied is the communicative teaching approach, allowing communication and interaction
between student and tutoring system, via agents. The interactive reading strategies applied and yet to apply
include bottom-up theory, top-down theory, and schemata theory. The topics and stories used are mainly
passages from textbooks, journals, reference works, conference proceedings, and academic papers, in other
words, real-life academic products.
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Fig. 1: The system modules and their interaction

Fig. 2: The subject link database

The system offers two interfaces, one for the teacher/tutor user, for course-authoring purposes, and the other
one for the student user, who is supposed to learn. The information exchange from tutor to system contains
input of lessons, texts, links between them, etc., but also asking for help in editing. The data from the tutor is
stored in six different structured databases, including a library of expressions that appear in the text, a VOD
database, a background image database, an audio database of listening examples, a full text database and a

link database. The information exchange with the student is more complex. It contains usage of the
presented materials, implicit or explicit advice, the student' s advice requests, queries, searches, gathering of
data on the student by the two agents, the Global Agent (G1A) and the Personal Agent (PA). Each of these
agents has its own database on the stud ent(s). The G1A stores general features on students, and the PA stores
the private features of each student. User modeling follows many patterns, and has many applications. [7]
proposes a fuzzy-based, stereotype collecting user model for hypermedia navigation. [18] elaborates on the
Human Plausible Theory. ([4]) provides intelligent help for determining the cause of errors in software usage.
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[14] has shown how prior belief (belief bias) can influence the correctness of judgment of the human (users).
Other authors, like [10] have studied the relation between achievement goals, study strategies and exam
performance. A realistic user model has to take into consideration the influences a system can achieve on the
user, in order to allow an easy interpretation of the current state, as well as an easy and clear implementation
of the user model.

4 The Authoring System Module (Story Editor)
Our most important goal is to design a meaningful, evolutionary feedback for the user. In order to build such
a

system, an authoring tool is necessary for flexibility purposes: our colleagues researching the optimal
material for academic English teaching should be able to add or delete freely the available resources. In a
way, they are also clients/users, and should be restricted to build a courseware, which conforms to the
capabilities of the system. In the following, these restrictions and their purposes are explained. These
restrictions are necessary instruments for the two system agents to work with, as will be shown later in this
paper.

Texts : Each video/audio recording has to have a corresponding TEXT (of dialog, etc.). For each text, it is analyzed if
video is necessary, or if audio suffices, as audio requires less memory space and allows a more compact storage and a
speedy retrieval. Each TEXT also has (beside of main text, etc.), the following attributes: a short title, keywords,
explanation, patterns to learn, conclusion, and finally, exercises. Titles and keywords are naturally used for search and
retrieval, but the explanation and conclusion files can be also used for the same purpose, as will be explained later on.
Lessons : One or more TEXTs (with video or not) make up a LESSON. Each LESSON also has (beside of texts, etc.) the
following attributes: title, keywords, explanation, conclusion, combined exercises (generated automatically or not). Next,

a text or a lesson will be referred as SUBJECT' .
Priority and Relatedness Connections: When introducing one or more subjects, the teacher has to specify the Priority
Connections, i.e., to show the required learning order, with a directed graph (arrows). When there is no order, subjects
will have the same priority, and build a set. The teacher (courseware author) should also add connections between related
SUBJECTS, with indirect links. This means, the teacher has to add Relatedness Connections between subjects, for
which no specific learning order is required, but which are related. These relations are useful, e.g., during tests: if one of
the subjects is considered known, the other one should be also tested. The main differences between the priority
connections and the relatedness connections is that the first ones are directional, weightless connections, whereas the

latter are non-directional, weighted connections. After these priorities and links are set, the system will then
automatically add more links via keyword matching, from explicit keyword files and keyword search within subjects.
Priorities among the texts of a lesson are set implicitly according to the order of the texts, but can be modified, if
necessary. The teacher / multimedia courseware author can decide if it is more meaningful to connect individual texts,
or entire lessons, for each lesson. The way a new lesson is introduced, by asking the teacher to set at least the previous
and the following lesson in the lesson priority flow, is shown in figure 2 (steps 1,2). As can be noticed from figure 2,
priority connections, with no respective relatedness connection, can exist. This can happen when, e.g., common course
design knowledge dictates that respective priority, but the learning contents of the lessons are quite different. These
kinds of priorities are optimal student learning strategy related connections, not similar contents connections. These
priorities help the system to place the current subject in the global subject map. Final priorities will be set by the system

according to findings (teacher's input, keyword matching). This final result can be shown to the teacher or not,
depending on the options under which the system is running. We are currently testing if it is wise to allow the teacher to
have add/modify/delete rights. The final graph is used for the student, and it can be shown to the student upon request,

serving as a map guide.
Numbering : SUBJECTS are numbered automatically in the order of their creation. Teachers are prohibited to use
numbering. This is because otherwise, every time new material is brought, the numbering should be changed according
to the new order of priorities. TEXTs are automatically numbered inside a lesson, and are referred from outside with two

numbers: the LESSON number and the text number.
Test Points : The teacher should mark TEST POINTS (figure 2), at which it is necessary to pass a test in order to
proceed (these tests can be at any SUBJECT level).

5 Student models and agents
The system gradually builds two evolutionary student models: a global student model (GS) and an individual
student model (IS), managed by two intelligent agents: the personal agent (PA) and the global agent (GIA).
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The reason for doing so is that some features, which are common to all students, can be captured in the GS.
However, many studies have shown [17] that personalized environments and especially, personalized tutors,
have a better chance of transferring the knowledge information from tutor to student. This is true even in the
more general sense of a tutor and student, where the tutor can be man or machine, and the student likewise.
In this work, we mean by agent a "computer system situated in some environment", "capable of autonomous
action", "in the sense that the system should be able to act without the direct intervention of humans", "and
should have control over its own actions and internal state" [13]. These agents' intelligence is expressed by
the fact that each agent "is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives", and
that it is "responsive" (it perceives its environment), "proactive" (opportunistic, goal-directed), "social"
(able to interact) [13], and of an "anticipatory" nature (having a model of itself and the environment, and the
capability to pre -adapt itself according to these models) [9]. Next, the raw data stored for the two student
models, the GS and IS, is presented.
The GS : The GS contains the global student features: the common mistakes; favorite pages, lessons, texts, videos,
audios, grading of tests' difficulty (according to how many students do each test well or not); search patterns introduced,
subjects accessed afterwards: if many IS use the same order, than they are recorded in the GS.
The IS: The IS contains the personal student features: the last page accessed; grades for all tests taken, mistakes and
their frequency; if the student takes the test again and succeeds, his/her last grade is deleted, but his/her previous
mistakes are collected for future tests; the order of access of texts inside each lesson; order of access of lessons (this can
be guide to other students: "when another student was in your situation, he/she chose..."); frequency of accessing texts/
lessons/ videos/ audios, etc. - for guidance and current state check; search patterns introduced, subjects accessed
afterwards (to link patterns with new subjects that the system didn't link before).

The PA: The role of the personal agent is to manage the information gathered on the user, and to extract from this
information useful user guidance material. Each step taken by the user inside the environment is stored, and compared
with both what was proposed to the user, as well as with what the user was expected to do (from the PA' s point of view).

The differences between previous expectation and current state are exploited, in order to be used for new guidance
generation. Beside of analyzing the own user and extracting knowledge from the data on him/her, the PA is able to
request information from the GIA, about, for instance, what other users chose to do in a similar situation to the current
one of the PA' s own user. Furthermore, the PA can contact other PA' s with similar profiles (after a matchmaking process),
and obtain similar information as from the GIA, only with more specificity. The PA can decide to turn to another PA if
the information from the GIA is insufficient for a decision about the current support method. The PA decides, every time
a user enters the system, what material should be studied during that particular session, and generates a corresponding

list. Therefore, the course index is dynamic, not static. To this material, the PA will add or subtract, according to the
interaction with the user during the session. According to [16], the PA is therefore an interface agent ("a computer
program to provide assistance to a user dealing with a particular computer application" in this case, a learning
environment). However, the PA' s job description is a little wider than this, as can be seen also in the following.
The GIA: The global agent averages information from several users, to obtain a general student model. The deductions
of the global agent are bound to be non-specific. The GIA is necessary, because otherwise, the system will not profit

from the fact that different users interacted with the system, and each new interaction can smoothen the path for
following users. The GIA is to be referred before the PA starts looking for information from other PAs, process that can
be more time-consuming. Therefore, the role of the GIA is to offer to the PAs condensed information, in an easily
accessible, swiftly loadable form. From this description, it is clear that the GIA is subordinate to the PA (from the student
user' s point of view). The GIA cannot directly contact the student user unless the PA explicitly requests it. If the GIA
considers that its intervention is required, it still has to ask for permission from the PA. In this way, the generation of

confusing advice is avoided.

From the described interactions between agents and databases, and between the agents themselves, it is clear
that the agents of the system work in two ways. The first way is based on the embedded rule/knowledge
systems, which try to foresee, prevent and solve conflicting situations. The second way is as evolutionary,
learning objects, which can adaptively change their representation of the subject space, by creating and
deleting links and changing weights. A next step in the system' s agents design will be focused on adaptive
problem, quiz and test generation. In short, this design is made necessary by the fact that a student, after

failing to pass a test, has to be presented, after some more learning is done, with a new test, of similar
difficulty and contents. As it is difficult for the teachers to generate as many tests as would be necessary for
such repeated situations, this task is to be passed to the system' s agents. A very important task of each of the
agents is also to keep the consistency of the subject link database. The agents inform the teacher(s) if some
subjects form loops (determined by the priority connections set by the teacher(s)), if some subjects become
inaccessible; if a teacher is not available, they make corrections by themselves, and decide from the student
(s) feedback about the appropriateness of those changes.
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6 Conclusions
We have proposed in this paper an Evolutionary, Web-based, Academic English Teaching Environment,
called "MyEnglishTeacher". Moreover, we have described the rationale, the design and implementation and
the modules of our system: an authoring environment for the teacher user(s), which is generating the lessons,
and a learning environment for the student user(s). We have further on presented each of these modules in
more details. The learning environment is based on two intelligent agents, interacting with each other and
the student user, in order to guide the student through a new course for academic English, which is under

development in our laboratory. We have also explained in which sense our agents evolve and present
intelligence. Our agents build and modify student models with the help of a double graph: a non-weighted,
directional priority graph, and a weighted, non-directional, relatedness graph. In addition, we have explained
how, from the authoring system courseware design requirements, we enforce the generation of structured
content databases, to serve as a basis to the rule/knowledge bases, which will be used and added to by the
two agents. We believe that with our system we are addressing more than one current need: the need of an
English tutor for academics, which should also be easily accessible i.e., on-line , free, adaptive and userfriendly.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this research was to investigate a telecommunications project for Taiwanese students to learn the
English language and acquire cultural information through online technologies. Preservice teachers (PSTs) at a
state university in the United States worked with Taiwanese learners of English as a Second Language (ESL) at a
Taiwanese university. The goal of the research was to study intercultural online learning.

In Taiwan, many scholars have been discussing the need for educational reform and change of instructional
methods [7][36]. One change under consideration is increased use of online instruction. Taiwanese researchers
suggested that the educational reform should include the adoption of methods proposed in the West (i.e., the
United States, Great Britain, Australia, and other English-speaking countries), such as involving students in active
learning, teaching critical thinking skills, and incorporating individualized instruction [4][25]. Harasim (1990) and

Owston (1997) believed that instruction could be enhanced by online teaching. They have stated that online
instruction allows for active learning, idea generating, idea linking, and idea structuring as well as helps the
students to develop skills in critical thinking and problem solving. Individualized instruction is supported because
both synchronous and asynchronous modes of instruction are workable through technologies.
When online teaching is used as a language instructional method, it remedies Taiwan's geographical isolation as an

island and provides opportunities for ESL learners to communicate in an authentic English environment.
Successful second language (L2) learning includes not only knowing the linguistic features of the language but
also understanding the cultural concepts [14]. Sayers and Brown (1987) remarked, "foreign language students
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need authentic contacts with native speakers and much practice in a range of language skills -- including reading
and writing if they are to develop cultural awareness and communicative competence" (p. 23). L2 learners learn
language and culture if instruction is facilitated by supportive individualized learning activities [13]. These
activities must address the learner's current language level (Krashen's stage of i) and the level beyond the present
language and literacy capacities (Krashen's stage of i + 1) [21]. Telecommunications can help overcome the
limitations of Taiwanese isolation by providing for supportive and authentic language instruction.

2 Literature Review
Learning through telecommunications has evolved during the 1990s in the West and has proved to be successful
[1][8]. To bring more applications into Taiwan, we need to first explore Taiwanese students' needs and attitudes in
the use of such technology. Some scholars stated that Asian students employ different learning strategies than
students in the West [17][32]. Cheng (1980) pointed out that the educational system in Taiwan has adopted many

different educational methods developed in the West; however, utilization has been non-systematic and
inappropriate for societal needs in Taiwan. Furthermore, Stewart (1985) and Dooley (1995) noted that the
applications of educational technology in other countries besides the United States may be unsuitable because of
cultural non-transferability. For instance, other cultures may value a different set of learning and teaching modes

when compared to the United States, or they may have insufficient equipment for advanced technological
applications. Taiwanese scholars have also urged that future investigations must be done specifically on
distance-learning courses in Taiwan [6][37]. Therefore, close examination must be carried out prior to fully
adopting new telecommunication technologies as learning tools in Taiwan.

As technology advances, communication over a distance and across cultures becomes easier and inevitable.
However, very little can be found in the literature that addresses issues of online intercultural communication and
the design considerations that would enhance such interaction. Lee (1999) urged designers and instructors of
computer-based instruction to take cultural issues into consideration when developing learning environments and
technology integration within curricula. Caution must be taken, especially when intercultural contacts occur in an
online learning context, because communicators may not be who they seem to be online [28].

Collis and Remmers (1997) pointed out that to allow successful online cross-cultural contact, at least four issues
have to be taken into consideration: communication and interaction, language, content, and representation form.
First, communication and interaction are easily misinterpreted across cultures. According to the two researchers,
more communication and interaction are not necessarily better than less, and well-structured communication may

be preferable for wider audiences. Second, because language includes verbal and nonverbal cultural
communication, those developing cross-cultural online instruction must be sensitive to cultural differences in
communication styles. Third, designers must choose cross-cultural course content. Last, visuals can overcome
problems associated with text-based language. However, one must be sensitive to cultural differences in the
acceptability and interpretability of various aspects of visualization.
Research on online connections has been conducted in many areas during this decade. Projects connecting students
with teachers or other students in multiple locations were implemented in many subject areas such as science [22],

history [3], teaching [27], and language arts [35]. Similar projects in the area of foreign language learning are
found in the teaching of Portuguese [20], Russian [30], Spanish [24], and ESL [19][33]. The results of these studies

mainly stated how the participants at different sites benefited from the connection in increased technical
competence, personal development, language improvement, and more meaningful cultural exchanges. No research
has been found that explores the learning strategies used by students while learning a L2 online and the issues
encountered during their online intercultural communications.

3 Purposes and Research Questions
There were three purposes of this study: first, understanding the Taiwanese ESL learners' perceptions of learning
through distance technologies; second, exploring issues related to online intercultural communication; and third,
identifying the learning strategies the Taiwanese learners employed during distance learning to accomplish the
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acquisition of ESL and understanding of American culture. The three research questions guided the study were:
(1)

How do ESL learners in Taiwan perceive language acquisition and cultural understanding via distance

learning technologies after the experience?
(2) What intercultural phenomena can be observed in online learning for Taiwanese students?
(3) What online learning strategies do the Taiwanese use while learning the English language and learning about
American culture?

4 Method
This study employed a qualitative research design. This design enabled the researcher to inquire, comprehend, and
describe the experiencing world of the participants and the meaning of these experiences [2][26].

4.1 Participants
The project involved students in two different countries: US and Taiwan. There were 40 PSTs in the United States
who took either EDTC 305: Instructional Technology: Theory and Practice or INST 462: Language Acquisition
and Development at a state university. These were PSTs being prepared to teach English, ESL, political science,
and history at the elementary or secondary level. The same number of participants in Taiwan were students who
study in the Department of English Language and Literature at a university in Taipei, Taiwan. They were members
of English Composition and Conversation classes at either sophomore or junior levels. The US and Taiwanese
students participated in this research because their instructors included this online connection project as part of
their course requirement. The participants in the United States ranged from the ages of 20 to 22, while the students
in Taiwan ranged from the ages of 19 to 20.
In addition, the three professors in Taiwan whose students were project participants were also involved as research
subjects. They were interviewed by the researcher in regard to their students' perceptions of online experiences,
students' improvement in the English language as well as other types of knowledge through the connection.

4.2 Procedures
To carry out the study, US PSTs corresponded with Taiwanese university-level ESL learners for ten weeks. These

PSTs served as tutors of the English language and American culture. The participants in both countries were
matched one-on-one randomly prior to the connection. They were also given instructions and orientations on the
utilization of e-mail systems and on online learning/teaching. The PSTs were provided with a lecture, discussion,
supportive readings, example tutorial correspondences, and a web site of resources. The web site included a
downloadable lecture about online learning, the expected online correspondence process guidelines, a midterm
survey, sample correspondence, and previous participants' reflections
(http://www.coe.tamu.edu/lcifuent/classes/edtc305/online.htm). They also read on topics such as effective
facilitation of computer conferencing [9], computer-mediated communication [18], interactivity in online
environments [15], online teaching strategies [8], and cultural differences in teaching and learning [17].

Similarly, the students in Taiwan were supplied with an orientation where the project is introduced to them along
with rules and regulations. Sample correspondence, results of previous connections, and suggestions for online
learning and discussion topics were presented at their departmental website
(http: / /www.eng.fju.edu.tw /cultural connections.htm).
Every participant received a welcome letter to encourage them to open themselves up to this new experience. The
PSTs were given a rubric with expected number grades to help them accomplish the requirements for their part of
the connection. The Taiwanese students initiated the connection by sending out their first e-mail message to their
US partners. The US PSTs analyzed their student's language level and started to instruct him or her according to
that level through e-mail.
Mid-way during the ten-week connection, the PSTs were asked to fill out an online midterm survey. In Taiwan, the
students submitted a brief report to their instructors every two weeks to keep track of their connection progresses.
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At the end of the connection, the PSTs and their Taiwanese students filled out a post-connection survey. The PSTs
also handed in all of their e-mail printouts and personal journals that reflected their online teaching and learning
experiences. Similarly, the Taiwanese students handed in their final reports to their Taiwanese instructors. Two
weeks after the end of the connection, the researcher traveled to Taiwan to conduct interviews with 12 Taiwanese
students and the three Taiwanese professors. The interviews included open-ended questions.

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis
There were eight data sources: (a) printouts of correspondence; (b) the PSTs' midterm survey; (c) the PSTs'
post-connection survey; (d) the Taiwanese students' post-connection survey; (e) the PSTs' reflective journal
entries; (f) the Taiwanese students' final reports; (g) transcripts of the interview with the Taiwanese students; and
(h) transcripts of the interview with the Taiwanese professors.
Data analysis in qualitative studies is an ongoing process during the research; it is best done simultaneously with
the data collection [26]. Each time data are gathered, information was analyzed using procedures proposed by
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995). The steps included close reading, open coding, writing memos, noting themes
and patterns, and focused coding.

5 Results
Data analyses revealed remarkable information on the areas of (a) learner perception, (b) intercultural
communication, (c) factors affecting online connection, (d) online learning strategies, and (e) online learning
processes. First, this particular group of Taiwanese ESL learners was positive about L2 and cultural learning in an
online setting. The results of a post-condection survey showed that participants more or less agreed that (a) E-mail
connections have a positive place in ESL classrooms (mean of 3.71); (b) the Web-connection has a positive place
in ESL classrooms (mean of 3.51); (c) they would participate in another online connection if given the opportunity
(mean of 3.58); and (d) they would suggest their other friends or classmates participate in a similar project (mean
of 3.85) (see Table 1). Even though the response to the question "Overall, my connection was successful" was not
very high (mean of 3.26), learners who had an unsuccessful connection held positive attitudes toward the project.
One student wrote in her final report, "My pal does not respond to me so often. I didn't learn much through this
project this semester. But that doesn't mean this project is not good. I hope school brothers or sisters can still have
the chance to get in this project."

Table 1. Taiwanese Students' Responses Toward the Online Connection
Questions
The E-mail connection has a positive place in ESL classrooms.
The Web-board connection has a positive place in ESL classrooms.
I would participate in another online connection if given the opportunity.
I would suggest other friends or classmate participate in a similar project.
Overall, my connection was successful.

M

SD

3.71
3.51

0.67

3.58
3.85
3.26

1.50
1.13
0.78
1.07

Note. Participants responded on a 5-point Liken scale (1= Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree). The survey was
complete by 37 participants.
Second, intercultural communication issues cannot be ignored. A lot of Taiwanese learners interpreted that their

tutors were angry with them when they did not receive messages over a week. In addition, learners read what
wasn't intended in the messages. They constantly apologized to the PSTs for being an inconvenience. Several
learners ceased active interaction with the PSTs due to these personal interpretations. The Taiwanese professors
suggested that acquainting learners with different thinking patterns and expression styles is necessary in future
connections.

Third, factors that affected online connections included participants' motivation, attitudes toward each other,
participants' fields of experience, frequency and quality of interactions, technology, preparation, and support
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services (figure 1). Any missing component would hinder the success of the connection. Other resources such as
teachers, peers, family members, libraries, and web resources provided extra assistance to the participants.
Fourth, during the correspondences, ten learning strategies were found to be used by the learners in their messages.

These were paraphrasing, translation, Q&A from tutor to student, Q&A from student to tutor, explanation,
elaboration, decision-making, self-reflection, metacognition, and transfer. The learners in the more successful
pairs tended to use a variety of the ten strategies.

Finally, data indicated these ESL learners went through a series of processes for successful learning (figure 2).
Motivated learners set learning goals for themselves with the PSTs' help. Those who prepared themselves well by
finding topics of discussion or information in the libraries, the WW W, and traditional learning environment aimed
for frequent and quality interactions via e-mail with the PSTs. After each interaction, a review period prompted
learners for more interactions. Learners who went through these stages concluded that they had learnt new
information and increased their confidence in using English reading and writing skills. Needless to say, this result
increased their motivation to learn and thus encouraged the start of another learning cycle.

6 Discussions and Conclusion
This study is significant to both distance-learning educators and language-learning educators. There are at least
three reasons for this significance. First, the study provides insights for distance educators, both for those in
Taiwan and for those in other countries who have Taiwanese students enrolled in courses that are delivered via
telecommunications. The results of the study help these instructors to further understand Taiwanese students'
positive perceptions of L2 learning through online technologies, identify suitable conditions and environment for
these learners, and decide the extent to which this mode of instruction is applicable to students from this cultural
background.

Second, the online intercultural communications issues explored in this study assist telecommunications users
with more effective communication. They help users become aware of and anticipate problems when coming into

contact with people of other cultures via distance technologies. Even without using online technologies,
intercultural communication is already complex. Therefore, interaction may be hindered further when technology
is the transmission medium. Understanding the barriers and facilitators of online intercultural communication
leads to better and more successful intercultural interactions.

Third, the identified ten online learning strategies and online learning processes will add to the literature on
language learning and teaching. Such research is in demand because ESL programs in the United States are
planning to deliver more ESL courses to foreign countries via distance learning technologies.

In summary, most Taiwanese ESL learners had a positive experience with the online connection. The few
connections that failed were due to lack of participants' response, lack of participants' motivation, and technical
failure. Nevertheless, providing L2 instruction to learners over cyberspace is a method that should not be ignored.
Learners need to be prepared with adequate intercultural communication skills and online learning strategies.

Follow-up investigation of online ESL acquisition might include specific amount of improvement on learners'
writings and learning via synchronous technologies such as chats, interactive videoconferences, and desktop
videoconferences.
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Instructional design (ID) provides a framework to facilitate both teaching and
learning activities. ID also prescribes desirable learning outcomes. This paper
introduces the implementation of an ID template in web-based language courses.
The ID template incorporates several cognitive strategies based on schema

theory. A schema-theory-based model provides a useful framework for
knowledge organization and information processing. In a course that emphasizes

reading comprehension, schema theory accounts for how learners construct
meaning from texts based on the information they encounter, the prior knowledge
they already have, and the way they interact with the new information. The ID

template consists of four instructional sequences. The cognitive strategies, ID
examples, and purposes for each sequence are illustrated. The sequences include
warm-up activities, preparatory activities, core activities, and post activities. Each
sequence is interconnected with the others and looped back to the beginning in

each lesson unit. The preliminary evaluation results indicate the degree of
student satisfaction for the ID template for various external and internal factors.

Keywords: instructional design, schema theory, cognitive strategies, web-based
foreign language instruction

1 Introduction
Instructional design (ID) plays a critical role in the success of distance education. ID is an interdisciplinary
science that provides a theoretical background for the design and implementation of instructional units to
achieve desirable learning outcomes. ID principles encompass theories in both learning and instruction.
Although the instructional design for web-based instruction does share some common principles with
instructional design for traditional classroom teaching, the modes of instruction and learning are quite
different from each other. The roles of learners and instructors continue to go through fundamental changes
as well. What kind of instructional theories can be best applied to web-based education? There is no one
single universal theory for all instructional design as the objectives, learning contexts, subject matters, and
expected learning outcomes vary from one field to another. The development of ID also depends on the
pedagogical principles that the instructors or instructional designers adapt to. The views on instructional
design can be approached from different perspectives such as behavioral (Gropper, 1983); systematic (Gagne,
Briggs, & Wager, 1992); structural (Scandura, 1983); motivational (Keller, 1983), transactional (Merrill, 1997);
and cognitive (Tennyson, 1990; West et al., 1991). Cognitive schema theory especially receives prominent
attention in the field of instructional design and language education for its emphasis on the use of aid for
perception, learning, comprehension, and recall (Anderson, 1984; West et al., 1991). This paper focuses on
the application of schema theory to the instructional design of language courses delivered through the World
Wide Web. The preliminary evaluation results are summarized at the end.
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2 Theoretical Framework
Why is ID important in web-based distance education? Reigeluth (1983) argued that ID is a linking science
between theory and practice. This linking science was further elaborated by Tennyson and Schott (1997):
"As a field of study, it provides a theoretical foundation to principles of instructional design, a research base
confirming the theoretical foundations, and a direct involvement in the application of those principles" (p. 1).
ID theories prescribe the variables and conditions required for certain learning outcomes. Furthermore, the
practice of ID utilizes various methods and technologies to develop learning environments based on these
theories (Tennyson & Schott, 1997). Many ID models have been developed and the theoretical bases vary
greatly. A typical model includes the following five steps: "(1) setting the objectives; (2) preassessment, that

is, determining whether the target students have the prerequisites to benefit from the instruction; (3)
planning the instruction; (4) trial, that is, presenting the instruction for developmental purposes; and (5)
testing and evaluation" (West et al., 1991). Each step can be further divided into more detailed instructional
sequences. The focus of this paper is on planning the instruction based on cognitive learning theories.
Schema theory is an especially appropriate cognitive learning theory because of its emphasis on knowledge
organization and representation.

There is no one single theory called schema theory. It has evolved and become the basic component of many
cognitive learning theories. According to cognitive theorists, schemas or schemata are mental data structures

that represent our knowledge about objects, situations, events, self, sequences of actions and natural
categories (Anderson, 1985; Rumelhart, 1981). Schemata are also like scripts of plays (Schank & Abelson,
1977). In other words, schemata are chunks of knowledge stored in the human mind by patterns, structures,
and scaffolds (West et al., 1991). Based on Rumelhart's definition (1981), schemata serve the function of
"scaffolding." Knowledge is perceived, encoded, stored, and retrieved according to the chunk of information
stored in the memory. Schemata facilitate information processing. Schesma can be "instantiated" by specific
examples of concepts or events. For example, one's schema for "teaching" can be instantiated'by viewing a
scenario on the interaction between a teacher and students. As soon as schemata are instantiated, one can
associate or recall more similar scenarios (Bruning et al, 1995). Schema theory is appropriate for language
instruction due to its powerful explanation of memory and recall. In the case of reading comprehension,
schema theory accounts how learners construct meaning from texts based on the information they encounter,
the prior knowledge they already hold, and the way they interact with the new information (Bruning et al,
1995, p. 275). As summarized by Andre (1987), schemata serve the following important function in reading
comprehension:
1. Providing the knowledge base for assimilating new text information
2. Guiding the ways readers allocate their attention to different parts of reading passages
3. Allowing readers to make inferences about text materials
4. Facilitating organized searches of memory
5. Enhancing editing and summarizing content
6. Permitting the reconstruction of content (Bruning et al., 1995, p. 275).

Schemata provide the backgrounds for learners to comprehend a text by inference. Schemata also make it
possible to summarize a passage by selecting the parts that are important to them. These processes cannot
be completed without the knowledge structures that schemata provide. Since one of the elements of schema

theory is making predictions based on what learners already know, making the link between the old
information and the new information has generated a great deal of research interest. Two areas of research in
this direction are advance organizer and schema activation.

Advance organizers employ the structure of some materials that the learners are already familiar with as the

framework of the new materials. In other words, advance organizers are designed to offer "ideational
scaffolding for the stable incorporation and retention of the more detailed and differentiated Material that
follows" (Ausubel, 1968, p. 148). Advance organizers are relevant introductory materials that are introduced
in advance of the core texts. Recent studies have also shown that providing short and concrete examples for
upcoming events are more useful to readers than abstract, general, and vague learner organizers (Corkill et al.,
1988).

Schema activation refers to the design of activities for the purposes of activating learner's knowledge in
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similar fields prior to learning new subject matters (Bruning et al., 1995). They are often in the forms of short

questions. In a way, schema activation serves similar purposes of advanced organizers by linking new
information with old information that the learners already know. However, schema activation relies more on
the learners to generate information from their previous knowledge base. Schema activation works better if

the schema activating activities are relevant to the to-be-learned information. A study on the reading
comprehension of a group of fifth-graders showed that the group with relevant schema activation
remembered the reading texts better than the groups with non-relevant schema activation (Peeck et al., 1982).

There are also many other cognitive strategies that help students with reading comprehension. These
strategies are designed to help students in gaining control of their learning process for the purpose of
comprehending reading texts. Bruning et al. (1995) summarized the following five strategies for reading
comprehension:

1. Determining importance: Instructional activities can be designed to help learners locating the

main ideas of the text. Without knowing the main ideas, readers would have a hard time
understanding the text.

2. Summarizing information: Students should not only learn to summarize the main ideas in a
passage but also generate a text that represents the original one. Students' reading skills improve
when their summarization skills improve.

3. Drawing inferences: Studies have shown that the ability to make inferences is positively
associate with reading skills (Dewitz et al., 1987; Raphael & McKinney, 1983). Good readers are
usually good at guesswork.
4. Generating questions: Good readers ask questions frequently. Through self-questioning or peerexchanged questions, learners will have a better understanding of texts.
5. Monitoring comprehension: Readers should have the ability of knowing when they understand

the text and when they do not. A good reader also has the ability to detect errors and
inconsistencies in the reading materials. When they become critical of the reading texts, they do a

better job in detecting errors. Peer editing or peer-critiquing is a good way to monitor
comprehension (Bruning et. al., 1995, p. 279-284).

The next section describes how some of the cognitive strategies can be employed in the instructional design
of web-based language courses.

3 Instructional Design Template for Web-based Language Courses
The web course introduced in this paper is the first one in a series of Asian language courses using the same
instructional design templates. There is a lack of higher-level language courses (3d year and above) in Less

Commonly Taught Languages (LCTLs) such as Asian languages and other non-Roman languages in
American universities and colleges. Yet, the need for higher-level language courses does exist for students
who would like to continue language studies. The objectives of the web courses are to provide opportunities
for students whose institutes do not provide language courses in LCTLs and to disseminate information on
the ID model of pedagogically sound language instruction. The first course that is currently offered through
the University of Hawaii systems is a Chinese reading and writing course at the Id and 4th year level. A
Chinese listening/reading/writing course and a Korean reading/writing course will be offered in fall 2000.
More courses in Japanese and other LCTLs are in the planning stage at present. The instructional design
template is summarized as follow:

Goal: To improve Chinese reading and writing skills.

Objectives:

1. Students will possess the skills to decipher reading materials through a series of cognitive
strategies.

2. Students will improve writing skills through continuous revisions, peer-critique, and teacher
feedback.
3. Students will have a good command of vocabulary in the subject matters covered in the course.
4. Students will co-construct knowledge together through collaborative tasks in building word bank,
grammar clinic, and essay database.
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Content: The content covers a wide variety of topics based on authentic teaching materials
collected from China and Taiwan, including topics such as cuisine, travel, medicine, celebrities,
university, and so on. These materials were developed into ten self-directed reading lessons on a
CD-ROM. The web course uses the CD-ROM as the core reading materials. Each web lesson unit
was designed to enhance the understanding of the equivalent core text in the CD-ROM.
Format of the Instruction: The World Wide Web and the CD-ROM were selected to deliver the
instruction and course content. Asynchronous communication via email and web-forum are the
means for student-student and student-teacher interactions.

ID Sequence &
Modules

Table 1 Instruction design template for web-based language courses
Purposes
ID Examples
Cognitive Strategies

1. Warm-up
activities

Schema activation

Word bank

2. Preparatory
activities
3.1 Core activities

Advance organizer

Picture matching

Determining
importance
Drawing inferences
Generating questions
Scaffolding

Working on CD-ROM
reading activities

Brainstorming on terminology
Co-construction of knowledge

base

3.2 Core activities
3.3 Core activities

Q&A
Small Group

Discussions
Grammar Clinic

4.1 Post activities

Monitoring
comprehension
Modeling

4.2 Post activities
4.3 Post activities

Recall
Summarizing

Language work
Composition & revision

3.4 Core activities

Sample essay

information

Preparation for forthcoming
texts
Determining the importance of
information
Self-questioning
Debate/Discussion/Role Play
Use input for other activities
Peer editing with teacher
feedback
Teacher demonstration

Monitoring comprehension
Individual output with
collective database on writing
samples

Sequence of Instruction: The framework of the instruction sequence is adapted from Hiple and
Fleming's (1996) work which is specifically designed for foreign language instruction. The ID
examples are developed by the instructors Fleming & Lu (1999) for web-based language courses.
There are eight units in each web course. Each unit employs the following four sequences of
instruction.

1. Warm-up activities: These activities employ simple and short questions to activate learners'
previous knowledge relevant to the subject matter. For example, on the unit for cuisine, students
are asked to write down two or three things they know about Chinese cooking. Their responses

are put into a database called the "word bank." By the end of each unit, students have
accumulated an abundant collection of glossary under a specific language topic.

2. Preparatory activities: Students are asked to match some descriptions with pictures. These
pictures provide a background information of the lesson and prepare the students for the
forthcoming texts.
3. Core Activities: There are four components in Core Activities: working on the CD-ROM, Q & A

forum, Small Group Discussions, and Grammar Clinic. Students first go through the reading
activities in the CD-ROM. They then post questions about the content of the CD-ROM on the Q
& A web forum. Following that, they are divided into three-member or two-member small groups
to carry out a conversational task. Take the cuisine unit for example, they have to make up their

minds on which restaurant to go to for dinner. One conversation example is provided so that
students know in advance the scope and depth of the expected conversation. In Grammar Clinic,
the instructors pick several erroneous sentences from the Small Group Discussions and post them
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at the Grammar Clinic (a web forum) for peer editing and critiquing. All these sentences are posted
anonymously.
4. Post Activities: In the final stage the learners model from teacher's examples and peers' writings
before they work on their own essays independently. First, the teacher provides a sample essay

and a language matching exercise to reinforce the key words in the essay. Gradually, teachers
withdraw help and let the student compose their own essays. If they have a hard time starting,
they can view other students' submissions of essays in the database to come up with more ideas.
Among the eight units, the last two units are designed for language exchange with native speakers from the
country of the target language. For more details, please refer to the web site
( http : / /www.11l.hawaii.edu/yuedu). The ID template can be modified for different language instruction. The
Word Wide Web is an especially perfect media since all information is recorded and saved in the database.
Students can always go back to review the collective database for their own review.

4 Evaluation of the web course
In the evaluation process, the instructional design team is interested in student feedback on the sequences of
instruction. At the end of each unit, students are asked to fill out an anonymous feedback form that consists
of 10 questions on a five-point Likert scale. Comment areas are provided for each question. Table 2 shows the
preliminary partial results on the ID template evaluation.

Students had provided valuable feedback to the instructional design team. The team was able to use this
feedback to adjust course content and activity design. Generally speaking, students agreed that most
instructional design modules are useful for their learning. The degree of helpfulness varies from module to
module. However, it seems that the students generally did not like the use of the CD-ROM. One reason is that
the CD-ROM could only be used on a Macintosh while 95% of the students in the class used PC-compatible
computers. PC users were restricted to use campus Macintosh computers to access the content in the CDROM. Furthermore, since the CD-ROM was developed for self-directed learning, there was also a lack of

interaction between students and teachers. Finally, there were some bugs in the programming of the CDROM. Students were not enthusiastic about the programming bugs. The team is in the process of converting
the CD-ROM into cross-platform media and fixing the bugs.

Table 2 Feedback on Instructional Design Lesson Template
1 = Strongly disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Slightly Agree; 4 = Agree; and 5Unit 2 Unit 4
(mean) (mean)
= Strongly Agree
(n= I 1) (n=9)
Post Unit feedback questions
3.78
QI I have gained new knowledge from this unit.
4.09
4.45
4.33
Q2 When I ask for help, the instructors respond in a timely way.
4.33
Q3 When I ask questions, the instructors give me the answers I need. 4.36
Q4

The warm-up activities are useful. (i.e. contributing and sharing 3.73

vocabulary)
Q5 The preparatory activities are useful. (i.e. matching pictures to text) 3.91
3.18
Q6 The content of the core lessons (CD-ROM) is well designed.
Q7 The forum discussions (i.e. Q&A, role-play, small group4.09
discussion) are useful.
3.45
Q8 The grammar clinic is helpful.
4
Q9 The language work is at the proper level of difficulty.
4.09
Q10 The essay writing is at the proper level of difficulty.
3.94
Average

3.78

Unit5
Unit?
(mean) (mean)
(n=11) (n=9)
3.56
3.73
4.09
3.33
4.09
3.67
3.73
3.44

3.67
3.33
3.78

3.36

3.22

2.91

NA*

3.73

3.33

3.89
4.00
4.22

3.73
3.55
4.09
3.701

NA*

3.91

3.56
3.67
3.473

* Un't 7 is designed for language exchange. The questions on CD-ROM and Grammar Clinic are not
applicable.

As for the web-based instructional modules, the warm-up activities were not deemed as useful as the
instructional design team had expected them to be. When monitoring student online activities through the
server-tracking program, it was found that most of them did not go back to use the database after submitting
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the required entries. The instructor started requiring the students to incorporate the vocabulary into their

essays towards the end of the semester. By then, it may have been too late to see how the change in
instructional strategy would affect the way the students utilize the database. This is a good lesson for
instructional designers. All instructional sequence should be interconnected and continuously looped back
to the beginning. If the instructional modules are designed as stand-along units, students will not see the
purpose of building on the knowledge based that they have co-constructed.
Finally, there seems to be a slight decline in the helpfulness of the ID modules when comparing the average in

table 2. The perceived helpfulness declines especially in unit 7. The change in instructional format (i.e.,
language exchange) and the more specialized topic (i.e., movies) may have posed a greater challenge for less
competent students. Interviews with the student may help to find out the real reasons. Nevertheless, the
comments from students were overall positive. Here are a few comments from the students.
" The warm-up activities have been very helpful in preparing for the entire lesson."
"The preparatory activities makes one think harder about the subject material."

"Small group discussion wasn't as interesting as the previous units because there were a little
interactions among students."

I believe I would not have learned all of the new words from a textbook. Contributing and sharing
vocabulary for this unit has really helped my ability to read the Chinese newspaper's entertainment
"

section."

"The text for this section was presented in a way that forced me to focus and analyze more fully the
meaning. A good challenge which I enjoyed."

" This unit helped me to learn unique vocabulary for discussions with almost any Chinese speaker. I am
more confident that I can carry a conversation with a Chinese speaker about my favorite movie."

"While on occasion some vocabulary has been a little bit difficult, once I put the sentence or paragraph
into context, the usage of the vocabulary became more clear."

5 Conclusions
ID sets up a framework for desirable learning outcomes. The incorporation of cognitive strategies helps
students to efficiently achieve the learning objectives. It can be found from their comments that the students
valued greatly the aspects of online interaction and co-construction of a knowledge database. It is through
the collaborative tasks that they are able to interact for a purpose, i.e., for the completion of a task that has a
real-world application. The overall ID objectives have been met through the instructional sequences.
Nevertheless, there is not much evidence supporting the effectiveness of the ID modules other than
students' own remarks. Further study on the comparison of the actual online activities (e.g. tracking the
mouse clicks) with their perceptions on the usefulness of each ID module can provide more insight into the
effectiveness of the instructional design. In addition, an objective panel of language experts to evaluate the
performance of the students could also provide assessment to the final learning outcomes.
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The design of a synchronous computer aided English writing environment is
described. Two novel mechanisms have been designed to provide the two
fundamental capabilities on the Internet: (1) synchronous text co-editing, and (2)
voice delivery. The system exploits the integration of computer and networking
capabilities with linguistic and pedagogical principles crucial to distance
language learning. In addition to the advanced capabilities of the synchronous
writing environment, the system archives the learners' English writing
production and content of learner-tutor interactions in a searchable database. The
resulting archive offers a novel source of information that can radically extend
the scope of research into second language acquisition and into the effectiveness

of second language teaching. The data can also raise learners' self-awareness
concerning their own language learning and provide teachers a window onto the
recurrent needs of learners and the effectiveness of various responses to these
needs.

Keywords: Computer aided language learning (CALL), Distance learning,
Learner corpus, Voice transmission, Co-editing

1 Introduction
With the rise of the World Wide Web, there has been a corresponding resurgence in Computer Aided
Language Learning (CALL). Currently, there are numerous commercially available packages ranging in
format from CD-ROMs to web-based systems. While CD-ROMs are limited in the resources that can be
included and in the level of interactivity and responsiveness to individual users, web-based systems have the
advantage of transcending these limitations. More specifically, the Internet offers the potential of integrating
content with computer and networking capabilities. Despite this potential, however, current web-based
CALL systems are often limited to static systems which store content in relatively easily accessible formats.

Among the limitations in these approaches, students are either constrained by restrictive sequencing of
materials or fixed content; the learning behavior or performance of students is not recorded or exploited for
insights into their needs or difficulties; the experience of previous users (whether students or teachers) is
given no role in providing feedback or in evaluating the users or the system.

Among the distance learning systems on the Internet, a fundamental distinction can be drawn between two
basic modes of interaction available: asynchronous and synchronous. In systems using the asynchronous
mode, lecture content is provided, typically on web pages. Learners may pose their questions or opinions on
discussion boards, and e-mail serves as the main communication channel. These systems lack capabilities
for real-time communication between instructors and learners or among peers. In environments that use the
synchronous mode, on the other hand, systems are required that support real-time communication modules
and interactivity. Many currently available systems have text, audio, and video communication capability.
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However, these systems do not take the specific needs of language learning and teaching into consideration.

In this paper, we propose a learning environment designed to overcome the above restrictions. Based on
the proposed design philosophy, a synchronous English writing environment, Write Now, has been designed
and implemented on the Internet. The work reported here is the result of collaborative research between
Computer and Networks (CAN) and Research in English Acquisition and Pedagogy (REAP) laboratories at
Tamkang University.

The proposed system consists of two main components: (1) a synchronous English writing clinic and (2) an
archived log of learner and learner-tutor output. In the first component, the synchronous writing clinic, we
make use of a web-based user interface and provide the following functions: (1) an online essay display
board with synchronous co-editing and dialog capabilities, (2) real-time voice communication, and (3) an
online comment bank for tutors where frequently used comments can be easily stored, retrieved, and offered
to students during the online tutorial sessions. The Write Now system, then, differs from conventional CALL
software packages in that it offers global access over the Internet, identifies the needs of learners and tutors,
and provides online tools designed to meet these needs.

In the following sections, the description of the system is organized as follows. In section 2, an overview of
the system is given. We illustrate the design philosophy and building blocks of the system. In Section 3,
we describe in detail the technical mechanisms, such as session management, the co-editing mechanism, and
voice transmission. The system implementation and user interface are described in Section 4. Directions for
future work and a conclusion are given in Section 5.

2 System Overview
2.1 The Overall Online Language Learning Environment
Write Now is one module in a larger web-based English learning environment designed to give learners and
teachers access to each other and to online learning resources [11]. The larger system combines several

components currently at various stages of development into an integrated online language learning
environment weaving together the study and practice of English writing, reading, listening, and speaking
skills. The environment has been designed based upon some basic premises concerning the domain of
second language learning and teaching. First, language skills are best learned in a mutually reinforcing
integrated environment that offers generous access to authentic English input as well as immediate feedback.
Second, students learn best not simply by studying English but by using it in meaningful contexts as well.
Finally, while the dearth of such idealistic conditions for English learning in non-English speaking settings is
one of the most serious obstacles to EFL learners in those contexts, thoughtfully designed web-based
systems can provide EFL learners with global access to these conditions. Crucially, however, such systems
must be designed according to specifications provided by linguists and experienced language teachers.
The design schema of the overall system is represented in Fig. 1. Two sorts of language data are fundamental
to this environment: English input offered to the learner and English output produced by the learner. With

respect to input to the learner, the system's architecture enables content to be retrieved from a variety of
sources in a range of media (text as well as multi-media). These can be edited or annotated for the learner by

teachers or materials developers and then made available to the targeted learners. Learners access this
English input through the learning environment at the center of the system. Here the learner's interface
provides interactive access to content and to teachers and tutors.

As far as output is concerned, learners are

able to write essays and participate in online discussion boards with the help of online dictionaries and
writing supports. Teachers, in turn, are provided interfaces through which they can comment on the learners'

production. Crucially, these interactions are stored as annotated learner data, and learners, teachers, and
researchers can access and analyze the relevant performance data and feedback. Researchers have authoring
tools to create online help that addresses precisely the errors that they uncover in their investigation of the
learner output. In this manner, the expertise of instructors and researchers and the learning experience of
learners can be accumulated and shared with all users.
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Error Analysis

Researcher

Fig. 1.

Paradigm of the interactive language learning environment

2.2 The Synchronous Online Tutoring Environment
To simulate an on-site writing clinic on the Internet and to exploit the potential of the integration of
computers, communication networks, linguistics, and language pedagogy, the proposed writing environment
is equipped with the following special tools and functions.
(1) Co-editing: The essay under discussion is pasted by the learner onto the essay display frame and is

displayed simultaneously on the tutor's and learner's computer screen. By using the mouse to select
any portion of the displayed text, both learner and tutor are able to work on the same sentence and
immediately identify the writing problem. Co-editing the same sentence, however, may result in
conflicting data if a suitable co-editing mechanism is not available [1][4]. To satisfy this requirement,
a textual co-editing mechanism has been developed.

(2) Online conversation: To enhance communication between the participants within this environment, a

real-time voice conversation channel has been provided. Since most of the present Internet
environments deliver only best effort service, we have developed a voice transmission scheme to
overcome packet delay [6][7], jitter [12], and packet loss [10][8] in order to provide improved quality
voice transmission for our purposes.
(3) Comment bank: The design of this environment provides users with the ability to mark a specific

portion of an essay and immediately give comments concerning that portion of text. Giving comments
is the basic tool that tutors have for conveying their specific suggestions to students about a piece of
student writing. To reduce the tedious and repetitive aspects involved in giving this feedback, the tutors'

interface includes a bank of easily retrieved frequently used comments. A standard set is provided,
and, in addition, each tutor can edit these comments or create her own. The standard set consists of
positive comments as well as corrective ones and simple but important session management comments
(for example, 'has your teacher already given you any suggestions about this essay?' or 'Please paste
your essay in the frame now.') As is well known, instructors' comments contain invaluable information
for the learner. Fortunately, since the channels of communication for the WriteNow system are computer
and networks, this data can be recorded, archived, and indexed to the specific portion of student text that
each was aimed at. The data is retreivable by learners, teachers, and researchers, providing rare insights
into the learners difficulties and the learning and teaching process.

(4) Online help: The WriteNow interface offers learners and teachers online access to learner dictionaries
and other language resources that can be conveniently consulted during the tutorial session. This design
feature is intended to meet the goal of providing students input and feedback at the moment of need. In
addition, the overall online environment provides an authoring environment where domain
administrators can create online help targeted specifically to the problems uncovered in research on the
learners' English output. In the future, these helps will be made available in the WriteNow synchronous
environment as well.

(5) Comment tabulations: A means of reflecting on the nature of students' writing difficulties and on the
sorts of communication that tutors find useful in discussing the essays with students is provided in the
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form of statistics on comments that have been used. A record is kept in each session of how frequently
a comment has been given.

3 Design of Synchronous English Writing Clinic
Design of synchronous English writing clinic, Write Now, is presented in this section. In the Write Now

module, we focus on designing the functions that provide real-time communication capability and
interactivity. We describe the design of the system's special features: (1) the textual co-editing environment,
(2) voice transmission on the Internet, and (3) the comment bank design.

3.1 Textual co-editing environment
The basic purpose of the co-editing environment is to allow two users who are separated by distance (for
example a student and a tutor or two students) to discuss a piece of student writing and specifically to enable
both parties to focus on the same portion of text at the same time and communicate clearly about that portion
of text. In other words, the environment is intended to allow synchronous tutorial sessions for writing
instruction.

This co-editing environment includes two modes, control mode and free mode. In the control mode, a
priority scheme is set in place so that the tutor can overwrite the learner's output. In the free mode, the
environment allows a two-way override in order to give the users a higher degree of flexibility in modifying
the essay. In the free mode, however, data conflict can occur. With conventional, floor control mechanisms,
such as token control, the data conflict problem is resolved at the cost of some degree of flexibility [3][5].
In the proposed approach, a co-editing mechanism, Temporal And Spatial Data conflict detection (TASD)
[1], is developed which takes data consistency and user flexibility into account. The designed algorithm
resolves the data conflict by using an undo process. Intuitively, data conflict arises when two events occur
within the same markup area. By further analysis of the events into relationships such as temporal relations,
spatial relations, and event attributes make it possible to avoid many undo processes. The version of the
co-editing algorithm proposed here is an extension of our previous work [1].

3.2 Voice transmission on the Internet
As is well known, currently the Internet offers only a point-to-point best-effort service, which may present
packet delay, delay variation, and packet loss. As a result, the voice quality is degraded. We have designed
a voice tool to overcome this type of transmission difficulty [2][9]. We emphasize the design of redundant
packet sending mechanism and QoS monitoring mechanism. The redundant packet sending mechanism
evaluates the sending packet from a set of compression packet formats to compensate packet loss. The QoS
monitoring mechanism serves the purpose of collecting the present network traffic conditions such as delay,
delay jitter, and packet loss. The information is then used in playout time adjustment.

3.3 Comment Bank Design
The design of comment bank serves .two purposes: (1) it reduces the tedious work of the tutor and (2) it
permits the tabulation of online error statistics. To achieve these purposes, the comment bank has a standard
set of comments as shown in Table 1 and an optional set of comments. There are three classes in the
standard set of comments, namely, (1) starting comments, which help start the session with initial questions
about the assignment, (2) comments about grammar, diction, and mechanics (such as punctuation), and (3)
comments about rhetorical elements such as organization and unity. The most frequently used comments
are collected in the comment bank so that tutors need not type them each time from scratch but can simply
select them from the bank. The standard set of comments is shared among all tutors whereas each tutor has
an optional set of comments which she or he can edit or modify according to individual preferences.

Class

Table 1 The standard comments set
Comment
Welcome online. What can I help you with?
Draft of your essay Do you have a draft of your essay to show me?
Please paste your essays into the frame.
Paste essays
Tag
Welcome
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Starting comments

Comments about
grammar and diction

Comments about
rhetorical elements

About this
assignment
Audience
Teacher seen
Teacher said
What help
Wrong word

Fragment
Splice
Run-on
How to fix
Unclear
Main idea?
Relevance
Unity
Give an example

Tell me a little about this assignment.

What audience you are to write this for?
Has your teacher seen this draft before?
Tell me what your teacher said.
What would you like help with?
I don't think this expression conveys what you are
trying to say here.
This is a sentence fragment.
This is a comma splice.
This is a run-on sentence.
What would be a way to fix the problem?
I don't understand what this means here.
I can't see the main idea of this part.
I don't see how this is related to the rest of the essay.
It isn't clear how these ideas are related to each other.
You probably need an example to show what you
mean.

4 Implementation and Results
The WruteNow system is implemented with MS Visual C++ 6.0. Currently, the system runs on a Windows
98, Windows 2000 or Windows NT platforms and is available for the students in the Department of English
at Tamkang University.

The graphic user interface of WriteNow is shown in Fig. 2. After the initiation of the main page, a user can
select the tutor from the online user list. When the connection is made between two users, learner and tutor
make use of the co-editing area as editing ground. The markup area will also appear on the screen at the
remote site, allowing both users to simultaneously focus on the same portion of text though they are at
distant locations. The comment bank and online help also appear during a tutoring sessionthe comment
bank for tutors only and online help for both tutor and learner. The content of comment bank is described in
section 3.3. Currently, users can access an online electronic dictionary, a corpus of standard English which

can be queried for examples of vocabulary in use, and so on. Both learner and tutor may select the
corresponding tool from the main page. A voice control panel and text discussion board are provided as well.
Thus, users may choose these communication channels for their convenience.
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Fig. 2 The WriteNow synchronous virtual writing clinic GUI

5 Conclusions and Future Work
The advance of computer and Internet technology has resulted in dramatic changes in contemporary society.

At this stage, one critical challenge brought by these changes is how to use these technologies in the
development of novel and effective learning environments. In this paper, we illustrate our design philosophy,
premised upon the integration of computer and networking technologies, linguistics, and language pedagogy
in the construction of a synchronous virtual writing clinic, WriteNow, on the Internet. The proposed system

not only breaks down temporal and spatial limitations, but also provides tools for detecting learning
difficulties and addressing them in an online environment.

To achieve the design goals, the developed system consists of the following features which are distinct from
usual networked writing environments. First, it provides a co-editing environment with voice

communication support allows the users, to attend to a common focal point though separated by great
distances. Thus, users may co-edit the same sentence and then identify relevant learning problems
immediately. Second, a comment bank is provided which includes comments for encouragement and
reinforcement, for correction, and for practical matters of session management. Through the tutor's use of
the designed comment bank, a learner can be made aware of the nature of their problems and strengths and

can be offered immediate resources that address these. Moreover, the data collected are recorded in
learnerdata archive.

Further data analysis can be applied offline to detect persistent learning difficulties.

These data build the basis of inter-language research and the creation of online language help aimed
specifically at empirically attested learner difficulties.

The developed system is currently being tested in the Department of English at Tamkang University. The
corresponding software works on Windows 98/2000/NT and is available from our web site [13]. The
synchronous writing clinic is currently integrated with a complementary asynchronous writing
environment--an interactive English writing system in IWiLL used by over 200 English majors and six
English professors at Tamkang University. The resulting system constitutes a novel multifaceted writing
environment for second language learners and teachers.
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A self-learning multimedia program was developed for English teachers'
professional development in the integration of computers into the English
curriculum. This program consist of four parts: (1) study guide (2) application
cases (3) computer resources, and (4) related documents. In addition, a tool box
is provided to gain access to a word processing system for taking notes, or to
connect to a network discussion system for ideas exchange. This program was

found satisfactory based on a preliminary evaluation. However, it will be
upgraded continueously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be
followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.

Keywords: Multimedia, System development, ESL teaching, Teacher
professional development

1 Introduction
It is said that the use of computer technology can create authentic and rich learning environments where
learners' communication skills in English may be enhanced greatly.[1][2] To have such benefits, it is
important to integrate computers into the English curriculum. In so doing, many factors such as computer
technology, subject matters, learners, and even the environments all need to be taken into consideration.
Above all, the key factor to successful integration is the school teacher. Teachers eventually need to take the
responsibility of determining when and how to use computers, and assessing the effectiveness of computer
use with their students.[3] However, a survey report in 1999 by the National Center for Educational
Statistics still indicated such problem since only less than 20% of current teachers in American reported
feeling very well prepared for technology integration.[4] The teachers in Taiwan also have the same
problems. Neither do they know what kind of computer resources available, nor do they know how to apply
them to their classroom instruction. In view of this, a multimedia program was developed for middle school
English teachers so as to increase their competence and confidence in the instructional use of computers, and
consequently to help them integrate computers into their instruction.
In the age of information technology, teachers are required to learn about technology. On the other hand,
technology can be used to promote teacher professional development. For example, Hawkes proposed the
use of network-based communication for teachers to gain access to professionally relevant knowledge.[5]
However, the network installation is more complicated compared to that of cd-rom. Furthermore, the quality
of Internet transmission for large amount of data such as videos is still below our satisfaction. Therefore, this
multimedia program for English teachers currently resides on a cd-rom instead of a web site. However,
technical support is available via telephone calls or e-mails. In addition, teachers can share ideas with others
by connecting to a network discussion system.

2 The Developing Process
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The Systems approach to instructional design has been adopted to guide the production of this multimedia
program and thus to ensure the quality of its end product. [6][7] On the whole, the process includes four
phases, namely, analysis, design, development, and evaluation/revision.

2.1 Phase of Analysis
Based on the review of the literature, there is a need to enhance teachers' willingness, competence, and
confidence in the use of computers in their English classrooms. Due to the advantages of convenience and
flexibility, a self-learning multimedia program is proposed. Basically this program attempts to achieve the
following goals: (1) to stimulate teachers to rethink the new roles of teachers in an information society, (2)
to help teachers understand the principles and strategies of the classroom use of comoputers, and thus
generate some possible ways of applications, and (3) to encourage teachers to follow the application cases
and lesson plans provided by this program and actually apply computers to their classroom instruction

2.2 Phase of Design
After several discussions with English teachers, English teaching experts, and instructional designers, a
framework of this program is finally settled as shown in figure 1. The "study guide" gives an overview of the
program' s goals, operation procedures, and contents to help users get an overall view of this program in a
short time. Thus the users are able to decide the best way to use the program to meet their own needs. The
"application cases" provides several cases about teachers' classroom use of computers in English teaching.

Since these cases are realistic, it is believed that they would give teachers strong inspirations and
implications. Each case contains useful information including: (1) background of the school and the teacher,
(2) lesson plan of using computers in his or her classroom, (3) "teaching on the spot" in the video format, (4)
student reactions based on the questionnaire and interview data, (5) teacher reflections about this practice,
and (6) related issues pointed out by the designer.

The "computer resources" lists the titles of cd-roms and web sites useful for English teaching. The publisher
of each cd-rom and a short description of its content are provided. The address of each web site, a short
description of its content, and the computer screen of its homepage are displayed. The "related documents"
includes a set of helpful information regarding implementing computer technology. For example, the "future
education" outlines schools, teachers, and English teaching in the future. The "use of computers" describes
the strengths of computers, identifies types of applications, and presents samples of lesson plans. The "user

guide" points out the issues of intelligence properties and computer ethics. It also includes software
evaluation sheets. "The Imp lementation guide" reminds teachers of some factors that need to be taken into
consideration in implementing computers in their classrooms. Finally, the "references" lists the titles of
related articles and books so that teachers can get more detailed information if needed. In addition, a tool
box is provided to gain access to the word processing system for teachers to take notes whenever they need,
and to connect to a network discussion system for ideas exchange and sharing.

2.3 Phase of Development
The programming tool for this multimedia program is Authorware 5.0, and the program resides on a cd-rom
to enable easy distribution. To collect the data for the "application cases", the whole teaching process of each
case is video taped. Afterwards, the teaching process is divided into several steps. Accordingly, suitable
video screens are selected for each step. These video screens are then transformed and stored in mpeg files.
At the end of instruction, the student is asked to fill in an attitude questionnaire. Furthermore, the teacher
and several students are interviewed. The whole questionnaires are then analyzed statistically, while the
interview data are examined in depth.

2.4 Phase of Evaluation/Revision
English teachers, English teaching experts, and fistructional designers are invited to participate in a
preliminary evaluation of this program. The focus of this evaluation includes content, screen design, media
effects, interface design, and system operations. This program will thus be revised and expanded according

to their opinions and suggestions. In the future, a detailed study will be followed to investigate the
effectiveness of its use.
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3 Results and Discussion
Based on a preliminary evaluation reports by two English teachers and one instructional designer, it was
found that the program's content is plentiful and practical on the whole. Moreover, the screen design is of
high quality, the interface design is user friendly, and the program's operation is easy and consistent.
However, some of the video screens in the "application cases" look gloomy. Sometimes, it takes efforts to
identify the key plot of these screens. Finally, it is suggested to increase the quantity and variety of the cases
in this program.

In regard to the quality problem of the video screens, it is because the teacher turned off all the lights in the
classroom to make more readable the computer displays by a portable projector. Consequently the quality of
video recording was affected. As to the small number of the cases, it is because few English teachers ever
used computers in their classrooms. Most of them dare not try it. The availability of the computer hardware
is another problem. At that time, there was no computer lab available for English teachers. Therefore, the

three cases currently included in this program all occurred in the regular classrooms where cd-roms, a
notebook computer, and a portable projector were used.

To increase the quantity and variety of the cases in this program, two cases are collected afterwards. The two
cases all occurred in the computer labs. In addition, e-mails and Internet resources were used. The program

will be upgraded continueously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be followed to
investigate the effectiveness of its use. Questionnaires on computer literacy, and attitudes toward this
self-learning program, as well as the design of lesson plans will be used to collect the outcome data. The net
discussion tracking system, and the journal writing will be used to collect the process data. In addition,
relevant suggestions will be provided regarding optimal strategies and necessary supports which go well
with the use of this self-learning multimedia program.

4 Conclusions
A self-learning multimedia program was developed for English teachers' professional development in the
integration of computers into the English curriculum Based on a preliminary evaluation, the program was
found satisfactory. However, it will be upgraded continueously in the future. At the same time, a detailed
study will be followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.
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The purpose of the study is to examine the effectiveness of the instruction
method involving computer device and stimulus fading strategy on
word-recognition of two fourth grade students with moderate mental retardation

enrolled in a special school. A single subject multiple probe baselines design
across subjects is used. The students use the Ul system as the adaptive computer
interface to learn word-recognition with the picture cue fading and the word
enlarging. The result shows that both two students can identify the four print
words correctly, even in different fonts and in different writing ways. The
advantages of the adaptive computer interface and stimulus fading strategy are
supported.

Keyword: adaptive computer system, stimulus fading strategy, special
education, mental retarded

1 Introduction
is getting more important to enhance everyone's reading ability in the information age, including
individuals with mental retardation. Reading is a very complex process that involves at least two
It

components, word recognition and comprehension. Word recognition is the base of comprehension [3]. To
improve the ability of word recognition has been a hot topic in literature and research [5] [6] [8].

The goal of education for individuals with mental retardation is to help them to adapt to society. So the
ability of word recognition is important for them too. In Taiwan, how to teach students with mental
retardation to acquire reading skill was not noticed until recently, though the curriculum guide for students
with mental retardation in Taiwan has emphasized that the practical language course should help students to
learn functional Chinese. However, if we want the individuals with mental retardation to integrate into the
mainstream society after they leave school, we should teach them to learn to identify the functional word as
early as possible.

In practical, teachers usually use pictorial cues as reading instruction strategy to reduce task complexity,
increase motivation, and lead to reading success [8]. The researcher in Taiwan also found that using pictorial
cue could enhance the effects of word-recognition of the students with mental retardation [10]. But Pufpaff,
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Blischak, & Lioyd indicated that some researchers found these methods were ineffective [8], the main
problem is that students could not transfer their attention from pictorial cue to word when picture was absent
[9].

Word-recognition is a sort of skills learned by way of stimulus discriminatory learning [1]. Sometimes, it
needs to add some kind of stimulus (or control stimulus, prompt) that could assist the individuals to express
expected response. Once the individual could respond correctly and stably under the prompt, the prompt
should be moved gradually [1]. There are two types of instructional prompts, response prompts and stimulus
prompts [1]. Using pictorial cues is one kind of stimulus prompts. That may be an effective strategy that we
can use pictures as a prompt to teach individuals with mental retardation to learn to identify the target words,
then move the pictorial cue systematically once the individuals could differentiate the target words correctly
when the pictorial cue is existing. Sue concluded that stimulus prompts was an effective instruction method
on word recognition for students with moderate mental retardation after she had analyzed a great deal of
related research [9]. The result of Sue's research, using stimulus fading strategy to teach the three second
grade students with moderate mental retarded to learn the specific functional Chinese words, showed that the
students could learn effectively and efficiently.

In the past, including Sue's study, most of the special educators who use stimulus fading strategy to teach
word-recognition create the cards which were composed of picture and word according to the principle of
fading. The instructors should teach and provide the feedback by themselves, and the material couldn't be
reorganized. As the computer has been more available in the classroom and the Department of Education in
Taiwan has begun to purchase adaptive computer devices for students with disabilities, it facilitates students
with mental retardation to study through computer and related adaptive devices. The multimedia could
provide the feedback automatically and multi-sensory learning opportunity, and on other hand, the adaptive
computer devices could help the students to overcome the interface barrier.
In fact, technology could assist the students with disabilities to learn literature effectively [4]. So could we
design a computerized instruction program that embeds stimulus fading strategy and adaptive computer
device to teach students with moderate mental retardation effective and efficiently?

2 Method
2.1 Participants and setting
Two students with moderate mental retardation on the fourth grade in the Chia-Yi special school participated
in this research. The participants were selected on the basis of three criteria. First, they were capable to use

verbal communication. Second, their emotions were stable. Third, they had a history of experiencing
difficulties in recognizing words that were taught on their classes.

The IQs were obtained from WISC-DI, which were administered by the first researchers prior to the
beginning of the study. In order to realize the participants' characteristics, the researchers reviewed their IEP
files and interviewed with their teachers. A summary of the participant's characteristics appears in table 1.
Table I

Participants Characteristics
Participant

Age

Gender

IQ(WISC-

Performance of speech

A

10

Male

Full-Scale IQ:57
Verbal IQ 58
Performance IQ 64

Articulation disorder
Received speech-language therapy.
About 4 words phrases

B

11

Male

Full-Scale IQ:
Verbal IQ
Performance IQ

Articulation disorder
received speech-language therapy
About 2 words phrases

Both of the students had speech disorders and received speech therapy. Student A could answer to the
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teacher's question in a short sentence, about four words. Student B was able to use 1-2 words to response
teacher's questions. Although the two participants usually paid attention to the teachers on the class, and
could do well on the task of picture matching, however, they could not recognize a word after the reading
program.

Instruction was conducted by the researchers in the school's counseling room. A personal computer with an

Ul computer interface system was placed on the table. The Ul system was designed by Assistive
Technology Foundation. It is a kind of programmable keyboard that could be designed by the instructor [2].

The participant was sitting in front of the table and operating the Ul system when the instruction was
proceeding.

2.2 Stimuli
Four functional Chinese characters were decided after the researchers discussed with the participant's
teachers on the schedule of the reading program. The researchers used the editor of Ul system to create the
layout of a printed page after the four target words were chosen. There were two frames on each page. All
pictures and words were edited in the center of 11cm x 16cm frame. The word was printed vertically and

located above the picture. According to the stimulus fading strategy, each target word was selected in
50-point, 100-point and 130-point Ming type, and the picture was set in 10cm x 10cm, 4.5cm x 4.5cm, 1 cm
x lcm. Besides these three kinds of layout, there was another layout that was only 130-point words on it.

In order to avoid the participants to response to the stimuli on fixed location, each word was presented on
both sides on different layout. So the researchers designed 10 pages for each fading step, 40 pages for the
instruction. Additionally, the researchers designed the other 10 pages that presented the target word alone
that were printed in 130-point Kai type to measure the generalization of different font, and 4 pages that was
printed horizontally for testing the generalization of different printed direction.

For the purpose of multiple sensory learning, the researchers set up some functions for each frame. The
computer would speak out the target word, show the picture of the target word, and then present the target
word on the screen when the participant touched the frame on the layout on the Ul system during the
instruction.

2.3 Definitions of independent and dependent variables
The independent variables were stimulus fading strategy and the using of Ul computer interface system.

The dependent variables were effectiveness (percentage of correctly identified target words) and efficiency
(percentage of wrong response to mastery, and number of session to criterion).

2.4 Design
A multiple probe baseline across subjects was used to assess the effectiveness of integrating Ul system and
stimulus fading strategy on word-recognition for the elementary students with moderated mental retardation.
The particular strengths of the multiple probe baseline design were: (a) the treatment was not reversed, (b)
prolonged baseline measures were unnecessary, and (c) the design permitted the evaluation of academic
learning [1]. A constant time delay technique was selected for instruction in this study, and oral praising was
used as the reinforcement.

2.5 Procedure
Each participant had two learning sessions (one was in the morning, the other was in the afternoon) each day
from Monday to Thursday. In order to balance the effect sequence of instruction, researchers decided which

participant would accept instruction randomly prior to the instruction, and decided the sequence of the
instruction on each day after both participants attended the instruction.

2.5.1 Baseline
In the baseline period, the participants were tested about their familiarity with the target words. The students
were asked to point out the word under researcher's order. During the baseline assessment, the researchers
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did not give participants any feedback or promotion, but recorded their response. The percentage of correct
response counted after testing each word five times was used as the participant's baseline performance.

2.5.2 Instruction sessions

Prior to instruction, researchers divided the four target words into two groups and decided which group
would be taught at the beginning. 'Hospital VNIM and 'drugstore'(NMS) were taught at first, then ' an
internal medicine' (NJIM)and ' an external medicine'01-PM).
Student A attended the step one instruction. Researchers put the 50-point layout on the U 1 , and read the
target word, then ask students A to read the word and touch the target frame. If he could touch the frame
correctly in 4 seconds delay period, the researchers said" you did a good job" as the reinforcement and go on
the next target word. Others, the researchers would demonstrate the correct response and ask student to do it
again. The correct response would be recorded when the student did it by himself. The percentage of correct
response was counted after each word was tested five times. The student would not go to the step two
instruction until he reached the master criteria, 80% correct response in the continued sessions. Then the

instruction procedure would repeated till the participant could discriminate group one words with no
pictorial cues. Then went on group two.

The student B would attend the instruction when student A could discriminate the words of group one stably
and had the same procedure.

2.5.3 Maintenance and generalization
In order to examine whether the participants could maintain their word-recognition abilities, and generalize
it to the different font and written direction. We continued to assess the participants' performance after the
instruction sessions and presented the other layout with different font or written direction.

2.6 Reliability
In order to assess the participants' response accurately, we set up a function of the Ul editor to write the
participant's answer into the Microsoft EXCEL automatically when they touch the frame of the layout on the

Ul.

3 Result
3.1 Instruction
The percentage of correctly identifying the four target words during the instruction sessions for each
participant is presented in Figures and 2. For these two participants, it is obvious that instruction
integrating stimulus the fading strategy and the UI computer interface system was a effective method to
teach students with moderate mental retardation to identify these four target words. Both of them could
1

reached criterion during in each session , excepted student B in learning 'drugstore' with no pictorial cues on
step four on the first time .
The results for student A ( see Figure 1) illustrate that he could identified each target word to 100% correctly
in each fading step. It means that he did not have any difficulty in word-identification when the cues were
faded. Contrarily, Student B encountered more problems in step 4, excepted ' an internal medicine'.
At the beginning of this study, we set up the criterion for fading the pictorial cue as participant could identify

the target word correctly 80 % in 3 consecutive sessions. So there should be 12 sessions (4 steps and 3
sessions for each step) in need for the participant to reach the criterion that identifies the target word with no
pictorial cue. The results in Figure 1 and 2 indicate that both of these two participants reached the criterion,
excluded 'internal medicine ' for student B. It means that participants could learn efficiently.

3.2 Maintenance and generalization
Performance during the maintenance period shows that these two participants demonstrated great availability.
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Both of them could identify the target words almost 100% correctly, excepted 'internal medicine' for
student A and 'external medicine' for student B.

The outcome of the generalization is presented in table 2. two participants could identify the target word in
Kia type in stead of Ming type in instruction, and recognize the word printed horizontally regardless of
verticality at beginning of the instruction.

Table 2
Percentage of correct response of generalization

Printed in Kia type

Printed in horizontal direction

Participants

Target word

A

Hospital

100%

Drugstore
Internal medicine
External medicine

80%

100%

100%

80%
80%

'Hospital
Drugstore
Internal medicine

80%
100%

100%
80%
100%

External medicine

100%

100%

B

100%

100%

100%

4 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of integrating adaptive computer device and stimulusl
fading strategy on word-recognition for students with moderated mental retardation enrolled in 4th grade in a
special school. The results indicated that both two participants could identify these four target words without
pictorial cue. In other words , integrated adaptive computer input device and stimulus fading strategy could
be an effective instruction method for the students with moderated mental retardation to recognize some
functional Chinese characters. The results of this study is similar to Sue's study in 1992, she found stimulus
fading was an effective strategy to teach students enrolled in the self-contained special class in elementary
school to identify the functional Chinese characters.
According to the results of this study, special education educators can teach student to identify new Chinese
characters by multi-media computerized instruction that use the adaptive computer input device, U I system,
as the interface and the stimulus fading as the instruction strategy.

Although this study indicates that participants could recognize the target words, it still could not offer
enough evidences for us to realize if they could learn to identify each single word through this way. This is
an issue worth exploring further.
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With the rise of computer network, Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC)
is now gaining more and more attention in the English-as-a-second language or
English-as-a-foreign-language (ESL/EFL) field. It is claimed that CMC

promotes learner empowerment and literacy on the basis of collaborative
learning. Although some research has been conducted on the effect of
synchronous conferencing on foreign language leaning, very few empirical
studies have been conducted using asynchronous conferencing except the use of
electronic mail in Taiwan. Bulletin Board System (BBS), among them, becomes

a very prevalent CMC activity for college students in Taiwan. This present
project aims to explore how BBS forms a virtual community to facilitate college
English learning.This project was conducted in the fall semester of 1999 with 45

college freshman students in a general English class. An electronic bulletin
board was built for this class only and activities on the board were integrated
into the class learning. During the semester, free postings on this bulletin board
outside of class time were encouraged, and two tasks serving as instructional
interventions were required of all students to post to the board, followed by class
debriefing. Additionally, two writing tasks with on-line pre-writing discussion
on the board were interleaved with another two writing tasks without on-line

discussionserving as controlled tasks. The two sets were both followed by
in-class pre-writing discussion before they actually wrote in class. The first set
served as practice sessions. All the writings in the second set were holistically
graded by two raters using the ESL Composition Profile. T-tests were used to
compare the part scores (content, organization, language use, vocabulary, and
mechanics) and total scores of the compositions between sessions. A
Background and an Evaluation Questionnaire were used to obtain students'
computer literacy and attitudes toward such use of the board. An interview was
conducted with the class instructor to obtain data from her perspective. All the
postings on the board were categorized according to topics and situations with
frequency counts. How topics were elaborated and changed was documented.
Detailed results and conclusions were reported and pedagogical implications
were discussed.

Keywords: asynchronous conferencing; Bulletin Board System; CMC;
college English learning; virtual community

1 Introduction
Since 1970s, computer network has become a new medium for communication. In view of significant
communicative functions of computers, the educational fields, including the field of computer-assisted
language learning (CALL), have paid more and more attention to computer-mediated communication (CMC)
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on the belief about "language as communication" and the mediational function of computer network (Bruce

& Levin, 1997; Cooper & Selfe, 1990; Zhao, 1996). The Bulletin Board System (BBS), one type of
asynchronous conferencing, is now a significant CMC activity for college students in Taiwan, Republic of

China. It provides an environment for users to exchange ideas, download files, chat, etc. to fulfill
communications and social interaction functions. Moreover, from the perspective of computing cost, BBS is
superior to other network facilities because it runs under the Unix and DOS environments and thus is faster

than the operations under the Windows environments. Based on the merits mentioned above, BBS has
become a prevalent electronic tool on college campus since the Taiwan Academic Network was established
in 1992.

However, though BBS is a popular medium for communication among college students, it is usually
negatively evaluated for some reasons. Due to the anonymity on BBS, conflicts, flames, imputations, etc.

resulting from users' wordy warfare on the BBS are always the troubles during the process of
communication. Besides, teachers in Taiwan always regard BBS as a time-wasting activity for students.
They claim that many students are seriously addicted to BBS so that they neglect their schoolwork and fail

courses. Nevertheless, because BBS possesses the characteristics of asynchronous conferencing via
computers, it has the potentiality to be applied to the educational field. The pros and cons for using BBS for
college teaching in Taiwan require empirical research to verify.
So far, there is not much done on BBS-assisted language learning and almost none in Taiwan, based on our
review of the literature. In view of lack of studies about the effects of BBS on English learning in Taiwan
and the popular of BBS on college campus in Taiwan, this study aims to explore how BBS forms a virtual
community to facilitate college students' writing. There are three specific research questions to be explored
in this study:
(1). How do college EFL learners take advantage of a class-based electronic bulletin board to aid their
English writing? Would members in this class extend such a "learning community" beyond the
classroom to learn English writing and other aspects?
(2). Does asynchronous on-line pre-writing discussion on BBS help college EFL learning?
(a). Does asynchronous on-line pre-writing discussion facilitate the in-class pre-writing
discussion?
(b). Does asynchronous on-line pre-writing discussion improve EFL learners' writing quality? If it
does, what aspects would it benefit?

2 Literature Review
2.1 CMC and Collaborative Learning
For the last several decades, collaborative learning has become the focal point in the English teaching field.
Vygotsyky (1978) emphasizes that interacting with people of variant proficiency levels helps one make

progress on his or her "zone of proximal development". Zhao (1996) reclaims the importance of
apprenticeship learning for language learning. He mentions that "Learning a second language is thus a
process in which the learner develop skills and knowledge necessary for becoming a full member through
participating in the practice of the multilingual community" (p. 44). In other words, second language
learners are supposed to become fully literate in a community by directly and peripherally participating in
activities within a community in the target language. That is to say, language learning is not an isolated skill
but a process of socialization.
With the mediational functions, CMC is of benefit to collaborative ESL/EFL learning. Because participants
in CMC activities are linked together via the computer network, CMC helps create cyberspace in which
network users may form members of a discourse community (Kollock & Smith, 1996; Korenman & Wyatt,
1996). Warschauer (1996) indicates that "sense of community" is beneficial for student empowerment,

including student autonomy, equality, and learning skill. Therefore, exploring how CMC helps learner
empowerment and literacy on the basis of collaborative learning is full of potential in the ESL/EFL field.

Nevertheless, most previous research about CMC and language learning focuses on the effects of
synchronous conferencing or e-mail. As for asynchronous conferencing via BBS, it still remains
under-researched in CALL.

2.2 BBS for Foreign Language Learning
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BBS, an essential service of CMC, provides an environment for people to exchange messages at their
convenience. The most convenient about BBS is that it does not require participants to log on the network at
the same time. Participants are allowed to read or send messages at any time they like because the posted

messages would be stored for a certain period of time on the server or local mailbox. Generally, BBS
provides at least four basic functions: files transmission, chatting, mail exchanging, and discussion. Among
these functions, discussion is the major function of BBS. Each BBS has many bulletin boards, such as sports,
music, food, computer games, etc., like the discussion groups on the Usenet. BBS users could connect to a
specific BBS and find whatever bulletin board interests them. Then, they might read messages posted by
other users, respond to posted articles, or cast personal questions.
Discussion on BBS acquires some features helpful for English learning and commonly found in other media
for asynchronous conferencing. First, asynchronous conferencing is public exchanging, so messages and
ideas transmitted via asynchronous conferencing are shared by a group of people. Once ESL/EFL learners
are required to complete collaborative activities in the target language via asynchronous conferencing, they
would acquire opportunities to communicate with real audience for authentic purposes. In this way, learners

would become more motivated to learn English because they would realize that they learn English for
authentic communication not for examinations. Second, like other tools for asynchronous conferencing, BBS
may encourage equality of participation. Kroonenberg (1994/1995) find that students are more risk-taking
when they discuss on BBS because they are allowed to hide behind the computer screen to express personal

opinions. In this way, some social factors, such as gender, social status, personality, age, etc., would be

reduced. Given chances to complete discussion on line, ESL/ EFL learning might turn into more
student-centered.

Third, on-line discussion is beneficial for pre-writing activities. Warschauer (1996) indicates that "electronic
discussion can be a good environment for fostering use of more formal and complex language, both lexically
and syntactically" (p. 22). Language used in computer conferencing is more complex than the spoken text.
For this reason, ESL/EFL learners would have chances to practice more formal language usage and language
use on line than in face-to-face discussion. Fourth, asynchronous conferencing is free of time and space. It
allows extending the "learning community" beyond ESL/EFL classrooms. Participants could retrieve or send
messages whenever they are available. For this reason, learner autonomy would be enhanced; in addition to
formal in-class instructions, learners are also permitted to learn English at their own pace off class. Fifth, the
competition for turn-taking in traditional classrooms is reduced in asynchronous conferencing, so
participants may get more time to think over their ideas and re-edit their messages. Once EFL learners have

opportunities to discuss asynchronously, they are allowed to express ideas thoroughly without being
interrupted during their turns. This characteristic would help those who are not orally fluent because they
could eschew nervousness resulting from interruptions during the thinking flow. Last, BBS needs cheaper
network connection, so BBS users could be free from the trouble caused by the traffic jam for real-time
connection flow.

Although the BBS has characteristics of CMC which are helpful for foreign language learning, very few
empirical studies about the effects of BBS on language learning have been conducted so far. Many studies
all show positive values about discussion on BBS or on the mailing list for foreign language learning
(Kroonenberg, 1995; Paramskas, 1995; Razika, 1995; Kroonenberg, 1997; Van Handle & Corl, 1998).
Discussion on the BBS is reported to facilitate oral discussions in classrooms and empower some aspects of
writing proficiency, such as language usage and creative thinking. However, most of the evidence come
from personal observations of researchers and comments from students, there is no systematic and solid
evidence showing to what extent discussion on BBS helps students make progress on their language
proficiency, such as writing, reading, and thinking skills. Research that collects experimental comparison
data to know about how asynchronous conferencing like the BBS facilitates learners' language skills or
language proficiency is extremely needed and helpful to the profession.

In recent years, "discussion" is paid more and more attention to in ESL/EFL writing classrooms because it
facilitates collaborative learning. Writing is regarded as not only an individual task but also a process of
socialization. ESL/EFL learners are expected to become the competent writers who know how to write to
learn and learn to write during the process of writing via discussion. With the rise of computer network,
some researchers have applied synchronous on-line discussion to writing classrooms (Sullivan and Pratt,
1996; Warschauer, 1996; Huang, 1998). Huang (1998) further suggests pre-writing discussion be done on
line besides being in class; thus, learners would gain more time to express ideas thoroughly. With the merits

mentioned above, BBS is supposed to have the potential to provide English learners a suitable virtual
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environment for discussion and serve as a beneficial aid for their learning of English writing. Due to the lack
of systematic and empirical studies about using BBS for English learning in Taiwan, this present project will
be conducted to explore how it will benefit college ESL/EFL learners' writing in Taiwan.

3 Methods
3.1 Participants
Participants involved in this project were 45 students in a Freshman English class, an instructor for the class,
and an MA-TEFL graduate student. Over 60% of the students had the experience of using BBS for at least

one year before this project was conducted. The students in this project were newly enrolled college
freshmen of Computer Science in the fall of 1999. In this project, these students, who were from an intact
group, took Freshman English as a required course in their college curriculum. This class met together once
for two hours a week. Before these students entered college, they all had received formal English instruction

for at least six years during their high school education. Most of them could read articles of complex
syntactic structures and had had some practice on writing English articles of 120-150 words in their senior
high.

3.2 The Learning Medium and Instruments
An electronic bulletin board was built as a supplementary learning medium for this Freshman English class.
This bulletin board was built on the BBS of the Department of Materials Science & Engineering on campus.
To get access to this bulletin board, it was necessary for participants in this project to find a computer which

offered the service of network connection. Because the network facilities at the National Tsing-Hua
University were adequately comprehensive, it was convenient for all the participants to gain access to the
bulletin board on campus. Members in this class were allowed to take advantage of this bulletin board off
class, so they might check entries or post messages at their convenience. The instructor announced messages
for the whole class on this bulletin board. All the participants discussed whatever issue interested them on
the board. Moreover, students wrote free journals, shared feelings, posted their works, or responded to
others' ideas on this bulletin board. What important is that all the postings on this bulletin board were
written mostly in English, sometimes in Chinese, to provide chances for this EFL class to make authentic
communications in English.

Two questionnaires were designed to survey students' background and their attitudes toward using the class
board. A Background questionnaire with 16 items was used in the beginning of the semester to gain some
information about students' experience of English learning and using BBS. An Evaluation Questionnaire of

17 items was used at the end of the semester to evaluate whether this electronic bulletin board helped
students' English learning: specifically, how they used this discussion forum and to what extent this
discussion forum helped their English learning, especially English writing.

3.3 Instructional Design and Research Procedures
This project lasted for one semester--18 weeks. During the semester, in addition to free postings on this
bulletin board, some activities were designed to encourage students to take advantage of this electronic
bulletin board. The research procedures included three stages. At the first stage, i. e., the first week of the
class, orientation activities were designed as warm-up of this BBS project. Students were asked to complete

Background Questionnaire, request an individual account from the BBS administer, write a short
self-introduction in English, and post the self-introduction to the bulletin board during the first week.

At the second stage, some English writing activities were designed to encourage students to utilize this
discussion forum. Four writing activities were directly associated with evaluating effects of this class-based
BBS on English writing. These four writing activities were divided into two sets: one for practice (P) and the
other for formal evaluation (F). The P set aimed to help students become familiar with the process of writing;
the F set was the source of data analysis for this project. Each set included two writing activities: besides
in-class discussion and writing, one had on-line pre-writing discussion (OL) and the other had no on-line
pre-writing discussion (NOL). The four writing activities in this project were referred to as PNOL, POL,
FOL, and FNOL. During the writing activity, students got some guiding questions one week before in-class
writing. They had to carefully think over those questions and prepare for the in-class discussion and writing
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in the following week. In POL and FOL, students were additionally required to discuss guiding questions on

the BBS during the week. When the day for writing came, students had to participate in the in-class
pre-writing discussion for about 15 minutes first and then completed an in-class essay within 30 minutes.
The topic for each writing task was assigned in class and related to the guiding questions students had
discussed. All students' writings were graded and then returned with some marks for revision. As for the
writing activities of the P set, they were quite similar to those of the F set. These four writing activities
lasted for almost two months and the order of them were PNOL, POL, FOL, and FNOL.

In addition to these four writing activities, another two writing activities were taken as instructional
interventions during the rest of the semester to promote participation on BBS. In the twelfth week, students

were assigned to read an article off class and they had to connect to the BBS to answer two reading
comprehension questions on the BBS. Two weeks later, the class appreciated a movie--The Little Buddha--in
class. Students were required to write a short summary for this movie on the BBS off class. After students
completed each of the two activities, the teaching assistant debriefed students' BBS postings in class in order
to lead students to review some good ideas or excellent works. These instructional interventions aimed to
encourage students to utilize the BBS more frequently and more interactively. At the third stage, i. e., the last
week of the class, the Evaluation Questionnaire was employed to assess students' attitudes about the BBS on
their EFL learning, particularly English writing.

3.4 Data Analysis
In order to evaluate how this class-based bulletin board aided students on their English writing, we
conducted both quantitative and qualitative analyses. Firstly, we investigated how participants in this project
extended a learning community beyond the classroom to learn English from the perspectives of the instructor,
the researcher, and students. Students in this project completed the Evaluation Questionnaire at the end of
the semester to help us understand how students evaluated the bulletin board as a learning aid. At the last
week of the semester, the researcher also had an interview with the instructor in order to understand to what
extent the instructor regarded BBS as a useful teaching aid. In addition, the researcher counted frequencies
of posting, categorized postings, and traced the interaction of postings in order to know how participants
utilized this discussion forum.

Secondly, by interviewing with the instructor, the researcher acquired the instructor's feedback towards
students' in-class discussion in FOL and FNOL writing activities. Also, the researcher kept some diary about

the classroom observation during the FOL and FNOL in-class discussion. Students responded in the
Evaluation Questionnaire to show to what extent the pre-writing discussion helped their FOL in-class
discussion.

Thirdly, students' in-class writings of FOL and FNOL were assessed using the ESL Composition Profile in
Testing ESL Writing: A Practical Approach (Jacobs et al., 1981) by two raters. The ESL Composition Profile
is comprised of five scoring parts: content, organization, vocabulary, language use, and mechanics. For each
part of the assessment, there are detailed criteria provided. The two raters are both graduate students: one is
a TEFL major and the other is a linguistics major. Both of them were foreign languages majors in college.

To make the grading as objective as possible, two raters practiced their grading for the writings in the
practice session so that they could adjust the discrepancy in order to increase the reliability of the rating.
Last, t-test was employed to compare total scores and the five part scores between papers with online
pre-writing discussion and those without online pre-writing discussion.

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 BBS as a virtual English learning community
Totally, participants involved in this study posted 408 entries, including 353 postings required as
assignments (86.5%) and 55 postings unrelated to assignment requirements (13.5%). During the semester,
we expected students to post more self-initiated entries on this discussion forum. However, self-initiated
postings were apparently fewer than assignment-directed postings. In some weeks, there was even no
self-initiated posting found on this discussion forum. Nevertheless, after the 18th weekthe last week of the
semesterstill four more self-initiated postings were found. It implies that although the majority of the
students regarded this class-based bulletin board as assignment-oriented, this discussion forum did have an
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impact on some of the students in the sense of being a member in a community.

Generally speaking, participants in this project did not utilize this class-based bulletin board frequently.
Except for the researcher, who was required to check entries on BBS every 2 to 3 days in a week, the
instructor used to browse postings every two weeks, and most of the students tended to visit this discussion
forum only when they had to hand in homework on line. These could be confirmed by the Evaluation
Questionnaire results. Around 60% of the students in this class regarded playing BBS as a necessity in their
college life; however, on average, nearly 70% of the class browsed this specific class-based bulletin board
only 0 to 3 times a week. About 20% of the students claimed that they did not browse this discussion forum
carefully. Except handing in homework, they were not interested in utilizing this class-based board for any
purpose; sometimes, they would even refuse to post homework on BBS. Besides, only 25% of the students
would check almost every posting on BBS. The results above show that most of the participants in this class
did not become voluntarily involved in this BBS-project yet; many of them merely regarded this discussion
forum as a place for assignment display and they did not become used to share life experiences in English on
BBS yet.

Originally, we expected that asking students to post an original message and respond to at least one
classmate's message could stimulate more discussion on others' on-line essays or comments. During the
semester, we found that around 80% of the students indeed had fulfilled the requirements of the writing
project. However, almost none in this class attempts to post additional entries except for the required
postings. The majority of the students tended to view replying to others' postings as merely an "assignment"

or a "task". Once they completed the task, they did not attempt to give additional responses to others'
message. Thus, there were few interactions among the assignment-directed postings; in contrast, more
interactions emerged among self-initiated ones.

All the self-initiated postings are divided into two main categories: original postings, including postings
related to assignments (feedback, announcement, and assignment reminding) and postings not related to
assignments (classroom management, extracts', experiences, and blessings), and responses (postings replied
to original postings). The majority of teacher's postings were associated with classroom management (42%)
and responses (33%). The teaching assistant's postings focused on responses (38%) and extracts (31%). As
for students' postings, a large proportion of them were responses (55%) and many of them were about
student's personal experiences (26%). It indicates that participants in this class seemed to take advantage of
this class-based BBS for different purposes. Being the conductor of the class, the teacher tended to pay more
attention to issues related to classroom management in order to keep the class in order. The teaching
assistant was inclined to post extracts or reply to students' postings in order to trigger students' motivation
of using the BBS and promote interactions on BBS. Also, we learn that more than half of the students'

postings were responses. Compared with students' performance on assignment postings, students'
performance on self-initiated postings seemed more active because students were not required to respond to
others' self-initiated postings but they did and responses were of more interactions.

Students' greater interaction on self-initiated postings could be supported by the comparison of responding
patterns between assignment-directed postings and self-initiated postings. Restricted to the requirements of

the assignments, many students' assignment-directed postings got no response from others, and some
students' posting got only one response. When we examined self-initiated postings, greater interaction was
found in the responding pattern of self-initiated postings. We found two examples that respectively got 6 and

7 responses involving negotiation among participants in self-initiated postings. Besides, the questions
displayed in assignment-directed postings are rarely answered (18%); however, in self-initiated postings,
approximately 60% of the questions were answered. Moreover, up to 66% of the questions raised by
students in self-initiated postings gained responses from other participants of this project. Its percentage is
higher than that of the teacher's and teaching assistant's answered questions (57.1%). It reveals that students
in this class tended to answer questions raised by their peers rather than those raised by the teacher or the
teaching assistant. These results not only indicate that self-initiated postings show more varieties in terms of
its responding patterns but also imply that students behave more like a learning community and the teacher
and the teaching assistant are outsiders of this community.

4.2 Effects of asynchronous discussion on college English learning

extracts are messages transmitted from other boards within the BBS or some interesting poems or lyrics
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Though this English discussion forum was not utilized widely and efficiently as we predicted, it did benefit

the participants in this project to some extent. 26% of the class positively indicated in the Evaluation
Questionnaire that they liked the implementation of BBS into the Freshman English course; around 67% of
the class claimed that the idea of practicing English on BBS did trigger their motivation of learning English.
When it comes to the effects of BBS on in-class discussion, the instructor and the teaching assistant pointed
that there seemed no great differences between FOL and FNOL in-class discussion. During both FOL and
FNOL discussion, there seemed no much interaction among the whole class. Whenever the leader of each
group finished an oral report, no volunteer from other groups was willing to offer some comments or raise
questions. Nevertheless, based on students' Evaluation Questionnaire responses, around 82% of the students
asserted that if they had an on-line discussion before the day of in-class writing, they would know better how
and what to express in English during the in-class discussion. About 9% of the class regarded asynchronous
on-line discussion as an extremely beneficial aid on their in-class discussion. Compared with the effects of
BBS discussion on in-class discussion, discussion on BBS seemed to be more helpful for in-class writing
than for in-class discussion. Approximately 73% of the students indicated that on-line discussion helped
them understand how and what to write for their in-class writing. Up to 22% of the class viewed the on-line
discussion as a great supplementary for their in-class writing. Some students also claimed that they have
learned some grammar knowledge and got opportunities to comment on others' ideas via on-line discussion.
Table 1 shows the comparison of FOL and FNOL writing performance. The FOL and FNOL papers from 44
students2 were graded by two raters, whose inter-rater reliability reaches 0.7. Then, t-test was employed to

compare FOL and FNOL writings. The results show that with on-line pre-writing discussion, students
performed significantly better on the total score, organization, vocabulary, and language use, but not on
content and mechanics. It indicates that asynchronous on-line pre-writing discussion led to better writing,
particularly on organization, vocabulary, and language use. What interesting in Table 1 is the significant
improvement of the language use and vocabulary in FOL writings. According to students' Background
Questionnaire responses, they viewed grammar and vocabulary as the two parts that they had more

difficulties in English writing. Based on the comparison of FOL and FNOL writing performance,
asynchronous on-line pre-writing discussion seems to help students' language use and vocabulary in English
writing.
Table 1

Comparison of FOL and FNOL Writing Performance

FOL
Mean

(N=44)
SD
Total
69.98
20.77
.2.82
Content
20.91
0.999
Organization 15.52
Vocabulary
14.93
0.79
2.02
Language Use 15.57
Mechanics
3.03
0.05
sp.05
E-0.5 = 10'5

FNOL
Mean
67.54
20.44
14.88
14.32
14.94
2.94

(N=44)
SD
21.86
2.93
1.188
0.48
1.84
0.096

df
43
43
43
43
43
43

t-value
3.621
1.676

3.789
4.687
3.345
1.48

p

*0.00077
0.10098
*0.00047
*2.8E-05
*0.00172
0.14612

5 Conclusion
From the results of this project, we find that the utilization of the BBS is not as efficient as we expected.
According to students' Evaluation Questionnaire responses, we assume that the low utilization of this
class-based bulletin board might result from three aspects: technical problems, the design of activities on
BBS, language mode, and individual habits. Due to some inevitable factors, this class-based discussion
forum was not allowed to be built on the most popular BBS on campusThe BBS of Computer Science
(CS), and it was alternatively built on the BBS of Materials Science & Engineering (MSE). During the
semester, we discovered that it was hard to trigger students' motivation to connect to the BBS of MSE
because the BBS of MSE was lack of much merit that the BBS of CS has. Approximately 87% of the
2 Of the 45 students in this class, one student's writing is excluded because he did not participate in FNOL
in-class writing.
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students in this project claimed that if the English discussion forum were built on the BBS of CS, maybe
they would utilize it more frequently. Besides, students had to do some activities as the required assignments
on BBS during the 18 weeks. The reading of a great amount of postings as requirements could be a problem
that blocked students' use of BBS. It is possible that students had been exhausted in posting assignments, so
not much energy left could be used to interact. Moreover, students' unwillingness to post in English and
their individual habits of using BBS might be another two main obstacles. For most of the students, they did
not get used to write English messages yet. They felt more comfortable while posting in their native
languageChinese. Some students further indicated that they did not like posting articles in Chinese on
BBS not to mention posting English messages. They suggested that we pay some concern on this issue if
there will be implementation of BBS in the future English course.

Though the utilization of this discussion forum is not as efficient as we predicted, the results do have some
implications for the teaching and learning of college English writing. First, this project lends support for the

hypothesis that asynchronous on-line pre-writing discussion leads to better English writing quality,
particularly in organization, vocabulary and language usage. Therefore, English teachers may adequately
integrate BBS discussion into writing classes in order to help students' quality of in -class writing or writing
drafts. Second, once students are required to do some in-class oral discussion or oral presentation, they could
be allowed to have asynchronous discussion first because on-line discussion helps learners' preparation for
the in-class oral-discussion. Third, given an authentic environment for communication on BBS, English
learners will be permitted to make communication for various purposes in the target

languageEnglishbeyond the classroom. Based on the benefits mentioned above, we suggest English
teachers who are interested in the implementation of BBS be careful of the possible obstacles of blocking the

utilization of BBS mentioned above and carefully design CMC activities on BBS to trigger students'
motivation of English discussion on BBS. It might help lead the class to take advantage of BBS more
efficiently and learn English more cooperatively.

Since little research is conducted on the effects of asynchronous conferencing on English learning, there is
still a need for more explorations on this area. We would like to offer some suggestions to those who are
interested in future research on how asynchronous conferencing, particularly BBS, aids English learning in
the following. First, time limitation is a crucial factor that lowers the reliability if this project, so future
researchers may design a more complete project that lasts more than one semester. Second, in order to
increase the reliability and validity, future research needs to be replicated with more than one set of writings
(e.g., two comparative pieces of writings). Third, future researchers might analyze interaction patterns of
postings in a more systematic way, maybe some more interesting implications about how BBS helps form a
virtual community for English learning will be found in future study. With the popularity of BBS among
college students, BBS should have the potential to become a significant supplement in college English
course. We also encourage those who are interested in this topic replicate this study in order to examine
more effects of BBS on English learning.
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Web Speaking: A Language Learning
System in the Web
David Lo, Wen-Tsai Liao and Ming-Syan Chen
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Tapei,Taiwan, ROC
Due to recent technology advances, an increasing number of applications are
being ported to the Web at rapid pace. Such applications include Web Phone,
Web Fax, Web BBCaII, to name a few. Among others, network education has

emerged as an important Internet application since it not only avoids the
limitation of physical learning locations but also keeps the flexibility of teaching
time. In this paper, we develop an interactive language learning system in the
Web, called Web Speaking. By using Web Speaking, students are able to learn
languages anywhere at any time as long as a Web interface is provided. Web
Speaking is in essence a two-tier client-server architecture, and is divided into
two components, namely (1) the language learning player at the client-side and
(2) the course content provider at the server side. In this system, we put not only

the course content but also the corresponding audio files in the server side in
order to support a multimedia-teaching environment. The language-learning
player runs at the client side and provides a user interface to access the course

materials in the server. In addition, Web Speaking is able to improve the
language speaking ability of the students with the display of the speech
waveform which is generated by using the algorithms isolating the utterances of
the speech. Students can capture the difference between the waveforms of their
own speaking and the standard one provided by the instructor, and improve their
speaking accordingly. By this language learning package, we can automate the
procedures of preparing audio course materials, greatly facilitate the language

learning by the students, and conduct data mining on student behavior. The
teaching quality of language learning can thus be improved.

Keywords: Distance learning, speech analysis, two-tier client-server
architecture, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
Recently, al increasing number of applications are being ported to the Web at rapid pace, including Web
Phone, Web Fax, Web BBCaII, and so forth. Among others, network education has emerged as an important
Internet application since it not only avoids the limitation of physical learning locations but also keeps the
flexibility of teaching time [1,2,3,5,6,7,8]. Traditionally, the students have to be present in the languagelearning classrooms and use specific language learning mechanisms to improve their speaking ability.
However, the major disadvantage of the traditional language learning is the limitation of time and space. For
example, the students may have an English class in the Monday morning at the language-studio classroom
and that class could be their sole opportunity to practice their language speaking, since the instructor is only
present at that moment. Consequently, the effectiveness of the traditional language-learning systems is
limited.

In this paper, we develop an interactive language learning system in the Web, called Web Speaking. The Web

Speaking system we developed in the Computer and Network Center at National Taiwan University is in
essence a two-tier client-server architecture. Through a Web interface, the students are able to not only learn

the lessons anywhere at any time but also practice their speaking at leisure pace, thus overcoming the
limitation imposed by time and space. In addition, using Web Speaking, students can communicate with the
instructors interactively via the mechanism provided, and the teachers can timely edit the course materials
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by writing the content of text and recording the audio files in response to the students' requests very easily.
These are the very advantages of Web Speaking over some stand-alone commercial language-learning
applications which are usually lack of interactive features.
In addition, the other major contribution is to provide the displays of the speech waveforms produced by the
teachers and the students to help the students to learn language speaking better. In Web Speaking, we
implement the algorithms isolating the utterances of the speech [9,1 0] to improving the students' speaking
ability. Through the display of the speech waveforms, students can perceive the difference of the speech
waveforms between their own speaking and the one prepared by the teacher, and improve their speaking
accordingly by themselves.

Web Speaking has been distributed to some language learning groups in our campus for experimental use
and been well received thus far. It is worth mentioning that Web Speaking systems meant to help the
teachers to improve their teaching quality, and should be viewed as an auxiliary tool for teaching. By no
means do we assert that Web Speaking is able to completely replace the role of an instructor or in any way to

lessen the need for a teacher to personally interact with students. We believe that by exploiting the
availability of Internet, Web Speaking is very instrumental to the traditional in-class teaching and will
improve the quality of teaching results significantly from both the perspectives of students and instructors.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the whole system architecture. Section 3 presents the
implementation and functionality of the Web Speaking. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 The System Architecture of the Web Speaking
We use a two-tier client-server architecture for the Web Speaking system. The reason of using the two-tier
client-server architecture is that it can provide our two key components, i.e., the language-learning interfaces
at the client side and the course content provider at the server-side. This architecture can be easily extended
to a three-tier one if an additional gateway is required in this application.

Language Player
Interface

, Client
Browser

<=>

-j Web

Service

<=>

DBMS

1-1'14TP Pro

Authoring Tool
Interface
Authiptietu.:-1tw.m_q6"ig-rnviRrchitectur of the Web Speaking System.

Server Side

Client Side

Based on the two-tier client-server architecture, the Web Speaking System is designed as the Figure 1. At the
client side, both the language player interface and the authoring tool interface use the DBMS (Database
Manager System) to access the course materials in the server via the HTTP protocol in the Internet/Intranet.

The program at the serve side then accepts the requests from the clients and returns the results of the
requests to the clients. The DBMS at the server side saves not only the course materials but also the
information .of the users, including the students and the teachers. Using an authentication mechanism, the

player is able to verify the user identification via the Web and to provide different user interfaces for
students and teachers, as one form of personalized service. For instance, the students are only allowed to use

the language player interface whereas the teachers can use both the language player interface and the
authoring tool interface. The following subsections will introduce the operations of the Web Speaking
System briefly.
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2.1 The language learning player at the client side
To assist the students in language leaning on listening and speaking, the user interface (UI) of Web Speaking
provides the functions of playing the audio files and those of recording the user' s voice. Furthermore, the UI
displays the wave shapes of the audio files and the user's voice for users to capture the differences and to
improve their speaking. For example, once the user selects one topic of the course in upper-left area of the
Figure 2, i.e., "There are always two sides to everything." In Figure 2, not only will the content be shown in
the upper-right area but also the shape of this audio appears in the middle area. When the users are playing
back the audio in the middle area, an indicator will run along the shape of the audio to indicate the exact
timing of audio playing.

In addition to listening the audio and watching the shape of it, the users are also able to record their voice
into the system, play it out, and compare its shape with the standard one in the course material. In order to
prepare the course materials easily and automatically, Web Speaking provides an interface to authorize the
use of course materials and to upload and download materials automatically from the course content
provider. This is a very convenient feature for the teachers who are not familiar with the operations of the
transmitting files in the Web. Furthermore, the teachers could edit the content of the course material and
record the audio easily via this interface, such as adding a new topic of the course material or creating a new
course in the upper-right area in the Figure 3. They can also playback and record the audio file of the course
materials in the bottom area. As such, the language-learning player, including the language learning interface
and the course material authoring tools interface, runs at the client side and provides a user interface to
access the course materials in the server. In addition, we use the algorithms isolating the utterances of the
speech to display the speech waveform in order to facilitate the language learning of students.
Note that the user needs to use the local resources, such as the I/O of the audio interfaces and the I/O of the
storage interfaces at the client side. However, this I/O access is not allowable for the browsers, such as the
Internet Explorer and the Netscape Navigator. Therefore, we implement a stand-alone language-learning
program at the client side by using the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 programming tools.

2.2 The course content provider at the server- side
The major tasks of the server are to save and update the teaching materials and to query the databases when
so necessary. These tasks are implemented by using the PHP script language and MySQL database at the
server side. Since the PHP script language has been integrated with MySQL database, we use it to query the
databases (MySQL). The client can then use the HTTP protocol to communicate with the server.

The course content provider is mainly a server combining the Web service and the database manager. It
employs the PHP script language to access the MySQL database and to response the client's requests. As
mentioned earlier, the server side of Web Speaking saves not only the contents of the courses but also the
corresponding audio files in order to support a multimedia teaching environment. Once the server gets a
request, the content provider fetches the requested materials by the user from the database, and then, if the
corresponding authentication succeeds, returns the result to the client.
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3 End Point Detection for Speech in Web Speaking
We introduce in this section the algorithm used to detect the endpoints of isolated utterances. To help the
user learning the language speaking, we display both the waveforms of the speech produced by the user and
the standard one prepared by the teacher. In addition, we isolate the utterances of the speech to help the user
to understand how the speech looks like. This endpoint detection method [10] uses two parameters, i.e., the
short-term energy (Es(m)) and zero crossing rate (Zs(m)), to detect the endpoints of an utterance. These two
parameters are calculated as follows, where s(n) means the speech signal, w(n) means the window function,
and N means the length of the window.

E (m)=

(n)
n=mN+I

Z (m) =

1

m

I sgn Is (n)}

N

where sgn {s(n )} =

11'

sgn Is(n
2

ss((:)):°01

Energy

E,(n)

UET

LET
S

N1

4(n)

N2 (E)

Time

N2 (E)

Time

Zero Crossings

ZCRT

S

N1

Figure 4: Illustration of the endpoint detection algorithm.

The endpoint detection algorithm is depicted in Figure 4 and described below.
Step 1. Assume that the window function w(n) is a rectangular function with the window size N being 10 ms,
and the first 100 ms of the speech signal is background noise. Then, use this signal segment to calculate
the mean and variance of Es(m) and Zs(m).
Step 2. Using the statistics derived from Step 1, determine three thresholds, i.e., the upper energy threshold
(UET), the lower energy threshold (LET), and the zero crossing rate threshold (ZCRT).
Step 3. Search from the beginning until the energy E's(m) exceeds the threshold UET. Then, run backward
until the energy Es(m) falls below the threshold LET. We call this point the tentative beginning point Ni.
The tentative ending point N2 is calculated in a similar way.

Step 4. From the tentative beginning point Ni, we examine the zero crossing rate for the previous 250 ms
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signal segment. If there are more than three occurrences of counts above the threshold ZCRT, we select
the first point backward from Ni whose zero crossing rate is higher than ZCRT as the beginning point
(S) of the word. If there are no more than three occurrences of counts above the thres hold ZCRT, the
tentative beginning point N1 is directly selected as the beginning point of the word. The ending point

(E) is decided in a similar way with exception that the forward searching direction replaces the
backward one.

By using the above algorithm we can partition the waveforms of the speech. Furthermore, the languagelearning player displays the shapes in the screen and also indicates the timing when the waveform of the
speech plays. Thus, this functionality of the language-learning player offers not only the playout of the audio
but also the display of the waveform shapes at the same time. This is a very helpful feature for students to
learn language speaking.

Note that we can collect students' practicing records in the Web Speaking system. Through some data
mining techniques, we can find useful information about the student behaviors, e.g., the common mistakes
made by the students. Clearly, using such information discovered, the instructor is able to improve their
language teaching by reminding the students of how to speak better when the students encounter common
problems.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a Web Speaking system to improve the language learning and teaching for the

students and the teachers. By using Web Speaking, the students are able to not only learn the lessons
anywhere at any time but also practice their speaking at leisure pace, thus overcoming the limitation
imposed by time and space in traditional teaching environments. The advantage of Web Speaking over some
stand-alone commercial language-learning applications lies in the full interactivity Web Speaking provides.
The other major contribution is to provide the displays of the speech waveforms produced by the teaches
and the students in order to help the students to learn language speaking better. Through the display of the

speech waveforms, students can perceive the difference of the speech waveforms between their own
speaking and the one prepared by the teacher, and improve their speaking accordingly by themselves.

Web Speaking has been distributed to some language learning groups in our campus for experimental use
and been well received thus far. We believe that by exploiting the availability of Internet, Web Speaking is

very instrumental to the traditional in-class teaching and will improve the quality of teaching results
significantly from both the perspectives of students and instructors.
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It is generally agreed that learning efficiency improves if the students find
teaching/learning materials interesting. It is the same vhen we engage in

collaborative learning with the use of computer networks. We take into
consideration the collaborative learning environment that is suitable for each
learner, the personality of the group and the knowledge levels of learners. We
have been constructing a collaborative learning support system being developed
on VESMA(Virtual Environment Server for Multiple Agents) system.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Intelligent Agent, Virtual Environment

1 Introduction
It is generally agreed that learning efficiency improves if the students
find teaching/learning materials interesting. It is the same when we
engage in collaborative learning with the use of computer networks. In
other words, it is possible that the learner's interest and concern will
be attracted if there is an intermediary who supports the learner with
the idea of using the teaching/learning materials function as a learning

object between the learner (user) and the learning object. And, it is
very important to grasp the learner's mental state in collaboration with
plural learners in a virtual environment like a computer networks. We
take into consideration the collaborative learning environment that is

suitable for each learner, the personality of the group and the
knowledge levels of learners. We have been constructing such a
learning support system as a part of our Virtual University project
being built up on VESMA(Virtual Environment Server for Multiple
Agents) system.
In the rest of the paper, we describe a general mechanism of VESMA

system and its features in section 2. In section 3, we discuss on
collaborative learning in such a virtual environment including some
intelligent agents who support such learning. In section 4 and 5, we
will discuss the supporting function of effective collaborative learning
and the learning process in the collaborative learning support system
Concluding remarks and some future works are briefly described, in
the last section,.

Fig. 1 Client of VESMA System

2 VESMA System
In this paper, we have been constructing a virtual environment using the VESMA system developed in the
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Java language. This VESMA system provides the programming environment to simulate the virtual space
which a lot of elements exchange the message and affect each other. This system has been used for an agent
programming, the simulation of a physical/social phenomenon and a probabilistic network etc. by present.

2.1 Server-Client System The VESMA system is a system which consists of the server and the client,
and contains user's avatar, the object and the agent that is in virtual environment in the server. The client
displays an environment surrounding user(s), and interprets the inputs of the user, and let the avatar execute
it. This system can be executable in all platforms, and translate an arbitrary object between server-client or
server-server through a computer network, because this system uses the Java language.

The objects corresponding to the entrance can exist in a virtual space of the VESMA system, these objects
are connected with another place of this server or other servers, and the user can move between the servers
freely by accessing this entrance object.

2.2 Layered Structure A virtual space of the VESMA system can take the layered structure, as can be
seen in the last paragraph of section 2.1. When a complex virtual space and a lot of rooms are made, it is
very convenient to be able to make the layered structure for representing a spatial metaphor. For instance,
layered structures such as the city, university, faculties, and laboratories can be represented.

2.3 Autonomous Object The object is static or passive in a usual educational virtual environment
system, so it can answer to a user's request or reply to a messages, but it is difficult to realize an object which
behaves actively. The object in VESMA system can behave with own thread by programming the object to
send oneself the message. In other words, VESMA system supports making of an autonomous agent.

2.4 Simulation of Various Phenomenon The VESMA system is not only suitable as the
educational virtual environment programming environment, but also suitable for the simulation of a
physical phenomenon. Our collaborative learning support system on VESMA system can simulate a
physical phenomenon as well. It is also possible that the user can experiment by operating the experiment

tool in the virtual environment, and change the parameter and setting the experiment, and repeat the
experiment trying and erring. These experiments are useful for voluntary environments.

Moreover, our system can simulate not only physical phenomenons but also social phenomenons or
probabilistic process, and can display the results of the simulations by various graphical expressions such as
a density graph or digraph.

3 Collaborative Learning in Virtual Environment
3.1 Virtual Environment and Learning Style
The virtual environment in this paper means a "communication environment in computer networks". Usually,
a user can take only the service that he had already known the existence in the usual network. Though such
information is useful, sometimes people get information that is of significant value by chance discovery. We
think that positively building up and providing such an environment to increase the chance of this happening
are important. The virtual environment in made by various information can be considered for the typical
example. In this paper, we use VESMA system to realize the collaborative learning support system. Because
of server-client architecture supported by VESMA system, our collaborative learning support system can be
"distributed' in space and "synchronized or non-synchronized" in time. Generally, learning styles can be
divided into the following three types : 1. Individual learning, 2. group learning, 3. Collaborative learning.

(1)Individual learning : the problem solving whereby a learner does by himself. (2)Group Learning : the
problem solving via task sharing. (3) Collaborative learning : the problem solving by use of result sharing.
In other words, Each learner solves his own problem based on the information and data given to him by
other learners. Thus Collaborative learning is group learning with more goal oriented communications. In
the field of the education, it is considered that the latter learning style is especially effective because the
quality of the answer improves on the whole by having learners with differing knowledge do an information
exchange.

3.2 Collaborative Learning
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The following are the strong points of collaborative learning in a virtual environment121 : (1)There is no
restriction of time and geographical space. (2)It can lead to solving problems by doing opinion exchange
with other people. (3)It can obtain objective awareness of problems. On the other hand, it has several weak
points : (l)Learners get behind if they don't participate voluntarily. (2)There is the possibility that learning
may progress in different directions. (3)Differing abilities of learners (members) may be a problem for the
progress of their learning. We think about the method of the learner support which a weak point 3 is changed
to the strong point.

Good ideas in subject preparation, group formation support, communication support, and ideas such as an
interface become necessary to get over these problems. We examine the interface using intelligent agents in
consideration of such characteristics in this paper.

4 Supporting Collaborative Learning
4.1 Grasp of the learner's state
It is important to grasp learner's state in the
learning system. When learning in a virtual
environment on the computer network, it is
especially

important.

Because,

people's

communications become indirect in a virtual
environment.

Generally, when students learn about certain
topic, offering materials suitable to the learner's
level of understanding is necessary. This
Fig. 3 Architecture of Collaborative Learning
research aims to check the learner's mental state,
Support System
in broad sense, using agents to grasp it
automatically. It is also important to promote collaborative learning smoothly by giving a kind of "role" to
each learner in the group in consideration of the learner's personality. For example, the learner who is good
at teaching others might become a leader, and give support to other learners in the group. The control that
gives hints to make it refer to an exercise is necessary for cases when learners come to a deadlock in their
learning.

4.2 Learner Modeling
Then, the following is necessary for the learner modeling from the viewpoint of collaborative learning,
The individual model : It has proper knowledge, the mistaken knowledge, the knowledge that it hasn't been
studied, the interest or concerns, information such as a role, personal manipulation history.
D, = {(T, , i)

(T ,U, )}

DI: learner model, Ti : learning topic, U1 : understanding of topic

4.3 Intelligent Agents
An agent works like a human beings, and supports teachers and learners. An agent communicates other
agents or avatars, and behaves actively in various situation. Making a graphical representation of these
agents, users can come in contact with an agent familiarity. In this paper, we will discuss the intelligent

agents (' learner modeling agent', "group agent", "advisor agent", "evaluation agent') who support
collaborative learning in virtual environment.

The learner modeling agent grasps the learner's degree of progress and the degree of his understanding. The
group agent controls the information that a learner modeling agent has, and monitors the relationships of

each learner in the group. An advisor agent carries out various supports directly for the learner. An
evaluation agent judges whether or not the knowledge that a learner got by working at collaborative learning
is useful. Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of collaborative learning in virtual environment including advisor
agent. These agents do various support while the learner advances collaborative learning.

As different autonomous object, some characteristic mascots may be included in our Virtual University
based on a feature described in 2.3.
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5 The method of some supporting in Collaborative Learning
5.1 Collaborative Learning Support
As an example of collaborative learning support, pattern./ When you come to a deadlock. pattern2
When you mistake the solution. pattern. 3 When you can not understand what to do next .
How to solve the problem of the pattern 2 : First is support by the learner in the group(using Contract Net).
Next is support by the learner in other group(using Contract Net). Finally is Support by the CBR system.
Contract Net achieves the allocation of the task by the negotiation between the processing nodes. In this
paper, the selection of the advisor was attempted by contract net. We think it might be easier to understand
"By getting advice from the learner who is close to one's understanding degree".

5.2 CBR and Calculation of Similarity Degree
CBR(Case-Based Reasoning) is a kind of reasoning which solve the new problem by a case similar to
current problem. A case is expressed as
D,: case, Ti: learning topic, U; : understanding of topic,
D ={(7;,U,, t31). ( T ,u,w )}
W1 : importance degree of topic
follows.

The advisor agent selects a case that current condition and a case are the most similar.
U )2

Sim =
r=1

Sim :similarity degree, Ue, :understanding degree of topic of case base,
U1, : understanding degree of topic of learner model, W : importance
degree of the topic

6 Concluding Remarks and Future Works

We have constructed a virtual environment on a VESMA system, and examined communication processes
on it. And, we have examined the function of the intelligent agents in the collaborative learning support
system and the validity and support for the learning process.

In this paper, we have discussed that learners can obtain better methods for voluntary learning by the
appropriate support of the intelligent agents. And various intelligent agents provide environments for the
group learning which enables learners to do active collaborative learning.

And we have realized practical collaborative learning support system in which the following advantages are
provided using VESMA system. The learners communicate each other and share the teaching/learning
materials in the virtual environment by not only a text -based interface but also a graphical interface. A user
of VESMA system can move among two or more servers which is distributed in the Internet. We can make a

small creature, or can make physical experiments because of the function of VESMA which realize
autonomous objects. And VESMA system has the layered structure of virtual environment, so many places
can be constructed in one server corresponding to user's spatial metapho4 and the learner can easily access a
place he/she wish.
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In this paper we propose a Java-based CAI system that provides a learning-bydoing environment with hands-on exercise and instant interaction capabilities on
the World Wide Web. Our current topics of interest is the Euclidean geometry
for junior high school students. To design the system, we adopt the theory of
concept map to construct teaching and learning materials. We are currently
testing the system and has observed that it does significantly help students in
learning geometry.
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1 Introduction
As computer science and Internet technology make speedy progress at every moment, computer aided
instruction (CAI) plays an important role in our life, especially in future education for global citizens at
every corner of the world. Many researches focus on the web-CAI, but there are some drawbacks in these
systems:
(1) Some of these systems simply use graphs or animations and text to describe the meanings of the teaching

materials. Although this way of displaying is more lively than the traditional textbooks, the learners still
need to stare at the screen uncomfortably to read the text thoroughly to understand its meanings. Besides,
some subjects such as mathematics need to be learned by practicing with examples.
Plain text reading is just not enough.

(2) Most multimedia web-CAI systems requires high bandwidth, which is still a problem for the current
internet infrastructure. Long waiting time for response will definitely degrade the effect of learning no
matter how well designed the web-CAI system is.

To demonstrate our ability of conquering the above problems, we have developed a web-CAI system in
Chinese (http://www.math.fcu.edu.tw/tlhorngigeometry) for teaching and learning junior-high-school
Euclidean geometry (named just geometry in the following context). Students can have great fun in learning
on our system owing to its highly interactive and experiment-oriented features. Besides, the system is
designed all using small-size Java applets, and is therefore robust enough to tolerate the usual congestion on
the internet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our design theories such as the concept
maptheory and dynamic geometry method; Section 3 shows the implementation and Section 4 summarizes
the whole work and some future enhancement.

2 Theories behind our design
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First we employ the concept map theory to plan the curriculum and then apply dynamic geometry method to
design the curriculum to be highly interactive, problem-oriented and, most importantly, interesting. In this

way, the learners are encouraged to learn by playing with those Java applets, and to construct their
knowledge system by concept map theory.

2.1 Concept map theory
In order for learners to make a meaningful learning, Ausubel present a meaningful learning theory [1]. The
idea in this theory is that whenever to learn a new concept or a new knowledge it must base on the prior

experience. Ausubel' s theory considers that the relation between the new concept and learner' s prior
knowledge plays an important role in the meaningful learning. Whenever the new knowledge, learners' prior
concept, and proposition framework are successfully joined, learning is created. In other words, learners can

make a meaningful learning by utilizing learners' prior concept to link the new concept to organize the
whole knowledge. Novak further presents a concept mapping method for the purpose of verifying Ausubel' s
theory [I]. Concept map is composed of propositions. Every proposition contains two concept nodes and a
relation link between them. In a concept map, concepts are represented in a hierarchical way. A general or
summarized concept is put in an upper hierarchy, and a specific or particular concept is put in a lower one. A
graph describing the integration of concepts from the lower levels to higher ones and the relation linking
among them is called concept map that can represent a knowledge structure effectively.

2.2 Dynamic geometry method
To teach or learn geometry effectively, we usually have the following two aspects in mind [2]: knowledge
developing (the deductive method), and knowledge acquiring (the generalizing method).

Both are equally important. However, most of the current geometry curriculum in junior high school has
been emphasizing on how to prove a geometric problem by the deductive way, and frequently ignoring how
to the generalize a geometry concept by experiments and observation. Our web-CAI system present the
curriculum in both ways and particularly emphasizes the latter one.

3 Implementation
In our web-CAI system, the whole curriculum is problem-oriented, and each geometric problem, besides its
proof, is designed to be explored by experimentation which is implemented by Java applets. Java applet is
selected owing to its full-featured library for designing internet applications and its platform-independent
portability [3-5]. The code was written by JDK 1.1 and is entirely in Pure JavaTM

3.1 Drawing the concept map
There are four steps to draw the concept map: 1. concept seeking, 2. concept categorization, 3. concept
hierarchy, 4. concept relation.

Concept seeking: First list all important concepts to be taught. A concept is the foundation unit stored in the
human brain, although everyone may store a same thing by concepts in his own different way. That is why

everyone may response differently when seeing or hearing an identical event at the same time. This
individual opinion of everybody is called the concept.

Concept categorization: After seeking for concepts, this step is to divide concepts into two parts : event and

target. Taking circle as an example in our geometry curriculum, we can list twelve relevant important
concepts as categorized in table 3.1

Concept hierarchy: After categorizing the concepts, we further place them into a hierarchy. As mentioned
above, a more general concept will be put in a upper level, while a more specific one in a lower level. Figure
3.1 is the hierarchy chart of Table 3.1.

Concept relation: After putting all concepts in a hierarchy, we further denotes those relations among
concepts to form a complete concept map. Following the above, the circle 's concept map is shown in Figure
3.1.
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Event
line
chord

chord and center
central angle
arc

circumferential angle

tangent
quadrilateral
triangle
incenter
two circles
two circles and tangent

Target
relationship between a circle and a line
relationship between a chord and the diameter
relationships between a chord and its distance to center
relationship between a central angle and a chord
relationship between a chord and a arc
relationship between a arc and a circumferential angle
two tangents from an external point to a circle are equal in length
the opposing angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is complementary
three bisectors are concurrent in a triangle
Distances of the incenter to the three sides of a triangle are equal
relationship between two circles
tow circle' s common tangent
Table 3.1. Concept categorization

3.2 Composing the plan for teaching materials
By the concept map, we can further propose the teaching materials and write down these ideas into a table
called the plan of teaching materials. Following the above, Table 3.2 shows a small part of the plan: the
relative locations of two circles and their common tangent.
circle
triangle

quadrilateral

line

three bisectors in

the inscribed
quadrilateral

circle & line

a triangle

chord

incenter

two circles'
location

two circles & line

chord & diameter

distances to three
sides are equal

two circles

common

chord & center

chord & its distance
to center

chord &

tangent

central angle
& chord

arc

circumferential angle

circumferential
angle & arc

central angle

arc

external point

two tangent
lines

Figure 3.1 Circle' s concept map.

Page

Consist Concept

Circles'
locations
Common
tangent

There are six kinds of relations for two circles judging from their locations: separated internally, separated externally,
tangential internally, tangential externally, intersecting and coincident.
Two circles on a plane can have the following common tangents according to their relative locations:
When the two circles are separated externally, there are two external common tangents and two internal ones.

When the two circles are tangential externally, there are two external common tangents but one internal one.
When the two circles intersect at two points, there are two external common tangents and no internal one.
When the two circles are tangential internally, there is only one external common tangents and no internal one.
When the two circles are separated internally, there is neither an external common tangent nor an internal one.

Table 3.2 A part of the plan of teaching materials

3.3 Displaying the teaching materials by Java applet
Taking the common tangent of two circles as an example, we display this part of teaching materials by the
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Java applet shown in Figure 3.2 (a)-(c) This Java applet is designed that the learner can play around by
dragging any center (shown as red dots) of the two circles which will change the distance between these two
centers. From the movement, the learner can observe various kinds of common tangents happening for the
two circles. If we show it alternatively by some static graph or animation, the learner would have problem
catching its meaning effectively.

3.4 The examination module
Besides those Java applets for displaying teaching materials, air web-CAI system also provides an
examination module for on-line testing. Through this module, teachers can edit test problems and grade
students' answers, and students can take tests and look up for their grades all on our web-CAI system. Four
individual applets, in charge of problem editing, examination, grading, and grade looking-up, consist of this
examination module. Figure 3.3 particularly shows the problem-editing part, in which teachers can edit a test
problem and draw the illustration related to it. Also, all the test problems can be saved in a database server
driven by JDBC. lava Database Connectivity. JDBC is a Java-standard SQL database access interface [6].
It provides access to varieties of databases. After teacher edit the examination questions, the students can

take the exam on our veb-CAI system. On that, students can write down the answers and draw some
auxiliary lines on the illustration which may be required for proving a geometric theory or just to help them
solve the problem. Teachers can then grade and comment the students' answers, and the students can look up
for the grades and teacher' s comment later all on our web-CAI system.

4 Conclusions and future work
We have developed a web -CAl system that provides an interactive learning and testing environment on Web.
In this way, the learner can learn more effectively than other multimedia -CAI systems. Currently we have
chosen Euclidean geometry in junior high school as an example, and plan to extend to other science subjects,

the physics and chemistry in the future. Besides, we keep modifying the GUI in our system to be more
friendly and interesting. We also plan to choose a junior high school to test our system and evaluate its
performance.
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We synthesize a model for cultivating creativity that integrate the tasks of
engineering design, and evolves four cognitive processes of creativity
knowledge and skill via web courseware. This paper discusses three main
themes of creative learning: 1) the effectiveness of collaborative teaching and
course modules, 2) tools for fostering creative learning, and 3) interaction on the

web-environment via creativity contest and design project. Several findings
were observed based on qualitative evaluation of this class. First, the most
rewarding course topics identified by the students is the creativity contest and
design project because it provides ample opportunities to solve real-life openended problems, rather than to deal with dichotomous textbook problems.
However, adapting dissimilar teaching style of our collaborative teaching
generated anxiety to a number of students, which suggest the structure and
sequence of the course development are need to be modified in order to fit
students' level of capacity and readiness. Finally, we have demonstrated how
problem solving and engineering design procedures can be closely integrated
and taught, and what are the necessary knowledge and skills to enhance
students' ability to become creative as well as effective problem solvers.
Keywords: Collaborative teaching, Creative learning, Web-based learning

1 Introduction
Creativity is inherent and a native intelligence. Many studies, show that the creative cognition can be trained
and learned [1, 2]. Therefore, proper education and nourishing environment can foster creativity. Creative
problem solving (CPS) is referring to use creativity or creative thinking for problem solving, which is a
learning model being actively studied [3, 4]. It helps student use systematic method to solve a comp lex and
realistic problem, possibly with multiple solutions. Students brainstorm to generate all possible solutions,

categorize and evaluate solutions, develop implementation plan, and finally execute the plan [3]. CPS
emphasizes the practice of creative thinking, implementation of creativity, and stresses on the creative
leaning process. It can be regarded as a learning model for knowledge synthesis .

It is our responsibility and challenge as teachers to educate student who will be able to succeed in the hightech environment. To educate students to cope with the rapidly changing world, they must not only to
actively acquiring new knowledge, but also to have the skill of creative problem solving. In reflecting such
responsibility and challenge, the course of "Open-ended Creative Mechanical Engineering Design" was
offered in Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Central University for the last three years. The
spirit of this course is asking students use their creativity to work as industrial engineers, form several
mission-oriented teams, communicate and cooperate with other people, and deal with real industrial openended problems.
We wish to demonstrate how problem solving and engineering design procedures can be closely integrated
and taught and what are the necessary knowledge and skills to enhance students' ability to become creative
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as well as effective problem solvers. Hence, we synthesize a model for cultivating creativity that integrate
the tasks of engineering design, and evolves four cognitive processes of CPS knowledge and skill via webbased courseware. An integrated web-courseware [5] is constructed for above purposes . In the following
sections, four main themes in our study will be introduced: 1) the collaborative teaching and course modules,
2) tools for fostering creative learning, and 3) interaction on the web-environment via contest and design
project.

2 Collaborative teaching and course modules
2.1 Collaborative teaching
Based on the experiences for the past three years, we perceive the need for professionals from other
disciplines to stress the importance of communication as well as teamwork skills for engineering students.
More importantly, a scientific evaluation of the course and its effects on the students' learning of creativity
must be done in cooperating pedagogical experts with engineering ones. The analysis of student outcomes
can give information about the success of the innovative course in achieving our objectives.
But the question is: how can professors with engineering background to integrate their technical knowledge
with an educational-oriented perspective? Engineering faculties may understand the cognitive and emotional
conflict that students encounter, but couldn' t verify their teaching approaches in order to take into account

students' different learning styles. Besides, an engineering course taught by faculty of non-engineering
background face a challenge of given students the new perspectives without accommodating the technology
orientation of engineering students.

With above forethought, we propose and implement the collaborative teaching from four professors of
interdisciplinary backgrounds: thermaVfluid sciences, mechatronics, education, and network-based learning.
Collaborative teaching is a novel teaching approach, it allow teacher deliver lecture in a more efficient way
and share mutual teaching experience, improve teaching deficiency, and understand learning difficulty of
students. In devising the design-oriented courseware, besides compose the materials for hands-on creativity

project, we also strengthen educational idea of cognitive psychology, learning strategy and learning
evaluation. Such collaborative teaching team up with the expertise of education and engineering is hoping to

build a nourishing environment for rising student's learning motivation, encouraging student to develop
mature, diversified cognition and thinking, and then be able to perform higher level of creative thinking.

2.2 Course modules
The contents and modules (see Table 1) are designed to develop competence in mechanical engineering,
creativity, and teamwork. Five major units are emphasized: 1) Introduction of creativity, 2) Basic principles
of CPS process, 3) Hands-on learning activities to inspire creativity, 4) Engineering &sign process, 5)
Creativity contest and design project. In the first one-third activities is centred on the development and
inspiration of creativity and creativity education, and the next one-third of the units enable students to
practice the creative mechanical engineering design. The last one-third of the activities finishes the
implementation of creativity phase so as to show off student' s imagination with the creativity contest and
design project.
We use creativity contest and design project as a tool to enhance creative learning of students. One creativity
contest is hold in every semester in order to incubate students' learning interest. It is all up to students to
decide the material, procedures, requirements, and rules for the creativity contest with teacher' s facilitation
in order to develop the environment of freedom.

The design project could relate basic principles and concepts to real problems and to improve students'
understanding, motivation and creativity [6]. Implementing a project is a way to encourage students to look
deeply and laterally at individual topics and consider how they can be applied to real situation. They
motivate students to confront both familiar and unfamiliar situations with confidence, providing a sense of
achievement and satisfaction. Each team member is expected to be aware of the specific skills of others in
order to achieve effective and collaborative working relationships. More importantly, each member needs to
take other people' s views into account.
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3 Tools for fostering creative learning
We construct three tools to assist the creative learning process: 1) the creative activity board, 2) the
search engine, 3) the engineering courseware of domain knowledge.

The creative activity board, which is a web-BBS, is employed as the main interface for creative activity.
Students are encouraged to actively utilize their own web-BBS for discussing their design projects with
teachers and with classmates. They can announce important messages (e.g., resource acquiring) and post
their current executing status of their project. More importantly, this board can be used to share their ideas
and problem-solving approaches at any times with anyone who is interested in the topic. For convenient
discussion of the creative ideas via network, particularly in the format hand-made sketches or the design
charts, a FTP (download/upload) function is added in this board. Every user can participate the creative
activity through web. The evolution and implementation of creativity can be recorded and exhibited.
Properly application of this board can encourage students' morale for continually performing their design
projects.
Students may encounter many problems when they execute the design project. The related information may
be found in the courseware of domain knowledge or discussed in the creative activity board. Through the
search engine, students can find useful knowledge and retrieve information from the integrated courseware
more effectively by using appropriate keywords.

The creative activity cannot be successful without domain knowledge as its foundation [7]. When students
are working on their team design projects, they need to integrate their domain knowledge based on the
previous courses. There are four course modules materials are integrated: 1) Machine Design Course, 2)
Electric Circuits and Electronics with Laboratory, 3) Innovative Application of Engineering Software, 4)
Creative Mechanical Design. See [8] for detail description of content of these course modules.

4 Results: interaction on the web-environment
In the beginning whether students invest themselves in the class or not, depends on the development of the
feedback from teachers. We use the web-BBS as the interaction interface with the students. After each team
reported their project status, we will comment their idea and improvement of design prototype. Next, their

status report will be upload in the creative activity board, and allow peers to review and comment.
Encourage and endorsement from peers and teachers goes to those active teams . All interactions on the web
are transparent and will inspire student if teachers can give feedback just-in-time, and guide each team to
post their suggestion. In this way, both students and teachers will not be trapped in the classroom, and once
the obstacle is encountered, it can be posted in the web and then exchange message. The more people to
view these obstacles, the more possibility for the problem can be solved. Since not only teachers can help,
peers can assist too. This is what we observed in this class when student performing their design projects.
Positively and timely feedback from teacher and classmates enrich the value of the board.

We made surveys based on interviews, questionnaires, and articles of creative activity board. The most
rewarding course content identified by the students is the creativity contest and design project because they
provide ample opportunities to solve real-life open-ended problems, rather than to deal with dichotomous
textbook problems. However, others are disturbed by the open-ended nature of the course materials. They
claim that it is tiresome to cope with various teaching styles of four individual teachers. The evidence from
our research also suggests that students' problem solving processes were affected by their understanding of
the rationale of interdisciplinary course development. Therefore, teachers need to assist students to make
their own links with the material they are engaging with in order to eliminate the negative impacts of the
course content. For instance, increase the teaching topics involving mechanical hands-on activities might
provide students more practice and appreciate the CPS process.
The issues of students' learning difficulties are complex and dependent on several factors, including course
organization and development, the subject or topic being taught, teaching style, and students' expectations
[9]. Although students see the new learning experience as an opportunity to broaden their scope, some others
claim that the challenge of finding a design topic themselves was beyond their ability to manage. In order to
set the stage for project design, our data showed that it is crucial that team members to accommodate each

other and to devote their personal commitment. It is clear from our interview that failure to do so did
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influence the students' motivation to finish the project.

5 Conclusions
We have created a learning environment that facilitates students' development of problem solving abilities,
enhances their confidence for cooperative creativity, and finally, provides students knowledge and skills for
mechanical engineering design. The collaborative teaching is a novel experience to both of teacher and our

student. Each member contributes their expertise and become the tutor b the other members. More
importantly, the effort of compromising one another on the process serves as a role model for their students
to work cooperatively.

The results of this study suggested significant concern for the students' anxiety created by the need to meet

the special requirements of four individual teachers. It leads us to speculate whether the structure and
sequence of the course development are appropriate to the students' level of capacities and readiness. Rather

than viewing these problems as collection of obstacles and difficulties, we believe that we can make a
difference in the learning of our students and chose to conceptualize those dilemmas and challenges in a
constructive guide. Hence, we are currently adopting a new teaching approach by dividing the class into
expert versus observer groups. The emphasis of the approach is to take responsibility as a learner and to
develop the ability to ask questions about the projects done by other groups. We also conduct a peerevaluation to encourage student to evaluate each other' s projects critically and objectively. We wish students
to believe, as we did, that creative learning is within reach of anyone who is willing to exert himself and take
responsibility.
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Content Outline
Orientation to creativity
Cognitive process of creative problem solving
Thinking styles and contexts for developing
creativity
Creative personality and teamwork experience

Learning Activities
I. Introduce the importance of creativity to learning
2. Illustrate four stages of CPS skills
3. Demonstrate pros and cons of various thinking
style

4. Film-viewing to illustrate the characteristics of
creative people
5. Interview team members and identify their
personality
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Principles and strategies of lateral thinking

6. Analogy

7. Simulation activities
8. Discuss basic rules for invention
9. Apply rules to improve the design of commercial
product
10. Brainstorm potential ideas for creativity contest
via web
Problem solving in electric circuits and electronics 11. Problem solving a case to illustrate the E&E
concepts relate to project design
(E&E)
12. Peer-evaluate and select the top three most
The creativity contest ( by individual)
creative rubberband-powered vehicles
13. Develop a RFP based on all information
Research for proposal (RFP) of creative design
gathered
project ( by group)
14. Oral presentation to class
Table 1 The course modules of the CEdesign web-class.

Conventional engineering design process

An approach to modeling an educational
domain
Gennadiy ATANOV
Donetsk Institute of Social Education,. DISO, Donetsk, 83000, Ukraine
E-mail: atanovdongu.donetsk.ua
The paper develops a topic of construction of the normative student model. The

subject student model is a part of it representing a sum of demands to the
curriculum of the subject, to students' knowledge and skills, and a semantic
model of the domain. The subject student models pick out the educational
domains from all the multitude of the domains, so the subject model is a model
of an educational domain. Examples in physics are given.
Keywords: student modeling, domain modeling, knowledge, skills, semantics

1 Introduction
A fundamental concept of modern didactics and pedagogical psychology is the student (learner) model. It
arose within computer technologies of education and was provoked by the necessity to formalize our

representation about students. Of course such representations had been worked out long before any
appearance of computers, and definite formalization of them began together with didactics. But it is
computer technologies that gave a new impulse to development of these representations, transformed them
into an object of deep investigations, transferred to a qualitatively new level [8,9].

In the widest sense, the student model is our knowledge about a student. There are two sides here: (1)
knowledge about how the student is, and (2) knowledge about how we want to see him/her. The first
knowledge is determined by the way of analyses of student' s behavior, and it is natural to call it a behavioral

student model. It is changing together with the student' s change therefore it is also called dynamic, or
current, one. Mechanism of construction of this model is the cognitive diagnostics [9].

Knowledge about how we want to see students, that is, demands to their final state is a normative student
model. As a rule, this knowledge is various. It consists of demands to personal qualities of future specialists,
their professional qualities and skills, their knowledge and skills in different subjects, characteristics of their
physical and psychological state, and so on. The final aim of teaching is achievement of such a state when
the behavioral student model concurs with the normative one.

2 The subject student model
A part of the normative student model determining domain knowledge is a subject student model [3]. In
knowledge engineering, it is called expert knowledge, or domain model [5,6]. The subject student model
picks out the educational domains from all the multitude of the domains, so the subject model is a model of

an educational domain, or a model of a subject. Let us note that if the dynamic modeling is quite a
developed branch of Artificial Intelligence, the domain modeling is developed to a lesser degree. It is clear,
as specialists in Artificial Intelligence, as a rule, are not the ones in any other domain.

Under knowledge they understand the main conformities to natural laws helping us to solve particular
problems (production, scientific, economic, and others) [5]. Facts, concepts, algorithms,
intercommunications, rules, strategies of making decisions, and so on make up knowledge. The pithy sense
of the concept «knowledge» is that knowledge reflects our imagination about domains and expresses a
system of concepts, as well as relationships and dependencies between them.
According to the classification, there is a division of domain knowledge into declarative and procedural ones.

The first is statements about properties of the subjects of a domain and relationships between them. The
declarative knowledge is often called a factual one, and this reflects its essence very well. The procedural
knowledge describes the order and character of the transformation of the domain objects. Its another
appellation is rules. In our opinion, it is not quite right, as the declarative knowledge, giving relationships

between the objects, is also rules. Thus the procedural knowledge is not simply rules but rules of
transformation.

The final aim of instruction is formation of way of acting. The way of acting is realized via skills in the
practical activity [7]. The mechanism of this is operation with knowledge (both the declarative and
procedural) being displayed in the behavior of a person. Therefore, in a wide sense, skills are attributed to
knowledge, namely behavioral one [9]. The procedural knowledge is realized in skills. And sometimes,
skills are called the procedural knowledge but, as we could see, the term "procedural knowledge" has been
already occupied. Definition "operation knowledge" reflects the essence of the things clearly and in the most
unambiguous manner. Thus, the subject student model has to contain skills that are to be formed in the
process of instruction. Let us call a list of such skills the operational subject student model.
The declarative component of the domain knowledge makes up a semantic part of it, namely the semantic
student model.

One of the distinctive properties of knowledge is that it has a certain structure. It is very important,
especially for the instructional material, to define its structure. It is well known that to master a portion of
the instructional knowledge is to determine its place in the structure of the instructional material. Therefore,
one of the problems while constructing the subject student model must be determination of the subject
knowledge structure. Studying the structure of the instructional material is a theme of an independent
important and deep investigation. The subject student model must give more or less extended ideas about
what the subject knowledge is. Such ideas are an essential part of any curriculum. A usual way here is a
thematic approach when themes are enumerated. Let us call a list of themes liable to studying the thematic
subject student model.
In teaching, it is very important methodologically to determine which role either knowledge plays and which

functions it carries. In other words, it is necessary to fulfil a functional structuring of the instructional
knowledge. It can be done with the help of a list of functional rubrics. The functional knowledge will be
determined in such a way. Within it, there is knowledge performing both nontransforming functions (for
example, facts, conclusions) and transforming ones (algorithms, methods, instructions). The functional
knowledge makes up the functional subject student model.

In such a way, we suggest a four component subject student model consisting of thematic, functional,
operational, and semantic parts. Such a subject student model in physics is carried out at the physics and
didactics of physics department of the Donetsk State University [1-3].

3 The thematic subject student model
The thematic subject student model has been well known for a long time. In essence, it is a usual curriculum
of the course, its program. It is built just according to the thematic principle, sections and themes liable to
studying are enumerated in it. The model reflects the structure of the course. The program can be worked out
in detail to different degree but it is always neither knowledge itself, nor its content but its names. In fact,

this is a define characteristic of the subject knowledge, some knowledge about the subject knowledge.
Knowledge about knowledge is called metaknowledge. Thus, the thematic subject student model is a
metaknowledge.

It is a natural and convenient model for planning and organizing the instructional process. The more, it is an
obligatory normative document. Preparation of any course begins with its creation (that is, creation of the
course curriculum). Nevertheless, it is excessively general to use it for diagnostics.

As a rule, knowledge in many computer tutoring systems is structured according to the thematic student
model.
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4 The functional subject student model
The functional subject student model shows which role either knowledge plays; and it is also
metaknowledge. It has a define structure in the horizontal direction, which may be given with the help of
some rubrics. The role of knowledge and its functions depend on a particular subject. For example, we
picked out the following rubrics for physics courses : concepts, wordings, laws, properties, consequences,
conclusions, reasons, formulas, equations, models, methods, and algorithms [3]. The rubrics have a filling
that, nevertheless, also does not reflect semantic of the subject and is metaknowledge.

It is the subject student model that allows working out in details what students must know. Let us give an

example from the molecular physics. Students have to know: definitions of the concepts: mole,
thermodynamic system, pressure, temperature, density, concentration, ideal gas, equation of state, and so on;
wording and consequences of: Pascal's law, Maxwell's and Bolzmann' s distributions, Kirchhoff' s law, and so
on; deductions of: the mine equation of kinetic theory, equation of the adiabatic process, law of atmospheres,
and so on.

5 The operation subject student model
As it was noted, the operation subject student model is a list of skills liable to mastering by students. Let us

note that skills in education make up a hierarchical system [2]. It consists of five groups of skills:
fundamental, methodological, general, inter-subject, subject. Subject skills take the highest position in the
hierarchy of skills.

We pick out three classes of the subject physical skills: general, particular, and experimental. The general
skills are, on the first hand, methodological ones. Spectrum of the particular skills is far wider, for example,
there are more than 200 them in the list in physics. According to the contents of the instructional material,
the following skills are picked out: to find, to determine, to fix, to build, to obtain, to calculate, to compute,
to estimate, to distinguish, to pick out, to sort, to take into account, to represent, to traverse, to decompose,
to compose, to generalize, to put in practice, to use, to formulate.
There is a fragment of the list of the skills below:
3.1. General skills

To analyze physical processes and phenomena, to estimate orders of physics magnitudes and determine
essential factors, to build physical models, to build mathematical models of particular physical processes
and phenomena, to determine boundaries of applicability of the models, and so on.
3.2. Particular skills

3.2.2. Molecular Physics and Thermodynamics
To estimate quantity of particles and their mass in particular conditions, to determine parameters of state of

gas, to determine number of degrees of freedom and molecular mass of a gas and mixture of gases, to
determine possibility of the use of the model of an ideal gas, to make use functions of distribution to find
average values of physics magnitudes, and so on.

Experimental skills are divided into three groups: to measure physical magnitudes; to reproduce
independently physical phenomena and processes; experimental particular skills.
There is a hierarchical structure of the subject skills corresponding to the development of the subject in
instruction. Besides that all of them also have a definite structure in the horizontal dimension because they
are complicated, or composed, skills. In order to master them, a wide spectrum of skills both of the lower
levels and subject is necessary. For example, skill to solve physical problems is composed of ten simpler
skills : to pick out the necessary information from the condition of a problem to solve it, to code the condition
of the problem in a word form, to draw a picture to the problem, to choice a rational method of solving, and
so on.

6 The semantic subject student model
Semantic knowledge in different subjects is contained in textbooks, other training literature. There are two
parts in the content of any textbook: CON-1 and CON-2 [7]. CON-1 is knowledge making up the content of
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a domain directly, CON-2 is knowledge attending the CON-1 (for example, knowledge from other subjects,
interpretations, explanations, examples from life). In fact, it is the CON-1 that is the semantic knowledge of
a domain. Nevertheless, this knowledge is not picked out especially, it is distributed all around the textbook,
interacts with another knowledge, and is not formalized.

Semantic knowledge represents the declarative component of the subject knowledge as the procedural
knowledge is realized in skills (operational knowledge). Thus to construct a semantic student model on the
basis of a textbook, it is necessary to pick out domain facts from it and group them in a definite order.
According to their structure, facts may be of a great variety. As a rule, they are compound ones. Nevertheless,
elementary facts may be picked out that, appearing in different relationships, form the compound facts.

General questions of representation of facts in instruction are considered in works [4]. For example,
expression "Translational motion is the motion that all the point of a solid body have identical trajectory" is
a compound fact as it can be represented as a set of the following elementary facts: (1) a solid body moves;
(2) all the point of the body have identical trajectory; some motion is called the translational one.

One can easily see that the elementary facts do not carry any semantic loading of the domain although they
contain domain terms. Only on gathering together in a compound fact they acquire some domain sense. Such
compound facts are finished thoughts and they are represented by finished sentences, or expressions. Let us
call them the semantic facts. As a matter of fact, the semantic facts are a unit of the domain knowledge, as

smaller portions of it have no domain sense. The objects of the expression are concepts, phenomena,
processes, laws, principles, theorems, conclusions, consequences, reasons, properties, rules, and so on.
It is the full set of the semantic facts that is the semantic subject student model. The order of their disposition
is subordinated to the logic of the development of the course.

Such a semantic subject student model was firstly constructed in Gas Dynamics and than in Physics [1].
Those were very small brochures because there were no calculations, proofs, and explanation in them.
Nevertheless, they contained all the statements of the courses. These brochures received the title semantic
synopsis. As an example, there is a fragment from a physics semantic synopsis below:
3.1. The elementary work of a force is defined as the scalar product of the elementary displacement
of the point of the force application.
3.2. The work of a force is defined as a line integral from the elementary work along the trajectory of
the point of the force application.
3.3. The unit of the work is one joule that is equal to a work done by a force of one newton on a
displacement of one meter.

In the opinion of instructors and students, the synopsis turned out an effective means while consolidating the
instructional material, preparing to seminars. It helps to size up the structure of the instructional material,
pick out and easily memorize the most essential its moments. It is very important that student remember
them for a longer time.

The synopsis allows carrying out fast and regular control students' knowledge during a lecture. In this case,
the expressions serve as a base for the open type test tasks being created by missing some keywords in the
expressions. Students note a great value of the synopsis while preparing to the examinations when there is a
danger do not pick out and master the main statements of the course.
Let us note that the semantic facts are distinctive rules as they define character of relationships between the

elementary facts. In dther words, they are rules according to which the elementary facts are connected
between themselves. This circumstance stipulates possibility to represent the semantic knowledge by means
of the production method. It is done with the help of rules of a kind "if A than B" where A and B are some
facts. An example of such a representation of the above mentioned definition of the translation motion is
given below:
If <a solid body moves> and

< all the point of the body have identical trajectory>
than <such a motion is called the translational one>.

Each of the expressions may be represented in such a way. Thus the production knowledge base of the
subject will be constructed. Its constructing is considered in details in work [4]. As our practice shows,
constructing production knowledge bases by students while learning is an effective kind of learning activity.
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7 Conclusion
An approach to construction of the subject student model as a part of the normative one is described. The
model consists of four components: thematic, functional, operation, and semantic. The thematic model gives
ideas about the structure of the subject, the semantic one reflects its content, functional one determine what

students have to know, and operation one does what students have to be able. The approach allows
constructing more detailed current student models and reaching the main aim of teaching, namely forming
the way of acting, more successfully.
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We present here an interactive game system designed to stimulate uses
knowledge

associations

between

words.

The

system

is

based on a

word-association television game called "Himitsu no Tsunagari". This game
uses two different words and an association word. Each player is given a word,
and must guess the other word and the association word to win the game. Our
system allows person-to-person matches and person-to-computer matches. We
believe that our system stimulates the users' creativity and their ability to form
associations. Our system also acquires knowledge of word associations from
game records. As more and more games are played, the system's knowledge of
associations grows, and so does its ability to compete with the user.

Keywords: Educational game, Interactive learning, Knowledge acquisition,
Word association.

1 Introduction
Many games have been designed to enhance various human abilities. Saeki [8] has pointed out that
educational software needs to motivate learners in order to attract and retain their attention. If only its
appearance is attractive, learners tire of the software soon. One approach developed in our lab to motivate
children is the "Instruction Assisted Compute?' (IAC) paradigm [4]. In this paradigm, the system is given a
passive role and the children are put in the drive? s seat. The result is that the familiar roles of teacher and
pupil are reversed, and it is the children who end up teaching the computer. To date we have successfully
developed and studied several different systems using this paradigm [3][6][8].
Associations between words and concepts form a major dimension of human knowledge. Stimulating these
associations can greatly influence concept formation and increase one's problem-solving skill [l][9]. Models
based on association networks have been used for vocabulary acquisition [5] [7], and many association
word-games have been developed [2].

In this paper, we describe a system to play an association game called Himitsu no tsunagari' . This game
requires the player to think of several concepts at once and look for associations between them. We believe
that this stimulates various associations inherent in the user's knowledge. Our system allows a user to play
with another user (on the web, so that two users do not have to be in the same place), or with the computer.
It also has a knowledge acquisition module, which analyzes the associations created in each game. These
associations are added to the system's knowledge base, and result in a gradual improvement in the system's
performance. In the rest of this paper we describe our system and the results of our initial experiments.

2 A Brief Introduction to Himitsu no Tsunagari
Himitsu no Tsunagari is a television game show in Japan. It is an association game using two different words
(called keys' ) and another word that is associated with both keys (called a link' ). There are two teams and
a judge. Behind each team, a key is hidden (see Figure 1), so that each team can see the opponents' key, but
not their own. Neither team can see the link. The goal of the game is to find their own key and the link.
Each team takes turn guessing answers based on the visible key and the past guesses of the other team. The
judge provides an evaluation of each guess (` correct' , close' , etc.). For example, in the second row in Table
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1, Team B can infer that their key is something "yellow" from Team A' s previous answer

The associations between the keys and the link are not limited to those semantic or conceptual, but can be of
any kind. For example, in Japanese "Niji" serves as a link between the keys "14 o' clock" and "rainbow"
because both keys are homonyms of "Niji".

3 Design and Implementation of the system
Table 1. Flow of a game (Topic : keys banana
and strawberry, association - fruit)
Answer
Visible key
Answer
Team
(Key)
(Association)
Yellow
Sunflower
Banana
A
Sour
Lemon
Strawberry
B
Fruit
Banana
Grapefruit
A
Fruit
Pineapple
Strawberry
B
Fruit
Raspberry
Banana
A
Fruit
Banana
Strawberry
B

Here we describe the interactive system for

the Himitsu no Tsunagari game. We first
describe the goals of our system. Then we
explain the rules of the computer game,
which are a little different from those of the
TV game. Thirdly we present an outline of
our system and discuss the relations among
various modules. Fourthly, we describe the
reasoning
and knowledge
acquisition
modules in more detail. Finally, we describe
the interface of our system.

3.1 Design goals of the System
Acquiring
knowledge

In order to allow many people to play and

enjoy our system, we set the following
design goals:
The game can be played on the Web.
The computer can be one of the players.
The system has an easy-to-use interface.

3.2 The rules of the computer
game
We clarified and added some rules to the

Judge

Answer

TV game rules, as explained below.

The game is played with two players
Figure 1. Structure of the system

and one judge
At the beginning of a game, each player

is given a key and the judge is given

(

both keys and the link.
The judge evaluates each guess as ' correct' ,
' near miss, ' incorrect' , or ' strange'
Each player is allowed 90 seconds for
making a guess.

Keyword A

banana

(I)

(4)

is finished when the judge
declares the guesses of the key and the link

The game

(5)

as correct.

3.3 Overview of the system

raspberry

The structure of our system is shown in Figure 1.
There are five modules in it: game server, user
interface, knowledge acquisition, reasoning
module (making guesses), and knowledge

lemon

1110.

in

the

strawberry
sour
Answered key to answered association
Visible key to answered association

and evaluations) between the players and the
judge. The words used in the game and their
saved

()

Keyword B

sending the keys and the link to the players and
the judge, and for passing messages (guesses

are

pineapple

fruit

grapefruit

database. The game server is responsible for

associations

sunflower

110. yellow

Answered key to opponent's answered

association

knowledge

Figure 2. Association network from a game.
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database. This knowledge is used to make guesses when the computer is one of the players.

3.4 Acquiring and Reusing Knowledge
We describe here our approach to acquiring knowledge about word associations from past games, and using
this knowledge to make guesses in subsequent games.
3.4.1 Knowledge acquisition from past games

From the record of a game we can make an association network (Figure 2). It is difficult to say from the
record which guesses of the opponent were useful for a player in making his or her own guesses. For
example, when the opponent's guess seems quite unrelated to the visible key, a player may just disregard it.
However, we assume that the link and the key in each player's guess are associated. We also assume that the
link in each playe 's guess is associated with the key visible to that player. So we add <guessed-key,
) and <visible -key, guessed-link> (-10' ) to our set of associations in the
guessed-link> (
knowledge base. We call each of these pairs an "association pair", and the network created by all the
association pairs an "association net".
3.4.2 Reasoning Module: Guessing the key and the link

As mentioned above, we assume that the
link guessed by a player is associated with
the visible key and the guessed key. For this
guess we make two assumptions: the
guessed link is correct or incorrect, and the
guessed link has something to do with the

hidden key. For example, if the opponent
guessed "the key is ' apple' and the link is
red' ", and it was judged incorrect, a player
can infer that the opponent's visible key (and

the player's hidden key) is associated with
red and the correct link is not "red". From

these two pieces of information we can
search

for

plausible

answers

in

the

association net (Figure 3). Every time the
opponent makes a guess, the computer

Key to association

Opponent' s answer

Plausible key

Plausible association

searches the association net and adds a
certain weight to each plausible association
pair. When it is the computer's turn to make
a guess, it selects the association pair with
the highest weight.

Figure 3. How to search for plausible answers

3.5 Interface
There are two displays, one for the judge and one for the players. They differ only in the input area. The
player-interface displays the visible key and the history of the game (the player's guesses, the opponent's

guesses, and the judge's evaluations), and has areas for entering the guessed link and key. The
judge-interface is similar except for the input area. Instead, it has eight buttons (four each for the key and the
link) at the bottom of the screen to evaluate the players' guesses. There is a time limit of 90 seconds, after
which an answer is sent automatically.

4 Experiment
We tested our system with 10 undergraduate students in the Computer Science Department. In the beginning,
we explained how to play the game with various topics and a sample game. Then subjects were matched to a
computer to play the game using ten topics for two hours. Assistants judged the games. Subjects sometimes
thought deeply and sometimes seemed to hit upon an idea quickly. We acquired about 1,400 answers. Here is
a result of one game (see Table 2).
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After playing the system, we let the subjects explain from which words they guessed the answers. We used
their explanations to determine from how many words
Table 2. An example, "Wiener & Twins". Both
we call this the base-words
an answer was guessed
concepts also called "sohseiji"inJapanese
number' . For example, "wiener" was guessed from
"coffee" and "hotdog", so the base-words number is 2.

The average base-words number was 1.4. This result
shows that users try to consider more than one word in

Turn

playing this game.

S -ect

visible k

. a is Wiener
Twins

D, , Wiener
Su-ect
Twins
a

Some subjects tended not to answer within 90 seconds.
Such subjects were found to have a higher base-words
number than those who answered in time.

Co
Su-ect

.

Wiener
Twins

Association
American Coffee
Haliwood Shuwalzn i i.
Ketch
Hood

No
Salami

Wiener

No

Milli

We categorized the associations into 16 groups (Graph
2), most of them from Togawa' s classification. Siperior, inferior, instance, synonym, same, emotion
(<magic, muse>), character (<apple, red>), character2 (<Wright, airplane>), component (<sausage, pork>),
inclusion (<apple, pineapple>), junction (<sun, flower>), place/time, phonic, verb, target (<knife, apple>),
ellipsis (<wolf, liar>wolf boy lies a lot). Synonym was the most frequently guessed category. Ellipsis
association represented 5% of the guesses. We think that playing with the system stimulates many kinds of
associations.
We also gave a questionnaire after playing the game. In spite of its free answer form, most players answered
that they enjoyed thinking and the moment of hitting upon an idea.

5 Conclusion
We described an interactive system using the Himitsu no

Tsunagari game. In this game a user can play against
either other users or a computer player. The computer
uses the knowledge acquired from past games. It

improved itself by acquiring knowledge from game
records. Users tried to answer using associations to 1.4
words on average and in various categories. In addition,
they said they enjoyed thinking about the answers in the
experiment. We believe our system stimulates users'
ability of associating words. Since many games were
played, the computer acquired sufficient knowledge to

f

f n.

compete well against users.
Graph 2 Categories of associations
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With the rapid growth of both computer technology and the Internet, conventional
models of testing are gradually being replaced by CAT (Computer Assisted Testing)

systems. However, the major problem in most CAT systems is the difficulty in
refreshing and supplying test items. This paper presents a novel network CAT system,
DlYexamer (Do-It-Yourself Examer). It has three features that differentiate it from

existing CAT systems: student DIY items, item-bank sharing, and automatic
assessment of item discriminability. DlYexamer accepts test items contributed form
teachers as well as students, and allows limited item sharing between item-banks
possibly maintained by different organizations. An algorithm is applied dynamically
to assess the discriminability of items in item-banks in order to filter out less qualified
contributions, hereby assuring the quality of stored items while scaling up the size of
item-banks.

computer assisted testing, test
discriminability, distant learning
Keywords:

evaluation, test acquisition,

1 Intorduction
With the continuing development of computer technology and the Internet, educators now have new alternatives
for creating, storing, accessing, distributing and sharing learning as well as testing materials. Should testing be
performed on or learned from computers, and then a computer can best assess the work, Bugbee (1996)[1]. Hence,
assessing the learning achievements and attitudes of students via computers or networks becomes a challenging
task for many educators and researchers.

A. Computer-assisted Testing Categories
Computer-assisted Testing (CAT) or Computer-based Testing (CBT), the use of computers for testing purposes,
has a history spanning more than twenty years. The documented advantages of computer administered testing
include reductions of testing time, an increase in test security, provision of instant scoring, and an individualized
adaptive testing environment [2][3][4][5]. As listed in Table 1, three categories of CAT are currently employed:
standalone packages, test centers and networked systems.

-1
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TABLE 1: Cate ories of CAT
Network
support
Standalone
package
Test center
Networked
system

No
Yes
Yes

Item
generator
Built in
item-bank
Expert
Built in
item-bank

Random item
selection

Item
source

Item quality
assessment

Item-bank
sharing

Test result
analysis

Yes

Fixed

No

No

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Fixed

No

No

Yes

1) Standalone package: This type of computer software package is typically stored on disks or CD-ROMs. Some
packages have built-in item-banks, while others require teachers to input test items. These CAT packages
generally do not have network capabilities.
2) Test center: The test centers or lab services require dedicated computer terminals for testing purposes. Students
are required to complete the computer-based tests at the centers. Well-known applications of this type of service
are Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) and Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), as provided
by Educational Testing Services (ETS) [6].

3) Networked system: This enables students to perform an examination through an Internet connection.
Concurrent testing of multiple users, automatic score calculation, and automatic test result analysis are
supported by a networked system. The major advantages of networked systems are the convenience of
examinations and test result calculation. However, the major flaws are the limitation of the amount of items and
no item discriminability assessment.

B. Problem Statement
Regardless of which CAT system is employed, a critical issue in developing CAT is the construction of a test
item-bank. Traditionally, asking teachers and content experts to submit items generates the item-bank. Three major
drawbacks of the traditional method can be observed:
1) Limitation of item amount: Teachers and content experts tend to have similar views on the test subject. That is,
in a given field vital subject matter might be confined. Therefore, although more teachers and content experts
are invited to contribute test items, the total number of distinct items remains low.

2) Passive learning attitude: Students are conventionally excluded from the creation of tests. In a typical
computer-assisted testing system, teachers generate tests, the system presents test sheets and students then
complete the tests. That is, within the system of testing, they play a passive role, and are not afforded the
opportunity to conduct "meta-learning" or "meta-analysis."

3) No guarantee on item quality: Permitting students to generate tests may be a possible solution to the
aforementioned problems. However, this raises a new problem: quality assurance and ensuring that the tests are
worth storing and used for further tests. Even when the whole item-bank is contributed by teachers and content
experts, ways to dynamically assess and filter test items are needed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The three distinct features of DlYexamer are introduced in section 2.
Section 3 describes how the DlYexamer was implemented and its functionalities for administrators, teachers, and

students. The discriminability calculation formula is then presented in section 4. Finally, the accuracy of
discriminability discretion of DlYexamer and conventional methodology are compared through a real-life test in
section 5.

2 The Diyexamer Solution
The DlYexamer[7] is a Web-based multi-server system that allows students to contribute test items, and provides
an effective means of verifying the discriminability of these items. Three main ideas are as below:

-2-
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Fig 1: Students generate items into the item-bank
1)

Item DIY by students: DlYexamer allows students to generate test items into the item-banks online as Fig 1.
Teachers can query these items generated by students as Fig 2. In addition to rapidly increasing the total
number of items in an item-bank, this feature also encourages students to develop meta-learning, i.e. creative
learning. In order to submit tests, students must thoroughly study the learning materials, develop higher-level
overviews of the materials, and practice cognitive and creative thinking.
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2) Assessment of item discriminability: DlYexamer provides an item-discriminability assessment method to
ensure the quality of the stored items. In addition to ensuring the internal consistency of existing test items, this
method also continuously and dynamically screens additional new items in the item-bank. Fig 3 shows the
average item discriminabilities of several item-banks.
3) Item-bank sharing: DlYexamer, a scalable multi-server system, connects many item-banks stored in different

servers. Therefore, via the Internet, more items can be accessed and shared. The sharing is limited and
controlled in a sense that a server issues a request, describing the criteria of a test item it requests, to another
server. A server does not open up its item-bank for unlimited access.

Additional advantages have been identified and include the facts that since DlYexamer provides a real-time
on-demand generation of test-sheet function, cheating is avoided. Also, DlYexamer provides an item
cross-analysis function to which the degree of difficulty for each test as well as the entire test base can be
accurately measured.
-3-
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3 Diyexamer System Implementation
A. DlYexamer Network Architecture
DlYexamer is a WBT (WWW -Based Testing) system. An important feature is the sharing of item-bank via
network connections. According to Fig 4, several DlYexamer servers form a scalable test union. Therefore, each
server can access other servers and thus achieve item-bank sharing. A remote server can also join the test union to
share additional test-bank resources, and leave the test union without affecting other servers.

Each DlYexamer
server can also be
either a client or a
server in a union

I

DIY Server

I:j0.--

Test Union

WebBrowser

Remote DIY Server

Fig 4: Network Structure of DlYexamer

B. Internal System Model
The internal architecture of DlYexamer (Fig 5) is divided into three layers. Interface layer is responsible for
providing web interface for users. Test Profile Layer (TPL) selects items to form a test sheet, computes scores, and
calculates the discriminability of selected test items. Test base Sharing Layer (TSL) accesses both local and remote
databases via a network. Three functions of TSL are listed in Table 2:

Generate

Item

Item
Selection

On-Line Test

Management

Test Sheet
Generate

Test Sheet

Analysis

Item Discn minability
Verification & Assessment

}Interface
Layer

}TPL

TSL

Item-bank

Remote
Item-bank

Fig 5: Structure of DlYexamer
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TABLE 2: Functions of TSL
Function
Add new items
Access local item-bank
Connect to remote
item-bank

Description
New items and corresponding answers are categorized to
specific chapters and stored in the local item-bank.
Accessing local while generating test sheets and calculating
.
.
discnmmability.

Item-bank sharing through a connection to a remote
item-bank.

Environments and development tools used to construct DlYexamer are listed in Table 3. Perl is used to write CGI
programs to create user interface as homepage. Apache, an open source web server software, is responsible for
front-end. The back-end, item-bank, is handled by Postgres.
TABLE 3: Environments and development tools
Function
Tools
HTTP Server
Apache 1.3.3 [8]
Programming Tools
Perl 5.003 [9] - CGI.pm-2.56 [10] Gd.pn-1.14[11]
DBMS
O.S.

Postgresql 6.5.3 [12]
Red Hat Linux release 6.1[13]

C. Functionalities for administrators, teachers and students
DlYexamer provides a web interface for users to remotely control and operate the system. Three types of users are
supported: administrators, teachers, and students. Corresponding functionalities are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4: Functionalities for different users

System and Database

Administrator

Teacher

Examine system status
Join a test union
Leave a test union
Create personal accounts
Create group accounts
Modify accounts
Modify item-bank
Redact course division
Backup database

React course division

Item production
Test

Network Invigilate

Analysis

Analyze tests
Analyze test items

Inquiry

Create tests sheet
Select test items
Edit test items
Read test items
Input scores of homework
Analyze tests
Analyze test items
Analyze subjects and divisions
Inquire tests
Inquire test items generated by
students
Inquire students scores

Student

Edit test items
Rcad test items
On-line test
Analyze tests

Inquire personal scores

4 Discriminability Assessment Of Diyexamer
A. Method of Traditional Discriminability Assessment
A criterion against which the quality of test items is judged is the assessment of discriminability. An item is
regarded as with high discriminability when competent students correctly answered it, while less competent
students incorrectly answered it, and vice versa. When computing item discriminability, those students with
relatively high and relatively low scores are taken as samples. Those students whose scores fall in middle range not
-5-
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considered. Next, item discriminability is computed according to the performance of these sampled students when
answering each item.

In the traditional discriminability assessment method[14], those in the top 30% and the bottom 30% rank groups
are chosen as samples. The top 30% scorers are defined as "high-rank group (H)", while the bottom 30% scorers
are defined as "low-rank group (L)". The formula for calculating the discriminability of an item is as follows:
The number of students in H
that answered correctly

The number of students in L
that answered correctly

The number of students in H

The number of students in L

Discriminability

In the traditional method, two major drawbacks can be observed. The first one has something to do with whether
the 30% is in terms of count of students or range of scores. The sampled students fall in the top 30% and the bottom
30% rank groups, i.e. in terms of counts. However, it is possible that these scores differ only slightly from the

average score especially when scores are not wide-spread distributed, where many scorers should not be
considered in computing the discriminability. Second, the effect on discriminability assessment by each student in

either group is assumed to be the same. However, those students that received different scores have different
degrees of tendency to correctly or incorrectly answer an item. For example, a sampled student who received 97
points should have higher referential value than a sampled student who received 80 points.

B. Method for DlYexamer's Discriminability Assessment
When selecting sample students, only those whose scores have large gap with the average score should be
considered. Accordingly, those with the top 30%, in terms of range, scores are defined as "high-score group (H')",
while those with the bottom 30% scores are defined as "low-score group (L')".

To show the different criteria and effects of choosing samples in the traditional method and DlYexamer method,
Fig.6 depicts the score distribution in a test. In this example, the highest score is 92, the lowest score is 34, and the
average score is 69. The "high rank score group" and the "low rank score group" are chosen according to these two
methods. Take student X as an example, the score of X is 66, which differs only 3 points from the average score.
The associated information of X should have little, if not none, referential value in computing item discriminability.
However, X is chosen as a sample in the high rank group in the traditional method. This fallacy results from using
rank group, in terms of count, as the criterion of choosing samples. In DlYexamer, X is not chosen since score
group, in terms of range, rather than rank group is used. Only those with large gap with the average score are
chosen as samples.

Fig 6: Comparison of samples taken in the traditional method and DlYexamer method

For different samples to have different impacts on discriminability, a referential value with respect to an item is
generated for each student selected as a sample. We first define the item discriminability as the average of all
associated referential values, as shown below:

6-

72.0

Sum of the referential values of sampled students
Discriminability
Number of sampled students

Since the referential values depend on students' scores, the referential values are computed according to the ratio
of correct and incorrect answers of the sampled students. The ratios of correct and incorrect answers are defined as
follows:

Number of items answered correctly
Ratio of correct answer
Number of items on the test
Number of items answered incorrectly
Ratio of incorrect answer

Number of items on the test
TABLE 5: Principle to compute the referential value of a student with respect to an item
Student

Answer

Competent
(With high ratio of correct answer)
Less competent
(With low ratio of correct answer)

Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect

Item
discriminability
High
Low
Low
High

Referential value to compute
discriminability

Ratio of correct answer
Ratio of incorrect answer
Ratio of correct answer
Ratio of incorrect answer

According to Table 5, the referential value of a student correctly answered an item is the ratio of correct answer of
the student. Alternately, the referential value of a student incorrectly answered an item is the ratio of incorrect

answer of the student. This policy comes from the fact that an item should have increased discriminability if
correctly answered by a competent student, while rendering decreased discriminability if correctly answered by a
less competent student. In this way, a competent student contributes large referential value to a correctly answered
item and small referential value to an incorrectly answered item, and vice versa.

C. Algorithm for DlYexamer's Discriminability Assessment
The test result of a student is used if the score falls in either the high or the low score group. A referential value is
computed for each item the student answered. The discriminability of an item is the average of all of the associated
referential values.

To calculate for each item, information must be recorded in the database. First, the highest and the lowest scores
(i.e. Gmax and Gmin) of all students who answered the question item are recorded to calculate Gh and Gl. Gh and
GI are used as thresholds to determine whether a student is eligible to affect the rating of an item. Second, the
number of students with referential values (i.e. n) and the sum of referential values (i.e. Accumulator) are recorded.
The calculation formula and the corresponding definition of used parameters are listed below. Algorithm of
DlYexamer's discriminability assessment summarized in Fig 7.

Accumulator:

sum of referential values
number of students with referential value
number of correctly answered questions in this test
number of incorrectly answered questions in this test
Gmax:
highest score of all students answered this question
Gmin:
lowest score of all students answered this question
high threshold for ratio of correct answer
Gh:
low threshold for ratio of incorrect answer
GI:
n:
T:
F:

Ans:

A Boolean variable indicates whether a student correctly or
incorrectly answered the question

-7-
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if((T/(T+F)>Gh) or (T/(T+F)<G1))

if (T/(T+F)>Gmax)
Gmax = T/(T+F)
else(T/(T+F)<Gmin)
Gmin = T/(T+F)
Gh = Gmax-(Gmax-Gmin)*30%;
01 = Gmin+(Gmax-Gmin)*30%;
n = n+1;
if (Ans==Correct)
Accumulator = Accumulator + T/(T+F);
else (Ans==Wrong)
Accumulator = Accumulator + F/(T+F);
Discrimination = Accumulator /n;
Fig 7: Discriminability assessment algorithm

5 Evaluation Of The Discriminability Assessment In Diyexamer
The fairness and performance of DlYexamer was evaluated. We conducted an experiment where 10 students took

the test on-line using DlYexamer with 10 items. Table 6 summarizes the test results. Fig 8 shows the score
distribution of the experiment. Discriminability for each item is computed using both the traditional method and
the DlYexamer method. However, the discriminability originally falls between -I to 1 using the traditional method,
while falling between 0 to 1 using the DlYexamer method. To compare these two methods, both two ranges of
discriminability are then normalized to 0 to 10, as shown in Fig 9.
According to Fig 9, the item discriminability differs in these two methods because the samples taken are different.
The low-score group consists of student 1, 2, and 3 by the traditional method, while only 1 and 2 by the DlYexamer
method. In this case, student 3 got 4 points, which differs from the average score (i.e. 5.2 points) by only 1.2 points.
Since student 3 should have little, if not none, impact on the assessment of discriminability, student 3 is in fact not
a proper sample.

Observe that, in Table 6, student 1 who is a less competent student and has incorrectly answered all items except
item 1, and student 10 who is a very competent student and has incorrectly answered item 1. Thus, item 1 can be
concluded as of low discriminability. Comparing the assessment results in these two methods, the computed item
discriminability of item 1 is very low in the DlYexamer method but not as low in the traditional method.
Comparing item 3 and item 1 in Table 6, item 3 should have higher discriminability than item 1 because competent
students tend to answer item 3 correctly and less competent students tend to answer item 3 incorrectly, which is not
true for item 1. However, item 3 and item 1 have the same discriminability, i.e. 5, by the traditional method. In this

case, the actual discriminability is more accurately reflected in the DlYexamer method than in the traditional
method.

TABLE 6: Result of the test experiment

student I

student2
student3
student4
student5
student6
student?

Number of correct
answers(score)

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

Item
4
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

I

1

0

1

0

0

1

4

0

I

0

0

0

1

0
0

0

I

I

5

0

I

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

I

5

I

I

1

0

0

I

0

1

1

0

6

0

I

1

1

1

0

0

1

I

0

6

Item

Item
2

Item

1

I (correct)

0 (incorrect)

1

0

0
I

3
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student8
student9
student10

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

7

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

Fig 8: Score distribution of the test experiment

Fig 9: Comparison of item discriminability

6 Conclustion
This paper has presented a novel architecture for a networked CAT system, DlYexamer. It supports item DIY by
students, item-bank sharing, and item discriminability assessment.

For discriminability assessment, new calculation formula were proposed. When compared with the traditional
assessment scheme, the main difference is that the top and the bottom 30% of the score group, in terms of range of
scores were selected rather than the rank group, in terms of count of students. Thus, item discriminability is more
accurately reflected particularly when the tested students have close scores.

Item-bank sharing and item DIY by students has increased both the amount and the variety of questions in
item-banks. Item DIY by students promotes creative learning within students, while automatic discriminability
assessment assures better quality than traditional CAT systems.

A questionnaire was used to survey subjective attitudes of students about DlYexamer. As shown in Table 7, the
outcome revealed that most students were interested in item DIY.
TABLE 7: DlYexamer questionnaire results: percentage and the number of students in parentheses of each question

Question
Item DIY is interesting.
Item DIY is fanciful.
I am curious about the testing result of my DIY item.
I learned a lot when creating items.
I am curious about the teacher's opinion about my
DIY item.
I am curious about other students' opinions about my
DIY item.
I studied harder to prepare item DIY.
Judging the difficulties of my DIY items is easy.
Judging the fitness of my DIY items is difficult.
Item DIY by students comes from the laziness of
teachers.
If possible, I hope such item DIY mode through the
whole course can replace conventional testing.

Strongly agree

Agree

12.3 (7)
19.5 (10)

43.9 (25)
49.1 (28)
59.6 (34)
47.4 (27)

26.3 (15)
12.3 (7)

No opinion Disagree

Strongly
disagree

22.8 (13)

15.8 (9)
10.5 (6)
3.5 (2)
17.5 (10)

7.0 (4)
1.8 (1)
0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)

22.8 (13)

1.8 (1)

1.8 (1)

21.1 (12)
21.1 (12)
10.5 (6)

15.8 (9)

56.1 (32)

21.1 (12)

7.0 (4)

0.0 (0)

10.5 (6)
40.4 (23)
36.8 (21)

54.4 (31)
38.6 (22)
49.1 (28)

21.1 (12)
14.0 (8)
8.8 (5)

14.0 (8)
7.0 (4)
5.3 (3)

0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)

7.0 (4)

12.3 (7)

43.9 (25) 33.3 (19)

3.5 (2)

1.8 (1)

10.5 (6)

35.1 (20)
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38.6 (22)

14.0 (8)

Items generated by students are easier than by the
teacher.
I knew more about the testing material after item
DIY procedure.

7.0 (4)

36.8 (21)

28.1 (16)

24.6 (14)

3.5 (2)

8.8 (5)

50.9 (29)

22.8 (13)

15.8 (9)

1.8 (1)

The technique proposed herein is useful in general tuition not only to improve the quality of test items and fairness;

but also to save time from generating questions and computing scores. We recommend that DlYexamer be
popularized to schools.
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1 Introduction
At present a dichotomy of computer art instruction exists, where the computer as an art medium, presents the
learner with almost limitless possibilities of image manipulation; yet instructional methodology and current

art curriculum provide no coherent framework through which the learner can effectively access this
information.

2 Research
Throughout the last five years the researcher has taught numerous art concepts and involved students in art
tasks using the computer. The reality of the researcher's teaching situation is that the use of the computer
within an art context is not debated, but accepted as a part of the everyday teaching process. After several
years and testing different ways of approaching the teaching of computer programs several issues emerged
which warranted further consideration:
1. Frustration exists due to the limited time that students had available to use the computer and the amount
of information students were expected to utilize.
2. Many computer graphic programs are structured in similar ways (display a similar interface) and use
similar symbols (icons) to represent functions within the program
3. Students seem unaware of these similarities and unable to transfer an understanding of one programs GUI
(Graphic User Interface) to another computer graphic program.
4. Students appeared to have no mental map or problem solving strategies with regard to searching for
answers to problems within a computer art environment.
These thoughts led to the intention within this research study which is to document the qualitatively different
ways that students interact with the graphic user interface of computer graphic software in an art education
context in order to create art.

It is hypothesized that students need to build some form of mental model regarding the software program
they are interacting with in order to understand its application domain. That by examining the influence of
different types of interface cues regarding navigation within a computer art context a greater understanding
of students' conceptions regarding utilizing the computer as an artistic medium could be facilitated. Interface
cues in this regard pertaining to the icons, layout and menus presented to the user. This is defined by the
researcher as the Artistic Interface. This Artistic Interface is the interaction that occurs between the student's
artistic intent and the graphic user interface of the computer.
The underlying art educational assumption here is that the clearer the mental model the student has, the more
capable the student will be at understanding the program, at locating a specific function and achieving the
desired artistic result. Within the context of this study it is postulated that students with a clearer mental

model of the graphic user interface (GUI) will have a more effective art educational experience (a more
effective Artistic Interface) when utilizing the computer as an artistic medium.

In order to develop this 'mental model' a phenomenographical mode of inquiry will be used. Roth and
Anderson (1988) stated that they consider learning to be a change in one's view of some phenomenon. Also

Marton (1992) suggested that: "In order to develop teaching methods that help students arrive at new
understandings of a given phenomenon, we must first discover the finite ways individuals may understand

that phenomenon. Then, through experimentation, we may discover the most effective ways to bring
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students from a given conception to another, more advanced one, that is, from 'misunderstanding' to
understanding." (p.253) Thus if students' conceptions of how they interact with the computer in an art
educational context can be documented, then a learning framework could be developed which could enhance
their understanding of the GUI of a particular program, and maybe other computer graphic programs.

3 Educational Considerations
Within a consideration of the influences of the GUI this study situates itself into the line of those devoted to
the analysis of a possible correlation between the user's cognitive skills and his / her navigation abilities in
an interactive, iconic, multimedia environment. This has been supported and further documented by Castelli,
Colazzo, and Molinari, 1994; Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990; Thuring, Hannemann, and Haake, 1995.
An effective analysis of students utilizing the computer in art education must begin with 'what is the student
trying to do? Previous studies (Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990) have demonstrated that getting lost is
a consequence of the lack of a clear conception of the relationships within the system. In relation to this
study this statement seems to imply that an effective use of the computer as an artistic medium depends upon
the ability of the user to abstract from the system display discrete understandings relevant to the desired

artistic result and that this may involve building a conceptual representation of a particular software
programs GUI. It is further postulated within this study that if a learner can construct an effective mental
map, or conceptual representation of a particular software programs GUI then this mental map maybe
facilitate an easier and more effective understanding of another program due to the similarities in their GUI.

4 Conclusions
There is ongoing educational debate about the nature of the information society and the range of 'literacy's'
needed to handle, understand, and communicate information in a variety of forms (Baker, Clay and Fox,
1996). The researcher has suggested that literacy in the information age requires not only the skills to
operate the technology, but also the ability to identify and structure a line of inquiry in order to solve a
particular problem. In this instance what is being analyzed is the range of 'literacy's' needed to form a line of
inquiry into a computer art domain.

This research into the Artistic Interface is an attempt to document students' understanding of differing
computer graphic arbitrary symbols (a software programs vocabulary) placed according to a systematic
formula (a software programs grammar) to produce an understanding of various icons (pictograms used to
represent a function of the computer). The researcher will seek to examine the qualitatively different ways
that students understand the GUI in a particular computer graphic program and within a particular art
educational context. This will involve a phenomenographical study that will lead to further understandings
regarding students' perceptions of the Artistic Interface.
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In recent years, many studies have dealt with students' reasoning in science.
Those studies suggested that pupils, in different degrees, have difficulties in
understanding matter phases and phase transitions. To increase pupils
understanding of phases and phase transitions, we are developing the "Virtual
Water" project, a virtual environment centered on the learning of the structure

and properties of water in its different phases. Within this environment, the
molecular dynamics in the solid, liquid and gaseous phases of water and the
corresponding phase transitions take place in three-dimensional space, with the
possibility of haptic interaction with the molecules.

Keywords: Virtual reality, virtual environment, water, phases and phase
transitions

1 Introduction
All substances undergo dramatic changes in their qualitative properties when certain parameters pass
through particular values. Matter phases and phase transitions have received considerable attention in the
framework of research on children's understandings in different ages and development stages [1 -4], [10],
[15].

Ice melting is an everyday example of a phase transition. When the temperature increases, keeping the
pressure constant, the molecular vibrations become gradually more violent and thermal expansion occurs.
Since this increase of vibration amplitude is gradual, one might expect that the macroscopic properties of
water would also undergo a smooth change. While this is true for most temperatures, there is a well-defined
temperature for which something dramatic happens: a sudden change in the properties of the substance and
the appearance of a liquid. The liquid, in its turn and at a higher temperature, undergoes another phase
transition going into a gas.

Few pupils use the corpuscular theoretical model taught in school to explain these processes. Indeed, their
knowledge and understanding of the corpuscular theory of matter is sometimes very fragmentary. They
apply it in some situations but not in others. For example, they may apply the corpuscular theory to explain
gases but not to explain solids and liquids. There are also cases where pupils say that the shape and size of
molecules changes when the state of matter changes: the shape of molecules depends on the shape of the
vessel, molecules of solids are the biggest while gas molecules are the smallest for Portuguese children
(13-15 years) [9], etc.

Other studies of students' conceptualization of phase transition from liquid or solid to gas have indicated that

some children have difficulties conceiving gas as a substance [6] [12]. As students do not develop the
general idea of gas prior to formal learning, the perceptual clues for detecting and identifying gases are
weaker than for liquids and solids. Although pupils know some properties of air, they do not compare air
with other gases, claiming that other gases do not have the same properties as air. A frequent explanation is
that air is a big bulk system [11]. Gases are frequently linked by some invisible entity, something immaterial,
for example energy in various forms. Kircher [5] also reports that high school pupils understand gases as a
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continuous substance with no empty space between particles.
Since the use of images is a powerful tool for understanding complex and/or abstract information and since
immersion in virtual environments is a recent technique which needs to be explored and evaluated, a virtual
environment for studying phases and phases transitions is being developed by the Physics and Mathematics
Departments of the University of Coimbra, Portugal, the Exploratory "Henry the Navigator", in Coimbra,
and the High School for Technology and Management of the Polytechnic Institute of Guarda. We have
named it "Virtual Water".

2 Overview of the Molecular Dynamics Virtual Environment
"Virtual Water" (VW) is a set of virtual environments designed to help in the instruction of high school
students of Physics and Chemistry (it might also be useful for freshman university students). The main goals
of this virtual reality application are:
To provide an educational environment for students to explore some microscopic concepts
a)
which they are taught in class.
To develop a practical knowledge concerning the application of virtual reality techniques to
b)
education, contributing with data on the usefulness of virtual reality [13-14].

The molecular dynamics component of VW is devoted to understanding some water properties and studying
its phases and phase transitions by computer simulation. These simulations are based on the corpuscular

theory of matter and use the equations of Newtonian Mechanics. We assume that the dynamics can be
treated classically because more realistic simulations (incorporating quantum effects) are cumbersome and
more computationally demanding. We also assume that the force between any pair of molecules depends
only on the distance between them.

The interactions using dataglove allow the user to act and change the environment in order to distinguish the
properties of solids, liquids and gases. The cybertouch system associated to the dataglove enables the user to
experience some molecular behaviors that are impossible to feel in real world. For example, in the solid
phase the user may fly through the ice structure and learn about it (Figure 1). Using the dataglove the user is
able to break the ice and with the cybertouch system he can feel the increase of molecular vibrations with the

temperature. While breaking ice may be a common macroscopic experience, watching the network of
hydrogen bond and feeling molecular vibrations, for example, are quite uncommon experiences. On the
other hand, in the liquid and gas phases, it is possible see and try to grab a molecule, understanding by direct
experience that its speed is bigger than in the solid phase.
44, .
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Figure 1: Two frames from m the water solid phase (ice) of our molecular dynamics environment:
a) balls model of a group of molecules; b) flying through the ice structure.
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,11:t

Figure 2 Frames from the water liquid and gas phases: a) the liquid phase, with the balls
model of twelve molecules; b) The gas phase, showing the same molecules. These pictures, as
well as those of Figure 1, were created with PC Gamess, Molden, 3D Studio Max, being the
dynamics implemented in Visual C++on WorldToolkit.

Using balls models of water molecules the user may interiorize the corpuscular theory of matter. Since the

molecular dynamics simulation takes place in a box (closed system) it is easy to understand that the
molecules are the same in solid, liquid or gas phases. It is clear from our virtual environment that, in any
phase of water, empty intermolecular spaces are present, these being smaller in the solid and liquid phases
than in the gas phase (Figure 2). The density is different in the three phases.
For designing the VW models we used the free software PC Gamess [8], that performs the calculations on

the water molecule, and Molden [7], for the molecular representations. For model development and
optimization we used commercial software packages (Mathcad and 3D Studio Max) and Visual C++ for
implementing the molecular dynamics algorithm. Concerning the definition and creation of the virtual
scenarios we used WorldToolkit (from Sense8). For navigating in the virtual environment and interacting

with our models we use a dataglove with cybertouch system (for haptic information) from Virtual
Technologies.

3 Conclusions
Important strategies in teaching Physics and Chemistry are based on central the idea that matter consists of
particles but the fact that these are invisible hinders sometimes the development by students of the right
scientific concepts. However, the analysis and comparison of various results in the pedagogic literature show

that some incorrect concepts and their relationships are simply transferred from the macroworld to the
micro world. In fact, there is a firm link between the concepts on matter structure and empirical knowledge
of macroscopic phenomena.

If students accept the corpuscular theory mainly for gases and not for solids and liquids, it is advisable to
confront them with this contradiction and to treat specifically the processes of phase changes from gas to
liquid, and vice versa, in terms of identity of substance, identity of particles and conservation of the number
of particles. Similar procedure applies to students who accept better the corpuscular theory for solids.
The use of immersive virtual environments and haptic information, although recent, seems to be a powerful

means for visualizing and understanding complex and/or abstract information. Actions like grabbing a
molecule, breaking hydrogen bonds networks, feeling molecular vibrations, flying through channels in ice

and through the empty spaces of molecules in liquid and gas phases (as in George Gamow' s book
"Adventures of Mr. Tompkins"), etc. are impossible in real world but possible in computer simulations.

"Virtual Water", our virtual environment for studying phases and phase transitions based on corpuscular
theory of matter is promising to make progresses along the indicated directions. We are acquiring new
means in learning and teaching the Physics and Chemistry of water and building knowledge on virtual
reality techniques and tools, which can later be applied to other problems. In particular, our experiment with
virtual reality should point out what are the most effective educational benefits and also to indicate the
weaknesses of this new technology in an educational setting.
Feedback from pupils is being collected and analyzed in order to quantify the pedagogical usefulness of our
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virtual environment. Of course, if these techniques prove to be successful, teacher' s strategies should
incorporate them. We hope that, with tools like the one we are developing, intangible experiments become
more and more concrete and that this fact may facilitate the development of scientific models among science
students.
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Agent-oriented Support Environment
in Web-based Collaborative Learning
Tomoko Kojiri and Toyohide Watanabe
Department of Information Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University
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Currently, the web-based learning support systems are one of interesting and hot topics
in points of the utilization of Internet and the application of computers to education. In
particular, the web-based collaboration is very applicable means to make unfamiliar students,
who are unknown with each other, discuss together in the same virtual interaction space.
However, there are some problems derived from the gap between the real world and virtual
environment: coordination for discussions, cooperative reactions, comprehension of learning
progress, etc. These problems may be dependent on the fact that the actions of students
cannot be influenced from the behaviors of others directly.

In this paper, we address a coordination mechanism to promote cooperative actions/reactions for progressive discussions. Our idea is to apply an agent-oriented framework
to this coordination mechanism and introduce two different types of agents. One is a coordinator and the other is a learner. The coordinator monitors the learning progress of group
and promotes the discussion, if necessary, so as to reach their common goal successfully. The
learners are assigned to individual students, and act as interaction mediators among students

in place of the corresponding students. Of course, the coordinator is a passive entity and
learners are active entities in our collaborative learning space.
Keywords: Collaborative learning environment, coordinator, learning situation, learner, personal learning history

1

Introduction

The fast and world-wide enlargement of Internet/Intranet has made it possible that every person can
interact instantly without depending on their physical locations. Also, various applications, which are
available on the web environment, have been developed with respect to the content-based resource sharing, in addition to the traditional message exchanges. The web-based collaborative learning is one of
applications, based on such a hot topic, and has been applied as computer-support for virtual learning
space. If their computers were connected mutually through the web-based learning environment, students can discuss their common solving process successively and exchange various solving methods/ideas

cooperatively. However, there are some problems to encourage activated discussions among students
and make it possible that individual students should understand the correct answer and solving process
effectively:

1) students may not participate into the discussion interactively because of their hesitation, derived
from the fact that they are unknown with each other;
2) students cannot grasp the behaviors of others directly or indirectly because only the direct actions
and reactions are observable through the interactive interface.
These problems are radical drawbacks for collaborative learning.
In order to solve these drawbacks effectively, we propose an agent-oriented support environment for
collaborative learning. Of course, the agent-oriented frameworks for the construction of collaborative
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learning mechanism/environment have been already investigated until today. Florea[1] proposed a multiagent collaborative learning environment in the web world. In this environment, three kinds of agents
were introduced: personal agent which gets the information according to the requests of each student,

tutor agent which generates advices when personal agents asked for the help, and information agent
which acquires more information from Internet. Agents are activated by students' requests so that this
system environment does not benefit passive students. Ogata, et al. [2] proposed mediator agents in the
collaborative learning environment which assist students to find suitable collaborators. The mediator
agent for each student holds the corresponding students' profile which indicates the understanding and
interesting degrees about knowledge. When a student has problems, his/her mediator agent asks other
mediator agents for the learning situations of their corresponding students and specifies appropriate
students who may be able to help solving the problems. This research copes with the above problem
1) indirectly because this functionality supports to arrange appropriate learning group, but does not
manage the progress of collaborative learning. Nakamura, et al[3] and Liming, et al.[4] introduced
respectively pseudo students which correspond to individual human students. These pseudo students
have the same knowledge as the corresponding students and participate in the discussion in their ways if
the corresponding students do not join in the discussion positively or cannot understand the discussion
stage. These research viewpoints focus on passive students such as problem 1), but do not solve the
problem 2). So, in spite of these various agent-based investigations, the previous drawbacks are not
always overtaken.

In this paper, we address a collaboration learning environment, organized systematically under two
different types of agents: coordinator and learner. The coordinator takes roles to monitor the discussion
situation among students, grasp the learning progress and guide the learning process if necessary. The
learners are virtual students corresponded possibly to individual students in our web-based collaborative learning environment. The coordinator and learner are complementary entities in the learning
environment: the coordinator is a passive entity; and the learner is an active entity as the autonomy for
practically participated student. In our investigation, we expect the collaborative learning of high school
students who study mathematical exercises together, especially computation for the roots of equations.
First of all, we show an overall framework of our collaborative learning environment in the web-world
in Section 2. The functionalities about two different types of agents are stated in Sections 3 and 4, and
then our prototype system is shown in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Collaborative Learning Environment

In the web-based collaboration learning environment, the actions/reactions of participated students are
inherently different from their behaviors to be performed in the real world. Students in the physically
constrained learning space can speak with each other by means of face-to-face, feel/recognize activities,
occurred from the discussions of students, directly by various sensitive receptors and find out some new
events/facts indirectly. Although these are not always implemented adaptively in the web-based virtual
learning space, it is necessary to organize a collaborative learning environment in which the logical
activities for support of interaction, discussion and comprehension can be implemented successfully and
effectively.

Figure 1 shows our collaborative learning environment conceptually, which is characterized by two
different types of agents: coordinator and learner. The coordinator places on the center of our virtual
classroom (as a network server), monitors the interaction among students and generates advices if
necessary according to the learning situation. This interaction is supported on the conversation means
through the public communication line. The learner is a pseudo student in our virtual classroom and is
assigned to the corresponding student one by one. The learner takes roles of the personal management
of interaction interface for the corresponding student, the handshaking control of public communication
line, the management of its own private learning history, and so on. In addition, the learner can
communicate with other learners directly through the private talking line in order to exchange their
personal learning histories.
Since students are studying with limited learning tools in the virtual web-based learning space,
they sometimes do not able to communicate naturally. Furthermore, various students participate in
the learning group and the learning process is not always completed successfully: i.e. some students
are not able to solve the problem, some students are not able to understand the derived answering
process after all, and so on. The coordinator solves such drawbacks in the virtual web-based learning
space by managing the learning situation globally: the coordinator takes a place of teacher in our
classroom activity. For the purpose of resolving inappropriate learning situation stepwisely and guiding
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the learning group effectively, how to model and control learning situation is an important subject. If
the coordinator grasps the learning situation appropriately, the advices which were generated from it
may give appropriate hints in order for the learning group to proceed to the next phase of learning
process. However, it is not always necessary to model the learning situation in detail precisely. This is,
we think, because among the learning group students are able to help each other by discussion, so that
the coordinator only has to detect the situation which the learning group cannot proceed the learning
by itself.

11 o [1
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Progress of deriving answer
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Figure 2: Answer space

The coordinator holds the right answer and the answering paths for an exercise as a knowledge to
grasp the current learning situation. When the exercise has several answering paths for the goal, the
answer space of exercise is expanded as 2-dimensional network structure, in Figure 2. In this figure,
the learning progress along x-axis means the stepwise progress of deriving answer, whereas that along
y-axis shows the extent of discussion. If the coordinator grasps the learning situation on the basis of
the answering process of network structure as it were, it is very troublesome to manage the eventually
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changeable conversation stages successively. Therefore, our coordinator manages the learning situation
with respect to the following two viewpoints separately: ratio of derived step for a whole answering
process and extent of discussion. By monitoring the learning situation under these points of view, the
coordinator is able to grasp the learning situation easier and generate advices timely. In particular, it
is necessary and sufficient to manage the learning situation of group globally, but not individually do
that of each student.
The learner acts as a network client in place of the corresponding human student in the virtual webbased learning space. This provides not only the interaction interface for virtual learning space attached
to the corresponding student, but also the function of indirect interaction among students, so as to judge
the understanding levels or personalities of them, which we call the focus function. According to the
focus function, students select the opinions of particular students whom they evaluate as key students.
In order to realize the focus function, the learner needs to have the knowledge about the corresponding

student and exchange it with other learners. Therefore, the personal learning history is prepared for
learner, which represents understanding level and personality of corresponding student. The learner
constructs and maintains the personal learning history according to the current situation. Exchange
of personal learning history is one-to-one interaction so that public communication is not necessary for
the focus function. Therefore, we introduce mobile agents called mediators as children of the learner,
that take responsibilities for the exchange of personal learning histories among learners. The mediator
moves among learners by requesting/carrying the personal learning history on the private talking line.

3

Coordinator

The coordinator grasps the learning situation from two viewpoints: ratio of derived step for a whole
answering process and extent of discussion. For the ratio of derived step, which corresponds to the
x-axis of answer space in Figure 2, we have already proposed the resolution derivation scenario which
represents the phases of deriving answer stepwisely [5, 6, 7]. The scenario is generated by means of
projecting the answer space onto x-axis and consists of ordered states which correspond to individual
phases of deriving answer. Grasping an approximate learning situation makes it possible that the
coordinator generates advices timely and effectively because each state corresponds to the individual
ratio of derived step. On our scenario structure, the current learning state is pointed by the indicator
current, which points out the currently discussing stage. The coordinator infers the current state from
student inputs and moves the indicator to the corresponding state. However, the utilization of only one
current discussion indicator is not enough to manage the learning state of group sufficiently. In addition
to current, indicators upper and lower are prepared for the representation of current understanding
levels of learning group. Upper points out the state of understanding level which is estimated that best
understanding student reached to and lower points out the state of worst understanding student did.
The coordinator is able to grasp the learning situation on the basis of the relationship among these 3
indicators (Figure 3).
[start H statel

state2

lower

current

upper

understanding range of group

Figure 3: Resolution derivation scenario and indicators

On the other hand, the extent of discussion is estimated by the number of derived answering paths
with different discussion viewpoints. The difference of discussion viewpoints among answering paths is
defined as the ratio between common and uncommon answering steps. That is, if two answering paths
contain large number of answering steps as common part, they are regarded as more similar paths; but
if they have many different answering steps, they are judged as different paths. Common answering

steps means that the answering methods which are used to derive those steps are the same. Once
two answering paths were diverged, the following answering steps may be derived based on different
answering methods so that they are regarded to be uncommon. From such viewpoint, the coordinator
holds an answer tree which was transformed from whole answering paths as a tree structure. Figure 4
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shows the construction of answer tree, derived from the answer space in Figure 2. The answering steps
after the divergence are regarded as uncommon steps so that they are copied as different objects(Figure
4a). Then, the answer tree is transformed by means of collecting common answering steps for the
purpose of grasping the difference among answering paths. The nodes in the tree are generated as a
collection of answering steps that are common to particular answering paths and the path from root
node to particular leaf node corresponds to each answering path. When the answer has been derived,
the coordinator specifies derived/underived answering paths, calculates the differences between the
derived answering path and other answering paths based on the answer tree, and estimates the extent
of discussion.
node2

;path'
1

p ath2

.nodel'

node3

I path3
1

path4
path3

a) Intermediate transformation of
answer space corresnponds to Figure 2

path4

b) Answer tree

Figure 4: Construction of answer tree
By grasping the learning situation from these aspects, the coordinator is able to handle the changeable learning situation and generate appropriate advices at the right time.

4

Learner

The learner is situated on each student's computer and acts as a pseudo student in the virtual webbased learning environment. The learner provides the interface to the human student and controls the
private talking among students such as focus function. Since the learner connects the private talking
line according to only corresponding student's request, it behaves independently with the coordinator
that manages the public communication.
A personal learning history is the model of corresponding student which is held by the learner. The
personal learning history represents the understanding level and the characteristic of corresponding student. Some data of personal learning history are prepared by the human student beforehand and others
are gathered by the learner occasionally through the learning. Currently, the picture and utterances of
students are collected as a personal learning history. The feature of student does not change through

the learning, so the picture is set by each student before the learning starts. Utterances indicate the
understanding level of student and also attitude toward the learning; i.e. active or passive, understanding or not-understanding, and so on. They are gathered and added to the personal learning history by
the learner when corresponding student send their opinions to the public communication line.
In order to exchange the personal learning history through private talking line, the learner generates
mediators for each communication. The mediator is constructed as a mobile agent which processes its
tasks while moving through the network autonomously[8]. Figure 5 shows the movement of mediator
for acquiring the personal learning history of other students. When the corresponding student requests
to get the personal learning history of particular students, the mediators are generated by the learner
respectively. Once generated, the mediators move to the target learners through the network and ask for
the personal learning history, attended inherently to the target learners. After the acquisition of personal

learning history of target learner, the mediators move back to their original learner and disappear
autonomously, since their roles are to acquire the personal learning history from target learners. Under
such mechanism, students are able to know other students' characteristics even in our virtual web-based
learning environment without any direct interaction.
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Figure 6: Interaction interface on student operation
We have implemented our prototype system on Internet using UDP protocol, since UDP protocol is
suitable to control the frequent interaction of short messages. Figure 6 shows the interaction interface
in our system. Two communication tools are prepared: answer-board screen and interaction space. The
answer-board screen is a public communication tool which is used to arrange the group's answering
process. Only one student is permitted to input on the answer-board screen at a time so that the input

right is set. On the answer-board screen, ID, student' name, and contents of input is shown. The
answer-board screen functions as a blackboard in our real world. On the other hand, the interaction
space is prepared for free conversation so that all students are able to input freely. In order for the
coordinator of our system to grasp the learning situation easily, commands that classify the opinions
are introduced: Appreciate, Inquire, Confirm, and Assert. Students choose the commands when they
input their opinions. In addition to the commands, students specify the target inputs which trigger
off their opinions for the purpose of grasping the flow of conversation smoothly. Thus, in addition to
the ID, student's name, and contents of input, command and ID of target input are also displayed on
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interaction space.
As for the coordinator, we prepared several advices which indicate the states of learning situation
when the learning is proceeded inappropriately. Currently, the coordinator generates advices when it
detects the following learning situation:

learning situation has not been changed for a long time,
some students cannot understand currently discussing stage, and
students have not derived all viewpoints of solving the exercise.

The coordinator's objective is to activate the discussion, so the advices are generated on the interaction
space as the same style as all other students' utterances. Figure 7 shows an example of advices generated
by the coordinator As for the advice, the speaker name is set as "Teacher", the command of advice is
"advice", and the ID of target input is nothing because the advice is generated for the learning group
but not for individual students.
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Figure 7: Advice example of coordinator on interaction space

The learners was implemented using AgentSpace [9] as a middle-ware to control the behavior of
mediator. Figure 8(a) is an interface for generating requests. On the upper window, the causality of utterances on interaction space is arranged based on corresponding student's utterances. The arrangement
of utterances on the upper window helps to decide the focusing students for generating requests. Once
a student decides focusing students, he/she inputs IP addresses of focusing students, because mediators
need IP addresses where they will work on beforehand in our current version. Then, he/she specifies the
file name of focusing student's personal learning history. If a student wants to know only the particular
utterances of focusing students, he/she sets the ID's of corresponding utterances shown on the upper
window. Figure 8(b) is the result windows of requests for personal learning history. When requests
have been completed successfully, the result windows are generated and the personal learning histories
of focusing students are shown individually. Currently, the picture of focusing student is shown on the
upper window and his/her utterances are shown on the lower window.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a collaborative learning environment which contains two different agents: the
coordinator and the learner. The coordinator monitors the public communication among learning group
and generates advices so as to lead them to their learning goal. For this purpose, the coordinator grasps

the learning situation globally from two viewpoints: the ratio of derived step for a whole answering
process and the extent of discussion. Although the management structure of learning situation is
simple, the coordinator may be able to find the most cases that students are not able to cope with
inappropriate learning situation by themselves. On the other hand, the learner controls the private
talking such as focus function. The learner holds the personal learning history of corresponding student
as his/her characteristics and acquires other students' personal learning histories by generating the
mobile agents called mediators. Currently, these agents function independently. However, for our future
work, the interactions among coordinator and learners are necessary for the coordinator to generate
more effective advices. In addition, the evaluation for the interaction interface of our prototype system
and the preparation of more factors for personal learning history based on the result of the evaluation
are also our future works.
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In this paper we describe the architecture of an agent-based intelligent tutoring

system. The agent architecture is based on the BDI framework. The BDI

framework is based on the use of Beliefs, Desires and Intentions. Our
architecture is under construction using an agent oriented programming
language called JACK I JACK provides an agent-oriented development
environment. It supports the BDI framework and is built on top of the Java
development environment. It not only provides all the necessary agent
infrastructure for our architecture, but it also allows us to embed previously
developed Java modules in an agent environment. In essence our intelligent
tutoring system builds and maintains a student model in a dynamic learning
environment where new, possibly inconsistent or uncertain, information is
obtained through interactions with the student, and where the system may not
have complete knowledge when deciding on the next instructional step. Our
architecture supports the development of highly individualised student models
using techniques in belief revision, nonmonotonic reasoning and possibility
.

theory.

Keywords: Educational Agent, Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Artificial
Intelligence in Education, Belief Revision

1 Introduction
In this paper we describe the architecture of an agent-based intelligent tutoring system. The agent
architecture is based on the BDI framework. The BDI framework is based on the use of Beliefs, Desires and
Intentions. Our architecture is under construction using in an agent-oriented programming language called
JACK. JACK provides an agent-oriented development environment. It supports the BDI framework and is
built on top of the Java development environment. It not only provides all the necessary agent infrastructure

for our architecture, but it also allows us to embed previously developed Java modules in an agent
environment. In essence our intelligent tutoring system builds and maintains a student model in a dynamic

learning environment where new, possibly inconsistent or uncertain, information is obtained through
interactions with the student, and where the system may not have complete knowledge when deciding on the
next instructional step. Our architecture supports the development of highly individualised student models
using techniques in belief revision, nonmonotonic reasoning and possibility theory. This architecture was
described in a previous paper [5].

2 Using Intelligent Agents
Agents vary in capability from procedural wizards to information agents which are used for information
filtering and retrieval. Herein the term agent is taken to mean: an encapsulated computer system that is
situated in some environment and that is capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in order
to meet its design objectives, as suggested by Wooldridge [29]. By autonomous we mean agents have
control over both their internal state and their behaviour, in other words they can make choices regarding
their actions depending on their internal state and the goal they seek to achieve. Objects in the objectJACK was developed at Agent-Oriented Software (http://agent-oriented.com)
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oriented paradigm do not have this capability. Agents can be both reactive or proactive, in other words, they
can react to external events and they can pursue goals. Agents can make run-time decisions that were not
foreseen at design time.
It has been consistently argued, for example by Wooldridge [29], that an agent-oriented approach to problem
solving and software engineering offers substantial benefits for complex systems. In particular, Jennings [14]

has argued that the usual tools identified by Booch [4] of problem decomposition, abstraction and
organisation acquire more power if an agent-oriented approach is adopted, because the agent-oriented
approach supports distributed processing and at the same time reduces the system' s control complexity.
Decisions about the next action to be performed are devolved to the agents, and this obviates the need for a
global controlling module and as a consequence gives rise to more flexibility and better performance.

3 Implementing Intelligent Agents in JACK
JACK is an agent programming language, which in essence provides agent infrastructure to the Java
programming language. Agents are designed in JACK and compiled into standard Java code before being
executed. Agent-oriented programming is a highly sophisticated paradigm which is highly suited to
intelligent tutoring in a real-time environment.

JACK agents are based on the BDI Framework of Rao and Georgeff [20]. They are autonomous software
components that execute plans (intentions) to achieve their goals (desires). The plan chosen at any given
time depends on the current set of beliefs. JACK agents can also respond to events as well as striving for
goals, in other words they exhibit both proactive (goal-driven) and reactive (event-driven) behaviour. Each
agent possesses: (i) a database (set of beliefs), (ii) a set of events it will respond to, (iii) a set of goals that it
wishes to achieve, and (iv) a set of plans that describe the appropriate responses to events or ways to achieve
goals.

A JACK agent remains idle until it is given a goal to pursue, or until it is has to respond to an event. The
agents are autonomous and they must determine the appropriate response to goals and events, i.e. the
appropriate plan to be executed. A JACK Agent is able to exhibit the following behaviours [JACK Manual]:

A goal-directed focus. The agent focuses on the objective and not the method chosen to achieve it.

Real-time context sensitivity. The agent will keep track of which options are applicable at each
given moment, and makes decisions about what to try and retry based on the present conditions.
Real-time validation of approach. The agent will ensure that a chosen course of action is pursued
only for as long as certain maintenance conditions continue to be true.
Concurrency. The agent system is multithreaded. If new goals and events arise, the agent will be
able to prioritise.

The JACK Agent Language extends Java in the following ways:

It defines new base classes, interfaces and methods.

It provides extensions to the Java syntax to support new agent-oriented classes, definitions and
statements.
It provides semantic extensions (runtime differences) to support the execution model required by an
agent-oriented software system.

The JACK Agent Language provides the following five main class-level constructs:

Agent: The agent construct is used to define the behaviour of an intelligent software agent. This
includes capabilities an agent has, what type of messages and events it responds to and which plans
it will use to achieve its goals.

Capability: The capability construct allows the functional components that make up an agent to be

aggregated and reused. A capability can be made up of plans, events, databases and other
capabilities.

Database: The database construct provides a generic relational database. It has been designed
specifically so that it can be queried using logical members. Logical members are like normal data
members, except that they follow the rules of logic programming. Agents can also use regular Java
data structures for storing information, but the built -in database can generate events when particular
changes occur.

Event: The event construct describes an occurrence that the agent must take an action in response
to.

Plan: An agent's plans are analogous to functions. They are the instructions the agent follows to try
to achieve its goals and handle its designated events.

4 Agent Communication
Our system is a multi-agent system. Agents need to interact to build and manage the student model. As a
consequence our agents require the ability to communicate to one another. JACK provides the infrastructure
of the communication but does not specify a particular language or protocols, hence designers can choose

the most appropriate for their application. We have chosen KQML as our protocol for exchanging
information and knowledge. It is based on speech acts theory as described by Searle [23]. One of the main
reasons for our choice is that all the information for understanding the content of the message is included in

the communication itself. It is defined by the following protocol structure, as outlined by Huhns and
Stephens [13]:

(KQML-performative

:sender
:receiver
:language
:ontology
:content

<word>
<word>
<word>
<word>
<expression>

.)

The performatives in our systems are: evaluate, achieve, monitor, revise, extract, tell, and ask. In JACK the
agents must know one another's name, and when agents that are communicating are running in separate
processes, then the JACK network communications layer needs to be used to allow these processes to

communicate. KQML-speaking agents behave as clients and servers, and communication can be
synchronous or asynchronous.

5 The Architecture
The ability of an Intelligent Tutoring System to deliver appropriate individualised instruction to a student
depends heavily on the type and calibre of the information held about the student in the student model. This
in turn depends on the type and level of sophistication of the knowledge representation used in the system
and on the effectiveness of the methods used to elicit new information about the student and to incorporate

the new information into the student model.

Problems arise when new information conflicts with

information already in the student model; when the student model contains insufficient information for the
tutor to decide on the next instructional step; or when there is uncertainty associated with some of the
information about the student - for example, there may be more than one way of interpreting an error made
by a student in terms of what the student knows or does not know. There have been many approaches to
dealing with these problems.

A number of studies (e.g. Mizoguchi et al [19], Kono et al [17], Giangrandi and Tasso [9]) have applied

Truth (or Reason) Maintenance Systems (Doyle [7], DeKleer [6]) to overcome the problem of new
information conflicting with old. The TMS identifies the conflicts, which must then be resolved by some
domain specific reasoning system. A TMS must maintain not only the beliefs of the student, but also the
justifications for them, and therefore use of a TMS is computationally very intensive. Huang and McCalla
[12], and Huang [11] have developed a "Logic of Attention", a modification of the TMS which overcomes
the problem of efficiency by focusing only on the parts of the student model and instructional planner that
are relevant to the current sub-goals. Jones and Poole [15] examined how Reiter' s default logic [21] could be
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used to build expert diagnostic systems.

One general approach to coping with uncertain or incomplete information is to assume that student models

do not need to be completely accurate and absolutely precise to be successful. In granularity-based
recognition of students' problem solving strategies the philosophy is that student behaviour can be
recognised at some level of detail, even if this is very coarse (Mc Calla and Greer [18]). In the "fuzzy"
student model approach (eg Hawkes et al [10] and Katz et al [16]), which is grounded in fuzzy set theory, a
student might have partial membership in the set of students who are expert in a particular skill, and partial
membership in the set of students who are less expert in that skill. Alternatively, application of Bayesian

belief networks (e.g. Villano [25], Shute [24], and Reye [22]) deals with the problem of uncertain
information and also facilitates prediction of student knowledge and performance, but most likely at the cost
of extensive knowledge engineering and programming.

Intelligent tutoring systems will, in general, have to provide mechanisms to deal with four interrelated
information modeling problems :

Uncertainty of information,
Incompleteness of information, ie all relevant information may not be known.
Fusion of information, where information is merged from different sources, and

Revision of an existing knowledge base when new information is obtained. This new information
may be inconsistent with the knowledge base.
Information that is uncertain or incomplete may need to be revised as it is refined over time. Hence, revision

of a knowledge base is closely related to modelling both the uncertainty and the incompleteness of
information.

In a previous paper [5] we proposed an architecture in which the problem of conflicting information is
resolved using methods recently developed by Williams [26, 27, 28] based on the AGM paradigm for belief

revision (Alchourron et al [1]). We used possibility theory (see Dubois and Prade [8]) to take care of
uncertain information, nonmonotonic reasoning, in particular Reiter's default logic [21] and the formalism of
Antoniou and Williams [2], to deal with missing information, and Theory Extraction for fusion.

Our new proposed system architecture is illustrated in Figure below. It has been modified to take
advantage of the agent-based architecture, and consists of the three component agents: the knowledge
1

management agent, the student agent, and the inference agent.

6 The Agents
The Knowledge Management Agent: This agent mainly responds to events which take the form of requests
from other agents. Agents request information regarding such things as domain knowledge, typical errors

and misconceptions, suggestions for the next task to present the student. The domain knowledge is
structured to suit the application at hand and managed by an agent. We are currently exploring two
applications; one based on a mathematical dictionary for schools, The MathProbe2, and a second focusing on
database design for our own courses at the University of Newcastle. An agent that knows about common
student errors and misconceptions has a better chance of diagnosing problems than a system without this
knowledge. The quality of this knowledge is often what sets a good teacher apart. In both the domains that
we have selected this knowledge is well known and widely accepted. For example, students who consistently

place foreign keys in the wrong database table normally do not understand the concept of cardinality of
relationships between entities.
The notion of knowledge granularity has been widely used in the literature (eg. McCalla and Greer [18]). In
our architecture granularity is used in both the domain knowledge and in the set of common errors and
misconceptions. Levels of granularity fit naturally into the agent architecture and can be used to help the
agent choose an appropriate plan.

The Student Agent Each student is assigned an individual agent instantiation. The main objective of this
agent is to manage the evolution of the student model, i.e. a representation of the student' s knowledge about
2 See http://mathresources.com/mathbrow.html
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the domain knowledge and the student' s personal goals and preferences. This model is described using the
following components:
The Student' s Goals using JACK Goals

The Student' s Preferences using the JACK Database,
Explicit Knowledge about the Student based on their performance so far using the JACK Database.

The student agent is autonomous and responds to input from the student.
The Inference Agent: The inference agent manages a team of agents that provide several forms of useful
inference mechanisms and sophisticated reasoning operators. It is not necessary for the agents requesting
knowledge to know how the Inference Agent generates that knowledge. The Inference agent uses slave
agents for deduction3, abduction and induction. The belief revision agent4, possibilistic reasoning agent4,
nonmonotonic reasoning agent4 and theory extraction agent4 rely exclusively on the slave agents.
The student agent' s goals will typically vary from student session to student session, and can be customised
by a third party such as a human tutor. These goals determine the learning strategies and tasks to be used
during a given learning session. The learning strategies together with the database describing the current
state of the agent and its knowledge about the student' s capabilities will largely control the agent' s behaviour.
These strategies are ultimately implemented via an agent that constructs a learning task hierarchy. This
learning task hierarchy is constructed at tun time. It can be viewed as a sub-hierarchy of the global task
hierarchy customised using the current student profile. This sub-hierarchy is designed to provide feedback

about the student that can be used to build and manage the student model during a learning session. In
addition, it is used to diagnose student problems and subsequently offer remedial action.

Student

Knowledge
Management
Agent
Inference Agent

Domain
Knowledge

Deduction

Abduction

Student Agent
Typical Errors

Induction

and

Student Goals

Belief Revision

Misconceptions

Nonmonotonic
Reasoning

Preferences

Theory
Extraction

Knowledge Base

Possibilistic
Reasoning

Learning
Strategies
Global Learning
Task Hierarchy
Learning Tasks

Figure 1: An Agent-Based Intelligent Tutoring System Architecture

3 See http://ebusiness.newcastle.edu.au/vader
4 See http://ebusiness.newcastle.edu.au/saten

7 Conclusions
In a previous work we identified several information modeling problems that arise in Intelligent Tutoring
Systems: change, incompleteness, information integration, and uncertainty. We described an architecture for
an intelligent tutoring system that addressed these problems based on recent developments in knowledge
representation and reasoning in the areas of belief revision, possibilistic reasoning, nonmonotonic reasoning
and theory extraction.
In this paper we described an agent-based design of the architecture based on the BDI framework. The BDI
framework is based on the use of Beliefs, Desires and Intentions. Our architecture is under construction
using an agent oriented programming language called JACK. JACK provides an agent-oriented development
environment. It supports the BDI framework and is built on top of the Java development environment. It not

only provides all the necessary agent infrastructure for our architecture, but it also allows us to use
previously developed Java modules in an agent environment.

The main advantage of using an agent-based approach is that the control module has been eliminated.
Control has successfully been devolved to the agents, i.e. there is no need for a superagent to oversee the
communication and interaction. This leads to better performance and a more customised student learning
session.
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The requirement of education site to apply IT(Information Technology) to class

is increasing day by day from development of computer and internet. But,
present web-based coursewares are most individual teaching types centered on
learners, and each kind of learning theories and models consisting of a main axis
of WBI are emphasized on courseware or general, so they cannot be directly
applied in education site actually. In this aspect, educationally designed search

engine may provide quality information to teachers and be used as good
educational tool in class using internet by supporting teaching and learning
actively. In this study, we designed computer education search engine and a new

learning model introducing it, and we examined that this model may have a
positive effect in systematic concept forming process of learners for curriculum
concerned.
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1 Introduction
The require ment of education site to apply IT(Information Technology) to class is increasing day by day
from development of computer and internet. But, present web-based coursewares are most individual
teaching types centered on learners, and each kind of learning theories and models consisting of a main axis
of WBI are emphasized on courseware or general, so they cannot be directly applied in education site
actually. The education pattern using internet, which is suggested in Internet and Education (Baek,
Young-gyun, 1997), got close to school site well relatively, but it will be meaningless if quality sites are not
continuously supported. Therefore, plan and learning model to suggest useful site suitable for learning
contents to teachers and help them to easily find related information and construct teaching design with
those, and to make learners reduce problems of loss of direction and attend class with active attitude. In this
aspect, learning model through special search engine may suggest a solution. In the aspect that meaning of
knowledge and learning in cognitive constructivism is considered as acquirement process with systematic
concept formed on the basis of situation and learner's knowledge, active search process through search
engine is very similar to it, and special search engine constructed suitable for curriculum may properly
control problems of web-based learning which may occur in learning process.
In this study, we designed computer education search engine and a new learning model introducing it, and
we examined that this model may have a positive effect in systematic concept forming process of learners
for curriculum concerned. Also, we suggested a design plan of special search engine to support it and were
to prepare a base to broaden research range of WBI in school education and to make many people meet with
educational information further easily..

2 Systematic Concept Learning Model
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2.1 Meaning of Systematic Concept
Since development of cognitive psychology in 1980s, development of high-technology by pedagogical
engineering access and new development of high cognitive ability by development of cognitive psychology
have created new-type teaching design concept of constructivism. And, concept of the subject of learning
has been changed from intentional concept which focuses on static side and behavioral change to concept of
construction of active learner and knowledge to pursue information of volunteer experience and problem
solving and reorganize existing knowledge for getting new insight(Maye 1992).

The systematic concept is based on concept of knowledge and learning by constructivism, and means
complete concept which combines divergent knowledge including originality, creative problem solving and
creative transfer of learning and structured knowledge which means partial concept naturally organized in
the whole system to which one concept belongs. It accepts basic viewpoints of constructivism - knowledge
is structured by the subject of recognition(Duffy; Jonassen, 1991), logically connected(Brown; Duguid, 1989)
and formed through social negotiation(ConGlasersfeld, 1989)- in the macroscopic aspect, but it shows the
following difference in the aspect that it emphasizes system and transfer of knowledge.
First, semi-fixed opinion of a change in knowledge structure. A change in knowledge structure suggested in
constructivism and a viewpoint that it is constructed according to social conditions are right in changes over
may centuries. In changes of past education, the structure of knowledge has been changed according to the
periodic conditions and change in vision on human, and actually social demands also have been changed.

But, structure of changing knowledge is limited if it is premised on a life cycle in which knowledge is
constructed, utilized and transferred in human. Furthermore, weight given with meaningful learning
activities is not large in a life cycle.

In case of individual knowledge structure constructed intrinsically, the range of individual change may be
broad, but generally individual knowledge structure in education is less rational and universal than social
knowledge structure. And individual knowledge structure which is far out of social knowledge structure is
difficult to be recognized. Therefore, it is assumed that knowledge according to systematic concept follows
semi -fixed structure which recognizes partial construct according to individual in socially formed universal
structure.

(Figure 1) Structured Concept : Correlation of social knowledge structure and learner's knowledge structure

In (Figure 1), concepts formed in socially standardized knowledge structure and floating knowledge
structure formed in learners are diagrammed. The social knowledge structure has a possibility of gradual
change according to social conditions, and learner's knowledge structure corrects miss-concept,
complements the system and forms complete concept on the basis of social knowledge structure; It is
structured concept.
Second, knowledge according to systematic concept does not limited to construction of knowledge, and on
the basis of this, it emphasizes that creatively transferable knowledge is complete knowledge. Creative
transfer means rapid development into valuable and new knowledge is realized on the basis of existing
knowledge. To get a new creature, two processes building of a knowledge base as a prepared source of
creation and transfer of knowledge to problem solving - are required(Kim, Seong-sik, 1999). The base of
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knowledge may be completed through structured concept and in this process also miss-concept performs
accessory role.

Supposing that you perform concept learning of CPU in the concept forming process of computer structure.
Concept of CPU in learner is formed rather through CPU position and various visions of CPU - viewpoint of
HW developer, computer seller and computer scholar - in computer structure than through direct definition
of terms and suggestion of its role. And it forms complete concept corrected and complemented to concept
corresponding to miss-concept - CPU in sewage disposal plant. The concept formed as this realizes a source
of power for learner to have an ability to cope with various conditions which occur in relation to CPU and to
solve a problem creatively and transfer on the basis of the concept of CPU.

As this, concept to make learner oneself construct creative transfer and solutions for various problems is
divergent concept. The divergent concept makes concept to be learned be complete in various concepts and
systems under social structure, has a synergic effect on obtaining other concerned concepts, and further may
be a help to formation of non-concerned concept and improvement of creative thinking power.

(Figure 2) Creative transfer of divergent concept
In (Figure 2), it is diagrammed that divergent concept of learner which is formed through various viewpoints
has an effect on creative transfer, problem solving and learning of other concepts. This figure shows that
various concepts in learning process and even miss-concept as well as concept formed through learning play
an important role in creative transfer.

2.2 Components of Systematic Concept Learning
Components of systematic concept learning are composed of active learner, problem conditions for learning
target, learning contents of systematic structure, peripheral concept including miss-concept, teacher as active
assistant, media for learning process control and assessment for creative transfer. Roles and contents of these
are as [Table I].
able 11 Components and roles of systematic concept learnin
Components Roles and contents
Learner solves problem conditions as the subject of learning, constructs system of
Learner
learning contents, and obtains systematic concept.
It is regarded same with learning target and is a final target for acquiring concept. The
Problem
problem conditions are suggested including a key of problem solving and a motive of
condition
learning.
Learning contents are constructed according to social knowledge structure and education
Learning
course and are constructed structured concept with general nature.
contents
It is constructed including miss-concept contrasted with concept of various viewpoints
Peripheral
and is suggested in a category which includes learning contents.
concept
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Teacher

Media

Teacher prevents breakaway of learner and induces access to structured concept as
active sympathizer for problem solving rather than one of knowledge sources. Also
teacher constructs peripheral concept connected with learning contents and records it,
and assesses the process.
It includes document, video data, web document and clue information connected with
these as suggestion form of peripheral concept. And it means virtual space in which
learning may be realized.

Assessment The process to solve problem conditions is recorded and assessed through media.
Another problem conditions about which systematically formed concept may generate
creative transfer are suggested, and the problem solving process is assessed.

2.3 Basic Premise of Systematic Concept Learning
The systematic concept learning is based on the followings:
First, learner should be prepared well for learning and be motivated properly.
Second, the subject of learning is a community of learners, learners and learners, and learners and teachers.

Third, the structure of concept is semi-fixed, and should be general and proper on the basis of social
knowledge structure.

Fourth, problem conditions should include learning process of the target concept, and in consideration of
connection between precedent knowledge and transfer, should be set before learning.
Fifth, teacher should select peripheral concept, control learner properly and be responsible for assessment as
community which participates in learning actively.
Sixth, learner and teacher should exist in a same learning space. Learning space includes virtual space.

Seventh, tools to suggest and select peripheral concept effectively and control learning process are required.

Eighth, it should focus on concept acquirement and transfer, and in case of learning accompanied with
behavior such as practice, special learning procedure should be accompanied.

Ninth, peripheral concept necessary to solve problem conditions and the related information should be fully
built.

Finally, systematic concept learning is a guided learning type, is based on learning subject of secondary
school or higher, and is not suitable for infant and the lower classes of elementary school relatively.

2.4 Promotive Elements of Systematic Concept Learning
Motivation is an element to promote effective process of systematic concept learning. The promotive
element as intrinsic motivation depends on problem conditions and the related interest. Setting of problem
conditions similar to real situation induces learner to have an interest on learning itself and maximizes
concept acquirement.

And, planning for problem solving, concentration on object, high cognitive recognition of contents to be

learned and how to learn it, positive research of new information, clear perception of feedback, selfconfidence and satisfaction from achievement, and no anxiety on failure act as elements of learning
motivation(Johnson & Johnson, 1985).

The promotive element as extrinsic motivation depends on suggestion method of peripheral concept and
compensation for assessment. If it constructs learning process as detective praying which applies search and
a motive element reflected in assessment is added to the whole process, extrinsic motivation is formed in
learner and natural concept learning may be expected.

2.5 Obstructive Element of Systematic Concept Learning
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(1) Uncontrolled Concept

The uncontrolled concepts are never-related concept to obstruct systematic concept formation, incorrect
concept, example of too many concepts, and eximple of too few concepts. The never-related concept in
computer education learning process confuses concept structure which is totally different from the existing
knowledge structure for the proper part, so it confuses learner. The incorrect concept may break down or
damage a well formed concept system in knowledge structure, and too many or too few peripheral concept
makes concept system be imperfect.

(2) Non-structured Concept Structure
The social knowledge structure constructed with unsafe structure may have a bad effect on setting direction
of concept formation. But, if education course according to educational policy of a nation is reorganized as
social knowledge structure, it may not be a significant problem.
(3) Instability of Media
If a form in which peripheral concept is suggested and a space in which learning is performed are unstable, it

may decrease learner's motivation and interfere systematic concept formation. Especially, if learning is
performed on web, special caution on system stability is required.

(4) Formation of Motivation Contrary to Learning Process
The unexpected motivation according to media or learning method suggested in learning process makes
control of learning be difficult. Induction of interest from magnificence and peculiarity of media itself or
formation of provocative motivation may act as obstructive factor of learning.

2.6 Webbased Systematic Concept Learning Model
The systematic concept learning theory may have a complete system under the condition that learner and
teacher use special search engine and perform class in a same place. Existing web-based learning just
depends on web courseware or uses it accessorily, but a characteristic of web-based systematic concept
learning model is that web-based learning using traditional class pattern and special search engine is
constructed with the same weight.

In this section, components of class design and additional components according to the above are shown.
The main design bases are class design theory and problem solving scenario in home and suggestive issues
of web-based learning models are referred to. The general model of web-based learning design is inclusively
designed, and according to the contents, it is considered that media and construction of learning method nay
be varied, and selection procedure of these is included in the model itself. But, in case of this web-based
concept learning design model, the structure is organized close to concrete class design from several
previously selected components such as selection of tool - search engine - and form of learning method. It
has the following 8 steps;
2.6.1 Selection of Learning Contents

For class design, first, teacher analyzes what contents should he or she teach with curriculum, related
teaching materials, guidebook and reference data. Especially, for computer education, the learning contents

are changed very fast, so teacher's role is very important. For example, if operating system is learning
content, although learning content in curriculum and teaching materials is Window 95, it is required to be
reanalyzed as Window 98 according to learner's level and social conditions. The proper learning target
should be set by analyzing characteristics of selected learning contents.

2.6.2 Setting of Learning Target

The learning target should be set on the basis of selected learning contents. Settings - 'classification and
definition of concept, and suggestion of base', 'use of effective method for concept acquirement', 'search of
concept and application of related technology', and 'understanding of organization and construction of
concept and taking an interest' - are possible.

2.6.3 Organization of Learning Concept
This step organizes concepts connected with learning target concretely, analyzes concept structure which has
already been organized in learner, and defines position and peripheral concepts in the structure of concept to

be learned, and also defines positive miss-concept and negative miss-concept for expectable miss-concept.
Teacher uses special search engine as tool in this process, and terms dictionary and related information
suggest peripheral concept and miss-concept. And it may be used to find the position in classification system.
Uncontrolled concept and non-structured concept which act as obstructive factor of systematic concept
learning in organization of concept should be prevented.
2.6.4 Construction of Problem Conditions

Teacher should establish concrete problem conditions to acquire concept to be formed in learner. Problem
conditions should be constructed to be able to induce motivation and interest from learner, and it should be
constructed as form to purse achievement of learning target and to be far apart from statement of learning
target. From this, it may be difficult for learner to recognize a fact that he or she learns. Here, promotive
factor of systematic concept should be applied. And, problem conditions to promote creative transfer of
concept formed in learner at the final step should be considered.

2.6.5 Construction of Learning Process
Construction of learning process designs the whole structure to be performed in real class. Concentration of
learner is induced, and learning target is suggested, and initiative factor is learned, and factors necessary for
the whole parts such as stimulation search, learning guide, performance inducement, feedback are designed.
2.6.6 Selection of Learning Method

This step constructs organization and role of learner. This step has two types; first, teacher prepares
organization and role previously according to contents, and second, teacher prepares organization and role in

the course of class. This step constructs groups to be able to perform cooperative learning and give
competitive factors between groups. This process suggests problem conditions designed by teacher or
reorganizes it through interaction with learner, and designs concept searching method to solve problem
conditions in learner groups.

2.6.7 Teaching and Learning

In this step, teaching and learning are realized. Teacher may suggest prepared document or other learning
data, and learner systemizes and acquires concept through concept search process. The special search engine
searching process constructed by teacher in the learning process construction step makes learner go through
systematic concept search process in partially controlled search structure and record this process, so it is
used in learning assessment. Learner acquires systematic concept and peripheral concept and positive missconcept in search process. This forms formation of extrinsic concept to generate creative transfer. Teacher

participates in problem solving process of learner as positive search assistant and performs minimal
controlling role.

2.6.8 Control and Assessment of Learning

This step assesses whether concept formation of learner agrees with learning target, suggests problem
conditions for promotion and confirmation of creative transfer and solves them. Also, this step assesses
concept formation and establishes the complemental policy on the basis of learning process of learner
recorded in search engine.

3 Design Plan of Special Search Engine
In this study, we performed required analysis and inhouse study for groups of teachers, students, and
specialists in education to develop computer education special search engine as space in which systematic
concept learning will be realized. In this, key points are as follows;

First, detail information of site and the reliability aspect. By detail information of site including
characteristics of site, key data, subject of use, and speed, learner may greatly decrease access time to
necessary educational information. Also, functions to increase reliability are required such as link keeping
function to remove non-serviced site and operation of professional surfer by directories.
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Second, systematic user-centered classification type. Educational information should be specialized and
subdivided into classification by learning ranges and systems, by education courses, and by general ranges.
Also, functions that information is sorted and suggested by user classes are required.
Third, provision of terms dictionary. Terms dictionary to be able to correctly suggest concepts that learner
requires should be suggested as hypertext or hypermedia type.
Fourth, formation of community. Realtime and non-realtime community tool is needed so that formation of
community between learner and learner, learner and teacher be possible in special search engine.

Fifth, design and assessment of learning process. Functions that teacher supports each kind of design
necessary for learning process such as motivation factors, key information, expectable learning process, and
functions to record and assess search process of learner are required.

4 Conclusion
Recent WBI studies have been centered on web courseware and remote education site based on it, and with
this trend, web browser based newest technologies are being developed and applied. It is very positive in
remote education and will meet various demands of learners. With this, also we should consider it in school
education site. This study suggested an education model which is further closer to demand of the site in
computer education, and designed design plans of special search engine necessary for it. We are designing
and implementing further concrete real class model and detail functions and DB of search engine, and
through this, will examine systematic concept forming process of learner. We hope this study will be a
turning-point at which computer education may be activated in curriculum education.
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The use of intelligent software agents within computer mediated learning
environments is currently an important focus of research and development in
both AI and educational contexts. Roles envisaged and implemented include
those of tutor, of 'manager', of information seeker and of fellow learner. Each of
these raises its own special challenges in relation both to the capabilities of the

software and to our understandings in regard to the nature of the learning
process. High on the list of factors currently believed to contribute to effective
learning is social interaction in the service of knowledge construction. Within
many electronic learning environments we are currently witnessing the
emergence of a new participant in the social interactions that mediate learning.

The substitution of computer programs possessed of varying degrees of
intelligence, autonomy and 'personality', for certain dimensions of human
presence within the computer based classroom raises a number of questions
related to the processes through which knowledge is socially constructed, and to

the qualities which are necessary to ensure successful participation in those
processes. Through discussion of both theoretical perspectives and practical
examples, this paper explores some of these issues.
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1 Introduction
Developments in computing and information technology in recent years have rapidly propelled the notion of
intelligent software agents from concept to implementation. Today, whether or not we are always aware of
them, they are an integral part of a growing number of computing environments. From the invisible armies
of knowbots and related entities scurrying around the Net in the service of increasingly sophisticated search
engines to the cheery little characters who pop up on our screens offering assistance with anything from
formatting a date to constructing a complex multimedia presentation, or the 'personalities' with whom we
interact in chat rooms in happy ignorance of their purely digital nature, intelligent agents are alive and well
and are multiplying rapidly.

An early but still useful conception of a software agent is, "A character, enacted by the computer, who acts

on behalf of the user in a virtual environment", useful in mediating " ... a relationship between the
labyrinthine precision of computers and the fuzzy complexity of man [10, p. 355]. Later definitions tend to
be expressed in more functional terms, such as, "An agent can be viewed as an object which has a goal and
autonomously solves problems through interaction, such as collaboration, competition, negotiation and so
on" [9]. This definition has some similarities with that offered by Maes [12] who defines an agent as:
"A computational system which:
- is long lived;

- has goals, sensors and effectors;
- decides autonomously which actions to take in the current situation to maximize progress towards its
(time-varying) goals" [12, slide 5].

Summarising the writings of a number of researchers, Aroyo and Kommers [1, p. 237] identify four major
characteristics of agents as being autonomy, responsiveness or reactiveness, pro-activeness and social ability.
Other qualities frequently proposed, but not supported by all researchers or indeed by all users, include the
ability to learn from experience and consequently to respond in flexible and possibly unforeseen ways to

particular situations, and the possession of a believable 'character' or personality as a basis for social
interaction.

It appears that a combination of factors has contributed to the current proliferation of software agents. Apart

from the technical developments which have opened up the possibility of implementing what were
previously largely theoretical conceptions, there is our very real need for assistance as we operate within

computing environments characterised by rapid change, large quantities of extraordinarily complex
information, and a lack of common organisational structures through which information may be accessed
and managed. As Laurel predicted, there are now many situations in which, in the interests of efficiency,
some form of 'intelligent' mediation is required between computer systems and the needs of users.
There are, of course, different forms that this mediation could have taken. The strong propensity for most

users to accept assistance in the form of a more or less personified entity as largely unproblematic
undoubtedly derives at least in part from the anthropomorphic elements implicit in most computer interfaces
from the earliest days of computing. It can be strongly argued that a degree of personification has always
been automatically and inevitably conferred as much by a program's use of language as a component of the
interface as by our everyday understandings of the 'intelligence', albeit artificial, of computers. Intelligence
and language use are, after all, key defining attributes of human beings.

Not only are we accustomed to interacting with computers as though they share with us a degree of
`humanity', but in a number of areas of activity we have been persuaded to value 'social' interaction
particularly highly. Education is a good example, given the extent to which our current understandings of
learning depend upon an acceptance of the belief that knowledge is to a large extent socially constructed. In
the current drive to move teaching and learning online, the notion of agency in computing has found a strong

ally and a vehicle for expansion. Unless the social interactions that mediate learning in face to face
environments can be shown to have a digital equivalent, proponents of online courses will be forever 'on the

back foot', with their products being regarded by most educators as second best. While courses
incorporating the communications facilities of the Internet certainly go a considerable way in promoting

interactions of various types between teacher and student and also between student and student, the
possibility of using software agents to create an illusion of interpersonal interaction so convincing as to
achieve pedagogical outcomes equivalent to those deriving from a relationship with another human being is
extremely enticing to the designers of electronic learning environments.

2 Some examples of socially interactive pedagogical agents
Johnson [7] has proposed the following definition the role of a pedagogical agent as distinct from those
designed for other purposes:
"Pedagogical agents are autonomous agents that support human learning, by interacting with students
in the context of interactive learning environments. They extend and improve upon previous work on
intelligent tutoring systems in a number of ways. They adapt their behaviour to the dynamic state of
the learning environment, taking advantage of learning opportunities as they arise. They can support

collaborative learning as well as individualized learning, because multiple students and agents can
interact in a shared environment. Given a suitably rich user interface, pedagogical agents are capable
of a wide spectrum of instructionally effective interactions with students, including multimodal dialog.

Animated pedagogical agents can promote student motivation and engagement, and engender
affective as well as cognitive responses" [7, p. 13].

This is a comprehensive and optimistic vision, incorporating a number of possible roles for software agents

within educational environments. Types of agents currently implemented in projects around the world
include record keepers, information seekers, testers, facilitators of collaboration, tutors or instructors, fellow
learners, and tutees. Of special interest in regard to this paper are those that contribute to the overtly social
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dimensions of the learning environment. The last three listed most clearly fulfil this criterion.

2.1 Agents as instructors
There is a sense in which perceptions of the role of computers in the learning process have come full circle.

Early models of the role of 'computer as tutor' in the form of drill and practice style of instructional
software, generally based on Skinnerian principles and incorporating very limited interaction between user
and computer, have long been rejected by most educators in favour of a range of other more acceptable
guises including that of a learning tool, an information source, and a learning 'space'. With the development
of agent technologies, as Johnson suggests, new possibilities now exist for incorporating computers within
the learning environment in a range of socially interactive roles, including that of 'tutor', through modes of
interaction more in keeping with current pedagogical theory.

It is commonly asserted that the presence of computers in classrooms has itself played a part in modifying
the image of the teacher as the 'sage on the stage' in favour of a more collaborative model. Not surprisingly,
these changing concepts are well reflected in many implementations of 'agent as teacher'. As Solomos and
Avouris [18] write, for instance:
"The user mental model of the system should be based on the metaphor of the "invited professor"
rather than the "knowing everything own tutor". ... Our first findings confirm the observation that
today's users, accustomed to hypertext-like interaction, are more likely to accept this collaborative
teaching metaphor, according to which their tutoring system is viewed as an intelligent hypertext
browser, offering links to other tutoring systems with the right content and at the right time" [18, p.
259].

The increasingly popular concept of the teacher as a facilitator of learning is also reflected in such
statements as: "Each student working on the project will have an agent, operating in the background,
watching progress, measuring it against the plan, and taking remedial action when necessary" [19, p. 362].

2.2 Agents as fellow learners
A style of agent of special significance in the context of socially constructivist theories of learning is the
`fellow learner', which to differing degrees might be presumed to include all participants within the learning
environment. If agents are to gain widespread acceptance in the field of education, this is an important area
for research and development. Since the 1980s Chan [2, 3] and colleagues have been working on a range of
models of socially interactive agents for learning environments, perhaps the best known being the 'learning
companion' a software entity having limited knowledge of the domain in question, conceptualised as a
fellow learner with whom the student may collaborate and even disagree. As in real life, some of these
learning companions may be better informed than the student in the relevant domain of knowledge, while
others may know less. Perhaps not surprisingly, in learning environments for younger students, animals are a
popular choice of persona for such agents, as in this example of a networked learning environment for
Taiwanese high school students, as described by Chan:

"The Dalmation is having the same performance as the student. ... Another animal companion is
Diagon, like one of those animal companions in Mulan, a Disney cartoon of this summer. This dragon
will "learn" (mainly rote learning) from the student and also from other students on the Net and so

may know more than the student. At certain point it'll stop learning and come back to teach the
student. In a way, Dragon is protecting the student" [3].

An interesting development of this concept is presented by Sheremetov and Nunez [16, p. 310], who
describe the function of a 'monitor agent' as being to modify the role, behaviour or expertise of learning
companions from that of strong group leader to a weaker companion or even a passive observer, depending
on its interpretation of the degree of guidance required by the learner.

2.3 Agents as pupils
We are all familiar with the common wisdom that we learn through teaching others. At the school level,
many educators have long been familiar with the concept of the computer as 'tutee' through the use of the
Logo programming language, in which 'teaching the turtle' was a familiar metaphor for the activity of
programming. More recently, a number of researchers have explored the translation of this concept into
electronic learning contexts where agents exist to be 'taught' by the student user, as in the example from
Chan quoted above. A further example is described by Jo [8] who writes of a computer based peer tutoring
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system employing two categories of agent

an 'expert', and a 'learner':

"... students become active learners who are guided to learn by teaching a computer. After the
students watch how the computer expert solves a set of linear equations [the program] helps the
human student act as a teacher in order to learn more about the subject matter. At this time, the
computer plays the role of a student ..." [8, p. 559].

3 Some issues for consideration
3.1 Multiple agents
Most agent based systems utilise a number of agents, many of them capable of a complex range of
interactions with the student, with one another, and increasingly with agents associated with other programs.
Their individual purposes derive from theoretical analyses of the component tasks and activities that are
included in the larger scale pedagogical interactions of human beings. As educators, and indeed as students,
we may simultaneously enact a range of roles within the educational environment. The apparently unitary

activity of 'teaching' involves such elements as demonstrating, guiding, telling, questioning, explaining,
testing, motivating, criticising even learning! Many researchers consider that the electronic medium makes
it feasible to identify and separate out these diverse functions. These can then be enacted through different
configurations of agents working in relationships which ranging from collaboration to competition.
An example is the Multiple Agent Tutoring System (MATS) described by Solomos and Avouris:

" MATS is a prototype that models a "one student-many teachers" learning situation. Each MATS
agent represents a tutor, capable of teaching a distinct subject. All MATS tutors are also capable of
collaborating with each other for solving learning difficulties that their students may have" [18, p.
243].

Strategies for most efficaciously combining the activities of multiple agents such as these necessitate a
complex agent architecture, and understandably occupy a great deal of the research agenda in this area. Of
interest in relation to their participation in the social construction of knowledge is the fact that one of the
most common metaphors employed by a number of researchers and courseware designers is that of a
`society' of agents, a conception reminiscent of Minsky's The Society of Mind [14], Gardner's multiple
intelligences [6] and other related theories of cognition and behaviour. In describing the different aspects of
the design of their "multi-agent, computer-based interactive environment", for example, Costa and Perkusich

[4, p. 196], drawing on the work of Franklin and Graesser [5] refer to their aggregation of agents quite
specifically as a 'society'.
"The society [of artificial tutoring agents] is an open multi-agent system made up of a collection of
tutoring agents that co-operate among themselves to promote the learning of a certain human learner.
This society is designed to be open and dynamic in the sense that it allows maintenance operations
such as the entry and the exit of agents, besides eventual modifications in the knowledge and in the
inference mechanisms of an agent. Each agent defines an expert tutor in some domain, having the

necessary knowledge to solve problems in this domain. These agents are cognitive and possess
properties like autonomy, goal-oriented, social ability" [4, pp. 197-198].

While on the one hand, the variety of functions of agents within a multi-agent environment must also be
appreciated as an attempt to realise the type of rich user interface which Johnson suggests is necessary if the
pedagogical interactions within electronic learning environments are to approximate to any degree to the
face to face educational experience, some educators have concerns in regard to the assumptions underlying
these practices. They argue that such developments are underpinned by a reductionist rather than a holistic
understanding of the processes and relationships involved in teaching and learning. In separating out the
different components of pedagogical interactions, are we enabling each part to be realised more effectively,
or are we failing to acknowledge that the global act of human teaching may in fact be more than the sum of
its component parts? It seems reasonable to suggest that firm judgments on issues such as this must await
greater experience of the roles of agents within these learning contexts.

3.2 Personification
Another focus of debate concerns the degree to which personification is helpful in fostering fruitful
pedagogical interaction between the human learner and software agents. This question clearly relates more
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to the 'socially interactive' agents than to those fulfilling more tool-like functions, which arguably require
far less in the way of 'personality'. As noted earlier in this paper, there are clear arguments for accepting that
a degree of personification of computer interfaces is inevitable. As Shirk puts it:

"Although there is some dispute among software critics concerning the advisability of having
`personalities' in computer programs, their presence seems unavoidable. Any time there is
communication between a computer and a human, the information presented by the computer has a
certain style, diction, and tone of voice which impact upon the human's attitude and response toward
the software" [17, p. 320].
However the extent to which this should be deliberately fostered is less clear, although many feel intuitively
that it should be an important element in the creation of an electronic learning environment characterised by
interactions which can reasonably be described as 'social'.

An important aspect of the representation of `character' or personality is visual appearance. Interestingly,

both research and experience suggest that the relationship in the case of software agents is far from
straightforward, and that a mismatch between realism in appearance and the apparent knowledge level of the
agent can have a deleterious effect on credibility. The more visually realistic the representation, the higher
the expectations of the user in relation to the appropriateness and 'intelligence' of utterances and actions.
Agents that 'look' smart and 'act' or 'talk' dumb are poorly received by many users, who express a higher
tolerance for the limitations of a `character' more sketchily represented, for instance through cartoon-like

graphics. As Masterton, writes, for instance, "A common problem with AI programs that interact with
humans is that they must present themselves in a way that reflects their ability. Where there is a conflict
between the ability of the system and the users' perception of that ability a breakdown occurs and users may
either fail to exploit its full potential or become frustrated with its shortcomings" [13, p. 215]. He goes on to

suggest the implementation of a degree of anthropomorphism intended to convey qualities such as
friendliness and usefulness, without the implication of possession of full human capabilities [13, p. 211]. He
describes the development and role of such an entity in the form of a VTA (Virtual Teaching Assistant)
which is able to introduce topics and answer simple questions, the more complex types of exposition and
interaction being left to the human teacher. In terms of a traditional scenario at university level, the VTA
functions somewhat like a tutor or demonstrator as distinct from a lecturer. "In this way faculty is left free of
the guiding and assisting issues of the course and is able to concentrate on more complex questions and
higher level issues generated during the course" [13, p. 211].

Further instances of this principle are the examples of agents presented as animals discussed earlier in this

paper. Our expectations in regard the cognitive skills of animals may well be more appropriate to the
capabilities of software agents than are our experiences of human-to-human interactions.

3.3 Autonomy
Closely related to the 'intelligence' of software agents is the issue of autonomy, in particular the degree to
which an agent should be furnished with pre-existing goals which might lead it to take particular action
without instruction from the user, and even contrary to what the user might perceive as his or her interests

and wishes. Exploring the implications of such entities existing and interacting within virtual reality
environments, Loeffler [11], for instance, notes that the unpredictability resulting from significant autonomy
might well result in agents who are less `helpful' to us than we might hope or indeed expect. It is easy to slip

from such considerations into the need for a contemporary version of Asimov's laws of robotics as
conceived in fictional terms more than 30 years ago!

In educational contexts, the implications of autonomy, particularly in terms of control of and responsibility
towards the learner, are potentially extremely complex and difficult to address without more exposure to

these types of software, and indeed it is quite likely that such experience may cause community
understandings in regard to appropriate relationships between the `human' and the 'not human' in electronic
contexts to develop and change over time. In the short term, current trends in educational thinking which
favour giving more control and autonomy to the learner would appear to be more in line with the thinking of
researchers such as Schneiderman who favour `direct manipulation' over the development of interactive

agents with a significant degree of independence of action. Where agents are involved, they may be
programmed so as to exercise control over the learner on behalf of the creator of the learning environment,
or they may be configured so as to be more sensitive to a user model, and more responsive to instruction
from the user/student. In the latter instance, the agent would have a greater degree of responsibility to the
needs and wishes of the learner, but this may not be in keeping with the pedagogical goals of the teacher.
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Trust is another aspect of the teacher/learner relationship that is complicated by the degree of autonomy with

which a pedagogical agent is endowed. To the extent that the programmer chooses to delegate certain
functions and responsibilities to the agent, it is their problem, but it may also be an issue for students,
particularly those with more insight into the nature of the agents with which they are interacting.

A further concern in regard to the autonomy of pedagogical agents relates to the issue of intervention in the
learning process. Despite the finding of Aroyo and Commers [1] that pro-activity is a quality frequently
sought after in agents, there is an important issue of balance to be addressed in relation to the educational
process. It is well accepted that a high degree of unsought assistance whether from a human teacher or an
excessively diligent and proactive agent can be quite detrimental, in particular to the metacognitive aspects
of learning. Of course this is also an issue for teachers and learners in face to face educational contexts!

3.4 Level of participation in the social construction of knowledge
The belief that it is possible for agents to participate effectively in the social aspects of knowledge
construction is central to the work of many theorists and researchers.

Sheremetov and Nunez [16], for

example, whose works derives overtly from the theoretical frameworks of Piaget and Vygotsky, argue that:
"The design of learning environments, virtual or not, aims to promote productive interactions. In this type of
learning a student changes from being a passive information receiver to an active collaborator, interacting

with the tutors and colleagues in the learning process. Learning does not only result from acquiring
knowledge, solving problems or using tools, but also from interacting about these on-going activities with
persons and agents"[16, p.305 306].
In relation to their specific project they write: "Our emphasis lies in the role of interactions in an artificial
learning community as a group of real and artificial learners, tutors, and facilitators, working, supporting and
learning from each other [16, p. 306]. But however personified and autonomous the software agent, can it

really be said to participate fully in the social construction of knowledge? It has been argued quite
extensively that even the most heavily personified of computer programs suffer from an intrinsic lack of
ability to participate in the metacognitive aspects of learning. Pufall [15], for instance, expresses a strong
belief that a computer program is unable at any level commensurate with human capacities to modify its

own knowledge structures or cognitive processes, and so cannot be regarded as a co-constructor of
knowledge in a meaningful sense. While this might well have been the case in relation to earlier computer
based learning environments, can we continue to make the same claims with confidence today or in the
future? The capacity of software to 'learn' and adapt to experience through the incorporation of new
information, the appropriate modification of its representation of the context in which it functions (its
`world') and of its inference mechanisms, is undoubtedly increasing. One way of considering this question
might be to look at it in terms of the type of distinction sometimes made between 'hard' and 'soft' notions of
artificial intelligence. If our test of full participation depends on an understanding that the agent has 'learnt'
in precisely the same way that the human has learnt, then we will have difficulty accepting the electronic
entity as genuine co-constructor of knowledge. If, however, we make our claim on the grounds that it
appears to the human learner that the agent has participated in the learning that has taken place, then perhaps

we can at least tentatively admit such a piece of software to membership of the social milieu which has
mediated the educational experience.

Conclusions
It is clear that developments in agent technology have created a range of new possibilities in terms of
aligning computers more strongly with prevailing educational theories and philosophies. In considering the
many issues which might be raised in relation to the nature and roles of pedagogical agents, there are three
overarching questions. Firstly, do agents have the potential to enhance learning, or do they threaten to
undermine those aspects of the educational enterprise that we most value? Secondly, to what extent might
they assist in the replication of the social dimensions of face to face learning within online environments?
Thirdly, do they go further than this, and create new possibilities in regard to the social mediation of learning?
To the extent that visions such as those of Johnson [7] are able to be realised, we may be faced one day with
the need to re-evaluate our attitudes regarding the relative merits of a human teacher and an electronic entity
designed specifically for educational purposes. But while the rhetoric of developers often suggests an ideal
surpassing the sometimes imperfect realities of human-to-human pedagogical interactions, the 'jury' of
online learners and of educators is still out.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we present the design and implementation of a handwriting communication system for real-time
graphical information exchange. This system provides an environment for a user to write and erase messages
on a computer screen using a light pen or a mouse and to transmit the handwriting message to another user
on the Internet in real time. The communication techniques employed for the system include the basic clientserver model and peer-to-peer model. The client-server model is mainly for sending handwriting information
using the world wide web. The peer-to-peer model, however, is aimed at real-time communications between
two end users on the network to conduct instant dialogues. The system is implemented using Java . It can be
integrated into many different applications such as collaborative learning, on-line discussions, and distance
education.

2 Communication Models
A handwriting communication system may be implemented using a client-server or a peer-to-peer model.
Each model has its cons and pros. The client-server model, in which the client sends requests to the server
and the server responds to the request [3], works well in situations when immediate responses are not
necessary. For a real-time instant dialogue or information exchange, however, the client-server model alone is
somewhat restrictive due to its limited degree of interactivity. To achieve a full degree of interactivity for this
type of applications, a peer-to-peer model that allows for full duplex real-time communications is more
appropriate, since the two end users of the system may send and receive information at the same time,
roughly speaking.

In addition to communication models, we must also take into account the nature of the communication
protocols and decide which to use. Information exchange carried over the Internet normally requires support
from either TCP or UDP, which are the two protocols operated at the transport layer in the TCP/IP protocol
suite [1]. When TCP is employed, the information is sent as a data stream, similar to a telephone
conversation. Since TCP requires a connection setup prior to transferring data, it incurs an initial time delay.
UDP, on the other hand, does not require such a connection setup. However, the delivery of datagram

packets, which are independent data units sent individually from the source to the destination, is not
guaranteed. Datagram packets may arrive out of order too. For textual information, UDP may not be a bad
choice because the user normally can tolerate, to certain degree, occasional loss of packets or misplaced
textual data. In our handwriting system, the handwritten information is represented as numerical data which
are sensitive to the loss of any single bit of information, therefore, TCP is our natural choice.

+ This work was supported in part by the Army Research Laboratory under grant DAAL01-98-2-D065.
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3 System Design
Our design philosophy for the development of the handwriting portion centers around the following
principles: interactivity, functionality, reliability, user-friendliness, and portability. A handwriting
communication system must possess two important capabilities. The first is the ability to support the writing
by a light pen, or a mouse if such a pen is unavailable, and the display of the handwritten data. The second
capability should allow users to transmit and receive handwritten data from the network. To achieve these
goals, a friendly graphical user interface, which requires the use of abstract windowing toolkit and event
handling, is a necessity. In order to make the system a useful communication tool on the Internet, it must
support both textual and graphical information exchanges. The system must also provide functions for users

to overwrite or modify handwritten message received over the network. In addition, the programming
language used for implementation must be platform independent so that the system can be easily ported to
other machines with different operating systems.

4 Description of the System and its Applications to Distance Education
As mentioned earlier, we use Java [2, 4] as the programming language and TCP as the transport protocol for
transferring handwritten data in our current client-server communication system. A graphical user interface
consisting of buttons, radio check boxes, and a handwriting area, as well as the operations associated with
the interface have been developed using the abstract windowing toolkit. All main tasks of the system are
invoked from within the event handling functions. Our system currently allows users on the Internet to
exercise handwriting from within a web page that contains the client code and send the information to the
server that accepts the handwritten data. It can also be used to enhance online presentations over the
Internet. This is due to the fact that the system allows users to perform handwriting directly on the specified
writing area in a web page. By putting the presentation material inside the handwriting area, it is possible to
add notes, make corrections, highlight important subjects on the spot during the course of the presentation.

The handwriting communication system has many applications in distance education and on-line
collaborative learning. It can be used by an instructor to deliver on-line lectures via the web; the instructor
may use one part of the screen to present prepared presentations and another part to highlight the important
points of his/her presentation using a light pen. It can be used by fellow students in different locations to
solve problems collaboratively and work on team projects. In addition, the instructor and students can use it
to conduct on-line class discussions and answer student' s questions by employing the communication
capability.

5 Conclusions
In this article, we have presented the basic approaches, design considerations, and implementation of a realtime handwriting communication system on the Internet as well as its applications to on-line education. Our
design philosophy centers around functionality, interactivity, portability, and user friendliness.
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This paper discusses the strange creatures that currently populate 3D cyberspace
and3D Internet. First, the concept of Virtual Inhabited 3D worlds are discussed
and defined. Next, some of the key elements or basic entities that can be found
within the horizon of Virtual, Inhabited 3D Worlds are identified and denned.
Among these basic elements are objects and agents, differentiated by whether or
not theif primary function is to carry out an action. Agents (denned as entities,

which primary function is to carry out actions) have two main forms, which
have been described as relatively sharply differentiable polar opposites. This is
done based on questions such as: who is controlling the agents? ' who is doing
the driving?' On the one hand there are agents that react independently of the
user, but which are controlled by software or AL, the so-called ' autonomous
agents' or bots' . On the other hand, there are agents, which directly represent
and are controlled by users, the so-called ' avatars. Although there is then, in
principle, a differentiation, in terms of definition, between bots and avatars, the
paper argues that both concepts cover a relatively wide spectrum of very
different types of phenomena with differing degrees of control. There also seems
to be a tendency toward the appearance of more and more hybrids- in the present
context termed cyber-hybrids' - combining avatars and bots. Furthermore, these
hybrid forms are in many ways the most interesting and most promising in the
virtual worlds at the moment. Rather than considering avatars and bots as polar

opposites, it may therefore be more productive to consider them as the outer
points along a continuum, between which can be found all sorts of combinations
or hybrids. Following this line of argument, the paper outlines a new typology of
hybrid creatures, which currently populate the continuum between (objects) bots
and avatars in Virtual worlds.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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A new method for efficient study of Kanji
using mnemonics and software
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Japanese children spend hundreds of hours, over nine years, studying some 2000
written characters called kanji. Incredibly, most foreign adults attempt to study

the kanji using the same method. But without these hundreds of hours, their
efforts generally fail. In Remembering the Kanji, James Heisig presents a radical
method for studying kanji. In only 200 hours, Heisig claims, adults can learn the

kanji. A wonderful improvement! But few students follow his method; most
complain that 200 hours is still too long. This paper introduces a refinement of
Heisig's technique, a refinement combining modern memory theory with
software, a refinement reducing the required time to 40 hours. The first author, a
forgetful kanji neophyte, learned the kanji with this method, studying an hour a
day, five days a week, for two months. His recall exceeds 95%, approximating
native Japanese. This paper targets both teachers and students of Japanese as a

foreign language, providing the knowledge and software required to rapidly
learn the kanji, and inviting them to participate in a wider experiment using
these new technologies.

Keywords: CALL, Kanji, SuperMemo, Efficient study

1 The Kanji
Perhaps the most difficult part of learning Japanese is memorizing its enormous character set: the 2000-odd
kanji. These characters were imported from China into Japan. Because each character was imported several
times over the centuries, while the Chinese and Japanese languages were evolving, each character now has

multiple readings and meanings. As a result, the Japanese writing system is arguably the world's most
complex.

Japanese children study these kanji for hundreds of hours over nine years of schooling. They start studying
when six years old, before they have developed the ability to abstract, and hence can learn the characters
only by muscle memory: They write the characters repeatedly, typically 20 times each. This method works,
but imperfectly: Even after all this study, and the review that comes with daily use, adult Japanese forget
some characters.
Most foreigners studying Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) try to learn the kanji using the same method:
They write the characters repeatedly, perhaps while verbalizing the character's meanings and readings [7].
But since few adult JFL students have the hundreds of hours this method requires, most fail [4].

2 Heisig's method for studying the kanji
Heisig [4] offers an alternative study method.

Goal. Heisig's method allows adult JFL students to learn the writing and a single meaning of 2042 kanji.
This is a narrow goal: Students concentrate on learning this writing and single meaning, and postpone
learning other meanings, all readings, and the multiple character compounds.
Method. Since Heisig targets adults, he is able to use a sophisticated method, a method beyond the grasp of
six year olds. He is able to use a rational method for learning kanji. Heisig prepared his method by
assigning each character a keyword (its single meaning),
1.

2.
3.
4.

splitting each character into a handful of parts,
ordering the characters so that parts precede their uses, and
inventing a mnemonic story to help recall each character's parts.

The keyword is usually the most common of the several Japanese meanings. The parts come from various
sources: Some are simpler kanji; others are primitives collections of commonly occurring strokes. Some of
these primitives were identified centuries ago by Chinese and Japanese linguists (who call them "radicals");
other primitives were simply invented by Heisig. In all, Heisig uses a few hundred parts. The crux of his
method:
Each character is learned, not as a mass of random strokes, but as a logical collection of parts.

For example, consider the kanji with the keyword revise. This character has nine meaningless strokes,
which prove quite a challenge to remember. But this same character has only two parts with the keywords
words and nail meaningful words which are much easier to remember. In effect, Heisig splits this
character into these two parts, making a kind of equation: revise = words + nail. Most non-Japanese find
this equation much simpler to recall than a meaningless jumble of nine strokes. When Heisig's students
come to study revise, they have already learned the two parts word and nail since Heisig has sorted the
kanji so that these parts precede their use in revise. By combining two previously learned parts, students
easily remember this new character. But Heisig makes remembering even easier by providing a mnemonic
story:
REVISE your draft by NAILing down your WORDS.
The image of "nailing down one's words" is so strong and logical that after students have read this
mnemonic once, they will likely remember it for life.
This contrasts with Japanese students, who practice writing the character repeatedly, and may later
forget it.
Heisig's main contribution is to raise the level of abstraction from strokes to parts. Rather than
struggling to remember a large, sprawling jumble of meaningless jots and dashes, students effortlessly
remember a simple story, calling to mind the few parts that compose a kanji:

words o

Previously memorized parts,
themselves simpler kanji

nail

revise

REVISE your draft by
NA fling down your WORDS

... are combined into a
new kanii
... and memorized via a
simnie mnemonic story.

Study. Heisig has done most of the work: He has assigned the keywords, identified the parts, invented the
primitives, and sorted the kanji. Students need only read the keyword and story a few times to memorize
each kanji. Heisig predicts study will require 200 hours far less than Japanese children spend on rote
repetition.

Analysis. Why is Heisig's method so effective? Here are three explanations.
Simplicity. The stories are simpler than the kanji, simpler because they have fewer components. Each kanji
consists of between 1 and 23 strokes; 75% of the kanji have more than seven strokes. But all have fewer than
seven parts. Now human short-term memory can hold only about seven items [6]. Objects with more than

seven known components cannot fit in short-term memory, and so cannot be remembered, or even
recognized. This predicts that students learning strokes will remember 25% of the kanji, but students
learning parts will remember 100%.

Abstraction. Practicing strokes engages only muscle memory: Most of the student's brain remains dormant.
Heisig's stories engage the higher faculties of language, actions, settings, events, humor, and metaphor. Such
meaningful symbolic processing engages more of the brain, and hence is more easily recalled, than mere

orthographic syntax [8]. Humans recall abstract meanings and stories long after they forget specific
examples and images [5].

Relations. When learned by rote, each kanji, indeed each stroke, must be learned anew: Nothing is
connected to anything else. When learned by parts, each kanji is connected to previously learned kanji.
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Heisig's method is rich in connections. When students learn a character, they are also reviewing its parts. In
turn, most parts appear repeatedly, and hence are memorized easily.

As an illustration, consider the daunting 23 strokes of specimen. Stroke-by-stroke memorization is all but
impossible. But specimen comprises only two parts: gold and oversee. It is easily recalled with a story such
as GOLD diggers OVERSEE their mineral SPECIMENS. Specimen is studied after gold and oversee have
been learned, from their own parts, with their own stories. So each step of study is small and simple, but the
steps build on each other primitives are woven into kanji, which are in turn used to build further kanji
until a vast web of rich connections is built up in the student's mind.
slave

king

umbrella *

\

/

improvement

floor*

the

not perfect. For Heisig
provides stories for only the

harem girls*
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Japanese method, but it is

first 500 of his kanji, and
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Problem: Still too difficult!
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500
studying
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characters. And those who
do continue need unusual

Parts are either simpler kanji,
or primitives (marked with *)

need
to
discipline,
painstakingly construct and

review flash cards, need a scheduling system to study, review, and test.

3 Kanji Can
Kanji Can [3, 1] is a database with a complete set of 2042 mnemonic stories. The stories are excellent,
surpassing even Heisig's first 500:
Kanji Can's stories are shorter, and so easier to recall.
Kanji Can's stories mention the parts in the order they are written.
(Compare with Heisig's story for revise above, which reverses them.)

Kanji Can embraces Heisig's method, but extends his materials, and thus solves the problems mentioned
above.

4 Flash Cards
The chief tool of most memorizers is the humble flash card. Flash cards are small paper cards with a
stimulus written on the front side, and a response on the
back. When studying foreign language vocabulary, the
tap-GOLD

stimulus is typically a word in one's native language, and the
response is the word in the foreign vocabulary. When

specimen

SPECIMENS

are carefully
OVERSEEN.

studying kanji using Heisig's method, the stimulus is the

front

keyword, and the response is the kanji itself.

back

Students read the stimulus and try to produce the response. They then check their response against the
desired response on the back of the card. Cards that were correctly recalled are removed from the deck;
cards not recalled are shuffled to
study
the back of the deck, to be reviewed A recall
A rec41117
again. Used this way, flash cards
study
combine self-testing with review.
The cards catch mistakes and save

them, allowing review until the
student knows them all. Flash cards

ime

time

I

Memory fades after
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Repeated study slows

are essential when following Heisig's method: Studying the stories is so easy that students will doubt they
are really learning anything until they have been tested!
Problem: Inefficiency. Using flash cards takes a lot of time. Each card must be hand made. Then each card
must be tested repeatedly, for only with repetition comes dependable memorization. Memory fades over time,
but by reviewing partially forgotten material students extend their memories.
But how frequently should students review? Buzan [2] recommends review after ten minutes, a day, a week,
a month, and then four months. But are these the best intervals for review? Testing too frequently wastes

time reviewing material already well known. Testing too infrequently wastes time relearning forgotten
material. The goal of flash cards is to "catch" learners just before they fall to remind them just as they are
about to forget. But the point of forgetting and hence the optimal review interval differs for each student,
and even for each kanji: Some are easier to remember than others. How can we optimize study?

5 Super Memo
Super Memo is a general flash card program [9]. Like paper flash cards, these electronic cards can be used to
review anything, including the kanji. Unlike paper cards, these electronic cards are neat and easily editable,
but require a PC. Super Memo is better than paper flash cards because it contains a mathematical model of
human forgetting: It can predict when a student will forget a kanji, and hence compute the best testing time.
When testing with Super Memo, students tell the program how well they remember each kanji; the program
uses this information to tune its model to each student, and to each kanji. The result closely approximates
perfectly timed intervals, and hence maximum efficiency in studying.

Independent of the nature and amount of material they study, students using Super Memo all learn
approximately 200 items/minute/year. This means that by studying one minute, every day, for a year, one
can learn 200 items; or, by studying 10 minutes a day, 2000 items. This is much faster than many other study
methods; in particular, Super Memo implies results in 1/5 of Heisig's time.
Super Memo's computerized scheduling provides more than optimal reviews. It also provides an incentive to
study every day. A student using Super Memo runs the program every day and finds a list of items to review.
If the student skips a day, the next day she will be confronted with twice as many items! This threat helps
provide the discipline necessary in learning a large body of material, such as the kanji. (Unfortunately, this
also means that if the student skips a week, she will be confronted with a mountain of review, and will likely
quit altogether. Super Memo is not for the timid.)

6 New technology allows learning the kanji in only 40 hours!
This paper proposes a new method for learning the kanji, a method combining Heisig's novel ideas, Kanji

Can's stories, and Super Memo's reviewing. Heisig provides the tractable goal and the idea of using
mnemonic stories to recall the writing of kanji in terms of their parts. Kanji Can provides a complete set of
these mnemonic stories. And Super Memo provides strict scheduling and efficient reviewing and testing.
The combination of these three educational technologies provides a most efficient kanji learning method: the
complete set of 2042 kanji can be learned in only 40 hours!
These 40 hours might be scheduled as 10 minutes a day, every day for a year, or an hour a day, five days a
week, for two months. Memory manuals claim that an hour's study a day is optimal: Shorter study sessions
waste time in frequent physical and mental preparation, longer study sessions induce fatigue, and both
degrade efficiency [2, 5].
The first author learned the kanji in 40 hours by following this method.

Heisig has greatly accelerated kanji learning for adult JFL students. Kanji Can's complete set of stories
enables students to concentrate on studying the kanji. Super Memo provides a well-documented speedup for
any rote memorization. Combining these three technologies, we can learn the kanji in only 40 hours.
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Word processor is more and more widely used as a tool of externalization and
reflection of thinking in recent years in Japan. In that case, it will be necessary to
type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head (hereinafter referred to as

"thinking-typing"). The experiments were made to study the relation between
touch-typing skill and thinking-typing. The examinees were 46 non-computer
majors of the university. The students were asked to type words or sentences
appearing in their heads on 3 subjects. The touch-typing skill of the students was

measured by touch-typing exercise software. The results suggested that a
touch-typing speed of 2 strokes/second is necessary, at least, to type smoothly

words or sentences appearing in the head. What's more, the results of the
experiments suggested that learning of touch-typing skill is very effective on the
increase of thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.

Key words: Thinking-typing, Touch-typing, Externalization, Self-evaluation,
Analysis of variance

1 Introduction
The methods for human beings to externalize their thinking are language expression, diagram expression,
letter expression and so on Ill. Among these expressions, letters are widely expressed by word processors in
recent years in Japan. The method of word processor's usage has been changed by the popularization of them.
In other words, the method that uses a word processor to transcribe a manuscript written by handwriting, has
been changed to the method that uses a word processor in the process of externalization and reflection of
thinking. With the latter method, it is necessary to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head
(hereinafter referred to as "thinking-typing"). Thinking-typing needs a certain level of typing skill. Although a
number of studies have been made on typing 121131, there are few studies on thinking-typing.

In the lesson of computer exercise at the university, the first author is raising the level of students' typing skill
through touch-typing education and, at the same time, is raising the ability of the students' utilizing a word

processor as a tool of externalization and reflection of thinking 141. In the lesson, the experiments of
thinking-typing by touch-typing were made to study the relation between touch-typing skill and
thinking-typing. Touch-typing speed and self-evaluation of thinking-typing were adopted as the scale of
thinking-typing level. The first experiment (Experiment 1) was made in July, 1999, and the second
experiment (Experiment 2) was made in February, 2000. In this paper, results regarding Experiment 2, and
comparison between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are reported, because results regarding Experiment I had
been reported already 151161

2 Method
The experiments of thinking-typing by touch-typing were made in the lesson of the computer exercise for the
first-year students at the university. In this study, the data of 46 students, whose data of Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 were complete, were analyzed. In the experiments, the students typed the following subjects by
touch-typing.
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One-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in thinking-typing speed among the 4
touch-typing levels. As a result, touch-typing skill had main effect in the 3 subjects(Shiritori: F=12.46, df

=3, p< .01 Imagination: F=11.31, df= 3, p < .01 Impression:F=23.55, df= 3, p < .01). What's more,
Tukey's multiple comparisons test was applied to identify whether there are significant differences in

thinking-typing speed among the 4 touch-typing levels or not. The results are shown in Table 2.
Homogeneity subgroup is a group of similar levels whose difference is not significant. In the 3 subjects, there
were significant differences of thinking-typing speed between the level under 2 minutes and the level over 2
minutes. These results show that reaching touch-typing level under 2 minutes in Experiment 2 was one of the
conditions to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head.

T abel 2. Tukey's multiple c%mparison of thinking-typing speed
Homogeneity subgroup
urn bet of
T ouch-typing skill Npersons
G r3
G r2
Gr1
1.13
6
Level under I minute
0.84
23
of 1 minute
Shiritori Level
0.59
0.59
12
Level of 2 minutes

Level of 3 minutes
Level under I minute
Im agination Level of 1 minute

of 1 minute
Impression Level
Level of 2 minutes

0.65
0.52

0.52
0.35

12

0.35
0.28

5

6

1.08

0.72

23

0.47
0.42

12

Level of 3 minutes
p

6

23

Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under I minute

0.51

5

5

05

3.2 Relation between Touch-typing Skill and Self-evaluation of Thinking-typing
Self-evaluation of Experiment 2 was divided into positive self-evaluation and negative self-evaluation to study
the relation between self-evaluation and touch-typing skill. Positive self-evaluation is "very good", "good" and
"a little good". Negative self-evaluation is "a little bad", "bad" and "very bad". As for self-evaluation point,
positive self-evaluation is 1 point, and negative self-evaluation is 0 point. The mean of self-evaluation point
of each touch-typing level is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Touch-typing skill and self-eWiluation

Self-evaluation point
Touch-typing skill

Number of
persons

Imagination
Shiritori
Thinking Typing Thinking Typing

Impression

Thinking Typing

Level under 1 minute

6

0.50

1.00

0.17

1.00

1.00

1.00

Level of 1 minute

23

0.61

0.96

0.52

0.96

0.74

0.96

Level of 2 minutes

12

0.67

0.75

0.42

0.83

0.83

0.75

Level of 3 minutes

5

0.40

0.60

0.40

0.40

0.80

0.40

All the examinees

46

0.59

0.87

0.43

0.87

0.80

0.85

One-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in self-evaluation point among the 4
touch-typing levels. As a result, touch-typing skill had main effect in the typing evaluation of imagination
and in the typing evaluation of impression (typing evaluation of imagination: F =5.11, df--- 3, p <.01 typing
evaluation of impression: F=4.86, df=3, p<.01). What's more, Tukey's multiple comparisons test was
applied to identify whether there are significant differences about the typing evaluation of imagination and the
typing evaluation of impression among the 4 touch-typing levels or not. The results are shown in Table 4.
Typing evaluation of Level of 3 minutes in imagination was significantly lower than other touch-typing levels,
and typing evaluation of Level of 3 minutes in impression was significantly lower than Level under 1 minute
and Level of 1 minute. These results show that the students of Level of 3 minutes could not type smoothly
imagination or impression, comparing with the students of other touch-typing levels.
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[ Subjects of Experiment 1 ]

Subject 1: Type words that you think with shiritori (a Japanese word chain game). Type them by
hiragana (Japanese alphabet). The time limit is 3 minutes.
Subject 2: Type words that you image with "university". Type them by hiragana-kanji (Japanese
alphabet Chinese characters) translation. The time limit is 5 minutes.
Subject 3: Type sentences of your self-introduction. Type them by hiragana-kanji translation.
The time limit is 10 minutes.
[ Subjects of Experiment 2]
Subject 1: Same as Subject 1 of Experiment 1.
Subject 2: Type words that you image with "student life". Type them by hiragana-kanji translation.
The time limit is 5 minutes.
Subject 3: Type sentences of your impression about the lesson of the computer exercise.
Type them by hiragana-kanji translation. The time limit is 10 minutes.

After the experiment, the students evaluated themselves on the 3 subjects. In Experiment 2, the students
evaluated themselves on whether they could think out words and sentences or not (thinking evaluation),
whether they could type words and sentences by touch-typing or not (typing evaluation). The evaluation
standard was divided into 6 levels: "very good", "good", "a little good", "a little bad", "bad" and "very bad".

The touch-typing skill of the students was measured in the lessons before and after the lesson of the
experiments. The measurement content is testing typing time of entering Japanese sentences of hiragana
(about 240 strokes) that were displayed in a monitor at random, by komaji (Japanese Roman characters) input
and touch-typing.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Relation between Touch-typing Skill and Thinking-typing Speed
Touch-typing skill in Experiment 2 was divided into 4 levels:

under 1 minute (Level under 1 minute),
between 1 minute and 2 minutes (Level of 1 minute), between 2 minutes and 3 minutes (Level of 2 minutes),

between 3 minutes and 4 minutes (Level of 3 minutes). The mean and the standard deviation of
thinking-typing speed in each touch-typing level are shown in Table 1. Thinking-typing speed in each subject
was calculated by the next equation.

s=

L
T

s : Thinking-typing speed in each
subject
L : Typing linage in each subjects

T: Time limit in each subject
(minute)
*Number of letters per line, after
hiragana-kanji translation, is 40.

Table 1. Touch-typing skill and thinking-typing speed
Thinking-typing speed (linage/minute)

Touch-typing skill

Nurrber of
persons

Shiritori

Imagination

Impression

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

6

1.13

0.25

0.65

0.16

1.07

0.14

Level of 1 minute

23

0.84

0.23

0.52

0.14

0.72

0.19

Level of 2 minutes

12

0.59

0.11

0.35

0.06

0.47

0.11

Level of 3 minutes

5

0.51

0.13

0.28

0.09

0.42

0.10

46

0.77

0.27

0.47

0.17

0.67

0.25

Level under 1 minute

All the examinees
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Table 4. Tukey's multiple comparison of self-evaluation
Touch-typing skill

Number of Homogeneity subgroup
persons
Grl
Gr2

Level under 1 minute

6

1.00

Level of 1 minute

23

0.96

12

0.83

Typing evaluation
of imagination
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under 1 minute

Typing evaluation Level of 1 minute
of impression
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes

p

0.40

5

6

1.00

23

0.96

12

0.75

0.75

0.40

5

.05

3.3 Relation between Learning of Touch-typing Skill and Change of Thinking-typing
Speed
The mean of learning ratio of touch-typing skill and the mean of change ratio of thinking-typing speed in each
touch-typing level of Experiment 2 are shown in Table 5. Learning ratio and change ratio were calculated by
l
the next equation.

a=

Ti 1

s2

T2

a : Learning ratio of touch-typing skill
TI : Touch-typing time of Experiment I (minute)
T2 : Touch-typing time of Experiment 2 (minute)

ei : Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
s/ : Thinking-typing speed of Experiment 1 (linage/minute)
s2 : Thinking-typing speed of Experiment 2 (linage/minute)

Two-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in the 4 touch-typing levels and the 3
subjects about change ratio of thinking-typing speed in Table 5. As a result, main effect of the 3 subjects was

significant( F=4.14, df=2, p<.05). Main effect of the 4 touch-typing levels and interaction were not
significant. What's more, Tukey's multiple comparisons test was applied to identify whether there are
significant differences in change ratio of thinking-typing speed among the 3 subjects or not. As a result, there
were significant differences of change ratio of thinking-typing speed between Subject 3 and other subjects.
Next, correlation between learning ratio of touch-typing skill and charge ratio of thinking-typing speed is

shown in Table 6. A moderate significant positive correlation was observed between learning ratio of
touch-typing skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed in Subject 3. So it can be said that learning of
touch-typing skill is very effective on the increase of thinking-typing speed of Subject 3. What is the
qualitative difference between Subject 3 and other subjects? It is the easiness of thinking. Thinking evaluation
point in Table 3 expresses the easiness of thinking in each subject. Thinking evaluation point of impression
(Subject 3) is higher than other subjects. So it is considered that words of impression (Subject 3) was easier to
be thought out than other subjects. Therefore, it can be concluded that learning of touch-typing skill is very
effective on the increase of thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.
Table 5. Learning ratio of touc1typing skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Touch-typing skill

Level under 1 minute

Number of Learning ratio Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
persons of touch-typing Subject
Subject 2 Subject 3
6

1.69

1.35

1.61

2.03

Level of 1 minute

23

1.58

1.24

1.47

1.93

Level of 2 minutes

12

1.57

1.18

1.57

1.61

Level of 3 minutes

5

1.50

1.89

1.47

1.80

All the examinees

46

1.58

1.31

1.51

1.84
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Table 6. Correlation between learning ratio of touch-typing
skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Subject

Learning ratio
of touch-typing

0.245
**p

Subject 2

Subject 3

0.089

0.565**

.01

4 Conclusion
From what has been discussed about the relation between touch-typing skill and thinking-typing speed, and
relation between touch-typing skill and self-evaluation of thinking-typing, it can be concluded that a
touch-typing level under 2 minutes is necessary, at least, to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the

head. The speed of 240 strokes in 2 minutes equals 2 strokes/second. 2 strokes are needed to input a
hiragana. So the speed of 120 hiragana in 2 minutes equals 1 hiragana /second. The aim of touch-typing
education for thinking-typing should be set at 2 strokes/second (1 hiragana /second). What's more, from what
has been discussed about the relation between learning of touch-typing skill and change of thinking-typing
speed, it can be concluded that learning of touch-typing skill
thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.

is very effective on the increase of
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Several experiments of situated instruction have been done in elementary school.

We conduct the inaugural experiment on college students. A group of 44
students who are taking food microbiology course involved in this experiment.

We designed a science fiction named "Save the Taiwan", which is a story
regarding a Microbiology technician handles a disease crisis. A student can learn
how to deal with the crisis and solve the problem of an infectious disease when
he uses this CAI software. The evaluation practice consists of four dimensions,

subject domain &mands, instructional demand, user interface demand, and
pragmatic demands. The result of evaluation shows notable effect on college
students.
Keywords: situated learning, evaluation of CAI, Microbiology

1 Introduction
The advantage of traditional instruction is that the knowledge that students learned can be "stiff knowledge".
The stiff knowledge can not be smoothly applied to solve the actual problem in a real environment (Brown,
1989). Situated cognition bases on the theory that the learning should be constructed at real situation. Only

when the learner derive the knowledge from the real situation then he realizes the real meaning of the
learned knowledge and cherish the value of knowledge and take it as the tool for solving the problem.
(Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990)

There was experiment on elementary school student (Tsu, 1997). The experiment was focus on learning
simple mathematics calculating. We conduct the experiment on college student, trying to find out if situated
leaming can be succeed on the domain of higher education. The students of Department of Microbiology
have to take laboratory classes during the period of 4 years college. They always have the problem of how
and where to apply what they have learned in the class. The instructive goals of laboratory class are diverse.
Lazarowitz & Tamir (1992) believe that learning is a process of construction. Despite of learning the
laboratory skill, oral discussion between instructor and students should be part of the learning process. In
addition, a more inexpensive and more efficient instruction method, such as computer aided instruction or
simulations, should be adapted in the class. Anchored situated instruction adapts computer technology to
implement situated cognition theory. (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt,1990), to our software,
we develop a pseudo but can be real situation, embedded the learning materials in the circumstances.
Through the interaction between user and CAI software, learner can then practice the process of collecting
and filtering information as well as the methods to solve the problem.
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2 Design features of our approach
The script was written and designed by a professor of Department of Microbiology. We adopt several
principles in our design.

1. Provide vivid circumstance. Multimedia allows us to design a vivid environment, so that the situation can
avoid over-simplified and lack of context. (Yang, 1995). Multimedia also provides plentiful visual symbols,

e.g. video images, graphic charts, sound as well as text to make the play more fun and close to real
environment.

2. To hide useful information in the story, a learner may have trouble to transfer what he has learned to
different situation if he was teaching in a simplified or provided obvious cue environment. Whereas, a
learner can learn to justify what information can be useful and what information is not useful for solving the
problem in a simulated situation.

3. To randomize the plot of the story, the learner can memorialize the plot if he has experienced in using this
CAI software. This can then cause the learning process in vain. We use Random function in our design; one
of the bacteria was picked randomly and then, in turn, develop different story.

4. To have productive result, there may be only one answer or solution in a traditional instruction. However,
in a real environment, there may be more than one solution to solve the problem. They may be pros and cons
from one to one, but they may all workable. We do not provide firm answer to user instead, we provide an
open-ended environment for user to construct his own path and solution.

3 The story
3.1 Outline of the story
There is a food mediated infectious disease occurs in a small town that locates at the seashore of Taiwan
island. Within a few days, this infectious disease has spread to nearby counties and caused many cases of
death. Tai-shang (see photo 1), the leading actor, a technician of the local public health administration office,
is responsible for finding out the etiologic agent of the disease. In the story, Tai-shang is facing many
challenges like the ones in real life. His girl friend, professor and colleagues are all in the plot and interactive
with him. After the accident happened, he had faced the pressure from his superior, public media, even from
a local councilor. He must acts like a detective who searches the cue and a scientist who seeks for the truth
of problem. Finally, with the encouragement of his college instructor, Ta-shang successfully finishes his
task.

Photo 1. A clip photo from video " To save Taiwan".

3.2 Goal of learning
a. Cognitive aspect.
a Assessment of identifying the virus, fatal virus can not be classified from appearance. Thus, the learner
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has to make a judgement base on the information gathered from the plot and then decide how to
proceed the process of bacteria identification.
b Learning of the skills of bacteria identification, there are skills, e.g. Stain, biochemical test, can be
practiced.
e Usage of bacteria identification index table, after the preliminary result of biochemical test, the learner
needs to learn to use bacteria identification index table for final judgement.

b. Attitude
a right attitude of science work, through playing the role in the game, the learner can identify the spirit of
scientific work, diligence and concentration, as the attitude of being a scientist.
b Social caring, since the story has a local background, we hope the learner can improve the caring of
local society by solving the problem for local society.

4 Evaluation of our experiment
There are four criteria of the evaluation of the designated software. The criteria is based on the character the
teaching subject, human learning theories, and research on user interfaces Kuittinen, 1998 The criteria
consist of four types of requirements: subject domain, instructional, user interface design and pragmatic

matters. We invited two batches of domain experts, the faculties of Department of Microbiology and
industry professionals to evaluate subject domain. They focused on examining if the concept and methods of
this domain are generally applied in our software, which means they checked the relevancy to instructional

aims. The group of 20 experts showed their positive opinion a the following chart.. Table 1 The
instructional demand is a student-centered approach. We divide a group of 44 college students who are
taking food microbiology into two groups. The 22 randomly selected members of test team used our
software for average 6 hours in a period of a week. A cognitive examination was taken after one week. The
result shows that the test team has better performance in cognitive aspect. Tablet The interactivity, display
elements and connections between them are examined as the criteria of user interface. We use questionnaire
to test team and found out that the team members show satisfaction of the user interface. Table 3 As the

pragmatic criteria, the hardware and software requirements are evaluated to see if a specific and /or
expensive equipment or environment is required to use the software. Our software can be used in a common

Microsoft Windows environment plus Pentium compatible personal computer. A learner can run our
software either at computer room in campus or at his own PC.
Table 1. The result of experts poll
.

number Mm

Can the instructional goal of

"

assessment of

identifying pathogenic bacteria " be reached?
Can the instructional goal of " learning the
identification methods " be reached?

3

4

3.67

0.49

0.242

12

2

5

4.00

0.74

0.545

2

5

4.08

0.79

0.629

2

4

3.58

0.79

0.629

2

4

3.25

0.87

0.750

12

2

5

3.92

0.79

0.629

12

4

5

4.33

0.49

0.242

12

2

5

4.17

0.83

0.697

table for the identification bacteria " be reached?

Can the instructional goal of " influence on right
scientific attitude " be reached?

Can the instructional goal of " influence on social

Does the content of software cover" procedures of
identification of pathogenic bacteria"

Does the content of software cover" knowledge for
assessment of methods used in bacterial
identification"
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x

stand
varianc
Averag and
e
deviat e
ion

12

Can the instructional goal of " usage of diagnostic

caring" be reached?
Does the content of software cover" common
and
their
bacteria
foodborne
pathogenic
characteristics"?

Ma

Table 2. Evaluation on the cognitive improvement of the software

of
Score
examination

Avera

n

Item

Midterm

Semester score

Cognitive Examination

Situated Questions

Questions on
Microbiological Skill

Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group

ge

SD

23

61.96

6.92

21

62.90

11.03

23

80.09

9.66

21

75.48

9.65

23

29.74

6.11

21

41.29

6.98

23

3.57

2.64
2.

21

6.57

2.69

23

26.17

5.07

21

34.71

5.28

F-value

df

t-value

2.54

42

-0.34

1.00

42

1.59

1.09

42

-3.14**

1.04

42

-3.73**

1.08

42

-5.47**

Table 3. Evaluation of user interface of the software

standar

nu
mb

Min

er
I do not need tutoring before I use this software
I can easily know how to jump to next screen
I can exit the software anytime, anywhere.

Ma
x

average

d

deviati
on

variance

0.92

5

3.95
3.76
4.52

0.93

0.848
1.390
0.862

2

5

4.19

0.87

0.762

21

2

5

4.10

0.94

0.890

21

2

5

3.90

0.77

0.590

21

2

5

3.81

0.81

0.662

21

2

5

4.19

0.87

0.762

21

2

5

3.95

21

2

5

3.81

0.80
0.75

21

1

5

3.29

1.01

0.648
0.562
1.014

3

5

4.55

0.60

0.366

39

55

47.81

4.12

16.962

21

2

5

21

1

5

21

2

21

1.18

I do not have the situation that I can not proceed
because that I did not memorize the previous
information while I use this software.

It's easy to modify my answer before I press the
"confirm" bottom
I can receive the system feedback anytime when I use
the software.
The system feedback is clear enough and no need to
be explained.

I can use the software without reading the user's
manual in ahead
I think the execution speed is proper to me.
I can handle the execution speed of my own.
I am satisfied the quality of the video.

I can use the software without knowing how to 20

operate Window NT
Total score

21

5 Conclusions
We completed situated learning software "To save Taiwan" which attract the user to learn the microbiology
knowledge and skills. This interactive software provides multimedia and random plots, which enable user to
play the role in the story. It can also served as the tool to convey the right scientific attitude and social caring
to learners.
The evaluation of this study showed promising results. It is possible and valuable to adapt situated learning

to other disciplines in higher education. A disciplinary can construct the learning process on a situated
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environment. By using the multimedia software, a learner can learn knowledge as well as the attitude in a
near true story. He can then realize the meaning of the knowledge and identify himself with what he has
learned and then applied to real environment.
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The paper develops a topic of construction of the normative student model. The

subject student model is a part of it representing a sum of demands to the
curriculum of the subject, to students' knowledge and skills, and a semantic
model of the domain. The subject student models pick out the educational
domains from all the multitude of the domains, so the subject model is a model
of an educational domain. Examples in physics are given.
Keywords: student modeling, domain modeling, knowledge, skills, semantics

1 Introduction
A fundamental concept of modern didactics and pedagogical psychology is the student (learner) model. It
arose within computer technologies of education and was provoked by the necessity to formalize our

representation about students. Of course such representations had been worked out long before any
appearance of computers, and definite formalization of them began together with didactics. But it is
computer technologies that gave a new impulse to development of these representations, transformed them
into an object of deep investigations, transferred to a qualitatively new level [8,9].

In the widest sense, the student model is our knowledge about a student. There are two sides here: (1)
knowledge about how the student is, and (2) knowledge about how we want to see him/her. The first
knowledge is determined by the way of analyses of student' s behavior, and it is natural to call it a behavioral

student model. It is changing together with the student' s change therefore it is also called dynamic, or
current, one. Mechanism of construction of this model is the cognitive diagnostics [9].

Knowledge about how we want to see students, that is, demands to their final state is a normative student
model. As a rule, this knowledge is various. It consists of demands to personal qualities of future specialists,
their professional qualities and skills, their knowledge and skills in different subjects, characteristics of their
physical and psychological state, and so on. The final aim of teaching is achievement of such a state when
the behavioral student model concurs with the normative one.

2 The subject student model
A part of the normative student model determining domain knowledge is a subject student model [3]. In
knowledge engineering, it is called expert knowledge, or domain model [5,6]. The subject student model
picks out the educational domains from all the multitude of the domains, so the subject model is a model of

an educational domain, or a model of a subject. Let us note that if the dynamic modeling is quite a
developed branch of Artificial Intelligence, the domain modeling is developed to a lesser degree. It is clear,
as specialists in Artificial Intelligence, as a rule, are not the ones in any other domain.

Under knowledge they understand the main conformities to natural laws helping us to solve particular
problems (production, scientific, economic, and others) [5]. Facts, concepts, algorithms,
intercommunications, rules, strategies of making decisions, and so on make up knowledge. The pithy sense

of the concept «knowledge» is that knowledge reflects our imagination about domains and expresses a
system of concepts, as well as relationships and dependencies between them.
According to the classification, there is a division of domain knowledge into declarative and procedural ones.
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The first is statements about properties of the subjects of a domain and relationships between them. The
declarative knowledge is often called a factual one, and this reflects its essence very well. The procedural
knowledge describes the order and character of the transformation of the domain objects. Its another
appellation is rules. In our opinion, it is not quite right, as the declarative knowledge, giving relationships

between the objects, is also rules. Thus the procedural knowledge is not simply rules but rules of
transformation.

The final aim of instruction is formation of way of acting. The way of acting is realized via skills in the
practical activity [7]. The mechanism of this is operation with knowledge (both the declarative and
procedural) being displayed in the behavior of a person. Therefore, in a wide sense, skills are attributed to
knowledge, namely behavioral one [9]. The procedural knowledge is realized in skills. And sometimes,
skills are called the procedural knowledge but, as we could see, the term "procedural knowledge" has been
already occupied. Definition "operation knowledge" reflects the essence of the things clearly and in the most

unambiguous manner. Thus, the subject student model has to contain skills that are to be formed in the
process of instruction. Let us call a list of such skills the operational subject student model.

The declarative component of the domain knowledge makes up a semantic part of it, namely the semantic
student model.

One of the distinctive properties of knowledge is that it has a certain structure. It is very important,
especially for the instructional material, to define its structure. It is well known that to master a portion of
the instructional knowledge is to determine its place in the structure of the instructional material. Therefore,
one of the problems while constructing the subject student model must be determination of the subject
knowledge structure. Studying the structure of the instructional material is a theme of an independent
important and deep investigation. The subject student model must give more or less extended ideas about
what the subject knowledge is. Such ideas are an essential part of any curriculum. A usual way here is a
thematic approach when themes are enumerated. Let us call a list of themes liable to studying the thematic
subject student model.
In teaching, it is very important methodologically to determine which role either knowledge plays and which

functions it carries. In other words, it is necessary to fulfil a functional structuring of the instructional
knowledge. It can be done with the help of a list of functional rubrics. The functional knowledge will be
determined in such a way. Within it, there is knowledge performing both nontransforming functions (for
example, facts, conclusions) and transforming ones (algorithms, methods, instructions). The functional
knowledge makes up the functional subject student model.

In such a way, we suggest a four component subject student model consisting of thematic, functional,
operational, and semantic parts. Such a subject student model in physics is carried out at the physics and
didactics of physics department of the Donetsk State University [1-3].

3 The thematic subject student model
The thematic subject student model has been well known for a long time. In essence, it is a usual curriculum
of the course, its program. It is built just according to the thematic principle, sections and themes liable to
studying are enumerated in it. The model reflects the structure of the course. The program can be worked out
in detail to different degree but it is always neither knowledge itself, nor its content but its names. In fact,

this is a define characteristic of the subject knowledge, some knowledge about the subject knowledge.
Knowledge about knowledge is called metaknowledge. Thus, the thematic subject student model is a
metaknowledge.

It is a natural and convenient model for planning and organizing the instructional process. The more, it is an
obligatory normative document. Preparation of any course begins with its creation (that is, creation of the
course curriculum). Nevertheless, it is excessively general to use it for diagnostics.

As a rule, knowledge in many computer tutoring systems is structured according to the thematic student
model.
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4 The functional subject student model
The functional subject student model shows which role either knowledge plays; and it is also
metaknowledge. It has a define structure in the horizontal direction, which may be given with the help of
some rubrics. The role of knowledge and its functions depend on a particular subject. For example, we
picked out the following rubrics for physics courses : concepts, wordings, laws, properties, consequences,
conclusions, reasons, formulas, equations, models, methods, and algorithms [3]. The rubrics have a filling
that, nevertheless, also does not reflect semantic of the subject and is metaknowledge.

It is the subject student model that allows working out in details what students must know. Let us give an

example from the molecular physics. Students have to know: definitions of the concepts: mole,
thermodynamic system, pressure, temperature, density, concentration, ideal gas, equation of state, and so on;
wording and consequences of: Pascal's law, Maxwell's and Bolzmann' s distributions, Kirchhoff' s law, and so
on; deductions of: the mine equation of kinetic theory, equation of the adiabatic process, law of atmospheres,
and so on.

5 The operation subject student model
As it was noted, the operation subject student model is a list of skills liable to mastering by students. Let us

note that skills in education make up a hierarchical system [2]. It consists of five groups of skills:
fundamental, methodological, general, inter-subject, subject. Subject skills take the highest position in the
hierarchy of skills.

We pick out three classes of the subject physical skills: general, particular, and experimental. The general
skills are, on the first hand, methodological ones. Spectrum of the particular skills is far wider, for e>ample,
there are more than 200 them in the list in physics. According to the contents of the instructional material,
the following skills are picked out: to find, to determine, to fix, to build, to obtain, to calculate, to compute,
to estimate, to distinguish, to pick out, to sort, to take into account, to represent, to traverse, to decompose,
to compose, to generalize, to put in practice, to use, to formulate.
There is a fragment of the list of the skills below:
3.1. General skills

To analyze physical processes and phenomena, to estimate orders of physics magnitudes and determine
essential factors, to build physical models, to build mathematical models of particular physical processes
and phenomena, to determine boundaries of applicability of the models, and so on.
3.2. Particular skills

3.2.2. Molecular Physics and Thermodynamics
To estimate quantity of particles and their mass in particular conditions, to determine parameters of state of

gas, to determine number of degrees of freedom and molecular mass of a gas and mixture of gases, to
determine possibility of the use of the model of an ideal gas, to make use functions of distribution to find
average values of physics magnitudes, and so on.

Experimental skills are divided into three groups: to measure physical magnitudes; to reproduce
independently physical phenomena and processes; experimental particular skills.
There is a hierarchical structure of the subject skills corresponding to the development of the subject in
instruction. Besides that all of them also have a definite structure in the horizontal dimension because they
are complicated, or composed, skills. In order to master them, a wide spectrum of skills both of the lower
levels and subject is necessary. For example, skill to solve physical problems is composed of ten simpler
skills : to pick out the necessary information from the condition of a problem to solve it, to code the condition
of the problem in a word form, to draw a picture to the problem, to choice a rational method of solving, and
so on.

6 The semantic subject student model
Semantic knowledge in different subjects is contained in textbooks, other training literature. There are two
parts in the content of any textbook: CON-1 and CON-2 [7]. CON-1 is knowledge making up the content of
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a domain directly, CON-2 is knowledge attending the CON-1 (for example, knowledge from other subjects,
interpretations, explanations, examples from life). In fact, it is the CON -1 that is the semantic knowledge of
a domain. Nevertheless, this knowledge is not picked out especially, it is distributed all around the textbook,
interacts with another knowledge, and is not formalized.

Semantic knowledge represents the declarative component of the subject knowledge as the procedural
knowledge is realized in skills (operational knowledge). Thus to construct a semantic student model on the
basis of a textbook, it is necessary to pick out domain facts from it and group them in a definite order.
According to their structure, facts may be of a great variety. As a rule, they are compound ones. Nevertheless,
elementary facts may be picked out that, appearing in different relationships, form the compound facts.

General questions of representation of facts in instruction are considered in works [4]. For example,
expression "Translational motion is the motion that all the point of a solid body have identical trajectory" is
a compound fact as it can be represented as a set of the following elementary facts: (1) a solid body moves;
(2) all the point of the body have identical trajectory; some motion is called the translational one.

One can easily see that the elementary facts do not carry any semantic loading of the domain although they
contain domain terms. Only on gathering together in a compound fact they acquire some domain sense. Such
compound facts are finished thoughts and they are represented by finished sentences, or expressions. Let us
call them the semantic facts. As a matter of fact, the semantic facts are a unit of the domain knowledge, as

smaller portions of it have no domain sense. The objects of the expression are concepts, phenomena,
processes, laws, principles, theorems, conclusions, consequences, reasons, properties, rules, and so on.
It is the full set of the semantic facts that is the semantic subject student model. The order of their disposition
is subordinated to the logic of the development of the course.

Such a semantic subject student model was firstly constructed in Gas Dynamics and than in Physics [1].
Those were very small brochures because there were no calculations, proofs, and explanation in them.
Nevertheless, they contained all the statements of the courses. These brochures received the title semantic
synopsis. As an example, there is a fragment from a physics semantic synopsis below:
3.1. The elementary work of a force is defined as the scalar product of the elementary displacement
of the point of the force application.
3.2. The work of a force is defined as a line integral from the elementary work along the trajectory of
the point of the force application.
3.3. The unit of the work is one joule that is equal to a work done by a force of one newton on a
displacement of one meter.

In the opinion of instructors and students, the synopsis turned out an effective means while consolidating the
instructional material, preparing to seminars. It helps to size up the structure of the instructional material,
pick out and easily memorize the most essential its moments. It is very important that student remember
them for a longer time.

The synopsis allows carrying out fast and regular control students' knowledge during a lecture. In this case,
the expressions serve as a base for the open type test tasks being created by missing some keywords in the
expressions. Students note a great value of the synopsis while preparing to the examinations when there is a
danger do not pick out and master the main statements of the course.
Let us note that the semantic facts are distinctive rules as they define character of relationships between the

elementary facts. In ether words, they are rules according to which the elementary facts are connected
between themselves. This circumstance stipulates possibility to represent the semantic knowledge by means
of the production method. It is done with the help of rules of a kind "if A than B" where A and B are some
facts. An example of such a representation of the above mentioned definition of the translation motion is
given below:
If <a solid body moves> and

< all the point of the body have identical trajectory>
than <such a motion is called the translational one>.

Each of the expressions may be represented in such a way. Thus the production knowledge base of the
subject will be constructed. Its constructing is considered in details in work [4]. As our practice shows,
constructing production knowledge bases by students while learning is an effective kind of learning activity.

I
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7 Conclusion
An approach to construction of the subject student model as a part of the normative one is described. The
model consists of four components: thematic, functional, operation, and semantic. The thematic model gives
ideas about the structure of the subject, the semantic one reflects its content, functional one determine what

students have to know, and operation one does what students have to be able. The approach allows
constructing more detailed current student models and reaching the main aim of teaching, namely forming
the way of acting, more successfully.
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Information technology integrated instruction is the education tendency in the

future, and it is also an important issue in the development of education in
Taiwan. An assessment framework is needed during experimenting with
integrated instruction and when integrated instruction is officially implemented.

The framework can help us understand the implementation and provide
information for future reference. This article proposes an framework for
assessing information technology integrated instruction. The framework
includes kernel and periphery parts. Kernel part refers to the whole teaching
process, including information technology, curricula, learning materials,
instructional strategies, learning activities, and evaluation. Periphery part refers
to the surroundings situation, including teachers, students, information

specialists, administrators, classroom settings, computer laboratories, campus
instruction network, Internet, digital materials, and instruction/learning software.
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1 Introduction
The rapid development of information technology (IT) has not only brought about major effect on economy

and industry but also made a great impact on society and education. In particular, the prevalent use of
computers and the rapid development of the Internet have gradually changed our life style and pattern, with
their impact on education being unprecedented. Many educators and policy makers believe that technology
can be a catalyst for educational reform [3,4,10]. They suggest that the use of technology in classrooms will
shift the roles of teachers and students. Teachers will act more like facilitators by helping students access
information, process it, and communicate their understanding [4].

Beginning the 2001 academic year, Taiwan will implement phase-by-phase the nine-year integrated
curriculum for its elementary and junior high schools [11]. To cultivate students' basic ability to "apply
technology and information", the new curriculum will have to emphasize integrating IT into the teaching of
various courses. Amid this major reform of curriculum, the Computer Center of the Ministry of Education
has planned for the integration of information curriculum with other areas of learning [7]. At the same time,
it has selected 18 elementary and junior high schools in which teaching experimentations will be carried out
[1]. Therefore, an assessment framework is needed during experimenting with integrated instruction and

when integrated instruction is officially implemented. The framework can help us understand the
implementation and provide information for future reference.

2 The essence of information technology integrated instruction
The United States has implemented IT integrated instruction for years. Many educators are now actively
using technology along with effective teaching strategies to integrate technology into their curriculum [9]. In
contrast, IT integrated instruction is still a newly heard noun in Taiwan. Many teachers are unfamiliar with it,
and some think of it as another name for computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Information technology has

"
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developed rapidly, and the role of IT in education has changed over these years, from being an auxiliary to
teaching to being an indispensable tool of education. Therefore, IT integrated instruction is distinguished
from CAI.

In IT integrated instruction, information technology is an indispensable tool in the teaching environment
because it is integrated into the curriculum, learning materials, teaching and learning [2]. Moreover, the
traditional curriculum, materials, and teaching are transformed through the characteristics of information
technology: the subject-based curriculum and materials become student-based; the teacher-driven teaching
activities become student-centered. Information technology is integrated when it is used in a seamless
manner to support and extend curriculum objectives and to engage students in meaningful learning. It is not
something one does separately; it is part of the daily activities taking place in the classroom [3].

F

igure 1. The assessment framework for information technology integrated instruction

Figure 1 depicts the assessment framework of IT integrated instruction. The assessment framework consists
of two major parts: Kernel Part and Periphery Part. The kernel part primarily assesses the whole teaching
process. Because the implementation of IT integrated instruction will bring about changes to teaching, the

aspects to be assessed in this part should include not only the use of IT in teaching but also other
perspectives of teaching: curricula, learning materials, instruction strategies, learning activities, and
evaluation. The periphery part primarily assesses the teaching environment, learning resources, information
equipment, personnel qualities, and administrative as well as professional support. All these factors will

influence the outcome of teaching. In particular, IT integrated instruction is in need of supportive and
coordinated environmental conditions. There are many perspectives of the periphery part that are related
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with IT integrated instruction, and ten of them are carefully identified and included for assessment: teachers,
students, information specialists, administrators, classroom settings, computer laboratories, campus
instruction network, Internet, digital materials, and instruction/learning software.

3 Assessing the kernel part
The kernel part refers to the whole teaching process, and Table 1 shows the perspectives and emphases to be
assessed. The aspects of the kernel part are illustrated in the following paragraph.
Table 1. Emphases of the kernel part to be assessed
Perspective
Information technology
Curricula
Learning materials

Instructional strategies
Learning activities
Evaluation

Emphasis

The use and role in instruction
Subject-based separate curricula or Student-centered integrated curricula
Sequential or problem-based
Traditional expository approach or constructivist approach
Teacher-driven or student-centered
Traditional paper-and-pencil testing or multiple assessment

3.1 Information Technology
Information technology may refer to equipment or products, such as computers, network, peripherals, etc. It
may also refer to the methods or processes in which the equipment of IT is used to help with the solution of
problems. It is the purpose of implementing IT integrated instruction not only to enable students to use the
equipment or products of IT but also to use the IT equipment to solve practical problems in learning and life.
In this perspective, we care about how IT is used in teaching and what role IT plays in teaching. The level of
the use and role in instruction is developed:
Nil (level 0) IT is not used and plays no part in teaching.
Isolation (level 1): IT is used to teach students how to use IT (e.g. keyboarding, drill-and-practice,
word-processing activities). There is no or little connection between IT and instruction content.

Supplement (level 2): Teachers use IT to assist instruction and students use IT to aid learning
occasionally. IT is viewed as a supplement to existing instructional program.

Support (level 3): IT is needed to complete most leaming activities. IT serves as a support to
instruction.
Integration (level 4): Students and teachers can use IT in every-day learning/teaching naturally,
confidently, and actively. IT is expansively viewed as tool, process, method to find solutions to
authentic problems in any time anywhere.

3.2 Curricula
For elementary and junior high schools, the curricular idea should be life -centered and be in compatible with
the development process of students' physical and mental abilities; respect character development, inspire
individual potential; cultivate civic qualities, respect the value diversified culture system; enhance science
knowledge and skill, meet the requirements of modern life. The design of curriculum should be based on
students, on practical experience, and devoted to cultivating the basic abilities required of modern citizens

[11]. Therefore, the curriculum should be designed as student-centered integrated or interdisciplinary
curriculum, not subject-centered separate curriculum.

IT is used as a tool to help students solve the problem. IT literacy should not be taught as an isolated subject,
nor should activities with IT be isolated from other activities in the classroom [12]. Therefore, Taking the
students to the computer lab once a week for 40 ninutes is not necessarily integration [3]. The teachers
should commit to designing student-centered integrated curriculum and integrate IT into the curriculum.

3.3 Learning Materials
Textbooks are the main materials for elementary and junior high schools and the primary learning materials
of students. In traditional education, textbooks were unified, having only one version. They were based on
subject systems and separate from students' living experience. Besides, it was difficult to innovate them,
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they could not meet society' s requirements for rapid transformation. In 1996 Taiwan implemented a policy
which would partially allow publishers to edit and provide textbooks for elementary and junior high school

so long as they are approved by the Ministry of Education. On February 3, 1999, VIII (2) of National
Education Act was empowered, which unequivocally directs the full use of ministry-approved textbooks for
elementary and junior high schools. A new epoch for textbooks was thus heralded in. Teachers should be
able to exert their professional autonomy, and students should be allowed a flexible, autonomous learning
leeway.

The presentation of learning materials should not be limited to static traditional books, but the characteristics

of computer multi-media should be used to present these materials. Static words and pictures, animated
pictures and films, voice, acoustic effect and music in combination would make teaching materials lively
and motivate students to learn. Besides, they can help students to understand abstract concepts or knowledge
and enhance learning effectiveness. If hyperlink technology is used, nonlinear learning materials can be
designed so that what students see can be highly individual and not the same. As such, the content of

learning materials is flexible, adaptive to individual difference, and compatible with the spirit of
individualized learning.

In addition to textbooks, there are many resources on the Internet that can be used as learning materials.

These resources can provide "instant", "living" information [8]. Teachers not only can search for
information to be included in teaching materials but also can use the real-time information on the Internet to

conduct teaching. Students not only can search for information on the Internet but also can conduct
independent learning any time, any place by using the learning materials on the Internet.

The use of information technology can make learning materials diversified and lively, make their content
flexible and integrated with life. Not only can teachers easily motivate students to learn, but students also
can learn happily in a rich teaching situation.

3.4 Instruction Strategies
The teaching strategy of the traditional expository approach is teacher-centered. Students learn what is
taught by the teacher, but are given a limited room for thinking, discussion, presentation and exploration.
The teaching effectiveness is ostensibly good, and students' performance on examination seems impressive.
Yet this approach contradicts the essence of education. In a series of meaningless learning process, what
students learn is segmented memory that is extraneous to their experience and cannot be applied in practical
situations of their daily life. Nor can they enjoy learning.

Constructive teaching strategy is student-centered. The teacher would first arrange a teaching situation to
arouse students' motivation for learning and then would conduce students to explore and think. Through the
interaction with peers, the students can gradually integrate the new knowledge into their own system of
knowledge and make it an essential part of this system. By this constructive teaching, students must actively
learn, while the teacher can only play the role of facilitator, auxiliary, and consultant.

When students use teaching software and browse for Internet resources, they must explore and think actively
and construct their own knowledge through the interaction between machine and person and through social
interaction. Therefore, the teacher is a "coach" for the student rather than a provider of knowledge. Selfdirected learning is an attainable goal for both the student and teacher when IT is integrated in the various
content areas [6]. That is, IT integration is most likely to occur in learner-centered classrooms in which the
teacher acts as a facilitator [3].

3.5 Learning Activities
Traditional lecture-based and teacher-driven activities can no longer satisfy the needs of modern education.
It is not only monotone, also lacks interaction between peers. Learning activities should be student-centered
so that the learner can actively work to explore knowledge, clarify concepts, and gradually construct his/her
system of knowledge. In addition, project-based and cooperative learning activities should be adopted to
allow the learner the opportunity to produce high-level interaction with his/her peers. These activities not
only can cultivate a respectful, responsible, and confident attitude and the abilities to express, communicate,
coordinate, think, and create but also can increase learning effectiveness.

In cooperative learning activities, students can use computer to communicate and discuss, or use a certain
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support cooperative work software to facilitate collaboration. Finally, multi-media would be used to present

the learning effectiveness of students. Cooperative learning is not limited in local class. It can also be
applied across schools, countries, and culture. Therefore, IT enriches the learning activity.

3.6 Evaluation
The traditional evaluation approach primarily depends on paper examinations and determines learning
outcome by the scores on the test sheets. This type of evaluation measures only a dimension of knowledge,

unable to reflect the wide spectrum of learning process. Future evaluation will become diversified;
performance evaluation may be conducted along with paper evaluation; students' self-evaluation, peer
evaluation and juried evaluation may be conducted along with teacher' s evaluation; in addition to evaluating
learning outcome, the learning process should be evaluated; in addition to quantitative evaluation, qualitative
evaluation should be adopted; in addition to evaluating cognitive domain, the evaluation of affective and
skill areas should be included. Only such a comprehensive evaluation can re flect the learning process, not
only be able to understand what the student has learned but also be able to understand how the learning has
occurred.

IT integrated instruction is helpful to the implementation of diversified evaluation. For example, the
electronic portfolio is an ideal means of integrating IT into the instruction. It gives the student and teacher an
alternative form of assessment. Furthermore, electronic portfolios motivate students to produce quality work,
and they also increase students' self-esteem by showcasing their best work [6].

4 Assessing the periphery part
The periphery part primarily refers to the surrounding situations. Table 2 shows the perspectives and
emphases to be assessed. The following illustration is based on perspectives.

4.1 Teachers
The teacher is vital in leading teaching activities. Without sufficient information literacy and professional
ability, he or she cannot apply information technology on teaching, let alone implement IT integrated
instruction. Regarding professional ability, the teacher should be able to integrate IT, in addition to assessing
software and digital materials. The attitude is another emphasis of assessment. If the teacher has a positive
attitude toward computer, he/she can readily introduce and apply computer on teaching; if the teacher can
accept the change in teaching status and role, the implementation of IT integrated instruction would not
cause a great impact.

4.2 Students
Students are the chief character in education. In teaching, students should take the initiative to construct their
own knowledge. In implementing IT integrated instruction, students can obtain from the process related
knowledge and skill and steadily strengthen their information disposition. Gradually students should be able
to use, naturally and confidently, computer equipment in active learning and to construct their system of
knowledge.

4.3 Information specialists
Teachers are not information specialists. In extensive application of IT to teaching, they will definitely
encounter many technical problems that can not be solved by them. In this case, information specialists can
support teachers in solving such problems. It is much easier for information specialists with education
background to integrate IT with education and guide classroom teachers to implement IT integrated
instruction.

4.4 Administrators
Whether administrators feel important about IT integrated instruction is intimately related with the
implementation of IT integrated instruction. In addition, if he classroom teacher can gain sufficient
administrative support, he or she will be more willing to implement IT integrated instruction.
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4.5 Classroom Settings
Generally speaking, teaching activities are conducted indoors. Therefore, the IT equipment in classroom is

indispensable to the integration of IT into teaching [14]. The computer and peripherals should not be
outdated. The operation system and application software installed in the computer should be appropriate for
the use by students and suit the needs of teaching. Moreover, for a class of more than 10 students, a large
display device or broadcasting teaching equipment is needed. Finally, it matters whether they are managed
properly or whether the fair use by students is ensured.
Table 2. Emphases of the periphery part to be assessed
Perspective
Teachers
Students
Information Specialists

Administrators

Classroom Settings

Computer Laboratories

Emphasis
Information literacy and professional competency

Attitude toward information technology and instructional change
Information literacy
Attitude toward information technology
Professional competency
Support for teacher
Attitude toward information technology integrated instruction
Support for teacher
Number of computers and person-machine ratio
Grades and fixtures of computer
Operating system and application software.
Peripherals (e.g. printer, scanner, digital camera)
Broadcasting teaching facilities
Management
Number of computer labs, number of computers and person-machine
ratio
Grades and fixtures of computer

Campus Instruction Network

Internet

Digital Materials

Instruction/Learning Software

Operating system and application software.
Peripheral (e.g. printer, scanner, digital camera)
Broadcasting teaching system
Management
Structure of campus network and network type
Domain account
File server and database server
CD cabinet (perhaps made possible through software simulation)
Method and speed of Internet connection
Actual connection speed
Internet server (e.g. web server, proxy server, DNS server, mail server)
The mechanism to filter out inappropriate information.
Digital materials that can be used on the Internet
Digital materials created by the teacher
Quantity
Adaptation

4.6 Computer Laboratories
In a situation in which IT is integrated into teaching, sometimes it is required that one person have one
machine. Computer laboratories can justly meet this requirement. Therefore, the management of computer

laboratories is an important assessment item and can decide whether the computer equipment can
sufficiently support classroom teachers [14]. Moreover, computer laboratories can also provide the most
appropriate places for teachers' advancement and students' training of information skill. The equipment in
the computer laboratories should not be outdated. Furthermore, there must be a broadcasting system,
enabling students to know the whole content of teacher' s lecture in a ready manner.

4.7 Campus Instruction Network
The planning and erection of campus instruction network aims not only to construct an instruction network
on campus but also to enable every classroom on campus to connect to the Internet through the campus

network. After the campus network is erected, File Server and CD cabinet (perhaps made possible through
software simulation) should be erected, in which the teaching software owned by the school is stored so that

all the teachers of the school can access to it readily and can apply it to teaching. In addition, the
establishment and management of network account is equally important, ensuring the safety of information
[14].

4.8 Internet
There are unlimited, un-exhaustive teaching resources on the Internet. If computers can not be connected to
the Internet, the application of IT to teaching is compromised. Therefore, it is very important to provide
information settings of the Internet. In addition, it is needed to erect Internet-related Server, in particular,
Web Server must be erected so that teachers' teaching information and the learning outcome of students can
be stored on it to facilitate examination and simulation by teachers and students. Besides, Internet is full of

erotic and violent information which is unsuitable to students. It is extremely important to build a
mechanism to prevent students from seeing those inappropriate content [14].

4.9 Digital Materials
Digital materials may be presented through information equipment and be used in teaching activities.
Therefore, plentiful digital materials should be able to help integrate IT into teaching of various subjects.
Therefore nany on-line materials on the Internet can be used for teaching purpose. To decrease the amount
of time required for browsing and facilitate the use of the materials by teachers and students, on-line index
and search systems are also required. In addition, if on-line materials are not appropriate for teaching needs,

classroom teachers may create their own materials to be presented on information equipment or use
materials created by colleague teachers with the approval from the original designer [14].

4.10 Instruction/Learning Software
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) software is a help to teaching
and learning. With more software, teachers are better equipped to apply IT to teaching. This software should

be stored on the CD cabinet or File server on the campus network so that teachers can readily use it
whenever needed. In addition, if existing teaching software available on campus is evaluated, further
information can be provided to teachers [14].

5 Conclusions
That teachers and students can extensively use computers for teaching or learning purpose to heighten
teaching qualities and learning effectiveness is the ultimate goal of the infrastructure construction of
information education [5]. In other words, integrating computer into teaching of various subjects is the
ultimate goal of the Ministry of Education in promoting information teaching [13]. What IT integrated
instruction means is not merely to assist teaching by computer but work to integrate IT into curriculum,
learning material and learning activities. At this point, the role of teachers begins to transform, from that of a
main character to that of a support character. Therefore, the implementation of IT integrated instruction not
only harmonizes with the ultimate goal of information education but also prompt the reform of education so
that learning becomes more effective, efficient, and meaningful.

IT cannot be successfully integrated overnight. It needs to take years to complete the process. The process

should be carried out in order, stage by stage. Taiwan' s IT integrated instruction is germinating. The
assessment framework set forth in this article can be used not only to carry out practical evaluation but also
serve as reference for development. Teachers' in-service education, pre-service training, administrative
support, enriching IT equipment, developing appropriate digital materials and teaching software should be
taken to strengthen the perspectives of the periphery part and to diversify the surroundings so that teachers
can realize the benefits brought about by IT on education, Accordingly, teachers can apply IT to teaching,
gradually infuse IT into learning activities, curricula, learning materials, and adopt student-centered teaching
strategies and multi-facet evaluation. All this can lead to the fulfillment of the meanings of IT integrated
instruction.
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This paper reports an effectiveness research of e-mail discussion review support

system with summary extraction method. The support system we have
developed can automatically extract summary sentences from the normal
conversational style language in e-mail messages using reference relationship of
e-mails that participants have discussed. One could use the summary sentences
for looking back on discussion, and use them as an idea database at a glance.

Japanese natural language processing technology has been applied in the
proposed method. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we
conducted experiments using a questionnaire and protocol analysis. We
compared the two system; the system with and without summary sentences in
the table of e-mail content. As a result, following fact-findings were obtained.
The system with summary sentences could promote reading strategy such as
utilization of table of contents and comprehension of e-mail message structures.
On the other hand, the system without summary sentence makes the reader pay
attention to the detail information such as name of discussing member.

Finally, we concluded that the system with summary sentence is effective for
understanding of relationship among various e-mail messages.

Keywords: Mailing lists, Natural language processing, Distance learning,
Learning environment, Summary sentence extraction, Collaborative
learning, Factor analysis, Reading strategies

1 Introduction
Collaborative learning support environments for network-based discussion appear to be investigated quite
often [1][2]. For instance, e-mail is extensively used in the classes for learners' communication.
The research topic we reported here is collaboration support tools that intended for e-mail discussion. For
the purpose of sharing of participants' activities on computer networks, we have proposed a summary
extraction method along the development of mailing list discussions and an outline presentation tool for
mailing list [3][4][71[9]. Japanese morphemes analysis system [8] is applied in our researches. This web-

based tool supports reviewing the past discussion on the mailing list. As for results of the summary
extraction'method, we conducted comparative evaluation between the result of human summarization and of

the method. The result suggests that the proposed method can detect major sentences in e-mail articles
properly [4].

There is a number of preceding researches on the keyword and summary sentences extraction methods of

documents [5][6][15]. But the most of extraction methods in preceding researches applied to well-

documented text, like the newspaper manuscript or research paper. On the other hand, this research targets
on the conversational style language in text form. For identifying the outline of e-mail discussion, there are
many difficult problems in e-mail messages. These are:

E-mail messages are conversational style language and many summary extraction methods using
syntactic information could be not applied.
The title of e-mail might not be changed as the discussion continues, if so, the title is not meaningful as
the summary of documents.

The method should identify the flow of discussion corresponding with e-mails in order to grasp the
topic.

Besides, most of evaluation experiments in summary extraction method with natural language processing
technology focus on the validity of algorithm, like adaptability or reproducibility. About analysis of reading
comprehension when additional information, e.g. summary, is given, we could refer Ausubel's research on
the advanced organizer model [10]. The paucity of reports on sentence comprehension process encouraged
us to investigate it.

The purpose of the present paper is to analyze how the summary sentences accomplishes to an actual
comprehension process. In this paper we describe an experimental study of e-mail message reading process
with or without the extracted summary sentences.
In the first experiment, we investigated e-mail message reading strategies using responses of questionnaire.
We conducted comprehension test and reading process analysis. In the reading process analysis, the result
was divided into seven factors using factor analysis. The system with summary sentences could promote
reading strategy such as utilization of table of contents and comprehension of e-mail message structures. On

the other hand, the system without summary sentence makes the reader give attention to the detail
information such as names of participating members.

In the second experiment, we analyzed peer discussion processes while reading e-mails on the World Wide
Web (WWW) interface. We conducted the comprehension test of the e-mail messages. We also conducted

protocol analysis of e-mail reading comprehension. Also hereupon, we compared the results with two
conditions, one is a group to which the summary sentence of the e-mail messages was given, and the other is

a group without summary sentence of e-mail messages. The results of protocol analysis show some
difference in the number of utterance collected during the experiment.

2 Summary extraction method along development of discussion
The summary extraction method was
discussed in our preceding research
[3][4]. In this paper, we de-scribe the
outline of the extraction method for

Flow of discussion

better understanding by the readers.

2.1 Idea of the extraction
method

Phase I: Extracts nouns for each message.

nouns set
of response

We tried the extraction of keywords
and summary sentences of the
discussion from the document in the
mailing list based on the preceding

Phase 2: Select keywords for summary (S,) by set operation

Set S, means the newly appeared

nouns in the target message, and
repeatedly

appeared

in

the

response message.

research [11] intended for the
discussion such as Netnews. This keyword extraction method can be used in

the discussion environment with the
following features; (1) The change in
the topic does not take place easily in a

Phase 3: Select sentence(s) include element(s) of S,. as "summary".

row. (2) There is a habitual practice

Figure 1: Flow of Summary Extraction Procedure
from the target message.

that

the

participants

do

repeated

revisions during the discussion, and

rf
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uses the quotation appropriately. But although it is limited in our case, e-mail discussion might develop in
many ways, and the topic is changeable. The relationship of e-mail message for the keyword extraction
between the target message and the past messages is little in e-mail discussion.
Then, in this paper, we set up a hypothesis: Although there was a dependency on the topic, e-mail messages
with new information are tempted to encourage responses later. That is, we can treat them as topic making
messages in the mailing list. We proposed a summary extraction method that enables pick up those new
information as keywords and summary sentences in the messages [3][4]. Figure 1 shows flow of keyword
and summary extraction by this method from the content of the message of the mailing list.

However, this summary extraction method supposes both preceding and response messages must be
consecutive in the thread. Therefore, we set some assumptions for these exceptions. When the target message is the beginning message in the thread, the title of the message is also used and extracts common nouns
among the title of the target message and the body of related messages. On the other hand, when the target
message is the last message in the thread, we choose keywords only from the preceding and the target
message, and common nouns in both messages is treated as keywords for the target message. Moreover,
summary sentences are regenerated when there is a new message in the mailing list.

2.2 Summary generation and WWW display tool
We implemented summary generation and display tool using the proposed summary extraction method. This
can be operated on the World Wide Web (WWW) to refer to past messages of mailing list [7]. Fig-ure 2
shows the display of Web page with and without summary sentences. These Web pages fulfill the role of
table of contents (TOC) of mailing list. Readers look for contents from the list view with tree structure along
continuity of e-mails. They can trace the body of each message from Web link. TOC shows serial number,
writer, date of issue, and the title of the e-mail. In Figure 2(b), under the link to the body, summary sentence
obtained by the noun set is displayed. When more than one sentence is extracted by the method, it becomes
so complicated that the implication of TOC is diminished. So we referred to the procedure widely used in

full-text search system [6], the number of displayed sentence is trimmed off to only one sentence that
include maximum different number of chosen keywords. We treat that sentence as important sentence for
TOC.

3 Evaluation experiment in the e-mail message comprehension
In this research, we carried out the evaluation experiment on effects of summary presentation while reading
past e-mails on the mailing list. We conducted reading comprehension test and factor analysis of reading
strategies.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Subsubsections
In the experiment, we made the settings resembling the actual Web-based environment of the mailing list.
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174.

(b) TOC Web page with summary sentences.

We printed out the several e-mail messages in a row, referred to as "thread", and the table of contents (TOC)
for the e-mail messages in addition. Figure 3 shows the part of the experimental materials. To the semblance
[NGP:01768]
From: satotaka@

.ne.jp at 99/06/10 20:51:

[NIGP:01768]
From: satotaka@

.ne.jp at 99/06/10 20:51:

[NGP:01770] Re:
From: tetsuya@

.id at 99/06/10 21:22:02

[NGP:01770] Re:
From: tetsuya@

.id at 99/06/10 21:22:02

[NGP:01773] Re:
From: syun@

.jp at 99/06/11 08:17:56

[NGP:01773] Re:
From: syun@

.jp at 99/06/11 08:17:56

(a) Printed TOC with summary sentences.

(b) Printed TOC without summary sentences.

Figure 3: The part of the printed experimental materials

of Figure 2, the summary is generated from the proposed summary extraction method. It appeared in parallel
beneath each entry in the TOC, or not appeared. E-mail messages for the summary extraction method consist

of nine messages of mailing lists. The topic in the mailing list is the educational use of the Internet for
foreign Japanese schools and domestic schools.

3.1.2 Procedures
Subjects of the experiment are 56 undergraduate students. None of the subjects know about the mailing list.
The printed TOC as described above is affixed in front of the e-mail messages. The printed experi-mental
materials were distributed to the subjects, and the researcher explained the experimental setting: "We are
going to try to read past e-mails, and catch up with the exchange of the e-mail discussion." In addition, the
participants were asked to use TOC positively.

The subjects read these documents for eight minutes. After the eight minutes, the researcher confirmed all
the subjects had read the documents once. After that, the subjects were not allowed to read the docu-ments
again, and they did the e-mail comprehension test. They had answered the following questions:
1. Write down the name of places which had appeared on the first e-mail as much as you remember.
2. Write down the episode of the first e-mail as much as you remember.
Later, they answered a questionnaire, which was consisting of 28 items with five-point rating scale and
space for writing comments. The items were concerning the e-mail reading strategies. In order to make
questionnaire, we referred the preceding research about sentence intelligibility [12] and our preceding
researches.

3.1.3 Experimental Design

The factor of the experiment materials is presence of summary sentences in the TOC. We can divide the
subjects into two levels. 56 subjects were randomly assigned to both two experimental settings of the
materials, and were divided into the two groups of 28. Therefore, it is a between-subject experimental design
with one factor.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 The comprehension test

In the question 1: "the name of places
which had appeared in first e-mail", we
compared the numbers of correct
answers between two groups. We leave
non-response persons off from the
analysis. As a result of ANOVA, there

was no significant difference in the
number
correct
answers
of

Table 1: Extracted factors and results of ANOVA
Ratio
Name
21.5% * *p<.01
1. Read the content in detail and memorize
10.5% *p<.05
2. Use Table of Contents
8.7%
3. Think about the development of discussion
7.1%
4. Combine their knowledge
5.1%
5. Think about the theme of discussion
4.3%
6. Read back and force
3.9%
7. Write down a memo
61.1%
Accumulated Explanation Ratio
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(F(1,48)=1.065, p>.10).

In the question 2: "the episode of the first e-mail",
we have chosen eight words from the message as

answer words of the question beforehand. We
compared the numbers of appeared answer words
between two groups. We also leave non-response

Table 2: ANOVA for Factor Scores
(a) ANOVA for Factor Score of factor 1.
R2
df MS F
SS
Source
Factor
5.61
1
5.61 7.21 0.0098
Error
38.11 49 0.78
Total
43.72 50

p<.0

persons off from the analysis. As a result of

(b) ANOVA for Factor Score of factor 2.
ANOVA, there was no significant difference in the Source
R2
df MS F
SS
average number of the answer words (F(1,48)=.415, Factor
4.62
1
4.62 5.99 0.0180'
p>.10).
Error
37.78 49 0.77
Total
42.39 50
3.2.2 E-mail reading strategies

"p<.0

The factor analysis with major factor method and varimax rotation method was applied to the 28 questionnaire items concerning strategies of the comprehension for e-mail messages.

As we shown in Table 1, we sequentially named the seven factors. We extracted these factors from the
change in the eigenvalue. The accumulated factor explanation ratio was 61.1%. Next, factor score of seven
factors was calculated par subjects.

Table 2 shows results of ANOVA. As a result of ANOVA for seven factors, a significant difference was
found in the first factor "Read the content in detail and memorize" (F(1,50) =7.212, p<.01) and the second
factor "Use Table of Contents" (F(1,50)=5.988, p<.05).
In addition, we compare the score for each item in two groups.

As a result, the group with summary sentences could promote reading strategies such as "Usefully reading
TOC help me to know the content of sentences" (t(51)=3.58, p<.01), and "Refer TOC to read the content in
the messages" (452)=2.76, p<.01). Those who use summary sentences would have tendency that they try to
know the relation between the content and the whole structure of the thread.

On the other hand, the group without summary sentences would take reading strategies such as "Pay

attention to the participant's name or the name of places appeared on the e-mail while reading"
(t(50)=2.34,p<.05), "Read the content carefully and memorize in detail" (t(51)=1.94, p<.10). Thus, they
attempted to give attention to the detail information such as names of discussing members.

3.3 Summary of the experiment
In the experiment, there was a significant difference in the e-mail reading strategies while there was no
significant difference in the recognition of e-mail contents. Our proposed method is a kind of new information presentation method for the support of e-mail reference. We might say our summary extraction
method and display tool for mailing list could help readers to suppress consideration of detail information in
the documents. On the other hand, these supports help to maintain the particular contents easier.

4 Protocol analysis of e-mail reading process
From the suggestion in the preceding section, adding summary sentences possibly provide a hint on the email reading strategies. In this section, we examined changes of e-mail reading strategies when having the
benefit of summary sentences using protocol analysis. To put it concretely, the subjects answer questions
after reading the content of e-mail messages that is displayed on the WWW pages. We have observed the email reading strategies while participants were reading e-mail messages.

4.1. Methods
4.1.1 Experimental materials
We have used 43 e-mail messages of the mailing list for the summary extraction method. Educational use of
the Internet in foreign Japanese schools and domestic schools was focused in this mailing list.
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Each e-mail message can be traced back and forth from TOC WWW page shown in Figure 2. We have set
two conditions; one was in which summary sentences were given, and the other was in which it was not
given.

4.1.2 Subjects
Subjects were 20 undergraduate students forming ten pairs. The reason for making group of two is that the
subjects could discuss naturally with each other, and therefore, we could collect natural speech proto-cols
easily from the conversation [13][14]. They were randomly assigned to two different experimental settings
as described previously in this paper.

4.1.3 Procedure of the experiment
The two subjects were seated in front of the computer and were given an instruction for the present experiment by researcher. After the e-mail reading, the subjects were asked to answer some questions on
reading comprehension. The subjects were allowed to start reading e-mail messages from anywhere. Then,
they read e-mail messages through WWW pages for 20 minutes. After that, they were asked to answer some
questions regarding particular content in the e-mail messages within 15 minutes. Finally, they were
interviewed about the provision of advance information of the mailing list and the interest on the topic of
discussion. None of the subjects know about this mailing list.

4.2. Analysis and Results
In this experiment, we recorded peer protocol with a digital video (DV). Then, we played the recordings and
type in the conversation by listening the recordings. During the analysis of utterance, we identify sev-eral
reading strategies or procedure for sentence comprehension. For each unit of procedure and strategy, the
protocol was classified into the protocol categories [13]. For the classification, we have used the result of the
factor analysis as we seen in Table 1. The categories "Read the content in detail and memorize" and "Use
Table of Contents" were found to be significantly different on factor analysis. In the first cate-gory, we have

considered utterances if the subjects read particular personal name and place name aloud. In the second
category, we have considered utterances if the subjects read aloud the summary sentences or pursue
continuity of the mailing list by pointing to the TOC. Some subjects pointed using mouse cur-sor's move or
their fingers.

Table 3: Frequency of strategies appearance between two categories
Without summary
Protocol category
With summary
103
1. Read the content in detail and memorize
128
22
2. Use Table of Contents
35

Table 3 shows the comparative result with two protocol categories. As the number of subjects is very less, a
clear conclusion could not be drawn. But as in Table 3, the frequency of category 1 was relatively higher
than that of category 2. As a the result, by means of summary display tool with e-mail messages has been
suggested as a method to manage a lot of reading strategies easily. However, though the differ-ence of the
frequency does not contradict the results of ANOVA in the previous section, it does not show a significant
difference in the comparison of ratios ( x1(1) = 0.67, p > .10 )

In this experiment, a significant difference was not seen in the frequency of the e-mail reading strate-gies.
We need to add the number of experiments as well as study the influence of experimental design in peer
conversation.

5 Conclusions
The results of this research may be summarized as follows:
1. We applied the summary extraction method for mailing list, and analyzed e-mail reading comprehen-sion

and reading strategies for reference. Although the result is limited to the e-mail messages we used, the
display of e-mail summary sentences affects experimental subjects' reading strategies. On the other hand,
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the result of comprehension test does not show significant differences. We may con-clude at this point that

the method of summary sentence extraction is effective in understandings of relationship of e-mail
messages.

2. The influence of summary display on the e-mail reading strategies was examined from the analysis of
utterance protocol. The use of Table of Contents WWW page along with e-mail summary sentences does
not make a difference in the frequency of utterances, but preferential trend for the use of e-mail summary
sentences was observed.

As a problem yet to be solved in the future, we are interested in examining the effectiveness of reading
strategies when e-mail messages are posted and read in real time.
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In this paper, we describe our experiences in designing and using a multimedia
composition-making system for children. The system allows children to make
compositions using pictures, sounds and text. Moreover, it also allows pictures
in the composition to be animated. We experimented with children using this
system in three different settings. In the first setting, no topic was assigned to the

children. In the second and third experiments, children were given a topic
(different for each experiment) for composition related to their activity. We
present here the results of our experiments and comment on how the constraints
imposed by the topic affect children' s expressive abilities.

Keywords: animation, children's expressive abilities, constraints and
creativity, multimedia composition.

1 Introduction
In recent years, many csearchers have studied multimedia techniques and have incorporated them into
various educational systems. For example, Silva [5] described a multimedia soundscape system, "They Are
Catching Sounds in the Park!", for environmental education. In this system, children search for sounds by

clicking anywhere in the picture. When they click an appropriate object, its associated sound and
information are presented to the children. Brna [1] proposed a system for composing and writing stories via
cartoons. Harviainen [2] presented a co-authoring system in which many users work together to compose a
story. Ishii [3] and Kawakami [4] have developed other systems for making stories with multimedia. All this
research demonstrates that multimedia has much potential for stimulating the ability of children to express
themselves. In particular, we find that children can express their creative and imagined ideas much better
with pictures and words than with words alone. Moreover, if we add an ability to attach sounds to pictures,
and allow pictures to be animated, then this expressive power increases considerably.

Motivated by these factors, we have developed a system to help children write multimedia compositions,
and have tested it with children in three different settings. In this paper, we describe our system and report
on our experiences with children using the system.

2 Prototype of the System
We developed a prototype of a multimedia composition-making system. Using our prototype,
Children can express their thoughts and ideas via pictures, sounds, text, and animation sequences. In

our system, children must first choose a background scene, in which they can then insert picture
objects, sounds, and text.
Except for the background, children can attach sounds and text to picture objects, and can animate
them to make a multimedia composition.

This system has two modes: a ' Set up' mode for the teacher or supervisor to allow them to determine which
background scenes, picture objects, sounds, etc. are made available to the children for writing a composition,
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and a User' mode for children to write compositions.

The Set up' mode has the following two functions:
1) Select situation: Set the context or theme for the composition.
2) Edit situation: Set the categories of background scenes, picture objects and sounds corresponding to a
theme.

The User' mode has the following seven functions:
1) Select background scenes.
2) Select picture objects.
3) Select sounds.
4) Write text.
5) Animate composition.
6) Save composition.
7) Load composition.

Picture
Objects

Animate

Insert Picture
Attach Sounds
Attach Text
Load

rEnd

Figure 1. An example of the main window

By double clicking on a picture in the main window, the sound attached to that object (if any) can be heard.
Also, when the picture of an object is selected in the main window, the text attached to it is displayed in the
text box.

The animation module has five functions: show picture, hide picture, output sound, show text, and move
picture.

To replay animation, children click the 'start' button in the animation window. When the button is clicked,
the system starts the animation sequence as previously specified. It replays each action one by one, but it
pauses when the action is show text' . To continue from there, the user needs to click the start' button again.

3 Experiments with the system
We did three different experiments in which
children used our system. In each experiment, the

setting and the tasks given to children were
different, as described below.

3.1 Experiment I
In this experiment, we studied a constraint-free use
of the composition system. The children were not
given any specific topic of composition, and they

could use the system any way they like to create
any composition freely. We prepared 54
background scenes, 185 pictures and 68 sounds.

Because no topic was given, children chose a
variety of themes.

Figure 2. Window for the replay of animation
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3.2 Experiment H
In this experiment, we introduced a constraint by giving a topic of composition to the children, and analyzed

the generated compositions. The experiment was done at an activity center for children. At this center,
children of each grade come periodically, and play or make some handicraft. One of the handicraft projects

for third-grade children was making kites. So, the following week, we asked the children to make a
composition about kite making. For the experiment, we prepared a version of the system with six
backgrounds scenes of craft rooms. Three of these were scenes with kites in them, and the others were
scenes with only a room and tables without kites. We also prepared 68 pictures and 35 sounds appropriate
for kite-making activity.

3.3 Experiment III
In this experiment, we introduced a, tighter constraint by
giving a more specific topic of composition to children, and
studied its effect. We asked the children to make a

composition for the story "The coward king and robber"
(original title in Japanese). The original story is written in
Japanese. At the same activity center for children used in
Experiment II, the children made an extended version of this
story, made a picture book to illustrate various scenes in the

story, and then told the story using these pictures at their
Christmas party. The week following the party, we asked the

children to make a composition for this story using our

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

system.

For this experiment, we prepared a version of the system
with eight background picture scenes related to the story.

We also prepared 66 picture objects and 33 sounds
appropriate to the story.

Figure 3. Differences between the
composition picture and the original
picture from the picture book (for each
background scene)

In this experiment, we were interested in analyzing the
differences between compositions made using our system
and the corresponding pictures in the picture book for this story that the children had made earlier. We used
the following method for computing the difference. The picture objects were grouped into ten categories,
and the difference between two pictures (with the same background scene) was calculated as follows:
For each picture object category: if there is an object of that category in both the pictures, we
say that the difference between the two pictures with respect to that category is zero. If one
picture has an object from that category, and the other has none, we say that the difference with

respect to that category is one. The difference between two pictures is the sum of the
differences over all ten categories.
Figure 3 shows the result of applying this procedure.
We see that the differences for the climactic scenes (scenes 6 g) are higher than the other scenes.

3.4 Discussion
An analysis of the compositions produced in the three experiments is shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table 1
shows the average number of compositions produced by a participant in each experiment. We see from it
that the children were most expressive when the topic was most constrained (Experiment III).
Table 1. Number of compositions per participant
I

Number of participants
Number of compositions per
participant

Experiment I

I Experiment II

Experiment III

11

7

5

1.3

1.4

4.6

Table 2 shows a more detailed analysis of compositions with respect to how multimedia features of the
system were used.
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Table 2. Number of multimedia features per composition
I Experiment III
I Experiment I I Experiment II
Multimedia feature
6.9
11.2
3.6
Picture objects
1.6
1.1
2.4
Sound attachments
1.6
1.1
Text attachments
9.9
1.0
2.8
Animation

Here we see that picture and sound attachments are used most in Experiment II. This may be because in this
setting children were describing a situation using generally one page (screen). For this, they used many
objects and sound attachments to provide information about the depicted situation. We also see that text
attachments and replay actions were used most in Experiment III. It might be because in this setting they
were describing a story, for which text attachment is a useful way to express characters' utterances, and
animation is useful to express characters' movement. We also would like to point out that in Experiment 111
there were fewer picture objects and sound attachments per composition. This is because to show the flow of
events in the story, children made many compositions (Table 1).
Table 3. Analysis of animation operations per composition (in percent)
I Experiment I I Experiment II I Experiment III
Animation operation
53
0
0
Show picture
4
0
0
Hide picture
10
0
13
Output Sound
Show text
Move picture

87

0

15

100

18

In this table we see that in Experiments I and II, mostly the ' move picture' operation was used. In
composing a story, however (Experiment III), the `show picture' was used most. We also found that the
' hide picture' operation was rarely used.

4 Conclusions
From our experiments, we see that the multimedia features of the composition-making system are most
useful in illustrating a story or a narrative. Sound and text attachments and animation operations can be very
helpful in expressing movement of characters and the progression of events in a narrative. We also found
that many children are most expressive when they are given a focus of composition.

From these results, we propose that a system such as ours can be used in the classroom for children to make
compositions about field trips and class excursions. For each trip or excursion, the teacher can set up the
system appropriately by choosing relevant picture and sound libraries before children use the system. In this
way, we feel that our system can provide a step forward from Silva [5]. Children are more actively involved
in making compositions with our system than in exploring with ' They are catching sounds in the park!"
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In this paper, we propose a technique for reducing processing time during program
evaluation, and examine processing time of evaluating programs of which sizes are

relatively large in novice programming courses. We proposed a method of
constructing an automated evaluation system assisting teachers teaching novice
programming. Our system evaluates learners' programs by comparing them with a
standard algorithm representing teacher's intentions. By using our system, teachers
can easily pick up learners' defective programs. We constructed a prototype system,
and examined whether the system can evaluate programs actually submitted by
learners. We confirmed that it could evaluate the programs validly. However we
found that we should improve the processing time after evaluating various programs.
In order to reduce processing time, we extend the matching algorithm using two
ways. As a result, processing time is improved without spoiling the accuracy of
matching. After that, we design a model course of novice programming based on
actual courses in our university. And we examine the relation among program size,
arbitrariness of teacher's intention and processing time. Then we confirm that the

processing speed of our system is fast enough to be used in actual education
environment.

Keywords: educational system assisting teachers, automated evaluation system,
program diagnosis, experimental evaluation.

1. Introduction
By using program diagnosis technique, many programming education systems have been developed[1][2]. Most
of them are designed to help learners, not the teachers. We think it is necessary to help teachers in order to give

learners better advice. It needs much effort for teachers to evaluate many programs. So we constructed a
prototype system assisting teachers teaching novice programming[4]. We have designed a model course on the
basis of actual novice programming education course. Then, we have examined whether the system can evaluate
programs written by learners. We confirmed that it could evaluate the programs validly[5]. However we found
that we should improve the processing time after evaluating various programs. In this paper, we propose a
technique for reducing the processing time (section 3), and examine processing time of evaluating programs of
which sizes are relatively large in novice programming courses, then confirm that the processing speed of our
system is fast enough to be used in actual education environment (section 4).

2. Our previous work
Generally, teachers teaching novice programming arrange goals for their exercises, and set exercises related to
the goals. We call these goals "teacher's intentions". They evaluate whether each program submitted by a learner
achieves the goals or not, and advise the learners according to the result of the evaluation. However, it needs
much effort for them to evaluate many programs with various bugs. So we support them by developing an
automated evaluation system classifying programs which perfectly satisfy their intentions, which partially satisfy
their intentions or do extra work, and which don't satisfy their intentions. Therefore they only have to check the
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unsatisfied programs carefully.
We found that most of teacher's intentions can be represented with standard algorithms to solve exercises. So
we use the standard algorithms for inputting teacher's intentions. We designed an algorithm representation based

on PAD expression. We call the representation "Extended PAD". By using the Extended PAD, teachers are
allowed to use the following structures in order to represent arbitrariness included in their intentions.
Non-ordering structure: It represents arbitrariness on the order among tasks,
Alternative structure: It represents arbitrariness on method to achieve a goal.

The Extended PAD consists of two types of elements: elements which correspond to a Pascal operation or
control structure, and which correspond to a sequence of Pascal operations. We call the previous elements
"primitive operations", and the other "macro operations".
We developed a method matching learners' programs with a standard algorithm. According to this method,
the system tries to check correspondence of every combination of statements in a learner's program with the
statements in a standard algorithm. If it judges that a statement in a learner's program matches with a statement
in a standard algorithm, it makes a hypothesis on a correspondence of these statements and correspondences of

variables referred by the statements. Then it continues matching the other statements on the basis of the
hypothesis. As the matching process succeeds, the hypothesis grows up. Generally, possible correspondence of
variables is not unique. So the other hypotheses containing the other correspondences of variables are set up at
the same time. According to the result of matching, it outputs its judgement, "perfect match", "partial match" or
"no match" based on the most plausible hypothesis. "Partial match" means that a learner's program doesn't
match with a standard algorithm perfectly, but both the ratio of matched statements to the whole in the learner's

program and the ratio of matched statements to the whole in the standard algorithm are higher than each
threshold we defined.

3. Improvement of processing time
In order to reduce processing time, we should re-consider a method of matching programs. The system outputs
the result of judgement on the basis of the most plausible hypothesis. The others are rejected. So if the system

has an ability to find useless hypotheses on the way during matching process and avoid checking the
correspondence of statements on the basis of the useless hypotheses, processing time must decrease.
So we extend the matching method as follows:

I) When the system intends to make new hypothesis containing correspondence of a new combination of
statements in a learner's program and a standard algorithm, it calculates the ratio of matched statements to the
whole under the assumption that all of the following statements will be matched perfectly. If the ratio cannot
reach the threshold, the system doesn't make the hypothesis and omits the process of matching the following
statements based on the hypothesis.

2) After the system has matched whole statements on the basis of a certain hypothesis, it tries to match
statements on the basis of another hypothesis. In such a case, when the system finds that the ratio of matched
statements to the whole cannot reach the ratio of previous trial, under the similar assumption to 1), it stops
matching the following statements.

As a result, processing time is improved without spoiling the accuracy of matching. We confirm that
evaluation of programs is not changed by the extension. Table I shows improvement of processing time
necessary to judge the programs. Exercise (1), (2) and (3) are illustrated in Table 2. The computer system used

for both experiments before and after the extension is an Engineering Workstation JU2/2300 (CPU: Ultra
SPARC-II (300MHz) * 2, SPECint95: 12.3, SPECfp95: 20.2, Operating System: SunOS5.6, Made by: Japan
Computer Corp.).

Table 1: Improvement of nrocessine time.
Average time of processing [sec/program]
After extension
Before extension

Number of programs
Exercise(1)
Exercise(2)
Exercise(3)

184.98
1.43
109.06

42
56
49

1.57
0.13
1.10

4. Applicability of our system to actual education environment
In order to discuss applicability of our system to actual scene in education, we design a model novice
programming course based on actual courses in our university[5]. The exercises in the course are seen in Table 2.
We use programs submitted by learners in the actual courses of our university.

We write each standard algorithm of exercise within the following restriction: the number of steps of
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Extended PAD must be less than twice the number of steps of a standard program for corresponding exercise.
The reason is that teachers don't prefer writing more detailed standard algorithms because of their costs.
The computer system used for this experiment is also the Engineering Workstation JU2/2300.
Table 2: The exercises in the model course.
Exercise(')
Exercise(2)
Exercise(3)
Exercise(4)
Exercise(5)
Exercise(6)

There are several birds and tortoises. Find the number of them when the following conditions are given:
(1) Sum of the heads of birds and tortoises. (2) Sum of the legs of birds and tortoises.
A character datum that is an uppercase character will be input by user. Convert it to lowercase.
A hexadecimal number will be input by user as two digits of character datum "0-9" or "A-F". Convert it to a decimal number.
Solve an equation "ax^3+bx^2+cx+d=0" by using the Newton method.
Sort integer data in an array by using the straight selection sort algorithm.
Solve simultaneous equations by using the Gaussian elimination.

4.1 Result of experiment
In order to evaluate processing time, we must consider the following factors: program size of standard
algorithms and one of learners' programs, arbitrariness of teacher's intentions, judgement of learners' programs.
Therefore we examine the relation among these factors and processing time. Table 3 shows:
- Program size of a standard algorithm and arbitrariness of teacher's intention.
- The number of learners' programs and average of their program size.
- Judgement of learners' programs, and the average processing time.

We measure the program size by the number of statements, blocks and variables, and the arbitrariness by the
number of alternative structures and non-ordering structures including a standard algorithm. The judgement
means the number of learners' programs that are judged "perfect match", "partial match" and "no match" by our
system.

As program size increases, the number of combination of statements in a learner's program with the
statements in a standard algorithm also increases. At the worst case, the number of the combination increases
proportionally to factorial of number of the statements. However Table 3 shows gentler increasing. From the
result, we think our extended matching method works well. Exercise (4) needs rather long processing time. We
think that the number of statement per block is larger than the other exercises, and most of statements in the
block have dependencies, i.e. a variable assigned some value by an assignment statement is often referred in the
following statements in the same block. In such a case, the system must compound formulas and the process of
compound needs rather long time. However, we check how often such an exercise appears in actual textbook[3]
for novice programming and find that only one exercise.
Table 3: Relation among ro ram size, arbitrariness of standard algorithm and processing time.
Learners' programs

Standard algorithm
Number of:
VariAlterBlocks
native
ables

Statements
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

5

I

4

1

4
2

11

5

4

9
10
10
10
10
10
10

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12
12

5

28
28

5
5

NonProordering grams
42
0
0
0
0
56
49
0
0
0
0
1

5

2

5

3

5
11

0
0
0

11

11

5

0
0
0
0
0
2

14
14
14
14
14
14
14

0
0

24
24

I

Average of:
VariStateBlocks
ables
ments
1.4
9.2
9.1
2.1
3.1
9.3
19.7
7.7
5.9
9.9
2.0
6.6
9.8
4.0
5.1
5.1
9.8
4.0
9.8
4.0
5.1
4.0
5.1
9.8
9.8
4.0
5.1
5.1
9.8
4.0
11.0
27.3
11.8
11.0
27.3
11.8

Judgement of
Learners' programs
Number of:
No
Perfect Partial
match match match

0

4

3

17

0

0

7

1

38
36
49
6
3
3
3
3

2

10
10
10
10
10
9

1

11

1

11

12
12

1
1
1

1
1

3
3

Processing
time
[sec/program]
0.96
0.30
1.50
6.23

0.30 (*)(#)
0.31 (*)
0.43 (*)
0.44 (*)
(#)
0.35
(#)
0.52
9.87 (*)
31.00 (*)

We evaluate our system on another standpoint. As arbitrariness of teacher's intention increases, possible
combinations of statements in a learner's program with the statements in a standard algorithm also increase. We
prepare some standard algorithms for the exercise (5) and (6), and process actual programs of learners. The result
is seen in the lines with (*) and (#) in Table 3.
We prepare a standard algorithm including three alternative structures representing two methods to achieve a
goal. At the worst case, the number of combination of statements in a learner's program with the statements in
the standard algorithm increases 8 (=2^3) times. However Table 3 shows 1.5 times increasing. We also measure
processing time by using a standard algorithm of exercise (6) including 11 alternative structures representing two
methods. Although it seems that processing time increases 2048 (=2^11) times, Table 3 shows only 3 times
increasing. Similarly, on exercise (5), we prepare a sample of Extended PAD including 2 non-ordering structures
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representing arbitrariness on the order between two tasks. In this case, it seems that processing time increases 4
(=(2!)^2) times. However Table 3 shows 1.8 times increasing. We think that the reason why the processing time
isn't so increased is that our extended matching method works well. When our system evaluates using standard
algorithms that include alternative structures or non-ordering structures, useless hypotheses are rejected at earlier
stage of matching process.
In the next section, considering the result shown in Table 3, we discuss applicability of our matching method
to actual education.

4.2 Estimation of processing time for actual exercises in novice programming
We survey model programs in a textbook[3], and write standard algorithms considering alternative coding
methods or alternative order of statements. Then we investigate the program size, numbers of alternative
structures and numbers of non-ordering structures. The result is seen in Table 4.
We can regard that our matching algorithm processes even programs belonging to the most complicated class
in actual education within practical processing time. The reasons are as follows:
- The number of statement in programs of high level is less than the exercise (6) on average. And the largest
number of statement is equivalent to the exercise (6).
- The number of alternative structure is almost 4 for programs of middle or high level.
- The number of non-ordering structure is less than 2.
-

Therefore we think that our system can evaluate the most complicated program in the textbook with

-

processing time similar to exercise (6) (31.00s/program).
In fact, if a teacher takes care of 100 students in a class, the time necessary to evaluate their programs by our
system is only 50 minutes or so. We think this is practical enough.
Table 4: Program size of exercises in a standard textbook of novice programming.
Exercise

Basic level
Middle level
High level

(the four rules of arithmetic, etc.)
(sorting, etc.)
(searching trees, etc.)

Number of
programs

Number of
statements

34

8.5
17.9

4.0

14

20.9

3.5

19

Non-ordering
structures

Alternative structures
Others
Iteration
1.1

0.2
0.5
0.3

1.2
1.1
1.1

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we extend our matching algorithm to improve the processing time. Through the examinations and

the discussion about processing time, we confirm that our system can evaluate actual programs in novice
programming in practical time. Now, we are constructing a graphical user interface for describing standard
algorithm. We will evaluate usability of our system after constructing it.
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While the goal of educational research is to improve the field of education, most

of the material used in the field is not necessarily developed from research.
While most of the researchers in the university study the theory and practice, it
is the textbook publishers and computer companies that make the tools available
for schools and teachers. The disconnected and fragmented process between
research, dissemination, development, and production not only wastes the effort

and resources put forth in research and practice, but also hampers the
development of the field of education. Using the method of content analysis, the

authors examine the connectivity of educational research and development
reported in a highly regarded professional journal over the past two decades. The
results found that over 80% of the research studies presented only parts of a fullfledged R&D process: Theory, research, development, funding, and
dissemination. Among them, about 40% of the articles addressed both research

and development. It is argued that although the full-fledged R&D is a crucial
process to enable the transformation of good research into quality practice, it has

not received enough attention in the field of education. Implications for
educational technology are particularly discussed.

Key words: Educational Research, Research and Development, Content
Analysis, Instructional Technology, Information Dissemination

1 Introduction
The separation of research and development has long haunted the field of education. The professional
approach to creating new instructional tools in the academic realm starts with educational research. The
corporate instructional tool developers reiterate that the process starts with research. Theoretically, the
process includes three stages: (1) research and development (also called R&D), (2) product development,
and (3) production Dumbleton [I]. In actual practice, very little of the research makes it out of the lab and
becomes widely used in practice. At the same time, corporate developers of instructional technology or
curriculum material invest little in educational research. To go beyond personal observations and anecdotal
evidence, a method is invented to examine the level of full-fledged R&D available in professional journals
that are widely circulated in educational circles. The research question was: What amount of full-fledged
R&D that includes theory, research, development, funding and dissemination was published in the American
Educational Research Journal?

2 Method
In this study, the method of content analysis is used to evaluate the level of educational R&D reported in
journals. Content analysis, or bibliometric analysis, includes evaluation of macro-trends such as
dissemination as well as microanalysis such as the nuance of a single line of text. Ample precedent exists to
use content analysis to evaluate the state of educational R&D. Articles in AERJ and other journals have been
analyzed in order to understand R&D productivity, university productivity, faculty productivity, program
quality, methodological quality, journal content, and journal rhetoric. Therefore, analysis of articles in AERJ
provides a measurable indication of the extent that full-fledged educational R&D is published.

Random selection produced a dataset of AERJ articles (N=278). About 40% (n=116) of the papers directly
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and indirectly related to instruction. Of the articles, 74 indirectly related to instruction and were eliminated.
Excluding all articles unless they were directly related to instruction produced a small subset, comprising
about 15% (n=42) of the sample, which were analyzed in this study. Articles were coded according to five
components: Theory, research, development, funding, and dissemination. The range is 1-5, where 1
indicates only one part of the R&D process was included and 5 indicates that all five parts were found in the
article. The mean number of R&D components reported in the instruction articles (n=42) was 3.36 and the
standard deviation was 0.98.

3 Results
Content analysis was used to determine the extent to which theory, research, development, funding, and
dissemination appeared in the selected articles. Evaluating the elements separately showed the frequency of

R&D components. All 42 articles (100%) presented research. Thirty-one articles (74%) achieved
dissemination. Twenty-nine articles (69%) reported funding. Twenty-one articles (50%) discussed theory. Of
all the parts of R&D, development was the lowest frequency. Only 18 articles (43%) presented educational
development. This was not surprising. Many articles were efforts to see that was happening in classrooms
and with individuals, and there were many tests of theory.

The next step in describing the articles on instruction is to determine how many R&D articles combined all
five parts. Of the 42 articles on instruction, the complete R&D process was clearly observable in only five
(12%) papers. These papers were published in 1964, 1971, 1990, 1996, and 1997, suggesting that the more
recent papers have slightly better coverage of the R&D process. Fourteen (33%) of the articles contained
four components of R&D. Fifteen (33%) of the articles contained three components. Seven (17%) of the
articles contained two components. One article (2%) had just one component.

By combining the two top categories, a new way to interpret the data emerges. The articles in the top two
categories, articles with five and four parts of the R&D process, 45% (n=19) can be described as more
developed studies than the articles with one, two, or three parts. It is interesting to note which component
was missing in the articles which reported four parts. The missing component was theory, 42% (n=6),
development, 42% (n=6), funding, 8% (n=1), and dissemination, 8% (n=1), respectively. There is a pattern
emerging: research, funding, and dissemination.
A characteristic paper format emerges which has theory, research, and dissemination. Researchers are testing

theories. Combining the three part and four part papers, which includes 69% of the articles (n=29),
demonstrates the emphasis on educational theory and educational research. The pattern of what is included
and what is missing appears when ranked in order of frequency. The four part studies present, in order of
frequency, the following components: research, dissemination, funding, theory, and development. The three
part studies present, in order of frequency, the following components: research, dissemination, funding,
theory, and development. In other words, both three and four parts studies have the same pattern. They are

most likely to do research, achieve dissemination, get funding, use theory, and complete educational
development. Educational development is last on the list of R&D components presented in nearly seven out
of ten AERJ articles. When funding and dissemination are dropped, the following pattern emerges: theory
and research.

4 Conclusions
The incomplete R&D program is an unfulfilled opportunity. When numerous programs are unfinished, and

the results are not fully disseminated, the investment is marginalized. When the knowledge from the
incomplete program is not added to the knowledge base, overlap will occur and resources will not be put too
good use. Teachers and administrators need choices, and only full-fledged R&D will give them a selection of
programs for their schools. Corporate developers, like schools, need educational R&D. With such a limited

number of full-fledged R&D articles in AERJ, it is possible that education professionals are missing an
important opportunity.
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This paper is a study on the design and implementation of the cooperative
monitoring system using a mobile agent for an educational portal site. Generally

educational portal sites have many addresses of teacher's homepage related
education. Therefore, portal site has a very difficult task with maintaining a
consistent address of site as well as it is impossible that administration of portal
examines all dead sites in searching education site and DB. In order to solve this
problem, we designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system
to filter off dead site using a mobile agent. This monitoring system applies to the
Korean educational portal site (KEPS) for elementary students and teachers. For
efficiency this system, we made an experiment that compared a cooperative
monitoring agent system with a stationary monitoring agent system.
Keyword: Education Portal Site, Cooperative Monitoring System, And
Mobile Agent

1 Introduction
Today, the advent of the web that can easily be connected through the "Internet" is known to be an easy and
popular method for teaching and learning. Web-based educational homepages are used in many computer
assistance medias and also the numbers of educational sites are on the increase extremely.

An extremely increase in number of homepage raises a question whether a student can search appropriate
homepage for learning. In case of finding educational contents using a general searching engines, the
searched site can exist an irrelevant contents against a student's request. Moreover the result of searching
content fell into learning confusion, because the contents are difficult to apply at learning intact.

In order to overcome this problem, an educational portal site was constructed to gather only educational
homepages that had been made several times before. An advantage of educational portal site is that content
is used correctly and rapidly in learning because searching site is well constructed. In addition student can
easily get suitable contents. For gathering of an educational homepage, an educational portal system, called
KEPS, was constructed by the EDUNET and Inchon National University of Education.

While walking past a type of the gathered homepage in KEPS, it can be seen as to make not by an expert
institution or a special company but by a teacher and a private person. As a result, characteristic of the
homepages have to be petty and is frequently updated. Because the educational homepage can disappear
easily, portal site faces difficulty to maintain consistency of the site address. If a hyperlinked address of a
portal site is not connected or the retrieval site is disappeared to user, then this portal site may bring discredit
to student. In order to maintain consistency of portal, the administrator of portal site must validate all

addresses of site. But this examination is impossible work that man completely manages and finds.
Consequently, a monitoring of a site address for finding the dead site can be process by an intelligent agent
instead of human.

A single agent needs comprehensive amount of time required for the monitoring of a portal site. If a single
agent examines extremely a many site addresses, the monitoring work may be inefficient. Because a mobile
agent is possible with decentralization and a parallel processing, the monitoring works using a mobile agent
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can be process effectively [5].

Accordingly, this study designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system to filter off dead
site using a mobile agent. In the following section, the mobile agent and monitoring scheme will be surveyed
and the overview of the structure of monitoring agent will be designed. And the next section will be focused
on implementation and experimentation of monitoring agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works
will be described.

2 Mobile Agent and Cooperative Monitoring
The agent is a program with intelligent characteristics to help the users with the use of computers and take
the user's place. The intelligent agent perceives any dynamic stimulation or condition and interprets the
data collected for a solution to the problem and exercises reasoning for a final decis ion. It also acts to
change the conditions within its environment in order to perform assigned duties. It has autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and a cooperative relationship, learning, mobility, and so on [9].

Generally an agent divides a kind of two by the mobility, a stationary agent to be executed roles in single
system, while the mobile agent is executed at various systems after moving through the networks. An
execution example of the mobile agent is shown in figure 1 and the mobile agent based environment is
viewed figure 2. The mobile agent server must be installed to act a mobile agent as figure 2.

Interagent
Communications
Mane er

Exi;Aal

pplkallon

Agent
Manager

Security
Manager

Generic Mobile Agent Server

Figure 1. Execution of mobile agent

Figure 2. Mobile agent based environment

The mobile agent has a specific characters listed below compared with a stationary agent [5][6].
The mobile agent reduces the network load.
The mobile agent overcomes network latency.
The mobile agent encapsulates protocols.
The mobile agent executes asynchronously and autonomously.
The mobile agent adapts dynamically.
The mobile agent is naturally heterogeneous.
The mobile agent is robust and fault-tolerant.

In the information retrieval, a monitoring work ascertains a state of gathering sites for the maintenance of
data consistency. Generally, because the information of the web is changed frequently, a monitoring job by
human is an impossible or inefficient work. This monitoring job can be processed by intelligent a computer
program instead of a human. Such a program is called the web robot or an intelligent agent system [10][11].

In case of examining many sites in the monitoring work, if a single agent of the only server processes
monitoring work, then the monitoring work may be needed long time and overloading of a monitoring server.
The mobile agent has made possible cooperative and speedy monitoring job from distribution and parallel
processing [8][11].

3 Cooperative Monitoring System
3.1 Overview of System

8 12

Overview of the KEPS system, including the temporary monitoring agent system is shown figure 3.

KEPS System

Figure 3. Overview of system

The portal system is consisted of four parts. There are the portal web server (PWS) and the monitoring agent
server (MAS), the temporary monitoring server (TMS), a mediator. For using educational portal service,

user must be connected with the Portal web server. Gathered address of an educational homepage is
supported searching service of an education contents to user through the Portal web server. The Portal web
server has searching engine, site DB and a query processor. The monitoring agent server has a stationary
monitoring agent and a cooperative mobile agent, error DB, a mobile agent server. Also the monitoring
agent server performs works as a creation and an allocation, a control, a gathering of the monitoring mobile

agent. For the mobile agent perform it' s task fully, each server is installed the mobile agent server
necessarily.

The temporary monitoring servers are in existence out the KEPS system. In order to process a fast
monitoring work, the TMS have function of distributed and parallel processing. The number of TMS is not
fixed but dynamic by amount of monitoring job. Furthermore the TMS is used in temporary palace which
mobile agent examines each a state of the registered site. At ordinary times, the TMS is not used usually for

examining a state of the registered site. However the TMS can be only used when is requested by the
mediator agent server.

The mediator is situated between the monitoring agent server and TMS, and acts as the role of mediation
with the mobile agent and servers. All agents and agent servers must be registered in the mediator.

3.2 Design of KEPS System and Cooperative Work
The structure of the KEPS System is detail shown figure 4. The portal web server is consisted of searching

engine and query processor, is shared the gathering DB of portal site. The searching engine provides
searching service about education content and the query processor is shown the result searching at DB. The
monitoring agent server is consisted of inference engine and agent manager, error DB. The monitoring
system in monitoring agent server has a stationary agent and a mobile agent for distribution and parallel
working. A stationary agent examines the state of gathering site and the confirmation of HTML documents
through HTTP connection. After a failure sites are saved at temporary error DB, these will be deleted from

site DB of portal web server. A permanent deletion of fail sites is executed by inference engine of the
monitoring agent server.

When a monitoring agent server is overloaded or the stationary monitoring agent has difficulty processed by
examination with many site, the monitoring agent server requests to the mediator about information of the

registered TMS. If the number of the TMS is lacking, the monitoring agent server waits until the TMS
becomes sufficient. Having sufficient number of the TMS, the mobile agent is created to divide as a suitable
size of address by inference engine. And then the mobile agent has been created by a monitoring agent
server, will be cloned with suitable number. Each mobile agent is allocated a monitoring work and will be
dispatched to the TMS through ATP connection. The mediator agent can grasp each work states of an agent
by using the agent finder.
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Each agent is moved to temporary monitoring server and examines the allocated addresses of sites through
HTTP. When a mobile agent is finished all checking of sites, it sends to the monitoring agent server with the
result of observation. If the job of the mobile agent is occurred some problem, monitoring agent server
creates a new mobile agent and re-dispatches to the TMS. All results gathers, result of examination saves at
site DB and error DB. Finally, dispatching the agents retracted by the monitoring agent.

Communication
Examinator
DB Connector

Figure 4. Structure of the KEPS system

The processing algorithm of execution about monitoring working is shown figure 5. The job of monitoring
using the mobile agent has advantages that prevent an overloading of a single server and lessen monitoring

time by distribution and parallel processing. Because agents are not used stationary server but are
dynamically used in other servers, all servers performed share resources of monitoring system. Accordingly,
each agent can do cooperative parallel processing using autonomous and society properties of agent.

4 Implementation and Experiment
4.1 Implementation and Application of System
The monitoring agent system proposed in this study was implemented two types. The stationary monitoring
agent was implemented by using VC++ and CLIPS. Also the mobile monitoring agent system proposed in
this study was implemented using JAVA based Aglet API and JESS. Aglet is the java class library for that
can easily design and implement all the properties of the mobile agent. Moreover the Aglet provides with the
Tahiti server and Agent finder for helping research of users.

The stationary monitoring agent interacts with the mobile agent of Tahiti server based environment.
Inference engine of the stationary monitoring agent was used the CLIPS dynamic linked library and the
mobile monitoring agent system was used the JESS class library. The CLIPS and JESS are rule based
inference engine and was used to infer planning and allocation of the mobile agent. SQL was used for the
gathering DB of portal site. ODBC and JDBC were used to connect the monitoring agent system and the
gathering DB of site.

Figure 5. Algorithm of monitoring procedure

Figure 6 below is image of the interface of the stationary monitoring agent by making VC++. Figure is
shown that the single monitoring agent is examining each site. The stationary monitoring agent was
consisted of three parts mainly. The left screen of figure is represented list that the agent will examine site of
DB. Also the center of screen is viewed results of a successful site and the right screen is represented results
of a failure site.
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Figure 6. Stationary monitoring agent

Figure 7 is shown screen that the mobile monitoring agent is examining each site with distribution and
parallel processing. If the numbers of sites are many in existence, the stationary monitoring agent executes

the mobile agents to interact with the Tahiti server as followed image. Above window of figure is
represented the stationary monitoring agent. Black screen below is viewed that mobile agent sever is
executed by the stationary monitoring agent. Small screen below is shown the Aglet vie wer. The Aglet
viewer perform an importint role as a creation, dialog, dispose, cloning, dispatching, retracting of a mobile
agent.
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Figure 7. Interaction between stationary monitoring agent and Tahiti server

In order to use the implemented monitoring system in this study, we applied at the educational portal system
and the KEPS system in the EDUNET server. Figure 8 is shown the searching screen of the web browser
using KEPS system. This portal site in the EDUNET was constructed for the Korean elementary student and
teacher. Also this site contains all contents about the curriculum of the Korean elementary school.
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Figure 8. Searching of KEPS system

4.2 Experimental Results
For examining the efficiency of the cooperative monitoring system using the mobile agent, we compared and
evaluated a monitoring time of each agent system. A comparative and estimative items listed below are as
followed.
Comparative item

- The single stationary monitoring agent vs. the cooperative monitoring agents.
Estimative items

- The monitoring time of the single monitoring agent
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents (3)
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(7)
- The number of sites: 10,30,50,70,90,110,130,150,170,190 ..etc.
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The experiment measures examination time of sites using a comparative and estimative items above. The
estimative result is shown Table I and is represented figure 9 with form of graph. The horizontal axis of
graph is represented the number of site and the vertical axis of graph is represented monitoring time of each
agent.

In case of the number of an examine site is small, the result of experiment is viewed that the single
stationary agent is faster speed of examination than the mobile monitoring agent. Also, when mobile agent is
dispatched to three servers, speed of examination is faster than is dispatched to seven servers. The reason is
caused by overtime occurred because the many mobile agents are created, allocated, gathered.

However, the more the number of site increases, the faster the mobile monitoring agent gets speed of
checking than the single stationary agent. In particular, when the cooperative monitoring system using many
agents, experimental result is shown that a speed of examination is very fast. If a single stationary agent
processes very many sites, the result of execution can be useless though the result is very accurate.

Consequently, the cooperative monitoring agent can become higher execution speed by distributed and
parallel processing and an overload of network by using a mobile agent can be decreased. If a server has an
active environment of the mobile agent, the servers can be used with an active space of a searching agent
and a monitoring agent.
Table 1. Result of monitoring time
Number of Agent 10 30
50
70
90

Agent Type

110

130

150

170

190

Stationary Monitoring Agent

42

137

201

261

374

412

518

592

645

743

Mobile Monitoring Agent(3 Servers)

120

132

143

165

221

253

262

282

316

335

Mobile Monitoring Agent(7 Servers)

130

121

124

122

148

143

147

183

186

182

Time(sec)

10

30

50

70

90

110

130 150

170

190

Figure 9. Graph of monitoring result

5 Conclusion and Future works
This study is on the efficiency of cooperative monitoring agent using mobile agent for educational portal site.
The monitoring job has been getting difficulty processed by human. Thus, an intelligent agent can process
the monitoring of the portal site instead of human. A monitoring work by using a single stationary agent
needs long time for checking of many sites.

In order to overcome the problem in this study, the mobile agent is used in monitoring job. The monitoring
job of educational portal site can be processed by collaborative method of decentralization and parallel using
the mobile agent. The monitoring system was implemented by using the Aglet and Tahiti server. This system
could execute cooperative monitoring job through an intelligent interaction between the stationary agent and
a mobile agent. Also the KEPS system is possible with the mediation and the registration of agents by using
the mediator agent between the monitoring server and the temporary agent sever.

The temporary agent sever is not fixed with the number but can be dynamically changed. Therefore all
servers are by resources of monitoring job and each server can exe cute its role by inference.

More studies are required on research that constructs knowledge base for inference engine of the mobile

agent. For effective portal site constructed, future work needs researches about not only intelligent
monitoring but also intelligent searching and gathering of educational information. In order to interact
between the mobile agents, we require research about KQML, language for sharing and exchange of
knowledge between agent and agent.
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This paper describes an analysis of the effectiveness of an in-service training
system developed by a project sponsored by the foundation of the Informationtechnology Promotion Agency, Japan (IPA). We developed and carried out a 10
days training course for 65 teachers in three different locations. The three main
elements of this course were (1) training curriculum, (2) CD-ROM materials,
and (3) Web-based support system. The participants of this course were hoping
to become Information Technology (IT) leaders in their schools. An analysis
was conducted to investigate the factors influencing the effectiveness of the
training. Based on our analysis, we were able to draw the following conclusions:
(1) Web-based training support system and CD-ROM materials were very

effective to improve teachers' knowledge and skills, regardless of prior
knowledge and skills (2) Traditional instructional style (i.e. one-way instructor-

centered style) was generally an ineffective training method.(3) CD-ROM
materials significantly enhanced the effectiveness of teachers' creating materials
(such as a Web page), especially when the CD-ROM was used for self-study.
These findings will be useful for educators and educational designers who plan
and conduct in-service training programs.

Keywords: Distance Education, Teacher Training System, Web-based
Learning, Teacher Education, Training Program Assessment

1 Introduction
The Japanese Ministry of Education decided to introduce the Internet to all Japanese schools (i.e. elementary
to high schools) by 2001 to promote students' Information Communication Technology (ICT) literacy and
the effective utilization of information tools to enhance subject-area learning. It has been reported that in

order to realize information technology education, three major factors are crucial: Preparing sufficient
hardware, providing excellent software, and promoting teacher's ICT literacy (refs. [1]). Several papers
describe certain barriers for integrating ICT into curricula (ref. [9], [5]). The Ministry of Education in Japan
introduced several projects aimed at promoting teacher training by removing these barriers. One of these
projects was named "Project for development and evaluation of in-service training system for improving the
ICT literacy of schoolteachers" sponsored by the Information-technology Promotion Agency foundation
(IPA). This project was divided into two sub-projects, one to develop ICT leadership of schoolteachers, and
another promote the training of ICT coordinators. This article examines the development of ICT leadership
of schoolteachers, especially focusing on the evaluation of in-service training system.

The project consists of about forty members, joined by a variety of experts including engineers from
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computer software companies, ICT-experienced teachers, and university researchers.

The project has

conducted over one year starting in 1998, and included the following elements:
(1) Development of training curriculum and support system
(2) Implementation of the training according to the curriculum using the support system
(3) Analysis of effectiveness of the training system

2 Outline of in-service training system
The training system consists of major three components: (1) training curriculum, (2) CD-ROM materials and
(3) Web-based support system.

2.1 Training curriculum
The guiding concept of the training curriculum is based on a constructivist approach (refs. [11]), and
computer-mediated, problem-based training such as the learning from doing complex, challenging, and
authentic problem through collaboration and communication (refs. [8]). The curriculum was designed to
achieve the following goals:
(1) To train ICT leaders to play the central role in promoting classroom teachers' ICT literacy in each school.
(2) To attach greater importance to practical skills (rather than computer operation skills) by using ICT tools
in actual classes (refs. [5], [14]).

(3) To improve basic skills of networking such as connecting to the Internet and configuring the school's
LAN.

(4) To develop consultation skills for the leader to provide advise classroom teachers.
(5) To provide a computer-mediated learning-support system for sharing knowledge dynamically.

2.2 Development of CD-ROM materials
CD-ROM materials were developed in cooperation with a computer software engineer, an expert teacher,
and university researchers according to the training curriculum. Many resources related to the training
course, including teachers' case studies and video of actual classes using ICT tools which were recorded
onto CD-ROM and used for instructor's presentation and participant's self-learning (refs. [6]). Figure 1
shows an example of an interview scene of expert teachers on CD-ROM materials, five disks in total.

2.3 Web-based support system
Fig.2 shows the configuration of a web-based support system for training. This support system consists of
many modules such as database references, collaboration support, registration, and management of bulletin
boards, checking items and participant's response in order to realize sharing discussion, collaborative groupbased works and participants' reflection on each other's work (refs. [3], [12]). Fig.3 shows an example of a
bulletin board in the system where participants can submit and share their opinions.

3 Design of system evaluation
The training program was conducted in three different locations. Each program ran for a period of 10 days,
and a total of 65 teachers participated. These participants were identified as candidates to become school
ICT leaders. The program for the training course, which consists of 12 topics, is shown in table.l.

Evaluation plays a critical role in the improvement of a training system. Despite the importance of
evaluation, little research exists to analyze the factors contributing to the effectiveness of the training system
(refs. [7], [10], [13]). In order to obtain findings helpful to the design the training program, we carried out an
evaluation according to the following scheme. Checking was done at pre- and post- training, and all training

scenes (such as participants' talk, activities, collaborative work and instructors' presentations) were
videotaped for measuring activities' time and conducting qualitative analysis.

We introduced a total 106 items organized into 12 topic areas. Participants were required to respond to these
106 items before taking the course (pre-check), again just after taking the course (post-check), and one last
time after the training was finished (after check). We compared differences among scores of pre-, post-, and

after check scores in the course. In order to analyze the factors influencing differences of pre- and postscores, we carried out the regression analysis shown in a later section.
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Figure 3. An example of a bulletin board
in web-based support system

Figure 1. An example of motion picture of
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Figure.2. Configuration of web-based support system
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In the morning
Date 9:00

1'

10:30 10:40

Orientation

Opening ceremony

After noon
14:40 14:50
Direction of
information society

13:10

12:00

Present situation and
some problems
in ICT education
Ministry of Education
Lecture

16:20
Fundamental
technology supporting
ICT education

Lecture/Discussion

Lecture& discussion

2'
3'

4th

Assignment
16:30 17:30

Contents and methods on ICT education

Curriculum development of ICI' education

Lecture and discussion
To continue
Participants'
developing
Presentation of each
curriculum for
curriculum
each school
Discussion

Presentation and group work
Technical Foundation on OS, Multimedia
and network

Homework
to develop
school
curriculum
Homework
for topics

Demonstration and lecture

Foundation of network focusing on LAN in
campus, design of configuration of LAN,
and management of network system

Information ethics and
privacy protection

Demonstration and lecture

Lecture and
discussion

Producing
homepage
Demonstration and
individual work

Homework
as

homepage
producing

5th

Presentation of produced homepage

ICT utilization to subject learning and the role of
computer and the Internet

Discussion How to make materials

Lecture and discussion

6'

How to develop a lesson plan and how to make materials
using computer, hypertext and intemet

Presentation and group work

7'
Continuing to materials production

Presentation of
produced materials

Collaborative learning

Group work

Discussion

Lecture/discussion

Homework
for topics
Homework
for materials
production

Homework
for
checking
consultation
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How to develop consultation skills
concerning to ICT education

Practice of consultation

Discussion and group work

Discussion and group work

How to promote and manage
in-service training at each school
Presentation and discussion

Practice to make training plan at each school

Homework
for practice

Group work and discussion

10'
Presentation of
training plan

Discussion

Issues on management
of training in a school

Closing
ceremony

Discussion
Table 1. The training program for a 10 days training course

4 Results of differences among pre, post and after taking the course
The rating system consisted of four levels: 4 (good understanding), 3 (some understanding), 2 (little
understanding), and 1 (no understanding at all). The maximum score is 424 (calculated by 4 times 106), and
the minimum score is 106. Figure 4 shows the change of total scores with post- and after check sorted on
pre-check scores. This figure shows that the scores with post- and after check are almost independent on

pre-check scores, which means the training program was effective regardless of participants' prior
knowledge and skills.

The figure also shows three regions which are the pre-achieved region before training, the achieved region
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by the training. and the unachieved region in spite of the training. Therefore, we can evaluate the area size
of the achieved region by the training as the training effectiveness. In roughly estimation, it was as desirable
as expected.

4.1. Analysis of factors affecting the training effectiveness
In order to pick up the factors affecting the training effectiveness, we made the following assumptions.

Assumption 1. The in-service training system will be effective to all participants with various prior ICT
knowledge and skills, as anticipated from the previous section..

Assumption 2. The Web-based training support system and CD-ROM materials will work well with
comparison to the traditional training system such as lecture-based instructional style.
The model for testing these assumptions is as following.

Post-check score ( pre-check score + Web-based support system
+ CD-ROM materials + instructional style
Where, pre-check score represents participants' prior knowledge and skills, post-check score represents
participants' knowledge and skills achieved by the training, and instructional style shows instructor's
presentation, participants' individual learning, group works and so on. This model is based on the relation
that the post-check score, it is called as a dependent variable, is influenced by other independent variables
such as pre-check score, Web-based support system, CD-ROM materials and instructional style. Here, we
call the above independent variables as factors affecting the training effectiveness

424

318

post
check

score
212

pre-check

Apost -check

pre-achieved region before training

af t er check
106
1

4

7

10

13

16

19

22

25

28

31

34

37

40

43

46

49

52

55

58

61

64

pre-check scores sort ed from the hi ghest to t he lowest of participants

Figure 4. Dependence of post- and after check scores sorted by pre-check scores

The regression analysis should be suitable for evaluating the factor's size. The factor's size can be obtained
by calculating the regression coefficients of each independent variable in the above regression equation.
Here, we will adopt the time spent during the training course as a value of independent variables except precheck score. This means that the factor with more spent time contributes to the training effectiveness more
than the less spent time. We can estimate the size of regression coefficients as the affecting size of factors.
Time spent in each factor was measured using videotapes recording all training course. A part of data is
shown in table 2. In the table, topics number shows topics in the training course, 12 in total, factors show
lecture, presentation, group work Web-based support, CD-ROM for use and so on, and numerical data in the
cell show the spent time in each factor and each topics with the unit minutes except scores.

Table 3 summarized the result, data of the regression coefficients' size, calculated by regression analysis and

the result is shown in figure 5 as a visual graph
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2.21
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3.01

2.79

2.79

2.94

2.91

2.85

3.03

3.16

2.24
2.89

2.19
2.91

eb-based support
D-ROM
)r individual
D-ROM
)r group work
D-ROM
)r presentation

re-check score
ost-check score

3.02

Table 2. A part of data table showing the spent time for elementary teachers
Time unit: minutes, pre- and post- scores: average score

N (total counts of items)=36 (=12 factors times 3 locations)

0 (decision coefficient) 0.713

*

(p<0.05)

Dependent variable0 scores of post-check

Factors (Independent variables)
regression coefficient
.
sub factors
factors
0.010
(1) pre-skills of teachers pre-check score
.0.332 + (p<0.10)
lecture
(2) training style

(3) supporting system
(4) CD-ROM materials

(5) school class

presentation
group work
individual work
web-based system
for self learning
for group work
for presentation
elementary
junior high school

00.220
0.180
0.364 + (p<0.10)
0.589 ** (p<0.01)
0.310
0.068
0.010
0.360 + (p<0.10)
0.065

Table 3. Result of regression analysis: coefficient's size of each variable
From table 3 and figure 5, we could find the following results.

(1) The biggest influencing factor was the Web-based support system, which was statistically significant
within 1 percent level.

(2) More spent time using CD-ROM for self-learning contributed to higher scores in the post-check. This
means that the CD-ROM is more effective when used for self-study than other uses such as group work
and instructor's presentation.

(3) More spent time in instructor's presentation was less effective to the scores of post-check, which was
statistically significant. This means that a traditional teaching style, such as one way directed lecturebased style, is ineffective to the training.
(4) Differences were found between teachers of elementary and junior high schools.

(5) Scores of post-check were almost independent to scores of pre-check. This means that the training
system will work effectively regardless of quantity or quality of a teacher's prior knowledge and skills as
expected in the previous section.
From the above results, we can conclude that the first and second assumptions substantiated.
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Figure 5. Comparison of each factor's size

4.2. Analysis of factors affecting on the works produced by participants
In the training course, participants were assigned to produce works such as homepage, a lesson plan using
CD-ROM, and so on. Instructors rate the produced works with four grades from the points of check items'
view. The regression analysis was done using the similar method as the previous section. The result is shown
in table 4,

N (total counts of items)=21 (=7 produced works times 3 locations)

0 (decision coefficient)0.764

**

( p<0.01 )

Dependent variable0 scores of produced works rated by instructors

Independent variable
factors

sub factors

(4) CD-ROM materials for self learning

regression coefficient
0.522 ** (p<0.01)

for presentation 0.574 ** (p<0.01)
Table 4. Result of regression analysis on produced works

We could find only the factor of CD-ROM materials as statistically significant, shown in table 4. From this
result, we could find that only using CD-ROM materials for self-learning works effectively. In contract, the
use of CD-ROM materials for instructor's presentation was relatively ineffective. It can be interpreted that
one way directed instructional style was also ineffective to work-production, which was the same finding as
shown in the previous section.

5 Conclusions
The conclusion is summarized as the following:

(1) Web-based training support system and CR-ROM materials were effective to improvement of teacher's
knowledge and skills, regardless of quantities and qualities of prior knowledge and skills.
(2) Traditional training style, one-way directed and instructor-centered style, was ineffective to in-service
training.
(3) Using CD-ROM materials for self-learning enhanced the quality of teachers productions.

From the above conclusions, we can give some useful suggestions to educators and administrators who plan
to conduct in-service training courses. The important points are:
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(1) Modify the training approach from a traditional teacher-centered to a participant-centered style (refs. [2]),
(2) To introduce rich materials for self-learning or group works (refs [4]),
(3) To introduce Web-based support system,
(4) To promote opportunities for exchanging teachers' knowledge and skills, especially rich-experienced
practical know-how.

Suggestions (3) and (4) are very important because teachers can share their know-how with others, which
works well when conducting real lessons in schools (refs. [9]). Web-based support system enables teachers
to share their know-how and knowledge anytime, anywhere, and with anyone. Moreover, CD-ROM
materials also can be used at anytime, anywhere, and by anyone. Therefore, it is important to provide rich
self-learning resources that contain expert teachers' case studies and a support system that enables the
sharing of dynamic, experience-based knowledge, and communication. Such resources can truly be called
integrated training environments.
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Development of a LAN-based Formative
Evaluation Module as an Instructional
Management System
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This paper describes a LAN-based module program for formative evaluation
during classroom teaching. Within one-hour classroom instruction, teachers can
hardly assess what students significantly understand during history instruction.
With this system, teachers are apt to create, modify, retrieve and manage
formative evaluation processes based on a database. In addition, the teachers
organize test items and other instructional materials in elaborated sequences

relevant to their teaching plans. Our system consists of an instructional
management tool and a module-based formative evaluation system. Our system
is implemented with Visual Basic 6.0, Access DB and Crystal Reports 5.0. The
final part of this paper presents how to enhance system based on the Bayesian
inference system.
Keywords: formative
management.

evaluation,

knowledge

diagnosis,

instructional

1 Introduction
School teachers are either implicitly or explicitly affected by the use of computer in classrooms. They tend to

consider utilizing the computing power for their instructional improvement. One of the most prominent
purposes for teachers to adopt the computer is regarded as Computer-Managed Instruction (CMI). How to
manage instruction and learning in real classrooms turns out to be a very practical problem for teachers [2].

The survey result conducted by Lee, et al. [4] indicates that over 60% of the participants responded that they
prefer using one computer per each person when software is applied to classroom instruction. Even though

web technology has been dominated under the name of WBI (Web-based Instruction), our system is
designed on the LAN environment due to heavy network traffic and rather a weak requirement for multimedia.

We only focus how to enhance the teachers' capability to manage their instruction by adding formative
evaluation module into the existing instructional sequences similar to a web-based formative assessment
program [1].

This paper describes LAN-based VisEval which is a module-based formative evaluation system. The VisEval
was originally designed as a quiz-like testing tool that makes Korean teachers avoid difficulties in assessing
teaching materials to students. With this system, teachers are apt to evaluate the students' understandings
as a part of performance evaluation that is encouraged among most of the Korean teachers by the Ministry of
Education. In addition, the VisEval helps teachers elaborate teaching sequences relevant to their teaching
plans by simply adopting other teaching resources due to modularized design of VisEval.

2 Design and implementation of VisEval 1.0
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The VisEval 1.0 is a prototype system that helps teachers easily check students' learning progresses. This
prototype is aimed at playing the role of an evaluation aid for teachers who usually skip the evaluation
procedure during classroom teaching. The teachers thus take advantages of using the VisEval by creating,
classifying, retrieving and managing test items before instruction. The overall framework was implemented in
Visual Basic 6.0 with Access DB for Windows environment.

Within the limited time for instruction, teachers are expected to motivate students' learning and control the
overall pace of instruction. Without any tool, teachers can hardly try to evaluate quiz-like tests at the end of
instruction with further statistical analysis as a part of performance evaluation. With VisEval, teachers can set
up the test duration so that the main classroom teaching cannot be overloaded for both teacher and students.

Our system is based on Module program which means that the whole teaching sequence are divided into
small parts so that the teacher can organize the necessary parts for lesson plans. The traditional CAI program,
on the other hand, is regarded as system-driven program, which means that the whole instructional program
consists of one system containing domain knowledge and control structures. Our system is thus treated as a
component-like module-driven program.

2.1 Module for teachers
A module for teachers is designed in the following ways: it is easy for teachers to reorganize test items and to
manage evaluation procedures. The other important factor is associated with the way feedback is provided.
Our system only provides immediate feedback only when the active engagement of the user is assured. Once
the feedback is issued, the user is not allowed to solve similar problems but to receive guided instruction
from the system with the treatment of the whole test items again. The user is only allowed to solve multiple
choice items at a time. According to the result, the user is expected to repeat the test items in a linear fashion
since the teacher only provides 10 minutes or so for students to transfer acquired knowledge items. The table
1 shows the main functions of instructional module of VisEval.
Table 1. Functions implemented in the module for teachers
Function name
Content
Item manger
Generation, modification, deletion of item DB,
conversion of DB items into texts
Item response analyzer, Scoring functions
Responses analyzer
Student' s trial for simulating
Simulation for students
Distribution of test files on LAN, collection of the test
Other tools
results, sharing of test files in different formats

2.2 Module for students
Once the module for teachers is ready to go students are expected to login the system. The immediate
transaction of the test items enables the students to assess their own understandings of the learning
materials. Without the corrective feedback, each student is allowed to follow his/her own guided instructional
module provided by the system. Different formats of the test items are available with special characters such

as mathematical symbols implemented by RTF (Rich Text Format). After the evaluation procedure, the
transaction of the test results to the teacher' s computer is finished via LAN. The sample result of the
students' assessment for one class is shown in figure 1, being created from Crystal Reports for Visual Basic.
The analysis of each test item for each class is processed from the module for teachers as depicted in figure 2.

As the module for students is designed to provide supplementary learning according to test results, the
control flow for guided learning is implemented. This mechanism is up to present indexed by the teacher' s
setting with a predetermined threshold. We are currently investigating much fine-grained knowledge
diagnosis method such as knowledge-state inference system based on Bayesian inference network. The flow

control for guided learning to dates coded using item-binary matrix relying on the teachers' previous
teaching experiences. The future modification plan of our system is explained in the following section.
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3 Conclusion
The features of the VisEval are, up to present, suited for Korean teachers' needs of easily evaluating high
school history instruction in the computer rooms. Even though there are some limitations as being an
automated instructional system, the VisEval will be enhanced further as the system evolves. One of the
drawbacks in our system is the lack of guides and suggestions on how to accurately diagnose the students'
knowledge states. The following future plan dictates possible enhancement of our system with two extra
modules based on the previous research [3].
The first part is a module that draws knowledge inferences for a given student's problem states based on
pre-built test item attributes. The second part decides which abilities of the student need complementary
practices according to the diagnosis done by the inference system. This second module also provides
students with adaptive ways of taking relevant problem items mapped from item-attribute matrix in the domain
of middle school mathematics. As shown in Jun' s research [2], all of these mechanisms are operated on the
WWW environment via Common Gateway Interface (CGI).

We begin with carefully examining test items in terms of content domains and student abilities. By
constructing an incidence matrix with content domains and student abilities, each test item can be mapped
into a content-ability matrix. With this test item matrix, we proceed to building knowledge-state inference
system based on Bayesian Inference Network algorithm [5].

For example, Certain contents and abilities can be pre-requisites of other concept, say node Ni, which means

students first need to understand the pre-requisites of the concept (NI). Priors of network nodes are
empirically assigned according to teachers' teaching experiences. This big graph is then fed for computer
[4].
We
tested Ergo [7] and Netica
inference
that
calculate Bayesian
(http://www.norsys.com/home.html) for WWW environment. The result of processing such a Bayesian

programs
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program updates probability distribution among nodes. Such posterior probabilities are discretely scaled so
that VisEval can provide fine-grained guided learning materials to students.
In short, VisEval has several possibilities for future enhancement on WWW environment as an instructional
management system for distance education as similarly reported in [I]. We furthermore pursue a fine-grained
knowledge diagnosis capability with which the system intelligently guides students on their own paces
outside classrooms. The use of Bayesian network algorithm seems promising for our future project. Error
diagnosis system such as Rule Space model is another reference to encode test item attributes and projection
space of multi-facets of knowledge items [9]. Even though the scope of our system is mainly focused on

teachers' side in classroom teaching, the future version of VisEval can extend its capability of guiding
students as an individualized learning management system.
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This paper describes the development and operation of a Web-based system to
support computer exercises used in a course on data structures and algorithms.
To develop such a system, this paper proposes using the functions of a Webbased system to deal with a learner' s state transition model based on computer
exercises. The Web system developed by us has useful functions, some of
which are the management of participant registration, identification of learner's
goals, web service of exercises, mutual interaction between participant and
teacher, management of report submissions, and both provision and analysis of
electronic questionnaires to participants. The use of this system resulted in
students' heightened motivation to work, good communication between
participants and teachers, and a reduced workload for teachers.

Keywords: Web, Database, Exercise, Autonomous Learning, Domain Model,
Communication, Questionnaire, Data Mining, Operation, Evaluation

1 Introduction
The new curriculum of the Department of Intelligent Systems at Hiroshima City University has added
computer exercises to subjects related to algorithms and programming, thus encouraging students, from
freshmen to sophomores, to make the most of their ability for practical programming with representative
algorithms. The curriculum offers two ongoing three-hour courses that include theory and practice.
This paper focuses on computer exercises for the course "Data Structures and Algorithms ," which is a part of
the core curriculum for sophomore students. The general objective of the course [1, 2] is to facilitate the
transition from computer literacy to a professional level of information processing. Even though students

have considerable knowledge of computer operations, they do not have perfect command of them
Moreover, they do not have enough experience in basic programming techniques. In order for them to have
command of the theory and the practice, we have developed many exercises to improve the management of
participant registration and learner's goals, information about the exercises, mutual interaction between
participants and teachers, management of report submissions, and collection of questionnaires, among others.
However, a problem arises because the workload for both teacher and students increases in the process. To
solve this problem, we have developed the necessary support Web system dealing with a learner's state
transition model based on computer exercises. Moreover, we report the operational results obtained from
real exercises.

2 Assessment of learners' situation before the training
The contents of the courses "Data Structures and Algorithms I" and "Data Structures and Algorithms II"
were divided into two courses, each including both theory and practice, using C in the new curriculum The
former includes major elements such as stack, queue, list, naive sort, recursive function, quick sort, tree
structure, and binary sort in the second semester of the first year. The latter includes major elements [3, 4]
such as complexity, file processing, linear search, binary search, hash, B-tree, pattern matching, graphical
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searches, Kruskal, and Dijkstra in the first semester of the second year. Since students can easily understand
the content of many classes if they have attended C in an earlier semester, "Structured Programming" was
also organized into two courses including both theory and practice using C in the first semester of the first
year. This course includes major expressions such as if-, while -, and for-statements, array, data types,
pointer, function, and structure in C. Moreover, the teaching of computer literacy includes major elements
such as word processors (e.g., LaTex), programming tools (e.g., mule, e-macs), drawing tools (e.g., TGIF),
the input tool for Japanese characters, electronic mail, X-window, and the shell command on UNIX, among
others, in the same semester.

An evaluation of the learners' situation before starting
the course "Data Structures and Algorithms II" that is
the focus of this paper provided the following results:

(1) Students did not have much knowledge about

Ei

algorithms and data structures with practical usage.

They had learned simple and short programs but
did not have much experience with longer
For example, they did not have
programs.

experience in how to update longer programs by
themselves.

(2) They did not have enough motivation for
autonomous learning. They were less eager to

c=z,

learn than freshmen. For example, they did not

consult textbooks or dictionaries on their own

Figure 1. System Configuration

when they had trouble understanding an exercise.

(3) Twenty-five percent of the students did not understand the C language. Seventy-five percent of the
students tended to forget the C language, since they had not had a chance to practice it for more than 2
months after the second semester of the first year.
(4) Many students did not have sufficient skills to attain perfect command of software tools such as TGIF
or LaTex.

3 Conceptual view of the computer exercise
Figure 1 shows the system configuration to support the exercise. Since each learner does his exercises at a
workstation connected to the Internet, he can access information managed by the Web server. The Web
server stores the exercises as HTML documents. The application program located in the CGI (Common
Gateway Interface) manages information related to his registration, personal goals, and questionnaires. The
application program is implemented in Parl, Shell, and SQL. The information inputted by the Web browsers
is stored in the database and used by the learners.

Figure 2. Computer Exercise Model

We tried to computerize human work as much as possible in the existing computer exercise. Notice of all 15

exercises included in the course was given on the Web page. We connected both basic programs and
measurement data to the Web page for each exercise. Using a Web browser, both could be downloaded from
the Web server to a student' s site. Before starting on the first exercise, students had to fill out an electronic
registration form for the class using the Web browser. When a student inputted his school number, name,
password, and e-mail (electronic mail) address in the regitration form, the system issued him a registration
number using e-mail and the Web page. If the student needed any information about the exercises after that,
he could get it by inputting his registration number and password using the Web browser.
Figure

2

represents

the

state

.....

transition for the computer exercise
model.

"Starting

the

Course,"

located at the left side of Figure 2,
represents the state before starting
the class. The student troves to the
state of "Completing the Course" if
he finishes all exercises successfully.
If the student inputs personal data in
the class registration form, the
student moves to the state of "Class
Participant." If the participant replies

to the first questionnaire and inputs
his personal goals for the exercise
using the Web browser, he moves on
to the state of "Exercising." At this
stage, the learner is allowed to solve
the exercise. If the learner inputs a
question to the teacher on the Web
page, he receives a reply from the
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teacher on the Web page. After
Figure 3. An Example of System Operation
finishing the exercise, the learner
moves on to the state of "Making the Report" and can answer our questionnaire for the exercise as he
finishes the exercise. If the learner submits his report to the teacher, he moves on to the state of "Waiting for
the Evaluation." If the evaluation is poor, the teacher contacts the student, helps him, and asks him to resubmit the exercise. The Web system does not support their interaction in the situation, since we believe
that face-to-face communication is preferable. This situation is different form Fujimoto's Classroom
Management System [5]. After the learner reaches the state of "Completing the Submission," he will input
his personal goals for the next exercise. After that, he will move to the state of " Exercising."
We place great importance on the use of educational methods [6, 7] including "Reading, Writing, and Using
an Abacus" to achieve the goal of "autonomous learning and thinking." For students belonging to the
categories (1)-(4) mentioned above, the computer exercise model includes the following educational
methods. Students in (1) and (3) are asked to read longer programs downloaded from the Web server, write
the respective flowchart, update the subparts, and measure their performance in the state of "Exercising"
shown in Figure 2.

Students in (2) are asked to define their personal goals before reaching the state of "Exercising" and write a
self-evaluation in the state of "Making the Report." In the state of "Exercising," students are given an
ambiguous exercise to learn the value of searching for information. In this way, students are encouraged to
develop their creativity skills. Moreover, students are strongly advised to use textbooks and dictionaries if
they have unresolved questions. Students in (4) are strongly encouraged to use such tools as TGIF and
LaTex when preparing a report that includes figures and text. We believe that longer programs particularly
enhance their proficiency in using tools. In order to determine an accurate grade for each exercise, we
evaluate the reports submitted by the students and their answers to the questionnaires. Since we receive the
results of the questionnaires immediately through the Web, we use such results to improve the exercises and
coach the students. Moreover, the students can also receive their scores in a very short time . Students can
compare each other' s scores if they are given access to the statistics. Giving students access to the statis tics
is regarded as the key to ensuring an environment of awareness [8].

P) 3 4

4 The results of system operation
Figure 3 represents an example of the operation of the system. Web page number (1) in the figure relates to

the state of "Starting the Course." Page (2) is the class registration form. Page (3) gives anchors for
information about all 15 exercises included in the course. If a learner selects one of the exercises on the
page, he can use the exercise page (4). He can access his record of submissions and re-submissions using
Web page (5). After inputting his personal goals using Web page (6), he moves on to the state of
"Exercising." When he finishes the exercise, he moves on to the state of "Making the Report" and inputs the
questionnaire on Web page (7). The results of the questionnaires are immediately stored in the database.
Not only the teacher but also the learners are able to compute the statistics of the results from the database in
real time. Page (8) relates to the statistics. Pages (9) and (10) are for teachers' use only. In page (9), each
student has 15 check boxes, each divided into an upper and a lower section. If the report evaluation is good
in the state of "Waiting for the Evaluation," the teacher puts a checkmark in the upper check box. If not, he
puts the checkmark in the lower check box and helps the student so that he re-submits his work. Page (10) is
useful for analyzing questionnaires stored in the database. The analysis includes the method of data mining
[9] implemented in SQL.

Application of the system operation started at the Department of Hiroshima City University in April 1999.
This system motivates students to do their exercises, provides good communication between participants and
teachers, and reduces teachers' workload. The evaluation results of questionnaires and examinations related
to the exercises are as follows:
(1) Ninety percent of students studied for 0.5-2.0 hours at their homes and were interested in the lecture.
(2) Twenty-six percent of students spent less than 2.0 hours preparing the report and exercising, 53% spent
2.0-5.0 hours, and 21% spent more than 5.0 hours, not including class work.
(3) Seventy percent of the 12 students (25%) previously mentioned understood the C language. Moreover,
all students made progress in their studies.
(4) Ninety-five percent of the students reported good understanding of the algorithms used in the exercises.
Eighty-seven percent of the students passed the examinations.
(5) The students acquired good skills at using TGIF, LaTex, and other programs to write reports.
(6) Seventy percent of the students felt that the teacher did his best in the classroom, and 17% of them
barely approved of his performance.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a computer exercise model for the course of "Data Sructures and Algorithms II" and
developed a Web support system for computer exercises using the model. We place great importance on
educational methods including "Reading, Writing, and Using an Abacus" so that our students acquire the
skills of "autonomous learning and thinking." Computer exercises using the Web system give students a
chance to enhance their capabilities of "autonomous learning and thinking" and "creativity." The system run
on the Web server has useful functions, some of which are the nanagement of participant registration,
identification of learner's goals, web service of exercises, mutual interaction between participants and
teachers, management of report submissions, and both provision and analysis of electronic questionnaires to
participants. The use of the system resulted in students' motivation to do the exercises, good
communication between participants and teachers, and a reduction of teachers' workload. In order to
achieve more concrete results, the students studied more at hone and were enthusiastic about doing their
exercises. Moreover, the students learned how to make a report using TGIF, LaTex, and other programs .
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EDASEQ A log file analysis program for
assessing navigation processes
Helmut M. Niegemann
Institute for Media and Communications, Ilmenau Technical University,
P.O. Box 100565, 98684 Ilmenau (Germany). Email: helmut@niegemann.de
Research on the effects of hypermedia learning environments often suffers from
a lack of systematic control of learning conditions, especially the sequencing of
the content. While available tools for logfile analysis are confined to delivering
frequencies and other figures, the tool to be presented (EDASEQ: Exploratory
Data Analysis for Sequential Data) was developed to facilitate the analysis of
the navigation paths of single learners as well as "average" paths of a group of
learners. Because standard statistical procedures for handling sequential data are
not suitable here, the tool is primarily founded on graphical methods. Navigation
processes are represented by transition matrices, and with additional
visualizations and trajectories. Apart from descriptive portrayals, the tool also
allows for categorizing empirically found navigation patterns on the basis of
theoretically defined prototypical patterns. Furthermore, it is possible to
compare the patterns of single learners or groups. Results can be used to better
explain the effects of self-regulated learning in hypermedia learning
environments. Without knowing variables like sequencing, time-on-task, or the
number and configuration of examples studied by learners, it is hardly possible
to interpret the impact of external learning conditions on the learning outcomes.
Keywords: learning processes, navigation, hypermedia, methodology, tool

1 Introduction
A fundamental problem of research on self-regulated learning is the possible variation of learners' behaviors,
especially regarding variables like the sequence of content, the time spent with studying different parts of
subject matter, the number and arrangement of examples and exercises: Have they really worked through all
the relevant information? How many examples were chosen, with what methods of representation and in
what combinations? How many exercises were worked through, and to what result, resp. with mistakes of
what kind? How long were the learners occupied with what contents? This is valid for every type of research

on self-regulated learning, but especially for learning with hypermedia. Even with the same context
conditions, quantitatively and qualitatively completely different courses of learning are possible and thus, in
consequence, very different results. Even when the learner activities displayed are described exactly, there
are differences with respect to the quality of the elaborative treatment; the external conditions of the learning

processes, however, are principally controllable. Unfortunately, standard statistical procedures are not
suitable to represent an "average path" in an educational hypermedia system: Mean times spent on looking
to specific pages or mean frequencies of visits are often not sufficient to explain differences in learning
outcomes.

2 Aims of the development of EDASEQ1
For the description and categorization of such processes there thus remain graph theoretical procedures.
There were already attempts at implementing these some time ago; the best known is probably Flanders'
(1970) procedure for the analysis of teaching (cf. also Canter, Rivers & Storrs, 1985). For the treatment and
Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation), grant Az. Ho
649/9-1,2,3).
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evaluation of data on the basis of graph theoretical considerations there is, however, as yet no method which
is relatively simple to use. It was therefore an aim of the development of methods within the framework of a
six year research project on case-based hypermedia learning environments in vocational training to develop
a procedure allowing recorded data of learning processes to be so prepared that a) a data reduction is brought
about which allows those processes to be analyzed exploratively, b) a categorization of typical processes
becomes possible, c) records of several processes can be aggregated and finally d). Comparisons are made

possible between (1) single records of processes, in order to see differences and similarities, (2) an
individual process and an aggregated one, in order to be able to study deviations of single learners from the
typical route taken in their group, (3) two aggregated processes, in order to compare groups under different
treatment resp. marginal conditions using experimental designs, (4) a single or an aggregate process with a
prototype process that is produced artificially, in order to categorize processes of one or several prototypes
within the framework of defined deviations, or to test hypotheses. Apart from the characteristics of the
processes, it should also be possible to extract simple statistics: e.g. frequency of the calling up of specific
screen pages, specific transition frequencies, length of stay etc.

3 Forms of representation
In order to represent hypermedia navigation processes, there are first of all two different but mathematically
equivalent codes: transition matrices on the one hand and aligned graphs on the other. Whilst one can see
conspicuous characteristics in the graphical representation, the matrix representation allows the calculation
of indices. Since both forms of representation are practicable, both should be taken into consideration. One
special feature of well designed hypermedia learning systems is a structured presentation of knowledge
given in such a way that learners have the choice of either informing themselves superficially or of going
deeper into the subject at any chosen place, or of combining both courses of action: first gaining an overview,
then deepening their knowledge. In order to determine the extent of the "deepening" - assuming an
appropriate structuring of knowledge in the medium -, two characteristic values, the mean "depth of
elaboration" and the "variance of elaboration" have been developed. The depth of elaboration is a rating for
every hypermedia occurrence, which is all the higher, the deeper the corresponding screen page goes into a
specific subject. If, for instance, the highest level with the index number 1 is the term "statistics", then pages
on the subject "inference statistics" or "descriptive statistics" would have the index number 2 and a page on
the subject "log-linear models" would have, for example, the index numb er 5. The arithmetic mean of the

values of all screen pages visited could then give an indication of the extent of the "deepening" or
"elaboration" of the material; the measurement is completed by the elaboration variance ascertained
analogously. Not least, characteristics of the chronological process should be portrayable.

4 Realization
As the first step towards a reduction of process data in the Mannheim research project "Case-based learning
problem" - in compliance with the demands - a software-technical evaluation procedure was developed. This
enables processes to be transferred rapidly into transition matrices, so that firstly the simple frequencies of
the consultation of specific pieces of information and of the transitions between offers of information can be
ascertained. The learning programs developed in this project each encompass approx. 150 screen pages;
learners need up to five hours to complete the given tasks and corresponding records comprise 3000 - 5000
single entries, each consisting of the time (in seconds after midnight) and the designation of the respective
screen page. Log-files existing as ASCII text files are downloaded and converted into MS Excel files. For
the simultaneous treatment of a larger amount of records it is also possible to stack them. Process data in the
form of transition matrices can furthermore be compared to each other and also aggregated. In order to
reduce data one can also stipulate that transitions which are more seldom than a specified threshold value
should be ignored.

5 Examples of process representations and indices
The following representations are based on fictitious data; i.e. records were produced with the specific aim

of representing certain processes, in order to determine whether the corresponding characteristics are
perceptible. Apart from this the size of these records was to be restricted, in order to enable a written account
to be given. shows the evaluation as regards the frequency with which single screen pages were called up, as
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well as the length of the stay there (absolute in seconds and relative to the complete time needed). Ills. 1
shows a transition matrix with aligned graphs of the process included (option). One alternative graphical
representation ("chronological") is given in Ill. 2. Here, above all, recourses to previous steps are clearly to
be seen: the test person would, in this case, have chosen a strategy whereby he/she began by choosing page

B1 on the higher level, "deepening" from there straight to BX1, going back to B1, choosing mother
"deepening" (BY2) etc. The values in the main diagonal indicate how many time units the learner has here
stayed on each separate page.
In a third, more concise representation of the process every node (page, screen, chapter etc.) is represented
by one cell and the navigation process is shown by arrows between the cells. Analyzing aggregated data, the
thickness of the arrows indicates the frequency of the transitions between two nodes. So, a sequence of thick
arrows represent a "modal path", i.e. a path used by many users. (III. 3)
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6 Conclusion
The procedure which has been developed is first of all explorative, i.e. data are so prepared and represented
that they allow categorizations and comparisons, thus offering a basis for the forming of hypotheses. Very

extensive record files, in particular, are reduced. Although the procedure for the analysis of records on
navigation was developed in hypertext, resp. hypermedia systems, it is also suitable for the treatment and
analysis of data on the observation of teaching or other courses of communication.
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Evaluating educational multimedia: a case
study
Elizabeth A. Kemp and Raymond H. Kemp
Institute of Information Sciences and Technology,
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
E.Kemp@massey.ac.nz R.Kemp@massey.ac.nz
Following constructionist principles, postgraduate students who were studying a
paper on Human Computer Interaction were required to build educational multimedia
systems and then to evaluate those produced by their colleagues. The experience of
developing a multimedia system, together with lectures and access to general material

on the topic, enabled them to provide valuable insights into important issues.
Nonetheless, the students were not, on the whole, able to transfer all that they had
learned when building their own systems into an evaluation framework. The
provision of scaffolding was recommended to facilitate transfer.

Keywords: Multimedia, Evaluation, Constructionism

1 Introduction
What are the criteria that should be used to judge the effectiveness of interfaces for multimedia tutorial systems?
In an experiment with a class of postgraduate students studying Human Computer Interaction (HCI), they were
asked to develop their own framework for evaluation. To give them some notion o f what to look for and what to
expect, they first had to form groups and construct their own multimedia tutorial systems. This approach is based

on the idea of constructionism [6]. By collaborating in a group to develop some appropriate product, it is
suggested that learners can come to a better understanding of the principles of a subject rather than by just being
given the information by a teacher. This is in line with the wry comment from Jonassen et al [9] that the people
who learn most from instructional materials are the designers.

The students were required to work together with one or two other classmates to produce their own small scale

multimedia educational systems. Using the knowledge and experience they had gained, they then had to
individually evaluate the interfaces of the other systems. There was no detailed specification about how to carry

out these activities. The students had, however, been exposed to the main issues through lectures and
discussions. They also had appropriate readings made available to them. The intention, therefore, was to see
what the students, themselves, considered appropriate ways of evaluation in the light of their background and
their experience in developing multimedia software. An assessment was then made of how much they had
learned when building systems and how well the knowledge was applied to evaluating the systems of others.

2 Previous work
Interface evaluation can be carried out for many different purposes. The distinction is usually made between
formative evaluation where improvements to a system under development can be determined and summative
evaluation which assesses the overall performance [8]. There are a range of methods that can be used depending
on the purpose of the study. Preece [12] categoris es these purposes as analytic, expert, observational, survey
and experimental. Analytic techniques are used to determine the complexity of the interfaces. Expert evaluation
involves inviting people experienced with interface issues to identify usability problems. Observational, survey
and experimental studies all have in common the involvement of what Preece terms "Real users." Users can be
observed using software, provide feedback about the system through interviews or questionnaires or take part in
experiments to test the impact of various features of the interface.

A common method of evaluation that does not involve users is expert evaluation where, as noted above, people
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with some knowledge of interface issues detect possible problems. This process can be conducted in accordance

with the guidelines formulated by Nielsen and Molich [11]. The following aspects of the interface are all
considered in what is referred to by these authors as a heuristic evaluation: simple and natural dialogue; speaking
the user' s language; minimising user memory load; consistency; feedback; clearly marked exits; short cuts; good
error messages; prevention of errors, and help and documentation.

An examination of the literature on multimedia reveals little mention of evaluation. Testing is usually discussed
but not evaluation [4, 15]. Some important principles emerge, however. Alty [1, p33] points out that "A key
question is when to use which media and in what combination to achieve the maximum effect." He also observes
that success in multimedia depends more on the combination of media rather than on the provision of a rich set
of media. Frater and Paulissen [5] note that interactive tutorials should allow the user to choose the starting point
and allow the information to be accessed as often as required. They also offer this piece of advice. "Keep in mind
that multimedia can make learning much more interesting when animation and sound files are used to explain the
topic. Also a quiz is more fun when set up as a game" [5, p362]. Preece [12] points out that navigation, too, is an
important consideration in hypertext/multimedia systems. Users, as she notes need to be able to know where they
are, how they reached that point, where can they go next and how they get there. This as pect of interface design
is actually covered by the first heuristic of Nielsen and Molich [11] which refers to "Simple and natural dialogue."
This takes into account navigating through a system. Interface factors in interactive multimedia systems are also
considered in Reeves and Harmon [13] and Tannenbaum [14].

One recent taxonomy in the literature provided by Heller and Martin [7] aims to help students on multimedia
courses understand the forms of media as well as enabling them to evaluate the work of others. It has two
dimensions - the media type and the means of expression (elaboration, representation and abstraction). This

classification shows, for example, that text might be fully elaborated (large chunks of narrative), can be
abbreviated (represented in bullet points) or might be abstract in nature such as text in a logo. Students are able
to check whether a medium has been used in an appropriate fashion. As the authors state, though, the taxonomy
takes no account of the effect of combining several media. Nonetheless, it is useful in focusing on the evaluation
of each element. Detailed guidelines about how to use each medium, for example text, can also be found in
Vaughan [15] and Collins [2].

3 Course structure
"Topics in Human-Computer Interaction" is a single semester paper for postgraduate students in Computer
Science and Information Systems at Massey University. Most students have already completed a third year
undergraduate paper "Human-Computer Interaction" in which the underlying theory is presented. These
students will also have gained some experience in developing interfaces. The aim of this course is to consider
issues of current interest such as computer supported co-operative work, innovative interfaces, different ways of
evaluating the interface, multimedia systems and interfaces on the World Wide Web. Teaching is carried out
through a mixture of lecturing, student seminars, discussion and demonstrations (of software such as Adobe
Premiere and Macromedia Director). Students have available to them two books of readings which cover the
material taught.

One assignment for this paper involved the students working in groups to develop a small multimedia system
with an educational focus. The groups could choose any appropriate subject. Each student was then asked,
individually, to evaluate the interfaces to all the other systems. A set of lectures had been given on the topic of
multimedia including exposure to several life cycles for developing software of this kind. The topic of evaluation
had also received considerable coverage in lectures and student seminars. Students were aware that interfaces
can be evaluated for various purposes and in many different ways (for example by heuristic evaluation, interviews,
questionnaires etc.)

Guidance m the life cycle that should be followed to develop the multimedia systems and the method of
evaluation required was deliberately kept to a minimum. In the light of the teaching on the course and the material
available to them, students were expected to make their own informed decisions. In particular, it was hoped that
the students' own experiences in developing multi-media software would give them some insight into the criteria
that should be employed when evaluating the interfaces to the other students' systems.

4.
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4 The student systems
Six groups each developed their own multimedia system. The systems were expected to offer instruction to their
users and be interactive. A brief description of the systems follows.
Maori Language Tutoring

This system was designed to help students learn the Maori language. The study material was based on the
philosophy that Maori be used wherever possible, with visual and aural stimuli to teach the vocabulary. Words
were introduced via demonstrations using pre-recordcd video clips. The system, however, also contained
explanation in English for students who did not wish to completely immerse themselves in Maori. As well as
learning new terms, students could choose to review vocabulary or test their comprehension. Maori music aid
designs were used in this system where the developers thought appropriate.
Learning the New Zealand Road Code

A written test on the New Zealand road code has to be passed before learner drivers can take their practical
driving test. The aim of the road code system was intended to make the learning process more interesting. It was
believed that by using animation, audio and video, the learning process would be enhanced. The system included
tutorial material on aspects of the road code (for example, how to overtake or what to do when approaching a
roundabout) as well as test material.

Earthquake Disaster System

The earthquake disaster system was developed to show people how to behave in the event of a serious
earthquake. It included clips from a video developed by Civil Defence. Topics that were dealt with included
planning for and coping with an earthquake. The opening screen showed a photograph of the devastation
caused by a major earthquake. Music and animation chosen to reflect the theme of devastation accompanied the
photograph.
Shape Recognition

The intention of the shape recognition system was to help children learn how to identify both two and three
dimensional shapes in a lively and interesting way. Sound, animation and graphics were included in order to
make the system appealing to children. Another goal of the developers was to make the system easy to use.
There was a particular emphasis on the use of colour which was seen by the developers as making the system
attractive to the intended users. The opening screen was designed to capture the attention of children with music
and morphing shapes.
Introducing the Internet
This system, as its name implies, was intended to be introductory in nature. Its target group was school children
who could find out about concepts such as email, newsgroups, file transfer protocol etc. This system made use of
graphics and sound but also included lengthy textual explanations. As with the shape recognition system, there
was an emphasis on the use of colour. Ease of navigation was also a major consideration.
Undergraduate Studies in Computer Science

This system allows students to find out about the staff and the papers they teach in a Computer Science
department. Photographs of staff members were included. When browsing through the system, users were able to
move from a staff page to obtain information about papers taught by the staff member. Contextual information
about the location of the building where the Computer Science staff were housed was also provided. The opening
screen of the system showed a picture of the university grounds. Other pictures could also be viewed.

5 Educational Issues
Although the course does not deal with issues of computer-based learning, this was the focus of the assignment
and gave the students some context for the systems they produced. They were expected to choose an approach
to teaching which was appropriate for the subject that was being taught and that they felt would be effective in a
multi-media setting. They all propounded he philosophy of their systems during their presentations. It is
interesting to compare the different approaches that the students chose for their systems and how this was
reflected in the presentation styles.
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The Maori language teaching system immerses the student in the subject and attempts to teach by example. As
noted earlier, the system can be used without reference to English words or phrases. Maori, like various other
languages such as Japanese is very much bound up in the culture of the people and so this approach seemed
entirely appropriate. Maori songs, words and phrases in a commentary with accompanying visuals provided a
backdrop that was both stimulating and educationally appropriate.

The road code system contains video clips produced by the students themselves which graphically illustrated
both correct and incorrect procedures to be followed in various situations when driving. This could be regarded
as teaching by presentation and illustration.
Like the road code tutorial, the earthquake dis aster system has an emphasis on illustration using video clips and
contains other factual information in an appropriate form.

Unlike the previous systems, the shape recognition tutor includes trial and error examples for the student to
consider. It takes into account the answers the student gives and does not continue until it judges s/he has fully
understood all the current concepts. It could be regarded as a mastery system from this point of view.

The Internet system contains a great deal of information in a text-based format, but the presentation was
enhanced with appropriate animations. Material is set out in an simple to follow form and subjects can easily
navigate around the system to discover what they need to know.

The undergraduate studies in Computer Science system also allowed students to learn about the department of
Computer Science in a discovery mode. In some senses this was the package that was the least like a tutorial
system, since it just provided information in a non-instructional form.

The underlying objective of the assignment was to determine whether or not students had assimilated a
fundamental principle of HCI - that issues concerning functionality should not be divorced from interface
concerns. Given the experience of developing a multimedia system, it was hoped that students would take into
account the educational aims of the system as well as the multimedia features. It was not the object of the exercise,
however, to see whether effective learning took place. It was expected that some variation of expert evaluation
would be followed. What was of interest were the criteria that students incorporated into their checklist. Issues it
was hoped would be addressed (in the light of the literature on this topic) included the following:
whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of the system;
the suitability of the media selected;
the user appeal of the systems;
the interface concerns;
evaluating the execution of the various media.

6 Results
Every student (thirteen in total) appraised all the systems developed by their colleagues. All the students
provided a checklist of the criteria used for the evaluation some were very detailed and others quite brief from
thirty items at one end of the scale to five at the other. The two students with the longest checklists evaluated
whether the system fulfilled its objectives, the selection of multimedia components and the execution of the
multimedia as well as detail of the interface such as the provision of feedback, ease of navigation etc. There were

another three quite comprehensive taxonomies which covered many but not all of the relevant issues. Five
students used Nielsen' s [10, 1 1 ] guidelines for heuristic evaluation without adding to them to deal with the
educational or multimedia aspects of the systems. The three students with the short checklists had incorporated
rather broad categories such as ease of use, knowledge presentation, navigation, multimedia concerns and
quality of knowledge which gave them reasonable but not complete cover of the relevant issues.

Expert evaluation can be carried out by anyone with appropriate skills and by more than one evaluator. In one
case, two people evaluated the systems and combined their findings whilst on another occasion the student drew
up the framework but did not carry out the heuristic evaluation himself. Some students scored the various items
and averaged the results. This enabled systems to be ranked. Others did not attempt to provide an overall score
for each system but left the findings to speak for themselves.

1. Did students check to see whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of
the system?
In total, eight of the students included questions in their checklist which related to the educational nature of the
system. Three of these explicitly mentioned the educational objectives of the systems under review before
providing their assessment.
"This system is a multimedia tutor system designed to aid students in learning the Maori language.
The system uses both visual and aural stimuli to teach words and concepts."
The system aims to provide information to undergraduate students."
"It aims at helping children to learn a shape through playing which makes learning easy and fun."

The eight students who considered the purpose of the system, that is its educational aspect, did not all ask the
same questions. A variety of issues were covered as follows:
How does the system consider educational objectives?
Is the system suitable for intended users?
Who is the target audience?
Is the system aimed at the right audience?
Does the system have a reasonable informational content?
Is the quality of knowledge sufficient?
The evaluations included comments such as the following:

"Good way to teach a student with audio pronouncing the language and seeing the words on the
screen.

"Including some information on the properties of the different shapes and showing everyday
examples of them would make learning the shapes a richer experience."
"It does not really seem to be an educational system, more an informative system."
"The current system does not seem to have a glossary page, A page for quick lookups and acronyms
and jargon would probably be helpful."
"It might have been good to have an option of telling users what the different shapes look like."
Some of the students, however, not only evaluated the systems in accordance with their checklist but also in the
light of their experience in appraising the programs. They mentioned, therefore, other important criteria in their

assessments. One student centred her overall assessment around the suitability of a system for its purpose
although this was not included in her criteria for evaluation. Two other students, also, mentioned educational
issues such as whether the systems provided adequate content and comprehensible instructions.
"I had no idea what I needed to do and how the test was being processed."

2. Did the students consider whether the mix of multimedia selected was appropriate for
the stated purposes of the system ?
Only two students included in the guidelines for evaluation the need to consider whether suitable media were
selected and used appropriately. One student asked the question "Is the multimedia actually of use and not
redundant ?" The other student checked that the mix of multimedia was used appropriately. This student noted
not only occasions when a particular mix of media was ineffective but also when media was missing.

"The current system seems to rely too much on textual information. Improvements would be to make

more use of video, diagrams and to provide more navigation options. These changes would give
the user a more enriching learning experience."

Many other relevant comments were made by the other students about an appropriate usage of multimedia,
although they did not take the issue into account systematically.
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"Of all the applications reviewed this has the most appeal due to its excellent usage of graphics
and sound. The main area it could be faulted on is the large textual explanations given but these
are offset by the following graphical examples."
"It uses multimedia such as sound and text making the system vivid and active."

Only one student fell into the trap of believing that a multimedia system had to incorporate all media. He would
criticise a system that did not include video, for instance. No regard was paid to whether adding video would
contribute to meeting the goals of the application.

3. Since educational systems have to be appealing to their users, did the students take this
factor into account?
With regard to the appeal of a system, this issue was only expressly considered by four students. Related
questions were as follows:
Is the system interesting and fun?
Does the user find the system visually appealing?
Has information been presented in an interesting manner?
Has the system an attractive presentation?
Comments made by these students include the following:

"Its creative design of the main menu ... and its appropriate use of the sound medium, make it
enjoyable to use the system."
"There was no splash screen introduction. Whilst this may seem superfluous, good splash screens
can be used to arouse a user's interest."
Three other students, however, did mention this issue. One of these was the student who did not carry out the
expert evaluation himself. After watching the evaluation (according to Nielsen' s guidelines as specified), he
realised that the system he preferred obtained the lowest rating. He proceeded to base his overall assessment of
the systems on whether they had an interesting and attractive interface. A second student also focused on the
interest or lack of it in the programs. Of the Maori tutor, she said " The welcome interface is impressive. The
background and the music gives me some feeling of Maori culture." According to her, another system was a
little bit boring.

An issue that relates to the appeal or attractiveness of a system is the appropriate use of colour. Four students
included at least one item in their checklist concerning colour. Questions were as follows:
Are too few or too many colours used?
Is the colour in the system beautiful?
Does the use of colour help to make the displays clear?
Is the use of colour bad, normal, good or excellent?
One system was notable for its use o f colour and several comments were made about this

"The very colourful shapes used are appropriate for the school based children as seen as being the
intended users."
"The colour used in the system is beautiful."
"Good colour choice, relaxing."

This was not the only the system to make effective use of colour, however and one student observed in his
conclusion that no-one made the mistake of using too many colours.

4. What typical interface factors were considered?
All of the students checked for at least one well-known interface concern such as consistency, clearly marked
exits etc. Seven of them specifically included the guidelines for heuristic evaluation by Nielsen and Molich [1 1]
or the updated version by Nielsen [10] in their checklist.
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It was also expected when considering interface issues that the importance of navigation in interactive
instructional systems should be recognised. It should not be just one more item in a checklist. Eleven of the 13
students took account of this issue.
"No stop, rewind or scroll bars for video."
"Gives reasonable freedom to navigate backwards and forwards.
Not very flexible, very linear in its execution."
"It is very easy to get "lost "while navigating through the system. No "back" button provided."
"Clicking at various places in the window may move you to unexpected screens."
"With the test screens there is no title indicating this.
"Have no idea what I am supposed to do in the first screen."
Four of the students highlighted the importance of navigation. Three incorporated this into their framework as a
high level criteria. A fourth not only checked how users moved around the system but whether or not the users
would know where they were in the system.

5. Did the students evaluate the multimedia components of the system?
Four students evaluated the execution of the individual media. Two of these assessed the effectiveness of each
component: video, sound, graphics, text etc. by rating them on a scale. The third student concentrated on text
and icons. His section on text was quite detailed, checking the length of the sentence, whether it just focused on

one issue, and whether there was sufficient white space around it. The fourth student checked that the
multimedia was not "over the top".

"When the system explained the Maori words, text is well organised."
"I liked the use of Maori music with the splash screen."
"Liked the introduction - morphing shapes."
"Widely accepted icons are used to aid page-based navigation."
"The background music is excellent. The button clicking sounds great."
"Image excellent. When the system first starts, the animation is creative and attractive."

7 Discussion
Reflecting on the results of the assignment, it became clear that learning about multimedia evaluation took place

at various points in time. Most of the systems developed by the students were stimulating to watch. As
developers the students were clearly aware of the need to use appropriate media in suitable combinations [1] and
of the requirement to navigate easily through the system [12]. Some of what they had learned was reflected in the
checklists that they developed for evaluating the systems of others. There was a difference, however, between
the criteria specified by students for evaluation and those actually used when making their overall appraisals.
These sometimes took additional factors into account that had not been included in the stated checklist. The
experience of evaluating the systems themselves, allowed further learning to take place. It will be the more
complete list of factors that are considered in the remainder of the discussion since the experience gained from
carrying out appraisals is important and should not be discounted.

Eleven students checked to see whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of the system and two
of these also considered whether the mix of multimedia was appropriate for the stated purposes. All of the
students considered at least one relevant interface factor (consistency, clearly marked exits, etc). Six of the

students also realised the need to find out whether or not a system would appeal to users. Four students
included assessment of media components in their appraisals, however none of their questions showed a deep
understanding of media issues.

It was pleasing from an educational perspective that most of the students when carrying out their evaluations
took account of the functionality of the system. This cannot be divorced from interface considerations as for
many users the interface is the system and must deliver the appropriate functionality.
Interface issues, too, were seen as important by all of the students. Of these, 11 checked to see whether a user
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could easily navigate around the program. This is an important issue in interactive multimedia systems and was
recognised as such by the students. Eight of the students carried out a reasonably comprehensive evaluation of
traditional interface concerns but for five it was rather rudimentary. This was surprising given the emphasis on
the heuristic evaluation in the undergraduate and post-graduate courses.

Overall there were only two students whose evaluation was limited to just those interface issues covered by
Nielsen [10, 11]. This meant that they excluded educational considerations, the appeal of the interface, an
evaluation of the individual media and whether or not they were used in appropriate combinations.

A major weakness in the student evaluations' overall was the failure to consider whether the mix of multimedia
selected was appropriate for the purpose of the system. Whilst the students did consider educational issues at a
high level, they found it difficult to move to a detailed perspective, that is were suitable media selected and
combined? This may involve greater knowledge of the potentialities and problems of the individual media than
the students possessed. They tended, therefore, to have an overall impression of a system. This was reflected
again in the failure of two thirds of the students to evaluate the exe cution of each media component.
Around 50% of the students did not take appeal/interest and fun sufficiently into account. This can possibly be
attributed to the fact that they were not the intended users of the systems. If they had been drawing up a list of
questions for users to answer they may have incorporated this. Nonetheless, it was an important omission as
multimedia systems set out to interest and hold the attention of their users.
As the above discussion shows, students were particularly weak in considering what was to them the new area of
multimedia. They did not appear to have the knowledge or experience to determine how to evaluate the media.
They were given some exposure to these issues in lectures but do not appear to have followed them up. Whilst
no one student came up with a complete checklist for evaluating multimedia systems, amalgamating the items in
their checklists enables a comprehensive framework to be developed. See Appendix 1 for the main features of
this. In future it may be preferable to provide students who have built a multimedia system with some scaffolding

to help with the evaluation phase. Scaffolding [3] refers to supports that can be provided by a teacher to
students. The main headings in the taxonomy outlined in the Appendix could be provided. The students could
then be asked to develop appropriate questions for each area.

8 Conclusions
The students learned a great deal by building multimedia software and evaluating the systems of others. This
was reflected in the perceptive comments of the students made in their written assignments. It was not always
reflected, however, in the frameworks for evaluation that they developed, only two of which were comprehensive.

Certain areas were handled well by the students, for example checking that each system was suitable for its
purpose and the importance of navigation. Two significant issues, though, were only identified by a minority of
the students the need to choose appropriate media and to determine how well they had been produced. It
appears that because the area of multimedia was new to the students, they needed more scaffolding in place to be
able to learn from their own experiences. Instead of developing an evaluation framework from scratch, some initial
information can be given to students in future that they then have to flesh out.
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Appendix 1
1. Does the system meet its objectives?
Who is the target audience?
Is the system suitable for the target audience?
Does the system include (in the case of educational systems) sufficient content?
2. Has an appropriate mix of multimedia been selected?
Have sound and text been used effectively together?
Have sound and graphics been used together effectively?

3. Will the program appeal to use's?
Is the system fun?
Will the user find the system visually appealing?
Has the system a features that will pall over time e.g. an unusual sound or joke?
Has colour been used in an appropriate fashion?
4. Has the interface been properly constructed?
Is the interface consistent ?
Is help available when necessary?
Can users easily navigate around the system?
How does the user navigate around the system?
How does the user know where s/he is?
Is progression through the program logical?
Can the user start and stop as required?
5. Have the individual media been well-executed?
Is the text /graphics,/sound etc well produced?
Are the sections of text too long/too short?
Will the text be understood by the target audience?
Has text been expressed using elaboration, representation or abstraction?
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1 Introduction
Computer literacy education in Japanese colleges and universities is facing a problem of diversity of
students' computer skill levels. The reason for this is twofold. One is that very few high schools introduce
the computer literacy education is into their curriculum. The other is that as computer price is falling down
the number of students is increasing who have learned how to use word-processing or e-mails by themselves
at home. This problem led us to study how to help our students learn this subject in good quality.
In Osaka University, the computer literary education has been a required subject for all freshmen since 1994.

The computer literacy course consists of 15 sessions, and each session lasts 90 minutes, which includes
demonstrations by a teacher and hands-on activities by students. Usually an assignment for each session is
also given which will take an hour or two to complete. Three teachers including the authors have been
teaching the computer literacy course to over 150 freshmen majoring in human sciences, and our three
colleagues have been involved in teaching to 180 students majoring in letters.

In 1999, 150 students majoring in Human Sciences were organized into three parallel 50-student classes
according to the enrollment order before the first session. h the middle of the semester, we gave an exam
that includes hands-on work, such as word document processing, consulting online dictionaries, and finding
web sites. Then we reorganized the three classes based on the exam score. Other background variables

(age, gender and future academic field) were not considered for the class organization. The class
organization aimed at ability grouping, that would provide non-experienced students with a slower work
pace and allow high-achieving students to be sufficiently challenged by more demanding lessons. At the end
of the semester, we again gave them an exam that would measure how they made progress.

As for the 180 students majoring in Letters, three parallel 60-student classes were reorganized according to

the students' wish based on the questionnaire survey at the fourth session of the course. That is, the
keywords of the three new classes, "slow and steady", "intermediate" and "intensive" were shown to
students, and each student chose one of the classes.
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In this paper, we begin with related work and a brief explanation of our computer literacy course, followed
by the methodology of the class reorganization. Then, we present the statistical data analysis to show that
class reorganization in the middle of the term was effective.

#1 Change this plain text file to rich text format, then change the font of the marked words to Ryumin 12
point, and place it in the center.

#2 Explain how to use Japanese Kana-Kanji translation and how to register your name in your own
dictionary.

Look up the three words (omitted here) in the following dictionaries: English-Japanese,
Japanese-English, and Webster.
#4 Draw a tiny picture and insert it into this page.
#5 Find URLs of the National Diet Library and any two online book stores.
#6 Look into "/SharedLibrary/Literature/" and describe what's in it.
#7 What should be considered when you decide your password string?
#8 Find the specified string in the large file and copy the paragraph to the answer sheet.
#9 Describe how to cope with chain mails.
#10 Describe how to limit the line length to fewer than 65 characters in the body of an e-mail.
#3

Table 1 Midterm exam sample in 1999

Touch typing
Mouse operation (click, double click, drag)
Window operation (resize, move, iconify, hide)
Japanese Kana-Kanji translation
File/Folder operation (move, rename, create)
Word document processing (fonts, centering, insert graphics)
Mail (MIME, signature, save to file, reply, delete, re-file)
Web (search engine, book-mark)
Use of online dictionary (Japanese, English)
Canceling your printer job

(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4

5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)

(poor) 1 2 3 4 5 (excellent)
(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4
(poor) 1 2 3 4

5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)

Table 2 Questionnaire survey for self-assessment

2 Related work
Although there have been much previous research on ability grouping, tracking, and class organization, they
are mainly for K-12 school education, e.g. [4,9,10]. Furthermore, as far as the authors know, there has not
been any research on class reorganization in the middle of a semester for computer literacy education. The
authors have tried class reorganization for five years and presented its result obtained before 1998 in [5]. Our
reorganization method is basically based on the exam score, but is not the same as cluster grouping.

3 Computer literacy education
Since the 1970s, the definition of computer literacy has evolved, and many researchers have discussed the
courseware and teaching methodology of the computer literacy course, e.g. [2,3,4]. The authors believe that
to learn details of word processing and spreadsheet application is not important but to grasp the concept and
principal facilities of those applications is a key for students to become literate. Furthermore, the attitude to
learn by himself or herself is also a key.

In the latest syllabus of the computer literary course in Osaka University, topics consist of two categories,
"Requisites" and "Options".
Requisite category consists of the following items.
File system, file operation, floppy disks
Word processing, kana-kanji conversion (for Japanese characters)
Concept of the Internet, network etiquette
Electronic mail, web
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Draw and/or paint software
Spreadsheet
Options are
Net news
La TeX with graphics
Writing HTML
Mathematica
SAS (Statistics)
Script languages (perl, awk, shell, etc.)
Computer ethics, social problems

Since one course session lasts 90 minutes and is held once a week, all topics of requisite category are the
minimum competencies and are covered in about seven weeks. For the rest of one semester, teachers select
some of the items from optional category depending on the students' majors. For example, La TeX and
Mathematica are selected for students majoring in Physics and Mathematics, while spreadsheets and SAS for
Economics.

4 Class reorganization in the middle of a term
In this section, we explain the class reorganization method that we adopted in 1999. Then we show the
examination scores and self-assessment scores of the three classes.

4.1 Reorganizing three classes by a hands-on performance exam
After we completed topics in requisite category, we set a mid-term examination that demands 1-hour hands

on work, because there were differences between students how fast they got accustomed to computer
operations in class. Table 1 shows the questions of the mid-term exam. We marked the examination
papers out of 100 (each question of 10), and used the scores to reorganize the classes. The students who
achieved more than 67 points were grouped into class A. The threshold between class B (50 students) and
class C (50 students) was 52 points. The average total score was 60.3 (s=15.7).

The average scores of the new classes A, B, and C were 77 (s=7.4), 60 (s=3.9), 42 (s=7.5) points,
respectively. The average score of class A students was more than 5.5 for all ten questions, whereas the
students who were grouped into class C got only 2.2 and 2.3 for question #5 (web search) and #6 (file
search), respectively, which were significantly lower than the other two classes.

4.1.1 Self-assessment by students

Before the mid-term exam, a questionnaire survey paper was distributed to the students. The survey
consisted of 10 questions, which would measure students' mastery of competencies taught by that time
(Table 2).

The answers to these questions were collected on a 5-point scale. The scores of the collected questionnaire
showed a positive correlation between the exam and the students' self-assessments. That is, class A

students felt good at the following competencies: inserting graphics into a document, operation of
files/folders, and searching web site, whereas class C students answered that they had not mastered those
topics. As for searching files from hierarchical file structure, class C students perceived that they were
good at it; however, its exam score is poor. This indicates that class C students did not understand the file
structure itself. Touch-typing and Email competencies were not statistically significant between three
classes.

4.1.2 Curriculum after the class reorganization
The result of the exam and the questionnaire showed us what we should teach in the new classes after the

class reorganization. We provided class C students with a slower work pace and revisited those
competencies that they were not good at. For class A students, we gave lectures more extensively than other
two classes and gave self-teaching assignment of LaTeX in the summer vacation.
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In order to allow them to have an active participation in the shaping and augmenting of their learning, we

also introduced self-teaching approach for learning spreadsheets in all classes. That is, after a brief
explanation given by a teacher, students followed tutorials on the teacher's web pages. We had two
teaching assistants each class, we asked them not to teach detailed step-by-step operations to the students but
to help the students to find the way by themselves.

4.2 Evaluation of class reorganization
4.2.1 Statistical evaluations of exam and questionnaire

At the end of the course, we gave a self-assessment questionnaire survey followed by the term-end
examination, which required hands-on work of about an hour. Here we begin with the analysis of the exam
scores.
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Figure 1 Total scores of midterm and term-end exams

Figure 2 Scores of self-assessment
The total score and the scores of three questions (use of online dictionaries, OPAC search, and limiting line
length of Mail body), which are similar in two exams, were considered in a two-way ANOVA. As a result,
these four items showed an "interaction" between the two exams and classes (p < 0.05).

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the average scores of two examinations. It indicates the existence of the
"ceiling effect", that is, the score difference between class A and other two classes decreased after the class
reorganization.

As for spreadsheets, two sessions (which means 180 minutes) were assigned for class C, while one session
was assigned for class A and B classes using self-learning web based text. But the scores were 8 points in
class A and 5 points in class C. The score of writing HTML also supports this tendency. From this fact, it
is proved that class A students had higher ability in computer operations than other two class students.

4.2.2 Analysis of self-assessment questionnaire

As for the 27 items that were included both mid-term and term end questionnaires, the average term end
exam scores were higher than mid -term scores in all classes in 1998 and in 1999. In Figure 2, the x-axis
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shows the midterm score, the y-axis shows the term-end score, and each scatter point in the graph represents
the score of one item. Two years analysis showed same tendency.

We took the exam timing (midterm or term-end) and the classes as the factors of the two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The following four items of the questionnaire shows that there is an "interaction"
between the exam timing and the classes (p < 0.05).
Creating a new folder (directory)
Editing a word document
Browsing web pages
Searching web site

We conclude that class C students perceived they were as self-confident in these items as the students in the
other two classes.

Though the exam scores are not significantly correlated with students' self-assessments, we consider the
class reorganization was effective for slow learners class students, because it is important for them to have
confidence in their computer operations.

5 Comparison of class reorganizations
There is another attempt to reorganize classes. The 180 students majoring in Letters chose one of three
classes whose lecture policy are "intensive (class A", "intermediate (class B)" and "slow and steady (class
C) ". Teachers expected that computer literate students might choose class A, and novice would choose class
C.

To evaluate two class organizations, we discuss the term-end exam scores and result of self-assessment.

5.1 Comparison of the term-end exam score
The students in six classes were given an examination at the end of the term. The full marks of each
question were ten points. The following five questions are common to all classes.
(a) Look a difficult Kanji word up in a Japanese online dictionary.
(b) Explain how to cancel a printing job.
(c) Find Yukio Mishima's book using online public access catalog of the university library.
(d) Explain why 2-byte special characters should be avoided in e-mails.
(e) Show URLs of the companies which sell cars on the web.

In Figure 3, the square ) indicates the mean score of each class and the vertical line shows the 95%
confidence interval of the mean score. To identify a particular class, we use H (for Human Sciences) and L
(for Letters) as a subscript of the class name. For example, AH denotes the "highest-score" class for students
majoring in Human Sciences, CL denotes the "slow-and-steady" class for students majoring in Letters.
The result of the "one-way ANOVA " and the "statistical multiple comparison" shows that questions (a), (b),
(c) and (d) have statistical difference (p<0.05). Most of the confidence intervals of the class C are bigger
than those of other classes, which means the variance of student competencies exists.
The score of the question (b) of "H" classes is higher than "L" classes. This might due to the fact that the
operation was not taught in "L" classes.

5.2 Comparison of exam score and result of the self-assessment
Before the term-end exam, the same questionnaire survey was also distributed to the L classes. Figure 4
shows the distribution of self-assessment score of two items: consulting on-line dictionaries and canceling a
printing job. The "one-way ANOVA" and the "statistical multiple comparison" show that the differences of
mean scores among classes were significant in the Figure 4 (a) but not significant in the Figure 4 (b).
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Figure 3 Distribution of the term-end exam scores
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(b) Canceling a printing job
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Figure 4 Distribution of self-assessment scores

The comparison between the exam scores and self-assessment shows that all of students who achieved high
mark in the exam don't necessarily perceive that they were very good at it. For example, although the
scores are high in Figure 3 (a), the result of the self-assessment is not good.

6 Conclusions
In the first half of the paper, we described the effect of class reorganization in the middle of a term, 'which
has enhanced learning outcomes in computer literacy classes. The class reorganization is also a good tool for
teachers to know the way to lead students to higher skill level.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 suggest that many students, especially for those who belonged to class C, have made
progress during the latter half of the semester. The progress was brought by the two factors, that is, the
students' internal motivation and the class reorganization. Moreover, the "interaction effect" of the two

factors must be taken into account as a factorial effect. In order to measure the effect of two factors
separately, an experiment based on ANOVA model is necessary. However, the score improvement of class C
suggests the existence of the class reorganization effect.
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In 2000, we will incorporate group work, discussion and presentation for high ability students after the class
reorganization.
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The web-based learning system "The Basic of Digital Media Communication"
creates an interactive learning environment, which includes all the knowledge
and aspects needed for the course. During the course, each student can choose
freely-either In Class Learning (ICL) or Web-Based Learning (WBL). Based on
the questionnaires after the course, the paper evaluates the courseware system
from the view of teaching and learning processes, interactive learning
environments and learning effects. After the comparing study between ICL and
WBL, it can be concluded that better computer and Internet environment can

promote the students to accept the way of WBL, and WBL can enhance
students' ability of self-study. Compared with ICL students, WBL students
take less time and get higher score, and they are usually more efficient and
individualized. The impact of traditional way of learning and interpersonal
communication will exist for a long time, and there should be multi-way of
learning to meet the different students.

Keywords: Web-Based Learning, Evaluation,
Environments, Teaching and Learning Processes
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Learning

1 Introduction
The course, "The Basic of Digital Medial Communication", is a combination of computer application,
communication and art design and it consists of basic theories, applications and creative design. That is, the
basic knowledge of this course is about how to use the computer to organize, edit and deliver multimedia
information. During the course, students need to do a lot of design works on computer. Because the content
is so practical nowadays, the course is very popular among students. But since the course opened in 1996,it
has confronted different problems concerning education mode and content. Firstly, the registration of the
course is always limited by classroom and computer laboratory. Secondly, some of the reading materials
were renewed and expanded nearly every year. Thirdly, because of the characteristics of the course, the most
efficient way of learning and teaching is with the help of multimedia and network. Therefor, in the process

of education reform, the course has experienced three ways of teaching and learning mode, that is,
traditional learning, multimedia - assisted learning and Web-Based Learning. While improving the course
The Basic of Digital Medial Communication have been developed'''.
gradually, a web-based courseware
This courseware system constructs a comprehensive and interactive learning environment. The data capacity
of the courseware is about 1 Gega Byte totally, and it includes all information and aspects needed for the
course, such as the schedule, learning materials, experiment instruction, reference materials, demonstration
and examples, answering questions, homework handed in and feedback, discussions and so on.

The object of the courseware is to construct a new learning mode, which should inspire the students'
creativity and innovation. While instructed by teacher and assisted with modern education technologies, the
students should be the center in the teaching and learning process. The course is carry on in an open and
interactive environment, and the main features are as following:

(1) Open Computer Laboratories of the University are opened for the students, and they can visit the
courseware at anywhere and on anytime if they logon to Internet. All the information about the course is
published on the courseware, and the latest news or notice is always renewed according to teaching and
learning process. The students can ask questions and discuss them with others through the courseware.
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(2) According to the schedule, the students should finish a serial of media design work step by step. All the
works can be handed in through web. Not long after hand in, each student can look up the web and get the

score and comment from the teacher for each design work. The excellent works and the teacher' s
comments will be published on the web on time, and the students can refer to and discuss about the works.

(3) In class lectures are based on the courseware, which will be projected on multimedia classroom.
Discussing classes are arranged during the semester, which are also based on the courseware and projector.
In this paper, we call this way of learning as In Class Learning (ICL).
(4) Except the ICL, the students can also choose the way of Web-Based Learning (WBL). In this way, the
students need not attend the in class lectures, but they should finished all the design work and final test by
self-leaning through the courseware system. The requirement of design work and final test are the same
for both ICL and WBL students.

At first, the courseware system was used in a course composed of 30 students. Then, in the fall of 1999, it
was used in a selective course opening to all the undergraduates and each student can freely choose the way
of ICL or WBL, While the design work requirements and the test for both way are the same. At the end of
the semester, two kinds of questionnaires were carried out among two group chose different learning modes.
The questionnaires were designed in three aspects: the courseware system, the teaching and learning process
and the learning effect. Compared and analyzed the feedback from the two groups, it can be concluded that,
the web-based courseware system and learning mode have reached expected objects, and the learning effects

have connection to the computer environment, the self-study ability of students and the impacts of
traditional way of learning.

2 Web-Based Learning is the trend of modern education development
At the beginning of the semester, only 25% of the total 70 students chose the way of WBL. The others either
chose ICL or couldn' t make their mind yet. After a period of time, when they got more familiar with the

courseware system, all the students uncertain and 18% of those chose ICL originally turned to WBL.
Consequently, the WBL students have made up of 61% of the total students registered. According to the
investigation, the students' choice could be affected mainly by three factors, that is, self-study ability,
computer and Internet environment and the basic knowledge for the course.

Among all the students, 72% of the juniors and seniors chose WBL, while only 46% of the freshmen and
sophomores chose WBL. Those who chose the WBL consider it a better way, because the place, time and
learning schedule can all been controlled freely by themselves. This in turn requires the students to be of
higher ability of self-study. Most juniors and seniors prefer WBL, for they are usually better at self-study.
From this point of view, higher ability of self-study is needed for WBL, and WBL will improve their ability
of self-study, which is also the basic ability for life-long learning.

In order to visit the courseware without the limitation of time and space, Internet logon is the basic
environment for the students. There are about 500 computers connected to Internet in the Open Laboratory
of our University, but it' s always full of the students. More and more students have their own computers in
dormitories, and more and more dormitories are connected to the Internet via high speed cable. From the
investigation, most students chose WBL have better computer and Internet environment than those chose
ICL. Therefor, the better the computer & Internet environment, the more the students who will accept WBL.

Because of the course' s feature, computer is both the tool and object of learning the course. Compared to
ICL group, most WBL students consider they had basic idea about the course at the beginning of the
semester. That means that WBL students have basic ability of computer application, which could been
called as digital literacy and it' s the basic literacy demand in the information age [31. So, the digital literacy is
another factors that can affect their choices. In the process of WBL, computers and web are basic tools of
learning, and it will definitely improve one' s ability for computer application or digital literacy.

3 Web-Based Learning is of more efficiency and individuality
WBL has more advantages over traditional way of learning. WBL has changed the traditional relationship
between teacher and students, where the teacher is the initiative disseminator and the students are passive
receivers. The courseware enables the students to study individually. They can decide how long to visit the
courseware each time and which part to concentrate on. What' s more, they can do the homework or design
work at the same time while reading the courseware, which is more efficient than traditional way of in class
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lecture and then design work.

Take the learning procedure of one chapter in the course for an example. In the teaching schedule, 6 in class
hours are planed to finish the chapter and the relative design work. Analyzing the percentage of students and
the total hours used to finish this chapter' s learning and design work (Fig 1), the statistic result shows that
the hours used by WBL students tend to be more changeable. The average hours used by WBL and ICL are
6.5 and 8 hours respectively, while the average scores of this design work are 77.7 and 79.8 respectively.
That is, WBL group turns to be take less average time and get higher marks.
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Fig 1: Percentage of students and the total hours used to learn chapter 7

Study the total time used for the course (Fig 2), it also shows that the ICL students tend to arrange their
learning time according to teacher' s schedule, while WBL students tend to arrange their time individually.
From the statistic of how WBL students read the courseware, only about 35% of them learn systematically
and about 45% of them consult the courseware only if they need help. But WBL students' average total
score is 84, higher than 80 of ICL students. Although scores are just one way to test the effect of learning,
from all statistic results and analysis, it shows that WBL is of more efficiency and individuality.
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Fig 2: Percentage of students and the total time used for the course
(note: T is the total in class time of the course' s schedule)

4 The courseware system plays an important part in the learning process
The courseware is both the learning object and an effective learning tool, so it is very important in the
learning process. At the beginning of the semester, teacher announces the schedule, homework requirement
on the courseware. Then the Students can learn the knowledge from the courseware step by step according
to the schedule, hand in their homework, ask questions and discuss relevant topics through the courseware.
The answers to the common questions, the score and comment of everyone' s homework are also published
on the courseware. The latest news on the courseware is renewed at least two times a week. Though parts of
the learning materials are almost the same with the textbook, the courseware is more attractive because its
multimedia, multiform and interaction.

The courseware is the main learning materials for the two groups, and more than one third of the students
completed the learning only by the courseware. The top successful aspects of the course from the two group are
showed in Table 1. When designing the courseware system, it was not expected that homework hand in and
feedback by the courseware would be so popular among the students. The students whose excellent design

work is published on the courseware are very proud about it, and the others would be greatly inspired and
they will make their efforts to improve their own works too. So in the courseware, not only the database of
learning material but also the interactive environment has played very important part in the teaching and
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learning process. Both WBL and ICL students evaluate the course highly, and the courseware system has
reached its expected objects.

I

ICL

WBL

Get the latest news from the courseware
Homework hand in and feedback via the courseware

Homework hand in and feedback via the courseware

Web-based learning

Get the latest news from the courseware
Discussing class by projector
In class lecture by projector
Table 1: Statistic of the top successful aspects of the course

3

4

5 There should be multi-way of learning to meet the different students
At the end of the semester, most students feel satisfaction to the learning mode they chose, no matter WBL
or ICL. Meanwhile, they all have good evaluations to self-study abilities. The two groups have different
options about "discussing class". 68% of the ICL students think the discussion is indispensable and should
be emphasized, for they can have chance to communicate with others in person, while 21% of the WBL
students think it' s unnecessary, for they can "discuss" in the courseware. It' s clearly showed that, ICL
students tend to be more rely on the interpersonal communication, while WBL students tend to be more rely
on network communication. The weakening of interpersonal communication is a new problem emerging in
the information age, and it will influence learning effect 141.

Analyzed which is "the best way of learning in college", 27% of all the students accept WBL completely,
while 58% consider the best way is combining WBL and ICL, that is what we have done in the course. This
kind of combination is suitable for students with different basis. For those tend to WBL, they can learn
individually by the courseware system and consult the teacher in discussing class when they want. For those
tend to ICL, they can get systematical instruction from the teacher in classroom, and use the courseware
resource after class. In a long term, coexistence of multi-way of learning is a practical solution, which will
instruct the learning and motivate creativity of students simultaneously.

6 Conclusion
Web-Based Learning has many advantages over traditional way, while it will take a long period of time for it
to be perfected. Web-Based Learning has not only changed the teaching and learning process, but also the
education mode and teaching thoughts. Its success depends on the network hardware, courseware and the

efforts of the teacher and the students. In the course "The Basic of Digital Media Communication", the
students are so eager for knowledge and so interesting in the educational reform. In fact, the courseware
system is developed and improved during the teaching and learning process.

Web-Based Learning is the trend of education in today' s information age. This kind of learning is different
from comp letely self-study. Though the interactive learning environments of the courseware system, the
teacher instructs the students how to learn, and encourages them to study independently. Although the
content is professional, the structure and learning mode of the courseware system have common sense for
other courses. In order to satisfy different students and enhance their ability as well, the in class lectures will
be decreased gradually, but discussing classes will be remained both for interpersonal communication and
for answering the question face to face. In order to cultivate the higher qualified students in the information
age, the education mode should stress the ability of acquiring knowledge and self-learning. This in turn,
requires the teacher to be higher qualified too.
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Computer mediated collaborative projects have the potential to strengthen the
European Dimension in teacher education whilst giving students an appropriate
context to develop their computing and collaborative skills. This paper evaluates

the success of such a project through the completion of a three-year action
research enquiry involving student teachers from four European countries. The
results of three cycles of development are presented. The project was evaluated
using student questionnaire data, participation in tutor meetings, and analysis of

students' web page development and bulletin board contributions. Results
suggest that successful collaborative project work depends on ease of access to

reliable computer networks, giving equal weighting to resource production and
levels of international communication, and effective moderation of the project
by all tutors involved. The paper concludes by detailing future developments in
European cooperation involving the partner institutions. These developments
involve using the Ecoschool communication networks to discuss pedagogic and
multi-media design issues involved in a cross-curricular CD-ROM which has
been developed by the same group of partner institutions.

Keywords: computer mediated communication, European co-operation,
moderation.

1 Introduction
This paper reviews a three-year cycle of telematics curriculum development and action-research in initial
teacher education. The project has been made possible by funding via the SOCRATES European Module
ECOSCHOOL (1997-2000). The project has two aims; to develop learning by using the World Wide Web
(WWW) and email across Europe, and to learn about the social and economic aspects of the participant' s
home city. The outcomes of the project include the creation of a collaborative open learning course that
teacher education students can follow as part of their training.

The Ecoschool developments originated from European collaboration on the EUROLAND project
(1996-99). It brings together partners from Austria, England, Finland and the Netherlands in building the

European Dimension into the curriculum of schools and teacher education courses (Hudson et al, 1997 and
Hudson et al, 1999). Teacher education institutions and departments lead both projects in close collaboration
with partner schools and teachers in each country. The resources that have been produced by both the
Ecoschool and Euroland projects have been used as the basis for the development of pedagogic approaches
with teachers on intensive in-service training courses, which have been supported under the Comenius 3.2
Action of SOCRATES.

The paper reports on four aspects of the Ecoschool project; the three year cycle of curriculum development,
the tutor and student evaluation of the project, lessons learned regarding telematics pedagogy, and future
developments that link the outcomes of the Euroland and Ecoschool projects.

1.1 Participants in the project
The participants are primary teacher education students from Linz and Sheffield together with students on an
international teacher education course at Oulu. A more recent partner to this development is the University
of Darlana in Sweden. This has led to the participation of a group of social studies student teachers from
Falun in Sweden. English was used as the medium for communication and a total of eighty five students
took part over the three years.

1.2 Collaboration and communication
A key aim of the project has been to promote the European Dimension and the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in teacher education across Europe. The development of the European
Dimension provides ample justification for collaborative communication but such projects can also reflect
sound pedagogic principles. The pedagogical approach is based on a socio-cultural communicative
perspective, which owes much to the works of Vygotsky (1987). Collaborative learning is at the heart of the

Ecoschool project and has been used during the three cycles of student work. Many authors, including
Hudson (1998) and English and Yazdani (1999) see such an approach as essential in developing students'
learning skills when using ICT or learning without the aid of new technology.

2 Use of new technologies
The resources and tools being used are university email communications and the resources provided by the
ProTo environment at the University of Oulu Project Learning Tools on the Web. This is an open learning
environment that has been developed at the University of Oulu. Students can access the ProTo system via
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the World Wide Web. They have a password that allows them to create simple web pages and enter
messages on a bulletin board. Students also created web pages using Netscape Composer and posted them
on their home pages. In cycle three they used an electronic bulletin board as well as using Pro To and
email.

Use of such technology is now a key focus in the education of teachers across Europe. Student teachers in

England and Wales follow the National Curriculum for Initial Teacher Training (DfEE 1998). This
curriculum requires students to show evidence of using and creating multi-media presentations, and of using
web technologies to communicate with colleagues. In addition, recently published guidance detailing an ICT

primary school curriculum (QCA, 1998), suggests that children aged ten should be able to design and
evaluate simple multi-media presentations, and children aged eight should be able to take part in an email
exchange. Clearly student teachers need the confidence and skills to develop these abilities in their pupils.

The Ecoschool gives students this experience through their participation in a computer mediated
collaborative project and by their evaluation of its potential use in their future educational roles.

2.1 Pedagogic approaches
As previously stated the Ecoschool project uses a pedagogic approach that seeks to promote learning
through 'electronic talk' in collaborative groups. These groups use a plan, do and review strategy as proposed
by Kolb (1984) in his model of experiential education and by Schon (1987 ) describing the planning cycle
used by reflective teachers and learners. The groups planned the construction of webpages, constructed and

evaluated their own pages and those of other groups, then finally evaluated the whole project. Tutors
developed their own pedagogy of distance learning during the project. The success of the tutors' approaches
are analysed using guidance developed by McGee and Boyd (1995) to facilitate dialogue during computer
mediated communication.

3 The three cycles of curriculum development
3.1 Cycle One
Focus : comparing students' home cities
Outcomes: web pages explaining local city
Figure 1: Work from the Swedish students posted to the
ProTo learning environment.
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Students in each country worked in

collaborative groups to produce a short
illustrated report on one of the following
This
aspects of their home city.
involved a general description of the city,
an explanation of the environmental
situation and the employment structure of
the city, and an analysis of the regional or
national education
system.

they presented these
reports as web pages by writing them in

Subsequently

to the ProTo

learning environment.

Figure 1 shows a page produced by the

Swedish students. They also emailed
their work to other students in the partner
i-L.z1,"fr relo
countries who were presenting the same
topic. Once all web pages were complete, they read their partner' s pages, asked questions and made
atoonvor.tcre

comments about them on the bulletin board. Each group evaluated their work using the same criteria
designed by the tutors in each country. The tutors then read each group' s pages, assessed the pages and
provided feedback to the each group. The students' work was assessed against the criteria and graded A to C.
The tutors posted written feedback on the bulletin board.
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3.2 Cycle Two
Focus : Comparing lesson planning
Outcomes: web pages giving examples of lesson plans
Figure 2: Teaching and learning about the environment in Lin
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3.3 Cycle Three
Focus: suggesting and solving educational problems
Outcomes: range of solutions to five educational problems
Figure 3 The Euroland and Ecoschool discussion and chat site.
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The Ecoschool project ran during autumn
1999 with several new developments. The
students were in internationally composed
groups rather than from one single country
and the focus of the project was to choose
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solutions although some students did use
the ProTo2 learning environment. Again

tutors gave feedback to the students and
responded to their questions although the
work was not graded.

4 Methods of curriculum development and evaluation
Ecoschool developments have followed an action research model, as the aim of the project was to develop a

successful curriculum for initial teacher education over the three years of the project. The Ecoschool
curriculum was developed in face-to-face planning meetings and followed up by email communication
between partners in Austria, Finland, Sweden and England. The results of student and tutor evaluation were
fed into the curriculum planning at the end of each cycle. The following methods have been employed in
gathering evaluation data:

Student evaluation questionnaire. All students completed a questionnaire by email or on paper. Many
groups posted the results of their evaluation on the Pro To system or on the Ecoschool bulletin board. The
questionnaire requested information on student expectations of the project, levels of interaction, the role of
the tutor, use of new technology and ideas for the future.

Tutor evaluation. A tutor from each country completed a written evaluation of their experience at the end of
each cycle and presented the document for discussion at the annual Ecoschool development meetings.
Web page analysis. The students created web pages of differing levels of complexity during cycles one and
two. The web pages construction process is evaluated against the six components of infomedia literacy as
proposed by Lee (1999, pp.147-149). These components are:
1. An understanding of the nature and functions of infomedia and their impact on individuals and society.
2. The development of critical thinking ability.
3. The skill of efficient searching and critical selection of information.
4. Knowledge of multi-media production using appropriate technology.
5. Aesthetic appreciation of hypertext, graphic design and visual images.
6. Social participation in influencing the development of infomedia technology.

ProTo communication log analysis. The record of tutor and student communication during cycles one and
two was analysed using Boyd and McGee's (1995) guidance on facilitating dialogues using
computer-mediated communication. They suggest that facilitators provide both technical and
content-specific support; are responsible for regularly communicating with the group; communicate in ways
that require a response; and model standards of high quality interaction

Ecoschool bulletin board observation. The Ecoschool bulletin board was set up in September 1999 and
provided the student groups with a shared electronic space for presenting and discussing their ideas. Each
group had a separate area for their own use. The frequency and quality of communication was analysed as
well as the level of interaction between group members.

5 Evaluation Results
Student evaluation questionnaire data was collected from 12 of the 16 student groups over the three years.
The key points arising were:
In cycles one and two students who were apprehensive about using the technology felt that had been
successful and the majority of students found that resource production was enjoyable and had developed
their ICT skills.

Communication between groups was successful in cycles one and two but sporadic in cycle three. This
was attributed to pressure of work from other areas of their degree (Oulu), lack of clarity in terms of the
aims of the project and technological problems in Linz and Sheffield.
In cycle three, two of the five groups were critical of the lack of commitment of their partners.
Students in Sheffield requested formal computer sessions where they could meet and use university
facilities for the project. All students felt that their tutors had supported them in cycles one and two, but
three groups wanted clearer guidance in cycle three.

By cycle three the students from Falun and Oulu requested the use of chat and video conferencing
technology in any future work. Individual students in Linz and Sheffield experienced technical
difficulties during November 1999 due to network problems at their institutions.

Minutes of three Tutor evaluation meetings and five written reports state that:
The role of the tutor was clear in cycles one and two but not in cycle three
Cycle three was seen as a radical departure from previous work and was viewed as 'experimental'
Students in Linz, Oulu and Sheffield were hampered by block teaching practices taking place during
key times in the project.
Tutors were pleased with the progress made by their students in cycles one and two and had discussed
how work in cycle three could be improved.
Web page analysis using Lee's concept of infomedia literacy reveals:
Only two groups took a critical approach to the sources they used when constructing pages about their
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home city in cycle one.

Three groups overtly discussed the problems of representing people and places on their web pages in
cycle two.

Four groups of students in cycle one saw the pages as similar to written text so did not exploit the
advantages of hypertext fully.
All students changed from passive users of web pages to active publishers of their own content.

The students from Falun produced a website in cycle two that clearly demonstrated a collaborative
approach and a high level of aesthetic appreciation in regard to page design.
Students from Oulu and Falun were in general more adept at making critical comments about their own
and other's work than the Linz and Sheffield students.

ProTo communication log and Ecoschool bulletin board observation using McGee and Young's guidance
shows:
In cycles one and two tutors adequately fulfilled the roles of moderator, mediator and facilitator.
Tutors communicated with the participants by asking one or more questions, giving examples from their
own experience to add to discussions and modelling high quality interaction.
The cycle three work led to the production of questions and solutions but little discussion. In general
tutors did not moderate the discussion effectively as they were unsure of their roles.
The decision to limit the role of the tutor in cycle three had a negative effect on the level of interaction

and quality of discussion. Student evaluations reveal uncertainty about technical issues as well as
pleas for stronger leadership and rigid deadlines.

6 Discussion
The cycles of curriculum development and evaluation have identified many important features in the
development of collaborative ICT projects. Establishing an iiternational electronic community requires
access to reliable technology for the students and also skill and commitment on the part of the tutors.
Asynchronous communication is seen as one of the great advantages of electronic communication and
university tutors may take their own ease of access for granted. In a study of barriers to student computer
usage McMahon et al (1999) found that students identify real problems in accessing computers to complete
course tasks. A Sheffield student reflects their conclusions when evaluating her experience in cycle three:

If we had been given time in our lectures to get together and a set routine with
correspondence time every week then we would have got more out of it. As a group of
people we are all in different (teaching) groups, so getting together is difficult and finding
a PC when we have free time is also difficult.
This highlights the question of computer access as well as the importance of study and group work skills in
such a project. Very clear project goals and explicit expectations on student participation are also needed. Is
it the students ' responsibility to meet and organise communication sessions during their own time, or will
better levels of communication occur by booking computer access during student practical classes? If this is
done are the benefits of asynchronous communication being demonstrated? An unexpected outcome of this
project has been to highlight the importance of developing students' teamworking skills.
Once access is assured, the roles of the tutor as moderator, mediator and facilitator are crucial. A key finding

from the evaluation is that communication was much more successful when the tutors had a strong
moderating role in cycles one and two. When planning for cycle three, tutors limited the moderation role and

gave the student groups much more independence. The majority of the students interpreted this as poor
planning and one group described it as 'lack of leadership'. This highlights the complexity of the moderator's

role and a recommendation from this project would be that the tutors spend time in the final evaluation
meeting exploring their experiences in this role.

Developing a successful collaborative curriculum is dependent on creating a fine balance between resource
production and communication. In cycle one the web pages produced were basic, but quality of interaction
between students was high. In cycle two the web-based products were much more sophisticated but students

paid less attention to communication, perhaps because more academic credit was gained for page
development rather than communicating with fellow students. Student's work in the final cycle showed
some evidence of sound international cooperation, but less in-depth critical analysis. Experiences gained
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during the three cycles have led to the development of a formal curriculum unit (see
http://www.shu.ac.uk/schools/ed/teaching/dho/). Students will gain high grades only by giving equal
weighting to communication, resource production and critical evaluation in their group work.

Finally, teacher education students need to transfer their learning to a classroom situation. One student has

already set up a similar project whilst on teaching practice. In this example infant school children
communicated via email with children in Bermuda and compared their localities, hobbies and homes as part
of English and geography learning. Tutors need to set up opportunities for students to use their newfound
confidence and skill in the classroom. Nook Lane Primary School in Sheffield is now linked with partner
schools in Linz and Oulu as a result of the project, and students can now contribute to the development of
this partnership.

6.1 Future developments
As a result of ongoing evaluation the following developments have been planned for 2000-2001. A chat
facility had been added to the Euroland/Ecoschool discussion area in addition to the bulletin boards.
Building on the success of a trial video-conferencing session held in November 1999, students will be able
to use this form of communication from September 2000 in all countries. Students and teachers can also
now access the communication tools via the Hallam Geography Education web site as well as from the
Euro land web pages. Finally, with the imminent completion of the Euroland CD-ROM, the two projects will
be brought together. Students and teachers will be able to use the CD-ROM as a focus for collaboration and
discussion in the areas of infomedia literacy and multi-media development, the pedagogy of
computer-mediated collaboration and the comparison of European social and environmental learning.

7 Conclusion
The Euroland and Ecoschool projects represent successful examples of how an international perspective can
be developed in the university and school curricula. Sustained and effective communication is the key to
such initiatives, alongside ease of access to computing facilities and a focus on the crucial role of the tutor as

moderator. Both projects have provided tutors, students and pupils with membership of an expanding
European network, which is a solid platform for the development of further collaborative work.
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In this paper we discuss our observations of a group of 10 and 11 year old children
using an Interactive Learning Environment called the Ecolab. The design of this

software was informed by our interpretation of Vygotsky s Zone of Proximal
Development in which Interaction and Collaboration are definitive characteristics.
The relationship between the differences in interaction/collaboration style and the
learning gains made by the children are discussed. The results show that children
can be grouped into profiles according to the differences and similarities in their use
of the system and that common interaction features are influenced by the design of
the software being used. We suggest that children are poor at managing their own
learning experience with technology even when the software offers both
opportunities to complete challenging activities and support to ensure success. The
children in this study needed explicit direction towards activities which were beyond
their ability. However, caution with regard to this provision of direction is

important to ensure that the child is also offered opportunities for creativity: a
suggestion from the system about what and how to proceed is often sufficient.

Keywords: Interaction, Collaboration, ZPD, ILE.

1 Introduction
Computers are now an accepted part of classroom life for most young learners whether they are used for
communication, visualization, simulation experience or simply for fun. But how do children actually interact
with computers? Does the nature of their interactions vary from child to child in a way that could inform the
design of the software which engenders these interactions? This paper explores children s use of an Interactive
Learning Environment (ILE) called the Ecolab which was designed to help children learn about ecology. The

system attempts to fulfill the role of a more able learning partner for the child and invites collaborative
interaction. The collaboration is thus between the system and the child and not between children. Here we
describe the nature of the interactions that a class of children had with this system. The nature of these
interactions is considered in the light of pre- and post-test learning gains to explore the relationship between
learning and interaction style. The Ecolab software has been designed using a framework derived from our
interpretations of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [10, 1 I]. The ZPD describes the most fertile
interactions which occur between the more and less able members of an educational culture and focuses attention
on-how the more able can help learners to learn. The ZPD offers a theory of instruction which emphasizes the
inseparability of the teaching and learning processes and thus recognizes the inherent interactivity of children s
learning with computer software. It also stresses the need for learners to have the help of a collaborative
learning partner in the form of a peer, a teacher or in the case of the Ecolab, a computer. Within a Vygotskian,
socio-cultural model of education human activity is mediated by tools and sign systems that have arisen
through social interaction. Developmental explanations are used to address the complex internalisation process
by which the interpsychological relations between partners in social interaction becomes intrapsychological
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within the individual learner. Interaction and Collaboration are therefore definitive characteristics of the ZPD
which form the linchpin of the socio-cultural framework and thus form the focus of our investigations of
children using the software.
In this paper we provide a brief description of the Ecolab software before discussing an evaluation study of its
use. We report the results with particular emphasis upon the nature of the Interaction and Collaboration profiles
we were able to construct from our records of system use. We provide examples of individual learner s use of
the system and discuss the relationship between the nature of the interactions and the learning gains recorded
after system use.

2 Ecolab Software
Ecology is a subject that involves the study of relationships between organisms within our environment. These
relationships can be extremely complex; they can also be introduced in a simplified manner through concepts
such as food chains and food webs. These form the foundations of more complex ecosystems and are part of
the curriculum for primary school children in the United Kingdom. The Ecolab software provides 10 and 11

year old children with the facilities to build, activate and observe the ecological relationships which exist
between members of a simple food web in a woodland ecosystem. It provides a simulated ecology laboratory
environment into which the child places the animals and plants of her choice. This environment can be viewed
by the child from several different perspectives or views, including:
World - a picture of a woodland environment and the organisms the child has chosen to place within it.
Web - a traditional text book style diagram of the organisms in a food chain and food web.
Energy - a graphical representation of the energy levels of the organisms currently alive in the Ecolab.
History - a linear narrative of what has happened in the Ecolab world to date, which animal has eaten which
other animal for example.
As we have already stated the nature of the relationships that can exist between organisms in the real world can
be very complex. We wished to allow each of the children using our system to learn about relationships at a
level of complexity that was appropriate to them. We therefore built the learning environment in a manner that
would allow children to learn about relationships ranging from the simplest, between just two single organisms,

to the much more complex network of relationships that could exist in a very simple ecosystem involving
populations of organisms. The complexity of the relationships represented within the Ecolab can be varied at
any stage during the child's interaction with it. It is also possible to alter the abstractness of the terminology
used to describe the organisms in the Ecolab so that a snail, for example, can be described by the words
"herbivore", "primary consumer", or "consumer" as well as the word "snail".

In addition to this simulated laboratory environment, the system acts as a collaborative learning partner for each
learner which can provide assistance of the following sorts:

Extension of the learner s knowledge through increasing the complexity of the relationships she is asked to
study and/or the abstractness of the terminology used to describe what is happening in the Ecolab.
Collaborative Support which can take the shape of Activity Differentiation: in the form of alterations to the
difficulty of the activities the learner is asked to complete, or context sensitive Help of variable levels of quality
and quantity.

At the start of this paper we discussed our use of the Zone of Proximal Development to underpin our system
design and the importance of Interaction and Collaboration. In order to explore the nature of the interactions

children had with our software, the collaboration that might occur between system and learner, and the
relationship between interaction, collaboration and the changes in learning outcome recorded after system use,
we varied the manner in which collaboration from the system was offered to the learner. The Ecolab consists
of three system variations: VIS (Vygotskian Inspired System), WIS (Woodsian Inspired System) and NIS (Nontheoretically Inspired System). These three system manipulations implement different design elements in order
to adjust the assistance they provide (see [4] and [5] for more detail). The way in which each of the system
variations adopts a different approach is summarised in Table 1. In particular, VIS makes more decisions than
WIS which makes more decisions than NIS. In other words NIS gives the learner most freedom of choice to
the learner and VIS the least.
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3 Interactions with the Ecolab
An exploratory evaluation of the Ecolab software was conducted with a class of children aged 10 and 11 years.

We wanted to investigate the extent to which the system would be able to adjust to learners of differing
abilities, and also the ways in which the interactions and collaborations between user and system varied with
users of different abilities. The children's school assessments were therefore used to allocate each child to one
of three ability grouping: High, Average and Low. Prior to using the software each child completed a written
and a verbal pre-test, the latter of which was in the form of a structured interview recorded on audio tape. Each
child used the Ecolab software as an individual for a total of 60 minutes over two sessions. In addition, a 20
minute initial session with a smaller 'demo' versionensured that all children were comfortable with the mouse
skills required and the interface. After the system intervention subjects were given a written and verbal test,
identical to the pre-test, and a short additional extension interview. A delayed post-test was conducted 10
weeks after the end of the original post-test. Of the 30 children who started the study only 26 completed all
sessions between, and including, pre and post-test. The four who did not complete these sessions had either
left the school or been absent during the evaluation period. Only 24 completed all sessions including the
delayed post-test. Once again the reason for non-completion was absence from school.

Table 1 Collaborative Support within Ecolab

Collaborative Support within Ecolab
VIS

WIS

NIS

5.

5

2

Decision about Level of system

system and child

child

Help made by
Activity
Levels
of
Differentiation Available

3

3

child - system makes
suggestions

child

Levels of Help Available

(different levels provide
differing qualities of help
- 5 represents the greatest
and 1 the least)

3

Decision about type of system
and
Activity
level
Differentiation
made by
Extent of Learner Model
by
the
maintained
system and used to make
about
the
decisions

Bayesian Belief Network
values
(BBN)
of
representing the system's
beliefs about child's ZPD
its
from
support to be offered to formed
knowledge about the
the learner.

Record of help used to Record of Curriculum
enable

contingent nodes visited maintained

calculation of next help to help child keep track.
of
level.
Record
curriculum nodes visited
maintained

to

permit

amount of collaborative suggestions.
support used to date.
of system
Abstractness
Terminology selected by
Area of the Curriculum system

and complexity of the
next activity selected by
Ecolab View selected by

mostly child

child

child

child - system makes
suggestions

child

child

child

The results of the pre- and post-test were used to assess the efficacy of the three variations of the Ecolab
software. This work is reported elsewhere [4, 5] and is not the main focus of the current paper. It is the
character of the interactions between each child and the system that we will focus upon here. We wanted to
investigate what sorts of interactions had resulted in the greater learning gains and which systems had supported
and encouraged various types of interaction and collaboration in order to inform the design of our next system.
For each child a summary record of their interactions was produced from the detailed logs maintained during
their two sessions of system use and this was used to build up a picture of the types of interactions each child
experienced with the system (for full information see [4]).

Cognitive or learning styles have been a subject of active interest in recent years [1, 3, 6, 8], for a brief review
see [9]. The influence which a learner's style can have upon the way they interact with technology has also been
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recognised [7]. Within this literature there are examples of classification systems which differentiate learners
according to their learning preferences; for example, as serialists or holists [6]. The analysis of the annotated

interaction summaries of children's experiences with the Ecolab software takes a fresh perspective on
classification using only the styles of interaction or Profiles which can be found in the records of each child's
system use and emphasizing our interest in the nature of Interaction and Collaboration. Characteristics were
identified and children categorised through:

Interaction Profiles according to the character of their interactions with the Ecolab.
Collaboration Profiles according to the nature of the collaborative support provided by the system for the
child.

4 Results
One aspect of the evaluation looked at whether the different variations of the Ecolab had been more or less
effective in increasing the child's learning gain in terms of her understanding of the feeding relationships which
exist in a food web as reflected in the pre- and post-test data. This indicated that the system variation (VIS,
WIS or NIS) which the child used was relevant to her subsequent learning gain and a detailed discussion of
these results can be found in [5]. Here we wish to concentrate upon the analysis of the records of interaction
which was used to try and pinpoint the elements of VIS and WIS which led to their superior performance with
particular ability groups.

4.1 Interaction profiles.
There were two characteristics which could clearly be seen as either present, or largely absent within the
children s interactions. These were referred to as:

Busyness and

Exploration
Busyness was considered to be a characteristic of interactions in which the children completed an average or
above average number of actions of any type, such as adding an organism to their Ecolab world or making one
organism eat another. The interaction summaries of these children contained an above average number of
events. The opposite of Busyness is referred to as Quietness.
Exploration was considered to be a characteristic of an interaction if the child had been involved in some sort of

action which allowed her to experience more than one level of complexity or more than one level of
terminology abstraction, beyond her initial starting levels. The opposite of Exploration is referred to as
Consolidation.
Some children also switched frequently from one type of interaction to another. For example, they might
switch from attempting to make one animal eat another, to looking at their organisms in a different view (i.e.
perspective), to accessing a new activity entirely. Their interactions contained no or few series of repeated
actions of the same type. They were particularly prone to frequent changes of view. These users have been
characterised as hoppers. Other learners exhibited a more persistent approach, with sets of actions of a similar
type grouped together. These users have been referred to as persisters.
These characteristics allow the children to be categorised , in principle, into 1 of 8 (2x2x2) possible Interaction
Profiles.
The three parameters of categorisation: Busy/Quiet, Exploration/Consolidation and Hopper/Persister bear some
similarity to features found in other categorisation systems. Pask's [6] differentiation of tendencies in learners
towards being either "top-down" holists or being "bottom-up" serialists shares some common ground with the
Hopper/Persister characteristic, for example. The differentiation of exploration from continuing activity at a
level of consolidation is likewise similar to the challenge/safety division of [2]. However, the motivation for
the analysis reported in this paper was not the presentation of a generally applicable categorisation system. The
aim was twofold:
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To investigate the relationship between interaction style and learning gain.

To examine how each of the system variations (VIS, WIS and NIS) of the Ecolab supported and
encouraged particular learning styles.

Children fell into 6 of the 8 possible Interaction Profile groups.

The distribution within these groups is

illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2 Interaction Profile Membership
Profile Description
Busy - Exploring - Persister (BEP)
Busy - Exploring - Hopper (BEH)
Busy - Consolidating - Persister (BCP)
Busy - Consolidating - Hopper (BCH)
Quiet - Consolidating - Persister (QCP)
Quiet - Exploring - Persister (QEP)

% of children in Profile group
28%
12%
8%
12%

20%
20%

4.1.1 Examples of User Interaction Profiles
SIO (Gene) was a typical example of the Busy - Exploring - Persister style of interacter. Her first action was to

switch from world view to energy view and then back to world view. She then added 15 organisms to the
Ecolab and visited energy view again. Upon switching back to world view she made one of her organisms eat
another, switching to energy view to see the effect. This pattern of making organisms act, either eating or
moving and looking at the effect in an increasing number of different views continued. Introductory,
investigative and rule-definition activity types were completed for the first two nodes in the curriculum before
her first session drew to a close. She chose not to save her current Ecolab world which meant that at the start

of her next session her first actions were the addition of organisms. Once again she added all 15 and then
moved into the next phase of food web complexity and used more abstract terminology to view her organisms.
Whilst the nature of the actions she completed was now more advanced and several instances of help were used,
her pattern of activity remained one of initiating an action or actions appropriate to the evident goal. Actions

were often completed in pairs and were followed by viewing the result from different perspectives (most
commonly, energy, web and world). She did not experiment with writing a program or attempt to escape
from completing the activities offered to her.

This profile group contains only high and average ability children from the VIS and WIS system user groups.
In terms of performance at post-test there was a tremendous spread: A Busy Exploring - Persister style learner
attained the lowest learning gain, another, the second highest learning gain. The high ability children within
the group all achieved an above average learning gain, but within the average ability children there was a wider
spread of learning gain scores. Membership of this group was limited to VIS and WIS users, of whom the VIS
users all achieved above average post-test learning gains, including the highest learning gain within this user
group.

4.2 Collaboration profiles.
Two characteristics were found to be the most useful for differentiating collaborative style within the
interactions: Amount of support and Depth of support used. These collaboration characteristics were used to
group the children into one of four Collaboration Profile groups.

Amount of support: the average amount of activity differentiation (i.e. the degree to which the activity is
presented in a simpler form) and the average number of help instances for the experimental group was
calculated. An above average amount of either activity differentiation or instances of help was the criteria
necessary for a child to be considered as using 'Lots' of collaborative support.

Depth of support: this characteristic was based upon the level of help and level of differentiation used. Once
again the average levels used within the experimental group were calculated. Help or differentiation above the
average level resulted in a child being considered as using 'Deep' or higher level support.
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Interactions could be grouped into all 4 of the possible Collaboration Profiles. The first group was the largest
and was further divided in accordance with the type of support which was most prevalent. The distribution of
children into these groups is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3 Distribution of children within Collaboration Profile groups
Profile Description

% of children
in Profile

Profile sub-group
Description

Lots and Deep (LD)

53%

Differentiation
and Help
Differentiation
Help

Lots and Shallow (LND)
Little and Deep (NLD)
Little and Shallow (NLND)

% of children
in Profile subgroup
19%
19%
15%

12%
16%
19%

4.2.1 Examples of User Collaboration Profiles
SI (Jason's) use of the available support was typical of the Lots and Deep profile group and of a user of above
average amounts of both help and activity differentiation. He used level 4 help early in his first session of
system use to achieve success in making organisms eat each other. His initial activities were completed with
maximum differentiation of level 3. This was gradually reduced and then increased again. During his first
session of system use he completed a range of activities for three nodes in the first phase of the curriculum. All
instances of successful help were at level 4 or level 5. Fewer activities were completed during his second
session. However, these activities were at a lower level of differentiation and there were fewer instances of
help.

This Collaboration Profile group was the largest and was subdivided to account for the type of support used.
Only VIS and WIS system users shared the profile. Jason was a member of the subgroup which used above
average amounts and levels of both activity differentiation and help. This subgroup again consisted only of
high and average ability children whose mean learning gain is above the average for the whole class (16% as
compared to the class average of 11.5%). The subgroup of children who used greater levels of differentiation
than help contained children from all ability groups. This second subgroup also produced above average
learning gains at post-test (18% as compared to the class average of 11.5%). The last subgroup of children,
who used greater amounts of help than differentiation, were all average ability children. Their average learning
gain was well below the class average (3.9% as compared to the class average of 11.5%).
System variation had a greater impact upon the nature of the Interaction and Collaboration profiles than ability.

A Pearson Chi-squared statistical test was also used to assess the relationship between the Ability groups,
System Variation Groups, Interaction Profile Groups and the Collaboration Profile Groups. There was a
significant association between System variation membership and Collaboration Profile membership (X2 =
28.52, df = 6, p < .0001), and also between System variation membership and Interaction Profile membership
(X2 = 25.79, df = 10, p < .01).
So far little has been said about the NIS user group, they have not belonged to either of the Profiles used in the
examples. In fact, all the NIS users belonged to a Consolidating Interaction profile; there were no explorers in
this system user group. In addition, and as has previously been mentioned, no NIS users were in the Lots and
Deep Collaboration profile group.
S9's (Tim's) Interaction profile which was that of a Quiet, Consolidating Persister, was typicalof a NIS system
user. His initial session consisted of adding a single snail and then making 11 view changes to look at this
organism from all perspectives. This initial stage was followed by a series of organism additions (commonly
in blocks of 4); single actions, such as move or eat commands, in blocks of 1 to 5; and view changes which
were almost always in pairs. In session 2 he adopted the commonly seen approach of adding a considerable
number of organisms to start (in this case 12) and then once again completing single actions and view changes.

Likewise S26 (Karlie) s Collaboration profile reflecting low use of all types of help (Little and Shallow:
NLND) was typical. She placed herself at the far extreme of food web complexity and started dealing with
populations of organisms straight away. She only completed one type of action during both sessions of
computer use: she built food webs using the build web command. Initially she made errors and used only
occasional low level feedback, persisting until successful. The children in this profile group were all of high or
average ability, but their average learning gains were well below average (5.2% as compared to the class average
of 11.5 %)

A further difference found within the NIS user group relates to the relationship between ability and learning
gain. In the VIS and WIS user groups it was the higher ability children who achieved the greatest learning
gains. By contrast, amongst the NIS users none of the high ability children made an above average learning
gain, in fact the only learners who made above average learning gains were the low ability children. Whilst the
numbers are small and the study exploratory this result is interesting and is certainly informing our current
research. We had expected that of all three systems, the one which left most control within the hands of the
learner would be most effective with the more able learners. Our results indicate that the opposite was in fact
the case in our study.

5 Conclusions
This is an initial exploratory study with small numbers of children. However, there are several observations
which are informative in building up a picture of the sorts of interactions which children experienced with the
version of the system they used. VIS was the system which explicitly selected the next curriculum area for the
Not
surprisingly, all VIS users were members of profile groups with the 'Exploring' characteristic present. The split
between 'Busy' and 'Quiet' was almost even. Only two of the VIS users scored a below averagdearning gain at
post-test and both were in the same 'Quiet, Exploring, Persister' profile group. The majority ofWIS users were
also 'Exploring' profile group members and only one did not belong to a 'Busy' profile group.However, whilst
all the WIS above average learning gain achievers were members of 'Exploring' profile groups, the below
average achievers were all members of different profile groups, with no common features between all of them.

child to complete and controlled the complexity and abstractness of the learning environment.

The WIS system variation did not set the curriculum area for the users, but did make suggestions which
resulted in it being easier for a WIS user to avoid being an 'Explorer' thana VIS user. The NIS users were the
children with the greatest freedom and the least finely tuned help system. It is perhaps not surprising therefore
that none of them belonged to a profile group with the 'Exploring' characteristic. They were evenly split
between being 'Busy' and 'Quiet' and the majority were 'Persisters'. Only two NIS users achievedbove average
learning gains and unlike the WIS and VIS users, both were in profile groups which shared the 'Comfortable'
characteristic, they were also both in the low ability group.
These results suggest that simply providing children with the means for extension through becoming involved
in challenging activities is not enough to ensure that these challenging activities are undertaken. The child
needs also to be explicitly directed towards activities which are beyond her ability. However, caution with

regard to this provision of direction is important to ensure that the child is also offered opportunities for
creativity. The success of WIS indicates that a suggestion about what and how to proceed is often sufficient.
The consistency within the high and average ability groups across the different systems for above average
learning gain achievement to be linked to the 'Exploring' profile characteristic isnot reflected in the low ability
group. The definition of the 'Exploring' characteristic may of coursebe too crude to encompass the possibility
that the low ability children were 'Exploring' within interactions in a single phase of the Ecolab.
The manner in which each variation of the system collaborates with the child is a design feature of that variation
and as such a big influence upon the resultant user C_ ollaboration Profile. It was no surprise, therefore, that

there was a significant association between system variation and collaborative support profile membership.
However, it is possible, in principle, for a user of any of the variations to interact in line with any of the
Collaboration Profiles described. In reality Collaboration Profile 'Lots and Deep' was exclusive to VIS and
WIS users, whereas Collaboration Profiles 'Lots and Shallow' and'Little and Deep' were exclusive to WIS and
NIS users. The only system which allocated both help and differentiation to users was VIS, so the fact that
VIS users all used a high quantity and quality of help is unsurprising. WIS users often used a high level of
assistance too, but in smaller quantities, they all belong to profiles where the support used was of a high level.
In contrast, all NIS users are in profile groups in which the level of support is low. The choice of help

available to NIS users was admittedly more limited being of only two levels, however none of the users ever
chose to use the higher level of help offered.

The absence of some forms of assistance from the interaction summaries of the less successful users offers
support for the suggestion that it is the combination of being challenged, or extended, plus the provision of
ample quantities and qualities of support which is important for learning. The lower ability children present a
somewhat different picture as there is no apparent consistency between the use of collaborative support and
learning gain. The only tentative conclusions are that this group responded to interactions in which the extent
of the challenge was limited and that the nature of the assistance the system could offer was not effective for
them. Those who were successful took up less different types of assistance and tackled less of the curriculum
than their successful more able peers. There is also evidence that these children were not good at managing
their own learning. The NIS Interaction and Collaboration profiles in particular would suggest that children
who are given control for their own learning experience are not good at setting themselves challenging tasks or
indeed seeking collaborative support. Our current work with children is investigating this issue in more depth.
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Today, computer literacy courses in general education are common in Japanese
universities. Usually, such courses include word processing and spread sheet
calculation, in which the control operation is given by clicking a mouse cursor
on a computer display. Students tend to pay attention only to the mouse and
the display, which are situated at the most external level of the computer. Thus,

it is very difficult for many students to understand what is going on in the
internal level of the computer and the present status of learning. The above point
of view has led us to the following hypothesis: Observing the movement of data

and control of the operating system in the internal level helps students
understand the essence, which will be a basis of their further studies on
computers. We have designed and implemented two kinds of computer
simulators: (1) The one that visualizes the internal execution of a computer, and
(2) the one that does not visualize the internal execution. We made experimental
uses of both simulators in an actual course and compared the two results. We
concluded that the simulator visualizing internal execution has a better effect.
Furthermore, we obtained the following result: Presenting the movement of the
data and control of the operating system helps students understand the computer
operation.

Keywords: computer literacy, internal execution, computer operation,
visualization

1 Introduction
As the availability of computers increase, more computer literacy education is widely offered at universities,
including those departments affiliated with the liberal arts. The instruction offered usually includes how to
use word processors, spreadsheets, and how to access the Internet. The operating system used in most cases
is Microsoft Windows and the most commonly used input device is a mouse.
It

is often observed that students have a perfunctory and vague attitude when responding to their

manipulation of fragmentary data appearing on the screen with a mouse. However, if students are able to
comprehend what is taking place inside the computer and also have a general idea of the state of the OS
(operating system) at each moment, they will be able to understand the fundamentals of the computer
operation. This, in turn, would make subsequent learning easier. In other words, the potential of further
understanding the computer is limited when only superficial operating procedures are learnt. Therefore, we
hypothesized that visualizing the computer's internal operations would contribute to the student's higher
understanding of the process, such as how a file is moved to a storage location by the current manipulation,

which is one step beyond the computer display. In 'The Report on General Information Processing

Education"(1) published by the Information Processing Society of Japan, the importance of computer
literacy education is mentioned. However, many universities are struggling to come up with effective
teaching methods. (2),(3)

In the past, there were researches done (4),(5) in education that used computers to simulate the computer
itself, for example. Further researches on dynamically visualizing the contents of learning include an
algorithm animation (6),(7),(8),(9),(10), a program execution and visualization of calculation operations
(I 1),(12),and visualization of OS (13),(14). Most of these researches are concerned with students of
computer science, whereas this paper takes up an internal simulation of Windows OS, which is frequently
used in the general computer literacy education including that offered to liberal arts students. In this study, a
system was developed that simulates computer operations that goes one step deeper than the normal
computer "exterior". The authors then carried out an experiment using the system to a group of liberal arts
students and evaluated it.
The purpose of this study is to increase the learner's understanding and subsequent learning by providing
visualization of the permanent storage, file movement, and the change in OS controls within the computer.

2 Development of the Simulator
2.1 Structure of the Simulator
The computer system used in the simulator includes a computer, display, keyboard, printer, and a floppy disk.
Two locations inside the computer are shown schematically; The one is a hard disk, which we will be calling

a "permanent storage" in the following sections, where files and software are stored; the other one is a
memory area, which we will be calling a "temporary storage", used as working space, where files and
software retrieved from the permanent storage are transferred to. The OS used was Windows and the word
processing software Microsoft Word was simulated. Visualization of two word processing operations
involving,
(1) change in the OS control
(2) file (data) transfer
were devised, and two types of simulators were developed.

The one, which we call type A in the following sections, visualizes the computer's internal permanent and
temporary storages along with the previously mentioned computer equipment, and simulates the movement
of the Windows OS controls and the file transfer. The other one, which we call type B, simulates only the
Windows OS controls and file transfer operations; in other words, the internal parts of the computer is not
included in type B.

Furthermore, the learner's use of the simulator can be recorded to show a learning history. Visual Basic Ver.
5 was used as the language for developing the simulators.

2.2 Simulator Functions
2.2.1 Type A Simulator Functions

When the simulator starts, the same environment is presented as when the learner uses MS Word. The
input-output devices as well as the computer's internal permanent and temporary storage locations that
cannot be seen from the outside are displayed (see Figure 1). Although the data in the permanent storage are
maintained even if the power supply is turned off, the data in the temporary storage are lost.

The simulator has a color display in order to make it easier to understand visually. Initially, the entire
background is in gray and only the computer display, like the real one, is in black. The color red is used for
important 'terns. When the power is turned on, the computer display turns into a light cyan color and
becomes ready for operation. At each stage, significant colors are assigned to regions where files and
software such as Windows and Word are allocated. The colors are assigned based on the operations and the
timing when such operations occur When the permanent and temporary storage areas become ready for use,

the background changes to light blue, and when the software or files are executed, that region's color
changes to yellow, and then changes to orange the next time something is added to it. When quitting,
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although the area returns to the gray color, if there is text in the memory, the text is shown in black to
indicate that it remains as part of the memory.

In addition, an arrow (=>) is employed to show the controls relating to Windows and Word, and another
arrow (->) is used to show the file and data transfer.

In the simulator, the internal operations of the computer are reproduced according to the state transitions,
and expressed according to the commands contained in Word's File menu. The names of the software,
devices and areas are those of the simulator used in the simulator's screen display.

(1) Before turning on the power, the student enters his/her student identification number and name in the
spaces on the screen in response to prompts for the purpose of recording the learning history.
(2) Power is turned on.
A red power switch (alternates between "on" and "off') located at the bottom right-hand corner of the
display is pushed. Windows starts up from files stored in the permanent storage and the Word icon is
displayed at the bottom of the display.
(3) Starting Word
Word is started using the Word icon. The permanent storage, temporary storage, and the display regions

for Word are set up. [File E)] for the file menu appears in the upper left corner of the screen. An
arrow is displayed to indicate that the file transfer and the text editing operations are under Word's
control.
(4) The work is proceeded by selecting the following prescribed menus from the "File" menu.
New Document (N)

Text is input and shown in two yellow areas indicating the temporary storage and the display. An
example is shown in Figure 1.
Open (0)
The name of the saved document is input into the dialog box that appears on the screen. The saved file
is displayed in the temporary storage and the display.
Close (C)

The display and the temporary storage are closed. The text of the document located in the permanent
storage is displayed.
Save (S)

The text is added to the document in real time. It is saved in the permanent storage in the same location
as the original document.
Save As (A)
When an arbitrary file name is input into the dialog box presented on the screen, the document in the
temporary storage is transferred to the permanent storage. An example is shown in Figure 2.
Print (P)

The document in the temporary storage is shown for printing.
Quit (X)

Word is shut down and the text in the temporary storage and the display disappears. The contents of the
permanent storage remain, and the region turns into gray.

Figure 1 Example of the "New Document" menu
by simulator A

Figure 2 Example ofthe "Save As" menu
by simulator A
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(5) Quitting Word
To quit Word, the Quit (X) command from the File menu is selected. The learning history during the
use of the simulator is saved.
(6) Power is Turned Off
The power is turned off when the power switch is pressed.
2.2.2 Type B Simulator Functions

The display of simulator B does not show the internal parts of the computer including the permanent and
temporary storages unlike the previous simulator. Consequently, only the display, keyboard, printer, and the
floppy disk that are seen during a normal operation of the computer are displayed. All the simulator
functions related to these devices are exactly the same as the simulator A. An example of the "Print" menu is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 Usage of simulator
Figure 3 Example of the "print" menu
by simulator B

3 Experiment Using the Simulator
3.1 Method of the Experiment
Experiments were conducted using the two simulators, A and B.

Subjects included 77 students

(ranging from freshmen to seniors) from the law department of a private university. The subjects had already
learned a word processing application (Word) and how to access the Internet in the first half of the semester

in a beginner's computer course. Subjects were divided into two groups, with 39 subjects using the
simulator A and 38 subjects using the simulator B. Both groups answered questionnaires prior to their
participation, performed a variety of tasks using the simulators, and answered questionnaires at the end of
the study. Contents of the questionnaires were the same for both simulator A and simulator B groups. The
initial questionnaire asked about the subject's personal characteristics and 16 questions on the use of Word.
The post-study questionnaire included the same 16 questions and additional ones related to their final
impressions of using the simulator. The subjects were asked to select one of four answers (correct, probably
correct, probably incorrect, and incorrect) in order to assess the subject's degree of confidence vhen
answering.

3.2 Description of the Experiment
The following three tasks were given to both simulator A and simulator B groups during usage:
(1) Turn on the power, start Word, input text into a new document, and save the document as a named file.
(2) Open the saved file and print it.
(3) Add text to the saved file and save. Turn off the power.

These tasks were conducted in sequence and performed once without exception. The second time subjects
used the simulator, they were permitted to perform any of the available functions they found interesting
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without limitation. The usage of simulator is shown in Figure 4.

4 Results of the Experiment
4.1 Analysis of Variance of Results
Scores are analyzed by analysis of variance. The sources of variance included (I) method: the two
methods employed in simulator A and simulator B respectively, (2) time: pre- and post-simulator usage, and
(3) questions: the 16 questions in the questionnaire.
The answers to the questions were weighted according to the following scheme: Correct (4 points), probably
correct (3 points), probably incorrect (2 points), and incorrect (1 point). The analysis of variance is shown in
Table 1.

A significant difference of 1% level of significance(p<0.01) was observed between the
methods used for simulator A and Simulator B. A significant difference of 1% level of
significance(p<0.01) was also observed for time and for questions respectively. There was
also interaction of 1% level of significance(p<0.01) between time and the questions. However,
there was no significant interaction between the remaining combinations, that is, between method and time,
method and questions, or method, time and questions.
Table 1

Analysis of variance in simulator usage experiment

Source

DF

Sum of

Mean

Squares

Square

F Value

Pr > F

Method
1

5.769

5.769

10.30

0.0013 **

1

14.344

14.344

25.62

0.0001 **

Question

15

312.882

20.859

37.26

0.0001 **

Time*Question

15

23.786

1.586

2.83

0.0002 **

(type A ,type B)
Time
(pre,post)

1

0.355

0.355

0.63

0.4262

Method*Question

15

5.274

0.352

0.63

0.8541

Mthd*Time*Qstn

15

6.294

0.420

0.75

0.7350

2400

1343.71

0.560

Method*Time

Error

**p<0.01

An analysis of variance of pre- and post- usage of simulator A and simulator B was conducted using the
mean of each subject's total scores. The results are shown in Table 2.

A significant difference of 5% (p<0.05) was observed with regards to pre- and post- usage of simulator A
suggesting that the simulator experience had a significant effect. The pre - and post- usage of simulator B
also showed a difference of less than 10% significant tendency (p<0.10).

In contrast, no significant difference was observed between pre-usage of simulators A and B, nor between
post-usage of simulators A and B.

Table 2 Analysis of variance of pre- and post- usage of simulator

type A
type B

pre
54.744

post
57.564

55.632
53.579
(Mean of Tatal score

type A : Test of the difference between pre- and post- usage
Pr > F
F Value
Sum of Mean
DF
Squares

Time

1

Error

76

Total

77

Square

155.13

155.13

2245.03
2400.15

29.54

5.25

0.0247

* p<0.05

type B : Test of the difference between pre- and post- usage
Pr > F
F Value
DF Sum of
Mean
Squares

Time

1

80.05

Error

74

1786.11

Total

75

1866.16

Square

80.05
24.14

3.32

0.0726

4.2 Discussion of Analysis of Variance of the Experiment
As mentioned in 4.1, a significant difference of 1% (p<0.01) was seen between simulators A and B. In
addition, a significant difference of 5% (p<0.05) was seen between the pre- and post-usage of simulator A.

Thus, it is regarded that the learners' understanding increased as a result of visually experiencing the
computer's internal processes and the movement of files with simulator A. Understanding how files actually
move inside a computer in relation to the operations they have already learned may have contributed to
clearing learners' ambiguous understanding about how computers handle files. We can therefore conclude
that visualizing the internal operations of the computer by simulator A was effective.

On the other hand, there was also a significant tendency in the results of the use of simulator B. The fact
that exercising conventional operations in a similar operational environment still had an effective tendency
suggests that the use of the simulator helped them acquire a condensed or simplified perception of how the
files are manipulated. This could also be understood from the impression gained after analyzing the postsimulator usage questionnaires.

5 Changes in student's understanding for each problem
(1) "Windows" goes into operation at start-up.
(2) "Word" is under "Windows" management.
(3) Text that is not saved will disappear when the computer is shut down.
(4) Saved files can be retrieved again.
(5) "Word" goes into operation by double-clicking an icon.
(6) The document stored inside the computer disappears when it is printed.
(7) In order to protect against lightening, long text should sometimes be saved while inputting.
(8) When a file is closed, the text displayed on the screen or in temporary storage does not disappear.
(9) When a file is opened, it is shown on the display or called to the temporary storage.
(10) When a file is closed, the saved document disappear.
(11) When a file is saved, it is contained in the storage(floppy disk or hard disk).
(12) If a blank screen is saved, the file is empty.
(13) When you quit "Word", the text is displaying on the screen.
(14) When you open a file and change the content, then it is impossible to save again.
(15) You should specify a name when retrieving a file.
(16). It is not guaranteed that the document is saved when the system or software quits suddenly.
Table 3 Summary of Questionnaire
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The problems were 16 questions relating to the use of "Word". A simple summary is shown in Table 3.

An analysis of variance was conducted with respect to the pre- and post- usage of simulator A. The results
are shown in Table 4.

The results of the F-test indicated changes before and after the simulator usage in the following situations.
(1). For simulator A, answers to Q2 (Word is controlled by Windows) showed a significant difference of 1%
(p<0.01), Q13 (Quitting Word) also showed a significant difference of 5% (p<0.05), and Q5 (Word icon)

showed less than 10% significant tendency of less than 10%. The post-usage effect of simulator A on
questions related to the OS was quite apparent. Use of simulator A is thus thought to be successful since the

students were able to grasp the general notion that the application being used was operating under the
control of the OS. In particular, correct answers to Q2 increased as much as 60% with respect to the before
and after ratio using simulator A, and this increase is far greater than that for simulator B (34%). This result
shows that displaying the internal operations of the computer system was highly effective.

(2) Q9 (Opening a saved file) and Q11 (Saving a file) involve retrieving data from and storing data in the
permanent storage which are basic file manipulation operations. In simulator A, the permanent storage
and transfer operations are visualized, and showed a significant effect with a significant difference of 1%
(p<0.01) seen for both Q9 and Q11.

Table 4 Analysis of variance of each question
pre- and post- usage of simulator A
Question pre-typeA post-typeA F Value
Mean
Mean

Pr > F

1

3.92

3.92

0.00

1.0000

2

2.95

3.79

37.55

0.0001

3

3.56

0.00

1.0000

4

3.90

3.56
3.95

0.71

5

3.21

2.90

0.4020
0.0929

6

3.74

3.56
3.77

0.07

0.7952

7

3.28

3.51

1.99

0.1623

8

2.56

2.46

0.17

0.6838

9

3.23

3.69

7.30

0.0085

10

3.54

3.62

0.21

0.6448

11

3.51

3.87

7.32

0.0084

12

3.05

0.8408

3.62

0.04
4.28

14

3.00
3.26
3.79

3.74

0.20

0.6585

15

3.82

3.90

0.77

0.3818

16

3.46

3.54

0.28

0.5986

13

0.0421

**

t

**
**
*

number of samples : 39
**
*

t

p<0.01

p<0.05

p<0.10 significant tendency

6 Conclusions
Two types of simulators that simulate the operation of Word under the Windows OS were developed for the
computer literacy education. Operation tests involving 77 university students were performed using both
types of simulators. The results indicated that simulator A, which simulated the internal operations of the
computer, was more effective.

We believe that when learning how to operate a computer, learning only the operating procedures makes it
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difficult to understand the status of the computer at any given moment.

Therefore, in order to help students understand what is going on in the present situation of learning, we
developed a simulator that visualized internal executions. The results of the experiment using simulator A,
which showed the internal executions, and simulator B, which did not, revealed the following.

(1) A significant difference of 1% (p<0.01) was observed between simulator A, which displayed the
computer's internal executions, and simulator B, which did not. A significant difference of 5% (p<0.05)

was seen between the pre- and post- usage of simulator A. It indicates that simulator A was more
effective.
(2) Using simulator A, internal operations such as OS control, retrieving data from the permanent storage

area, and saving data to the permanent storage area were well understood.

These results indicate that visualization of the internal executions of a computer is effective in computer
literacy education.
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The Criteria and Evaluation of
Metadata/Keywords in Image Retrieval
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Nowadays, a large amount of digital images are being stored worldwide in
Internet. As an educational means, images stored in Internet have a big potential.
Teachers can show the students pictures or images instead of actual things. The
Internet is so rapidly expanding and becomes so complicated that the ways to
retrieve images effectively from Internet database are now getting more difficult.
In this paper we consider an image database about nretadata type. We place a

special emphasis on keyword itself in the metadata, and show the criteria of

keyword, not the framework of them. Good keywords are needed in the
database so that the retriever can get what he/she really wants. First we survey
the necessity of metadata: especially keyword for image database. Next we

consider and present the criteria for consistent and appropriate keywords,
distinguishing subjective keywords from objective ones. And we examine and
assess them. Furthermore we append a new item, importance, to our criteria.

Keywords Image Retrieval, Metadata, Criteria

1 Introduction
Over the years large amounts of computer-aided images are being stored in Internet owing to widely
available digital recording devices, such as digital cameras, scanners, and economical large size storage. For
the effective management of those digital images, an image album or an image filing system has the subject

of study and it has remarkably developed. And the Internet is so rapidly expanding and becomes so
complicated that the effective retrieval methods of images from database becomes more and more important.

As an educational means, image presentation is very important. Because teaches cannot usually bring actual

thing into classrooms, they show students the pictures or images instead. Or when the students use the
Internet by themselves the images surely help them to learn fast and effectively.

There are 3 kinds of image database: feature type, sensitiveness type, and metadata type. Feature type (cited
as [1] and [2]) is based on the colors or shapes of object in the images. When the retriever puts in color or

shape, the system starts searching directly the database with color histograms or shape. In the case of
sensitiveness type (cited as [3] and [4]), the retriever puts in sensitive words and the system exchanges them
for color information and searches the database. In the case of metadata type (cited as [5]), each image in the
database is already given metadata, which explains its characteristics by texts or digits, and the retriever
searches the database using the metadata.

Our concern in this paper is of metadata type. Of this type, first, database creators define the structure or the
framework of metadata. Second, database administrators attach metadata to images according to it in the
database. Third, a retriever specifies texts as a key to the database. Finally the database system searches
images using the metadata which is given by administrator and also using the texts which are keyed in by the
retriever. Examples of metadata are keywords, texts, classification items and so on.
The metadata of image database system metadata needs consistency and appropriateness. If it often happens
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that some of metadata are irregular or incomplete, the retriever cannot find images which he/she really wants.
Especially of commercial systems, the reputation of the database is determined by the quality of metadata.

We place special emphasis on keywords in the metadata because they are the basic component of metadata.
In Section 2 the necessity of metadata, especially keyword of image database, is discussed. In Section 3 the
criteria of consistent and appropriate keywords is considered. In Section 4 the criterion, which we discussed
in Section 3, is examined. In Section 5 our conclusion is presented and the future work is discussed.

By the way, we are not concerned here the structure or the framework of metadata. It needs another
consideration. In ISO, the structure of metadata for multimedia contents description, MPEG-7 [6], is now
being standardized. MPEG-7 will provide the distribution and utilization of multimedia contents with
content-based retrieval. The application will be distance learning, a stream database, a personal TV, and so
on. MPEG-7 will become International Standard at September 2001.

2 Metadata and Keyword
Good metadata is needed in the database so that the retriever can get what he/she really wants. In storing
database with images, we give texts, especially words as metadata to them. These words can be defined as
keywords. They are given to images and used when a retriever searches the database. Database system
searches images based on keywords which he/she specifies.
Therefore when incompatible keywords are given to images in the database, a retriever cannot get images
which he/she really wants, even if he/she puts in any compatible keywords. In next Section we show the
criteria of good keyword, which discussed and experienced before in [7].

3 The criteria of keyword
We shall discuss the criteria of keyword in detail.
Giving appropriate keywords
A retriever depends only on keywords. Therefore the images need to be given beforehand the keywords

which represent them precisely. For example, we should distinguish "people" from "doll" because he/she
may really want the image of a doll, not of people. Or it depends on the retrievers of the database which is
appropriate "cal" or "BMW". The database administrator should expect how the retriever uses keywords
when he/she gives keywords to the image.
As many keywords as possible
An image has a lot of views. For an example, in Figure

; some people takes it for the figure of pond,
some of others for monument. Obviously only a single keyword is not adequate to describe its whole
concept.
Therefore, a number of keywords should be given to an image so that it can precisely correspond to the
keywords. The retriever can more easily obtain the images which he/she really wants.
Distinguish subjective keywords from objective
We can define a lot of keywords for one image. They may be divided into two types. One is objective; the
other is subjective. In figure ; objective keywords are, for example, "pond", and "monument". Whereas
"summer" and "shine" are subjective factors, because they are viewer' s impressions of this image. They are
subjective keywords. The former is more general than the latter.

You might think that you need only objective keywords. However, a retriever's needs are generally divided
into two types: subjective and objective. In Figure ; he/she wants a summer picture. "Summer" is a
subjective word. If the database does not have subjective keyword, he/she cannot find such an image. He/she
must hit objective keywords instead of "summer". Accordingly there are subjective needs in so many cases
that subjective keywords are to be needed. For this reason, both subjective and objective keywords are
needed in an image database.
And subjective keywords are to be distinguished from objective ones. Here is an example. A retriever wants
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an image of "sea atmo sphere". In a database, one image represents the impression of sea, that is, "beach".
The other image represents the sea itself. When he/she specifies a keyword "sea", the database system
searches an image with keyword "sea". It hits two images: the sea itself and the beach. However, what
he/she really wants is the sea image, not a beach one. So that a subjective keyword should be given a
subjective marker in the database, to distinguish it from objective one. The retriever finds the image more
easily and precisely by putting in the keywords with a subjective marker. Such is the criteria of keyword.

4 Examination and Assessment of the criteria
We examined above mentioned criteria to assess the effectiveness.

We arranged seven persons (5 males and 2 females; all adults). First of all, we showed them our criteria
discussed in Section 3 as a book-style. We call it "keyword boon'. Next, we show them 20 images, one per
one paper. The contents of them are sight, animals, texture and so on. We included pictures of various image
types. We scanned, digitized and printed pictures by a color laser printer. Then we let them give keywords to
these images. They gave keywords to the images referring the keyword book as many as they liked. We did
not limit the number of keywords for each image.

Finally we let 3 specialists give keywords to same images separately. And we compared the former
keywords (by 7 persons) with the latter keywords (by 3 specialists) so that we might assess the contents of
both keywords. In the following section we discuss about the result of this examination.

4.1 Number of keywords and the appropriateness
The result of our experiment are presented in Table ? Total number of keywords is 416 for 20 images. In
average there are about 21 keywords for an image. The relationship of keywords and object in each image is
roughly as many. The specialists added total 103 keywords to those given 7 persons.
It is the tendency that specialists give keywords to the small objects in each image. Especially there are a lot
of objective keywords, which are given to images that has many objects. 7 persons and 3 specialists gave the
7 persons gave only 5 keywords: while 3 specialists did 29.
same keywords to Figure r But to Figure
And the keywords by 7 persons are different from the ones by 3 specialists.

The keyword is for retrieval. We need not say that keywords should be given to as many as possible to
improve the preciseness simply because the objects in the image are very small. Generally the more
keywords the image is given, the easilier it can be searched out. But, on the contrary, from the point of
appropriateness, we claim that the images should be added the information regarding the objects in it; for
example, how large it is, or what impression a person has when he/she looks at it. This is to help the retriever
to obtain the image which he/she really wants. The database should have such information. However, there
is no information about them in our criteria.

It follows that an index is needed to show the importance of keywords or square measure of objects in the
image: for example, the keyword "monument" and importance "3", or monument has one-fifth (of the
image).

To the images that cannot be dis tinguished by the object such as texture and patterns, the keywords of 7

7 persons gave
persons vary widely compared with ones by specialists. For example, in Figure
"red", "water-drop" and "discomfort". The object in it is so hard to define that they are difficult to give
keywords to this texture and pattern. In educational situation, this is a serious matter because students are not
generally able to hit such keywords to retrieve them. In short, we point out that metadata type is of limited
use when images are given in pattern or texture style. So that it seems reasonable to say that feature type
retrieve is better for them than metadata type.

4.2 subjective/objective keywords
In Table ; subjective keywords are 81, 21 % of total keywords. And the specialists gave 7 subjective
keywords, which is 10 % of 7 persons' keywords. On the other hand, the specialists gave 96 objective

keywords.

Regarding subjective keywords, there is little difference between 3 specialists' and 7 persons'. On the
contrary, regarding objective keywords, 3 specialists' are different from 7 persons' . In addition to this, 7
persons' keywords are lacking of uniformity. There are only a small number of common subjective keyword
that both 3 specialists and 7 persons.
Therefore it follows that there are limited words that express the character of images subjectively. The
number of subjective keywords using these limited words is so small. On the other hand, regarding the
objective keywords, 7 persons mostly attached them to even the objects which occupy the main part of the
image, while 3 specialists gave them to even the small objects. We may say that that caused the increase of
their keywords.
Total

Objective

Subjective

Seven Persons

313

74

239

Three Specialists

103

7

96

416

81

335

Total

Table. Number of Keywords

4.3 Discussion about our criteria
As mentioned above, we must modify our criteria because they will be to include the importance of each
keyword.

Appropriateness The database administrator should expect how the retriever uses keywords when he/she
attaches keywords to the image. As mentioned above, he/she distinguishes or identify "car" with "BMW". If
the database is for general use, both general noun "car" and proper noun "BMW" are also given.

Number of keywords. It needs the number of object that the image has and at least one subjective keyword
which express the characteristics of image.

Importance It newly is appended our criteria. Importance: 3 is that the object is very large in the image or
that it express the characteristics or the main theme of the image. Importance 1 is that the object is as small
in the image as people try to find. The other object or character in the image is importance 2. For example,
in Figure 7 keyword: keyboard, importance: 1; keyword: PC importance: 2 and in Figure ;keyword: cat,
importance:3.

Subjectiveness/objectiveness objective keywords should be given for all object in the image and subjective

ones are given to at least one word for the impression by the image. Each keyword is appended
subjective/objective marker or one s coded to numerically.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered and the criteria of metadata, especially keywords for image database and image

retrieval. We emphasized importance of consistency and appropriateness. We examined the criteria by
experimenting 10 testers and verified them. And we added a new measures, "Importance" to our criteria

When a lot of persons give keywords to images, such criteria are indispensable. In our future study, we will
concerned and define the structure or the framework of metadata. Furthermore, We will integrate metadata
type and feature type for pattern or texture.

In the future, we hope that multimedia retrieval with metadata will be much easier for all people. So the
teachers will be able to utilize more accurate images in education, and the students will be able to easily
retrieve images from Internet.
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The purpose of asynchronous distance learning systems is to enhance students'
learning performance in the internet. In this paper, we investigate the
characteristics of the asynchronous materials and propose the criteria to evaluate

them. Employing the criteria, the materials could be adjusted to meet most
students' learning pace. First, the TDC (time -distributed curve ) which is a
learning curve is derived from students' studying time distribution. By the TDC,
it is obtained that the more difficult the materials of the chapter are the steeper
the TDC becomes. Also the total learning time of each chapter indicates the

quantity of the matter. Employing the total time of each chapter, we could
evaluate whether the quantity of the matter is sufficient to match students'
learning desire.

Keywords: distance learning teaming portfolio teaming behavior learing
time distribution

1 Introcduction
1.1 The distribution of learning time with learning attitude
Teachers could interact with their students immediately at the classroom. Thus, they could get the learning
behavior of their students by students' response. The learning behavior is regarded as a good measure to
evaluate learning performance. But it is really hard to obtain every student' s learning process and attitude

because there are at least 30 students in each class. However, employing the database technology in
asynchronous learning systems, it is possible to obtain all of the student' s learning process and studying
time.

1.2 Learning time distribution
In traditional education, students learning together in the classroom at the fixed time, and teachers control
the course proceeding. But it is difficult to pay attention to all students. However, asynchronous learning
systems not only provide a brand-new perspective to long-life learning but also keep track of learning time
of all students. In accordance with the learning time of all students, teachers could modify the matter to
match learning goals.

2 Experiment and analysis
The experimental course in our asynchronous learning system is "Basic computer concept", the materials of
the course are divided into 12 chapters. The progress-control mechanism is that students need to finish the
homework of the chapter in order to be promoted to the next chapter. Thirty participants engage in this
experiment and they are all teachers.

30

The student' s learning time and login time are recorded by technologies of ASP(Active Server Page) and
Database. Therefore, we could get which chapter students read and how long they read the chapter. The
important curve, Time-Distributed Curve (TDC), is generated by linear regression analysis. From the slope
and the area of TDC, some characteristics and results are obtained.

2.1 TDC and DCA (Degree of Course Acceptance)
Student' s reading time each chapter is recorded in our experiment. The recorded time begins from the date
when the teaching materials are put in the internet for 15 days. In each chapter, all of the student' s learning
time everyday is summed up.
Employing the recorded data and derived chart, each chapter has a unique TDC (time -distributed curve) by

linear regression analysis. According to the time-distributed curve, teachers may decide whether the
materials should be improved.

Fig.l The TDC of ch3
Fig.2 Comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5.

In Fig. 1, the X axle indicates time value and its time unit is one minute not an hour and The Y axle indicates
days. For example, the total time on the 4th day is approximate 150 minutes. The slope of the TDC is minus
because the total studying time would decrease while students proceed to study the matter.

The value of the slope is required to be concerned. The larger the value of the slope is, the smoother the
TDC becomes. For example, figure 2 made comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5. Obviously, the
TDC of chapter 4 has the smallest slope because it is the steepest one. And the TDC slope of chapter 3 is
slightly larger than that of chapter 5. Thus, it is the most difficult to read chapter 4 and it is the easiest to
read chapter 3. The reasons why the materials are hard to study may be either the materials are complicated
or the user interface is not friendly to read. According to the above description, the slope of TDC could be
termed as Degree of Course Acceptance (DCA, It means the harder the topic to read the smaller is the
DCA.) Besides the TDC' s slope is proposed to determine the degree of materials acceptance, there is
another important characteristic, the area of the TDC, to influence the amount of learning time.

Based on the area and slope of TDC, the difficulty and quantity of the materials could be evaluated.
According to the above description, it is shown that the quantity of materials would affect the amount of
learner' s studying time, also the difficulty of materials would affect the length of learning period. Due to
these reasons, there are two margin lines, quantity and difficulty, in Fig. 3. The two margin lines are termed
e are "Margin Line Of Quantity (MLOQ)" and "Margin Line Of Difficulty (MLOD)". There are plentiful
materials on the right of MLOQ, but there are poor on the left side. The upper of MLOD the materials are
located the harder they are read, but lower are easy.

Since the features of MLOQ,MLOD,DCA and the area of TDC are proposed, there are four kinds of
situations that the TDC represents as follow:
1. It is easy to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
2. It is easy to read the material, but the contents are poor.
3. It is hard to read the material, but the contents are poor.
4. It is hard to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.

Cr

1

The MLOQ and MLOD could be employed to enhance discriminating the difficulty of the materials if the
DCA and the TDC's area of the chapters are different. Finally, how is the value of the MLOQ and MLOD
obtained? The MLOQ is the average of all students' learning time of one chapter. The MLOD is the average
of all students' learning days of one chapter.

Margin Line of Material

ch77...

Day

Content is Hard

Content is Hard

Material is least

Material is Plenty

Margin

tine of
Content is Easy

Content is Easy

Material is least

Material is Plenty

vs

8*
8

Difficulty
H5

Time

Fig.3 MLOQ and MLOD

Fig.4 Compares the TDCs of the ch5 & 7

2.2 Time distribution of the interdependent course
What else may affect one' s effort in the course? There are relationships between two topics. For example,
there are relationships of dependency between chapter 5(Internet I) and 7(Internet II). Generally, the topic
"Internet I" is dedicated to construct the fundamental concept and "Internet II" introduces the advanced
ideas and practice. According to the normal teaching policy in both topics, the "Internet I" should have
fewer and simpler materials than the "Internet II". Thus learners spent much less time to study "Internet I"
than "Internet II".

Fig.4 compares the TDCs of the two chapters. As shown in Fig. 4, it is easy to find out chapter 7 has a
smaller DCA (the slope of TDC), that is, chapter 7 is harder than chapter 5. Furthermore, the area of chapter
7 is less than that of chapter 5. The TDC of chapter 5 is located at approximately 11 on Y axle and 600 on X
axle and the TDC of chapter 7 located at 12 on Y axle and 280 on X axle. According to MLOQ and MLOD
as shown in fig.3, we concluded that "The chapter 7 is more difficult than chapter 5, but its quantities are
much less". It is different from we described before, "Internet I" should have fewer matters than "Internet II".
In our experiment, we provided much more contents in chapter 5 than chapter 7. Therefore the amount of
materials in chapter 5 should be reduced.

3 Conclusions
The asynchronous learning service is an on-line collection of hypertext that provides us a new way to learn.
Their students with different native intelligence come from any place and go to learn when they would like.
It is very important to design and evaluate the asynchronous teaching matters so as to match teaching goals.
This paper proposed some basic criteria to investigate the characteristics of teaching matters, then gave an
advise to modify them to meet the learning desire. The basic criteria, the area and slope of TDC, are derived

from learning time distribution. Through the basic criteria, instructors could modify the materials in
accordance with most students' learning pace and talent. Especially, our proposed mechanism is worth much
attention to develop the adaptive learning system. Once the asynchronous learner' s studying portfolio is
available, the materials could be real-time adjusted to match the learner' s state.
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Which Chinese Input Methods Is More
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Keyboarding or Non-Keyboarding
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Computers have been wildly used in elementary schools and to input characters
is usually necessary while manipulating computers. However, inputting Chinese
characters is a burden for Taiwanese pupils. Keyboarding is a traditional method
used for inputting Chinese characters. On the other hand, other user-friendlier
input tools like speech and handwriting recognition provide alternative choices.
We observe three 12-year-old pupils, who have different backgrounds, how they
use these different methods to input Chinese characters. Experiments results
show that all three pupils make progress after short-time practice for all input

methods. Different pupils, however, would choose different input method
depending on their own preference and background.

Keywords: Chinese input method, keyboarding input by pronunciation,
speech recognition, handwriting recognition

1 Introduction
Computers have been widely used in many educational applications like computer-aided learning. For a
pupil in Taiwan, one of obstacles that he or she may encounter for using computers is to input Chinese
characters.[1] In this study, we intend to explore pupils' behaviors on Chinese characters inputting and then
make recommendations in under what conditions what kind of input methods may be used.

Keyboarding and non-keyboarding are two main categories of characters input methods. For keyboarding
method, users type Chinese characters either according to their pronunciations or by "dismantling" the
characters. For the non-keyboarding methods, handwriting and speech reorganization are two popular
methods for inputting Chinese. While keyboarding has been used for longer time and almost always each
computer is equipped with a keyboard, non-keyboarding input methods are developed recently and extra
equipments and software are needed.

When keyboarding is used, most students input each single Chinese character by spelling its
pronunciation.[5] Main reasons are: (1) Students are familiar with the pronunciation. What they have to
learn is to memorize the position of each key on the keyboard corresponding to the pronunciations. (2)
Psychology indicates that human beings think in the form of tone (of characters), but not the font of the
characters.[4] However, disadvantages of this input method exist. (1) Students may not spell pronunciation
correctly especially when they encounter new words. (2) Many different Chinese characters have same
pronunciations .[3,7] Pupils thus need to choose the target character and the input speed is slowed down.
Non-keyboarding input methods, especial the voice reorganization, is one of the hottest research topic in
computing. People use natural ways like handwriting or speech to communicate with computers. The
computers then analyzed the data to identify what people mean and output the data in a text format.[6]

We conduct the study to find out pros and cons of each input methods. Three sixth grade (12-year-old)
students with different computing backgrounds are chosen, based on interviewing and simple tests. Student
A has a lot of computing experience, student C has little computing experience, and Student B is in between.
All three students come from National Tainan Teachers College Affiliated Primary School. For keyboarding

input, they use the input method of spelling words' pronunciation that is included in the Windows 98
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operation system. For handwriting reorganization, they use "Pen Power Jr." For speech reorganization, they
use the product named "IBM Via Voice." The essay that students input is extracted from the newspaper China
Times. There are 142 characters in the essay. To evaluate the performance of different input methods, each
pupil has five chances to input the Chinese essay by pronunciation based keyboarding, speech reorganization
and handwriting reorganization. Between each of chance, they have a period of 30 minutes to practice. In the
next section, we summarize our observations and statistical results toward the problems in each of the subsections.

2 Findings and discussion
2.1 Can short-time trainings improve performance of pronunciation based
keyboarding?
Figure 1 shows timing in seconds that student A, B, C took to finish the essay in five trials. They are asked
to input all characters correctly. All three pupils made progress for the short-time practice. Co mparing the
first and the fifth performances, we found that student A, B, and C had 19%, 37%, and 53% of progress,
respectively. Although student A made less progress, the student actually finished the essay quickest. Beside,
students A, B, and C had an average progress of 16, 60, 178 seconds. We noticed that both student B and C
kept making progress, but student A had a downgrading performance from the third to the forth trial. The

difference between the third and forth trial for student A, however, is not significant. Based on the
experimental results, we conclude that short time training does benefit three students in different background.
Furthermore, the student with the least computing background actually made the most significant progress.
Figurel. Comparison of input timing using pronunciation based on keyboarding

2.2 How does the speech recognition input method affect the input efficiency?
Figure 2 shows the percentage of the speech recognition software correctly identify the characters. Both
student A and B perform similar from the first to the fifth trial, while student B tends to be better in the first
of four trials. Besides, student B makes a great progress from the first trial (77%) to the second trial (92%).
Student A and B reached a 100% correct recognition and student C achieved almost 90% correctness. This
suggests that, after reasonable training, students with different background can manipulate the speech input
method nicely.

Figure 2. The correct recognition percentage of speech recognition.
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Figure 3 demonstrate timing the pupils took in five trials with emending the wrong characters. When the
correct recognition rate is high, the input method can be very efficient, about 160 characters in one minute
for student A and B. However, this is not a universal situation. Take student C as the example, the pupil
speaks in such an ambiguous tone that the computer simply could not correctly recognize the essay. As the
result, the student spent a lot of time to emend the wrong characters and greatly slow down the speed of
inputting. Such observations show that there is room for improving the correct recognition rate.
Figure 3. Timing of speech recognition input.
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2.3 How does the handwriting recognition input method affect the input efficiency?
Figure 4 reveals the percentage of the handwriting recognition software correctly identify the characters.
Both student A and B perform similar from the first to the fifth trial, while student B tends to be better.
Besides, student B reached 100% correct recognition at the last two trials, and student C achieved 92%
correctness. This suggests that, after reasonable training, students with different background can manipulate
the handwriting recognition input method nicely.
Figure 4. The correct recognition percentage of handwritten recognition.

Figure 5 demonstrate timing the pupils took in five trials with emending the wrong characters. We find that
both student B and A perform similarly and nicely, though slight differences exist. Main reason why student

B outperforms other two students at the correct recognition percentage is the way he wrote Chinese
characters. Student B usually writes in a way that the characters strokes are clear and distinct. In contrast,
student C tends to write Chinese characters apart and thus make the software consider as several words.
Furthermore, student A writes very fast and his written characters strokes are also cleat though a little
behind the ones of student B. This characteristic affect the timing of input, while the correct recognition
percentage of student A is lower than B, he should took more time in inputting, instead, the timing of input
with emending is less than that of student B.
Figure 5. Timing of handwriting recognition input.
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2.4 For different students, how the input methods help students to input more
efficiently?
For student A, to use keyboarding as input tool is better than the one by non-keyboarding. Because he is
familiar with keyboarding and input Chinese even becomes a basic ability as using computer. [2] So that in
the test of keyboarding, he exceeded others very much at first, but just for the same reason, he could not

make further progress. In inputting by non-keyboarding methods, he did not do such a good job as
keyboarding. Take speech for instance, everyone spent almost the same time when they did not need to
emend the wrong words, but he spent much more time then student B when emending is needed. Similar
result can be found for handwriting method. The recognition rate of student B is better than A.
For student B, to use non-keyboarding as input tool is better than the one by keyboarding. One reason is that
he is not as familiar with keyboarding as A does. He usually uses computer to play games or surf the Internet.
He actually just needs to use mouse as a tool to communicate with computer. In keyboarding, although his
effect is not better than student A, but he has a better progress than student A. If non-keyboarding method is
used, no matter speech or handwriting, he did a better job than student A and C. We emphasize that, these
three students never use speech or handwritten before, and the result shows that the learning effect of student
B is better than the other two students.

For student C, to use keyboarding seems better than non-keyboarding. He made a better progress in
keyboarding. In input method of keyboarding, at the last time of test, his input time was even less than that

of student B's first trial. This result showed that after short-time training, student C made the greatest
progress in keyboarding (53%). For non-keyboarding methods, student C seems had difficulty to adjust his
speech tone and handwriting to fit the software. But we think this is the place that software developers
should work on. It should be the software developers' responsibility to develop software that is capable of
adapting different speech tone and handwriting habit.

3 Conclusions
We have observed the behaviors of using keyboarding and non-keyboarding Chinese input methods. We
suggest the following. For students who are familiar with computer and takes inputting as a basic skill, like
student A, keyboarding best fits. For those who learn new things very fast, are interested in them, and speak
or write well, (like student B) then the non-keyboarding is fit. For a student like the C, who does not learn
new things very well and maybe he does not speak or write well, and he is used to input by keyboard, then
the keyboarding is fit.
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1 Introduction
The new technologies are transforming the ways business operate and the ways people work. They are also
reshaping the expectations, needs, and opportuniies in education and learning. The customers of the
education market are forcing the education to become demand-led, rather than production driven. The

current technologies are providing basis for a new just in time, on demand approach the electronic
educational products to be offered by virtual or classical universities through special platforms acting as
intermediaries between the consumers and the suppliers of educational material. It is clear that the new
tecnology alone will not make this new model of more efficient education to happen by itself. Rather, new
innovative models of production, brokerage, delivery and presentation are needed that will put together the
participants of the education process to collaborate globally and to use the advantages of the powerful
technology.

The European project »UNIVERSALbrokerage and delivery system for exchange of university course units
for the Pan European Higher education« I is one of the attempts this model to start to work. The project is
part of the Vth Framework program of User friendly information society 2 funded by the Commission of
European union. The project started in March this year and will last 3 years. The conzortium of the project is
large as it encompassess 17 partners from EU3, among them twelve higher education instituitions from all
over Europe, two research organisations, one SME4 and two telecom service providers. The consortium has
also partners from outside Europe as the model developed is expected to have global applications. These are:
the Moscow research institut, HEC from Montreal and Nanyang Technological University from Singapore.
The model and the implementation in UNIVERSAL is based on an education brokerage and delivery system
being developed to incorporate training by provision of valued-added services to both the customers of the

system and the suppliers of the educational material. The major characteristic of the system is offer of
different types of learning and delivery of the educational material and its distributive nature. There is no
central site for delivery of educational material. Additional characteristic of the model is the system that will
be developed for pan-european acreditation of the purchased and performed university course units by the
participants belonging to institutions of the European higher education system. At this early stage of the
UNIVERSAL IS T-1999-11747
2 URL:http://www.ispo.cec.int
3 EU stands for European Union
4 SME- Small or Medium Size Enterprise
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project is not possible to predict all expected circumstances and consequences that such system may have in

the furure development of the educationa nad training. Brokergae approach in provision of distance
education must first address a number of technological and educational isues which are part of the
UNIVERSAL work program. In depth discussion of the pedagogical paradigms that may take place as well
as to number of technological issues of the work program are not possible to be discussed in this article
because of space restriction. Here, we concentrate on the basic characteristic of the model; highlithing the
implementation scenario and giving more information about the usability aspects of the technology that will
be evaluated through monitoring of the educational.

2 The model and the architecture of the system
The model being developed is based on creation of an open,.cross-border, educational market environment
coupling brokerage and delivery of "live" and "packaged" 5 courses. The proposed framework
accommodates and adds value to the various business models and course structures employed in European
1-1E16 institutions. It will enable:

a single faculty wishing to experiment with the simple import of external material to enrich a specific
course,
an existing alliance between institutions to make their exchange more efficient and to enrich it with
types of course units not previously exchanged,
an Open University to extend the range and depth of its courses.

The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform is an interactive hypermedia environment offered to the academics
and administrators of European educational institutions to plan and select courses. It de-couple offers and
course units provision on the supply side from enquiry, booking and delivery on the demand side. The most
important element that enable this de-coupling is the catalogue of offered educational material and the
supporting processes, that adequately describes all the properties, educational and technological of the
course units. This approach is implemented as brokerage platform and a number of delivery platforms, see
Fig.l.
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Fig.l The general architecture

The brokerage platform is further divided in a customer part, a provider part and an administration part. In
the customer part, a knowledge dialogue engine is responsible for the dialogue to the demanding institution

or to the enquiring student. When interacting with customers, the dialogue engine establishes their
background knowledge and guides them in the selection of a course unit. Prospective customers are
Packaged courses are multi-media textbooks and WWW based courses, live courses are CWCS
broadcasted courses
6
HEI stands for Higher Education Institution
5

2
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presented with choices according to a) pre-requisites and conditions attached to different types of courses
(course profile engine), b) the suitability of different Institutions offering courses and c) the different
delivery modes available for a particular course (delivery profile engine). Students will be able to make
inquiries and express interest in course units that their home institutions have pre-selected and are willing to
recognise and give credit. 71n the provider part a provider dialogue engine is mainly used for feedback from
the system back to the content provider. It is also used to handle the offer of content provision to the
brokerage system to help academic and administrator users to plan new courses, submit course units, obtain
customer records as well as learning progress profiles and assessment results. Demands for course units are
sent to the administration engine, which looks for, offered course units fitting into the demand profile. The
contract engine sets up the contract between offering and demanding side, thus it is dealing with registration,
authentication and billing. In the administration part the system is driven by the administration engine,
which is mainly a service database combined with a search engine. The tasks of observing and managing
course scheduling and delivery issues, as well as timed interactions between the system and customers to
enable the provision of joint courses are the responsibility of the delivery manager. The federation engine is
dealing with distribution issues of the engineering implementation, like consistency, caching, forwarding of
requests.
For each class of course unit there is an appropriate delivery platform. Variations in delivery platforms are

due to the nature of the interactions and differences it media content and formats. The project will
implement a limited range of delivery platforms, linked to the brokerage platform, sufficient to show the
potential of the model. Each delivery platform contains an inherent delivery model and specific elements
dealing with the media content itself.

3 The technology applied
The technology used is ubiquitous, Internet based, offering common, portable solutions and large-scale,
shared, cross-border systems. These systems include, but are not restricted to:
Brokerage system is WEB based with Internet links. It is a central point of information, control and
administration and logically will be centralized which means that only certain parts will be distributed or
redundant for reasons of performance and high availability. The brokerage system will essentially be an S
business system that uses technologies like XML, Java / RMI, CORBA / ODP traders or agent based
systems. standard security technology and intrinsic service negotiation for content delivery. Advanced
transaction and billing functionality based on AAA 8 security technology, implement sophisticated

administration and monitoring interfaces to the delivery systems and the integration of assessment
capabilities

Delivery system similarly to the brokerage platform consists of an existing product/technology plus some
enhancements ("glue" or "shell" around it), that acts as mediator between the delivery system and the
brokerage platform. Defining a unique architecture for this interfacing allows adding additional systems /
products by just implementing the appropriate interfaces that plug into the general architecture. A delivery
system within the general architecture (see Fig.l) consists of content source, network and content sink. The
content source can be a standalone system or part of a broader platform. The same applies to the content sink.
The following delivery systems previously tested and used will cover the required functionality: Non-realtime delivery systems: retrieval of non-real-time mono-media and multimedia contents (e.g. browsing
through text and hypertext information, download of content files). Real-time A/V systems: Real-time
retrieval of multimedia contents (stored and live contents including A/V material like MPEG-2 streams) in
synchronous and asynchronous manner (on-demand, live and scheduled broadcast scenarios) using IP
technology (unicast, multicast), and broadband technology (ATM, ADSL,). CSCW systems:
Videoconferencing and Computer supported co-operative work (CSCW) to enable interactive forms of telelectures combining parallel transmission of A/V streams and course material (e.g. slides) with the possibility
to interact with the lecturer as well as with other parts of the audience. This family of delivery systems shall
also support real-time experiments, simulations and case studies.

7 Scheduling of actual course units remains the prerogative of the institutions and booking of places on
courses is considered to be an internal function of the institutions
8

AAA stands for Authentication, Authorization and Access Control
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All delivery systems are inter-working with the brokerage platform and content provider systems to
synchronise announcement and content delivery, to guarantee controlled user access, and to manage
selection, compatibility and resource usage in delivery. All supported delivery modes will be available as
profiles of the A/V delivery family. This means that each content provider can easily select the appropriate
profile according to the nature of his contents and his network resources. It is important to note that used the
A/V delivery technology is not based on the current average bandwidth and quality availability of the
ubiquitous Internet. It will offer real high quality of A/V contents as broadband communication over the
Internet (with technologies like ADSL) for a relevant number of users is available in Europe as well as the
broadband services emerging in the convergence technology market (broadband over Satellite or cable-TV,
interactive digital TV services) are expected to boost the widespread usage of broadband A/V information in
the global IT environment. CSCW technology applied follows the principle of standards compliance and
openness as for example the powerful CSCW tool ISABEL, developed in the RACE and ACTS projects
ISABEL and NICE, then the standards-based (e.g. ITU H.323) COTS products (e.g. MS NetMeeting),
MBONE multimedia conferencing tools (VIC, VAT, WB) developed within project MECCANO etc.

4 Content provision and description
The general architecture and model envisaged as a point of interaction of "sellers and buyers" on one hand,
and of "place of commerce for actual content" requires an intelligent abstract description of the contents.
Therefore, meta-data standards for multimedia contents and for educational environments are applied in the
catalogue building of course units. The meta data system used is based on the specification of the IEEE

LOM 3.8 meta-data scheme 9 with some extensions relevant to the platform developed as for exampb:
attributes that specify the copyright and IPRI9 protection, attributes that describe information about digital
signatures, watermarking, attributes that describe the network requirements for provision of appropriate
quality of service, attributes relevant to live content and attributes defining the type of the course unit which
may be: packaged, live, CSWC or mixed. The content provision and course description is based on a metadada system selected from available standard documents or previous projects results (1).

Several projects, that have investigated the management of information retrieval and the utilization of
metadata for education and training have already proposed sets of meta-data requirements, like the
Instructional Management System (IMS) project in the US (2) or the GESTALT (3) project in Europe. Some
of the proposed sets have been evaluated and selected for the use in the UNIVERSAL project.
They are:
Learning resource content meta-data:

Learning resource content meta data that enables cataloguing of contents of arbitrary aggregation level.
UNIVERSAL supports the following granularity levels: Fragment (Course Unit), Lesson, Module and
Course. Each learning resource submitted by the "seller" is classified according to the aggregation levels
and is added to the UNIVERSAL catalogue. UNIVERSAL supports "packaged" learning content, which is
asynchronous in nature and synchronous learning content. Synchronous learning content is delivered as live
transmissions of lectures, optionally supplemented by synchronous group ware communication technology.
The special or unique features of the live content is described by specially developed attributes that are not
part of the current existing meta-data standards.

Course structure meta-data:
The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform not enables "buyers" to locate, use and re-use single course units. A
functionality of the brokerage platform enables combination of single course units into higher levels of
aggregation e.g. for full subject. This allows production of "custom" tailored complete courses. This is
reflected in the course structure meta enabled by Course Structure Format (CSF) defined by the AICC and
the ADL (1).

9

IEEE Learning Objects Metadata document by WG 12 of IEEE Learning Technology Standardization
Committee, URL:http://ltse.ieee.org/wg12/scheme.html
io

IPR stands for Intellectual Property Rights
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Contents packaging meta-data:

Like many other LMS, the UNIVERSAL platform offers the possibility to access packaged course units,

which are mainly pre-recorded. Packaged courses enable an interaction with the contents itself, the
interaction with the lecturer is usually not offered. UNIVERSAL packaged courses are described according

to well-defined rules, specified e.g. in available standards like the IMS CPS (Content Packaging
Specification).

Descriptive information about assessment procedures:
Assessment is an important concept in on-line education and learning. Although the UNIVERSAL platform
is not designed to assess the student' s advancement and the learning achievement, it will enable consumers
or "buyers" to assess the functionality and usability of the platform and the delivery process. The assessment
is performed with on line involvement of the students. Student' s responses will be captured using some form
of structured mechanism with designed template(s) for such purpose. This is especially required in the cases

when questions in the templates involve multiple choice, matched items, t xt selection, etc. Several
structures exits for this purpose already: QML, SATML, and the IMS "Question and Test Interoperability
Information Model" (QTI), UNIVERSAL team will decide which of the proposed template will be used for
particular part of the platform and the delivery system used.
Meta-data for synchronisation:

The asset management is important if the system is built up from re-usable learning resources e.g. units of

lower aggregation level as is the case with UNIVERSAL catalogue. . In such cases the lifecycle
management of the unit must be supported e.g. a component is not deleted from the asset management
system in cases when the course unit is added to a module or larger course. This property of the system is
described within the meta-data for synchronisation.
The UNIVERSAL consortium brings together a selected group of engineering and business schools across
Europe who are interested in pooling their academic resources for the purpose of broadening the choice of

courses and pedagogical materials offered to students and teachers and to provide opportunities for
international collaborative learning. Although a few of its members have already established bi-lateral
academic exchange programmes, in the initial phase of the project, partners are collecting course units
developed within particular partner or outside in order to build a catalogue for the greatest market potential
for the brokerage platform. The catalogue contains in addition to the meta-data information also: brief
description of the educational objectives of the academic content for the students to whom courses are
offered. In addition to that, brief description of teaching methodology used at each institution, description of
the academic calendar for each institution, and description of the academic accreditation process for each
institution are also information provided in the catalogue. Currently course units are collected from the
following fields: Introduction to Information Systems, Regional Economic Development and
Telecommunication, Global Marketing Management, Business Case studies, Metallurgy simulations and
experiments, Foreign Languages and Cross-cultural Behaviour, Statistics for Economist, Tele-management.

The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform enables to locate, use and re-use single course units and combine
single course units into higher levels of aggregation. This approach makes possible a definition of custom
tailored structure for a complete course, which will lead, to a definition of a standard system of granularity
for learning resources with the other projects from the 1ST cluster "Flexible University".

Several institutions already made suggestions for a hierarchy of aggregation levels. The.IEEE LTSC and the
IMS so far define four levels of granularity: Fragment, Lesson, Module and Course. Some other US based
systems of aggregation can be found in the bibliography enclosed (8).

A course structure representation defines all of the course elements, the course structure, and all external
references necessary to represent a course and its intended behaviour. The ADL together with the AICC,
IEEE and IMS have developed the so-called Course Structure Format (CSF) which was the recommended
approach for the UNIVERSAL project. The CSF promotes reuse of entire courses and encourages the reuse
of course components by exposing all the details of each course element. The CSF is intended to reduce or
eliminate dependency of a course on a particular LMS implementation.

The CSF is also intended to represent a wide variety of course structures and content "aggregations".
5
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Content structures can be represented by the CSF that range from very small "chunks" of content as simple
as a few lines of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) or short media clip to highly interactive learning

content that is tracked by an LMS. The CSF is neutral about the complexity of content, the number of
hierarchical levels of a particular course (i.e., "granularity"), and the instructional methodology employed to
design a course.

The UNIVERSAL platform incorporates continuous assessment of content and the system itself based on

the interactions between the customers using the delivery of course units and the system itself. This
information will be used to improve the overall scheme and the content to teachers, administrators and other
possible customers.

5 The usability and evaluation
"Evaluation is the activity that throughout the planning and delivery of innovative programs enables those

involved to learn and make judgement about the outcomes of the innovation concerned "11 . The
UNIVERSAL project aims also to develop tools to monitor the innovation process of education and learning
and to develop best practice guidance.

The assessment of the content and the overall system, components for functional assessment are
incorporated in both the brokerage system and in each of the delivery systems. Results from previous
projects including the deployment of trans-national multimedia learning schemes12 have shown that it is vital

that all participants involved in the creation of the exchange platform and its educational content have a
mutual understanding of the platform' s operations, functions and of the components' interaction. To fulfill
this goal it is necessary to give the users the tools enabling an easy the use of the exchange platform such as:
an administrator guide, oriented towards the management of the platform, from a technical ("how to use")
point of view as well as from a content ("what to do") point of view; a user guide, describing the day-to-day
use of the system e.g. to a teacher wishing to use content available through the platform (how to access the
catalogue, how to book a live course, etc). In addition, in the case of "live" delivery systems (on-line live
courses with CSWC), experience have shown that it is necessary to organise "hands-on" training sessions to
free the teacher from the fear of new tools and to strengthen their "moderation" skills when working with a
geographically distributed class through a TV-like systems. Classes in the live courses will be mainly crossborder meaning that most participants will not be working in their mother tongue and there will be a mix of
cultures present in any one of the classes. As part of the preparation for participation in the main trials a
short "Language & Behaviour" courses that will (I) help participants with their colloquial English (since the
majority of the courses will be held in English) and (H) help them be aware of differences in cultural
behaviour, e.g. questioning style will be provided.

The student/teacher ratio varies greatly among the UNIVERSAL consortium partners. A set of software
monitoring tools are being studied to be implemented into the brokerage platform to make it possible for
students to continuously assess their personal progress and to choose the academic path best adapted to his

or her acquired knowledge and skills; for course unit providers tools will be used to improve the
effectiveness of programmes offered to learners and modify content accordingly; tools will be used also to
analyze the way learners use the courseware provided; to enable a global assessment of the usability of the
platform etc. The monitoring tools as well as the usability evaluation techniques used for assessment of the
innovation technology approach are being developed/selected in accordance with the ACTS Usability
Evaluation Guidelines13. These guidelines define the testing and evaluation methods, experiments design,
definitions of interviews, observations, heuristic evaluation and surveys.
The evaluation instruments for courseware evaluation and corresponding measures will include:
Pre-task/post-task questionnaires
Task experience questionnaires
Computer experience questionnaires
Exams or assessment of performance
Post course questionnaires
Stern(1988) in Evaluation of Learning Technology Implementation, by Barry Jackson,
URL:http://ltdi.icbl.hw.ac,uk
12 Project LEVERAGE AC 109 from the IV Framework Program-ACTS
13
USINACTS AC224, IV Framework Program -ACTS
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Knowledge quizzes
Logs - logging times

The approach for educational assessment will follow the practical guidelines developed within the LTDI
technology developed within the Learning Technology Dissemination Initiative funded by the Scottis h
Higher Education Funding Council 14. As a result of this a set of guidelines identifying best practices for

future users of an academic brokerage platform will be produced. Academic partners will have the
possibility to review the existing experiences and pool their lessons learned from prior involvement in
flexible, distance, and collaborative teaching and learning programmes. This information cover issues such
as the choice and format for resources provided to students and teachers, access to tutors or teachers,
methodology, independent study and collaborate work, learner motivation, learner monitoring, course
accreditation etc.

6 Conclusion
The UNIVERSAL is a project that implements the EU policies regarding the development of the European
higher education and the user-friendly information society in particular:
By improving the quality and diversity of the pan-European HE system
By promoting the globalisation of the exchange of HE course units
By enabling partners from economically disadvantaged regions, particularly in Central and Eastern
Europe to participate in these developments and helping them to strengthen and enrich their course
offerings and the foster the education in general.

Most of the activity within the project will be tightly connected with the usability aspects of the applied
methods and technology. Usability evaluation and proposed improvement will be based on the past
experiences, guidelines and standards developed within projects that have addressed this issue of modern
technology in depth. The consortium expects wide acceptance among the higher-level education institutions
in Europe.
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Xtrain is a program for scripting and presenting multimedia displays. This
program was developed in the Advanced Learning Technologies Laboratory at

the University of Memphis and has been used in variety of psychological
experiments. This program can combine such multimedia formats as Microsoft

agent, Macromedia flash, director and many others that are available for
scripting under a GUI Windows environment. Furthermore, Xtrain offers a
variety of options for testing styles.

KEYWORDS: Conversational agents, multimedia applications, Xtrain,
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1 Introduction
The idea of embodied conversational agents has generated considerable interest in the realm of HCI recently.
Unfortunately, for the most part this has been metaphorical, because computers could not support the needed
software. In order for the computer to fully support embodied conversational agents, they would need
software that could produce and control many human-like characteristics, such as conversational behaviors,
with the ability to mediate the flow of conversation by the use of such things as facial expressions, hand
movements and voice intonations [1].

Microsoft made one such attempt at this with their Microsoft Agent program. Microsoft Agent is an
interactive interface with conversational capabilities that are embodied in an animated character agent.
One example of this is the helper agent in newer versions of Microsoft products such as Microsoft Word and
Microsoft PowerPoint. Microsoft Agent is also an optional program for windows 9x operating systems and

is available for free download at the Microsoft site. It is compatible with all MS Windows platforms
starting with Windows 95. Thus, this agent is readily available for widespread use [5]. The purpose off
this paper is not to review Animated Agents for a review, see Johnson, Rickel, and Lester [4].

Furthermore, recent research has shown that the correct use of multimedia presentations can enhance the
learning and memory from presented materials. Multimedia in this case refers to any type of pictorial
information presented with textual information. However, this form of learning works best with pictorial
information shown as an animation that is then cooniinated with a narration of any textual information that
would be needed [6]. Under the cognitive theory of Multimedia learning, there are three main rules that
should be considered for scripting of a multimedia presentation: Spatial contiguity, Temporal contiguity, and
Modality. The spatial contiguity effect states that relevant and related concepts should be presented in the
same general area of each other (e.g. labeled words should be closer to the object they label than other
objects on the screen). The temporal contiguity effect informs us that the various forms of media used
during a presentation should correspond with each other by occurring at the same time. Lastly, the modality
effect says that if two types of information are presented in the same type of modes, it will hinder learning.

However, this can be overcome by presenting information in two modalities.

So, printed text and

animation on a computer screen would be a hindrance to learning, but a narration and an animation would
not [7; 8].

Since Microsoft launched the first version of Microsoft Agent, users and developers have provided a lot of
obtained
can be
information
(e.g., some
the
program
use
with
for
resources
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fron-http://www.msagentring.org/agentringmain.html). There are several innovated approached both in the
use and the scripting of Agents. For example, mash.exe ihttp://www.bellcraft.com/mash/) provide a very
useful scripting tool for agent programming. Many of these programs have been examined, including Mash,
and while they have the ability to control Microsoft Agent, they are lacking the ability to synchronize the
Agent program with other forms of multimedia.
The Advanced Learning Technologies laboratory at the University of Memphis developed Xtrain as a way to
incorporate embodied agents (Microsoft Agent) and other forms of multimedia into instruction, research,
and presentations. Psychologists have used products such as Mel ©and Super lab ©to run experiments, but
these programs cannot incorporate newer technology. Xtrain provides ways to script many different kinds

of presentations, including Microsoft Agent, audio and video clips, HTML, Macromedia flash files,
Macro media Director files, and many graphics file formats [2, 3].

This software program serves a duel purpose. It is both an authoring tool and presentation tool. These
work together to form a powerful and versatile tool for the presentation of various multimedia displays as
well as data collection.

2 Authoring tool
The authoring side of the program has two levels (a) overall organization of frames and (b) detailed
construction of individual frames. The overall methodology is similar to the SuperLab program used in
experimental psychology. The Presentation is organized in terms of a tree structure with each node in the
tree as a pointer to presentation frames. Each frame consists of the smallest unit of information and the
frames are logically contingent upon each other. Such tree structure serves as basic navigation guidelines.
However, the navigation path can be quite flexible depending on the needs of the user. The tree structure
can be created using a user friendly GUI. Each frame corresponding to the tree nods can be any of several
formats such as text art, pictures with hotspots, video/audio clips, agent interactions, and animations.
Xtrain has extensive options for frame editing. The program has been arranged so that the different editing
functions displayed as individual property tabs. Each tab corresponds to a specific multimedia format. A
description of the property tabs will follow.

Property Tabs

2.1 Frame Property Tab
The Frame property tab allows the basic outline of the frame to be determined. From here frame duration
is set, alone with the frame' s properties, and the frame type. The duration can be anywhere from self-paced
to any amount of time desired measured in milliseconds. The type of multimedia desired can be selected
under a Frame properties drop-down menu. Under the Frame type dropdown menu, the type of frame can
be specified: Normal, Title, Review, Test, or Interaction.

2.2 Agent Property Tab
This is the general tab that is used to control the agent. Each frame can have up to three agent actions
assigned to it. These actions are denoted as agent I, agent2, and agent3. However, these can be assigned
as needed for example one agent can be given as many as three actions or three agents can be given one
action each. These are selected from the available agents using the Agent dropdown menu. Just below
this dropdown menu is a dropdown menu that specifies when the agent will be used. For example, "Action
over frame" can be selected so the agent is active while the rest of the frame is running. Just below this are
three additional tabs that specify (a) the agent's position on the screen, (b) what the agent will say in each
frame, and (c) balloon formatting, if the agent has this option. These are the Action and Gesture tab, Speak
and Play tab, and Balloon Setup tab, respectively.

Of these tabs, the Speak and Play tab is of the most importance. This frame in its most basic form allows
for text to be entered into a text box. The agent reads this text using a text to speech engine. However,
this text box can also contain simple markup within the text. This markup includes such speech parameters
as volume, emphasis, pitch and speed. These markup tags can be inserted into the text by inputting the
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desired values into the box beside the parameter name on the right portion of the tab and then double
clicking the name. This list of parameters also includes a few special tags that can control the flow of the
information delivery. These tags permit the agent to skip to a specific frame in the tree structure (Show
Frame), or to go to specific frames in a selected Shockwave Flash movie (Go to Frame in Flash Movie).
The remaining tag option is Insert Special action. This set of tags allows the user to start, stop, and restart a
flash movie, and provides a tag that terminates the program at the end of a presentation. The Speak and
Play tab allows for assignment of actions to the selected agent. These actions vary according to the
abilities of the selected agent, and can be assigned either at the beginning or the end of the text the agent
speaks.
Similar to other agent scripting tool, such as MASH, this agent property editor uses all available Microsoft
agents controls. In addition, Xtrain utilizes the bookmark function of MS Agent to control the overall flow
of the presentation. In fact it is the use of these bookmarking functions that make it possible to control
Multimedia synchronization, such as with Flash animation, which is lacking in the other agent programs.

2.3 Text Display Tab
The text display tab is used to insert text to be displayed on the screen. Doing this involves clicking on the
display area, typing in the text to be displayed, and then clicking update. The text will then appear in the
display area in the same way that it will be displayed on the screen during the presentation.

2.4 Multimedia Tab
The Multimedia tab allows you to assign audio files, movie files, and wallpaper to the frame. The program
supports wave files (.wav) and Enhanced Linguistic files audio formats. If an Enhanced Linguistic file is
used Microsoft Agent can be made to appear to speak the file. The movie files available from this tab are
AVI (.avi) and Mpeg (.mpg). A Bitmap (.bmp) image can be set as a background that either covers the whole
screen or centered.

2.5 Pictures Tab
Using the picture tab, a picture can be added to the frame and manipulated. Xtrain supports two types of
graphic files: Bitmap (.bmp) and GIF (.gif). The picture can be located at any point on the screen, centered,
or can move from point to point. A hotspot option can be added to the picture to be used to give commands
to the agent or to play audio files. Each hotspot can have information, such as text and tagged markup, to
be sent to any selected agent.

2.6 Shockwave Tab
Under this tab, there are two options: Flash Movie and Shock Wave Movie. Flash movies and shockwave
animations are among the most frequently used multimedia format. Xtrain uses activeX control from
macromedia so both types of movies can be manipulated. By loading flash movie from this tab, detailed
frame information can be examined so Agents can navigate through the movie. In addition, Xtrain uses
FSCommand of flash movie to control Agent and the tree navigation.

2.7 Frame Summary Tab
The frame summary tab gives summary information both at the scripting phase and at the presentation phase.
At the scripting phase, it gives a brief overview of the selections made in the other tabs for that frame. If the

frame is a test frame, it also contains the correct answers to the questions given in the test frame. After
viewing on the other half of this frame, responses are shown. If it was a test frame, the student' s responses
are listed along with whether the response was correct.

2.8 HTML Tab
The program allows for the incorporation of html documents into presentations. This allows greater
flexibility in terms of specialized displays. The format allows for html documents that are locally saved in
the Xtrain directory to be displayed and navigated during presentations.
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2.9 Test Tab
One other important feature of Xtrain is the testing option. During the scripting phase, frames can be,
assigned as testing frames on the frame property tab. These frames can be used to capture information
from the user. They allow input in such forms as multiple-choice questions, short answer questions, and
even essays. At the end of the presentation phase, input from the participant is automatically saved as an
ASCII text file. The agent can also be programmed to give dynamic feedback, when the participant gives
wrong answers.

3 Presentation Tool
The presentation of the scripted material is as easy as selecting the run drop-down menu and selecting the
run entire session option. Alternatively, the Xtrain presentation file (.xtr) can be ran by double clicking its
icon in the strain folder. This action occludes all other objects on the screen: only the scripted presentation
and a control bar are visible. This control bar is a flash file that allows for the following actions: go back,

continue, help, and progress.

The presentation continues forward until it reaches the end of the

presentation.

4 Summary
Xtrain is a program that is able to integrate multimedia files into one presentation format. The authoring side

of the program takes advantage of many Windows' standards for ease of use. It provides a standard
Windows interface window with icon buttons and drop-down menus, such as File, Edit, Window, and Help.
These offer such options as open and save in the File menu, as well as, cut, copy, and paste in the Edit menu.
Xtrain also offers a special drop down menu labeled Run. This menu offers the options of running the entire
session or of previewing a selected frame. See Figure 1 for a view of the program. The frames are structured
in a tree format that is located on the left of the screen. This tree is created via buttons labeled Brother, for
frames on the same level, and Child, for frames on a branching level. Each frame can be scripted using nine
different property tabs: Frame Property, Agent Property, Text Display, Multimedia, Picture, Shockwave,
Frame Summary, HTML, and Test. These tabs may be individually associated with each frame. It is from
these components that the script is produced to set the required tone for the information to be presented.
Microsoft agent can also be used to control the flow between frames, so that if the need arises the agent can
direct the presentation to any frame in the tree. Furthermore, if a Shockwave Flash file is used, the agent also
has the ability to direct the flash movie to any frame within the movie. These options allow for maximum
flexibility for the user when scripting a multimedia presentation. In addition to this freedom in scripting,
Xtrain offers an easy presentation method that either selecting run entire session from the run menu or by
simply double clicking on the created Xtrain file.
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Implementing Modern Approaches to
Teaching Computer Science: A CrossCultural Perspective
Jill Slay* and Kam W. Li*
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Western research recognises [1] within the CS academic community pressure on
its curriculum and teaching methodology brought about by the "evolutionary"

nature of the discipline. This continuing need to avoid obsolescence in
curriculum, which is produced by changing needs of industry and advances in
research, is accompanied by other international and more local issue issues.
Current research identifies several techniques which may be used to motivate

and support CS learning in such an environment. This paper examines the
implications of these findings to Asia, and particularly to mainland China, based
on the personal reflections of this researcher on her own studies in China.

Keywords: Computer Science Education, Cross-Cultural

1 Areas of concern in Western CS education
Some modern issues of concerns in CS education [1] include attrition due to poor motivation/learning
difficulty at CS I level, dealing with students from a wide range of backgrounds with different learning styles
and teaching the problem-solving and lifelong learning skills demanded by industry and research

2 Physical solutions
2.1 Providing. Motivation Through Active And Participatory Learning
Active [2] and participatory learning [3] are techniques that are proposed to help motivate learners. Some
methods which can be used include providing opportunities in "modified lectures" for paired response to
questions posed by the lecturer or students discussing the notes they have taken during the lecture and
helping to correct misunderstandings. Others have used role -play to demonstrate structures and protocols eg.
arrays, linked lists or token passing protocols.

2.2 Learning programming through pattern recognition
In dealing with the learning of programming at the basic level, many researchers have examined the issues
of teaching CS I. There is much interest in the use of patterns in aiding students' comprehension of basic
programming and the integration of this knowledge [4 Clancy & Linn].

Clancy and Linn comment on the fact that design patterns are of great importance in software engineering
and 00 design and that to, to some extent, programming knowledge consists partially, at the cognitive level,
as patterns (or schemas). However they show that, while the use of patterns is helpful in integrating
knowledge, new programmers do not naturally infer patterns and sometimes find it difficult to understand
"expert patterns". Clancy and Linn [4] and Johansson [5] advocate the use of a wide-range of contextualised
examples and case studies to support the teaching of basic programming skills.

2.3 Adapting pedagogical styles to deal with social, cultural and gender issues
Research shows that students from different cultures or of different genders display different attitudes to
computers and learning. In a two-year study of female and international CS students at Carnegie Mellon
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University [6] issues which arose included the perception by some female students that the purpose' of
computing needed to be defined within introductory CS courses. While they displayed a high-level of
interest in the computing process they needed to be able to contextualise this process "within a larger
purpose". They also displayed a lower level of "attachment" to their computers than did male students on
the same course and expressed some relief as they discovered that CS education covered a wide-range of
topics
Other research [7] [8] points out that there is a link between culture and learning style. Assertions made in
this research indicate that Chinese students (studying overseas) would find it easier to understand and apply
theoretical principles within programming than would a similar group of Western students. In their study,
Fisher, Margolis and Miller [6] discovered that international female students on their course showed the least
"attachment" to computers or computing and used pragmatic reasoning (such as employability) for their
choice of major.

The conclusion here is that some allowance has to be made for cultural and gender preferences within the
teaching of CS. While it is possible to provide an inclusive focus within lectures, there is, however, some
may be a more pressing need to be able to adapt tutorial material for different styles and preferences.

2.4 Problem-solving for lifelong learning
It has been noted [9] that many students who have difficulties across the first year of CS as a whole do not
know where to start with a task, regardless of the subject area.

Some effort has been made to incorporate training in problem solving skills and techniques in to early CS
education to deal with this problem . This ranges from the use of Edward de Bono' s tools for lateral
thinking to the development of Polya' s approach of Understand, Design and Review [9] for problem solving
and offering courses in these techniques within, or parallel to, early programming subjects

23 Web-Mediated solutions
With the problems imposed by large classes, and the large range of individual approaches needed to deal
with some of student learning issues raised above, CS academics have been some of the first to develop and
use web-mediated learning environments for enhancing student learning in CS.
As I have pointed out ([8], [9]) the Web provides a vehicle for the development of the learning environment

and teaching can be structured to develop lifelong learning skills and to cater for the expectations and
learning styles of students from different cultures and backgrounds.
Early Australian examples of this style of teaching in CS education are many. Recent Australian examples of
the use of the WWW in CS education abound. Boalch [10] provides an examination of the use of the WWW
as a support medium for the delivery of a first year unit in Information Systems at Curtin University. He
provides an evaluation of site utilisation and user feedback in the case where subject information and course
details were provided on the WWW for students.

The Eklunds [11] examine the use of the WWW to supplement traditional IT teaching. They provide case
studies of two examples of the re-structuring of traditional forms of IT course for Web-delivery. Jones [12]
of Central Queensland University gives details of case study involving the design, presentation and
evaluation of an undergraduate unit in Systems Administration taught completely via the WWW to oncampus and distance students.

3 Reflection on CS Education in Mainland China
The following two stories are taken from some interpretive tales which I wrote after two separate periods of
studying and teaching in China. They draw a picture of the role of the computer on campus in Nanjing 1995)
and in Jinan (1998).
A Visit To The Computer Centre 1995

I managed to pay a visit to the University Computer department (I was a Computer lecturer myself at
the time in Australia). This was a definite culture shock. The computers, 386s and old at the time, were
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kept in a special air-conditioned and carpeted room. People wore white coats and slippers if they wanted to
use them. Most students (and only the best study computers) were doing basic Basic programming. I tried
to investigate whether they used Windows, or anything modern, but the lecturer was only interested in the
length of computer courses in Australia. There seemed to me to be no parallels in our courses at all. The
students seemed only to learn Basic programming (I wondered what job this would qualify them for!) . It
seemed to that things like word processing [the Chinese have a special keyboard and it takes 5 keys together
to create one character] were a matter for female secretaries and did not enter the arena of the university. I
tried to explain the issue of the computer as a tool' but I could see that the body language was saying
Crazy Westerner!' when I tried to put across the concept of teaching less-able, or even all students, to use
computers. Computers are for the young and highly intelligent in China.
A Visit to the Internet Centre 1998

It was surprised to find the computer was still as remote as ever from the everyday life of the average
student. Computers, 486s by now, still lived in splendid isolation in carpeted rooms, and students still wore
special slippers to use them. Still no Windows and still basic Basic.
I had imagined that the cutting edge of technology would be a little different to that which we had at home. I

was a little surprised though to find out the process which I had inadvertently become involved with. I
worked for six weeks with some highly creative young teachers to try and develop an intranet from an old
CAD classroom (486s with no hard disks), one modern Pentium in a building several hundred metres away,
one modem and a collection of legal and not-so-legal software. The Internet Centre turned out to be a
heavily guarded room about the size of an average Western kitchen with a little row of computers along one
wall, filled with a large collection of discarded technology and useful pieces of wire.

Major problems for the Chinese academics was their lack of ability in reading English as the install'
dialogue boxes sped past on the screen. The problem for me was that I read Chinese much more slowly than
they could read English. All the online-help in the world did not help us, installation was a slow process!
We often laughed at the problems because we were all engineers and computer scientists. Not really the
type of people who are famed for their linguistic abilities, but the monopoly of the Internet by the English
language is certainly a problem in China.
I left before the networking was done. I did manage to conplete a bilingual virtual library and an English
home page for the Institute (with the help of some young teachers) and to teach a couple of them to use
FrontPage. I gave lectures to many of the final year students and their teachers. Certainly no lack of
enthusiasm here just a lack of technology and English teachers!

3.1 Chinese Teaching Practice and Computer Based Education.
The combination of a Confucian philosophy and commonly accepted teaching models means that, in
universities and colleges, all subjects are taught lecture-style to large groups. However to a Western none of
the common CS teaching problems established above is observed in daily teaching and research.

From a Western perspective motivation remains very high among students as they strive to master modern
hardware and software. Gender issues and the ability to attract female students do not appear to be a great
concern and classes appear to display a balance between males and females. Learning problems do not
appear to be the major difficulty experienced and researched in the West.
The major problem appears to be curriculum. The Chinese system has been one that has relied on a national
curriculum in all sectors of education and changes in the software and hardware used and taught have not

been allowed. During April 1998 (China Daily, 1998) the Ministry of Education announced major
adjustments in the University system with corresponding changes to the High School curriculum and
schoolbooks, which provide some hope that this issue will be addressed.

A national curriculum which has not kept pace with changes computing practice in Chinese industry and
commerce, and even the home, has caused a demand for Western computer manuals in Chinese translation
and the increase in number of private providers offering training in modern computer applications and the
Internet. Many young teachers and their students are becoming competent users of modern software (eg
Windows 98/NT, Office97, object-oriented software) which is not available within the Higher Educational
system by turning to these private providers. This leads to disaffection and difficulties for both teachers and
their students.
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3.2 The Future
As well as the obvious improvements to connections, access speeds and call charges which are currently
being made by CERNET, wider issues to be faced are the development of Chinese language software and
WWW pages to improve the take -up of the Internet in China as a whole. This is being carried out in an
environment of large-scale educational reform which will need to take into account the effect of the Internet
on accepted Chinese teaching practice and pedagogy.

4 Conclusions
It is hard to imagine that, even within the next ten years, the Chinese economy might begin to develop and
maintain a systemic hardware and software infrastructure within higher education. While it is easy to
envisage the limited availability of the Internet for research students, and especially in the nationally funded
universities and those around Beijing, the provincial lecturer has the doubly difficult task of persuading the
older and therefore more powerful academics to accept new technology and to make drastic changes to their
teaching style to incorporate it.

I have proposed elsewhere [9] that an effective conceptual framework for the development of an online
learning environment might be one which is based on expected pedagogical outcomes. Therefore one model
for China would be to concentrate on the development of online teaching content which would be a resource
for guided and collective discovery learning (see above). This might begin with the development of Chinese
language link pages to English language resources such as comprehensive virtual libraries and databases.

Academic staff development in technology is both very easy and very difficult. Young Chinese academics
are as adept as their Western counterparts in their understanding and use of cutting-edge technology. Their
progress is however hampered by their English language skills. This is especially apparent when one is
made aware of the lower standards of English language required for technical subjects and the datedness (or
nonexistence)of the technical vocabulary taught at university level. This appears to be one of the most
pressing problems for the Chinese universities to grapple with and solve.

CS education research has shown a need for pattern recognition, motivation and problem solving skills as
aspects of life-long learning. These can be supplied through the medium of web-mediated adaptive tutoring
which can be used to augment face-to-face teaching but great efforts will need to be made to use these
effectively within the current Chinese pedagogical framework.
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Four panelists in this panel session will briefly present their perspectives on how
the instructional technology field has influenced current Faculty development,
Corporate training, In-Service teacher education, and Pre -service teacher
education. Presenters will address their challenges as female Asian faculty in
Faculty development, Corporate training, In-Service teacher education, and Preservice teacher education. Suggestions and solutions will be discussed during the
panel session.

Keywords: Faculty development, Corporate training, In-Service teacher
education, Pre-service teacher education, reflection, and perspectives

Introduction
Each panelist will offer their unique perspectives in the field of instructional technology. Our focus questions
are:

1) Has instructional technology field influenced current:
* Faculty development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
* Corporate training (Dr. Doris Lee)
* In-Service teacher education (Dr. Amy S. C. Leh)
* Pre-service teacher education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)
2) What are the challenges do female minority faculty encounter in:
* Faculty development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
* Corporate training (Dr. Doris Lee)
* In-Service teacher education (Dr. Amy S.C. Leh)
* Pre-service teacher education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on In-service teacher education (Dr. Amy S.C. Leh)
Technology advancement is altering our society and our education. New technology standards grant
opportunities, and policy reflect the change currently happening in our education. In September of 1997, the

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) released a report addressing the
importance of integrating technology into instruction. New technology standards clearly indicate that
teachers must be competent of using technology in their teaching. Moreover, the Department of Education
(DOE) has spent millions of dollars on grants to support teachers' training. The grants have brought many
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university faculty members, school district administrators, and school teachers together to work on the
task technology integration. In the annual conference of Association for the Advancement of Computing
in Education (AACE) 2000, Tom Carrell, director of PT3 grants addressed the influence of technology on
our education and the need for organizational change. Some schools, for example, decided to only hire
teachers who are competent of the use of technology.

At present, training teachers the use of technology has become a strong nation-wide movement and inservice teachers are expected to become technology literate through in-service training. The strong demand
of teachers' training has invited many international scholars to participate in the movement of training US
teachers the use of technology. The international scholars were mostly born outside of the United States,
came to the USA for their higher education, e.g. Ph.D. degree, and are currently university faculty members
at US universities.

The international faculty' participation brought new blood and tremendous strength into US in -service
teacher education due to their educational experiences in both the USA and their native countries. Their
experience with both educational systems allows them to compare how students learn in two different
nations and to employ the strengths of each nation in the USA. For example, how an Asian student learns
math is different from how a student in the USA. Asian students' math practice involves word problems
(concepts) while the USA students' practice focuses on page after page calculation. An Asian Mathematics
faculty, who was differently trained, might use a variety of effective teaching strategies due to the exposure
to different ways of learning. Similarly, international Instructional Technology faculty may provide different

perspectives in in-service teachers training. Because they are foreigners in the USA, they encounter
challenges, especially international female faculty. Reports show that the percentage of female faculty in
higher education is low. Some reports even indicate that they encounter more challenges than male faculty,
e.g. in promotion. In this case, international female faculty would be minority within a minority and
consequently encounter greater challenges. Below are examples of challenges:
"I felt that my viewpoints were not valued." (from an international male faculty)

"I felt that I was transparent in many meetings. They didn't seem to see my presence." (from an
international female faculty)
"She [an international female faculty] couldn't get tenured because she was a foreigner." (from a US
female faculty)
"You [an international female faculty] are double minority. You're female and foreign..You need to
be firm and stand up for yourself." (from a US female faculty)

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on Corporate Teaching (Dr. Doris Lee)
Today, employees in the corporate settings operate in a rapidly changing, high tech environment. Each
employee, in order to accommodate the increasingly rapid rate of technology change, must continually retool and upgrade his or her skill sets through life-long learning. The delivery medium for life-long learning,
most likely, will use instructional technologies. Instructional technologies refers to computer technologies
that can integrate texts, graphics, audio, video, animation, or film clips for the creation of instructional or
training packages. Recently, instructional technology also includes the use of the World Wide Web, WWW,
in which instruction can be delivered over public or private computer networks and can be displayed by a
web browser. Dr. Doris Lee, one of the panelists has taught corporate trainers for more than 10 years in the
areas of instructional technologies and design and development of computer-based and web-based training.

Based on such an experience, Dr. Lee' s discussion in this panel will focus on the impact that the
instructional technologies have on corporate training, and what are the challenges and perspectives that she
faces as a female instructor for corporate trainers. Below details her experiences and views on these topics.

Generally, most corporations believe that the use of instructional technologies would provide an additional
tool to the face-to-face training, can be designed to integrate multiple options including video, audio, and
text to accommodate employees' preferred learning styles, and is valuable in providing consistent and
current training to employees. In addition, the use of instructional technologies to deliver training can be
time and place independent and therefore, costs associated with employees' travel and classroom training
can be reduced. However, some companies express concerns in using instructional technologies. These
concerns include employees' lack of computer and/or Internet skills, the design and development issues, and
the software and hardware limitations.
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To convince my students, who are corporate trainers, to consider all the important organizational factors and
design issues while using instructional technologies is the biggest challenge. Most of the corporate trainers
are female and work in a male-dominate environment. It is imperative for a female faculty to emphasize the

importance of front-end analysis even if the analysis is not desirable by their male supervisors. When a
company is considering using instructional technologies, a female trainer should never feel intimated to ask
important questions including human, machine and political readiness. Questions such as, are the employees
comfortable with computers and are they ready to learn, need to be asked. Next, technology readiness is
another factor. Hardware, software, and the availability of a technical support staff are some examples of the
areas that need to be evaluated. Also, financial readiness pertains to budgeting for upgrades to hardware and
software, the purchase of courseware, and developing staff. Plus, political readiness concerns the support of

instructional technologies by upper management, middle management, employees, and the training
department. Finally, skill readiness looks at whether the staff involved with supporting and developing the
training has the skills necessary to do so.

Reflection on educational technology from female Asian faculty' s (FAF)
perspectives on Pre-service Education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)
Educational technology has played a major role in influencing pre-service education. For example, In the
60s, 70s, it was the audio-visual education. In the 80s it was computer assisted instruction (CAI), BASIC
programming and Logo programming. In the 90s, it was multimedia, web-based learning.

As a female Asian faculty who has taught in major teacher training Institutes, I would like to share some of
the unique challenges for preparing future teachers (per-service teachers) the past 16 years.

Challenge no. 1: Most pre-service teachers are young female white adults. Many of them do not have
experiences in working with Asian faculty. For example, a typical K-12 school in San Jose, California, has
mainly white teachers/administrators, in many cases, 100% white teachers/administrators while many of
their students are from a diverse cultural background: Sometimes, a school student body is from 72 different
language and cultural background.
Challenge no. 2: Most teacher preparation institute has mainly white faculty. For example, in the College of
Education at San Jose State University which graduate, on the average, 600 credential teachers annually, has
about 110 full time faculty. Out of the 110 full time faculty, only 6 are Asian faculty (Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean).

Challenge no. 3: Most Asian female faculty are "foreign born' . The fact that we are different can offer
unique perspectives to our students and colleagues. However, sometimes, our background and cultural
differences can be barriers as well. For example, the accent issue. Some students and faculty complain that
Asian faculty have heavy accent. However, they rarely complain the European Born faculty who has heavy
European accent. Many times, they found European accent charming, while Asian accent distracting.

Challenge no. 4: The field of educational technology generally does not pay attention to solutions and
strategies in designing instruction for audience from diverse cultural background. For example, in 1999
AECT convention, there were only two presentations in the entire conference program addressed the issue of
designing for international and diverse cultural audience. As one of the popular instructional media World
Wide Web and distance learning is gaining more attention, we as instructional designers/faculty should pay
more attention to the international audience.

My goal is to prepare technologically competent teacher candidates that are also culturally sensitive to work
with diverse student population. With this goal in mind, I like to recommend:
Increase the representation of diverse student body in the field of educational technology both
1.
within the United States and outside of the United States.
Recruit more faculty of color. Therefore, students will have opportunity to work with both
2.
faculty and students from different cultural background.
Look beyond the "accent" issue. The point that I am trying to make is that more of the main
3.
stream Americans have no trouble "comprehend" accented English. They just do not like the
way it "sound". In addition, people who speak with an accent are capable of speaking more
than one language and be able to function effectively in another culture. Why not take their
unique experience and learn how to design instruction for an international audience?
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4.

Encourage more educational technologists to research the cultural issues in designing
instruction such as in the area of World Wide Web and distance learning.

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on Faculty Development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
The use of instructional media in the classroom has long been identified as a "fourth revolution" in education
(Ashby, 1967). It has the potential to reshape the role of the instructor from a knowledge conveyer to a
guide and coach, while students take a more active role in the learning process. No longer are the textbook

and instructor the sources of all knowledge; instead, the faculty member becomes the director of the
knowledge-access process (Heinich 1996 et al,). Instructional technology refers not only the actual use of
technological tools it also stresses the importance of the process of developing overall goals and strategies
for enhancing teaching and learning. At its best, technology-based learning can help teachers support a
wider range of learning styles, facilitate active learning in the classroom, use faculty time and expertise more
effectively, and familiarize students with technology that will be vital for their futures in the world of work.

In our experience, university faculty are both greatly excited and daunted by the promise and power of
teaching technologies. Our students have grown up in a "high technology" environment and are well adept
at the use of TV, videotape, computers, and the Internet as information exchange tools. Many faculty, on the
other hand, struggle to learn new technologies and to see how they might be useful to them as teachers (Shih
& Sorcinelli, 2000). . The higher education is encountering the new trends of the changing student body,
teaching practices, and the new roles and identities of faculty in universities. It is imperative, therefore, to
remains a holistic view while helping faculty develop their technological skills with an understanding of the
educational values and systems where the teaching and learning take places.

The perspectives from a foreign born female faculty developer, whose first 20 years of educational training
differs massively from the majority of US university faculty on educational technology, reflect not only a
personal challenge, they also underscore the important tasks of any faculty develop who serves as the chang
agent in helping the transformation of teaching practice with instructional technology. These tasks include,

first, effectively represent the instructional technology to faculty to help them see the integration of
technology involves more than physical setup and technical support; it requires some curricular
modifications and instructional strategy shifts; second, take in the cultural and educational differences in
educational systems to design the strategies in energizing faculty and inspiring them trying innovative ways
of teaching, and made them conscious about their purposes in the classroom; third, establish credibility and
earn trust of the faculty to represent effectively the benefits of using technologies for teaching and learning;
forth, remain alert and sensitive to the campus culture to help enhance the collegiality on campus, and
maintain a supporting network of "exemplars" who would be eager to take risks and become "mentors" to
colleagues who express interest in instructional technologies. Of most importance task as an Asian, female
developer working for rising faculty technological skills is to help faculty recognize the diversity in college
classroom, to make them conscious of the various student learning styles, ages, genders, race and ethnicity,
and digital have' s and have-not' s issues in classroom. Effectively carry out these tasks is the means to the
ends to help best researchers use and understand the instructional technologies to become a better and
effective teacher in the 2151 century.
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Integrating Web-based Materials into
Course Design
Lilly Lee Chen
Rice University
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1 Introduction
This paper is a report on a project in which Web pages were crucially incorporated in the design of a new
college course titled anguage and Culture in Taiwan." There were two main reasons for making the
Internet an integral part of the course: (1) the wide range of topics covered in this very general introductory
course requiring the wealth of information sources easily accessible on the Internet and (2) necessity of
frequent updates of information due to the fast and volatile nature of the political evolution in Taiwan,
particularly during the presidential election year when this course was offered. The consideration of user
factors was also important. The Internet responds well to today's college students who demand relevance (of
issues that pertain to the here and now) and immediacy, and are as adept in clicking on the keyboard surfing
the Internet as flipping the pages of a book.
More serious, though, in our course design is the educational philosophy that a college's mission is not so
much to transfer knowledge as to create environments and experiences that bring students to discover and
construct knowledge for themselves [1]. Exposure to the vast amount of knowledge on the Web necessitates
focus and careful choice of relevant materials. As part of course assignments students were expected to
present on topics of their choice. This ensured that they researched the subject matters in greater depth
before presenting them in class, as they would be presenting to an audience of their peers.

2 Method and content
The ready accessibility of the Internet for both the students (practically all students have a PC) and instructor
(to add to or update the course page), especially outside of class, altered in-class activities from those of
traditional teacher-centered instruction to student-centered discussion and presentation. The utilization of email also facilitated out-of-class preparation. Students were informed by e-mail to go to a certain new site
or link for a new development of events. Similarly, the student e-mailed the instructor for information or
help. The more out-of--class preparations the students have, the better the quality of in-class discussions the
instructor can expect.

The syllabus was essentially a structure of links organized according to the class schedule of topics and
It is also a display of the scope and structure of the contents of the course. It changed
activities.
dynamically as new links were discovered and added throughout the semester. The syllabus appears as a
navigation bar. To facilitate learning we have minimized visual search by displaying this syllabus bar
consistently on top of each page[2]. Students can easily navigate from site to site, not only to preview but
also to review. Besides a general page of topics with their links to available Web sites, the page of each
session further highlights some particular links to topics of the session, along with a list of references
available on reserve in the library.

The contents of this course consist of two major areas: (1) culture and (2) language. The former includes a

wide range of topics, such as a profile of Taiwan, history, political parties, customs, festivals, family
relations, literature, world view of Taiwan, and the future of Taiwan. Generally each topic or a group of
related topics was covered at a weekly session, which lasted two and a half hours, of which the first half was
devoted to cultural discussions and the second half, instruction of language. The culture part of the course
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was conducted in a seminar format along with presentations by students.

By dividing the content area into culture and language, we were not forgetting that language always operates
in a culture [3]. Besides teaching phrases and sentences applicable in social situations, other aspects of the

language, such as kinship terms, nursery rhymes, proverbs, songs, etc., abounding with traditions and
cultural values, were also taught. The language part of the course contained sound files. Some had two
types of reading, a slower one and a faster one, to facilitate learning. Taiwanese expressions in each
language lesson generally contain both literal and free translations. This makes self-study very easy and
convenient, as long as they could access the Web. Sound files were indispensable as Taiwanese is a tone
language and furthermore has seven tones and possesses an elaborate tone sandhi system [4].

This Web program was produced entirely in the instructor's office by using Netscape Composer,
Sound Recorder, and other freeware downloaded from the Internet [5]. The exercise part of the course,
which features filling in of blanks, multiple choice, short answer, etc., was made possible by the ExTemplate
program developed at Rice University Language Resource Center [6]. The ExTemplate application creates
exercises that will be stored in a database for future retrieval [7]. It allows students to submit exercises via
the Internet and be graded by the instructor also via the Internet. The language lesson sound files were
integrated into ExTemplate. This feature was very useful particularly for tonal distinction exercises.
Our classroom was equipped with a multimedia Podium which allowed us to go on the Internet, show videos,
movies, documents, play CD , etc. The Podium came in handy when a demonstration on the classroom
screen was called for. Not only did the instructor use the Podium, students were encouraged to do their class
presentations by using PowerPoint or by going to their own personal homepages where they collected Web
links or images related to their topics for classroom presentation.

3 Conclusions
By incorporating the Internet into course design, we were able to create a more accommodating learning
environment for the students and to give students more control over the learning process. As this was our
fist attempt at teaching the course with Web-based materials, further refinements of many aspects of the
course need to be made. For example, we can make pages less cluttered with text and add more digitized
videos. Also researches can be conducted to determine students' reactions in terms of attitudinal factors and
learning efficiency. Taiwanese on the Web is an on-going project. We solicit help and comments. This
project attempts to raise awareness in the global community of the vitality of a culture less known and rarely
covered in college courses. As universities generally suffer from budget constraints, by making this program
available on the Web we hope to encourage teaching of this subject matter.
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For many years, educators and practitioners have been implementing, enhancing
and innovating variety of teaching methods to best fit students learning styles
for eliciting the potential of students. As stated by Corno and Snow [2], "the

success of education depends on adapting teaching to individual differences
among learners", the teaching methods taught are to accommodate, meet, and
elicit the diverse learning needs. Technology is becoming accessible to most
segments of the United States population. As more and more classrooms are
connected to the Internet and online-lesson plans are adopted to teaching and
learning, it is important for teachers to ensure that the diverse needs of every
student is addressed. This research study contained the quantitative analyses
relative to learning styles and web design.
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When computer technology increased its popularity in 1980's, Computer-Assisted-Instruction (CAI) in the
form of drill, practice and tutorials was superior to traditional instruction [1] and outperformed those who
received traditional instruction [7]. While providing feedback to reinforce learning in CAI, Pritchard [6]
recommended that the use of computers in CAI require a specific learning style of paying attention to details
for accuracy, so that students are able to work alone. Davidson et al [3] further examined learning styles and
performance in computer concept and programming skills in BASIC, and found that learning styles had a
significant effect on performance of a computer course. By 1997, 72% of the schools in the USA had online
access. As teachers adapt their teaching to the use of the World Wide Web as a medium for resources, and to
publish their class websites, the information delivery system has been changed from paper format to digital
format and from fixed text to unlimited hypertext. The visual graphic representation has been switched from
static to animated/multi-dimensional and from limited colors to millions of colors. With the advance of the

technology, sound and movies can be incorporated into vebpages to enhance teaching and learning
environment. With the release of many HyperText Markup Languages (HTML) editors, e.g., Adobe PageMill,
Dream Weaver, Front Page, it becomes very easy for anyone to create and publish webpages, therefore it is

essential for educators to investigate the different learning styles of individual students when designing
webpages.

Study Purpose and Sample Setting
The purpose of this study is to examine two different webpage designs regarding to students learning styles.
A total of 44 students who enrolled college courses in graphic design, computer application and web design

were selected in the study. Students in these classes had little or some knowledge of the Internet and
Webpage design.
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The two web designs were developed by the authors and used for the study: one-frame versus two-frame
designs with the incorporation of colors, animation, buttons, and hypertexts. The one-frame design used a
top-down sequential technique for web design. To begin, users must access from the main menu in order to
navigate to other pages. The two-frame web design contained two displays located side-by-side. The left
frame normally contains the potential links, the right-frame displays the corresponding information. Users can
make random selection of different links at any given time provided on the left-frame that served as the main
menu.

Measurement and Procedures
In the beginning of the semester, the Gregorc Style Delineator [4] was administered and the scores were
tallied to determine students prefer learning styles in (1) Concrete sequential; (2) Abstract sequential; (3)
Concrete random; or (4) Abstract random. At the end of the semester, students were given an Uniformed
Resources Links (URL) to review the two different styles of web designs as mentioned earlier. After review,
an instruction was provided for the students to fill out an open-ended questionnaire to reflect their selection
and to make their comments.

Selected Results:
Two-frame selection: Students preferred the two-frame design to the one-frame arrangement with a ratio
of approximately 3:1. This again stressed the importance of design in CAI that emphasized gaining attention,
guiding learning, informing learners of objectives, and presenting stimuli with distinctive gatures. The
reasons why users were in favor of the two-frame design included that it was easier to navigate with leftframe controlling the right-frame. With all the links listed on one-frame and information displayed on the other,
it provided a quick access to the viewer.

One-frame selection: Students who preferred the one-frame design to the two-frame one like the fact
that it was easy to follow and less confusion, simple but effective. Information straight down on a page was
easier to read and to understand than a two-frame design. It kept attention intact and was readily for research.
Some found that it was easy to use for computer illiterate people.

Discussion
The two-frame design is a newer approach than the single frame design. Students used to the one-frame
design and some still prefer the same way of accessing information, even though the two-frame design has
pleasing results and is reportedly easier to use than the one-frame design. In summary, this research
suggested that the major reasons why the students disliked the two-frame design were because they were
simply unfamiliar with the structure. Additional training and more exposure to the two-frame design would
help them overcome the barrier. As the popularity of the Internet increases and the HTML editors become
easier to use, it is important to emphasize these design factors, so that the webpages can be designed more
accessible and user friendlier as technology advances.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of teaching three students
with moderate mental disability in a specialized high school in Taiwan to learn
Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding by using adaptive input system. A single -subject
multiple-probe baselines design across subjects was used. The students used the
Unlimiter system as the adaptive input interface to learn to differentiate the

locations of the Da -Yi character roots on a keyboard and to learn Chinese
keyboarding with Da-Yi character roots. The result shows that all three students

can distinguish the locations of the Da -Yi character roots without extra
instruction and interact with the computer with Da-Yi input method. The
applicability and effectiveness of teaching high school students with m3derate
mental disability in learning Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding was supported.
Keyword: adaptive computer system,
special education, mental disability
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1 Introduction
With the rapid advancement of the Internet, our life has become more tied to the Internet and the utilization
of the computer is becoming increasingly important. In daily life, people are becoming more familiar with
Internet shopping and using email to communicate. In educational planning, many countries are putting
emphasis on classroom computers and the Internet [5][6]. Moreover, various Internet-based learning modes
are the focus of research in those countries [12][13] in hope of using the Internet to assist students to learn
anytime and anywhere and are consequentially achieving the ideal of equal educational opportunity and
quality education.
However, for the disabled, because of their disability in the functions of the body, senses, and cognition, it is
hard for them to use the technology of computers and the Internet. Enabling the disabled in utilizing these
technologies with an accessible environment is an important issue facing the educators.

The government in Taiwan views the establishment of a computer environment with accessibility for the
disabled as a priority. When the Department of Education started putting the infrastructure of computer
classrooms and Internet access in place in K-12 schools in 1998, it purchased a batch of computers with
specialized Internet accessibility for the local school districts and special education schools in hopes that the
disabled students can use the specialized equipment to learn computer skills and the Internet, thus enabling
them to further their learning with the help of the computer and Internet.
Specialized computer accessories can reduce the problems that the disabled encounter in input and output so
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that they can use the computer more easily. Therefore, as far as input device accessibility is concerned, the
emphasis is on the input interface, for example, keyguard, touch-screen, trackball, replacement keyboard --

mini- keyboard and enlarged keyboard, etc. Although these input devices make the computers more
accessible and easier to use, no matter which accessible input interface is employed, a user still has to learn a
method of Chinese input to be able to use the computer in learning and communications.

Currently, four kind of Chinese input mechanisms are used: keyboarding, voice input, writing input, and
optical scan. Keyboarding is the most common input method among them[4][14][15]. In fact, although the
other ways are more convenient , keyboarding is more useful for individuals with more severe mental
disability, since they experiences difficulty with cognition, speech, and motor skills [8][9].

Whichever input method is employed, keyboarding has to be utilized to complete the process of interfacing

with the computer in Chinese. Furthermore, keyboarding, per se, is not restricted to finger typing on a
keyboard. It is broadly viewed as using the key codes on the keyboard to spell characters and words. A user
can input by clicking the keys with a mouse on a displayed mini-keyboard on the computer monitor, by
using a replacement keyboard, by using a single on/off key in conjunction with menu scanning, or even by
using Morse code. Thus, it is an important key issue to know how to help the disabled, intellectually and/or
physically, to learn effective computer keyboarding that enables them to communicate with people.

There are several methods for typing Chinese characters on the computer. These input methods can be
grouped into two categories: One is phonetic-coding input; the other is pattern-coding input. The former is
inputting Tzu-Yin phonetic symbols or Han-Yu phonetic spelling to have the computer display the
homonyms, while the latter is inputting the codes of disassembled basic character patterns, for example,
Chang-Jay pattern coding and Da-Yi pattern coding to have the computer display a corresponding Chinese
character. Among the current methods, Tzu-Yin, Chang-Jay and Da-Yi are most commonly used[3].

The authors chose Da-Yi as the input method in this study based on the reasons below:
A. The prerequisite of using Tzu -Yin input method is that one must be able to pronounce and spell out a
character[7]. This is difficult for students with mental disabilities.

B. Chang-Jay input method was developed based on the character-construction rules while Da -Yi
keyboarding starts with writing-stroke rules. This way, the students could keyboard with the sequence of
writing.

C. Some research results show that students with mild mental disability perform worse in using Tzu-Yin
keyboarding than in using Chang-Jay [10]. The students spent a lot of time learning. Students with
moderate mental disabilities could learn to use the Da-Yi input method quickly.
D. Da-Yi input method may be worthwhile for students with mental disabilities to learn in the information
age. But how can we assist the students in learning Da-Yi more effectively and less frustratingly?

Therefore, the purpose of this research was to explore if the students can learn to use the Da-Yi input method
on the keyboard.

2 Research Methodology
2.1 Experimental Subjects and Setting
Three high school students with moderate mental disability in the Chia -Yi special school participated in this
research. The subjects were selected on the basis of three criteria. First, they were capable of using verbal
communication. Secondly, their emotions were stable. Thirdly, their fine motor movement, especially that of
the hands, could be controlled by themselves.

Although they are too old to take an IQ test, they were all identified as having moderate mental disability
when they entered this school. In order to realize the subjects' characteristics, the researchers reviewed their
IEP files and interviewed their teachers. A summary of the subjects' characteristics appears in table 1.
Instruction was conducted by the researchers in the school's counseling room. A personal computer with an
Unlimiter computer interface system (called the Ul system by special education educators in Taiwan) were
placed on the table. The Ul system was designed by the Assistive Technology Foundation. It is a kind of
programmable keyboard that can be designed by the instructor[2]. The subject sat in front of the table and
operated the Ul system while the instruction took place.
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Table 1 Subject's Characteristics

Subject

C

Age

Grade Gender Experience in
Computer Use?

17y4m

12th

Male

17yllm

12th

Female No

Can read and write some common words,
oral expression is good

18y7m

10th

Male

Oral expression is good. Can read printed
words excluding his personal information,
e.g. name, address.

Performance of literature

Can read and write some common words,
Articulation disorder
Received speech-language therapy.

Yes

No

2.2 Stimuli
2.2.1 Character roots instruction
There are 253 character roots in the Da -Yi input method. These character roots are divided into 40 groups
depending on their attributes. The researchers chose the most frequently used 2 characters for each group,
which were a total of 80 characters (see Figure 1).

2.2.2 Keyboarding instruction
328 words that were divided into 4 sequent groups according to the construction of the word were chosen for
the keyboarding practice. These four groups are: group A "from left to right" ( ), group B "from top to
), group C "combination of the previous two types" ( ), and group D "from outside to inside"
bottom "
( ). These words were chosen based on their frequency of use and the explicitness of the word formation.
The subjects practiced keyboarding from easier character root formations to more complicated ones.

2.2.3 Words for generalized testing

Three groups of tests were designed. The first group contained 28 new words that were never practiced
before. The second involved 21 sentences and 172 words that were practiced in the instruction period. The
third group were some written articles.

2.4 Apparatus
This study uses a multimedia computer with a 19-inch monitor and Unlimiter, an adaptive input system.
Unlimiter is a kind of programmable keyboard for which the user could design the layout to suit their
purpose. In this study, the researchers designed a layout as an alternative keyboard for the subjects. The
content of the layout is in Figure 2.

2.5 Definitions of Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable was the instructional design that contained the arrangement of the keyboarding
practice words based on the explicitness of word formation and the use of the Unlimiter computer input
system.

The dependent variables were effectiveness of learning (percentage of correctly keyboarded target words)
and efficiency of learning (numbers of sessions the subject required in order to reach the master criteria).
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Figure 1 the table of Da-Yi character roots

Figure 2 the layout of Da-Yi input me hod

2.6 Design
A multiple -probe baseline across subjects was used. The particular strengths of the multiple-probe baseline
design were: (a) the treatment was not reversed, (b) prolonged baseline measures were unnecessary, and (c)
the design permitted the evaluation of academic learning [1][11]. A constant time delay technique was
selected for instruction in this study, and verbal praise was used as reinforcement.

2.7 Procedure
The research was divided into two steps: instruction of Da-Yi character roots followed by the instruction of
the Da-Yi input method. Researchers randomly decided prior to the instruction which subjects would receive
instruction. The next group of subjects received instruction when the previous student group entered the
"from upper to lower" keyboarding instruction.
2.7.1 The instruction of Da-Yi character roots
In this step, subjects learned about the 80 Da -Yi characters roots on the layout. The subject would not go to
the second step, the instruction of the Da-Yi input method, until he or she reached the master criteria, which
was 90% correct responses in three continuous sessions.
2.7.2 The instruction of the Da-Yi input method

There were three periods of instruction. They were baseline, instruction sessions, and maintenance &
generalization. During the baseline period, the subjects were measured on their accuracy of keyboarding
with the Da-Yi input method. The percentage correct measured after testing each group of target words was
used as the subject's baseline performance.

During the instruction sessions period, researchers taught the students the necessary keyboarding rules for
the sequence of writing. The instruction started from group A"from left to right". The subject practiced and
took a test with the Microsoft Excel software. The researchers demonstrated keyboarding the target word if
the student could not keyboard it correctly in the 20-second time -delay period. The student could not
advance to practicing the next group until he or she reached the master criteria, which was a 90% correct
response in three continuous sessions.

In order to examine whether the subjects could maintain and generalize their keyboarding abilities, we
continued to assess the subjects' performance of new words, sentences and articles without prompting.

2.8 Reliability
In order to assess the subjects' response accurately, we immediately recorded the results of subjects'
keyboarding in Microsoft Excel.

3 Result
3.1 Da-Yi Character Roots
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The three subjects were measured for their familiarity with Da-Yi character roots by having them indicate
the target key on the layout. The results showed that all three students could indicate the 80 character roots

under the researchers' order. It meant that the subjects could go to learn Da-Yi input method without
supplemental learning of character roots.

3.2 Keyboarding- Four groups of words
The percentage of correctly keyboarded training words in the four groups during the instruction sessions for
each subject is presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5. For these three subjects, it is obvious that they could learn to

keyboard with the Da-Yi input method. Student A could type these four forms of words almost 100%
correctly. The performance of Student B indicated that she fulfilled the criteria in every measurement except
the first trial of group A and group D.

Student C only fulfilled the mastery criteria for group A. However, student C could reach the mastery
criteria and learn how to keyboard with the Da-Yi input method.

According to the performance of these three subjects, we found that teaching keyboarding to moderately
mentally disabled students with the Da-Yi input method using Unlimiter as an adaptive input system is a
valid method, especially when student C did not recognize these characters.
The instruction was efficient. Student A reached the mastery criteria in the minimal number of sessions.
Student B used three sessions for groups B and C, and four sessions for groups A and D. Student C spent
three sessions on group A, four sessions on group C and group D, and five sessions on group B. They all
could learn to master the keyboarding rules with the Da-Yi input method with short-term instruction.

3.3 Maintenance & Generalization.
3.3.1 New words

The subject was measured on their generalization of a group of new words after their mastery of the four
groups of words with different word formations. The results are presented on table 2. They could generalize
the rules of keyboarding for words not practiced before.

3.3.2 Sentence

Students were asked to keyboard 21 sentences and 172 words composed of the words they practiced. The
results on table 2 indicate that the three subjects could keyboard almost 100% correctly.
3.3.3 Articles

Due to time limitations, student B only finished article one, and student C did not have the opportunity to
type the articles with the Da-Yi input method. As the results in table 2 show, student A and student B could
keyboard almost all the content of the articles although some words were never practiced.
Therefore, the three subjects could generalize the rules of keyboarding with the Da -Yi input method they had
learned into new words, sentences, and articles.

Table 2 Numbers of correct inputting of the three subjects in generalization test
Article two
Article one
Sentences
New words
Student A
Student B
Student C

(n=28)

(n=172)

(n=130)

(n=227)

Article three
(n=142)

28
25
24

172
170
172

127
125

225

136
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Figure 3. The percentage of correct keyboarding of the four groups of the training words with
Da-Yi input method during the instruction sessions for student A
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Figure 4. The percentage of correct keyboarding of the four groups of the training words with
Da-Yi input method during the instruction sessions for student B
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Figure 5. The percentage of correct keyboarding of the four groups of the training words with
Da-Yi input method during the instruction sessions for student C

4 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of teaching students with moderate mental disability in
a special high school to learn Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding by using an adaptive input system. The results
indicated that all three subjects could learn to keyboard with ai-Yi input method by using adaptive input
system. In other words, it was an effective and an efficient way to teach students with moderate mental

disability to learn Da -Yi input method by using adaptive input interface. In fact, using the alternative
keyboard could provide the students with a simpler keyboard, but more prompts would be needed to
discriminate the position of the Da-Yi character roots.

According to the result of this research, special educators may help students with moderate mental disability
to learn Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding by using an adaptive input interface system as an input method.
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Searching information in the WWW effectively and efficiently is an important
vehicle for 21s` century citizens to become lifelong learners. This study was to
identify effective information-seeking strategies by comparing the strategies
employed by the Internet novice user and those by the expert user. A searching
task followed by an interview were undertaken in order to observe the strategies
used by the subjects. Pre-task and post-task surveys were also administered to
collect data relating to subjects' background and self-efficacy toward using the
Internet. Protocol analysis was used to analyze the verbal data collected in this
study. The results showed that the expert and the novice employed different
information-searching strategies in the following six aspects: computer
self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration,
and problem solving.
Keywords: Searching Strategies, Lifelong Learning, WWW

1 Introduction
Lifelong learning has been recognized as an important goal of education in the twenty-first century [14].
With increasingly tremendous information to face everyday, searching desired information effectively and
efficiently becomes a necessary skill for learning in such an information age [4, 6]. Due to its efficiency and
popularity, the World Wide Web (WWW) is becoming a powerful vehicle for reaching the goal of lifelong
learning.

However, it seems not easy for Internet novice users to search information effectively and efficiently via the
web. For example, disorientation was reported as a problem that the novice explorers might have while
navigating within a hyperspace [2]. It was often to lose directions if they were lack of self-conscious in
searching motivation, strategies, results, and meanings. Borgman suggested future research to compare
novice and expert users' cognitive behaviors while they are doing a specific searching task in order to find
the key factor to accomplish the task [1].

Prior research indicated that users' metacognitive ability, orientation conscious, system knowledge, domain
knowledge, and system design influenced users' searching strategies while navigating in a hypermedia
environment [6, 10]. Users' computer knowledge and information processing skills were particularly
emphasized as important factors to determine a successful searching [4]. Except by improving the system
design to help users perform self-reflection during the information-seeking process [9, 7], future research
was suggested to evaluate the application of metacognitive skills in an Internet-based learning context [4, 5].

According to the literature about metacognitive strategies [12, 16], learners need not only to have
self-conscious about their own learning but also have to know what strategies they can use and how to use
them in order to enhance their metacognitive abilities. In addition, it is more important for students to know
how to learn than what to learn in order to reach the goal of lifelong learning [14]. Teaching students about
how to learn has been demonstrated to be effective to improve students' achievement and attitudes in various
learning domains [8, 13]. However, little research explored the strategies specifically for searching
information in the WWW.

Hill [5] described a conceptual framework for how users formulate and employ information-seeking

strategies in open-ended information systems (OEISs), e.g. the Internet. Two stages of information seeking
were presented in this model. The first was navigational stage, which included the following processes:
purposeful thinking, acting, and system responding. The second was process stage, including evaluation,

transformation and integration, and resolution. With limited metacognitive ability and unawareness of
computer application skills, novice users tended to suffer information overloading. They often repeated the
behaviors which were recognized in the navigational stage, but seldom performed the actions belonged to

the process stage. However, experienced users were able to utilize the searching strategies that were
recognized in both stages [5]. They also showed how to control and manage their searching process. It
seemed that users' self-awareness about their own searching ability, self-reflection, self-control and
self-management about their searching process were keys for successfully seeking information on the
Internet.

In order to become lifelong learners, all citizens of the next century must know what strategies they can use
for searching information effectively and efficiently on the WWW and how to use them. If the Internet is an
important vehicle for lifelong learning, then identifying effective WWW searching strategies should be the
first step to reach the goal.

2 Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify effective WWW information-seeking strategies by comparing the
strategies used by Internet novice users and experienced users. Therefore, the research question of this study
was: What are the differences between the strategies used by Internet novice users and those used by Internet
experienced users while searching information on the WWW?

3 Methodology
Two in-deep case studies followed by a between-case comparison were used to answer the research question.
A college freshman, as an Internet novice user, and a college graduate working at a computer technology
company, as an Internet expert user, were volunteered to participate this study. Both subjects were asked to
perform a searching task alone through the WWW by using a web browser, Internet Explorer. The goal of
the task was to find a freshmen course schedule of a specific department in a large university in Taiwan.
The searching processes were both videotaped for observing subjects' searching paths, number of websites
visited, and the time spent on each site. During the search, subjects were asked and continuously reminded
to perform think-aloud in order to collect verbal information for protocol analysis [3] of their searching
strategies. Pencils and blank answer sheets were issued to subjects for taking notes or answers.

Before searching, a survey was administered to collect subjects' Internet background, including their
Internet using history, frequencies of Internet access, Internet access availability at home, Internet courses
taken before, and self-efficacy about searching information on the WWW. Right after the searching task,
subjects were given another survey to reflect their self-satisfaction toward their performance in the task.

Subjects were further interviewed by the researcher if there was a need to clarify on the videotape.
Subjects' searching paths, actions, responses, and think-aloud protocols were analyzed for each case and
then compared between cases.

4 Results
Comparing the data collected from pre-task and post-task surveys, searching paths, verbal scripts and blank
answer sheets, several different characteristics showed between the Internet novice user and expert user.
First of all, the expert finished the task and got desired information after visiting 30 in 18 minutes, whereas
the novice visited 19 websites in 24 minutes with a blank answer. Except for different searching results
between the cases, this also showed that the expert' s navigating speed was as about twice as the novice' s.
In addition, the expert spent less than one minute on each website, whereas the novice spent more than one
minutes on five websites. This indicated that the expert processed and evaluated the information shown on
computer screen much faster than the novice.

Besides, verbal scripts to complaint about system like "I hate it! It is so slow.?! or to critique the website

design like "This is a poor website full of redundant information.." showed 9 times during the expert' s
searching and 0 during the novice' s; however, anxiety or worrying responses like "How come I cannot find
it..7 or " I cannot..I cannot..I just cannot find it." showed 12 times during the novice' s searching but 0
during the expert' s. This suggested that the expert was confident to and believed being able to find the
desired information; however, the novice users were coping with tremendous amount of anxiety toward
reaching the goal of the task. This was concurred with their reflections in pre-task survey about their
self-efficacies toward using computer technology.

Furthermore, navigation disorientation and system problems did not happen during the expert' s searching
process, but happened in the novice' s searching process. The novice responses with "I understand it but just

don' t know where to start." "How did I get here-7 and "Oh! My god. I made a mistake. What' s wrong
with this?" This revealed that the novice user tended to get lost and became nervous after an error occurred.
However, the expert showed confidence in controlling and regulating their searching process no matter what
happened in the process.

Finally, the expert was familiar with how to use search engines and data base query systems; however, the
novice showed some problems with them. This implied that knowing how to use helpful searching tools on
the WWW is an important issue for successful searching. Besides, the novice showed little try-and-error
strategies when problems occurred; however, the expert used this strategy a lot when a bottle net occurred.
This indicated that try-and-error was an important problem solving skill for a successful searching in the
WWW.

5 Discussions
Based on the results of this study, the differences of strategies utilized by the Internet novice user and the
expert user can be summarized as following six aspects: computer self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids,
information processing, concentration, and problem solving. Computer self-efficacy [11] means how users
perceived their abilities toward utilizing computer technology. The expert user tended to have higher
computer self-efficacy than the novice user. This strategy relates to users' prior computer experience and
believes about learning computers. Changing the novice users' views or believes about their computer
abilities might be a solution to enhance their searching effectiveness and efficiency.

Task anxiety refers to worrying about not being able to reach the goal of a searching task. This strategy
relates to environmental expectation and support. Group searching task with peer support might be a
solution to help the novice search information on the WWW. Search aids indicates to users' knowledge
and abilities to use tools that help search on the WWW, e.g. search engines and data base query systems.
This relates to users' prior-knowledge and experience of using a data retrieval system. Providing a metaphor
of such a system and practicing the query skills could enhance the novice users' abilities in this aspect.
Information processing refers to the ability to read in information from computer screen, select main ideas,

evaluate, transfer, and integrate the information, and finally make decisions for the next destination.
Strategies like looking through headlines and hyperlinks immediately after visiting a web page could help
novice users to encode web information. Except encoding, many other strategies belong to this aspect. They
include differentiating, monitoring, formulating, integrating, extracting, angling, collecting, controlling,
decision-making, and reflecting [5]. In addition, this study shows evidence to support Hill' s [5] conceptual
framework of seeking information in an open-ended information system. Because the novice did repeat the
behaviors of the navigational stage [5], but seldom performed the actions belonged to the process stage [5];
however, the expert in this study did perform the actions of both stages and show how to control and manage
his searching process.

Concentration means the ability to keep attention on the searching task. The novice was easy to be
interrupted by unrelated program messages or outside interferes. Have the mouse pointing to text which is
currently being processed or read the text loudly might help the novice concentration on searching task.
Problem solving means the ability to use try-and-error strategy when problems occur during searching. This
strategy relates to users' creativity and problem solving styles. This strategy may be enhanced by successful
practice experience.
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6 Conclusions
The Internet novice users and expert users utilize different strategies to seek information in the WWW, an
open-ended information system. Although the system design and users' system knowledge and domain

knowledge may influence users' searching efficacy, users' metacognitive searching strategies may be
enhanced through teaching and practice. By comparing the novice' s and the expert' s strategies used for
seeking desired information through the WWW, this study identified six different aspects: computer
self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration, and problem solving. Future
research should further investigate each aspect and examine the effects of the training of these strategies on
users' searching efficacy.
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The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of
smaller networks. Recently, through United States federal, state, and regional
education networks and commercial providers, the vast resources of the Internet
are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and

classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with
Internet access. One of the most popular uses of this new medium, among
teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding the right
information on a particular topic for their students takes time. Current initiatives,
such as FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet, meet this goal of
improving online learning resources. This paper aims to introduce some of the
United States' successful programs.

1 Introduction
One of the main priorities of the Clinton administration is to make sure that all Americans have the best
education in the world. One of the goals of this "Call to Action for American Education" is to bring the
power of the Information Age into all schools in the United States. This initiative requires connecting every
classroom and library to the Internet, making sure that every child has access to multimedia computers,

giving teachers the training they need to be as comfortable with the computer as they are with the
chalkboard, and increasing the availability of high-quality educational content. When America meets the
challenge of making every child technologically literate, children in rural towns, suburbs, and inner city
schools will have equal access to the same knowledge base.
United States Federal agencies have made significant contributions to expanding this knowledge base. For
example, "White House for Kids," is a home page with information on the history of the White House.
NASA has a K-12 initiative, allowing students to interact with astronauts and to share in the excitement of
scientific pursuits such as the exploration of Mars and Jupiter, and the experiments conducted on the Space
Shuttle. Students participating in the GLOBE project (Global Learning and Observation for a Better
Environment) collect actual atmospheric, aquatic, and biological data and use the Internet to share, analyze,
and discuss the data with scientists and students all over the world. With support from the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Energy, and the Department of Defense's CAETI program (Computer-Aided
Education and Training Initiative), the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a program that allows
high school students to request and down-load their own observations of the universe from professional
telescopes.
Of these government programs, four of these are as follows:

2 FREE (Federal Resources for Educational Excellence)
On April 18, 1997, President Clinton asked Federal agencies to determine what "resources you can make
available that would enrich the Internet as a tool for teaching and learning." In response, more than 40

Federal agencies formed a working group to make hundreds of federally supported education resources
available on the FREE website.

Some of the subjects of the FREE include arts, educational technology, foreign languages, health and safety,
and mathematics. Agencies involved include Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Gallery

of Art, National Science Foundation, Peace Corps, Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the
Smithsonian Institution.

3 GEM (Gateway to Educational Materials)
GEM began in 1996 after the National Library of Education (NLE) Advisory Task Force sought to find ways
to apply library and information science skills to help educators find lesson plans and teacher guides on the
Internet. GEM provides links to free Internet materials, partially free materials, and to resources that require
a fee or registration to be used. There are two ways to access the education resources on GEM Browsing
and Searching. Browsing GEM is sampling from lists of predetermined categories (e.g. mathematics,

language, education by grade level). Searching GEM is looking for any information containing the
keywords of the query (e.g. algebra lesson plan). This website provides access to educational materials
found on various federal, state, university, non-profit, and commercial Internet sites.

4 ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center)
The Ask ERIC service (Education Resources Information Center), supported by the Department of
Education, has a virtual library of more than 900 lesson plans for K-12 teachers, and provides answers to
questions from educators within 48 hours -- using a nationwide network of experts and databases of the
latest research. Abstracts of some 1,300 (Educational Research Information Center) ERIC Digests are
available online and text -searchable. A menu of services offered on the Internet not only introduces the user
to ERIC documents, but also leads to other databases in education. It began in 1992 as a project of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Information and Technology and is now, with the ERIC Clearinghouse, a component of
the Information Institute of Syracuse at Syracuse University. Today, Ask ERIC encompasses the resources of
the entire ERIC system and beyond. Got an education question? Ask ERIC! The main components of Ask
ERIC are:

1. Ask ERIC Question & Answer (Q&A) Service

Need to know the latest information on special education, curriculum development or other education
topics? Just Ask ERIC! When you submit your education question to Ask ERIC Q&A, you'll receive a
personal e-mail response from one of our network information specialists within two business days! We
will send you a list of ERIC database citations that deal with your topic and will also refer you to other
Internet resources for additional information. It' s that easy!
2. Ask ERIC Virtual Library

The Ask ERIC Virtual Library contains selected educational resources, including 1000+ Ask ERIC
Lesson Plans, 250+ Ask ERIC Info Guides, searchable archives of education-related listservs, links to
Television Series Companion Guides, and much more!
3. Search the ERIC Database
The ERIC database, the world' s largest source of education information, contains more than one million

abstracts of documents and journal articles on education research and practice. By searching Ask
ERIC' s web-based version of the ERIC Database, you can access the ERIC abstracts, which are also
found in the printed medium, Resources in Education and Current Index to Journals in Education, The
database is updated monthly, ensuring that the information you receive is timely and accurate.

5 Parents Guide to the Internet (16 page informational booklet)
This new, 16-page booklet, produced by the U.S. Department of Education, gives parents an introduction to
the Internet and is "intended to help parents --regardless of their level of technological know- how - -make use
of the on-line world as an important educational tool. The guide cuts through the overwhelming amount of
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consumer information to give parents an introduction to the Internet and how to navigate it. Most
importantly the guide suggests how parents can allow their children to tap into the wonders of the Internet
while safeguarding them from its potential hazards.
This guide was produced with the sort of collaborative effort that American schools need in order to succeed.
U.S. Department of Education staff worked with leaders from parent and education organizations, the private

sector, nonprofit groups and others in order to give parents a clear and comprehensive overview of the
Internet and its vast educational potential. In the same way, schools need support from every corner of the
community in order to provide students with a high-quality education.

6 Conclusion
More than ever before, a high-quality education offers Americans the best path to a rewarding career and a
fulfilling quality of life. As citizens of the Information Age, Americans must include access to technology
among the elements of an education that is based on high standards of achievement and discipline. But
incorporating technology into the Nation's schools is too big a job for the schools to tackle on their own.
Teachers need support and involvement from parents, grandparents, businesses, cultural institutions and
others in order to make effective in-class use of the wonders of technology.

The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of smaller networks. Recently,
through United States federal, state, and regional education networks and commercial providers, the vast
resources of the Internet are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and
classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with Internet access. One of the most
popular uses of this new medium, among teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding
the right resource on a particular topic for their students takes time. And time is in short supply for our
teachers. Current initiatives, such as those outlined, FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet,
meet this goal of improving online learning.
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Which Chinese Input Methods Is More
Suitable for Sixth-Grade Pupils?
Keyboarding or Non-Keyboarding
Weichung Wang* and Tainshu Ma
Department of Mathematics Education, National Tainan Teachers College
Tainan 700, Taiwan
*E-mail: wwang@ipx.ntntc.edu.tw
Computers have been wildly used in elementary schools and to input characters
is usually necessary while manipulating computers. However, inputting Chinese
characters is a burden for Taiwanese pupils. Keyboarding is a traditional method
used for inputting Chinese characters. On the other hand, other user-friendlier
input tools like speech and handwriting recognition provide alternative choices.
We observe three 12-year-old pupils, who have different backgrounds, how they
use these different methods to input Chinese characters. Experiments results
show that all three pupils make progress after short-time practice for all input

methods. Different pupils, however, would choose different input method
depending on their own preference and background.

Keywords: Chinese input method, keyboarding input by pronunciation,
speech recognition, handwriting recognition

1 Introduction
Computers have been widely used in many educational applications like computer-aided learning. For a
pupil in Taiwan, one of obstacles that he or she may encounter for using computers is to input Chinese
characters.[1] In this study, we intend to explore pupils' behaviors on Chinese characters inputting and then
make recommendations in under what conditions what kind of input methods may be used.

Keyboarding and non-keyboarding are two main categories of characters input methods. For keyboarding
method, users type Chinese characters either according to their pronunciations or by "dismantling" the
characters. For the non-keyboarding methods, handwriting and speech reorganization are two popular
methods for inputting Chinese. While keyboarding has been used for longer time and almost always each
computer is equipped with a keyboard, non-keyboarding input methods are developed recently and extra
equipments and software are needed.

When keyboarding is used, most students input each single Chinese character by spelling its
pronunciation.[5] Main reasons are: (1) Students are familiar with the pronunciation. What they have to
learn is to memorize the position of each key on the keyboard corresponding to the pronunciations. (2)
Psychology indicates that human beings think in the form of tone (of characters), but not the font of the
characters.[4] However, disadvantages of this input method exist. (1) Students may not spell pronunciation
correctly especially when they encounter new words. (2) Many different Chinese characters have same
pronunciations .[3,7] Pupils thus need to choose the target character and the input speed is slowed down.
Non-keyboarding input methods, especial the voice reorganization, is one of the hottest research topic in
computing. People use natural ways like handwriting or speech to communicate with computers. The
computers then analyzed the data to identify what people mean and output the data in a text format.[6]

We conduct the study to find out pros and cons of each input methods. Three sixth grade (12-year-old)
students with different computing backgrounds are chosen, based on interviewing and simple tests. Student
A has a lot of computing experience, student C has little computing experience, and Student B is in between.
All three students come from National Tainan Teachers College Affiliated Primary School. For keyboarding

input, they use the input method of spelling words' Pronunciation that is included in the Windows 98
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operation system. For handwriting reorganization, they use "Pen Power Jr." For speech reorganization, they
use the product named "IBM Via Voice." The essay that students input is extracted from the newspaper China
Times. There are 142 characters in the essay. To evaluate the performance of different input methods, each
pupil has five chances to input the Chinese essay by pronunciation based keyboarding, speech reorganization
and handwriting reorganization. Between each of chance, they have a period of 30 minutes to practice. In the
next section, we summarize our observations and statistical results toward the problems in each of the subsections.

2 Findings and discussion
2.1 Can short-time trainings improve performance of pronunciation based
keyboarding?
Figure 1 shows timing in seconds that student A, B, C took to finish the essay in five trials. They are asked
to input all characters correctly. All three pupils made progress for the short-time practice. Co mparing the
first and the fifth performances, we found that student A, B, and C had 19%, 37%, and 53% of progress,
respectively. Although student A made less progress, the student actually finished the essay quickest. Beside,
students A, B, and C had an average progress of 16, 60, 178 seconds. We noticed that both student B and C
kept making progress, but student A had a downgrading performance from the third to the forth trial. The

difference between the third and forth trial for student A, however, is not significant. Based on the
experimental results, we conclude that short time training does benefit three students in different background.
Furthermore, the student with the least computing background actually made the most significant progress.
Figure!. Comparison of input timing using pronunciation based on keyboarding

2.2 How does the speech recognition input method affect the input efficiency?
Figure 2 shows the percentage of the speech recognition software correctly identify the characters. Both
student A and B perform similar from the first to the fifth trial, while student B tends to be better in the first
of four trials. Besides, student B makes a great progress from the first trial (77%) to the second trial (92%).
Student A and B reached a 100% correct recognition and student C achieved almost 90% correctness. This
suggests that, after reasonable training, students with different background can manipulate the speech input
method nicely.

Figure 2. The correct recognition percentage of speech recognition.
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Figure 3 demonstrate timing the pupils took in five trials with emending the wrong characters. When the
correct recognition rate is high, the input method can be very efficient, about 160 characters in one minute
for student A and B. However, this is not a universal situation. Take student C as the example, the pupil
speaks in such an ambiguous tone that the computer simply could not correctly recognize the essay. As the
result, the student spent a lot of time to emend the wrong characters and greatly slow down the speed of
inputting. Such observations show that there is room for improving the correct recognition rate.
Figure 3. Timing of speech recognition input.

Student C

0 Student B
Student A

2.3 How does the handwriting recognition input method affect the input efficiency?
Figure 4 reveals the percentage of the handwriting recognition software correctly identify the characters.
Both student A and B perform similar from the first to the fifth trial, while student B tends to be better.
Besides, student B reached 100% correct recognition at the last two trials, and student C achieved 92%
correctness. This suggests that, after reasonable training, students with different background can manipulate
the handwriting recognition input method nicely.
Figure 4. The correct recognition percentage of handwritten recognition.

Figure 5 demonstrate timing the pupils took in five trials with emending the wrong characters. We find that
both student B and A perform similarly and nicely, though slight differences exist. Main reason why student

B outperforms other two students at the correct recognition percentage is the way he wrote Chinese
characters. Student B usually writes in a way that the characters strokes are clear and distinct. In contrast,
student C tends to write Chinese characters apart and thus make the software consider as several words.
Furthermore, student A writes very fast and his written characters strokes are also clear though a little
behind the ones of student a This characteristic affect the timing of input, while the correct recognition
percentage of student A is lower than B, he should took more time in inputting, instead, the timing of input
with emending is less than that of student B.
Figure 5. Timing of handwriting recognition input.
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2.4 For different students, how the input methods help students to input more
efficiently?
For student A, to use keyboarding as input tool is better than the one by non-keyboarding. Because he is
familiar with keyboarding and input Chinese even becomes a basic ability as using computer. [2] So that in
the test of keyboarding, he exceeded others very much at first, but just for the same reason, he could not

make further progress. In inputting by non-keyboarding methods, he did not do such a good job as
keyboarding. Take speech for instance, everyone spent almost the same time when they did not need to
emend the wrong words, but he spent much more time then student B when emending is needed. Similar
result can be found for handwriting method. The recognition rate of student B is better than A.
For student B, to use non-keyboarding as input tool is better than the one by keyboarding. One reason is that
he is not as familiar with keyboarding as A does. He usually uses computer to play games or surf the Internet.
He actually just needs to use mouse as a tool to communicate with computer. In keyboarding, although his
effect is not better than student A, but he has a better progress than student A. If non-keyboarding method is
used, no matter speech or handwriting, he did a better job than student A and C. We emphasize that, these
three students never use speech or handwritten before, and the result shows that the learning effect of student
B is better than the other two students.

For student C, to use keyboarding seems better than non-keyboarding. He made a better progress in
keyboarding. In input method of keyboarding, at the last time of test, his input titre was even less than that

of student B's first trial. This result showed that after short-time training, student C made the greatest
progress in keyboarding (53%). For non-keyboarding methods, student C seems had difficulty to adjust his
speech tone and handwriting to fit the software. But we think this is the place that software developers
should work on. It should be the software developers' responsibility to develop software that is capable of
adapting different speech tone and handwriting habit.

3 Conclusions
We have observed the behaviors of using keyboarding and non-keyboarding Chinese input methods. We
suggest the following. For students who are familiar with computer and takes inputting as a basic skill, like
student A, keyboarding best fits. For those who learn new things very fast, are interested in them and speak
or write well, (like student B) then the non-keyboarding is fit. For a student like the C, who does not learn
new things very well and maybe he does not speak or write well, and he is used to input by keyboard, then
the keyboarding is fit.
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Several experiments of situated instruction have been done in elementary school.

We conduct the inaugural experiment on college students. A group of 44
students who are taking food microbiology course involved in this experiment.

We designed a science fiction named "Save the Taiwan", which is a story
regarding a Microbiology technician handles a disease crisis. A student can learn
how to deal with the crisis and solve the problem of an infectious disease when
he uses this CAI software. The evaluation practice consists of four dimensions,

subject domain demands, instructional demand, user interface demand, and
pragmatic demands. The result of evaluation shows notable effect on college
students.
Keywords: situated learning, evaluation of CAI, Microbiology

1 Introduction
The advantage of traditional instruction is that the knowledge that students learned can be "stiff knowledge".
The stiff knowledge can not be smoothly applied to solve the actual problem in a real environment (Brown,
1989). Situated cognition bases on the theory that the learning should be constructed at real situation. Only

when the learner derive the knowledge from the real situation then he realizes the real meaning of the
learned knowledge and cherish the value of knowledge and take it as the tool for solving the problem.
(Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990)

There was experiment on elementary school student (Tsu, 1997). The experiment was focus on learning
simple mathematics calculating. We conduct the experiment on college student, trying to find out if situated
learning can be succeed on the domain of higher education. The students of Department of Microbiology
have to take laboratory classes during the period of 4 years college. They always have the problem of how
and where to apply what they have learned in the class. The instructive goals of laboratory class are diverse.
Lazarowitz & Tamir (1992) believe that learning is a process of construction. Despite of learning the
laboratory skill, oral discussion between instructor and students should be part of the learning process. In
addition, a more inexpensive and more efficient instruction method, such as computer aided instruction or
simulations, should be adapted in the class. Anchored situated instruction adapts computer technology to
implement situated cognition theory. (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt,1990) In our software,
we develop a pseudo but can be real situation, embedded the learning materials in the circumstances.
Through the interaction between user and CAI software, learner can then practice the process of collecting
and filtering information as well as the methods to solve the problem.
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2 Design features of our approach
The script was written and designed by a professor of Department of Microbiology. We adopt several
principles in our design.

1. Provide vivid circumstance. Multimedia allows us to design a vivid environment, so that the situation can
avoid over-simplified and lack of context. (Yang, 1995). Multimedia also provides plentiful visual symbols,

e.g. video images, graphic charts, sound as well as text to make the play more fun and close to real
environment.

2. To hide useful information in the story, a learner may have trouble to transfer what he has learned to
different situation if he was teaching in a simplified or provided obvious cue environment. Whereas, a
learner can learn to justify what information can be useful and what information is not useful for solving the
problem in a simulated situation.

3. To randomize the plot of the story, the learner can memorialize the plot if he has experienced in using this
CAI software. This can then cause the learning process in vain. We use Random function in our design; one
of the bacteria was picked randomly and then, in turn, develop different story.

4. To have productive result, there may be only one answer or solution in a traditional instruction. However,
in a real environment, there may be more than one solution to solve the problem. They may be pros and cons
from one to one, but they may all workable. We do not provide firm answer to user instead, we provide an
open-ended environment for user to construct his own path and solution.

3 The story
3.1 Outline of the story
There is a food mediated infectious disease occurs in a small town that locates at the seashore of Taiwan
island. Within a few days, this infectious disease has spread to nearby counties and caused many cases of
death. Tai-shang (see photo 1), the leading actor, a technician of the local public health administration office,
is responsible for finding out the etiologic agent of the disease. In the story, Tai-shang is facing many
challenges like the ones in real life. His girl friend, professor and colleagues are all in the plot and interactive
with him. After the accident happened, he had faced the pressure from his superior, public media, even from
a local councilor. He must acts like a detective who searches the cue and a scientist who seeks for the truth
of problem. Finally, with the encouragement of his college instructor, Ta-shang successfully finishes his
task.

Photo 1. A clip photo from video " To save Taiwan".

3.2 Goal of learning
a. Cognitive aspect
a Assessment of identifying the virus, fatal virus can not be classified from appearance. Thus, the learner
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has to make a judgement base on the information gathered from the plot and then decide how to
proceed the process of bacteria identification.

b Learning of the skills of bacteria identification, there are skills, e.g. Stain, biochemical test, can be
practiced.

e Usage of bacteria identification index table, after the preliminary result of biochemical test, the learner
needs to learn to use bacteria identification index table for final judgement.

b. Attitude
a right attitude of science work, through playing the role in the game, the learner can identify the spirit of
scientific work, diligence and concentration, as the attitude of being a scientist.
b Social caring, since the story has a local background, we hope the learner can improve the caring of
local society by solving the problem for local society.

4 Evaluation of our experiment
There are four criteria of the evaluation of the designated software. The criteria is based on the character the
teaching subject, human learning theories, and research on user interfaces Kuittinen, 1998 The criteria
consist of four types of requirements: subject domain, instructional, user interface design and pragmatic

matters. We invited two batches of domain experts, the faculties of Department of Microbiology and
industry professionals to evaluate subject domain. They focused on examining if the concept and methods of
this domain are generally applied in our software, which means they checked the relevancy to instructional

aims. The group of 20 experts showed their positive opinion a the following chart, fable

The

instructional demand is a student-centered approach. We divide a group of 44 college students who are
taking food microbiology into two groups. The 22 randomly selected members of test team used our
software for average 6 hours in a period of a week. A cognitive examination was taken after one week. The
result shows that the test team has better performance in cognitive aspect. Table2 The interactivity, display
elements and connections between them are examined as the criteria of user interface. We use questionnaire
to test team and found out that the team members show satisfaction of the user interface. Table 3 As the
pragmatic criteria, the hardware and software requirements are evaluated to see if a specific and /or
expensive equipment or environment is required to use the software. Our software can be used in a common
Microsoft Windows environment plus Pentium compatible personal computer. A learner can run our
software either at computer room in campus or at his own PC.
Table 1. The result of experts poll
Ma
number Min
x

Can the instructional goal of " assessment of
identifying pathogenic bacteria " be reached?
Can the instructional goal of " learning
identification methods " be reached?

the

Can the instructional goal of " usage of diagnostic
table for the identification bacteria " be reached?

12

3

4

3.67

0.49

0.242

12

2

5

4.00

0.74

0.545

12

2

5

4.08

0.79

0.629

2

4

3.58

0.79

0.629

12

2

4

3.25

0.87

0.750

12

2

5

3.92

0.79

0.629

12

4

5

4.33

0.49

0.242

12

2

5

4.17

0.83

0.697

Can the instructional goal of " influence on right
scientific attitude " be reached?

Can the instructional goal of " influence on social
caring" be reached?
Does the content of software cover" common
and
their
pathogenic
bacteria
foodborne
characteristics"?

Does the content of software cover" procedures of
identification of pathogenic bacteria"

stand
varianc
Averag and
deviat e
e
ion

Does the content of software cover" knowledge for
assessment of
identification"

methods

used

in

bacterial
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Table 2. Evaluation on the cognitive improvement of the software
Item

of
Score
examination

Midterm

Semester score

Cognitive Examination

Situated Questions
Questions on
Microbiological Skill

Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group

n

Avera
ge

SD

23

61.96

6.92

21

62.90

11.03

23

80.09

9.66

21

75.48

9.65

23

29.74

6.11

21

41.29

6.98

23

3.57

2.64

21

6.57

2.69

23

26.17

5.07

21

34.71

5.28

F-value

df

t-value

2.54

42

-0.34

1.00

42

1.59

1.09

42

-3.14**

1.04

42

-3.73**

1.08

42

-5A7**

Table 3. Evaluation of user interface of the software

standar

nu
mb

Min

er
I do not need tutoring before I use this software
I can easily know how to jump to next screen
I can exit the software anytime, anywhere.

Ma
x

average

d

deviati
on

variance

21

2

5

1

5

3.95
3.76

0.92

21
21

2

5

4.52

0.93

0.848
1.390
0.862

21

2

5

4.19

0.87

0.762

21

2

5

4.10

0.94

0.890

21

2

5

3.90

0.77

0.590

21

2

5

3.81

0.81

0.662

21

2

5

4.19

0.87

0.762

21

2
2

5

21

5

3.95
3.81

0.80
0.75

21

1

5

3.29

1.01

0.648
0.562
1.014

20

3

5

4.55

0.60

0.366

21

39

55

47.81

4.12

16.962

1.18

I do not have the situation that I can not proceed
because that I did not memorize the previous
information while I use this software.

It's easy to modify my answer before I press the
"confirm" bottom
I can receive the system feedback anytime when I use
the software.
The system feedback is clear enough and no need to
be explained.

I can use the software without reading the user's
manual in ahead
I think the execution speed is proper to me.
I can handle the execution speed of my own.
I am satisfied the quality of the video.

I can use the software without knowing how to
operate Window NT
Total score

5 Conclusions
We completed situated learning software "To save Taiwan" which attract the user to learn the microbiology
knowledge and skills. This interactive software provides multimedia and random plots, which enable user to
play the role in the story. It can also served as the tool to convey the right scientific attitude and social caring
to learners.
The evaluation of this study showed promising results. It is possible and valuable to adapt situated learning

to other disciplines in higher education. A disciplinary can construct the learning process on a situated
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environment. By using the multimedia software, a learner can learn knowledge as well as the attitude in a
near true story. He can then realize the meaning of the knowledge and identify himself with what he has
learned and then applied to real environment.
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The paper develops a topic of construction of the normative student model. The
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1 Introduction
A fundamental concept of modern didactics and pedagogical psychology is the student (learner) model. It
arose within computer technologies of education and was provoked by the necessity to formalize our

representation about students. Of course such representations had been worked out long before any
appearance of computers, and definite formalization of them began together with didactics. But it is
computer technologies that gave a new impulse to development of these representations, transformed them
into an object of deep investigations, transferred to a qualitatively new level [8,9].

In the widest sense, the student model is our knowledge about a student. There are two sides here: (1)
knowledge about how the student is, and (2) knowledge about how we want to see him/her. The first
knowledge is determined by the way of analyses of student' s behavior, and it is natural to call it a behavioral

student model. It is changing together with the student' s change therefore it is also called dynamic, or
current, one. Mechanism of construction of this model is the cognitive diagnostics [9].

Knowledge about how we want to see students, that is, demands to their final state is a normative student
model. As a rule, this knowledge is various. It consists of demands to personal qualities of future specialists,
their professional qualities and skills, their knowledge and skills in different subjects, characteristics of their
physical and psycliological state, and so on. The final aim of teaching is achievement of such a state when
the behavioral student model concurs with the normative one.

2 The subject student model
A part of the normative student model determining domain knowledge is a subject student model [3]. In
knowledge engineering, it is called expert knowledge, or domain model [5,6]. The subject student model
picks out the educational domains from all the multitude of the domains, so the subject model is a model of

an educational domain, or a model of a subject. Let us note that if the dynamic modeling is quite a
developed branch of Artificial Intelligence, the domain modeling is developed to a lesser degree. It is clear,
as specialists in Artificial Intelligence, as a rule, are not the ones in any other domain.

Under knowledge they understand the main conformities to natural laws helping us to solve particular
problems (production, scientific, economic, and others) [5]. Facts, concepts, algorithms,
intercommunications, rules, strategies of making decisions, and so on make up knowledge. The pithy sense
of the concept «knowledge» is that knowledge reflects our imagination about domains and expresses a
system of concepts, as well as relationships and dependencies between them.
According to the classification, there is a division of domain knowledge into declarative and procedural ones.
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The first is statements about properties of the subjects of a domain and relationships between them. The
declarative knowledge is often called a factual one, and this reflects its essence very well. The procedural
knowledge describes the order and character of the transformation of the domain objects. Its another
appellation is rules. In our opinion, it is not quite right, as the declarative knowledge, giving relationships

between the objects, is also rules. Thus the procedural knowledge is not simply rules but rules of
transformation.

The final aim of instruction is formation of way of acting. The way of acting is realized via skills in the

practical activity [7]. The mechanism of this is operation with knowledge (both the declarative and
procedural) being displayed in the behavior of a person. Therefore, in a wide sense, skills are attributed to
knowledge, namely behavioral one [9]. The procedural knowledge is realized in skills. And sometimes,
skills are called the procedural knowledge but, as we could see, the term "procedural knowledge" has been
already occupied. Definition "operation knowledge" reflects the essence of the things clearly and in the most
unambiguous manner. Thus, the subject student model has to contain skills that are to be formed in the
process of instruction. Let us call a list of such skills the operational subject student model.
The declarative component of the domain knowledge makes up a semantic part of it, namely the semantic
student model.

One of the distinctive properties of knowledge is that it has a certain structure. It is very important,
especially for the instructional material, to define its structure. It is well known that to master a portion of
the instructional knowledge is to determine its place in the structure of the instructional material. Therefore,
one of the problems while constructing the subject student model must be determination of the subject
knowledge structure. Studying the structure of the instructional material is a theme of an independent
important and deep investigation. The subject student model must give more or less extended ideas about
what the subject knowledge is. Such ideas are an essential part of any curriculum. A usual way here is a
thematic approach when themes are enumerated. Let us call a list of themes liable to studying the thematic
subject student model.
In teaching, it is very important methodologically to determine which role either knowledge plays and which

functions it carries. In other words, it is necessary to fulfil a functional structuring of the instructional
knowledge. It can be done with the help of a list of functional rubrics. The functional knowledge will be
determined in such a way. Within it, there is knowledge performing both nontransforming functions (for
example, facts, conclusions) and transforming ones (algorithms, methods, instructions). The functional
knowledge makes up the functional subject student model.

In such a way, we suggest a four component subject student model consisting of thematic, functional,
operational, and semantic parts. Such a subject student model in physics is carried out at the physics and
didactics of physics department of the Donetsk State University [1-3].

3 The thematic subject student model
The thematic subject student model has been well known for a long time. In essence, it is a usual curriculum
of the course, its program. It is built just according to the thematic principle, sections and themes liable to
studying are enumerated in it. The model reflects the structure of the course. The program can be worked out
in detail to different degree but it is always neither knowledge itself, nor its content but its names. In fact,

this is a define characteristic of the subject knowledge, some knowledge about the subject knowledge.
Knowledge about knowledge is called metaknowledge. Thus, the thematic subject student model is a
metaknowledge.

It is a natural and convenient model for planning and organizing the instructional process. The more, it is an
obligatory normative document. Preparation of any course begins with its creation (that is, creation of the
course curriculum). Nevertheless, it is excessively general to use it for diagnostics.

As a rule, knowledge in many computer tutoring systems is structured according to the thematic student
model.
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4 The functional subject student model
The functional subject student model shows which role either knowledge plays; and it

is also

metaknowledge. It has a define structure in the horizontal direction, which may be given with the help of
some rubrics. The role of knowledge and its functions depend on a particular subject. For example, we
picked out the following rubrics for physics courses : concepts, wordings, laws, properties, consequences,
conclusions, reasons, formulas, equations, models, methods, and algorithms [3]. The rubrics have a filling
that, nevertheless, also does not reflect semantic of the subject and is metaknowledge.
It is the subject student model that allows working out in details what students must know. Let us give an

example from the molecular physics. Students have to know: definitions of the concepts: mole,
thermodynamic system, pressure, temperature, density, concentration, ideal gas, equation of state, and so on;
wording and consequences of: Pascal's law, Maxwell's and Bolzmann' s distributions, Kirchhoff' s law, and so
on; deductions of: the mine equation of kinetic theory, equation of the adiabatic process, law of atmospheres,
and so on.

5 The operation subject student model
As it was noted, the operation subject student model is a list of skills liable to mastering by students. Let us

note that skills in education make up a hierarchical system [2]. It consists of five groups of skills:
fundamental, methodological, general, inter-subject, subject. Subject skills take the highest position in the
hierarchy of skills.

We pick out three classes of the subject physical skills: general, particular, and experimental. The general
skills are, on the first hand, methodological ones. Spectrum of the particular skills is far wider, for example,
there are more than 200 them in the list in physics. According to the contents of the instructional material,
the following skills are picked out: to find, to determine, to fix, to build, to obtain, to calculate, to compute,
to estimate, to distinguish, to pick out, to sort, to take into account, to represent, to traverse, to decompose,
to compose, to generalize, to put in practice, to use, to formulate.
There is a fragment of the list of the skills below:
3.1. General skills

To analyze physical processes and phenomena, to estimate orders of physics magnitudes and determine
essential factors, to build physical models, to build mathematical models of particular physical processes
and phenomena, to determine boundaries of applicability of the models, and so on.
3.2. Particular skills

3.2.2. Molecular Physics and Thermodynamics
To estimate quantity of particles and their mass in particular conditions, to determine parameters of state of

gas, to determine number of degrees of freedom and molecular mass of a gas and mixture of gases, to
determine possibility of the use of the model of an ideal gas, to make use functions of distribution to find
average values of physics magnitudes, and so on.

Experimental skills are divided into three groups: to measure physical magnitudes; to reproduce
independently physical phenomena and processes; experimental particular skills.
There is a hierarchical structure of the subject skills corresponding to the development of the subject in
instruction. Besides that all of them also have a definite structure in the horizontal dimension because they
are complicated, or composed, skills. In order to master them, a wide spectrum of skills both of the lower
levels and subject is necessary. For example, skill to solve physical problems is composed of ten simpler
skills: to pick out the necessary information from the condition of a problem to solve it, to code the condition
of the problem in a word form, to draw a picture to the problem, to choice a rational method of solving, and
so on.

6 The semantic subject student model
Semantic knowledge in different subjects is contained in textbooks, other training literature. There are two
parts in the content of any textbook: CON-1 and CON-2 [7]. CON-1 is knowledge making up the content of
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a domain directly, CON-2 is knowledge attending the CON-I (for example, knowledge from other subjects,
interpretations, explanations, examples from life). In fact, it is the CON-1 that is the semantic knowledge of
a domain. Nevertheless, this knowledge is not picked out especially, it is distributed all around the textbook,
interacts with another knowledge, and is not formalized.

Semantic knowledge represents the declarative component of the subject knowledge as the procedural
knowledge is realized in skills (operational knowledge). Thus to construct a semantic student model on the
basis of a textbook, it is necessary to pick out domain facts from it and group them in a definite order.
According to their structure, facts may be of a great variety. As a rule, they are compound ones. Nevertheless,

elementary facts may be picked out that, appearing in different relationships, form the compound facts.
General questions of representation of facts in instruction are considered in works [4]. For example,
expression "Translational motion is the motion that all the point of a solid body have identical trajectory" is
a compound fact as it can be represented as a set of the following elementary facts: (1) a solid body moves;
(2) all the point of the body have identical trajectory; some motion is called the translational one.
One can easily see that the elementary facts do not carry any semantic loading of the domain although they
contain domain terms. Only on gathering together in a compound fact they acquire some domain sense. Such
compound facts are finished thoughts and they are represented by finished sentences, or expressions. Let us
call them the semantic facts. As a matter of fact, the semantic facts are a unit of the domain knowledge, as

smaller portions of it have no domain sense. The objects of the expression are concepts, phenomena,
processes, laws, principles, theorems, conclusions, consequences, reasons, properties, rules, and so on.
It is the full set of the semantic facts that is the semantic subject student model. The order of their disposition
is subordinated to the logic of the development of the course.

Such a semantic subject student model was firstly constructed in Gas Dynamics and than in Physics [1].
Those were very small brochures because there were no calculations, proofs, and explanation in them.
Nevertheless, they contained all the statements of the courses. These brochures received the title semantic
synopsis. As an example, there is a fragment from a physics semantic synopsis below:
3.1. The elementary work of a force is defined as the scalar product of the elementary displacement
of the point of the force application.
3.2. The work of a force is defined as a line integral from the elementary work along the trajectory of
the point of the force application.
3.3. The unit of the work is one joule that is equal to a work done by a force of one newton on a
displacement of one meter.

In the opinion of instructors and students, the synopsis turned out an effective means while consolidating the
instructional material, preparing to seminars. It helps to size up the structure of the instructional material,
pick out and easily memorize the most essential its moments. It is very important that student remember
them for a longer time.

The synopsis allows carrying out fast and regular control students' knowledge during a lecture. In this case,
the expressions serve as a base for the open type test tasks being created by missing some keywords in the
expressions. Students note a great value of the synopsis while preparing to the examinations when there is a
danger do not pick out and master the main statements of the course.
Let us note that the semantic facts are distinctive rules as they define character of relationships between the

elementary facts. In other words, they are rules according to which the elementary facts are connected
between themselves. This circumstance stipulates possibility to represent the semantic knowledge by means
of the production method. It is done with the help of rules of a kind "if A than B" where A and B are some
facts. An example of such a representation of the above mentioned definition of the translation motion is
given below:
If <a solid body moves> and

< all the point of the body have identical trajectory>
than <such a motion is called the translational one>.

Each of the expressions may be represented in such a way. Thus the production knowledge base of the
subject will be constructed. Its constructing is considered in details in work [4]. As our practice shows,
constructing production knowledge bases by students while learning is an effective kind of learning activity.
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7 Conclusion
An approach to construction of the subject student model as a part of the normative one is described. The
model consists of four components: thematic, functional, operation, and semantic. The thematic model gives
ideas about the structure of the subject, the semantic one reflects its content, functional one determine what

students have to know, and operation one does what students have to be able. The approach allows
constructing more detailed current student models and reaching the main aim of teaching, namely forming
the way of acting, more successfully.
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of teacher training activity and introduction of a DTTS(Distance Teacher
Training System). Then, in order to introduce a DTTS, the project for distance
teacher training model development started in September 1997. This paper is

related to a design and implementation of a teacher model in a DTTS. The
teaching models of the following 4 types were carried out. 1) Problem-Solving
type, 2) Seminar type, 3) Lecture-Practice type, 4) Courseware type. This system
was in operation from October 1998. Current problems of this teacher models
include: 1) Poorness of course contents, 2) The difficulty of checking a learning
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1 Introduction
In Korea, reform of teacher training started on May 31, 1995 with the announcement of a reform of the
educational system proposal. Philosophical bases for reform of teacher training are the spirit of the opened
education, enshrining the principles of, opened an educational opportunity, the learning speed, the contents
of learning, and the learning method, etc. The contents of reform are as follows[5]:
1) Obligation of periodical training;

2) Execution of distance education that introduced high technology of information communication
engineering;
3) Reflection to the personnel affairs and the salary of a training result;

4) Authorization of a special course completion result in a graduate school and a social-education
organization;

5) Attempt to the improvement of the training organization that enabled selection of the training
organization by the teacher and let competition pass in qualitative.

These are summarized the following: 1) reinforcement of teacher training activity 2) introduction of a
DTTS(distance teacher training system). It aimed at an expansion of the training opportunity, and
overcoming restriction of time and space, with a eduction of training expenses. The project of DTTS
development started in September 1997. It was sponsored by the Korea Multimedia Education Center. This

project was divided into 4 sub-projects: Develop a training support model, design for teaching model,
courseware development, and development for system management model. This paper is related to a design
and implementation of a teacher model in a DTTS.
A teacher model is dependent on the contents of course, the learner characteristic, learning environment, etc.
[6]. According to the questionnaire for the teachers and educational professionals of Choi [2], the suitable
course for distance teacher training is as follows.
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1) Various culture subjects (humanities a subject and a theoretical field).
2) Teaching methods expected such as discussion and workshop, then a lecture.

In Korea, as a training course into the distance teacher training, the culture subject of 11 was chosen. These
were, "Foreknowledge of the future society and a counter plan", "Understanding of traditional culture",
"The world in the 21st century and the Korea", "An information society and a computer", "Environment and
education", " Raising of national morality nature", "An information society and multimedia education",
"Theory and practice of open education", "The direction of the educational system reform and school
reform", "Education of humanity and originality", "Education for a unification counter plan".

In consideration of the characteristic of subjects and learner, strategies of WBI(Web-Based Instruction)[l],
the teaching model of the following four types was proposed. 1) Problem-solving type, 2) Seminar type, 3)
Lecture-practice type, 4) Courseware type. These are described at length in sections 2-4.

2 Design of the Teaching Model
In this project, the model of distance teacher training was divided into the macro model and the micro model,
and was developed accordingly. A macro model is the framework of the whole DTTS, and a micro model is
the course of training, that is, a teaching model. A macro model and a micro model are unified and distance
teacher training is managed.

2.1 Web-Based Instructional Strategies
The acquisition process of the knowledge in WBI and the approach of the learning of constructivism are
very similar. The most basic principles of constructivism concern fundamental philosophical assumptions

about knowledge and learning[4]. The first, more generally accepted principle is that what a person
"know"is not passively received, but actively assembled by the learner. The second principle is that learning
serves an adaptive function. That is, learning is not the storage of "truths,"but of useful personal knowledge.

This means the importance of the context of learning. Context has a lot to do with what is perceived as
useful knowledge and how what is learned is integrated with existing knowledge. And the assumption that
education is about acquiring universal truths. Since each person has different experiences and constructs an
individual account of these experiences, each persons' s reality is slightly differenbt. New expereriences are
interpreted within the context of these individual realities, implying that each person "know"a particular
thing in a slightly different way.

We introduced the application of a repertoire of cognitively oriented instructional strategies implemented
within a constructivist and collaborative learning environment, utilizing the attributes and resources of the
internet[ 1 ]. The instructional strategies may be designed the following ways:
1) Support to the interaction between a lecturer- learner, and a learner-learner.
2) Introduce a hyper-textual function and support individualization learning.
3) Various learning materials provide in real time or non-real time (multimedia support)

4) The contents of learned and an evaluation results are analyzed rapidly and correctly, and it offers
feedback to learner and system side.
5) Provide of DB Retrieval Function for learning information
6) It cooperates with other educational networks, and mutual reference can be carried out.

2.2 The contents-characteristic of subjects
The courses designed by the DTTS were culture subjects of 11. Generally, the contents of culture subject in
a training course are unlike 'learning subject' that gains new knowledge. The culture subjects are mainly
implicated that the contents of knowledge or skill newly asked for with a social change. And it takes into
consideration that learning environment is being home, designed so that it might participate in learning not
passive position but positively.
1) Show many concrete examples so that positive and concrete study can be performed.
2) Show or introduce the newest data and the newest present condition. And a learner performs creation of
a report, discussion, and practice based on this.

3) In order to check rationally learning process which is the blind spot of home study, a small-scale
subjectivity formula or report is required of an evaluation item.
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4) The teaching contents are selected based on an opinion of the highest specialist of the field.

2.3 The learner-characteristic of in-service teacher and consult the needs analysis
In designing we considered the needs analysis of teacher needs[2]. And also considered the spirit of teacher
training reform, that is the open educational opportunity, the learning speed, the learning contents, and the
learning method, etc.

3 Proposed Teaching Models
3.1 Problem-Solving type Model
Start

This model is used the following three
subjects with "understanding of tradition
culture", "information society and a
"environment
and
computer
"and
education". The characteristics of contents

of these subjects have much problem
socially now. For example, the latest
children cannot have understand about
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Show the Learning Goal.
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Choice of Learning Content.
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traditional culture, and do not understand
Moreover,
although
value
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environmental problems are scattered in
the
problem
the
familiar place,

Formative Evaluation

Choice of Task

consciousness does not exist. It is the
learning which considers how it is
efficiently introduced, how solving these
problems at an educational field.
Problem-Solving type model is shown in
Figure 3.1.

Content N

Content I

TaskN

Task 1

Report

Figure 3.1 Problem-Solving type Model

3.2 Lecture-Practice type Model
Two subjects, "An information society and multimedia education" and "Theory and practice of open
education" used this model. It is designed so that it might practice how theoretical knowledge may be
reflected in the actual educational field. Through these courses, teacher can to help a child learn the
capability that it can count measure to an information society, and how a teacher should just utilize the
concept and the technology of multimedia for lesson activity. And more recently, it often pleads the open
education. While introducing the concept of the open education and the example of the practice, teacher also
gives an opportunity to consider an educational-practical use proposal directly.

3.3 Courseware type Model
Since three subjects, "Foreknowledge of the future society and a counter plan", "The world in the 21st
century and the Korea", " Raising of national morality nature" were the contents of the type learned as new
knowledge.

After having chosen the learning unit from the table of the learning contents, and learning using various
data, composition which finishes a course through formation evaluation and generalization evaluation was
designed.

3.4 Seminar type Model
This model uses the following three subjects. That is "The direction of the educational system reform and
school reform", "Education of humanity and originality", "Education of a unification counter plan". At first
a group is constructed by the theme and to be performed learning in Seminar form so that learner might have
an opportunity to expand the view and develop the main point by the mode of opinion exchange.

Seminar type model is shown in Figure 3.2 below.
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Figure 3.2 Seminar type Model

4 Implementation
The proposed model went into test implementation from October 1998. And now the model is used for
qualification study of elementary and the 1st class positive teacher of middle, and general training of an
elementary deputy schoolmaster.
As problems of this teaching model the following may be mentioned: 1) Poorness of course contents, 2) The
impossibility of checking a learning process, 3) The insufficiency of feedback to a learner etc.

5 Conclusions
The distance education which used the high technology of information communication engineering in Korea

started in 1997[3]. Insufficiency of a lecturer and restriction of a training opportunity are well said as a
problem in teacher trainings. As one proposal for solving this problem, the project of "Development of a
distance teacher training system" started and virtual teacher training actually started from October 1998.
Thereby, little by little, teacher training environment becomes better and we think that the opportunity of
training and the improvement in qualitative teacher training may also be anticipated.
There are problems that should still be correct and complement continuously in this training system. But the
problems that should solved urgently are preparing the method of evaluation, the monitor staff who helps
training, and a specialist pool.
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The purpose of this short paper is to present the preliminary results of our exploratory
research concerning the impact of information and computer technologies (ICTs) on
students' perception about their role as future elementary school teach ers. More specifically,
we are trying to determine which factors, when ICTs are used as instructional support, are
likely to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centered approach to a more genuine learner -

centered approach. Using student interventions in elediscussions and the pedagogical
scenarios as data sources, we outlined two general trends. First, students who demonstrate

critical thinking abilities in telediscussions are more likely to apply successfully their
constructivist values and beliefs in heir productions of integrative scenarios. Secondly,
students who do not support their opinion in the telediscussions will be less able to apply
constructivist principles to their productions, where the learners are truly at the centre of
their learning.

Keywords :On-line education, teaching and learning processes, pre-service teacher education,
socio-cons tructivism

1 Introduction
The purpose of this short paper is to present the preliminary results of our exploratory research concerning the
impact of information and computer technologies (ICTs) on students' perception about their role as future
elementary school teachers. More specifically, we are trying to determine which factors, when ICTs are used
as instructional support, are likely to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centred approach to a more genuine
learner-centred approach. To do so, we are using, as data sources, the student interventions in telediscussions
and the pedagogical scenarios (hereafter integrative scenarios) that were produced on the web.

2 Context
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Students registered in our teacher education programme have to take a minimum of two courses about the
integration of ICTs in the classroom. The first course (ETA1700) is a general overview of the various
technologies that could be integrated in a given learning environment. The final assignment consists of
producing, as a team, a complete and fully working integrative scenario that will be available on the Web, for
the benefit of their colleagues and the teaching community. To develop their scenarios, the students have
access to our instructional model that favours a scaffolding strategy. The creation of the scenario includes the

following steps : needs analysis, development of the content, selection of a learning approach and the
development of a lesson plan. In a socio-constructivist approach, students are free to choose the subjectmatter, the grade level, the pedagogical approach, the teaching tools and medium. As the teams develop their

integrative scenarios, individual members are invited to participate in telediscussions. For the course
ETA1700, four themes are provided : the impact of ICTs on society, the effective use of ICTs in educational
settings, the changing role of teachers and learners and continuing education of teachers. Since learning to use
the technology is a sub-goal of the course, students are requested to make at least one contribution for each
theme, as well as offer one reply to one of their colleague.

The second course, PED2000, is a full year course, offered to second or third year students and mostly at a
distance. Team members are free to meet as they please. Using the same scaffolding approach, students have
to produce a more comprehensive scenario for a situation of their choice. However, prior to designing their
scenario, students have to contact an in-service teacher who will let the students conduct their intervention in
his or her classroom. The field experiment allows the teams to conduct a formative evaluation of their project.
PED2000 students also have access to electronic forums of discussion, with the difference that no themes
have been pre-determined. It is the students who create and launch topics of discussion. An on-line tutor is
available to guide the students in their creative process.

3 Description of the project
3.1 Object of research
As we mentioned earlier, our goal is to understand better the perceptions that students might have about the
impact of technology on their future role as elementary school teachers. Ultimately, the research results will
be used to improve an to enrich our scaffolding approach, in order to help the students not only discuss the
socio-constructivists principles but adopt them in practice. To do so, we explored the links between the
discourse held in the telediscussions and the application of the principles in the integrative scenarios.

3.2 Sampling
For this paper, we used only the one of the multiple sections of the ETA1700 course. We selected four
integrative scenarios representing 18 students, who contributed 80 messages on the two relevant themes
(perception about the role of the teacher and effective use of ICTs in the classroom). Since our goal is to
explore the factors influencing the application of socio-constructivist principles, we retained the projects that
demonstrated some interdisciplinary and collaborative flavour.

3.3. Criteria for analysis
3.3.1 Integrative scenarios
To assess the students' perceptions about their changing role as teachers, we referred to some of the criteria
described in Viens (1993) [1], as well as the general constructivist principles (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Brown,
Collins & Duguid, 1989) [2] [3]. Even though we used a Likert scale to evaluate each criterium, our intention
was not to cumulate frequencies. We rather used the scales to guide our critical analysis of the constructivist
aspects of each scenario. Consequently, the results are more descriptive in nature.
The criteria are as follows

:

Learning strategies . Notwithstanding the specific learning strategy to be used, we assessed whether the
learner' s during the instructional strategy was « directed », « guided », « rather guided », or «free ».
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Team work. We examined whether the students planned to have their learners work individually, in teams but
to conduct a fragmented task, or in teams to conduct a collaborative and collective task.

Content. Did the students determine a specific content or did they leave it completely opened for their
learners to decide of their subject, as it is usually done in project-based learning?

Pedagogical goals. Aside from the usual well-stipulated instructional goals, did the students add other
learning objectives such as transversal competencies? To what extent did they consider incidental learning?
Interdisciplinary. Did the students focus on one subject matter or did they use the opportunity to integrate
several disciplines?
It is to be noted that all criteria were considered simultaneously in order to assess the global constructivist
flavour of each scenario.

3.3.2 Forums

For the forums we proceeded differently. First, we focused on two aspects : the positive/negative attitude
toward the ICTs. Secondly, we looked at the perception of the teacher' s role. In addition, we attempted to

assess the student' s capacity to reflect critically, that is we observed whether the students were able to
develop and support their thoughts rather than merely contributing an unsubstantiated opinion (Quellmaz,
1987; Ennis, 1987) [4] [5].

4 Preliminary results
4.1 Forums
Attitude towards ICTs
After conducting the preliminary analysis of the telediscussions for the course ETA1700, we noticed that the

students positions about the integration ICTs in the classroom are not radical as one might expect. The
majority seems relatively sensitive and cautious about technologies. In fact, several interventions were
concerned about the fact that the computer will never replace the teacher and that the human factor is
essential for the development of the pupils. In other words, aspects such as empathy, communication,
emotional support are still essential for the learners development.

Perceptions of the role of the teacher
After listing all relevant interventions, we noted three recurrent themes that could constitute categories. Some
interventions directly mentioned the role of the teacher, whereas others were more or less related to the topic,
but still touched on the perceptions of the teacher' s role. The third group of interventions were concerned
about more specific tasks of the teacher. We chose to use these categories to present the results about the
perceptions.

Although not all interventions under the theme « Perception of the role as teacher » referred directly to the
subject, it is interesting to discover that the perception of the role is indeed changing. The students did
mention that the ICTs will help shift from a traditional role of « content deliverer » to one that assumes more
guidance, more facilitation. Terms such as « facilitator », « animator », « councillor », « advisor » were used
relatively frequently. However, we discovered that the students limited their intervention at the opinion level.
They only named or listed the role without providing an explanation or a definition of what they meant by
« facilitator » for example. Furthermore, they did not establish a priori what they view as a « traditional role ».
Very few went as far as mentioning « content deliverer » or « lecturer ». In other words, students talk about
the changing role without defining their assumptions. No one proceeded to compare and contrast the two

positions or provide an illustration to support their thought. Indeed, the participants merely identified
keywords and did not attempt to engage in a more critical discussion.

Some interventions were also addressing the issue of the changing role, but indirectly. Some students talked
about the fa.ct, for example, that the ICTs will provide the opportunity for the pupils to be more active in their
learning process. Here, the guiding role of the teacher is implied in the discussion. Participants mention the
possibility that ICTs will encourage the active construction process and consequently, will contribute to a
more significant learning experience. In fact, in those indirect interventions, the learners are considered to be
at the centre of their learning, actively engaged in the construction of their own knowledge and experience.

In sum, those students seem to think that ICTs can be used to favour collaboration between the learners as
long as the learners' needs are respected. It seemed that participants perceive the ICTs as an integrated tool to
teaching that favours self-learning.

The same group of students also discussed a specific aspect of teaching that will be affected by the
technology : the impact of a broader access to information. Some students recognise the fact that a wider
access to information will bring new tasks for their learners. One student mentioned that their pupils will have

to « clarify their own research goals, define their information seeking strategy, make choices in the
information, and sort the information ». This type of anticipation regarding « transversal » competencies was
certainly an interesting discovery.

However, the same students who demonstrated their critical thinking abilities, still perceived themselves as
the authority figure for their students. In fact, they mentioned that it will be their responsibility to assess the
quality of information gathered on the Web as well as to judge the relevance of the source. Instead of making
the link between the role of guide or facilitator as it would be expected in a constructivist fashion, it seems
that the higher cognitive skills required, such as analysis and evaluation, will remain in the mind of future
teachers, as their own territory.

4.1 Integrative scenarios
Two interesting trends have been identified in this analysis. First, the students who are more able to support
their opinions by providing examples, using the literature, explaining their thoughts, seem to be more capable
of producing a scenario that uses a genuine constructivist approach. In fact, if all the constructivist criteria are
applied whenever it is reasonable to do so, the tone used to describe the learning activity is more opened,

more respectful of both the freedom of the teacher and the learners. Here, we noticed that teams who
produced a constructivist integrative scenario, were constituted of at least two members who demonstrated
critical thinking abilities.

In the second trend, it seems that the students who claim that the role of the teacher is changing but who do
not support their opinion, do not apply their values and perceptions in their integrative scenarios. In the
telediscussions, they claim to be constructivist, but they fail to transfer their thoughts in practice. As we
anticipated, the majority of the scenarios produced were meant to be constructivist. Some teams for example,
will have their students work in teams but in a fragmented fashion (individual students will provide parts that
will make a whole); the content will be determined and not opened for change; the learner will be rather
guided in the learning process.
Two sources or information reveal the lesser constructivist approach : the instructional goal statement and the

description of the lesson plan. Statements of the instructional goals in those scenarios tend to be highly
fragmented, clearly measurable, well stated. Often, the students will refer to the Ministere de l' education du
Quebec programme to write the goals. There is no reformulation of the goals to suit their situation or needs.
Also, there is no interpretation or critical analysis or re-evaluation of the goals. The students just take them as
they come.

The design of the lesson plan is another indicator that a scenario might not represent a good application of
constructivist principles. Lessons plans tend to be very organised and directed as well. The outcomes, ensuing
the instructional goals, are well planned. In fact, the pre-service teachers, remain perfectly in control of the
predetermined outcomes. Despite their good intentions, the students remain in control of the learning process.
The steps are not only too well defined, that are also not flexible. The outcomes of the intervention using
ICTs are still pre determined and nothing else, that is no incidental learning is considered.

5 Conclusions
In this exploratory research we highlighted two trends. Students who demonstrate critical thinking abilities in
telediscussions are more likely to apply successfully their values and beliefs in their productions of integrative
scenarios. Secondly, students who do not support their opinion in the telediscussions will be less able to apply
the constructivist principles to their productions. They will remain in control of their pupils' learning. The
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next logical step will be to determine how we could support the development of critical thinking skills in the

telediscussions, in order to encourage a better transfer of the socio-constructivist principles to the
development of integrative scenarios.
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For many years, educators and practitioners have been implementing, enhancing
and innovating variety of teaching methods to best fit students learning styles
for eliciting the potential of students. As stated by Corno and Snow [2], "the

success of education depends on adapting teaching to individual differences
among learners", the teaching methods taught are to accommodate, meet, and
elicit the diverse learning needs. Technology is becoming accessible to most
segments of the United States population. As more and more classrooms are
connected to the Internet and online-lesson plans are adopted to teaching and
learning, it is important for teachers to ensure that the diverse needs of every
student is addressed. This research study contained the quantitative analyses
relative to learning styles and web design.
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When computer technology increased its popularity in 1980's, Computer-Assisted-Instruction (CAI) in the
form of drill, practice and tutorials was superior to traditional instruction [1] and outperformed those who
received traditional instruction [7]. While providing feedback to reinforce learning in CAI, Pritchard [6]
recommended that the use of computers in CAI require a specific learning style of paying attention to details
for accuracy, so that students are able to work alone. Davidson et al [3] further examined learning styles and
performance in computer concept and programming skills in BASIC, and found that learning styles had a
significant effect on performance of a computer course. By 1997, 72% of the schools in the USA' had online
access. As teachers adapt their teaching to the use of the World Wide Web as a medium for resources, and to
publish their class websites, the information delivery system has been changed from paper format to digital
format and from fixed text to unlimited hypertext. The visual graphic representation has been switched from
static to animated/multi-dimensional and from limited colors to millions of colors. With the advance of the

technology, sound and movies can be incorporated into vebpages to enhance teaching and learning
environment. With the release of many HyperText Markup Languages (HTML) editors, e.g., Adobe PageMill,
Dream Weaver, Front Page, it becomes very easy for anyone to create and publish webpages, therefore it is

essential for educators to investigate the different learning styles of individual students when designing
webpages.

Study Purpose and Sample Setting
The purpose of this study is to examine two different webpage designs regarding to students learning styles.
A total of 44 students who enrolled college courses in graphic design, computer application and web design

were selected in the study. Students in these classes had little or some knowledge of the Internet and
Webpage design.

The two web designs were developed by the authors and used for the study: one-frame versus two-frame
designs with the incorporation of colors, animation, buttons, and hypertexts. The one-frame design used a
top-down sequential technique for web design. To begin, users must access from the main menu in order to
navigate to other pages. The two-frame web design contained two displays located side-by-side. The leftframe normally contains the potential links, the right-frame displays the corresponding information. Users can
make random selection of different links at any given time provided on the left-frame that served as the main
menu.

Measurement and Procedures
In the beginning of the semester, the Gregorc Style Delineator [4] was administered and the scores were
tallied to determine students prefer learning styles in (1) Concrete sequential; (2) Abstract sequential; (3)
Concrete random; or (4) Abstract random. At the end of the semester, students were given an Uniformed
Resources Links (URL) to review the two different styles of web designs as mentioned earlier. After review,
an instruction was provided for the students to fill out an open-ended questionnaire to reflect their selection
and to make their comments.

Selected Results:
Two-frame selection: Students preferred the two-frame design to the one-frame arrangement with a ratio
of approximately 3:1. This again stressed the importance of design in CAI that emphasized gaining attention,
guiding learning, informing learners of objectives, and presenting stimuli with distinctive Eatures. The
reasons why users were in favor of the two-frame design included that it was easier to navigate with leftframe controlling the right-frame. With all the links listed on one-frame and information displayed on the other,
it provided a quick access to the viewer.

One-frame selection: Students who preferred the one-frame design to the two-frame one like the fact
that it was easy to follow and less confusion, simple but effective. Information straight down on a page was
easier to read and to understand than a two-frame design. It kept attention intact and was readily for research.
Some found that it was easy to use for computer illiterate people.

Discussion
The two-frame design is a newer approach than the single frame design. Students used to the one-frame
design and some still prefer the same way of accessing information, even though the two-frame design has
pleasing results and is reportedly easier to use than the one-frame design. In summary, this research
suggested that the major reasons why the students disliked the two-frame design were because they were
simply unfamiliar with the structure. Additional training and more exposure to the two-frame design would
help them overcome the barrier. As the popularity of the Internet increases and the HTML editors become
easier to use, it is important to emphasize these design factors, so that the webpages can be designed more
accessible and user friendlier as technology advances.
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Who is building Web sites today? Entrepreneurs, writers, hobbyists, educators
and students from the elementary grades and up are building them, not Java
programmers, In fact, very few Web sites are actually built by professional
programmers That is why strategies for making the most of Internet' s potential
for education is important: It brings the power of Internet to non-programming
Web-builders like teachers and their students. Internet is an exciting, dynamic
technology that is challenging for education. With new specifications, new
classes, and general updates, one must accept the fact, when integrating Internet
Technology into instruction, that the course will never be the same because the
subject matter is in a never-ending state of change. In today' s technological
environment, curriculum development must be iterative; in other words, it is an
ongoing repetitive process that is required due to the constant change of the
subject matter and the technology. In order to be making the most of Internet's
potential for education, we proposed these six basic phases--- understanding,
planning, research, development, refinement and implementation. This article
describes how to effectively use this six-phased approach Follow these phases,
the educators and learners can collaborate to enhance existing material and
produce new innovations for education.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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This paper describes the initiative to construct a WWW-enabled course and
project support environment for undergraduate education, aimed to uphold the
constructivist' s ideas of active learning. The system is intended to create

learning experiences that invite students to construct knowledge and to make
meaning of their worlds of learning. In particular, we discuss the educational
framework of our design through the Problem-Based Learning (PBL) approach,
from the perspectives of the architect of the intellect. We also describe the
incremental prototyping process of software development, through scenarios of
participatory design of our students in Software Engineering at the author' s
affiliated faculty. The paper concludes by discussing the challenge of
implementing the fully functioning constructivist WWW-based environment
through blending the art and science of teaching into creative cognitive designs.
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1 Introduction
With the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW or Web) towards the end of the 20th Century, the use of this

Internet-based hypermedia technology in education has become the trend of today. The Web is aimed to

facilitate learning in different disciplines, and is becoming the major driver to construct numerous
experimental Web-based support environment in campuses around the globe. However, online education in
the form of Web-based instructions (WBI) or Web-enabled learning environment, without an anchoring
philosophy of education, could easily become a technology-rich educational wasteland. The theme of this
paper is to investigate how the insights of our educational visionaries [5] could be designed into our Webbased support environment, to suit the unique schemata of individual learners. Actually, such designs require

rigor in identifying certain essential elements of the constructivist architecture. And they represent
challenges to the learning in our daily classrooms, which has typically involved having students repeat
newly presented information on tests or in reports. Constructivist teaching practices help learners internalize,

or transform new information, which in turn makes further understanding possible. Therefore, as
instructional designers, the guiding question in tackling our Web-based design is this: How do we create a
technology-enhanced learning environment that engages students in the types of activities that will take on
their initiative and responsibility for their own learning?

2 Project Background
In the spring of 1999, a group of junior students in Software Engineering, initiated an informal study group
(ISG) [15] with the author' s facilitation. The ISG' s mission is to help students develop their team-based

technical interest in preparation for their graduation project. And we started exploring the ongoing
development of Web-based distributed applications with online education as one of our first discussion
topics. During the discussion, the author, as an instructor, expressed his difficulties in traditional classroom
setting, to recognize students' intellectual and motivational problems, to explain to them a difficult part of
the subject matter, to provide clear tasks, and to coach students in specific problem-solving activities. These
issues indeed go far beyond the classroom walls. As students, they expressed their need for a learnercentered atmosphere whose focus is put on the needs, skills, and interests of the learners, and whose goal is

to encourage active exploration and construction in the course of learning activity. Likewise, we developed

the initial ilea of creating an environment where anyone is free to learn, to construct and refine new
meaning in one' s own learning, and to have enough channels to ask for help, when necessary, in the form of
some extended service of a good teacher. We continue our expedition into Web-based technology to turn out
the project ideas of creating a) a course support environment for active learning, and b) a project support
environment for problem-based learning (PBL). The former has been given the project name REAL [13] to
imply a Rich Environment for Active Learning, while the latter, SUPER [14] to denote SUitable and Practical

Educational Resources for group-based project work. And in either project, we have not ruled out the
familiar face-to-face classroom interactions between teacher and students, as one of the essential aspects of
the learning process.

3 Pedagogical Intakes
In selecting the pedagogy of our Web-based environment, we have borrowed from the legacies of our
educational visionaries in blending the art and science of constructivist teaching. John Dewey' s designs
embedded learning in experience [3]. He advocated field studies and immersion in experiences to stimulate
learning. Jean Piaget' s work influences constructivist educators through designs of discovery learning [9].

Students manipulate subject matter and objects representing the subject matter as they interpret their
findings. He believed that learners' internalization leads to structural changes in how they think about
something as they assimilate incoming data. Today, constructing meaning on the basis of one' s interpretation
of data is the heart of science inquiry, problem-based learning models, and case studies. Lev Vygotsky' s
theory [16] suggests that we learn first through person-to-person interactions and then individually through
an internalization process that leads to deep understanding. This belief in the social process of idea making
permeates today' s interactive classroom led by skillful teacher questioning. Reuven Feuerstein' s mediated

learning theory [4] refutes the concept of an unchanging intelligent quotient (IQ) and leads to intense
examination of how the classroom affects students' metacognition. He believes that the discovery process
requires intervention from the teacher to guide learn ing. On examining the varied work of the master
architects, and trying to crystallize the essential elements of the constructivist architecture, we see an array
of tools emerging. They include a learner-centered curriculum; enriched environments; interactive settings;

differentiated instruction; inquiry, experimentation, and investigation; mediation and facilitation; and
metacognitive reflection.

4 Instructional Design
We expect the instructional design of our Web-based support should increase student participation and
communication through re-designing the delivery of college lectures to incorporate more student online
activities and instructor' s feedback before, during and after the contact session. The environment is expected

to develop students' abilities to generate problems, to engage in collaboration, to appreciate multiple
perspectives, to evaluate and to actively use knowledge. From the designers' standpoint, we have included
the following enabling ideas:

a) Enable students to determine what they need to learn through questioning and goal setting. It is believed
that students should work to identify their knowledge and skill deficits, and to develop strategies in the
form of personal learning goals for meeting those deficits. The emphasis is to foster a sense of students'
ownership in the learning process. If teachers, through the Web-based support environment, can guide the
students in identifying what they already know and what they need to learn, then knowledge gaps and
mistakes can be viewed in a positive way such as another opportunity to learn. And students can assume
more responsibility in addressing their own learning needs during any instructional unit.
b) Enable students to manage their own learning activities. It is believed that students should be enabled to
develop their learning plans, which should describe priorities, instructional tactics, resources, deadlines,
roles in collaborative learning situations, and proposed learning outcomes, including presentation and
dissemination of new knowledge and skills, if applicable. Traditionally, these instructional events are
arranged by teachers to be obeyed by students, in order to accomplish a specified set of pre-determined
objectives. Yet, it is not advantageous for students to learn to be self-directed. To manage their own

learning activities, students must be guided and supported by the teacher, through the Web-based
environment, slowly taking on more and more responsibility of their own learning.
c) Enable students to contribute to one another' s learning through collaborative activities. It is believed that

students should be encouraged and supported to discuss and share their personal findings. Particularly, we
should enable students to become co-builders of the course/learning resources through evaluating and
refining the entries their peers put into the Web-based depository. Collaborative group-based learning
seems appealing to achieve the purpose. Students, nevertheless, must be educated to recognize what they
are trying to learn in group-work, value it, and wish to share that value with others. Teachers can provide
this sense of accountability and belonging by structuring students' work in the support environment with
such concept as computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW).
It is convinced that the efficacy of the learning environment is a function of many complex factors, including
curriculum, instructional methodology, student motivation, and students' developmental readiness. Trying to
capture this complexity onto the design of our Web-based environment, is more an ongoing iterative process
than a one-time activity. So we develop scenarios of situated learning support applicable to both individual
course taking and group-based project work. These scenario-based supports are then incorporated into the
environment incrementally, subject to our students' participatory testing.

5 Scenario-Based Support
Imagine attending a class where the instructor, after giving an introduction of what the course is entailed,
invites you to visit his/her course support environment on the Web. On entering the Web-based environment,
you are offered the privilege of creating your own personal space in the form of a customizable Web page
guarded by your self-assigned identifier and password. Within your personal Web space, you are furnished
with some tools to start your Web-life. These include a communications facility to keep one another in touch

(email and newsgroup); a calendar planner to track your appointments or commitments (meetings or
homework due dates, or project deadlines); and a frequently-asked-questions (FAQ) tool to send for
instructor' s help when encountering difficulty in housekeeping the personal space. Also, there are pathways
to other service modules:

a) Course Information. This module provides such information as the course description, pre- requisite
requirements, evaluation policy, references list, and other details such as time and location of the lectures.
It also includes links to the instructor' s contact details, his/her teaching/research profile, and the course
schedule showing timetable for class with links to the study materials before, during and after contact
sessions. Also included is the announcement service representing the most up-to-date information sent to
the students from the instructor.

b) Course Resources. This module comprises the study materials prepared by the instructors, and the
contributions representing students' submitted or reported work of interest to other students. Study
materials can further be cataloged and managed as different resources: study notes, tutorial handouts,
supplementary lecture details, or Web-links in the Internet. It could also include FAQs of the course:
homework, quiz' s, tests, examinations, and projects.

c) Course Assessment. This module keeps track of students' performance. The score each student obtained
after completing a specific activity is recorded with enough details for evaluation at the end of the course.

Students are encouraged to propose their own study plan to earn the accumulated score required, to
complete the course. This service is designed into the Learning Contract [7] component to individualize
the learning process for any individual learner. Typically, a student is required to write a formal agreement,
which details what will be learned, how the learning will be accomplished, the period of time involved,
and the specific evaluation criteria to be used in judging the completion of the learning.
d) Course Inquiry. This module fulfills several requirements of the teacher-student inquiry interaction. These
include: a) a sense of dedicated space for an extended collaboration between teacher and student; b) an
incremental delivery of inquiry results from teacher to student; and c) visibility of the inquiry interactions
to avoid duplicating effort, and to encourage discovery of related interests. When an inquiry is initiated by
a student, a request Web page is generated which is specific to that interaction and to which the teacher
and student return frequently for their interaction. This request Web page (meeting space on the Web),

contains the relevant material required for the specific inquiry interaction, say, contact details of the
student and the teacher in the form of Web links or email addresses. Each request Web page supports
several types of interaction: posting comments, recording actions, uploading/downloading files. These can

be carried out at any time in any order. This feature is designed to support the often-time extended
discussion and incremental result delivery of the teacher-student collaboration. Also, since the completed
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request Web page could be visible to any registered student or teaching staff within the Faculty intranet,

this increases the general awareness of the teacher' s activities in consulting students, and avoids
duplicating efforts of other staff in dealing with similar questions from students. More importantly, when
users browse the inquiry activities over the Web, they are always exposed to information as to who was
involved in what, and eventually they will learn about one another' s specialties and interests. Hopefully,

they will form communities centered about specific knowledge and interest; such are considered as
important assets of any educational institute.

Now, on visiting the Web-based support environment and reading the latest announcement for the next
lesson, you are aware that the next lesson is about group-based project work. According to the instructor' s
message, group project work is an essential component of any academic degree; many professional societies

worldwide emphasize project and group work as preparation for professional practice. Also, you are to
follow the problem-based learning (PBL) approach to work in teams. And you will be introduced to the
teaming process and the PBL support of the Web-based environment.

6 Problem-Based Learning (PBL)
It is understood that project work is recognized as having many educational and social benefits, in particular
providing students with opportunities for active learning. However, teaching, directing and managing group
project work is not an easy process. This is because projects are often: expensive demanding considerable

supervision and technical resources; and complex combining design, human communication, humancomputer interaction, and technology to satisfy objectives ranging from consolidation of technical skills
through provoking insight into organizational practice, teamwork and professional issues, to inculcating
academic discipline and presentation skills. In preparing our students to get started with group-based project
work, we have oriented towards the PBL learning model. According to the literature [1, 2], the modern
history of PBL began in the early 1970s at the medical school at McMaster University in Canada, and ever
since, PBL has been adopted in various fields such as Teaching, Engineering and Management.

6.1 PBL Pedagogy
The PBL approach focuses education around a set of realistic, intrinsically motivating problems to fit the
interests and needs of the learners. It acknowledges the possibility of prior knowledge held by the learner.
Further knowledge is acquired on a `need to know' basis, enabling the learner to diagnose one' s own
learning needs. Knowledge gained is fed back into the problem in an iterative loop, allowing the synthesis of
topics and know-how [10]. When applied to the course setting, PBL should encourage students' active
participation, and develop in them self-directed learning and problem-solving skills while they interact,
discuss and share relevant knowledge and experience. More importantly, PBL revolves around a focal
problem, group work, feedback, class discussion, skill development and final reporting. The instructor' s role
is to organize and pilot this cycle of activity, guiding, probing and supporting students' initiatives along the
way so as to empower them to be responsible in their own learning.

6.2 PBL Activities
Students, on being presented with a problem or scenario, are made aware that initially they will not possess

enough prior information to solve the problem at hand or to clarify the scenario immediately. These
problems are often ill- structured, but devised according to concrete, open-ended situations. They are
reminded that they must identify, locate, and use appropriate resources, and ask questions referred to as
"learning issues" on the various aspects of the problem. These learning issues should help them realize what
knowledge they require to construct a solution, and thus focus their learning efforts and establish a means for
integrating the information they acquire. Often, they are encouraged to perceive themselves as managers of
their own in terms of time, material resources, and the complexity of the problems that can be handled one at
a time by the group. It is expected that the PBL students have to iterate through some relevant stages of
activities: analysis, research, and reporting, with discussion and feedback from peers and the instructor at
each stage.
Analysis. Throughout this stage, students organize their ideas and prior knowledge related to the problem,
and start defining its requirements. This helps them devise a specific statement of the problem. Meanwhile,
they are encouraged to pose learning issues, defining what they know and what they do not know. This helps
them assign responsibilities for research, eliciting and activating their existing knowledge as a crucial step in
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learning new information.

Research. Throughout this stage, students collect necessary information on specific learning issues raised
by the group. They may conduct library searches, seek sources on the Internet, collect data, and interview
knowledgeable authorities. More importantly, students teach themselves as they research their learning
issues. It is intended that when they come to realize the complexity and texture of the problem, they may
often see that information is a means to the ends of managing problems effectively.
Reporting. At this stage, students report their findings to the group. Individual students become "experts"
and teach one another. Subsequently, their discussion may generate a possible solution, or new learning
issues for the group to explore further. Final solutions are constructed, and the facilitator' s feedback should
help students clarify basic information, focus their investigations, and refine their problem-solving strategies,

besides addressing whether the original learning issues were resolved and whether the students'
understanding of the basic principles, information, and relationships is sufficiently deep and accurate.

6.3 PBL Teamwork Experience
It is important that PBL students are taught how to work in teams and positively experience the team process
because the team skills they acquire are applicable throughout their future careers. The PBL team process

requires each team composed of 3-5 students, to be assigned a supervisor (instructor) and a client if
applicable. The client' s role is to clarify the project, and to resolve ambiguities as they arise, whereas the
supervisor' s is to guide, motivate and provide feedback to the team. Also, one of the team members is
designated the team leader for the duration of the project, whose role is to coordinate the team activities, and
to ensure effective team communications. The leader also has to interface with the supervisor, arrange
meetings with clients when necessary, and facilitate meeting through setting agendas, taking minutes, and

allocating tasks. Each team member has to help set the team goals, accomplish tasks assigned, meet
deadlines, attend team meetings and take a turn editing a document to be submitted at the end of each major
stage of project development.

Meanwhile, PBL students are made aware of the difficulties in teamwork throughout the project period.
These include setting realistic project goals, carefully allocating tasks to team members, managing time, and
communicating and managing shared group documents. Teams have regular meetings to which they invite
their supervisor, and in which they organize themselves to manage the project. Students are often reminded
of setting appropriate agendas before meeting, assigning enough time to the agenda items during meeting,
restating the decisions made at the meeting, and converting decisions into action items after meeting. They
are also advised on clearly separating the social and work aspects in meetings, and assessing each meeting
for doing it better next time. Moreover, it is suggested that teams plan their project around major deadlines
of individuals in the team thereby acknowledging the other commitments team members may involve.

Deadlines represent the milestones set down for the PBL students to submit project documents and to
receive evaluation. Each team member is assessed by their supervisor and their team peers. The supervisor' s
evaluation is based on what each team member adds to the meetings and what the instructor perceives each
member' s contributions to the team to be. The peers' evaluation is based on a confidential rating sheet, to be

completed by each team member at the end of each major phase of the project. This rating sheet should
include each team member' s contribution for that phase with explanatory comments. And the overall project
assessment is made up of the group grade and the individual grade. The former is the same for each group
member and is based on the quality of the documents produced and the product developed. The individual

component is based on the quality of the student' s contribution to the documents and the product, their
participation in group-meetings, their commitment to the team process, and their professional attitude
developed.

7 Scenario-Based PBL Support
Imagine you have just attended the second lesson on PBL and group project work. And you realize that the
PBL support available in the Web comprises both the learning and performance aspects. These are actually a
series of strategies and Web-based solutions that use instructional design principles to improve students'
work-based performance according to the real-life PBL activities. And you are invited to vis it the PBL-

specific Web site to register as a PBL-user. The registration process invites you to fill in a Web form
including a simple questionnaire for teaming purpose. You are now allowed to enter the PBL-support
environment with your PBL identifier and personal password returned after the registration.
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And for exploratory purpose, you have just navigated to the PBL Web page for the Software Engineering
course SFTW 300 Software Psychology (Figure 1). Here you are presented with a number of projects to
express your preferences to join through filling in another Web form activated by clicking the link "Join a
Team" in the same page. You can then find out which team and project have actually been associated with
you by clicking the link "Identify Your Team" also in the same page. On knowing which project to engage,
you could click the suitable PBL Space link, i.e., "S300F99P3" in this case, to navigate to the suitable PBL
Space (Figure 2). The PBL Space is assigned for each PBL group for project management on the Web. It
contains links to the project itself, the PBL Group (including its members' links), the PBL Client, and the
PBL Supervisor. Each of such links is associated with a set of related links for information and support of
the project. Among the numerous support links in the PBL Group, you can find the Work Space link, which

leads to the "Group Work Space" (Figure 3) Web page. This page contains links to individual group
members and to specific PBL support, as well as to the project interim progress. Clicking on the individual
member' s link (PWS) leads to the "Personal Work Space" (Figure 4), where each group member' s progress
in terms of PBL activities (analysis, research, reporting, implementation) is tracked.
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Figure 1: PBL Web Page for SFTW 300
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8 Software Development
Our database-driven Web-based support environment has been developed as a series of distributed
applications, by employing a mixture of object-orientation, client/server, and Internet (Web browsers, Web
servers HTML, HTTP, FTP) technologies, to deliver the desired support functionality. Such applications
are largely event-driven because of the intensive graphical user interface (GUI) programming (e.g., handling
the points and clicks) and/or because of the message exchanged between clients and servers over the Web.
The specific types of individual Web applications constructed can be categorized into such classes as: a)
static HTML-based, b) server-side (CGI -based) and c) client-side (Java-based or JavaScript-based). And the
major steps followed to develop the distributed applications could be abstracted as follows:

a) Analysis. Establish users' requirements of what information are needed by whom and when, in terms of
functionality, performance, security, operability, and management of the distributed applications. And
develop an object model that shows conceptually how the information will be organized, accessed,
manipulated, and presented in terms of objects.
b) Architecture. Partition the architecture concerns into: data architecture, determining what data sources
(HTML, files, databases) will be needed, where they will be located, and how they will be accessed;
software architecture, determining what will be written as CGI/Java code, what will be constructed as
modules called by CGI/Java, where will the various objects/modules reside, and how they will be invoked
(CORBA, RPC); infrastructure architecture, determining the servers where the home pages and the
objects/modules will reside, the type of gateways that will be employed, the type of middleware that will

be needed to invoke remote services and objects (CORBA, ActiveX, RPC, SQL), and the type of
computing platforms (PC Windows, UNIX, Linux, Windows NT) used.

c) Implementation and Deployment. Build the HTML pages (including the Java-powered pages) by coding
HTML or using filters that generate HTML from other data sources (e.g. Word documents). Then develop

and test the software modules and objects. If necessary, purchase the appropriate infrastructure
components. Fourth, test, install and deploy the system, followed by maintenance and the iterative redesign process.

9 Prototyping Process
The Web-based support in our online environment is developed incrementally through a user-driven iterative
prototyping process, which involves our instructional designers, teachers, and students in the participatory

development. This involves creating a series of function prototypes used to clarify the objectives of the
system in light of design exploration between the designer and the users (teachers and students), so that the
users gradually understand what can be achieved with the technology. Our knowledge of requirements,
design and implementation may be incomplete in any one cycle; however, there has been progressive buildup of a structure, which will lead to the desirable system. Specifically, we have referred to the Dynamic
Systems Development Method (DSDM) [12] for project guidance, which walks us through four main phases
of the DSDM life cycle.

The feasibility study phase is to define the high level functional requirements of the environment, which
refer to the educational support issues. This phase should produce an outline prototyping plan and establish
the main non-functional requirements, such as the hardware and software to develop and deliver the system.
The functional prototype iterations phase is to clarify the detailed require ments for the system. Its output
includes a series of prototypes that demonstrate the main system functionality. These early visual prototypes
are mainly used to clarify the system objectives between the designers and users. The design prototype
iterations phase is to refine the functional prototype into a robust product after a more situated evaluation of
system requirements. It involves satisfying all the non-functional requirements; i.e., producing a system that
will work effectively on the target hardware in the organizational setting. It is understood that all the
possible components of the system do not have to be developed in unison. Some may move on to the design
and build phase while others are still at the functional clarification stage. The implementation phase involves
placing the system in the user environment, carrying out any required training, reviewing the system and
assessing further developments. The output should include a delivered system, user manuals/training, and
project review document.

10 Conclusion
It

is experienced that the conventional approach to education remains the instructivist one, in which

knowledge is perceived to flow from experts to novices. This transmissive view of learning is most evident
in the emphasis on lectures, in the use of textbooks to prescribe reading, and in the nature of tutorials and
assessment methods. It assumes that the process of good teaching is one of simplification of the truth in
order to reduce student confusion. Yet, this simplification could deny students the opportunity to apply their
learning to dynamic situations. We question the transferability of the instructivist learning and ask how much
of that which is assigned to academic learning ever gets applied to actual scenarios, when there is such a

rapid surge in knowledge commonly associated with the birth of the "Information Age." This is a
transference problem. Actually, the content product of learning is assuming a less important role relative to

the process of learning as the life of information content shortens and the need for continual learning
increases. In designing the Web-based support of our learner-centered environment, we have tried to
reoriented towards a meaningful direction by reducing the obsession with knowledge reproduction. And
PBL represents one such relief from the constructivist pedagogy. Greening [6] describes it as a vehicle for
encouraging student ownership of the learning environment. There is an emphasis on contextualization of
the learning scenario, providing a basis for later transference, and learning is accompanied by reflection as
an important meta-cognitive exercise. Also, the implementation of PBL is done via group-based work,
reflecting the constructivist focus on the value of negotiated meaning. Besides, it is unconfined by discipline
boundaries, encouraging an integrative approach to learning, which is based on requirements of the problem
as perceived by the learners themselves.

Undeniably, constructivism is a philosophy of learning that is having a major effect on the way that
education is conducted today. In this paper, we have tried to spell out the working characteristics of
constructivism [11], which have actively shaped the design of our Web-based support. These include: 1)
Meaning is not transmitted. Instead, learning occurs as a process of adjustment of existing concepts. 2)
Understanding is based on interaction among a complex weave of factors, such as the learners' goals and
existing concepts, the content of the learning experience, the context where the learning occurs. 3)
Puzzlement motivates learning. This sense of dissatisfaction emerges from experiences that threaten existing
conceptual structures. 4) Social negotiation and viability are the principle forces involved in the evolution of
knowledge. They ensure that learning is anchored both by the learning community and by the need to test
constructions against reality. The effects of such testing are the adjustments in the structure of concepts held
by the learner. So, one thing is evident: constructivist learning experiences can exert high cognitive demands
on learners [8], and not all learners could respond well to the challenge. We believe the constructivist ideas
assembled here make up what we might call pragmatic constructivism. Namely, constructivism could be

viewed as a toolbox for problems of learning. If a particular approach does not solve the problem, try
another. In keeping with this flexibility, active, social and creative learning can play out in rather different
ways, depending on the circumstances. Although the term constructivism suggests a single philosophy and a

unique potent method, there is not such thing as a one-size-fit-all. Rather, our suggestion is to look at
constructivism like a Swiss knife with various blades for various needs. That is also the learner-centered
philosophy behind our Web-based support for online education.
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Instructional design (ID) provides a framework to facilitate both teaching and
learning activities. ID also prescribes desirable learning outcomes. This paper
introduces the implementation of an ID template in web-based language courses.
The ID template incorporates several cognitive strategies based on schema
theory. A schema-theory-based model provides a useful framework for
knowledge organization and information processing. In a course that emphasizes
reading comprehension, schema theory accounts for how learners construct
meaning from texts based on the information they encounter, the prior knowledge
they already have, and the way they interact with the new information. The ID

template consists of four instructional sequences. The cognitive strategies, ID
examples, and purposes for each sequence are illustrated. The sequences include
warm-up activities, preparatory activities, core activities, and post activities. Each
sequence is interconnected with the others and looped back to the beginning in

each lesson unit. The preliminary evaluation results indicate the degree of
student satisfaction for the ID template for various external and internal factors.

Keywords: instructional design, schema theory, cognitive strategies, web-based
foreign language instruction

1 Introduction
Instructional design (ID) plays a critical role in the success of distance education. ID is an interdisciplinary
science that provides a theoretical background for the design and implementation of instructional units to
achieve desirable learning outcomes. ID principles encompass theories in both learning and instruction.
Although the instructional design for web-based instruction does share some common principles with
instructional design for traditional classroom teaching, the modes of instruction and learning are quite
different from each other. The roles of learners and instructors continue to go through fundamental changes
as well. What kind of instructional theories can be best applied to web-based education? There is no one
single universal theory for all instructional design as the objectives, learning contexts, subject matters, and
expected learning outcomes vary from one field to another. The development of ID also depends on the
pedagogical principles that the instructors or instructional designers adapt to. The views on instructional
design can be approached from different perspectives such as behavioral (Cropper, 1983); systematic (Gagne,
Briggs, & Wager, 1992); structural (Scandura, 1983); motivational (Keller, 1983), transactional (Merrill, 1997);
and cognitive (Tennyson, 1990; West et al., 1991). Cognitive schema theory especially receives prominent
attention in the field of instructional design and language education for its emphasis on the use of aid for
perception, learning, comprehension, and recall (Anderson, 1984; West et al., 1991). This paper focuses on
the application of schema theory to the instructional design of language courses delivered through the World
Wide Web. The preliminary evaluation results are summarized at the end.
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2 Theoretical Framework
Why is ID important in web-based distance education? Reigeluth (1983) argued that ID is a linking science
between theory and practice. This linking science was further elaborated by Tennyson and Schott (1997):
"As a field of study, it provides a theoretical foundation to principles of instructional design, a research base
confirming the theoretical foundations, and a direct involvement in the application of those principles" (p. 1).
ID theories prescribe the variables and conditions required for certain learning outcomes. Furthermore, the
practice of ID utilizes various methods and technologies to develop learning environments based on these
theories (Tennyson & Schott, 1997). Many ID models have been developed and the theoretical bases vary
greatly. A typical model includes the following five steps: "(1) setting the objectives; (2) preassessment, that

is, determining whether the target students have the prerequisites to benefit from the instruction; (3)
planning the instruction; (4) trial, that is, presenting the instruction for developmental purposes; and (5)
testing and evaluation" (West et al., 1991). Each step can be further divided into more detailed instructional
sequences. The focus of this paper is on planning the instruction based on cognitive learning theories.
Schema theory is an especially appropriate cognitive learning theory because of its emphasis on knowledge
organization and representation.
There is no one single theory called schema theory. It has evolved and become the basic component of many
cognitive learning theories. According to cognitive theorists, schemas or schemata are mental data structures

that represent our knowledge about objects, situations, events, self, sequences of actions and natural
categories (Anderson, 1985; Rumelhart, 1981). Schemata are also like scripts of plays (Schank & Abelson,
1977). In other words, schemata are chunks of knowledge stored in the human mind by patterns, structures,
and scaffolds (West et al., 1991). Based on Rumelhart's definition (1981), schemata serve the function of
"scaffolding." Knowledge is perceived, encoded, stored, and retrieved according to the chunk of information
stored in the memory. Schemata facilitate information processing. Schema can be "instantiated" by specific
examples of concepts or events. For example, one's schema for "teaching" can be instantiated by viewing a
scenario on the interaction between a teacher and students. As soon as schemata are instantiated, one can
associate or recall more similar scenarios (Bruning et al, 1995). Schema theory is appropriate for language
instruction due to its powerful explanation of memory and recall. In the case of reading comprehension,
schema theory accounts how learners construct meaning from texts based on the information they encounter,
the prior knowledge they already hold, and the way they interact with the new information (Bruning et al,
1995, p. 275). As summarized by Andre (1987), schemata serve the following important function in reading
comprehension:
1. Providing the knowledge base for assimilating new text information
2. Guiding the ways readers allocate their attention to different parts of reading passages
3. Allowing readers to make inferences about text materials
4. Facilitating organized searches of memory
5. Enhancing editing and summarizing content
6. Permitting the reconstruction of content (Bruning et al., 1995, p. 275).

Schemata provide the backgrounds for learners to comprehend a text by inference. Schemata also make it
possible to summarize a passage by selecting the parts that are important to them. These processes cannot
be completed without the knowledge structures that schemata provide. Since one of the elements of schema

theory is making predictions based on what learners already know, making the link between the old
information and the new information has generated a great deal of research interest. Two areas of research in
this direction are advance organizer and schema activation.

Advance organizers employ the structure of some materials that the learners are already familiar with as the

framework of the new materials. In other words, advance organizers are designed to offer "ideational
scaffolding for the stable incorporation and retention of the more detailed and differentiated material that
follows" (Ausubel, 1968, p. 148). Advance organizers are relevant introductory materials that are introduced
in advance of the core texts. Recent studies have also shown that providing short and concrete examples for
upcoming events are more useful to readers than abstract, general, and vague learner organizers (Corkill et al.,
1988).

Schema activation refers to the design of activities for the purposes of activating learner's knowledge in

On

similar fields prior to learning new subject matters (Bruning et al., 1995). They are often in the forms of short

questions. In a way, schema activation serves similar purposes of advanced organizers by linking new
information with old information that the learners already know. However, schema activation relies more on
the learners to generate information from their previous knowledge base. Schema activation works better if

the schema activating activities are relevant to the to-be-learned information. A study on the reading
comprehension of a group of fifth-graders showed that the group with relevant schema activation
remembered the reading texts better than the groups with non-relevant schema activation (Peeck et al., 1982).

There are also many other cognitive strategies that help students with reading comprehension. These
strategies are designed to help students in gaining control of their learning process for the purpose of
comprehending reading texts. Bruning et al. (1995) summarized the following five strategies for reading
comprehension:

1. Determining importance: Instructional activities can be designed to help learners locating the

main ideas of the text. Without knowing the main ideas, readers would have a hard time
understanding the text.

2. Summarizing information: Students should not only learn to summarize the main ideas in a
passage but also generate a text that represents the original one. Students' reading skills improve
when their summarization skills improve.

3. Drawing inferences: Studies have shown that the ability to make inferences is positively
associate with reading skills (Dewitz et al., 1987; Raphael & McKinney, 1983). Good readers are
usually good at guesswork.
4. Generating questions: Good readers ask questions frequently. Through self-questioning or peerexchanged questions, learners will have a better understanding of texts.
5. Monitoring comprehension: Readers should have the ability of knowing when they understand

the text and when they do not. A good reader also has the ability to detect errors and
inconsistencies in the reading materials. When they become critical of the reading texts, they do a

better job in detecting errors. Peer editing or peer-critiquing is a good way to monitor
comprehension (Bruning et. al., 1995, p. 279-284).

The next section describes how some of the cognitive strategies can be employed in the instructional design
of web-based language courses.

3 Instructional Design Template for Web-based Language Courses
The web course introduced in this paper is the first one in a series of Asian language courses using the same
instructional design templates. There is a lack of higher-level language courses (3'd year and above) in Less

Commonly Taught Languages (LCTLs) such as Asian languages and other non-Roman languages in
American universities and colleges. Yet, the need for higher-level language courses does exist for students
who would like to continue language studies. The objectives of the web courses are to provide opportunities
for students whose institutes do not provide language courses in LCTLs and to disseminate information on
the ID model of pedagogically sound language instruction. The first course that is currently offered through
the University of Hawaii systems is a Chinese reading and writing course at the 3'd and 4th year level. A
Chinese listening/reading/writing course and a Korean reading/writing course will be offered in fall 2000.
More courses in Japanese and other LCTLs are in the planning stage at present. The instructional design
template is summarized as follow:

Goal: To improve Chinese reading and writing skills.

Objectives:

1. Students will possess the skills to decipher reading materials through a series of cognitive
strategies.
2. Students will improve writing skills through continuous revisions, peer-critique, and teacher
feedback.
3. Students will have a good command of vocabulary in the subject matters covered in the course.
4. Students will co-construct knowledge together through collaborative tasks in building word bank,
grammar clinic, and essay database.
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Content: The content covers a wide variety of topics based on authentic teaching materials
collected from China and Taiwan, including topics such as cuisine, travel, medicine, celebrities,
university, and so on. These materials were developed into ten self-directed reading lessons on a
CD-ROM. The web course uses the CD-ROM as the core reading materials. Each web lesson unit
was designed to enhance the understanding of the equivalent core text in the CD-ROM.
Format of the Instruction: The World Wide Web and the CD-ROM were selected to deliver the
instruction and course content. Asynchronous communication via email and web-forum are the
means for student-student and student-teacher interactions.

ID Sequence &
Modules

Table 1 Instruction design template for web-based language courses
Cognitive Strategies
ID Examples
Purposes

1. Warm-up
activities

Schema activation

Word bank

2. Preparatory
activities
3.1 Core activities

Advance organizer

Picture matching

Determining
importance
Drawing inferences
Generating questions
Scaffolding

Working on CD-ROM
reading activities

Determining the importance of
information

Q&A
Small Group

Self-questioning
Debate/Discussion/Role Play
Use input for other activities
Peer editing with teacher
feedback
Teacher demonstration

Brainstorming on terminology
Co-construction of knowledge

base

3.2 Core activities
3.3 Core activities

texts

Discussions
3.4 Core activities

4.1 Post activities
4.2 Post activities
4.3 Post activities

Preparation for forthcoming

Monitoring
comprehension
Modeling

Grammar Clinic

Recall
Summarizing
information

Language work
Composition & revision

Sample essay

Monitoring comprehension
Individual output with
collective database on writing
samples

Sequence of Instruction: The framework of the instruction sequence is adapted from Hiple and
Fleming's (1996) work which is specifically designed for foreign language instruction. The ID
examples are developed by the instructors Fleming & Lu (1999) for web-based language courses.
There are eight units in each web course. Each unit employs the following four sequences of
instruction.

1. Warm-up activities: These activities employ simple and short questions to activate learners'
previous knowledge relevant to the subject matter. For example, on the unit for cuisine, students
are asked to write down two or three things they know about Chinese cooking. Their responses

are put into a database called the "word bank." By the end of each unit, students have
accumulated an abundant collection of glossary under a specific language topic.

2. Preparatory activities: Students are asked to match some descriptions with pictures. These
pictures provide a background information of the lesson and prepare the students for the
forthcoming texts.
3. Core Activities: There are four components in Core Activities: working on the CD-ROM, Q & A
forum, Small Group Discussions, and Grammar Clinic. Students first go through the reading
activities in the CD-ROM. They then post questions about the content of the CD-ROM on the Q
& A web forum. Following that, they are divided into three-member or two-member small groups
to carry out a conversational task. Take the cuisine unit for example, they have to make up their
minds on which restaurant to go to for dinner. One conversation example is provided so that
students know in advance the scope and depth of the expected conversation. In Grammar Clinic,
the instructors pick several erroneous sentences from the Small Group Discussions and post them
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at the Grammar Clinic (a web forum) for peer editing and critiquing. All these sentences are posted
anonymously.
4. Post Activities: In the final stage the learners model from teacher's examples and peers' writings
before they work on their own essays independently. First, the teacher provides a sample essay

and a language matching exercise to reinforce the key words in the essay. Gradually, teachers
withdraw help and let the student compose their own essays. If they have a hard time starting,
they can view other students' submissions of essays in the database to come up with more ideas.
Among the eight units, the last two units are designed for language exchange with native speakers from the
country of the target language. For more details, please refer to the web site
( http : / /www.11l.hawaii.edu /yuedu). The Ill template can be modified for different language instruction. The
Word Wide Web is an especially perfect media since all information is recorded and saved in the database.
Students can always go back to review the collective database for their own review.

4 Evaluation of the web course
In the evaluation process, the instructional design team is interested in student feedback on the sequences of
instruction. At the end of each unit, students are asked to fill out an anonymous feedback form that consists
of 10 questions on a five-point Likert scale. Comment areas are provided for each question. Table 2 shows the
preliminary partial results on the ID template evaluation.

Students had provided valuable feedback to the instructional design team. The team was able to use this
feedback to adjust course content and activity design. Generally speaking, students agreed that most
instructional design modules are useful for their learning. The degree of helpfulness varies from module to
module. However, it seems that the students generally did not like the use of the CD-ROM. One reason is that
the CD-ROM could only be used on a Macintosh while 95% of the students in the class used PC-compatible
computers. PC users were restricted to use campus Macintosh computers to access the content in the CDROM. Furthermore, since the CD-ROM was developed for self-directed learning, there was also a lack of
interaction between students and teachers. Finally, there were some bugs in the programming of the CDROM. Students were not enthusiastic about the programming bugs. The team is in the process of converting
the CD-ROM into cross-platform media and fixing the bugs.

Table 2 Feedback on Instructional Desi n Lesson Template
1 = Strongly disagree; 2 -- Disagree; 3 = Slightly Agree; 4 = Agree; and gUnit 2 Unit 4
(mean) (mean)
= Strongly Agree
(n=11) (n=9)
Post Unit feedback questions
4.09
3.78
Q1 I have gained new knowledge from this unit.
4.45
4.33
Q2 When I ask for help, the instructors respond in a timely way.
4.36
4.33
When
I
ask
questions,
the
instructors
give
me
the
answers
I
need.
Q3
Q4

The warm-up activities are useful. (i.e. contributing and sharing 3.73

vocabulary)
Q5 The preparatory activities are useful. (i.e. matching pictures to text) 3.91
3.18
Q6 The content of the core lessons (CD-ROM) is well designed.
Q7 The forum discussions (i.e. Q&A, role-play, small group4.09
discussion) are useful.
3.45
Q8 The grammar clinic is helpful
4
Q9 The language work is at the proper level of difficulty.
4.09
Q10 The essay writing is at the proper level of difficulty.
3.94
Average

3.78

Unit5
Unit?
(mean) (mean)
(n=11) (n=9)
3.56
3.73
3.33
4.09
3.67
4.09
3.44
3.73

3.67

3.36

3.22

3.33
3.78

2.91

NA*

3.73

3.33

3.89
4.00
4.22

3.73
3.55
4.09
3.701

NA*
3.56

3.91

3.67
3.473

* Un't 7 is designed for language exchange. The questions on CD-ROM and Grammar Clinic are not
applicable.

As for the web-based instructional modules, the warm-up activities were not deemed as useful as the
instructional design team had expected them to be. When monitoring student online activities through the
server-tracking program, it was found that most of them did not go back to use the database after submitting
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the required entries. The instructor started requiring the students to incorporate the vocabulary into their

essays towards the end of the semester. By then, it may have been too late to see how the change in
instructional strategy would affect the way the students utilize the database. This is a good lesson for
instructional designers. All instructional sequence should be interconnected and continuously looped back
to the beginning. If the instructional modules are designed as stand-along units, students will not see the
purpose of building on the knowledge based that they have co-constructed.
Finally, there seems to be a slight decline in the helpfulness of the ID modules when comparing the average in

table 2. The perceived helpfulness declines especially in unit 7. The change in instructional format (i.e.,
language exchange) and the more specialized topic (i.e., movies) may have posed a greater challenge for less
competent students. Interviews with the student may help to find out the real reasons. Nevertheless, the
comments from students were overall positive. Here are a few comments from the students.
" The warm-up activities have been very helpful in preparing for the entire lesson."
"The preparatory activities makes one think harder about the subject material."

"Small group discussion wasn't as interesting as the previous units because there were a little
interactions among students."
" I believe I would not have learned all of the new words from a textbook. Contributing and sharing
vocabulary for this unit has really helped my ability to read the Chinese newspaper's entertainment

section."

"The text for this section was presented in a way that forced me to focus and analyze more fully the
meaning. A good challenge which I enjoyed."

" This unit helped me to learn unique vocabulary for discussions with almost any Chinese speaker. I am
more confident that I can carry a conversation with a Chinese speaker about my favorite movie."

"While on occasion some vocabulary has been a little bit difficult, once I put the sentence or paragraph
into context, the usage of the vocabulary became more clear."

5 Conclusions
ID sets up a framework for desirable learning outcomes. The incorporation of cognitive strategies helps
students to efficiently achieve the learning objectives. It can be found from their comments that the students
valued greatly the aspects of online interaction and co-construction of a knowledge database. It is through
the collaborative tasks that they are able to interact for a purpose, i.e., for the completion of a task that has a
real-world application. The overall ID objectives have been met through the instructional sequences.

Nevertheless, there is not much evidence supporting the effectiveness of the ID modules other than
students' own remarks. Further study on the comparison of the actual online activities (e.g. tracking the
mouse clicks) with their perceptions on the usefulness of each ID module can provide more insight into the
effectiveness of the instructional design. In addition, an objective panel of language experts to evaluate the
performance of the students could also provide assessment to the final learning outcomes.
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Significant research has shown that most computer assisted learning systems in
higher education are failing to meet the expectations of the developers, and
students learning needs. The use of computer assisted learning systems is still
not commonplace and there are factors negating increased usage. This paper
reviews a number of human development and learning theories that should be
considered before design of any learning experience. The major focus is on the

behavioural and cognitive approaches that are believed to have the most
importance when considering the design of computer assisted learning systems.

Current research in student learning in higher education is included as is an
outline of individual variations in learning experiences. It is concluded that an
awareness of the behavioural learning processes and cognitive theories when
designing CAL systems in the various categories could provide enhanced
learning opportunities for the students using the systems. The application and
use of appropriate learning strategies to improve student learning outcomes is in
accord with current research in traditional teaching areas

Keywords: learning theories, higher education, computer assisted learning
system design

1 Introduction
A study of 104 projects using information technology (IT) in developing course material for use in higher
education found that many students learned less from IT programs than from face-to-face teacher contact;
"fewer than a third of programs offered through information technology improve student learning"[2]. The
report went on to say, "that while many of the projects did benefit students and academics, inadequate staff
development and students' unsophisticated understanding of learning meant IT was not always being put to
maximum use". While this study is confined to IT projects in Australian universities it is thought likely that
similar dire results would be obtained in most other countries and learning environmehts.
Despite more than two decades of research and development in the area of computer assisted learning (CAL),

the usage of these systems is still not common place in any more than a few isolated areas; "few have
survived the realities of large-scale implementation in typical classrooms and those that have report
significant implementation problems"[7]. Two of the major contributing factors negating the wide spread
acceptance and use of computer technology are the high resource cost, for both hardware procurement and
courseware development, and the low level of enabling teacher development to allow them to use this new
resource to its maximum potential.

CAL is the most popular term in Europe while Computer Aided Instruction (CAl)s more often used in
North America and Asia. The use of the word instruction has a special significance. It usually means that
the package is not only conceived and designed by a teacher but that the effective control remains with
him/her at every stage. The content and its delivery, including the degree of elaboration, the rate of flow of
information and the order of presentation are decided by the teacher only. Being teacher-centred, the design
is expository rather than explanatory in nature.
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In contrast, CAL is designed to have student-centred activities. The student decides how much she/he needs
to learn, in what sequence, to what depth and at what rate. The learning process is usually exploratory.
Theoretically, the need to take care of individual differences amongst students is much higher in designing a
CAL package than in a CAI package.

Significant scope remains for research and development of CAL in the higher education context, just as it
does in the junior and senior school environments. "We need to understand better the relationship between
technology, pedagogy, project oriented curricula, and student learning" [9]. It is believed that one of the
more crucial areas required for success in development of any teaching / learning package, be it traditional
or computer assisted, is an understanding of student learning issues in the higher education context.
In this paper the major human development theories are briefly outlined with respect to research in student
learning. This work allows student learning theories and approaches to be discussed in more detail,
especially with respect to student learning in the higher education environment. Some of the more important
variations that may impact on the overall outcomes of the students' learning are then outlined. The final
contribution of the paper is to integrate relevant issues from the various student learning theories and recent
research with respect to systematic design of CAL systems.

2 Human Development
The major theorist in this area is the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget who formalised a theory of cognitive
development based on four discrete stages. These four stages, with approximate relevant ages are (adapted
from Woolfolk [13]);
1. Sensorimotor, from 0 to 2 years of age.

Involving the senses and motor activity. Concepts of object permanence and goal-directed actions.
2. Pre-operational, from 2 to 7 years of age
The stage before a child masters logical mental operations. Develops language and ability to use symbols
to represent actions or objects mentally.
3. Concrete Operational, from 7 to 11 years of age

Able to solve ' hands-on problems' in logical fashion. Able to classify, arranges objects in sequential
order, and understands concepts of conservation and reversibility.
4. Formal Operational, from 11 to 15 years of age.
Able to solve mental tasks involving abstract thinking and co-ordination of a number of variables.

Most psychologists agree that there is a level of thinking more sophisticated than concrete operations, but
the question of how universal formal-operational thinking actually is, even among adults, is a matter of
debate. According to some, the first three stages of Piaget' s theory are forced on most people by physical
realities [8]. Formal operations are not, however, so closely tied to the physical environment.
It is essential to realise that although a student might be participating in a higher education experience, that it
is not necessarily congruent that they are able to think hypothetically about every problem that is presented
to them. In many cases the students may be in a higher education environment only because of their ability

to memorise formulas or lists of steps. "These systems may be helpful for passing tests, but real
understanding will take place only if students are able to go beyond the superficial use of memorisation
only if in other words, if they learn to use formal-operational thinking"[13].

Before continuing, it is worth noting that there have been a number of adaptations and alternatives proposed
by psychologists to Piaget' s theory of cognitive development in children. Most of these have come about in
relatively recent research work that is well documented in Woolfolk[ I 3]. One major alternative viewpoint is
that culture shapes cognitive development in a child by determining what and how the child will learn about
the world. The major spokesperson for this view is that of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky who died
more than 50 years ago. Recent translations of his work show that he provided an alternative to many of
Piaget' s ideas [13]. The concept of culture shaping learning styles is also supported in more recent studies
[12].

3 Learning Theories
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There are two main approaches to the study of learning: the behavioural and cognitive perspectives.

3.1 Behavioural Approach
The behavioural approach to learning assumes that the outcome of learning is a change in behaviour and
All behavioural learning theories are thus
emphasises the effects of external events on the individual.
explanations of learning that focus on external events as the cause of change in observable behaviours. The
four major behavioural learning processes are: contiguity, classical conditioning, operant conditioning, and
observational learning.

3.1.1 Contiguity

This principle was the foundation for research in learning in the early parts of the twentieth century. The
principle of contiguity states that whenever two sensations occur simultaneously and repeatedly, they will be
become associated. If at some time later only one of the sensations occurs (a stimulus), the other will be
recalled (a response). Learning by association, or the repetitive pairing of a stimulus and correct response,
can be found in many educational contexts consider for example spelling drills and multiplication tables.
3.1.2 Classical Conditioning
An extension of the contiguity principle is found in the theories of classical conditioning discovered by Ivan
Pavlov in the 1920' s. Classical conditioning allows for the association of automatic responses with new
stimuli. Pavlov determined that in the first instance an unconditioned stimulus produces an unconditioned
response. After conditioning (or learning' ?) a previously neutral stimulus becomes a conditioned stimulus
that can produce a conditioned response to the same extent that occurred with the unconditioned stimulus
and unconditioned response pair. Pavlov' s work also identified that conditioned responses are subject to the
processes of generalisation, discrimination, and extinction. In many cases the emotional reactions to various
learning situations are themselves learned in part through classical conditioning. We must acknowledge that
emotions and attitudes are learned as well as facts and ideas in any learning environment.
3.1.3 Operant Conditioning
Contiguity and classical conditioning both focus on involuntary or automatic actions in response to stimuli.
These involuntary actions are also referred to as respondents. It is obvious that not all human learning is
automatic and that in many cases people actively operate on their environment to reach particular goals or
cause certain effects. These deliberate, goal directed actions are called operants and the learning process
involved in changing operant behaviour is called operant conditioning.

In operant conditioning people learn through the effects of their deliberate responses to their environment
and as such is most applicable to classroom type learning environments. For an individual, the effects of
consequences following their action may serve as reinforcement or punishment. Positive and negative
reinforcement will strengthen the response while punishment may decrease or suppress the response. The
scheduling of reinforcement can influence the rate and persistence of responses. Ratio schedules encourage
higher rates of responses while variable schedules encourage persistence of responses [13].
3.1.4 Observational Learning

Social cognitive learning theorists emphasise the role of observation in learning and in non-observable
cognitive processes. There are two main modes associated with observational learning. First, learning
through observation can occur through vicarious conditioning. This is when a student sees others being
rewarded or punished for various behaviours and so modifies their behaviours as if they had received the
consequences themselves. Second, the observer imitates the behaviour or actions of a model even though
the model receives no immediate reinforcement or punishment while the observer is watching. This mode is
when the model is demonstrating something that the observer wants to learn and expects to be rewarded for
mastering. There are four major elements associated with observational learning; paying attention, retaining
information or impressions, producing behaviours, and being motivated to repeat the learned behaviours [13].

3.2 Cognitive Approach
The cognitive approach to learning emphasises how students perceive, remember, and understand
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information. Cognitive psychologists focus on changes in knowledge and believe that learning is an internal
mental activity that cannot be observed directly. There is no single combining theory and thus the cognitive
view of learning can best be described as a generally agreed-upon philosophical orientation [13].
Under the cognitive approach, knowledge is categorised into different types (after [13] and [5]):

General knowledge is information that is useful in many kinds of tasks or that may be applied to
many different situations.
Domain-specific knowledge is information that is useful in only a particular situation or that applies
to only one specific topic.

Declarative knowledge is knowing that something is the case, facts, beliefs, theorems, opinions,
names, rules, poems, and the like. This type of knowledge has a tremendous range and may be
organised into small units or larger units, which themselves may consist of several well-organised
smaller units.

Procedural knowledge is knowledge that is demonstrated when performing a task, that is knowing
how.
Conditional knowledge is knowing when and why to apply declarative or procedural knowledge.

The most influential and thoroughly studied model of cognitive research is the information processing model
that provides an explanation of the cognitive processes involved in learning. It has grown from the work of
a number of theorists (e.g. [3] and [6]).

3.2.1 Information Processing

In the information processing model the learning is approached primarily through a study of memory. A
schematic representation of a typical information processing model of learning is shown in Figure 1(after
[[13] and [5]).

-- Executive Control Processes
Sensory
Register

Lost or Forgotten
Encoding

Figure 1

Temporary Storage

Premanent Storage

The Information Processing Model

The three stages of the information processing system are the sensory register, short term memory and long
term memory. The sensory register encodes some or all of the information received from the senses. Some
of the information is not registered at all, some is ignored and some is simply forgotten. Perception
determines what will be held in short term memory for further use.

The working memory only has a limited capacity so the information must be processed immediately or it
will be forgotten. For information to be retained for longer than a few seconds it must be actively learned
and stored in the long-term memory. Retrieval is the process of locating and recalling information to shortterm memory.

The executive control processes guide and direct the processes involved in transferring information from the
external environment to the long-term memory. These processes include directing attention, selecting
strategies, and monitoring progress towards goals and motives.
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Learning in the information processing model involves the construction of information in the memory, rather
than the direct transfer of information from external environment to long-term memory. Learners use
learning or cognitive strategies to actively acquire and manipulate information from the environment and
their memory.

3.2.2 Metacognition

Metacognition literally means knowledge about cognition and has two aspects. The first aspect refers to an
awareness of, and knowledge about, cognition. It includes the declarative and procedural knowledge of the
skills, strategies, and resources needed to perform a task effectively, and the conditional knowlcdgc nccdcd
to ensure successful completion of the task [13].

The second, and more important aspect, relates to the control and regulation of cognition, as this is the
aspect that controls and regulates the use of strategies that are known by the learner. The control and
regulation aspect includes three general processes: planning, monitoring and self-evaluation. Planning helps
learners decide which strategies to use and how 113 process information effectively. Monitoring helps
learners understand the information and integrate it with their existing knowledge. Self-evaluation helps
learners check and correct their learning behaviour as they work through a learning task.

3.3 Constructivist
The constructivist approach to learning emphasises that people construct knowledge for themselves as a
result of their interactions with their environment. Through this construction process, individuals build their
own understandings and ways of looking at the world and the information sources in it. This does not mean
that each person constructs knowledge in their own way that may be totally different from others. In most
cases knowledge and understanding are constructed in an agreed and shared social context.
The constructivist approach subsumes a variety of theories, including information processing and social
cognitive theories. The principal theorists in this area are Gagne [6], and Brown et al. [4].

Constructivist views of learning are important because they inform teachers of where to direct their effort in
order to promote effective learning. The important features include the basic cognitive processes, strategies
to guide these processes, knowledge about those strategies and one' s own thinking processes, knowledge
about the world in general, motivational beliefs, goals and overall cognitive style.

The immediate implications for learning are that students must be active learners and must be able to use a
variety of learning strategies that will help them learn with understanding [5].

4 Variations
Learning is a complex multivariable phenomenon with respect to both process and outcomes [10]. Each
student will be subject to intrinsic and extrinsic factors and driving forces that will impact on their learning.
These factors and driving forces must be acknowledged and, if possible, allowed for in both traditional and
computer assisted teaching environments. The first three of the factors outlined below are referred to as the
' big three' of student learning behaviours and essentially explain contrasting individual forms of
engagement with the content and context of learning. The remaining factors can be used to construct more
complex multivariable models for individual approaches to learning.

4.1 Intention
All students have some objective in mind when they start a course of study in higher education, the what
question. Each student' s individual response to this question may reflect a variety of contrasting intentions,

or even a multiple intention.

The most basic distinction is between the internal transformation of

information into knowledge (construction of personal meaning), and the accumulation and reproduction of
information (storage and recall). Other strategic intentions may be focused on the outcomes of higher
education.
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4.2 Motivation
Closely coupled with intention is the motivation for learning, the why question. Students are motivated by a
wide range of feelings that traverse the entire spectrum of human experience. Abraham Maslow has had a
great impact on the psychology of motivation and his hierarchy of needs model sets the foundation for
research into human motivation. Other aspects to be considered, in student motivation are arousal, goals,
attribution, and beliefs [13].

4.3 Process
A materialistically motivated strategic intention to achieve high marks, for example, will not guarantee that .

high marks will be achieved. At even the most basic level in higher education some type of organised
cognitive process or learning method will be required, the how question. Process is not simply a mental
consideration in learning activity; it is at least partially influenced by the underlying intention and
motivation.

4.4 Context
A students learning behaviour will be shaped by perceived circumstances or situational demands. Correctly
identifying and applying the cues embedded in the context of learning (especially those related to task
demands) are an important part of what might be called `skill in learning' [10]. Perceptions that students
form about the context of learning are closely associated at the individual process level with other sources of
variation.

4.5 Regulation & Locus of Control
It has been demonstrated that various forms of regulatory mechanisms, such as those that clarify and direct
learning activities, can help explain individual learning variations [11]. Individuals also vary to the degree
to which they perceive causal attribution for academic success to be within, or beyond, their control [10].
Studies have determined the importance of locus of control as a determinant of learning outcomes in higher
education.

4.6 Student Conceptions
Students differ considerably in their conceptions of what learning is. In broad terms the conceptual
distinction lies between accumulative, the quantitative collection of knowledge for possible future use, and
transformative, the use of knowledge to internally rearrange and construct new knowledge for developing
personal meaning. These contrasting conceptions of learning are associated with differing forms of learning
behaviour [10].

4.7 Cultural Factors
Recent research in the area of cultural impact on student learning has demonstrated that there is danger in
assuming a culture-free interpretation of basic learning processes [10]. Indeed, culturally embedded values
and practices must also shape any student learning behaviour model.

4.8 Gender
"The issue of gender related differences in learning behaviour does create some controversy" [10]. However,

recent work in this area has shown that basic sources of variation used in student learning model
construction may be defined differently in terms of gender specific responses which, as a logical
consequence, raises the possibility of gender specific models of student learning.

4.9 Discipline Specificity
The possible causes of variations outlined to this point have one thing in common; they are all general in
nature and should be considered for any learning situation. As most learning in a higher education setting is
essentially content focused there is an obvious need to address variations that may be specific to a particular
discipline.

These variations may be either a function of the content itself (for example higher level

mathematics) or the broader context in which they are embedded and is perceived to be a part of (for
example higher mathematical concepts in an electrical engineering course).

5 Student Learning Issues of Importance in the Systematic Design of
Computer Assisted Learning Systems
Other researchers in the field of CAL have recognised the relevance of considering issues from cognitive
psychology in the design of CAL systems. The areas of cognitive theory concerning perception and
attention, memory, comprehension, active learning, motivation, locus of control, transfer of learning, and
individual differences have previously been identified as being most important to CAL design [ 1 ].

However, it is believed that the consideration of cognitive theory to the exclusion of other learning issues
can only lead to an incomplete analysis of the wider learning issues affecting all students in a higher
education environment. Of even more concern is the concept of a CAL system being designed with no
consideration given to any of the student learning issues. This could be a partial explanation for the poor
results reported in the survey of Alexander & McKenzie [2].

Issues considered to be of importance in the systematic design of CAL are as follows:

5.1 Use of Formal-Operational Thinking
There are few instances in CAL in higher education where students are not required to proceed beyond the
superficial use of memorisation. Therefore it is vital that a CAL system design ensure that the students are
required to use formal-operational thinking to achieve the learning required.

5.2 Cultural Aspects
With the increasing globalisation of education there are many instances in a higher education environment
where there may be several cultures in any particular group of students. The design of a CAL system must

not allow one cultural group to be advantaged, or disadvantaged, at the expense of others due to the
predominance of a particular learning style or cultural influence in the system.

5.3 Behavioural Influences
CAL systems may include learning experiences ranging from simple drills to complex simulations. An
awareness of the behavioural learning processes when designing CAL systems in the various categories
could provide enhanced learning opportunities for the students using the systems. Of most benefit are the
operant conditioning and observational learning processes. Research from operant conditioning shows that
the scheduling of reinforcement, or CAL system feedback in this particular instance, must be designed to
ensure that the aim of the system is achieved that is, higher rates of responses or persistence of responses.
Research from observed learning shows that mastery can be achieved through observation how this
observation can be achieved in a CAL system needs careful consideration during the design process.

5.4 Cognitive Influences
The work of Alessi & Trollip [1] has gone some way towards setting a base for the use of cognitive theory in
designing CAL systems. Recent research has increased the awareness, and importance, of metacognition in
student learning. The control and regulation of the cognition aspect of metacognition shows the importance
of considering this aspect when designing CAL systems. The application and use of appropriate learning

strategies to improve student learning outcomes is in accord with current research [5]. Just because a
student is ` learning' from a computer does not mean that they would not benefit more from an increased
awareness of learning styles and strategies.

5.5 Constructivist Approaches
The constructivist approach to student learning also has a great deal to offer designers of CAL systems. In
this approach, students must positively interact with their environment they must become ' active learners' .
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One of the most enabling features of properly designed CAL is its ability for interaction with the student.
However, too much of one thing can soon become tiring and thus eventually negatively motivating, therefore
this is one area that needs more research to ensure the much heralded benefits of CAL systems eventuate.

5.6 Individual Variations
Meyer [10] notes that learning is a complex multivariable phenomenon with respect to both process and
outcomes. Alessi & Trollip [1] also note that the often praised and supposed advantage of CAL to
individualise is, just like interactivity, not often taken advantage of. All of the outlined individual variations

must be at least considered when designing a CAL system. The big three of intention, motivation and
process should always be factored into CAL system design. Context, regulation and locus of control, and
discipline specificity may provide significant opportunities for the CAL system designer to truly
individualise the system for the learners.

6 Conclusions
Many of the learning issues outlined in this paper are only now starting to be recognised as important
aspects for students in higher education [5], [10]. With an increasing reliance on computer and information
technology in higher education it is now imperative that the opportunity is taken to consider learning issues
as a first step in the systematic design of computer assisted learning systems.

This paper has outlined some of the more important human development, learning theories, and learning
approaches considered relevant to the systematic design of CAL systems. Significant research effort is
being undertaken in applying these theories and approaches to ' traditional' , or face-to-face, teaching in
higher education. As any CAL system is no more than an extension of the existing traditional methods it is
imperative that similar research work is conducted in the CAL design area.

Work remains to be carried out in developing a systematic approach to integrating teaching concepts, in
addition to that completed in this paper on learning issues, in the design of CAL systems.

It is concluded that only once a complete understanding of those learning and teaching issues in higher
education are mastered, will a comprehensive and systematic design approach for CAL systems be able to be
developed.
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While the web-based learning environment has become more flexible and has more
functions than traditional instructional media as well as many computer-assisted

instruction, the EPSS has also become an expanding area within the field of
education. This paper first describes the features of and rationale behind electronic
performance support system as well as web-based performance support system;
demonstrates the implementation of the web-based performance support system in
assisting students' learning in areal-time multicast distance classroom; discusses
the research methodology; explores the effectiveness of the use of the web-based

performance support system in supporting students' learning; and provides
conclusions and implications for the filed of education.
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1 Introduction
Electronic Performance Support System (EPSS) was originally defined as a system that provides just-in-time
information, advice, learning experiences, and tools in the form of electronic to help people perform a task with
the minimum support from other people [3]. Based on the early definition, EPSS was perceived by many people
as an interactive computer-based environment which attempts to facilitate or improve human performance such
as problem solving abilities within some target application domain. To help organizations design and develop
EPSS with a broader systems thinking approach, Raybould (1995) proposes that an EPSS is "the electronic
infrastructure that captures, stores and distributes individual and corporate knowledge assets throughout an
organization, to enable an individual to achieve a required level of performance in the fastest possible time and
with the minimum of support from other people"(p.66)[6].
A number of existing technologies have been selected and integrated into design and development of an EPSS,

such as artificial intelligence (AI), hypermedia, computer-based training (CBT), intelligent tutors and
microworlds [5]. With the impact of the growth and development of network technology, internet or intranet has
become one of the most important delivery vehicle for the EPSS. A Web-based Performance Support System
(WPSS) is an innovative approach by utilizing the technologies of the world-wide-web (WWW). For a WPSS,
the web is not only a delivery medium, it also provides contents and serves as subject matter, experts (SMEs) as
well. The DISTED (Distributed Information System & Training for Educators at a Distance Education) as an

example of a WPSS has successfully functioned as a system which helps educators design, delivery and
evaluate teaching in the interactive distance education [7]. The WPSS has been proved to be a better design
than the traditional EPSS in terms of it' s features such as cost-effectiveness, open architecture, universal
acceptance and pervasive delivery [2].
Many training experts contended that Electronic Performance Support Systems are the learning tools of the 21'
century [4]. While most of the major developments and applications of EPSS were designed for industrial and
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commercial settings, more and more educators in many academic organizations have begun to adopt the concept
and implement EPSSs in their classes. As the educational environment becomes more dynamic, the possibility
of adequately imparting necessary knowledge to learners within a limited instructional schedule is increasingly
challenging. Considering that our knowledge base is expanding rapidly and information is being updated at the
speed of telecommunications, some educators therefore started to employ an integrated use of EPSS to facilitate
learners' information retrieval. For example, Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey (1993) used the EPSS to create an
enriched learning and information environment [8]; Law (1994) employed the metaphor of "cognitive training
wheels" to describe EPSS as it facilitates learners' acquisition of skilled performance.
According to the early definition of EPSS, there are usually four major components embedded in a performance
support system which includes information, training, advice and tools. To improve the functions and the design

and development of a better performance support system, many researchers proposed different models of
putting together an EPSS with necessary components. Gery (1991) listed three levels of functionality with four
components at each level, they are user interface, help, coach/advisor, and tutor [3]. McGraw (1995) suggested

that the components of an EPSS should include the human-computer interface, the help system, the
coaching/advisor system, and the tutor component [5]. Baker and Banerji (1995) proposed an approach to
design and implement of EPSS facilities based upon the use of a multi-layered model containing four basic levels
including human-computer interface, generic tools, application specific support tools, and application domain
[1]. In general, an EPSS should have four typical components including tools, information base, advisor, and
learning experiences [9] to be able to support performance.
While we are moving into the resource-based learning environment in the field of education, the way of teaching

and instruction has been changed accordingly. Teachers are no longer experts but facilitators or guilders;
textbooks is also instead by a variety of learning resources and media. Internet is a very good tool in terms of
providing the resource-based learning environment. The world-wide web with hypertext markup language
(HTML) provides an easier way to present large volumes of text electronically, using efficient client/server
architecture to transfer different kinds of data, such as texts with fancy fonts, colorful graphics, even sound and
video clips in packets across the internet. As an integrated tool, WWW allows users to share and transfer data
files easily, as well as communicate and interact more effectively. Also as a self-directed learning tool, a WPSS
provides a rich environment with up-to-date information, real-world learning experiences, as well as worldwide
learning resources, with which students can self-pace, monitor, and evaluate their learning.

2 Method
The purpose of this study were to investigate the effectiveness of the WPSS in supporting students' learning
as well as to understand students' attitude toward this system. The target population for this study is a class
of students (82 students totally) registering in the distance education course titled "Web-based Instruction and
Training" in Spring 1999. A WIT Web Site was designed and developed as a web-based performance support
system to assist students' learning of this course. At the end of the semester, a copy of questionnaire was also
designed and distributed to students to collect their perception toward this Web Site. Moreover, students'
answers to a posttest essay of the final exam were reviewed for the purpose of evaluation. The data collected
were analyzed by means of Descriptive Statistics, correlation, and regression study.

3 Results
For the atitude survey, most students showed positive attitude toward content information (usefulness,
richness, helpfulness), format design (screen design, visual images design, layout consistency, links
arrangement), and composition (organization, presentation, delivery, references) of this WIT Web Site. Besides,
students' comments also showed that most students thought this Web Site is a useful tool in general especially

it meets different learning needs of students. Furthermore, the results showed that there is a moderate
correlation between students' attitude with their final exam scores. And findings suggest that most students are
willing to use this kind of supporting system in their learning if other courses could provide in the future.
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4 Conclusions
1.

Evidence from students' attitude survey and feedback comments shows that the web based performance
support system is a powerful tool in terms of assisting learning especially in the distance education learning
environment. It serves as a self-directed learning tool with which students can self-pace, monitor, and
evaluate their learning, which may in turn facilitate students in developing life-long learning skills.

2.

Results of this study also shows that the WIT Web Site provides a powerful communication channel
between instructor and students, as well as students at different learning sites in the distance education
course. More specifically, the web-based discussion boards were claimed by students to be a very useful
tool to expand the interaction and communication outside classroom.

3.

Most Electronic Performance support Systems were used in the industrial settings in the past, however,
results of this study has approved that a WPSS can also be an excellent tool for providing just-in-time
assistance in the learning environment of formal education. Students perceived it as a good learning tool in
many aspects including the application to future study in other contexts or subject areas. This experience of
facilitating students learning on the internet can be applied in other curriculum at different levels of schools.
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A self-learning multimedia program was developed for English teachers'
professional development in the integration of computers into the English
curriculum. This program consist of four parts: (1) study guide (2) application
cases (3) computer resources, and (4) related documents. In addition, a tool box
is provided to gain access to a word processing system for taking notes, or to
connect to a network discussion system for ideas exchange. This program was

found satisfactory based on a preliminary evaluation. However, it will be
upgraded continueously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be
followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.
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1 Introduction
It is said that the use of computer technology can create authentic and rich learning environments where
learners' communication skills in English may be enhanced greatly.[1][2] To have such benefits, it is
important to integrate computers into the English curriculum. In so doing, many factors such as computer
technology, subject matters, learners, and even the environments all need to be taken into consideration.
Above all, the key factor to successful integration is the school teacher. Teachers eventually need to take the
responsibility of determining when and how to use computers, and assessing the effectiveness of computer
use with their students.[3] However, a survey report in 1999 by the National Center for Educational
Statistics still indicated such problem since only less than 20% of current teachers in American reported
feeling very well prepared for technology integration.[4] The teachers in Taiwan also have the same
problems. Neither do they know what kind of computer resources available, nor do they know how to apply
them to their classroom instruction. In view of this, a multimedia program was developed for middle school
English teachers so as to increase their competence and confidence in the instructional use of computers, and
consequently to help them integrate computers into their instruction.
In the age of information technology, teachers are required to learn about technology. On the other hand,
technology can be used to promote teacher professional development. For example, Hawkes proposed the
use of network-based communication for teachers to gain access to professionally relevant knowledge.[5]
However, the network installation is more complicated compared to that of cd-rom. Furthermore, the quality
of Internet transmission for large amount of data such as videos is still below our satisfaction. Therefore, this
multimedia program for English teachers currently resides on a cd-rom instead of a web site. However,
technical support is available via telephone calls or e-mails. In addition, teachers can share ideas with others
by connecting to a network discussion system.

2 The Developing Process
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The Systems approach to instructional design has been adopted to guide the production of this multimedia
program and thus to ensure the quality of its end product. [6][7] On the whole, the process includes four
phases, namely, analysis, design, development, and evaluation/revision.

2.1 Phase of Analysis
Based on the review of the literature, there is a need to enhance teachers' willingness, competence, and
confidence in the use of computers in their English classrooms. Due to the advantages of convenience and
flexibility, a self-learning multimedia program is proposed. Basically this program attempts to achieve the
following goals: (1) to stimulate teachers to rethink the new roles of teachers in an information society, (2)
to help teachers understand the principles and strategies of the classroom use of comoputers, and thus
generate some possible ways of applications, and (3) to encourage teachers to follow the application cases
and lesson plans provided by this program and actually apply computers to their classroom instruction

2.2 Phase of Design
After several discussions with English teachers, English teaching experts, and instructional designers, a
framework of this program is finally settled as shown in figure 1. The "study guide" gives an overview of the
program' s goals, operation procedures, and contents to help users get an overall view of this program in a
short time. Thus the users are able to decide the best way to use the program to meet their own needs. The
"application cases" provides several cases about teachers' classroom use of computers in English teaching.

Since these cases are realistic, it is believed that they would give teachers strong inspirations and
implications. Each case contains useful information including: (1) background of the school and the teacher,
(2) lesson plan of using computers in his or her classroom, (3) "teaching on the spot" in the video format, (4)
student reactions based on the questionnaire and interview data, (5) teacher reflections about this practice,
and (6) related issues pointed out by the designer.

The "computer resources" lists the titles of cd-roms and web sites useful for English teaching. The publisher
of each cd-rom and a short description of its content are provided. The address of each web site, a short
description of its content, and the computer screen of its homepage are displayed. The "related documents"
includes a set of helpful information regarding implementing computer technology. For example, the "future
education" outlines schools, teachers, and English teaching in the future. The "use of computers" describes
the strengths of computers, identifies types of applications, and presents samples of lesson plans. The "user

guide" points out the issues of intelligence properties and computer ethics. It also includes software
evaluation sheets. "The Implementation guide" reminds teachers of some factors that need to be taken into
consideration in implementing computers in their classrooms. Finally, the "references" lists the titles of
related articles and books so that teachers can get more detailed information if needed. In addition, a tool
box is provided to gain access to the word processing system for teachers to take notes whenever they need,
and to connect to a network discussion system for ideas exchange and sharing.

2.3 Phase of Development
The programming tool for this multimedia program is Authorware 5.0, and the program resides on a cd-rom
to enable easy distribution. To collect the data for the "application cases", the whole teaching process of each
case is video taped. Afterwards, the teaching process is divided into several steps. Accordingly, suitable
video screens are selected for each step. These video screens are then transformed and stored in mpeg files.
At the end of instruction, the student is asked to fill in an attitude questionnaire. Furthermore, the teacher
and several students are interviewed. The whole questionnaires are then analyzed statistically, while the
interview data are examined in depth.

2.4 Phase of Evaluation/Revision
English teachers, English teaching experts, and hstructional designers are invited to participate in a
preliminary evaluation of this program. The focus of this evaluation includes content, screen design, media
effects, interface design, and system operations. This program will thus be revised and expanded according

to their opinions and suggestions. In the future, a detailed study will be followed to investigate the
effectiveness of its use.
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3 Results and Discussion
Based on a preliminary evaluation reports by two English teachers and one instructional designer, it was
found that the program's content is plentiful and practical on the whole. Moreover, the screen design is of
high quality, the interface design is user friendly, and the program's operation is easy and consistent.
However, some of the video screens in the "application cases" look gloomy. Sometimes, it takes efforts to
identify the key plot of these screens. Finally, it is suggested to increase the quantity and variety of the cases
in this program.

In regard to the quality problem of the video screens, it is because the teacher turned off all the lights in the
classroom to make more readable the computer displays by a portable projector. Consequently the quality of
video recording was affected. As to the small number of the cases, it is because few English teachers ever
used computers in their classrooms. Most of them dare not try it. The availability of the computer hardware
is another problem. At that time, there was no computer lab available for English teachers. Therefore, the

three cases currently included in this program all occurred in the regular classrooms where cd-roms, a
notebook computer, and a portable projector were used.

To increase the quantity and variety of the cases in this program, two cases are collected afterwards. The two
cases all occurred in the computer labs. In addition, e-mails and Internet resources were used. The program

will be upgraded continueously in the future. At the same time, a detailed study will be followed to
investigate the effectiveness of its use. Questionnaires on computer literacy, and attitudes toward this
self-learning program, as well as the design of lesson plans will be used to collect the outcome data. The net
discussion tracking system, and the journal writing will be used to collect the process data. In addition,
relevant suggestions will be provided regarding optimal strategies and necessary supports which go well
with the use of this self-learning multimedia program.

4 Conclusions
A self-learning multimedia program was developed for English teachers' professional development in the
integration of computers into the English curriculum Based on a preliminary evaluation, the program was
found satisfactory. However, it will be upgraded continueously in the future. At the same time, a detailed
study will be followed to investigate the effectiveness of its use.
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Cooperative learning has been around a long time and there are many researches
and practical uses of cooperative learning. This study is to examine students'
attitude toward group cooperative learning processing with individual' s
underlying learning style. We use Gregorc' s Learning Style Delineator to group
students heterogeneously and use some factors of Social Cognitive Theory to
measure group processing. The findings indicate students with

concrete/sequential learning style are tentative to be lack of self-efficacy on
setting their goals and therefore teachers should take more care of them while
doing group cooperative learning activities.

Keywords: Cooperative Learning, Learning Style, Social Cognitive Theory

1 Introduction
Cooperative learning means students working together to accomplish shared learning goals and to maximize
their own and their group members' achievements (Johnson & Johnson, 1994). Cooperative learning is
widely adopted by the educators since 1980s. Students perceive that they can reach their learning goals if

and only if the other students in the learning group also reach their goals (Deutsch, 1962; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989). A vast amount of evidence from research in related areas suggest that in cooperative
learning situations there is a positive interdependence among students' goal attainments.
Although cooperative learning makes students to learn much better than competitive learning and individual
learning in groups, there are still many potential barriers to make group effective, such as lack of sufficient

heterogeneity, lack of groupthink, free riding, and lack of teamwork skills (Johnson & Johnson, 1994;
Johnson & Johnson, 1996). The basic elements of making cooperative group with high performances are
positive interdependence, face-to-face promotive interaction, individual and group accountability,

appropriate use of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1996). Thus how students
interacting with other group members and groups processing are the critical successful factors in cooperative

learning. By considering individuals' underlying learning style, the purpose of the study is to examine
students' attitude toward group cooperative learning processing.
In the Bostrom, et al. (1988) framework individual difference variables define the cognitive aspects of
human activities. Thinking process is at the heart of all such activities including learning. Learning style is
one of the cognitive traits, which are static aspects of information processing affecting a broad range of
variables (Bostrom, et al., 1990). To aim for sufficient heterogeneous grouping, this study chooses learning
style as the main variable concerning the impacts of group cooperative learning.
To examine individual' s interaction during group processing, this study use Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
(Bandura, 1986), a widely accepted and empirically validated model of individual behavior (Compeau &
Higgins, 1995), to reflect the cognitive aspects of students' learning activities, such as self-efficacy. SCT
emphasizes the triadic reciprocal causation of behavior, cognitive and some personal factors and
environmental events (see Figure 1). Three aspects of Social Cognitive Theory are especially relevant to the
organizational field (Bandura, 1988; Wood & Bandura, 1989): the development of people' s cognitive, social,

and behavioral competencies through mastery modeling, the cultivation of people' s beliefs in their
capabilities so that they will use their talents effectively, and the enhancement of people' s motivation
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through goal systems.
Personal (P)

Environment (E)

Behavior (B)

Figure 1. Schematization of the relations among behavior (B), cognitive and other personal factors (P),
and the external environment (E) (Bandura, 1986; Wood & Bandura, 1989)

According to Social Cognitive Theory, many researches showed that past performance, self-efficacy and
goal setting are the main personal factors effecting performance. Although there are many other factors in
the range of the theory, we just discuss the impact of learning style on self-efficacy and goal setting in this
study.

There are some other factors exerting considerable influence over group performance. For example, group
cohesiveness and group norms. Cohesiveness means all forces (both positive and negative) that cause
individuals to maintain their membership in specific groups. Group cohesion means the mutual attraction

among group members and the resulting desire to remain in the group. Norms means the rules or
expectations that specify appropriate behavior in the group and the standards by which group members
regulate their actions (Johnson & Johnson, 1996). Group performance is affected by the combination of
cohesiveness and group norms rather than cohesiveness alone (Langfred, 1998). In this study, we also
investigate the impact of learning style in group cohesiveness and norms.

2 Method
2.1 Subjects
The subjects were 43 girl' s senior high school students who participated in the AJET (Advanced Joint
English Teaching, http://ajet.nsysu.edu.tw) project, which was supported by MOECC (Ministry of Education
Computer Center, APNG-Education (Asia Pacific Networking Group) and I*EARN in Taiwan
(http://www.iearn.edu.tw). Therefore there are no differences in sex and age among them. The subjects were
run in groups and Table 1 is their proportion of learning style. We'll explain the types of learning styles later.
Table 1. Learning Style Frequencies
AR CR AS CS

Learning Style
Students Numbers

15

17

7

4

Total
43

Every group was assigned a project to make English web pages about one topic: Signs or Foods in 6 weeks.
Every week they had tow hours on learning how to make homepages by Microsoft FrontPage 98 and doing
their group' s project as exercises in the computer classroom. Before the experiment, they had learned some
basic skills for building their own personal webs.

2.2 Procedure
During the 6 weeks, there were three 2-week sections in the experiment. In the first week, the subjects were
asked to fill out the self-efficacy, goal setting and group cohesiveness questionnaires. The same
questionnaires were conducted in every section. And in the second week, they were asked to fill out the
group norm and satisfaction questionnaires after their performance measurement made by the teachers.

2.3 Measure
According to the procedure, this study assessed learning style and 5 constructs: group norms, group
cohesiveness, self-efficacy, goal setting and satisfaction.
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2.3.1 Learning Style
In this study, the Gregorc Learning Style Delineator was used to measure the learning style (Gregorc, 1982).
Gregorc' s model is one of several models developed to improve understanding of the way students learn and
the way teachers teach and is a cognitive model designed to reveal two types of abilities, perception and

ordering. Perceptual abilities mean through which information is grasped, translate into two qualities;
abstractness and concreteness. Ordering abilities are the ways the learner organize information, either
sequentially (linearly) or randomly (non-linearly) (Leuthold, 1999). Thus there are four learning categories:
abstract/ random (AR), concrete/random (CR), abstract/sequential (AS) and concrete/ sequential (CS).
2.3.2 Group Norms

Group norms was measured by 5 items on 7-point scales, which indicate the amount of effort put into work,
the attitudes toward work load, the willingness to give up free time to work, the feeling of responsibility for

work goal attainment, and the feelings of self-worth when work is accomplished well. This measure is
developed based on the literature of group work norms (Langfred, 1998). The Cronbach alpha for the group
norms measure was .839.

2.3.3 Group Cohesiveness

Group cohesiveness was measured by 6 items on 7-point scales, which defines the feeling of individual
group members toward other members and the group. This measure is based on the literature of Langfred
(1998). The Cronbach alpha for the group cohesiveness measure is .79.

2.3.4 Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy was measured by 8 items, which asked the respondents to rate their exp ected ability to
accomplish the project with different levels of goal. For example, the respondents were asked whether they

could accomplish fifty percent of the project and how much confidence they have. This measure is
developed based on an extensive review of the literature of self-efficacy (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). The
Cronbach alpha for the self-efficacy measure is .963.
2.3.5 Goal setting

Goal setting was measured by 4 items, which asked the subjects' commitment to their goal of the projects.
This measure is developed based on the literature of goals (Locke, 1984). The Cronbach alpha for the goal
setting measure was .68.
2.3.6 Satisfaction

Satisfaction was measured by 5 items on 7point scales, which asked the subjects' satisfaction of the
performance of their group project. This measure is developed based on the literature of satisfaction (Dennis,
Kinney & Hung, 1999). The Cronbach alpha for the satisfaction measure was .913.

3 Results
Since the Cronbach alpha values of all experiment measures are .891, .8767 and .8646 respectively, this
experiment was reliable. An overview of the data is displayed in Table 2, and the results are displayed in
Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Mean
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3

Group Norms
5.16
4.90
4.86

Table 2. The mean of every measure
Group Cohesiveness Self-efficacy
4.90
4.60
3.76

1000

529.77
561.16
574.42

Goal setting
5,66
5,60

Satisfaction
4,94
4,56
5,05

Figure 2. Effects of Learning style on group norms

Figure 3. Effects of Learning style on group cohesiveness

The effects of learning style on group norms and group cohesiveness in the three 2-week experiments are not
statistically significant, and the results are showed in Figure 2. Because the subjects were grouped since
three months ago in the beginning of the semester, the group norms were already statically existed and were
identified with group members.

Figure 4. Effects of Learning style on self-efficacy

Figure 5. Effects of Learning style on goal setting
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The effects of learning style on self-efficacy and goal setting are more significant than group norms and
group cohesiveness. The results are showed in Figure 3. Students with concrete/sequential learning style had
less self-efficacy during the experiment and were afraid to set their goal higher. Maybe the CS style students
feel difficult to make web pages since it is somehow an abstract skill and needs to think randomly.

Figure 6. Effects of Learning style on satisfaction

The effects of learning style on satisfaction don' t have significant differences, and the result is showed in
Figure 4. It showed that all students enjoyed group cooperative learning and were satisfied in this way of
learning.

4 Conclusions
In general, all students performed well in the group cooperative learning and felt satisfied with group
processing. Although the students with concrete/sequential learning style were few and far between the
subjects in this experiment, a quarter of general students would be this kind of learning style. Teachers
should give them more encouragement to make them getting more self-efficacy and setting the right goal.
Moreover, this study only uses Gregorc Learning Style Delineator to examine students' learning style. There
are many other kinds of learning style evaluations, such Kolb' s (1976) Learning Style Inventory (KLSI),
Canfield' s (1988) Learning Styles Inventory, etc. Future researches may use these questionnaires to examine
which one is more suitable for cooperative learning.

And about the Social Cognitive Theory, there were many studies showed that the triadic aspects could form
some models, which would affect each other in some relationships. Since the sample size is too small, this
study doesn' t prove the model by statistic methods. This is a limitation of this study. Understanding the

effects between group norms, cohesiveness, self-efficacy and their performance will be an interesting
research topic.
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The use of AV (audiovisual) media has had great impact on instruction in
distance education. However, lack of a systematic methodology, existing
instructional video programs cannot be used as effectively on Web as in the case
of TV broadcast. Simply by digitizing video programs to AV streams will not

gain much from learners' view. In our research, we propose the notion of
structured script writing. The design and production of Web-based interactive

video from structured script enhances reusability of content modules and
reduces demand on network bandwidth. Most importantly, learners are able to
conduct a hyperlink-style learning process which turns out to be much more
effective than viewing video programs sequentially. Learning activities are also
easily integrated with digitized media.

Keywords: Web-based learning, Distance education, Audiovisual media
production

1 Introduction
TV production has been an effective, though expensive way to create AV media for instructional purposes.

Every finished video includes an amalgamation of elements recorded in a script. A script simplifies
production by specifying what and how settings, action, and actors become part of the video so the director
can plan ahead. Although TV production runs routinely, the quality and effectiveness of every instructional
video differs significantly. It has been evidenced that the script stage is critical for successful TV production.
In our research, we take script writing to another level; i.e., structured script. The major goals are as follows:

I.
2.

3.

4.

Enhance reusability of content module: The video programs can be partitioned into reusable
modules such that instructional elements may be reused or shared among different programs.
Structured scripts lead to a natural partition of video programs.
Facilitate the design of Web-based learning material: The notion of hyperlinks has been used
in the production of Web-based learning and training material. Embedded standard and
extended tags appeared in structured scripts can map video content to HTML-like format.
The mapping can be automated by software.
Reduce the demand on network bandwidth: Without partition, video programs are streaming
down to users' computers which are normally hooked up to the Internet by low bandwidth
access lines. A proper partition by topic will eliminate the need to transfer the whole program
and thus save 30% to 70% of bandwidth usage.

Automate the production of Web-based interactive video: A typical distance education
institution produces an average of 40 video programs per semester. The length of a video

program ranges from 30 minutes to 20 hours. This amounts to a mass production of

5.

instructional video programs within a very short timeframe. It is both a need and a demand to
automate the transformation of traditional video program to Web-based interactive video. The
channels of distribution can also be diversified.
Enable flexible learning sequences: Traditional TV broadcast forces learners' to follow a
non-stop sequential format which is inconvenient and against the nature of individualized

open learning. Web-based open learning provides a variety of learning sequences and
formats.
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2 Related Research
In our research, video-based instructional media refer to traditional studio production or live instructional
activities recorded on tape for later broadcast or distribution [8]. From learners' point of view, simply by
watching the instructional video offers no experience of interaction. However, the visual content along
with good design at the script stage could provide great assistance to learners, especially in the area of
distance education. The use of interactive video in instruction and learning has been practiced extensively in
both academic and corporate environments [3,5]. Improvised video programs can hardly provide effective
assistance in a formal learning situation which requires precision and in-depth coverage.

Including the script stage in the video production process is a legitimate choice in most successful cases
[4,8]. However, the sequential and flat nature of traditional script does not leave much room for integration
with other media and for adding interaction. Structured scripts, like HTML in WWW, open a new way for
producing effective Web-based interactive video. Recent advances in virtual university and network-based
education suggest widespread use of computer-based media [1,2]. AV media can become part of the
computer-based media [7]. However, traditional institutions need to pay for extra investment on video
production and distance education institutions need to find a way to transform their video assets to digital
merchandise. Structured scripts will help solve the dilemma.

3 A Definition of Structured Script
A typical script includes a video and an audio part presented along a sequential timeline. Various techniques
can be used to enhance the presentation of instructional content in a video program. The elements of a script

may appear in any format listed in Table 1. The adoption of these formats depends on the nature of the
program, the design by content and media expert, etc. A script may contain a combination of several
different formats of presentation.
Table 1. Popular presentation styles
Commentary

1

2

Single performer

3

Interviews

4

Talk shows

5

Illustrated talk

6

Demonstrations (music/dance/computer)

7

Drama

8

Electronic insertion

Most script writers are aware of different formats of presentation. However, few of them notice the
formats' implications on how the video programs can be partitioned. Table 2 lists a typical script that
follows traditional style. Based on the script, the director knows when, what and how to record on the tape.
The actor is also aware of what should be performed by viewing the script. By the time the video program is
finished, we need to scan through the tape to find a way to divide the program into video content modules.
Just by looking at the script will not give us much clue about how the partition should be made.
Table 2. Non-structured sci t

Video

Audio

TC Java Basics

Java is an object-oriented programming language. JDK (Java

1.

basic concepts

Developer's Kit) provides Java compiler and other tools for

2.

resources

developing Java applications. .._..

3.

related topics

SP

Java is noted for its support for cross-platform software
development. Many Internet applications are written in Java.
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Without making too much change, we re-write the same script as shown in Table 3, the so-called structured
script. In our definition, a traditional script is composed of a video and an audio part synchronized along the
timeline. A structured script is, on the other hand, distinguished by the following features:
1.

Suppose the video program will be partitioned by
topics, the start and end of a topic should be signaled by some sort of tags. For example, the
The margin of divisible units should be clear.

STC tag in Table 3 denotes the start of the topic, Java.
2.

There exists a hierarchy that organizes and inter-relates all units. For example, the script in
Table 3 reveals a hierarchy shown in Figure 1. The elements in the video part must be organized
by certain content-specific criteria.
Table 3. Structured script
Video

Audio

STC Java

(music)

TC Java basics

Java is an object-oriented programming language. JDK

1.

basic concepts

(Java Developer's Kit) provides Java compiler and other

2.

resources

tools for developing Java applications. ......

3.

related topics

SP cross-platform

(Java is noted for its support for cross-platform software!

software development

develop ent. Many Internet applications are written in`
Java.)

Demonstration ?

.........

My first Java program

Step 1. Enter MS-DOS mode,

Step2. Type in a Java program,

Step3. Compile and test the program.

Table 1 suggests a taxonomy of video contents by the formats of presentation. There are other ways to
classify the same information in a script; e.g., the table of contents of a course or a lesson. No matter which
classification scheme is chosen, the content of a script will be structured according to some sort of criteria.
The resulting structure leads to reusable content modules. In the design of Web-based content, these modules
can easily be organized in hyperlink-style Web pages. In our research, structured script writing follows
well-defined style guide which can be specified by the tags' syntax and semantics. In a practical situation, a
structured script editor can be used to help follow the rules.

Java
Java basics

asic concepts
resources
Hrelated topics

A

Cross-platform
software development
Demonstration

Figure 1. A hierarchy of elements
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4 The Process and Methodology
Although TV broadcast still plays a major role in reaching most audience, network-based media have been

growing in a pace much faster than traditional media. Since all kinds of media can be digitized and
integrated into computer files, there is possibility that video-based instructional media can also be distributed

in the form of network-based media. However, the design and production of traditional video-based
instructional media has not been guided along this direction. Most existing instructional tapes are not able to
function at least as well on the network, not to mention adding learning activities or interaction to these
video programs.

Our research is focused on establishing a methodology and a mechanism for producing instructional video

that works for broadcast and is able to help learners on the network. We are not amed to investigate
technical details on post-production of digital media. Instead, we are trying to look for answers on the
following question, what kind of content in what format should be included in instructional videos and
how?" Figure 2 shows an overview of the production process. TV broadcast is more expensive and less
flexible than distribution through Web hosts. However, Web access consumes a significant amount of
network bandwidth for AV streams. On the other hand, studio production of videos is expensive. In the same

professional area, many topics are likely to overlap in different programs. To reduce cost and enhance
effectiveness, we can take advantage of studio production of video programs by changing the process of the
script stage in a way that finished videos can easily be transformed to Web-ready media. The script stage is
critical since later production steps are all based on the finished script.

script

Web-based
nteractive Video
Figure 2. An overview of the production process

In order to achieve optimality among cost and effectiveness factors, there is a need to divide video programs
to well-defined units. By well-defined we mean the unit should be complete and self-explanatory. Once the

video program is divided into units, Web-based media will be feasible since viewers will not need to
download the entire video program. The problem of reproducing the same content can also be avoided since
the video unit is reusable. Obviously, the script stage is the most critical step toward a favorable solution. We
re-shape the script writing process in the following ways:
1.

Component-based script creation: Script writers or designers must be able to identify the
components appeared in the script. Instead of dividing a script into components, we suggest a
practice of component-based design at the beginning. Every component is identified by certain
criteria; e.g., topic, presentation format, etc.

2.

3.

Hierarchical planning: The content of a script comes from a course or a lesson. The structure of
the course or lesson is embedded in the script. At the script stage, how the content is divided or
inter-related should be planned ahead. Later production of Web-based material will benefit from
the pre-built hierarchy. Since the hierarchy is strongly content-specific, content expert should play
the key role in this process.
Extended tag set: Existing notations used in script writing do not provide enough modeling
capability for automated partition of structured scripts. We use an extended tag set. Part of the set
is listed in Table 4. With this addition, it becomes feasible to develop a software editor for the
creation and processing of structured script. The syntax and semantics of these tags are part of the
style guide for structured script writing.

1
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Table 4. Extended tag set for script writin
Tag

Usage

STC

The starting point of a topic

TC

Tele-card

SP

Superscription

VC

Video clip

CV

Computer video

CM

Commentary

Once the script is created structurally, studio production can proceed as usual. The next step is to import
digital Beta-cam video source onto a post-production workstation. The video source becomes computer files.
Since the original structured script contains meaningful tags, we can divide the video file into content
modules based on the semantics of these tags. Figure 3 shows that the content modules can then be
incorporated in the design of Web pages. These pages may be used and reused in various lessons, courses,
and curriculum. There exists a transition between toe (table-of-contents) style and hyperlink style
domain-specific contents.
toe -style

lesson)

lesson

0
content module

hyperlink-style

Figure 3. From toe -style to hyperlink style content presentation

The video content modules have no interaction at all. To add interaction to Web-based material, a variety of
learning activities can be designed and integrated with various instructional media [6]. Figure 4 depicts the

flow of learning activities. Learners start to work on the assignment through the interface of the Web
browser. The assignment has been designed to help learners follow a sequence of steps to get result for
discussion. The learning process can be evaluated and repeated. After finishing the assignment, learners may
perform a test to see their own progress and head to the next assignment. In Figure 4, we can see that the

video components produced from structured scripts are used for creating Web-based learning material.
With the addition of the interactive design, the original video components are transformed to interactive
video.
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Assignment of learning
activities

Perform tasks and follow
the steps

Result and discussion

Review & summary

Learning test

Figure 4. Interactive learning component

5 Experience Report
We choose a computing course, Data Structures, to exemplify the reference model resulted from the research.
The reference model describes a formal process for producing instructional video suitable for integration
with other digitized instructional media. Feedback and analysis collected from activities and experience of
teaching the course is used to explain the strength and weakness of our approach.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning with interaction provides essential experience for successful learning.
Video programs alone are not able to provide required interaction.
Structured scripts are helpful for designers of Web-based instructional material.
The extended tag set for structured scripts should be clear and easy to use.
The reference model needs more instances to exemplify the use of tags, style guide, partition
criteria, etc.

6 Conclusions
The learning experience by viewing a video program is different from browsing through a CBT
(Computer-Based Training) lesson. However, the video part of both; i.e., traditional video programs and
CBTs, may come from the same studio production process. Structured scripts have the potential of making

video programs suitable for both TV broadcast and Web hosting. Content experts will take more
responsibility on improving the quality and effectiveness of instructional videos. Media experts should
carry on to provide assistance on the integration of learning activities with video content modules. Technical
staff will then have enough information to build Web-based interactive video and other related learning and
instructional material.
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This paper reports the present scenario of using computer and traditional
instructional media for primary class teaching in HKSAR. 323 primary teachers
who have attended staff development seminars and refresher training workshops
in the use of IT in education were invited to provide information for the study. The

teaching time in a week and the teaching modes with 16 instructional media
including computer technologies were examined. Results showed that textbook,
blackboard and printed text materials remain the dominant instructional media in
current practice of teaching in primary schools. The use of computer technology
is rare despite the expectation that computer and computer-related technologies
will make learning more effective and efficient and even to replace the traditional
"educational technologies". The findings also indicated that technologies were
used mostly as information delivery tools. Teaching strategies were limited to
mass teaching and teacher-centered presentation. This phenomenon may have
relationship with the ineffective training in the use of IT as indicated in many

researches though courses in this area have been included in most teacher
education programmes around the world. The last section of this paper will
discuss on the contents of IT courses and to suggest a teaching model of using IT
in education for pre-service teachers education programmes.

Keywords: Methodologies, Teaching and Learning Process, Instructional
Design

1 Introduction
The Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) government has already launched a five-year
strategic plan of promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education aiming at enabling our
students to be competitive and technological competent in the international arena since 1998 [1]. A total of
about three billion dollars in capital cost and five hundred million dollars in annual recurrent cost will be used.
Computer and computer related technologies were expected to make teaching and learning more effective and
efficient when it entered the classroom in 1980s [2]. Many teacher education programmes around the world
have already started incorporating computer courses as basic requirement for teacher certification. In HKSAR,

the previous colleges of education 1 have also started to include computers in education and computer
applications courses in the Educational Technology subject which is compulsory to all the pre-service teachers
in late 1980s. However, despite the provision of this training in many teacher education programmes, many
researches report that the actual usage of new technologies in teaching was very limited. Teachers are not
prepared to use new technology effectively in the classroom [3] [4]. Abdal-Haqq (1995) [5] even stated that
"...few teachers routinely use computer-based technologies for instructional purposes" (p.1). In U.K., the HMI
also commented that "new teachers make little use of Information Technology in the lessons"[6].
The purpose of this study is to find out the present scenario of the use of instructional technologies in primary

1 The previous colleges of education were amalgamated into the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 1994.
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school teaching. The teaching time and the modes of using computer and traditional technologies are
examined and compared. Such information will act as the base line for future investigation on the changes in
teaching modes, strategies, and the use of new technologies in the 21s` century classrooms. The last part of this
paper will discuss on the contents and a teaching model that may be useful for preparing pre-service teachers
to use computer more effectively in their future class teaching.

2 Method
2.1 Participants
The participants in this study were 323 primary teachers who attended staff development seminars and
refresher training workshops in the use of IT in education offered by the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction of the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 1999. 76% of them were female primary teacher. 95%
of them possessed personal computers at home. 56% of them have received computer training in pre-service
teacher education programme. This sample was further divided into three groups according to their teaching
experiences: 27%, under 5 years; 25%, 6-10 years; 48% over 10 years.

2.2 Data Collection
The participants were asked to complete a survey at the beginning of the seminar and workshops. The first part

of the survey was the demographic data of the participants while the second and third part required the
participants to respond to the time spent in a week and the different modes of using 16 instructional media
selected for this study respectively (see Table 1 and 2).

3 Results
3.1 The time of using instructional media in a week
Table 1 shows that board writing remains the most frequently used medium in the classroom. About 75% of
the participants spend more than half of their teaching time with it. The second frequently used medium is
board drawing (about 38%) while the third one is printed medium (about 30%). The table also reveals that 10
items have their using time less than half of the total teaching time in a week (item 6-11 and 13-16). It is also
obvious to see that computer technologies were seldom used in class teaching at this stage. This phenomenon
may be well explained by the un-readiness of computer facilities in most of the primary schools in the period
of this study.

However, the figures revealed in the mean percentage of the use of traditional media in Table 1 show that
about a quarter of the participants did not use any traditional instructional media and about 57% of them taught
with these media less then half of the teaching time in a week. Only 17% of them used them for more than half
of the teaching time in a week. This result shows that "text-book" teaching remains the dominant strategy in
most primary school teaching despite those traditional instructional media have already placed in the schools
as standard equipment.

Types of Media

Never Use Less than 1/4 Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than 3/4
time (%)
3/4 time (%)
1/2 time (%)
time (%)
(%)

Traditional Media
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

Blackboard/Whiteboard
Writing
Blackboard/Whiteboard
Drawing
Realia/Model
Graphics
Printed Material
Photo
Slide
Overhead Transparency
Audio Tape
Video Tape

1.5

2.9

20.4

33.8

41.4

2.9

28

31.5

22.6

15

1.9

51.3
53.1
32.4
69.3
23.1
38.7

33.2
32
34

10.6

3

17

1.9

44.8
42.8

17.4
15.8

3.5
4.9

3.3
3.6
13.1

71.8
40.8
30.8
35.5
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9.6

2

12.8

18.4
4.5

4.2

0.6

11.6
0.3
0.3
1.6
3.5
1

11.
12.

Tape-Slide Programme
Learning Package

8.9
49.4

1.6

1

0

13.1

25.6

9

2.9

53.8

32

11.3

1.9

1

82.8

12.7

3.2

1.3

0

86.4

9.1

3.9

0.6

0

94.8
79.45

2.9
14.18

1.3

0.7

4.93

1.13

0.3
0.33

88.5

Computer
13.
14.
15.
16.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics
Computer Presentation
Programme
Computer Assisted
Learning Programme
Internet
Mean Percentage :

Table 1: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week by
Primary Teachers of the Study (N=323)

3.2 The modes of using instructional media
Participants who have used the instructional media were asked to respond to the types of instructional modes
of how these media were used. Table 2 shows that for the first three frequently used media as identified in last
paragraph, they were used mostly for teacher's presentation (82%, iteml; 79.2%, item2 and 66.7%, item4).
The average percentages for group learning and individual learning activities for traditional media are 16.6%

and 8.2% while those for computer are 8.6% and 4.5% respectively. These figures show that teacher's
presentation is still the major mode of teaching among primary teachers at the present moment.
Types of Media

Teacher's
Presentation (%)

Group Learning
Activity (%)

Individual Learning
Activity (%)

30.6
23.5
47.4
24.5
4.3

9.5
7.6
36.7
9.8
3.7

15

6.4

10.4

6.1
4
1.5

Traditional Media
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Blackboard/Whiteboard
Writing
Blackboard/Whiteboard
Drawing
Realia/Model
Graphics
Printed Material
Photo
Slide
Overhead Transparency
Audio Tape
Video Tape
Tape-Slide Programme
Learning Package
Mean Percentage :

82

79.2
66.4
66.7
31.5
48
20.5
41.3
36.4
35.5

8

11

3.1

40.7
46.6

32.4

13.5

16.6

8.23

26.3

17.1

9.5

9.2

7.3

3.7

7.3

5.5

3.1

4
11.7

4.6

1.5

8.63

4.45

Computer
13.
14.

15.
16.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics
Computer Presentation
Programme
Computer Assisted Learning
Programme
Internet
Mean Percentage :

Table 2: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Modes Used with Instructional Technologies by Primary
Teachers of the Study (Respondents can select more than one mode)

3.3 Effects of difference in gender and teaching experience on the use of instructional
media
Since the sampling was not randomized, normal distribution of the sample could not be assured. A
non-parametric analysis using the Mann Whitney U test was then used to compare the difference of the
distribution of the responses between female and male primary teachers and the three groups of teachers with
different teaching experiences.
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Types of Media
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Realia/Model*
Graphics*

Printed Material*
Photo*
Slide*

11.

Tape-Slide Programme*

13.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics*

14.

Computer Presentation
Programme*

15.

Computer Assisted
Learning Programme*

Gender

Never Use Less than

Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than
3/4 time (%)
3/4 time (%)

(%)

1/4 time (%) 1/2 time (%)

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

1.3
4.1

46.4

Male
Female

37

89.8

Male
Female

Male

67.5
48.1
70.4
31.8
34.7
66.8
76.7
19.7
34.2
6.9

3

4.2
3

5.6

37
21.6
35.1
21.1

30.5
44.4

11.9
5.4
11.7

3.4

2.8
20.3

1.4

1.4

2.2

12.5

14.4
2.8

15.1

5.9

0.4

5.5
4.3

0

0

0.9

0.4

4.1
1.7
1.4
8.1

0

0.4
2.7

0
0
0

1.3

1.3

37
7.7

21.9

4.1

0.4

0
0

60.3
91.5

28.8
6.4

6.8

4.1

0

1.7

0.4

0

69.4

18.1

11.1

1.4

0

11.8
17.8

74.8
61.6
90.9
80.8
58.7

15.1

30.6

* Statistically Significant Difference at a = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U Test

Table 3: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week by
Female and Male Primary Teachers of the Study
Significant differences were found in the distributions of 9 items between female and male teachers. In Table 3,

referring to the "never use" column, it is interesting to see that female teachers used simple and traditional
media (item 3,4,5 and 6) more than male teachers while male teachers used more complicated traditional
media (item 7 and 11) and computer technologies (item 13,14 and 15) in this study. Similar analysis was
conducted among the teachers with different teaching experiences. Only one item was found to be statistically
different between the less experienced and more experienced teachers. Table 4 shows that experienced
teachers used slide more than the less experienced teachers.
Types of Media
7.

Slide*

Teaching Never Use Less than Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than
3/4 time (%)
3/4 time (%)
1/4 time ( %) 1/2 time (%)
Experience (%)
Group A
Group B

82.4

14.1

66

29.1

3.5
4.3

0

0.7

0
0

* Statistically Significant Difference at a = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U Test

Group A: Teaching experience less than 5 years; Group B: Teaching Experience greater than 10 yearS

Table 4: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week
Between Two Groups of Primary Teachers with Different Teaching Experience of the Study

Analysis on the teaching modes of using these instructional media, however, showed that no significant
differences were found between the female and male teachers and also among the three groups of teachers
with different teaching experiences.

4 Discussion
From the above findings, it is obvious that the use of instructional media including computer technologies was
limited. The teaching strategies employed by most primary teachers were still very teacher-centered although
they have already completed instructional technology and related courses in the teacher education programme.
Computer uses were rare even though more than 50 % of the participants have attended computer courses
while receiving their pre-service teacher training and 95% of them possess home computers. It is evident that

future teaching is influenced by the learning experiences that pre-service teachers gained in their tertiary
education [7]. Researches also show that the provision of instructional models for classroom implementations
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of technology is far more important than the training of the "know-how" skills [8]. The instructional strategy
should act as the model and should be student-centred rather than terminology and hardware centred [9].
Task-based or problem based activities are more effective than skill drilling of certain hardware or computer
software by direct demonstration. A course with welldesigned contents and effective teaching model for the
use of IT in education is believed to have positive influence on the actual implementation in school teaching.

4.1 The Contents
We suggest that for an IT in education course to be successful, the following areas should be included. We
believe that such contents allow our pre-service teachers to have more comprehensive mastery of knowledge
and skills of using IT in education and enable them to put theories and practical skills into real practice in
primary school teaching.
Understanding the development, trends, advantages and limitations of using IT in education.
1.
2.

Understanding the roles and contributions of IT and teachers in the communication and learning

3.

process.
Designing and producing instructional materials with IT.

4.

Operating computer hardware and application software while producing and using computerized

5.
6.

instructional materials
Selecting and deriving learning activities with computerized instructional materials and resources
Evaluating the effectiveness of computerized instructional materials and programmes that involves the
use of IT.

4.2 The Teaching model
Figure 1 is a proposed teaching model of using IT in education for teacher preparation programme. This model

is informed by constructivist views of learning in which the learner is the center and the actor of learning.
There are six major components in the model:
The teacher is the one who build this model, creates a constructivist learning environment, acts as the
1.
resource, guide and the facilitator of the learning process and models the actual implementations and
strategies of using IT in an authentic context.
2.
The learner is the master of this model, comes with different background and learning style, interacts
with other components of this model and to construct the knowledge and skills actively.
Resources and support assist the learner to complete his/her task throughout the learning process.
3.
Integration is the experience that the learner gains when applying IT in teaching and learning in an
4.
5.

6.

authentic situation.
Reflection is the introspective thinking allowing the learner to have deeper understanding of the IT
applications and be able to examine related issues critically.
Monitoring strategies provide clear instructions and directions allowing the learner to have a complete
picture of the objectives and significances of the learning, the tasks to be completed and the access to
relevant resources and support.
CD-ROMs

Learner

Cases Studies for Technology
Integration in T/L

Web

0
Journal
Writing

Tutorial
Discussion

Resources

CJ

(r)

Self-learning
Booklets

Modelling:
Mass Teaching;
Independent Learning;

Collaborative Group Project;
Workshop

Teaching
Practice

Problem/Task
Based Activities
Jagoeay

Try-out lesson

Portfolio

Figure 1: A teaching model of using IT in education for teacher education
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5 Conclusion
The components of the teaching model guide the development of various strategies, learning activities and
resources that can be found in Figure 1. Evaluation of the effectiveness of this model has been started and the

results will be reported in due course. The findings of the survey in the first part of this study signal the
ineffective use of instructional media both in terms of teaching time and strategies in primary school teaching.
Change is expected if our students are to be really benefited by the five-year strategy of using IT in education.
Teacher education, therefore, places an important role in this aspect.
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.

Communication technology as well as the communication infrastructure are both
changing rapidly. As a consequence, systems that support web-based learning
need to be adapted due to changes in technology. This paper describes a model

for web-based learning with intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) that allows
separation of the concrete communication from the ITSs' implementation. The
resulting framework provides a technical solution to distribute any ITS over a
network. The ITS SYPROS is used to illustrate how a classical ITS can be
extended to a web-based tutoring system with a maximum of code-reuse. The
framework may be used freely with any ITS. To accommodate the needs of
various ITSs, our model supports several architectures for distributed adaptive
tutoring, including the three different models described in [3]: Master-Slave,

Communicating Peers and Centralized Architectures. Our main goals are:
Make the ITS usable for a wide range of users by supporting any web
Offer a simple, extendable and platform
browser on any operating system.
Provide a solution
independent framework to ease web-based tutoring.
without royalties.. Separate the communication technology from the client and
server implementation. Enable method invocation and parameter passing
semantics over the HTTP protocol to virtually support any web browser and
Offer an simple user accounting and user
users behind firewalls.
communication functionality. 'Provide a wrapper to connect to an existing ITS.
The Java source code is freely available: http://www.in.tum.de/herzog/sypros,

Learning,
Intelligent Tutoring Systems

Keywords: Web-Based

System

Design

and Development,

1 Introduction
Classical intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are often platform dependant and not distributed. Modern,
distributed intelligent tutoring systems (DITS) provide a more attractive solution with respect to usability
and platform independence. Therefore, a modern distributed infrastructure like the internet with
communication techniques like CORBA or RMI is suitable. A stable, safe and extendable basis for
communication and cooperative work is needed. However, technology in this area is rapidly changing on the
one hand. On the other hand communication technologies like CORBA or RMI are (still) not usable with
every client, browser or platform and still have several drawbacks which prevent their usability at least for
some users: Macintosh users and users with old browsers or behind firewalls/proxies who also want to use
secure socket factories, only to name some.

This paper discribes a model and the resulting framework to overcome such problems. We propose to
address these problems by providing an API with the semantics of object oriented remote method calls over

HTTP and Servlets. Further functionality that is most likely in common for any DITS (such as user
accounting and identification, security and administrative functionality) is implemented and encapsulated for
ease of use.

In the current version, SYPROS is an ITS in the domain of the synchronization of parallel processes with
semaphores [4], a domain of programming problems.
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All the typical modules of an ITS [15] like the expert module with different types of cooperating domain
experts [13], the instructional module with different tutoring strategies, the student model with cognitive and
motivational traits [12], and the interface module with several support facilities, are fully implemented in
SYPROS.

The current version system is a classical ITS for single -user mode and is written in C for UNIX systems.
The user interface is based on the X Windows system and therefore the ITS is platform dependent. There is
no direct support for multiple clients and no accounting, access control or WWW support as it would be

needed for a web-based group learning system, which is our ultimate goal [11]. In the current
implementation the user interface is divided at function level from the 'intelligence' and database
functionality, but is linked to one single executable. The proposed model will provide an application
interface (API) for the client and server side. The API will encapsulate various ways of communication over
a network using an abstract factory pattern [2,10]. Concrete implementations for Java RMI and servlets are
provided. This model is designed to be easily extendable by other means of network transportation (e.g.,
CORBA or even Sockets). It will include conceptional security at an eligible level. Further, various ways of
interfacing to an existing ITS on the server side are given (Java native calls to C/C++ and the connectivity to
shell scripts). This factory can also be easily extended. Figure 1 shows the distribution of SYPROS. The
servlet proxy Server enables connection for old webbrowsers, running not necessarily on the same machine

as the SyprosServer implementation. Two clients are connected: "Old Webbrowser" connects using the
servlet proxy, "New Webbrowser" can either use servlet communication or RMI[17]/ CORBA[22] (or
anything else).

This work covers two more aspects: a security discussion for the provided model with a special focus on
security issues for an ITS and a usability discussion for various platforms and webbrowsers.

Old Webbrowser
plant

NTT P

pplet

New Webb rowserr

RMI/ CORBA

rHc
1SyproeServer
'Implement.

plot

RMI/

ITS Server Implementation

1

tient

1-1NameservIce

'..1-1-1NetIve ITS
I

Figure 1. Distribution of client, server and servlet proxy in SYPROS (UML[19]).

Figure 2 shows the different layers for communication and levels of abstraction for a client initiated request.
The dotted line between the implementation (application) level and the abstraction denotes that both the
client and server implementation are separated from the underlying concrete communication. This model
provides transparency in terms of process transparency. (That is, the machine on which the function or
method is executed isn't known to the client's application level.) This can be compared to remote procedure
calls (RPC) where the client stub and the server skeleton provide a similar transparency. In addition to that,
our framework separates the concrete communication (the lowest layer in figure 2) from the application

layer using the abstract communication layer. This provides transparency regarding the concrete
communication technology used and therefore unburdens the application programmer from changing the
application to support new technologies.
For some concrete communication implementations our framework supports language transparency as far as
the client's implementation language may differ from the server's (e.g., for CORBA or Servlets).
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Figure 2. Levels of abstraction and layers for a request initiated by the client (UML deployment diagram).

2 Requirements
All base functionality for a distributed system is implemented. Remote method invocations are implemented

independently from the Java RMI package over a ComObj ect which is JDK 1.1[9] compliant. User
accounting, login procedures and access control as well as connection state information is supported directly
in the framework.

A wrapper is provided to connect to an existing ITS over Java Native Interface (JNI[14]) or shell script
invocation.

Tutor

New Student

<CUBOM>>

Add User

Login

Logout

Work on Exercise

Config re Exercises
<cuees»

<Cue Oa>,
<<1711 OS,.

UB1:1>>

D
Administrabr

Admin istrab

Validate User

Connect ITS

Figure 3. Some interactions among actors and use cases in SYPROS (UML use case diagram).

The use case diagram in figure 3 shows some of the use cases for SYPROS. Four types of human actors are

shown in their interaction with the use cases. "Student" denotes an actor who is already known to the
system. Therefore, "Student" logs into the server by passing the "Login" use case. "Login" performs
authentification for which it «uses» the "Validate User" use case, which has knowledge of all valid
user entries and so on. After accepting the user's login request some state information for that connection
will be stored "Add Active User" and a UserTicket object is returned to allow stateful and secure client
interaction. (UserTicket might be encrypted.)

"New Student" is an actor who is not known to the system. (Guests are handled identically.) Therefore, she
can create a new user database entry herself (" Add User"). Later, the gathered information will be used to
log into the system as described before.
An active user (" Student") might also use other services on the ITS server side. For example, the " Work on
Exercise" use case first validates the call against the active users database and then uses "Connect ITS"
(which interfaces the ITS using the wrapper) to work with the tutoring system.

"Tutor" is a human actor who might use the "Configure Exercise' use case to set up some exercises or
check the student's results. The differing permissions (compared to a student) are handled by the "Validate
User" use case.
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An "Administrator" user will not use the client interface to connect to the server in this model. The
administrator configures the databases and configuration files. Therefore, "Administrate" extends
"Validate User".

Resulting from the requirements given before our model and the framework should further satisfy the
following nonfunctional requirements, pseudo requirements and design goals: The server-side installation
should be simple and conceptionally platform independent. It should not be addicted to any specific web
server and should work with freely available products such as Apache.

The framework is designed to be fully platform independent using the Java programming language.
However, some platform dependencies exist from possible webbrowser incompatibilities and the existing
ITS. In order to support old webbrowsers or users behind a firewall or proxy, a servlet repository which acts
as a proxy and a servlet based client communication is provided. The communication implementation may
be switched online in the client implementation.
The SYPROS system can be used by four groups of people: students, guests (users who are not known to the

system by now), tutors and administrators (tutors who fulfill administrative functions). Therefore, the
framework supports users at different level of permissions (similar to e.g., UNIX or WindowsNT).

The client applet should be small so that it is suitable even for slow modem connections. The classes needed
for communication on the client side are less than 20 KB in size (without JCE security). Once the Applet is
loaded, the response time of the user interface is short, as it is running locally on the client side.

The response time resulting from the security key generation and secret key exchange (Diffie-Hellman for
example) of the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) is rather long especially for strong keys and due to
JCE's implementation in Java (see discussion in section 4).
Performance of the network communication depends on the underlying infrastructure. With most browsers,
servlets will have a more overhead than CORBA or RMI.
The communication framework aims to support three possible client-server bindings: Static (the server name

is stored in the client application), semi-static (the client locates the server once, e.g., at login time) and
dynamic (the client looks up the server each time it needs to connect). Client server binding uses name
resolution to find a suitable ITS server in the network. The toolkituses a server string such as " / / {hostnamel
ip- address } / {service - name } ", just like RMI for either underlying communication infrastructure. At client
implementation level, the programmer may decide whether to use static, semi-static or dynamic binding.

Together with the way of client-server binding, stateless and stateful client server connections using tickets
are possible. User tickets are invented as "high-level" stateful client-server connection for two reasons: first,
the underlying ITS needs to know about the caller; tickets provide an easy way to identify the caller during a
learning session. Second, encrypted ticket objects can be used to prevent attacks by intercept and replaying
messages (see section 4).

Calling a remote function is somewhat dangerous if the programming language used supports call-byreference 2 For Java, call-by-reference is replaced by a call-by-copy/restore semantics. (See Java
RemoteObject for RMI). A call-by-copy/restore semantics can be simulated for servlets using the
.

EventListener model. In that case, the servlet proxy uses a RemoteObject for the server
communication if the communication between the servlet proxy and the server is based on RMI and returns
the object to the client using the event model. This may also be encapsulated in the framework.

In case of middleware communication such as CORBA/ RMI the call-by-copy/restore semantics can directly

rely on the appropriate native semantics. The framework supports synchronous method invocations.
Asynchronous calls can be realized using call-by-copy/ restore.

1 This feature should be omitted for maximum compatibility with old browsers and Java engines (JDK level
1.1).
2

Function calls that use call-by-reference parameter passing deliver a pointer to the value or data the

parameter stores. In a distributed system with different address spaces this triggers side-effects[20].
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Java's try- cat ch-statements are used for error handling. Therefore, the framework's error semantics is
at-most-once by default. At application level, return values might be used to signal unexpected behavior.
The SYPROS login ( ) -Method for example returns null for the Us erTicket if the server can't accept
the login request. Although there are several possible reasons for that (e.g., unknown user, wrong password)
their origin is not a communication error.

The resulting framework is described using UML notation for scenarios, use cases and object models[2,19].
The API description is given in standard Java notation[9]. The use of our framework is illustrated by the
SYPROS sample.

3 A Model for the Communication Framework
Figure 4 shows the UML diagram for the SYPROS server implementation using the communication
framework. The diagram shows two possible extensions for SyprosServer: ComCORBA and ComRMI. In
the realworld implementation the programmer has to decide either to use CORBA or RMI, as Java does not
allow multiple class inheritance.
'Interface fa el a) mnun nalan
in clementatians (same rside).

ComIntetface

.ext and 2.

C)

SyprosServer_Skel

Remote

(tom jam.rmi)

amnion Sept Serve

object to extend al tcally

Created by ',roc' horn 11
SyprosServer" - server

(Java cm any extend me
class).

<contend,.

WrapperObject

Abstract interfaces for
or arm eric canmunicatim

implement 800

0
SectrItylntetface

0
SyprosClIentInterface

4
NativeWrapper

ShellWrapper

Figure 4. SYPROS server implementation. Class attributes and methods are omitted. (UML class diagram)

Therefore, there are some specialties in the server implementation: depending on the selected
communication technology, the programmer has to change the head of the class definition to extend the right
ComInterface. Further, the server has to implement the Sypros interface which defines the exported

functions (for the RMI case). Sypros Cl i ent Int er f ace contains the same definitions like Sypros but
doesn't depend on the Java RMI classes. This ensures usability for old webbrowsers (with old Java virtual
machines, VM) or clients that don't support RMI for other reasons (Macintosh).
import sypros.util.*;
import sypros.com.util.*;
import sypros.com.server.ComRNI;

public class SyprosServer extends) ComENI implements Sypros {
public SyprosServer(String hostName, String servName) throws RemoteException
{

super(serverHost, servName);

// create bindings

}

public static void main(String args[i) {
// setup default security
setSecurity();

Figure 5. Client applet implementation for the SYPROS sample.
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Figure 5 shows the class definition for the SYPROS server implementation using RMI. The underlined
statements would have to be changed for a different type of communication technology.

The client implementation allows dynamic switching of the communication technology. Figure 6 shows the
UML class diagram for the SYPROS client Applet. As the client communication model uses an abstract
factory pattern [2,19] to create the appropriate concrete communication, the client might be a Java Applet or
a Java standalone application. (The server could also be connected using the servlet URLs from m HTML or
other languages.)
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Figure 6. Client applet implementation for the SYPROS sample (UML class diagram).

The classes in the client model can be seen in three categories. First of all, SyprosApplet is the
implementation for the SYPROS client interface. (Plus Applet, the parent.) As described before, the
implementation needs not to be changed for changing communication technologies.
classes themselves: ComFactory, ComObject and their concrete
implementations provide the application interface for the implementation. ServletConnection is a
helper that provides a per-servlet connection for persistent calls in a multithreaded application.
Then the communication

The AbstractComAdmin and its concrete implementations for servlets and RMI currently realize
notification for server to client messages using the EventListener model and can be used for call-bycopy/restore type parameter passing.

4 Conceptual Security
Any internet-based application requires a special focus on security issues. The history of designing secure

systems, however, teaches the inadequacy of enhancing existing systems with additional security
functionality [8]. To integrate the security functionality for secure web-based tutoring, we included security
policies in the framework with a top-down approach. We start by specifying the security requirements as
part of the security policy:
Authentification:
Total access control:
Non repudiation:
Communication privacy:
Availability:

All subjects and objects of the system have to be authentificated.
Every access to protected units has to be supervised.
Every action performed by a subject can be assigned to it's originator.
Dataflow over unsafe networks has to be adequately encrypted.
Denial-of-Service attacks should be identified.

To meet the authentification, total access control and no-denial requirements, the framework offers
integrated functionality that can be adapted or extended to your application needs. Communication privacy
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is provided using encrypted transmission (encrypted object serialization) based on the Java Cryptography
Extension (JCE). JCE offers secret key agreement protocols (e.g., Diffie-Hellman) and encryption (e.g.,
Blowfish) with variable key lengths.

Ensuring the availability of a web-based service against denial-of-service attacks is maybe the hardest task.
The Servlet-Proxy allows load-balancing, where the typical communication load of an ITS application (little
amounts of data, long periods of thinking, infrequent transmissions) can be used to identify attacks.

5 Conclusions and Outlook
Our framework offers an easy and extendable basis for web-based distributed tutoring. The communication
technology, security and ITS-integration can be easily adapted to the specific needs of an existing ITS as
well as to changing communication or security technologies without rewriting the implementation for the
ITS clients or server.

User accounting and access rights deliver the basis to support groups of students. However, support for
cooperative work should be included in the ITS itself, like for example in SYPROS.

6 List of tested Browsers
no: tested, but failed. : browser/ OS combination not available for testing.

V: tested ok.

Webbrowser Version

Win98/NT
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Servl.

Netscape
Netscape
Netscape
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V

4.05

V

V

4.7

V

Netscape

4.72

V

I-Explorer

4.0
5.03

V
V

no

I- Explorer

1.2

V

V

Java Plugin

Linux
RMI

Servl.

Solarisfx86
Servl.

RMI

Solaris /Sparc
Serv1

RMI

V

V

Macintosh
RMI

SerVI.

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

no

V

V

-

no

-

no

V
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In this paper, we present a fuzzy-based assessment for Pert Tutoring system. The

Perl Tutor is implemented in a multi-domain framework so that it can teach
target domain knowledge by giving supporting knowledge to reinforce the
learning. In order to assess supporting knowledge, an assessment is performed
before the tutoring begins. Its main purpose is to test student' s previous
declarative knowledge of computer programming. At the end of it, a directed
tutoring graph will be generated to optimize the tutoring process.

Keywords: fuzzy rule, assessment, student modeling, multi-domain tutoring

1 Introduction
There exist many works on optimized assessment process concerned with the efficiency of testing and its
completeness. Granularity, prerequisite relationships, Bayesian propagation and neighborhood of

knowledge states are some of the successful attempts employed to increase the efficiency of testing
[2,5,6,13,17]. Yet, even though they could increase the efficiency significantly, they still have too many
burdens given the large knowledge spaces. Fortunately, not all the student models need to be precise to be
useful [10]. To ease the burden to student modeling, a fuzzy approach has been used and has so far worked
quite well [3,10,11].

The purpose of this paper is to present the fuzzy approach in the assessment of student' s knowledge in the

Perl Tutoring System [16], which teach programming language (Pert) by reinforcement from other
supporting languages (C++ and/or Java). For the effectiveness of reinforcement, the system should quickly
evaluate the student' s knowledge of supporting languages. But the assessment needs not to be in high
precision. Other works related to student modeling almost put their emphasis on the adaptive assessment
during tutoring [14,15,17]. Yet due to the nature of our Perl tutor, we apply an assessment module before
tutoring begins and it consists of two parts: questionnaire and testing. During the questionnaire part, students
are asked to self-assess their knowledge by filling out a form provided by the system. In order to evaluate
their statements, a testing part is given based on those statements. At the end of the assessment, the tutor will
have a general picture of students' prior knowledge of supporting languages: with which part they are
familiar etc. Since the goal of the assessment is only to get a rough knowledge states for supporting purpose,

it should not take too long to complete. Thus, a coarse granularity with imprecise mastery level is
appropriate.

In the next part of this paper, we briefly discuss the Perl tutoring system followed by the fuzzy logic. Then
we will describe the questionnaire part and the testing part and end with discussion.
' The work related to this paper is funded under the Hong Kong Polytechnic University research grant No.
PolyU5072/98E.
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2 Overview of the Perl Tutoring System
Figure 1 illustrates the directed tutoring graph in the system [16]. The three pieces of knowledge items
presented to students are: data type, logical operators and control structures. In the figure,
Each vertex represents a sub-domain;
Each pair of the sub-domain may be connected with a unidirectional or bi-directional arc.
Each arc represents the relationship between two sub-domains.
Moreover, each sub-domain may consist of several vertices, which are the sub-sub-knowledge items of their
parent domain. For example, under data type' , we also have integer' , ' float' , boolean' etc.

Data
Type
Logical

Operators
Control
Structures

Tutoring process
Reinforcement
relationships
Possible
relationships (not
included in tutoring
process)

Figure 1 A Digraph of the Peri Tutoring System

C++ [1] and Java share many similarities with Peri, although they, of course, have their own features. See
Table 1 for a comparison.
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Knowledge piece in

CDR terms
(General)

PERL

Numeric operators
Relational operators

+,-,*,/, %, **

<,<=,>,>=,<=>(for
numeric )
It,le,gt,ge,cmp(for

Knowledge
piece in Java

Knowledge
piece in C++
+7/4'4 %,
<,<=,>,>=

+3-5* ,l, %,

<,<=,>,>=

string)
Equality operators

=,! =(for numeric)

=_ 1._.

t=

&&,ii

8c84,11

eq,ne(for string)

Operators

Logical operators(binary)
Logical operators(unary)
Bit manipulation operators
Bit shift operators
Auto-increment & autodecrement operators
Conditional
Speical
operators operators
Other operators

&&,ii

,
&, 1, A, ,
1

,

1_

.,_
1

&IA

«, »

8Z, 1, A,

«, »

«, », >»

++, --

++, --

-1-1-,

?:

?:

?:

.,x(string operators)

Sizeof

Instanceof

>, \(dereference /ref
erence operator

+=, --, *=, /,

Multiple operators

%, &=,

«,
+-i, --=
Control structures

1--,

+=,

--,

*=,

1, %, &=,

»=, 1=, «=, »=,
>»=, ++=,

If,
if/else,
lf,if/else,
while,
unless/else,
While, do/while, for, do/while, for,
continue, goto,
continue, goto
switch, break
Notes:labled loops

if,
if/else,
while,

can be used within

Notes:labled

for, while, or do

loops can be

do/while, for,
continue,
break, switch

used

within

for, while, or
do

Special structures

Foreach

Exit

Redo

Table I Similarities and differences in C++, Java and Perl

CDR represents cross-domain reference' which serves as a dictionary for the domains. It is composed of
basic terms used across the computer language regardless of which language is being referred. If the student
has learned computer language before, he will develop a clear picture of the terms or concepts used, which
serves as a guide for the learning of Perl. Besides, he will also integrate his former learning into his current.
Through this knowledge transfers, the time spent on learning Pert will be greatly reduced [8].

Before tutoring begins, a weight is assigned to every direction of arc that represents the easiness of the
acquisition of one sub-domain (target) after acquiring another (source). Since different students have
different knowledge levels, the weight assigned to the same arc may not be the same. Thus, the weight
across domain is jointly determined by the student model and the characteristics of knowledge (for detailed
explanation, refer to [16] ), i.e.,
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wii = f

mu)

Where, w is the weight of arc from i to j.
R+ is a non-decreasing function.

f: R" x Rm

dii is an ndimensional vector representing the similarity of i and j. [Ai is an m-dimensional vector
representing the student model, i.e., the student' s knowledge level of i.
The dimension of di] and mu depends on the number of attributes considered. Moreover, the value of di is
is determined based on the student model. Thus, the system would carry
predetermined and the value of
an assessment module to test the knowledge of a student towards a specific supporting domain knowledge
before tutoring begins. In this paper, we focus on the determination of

3 The Assessment ModelA Fuzzy Approach
Since the main purpose of the model is to test student' s overall abilities, it is not necessary for us to gain a
very accurate picture of it (although it helps). And somehow we also cannot gain a clear picture of student
history. Thus, we choose a fuzzy approach in analyzing the student' s performance, and we believe that the
imprecise assessment of the student' s prior knowledge level is adequate.

3.1 The ' neighborhood of knowledge states'
The knowledge state has been defined as the subset of knowledge items from a large item pool that can be
mastered by students [4]. Remember that knowledge items in different domains are identified by their names,
which in turn are determined by a cross-domain vocabulary. Besides, each item is characterized by its

relationship with other items. The neighborhood of a knowledge state was defined by Falmagne and
Doignon [7] as all other states within a distance of at most one. It has been utilized for adaptive assessment
by Dowling et. al. [6]. In our system, we will not measure the exact distance within knowledge items, but we
adopt it from another perspective. We define the neighbors of a knowledge item as the possible knowledge
items which could be mastered in association with it. Let us have a look at an example.
Example I.
1.

2.
3.

<'
>'
=='
<'
>'

<=' represent ' less than' and ' less than or equal to' respectively, and they are relational operators.

>=' represent greater than' and greater than or equal to' respectively.
! =' represent equal to' and not equal to' respectively, and they are equality operators.

8.

<=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
>=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
! =' can be used for both numeric and strings.
Numeric is data type.
Strings are data type.

9.

The relational and equality operators can be used for all data types, numbers, expressions or their

4.
5.
6.
7.

combinations.

Let Ms(X) denotes the student is sure to have mastered X. And M,(Y) denotes the student is likely to have
mastered Y. Where X,Y are sets of knowledge items. Then,

Ms(X) 0 M1(Y) can be interpreted as "if the student is sure to have mastered X, then he/she is likely to have
mastered Y."

Then we will have:
1.
Ms(1)0 M1[2,4,7,81
2.

3.

4.

Ms{3}0 M1{6,7,8}
Ms{4,5,6}0 Ms{7,8}
Ms{9}0 Ms{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}

For example, if the student knows well how to make comparisons for numeric and strings, then we assume
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that he/she is sure to have mastered: what is numeric, what is a string and the usage of the operators.
Although we cannot determine that whether he masters other data types or not (that is, he is likely to have
mastered other data types such as float etc), we can assess student' s knowledge state without having to
extensively test his abilities of each knowledge item he/she may have learned. Therefore, test items in our
model may test knowledge items in a wider ranger than similar work by Collins et. al. [2].

3.2 Fuzzy Logic
To express precisely the notion "sure", "likely" or "unlikely", we adopt fuzzy set methods and therefore
using fuzzy rule for the inferences. For example, we define

Answer = {True, False }. And A1, A2 c Answer, thus
Ai = gm(T)/True + p.m(F)/False

Confidence = {unlikely, likely, sure }. And B1, B2 c Confidence, thus
Bi = 12.13;(u)/unlikely + 4,(1)/likely +14,(s)/sure

RI: Al

Assume we have two rules:

and

B1

R2: A2 > B2

Then, by Mamdani' s direct methods:

B' =A' o R
Where, R =R1 u R2

[1.1R(T,u) i.tR,(T,1) IiRi(T,$)

Ri =

1.1Ri(F,u) iiRi(F,I) PR; (F,$) J

and

(X) A

IIR(X,Y) =

(Y)

Note here that all operators used, such as: +, /, c, A, u, and o, are defined in fuzzy domain.2

To illustrate it, let us assume that Al is "doing well in bit shift operator", A2 is "doing bad in bit shift
operator", Bl is "understand bit manipulation if doing well in bit shift operator", and B2 is "understand bit
manipulation if doing bad in bit shift operator". Then, we can assign values such as:
A 1 = 1.0/T

Bl = 0.5A + 0.5/s

A2 = 1.0/F
B2 = 1.0/u + 0.1 /1

And satisfied: R1: Al > B I and

R2: A2 > B2. Thus,
µ131(u)

I-LA l (T)

1.0

0
0

1.1A, (F)

0

0

µ8i(1)
0.5

141(s)

0.5

0.5
0.5

0

0

RI

pA2 (T)

0

1.1A2 (F)

1.0

1182(u)
1.0

µ8z(1)

1162(s)

0.1

0

0

0
0

1.0

0.1

0

R2

2

Many books [18,19,20] in fuzzy set theory provide good explanations on these operators. We are not going
to explain it further in this paper due to limited space.
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With two rules, the fuzzy relation Ri is made from the implication Ai --> Bi (in this case, i=1,2). The
compiled fuzzy relation R is given as Mamdani' s method:
R = RI k..) R2, computed as:

[0

0.5

0.5

0.1

0

R=
1.0

Now, assume after a series of testing, a student performance show A' = 0.9/T + 0.2/F in doing bit shift
operator. Then, we can calculate his performance in bit manipulation as:

B'=

A' o R
1

T

u

F

[0.9

0.5

0.5

0.2]
1.0

1

0

0.1

[(0.9 A 0) v (0.2 A 1.0),
(0.9 A 0.5) v (0.2 A 0.1),
(0.9 A 0.5) v (0.2 A 0)]
[0.2

0.5

0.5]

B' = A' o R = 0.2/u + 0.5/1+ 0.5/s

Which shows 0.5 likely to understand, 0.5 surely to understand and only 0.2 unlikely to understand bit
manipulation.

4 Questionnaire and Testing
The questionnaire part consists of a series of knowledge items to be checked by students. The knowledge
items are grouped into several groups based on the their similarities and difficulties. Then, students are asked
to fill the form about their mastery level in each group. Five grades are provided for each answer, i.e., very
familiar, familiar, moderately familiar, not familiar, and never heard. After students provided their answers,
the system retrieves a series of testing questions based on the difficulty (upper limit) of students' answers,
especially for the items marked ' moderately familiar' . But it does not mean that the presumably mastered

items are not tested at all. Even the items marked `very familiar' will be tested, but with a very low
probability. Testing could be in the forms of short program lists or short questions, which are made as short,

clear, and simple as possible. The reason is to avoid noise or errors which do not come from student
knowledge iteself. In order to avoid ambiguity in judging knowledge level when the question is not
answered well, every question only consists few higher level concepts to be handled.
Moreover, an average of membership value is used if the same item occurs in several questions. (We can use
Bayesian update but with higher cost, i.e., to set all the conditional probability among every question).
For example, if from question 1, 2 and 3, a student performance on ' bit manipulation' shows
0.8/T + 0.2/F,

0.9a + 0.3/F,

and

1.0/T + 0.1/F

respectively,

then the overall performance is, simply, the average, i.e., 0.9a + 0.2/F.

If the question needed does not exist in the database, then a similar question is retrieved. The measure of
similarity is based on the maximum number of high level concept appeared.

Prerequisite relationship
In addition to the neighborhood relationships, prerequisite relationships are also applied. The prerequisite
relationship provides not only test item ordering criteria in a "strong" sense, but also in a "weak" sense. In
ordinary prerequisite criteria P(A, B) denotes "A is prerequisite of B". In our extended criteria, we introduce

A' as:
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If A' is closely related to A and Ms(A' ) 0 Ms(A)
then we have P' (A' , B), that is, A' is weakly prerequisite of B.

So, if students have mastered item A' , we have: they are sure to have mastered B without testing whether
they have mastered item A or not. By doing this, we can largely tighten the testing items and thus save more
time.

5 Discussion
To know student' s learning history and his knowledge level, we cannot ask them too detailed questions in
order to gain a more full picture of their knowledge state (although it helps) since it will make student
modeling itself a kind of a complex system. But we need them to aid in the assessment, so how much trust
should we have in the student's own assessment? This is the question we need answer before we proceed. In
our system, we will not generate the tutoring graph solely based on their answers. Our solution is to test by
giving them several pre-stored test items: if they can write out the outcome correctly, we assume that he has
mastered the knowledge pieces and rules needed for this program.
Thus, the assessment will proceed. Test items need not to be like traditional testing questions in classrooms.
They can be mini-programs or short questions provided that they can be used as a guide to assess students'
mastery level of declarative knowledge.

Furthermore, me also should consider the nature of the language. For example, If the student has studied
both Prolog and Java before, considering the respective relationship of them with Perl, we will still use Java
as supporting knowledge because it is closer to Perl. This factor is called Knowledge Relation (K-R), and it
will be assigned to 4.1.

At the end of the self-assessment section, a directed tutoring graph is generated. And student will be tutored
based on it.
Currently, we are constructing the fuzzy rules which are applied for the assessment module, followed by the
implementation and evaluation of it.
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A Learning Environment for Problem
Posing in Simple Arithmetical Word
Problems
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680-4 Kawazu, Iizuka 820-8502, Japan
E-mail nakano @minnie.ai.kyutech.ac.jp
Several researchers indicate that to pose arithmetical word problems is an
important way to learn arithmetic. However, the problem posing practice
actually is not popular. In this paper, we describe an Intelligent Learning
Environment which realizes the problem posing practice. In the problem posing
practice, the learners pose problems by using the tools provided by the ILE. The
ILE has a facility to diagnose the problems posed by the learners. By using the
result of the diagnosis, the ILE indicates whether the problems are correct or not,
helps the learner to correct the wrong problems, and provides the next step of
problem posing. We used the ILE in three different situations for evaluation. The
subjects were elementary school teachers and elementary school students. We

also report the results of the evaluation. In the ILE, the interface was
implemented in Java, and the diagnosis module was implemented in Prolog. So
it can be used on World Wide Web. The current environment deals with simple
arithmetical word problems.

Keywords: intelligent learning environment, problem posing, intelligent
tutoring system, interactive education, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
The main purpose of the practice to solve arithmetical word problems is to make learners recognize the
relations between concepts and numerical relations, and master to use the relations. Although the problem
solving practice is the most popular way, it is not the only way. Several researchers indicate that to pose
arithmetical word problems is also effective. However, the problem posing practice actually is not popular.

The main reason is that the problem posing practice is strongly required teachers to deal with each learner
individually in comparison with the practice of problem solving. We aim to realize computer-based learning

environments for the problem posing practice [1]. For the problem solving practice, many ILEs are
developed so far [2-6]. However, there are few ILEs for the problem posing practice until now.

This paper describes an Intelligent Learning Environment for the problem posing practice for simple
arithmetical word problems that can be solved by the addition of one time or the subtraction of one time.
The main characteristic of the ILE is the function to diagnose the posed problems. By using the results, the
ILE indicates errors in the posed problems and suggests that the next step of problem posing.

Interface of the ILE was implemented in Java, and the diagnosis module was implemented in Prolog.
Therefore, if only users have a computer connected to Internet with a popular internet browser, they can use

the ILE through WWW: E-mail: nakano@minnie.ai.kyutech.ac.jp
http: / /www.minnie.ai.kvutech.ac.ip /nakano /problem - posing.shtml (currently Japanese only).

In this paper, the first, the necessity of problem posing and an Intelligent Learning Environment for it are

described. Then, interface and diagnosis module of the ILE are explained. The results of preliminary
evaluation of the ILE are also reported.
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2 Background
2.1 The necessity of an ILE for problem posing
Several researches about problem posing of arithmetical word problems suggested that problem posing was
important to learn arithmetic, for example, analysis and investigation about the task of problem posing [7,8],
investigation about effect of the problem posing practice [9], investigation in the problem posing practice at
arithmetic class [10,11]. Besides, the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (in USA,
1989), and Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (in USA, 1991) also indicated that it was
important for learners to experience to pose problems.
However, the practice actually is not popular in arithmetic class in comparison with problem solving practice.

In the practice of problem solving, every problem has an answer and one or a few solution methods.
Therefore, the teachers can easily judge the results of problem solving by learners. Then when the answer is
wrong, to tell the correct answer or the solution method is not meaningless.
In contrast with problem solving practice, to prepare every correct problem in the problem posing practice is

very difficult. Besides, the correct problem that a learner is trying to pose, after depends on the wrong
problem posed by the learner. Therefore, the teachers have to examine each problem whether the problem is
correct or not, and where of the problem is wrong.

Based on this consideration, we believe that to realize an ILE for problem posing with problem diagnosis
function is the promising way to make learning by problem posing popular.

2.2 The problem posing dealt in the ILE
Silver has noted that the term "problem posing" is generally applied to three quite distinct forms of
mathematical cognitive activity [12]. They classified three types of problem posing: (I) presolution posing,
in which one generates original problems from a presented stimulus situation, (2) within-solution posing, in
which one reformulates a problem as it is being solved, and (3) postsolution posing, in which one modifies
the goals or conditions of an already solved problem to generate new problems. The problem posing deal in
our ILE is (2) within-solution posing. In the ILE, because, in the ILE, first, a learner decides a calculation
formula to solve the problem, and next, he/she is trying to pose problem solved by the calculation.
Currently, the LIE can deal with only Change-Problem[13]. In Change-Problem, the quantity in the initial
situation is changed to the quantity in the final situation by the change action. The Change-Problem usually
consists of three sentences: the first sentence describes the initial situation, the second sentence describes the

change action, and the third sentence describes the final situation. Therefore, we prepare a "problem
template" that composed of three single sentence templates. By filling in the blanks of three single sentence
templates, the problem is completed.

In the ILE, the template of Chang-Problem is composed of the tree single sentence templates that describe:
initial situation, change action, and final situation, respectively. The initial situation has the four information:
"owner", "object", "number", and "unit". This means that "owner" has "object" and the number of "object" is

"number", then, the unit of the number is "unit". The change action has the five information: "actor",
"object", "number", "unit", "action". Several actions, for example, "take" has two more information: "from"
and "to". The final situation has the four information: "owner", "object", "number", and "unit".

3 ILE for problem posing
3.1 Configuration of the ILE
The current version of the ILE consists of clients and server shown in Figure 1. A client is an interface of the
ILE. The interface provides learners the tools to pose problems and gives them guidance to promote problem
posing. Inter face is explained in more details in this section 3.2.

The server has two modules: the one is Problem Diagnosis Module and the other is Advice Generator. First,

the ILE receives the posed problem, and diagnoses it in Problem Diagnosis Module. Next, in Advice
Generator, the ILE generates advice for each learner by using the result of diagnosis. These are explained in
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more details in this section 3.3.

Because the ILE deals with several learners by one server, the ILE manages ID, PW, and Learner Model in
Private Information Manager.
Private

Information.)
(Client
ID -PW

(interface)

'Tools to pose problems
'Advice for problem posing

Private Information

Learnar Model

Manager
Knowledge

Problem Diagnosis

Client

Module

Analysis rule

Sentance-template
Semantic network...,
Comma

Advice Generator

act-knowledge
Ntrnerical relations
Structure of Concepts

Client
Method

Revising method
Teaching method....

Figure 1: The frame of the ILE

3.2 Interface
Figure 2 shows the interface of the ILE. Current interface deals with only Japanese. In Figure 2, Japanese
was translated into English for this paper. The parts of the interface are expressed as follows.
C.rfoiliiiroFeinuirPuid
AMA

,

yiltl 4

rnceTVirilas
VITO

it

ccr.

tamo

110,4.

PrvOlenPrvirg PLIKi
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Figure 2: the prototype Interface (English version)
Calculation Formula Panel
In this panel, a learner gives calculation formula. The learner poses problems which can be solved by this
calculation formula.
Concept Panel
This panel provides concepts to fill in blanks of sentences (three single sentences templates). The concepts

that are provided in the Concept Panel are classified in the five categories: "human", "object", "unit",
"action", "number".
Ten-key
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Numerical values are put into blanks of sentences with
Ten-key.
hilt; l

Problem Posing Panel

Inithd

In the current version, this panel provides the template
of Change-Problem. The ILE asks a learner to fill in
blanks of sentences. In the order of the blanks, the ILE
gives questions. By answering the questions, the blanks
are filled in. Here, the learner has to select concepts from
Concept Panel. By using Figure 3, posing a sentence of
initial situation in Chang-Problem is explained. The left
side of the figure shows questions.

For example, the initial situation in Chang-Problem is
composed of four elements: "owner", "object", "number"

and "unit". So, the ILE asks the learner "Who has?",
"What the person has?", "How many?", "What is unit?".
The learner also should decide what number is the answer
by selecting the question mark in Ten-key.

Figure 3: An example of posing sentence
by using Single Sentence Template

The right side of the figure shows an example which the
learner answered the questions. The result shows "Tom has 5 pieces of Apple Pies".
By answering the all questions, learners pose problems For example, Figure 2 shows the correct problem in
Problem Posing Panel: the initial situation is "Tom has 5 pieces of Apple Pies", the change action is "Tom
eats the 3 pieces of Apple Pies", and the final situation is "How many pieces of Apple Pies does Tom
have?".
Comment Panel

This panel shows advice and suggestion massages that are generated based on the diagnosis of the posed
problems.

3.3 Problem posing in the ILE
A learner poses a problem by the following process.
(1). Giving a calculation formula
First, the learner gives a calculation formula. The calculation formula consists in three elements. That is,
two operands and an operator. Because the calculation formula is the way to get the answer of the problem,
we call it solution.
The solution can be applied to several numerical relations. For examples, if the learner assigned "5-3"

to the solution, the solution can be applied to the following four numerical relations: (a) "5-3=X", (b)
"5-X=3", (c) "3+X=5", (d) "X+3=5" (the current version of the ILE only handles natural numbers). Here,
numerical relation (a) means the answer is the number in the final situation, numerical relation (b) and (c)
mean the answer is the number in the change action, and numerical relation (d) means the answer is the
number in the Initial situation.
(2). Selecting concepts from Concept Panel and combining them with the template of Change-Problem
The template has several blanks, and the ILE asks the learner to pose a problem by filling the blanks
with the concepts. Then, if the learner selected a concept from the set of wrong concepts, the ILE can give
the learner feedback, which suggested that the concept is wrong.
(3). Request to diagnose a problem
When the learner clicks the "diagnosis button", the problem is sent to the server and is diagnosed.
(4). Revising the wrong problem by using the suggestion given in the Comment Panel

When the posed problem is wrong, the learner receives feedback that indicates an error at Comment
Panel.

The ILE generates the message by using the result of the diagnosis.
(5). Posing the new problem by using the suggestion
When the learner posed the correct problem, the learner receives feedback which is suggests to pose the
new type of problems.

3.4 Problem Diagnosis Module and Advice Generator

.i.pJ

oo0

Problem Diagnosis Module and Advice Generator are functions of the server in the ILE. Problem Diagnosis
Module diagnoses problems sent by the client, and Advice Generator generates messages that are provided
for each learner.
The ILE, first, diagnoses a single sentence and then diagnoses the problem composed of three sentences, and
compares the solution given by a learner with the problem posed by the learner. In the first step, the module
has knowledge about acceptable sentences (initial situation, change action, final situation). We call each
sentence "basic relation", and the knowledge "single sentence schema". The single sentence schema checks
each basic relation to find the errors in a sentence.

In the second step, the relation among the sentences is diagnosed. The module has the knowledge about
acceptable relations among basic relations. We call the knowledge "problem schema". The problem schema
checks the numerical relation between the sentences to find the wrong sentence in the problem.
In the third step, the relation between the solution and the problem is diagnosed.

In the following section, the diagnosis process is explained. Then, the feedback made by the diagnosis result
is presented.

3.4.1 Diagnosis of the posed problems

Diagnosis of the posed problems is carried out in three steps: the first step is the diagnosis of a single
sentence. The second step is the diagnosis of the problem composed of three sentences. The third step is the
diagnosis of the relation between the problem and the solution.
(1). Diagnosis of a single sentence
In this diagnosis, two types of errors are detected: (1-a) errors in the relation between object and action,
and (1-b) errors in the relation between object and number. Here, Mismatch of blanks (that is, object blank
or action blank and so on) and concepts is already checked in the interface.

An example of (1-a) is a sentence that "Tom eats his 2 sheets of postcards." "Tom has 5 cups of apple
pies" is an example of (1-b). These errors are detected by checking with sentence schema in that the
acceptable relations between object and action or object and number are described.
(2). Diagnosis of problem
In this diagnosis, three types of errors are detected: (2-a) errors in the final situation, (2-b) errors in the

change action and (2-c) no relation errors. (2-a) means that the initial situation can be changed by the change
action, but cannot be changed to the final situation. (2-b) means that the initial situation can be changed to
the final situation, but cannot be changed by the change action. (2-c) means that the initial situation cannot

be changed by the change action and to the final situation. These errors are detected by comparing by
problem schema in that the acceptable relations among the situations and the change action are described.

An example of (2-a) is the problem composed of the following three sentences: "Tom has 5 pieces of
apple pies", "Nancy eats Tom's 3 pieces of apple pies" and "how many pieces of lemon pies does Tom
have?" An example of (2-b) is the problem composed of the following three sentences: "Tom has 5 pieces of
apple pies", "Nancy eats her 3 pieces of apple pies, and "how many pieces of apple pies does Tom have?"
(3). Diagnosis of the relation between the problem and the solution

The diagnosis module can generate an equation from the problem. In this diagnosis, first, the module
solves the equation. Then the calculation to derive the answer is compared with the calculation posed by the
learner as the solution. When the two calculations do not correspond, an error in the relation between the
problem and the solution is detected.

3.4.2 Feedback for the client
(1). Indication of an error
If the diagnosis module finds an error, the ILE indicates it. Even if the problem includes several errors, the
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ILE indicates the error detected first.
(2). Suggestion of the next step of problem posing

The ILE suggests the next step of problem posing when the posed problem is the correct one. In the
diagnosis, the module diagnoses not only whether the problem is correct or not, but also what concepts,
actions or equations are used in the problem. Based on the results, the ILE can suggest more difficult
problem posing by specifying concepts or an equation type to be allowed to use in problem posing.

4 Preliminary evaluations
A prototype of the ILE has been already developed. We used it in three different situation for evaluation, as
follows: (1) Use by teachers of the elementary school, (2) Use by students of elementary school in arithmetic
classes, (3) Use by students of elementary school outside the class.

In (1), we asked the teachers to evaluate the ILE from the viewpoint of teaching. Then, two of them
permitted us to use the ILE in their arithmetic class. So, we had two opportunities to evaluate the ILE in the
second situation. In (2), we asked the students of elementary school to pose arithmetical word problems with
the ILE in two arithmetic classes. In the trial, although we collected the answers for our questionnaires, we
failed to record logs of problem posing. Therefore, we could not get the data about the number of posed
problems, and the students behave for feedback from the ILE. In (3), we gathered several students again, and
asked them to use the ILE out of class. Here, the students used the ILE for the first time.
In this section, we report these results.

4.1 Use by the teachers of the elementary school
To evaluate a learning environment, the evaluation by teachers is important. We asked five teachers of
elementary school to use the ILE. After they posed several problems by using this ILE, we asked them
several questions. The questions are as follows: (1) How do you evaluate the effect of problem posing to
learn arithmetic? (2) How do you evaluate the way of problem posing used in the ILE? (3) How do you
evaluate the interface? (4) How do you evaluate the indications for the errors in posed problems? (5) How
do you evaluate the advises to suggest the next step of problem posing? Table 1 shows the results.

Table 1: Evaluation of
the teachers

Table 1-(1) means that all teachers think to learn arithmetic by using problem
posing is effective. Table 1-(2) suggests that the ILE realizes an useful
environment for learning by problem posing. Two teachers out of three teachers
who answered "Good" to the question (2), gave us opportunities to use the ILE
in classes. A few teachers also indicated that the limitation of concepts that were
allowed to use in problem posing should be revised. This is one of our future
works. In Table 1-(3), three teachers answered "So-so". The result means that
the interface is not always easy to use. In Table 1-(4), four teachers answered

Good So-so Bad
(1)

5

0

(2)

3

2

(3)

2

3

(4)

4

1

0

0

"Good". The result suggests that the indications for the errors in the posed (5)
0
5
0
problem are acceptable. However, several teachers also indicated that the
sentences of the indications may be difficult for elementary students. In Tab e 1-(5), the all teachers
answered "Good". This result means that the teachers think the suggestions to make learners progress the
next step of problem posing adequately support learning by problem posing.

4.2 Use by the students of elementary school in arithmetic classes
We used the ILE in two classes: the one was composed of 25
students in third grade and the other was composed of 30 students in
fifth grade. In each class, 15 minutes were used to explain the use of
the ILE, and 20 minutes were used for the problem posing practice

with the ILE. In this problem posing practice, students were two
people one set, and they operated one personal computer with two.

Then two assistants assisted them to operate the ILE in the
experiments.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the
No
Answer

No

22
22
27

0

2

0

2

2

1

25

4

1

Yes

Third
-grad
Fifthgrad

(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)

We asked two questions after the problem posing practice: (1) Are you interested in problem posing by using
this ILE? (2) Do you want to pose more problems by using this ILE? The result is shown in Table 2.

The results suggested that most students were interested in problem posing with the ILE. But we were not
able to get enough data to confirm that the students pose problem well.

4.3 Use by the students of elementary school outside the class
Subjects were one student of fourth-grade, and threes students of sixth-grade in elementary school. In the
experiment, we used 15 minutes in the demonstration of this ILE, and 25 minutes in the problem posing
practice. The results were as follows. In Table 3, Diagnosis indicates the number of time of request to
diagnose.

Table 3: Loss of the Grob em aosin
In

2.1

3rd

46

56

66

7th

8th

9th

10th

a-C
a-C
a-C
a-C

13-C

y-W

y-W
(3-C

y-W
y-W

y-W
y-W

y-W
y-W

y-C

(3-W

y-W
y-W

y-W

a-C
a-C

y-W
y-W
y-W
y-W
iv
(3-C
y-W
y-W
a: A±B=X, 13: A±X=C, y: X±B=C (A,B C are numerical values. X is a variable)

y-C

----/)icTh.rikno*s---...,
i

ii
iii

13-C

C: Correct, W: Wrong

) specify the type of problem posed by subject. "A" is the
In Table 3, equations named by Greek ( a , /3,
number in the initial situation, "B" is the number of the change action, and "C" is the number in the final

situation. "X" is the number that is derived by the solution. In the a type, the answer is in the final
situation. So this type of problem is the easiest one. In the $ type, the answer is in the change action. In the
7 type, the answer is in the initial situation. In this order, problems become difficult. The ILE can judge not

only "C (correct)" or "W (wrong)", but also the type of problem whenever the student requests the
diagnosis.

In Table 3, three subjects (i, ii, iv) tried to pose the problems of the all types, and subject-iii tried to pose the

two types of the problems. The subject-i posed the wrong problem of the r type on the 3rd request to
diagnose in the practice. And the subject was repeating to revise it in seven times. As a result, the subject
posed the correct problem of the 7 type in the 10th trial. And the subject-ii posed the wrong problem of the
type on the 3rd request to diagnose in the practice, then the subject posed the correct problem of the
)63

type in the 4th trial. And the subject-iv posed the wrong problem of the r type on the 3'd request to
diagnose, then the subject posed the correct problem of the r type in the 9th trial, too. But, the subject-ii
gave up to correct the wrong problem of the r type, although s/he was repeating to revise the wrong
problem in three times. The results suggest that the feedback is effective to forward the learner to revise the
wrong problem.

In the current ILE, if a learner corrected the problem, the ILE suggests the next step of problem posing. The
firk step is problem of the a type. the second step is problem of the S type. and the third step is problem
of the r type. In Table 3, all subjects follow the suggestion. In the results, when a learner posed a correct
problem, the learner can not poses only the same type of problem again, but also other types of problem by
using the feedback. This suggests that the feedback is also effective to advance the next step of problem
posing.
Conclusions

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we described ILE for problem posing in simple arithmetical word problems. The ILE provides
the template to pose Change-Problem in current version. And the ILE can diagnose the problem that learners
fill blanks of the template with several concepts, values, and question mark. Besides, the ILE can support
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each learners by using the results of diagnosis. We used the ILE in three different situations for evaluation.
In the results, we consider that this research provides basis functions to realize the problem posing practice
by ILE about simple arithmetical word problems.

In future work, we will refine functions in the ILE. For example, in the ILE, we will deal with not only
Change-Problem, but also the other types of problems. And we will develop a function in which teachers can
customize concepts provided for their students in their problem posing practice, because teachers hope to

use concepts which are popular in their classroom. Then, we will evaluate the ILE again in order to
investigate about the effect to learn arithmetic.
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The method of creating counterexample by using educational simulation is
proposed. Error-Based Simulation (EBS) is used for this purpose, which
simulates a learner's erroneous equation in mechanics problem. A learner's error
is visualized as unnatural motion of a physical object. In order for EBS to be

effective as counterexample, the followings are essential: (1) A learner can
recognize the difference of unnatural motion in EBS from natural one in correct

simulation, and (2) EBS must provide a learner sufficient information to
understand the cause of error and to reach correct understanding. The former has
been studied in the authers' previous workS. In this paper, the latter is discussed.

To identify a learner's error, misconceptions are classified based on problemsolving model, and are linked to their appearance on a learner's answer (erroridentification rules). Then, to indicate the cause of error by EBS, unnatural
motions in EBS are classified and linked to the misconceptions which they
suggest (error-visualization rules). These functions are realized as rule-base
systems. The architecture of EBS management system, which judges a learner's
error and generates the suitable EBS using these functions, is proposed.

Keywords: counterexample, simulation, mechanics, error, student model,
motion perception

1 Introduction
It is well known that cognitive conflict promotes learning process. It often occurs when a learner encounters
the fact which is contradictory to her/his idea. Cognitive conflict motivates a learner to reconsider her/his
idea, and often causes conceptual change [Gagne 85, Fujii 97].

Counterexample is useful for creating cognitive conflict. It provides a case in which a learner's idea doesn't
account for the fact, or her/his procedure doesn't produce the correct solution.
However, one must be careful in using counterexample, because a learner often ignores or refuses it. Even
when she/he accepts the counterexample, she/he needs some kinds of help to reach correct understanding.
Without any assistance, a learner often comes to an impasse, or makes ad hoc rules which explain the
exception only. Therefore, in using counterexample, the followings are essential [Fukuoka & Suzuki 94,
Nakajima 97]:
(1)

Counterexample must be recognized to be meaningful and acceptable. When the difference is clear

and reliable between counterexample and a learner's expectation, she/he easily accepts it and
reconsiders her/his idea.
(2)

Appropriate assistance must be provided to lead a learner to correct understanding. Counterexample

must include sufficient information for this.
distinguishing attributes of counterexample.

It

will be helpful to explicitly describe the

Error-based Simulation (EBS) is an educational simulation which provides a learner counterexample. It
simulates an erroneous equation made by a learner in solving mechanics problem. In EBS, a learner's error
often appears as unnatural motion of a physical object, which differs from her/his prediction (She/he can
usually predict the correct motion).

The authors have developed the method of generating effective EBS mainly from the above viewpoint (1)
[Hirashima et al. 98, Horiguchi et al. 99]. The condition on which a learner can recognize the difference
between EBS and correct simulation was formulated (Criteria for Error-Visualization: CEV), and the
mechanism to estimate the quality of difference was proposed, which considers both clarity and reliability of
the difference.

However, though such an EBS motivated a learner by indicating the existence of errors, it was not sufficient
to lead her/him to correct understanding. It didn't provide sufficient information for this.
Therefore, this paper proposes the method of managing EBS from the above viewpoint (2). EBS must justly
indicate the cause of a learner's error, and suggest how to correct it. The followings are the requirements and
approaches for this purpose.
(a)

The function which identifies the cause of error behind a learner's erroneous equation or her/his
handwriting diagram.

Approach: First, construct a problem-solving model of mechanics. Secondly, based on the model,
classify the misconceptions which occur in problem-solving as causes of errors. Thirdly, classify
the appearances of the misconceptions on a learner's equation or handwriting diagram. Lastly,

appearances and causes of errors are linked together correspondingly. These are called ErrorIdentification Rules.
(b)

The function which generates the EBS indicating the identified cause of error by unnatural motion
of a physical object.
Approach: First, classify the unnatural motions in EBS. Then, link them to the corresponding
causes of errors, considering what kind of unnaturalness suggests what kind of misconception.
These are called Criteria for Cause-of-Error-Visualization. With these criteria, EBSs are estimated
their effectiveness. When there is no EBS which is judged effective, other teaching methods will be
considered.

2 Previous works in Error-Based Simulation
Before proceeding to the main topic of this paper, we outline the stream of study in Error-based Simulation,
which may be helpful to clarify the present problem and the position of this paper.
Stage 0 ] Hirashima et al. 98 for summary]
The fundamental idea of EBS is very simple. In mechanics problem, many learners feel difficulty in thinking

by equations, so EBS maps their equations from mathematical world to physical world. It embodies a
learner's error as unnatural motion of a physical object, which makes it much easier to recognize the error.
Here, we assume that unnatural motion in EBS is differ from a learner's prediction, that is:
Precondition-1: A learner can predict the correct motion (in spite of her/his erroneous equation).
This precondition is set through all stages of the research of EBS.

Stage 1 IHirashima et al. 98]
Apparently, the key of this method is how a learner sees the difference between the unnatural motion in EBS
and the predicted natural motion. At least, the difference must be noticed by a learner. When the difference
of two motions is small, she/he may not notice it, or cannot judge which motion is correct (unfortunately, the
ability of human vision is not so sensible). Therefore, we set the following assumption:
Assumption-1: EBS must satisfy CEV-1 and/or CEV-2 below to indicate the existence of error.

Condition for Error-Visualization 1 (CEV-1): There is a qualitative difference between the
motion in EBS and the one in correct simulation, that is, the qualitative values of a physical object's
velocity are different between them.

Condition for Error-Visualization 2 (CEV-2): There is a qualitative difference between the
change of motion in EBS and the correct simulation, that is, the qualitative values of the derivative
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of a physical object's velocity are different between them.
Stage 2 Illoriguchi et al. 99]

When regarding EBS as counterexample, the viewpoints (1) and (2) in chapter

1

are important. We

previously worked out how to estimate the effectiveness of EBS from the viewpoint (1). It is subdivided into

two viewpoints: (1-1) how clear the error appears in EBS, and (1-2) how reliable the EBS is as
counterexample.

From the viewpoint (1-1), the more CEVs the EBS satisfies, the more effective it is. In general, changing
parameters of the mechanical system makes EBS satisfy more CEVs. For example, in Figure 2, the EBS
based on erroneous equation m2a = T + tun2g (Figure 2d) satisfies CEV-1. (The qualitative value of relative
velocity between two blocks is [+], while it is [0] in normal case.) But, when the mass of m2 increases, the
EBS becomes to satisfy CEV-2 besides CEV-1. (The velocity of m2 increases, while it decsreses in normal
case.) We categorized the methods of parameter-change and their influence on the clarity of errors.
However, from the viewpoint (1-2), such parameter-change harms the reliability of EBS, because a learner
feels it factitious to change parameters too largely. The smaller parameter-change the EBS has (no change is
the best), the more reliable it is. This discussion is summarized as follows.
Assumption-2: From the viewpoint of clarity, EBS should satisfy more CEVs.
Assumption-3: From the viewpoint of reliability, EBS should have less parameter-changes.
Stage 3 ]just this paper]

In estimating the effectiveness of EBS, there is another, and important viewpoint: whether the EBS provides
appropriate information for correcting the error, that is, the viewpoint (2) in chapter 1. Stage 0-2 have been
mainly concerned with how to make a learner notice the error, while at this stage, our concern is how to
make him correct the error.

For example, consider the erroneous equation m2a = T + µm2g (Figure 2d). From the viewpoint of
reliability (1-2), the EBS shown in Figure 2c is generated. But it shows the string between two blocks
shrinking, which may suggest something is wrong about tension of the string. It is misleading because the
real cause of error is the friction of m2. In this case, the EBS in Figure 2e should be generated to indicate the
cause of error. (It is generated when taking the viewpoint of reliability (1-2), but by accident.)
Of course, the viewpoints (1 -1) and (1-2) are useful to impress on a learner the existence of error. However,
in considering the error-correction, to generate EBS from the viewpoint (2) becomes necessary. It is the very
topic of this paper.

3 Mechanism for Identifying the Cause of Errors
Now, we'll explain how to realize the functions described in chapter 1. The mechanism for identifying cause
of errors is realized as follows:
1.

2.
3.

to generate the correct solution by problem-solving mo del.
to specify the erroneous part of a learner's solution by comparing with the correct solution.
to identify the cause of error by applying the Error-Identification Rules, which link the appearance
of erroneous part to its cause.

Here, a learner's solution means the equation and handwriting diagram made by her/him, from both of which
the information about her/his problem-solving process is derived.

3.1 Problem-Solving Model
We deal with the mechanics problems of high school level, which ask a learner to set up equation of motion
by using Newton's second law. The problem-solving process is divided into three steps [Robertson 90,
Plotzner 94]:
step-1 to predict the motion of physical objects in the mechanical system qualitatively.

step-2
step-3

to enumerate the forces acting on each object.
to compose the enumerated forces and substitute them for the left side of formula

I I) q4 .)r

F = ma.

Table 1.Force-Enumerating Rules (FERs) (abstract)
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In step-1, a learner predicts the motion of objects in the system, and gives each object acceleration vector.
Approproate axes are also set up. In step-2, she/he enumerates the forces which aren't given in problem
description. Both qualitative knowledge (what kind of force acts in which direction?) and quantitative one
(algebraic description of the magnitude of force) are used. In step-3, she/he decomposes/composes the
enumerated forces along the axes, and substitute them for the formula F = ma.
In this paper, we don't model the error-occurring process in step-1, because it is presupposed that a learner
correctly predicts the qualitative motion of objects in using EBS (Precondition-1 in chpter 2). We also omit
the occurrence of error in step-3, which mostly concerns the knowledge of vector calculation.

Therefore, modeling step-2 is our central issue. Takeuchi and Otsuki (1997) considered that a learner
constructs a model of causal structure of mechanical system, with which she/he infers the occurrence and
propagation of forces. They formulated this process as a set of production rules. We modify them
considering their qualitative/quantitative characteristics. A part of our model is shown in Table 1. The rules
are called Force-Enumerating Rules (FERs).

3.2 Error-Identification Rules
In our model, a learner's errors are considered as the ones of FERs. The errors of FERs themselves and the
ones in their application are included. In fact, these errors appear as the missing /extra/errors of the term of
force in equation, or of the arrow of force in handwriting diagram. They are also linked to the strategies for
correction.
For example, in Figure 1, the term of friction (-1.tmg) is missing in the erroneous equation. The cause of this
error and its instruction are considered as follows:

3)

A learner doesn't know the concept of friction itself, that is, doesn't know the rule R3 (Table 1).
Instruction: Re-teach the concept/definition of friction.
A learner is overlooking the preconditions of R3, that is, overlooking the fact that the block is
touching the floor (r3-c1), or the fact the coefficient of friction is nonzero (r3-c2).
Instruction: Re-show the problem and indicate the corresponding part of the diagram.
A learner is missing the force which causes the friction, that is, missing the normal force (r3-

4)

Instruction: Proceed to the correcting strategy of normal force.
A learner doesn't think the block moves along the floor, that is, missing the relative velocity of

1)

2)

c3).

them (r3-c4).

Instruction: This is the erorr of prediction of movement. So, out of the range of this paper. But,
it may be useful to indicate the force which causes the block's motion.

Through such a consideration, the appearances of errors and their causes are classified as shown in Table 2.
These are the Error-Identification Rules (EIRs), which are applied to the erroneous part of a learner's answer
(specified by comparing with the correct solution), to identify the cause of error.
In Table 2, each error has its strategy for correction. Note that, it is not necessary to use EBS for every case.
Of course, when other instruction method is more appropriate, it should be used. However, the aim of this
paper is to clarify what kind of errors EBS is effective for, and how to estimate its effectiveness. For this
purpose, we need to study the unnaturalness of physical objects' motion in simulation.

4 Criteria for Cause-of-Error Visualization
The identified error must be corrected. In this chapter, we formulate the criteria for judging whether an EBS

is effective for the error. It means that EBS rightly indicates the cause of error and suggests the way of
correction.

4.1 Motion and Forces
In EBS, it is the motion of physical objects (or their relationships) to be observed. Therefore, we classify the
motions and connect them to the mechanical concepts they suggest.
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How does a human perceive and recognize moving objects? Though it is well known that their figurative
characteristics (figure, size, texture, etc.) and composition (position, direction, symmetry, etc.) have great
influence on the arising images, it is difficult to generalize them because they much depend on the cultural
factors. Therefore, we limit our target to the physical world of simulation, in which things are thought in the
sense of mechanics.
When observing an object to move, a human feels its motive 'force' working. Of course, this kind of 'force' is
of naive impression and doesn't always correspond to the real force. But it appeals to human's intuition so
much more. Bliss & Ogborn (1992) classified such naive concepts of force according to the stages of child
development. Based on their findings, we consider the relations between the motions in EBS and the forces
they suggest.

4.2 Motion of a single object
A moving object arises the feeling of force working. (e.g. A falling down ball suggests gravity.) Therefore,
the object moving unnaturally in EBS is supposed to suggest the erroneous force acting on it. (e.g. gravity,
friction etc.) Unnatural motions of a single object are classified as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Directions of both velocity and acceleration are opposite to the ones of correct motion.
Direction of only velocity is opposite to the one of correct motion.
Direction of only acceleration is opposite to the ones of correct motion.
Directions of both velocity and acceleration are same as the ones of correct motion.

Here, it is assumued that human can distinguish at most the qualitative difference of velosity or acceleration
of an object in motion [Hirashima et al. 98, Horiguchi et al. 99].

For example, in case (a), when a learner observes an object moving in the opposite direction to her/his
prediction (which is correct), she/he will recognize that the force is missing which acts in the predicted
direction, or that the force is extra which acts in the present direction.

Table 3 shows the relations between unnatural motions and the errors they suggest. They are called Criteria
for Cause-of-Error Visualization (CCEVs).

4.3 Relative Motion of two objects
Moving plural objects also arises the feeling of force working. We limit to two objects. When observing two
objects moving together, the force maintaining their relative motion is felt. (e.g. A moving dolly pulling
another one connected by string suggests tension.) Therefore, two objects relatively moving in unnatural
manner in EBS are supposed to suggest the erroneous force interacting between them. (e.g. tention, normal
force etc.) Unnatural relative motions of two objects are classified as follows:
(e)

(0
(g)
(h)

Two objects are closing with each other, which are connected by string. (String shrinks.)
Two objects are going away from each other, which are connected by string. (String stretchs.)
Two objects are overlapping each other.
Two objects are parting from each other, which are attached together.

For example, in case (g), when a learner observes such unnatural relative motion, she/he will recognize that
the normal force is missing or too small which interacts between two objects.

Table 4 shows the relations between unnatural relative motions and their suggesting errors. They are also
called Criteria for Cause-of-Error Visualization (CCEVs).

Note that, all of the motions in Table 3 and 4 have at least some kinds of qualitative difference from the
correct motions. This is because, however precisely an EBS indicates the error, it isn't effective unless a
learner recognizes it as 'unnatural.' The difference is judged with Giteria for Error-Visualization (CEVs)
[Hirashima et al. 98, Horiguchi et al. 99].
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5 Examples
In this chapter, we illustrate the process of identifying the cause of error and generating the EBS which
indicates the error. The example problem is shown in Figure 2.

5.1 A Simple Case
First, the solution (correct equation and diagram: Figure 2a) is generated by problem-solver. Then, it is
compared with a learner's answer (Figure 2b) to specify the erroneous part. In this case, it is the erroneous
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value (too large) of tension beside block m2. Secondly, EIRs (in Table 2) are applied to identify the cause of
error. It is identified as the error of magnitude of tension. According to Table 2, the correcting strategy of
this error is to indicate the fact. Then, CCEVs (in Table 3 and 4) are applied, to find that the motion (g)
satisfies this demand.
Based on the erroneous equation of Figure 2b, the EBS shown in Figure 2c can be generated, in which block
m2 moves faster than its normal case, consequently the string shrinks. This unnaturalness is equal to the one
of motion (g). Therefore, this EBS is judged to satisfy the instructional demand, and shown to the learner.

5.2 A Complicated Case
Consider the erroneous answer of a learner in Figure 2d. In this case, the erroneous part is the erroneous
direction of friction acting on block m2. By EIRs, the cause of error is identified as the error of direction of
friction, and the correcting strategy is to indicate the fact. Since the error of force in direction is divided into
the missing of the force of correct direction and the extra of the force of incorrect direction (see note 2 of
Table 3), the motions (a), (b), (d) satisfy this demand.
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Figum 2. Example Problem-2
Based on the erroneous equation of Figure 2d, however, it is impossible to generate the EBS which contains
the motion (a) or (b). In addition, even when the EBS containing the motion (d) is generated (it is possible),
it causes the unnatural relative motion (e), which indicates another error. In fact, the EBS, in which block m2
is closing to dolly ml (the same as Figure 2c), strongly suggests the error of tension. This misleads a learner.

Therefore, in this case, the EBS must be modified to precisely indicate the identified error. Perturbing the
mass of block m2 is a promising method. When the mass m2 increases, in EBS, the velocity of the block
increases (Figure 2e). This is a strange change of motion. Observing this, a learner may think some physical
amount is wrong which concerns the mass m2. She/he may notice the erroneous friction acting on block m2.
As for the EBS of Figure 2e, the difference from the correct simulation is not so much clear and reliable as
the EBS of Figure 2c. Instead, it provides precise information for correcting the error, while the EBS of
Figure 2c doesn't. In general, plural EBSs can be generated from one erroneous equation. The best should be
chosen according to the purpose.

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed a method of creating effective counterexamples by using Error-Based Simulation.
The effectiveness of EBS is judged mainly from the viewpoint whether it provides sufficient information to

recognize the cause of error and correct it. The mechanism for identifying the cause of error and for
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generating the EBS which satisfies the instructional demand was also proposed. We are now implementing
the mechanism. The experiment to evaluate our method is planned.
Our future works are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Cooperation with other instructional tools: Of course, EBS isn't sufficient for all of the error
correction in Table 2. It must be studied to use other instructional tools (textbook, normal simulator
etc.), and to coordinate them with EBS.
Refinement of the problem-solving model: Our model for problemsolving is very simple, so the
range of the error it covers is limited. We are going to refine the model, especially considering the
process in which a learner qualitatively predicts the motion of mechanical system.
Consideration of conflict among CCEVs: As is noted in section 5.2, the effects of plural unnatural
motions sometimes conflicts each other. One unnatural motion may invalidate the effect of other
unnatural motion. Therefore, it is necessary to set some kind of preferences to CCEVs.
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Many of the web-based educational systems could not provide an individualized
instruction or an interactive problem solving, since they are mostly built upon

static hypertext. One possible approach to solve these problems could be
adapting the existing proven techniques from the stand-alone Intelligent
Tutoring System(ITS). Some recent web-based ITS researches show this efforts
by employing the techniques selectively, and this needs to be studied further to

support more effective web-based instruction. In this paper, we describe the
design and the development of a Web based Adaptive programming Language
Tutoring System(WALTS). The system is designed based on the ITS structure
primarily, and it is adapting previous ITS techniques into the system successfully.

Especially our focus is on the three levels of the instructional planning
mechanism, which can generate lesson contents dynamically whenever it is
requested. This way we do not need to crate all the lesson contents in HTML
forms which must reside in the system in advance. In addition, the system has
adapted CORBA structure to support the user more consistent and reliable
performance. Together, the system behaves more adaptive and interactive, than

the existing non-ITS based web systems. The test domain of the system is
learning C programming language for the first year computer science student.

Keywords: Web-based learning system, Intelligent Tutoring System,
Instructional planning

1 Introduction
Many recent web-based educational systems could not provide an individualized instruction or an interactive
problem solving, since they are mostly built upon static hypertext. One possible approach to solve these

problems could be adapting the existing techniques from the stand-alone ITS. Brusilovsky[2] states that
some ITS techniques can be adapted into a web-based educational system, and divides the techniques into
three distinctive parts, such as, automatic creation of curriculum, dynamic problem solving, and intelligent
analysis of student model. However, most of the recent web-based ITS research show the efforts by
employing the techniques selectively[2][3][4][7], such as adapting student modeling or problem solving
capability at some level. Therefore, this needs to be studied further to enhance the overall capabilities of the
system at the previous stand-alone ITS level. For instance, automatic generation of curriculum or lesson plan
is necessary to provide a flexible instruction for each individual user.

In this paper, we describe the design and development of Web-based Adaptive programming Language
Tutoring System(WALTS). The system is designed based on the ITS structure primarily, and it is adapting
many techniques from the stand-alone ITS into the web-based systems. First, we designed the knowledge
base using the object-oriented method in order to handle flexible management of object inheritance and
tutorial strategies. Second, the student modeler can avoid the network traffic by designing the modeler stays
in the server-side at the beginning of the session for maintaining necessary administration duties, and creates
an individual student model in the client side. And the third important approach is having the instructional

planning mechanism, which generates lesson contents dynamically for each individual user. This is
important feature for moving towards the web-based system, because most web-based educational systems
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creates all the lesson contents in HTML forms in advance, and they must reside in the system physically.
And then the user navigates the system for learning, such as in ELM-ART[2] or CALAT[4]. Intelligent
navigation strategy might be one of the intelligent way of guiding the user to learn the material, but rather
inefficient compare to the dynamic generation of lesson contents. WALTS only generates the necessary
lesson contents whenever it is requested by the system, which can be another advantage. In addition, we
have approached distributed architecture by employing CORBA(Common Object Request Broker
Architecture) structure to support the user more consistent and reliable performance while the user using the

system. The initial web-based educational systems are mostly developed by using the CGI(Common
Gateway Interface) techniques, which often results in bottleneck problem when many users access the
system at the same time. In this sense, our structure might avoid such a problem, and the system could also
be easily updated when we need to revise some part of the system. Together, the system behaves more
adaptive and interactive, than the existing non-ITS web-based educational systems. The test domain of the
system is learning C programming language for the first year computer science student.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we described a distributed infrastructure of
WALTS system. Section 3 presents each components of the system and also some intelligent aspects of the
system. We conclude the paper in section 4.

2 Distributed infrastructure
The previous web-based educational sys'tems have been built as either a server-based architecture or a clientbased architecture[6]. Each of them has some advantages and disadvantages. The server-side architecture

mostly rely on CGI techniques, which has shown some problems of handling complex client/server
communication because of its connectionless feature. Also client-side architecture needs to have all the plugins installed on client computer before using the system. Therefore the recent web-based applications tend to

adapt CORBA or Java based distributed infrastructure. That is free from the connectionless or stateless
problem, and also has some advantages of distributed system technology, such as message passing,
RPC(Remote Procedure Call), and proprietary communication protocol. The client connects to the server
using the HTTP protocol only for the initial connection, and after the downloading the specific mobile code
application(for example, client side application, Java Script, Java Applet, and etc), the client use the
proprietary protocol(non-HTTP), so it does not communicates with web server, but communicates with
proprietary server(non-Web server).

WALTS employed CORBA to adapt this kind of distributed infrastructure. The system is designed by HTTP
server which takes care of user requests and responses, and CORBA-based server which performs the
capabilities of the ITS. Also the system could be easily re-organized if we want to modify the structure later
on [see figure 1]. In short, one of the major advantages of WALTS is that it can easily avoid the bottle-neck
problem of CGI techniques, and also we believe that this style of architecture might be another best solution
for building web-based client/server educational system.

3 Basic architecture of the system
The basic architecture of WALTS is designed by typical ITS structure primarily, including expert module,
the student modeler module, and the instructional planning module.

3.1 The expert module
The expert module of the system consists of the object-oriented knowledge base, and the problem solver.
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Figure] The main architecture of the WALTS

First, we employed the frame knowledge representation
techniques for the main knowledge base. Because the domain knowledge does not require any complex
causal relationships, but rather it is consists of simple C language concepts. The object-oriented approach
make it easy to modify the data type, can reduce the knowledge base reference by having slot values as

Object Oriented-based knowledge base.

member data, and can provide more flexibility for updating or manipulating tutoring strategy [5].

In this system we designed a frame with several meaningful slots, and each frame does not have to have the

same number of slots, since the inference engine can get all the necessary informations due to the
inheritance feature of the system. The 'type' slot can possess a concept, example, or quiz. The 'source' slot
points to its superior frames. The 'Pfame' and `CFrame' slot is necessary when we need to show the related
nodes in linked list structure. The 'reference' slot may contain all the necessary frame names that are related
to the current frame. This kind of slot structure is very common in every frame structure, and also important
in object-oriented structure, because each frame can have common attributes and can generate an object of
having its own attribute. Also, the system allows an abstract class, which plays the backbone of the system,
and supports a hierarchical structure, and the definition of the method can be done only in the lower class
[figure 2].

Frame Variable Declaration Quiz
[ Source] Chapter 1 -3 - 1-1

[Type] Quiz
[Title] Variable declaration Quiz
[Template] Data Type I Variable I General Grammar
1 : Select the correct %type variable declaration
2:

[PFrame] Variable Declaration
[CFrame] Null

Figure2 Variable declaration quiz frame

The Problem Solver. WALTS can generate a problem dynamically depending on the current topic. Since
the planner knows what is being taught at the moment by generating a lesson unit, the tutor can decides
whether it is 'teaching concept' or 'show example' or 'quiz'. At the moment, we have only three styles of
lesson unit. If it is a 'teaching concept', the planner sends the lesson unit to the user in HTML form. If it is a
`quiz' type, then planner requests the problem solver to generate a question. The problem solver first creates
a problem table by referring to the current lesson unit. The generating and solving a problem occurs at the
same time, and the solver stores the correct answer. And then, it presents the generated questions to the user
in appropriate HTML form through the HTML generator. This method can provide different styles of
questions for different users even though they are accessing the same lesson unit, which can be another
advantage of WALTS. Since the column name of the table is object's name, the planner can reply to the
user's request, such as hint or help, by referencing this table.
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The strategy of asking user for answering quiz is multiple choices. So that we need to generate problems
along with the appropriate multiple choice answers also. For instance, let us think about a simple quiz about
asking user 'a data type'. A typical 'data type' is consists of three parts, for example, 'int x ;'.The 'int' is a
data type integer, 'x' is a user-defined variable name, and ';' is needed for ending a sentence in C language.
We are trying to generate this simple data type declaration statement sentence as follows. First, the data type
'template' slot consists of three parts as in [Figure 3]. Then we can generate eight different answers as in
[Figure 5], since each one part of a statement can be correct or incorrect. And we can select some of them
randomly including correct answer; the numbered answers are selected ones in the figure. And also we can
obtain designated unit object's content as in [Figure 4]. The generated correct answer is stored in memory,
and then later it is compared with the user's answer. For example, if the user selected number 2 as in [figure
5], we can analyze that the user does not know about reserved word. And the planner needs to revise the
lesson plan to correct the misconceptions by giving special messages, such as hint or help, and then the
planner re-organizes the lesson plan including 'reserved word' lesson unit. The [figure 6] shows a sample
session of solving a generated quiz.
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3.2 The Instructional Planner
The most web-based educational systems built upon hypertext, which is hard to make hyperlink in every
HTML pages, and also needs to have carefully designed navigation strategy[2]. And also all the lesson
contents are built as HTML pages in advance, and must reside in the system physically. We believe that
generating a lesson plan dynamically, for each individual user, is more efficient than the above approaches.

Therefore, we adapted the traditional ITS instructional planning mechanism into the system. The
instructional planning of the WALTS can be further divided into 3 steps, a curriculum planning, a lesson
planning, and a delivery planning. The curriculum planning of WALTS generates a curriculum in tree
structure; the curriculum planner extracts information from the knowledge base and creates a curriculum
hierarchically in the order of prerequisites. Then the lesson planning sets up the lesson sequence within a
single lesson unit. The role of delivery planning is limited to presenting the selected lesson content to the
user.
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Curriculum planning. The purpose of the curriculum planning is to provide a curriculum to the user, in
other words, to provide an individualized optimal learning path to the user[1]. The generated curriculum is
in the form of a tree structure. It is constructed by creating an initial node by referencing the value of the
attributes in the lesson unit slot, and further expands the structure in the order of the way the student must
learn, which will be accessed as linked list structure. The lesson unit of the system is organized according to
some basic rule, such as the student must learn prerequisite concept first and the move to the next topic. So
the curriculum is set up in the form of hierarchical and linear sequence.

Lesson Planning.

The lesson planner generates a lesson plan by referencing the curriculum and the

student model. The information from the student model shows the results from single lesson unit and based
on this record, the planner sets up appropriate lesson plan for the student. When the student selects other
learning path on purpose before the current lesson plan is finished, the system must decide what to do next,
such as whether to store the current lesson plan and execute the user's request, and then resume the current
plan or destroy the current plan and re-plan the whole sequence all over again. In that sense, WALTS uses replanning strategy when the user wants to quit the current topic, and move to another learning path. Another
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case of re-planning occurs when the student made an error on the selected quiz lesson unit. If the student
made a mistake on this, the current lesson plan is suspended, and another new lesson plan is created to
correct the student's error. After the remediation process is finished, the suspended plan will be resumed.

Delivery Planning. The lesson unit has been generated by lesson planner and needs to be delivered to the
user. The possible delivery tactic in this domain could be "present concept, show example, give exercise, and

etc". Of course if the system allows mixed-initiative control, the delivery planning needs to be more
sophisticated in order to handle all the user request or questions. The delivery planning part of the WALTS is
made of simple structure, and will be enhanced further in the next research.

The HTML generator. The very distinctive feature of the system is the HTML generator. This feature can
be regarded as the interface part of the system. When the delivery planner decides the immediate unit lesson,
the content of the lesson is converted into HTML form by the HTML generator. The HTML generator
generates HTML pages according to the HTML2.0 protocol and inserts "next" or "previous" button in order
to navigate adaptive learning path. But if the lesson unit contains some applet, the system directly searches
the physical location and sends the URL to the student's browser without consulting HTML Generator. The
[figure 7] describes the HTML generator sends two different results to two different users, since their
learning background is different.
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Student-Uniunation &

Student2

HTML generator

Tutor ModUie

Figure? The HTML generator

3.3 The student modeler
The strategy for building the student modeler is the simple overlay, which simply reflects user's learning
process about current topic. And this should be enhanced by including the buggy information later on. But
an important enhancement is that the student modeler of WALTS can avoid the unnecessary network traffic.
For instance, if the system maintains the student model in the server-side, then whenever the user accesses
the system the server needs to update the user's student model in the server. This may cause another
bottleneck problem, and the most CGI-based systems still have this problem. Our approach on the student

modeler is as follows. The server-side student modeler creates a table, and keeps all the necessary
administrative informations on the server-side, such as initial student's ID, password, e-mail address, the
access time[figure 8], which can be used for various administrator purposes. And the information regarding
the student's learning process is stored in the student model[figure9], which is created in the client-side
machine for each individual user whenever they logged on. The student model has several parameters that

reflect the student's learning history, and each parameter has unique meanings. For example, the
`HelpCount', means how many times the user has been helped, and `HintCount' means how many times the
user has requested hints, and they can be updated only when the 'unit lesson' is quiz. The 'ReferenceCount'
means the user is weak at the current unit lesson since the specific lesson has been accessed more often than

other frames. The `LessonLevel' stores information about how the level of the current topic, and the
`LessonType' means whether the current unit lesson is concept, example, or quiz, and so on.
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4 Conclusion
We have designed and implemented a web-based ITS, WALTS, which is a learning C programming
language tutor aiming for the first year computer science students. The main goal of this paper is, first, the

adaptation of the existing ITS techniques into the web platform. Therefore, we have designed and
implemented the system based on the major ITS architecture, and this brings us several advantages over
traditional HTML-based educational systems. First, the main knowledge base is created as an objectoriented concept, which can provide more flexibility for manipulating frame objects and tutoring strategy
also. Second, we have generated a quiz dynamically by the problem solver and also can solve the problem.
Third, we designed a student modeler that can avoid the network traffic in the minimal, by having the

modeler in the server-side, and creates an individual student model in the client-side. Fourth, the
instructional planner can generate an instructional plan dynamically, and this is another advancement of
building web-based ITS, since the current web-based ITS research shows further work on this subject.
Additional issue of the paper is that we designed the system as the distributed infrastructure using CORBA
as backbone of the system. This structure solves the bottleneck problem of previous CGI dependent systems,

and also gives some benefits of better performance and also gives flexibility in the case of further
enhancement of the system.
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This paper proposes a general architecture illustrating how students can learn
through peer interaction in an interconnected environment. Three (3) predominant
components comprise the architecture: the student model, the tutor model and a
pedagogical agent known as SPY. The use of pedagogical agents is the essential part
in the proposed architecture, in which information received from other students will

be used as one of the tutoring strategies

to

assist students in learning.

Collaborative/cooperative learning is achieved between students and the tutor, or
among students, through pedagogical agent interaction. Moreover, the architecture
supports a collaborative learning environment that helps improve students'
comprehension.

Keywords: collaboration, collaborative learning, agents, intelligent tutoring
system

1 Introduction
With the advancement in technology, computers have become essential tools in developing systems that cater to
the different needs of users. Currently, many works have been done in the field of education. Systems known as
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) were developed to teach students on specific topics, test their knowledge by
giving exercises, and provide remediation on topics students did not perform well. An intelligent tutoring system

is a computer program for educational support that can diagnose problems of individual learners.

Such

diagnostic capability enables it to adapt instruction or remediation to the needs of individuals [5]. Currently, the
state of ITSs is focussed on one-on-one learning instruction. Specifically the kind of learning modality used is
centered on learning by being told [2]. However, in reality, students can also learn through interactions with
his/her peers or work in a team (or a group). The information students receive from his peers can help improve
his comprehension on the topics at hand. A new learning paradigm has emerged aiming on this area and this
new learning paradigm is known as collaborative learning. Collaborative learning emphasizes on how students
function in a group and how the students' interaction with his peers or work in a team can help improve students'
learning. This can be seen as either gaining new knowledge or verifying the correctness of what the students had
learned so far.
Meanwhile, one of the major issues in Distributed Artificial Intelligence involves multi-agency. The agents in a
multi-agent system are designed to solve a kind of problem. This is based on the fact that agents are autonomous
and can recognize their own existence and the existence of other agents. Agents help each other in order to

achieve a common purpose within a certain environment.

Agents can assist each other by sharing the

computational load for the execution of subtasks of the overall problem, or through sharing of partial results that
are based on somewhat different perspectives of problem solving on the overall problem. Moreover, this form of
cooperation addresses the nature of communication between cooperating agents.[l,6] Due to the social ability'

and proactivity2 of agents, many research, and works whether related on education (i.e., ITSs) or interface
learning have been done with the incorporation of agents. Some works include defining software agents to
analyze the collaboration in a virtual classroom [3]. [2] proposed a system that is a CSCW environment with

2

Ability of agents to interact with other agents and human agents through some kind of an agent
communication language. [3]
Agents do not simply act in response to its environment, but they are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior
by taking the initiative. [3]

artificial agents assisting students in their learning tasks. Furthermore, it uses a tutor agent partially replacing the
human teacher. [4], on the other hand, showed that the tutoring knowledge in ITS can be designed and organized
as a team of interacting pedagogical agents. These agents communicate with the student depending on the
tutoring function they fulfill. Some tutoring functions include domain presentation, domain assessment, problem
solving type of exercises, topic selection, problem-step solving, domain explanation, and the like.
This paper presents a new approach to collaborative learning using agents. The collaboration of agents is seen
as sharing of information in the environment. The main thesis is that information received from other agents
can be used as one of the tutoring strategies of other students learning in the network. The paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 describes the general proposed collaborative learning architecture, the different components
associated and their interrelations. Section 3 presents how artificial agents can support the learner and describes
the kind of learning strategy each agent should posses in the system. The last section summarizes some issues
that need to be considered in the proposed architecture.

2 Collaborative Learning Environment
The learning comprehension of a student on certain topics can be improved if the student is allowed to interact
with his peers and not only with the tutor. This is because the way a student understands a topic can be applied
as the same approach for other students who have difficulty comprehending the same topic. For example, two
students (Student A and Student B) are studying at the same time on the same topic. They may be physically
present but in different places. Student A is able to understand the topic well, but B is having difficulty with the
topic. Instead of leaving the topic without fully understanding it (for the current topic may have an effect on the
succeeding topics), B can either collaborate with his tutor or with A. Since B's tutor may use the same approach
in explaining the topic as he did earlier, B "collaborates" with A. The collaboration may be in the form of using
the same tutoring strategy used for A. With this, it is essential to develop ITSs that allows students' interaction
that goes beyond the student-tutor relationship.
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Figure 1: Agent-based Collaborative Learning Architecture

Figure 1 shows the proposed agent-based collaborative learning environment of an ITS system. The proposed
architecture intends to illustrate collaboration that is not limited to student-tutor relationship but allowing
students to interact directly or indirectly with his peers. In addition, this is done through interaction of the
pedagogical agent SPY with the other agents of ITSs in the environment. It is assumed in the architecture that
there can be several ITSs in the environment for a given domain. Though there may be the same set of tutoring
strategies for the ITSs, it is possible that different tutoring strategies are used for the same topic. For instance,
both student A and student B are currently studying lesson 1. However, the tutoring strategy used for A is
presentation of lectures with illustrations, while B uses simple presentation of lectures. Furthermore, these ITSs
are interconnected in a reliable network. The architecture can be implemented in either an Internet or Intranet
infrastructure. Thus, it is good and useful for open and distance learning education.
There are three (3) main components in the architecture and these are the tutor model, the student model and a
pedagogical agent known as SPY. Each of these is discussed below:
Student Model: This module contains information about students' profiles and behaviors. Such information

involves what the student has learned so far, has not learned, will be about to learn, and the possible
misconceptions and their explanations on topics presented during the learning activity. Furthermore, the
student model keeps track of the performance level of the students.
Tutor Model: This module is responsible for the delivery of topics to students. Moreover, the tutor model
also determines and delivers exercises to be solved by students. It is inherent in the tutor model that when
presenting the exercise it considers student's level.
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SPY: Each student is assigned an autonomous agent in the learning environment. This agent is responsible
for gathering information such as the tutoring strategy used, the topic where the tutoring strategy is applied
and the performance of students during his interaction with the ITS. Furthermore, SPY collaborates with
other agents in the environment, with or without the presence of the student and the tutor. This means that
SPY persists even if the student is not using the ITS. The information gathered will be used to determine
the appropriate tutoring strategy for a particular topic for a student.
Specifically, the student interacts with the ITS in order to learn new concepts or to verify the correctness of what
he has learned so far. During the learning activity, the student model monitors the performance of the student,
keeping track of what the student has learned and is currently learning and his performance during the learning
session. Any misconceptions the student may have are also being monitored. The tutor model presents topics
according to the level of understanding of the student. The same approach is done when presenting exercises to
students. The student's level of understanding can be determined from the student model. Information stored in
the student model is then passed to the agent SPY, which in turn uses the information to determine which
students have similar profile as its human student (i.e. relatively same performance, same learning style and
relatively of the same level). From this interaction, the agent will gather data such as how other students were
able to solve similar problems and how the topics were presented to them (i.e. tutoring strategy used). Moreover,
SPY will keep track of the topics where the tutoring strategy was used and the student's performance. The
rational behind this is that it is possible for SPY to determine in advance the tutoring strategy used for topics that
are not yet presented to its human student. Consequently, this will allow the tutor model to adapt tutoring
strategies depending on the status of its student.

The architecture illustrates two (2) forms of collaboration. The first is where the student collaborates with other
students through communication medium and tools provided by the environment. These tools include chat,
exchanging of emails/messages, discussion groups, newsgroups and the like. In this way, students can get actual
explanations of how their peers understood the topics, concepts and solutions of problems presented during the
learning activity. The second form of collaboration is where agents interact with other agents in the environment.
Such interaction is abstracted from the students. The collaboration seen here is the sharing of information
among agents about the students they are associated with.

To illustrate the second form of collaboration in the proposed learning architecture, consider this example:
Students may or may not use the ITSs at the same time and study the same concepts or topics. In either case,
the respective agents of each ITS in the network will still have to communicate and obtain information from
other agents. Assuming there are two students, A and B who are present in the network and are interacting with
their respective ITSs. Student A is currently studying topic 1 and student B is studying topic 2. Any interactions
both students do during their learning activity are being monitored by their respective student models. While A

is studying topic I, his corresponding SPY agent is interacting with other agents (including the agent SPY
assigned to student B) keeping track of topics other students have learned or is learning, the kind of tutoring
strategy used, and the students' performance. By the time A is about to study topic 2, the tutor model A will
adapt the tutoring strategy used for student B. This is with the assumption that the tutoring strategy used in B is
effective (i.e., student B was able to understand topic 2 well, as this can be seen by his performance on that
topic). If the adapted tutoring strategy is not appropriate to A (i.e., the student did not perform well in the
corresponding exercises) another tutoring strategy will be used or by default will use the tutoring strategy of the
tutor Model.

It can be seen from the second form of collaboration that adaptation of tutoring strategies exists. Moreover, it is
possible for the tutor model to change the current tutoring strategy used depending on the performance of the
student during his interaction. The first form of collaboration allows students to directly apply what he/she has
learned from the interaction.

3 The Pedagogical agent SPY
The agent SPY is introduced in order to allow students to share to their peers what they have learned and how
they have learned the concepts. Specifically, SPY continuously communicates with other agents in the network
keeping track of the approach or strategy used by other tutor models in teaching the concepts. Once information
is gathered, SPY will perform 2 main operations: (1) filtering the strategies acquired from other agents and (2)
transform the acquired strategy into a representation that can be adapted by the tutor model. The filtering of
strategies is done in order to choose the appropriate strategy that can be applied to the current topic or concepts
the student is studying. During the agent interaction, each agent can gather more than one kind of tutoring

strategy possibly for the same topic or concept. These strategies can be arranged in many forms or
classifications. For instance, strategies can be arranged according to its effectiveness based on students'
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performance. This means the strategy with a student receiving the highest score will be adapted and used by
tutor models of other students. If such strategy is not applicable to the current student, then the next highest
scored student's tutoring strategy is applied. It is also possible for the agent SPY during the filtering of strategies
to combine similar strategies into one strategy. Or better yet, arrange the different tutoring strategies according
to the topics or concepts that have been presented or learned by students.

Once a strategy is selected, it will be transformed into a representation recognizable by the tutor model. This is
done by following an adaption algorithm. The adaption algorithm should be flexible such that it can adjust to and
apply any kind of strategies. However, it is possible that the adapted tutoring strategy is the same as the intended
tutoring strategy of the tutor model. In this case, this will serve as a "confirmation" to the tutor model that the
pre-planned tutor strategy is effective to its human student.

The objective of introducing a pedagogical agent in designing an ITS is to support the student in learning by
adapting different approaches in presenting the topics. This is with the hope of improving students' learning
comprehension. Furthermore, SPY assists the tutor model as to what kind of teaching strategy to use for certain
concepts. In addition to being adaptive and reactive to the needs of students, SPY agents are proactive and goaloriented in the sense that they act in the environment through its initiative.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, a proposed agent-based collaborative learning architecture for designing an ITS is presented. The
architecture is general and at the moment no implementation has been made. The architecture has shown how a
pedagogical agent can be used to model collaborative learning. There are three (3) main components in the
proposed architecture and the predominant component is the inclusion of a pedagogical agent known as SPY.
The agent SPY is introduced to assist the tutor model in determining which teaching strategy it will be used in
presenting topics/ concepts to students. This also includes the presentation of exercises and possible remediation
on topics students are having difficulty with.

This paper also showed a different form of collaboration that is not the same as the usual collaboration or
teamwork that is seen in reality. The paper proposes a form of collaboration in which there is a sharing of
information among the agents and students in the environment.

Certainly, much progress has to be made towards reaching the complete architecture in reality. Particularly, indepth study and implementation of the said proposed architecture is needed to see if the architecture can provide

improvement in student's learning comprehension. Moreover, there are several issues on the proposed
architecture that needs to be studied carefully. Some issues include the learning capability of the tutor model to

adapt new tutoring strategies from the SPY agent; representation and storage of strategies (i.e., how can
strategies be represented in the form of rules and how to store them in each agent); filtering of strategies (i.e.,
how to determine which of the acquired strategies are useful and appropriate to the current performance of the
students). In addition, a criterion needs to be defined on how to determine students with similar profile.
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In this

paper, we discuss extension of our educational system that gives

domain-oriented-explanations of programs. A programmer solves problems on a
world where elements necessary to describe the problems and the solving processes

of them (objects in the problems, relation among the objects, and so on) are
represented. We call such a world 'the domain world' of the problem. Our system

has a domain world model and simulates a target program on the model, to
understand behavior of the program. By analyzing the result of understanding, it
generates an explanation. Outputs of our original system are only verbal
explanations. However, when the system explains by using only sentences, some
learners cannot get a concrete image of behavior of the program. Therefore, we are
trying to add a facility of generating explanations by using animations (visual
explanations) to the system. Our extended system can generate both visual and
verbal explanations (bimodal-explanations) in various abstraction levels. We discuss
the method of generating bimodal-explanations from the result of simulation.
Keywords:
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Introduction

The purpose of our research is to construct an educational system that helps novice programming learners by
explaining domain-oriented-functions of programs. We take Pascal as our target programming language.
Programming is generally carried out in the following process.

Stepl. A programmer understands a problem that must be solved.
Step2. He considers the solving process of the problem on a world where the problem is present. We call such a
world 'the domain world' of the problem. For example, when he considers a solving process of sorting,
he imagines a world in which he pays attention to numerical order such as greater and lesser (we call this
world the world of greater and lesser).
Step3. He implements the algorithm: selects data structures suitable to represent the domain world and translates
the algorithm into a programming language.
Usually, relatively simple problems are set in novice class of programming. So it is rare that learners fail in the
step 1. But they tend to confuse because they cannot distinguish bctwccn step 2 and 3. So many novice

programmers cannot find whether the causes of bugs are hidden in the algorithm or in their implementation. On
the basis of this idea, we proposed an educational system explaining programs using vocabularies on a domain
world[2][5][6][7]. Difference of our system from existing educational systems of programming [1][8] is that the
purpose of our system isn't pointing out bugs in learner's programs, but rather helping learners find bugs by
themselves. Our system helps learners in the following way:
To help learners to understand sample programs given by a teacher by explaining them.
To help learners to find and fix bugs in their own programs by explaining the faulty behavior of them.
Our previous system outputs sentences using vocabularies on a domain world as the explanation. However,
when the system explains by using only sentences, some learners cannot get a concrete image of behavior of the
(t) Presently with System Integration Group, VICTOKAI, LTD.
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program. If animations of the behavior of programs are shown with the sentences, learners can easily understand

their algorithms. Therefore, we realize the ability to generate animations (visual explanations) that show
behaviors of the target programs. In this paper, we discuss the way to generate visual explanations for programs
in the domain world of greater and lesser.

Existing algorithm animation systems can be classified into two types: The first one is a system such as
courseware editors embody particular commands to target programs in order to generate visual explanations, like
Zeus[3] and TANGO[9] system. So, this type of systems can generate visual explanations of high quality by
using concrete objects on the domain world. For example, a length of bar is used to concrete values of variables
on the visual explanation of XTANGO system. The second type of system doesn't need embodying particular

command to target programs, like UWPI[4] and tracers. However, this type of systems cannot generate any
visual explanation using concrete objects on the domain world. They can only generate visual explanations
showing structure of data and changes of contents of variables. Our system can generate a visual explanation
using concrete objects on the domain world without embodying any special commands to programs. It generates
visual explanations on the basis of the result of "simulation based program understanding[5]". So it can accept
buggy programs and generate visual explanations of buggy behaviors of the programs. Moreover, it can also
generate verbal explanations on the basis of the result of program understanding.
In the next section, we illustrate an overview of our previous system. In section 3, we point out some functions

necessary to generate an effective explanation by using both verbal explanation and visual explanation (a
bimodal-explanation). In section 4, we describe the method of constructing the bimodal-explanation system.
Then, we show examples of bimodal-explanations by our system.

2
2.1

Our Previous Work
Overview of our previous system

Our previous system is composed of the static analyzer, the simulation based analytical unit and the explanation

unit (Figure 1). In this paper, we omit detail of the system (For further details, please see our previous
papers[2][5][6][7]). The static analyzer parses target programs and analyzes information necessary for the
simulation such as data flow. The simulator simulates target programs, and the observer observes the world
model while simulation, and recognizes some important characteristics of data or patterns of structured data. The
explanation generator generates verbal explanations of target programs.
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Figure 1: Configuration of our system

2.2

a,

Domain world models

We examine programming exercises and classify them into 15 types. We prepare domain world models designed
for each type of exercises [2].
A domain world model consists of four types of elements called 'object', 'property', 'relation among objects'
and `change'. For example, Figure 2 shows the domain world model of greater and lesser as an example. In order

to recognize specified characteristic or patterns in the domain world, our system has daemon units called
"observer" which are burnt when they are observed. In the Figure 2, the object 'maximum number', 'sorted list'
and property 'length of sorted list' are recognized by observers. There are some cases that some observers take
outputs of the other observers as their inputs. Then the outputs of observers make hierarchy. When a result of
observation is output on the basis of a result of another observer, the former has larger grain-size than the latter
and implies the fact corresponding to the latter.
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Generation of a verbal explanation

2.3

The explanation unit generates verbal explanations of the target program by using results of simulation and
outputs of observers. The results of observations have a hierarchical structure, as mentioned above. The system
generates a hierarchical verbal explanation by using the hierarchical structure (it also uses syntactical structures
of programs). In other words, the system notices the largest grain-sized result of the observation firstly, in order
to generate the verbal explanation. Secondly, if learners request the detailed verbal explanations, the system
generates the explanation using results of observation having smaller grain size. Figure 3 shows the example of
verbal explanations generated by our system. It illustrates the verbal explanation of behavior of a sorting
program on the domain world of greater and lesser. The indentation in the figure means that behavior / and
behavior 2 are executed sequentially and that behavior 2 is equivalent to the sequence of behavior 2-1, behavior
2-2, and behavior 2-3. Each Behavior is implemented by a single statement or a sequence of statements. When a
verbal explanation for a behavior implemented by a sequence of statements is clicked, more detailed verbal
explanations showing the way to implement the behavior are displayed.
1 program straight selection (incut,outp_P)
2 var 1,J,k,m
integer
: arra9[1..6] of integer
3
e
:

1

Put disordered cards on the first sloth position.(

2

Rearrange

2_1

the cards to

'first]

[second]
Rearrange the cards

eard
2-3

;

;

;

4

make the first sixth cards sorted.'

Focus on the smallest card of the first the sixth cards. Rearrange the cards to place it on
the first position.
2-2

a.

'Source Code 9/todosel

--.11empemlagemidodevil,g,
Start explaining.'

to place the second smallest card of the first --the sixth weds an the s
position. As a result, the firstsword cards are sorted.

[Ccntlrue sinner actions, as a result]
Rearrange the cards to place the fifth smallest card of the first--the sixth cards and the g
retest cad of the first - -the sixth cards on the fifth tie sloth position. As a result; th
e first - -sloth cards are sorted.

5 begin
for i := 1 to 6 do
6
read(e[i])
7
8
9
for i :=1 to 5 do
10
begin
k := I;
11
far J := 151 to 8 do
12
13
k :=J
14
x := a[k]; a[k] :=a[i]; a[i]
15
18
end

if e[J] < elk) then
;

:= x;

;

17
18
19

for

i := 1 to 8 do
writeln(a[l])
;

20 end.

Figure 3: An example of the verbal explanation of a target program

Next, we show procedures for generating the hierarchical verbal explanation like Figure 3. An input is a result of
simulation of some statements (For further details, please see our previous paper[7]).
(1).

The case that a certain behavior is implemented by a sequence of statements.

The system observes differences of the states of the domain world model before and after execution of the
sequence of statements. According to these differences, the explanation unit selects a template and generates
verbal explanations for the statement. Now we show an example of a template.
- The case that extension of the sorted list is observed.
The differences are composed of the following three elements.
Object(s) recognized at the state before execution of some statements: a sorted list
: an extended sorted list
Object(s) recognized after execution of the statements
: an extension of the sorted list
Recognized changes of states of objects
A template for the extension of the length of a sorted list is applied (Please see Figure 3).

Template: "Rearrange the [Type of added object] to place [An added object] on [The position of the
insertion] position. As a result, [A sorted list at the after state] [Type of inserted objects] are sorted."
"0" means a procedure which generates a certain pattern of string.
[An added object]
: A procedure that generates a noun phrase expressing the new object added to the sorted list.
[A sorted list at the after state]
: A procedure that generates a noun phrase expressing the range of the sorted list at the after states.

(2). The case that a certain behavior is implemented by a single statement.
The explanation unit calls each procedure corresponding to types of the statement. The procedures are defined

for each structure of the program like sequential structures, selective structures, iterative structures, an
assignment statement, a statement for input, and a statement for output. Same as the case (1), templates are
prepared for each structure of the program. For example, we show a template of `if' statement.
Template: "if [explanations of the conditional clause], [explanations of the 'then' clause]
(otherwise [explanations of the 'else' clause]) "
[explanations of the conditional clause]
: The procedure that explains the conditional statement of 'if' statement.
[explanations of the `then' clause]
: Apply the procedure for generating the verbal explanation to the clause recursively.
[explanations of the 'else' clause]

:I.

-"3 6 6

: Apply the procedure for generating the verbal explanation to the clause recursively.

Thus, the system can generate hierarchical verbal explanations. When a verbal explanation generated by the
procedure (1) is shown and a learner requests more detailed explanation, the system tries to apply the procedure
(1) recursively to make such an explanation. If it cannot generate any explanation, it applies the procedure (2).

3

Functions necessary to generate an effective bimodal-explanation

In order to construct a system generating effective visual explanations, we have to consider what visual
explanation is effective for learners to understand an algorithm or behavior of a target program. By designing
mock up visual explanations repeatedly, we find that the effective visual explanation has following three
facilities.

(1) The facility to generate visual explanations with various grain-sizes.

When learners learn programming by using a system explaining behaviors of programs, they need various
grain-sized explanations. For example, when a learner wants to grasp algorithm roughly, a large grain-sized

explanation would be effective. On the other hand, when he wants to understand a precise method of
implementation, smaller grain-sized explanations are effective. Moreover, when he wants to diagnose his own
program at a glance, he needs the largest grain-sized explanation. When he wants to find buggy codes, he needs
smaller ones. In order to generate such various grain-sized visual explanations, the system should be able to :
regard a sequence of statements as a blackbox and generate a visual explanation showing its function.
generate a visual explanation showing a function of each statement sequentially.
(2) The facility to explain a function of a program by using both animations and verbal texts.
If a system shows only visual 'explanations, learners sometimes cannot understand behavior of target programs
clearly, because such learners cannot understand what phenomena are essential. Thus, it is necessary for our
system to have the facility to generate verbal explanations showing a major phenomenon of each step of visual
explanations. Thus our system should have a facility of generating combination of verbal explanations and visual
ones (bimodal-explanations).
(3) The facility to generate explanations on the total effect of a sequence of statements.
Generally, a task is achieved by a sequence of statements, and each sub-task is achieved by each sub-sequence of

the statements. When the system shows a sequence of explanations each of which has a certain grain-size
corresponding to a sub-task, a learner sometimes cannot find the fact that the task has been achieved. In order to
prevent learners from such misunderstanding, the system should show them a verbal explanation remarking the
fact.

4

Methods to realize the functions to generate bimodal-explanations

4.1 Basic ideas
(1)

The method of generating visual explanations on various grain-size.

As we describe in section 2, our system can generate hierarchical verbal explanations. In other words, it can
understand behavior of a target program on various grain-size. And the system holds the result of understanding
as hierarchical data. Therefore we can realize a system generating visual explanations on various grain-size, by
developing a method to generate a visual explanation from a result of understanding.
The method of generating combination of verbal explanations and visual explanations.
Our program understanding mechanism can recognize the major phenomena in the domain world. And we have
already developed a method to generate verbal explanations from the result of program understanding. Thus, if
the system can generate a visual explanation from the result of it by the method (1), it becomes to be able to
generate both visual explanations and verbal explanations remarking major phenomena from common data.
(2)

(3) The method of generating explanations on the total effect of a sequence of statements.
By generating an explanation remarking that a task is achieved just after explanations of sub-tasks are finished,
the system can generate explanations on the total effect of the task. The explanations of the task and the sub-task

can also be generated by the method (1) and (2). For example in Figure 4, just after the explanation
corresponding to the behavior 1-3 is finished, the system generates the explanation corresponding to the behavior
1 as the explanation of the total effect. As a result, the explanation shown in Figure 4 is generated.
In consequence, if we can realize the method (1), the method (2) and (3) can also be realized. Therefore we
discuss the detail of the method (1) in the next section.
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Behavior 1.1

Behavior 1

{Rearrange the balls to place the smallest
ball on the first position.

{Rearrange the disordered balls to
make the first -- fourth balls sorted

Behavior 1-2

{

Rearrange the balls to place the second
smallest ball on the second position.

Behavior 1-3

{Rearrange the balls to place the third
smallest ball on the third position.

(a): An example of a hierarchical structure of behaviors of a program

00

0 0 00

0 00

Put disordered balls on
the first -- fourth position.

Rearrange the balls to place the
smallest ball on the first position.

Rearrange the balls to place the second
smallest ball on the second position.

(the state of the beginning]

[behavior I -I]

[behavior 1-2]

0

o

0

°0 0

0

The first -- fourth balls are sorted )
Rearrange the balls to place the third
smallest ball on the third position.

Rearrange the disordered balls to make the
first-fourth balls sorted.

[behavior 1-3]

[behavior II

(b): Generated explanations

Figure 4: An example of a bimodal-explanation of a total effect

4.2 Generating visual explanations
The system visualizes behavior of the target program in various grain-size. The generated animations are shown
with verbal explanations. The detail of our method to generate verbal explanation is seen in [6], so we omit it in
this paper.

At first, the system starts explaining with the largest grain-size, then shows more detailed explanation on an
action of which detail a learner wants to see.
The methods to draw a step of animation are classified into the following two types:
1) The method of visualization for a function implemented by a single statement.
2) The method of visualization for a function implemented by a sequence of statements.
The detailed process of 1) and 2) is discussed in 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively.

4.2.1 How to generate a visual explanation of a function implemented by a single statement

In order to generate a visual explanation on a statement, we prepare specific procedures for each type of a
statement. The statements of inputting, assignment, selection, and iteration have their individual procedures.

Procedures for inputting statement should be classified into several types in order to generate effective
explanations. For example, the basic function of inputting statement "read (A);" must be "a datum is input to the
variable A". However, showing only the basic function is not always a good explanation. If a meaningful datum
has been stored in the variable "A" before inputting, the system should also explain that the datum is deleted by
the inputting. Therefore, the procedures for inputting statement are classified according to some conditions on
the role of the statement in the target program and the domain world: for example, the condition whether the
datum stored in the destination variable of inputting has been referred before the input sentence or not (if it has
been referred, it must be meaningful).
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Similarly, procedures for assignment statement should also be classified. For example, the basic function of
the statement "A:=B;" is "the datum in the variable B is copied and the copy is written on the variable A". But, if
the datum in B will never be referred after the assignment, the explanation " the datum in B is moved to A" must
be better because it represents the role of the statements more directly. We show an example of a condition to

classify procedures for assignment statement and a procedure corresponding to the condition, by using the
statements illustrated in Figure 5.

The condition and procedure for assignment statement meaning the copying process of objects in a sorting
program is as follows.
Condition: [ the datum in B represents an object in the world of greater and lesser]
and [ B is referred during *2] and [ A is also referred during *1]
Procedure: Seen in Table 1. And the visual explanation generated by the procedure is seen in Figure 6.
Table 1 also shows the templates for generating verbal explanations in this condition.
Program

A:=
*1
The statement of which a learner
hopes an explanation

A:= B

B:=

*2

Figure 5: An example of an assignment statement in a program

The system doesn't generate visual explanations corresponding to statements of selection and iteration. For
example on "if-then-else" statement, it generates visual explanations corresponding to 'then' block or 'else' block,
while it generates verbal explanations whether the condition part of the statement is true or false. By the verbal

explanation, a learner can understand why the 'then' block or the 'else' block is executed. Templates used to
generate such verbal explanations are not the ones mentioned in 2.3 because of the following reason:

In general, verbal explanations can be abstract. For example, we can explain a sorting process of N
pieces of balls.
Visual explanations must be concrete. For example, the system has to decide how many balls exist in
the domain world in order to draw sorting process.
Therefore, verbal explanations corresponding to visual explanations have to be generated by templates
designed for bimodal-explanation.
Table 1:

order
1

Examples of procedures and templates for generating explanations of an assignment statement

Procedures for generating visual explanations.
Show a ball having an assigned value with a black

Templates of verbal explanations
Focus on [a ball holding an assigned value].

color.
2
3

4
5

6

Show a copy of the ball having the assigned value.
Show a ball assigned the value with a gray color.
Draw an arrow from the copy of the ball having the
assigned value toward the ball assigned the value.
Show the copy of the ball having the assigned value
at an assigned place.
Show a state of end.

Prepare a copy of this ball.
Remove a ball on [an assigned position].

Move the copy of this ball to [an assigned
position].
Move this ball to [an assigned position].

As mentioned above, "[]" in template means a procedure by which a certain pattern of string is generated. The
bimodal-explanation corresponding to a single statement is composed of 3 5 scenes.

4.2.2 How to generate an explanation of a function implemented by a sequence of statements
In order to generate such a visual explanation, the system needs to display the states before/after the function has
been applied. In order to decide designs of both states, the system generates a sequence of visual explanations on
the statements by which the function is implemented. The generated explanations are only stored in a database
without being displayed to a learner. The system picks up the initial state and the final state from the database
and displays them one after another.

In addition, the system also needs to explain an effect of the sequence of statements directly. In order to
generate an explanation of a total effect of statements, the system should generate a verbal explanation
remarking the total effect and a step of animation showing the effect directly. The system can generate the verbal

explanation by applying templates to the result of simulation. In order to generate a step of animation, we
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prepare procedures for visualizing a concept recognized as a result of the simulation. For example, brace and the
words attached to it in Figure.4 (b) are drawn by such procedures. The number of such procedures is nearly equal
to the number of template for the result of simulation (illustrated in 2.3.(1)).

000
Place

CD

CD

Focus on the third ball.

°

Place

0

00

°

Place x:

Prepare a copy of this ball.

Remove a ball on a place x

2

3

O

O

Place

Place x: 0

x:

Move the copy of this ball to the place a.

Move this ball to the place x.

4

5

0

6

Figure 6: The visual explanation corresponding to each statement

5

Implementation

The system is developed on Unix workstations. The unit of generating bimodal-explanation is implemented by
Tcl/Tk. Now we have finished implementation of procedures generating bimodal-explanations of statements of
input, assignment, selection and iteration. Figure 7 shows an example of bimodal-explanations generated by our
system. The target program is sorting by straight insertion. The system explains the process of sorting five balls
according to their sizes. Figure ? -1 shows the state just after that the smallest ball (in this figure, it is the 4th ball
from the left end) has been found, the ball has been copied to the 'place x', and it has been removed. After that,
the following processes are explained one after another.
The copy of the first ball is moved to the fourth position (Figure ? -2, 7-3).
The ball on the 'place x' is focused (Figure ? -4).
The ball on the first place is removed (Figure7-5).
The ball on the 'place x' is moved to the first position (Figure ? -6, 7-7).
By these explanations, learners can imagine the process that the smallest ball is moved to the first place. The
explanation after Figure ? -8 continues in a similar way. The system also shows the process that the second - fifth
smallest ball is moved to the second - fifth place respectively. Thus, the whole process of the sorting is illustrated.
The original messages generated by our system are Japanese, but we add corresponding English messages to this
figure.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method of generating a bimodal-explanation. Our system accepts the result of
simulation and generates bimodal-explanations. Our current system can deal with only on the domain world of
greater and lesser. Constructing procedures for the remaining types of a statement and applying this system to
other domain worlds will be our future work.
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This paper described a learning environment for search algorithms. In the
learning environment, learners can build search algorithms by combining several
parts by direct manipulation. Then, the environment diagnoses the algorithms in

order to give feedback about the algorithms. First, the environment judges
whether or not the algorithms are adequate. When the algorithms aren' t adequate,

they are diagnosed using heuristics rules. In the diagnosis, errors in the
algorithms are detected. By using the results of this diagnosis, the environment
can give messages to help the learners revise their algorithms or to motivate
them to build the next type of algorithms. We have already implemented the
learning environment. As a preliminary evaluation of the environment, we asked
13 students to use the environment, and gathered several types of data. As a
result, the experiment suggests that the learning environment is promising.
Keywords: Learning by design, Error diagnosis, Search algorithm

1 Introduction
An effective way to learn procedural knowledge in depth is to make learners apply it to various cases.
However, although the learners may master how to use the procedure through the experience, it is not
enough to answer the question "what the procedure is". Several investigations [1-4] suggested that "learning
by design" is a promising way to promote the learner's understanding about "what that is". For example, in
order to understand a machine in depth, assembling it from its smaller parts is the best way. In the case of the
understanding of procedure, to build up the procedure by trial and error is useful in order to understand it.

This paper reports about a learning environment for learning by design, targeting basic search algorithms
taught in an introduction to artificial intelligence lecture, that is, depth-first search, breadth-first search and
three heuristics searches (best-first, minimum consuming cost, and A algorithm). In the lecture, usually, the
procedure of each search algorithm is taught and learners carry out the searches following the procedures by
hand. Some of them understand the meaning of the algorithms through the practice, but some of them only
memorize the procedures. Our environment provides several parts of the search algorithm as icons. Learners
can assemble them by direct manipulation in the environment. The environment interprets the assembled
parts as a search algorithm and diagnoses it, for example, as to whether it falls into the loop or not. Then, the
environment gives feedback for the algorithm to revise it or to try to build the next one. The tree structures
that are generated as the results of the searches following the algorithms are also presented to the learners.
These feedbacks arc necessary to realize learning by design effectively.

In this paper, first, the model of the search algorithm that is the basis of the design of this environment is
described. Then, the configuration and functions of the learning environment are explained. The preliminary
evaluation of the environment is also reported.

2 Interactive Learning Environment of Search Algorithms
Figure 1 shows the configuration of the ILE. It is composed of the interface and reasoning module. In the

interface, learners design and build search algorithms, and receive feedback from the system. In the
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reasoning module, the algorithms are diagnosed and feedback messages for them a re generated. The
interface is implemented in Java as a client and the reasoning module is implemented in Prolog as a server.
Therefore, the ILE can be used on the Internet.

In this section, first, the model of search algorithms used in the ILE is described. The modeling is
indispensable for designing the interface for algorithm building and in order to diagnose algorithms. Then,
the interface where learners can build the search algorithms by direct manipulation is presented. The
diagnosis of the algorithms and the feedback generated based on the results of the diagnosis are dso
explained.

Learners

Reasoning module

Interface

direct
manipulation

.,earner modd

Algorithm building
window

Diagnosis module

message windows
feedback

Problem data
Heuristics rules
adequate algorithm patterns

Figure 1. Configuration of the ILE

2.1 A Model of Search Algorithm
Search algorithms taught in the introductory lecture of artificial intelligence share the same procedure as
follows. Here, both "Open" and "Closed" are lists composed of search nodes.
1) The start node is put into Open.
2) If "Open = []" then "the end of the search is in failure".
3) Pick up one node at the head of Open (the node is called n)
4) If "n == goal" then "the end of the search is in successful".
5) Generate child nodes from n.
6) Put the child nodes into Open.
7) Put n into Closed.
8) Return to Step-2.
The differences between the search algorithms are characterized by the operation of Step 6. For example,
depth-first search is characterized as the algorithm in which the child nodes are put into the head of Open in
Step 6. Breadth-first search is characterized as the algorithm in which the child nodes are put into the tail of
Open in Step 6. In heuristics searches, the way to sort Open is an essential characteristic. In addition, for
every algorithm, the method of selection of child nodes to put into Open is also an element that characterizes
the search algorithms.
In our system, search algorithms are characterized by the combination of the following three list operations
used in Step 6: "selection," "connection" and "sort." There are two types of selection operations: the first is
"to select nodes that are not included in a list," and the other is "to select nodes that are not included in a list
or are lower in cost than the same node in the list." Connection also has two types. The first is "to put nodes
into the head of a list" and the other is "to put nodes into the tail of a list." The referred list is usually Open.
We prepared three types of sorts: "to sort in the order of the consumed cost (minimum consumed cost
search)," "to sort in the order of predicted cost (best-first search) " and "to sort in the order of the total of the
consumed and predicted cost (A algorithm)."
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New Open)

Child nodes
not included

Closed

Figure 2. An example of the model of Search Algorithm

Figure 2 shows an example of a search algorithm built by the operations. The lozenge is the operation, and
the rectangle is the list. The parameter that indicates "referred cost" or "head or tail" to specify the operator
is presented at the bottom right of the lozenge. Therefore, Figure 2 means that "the child nodes that are not
included in Closed are put into the head of Open." This is a kind of depth-first search that prunes using
Closed.

Every part described above is necessary to build the search algorithms taught in the introductory lecture to
artificial intelligence. In order to make learners understand search algorithms more deeply, our ILE provides

an environment where learners can build search algorithms freely, and can receive feedback for the
algorithms. In the following section, the ILE designed based on the model of search algorithms is described.

2.2 Building Search Algorithms
The interface for build ing search algorithms is shown in Figure 3 (currently, the interface is written in
Japanese. Explanations in Figure 3 are translated to English for this paper. Japanese version is shown in [5]).
Learners

Parameters

Al orithm Buildin Field
Child

norresonnectiOrriNew 9pe:o
bra

LOpen

build another search algorithm.

Figure 3. The Algorithm Building Field.

build search algorithms in the "building field" by assembling parts provided in the interface. At the bottom
of the Interface, three operators are provided in the lozenges. The parameters specifying the operators are
selected from the menu under the lozenges. The reference lists of the operators are selected from the box at
the upper left. All manipulation in the interface can be done with a mouse. The algorithm in the building
field is a depth-first search without having pruned.
Learners can confirm the algorithm built by themselves in two ways: a written explanation and a trace of the
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search tree. The explanation is generated by interpreting the operations in order of sequence in the building
field. Figure 4 is the explanation of the algorithm shown in Figure 3. A search tree is generated by showing
the trace results in a search space. The search spaces are provided as mazes in the environment. Figure 5 is
an example of search tree that is the results of the search for the maze shown in the right in the figure.

ktcnigii 90 Ilf4

.

..

I The algonthm is interpreted as follows
Step 5: Generate child nodes from n.
Step 6: Put the child nodes into Open.
Input child nodes.
Then, select nodes that are not included in Open.
Then, connect the selected nodes at the head of
Open.
Then, the list is new open.

Step 7: Putn into Closed

When the above interpretation is OK, push OK or Diagnose button.

6k1 D'aifim litancel I
..,

Figure 4. An Example of Explanation an Algorithm. Figure 5. An example of search tree.

... ,....
reaultOf 41g9Ittillq checkWi'
' The results of algorithm check
This algorithm might fall into the loop.
This algorithm is a kind of the best-first
search.

Algorithms you have already made.

,

Depth-first
Breadth-first

4.1.

.141

IN1.4e..

without pruning
with pruning
without pruning
with pruning

Best-first
Minimum cost

no
no

A algorithm

no

OK

Figure 6. An Example of the Results of Problem Diagnosis.

Learners can also ask the system to diagnose the algorithms built in the building field. The reasoning module
has both the adequate combinations of operations and heuristics rules to criticize the algorithms that are not

adequate. By using the adequate combinations, the adequate algorithms can be detected. By using the
heuristics rules, the errors in the inadequate algorithms are detected. If no errors are detected by the
heuristics rules, the reasoning modules can not judge the type of the errors. The heuristics rules are prepared

from the following three points of view: the kind of algorithm, redundancies in the algorithm and the
covering of the search space. An example of messages generated from the results of the diagnosis is shown
in Figure 6. In the following section, the diagnosis of the search algorithms is described.

2.3 Diagnosis of Search Algorithms
In the reasoning module, the algorithms are diagnosed using heuristics rules. The heuristics rules of each
viewpoint are shown in this section.
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In the experiment, we recorded the following dka: (1) the number of algorithms built by the learners, (2) the

number of adequate algorithms, (3) the number of inadequate algorithms that could be diagnosed with
heuristics rules, (4) the number of inadequate algorithms that couldn't be diagnosed, and (5) the number of
types of the adequate algorithms the learner made. The results are shown in Table 1. After the experiment,
we asked four questions: (a) Are you interested in the system? (b) Is the system easy for you to use? (c)
Would you like to use the system more? (d) Do you understand the search algorithms better than before? The
results are shown in Table 2.
Table 1. The results of the students algorithm building.
(5)the type of
(4)Inadequate
(3)Inadequate
(l)The total
(2)Adequate
the algorithms
algorithms
algorithms
algorithms
number of
(be diagnosed) (not be diagnosed)
algorithms

Student
number

11

15

0

5

6
6

5

16

10
10

8

0

5

38

17

13

8

5

44
48

13

11

5

12

5

No.7
No.8
No.9
No.10

21

8

26
23

15

16

5

20
26
8
9
4
6

No.11

43
20

24

11

8

16

9

361

154

No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

No.12
No.13

26
24

10

14

5

2

5

5

5

5

1

5

12

8
0

7

0

5

143

64

5

Table 2 . The Results of Questions.

Qusetion-a
Question-b
Question-c
Question-d

Yes

Maybe
yes

No

No answer

10

3

0

1

7

5

0
0

7

5

0

1

3

3

4

3

In Table 1, the total number of algorithms the learners made was 361, that is, 27.8 per student. The total
number of adequate algorithms was 154, that is, 43 % of the algorithms. The total number of inadequate
algorithms was 207 (57%). The number of diagnosed errors by heuristics rules was 143. This means that the
system could detect the errors in 69 % of the inadequate algorithms. Among thirteen students, eleven
students made every type of algorithm.

In Table 2, the results of Question-a and c suggest that most of the students had interest in the learning
environment. The result of Question-b indicates that the interface is not easy for the students to use. For
Question-d, four students answered "no", and three students didn' t judge, that is, more than half the students
didn' t think they gained a deeper understanding by using the learning environment.
Students made many algorithms in the experiment and they answered that the learning environment was
interesting. In addition most of them could make every type of algorithm. These results suggest that the
learning environment is promising. The answers for Question-b mean we should improve the interface. In
Question-d, Six students thought they got deeper understanding by using the environment, but seven
students didn' t think so. When we gathered students, we told them that we would ask them to use a learning
environment for search algorithms. Therefore, most of the students participating in the experiment might
have confidence about their understanding of search algorithms. This is one reason for the result for
Question-4.
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2.3.1 Type of Algorithm

The algorithms built by the learners are categorized by the following heuristics rules.
* When, after child nodes are put into the head of Open, either any nodes are not put into the head of Open
or Open is not sorted, the algorithm is categorized as depth-first search.
* When, after child nodes are put into the tail of Open, either any nodes are not put into the tail of Open or
Open is not sorted, the algorithm is categorized as breadth-first search.

* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of consumed cost, the
algorithm is categorized as minimum consumed cost search.

* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of predicted cost, the
algorithm is categorized as predicted cost search.
* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of the total of consumed cost
and predicted cost, the algorithm is categorized as A algorithm.

When the algorithm has no characteristics checked by the above rules, the kind of algorithm cannot be
specified.

2.3.2 Redundancy of Algorithm

When the algorithms include the following operators, the diagnosis module judges that the operators are
redundant in the algorithms.
* The same operators are used continuously.
* When several operators of sort are used, only the operator of sort used at the end has meaning.
* After using the connecting operator with a list as the parameter, the execution of the selection operation
with the same list as the parameter results in deleting the added nodes.
2.3.3 Covering of the Search Space

Several search algorithms that can be built by learners can not find goals that exist in a search space. The
reasoning module diagnoses whether or not the algorithm can cover the search space, by using the following
heuristics rules.
* When several child nodes which might imply goals are not put into Open, the algorithm might fail to reach
the goal included in the search space.

* When the algorithm that isn't categorized as breadth-first, minimum consuming cost or A algorithm
doesn' t include the selection operator with Closed as the parameter, the algorithm falls into the loop.

2.4 Feedback based on the Diagnosis
Based on the results of the above diagnosis with heuristics rules, the messages to criticize the algorithm are
provided in the interface. Figure 7 shows an example of the messages. When the type of an algorithm is
judged, the type is indicated. When the algorithm includes the redundant operators, the operators and the
explanation of the redundancies depending on each heuristics rule are provided. When the algorithm might
not cover the search space because several child nodes fail to be input into Open, the explanation prepared
for the heuristics rule is shown. When the algorithm might fall into the loop, the possibility of falling into the
loop is indicated.
When the algorithm includes a pruning operation, the fact is also indicated. In the interface shown in Figure
7, to motivate learners to build the next algorithms, the algorithms the learner has made correctly and hasn't
made yet are shown.

3 Preliminary Evaluation
For a preliminary evaluation of the learning environment, we gathered thirty college students and asked
them to use the learning environment. Those who were in the second grade or in the third grade have already
taken the lecture of artificial intelligence. Their participation was voluntary. Before the experiment, we
explained how to operate the environment for ten minutes. Then, we asked them to.build search algorithms
in the learning environment for an hour.
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As for the results, the experiment suggests that the learning environment is promising to be used in the real
world, but the effect couldn' t be confirmed clearly.

4 Conclusions
This paper described a learning environment for learning by design in the case of search algorithms. In the
learning environment, learners can build search algorithms by combining parts by direct manipulation. Then,

the environment diagnoses the algorithms in order to give feedback about the algorithms. First, the
environment judges whether or not the algorithms are adequate. When the algorithms aren't adequate, they
are diagnosed using heuristics rules. The heuristics rules detect errors in the algorithms. By using the results
of this diagnoses, the environment can give messages to help the learners revise their algorithms or to
motivate them to build the next type of algorithms.
We have already implemented the learning environment. As a preliminary evaluation of the environment, we
asked 13 students to use the environment, and gathered several types of data. As a result, the experiment
suggests that the learning environment is promising to be used in the real world and that is promising, but
the effect couldn' t be confirmed clearly. In the next step, we will use the learning environment in class and
evaluate it in a real learning context.
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The objective of this research is to reinforce the concepts and procedures of
elementary algebra that students learn in junior schools. Students react to teacher's
instructions in various way. However, in a traditional class, the ratio of teacher to
student is still too great. The question of how to help all the students with limited
number of teachers arises. This paper describes how to achieve the above objective
with the help of an intelligent tutoring system. It discusses the design outline and the
system architecture of the proposed system. The tutor tracks student's performance

and uses this information to provide most suitable instruction to each student
dynamically.

Keywords: Web-based learning environment, intelligent tutoring system,
elementary algebra

1. Introduction
In a class of forty students, it is hard for teachers serving every student's questions within a class of forty minutes.
Teachers teach students concepts and methods or techniques to solve problems in group. Then related exercises
are given to students to practice at home. Students who have no doubts in class might cope with the exercise and
learn well while some might not master the technique that teacher has taught. They always frustrate when they
cannot solve the problem. In this situation, some advice from teacher is very helpful in their learning process.

However, teachers are not always available while they need help. Also teachers might not be able to answer
many students' doubts at the same time. This research is conducted with the aim of using computers to support
the knowledge acquisition process that is adjusted to the capabilities of individual student. Students just need to
have a web browser to connect to school network and would get assistance right away.

Many existing CAI applications do help a bit in students' learning process but they do not consider the
background knowledge of students. This means that they might provide inappropriate feedback to students which
in turn affects student's progress in learning. In order to overcome this situation, research has been investigated

on intelligent tutoring system which includes functions for guiding students towards proper knowledge
acquisition, according to observation of the student's problem-solving process and identification of the causes of
student error.
We first depict the learning environment of our system in section 2and then the overall architecture of our system
is mentioned with detail description of main components of ITS in section 3. The final section concludes our
work.

2. Learning Environment of on-line ITS for elementary algebra
ITS for elementary algebra is designed as a problem solving environment to be used in class. Therefore we
assume that student is familiar with the basic concepts of elementary algebra and know the ways to factorize a
polynomial. Students use the system as a tool at home or during class practice. Since the condition that students
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use it lacks teacher's support, an interactive problem support should be built into the system. With this feature,
students might get help on steps of problem solving where he has difficulty.
In order to access the on-line tutoring system, a student just needs a web browser and types the address where the
system locates. An instance of the system will be created in student's computer in the form of ActiveX control.

Although it might argue that there is great network delay in loading the system in student's computer,
interactivity and userfrindliness deserve a short delay. In fact, in a local environment, the network traffic is not
so congested. Therefore this is not a real problem. Instead, students can use it as if any Windows program and do
not have to worry about its maintenance or compatibility issues. The control serves as a communicator betweent
the system and the student. It transfers student's action to the system and returns the reponse of the tutor to the
student.

Every student has his own session during the learning process. When a student enters the system with his user
name and ID, a model of student performance is created or- opened to set his learning environment. ITS selects a
problem according to student's level for him to work or waits for the student to enter a problem which he has
doubts. In both situations, the student solves it with the guidance of the tutor in a step-by-step way. The system
keeps track of every step of the student in background. If nothing goes wrong, it remains quiet otherwise it
prompts student's error. His problem solving procedure is kept in the system for future reference.

3. Overview of on-line ITS for elementary algebra
Our system follows the standard architecture of client-server model. The system resides on the server side. The
basic components of the learning system are the domain module, pedagogical module; student modeler and the
interface.

The domain expert module consists of two main programs. One is a problem solver which is capable of solving
problems in its knowledge base. The other one is question generator that creates new problems according to the
instruction of pedagogical module. In order to achieve its mission, the knowledge base is composed of both rules
and cases. The expert model is capable of solving general problems by the rules coded in its module. As for
miscellaneous problems, they are indexed as cases with problem characteristics and solving techniques so that
the domain expert knows how to retrieve the relevant solving technique with the detected problem features.

The domain that we have chosen is factorization of algebraic polynomial for students in elementary classes.
Given a polynomial, factorization is to express an integral polynomial as a product of prime polynomial.
Therefore a polynomial is not completely factored unless each factor is either a monomial or a prime integral
polynomial. Generally, there are 4 basic methods to factorize an algebraic formula. They are: (1) obtaining the
common factor (2) using identities (3) cross-method and (4) divide the polynomial into groups and then simplify
groups to find factors.

The pedagogical goal is to let junior students master the methods to factorize a polynomial smoothly. Students

are taught the basic method to factorize an algebraic formula. However, they always get lost in the actual
application to find the factors of a given formula. Therefore, we have organized the pedagogical knowledge by

constructing groups of problems according to the level of difficulty, problem characteristics and solving
technique. Within each level, there are pre-requisite question types which a student must understand before a
certain question type will be generated. Figure 1 shows part of the relation among question types. There are
several groups having polynomial problems as bellows:

Problems, which just need one method to solve. They are polynomial with common factors, problems that
satisfies the characteristics of perfect square: (a±b)2 = a2±2ab+b2, difference of 2 squares: a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b),
sum or difference of 2 cubes: a3±b3 = (a±b)(2a2-Tab+b2), or perfect cube: (a±b)3 = a3±3a2b+3ab2±b3 and
problems of trinomials with a degree of 2 i.e. x +(a+b)x+ab = (x+a)(x+b)
Problems that need 2 methods to solve are posed, for example: ab2-4a. There are a few combination of
solving techniques like common factor with standard equation, common factor with cross method or cross
method with standard equation.
Problems with more than 4 terms that need to be divided into groups of terms before they can be solved by
the general methods.
Problems that require special techniques to solve like adding terms, splitting terms etc.

3

Q I: COMMON FACTORS

Figure I. Part of the pedagogical knowledge

A student modeler tries to understand the mental state of a student so as to provide a more accurate estimation of

individualized instruction. The task of building a student model is extremely difficult as the amount of
information to capture is huge. Although it has been pointed out that this task is intractable[1], an incomplete
student model is still very useful in the process of tutoring [2] [3].
The student modeler evaluates the solution of the student and the ways he factorizes the polynomial with respect

to the one solved by domain expert. Although the solution path for a given problem of a student might be
different from that of domain expert, the student's solution is still correct if it answers to the problem. In our case,
if all the factors that the student found are irreducible, his answer is correct. The tutor would suggest him another
way to solve the problem if it is found that his solution path is different. In this way, students are guided to know
that there is always another way or a better method to solve a problem. Referred to table 1, student is asked to

factorize a problem 4a2-16b2, the second column shows the ways that he solves the problem. The student
answers the question correctly and his student model is updated accordingly. Although his problem solving
procedure differs from the sample, this would not affect his student model. Only the tutor would suggest him its
way for the student as reference.
Problem: 4a2-16b2
Student

Reason

Tutor

(2a-4b)(2a+4b)

a2- b2= (a +b)(a -b)

= 4(a2 -4b2)

= 2(a- 2b)2(a +2b)
= 4(a- 2b)(a +2b)

Common factor
Multiply numbers

= 4(a +2b)(a -2b)

Reason
Common factor
a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b)

Table 1. Procedure that the student and the tutor solves a problem.

The student model in ITS for elementary algebra contains a general information about the student, history of

student's performance such as previously solved problem, information about the usage of factorization
techniques and what kind of problems he is able to solve according to the pedagogical knowledge. All these
information is important to allow students to receive more instruction and perform more problem-solving
questions in areas in which they are relatively weak. An array of integer is used to keep the system's belief of
student's mastery of a certain skill.

The interface of our system shown in Figure 2 is designed to be user friendly. It is divided into 3 main regions:
upper part shows "Check answer" and "New problem" buttons; lower part is the area where the tutor provides
feedback. The student interacts with the system mainly at the left side of middle part of interface. He may enter a
question by himself or the system might generate one based on his experience. A list of actions is listed for him
to explore the problem solving technique. He may select an action to tell the system how he would solve the
problem. Every action selected would be given an appropriate feedback to the student. In this way, he might

discover what is the consequence of selecting an action. An input area is allocated for the student to enter
auxiliary data needed for his selected action. When the answer button is clicked, the student's solution is
evaluated and his student model is updated accordingly.
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Figure 2. Interface of ITS for elementary algebra

3.1 Evaluation
In our experiments to simulate the problem solving procedure of students using the system, we found that it
follows the overall design. It is able to provide individualized instruction, appropriate feedback and model
student's performance. For major types of the factorization problem in junior school, the tutor is able to solve
and guide the students. However, there are also questions that it fails to solve and guide. There are also cases that
the available action for students to use in the problem solving process is not enough.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have described an on-line intelligent system with interactive problem solving support and
curriculum sequencing. A prototype system designed with some learning theory is implemented. The system
helps students to reinforce the factorization technique. Our intention of building this system is to increase the
learning progress of students and it shows to be a successful tool according to informal evaluation

Since the success of an ITS depends greatly on the student model, we are planning to improve our system with a

more accurate student model in the near future. The user interface will be reconstructed to improve the
interactivity between users and the system. The implemented domain knowledge is quite limited in this stage and
we are developing larger domain knowledge.
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This paper is a work-in-progress report on a proposed method for automating the
task of background knowledge construction (including its possible extension)
using an unsupervised model of learning. More specifically, we propose to apply

the genetic algorithm operations of crossover and mutation to discover the
discrepancies (bugs) between a correct solution and a set of student solutions. To
illustrate the approach, we consider as a very simple example binary subtraction
as problem domain.
Keywords: buggy, crossover, mutation, GA

1 INTRODUCTION
An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is a computer program for educational support that can diagnose
problems of individual learners. This diagnostic capability enables it to adapt instruction or remediation to the
needs of individuals [6].

The background knowledge of an ITS is composed of the correct model of the solution and a collection of
misconceptions which is referred to as bug library. This background knowledge is constructed and is
dependent specifically on the problem domain in consideration. There are problem domains wherein the
background knowledge (more specifically, the misconceptions) can be completely specified, for example,
arithmetic operations. For more complex problems, however, a complete specification is not a trivial activity,
and in fact may not be achievable at all. In such cases, the best alternative is to enable the system to have the
capability to extend its background knowledge.
The construction of the background knowledge starting from zero, and its further extension are difficult tasks.
Considering that ITS is a field of computer science, it is ironic to note that the common practice is to perform
the above-mentioned tasks by hand. Development of tools or methodologies that will help if not completely
automate the construction and extension of the background knowledge is an important research problem.

Currently, their are very few systems with such capabilities; these include PIXIE [7], ASSERT [I], and more
recently MEDD [6]. These systems use Artificial Intelligence (Al), more specifically, machine learning
techniques, in the automated construction of the background knowledge.
Genetic algorithm [4] is model of learning using evolution as inspired by nature as the basis of their design and

implementation. So far, it has not yet been (fully) studied whether an automated background knowledge
construction can be achieved using unsupervised learning via genetic algorithms. In this paper, we propose a
method for automatic background knowledge construction using genetic algorithms.

The paper is organized as follows. A brief discussion of genetic algorithms is given in section 2. It is then
followed in section 3, by a description of the general framework of the proposed automatic background
knowledge construction scheme. Section 4 presents a simple example considering binary subtraction as the
problem domain to partly illustrate the proposed approach. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.

2 GENETIC ALGORITHMS

1.033

Genetic algorithm is a computational model of machine learning inspired by evolution in nature. The
computer based model is realized by describing a population of individuals represented by chromosomes. A
chromosome is in turn (simply) described as a string that models the genetic information (also known as DNA).
The species in the population are subjected to genetic operations such that after several generations the string
pattern would have changed, thus modeling the concept of evolution.

There are basically two genetic operations, namely crossover and mutation. The crossover (also called
recombination) operation computes the genetic information of an offspring as the crossover combination of
the chromosomes of its parents. The main reason behind crossover is that, genetic information of "fit" parents
should be passed on to their offspring. On the other hand, mutation occurs when a portion of the genetic
information is altered (not due to crossover), sometimes in random. Mutation is the operation that allows the
population of individuals to become more diversified. It should be noted that genetic information about
individuals are tested against some fitness function. If the individual is tested to be "fit" then its genetic
information (or part of it) are passed onward to the next generation.

3 PROPOSED METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC BACKGROUND
KNOWLEDGE CONSTRUCTION
We propose the application of genetic algorithms to the problem of automatic background knowledge
construction and extension. The general framework of our approach is illustrated in Figure 1.

(-Reference
Model

Genetic Algorithms Transformation

Clustering

Figure 1. General Framework of Our Approach

The inputs are (i) the correct model of the problem domain, referred to as the reference model and (ii) the
student' s (possibly buggy) solutions to the problem. A model can be viewed as a set of rules for solving
problems in a domain. In our proposed approach, a sequence of genetic algorithm operations (i.e., crossover
and mutation) are applied on the reference model to compute a buggy model that covers all or most of the
student' s buggy solutions. A buggy model may possibly contain multiple bugs. Thereafter, the bugs in the
buggy model are subjected to a clustering algorithm such as COBWEB [3] or MMD [6] to determine the
primitive bugs. The output is a set of primitive and compound bugs to be placed in a bug library.

Encoding
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A series of bits will be used to represent the individual rules that make up a model for a particular domain
Notice that a rule will probably need to be tested for multiple conditions joined by logical AND operator. The
rule will have to be broken down to several sub-rules. Each sub-rule will test only for an atomic condition.
The (sub)rules that were followed to perform a correct subtraction is encoded as a string. Another string that
encodes the (possibly buggy) subtraction solution of a student will also need to be found. It is possible that the
student' s solution may have violated more than one rule. A collection of such "buggy" strings will comprise a
discrepancy set.

GA Transformations
The initial population is set to the reference model which represents the rules for a domain. The buggy student
solutions arc then examined to determine which rules in the reference model were violated. Frequency count
are computed per rule violated. GA operations are then performed on the most frequently violated rules, and

the fitness function, which is equal to the percentage of the buggy solutions satisfied is computed. Then
evaluate the fitness function again. If the fitness function satisfies a user-redefinable parameter, the procedure
terminates; else GA operations are performed again.
Step 1.

Buggy Model

Step 2.

Determine frequency of violated rules

Step 3.

Perform GA operations (crossover or mutation) on frequently violated rules in buggy model

Step 4.

Compute for fitness function

Step 5.

Evaluate fitness value of buggy model

Step 6.

If fitness function > user-redefinable parameter, then stop; and return the buggy model; else go back
to Step 3.

reference model

Clustering
It is possible that multiple bugs are encoded in a single model. Moreover, there are strings that would contain
possibly the same set of bugs. To group similar bugs, we propose to use a clustering scheme, for example
COBWEB or MMD, to separate primitive bugs from compound bugs and results are stored in the bug library.

4 ILLUSTRATIVE
To illustrate our approach, we consider as example, a simple problem of binary subtraction as the target
problem domain. Binary subtraction may be performed by using "borrows" just as in the decimal system. In
binary subtraction, a borrow is made from 10; thus, 10 -1 = 1. For example,
borrows

10

10

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

- subtrahend

00

1

1

- difference

- minuend

Binary subtraction can be summarized using the following table:
Rule
1

2
3

4

Minuend

Subtrahend

Previous
Borrow

Borrow

Difference

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0
0
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5

1

6

1

0
0

7

1

1

8

I

1

0

0
0
0

0
0

1

1

1

0
1

1

The table shown above represents the reference model, which serves as the initial buggy model.
Given the buggy student solutions shown below,
1]

110
- 011

2]

100

-011

100
-011

100

100

3]

101

Note that the first rule that was violated was rule number 3 in the table above. Performing a GA operation,
specifically mutation, we would now have a new buggy rule 3 which is:
Rule

Minuend

Subtrahend

3'

0

1

Previous
Borrow

Borrow

Difference

0

1

0

One we now computes for the fitness function given the revised buggy model as equal to the percentage of
buggy solutions satisfied. If the fitness value is greater than a user-redefinable parameter then we stop; else we
perform GA operations again as above.
An approach to automatic bug library construction and extension using genetic algorithms was outlined, and
illustrated using the problem of binary subtraction. Much has still to be done, but we think that our
preliminary work on the problem presented is worth pursuing.
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Test items are traditionally created by experts. While this approach has many
advantages, it is laborious and time-consuming. Recent advance in corpus-based
computational linguistics has shed new light on the feasibility of a
computer-based language testing system capable of automatically generating
items. This paper describes AWETS, an automatic web-based English testing

system developed by the author's research team and used in his freshman
English classes at National Taiwan University. AWETS automates test item
generation, test delivery, scoring, and record keeping. It can generate random

items for each testee in accordance with the input conditions of the test
administrator. With AWETS, testers' jobs are reduced to inputting information

such as a list of words and the time limit of each question. Besides being a
useful tool for creating achievement tests in English vocabulary, AWETS can
also generate proficiency tests based on a selected difficulty level without the
need to input a word list. AWETS can be seen as a significant step toward future
computer-based language testing system.

Keywords: automatic generation of items, computer-based language testing,
corpus-based computational linguistics, vocabulary testing

1 Introduction
Test databank in current computer-based language testing systems is mostly created by human experts. This
procedure is laborious and time-consuming. Moreover, since test databank is difficult to adapt, teachers
using the systems have to spend a lot of time creating the tests for their own classes. To solve this problem,
several researchers have suggested the feasibility of designing a tool to automatically generate items. For
instance, [4] proposes creating a vocabulary test or exercise from a general corpus using a concordancer, and
[5] suggests automatically generating CALL exercise from an electronic dictionary and a parsed corpus.
Along the same line of research, we build AWETS, an automatic web-based English testing system that can
greatly facilitate the creation of multiple choice vocabulary test. The system, designed with the central
concern of adaptability, can generate multiple choice vocabulary test items in accordance with the conditions

input by test administers. The system consists of three independent yet interrelated modules: the item
generation module, the test delivery module, and the record keeping module.

2 The Item Generation Module
The system is developed based on a large collection of electronic texts and natural language processing tools
such as a morphological analyzer and a part-of-speech tagger. The procedures of building the system are as
follows.
1. Collection of a Text Database: We retrieve free electronic English texts from the internet primarily from
Project Gutenburg and the Sinorama Magazine. Texts in Project Gutenberg are mainly literary works,
while those in the Sinorama Magazine contain articles about the culture and events in Taiwan. To ensure
that the retrieved texts are not too difficult for our learners, we only include works published after 1960.
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The corpus size is about 0.2 million words.

2. Lemmatization: All the retrieved texts are processed by a morphological analyzer developed by
University of Pennsylvania which changes regular and irregular inflections into their lemmas, i.e. basic
forms (e.g. ran => run, happier => happy).
3. Frequency counts of lemmas: After lemmatization, frequency count of each lemma in the entire corpus is
conducted.
4. Sorting of the frequency count of the lemmas in descending order:
5.

Identification of the difficulty levels of each lemma: Three levels of difficulty are specified. They
correspond to college entrance exams, TOEFL, and GRE. Each level has a range of adjustable values. At
present, the range of these three values is stipulated as follows.
College Entrance Exam

Words which fall h the range of the most frequently occurring 3000

5000

lemmas

Words which fall in the range of the most frequently occurring 5001

TOEFL

7000

lemmas

Words which fall in the range of the most frequently occurring 7001

GRE

9000

lemmas

6. Tagging: Each text is processed by Eric Brill' s tagger which labels each word its part-of-speech
information.
7.

Indexing of each word: A database is created which records the documents and position in which a
word occurs so that sentences containing a specified word can be retrieved in no time.
Test administrators can choose the level of difficulty, the part-o f-speech of words, as well as the number
of questions to be tested. Once the choices are made, the system will randomly retrieve sentences which
meet the input conditions via the index. A subroutine then converts the retrieved sentences into multiple
choice questions. The distracters of the questions are chosen from words of the same difficulty level as
the target word. Figure 1 is the user interface for inputting conditions. Figure 2 is the automatically
generated test items.
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Figure 2. Test items generated by the system

As shown in Figure 2, the system is capable of generating individualized on-line vocabulary tests in the
context of doze tests based on the conditions input by a user. The system can thus be used as an excellent
tool for self-paced vocabulary learning. If a learner wants to practice verbs at the TOEFL level, the system
can create hundreds of such questions. As soon as he submits his answer, the system can check his answer
and immediately present the correct answer to the user. Besides, if a test administer wants to change the
difficulty level of the test, he can do it easily by changing the frequency range. To further facilitate the
creation of vocabulary tests, the system also allows the test administer to decide which word should be
tested. This is particularly useful for creating achievement tests. Once the tester inputs the words and the
number of questions, the system can randomly generate multiple choice vocabulary tests in the context of

doze tests. Besides a corpus, AWETS also uses Wordnet, a lexical database developed at Princeton
University, to generate items. It extracts the explanation of a lexical item and create multiple choice
questions based on the item.

3 The Test Delivery Module
As described above, the item generation module can randomly create a specified number of questions in
accordance with the input conditions by a test administer. To make test delivery more efficient, the test
databank is created off-line. In other words, all the sentences meeting the input conditions are retrieved
before the test starts. These sentences are converted into test items by a subroutine and then stored in the
database. A subroutine then randomly retrieves a specified number of items from the databank and present
them to the testees when the test starts. To ensure wide and unpredictable sampling, the subroutine is
designed in such a way that no two tests are identical and no word will be tested twice in any test. The
AWETS database also provides an interface (cf. Figure 3) for the test administer to input specification for
the test. The interface allows the test administer to input the name of the test, the number of items, the time
limit during which each question should be answered, and the number of times each testee can take the test.
The test administer can further choose which classes and which words should be included in the test. After
the test information is input by the test administer, testees proceed with the following procedures. They first
input their user names and passwords. Before the real test begins, they are given 5 questions for practice.
This procedure can help testees become familiar with the format of the questions. An interface and a test
item such as Figure 4 is presented to the testees. As mentioned earlier, each question must be answered
within a specified time limit. As soon as a question appears on the screen, the system begins to count down
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the time left. The randomized questions and the time limit make cheating in the examinations much more
difficult. Without these two functions, students might try to find answers fro m the person who sit next to
them or from an on-line dictionary. The countdown device might also achieve a beneficial backwash,
because testees need to speed up reading the question in order to finish the questions within the time limit.
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4 The Record Keeping Module
After each test, the system records the registration number, the name of the student, the test id number, the
name of the test, as well as the student' s score in each test. The database component allows teachers to query
a student' s record or the whole class's scores in an exam via the interface in figure 5.
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Figure 5. The database interface for querying the whole class s scores in a test

The database component greatly facilitates the calculation of validity and reliability. When testees are given
more than one set of test items in a given test, the correlation of the scores can be easily computed. The

system also records all the questions and testees' responses. These data can be used to analyze testees'
test-taking strategies. With this function, item analysis is possible although no test candidates have identical
tests.
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5 Some Problems of AWETS
Although AWETS performs relatively well, there are some limitations which prevent it from being a
completely reliable testing instrument. First, the basic assumption that difficulty of words can be determined
by frequency is challenged by some scholars, since there are some words common in everyday life but much

less common in texts. Moreover, a word might have several meanings some of which are much more
difficult than the others. The approach proposed in this paper cannot distinguish the difficulty of the different
meanings of a word. Another question is whether there might be more than correct answer in generated test
items. When AWETS automatically creates multiple choice questions, it randomly chooses distracters from

the dictionary. Although the distracters rarely fit the context, it might happen that some of them are
acceptable. Note that choosing distracters with different parts-of-speech from the target word does not solve
the problem, because a word might be used in different parts-of-speech. It should also be admitted that
although AWETS can create individualized tests, it lacks a rigid method to ensure equal difficulty for all
testees. Another technical problem involved is that the part-of-speech tagging program and the program
which identifies sentence boundary is not one hundred percent correct. This might result in undesirable test
items. Even when sentence boundary is correctly identified, some sentences might not be appropriate in
testing a learner when taken out of context. This is particularly true of short sentences. Long sentences,
however, are not always unproblematic. In a vocabulary test, all the words in the sentence are meant to give

the contextual clues except the target word. In other words, the target word should ideally be the most
difficult word in the sentence. Consequently, if there is a word in the same sentence more difficult than the
target word, the test item might not be appropriate. Questions like these all require more rigid methods than
those adopted in current implementation of AWETS.

6 Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we introduce AWETS, a web-based system that can automatically create vocabulary tests and

adapt items according to the conditions input by test administers. AWETS greatly facilitates the creation of
vocabulary tests and has fully automated procedures for item generation, test delivery, scoring, and record

keeping. At present, the validity and reliability of the automatically generated test items are being
investigated. Future research will focus on solving the problems noted in section 5 by using sense-tagged
texts and more rigid methods to identify difficulty of words.
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This paper presents a method of implementing an evaluating assistant system
that supports teachers' evaluation work of students' programs using case-based
reasoning. The target evaluation tasks are to judge whether a student's program

satisfies the requirements of the given problem and to give advice for the
student's program. The case-based evaluating assistant system compares a
program submitted by a student with evaluation cases in the case-base. If some
case matches the program, the system applies the judgment and advice on the
case to the program. We implemented a case-based evaluating assistant system
for novice programs written in an assembly language based on the proposed
method. The implemented system was utilized for actual classes and the results
showed that the system reduced the teachers' evaluation work drastically.

Keywords: program evaluation, programming classes, supporting teachers,
case-based reasoning.

1 Introduction
This paper describes a method of supporting teachers' evaluation work of students' programs. In
programming education, programming exercise courses play an important role, because writing programs is
indispensable to learning programming. In programming exercise classes, however, the teacher's loads of
evaluation tend to be very heavy because the teacher has to read so many programs and reports. We aim to
implement a computer system as an evaluating assistant that supports the teachers' evaluation work.
There are two approaches to the evaluation of students' programs. The first one is to diagnose programs and
give advice by knowledge-based program recognition [1]-[3]. Most of the systems based on the approach
require a huge amount of knowledge on bugs, and it would be difficult to constitute the systems practically.
The second approach is to support teachers' evaluation work [4]. This approach may not necessarily aim at

automating the evaluation work. It aims at implementing practical systems by limiting computers'
evaluation work. We took the second approach.

We consider the program evaluation work as collaboration between teachers and computer systems and
propose an evaluating assistant model of programs. We also propose a framework of the case-based
evaluating assistant system.

2 Target Task and Evaluating Assistant
2.1 Task of Program Evaluation
The target evaluation tasks of a student's program are the following two tasks: (1) the first task is judging
whether a student's program satisfies requirements of the given problem. When teachers set problems, they
have educational intentions about what students should learn, namely concepts, algorithms, instructions and
so on. Teachers read students' programs to see whether the educational intentions are achieved. Therefore,
teachers accept a student's program when the program satisfies requirements of the given problem. The first
task is defined on the assumption that students have to submit their programs over and over until their
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programs are accepted. (2) The second task is giving written advice. Teachers give advice to students
whether they accept a program or not: teachers give advice about the reasons why the program is rejected,
and advice about bettering the program even if the program is accepted.

2.2 Evaluating Assistant of Programs
Figure 1 illustrates an evaluating assistant in the electronic submission environment of programs. The
evaluating assistant pre-evaluates submitted programs and a teacher can refer to the results when he or she
evaluates the programs. If the teacher trusts the evaluating assistant, the results from the assistant can be sent
to students directly. Such an evaluating assistant is expected to save a teacher a lot of time and energy.

The output of the evaluating assistant consists of evaluation results, their reasons and the degree of
confidence. The evaluation results include the judgment of acceptability (accept or reject) and written advice.
The degree of confidence is one of surely, probably or unknown. When the degree of confidence is unknown,
evaluation results and their reasons are not given.

The evaluation results of the assistant are required to be always correct when the degree of confidence is
surely. If so, the results of the assistant with surely confidence can be sent to students directly, in other words,
teachers can trust the evaluating assistant.

The evaluating assistant should have the capability to learn. The final results of the teacher's evaluation are
available for the learning. If the assistant is capable of learning, almost the same programs as ones which the
assistant has evaluated incorrectly, are expected to be evaluated correctly in the future.
r
Evaluating assistant

Submitted A
programs
Submit

The assistant gives evaluation
results, their reasons and the
degree of confidence.

Submitted
programs and the
assistant's output

Student's

Teacher's

interface

interface

(Client)

Evaluation
results

Support system of

Evaluate

(Client)

submission and

I

Database of
submitted programs

If the teacher trusts the
assistant, evaluation results
are sent automatically.

Figure 1 Evaluating assistant of programs

3 Case-based Evaluating Assistant
The case-based reasoning approach is one of the best approaches to implement an evaluating assistant
described in Section 2.2. Case-based reasoning systems make use of stored past cases directly in solving
newly presented problems [5]. The case-based evaluation of programs is defined as "if some evaluation case
of a program whose implementation is the same as the newly given program, then the evaluation results on
the case are applied to the given program".

3.1 Representation of Cases
A case for the case-based evaluating assistant consists of retrieval information, problem description, solution
description and maintenance information.
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(1) The retrieval information includes problem identification that the program is written for and features of
the program. The features of the program depend on target programming languages. For example,
numbers of if-statements, while-statements and other statements are available in the case of language C.
(2) The problem description in the domain of a program evaluation task is a program list itself: A program
list should be represented as a normalized form [2], or a generalized form [6], because there are many
variations of program lists for the same implementation.
(3) The solution description includes the judgment of acceptability and written advice.
(4) The maintenance information includes a teacher's name and the date of adding or updating the case.

3.2 Processes of Case-based Program Evaluation
The processes of case-based program evaluation are the following:
(1) Problem analysis: The retrieval information is extracted from a student's program list.
(2) Case retrieval: Cases are retrieved using information generated by analyzing a given program. Cases that
have no possibility of matching the given program should be pruned here.

(3) Evaluating and selecting cases: Evaluating cases is the process of matching a given program against

cases. The purpose of the process is to investigate whether the given program has the same
implementation as the cases, or not. All candidates of cases are evaluated and the best match case is
selected. The method of matching programs depends on the target programming languages.

(4) Applying and adapting cases: If there is a case that matches the given program, the judgment of
acceptability on the case is applied to the given program. In addition, advice sentences on the case are
available for the given program, although the sentences should be adapted for the given program. If no
case matches the given program, the judgment and advice is not generated.

3.3 Case-base Maintenance
The maintenance of the case-base is performed using teacher's final evaluation results. One of the most
important maintenance tasks is adding new cases when the evaluation results of the assistant are different
from the teacher's. New cases are also added when the confidence of the evaluating assistant is not surely.
More advanced maintenance, e.g., generalizing, specializing and forgetting cases [7], may be needed in
order to refine the case-base.

4 The Evaluating Assistant System for Assembly Language Programs
Based on the proposed idea, we implemented a case-based evaluating assistant system for novice programs

written in an assembly language [6]. The target assembly language is CASL which is adopted in
examinations for information-technology engineers certified by the Japanese ministry of international trade
and industry.

4.1 Implementations Depending on The Target Language
In this section, implementations depending on the target language CASL are described.
(1) Evaluating the program's action: Before the case-based program evaluation, the assistant system tests the

action of a submitted program using prepared sample data. Only programs executed correctly are
evaluated by case-based reasoning [6].

(2) Case representation: Although cases are represented in the form described in Section 3.1, no features
except for a program ID are used for the retrieval information. A program list in a case is represented in
CASL itself, or its generalized form that we defined [6].

(3) Case retrieval: The implemented system retrieves all cases whose problem ID is the same as a given
program. That is to say, the system does not prune candidate cases.

(4) Case evaluation (program matching): The program matching process aims at making consistent
correspondences of instructions, labels and registers between a case and a student's program [6]. If the
following conditionl is met, the case matches the given program.
Condition 1: All instructions of the case correspond to instructions of the given program, and all
instructions that correspond to nothing do not affect to the program's action.
Especially, if the following condition is satisfied, it is called a "perfect match":
Condition 2: Instructions of the case and the given program correspond one-to-one and the
differences of the order of corresponding instructions are trivial.
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If the best match case meets condition2, surely is assigned as the degree of confidence. If the best
match case meets condition) but not condition2, probably is assigned. In the other cases, that is, when
no case meets the condition 1, unknown is assigned.

4.2 Experimental Results
The implemented assistant system was utilized for actual classes of the CPU and assembly language course
at our university in 1999. Seventy-three sophomore students in the department of computer science took this
course. Problems presented in classes of the course are the following: (P1) select bigger of the two given
integers, (P2) sum the given N integers, (P3) select the maximum of the given N integers, (P4) rotate N bits
to the right and (P5) check the correspondence of "(" and ")".
Table Isummarizes results of using the assistant system. The following are found from Table 1:

The values of (f) show that the implemented case-based assistant system achieves sufficiently high
accuracy of judgments. Furthermore, the accuracy of the case-based assistant system satisfies the
requirements described in Section 2.2, because it is a hundred percent in cases of surely confidence.

The values of (g) show that the ratios of available advice without modifying are not as high as the
accuracy of judgments, although it is fairly high.
Because teachers do not need to evaluate the acceptability when the case-based assistant system outputs

evaluation results with surely confidence, it is estimated that the system reduces the teachers'
evaluation work by percentages shown as (h). In other words, by using the assistant system, the
evaluation work of teachers is reduced by 60 to 90 percent depending on problems.

These results demonstrate that the case-based assistant system is very effectual in reducing teachers'
evaluation work. Still, there is room for improvement in the capability to generate written advice.
Table 1 Evaluation data of the assistant system based on practical use in classes
PI

P2

P3

P4

P5

15

10

29

34

38

(b)Submitted programs

119

119

140

156

157

(c)Programs rejected by checking their action

44

39

44

54

79

(d)Programs evaluated by the assistant system with surely confidence

62

72

72

67

46

(c)Programs evaluated by the assistant system with probably confidence

8

3

5

5

0

100

100
(100)
69.3
(72.2)
90.0

97.4
(100)
88.3
(90.3)
75.0

100

100

(100)
66.7
(64.2)
65.7

(100)
91.3
(91.3)
59.0

(a)Cases saved in the case-base

.

(t)Judgment accuracy of the assistant system (%)

(g)Ratio of available advice generated by the assistant system without
modifying (%)

(h) ((d)/((b)(c))x MO (%)

(

(100)
92.9
(100)
92.7

: values for programs evaluated by the assistant system with surely confidence only.

5 Conclusions
We have proposed a concept of a program evaluation assistant and a method of implementing the assistant
by case-based reasoning. Based on the method, we implemented a system for a simple assembly language
CASL and used it in actual classes; the results demonstrated that the system reduced teachers' evaluation
work drastically. We plan to improve the modification functions of advice sentences (written advice) and the
method of the case-base maintenance. This research was supported in part by the Japanese Ministry of
Education Grant No.11680400 and No.12780293.
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Providing individualized instruction is an important tutoring task. Different
learners have different needs. This task becomes more important when dealing
with learners on the web. This paper presents the CBR-TUTOR, an
Internet-based tutoring agent system that uses case-based reasoning approach in

providing adaptive instruction to its learners. Using CBR in the tutor model

enables the tutor to reference from past experiences and identify which
instructional strategies were successful given a similar situation or student
characteristics. The CBR-TUTOR is designed as a distributed problem solving
architecture where each agent performs decision-making tasks and cooperates to
help improve the effectivity of the tutoring system.

Keywords: Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Case-Based Reasoning, Web-based
learning, Agents

1 Introduction
"The Internet now provides a possible new dimension to information technology in education, not only in

terms of potential as a vast information resource, but also in respect of interaction and knowledge
construction between individuals" (Wood, 1999). Unfortunately, most of the learning systems and electronic
textbooks accessible on the web lack the capabilities of individualized instruction and user-adapted learning

support that are emergent features of Web-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems [10].In providing
individualized instruction, it is important to diagnose the problems of individual learners and identify how to
adapt instruction and remediation to the needs of the individual learner. The diagnosis of the learner often
involves analysis of learner errors. This is the task of the student model component of an Intelligent Tutoring
System (ITS). A student model is an approximate representation of a student' s knowledge about a particular
domain, which accounts for the students' solutions to given problems [9]. The tutor model component of an
ITS, on the other hand, uses the student model to determine how to provide instruction and remediation [6].

The tutor model must be able to recognize the similarity and differences in the needs of these learners.
Different learners have different needs. The task becomes more important when dealing with students on the
web. Therefore, Internet-based tutoring systems must be able to reference to past experience in order for it to

know which approach will be appropriate given a situation (or case). However, no past situation is ever
exactly the same as a new one and domain knowledge for instructional strategies is oftentimes incomplete.
This makes the tutor model incapable of using the instructional method appropriate to the learner. It is
therefore necessary to create a tutor model that has the capability to understand new situations in terms of
old experiences and adapt an old solution to fit a new situation. Cased-Based Reasoning (CBR) suggests a
model of reasoning that incorporates problem solving, understanding, and learning; and integrates all with
memory processes. CBR can mean adapting old solutions to meet new demands, using old cases to critique
new solutions or reasoning from precedents to interpret a new situation or create an equitable solution to a
new problem. [5]. CBR cycle has four phases: retrieving the most similar case or cases, reusing the
information and knowledge in the case to solve the problem, revising the proposed solution and retaining the
parts of the experience that is likely to be useful for future problem solving [2].

Using CBR in the tutor model enables the tutor to reference from past experiences and identify which
instructional strategies where successful given a similar situation or student characteristics. Existing
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Case-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems use cases for teaching the learners the domain, that is, they use
cases as pedagogy similar to the way exercises are used as strategy for teaching. Examples of such systems
are Case-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems for operators of dynamic systems (CB-ITS) [3], Georgia Tech
Case-Based Intelligent Tutoring Systems for Pilots (GT-CBITS) and Case-Based Reasoning Approach to
Simulation-Based Intelligent Tutoring Systems for Tactical Action Officers (TAO ITS) [7]. However, none
of these systems use CBR as an approach in helping the tutor identify similar experiences encountered when
providing individualized instruction to the learners.

CBR-TUTOR is an Internet agent-based tutoring system that uses the CBR approach in providing adaptive
instruction to its learners. It is designed as a distributed problem solving architecture where each agent
performs decision-making tasks and cooperates to help improve the effectivity of the tutoring system.
Cooperative agents are agents that are assigned to do specialized tasks to solve a common goal. Section 2 of
this paper discusses the architecture of CBR-TUTOR followed by the discussions of its components in
Section 3. Finally, the conclusion and future works will be presented.

2 CBR-Tutor Architecture
CBR-TUTOR is an Internet-based tutoring agent system that uses case-based reasoning (CBR) approach to
determine how to provide individualized instruction to its learners. This section discusses the architecture of
the CBR-TUTOR in terms of its components and their relationships.

CBR-TUTOR is a distributed problem solving (DPS) system comprised of the system agent (SA),

cooperative case-based module (CCBM) and the curriculum database (CDB). Figure

1

shows the

architecture of CBR-TUTOR.

The SA serves as the registry module that contains the complete list of all agents initiated in the system.
Whenever there is an unregistered learner (i.e., first time user of the system), the SA initializes the agent (or
agents) that will be used for tutoring the learner and informs the CCBM about it. Whenever necessary, the
SA also decides if there is a need to process the requests of creation of new agents in the system by CCBM.
The cooperative case-based module (CCBM) is the core component of the CBR-TUTOR. It is composed of
cooperating agents designed for actual tutoring of the learners, retrieval, filtering, indexing and learning of
cases, and facilitation of requests from different agents in the system. Its sub-components are case-based
tutor agents (CTAs), case facilitator agent (CFA), case-based information agents (CIAs), and case-based
libraries (CBLs). The CTAs are the actual tutors assigned to the learners while CIAs are agents whose
tasks are to retrieve, filter, index and modify (or learn) cases in its CBL. A CBL contains the set of cases
used in the system. Discussion of the CCBM components is discussed in detail at section 3.2.

Depending on the planned teaching activities, a CTA accesses the curriculum database (CDB) for content
presentations. These presentations include the lessons, examples, elaboration, exercises, answers,
definitions and descriptions.
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Figure 1. The CBR-TUTOR Architecture
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3 CBR-Tutor Components
The primary components of the CBR -TUTOR are its specially designed agents. These are COOPERATIVE
CASE-BASED MODULE (CCBM) and SYSTEM AGENT (SA). This section discusses the detailed discussion of

these components.

3.1 Cooperative Case-Based Module
The COOPERATIVE CASE-BASED MODULE (CCBM) is the heart of the CBR-TUTOR. It is composed of
specialized agents that have specific decision-making task that cooperates to help provide individualized and

adaptive instruction using the case-based reasoning approach. The major components of CCBM are
CASE-BASED TUTOR AGENTS CASE FACILITATOR AGENT, CASE-BASED INFORMATION AGENTS and CASE-BASED

LIBRARIES, as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1.1.

Case-Based Tutor Agent

The CASE-BASED TUTOR AGENT (CTA) interacts directly with the learner. It creates a profile of its learner
(i.e., learner type, lessons taken, performance, strategies applied, output from external student modeling
system,

etc.) and this information for evaluating the current scenario. (i.e., case). The CTA uses the

case-based reasoning approach in planning for the teaching strategy to use, with the help of the other agents
in CCBM.

The CTA has four components: INTERFACE, CASE-BASED MODULE,
STUDENT KNOWLEDGE BASE, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Components of a Case-Based Tutor Agent (CTA)

All communications between the CTA and the learner is done through the interface. The interface is
designed as a web-based interface for simplicity and universal access. The system can be used through
standard browsers.
The INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNER (IP) is the component of the CTA that assesses the current case (i.e., current
teaching scenario), and communicates with the interface and the CASE-BASED MODULE (CBM). Based on

the current case, the IP forwards its requests to the CBM for generation of helpful case (or cases). The
proposed solution (i.e., result of the request) from the CBM is implemented by the IP. Implementation of the

proposed solution requires the generation of content presentation. The IP does this by accessing the
CURRICULUM DATABASE (CDB), which contains the lessons, exercises, examples, description, elaboration,
answers and definitions.

The IP is also responsible for updating the STUDENT KNOWLEDGE BASE (SKB). The SKB contains
information about the user including the name, password, identification number, and student type (i.e., low,
medium, high). It also contains the result of the diagnoses of the external student modeling system, lessons
taken, and performance evaluation of the leaner.

The component of the CTA that uses the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach is the CBM. The CBM' s
tasks are to retrieve useful case (or set of cases), propose a solution (i.e., teaching plan), test and evaluate the

proposed solution, and if needed, learn a new case. The CBM keeps local copies of cases that are
frequently used during the tutoring sessions and stores it in the LOCAL CASE-BASED LIBRARY (LCBL). CBM
also has a CASE RETRIEVER module, which retrieves cases from the LCBL and/or requests for cases through
the CASE FACILITATOR AGENT (CFA). The retrieval approach used by the CASE RETRIEVER is the same as the

retrieval approach used by the CIA (discussed in section 3.2.3.). The CASE RETRIEVER, depending on its
certainty factor, decides whether to request for case retrieval through the CFA or use only the retrieved cases
from the LCKB. The certainty factor is a measure used to evaluate the appropriateness or availability of
cases in the LCBL. If the CTA does not have enough cases to solve the current case, it makes a request to the
CFA for retrieval of good cases. Good cases are those that have potential to make relevant prediction about
the new case [4]. This means that cases retrieved either helps the CTA achieve a goal or warns about the
possibility of a failure or point out an unforeseen problem [5].
The cases retrieved (or requested) by the CASE RETRIEVER is given to the CASE GENERATOR, which in turn
checks which of the retrieved case matches exactly the retrieved case. In the event of finding an exact match,
the CASE GENERATOR proposes a solution based on the retrieved case and forwards it to the IP for reuse.

However, it is seldom that previous case matches the current case exactly. It is therefore necessary for the
CASE GENERATOR to revise the retrieved case and propose a new solution. The proposed new solution is
tested and, if needed, repaired by the CASE EVALUATOR until a confirmed solution has been achieved. The
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confirmed solution is then forwarded to the IP for implementation. The CASE EVALUATOR also forwards the
confirmed solution to the LEARNING EVALUATOR for possible learning of the new case. If there is a need to
learn a new case, the LEARNING EVALUATOR updates the LCBL and informs the CASE RETRIEVER about the

changes in the LCBL. The approach for learning a new case (i.e., case library update) used by the learning

evaluator is the same as the approach used by the CIA (discussed in section 3.2.3.). The LEARNING
EVALUATOR also informs the CFA that a new case has been learned.
3.1.2

CASE FACILITATOR AGENT

The case facilitator agent (CFA) serves as mediator between the case-based tutoring agents (CTAs) and the
case-based information agents (CI As). This means that the CFA performs matchmaking of services thatcan
be provided by CI As and requests made by CTAs. The CFA tracks all requests for retrieval of cases and
monitors the updating (i.e., learning) of new cases. It receives requests from CTAs, sends these requests to

the candidate CIA (or CI As) and returns responses to the requesting CTAs. The CFA has two major
components: service request module, and agent information manager (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Components of the Case Facilitator Agent

There are two types of
requests: retrieval of cases and updating (learning) of new cases. Using the knowledge about the
The SERVICE REQUEST MODULE (SRM) supervises all requests from the CTAs.

capabilities of the ClAs, the SRM performs matchmaking and assesses which CIAs are suitable to process
the request. This knowledge includes the indexing vocabulary, specialization and taxonomy of indexes of
each CIA. An indexing vocabulary is a set of relevant descriptors used to describe and index cases while
specialization refers to the specific indexes being monitored by the CIA. The taxonomy of indexes contains
information about the organizational structure of the indexes.
The SRM maps the capabilities of each CTAs to the requests and forwards the requests to the candidate CIAs.
The SRM collects the result from all CIAs that responded to the request, checks and eliminates redundant
cases before forwarding the result to the requesting CTA.
The AGENT INFORMATION MANAGER (AIM) monitors all the agents registered by the SYSTEM AGENT (SA) in
the system. It has the knowledge of the indexing vocabulary and specialization of each CIA and the CTAs

that have been registered. It also supervises the mapping and updating of the taxonomy of indexes. The
knowledge about each agent and the taxonomy of indexes are used by the SRM to determine relationships,
similarities and differences of the indexes of each CIA. This helps SRM in matchmaking the CTAs request
and CIAs capability to process the request.
3.1.3 Case-Based Information Agent
The CASE-BASED INFORMATION AGENT (CIA) performs the tasks of retrieving cases, evaluating and filtering
the retrieved cases in the CCBM. Each CIA has an associated CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL) for which they

arc responsible to maintain. Each CIA focuses on particular collection of features (i.e., dimensions) of the
case. A feature is an attribute-value pair used in the description of the case (5]. This facilitates faster
indexing, restructuring, searching and learning of cases. No two CIAs are exactly the same and despite
similarities in their structure, they may return different results. A CBL of a CIA may contain cases that are
similar to other CBLs (i.e., overlaps) or it may be totally different from the other CBLs .A CIA can also
request the SYSTEM AGENT (SA) for load reallocation (i.e., creation of a new CIAs), if it is overloaded.
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Retrieving

Cases

Each CIA uses the combination of searching and matching when retrieving cases. The quality of the search
algorithm is closely related to the quality of the organizational structure of the cases. The organizational

structure of each CBL is designed, as a flat library of cases where cases are stored as simple lists (or
array/files). All ClAs who were requested to retrieve cases use the parallel retrieval approach. In this
approach, each candidate CIA will search for cases and forwards the result to the CFA (if there is any).
The CFA will then be responsible for collecting and checking of results for redundancy.
Since
each CIA specializes on specific dimensions (or set of features), it only searches a relatively small number of
cases and searching is not expensive. A dimension collectively refers to all descriptive attributes of a case.
Each CIA uses a SERIAL- SEARCH- PARTIAL- MATCH (SSPM) algorithm (outline shown in Table 1).

In the SERIAL SEARCH algorithm, the entire CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL) maintained by the CIA is searched.

This means that the accuracy of retrieval is a function only of how good the matching functions are. The
matching function used by a CIA is the PARTIAL- MATCHING FUNCTION. In this approach, cases are indexed

using observable features and derived features that capture partial similarities. A combination of heuristic
and numerical evaluation function is used to compute for the matching and ranking of cases. The heuristic
function filters cases that had mismatches in important features before comparing cases for their degree of
similarity. To measure the degree of match of each pair, the Cognitive System' s (1992), evaluation function
is adapted ( see Equation 1).

w i ( sim ( f

2

f

1. 1

)

Where wi is the weight of the importance of
dimension (slot) i, sim is the similarity function for fi and/.
primitives and are the values for the feature fi in the input and retrieved
cases, respectively.
The degree of match is represented as numerical values between 0 to 1.
Closer matches have value closer to 1. Similarly, the similarity function

with a value closer to 1 means that the features have high degree of
similarity.
Equation is Evaluation Function

Table 1. Outline of SERIAL SEARCH- PARTIAL MATCHING ALGORITHM (SSPM)
I.

For every case in memory, partially match input case:
Identify observable features and derived features
Compute for the degree of match by using the combination of heuristic and numerical evaluation function.

The heuristics identifies the important criteria and then the numeric evaluation function is used for
2.

matching and ranking.
Return all the best case(s).

Learning Cases
Each candidate CIA decides whether the new case should be learned, and which information from the case

to retain, in what form to retain it and how to index the case for later retrieval from similar problems.
Learning is a natural consequence of using CBR. It learns by accumulating new cases and indexing the cases
properly. A CIA learns basically by applying adaptation (or accumulating generalizations) to the cases and
re-indexing of cases that are already in its CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL). Re -indexing is done when the case
is recalled and it can not be used or it is used but results in failure. When a CIA learns a new case, it informs
the CFA of the changes in its indexing vocabulary if there is any.

Indexing Cases
The indexing of a case indicates when a case should be retrieved. Cases are indexed based on the goal,
solutions method and combinations of descriptors responsible for choice of particular solution. This type
of indexing helps the CIA generate a case whenever there is a need to solutions to the current problem (e.g.,
what will be the strategy given the current case). Cases are indexed by CIAs by adapting the Universal Index
Frame [8], which is a generally applicable descriptive vocabulary. UIF covers a broad range of domains
about the interactions between agents and its goal.
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Load Reallocation
Each CIA also has the capability to request the SA for a creation of a new CIA. When a CIA sees that it is
already monitoring a large amount of indexes, using a load factor, the CIA can request the SA to divide the

load by initializing a new CIA (or set of CIAs). A load is divided according to logical divisions and
dimensions of the cases. A load factor is a measure of how many indexes a CIA can monitor without
affecting the balance of the load of each CIA. The SA will then notify the CFA of the newly created CIA
including the knowledge about it, and the changes in the knowledge about the requesting CIA.
3.1.4 Case-Based Library
The CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL) contains the set of stored cases. Cases represents specific knowledge tied to

specific situations, it makes explicit how a task is carried out or how a piece of knowledge was applied or
what particular strategies were used for tutoring the learners effectively. The CBL is designed asflat library
of cases where cases are stored in a simple list. Since each CIA specialized on specific dimension of the case,
the CBL is designed to be simple for faster accessing of cases.

Each case in the CRC has three major parts: situation description, solution and result. The situation
description describes the goal (or set of goals), constraints on the goals, and other features of the problem
situation. The solution part of the case contains the steps used to derive the solution (i.e., tutoring plan of

action) and the justifications for decisions that were made. Alternative solutions and/or unacceptable
solutions are also included in the solution part, if any. Finally, the result part of the case contains information
about the success or failure of the solution, the explanation for failure or success, the repair strategy and the
result of applying the repair.

3.2 System Agent
The SYSTEM AGENT (SA) contains the complete list of all agents initiated in the system. It verifies agent
identities and provides their location in the network and transport addresses to the CASE FACILITATOR AGENT

(CFA). It also stores additional information about the status of the agent and its type.
The SA communicates directly to the COOPERATIVE CASE-BASED MODULE (CCBM) and performs the
following functions:
Determines if the learner is an unregistered learner, initializes and assigns a CASE-BASED TUTOR
AGENT (CTA) for the unregistered learner
Processes requests from CASE-BASED TUTOR AGENTS(CIAs) for creation of a new CIA

Monitors the complete list of agents (CTAs and CIAs) in the system and informs the CFA of the
status (e.g., newly initialized) and information of these agents.

Aside from these functions, the SA is also responsible for all low-level interfaces. These includes access to
the operating system or networking services, enforces access rights and privilege security, backs-up and
archives pertinent information, and performs exception handling [I].

4 CONCLUSION
This paper presented the architecture of the CBR-TUTOR, an Internet agent-based tutoring system that uses
the case-based reasoning approach in tutoring its learners. The architecture is designed such that it can be
implemented for different domains (i.e., programming, problem solving, and others) and can be accessed
through the Internet. The architecture differs from other internet-based tutoring systems because it utilizes
the advantages of using previously experience cases to enhance the tutoring capability of the system. In
addition, the CBR-TUTOR architecture is composed of specialized agents that performs the tutoring of
learners, facilitation of requests, and filtering, retrieving and learning of new cases. All of these agents
cooperate to achieve the goal of providing individualized and adaptive instruction to the learners. The use of
agents in the design of this system is increases the effectivity of the tutor to provide adaptive instruction to
its learners. Each of the tutoring agent focuses on the individual needs of its learners. Since the system is
Internet-based, the use of agents can accommodate more users compared to non-agent-based systems. The

other components of the system were also designed as agents because each of these components is
autonomous and requires decision-making capability. Future work will focus on the implementation of
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CBR-TUTOR in the domain of programming. Further research regarding the learning of cases where the
system has the capability to do situation assessment where the reasoner elaborates a situation description to
make the description fit the other case library descriptions will also be done.
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Adaptive testing has, in recent years, been used as a student modelling technique
in intelligent tutoring systems. One of the main issues has been to optimise the

progression of problems posed as the student performs the adaptive test.
Previous research has concentrated on finding a structure in a fixed collection of
problems. This paper describes an algorithm for problem progression in adaptive
testing. After describing current approaches to the progression problem, the
paper discusses the role of expert emulation. It then describes a knowledge
elicitation exercise, which resulted in a solution to the progression problem.
Part of the knowledge elicitation process was supported by software based on

constraint logic programming, clp(FD), and the paper concludes with an
assessment of the prospects of developing an extended knowledge elicitation
support system.

Keywords: intelligent tutoring system, knowledge construction
navigation, adaptive testing, constraint logic programming
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1 Introduction
The major advantages of adaptive testing over fixed item testing are that a student's knowledge is explored
thoroughly and efficiently, and with a minimum of redundancy. By asking an appropriate number of
problems at appropriate levels of difficulty, adaptive testing neither bores by unnecessary repetition nor
intimidates by posing a series of inappropriately difficult problems [1]. This makes adaptive testing
attractive for student modelling in intelligent tutoring systems [2],[3].

This research was conducted in the context of providing remedial help in mathematics to a transient
population of prisoners in a local prison. Here the students are studying courses such as City and Guilds
(Key Skills), City and Guilds (Number Power) and for GCSE level examinations. Working with prisoners
can face tutors with problems not normally encountered in more conventional settings. Unlike school
students, the prisoners not only lack uniform prior knowledge in mathematics, but tend also to join or leave
the prison at individual times. This makes the job of the human tutor difficult because of the need to assess
the knowledge level of each prisoner before assigning them the appropriate level of one or more of the above
courses and examination. Currently, fixed item testing is used as an assessment tool. This approach has a
major disadvantage. Many prisoners are `math anxious' and the use of fixed item testing may undermine
their confidence and motivation in the subject. Adaptive testing avoids this danger by presenting problems
at an appropriate level of difficulty.

One of the main issues in adaptive testing is the determination of an efficient progression from one problem
to another. Previous proposals have included hard-wiring prerequisite relationships between knowledge
items [3], and preparing an indexing framework for problems [4]. Section 2 of this paper reviews the major

lines of research; and the paper then describes an approach to the progression problem based on the
knowledge acquisition techniques used for expert systems. In doing so, it continues in the vein of Khuwaja
& Patel' s work [5]. The paper presents a rationale for this approach, describes briefly a semi -automated

method of eliciting syllabus content and characteristics, and then presents a progression technique elicited by
standard techniques with an expert. It concludes with a discussion of the feasibility of automation in this
area.

2 The Progression Problem
In a problem-solving environment, problem progression is concerned with the strategy in which the next
problem is selected. In adaptive testing, this is usually based on the student' s response to the current
problem, as the process of selecting the next appropriate problem is crucial to the efficiency and precision of
the whole student modelling process. Also, presenting the right question at the right time maintains the
motivation of the student.

The structure of the domain, that is the way in which problems are related to one another, determines
problem progression in adaptive testing; and the two significant and distinctive approaches to determining
such structures are discussed in this section.

2.1 Item Response Theory
For adaptive testing systems which adopt the Item Response Theory or IRT [6], such as SIETTE [7] and
CBAT-2 [8], the domain is made up of test items which are kept in an item pool. The construction of an item
pool usually involves major empirical studies for content-balancing, to ensure no content area is over-tested
or under-tested, and for item calibration. Each test item is associated with one or more of the following
parameters the difficulty level, the discriminatory power and the guessing factor. The difficulty level
measures the difficulty level of a test item, the discrimination power describes how well the test item
discriminates students of different proficiency, while the guessing factor is the probability that a student can
answer the test item correctly by guessing.
Problem progression takes place like this. The adaptive test starts with an initial estimation of the student' s
proficiency, 6. A best item or problem is selected. This is one which provides the most information about
the student, and is calculated from the item' s three parameters and current proficiency, 6. An ideal item
should have a difficulty level close to 6, a high discriminatory power and a low guessing factor. A new
proficiency, 6' , and its confidence level are calculated based on whether the student has answered the
problem correctly or not, the old 6, and the item parameters. The test continues until a stopping criterion is
met, for example, when the confidence level of 6' has reached a desired level.

2.2 Knowledge Space Theory
There are adaptive testing systems built on the theory of knowledge spaces [9]. Examples include a webbased, domain-independent system called RATH [10], a web-based system for the domain of mathematics
called ALEKS [II], and a general purpose system for testing and training called ADASTRA [12].
Like the IRT -based systems, the domain is made up of test items of an academic discipline, each of which
can be a problem or an equivalence class of problems that the student has to answer. The student' s
knowledge state is defined as the set of items in the domain that the student is capable of solving. For
example, if a student has the knowledge state {a,b,d), this means that he can solve items a, b and d. Not all
possible subsets of the domain are feasible knowledge states. Consider the example shown in [13]. In a
domain of mathematics, if a student can solve a percentage problem, (item d say), then it can be inferred that
the student can perform single-digit multiplication, (item a say), and thus any state that contains item d
would also contain item a. The collection of all feasible knowledge states is called the knowledge structure.
The knowledge structure must also contain the null state 0, which corresponds to the student who cannot
solve any item, and the domain, which corresponds to the student who can solve or master all items. When
two subset of items are knowledge states in a knowledge structure, then their union is also a state. This
means that the collection of states is closed under union. When a knowledge structure satisfy this condition,
it is known as a knowledge space.
In practice, items for a domain are derived from instructional materials and systematic knowledge elicitation
with teachers. This is also the case with establishing knowledge states where query procedures
systematically elicit from human experts the prerequisite relationships between items [3], [14].
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Once the domain is represented as a knowledge space, the adaptive testing strategy is then to locate as
efficiently and as accurately as possible, a student' s knowledge state. Problem progression becomes
straightforward. For example, if a student has answered an item correctly (incorrectly), it can be inferred
that he can (cannot) answer a prerequisite item and will thus not be asked to solve the latter.

2.3 Other Approaches
The domain can be represented as a granularity hierarchy [15] where items which represent a topic, subtopic
or skill, are described at various grain sizes and connected together into a granularity hierarchy which allows
focus shifts along either aggregation or abstraction dimensions. In this way, the ability to recognise student
behaviour at varying grain sizes is important both for pedagogical and diagnostic reasons.

Other examples include an indexing framework for the adaptive arrangement of problems in the domain of

mechanics [4], a problem-simplification approach [16], an optimisation expert system where both the
knowledge structures of the student and the teacher are represented by structural graph, and problem
progression is controlled by the relationship between the student' s knowledge structure and that of the
teacher' s [17]. Evidence of a strong use of a student model in controlling problem progression can also be
found in a system called TraumaCASE [18] which automatically generated clinical exercises of varying
difficulty, and in the work of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19] who recorded information about a student using two
factors acquisition and retention. Acquisition records how well students learn new topics while retention
measures how well a student remembers the material over time.

3 Knowledge Elicitation
The concern of the researchers discussed above is to exploit a structure of a syllabus to improve the
efficiency of tests. The structure may either be revealed through elicitation, as was done by Dowling and her
co-workers, or may be derived from a statistical analysis of student behaviour, (IRT), or it may be seen as
being derived from the nature of the problem domain. Though there may be, from some given point of view,
an optimal way of structuring a syllabus, the view adopted in this research is that it is a subjective matter to
be determined by an expert teacher. Such a teacher might make use of informal statistical information,
subject domain information as well as pedagogic information in determining a suitable structure. Studies of
intelligent tutoring systems have shown that, as one would expect, it is difficult to transfer systems from one
setting to another, because there is considerable cultural variation in both teaching and learning [20]. This
provides the prime motive for investigating techniques based on expert emulation for the production of tests
for local consumption.

Moreover, this is a natural extension of the intelligent tutoring systems endeavour, and it has an additional
advantage. A lack of homogeneity amongst a student body can weaken the effectiveness of techniques
based on population statistics; and the target body of students with which this paper has been concerned is,
educationally, not very homogeneous.

4 Eliciting the Syllabus
There are several problems to be confronted when adopting an expert emulation approach to designing an
adaptive test. They include the problems of finding suitable experts [21], selecting appropriate forms of
knowledge representation and choosing appropriate methods of knowledge acquisition.
The approach to knowledge acquisition in the research described here is to separate the task of designing an
adaptive test into the following sub-tasks:
describing classes of problems,
describing the skills used to solve problems,
describing responses to problems,
problem generation,
problem progression based on student responses.
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For the particular domain tackled, namely the arithmetic of elementary fraction addition, software has been

developed to support the first four of these subtasks using Constraint Logic Programming, clp(FD),
embedded in Prolog, [22]. This work has been described in a recent conference paper [23], and is briefly
summarised here.

Clp(FD) is actively used by the knowledge engineer conducting knowledge acquisition interviews. The
teacher, who is the target of the emulation, is not expected to write constraints, but is more than likely to take
an interest in them. During discussions, which involve the production of example problems, the knowledge
engineer enters the necessary constraints, or modifies existing constraints, to describe the particular class of
problem under discussion. The set of constraints is then solved interactively to produce example problems.
These form the basis of a discussion, and may lead to further rounds of discussion and modification.

The description of a class of problems is treated as a set of constraints. This consists of a set of variables, a
statement of the domains of the variables, and a statement of the relational constraints that hold between the
variables. For example, during an interview, the human tutor wanted to represent a class of problems, which
involved the addition of two proper fractions with a common denominator of the form,
N1/D1 + N2/D2 = N/D

and he wanted to use single-digit integers.
This can be represented in clp(FD) as a code fragment:
domain([N1,D1,N2,D2],1,9),

%

N1 #< D1,
N2 #< D2,
D1 #= D2.

%
%
%

Single digit integers
proper fraction
First operand
Second operand - proper fraction
A common denominator

The following is an example of the use of clp(FD) to describe skills. The cancel fraction skill can be
represented in clp(FD) as:

% Simplify the fraction N/D into its lowest form to give X/Y
63/81 gives 7/9
% Example:
cancel(N,D,X,Y) :domain([N,D,X,Y,F], 1,99),
F*X #= N,
F*Y #= D,
maximize (labeling ( []

,

[F , X, Y] )

,

F) .

Here, variable F is the common factor to be cancelled. This is specified by the two relational constraints.
The maximize predicate in the final line ensures that the largest value of F will be found.

5 Eliciting the Progression
The knowledge elicitation exercise involved approximately 20 hours of interviews spread over a period of
three months. Conventional knowledge elicitation techniques, such as structured interviewing, task analysis
and construct theory [24], were used.
Early interviews revealed the significance to the expert of the skills that students needed to exercise in order
to solve particular problems. The following were identified:
a. Add equivalent fractions
b. Cancel fraction
c. Make proper
d. Find the lowest common multiple
e. Find equivalent fractions

The number of discrete skills required to solve a problem was considered as a measure of the difficulty of
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the problem; and this measure was used to classify problems, and in so doing reveal a structure of the
domain. This coincides with the findings of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19]. However, it is useful to note that
this is only one of the many factors in measuring problem difficulty used by Lee [25], who identified,
amongst others, the student' s degree of familiarity with a particular type of problem.

In eliciting progression information, it is necessary to avoid the problem of combinatorial explosion. Ahead

on approach requires the expert to provide a tree structure of sequences of problems indicating the
appropriate next problem depending on the outcome of all previously asked problems. Such an approach is
unattractive to both expert and knowledge engineer. Instead, an approach adopted was to attempt to uncover
the underlying algorithmic strategy of the expert.
In general terms, the strategy of the expert is to test the students' abilities to exercise the identified skills at a
particular level of difficulty. Failure to return a correct answer causes the questioning process to be resumed
at a lower level of difficulty, that is, with problems requiring the demonstration of fewer skills. Whereas

successful demonstration of all the identified skills causes the questioning process to be resumed with
problems at a greater level of difficulty. The expert started with problems of middling difficulty and adopted
a binary chop approach to selecting the next level. Within each level of difficulty, the selection of the next
problem depended on the skills already demonstrated. Each available problem was scored using a set of

weights, which favoured previously undemonstrated skills at that level. If the progression problem is
viewed as a variant of state-space search, the expert's strategy has more in common with a constrain-andgenerate paradigm [26], at a given level of difficulty, rather than a naïve generate and test approach. A
schematic example of the use of this strategy is given below.

In a Prolog implementation of this strategy, a record of students' skills, demonstrated at each tested level of
difficulty is recorded, and used to prepare a revision plan.

6 An Example
The human tutor first prepared the adaptive testing strategy for a domain of five skills described above. This
is shown in Figure 1 for a domain of five skills.

exit

exit

Begin

exit

exit

Figure 1: Human tutor' s strategy in adaptive testing for a domain of 5 skills

In Figure 1, the adaptive test begins at node 3 which contains problems each of which can be solved by
exactly three skills. If the student gets any problems wrong within that category, he moves onto node 2
which contains problems each of which can be solved by exactly two skills. If he gets all the problems
correct within that category, he will exit the adaptive test. The rationalisation for this is described below.

If each of the skills were labelled as a,b,c,d,e, as in Section 5, then at node 3, there are 5C3, that is 10 possible
combinations of skills. For example, the combination [a,b,c] would involve a set of problems which each
require all the skills a, b and c to be used. Skills a, b and c correspond to add equivalent fractions, cancel
fraction, and, make proper respectively. However in practice, not all these combinations will be found in a
valid problem type.

We introduced weights to each combination to enable the choice of the next best combination. We also
imposed the following criteria for calculating the weight of each candidate set:
If a skill has been not been asked yet, it carries a weight of 2
If a skill has already been asked once, it carries a weight of 1
If a skill has been asked more than once, it carries no weight
Select the first set amongst the candidate set with the highest score

The following process shows how problems, each of which, require a combination of three skills are
presented to the student.
a.

Select [a,b,c] and scores are assigned to the other combinations, based on the above rules:
[a,b,c]

[a,b,d]

4

I

[a,b,e]

4

[a,c,d]

4

[a,c,e]

4

[a,d,e]

[b,c,d]

4

5

[b,c,e]

4

[b,d,e]

5

[c,d,e]

5

b. Based on these weights, combination [a,d,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen. The scores
for the remaining combinations are recalculated.
[a,b,c]

2

c.

-

[a,b,d]

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

2

[a,d,e]

[b,c,d]

5

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

Combination [b,c,d] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.
[a,b,c]

[a,b,d]

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

2

-

2

2

2

2

3

-

0

I

0

1

I

[a,d,e]

[b,c,d]

5

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

I

I

I

-

d. Combination [a,b,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.
[a,b,c]

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

2

-

2

2

2

2

3

-

0

1

0

I

3

-

0

0

0

I

e.

[a,b,d]

[a,d,e]

5

[b,c,d]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

I

I

I

0

0

0

-

0

[b,c,e]

0

As there are no more candidate sets, no more problems are presented.

The above example shows that out of the ten combinations, only problems of combinations [a,b,c], [a,d,e],
[b,c,d] and [a,b,e] were chosen. As described previously, the human tutor would consider the student' s
previous performance and if any answers to problems were found to be wrong, he would assign problems at
node 2 (see Figure 1). Conversely, if all the answers were found to be correct, he would assign problems at
node 4 which require problems to be solved with exactly four skills.
The human tutor took the view that if a student has already tackled problems of three skills, whether he got
them right or not, information gathered in packets of three skills need not necessarily apply to problems
involving two skills. He considered that students may become anxious about problems which require more
skills, and although some of the skills may well have been demonstrated in easier problems, the student may
find it difficult to apply them in harder problems.

7 Conclusion
The paper describes the development of an adaptive test in the domain of elementary arithmetic, which
required two styles of knowledge acquisition. The first is concerned with describing problems and skills,
and it is computer-assisted; whereas the second is entirely manual and is concerned with the ordering, or
progression, of problems to be posed to the subject of a test. However, based on this experience, work is
currently underway to develop software to aid with eliciting details of progression. A valuable insight
gained is that some degree of formalisation of the problem, as well as being convenient for the knowledge
engineer, is also acceptable to the expert who helped with this work.

A possible significant difference between the research reported here and the work reviewed in Section 2 is
that the approach to progression is not restricted to a fixed collection of problems. In view of Lee' s findings
[25], it would be inappropriate to enforce the equating of difficulty with the number of skills. Evidence
encountered during the knowledge acquisition experience suggests that the sheer clerical complexity of
mapping out sequences of problems, lead to some draconian simplification on the part of the expert. The
task ahead, is to find an appropriate balance between convenience and efficiency.
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The objective of this paper is to present framework for developing intelligent
learning support system with large knowledge base. Recently, the need for
effective learning support and training is mounting, especially in industry or
engineering fields, which demand the learning of complex tasks and expertise
knowledge. Intelligent learning support system is being employed for this
purpose, thus creating a need for cost-effective means of developing learning
support systems. In this study, intelligent learning support system is assumed as
a part of the intelligent knowledge management support system. The factors

necessary for the intelligent learning support system discussed here are
generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, a new design of the

system and learner modeling technique are discussed as well as a way of
generating specific intelligent learning support system.

Keywords: Intelligent System Design, Large Knowledge Base, Learner
Model, Model-based Diagnosis, Knowledge Management

1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new framework for developing intelligent learning support
system using large knowledge base. This system is a part of the intelligent systems that is developing to
enable the expertise knowledge management.

In daily life, human has to interact with and reason about a large number of systems. This includes physical
devices as well as non-physical systems. Also in professional work a growing number of people has to be
trained n operating and designing large complex systems such as airplanes, nuclear power plants, and
enterprises. Consequently, the goal of education or teaching may vary from inducing insight in the physical
principles underlying the behavior of the device to teaching behavior analysis in the context of system
design, operation, and maintenance. In addition, recently systems in the real world are becoming larger and
more complicated. Rapid progress in science and technology has created a need for people who can solve
complex problems and operate and maintain sophisticated equipment. In these situations, we, human beings,
have to solve various types of problems using expertise in the large and complicated systems. Therefore the
need for effective learning support or training is rising, given the increasing complexity of the workspace,
especially in engineering or industrial fields.

Many computer assisted instruction techniques exist that can present instruction, and interact with students

in a tutor-like fashion, individually, or in small groups [3]. The introduction of artificial intelligence
technology and expert systems technology to computer assisted instruction systems gave rise to intelligent

tutoring systems. In the intelligent tutoring system, for example, intelligent tutors that can model the
learner's understanding of a topic and adapt the instruction accordingly [2]. Although intelligent tutoring
systems research has been carried out for over 15 years, few tutoring systems have made the transition to the

commercial market. Authors consider that some serious problems exist in the current methodology of
developing intelligent tutoring systems. As an example, each system is developed independently, and
tutoring expertise is hard-coded into individual systems. h particular, the problem of learner modeling
technique exists as a basic issue. The system must have learner model that represents an estimate of the
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learner current understanding of the domain knowledge to be used by tutor in order to give adaptive
guidance and explanations to the learner. A number of learner modeling techniques have been developed [8].
However, not every model can be called complete expressing the learning condition of the learner. Hence,

the motivation for this study comes from the need for effective intelligent tutoring systems, particularly
development of more complete learner modeling technique.

For these problems like above we consider that the factors necessary for the intelligent learning support
system discussed here are generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, authors present a new
framework of the intelligent learning support system those enough practical conditions. Several concepts are

included in this study; expert knowledge management with large knowledge base, knowledge sharing,
knowledge processing, model-based learner diagnosis , etc.

2 Expert Knowledge Management using Knowledge Base System
In this section, we introduce briefly the key concept of our knowledge base system. Our research groups
have tried to solve various problems by knowledge-centered intelligent system. The main concept is
Multi-strata modelling scheme [5]. This modelling scheme is applied many intelligent systems, and these
systems rewarded with good results, e.g. automatic programming system [I]. And we considered that
Multi-strata model is strongly support the development of intelligent tutoring systems [6][7].

2.1 Intelligent System with Large Knowledge Base
At first, we discuss to apply large knowledge base for the architecture of intelligent learning support systems,
which can generate learning support systems for a wide range of domain.

In these days, with the developing of science and technology, the systems which human manages with are
enlarged and more complicated. In particulag it is too difficult to transmit expert knowledge from expert
engineer to novice engineers. In the engineering field, even a large system developed by many expert
engineers. When the system grows lager and more complex, the knowledge that is needed to build the
system is more specialized and subdivided. In these situations, some serious problems are occurred. For
instance, it is difficult to communicate between expert engineer and another fields' engineers or novice one.
In other words, it is too more expertise to transmission of expert knowledge from human to humans. For this
reason, the expert knowledge hiding is occurred in some engineering companies.

When the knowledge is specified and subdivided, in the situation like classroom, it is not appropriate to
transmit the knowledge from expert engineer to novice one e.g. next generation engineers. Therefore, we
propose the transmission of expert knowledge through the large knowledge base system (Fig.1).
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Fig.1: Knowledge Transmission using Intelligent Large Knowledge Base System

In this study, we consider that intelligent learning support system is a part of intelligent knowledge
management support system. Moreover, we believe that knowledge management or learning support system
is one of large and complex problem solving systems. The term problem is used here in a wide sense to
mean what a person wishes to know or wants to do. There are various types of problems such as analysis,

design control, decision-making, planning, and teaching. Most of them are not well dealt with by
conventional software method but require the system a capability to find a solution itself in a large space.
Since the space is open, self-controlled exploration in the space is necessary. The system must be provided
with the various methods to solve the different type of problems, each of which is represented by a specific

knowledge chunk. Furthermore, a complex problem concerns different problem domains and since a
problem requires domain specific knowledge, the system must be provided with a global knowledge base,
including the various type of domain knowledge.
In order to use knowledge effectively, the system must be able to extract only the necessary knowledge from

the knowledge base referring to the type and the domain of the problem to be solved. For this purpose
knowledge must be well structured. All used knowledge is accumulated in the large knowledge base (Fig. 1).

2.2 Necessity of Knowledge Processing Language
The whole of the problem solving process is from accepting external representation of problems to
generating solutions. In order to represent problems in the system a processing language is necessary. The

language has to meet two conditions: it has to be usable for representing problems; and it has to be
processable by computer processor. In ordinary computers only the procedural language is used both for
processing by the processor and for representing problems. The knowledge base system, on the other hand,
introduces the second language to separate the above two aspects, as well as a conversion mechanism
between them. The second language is a declarative knowledge representation language. The conversion
either in the declarative forms or from the declarative to the procedural form is necessary. This is the
inference. It can be implemented as a procedural program on conventional computers.

The specification for the second language must be decided so that it can represent these conditions. It had to
be suited for representing predicate including data structure as argument and also for describing higher-level

operation such as knowledge for selecting object knowledge. KAUS (Knowledge Acquisition and
Utilization System) has been developed for the purpose by our research & development team.

3 Adaptability of Learning Support System
To meet the condition of adaptability, it is necessity to represent the learner's understanding of learning
domain. In this section, we discuss a learner modeling method that is applied to diagnostic techniques in
artificial intelligence.

3.1 Issues of Learner Model
The performance of intelligent learning support system depends largely on how well it knows why the
learner fails to solve problems. Because of the sophisticated interaction requires information about the
learner, the system has to maintain some kind of model of the learner. This model may include cases about
what has been done before or information about what the learner is believed to know. The process of
gathering information about the learner is mostly referred to as cognitive diagnosis. Ohlsson has given a
widely accepted definition of cognitive diagnosis : "cognitive diagnosis is the process of inferring a person's
cognitive state from his or her performance" [4]. We consider that the point of learner model is to represent
knowledge state of learner, especially his/her fails to solve problem. To satisfy this requirement, we focus
diagnosis techniques.
A diagnosis is defined in terms of one or more reasoning steps that the learner cannot have solved problem.
A major advantage of this approach is that it can be based solely on a model of these correct reasoning steps;
no knowledge is required about the specific misconceptions that learners may have about the domain of

learning. Instead we model all primitive inferences that are required to arrive at the correct solution. In
addition, our approach to diagnosis of learner behavior exploits results from model-based diagnosis as it is
defined in the field of artificial intelligence.

3.2 Model-based Learner Diagnosis with Case Base
Model-based diagnosis is a prominent area within artificial intelligence and emerged in the last about 15
years. The technique of model-based reasoning has been widely researched and accepted as the principal
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diagnosis in electronic circuit analysis, power station maintenance, medical diagnosis domains, etc. However,
little emphasis has been put on its application to education or training system domain. The basic principle in
model-based diagnosis is the description of system as a causal model. With the model at hand, the behavior
predicated by the model is compared to the actually observed behavior. Since the predictions of the model

are based on the assumption that the components work correctly, these assumptions may be partially
dropped to accommodate for a detected behavior difference and thus diagnose faulty behavior.

However, there are some weaknesses in model-based diagnostic technique. The most serious weak point is
the diagnosis time. It sometimes takes so much time to diagnosis. Therefore, we must be considering that it

is necessary b model concerning the trade-off between the cost of a diagnosis time and its precision.
Case-based reasoning, by contrast, excels in covering weak-theory domains, domains whose phenomena we

do not yet understand well enough to record causality unambiguously. This feature allows case-based
reasoning to be used in domains where model-based reasoning cannot be applied.
In the case-based reasoning, a reasoning engine remembers previous situations similar to the current one and
uses them to help solve the new problem. However, case-based diagnostic technique has been criticized on
many grounds. For example, that being specific to the system being diagnosed, they are non-constructive
and that, having no analytic basis, the methods are restricted to specified faults and have a known level of

competence. We think that the model-based diagnosis, being independent of the particular device
descriptions, is intended to overcome these difficulties.

Therefore, we consider developing the approach of the model-based diagnosis system with case base.
Model-based reasoning and case-based reasoning have the potential to complement each other quite well.
However, no work has been done on specific issues of learner modeling using combine model-based
reasoning with case-base. The outline of model-based learner diagnosis with case base is following. When
the set of learner's behavior data input the diagnosis system, the diagnosis engine reasons the state of his/her
knowledge consulting the diagnosis knowledge base include case base and object model base. The design of
the model-based diagnosis system begins from describing the system as diagnosis object model. The system,
which is a diagnosis object, is considered to be a set of domain models. The diagnosis object model that has
knowledge of proper action, and the set of the behavior of learner as input value are given to a system. The
first behavior of the system that received input is to seek whether there is a history about the same case in
the case base. If the record to apply in the case is found, case base returns list of learner's knowledge, which
should examine to diagnosis engine. Diagnosis engine does investigation about domain model of each record
given to it, by comparing a simulation result in object model with the actual behavior of learner. Diagnosis
process is finished if a trouble is recognized. When there was no record that complied with the input value in
the case base, the process starts to use diagnosis domain object model. This domain object model has the
hierarchical structure. A process begins from making the error model that one component in the extreme
high class in the diagnosis object model is supposed to be out of order. The purpose of this process is to

simulate using a made error model to examine whether the result of the simulation is the same as the
behavior of learner. If there is no contradiction in the simulation result, the model-based reasoning is done
again toward each domain knowledge model of the lower layer. In the same way, a diagnosis process is
repeated until a trouble is recognized in knowledge component of the extreme lower layer. All process of
diagnosis is knowledge processing by KAUS.

4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to develop a new intelligent learning support system, especially to focus two

conditions; generality and adaptability. Authors in first propose the architecture of intelligent learning
support system with large knowledge base to enough generality, which modeled by using multi-strata model.

In second presented the model-based learner diagnosis to meet adaptability. All of the knowledge was
represented by KAUS in intelligent learning support system that was assumed a part of the intelligent
problem solving system. The issue of learner diagnosis is very important point to achieve adaptive
instruction in intelligent learning support system. We proposed that fault diagnosis techniques be applied to

infer the state of learner's knowledge. So we discussed the feature of diagnostic techniques, especially
model-based reasoning with case base. Model-based reasoning appears to be a more promising technique
than other knowledge-based methods because it can diagnose the faults that have not been pre-determined.
Fails in learner's knowledge can be diagnosed automatically based on the models, which describe the correct

behavior. However, because model-based approach reasons from the actual structure and function of
knowledge, it is inefficient for some problems. Furthermore, obtaining domain models is sometimes either

difficult or too complicated, whereas most of the fails can be diagnosed based on past experience, which is

very effective if the rule base or the case base is either comparatively small or well-indexed. A better
solution is a hybrid approach integrating some of the diagnostic approaches. A case base will be provided to

access the solutions to some fails diagnoses occurred previously, of which the domain models are
unavailable. For some diagnoses, their solutions and contexts can also be stored in the case base for reuse
later. Frequently occurring fails can be diagnosed efficiently even by a few of heuristic diagnostic rules. We
believe that such a hybrid diagnostic approach will perform better than any of them does. In order to achieve
this goal; we have considered the division of object model and problem type. On this part, it is necessary to
carry out examination that will be more profound in future work.
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The use of intelligent software agents within computer mediated learning
environments is currently an important focus of research and development in
both AI and educational contexts. Roles envisaged and implemented include
those of tutor, of `manager', of information seeker and of fellow learner. Each of
these raises its own special challenges in relation both to the capabilities of the

software and to our understandings in regard to the nature of the learning
process. High on the list of factors currently believed to contribute to effective
learning is social interaction in the service of knowledge construction. Within
many electronic learning environments we are currently witnessing the
emergence of a new participant in the social interactions that mediate learning.

The substitution of computer programs possessed of varying degrees of
intelligence, autonomy and 'personality', for certain dimensions of human
presence within the computer based classroom raises a number of questions
related to the processes through which knowledge is socially constructed, and to

the qualities which are necessary to ensure successful participation in those
processes. Through discussion of both theoretical perspectives and practical
examples, this paper explores some of these issues.

Keywords: AI in Education, Educational Agents, Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, Interactive Learning Environments, Networked Social Learning,
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1 Introduction
Developments in computing and information technology in recent years have rapidly propelled the notion of
intelligent software agents from concept to implementation. Today, whether or not we are always aware of
them, they are an integral part of a growing number of computing environments. From the invisible armies
of knowbots and related entities scurrying around the Net in the service of increasingly sophisticated search
engines to the cheery little characters who pop up on our screens offering assistance with anything from
formatting a date to constructing a complex multimedia presentation, or the `personalities' with whom we
interact in chat rooms in happy ignorance of their purely digital nature, intelligent agents are alive and well
and are multiplying rapidly.

An early but still useful conception of a software agent is, "A character, enacted by the computer, who acts

on behalf of the user in a virtual environment", useful in mediating " ... a relationship between the
labyrinthine precision of computers and the fuzzy complexity of man [10, p. 355]. Later definitions tend to
be expressed in more functional terms, such as, "An agent can be viewed as an object which has a goal and
autonomously solves problems through interaction, such as collaboration, competition, negotiation and so
on" [9]. This definition has some similarities with that offered by Maes [12] who defines an agent as:
"A computational system which:
- is long lived;
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- has goals, sensors and effectors;
- decides autonomously which actions to take in the current situation to maximize progress towards its
(time-varying) goals" [12, slide 5].

Summarising the writings of a number of researchers, Aroyo and Kommers [1, p. 237] identify four major
characteristics of agents as being autonomy, responsiveness or reactiveness, pro-activeness and social ability.
Other qualities frequently proposed, but not supported by all researchers or indeed by all users, include the
ability to learn from experience and consequently to respond in flexible and possibly unforeseen ways to

particular situations, and the possession of a believable `character' or personality as a basis for social
interaction.

It appears that a combination of factors has contributed to the current proliferation of software agents. Apart

from the technical developments which have opened up the possibility of implementing what were
previously largely theoretical conceptions, there is our very real need for assistance as we operate within

computing environments characterised by rapid change, large quantities of extraordinarily complex
information, and a lack of common organisational structures through which information may be accessed
and managed. As Laurel predicted, there are now many situations in which, in the interests of efficiency,
some form of 'intelligent' mediation is required between computer systems and the needs of users.
There are, of course, different forms that this mediation could have taken. The strong propensity for most

users to accept assistance in the form of a more or less personified entity as largely unproblematic
undoubtedly derives at least in part from the anthropomorphic elements implicit in most computer interfaces
from the earliest days of computing. It can be strongly argued that a degree of personification has always
been automatically and inevitably conferred as much by a program's use of language as a component of the
interface as by our everyday understandings of the 'intelligence', albeit artificial, of computers. Intelligence
and language use are, after all, key defining attributes of human beings.

Not only are we accustomed to interacting with computers as though they share with us a degree of
`humanity', but in a number of areas of activity we have been persuaded to value 'social' interaction
particularly highly. Education is a good example, given the extent to which our current understandings of
learning depend upon an acceptance of the belief that knowledge is to a large extent socially constructed. In
the current drive to move teaching and learning online, the notion of agency in computing has found a strong

ally and a vehicle for expansion. Unless the social interactions that mediate learning in face to face
environments can be shown to have a digital equivalent, proponents of online courses will be forever 'on the

back foot', with their products being regarded by most educators as second best. While courses
incorporating the communications facilities of the Internet certainly go a considerable way in promoting

interactions of various types between teacher and student and also between student and student, the
possibility of using software agents to create an illusion of interpersonal interaction so convincing as to
achieve pedagogical outcomes equivalent to those deriving from a relationship with another human being is
extremely enticing to the designers of electronic learning environments.

2 Some examples of socially interactive pedagogical agents
Johnson [7] has proposed the following definition the role of a pedagogical agent as distinct from those
designed for other purposes:
"Pedagogical agents are autonomous agents that support human learning, by interacting with students
in the context of interactive learning environments. They extend and improve upon previous work on
intelligent tutoring systems in a number of ways. They adapt their behaviour to the dynamic state of
the learning environment, taking advantage of learning opportunities as they arise. They can support

collaborative learning as well as individualized learning, because multiple students and agents can
interact in a shared environment. Given a suitably rich user interface, pedagogical agents are capable
of a wide spectrum of instructionally effective interactions with students, including multimodal dialog.

Animated pedagogical agents can promote student motivation and engagement, and engender
affective as well as cognitive responses" [7, p. 13].

This is a comprehensive and optimistic vision, incorporating a number of possible roles for software agents

within educational environments. Types of agents currently implemented in projects around the world
include record keepers, information seekers, testers, facilitators of collaboration, tutors or instructors, fellow
learners, and tutees. Of special interest in regard to this paper are those that contribute to the overtly social
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dimensions of the learning environment. The last three listed most clearly fulfil this criterion.

2.1 Agents as instructors
There is a sense in which perceptions of the role of computers in the learning process have come full circle.

Early models of the role of 'computer as tutor' in the form of drill and practice style of instructional
software, generally based on Skinnerian principles and incorporating very limited interaction between user
and computer, have long been rejected by most educators in favour of a range of other more acceptable
guises including that of a learning tool, an information source, and a learning 'space'. With the development
of agent technologies, as Johnson suggests, new possibilities now exist for incorporating computers within
the learning environment in a range of socially interactive roles, including that of 'tutor', through modes of
interaction more in keeping with current pedagogical theory.

It is commonly asserted that the presence of computers in classrooms has itself played a part in modifying
the image of the teacher as the 'sage on the stage' in favour of a more collaborative model. Not surprisingly,
these changing concepts are well reflected in many implementations of 'agent as teacher'. As Solomos and
Avouris [18] write, for instance:

"The user mental model of the system should be based on the metaphor of the "invited professor"
rather than the "knowing everything own tutor". ... Our first findings confirm the observation that
today's users, accustomed to hypertext-like interaction, are more likely to accept this collaborative
teaching metaphor, according to which their tutoring system is viewed as an intelligent hypertext
browser, offering links to other tutoring systems with the right content and at the right time" [18, p.
259].

The increasingly popular concept of the teacher as a facilitator of learning is also reflected in such
statements as: "Each student working on the project will have an agent, operating in the background,
watching progress, measuring it against the plan, and taking remedial action when necessary" [19, p. 362].

2.2 Agents as fellow learners
A style of agent of special significance in the context of socially constructivist theories of learning is the
`fellow learner', which to differing degrees might be presumed to include all participants within the learning
environment. If agents are to gain widespread acceptance in the field of education, this is an important area
for research and development. Since the 1980s Chan [2, 3] and colleagues have been working on a range of
models of socially interactive agents for learning environments, perhaps the best known being the 'learning
companion' a software entity having limited knowledge of the domain in question, conceptualised as a
fellow learner with whom the student may collaborate and even disagree. As in real life, some of these
learning companions may be better informed than the student in the relevant domain of knowledge, while
others may know less. Perhaps not surprisingly, in learning environments for younger students, animals are a
popular choice of persona for such agents, as in this example of a networked learning environment for
Taiwanese high school students, as described by Chan:

"The Dalmation is having the same performance as the student. ... Another animal companion is
Dragon, like one of those animal companions in Mulan, a Disney cartoon of this summer. This dragon
will "learn" (mainly rote learning) from the student and also from other students on the Net and so

may know more than the student. At certain point it'll stop learning and come back to teach the
student. In a way, Dragon is protecting the student" [3].

An interesting development of this concept is presented by Sheremetov and Nunez [16, p. 310], who
describe the function of a 'monitor agent' as being to modify the role, behaviour or expertise of learning
companions from that of strong group leader to a weaker companion or even a passive observer, depending
on its interpretation of the degree of guidance required by the learner.

2.3 Agents as pupils
We are all familiar with the common wisdom that we learn through teaching others. At the school level,
many educators have long been familiar with the concept of the computer as 'tutee' through the use of the
Logo programming language, in which 'teaching the turtle' was a familiar metaphor for the activity of
programming. More recently, a number of researchers have explored the translation of this concept into
electronic learning contexts where agents exist to be 'taught' by the student user, as in the example from
Chan quoted above. A further example is described by Ju [8] who writes of a computer based peer tutoring
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system employing two categories of agent

an 'expert', and a 'learner':

"... students become active learners who are guided to learn by teaching a computer. After the
students watch how the computer expert solves a set of linear equations [the program] helps the
human student act as a teacher in order to learn more about the subject matter. At this time, the
computer plays the role of a student ..." [8, p. 559].

3 Some issues for consideration
3.1 Multiple agents
Most agent based systems utilise a number of agents, many of them capable of a complex range of
interactions with the student, with one another, and increasingly with agents associated with other programs.
Their individual purposes derive from theoretical analyses of the component tasks and activities that are
included in the larger scale pedagogical interactions of human beings. As educators, and indeed as students,
we may simultaneously enact a range of roles within the educational environment. The apparently unitary

activity of 'teaching' involves such elements as demonstrating, guiding, telling, questioning, explaining,
testing, motivating, criticising even learning! Many researchers consider that the electronic medium makes
it feasible to identify and separate out these diverse functions. These can then be enacted through different
configurations of agents working in relationships which ranging from collaboration to competition.
An example is the Multiple Agent Tutoring System (MATS) described by Solomos and Avouris:

" MATS is a prototype that models a "one student-many teachers" learning situation. Each MATS
agent represents a tutor, capable of teaching a distinct subject. All MATS tutors are also capable of
collaborating with each other for solving learning difficulties that their students may have" [18, p.
243].

Strategies for most efficaciously combining the activities of multiple agents such as these necessitate a
complex agent architecture, and understandably occupy a great deal of the research agenda in this area. Of
interest in relation to their participation in the social construction of knowledge is the fact that one of the
most common metaphors employed by a number of researchers and courseware designers is that of a
`society' of agents, a conception reminiscent of Minsky's The Society of Mind [14], Gardner's multiple
intelligences [6] and other related theories of cognition and behaviour. In describing the different aspects of
the design of their "multi-agent, computer-based interactive environment", for example, Costa and Perkusich
[4, p. 196], drawing on the work of Franklin and Graesser [5] refer to their aggregation of agents quite
specifically as a 'society'.
"The society [of artificial tutoring agents] is an open multi-agent system made up of a collection of
tutoring agents that co-operate among themselves to promote the learning of a certain human learner.
This society is designed to be open and dynamic in the sense that it allows maintenance operations
such as the entry and the exit of agents, besides eventual modifications in the knowledge and in the
inference mechanisms of an agent. Each agent defines an expert tutor in some domain, having the
necessary knowledge to solve problems in this domain. These agents are cognitive and possess
properties like autonomy, goal-oriented, social ability" [4, pp. 197-198].
While on the one hand, the variety of functions of agents within a multi-agent environment must also be
appreciated as an attempt to realise the type of rich user interface which Johnson suggests is necessary if the
pedagogical interactions within electronic learning environments are to approximate to any degree to the
face to face educational experience, some educators have concerns in regard to the assumptions underlying
these practices. They argue that such developments are underpinned by a reductionist rather than a holistic
understanding of the processes and relationships involved in teaching and learning. In separating out the
different components of pedagogical interactions, are we enabling each part to be realised more effectively,
or are we failing to acknowledge that the global act of human teaching may in fact be more than the sum of
its component parts? It seems reasonable to suggest that firm judgments on issues such as this must await
greater experience of the roles of agents within these learning contexts.

3.2 Personification
Another focus of debate concerns the degree to which personification is helpful in fostering fruitful
pedagogical interaction between the human learner and software agents. This question clearly relates more
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to the `socially interactive' agents than to those fulfilling more tool-like functions, which arguably require
far less in the way of 'personality'. As noted earlier in this paper, there are clear arguments for accepting that
a degree of personification of computer interfaces is inevitable. As Shirk puts it:

"Although there is some dispute among software critics concerning the advisability of having
`personalities' in computer programs, their presence seems unavoidable. Any time there is
communication between a computer and a human, the information presented by the computer has a
certain style, diction, and tone of voice which impact upon the human's attitude and response toward
the software" [17, p. 320].
However the extent to which this should be deliberately fostered is less clear, although many feel intuitively
that it should be an important element in the creation of an electronic learning environment characterised by
interactions which can reasonably be described as `social'.

An important aspect of the representation of `character' or personality is visual appearance. Interestingly,

both research and experience suggest that the relationship in the case of software agents is far from
straightforward, and that a mismatch between realism in appearance and the apparent knowledge level of the
agent can have a deleterious effect on credibility. The more visually realistic the representation, the higher
the expectations of the user in relation to the appropriateness and `intelligence' of utterances and actions.
Agents that `look' smart and `act' or `talk' dumb are poorly received by many users, who express a higher
tolerance for the limitations of a 'character' more sketchily represented, for instance through cartoon-like

graphics. As Masterton, writes, for instance, "A common problem with AI programs that interact with
humans is that they must present themselves in a way that reflects their ability. Where there is a conflict
between the ability of the system and the users' perception of that ability a breakdown occurs and users may
either fail to exploit its full potential or become frustrated with its shortcomings" [13, p. 215]. He goes on to

suggest the implementation of a degree of anthropomorphism intended to convey qualities such as
friendliness and usefulness, without the implication of possession of full human capabilities [13, p. 211]. He
describes the development and role of such an entity in the form of a VTA (Virtual Teaching Assistant)
which is able to introduce topics and answer, simple questions, the more complex types of exposition and
interaction being left to the human teacher. In terms of a traditional scenario at university level, the VTA
functions somewhat like a tutor or demonstrator as distinct from a lecturer. "In this way faculty is left free of
the guiding and assisting issues of the course and is able to concentrate on more complex questions and
higher level issues generated during the course" [13, p. 211].

Further instances of this principle are the examples of agents presented as animals discussed earlier in this

paper. Our expectations in regard the cognitive skills of animals may well be more appropriate to the
capabilities of software agents than are our experiences of human-to-human interactions.

3.3 Autonomy
Closely related to the `intelligence' of software agents is the issue of autonomy, in particular the degree to
which an agent should be furnished with pre-existing goals which might lead it to take particular action
without instruction from the user, and even contrary to what the user might perceive as his or her interests

and wishes. Exploring the implications of such entities existing and interacting within virtual reality
environments, Loeffler [11], for instance, notes that the unpredictability resulting from significant autonomy
might well result in agents who are less `helpful' to us than we might hope or indeed expect. It is easy to slip

from such considerations into the need for a contemporary version of Asimov's laws of robotics as
conceived in fictional terms more than 30 years ago!

In educational contexts, the implications of autonomy, particularly in terms of control of and responsibility
towards the learner, are potentially extremely complex and difficult to address without more exposure to

these types of software, and indeed it is quite likely that such experience may cause community
understandings in regard to appropriate relationships between the `human' and the 'not human' in electronic
contexts to develop and change over time. In the short term, current trends in educational thinking which
favour giving more control and autonomy to the learner would appear to be more in line with the thinking of
researchers such as Schneiderman who favour 'direct manipulation' over the development of interactive

agents with a significant degree of independence of action. Where agents are involved, they may be
programmed so as to exercise control over the learner on behalf of the creator of the learning environment,
or they may be configured so as to be more sensitive to a user model, and more responsive to instruction
from the user/student. In the latter instance, the agent would have a greater degree of responsibility to the
needs and wishes of the learner, but this may not be in keeping with the pedagogical goals of the teacher.
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Trust is another aspect of the teacher/learner relationship that is complicated by the degree of autonomy with

which a pedagogical agent is endowed. To the extent that the programmer chooses to delegate certain
functions and responsibilities to the agent, it is their problem, but it may also be an issue for students,
particularly those with more insight into the nature of the agents with which they are interacting.

A further concern in regard to the autonomy of pedagogical agents relates to the issue of intervention in the
learning process. Despite the finding of Aroyo and Commers [1] that pro-activity is a quality frequently
sought after in agents, there is an important issue of balance to be addressed in relation to the educational
process. It is well accepted that a high degree of unsought assistance whether from a human teacher or an
excessively diligent and proactive agent can be quite detrimental, in particular to the metacognitive aspects
of learning. Of course this is also an issue for teachers and learners in face to face educational contexts!

3.4 Level of participation in the social construction of knowledge
The belief that it is possible for agents to participate effectively in the social aspects of knowledge
construction is central to the work of many theorists and researchers. Sheremetov and Nunez [16], for
example, whose works derives overtly from the theoretical frameworks of Piaget and Vygotsky, argue that:
"The design of learning environments, virtual or not, aims to promote productive interactions. In this type of
learning a student changes from being a passive information receiver to an active collaborator, interacting

with the tutors and colleagues in the learning process. Learning does not only result from acquiring
knowledge, solving problems or using tools, but also from interacting about these on-going activities with
persons and agents"[16, p.305 306].
In relation to their specific project they write: "Our emphasis lies in the role of interactions in an artificial
learning community as a group of real and artificial learners, tutors, and facilitators, working, supporting and
learning from each other [16, p. 306]. But however personified and autonomous the software agent, can it

really be said to participate fully in the social construction of knowledge? It has been argued quite
extensively that even the most heavily personified of computer programs suffer from an intrinsic lack of
ability to participate in the metacognitive aspects of learning. Pufall [15], for instance, expresses a strong
belief that a computer program is unable at any level commensurate with human capacities to modify its

own knowledge structures or cognitive processes, and so cannot be regarded as a co-constructor of
knowledge in a meaningful sense. While this might well have been the case in relation to earlier computer
based learning environments, can we continue to make the same claims with confidence today or in the

future? The capacity of software to 'learn' and adapt to experience through the incorporation of new
information, the appropriate modification of its representation of the context in which it functions (its
`world') and of its inference mechanisms, is undoubtedly increasing. One way of considering this question
might be to look at it in terms of the type of distinction sometimes made between 'hard' and 'soft' notions of
artificial intelligence. If our test of full participation depends on an understanding that the agent has 'learnt'
in precisely the same way that the human has learnt, then we will have difficulty accepting the electronic

entity as genuine co-constructor of knowledge. If, however, we make our claim on the grounds that it
appears to the human learner that the agent has participated in the learning that has taken place, then perhaps

we can at least tentatively admit such a piece of software to membership of the social milieu which has
mediated the educational experience.

Conclusions
It is clear that developments in agent technology have created a range of new possibilities in terms of
aligning computers more strongly with prevailing educational theories and philosophies. In considering the
many issues which might be raised in relation to the nature and roles of pedagogical agents, there are three
overarching questions. Firstly, do agents have the potential to enhance learning, or do they threaten to
undermine those aspects of the educational enterprise that we most value? Secondly, to what extent might
they assist in the replication of the social dimensions of face to face learning within online environments?
Thirdly, do they go further than this, and create new possibilities in regard to the social mediation of learning?
To the extent that visions such as those of Johnson [7] are able to be realised, we may be faced one day with
the need to re-evaluate our attitudes regarding the relative merits of a human teacher and an electronic entity
designed specifically for educational purposes. But while the rhetoric of developers often suggests an ideal
surpassing the sometimes imperfect realities of human-to-human pedagogical interactions, the 'jury' of
online learners and of educators is still out.
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In this paper, we propose a method of constructing an intelligent Micro-World
(MW) for high-school chemistry that accepts learners' questions and advises
them whenever the learners are working in the MW. We also discuss the method
generating explanations using both texts and images. At first, we argue on the
interaction between a learner and such a system, and classify learner's typical
demands and possible educational supports by the system. Next we show the
ability necessary to deal with the demands, such as recognizing learners' plan,
generating a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment, reproducing the state at
any step of the change in MW, controlling the initiative of the interaction, and so
on. Then we propose methods in order to realize the abilities. Moreover, we
illustrate how to implement the abilities and introduce our prototype system.
Keywords: Micro World, Interactive explanation, Mixed initiative

1 Introduction
Micro-World (MW) has a problem that it is hard to support learners who are in impasse. We are developing

an intelligent MW that supports the learners[1,2,4,5]. The domain subject of the MW is high-school
chemistry. The MW has the following functions:
Simulating changes in the world model of high-school chemistry.
Recognizing the learner' s plan by a sequence of his manipulations.
Judging weather the learner is in impasse, by comparing the learner's plan with the standard plan that the
MW generates. If the learner is in impasse, it assumes that the cause of the impasse might be lack of the
knowledge necessary to perform the next manipulation which the learner should do.
Giving the learner some advices by using texts. For example, the MW shows the knowledge which the
learner doesn' t understand, the manipulation that the learner should do next, and so on.

Accepting learner's questions at any time when the learner is working in the MW and answering by
using texts.
Our MW uses only texts in giving advices. In general, it is effective to explain something by using both texts
and images. CINESPEAK [3] is one of the systems which can show explanations using both images and
texts. It can generate a 3D animation and texts of explanation. It also can select appropriate camera shot
corresponding to the contents of explanation. However, It can not generate explanations interactively.

We think it is necessary to avoid showing the texts and images prepared beforehand like video movies with

some captions. The reason is that the explanation should be shown interactively. In other words, an
educational system must not explain anything one-sidedly, because the condition of a learner is changing
moment by moment while the system explains to the learner.

When an idea flashes upon a learner's mind during the explanation, the system must allow him to say his
idea and respond to his remark. For example, when the system explains how to solve some problems in MW
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to the learner who is in impasse, if the learner requires doing continuation of the problem solving process by
himself, the system should prepare MW and let him continue solving the problem on MW. Similarly, if the
learner requires changing some conditions of MW and explaining the method of solving the problem, the
system should stop explaining, re-plan a new method to solve the problem with new conditions, and explain
it.

In this paper, we extend the user interface of our MW in order to make it more effective. The first extension
is that the MW uses not only texts but also images when it shows the learners advices or explanations. The

second one is that the MW generates explanations interactively. Our extended system can explain
manipulations that a learner performed in a MW and the manipulations necessary to achieve a given goal by

using both texts and animations simultaneously. Moreover it can explain interactively according to the
learner' s demand.

In the next section, we discuss the ability necessary for the system that generate explanations interactively.
In section 3 we show our basic approach to realize the abilities. In section 4 we illustrate how to implement
the abilities, and we introduce our prototype system and show examples of its behavior.

2 Interactive method to explain
In order to generate explanations interactively, the system should have the following two functions.
When a learner does not express his intention, the system must be able to lead his learning.
- The system must be able to deal with a learner' s demand whenever the system aids learning (even when it
is explaining something to him).

The former is out of range of this paper, because it is the topic concerning to the teaching strategy in the
field of Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). Therefore, We concentrate the latter.

Learners' demands and the method to deal with them depend on what kind of educational supports can be
provided by the system. Therefore, we must clarify:
1. the educational supports and learners' demands.
2. what kinds of ability are necessary to deal with the demands.

2.1 Possible educational supports and learners' demands
We can classify states of the system into the following two types:
- The system gives a goal and the learner manipulates the MW on his own initiative.
- The system takes the initiative then it shows advice or explanations to the learner.
We discuss learner' s demands and methods to deal with them on each state.

2.1.1 Supports and learners' demands when learner has initiative
We think the major demand on this state is to require an advice to resolve a learner's impasse. Therefore, we
deal with only such type of demands as the first step of our research. In order to discuss how to deal with the
demands, we classify causes of learners' impasse into the following two types.
(A): A learner cannot understand the current state of MW.
(B): A learner cannot decide what to do in the next step.
The system can satisfy the demand of the learner who is in impasse because of (A) by showing the following
explanations:
- Explanation of a sequence of manipulations that the learner performed in the MW and the effect of each
manipulation.
- Explanation of the state after each manipulation has performed.

The demand of the learner who is in impasse because of (B) can be satisfied by various ways. For example,
the system identifies misunderstood or lacked knowledge and shows him the knowledge, the system explains
on the similar case and lets him remind his experience, and so on. In this paper, we adopt the simplest way
that the system shows the actions to be performed in the following steps. If we take the other way, we need
to extend some functions to decide contents of explanations. However, the mechanism to control interactive
generation of explanations is commonly reused.
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As a result, the type of demands of the first state is only a demand to require some advice, and the type of
explanations that the system generates is only an explanation of manipulations and the state after each one.
In order to explain a manipulation and the state after it has been performed, the system generates animation
showing how to perform the manipulation in the MW and texts explaining the effect of the manipulation.
2.1.2 Supports and learners' demands when the system has initiative
First, we discuss typical demands of learners who are in impasse because of (A) mentioned in the previous
section. When the system explains to the learner a sequence of manipulations that the learner performed and
the state after each manipulation by using animations and texts, the learner may demand that the system
shows him a previous state again or a following state intermittently. In case that the learner finds his own
mistakes while the system is explaining something to him, he may demand that the system stops explaining,
prepares the initial environment, and lets him re -try solving his problem on the MW again. If the learner
fails to resolve his impasse in spite of some explanations generated by the system, he may demand that the
system show. him the whole correct process to achieve his goal on the MW.

Then, we imagine typical demands of learners who are in impasse because of (B). In this case, the system
explains him the action to be performed in the following steps. The learner may demand that:
- the system shows him the previous/following states.
- the system stops explaining in order to let him do continuation of manipulations.
- he rewrites some conditions of his problem and the system explains how to solve the problem with new
conditions.

We don' t argue on all of above-mentioned demands, but only ones with which our system can deal,
considering possible actions by our system. Such actions are as follows:
(1) Explaining the sequence of actions which learners have performed.
(2) Explaining the sequence of correct actions by which the given goal can be achieved.
(3) Setting an environment for experiment to let learners try achieving the goal free.
Table 1. Examples of typical demands by learners
Actions of the system

Action
before
the
demand

Action
after the
demand

(1)

(1)

The learner wants to see another action than one shown in the current

(1)

(2)

The learner can understand what he has done, and wants to see what he

(1)

(3)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

type of the demand and the scene where the learner input the demand

explanation on the sequence of his previous actions.
should do next.

The learner finds the mistakes he has made, and wants to re-try the
experiment.

The learner understands correct actions, and wants to compare it with what
he did.

The learner wants to see another action than one shown in the current
explanation on the sequence of correct actions.

The learner understands the correct actions, and wants to re-try the
experiment.

The learner loses the current state in the process of achieving the goal of the
experiment. He wants to confirm the actions which he has performed.
The learner loses the way to achieve the goal of the experiment.
He wants to see the correct actions.
He finds he has failed to achieve the goal and wants to re-try the experiment.

Then we can classify the demands according to which actions are performed before/after accepting the
demand. Combinations of the actions are 3*3= 9 types such as "when system doing (1), a demand is input,
then it does (1)", "when it doing (1), a demand is input, then it begins to do (2)", and so on. Examples of the
typical demand of each type are shown in Table 1.
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2.2 Abilities necessary to deal with learners' demands
In this section, we discuss abilities necessary to deal with the learners' demands mentioned in 2.1. Basically,
MW should have an ability to simulate changes in the MW according to learners' actions.
In addition, in order to deal with the demands mentioned in 2.1.1, the system should have the following
abilities.

(a) Ability to recognize learners' plan from a sequence of his actions.

In order to explain what learners have done by not only listing up the actions, but also showing the
meanings of the sequence of the actions, the system needs the ability.
(b) Ability to generate a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment.
In order to explain correct actions which learners should perform, the system has to be able to generate
plan.

(c) Ability to simulate changes in the MW according to the plan generated or recognized by itself, and
ability to generate verbal explanations showing what actions has been done or what actions should be
going to be done.
The system had better be able to generate explanations using both texts and images. In order to generate
visual explanations, the system should be able to operate MW in a similar way as learners do. In order to
generate verbal explanations, the system should be able to generate texts from the result of planning or
plan recognition.

In order to deal with the demands mentioned in 2.1.2, the abilities mentioned above are also necessary. In
addition, the following abilities are needed.
(d) Ability to store the history of actions by learners or the system.
The ability is needed to do action (1) or (2) as a reaction of a demand in Table 1.
(e) Ability to reproduce the state at any step of the change in MW and allow learners to manipulate the MW.
The ability is needed to do action (3) as a reaction of a demand in Table 1.

In addition, the following ability is necessary to realize mixed initiative. It is generally important to make
interactive educational environment effective.
(f) Ability to control the two phases: a phase where a learner takes initiative by actions to achieve the goal,
and a phase where the system takes initiative by generating explanations.

3 Methods necessary to deal with learner' s demand
The basic framework of the system as a MW can be seen in [5]. An extension in this paper is that the system
becomes to have two individual environments: one is the environment for experiment used by learners, and
the other is the environment for explanation. Our system operates the latter environment in its explanation.
We add the latter environment in order to avoid that both a learner and the system try to operate a common

one at the same time. The environment for experiment has an interface and functions to accept learner's
actions, and reacts as soon as it accepts an action from a learner. On the other hand, the environment for
explanation cannot accept manipulations from learners (though switches similar to the environment of
experiment are displayed in its window, they are dummy).

We discuss how to equip such a framework of the system with the abilities mentioned in 2.2.
(a) Ability to recognize learners' plan from a sequence of his actions.

On this ability, please see our previous paper i
(b) Ability to generate a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment.

On this ability, please see our previous paper 1 ; too.
(c) Ability to simulate changes in the MW according to the plan generated or recognized by itself, and
ability to generate verbal explanations showing what actions has been done or what actions should be
going to be done.
Simulation in MW is performed by using symbolic knowledge representation. States at each step of

1
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MW are also represented in a symbolic way. Manipulations by learners are also translated to symbolic
representations. The control method of the simulator is event-driven: as soon as a manipulation is input
to the simulator, the inference engine generates symbolic representation showing the next state of MW.
The system draws the state of MW on the basis of the symbolic representation. Therefore, the system
can simulate changes in the MW according to the generated or recognized plan, because the system can
generate the input of the simulator represented symbolically from the plan.

In addition, because states of MW, manipulations to MW, and changes in MW are commonly
represented in a symbolic way, the system can generate explanations in natural language on every fact
in MW.

(d) Ability to store the history of actions by learners or the system.
It is easy to store such history because all of states of MW, manipulations to MW, and changes in MW
are represented in a symbolic way. The system records only the initial state and a sequence of having
performed actions as the history. The system can reproduce all states and changes by simulating the
change in MW again on the basis of the history.
(e) Ability to reproduce the state at any step of the change in MW and allow learners to manipulate the MW.
The system can reproduce any states in an explanation on learner's previous actions, by performing the
manipulations stored as the history sequentially. On the other hand, it can also reproduce any states in
the process when correct actions are performed, by performing the manipulations in the plan generated

by itself. Thus, the system can set any states of an environment which learners can manipulate, by
copying such reproduced states in the environment for explanation to the one for experiment.
(f) Ability to control the two phases: a phase where a learner takes initiative by actions to achieve the goal,
and a phase where the system takes initiative by generating explanations.
We adopt the following strategies for controlling the phases:
Basically, a learner takes initiative, and he acts freely in MW.
- Turn over the phase to the other phase where the system takes initiative, as soon as the learner inputs
a question or demands that the system explains something.
- If the system finds that the learner is in impasse, ask him whether he hopes to turn over the phase
where the system takes initiative. And if he does, turn over it.
- Accept interruption by learners whenever the system generates explanations.

- Decide the next action of the system according to the interruption. For example, if the learner
demands that the system sets the phase where the learner takes initiative, set a suitable state of the
environment and let him experiment freely. If he inputs a demand for the system to explain other
topic than the current topic, continue explanation on the requested topic.

4 Implementation
We designed a prototype system. Figure 1 shows outline of our system.
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The system has environment for experiment and environment for explanation. The system sets a goal and a
learner tries to achieve the goal by manipulating objects in environment for experiment. When the learner
does an action in environment for experiment, the simulator reproduces a change in symbolic world model.
Then the visualizer draws the state after the change in environment for experiment. At the same time, the
plan recognizer monitors the learner' s manipulations and recognizes his plan. When the learner becomes to

be in impasse or requires some advice, planner generates a correct plan. Then the system visualizes
environment for explanation, and starts explaining by using either recognized plan or the correct plan. In
order to generate explanation, simulator reproduces states of the world model and visualizer visualizes the
states in environment for explanation. Simultaneously Verbal explanation generator generates verbal
explanation on the manipulation, the change, and the state.
The domain world model of this system is written by symbolic representation. In general, it is difficult to

handle continuity of time and space by such representation. Therefore, our system handles time as a
sequence of discrete segments of time. And it doesn't handle strict position of objects in the world, but only
relative relations which can be represented by symbols, such as "chemical materials are in the same beaker".
A change is also represented by symbols which shows the initial state, the actions causing the change, the
changing state, and the state after the change. Most of the subjects in high-school chemistry can be handled
in the above mentioned way.

This system is implemented by using Tcl/Tk and LISP (Kyoto Common LISP). This system can deal with
the 5 subjects: method of preparing a solution of a certain molarity, acidic material, basic material,
neutralization, and using indicator.

We show an example of the behavior of our system when a learner does an experiment of neutralization.
Figure 2 shows a user interface for environment for experiment. In the environment, the learner prepares
hydrochloric acid, prepares nitric acid, and sodium hydroxide, pours nitric acid into hydrochloric acid,
prepares phenolphthalein, and mixes it into the mixed acid. Then he finds that he has not achieved his goal.
In the case that he can' t find the reason and inputs a demand for the system to explain his own actions, the
system prepares an environment for explanation to start explaining the actions the learner has done. Figure 3
shows a user interface of environment for explanation. The interface has three windows: a window for
displaying visual explanations and verbal explanations, a window showing a history of actions that have
been taken place, and a window for inputting demands. In Figure 3, both visual and verbal explanations for
the fourth action (marked in the list shown in the window for history). If the learner finds that he has made a

mistake, and if he cannot find the correct way, he wants to demand that the system explains how to
neutralize. He clicks on the button "correct manipulation" in the window for inputting demands. Then the
system starts explaining the correct way (Figure 4). If he inputs a demand for the system to let him re -try the
experiment, the system prepares environment for experiment and reproduces the state from which he wants
to start experiment (Figure 5).
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we discuss a method constructing an intelligent and interactive MW generating explanations
both images and texts. Our prototype system has relatively small domain knowledge base, so we have to
make it larger in the future in order to increase subjects that our system can support.
When we will try to extend our system to handle other domains, the simulator underlying the system needs

to deal with continuity of time and space. For example, if we deal with the field of electric circuit, the

simulator needs to handle topology. If we deal with the field of dynamics of physics, the simulator needs to
handle coordinate system.
Our another future work is to evaluate the effectiveness of our system experimentally.
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Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) provides interaction opportunities
between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning. Intelligent ILE
(TILE) provides quality feedback or authentic guidance to learners who need help
in the ILE. This research aims to explore design implications of IILE by studying
model of learner in the mathematics fraction domain. 169 primary four learners

were invited to answer 10 open-ended questions on fraction addition and
subtraction. A learner model on category of error and error pattern was formulated
from the 423 erroneous responses. Results of the study indicated that researchers

should study error patterns by understanding work of learners, distinguish
careless mistakes from error patterns, and consider scaffolding support.

Keywords: Intelligent Interactive Learning Environment, Learner Model

1 INTRODUCTION
There are two categories of Learning Environment (LE): content-free and subject-specific [1]. A content-free
LE allows participants and facilitators to formulate their own topics for discussion. Knowledge formulated

from such interactions belongs to the learning community [2]. A subject-specific LE involves subject
knowledge. Some subject-specific environments stress knowledge transfer like Intelligent Tutoring System
(ITS) [3]. Other subject-specific environments such as Interactive Learning Environments (ILE), assisting
learners to learn through exploration, put efforts on designing manipulative virtual learning devices [4]. No
matter an LE is designed for knowledge transfer or knowledge formulation, subject matter of the learning
domain should be carefully studied and incorporated in it [5].

1.1 Design Considerations of an ILE
The study of subject matters plays a crucial role in designing ILE involving knowledge exploration because
learners are not obtaining knowledge directly from the ILE. Learners have to learn by analogy, that is, learners
have to transfer knowledge from manipulating the manipulative virtual devices of the ILE to grasp the abstract
concepts of the subject domain [4]. Expert teachers are skilful in predicting how learners will think and err [6].
This diagnostic ability is tied to an expert's special understanding of the subject and is undoubtedly derived
from multiple opportunities to teach the same content [7]. This knowledge includes knowing which aspects of
a topic are particularly difficult, what the common misconceptions are, and what representations are important
for authentic learning. Shulman [8] termed this kind of knowledge as Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK).

It is crucial to utilize teachers' expert knowledge, especially knowledge on representation for authentic
learning, to design manipulative virtual devices of an ILE.

1.2 Design Considerations of an Intelligent ILE
An ILE may provide interaction opportunities between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning.
Some learners may learn the subject matter well without the assistance of the virtual learning devices. Some
learners may learn well with chances to interact with the interactive learning devices of the environment.
However, some learners may need guidance to learn well in the ILE [9]. An Intelligent ILE (IILE) is an ILE
that provide feedback or guidance to those learners who need such help in learning the subject domain. Those
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learners who do not need help will not notice the existence of the auxiliary service. Learner model of learning
in a subject domain may provide information about the behaviour of learners in learning the domain. Studying
the learning model of learners may assist TILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain technical
details such as formulating mal rules for understanding learning states of learners. A learner model thus may
help to tailor-make an IILE for assisting various types of learners in learning the discipline. It is therefore

important to study the learning model of learners in a specific subject domain for designing a useful and
practical IILE to assist learners of various kinds in the learning process.
Three knowledge bases are therefore important for designing an IILE for learning subject-specific knowledge.
They are the subject matter, the learner model of learning in the domain and the PCK of teachers in teaching
the discipline. Subject matter knowledge base contains subject matter knowledge. It can provide subject

matter advice and knowledge state of learners in the learning process. Learner model contains behaviour
representations of learners. Learner model knowledge base may provide information about the learning state
of learner. PCK knowledge base contains diverse guidance knowledge for different learning states of learners.
It may provide learning advises based on PCK of experienced teachers of the subject domain who know how
learners think and err in the discipline. Software agents will monitor the performance of learner in the learner
interface. Software agents will determine proactive or reactive responses after a negotiation and
communication process in the feedback and guidance generator. The negotiation will be a judgement of the
knowledge state of the learner in the domain using both the learner model knowledge base and subject matter
knowledge base of the TILE. Final decision will be an outcome after a consultation with the PCK knowledge
base of the TILE and the cumulative data of an individual learner. The cumulative data records the historical
learning states of each individual learner captured by the IILE. Figure 1 shows a conceptual design of an TILE
for generating feedback and guidance.

Figure 1: A conceptual design of an IILE for generating feedback and guidance
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1.3 Chosen Subject Domain
A review of literatures indicated that many learners have great difficulties in learning the concepts and
procedural knowledge of mathematics fraction [10, 11, 12]. Streefland [11] further pointed out that the main
cause of such difficulties is the inadequate and inappropriate teaching in the traditional approaches. As the
teaching and learning of mathematics fraction is an internationally renowned difficult topic, it is considered as
an appropriate exemplar to be investigated for automation.

2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this research is to study the knowledge of learners in a subject-specific domain and to investigate
its implication for designing a subject-specific IILE. There are two specific objectives: (1) to understand the
problems of learners in learning the topic; (2) to discuss design issues of an TILE. Such findings may inform
the development of TILE for providing quality feedback and guidance to learners.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire for studying model of primary learners on learning fraction addition and subtraction was
designed.
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169 primary four learners from four different schools were invited to complete the questionnaire through their
mathematics teachers. All learners had completed their learning of fraction addition and subtraction before the
test. Learners were requested to do the questionnaire on individual basis in a mathematics lesson for about 35

minutes. No discussions were allowed. The answer sheets were not used for any form of assessment but
returned to the researcher after the administration. All 169 answer sheets returned were used for data analysis.

4 RESULTS AND DISSCSSIONS
This section will report on the quantitative and qualitative analysis results of all errors responded by
participants of the survey and will discuss their implications on designing an IILE. The learner model
formulated contains two areas: (1) knowledge of learners on category of error; and (2) knowledge of learners
on error patterns of the domain.

4.1 Knowledge of Learner on Category of Error
Nine categories of error were identified and summarized from the 423 incorrect responses. Though incorrect
response of each question may contain more than one error, this study selected the primary source of error for
classification. Results were summarized in table 1. Categories were organized in descending order of
percentage that account for the errors. The summarized result may serve as an important reference in
designing a learner model of LE for fraction learning. Among the nine categories, categories 1, 2 and 9
directly related to the subject matter and accounted for nearly forty percent of the erroneous work. Categories
3 and 8 were common types of error in any mathematics exercise. It is interesting to investigate whether
learners in this age group would commit these types of error like doing subtraction for addition at a certain
level of unconsciousness. The study reflected that these factors might account for another twenty percents of
errors.

1

2.
3.

4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Table 1: Category of error summarized from the learner model of the study
Percentage Accounted
Category of Error
20.4%
Improper handling of mixed number in fraction operation
14.7%
Insufficient procedural knowledge for evaluating fraction
13.5%
Calculation or careless mistake
11.6%
Unable to set up correct expression for solving word problem
11.4%
Incorrect strategy for evaluating expression
10.9%
Unable to identify error pattern for erroneous work
8.5%
Not responding to question or the piece of work unfinished
5.5%
Conducting subtraction for addition and similarly addition for subtraction
3.6%
Incorrect simplification of answer to the simplest fraction form

Though categories 4 and 5 can be purposely avoided, they do play a role in mathematics learning. Setting up
expression for solving problems in a scenario may help to test whether a learner has grasped the taught concept.

Strategies of evaluating numerical expressions may help to detect whether a learner has knowledge on
magnitude of operands and order of evaluation on operators in an expression. The deficiency of this
knowledge accounted for twenty percents of errors detected in this study. Categories 6 and 7 accounted for the
last twenty percent of learners' work that might not be understandable or remain unfinished. Those 10 percent
of learners' work could not be identified for any error pattern reflected that even human teachers might be
unable to understand open-ended pieces of work like evaluating mathematics expressions.

4.2 Knowledge of Learner on Error Patterns
This section will report on knowledge of learners with problems in working with fractions on addition and
subtraction. After careful analysing error patterns of learners in evaluating and solving simple fraction
addition and subtraction problems, two categories were summarized: (1) concrete error pattern; and (2) vague
idea on working with fractions. The first category includes some concrete error patterns that can be abstracted
into mal rules. The second category contains error patterns that cannot be easily summarized into mal rules
but reflect vague ideas and incomplete working procedures of learners. One of the most famous mal rules on
fraction addition can be named as "Add numerators and add denominators". Learner with poor knowledge on
fraction addition will adopt knowledge of arithmetic addition by adding the numerators of fractions in the
fraction expression to give the numerator of the resultant fraction and similarly adding the denominators of
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fractions to give the denominator of the resultant fraction. There were four learners committing this type of
error in this study. This rule might explain 3% of the errors. The second category of error pattern to be
analysed involves high-level abstraction. The group of learners in this category showed no concrete error
patterns. However, the pattern illustrated that these learners have some vague ideas of doing fraction addition
and subtraction. Examples were illustrated in table 2.
Table 2 Vague ideas for evaluating fraction addition and subtraction expressions
"JEriOr 2

Error 1
Learner 1 (3 score)

9

9

6

18

18

18

1

1

3

2

5

2

3

10

10

1

1

1x3

1x3

2

3

2x3

3x1

3

1

8

=

Learner 2 (6 score)

Learner 3(O score)

=

=

18

=1
1

10

=

2
3

2

6

6

=

6

3

1

5

8

6

=

3x6
8x6

lx6
3x6

=

54

3

18

18

=

12
18

=

6
5

These erroneous presentations reflected that learners did have vague ideas about the working procedures on
fraction addition. They need assistance to organize the disconnected nodes into a semantic net. Result of the
studies indicated that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work.

Identify Careless Mistake
The learner model of this study reflected that twenty percent of errors were derived from calculation or
careless mistakes. Careless mistakes in this study mean transcription errors or simple computational mistakes
form one step to another. The feedback and guidance will be different if an error is identified as a careless one.
An IILE should handle not only problems generated from subject matters but also general problems of learner
like careless mistake. An authentic guidance should provide not only advices or actions that can assist learners
to formulate conceptual understanding of the subject domain but also offer help to learners derived from
general problems such as careless mistakes. An IILE should attempt to distinguish careless mistake from
other error patterns like human teachers.

Scaffolding Support
The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of learners reflected that only immediate
feedback may not help learner much and thus authentic guidance should be considered for facilitating
conceptual understanding. A productive learning support should be an arrangement of a sequence of
situations for facilitating knowledge construction [12]. The role of a mathematics-learning environment will
be to help learners to learn, especially those fundamental concepts in mathematics, but not to replace
mathematics learning in the conventional manner. Therefore it is fundamental for such kind of learning
environment to provide scaffolding support to learner when assistance is needed. Support should gradually
withdraw so that learner can stand on its own after leaving the system. Therefore a fraction IILE should be
designed like a blank sheet for learner to work with fraction. Feedback and guidance are only provided when
it is needed. On the other hand, learner working in the IILE who does not need support will not notice the IILE
in behind.

5 CONCLUSION
Studying the learning model of learners may assist IILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain
details for understanding learning states of learners. The learner model of this study modelled behaviour of
learners in two aspects: error category and error patterns. Nine categories of error were identified. Forty
percent of errors were derived from inadequate knowledge of learners on subject matters. Twenty percent
could be explained by careless mistakes. Twenty percent involved general mathematics knowledge. The final
twenty percent of erroneous work were difficult to be classified or work was not completed. Learner model of
the study reflected that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work. Result of
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the study indicated that IILE needed to apply a strategy to identify careless mistake so that appropriate
guidance to learners can be provided. The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of
learners reflected that only immediate feedback may not help much and thus authentic guidance should be
considered for facilitating conceptual understanding. A productive scaffolding support should be an
arrangement of situations for facilitating knowledge construction. The future work of the study is to design
ways and means to understand work of students, to devise strategy to distinguish careless mistake from other
error patters, and to plan scenarios for assisting learners to learn by exploration in an IILE.
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This paper describes a creative approach to electronic courseware authoring. Many
online learning systems adopt a generic framework in which cognitive modelling is
difficult to achieve. A new CBT package called Cogniware is proposed to bridge
this gap by providing a novice-learner with a dynamic instructional device designed
to deliver an inclusive learning context. Learners are given the opportunity by this

intelligent courseware to identify their cognitive style before embarking on the
instructional material. Cogniware will use research findings on the interactive effect
of cognitive style and instructional format on the acquisition of complex abstract

programming concepts, involving spatial relations and logical reasoning [10], to
direct the novice-learner to the instructional format that will best suit their cognitive

Cogniware will be of interest to educators, cognitive psychologists,
communications engineers and computer scientists specialising in computer-human
interactions.
style.
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1 Introduction
Reliable mechanisms for courseware design, which provide beneficial flow-ons from research for the training
and development sectors [10] are now available. Picking out the important instructional variables (learner's
spatial ability, and method of delivery) for some types of instructional outcomes, progresses our ability to
provide instructional environments for a broader range of novice-learners. These advancements give the learner
a choice of information-transfer-agent, instructional format and instructional event conditions. Too often novicelearners are left to stumble their way through instructional material. We now have the means to deliver
customised learning environments. Generic instructional formats often provide too much information, or too
little. The meta-knowledge relating to an individual's likely perception of instructional strategies brings our
courseware construction into the realm of being truly thoughtful instructional systems' development. In the past,
there has been a traditional view that learners adopt a generic approach to make the learning of new abstract
concepts meaningful. For instance, the intellectual skill associated with absorbing concepts should be included
with the verbal information conveyed during instruction [20]. Cognitive processes involved in learning concepts,
are generalization and discrimination [11]. For that reason, individuals generalise from a particular response to
learning, to their overall learning experience. Learners look for common attributes that new concepts share with
previously encountered ones [11]. However, while still assuming a generic learner cognitive profile, there is
now some evidence relating to how an individual's initial mental construct might take the form of a graphical
image [5]. That image could serve as a device for mental recognition if the actual object has been seen earlier.
Furthermore, mental constructs include the perceptible and non-perceptible attributes of the concept and the
cultural meaning given to the name of that concept.

However, there are few examples of research that make a connection between learning abstract computerprogramming concepts and graphical-representation as an instructional strategy (see [8]; [9] & [10]. A colour
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coding process to trace programming logic flow has been devised by Neufeld, Kusalik & Dobrohoczki [13]; and

an interactive system, which traces the hidden activities of a computer-programming interpreter has been
developed by Smith [18]. Courseware authoring involves the instructional designer in a complex pedagogical
process. First, there must be some understanding of how learners deal with the learning content. Next, is the
recognition of the interactive effect of an individual's knowledge processing and cognitive style. Finally, the
designer needs to be aware of how the dynamics of the meta-knowledge processing (see Figure:1) impact on
intelligent tutoring tools.

2 Dynamics of authoring an intelligent tutoring tool
The McKay [10] research has clearly identified the complexity of the meta-knowledge environment, and has
outlined prospects for a customised learning shell. Progress is thus possible in linking research outcomes to
actual learning contexts. The advent of computerized courseware dictates a need for innovative instructional
strategies to articulate the visual (pictorial) approach to instruction. However, as this work has shown: not all
individuals will cope effectively with a graphical environment

However, the observed interactive effect of the cognitive style construct [16] and instructional strategy, may be
unique to the acquisition of programming concepts. Therefore, researchers/trainers will need to run an extensive
pilot study programme to identify the interactive effects within their specific learning domain. In addition, the
instructional material does not need to be limited to a textual/graphical comparison, but could be applied to any
two or more instructional treatments of any kind. For instance, a structured versus exploratory strategy.
Consequently, a special effort is required to reduce the measurable tension between the instructional mechanism
(or dynamics of the tutor's view of the topic) and the actual instructional outcomes (or dynamics of the novicelearner's requirement for specific types of knowledge context). Figure:1 shows the interplay between learning
and instruction.
Figure 1: Learning Process Dynamics
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The Sternberg [19] approach was to concentrate on the basic information processes in analogical reasoning;
while Dreyfus & Dreyfus [2] described stages of skill acquisition as five steps from novice to an expert: novice,
advanced beginner, competence, proficiency, and expertise. Be that as it may, it was the sequencing of
instruction that reflected the beneficial nature of meaningfulness to the act of learning [7]. Therefore, careful
consideration needs to be given to the logical sequencing of instructional events to ensure participants are able to
progress through the Dreyfus & Dreyfus skill acquisition steps. Intelligent tutoring systems seek to emulate the
learning process, providing a novice-learner with a free fall approach to the pedagogy, or a feeling of being lost
in hyperspace [4]. Many of the novice's failed attempts to construct the required domain knowledge are

alleviated, when the courseware provides advance notification of the instructional content to promote the
intended pedagogic framework. Thus the connection can be made between an individual's prior domain
knowledge and their internal representation (Figure:1). This instructional device is called an advance organizer.
It occasionally makes learning meaningful by relating new knowledge in a parallel fashion, to what is already
known outside the content area [15].

3 Taking a multi-sensory approach

LAO

Multi-sensory instruction can improve a student's capacity to learn effectively [1]. This instructional approach
maximises the skills brought to the learning task, while minimising the experiences where their ineptitudes are
emphasised. Nevertheless, this learning process is often overlooked in the literature, in terms of making new
knowledge meaningful by relating to sensory events [17], or to actions already stored in a learner's experiential
database (memory). This experiential (human) database is called a sensori-motor database [6]. Accessing this
human database is probably the most important method we have for making new knowledge meaningful, during
the early years of cognitive development [15]. An instructional strategy can tap into the power of an individual's
sensori-motor database, with an innovative textual metaphor, for explaining conditional logic flow to a novice
programmer. This textual metaphor describes a common event to support a reflective approach to acquiring the
programming concept of conditional logic patterns, thereby encouraging a novice-learner to access their sensorimotor database, to implement a new concept. Experiential leverage for developing the procedural knowledge is
gained through providing hands-on experience with example problems. There is a relationship between
cognitive level and mental energy consumption in different learning activities [14]. Reading and listening are
mentally and physically exhausting with dull and poorly designed material, thereby losing the reader's interest.
Furthermore, there is another relationship between cognitive level and suggestive impact, for different kinds of
instructional representations [9]. Therefore, designers should be conscious of this and strive to design their
learning materials (text and pictures) in the most attractive, and relevant manner possible, so that novice learners
are encouraged to process the content (message) on the highest possible cognitive level.

4 Cogniware
Following the premise that a multi-sensori approach is beneficial to learning. Cogniware has been developed
using the Electronic Trainer authoring tool from Mindware Creative Inc. At present it consists of a front end
module to determine the learner's cognitive style (the CSA [16]), and a choice of instruction method for the
acquisition of programming concepts. Cogniware is multi-sensori in the sense that the instructional strategies on
offer provide the learning material in a range of alternative instructional conditions. Figure:2 depicts a typical
Cogniware screen interface with three instructional formats or separate viewing areas: graphical, textual, and
voice. In addition there are cueing mechanisms for guided exploration, such as: directional icons, a learning
module name tag, and an advance organizer screen.

Figure 2: Towards a Meta-Knowledge Agent
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Cogniware provides the background material on different modes of learning in a textual description interface,
while at the same time a voice description can be heard.

4.1 Choice of instructional format
Currently, Cogniware has three types of instructional format available: graphical, textual, and voice (see
Figure:2), thereby providing the learner with the format which best suits their cognitive style. However,
Cogniware is also flexible enough such that a learner can over-ride the default for the chosen format.
Programming metaphors are used as expository instructional strategies. In so doing, they articulate the critical
attributes of the concept-to-be-learned [12].
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4.1.1 Textual

There are a number of ways in which we can aid the comprehension of the written word. To overcome one of
the central difficulties associated with text processing, Cogniware provides the reader with the best possible
means to select important information from the text [3]. Hotwords are included as pedagogical cues to navigate
a novice-learner through a new concept. Text should not be considered as a flat structure, where all ideas are
expressed with equal importance. The Cogniware text is therefore a highly structured communication tool, in
which ideas are expressed hierarchically, where certain parts of the message can receive more attention than
others. As a consequence, particular display techniques enable the reader to focus on the full context of the
message by selecting the important issues without being overwhelmed by poorly structured text.

4.1.2 Graphical

Graphical metaphors used by Cogniware were chosen for their recognisable and distinguishing (or salient)
features, to depict each programming concept to be learned. These visual metaphors serve to elicit prior
experiential knowledge, enabling the learner to recognise the distinguishing features of the new concept, and to
interpret the instructional context without specific prior learning.
4.1.3 Voice

The learner can view the video interface to hear a verbal description of the programming metaphors. Advice and
reassurance is also provided to ensure maximum coverage of the multi-sensori platform. Voice directions for

dealing with the CBT navigation are designed to reduce the cognitive effort required in dealing with the
complexities of multi-media instruction. Reminders can be seen as a useful technique to keep the novice-learner
on track. It is intended that demonstration video clips will be included in future releases of Cogniware to extend
the multi-sensori capability.

5 Conclusions
Cogniware represents a creative approach to electronic courseware authoring. The sound instructional design
foundation upon which this courseware is built, draws on the research conducted by Merrill's ID2 team at Utah

State University, USA, and recent research by McKay & Garner [9].

The latter research provided the

experimental findings to link the important work on the Cognitive Styles Construct carried out at Birmingham
University, UK , by Riding [16] with the effectiveness of various instructional formats. Cogniware was authored

using The Electronic Trainer providing the ideal knowledge based framework for authoring electronic
courseware. Online learning systems adopting a generic framework reveal that cognitive modelling is difficult to
achieve. It is proposed that Cogniware bridges this gap by providing a novice-learner with a dynamic
instructional device designed to deliver an inclusive rather than exclusive learning context. At the nexus of this
CBT is the ability afforded to learners to identify their cognitive style before engaging with the multi-sensori
instructional devices, allowing selection of an optimal instructional format. Cogniware will be of interest to
educators, cognitive psychologists, communications engineers and computer scientists specialising in computerhuman interactions. Researchers can now provide a better understanding of the interactive effects of the

cognitive style construct and instructional format on the acquisition of abstract concepts, involving spatial
relations and logical reasoning [10].

Educational researchers are reminded to work towards ensuring their instruction works for people rather
than ensuring their instruction works for the technology.
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This paper is a work-in-progress research that describes a learning framework
that would allow a tutoring agent to predict future effects of different tutoring
tasks over a particular class of learners. The framework would also build a

model of tutoring heuristics for the agent to use and update. Lastly, the
framework enhances the adaptivity of the tutoring agent as it performs on-line,
in real-time learning. These can be achieved by modeling the tutor of an ITS via
reinforcement learning with the temporal difference method TD(0) as the central
learning procedure.
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1 Introduction
For about two decades, the Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) paradigm has dominated the field of Al and
Education [3]. One reason for this is that the ITS formed the solution to the non-adaptive Computer-Aided
Instruction Systems that cannot qualitatively model the knowledge of individual students. This limitation of
CAI Systems led to their inadequate reasoning capacity and prevented the immediate remediation of
students. As a computer-based tutor that models the student' s knowledge, an ITS effectively provides
individualized instruction and remediation. Machine learning (ML) has been used for student modeling [5]

and background knowledge construction [6]. However, ML can also be used for improving tutoring
strategies [I].
The tutor of an ITS determines the method of instruction and remediation I to be applied on a given situation.
Some of the complex teaching tasks that the tutor is expected to do include reviewing a previously learned

topic, reviewing a related though not yet learned topic, giving a problem to solve which can be new, the
same, or related to something that was given previously with equal level of difficulty, giving hints or advice,
and giving explanation of the processes involved. Should any tutor provide such instruction and remediation
abilities, it should at least know the next teaching task that would effectively aid its learner. This

functionality can be provided by modeling the tutor using reinforcement learning with the temporal
difference method TD(0) as the central learning procedure.

Modeling the tutor as a learnin agent has several advantages. The first is that it makes generalization of
teaching interaction sequences easier. This means that the tutoring agent can identify the best teaching
interaction sequence over a particular student. The fact that no two students are completely the same shall
not be disregarded. However, the scope of generalization shall be limited. Generalization of teaching
interaction sequences shall only be done over a particular classification of students where differences in
learning patterns can be finite and minimal. This would require a model of tutoring heuristics to be created

and constantly updated by the agent as it learns from its own experience. As much as the agent can
generalize teaching interactions, the second advantage is the agent' s ability to customize teaching
interactions among individual learners. The last advantage is the enhanced adaptivity of the tutoring agent as
it performs on-line, in real-time learning.

2

Throughout this paper, instruction and remediation tasks will be collectively called as teaching tasks.
A teaching interaction sequence consists of teaching tasks carried out by the tutor and responses made by
the student which complete an entire tutoring session.

1
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The topics of the paper are presented as follows. The system architecture will be discussed in section two. It
is then followed in section three by a description of a reinforcement learning framework using TD(0) core
learning procedure. Section four presents a general snapshot of the system exhibiting reinforcement learning
and updating a tutoring model. The paper concludes with section five.

2 Architecture
The general architecture that the paper proposes as approach in modeling the tutor is illustrated in Figure 1.

solution

problem

student' s

state

knowledge

action

response

action

Figure 1. General Architecture to Model the Tutor

The tutor interacts with the student via the different teaching tasks (tutor' s actions). The student' s response
to the tutor may range from pressing a key on the pad to giving complete solution to a problem. The domain
model is a formal model of how the problems in the domain are to be solved. The tutoring model contains
what the tutor has so far generated (or learned) as generalization of its teaching interaction sequences over
the different student experiences. Any state would consist of the student' s response to a presented teaching
task, what the student knows so far (the student's knowledge), and the solutions to a given problem.

Once the tutor gets a clear picture of the current state, it consults the tutoring model to determine the next
teaching task to be applied based on the given state. If there is no teaching task in the tutoring model that
corresponds to the current state, then the tutor shall learn from experience through trial-and-error. At the end
of an entire teaching interaction sequence (or tutoring session), the tutor updates the tutor model on any new
sequence learned. Also at the end of an entire session, if the tutor realizes that the sequence of teaching tasks
it assumed to be best for the student no longer applies, then it shifts to another sequence. For the tutor to
generalize teaching interaction sequences over several students of a particular class, it shall constantly
update the tutoring model.

The architecture also accounts for the peculiarities in behavior of the different students who will use it as
learning happens while the student is interacting with the system. Teaching interaction sequences can be
altered accordingly to individual students even on stochastic events.

3 Learning Framework
The architecture shall adopt reinforcement learning as its general learning framework with temporal
difference method TD(0) as its central learning procedure. Reinforcement learning (RL) involves interaction

between an active decision-making agent and its environment. All reinforcement learning agents have
specific goals, can sense aspects of its environment, and can choose actions to influence their environment
so as to achieve their goals despite the uncertainties in which they operate. Another characteristic of the RL
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agent is that it can use its experience to improve its performance over time. In "unknown territories", a
learning agent must be able to learn from experience through trial-and-error. Furthermore, for the learning
agent, on-line performance is important. Literatures have covered both generally [2] and exhaustively [6] the
issues of reinforcement learning.

In reinforcement learning, an agent generates an action in some state of its environment. The way an agent
maps states to corresponding actions (or the way an agent behaves), is defined by a policy. Each time an
action is performed, a feedback in the form of a numeric -valued reinforcement or reward (a negative reward

is interpreted as a penalty) is given by the environment to the agent to indicate the desirability of the
resulting state. The estimate of how good it is to perform an action in some state is given by a value function

which is defined in terms of future rewards that can be expected. The goal of the learning agent is to
maximize the expected rewards. It is important to note that a value function is dependent on the particular
policy being implemented. Also, rewards are factual values computed by the environment via a reward
function, while the value function generates an estimate made by the agent.
Given the architecture above, reinforcement learning can be integrated as follows. The student' s response

(student), his current knowledge (student model), and solutions to the problem (domain model) shall
comprise the environment. Depending on the prevailing policy and given a state of the environment, the
tutor model predicts the action (teaching task) to take and the resultant next state and its reward. The
desirability of the next state is computed using the value function. The model contains several possible next
actions and their corresponding next states and next rewards but produces only one of the possibilities. The

tutor takes action and waits for the student' s response. This sequence of state observation, model
consultation, action taking, reward assignment and value computation is repeated many times until the goal
is either achieved or not. The tutor receives a positive reward when the goal is reached. Otherwise, the tutor
is negatively reinforced. In the case that the model has no provision for a given state (true most especially at
the initial stages of building the model), then the tutor has to learn from experience via trial-and-error while
estimating value functions. At the end of an entire teaching interaction sequence, learning is achieved in two
ways. First, the tutor updates the tutor model for any newly learned sequence (generalization of teaching
interaction sequences) which can be used in future sessions. Secondly, the tutor can determine whether a
policy worked for the student or not based on the final reward attained by the sequence. If it does not work,
then the tutor shall shift to a new policy. While the tutor is now a learning agent, it is interpreted to be a
tutoring agent that learns teaching interaction sequences and generalizes them.

Clearly, the learning framework requires the tutor to learn from raw experience. Another equally important
requirement is that the value function, which is just an estimate, must be close to the true value to really see
the efficiency of performing an action on a given state and the desirability of being in the resulting state.
There must be an efficient way to update the value function estimates until convergence to the true and
correct value is guaranteed. To attain these requirements, the learning framework shall adopt temporal
difference (TD) method, specifically TD(0), as the central learning procedure [6]. Though TD methods learn

estimates in part on the basis of other estimates, it has been found that for any given fixed policy, it
guarantees convergence to the correct value. Furthermore, TD methods are naturally implemented in an online, fully incremental fashion.

The TD(0) algorithm can be summarized as follows. Given a state s with a value function V(s) under a
policy it, TD(0) initializes V(s) with an estimated value and takes action a given by it for s. After a has been
taken, the agent observes the reward r, the next state s', and estimates V(s '). Updating on V(s) is done via the
V(s) + air + 14/(s') V(s)] where aand yare the learning and discount rates,
computation V(s)
respectively. Since the change in V(s) to V(s ') now becomes a factual value, the equation brings V(s) closer
to its true value.

A system called ADVISOR [1] also trains an agent using RL with TD(0) as its mechanism. The agent takes

its input from a model of a student population and derives a teaching policy that meets a specified
educational goal. This is different from what this research would like to attain. The different teaching
policies are kept by the tutor and feeds them (one at a time as needed) to the tutor model to determine the
best teaching interaction sequence. At the end, what is derived is a generalization of the different teaching
interaction sequences to meet the desired educational goal.

4 A General Snapshot of the System
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The goal of the system' s tutor is to keep teaching time to a minimum of 30 minutes while assuring a 90%
mastery of the topic for the student. Giving it a reward of +1 each time it attains the goal reinforces the tutor.
But a penalty of X-30 (where Xis the total time to complete the teaching session) is given each time the tutor
fails to attain the goal. It is assumed that the tutor will not stop (even if it exceeds the 30-minute mark) until
the student gains 90% mastery of the subject matter. In such a case, the tutor receives a negative reward. The
final outcome reward will tell the tutor if the policy produced a successful teaching interaction sequence or
not. If it does, then the tutor continues to use that policy. Otherwise, it shifts to another policy.
Initially, the tutor model contains nothing yet. Given a policy that produced a teaching instmction sequence
(review last topic, give an exercise and the student solves, explain the process, give hint and advice, give

another exercise and the student solves, summarize session) that yielded the following value function
estimates 0 0 0 0 0 +1. Using TD(0), the final values would be 0 0 0 0 +1 +1. The policy works in producing

the correct sequence. The sequence is stored in the tutor model. As the policy prevails and the same
sequence is used the next time around, then the values will become 0 0 0 +1 +1 +1. Continuously using the
sequence leads to the convergence of value functions to the true values. The sequence may change (though
the policy remains the same) if it no longer applies to a given state. The tutor has to learn once again from
experience and come up with another training sequence and updates the model. The model contains not just
the sequences that led to a success but including those that did not attain the goal.
Considering the case that the model has generalized over several situations, given a starting state, the model
predicts the best teaching interaction sequence to apply on the student. Unfortunately, it did not work. The

session went on to several more minutes beyond 30, and was completed with a penalty of 120. Using
TD(0), the effect will cascade down through the sequence the moment it is used again. If the tutor gets into
that sequence, it does not have to wait for the final outcome, using TD(0), the penalty cascaded already to
some earlier state which the tutor immediately senses. At that point, the tutor abandons the sequence and
changes policy.

5 Conclusion
Using reinforcement learning as the learning framework with TD(0) as the central learning procedure to
model the tutor within the architecture that this paper proposes has perceived advantages over the traditional
ITS. First, the tutor can provide teaching tasks that can be customized to an individual learner. Second, the
system can update a tutoring model that generalizes teaching interaction sequences over several students of a
particular classification. Lastly, teaching interactions are efficient as implemented in real-time.
As a future work, the learning framework can be extended to accommodate students from several different
classifications.
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A restricted natural language is presented which is suitable for formulating
mathematical proofs in the domain of calculus. A line of a proof according to the
language consists of three parts: A marking, a proof statement, and a foundation
of the statement. Foundations include among others the name of a theorem, the
name of a concept, or a formula manipulation operation. It is demonstrated how
mathematical proofs worded in that language may be automatically monitored
and checked for correctness and completeness by a computer program. For that,

techniques of the fields of theorem proving and of formula manipulation are
applied; the lines of the original proof are transformed into a quantifier free form
and checked line by line; an internal knowledge base of concepts and theorems
allows for verifying proof statements which are founded by concept definitions
or theorem applications. The described methods may be used in virtual or faceto-face universities for the purpose of proof exercises by students or for the

purpose of automatically checking and scoring student proofs. The approach
together with a medium-grained XML representation of concepts, theorems, and
proofs may form the core of a learning environment which gives students the
opportunity of an intensive interactive occupation with mathematical proofs.
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1 Introduction
Finding and constructing mathematical proofs are standard activities of persons who study mathematics or
disciplines of science. For learning purposes, it would be desirable to have an interactive software system
into which students could enter a mathematical proof in the usual way utilizing the natural language and the
software system would monitor and verify the student's proof or provide help if needed.

From the side of the field of mechanical theorem proving, techniques and procedures are available to
automatically prove theorems or check a given proof, if the theorem or the proof are worded in a formal
language like first order logic or the quantifier free clause form (see e.g. [1], [5]). The main bottleneck to
reach the above mentioned goal is the difficulty of processing and correctly understanding natural language
input. As a solution to the problem or as a compromise we here suggest a restricted natural language to

formulate proofs. The language results from an inquiry into mathematical proofs which occur in
mathematical textbooks of the domain of calculus (see e.g. [8]). We chose the domain of calculus because of
the importance of calculus for the edifice of mathematics and for many practical applications and because
calculus belongs to the first fields which are studied at the universities.

Secondly, we discuss how proofs utilizing that restricted language may be automatically monitored and
checked for correctness and completeness by a computer program. To monitor a proof, the proof is
transformed into an internal form which includes the quantifier free notations of the occurring logical
expressions. A proof is checked line after line like a human would do who tries to verify a given proof. The
checking for correctness of the single statements relies on the techniques of the fields of theorem proving
and of formula manipulation and of their combinations. Regarding the theorem proving techniques we
utilize methods which are similar to the methods of Bledsoe, Boyer and Henneman to automatically prove
limit theorems ([2],[3]).
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Apart from providing opportunities of doing proof exercises, the described methods may be used in virtual
or face-to-face universities for the purpose of automatically checking and scoring proofs of students.
Thirdly, we shortly discuss the extension of the approach to an extensive learning environment.

2 Mathematical Theorems and Proofs in the Domain of Calculus
The subjects of calculus include among others limits of sequences and functions, derivations of functions,
determination of properties of functions, integrals, the study of special classes of functions, and many
practical applications of theoretical results.
Proof methods used in calculus are multifarious and include direct proofs using the analytical definitions of
concepts like limit, continuous or differentiable (epsilon-delta notation), inductive proofs, indirect proofs or
proofs by counter-examples, or direct proofs utilizing chains of inferences of already proven theorems.
A large set of proofs in the domain of calculus follows a recurrent pattern. One characteristic of those proofs

is the use of analytical definitions of the main concepts to establish the proof. A further characteristic of
many proofs is that they employ formula manipulation methods as a central technique to establish the proof.
Proofs often consist of a construction process. Those characteristics allow for monitoring proofs without a
long chain of logical deductions.

3 A Restricted Natural Language to Formulate Proofs
The restricted language to word proofs is here informally described mostly by examples so that persons who

are familiar with proofs of the domain of calculus can understand the scope of the various allowable
statements. The language is not supposed to be exhaustive, but the current version of the language covers a
large set of calculus theorems and proofs in textbooks and in collections of exercises.

The usual structure of a natural language proof in a textbook consists of a series of statements which are
substantiated by one or more foundations. The statements may have a reference to other statements of the
proof. The restricted language reflects that structure by dividing a proof into proof lines. Each proof line
consists of up to three parts: a marking, a proof statement, and a foundation of the proof statement. By
clearly separating the three parts of a proof line from each other, the variety of natural language wording
reduces to a simple and easily comprehensible structure.

3.1 The wording of a proof
Basic elements of the language. There are a series of basic elements which may occur in a proof including
numbers, variable names, function names, the universal quantifier (ALL), the existential quantifier (SOME),

and the logical operators of negation (NOT) and of conjunction (AND). R denotes the real numbers.
Keywords of the language generally consist of capital letters. Intervals play a central role in proofs and may
be designated in the usual way, e.g. [a,b] for a closed interval of the real numbers, (a,b) for an open interval,
or ALL x WITH Ix -aI< delta for an interval with the point a in the middle of it. Partitions of intervals are
often used in various contexts. They usually define end points and a list of intermediate points and fix the
length or a maximum length of the resulting part intervals ( see an example below). Iterations may be used
in the usual way, e.g. i=0,...,n or j=1,2, ... to denote a finite or infinite sequence.

Proof statements. The current version of the language comprises the following proof statements which are
described in the next paragraphs:

(1) Assignment statements. Assignment statements allow for defining new variables or functions. An
assignment statement starts with the keyword LET. Examples are
LET delta = min(deltal,delta2),
where min denotes the minimum function and deltal and delta2 are earlier defined variables, or
LET h(x) = f(x)+g(x) ALL x IN [a,b] , where the new function h(x) is defined, or
LET f : [a,b] -> R , where a function and its domains are defined.
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(2) Choice statements. Choice statements describe a choice of an entity from a set of possibilities. A choice
may e.g. refer to a number chosen from an interval or to a partition of an interval. A choice statement starts
with the keyword CHOOSE. The format of such a statement depends on the choice situation. Simple
examples are
CHOOSE eps > 0 or
CHOOSE x IN [a,b].
An example which covers the choice of a partition of an interval is
CHOOSE PARTITION p OF [a,b] WITH a=x0 < xl < ...< xn=b AND ( Ixi-xi.11 < delta ,
,
where [a,b] is an interval, x; are points in the interval, and the mentioned restriction of the lengths of the
intervals [xi.,,xi] holds.

(3) Relational statements. Relational statements, i.e. equations and inequalities, frequently occur in
calculus proofs. The statements often include constraints on the appearing variables. Typical recurrent
examples relate to analytical definitions of concepts and formula manipulation operations. An example
which states the definition of continuity is: ALL eps > SOME delta >0 ALL x WITH Ix-al < delta: If(x)f(a)1 < eps. Often a chain of equations and inequalities appears like ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)+g(x)I <= If(x)I +
Ig(x)I <= M+N < INFINITY . Another simple example of a relational statement is eps/2 + eps/2 = eps ,
where eps is a given variable.

(4) Property statements. Property statements describe a property of an entity, e.g. the property of a function
to be continuous in an interval. An example is: f IS continuous IN [a,b]. Other properties which often occur
in calculus proofs are e.g. uniformly continuous, monotonously growing, or differentiable.
A series of further statements which often appear in a proof more or less drive or structure the proof.

(5) Proof type statements. A proof type statement characterizes how the proof is done, e.g. by finding a
contradiction. The statement starts with the keyword PROOF TYPE and is followed by the name of a proof
method from a list of proof methods, e.g.

by DIRECT, DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION, DIRECT_BY_A_CHAIN_OF_THEOREMS, INDIRECT,
COUNTEREXAMPLE, SPECIALIZATION, COMPLETE_INDUCTION. The classification of the proof
may be relevant regarding several aspects which are mentioned below. An example of a proof type statement
is: PROOF TYPE INDIRECT.

(6) To prove statements. To prove statements are used to specify what must be or will be proven. There are
two variants which may precede a statement: to prove or sufficient to prove. Here are examples: Let us
assume that the conclusion of a theorem is: 'The function f(x) is bounded in an interval [a,b]'. Then the first
or the first line of the
line of a proof may be e.g. TO PROVE SOME m > 0 ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)I < m
proof may be e.g.

SUFFICIENT TO PROVE ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)I < 1 . In the first case the keywords are followed by a
statement which is equivalent to the conclusion of the theorem. And in the second case the keywords are
followed by a statement from which the conclusion of the theorem may be inferred.

(7) Assume statements. Assume statements are mostly found in indirect proofs. They then state the
negation of the statement of the theorem. The statement starts with the keyword ASSUME and there
follows another statement. An example is ASSUME NOT [c] , where [c] denotes the marking of the
conclusion of the theorem (see an example in Theorem 2 below).

(8) Contradiction statement. A contradiction statement states the contradiction of statements occurring in
the proof. The statement starts with the keyword CONTRADICTION and its foundation contains the
contradicting statements in one or the other way. An example is CONTRADICTION {[4],[6] }. The
statement says that the statements marked by [4] and [6], respectively, are contradictory (see an example in
Theorem 2 below).

(9) Anchor statements and induction step statements. Anchor statements and induction step statements
serve the purpose to structure induction proofs. The statements start with the keywords ANCHOR and
INDUCTION STEP, respectively. Examples are ANCHOR n = 1 and INDUCTION STEP n TO n+1.
(10) Proof finishing statement. The proof finishing statement consists of the keyword QED and states that
the proof is assumed to be complete.
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Markings. Markings serve the purpose to mark statements so that other parts of the proof may refer to the
marked statement. The markings consist of letters and digits embraced by brackets, e.g. [A].
Foundations. Afoundation, possibly together with other foundations, substantiates a proof statement. There
are a couple of possibilities of denoting a foundation: A foundation may consist of the name of a theorem, of
a formula manipulation operation, of a property of an object, or of a line number which denotes a logical
line of the current proof or of the theorem. The foundation of a logical proof line is enclosed in curled
brackets whereby the single foundations are enclosed in brackets and separated by commas, e.g. {[4], [5]).

3.2 Examples of user proofs
The following examples illustrate the use of the language to formulate proofs. Note the more often occurring
double points, e.g. one in the proof line which is marked by [2]. That double point is necessary for reasons
of uniqueness to separate the prefix containing the quantified expressions from the inequality. An alternative
would be to use an IF ... THEN ... statement. The foundations starting with the letters fm refer to formula
manipulation operations, e.g. {[fm: rewriting]) in line [7]. The theorems are here not worded according to
the language. A corresponding wording is necessary when the theorems and the proofs are automatically
processed by a monitoring program.

Theorem 1 (Sum of continuous functions)
Let

[pl] f: R->R, g: R->R, a in R,
[p2] f is continuous at the point a
[p3] f is continuous at the point a
Then
[c] f+g is continuous at the point a

Proof
[1] PROOF METHOD DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION
[2] TO PROVE
ALL eps > 0 SOME delta > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < delta : Kf(x)+g(x)) - (f(a) + g(a))I< eps {[c]}
[3] CHOOSE eps > 0
[4] SOME deltal > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < deltal : If(x) f(a)d < eps/2 f[P2])
[5] SOME deltal > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < delta2 : Ig(x) - g(a)ff < eps/2 {[p3])
[6] LET delta = min(delta 1 ,delta2)
rewriting]}
[7] ALL x IN R : l(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a) + g(a))I = I(f(x) - f(a)) + (g(x) g(a))I
Kgx) f(a)d I8(x) g(a)l {[fm: triangle inequality])
Kgx)-ga)I + Ig(x)-g(a)d {[7])
[8] ALL x with lx-al < delta : l(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a)+g(a))1

< eps/2 + eps/2 1[4], [5])
= eps {[fin: simplification])
[9] QED {[2],[8]}

Theorem 2 (Global Monotony)
Let
[p1] f: [a,b]->R is continuous
[p2] f is differentiable in (a,b)
[p3] for all x in (a,b): f(x) > 0
Then
[c] f is strictly monotonously growing in [a,b].
Proof:
[A] PROOF METHOD INDIRECT

[B] ASSUME NOT [c] {[A])
[C] SOME xl IN [a,b], SOME x2 IN [a,b] : xl <x2 AND f(xl) >= f(x2) {[B])
[D] ( f(x2) - f(xl ) ) / ( x2 - xl ) < =0 {[C])
[E] SOME x0 IN (a,b) : f(x0) = ( f(x2) - f(xl) ) / ( x2 - xl ) {[Mean-value theorem])

> 0 {WE
[F] CONTRADICTION {[D], [E])
[G] QED

1

4 Monitoring and Checking User Proofs
A user may enter a proof of a given theorem utilizing the above described language. The natural language
proof is then transformed into a quantifier free version. That version is suitable for applying techniques of
theorem proving and of formula manipulation. Each step of the user proof is checked by one of several
special procedures (see below). We will first discuss the quantifier free version of the above mentioned
theorems. Then we will describe the special procedures in the context of checking the proof statements of
Theorem 1 and of Theorem 2.

4.1 Quantifier Free Version of a Theorem and a Proof
To check a user proof the natural language proof is transformed into a quantifier free form. Generally, the
known methods of the field of mechanical theorem proving apply to get a quantifier free version (see e.g. [1],

[5]), but one has to take into account some particularities which result from

the fact that the proof

representation exceeds first order logic:
(i) The choice statement corresponds to a quantification. The identifier succeeding the element CHOOSE
has to be treated as a universally quantified variable, if the constraint attached to the variable represents an
interval. If the constraint represents an assignment, the variable corresponds to an existentially quantified
variable. An example is: A statement "CHOOSE eps > 0" has to be treated as "ALL eps > 0".
(ii) The ranges (scopes) of the quantifiers are not explicitly given in the proof. They have to be determined

according to the following rule: The range ends when another quantifier with the same variable name
appears or with the last appearance of the variable name.

After having dealt with those exceptions one can apply the usual transformation procedures to the proof
lines which contain quantifiers. The statements of the example proofs which contain quantifiers take the
following forms (an 'a' or an apostrophe is here added to the markings of the original proof lines):

The quantifier free form of Theorem 1. Figure 1 essentially shows the quantifier free form of the proof of
Theorem 1 according to the transformation procedure. We assume that the reader is in general familiar with
that procedure and we only mention some modifications and specific aspects which relate to the example
proof.

(i) According to the transformation procedure the quantified variable names must be replaced by unique
names and the existentially quantified variables are replaced by Skolem functions. In the example, the
variable eps of line [3] is renamed into eps0; delta 1 and delta2 are replaced by the Skolem functions d 1 (eps0)

and d2(eps0) which depend on eps0; delta of line

[6] is

renamed into delta° and defined as

min(d1(eps0),d2(eps0)); the various variables x are not renamed here in the example because of readability.
(ii) The equations and inequalities are assigned a corresponding interval of validity. With that we follow
the proceeding of Bledsoe et al. [2].
In addition to the quantifier free version, the monitoring program utilizes a table of the occurring objects, i.e.
the functions, variables, constants, and their characteristic properties. We do not here mention further details.
[2a] I(f(x) +g(x)) (f(a)+g(a))I< eps

x IN ( a-delta , a+delta ),

[4a] If(x) - f(a)1 < eps0/2
[5a] lg(x) - g(a)l < eps0/2

x IN ( a-d 1 (eps0) , a+d 1 (eps0) ) ,

x IN ( a-d2(eps0) , a+d2(eps0) ) ,

[7a] I(f(x) +g(x)) (f(a)+g(a)) 1= l(f(x)-40)+(g(x)) g(a)) 1
1(f(x)-f(a))+(g(x)) g(a)) I <= If(x)-f(a)1+18(x) 8(01
[8a] 1(f(x)+g(x)) (f(a)+g(a)) l<= If(x)-qa)1+1g(x)-8(a)1
Igx)-Ra)1+18(x)-g(a)l < eps0/2 +eps0/2
eps0/2 +eps0/2 = eps0

; xINR
;xINR

x IN ( a-delta0 , a+delta0 )
x 1N ( a-delta0 a+delta0 )

Figure 1: Quantifier free version of the proof of Theorem 1

The quantifier free form of theorem 2. Figure 2 essentially shows the quantifier free form of the proof of
Theorem 2. The quantities x0, xl, and x2 are existentially quantified.
[C'] f(x 1) >= f(x2) AND x 1 < x2
[D.] ( f(x2) - f(x 1) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) < =0

[E'] f(x0) = ( f(x2) - f(x 1) ) / ( x2 - xl )
(f(x2) - f(xl) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) > 0
Figure 2: Quantifier free version of the proof of Theorem 2
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4.2 Checking a proof for correctness and completeness
The monitoring procedure of the user proof consists of checking one line of the proof after the other. The
whole procedure of checking a proof falls into several special subprocedures which process the different
kinds of proof statements. There are the following subprocedures which generally utilize the quantifier free
versions of the original statements to process the original user statement:
PROCdef: checks the correspondence between a concept and its analytical definition
PROCfm: checks formula manipulation operations
PROClogic: checks logical manipulations
PROCassume: checks the different kinds of assume statements
PROCtoprove: checks whether the succeeding statement corresponds to the statement of the theorem
PROCtheorem: checks whether a theorem may be employed in a special situation
PROCcontradiction: checks contradicting statements
PROCqed: checks whether the theorem is in fact proven
We will describe some features of the procedures in the context of checking the example proofs and mention

some more details which are not immediately related to the examples. It should be obvious that the
subprocedures also apply to analogous proof steps of other theorems. With the description, we use the line
markings of the original proofs (like [2] or [C] ), and we do not additionally mention the corresponding line
markings of the quantifier free versions (like [2a] or [C'] ), although the procedures actually utilize the
transformed statements.

Checking Theorem 1.
Line [1] states the proof method as 'DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION'. That information will be used later when
the 'QED' statement of line [9] occurs (see below).

Line [2] consists of a 'TO PROVE' statement and mentions the analytical definition of the continuity of the
function f(x) + g(x) at the point a and as the foundation the conclusion [c./ of the theorem. The
subprocedure PROCtoprove uses the subprocedure PROCdeJ to verify that the user statement and the
analytical definition of continuity correspond to each other. To check that statement, PROCdeJ uses an
internally provided analytic definition of the concept of continuity. The user statement and the analytical
definition are compared in the quantifier free form by a unification process. The user statement is regarded
as correct when a unification is possible. PROCtoprove utilizes the foundation of the line [2] to establish the
connection between the concept of continuity and the user definition. Line [2] is internally marked and used
later when the 'QED' statement is processed (see below).

A 'TO PROVE' statement may also appear in a proof e.g. to state a lemma which will be used later in the
proof. In that case no foundation would be needed and a connection to the conclusion of the theorem would
not be established.

Statements which explicitly state the analytical definition of a concept or vice versa infer the concept from
an analytical definition are frequently found in calculus proofs. They are all treated by the subprocedure
PROCdef in a similar way.
Line [3] mentions the choice of an eps > 0. That statement corresponds to a universally quantified variable
ALL eps > 0. The statement results in an entry into the table of the entities of the proof. No further operation
happens.
The lines [4] and [5] reflect the analytical definitions of continuity of the functions f and g, respectively. The
foundations {[p2]} and {[p3]} trigger the comparison with the definitions of the continuity of f and of g,
respectively. The subprocedure PROCdeJ establishes the correctness of the user statements as in the case of
line [2]. In order to deal with the eps/2, in contrast to the usual eps without any factor, a generalized version
of continuity is used: SOME M >0 ALL eps>0 SOME delta>0 ALL x WITH ix-al<delta: if(x)-f(a)1 < M* eps.
A suitable factor of eps in the middle of the proof is often the key with continuity proofs to assure a neat <
eps without a factor when the proof is finished. The reader will know that.
Line [6] defines the variable delta and its value by an expression. The statement results in an entry into the
table of the entities of the proof. No further operation happens.
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Line [7] gives rise to an equation and an inequality. According to the mentioned foundations, the subroutine
PROCfm uses a simplification process to check the first equation and a triangle inequality subprocedure to
check the second relation. Formula manipulation operations play a central role with proofs in the domain of
calculus, so corresponding methods need to be available.

Line [8] divides into three relations. The first inequality is an immediate consequence of [7]. PROCfm
cheeks their correspondence by standardizing the inequalities and by establishing that the interval mentioned
in the line [8] is contained in the interval R of [7].

The second statement resulting from [8] establishes the statements of [4] and of [5] as foundations.
PROCfm uses evaluation heuristics to handle the check of the correctness.
The third relation resulting from [8] only needs simplification which is also done by PROCfm.

Line [9] states that the theorem is proven. In the case of a direct proof one expects that the conclusion of the
theorem will explicitly or implicitly occur as an inference within the proof, usually at the end of the proof.
The subprocedure PROCqed processes the proof type of the line [I] and uses the preceding 'TO PROVE'
statement which was already recognized as equivalent to the statement of the theorem to check whether the
relation of the line [2] is fulfilled by the statement of line [8]. Therefore PROCqed uses PROCfm and a
unification process is again employed. PROCqed recognizes that the proof is complete.

Checking Theorem 2.
Line [A] states the proof method as 'INDIRECT'. That information will be used later when the 'QED'
statement of line [G] occurs (see below).
Line [B] mentions an 'ASSUME' statement which contains a negation of the conclusion of the theorem.
The subprocedure PROCassume recognizes that one part of the contradiction, i.e. the part referring to the
conclusion of the theorem, is established.

An 'ASSUME' statement may also be used to state something which will be proven later. That
corresponds to an alternative use of the 'TO PROVE' statement.
The statement of line [C] is an immediate inference of the mentioned foundation [B]. The subprocedure
PROClogic verifies that the statement of line [C] logically follows from the logical formula NOT [c] .
The statement of line [D] is an immediate consequence of its foundation [C]. PROCfm uses evaluation
heuristics to handle the check for correctness.

Line [E] divides into two relations. The first relation consists of an application of the Mean-Value
Theorem. The subprocedure PROCtheorem proves the correctness of the line by checking whether the
premises of the mentioned theorem are fulfilled. PROCtheorem uses an internally provided version of the
theorem. The second relation is an immediate consequence of the premise [p3] and checked by PROCfm.

Line [F] is founded by the statements of the lines [D] and [E]. The subprocedure PROCcontradiction
uses PROCfm to check the contradiction.
Line [G] states that the proof is complete. In the case of an indirect proof one expects that a contradiction
occurs and that one part of the contradiction is an inference of the negated conclusion of the theorem and the

other part is a valid statement which was inferred. PROCqed processes the proof type of the line [A] and
uses the preceding 'ASSUME' and 'CONTRADICTION' statements to verify that the proof is complete.

Error handling. In a positive case, a user proof can be recognized as correct and complete, that means that
the occurring statements can be inferred using the corresponding foundations and that the sequence of
statements actually proves the conclusion of the theorem. In a negative case, several types of light or severe
errors may occur. From the perspective of a monitoring system which checks the various proof lines there
may happen three cases in connection with each proof line:
(i) The correct case: The monitoring program can recognize that a statement can be inferred by using the
given foundations. That positive case includes the possibility that a minor error occurred which can be
clarified by a dialogue between the system and the user. The list of minor errors includes syntactical errors
(e.g. regarding the language or any mathematical formula) or a lacking foundation which can be completed
by the system. The completion may be possible e.g. in the case that the foundation of an obvious formula
manipulation operation is missing or a reference to a preceding proof line is missing.
(ii) The error case: The monitoring program detects e.g. a logical error, an incorrect formula manipulation
transformation, an unallowed application of a theorem, a premature 'QED' statement or no 'QED' statement.
In that case the system can supply a hint to the user and the user gets the opportunity to correct the error.
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The feedback in the case of multiple errors in a single statement depends on the way in which the errors are
interconnected. Generally, the error possibilities are multifarious. Some multiple errors can be handled one
after the other, e.g. when there are two errors in a formula. The hint that the formula is not correct may make
the user rectify one error, so that only one is left.

Let us consider another example: A user enters the wrong name of the theorem which he applies and the
application of the theorem is also wrong. The system would try to apply the mentioned theorem and two
outcomes are possible: (a) The theorem cannot be applied or (b) the theorem can be applied. In the case of
(a), a hint that the theorem is not applicable could help the user to recognize that he entered a wrong theorem
name. In the case of (b), the system would state the conclusion of the theorem application. The user might
then also recognize that the theorem name is wrong. In those cases the double error is reduced to one error.

(iii) The unclear case: The monitoring program cannot decide the correctness of a proof line. Various
reasons may be responsible for that. One reason is that an important foundation is missing, e.g. a reference
to the theorem which was used , so that the monitoring program cannot infer the user statement. Other
reasons refer to the performance of the mentioned subprocedures: They may not be able to verify a correct
statement or falsify a wrong statements in certain situations. Such a case suggests to expand the monitoring
program.

5 Applications and Extensions and Pragmatics
The above described approach may be utilized for different purposes by different groups in educational
institutions. Students have the opportunity to occupy themselves with mathematical proofs and do exercises
which may be immediately checked for correctness and completeness.

On the other hand virtual or face-to-face universities may employ such methods in automatic on-line test
systems. Proofs delivered by students could be automatically checked and scored. While students construct a
proof the system might give hints in the case that foundations are missing, that there are syntactical errors,
that the sequence of inferences is not complete, that a statement is just wrong, or that the student is lacking
an idea how to prove the theorem. Dependent upon the amount of hints or help provided the software system
might decrease the score gained.

The language as it was described above does not contain a set of symbols which are frequently used in
theorems and proofs, as e.g the notation for limits, sequences, sums, integrals, or the faculty function. To
integrate them one may use the notations of MathML [9]. A closer look at the proofs which are found in the
text books of calculus suggests that a large set of the proofs can be worded using the above outlined
language when one assumes that the usual mathematical symbols are available and some more extensions
are done.

The described approach of verifying proofs demands an internal knowledge base of the concepts and
theorems of calculus when proof statements are founded by concept definitions or theorem applications.
Such a collection will sensibly use XML as a representation language (see e.g. [6]). See an XML
representation of a theorem and of a proof on the website [7]. By utilizing that knowledge base an extensive
learning environment which deals with mathematical proofs may be developed. Some aspects related to
getting support with finding and constructing proofs are: One may retrieve theorems having the premises
which may be used with the proof. One may retrieve a list of proof ideas of the domain and discover the one

which may be useful in the current context. The roughly outlined approach to a learning environment
stresses the personal proof finding and proof construction activity. A different approach to a learning
environment in the field of mathematical proving relies on a general, interactive theorem prover [4].

It is obvious that one has to get used to entering a proof in the restricted natural language. An adequate
interface may help to reduce the cognitive overload. Another option is to further develop the language, so
that the proofs may be entered in a less restricted way and look more like textbook proofs. Such proofs
might then be transformed into the restricted natural language. It is clear that the students would use such a

verifying system only when the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. Some advantages are the
confirmation of correctness and completeness or the detection of errors and the option of getting help.

ir:r

6 Conclusions
A restricted natural language to formulate mathematical proofs in the domain of calculus was presented. It
was demonstrated how mathematical proofs worded in that language can be transformed into an internal

representation and checked for correctness and completeness. Some educational applications were
mentioned. The extension to a learning environment was roughly outlined.

Our current prototype of verifying proofs includes an interface to enter natural language proofs, some
procedures of theorem proving and an own formula manipulation system. The prototype will be further
developed with respect to the methods and the knowledge bases.
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Multimedia Intelligent Tutoring System
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CFG-MINTS is

a multimedia

intelligent tutoring system that teaches

context -free grammar. The tutor model of his ITS is composed of a set of
teaching strategies and an algorithm that determines which teaching action to be
deployed given the goals of the system and the current state of the student model.

The student model uses the Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) approach in
diagnosing the learner. CBM reduces the complexity of student modeling by
focusing on the difference of the student' s solution to the ideal solution only and
the analysis is reduced to pattern matching. The assumption here is that there

can be no correct solution of a problem that traverses a problem state, which
violates the fundamental ideas, or concepts of the domain. The system also
includes features for simulating the created context -free grammar to aid in
teaching.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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This paper describes our research on building a free, evolutionary, Internetbased, agent-based, long-distance teaching environment for academic English.

Here we will describe some of the design aspects of the system prototype,
focusing especially on the adaptive features and the agents of the system.
Keywords: Distance Education, CALL, Agent Technology

1 Introduction
As distances constantly grow smaller and the Internet links more and more remote parts of the world,
English gradually becomes the lingua franca for information exchange. In the academic field, in research
and development, where international cooperation is a must, English is used frequently. Academic English is

International English. Although accents are more or less variable, the spoken, but mostly, the written
academic language has still its rules and etiquette. Academics usually know some English and have a more
or less wide English vocabulary. However, especially in Japan, but in other non-English speaking countries
as well, there exists the phenomenon that, although a person can read academic papers in English, when it
comes to writing a paper by oneself, or to make an academic presentation in English, serious problems
appear. Therefore, we embed these necessary rules and etiquette in our teaching environment. The main aim
of our system is to help academics exchange meaningful information with their peers, through a variety of
information exchange ways: academic homepages, academic papers, academic presentations, etc. As far as
we know, this type of English teaching system is new. Some English teaching environments on the Web
appeared, but, as in [1] or [1 I], they have two main defects: they are not free, and/or they are not automatic,
but based on real human teachers at the end of the line. Good on-line dictionaries [12], [8] and several
collections of English on-line books [2] exist, but those can only act as auxiliary helpers during the English
learning process. Our aim is to have a system capable to function autonomously, without human interference,

as a virtual, long-distance classroom, embedding the necessary tutoring functions within a set of
collaborating agents that will serve the student. The course is called MyEnglishTeacher', because of its
evolutionary nature, of adapting over time to the needs and preferences of individual users. These needs can
be expressed explicitly, or can be implicitly deduced by the system, represented by its agents. We are
currently in the process of adding more Al-based intelligent adaptation capabilities. Users can find in our
virtual classroom situational examples of academic life, presented as Multimedia, with Audio and/or Video
presentations, Text explanations and pointers to the main patterns introduced with each lesson, exercises to
test the user' s understanding, moreover, adaptive correction, explanation and guidance of the user' s mistakes.
The general guidelines for this system were proposed by our course design researcher in [3] and elaborated
by us in [6].

2 Background
Virtual environments in education and distance-learning systems are the recent trends in education
worldwide. This trend is determined by the current spread of the Internet, as well as by a real demand for
better, easy-to-access, and cheaper educational facilities. Therefore, universities everywhere respond to the

academic demand for technological and pedagogical support in course preparation, by developing
specialized software environments [5]. As bandwidths grow, the traditional text environments gradually
switch to multimedia and Video-on-Demand (VOD) systems ([17]). The problems in the current language
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education systems, as well as the motivation of our research, as pointed out by our language specialist team

member and [15], can be resumed as follows: the lack of learning activities for checking learners'
constructive understanding (requiring the learner not only to memorize, but also to summarize, generate,
differentiate, or predict); the lack of a variety of problem-solving tasks to motivate students to think about
their reading; the learning process does not enable learners to become active participants; in the current

Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL) systems, learners cannot key-in the target language' s
sentences freely; lack of explanatory feedback (telling the user why); lack of exercises related to the
learner' s individual characteristics; lack of considerations about the effectiveness of different physical
attributes of the presentations, on the students' learning; lack of analysis of the interaction between learner
and learning environment, with special focus on assimilation and accommodation. These problems could not
be solved by traditional systems, mostly due to their lack of adaptability, or in other words, intelligence. In
[19], it is stated: "there is the need to endow these systems with the ability to adapt and learn, that is, to selfimprove their future performance". The objective of this research is to help learners achieve academic
reading and writing ability. The course is intended for students whose starting English level is intermediate
and upper-intermediate, who have some vocabulary of English, but not much practice in using it. The
tutoring strategy used is to give the reader insight into his or her implicit or explicit learning strategies. The
methodology applied is the communicative teaching approach, allowing communication and interaction
between student and tutoring system, via agents. The interactive reading strategies applied and yet to apply
include bottom-up theory, top-down theory, and schemata theory. The topics and stories used are mainly
passages from textbooks, journals, reference works, conference proceedings, and academic papers, in other
words, real-life academic products.

3 System features and modules
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Fig. 1: The system modules and their interaction

Fig. 2: The subject link database

The system offers two interfaces, one for the teacher/tutor user, for course-authoring purposes, and the other
one for the student user, who is supposed to learn. The information exchange from tutor to system contains
input of lessons, texts, links between them, etc., but also asking for help in editing. The data from the tutor is
stored in six different structured databases, including a library of expressions that appear in the text, a VOD
database, a background image database, an audio database of listening examples, a full text database and a

link database. The information exchange with the student is more complex. It contains usage of the
presented materials, implicit or explicit advice, the student' s advice requests, queries, searches, gathering of
data on the student by the two agents, the Global Agent (G1A) and the Personal Agent (PA). Each of these
agents has its own database on the student(s). The G1A stores general features on students, and the PA stores
the private features of each student. User modeling follows many patterns, and has many applications. [7]
proposes a fuzzy-based, stereotype collecting user model for hypermedia navigation. [18] elaborates on the
Human Plausible Theory. ([4]) provides intelligent help for determining the cause of errors in software usage.
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[14] has shown how prior belief (belief bias) can influence the correctness of judgment of the human (users).
Other authors, like [10] have studied the relation between achievement goals, study strategies and exam
performance. A realistic user model has to take into consideration the influences a system can achieve on the
user, in order to allow an easy interpretation of the current state, as well as an easy and clear implementation
of the user model.

4 The Authoring System Module (Story Editor)
Our most important goal is to design a meaningful, evolutionary feedback for the user. In order to build such
a

system, an authoring tool is necessary for flexibility purposes: our colleagues researching the optimal
material for academic English teaching should be able to add or delete freely the available resources. In a
way, they are also clients/users, and should be restricted to build a courseware, which conforms to the
capabilities of the system. In the following, these restrictions and their purposes are explained. These
restrictions are necessary instruments for the two system agents to work with, as will be shown later in this
paper.

Texts : Each video/audio recording has to have a corresponding TEXT (of dialog, etc.). For each text, it is analyzed if
video is necessary, or if audio suffices, as audio requires less memory space and allows a more compact storage and a
speedy retrieval. Each TEXT also has (beside of main text, etc.), the following attributes: a short title, keywords,
explanation, patterns to learn, conclusion, and finally, exercises. Titles and keywords are naturally used for search and
retrieval, but the explanation and conclusion files can be also used for the same purpose, as will be explained later on.
Lessons : One or more TEXTs (with video or not) make up a LESSON. Each LESSON also has (beside of texts, etc.) the
following attributes: title, keywords, explanation, conclusion, combined exercises (generated automatically or not). Next,

a text or a lesson will be referred as ' SUBJECT' .
Priority and Relatedness Connections: When introducing one or more subjects, the teacher has to specify the Priority
Connections, i.e., to show the required learning order, with a directed graph (arrows). When there is no order, subjects
will have the same priority, and build a set. The teacher (courseware author) should also add connections between related
SUBJECTS, with indirect links. This means, the teacher has to add Relatedness Connections between subjects, for
which no specific learning order is required, but which are related. These relations are useful, e.g., during tests: if one of
the subjects is considered known, the other one should be also tested. The main differences between the priority
connections and the relatedness connections is that the first ones are directional, weightless connections, whereas the

latter are non-directional, weighted connections. After these priorities and links are set, the system will then
automatically add more links via keyword matching, from explicit keyword files and keyword search within subjects.
Priorities among the texts of a lesson are set implicitly according to the order of the texts, but can be modified, if
necessary. The teacher / multimedia courseware author can decide if it is more meaningful to connect individual texts,
or entire lessons, for each lesson. The way a new lesson is introduced, by asking the teacher to set at least the previous
and the following lesson in the lesson priority flow, is shown in figure 2 (steps 1,2). As can be noticed from figure 2,
priority connections, with no respective relatedness connection, can exist. This can happen when, e.g., common course
design knowledge dictates that respective priority, but the learning contents of the lessons are quite different. These
kinds of priorities are optimal student learning strategy related connections, not similar contents connections. These
priorities help the system to place the current subject in the global subject map. Final priorities will be set by the system

according to findings (teacher's input, keyword matching). This final result can be shown to the teacher or not,
depending on the options under which the system is running. We are currently testing if it is wise to allow the teacher to
have add/modify/delete rights. The final graph is used for the student, and it can be shown to the student upon request,

serving as a map guide.
Numbering : SUBJECTS are numbered automatically in the order of their creation. Teachers are prohibited to use
numbering. This is because otherwise, every time new material is brought, the numbering should be changed according
to the new order of priorities. TEXTs are automatically numbered inside a lesson, and arc referred from outside with two

numbers: the LESSON number and the text number.
Test Points: The teacher should mark TEST POINTS (figure 2), at which it is necessary to pass a test in order to
proceed (these tests can be at any SUBJECT level).

5 Student models and agents
The system gradually builds two evolutionary student models: a global student model (GS) and an individual
student model (IS), managed by two intelligent agents: the personal agent (PA) and the global agent (GIA).
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The reason for doing so is that some features, which are common to all students, can be captured in the GS.
However, many studies have shown [17] that personalized environments and especially, personalized tutors,
have a better chance of transferring the knowledge information from tutor to student. This is true even in the
more general sense of a tutor and student, where the tutor can be man or machine, and the student likewise.
In this work, we mean by agent a "computer system situated in some environment", "capable of autonomous
action", "in the sense that the system should be able to act without the direct intervention of humans", "and
should have control over its own actions and internal state" [13]. These agents' intelligence is expressed by
the fact that each agent "is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives", and
that it is "responsive" (it perceives its environment), "proactive" (opportunistic, goal-directed), "social"
(able to interact) [13], and of an "anticipatory" nature (having a model of itself and the environment, and the
capability to pre -adapt itself according to these models) [9]. Next, the raw data stored for the two student
models, the GS and IS, is presented.
The GS : The GS contains the global student features: the common mistakes; favorite pages, lessons, texts, videos,
audios, grading of tests' difficulty (according to how many students do each test well or not); search patterns introduced,
subjects accessed afterwards: if many IS use the same order, than they are recorded in the GS.
The IS: The IS contains the personal student features: the last page accessed; grades for all tests taken, mistakes and
their frequency; if the student takes the test again and succeeds, his/her last grade is deleted, but his/her previous
mistakes are collected for future tests; the order of access of texts inside each lesson; order of access of lessons (this can
be guide to other students: "when another student was in your situation, he/she chose..."); frequency of accessing texts/
for guidance and current state check; search patterns introduced, subjects accessed
lessons/ videos/ audios, etc.
afterwards (to link patterns with new subjects that the system didn't link before).

The PA: The role of the personal agent is to manage the information gathered on the user, and to extract from this
information useful user guidance material. Each step taken by the user inside the environment is stored, and compared
with both what was proposed to the user, as well as with what the user was expected to do (from the PA' s point of view).

The differences between previous expectation and current state are exploited, in order to be used for new guidance
generation. Beside of analyzing the own user and extracting knowledge from the data on him/her, the PA is able to
request information from the GIA, about, for instance, what other users chose to do in a similar situation to the current
one of the PA' s own user. Furthermore, the PA can contact other PA' s with similar profiles (after a matchmaking process),
and obtain similar information as from the GIA, only with more specificity. The PA can decide to turn to another PA if
the information from the GIA is insufficient for a decision about the current support method. The PA decides, every time
a user enters the system, what material should be studied during that particular session, and generates a corresponding

list. Therefore, the course index is dynamic, not static. To this material, the PA will add or subtract, according to the
interaction with the user during the session. According to [16], the PA is therefore an interface agent ("a computer
program to provide assistance to a user dealing with a particular computer application" in this case, a learning
environment). However, the PA' s job description is a little wider than this, as can be seen also in the following.
The GIA: The global agent averages information from several users, to obtain a general student model. The deductions
of the global agent are bound to be non-specific. The GIA is necessary, because otherwise, the system will not profit

from the fact that different users interacted with the system, and each new interaction can smoothen the path for
following users. The GIA is to be referred before the PA starts looking for information from other PAs, process that can
be more time-consuming. Therefore, the role of the GIA is to offer to the PAs condensed information, in an easily
accessible, swiftly loadable form. From this description, it is clear that the GIA is subordinate to the PA (from the student
user' s point of view). The GIA cannot directly contact the student user unless the PA explicitly requests it. If the GIA
considers that its intervention is required, it still has to ask for permission from the PA. In this way, the generation of

confusing advice is avoided.
From the described interactions between agents and databases, and between the agents themselves, it is clear
that the agents of the system work in two ways. The first way is based on the embedded rule/knowledge
systems, which try to foresee, prevent and solve conflicting situations. The second way is as evolutionary,

learning objects, which can adaptively change their representation of the subject space, by creating and
deleting links and changing weights. A next step in the system' s agents design will be focused on adaptive
problem, quiz and test generation. In short, this design is made necessary by the fact that a student, after
failing to pass a test, has to be presented, after some more learning is done, with a new test, of similar
difficulty and contents. As it is difficult for the teachers to generate as many tests as would be necessary for
such repeated situations, this task is to be passed to the system' s agents. A very important task of each of the
agents is also to keep the consistency of the subject link database. The agents inform the teacher(s) if some
subjects form loops (determined by the priority connections set by the teacher(s)), if some subjects become
inaccessible; if a teacher is not available, they make corrections by themselves, and decide from the student
(s) feedback about the appropriateness of those changes.

6 Conclusions
We have proposed in this paper an Evolutionary, Web-based, Academic English Teaching Environment,
called "MyEnglishTeacher". Moreover, we have described the rationale, the design and implementation and
the modules of our system: an authoring environment for the teacher user(s), which is generating the lessons,
and a learning environment for the student user(s). We have further on presented each of these modules in
more details. The learning environment is based on two intelligent agents, interacting with each other and
the student user, in order to guide the student through a new course for academic English, which is under
development in our laboratory. We have also explained in which sense our agents evolve and present
intelligence. Our agents build and modify student models with the help of a double graph: a non-weighted,
directional priority graph, and a weighted, non-directional, relatedness graph. In addition, we have explained
how, from the authoring system courseware design requirements, we enforce the generation of structured
content databases, to serve as a basis to the rule/knowledge bases, which will be used and added to by the
two agents. We believe that with our system we are addressing more than one current need: the need of an
English tutor for academics, which should also be easily accessible i.e., on-line , free, adaptive and userfriendly.
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In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. We propose a
language to navigate students through the educational material on WWW.
Navigation script makers can describe a tour with sequential, parallel and
selective controls. It supports multiple Threads where video and audio

accompany a browsing window. The language is described with XML and

implemented in Java. So, the system can be used as an applet and as an
application.
Keywords: Hypermedia navigation ; Web graph ; XML ; JAVA

1 Introduction
In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. For example, many university teachers give the
contents of their lectures as their homepages. This paper describes a system which utilizes intemet resources
as educational material and makes them into an organized tour. The tour is described in a script language and

an interpreter program navigates students through the material on WWW. Students are navigated
automatically and interactively while they browse html-files and listen to and watch continuous multimedia.

We need to collect necessary pages from web resources containing a lot of garbage in order to make lists of
URLs for our educational purpose. It is important to have students understand the relation between the
collected pages and grasp the whole view of the field. When they do not understand the relation, or when
they forget how they arrived the page, they feel that they got "lost in webspace". There is a proposal of
using web graphs as imaginary map of WWW[3]. A web graph is a directed graph whose nodes are URLs
and whose edges are links between URLs. The web graph is more intuitive than just a list of URLs. But a
web graph is nothing but a static representation of WWW. There is no mechanism how to lead students with
material on the graph. There is no dynamic process to navigate them. We propose a script language that
describes the navigation of WWW.
Maps are useful for navigation of real world and for navigation of WWW. For example, the page of Mapion
http://mapion.co.jp/ shows geographic maps of towns. Besides, "car navigation systems" based on GPS are

becoming popular. RWML[5] and NVML[6] are proposal to combine the geographic map and the
information on WWW. NVML describes the driving course, distance, time and supplies messages and
images for specified points. When the car passes the point, a message and a image will appear according to a
signal from GPS. The main concern of these researches is in geographic maps and navigation in real world.

The maps we consider are imaginary maps of interne resources. Our goal is to design a language to
describe a tour of WWW and to implement an interpreter of the language.

Ariadne[4] is a system of WWW navigation. It has a browser window and a separate window of tour. A user
views the map of the tour and can proceed forward, backward and can choose if there are branches on the
tour. But user needs to control every step of navigation. Our system supports both interactive and automated
navigation. Another feature of our system which lacks in Ariadne is the parallel navigation. In our system,
while a user is watching a browser window, another navigation thread can play audio data.
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Web0FDAV[1] is a visualization system of web graph. When a user is traversing a series of URLs, the

system draws the local graph of visited pages. The graph changes dynamically following the user.
WebOFDAV is useful to tell where we are on WWW and powerful to get rid of the problem of lost in
webspace. But the graph is used only for an aid for browsing and no navigation route is provided.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The section 2 analyses the basic feature of navigation of WWW.
The section 3 describes the navigation script using XML and explains the visualization of the scripts. The
section 4 introduces a virtual machine with two stacks, which enables forward and backward navigation. The
section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Navigation Script
The most important feature of the navigation system is to guide the user around web pages in specified order.
Therefore, we adapt sequentiality into navigation language. And to make the contents of html -files easier to
understand, we need to combine audio, video, and images together with the usual browsing window. We
introduce parallelism. To increase the variation of the navigation depending on each visitor, we add selection
mechanism in the language. We design the language as a structured programming language with sequential,
parallel and selective controls. The basic navigation units are multimedia data specified as URLs.

We chose XML as the description language of the navigation for simplicity and extendability. As
implementation language we chose Java. We use "XML Parser for Java"[2] for XML parser,and .IMF"[7]
for multimedia data. We describe the language as the following DTD (Document Type Definition).
<!ELEMENT statement (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ELEMENT simple (message)>
<!ATTLIST simple kind CDATA #REQUIRED
target_name CDATA #REQUIRED
play_time CDATA #REQUIRED
delay_time CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sequential (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)*>
<!ELEMENT parallel (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)*>
<!ELEMENT select (selector)+>
<!ELEMENT selector (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ATTLIST selector selectname CDATA #REQUIRED>

Each tag and parameters have the following meaning.

<statement>: This tag represents the root of navigation tour. It may contain subtours as children. There
are four kinds of tours,<simple>,<sequential>,<parallel> and <select>.
<simple>: This is the basic unit of the navigation. It contains a few lines of messages to describe the
contents of the web page. It has the attributes of kind, target name, play time and delay time. Target
name specifies the URL of the data. The kind describes the kind of multimedia data. Play time is the
duration time and delay time is the time to wait before play.
<sequential>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential >, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are followed consecutively.

<parallel>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are activated in parallel.

<select>: This tag causes a pause of the system. User can choose the navigation selectively from the
given subtours. Those subtours are provided as children with the tag <selector>.
<selector>: It may contain a subtour of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>. It has
the selectname as an attribute, which is used in the select menu.

3 Navigation Window, Control Panel and Browsing Window
Fig 1 is a screenshot of the system, which has a browser window, a quicktime movie screen, the controller
screen and the window of navigation script.
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We chose the representation with nested boxes for the visualization of navigation script instead conventional
DOM -tree of XML nodes for several reasons. The most important feature of the navigation is the flow of

time. To visualize this, we draw the subtours of a sequential tour from left to right. In Fig 1, time goes
horizontally from left to right. Parallel tours and visualization of selection are placed vertically. The
difference is that each subtour of the selection has its name, specified with its selectname, and the order in

the choice. For example, if a selection has three choices, the second subtour is displayed as 2/3
selectname".

Visualization of navigation script is not only for static view. It has a control panel and user can go forward
and backward along the navigation. When a node is displayed on the browser window, the node in the
navigation window is highlighted. So, the user has always global view of the navigation.
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Figure 1: Screenshot

4 Interpreter of Navigation Script
Navigation is performed according to the kind of statement. Parallel statement opens a new browser window
and a different thread performs the navigation in parallel.

The interpreter has two modes, the fully automatic mode and the interactive mode. Basically, the interpreter
displays the specified html-files on the browser window. It displays the html-file on the screen for "play
time" and changes to the next screen. When the user wants to see in detail, he can make a pause. He can go
backward as well. The controller interacts with the user. The functions of the controller are "pause", "play",
"forward", "backward", "rewind" and "stop". The "play" and "pause" toggles the mode. The "forward" and
"backward" are for interactive mode. The browser screen moves one step in the sequential statement. This
control is different to the controllers of multimedia players for the continuous media.

To realize forward/backward control in the navigation, we use two stacks of statements in the interpreter.
The first stack "do"contains the list of statements to follow. The second stack "done" contains the list of
statements already performed. The interpreter is realized by a transition of states depending on the top of the
two stacks.

4.1 Forward Transition
Due to the limit of space, we only explain the forward transition concerning to parallel statement. If a
parallel statement contains substatements, the interpreter creates n-1 threads which begin execution with
done" stack empty and whose "do" stack contains the substatements. For example, a parallel statement
"<parallel>a b c</parallel>" creates two new threads(Fig 2).
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Figure 2: Forward Transition for Parallel Statement

4.2 Backward Transition
In the backward transition, the interpreter pops the statement at the top of "done" stack and pushes it on
"do" stack. If it is a sequential statement, then all the substatements are poped out of the "do" stack. A
situation, where the "done" stack is empty, occurs only after a forward transition of a parallel statement. To
go backward from such a situation, we need to delete such threads activated by the parallel statement.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a language for the navigation of WWW and described its implementation. The material of a
navigation tour is web pages and multimedia data on WWW. The navigation script is defined as DTD of

XML. Anyone can create a dynamic navigation from a static list of URLs. The language supports
multimedia data and provides sequential, parallel and selective constructs of the tour.
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1 The activity approach in education
From the point of view of modern didactics, the final aim of instruction is not gaining knowledge but
forming the way of acting being realized via skills [3]. It may be only done in the process of activity, namely

learning activity. In this sense, any instructional process represents guidance, operative management of
learning activity. It is management that is mechanism of teaching but not passing knowledge. Learning
activity is a product of teaching because it is the aim of teaching. Knowledge is necessary, so far as the way
of acting is worked out by means of operating with knowledge. On the other hand, knowledge is formed
only in the process of activity []. Thus content of teaching includes subject to mastering and knowledge on
which based this activity. From the point of view of organization, activity has three stages: 1) of introductory
and motivation, 2) of operation and cognition, 3) of control and estimation.

An action is a unit of activity. The way of acting is a system of operations that provides solving of problems
of a definite kind. The way of acting has three functional parts: (1) orientating one that provides preparation
the student to activity; (2) executive one providing transformation of the objects of activity; (3) control one
that provides check-up of rightness solving the problems and comparison the factual products of activity
with desired ones, that is, the aim of activity [2].
Many authors of computer technologies attribute them to the ones based on activity (learning by doing) only
because of work specificity with a computer but not because they realize principles of the theory of activity.
In accordance with it, projecting a computer tutoring system means, first of all, projecting learning activity,
not knowledge. Knowledge is projected after actions. Only on determining actions, it is possible to pick out
knowledge providing formation of these actions.

Development of activity my be schematically represented in the following way: need motive aim
subaims problems subproblems actions operations product. The introductory and motivation stage
of activity, especially for learning activity, is the most important one because it is the initial stage of activity.
It is called to settle questions of "lead-in" of students in activity, their adaptation to future activity, that is,
questions of orienting and motivation.

In the orientating part of the way of acting, they pick out two components (Mashbits, 1988). The first one
general orienting provides picking out those properties and qualities of the objects of activity that are
essential for their transformation. The second one orienting for the executive part provides working out a
plan of activity. Only the executive part of the way of acting providing immediate transformation of the
objects is the direct product of the traditional teaching. There is the only way to do this solving problems.

2 Organization of the introductory and motivational stage
The introductory and motivational stage plays an important psychological and didactical role in teaching in
general; while using a computer, its role increases repeatedly. Nevertheless, to meet a tutoring system in
which due attention would spare to this stage is a very rare thing. We organized it in tutoring systems in
physics [1]. The tasks of the introductory and motivational are realization and understanding by the students:
1) aims and problems of the system; 2) physical character of processes and phenomena, as well as principles
of operation of the installations that are the subjects of the system' s activity; (3) knowledge necessary to
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reach the aim put the system. According to the theory of activity, it is operating with this knowledge that
leads to forming first skills necessary for solving a particular problem and then the way of acting in
aggregate.

The approach of problems that is realized in our systems is based on solving a separate problem whose
complication increases that of problems being solved usually. This approach is more preferable from the
point of view of activity. Firstly, it allows easily and effective organize learning activity and, secondly, it
gains essentially in motivation as presupposes achievement of a practically significant aim. In many systems,

this aim is even submitted in their titles, for example, "Hit the Target", "Rescue the Friends", "Render
Harmless of the mine", "Determine the material". It is a very effective means to increase motivation, as the
student becomes a subject of activity, the main acting person of the events expanded. Various methods of

realization of this stage are used, for example, mimicking processes and phenomena, "assembling"
installations from their separate parts, discussion their purposes and peculiarities of operating the
installations, test tasks of the closed and open types, ones for accordance and ones for correct sequence.

Let us consider as an example systems "Internal Combustion Engine". The aim of it is determination of
power and efficiency of an engine in accordance with its constructive parameters. As one can see, the title of
this system does not promote increase of motivation because of the lack of the personal orientation. This is
achieved by another method. A list of cars with demonstration of their outward appearance is offered to
students. Students choose a car that they like and then carry out calculations for the engine of their own car.

Let us describe in what way a test task for accordance is realized in these systems. A "dumb" scheme of an
installation without pointers of its component parts is shown on the screen. A list of its component part is
placed next to it. Activity of students consists in the following. Separate elements of the scheme are pointed
sequentially by chance, and students have to put for each element of the scheme corresponding one of the
list. If the title of the pointed component part is determined correctly, another element is pointed, and so on.
The determined parts acquire their numbers, and as the result, the "dumb" scheme is transformed into a
"live" one. In such a way an orienting support of activity is created.
Further development of the introductory and motivation stage in the system above proceeds in the following
way. The system demonstrates work of the engine during a whole cycle with replacement of the piston,
opening and closing the exhaust and inlet valves, ignition of a air and gas mixture. Students may start such a
demonstration several times independently. Now students see interaction of the component parts of the
engine already well known to them, now they unit in their consciousness not simply mechanically but
functionally reflecting physics of the processes occurring in the engine.
Subsequent deepening of orienting passes by discussion of what students have seen. It is very convenient to
use the so-called active prompts with this purpose. Active prompt is built as a test task of the open type. It
represents a phrase, in which a keyword is missed; this word has to be entered by students. If students do not
know it, they may address to the system for help, and it will show this word on the screen. In order to keep
the students' active position, the system offer the same active prompt repeatedly, and students must enter this
already well known word themselves. Examples of active prompts are phrases: "The inlet valve is open
when the piston goes down(wards)", "The spark springs up when the piston is at the upper extreme position"
(the missed words are in italic). The main thing here consists in not completeness of these tasks but in
importance of ascertaining these (and other) facts for forming the orienting base of the future activity.
The elements of the introductory and motivational stage are distributed throughout a system, their task is to
prepare students to performing subsequent separate actions. If, for example, there is a necessity of using
some formula, it is very convenient to remind it by a test task of the closed type. Students are offered several
formulas, and they have to choose the necessary one. If students make mistakes, a short dialogue should be
organized so that students could understand the nature of the mistakes. Then the task should be given again,
the search of the answer becoming more sensitive. And the answer will be obtained without fail.

If the development of an action demands using exact wording (of laws, principles, theorems, definitions of
concepts, and so on), it is expediently to employ a test task for the correct sequence. In the chosen wording,
all the words are missed by chance (this does the system), and the task of students consists in that the words
must be arranged correctly with the help of the mouse. It is a very creative and constructive work, it thrills,
in the first place, because the sense appears little by little. Everyone can reach the sense even if he/she is not
familiar with it at all.
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The activity of test and evaluation is an important part of Computer-Assisted
Instruction systems. In most systems, r absolutely learned j and r absolutely
unfamiliar pare often used to represent the status of a student in learning a novice

concept. However, for each target concept, there are usually more than one
related sub-concepts with different degrees of importance. Thus, it is quite
difficult to instruct each individual student effectively according to his learning
status in those conventional systems. A hybrid technology of fuzzy theory and
uncertainty reasoning are thus used in the research. The proposed intelligent

tutoring system was designed to illustrate: l.automatically tracking and
analyzing the current learning status of a pupil, especially detecting the
formation of learning barriers or misconceptions; 2. autonomously leading
pupils to visit assisted learning path and thus proposing tutorials to make the
learning of students more effectively. 3.linguistically explaining the implicit

behavior of a pupil during the whole learning process. In addition, the
mathematical course of teaching Pythagoream Theorem was used as the content
of our test-bed. A simulation by hand and positive feedbacks from teachers of

junior high schools illustrate the reasonableness and applicability of the
proposed tutoring system.

Keywords: Pythagoream Theorem, Fuzzy Logic, Uncertainty Reasoning,
Intelligent Tutoring System

1 Introduction
Researches about Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) have incrementally grown since 1970, for
example, standard intelligent tutoring systems [1], or participants in virtual environments [2], or a virtual
instructor in a training environment [3]. However, as known, the effectiveness of education would depend on
the local culture. But, there are few intelligent tutoring systems focusing on Taiwanese students have been
reported. CORAL [4] was designed as an interface system, without any artificial intelligence module of

teachers' expertise, to provide a long-distance collative learning environment of virtual learning. As
discussed in lots of tutoring systems, the most challenging issue is how to evaluate and diagnose the learning
of students. Tests are a typical and popular method of evaluation. Taking the GRE as an example, people
have taken the test through computers since 1992. The IBM co. and Arthur Anderson Co. have begun to
work on the development of a computerized testing system. Such systems, which change the form of tests
from conventional paper-to-pencil to on-line, arc proliferating rapidly. For ICAI, it becomes more popular
that the evaluation of pupils' learning should not be simply classified as r absolutely learned j and r absolutely
unfamiliar j . In addition, ways of leading each individual pupil to enjoy an efficient learning experience is

also pursued. In the research, we proposed an intelligent tutoring system which can afford the most
appropriate tutorials to each pupil according to his learning status and thus can prevent pupils to trap into a
misconception too long.

2 The Organization of Tutorials and Maintaining Principles
Before implementing our tutoring system, some special issues and adopted techniques must be introduced.
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Those topics include the organization of tutorials, a way of representing pupil's learning status, and the
detection of any formed misconception.

2.1 The Construction of a Hierarchical Concept Tree
In general, tutorials would be organized as a tree hierarchy of curriculum in the order of chapter, section,
sub-section, paragraph, etc. Since learning a complicate concept must depend on the success of learning all

its related sub-concepts, the kind of structure cannot be claimed to be suitable for both learners and
instructors. That is, too few containment or precedence information about curriculum is available. Thus,
learning concepts and related tutorials are re-arranged as a hierarchical conceptual tree of containment here.
According to literatures [5] and interviews with teachers of junior high schools, the concepts related to
learning Pythagoream Theorem for native pupils can be analyzed and constructed as Figure 1. In the tree, the
learning of any parent conceptual node must follow after at least one of its children nodes.
Pythagorean Theorem
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Figure 1.

A hierarchical concept tree of Pythagorean Theorem

2.2 The Setting of Node Weights within the Hierarchical Concept Tree
To express the corresponding degree of importance, an integer is assigned to each testing question related to
individual concept [5]. However, it is still a heavy burden even for an expert to quantitatively assess the
extent. Besides, the estimated grade of importance is too subjective in general. In our system, the influence
of each node on learning its parent node is defined through fuzzy theory as follows:
Step 1: Some teachers in junior high schools are asked to evaluate the relevance of nodes related to their
parent node in the hierarchical concept tree.
Step 2: Fuzzy theory is included to quantify teachers' opinions in the designed questionnaire obtained in
step 1. Five possible values for linguistic variables are used. Note magnitudes 0.0 and 1.0 are not adopted in
the memberships because of product operations and symmetry.
Step 3: Murray's or Ishihawa's Max-Min method is used to fuzzily integrate those multiple expertise. After
that, a defuzzification process to evaluate the mass centroid of fuzzy numbers is applied. The weights of
nodes within the hierarchical concept tree are thus settled as shown in Figure 1.

2.3 The Maintenance of Belief Parameters
To increasing the expression power of the proposed system above "absolutely known" and "absolutely
unfamiliar", a belief parameter m and another updating parameter X. described in Dempster-Shafer Theorem

[6] are applied here to assess the familiarity degree of a pupil to a particular learning concept within the
hierarchical concept tree. To describe the meaning of the updating parameters A. and 0 (0=1-4 two cases
must be taken in account:

Case 1: Making a correct answer
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and 0 can be used to denote the belief degree of promoting to a higher level and of staying on the same
level within the conceptual hierarchy, respectively.

Case 2: Making a wrong answer
and 0 can be used to denote the belief degree of degrading to a lower level and of staying on the same
level within the conceptual hierarchy, respectively.
As to defining the updating rules of the belief parameter m, a general sub-tree structure is considered. In the
tree, a node f has three children nodes labeled as a, b, c, and the interconnection links are labeled as Wafi Wbf,

Case 1: Making a correct answer in the test for the conceptual node a
A promotion within the conceptual hierarchy must be activated. The belief parameters of the two relevant
nodes a and f are thus modified as
,1)+my

(eqn. 1)

8)+W
: the magnitudes of belief after promotion
: the magnitudes of belief before promotion
: the weight of link between nodes a and f

in` m'

Case 2: Making a wrong answer in the test for the conceptual node f
A degradation within the conceptual hierarchy must be activated. The belief parameters of the four relevant
nodes, f and its children nodes a, b, c, are thus modified as
=0) + m'7'

w, ,1. (I m';')

m'

(eqn. 2)
=[ wb, 2.(1-11-1`1,-1) ] +111s'

m', =[ W4 A (1 m`') ] +

Case 3: If a correct answer is made in the topmost conceptual node, it is impossible to promote anymore.
However, the belief of the topmost conceptual node is still updated with eqn. 1.

Case 4: If a wrong answer is made in the lowest conceptual node, it is impossible to degrade and the belief
of the node is updated with eqn. 2.

2.4 The Strategy of Instruction
Several principles have been applied in the proposed system:
The instruction and assessment examination would only take place in the conceptual node with the largest
belief. However, all assessment tests for its children nodes with weights larger than a pre-chosen threshold

must be answered correctly. If the mentioned condition is not satisfied, the focus of instruction and
assessment would be transferred to one of its children nodes instead.

According to Dempster-Shapfer Theorem, the procedure of normalization must be applied after each
updating of belief.

There is an implicit relationship between the magnitudes of weights and belief parameter X. To avoid the
learning process to be not in progress, according to eqn. 2, the magnitude of belief updating in any child
node (a) must be larger than that of parent node (f). Thus,
w

A

(1) > 1
1

for all possible w

(1 + w)

2.5 The Analysis of Learning Traces and Detection of Misconceptions
Two kinds of traversal information would be recorded during the learning process: the weighted correct rate
of answering testing questions for each conceptual node, and the traversal path of all visiting nodes.
First, the weighted correct rate can be used to indicate the current comprehension degree of a concept during
the learning progresses. As known, the status near to the ending of learning should be emphasized. In other

words, a pupil would be regarded as having been familiar with the concept if he can finally pass the
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corresponding test independent of times of previous failures. To simulate the phenomenon, three kinds of
information must be kept: the number of making wrong answers W, the number of making contiguous
correct answers after the last wrong answer C, and the total number of answering T. The weighted correct
rate is defined as 1-W / [(T-W-C)+W+2*C], i.e., 1-W/(T+C). The interpretation of the weighted correct rate
would be based on fuzzy expression in our system.
Another important issue is the way of detecting the formation of a misconception. A misconception may be
caused by some blind spots of learning and thus always makes the learning process trap into a loop. A good
diagnosis module of a tutoring system must have such kind of detection capability and could inform the
other tutorial guidance module to show some appropriate auxiliary tutorials. If the test of each child node
has passed, i.e., the learner has traversed and correctly answer all questions related to the concepts of all
children nodes, the conceptual node is marked as P (Passed). If a learner cannot pass the test of a conceptual
node and all its children nodes satisfy one of the following two conditions, then the learner is identified as
trapping in a misconception corresponding to the conceptual node. The two conditions are <i>the child node
has been marked as P; or <ii>the weighted correct rate is absolutely 1 (100%).

3 The Development and Design of Our System
Based on those described ideas, a prototype tutoring system comprising a testing and evaluation module has
been developed and demonstrated. Microsoft Visual Fox Pro 6.0 is used under the platform of Microsoft
Windows 98. There are four modules included in our system shown in Figure 2.
Testing and evaluation
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User
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On-line
testing

Analysis and
diagnose

Hierarchical conceptual

Clear
learning record

tree constructice.

tree display

Testing
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Analysis and diagnose

Auxiliary
theme

User Interface

User
Figure 2.

The architecture of the tutoring system

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In the research, techniques of fuzzy theory and uncertainty reasoning are applied to create a novel tutoring
system. As demonstrated, the proposed tutoring system shows an excellent capability to present proper

tutorials to guide pupils, precisely evaluates their learning status, and then shows auxiliary teaching
materials to prevent pupils from trapping in any formed misconception. Finally, the traversal of learning
would be analyzed and interpreted by fuzzy expressions.
Besides, some issues are worthy of deeper investigations through the study:
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1. Some adaptive techniques of machine learning, e.g., genetic algorithm and artificial neural networks,
should be applied to help instructors to automatically choose or tune parameters used in the tutoring
system.
2. More applications about the proposed system should be examined to show its portability.
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Abstract
Many Internet technologies enable us to hold lectures with Web contents and even develop new
lecture methods using the technologies. This paper proposes AEGIS (Automatic Exercise Generator
based on the Intelligence of Students) that generates exercises of various levels according to each

student's achievement level, marks his/her answers and returns them to him/her. In order to realize this feedback mechanism, we currently restrict the question-types which are generated to the
following three types: multiple-choice question, fill-the-gap question, and error-correcting question.
All question-types can be generated from the same tagged document. The aim of this system is to
help the students understand the lecture with exploiting preexisting electronic documents.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence in Education, Web-Based Learning, Exercise Generator
1

Introduction

As the Internet has come into wide use, WWW environments provide lots of opportunities to various
fields. In the educational domain, Web data are being exploited as useful materials. We have been
developing Web-based self-teaching systems and building the tools for helping students understand their
subjects[1, 2, 3, 4].

We are currently focusing on the automatic student's achievement level evaluator that generates an
exercise from tagged documents, presents it to students and marks their answer automatically. We call
the system AEGIS (Automatic Exercise Generator based on the Intelligence of Students)[6, 7].
Creating exercises which are suitable for students is not easy. When we try to make some exercises for
them in classes, we have to take at least their achievement level into considerations. The well-considered
exercises are useful not only to measure the achievement level of students but also to improve their
performance. It is not easy task for any teacher to make exercises of various difficulties according to their
achievement level. Besides, it is very important to mark the students' answers and return the marked
results to them for keeping their learning enthusiasms. This task becomes harder in proportion to the
number of the students in a class[5].
This paper discusses AEGIS, which generates the three question-types from the same tagged data.
Guessing the achievement level of each student from his/her trial history, AEGIS selects the most suitable
question-type and exercise for him/her according to not only his/her achievement level but also the
difficulty of the tagged data. After marking his/her answer, AEGIS returns it to him/her with its
explanation.

The aim of this system is to exploit pre-existing electronic documents, in particular, our on-line
documents shown at our Web site (http://cl.is.kyushu-u.ac.jp/Literacy) and to help students understand
their lecture whose materials are set up as Web data so that they even at home can try exercises using
AEGIS through the Internet.
The rest of this paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 shows related works to discuss the difference
from AEGIS. Section 3 describes question-types that AEGIS deals with, considering both view points of
students(answerers) and teachers(questioners) and Section 4 describes the exercise generating process by
AEGIS. Section 5 shows the overview of AEGIS.
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2

Related Works

A lot of automatic quiz generators have been proposed so far. Browning et. al. proposed Tutorial
Mark-up Language(TML in short) to generate questions automatically[8, 9]. TML has a couple of tags
to specify a question, a multiple-choice and a message. It requires a correct answer in a multiple-choice
tag to mark a student's answer to the question. Carbone et. al. proposed CADAL Quiz[10], which
generates a multiple-choice quiz from a question database. After marking a student's answer, CADAL
Quiz returns the result to him/her and tutors. Both of them restrict the question type only to a multiplechoice quiz. On the other hand, ClassBuilder[11] generates many kinds of quizzes and grades a student's
answer. However, all of them do not mention any effect of making the difficulty level of question-type
change according to the students' achievement level. In order to improve their performance and keep
their enthusiasm to challenge the quiz for a long time, it is indispensable to consider their performance
level for generating their exercise. This point is the difference from other systems. AEGIS makes use of
pre-existing electronic documents so as to embed tags into them, generates exercises automatically with
tagged documents according to students' achievment levels, and reestimates both their levels and the
difficulty level of the generated question through marking their answers.

3

Question-Types

There can be several types of a question in every subject. Since our aim is to get a computer generate an
exercise and mark student's answer to it, we thus restrict to the following three question-types: multiplechoice question, fill-the-gap question, and error-correcting question.

Multiple-choice question. Students choose the correct answer from a given candidate list.
Example. Complete the sentence. Choose your answer from the following list.
order to understand the algorithms.
Data structures need to be studied
(1) an (2) in (3) on (4) at (5) by

Fill-the-Gap question. Students try to fill in the blank of a given sentence with the correct answer
without any help.
Example. Fill in the blank with the right word.
Data structures need to be studied
order to understand the algorithms.

Error-correcting question. Students have to find the wrong expression in a given sentence and correct
it.
Example. Right or wrong? Correct the sentence if it is wrong.
Data structures need to be studied an order to understand the algorithms.

All of these question-types can be constructed from a sentence by replacing one or more consecutive
words with a blank or a wrong expression. We call the region replaced hidden region. We note that these
three question-types have different difficulties even if they are constructed from the same hidden region.
Figure 1 shows the tagged data to be used for generating the above three types of questions.

(QUESTION SUBJECT=" idioms")

Data structures need to be studied (DEL CAND="an,on,at,by") in (/DEL) order to understand the algorithms.
(/QUESTION)

Figure 1: The tagged data to generate three question-types shown in Section 3

Students' View Point
Every multiple-choice question has surely the correct answer in its candidate list and contains the information that leads students to the correct answer. They can therefore make their choice with confidence
from the list. In the case of a fill-the-gap question, they have to fill in the blank by themselves with their
convinced answer without any information about the answer. Comparing both question-types, we can say

1.
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that a fill-the-gap question is more difficult than a multiple-choice one. In the case of an error-correcting
question, it forces them to determine whether or not there is an error in the question sentences and to
correct it if it is found. An error-correcting question gives no information leading them to its correct
answer, and the wrong expression in the sentences is not clear for students. We can therefore say that
an error-correcting question is the most difficult one for students among those question-types.

Teachers' View Point
Once teachers set a hidden region, the efforts that are required to make with the three question-types are
similar. The process for making exercises is as follows: in the case of a fill-the-gap question, the teachers
have nothing to do. There is no information that they have to add to the exercise paper. We can say that
a fill-the-gap question is the easiest one which is made among these three question-types. In the case of an
error-correcting question, teachers have to think of at least one wrong expression which can be replaced
with the hidden region. In the case of a multiple-choice question, they have to prepare several distractors
to construct a candidate list. We can say that a multiple-choice question requires more information than
an error-correcting one. From their points of view, a fill-the-gap question is consequently the easiest one
which is made, and an error-correcting question is easier than a multiple-choice one.

Automatic Exercise Generating

4
4.1

Exercise Generating Process

The exercise generating process from teaching documents is summarized as follows:

1. Setting a hidden region: teachers make clear their intention why they want to ask the question
to their students, that is, they consider which of the hidden regions is the most suitable for their
intention.

2. Selecting a paragraph or sentence(s) from teaching documents: the sentences before and after hidden

regions are often of importance to ask their students the unique answer of the question. We call
the paragraph or sentence(s) a question region. A question region may have more than one hidden
region.

3. Constructing a candidate list: a multiple-choice question requires a couple of distractors to set up
a list of answer candidates. Any distractor should be natural so as to be added to the list. This
list depends on the teacher's intention.
These three steps are deeply related to the teachers' intentions. It is not easy to extract such intentions

automatically from the teaching documents. AEGIS system thus deals with tagged documents that
already have the information such as hidden regions and candidate lists.

4.2

Necessary Information for Generating Exercises

In order to embed the above three kinds of information into the teaching documents, we define the
following three tags: QUESTION, DEL, and LABEL.

QUESTION surrounds a question region, that is, the statements between (QUESTION) and (/QUESTION)

are a question region. In the region, there can possibly be some expressions that are related to a
hidden region. They can be good hints to lead students to the correct answer.
SUBJECT is the unique attribute of QUESTION. Its value stands for the subject or topic of question
region.

DEL indicates a hidden region, which is the word(s) or sentence(s) between (DEL) and (/DEL).
A fill-the-gap question can be generated only by replacing the hidden region with a blank.

CAND is one of DEL's attributes. It is used to specify a candidate list.
LABEL has an attribute NAME that specifies a dependency relation with a hidden region. The sentence/s
surrounded by LABEL tags is/are presented as a reference for the answer of a question, which will
be generated with the DEL tag whose REF's value is the same as that of the NAME of the LABEL.

(QUESTION SUBJECT="W_S") question region ( /QUESTION)
word or symbol, where a backslash (\) must be added just before the symbol
W_S

if it is a comma (,), double quotes ("), or a backslash (\).
(DEL CAND="CANDIDATE" LEVEL="PAIR" GROUP="ID" REF="ID") hidden region (/DEL)
::= W_S I W_S,CANDIDATE
CANDIDATE
::= word or symbol, where a backslash (\) must be added just before the symbol
W_S
if it is a comma (,), double quotes ("), or a backslash (\).
PAIR
::= LOW,HIGH
::= an integer between 1 and 10
LOW
HIGH
::= an integer between 1 and 10
::= keyword
ID
(LABEL NAME="ID") sentences (/LABEL)
ID
::= keyword

Figure 2: Tags for exercise generations

4.3

Necessary Information for Adjusting Difficulty Level of Question

The additional three attributes of DEL, which contain the information on the difficulty of solving the exercise, are LEVEL, GROUP, and REF. They specify the difficulty of each hidden region, and the connections
to other hidden region.
LEVEL specifies the difficulty of the exercise to be generated from a hidden region itself. The value of

this attribute is a pair of integers between 1 and 10. These integers specify the lowest and highest
achievement level of the students who can try the exercise. AEGIS system determines whether
or not the hidden region is worth being transformed into the exercise by comparing the student's
achievement level from the both values of LEVEL.
GROUP specifies the dependency relation between hidden regions and holds the uniqueness of the correct
answer. This GROUP is used to adjust the exercise level. If we want to generate more difficult
exercises, all the hidden regions that have the same values in GROUP are replaced with blanks or
wrong expressions at the same time. On the other hand, for generating easier ones, some of the
hidden regions in the group are not transformed because those regions help students answer the
question as hints.
REF specifies the dependency relation between a hidden region and other expressions than the hidden

region. Both the region and expressions are specified with LABEL. If a hidden region is connected to
an expression, the value of REF in the hidden region is the same as that of NAME in the expression
with LABEL.

5
5.1

AEGIS system
Overview of AEGIS

The AEGIS system consists of three databases: Exercise DB (EDB in short), User Profile DB (UPDB
in short) and Level Management DB (LMDB in short), and three main database managers: Exercise
Generator (EG in short), Answer Evaluator (AE in short) and Level Manager (LM in short). The
overview of AEGIS is shown in Fig. 3.
Teaching documents with the tags are compiled into the EDB and LMDB. All of the question regions
are indexed sequentially and each hidden region is labeled with its own subindex of the index of each
question region. The level of a hidden region, which is deeply related to the level of the question to be
generated from the hidden region, is stored in the LMDB together with the index of the hidden region.
The level of each hidden region in LMDB is reexamined regularly. UPDB keeps students' trial histories
with their current achievement level.
EG and AE make communications with the users (students) through Web browsers after being
invoked through CGI (Common Gateway Interface).
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5.2

Exercise Generator(EG)

The exercise request from a student invokes EG. The EG searches the most suitable hidden region in
EDB with looking over both the student's profile stored in UPDB and the level of the hidden region
stored in LMDB, and determines the question-type of the hidden region. As mentioned in section 3,
every question level has a relation to the question-type. EG's decision process of the question-type thus
employs the following strategy: If the student's achievement level is closer to the lowest number in LEVEL
of the hidden region, EG selects a multiple-choice question as the question-type with high probability. On
the other hand, if it is closer to the highest number in the LEVEL attribute, EG selects an error-correcting
one.

Once EG determines the question-type of the hidden region, it is not difficult to generate the question.
This is because the hidden region represents the correct answer of the question which is generated and
teachers have already given the list of distracts explicitly with CAND attribute. Now, let's see how EG
works when it generates the three kinds of questions:

Multiple-choice question: EG randomly constructs one possible list for the multiple choice with
both the correct answer and some distracts and outputs a question, which is generated by replacing
the hidden region with a blank, with the list.

Fill-the-Gap question: EG outputs a question which is generated only by replacing the hidden
region with a blank.

Error-correcting question: EG outputs a question which is generated by replacing the hidden region
with one of the wrong answers specified in the CAND attribute.
Figure 4 shows an example of teaching documents with the tags. It is a piece of the teaching documents

in the elementary course of Computer Literacy at our university. This course is taken by all first and
second year students, about 2, 300 students[5]. The teacher's intention in the example document is to
teach how to use multiply and divide operations. Figure 5 shows the three question-types which are
generated from the document.

5.3

Answer Evaluator(AE)

After outputting a question to the student, EG sends the following three kinds of information to ask AE
to mark his/her answer: the index of a hidden region, the question-type, and the correct answer. After

In the previous section, we learned a program for adding two integers and showing the answer on the display. In
the similar way, for all basic arithmetic operations including addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
we can make a Pascal program in the following way.
(QUESTION SUBJECT="arithmetic operations")
This program computes the multiplication and division for two input integers and shows the answer.
program enzan;
var x,y:integer;
seki,shou:integer;
begin

write('Input two integers : ');
readln(x,y);
seki:=(DEL CAND="x,xy,xxy,x mul y" LEVEL="1,5")x*y( /DEL);
shou:=(DEL CAND= "x /y,x --y,xdivy,x mod y" LEVEL="1,5")x div y(/DEL);
writeln('Seki:',seki);
writeln('Shou:',shou)
end.

(/QUESTION)

The 7th statement multiplies x by y, and the 8th statement divides x by y. We note that the answer of "div" is
an integer.

Figure 4: Example of teaching documents with the tags
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Figure 5: Three questions generated from the document in Figure 4
marking his/her answer by matching with the correct answer, AE shows him/her the marked result and
stores it with the index of the hidden region and the question-type into the UPDB.

5.4

Level Manager (LM)

Although the initial value of the level of each hidden region is specified by teachers, it continues to move

up and down according to the students' achievement levels, which will change as time goes by. The
supplement manager LM processes their achievement levels statistically, computes the revised level of
each hidden region, and stores it into the LMDB. LM increases the difficulty level of a question if a
student whose level is greater than the level of question answers it wrongly, and decreases if a student
whose level is less than the level of question answers it correctly. The new difficulty level of a question is
consequently determined as shown in Fig.6.
After updating LMDB, LM updates the student's achievement level according to the difficulty levels
of all questions he/she correctly answered.
Now, we show the formal definition of calculating both the achievement level of a student and the

difficulty level of a question. Let si,i and qj,t be the achievement level of student Si and the difficulty
level of question qi at time t respectively, where 1 < si,t < 10 ,1 < qj,t < 10. si,i is recursively calculated
with qj,t at stated periods and vice versa. They are defined as follows:
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Where m,,t stands for the number of questions that Si tried by t and T is the latest time such that
Si tried to answer Qj and t 1 < T < t. T is the set of T. Mq,T stands for the total number of students
who tried Qj in T. qi,o, which is the initial difficulty level of the question Qj, is given with the attribute
LEVEL of DEL tag by teachers.
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Figure 6: Renewing Difficulty level of Question based on Student's Achievement Level
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Conclusions

We discussed our new Web-aided system AEGIS. The system is currently implemented in Perl scripts
and CGI. We have a plan to evaluate this system by applying it to the real courses of Computer Literacy,
which are taken by more than 2300 students at our university. We hope it will work fine as an educational
tool for every student and help him/her to understand his/her subjects if teachers can make tags in their
teaching documents. Also, we plan to implement a tagging tool and an algorithm to generate another
kind of exercise that allows more than one correct answers.
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This paper presents an extended theory for representing cases in a case-based
physics learning environment. There are two issues with which developers of casebased tutoring systems often contend: one is assessing and retrieving similar cases
from the case library; the second one is delivering the case contents to the students.
Whilst an earlier paper has addressed the former issue, this paper focuses on the
latter by defining a computational mechanism that is used for delivering the case
content. The mechanism is developed by defining a procedural semantics on the case
graph which incorporates the dynamic modelling capability of petri nets. A case is
initially opaque to the student. During case interaction, however, it will be made
transparent gradually by engaging the students with problem-solving activities. The
activities are modelled using the notions of marking places and firing transitions,
where places and transitions represent case variables and operations, respectively.
The idea is illustrated with an example of providing guidance to students solving
problems in the domain of Newtonian mechanics.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Conceptual Graphs, Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, Case-based Reasoning

1 Introduction
This paper presents an extended theory of representing problem-solving cases proposed in [5] for the purpose of
modelling instructional activities between the cases and the learners within the context of case-based tutoring

systems (CBTS) [11]. In response to the classic criticisms [12] leveled at the first-generation of computerassisted learning software that frequently have to go back to inflexible, pre-compiled problem solutions, CBTS is

very attractive for several reasons. Two of them are particularly appealing to us. From an instructional
perspective, students are highly influenced by past examples (i.e. real cases) to guide their problem-solving
activities [1] or completing cognitive tasks [8]. Our project sponsor demands that the final system should
faithfully reflect what students actually do when completing their homework. It is, therefore, our aim to ground
our system design at the outset on sound psychological findings about pupils' learning behaviours. Secondly,
from a technical viewpoint, case-based adaptation techniques are powerful in adapting interface components to
the user's need [14].

Individual learner's needs, style and progress do differ substantially. Case-based reasoning technology [7]
endows the system with the capability of inferring what is considered 'best' for the students by referring to their
past learning histories. [5] proposed the use of conceptual graphs (CG) [13] for representing tutorial cases. While

this method elegantly tackles the issue of assessing case similarity, how the case graphs are built remains a
'black-box'. The case users have no way to inspect the internal processes for constructing the graph. To ensure
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the cases are useful in tutorial contexts, the knowledge components of the cases need to be 'available' to the
students. What we mean by 'available' is making the case solution transparent, i.e. the system is capable of
justifying each problem-solving step being shown to the students in terms of the underlying physical principles.

The procedural semantics defined on case graphs which forms the core contents of this paper, provides a way of

making the solution procedures explicit to the students. The idea is to synthesize a CG and the actor graph
defined in [13] into one single global graph instead of treating them separately. The resulting structure is a
tripartite graph that has three types of nodes: concept nodes, symbolic relation nodes and mathematical relation
nodes. The mathematical relation nodes are for handling mathematical calculations in the domain of Newtonian
mechanics, the targeted subject domain of our project These calculations are important in many science and
engineering applications. In making the synthesis, two important ontological commitments were made. Firstly,
human cognitive functions in studying a concrete case are viewed as a process of constructing graphs. Relevant
concept nodes are created and linked to each other via some appropriate relation nodes (whether symbolic or
mathematical). A case represented by the graph consists of sets of concept nodes and relation nodes, but to what

extent the students understand the case contents remains unknown until some observable actions are seen.
Secondly, the process of building the graph is based on the notion of concept node marking. Initially, the sets of
nodes in a case are all opaque to the users because they are not yet marked. The set of nodes representing the
initially given physical quantities are marked first. Each problem-solving step is viewed as generation of new
graph nodes, but they are implemented as the nodes states change from unmarked to marked. To mark a set of
nodes, the mathematical relation nodes (or operators) which link the marked and the unmarked nodes have to be
fired. The procedures of solving the problem are defined as the firing sequence for marking the target concept
nodes. The subgraph associated with a particular fired node represents the semantics of the knowledge behind its
firing.

2 Formal Definition of the Case Constituents
We represent a typical case abstractly by a directed graph which is composed of

*Three disjoint sets of vertices C,RandR,(i.e.CnR=O;CnR,=0;RnR,=OandCnRnR,,,=0)
where C represents the set of concept nodes; R represents the set of symbolic relation nodes; and R.
represents the set of mathematical relation nodes.

* A set of directed arcs E such that Ec (CxR)u(Rx C ). Each arc e e E connects a concept c E C to

a

symbolic relation r e R or vice versa.

*A set of directed arcs E. such that E,c(C><R,)u(R,xC). Each arc em E E. connects a concept c E C to
a mathematical relation r, E R, or vice versa.
Shown in Figure 1 is an example case graph where
C
R

R,
E

=
=
=
=

{CI, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6};

{rj, r2, r3, r4 };
{(c

(-01 Ci :18

r.2, rm3, r,4);
ri), (ri, c2), (c3, r2), (c4, r2), (r2, C2), (C3, r4),

(r4, c2), (c6, r3), (r3, c1) }; and

{(c1, 1..1), (rmi, c2 ), (c2, rm2), (c2, rm3), (c5, rm3),
(rm2, c3), (rm3, c4), (C3, rm4 ), (C4, rm4 ), (rm4, C6)).

* For every rmE R there exist an input set /r(rm) and an output
set 0,.(r.) such that
I,(rm) =

Figure 1

CE C I (c, rm) E Em }; (c , rm) is called the input arc of rm, and c is called the input concept of rm; and

0,.(r.)= {ceC I (rm , c) E Em); (rm, c) is called the output arc of rm, and c is called the output concept of rm.

For example, the input/output set of the node rm3 in Figure 1 are
1,.(r,3)= {c2 , c5} and Or(rm3) = {c4) respectively.

* For every c e C, it is defined as marked if it is being
instantiated to a specific individual. In Figure 1, c1 and c5 are
marked whereas the others are non-marked.
* The marking .t of a graph G can be represented by a n-vector:

11,,), where each gE (T,F ). For example,
the graph in Figure 1 has the marking ft = ( T, F,F,F,T,
F).
*A mathematical relation node rm E R, is enabled whenever
,1t= (,4 12,

each concept c E ir(rm) is marked. In Figure 1, only rm, is

Figure 2

14

enabled at that marking.

* When a mathematical relation node is enabled, it can be fired at any time and every time a mathematical
relation is fired, every c e Or(rm) will be marked'.

* For every c e Or(r',), where r', is the fired mathematical relation, the content of c is evaluated according to
the formulas inscripted in the respective r', E ic(C).
* Supposing the formulas inscripted in rmi is c1 = c2 + 5 and r,3 is ( c2 + c5) / 2, the firing of r,1 will mark c2
which enables rm3 because c5 has already been marked. If rm3 is fired later, a new marking (shown in Figure 2)

will be formed and become p. = ( T, T,F,T,T,F).

3 Representing Mechanics Problem-solving Cases
In our application domain, Newtonian mechanics, two categories of physical entities are identified with respect

to the cases we use for tutoring: physical objects and physics concepts. Both are represented, however, as
rectangular-shaped concept nodes. In each case, a number of physical objects are involved, such as a block, a car,
a plane, a spring, etc., but they are normally described abstractly just as a physical object. Various meaningful
relations obtain between the objects, which essentially represent the physical configuration between them. For
instance, it makes sense to represent the `rest_on' relation that holds between a block and a plane whenever the

block is on the plane. Other meaningful relationships are: 'above', `contact_with', `moves_on', and so forth.
There are attributes, intrinsic and motion-related, of the physical objects which refer to one object only. For
example, `acceleration'(a motion-related attribute) and 'mass' (an intrinsic attribute) applies to a single physical
object on its own. In representing a physical situation, there are some other domain-related ideas such as external

force or friction, which characterize the case being described. All these concepts are categorized as physics
concepts as they are used to describe the state of the world depicted by the case. Figure 3 shows a typical case
adopted from a standard physics textbook.

Two blocks A & B are resting on a frictionless horizontal plane as shown.
If an external force of ION is acting on A, what is the acceleration of the
blocks and the force of contact between them? (The masses of A and B are
3kg and 7kg respectively).

The notion of marking and firing is borrowed from the petri nets formalism [9]

10

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on A&B
Net Force A&B
External Force Am;
10
Acceleration A&B

= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= ( 3 + 7 ) Acceleration A&B
= 1 m/s2

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on A
Net Force A
External Force A+ Contact Force A
10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A

= MassA x Acceleration A
= MassA x Acceleration A

=3x1

= -7N

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on B
Net Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B

= MassB x Acceleration B
= MassB x Acceleration g

=7x1

= 7N

Figure 3: A typical Newtonian mechanics case and its solution

As the complete graph representing the
case occupies too much space, the whole
graph is divided into several subgraphs.
To illustrate the idea, three representative
subgraphs are shown in Figure 4, 5 and 6.
The subgraph in Figure 4 represents the
physical objects involved in the case and
their relationships. The (component)
nodes encodes the part-whole relationship

between the whole system A&B and its
constituents A and B. The tuple [Blocks:
A&B] > (component) > [Block: B] depicts

the block labelled as 'B' as part of the
whole system labelled as `A&B'. The other

relation nodes essentially represent the
spatial relationships between the objects.

Figure 4: The subgraph showing the physical objects
involved in the case and their relationship

The subgraph shown in Figure 5 concerns the attributes, both intrinsic and motion-relationed, of block A, and
other relevant physical concepts centred around it. The absurd type [T] as the agent of the Net_Force_A and
External_Force_A indicates it is something that is of no relevance to us. In Figure 6, those concept types that
participate in some sort of mathematical relations are shown. Note that most of the arcs in Figure 6 are dotted
indicating they are different from the usual symbolic relations.

INewton

I

I Vector: 101

(agent)
A.

(unit) (measure)

Scalar: 3

measure

External_Force_A

(recipient)

"{motion attribute)

Block: A

component

(recipient)

( component

Acceleration_A

Net_Force_A

(cause>ir

(recipient)

( unit-) (-measure)

measure

Contact_Force_A

unit)
Nir

agent ) (agent)

( unit) (measure
Newton

IVector

I

Block: B

Ai Vector

/s 2

Vector

N ewto n

I

Figure 5: Subgraph showing the attributes of block A and other relevant physical concepts.
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*
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/
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/
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\
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Figure 6: Subgraph showing the mathematical relationships between the relevant concept types

4 Modelling Variables Instantiation as Node Marking
Marking° = (T,F,F,F,T,F)

Once a case has been encoded with the formalism,
problem-solving activities can be modelled. When

r

given a problem to tackle, the students will generally

Marking° = (T,T,F,F,T,F)

be asked for a new value from a set of given data.
This is modelled as marking the concept nodes such

r., ----------------rFA3----,...*

as Ci and C5 in Figure 1. The goal is to get the

Marking°2 = (T,T,T,F,T,F)

Marking°13=(T,T,F,T,T,F)

concept node C6 marked. At the initial marking, only

rmt is enabled and therefore any attempt to trigger
other mathematical operations is not allowed and,
thereby, invites tutorial intervention. The whole

rn,3

r,,

*
Marking°2.3 = (T,T,T,T,T,F)

Marking°132 = (T,T,T,T,T,F)

process of creating successive markings can be

*

illustrated with a search tree (see Figure 7). The tree

rrn,

marking0.1.2.34 = (T,T,T,T,T,T)

*

r..,
4
Marking°1324 = (T,T,T,T,T,T)

Figure 7
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indicates the student can gain access to a large solution space for him/her to explore but in the mean time the
tutor can keep track of what can/cannot be done.

5 CLASP: A Case-based Learning Assistant System in Physics
A system called CLASP, has been developed to implement the idea. At the current stage of development, two
types of activities associated with examples have been identified: providing solutions for studying, and exercises
with answers; hence the modes of interaction in the CLASP prototype are also designed around these two themes.
When the users issue a request (in terms of the problem description of their own problems) the system will
search through its whole case library and provide them cases which match their request. The style of presenting
the case will follow the user's wishes, but only two modes of interaction (solution studying and guided-problemsolving) are available. This is to reflect the common way of using examples in physics textbooks. In the study
mode, the system presents the whole case (i.e. both the problem and solution statements) for the user to study.
This looks like an electronic reference book and the student may browse through the relevant cases. In the
guided-problem-solving mode, the system only presents the problem situation to the users, but appropriate
system guidance will be provided in solving the problems. The schematic architecture of CLASP is shown in
Figure 8. The students interact with the system with the support of the back-end knowledge base.

Type Hierarchy
Higher Order Types

Canonical
Graphs

General Knowledge Graphs
I

KNOWLEDGE BASE

CLASP

Figure 8: Schematic description of the CLASP architecture

Problem-solving in CLASP is modelled as a graph search. When a problem situation, such as the one shown in
Figure 3, is encountered, the initial data are represented as concept nodes being instantiated to specific values
and they are displayed to students on the working pad (Figure 9). Now the problem-solver can start tackling the
problem by searching through the graph and seeing what additional information can be inferred from the initial
given data. For the system to perform the tasks, the expertise has already been encoded in the case graphs,
therefore the next step to be taken is searching the graph to find out which operators can be fired. The inferred
steps may be unfolded or kept hidden for a while as a hint to advise the student. The intelligence of the system's
problem-solving ability comes from its inference engine, being implemented by different graph search methods.
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System's Comments:
Initial Conditions:

Problem Space
Mass_B: 7 kg

Mass_A: 3 kg

External_Force_A: 10N

MA = 3kg;

MB = 7kg; and
External Force

A

= ION.

Figure 9: The working pad and the corresponding system responds

The explanatory capability of the system comes from the matching of the input operator- output nodes with the
consequences of the general knowledge graphs. Whenever an operator is fired, the associated nodes will be
matched against the consequences of the general knowledge graphs. If one is found, and it should be, then that
particular graph will be tagged. If the student requests a justification of the step taken, the system can explain the
graph in general terms. For example, the firing of an algebraic summation operator on the values of masses of
two physical objects will match the consequence of the general knowledge graph in Figure 8 so the whole graph
can be retrieved for explanation (Figure 10). The working pad, showing the problem space, and the explanation

combinations supply the integration of what and why the step happened and the whole process becomes
transparent to the student.

\/

System's Comments:

Problem Space
Extemal_Force_k. ION

I

I

Mass _k. 3kg

I

I

Mass B: 7kg

Step 1:
1

Ak_ ..e.

For a system comprising two
components, the mass of the whole
system is evaluated by the

algebraic sum of the masses of
their individual components.
I

Mass_MB: 10 kg

I

MA&B = MA + MB

Figure 10: The working pad and the corresponding system responds

6 Conclusions
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a versatile AI technology and can been found in many industrial applications [2]

but its potential in training and education is still not fully explored. The work reported here may serves to
strengthen the position of CBR in developing instructional systems.

The contribution of the paper to the endeavour of computer-assisted learning is twofold. Firstly, technically, a
formal framework for representing cases for learning purposes has been developed. Its formal basis provides a
solid foundation for developing robust computer-based instructional systems. With this methodology, the
developers only have to concentrate their effort on collecting and encoding the cases. The rest (generating
relevant instructional activities from the cases) will be taken care of by the system. This approach offers another
advantage for rendering the cases amenable to further analysis. This may be used for providing tool to verify the

case-base for internal consistency. Secondly, educationally, our approach paves the way for systematic
educational software engineering because it is built on the needs of users, not the technical skills of the
developers. Often, educational software developers have adopted a technically-driven design philosophy. Such
systems run the risk of losing sight of what is actually happening in the real learning setting.
Our approach avoids the temptation of jumping onto the hi-tech bandwagon but, instead, concentrates firstly on

what the students really need. The reason we developed a case-based learning system was not due to the
existence of the technology and trying to find what role the technology can play in learning. Rather, we choose
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to develop a case-based approach to learning because students do learn from referring to past cases. This
principle we consider crucial in determining if the final system proves itself useful to our students. Other
features of the system have not been described due to space limitation. They include generating different
categories of questions from a case graph [6] to promote self-explanation from the students. The model proposed

in this paper can also perform qualitative reasoning [4], and causal order between system variables can be
represented succinctly.
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In problem-solving domains (mathematics, physics, engineering, and most "exact
science" disciplines), the knowledge to be acquired by the student is twofold: the
knowledge describing the domain itself, but also and mainly the knowledge necessary

to solve problems in that domain. As a result, an educational system in such a
domain encompasses three knowledge types: the domain knowledge and the problemsolving knowledge, i.e. the knowledge to be acquired and mastered by the student,

and the tutoring knowledge, used by the system to facilitate the student's learning
process. In this paper, we show how these three knowledge types can be modelled,
how they should interact with one another in order to fulfil the system educational
purpose, and above all how abstraction levels can shed a uniformizing light on the
system operation and make it more user-friendly. We thus hope to bring some
contribution to the general and important problem of finding a generic architecture to
intelligent educational systems.

Keywords: Intelligent tutoring systems, Abstraction, Complexity,

System Design.
1

Introduction

Teaching is a very complex process in itself. Teaching strategies and activities vary considerably: by the role
and autonomy they give to the learner, by the type of interactions they trigger with him/her, by the evaluations

they enable, by the relationships they make between theory and practice, etc. From that last perspective,
teachable domains can be classified according to the type of knowledge to be acquired by the student: "know",
"know-how", and "know-how-to-be". Examples of such domain types are respectively: anatomy or a language
grammar, the skill to solve a mathematical or medical problem, and the capability to adapt to one's environment
or to deal with personal relationships. We are more particularly interested in the second type.

Moreover, almost all teachable domains vary in complexity, from simple basics to relatively complex
problems to solve or situations to deal with. Thus, a student should learn and master the basics of such a domain
before being taught wider notions. And when a human tutor detects errors or misunderstandings, s/he usually
draws the student's attention on a small subset of the involved knowledge, so that s/he may correct his/her errors
and/or misunderstandings, focusing either on a given set of the domain knowledge or on the scope of knowledge
involved by a given problem.
Problem-solving (PS) domains are the ones in which we are interested here. In such a domain, the knowledge

to he acquired by the student is twofold: the domain knowledge itself, but also and mainly the knowledge
necessary to solve problems in that domain. As a result, an education-oriented system in such a domain, which
we here call a PS-ITS, must encompass three knowledge types: the domain knowledge and the problem-solving
knowledge, constituting the knowledge to be acquired and mastered by the student, and the tutoring knowledge,
used by the system to facilitate the student's learning process.
This paper has two goals: to present each of the three types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS, and for each
type of knowledge, to show how abstraction and complexity levels appear and how we think it is possible to deal
with them.

To do so, we present in section 2 our domain knowledge modelling and how we exemplify it in a few PS
domains . Next, in section 3, we focus on the advantage of separating the problem-solving knowledge from the
domain knowledge in a PS-ITS, and we present some problem-solving activities in various domains. In section
4, we briefly describe some principles of tutoring knowledge modelling in a PS-ITS. In each of these three
sections, we show how to use abstraction and complexity levels, exemplifying them in a few typical domains.
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Finally, section 5 presents the educational interests of using abstraction and complexity levels when modelling
the three types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS.

Domain knowledge

2

In order to describe the domain knowledge, we first present its characteristics in a general PS-ITS
(section 2.1). We then show how we model it in a few PS domains (section 2.2), and how such an approach lets
us introduce the notions of abstraction and complexity levels (section 2.3).

2.1

General

The first type of knowledge involved in every ITS, the domain knowledge (DK), contains all theoretical and
factual aspects of the knowledge to be taught to the student. Although its specific structure can be varied, it
typically may include concepts, entities, and relations about the domain [Brodie & al., 1984], object classes and
instances [Kim & Lochovsky, 1989], possible use restrictions, facts, rules, [Kowalski, 1979; Clocksin &
Mellish, 1981], semantic or associative networks [Findler, 1979; Sowa, 1984], etc.
The main system activities centred on this knowledge type are:
providing the student with theoretical presentations and explanations about the various knowledge elements and
their relationships in the teaching domain;
providing the other modules of the ITS, i.e. problem-solving and tutoring, with the necessary background of
domain knowledge that they need.

2.2

Application to a few domains

In the particular domain of cost engineering, Lelouche and Morin [1997; Morin, 1998] represent this type
of knowledge with concepts, relations, and a special case of relations modelled as concepts, the factors.

Concepts can be basic entities like investment, interest, investment duration, present and future values,
compounding, compounding period, interest rate, annuity, etc.

Concepts are linked to one another by various types of relations: either usual knowledge-representation
relations, like subclass of, element of, sort of, etc., or numerical relations represented by formulw. Such a
formula is:

F = P x (1 + i)n
(1)
which, given the present value P of an investment over n periods at interest rate i, computes the corresponding
future value F of that investment.
A formula such as (1) can be rewritten as:
F = P x CopF Jo where Opp'

= (1 + i)n

(2)

P = F x (I)Fpio where (1)Fp,i0 = (1 + i)n
(3)
thus introducing the factors elpF,i,n and cI3Fp,i,n. Factors allow us to separate their definition (rightmost
equalities above, a quantitative aspect) from their possible uses in the application domain (leftmost equalities, a
qualitative aspect).

Similarly, the factor sztApin converts a series of identical annual amounts A into a unique present value P:
(1+i) n 1
(4)
P= A x 'AP,i,n where (13,4p,i0
i (1+i)n
Actually, cI3Ap,i,n is a sum of OFF factors (see details below). The factor OpA,i, does the reverse process:

A= P x Op,tio where OpAj n
'

i (1+i)n
(1 +i)n

(5)
1

There exist other factors converting gradient and geometrical series of amounts into a present or future value;
such factors are also computed as a sum of croFp,i,n factors.

In geometry, concepts are basic elements like point, line, segment, and later more elaborate elements like
angle, then square, rectangle, circle, ellipse, polygon, solid, polyhedra, etc. Examples of relations between
concepts are adjacency (of segments or angles), parallelism (of lines or line segments), complementarity (of
angles), etc. Upper-level, more abstract concepts are then defined using lower-level ones, as well as relations
between these lower-level concepts (e.g. a triangle is a set of three segments adjacent pairwise).

In mechanical physics, we similarly introduce concepts like time, distance, velocity, acceleration, mass,
force, and later angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment of inertia, torque, etc. We also introduce
relations like the one defining velocity as the variation in distance per unit of time, or the one stating that the
acceleration a is proportional to the force F that is applied. Introducing a generalization from linear to rotational
movement, another relation defines angular velocity as the angle variation per time unit, and another one states
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that the angular acceleration a of a solid body is proportional to the torque i that is applied to it. More precisely,
we have:
(6)
F =M x a where M = total mass of the body
for a linear movement
and for a rotational movement
t =1 x a where I = (m x r2)
(7)
Equation (6) expresses Newton's second law. In equation (7), I is the moment of inertia and is expressed in terms
of the mass m of each of its particles and of its distance r to the rotation axis. Obviously M in equation (6) and I
in equation (7) play the role of factors as in cost engineering.

Although formulae like (2-7) related to factors essentially involve quantitative aspects, the similarities and
differences between them, and the circumstances regulating the use of either one, are of a deeply qualitative
ground. In cost engineering, if the value of factors is indeed calculated from two or three numerical
parameters, the context in which they are defined depends on whether we have to timewise move a unique amount
or a series of amounts, identical or not, or conversely to compute an equivalent annual amount, etc. In fact, this
context corresponds to the type of conditions that govern the investment, or investment conditions type, without
respect to the amounts and durations involved, and is thus essentially qualitative. Similarly, in physics, the
proportionality between force and linear acceleration, or between torque and angular acceleration, expresses a
qualitative relationship. Only if the need arises, the exact relationship can be expressed by using the actual mass
M in formula (6) or the result of the computation of the moment of inertia I in formula (7), which in the general

case involves a simple or double integral. Indeed, did not the use of qualitative reasoning originate with
qualitative physics?

2.3

Towards the notions of abstraction and complexity levels

In most PS-domains, abstraction most obviously appears in the definition of the domain concepts
themselves, like we showed in all three domains above.

If factors are used in the domain, it also appears that every factor introduces an additional intermediate
abstraction level between the concepts implied in the equation defining it. For example, in the case of formula
(1), or equivalently formulae (2) and (3) in cost engineering, or in the case of formula (6) and (7) in
physics, we have (see figure 1):
at the bottom of the hierarchy, basic concepts "making technicalities explicit" if necessary: the interest rate and
the number of periods in cost engineering, the distribution of mass within the body volume in physics ;
above them, concepts more fundamentally related to the problem being solved, namely in cost engineering the
present and future values of the investment, and in physics the force and acceleration, or the torque and angular
acceleration;
between these two levels, an intermediate level created by the introduction of the factor (013Fp, cDpF, M, or I).

Factor usage formula

Factor usage formula

It
Moment of inertia

Factor definition
formula or procedure

Factor definition formula

Interest

raft

n

(

Distribution of masses
and of their distances to the axis

Figure 1 Representation of a factor as a concept.
That intermediate status of the factor, originally just an intermediate variable in computations [see formula;
(2) and (3) or (6) and (7)], makes it appear as a pedagogically oriented concept, which clearly separates
the computational, quantitative aspect of the factor definition,
from the practical, qualitative aspect of the factor usage in a domain problem.

This follows the theory [Lenat & al., 1979; Malec, 1989] according to which the use of multiple abstraction
levels eases the modelling process and simplifies inferences which may be made on the domain concepts.

Most interestingly, our scaffolding approach can be made more general, at least in certain domains, where we
may present and use higher-level factors built upon these first ones. Indeed, in cost engineering, "above" (1)Fp and
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(1) pF , the factors used to express the present and future values of a series of identical amounts (and vice versa) are
a first way to generalize this concept hierarchy. For example, the (I)Ap factor is indeed a sum of Opp factors:

(1±On 1
I (1+On
where the last expression results from computing the geometrical series shown. This example constitutes a proof
cDAP,i,n =

EcIFP,i,k =

k=1

k

k=1

of (4), but also and mainly shows that the OAP factor is at a higher level than CoFp. Note that this refers to a
complexity level rather than an abstraction level, since it is due to the way the cl3Ap factor is defined and
computed. Similarly, the moment of inertia of a complex body can be (and often is) computed as the sum of
elementary moments of inertia, and therefore is at a higher complexity level.

Problem-solving knowledge

3

In order to describe the problem-solving knowledge, we now present the general characteristics regarding
problem-solving knowledge modelling in a PS-ITS (section 3.1). As we did in section 2, we then examplify our
model in the cost-engineering and physics domains (section 3.2).

3.1

General

The second type of knowledge is specific to PS-domains [Ganeshan & al., 2000; Gertner & VanLehn, 2000],
henceforth to PS-ITSs. We call it problem-solving knowledge (PSK). It contains all inferential processes used to

solve a problem resulting from the instantiation of a practical situation based on the domain knowledge
[Kowalski, 1979; Patel & Kinshuk, 1997]. In other words, in order to be able to solve a problem, the problemsolving knowledge needs a theoretical background, which is found in the domain knowledge. The processes stored
in PSK may be represented in various ways, using any or all of: logic [Kowalski, 1979], procedural networks
[Brown & Burton, 1978], semantic networks with procedural attachments, (augmented) transition networks,
production rules [Goldstein, 1979; Anderson & Reiser, 1985], etc.
The main system activities centred on this knowledge type are:
providing the inferential tools for problem solving, by the system or by a student;
providing the inferential tools for coaching a student in a problem-solving session.

The main advantage of separating the problem-solving knowledge from the domain knowledge is that it
emphasizes the distinction between the domain itself and the skills used to solve a practical problem in that
domain, thus simplifying the learning process. That knowledge separation into DK and PSK is common to all
PS-domains; this is why we believe that PS-ITSs, which are aimed at helping the student to learn how to solve
problems, should display the same knowledge separation.

Besides, following [Lelouche & Morin, 1997], we can use
we believe in a novel way
that separation
between DK and PSK to define four generic operating modes in a PS-ITS, based on the type of knowledge
involved (DK or PSK), and on who "generates" that knowledge (the system or the student).

In domain-presentation mode, the student asks the system some information about a domain theoretical
element, and the system reacts by transferring to the student the required information or knowledge. The
knowledge involved in this category is always DK, system-generated.
In demonstration mode, the student asks the system to solve a practical problem or to coach him/her while s/he
solves a problem. In the first case, the problem typically comes from the student him/herself, whereas in the
latter one the problem typically comes from the tutoring system. In either case, the main level of knowledge
involved is PSK, system-generated.
In domain-assessment mode, the system prompts the student to develop a domain element, and the student thus
expresses his/her understanding of that element. If judged necessary, the system may then intervene to correct
that understanding. The knowledge involved in this mode is essentially DK, student-generated.

Finally, in exercising mode, the system prompts the student to solve a practical problem. The student then
solves it step by step, showing what s/he understands of the involved problem-solving knowledge and of the
associated domain knowledge. If necessary, the system may decide to intervene in order to help him/her reach
his/her goal or to correct it. The knowledge involved in this mode is naturally PSK, student-generated.

3.2

Application to a few domains

Several problem-solving activities are domain-independent, like:
identify and instantiate the given problem data;
2. identify and instantiate the expected result(s);
apply a formula;
3.
4. apply a theorem.
1.
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Every PS-domain also has its own domain-dependent activities. For example, in cost engineering, we
have:
draw a temporal diagram to represent the relevant events;
5.
compare amounts located at the same date;
6.
compare amounts located at different dates;
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

add amounts situated at the same date;
add amounts situated at different dates;
choose a reference date;
move an amount from one date to another;
collapse a series of periodic amounts into one single amount;
explode an amount into a series of periodic amounts.

Similarly, in the subset of mechanical physics refered to above, some activities would be:
14. compute a torque;
15. compute an angular acceleration;
16. compute a moment of inertia.

In many cases, a PS activity can be rephrased into, restated as, a different one, of a lower abstraction level,
because more immediate, more down-to-earth, closer to the problem to be solved. For example, in mechanical
physics, assuming that the torque and the moment of inertia of a given solid body are known (either given or
previously computed), the activity "compute the angular acceleration" (activity 15) would be expressed as, or
translated into "apply formula (7)", an instance of the lower-level activity 3. A PS physics tutor is presented in
[Gertner & VanLehn, 2000].

Sometimes, a PS task may also be divided into smaller ones, letting us use again the notion of complexity
levels in these tasks. For example, in cost engineering, comparing two amounts situated at different dates
implies:
first, choosing a reference date at which to make the comparison;
then, moving either (or both) amount(s) from its (their) present date(s) to the reference date;
finally, comparing the amounts, now both located at the same reference date.

These subactivities (of types 10, 11, and 6 respectively in the sample list above) thus appear to be of a lower
complexity level than the initial one (of type 7). However, it is interesting to note that, although activity 7 turns

out to be more complex than activity 6 (the latter is part of the former), both are stated using the same
abstraction level.

It may also happen that some lower-level activities can only appear as components of a higher-level one. For

example, still in cost engineering, the activity "drawing a temporal diagram" (type 5 above) implies the
following tasks, which can only be accomplished as part of that activity (hence their identification in this paper
from 5a to 5d):
5a, draw a timeline to encompass all periods implied by the problem data;
5b. draw arrows representing the amounts involved in the problem data;
5c, if necessary, split an amount (or each amount in a series) to simplify the computations;
5d. qualitatively draw a special arrow to represent the expected result of the computations to be made.

In that case, activity 5 is both of a higher complexity level and of a higher abstraction level than any of its
subactivities.

4

Tutoring knowledge
We now briefly present the tutoring knowledge (TK) in order to help the reader to better apprehend the

relationships of that knowledge with DK and PSK. This third type of knowledge contains all tutoring processes
enclosed in the ITS. It is not directly related to the teaching domain or to problem solving, but is there to help
the student understand, assimilate, and master the knowledge included in DK and PSK [Gagne & al., 1992;
Gagne & Trudel, 1996].
The main system activities using TK are:
ordering and formatting the topics to be presented to the student;
monitoring a tutoring session, i.e., triggering the various tutoring processes according to the system tutoring
goal and the student's actions; such monitoring may imply giving explanations, asking questions, changing to
another type of interaction, etc.;
in a PS-domain, while the student is solving an exercise, monitoring the student's PS activities: understanding

and assessing these activities, giving advice to correct or optimize them, giving hints or partly solving the
exercise at hand (as required by the student or by the tutoring module), etc.;
continuously analysing the student's progress in order to improve the efficiency of the tutoring process.

The advantage of separating the tutoring knowledge from the knowledge of the domain to be taught has been
emphasized long ago [Goldstein, 1977; Sleeman & Brown, 1982; Clancey, 1986; Wenger, 1987], and lies in the
reusability of TK in various domains. In the case of PS-domains, the domain to be taught clearly encompasses
both DK and PSK; indeed, the term "domain knowledge" applies to DK if referring to the knowledge type, and to
DK + PSK if referring to the knowledge to be acquired. Therefore, as shown in the introduction, in a PS-ITS,
knowledge ends up being separated into three categories rather than two.
We believe that the tutoring processes are triggered by tutoring goals which depend on the current educational
setting and learning context. The role of tutoring goals has been discussed in several works, some of the most
recent ones dealing with task and instruction ontologies [Mizoguchi, 1999]. In the current state of our research,
our assumption is the following: the underlying hierarchy or hierarchies governing the way tutoring processes
interact with one another is not related to these processes per se, but rather to the current goal to be attained when
they are invoked. The current goal varies during the session, depending on the student's actions or difficulties,
following a dynamically built abstraction-based hierarchy. If our assumption turns out to hold, then the dynamic
which itself depends on the student's desires or abilities, the main
structure of educational goals and subgoals
underlying objective of the tutoring system, the student's state (e.g. of tiredness, etc.) and performance, etc.
will determine the succession of tutoring processes activated and tutoring interactions taking place. To our

knowledge, the use of abstraction levels to induce a dynamic hierarchy of tutoring goals is new, as is the
assumption that such a hierarchy will play a major role in activating the various tutoring processes and student
system interactions. Learning goals have been used by Towle [2000], but only for educational simulations, not
for tutoring processes in general.

Educational interests of abstraction and complexity levels
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In the above sections, we have sketched a complexity and abstractionlevel approach to help model the three

types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS. In this section, after clarifying these notions in section 5.1, we
present the educational interests of our model. Sections 5.2 to 5.4 focus on the type of knowledge respectively
presented in sections 2 to 4. Section 5.5 summarizes that discussion with some overall pedagogical interests of
our approach.

5.1

An informal definition of abstraction and complexity levels

In the first three sections, we only refered to abstraction and complexity levels. Here, we try to define these

notions better and in a more generally applicable way. Both notions are based on the common notion of
refinement, but differ in how the refinement is made: in a general way, abstraction is based on, or refers to,
expressiveness or scope, whereas complexity is based on, or refers to, the number of components.

For concepts, taking geometry as an example, a polygon has a higher abstraction level than a triangle or a
square, because the number of sides in a polygon is indefinite, but a lower abstraction level than a set of
segments, because these segments in a polygon are forced to be pairwise adjacent; a square has a higher
complexity level than a triangle, because it has more sides, and also because there are constraints (re. size and
angles) between these sides. In cost engineering, we saw that the factors 1Fp and OAP are expressed at the same
abstraction level, although 413Ap has a higher complexity level, because of the way it is defined and computed. A
similar distinction between abstraction levels and complexity levels holds for the relations they express.
For problem-solving activities, we have similar distinctions, as shown in section 3.2 with several examples.

Finally, the same holds for tutoring processes, or studentsystem interactions. For instance, the ITS task of
tutoring a student while s/he is solving a problem will turn out to be of a higher complexity level if the student
encounters more difficulties, although the abstraction level of this process does not depend on the particular
student being tutored or on the particular problem being solved. On the other hand, reacting to a student request
for hint, or for explanation, is of a lower abstraction level than the previous one; however, there again, the
complexity of that task will depend on the specific student request (some simply formulated questions may have
quite complex answers!), and will eventually depend also on the way the student is or is not satisfied with the
initial system response.
Such level-based distinctions have also been made, for example, by Mizoguchi [1999]. Note that, although
the statement "A has a higher abstraction level than B" is clear and may be true, we think that the number of
abstraction levels between A and B is not defined, because that number would depend on the modelling effected;
for the same reason, it would be even more meaningless to try to assign a numeric value to these levels.

5.2

Domain modelling

The definition of concepts from the simplest to the most complex induces a long-time known presentation
order for the subject matter. Similarly and in addition, the factor hierarchy described in section 2 for cost

engineering lets us derive an order for the presentation of factors to the student, from the lowest (simplest) level

up to the highest, i.e. with increasing understanding complexity. That does not imply that such an order is
unique, or even the best (e.g. a student's personal interests might make another order more motivating for
him/her), but it is justified by our model. This presentation order may itself induce, like for domain concepts, a
possible order for prerequisites; e.g., if a student experiments difficulties to deal with OA p, has s/he well
mastered Opp, a conceptually simpler factor?

Moreover, the factor-induced intermediate abstraction levels will permit the ITS to exhibit a sharper
modelling of conceptual errors. For example, the source of an understanding error concerning one of the two
relations in equation (2) or (3) or (7) (see also figure 1) is much easier to identify using the corresponding factor,
either as a definition error or as a usage error, than an error concerning the global equation (1), where the
definition and application relationships are not made explicit, and therefore are impossible to distinguish.
Similarly, an error using a cI3Ap factor may be diagnosed as possibly resulting from an insufficient mastery of
the simpler factor OF]) as concept (which in turn will be diagnosed as related either to its definition, or to its
usage). Similarly in physics, if the student stumbles on concepts like angular acceleration or moment of inertia,
has s/he mastered the simpler although similar concepts of acceleration or mass?

Abstraction and complexity levels on domain elements (concepts and relations, possibly including factors)
can then be used to introduce various abstraction levels of explanations. Such explanations can then be tailored to
the student's questions, and adapted to the reminders possibly needed by the student.

5.3

Problem-solving modelling

The problem-solving activities briefly presented in section 3 naturally display abstraction and complexity
levels. Indeed, a standard problem can usually be divided, possibly in more than one way, into major steps,
which can then be split into simpler substeps. As explained in 5.1, each subactivity in that case may be either
simpler (lower complexity level) or more concrete (lower abstraction level) than the original one, or both.

In a first development stage, these abstraction and complexity hierarchies, both for domain elements and for
problems to be solved, can ease the definition of exercise types to be implemented into the ITS, and can ease the
tutor module task of choosing the exercise type to challenge the student with. Later, once that basic system is
operational, the same hierarchies can help develop an automatic exercise generator dealing with the domain
elements to be mastered by the student. That approach will then help the student to acquire a better critical mind
about the relative importance of problem solving knowledge vs. domain knowledge.

As for domain elements, abstraction and complexity levels can be used to introduce various types of
explanations about the problem to be solved, varying both in abstraction (focus level, terms used, references
made) and in complexity (quantity of details, possible references to the problem substeps). Moreover, our
approach will lead the student to focus specifically on the activities for which s/he needs more tutoring, with the
abstraction and complexity levels appropriate to his/her individual case.

5.4

Tutoring modelling

Functioning mode

Domainpresentation mode

Demonstration mode

Domain-assessment

Main type of

Domain knowledge

Problem-solving

Domain knowledge

knowledge involved

knowledge

mode

Exercising mode

Problem-solving
knowledge

Student's main goal

To learn (acquire or improve knowledge)

To assess his/her learning

Direction of the
knowledge transfer

System > Student

Student > System

Trigger
(start)
Typical
Knowledge
interaction exchange

Result
(closure)

Table 2

The system prompts the student...
The student asks the system...
some information to solve a practical prob- to develop a domain to solve a practical
problem
element
lem or to coach him/her
about a domain
in problem solving
theoretical element
The system presents...
a possible solution to
the requested problem

the requested
element

The student expresses his/her understanding...
of the element I of the problem solution

The student presents his/her view of...
a possible solution
the requested
to the given problem
element
The system assesses the student's
answers, and possibly corrects them

Characteristics of the four typical operating modes of a problem-solving ITS.

a
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As presented in section 3.1, the distinction between DK and PSK leads to the natural definition of four
operating modes. Their main characteristics are recalled in Table 2.

The successive tutoring goals aimed at by the system (see section 4) are likely to result in a chain of
recursive calls of the tutoring processes invoked. This recursivity will or will not be direct, depending on the
tutoring interaction types being chained: the system might decide to temporarily change between interaction
types, e.g. to respond to the student's actions or requests. However, the potential length of this chain is only
apparent: because of the abstraction hierarchy of tutoring goals, each newly invoked process will be called with a
narrower scope and/or a lower complexity, which eliminates the risk of "forgetting" the initial tutoring goal or of
running into an infinite loop.
More generally, tutoring the student may take the form of explanations, guidance, hinting, or even partially
solving the exercise on which the student is currently working. The level at which these will be conducted will
depend on the current tutoring goal (see section 4). We think our approach is close to that of VanLehn and his
colleagues [2000], although they focused their attention on fading and deepening (a particular result of the
tutoring interactions) rather than on the current pedagogical goal (the cause for these interactions).

5.5

Overall interests of these abstraction and complexity levels

Abstraction levels are certainly not new. What we think is new is to use them in a systematic way to shed a
uniformizing light on the ITS design and operation, and to make it more user-friendly once implemented.
First, they may help to give a better tailoring to the system tutorial interventions to fulfil the student's needs
and the system tutoring goals, thus improving its conviviality and efficiency.
Then, all the capabilities presented above should result in smoother, more "natural", human-like interactions
with the student. This improved ability to reproduce a human teacher's behaviour contributes again to make the
system more user-friendly, and more likely to be used by the student.
Finally, although that aspect is not in the scope of this paper, our refinement of the three types of knowledge
as described in sections 2 to 4 paves the way to the conception and the implementation of a structured error
model, and eventually of a structured student model.

6

Conclusion
This presentation of a possible knowledge structure for PS-domains, which emphasizes the separation

between domain knowledge and problem-solving knowledge, shows how a general functioning theory of such an
namely the four operating modes described in sections 3.1 and 5.4 .-- can naturally be derived.
ITS

Moreover, the abstraction and complexity levels highlighted throughout this paper can be used as a common
guideline to help finding an appropriate representation for each one of the three knowledge type, and thus can
help creating more efficient ITSs. More generally, this guideline can shed a uniformizing light on the system
design, although it has never been used in a systematic way in the design or implementation of an ITS.

We thus hope to bring some contribution to the general and important problem of finding a generic
architecture for intelligent tutoring systems.
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This paper reports a research project that uses dynamic decision networks in
providing teacher with information on students' misconceptions and students

with online tutoring. A set of Bayesian networks models the conditional
dependencies between learning objectives and goals which are associated with
the curriculum. Student' s responses to test items are recorded and transformed
as evidence into a relevant Bayesian network to compute his likely state of
knowledge mastery. The personalized Bayesian network is then converted into a
dynamic decision network by adding utility and decision nodes. Tutoring policy
is followed through and necessary responses from the student are solicited using

additional test items. The student Bayesian network is updated when new
evidence arrives, and is again converted to a decision network to determine the
next tutoring policy. This process is repeated until the pre-requisites are achieved.
The results generated by the system and future directions are discussed.

Keywords: Adaptive Tutoring, Decision Network, Student Model, Tutoring
Strategy

1 Introduction
Tutoring of students is an ill-structured problem that is characterized by:
(a) Uncertainty of student's knowledge mastery.
(b) Preferences, judgements, intuition, and experience of teacher.
(c) Criteria for decisions are occasionally in conflict, and highly dependent on the teacher' s perception.
(d) Decisions must be achieved in limited time.
(e) The student's mental states evolve rapidly.

This study attempts to address these issues by using an intelligent decision-theoretic approach. The
framework of this research has contributed to the development of an intelligent decision support system
called iTutor, for tutoring Engineering Mechanics at Singapore Polytechnic.

Probabilistic or Bayesian networks [9] and decision analysis [5] have shown to be capable of solving many
real-world problems involving reasoning and decision marketing under uncertainty. Bayes's nets allow for
efficient reasoning and inference about combination of uncertain evidence. Student modeling with Bayes's
nets for intelligent tutoring had achieved successes, see for example in [16], [11], and [2]. The differences in
these works lie mainly in the choice of variables and granularity of the models.
In Villano' s Knowledge Space Theory, the basic unit of knowledge is an item (in the form of a question).
The student' s knowledge state is defined as the collection of items that the student is capable of answering.
The collection of all feasible states is called the knowledge structure, and it is connected by the learning path.
By incorporating uncertainty at each node, the knowledge space can be transformed into a Bayes's net. The
Bayes's net then constitutes a student model where probabilistic reasoning can be performed when evidence
is available. Reye on the other hand, uses pre-requisite relationship of domain knowledge and dynamic belief
network for modeling student' s mastery of a topic. Finally, Conati and Vanlehn make use of teacher' s
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solution(s) as the ideal model to track student' s faulty knowledge as the student solves a problem.
Our work here differs from others in that we construct relevant Bayes's nets by modeling learning objectives
(L), evidence (V) from student responses, application of knowledge to different situations (C), and learning
goal (G). A decision network [3] is then formed by adding decision and utility nodes to the Bayes's net. As

it is computationally intractable to track student' s solution in real time, we use sequential decis ions to
generate tutoring strategy that anticipates students' responses.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the conceptual framework for the
decision theoretic intelligent tutoring system called iTutor. The transformation of student's responses to
evidence is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates how the student model is constructed from a set of
Bayes's nets, while Section 5 presents the tutoring strategy model using two-step look-ahead decision
network. The results of a typical iTutor session are illustrated in Section 6. It emphasizes the automation of
decision network construction and shows that when student's responses are available, the system is able to
diagnose student's misconceptions and to provide adaptive tutoring using the generated strategy. Finally, we
conclude by discussing future directions.

2 Framework of Adaptive Tutoring
Figure 1 shows the essential components of adaptive tutoring in iTutor.
The Evidence Model converts the student
Student Model
response (xijk) to item i into evidence of
Evidential Reasoning
knowledge mastery for a relevant learning

Tutoring Strategy Model
Selection of Tutoring Policy

objective (vjk).

The Student Model consists of a set of
Bayes's nets with nodes that are either
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, or
Goal. These nodes are initialized with prior
information from the teacher' s judgement

and theoretical probability models. The
student model can be subsequently updated

to reflect a student' s knowledge mastery

Figure 1: Inferencing Kernel of Adaptive Tutoring

when evidence is available.

The Tutoring Strategy Model uses decision-theoretic approach to select satisfying [14] learning objectives
for tutoring student. The metacognition sub-module determines the appropriate tutor' s action: providing
more help or hint, prompting another question, or stop the tutoring session. Dynamic Decision Network
(DDN) provides approximate solutions for partially observable Markov decision problems, where the degree
of approximation depends on the amount of look-ahead. If the decision is to obtain evidence of mastery on a
learning objective, an item of difficulty hi that matches the student' s ability q will be selected. Student's
response is collected, evaluated, and transformed into evidence at the relevant nodes in the student model.
The chance nodes in DDN are updated and a decision policy is generated. In this way, the system is able to
adapt tutoring to the needs of the student and achieve the objectives of the curriculum.

3 Evidence Model
The student' s responses are processed in the evidence model. Let Vjk be the evidence node that indicates the
student' s 0 mastery state of learning objective k. Let X be the set of responses and xijk G Xik c X be the
response to item i which tests the kth learning objective, then

Pr(vjk I xiik)oc Pr(vik )1-1Pr(xiik I vik )
where Pr(vjk) is the prior probability which can be obtained statistically from past data. Pr( xyk I vjk) is the
likelihood of correct-answer score. An example of the likelihood function is 4k exp(bi vjk) where 4k is the
importance of knowing learning objective k so as to answer item i correctly and hi is the difficulty index for
item i.

4 The Student Model

The Student Model consists of a set of Bayes's nets, and each Bayes's net models the student' s mastery of a
key concept (goal). In Section 4.1, the structure of the student model is defined. The construction of Bayes's
net and the conditional probability assignment are discussed in Section 4.2. Instantiation of an evidence
node activates a message passing process in the Bayes's net. This process results in the updating of marginal
probabilities at the nodes. Most commercial software for developing probabilistic network possesses
efficient algorithm [1] for implementing the message passing process.

4.1 Semantics of the Student Model
The Student Model is a directed acyclic graph
that represents a joint probability
distribution of a key concept and several learning
A node represents the learning
objectives.
objective as a random variable, and an arc
represents possible probabilistic relevance or
dependency between the variables. When there is
no arc linking two nodes, it indicates probabilistic
independence between the variables. In this study,
the variables are classified into four types
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, and Goal as
(DAG)

shown in Figure 2.

More formally, a student model in iTutor is a

DAG 3 = (N, w) where N =N,uNLuNcu
N G are the nodes such that N , is a set of
evidence nodes, N L is a set of learning objective

nodes, N c is a set of case nodes, and N G is a set

0
Symbol

4111)

Function

Name

It contains knowledge states
based on student' s response.

Evidence
Node

It contains knowledge states that
Case Node

reflect ability to apply
knowledge in different situations
(cases).

40

Learning
Objective
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Goal Node

Node

It contains knowledge states of
key learning objectives (defined
in the syllabus).
The concept student is expected
s net must
to know. Each
have at least one Goal node.

Figure 2: Types of Nodes in Student Model

of goal nodes.
W

=w,L, V wpc v WpG are the arcs such that wi,L c N x Ni. are arcs into learning objective nodes, wpc c N

vxNc are arcs from evidence nodes to case nodes, and wpG c (N LUNG )x N G are arcs from learning
objective or goal nodes to the goal nodes.
Notice that evidence nodes have no parent node and only evidence nodes could be the parents of case nodes.
Goal nodes are always sink nodes and they have parents that are either learning objective nodes or goal
nodes. This signifies that mastery of a concept (goal node) is dependent on the mastery of learning
objective(s) and/or pre-requisites (other goal nodes).

4.2 Construction of a Bayes's Net
Figure 3 shows a Bayes's net on mastery of a hypothetical concept (goal) "XYZ". Each node has three
knowledge states: non-mastery, partial-mastery, and mastery. The
granularity of Bayes's net depends on the number of nodes and its states.
However, as the granularity becomes finer, the number of entries in the
conditional probability table grows exponentially.

Table 1 Category of
Difficulty in Mastering the
Learning Objective
Probability values

Values at the root nodes are known as prior probabilities while that at
other nodes are conditional probabilities. To use the probabilistic
network the random variables must be initialized with prior probability
values. These values may be based on teacher's belief or past statistics.
An intuitive method is to generate a probability table based on sevencategory of the difficulty of learning objectives (see Table 1). These
probability values are to be input as the prior probability of the related
evidence. The teacher also has the flexibility to amend the values based
on their belief and context of usage. On the other hand, the probability
values can be obtained from statistics of previous tests/examinations. A
simple procedure for the use of past statistics is:
a) Assigned learning objectives to each question;

Category

NM

PM

M

very easy

0.001

0.009

0.99

easy

0.01

0.09

0.90

fairly easy

0.05

0.15

0.80

Neutral

0.10

0.20

0.70

0.20

0.30

0.50

0.30

0.40

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.10

fairly
difficult
difficult
very
difficu lt

b)

Enter student's responses (in terms of percentage) for the questions that she has answered;

c) Compute the average number of students (in percentage) for each mastery category: 040 (nonmasterystaie), 40-70 (partial-mastery state), and 70-100 (mastery state).

0 »10

0.50

111131111E111
El

NM

NM

LI
PM.

PM

0.990
0.005

M

0,00,5

0.005
0.990
0.00$

II

0.301

0.398

E2

M
0.005

PM

0.005
0.990
0.301

LI

L2

NM
NM
NM

,NM
PM

M
NM

PM
PM
PM

PM'
M

M
M
M

NM
PM

M
x

Note:

NM

NM

0.301

PM
0,010
0,39$
0,010
0.595
0.980
0:595
:0:010
0.395
0.010
0,435

PM

M

'0,990
0,005
0.005
0.301

0,00

0.005
0.005

0.990
0.005
0.497

9.990
0.202

Legend

Goal "XYZ"
0.980
0.595
0.595
0.395
0.010
0.010
0.395
0.010
0.010

Li
NM

'.1s/NI: non-mastery

PM:lartial-mastery

0.010
0,010
0.395
0.010
0.01

Ni : mastery

El: Evidence 1 contributing'
to mastery of LI
E2 Evidence 2 contributing
to mastery of
LI : Learning ObjcaiVe I
L2 :1-earriing Objective 2
a : Marginal Probabilities

0.39S

0.595
0.595
0.980
0.264

The prior probability for Evidence I is obtained front:Table I (difficult Learning Objective 1)
PS The prior probability for Evidence 2 is obtained from statistics

If a probability distribution function is able to describe the statistics, it can be used. In Figure 3, the values
Pr(E2=non-mastery) = 0.30, Pr(E2=partial-mastery) = 0.50, and Pr(E2--mastery) = 0.20 are obtained from
statistical data for this particular evidence. It is acceptable for another person to assign different probability
values so long as it is consistent with the probability axioms [12]. Since the decision theory approach is
normative rather than descriptive, it is able to explain the actions of the decision-maker.

For any node nq, the conditional probability required to specify the Bayes's net is computed based on the
relative importance (weights) of the parent nodespa(n,) to itself.
(wpq -(c -1)10
If the state of ng and pa(nq) is the same, then Pr(nq I pa(nq )) =
pa(nq)

else Pr(nq I pa(nq )) =

FK

(I)

pa(nq)

where c is the number of states and 0

wpq

iris a constant and a measure of uncertainty such as careless errors, lucky guesses, changes in the student
knowledge state due to learning and forgetting, and patterns of student responses unanticipated by the
designer of the student model. The weights tv, are either assessed based on the teacher's subjective judgment
or past students' responses to closely related items.

Referring to Figure 3, since Learning_Objective_l is dependent only on Evidence_1, wr = 1. Let
Learning_Objective_l has greater influence on mastery of goal "XYZ" than Learning_Objective_2, wig -0.6, and w2g = 0.4. Assigning x= 0.005, the conditional probability tables can be computed using equation
(1).

5 Tutoring Strategy
When a student logon to iTutor, the system automatically searches his ability index from the database. The

ability index is either computed from the tests taken previously by the students, or from her knowledge states
in the student model (see Section 5.1). Human tutors consider the student' s emotional state in deciding how
to respond. Similarly in iTutor, the system considers factors such as response time, response pattern, student
knowledge structure to determine tutoring actions: give more hint, help, ask another question, or stop the
tutoring session. If the decision is to prompt another item, a learning objective and an appropriate item will
be selected to coach her (see Section 5.2). Section 5.3 discussed the generation of tutoring strategy based on
student' s response.

5.1 Mapping of Knowledge State to Student Ability
Let the student' s ability be 0 =

ii, 19 f2,..0 jm,..0 fp) . A function f vim > q, where vim is the evidence

at the goal node (g) of mth Bayes' s net. An example of such function is:

N(1.5,0.6)

vim

0.7

a) denotes a normal distribution with
where N
meanµ and standard deviation a

0.4 < vim <0.7

60.1.m = N (0.5,1)

N (-1,1.2) vim 0.4
The computed ability index is then used to categorize

(Advance, Intermediate, or Beginner) the student. An
appropriate learning objective is selected based on the
heuristic shown in Table 2. Value assignment is used to
compute the path length of Bayes' s net and is used as
preference for tutoring policy generation. They are as
follow:

value() = 0 for q E {Goal nodes }and ch(c) =
value(ch(N)) = 0 if ch(N) =
value(N) = value (ch(N)) + 1 for node /V
where ch(N) is the child node of IV

(2)

Table 2 Search Heuristic for Identifying
Learning Objective for Coaching
Identification of first
Learning Objective for tutoring
25% of pathLength*
Advance
Intermediate 50% of pathLength
Beginner
75% of pathLength
Nev,
50% of pathLength

Category

( [pathLength /2 I )
Note:
pathLength denotes max(value(N)) VN E Bayes's
net.
The value(N) assignment is stated in equation 2
# The category New refers to students who login to the

system the first time

5.2 Item Selection
Each item is tagged with an index (b,) that estimates the minimum ability to answer it correctly with 0.5
probability. The items are assumed to be independent and the index obtained through statistic of past
students' attempts or assigned using teacher' s belief. Subsequent update of item difficulty index may be
performed through item response theory [4] such as Rasch model [10].

From the set of items related to a learning objective, an item i is selected based on: q

b, < e where c is a

Table 3 Utility of Various Outcomes
Preference

Condition / Expression
Decision: Stop
S(N) -= "M" & value(N) = 0

1

S(N) = "N" & value(N) = 0
k= number of Nk E {( Nk, SO} with same S,,
number of tries, n, for the same learning objective

0
1
1

k 15
n/5

Decision: Ask item on same N

S(N)="M"

0

S(N)= "N"
S(N) = "P"

,

(

value(N)

x n where nis a constant
pathLength)

Decision: Ask item on ch(N)
S(N) = "M"
S(N)= "N"

0

y = max(Pn S(ch(N))="M" I x =1) - Pr( S(ch(N))="N"I x = 0)

Decision: Ask item on pa(N)
0
1

PT(S(Pa (N)) ="N"I x = OD
S(N) denotes the knowledge state of node N
ch(N) denotes child node of node N

Y= max(Pr( S(Pa (N)) ="M" I x = I)
Remarks:

Table 4 Utility Values for Item
Difficulty Level Selection

Current
1

S(N) = "M"
S(N) = "N"

Figure 4: Dynamic Decision Network
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Knowledge

State
(State,)
NonMastery
Partial
Mastery
Mastery

Current

Next Question Typ
(1:),.1)

Response
(Et)

Easy

Correct
Wrong
Correct
Wrong
Correct
Wrone

-0.2
0.4
-0.4
0.4
-0.4
-0.2

Ave.
1

-0.2
0.2
1

-0.2
0.2

Difi
0

-0.4
I

-0.2
-0.2
-0.2

pre-defined small value. This ensures selected item is challenging and likely to be solved by the student.
Teacher' s solution will be displayed upon student' s request so that she can learn from her mistake. This
strategy assumes student' s ability is dynamic and can be raised to higher levels through self-paced computer aided tutoring.

5.3 Tutoring Policy Generation
To bring the probabilistic network one step closer to
being a useful intelligent tutoring system, automated
decision-making capability has been added. When
asked to provide a tutoring policy for the student, the

system generates a course of action based on her
current mastery states. The tutoring policy aims to
use a series of items with differing difficulty to
determine more precisely her mastery of specific
learning objectives. Items are categorized into easy,
average and difficult. In this project, a two-step lookahead dynamic decision network is recommended so
as to compromise between the need to invoke policy
generation routine for a decision and the long
computing time to generate policy with many
decisions.
Figure 4 shows a dynamic decision network (DDN)
used in this study. In addition to the decision nodes

Define a Bayes's net with nodes N,
E, be the evidence at time t,
Bel(N) be a vector of probabilities (updated over time),
d, be the decision at time t, and
a be the normalization constant.
Prediction 1:Bel *(4+1) ENrPl Vt+i I N ,c1i)BeI(N,)

Estimation 1: Bel(4+1)<---aPr(Erfi I 4+1)Bel*(4+1)
2:

Prediction
Bel * (Nt+2)(-- EN,+1Pr(Nt+2 I N4-1, di +1 )BeI(Nr +i)

Estimation 2: Bel0\1+2)< cdr(Ei+21N+2)Bel*(4+2)
Expected Utility : F Bel(t4) max

max EN
d,+1

' +2

PrNt+1 I14,df)x
PrNt+2 114,dt,14+1,di+1)x

U(N,,d,,N,+1,d,+1,14+2)

Figure 5: Prediction-estimation Process

for current and fiture time steps, the DDN also
contains the previous decision, D,,,, as an evidence
node. When the evidence for state t arrives, the probability distributions of State, are updated [I] using the
prediction-estimation process (see Figure 5). After the in itial prediction of probabilities (Bel*), Statet+i
estimates the new belief based on projected evidence [13]. This process repeats for Statet4.2 Eventually, the
expected utility is evaluated by a sequence of summations and maximizations. Tables 3 and 4 show the
utility functions for node (.11+2 Selecting the outcomes with maximum expected utility value constitute the
tutoring policy.

6 An Illustration
6.1 Construction of a Decision Network
In this project, the construction of all probabilistic networks is performed using Netica API [7]. A module
leader enters the learning objectives and the weights of the key concept Forces using Microsoft Access [6].
The probabilistic values shown in Figure 6 are entered based on past examination results. By clicking the
button "Model Construction", a Bayes's net (see Figure 7) and a decision network (see Figure 8) on "Forces"
Pee
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Figure 6: A Snapshot on Data Entry for Model
Construction

1 2. 0

will be created. Teachers who are familiar with Netica application [8] can use the generated Bayes's net to
perform what-ifanalysis. For example, a teacher may want to determine the likely student's improvement if
he provides remedial instructions on "Resolutions of Vectors". He can do so by instantiating the evidence
node e2_4 to "Mastery" state, and observe the probability of mastery in the goal node labeled Forces.

6.2 Diagnosis of a Student's Misconceptions
The items to be presented to the students are coded by
the teacher using Scientific Notebook [15]. With iTutor,
the teacher is able to monitor student's progress through
the database management tool. Figure 9a shows a
snapshot of a student who had answered item

"Force_001" correctly and partially correct for item
"Force_004". The teacher can track a student's mastery
states by clicking the "Advice" button. The system
transforms the responses to evidence, and instantiates the
evidence nodes in the Bayes's net as shown in Figure 9b.
The posterior mastery states are displayed (see Figure 9c).

The output also provides the teacher information on
specific learning objectives to tutor. In addition, he can

Figure 8: Decision Network on Forces

also examine the detailed strategy by clicking the
"Tutorial Strategy" button. This action causes the generation of a decision network (see Figure 9d). Figure
9e shows items to be posed to the student if she continues with the online tutorial. At any stage, the teacher
may intervene by providing personal coaching.

7 Conclusions
Presently, the students' knowledge states remain unchanged until additional evidence is available. The
system also uses a constant learning rate for all students. One future direction is to include additional
parameters to model student forgetting and learning rates. Another area is to provide a user interface for
teachers not familiar with Netica application to perform what-if analysis. In this way, the teacher will be
able to focus on student's issues rather than to learn another software tool. The next future direction is to
include probability functions other than Normal distribution. This is essential when the ability distribution of
student cohort is not symmetric.
A significant result of this project is the use of Bayesian networks to generate sound probabilistic inferences.
Another contribution is the automation of decision networks construction. The recommended strategy is
used in adaptive tutoring. With iTutor, teacher is able to monitor the student's progress and yet had time for
lesson preparation and coaching of weaker students. In addition, the teacher has accessed to the student's
knowledge states and actions taken by iTutor at every stage of the tutoring process. Moreover, it enables
students to have tutorials customized to their needs.
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(a) User interface for teacher to track student's progress
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6d) Dynamic decision network running as background
process (transparent to user)

(b) Bayes's net running as background
process (transparent to user)
Student ID: 1111

The student's mastery states are :
NonMastery Partial
Learning Objective
12_I Vectors
0.010
0.010
0.014
0.599
12_2 Vector Addition
0.010
12_5 Direction
0.010
0.010
0.010
12_6 Angle
0.010
0.010
12_7 Magnitude
0.168
12_3 Resultant Vector 0.030
0.599
12_4 Resolution
0.014
0.000
0.000
gl SI Units
0.030
0.272
g2 Forces

Student ID: 1111
With regard to the key concept Forces, the course of action
Mastery
0.980
0.387
0.980
0.980
0.980
0.802
0.387
1.000
0.698

Value

is :

93.75
69.87
93.75
93.75
93.75
85.71

69.87
95.00
81.59

The expected score for this key concept Forces is 81.59.
Based on the knowledge states, you may want to provide coaching in

Vector Addition, and Resolution.

select average item from 12_2 (Force_002)
if response is correct then
select difficult item from 12_2 (Force_012)
if response is correct then
select average item from l2_4 (Force_013)
else

select average item from 12_2 (Force_021)
else

select easy item from 12_2 (Force_003)
if response is correct then
select average item from 12_2 (Force_017)
else

select easy item from 12_2 (Force_006)

(e) Output of tutoring strategy

(c) Output of student's mastery states
Figure 9: Overview of an iTutor Session
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A CAL System for Appreciation of 3D
Shapes by Surface Development (C3D-SD)
Stephen C F Chan*, Andy Wai, Jean Chow & Vincent T Y Ng
Dept. of Computing, Hong Kong Polytechnic Univ., Hong Kong
*csschancomp.polyu.edu.hk
A web-based Computer-aided learning system for 3D - Surface Development
Module (C3D-SD) has been developed for teaching the appreciation of 3D
geometric shapes by unfolding the surface boundary of a solid object into a
planar 2D pattern. The problem is similar to the problem of surface development
in technical drawing and highly related to the reverse problem of folding a 2D
shape into a 3D object, with practical applications in sheet metal work, pattern
making, and packaging design. C3D-SD makes extensive use of animation,
interactive control by the student, and quizzes to present the material and to
engage the students. It makes use of the solid modeling library SML to create
3D solid shapes by Boolean combinations (union, intersection and difference) of

primitive shapes, and Java3D for rendering and animation. It includes a
Packaging Design Module which builds on the Surface Development module by

automatically adding flippers and minimizing the rectangle enclosing the
unfolded pattern. This system is the second installment of a series of CAL
systems for Three-dimensional Geometry that the authors have been developing.
Keywords: 3D geometry, surface development, animation

1 Introduction
Surface development is an important technique in design. Generally it involves unrolling a curved surface
into a planar 2D pattern. Theoretically speaking only certain classes of surfaces are "developable" [Carmo
1976]. If, however (as is the case in many computer graphics systems ), curved surfaces are approximated by
sets of planar facets, then all curved surfaces can be unfolded into 2D planar shapes , although they may
appear to be "unnatural" or "ugly". A related problem is the unfolding of the planar faces bounding a
facetted solid object into a planar 2D shape. The inverse of the problem is folding a planar 2D shape into a
3D object, e.g., folded the card-board boxes for hamburgers in fast-food restaurants. These techniques have
practical applications in sheet metal work, pattern making, packaging and package design, etc. [Giesecke et
al 1997] This paper describes the development of a Web-based computer-aided learning system for teaching
the appreciation of surface development/unfolding based on a polygonal representation of solid objects. It is
a part of a series of Web-based tools for teaching 3D geometry that our group has been developing. A
previous project focussed on sectioning and interactions between some primitive solid shapes was reported
in [Chan et al 1999].

Traditional teaching materials on these topics were mainly text based. Better materials have graphics or
charts in addition to plain texts. In presenting descriptive topics, this approach is adequate. However, in
teaching three-dimension geometry, the two-dimensional and static presentation style is obviously not
enough. The use of videos can be effective to some extend but it is still one-way communication and not
interactive. A more effective alternative is to use real solid objects to help students visualize 3D shapes. But
some objects are difficult to be made, and it is impossible for teachers and students to change the size, scale,
shape or appearance of the object quickly.

In contrast to the limitation of 2D materials, videos and real 3D objects, a virtual environment can be a better

approach in presenting certain 3D geometry problems. A virtual environment is a computer-generated
environment in which 3D or even the forth dimension (time) can be presented through animation. Within the
virtual environment, one can change the size, scale, shape or appearance of the virtual object interactively.
To have a clearer look, one can zoom into the object. To see the inner structure, one can set part of the object

to be transparent. And geometry can be animated by transforming the object over time . And of course, an

interactive teaching approach is much better than one way communication in enhancing student
understanding. Finally, for purposes of accessibility and distribution, the Web is the ideal environment.
These considerations drove the development of this project.

2 Overview of C3D-SD
The main problem tackled by C3D-SD is surface development, as illustrated below in Figure 1. In (a) is
shown a solid cone shaped object with the top cut off at an oblique angle. In (b) the surface of the cone is in
the middle of being unfolded. In (c) the unfolding is complete. Note that we had tried to keep the unfolded
2D shape connected. As a result, the curved conical surface itself became disconnected (actually connected
through a single vertex). It is not difficult to see that it is possible to unfold the surface while keeping the
curved conical surface connected.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1. Surface development in action.
C3D-SD is organized into three types of activities:
1.

Tutorials - Students are guided through demonstrations, including: matching 3D solids to unfolded
shapes, animations of unfolding (e.g., of the conical object in Figure 1), animations of folding 2D
patterns into 3D solids, adding flippers to unfolded 2D patterns for fastening, reducing the size of
the rectangle bounding the unfolded pattern, etc.

2.

Free-form exercises - Students are allowed to explore the teaching material on their own. They are
provided with numerous opportunities to interact with the teaching material, e.g., creating complex

3D solids by combining primitive shapes, selecting view points, putting different textures on
objects, controlling the animation process, etc. The problems are similar to those presented in
tutorials. But many more shapes are available for students to experiment with, for self-guided
exploration and exercise.
3.

Tests - Students can test their understanding of the material through multiple -choice tests. They are
asked, e.g., to match an unfolded 2D shape with the solid object, such as illustrated below in Figure
2. If so desired, they can turn to the free-form exercises to explore the test shapes that they have
problems with.
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Figure 2. Sample multiple choice question.

The three types of activities are chosen for the following reasons. The tutorials provide core contents to be
imparted to the students. The free form exercises allow the students to explore the subject on their own.
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Different students with different backgrounds and learning styles benefit from different learning activities,
hence both guided and sef-guided types of activities are provided. Finally, tests are developed to gauge the
students' grasp of the material. It is expected that C3D-SD can be integrated with an intelligent tutoring
system to provide a learning experience more tailored-made for the individual students.
C3D-SD focuses on five types of problems:
Matching 3D solid shapes with the corresponding unfolded 2D patterns.
1.
2. Unfolding the surface boundary of a facetted solid and developing curved surfaces.
3. Folding 2D patterns into 3D solid shapes.
4. Simple packaging design: Adding flippers to the unfolded 2D pattern for fastening.
Simple packaging design: minimizing the rectangle bounding the unfolded 2D pattern.
5.

3 The 3D Solid Design Module
Java was chosen to develop this system as it is a web-oriented development language and only a Javaenabled Web browser (e.g. Netscape, Microsoft Internet Explorer) is needed to access the Web pages without
installing other plug-ins. However, it is difficult to build 3D applications using only the core Java classes. A
Java-based high-level programming library, Solid Modeling Library (SML) [Chan et al 1998] is used in

C3D-SD for designing 3D solid objects. SML supports the building of 3D solid objects through a set of
atomic functions called Euler operators. These functions allow the incremental manipulation of Boundary
Representation (B-rep) models, while processing the underlying well-formed data structure. It also supports
the creation of solid primitives (block, cylinder, cone, sphere, torus) and Boolean operations (union,
intersection, and difference) on solids and transformations (translation, rotation) of solid objects for easy
creation of complex 3D solid shapes. For example, a hollow pipe can be created by the differencing
(subtracting) a smaller cylinder from a larger cylinder. SML uses a hierarchical half-edge data structure that
stores rich information about a solid model [Mantyla 1988], including solid-to-face, face-to-face, face-toedge, edge-to-edge, edge-to-vertex, and vertex-to-vertex information. The data structure used in SML to
represent the surface boundary of solid objects is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical half-edge data structure of SML.

4 Surface Development
The process of surface development or unfolding is illustrated in Figure 4 using a cube as an example. Each
face of the cube is coloured differently for easy identification. One might imagine that the unfolding starts
by holding the bottom (red) face of the cube fixed to the horizontal plane, and rotating the rest of the cube
about the edge linking the red face with the green face until the green face is in the same plane as the red
face. This is followed by the blue face, then the yellow, then the light blue, .., and finally the purple, until
all faces lie in the horizontal plane.

1. 2

4.

1Figure 4. Unfolding a cube.

Sun Microsystems provides the Java3D application programming interface (API) which can be used to
develop three-dimensional graphics applications and applets. It gives developers high-level constructs for
creating and manipulating polygon-based 3D geometry and for constructing the structures used in rendering
that geometry [Sowizral et al 1998, Sun 2000, Brown & Peterson 1999]. It is an object-oriented API, which
can be used to construct individual graphics elements as separate objects and connect them together into a
tree-like structure called the scene graph. It contains a complete description of the entire scene including the
geometric data, attribute information and viewing information needed to render the scene from a particular
point of view. Java3D provides a simple and flexible mechanism for representing and rendering scenes with
lighting effect but it does not provide high-level construct for creating complicated solid object models.
Hence SML was used to create the 3D solids which are subsequently converted into Java3D for rendering
and animation.

4.1 Conversion from Solid (in SML) to Surface (in Java3D)
Each face object in SML is converted into a Java3D geometry object by using the information on the
vertices of the face. As a result a SML solid object is converted into a group of Java3D geometry objects,
each representing a face as illustrated in Figure 5. However, the data structures used to represent objects in
Java3D and SML are different, and a conversion process is required to integrate the two systems to take
advantage of their respective strengths to produce a more complete solution.

The displayable object in Java 3D is implemented by the Shape3D class. The Geometry and Appearance
objects make up a Shape3D object. The Appearance objects controls the outlook of an object, e.g. color,
material, etc. The Geometry object contains the vertexes information. We choose triangle as the basic shape
in forming a geometry object because it contains the minimum number of vertexes that can form a plane. So
that any face shape can be formed by the combination of triangles.
The conversion of an object represented in SML to one represented in Java3D involves 4 steps. Recall that
each face in a SML Solid is converted into a Geometry object in Java3D.
Find the number of faces in the SML Solid object.
1.
For each face, find the number of vertexes and the coordinates of each vertex.
2.
Group three vertexes into a triangular strip.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Combine all triangular strips to form a Geometry object in Java3D.
Each Geometry object will result in a Shape3D object.
Group all Shape3D objects to form the representation of the solid in Java3D.

/

Triangulating

1

-0SML
Solid

Java 3D
Geometry

SML
Faces

Figure 5. Converting an object from SML into Java3D.

4.2 Unfolding Path

1.215

Group of Java3D
Shape3D objects

In order to "develop" a surface approximated by a set of polygons, or to unfold the boundary of a solid, one
needs to determine a connected path traversing all the faces one at a time. The path for unfolding can be
specified manually by the student,
1.
2.
pre-set in CAL-SD manually by the teacher, or
3. determined automatically by CAD-SD.
Automatic determination of the path for unfolding involves two steps:

Determine the connectivity between the faces, e.g., in the form of a graph whose nodes are the
faces, and an edge links a pair of neighbouring faces, and
Traverse the graph to find the desired connected path(s) that visits each face one at a time and each
face only once.

As the data structure of SML stores rich information of the complete solid, the connectivity relationships
between faces can be easily derived. To derive the path(s) of traversing all faces one and only one at a time
is a version of the traveling salesperson problem [Johnsonbaugh 1996]. It is a problem that is known to be
hard (computationally expensive) for arbitrary graphs. In our system prototype, we chose to use exhaustive
search because of its simple implementation. In future versions we may try to find a more efficient algorithm.
In the default version of the algorithm, we simply try to find a solution (any solution) using the well-known
backtrack algorithm. Firstly, pick up a face arbitrarily. Then, traverse to one of its neighbors. Repeat this
process until all the faces have been visited. When a dead-end occurs, it will back track one or more steps to
find another possible way (Figure 6). Dead-end means arriving at a face with no un-visited neighbours,
while there are still un-visited faces remaining in the graph.

The algorithms implemented in C3D-SD so far traverse the faces of an object in a linear sequence, i.e., the
unfolded faces form a linear chain of planar polygons. There are other alternatives, e.g., unfolding in two
directions at the same time, resulting a Y shaped chain of polygons, etc. In future versions of the system, we
will implement other unfolding algorithms.

(c) Path 2 => 3 => 4 c) 6 => 5 => 1 is one
(b) Backtracking from dead-end to
of the possible paths traversing all
face
4
to
find
another
possible
2 => 3 => 4 => 5 => I
the faces one and only one time
path
Figure 6. Finding a possible path for unfolding the faces of a solid.

(a) Dead-end occurs when traversing

4.3 Heuristics for Developing Smooth Surfaces
In SML and in Java3D, as in many computer graphics systems, a curved surface (e.g. conical, cylindrical,
etc.) is approximated by a set of planar polygons. If we choose a face' s neighbor in an arbitrary way, a solid
may be unfolded into an "ugly" or "unnatural" shape because the set of polygons used to approximate a
smooth surface my or may not be unfolded (smoothly) in an appropriate sequence. The left side of Figure 7
shows a cylinder approximated by a total of 22 plane faces (20 for the curved surface and 2 for the top and
bottom faces). If we unfold the cylinder arbitrarily, for example, following the path 1-2-3- .,21-22, may
result in the patter in the middle. One of the polygons in the set used to approximate the curved cylindrical
surface is disconnected from the other polygons in the set.

We observe, however, that in the set of polygons approximating a smooth curved surface, each polygon
shares at least one edge with another polygon in the set, and the included angle between the two polygons is
very close to, but just slightly less than, 180 degrees. Taking account of the Smooth Surface Heuristics
discussed above, we can try to select the neighbor making the largest angle with the current face, instead of
selecting an arbitrary one. Applying this heuristic to the unfolding of the cylindrical solid will result in the
developed surface to the right.

16

w
Figurc 7. Arbitrarily unfolding the cylinder to the left may result in the pattern in the middle, and applying
smooth surface heuristics will result in the pattern to the right.

5 Partially Automated Packaging Design
The design of packaging such as the rectangular boxes used to hold hamburgers at fast food restaurants
involves the design of the 2D patterns that can be folded into such boxes. Similar problems exist in sheet
metal work and other areas. The surface development/unfolding algorithm discussed above can be used to
partially automate such designs.

5.1 Addition of "Flippers"
In addition, one also need to add "flippers" to some of the faces. Flippers are extended faces for putting glue
or stickers in order to fasten two faces together when folding the planar 2D shape into a 3D solid shape. We
have developed a simple algorithm to determine which edges of the faces of a solid model need to have
flippers added. As flippers are used in connecting neighbouring faces, basically, all edges around a face need
flippers except:
1.

Edges that have been used as axes of rotation during the process of unfolding, i.e., edges between
consecutive faces in the connected path for unfoldingrLi in Figure 8)

2.

Edges for which flippers have already created on the opposite faced in Figure 8)

Figure 8. Creation of "flippers" in partially-automated design of packaging.

5.2 Minimizing Bounding Rectangle
The unfolding of 3D shapes are often constrained by certain requirements. For example, in the design of

packaging or sheet metal work, the unfolded shape may be the pattern to be cut out of a rectangular sheet, to
be folded into the solid shape. In such cases it is desirable to reduce the amount of wastage by making the
rectangular sheet required as small as possible. This translates into a requirement to minimize the area of the

smallest rectangle enclosing the unfolded planar shape, as illustrated in Figure 9. Smallest rectangle
enclosing the unfolded 2D shape. Such constraints may not be easy to satisfy absolutely. However, it is often
enough to find a reasonable but not necessarily the perfect solution. In the case of determining a minimum
bounding rectangle, it may be sufficient to find a local but not the absolute minimum. A local minimum can
be determined by backtracking a few steps from the solution found to determine the set of related solutions
and choose the one with the smallest bounding rectangle.

Figure 9. Smallest rectangle enclosing the unfolded 2D shape.

5.3 Some Examples Used in CAD-SD
Many examples of realistic solid shapes have been built into CAD-SD for illustrating and teaching surface
development. Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the results of unfolding some common solid shapes,
with "flippers" added automatically. For simple solid shapes it is fairly easy to deduce from the unfolded 2D
patterns what the original 3D solid shapes are. Some of these are given to the students as exercises.

Figure 10. The 2D shape that results from unfolding the cube in a sequence different from that shown in
Figure 8. Creation of "flippers" in partially-automated design of packaging., also with flippers added.

qr.

Figure 11. The result of unfolding a cylinder, with flippers added.
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Figure 12. The result of unfolding a T-shaped box, with "flippers" added.

6 Conslusion
Using the SML solid modeling system and Java3D surface modeling and rendering system, we have
successfully developed the basic structures of a CAL system that makes use of 3D modeling, animation, and

interactivity to teach the appreciation of certain class of 3D shapes through surface development and
unfolding. We have also shown how the unfolding algorithm can be used to partially automate the design of
the 2D patterns used in certain sheet metal work and packaging design problems, by also automating the
addition of flippers for attaching neighbouring faces, and reducing the rectangular sheet from which the
planar (unfolded) patterns are to be cut out. Based on these basic functions, a comprehensive set of teaching
materials can be developed to greatly enhance the degree and interactivity and effectiveness in the teaching
of the appreciation of 3D geometry.
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A Constructivist Virtual Physics
Laboratory
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A virtual Physics Laboratory with 60+ physics java applets was established for
student to play and enjoy learning physics (http://wwiKplwntnu.edu.tw/java/).
Our java applets are ready over the net, easy-to-use and meaningful for many

physics teachers, whose primary concern is teaching instead of technology.
Learners do not have to sit passively watching the java animation. They are
allowed to interact with the animation themselves. It requires learners to
constantly make decisions about which parameters to modified and evaluate
progress, thus forcing students to apply higher order thinking skills. The size of

the java applets is small, usually less than 30k, which is suitable for the
overcrowded Internet. Many physics teacher around the world already design
worksheets incorporate with our java applets in their day-to-day instruction. Our
goal is not only to help learners accomplish their physics learning faster or more
effectively, but also to engage them in new ways of thinking, enjoy the funs of
physics and apply their physics to everyday life. It can be operated as different
kinds of modes, such as studying individually, study cooperatively and having
lessons collectively etc. These attributes closely match those of modern
educational theories where learning should be a self-motivated and rewarding
activity.

Keywords: Java Animation, Virtual Laboratory, Computer Assisted
Learning.

1 Introduction
Many have predicted that the Internet, particularly the World Wide Web, will transform education. As more
schools adopt the internet and more teachers and students become increasingly interested in the web-based
activities, the need for easy-to-use and meaningful web learning environments has increased dramatically. At
the same time, education research has shown that the learning style and student-centered learning are
important to meaningful learning . Learning becomes an active process of discovery and participation base
on self-motivation rather than on more passive acquaintance of facts and rules [8]. Current and emerging

technological advances in information and communication technology make it possible to develop
interactive learning environment to support new ways of learning. The most promising technologies are
based on virtual machines, meta-languages, and open Internet standards. Although the Internet lowers the
barriers to authoring and distribution of educational software, its ability to deliver active content may, in the
long run, be more significant. Interactive learning environments are having an increasing role in teaching

and learning, and are likely to play an important role in the future [10]. In particular, those tools that
encourage/enhance discovery, creativity, and thinking are very much needed.

One of the most exciting developments is the integration of interactive software into web-based courses
using the Java programming language. Many physics teachers and students recognized benefits of using the
WWW to enhance teaching and learning, while they were using our Virtual Physics Laboratory (VPL). We
have developed more than 60 physics related java applets, which become the core of VPL. Java animations
developed at our site offer many advantages for the integration in our didactic concepts: All of our java
animations visualize the effects and parameters of the related physics concepts or phenomena. It provides

user to manipulate all necessary parameters in a very intuitive and interactive way. Through modifying these

parameters in java animation, students get a much better understanding of the underlying physics and
mathematics aspects. Our tools are easy-to-use and meaningful for many physics teachers, whose primary
concern is teaching instead of technology. The most important implication of choosing a web-based
technology is the way it facilitates sharing. We have received tremendous email feedbacks from physics
teachers, parents and students all over the world. Many teachers developed their own worksheets in
cooperated with our java applets, and used it in their classroom. Due to the slow connection over the Internet

and many requests from educators, our VPL contents were distributed as mirror sites at more than 35
educational institutions around the world.

2 The Learning Process
Traditional approaches to education promote subject-based learning, which encourage teachers to focus on
covering materials and students to adopt surface learning which fail to integrate knowledge [3]. When the

television was invented half century ago, many had predicted that the television would transform the
education. Some people thought if the best teacher were lectured on TV, all the students would be educated

under the best environment. We have learned the lesson, teaching and learning is not delivery process
between teacher and students. It appears that "learning consists of the growth of additional neural
connections stimulated by the passage of electrical current along nerve cells (neurons) and enhanced by
chemicals (neurotransmitters) discharged into the gaps (synapses) between neighboring cells" [11,12].
People learn differently and know things differently because they take different pathways on different
occasions; which related to the context, their previous experiences, and their physical and emotional state.
Not all pathways are accessed in the same way. However, as a particular pathway is re-used, additional
connections are built which strengthen the linkages. Some of these mental pathways become so worn that
the mind seeks to use these easy routes to arrive at an understanding. In many case, learning means making

new pathways, adjusting pathways or removing pathways among memories that become "known" as
incorrect. Learning is a personal activity and the function of a teacher is to help student create interaction
between subject under studied and student's cognition structure.
The rapid advancement of the Internet, particularly the development and prolific expansion of the WWW,
enable educators to create multimedia teaching resources and interactive instructional strategies which can
be delivered to any students without regard to time, place, or computer platform. However, the medium of

delivery is not the sufficient condition for learning. Education research informs us that technological
advances do not necessarily lead to improve learning. Nothing happens until the learning is actively engaged.

For today's technology to have a long lasting impact on science education, it will need to base more on
successful pedagogy than on the latest compilers, hardware, or algorithms.

Interactive engagement (abbreviated IE) teaching methods take many different formats [2]. All of them,
however, force the student to play a much more active role in the learning process, increase the amount of

interaction with fellow students and instructors, and emphasize conceptual understanding as well as
quantitative problem-solving. Hale's study [1] compared IE methods, with traditional lecture methods at
variety institutions, and showed a significant, across the-board improvement in students' conceptual
understanding in IE classes. The most dramatic differences are seen in the area of conceptual understanding.
The interactive capabilities of WWW-based instructional strategies can be employed to better match how we
teach with how we know students learn.

3 Virtual Physics Laboratory: Enjoyable place to play and learn physics
Game playing is a self-motivated and rewarding activity. An enjoyable computer game is found to be player
centered, and it must enhance discovery. Learning should be a self-motivated and rewarding activity, too.
Can we make learning as motivated and rewarding activity as computer game playing? This was the initial
spark for the VPL project, to develop an enjoyable interactive learning environment helping learners to
make sense of physics.
Research on animation can be organized according to the purpose of the animation. In general, instructional
graphics satisfy five purposes: they are cosmetic, motivation, attention getting, presentation, and practice [7].
Cosmetic and motivation are in the affective domain, while the others are in the cognitive domain.

I.

Graphics used for cosmetic purposes are used to "dress up" the text. Unfortunately, learning does not
take place directly as a result of cosmetic graphics. Rieber notes, "At their best, cosmetic graphics help

maintain student interest. At their worst, cosmetic graphics distract student attention from other
2.

3.

important material."
Graphics used for motivational purposes, appealing to the viewer's attitudes. It's important for learner
to see material as exciting and relevant. Although learners may be motivated by novel graphics, they
may also become saturated as they are inundated with such visuals. As a result, motivating visuals can
quickly lose their instructional impact.
Graphics used to gain attention. Their primary difference from motivational graphics is that they are

not designed to influence the attitude of the viewer but rather to focus the viewer's attention.

4.

Attention-gaining graphics may directly influence students' learning, thus it is classified according to
the cognition domain of learning. A good example is our "Thin Lens Animator"[13] that shows the
images of an object in front of a lens as user click and drags the object across the screen.
Graphics used for presentation. For instance, our "Pendulum Animation"[14] is not only present a
dynamic visual, but also present data. The data is observed to change as the animation is running.

Therefore, the learner can make a connection between the state of the data and the state of the
animation.
5.

Graphics used for practice activities. This purpose is especially suited to interactive computer
simulation where learner receives feedback based on his or her input. For example: Users can type in
the base frequency and modify different components of higher order frequency with mouse to create
new sound wave and hear it instantly in "Fourier Synthesis115].

Our Java applets can be used for all the aforementioned purposes. Most of all, we focus more on students'
cognition development. The created java applets aim at invite students to develop deeper, more connected
understanding of physics concepts. Seeking connections in contrast to the conventional model of learner as
receiving information and of instruction as providing information, in short, to promote conceptual change.
According to Rieber, there are two prerequisites for animation to have positive effect on learning outcomes:
(1) there must be a need for external visualization (2) learning of the described phenomenon must require an
understanding of how an object's properties change with time or position. Rieberb recommends, "Animation
should be incorporated only when its attributes are congruent to the learning task". That is, the animation
may not be an advantage over a static image in all case. We have designed our java applets according to the

recommendation. Many physics concepts especially those involve spatial and time variance, such as
stationary wave, Doppler effect[16], and so on, are difficult to express clearly in words or in pictures on the
blackboard. By means of our animated java applets, drawing or demonstrations, teacher can cut down the
lecture time in class and enable students to understand physics concepts more effectively.

Examples 1:Traffic light system (html page 6k, java class files 27k)[17]
Situation: "Would you like to engineer the traffic light system for a one-way street that consists of several
lanes along which rush-hour traffic flows? How would you time the onset of green lights at the various
intersections? How to apply what you have learned in kinematics to promote the traffic flow? This java
applet let you play with it and find out your answer." All the relevant information is provided for students to
find out the answer. This is an authentic situation; the underline principle was used in many cities to control
the one-way traffic lights. Each moving square in Figure 1 represents a car, its color indicates whether the

car is accelerating, moving with constant velocity, or stopped. The height of each blue circle gives
information about the velocity of the corresponding vehicle. User can adjust the timing between green light,
yellow light and red light, change time delay between successive intersections, ... etc. It is a kinematics
problem for high school students related to topics in constant motion and motion under constant acceleration.

Students can work in-group, discuss with each other, propose solutions, explain the reasons of their
predictions, use physics concepts to analyze and synthesis the answer, and run the animation to compare and

find out the answer. Many students find it is a fun game to play and they gain deeper understanding of
related physics concepts at the same time.
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Figure 1: Screen shot of Traffic Light System java simulation

Example 2: Measure your Reaction time (html page 6k, java class files 20k)1181
Situation: "You are driving on the high way and listening to the music you like most. Suddenly, you see the
brake light of the car in front of you just turned on. You will try to hit the brake and slow down your car. But,
there is a small time delay before you really do that--- your reaction time. During that period of time, your
car is still moving at the same HIGH speed! If you do not want something VERY BAD happened, what is
the minimum distance between your car and the one just before yours?" This is a very dangerous situation in
real life. However, students can try out such experiments with our java animation safely.
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Figure 2: Screen shot of Reaction Time Measurement java animation.

As shown in Figure 2, when the user clicks the button to start the animation, the car will move from left to
right at preset constant velocity. The streetlight will turn from green to yellow, and then turn to red light at
random selected time. User needs to click the "Brake" button when the red light is on. Those small dots were
generated at run time; its height shows velocity of the car at the same horizontal position. Users can move
the mouse within the area to find out corresponding value for each dot. Figure 2 indicates the vehicle is
moving at 20m/s (72Icm/lu), arrives at the first red bar when the red light turn to red, and user click the
"Brake" button after the car runs 12.2 meter more (the second red bar position). So the reaction time for the
user is measured to be 0.61s for this case. It also shows car running at 20m/s need 25.51 m (or 2.55s) to fully
stop after driver hit the brake. (Assuming the friction coefficient between the road and the tire of the vehicle
is 0.8, which is a typical value for auto tires on dry concrete.) Users can measure their reaction time with this
simple java applet, and find out the safe distance to keep when they are driving on the high way. This java
applet also reminds users that the braking distance for the vehicle is proportional to the square of the velocity.
When you change speed of your car from 80km/hr to 100Icm/hr, the braking distance increased by a factor of
(100/80)2 = (1.25)2 =1.56 (velocity increased by a factor of 1.25). Such requirement is a law governs by
nature. May be you can miss the speed ticket if the police is not there; however, car accident will happen if
not enough distance were reserved for the corresponding speed. This is a very important lesson need to be
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learned; it can save people's life.

Most of the functions provided by our java applets are operated with mouse click and drag, ease to use and
intuitive. Sound, colors and good animated drawings can attract learners' attention and sharpen their ability
of thinking. Many more examples can be found at our VPL. Interaction between the student and the learning
materials is essential. For different learning tasks different interactivities are appropriate. The design of java
applets focused on promoting students' integrated understanding of physics concepts through the use of
carefully designed curriculum. We want to generate sequences of stimuli that can be used either to activate a
person's existing mental models or initiate the development of new ones. To enable student to connect new
ideas to their existing knowledge, making bridge to connect their own piece of information. Our approach is
remarkably different from typical novice strategies where students attempt to mathematically analyze a
problem before qualitatively describing it (an approach often called "plug-and-chug" and characterized by

the lack of conceptual though during the problem-solving process [9]). Requiring student to consider
problems qualitatively has been shown to have a positive influence on students' problem solving skills and
conceptual understanding [5,6].

In physics, information about a physics system were represented in many different ways: using words,
equations, graphs, diagrams, table of numbers, contour maps, vector plots, and so on. Many students have
considerable difficulty, not only with creating these representations but also in seeing how they express
information about the system and how they are related to each other. Our VPL can help student conquer their
learning difficulty. With so many feedbacks from teachers, parents and students all over the world, we found
Applets in VPL can help students make sense of translation among representation: Showing animations
1.
of a dynamic system and move the relevant information to a coordinated graph, diagram, or plot can,
when used in conjunction with an appropriate lesson, significantly help students develop skills in using

different representations to help them make sense of the physics. For examples: "Superposition
principle of wave", "Simple harmonic motion" and "Transverse Wave and Longitudinal Wave" java
applets.
2.

3.

Applets in VPL can help students understand equations and physical relations among measurements.
Many students treat equations as if they were only a way to calculate a variable or determine a number
as a solution. Physical equations represent relationships between various observations and
measurements. We know how the nature operates from those relations. For examples: " Spring Force
and Simple Harmonic Motion", "Thin Lens" and "Double Slit (interference) " java applets.
Applets in VPL can help students build mental model of physical systems: In some cases, students don't
have the experience or imagination to put together what they are reading in the texts and hearing from
the lectures into a coherent, sensible picture. They memorize bits and pieces, but because these pieces
are not linked into consistent, self-supporting structure, they forget or confuse the parts. Visions of
interacting objects having qualities and measurable properties. Producing visualizations that display
these characteristics can help students create these mental models. For examples: "The location of an

supersonic airplane", "Moving point source (Doppler effect/Shock wave)" and "Propagation of
4.

electromagnetic wave".
Applets in VPL can give students engaging, hand-on, active learning experiences. Students learn much
more effectively when they have control on their own learning. Having animations that students can use
to explore phenomenon on their own, can produce more effective learning experiences. For examples:

"Reaction time and car accident ", "The electronic multimeter" and " Projectile/Satellite Orbits" java
applets.
5.

Applets in VPL can serve as a sketchpad on which students can explain and describe their
understanding to each other. Educational research shows it is valuable to have students explain what
they are thinking, both to themselves and to each other. Two or three students working together to
answer questions with a simulation can produce a powerful learning environment. For examples:
"Physics of rainbow", "Billiards and Physics" and "Mixing colored light beams/paint pigments" java
applets.

4 Future work
When learners are novices in the content area, they may not know how to attend to relevant cues or details
provided by animations. Teacher can provide hints or demonstrations in the classroom and find out how the
learner operated with the java animation. However, VPL is designed for web access, which allows students'
direct access without teacher's guidance. All of our java applets are client-based simulations. We see the
needs to establish communication between client and server. We will extend their function to support client-
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server communication: to control and synchronize animation running on several machines, to exchange data
between distributed applets. Besides, it can be used to monitor how the remote user operated with our java
applets, identify when they encounter difficulty for research purpose and provide assistance at the same time.
Therefore, our java applets can be used as stand-alone learning tools or as shared animations to support
cooperate learning over the net.

5 Conclusions
Many web sites are aimed at providing information while we focus on interactive animations to assist
student construct his/her own physics concepts. The VPL offers possibilities to concentrate on studentcentered approach for learning. Learners do not have to sit passively watching the java animation. They are
allowed to interact with the animation themselves. It requires learners to constantly make decisions about
which parameters to modified and evaluate progress, thus forcing students to apply higher order thinking
skills. Our java applets are ready over the net, easy-to-use and meaningful for many physics teachers, whose
primary concern is teaching instead of technology. The size of the java applets is small, usually less than 30k,
which is suitable for the overcrowded Internet. Many physics teacher already design worksheets incorporate
with our java applets in their day-to-day instruction. We welcome lectures to translate our web pages into
their own languages and share with us. All the labels and texts used in the java applets can be easily changed
to local characters with any web page editor. This provides many users at different countries to use our java

applets for their teaching and learning. Our VPL can be used as a teaching tool during the lecture or as
assignments for the students to play and enjoy learning physics. It can be used in different ways, such as
studying individually, study cooperatively and having lessons collectively etc. Our goal is not only to help
learners accomplish their physics learning faster or more effectively, but also to engage them in new ways of
thinking, enjoy the funs of physics and apply physics to their everyday life. These attributes closely match
those of modern educational theories where learning should be a self-motivated and rewarding activity.
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In this paper, we propose a new framework for community-based collaborative
virtual universities, which not only support the delivery of knowledge from an
expert to a group of learners, but also facilitate the exchange and distribution of
knowledge between large and diverse groups of people. We discuss designing
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collaborative virtual universities, in which computation is effectively used to
provide organized proper support for communication, interaction and
collaboration between human users and between a human user and the system as
well.
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1 Introduction
Information and network technologies have been changing how people work, live and learn. The so-called
Internet revolution has brought great impact on the global society, and is greatly changing the educational
systems. In recent years, distance education/learning and virtual universities have been attracting more and
more attentions, and play an important role in the educational system revolution for the new coming century.
Virtual universities cover a very broad field. Many research works have been conducted in the domain [1, 2].
However, experiments and experiences have demonstrated that electronic communication in the networked
virtual environment has some different characteristics from face-to-face communication in the real world [3].
Many studies have also shown that learning in the networked virtual environments involves approaches that
are not typical of general classrooms [4, 5]. It is necessary for a virtual university to have general functions,

utilities and resources of a physical real world university available on the networks. However, it is not
enough and efficient only trying to move a physical university to the virtual world without considering on
the fact that there are great differences between physical and virtual universities.

In this study, we propose a new framework for community-based collaborative virtual universities, which
not only support the delivery of knowledge from an expert to a group of learners, but also facilitate the
exchange and distribution of knowledge between large and diverse groups of people. We design and develop
a distributed backbone system for community-based collaborative virtual universities, in which computation
is effectively used to provide organized proper support for communication, interaction and collaboration
between human users and between a human user and the system (a networked computer and/or a software
agent) as well.

2 Framework for Community-Based Collaborative Virtual Universities
The Internet provides a universal, free, and equal electronic communication environment for people of all
ages with different education backgrounds, ability levels, and personal inclinations. It makes knowledge

delivery, sharing and building possible among large and diverse groups of people across the networks.

The central purpose of community-based collaborative virtual universities is to provide a learning
environment that widely opens to large and diverse group of people who have the will to learn and to share
their knowledge with others across the networks. They are a networked virtual workspace with the timeindependent and place-independent access, in which computation is effectively utilized to actively and

properly support human-human communication, interaction and collaboration in addition to humancomputer communication, interaction and collaboration, towards effectively assisting and enhancing
learning activities in the virtual environments [6].

Community-based collaborative virtual universities are participants-driven. That is, participants or learners
share a common interest in a topic or area, share a way of knowing and a set of practices [7]. Knowledge is

not just delivered from teachers or experts, but also constructed by participants' team works and/or
discussions. Community-based collaborative virtual universities support different ways for novices and
experts to work in the same environment to accomplish similar goals. They may be large, the task general,
and the communication open. Alternatively, they can be small, the task specific, and the communication
close.

3 Design and Implementation of the Distributed Backbone System
3.1 Overview
The backbone system for flexibly supporting community learning has been designed so that a learner can
navigate through it, select relevant information, respond to questions using computer input devices such as a
keyboard, mouse, or voice command system, solve problems, complete challenging tasks, create knowledge
representations, collaborate with others, or otherwise engage in meaningful learning activities.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the distributed backbone system for community-based collaborative virtual
universities, which have been implemented in MOO (Multi user dimension Object-Oriented), well known as
a text-based social virtual reality [8]. Human users and software agents co-exist and interact in the MOO
based virtual community. Social interaction between users is actively mediated and facilitated by cooperative
agents who support their learning activities in the virtual environments as well.
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3.1.1 Web and Multimedia Integration
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To fully utilize multimedia such as graphic images, sounds, and/or movies, we have integrated the MOO
Server with the web server (e.g., Apache Server) and other servers providing multimedia services (e.g.,
Real System Server). Since the seamless integration of the MOO Server with the web server, technically, it is
possible to integrate MOO with any types of server services and incorporate any type of multimedia such as
MPEG1, MPEG2, and/or MP3 data in the MOO virtual environment.

3.1.2 Graphical User Interface
Java enabled exclusive graphical user interface specially designed for accessing MOO virtual environments
has been developed. Consequently, MOO commands and verbs could be transferred to a hyper link. For
example, users can go in or out of a room by simply clicking a corresponding hyper link that represents the
entrance or exit; they may read a note by clicking the hyper link representing the note. Since it is constructed
with Java language, it could be run with a general Internet Browser (e.g., Netscape, Internet Explorer).

3.1.3 Software Agent Support

To further provide flexible and proper support for communication, interaction and collaboration in the
networked virtual environments, a multi agent paradigm has been adopted in this study. We have proposed a

kind of software agents that adapt well to users' behavior and incorporated them both within the MOO
environment and on the interface which we call interface agents, and integrate one interface agent for each
user that bridges the virtual environment and the user to aid his/her manipulations and various activities.

Interface agents provide different ways of supports. They may provide suggestions, answer questions to a
user. They can search something from an outside database or knowledge base for their owners by "wireless"

communication with the DB/KB agent to transfer their owners' request and obtain the search results.
Interface agents may accompany a user to move around the virtual environment if the user requests so. They
can also provide actively supports to a user once a problem occurs.

In addition to interface agents, there are also various types of software agents inside or outside the virtual
community, which are called task agents. Task agents provide specific functions or resources available in the
local environment or outside over the Internet to interface agents directly or indirectly. In the latter case, they
are mediated by a so-called mediator agent.

3.1.4 Multilingual Environment with Language Translator Agents

Due to the diversity of the users in the community-based collaborative virtual universities, it has to
encompass the needs of people of all ages, races, and nationalities with different education backgrounds, and
ability levels. Consequently, this causes a language problem in knowledge representation and
communication.

As described in the previous sections, integration of MOO environment with the web and multimedia
service servers make it possible to play sounds and movies in any language, and display information and
knowledge on the Java enabled graphical user interface or a general Internet browser in a language that the
client program and browsers may support. However, the language has to be selected and specified by the
users themselves. Moreover, it is impossible to conduct real time communication in different languages.

In this study, we have created a new kind of task agents (translator agent) that serves for each users and

automatically select one suitable language for the user to communicate with others and browse the
information and knowledge in the virtual environment according to the information given in a pre-defined
property. The translator agent can also translate for the users from a non-native language to their tongue,
even though they understand the non-native language. The agent may also display the original languages
that other users speak in addition to the translated language.

3.1.5 Distributed Virtual Environments with MOO-net
To effectively provide general university functions, utilities and resources over the networks, we have
designed the backbone system as a distributed one based on the MOO-net mechanism, which is a lowbandwidth information network for the MOO family and operates using a packet-switched model [9]. As a
result, distributed virtual lecture could be delivered across the MOO-networked virtual environments using a
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special virtual lecture hall. Real time communication could be conducted between users in different MOO
virtual environments. Further, agents may communicate with other agents in different virtual environments,
and even search objects from there for users.

3.2 Prototyping Implementation of the Distributed Backbone System
in the three test-beds isM00 (available at URL
telnet://n132.is.tolcushima-u.acjp:6666 or http://n132.is.tokushima-u.ac.jp:6868), izMOO (available at URL

The prototype system has been implemented

telnet://pross50.u-aizu.ac.jp:8888 or http://pross50.u-aizu.ac.jp:7000) and vu21M00 (available at URL
telnet://vu21.u-aizu.ac.jp:6666 or http://vu21.u-aizu.ac.jp:6868) which are running under the LambdaMOO
Server with the Japanese patch and the JHCore and enCore Databases with MOO-net
the
RealSystem
Server
(http://www.cs.cf ac.u1c/User/Andrew.Wilson/M00-net/),
Server
and
the
Apache
Web
products/servers/index.html),
(http: / /www.realnetworks.com/
(http://www.apache.org/httpd.html).

The LambdaMOO embedded object-oriented script language has been used to construct programs for
software agents within the MOO virtual environment, although it is possible and might be more powerful to

create task agents outside the MOO virtual environment using a standard programming language. Our
prototype translator agents support three languages: English, Chinese and Japanese.

4 Conclusion
This study aims at proposing and building an innovative educational system for the coming new century. In
this paper, we have proposed community solution as an alternative for virtual universities, and described a

new conceptual framework for community-based collaborative virtual universities. We have further
introduced design and prototype implementation of the distributed backbone system for community-based
collaborative virtual universities.
For future direction, we plan to improve the functions of proper communication support based on studies of
natural human communication processes, and design and develop an educational information resource base
with high quality multimedia. We will further develop mechanisms that facilitate mutual understanding

beyond differences in place, time, language and culture, and make the virtual environments flexibly
responsive to users' behavior.
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In this paper we propose a Java-based CAI system that provides a learning-bydoing environment with hands-on exercise and instant interaction capabilities on
the World Wide Web. Our current topics of interest is the Euclidean geometry

for junior high school students. To design the system, we adopt the theory of
concept map to construct teaching and learning materials. We are currently
testing the system and has observed that it does significantly help students in
learning geometry.

Keywords: CAI, concept map, Euclidean geometry, Java applet

1 Introduction
As computer science and Internet technology make speedy progress at every moment, computer aided
instruction (CAI) plays an important role in our life, especially in future education for global citizens at
every corner of the world. Many researches focus on the web-CAI, but there are some drawbacks in these
systems:
(1) Some of these systems simply use graphs or animations and text to describe the meanings of the teaching

materials. Although this way of displaying is more lively than the traditional textbooks, the learners still
need to stare at the screen uncomfortably to read the text thoroughly to understand its meanings. Besides,
some subjects such as mathematics need to be learned by practicing with examples.
Plain text reading is just not enough.

(2) Most multimedia web-CAI systems requires high bandwidth, which is still a problem for the current
internet infrastructure. Long waiting time for response will definitely degrade the effect of learning no
matter how well designed the web-CAI system is.

To demonstrate our ability of conquering the above problems, we have developed a web-CAI system in
Chinese (http://www.math.fcu.edu.tw/tlhorng/geometry) for teaching and learning junior-high-school
Euclidean geometry (named just geometry in the following context). Students can have great fun in learning
on our system owing to its highly interactive and experiment-oriented features. Besides, the system is
designed all using small-size Java applets, and is therefore robust enough to tolerate the usual congestion on
the internet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our design theories such as the concept
maptheory and dynamic geometry method; Section 3 shows the implementation and Section 4 summarizes
the whole work and some future enhancement.

2 Theories behind our design
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First we employ the concept map theory to plan the curriculum and then apply dynamic geometry method to
design the curriculum to be highly interactive, problem-oriented and, most importantly, interesting. In this

way, the learners are encouraged to learn by playing with those Java applets, and to construct their
knowledge system by concept map theory.

2.1 Concept map theory
In order for learners to make a meaningful learning, Ausubel present a meaningful learning theory [1]. The
idea in this theory is that whenever to learn a new concept or a new knowledge it must base on the prior
experience. Ausubel' s theory considers that the relation between the new concept and learner' s prior
knowledge plays an important role in the meaningful learning. Whenever the new knowledge, learners' prior
concept, and proposition framework are successfully joined, learning is created. In other words, learners can
make a meaningful learning by utilizing learners' prior concept to link the new concept to organize the
whole knowledge. Novak further presents a concept mapping method for the purpose of verifying Ausubel' s
theory [1]. Concept map is composed of propositions. Every proposition contains two concept nodes and a
relation link between them. In a concept map, concepts are represented in a hierarchical way. A general or
summarized concept is put in an upper hierarchy, and a specific or particular concept is put in a lower one. A
graph describing the integration of concepts from the lower levels to higher ones and the relation linking
among them is called concept map that can represent a knowledge structure effectively.

2.2 Dynamic geometry method
To teach or learn geometry effectively, we usually have the following two aspects in mind [2]: knowledge
developing (the deductive method), and knowledge acquiring (the generalizing method).

Both are equally important. However, most of the current geometry curriculum in junior high school has
been emphasizing on how to prove a geometric problem by the deductive way, and frequently ignoring how
to the generalize a geometry concept by experiments and observation. Our web-CAI system present the
curriculum in both ways and particularly emphasizes the latter one.

3 Implementation
In our web-CAI system, the whole curriculum is problem-oriented, and each geometric problem, besides its
proof, is designed to be explored by experimentation which is implemented by Java applets. Java applet is
selected owing to its full-featured library for designing internet applications and its platform-independent
portability [3-5]. The code was written by JDK 1.1 and is entirely in Pure Javan" .

3.1 Drawing the concept map
There are four steps to draw the concept map: 1. concept seeking, 2. concept categorization, 3. concept
hierarchy, 4. concept relation.

Concept seeking: First list all important concepts to be taught. A concept is the foundation unit stored in the
human brain, although everyone may store a same thing by concepts in his own different way. That is why

everyone may response differently when seeing or hearing an identical event at the same time. This
individual opinion of everybody is called the concept.

Concept categorization: After seeking for concepts, this step is to divide concepts into two parts : event and

target. Taking circle as an example in our geometry curriculum, we can list twelve relevant important
concepts as categorized in table 3.1

Concept hierarchy: After categorizing the concepts, we further place them into a hierarchy. As mentioned
above, a more general concept will be put in a upper level, while a more specific one in a lower level. Figure
3.1 is the hierarchy chart of Table 3.1.

Concept relation: After putting all concepts in a hierarchy, we further denotes those relations among
concepts to form a complete concept map. Following the above, the circle 's concept map is shown in Figure
3.1.
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Event
line
chord

chord and center
central angle
arc

circumferential angle

tangent
quadrilateral
triangle
incenter
two circles
two circles and tangent

Target
relationship between a circle and a line
relationship between a chord and the diameter
relationships between a chord and its distance to center
relationship between a central angle and a chord
relationship between a chord and a arc
relationship between a arc and a circumferential angle
two tangents from an external point to a circle are equal in length
the opposing angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is complementary
three bisectors are concurrent in a triangle
Distances of the incenter to the three sides of a triangle are equal
relationship between two circles
tow circle' s common tangent
Table 3.1. Concept categorization

3.2 Composing the plan for teaching materials
By the concept map, we can further propose the teaching materials and write down these ideas into a table
called the plan of teaching materials. Following the above, Table 3.2 shows a small part of the plan: the
relative locations of two circles and their common tangent.
circle
quadrilateral

line

triangle

the inscribed
quadrilateral

circle & line

three bisectors in
a triangle

chord

incenter

two circles

two circles'
location

two circles & line

chord & diameter

common

distances to three
sides are equal

chord & center

chord & its distance
to center

tangent

central angle
& chord

chord &
arc

external point

circumferential angle

circumferential
angle & arc

central angle

arc

two tangent
lines

Figure 3.1 Circle' s concept map.

Page

Consist Concept

Circles'
locations
Common
tangent

There are six kinds of relations for two circles judging from their locations: separated internally, separated externally,
tangential internally, tangential externally, intersecting and coincident.
Two circles on a plane can have the following common tangents according to their relative locations:
When the two circles are separated externally, there are two external common tangents and two internal ones.

When the two circles are tangential externally, there are two external common tangents but one internal one.
When the two circles intersect at two points, there are two external common tangents and no internal one.
When the two circles are tangential internally, there is only one external common tangents and no internal one.
When the two circles are separated internally, there is neither an external common tangent nor an internal one.

Table 3.2 A part of the plan of teaching materials

3.3 Displaying the teaching materials by Java applet
Taking the common tangent of two circles as an example, we display this part of teaching materials by the
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Java applet shown in Figure 3.2 (a)-(c). This Java applet is designed that the learner can play around by
dragging any center (shown as red dots) of the two circles which will change the distance between these two
centers. From the movement, the learner can observe various kinds of common tangents happening for the
two circles. If we show it alternatively by some static graph or animation, the learner would have problem
catching its meaning effectively.

3.4 The examination module
Besides those Java applets for displaying teaching materials, air web-CAI system also provides an
examination module for on-line testing. Through this module, teachers can edit test problems and grade
students' answers, and students can take tests and look up for their grades all on our web-CAI system. Four
individual applets, in charge of problem editing, examination, grading, and grade looking-up, consist of this
examination module. Figure 3.3 particularly shows the problem-editing part, in which teachers can edit a test
problem and draw the illustration related to it. Also, all the test problems can be saved in a database server
driven by JDBC. Java Database Connectivity. JDBC is a Java-standard SQL database access interface [6].
It provides access to varieties of databases. After teacher edit the examination questions, the students can

take the exam on our Inch-CAI system. On that, students can write down the answers and draw some
auxiliary lines on the illustration which may be required for proving a geometric theory or just to help them
solve the problem. Teachers can then grade and comment the students' answers, and the students can look up
for the grades and teacher' s comment later all on our web-CAI system.

4 Conclusions and future work
We have developed a web-CAI system that provides an interactive learning and testing environment on Web.
In this way, the learner can learn more effectively than other multimedia -CAI systems. Currently we have
chosen Euclidean geometry in junior high school as an example, and plan to extend to other science subjects,

the physics and chemistry in the future. Besides, we keep modifying the GUI in our system to be more
friendly and interesting. We also plan to choose a junior high school to test our system and evaluate its
performance.
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Several researchers indicate that to pose arithmetical word problems' is an
important way to learn arithmetic. However, the problem posing practice
actually is not popular. In this paper, we describe an Intelligent Learning
Environment which realizes the problem posing practice. In the problem posing
practice, the learners pose problems by using the tools provided by the ILE. The
ILE has a facility to diagnose the problems posed by the learners. By using the
result of the diagnosis, the ILE indicates whether the problems are correct or not,
helps the learner to correct the wrong problems, and provides the next step of
problem posing. We used the ILE in three different situations for evaluation. The
subjects were elementary school teachers and elementary school students. We

also report the results of the evaluation. In the ILE, the interface was
implemented in Java, and the diagnosis module was implemented in Prolog. So
it can be used on World Wide Web. The current environment deals with simple
arithmetical word problems.

Keywords: intelligent learning environment, problem posing, intelligent
tutoring system, interactive education, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
The main purpose of the practice to solve arithmetical word problems is to make learners recognize the
relations between concepts and numerical relations, and master to use the relations. Although the problem
solving practice is the most popular way, it is not the only way. Several researchers indicate that to pose
arithmetical word problems is also effective. However, the problem posing practice actually is not popular.

The main reason is that the problem posing practice is strongly required teachers to deal with each learner
individually in comparison with the practice of problem solving. We aim to realize computer-based learning

environments for the problem posing practice [I]. For the problem solving practice, many ILEs are
developed so far [2-6]. However, there are few ILEs for the problem posing practice until now.

This paper describes an Intelligent Learning Environment for the problem posing practice for simple
arithmetical word problems that can be solved by the addition of one time or the subtraction of one time.
The main characteristic of the ILE is the function to diagnose the posed problems. By using the results, the
ILE indicates errors in the posed problems and suggests that the next step of problem posing.

Interface of the ILE was implemented in Java, and the diagnosis module was implemented in Prolog.
Therefore, if only users have a computer connected to Internet with a popular internet browser, they can use

the ILE through WWW: E-mail: nakano@minnie.ai.kyutech.ac.ip
http: / /www.minnie.ai.kyutech.ac.jp /nakano /problem posing.shtml (currently Japanese only).

In this paper, the first, the necessity of problem posing and an Intelligent Learning Environment for it are

described. Then, interface and diagnosis module of the ILE are explained. The results of preliminary
evaluation of the ILE are also reported.
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2 Background
2.1 The necessity of an ILE for problem posing
Several researches about problem posing of arithmetical word problems suggested that problem posing was
important to learn arithmetic, for example, analysis and investigation about the task of problem posing [7,8],
investigation about effect of the problem posing practice [9], investigation in the problem posing practice at
arithmetic class [10,11]. Besides, the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (in USA,
1989), and Professional Standards for Teaching Mathematics (in USA, 1991) also indicated that it was
important for learners to experience to pose problems.
However, the practice actually is not popular in arithmetic class in comparison with problem solving practice.

In the practice of problem solving, every problem has an answer and one or a few solution methods.
Therefore, the teachers can easily judge the results of problem solving by learners. Then when the answer is
wrong, to tell the correct answer or the solution method is not meaningless.
In contrast with problem solving practice, to prepare every correct problem in the problem posing practice is

very difficult. Besides, the correct problem that a learner is trying to pose, after depends on the wrong
problem posed by the learner. Therefore, the teachers have to examine each problem whether the problem is
correct or not, and where of the problem is wrong.

Based on this consideration, we believe that to realize an ILE for problem posing with problem diagnosis
function is the promising way to make learning by problem posing popular.

2.2 The problem posing dealt in the ILE
Silver has noted that the term "problem posing" is generally applied to three quite distinct forms of
mathematical cognitive activity [12]. They classified three types of problem posing: (1) presolution posing,
in which one generates original problems from a presented stimulus situation, (2) within-solution posing, in
which one reformulates a problem as it is being solved, and (3) postsolution posing, in which one modifies
the goals or conditions of an already solved problem to generate new problems. The problem posing deal in
our ILE is (2) within-solution posing. In the ILE, because, in the ILE, first, a learner decides a calculation
formula to solve the problem, and next, he/she is trying to pose problem solved by the calculation.

Currently, the LIE can deal with only Change-Problem[13]. In Change-Problem, the quantity in the initial
situation is changed to the quantity in the final situation by the change action. The Change-Problem usually
consists of three, sentences: the first sentence describes the initial situation, the second sentence describes the

change action, and the third sentence describes the final situation. Therefore, we prepare a "problem
template" that composed of three single sentence templates. By filling in the blanks of three single sentence
templates, the problem is completed.

In the ILE, the template of Chang-Problem is composed of the tree single sentence templates that describe:
initial situation, change action, and final situation, respectively. The initial situation has the four information:
"owner", "object", "number", and "unit". This means that "owner" has "object" and the number of "object" is

"number", then, the unit of the number is "unit". The change action has the five information: "actor",
"object", "number", "unit", "action". Several actions, for example, "take" has two more information: "from"
and "to". The final situation has the four information: "owner", "object", "number", and "unit".

3 ILE for problem posing
3.1 Configuration of the ILE
The current version of the ILE consists of clients and server shown in Figure 1. A client is an interface of the
ILE. The interface provides learners the tools to pose problems and gives them guidance to promote problem
posing. Inter face is explained in more details in this section 3.2.

The server has two modules: the one is Problem Diagnosis Module and the other is Advice Generator. First,

the ILE receives the posed problem, and diagnoses it in Problem Diagnosis Module. Next, in Advice
Generator, the ILE generates advice for each learner by using the result of diagnosis. These are explained in
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more details in this section 3.3.

Because the ILE deals with several learners by one server, the ILE manages ID, PW, and Learner Model in
Private Information Manager.
Private
Information
Client

IDPW

(interface)

Tools to pose problems
Advice for problem posing

Private Information

Cheat

Problem Diagnosis
Module

Loarner Model

Manager
Knowledge
Analysts rule

Sentenoe-template

Sementio network,

AIL

Domain

Advice Generator

Fect-knowledge
Nanericel relations
Struoture of Concepts

Client
Method

Revising method
Teeching method....

Figure 1: The frame of the ILE

3.2 Interface
Figure 2 shows the interface of the ILE. Current interface deals with only Japanese. In Figure 2, Japanese
was translated into English for this paper. The parts of the interface are expressed as follows.
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Figure 2: the prototype Interface (English version)
Calculation Formula Panel
In this panel, a learner gives calculation formula. The learner poses problems which can be solved by this
calculation formula.
Concept Panel
This panel provides concepts to fill in blanks of sentences (three single sentences templates). The concepts

that are provided in the Concept Panel are classified in the five categories: "human", "object", "unit",
"action", "number".
Ten-key

12.38

Numerical values are put into blanks of sentences with
Ten-key.

fait

Problem Posing Panel

In the current version, this panel provides the template
of Change-Problem. The ILE asks a learner to fill in
blanks of sentences. In the order of the blanks, the ILE
gives questions. By answering the questions, the blanks
are filled in. Here, the learner has to select concepts from
Concept Panel. By using Figure 3, posing a sentence of
initial situation in Chang-Problem is explained. The leR
side of the figure shows questions.

For example, the initial situation in Chang-Problem is
composed of four elements: "owner", "object", "number"

and "unit". So, the ILE asks the learner "Who has?",
"What the person has?", "How many?", "What is unit?".
The learner also should decide what number is the answer
by selecting the question mark in Ten-key.

Figure 3: An example of posing sentence
by using Single Sentence Template

The right side of the figure shows an example which the
learner answered the questions. The result shows "Tom has 5 pieces of Apple Pies".
By answering the all questions, learners pose problems For example, Figure 2 shows the correct problem in
Problem Posing Panel: the initial situation is "Tom has 5 pieces of Apple Pies", the change action is "Tom
eats the 3 pieces of Apple Pies", and the final situation is "How many pieces of Apple Pies does Tom
have?".
Comment Panel

This panel shows advice and suggestion massages that are generated based on the diagnosis of the posed
problems.

3.3 Problem posing in the ILE
A learner poses a problem by the following process.
(1). Giving a calculation formula
First, the learner gives a calculation formula. The calculation formula consists in three elements. That is,
two operands and an operator. Because the calculation formula is the way to get the answer of the problem,
we call it solution.
The solution can be applied to several numerical relations. For examples, if the learner assigned "5-3"

to the solution, the solution can be applied to the following four numerical relations: (a) "5-3=X", (b)
"5-X=3", (c) "3+X=5", (d) "X+3=5" (the current version of the ILE only handles natural numbers). Here,
numerical relation (a) means the answer is the number in the final situation, numerical relation (b) and (c)
mean the answer is the number in the change action, and numerical relation (d) means the answer is the
number in the Initial situation.
(2). Selecting concepts from Concept Panel and combining them with the template of Change- Problem.
The template has several blanks, and the ILE asks the learner to pose a problem by filling the blanks
with the concepts. Then, if the learner selected a concept from the set of wrong concepts, the ILE can give
the learner feedback, which suggested that the concept is wrong.
(3). Request to diagnose a problem
When the learner clicks the "diagnosis button", the problem is sent to the server and is diagnosed.
(4). Revising the wrong problem by using the suggestion given in the Comment Panel

When the posed problem is wrong, the learner receives feedback that indicates an error at Comment
Panel.

The ILE generates the message by using the result of the diagnosis.
(5). Posing the new problem by using the suggestion
When the learner posed the correct problem, the learner receives feedback which is suggests to pose the
new type of problems.

3.4 Problem Diagnosis Module and Advice Generator

1. 2 3' 9

Problem Diagnosis Module and Advice Generator are functions of the server in the ILE. Problem Diagnosis
Module diagnoses problems sent by the client, and Advice Generator generates messages that are provided
for each learner.
The ILE, first, diainoses a single sentence and then diagnoses the problem composed of three sentences, and
compares the solution given by a learner with the problem posed by the learner. In the first step, the module
has knowledge about acceptable sentences (initial situation, change action, final situation). We call each
sentence "basic relation", and the knowledge "single sentence schema". The single sentence schema checks
each basic relation to find the errors in a sentence.

In the second step, the relation among the sentences is diagnosed. The module has the knowledge about
acceptable relations among basic relations. We call the knowledge "problem schema". The problem schema
checks the numerical relation between the sentences to find the wrong sentence in the problem.
In the third step, the relation between the solution and the problem is diagnosed.

In the following section, the diagnosis process is explained. Then, the feedback made by the diagnosis result
is presented.

3.4.1 Diagnosis of the posed problems

Diagnosis of the posed problems is carried out in three steps: the first step is the diagnosis of a single
sentence. The second step is the diagnosis of the problem composed of three sentences. The third step is the
diagnosis of the relation between the problem and the solution.
(1). Diagnosis of a single sentence
In this diagnosis, two types of errors are detected: (1-a) errors in the relation between object and action,
and (1-b) errors in the relation between object and number. Here, Mismatch of blanks (that is, object blank
or action blank and so on) and concepts is already checked in the interface.
An example of (1-a) is a sentence that "Tom eats his 2 sheets of postcards." "Tom has 5 cups of apple

pies" is an example of (1-b). These errors are detected by checking with sentence schema in that the
acceptable relations between object and action or object and number are described.
(2). Diagnosis of problem
In this diagnosis, three types of errors are detected: (2-a) errors in the final situation, (2-b) errors in the
change action and (2-c) no relation errors. (2-a) means that the initial situation can be changed by the change
action, but cannot be changed to the final situation. (2-b) means that the initial situation can be changed to
the final situation, but cannot be changed by the change action. (2-c) means that the initial situation cannot

be changed by the change action and to the final situation. These errors are detected by comparing by
problem schema in that the acceptable relations among the situations and the change action are described.

An example of (2-a) is the problem composed of the following three sentences: "Tom has 5 pieces of
apple pies", "Nancy eats Tom's 3 pieces of apple pies" and "how many pieces of lemon pies does Tom
have?" An example of (2-b) is the problem composed of the following three sentences: "Tom has 5 pieces of
apple pies", "Nancy eats her 3 pieces of apple pies, and "how many pieces of apple pies does Tom have?"
(3). Diagnosis of the relation between the problem and the solution
The diagnosis module can generate an equation from the problem. In this diagnosis, first, the module
solves the equation. Then the calculation to derive the answer is compared with the calculation posed by the
learner as the solution. When the two calculations do not correspond, an error in the relation between the
problem and the solution is detected.

3.4.2 Feedback for the client
(1). Indication of an error
If the diagnosis module finds an error, the ILE indicates it. Even if the problem includes several errors, the
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ILE indicates the error detected first.
(2). Suggestion of the next step of problem posing

The ILE suggests the next step of problem posing when the posed problem is the correct one. In the
diagnosis, the module diagnoses not only whether the problem is correct or not, but also what concepts,
actions or equations are used in the problem. Based on the results, the ILE can suggest more difficult
problem posing by specifying concepts or an equation type to be allowed to use in problem posing.

4 Preliminary evaluations
A prototype of the ILE has been already developed. We used it in three different situation for evaluation, as
follows: (1) Use by teachers of the elementary school, (2) Use by students of elementary school in arithmetic
classes, (3) Use by students of elementary school outside the class.

In (1), we asked the teachers to evaluate the ILE from the viewpoint of teaching. Then, two of them
permitted us to use the ILE in their arithmetic class. So, we had two opportunities to evaluate the ILE in the
second situation. In (2), we asked the students of elementary school to pose arithmetical word problems with
the ILE in two arithmetic classes. In the trial, although we collected the answers for our questionnaires, we
failed to record logs of problem posing. Therefore, we could not get the data about the number of posed
problems, and the students behave for feedback from the ILE. In (3), we gathered several students again, and
asked them to use the ILE out of class. Here, the students used the ILE for the first time.
In this section, we report these results.

4.1 Use by the teachers of the elementary school
To evaluate a learning environment, the evaluation by teachers is important. We asked five teachers of
elementary school to use the ILE. After they posed several problems by using this ILE, we asked them
several questions. The questions are as follows: (1) How do you evaluate the effect of problem posing to
learn arithmetic? (2) How do you evaluate the way of problem posing used in the ILE? (3) How do you
evaluate the interface? (4) How do you evaluate the indications for the errors in posed problems? (5) How
do you evaluate the advises to suggest the next step of problem posing? Table 1 shows the results.

Table 1: Evaluation of
the teachers

Table 1-(1) means that all teachers think to learn arithmetic by using problem
posing is effective. Table 1-(2) suggests that the ILE realizes an useful
environment for learning by problem posing. Two teachers out of three teachers
who answered "Good" to the question (2), gave us opportunities to use the ILE
in classes. A few teachers also indicated that the limitation of concepts that were
allowed to use in problem posing should be revised. This is one of our future
works. In Table 1-(3), three teachers answered "So-so". The result means that
the interface is not always easy to use. In Table 1-(4), four teachers answered
"Good". The result suggests that the indications for the errors in the posed

Good So-so Bad
(1)

5

0

0

(2)

3

2

0

(3)

2

3

0

(4)

4

1

0

(5)

5

0

0

problem are acceptable. However, several teachers also indicated that the
sentences of the indications may be difficult for elementary students. In Tab e 1-(5), the all teachers
answered "Good". This result means that the teachers think the suggestions to make learners progress the
next step of problem posing adequately support learning by problem posing.

4.2 Use by the students of elementary school in arithmetic classes
We used the ILE in two classes: the one was composed of 25
students in third grade and the other was composed of 30 students in
fifth grade. In each class, 15 minutes were used to explain the use of
the ILE, and 20 minutes were used for the problem posing practice

with the ILE. In this problem posing practice, students were two
people one set, and they operated one personal computer with two.
Then two assistants assisted them to operate the ILE in the
experiments.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the
Yes

Third
-grad
Fifthgrad

(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)

22
22
27
25

No
Answer
0

No
2

0

2

2

1

4

1

We asked two questions after the problem posing practice: (1) Are you interested in problem posing by using
this ILE? (2) Do you want to pose more problems by using this ILE? The result is shown in Table 2.

The results suggested that most students were interested in problem posing with the ILE. But we were not
able to get enough data to confirm that the students pose problem well.

4.3 Use by the students of elementary school outside the class
Subjects were one student of fourth-grade, and threes students of sixth-grade in elementary school. In the
experiment, we used 15 minutes in the demonstration of this ILE, and 25 minutes in the problem posing
practice. The results were as follows. In Table 3, Diagnosis indicates the number of time of request to
diagnose.

Table 3: Lo es of the Grob em aosin
/.......)ICThig/10'i9---..

1St

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

y-W
y-W
y-W
y-W
a-C
p-C
y-W
y -W
y-W
y-W
p-C
y-W
y-W
a-C
a-C
Il -W
a-C
a-C
(3 -C
iii
y-W
y-W
y-W
iv
y-W
y-W
y-W
a-C
p-c
a: A±B=X, p: A±X=C, y: X±B=C (A,B C are numerical values. X is a variable)
i

9th

1 0 th

y-W

y-C

ii

y-C

C: Correct, W: Wrong

In Table 3, equations named by Greek (a, fi, 7) specify the type of problem posed by subject. "A" is the
number in the initial situation, "B" is the number of the change action, and "C" is the number in the final

situation. "X" is the number that is derived by the solution. In the a type, the answer is in the final
situation. So this type of problem is the easiest one. In the /it type, the answer is in the change action. In the
7 type, the answer is in the initial situation. In this order, problems become difficult. The ILE can judge not

only "C (correct)" or "W (wrong)", but also the type of problem whenever the student requests the
diagnosis.

In Table 3, three subjects (i, ii, iv) tried to pose the problems of the all types, and subject-iii tried to pose the

two types of the problems. The subject-i posed the wrong problem of the r type on the 3rd request to
diagnose in the practice. And the subject was repeating to revise it in seven times. As a result, the subject
posed the correct problem of the r type in the 10th trial. And the subject-ii posed the wrong problem of the
$ type on the 3rd request to diagnose in the practice, then the subject posed the correct problem of the )9

type in the 4th trial. And the subject-iv posed the wrong problem of the 7 type on the 3'd request to
diagnose, then the subject posed the correct problem of the r type in the 9th trial, too. But, the subject-ii
gave up to correct the wrong problem of the 7 type, although s/he was repeating to revise the wrong
problem in three times. The results suggest that the feedback is effective to forward the learner to revise the
wrong problem.
In the current ILE, if a learner corrected the problem, the ILE suggests the next step of problem posing. The
first step is problem of the a type. the second step is problem of the /3 type. and the third step is problem
of the 7 type. In Table 3, all subjects follow the suggestion. In the results, when a learner posed a correct
problem, the learner can not poses only the same type of problem again, but also other types of problem by
using the feedback. This suggests that the feedback is also effective to advance the next step of problem
posing.
Conclusions

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we described ILE for problem posing in simple arithmetical word problems. The ILE provides
the template to pose Change-Problem in current version. And the ILE can diagnose the problem that learners
fill blanks of the template with several concepts, values, and question mark. Besides, the ILE can support

each learners by using the results of diagnosis. We used the ILE in three different situations for evaluation.
In the results, we consider that this research provides basis functions to realize the problem posing practice
by ILE about simple arithmetical word problems.

In future work, we will refine functions in the ILE. For example, in the ILE, we will deal with not only
Change-Problem, but also the other types of problems. And we will develop a function in which teachers can
customize concepts provided for their students in their problem posing practice, because teachers hope to

use concepts which are popular in their classroom. Then, we will evaluate the ILE again in order to
investigate about the effect to learn arithmetic.
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The topic of Internet for educational purposes is currently hotly pursued but
there are still not many observations on the effectiveness of it in school
mathematics. In this paper, we discuss the findings of Web-based collaborative
learning in school mathematics conducted with three junior high school in Japan,

March 2000. Students performed asynchronous collaborative learning using
bulletin-board type database installed in a Web server set at the Koshikawa
laboratory in Chiba University. Students solved several mathematical problems
presented on a Web page while discussing with other students in the database. In
classes using the Internet, 3 or more methods of the problem solving emerged in
the database as compared with a traditional class, and students could study many
mathematical views and conceptions as a result of it. Moreover, a research of the

student's opinions after the lessons indicated that students wanted to hear the
other students' ideas and views and have collaborative learning, breaking down
the traditional concept of the classroom wall barrier.

Keywords: Web, Bulletin Board, Collaboration, School Mathematics

1 The background and intention of this research
It is now believed that mathematical knowledge is created through collaborative learning, rather than
something individual. This is based on social constructivism in recent years. And teachers have come to
accept their new position of an advisor to the students as shown by Vygotsky's "Zone of proximal
development".

Through using a distributed network such as the Internet, its very features are effectively utilized and allows

the externalization of the student's knowledge. These knowledge can then be shared and this learning
method is in accordance with the present idea of how learning occurs[4]. Thus, we have researched on webbased collaborative learning on school mathematics from 1998 focusing on this point[l][2]. With Web-based
collaborative learning, it efficiently and effectively overcomes whatever physical differences the students
may have and thus widely used for science and social studies lessons.

In mathematics, objectivity is the rule and therefore, there is no need for students to be able to express
regional difference clearly and there are not many investigations into web-based collaborative learning of
school mathematics. In this paper, we describe the qualities and reasons for conducting Internet based

collaborative learning of school mathematics. We also describe the results of the questionnaire distributed to
the students after the lesson.

2 The method of collaborative learning
In this research, we used the "bulletin board" system that can be downloaded free from the Web site. As
shown in Fig.1, the discussion progresses by entering in one's idea and posing questions to the others' idea or
opinion. Students build their knowledge positively and share them in this process. The discussion is
displayed by a tree structure whereby a reply to a question or comment is indicated with a new line,
separated from the previous note with a slight space. Each new reply is so indicated, forming a tree structure.
The symbol2 is given to each utterance so that the kind of utterance may be understood. This database was
installed in the Web server "Topo" at Koshikawa laboratory, Faculty of Education, Chiba University, and
linked to the web page that we refer to as "The Page of Mathematics Teaching-Materials Research3".
Students used this system for its school mathematicsFig.3. Fig.2 shows the notes which students have
entered. Students study, choosing between the two screens, i.e. Fig.1 and Fig.2.
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Fig. 1

3 The outline
'aileiry-Boord

The Web-based collaborative learning was performed as follows.
O Student participants
Nagaura Junior High School, 1st grade 2 class
Sumiyoshi Junior High School, 1st grade 3 class
Junior High School attached to Chiba University, 1st grade 3 class
O Term March 2000
0 Instruction plan
Each junior high school had a 2 hours lesson.
The 1st hour Students read the problem and produce their own ideas.
And, they enter in their questions and opinions.
The 2nd hour Students read the others input and enter in their ideas.
And they continue the discussion.

virYer

"tow"

Chba,t)Ki.ersity
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Fig. 3

3.1 Problems given to students

1 raib-g 2.04 (wakatiai program)
", etc.
3 The author's page. http://www2.ak.cradle.titech.ac.jp/nagai/math_room/math.asp
2 QUeStiOn="Nrril" ' My Theory =" V1,

The Grant-in-Aid for Educational Research, Chiba Prefecture(1997), and the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific
Research, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science(Encouragement Research B, subject numbers
10913006,1998 and 11913005,1999) are granted to this page.
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The two following problems were shown on the Web page at the beginning of the collaborative learning.
Students solved the problem given to them with instructions from the teacher.

oProbleml
This year is A.D. 2000. Let's make the following formulas.
(1) The answer is set to 2000, using all the number of 1,2,3,4,,19, and 20 at least once.
(2) Each number can be used only once.
(3) You may change the sequence of numbers.

oProblem 2
How to find, among a set of twelve balls, one which is lighter than any of the other equally-weighted
eleven? You have only three chances to use a pair of balances.
in.)

(Please also consider the reasons and enter it

3.2 The student's activity
First, students read the given problem and create their questions and ideas about the problem. Next, they
access the database and enter their notes. They read the others' writing, and if something attracts them, they

will write a reply. The activity was performed over 2 hours and problem solving was carried out. A
questionnaire shows that students participated in this collaborative learning positively. The teacher's role is
only to support the computer operations of the students or problem solving when needed. In the beginning,
although there were many students who took time in deciding what to enter or how to operate the database,
they got used to it gradually.

4 Analysis and consideration of the collaborative learning
These were two problems and the students solved either one or the other collaboratively. Three junior high
schools tackled the problem using the Web-based collaborative learning for 2 hours. Another 'class was
asked to solve the problems not using the Web-based collaborative learning method i.e. traditional method.
We describe the difference in the learning produced from the difference between these two methods of
instruction. We also analyzed the results of the questionnaire.

4.1 Regarding problem 1
With problem 1, students find as many formula as they can whose answer is 2000 using all the integers from
1 to 20. In the collaborative learning using the Web, students invented 14 kinds of the following methods.

Formulas obtained from the collaboration using the Web (14 methods)
1. 20x10x5x2+(1+3-4)x(6+7+8+9+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
2. 20÷10x(19-9)x(18-8)x(17-7)x(16-6)+(15-5)x(14-4)+(13-3)x(12-2)+(11-1)=2000
3. (1+19+2+18+3+17+4+16+5+15+6+14+7+13+8+12+9+11+20)xl0=2000
4. (3+5+7+8+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)x(6-2-4)+20x10x(9+1)=2000
5. 10x20x5x2-(9+6)+(8+7)-15+3+(1+4)-(11+19)+(12+18)-(13+17)+(14+16)=2000
6. (19-18+17-16+15-14+13-12+11-9+8-7+6-5+4-3+2-1)xl0x20=2000
7. 20x10x(1+2+3+4)+(13-6-7)x(5+8+9+11+12+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
8. 20x10x5x2+(4-3-1)x(6+7+8+9+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
9. (1+3+7+9)+2x(20+15+5)+4x(6+14+12+8+11+19+13+17)+10x(18-16)=2000
10. {10+(11-1)+(12-2)+(13-3)+(14-4)+(15-5)+(16-6)+(17-7)+(18-8)+(19-9)} x20=2000
11.{ 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10 +11 +14 +16 +17 +18 +19- (5 +12 +13 +15) }x20 =2000

12. 20x10x2x5+1x(19+17+16+7+9+3+15-4-6-8-11-12-13-14-18)=2000
13. (1+2+3+4)xl0x20+5+6+7-18+8+9-17+16+13-14-15=2000
14. MI-1)+( 12-2)+( 1 3-3)+( 1 4-4)+( 1 5-5)-(16-6)-(17-7)-(18-8)-(19-9)} xl0x20=2000
Next, in the traditional class, only four kinds of formulas appeared.

Formulas obtained by the ordinary class (4 methods)
3. (1+19+2+18+3+17+4+16+5+15+6+14+7+13+8+12+9+11+20)xl0=2000
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10. {10+(11-1)+(1 2-2)+(1 3-3)+( 14-4)+( 1 5-5)+(1 6-6)+(1 7-7)+(18-8)+(19-9)) x20=2000
15. (11-1)x 1 Ox20+12-2-4-6+8-3-5+16-7-9+14+15+19-13-17-18=2000
16.( 2x3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10- 11 +12 +13 +14 +15- 16 +17 -18 +19)x20 +1 =2000

4.2 Regarding problem 2
With problem 2, students find the lighter weight out of 12, using only a pair of balances and within 3 steps.
The following four methods of solving the problem appeared in the collaborative learning using the Web.
The notation shows how to divide the 12 weights first. For example, "4 4 4" means to divide the 12
weights into three groups containing four weights in each group first.

<>The first division found in the collaboration using the Web OThe first division found in the traditional
class
(6 6) (4
(3

3

3

4 4)
3)(5

5

2)

(6

6) (4

(3

3

3

4 4)
3) (5 5

2) (2

2

4

4)

As shown above, four kinds of methods appeared in the collaboration using the Web and five appeared in the
traditional class.

4.3 Analysis and consideration of the data
In problem 2, the variety of methods for solving the problem did not differ much between the Web-based
collaboration and the traditional class. However, in problem 1, the number of methods on collaborative
learning using the Web was 3 or more times as compared with the traditional class(Exact Probability Test,
p<.05). For mathematics problems with limited answers, there is not much difference seen between the two
methods of instruction. On the contrary, for problems with many possible answer, students achieve better
results when they can do the problem solving with the other students through the Web. We definitely believe
that the students are able to solve problems by referring to the other student's notes. This can be seen from

the student's interaction. For problem 1, five formulas generally represented as "0 x m+2000(m is an
integer)" were produced in the collaborative learning using the Web. This is the formula not produced from
the traditional class. We consider that the students become aware of this general formula by referring to the
others formulas, and they utilize this general formula to solve the problem. Moreover, the students are also
influenced by notes such as those below.

First, 20 x(4+6) x(19-9) etc. is calculated, and it is made 2000. Then, it will be set to 2000 if the number
which remains is set to 0. Example 20 x(4+6) x(19-9)+(18-17+16-15+14-13+12-11+10-8-5-1) x(2+3)
=2000.

2000/03/14 Tuesday 09:25 [9]

Although the formula of this student's example lacks a necessary "7", it is considered that the explanation
which means Oxm+2000 was very helpful. This can be read also in the following response to the note " ".
This is a good idea. Every number which is multiplied with 0 is 0.

2000/03/16 Thursday 11:12 [93]

Such examples show that there were some students who didn't only enter their formula, but the strategy as
well, and it became a support to other students.

As mentioned above, in collaborative learning using the Web, since the others idea remains on record and
can always be referred to, students could utilize this and solve the problem. Problem 1 is asking for many
possible formulas whose answers are 2000. That is, we claim that collaborative learning using the Web is
effective especially with problems which demand exemplification. And students were able to access many
mathematical views and conceptions. This appears also in the result of the questionnaire shown as "Many
students' ideas can be known. 49 persons." and "Various methods and ideas which are easy to understand
can be known. 36 persons.", and it turns out that the student's incentive and understanding can be improved.
These educational effects are obtained by the realization of collaborative learning using the Web, and cannot
be obtained in the class which is traditional. We emphasize that the effectiveness of the collaboration using
the Internet on school mathematics is demonstrated.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we referred to the educational effect and influence of the collaboration of three junior high
schools using the Web. As we have shown, it has been indicated that students can utilize many mathematical
knowledge and conceptions when we use the Web with due consideration given to the type of problems the
teacher thinks can extract the most out of the students. This shows that collaborative learning using the Web
is useful to train various views and ways of thinking currently emphasized by the Ministry of Education in
Japan and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics(NCTM)[3],U.S.A. We emphasize that the database

on the Web is effective as an environment where students can tackle open-ended problems in
mathematics.Considerations for the future include the improvement of the student's computing skills, the
improvement of the system with regards to numerical expressions and careful selection of the kinds of
mathematical problems to be given to the students. After all, according to a questionnaire, since it is
indicated that 70 percent or more of students are supporting collaborative learning using the Web from
various reasons, we want to continue the research wholeheartedly from its educational perspective.
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1 Introduction
Although exercises are important in learning fundamental mathematics, it is not easy to provide an
appropriate exercise for every student in a class because the understanding level and the calculating skill of

the student usually differs widely. Computer systems storing problems for the exercises and learning
histories of the students might help the situation. The system should also have some intelligence in
evaluating students' answers for nuking it closer to the written exercises and going beyond the multiple
choice questions [1].

CAS and graphic calculators have some intelligence in a way. They calculate or operate mathematical
expressions symbolically, show the graphs of functions immediately. But the use of them does not always
help the students to understand the mathematical concepts or the meanings of the operations [2]. They
might become black booms that hide not only the detailed process of the calculation but also the mathematical
ideas lying behind them.

The authors have been developing a Web-based interactive exercise system since 1996 and have been using
it as a supporting tool for teaching mathematics to our students [3]. The purpose of developing the exercise
system is to change the roles of the students and the CAS. We want the students to think or guess in their
exercises and the CAS to assist them for giving some meaningful hints for solving problems by themselves.

2 Interactive Exercise System
The exercise system described in this paper consists of networked computers for students and a WWW
server collaborating with a database and a CAS, MATHEMATICATM as the evaluation engine [4], which
allows the students wide variety of mathematical expressions for their inputs. An evaluation is done by
MATHEMATICATM according to the rules described in custom evaluation functions coded with
MATHEMATICATM language [5]. It evaluates the students' inputs symbolically and returns more meaningful
comments than correct or not. More detailed description of the structure of the system and some examples of
the interactive exercises implemented on it have already been reported [3, 5].

The system, however, needs shortcr response time for the exercise of expressing the mathematical function of

a given graph. The exercise shows a student a graph of a function, asking to express the function as a
mathematical expressi^n ( Fig. I ).

It gives the student several input fields for typing his/her expressions in. The expressions are sent to the
server and compared with the answer symbolically by MATHEMATICATM. If one of the expression is equal
to the answer, a simple comment "right expression" is returned to the student.

If no expressions are equal to the answer, comments describing the difference between the expressions and

the answer are returned instead. A graphic image showing both the answer in blue color and the last
expression in red color is also displayed, which helps the student to realize the difference visually. Every
evaluation gives some hints toward the right expression, which allow the student to learn from his/her

mistakes.

3 Processing Time for the Evaluations
The new exercise needed more evaluation time than the other exercises when Macintosh was used as the
server machine. Although the new exercise itself is most popular among the students, the long waiting time

hindered it's regular usage. Technically, the biggest difference of the exercise from the others is that
MATHEMATICATM creates a new graphic file dynamically every time at the evaluation and the file is
embedded into the HTML for the exercise page. The long waiting time was caused by the process of creating
the graphic file.
ID (A) Factorize Polynomials

O (B) Symplify Fraction Expressions
10,000

O (C) Expand Polynomials
O (D) Convert into Partial Fractions
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(G) Express GFunctions for Given Gra
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Fig.l A student' s Web-page after the evaluation

VreLiudl
Pentium III
450 MHz

Fig.2 CPUs' processing time for the evaluations

We compared the CPU's processing time needed when MATHEMATICATM evaluates expressions according

to the rules described in the evaluation functions for the system ( Fig. 2 ). There are four exercises of; (A)
factorizing a polynomial, (B) simplifying a fractional expression, (C) expanding a polynomial, and (D)
converting into partial fractional expressions, each of which needs only symbolic evaluation, and an exercise
of expressing the function for given a graph (G) which lets the system create a new graphic file adding to the
symbolic evaluation. The measurement was done using several server machines running different operating
systems, i.e. Macintosh OS, WindowsNT, and Linux. Although the server machines used to run those
operating systems are different in the type of CPU and the clock speed, we thought that the clock frequency
of the CPU becomes a rough measure of the performance of a server, which consist of hardware and an
operating system.

When we use Macintosh OS or WindowsNT for the operating system of the server, the evaluation of
"expressing the function for a given graph" takes more processing time than the other exercises which does
not create any graphic files. The processing time decreases with the clock frequency of the CPU and the

exercise (G) consumes the longest processing time. If we select a PC running Linux as the server, the
tendency is reversed. The evaluation which creates a graphic file becomes the shortest process on the sever
while the processing time for the other exercises have same tendency. If we compare the Linux machine ( 450
MHz) with the WindowsNT machine ( 333 MHz ), the processing time is 1/10 for the exercise (G) while it is
1/1.38 in the exercise (D), and the clock frequency of the CPU is 1.35. Changing the operating system for the
server must be the most cost-effective improvement for the response when we put the exercise (G) into wider
use.

4 Conclusions
A Web-based interactive exercise system has been extended to serve a new exercise of expressing the
function for a given graph. MATHEMATICATM, a CAS used in the system as the evaluation engine, has far
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better performance on Linux than on Macintosh OS or WindowsNT for the new evaluation when it creates a
new graphic file. The increased performance will make the exercise to be used regularly.
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Several experiments of situated instruction have been done in elementary school.

We conduct the inaugural experiment on college students. A group of 44
students who are taking food microbiology course involved in this experiment.

We designed a science fiction named "Save the Taiwan", which is a story
regarding a Microbiology technician handles a disease crisis. A student can learn
how to deal with the crisis and solve the problem of an infectious disease when
he uses this CAI software. The evaluation practice consists of four dimensions,

subject domain demands, instructional demand, user interface demand, and
pragmatic demands. The result of evaluation shows notable effect on college
students.
Keywords: situated learning, evaluation of CAI, Microbiology

1 Introduction
The advantage of traditional instruction is that the knowledge that students learned can be "stiff knowledge".
The stiff knowledge can not be smoothly applied to solve the actual problem in a real environment (Brown,
1989). Situated cognition bases on the theory that the learning should be constructed at real situation. Only

when the learner derive the knowledge from the real situation then he realizes the real meaning of the
learned knowledge and cherish the value of knowledge and take it as the tool for solving the problem.
(Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990)

There was experiment on elementary school student (Tsu, 1997). The experiment was focus on learning
simple mathematics calculating. We conduct the experiment on college student, trying to find out if situated
learning can be succeed on the domain of higher education. The students of Department of Microbiology
have to take laboratory classes during the period of 4 years college. They always have the problem of how
and where to apply what they have learned in the class. The instructive goals of laboratory class are diverse.
Lazarowitz 8c7 Tamir (1992) believe that learning is a process of construction. Despite of learning the
laboratory skill, oral discussion between instructor and students should be part of the learning process. In
addition, a more inexpensive and more efficient instruction method, such as computer aided instruction or
simulations, should be adapted in the class. Anchored situated instruction adapts computer technology to
implement situated cognition theory. (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt,1990) in our software,
we develop a pseudo but can be real situation, embedded the learning materials in the circumstances.
Through the interaction between user and CAI software, learner can then practice the process of collecting
and filtering information as well as the methods to solve the problem.
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2 Design features of our approach
The script was written and designed by a professor of Department of Microbiology. We adopt several
principles in our design.

1. Provide vivid circumstance. Multimedia allows us to design a vivid environment, so that the situation can
avoid over-simplified and lack of context. (Yang, 1995). Multimedia also provides plentiful visual symbols,

e.g. video images, graphic charts, sound as well as text to make the play more fun and close to real
environment.

2. To hide useful information in the story, a learner may have trouble to transfer what he has learned to
different situation if he was teaching in a simplified or provided obvious cue environment. Whereas, a
learner can learn to justify what information can be useful and what information is not useful for solving the
problem in a simulated situation.

3. To randomize the plot of the story, the learner can memorialize the plot if he has experienced in using this
CAI software. This can then cause the learning process in vain. We use Random function in our design; one
of the bacteria was picked randomly and then, in turn, develop different story.

4. To have productive result, there may be only one answer or solution in a traditional instruction. However,
in a real environment, there may be more than one solution to solve the problem. They may be pros and cons
from one to one, but they may all workable. We do not provide firm answer to user instead, we provide an
open-ended environment for user to construct his own path and solution.

3 The story
3.1 Outline of the story
There is a food mediated infectious disease occurs in a small town that locates at the seashore of Taiwan
island. Within a few days, this infectious disease has spread to nearby counties and caused many cases of
death. Tai-shang (see photo 1), the leading actor, a technician of the local public health administration office,
is responsible for finding out the etiologic agent of the disease. In the story, Tai-shang is facing many
challenges like the ones in real life. His girl friend, professor and colleagues are all in the plot and interactive
with him. After the accident happened, he had faced the pressure from his superior, public media, even from
a local councilor. He must acts like a detective who searches the cue and a scientist who seeks for the truth
of problem. Finally, with the encouragement of his college instructor, Ta-shang successfully finishes his
task.

Photo 1. A clip photo from video " To save Taiwan".

3.2 Goal of learning
a. Cognitive aspect
a Assessment of identifying the virus, fatal virus can not be classified from appearance. Thus, the learner
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has to make a judgement base on the information gathered from the plot and then decide how to
proceed the process of bacteria identification.
b Learning of the skills of bacteria identification, there are skills, e.g. Stain, biochemical test, can be
practiced.
e Usage of bacteria identification index table, after the preliminary result of biochemical test, the learner
needs to learn to use bacteria identification index table for final judgement.

b. Attitude
a right attitude of science work, through playing the role in the game, the learner can identify the spirit of
scientific work, diligence and concentration, as the attitude of being a scientist.
b Social caring, since the story has a local background, we hope the learner can improve the caring of
local society by solving the problem for local society.

4 Evaluation of our experiment
There are four criteria of the evaluation of the designated software. The criteria is based on the character the
teaching subject, human learning theories, and research on user interfaces Kuittinen, 1998 The criteria
consist of four types of requirements: subject domain, instructional, user interface design and pragmatic

matters. We invited two batches of domain experts, the faculties of Department of Microbiology and
industry professionals to evaluate subject domain. They focused on examining if the concept and methods of
this domain are generally applied in our software, which means they checked the relevancy to instructional

aims. The group of 20 experts showed their positive opinion a the following chart, Table b The
instructional demand is a student-centered approach. We divide a group of 44 college students who are
taking food microbiology into two groups. The 22 randomly selected members of test team used our
software for average 6 hours in a period of a week. A cognitive examination was taken after one week. The
result shows that the test team has better performance in cognitive aspect. Table2 The interactivity, display
elements and connections between them are examined as the criteria of user interface. We use questionnaire
to test team and found out that the team members show satisfaction of the user interface. Table 3 As the
pragmatic criteria, the hardware and software requirements are evaluated to see if a specific and /or
expensive equipment or environment is required to use the software. Our software can be used in a common
Microsoft Windows environment plus Pentium compatible personal computer. A learner can run our
software either at computer room in campus or at his own PC.
Table 1. The result of experts poll

Can the instructional goal of " assessment of
identifying pathogenic bacteria " be reached?
Can the instructional goal of " learning the
identification methods " be reached?

number

Min n

12

3

4

3.67

0.49

0.242

12

2

5

4.00

0.74

0.545

2

5

4.08

0.79

0.629

2

4

3.58

0.79

0.629

4

3.25

0.87

0.750

Can the instructional goal of " usage of diagnostic
table for the identification bacteria " be reached?

Can the instructional goal of " influence on right
scientific attitude " be reached?

Can the instructional goal of " influence on socialcaring" be reached?
Dues the content of software cover" common
and
their
pathogenic
bacteria
foodborne
characteristics"?

Does the content of software cover" procedures of
identification of pathogenic bacteria"

Does the content of software cover" knowledge for
assessment of methods used in bacterial
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x
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5

3.92
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0.629

12

4

5

4.33
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0.242

12

2

5

4.17

0.83

0.697

identification"

1.254

Table 2. Evaluation on the cognitive improvement of the software
Item

of
Score
examination

Midterm

Semester score

Cognitive Examination

Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group
Control

Situated Questions

group

Questions on

Exp. group
Control
group
Exp. group

Microbiological Skill

n
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ge

SD

23

61.96

6.92

21

62.90

11.03

23

80.09

9.66

21

75.48

9.65

23

29.74

6.11

21

41.29

6.98

23

3. 57

2. 64

21

6.57

2.69

23

26.17

5.07

21

34.71

5.28

F-value

df

t-value

2.54

42

-0.34

1.00

42

1.59

1.09

42

-3.14**

1.04

42

-3.73**

1.08

42

-5.47**

Table 3. Evaluation of user interface of the software
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I do not need tutoring before I use this software
I can easily know how to jump to next screen
I can exit the software anytime, anywhere.

I do not have the situation that I can not proceed
because that I did not memorize the previous
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x
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d
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2

5
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1

5

1.18
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2
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3.76
4.52

0.93

0.848
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21

2

5
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21

2

5

4.10
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0.890
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2

5

3.90

0.77

0.590

21

2

5

3.81
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0.662
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2

5
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21

2
2

5
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5

3.81
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1
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1.01

0.648
0.562
1.014

20

3

5

4.55

0.60

0.366

21

39

55

47.81

4.12

16.962

information while I use this software.

It's easy to modify my answer before I press the
"confirm" bottom
I can receive the system feedback anytime when I use
the software.
The system feedback is clear enough and no need to
be explained.

I can use the software without reading the user's
manual in ahead
I think the execution speed is proper to me.
I can handle the execution speed of my own.
I am satisfied the quality of the video.

I can use the software without knowing how to
operate Window NT
Total score

C
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We completed situated learning software "To save Taiwan" which attract the user to learn the microbiology
knowledge and skills. This interactive software provides multimedia and random plots, which enable user to
play the role in the story. It can also served as the tool to convey the right scientific attitude and social caring
to learners.
The evaluation of this study showed promising results. It is possible and valuable to adapt situated learning

to other disciplines in higher education. A disciplinary can construct the learning process on a situated

environment. By using the multimedia software, a learner can learn knowledge as well as the attitude in a
near true story. He can then realize the meaning of the knowledge and identify himself with what he has
learned and then applied to real environment.
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An Environment for Learning by Design
-

In the Case of Learning of Search Algorithm -
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This paper described a learning environment for search algorithms. In the
learning environment, learners can build search algorithms by combining several
parts by direct manipulation. Then, the environment diagnoses the algorithms in

order to give feedback about the algorithms. First, the environment judges
whether or not the algorithms are adequate. When the algorithms aren' t adequate,

they are diagnosed using heuristics rules. In the diagnosis, errors in the
algorithms are detected. By using the results of this diagnosis, the environment
can give messages to help the learners revise their algorithms or to motivate
them to build the next type of algorithms. We have already implemented the
learning environment. As a preliminary evaluation of the environment, we asked
13 students to use the environment, and gathered several types of data. As a
result, the experiment suggests that the learning environment is promising.
Keywords: Learning by design, Error diagnosis, Search algorithm

1 Introduction
An effective way to learn procedural knowledge in depth is to make learners apply it to various cases.
However, although the learners may master how to use the procedure through the experience, it is not
enough to answer the question "what the procedure is". Several investigations [1-4] suggested that "learning
by design" is a promising way to promote the learner's understanding about "what that is". For example, in
order to understand a machine in depth, assembling it from its smaller parts is the best way. In the case of the
understanding of procedure, to build up the procedure by trial and error is useful in order to understand it.

This paper reports about a learning environment for learning by design, targeting basic search algorithms
taught in an introduction to artificial intelligence lecture, that is, depth-first search, breadth-first search and
three heuristics searches (best-first, minimum consuming cost, and A algorithm). In the lecture, usually, the
procedure of each search algorithm is taught and learners carry out the searches following the procedures by
hand. Some of them understand the meaning of the algorithms through the practice, but some of them only
memorize the procedures. Our environment provides several parts of the search algorithm as icons. Learners
can assemble them by direct manipulation in the environment. The environment interprets the assembled
parts as a search algorithm and diagnoses it, for example, as to whether it falls into the loop or not. Then, the
environment gives feedback for the algorithm to revise it or to try to build the next one. The tree structures
that are generated as the results of the searches following the algorithrrs are also presented to the learners.
These feedbacks are necessary to realize learning by design effectively.
In this paper, first, the model of the search algnrithm that is the hnek of the design of this environment is
described. Then, the configuration and functions of the learning environment are explained. The preliminary
evaluation of the environment is also reported.

2 Interactive Learning Environment of Search Algorithms
Figure 1 shows the configuration of the ILE. It is composed of the interface and reasoning module. In the

interface, learners design and build search algorithms, and receive feedback from the system. In the

I
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reasoning module, the algorithms are diagnosed and feedback messages for them are generated. The
interface is implemented in Java as a client and the reasoning module is implemented in Prolog as a server.
Therefore, the ILE can be used on the Internet.

In this section, first, the model of search algorithms used in the ILE is described. The modeling is
indispensable for designing the interface for algorithm building and in order to diagnose algorithms. Then,

the interface where learners can build the search algorithms by direct manipulation is presented. The
diagnosis of the algorithms and the feedback generated based on the results of the diagnosis are dso
explained.

Learners

Interface

Reasoning module

direct
manipulation

earner tnodd

Algorithm building
window

Diagnosis module

message windows

Search engine

feedback

Problem data
Heuristics rules
adequate algorithm patterns

Figure 1. Configuration of the ILE

2.1 A Model of Search Algorithm
Search algorithms taught in the introductory lecture of artificial intelligence share the same procedure as
follows. Here, both "Open" and "Closed" are lists composed of search nodes.
1) The start node is put into Open.
2) If "Open = []" then "the end of the search is in failure".
3) Pick up one node at the head of Open (the node is called n)
4) If " n == goal" then "the end of the search is in successful".
5) Generate child nodes from n.
6) Put the child nodes into Open.
7) Put n into Closed.
8) Return to Step-2.

The differences between the search algorithms are characterized by the operation of Step 6. For example,
depth-first search is characterized as the algorithm in which the child nodes are put into the head of Open in
Step 6. Breadth-first search is characterized as the algorithm in which the child nodes are put into the tail of
Open in Step 6. In heuristics searches, the way to sort Open is an essential characteris tic. In addition, for
every algorithm, the method of selection of child nodes to put into Open is also an element that characterizes
the search algorithms.
In our system, search algorithms are characterized by the combination of the following three list operations
used in Step 6: "selection," "connection" and "sort." There are two types of selection operations: the first is
"to select nodes that are not included in a list," and the other is "to select nodes that are not included in a list
or are lower in cost than the same node in the list." Connection also has two types. The first is "to put nodes
into the head of a list" and the other is "to put nodes into the tail of a list." The referred list is usually Open.
We prepared three types of sorts: "to sort in the order of the consumed cost (minimum consumed cost
search)," "to sort in the order of predicted cost (best-first search) " and "to sort in the order of the total of the
consumed and predicted cost (A algorithm)."
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New Open

Child nodes
not included

head

I Open I

Closed I

Figure 2. An example of the model of Search Algorithm

Figure 2 shows an example of a search algorithm built by the operations. The lozenge is the operation, and
the rectangle is the list. The parameter that indicates "referred cost" or "head or tail" to specify the operator
is presented at the bottom right of the lozenge. Therefore, Figure 2 means that "the child nodes that are not
included in Closed are put into the head of Open." This is a kind of depth-first search that prunes using
Closed.
Every part described above is necessary to build the search algorithms taught in the introductory lecture to
artificial intelligence. In order to make learners understand search algorithms more deeply, our ILE provides

an environment where learners can build search algorithms freely, and can receive feedback for the
algorithms. In the following section, the ILE designed based on the model of search algorithms is described.

2.2 Building Search Algorithms
The interface for build ing search algorithms is shown in Figure 3 (currently, the interface is written in
Japanese. Explanations in Figure 3 are translated to English for this paper. Japanese version is shown in [5]).
Learners

M'aiageters 1
1 0 en i Closed

keset

Delete -t

tAlgonthm Building Field 1
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..21ild nodcsConnection7 New ORO
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I...-i5P en

4t1'15stliS9
Lot's build another search algorithm

1

i

Sort

pAli'iniicted to=il

..i.

Selection)

. INotinnitled

L.

Connection

'7'.

u4

I

Figure 3. The Algorithm Building Field.

build search algorithms in the "building field" by assembling parts provided in the interface. At the bottom
of the Interface, three operators are provided in the lozenges. The parameters specifying the operators are
selected from the menu under the lozenges. The reference lists of the operators are selected from the box at
the upper left. All manipulation in the interface can be done with a mouse. The algorithm in the building
field is a depth-first search without having pruned.
Learners can confirm the algorithm built by themselves in two ways: a written explanation and a trace of the
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search tree. The explanation is generated by interpreting the operations in order of sequence in the building
field. Figure 4 is the explanation of the algorithm shown in Figure 3. A search tree is generated by showing
the trace results in a search space. The search spaces are provided as mazes in the environment. Figure 5 is
an example of search tree that is the results of the search for the maze shown in the right in the figure.

The algonthm is interpreted as follows
Step 5: Generate child nodes from n.
Step 6: Put the child nodes into Open.
Input child nodes.
Then, select nodes that are not included in Open.
Then, connect the selected nodes at the head of
Open.
Then, the list is new open.

Step 7: Putn into Closed

When the above interpretation is OK, push OK or Diagnose button.

lOK) r;gnas)-. ficaricell

Figure 4. An Example of Explanation an Algorithm. Figure 5. An example of search tree.

result ,ofsalgolithin c ec011.111
The results of algorithm check
This algorithm might fall into the loop.
This algorithm is a kind of the best-first
search.

Algorithms you have already made.
Depth -first
Depth-first

Breadth-first
Best-first
Minimum cost
A algorithm

without pruning
with pruning
without pruning
with pruning
no
no
no

OK

Figure 6. An Example of the Results of Problem Diagnosis.

Learners can also ask the system to diagnose the algorithms built in the building field. The reasoning module
has both the adequate combinations of operations and heuristics rules to criticize the algorithms that are not

adequate. By using the adequate combinations, the adequate algorithms can be detected. By using the
heuristics rules, the errors in the inadequate algorithms are detected. If no errors are detected by the
heuristics rules, the reasoning modules can not judge the type of the errors. The heuristics rules are prepared

from the following three points of view: the kind of algorithm, redundancies in the algorithm and the
covering of the search space. An example of messages generated from the results of the diagnosis is shown
in Figure 6. In the following section, the diagnosis of the search algorithms is described.

2.3 Diagnosis of Search Algorithms
In the reasoning module, the algorithms are diagnosed using heuristics rules. The heuristics rules of each
viewpoint are shown in this section.
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23.1 Type of Algorithm
The algorithms built by the learners are categorized by the following heuristics rules.
* When, after child nodes are put into the head of Open, either any nodes are not put into the head of Open
or Open is not sorted, the algorithm is categorized as depth-first search.
* When, after child nodes are put into the tail of Open, either any nodes are not put into the tail of Open or
Open is not sorted, the algorithm is categorized as breadth-first search.

* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of consumed cost, the
algorithm is categorized as minimum consumed cost search.

* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of predicted cost, the
algorithm is categorized as predicted cost search.
* When, after child nodes are put into Open, Open is finally sorted in the order of the total of consumed cost
and predicted cost, the algorithm is categorized as A algorithm.

When the algorithm has no characteristics checked by the above rules, the kind of algorithm cannot be
specified.

2.3.2 Redundancy of Algorithm

When the algorithms include the following operators, the diagnosis module judges that the operators are
redundant in the algorithms.
* The same operators are used continuously.
* When several operators of sort are used, only the operator of sort used at the end has meaning.
* After using the connecting operator with a list as the parameter, the execution of the selection operation
with the same list as the parameter results in deleting the added nodes.
233 Covering of the Search Space
Several search algorithms that can be built by learners can not find goals that exist in a search space. The
reasoning module diagnoses whether or not the algorithm can cover the search space, by using the following
heuristics rules.
* When several child nodes which might imply goals are not put into Open, the algorithm might fail to reach
the goal included in the search space.

* When the algorithm that isn't categorized as breadth-first, minimum consuming cost or A algorithm
doesn' t include the selection operator with Closed as the parameter, the algorithm falls into the loop.

2.4 Feedback based on the Diagnosis
Based on the results of the above diagnosis with heuristics rules, the messages to criticize the algorithm are
provided in the interface. Figure 7 shows an example of the messages. When the type of an algorithm is
judged, the type is indicated. When the algorithm includes the redundant operators, the operators and the
explanation of the redundancies depending on each heuristics rule are provided. When the algorithm might
not cover the search space because several child nodes fail to be input into Open, the explanation prepared
for the heuristics rule is shown. When the algorithm might fall into the loop, the possibility of falling into the
loop is indicated.
When the algorithm includes a pruning operation, the fact is also indicated. In the interface shown in Figure
7, to motivate learners to build the next algorithms, the algorithms the learner has made correctly and hasn't
made yet are shown.

3 Preliminary Evaluation
For a preliminary evaluation of the learning environment, we gathered thirty college students and asked
them to use the learning environment. Those who were in the second grade or in the third grade have already
taken the lecture of artificial intelligence. Their participation was voluntary. Before the experiment, we
explained how to operate the environment for ten minutes. Then, we asked them to build search algorithms
in the learning environment for an hour.
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In the experiment, we recorded the following data: (1) the number of algorithms built by the learners, (2) the

number of adequate algorithms, (3) the number of inadequate algorithms that could be diagnosed with
heuristics rules, (4) the number of inadequate algorithms that couldn't be diagnosed, and (5) the number of
types of the adequate algorithms the learner made. The results are shown in Table 1. After the experiment,
we asked four questions: (a) Are you interested in the system? (b) Is the system easy for you to use? (c)
Would you like to use the system more? (d) Do you understand the search algorithms better than before? The
results are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. The results of the students algorithm building.
(5)the type of
(3)Inadequate
(4)Inadequate
(l)The total
(2)Adequate
algorithms
the algorithms
algorithms
algorithms
number of
(be diagnosed) (not be diagnosed)
algorithms

Student
number

No.1
No.2
No.3

No.4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No.10
No.11

No.12
No.13

11

15

0

5

6
6

8

5

16

10
10

0

5

26
24
38

17

13

8

5

44
48

13

11

5

10

20
26

12

5

21

8

8

5

3

26

15

9

2

5

23
16

14

4

5

5

5

6

5

1

43
20

24

11

8

8

12

16

9,

7

361

154,

143

0
0
64

5
5
5

Table 2 . The Results of Questions.

Qusetion-a
Question-b
Question-c
Question-d

No

No answer

7

5

0

5

0
4

Yes

Maybe
yes

10

3

1

7
3

3

1

In Table 1, the total number of algorithms the learners made was 361, that is, 27.8 per student. The total
number of adequate algorithms was 154, that is, 43 % of the algorithms. The total number of inadequate
algorithms was 207 (57%). The number of diagnosed errors by heuristics rules was 143. This means that the
system could detect the errors in 69 % of the inadequate algorithms. Among thirteen students, eleven
students made every type of algorithm.

In Table 2, the results of Question-a and c suggest that most of the students had interest in the learning
environment. The result of Question-b indicates that the interface is not easy for the students to use. For
Question-d, four students answered "no", and three students didn't judge, that is, more than half the students
didn' t think they gained a deeper understanding by using the learning environment.
Students made many algorithms in the experiment and they answered that the learning environment was
interesting. In addition most of them could make every type of algorithm. These results suggest that the
learning environment is promising. The answers for Question-b mean we should improve the interface. In
Question-d, Six students thought they got deeper understanding by using the environment, but seven
students didn' t think so. When we gathered students, we told them that we would ask them to use a learning
environment for search algorithms. Therefore, most of the students participating in the experiment might
have confidence about their understanding of search algorithms. This is one reason for the result for
Question-4.

As for the results, the experiment suggests that the learning environment is promising to be used in the real
world, but the effect couldn' t be confirmed clearly.

4 Conclusions
This paper described a learning environment for learning by design in the case of search algorithms. In the
learning environment, learners can build search algorithms by combining parts by direct manipulation. Then,

the environment diagnoses the algorithms in order to give feedback about the algorithms. First, the
environment judges whether or not the algorithms are adequate. When the algorithms aren't adequate, they
are diagnosed using heuristics rules. The heuristics rules detect errors in the algorithms. By using the results
of this diagnoses, the environment can give messages to help the learners revise their algorithms or to
motivate them to build the next type of algorithms.
We have already implemented the learning environment. As a preliminary evaluation of the environment, we
asked 13 students to use the environment, and gathered several types of data. As a result, the experiment
suggests that the learning environment is promising to be used in the real world and that is promising, but
the effect couldn' t be confirmed clearly. In the next step, we will use the learning environment in class and
evaluate it in a real learning context.
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A problem common to many universities is that thousands of students want to
take some certain courses but only a few can actually take them owing to the
shortage of teachers. The Campus Distance Learning System is an important

way to solve the problem. This paper starts with an examination of some
existing solutions, and then introduces the primary-secondary model multimedia

network teaching system designed by researchers in the Computer &
Information Management Center of Tsinghua University. The system is
composed of three parts: the primary classroom system, the secondary classroom
system, and the courseware management system. It fulfills real-time interactive

teaching and learning, and multipoint communication, and at the same time

records the teaching materials as courseware. The paper focuses on the
constituents, structure and characteristics of the system, and expounds in detail
the implement technology based on multicast. In the end, the paper points out
some problems calling for further consideration.

Keywords: Network distance learning; primary-secondary model; multicast

1 Introduction
A problem common to many universities is that thousands of students want to take some certain courses but
only a few can actually take them owing to the shortage of teachers. The traditional resolution was videoing
and then broadcasting through CATV. This used to play an important part in television education, but it can
not support the interaction between the teacher and the students, and the information that is limited by TV is
not sufficient for lectures. With the network becoming more and more popular, network education instead of

CATV is being received by more and more people. Many companies and universities have developed
different network distance learning systems, the following are several famous systems.

Remote Education System of VTEL: This system is an application of the VTEL videoconference system
in education. It adopts a complete set of software and hardware developed by VTEL and can implement
mulitpoint bi-directional interactive network education.

IP/TV of CISCO: IP/TV is software developed by Cisco company, supporting video on demand and video
broadcast. It adopts the client/server model and is mainly used for transferring high quality video, audio and
data via computer networks. The system supports three ways of video transferring: live, on-demand and
scheduled.

Multimedia Distance Education System of SATCOM: This system includes a program courseware
generation system and a courseware on demand system.

2 Primary-Secondary Model Multimedia Network Teaching System
2.1 System Constituents
The primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system is composed of three parts: the primary
classroom system, the secondary classroom system and the courseware management system (See figure 1).
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The primary classroom is where the teacher stays. In this classroom, the video and slide of the lecture are
recorded synchronously. The video and slide information is broadcast live through multicast, and at the same
time the information is stored in the courseware library for asynchronous use.
The secondary classroom is the classroom without the teacher, maybe a remote classroom. Students in this
classroom can join the lecture by registering and playing the composite stream courseware synchronously
with the primary classroom.
The courseware management system provides the directory service, user register management, asynchronous
courseware on demand, and other management functions of the coureware library.

The free terminal can join the lecture from anywhere of the campus network through registering. It can also
play courseware.on demand from the courseware management system.
Secondary
Classroom System,

Free Terminal

Courseware
Management
System

Primary
Classroom
System

1

Figure I

'

System constituents

2.2 System Structure
Figure 2 shows the structure of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system. Its
subsystems are as follows:
Lecture Scene Videorecording

Slide Screen Snap

Courseware Composing
Courseware Management
Directory
Service

On Demand
Service

Classroom
Management
Service

Live
Broadcast
Service

IP Network
Service Interface
Composite
Courseware
Play

Figure 2

>

Classroom
Service

System structure

Courseware synthesizing: The courseware synthesizing is the kernel subsystem of the primary
classroom system. In this procedure, both the basic materials of the courseware lecture scene
videorecording and slide screen snaps are compressed into the composite courseware with synchronous

timestamp. Afterwards, the courseware is stored into disks and multicast at the same time by the
system.

>

Lecture management service: The lecture management service is anther important subsystem of the
primary classroom system, its main functions being registering new courseware in the courseware
management system, requesting for the multicast address, configuring the multicast scope and lecture
management.

>

>

Directory Service: This is the kernel function of the lecture management system. It provides lectures
and courseware lists and user management.
On-demand Service and Live Broadcast Service: On-demand service is an asynchronous courseware
service provided by the courseware management system while live broadcast service is a synchronous
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service provided by the lecture management system. Both of them provide composite stream
>

courseware to the user, the former using unicast and the latter using multicast.
Lecture Service: This is an interactive supporting system provided by the secondary classroom system.
With it students in the secondary classroom can participate in the discussion. The means of interaction
may be keyboard typing, and speaking with a microphone.

2.3 System Characteristics
The main characteristics of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system are the
following:
1)

2)
3)

4)

It uses two streams to play the teacher's videorecording and slide screen snaps, and the quality of the
slide screen snaps is the same as that of the slides in the primary classroom.
The lecture scene is kept in the archives in real time, and can be replayed at any time.
The teacher can discuss with students in remote classrooms through videoconference, and they can
write on the same electronic white board.
The audience can have interlocution with the lecturer by text typing.

3 Implementing the System with Multicast
3.1 The Multicast Technology
By keeping routers informed about multicast hosts, multicast datagrams can traverse an internetwork and
reach many hosts simultaneously. The ability to traverse an internetwork and reach an unlimited number of
"member" hosts simultaneously without affecting others adversely is the linchpin of multicast. A Class D IP
address in the range from 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 is a "multicast address." Each is also known as a
"host group address," since datagrams with a multicast destination address can be received by all hosts that
have joined the group that an address represents. Figure 3 shows the datagrams spreading abroad.

Server
(Sender)

Client
(Receiver)

Client (Receiver)

Figure 3 Datagrams sent only to hosts in a group

The mechanisms incorporated into WinSock 2 for utilizing multicast capabilities can be summarized as
follows:

>
>
>
>

Three attribute bits in the WSAPROTOCOL_INFO struct, which are used by WSAEnumProtocols0
to discover whether multicast communications are supported for a given protocol;
Four flags defined for the dwFlags parameter of WSASocket();
One function, WSAJoinLeafO, for adding leaf nodes into a multicast session;

Two WSAIoct1( command codes for controlling multicast loopback and the scope of multicast
transmissions (SIO_MULTICAST_SCOPE and SIO_MULTIPOINT _LOOPBACK).

We can benefit from using multicast to implement network teaching system, which can be described as the
following:
1)

2)
3)

Because the member of a multicast group is dynamic, and no authority is requested, the terminal can
join or quit a group at any time;
All hosts belonging to a multicast group have a clear physics network topology;
All users in one subnetwork that join the same multicast group share the same stream over network,
and this can greatly lighten the network load.
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3.2 System Implementation
In the practical system, we adopt the combinative way of multicast and unicast: using multicast to broadcast
information from the primary classroom, and using unicast to implement the interaction between the primary
classroom and the secondary classroom. Figure 4 shows the structure of the practical system in detail.

The primary classroom system is composed of a server, a teacher's PC, a video recorder, two overhead
projectors and an electronic white board. The teacher's PC is used to play slide of the lecture, and it projects
the slide to the electronic white board. If the teacher writes something on the electronic white board, the

teacher's PC will capture the written information and combine it with the slide. At the same time, the
teacher's PC compresses the slide/written information and sends it to the server. The server takes charge
recording the video/audio information, receiving the slide/written information from the teacher's PC, and
broadcasting the information with multicast. At the same time, the server stores all information into special
type file, which is the composite courseware.
The full function secondary classroom is made up of a server, a video recorder, two overhead projectors and

an electronic white board. The server receives the video/audio and slide/written information from the
primary classroom, and projects the video information on the white wall, the slide/written information on the
electronic white board.
primary

Gloom
overhead
projector

free terminal
ronic white b

videorecorder
overhead
projector
tea. er's PC

Laptop computer

Network Dev

Campus Network _2)
full function
secondary
classroom

simple

secondary
classroom

overhead

overhead
projector

electronic
ite board
overhead
projector

projector

server

overhead
projector

videorecord:51
server

Figure 4 The topology of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system

The simple secondary classroom is made up of a server and two overhead projectors. The server receives the
video/audio and slide/written information from the primary classroom, and projects the information on the
white wall separately.

The free terminal may be any PC connected to the network. It receives the video/audio and slide/written
information from the primary classroom and displays it in different windows.

The teacher in the primary classroom and the students in the secondary classroom can discuss with each
other. This is implemented with unicast. During the discussion, the server in the secondary classroom
records the information of the students and sends it to the server of the primary classroom. The server of the
primary classroom receives this information and projects it on the white wall. If students in the secondary
classroom write something on the electronic white board, the servers will transmit the written information,
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which will be shown on the electronic white board of the primary classroom at the same time.

4 Conclusions
In our experiments, we use lossless a compression algorithm and the slide screen snaps can be compressed
to 1%-2%, it means that the slide screen snaps will take up 100-200Kbps bandwidth. In another side, the
video information can be compressed into 128Kbps by MPEG-4 and all the information of this system can
be fit in a 384Kbps channel. This system is available for long distance learning and of course for campus
distance learning.

The primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system has built a virtual network classroom
system. It will play an important role in making better use of teaching resources and improving teaching
efficiency.
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We present here an interactive game system designed to stimulate user's
system is based on a
word-association television game called "Himitsu no Tsunagari". This game
uses two different words and an association word. Each player is given a word,
and must guess the other word and the association word to win the game. Our
system allows person-to-person matches and person-to-computer matches. We
believe that our system stimulates the users' creativity and their ability to form
associations. Our system also acquires knowledge of word associations from
game records. As more and more games are played, the system's knowledge of

knowledge associations between words. The

associations grows, and so does its ability to compete with the user.

Keywords: Educational game, Interactive learning, Knowledge acquisition,
Word association.

1 Introduction
Many games have been designed to enhance various human abilities. Saeki [8] has pointed out that
educational software needs to motivate learners in order to attract and retain their attention. If only its
appearance is attractive, learners tire of the software soon. One approach developed in our lab to motivate
children is the "Instruction Assisted Compute?' (IAC) paradigm [4]. In this paradigm, the system is given a
passive role and the children are put in the driver's seat. The result is that the familiar roles of teacher and
pupil are reversed, and it is the children who end up `teaching the computer. To date we have successfully
developed and studied several different systems using this paradigm [3][6][8].
Associations between words and concepts form a major dimension of human knowledge. Stimulating these
associations can greatly influence concept formation and increase one's problem-solving skill [1][9]. Models
based on association networks have been used for vocabulary acquisition [5] [7], and many association
word-games have been developed [2].

In this paper, we describe a system to play an association game called Himitsu no tsunagari' . This game
requires the player to think of several concepts at once and look for associations between them. We believe
that this stimulates various associations inherent in the user's knowledge. Our system allows a user to play
with another user (on the web, so that two users do not have to be in the same place), or with the computer.
It also has a knowledge acquisition module, which analyzes the associations created in each game. These
associations are added to the system's knowledge base, and result in a gradual improvement in the system's
performance. In the rest of this paper we describe our system and the results of our initial experiments.

2 A Brief Introduction to Himitsu no Tsunagari
Himitsu no Tsunagari is a television game show in Japan. It is an association game using two different words
(called ' keys' ) and another word that is associated with both keys (called a ' link' ). There are two teams and
a judge. Behind each team, a key is hidden (see Figure 1), so that each team can see the opponents' key, but

not their own. Neither team can see the link. The goal of the game is to find their own key and the link.
Each team takes turn guessing answers based on the visible key and the past guesses of the other team. The
judge provides an evaluation of each guess (` correct' , close' , etc.). For example, in the second row in Table
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1, Team B can infer that their key is something "yellow" from Team A's previous answer.

The associations between the keys and the link are not limited to those semantic or conceptual, but can be of
any kind. For example, in Japanese "Niji" serves as a link between the keys "14 o' clock" and "rainbow"
because both keys are homonyms of "Niji".

3 Design and Implementation of the system
Table 1. Flow of a game (Topic : keys- banana
and strawberry, association - fruit)
Answer
Answer
Visible key
Team
(Association)
(Key)
Yellow
Sunflower
Banana
A
Lemon
Sour
Strawberry
B
Fruit
Banana
Grapefruit
A
Fruit
Pineapple
Strawberry
B
Fruit
Raspberry
Banana
A
Fruit
Banana
Strawberry
B

Here we describe the interactive system for

the Himitsu no Tsunagari game. We first
describe the goals of our system. Then we
explain the rules of the computer game,
which are a little different from those of the
TV game. Thirdly we present an outline of
our system and discuss the relations among
various modules. Fourthly, we describe the
acquisition
reasoning and knowledge
modules in more detail. Finally, we describe
the interface of our system.

3.1 Design goals of the System
In order to allow many people to play and

(Acquiring

enjoy our system, we set the following

4

knowledge

design goals:
The game can be played on the Web.
The computer can be one of the players.
The system has an easy-to-use interface.

3.2 The rules of the computer
game
We clarified and added some rules to the
TV game rules, as explained below.

The game is played with two players

Figure 1. Structure of the system

and one judge
At the beginning of a game, each player

is given a key and the judge is given
both keys and the link.
The judge evaluates each guess as ` correct'
' near miss, ' incorrect' , or ` strange'

Each player

is

Keyword A

allowed 90 seconds for

making a guess.

The game is finished when the judge
declares the guesses of the key and the link
as correct.

3.3 Overview of the system
The structure of our system is shown in Figure L
There are five modules in it.: ganic scrvcr, uscr
interface, knowledge acquisition, reasoning
module (making guesses), and knowledge

Keyword B

database. The game server is responsible for

Answered key to answered association

sending the keys and the link to the players and
the judge, and for passing messages (guesses
and evaluations) between the players and the
judge. The words used in the game and their
associations

are

saved

in

the

Visible key to answered association
Answered key to opponent's answered

association

knowledge

Figure 2. Association network from a game.
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database. This knowledge is used to make guesses when the computer is one of the players.

3.4 Acquiring and Reusing Knowledge
We describe here our approach to acquiring knowledge about word associations from past games, and using
this knowledge to make guesses in subsequent games.
3.4.1 Knowledge acquisition from past games

From the record of a game we can make an association network (Figure 2). It is difficult to say from the
record which guesses of the opponent were useful for a player in making his or her own guesses. For
example, when the opponent's guess seems quite unrelated to the visible key, a player may just disregard it.
However, we assume that the link and the kcy in each player's guess are associated. We also assume that the

link in each pla4guess is associated with the key visible to that player. So we add <guessed-key,

) and <visible -key, guessed-link> ( ) to our set of associations in the
guessed-link> (
knowledge base. We call each of these pairs an "association pair", and the network created by all the
association pairs an "association net".
3.4.2 Reasoning Module: Guessing the key and the link

As mentioned above, we assume that the
link guessed by a player is associated with
the visible key and the guessed key. For this
guess we make two assumptions: the
guessed link is correct or incorrect, and the
guessed link has something to do with the

yellow

vitamin

hidden key. For example, if the opponent
guessed "the key is apple' and the link is
red' ", and it was judged incorrect, a player
can infer that the opponent's visible key (and

the player's hidden key) is associated with
red and the correct link is not "red". From

these two pieces of information we can
search

for

plausible

answers

in

the

association net (Figure 3). Every time the
opponent makes a guess, the computer

Key to association

Opponent' s answer

Plausible key

Plausible association

searches the association net and adds a
certain weight to each plausible association
pair. When it is the computer's turn to make
a guess, it selects the association pair with
the highest weight.

Figure 3. How to search for plausible answers

3.5 Interface
There are two displays, one for the judge and one for the players. They differ only in the input area. The
player-interface displays the visible key and the history of the game (the player's guesses, the opponent's

guesses, and the judge's evaluations), and has areas for entering the guessed link and key. The
judge-interface is similar except for the input area. Instead, it has eight buttons (four each for the key and the
link) at the bottom of the screen to evaluate the players' guesses. There is a time limit of 90 seconds, after
which an answer is sent automatically.

4 Experiment
We tested our system with 10 undergraduate students in the Computer Science Department. In the beginning,
we explained how to play the game with various topics and a sample game. Then subjects were matched to a
computer to play the game using ten topics for two hours. Assistants judged the games. Subjects sometimes
thought deeply and sometimes seemed to hit upon an idea quickly. We acquired about 1,400 answers. Here is
a result of one game (see Table 2).
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After playing the system, we let the subjects explain from which words they guessed the answers. We used
their explanations to determine from how many words
Table 2. An example, "Wiener & Twins". Both
we call this the base-words
an answer was guessed
concepts also called "sohseiji"inJapanese
number' . For example, "wiener" was guessed from
"coffee" and "hotdog", so the base-words number is 2.

The average base-words number was 1.4. This result
shows that users try to consider more than one word in
playing this game.

Some subjects tended not to answer within 90 seconds.
Such subjects were found to have a higher base-words
number than those who answered in time.

Turn
Co
Su-ect

visible k-

.

. ii:

Sect
.

i. ii.

Su-ect

Wiener
Twins
Wiener
Twins
Wiener
Twins

Association
American Coffee
Haliwocd Shuwalzn. .
Hotd
Ketch

MI.
MITM

No

No

Salani
Wiener

We categorized the associations into 16 groups (Graph
2), most of them from Togawa' s classification. Siperior, inferior, instance, synonym, same, emotion
(<magic, muse>), character (<apple, red>), character2 (<Wright, airplane>), component (<sausage, pork>),
inclusion (<apple, pineapple>), junction (<sun, flower>), place/time, phonic, verb, target (<knife, apple>),
ellipsis (<wolf, liar>wolf boy lies a lot). Synonym was the most frequently guessed category. Ellipsis
association represented 5% of the guesses. We think that playing with the system stimulates many kinds of
associations.
We also gave a questionnaire after playing the game. In spite of its free answer form, most players answered
that they enjoyed thinking and the moment of hitting upon an idea.

5 Conclusion
We described an interactive system using the Himitsu no

Tsunagari game. In this game a user can play against
either other users or a computer player. The computer
uses the knowledge acquired from past games. It

improved itself by acquiring knowledge from game
records. Users tried to answer using associations to 1.4
words on average and in various categories. In addition,
they said they enjoyed thinking about the answers in the
experiment. We believe our system stimulates users'
ability of associating words. Since many games were
played, the computer acquired sufficient knowledge to
compete well against users.

f.
:
s

i

;

Graph 2 Categories of associations
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The objective of this research is to reinforce the concepts and procedures of
elementary algebra that students learn in junior schools. Students react to teacher's
instructions in various way. However, in a traditional class, the ratio of teacher to
student is still too great. The question of how to help all the students with limited
number of teachers arises. This paper describes how to achieve the above objective
with the help of an intelligent tutoring system. It discusses the design outline and the
system architecture of the proposed system. The tutor tracks student's performance

and uses this information to provide most suitable instruction to each student
dynamically.

Keywords: Web-based learning environment, intelligent tutoring system,
elementary algebra

1. Introduction
In a class of forty students, it is hard for teachers serving every student's questions within a class of forty minutes.
Teachers teach students concepts and methods or techniques to solve problems in group. Then related exercises
are given to students to practice at home. Students who have no doubts in class might cope with the exercise and
learn well while some might not master the technique that teacher has taught. They always frustrate when they
cannot solve the problem. In this situation, some advice from teacher is very helpful in their learning process.

However, teachers are not always available while they need help. Also teachers might not be able to answer
many students' doubts at the same time. This research is conducted with the aim of using computers to support
the knowledge acquisition process that is adjusted to the capabilities of individual student. Students just need to
have a web browser to connect to school network and would get assistance right away.

Many existing CAI applications do help a bit in students' learning process but they do not consider the
background knowledge of students. This means that they might provide inappropriate feedback to students which
in turn affects student's progress in learning. In order to overcome this situation, research has been investigated

on intelligent tutoring system which includes functions for guiding students towards proper knowledge
acquisition, according to observation of the student's problem-solving process and identification of the causes of
student error.
We first depict the learning environment of our system in section 2and then the overall architecture of our system
is mentioned with detail description of main components of ITS in section 3. The final section concludes our
work.

2. Learning Environment of on-line ITS for elementary algebra
ITS for elementary algebra is designed as a problem solving environment to be used in class. Therefore we
assume that student is familiar with the basic concepts of elementary algebra and know the ways to factorize a
polynomial. Students use the system as a tool at home or during class practice. Since the condition that students
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use it lacks teacher's support, an interactive problem support should be built into the system. With this feature,
students might get help on steps of problem solving where he has difficulty.
In order to access the on-line tutoring system, a student just needs a web browser and types the addresswhere the
system locates. An instance of the system will be created in student's computer in the form of ActiveX control.

Although it might argue that there is great network delay in loading the system in student's computer,
interactivity and userfrindliness deserve a short delay. In fact, in a local environment, the network traffic is not
so congested. Therefore this is not a real problem. Instead, students can use it as if any Windows program and do
not have to worry about its maintenance or compatibility issues. The control serves as a communicator betweent
the system and the student. It transfers student's action to the system and returns the reponse of the tutor to the
student.

Every student has his own session during the learning process. When a student enters the system with his user
name and ID, a model of student performance is created or opened to set his learning environment. ITS selects a
problem according to student's level for him to work or waits for the student to enter a problem which he has
doubts. In both situations, the student solves it with the guidance of the tutor in a step-by-step way. The system
keeps track of every step of the student in background. If nothing goes wrong, it remains quiet otherwise it
prompts student's error. His problem solving procedure is kept in the system for future reference.

3. Overview of on-line ITS for elementary algebra
Our system follows the standard architecture of client-server model. The system resides on the server side. The
basic components of the learning system are the domain module, pedagogical module, student modeler and the
interface.

The domain expert module consists of two main programs. One is a problem solver which is capable of solving
problems in its knowledge base. The other one is question generator that creates new problems according to the
instruction of pedagogical module. In order to achieve its mission, the knowledge base is composed of both rules
and cases. The expert model is capable of solving general problems by the rules coded in its module. As for
miscellaneous problems, they are indexed as cases with problem characteristics and solving techniques so that
the domain expert knows how to retrieve the relevant solving technique with the detected problem features.

The domain that we have chosen is factorization of algebraic polynomial for students in elementary classes.
Given a polynomial, factorization is to express an integral polynomial as a product of prime polynomial.
Therefore a polynomial is not completely factored unless each factor is either a monomial or a prime integral
polynomial. Generally, there are 4 basic methods to factorize an algebraic formula. They are: (1) obtaining the
common factor (2) using identities (3) cross-method and (4) divide the polynomial into groups and then simplify
groups to find factors.

The pedagogical goal is to let junior students master the methods to factorize a polynomial smoothly. Students

are taught the basic method to factorize an algebraic formula. However, they always get lost in the actual
application to find the factors of a given formula. Therefore, we have organized the pedagogical knowledge by

constructing groups of problems according to the level of difficulty, problem characteristics and solving
technique. Within each level, there are pre-requisite question types which a student must understand before a
certain question type will be generated. Figure 1 shows part of the relation among question types. There are
several groups having polynomial problems as bellows:

Problems, which just need one method to solve. They are polynomial with common factors, problems that
satisfies the characteristics of perfect square: (a±b)2 = a2±2ab+b2, difference of 2 squares: a2-b2=(a+b)(a-13),
sum or difference of 2 cubes: a3±b3 = (a±b)(a2T-ab+b2), or perfect cube: (a±b)3 = a3±3a2b+3ab2±b3 and
problems of trinomials with a degree of 2 i.e. x2+(a+b)x+ab = (x+a)(x+b)
Problems that need 2 methods to solve are posed, for example: ab2-4a. There are a few combination of
solving techniques like common factor with standard equation, common factor with cross method or cross
method with standard equation.
Problems with more than 4 terms that need to be divided into groups of terms before they can be solved by
the general methods.
Problems that require special techniques to solve like adding terms, splitting terms etc.
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Q I: COMMON FACTORS

Q2: A2-B2 = (A+B) (A-B)

Q3:A2+2AB + B 2 = (A+B)

Q3:A2-2AB+B2

(A+1:11

Q5: A3-B3 = (A-B)(A2+AB+112 )

(A-B) (A-B)

Q5: A3+83 = (A+B)(A2-AB+132 )

Q4::x2+(A +B)x +AB =

(x+A)(x+B)

Q6: ACx1+(AD+BC)x+BD =
(Ax+B)(Cx+D)

Figure I. Part of the pedagogical knowledge

A student modeler tries to understand the mental state of a student so as to provide a more accurate estimation of

individualized instruction. The task of building a student model is extremely difficult as the amount of
information to capture is huge. Although it has been pointed out that this task is intractable[1], an incomplete
student model is still very useful in the process of tutoring [2] [3].

The student modeler evaluates the solution of the student and the ways he factorizes the polynomial with respect

to the one solved by domain expert. Although the solution path for a given problem of a student might be
different from that of domain expert, the student's solution is still correct if it answers to the problem. In our case,
if all the factors that the student found are irreducible, his answer is correct. The tutor would suggest him another
way to solve the problem if it is found that his solution path is different. In this way, students arc guided to know
that there is always another way or a better method to solve a problem. Referred to table 1, student is asked to

factorize a problem 4a2-16b2, the second column shows the ways that he solves the problem. The student
answers the question correctly and his student model is updated accordingly. Although his problem solving
procedure differs from the sample, this would not affect his student model. Only the tutor would suggest him its
way for the student as reference.
Problem: 4a2-1 662
Student

=(2a-4b)(2a+4b)
=2(a-2b)2(a+2b)
=4(a-2b)(a+2b)

=4(a2-4b2)

Reason
Common factor

=4(a+2b)(a-2b)

a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b)

Tutor

Reason
a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b)
Common factor
Multiply numbers

Table 1. Procedure that the student and the tutor solves a problem.

The student model in ITS for elementary algebra contains a general information about the student, history of

student's performance such as previously solved problem, information about the usage of factorization
techniques and what kind of problems he is able to solve according to the pedagogical knowledge. All these
information is important to allow students to receive more instruction and perform more problem-solving
questions in areas in which they are relatively weak. An array of integer is used to keep the system's belief of
student's mastery of a certain skill.

The interface of our system shown in Figure 2 is designed to be user friendly. It is divided into 3 main regions:
upper part shows "Check answer" and "New problem" buttons; lower part is the area where the tutor provides
feedback. The student interacts with the system mainly at the left side of middle part of interface. He may enter a
question by himself or the system might generate one based on his experience. A list of actions is listed for him
to explore the problem solving technique. He may select an action to tell the system how he would solve the
problem. Every action selected would be given an appropriate feedback to the student. In this way, he might

discover what is the consequence of selecting an action. An input area is allocated for the student to enter
auxiliary data needed for his selected action. When the answer button is clicked, the student's solution is
evaluated and his student model is updated accordingly.
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Figure 2. Interface of ITS for elementary algebra

3.1 Evaluation
In our experiments to simulate the problem solving procedure of students using the system, we found that it
follows the overall design. It is able to provide individualized instruction, appropriate feedback and model
student's performance. For major types of the factorization problem in junior school, the tutor is able to solve
and guide the students. However, there are also questions that it fails to solve and guide. There are also cases that
the available action for students to use in the problem solving process is not enough.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have described an on-line intelligent system with interactive problem solving support and
curriculum sequencing. A prototype system designed with some learning theory is implemented. The system
helps students to reinforce the factorization technique. Our intention of building this system is to increase the
learning progress of students and it shows to be a successful tool according to informal evaluation

Since the success of an ITS depends greatly on the student model, we are planning to improve our system with a

more accurate student model in the near future. The user interface will be reconstructed to improve the
interactivity between users and the system. The implemented domain knowledge is quite limited in this stage and
we are developing larger domain knowledge.
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At recently year the research of teaching method are trending to request the
student for active learning, to avoid the student to learn the stuff knowledge.
Therefore the number of researchers in the constructivism and cooperative
learning etc fields are many. Even now how to estimate the student' s learning
attitude belong an active type, is a big problem. In our research, we recur to the

simple method, adopt the discovery teaching. Because under the discovery
teaching, the student does not only use his ground knowledge, but also need face

the priziblem' s stimulation and bring the solution. This method can mostly
saturate the today' s teaching trend. But how to analyze the student' s learning
obstacle area and supply the explanation to help him cross over the learning
barrier is a net bottle in the discovery teaching. In this paper, connect the
concept graph and the gray decision-making to issue the gray analyzing method
of learning obstacle. This method has a flexible ability to point out the area of
learning obstacle, it also can infer the student inbuilt concept or relationship on
his knowledge structure. Finally, according to the expert' s experiments rule to

clearly distinguish the core of problem. Then the system obeys the inferring
rules to bring the explanation and the similar question to stimulate the student to
build his whole knowledge. This learning cycle will continue until the student
completely finishes his learning.

Keywords: Discovery Teaching. Gray Theory Concept Graph 00

1 gray relational concept graph
a. The design of cognitive structure
Induct the student to learn the material, not only implant him a located knowledge, but also hope he can
actively learn or construct the knowledge. Therefore, our system want to stimulate the student, and hope he
use his langue or letter to descript his thinking. It like he uses his symbols to review the content and build his
cognitive structure. Therefore in our system, our chapter designing does not like traditional, we use the
proposition to build concept graph.
Table 1 the relationship matrix

Ns-i,-latior 'Node INode 'Node 'Node 'Node
5
2
3
4
node ----,. 1
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5

1 encode

2 sort- count
3 semantic count

(E

CU

Fig. 1 Concept Garph
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b. Relational concept graph
From the cognitive structure graph we can understand that the relation be assembled by node linking to other

node, of course each relation also has its particular mean. And in our system the question is based on
proposition, then accord with the problem' s subject the expert can distribute the weight to each node and
each relation. These data can be consisted a matrix, and we call this matrix as the conceptual relationship
matrix.
Question 6k

Obstacle

opiscovering

Login

Tel

00 analysis

As Fig.2, when the student log into
the system, the system will give him

Teaching

some questions are selected from
Learning
Times

Learning

Expert' s

Obstacle

Rules

the question database. After the
student transmit his answers to
system, the system will start to

analyze his learning obstacles. Of

Fig. 2 System graph

course, the student' s does not have
much time for studying, the system
hardly collect the enough data for analyzing by statistical recursive method. Because the statistical recursive
has some limited: large data, the data distribution must like normal and the variants cannot too many.
Consequently, the only way we can elect to adopt the gray theory to reduce the analyzing data. This matrix is
called the gray relational conceptual matrix.

2 Gray relational learning obstacles analysis
The gray decision making system is meaning that the system includes some gray element (uncertainty or
incomplete factor). In general case, the decision making space X is constituted by event sets S ISij) and
efficiency sets R..

After the student interact with system, the system can collect his data to assemble the gray relationship' s
matrix. The analysis method explains as following.

Table 3 the erav relationship' s matrix
Node Node Node Node Node
4
5
2
3
relation 1
node

Table 2 the relationship matrix
relation Node Node Node Node Node
4
5
1
2
3
node
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0.5
0.2

Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5

0
0
0
0.5
0.8

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

1

0.2/0.8

1

I. According to the Grey formulate, can translate table 2 to table 3. The system can calculate each node' s
average weight, and according these values to arrange their ranking.

Node 1

Node 2

Table 4
Node 3

Node 4

0

0

0

1.25/2

Node 5
2/2

2. If the nodes weight higher than the threshold value 0.3, the system can find the weight at node 4 and 5 are
higher than 0.3, the system define these nodes are the learning obstacle nodes.
cut (0.3)
3. At the same time, according to the relation' s matrix (table 2), the relation 4-5 is 1 higher than
is the relation of learning obstacle.
4. According to the expert' s rules decide expanding or reducing the learning obstacle area.
Use the aforementioned logic the system can reduce the relation 5-4 and relation 4-5 to infer the learning
obstacle area is node 5
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3 Conclusion
On the teaching the most afraid thing is to induct him learning the inert knowledge. Therefore, in all
teachings methods the discovery teaching is the only one can avoid this problem that is why we adopt the
discovery teaching to develop our system. But how to break through the discovery teaching' s net bottle, our

issue are: integrate the concept graph and gray decision-making system to develop the gray analyzing
method, and use it to discover the student' s learning obstacle. This analyzing has an ability to point out the

learning obstacle area, and enhance the inferring ability to find the student' s learning obstacles or the
incompletely knowledge, then pass through the expert' s rules, the crossing analysis method can find the
problem kernel. Then system rely on this result to elect the problem saving content, let the student can learn
it again and rebuild his knowledge structure until he can construct the whole knowledge.
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1 Introduction
Information technology grows rapidly recently. People use Internet to obtain many kinds of information. The
Internet has become the most important path in cyber world. In the last five years, using the Internet to carry
out distance learning, especially for teachers' in-service training, changes the style of education.

To actualize the policy which was to build an lifelong-learning education environment, Ministry of
Education delegated National Kaohsiung Normal University (NKNU) to manage Asynchronous Distance
Learning class for high school teachers in Oct, 1999.

2 Construct Asynchronous Distance Learning Web page
Generally speaking, teachers have to control the instructive materials, activities, learning process and
evaluation. Every instruction system must include all of the three factors as following:

2.1 Instructive materials and activity designing
If we just put the materials onto web site, they look like electronic books on Internet. It is helpless for
students. Therefore, when designing the contents of curriculum, we make it in "practicing" orientation.
Activities make teacher and students interact with each other and avoid students to feel humdrum or like
reading an electronic book.

2.2 Evaluation
When students finish learning a chapter, we give them an formative evaluation to verify whether students
master the thesis or not. If students pass the formative evaluation, they can continue the curriculum. If not,
they have to go back and learn it again until they pass the formative evaluation. The system would give
some feedback to students, they would know which part of contents they don' t understand yet. Then, v,e
always hold an examination when finishing the curriculum, the summative evaluation. (Figure-1)

Contents' learning 0.Formative Evaluation ---,Whether Student masters the contents or not?
No

Relearn contents

Yes

Complete Learning

Figure -1 Formative Evaluation of Contents' Learning (Kuo Sheng-Iu,1993,p294)

2.3 Learning process
Instead of quantification of examination, we should care about the reflection from students after instruction

and learning. Grades cannot decide students' learning efficiency. During designing the materiab, we
considered every details of students' learning process. These include
counts in connection
counts in joining the forum
contents what student discuss
chatting situation between teacher and students
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Homework students work hard or not
Chapter evaluation (formative evaluation)
teachers and students communicate by email

All items can be saved into database so that we can estimate student' s behavior in learning.

3 Concepts on designing curriculum
We design several activities and strategies. The activities will make students concentrate on the contents. we
consider about the strategies as following:

3.1 Homework:
We assign homework after students finish learning every chapter. They can evaluate themselves through
homework to know how much they learn and review contents again.

3.2 Operative Orientation:
In the homework, they have to work some operation by computer, such as computer game.

3.3 Self-determination:
Self-determination means that students have to study by themselves and plan study schedule by themselves.

3.4 Interactive :
We define interaction into two ways : one direction and two direction (Table-1).

AsynohrOnous

One directiiin:
Announcement FA

Syndironous

Tw'n7direction:
On-Line Forum
Chat Room
Table-1 Interactive model

One direction: teacher to student
Two direction: teacher and student

3.5 User Interface.
What users feel about it is very important in internet environment. Hyperlink always be mazes for a novice
in the internet. Trying to solve user interface problem , we use several ways as following :
3.5.1 Frame cut web pages into several frame to reduce confusing
3.5.2 Tree menu from the reaction of students , the tree menu is easy to access the pages
3.5.3 Learning Path guideline for students on the web
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The purpose of this paper is to apply network technology to make the design of
Web-based learning graphics systems for user. Several issues will be addressed
in this paper such as the development of an Integrated Interactive Graphics
System (IIGS) for a better design environment. In this paper, we attempted to
develop a web-based graphics learning system by Bezier, B -spline and NURBS

algorithms. The purpose of the research was to increase the effect of
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) in network The other advantages is that
network browser is the common platform in internet and intranet, the graphics

system can be portable cross different operating system, as like windows
98,1inux..etc. In fact, the graphics learning system have attempted to be shared
the resource each other.
Keyword: OpenGL, VRML, NURBS, CAD/CAM, CAI, Curves, Surfaces

1 Introduction
As the Internet has improved in the last ten years, web-based graphics learning has become very important

in Internet. In recent year, the distance learning by Internet has been established and developed in
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) system. In this paper, the user can design and learning sculpture
curves and surfaces on a personal computer by the interactive way. The graphics system has friendly
interface in operating process.

OpenGL is a software interface that allows the programmer to create 2D and 3D graphics images. OpenGL
are both a standard API and the implementation of API. In other words, OpenGL is a set of functions which
have the same syntax and which act the same way on every platform, even though different vendors have
written the actual subroutines, which implemented the API standard.
Graphics programming concepts underlie the function of OpenGL. These concepts are easy for the average
application programmer to understand and use. OpenGL is independent of the hardware, operating, and

windowing systems in use. Using OpenGL to make a program is easier than using API to -do. API is
integrated into a windowing system, since learning how to program a windowing system is often quite
complicated.

2 Curve Modeling
Curve methods are usually included in different courses such as geometric modeling, CAD/CAM,
computer-aided geometric design (CAGD), computer graphics, etc. In teaching this material, it is essential
that students have an access to computer graphics facilities. Practical experiences help them to understand
the dry theory. There are many books concerning curve and surface modeling and each of them considers
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this subject in a different way (with some modifications). Users are confused, especially beginners. The
next weakness of method representations is in lack of comparative means. Learning can be more effective
if different methods are studied simultaneously on the same data by changing control parameters.
This field is developing very quickly and therefore researchers need also an effective comparative tool for

their new improved approaches or methods. For these reasons, a program package for modeling and
analysis of parametric curve methods called CM ("Curves Modeling") has been constructed. It is written in
OpenGL. Not only 2D but also 3D curves are considered. Three various methods are incorporated in CM in

the first menu level. Including all menu levels, there are ten methods or their modifications. In the
interpolation methods, a curve passes through all control points, in the approximation methods, however, a
curve passes only near to control points.

Figure 1. The Curve modeling interface

Figure 2. The Surface-modeling interface

A curve is compounded of small curves called curve segments and is determined by an equation in
parametrical form (parameter u). In the knot vector for u (Uknot), there are parameter values for segment
boundaries.

3 The Bezier, B-spline and NURBS Curves Algorithms.(extract)
NURBS curves:
A pth-degree NURBS curve is defined by

C(u).

EN1,(u)w,P,
a

<b

EN,,p(u)w,

(12)

Where the {Pi} are the control points (forming a control polygon), the {WO are the weights, and the
{Ni,p(u)} are the pth-degree B-spline basis functions defined on the non-periodic (and non-uniform) knot
vector.
U=
pil

pil

(13)

4 Surfaces Modeling
In the computer graphics, a surface is usually generated by a surface representation method on a control net
(linked control points in a 3D space). Methods for surface representation are divided in two major groups:
approximation and interpolation methods. At the interpolation methods, a surface passes through all control
points, at the approximation methods however, a surface passes only near to control points. A surface is
compounded of small surfaces, called patches, presented by two families of isoparametric curves.

A program package for modeling and analysis of parametric surface methods called SM ("Surfaces
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Modeling") has been constructed .A surface is determined by an equation in parametrical form (parameters

u and v). We speak about u and v directions (parametrical view) or about direction X and direction Y
respectively (2D screen view). In the knot vectors for u and v (Uknot, Vknot), there are parameter values u
and v for patch boundaries.

5 The Bezier, B-spline and NURBS Surfaces Algorithms.(extract)
NURBS surfaces:
A NURBS surface of degree p in the u direction and degree q in the v direction is a bivariate vector-valued
piecewise rational function of the form

I
P7

sko-

(14)

N,,,
05u,v

EE
i -0 J.0

I

The {Pik} from a bi-directional control net ,the {Wig} are the weights ,and the {Ni,p(u)} and {Ni,,(v)} are
the non-rational B-spline basis functions defined on the knot vectors

6 The structure of the graphics learning system:
(1)System operating process and interface:
(2) Graphics algorithms:
Log in Server
Web±Based Interface

Select Graphics Type

cuivei7.siirraces 17Berler

the Curves

and Surfacesinto
VRN/11: (.wri)

Save Files

Dr.gc.fialiad. 67-

Graphics

Assign Control.
point arid System
Fitting AntoMatic

*

6199-11131D A.

0114'

Opted-ilk Reid-Tithe
Process: Weight,

System

Color, Drag Point;
Divide....etc

Function«

alizing on the VR.
Plug-in Browser

11Spline

surfaces 6r."

AlifDiageon*riint:1701 §-ehdepeelialie0

exievet Swfaciii- tyrDnvorkolpoint,

17-

Cog out Server

+1 Sttdegisevalue.
Cross
Different
Platform .

Modify:Weight

Figure 3. System operating process and interface.

11_
Figure 4. System graphics argontlims

7 Brief Overview of OpenGL
OpenGL is the premier environment for developing portable, interactive 2D and 3D graphics applications.
OpenGL have the following obvious benefits:

(1) Reliable and portable
(2) Scalable
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(3) Easy to use
VR as a Training Tool
Virtual Reality training can dramatically reduce the cost of delivering training by decreasing learning time
for student and instructors.

A:

S
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.
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e
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Classroom techniques (RTI)

8 Implementation and Example:
(1)The Integrated graphics Learning real-time system:
(2)Drawing NURBS curves and Covert Curves into VRML 3D Type:
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While the differences between the groups were significantly different, the virtual reality group performed is
best; the Web-based model group is better than the printed materials group.

10 Conclusion:
The paper describes a new technology that we have established a VR-Based real-time graphics system. In
summary, the system offers the following contributions:
To accomplish an Integrated Graphics Learning Real-time System
1.
2. To share the resources in network.
To establish a computer network assisted learning system.
3.
4. To explore and compare these algorithms of the sculpture curves and surfaces.
5. To integrate VRML with webbased learning system and realize 3D graphics on VR environment
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3 Design Issues
3.1 Screen design
Interactive media places users in a one-on-one relationship with a program that can be as intimate, or more

intimate than, a face-to-face exchange [22]. For that reason, it is the task of educational multimedia
producers to transform that relationship into a successful learning experience. In a user-controlled
environment that enables students to turn off the program whenever they want, screen design becomes
essential to maintaining learner motivation. Effective screen design allows for maximum learning from the
materials while providing the learner with appropriate control of the learning process [16]. This could be

compared to the teacher' s role at the beginning of a traditional classroom setting. An effective screen
design sets the stage for meaningful deep learning' to take place and motivates the student to stay engaged.
The signs of a poorly designed screen are cluttered displays, complex and tedious procedures, inadequate
command languages, inconsistent sequences of action and insufficient informative feedback [20]. Such
designs can lead to anxiety, poor performance and dissatisfaction with the program. Some researchers
recommend limiting the amount of text on screen to three lines in order to prevent information overload
[4]. Users are most effectively able to concentrate on the multimedia material when the screen is made
user-friendly with consistent commands and positioning of buttons. The importance of the screen design is
corroborated by a number of researchers [21], [1]; [23]; [8].

The choices for screen design are endless, but the two basic extremes are simple and complex. There are
both advantages and disadvantages for either consideration. The primary advantage of keeping the screen
' simple and uncluttered' is that it is less likely that users will suffer from immediate sensory ' overload.' As
Stemler points out, multimedia instruction packages can become "nightmares when designers try to dump

anything and everything into a single program simply because the capability is there" [21]. Most
researchers agree with this approach [17]; [18]; [19].

In many cases, a thoughtfully designed complex interface will hold the user's attention longer. The use of a

metaphor is one way of integrating a number of complex features with a simple visual structure and
provides users with a sense of place, familiarity and ease of use. Within VLU, the metaphor of campus
buildings is employed to distinguish between the four sections of the program: Grammar, Listening,
Vocabulary and Writing. This metaphor is also useful for selection of the three levels of difficulty within
the program. After diagnosis, the users take an elevator to the appropriate level of the unit they are working
in.

3.2 Navigation
Unlike passive approaches to education, in student-centered learning, users navigate the path of their own
learning. Because of this, the navigation design of a program determines the level of interactivity users will
experience. There is a delicate balance between giving enough sense of direction to avoid anxiety, without
over-directing users. It is important for users to always know where they are going. Too much freedom may
result in students reviewing material or completing tasks that are not relevant to their purpose. According to
the findings of Laurillard, learners working on interactive media lacking a clear narrative structure will
display learning behavior that is generally unfocused and inconclusive. Learner control, one of the key
benefits of interactive media, thus becomes pedagogically disadvantageous if it results in mere absence of
structure [14]. While the users should be provided with sufficient choice through hypermedia links, there
needs to be a balance between jumping around and sticking to one task [5]. According to Wild and Quinn,
the ideal combination is "scaffolded reflection", that is, navigation that encourages thinking without losing
the focus of the instruction [24].
There are several possibilities for how users access materials: sequentially, semi - directed, free choice or
through pathways. Each of these methods can be designed to have extreme linear order or extreme non-

linear order where users have little or no chance of deviating from a predetermined sequence. Thus,
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package possibilities can range from strict, prescribed, sequential learning to complete freedom of choice.
An alternative is a semi-directed program, allowing for the possibility of choice within certain situations.
Users can be given the option of skipping ahead only when a task is finished or they can be allowed to skip
ahead at any time. Common procedure is to have the exit function or menu function available to users at all
times. This implies that the navigation has minimal travelling; that is, express pathways so users arrive at
their desired destination as fast as possible with little or no redundancy. In contrast, users may not be given
the option of skipping at all but can only exit when a particular task/topic/section/unit is finished. Kristof &

Satran suggest that users should not have multiple paths to any particular location because this causes
confusion [ 1 1].

In VLU, users can chose to skip ahead to sub-topics at any time, yet are required to select the Main Menu
to do so. Thus, while students can jump around to any building or level, they automatically enter a linear
sequence once they have chosen a particular lesson (unless they click on the Main Menu, which is available
at all times). This is particularly true for the Grammar section, where skipping ahead may mean missing
important grammatical rules and explanations. In this section, students choosing to skip ahead will hear a
friendly reminder from the animated host: "You are not advised to go to this task at this stage". Users are
then given the option of proceeding anyway, or returning to the previous section.

3.3 User Feedback
Within the interactive format, the educational value of a program is directly linked to the style and quality
of user feedback. The users can receive either immediate or delayed feedback to responses or actions.
Immediate feedback lets the users have only one attempt at providing correct information, or making a

decision. Delayed feedback, in contrast, allows the users to have a longer learning experience, an
experience which requires completion of one or more steps before the users receive any feedback.

Feedback can also range from: i) individualized feedback which is based upon individual choice and
performance, ii) to a more general response which addresses content considerations, iii) to a type of scoring

(percentage, grade, written comments). Personal feedback can be created to address users by name and
either make suggestions or critique decisions made. In VLU, the computer greets users by name as they
enter the program. Because most users tend to respond positively to being addressed individually, this is
usually seen as a positive option [9].

3.4 Testing
Users can also be tested before, during, or after using a package. The test that precedes the work done in the
package can be used as a diagnostic tool for the user. By diagnosing weaknesses or strengths, students can
be directed to enter the program at an appropriate level of difficulty. Considerations on the nature of the test

include whether or not the test should be timed, whether students should be able to choose the subject
matter of the test and how long the test should be. The answer to these questions will depend upon the type
of material being tested. Analytic material probably requires no time limit, whereas non-analytic material
may need to be timed. A secondary consideration would be how many times a user can take a specific test.
How often should tests in general be given? Once per unit? One test per section or per topic?
If testing is used, diagnosis will be more reliable if several tests have been taken; therefore, a bank of tests
is useful. It follows then that each test must accurately assess the skills being tested and all tests must be
equal in difficulty. The generation of tests can be accomplished by having a single bank of questions with
the computer randomly selecting the questions. This will ensure that users do not duplicate test materials.
Testing within VLU is an option provided to users once they have entered one of the campus buildings. The
test length varies according to each section, but averages about 15 minutes per unit. For example, upon
entering the Listening Test area, users are presented with a pop-up menu that asks them to select a test in
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their area of interest: Environment, English, Politics and Business or Social Issues. In this way, students are
able to control their learning experience and are not penalized for a lack of knowledge in a particular area.

3.5 Scoring
Another question designers will need to address is what kind of report users will receive after completing a
test or set of tasks. Does the program require written comments, percentage grades, or is a simple pass/fail
more appropriate? Reporting can be automatic after each task, or the report can be accessed upon request.
One extreme is for there to be no access to scores until the entire unit/section/package is completed; the
other is for automatic reporting to occur whenever a task is completed. The feedback or report can be a
numerical or graphic representation. There can be results posted on the screen, or they can be printed, or

even saved to a disk. Another design possibility is to have a progress report after users have used the
program for a specified period of time. The progress report can incorporate individual feedback or redirection to an easier or more difficult level. Teachers may also want to have a network reporting option
that automatically sends them the students' reports [9].

Within VLU, users are provided with a percentage grade for each task as well as an overall grade for the
section completed. This provides users with a clear indication of their areas of weakness, whether it be in
specific grammatical structures, writing topic sentences, listening for key words or creating compound
nouns. A rating of "good", "average" or "poor" is also given, with 80 percent or higher being good, 79 to 50
as average and below 49 as poor. With this method of reporting, users are oriented within the tri-level
system of the program and provided with goals for motivating improvement.

Conclusions
As multimedia producers, our goal is to harness the power of emerging technologies to achieve our
educational objectives. With proper planning and design implementation, producers can not only simulate
the classroom setting, but enhance it - and thus contribute to an overall rise in the level of educational
standards. As Kozma points out, our ability to take full advantage of new technologies depends on the
creativity of designers and our understanding of the relationship between these capabilities and learning
[10]. This becomes especially important as computer-based multimedia becomes a ubiquitous aspect to
learning at all levels [12]; [2]; [7].
This paper has discussed some of the issues involved in designing interactive courseware, with an emphasis
on the Higher Education environment. The authors have attempted to use the experience of VLU to identify
some of the key challenges involved in the various stages of multimedia design: development environment,

design, user feedback and piloting. One of the greatest challenges involved in multimedia design is
integrating the freedom-of-choice that makes interactivity what it is, without straying too far away from the

sensible guidance necessary for any valuable educational endeavor. Designers are being challenged to
create a learning environment that combines learner controlled browsing within a system-encouraged
structure. As demonstrated in VLU, this bipolar dynamic is evident in almost every stage of the production
process - from navigation to taskwriting to the integration of audio and visual effects. Every interactive
learning production has its own set of problems and challenges, which is perhaps what makes multimedia
design such an exciting and creative field to be working in. The lessons gained from VLU will continue to
improve the program as it is exposed to more users and teachers, and as the development team generate
new ideas for a revised version. It is hoped that these insights will contribute to the growing source of
knowledge on multimedia design and ultimately lead to better products for students.
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In education, ' interactivity' is the catalyst that has transformed the traditional classroom setting into an

active media environment. Yet the standards for interactivity within education are by no means clear.
Educators and multimedia designers are confronted with many questions concerning the effectiveness of
interactive courseware as a learning tool. In this paper, the authors draw on their experience of producing
the interactive courseware package Virtual Language University, an interactive multimedia package for
language learning that has over 3,500 interactive tasks. Specific topics in the paper include screen design,
navigation, effective task writing, choices in the type of user feedback, scoring and testing. Attention is
given to decision-making procedures that deepen understanding, promote interactivity and encourage selfdirection.

Keywords: interactivity, multimedia, courseware design

1 Introduction
In education, interactivity has transformed the traditional classroom setting into an active media
environment. As Laurel indicates, interactivity is a necessary component for learning to take place.
Learners only learn how to learn when they are actively and continually involved in the learning process
[13]. Yet the standards for interactivity within education today are by no means clear. Educators and
multimedia designers are confronted with questions concerning the effectiveness of interactive courseware
as a learning tool, such as: how multimedia can be successfully integrated into the classroom, what level of
interaction should be included, and which programs are most suitable. As this new area of learning
evolves, those involved in interactive learning are discovering that developing material according to a
multimedia interface is simply not enough [25]; [26]; [5]; [3]. Courseware designers are being challenged
like never before to produce material that deepens understanding, promotes interactivity and encourages
self-direction.

In this paper, the authors draw on their experience of producing an interactive courseware package to
discuss the primary areas involved in designing a multimedia program in a Higher Education institution. A
review of multimedia production discourse will be used to connect the discussion to broader issues within
educational technology and interactive learning. Attention will be given to the decision-making procedures
that add to an enhanced level of interactivity within computer-assisted learning.

2 Development Environment
2.1 Virtual Language University (VLU)
Virtual Language University (VLU) is an interactive learning program developed at the City University of
Hong Kong. The courseware consists of four CD-ROMs and aims to provide a self-directed learning tool
for students and academic staff interested in improving their English skills. The two-year long project was

.1.292

funded by the Teaching Development Grant of the University Grants Committee. The development team
that was responsible for creating the program was an eclectic international mix, consisting of a project
manager, three computer programmers, a graphic artist, two scriptwriters and several student helpers. This
team worked closely during every stage of the production, including the conceptual phase of brain-storming
and scriptwriting, and the production phase of computer programming, video recording, and graphic
design. The program was completed after an extensive review and piloting process that took several
months.
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Figure 2: VLU Lobby

Figure 1: VLU Campus Map

Upon entering VLU, users are introduced to four units: Listening, Writing, Vocabulary and Grammar,
metaphorically represented as four separate buildings in a virtual university campus (See Figure 1). The
animated host, a friendly Dr. Einstein, provides first time users with a tour of the campus and explains how
the program works. Once the users have selected a building (or unit) to work in, they are given a test and
provided with feedback on weaknesses before being directed to the appropriate level: 1, 2, or 3, with 1
being the easiest (See Figure 2). For example, the Listening Unit consists of five multimedia lectures from
University professors, which include video, graphics, sound and about 40 tasks per lecture. Users can
control the forward, back and replay buttons of the lecture, and in this way monitor their own pace and
approach in a "learner controlled" environment [5]. Within the Writing Unit, a video tutorial by an actual
English teacher guides the students through complex writing structures, pausing for interactive tasks along
the way. The other sections, Grammar and Vocabulary, provide ample practice for users to improve their
proficiency in grammar usage and to expand their vocabulary. In total, there are over 3,500 interactive tasks
in the program, all of which are programmed to give immediate or delayed feedback and a percentage score
after each task. Users can also access their last two scores, as this information is automatically stored in the
computer.

2.2 Project Development
Developing a multimedia product calls for a collaborative effort from various team members drawing from

different backgrounds. The team usually includes a project manager (who is often the instructional
designer), a subject-matter expert, scriptwriters, computer programmers, graphic artists, a videographer, an
audiographer and administrative support [2]; [15]. The success of an interactive learning product depends

very much on the ability of the team to work together; "As multimedia development demands the
cooperation of many highly skilled and talented individuals, division of responsibilities, smooth
communication, and strong commitment to the objectives of the project are essential to make a project
successful" [15]. Depending on the size of the team, one person may take on several roles throughout the
course of a project, or roles may overlap - as was the case for the production of VLU.

The project manager addresses the conceptualization stage [[9] and plans the instructional design. This
involves a critical look at the educational needs, the interface design and a proposal for the delivery
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content. The project manager will identify the instructional goal of the program, which should define, in

general, what the program intends to achieve [2]. At the same time, s/he will determine the learning
characteristics important to the design, such as the level of instruction, language, age and culture of the end
users. The project manager is also responsible for outlining the schedule for the project and may facilitate a
liaison with external specialists. S/he coordinates the efforts of the team, encourages positive interpersonal

communications, and ensures that team members stay on track and complete their part by specified
deadlines [2]; [15].

The scriptwriter works with the project manager to develop the content and design of the final product.

S/he is responsible for selecting appropriate media, writing tasks, creating storyboards as well as
developing ideas for graphics. Together, the project manager and scriptwriter construct the skeleton for the
project, which is then brought to life by the programmers and graphic artists. The early phase is probably
the most important stage of the production - and, if done properly, can save hours of time in unnecessary
programming and tedious revisions.

Once the programmers and graphic artists have the scripts in hand, they can proceed with the production
phase. They may use a number of authoring programs, systems or languages to implement the suggestions

of the scriptwriter and project manager [2]. The graphic artist designs the program's graphics and
animation, working closely with the scriptwriter to ensure everyone is thinking in the same direction. The
videographer collects and digitizes video and photo images and the audiographer records the necessary
sound elements. In the case of VLU, university professors were videotaped professionally. Academic
lectures were given on different topics, such as "Exploring the Internet", "Organizational Behavior" or the
"Poetry of Cavafy". The scripts for the lectures were first written by the professors and then transformed
into an interactive format by the scriptwriter and project manager. The professors also acted as the subjectexperts of the team, providing specialized feedback during the piloting of the program.

2.3 Scriptwriting
The key to good interactive multi-media packages is the nature and level of interaction between the users
and the application. The level of interactivity is directly related to the successful creation of appropriately
placed tasks that range in nature and content. During the scriptwriting stage, decisions concerning the
number and type of tasks, the style of feedback, the sequence of questions, the different levels of tasks and
the type of scoring are made. The decisions should first be organized into an outline form to give a broader
perspective and to ensure there is an appropriate distribution among all the categories. It is also important

for scriptwriters to maintain consistency throughout the scripts with the use of identical terminology,
predictable sequences and the same command language.
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In VLU, tasks were written according to the instructional aim of each of the four units (See Figures 3-6).
The main types of tasks that were used include click, drag, notepad writing and multiple choice. Multiple

choice and click are the easiest to construct, both for the scriptwriter and programmer, but should be
combined with other task types to ensure maximum interactivity. Each task is designed according to the
learning objective of the unit. For example, in the Listening Unit, tasks are diagnosed as vocabulary, main
ideas, key words, summary, predictions or inferences. When choosing the frequency and placement of
tasks, On, Goias & Yao [17] advise including an option for an interactive task every three of four screens,
or once every minute. Yet designers should avoid a strict adherence to any formula for interactivity, as it
depends entirely on the content, style and complexity of the material being presented. "You cannot gauge
the amount of active involvement in a technology product by the number of mouse clicks, and .. similarly,
one cannot assess learning by overall level of activity" [26].

The binary structure of the computer makes the process of task-writing an interesting and difficult
endeavor. The scriptwriter is faced with the challenge of creating insightful, thought provoking tasks that
elicit predictable, quantifiable responses. Where a teacher may be able to judge the validity of a multiple
range of answers, a computer cannot. It is therefore up to the scriptwriter to predict all of the potential
responses, a challenge especially for tasks that allow users to type responses in an open-ended format.

During the piloting of VLU, for instance, it was observed that certain open-ended questions caused
frustration among students who believed their answer to be correct - and if judged by a real-life teacher,
may well have been. It is for this reason that questions with vague, complex or multiple responses must be
constructed with great care.

How, then, can multimedia tasks be written without oversimplifying multifaceted and in-depth subject
matter? This-has been one of the leading criticisms of multimedia development as it expands to cover the
more concept-based material within higher education. Users may get an unwarranted sense of having
mastered a complex subject after correctly answering a complete set of computerized quizzes and closeended questions [14]. One method of avoiding such a compartmentalization of information is allowing
students to write down their own opinions on a profound subject matter using a computerized notepad. In
VLU, this non-graded task is used to elicit predictions of what the lecture could entail, or personal opinions
that the student may have. In this way, students are encouraged to contribute their own ideas and thus are

able to build confidence in their analytical skills. The producers of the interactive multimedia package
Investigating Lake Iluka argue that the notepad facilitates cognitive self-management by allowing students
"to collect and manage information from a variety of different sources" [6]. This is substantiated by
Laurillard [14], whose case study found that students appreciated "being forced, or perhaps enabled, to
consider and develop their own analysis first, before seeing what the expert has written".
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Design and Technology (D&T) as a school subject aims to provide learning
opportunities for students to develop the technological awareness, literacy,

capability and lifelong learning patterns that they need to live and work
effectively in an ever changing technological society. Information Technology
(IT) is quickly transforming education by breaking down the traditional

boundaries of learning and teaching. This article discusses the ways that IT can
be made relevant to the learning and teaching of D&T and in teacher education.

It then describes the development of an ongoing project* which aims at
developing an IT-immersion environment to enhance learning and teaching of
D&T at a teacher education institution in Hong Kong. The setting up of this
information-rich, collaborative learning environment is to complement
"traditional" lab-based approach to learning and teaching of Computer Aided
Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM).

Keywords: IT-immersion, Learning Environment, Design and Technology,
Teacher Education

1 Introduction
Design and Technology (D&T) as a school subject "aims to provide learning opportunities for students to
develop the technological awareness, literacy, capability and lifelong learning patterns that they need to live
and work effectively in an ever changing technological society." [3] Information Technology (IT) is quickly
transforming education by breaking down the traditional boundaries of learning and teaching. [5] IT is also
being regarded as an effective tool for learning and teaching D&T in two main areas, namely:
IT as a tool. IT can support many aspects of designing and making in D&T. For example, information

processing and presentation, modelling, computer-aided design and manufacturing, control and
communication.

IT as a source of knowledge. Here, IT is being regarded as a source of knowledge to learn about
materials, equipment, designing and manufacturing. This encompasses CD-ROM information systems,
and the use of local or online databases accessible over the Internet. [2] [6]

2 IT in Education Policy in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) Government launched its IT in Education Policy
in 1998. [1] [5] According to this policy, Hong Kong teachers will be required to reach different levels of IT
Competency in Education over the next few years; and IT-supported instruction will become one of the
essential instructional strategies in future. Consequently, teacher education institutions in Hong Kong will be

The project entitled "Development of an IT-immersion Environment to Enhance the Teaching and
Learning of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)" is supported

by the Teaching Development Grant (TDG) administrated by the HKIEd, which is granted by the
University Grants Committee (UGC), Hong Kong.

required to integrate in their pre-service programmes IT competency elements such as producing courseware,
applying the skills of computer-aided instruction, and using various electronic networks for peer support and
collaborative learning.

3 The Project
The following sections describes an ongoing project which aims at developing an IT-immersion
environment to enhance learning and teaching in D&T at the Hong Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd),
the major provider of D&T teacher education in the territory. This project is a response to the HKSAR
Government's urge for the integration of IT to enhance the effectiveness of learning and teaching in teacher
education institutions. [l][5] The initial target group of the project is student teachers undertaking D&T at
the Institute. This target group will continually widen and might eventually include practising teachers in
D&T and other technology-related subjects in Hong Kong secondary schools.
The project aims to:
develop an IT-immersion learning environment for student teachers majoring in D&T, especially
focused on areas of CAD and CAM;
develop appropriate courseware for the enhancement of learning and teaching of basic and selected
topics on CAD and CAM;

develop an appropriate web-interface for students and staff to enhance face-to-face classroom
interactions;

enable students to appreciate modern techniques of product design and prototype making through the
use of CAD and CAM technologies.

4 IT-immersion Learning Environment for D&T
Davies [4] suggests that an ideal learning environment for D&T is one where the learners have maximum
autonomy and are working on self-directed projects and teachers are constantly assessing with pupils where
they are and where they need to go. The IT-immersion learning environment under discussion utilises some
of the attributes and resources of Web-based learning and adopts a constructivist approach to create a
meaningful learning environment where learning is fostered and supported. This IT-immersion environment,
we believe, would facilitates greater interaction between the teacher and students, and students and students;
assist D&T student teachers transit to the new mode of learning and teaching, and enable them to develop
habits of life-long learning. To effect the paradigm shift from a largely teacher-centred approach to a more
interactive and learner-centred approach, it is important that D&T student teachers appreciate the need for
the change and are receptive to the challenge of taking up their new role as a learning facilitator in future.
Key features of the IT-immersion environment include:

Learner-centred, time and space independent learning. With the use of Web-based instructional
materials, students are allowed to progress at their own pace and at any time and space.

Changing Roles of Teachers and Students. In the IT-immersion environment, the role of the teacher
changes from knowledge provider to that of facilitator and guide. Conversely, students are no longer
passive learners. They become participants, collaborators in the creation of knowledge and meaning.

Self-directed Learning. One increasingly important competency in the future society will be
"self-directed learning". In the IT-immersion environment, students continually learn to use IT tools
for the accessing, processing, and transformation of information into new knowledge.

Just-in-time Learning. "Just-in-time learning" [7] implies a high level of individualisation and
self-direction in the learning process. Each student learns just what he/she needs at the time when
he/she needs it. This is a radical diversion in the instructional delivery system from place-based and
time-fixed group instruction to one that is fully under learner-control.
Individual differences accommodated. Learning is a complex process that takes place as an interaction
between learners and their environment. The interactive multimedia and hypermedia capabilities of
Web-based and CD-ROM based instructional materials would enable student control over timing and
pacing and provide interactivity and active learning.

Collaborative / Cooperative Learning. Collaborative learning in this IT-immersion environment
regards that both teachers and students be active participants in the learning process. The Web, for
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instance, presents an especially good environment for asynchronous collaboration in which students
work together but not necessarily at the same time. This IT-rich environment also provides ground for
cooperative learning that students and teachers interact together in order to accomplish a specific goal
or develop an end product which is content specific. For instance, an ad-hoc group of students, teachers,
and perhaps outside experts, can come together for a particular task or design project. The group splits
into distributed design teams to tackle design challenges. The design teams interact over the computer
network, working cooperatively and drawing on different expertise. The design is shared over the
network, evaluated, and combined into an integrated artefact or system.
It is perhaps worthwhile pointing out that in an IT-immersion learning environment, IT is still considered as

a supportive tool. Its introduction supplements, and indeed may change the "traditional" learning and
teaching approaches in D&T. However, it is not intended to and will not replace traditidnal teaching
altogether. For one reason, D&T is intrinsically an action-based subject. Engagement with designing and
making requires students to be active cognitively and physically. Besides, lab-based activities serve a variety

of different purposes that would be unlikely replaced by other means [8], for example: (a) first hand
experience of using a variety of materials, equipment and processes safely; (b) actually realise high quality
products, test them and evaluate them in use; and (c) face-to-face interaction among peers and the tutor.

5 Basic Components
The IT- immersion environment comprises two major components, namely: (a) the physical component, and
(b) the virtual component (Figure 1).

IT-Immersion Learning and Teaching Environment
for CAD and CAM
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Figure 1. Major Components in the IT-immersion Learning and Teaching Environment.

The Physical Component includes facilities installed in the two labs at the HKIEd for CAD and CAM:

Manufacturing Technology Lab: A Flexible Manufacturing System (CNC Lathe, CNC Mill, and
Robot), a CNC micro-router, 15 networked PC workstations, video-conferencing systems, appropriate
software and peripherals, etc.
Graphic Communication Lab: 21 networked PC workstations, video-conferencing systems, digital
camera, appropriate software and peripherals, etc.
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The Virtual Component of the IT-immersion environment include:

Course Information Area - for students to gain access to course-specific information such as course
outlines, schedules, course materials, assignments and other course-related information.
Bulletin Board - for teachers and students to post up announcements.
Design Area - for supporting both synchronous communication (e.g. real-time interactive chat, used to
brainstorm with teachers or peers) and asynchronous communication (e.g. e-mails) to facilitate design
activities. For example, students can "talk" online and discuss their design ideas via
video-conferencing and/or Internet technologies with peers, teachers or experts outside the campus
who can provide them with suggestion for improvement on the design. Digital cameras can be used to
record the development of models/products and to present design ideas.
Project Area that houses students' individual and collaborative design projects. A Data Bank will be
set up for students to store their design works. The Data Bank will become a central design database,

accessible by all members of each of the design and manufacturing teams to ensure that all team
members are working with identical information.

Presentation Area - for students to present their projects and showcase their design work beyond the
classroom and to a wider audience.
Online Resource Bank - for teachers to upload and retrieve interactive instructional and reference
materials.

Internet links - to support teachers and students using the Internet to locate professional materials and
content resources in D&T and other related disciplines.
Help / Utilities.

6 IT-enhanced Activities and Learning Experiences
In the IT-immersion environment, student teachers are provided with the opportunities to use IT to explore,
develop, model, communicate and realise their design ideas in a variety of ways. As such, IT becomes an

integrated and natural part of their study in D&T. More specifically, to take as an example, video
conferencing technology can be used as an effective medium for developing new ways of learning and
teaching D&T and introducing teachers and students to various aspects of information, communications and
design technologies. Using the latest information and communications technology provides the opportunity
for expertise and resources to be made available to pre-service and practising D&T teachers off -campus
from the HKIEd. Via video conferencing systems or the Internet, they can work collaboratively together on
concurrent design projects, discuss problems and jointly solve them, and exchange ideas and information.

In brief, working in an IT-immersion environment would help D&T student teachers to understand how to
become discerning users of available hardware and software. This in turn, would help them to understand
what IT can and will do to enhance their future pupils' learning in D&T.

7 Conclusion
This paper discussed the potential of an IT-immersion approach to provide D&T student teachers with a
richer, more meaningful education relevant for the future workplace and learning environments. It is also
suggested that this IT-immersion approach can be used in a mixed-mode manner to support traditional
lab-based approach to learning and teaching CAD and CAM. This adjunct or mixed-mode seems appropriate
for a wide range of learning and teaching activities in D&T where real world experience and face-to-face
interaction are essential. By using a mixture of traditional and IT-immersion instructional methods and tools,
the learner can experience recent technology development and its impacts on learning. The point is to find
out the right balance.

The project is still at its developmental stage, the effectiveness of the IT-immersion approach to learning and
teaching D&T has yet to stand the test of time. However, the experience so far suggests that the project will
be a success and will bring substantial benefits to both teaching staff and students.
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In 1998 we presented a framework and system construction of "Images of
Japan," a learning system of the Japanese culture and language in Beijing, China.
In this paper, we discuss the results of our initial evaluation of its framework and
system based on personal feedback from students and on the responses to the

survey carried out in the form of questionnaires. Even though the overall
assessment was positive, we have received a few suggestions for improvement.
We are now working on the implementation of improvements, some of which
we also introduce here.

Cross-Cultural
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Japanese

Education,

1 Introduction
"Images of Japan" was constructed to develop an effective network-based learning environment of
cross-cultural communication: disseminating information on Japanese culture and providing opportunities to

learn Japanese. In order to encourage active participation and to keep the users motivated to share their
knowledge and develop a deeper understanding which they could not achieve alone, we have had Japanese
students and non-Japanese students select items which they want to introduce or they want to know. More
than 300 items have been collected. The data also reveal that there is a wide gap in their perception of
Japanese culture, particularly between Japanese and non-Japanese students. We expected that this
perceptional gap between the Japanese and foreign students would serve to facilitate cooperative and
collaborative learning and sharing of knowledge among the users and to lead to their active participation in
the program.

2 The Framework of the System and its Evaluation
IJsers can jump from the top page to any pages by clicking the icons installed in the index. Since this
courseware is primarily constructed to show the diversity of Japanese society and to encourage Japanese and
non-Japanese students to think about Japanese culture and to share opinions and ideas with each other, the
pages of Classification and Collaboration are the central parts of this framework. Over 300 cultural items are
presented in the Classification page. In the Collaboration page, "Bulletin Board," "B-mail," and "Voting,"

devices are installed.

The "Bulletin Board" serves not only to link together Japanese students and

non-Japanese students giving them opportunities to chat or exchange information, but also to provide data to
evaluate the effectiveness of this collaborative learning program. .

In the "Voting" users are encouraged to vote for the items in which they are interested. Users can also add
new items of their own choice in the existing page. The ranking is continuously updated so that users can
feel a sense of participation and maintain their interest. In addition to "Bulletin Board" and "Voting,"
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"Questionnaire Page" was later added to obtain direct opinions from the users and to evaluate how much
collaboration and development of knowledge has been achieved. The Questionnaire basically consists of
multiple-choice questions. As evaluation based on these means should be carried out through a long span
of time, however, we have decided to perform an experimental assessment in the form of a questionnaire in
the meantime. The number of responses collected was 63 in total (51 Japanese and 12 non-Japanese
students.) Questions focus on the following themes; (1) the overall framework, (2) information on the
Japanese cultural items, and (3) the Japanese language learning program.

3 Results of the Questionnaire on the Overall Framework
In the evaluation of the overall framework, the following issues were addressed. The responses turned out
basically positive.
Table.1

bad

Good

Accessibility of items
Layout
Linking

78%

22%

92%
98%

8%
2%

Table.2

very good
Size of the letter and presentation
Screen presentation
Control of Screen

not good

good

bad

12%

80%

6%

2%

12%

80%
80%

8%

0%
2%

8%

10%

Table.3

Interesting

Very interesting

Photo picture
Illustration
Animation

Not interesting

8%
14%

78%
53%

33%

20%

68%

12%

16%

With regard to question of "Accessibility of items," however, 22% of the students responded negatively. The
reasons could be multifold. The list of cultural items could be too numerous for participants to screen them
thoroughly. The instructions on how to use the page might have been inadequate. A few students might not

be able to plug in the page. Also, a minor technical problem might be present. However, the quantity of
photos, illustrations, animations and sound is controlled so that users will not find them overwhelming. In
any case, improving the accessibility is one of the issues that requires further study. On the other hand, we
feel that the number and wide variety of cultural items, which might look overwhelming to some viewers, is
in fact an important advantage. At the moment each one of those items is categorized into sixteen major
subjects, and the users have to select one of the major subject first to reach the page of each item. How to
arrange topics so that the users will find them easy to access is an issue to be studied as well.

4 Japanese Cultural Items
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The above are examples of a cultural page.

Each item basically consists of two pieces of visual

information either in the form of photos , illustrations or animations, followed by the comments or brief
information given by the students who participated in the original survey are given. In the survey, the
following four questions were asked. As shown in the figures, their responses turned out less positive than
those on the "Overall Framework".

(1) Could you understand the ways young students grasp Japanese culture?
No
24%
Yes 76%
Japanese students
0%
No
Yes 100%
Non-Japanese students
(2) What do you think of this home page on Japanese culture introduced by students?
Useful 55% Not useful 6% Interesting 31% No Answer 8%i
Japanese students
Non-Japanese students Useful75% Not useful 0% Interesting 25% No answer 0%
(3) After having read these pages, have your ideas towards Japanese culture changed?
No
63%
Yes 37%
Japanese students
0%
No
Yes 100%
Non-Japanese students
(4) Do you want to exchange your ideas with others on the "Bulletin Board?"
29%
No
Yes 71%
Japanese students
0%
No
Yes 100%
Non-Japanese students

The reason for the negative response is in part due to lack of sufficient information on each item.
Particularly, the responses from Japanese students are much less positive than those from foreign students.
On the other hand, written responses from foreign students were quite favorable: saying, e.g.,
"This is a fascinating resource to learn more about Japanese culture," "I think the items introduced here are
very thorough, everything from traditional to modern culture." This wide difference in the response between
Japanese and non-Japanese students is basically due to the fact that those non-Japanese students are the ones
who are already interested in Japanese culture and willing to learn more, while most of the Japanese students
are not necessarily interested in Japanese culture, or the items presented here are not enticing but too

familiar to them. The objective reasons for the negative reactions should be sought for, too. It is also
evident that we have to improve the Japanese Cultural Page so as to encourage students to share their
knowledge and opinions actively and enhance their cross-cultural communication skills.

5 Improvements
In order to ensure that students will use our program as a source of information about Japanese culture and
as a tool for cross-cultural communication, we have to make it more attractive for them. As a first step, we
are now working on a construction of a "Discussion Room.," where two groups of students, Japanese and
non-Japanese, exchange their ideas, feelings, and opinions on a series of scenes excerpted from Japanese
movies (one is "Funeral" and the other is "Shall We Dance?") These two movies not only reflect ways of
thinking of Japanese people but also its conventions of daily life and will serve as an interesting source of
cross-cultural communication. Another group of students is assigned to discuss "Bushidoo vis -a-vis
Knighthood," and the fourth group of students should discuss a topic of their own choice. We expect that
through these activities the students will experience both satisfaction and frustration in communicating with
other people of different cultural backgrounds. The conversations recorded in the Discussion Room are
being accumulated and will be analyzed as a source of studying cross cultural communication.
As for the Japanese language Program, we could not obtain sufficient feedback from the foreign students
The language program was_made_ for intermediate_students. However, since the number of foreign students
who have reached intermediate level Japanese in this first experimental evaluation was limited, we could not

obtain concrete comments or reactions on the program. At the time when we constructed the language
program, we could not provide appropriate audio information nor video due to the problem of network speed.
Since this problem has been solved, however, we are now not only adding sound to the original program but

also constructing a new listening comprehension page. The listening comprehension is geared to basic
level students. By doing so, a more active use of this program will be expected. It will be also used in class
starting this October and the feedback from the students will be duly analyzed and be used for further
improvements.
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6 Future Plans
The results of the initial experimental evaluation have suggested that this home page could be a good source
of information on Japanese culture. However, they also have revealed that some changes in the framework

as well as in the content of the cultura 1 and language pages should be made in the near future. Some of
those changes are now being made as mentioned above. The program also needs to expand to include the
participation of other universities, particularly those which they have a Japanese language program or course
on Japanese culture. After implementing further improvements and having obtained a sufficient number of
responses, we will reevaluate the home page.
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With the rapid growth of both computer technology and the Internet, conventional
models of testing are gradually being replaced by CAT (Computer Assisted Testing)

systems. However, the major problem in most CAT systems is the difficulty in
refreshing and supplying test items. This paper presents a novel network CAT system,
DlYexamer (Do-It-Yourself Examer). It has three features that differentiate it from

existing CAT systems: student DIY items, item-bank sharing, and automatic
assessment of item discriminability. DlYexamer accepts test items contributed form
teachers as well as students, and allows limited item sharing between item-banks
possibly maintained by different organizations. An algorithm is applied dynamically
to assess the discriminability of items in item-banks in order to filter out less qualified
contributions, hereby assuring the quality of stored items while scaling up the size of
item-banks.

computer assisted testing, test
discriminability, distant learning
Keywords:

evaluation, test acquisition,

1 Intorduction
With the continuing development of computer technology and the Internet, educators now have new alternatives
for creating, storing, accessing, distributing and sharing learning as well as testing materials. Should testing be
performed on or learned from computers, and then a computer can best assess the work, Bugbee (1996)[1]. Hence,
assessing the learning achievements and attitudes of students via computers or networks becomes a challenging
task for many educators and researchers.

A. Computer-assisted Testing Categories
Cumputer-assisted Testing (CAT) or Computer-based Testing (CBT), the use of computers for testing purposes,
has a history spanning more than twenty years. The documented advantages of computer administered testing
include reductions of testing time, an increase in test security, provision of instant scoring, and an individualized
adaptive testing environment [2][3][4][5]. As listed in Table 1, three categories of CAT are currently employed:
standalone packages, test centers and networked systems.

-1-
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TABLE 1: Categories of CAT
Network
support
Standalone
package
Test center
Networked
system

No
Yes
Yes

Item
generator
Built in
item-bank
Expert
Built in
item-bank

Random item
selection

Item
source

Item quality
assessment

Item-bank
sharing

Test result
analysis

Yes

Fixed

No

No

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Fixed

No

No

Yes

1) Standalone package: This type of computer software package is typically stored on disks or CD-ROMs. Some
packages have built-in item-banks, while others require teachers to input test items. These CAT packages
generally do not have network capabilities.
2) Test center: The test centers or lab services require dedicated computer terminals for testing purposes. Students
are required to complete the computer-based tests at the centers. Well-known applications of this type of service
are Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) and Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), as provided
by Educational Testing Services (ETS) [6].

3) Networked system: This enables students to perform an examination through an Internet connection.
Concurrent testing of multiple users, automatic score calculation, and automatic test result analysis are
supported by a networked system. The major advantages of networked systems are the convenience of
examinations and test result calculation. However, the major flaws are the limitation of the amount of items and
no item discriminability assessment.

B. Problem Statement
Regardless of which CAT system is employed, a critical issue in developing CAT is the construction of a test
item-bank. Traditionally, asking teachers and content experts to submit items generates the item-bank. Three major
drawbacks of the traditional method can be observed:
1) Limitation of item amount: Teachers and content experts tend to have similar views on the test subject. That is,
in a given field vital subject matter might be confined. Therefore, although more teachers and content experts
are invited to contribute test items, the total number of distinct items remains low.

2) Passive learning attitude: Students are conventionally excluded from the creation of tests. In a typical
computer-assisted testing system, teachers generate tests, the system presents test sheets and students then
complete the tests. That is, within the system of testing, they play a passive role, and are not afforded the
opportunity to conduct "meta-learning" or "meta-analysis."

3) No guarantee on item quality: Permitting students to generate tests may be a possible solution to the
aforementioned problems. However, this raises a new problem: quality assurance and ensuring that the tests are
worth storing and used for further tests. Even when the whole item-bank is contributed by teachers and content
experts, ways to dynamically assess and filter test items are needed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The three distinct features of DlYexamer are introduced in section 2.
Section 3 describes how the DlYexamer was implemented and its functionalities for administrators, teachers, and

students. The discriminability calculation formula is then presented in section 4. Finally, the accuracy of
discriminability discretion of DlYexamer and conventional methodology are compared through a real-life test in
section 5.

2 The Diyexamer Solution
The DiYexamer[7] is a W,-h-hneA multi - server system that allows students to contribute test items, and provides
an effective means of verifying the discriminability of these items. Three main ideas are as below:
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Fig 1: Students generate items into the item-bank

Item DIY by students: DlYexamer allows students to generate test items into the item-banks online as Fig 1.
Teachers can query these items generated by students as Fig 2. In addition to rapidly increasing the total
number of items in an item-bank, this feature also encourages students to develop meta-learning, i.e. creative
learning. In order to submit tests, students must thoroughly study the learning materials, develop higher-level
overviews of the materials, and practice cognitive and creative thinking.
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Fig 2: Student DIY items as queried by teachers

Fig 3: Average item discriminabilities of item-banks

2) Assessment of item discriminability: DlYexamer provides an item-discriminability assessment method to
ensure the quality of the stored items. In addition to ensuring the internal consistency of existing test items, this
method also continuously and dynamically screens additional new items in the item-bank. Fig 3 shows the
average item discriminabilities-of- several -item-banks.
3) Item-bank sharing: DlYexamer, a scalable multi-server system, connects many item-banks stored in different

servers. Thefefore, via the Internet, more items can 'ue aixessed and shared. The sharing is limited and
controlled in a sense that a server issues a request, describing the criteria of a test item it requests, to another
server. A server does not open up its item-bank for unlimited access.

Additional advantages have been identified and include the facts that since DlYexamer provides a real-time
on-demand generation of test-sheet function, cheating is avoided. Also, DlYexamer provides an item
cross-analysis function to which the degree of difficulty for each test as well as the entire test base can be
accurately measured.
-3-
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3 Diyexamer System Implementation
A. DlYexamer Network Architecture
DlYexamer is a WBT (WWW-Based Testing) system. An important feature is the sharing of item-bank via
network connections. According to Fig 4, several DlYexamer servers form a scalable test union. Therefore, each
server can access other servers and thus achieve item-bank sharing. A remote server can also join the test union to
share additional test-bank resources, and leave the test union without affecting other servers.

Each DlYexamer
server can also be
either a client or a
server in a union

DIY Server

DIY Server
Test Union

Web Browser

Remote DIY Server

Fig 4: Network Structure of DlYexamer

B. Internal System Model
The internal architecture of DlYexamer (Fig 5) is divided into three layers. Interface layer is responsible for
providing web interface for users. Test Profile Layer (TPL) selects items to form a test sheet, computes scores, and
calculates the discriminability of selected test items. Test base Sharing Layer (TSL) accesses both local and remote
databases via a network. Three functions of TSL are listed in Table 2:

Generate

Item

Item
Selection

On-Line Test

Management

Test Sheet
Generate

Test Sheet

Analysis

Item Discnminability
Verification & Assessment

Fig 5: Structure of DlYexamer
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} Interface
Layer

}TPL

TABLE 2: Functions of TSL
Function
Add new items
Access local item-bank
Connect to remote
item-bank

Description
New items and corresponding answers are categorized to
specific chapters and stored in the local item-bank.
Accessing local while generating test sheets and calculating
.
discnminability.
.

Item-bank sharing through a connection to a remote
item-bank.

Environments and development tools used to construct DlYexamer are listed in Table 3. Perl is used to write CGI
programs to create user interface as homcpage. Apache, an open source web server software, is responsible for
front-end. The back-end, item-bank, is handled by Postgres.
TABLE 3: Environments and development tools
Function
HTTP Server
Programming Tools
DBMS
O.S.

Tools
Apache 1.3.3 [8]
Perl 5.003 [9] CGI.pm-2.56 [10]
Postgresql 6.5.3 [12]
Red Hat Linux release 6.1[13]

Gd.pn-1.14[11]

C. Functionalities for administrators, teachers and students
DlYexamer provides a web interface for users to remotely control and operate the system. Three types of users are
supported: administrators, teachers, and students. Corresponding functionalities are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4: Functionalities for different users

System and Database

Administrator

Teacher

Examine system status
Join a test union
Leave a test union
Create personal accounts
Create group accounts
Modify accounts
Modify item-bank
Redact course division
Backup database

React course division

Item production
Test

Network Invigilate

Analysis

Analyze tests
Analyze test items

Inquiry

A

111311111111a11J11111

Create tests sheet
Select test items
Edit test items
Read test items
Input scores of homework
Analyze tests
Analyze test items
Analyze subjects and divisions
Inquire tests
Inquire test items generated by
students
Inquire students scores

Student

Edit test items
Read test items
On-line test
Analyze tests

Inquire personal scores

A ve.e.00morail- Of niwavarriar.
VAII..laa

A. Method of Traditional Discriminability Assessment
A criterion against which the quality of test items is judged is the assessment of discriminability. An item is
regarded as with high discriminability when competent students correctly answered it, while less competent
students incorrectly answered it, and vice versa. When computing item discriminability, those students with
relatively high and relatively low scores are taken as samples. Those students whose scores fall in middle range not
-5-
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considered. Next, item discriminability is computed according to the performance of these sampled students when
answering each item.

In the traditional discriminability assessment method[14], those in the top 30% and the bottom 30% rank groups
are chosen as samples. The top 30% scorers are defined as "high-rank group (H)", while the bottom 30% scorers
are defined as "low-rank group (L)". The formula for calculating the discriminability of an item is as follows:
The number of students in H
that answered correctly

The number of students in L
that answered correctly

Discriminability =
The number of students in H

The number of students in L

In the traditional method, two major drawbacks can be observed. The first one has something to do with whether
the 30% is in terms of count of students or range of scores. The sampled students fall in the top 30% and the bottom
30% rank groups, i.e. in terms of counts. However, it is possible that these scores differ only slightly from the

average score especially when scores are not wide-spread distributed, where many scorers should not be
considered in computing the discriminability. Second, the effect on discriminability assessment by each student in

either group is assumed to be the same. However, those students that received different scores have different
degrees of tendency to correctly or incorrectly answer an item. For example, a sampled student who received 97
points should have higher referential value than a sampled student who received 80 points.

B. Method for DlYexamer's Discriminability Assessment
When selecting sample students, only those whose scores have large gap with the average score should be
considered. Accordingly, those with the top 30%, in terms of range, scores are defined as "high-score group (H')",
while those with the bottom 30% scores are defined as "low-score group (L')".

To show the different criteria and effects of choosing samples in the traditional method and DlYexamer method,
Fig.6 depicts the score distribution in a test. In this example, the highest score is 92, the lowest score is 34, and the
average score is 69. The "high rank score group" and the "low rank score group" are chosen according to these two
methods. Take student X as an example, the score of X is 66, which differs only 3 points from the average score.
The associated information of X should have little, if not none, referential value in computing item discriminability.
However, X is chosen as a sample in the high rank group in the traditional method. This fallacy results from using
rank group, in terms of count, as the criterion of choosing samples. In DlYexamer, X is not chosen since score
group, in terms of range, rather than rank group is used. Only those with large gap with the average score are
chosen as samples.

Fig 6: Comparison of samples taken in the traditional method and DlYexamer method

For different samples to have different impacts on discriminability, a referential value with respect to an item is
generated for each student selected as a sample. We first define the item discriminability as the average of all
associated referential values, as shown below:

6
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Sum of the referential values of sampled students
Discriminability

Number of sampled students

Since the referential values depend on students' scores, the referential values are computed according to the ratio
of correct and incorrect answers of the sampled students. The ratios of correct and incorrect answers are defined as
follows:

Number of items answered correctly
Ratio of correct answer
Number of items on the test
Number of items answered incorrectly
Ratio of incorrect answer
Number of items on the test
TABLE 5: Principle to compute the referential value of a student with respect to an item
Student

Answer

Competent
(With high ratio of correct answer)
Less competent
(With low ratio of correct answer)

Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect

Item
discriminability
High
Low

Low
High

Referential value to compute
discriminability
Ratio of correct answer
Ratio of incorrect answer
Ratio of correct answer
Ratio of incorrect answer

According to Table 5, the referential value of a student correctly answered an item is the ratio of correct answer of
the student. Alternately, the referential value of a student incorrectly answered an item is the ratio of incorrect

answer of the student. This policy comes from the fact that an item should have increased discriminability if
correctly answered by a competent student, while rendering decreased discriminability if correctly answered by a
less competent student. In this way, a competent student contributes large referential value to a correctly answered
item and small referential value to an incorrectly answered item, and vice versa.

C. Algorithm for DlYexamer's Discriminability Assessment
The test result of a student is used if the score falls in either the high or the low score group. A referential value is
computed for each item the student answered. The discriminability of an item is the average of all of the associated
referential values.

To calculate for each item, information must be recorded in the database. First, the highest and the lowest scores
(i.e. Gmax and Gmin) of all students who answered the question item are recorded to calculate Gh and Gl. Gh and
GI are used as thresholds to determine whether a student is eligible to affect the rating of an item. Second, the
number of students with referential values (i.e. n) and the sum of referential values (i.e. Accumulator) are recorded.
The calculation formula and the corresponding definition of used parameters are listed below. Algorithm of
DlYexamer's discriminability assessment summarized in Fig 7.

Accumulator:

sum of referential values
number of students with referential value
T:
number of correctly answered questions in this test
F:
number of incorrectly answered questions in this test
Gmax: highest score of all students answered this question
Gmin:
lowest score of all students answered this question
Gh:
high threshold for ratio of correct answer
GI:
low threshold for ratio of incorrect answer
n:

Ans:

A Boolean variable indicates whether a student correctly or
incorrectly answered the question

-7-
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if((T/(T+F)>Gh) or (T/(T+F)<G1))

if (T/(T+F)>Gmax)
Gmax = T/(T+F)
else(T/(T+F)<Gmin)
Gmin = T/(T+F)
Gh = Gmax-(Gmax-Gmin)*30%;
G1= Gmin+(Gmax-Gmin)*30%;
n = n+1;

if (AnsCorrect)
Accumulator = Accumulator + T/(T+F);
else (Ans=--Wrong)
Accumulator = Accumulator + F/(T+F);
Discrimination = Accumulator /n;
Fig 7: Discriminability assessment algorithm

5 Evaluation Of The Discriminability Assessment In Diyexamer
The fairness and performance of DlYexamer was evaluated. We conducted an experiment where 10 students took

the test on-line using DlYexamer with 10 items. Table 6 summarizes the test results. Fig 8 shows the score
distribution of the experiment. Discriminability for each item is computed using both the traditional method and
the DIYexamer method. However, the discriminability originally falls between -1 to 1 using the traditional method,
while falling between 0 to 1 using the DIYexamer method. To compare these two methods, both two ranges of
discriminability are then normalized to 0 to 10, as shown in Fig 9.
According to Fig 9, the item discriminability differs in these two methods because the samples taken are different.
The low-score group consists of student 1, 2, and 3 by the traditional method, while only 1 and 2 by the DIYexamer
method. In this case, student 3 got 4 points, which differs from the average score (i.e. 5.2 points) by only 1.2 points.
Since student 3 should have little, if not none, impact on the assessment of discriminability, student 3 is in fact not
a proper sample.

Observe that, in Table 6, student 1 who is a less competent student and has incorrectly answered all items except
item 1, and student 10 who is a very competent student and has incorrectly answered item 1. Thus, item 1 can be
concluded as of low discriminability. Comparing the assessment results in these two methods, the computed item
discriminability of item 1 is very low in the DIYexamer method but not as low in the traditional method.
Comparing item 3 and item 1 in Table 6, item 3 should have higher discriminability than item 1 because competent
students tend to answer item 3 correctly and less competent students tend to answer item 3 incorrectly, which is not
true for item 1. However, item 3 and item 1 have the same discriminability, i.e. 5, by the traditional method. In this

case, the actual discriminability is more accurately reflected in the DIYexamer method than in the traditional
method.

TABLE 6: Result of the test experiment
Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number of correct
an swers(scorel

I (correct)

0 (incorrect)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

4

Item
11

student 1

student2
student3
student4
student5
student6
student?

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

5

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

5

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

6

1

0

0

1

1

0

6

0

1

1

1
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student8
student9
student 10

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

I

7

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

9

r

10

8

at

0

4

Fig 8: Score distribution of the test experiment

2

0

Item

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

-*--DIYElarner

3.6

6.4

6.4

6

8

8

8

7.2

8

8

-0-Trditionl

5

5

5

6.7

8.33

10

10

6.7

10

10

10

Fig 9: Comparison of item discriminability

6 Conclustion
This paper has presented a novel architecture for a networked CAT system, DlYexamer. It supports item DIY by
students, item-bank sharing, and item discriminability assessment.

For discriminability assessment, new calculation formula were proposed. When compared with the traditional
assessment scheme, the main difference is that the top and the bottom 30% of the score group, in terms of range of
scores were selected rather than the rank group, in terms of count of students. Thus, item discriminability is more
accurately reflected particularly when the tested students have close scores.

Item-bank sharing and item DIY by students has increased both the amount and the variety of questions in
item-banks. Item DIY by students promotes creative learning within students, while automatic discriminability
assessment assures better quality than traditional CAT systems.

A questionnaire was used to survey subjective attitudes of students about DlYexamer. As shown in Table 7, the
outcome revealed that most students were interested in item DIY.
TABLE 7: DlYexamer questionnaire results: percentage and the number of students in parentheses of each question

Question
Item DIY is interesting.
Item DIY is fanciful.
I am curious about the testing result of my DIY item.
I learned a lot when creating items.
I am curious about the teacher's opinion about my
DIY item.
I am curious about other students' opinions about my
DIY item.
I studied harder to prepare item DIY.
Judging the difficulties of my DIY items is easy.
Judging the fitness of my DIY items is difficult.
Item DIY by students comes from the laziness of
teachers.
If possible, I hope such item DIY mode through the
whole course can replace conventional testing.

Strongly agree

Agree

No opinion Disagree

Strongly
disagree

22.8 (13)

15.8 (9)
10.5 (6)
3.5 (2)
17.5 (10)

7.0 (4)
1.8 (1)
0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)

50.9 (29)

22.8 (13)

1.8 (1)

1.8 (1)

15.8 (9)

56.1 (32)

21.1 (12)

7.0 (4)

0.0 (0)

10.5 (6)

40.4 (23)
36.8 (21)

54.4 (31)
38.6 (22)
49.1 (28)

21.1 (12)
14.0 (8)
8.8 (5)

14.0 (8)
7.0 (4)
5.3 (3)

0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)
0.0 (0)

7.0 (4)

12.3 (7)

43.9 (25)

33.3 (19)

3.5 (2)

1.8 (1)

10.5 (6)

35.1 (20)

38.6 (22)

14.0 (8)

26.3 (15)
12.3 (7)

43.9
49.1
59.6
47.4

(25)
(28)
(34)
(27)

21.1 (12)
21.1 (12)
10.5 (6)

22.8 (13)

12.3 (7)
19.5 (10)
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Items generated by students are easier than by the
teacher.
I knew more about the testing material after item
DIY procedure.

7.0 (4)

36.8 (21)

28.1 (16)

24.6 (14)

3.5 (2)

8.8 (5)

50.9 (29)

22.8 (13)

15.8 (9)

1.8 (1)

The technique proposed herein is useful in general tuition not only to improve the quality of test items and fairness;

but also to save time from generating questions and computing scores. We recommend that DlYexamer be
popularized to schools.
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EDASEQ A log file analysis program for
assessing navigation processes
Helmut M. Niegemann
Institute for Media and Communications, Ilmenau Technical University,
P.O. Box 100565, 98684 Ilmenau (Germany). Email: helmut@niegemann.de
Research on the effects of hypermedia learning environments often suffers from
a lack of systematic control of learning conditions, especially the sequencing of
the content. While available tools for logfile analysis are confined to delivering
frequencies and other figures, the tool to be presented (EDASEQ: Exploratory
Data Analysis for Sequential Data) was developed to facilitate the analysis of
the navigation paths of single learners as well as "average" paths of a group of
learners. Because standard statistical procedures for handling sequential data are
not suitable here, the tool is primarily founded on graphical methods. Navigation
processes are represented by transition matrices, and with additional
visualizations and trajectories. Apart from descriptive portrayals, the tool also
allows for categorizing empirically found navigation patterns on the basis of

theoretically defined prototypical patterns. Furthermore, it is possible to
compare the patterns of single learners or groups. Results can be used to better
explain the effects of self-regulated learning in hypermedia learning
environments. Without knowing variables like sequencing, time-on-task, or the
number and configuration of examples studied by learners, it is hardly possible
to interpret the impact of external learning conditions on the learning outcomes.
Keywords: learning processes, navigation, hypermedia, methodology, tool

1 Introduction
A fundamental problem of research on self-regulated learning is the possible variation of learners' behaviors,
especially regarding variables like the sequence of content, the time spent with studying different parts of
subject matter, the number and arrangement of examples and exercises: Have they really worked through all
the relevant information? How many examples were chosen, with what methods of representation and in
what combinations? How many exercises were worked through, and to what result, resp. with mistakes of
what kind? How long were the learners occupied with what contents? This is valid for every type of research

on self-regulated learning, but especially for learning with hypermedia. Even with the same context
conditions, quantitatively and qualitatively completely different courses of learning are possible and thus, in
consequence, very different results. Even when the learner activities displayed are described exactly, there
are differences with respect to the quality of the elaborative treatment; the external conditions of the learning

processes, however, are principally controllable. Unfortunately, standard statistical procedures are not
suitable to represent an "average path" in an educational hypermedia system: Mean times spent on looking
to specific pages or mean frequencies of visits are often not sufficient to explain differences in learning
outcomes.

2 Aims of the development of EDASEQ'
For the description and categorization of such processes there thus remain graph theoretical procedures.
There were already attempts at implementing these some time ago; the best known is probably Flanders'
(1970) procedure for the analysis of teaching (cf. also Canter, Rivers & Storrs, 1985). For the treatment and
Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation), grant Az. Ho
649/9-1,2,3).
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evaluation of data on the basis of graph theoretical considerations there is, however, as yet no method which
is relatively simple to use. It was therefore an aim of the development of methods within the framework of a
six year research project on case-based hypermedia learning environments in vocational training to develop
a procedure allowing recorded data of learning processes to be so prepared that a) a data reduction is brought
about which allows those processes to be analyzed exploratively, b) a categorization of typical processes
becomes possible, c) records of several processes can be aggregated and finally d). Comparisons are made

possible between (1) single records of processes, in order to see differences and similarities, (2) an
individual process and an aggregated one, in order to be able to study deviations of single learners from the
typical route taken in their group, (3) two aggregated processes, in order to compare groups under different
treatment resp. marginal conditions using experimental designs, (4) a single or an aggregate process with a
prototype process that is produced artificially, in order to categorize processes of one or several prototypes
within the framework of defined deviations, or to test hypotheses. Apart from the characteristics of the
processes, it should also be possible to extract simple statistics: e.g. frequency of the calling up of specific
screen pages, specific transition frequencies, length of stay etc.

3 Forms of representation
In order to represent hypermedia navigation processes, there are first of all two different but mathematically
equivalent codes: transition matrices on the one hand and aligned graphs on the other. Whilst one can see
conspicuous characteristics in the graphical representation, the matrix representation allows the calculation
of indices. Since both forms of representation are practicable, both should be taken into consideration. One
special feature of well designed hypermedia learning systems is a structured presentation of knowledge
given in such a way that learners have the choice of either informing themselves superficially or of going
deeper into the subject at any chosen place, or of combining both courses of action: first gaining an overview,
then deepening their knowledge. In order to determine the extent of the "deepening" - assuming an
appropriate structuring of knowledge in the medium -, two characteristic values, the mean "depth of
elaboration" and the "variance of elaboration" have been developed. The depth of elaboration is a rating for
every hypermedia occurrence, which is all the higher, the deeper the corresponding screen page goes into a
specific subject. If, for instance, the highest level with the index number 1 is the term "statistics", then pages
on the subject "inference statistics" or "descriptive statistics" would have the index number 2 and a page on
the subject "log-linear models" would have, for example, the index number 5. The arithmetic mean of the

values of all screen pages visited could then give an indication of the extent of the "deepening" or
"elaboration" of the material; the measurement is completed by the elaboration variance ascertained
analogously. Not least, characteristics of the chronological process should be portrayable.

4 Realization
As the first step towards a reduction of process data in the Mannheim research project "Case-based learning
problem" - in compliance with the demands - a software-technical evaluation procedure was developed. This
enables processes to be transferred rapidly into transition matrices, so that firstly the simple frequencies of
the consultation of specific pieces of information and of the transitions between offers of information can be
ascertained. The learning programs developed in this project each encompass approx. 150 screen pages;
learners need up to five hours to complete the given tasks and corresponding records comprise 3000 - 5000
single entries, each consisting of the time (in seconds after midnight) and the designation of the respective
screen page. Log-files existing as ASCII text files are downloaded and converted into MS Excel files. For
the simultaneous treatment of a larger amount of records it is also possible to stack them. Process data in the
form of transition matrices .can furthermore be compared to each other and also aggregated. In order to
reduce data one can also stipulate that transitions which are more seldom than a specified threshold value
should he ignored.

5 Examples of process representations and indices
The following representations are based on fictitious data; i.e. records were produced with the specific aim

of representing certain processes, in order to determine whether the corresponding characteristics are
perceptible. Apart from this the size of these records was to be restricted, in order to enable a written account
to be given. shows the evaluation as regards the frequency with which single screen pages were called up, as
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well as the length of the stay there (absolute in seconds and relative to the complete time needed). Ills. 1
shows a transition matrix with aligned graphs of the process included (option). One alternative graphical
representation ("chronological") is given in III. 2. Here, above all, recourses to previous steps are clearly to
be seen: the test person would, in this case, have chosen a strategy whereby he/she began by choosing page
B1 on the higher level, "deepening" from there straight to BX 1 , going back to B1, choosing mother
"deepening" (BY2) etc. The values in the main diagonal indicate how many time units the learner has here
stayed on each separate page.
In a third, more concise representation of the process every node (page, screen, chapter etc.) is represented
by one cell and the navigation process is shown by arrows between the cells. Analyzing aggregated data, the
thickness of the arrows indicates the frequency of the transitions between two nodes. So, a sequence of thick
arrows represent a "modal path", i.e. a path used by many users. (Ill. 3)
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III. 3: Alternative representation of the navigation process (Al, B1 etc. indicate screen pages)

6 Conclusion
The procedure which has been developed is first of all explorative, i.e. data are so prepared and represented
that they allow categorizations and comparisons, thus offering a basis for the forming of hypotheses. Very

extensive record files, in particular, are reduced. Although the procedure for the analysis of records on
navigation was developed in hypertext, resp. hypermedia systems, it is also suitable for the treatment and
analysis of data on the observation of teaching or other courses of communication.
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In this paper, we propose a method of constructing an intelligent Micro-World
(MW) for high-school chemistry that accepts learners' questions and advises
them whenever the learners are working in the MW. We also discuss the method
generating explanations using both texts and images. At first, we argue on the
interaction between a learner and such a system, and classify learner's typical
demands and possible educational supports by the system. Next we show the
ability necessary to deal with the demands, such as recognizing learners' plan,
generating a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment, reproducing the state at
any step of the change in MW, controlling the initiative of the interaction, and so
on. Then we propose methods in order to realize the abilities. Moreover, we
illustrate how to implement the abilities and introduce our prototype system.
Keywords: Micro World, Interactive explanation, Mixed initiative

1 Introduction
Micro-World (MW) has a problem that it is hard to support learners who are in impasse. We are developing

an intelligent MW that supports the learners[l,2,4,5]. The domain subject of the MW is high-school
chemistry. The MW has the following functions:
Simulating changes in the world model of high-school chemistry.
Recognizing the learner' s plan by a sequence of his manipulations.
Judging weather the learner is in impasse, by comparing the learner's plan with the standard plan that the
MW generates. If the learner is in impasse, it assumes that the cause of the impasse might be lack of the
knowledge necessary to perform the next manipulation which the learner should do.
Giving the learner some advices by using texts. For example, the MW shows the knowledge which the
learner doesn' t understand, the manipulation that the learner should do next, and so on.

Accepting learner's questions at any time when the learner is working in the MW and answering by
using texts.
Our MW uses only texts in giving advices. In general, it is effective to explain something by using both texts
and images. CINESPEAK [3] is one of the systems which can show explanations using both images and
texts. It can generate a 3D animation and texts of explanation. It also can select appropriate camera shot
corresponding to the contents of explanation. However, It can not generate explanations interactively.

We think it is necessary to avoid showing the texts and images prepared beforehand like video movies with

some captions. The reason is that the explanation should be shown interactively. In other words, an
educational system must not explain anything one-sidedly, because the condition of a learner is changing
moment by moment while the system explains to the learner.

When an idea flashes upon a learner's mind during the explanation, the system must allow him to say his
idea and respond to his remark. For example, when the system explains how to solve some problems in MW
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to the learner who is in impasse, if the learner requires doing continuation of the problem solving process by
himself, the system should prepare MW and let him continue solving the problem on MW. Similarly, if the
learner requires changing some conditions of MW and explaining the method of solving the problem, the
system should stop explaining, re-plan a new method to solve the problem with new conditions, and explain
it.

In this paper, we extend the user interface of our MW in order to make it more effective. The first extension
is that the MW uses not only texts but also images when it shows the learners advices or explanations. The

second one is that the MW generates explanations interactively. Our extended system can explain
manipulations that a learner performed in a MW and the manipulations necessary to achieve a given goal by

using both texts and animations simultaneously. Moreover it can explain interactively according to the
learner' s demand.

In the next section, we discuss the ability necessary for the system that generate explanations interactively.
In section 3 we show our basic approach to realize the abilities. In section 4 we illustrate how to implement
the abilities, and we introduce our prototype system and show examples of its behavior.

2 Interactive method to explain
In order to generate explanations interactively, the system should have the following two functions.
- When a learner does not express his intention, the system must be able to lead his learning.
- The system must be able to deal with a learner' s demand whenever the system aids learning (even when it
is explaining something to him).
The former is out of range of this paper, because it is the topic concerning to the teaching strategy in the
field of Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). Therefore, We concentrate the latter.

Learners' demands and the method to deal with them depend on what kind of educational supports can be
provided by the system. Therefore, we must clarify:
1. the educational supports and learners' demands.
2. what kinds of ability are necessary to deal with the demands.

2.1 Possible educational supports and learners' demands
We can classify states of the system into the following two types:
The system gives a goal and the learner manipulates the MW on his own initiative.
- The system takes the initiative then it shows advice or explanations to the learner.
We discuss learner' s demands and methods to deal with them on each state.

2.1.1 Supports and learners' demands when learner has initiative
We think the major demand on this state is to require an advice to resolve a learner's impasse. Therefore, we
deal with only such type of demands as the first step of our research. In order to discuss how to deal with the
demands, we classify causes of learners' impasse into the following two types.
(A): A learner cannot understand the current state of MW.
(B):. A learner cannot decide what to do in the next step.
The system can satisfy the demand of the learner who is in impasse because of (A) by showing the following
explanations:
- Explanation of a sequence of manipulations that the learner performed in thc. MW and the effect of each
manipulation.
- Explanation of the state after each thartipulation has per
The demand of the learner who is in impasse because of (B) can be satisfied by various ways. For example,
the system identifies misunderstood or lacked knowledge and shows him the knowledge, the system explains
on the similar case and lets him remind his experience, and so on. In this paper, we adopt the simplest way
that the system shows the actions to be performed in the following steps. If we take the other way, we need
to extend some functions to decide contents of explanations. However, the mechanism to control interactive
generation of explanations is commonly reused.
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As a result, the type of demands of the first state is only a demand to require some advice, and the type of
explanations that the system generates is only an explanation of manipulations and the state after each one.
In order to explain a manipulation and the state after it has been performed, the system generates animation
showing how to perform the manipulation in the MW and texts explaining the effect of the manipulation.
2.1.2 Supports and learners' demands when the system has initiative
First, we discuss typical demands of learners who are in impasse because of (A) mentioned in the previous
section. When the system explains to the learner a sequence of manipulations that the learner performed and
the state after each manipulation by using animations and texts, the learner may demand that the system
shows him a previous state again or a following state intermittently. In case that the learner finds his own
mistakes while the system is explaining something to him, he may demand that the system stops explaining,
prepares the initial environment, and lets him re -try solving his problem on the MW again. If the learner
fails to resolve his impasse in spite of some explanations generated by the system, he may demand that the
system show- shim the whole correct process to achieve his goal on the MW.
Then, we imagine typical demands of learners who are in impasse because of (B). In this case, the system
explains him the action to be performed in the following steps. The learner may demand that:
- the system shows him the previous/following states.
the system stops explaining in order to let him do continuation of manipulations.
- he rewrites some conditions of his problem and the system explains how to solve the problem with new
conditions.

We don' t argue on all of above-mentioned demands, but only ones with which our system can deal,
considering possible actions by our system. Such actions are as follows:
(1) Explaining the sequence of actions which learners have performed.
(2) Explaining the sequence of correct actions by which the given goal can be achieved.
(3) Setting an environment for experiment to let learners try achieving the goal free.
Table 1. Examples of typical demands by learners
Actions of the system

Action
before
the
demand

Action
after the
demand

(1)

(1)

The learner wants to see another action than one shown in the current

(1)

(2)

The learner can understand what he has done, and wants to see what he

(1)

(3)

The learner finds the mistakes he has made, and wants to re-try the

type of the demand and the scene where the learner input the demand

explanation on the sequence of his previous actions.
should do next.
experiment.
(2)

(1)

The learner understands correct actions, and wants to compare it with what

(2)

(2)

The learner wants to see another action than one shown in the current

(2)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(3)

he did.

explanation on the sequence of correct actions.

The learner understands the correct actions, and wants to re-try the
experiment.

The learner loses the current state in the process of achieving the goal of the
experiment. He wants to confirm the actions which he has performed.
The learner loses the way to achieve the goal of the experiment.
He wants to see the correct actions.
He finds he has failed to achieve the goal and wants to re -try the experiment.

Then we can classify the demands according to which actions are performed before/after accepting the
demand. Combinations of the actions are 3*3= 9 types such as "when system doing (1), a demand is input,
then it does (1)", "when it doing (1), a demand is input, then it begins to do (2)", and so on. Examples of the
typical demand of each type are shown in Table 1.
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2.2 Abilities necessary to deal with learners' demands
In this section, we discuss abilities necessary to deal with the learners' demands mentioned in 2.1. Basically,
MW should have an ability to simulate changes in the MW according to learners' actions.
In addition, in order to deal with the demands mentioned in 2.1.1, the system should have the following
abilities.

(a) Ability to recognize learners' plan from a sequence of his actions.

In order to explain what learners have done by not only listing up the actions, but also showing the
meanings of the sequence of the actions, the system needs the ability.
(b) Ability to generate a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment.
In order to explain correct actions which learners should perform, the system has to be able to generate
plan.

(c) Ability to simulate changes in the MW according to the plan generated or recognized by itself, and
ability to generate verbal explanations showing what actions has been done or what actions should be
going to be done.
The system had better be able to generate explanations using both texts and images. In order to generate
visual explanations, the system should be able to operate MW in a similar way as learners do. In order to
generate verbal explanations, the system should be able to generate texts from the result of planning or
plan recognition.

In order to deal with the demands mentioned in 2.1.2, the abilities mentioned above are also necessary. In
addition, the following abilities are needed.
(d) Ability to store the history of actions by learners or the system.
The ability is needed to do action (1) or (2) as a reaction of a demand in Table 1.
(e) Ability to reproduce the state at any step of the change in MW and allow learners to Manipulate the MW.
The ability is needed to do action (3) as a reaction of a demand in Table 1.

In addition, the following ability is necessary to realize mixed initiative. It is generally important to make
interactive educational environment effective.
(f) Ability to control the two phases: a phase where a learner takes initiative by actions to achieve the goal,
and a phase where the system takes initiative by generating explanations.

3 Methods necessary to deal with learner' s demand
The basic framework of the system as a MW can be seen in [5]. An extension in this paper is that the system
becomes to have two individual environments: one is the environment for experiment used by learners, and
the other is the environment for explanation. Our system operates the latter environment in its explanation.
We add the latter environment in order to avoid that both a learner and the system try to operate a common
one at the same time. The environment for experiment has an interface and functions to accept learner's
actions, and reacts as soon as it accepts an action from a learner. On the other hand, the environment for

explanation cannot accept manipulations from learners (though switches similar to the environment of
experiment are displayed in its window, they are dummy).

We discuss how to equip such a framework of the system with the abilities mentioned in 2.2.
(a) Ability to recognize learners' plan from a sequence of his actions.

On this ability, please see our previous paper 4
(b) Ability to generate a plan to achieve a goal of an experiment.

On this ability, please see our previous paper 4 ; too.
(c) Ability to simulate changes in the MW according to the plan generated or recognized by itself, and
ability to generate verbal explanations showing what actions has been done or what actions should be
going to be done.
Simulation in MW is performed by using symbolic knowledge representation. States at each step of
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MW are also represented in a symbolic way. Manipulations by learners are also translated to symbolic
representations. The control method of the simulator is event-driven: as soon as a manipulation is input
to the simulator, the inference engine generates symbolic representation showing the next state of MW.
The system draws the state of MW on the basis of the symbolic representation. Therefore, the system
can simulate changes in the MW according to the generated or recognized plan, because the system can
generate the input of the simulator represented symbolically from the plan.

In addition, because states of MW, manipulations to MW, and changes in MW are commonly
represented in a symbolic way, the system can generate explanations in natural language on every fact
in MW.

(d) Ability to store the history of actions by learners or the system.
It is easy to store such history because all of states of MW, manipulations to MW, and changes in MW
are represented in a symbolic way. The system records only the initial state and a sequence of having
performed actions as the history. The system can reproduce all states and changes by simulating the
change in MW again on the basis of the history.
(e) Ability to reproduce the state at any step of the change in MW and allow learners to manipulate the MW.
The system can reproduce any states in an explanation on learner' s previous actions, by performing the
manipulations stored as the history sequentially. On the other hand, it can also reproduce any states in
the process when correct actions are performed, by performing the manipulations in the plan generated

by itself. Thus, the system can set any states of an environment which learners can manipulate, by
copying such reproduced states in the environment for explanation to the one for experiment.
(f) Ability to control the two phases: a phase where a learner takes initiative by actions to achieve the goal,
and a phase where the system takes initiative by generating explanations.
We adopt the following strategies for controlling the phases:
- Basically, a learner takes initiative, and he acts freely in MW.
Turn over the phase to the other phase where the system takes initiative, as soon as the learner inputs
a question or demands that the system explains something.

If the system finds that the learner is in impasse, ask him whether he hopes to turn over the phase
where the system takes initiative. And if he does, turn over it.
- Accept interruption by learners whenever the system generates explanations.

- Decide the next action of the system according to the interruption. For example, if the learner
demands that the system sets the phase where the learner takes initiative, set a suitable state of the
environment and let him experiment freely. If he inputs a demand for the system to explain other
topic than the current topic, continue explanation on the requested topic.

4 Implementation
We designed a prototype system. Figure 1 shows outline of our system.
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Figure 1. The prototype system
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Condition
after manipulation

The system has environment for experiment and environment for explanation. The system sets a goal and a
learner tries to achieve the goal by manipulating objects in environment for experiment. When the learner
does an action in environment for experiment, the simulator reproduces a change in symbolic world model.
Then the visualizer draws the state after the change in environment for experiment. At the same time, the
plan recognizer monitors the learner' s manipulations and recognizes his plan. When the learner becomes to

be in impasse or requires some advice, planner generates a correct plan. Then the system visualizes
environment for explanation, and starts explaining by using either recognized plan or the correct plan. In
order to generate explanation, simulator reproduces states of the world model and visualizer visualizes the
states in environment for explanation. Simultaneously Verbal explanation generator generates verbal
explanation on the manipulation, the change, and the state.
The domain world model of this system is written by symbolic representation. In general, it is difficult to

handle continuity of time and space by such representation. Therefore, our system handles time as a
sequence of discrete segments of time. And it doesn't handle strict position of objects in the world, but only
relative relations which can be represented by symbols, such as "chemical materials are in the same beaker".
A change is also represented by symbols which shows the initial state, the actions causing the change, the
changing state, and the state after the change. Most of the subjects in high-school chemistry can be handled
in the above mentioned way.

This system is implemented by using Tcl/Tk and LISP (Kyoto Common LISP). This system can deal with

the 5 subjects : method of preparing a solution of a certain molarity, acidic material, basic material,
neutralization, and using indicator.

We show an example of the behavior of our system when a learner does an experiment of neutralization.
Figure 2 shows a user interface for environment for experiment. In the environment, the learner prepares
hydrochloric acid, prepares nitric acid, and sodium hydroxide, pours nitric acid into hydrochloric acid,
prepares phenolphthalein, and mixes it into the mixed acid. Then he finds that he has not achieved his goal.
In the case that he can' t find the reason and inputs a demand for the system to explain his own actions, the
system prepares an environment for explanation to start explaining the actions the learner has done. Figure 3
shows a user interface of environment for explanation. The interface has three windows: a window for
displaying visual explanations and verbal explanations, a window showing a history of actions that have
been taken place, and a window for inputting demands. In Figure 3, both visual and verbal explanations for
the fourth action (marked in the list shown in the window for history). If the learner finds that he has made a

mistake, and if he cannot find the correct way, he wants to demand that the system explains how to
neutralize. He clicks on the button "correct manipulation" in the window for inputting demands. Then the
system starts explaining the correct way (Figure 4). If he inputs a demand for the system to let him re -try the
experiment, the system prepares environment for experiment and reproduces the state from which he wants
to start experiment (Figure 5).
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we discuss a method constructing an intelligent and interactive MW generating explanations
both images and texts. Our prototype system has relatively small domain knowledge base, so we have to
make it larger in the future in order to increase subjects that our system can support.
When we will try to extend our system to handle other domains, the simulator underlying the system needs

to deal with continuity of time and space. For example, if we deal with the field of electric circuit, the
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simulator needs to handle topology. If we deal with the field of dynamics of physics, the simulator needs to
handle coordinate system.
Our another future work is to evaluate the effectiveness of our system experimentally.
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This series research was based on the progressive concepts of web community,
cultural and cultivation features to develop an interactive learning environment
for children. The series was conducted from 1996 to 2000. There were four
generations of web-human interaction and user interface has been developed
and tested. There were four functions in this community: total Web-Based CAI,
interactive learning navigation, collaborative learning classroom, and community
management.

Keywords: Web-Based Learning, Interactive Learning Environments, Web
Community, Culture and Cultivation

1 Introduction
This series research attempted to access the specific objectives as follows:
Developing an interactive learning platform Gold Peach' for children based on the fundamental ideas of
web community' .
Initiating the cultural' and cultivation' features on designing web environment.
Conducting a field study on focus groups to testify the usability of Gold Peach' . Two pretest groups have
been done. A well-designed quasi experiment including 3 primary schools is still under going.
The series was conducted from 1996 to 2000. There were four generations of web-human interaction and user
interface that had been developed and tested.

2 Literature Review and Problems Defining
2.1 Web Community
Web community was a progressive and extended concept from network-based learning community' that
was introduced by Lave ea Si. (1991)' s situated fear"

and modified

Qiou (1996).

The components of network-based learning community were:
The organization of community: There were hardware, tools, and members. The community could be in an
open or a closed form.
The learning activity: Lave et al. (1991) indicated it should have legitimate peripheral participation (LPP). Such
participations included access, communication, learn to talk, collaborative learning and knowledge sharing.

The learning material: There were both existing material that was prepared in the learning database and
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ongoing knowledge that was shaped by the collaborative learning processes.
The moderation: Lave et al. (1991) did not point out any leader in the community while Qiou (1996) advocated

the necessary role of ' moderator' who would be the teacher to the other users (students). However,
Kearsley (1997)' s idea could be noted here. He emphasized an online teacher is to coordinate the learning
direction more than to dominant dogmatism.
After examining the literature above, the author suggested there should be the fifth element: ' the integrated
interaction model' .

In general, the conceptual modes of websites interaction could be described as radiation model' (see
Figure 1):

Figurel. Website Model

The website manager has a one to multiple' interaction with users through internet. The website manager
will provide all web function, service content and all learning activities.

n practice, it is impossible to prepare complete and sophisticated learning material, achievement test, and all
peripheral participation by a single manager or few individuals. It reflects the facts that a lot of existing
learning websites that are lacking of updating or content depth.
Figure2. Web Community Model

1.328

Therefore, the author brought a new ' web community model' as Figure2.

This model designed two different interactions: systems functions and information contents. The website
manager would only take the former responsibility. The information contents would be divided into more sub
communities or interest groups that would be coordinated by external moderators. It was expected that there
would be some interlaced area between groups, thus it would be linked as an integrated community. Group
moderators did not have to worry about the web techniques; they could be concentrated to develop the
learning behavioral interaction for users.

2.2 Culture
Internet makes the earth smaller, brings the world into a village. When we are celebrating the international
boundary is falling down; do we regret that the pluralistic colors are also vanishing?
Though there are millions web sites, we have found the inevitable trend that the web characters grow similar
faces, wear same uniforms, their interactions are more and more following consistent pattern. We cannot tell
which web site is from a certain corner of which continent.
It worried him when the author called for a seminar of designing a new web with his college students. When
we needed an innocent leading actress, there was only Snow White left in students' mind; when we made up
a worrier model, the Black Knight came out; when we set up exploring plots, they were thinking of Star Trek.
They ignored or forgot there are plenty of symbols and scientific fictional stories in Chinese history and
mysteries. The young generation is losing its heritage of cultural imagination. (Wu, 1997)

The author suggested that we should remind web designers to consider ' cultural feature' to be an essential
factor for designing web. It would be not interesting, if there were no cultural differences in the cyber world.
(Wu, 1998; Wu et al. 1999)

23 Cultivation
Media' s form (or environment) is as well as content may produce cultivation effect to children, according to
Gerbner et al. (1979)' s series work concerning Media Sociology perspective. This idea may come from a long

tradition of ' The Medium is the Message' (McLuhan, 1966). It argued that media itself would affect
audience' s recognition, attitudes, and even behavior.

There were rich studies and documents on ' TV cultivation theories' in 1970s and 1980s. (Anderson, 1980;
Hughes, 1980) Scholars advocated that there are heavy effects influencing children by television. They also
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found television would build up a ' media reality' which is far different from the ' real reality' . ' TV children
syndrome' was discovered and considered a serious problem.
However; there was still a positive angle to this effect. We could conclude that although media might distort

one' s behavioral development, while it also might inspire one' s mental potential especially in his/her
childhood.

WWW is the most powerful media next to television. When we reviewed the lessons from television, the
author wanted to suggest that developing web is not only defining a mechanism but also initiating an
organism that might cause cultivation between community members.

The effect of cultivation could be operationalized and explored by users' behavioral changes after their
experiencing the new media' s form and environment. Therefore, the web community also needs a two-way
feedback system to collect, measure, and interpret data that real users' innovation behavior, if there is any.

2.4 Current Learning Webs
The author thoroughly investigated ten significant current learning webs in Taiwan to understand if they also
noticed the above three concepts. The observation could be summarized as:
Table 1.

Yes
No

Web Community

Culture

Cultivation

2

0

1

8

10

9

Most of learning webs were in radiation model, one way teaching, and without any culture consideration.
This fact explained the emerging need and encouraged the author to develop an integrated web learning
community environment.

3 Methodology
As an application research, four methods were employed:
1. Literature reviews.
2. Depth interviewing with experts whose major is in children education.
3. Web systems analysis and design. Four requirements had been defined, they were:
-Total Web-Based CAI: including structural learning materials, systematic learning achievement tests, scores
database, users demographic database, parameters base, and analysis tools.

-Interactive learning navigation: guiding users how to solve problems with internet resources instead of
telling them the answers.
-Collaborative classroom: creating an online virtue space for the moderator and users to allocate assignments,
talk over problems, display output, and share knowledge.
-Community management: verifying the applications for moderators, recognizing the rights of them, providing
tools and interfaces for moderators to prepare learning materials, tests, and other collaborative activities.
4. Field study on focus group: two primary schools, one in Gi -Lung City and the other in Tau-Yuan County,

had been selected as focus group, interaction and users' feed back had been analyzed for further rigid
experiments.

4 Results
4.1 Community Environment and User Interface
The web was named ' Gold Peach Web Community' . Gold Peach is a magic fruit in West Holy Mother' s
garden based on Chinese ancient legend. You could navig'ate the cloud and explore unknown world after
eating the Peach. The sprit of scientific fiction is as keen as modern imagination.
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Since Gold Peach also appears in the famous Chinese classic fiction The story of the venture tour to West' ,

we adopted and inherited the background, characters and plots from the story to create the cyber
environment of the web as Figure3.

After logging in the community, the child users could play roles as Magic Monkey, Pig, Sandman, Dragon
Horse or other genius etc. They could follow Master Monk to break in 81 forbidden area that were controlled
by different monsters and demons. They could steal Gold Peach to surf the WWW to find out the answers
for their questions. Or, they might join one of parties in Flower Island where they could chat or work out a
task together.

Figure3. Gold Peach Entrance

Figure4. Design Process
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4.2 Interactive Learning Design Process
The moderator (teacher or expert) users could apply to be god or goddess in South Heaven Palace. After
verification procedure, they would be authorized to be in charge a specific interest group to develop the
learning interaction with child users.
With a easy, step-wise, and flexible tool (see
Figure4), they could plan their syllabus and learning units. It was easy to reorganize and modify chapters and
sections.

There were multiple functions to support moderators to arrange test. They could use either closed-ended or
open-ended questions, single option or multiple choices. They also wanted to design some hints for the
users who did not pass the test. They could set links to the interne resources where buried the treasure of
answers.
They could also direct a virtue seminar or assign a fieldwork. All participants could exchange their idea or
experiences upon moderators' requests.

All closed-ended questions in tests would be graded automatically while moderators would mark the
open-ended questions.

The users scores and evaluations would be computed and organized in database. A parameter framework
would be derived from a certain amount of accumulative data later on. In the same time, a report of user' s
learning achievement would be prepared for use' s parents through web connection. Parents also could reply
their comments to the moderators.

5 Conclusions and Discussions
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5.1 Web Community: A progressive idea for learning environment
Web Community could be considered as a progressive idea for learning environment. It improved traditional
one-way teaching and display and realized total peripheral participation and interaction.
The specification of ' Gold Peach Web Community' could be summarized as the following:
Developing interactive learning platform and environment where all community members could learn, solve
problems, and share knowledge.

Consolidating learning contents that were combined primary schools' curricula with internet resources and
information.

Reviewing and categorizing current information and webs that are suitable and interesting for children.

5.2 Culture: A deficiency, excess and integration trace
Three generations of the user interface were developed during last a few years. It revealed the introspection
on seeking the cultural feature of web design.

Though the culture requirement' was highlighted according to the web developing strategy for the rt
generation, the implement was relatively unsuccessful. The artists in the project team were still lost in the
long term Westernized training. The leading role, Magic Monkey, was cute, but lack of originality. The
presentation of icons and background were inevitably under European shadow. (See Figure5)

Figure5. I° Generation
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The effort on discovering lost tradition inspired the using of Chinese ink and calligraphy art to stylize the
home page for the 2nd generation. The cultural specification was distinguished, however, the black-and-white
idea was too abstract to attract children' s attention. (See Figure 6)
We did not find a balance between cultural skill and modern technique until the 3rd generation. We inherit the
3-D model of Chinese flour idol and the styling interest of folk drama to cerate cyber characters. The objects
in the background were Chinese materials with modern simplified geometric outlines. The real culture should
be a living idea that contented historic and current context. (See Figure3)
Fi

re 6.2 "° Generation
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5.3 Cultivation: A ferment attempt
The result of this research ' Gold Peach Community' was expected to guide a new direction and a new
method for children to develop their abilities of learning and problem solving under silent and positive
cultivation.

The effort to discover the cultivation effect was still under ferment period. However, this research
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investigated and accomplished some feedback mechanisms in the systems. They could detect and reveal
possible cultivation effects by comparing users learning behaviors and achievement. Since cultivation is
more likely a time series effect than a sudden change, the author suggests a large scaled and longitudinal
experiment on this issue in the future studies.
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The effectiveness of e-mail, as a supplementary instructional aid to computer
literacy class and as a communication link between and among instructors and
students, was explored in this study. More specifically, the effects of e-mail
utilization in classrooms on student attitudes toward the instructor, the class and
interpersonal relationships were the focus of the study. In total, sixty-eight
prospect teachers enrolled in "Computers in Education" course participated in
the study for a whole semester. Results from the study provided substantial
evidence supporting e-mail's facilitative effects on student attitudes toward the
instructor, the class as a whole, and other classmates.

Keywords: Attitudes toward the class, Computer literacy instruction, Email, Interpersonal-relationships.

1 Introduction
With unique characteristics like faster and asynchronous communications, greater flexibility for participant
time management, improved receiver control and use of the message, and cost savings, etc. electronic mail
(hereinafter named e-mail) is becoming more and more common in contemporary organizations [8, 12, 22,
24, 31, 33, 36]. In views of many of its advantageous features over conventional communication modes,
e-mail has presented itself as a promising instructional and learning tool since its advertent.
Despite its potential value in variant educational settings, substantial evidence has come mostly from studies
done in the areas of communication, literature and language learning [1-6, 9-21, 23, 25-30, 32]. For
instance, Marttunen & Laurinen (1998) using e-mail as a forum for argumentation and debate supported the

idea of incorporating the media for critical thinking and argumentation skills [19]. Whipp (1999)
integrating e-mail discussion activity in an undergraduate methods course found that e-mail activity
promoted reflection and joint interpretations of field experiences among participants [32].

Studies focusing on intercultural communications further stressed the multicultural learning opportunities
e-mail engendered. For example, Cohen & Miyake's 1986 study showed that joint participation in the
e-mail interaction across cultures could encourage multilingualism and awareness to other cultures [4].
Results from Ma's study (1993) indicated that students participating in the international e-mail
communication tended to be more open of sharing information that provided them with subject and cultural
knowledge [18]. Ruhe's endeavor (1998) in creating classroom e-mail exchanges among college

The study was partly supported by National Science Council of the Republic of China (NSC
89-2413-H-006-008)
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preparatory English-as-a-Secondary students scattering around different continents again demonstrated that
e-mail could be effective in teaching intercultural awareness [23]. Numerous scholars, on the other hand,

focused on exploring and actualizing e-mail's educational potential for the teaching of writing and
composition [1-3, 5-6, 10-11, 16, 25 -30].

Though e-mail, as an instructional aid, has been claimed to provide students with greater access to faculty
and peers, the impacts of e-mail systems on student attitudes toward the instructor, the class as a whole as
well as interpersonal relationships severely fall short of empirical research basis at the present time. Thus,
the present study focused on determining the value of e-mail communication in enhancing participant affect
and social gains. The major purpose of the present study was to investigate the effectiveness of e-mail, one
of the most accessible, convenient, and easy to use computer-mediated communications, on student learning
outcomes. By incorporating e-mail into the instructional process, and inviting on-line communications both
between and among instructors and students throughout the semester, the researcher expected to observe the
differential effect e-mail has on student attitudes toward the instructor, the class and their classmates.

2 Methods
2.1 Participants and learning context
Two classes of students from "Computers in Education" course (N=68) participated in the study. The
course was offered in 1999 semester year under a teacher preparation program in a National university in
Southern Taiwan. The course was introductory and selective, aiming to strengthen prospect teachers'
computer competency. Student self-introduction held at the first class session revealed that most students
possessed only fundamental computer skills, had limited exposure to computer-mediated communication,
and had not experienced e-mail utilization within class in the past. Additionally, as the course was offered
during the Fall semester, most students were new to each other and had not taken the instructor's class
before.

The study was conducted in a university computer laboratory with fifty computers designed for individual

student learning. A Classroom Broadcast System was installed to network student workstations in the
computer lab to further facilitate teaching and learning. During each class session, the instructor would give

an overview of today's topics, explain and demonstrate the procedures involved in operating different
computer applications and functions, which were interspersed with student hands-on practice. E-mail
together with basic operation systems, word-processing, spreadsheet, computer-generated presentation using
Power Point, and web-surfing techniques were taught by the same instructor in a one-semester two-credit
course.

Two performance-type posttests were designed to assess student skills on operation systems, e-mail,
word-processing and spreadsheet. A group-based final project of any topics of student choice was used for
web-surfing and Power Point skills assessment.

2.2 Experimental design and treatment conditions
As most participants from both classes possessed fundamental computer skills and were acquainted to
neither each other nor the instructor, a posttest-only experimental design was adopted in the study. To
examine the potential effects of incorporating e-mail systems in a classroom setting, two participating
classes were randomly assigned to different treatment conditions, namely, the e-mail utilization condition
and the traditional condition. Prior to the commencement of the study, students were required to obtain a
university e-mail account. A 2-hour class session was designated for e-mail instruction and practice.
Procedures for sending, receiving, reading, responding, forwarding, printing, and deleting mails as well as
e-mail features like address-book and attachment were explained, demonstrated and practiced in the class.

To examine the effectiveness of e-mail, as a supplementary instructional aid to computer literacy class and
as a communication link between and among instructors and students, all instructional components and

procedures were kept essentially the same except the way in which supplementary materials were
disseminated to students and student assignments were handed in. In the e-mail utilization condition,
instructors send out supplementary materials including weekly course outlines, additional reading materials,
announcements, and computer-related news updates (e.g., newest computer virus) via e-mails at least two
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days ahead of meeting time. Moreover, students were requested to hand in all their assignments/reports
electronically and were encouraged to use it for future correspondence with the instructor, their teammates,
and other classmates. As e-mail was treated as a supplementary channel to the class, no compulsory
measures were taken to force students to use e-mail except those mentioned. Nevertheless, students were
strongly encouraged by the instructor to log in the system at least once a week to check mails and print out
any materials they deem useful. As mentioned previously, a group-based project gearing toward integrating
Internet resources for any instructional topics of group choice was designed as the second evaluation
component of the class, students were encouraged to take advantages of e-mail systems to communicate
with their self-chosen teammates along the way. By opening up on-line communications both between and
among instructors and students throughout the semester, the cultivation of elevated attitudes toward
classmates, the instructor and the class was postulated.

In the traditional group, on the other hand, students would receive essentially the same supplementary
materials in class and would hand in assignments directly to instructor, only that they were in hardcopy
format. In other words, after the instruction on e-mail systems and functions, the instructor did not
intentionally integrate e-mail utilization into the instructional process to further promote computer use.
One last thing, performance-type posttests on e-mail ascertained that students in both treatment conditions
mastered the skills.

2.3 Measures
A post-session self-report questionnaire administered individually at the last session of the class was used to
collect data pertaining to the effects of integrating e-mail on student attitudes and interpersonal relationships.

The 9-item "Class Evaluation" developed by the university was used for the measurement of student
attitudes toward the instructor and the class as a whole. Sample items included, "the instructor was prepared
and the instructional content was appropriate; the instructor was available to discuss academic matters with
students both in and out of class and could explain things in a clear fashion; the instructor's attitude toward
teaching was diligent, and the instructor was responsible and punctual." The 13-item "Perceptions Toward

Teammates Scale," developed by Yu (1996-97), was used to test the hypothesis relevant to student
perception toward their teammates [34]. Sample items included, "I am willing to work with my teammates
again next time; I liked my teammates." Finally, the 11-item "Perceptions Toward Other Classmates Scale,"
developed by Yu (1996-97), was included to test the hypothesis relevant to student perceptual impressions of
other classmates. Sample items included, "Other classmates helped me greatly with respect to my learning;

other classmates were friendly." The internal consistency reliability (coefficient alpha) for student
perceptions toward their teammates and other classmates was .92 and .86, respectively.

Each statement on the questionnaire was rated on a five-part discrete scale, with corresponding verbal
descriptions ranging from "strongly disagree" through "disagree," "no-opinion/average," "agree," to
"strongly agree." Each response received a weight of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, respectively. To counteract possible
response-set tendencies, both positive and negative statements were included. Scoring on the negative
statements was reversed so that negative and positive responses could be summed and averaged with higher
scofes reflecting more positive attitudes.

3 Results and discussion
Data were analyzed using the analysis of variance technique on student attitudes toward the instructor/class,
their own teammates and other classmates. A .05 level of significance was adopted for use in this study. The
means and standard deviation (SD) values for each of the dependent variables were listed in Table 1.
Results from t-tests showed significant differences between the two treatment conditions in student attitudes
toward the instructor/class, F (1, 66) = 2.898, p < .01, and student attitudes toward other classmates, F (1, 66)
= 2.033, p < .05. However, data analysis did not show significant differences between the two treatment
conditions in student perception toward their own teammates, F (1, 66) = 1.476, p > .05. The results further

showed that subjects in the e-mail utilization condition tended to rate the instructor/class and other
classmates More positively than those in the traditional group.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Different Treatment Conditions on Subject Attitudes Toward the
Instructor /Class, Their Teammates, and Other Classmates
Integrating E-mail Group (N=35)
(SD)
M
43.3605 (2.8042)

Attitudes Toward the
Instructor/Class
Perception Toward Their 57.7940(6.2625)
Teammates
45.1944 (5.4867)
Perception Toward
Other Classmates

Traditional Group (N=33)
(SD)
M
41.0303 (3.7800)
55.3747 (7.3470)

42.7273 (4.4880)

Data from after-session debriefings with participating students combined with sample c-mails both sent and
received by students supported the idea of integrating e-mail systems into the learning process. While
some students did take advantages of e-mail systems to ask academic-related questions (e.g., procedures for

a specific application functions not covered in class, deadline for assignments, etc.) and/or send social
greetings during holidays, the majority of e-mails transmitted were forwarding mails of variant topics
ranging from health-related issues to jokes, novels and updated news in the technology world, etc. Many
students pointed out that e-mail's distinct features like forwarding and address-book immensely facilitated
interaction and information sharing among classmates and the instructor. Most students developed the habit

of logging in the systems to retrieve e-mails along the way. Through increased interactions among the
participants via receiving a wide array of articles and useful information forwarded from classmates and the

instructor, mutual understanding, acceptance and bonding thus fostered. Thus, it was reasonably why
students in e-mail conditions tended to view the instructor as better prepared, easier to locate, and other
classmates as friendlier and more helpful.

Though the non-significant results in student attitude toward their own teammates was somewhat surprising
at first, a closer look at e-mail use pattern among teammates shed some light onto the issue. E-mail was
introduced into the learning environment in an attempt to facilitate group interaction within team-members;
however, students in the e-mail treatment group rarely used this channel for online discussion and primarily
as a last resort for scheduling purpose with their own teammates. As most group members sat closer to each
other during the class and arranged meeting time for final project discussion right after class sessions, they
didn't find e-mail especially useful in that aspect. As students did not use the technology for inner group
communication except under very extreme situations, the fact that e-mail's integration into the learning
environment did not significantly influence subjects' attitudes toward their teammates was understandable.

4 Conclusions
This study focused on examining whether incorporating e-mail into computer literacy classroom settings
could positively influence student attitudes and interpersonal relationships. Results indicated that student
attitudes toward the instructor/class and other classmates were positively influenced by this approach. The
obtained results provided empirical evidence supporting the usefulness of e-mail as an aid for promoting
out-of-classroom contacts of various types among faculty members and classmates, which, one way or the
other, contributed to more positive attitudes.

Though e-mail might provide students with greater access to faculty and peers and seemed to enrich
teacher/student interpersonal relationships in the present study, a word of suggestions for avant-courier was
rendered. For e-mail to be effective as an alternative option for further two-way communication between
teachers and students, all essential elements must be present. First, the important role "feedback" played

during the process. Many students stressed that their willingness to continue having out-of-classroom
contacts with instructors via e-mail was determined by the presence of the instructors' response in return. As
Zaremba (1997) clearly pointed out "Without feedback, e-mail is likely to be less effective than it potentially
could be. The quality of communication may be a function of the timeliness of feedback provided by the

recipient." [35]. To create a bond of communication with students via e-mail, timeliness of feedback
provided by the recipient would be an important task all participants need to attend to.

Secondly, for electronic communication to take effects, accessibility of essential hardware and software must
be in place [22]. Some students mentioned specifically during the interview that limited access to computer

hardware and network seriously prevented them from taking a full advantage of e-mail as a unique
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communication tool. To ensure ongoing communications among participants electronically, interested
implementers cannot ignore measures overcoming equipment and facility shortage.

Finally, opportunities for training and familiarization of the system for all parties would certainly facilitate

the integration process. Extra time, care and possibly some incentives may be needed not only to get
students accustomed to on-line message exchanges but also to have students appreciate e-mails' advantages
especially during initial exchanges. Only when all the essential components as mentioned were in place,
many of the potential impacts e-mail could have on the instructional settings like liberation of traditional
roles associated with different parties, and humanitarian learning environments for all individuals would thus
be actualized.
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Our study aims to accumulate information for teachers, about established
teaching methodologies and techniques. For the purpose of our study, we
construct a searching system for lesson example videos, and we develop an

environment for facilitating the usage of our example videos, and for
encouraging teachers' collaboration. Concretely, we focus on the domain of
the new subject introduced in the Japanese curriculum, called "Information
Education". In this paper, we describe the details of our video searching
system; the design of the database tables, and we show an example of system
operation.
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Education, Teacher Education, Distance

Learning, VOD, Rapsody

1 Introduction
In now-a-days advanced information society, the demands about teachers' competence are high and
diverse. Concretely, teachers are required to posses on one hand curriculum development ability, learning
environment design ability, group learning, individual learning, simultaneous learning, and on the other

hand the previous abilities should be supported by class practice ability, observation and evaluation
ability, and last but not least, the ability to connect the textbook's world and the real world.

It is difficult to raise and form this complex set of abilities, with the help of only the presently available
education and training methodology for teachers. Therefore, the necessity emerged [1] to examine the
feasibility of a new systematic approach, for supporting the teachers' literacy progress, by building on
their natural talents/ and abilities, and expanding these to reach the required width and breadth.

The information technology science is offering the tools for the development of an environment
supporting the teachers' endowment progress. The knowledge concerning the teachers' education
contents and methods is stored as multimedia information, in the form of pictures, videos and sound
tracks. Moreover, by using the network environment, it is possible to make use of all resources over the
net, without any constraints or restrictions of time and/or geographical location.
With this goal in mind, we are researching the development of an integrative distance education training

system for supporting teachers' self-training, called RAPSODY ( Remote and Adaptive system of
Oriented Dynamic Teaching/Learning ) . Up to now, the availability of video records and guidance plans
about lessons was limited to education training centers or universities, etc. The present research intends

to make the information on educational activities and practices public, and aims at joint usage and
re-usage of teachers' self-learning and self-training methodologies and tools. Concretely, we develop a
retrieval system based on dialogue patterns, by using a database of lesson videos.In order to jointly use
the information in the distributed environment, or to be able to re-use it, we implemented a Video On
Demand (VOD) system. The (teacher) user can control/manage the specification and stop/suspension of
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the regeneration point for the distributed VOD.
The main purpose of our research is therefore to propose a distance-learning environment on the Internet,
for improving the teachers' practical abilities. In this paper, we describe the video on demand system
developed until now, the indexing method of the classroom teaching movie example database, the
system's functions and the system's evaluation.

2 The outline of the system
2.1 The structure of the system
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the search system. The system is built of the following three parts:
Web browser;
Lesson video example database;
Video distribution server.
The web browser has the role of the user interface. The search/retrieval mechanism searches the lesson
example video database via three types of relational database files.

The video distribution server stores the lesson scenes' videos. The video distribution server performs the
VOD function at the users' requests. The search functions performed for the user are of the following two
types.

Keyword Search
Feature Oriented Search
The Keyword Search (fig. 1, ) takes place as explained below.
a-1) The user designates the search conditions.
b-1) The search mechanism compares the search conditions input by the user, with the available
class example video database.
c-1) The search mechanism extracts the record(s) matching the searching conditions.
d-1) The result is displayed as the search result.
The Feature Oriented Search process (fig. 1, ) is done as shown in the following.
a-2) The system dialogue mechanism enquires about the video characteristics/features desired by
the user.
b-2) The user can answer to the system's enquiry vaguely [2].
c-2) The decision making table (showed later on in table 6), obtained from the user, is the basis for
the evaluation of the specific search conditions. The gathered search conditions are passed
over to the search mechanism of the database.
d-2) The database search mechanism compares the search conditions resulting from the evaluation
with the lesson example videos contained in the database.
e-2) This result is displayed as the search result.
The search result is formatted as an URL list that is shown to the user. These URLs perform the
function of linking the search result and the actual videos on the VOD server. The (teacher) user

chooses the URL that s/he wants to refer (Fig. 1, ).When the URL is chosen, the VOD client
software, embedded via the Web browser plug-in, starts, and the video playback begins.
User

-Lesson Example DB

Keyword Search
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Index-table
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Input
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Web Browser

Author
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3. Database structure
3.1 Lesson (unit) database
The following three relational database files define the video lesson database.
Searching Index File
Movie Explanation File
Movie File
In the following, we will explain in detail each database file type.

3.2 Searching Index File
The Searching Index File results from the comparison of the video database with the search items. The
search items are organized in items for the Keyword Search and items for the Feature Oriented Search. In
table 1, we show the Searching Index File for the Keyword Search, and in table 2, the Searching Index
File for the Feature Oriented Search.
For the Keyword Search, the search conditions are given directly by the user. The Searching Index File
slots are
"lesson name (unit)", "learning contents (subunit)", "used information
equipment/machinery/device(s)", "used tool(s) application(s)" and "class viewpoint".

In the Feature Oriented Search, the system generates the search conditions, based on the information
obtained from the user. The Searching Index File (Feature Oriented Search) employs comparison of the
extracted search conditions and the database, depending on the dialogue with the user. The slots of the
Searching Index File for the Feature Oriented Search mechanism are "teacher activity " and "student
activity ".
Table 1 Searching Index File (Keyword Search)

index frame database .basic search ke
record fields
ID ( primary key )
lesson name (unit)
learning contents (subunit)
used information equipment/ machinery/ device(s)
used tool(s) application(s)
class viewpoint
Table 2 Searching Index File (Feature

index frame database. feature search key.
record fields

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection )
text type (menu selection )
text type (menu selection )
text type (menu selection )
Oriented Search)

value type
numerical value type

ID ( primary key)
teacher activity
student activity

3.3

value type
numerical value type

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)

Movie Explanation File

Table 3 shows the contents of the Movie Explanation File, regarding the movie features. When the user is
about to commence the lesson, the points, which need his/her attention, are explained via the contents of
the Movie Explanation File. These explanations are used when displaying the search results.
Table 3 movie explanation

movie feature description video feature information
record fields
camera angle
equipment existence
equipment usage
number of teachers
teachers' movements
existence learning supporter(s)
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file

value type
text type
text type
text type
text type
text type
text type

(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection )

number of students
students' movements
existence of a central student

The explanation information in the Movie Explanation File (table 4) resumes the lesson scenes compiled

by the video registrants, and the information on how the checkpoints, necessary for the lesson, were
estimated. The slot of table 4 called "teacher's aim", corresponds, for instance, to the classification 8
presented later on in table 7.The "checkpoints 1 to 3" express the free description of the image, from the
points of view shown below.
Checkpoint 1 the movie preconditions to be considered;
Checkpoint 2 what should be extracted/ understood from the current movie;
Checkpoint 3 the necessary forecast of the movie's following development.
Table explanation file
4 movie

movie explanation database
value type

record fields

ID (primary key)

numerical value type

teacher's aim
checkpoint 1
checkpoint 2
checkpoint 3

text type (menu selection)
text type (item description
text type (item description
text type (item description

within 100 characters )
within 100 characters)
within 100 characters)

3.4 Movie File
Table 5 shows the Movie File. The Movie File contains pointers to the real videos. The VOD server
houses the real videos. Table 5 contains the Movie File slots called "thumbnail picture (still picture)",
"previous movie", "movie URL (movie file name)", and "next movie".
Table 5 movie file

movie database
value type
numerical value type
text type (still movie file name)

record fields

ID ( primary key)
thumbnail picture (still picture)
previous movie
movie URL ( movie file name)

text type (URL type input)
text type (URL type input)
text type (URL type inputO

next movie

For the discrete movie time-series {P(t) }, the following relationship exists:
[P(t- 1),P(t),P(t +1)] = [previous movie, movie URL, next movie];P(t=0) ={still picture) ;where t is the
time.

4 The system's behavior
Figure 2 shows the search conditions input interface (for Keyword Search). Figure 3 shows the search
result display interface. After the (teacher) user specifies the conditions for the desired video search via
the search conditions input interface, the search starts. The result of this is displayed in the search result
display interface [3] [4]. This interface shows the value of the slots called " still picture", "lesson contents
(subunit)", "teacher's aim", "checkpoints", "teachers' activity" and "students' activity". The "still picture"
can be seen in figure 3 (). Next to being a significant snapshot of the lesson video, the still picture has also
the role of a pointer to the real video (a link to the VOD video file), so describes the URL (figure 3, ). By
clicking on the still picture, the video starts (figure 3, ). The "teacher's aim" (fig. 3, ) and "checkpoints"
(fig. 3, ) are, as mentioned before, the most important information for image explanation. The figure also
presents the (teacher) user with help/support information about other items and record fields.
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Figure 2 search conditions input picture

Figure 3 search result display picture

5 Conclusions
We construct a searching system for lesson example videos, and we develop an environment for
facilitating the usage of our example videos, and for encouraging teachers' collaboration. Concretely, we

focus on the domain of the new subject introduced in the Japanese curriculum, called "Information
Education".We have presented in this paper the summary of the video search VOD system we have
developed, moreover, we have shown the database organization and the system's behavior.As for the
future tasks and research, we are planning to investigate about building a flexible key for the video search
mechanism. We are studying at present the dialogue mechanism, with the immediate goal of using the
search result's negative feedback information to the user's request, to serve as a new search key.
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This paper explores current strategies on learner control within a technologymediated learning environment, with a special emphasis on constructivism as the
underlying learning theory. An adaptive learning model, based on constructivism
is

presented. The model addresses the issues of learner control and its

implementation within a technology-mediated learning environment. The
model's major components: Learner module, Designers module, User Control

Manager module, Cyber Classroom module and the Analyser module are
outlined and analysed. The aim of the model is to offer an adaptive learning
system that caters for different types of learners and learning styles, with an
especial emphasis on learner control. The model empowers the learners and
provides them with the means for constructing and re-constructing knowledge at

their own pace within a constructivist framework that is learner centred and
flexible. We propose a system that is dynamic and merges the capacity to deliver
educational material with the ability to analyse learners performance, based on
navigational patterns and results, and system performance in order to either
advise and guide the learner or to modify learning materials or their presentation.

Learning,
Technology-mediated
Control,
Learner
Constructivism, Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning Model.
Keywords:

1 Introduction
Technology has impacted greatly on education. Since the introduction of technology, new delivery methods,
as well as new challenges, have emerged. One of the most important delivery methods introduced has been
flexible delivery or flexible learning as it is now preferably called. Flexible learning is learning that can be
achieved at your own pace and independently of time and place. Several technology-mediated approaches,
for example, Web Based Instruction (WBI) and Competency Based Instruction (CBI), have been used to
provide the flexibility required to deliver flexible learning.

Technology-mediated learning is versatile. It can be used as the only means to deliver education or as an aid
to traditional up-front teaching. Although technology has been embraced by education, there are areas of
concern over its use, or more precisely, over its misuse. Areas of concern include: access to the medium,
measurement of students learning, testing the validity of the Internet as an instructional medium and the cost
of producing technology-based learning materials (Rickard, 1999; Eckert et al., 1997). Selwyn (1996) points
out that the Internet can become a trap for both teachers and students as it can go from the 'tool to the toy' in
education if its use is not properly guided and monitored. Phillips (1980) also expresses concern about the
quality of on-line materials on the Internet. In spite of these issues the proliferation of courses designed and
developed for a technology-mediated environment continues to increase.
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This paper explores current trends on technology-mediated learning environments with an especial emphasis
on learner control. The paper also proposes an adaptive learning model based on constructivism. The model

addresses the issue of learner control and its implementation within a technology-mediated learning
environment.

2 Technology and learning control
A technology-mediated environment offers the learner a number of choices and alternatives that were
inconceivable in a traditional educational setting. Traditional education, both on-campus and distance
learning, is highly structured, teacher centred, mostly one-way communication and directed to passive
learners. In contrast, technology-mediated learning, within a constructivist approach, can be learner centred,
unstructured to suit the learner's individual learning needs and context-based. It also allows the learner to

take control of the learning process, promotes social discourse and collaboration and contributes to the
personal growth of the learner.

2.1 Learner Control in Technology-mediated Learning
The definition of learner control often appears to be elusive. In its broadest sense, learner control refers to
the level of self-determination that the learner has in making decisions about his/her learning (Doherty, 1998).
Learner control is often being addressed in combination with other factors. For example, learner control and
attitude towards the technology-based system used (Ivanoff and Clarke, 1996; Mitra, 1997) and learner
control and epistemic beliefs (Jacobson, et al., 1996). Learner control, within the scope of this paper, refers
to the degree of autonomy that learners have in organising, pacing, sequencing and using the available
learning resources. That is, the ability and power of adapting the technology-mediated environment to suit
their individual specific learning needs. Control over their learning direction and pace is made possible by
the many alternatives and choices that a technology-mediated learning system offers the learner (Bagui,
1998). The level of control that the learner needs to exert over the learning environment is not constant over

time. Learners will engage in different levels of control depending on their individual learning style
(Rasmusen and Davidson-Shivers, 1998), prior knowledge of the material or related material (Fitzgerald and
Semrau, 1998), attitude towards information technology (Ivanoff and Clarke, 1996; Mitra, 1997) and past
experience, initiative, intellectual and social maturity, metacognitive proficiency, and insights (Ewing et al.,
1998).

2.2 The role of the teacher in Technology-mediated Learning
Frank Wydra anticipated a learning environment in which the teacher's role focus changed from delivering
instruction to designing the instruction (Wydra, 1980). By the hand of technology we may transform the
teacher from the "sage on stage" to the "guide at the side" (Andrews, 1997). Within a technology-mediated

learning environment, the educator's role, far from becoming redundant, metamorphoses into a more
challenging and active one. The educator becomes the leader, designer and manager of the learning
environment (Doherty, 1998). Other vital functions are initiating the learning process; supporting,
encouraging and motivating the learner and mediating between the learner, the technology and the resources
(Ewing et al., 1998).

The new role of the teacher, in technology-mediated learning, is a very demanding one. Ewing et al., (1998)

emphasise the great deal of effort that goes into planning and preparing technology-mediated learning
materials and environments. The design and development of multimedia teaching material, especially- for
distance education, is a time-consuming process. For one hour of CBT software approximately 200 hours of
ripvpinprppnt limp arp rpcplirpri Mayttalple, 1 9051 The eAurter's role does not stop after the plarning,
designing and preparation of the technology-based materials. It must also facilitate the learning, monitor

learners' progress and evaluate the performance of the system, the learners' and his/her own in order to
further improve the system. "The need for the teacher does not go away" in a technology-mediated
environment with emphasis on learner control (Andrews, 1997).

3 Constructivism
The introduction of technology-mediated learning has called for a revision of learning strategies.
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Constructivism is gaining momentum and has been heralded as the most appropriate learning theory for the

technological classroom. Constructivism was introduced by Piaget's and Vygotsky's learning theories.
Piaget's learning theory involves two cognitive stages: assimilation and accommodation (West et al., 1991).
During the assimilation stage the learner attempts to fit the environment with existing mental schemata. The

accommodation stage is reached when the learner is confronted with a new experience, for which no
schemata exists, or one exists but does not conform to the new experience. As a result, equilibrium occurs
when, through an alternate process of assimilation and accommodation, the learner achieves cognitive
stability. Externally in-coming experiences find a corresponding mental schemata and the learner is aware of
this fact. In order to achieve high-level cognition the learner must be aware that learning has indeed occurred.
Otherwise, learning will stop at the behaviourist level where it is ascertained by an external party, usually the
teacher, or in the case of a technology-mediated environment by a computer program.

Vygotsky's learning theory differs from Piaget's in that he sees learning taking place within a social and
cultural context. He argues that social interaction affects the way the learner sees the world. That is, it
contributes to the way the learner constructs his/her schemata. Therefore, the quality of the learning will be
determined by the quality of the social interactions or what Vygotsky terms zone of proximal development
(Oliver, et al., 1997).

In a learning environment the cultural and social interactions translate to interactions between teachers and
peers. Within this collaborative learning environment the teacher becomes the facilitator of learning. The
facilitator's role should be to design, promote and guide the learning but not to enforce it as learning is an
individual process. Knowledge in this environment is socially constructed and has no absolute value but a
socially agreed value.

4 The proposed learning model
The aim of the proposed model is to offer an adaptive learning system that caters for different types of
learners and learning styles with an especial emphasis on learner control. The proposed model operates
within a constructivist approach to learning (Ewing, et al.,) based on the following points:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All learners are different
Learning is individual to each learner
A learner can learn at different speed levels in different situations
A learner can engage in different learning strategies simultaneously
Learners learn best with a context
Learners construct and re-construct knowledge as they seek to understand and
explain their environment

4.1 Proposed model learning variables and controls
The concepts of learner individuality and learner control are essential to constructivism. Table 1 below
depicts the main variables involved in the proposed model in relation to learning control and learners'
choices and options.

VARIABLES

Learning Objectives
Amount of information- providedAmount of information used
Addition/removal of material
Material appearance and mode
Pacing, time
Sequencing
Place, location
Monitoring learners' individual progress
Interaction and collaboration
Assessment

CONTROLS
LEARNER
INSTRUCTOR
-

Overall
Overall

Desirable

(When necessary)
(When necessary)

Overall
Shared
Overall
Table 1. Control Variables and Controllers
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Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Shared

The term desirable, rather than overall, is used in the learner control column because the proposed model's
aim is to empower learners not to force them to take control. For example, a learner that possesses prior
knowledge of a topic is more likely to exercise control over his/her learning than a novice learner is. The
second is more likely to follow a linear approach to learning until he/she too acquires prior knowledge.
Learning objectives
Learning objectives within the model are explicit, clearly specified and achievable. The acquisition of nonanticipated learning objectives is possible within the system, especially, when the learner accesses more
information that is required to complete a task. This is a positive feature of the model as far as the specified
learning objectives have been reached.

Amount of information provided and used
The system contains all the information necessary to achieve the specified learning objectives or provides
references to acquire it. However, the learner controls the amount of information that is actually used. A
learner can discard a particular learning material piece in favour of another, which has been acquired from
external sources, just because is easier to understand or is visually more appealing. Learners' performance
can be improved by designing materials that can be adapted to satisfy different learning styles (Rasmussen
and Davidson-Shivers, 1998).

Learning material appearance and mode
A genuinely adaptive technology-mediated learning system must allow learners to customise the appearance
and mode of the material displayed. This may include: changing background and text colours and choosing
between text, graphics, audio and video modes.

Pacing and timing
The learner has the autonomy of pacing his/her learning and scheduling his/her study time. However, in some
instances this has to fit within the general time-frame allocated to the course or subject. The designer controls
the general time-frame, if one exists.

Sequencing
Learning materials must be accessed in the order that most benefits the learners' learning style. The model is
able to cope with the demands of linear as well as non-linear approaches to learning. Figure 1 displays an
example of the progression or navigation path of a learner who prefers to be guided by the system. 'Learner
l' uses all the material provided and in the order provided until she encounters difficulties and seeks the help
of an instructor or other learners. Then, revises the previous lesson and again continues with the linear path
provided. In contrast, 'Learner 2' feels confident enough to discard material provided and adds material
from external sources. Both learners achieve the corresponding learning objectives through the use of
different learning strategies. Beginners often benefit from having a structured learning path (Eaton, 1996). A
graphical representation or map of the entire unit or lesson must be made available to the learners to guide
their navigation decisions (Barba, 1993).
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Figure 1.

Learning Sequence Patterns

a _,,

system
Face-to-face (instructor/other learners)

Linear and Non-linear

Learners must be free to use forward and backward navigation through the system as long as it does not
compromise the learning itself. For example, if the completion of a task is the pre-requisite for another,
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allowing the learner to move onto a task for which a pre-requisite has not been completed might result in a
waste of time and unnecessary added frustration for the learner. For example, moving into algebra without
knowing how to multiply.

Place and location
Technology-mediated learning offers the possibility of accessing and using learning materials at different
locations. Using the proposed model, learners can now study at home, at appropriately equipped learning
centres or at traditional classrooms.

Monitoring learners' individual progress
Instructors are in control of monitoring the learners' individual progress. Based on the analysis of the
learners' performance instructors can either guide or advise the learners through different strategies or
modify the system.

Interaction and collaboration

The system must provide the capabilities to allow learners to interact with each other and with their
instructors. This communication may occur, for example, through e-mail, and on-line forums. Physical, or
face-to-face, communication is also a part of the model.
Assessment

Assessment is designed and administered by the instructor. This is to evaluate the students' learning
performance and to provide feedback both to the educator and to the students.

4.2 Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning Model
The proposed model, the Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning (TAL) model, is composed of five
modules: Learner module, Designers module, User Control Manager module, Cyber Classroom module and
Analyser module, Figure 2.
DESIGNERS

LEARNER

Educational Designer
Learners

Technology Designer

V

V

USER CONTROL MANAGER

CYBER CLASSROOM

Learning Materials

Learning Space

ANALYSER
Feedback

Monitoring
Progress

Technology-mediated communication (web browsing, down/uploading, email, forum,
database updates, ...)
Physical communication

Where
Figure 2.

The Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning (TAL) Model
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4.2.1 Learner Module
The learner module comprises the learner group. Learners interact with the TAL system through the Learning
Space. Communication with instructors and other learners occurs within the Learning Space or physically, as
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2.

4.2.2 Designers Module

The designers' module can be composed of an educator, instructional designer, multimedia designer and
technicians. This module is concerned with three main areas: the educational design, multimedia design, and
computer and Internet technology. The educational designer is in charge of designing quality learning
materials within a constructivist approach. This includes being aware of the subject matter as well as the
pedagogical theory in use. The multimedia designer and the instructional designer help the educator to
appropriately formulate the teaching materials for CBI or WBI. The technology designer provides the means
to make the learning materials available to the learner group through a technology-mediated environment.
Good skills and tools for multimedia authoring and technical services are required in this module, which may
cause production cost issues.

4.2.3 User Control Manager Module
The User Control Manager allows the learner to customise the learning space. Through this module the
learner can select the display mode to suit his/her own learning needs and preferences, for example, text,
graphics, audio or video mode. Pacing and sequencing of the learning material can also be controlled from
this module.

4.2.4 Cyber Classroom Module
The Cyber Classroom module is composed of two sub-modules: Learning Space and Learning Materials
module. The Learning Space is where the learning is delivered. This is generally a kind of display unit, such
as a personal computer or a network terminal screen. It may also include equipment for sound and video. It
must be easy to interact with and be self-explanatory. Within the Learning Space the learner has the option of
accessing learning materials provided by the educator, such as lecture notes, or external resources such as
Internet sites or libraries

4.2.5 Analyser Module
The purpose of the analyser module is three-fold. First, it gathers statistics on the performance and progress
of learners. Second, it records learners' perceptions about the learning material presented and about the

overall working of the system (learner feedback). Finally, it monitors and records students' navigation
patterns into a database. These will provide an indication of the learners' preferred learning styles. This
information can be used to provide advice for the learner and to improve the system (Chavero et al., 1998)
by evaluating the existing materials and options and formulating new ones. The optimal implementation of
the system will be to incorporate an Intelligence module to automatically generate and administer changes,
based on the information within the database.
The TAL model is being implemented in a couple of different programming languages and database tools.

5 Reviewing learner control, constructivism and the TAL model
5.1 The TAL Model and Learner Control
The main objective of the model is to provide a technology-mediated learning system able to support learner
control within a constructivist approach. The learner control variables, identified in Table 1, have been built

into the model. Learning objectives, amount of information provided, monitoring of learners individual

progress and assessment are overall controlled by the instructor, while the amount of information
used/added/removed, material appearance and mode, pacing, timing, sequencing, place and location are
potentially controlled by the learners. Interaction and collaboration can be initiated by either party as the
need arises.
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5.2 The TAL model and Constructivism
The underlying pedagogical theory governing the TAL model is based on constructivism, and specifically on
the constructivist elements represented in the table below. The model addresses all elements, however, its
concrete effectiveness will only be determined after development and implementation, in practice.

TAL Constructivist Approach Checklist
EXPECTED
TAL MODEL
CONSTRUCTIVIST ELEMENTS
The model allows for learner differences in needs, learning styles,
All learners are different
and skills.

Learning is individual to each learner

Learners can customise the learning materials to suit their learning

A learner can learn at different speed

styles and needs through the User Control Module.
Learners can control pacing and sequencing of learning materials.

levels in different situations
A learner can engage in different learning
strategies simultaneously
Learners learn best within a context.
Learners construct and re-construct
knowledge as they seek to understand and
explain their environments
Table 2.

Learners can engage in linear and non-linear strategies. Also they can
learn independently and/or seek collaboration.

Learning materials (provided by the TAL model) are always
presented within a context.
This feature is intended within the model but only after
implementation will it be ascertained.

TAL Constructivist Approach Checklist

6 Conclusion
This paper has addressed current educational trends on learner control within technology-mediated learning

environments. The roles of the learner and the teacher have been reviewed and analysed in the light of
technology-mediated environments.

The TAL model, based on constructivism, was presented, and its major functions were explained. The model
includes five modules: Learner module, Designers module, User Control Manager module, Cyber Classroom
module and the Analyser module. The aim of the model is to offer an adaptive learning system that caters for

different types of learners and learning styles, with an especial emphasis on learner control. The model
presented, empowers the learners and provides them with the means for constructing and re-constructing
knowledge at their own pace within a constructivist framework that is learner centred and flexible.

From the designers point of view the model is a dynamic system that merges the capacity to deliver
educational material with the ability to analyse learners performance (based on navigational patters and
results) and system performance in order to either advise and guide the learner or to modify learning
materials or their presentation.
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The teaching of algorithm design is a subject of great difficulty, however, its
value has not been addressed in the curriculum of computer studies in secondary

schools. The aim of this paper is twofold: to describe the method and design
principles of developing the Traffic Light System Simulator (TLSS) and to
discuss a learning example of using TLSS. The TLSS is a learner-centred
simulation tool for learning algorithm design. It provides a daily life problem in
a learning environment. In solving the problem, students are encouraged to
think and construct their own possible solutions. It is believed that the TLSS
would inspire students to look beyond the traffic light simulation and transfer the
insight to the learning of algorithmic thinking.

Keywords: programming, algorithm, simulation, learner-centred

1 Introduction
"Algorithmics is the spirit of computing" advocated by Harel [4]. Computer programming mainly consists
of three activities - problems identification, analysis; algorithm design to tackle problems; aid algorithm
representation in a computer coded language [16]. Algorithm is usually defined as a method, procedure,
recipe or step-by-step process for doing a job, or a finite sequence of unambiguous, executable steps that
will ultimately terminate if followed, in which "unambiguous" means at each step the action to be performed
next must be uniquely determined by the instruction and the data available at that time. Yet algorithm design
is usually more challenging and problems -bounded as it involves solving continuous problems during
execution [16]. To design an algorithm is to find a step-by-step procedure for locating a clue for errors [5].
This design activity entails an exceedingly diverse activity and involves complex cognitive processes.
Difficulties in discovering algorithms are prevalent in the learning of computer programming.
The teaching of algorithm design is a subject of great difficulty, its value, however, has not been addressed
in the curriculum of computer studies in secondary schools. Algorithm design has been revealed as an
activity that demands abstraction, analysis, and synthesis abilities from students [3]. Therefore, the learning
of algorithm design contributes not only to the teaching of computer programming, but also the cognitive

development of students [17]. This paper attempts to address the importance of algorithm design in
computer programming by examining the development of the Traffic; Light System Simulator (TLSS), a
learner-centred simulation program for learning algorithm design.

The TLSS, comprising simulation, animation, sound, text, graphics and video, aims to stimulate learners'
interaction and initiative by simulating the actual algorithm design activities in learning process. As the
word "interaction" indicates a its compounded use with multimedia. Interactive multimedia enables
learners' communications, exchanges and involvement. Effective use of interactive multimedia enhances
learning motivation and retention. Multimedia also provides an authentic environment which is relevant to
daily life. The aim of this paper is twofold: to describe the method and design principles of the TLSS
development and to discuss a learning example of using TLSS.
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2 The Development of TLSS
In the development of the TLSS, the prototyping paradigm was adopted. Prototyping is a process allowing
the developer to create a model of software that will be completed in the future. Like all approaches in
software development, prototyping begins with requirements gathering [12]. Howeve; Marques i Gra lles [8]
opines that the "development of an educational program always begins with an initial idea which seems to
have the potential for enhancing particular teaching and learning processes". In other words, the
development of TLSS, backed by Marques i Gralles' initial concept, has been supported by basic principles.
The present model' s principles are to apply the learner-centred approach as well as to nest with the
understanding of teaching and learning algorithm design in secondary schools [18]. Grounded theory [3],
which is a methodology for the systematic generation of conceptual models from qualitative data, was used
to collect and analyse information from the interviews of teachers and students [20] during requirements
analysis.

The label "grounded theory" means "the discovery of theory from data" [3]. Grounded theory is an approach
of the handling of qualitative data and of the formulation of theoretical propositions in social sciences, and
this methodology has been used successfully for conceptual analysis in a number of information system
development projects [1 I].

Strauss [15] presents a "concept-indicator model" to direct the conceptual coding of a set of empirical
indicators. It is a possible operation of concept formation from m qualitative data. Indicators are labels for
actual data, such as behavioral actions and events, observed or described in documents and in the words of
interviewees or informants. By constant comparison of indicators to indicators and their related data or
documents, the researcher is forced into confronting differences, and degrees of consistency of meaning
among indicators. This generates an underlying uniformity, which in turn results in coded categories, coded
relations, definitions and properties of categories and relations, and theoretical concepts.

In order to develop a system "grounded" from the teaching and learning of teachers and students, twelve
teachers and ten students from various schools were interviewed. The following issues were addressed in
the interviews: (1) to identify the difficulties of teaching and learning of algorithm design in secondary
schools, (2) to examine the needs, skills, and interests of students in the learning of algorithm design, and (3)
to identify a series of problems conducive for learners' further exploration and motivation. Data were
analysed using the constant comparative method in grounded theory.
The following is a brief summary of some major findings supporting the TLSS development: (1) algorithm
design is too abstract to some students, (2) students are lack of logical thinking skills, (3) some teachers
think that learning algorithm design is very important, (4) some teachers think that algorithm design can be
learned naturally, (5) students' existing mental model is an important factor of learning algorithm design, (6)
most students cannot decompose problem into sub-problems, (7) there is a lack of teaching material in
algorithm design, and (8) the curriculum is not related to daily life.

The results also reveal that teachers use either teacher-dominated method or subject-centred method.
Teachers with teacher-dominated method "are serving the immediate needs of the dependent, authority
centred, linear thinking students" [9].
Teachers in this case direct students' learning through a
straightforward lecture of textbook and presentation. Teachers who teach with subject-centred method "are
providing more information and use a greater variety of presentation method" [9]. The responsibility for
learning is on students, while the teacher primarily provides opportunities for learning to take place. Most
teachers adopt this subject-centred method. They teach with metaphors, examples, pictures or games. Apart

from textbooks, they also prepare notes, laboratory Teets, and supplementary exercises as teaching
materials.

The discovery method of instruction for teaching computer programming is one of the major focuses in
educational computing research [14], and discovery learning occurs when a learner is motivated to act and
allowed to formulate and test questions or answers [7]. A number of studies suggest to connect computer
programming with logic, truth tables, switching circuits, gating symbols, flow charts, pseudocode and visual
simulation enhance the teaching and learning of computer programming in secondary schools [1]. Other
studies indicate that algorithm animation seems to be a useful tool for teaching algorithm [6].

Further to these observations, this paper focuses on the learner-centred approach which facilitates active,
multi-functional, inspirational, and situated educational experiences. The basic principles of learner-centred
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approach can be summarised as: (1) problem-driven rather than structured analysis of the curriculum content;
(2) attending to learners' needs, skills and interests; and (3) learning on a constructivist approach.

3 The TLSS Simulation
The TLSS embraces two distinct features. First, the system provides students with an authentic multimedia
context that will motivate students to learn and explore [19]. The system allows continuous feedback and.

challenge to stimulate students to decompose the challenge, thus keeping students continue learning
activities [13]. Second, students might benefit from actively constructing the algorithm than passively
watching the algorithm. The system supplies a visualised simulation and an animated environment which

students are actively immerse in creating, exploring, testing, and understanding their implemented
algorithms.

Figure 1: "Algorithrrf' components of TLSS
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The TLSS provides a dynamic model of a traffic light system with simulated roads, traffic lights, vehicles,
pedestrians and various traffic situations. It allows students to present and test their algorithm of controlling
a traffic light system in animation. The system also represents students' algorithm in Pascal programming
language to reinforce programming language learning.

The TLSS consists of two major components namely, "algorithm" and "simulation". In the "algorithm"
component, users are asked to design an algorithm using "while", "for" and "if-then" to control five sets of
traffic lights at a junction (Figure 1). Students are expected to begin by simple guided situations on
resolving two traffic lights. Each "if-then" will be contained in statement 1 and 2 of a set of algorithm
design. Implanting "if-then" statements may be relatively simple and direct for most students. Other
components, "for" and "while", targeted at coupling the algorithm with variables and validity, complicates
the activity. From the outset of the compilation, students will be given no explanation of the set, "if-then",

"for/while", but be guided on a step-by-step traffic light simulated situations to generate in them
understanding of the syntax. Students will use each set of algorithm, represented as statements ensuring the
smooth running of traffic lights, to assign the colour of traffic lights and its time span. Incorrect input of
algorithm or a change of the idea can be rectified by pushing the "undo" button. The "save" button enables
students to retain their exercises. After compiling the algorithm, students can proceed to the "simulation"
component by pushing the simulated button for execution of their design. Evolved will be an animated
environment. Since the aim of the designed algorithm is to ensure the safety of pedestrians and vehicles,

correctly compiled algorithm yields smooth running of traffic while incorrect algorithm gives rise to
accidents. Accidents are categorised into car crash and car bumping into pedestrians. Figure 2 is a graphical
presentation of a car accident in the simulation.
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Figure 2: "Simulation" components of TLSS
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If an accident occurs, users may return to the "algorithm" component to re-compile another possible
algorithm and test it again. The activity allows students unlimited trials of designs and implementation.
Because solutions to every situations are totally dependent on the success of the algorithm design, students'
problems solving, engagement in critical thinking to reach for the success stage are crusts of the TLSS.

4 Shirley: A Learning Example
A preliminary version of the TLSS has been developed, and a group of secondary 5 students (Grade 11) with

average academic ability were asked to use the TLSS for learning algorithm design and computer
programming. The process of using the TLSS was observed. Because of the volume of data generated, the
case of only one student, Shirley, was reported and discussed in this paper.
A sequential activity comp rising a series of exercises to guide students to the final operation of all five lights
is assigned (see Appendix). Each student, engrossing in the learner-centred approach, will freely discover
problems and solutions on their own. Also, as featured in the approach, questions will dominate the exercise

so that students can actively engross in the revelation of questions. Students are encouraged to try out
patterns so as to simulate the "debugging" process of programming environment. Emphasis of the exe rcise
will not only be the success of compilation, but on the process of compilation. The process of compiling a
simulated TLSS demonstrates ways of how students can plan, debug and execute a computer programme.

Shirley, who has completed one-year programming learning practice in her secondary 4 (Grade 10) studies,
started the activity by following the assignment instruction. She operated the TLSS and set the simulation
off by pushing the button at the very first instance. By observing the simulated junction, Shirley tried to
locate directions for the movement of cars and the operating sequence of traffic lights but of no avail.
Shirley found that all traffic lights, cars and pedestrians were not working and in stand-by mode. Simulation
could not be executed because algorithm was not compiled.
Having finished observation, Shirley returned to the menu and tried to familiarise herself with the available
syntax of the simulation. She tried put the "If..Then" onto one of the boxes and observed the pattern of its
appearance. The representation of "If. Then" as conditions to be fulfilled was acknowledged. Doubleclicking the "statement 1" box, Shirley realised it was the first condition for the first part of the algorithm
and the "statement 2" box was ignored. Returning to the assignment instruction, Shirley began to work on
how she could survive for 20 seconds if lights 1 and 2 were simultaneously working. Without a second

thought, Shirley inserted "red" and "20 seconds" for light 1 and the same for light 2. Two "If..Then"
statements appeared after hitting the "OK" button. A simulated environment was followed where all
pedestrians crossed the road at ease. Some pedestrians were standing on the traffic island. Shirley
considered that it was due to some pedestrians were heading to light 3 area so they kept waiting on the island.

The assignment question on the difference of the situation between the reality and the simulated
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environment also reinforced Shirley' s belief that some pedestrians were on different directions. Shirley
failed to recognise the time of traffic light was determinant in affecting pedestrians' continuation of crossing
the road. That misunderstanding gave rise to recurrent traffic accidents in other activities which required
much longer time.

Having triumphed on the first part of the exercise, Shirley tried to make a car crash as required. For
convenience, Shirley followed instructions strictly. She produced "light 2" as "red" for "20 seconds" and
"light 5", "red", "20 seconds". A first car crash was experienced. It was too quick a crash and Shirley
missed out the sequence, details and picture. Shirley could not answer the first question of how long it took
for the first collision. Shirley decided to study and read carefully questions provided by instructions before
finding out solutions. By returning again two times to the simulation, Shirley concluded that the crash took
place after 8 seconds of execution. In order to remove the accident, Shirley had to find out a workable
algorithm. Shirley tried to visualise the traffic pattern in her mind but was not successful. She then realised
it was because the most important element of vehicles direction was not recorded. Pens and paper were
ready before Shirley returned to the simulation again. She then looked for patterns of the traffic and pictured
it onto the paper. She devised that light 2 should stay red long enough to allow light 5 cars to run. Although
unsure about the result, she kept light 5 as red for 20 seconds and light 2, red, 40 seconds. The result was
successful and Shirley proceeded to the third part of the exercise.

The third activity requested Shirley to run the car more than once. Suggestions on using "For" button was
put forward. On devising "for i = 1 to n", Shirley did not understand the function of "n". No hints were
given. She did not know where to put the "for" trunk at the infant stage. After several unsuccessful hits of
trying to make the equation (e.g. "i" equals "10" and "n" equals "9"), Shirley took an hour break. Shirley
returned and read carefully the instruction again. She decided to insert "for i = 1 to 5" and retained the

previous lights 2 and 5. A first success was experienced. She concluded that "if' functioned as an
executable command while "for" predicted the number of execution of the "if' command.

The fourth activity demanded Shirley to keep cars running forever. Shirley did not understand what was
meant by the "for-loop" inside the "while-loop" as delineated in the activity. She tried to put the "If..Then"
statements first, and then the "while-loop", the "for-loop". Consecutive errors led Shirley back to study
questions carefully again. She devised the sequence of the "for-loop", the "while-loop" and the "If .Then"
statements. Working out the sequence, Shirley realised that the "while" statement should always remain
"True" because it kept the "If..Then" to continue for "n" times. The "If' just started the programme and
"while" was a continuation command.

The fifth activity asked why car accidents occurred. The activity required Light 3 as red for 10 seconds
while light 4, green 14 seconds. An alternative could be light 5 as green for 16 seconds. Shirley selected the
first combination (light 3 as red for 10 seconds and light 4 as green 15 seconds) but a car accident occurred.
After trying out a couple of combinations, Shirley shifted to the diagram she drew before. She worked out
the flow of cars, wrote down seconds next to each light. She went back to four previous activities to devise
solutions. She attended to her negligence of the importance of time element in activity 1. She finally could
not contribute colours and time to lights as she could not work out the transition time of lights passing
through red to green. Shirley believed there should be intermission for red-yellow and yellow lights. She
recorded every combination and observed its execution. Shirley then tried to perform a monitor system by
checking the time for accidents taking place like the guidance referred by activity 2. After almost 20
combinations, Shirley referred back to the question and decided to remove the "for-loop" and the "while loop". No traffic accident occurred because there was no repetition of car flow. Shirley, however, was not
satisfied with the result because reality traffic required continuous flow of cars. She tried to learn from
experience in activity 2 that one light' s stopping time should be longer than the other' s flowing time. After
almost 30 trial and errors, Shirley reached the conclusion that emphasis should be on the transition lights.
Finally, Shirley gave up algorithms without reaching successful traits. The last activity requested the smooth
running of cars by operating all traffic lights. Shirley did not proceed to this stage and the assignment was
handed in.

5 Discussion
In the observation, we found that students using the TLSS were encouraged to participate in the thinking
process of designing algorithm, such as imaging a goal, formulating a goal, inventing a product, finding
alternatives, choosing the solution, generating more alternatives, making choice and evaluating choice,
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which are essential elements in algorithm design [5]. In contrast with the teacher-dominated and subjectcentred method, the learner-centred approach is based on the idea that "people learn best when engrossed in
the topic, motivated to seek out new knowledge and skills because they need them in order to solve the
problem at hand" [10]. In learning with the TLSS, students are involved in active exploration, problems
solving and construction rather than passive teacher-directed lecturing. Such learner-centred simulation tool
also generates in learners a long-term pursuit of examining the subject which leads to lifelong learning.
Further eploration enhances creativity and critical thinking. However, some students, in particular the case
of Shirley, revealed that teacher's guidance is also crucial to make such active learning successful.
The design of the TLSS is based on the learner-centred principles as well as grounded from the experiences
of teachers and students. The primary goal of the TLSS is to provide a daily life problem in a simulation
environment. In solving the problem, students are encouraged to think and construct their own possible
solutions. Simulation, by definition, is not real. Most simulations are artificial systems that can in no way
come close to the real situation in complexity and variety. In TLSS, the operation of the traffic lights is
certainly different from real life. Thus, students must always be alert for the limitation of simulation. It is
believed that the TLSS would inspire students to look beyond the traffic light simulation and transfer the
insight to the learning of algorithmic thinking.
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Appendix: Sample Activities
How can you survive for 20 second?
Objective: By the end of the activity, students should be able to use "IF ..Then" statement by using
trail and error approach. Use basic problem solving skills. The activity allows the students to explore
the implementation of the "If..Then" statement.
Activity: In this simulation, students only use "IF-THEN" statement to control the traffic flow. (Hint:

Ignoring Lights 3 to 5 and congests for route 3 to 5, control Light 1 and 2 only. Observe the
pedestrians' flow).
Questions for Discussion: Why there are some pedestrians standing on the traffic island? Is there any
difference between the reality and the simulation?

How can we make the car running more than once?
Objective: By the end of the activity, students should be able to get more familiar with the
characteristics and function of the "for" button.
Activity: Students should first use "for i= 1 to n", where n is any chosen number. We should predict
what would happen before we run the game. No instruction will be given to students so students can
make the simulation by their own. For instance, how many times of car flow occur if we set for i = 1 to
5 and put in one condition such as controlling light 1 & 2 as we tried before, inside the loop?
Questions for Discussion: What is the function of the "if" statement in programming? What is the
benefit of using this button?

How can we make the car running continuously?
Objective: By the end of he activity, students should be able to get more familiar with the
characteristics and function of the "while" button.
Activity: Students are asked to control the car flow so that the car flow can run continuously. We can
use the "while" statement to implement this task. "While" it is true, then do the following statement.
Students are suggested to predict the effect of putting the "for-loop" inside the "while-loop" and the
vice versa. They are asked to explain these effects.
Questions for Discussion: What is the function of the "while" statement in programming? What are
the differences between "if" and "while"?
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The research examined the anxieties and perspectives of first and final year
Australian Indigenous Bachelor of Education students as they learnt with
Computer Mediated Communication. The paper reports a qualitative study that
utilised Likert Scale Questionnaires and focus and individual interviews in order
to ascertain the factors involved in reducing the information rich/information
poor gap through the use of Computer Mediated Communication. The factors

identified involved technical, time, skills, costs, tutors, and "learning style"
issues as well as isolation as tertiary students studying in offcampus remote
communities. The students reported more positive attitudes and competency
skills and less isolation with email than the WWW. There was general optimism

concerning the role the Internet would play in their future lives as students,
teachers, and, as they took their knowledge beyond the classroom, in their
communities, particularly in terms of reducing the information gap.

Keywords: Computer Mediated Communication, information gap, cross-cultural,

Internet

1 Introduction
Tertiary education institutions are rapidly investing considerable resources and faith in the Internet as a
means of conveying both the administrative and the pedagogical materials for student learning [1, 2]. As
vehicles for flexible learning, email and the World Wide Web (WWW) are seen to be free from geographical,
time, and participation restraints [3, 4]. This is juxtaposed against international concerns that the Internet is
widening the gap between the information rich and information poor [5, 6]. Tertiary institutions are amongst
those that continue to widen the gap between information rich and information poor in Australia as technical,

cost, and inappropriately designed distributed learning environments (email and the WWW) impose
implementation restraints. This paper reports a case study of how Australian Indigenous students, who are
studying in remote communities, and one Australian tertiary institution, James Cook University, are bridging
that information eap.

The study was interested in the tertiary students' perspectives of the influences that impacted their
interpretation of that gap and how it was being bridged. We therefore investigated the students' perceptions
of (a) their attitudes and anxieties concerning email and the WWW and (b) the role email and the WWW
played in teaching and learning in their degree program and their lives as Indigenous peoples in remote areas.

2 Methodology
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Since mid-1990, James Cook University (JCU) has offered a Bachelor of Education to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students through the Remote Area Teacher Education Program (RATEP). As in the rest of
Australia, Queensland' s Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders have lived, and many continue to live, under

various separatist legislation. The state government long held an isolationist and racist view of what
constituted an appropriate education for them. As the official view was that they could achieve little
academically, secondary education was withheld from Aborigines until 1964 and, for Tones Strait Islanders,
education was left in the hands of the Department of Native Affairs, rather than the Department of Education,
until 1984. RATEP was conceived as a program that would seek to redress issues of geographical remoteness,
racial discrimination, economic exploitation, educational marginalisation, linguistic plurality, land alienation,
and enforced dependency of the Indigenous communities. It was driven by the concepts of social justice,

culturally contextualised education, empowerment, and use of information technologies. It is an intersystemic teacher education program providing preservice teacher education studies to Indigenous students
on-site in remote locations throughout the State of Queensland. The RATEP delivery partnership consists of

James Cook University, the Far North Queensland Institute of Technical and Further Education, the
Queensland State Education Department, and, importantly, the Indigenous communities. Multi-systemic
collaboration is effected through the RATEP Management Committee which oversees finance and site
selection, contributes to various corporate decisions, and provides for direct Indigenous input.

The program caters for eight to 35 Indigenous students in any year' s intake with four to 12 students at any
one site. The location of the 10 James Cook University RATEP centres is usually in a primary or secondary
school classroom in locations where the population ranges from 250 in Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander
communities, in which non-Indigenous people are a very small minority, to 700 in the small townships.
Typically, the centre consists of one classroom which houses the comp uters, modem, printer, facsimile
machine, teleconference phone, conference table, and study desks as well as a sink and fridge. There are no
community libraries available to the students.
RATEP is a minor of the Bachelor of Education on-campus program, differing mainly in modes of delivery.
RATEP students study the same courses, are taught by the same lecturers, complete assessment tasks at the

same standard as their on-campus counterparts, and receive exactly the same award as students who
undertake preservice teacher education at the Cairns and Townsville JCU campuses. RATEP uses various
distance education technologies, materials, and delivery strategies: textbooks, workbooks, teleconferences,
audio and video tapes, facsimile, JCU developed interactive multimedia (IMM) courseware, on-site tutors
(self-labelled teacher-coordinators), and, now, the Internet.
The delay in accessing the Internet as part of their program was mainly due to the costs of hardware, long
distance telecommunication fees, and the unreliability of sustained telecommunication connections. With
support through a Telstra learn-IT research grant, the Bachelor of Education students through RATEP were
able to enrol in two undergraduate information technology courses that utilised the Internet as a teachinglearning tool. The courses were a first year core on-campus course and a fourth year elective: Information
Technologies in Education and Design of Educational Media, respectively. The first year course had the
equivalent of two interactive lectures on the World Wide Web (WWW). Assessment included reactions to
tutorial readings sent as email attachments, and the option to create a WWW home page. Interaction with the
lecturer was via email and teleconference. The fourth year course required the students to access the WWW
for key readings as well as to critique educational sites. In addition, they were responsible for conducting
weekly email tutorials in which two students posed email questions about the set tutorial readings. All
students replied individually. The tutorial leaders were also required to synthesise these responses in a
culminating email. All students were encouraged to critique any of the contributions. Except for two
teleconferences; interaction with the lecturer was via email. In both subjects, the students had previously met
formally and informally with their lecturers during a short orientation oncampus program.

Twenty-three out of 33 Indigenous students volunteered to participate. Their ages ranged from 21 to 49 years.
Reflecting teacher education enrolments generally, all but seven were female. The students generally speak
either a traditional language, Aboriginal English, or Tones Strait Creole as their first language. Standard

Australian English is their second or third language. When researching in cross-cultural contexts it is
important that researchers acknowledge the cultural, linguistic, and individual differences existing within and
across the student group. However, the historical-socio -cultural similarities are strong enough to speak in
generalities in referring to Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander patterns of experiences, values, and ways of
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learning.

Audiotaped focus interviews were conducted either face-to-face (Yarrabah) or via teleconference (Normanton
and Woorabinda) with students as a group at these three RATEP sites. The interviews involved open-ended

questions to gather information about the issues identified by the students and teacher coordinators as
relevant to learning with the Internet. A five-point Likert Scale Issues and Course Questionnaire for the first
and final year courses were compiled from the focus interview data and the literature. It was administered
towards the end of the courses, either along with audiotaped individual interviews conducted on site with
students at six RATEP sites (Thursday Island, Bamaga, Napranum, Cairns, Palm Island, and Cunnamulla) or
via fax or email attachment to the other four sites (Yarrabah, Normanton, Worrabinda, and Doomadgee).
Another five-point Likert Scale questionnaire assessing Computer Mediated Communication Anxiety [7] was
also administered at the beginning and end of the two university courses involving the Internet via fax or
email.

3 Data Results and Discussion
The five point Likert scale questionnaires were reduced to a three point scale (see Table 1) for data analysis.
Overall there was a positive swing on the Computer Mediated Communication Questionnaire (Items 1-13,

Table 1) and the Issues and Course Questionnaire (Items 14-23, Table 1) that sought first and final year
student anxieties and perceptions about current and future usage of email and the World Wide Web (WWW).
(Ten items out of the 42 item Issues and Course Questionnaire are reported here; the other items included
those that are common in end-of-course evaluations and, therefore, not relevant to this paper). The individual
interviews supported this trend. The interviews revealed a decidedly positive emphasis on keeping but
improving the use of CMC in RATEP subjects.

Table 1: Comparison of Pre to Post Test Changes on Selected Items from Computer Mediated
Communications and Comparison between End-of-Semester First Year and Final Year Issues and Course
Evaluation Questionnaires
Computer Mediated Communications Questionnaire:
Responses of Students' Studying First and Final Year Course

3

E-mail could open up new communication
channels for me.
My usage of e-mail will increase in the future.
The thought of using e-mail makes me

4

nervous.
The Internet could open up new areas of

5

communication for me
I expect I will use the Internet in the future

1

2

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

Post-Test

Pre-Test

Item

SA-A
92%

U
8%

67%
50%

33%

D-SD

50%

Information overload frightens me.
I feel very negative about the Internet in
general.
I would prefer not to use the Internet because
of the uncensored material
Using the Internet could be more trouble than
its worth
I think there is too much emphasis placed on

94%

U
4%

91%
30%

9%
9%

D-SD

61%

100%

100%

I get nervous at the thought of using the
Internet
I believe that there are many useful ways to
use the Internet.
The thought of learning from the Internet

SA-A

4%

8%
50%

96%
39%

13%

48%

17%

17%

68%

17%

14%

36%

27%

36%

30%

17%

52%

50%
33%

8%
17%

42%
50°/0

43%
26%

30%
30%

26%
43%

25%

8%

67%

30%

22%

48%

25%

33%

42%

17%

17%

65%

67%

17%

17%

35%

26%

39%

83%
50%

8%

67%
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I the Internet

I

I

I

I

1

First and Final Year Issues and Course Evaluation Questionnaire Responses
Item
14
15

16
17

I am more confident using email than the
WWW
If I had the choice, I would use the WWW for
serious information searches
If I had the choice, I would use the WWW to
catch up on what' s happening in soap operas.
The WWW is a diversion from having to do

First Year Course
D-SD
SA-A
U
18%
73%
9%

Final Year Course
SA-A
U
D-SD

100%

100%

11%

22%

33%

22%

44%

33%

44%

67%

27%

9%

63%

20%

20%

60%

22%

54%

36%

9%

56%

18%

100%

,

RATEP work.

20

I don' t feel as isolated as a university student
now that I can use WWW
I don' t feel as isolated as a university student
now that I can use e-mail
I appreciated the flexibility in scheduling my

21

learning times
The subject has made me feel a more

18
19

82%

44%

73%

18%

9%

89%

11%

50%

30%

20%

78%

22%

independent learner
100%
80%
22
I no longer see the computer as just a word
processing tool
100%
100%
I intend using the computer in the classroom
23
with my students.
* SA-A = Strongly Agree/Agree; U - Undecided; D-SD = Disagree/Strongly Disagree.

20%

Students were originally divided on their willingness and nervousness to use email. By the end of the
semester there was a substantial increase in their perception that their future usage of email would increase
(67% to 91%) and a 20% decrease in their nervousness (Items 2 & 3, Table 1). This is encapsulated in one
student' s interview statement: "I was a bit apprehensive at first because I think the newness with everybody

was a bit scary.

But, after I got the knack of things, I really loved it" (Interview). Most students

acknowledged the efficiency and speed of communicating via email with their lecturers and fellow students;
as one student explained: ".. you don't have to fiddle around faxing or posting your assignments. You just
type it right onto the computer and send it on the email and it's there!" (Interview). Some reasons for the

maintenance of apprehension involved concerns about costs ("the time I' m using is costing money"),
typing skills ("my typing speed is not up to my thoughts; that' s a bit slower so that' s what holds me back"),
and privacy (" .. the teacher-coordinator seemed as if to be spying" (Interviews). This last factor involved the
way email accounts were established. Because of costs, only one modem was provided at each site. Thus, at
the time of the research, the teacher coordinator accessed and therefore could read all exchanges as the
single email account for each RATEP site was registered in their name. (This year, all students have a private

email account.) Despite their concerns and apprehensions, 94% agreed that email would open ip new
communication channels for them while 91% indicated they would increase their use of email in the future
(Items 1 & 2 respectively, Table 1).

Compared with email items, there was more initial negativity and some smaller positive swings concerning the
WWW items. Indeed, at the end of the semester, both first and final year students admitted they were "more
confident using email than the WWW" (73% and 67%, respectively; Item 14, Table 1). In the pre and post
Computer Mediated Communication Questionnaire, for instance, although in the post test 68% agreed with
the item, "I believe that there are many useful ways to use the Internet", there was little variation from the pre
test (67%) (Item 7, Table 1). Other small positive results occurred in the following items as fewer students

indicated agreement with the following statements: "I get nervous with the thought of using the Internet
(50% pre test to 48% post test); "The thought of learning with the Internet intimidates me" (36% to 30%); and
"Information overload frightens me" (50% to 43%) (Table 1, Items 6, 8, & 9, respectively).

However, it is noteworthy that on three of these items such positive swings were offset by a noticeable
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increase in the "undecided" category. For instance, in the above item about nervousness and using the
Internet, 50% agreed and 50% disagreed on the pre-test while 39% agreed and 48% disagreed on the posttest (Item 6, Table 1). The change in attitude was counteracted by an increase in the "undecided" (0% to 13%;
Item 6, Table 1). Although more students felt less negativity about information overload (Item 9) and the
WWW in general (Item 10), 30% reported being "undecided" in the post test compared with 8% and 17% in
the pre test, respectively (Items 9 & 10, Table 1). As explained later, many of the first year students were
prevented from hands-on use of the WWW course materials online. In the fourth year subject, the greater

emphasis was on email tutorial interaction; in comparison, finding relevant resources and obtaining set
readings from the WWW were the only compulsory WWW tasks. This paucity of "compulsory" usage,
influenced the students perceptions concerning the Internet. During the interviews, most students equated
the Internet with the WWW. The experiences that the students did have seemed to have resulted in
understandable ambiguity concerning their anxiety and general attitudes about the WWW; the reality of their
experiences was a contributing factor.

More substantial changes occurred when, in the post test, fewer students agreed with the statement, "I think
there is too much emphasis placed on the Internet" (67% to 35%) (Item 13, Table 1) and more students
confirmed that they would use the Internet in the future (83% to 96%) (Item 5, Table 1). As one student
commented: "You have to keep up with the technology and pass it on; it's never-ending learning" (Interview).
Additionally, regardless of their concerns and experiences, an optimism remained: all confirmed an unchanged
hope that the Internet would open up new areas of communication for them (100% on both pre and post tests,
Item 4, Table 1).

There were several factors affecting these data results, such as technical issues, time, skills, costs, and tutors
(self-labelled "teacher-coordinators").

Technical problems were a significant factor. Getting hooked-up took two sites one month after the
commencement of the courses. The reliability of the telecommunication links and difficulty in logging into the
James Cook University site when 500 on-campus students were trying to log into the same first year course
site influenced the RATEP students' perceptions (Interviews). The one computer that had the RATEP modem
connection was also used for studying with the IMM courseware and wordprocessing assignments. An extra

major inconvenience for two sites was having just one line for Internet access, facsimile, telephone, and
teleconferencing. There was a ratio of approximately four students to this one line.

These factors obviously limited the time each student could spend using the WWW and email. Their other
study commitments - described as "a mountain of work" by one student - imposed further time constraints
reducing their usage of the Internet (Interviews). This was exacerbated by having English-as-a-second/thirdlanguage with respect to deconstructing academic genres. "If we'd had more time to explore it and build up
that confidence, well, then, I probably wouldn't be feeling as bad as I do about getting onto it," was one
student's summary of the effects that lack of time had on her self-confidence (Interview). Others echoed the

impact that minimum usage had on their confidence to use the WWW (Interviews). The printout of
procedures on the wall did not seem to inspire usage or confidence; it was the personal input from the
teacher-coordinator or a peer that some students' maintained was crucial. This emphasis on the personal
coach would seem to reflect Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander preferred ways of learning and doing [8]. In
this period of apprehension with using the Internet, students required the comfort zone of traditional ways of
teaching and learning [9].

Underdeveloped procedural knowledge constrained student progress using the WWW. One student's
clarification echoed other students' comments: " .. it' s just a matter of not being able to get where I want to be

straight away ...and then I'll get real frustrated" (Interview). Students justifiably argued that this was
compounded by the fact that the first year course did not encourage understanding or reinforcement of
WWW searching strategies by requiring assessable activities in this area.

There was evidence of self-imposed moderation in usage by students (Interviews). In spite of their
understanding that costs involved in browsing the WWW were met through the Telstra learn-IT grant,
students were reluctant to abuse what they saw as a privilege.

The students who reported most positively in their interviews were those who perceived their teachercoordinators as having competence in using the WWW and being able and willing to impart that confidence
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to the students. Unfortunately a few students cited perceptions of teacher-coordinator reluctance or inability
to share their knowledge. Also,most of the teacher-coordinators printed out the first year course's WWW

lecture notes. The teacher-coordinators contended they chose this strategy because of time constraints,
technical hiccups, and, perhaps, admitted one, procedural insecurities. For them, this allowed a more efficient

usage of time as they could conduct tutorials based on the printed text without having to wait for all the
students to study from the WWW. In effect, it prevented students acquiring more proficiency with the
Internet and, hence, much needed self-confidence. As well it prevented students (and these teacher
coordinators) from obtaining a better understanding of how the WWW could be utilized as a learning tool as
they had no chance to participate with the in-built question-answer-feedback interactions, the video clips of
school children voicing their perceptions of various aspects of the Internet and its relevance to their lives,
and the hypertext/hypermedia functions of the WWW.

These conditions would have influenced the differing perceptions about the courses allowing "me to feel a
more independent learner" (Item 21, Table 1): only 50% of the first year students felt such independence with
a further 30% being undecided; in comparison, 78% of the final year students reported that the Internet
activities had helped them to take more self-responsibility for their learning. Of course, one would expect that
final year students would be more independent learners than first year students. Nevertheless, the item
required them to express an opinion if the Internet subject had made them "more" independent.
Even if many had not had much opportunity to browse the Web, all students reiterated the commonly quoted
advantages of the WWW: up-to-date information, variety of topics, exploration, multiple sources relating to
the same information, and flexibility (Interviews). With respect to flexibility, more final year students (89%)

compared with first year students (73%) valued this attribute (Item 20, Table 1). The enforced tutorials
without personal access to the WWW would have influenced the first year students' perceptions. One
student situated her comment in the context of the realities of Indigenous community life: "We' ve had
multiple tragedies in our class [deaths, suicides, and serious illnesses]; at least with the WWW lecture notes,
we can come back and get them; we' re not missing out [as we would have with teleconferences]" (Interview).
For students who had taken opportunities to surf, the WWW was "Exciting!"; "It gets me; it draws me. I
could see myself seriously getting hooked"; "It's like a big book; you don't want to put it down!" (Interviews).

Students unanimously agreed that they would use the WWW for serious information searches (Item 15,
Table 1). It was reassuring to see that their usage went beyond the two courses requiring utilisation of the
Internet. The following Web searches were mentioned by different individual students: green ants (for their
science curriculum course); background information on a son's medical disease; solutions for our farm's fruit
tree problems; Indigenous sites such as the internationally famous Aboriginal band, Yothu Yindi. Serious
play [10, 11] was involved, too: finding out what was on at movie theatres; joining a jokes' listserv; 30%
admitted to catching up on soap operas (averaged first and final year, Item 16 Table 1); and 21% reported
using the WWW as an occasional diversion from their studies (averaged first and final year, Item 17 Table 1).
Such responses demonstrate these students' awareness of the types of information available on the WWW

and an ability to conduct searches and find out how to subscribe to a listserv. Because of the Internet and
other computer requirements in the two courses, 90% (averaged first and final year students, Item 22, Table 1)
agreed that they no longer perceived the computer as just a word processing tool.

The role of email and the WWW in their lives as students in remote Indigenous communities involved
reducing isolation and person, societal and professional issues.

Feeling part of the wider JCU student cohort was an issue raised in the research. Both cohorts of students
felt that isolation as a university student was decreased through use of email - 82% for first year students and
100% for final year students (Item 19, Table 1). One student put it succinctly: "Yeah. It took away the
isolation a lot" (Interview). In comparison, approximately half (54%) of the students studying the first year
course reported that they "did not feel as isolated as a university student now that I can use the WWW"
(Item 18, Table 1). A further 36% were undecided. Likewise, only 56% of the final year students felt that
isolation as a university student was reduced through access to the WWW (Item 18, Table 1). The course
requirements and amount of access would have been significant issues in the differing percentages with
respect to email and WWW as factors in lessening isolation. With respect to the first year students, these
percentages are not surprising considering the large number of reports of inadequate access to the WWW,
working from a print version rather than on-screen interaction of the first year information technology course,
and technical constraints. The fourth year course demanded that the students conduct weekly email tutorials
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and interact via email for a fortnight with students at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology as well as
the fact that their compulsory WWW activities were limited. The results may also have been affected by the
fact that the WWW activities were not people orientated whereas the email tasks were obviously so.

However, isolation was not just a matter of the difficulties imposed by distance learning with respect to
cultural induction as university students. It was also a personal and community issue. A few students
reported keeping in touch via email with relatives and friends living in other parts of Australia; for instance,
one student was able to regularly contact her son who was in jail. This is a poignant reminder of the systemic
injustices involved in Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander peoples' reality and the role that email can play in
helping families maintain contact at a geographical distance. The WWW was threatening for one student: "
a whole new world, and I'm afraid in a way to experience all these different things" (Interview). For others,
their world was expanded. This was insightfully expressed by one student: "When you're living in a remote
community all you know is what's happening around here or what you get from your teleconference and stuff
like that. You're living in your own world ...Well, then, when you get onto the Web, it's just like: 'Wow!
There's a big world out there. All that information you can access'." (Interview).

The content in the first year course (Information Technologies in Education) appeared to have been
influential in changing perceptions about the negative affects of the Internet. One involved society's concern
that the Internet would significantly reduce or even prevent socialisation. For example, "I've changed", said
one student. "I've done a complete [voice faded out] ...with the whole idea of technology taking away the
emotional side of life and that we've been becoming too dependent on it, and I think, after going through the
semester with it, that maybe as long as people are educated in the right way about it, it's not going to prove
to be a big problem. It's probably going to prove to be a big asset, you know." Some students' comments
highlighted their fear of children and themselves encountering pornographic sites: "It scares me - to come
across something like that on the Internet"; "Children shouldn't have access to them" (Interviews). However,
the 19% pre to post drop in their disagreement with the statement, "I would prefer not to use the Internet
because of the uncensored material" (Item 11, Table 1), probably reflects a more realistic understanding of
avoidance strategies and the general unlikelihood of a user encountering such sites; these were issues that
were discussed with relevant hotlinks in the WWW course.
All the pre-service teachers reported their intention to use computers in the classroom with their students in

order to enhance teaching and learning (Item 23, Table 1). One student commented that hers was a
commitment to creating a new kind of learning environment for all, but particularly remote Indigenous,
students. Another student saw that this would occur during her next practicum: " ...I think that I can go to
the Web and find out interesting lessons, which is one of my main concerns. Kids sit down and get stuff
poured into them that is not interesting." The students' commitment demonstrates a broader consideration of
the role that the WWW and email needs to play in school and, as the students' take their understandings
home, their communities.

4 Conclusion
Overall, at the end of phase one of the project, there was a favourable response to the introduction of the
Internet into the students' Bachelor of Education course. Importantly, the research highlighted a number of
issues that the RATEP Academic Coordinator, lecturers, and RATEP Management Committee can consider to
help improve the incorporation of the Web and email for improved teaching and learning: technical issues
such as the provision of more than one modem per RATEP site; incorporation of assessable items to do with
effective searches on the WWW; meaningful use of email and Web discussion forums in various subjects
skills as part of the
across the degree program; seeing serious play that helps develop VIVAV
course structure; examination of the nature and role of WWW lectures in developing conceptual as well as

procedural understanding of the WWW; and creating purposeful "authentic" links between the Internet
subjects and their community.

It is argued that the Internet will prove to be an effective tool to combat colonisation. For instance,
geographically dispersed Aboriginal communities and Tones Strait Islander communities are able through the
Internet to set their own agendas to communicate and consult (network) on issues of mutual concern, such
as the current attention concerning land and sea rights claims. In the second phase of the learn-IT research
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grant, we conducted an Internet Web Board International Conference linking Indigenous and non-Indigenous

peoples interested in teaching and learning with the Internet. Once analysed, the rich data from this
conference should provide further ideas for bridging the information gap, not only to empower, but to
provide ownership of the Internet in school, tertiary, and community life.
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The Internet-Based MathCAL system provides a learning environment for
students to practice mathematical problem-solving skills. The system uses
Petri nets to

represent domain knowledge and keep track of learners'

Learners' problem-solving steps are recorded
problem-solving behavior.
dynamically and stored as Petri net graphs in the system' s database. One of the
major components of MathCAL is its diagnostic sub-system. The diagnostic
sub-system matches a learner' s partial solution path against all possible solution
paths for the problem and tries to determine which problem-solving procedure
the learner is most likely being using. The idea of critical transitions as well as
other matching mechanism is used to achieve a best guess about the learner' s
thinking process. This provides the basis for offering guidance to the learner
when s/he requests system help. The misconception or missing conception
thus identified will enable the system to prescribe necessary tutorials to expose
the learner to the concept(s) and guides him/her to practice on selected problems
related to the concepts.

Keywords: Mathematical Problem Solving, Petri Nets

1 Introduction
MathCAL has been designed as an Internet-based learning system which allows learners to practice
mathematical problem-solving skills. It is currently equipped with the knowledge base for solving
problems requiring the use of trigonometry. Interested readers may refer to two of our previous papers for
detailed description of MathCAL [1,2]. The functions provided by MathCAL, its system architecture and
the implementation concerns were fully illustrated in those two papers.

As a problem-solving practicing system, it is essential that MathCAL offers timely and useful help to
learners when they encounter difficulties during the interactive sessions. MathCAL tries to provide such
assistance in two respects: built -in guidance by the computer and human guidance over Internet with
MathCAL-provided communication functions. In this paper we concentrate on the former, that is,
MathCAL' s newly enhanced built-in diagnostic sub-system. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: First we use an example to offer a glimpse of the role played by Petri nets in MathCAL. We then
describe MathCAL' s diagnostic mechanisms, including how it collects experts' problem-solving knowledge
and how such knowledge is used to lead the learners out of the impasses they may face. In the end are our
concluding remarks.

2 A Sample Petri Net Graph Generated by MathCAL
MathCAL uses Petri nets for representing mathematical problem-solving processes, both for recording the
correct solution paths for each problem and for dynamically keeping track of users' problem-solving steps.
There are three essential symbols in a Petri-net graph, which are transitions, tokens and places [3]. The
process of solving a math problem can be modeled as a Petri-Net graph, where mathematical rules
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correspond to transitions; the conditions for applying a rule are modeled as places; and the holding of a
condition is represented by placing a token in the place corresponding to the condition. In the following we
use an example to illustrate how Petri-Nets are used to store problem-solving knowledge.

The Problem Statement:

AB is the diameter of the circle with center 0. The tangent CD touches the circle at C.
and cose = _12. If AB =26, calculate the area of .6. ABC.
13

When a learner proceeds to solve the above problem, a Petri net graph is
generated step by step. A possible graph thus constructed may look like the
one shown in Figure 1. The transitions and places used in the graph are
explained in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. The Transitions Used in Figure 1

Description

Transition
T3

Given the measures of the three sides of a triangle, calculate the
trigonometric values.

T8

Given the trigonometric values and the measure of the hypotenuse,
calculate the measure of the adjacent side.

T11_1

Calculate the area of a triangle

T17

Theorem: The angle in a semicircle is a right angle.

T18

The angle between a chord and a tangent of a circle equals the angle at
the circumference standing on the arc subtended by the chord.

Table 2. The Places Used in Figure 1

Description

Place
P1

A tangent touched the circle at point C

P2

Diameter AB=26

P3

Cos

P4
P5
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DCB=
A tangent CD

P6

ACB is an angle in the semicircle

P7

C of

CAB is a right angle

P8

A of

CAB =

P9

Sin

Pi0

The illeasute of the adjacent side AC = 24

P11

The area of

5/13

ABC = 120
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DCB = e

Figure 1. The Petri Net graph for the sample problem

3 How MathCAL's Diagnostic Sub-System Works
As is usually the case, there may be more than one solution for a given problem. For example, there are at
least five different solutions for the problem given above. Accordingly, we may have five Petri net graphs
associated with the problem, one for each solution. These graphs may be generated by either domain
experts or learners. When an expert inserts a problem to MathCAL' s problem bank, the system will request
that the expert demonstrate how the problem may be solved. It is essential for MathCAL to store at least
one correct solution path for each problem so that its diagnostic procedure will function properly. This is
necessary because MathCAL needs to compare a learner' s partial solution to the correct solution(s) stored
when s/he requests system' s help in the middle of problem solving. It is thus desirable that MathCAL
stores as many solution paths for a problem such that it is capable of finding a solution path that matches

most closely with a learner' s partial solution. A closest possible match will allow the system to best
approximate a learner-' s thinking process and offer the most suitable guidance. There may also be the case
that a learner may successfully solve a problem while his/her solution path is different from any of the stored
ndA" to ite fintql"qe
correct solutions. These new solutions will be detected by MathCAL
The task of identifying a closest match between a learner' s partial solution and one of the stored solutions is
non-trivial, especially when there are multiple solution paths for the problem. To facilitate this matching
process, MathCAL relies on the concept of critical transitions. A transition is considered critical if the use

of it is essential to the derivation of the final result. For any given solution path there may be more than
one critical transition involved in the problem-solving process. Besides, different problemsolving methods
may result in different critical transitions being identified. Since domain experts know best about what the
critical transitions are for solving a particular problem, MathCAL requires that such critical transitions be
specified when a new problem is entered into the system' s database. For instance, transitions T17 and T18
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Towards a Meta-Knowledge Agent:
Creating the context for thoughtful
instructional systems
Elspeth McKay
RMIT University, RMIT BUSINESS, School of Business Information Technology, GPO Box
2476V, Melbourne, Victoria 3001, Australia, elspeth@rmit.edu.au
This paper describes a creative approach to electronic courseware authoring. Many
online learning systems adopt a generic framework in which cognitive modelling is
difficult to achieve. A new CBT package called Cogniware is proposed to bridge
this gap by providing a novice-learner with a dynamic instructional device designed
to deliver an inclusive learning context. Learners are given the opportunity by this

intelligent courseware to identify their cognitive style before embarking on the
instructional material. Cogniware will use research findings on the interactive effect
of cognitive style and instructional format on the acquisition of complex abstract

programming concepts, involving spatial relations and logical reasoning [10], to
direct the novice-learner to the instructional format that will best suit their cognitive

Cogniware will be of interest to educators, cognitive psychologists,
communications engineers and computer scientists specialising in computer-human
style.

interactions.

Keywords: Creative learning, educational
interactive learning environments

agent,

instructional

design,

1 Introduction
Reliable mechanisms for courseware design, which provide beneficial flow-ons from research for the training
and development sectors [10] are now available. Picking out the important instructional variables (learner's
spatial ability, and method of delivery) for some types of instructional outcomes, progresses our ability to
provide instructional environments for a broader range of novice-learners. These advancements give the learner
a choice of information-transfer-agent, instructional format and instructional event conditions. Too often novicelearners are left to stumble their way through instructional material. We now have the means to deliver
customised learning environments. Generic instructional formats often provide too much information, or too
little. The meta-knowledge relating to an individual's likely perception of instructional strategies brings our
courseware construction into the realm of being truly thoughtful instructional systems' development. In the past,
there has been a traditional view that learners adopt a generic approach to make the learning of new abstract
concepts meaningful. For instance, the intellectual skill associated with absorbing concepts should be included
with the verbal information conveyed during instruction [20]. Cognitive processes involved in learning concepts;
are generalization and discrimination [11]. For that reason, individuals generalise from a particular response to
learning, to rheir overall learning experienne Learners look for common attributes that new concepts share with
previously encountered ones [11]. However, while still assuming a generic learner cognitive profile, there is
now some evidence relating to how an individual's initial mental construct might take the form of a graphical
image [5]. That image could serve as a device for mental recognition if the actual object has been seen earlier.
Furthermore, mental constructs include the perceptible and non-perceptible attributes of the concept and the
cultural meaning given to the name of that concept.

However, there are few examples of research that make a connection between learning abstract computerprogramming concepts and graphical-representation as an instructional strategy (see [8]; [9] & [10]. A colour
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coding process to trace programming logic flow has been devised by Neufeld, Kusalik & Dobrohoczki [13]; and

an interactive system, which traces the hidden activities of a computer-programming interpreter has been
developed by Smith [18]. Courseware authoring involves the instructional designer in a complex pedagogical
process. First, there must be some understanding of how learners deal with the learning content. Next, is the
recognition of the interactive effect of an individual's knowledge processing and cognitive style. Finally, the
designer needs to be aware of how the dynamics of the meta-knowledge processing (see Figure:1) impact on
intelligent tutoring tools.

2 Dynamics of authoring an intelligent tutoring tool
The McKay [10] ,research has clearly identified the complexity of the meta-knowledge environment, and has
outlined prospects for a customised learning shell. Progress is thus possible in linking research outcomes to
actual learning contexts. The advent of computerized courseware dictates a need for innovative instructional
strategies to articulate the visual (pictorial) approach to instruction. However, as this work has shown: not all
individuals will cope effectively with a graphical environment
However, the observed interactive effect of the cognitive style construct [16] and instructional strategy, may be
unique to the acquisition of programming concepts. Therefore, researchers/trainers will need to run an extensive
pilot study programme to identify the interactive effects within their specific learning domain. In addition, the
instructional material does not need to be limited to a textual/graphical comparison, but could be applied to any

two or more instructional treatments of any kind. For instance, a structured versus exploratory strategy.
Consequently, a special effort is required to reduce the measurable tension between the instructional mechanism
(or dynamics of the tutor's view of the topic) and the actual instructional outcomes (or dynamics of the novicelearner's requirement for specific types of knowledge context). Figure:1 shows the interplay between learning
and instruction.
Figure 1: Learning Process Dynamics

The Sternberg [19] approach was to concentrate on the basic information processes in analogical reasoning;
while Dreyfus & Dreyfus [2] described stages of skill acquisition as five steps from novice to an expert: novice,
advanced beginner, competence, proficiency, and expertise. Be that as it may, it was the sequencing of
instruction that reflected the beneficial nature of meaningfulness to the act of learning [7]. Therefore, careful
consideration needs to be given to the logical sequencing of instructional events to ensure participants are able to
progress through the Dreyfus & Dreyfus skill acquisition steps. Intelligent tutoring systems seek to emulate the
learning process, providing a novice-learner with a free fall approach to the pedagogy, or a feeling of being lost
in hyperspace [4]. Many of the novice's failed attempts to construct the required domain knowledge are

alleviated, when the courseware provides advance notification of the instructional content to promote the
intended pedagogic framework. Thus the connection can be made between an individual's prior domain
knowledge and their internal representation (Figure:1). This instructional device is called an advance organizer.
It occasionally makes learning meaningful by relating new knowledge in a parallel fashion, to what is already
known outside the content area [15].

3 Taking a multi-sensory approach

Multi-sensory instruction can improve a student's capacity to learn effectively [1]. This instructional approach
maximises the skills brought to the learning task, while minimising the experiences where their ineptitudes are
emphasised. Nevertheless, this learning process is often overlooked in the literature, in terms of making new
knowledge meaningful by relating to sensory events [17], or to actions already stored in a learner's experiential
database (memory). This experiential (human) database is called a sensori-motor database [6]. Accessing this
human database is probably the most important method we have for making new knowledge meaningful, during
the early years of cognitive development [15]. An instructional strategy can tap into the power of an individual's
sensori-motor database, with an innovative textual metaphor, for explaining conditional logic flow to a novice
programmer. This textual metaphor describes a common event to support a reflective approach to acquiring the
programming concept of conditional logic patterns, thereby encouraging a novice-learner to access their sensorimotor database, to implement a new concept. Experiential leverage for developing the procedural knowledge is
gained through providing hands-on experience with example problems. There is a relationship between
cognitive level and mental energy consumption in different learning activities [14]. Reading and listening are
mentally and physically exhausting with dull and poorly designed material, thereby losing the reader's interest.
Furthermore, there is another relationship between cognitive level and suggestive impact, for different kinds of
instructional representations [9]. Therefore, designers should be conscious of this and strive to design their
learning materials (text and pictures) in the most attractive, and relevant manner possible, so that novice learners
are encouraged to process the content (message) on the highest possible cognitive level.

4 Cogniware
Following the premise that a multi-sensori approach is beneficial to learning. Cogniware has been developed
using the Electronic Trainer authoring tool from Mindware Creative Inc. At present it consists of a front end
module to determine the learner's cognitive style (the CSA [16]), and a choice of instruction method for the
acquisition of programming concepts. Cogniware is multi-sensori in the sense that the instructional strategies on
offer provide the learning material in a range of alternative instructional conditions. Figure:2 depicts a typical
Cogniware screen interface with three instructional formats or separate viewing areas: graphical, textual, and
voice. In addition there are cueing mechanisms for guided exploration, such as: directional icons, a learning
module name tag, and an advance organizer screen.

Figure 2: Towards a Meta-Knowledge Agent
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Cogniware provides the background material on different modes of learning in a textual description interface,
while at the same time a voice description can be heard.

4.1 Choice of instructional format
Currently, Cogniware has three types of instructional format available: graphical, textual, and voice (see
Figure:2), thereby providing the learner with the format which best suits their cognitive style. However,
Cogniware is also flexible enough such that a learner can over-ride the default for the chosen format.
Programming metaphors are used as expository instructional strategies. In so doing, they articulate the critical
attributes of the concept-to-be-learned [12].
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4.1.1 Textual

There are a number of ways in which we can aid the comprehension of the written word. To overcome one of
the central difficulties associated with text processing, Cogniware provides the reader with the best possible
means to select important information from the text [3]. Hotwords are included as pedagogical cues to navigate
a novice-learner through a new concept. Text should not be considered as a flat structure, where all ideas are
expressed with equal importance. The Cogniware text is therefore a highly structured communication tool, in
which ideas are expressed hierarchically, where certain parts of the message can receive more attention than
others. As a consequence, particular display techniques enable the reader to focus on the full context of the
message by selecting the important issues without being overwhelmed by poorly structured text.

4.1.2 Graphical

Graphical metaphors used by Cogniware were chosen for their recognisable and distinguishing (or salient)
features, to depict each programming concept to be learned. These visual metaphors serve to elicit prior
experiential knowledge, enabling the learner to recognise the distinguishing features of the new concept, and to
interpret the instructional context without specific prior learning.
4.1.3 Voice

The learner can view the video interface to hear a verbal description of the programming metaphors. Advice and
reassurance is also provided to ensure maximum coverage of the multi-sensori platform. Voice directions for

dealing with the CBT navigation are designed to reduce the cognitive effort required in dealing with the
complexities of multi-media instruction. Reminders can be seen as a useful technique to keep the novice-learner
on track. It is intended that demonstration video clips will be included in future releases of Cogniware to extend
the multi-sensori capability.

5 Conclusions
Cogniware represents a creative approach to electronic courseware authoring. The sound instructional design
foundation upon which this courseware is built, draws on the research conducted by Merrill's ID2 team at Utah

State University, USA, and recent research by McKay & Garner [9].

The latter research provided the

experimental findings to link the important work on the Cognitive Styles Construct carried out at Birmingham
University, UK , by Riding [16] with the effectiveness of various instructional formats. Cogniware was authored

using The Electronic Trainer providing the ideal knowledge based framework for authoring electronic
courseware. Online learning systems adopting a generic framework reveal that cognitive modelling is difficult to
achieve. It is proposed that Cogniware bridges this gap by providing a novice-learner with a dynamic
instructional device designed to deliver an inclusive rather than exclusive learning context. At the nexus of this
CBT is the ability afforded to learners to identify their cognitive style before engaging with the multi-sensori
instructional devices, allowing selection of an optimal instructional format. Cogniware will be of interest to
educators, cognitive psychologists, communications engineers and computer scientists specialising in computerhuman interactions. Researchers can now provide a better understanding of the interactive effects of the

cognitive style construct and instructional format on the acquisition of abstract concepts, involving spatial
relations and logical reasoning [10].

Educational researchers are reminded to work towards ensuring their instruction works for people rather
than ensuring their instruction works for the technology.
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This research was to investigate the current situation of computer network usage, frequency and

purposes between university students and occupational groups in Taiwan. The research also analyzed
the influences of its related factors on computer network usage, such as computer experience
background, the attitudes toward computers, personality, aptitudes, critical thinking ability, academic

achievement and so on. The subjects of university students were sampled from the Soochow University.
The subjects of occupational groups were sampled from various occupations. The Computer
Experience Background Scale and the Computer Attitude Scale were conducted by author for this
research. Lai' s Personality Scale, Differential Aptitude Tests and Critical Thinking Appraisal are three

published tests selected appropriately by the author and used for the research purposes. Academic
achievement in the research was based on the students GPA.
According to the computer network usage of university students, 150 students were sampled in
1997. The network usage was classified into three types of purposes: (1) information searching, (2)

BBS, (3) e-mail. The findings were that the students used computer network for searching information
the most frequently, then for BBS, for e-mail the least frequently. Besides, the male students

significantly used computer network more frequently than the female students, especially for the usage
of information searching and e-mail purposes. About computer experience background and the

attitudes toward computers, the students who have more computer experience background and who
have more positive attitudes toward computers significantly used computer network more frequently
where the influences from computer experience background was larger than the influences from

computer attitudes.

Since the subjects from the university students can be arranged and administered by the Lai' s
Personality Scale, Differential Aptitude Tests and the Critical Thinking Appraisal, and their GPA can

be retrieved from the university, therefore, the relationship between computer network usage and
personality, aptitudes or critical thinking ability were analyzed. The findings of the Lai' s Personality

Scale were that the students who were more objective, less depressed, and less nervous significantly
used computer network for information searching purposes more frequently. The students who were
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more social types of personality significantly used computer network for BBS purposes more
frequently. The students who were more worry and distress significantly used computer network for

e-mail purposes more frequently. The Differential Aptitude Tests was found that the aptitudes of
arithmetic and abstract reasoning were significantly positively correlated with the frequency of
computer network usage for BBS purposes. None of critical thinking abilities was significantly related

to the computer network usage. The students' GPA was not found to be significantly related to the
computer network usage either.

Since we sampled 110 university students for the same survey again in 2000, the changes of the

computer network usage by time sequence were investigated in this research. It was found that no
matter the usage of information searching, BBS, or e-mail purposes, the university students in 2000

have significantly more frequency in using computer network than the students in 1997. The university
students in 2000 yielded significantly more computer experience background than did the students in
1997 too. However, for the attitudes towards computers, the university students in 2000 did not make

significantly difference from the students in 1997. These results indicated that university students
always respected the importance of computers in their lives. They significantly used computer network
more and more by years. As a matter of fact, computer network will be the main tool to get survived in
the future hi-tech world.

For surveying computer network usage of occupational groups, 115 adults were sampled in
1999. It was found that they significantly used computer network for information searching and e-mail

more frequently than for BBS. No gender effect was found to be related to the usage of computer
network. In addition, the more computer experience background the occupational groups have, the
more significantly frequently they used computer network. However, their attitudes toward computers

were not significantly related to the computer network usage. The results of age stages showed that the
elder people significantly used computer network less frequently than the younger people.
General speaking, the occupational groups used computer network for e-mail purposes
significantly more frequently but for BBS significantly less frequently than did the university students.

The occupational groups significantly yielded more computer experiences than did the university

students. It has to be mentioned here that since we sampled university students and occupational
groups in different years, these results might confounded with the time effects. Further research and
experimental design were suggested to verify these problems.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we present the design and implementation of a handwriting communication system for real-time
graphical information exchange. This system provides an environment for a user to write and erase messages
on a computer screen using a light pen or a mouse and to transmit the handwriting message to another user
on the Internet in real time. The communication techniques employed for the system include the basic clientserver model and peer-to-peer model. The client-server model is mainly for sending handwriting information
using the world wide web. The peer-to-peer model, however, is aimed at real-time communications between
two end users on the network to conduct instant dialogues. The system is implemented using Java . It can be
integrated into many different applications such as collaborative learning, on-line discussions, and distance
education.

2 Communication Models
A handwriting communication system may be implemented using a client-server or a peer-to-peer model.
Each model has its cons and pros. The client-server model, in which the client sends requests to the server
and the server responds to the request [3], works well in situations when immediate responses are not
necessary. For a real-time instant dialogue or information exchange, however, the client-server model alone is
somewhat restrictive due to its limited degree of interactivity. To achieve a full degree of interactivity for this
type of applications, a peer-to-peer model that allows for full duplex real-time communications is more
appropriate, since the two end users of the system may send and receive information at the same time,
roughly speaking.

In addition to communication models, we must also take into account the nature of the communication
protocols and decide which to use. Information exchange carried over the Internet normally requires support
from either TCP or UDP, which are the two protocols operated at the transport layer in the TCP/IP protocol
suite [1]. When TCP is employed, the information is sent as a data stream, similar to a telephone
conversation. Since TCP requires a connection setup prior to transferring data, it incurs an initial time delay.
UDP, on the other hand, does not require such a connection setup. However, the delivery of datagram

packets, which are independent data units sent individually from the source to the destination, is not
guaranteed. Datagram packets may arrive out of order too. For textual information, UDP may not be a bad
choice because the user normally can tolerate, to certain degree, occasional loss of packets or misplaced
textual data. In our handwriting system, the handwritten information is represented as numerical data which
are sensitive to the loss of any single bit of information, therefore, TCP is our natural choice.

+ This work was supported in part by the Army Research Laboratory under grant DAAL01-98-2-D065.
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3 System Design
Our design philosophy for the development of the handwriting portion centers around the following
principles: interactivity, functionality, reliability, user-friendliness, and portability. A handwriting
communication system must possess two important capabilities. The first is the ability to support the writing

by a light pen, or a mouse if such a pen is unavailable, and the display of the handwritten data. The second
capability should allow users to transmit and receive handwritten data from the network. To achieve these
goals, a friendly graphical user interface, which requires the use of abstract windowing toolkit and event
handling, is a necessity. In order to make the system a useful communication tool on the Internet, it must
support both textual and graphical information exchanges. The system must also provide functions for users
to overwrite or modify handwritten message received over the network. In addition, the programming
language used for implementation must be platform independent so that the system can be easily ported to
other machines with different operating systems.

4 Description of the System and its Applications to Distance Education
As mentioned earlier, we use Java [2, 4] as the programming language and TCP as the transport protocol for
transferring handwritten data in our current client-server communication system. A graphical user interface
consisting of buttons, radio check boxes, and a handwriting area, as well as the operations associated with
the interface have been developed using the abstract windowing toolkit. All main tasks of the system are
invoked from within the event handling functions. Our system currently allows users on the Internet to
exercise handwriting from within a web page that contains the client code and send the information to the
server that accepts the handwritten data. It can also be used to enhance online presentations over the
Internet. This is due to the fact that the system allows users to perform handwriting directly on the specified
writing area in a web page. By putting the presentation material inside the handwriting area, it is possible to
add notes, make corrections, highlight important subjects on the spot during the course of the presentation.

The handwriting communication system has many applications in distance education and on-line
collaborative learning. It can be used by an instructor to deliver on-line lectures via the web; the instructor
may use one part of the screen to present prepared presentations and another part to highlight the important
points of his/her presentation using a light pen. It can be used by fellow students in different locations to
solve problems collaboratively and work on team projects. In addition, the instructor and students can use it
to conduct on-line class discussions and answer student' s questions by employing the communication
capability.

5 Conclusions
In this article, we have presented the basic approaches, design considerations, and implementation of a realtime handwriting communication system on the Internet as well as its applications to on-line education. Our
design philosophy centers around functionality, interactivity, portability, and user friendliness.
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A well designed PBL environment can assist and support students in building
heuristics that will enhance their ability to solve problems in the real world.
Problem based learning is situated in the context of a meaningful 'real world'
based environment which draws on 'real variables' without the 'risk factor'
normally associated with everyday practice. It poses an ill-structured, 'real
world' based problem which drives the learning. Posing the problem before
learning takes place provides relevance, challenge and interest, and is a powerful
motivational strategy. This paper reports on the development of an on-line,
problem based learning (PBL) environment (the VECC) in which students
develop and practice engineering consultancy skills. Evaluation of the pilot

implementation with r year Engineering students at the University of
Wollongong is briefly outlined. The VECC models the skills and processes of an
'expert consultant' "a professional engineer" in the field of Heat Transfer within
a supported learning environment so that 'novice' student's develop appropriate
problem solving skills vital for their later engineering practice. The power of a
web-based environment to provide platform which supports both synchronous

and asynchronous computer mediated communication enables students to
interact with a virtual client in an environment which is "safe" and highly
flexible.

Key Words: Problem based learning, virtual environments, problem solving,
consultancy, virtual client.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, students graduating from engineering courses have had limited if any exposure to the wide
range of practical skills centred on 'real world' contextualized problem solving and client contact which
cnginccrs must have 'in the filed' to be successful. There are many reasons for this, often based in the
pedagogical approach characteristic of the institution in which they are trained. Providing a 'risk free' and
cost effective environment in which students may develop and practice such skills is perhaps the other major
influencing factor. A possible solution to this impasse is to provide a means of developing and practicing
these skills using simulated environments.

Universities and other tertiary institutions throughout the world are rushing to embrace alternative delivery
methods, particularly those that utilise the versatility and power of the World Wide Web. This is in response
to the globalisation of education, the recognition of the need to provide mechanisms which will maximise

opportunities for and support life long learning and the need to expand the boundaries to encompass
educational experiences which are set in 'real world' contexts. The scope and boundaries for what is possible
in such environments is limited only by the imagination of developers and the limitations of the web in its
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present form. The web is a dynamic medium whose boundaries are being extended almost daily.

Further, suggests Burnett (1997) [3], the use of the Web will continue to expand as it becomes more stable,
easier to use and more accessible to everyone. What we are learning from using the Web today will provide
the confidence and expertise to take advantage of the advances in its technology. Now is the time according
to Alexander (1995) [1] to stop focussing on the technology itself and to start focussing on what students are
to learn, and the best way for them to achieve these learning objectives. This indeed was one of the key
issues of "Secrets of On-line Teaching".

In recent times many of these institutions have experimented with the use of on-line delivery with the
purpose in mind of extending access to educational experiences to a wider audience on a any time, any place

basis. In many cases, the results have been less than satisfactory and have fallen short of student
expectations for a number of reasons. The problem is exacerbated by a number of factors. These include:
time and funding restraints; the often unjustified self perception of expertise in the field and the mistaken
belief by many that, putting a subject or teaching resource on-line involves little more than providing
content as a web based document. Given that this situation will probably not change in the foreseeable future,
how can we as teachers/designers/developers ensure that our web-based resources are effective, efficient and
supportive life long learning?

"An understanding of the techniques and protocols of on-line teaching and learning and the processes of
both the design of new and the conversion of pre-existing resources has become essential for academics, as
universities throughout the world embrace alternative delivery methods in response to the globalisation of
education." Corderoy & Lefoe (1997) [5]

2 Design Issues for On-line learning Environments
An integrated online environment such as the VEEC provides a set of tools, systems, procedures and
documentation that facilitates the occurrence of any or all parts of the learning experience using some form
of computer mediated communication. Moving to web based delivery of a subject or any aspect of that
subject will carry with it the need for both the designers and the teachers to recognize and act on the many
issues associated with such environments.
The logistics of setting up and running this type learning experience mirrors the issues that are addressed in
setting up any on-line course. In general the issues can be identified as belonging to three basic categories
identified in any on-line learning environment, namely technical support, pedagogical and equity issues.
Some of the more important issues include:
Interface easy to use and navigate
Bandwidth limitations
Security and submission of work
Equity of access to the technology
Unfamiliar format for some - provide time to adjust
Lecturer's participation - make regular contact - ensure all have accessed by a certain time
Lecturer's willingness to moderate/facilitate collaboration
Consider cultural differences
Work load changes for lecturer
Perceived inequality of experience

Of these, the authors single out technology problems including access, interaction and communication and
workload as being crucial to successful learning outcomes for students working in on-line environments

2.1 Technology
The students need to be 'trained' in the basic use and operation of the technology before they start and this is
often best achieved by 'face to face' instruction at the start of session. As a good rule of thumb, problems are
minimised by designing to the 'lowest common denominator' in terms of available technology. Related to
this aspect is the equity issue of student access.
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2.2 Interaction/Student Participation and Enthusiasm
One of the most significant challenges for those using on-line teaching environments is the 'silent student'.
Ensuring that the students engage in the learning is closely related to the degree of interactivity fostered
between students and their peers as well as between the students and the instructor. Success in the latter is
dependent upon an instructors commitment to providing 'rapid feedback' to submitted tasks and posed
questions as well as regular personal 'checking in' on-line. Such commitment provides an incentive for all
students to be active and enthusiastic.

2.3 Resources/Time and Workload
There is a need to consider carefully the design and structuring of on-line environments, particularly those
which already exist in a traditional format. Content cannot be simply 'placed on the web'. Time and effort
must be spent in considering the resources and structure needed to best present the materials in the 'new
environment'. Developing materials for on-line delivery is not an easy or short process. Both the teacher and
the students must be committed to accepting a greater workload as a trade-off for the value of working in an
environments which mirrors 'real life' situations and skills application.

3 Developing the VECC
The VEEC has been developed on a sound pedagogical basis using a team approach, utilising the specific
skills of each team member. The Faculty of Engineering and the design/development team at the Centre for
Educational Development and Resources at the University of Wollongong, Australia, have been involved in
the development of a prototype over the past 18 months. The VECC is a highly interactive and innovative
web based simulated consulting environment, based in the 'real world' problems and processes usually
associated with the task of a professional consulting engineer in the area of Heat Transfer. It provides an
environment which models the 'experts' heuristic's for solving the problem, facilitating the development of
an appreciation and understanding of the application of the skills and processes needed in a real world
consultancy in the 'novice' student. The result will be a graduate engineer who is better prepared for the 'real
world' engineering practice.
This flexible, web delivered, student-centred resource provides not only training in specific technical area,

but also orientation and experience in professional practice. This type of advanced training has been
demonstrated to have significant benefits to students entering the workforce. Ryan et al., (1996) [8]

The framework of the VECC package is modelled on the resources that one finds in a real engineering
consultancy office. The consultant in such an office will have developed an expertise in their chosen field in this case Heat Transfer - and will also undertake continual professional development. This CAL learning
environment will therefore foster a positive attitude in students towards lifelong learning. Candy et al.,
(1994) [4]

The Industrial Problem Solving Assignments are the main educational vehicle for building students'
confidence in tackling real world situations and complex tasks. This feature differentiates the VECC from
other engineering CAL packages. To quote Laurillard (1993) [6], "we cannot separate knowledge to be
learned from the situations in which it is used". In the VECC, students will immediately see the relevance of
the engineering theory to be used, since they must actively search for the appropriate theoretical model. That
search is the same process the student will eventually use as a practicing professional engineer.
When using this resource the student role-plays a consultant who carries out all the managerial and technical
tasks required to expedite a number of high-level industrial Problem Solving Assignments. This problembased learning approach "confronts the students" Boud et al., (1991) [2] with 'real world' based ill-structured
problems and scenarios which provide a stimulus for learning and in so doing "encourages the students to
take a deeper approach to learning". Ramsden (1992) [7]. The PBL approach enriches the learning outcomes
by simultaneously developing higher order thinking skills and disciplinary specific knowledge bases and
skills. It promotes the student to the active 'practitioners' role in the process.
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The consultant's activities include:
negotiating with the client on cost and timetabling of the consultant's services
obtaining the client's technical brief and tendering for the project
sourcing technical information such as plant dimensions
making on-site measurements of temperatures or other parameters
student-centred learning through the Computer Aided Learning (CAL) module integral to the
Virtual Engineering Consultancy Company
simulation of real-life problems using a toolbox of simulation resources.

4 Expected Outcomes
The most significant expected outcomes for students using this web-based package include:
A PBL based CAL resource that provides Engineering students with training in professional
practice as consultants in Heat Transfer Engineering through 'virtual access' to 'virtual clients'.
The simulated 'real world' environment that the web provides will provide them with a better
understanding not only of the processes involved in professional Engineering practice but also
the relationship between the Engineers and client.
Improved effectiveness of delivery to a diverse student population of full-time, part-time and
off-campus students.
Improved skills in collaborative working and negotiation.
Improved attractiveness of University of Wollongong Engineering graduates to potential
employers.
Flexibility in terms of meeting the course requirements with regard to time and place and
individual learning styles.
Improved opportunity for students to be active members of the cohort in all facets of the course.

5 The Pilot Virtual Engineering Consultancy Company (VECC)
To date the fundamental structure of the VECC and a substantial number of software resources (including
interactive Heat Transfer simulations) have been developed. The complete package will eventually contain
in excess of 30 simulations which will support and develop the students understanding and proficiency in
aspects of Heat Transfer including: furnace insulation; steel quenching; conduction and boiling heat transfer.

Extensive work has also been carried out on the structuring of the 'theory section' of the package.
Consideration has been given the 'chunking' of this considerable resource so as to provide a meaningful
resource for the students while at the same time being 'easily accessible' within a web based environment.

The centre of the VECC resource is the consultant's office (Fig 1) that models a typical engineering office in
the real world and has facilities including:

ICA

Fig 1: The VECC Consultancy Office
In summary, the VECC resource will eventually comprise three main Modules;
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Training (CAL) Module - the student uses resources such as simulations, text-based material,
videos, animations, etc to learn the fundamentals of Heat Transfer theory.
Trouble-shooting Module - here the student has to solve challenging real-life problems that are
far more in-depth than conventional engineering assignments. In an example already developed,

the student's client is a corporation that has just built and commissioned a large hydrogen
production furnace. The furnace is overheating and the student must find out why, suggest
remedial measures and act as an expert witness in a court case.

Design Module - Students design a number of pieces of thermal equipment to satisfy a
specification from their client. Examples will include a transistor heat sink and car radiator. The
detailed design of thermal equipment is not a topic normally covered in an undergraduate course
on Heat Transfer perhaps because it requires a problem-based learning approach and yet it can
be one of the most rewarding aspects of an engineering student's study.

A project management whiteboard that will be automatically updated as a student progresses
through the study programme.
A laptop computer which is the virtual gateway to the web and provides contact with the clients

(the lecturer) for each project, resources external to the VECC and the brief containing full
technical details. (Appendix 1)

A video monitor for access to video clips of site visits, illustrative fluid visualisation
experiments, lecture presentations, etc.

A desktop computer which represents a powerful computing resource where the heat transfer
simulations are located. These already include four unique simulations of important conduction
heat transfer situations. Each simulation deals with a real world problem and will be used as part
of the consultant's exploration of the case studies.
A telephone for initial contact with the consultant's clients achieved using an audio track.Hello,
Chris Garbutt here. I'm the Engineering Manager of Heat Treat TM. Our company deals with a

large variety of construction projects involving thermal and chemical processing. We struck
some heat transfer problems with one of our projects involving a furnace that is not operating as
was planned and we're asking your consultancy firm, along with others, to tender for a trouble
shooting role in fixing the problem.

If you are interested in taking on this challenging consultancy, a brief containing full technical
details of the project at our company's web site can be accessed through your laptop computer. I
hope you can help us out. Please E-mail me if you have any queries. Bye for now.
A virtual library of books which is the link into the CAL module where the student explores the
topic of Heat Transfer through the problem-based learning approach of the VECC.

6 Pilot Evaluation
Students who took part in the pilot implementation had access to a limited prototype version of the
`complete' site. At this stage of its development, some of the segments of the VECC exist as discrete units
that are independent of the overaii structure. It was expected that this may cause soine
navigational/continuity problems for some students, however early anecdotal evidence collected from the
students seems to suggest that this was not the case. Approximately 80 3rd year engineering students (20
groups comprising 3 or 4 students each) used the VECC to complete a major assignment during semester 1.
Each group consulted in various degrees with the client using the E-mail link, used the various resources
available within the consultancy office to support their investigations and develop their 'solutions' to the
'posed problem'.
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Data collected during this pilot includes: student interviews and comments including a special forum where

technical issues and the learning processes were discussed; lecturer's observations; archived E-mail
communication between the lecturer and students and; individual marks awarded to students together with
the lecturer's 'quality of answer' evaluation.

6.1 The Students' perceptions
Comments made by students to the lecturer include:
convenient and easy to use;
provides for flexibility in their study schedules;
provides access to a greater richness of resources;
helped them develop an understanding of the issues critical to client management;
motivating;
provides time to consider actions and issues
allowed them to develop collaborative networks
use of a real world problem put the theoretical concepts learned and the analytical skills
developed into the context of their future activities as professional engineers and;
comfortable working in this delivery mode.

6.2 The Lecturers' perceptions
Although at this early stage in development there is no longitudinal data for comparison, the lecturer is
confident that data to be collected during the continued development and use of the VECC will support and
re-enforce observations made so far including:
overall performance of the majority of groups is better than past years, not just in terms of the
overall mark but in the quality of the answers;
role play appears to have contributed to a deeper understanding of the problem and possible
solutions and enriched the learning experience;
there has been no change in the completion rate, the number of students 'opting out' is about the
same as usual;
students who took full advantage of this support by contacting the 'client' (lecturer) performed
better than those who did not;
seems to be a time efficient way of presenting both the technical information and the processes
involved in consultancy in a richer environment;
flexibility for both students and lecturer is a 'real plus' and;
the students seemed to be more motivated and this is reflected in their willingness to explore the
resource base fully, developing better quality answers.

7 Future directions
There are several issues unique to technology based delivery which need to be investigated with respect to
the VECC. The student groups had minimal exposure to the 'structure' and process of the VECC in lectures.
Did this add to the cognitive load placed on them so that unnecessary effort was expended on learning about
the system, rather than from it? Experience shows that with poor design, there can be an enormous increase
in the cognitive load for students and the result is a poorer outcome than expected. To address this, it is
envisaged that an extensive help system will be provided within the package. Specific lab sessions prior to
using the system will also be run to allow students time to become familiar with the package. Such 'user
support' mechanisms are an essential part of complex learning systems and it is essential that all students
avail themselves of it. Ensuring that they do is one of the keys to facilitating useful student interaction with
the learning environment. The issue of preferred learning styles and the 'students' fit' to the delivery mode
needs to be explored.

8 Conclusion
Flexible modes of delivery such as Web based instruction can provide an effective means of addressing the

problems of increasing student demands, decreasing funds, the need to establish a presence in the
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international market place and rapid technological change. The rapid rise in the development of
sophisticated and improved technologies has been the driving force behind the widespread embracing of the
concept of flexible delivery and the application of the many and varied tools upon which it is based in the
field of education and life long learning. The VECC is a web based flexible learning tool which provides
students with 'real world' based experiences in professional practice. Early indications suggest that students
are benefiting from this virtual consultancy learning environment which uses a problem based learning
approach to develop the skills which are vital to engineering practice in the real world.
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Appendix 1
YOUR BRIEF
Heat Loss Calculations
If you choose to accept this assignment HeatTreat requires you to:

to calculate the total heat loss from the furnace walls and roof (as a first approximation
assume a outside surface heat transfer coefficient to be 20W/m2 including both convection
and radiation heat transfer)
to calculate the interface temperature between the Zirconia Blanket and the Mineral Wool to
ensure that the latter does not overheat.
Surface Temperatures

The client has measured outside temperatures on the outside of the furnace to be in the range of 105 to
170°C. These are potentially very hazardous. You must perform the following tasks. A map of some of the
surface temperature measurements is shown below.

Outside Wall Temperatures
I Furnace level
Mean outside surface

1

2

3

75

64

68

4
70

5

Floor

68

52

temp (°C)

a) Carry out a sensitivity analysis of one of the wall the surface temperatures to the outside heat transfer
coefficient (calculate the expected radiation heat transfer coefficient assuming emissivity, E =1, and then
vary the convection heat transfer coefficient in a range that would be expected under normal weather
conditions ie between 5 and 20W/m2K, say).

b) Determine whether the firebrick insulation shown in the design drawings is likely to have been put in
place correctly (if the insulation has not been properly installed legal action may be taken against the
insulation installation sub-contractors). Assume the flue duct wall temperature is equal to the gas
temperature of Section 6 of the furnace.
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c) Recommend a solution to these high surface temperatures problems. Some possibilities include:

Add extra insulation to outside of furnace (you must calculate how much must be added and whether the
resulting temperature of the structural steel is within acceptable limits).
Shut down furnace and replace internal insulation in problem areas (very much a last resort represents a very
high cost option).?
Summarise your recommendations.

Further information
It is up to you to source any further information that is required. Local sources of information include:
the training module "Conduction Heat Transfer" on your desk
thermophysical data of various materials in the appendix of "Conduction Heat Transfer"
simulations and video footage available on the desktop computer and video screen.

Remember that obtaining relevant information is often a critical task in high level engineering work and
decision making.

If you require specific information on this Brief please contact your client at the following E-mail address.
Paul Cooper@uow.edu.au.

Zirconia and
mineral wool
insulatinn

Structural
Steel Columi

Exit Gas
Flue Ducts

Firebrick

250mm

Tsul tio

1'

1

230mm

I
I

Layout of furnace insulation and structural steel.
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This paper presents findings from a research project that examined students'
thinking during mass lectures that utilized interactive multimedia (IMM). The

data were obtained from six second year Thai medical students via
stimulated-recall interviews. The reported thinking (or mediating) processes
engaged in by the students during the mass lectures that related to the academic
content of the physiology subject are detailed and discussed. We identified 18
different types of thinking skills including generating, anticipating/predicting,
linking, metacognition, analyzing, and categorizing. These ranged from a high
usage frequency (generating) to a low usage frequency (categorizing). Being
able to understand such student thinking may result in more effective use of
IMM in mass lectures. The data are also compared with studies that provided
students' reported thinking processes when studying with the WWW, IMM, and

text-based material. The significant differences in the mediating processes
between using IMM in computer-assisted mass lectures, where the students did
not directly interact with the IMM, and hands-on use of IMM, the WWW, and
text-based material are discussed.

Keywords: Thinking skills, Computer-assisted mass lecture, IMM, medical
education, Thai medical students

1 Introduction
There is increasing use of IMM in mass lectures in universities for teaching and learning. Yet IMM
supported lectures do not guarantee better content learning or higher-order thinking than do traditional
instruction methods. There is much research and literature concerning instructional design, the
characteristics of IMM, and learning: for instance, the use*of educational technology [1] and the effects of
colors [2], animations [3], and interactivity [4]. Research has neglected how students engaged with the new
technology in lectures. The research by Nowaczyk, Santos, and Patton [5] examined student perceptions of
various characteristics of multimedia such as color transparencies, video, and PowerPoint in tutorials and
mass lectures. However, they did not investigate students' thinking processes about the academic content.

The research by Faraday and Sutcliffe [6] examined visual attention and comprehension of multimedia
presentations. Research by Putt, Henderson, and Patching [7] and Henderson, Putt, Ainge, and Coombs [8]
examined learners' mediating process about the academic content of IMM and WWW courseware,
respectively. However, these did not focus on an IMM mass lecture context.

Studies report that IMM can be effective in encouraging higher order thinking skills when learners work
with IMM individually or, better still, in pairs or small groups [9, 10, 11]. However, in a mass lecture, the
IMM is controlled by the lecturer. Learners play a passive-receiver role. Are they focused on the content?
What sort of thinking about the content do they engage in?

Heeding current literature in the field [1, 12, 13], the study does not aim to ascertain whether leamingwith
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IMM supported lectures produces better learning or test outcomes than traditional lectures. Rather, it utilizes
qualitative methodologies to ascertain the students' thinking skills as they learned in the authentic context of
a lecture theatre. Thus the study sought to:
(a) identify and categorize the thoughts concerning the content of the IMM supported lectures that were
reported by the students;

(b) compare the mediating processes reported in the computer-assisted mass lecture study with those
reported in research which identified the reported mediating processes that occurred in three studies
where students had hands-on use of IMM software, WWW courseware, and text-based materials
respectively; and
(c) with respect to (b), evaluate our hypothesis that the type of interaction with the learning materials would
be a significant factor, that is, the lack of direct manipulation of the learning materials would result in
lower percentage frequencies of reported mediating processes (our study) compared with those reported
in the other studies that had direct hands-on interaction.

2 Methodology
Much existing research data regarding the efficacy of computer mediated environments is anchored in the
process-product paradigm. The paradigm is based on the assumption that instructional stimuli give rise to
learning outcomes. Recognition of the simplistic nature of this general cause-effect paradigm when applied

in education, led to the adoption of the mediating process paradigm that focuses on student thought
processes that mediate, or come between, instructional stimuli (the IMM supported lecture) and learning
outcomes [14]. Mediating processes can be viewed as the fine-grained elements of cognition through which,
and by which, learning outcomes are realized. Thus, learning outcomes are the function of the mediating
processes activated by instructional tasks and other learning activities. Salomon [11] describes the contrast
between analytic research that is focused on isolating effective instructional treatments and systemic
research focused on understanding how instructional treatments work in practice. This study embraced
systemic research focussing on the sorts of thinking that tertiary students engaged in during IMM supported
lectures.

It is a qualitative study utilising stimulated recall interviews to ascertain students' thinking in authentic
contexts. Learning is related to the quality and quantity of thinking undertaken by learners [15]. To
categorize and tabulate students thinking skills, a process-tracing methodology is utilized. It involves
appropriate self-reporting techniques through using a video to stimulate recall of cognitive processes
engaged in during a learning/study session. The stimulated recall interview technique follows strict
guidelines [14]. Triggered by such things as the students' non-verbal actions or what is appearing on the
computer screen, non-leading questions are asked, such as: "You seemed to frown; can you tell me what you
were thinking?" and, in order to confirm that the reported thought occurred during the learning session and
not while being interviewed, "Did you think that then or just now?" Both the interviewer and students can
stop the video when they believe something is significant and, for the student, when the video triggers a
thought that he/she had had during the initial study session. This method has been used in different settings
with different mediums and with individuals, pairs, and small groups [7, 8, 16, 17, 18].

2.1 Context, Participants and Data collection
The research context and methodology capitalize on authenticity [11]. The students' thinking processes were
obtained in realistic, ecologically-valid situations as the data were collected from students working in their
regular environment. Thus for the current study, the research was conducted with a physiology class in a

mass lecture theatre, Faculty of Medicine Siriraj hospital, Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand. The
lccturcr uscd A.D.A.M., The interactive physiology-muscular system [19] in the one hour lectures. Two
lecture sessions were video recorded. Six students volunteered to participate in the stimulated-recall
interviews. There were four males and two females with ages rnnging from 17 to 19 yeqrs. They were in the

third semester of a six year Medical degree. The six participants self selected into 3 pairs, 2 male pairs and 1
female pair. Working in pairs was the favored study practice of these Thai medical students. The first male
pair was interviewed after the first lecture session; the others after the second lecture session. The content of
both lectures was the same topic and used the same IMM. All six participants attended both lectures.

The interviews were conducted with one pair at a time. The interviewer and each pair of participants
together viewed a videotape of the lecture and a synchronized computer screen showing the A.D.A.M. IMM

software that was used in the lecture. The video picture included the lecturer's verbal and non-verbal
behaviors and the content of the computer-assisted lecture. The computer screen showed the A.D.A.M. IMM
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software content which appeared on the videotape. Both videotape and computer screen facilitated the
participant's recall and verbalization of their thinking during the lecture. The three stimulated recall
interviews, one hour duration for each interview, were conducted immediately after the lecture sessions and
were audio taped for later transcription and analysis.

3 Results
From the interview transcripts of the students' stimulated recall interviews, their thinking skills were
identified, categorized, and then analyzed. Both authors together identified the thoughts from the first
transcript. The others, they did individually. Then the data from each researcher were compared and
discussed. Consensus was achieved when disagreement occurred. The data that were considered invalid,
such as student's thinking that did not occur during the study session, the reports of students' activities that
were not related to their thinking, and answers where the interviewer had led the student, were identified and
discarded. Only students' thinking that occurred during the study session were identified as useable data.

The students' thinking data reported by participants were classified according to the mediating processes
identified by Henderson, et al. [8]. The 18 mediating processes identified in our study are listed in Table I
which provides a definition for each thinking skill and a clarifying example of each from the data.
Type

Description
Mental activity in which a student -

Affect

reports feelings aroused by content during study

Analyzing

Reduce, breaks down whole (e.g., problem, task)
into parts
predicts or states expectations that problem,
question, or textual feature will be encountered;
wonders about: the possibility of an event, relevance
of material, content
Considers the use of an idea, tactic in a different
context.

Anticipation

Applying

Categorization
Comparison

Confirmation
Deduction

Deliberation
Diagnosis

Evaluation

Generating
Imaging

Linking
Metacognition
Recall

Reflection

Sorts items, ideas, skills into different groups
identifies similarities, differences between two
statements, concepts, models, situations, ideas,
theories, points-of-view, etc.
judges that ideas in text support one's own beliefs,
practices, tactics
reasoning process by which a specific conclusion
necessarily follows from a set of general premises
engages in "thinking" about a topic, prose segment,
etc. (type of thinking not disclosed)
identifies strengths and weaknesses in idea,
strategies, points-of-view

Example
"He [the lecturer] clicked A. I was glad. My answer
was correct."
"I've learned that content. There were some new
parts adding to it. The rest was old."
" He [the lecturer] was talking about timing. So, I
thought ahead that it must higher. And when
stimulated, a bit slower - it would be lower."
"When I saw the clearer image, I thought they
should use this technique in the textbook because it
can't use animation."
"I thought I already noted this as asynchronous."
"From the graph shown on screen, I thought it
would appear in another way."

"When he [the lecturer] clicked, I just thought that
one is correct."
"I felt the image doesn't look real because the
vesicle [4small bags within a larger bag] has just 4
bags and the water filled this space."
"I was thinking about the question."

"I thought it made me understand better by
cropping and enlarging the picture. So I can see it
clearly"
makes judgments about the value, worthwhileness of "I thought the topic shown at the top was good. It
told me what I was going to learn."
textual materials, activities, in-text questions, own
position or point-of-view
formulates one's own questions, examples, ideas, or "What does the handle look like? Stimulate by
problems; interpolating; going beyond the data
hands! Do we use hands to do that?"
creates a mental image of an idea in text in order to "I thought about the real muscle and how it should
gain a fuller understanding
look if I cut it"
"I thought about the frog's leg in the laboratory."
associates or brings together two or more ideas,
topics, experiences, tasks
"I couldn't see the shrink in the first animation. I
thinks about, reflects on, evaluates or directs own
thinking
thought I need to focus more on the next one"
brings back into working memory an idea, opinion, "This picture, I thought I learned it before."
fact stored in long-term memory
general indication of careful consideration or
"When this graph was shown, I thought the latent
period is narrow. At first, I thought it would be wide
thought over past action and response; tries to
and red like the previous one."
establish the reason or causal link between the
action and its response
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Strategy
Planning

"When I saw these, I would open the textbook. I did
not wait. I would note the additional information in
the textbook."

plans ways of processing or handling content
material during study or learning sessions

Table 1: Mediating Processes Identified in the Present Study

Note: Descriptions are adapted from Marland, et al. [14] and Henderson, et

al. [8]; examples are from the

current study.

The frequencies for each type of mediating process were tallied (Table 2). The data in Table 2 indicate the
frequency of the 18 identified mediating processes. The data shows the different frequency of mediating
processes between three pairs and the variation in the frequency of occurrence of mediating processes. These
ranged from

Categories of
classification

Mediating Process
(i.e., thinking skills)

Frequency
(1s1 male

Frequency
Frequency
(female pair) (2"d male pair)

Total

Percentage
(%)

pair)
Content

3
Generating
Anticipating/Predicting
1
2
Linking
11
Metacognition
6
Evaluating
0
Strategy Planning
8
Recalling
3
Affective
0
Confirming
1
Deliberating
6
Diagnosing
0
Imaging
1
Reflecting
0
Comparing
1
Applying
1
Deducing
1
Analyzing
0
Categorizing
45
Total thoughts
Mean number of mediating processes per pair
from 3 pairs

19
10
14

11

33

20

31

11

27
24
20

14.5
13.7
11.9
10.6
8.8

7.0
6.6
6.2
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.0
3.0

6

7
7

6

7
10

3

4

2

9

4

5

2

6
2
7

0

16
15
14
9
9
9
7
7

3

1

4

1.4

1

0

1

0
6

1

1

0.9
0.9
0.4
0.4

97

227

100

0

1

2
2

0
0
85

0

1

76

based on responses

Table 2: Frequency of Mediating Processes Related to Academic Content.

14.5% for "generation" to 0.4% for "analyzing" and "categorizing". A total of 227 mediating processes were
identified from the transcripts. The mean number of reported mediating processes per pair was 76. The first
male pair who were interviewed after the first lecture reported 45 mediating processes. The other male and

the female pair who were interviewed after the second lecture reported 97 and 85 mediating processes,
respectively. Familiarity with content and presentation probably influenced the higher number of thinking
processes during the second lecture.
Mediating
processes
Generating
Anticipating/Predict.
Linking
Metacognition
Evaluating
Strategy Planning
Recalling
Affective

Confirming Deliberating

This study:
IMM in mass lectures (%)
very high (14.5)
very high (13.7)
very high (11.9)
very high (10.6)
high
(8.8)
high
(7.0)
high
(6.6)
high
(6.2)
low
(3.9)
low
(3.9)

Study by Henderson, et al.. (1997):
IMM study (%)
WWW study (%)
(8.4)
very high (10.1)
high
very low (1.4)
high
(7.8)
very high (11.5)
very high (11.4)
high
(9.4)
very high (19.8)
very high (26.5)
very high (18.0)
high
(7.7)
very low (1.8)
very low (1.0)
(6.6)
high
(9.4)
high
very high (14.4)
(4.5)
low
Very low (1.8)
very low (2.8)
very low (1.8)
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Text-base study (%)
Low
(3.6)
(5.9)
high
very high (10.4)
very high (12.4)
very high (18.6)
very high (16.8)
(4.1)
low
high
(7.8)
very low (2.8)
(0.0)
none

Diagnosing
Imaging
Reflecting
Comparing
Applying
Deducing
Analyzing

Categorizing

none

(3.9)
(3.0)
(3.0)
very low (1.4)
very low (0.9)
very low (0.9)
very low (0.4)
very low (0.4)
low
low
low

(0.0)

very low (0.6)
none
low
none
none

(0.0))
(4.8)
(0.0)
(0.0)

very low (2.9)
none
(0.0)

low
very low
very low
very low
none
very low
none
very low

(3.1)
(2.4)
(0.003)
(2.1)
(0.0)
(1.4)
(0.0)
(1.0)

low
none
none
very low
none
none
very low
very low

(0.26)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(1.5)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(1.1)
(0.005)

Table 3:Comparative students' mediating processes frequency between this study and the study by
Henderson, et al. [8]

The data in Table 3 show the variation in the frequency of occurrence of mediating processes in our study
and that by Henderson, et al. [8] which reports data from three different studies. In these three studies, the
tertiary education students had hands-on control of the IMM software, the WWW courseware, and the
text-based materials. (Our research was not aimed at arguing that one type of learning material [the IMM in
mass lectures, the hands-on IMM study, the WWW study, or the text-based study] was better educationally.
Our intention with the comparison frequency of thinking processes was that, if the quality and quantity of
reported thinking skills was comparable with those reported in the other three studies, and if hands-on
interactivity did not appear to be a crucial factor, then lecturers would feel a level of confidence in using
IMM in mass lecture.)

Based on four level divisions used in the Marland, et al. [14], Putt, et al. [7], and Henderson, et al. [8]
studies, the frequency of occurrence is divided into very high, high, low, and very low in order. In all studies,
the 3% and 10% cut-off figures were arbitrarily chosen, whereas 5.5% (100/18), the cut-off for the "high"
category, was the average percentage frequency across all 18 categories.

In Table 3, the categories of generating, anticipating/predicting, linking, and metacognition have the highest
frequency (f>10) in this study. According to the study by Henderson, et al. [8], linking was rated very high
in learning with the WWW, IMM, and text-based materials as well. However, while anticipating/predicting

rated as very high in this study, it rated as low in the WWW study and high in the IMM and text-based
studies. Evaluating was reported often in all four studies. It was rated as high in this study and very high in
the other three studies. Interestingly, strategy planning was very low (f<3) in the IMM study, but it rated as
high in this study and the WWW study and very high in the text-based study. Recalling rated as high in only
the two studies that used IMM. Comparison of the results show that ten mediating processes (confirming,
deliberating, diagnosing, imaging, reflecting, comparing, applying, deducing, analyzing, and categorizing)
occurred in the low to very low frequencies in all four studies.

4 Discussion
The following discussion focuses on the comparison of mediating processes that were reported by students
dining their learning sessions. In the computer-assisted mass lectures, the A.D.A.M. IMM software was used

as a teaching-learning tool. It played a major role in the lectures. However, the students were not in a
position that allowed interaction with the IMM. They were a group of passive-receivers who possibly
consumed the content provided by the lecturer via the IMM features. Therefore, the data obtained in our
study concerns the reported mediating processes of students who learned with IMM without direct hands-on
interaction. The comparison data between our study and that reported by Henderson, et al. [8] reveals factors

that influenced students' mediating processes while learning with different mediums. Moreover, it also
revealed the differences in the quantity and quality of the reported thinking skills when students had direct
hands-on interaction versus receiver interaction.

The top frequency percentages for the four studies are 26.5% (WWW), 19.8% (IMM), 18.6% (text-based),
and 14.5% (our study). The data reveal a higher percentage frequency of the most reported thinking skills in
the studies where students had hands-on interaction control. If we add the percentages of all mediating
processes in the "very high" category for all four studies then the differences are 63.6% (IMM), 58.2%
(text-based), 50.7% (our study), and 48.1% (WWW). Nevertheless, even though the students in the hands-on
WWW study had the fewest reported mediating processes in the very high frequency range, there was only
a small percentage difference (2.6%) between it and our study. In terms of these criteria, the data generally
tends to support our hypothesis. The students in the hands-on IMM study obviously reported more mediating
processes than those in the IMM computer-assisted mass lectures. However, when the number of mediating
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processes per person in all four studies is averaged, the results are 38 per person for our study, 16 per person
for the IMM study, 36 per person for the WWW study, and 28 per person for the text-based study. The low
hands-on IMM number was affected by having learner groups of more than two students; beside two groups
of two students there was one of three and one of four students in the stimulated recall interviews [20].
Nevertheless the highest number was in our study where students did not have hands-on control. Moreover

students in our study reported more types (18) of mediating processes during learning. Students in the
WWW, IMM, and text-based studies reported 16, 14, and 13 different types of mediating processes
respectively. The students in the WWW study did not report applying and analyzing. The students in the
IMM study did not report reflecting, applying, deducing, and categorizing. Those in the text-based study did
not report deliberating, imaging, reflecting, applying, and deducing (Table 3). Breadth, that is, the number
and type of different mediating processes are relevant to engaging meaningfully with the content as is the
number per individual. Thus hands-on control does not seem to be the crucial factor here. The following
discussion examines these issues concerning our hypothesis by singling out various mediating processes for
analysis and reveals that our hypothesis is tenuous.

The top four mediating processes in our study were generating, anticipating/predicting, linking, and
metacognition in descending order. "Generating" encompasses one or more of the following: (a) formulation
of one's own questions, examples, ideas, opinions, problems, and answers; (b) interpolation by adding new

knowledge through the elaboration of existing knowledge within a given framework; and/or (c)
extrapolation which adds new knowledge by extending an existing framework and going beyond the data.
The reason for the very high percentage for generating is because of the cause-effect relationship between
their thoughts and the animation features of A.D.A.M., which led the students to focus on the content [21].
Generating has a very high frequency (14.5 %) in our study, a high frequency (8.4%) in the IMM study, a
very high frequency (10.1%) in the WWW study, and a low frequency (3.6%) in the text-based study.

Therefore, direct hands-on interaction might have caused the lower frequencies of generating in the
hands-on study. Students in the three studies reported by Henderson, et al. [8] might have engaged in the
jobs they needed to do to control the IMM and the WWW materials and underline or take verbatim notes
from the text materials. Thus resulting in less focus on the content. Students in the computer-assisted mass
lectures just followed the lecturer's presentation, which may have allowed them to allocate more time to
focus on the content.

"Anticipating/predicting" includes predicting, looking forward to, speculating about, and expecting the
likelihood of encountering problems, types of content, and features of the medium. Anticipating/Predicting
is the second highest ranked mediating process having a very high frequency in our study. It had a high
frequency in the other IMM study. A possible explanation for this finding is that the lecturer was the only
person who controlled the A.D.A.M. IMM software, thus the students anticipated and predicted what the
lecturer decided to present and what would emerge in the A.D.A.M. presentation. Students in the IMM study
had direct interactive hands-on control of the IMM. Therefore, it is possible that they automatically clicked
the mouse to move to the next page, clicked for the answer to embedded questions, and clicked to control
the animation without allowing time for anticipation or prediction. The very low score (1.4%) for the WWW
study appears to be an anomaly. Perhaps the content, particularly the instructional design of the content, did
not promote these thinking skills. Or perhaps the students used the hypermedia functions of the WWW and
engaged in thoughts such as "I will click on this link" rather than wondered what content ideas would be

presented embedded in that link. In our study, students in the computer-assisted lectures had to wait for
lecturer interaction. Thus, during waiting, they had more time to anticipate or predict the coming content.

"Linking" had a very high frequency in all four studies. It is defined as the process of associating, or
bringing together in the mind, two or more ideas, topics, contexts, personal experiences, words, and so forth.

From this finding, linking occurred easily when text, picture, graphic, or animation that illustrated the
concept prompted recall of an associated item in the student's memory. Therefore, it is not surprising that
linking occurred very often in all studies because they contain those elements that influenced students to
consider how the information related to their experiences. This also shows that, in comparison with our
study, direct hands-on interaction did not influence the linking processes.

Mediating processes classified as "metacognition" are those in which students reported awareness of,
reflecting on, evaluating, or directing their own thinking. This definition reflects a widely accepted view of
metacognition as referring to students' knowledge about, and control over, their cognitive processes. The
findings show that metacognition had the fourth highest frequency of mediating processes in this study. The
students were able to engage with the content and thinking about their own thinking as it related to the
content, and were less inclined to be sidetracked by the features of IMM, the lecturer, and
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student-idiosyncratic factors [21]. Metacognition had very high and high frequencies in the four studies (see
Table 3). In three studies the percentage frequencies were similar: our study (10.6%), the WWW study
(9.4%), and the text-based study (12.4%). However, there was a significant gap between these and that for

the hands-on IMM study (19.8%). A factor that possibly made the gap is that the hands-on IMM study
contained embedded questions that forced students to interact in order to receive feedback and to be able to
move to the next section. In our study, the A.D.A.M. software also offers the same feature, but the students
did not have hands-on control. The text-based study also provided embedded questions, but did not provide
feedback and also did not "force " the students to answer those questions. The WWW study did not provide

embedded questions. This comparison shows that the different pedagogical instructional design in
conjunction with the hands-on control is a crucial factor that influenced metacognition. Nevertheless, it is
still significant that students engaged in metacognition, which is a type of thinking that is considered to be
one of the highest types of cognitive processes [22].

"Evaluating" is defined as the mental process in which a judgement is made about the value or worth of
some aspect of the content of the instructional material. Evaluating had a high frequency (8.8%) in this study.
The percentage of reported evaluative thoughts about content is very high in the other three studies (18.0%,
26.5%, and 18.6%). The gap between our study and the other three studies is significant. The students in the
other three studies used the learning tools by themselves. Thus, it would seem that hands-on experiences and,

hence, control over their own pacing and navigated sequencing with the learning tools produced more
evaluative thoughts. In computer-assisted lectures, the students may not have had enough time to evaluate
the content as well as generate new ideas, link to their past experiences, or metacognise. Perhaps, the
students in our study rationalized that if the lecturer had purposely selected out this particular IMM
A.D.A.M. material then it was important. In the hands-on studies, the students had to make the evaluative
decision as to what content was worthwhile or relevant to their individual goals.

"Strategy planning" refers to thought processes in which students plan ways of processing or handling
instructional material or activities during study or learning sessions. There is a dramatic gap between the
frequency percentage for IMM study (1.8%) and the other three: our study (7.0%), the WWW study (7.7%),
the text-based study (16.8%). The students in our computer-assisted mass lecture study had to follow the
lecturer's presentation. One could therefore assume that the frequency rate would be "very low"; but why
then the very low score for the IMM study? There appear to be three explanatory factors. The first factor

suggests, as is the case with lectures in general, in our study students planned how to deal with the
information and process the content through note-taking, drawing graphs, and deciding whether to annotate
the textbook or attempt to draw or describe the animations that they cannot control. The second factor is that
the students in the IMM study when interacting with IMM, did not appear to spend time thinking about how
they would process the material but instead just followed the linear sequence programmed as the "default"
choice [8]. The third factor is that, in comparison with the IMM study, in which assessment was not a
factor, the students in the computer-assisted mass lectures, the text-based, and the WWW studies knew that
the content was assessable. This might have influenced the students' strategy planning.
"Recalling" is defined as bringing back into working memory ideas, opinions, and facts previously stored in
long-term memory. It has a high frequency (6.6%) in both studies that used IMM while it was rated very low
(1.0%) in the WWW and low (4.1%) in the text-based studies. The gap between the studies that used IMM
and those that did not use IMM is substantial. It is possible that the features of the IMM products, such as
animation and enforced embedded questions, encouraged students to recall their previous knowledge and
experiences during learning.
It is interesting that confirming, deliberating, diagnosing, imaging, reflecting, comparing, applying,

deducing, analyzing, and categorizing were rated as low or very low (see Table 3) in all four studies. The
type of interaction (hands-on or receiver), the mediums and their features did not seem to influence these
types of mediating processes. This implies that factors that should be considered are the content and whether
its instructional design prompted these types of thinking skills.

5 Conclusion
It has been argued that IMM is more useful as a learning tool when used individually or with others rather

than in mass lectures where students could be seen as merely passive receivers. Our study shows that
hands-on interaction does not appear to be such a crucial variable. Indeed in our study, the quantity, quality
and range in type of mediating processes were greater than, or comparable to, the other studies. Therefore,
the authors argue that IMM can be used as a cognitive tool in mass lectures to enhance various thinking
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shills. This study draws the attention of instructional designers and lecturers to the existence, types, and
relative frequencies of mediating processes in which students engage with while learning with
computer-assisted mass lectures. They were not passive receivers but active receivers. Our study highlights

the need for instructional designers to plan educational materials that will activate desired mediating
processes as part of student learning in computer-assisted mass lectures.
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The knowledge of chemistry is base on the realization of fact and experiments,
students must try to infer, experiment and realize deeply to achieve the goal of
highly efficient learning. Base on the scaffolding theory, we have designed a
three- tier client-server web title which is a distributional database formats about
the chemistry subject-" Acid and Base chemistry" for elemental school students.

We use a lot of multimedia animation and Internet techniques to create a
scaffolding environment make students learn it instantly and mutually. It turn out

that all the students have excellent improvement learning outcomes. All the
experts, the interaction designing experts, the network experts, software
designers and primary school teachers gave a positive affirmation about the web
title; the teaching content and the interaction design are all get the very positive

confirmation. The result of learning effect is very convention; the statistical
analysis shows that all learners who entered this web site made a great progress
in their knowledge test. Besides, ANOVA statistical analysis shows that this
scaffolding chemistry web site made a great help for L type learners. Learners'
previous science knowledge has nothing to do with the study effect.

Keywords: Scaffolding Theory. Acid-Base Chemistry Web Title and
Learning Effect

1 Introduction
Because of the shortage of real experience and the misconception of teaching content, traditional teaching
cannot inform the students about the concepts which teachers want to deliver. With the development of the
Internet, the form of education is shifted from teacher center to the learner center The future of science
teaching is base on the new nine-year consistent project, it is important to integrate the Internet as a major
tool to enforce this project. All of these will help improve the quality in elemental chemistry education for
our children.

2 Motive and purpose
In these coming years, internet was the major domain of research academics and government officials. In

the 1990s Internet software took giant leaps forward in usability. The biggest change came with the
development of the World Wide Web (WWW), a vast tract of the Internet accessible to just about anyone
who could point to buttons on a computer screen. It led the Internet' s transformation from a text -only
environment into a multimedia landscape incorporating pictures, animation, sounds, and even video.
The teaching by the Internet exceeds the traditional passive one-way learning, but stresses on interaction.
Taking the advantage of instant pass by the Internet, you can browse through all kinds of fascinating

information sources and discover worlds of knowledge. We create a web page about the chemical
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experiments- the acid and base in nature environment. By the global of networks, we can easily transform
the information by character, animation and video. The different learning effect which associated with
different learning style students, different ages, different sex and different previous knowledge of science
may cause the different learning out come.

3 Theory background
The scaffolding theory brought up by a Russian psychologist (L. S. Vygotsky). He sustains students with the
scaffolding techniques through out his teaching process. In the beginning of the scaffolding, it would be a

process from other-regulation develops to social negotiation. In teaching, the teacher will design a
temporary supporting constructions thought out the whole lecture, which help the learner to develop his
learning ability. It is called scaffolding. There are two important subjects within the scaffolding theory.
There are communication and cognition, the function of social cognition is to make the learners improve his
abilities in solution and self-examination, and students certainly be promoted by the active learning styles.

Scaffolding instruction means that the teacher can help the learner make the most of their potential. Under
scaffolding instruction, student will join the learning activity positively instead of remaining passive. Thus,
an individual would have his own cognition framework.
There would be six important principles about the instruction.
1.In the real teaching activity, the teacher is the scaffolding maker for the learner.
2.The supporting degree is dependent on the standard of the learners; there would be a modification.
3.The more the ability of the learner increases, the less the support decreases.
4.The support is in proportion to the standard of the activity.
5.The suppor will be modified gradually and at any time. Then it would keep on.
6.Make the learner independent.

In the learning effect, many scholars announce their research results. They would analyzed what kind of the
learner is and then decide to create the appropriate on-line instruction web page. Different learning-styled
students in CAI(Computer-assisted instruction) would have different learning effects in various feedback.
The feedback is composed of the following four parts:

No feedback. (2) Knowledge of results feedback. (3) Informative feedback. (4) Informative feedback in
personal language.
According to the research results by the scholars Dori and Yohim(1990), students in proper sequence may
have highly-efficient learning effects. On the contrary, learning by leaping ways was low efficient learning
effect. The former is called L type, and the latter is called W type. It means that different learning style may
cause various learning effects to students.
The learning ways of students are classified into Super-L, L, W and Super-W type. There are large parts of
high school students with L type in particular. The second position is W type. The L type (straight-line)
means students follow the learning materials and never change the route. The W type means students don' t
follow the learning materials and change the route all the time. The Super-W type means that students may

play out the entire learning process. It has a strong relation between the learning style and the logical
thinking talent.

4 The Research Method
System Installation

The research is base on a web title course, it is a Three-Tier Client-Server sets. Most browsers accepted this
kind of device. Server can share responsibility for the management to the request of client. It can transform
the information from the database by the request of the client, then the client will process the information it
got from the server.

To achieve harmony with education, the government has computerized all elemental schools, but the
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schools have not been equipped with highly-performance computer. Microsoft bring up an idea of thin client.
A computer with modem and browser can use this system. To have a better web title designed, we got the
type called 3-Tier (Figure 1). It bases on the platform of Windows NT 4.0 Server SP6. We created the Web

Server with Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0. As a result of dealing with the users' get-in
information, we use the MS-SQL 7.0 Server system as a platform for database.

In the process of making the web site, we use a computer with Pentium III 450 processor, which is
associated with Front page 2000 to design all the required homepages. And we use the common draft tools
(Adobe Photoshop and Macromedia Flash) to deal with pictures and make them more interactive. Finally,
we use the SPSS statistics system to analyze the results of learning effect.
The part of system interface, we use ASP(Active Sever Page) to design the interface, and take the advantage
of Visual C++ to create a stable and efficient web page in the core part .

5 The Research Object
Our research is aimed at the students in Grade Six of elemental school. The design for course content

We take a lot of real household materials, which is concern about acid and base as teaching examples. Such
as the lemon. Clorox and vinegar. The nature of soap water is slippery. If you wet your clothes carelessly
with sulfuric acid hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide, the clothes would be damaged. And they will
scorch the skin. There would be the calculation of the PH. The definition of acid and base is on the produced
amount of H+ and OFF.

The vinegar is composed of five percent of acetic acid. The molecular formula of acetic acid is written as
CH3COOH. The one hundred percent of acetic acid is called icy acetic acid. The reason why a lemon has
acidity is that it is composed of lemon acid.

In the laboratory, the ammonia NH3 is a base. It is because it produces a lot of 01-1- in water. The ammonium

ion is acid. It is composed of H. At the normal temperature, the HC1 is gaseous state. It is a acid. The
carbonic acid H2CO3, Sulfuric acid H2SO4, boric acid is all acids. There are common base such as sodium
hydroxide NaOH and calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2. Sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3 is a base; it has a common
name called baking soda. People with much hydrochloric acid in gastric juice may take some medicine
composed of magnesium hydroxide to neutralize.

The experts and scholars suggest that we should create a interactive web page of scaffolding theory should
base on the acid-base knowledge map which is created at beginning of the course. The another major frame
is an on-line discussion section. Initially we would have some general questions about acid & base, which
the students have to find out their own solutions. If their answer is correct, then they can enter another
subject, otherwise they have to keep on finding the answers. In the process of learning, students may have an
efficient learning freedom by the active video program we provide with in the web page.
The content of the web
].Question- learning function induce students to learn.2.Question of situation in our daily life.3.A simple
operation interface.4.To stress on vision and hearing.5.Guided learning then learning control.
There are twelve units in the teaching material, which is a scaffolding design.

..Litmus paper. 2.The nature of iiquid.3.The definition of alkaline-liquid operation.4.The definition of
acidic-liquid operation.5.The definition of neutral-liquid operation.6.The reaction between alkaline and

acidic liquid.7.The neutralization of acid and alkali.8.The application of neutralization of acid and
alkali.9.The nature of acid and alkali.10.The nature of sodium hydroxide.11.The advanced concept of
acid.12.The advanced concept of alkali.

Most of elemental school students cannot understand the nature of acid and base. So we classify the course
into two parts, which may happen in real life and in the textbook. We ask the student to register as they
entering the studying web page. And let them brow though the entire house, which have five areas (kitchen,
bathroom, living room, backyard and bedroom), all fill of the brand name items. The computer will record
the pass way of learner, which then will be analysis to learning style (W-type or L.type). If the learner
follow every step of the computer, they will have 10 points, which is classify as Ltype, if the learner did not
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follow the step which computer direct, they will deduct 2 point for each time, the points lower than 3, it is
classify as W-type. The acid-base lecture is designed base on scaffolding theory. The system would
determine when to removes the scaffolding setup or not by the amount of the correct analysis of computer
generated data and suggestion by the experts and the scholars. After a serious study, this system is set up to
remove the scaffolding structure when students scored seventy percent of designed questions. Before the
system removes the scaffolding structure, the on-line instructor is standing by the side to help them solve
some difficult problems. It' s so-called on line ICQ.

For example, if students ask what the hydrochloric acid is by the on line ICQ. The instructor will pub out
and tell the student that it's a kind of corrosive solution, which is used to clean your bathroom
The hydrochloric acid also exists in our stomach; it helps us in the digest. You can clean the lavatories in the
schools or in our home with it, too. And all of these questions and answers will be put into Acess database
as a Q&A databank for future use.

If the scaffolding has been removed, a discussion section will appear on the screen. Students can ask any
question or play the teacher part to answer questions. We can save lots of the teaching resource in the way.
All the pretest and posttest questions are substrate from ACS (American Chemical Society) test bank, which
is careful designed and tested for, determine chemistry knowledge of students.

6 Result and Discussion.
From January 10 to March 10 we have selected 221 students to analyze. And the result of analysis is as
follow (table 1):

Category
Boy

Table 1. The analytic table about the learning style
Standard varies
Average
Amount

Girl

Whole

118
103
221

5.65

1.13

5.81

2.08

5.72

1.57

Research Sample

There are 221 students enter our web site for bulling acid and base concepts, base on their data collected,
we picked up forty learners (twenty are L-type, twenty are W-type) as our study samples. L-type (Boys
>7.78, Girls>7.89) and W-type (Boys <3.52, Girls <2.73)

Evaluate the Web Site
We invited five elemental school science teachers, five teaching scholars, five software designers, and ten
elemental school students to evaluate the web site. The average results are in table 2.

Item
Homepage design
Teaching material
Interface
Whole style

Table 2. Statistic of evaluation result
Software designers Teaching scholars Elemental teachers Elemental students
4.50(90%)
3.75(75%)
4.30(86%)
4.25(85%)

4.50(90%)
4.25(85%)
3.90(78%)
4.25(85%)

3.75(75%)
4.75(90%)
3.60(85%)
4.50(90%)

4.50(90%)
4.10(83%)
4.70(94%)
4.50(95%)

In the aspect of homepage design, elemental schoolteachers gave us lower points (3.75). They thought that
instructional contents should be more intensive, and the relation knowledge should increase to enrich our
web site. The software designers thought that the homepage should be more vivid than previous to stress the
topics.

In the aspect of teaching material, some students complain that contents are not obvious, and we should
introduce topics clearly.

In the aspect of interface, the teaching scholars and software designers thought that the operation should be
familiar with users. In the meanwhile, they generally praised us in animation, and encouraged us used more.
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At whole aspect, they all thought that web base learning indeed archiving the instruction targets.
Learning Effect

After tested, all eighty students had been improved in their acid & base knowledge. The overall improved
score average is 18.15. L-type learners average improved 23.35, and W-type learners average improved
12.95 (table 3). It is obvious that our web site have much help in learning acid-base chemistry.

L-type
Average

Table 3. The statistics of achievement test
W-type
, Pretest',
Pretest Posttest ImproVed
51.75
Average
23.35
55.80
79.15

Posttest :Improved
64.70

12.95

We used the SPSS statistics software running data to analysis the deviation. The P value of learning style
relation to score of pretest is 0.063, which is greater than 0.05, indicated that the learning style has no
relationship to the pretest score. (table 4)
Table 4. Deviation analysis of different learning style relate to »retest score
P
F
Average square
Degree of free
Deviation source
root
0.063
3.499
529.256
1
Learning style
151.258
158
Inaccuracy
Total
159

The P value of learning style relation to the score of posttest was 0.015, which was smaller than 0.05. It
indicate that posttest score was relation to learning style, which means that L-type learning style improved
remarkable. (table 5)

Table 5. Deviation analysis of different learning style relate to posttest score
P
F
Average square
Degree of free
Deviation source
root
0.015
5.993
1829.256
1
Learning style
305.240
158
Inaccuracy
159
Total

7 Conclusion
Instruction by Internet is the better way in teaching chemistry at present day. According to our research, we
have three conclusions:
1.After using the web site, the learners all had improved their test score remarkably. It shows that it is a
better learning process for students to study acid-base chemistry in the elemental school.
2.The P value of learning style relation to posttest score was 0.015, which was smaller than 0.05. It shows
that L-type learner had positive progressed in using scaffolding web site.
3.After the experts evaluated the web title, this acid-base chemistry web indeed bringing on-line instruction
into full play. This web site' s design style could be a very good example for the future science web sites.
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After we discussed with teachers to understand their instructional politics, we
integrate the teachers' instructional politics, the process of knowledge
generation, memorizing to construct the concept graph. Furthermore, we used
the dynamic web pages to track the learner's learning and used the tracking data
to reconstruct the learner how to construct his knowledge to understand the
learner's thinking logic. In this paper we proposed the dynamic knowledge
generation model and learning ability potential model. These were according to

link the concepts to generate the knowledge. As following above idea we
integrated the constructing materials and the dynamic knowledge generation to
consist the expert system. The system would analyze his learning data to rebuild
he how to build his knowledge, to understand his learning ability and he already
built the whole knowledge or not. Rely on these results the system could supply
the suitable materials to him for study. And the learning cycle would continue

until the learner completely constructs the new knowledge into his ground
knowledge. Finally, we could from proto type system to collect the experimental
data and rebuilt the learner's learning steps, then followed the expert system to

understand his learning ability potential. The system could supply a suitable
material to him and help him to cross over the learning obstacle. These results
also proofed that our model could really understand the learner's thinking logic
and learning potential.

Keywords: dynamic knowledge generation, learning potential ability,
concept graph, expert system

1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners
A meaningful learning must accord with three main conditions: Accepting the learning material, having the

knowledge of dealing with learning material, and firing this knowledge at the learning time, (Mayer,
1975,1984). Accordingly, learning behavior has originality, creation and activity. It's easy to make learners
to find the meaning of learning. If we want learners to have meaningful learning, we must do: "if you want
to teach active knowledge for learners, you have to understand how to get the knowledge first. It's the same
as you want to teach learners to think, you have to understand how learners think first." Therefore, if want to
know the learner how to learn the knowledge, it can use the information process theory to discuss the human
how to process his information like Fig. 1. we design a structural material like a story, attaching pictures, and
animations that attract learners. At the last section we give an additional problem among the units, which
give learners integrating the prior knowledge. Then, the blind spot in every learner is obtained by using the
model of a learning barrier analysis. The reason of inspiring learning barrier is obtained by using learners'

browse web pages order and frequency. (Note: 3D learning barrier analysis) Meanwhile, learners will
dynamically update their constructional knowledge network by learning number, browsing process, and test

frequency. (Note: all of attributions of cognition nodes are dynamical.) Because learners are not static
learning, we developed a dynamical model as Fig.1..
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Step I

(nmber .)
Step2

Unit

CLuunter)
Step

caEubs--.
Step4

Fig.1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners

2 the dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis
In our model (the model of dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis), using the
teachers teaching experience, the system partition a judge learners' ability to achieve learning and the label
of understanding course. And the Tablet is appropriate inference rule, what are the schools' teachers to
classify the learners' learning ability.
V ry understand Maybe understand
Understand
Not understand

Excellence

Above middle
Under middle

Under

Table 1. Inferring rule
UNDER UNDER
MIDDLE

TIMES
RESULT

F.g.2 The relation of achieve a learning and the
label of understanding course

ABOVE EXCELLENCE
MIDDLE

Cannot Understand

-2

-1

-1

0

Maybe Understand

-I

-1

0

+1

Understand

-1

0

+1

+2

Very Understand

0

+1

.+1

+2

After the student had to go to the chapter's test. The testing results would according the learning obstacle
analysis model to find his incompletely building knowledge and compared with the expert system to
understand his learning ability. Finally, the system searched the suitable materials for him to study. The
graph of learning cycle is shown in Fig. 3.
First
login

Online
evaluation

Po

Neuronetwork
classification

system

Linear
cognition
structure

Fuzzy

C=/, Ai ( Bi
I

Potential
ability

Record
learners test
order

Online
evaluation
again

Fig. 3 System model chart

3 Conclusion
Although teacher can control his class ambiance and teaching trends, but he has many different individual
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learners in the classroom. If teacher cannot understand the learners how to learn and how to integrate their
knowledge on his teaching, the teaching does not only let learner have a stuff learning, but also increase his
teaching load. Therefore, in our paper we proposed "dynamical knowledge-generation model and learning
ability analysis", to integrate the conceptual knowledge generation into structuring material and connect
with the dynamical estimating expert's system. This system can collect what material learner had learned
and the result of online testing was transmitted to the system. These real data used our analyzing model to
decide his learning ability and supplied a suitable material to him for study. Thus, we believe our system do
not only can help the teacher to understand learner how to build his new knowledge, but also can reduce the
learner's learning barrier.
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When a learner dose various tasks in the computer, the interaction of the learning
support system is so a transition which happens inside the learner. At that time,
educational effects such as knowledge structuring occurs due to externalization of
representation. We developed the prototype system in so that externalization of selfexplanation of the problem-solving process was supported. A learner externalizes
the self-explanation "How do I solve the exercise?". At this time, she/he explains
using not only words but also diagrams, in order to exploit the effect of diagrams.
Self-monitoring happens with self-explanation, and the acquisition of a problem solving
strategy on is learned. In this paper, we construct a model of "externalization on the

computer," and we consider the occurrence of cognitive load. Learning is a kind of
load, therefore any reduction of the load (as opposed to its extinction) is of assistance.
We propose the presentation of an operation list as a method of load reduction. The
memory dependent evaluation becomes more coherent by such a list. In other words,
the cognition perspective improves. In this paper, it is shown in the prototype system
how externalization is accomplished.

Keywords: Self-explanation, Reflection, Externalization, HCI

1

Introduction

Recently, the contents of interaction have been reconsidered in the context of the learning support systemto. So
far, a computer playing a teacher's role is aimed at the transfer of domain knowledge expressed by the system.
The computer asks a learner several diagnostic questions. The computer is central to such interaction. The

perspective "For whom is this interaction?" is absent. In this paper, we propose an learnig environment
(externalization support system) that promotes the understanding of problem solving resulting from the
externalization in the computer. The learner works independently on the computer with the interaction we propose, then the learner rewrites his internal state. Learning occurs at that time.
Recently, attention has focused on "externalization " and "meta-cognition." For example, a vague idea is sometimes clarified by writing text. Externalization promotes the arrangement of knowledge and learning. On the
other hand, meta-cognition is a psychic activity of higher order, involving self-monitoring (reflection), and is
concerned with deep level learning such as the acquisition of strategies, the transfer of knowledge.
We paid attention to the self-explanation of the problem-solving process, and we have researched that support[21-131.

At present, a learning support system that externalizes self-description of the problem-solving process has been
utilized as an experiment. Exercises in statistical scales of geography were used. A learner expresses how she/he
solved a problem. Geography though is considered mere memorization, the learner can acquire an understanding
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of the problem-solving process by self-description. An example of this type of exercise is shown in figure 1.

We propose the usage of figure 1 as a method of externalization. We are constructing the environment where a
learner can do self-explanation by writing memoranda. In this system a learner draws on the character and
diagram of the explanation of the problem-solving process. Furthermore, the examination process of externalization
is supported from the cognition perspective. The activities scrutinized are internal (understanding the behavioral
reason of the learner) and are supported by the presentation of the operation history. This supports the selfmonitoring that is crucial to meta-cognition
Idea support system, idea sketch, etc. are proposed in the HCI researches. However, we think learning involves
a kind of load, and our purpose is to recommend support by control of the load, rather than by elimination of the
load. The consideration of support by reduction of the load is a different point.
In chapter two, we describe the educational effect of externalization. We propose a support method of externalization
targeting self-explanation of the problem-solving process in chapter three. The summary of our system is shown

in chapter four. We present a summary in the final chapter.

2

The outline of externalization

2.1 The educational effect of externalization
Many researchers point to the educational effect of externalizationi51-(6]. The effect of diagram use in externalization

has been acknowledged as well. The learner can acquire the educational effect if self-description is externalized
by use of diagramsm-[8].

Externalization is the expression of internal psychic activities (images). We mention clarification of knowledge,
structuring, etc. as a general effect. Moreover, internalization occurs by repeated externalization, and internal
processing proceeds smoothly.
Self-description involves special explanation of a point[9]. Externalization is unique as well. Self-monitoring is
enhanced by a learner's repeated externalization of the self-explanation.

2.2 Externalization model on the computer
We construct a model of externalization in this section; our objective is not to clarify the mechanism of
externalization. In a sense, the model is to employ educational effect. Various models of externalization are
available; we have elected to choose a model of externalization in the computer.

Externalization is considered to consist of several functional modules. The module described here is the functional unit that is comparatively independent.

The model of externalization and the state of repetition of each module are shown in figure 2. We classify
modules of externalization into four ways.
(1) Image generation
(2) Expression form generation
(3) Operation sequence generation
(4) Examination (evaluation)

Question: What are items(I),(2),(3)7
lImo

Ranking

(I)

Exporting country
Amount of export

U.S.A

an internal image. Externalization consists

Importing country

Japan

not only of the creative impulse of expression

Exporting country
Amount of export

Cuba

Importing country

U.S.S.R.

Module (1) is the creative impulse that forms

2

(3)

Importing country
Amount of import

2,295

U.S.A.

1,458

England

U.S.A.
1,802

490

2,000
Canada
1,567

Brazil
253
Japan

China
270

West Germany
1,612

U.S.S.R.

255

300

672
Japan

1,9,15

Australia

France
675

Amount of wort

Poland
2.800

Italy

France
7,9159

Amount °limped
Exporting country

5.300

9.637

4

3

Australia

Amount oilman

but also of the underlying representation.
Though module (1) is a heterogeneous activity, it is a part of externalization. Creativity
is a very complex psychic activity, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

I

222

180

Belgium'

France

460

675

West Germany
483

Italy
460

(I)and(2)unit is 10,000 tons. (3)mk is 10000,000 dollars. :Includes Lux emboirg
(1):1982,(2) 1983, (3)1980

Module (2) is the expression of vague internal images. Expression is based on the rule

Fig. 1 Example of geographical exercise.
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of generation. As a case in point, form of presentation
(rule) that has been configured freely and formalization
that has already been completed, may be employed. For
example, in the case of pictures, expression is free, and a
person who draws a picture decides the form of presentation. On the other hand, when we illustrate a phenomenon with a formula, formalization is predetermined, and
we must obey mathematical rules. As for externalization
of writing memoranda, existing formalization and independent formalization are being used together. We can
think of module (2) as consisting of the following three
usage forms.
(a) Existing formalization
(b) Independent formalization

Image generation
Knowledge of the .form

(RepiesaiiitIon)

expression generation
(For

dividual)

Generation of
m expression
Examination
(Evaluation)

Knowledge of the form
expression generation

Operation sequence
generation

(For the sharing )

Feedback

Understanding

Knowledge of the
operation generation

(c) Existing formalization + Independent formalization
Completion

Examination
(Evaluation)

The burden of usage of the existing formalization is that

a learner must understands formalization. However,
when a learner acquires existing forms, internalization
progresses, and the representation in module (1) becomes
simplified. For example, when a learner is skilled in the

11111111111111/111111

use of the Japanese abacus, she/he becomes capable of
mental arithmetic using a mental image of the abacus.
The effect of the Venn diagram in the understanding of
the set theory is similar.

'16146111
-41

When externalization is done on the computer, the process of module (3) is remarkable. The rate of this part
increases when the expression is done indirectly using
the computer. Expression can't be generated if the com-

Generation of
form expression

-1

Initiation

Image generation
(Representation)

puter lacks the appropriate software. Thus, a learner
plans an operation sequence to configure expression, and
she/he will move the mouse based on that plan.

Operation sequence
generation

Fig. 2 Model of externalization on the computer.

Module (4) is different from the other modules. Examination is the evaluation of each process from module (1) to (3) with feedback. In other words, examination is a
meta-level activity when compared with the other processes.

Modules (1) to (3) become a cycle. The processes from (1) to (3) are evaluated by process (4), which provides
feedback. This cycle is repeated until a learner judges by examination. That the activity has been completed

3

Externalization support of self-explanation

3.1 The support of externalization by load reduction
The general support method of externalization is considered in this section. First, we remove the cognitive load
intuitively for externalization support. However, the purpose of learning is to put load on the learner. Even if a
computer estimates the intention of the learner (even if an explanation is formed automatically,) learning does not
prAgreQs upnne, removal of the load does not support learning.

The real nature of the load lies in the multiple combinations of the loads. The load is classified by cause and
category, it is necessary to separate the load that aids learning from the load that does not. We aim to reduce the
load. In other words, consideration of the relevant control of the load is necessary. Arrangement and classification of each load is necessary for its support.

3.3 Drawing method of the problem-solving process
Support of the expression form generation process serves to prepare for the effective expression method. We show
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(by way of drawing) the problemsolving process following. Prob-

(2) Same words are connected with the line and presented.

(I) Statement is displayed.

lem-solving is a process, and it
has a certain structure. Diagram

Ezezemigli

teatliN
or

f

usage is effective to express struc-

,111111:1EBETAIriNrCIEIC121

tured information. Graph expression is a relevant method like

Tweedier's indication as an informational expression that has
a flowing structurem. For example, though various methods
are proposed, a flow chart is still
used for the expression of a program structure.

Aft

It*

O

EI=BASET1112/ 412117:13
MOW

(1) The die play of the relation between the words

We use a style that combines the

use of words and figures. We

The temporary line which the system presented

propose the arrow diagram that

expressed structure between
statements was symbolically

The fall line which a learner drawn

used with the text of the items

together. The externalization
task with our learning environment consists of two tasks: text

creation and graph drawing.
Expression is constructed in the
following procedures:

(1) The Entering of a
simple sentence

(2) The display of the temporary line which can be connected

Fig. 3 Model of operation support.

(2) Placement (migration)
(3) Connection
(4) Grouping
(5) Attribute addition to the object

First, a learner constructs the explanation of the character form. The explanation of the solution reflects the
problem-solving process of the exercise. We exclude compound sentences and complex sentences, and use only
simple sentences. Each simple sentence during expresses each state of the problem-solving process. A learner is
conscious of the order, and notices that problem-solving proceeds by the items. The order of the explanation copes
with the process of the problem-solving.

Next, each simple sentence is connected with an arrow line to form a "node". A learner is specifically conscious
of the structure by drawing these lines. As for the structural expression of the explanation, each statement is
associated with the arrow line toward the explanation of the expressed goal from the explanation of the initial
state. A learner encloses some statement, and gives color attribute as a supplementary activity. The diagram
drawn with the arrow line is completed by repeating the above activity.
The part that decides expression is first and the part in which a learner himself can determine expression are both
present in the above expression method. Such a method guarantees freedom of expression for the learner, while
at the same time accepting ambiguity. Thus a learner can write a memorandum of the meaning of the attribute
appended by the learner. For example, the system asks a learner for a reason when a learner changes the color of
the line. This function is actualized as a fraction of the support of the look-over.

3.4 The support of the operation sequence generation
We describe the support of the operation sequence generation in this section. The following function is provided
because the learning environment should be made convenient.
(1) The simplification of the operation
(2) The intersection of the operation and the phenomenon
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The operations of the learning environment are statement
creation, statement delete, line drawing, line erasing, movement, grouping, and the color alteration of the object. It
prepares only for easy operations. A phenomenon can be
easily imagined from these identifiers. We achieve a single
function in our system. An operation and a phenomenon
correspond one-to-one, and the understanding of the opera-

/41..&

:i7X1P.1

111 ITEM1 Itemovate
121 ITEM2 'lettersets

pi ITEMS Item:reale
te

The display of the operation
_...,......sequence

1 ITEMS I

181 ITEMS Renovate

p1 ITEMS lemmata
RI ITEMS Itemcreate
191 ITEMS Renovate

tion becomes easy.
Operation [5] [9 are dismissed,
and resuming from operation [4].

The learning environment is tailored to notify the learner
of deficient explanations and feasibility of the expression
by the following operation support. The state of the support
is shown in figure 3.
(a) The display of the related word information
(b) The display of drawing line feasibility

tuy_arrUnli;M:,
1111TEM1 lemmata
121 ITEMS !emanate

pi REM] Renovate
141 REAM namervate

A simple sentence is displayed on the learning environment as a symbolic icon. One component is made according to statement, a learner can focus on structure between
the statements. On the other hand, a certain word some-

The display of the folding form of
the dismissed operation equence

times has significant meaning for structural grasping of the
explanation. The learning environment manages word information, and employs it for support.

pl ITEMS Removals
RI ITEMS Itamcreate
PI ITEMS Wencreate
191 ITEM4 Itenereate

PI ITEM5ltemenato

The indication of related word information This is the

1si ITEMS Renovate

I ITEM? Removal.

method in which the structural understanding of the statement is accelerated. When the same word in is used several
statements, the learning environment shows them. When
the same word is shown repeatedly, the system is made conspicuous. The system displays a statement next to the statement icon, and gives color to that word. The same word in
different statements is connected by a line.

ee(ITEMS Iternereate

t311TEM9 lemmata ,
1101 ITEMS Itarnavate
1111 ITER11 Rene:reale
1121

FEARS Renovate

rill REARS lemmata
1141 ITEMS move

(l)The display of folding dismissed
operation sequence

The indication of connection feasibility This is the method
in which drawing between the statements is supported. The
system presents the link that can be connected in the statement nodes as a temporary line. The system estimates the
statement that relate to other statements in the placement
step (which the statement icon on the workspace finished).
The feasibility a line drawn is high in the statement which
satisfies the following conditions:
(A) The statement operated just before
(B) The statement that encompasses the same word

As the need arises, the
redisplay of the folded
operation sequence is
possible.

The display of the
operation history

The reason of this operation

191 ITEM

Rol UNE5

till U
(121

(2) The display of the operation and the
operation reason

The system presents a temporary line to the learner according to the stage at which placement was finished. All canFig. 4 Representation of the operation history list.
didates are displayed when some lines are presumed. When
a learner chooses a temporary line, the system re-establishes that temporary line as a permanent line. Because
drawing lines is a possible option, the work of drawing is reduced for the learner.
.

3.5 The support of the examination by cognitive perspective
We aim at the realization of the farsightedness of the cognitive perspective with the support of examination.
Externalization is done so that a learner may learn about himself. We aren't aiming at deputy by the system. The
approach of automating conception and drawing isn't embraced. Support toward examination of evaluating one's
act is necessary. Therefore, we propose a method that assists the self-monitoring by the learner. The system uses
the following two methods, as shown in figure 4.
(1) The display of the operation history
(2) The collection and display of the operation reason
Reflection on the personal task must depend on the current aspect of the activity subject and on memory. However, subject activity does not express variations in the middle of the task. Moreover, memory is often a temporal
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effect, and often can't be extracted when necessary. Therefore the system preserves task history, and history and
task process are reproduced to the learner. The system makes linear operation sequences and a learner can do an
operation again from the arbitrary juncture of the operation sequence that is presented. In that case, a recent
operation sequence occurs from the point that an operation was done again, and a previous operation sequence is
dismissed.
However, when a learner reflects on an error, dismissed operational sequences encompass significant information.

Because reflection support is critical, the system preserves all operation sequences. When a recent operation
sequence occurs, the previous operation sequence is hidden temporarily from the learner. Then, if a learner
requires, the previous operation sequence can be displayed. Cognitive perspective in the examination process
improves due to the presentation of the operation history.
The display of the operation history provides an opportunity to look back at the operation. Furthermore, we not
only present operation history but also present the reason of the operation. The system requires comment input at

every operation. The set list of the operation and the reason are stored in the system. It is understood that
comment is useful in order to reconsider program source. Ambiguity is present in expression, and the degree of
freedom of expression is guaranteed. A learner himself sometimes forgets the intention of the figure on one side.
A memorandum of the operation is useful in such a case as well. The presentation (collection) of the memorandum of the operation is not the active intervention of the system.

4

Self-explanation externalization support system

4.1 The configuration of the self-explanation externalization supporting system
Our system before this paper externalized a self-explanation only in character(31441. However, figures and text are
mixed in the natural externalization. Drawing activity is separated from text creation activity in self-explanation,

and it is unnatural to draw after text is written. Therefore our system was designed to enter text and to draw
simultaneously.
We implemented three functions in the system.
(1) Explanation management
(2) Explanation structural management (visualization management)
(3) Operational history management

Module (1) manages information on the explanation sentence. This module is shared the entry of the explanation
sentence and the display of the explanation sentence. A learner enters a simple sentence. The morphological

analysis of each simple sentence is done by "Cyasen" developed with NAIST. Information on the word is
extracted. By this processing, information on the noun and verb in a simple sentence is extracted. The system
preserves the information with a simple sentence.

The order of the statement input can't be employed as an order of the explanation sentence. When a learner
completes a drawing, the system decides the order of the explanation sentence based on the following information:

(a) Related to the arrow
(b) Grouping
(c) Related to the place
(d) Input order
First, the systemsiv_es priority to arrow line information. The beginning point and end point of the arrow shows
a context. Next, simple sentences are grouped to the same level. The system fundamentally introduces the order
of the input as the order of the explanation. When there is no erouping or arrows in the explanation fieure, the
system decides the order of the explanation sentence based on the co-ordinate information of the icon on the
"canvas "screen. If there is a top-to-bottom relationship among icons, this relationship becomes the context. The
order of input is used except in the case above. After the system shows the order, the alteration of the order by the
learner is possible.

Module (2) manages the drawing task and the information acquired from this task. A learner enters a simple
sentence, and next drawing becomes possible. Module (2) manages the whole drawing task on the "canvas", and
it displays support information.
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Module (3) presents the task history (operational history) of the learner. A learner sees this operation history, and
adds various modifications to the externalized figure.

Various methods of presentation of the operation history are proposed. We think the list form is easy to understand. Various methods of Undo (Redo) are proposed as well1111. We consider an operation to be a series of
persistent sequences. We introduce the interface in which an operation can be done from an arbitrary part of the
operation history list and the previous sequence folded under the recent sequence. The current sequence is important for the learner, so a dismissed sequence is rendered temporarily invisible. Hidden operation history can
unfold the folded part if necessary (the icon indicates it has been folded.), but a learner only confirms a folded
operation sequence, and a dismissed sequence can't be redone midway in the process.

4.2 Outlook of the system
We show how self-explanation is externalized on the system in this section.Six windows are displayed in the
system that was manufactured. The screen configuration of the system is shown in figure 5.
(1) Canvas window (Operation button is encompassed.)
(2) Simple sentence input window
(3) Explanation sentence display window
(4) History panel
(5) Operation memorandum input window
(6) History display window

A learner does a drawing task on the canvas window (1), and then the drawing consequence is displayed. The
learner starts an explanation through this window, and the explanation is written and modified. Various operation
buttons are configured. This window performs the role of the console panel of the whole system.
The simple sentence input window (2) is a one-line editor for a learner to input a simple sentence. This window
is invoked by the sentence-creation button on the canvas window, and closes when the input is finished.
The explanation sentence display window (3) displays an entered simple sentence with the items. Each sentence
is displayed on this window by an entered order. When a learner estimates that externalization has been terminated (the stage in which the "completion" button is pushed), the order is evaluated, and the line of the explanation sentence is replaced. However, a learner can alter the line of the explanation sentence by using the mouse to
"drag & drop".
Canvas window
History panel
Event Viewer
ITEM1 Wax:mate

RI 1710 move
Pi ITEMS move'
141 ITEMS itemanate
151 ITEM move
161 ITEM4 ttemmsate
ITEMO move

t y 14

181 ITEMS Iterncn3ate
151 ITEMS move
1101

ITEMS Itemcmate

History display window
121

Cemment

*tf, rrna *615k-rzcorfes?

operation memorandum Enter window
ITEM A

-3

V, 0

Pi

54'

01/0_1054,

RI ITEMS

5E7

ITEMS ACJIMA1411'SVS

141 ITEM4 ee10.1010a1VS400A,

ITEMS

osc At] 1.1-Tt

RI ITEMS lafallatztiA1-11COSA,T356
ITEMS ett4ARIAl11,6

pi man cc1%.,<*t

!NI

Simple sentence Enter window

Explanation sentence display window

Fig. 5 Screen shot of the prototype system.
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The history panel (4), the operation memorandum input window (5) and the history display window (6) are
related mutually. The operation history of the learner and memoranda are displayed in the history panel. Though
the memorandum input window is displayed at every operation, a learner doesn't necessarily need to enter memo-

randa. Entered comments are displayed in the history panel with the associated operation. When a learner
chooses an operation from the operation history, the history display window displays the screen image when that
operation is done. It is important to simultaneously present the screen image to support cognitive perspective.
Moreover, if a learner chooses an operation from the operation history, she/he can redo the operation from there.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we described a learning system in which externalization of self-explanation of the problem-solution
process was supported. Recent attention is founded in the educational effect of externalization; however, the
mechanism of externalization isn't clear, and the recommendation of the usage method isn't sufficient, either.

Therefore, we surveyed externalization first, and described the educational effect. Next, we considered the support method of externalization, and proposed the support method of externalization of self-explanation. The first
is the method of externalization of self-explanation that employs expression by words and diagrams, such as
memoranda. The other method is that of collecting the operation history and presenting it to the learner from the
viewpoint in which the cognitive perspective is important for the examination process of externalization. Furthermore, we attempted a system that could leave operation reason when the operation history was collected. Selfmonitoring becomes smooth by presenting operation and reason. Finally, an overview of our trial production
system was shown. The state in which a learner externalized in that system was shown.
In the future, we will improve the system, targeting each operation to reduce user load, and we will evaluate the
system.
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Qualitative research methods of interview, observation, and document collection were used to
analyze a three-hour (48 contact hours) distance education course. The research team consisted of
a professor who was the instructor, an Associate Professor who taught qualitative research and five
doctoral students enrolled in an advanced qualitative research class.
There were a total of eight learners in four sites. The learners consisted of a specialized population
of male adults who were instructors at two-year technical colleges taking the class in response to a
state mandate which stipulated that no one would be allowed to teach at the newly-created two-year
technical colleges without a baccalaureate degree. The instructor was a female professor with about
thirty-five years teaching experience and eight years experience with interactive compressed video
distance education. Nine visiting guest speakers of varying teaching experience and no experience
with interactive compressed video also participated.
Initial analysis indicated that strong teaching skills and classroom management skills were necessary

to conduct the course. Far-site independence of movement, talk, and turn taking required special
give and take between learners and the professor. Modifications of ordinary class behavior on the
part of learners and the professor were noted.

Keywords: Distance Learning, Classroom Environment, Classroom Management, Connectivity

1 Introduction
The presenter's interest is not in distance education as a whole, but in the interaction between the qualities of distance
education and teaching strategies for the professor and a particular set of learners. One of the research projects the
presenter has completed in this arena was qualitative and the presenter was the subject of the research. The learners

in the study were two-year technical college teachers, who were working on a bachelor's degree in vocational
education. Since qualitative research is time and context bound, it is difficult to make inferences that would apply
across time and context to all teachers who deliver instruction through distance education . That is, these distance
education classes occurred in a specific context, with specific groups ofpeople, in specific places, in specific situations,
and at a specific time within the current guidelines of distance education technology. The significance of the research
lies in the notion of transfer [9]. Transfer is the type of inference qualitative research uses instead of the quantitative

notion of generalizability. Consequently, it is up to the reader to draw inferences about how the research time and
context fits his/her own time and context. This is in direct contrast to quantitative research which makes decisions
about the inferences generated by rejecting null hypotheses. Qualitative research is an appropriate research
methodology because all distance education is conducted at a specific time, with specific people, in a specific place,
and under specific circumstances [19]. Distance education is a practice rather than a laboratory setting; therefore,
professors need to know more about the practice in a practical context-bound environment.
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After eight years of teaching in a distance education classroom, the subject had many questions about what strategies
were truly facilitating learning. There was also the question of whether a professor with more than thirty years of
teaching experience in a traditional classroom could be successful in a distance education classroom. What were the
similarities and differences between the classrooms? What issues would an experienced professor need to become
cognizant of if he/she wanted to be a successful distance education teacher?

In qualitative research designs, the role of the researcher should be clear. Researcher roles range from participant
observer to detached observer [15]. In this particular investigation, the researchers (excluding the subject) did maintain
a role usually associated with detached observers. Their position was off camera in the back of the originating site.
Although the researchers did travel to each site to observe and interview learners, the majority of observations were
conducted in the originating classroom.

The primary observer, interviewer, and document collector was an Associate Professor who taught an advanced
qualitative research seminar; the other five researchers were doctoral students in an advanced qualitative research
seminar. The observations were overt in nature. The Associate Professor who was teaching the qualitative research
seminar appeared on camera at the subject's invitation to introduce the research and inform the participants that their
identities would be protected. Informed consent forms were sent to and signed by each person who participated in this
research project, which included not only the professor and learners, but also guest lecturers and technicians.

Methods of assuring trustworthiness of the data were prolonged engagement, persistent engagement, triangulation,
member checks, and peer debriefing [13]. Prolonged engagement means establishing a long enough contact with the
object of research for the purpose of locating patterns in the data. Prolonged engagement was achieved to reveal
patterns in the data as opposed to a collection of anecdotes. The entire distance education class was observed by one
or more observers. Standardized open-ended interviews were conducted throughout the entire class; for example, three

interviews were conducted with professor/subject and one interview was conducted with each class member.
Documents were collected throughout the course at the same time the professor/subject distributed them to learners.
Persistent engagement was achieved by constant analysis of the data as it were collected to establish patterns in the data
and to exclude discrepant information which was anecdotal in nature. For example, sometimes learners who were

present in the classroom with the professor might move closer to the professor to gain her attention. This was
anomalous because the behavior was controlled for and was eliminated. Therefore, it was not a behavior that was a
pattern throughout the course. Although possibly significant, it was an anecdote rather than a pattern. Data
triangulation and researcher triangulation were also utilized to enhance the trustworthiness of the data. Data
triangulation included observation of each class session, interviews with the professor, each learner, guest lecturers,
and technicians. The instruction was documented through 48 hours of observation and approximately 30 hours of
interviews with the professor/subject, learners, guest speakers, and technicians. Researcher triangulation was achieved
through step-wise replication, which was a technique used during data collection. Step-wise replication is the use of
multiple observers for the same observations. This technique was used in order to reduce the biases that might be
present in any one single observer. Member checks were conducted with the professor because she was the focus of
the research. A member check is a review by the research informant of interviews, observations, or documents. In the
case of this particular research, the professor thoroughly reviewed interviews conducted with her in her role as a coresearcher. Peer debriefing was conducted by the six observers and interviewers at seven different meetings during
the course.

2 Setting
The primary setting of the class was a state of the art distance education classroom at the University of Arkansas,
College of Education and Health Professions. The classroom was designed for distance education and featured
appropriate technical characteristics. The professor usually was seated at the front of the classroom behind a large desk
approximately eight feet by four feet (8' x 4'). She also could stand behind or in front of the desk or sit at any table with
on-site learners. The professor had three different cameras: one was mounted on a monitor (resting on an
approximately 4' cabinet toward the center back of the classroom) which follows the movement of the professor; the

second camera was attached to a monitor (resting on the same kind of cabinet as the monitors in the rear) to the
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professor's right as she looked at the classroom and pointed toward the class; and the third camera had the appearance
of an overhead projector and conveyed printed materials much in the way an overhead projector would except through
the compressed video system (ELMO). There was also a computer and a Smart Board available. The professor used
a wireless lavalier microphone. There were microphones shared between every two learners, which when turned on
activated the learner camera. There were four monitors resting on the aforementioned cabinets; one 52 inch monitor
which showed the professor the far-site learners and one 36 inch monitor which allowed the professor to view the nearsite and two 52 inch monitors on one side of the professor for the learners to see near and far-site camera outputs.
There was sound absorbing material on the wall, carpet on the floor, and neutral colored wall coverings around the
room. Behind the instructor the wall was covered with a camera-blue paint for possible use of special effects. Seating
for learners consisted of six-foot tables placed in rows to one side of the room with comfortable office chairs, as opposed
to standard learner desks and chairs. Far-site classrooms had varying arrangements and color schemes.

Near Site

Instructor, Students,
Computer Screen,
Video, Overhead
Monitor

ELMO

Instructor

High

Desk
Desk

Desk

Desk

Desk

Figure 1. Distance Education Classroom

3 How the Technology Functions
classroom The p.m-Peen,- was confined
There arc four or five sites that combine to form the single distance
most of the time to the front desk in order to manipulate the controls for cameras and visuals. In her direct view were4
two large monitors, one side contained the camera feed for the near site while the other monitor showed the far sites.
Only one far site could be viewed at a time. Selection of far-site location was voice activated; that is, if someone at a
far site was speaking, the system automatically selected that site for viewing. Consequently, the professor could not
select far-site locations for viewing at her discretion. Communication with learners was conducted through on-line

compressed video imagery, world wide web, facsimile machine, electronic mail, standard U.S. mail service, and
telephone. Of these options actual class time was centered around compressed video imagery. Guest speakers had been
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invited to convey information to learners during the courses. Each of the guests was provided the opportunity to view
the professor as she modeled utilization of the system before the guest presented. It has been interesting to note that
most guests expressed discomfort with the system, but subsequently seemed to work well with the system. Guests were
never required to manipulate the system; the professor performed that function for them. Technical difficulties have
been noted as part of the functioning of the system. Technical difficulties included feedback, problems with playback
of videos, and interruption of compressed video signal due to weather conditions. All sites had some local technical
assistance, though it was minimal.

4 Activities
The professor used a variety of interactive activities, such as lecture and questioning, self assessment, in-class
individual and group work, guest lectures, learner demonstrations, individual and group reports, and cross-site
teacher to learner and learner to learner. A typical class period featured an introduction by the professor,
dialogue
which included personal exchanges with learners. Other attributes of a typical class session were professor lectures
with visuals, which consisted of projection of the content on the ELMO or on the monitor from the computer such as
a slide show presentation, continual questioning and clarifying, and short video tapes. The professor might introduce
a guest speaker. The class session would then proceed to engaging the learner in activities, such as group work, learner
teaching demonstrations, and presentation of learner reports. The professor also traveled to each far-site two or three
times during the semester, depending on the need.

5 INTERACTION OF DISTANCE EDUCATION CHARACTERISTICS
WITH TEACHING STRATEGIES
This section is really the heart of the story. The following table lists the differences and similarities between traditional
classroom instruction and distance education instruction for this particular professor and a particular group of learners

[10]. Although the table describes both similarities and differences, the emphasis today will be on what teaching
behaviors the professor had to modify because of distance education. Modifications include those associated with
environment, presentation of knowledge base, classroom management, nonverbal communication, feeling of
connectivity among learners and professor, methods of communication, and technical problems.
Table 1

Similarities and Differences Between Traditional and Distance Education Instruction
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Similarities

Differences

Environment conducive to the teaching-learning
process
o Become just as frustrated when cannot talk

Environment conducive to the teaching-learning
process
o Difficult to read nonverbal cues
o Situations may require explanations because all

immediately

o Learners want to be part of class
o Diffuse anger or frustration ASAP
o Face to face
o Can establish rapport, but takes more effort
o Make each learner feel welcome, at home, and glad
they came

o Nurturing positive attitude

learners cannot see all that is happening in each
classroom
O Teacher and learners have narrow perception of the
classroom itself; because all there is is the screen

o Exhaustion of teacher and learners due to length of
class period and number of previous hours in class
O Rapport is more difficult because learners must be
brought along at each meeting as if it is a new class,
as you cannot see faces and cannot tell where they
are, so you have to assume no one is with you
O Informality is more difficult to maintain when
teacher is confined to one spot
O May be more stressful to professor than traditional
classroom

Presentation of knowledge base
o Extensive preplanning
o Transparencies for focus
o Relevance of material
o Setting up a learning activity
o Teaching blocks of 15-20 minutes
o Refer learners frequently to text
Classroom management
o Recreational stress management

Presentation of knowledge base
o Size of visual materials
o Color of visual materials
o Lectures need to be visible
o Speak more slowly
o Operating equipment without distracting from
content

joking, getting
them ready to engage with me; an organization
process
o Have to manage learners the same
if they are not
on target or if they are going things you do not want
done
always a constant
o Make assignment, which is introduction for next
class

Nonverbal communication

Classroom management
O Easier for the teacher to become isolated and self
centered and be the fountain of knowledge because it
is easier to handle class that way
O Length of time it takes for class materials to reach
learners and learner work to reach me (if the web
and e-mail is not used)
O May have to hold something that needs immediate
discussion, because it is not in the hands of all
learners
makes spontaneity difficulty
o Timely feedback difficult
O Encourage learners talk more and/or to work in
groups if we are experiencing audio problems
O Model for guests so they see what happens when
camera jumps from site to site
O Difficult to do group work across sites because of
sound interruption to other learners
O Have to make special arrangements for private
conversations
o Takes more direction for guests, especially to have
appropriate visuals ready and class materials to
learners ahead of time
o Physical proximity cannot be used to control a
disruption
all there is is verbal proximity

Nonverbal communication
O Observation difficult due to camera focus and lack of
camera control in multiple sites
o Limited movement unnatural
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Differences

Similarities
Feeling of connectivity among class members and
professor
o Connecting with learners personally through
acquaintances or experiences
o Be who you are and operate the same
o Call each individual by name
o Let learners know who you are
o Introducing learners; establishing expectations;
setting the stage for involvement

Attention to physical appearance
o Clothing, makeup
o Enthusiasm, humor
o Voice tone/pitch

Feeling of connectivity among class members and
professor
o Look regularly at the camera
o Treat each site as if it were an individual in a larger
class; call each person by name when they speak or
when called upon
o Learners may feel isolation, especially near-site
learners, because camera is usually on teacher; the
fewer the learners, the more the isolation
o Professor had to make notes on learner needs,
because in jumping from screen to screen (classroom
to classroom), easy to lose site of needs
breaking
o Learners usually have trouble speaking
in and speaking up and out

Attention to physical appearance

o Pauses
o Gestures
Methods of communication and or interaction
o Facsimile machine
o Electronic mail

o U. S. Mail
o Telephone
o World wide web
Technical problems
o Manipulation of equipment distracts
o Feedback in sound system
o No on-site technician for problems
o Exhausting for professor to have one screen moving
them from site to site; split or multiple screen
desirable
o Limited professor movement due to microphone,
camera and controls; otherwise, technician must be
in room
o Disconcerting to jump from classroom to classroom
o Camera focus too distant for reading nonverbal
communication
o Having to look at another camera to see where
professor is in relation to monitor may make teacher
look distracted when checking it
o Determining if system will be back up when it goes
down and what to tell learners about staying or going
home

Environmentally, the primary difference is a two-dimensional far-site communication that is limited to the focal length
of the lens. This limitation excludes detail, relevant off-camera occurrences, and access to a great deal of nonverbal
communication. For example, on numerous occasions learners requested that the professor move her camera closer
to her face so they could see her facial expressions. This greatly restricted the professor's movement and eliminated

hand gestures and body motion that she normally used to provide emphasis. Such a restrictive environment often
causes stress to professors and learners and makes rapport problematic.
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Presentation of the knowledge base required more time to deliver because lectures needed to become more visible and
the professor needed to speak more slowly. On one occasion the professor was discussing an overhead transparency

point by point and a learner remarked, "Please slow down; I can't hear you that well through the system." The
combination of lack of screen resolution that is characteristic of a television image and the poor sound quality required
more time to deliver instruction. One of the reasons that sound and picture quality can be poor is the need to reduce

the band width in order to match the distributor's system which does not always match the originating signal. In
addition, a distance education professor's attention must be devoted to operating equipment as well as to delivering
content. Frequently it takes longer to deliver instruction via two-way compressed video; therefore, it may decrease the
scope of the course.
The majority of the differences noted between traditional and distance education instruction appeared in the classroom
management category. Normally physical proximity can be used to control classroom disruptions. That is not available
to the distance educator. It is extremely difficult to take a learner aside for private conversations. The professor did

this primarily through e-mail and telephone communications. Although it is beneficial to plan materials and
instructional sequences ahead of time, the lack of physical proximity to learners and the inability to introduce new
materials rapidly reduces spontaneity of instruction. For example, a far-site learner might request information about
a regulation concerning affirmative action, which involved completion of certain forms. The professor would have to
get the forms to the learner before he/she could discuss the specifics of the question. This is one example among many
about how physical distance from learners reduces opportunities for the teachable moment. Physical isolation from
learners means that organization and direction of the class can easily become centered on the professor which could
cause the professor to utilize more controlling teaching strategies. It should be mentioned that guest speakers needed
to be encouraged to prepare further in advance for their presentations and also had to be introduced to the technology.
This sometimes produces a much more formal presentation than was appropriate for the particular teaching situation.
The principle investigator's notes in the verification study included references to the stiffness of the.guests as they

presented. A member check with the professor revealed that the same guests were much more relaxed during
traditional classroom presentations.
Nonverbal communication suffered significantly because the camera sees so little and with poor clarity. For example,
with three or four remote sites and only one site visible on the monitor at a time and possibly only one learner on

camera, the professor could not gain nonverbal feedback from the class as a whole. Even when as many as three
learners were on camera at a single time, the camera was so distant that few nonverbal cues, except those involving
the whole body, could be observed; for example, facial expression or hand gestures were not readily conveyed.
The feeling of connectivity among class members and the professor is different in the distance education setting. The
system used in the College of Education and Health Professions is voice activated which causes learners problems with

taking turns, because when they speak the picture jumps to their location; therefore, it is difficult for cross-site
discussions to take place. The professor had to use special strategies to establish a classroom community from the four
or five sites. The professor approached the task of creating one classroom by recognizing the personality of each site

and then the personality of each learner at that site. These personalities were a product of the individuals and the
technologies they had at their disposal. For example, there was one group that expressed a reluctance to use the ELMO
at their location, while other learner sites would not speak in order to prevent the camera showing their location.

Methods of communication controlled methods of interaction. In a traditional classroom the professor can take a
learner aside for a personal conversation while others are working on individual or group projects. However, in the
distance education classroom what one learner hears, all learners hear. Of the means of communication utilized in
the class, only e-mail or the telephone offered the possibility of a personal conversation.

Technical problems sometimes eliminated class or disrupted class. For example, line feedback made verbal
communication very difficult on numerous occasions. On one occasion a storm at a distributing site caused the
elimination of one class period. Other technical problems included picture quality, problems with showing videos in
real time, and limits on my movements. In spite of these differences between the traditional classroom and the distance
education classroom, it is still possible for a class to be conducted on a regular basis and with favorable results.
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6 Conclusions
This discussion of similarities and differences between traditional and distance education instruction has centered on
the differences rather than the similarities. The researchers have heard many speakers state that there is no difference
in teaching in a traditional or distance classroom. The professor knows from eight years of experience there is a
difference and is trying to understand the nuances about distance education. The differences cited were classroom
environment, presentation of the knowledge base, classroom management, nonverbal communication, feeling of
connectivity among learners and professor, methods of communication, and technical problems.

The cumulative effect of these differences resulted in a reduction of what is being called social abrasion. Social
abrasion means being present which implies physical proximity and the social abrasion that such physical presence
produces [14]. For this discussion social abrasion has been separated into the following categories: physical distance,
emotional distance, simultaneous two-way verbal and visual access, private communication, and local knowledge.
Physical distance is an important part of social abrasion. In western civilization each person maintains approximately
a three-foot distance between their body and the body of other people. This distance is either reduced or expanded
based on interactions with others [6]. The expansion and contraction of this physical distance is an example of the
abrasion between one person and another. Abrasion means contact and social exchange. This abrasion is done socially
through verbal and nonverbal communications. If people are separated physically as they are in distance education,
this sort of social abrasion is extremely reduced or nonexistent because there is no three-foot parameter to expand or
contract. Physical distance also decreases interpretation of nonverbal communication. In a long camera shot facial
gestures are lost, hand gestures become smaller, and a coherent sequence of body movements become unavailable to
the viewer.

Emotional distance is increased through the possibility of physical presence. For example, the threat of being
physically harmed or the pleasure of being physically touched are eliminated through distance education. Emotional
identification with someone who is simply an image on screen may be more difficult [1]. This is one of the reasons
why the professor visited the far sites. Trust in part may also be a function of physical distance. According to some
researchers [5], credibility is a product of appearance and personal identification and is problematic when mediated.
Authenticity can be achieved by the handling of real objects and the sharing of those objects in a common space [8].
Personal narratives delivered by professors or guest speakers may be less realistic when conveyed through a medium
normally associated with fantasy [1]. Simultaneous two-way verbal and visual access are standard in a traditional
classroom environment but are not guaranteed in distance education especially when visual access is limited to one
site at a time in a multi-site communication. Social abrasion also means the possibility of one on one private oral and
written conversations. This is extremely problematic with distance education because what one person says is heard
by all. Also important to social abrasion is the honoring of local knowledge [7]. It is possible that knowledge like
bread is best make locally [17]. For example, the classroom experience and interpretation of the meaning of course
content can vary from site to site [2]. Meanings can vary from site to site because different sites may represent clusters
of people with similar experiences that are unique to their areas. For example, professors sometimes have a site which

will consist of persons who work at the same industry and may be at different levels of authority within the
organization. It is probable that their experiences and knowledge and their meanings differed from other sites [4].
The inability to bring everyone together in one location to produce a common discussion seems impaired by distance
physical distance, emotional distance, simultaneous two-way verbal
education. The combination of these elements
and visual access, and private communication and the maintenance of distinct knowledge bases (local knowledge)
throughout the course may mean that distance instruction produces different outcomes than traditional classroom
instruction. It is these outcomes upon which the research focused. It is the findings of that research the professor
draws upon as she develops courses and teaches via two-way compressed video.
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Cooperative learning has been around a long time and there are many researches
and practical uses of cooperative learning. This study is to examine students'
attitude toward group cooperative learning processing with individual' s
underlying learning style. We use Gregorc' s Learning Style Delineator to group
students heterogeneously and use some factors of Social Cognitive Theory to
measure group processing. The findings indicate students with

concrete/sequential learning style are tentative to be lack of self-efficacy on
setting their goals and therefore teachers should take more care of them while
doing group cooperative learning activities.

Keywords: Cooperative Learning, Learning Style, Social Cognitive Theory

1 Introduction
Cooperative learning means students working together to accomplish shared learning goals and to maximize

their own and their group members' achievements (Johnson & Johnson, 1994). Cooperative learning is
widely adopted by the educators since 1980s. Students perceive that they can reach their learning goals if
and only if the other students in the learning group also reach their goals (Deutsch, 1962; Johnson &
Johnson, 1989). A vast amount of evidence from research in related areas suggest that in cooperative
learning situations there is a positive interdependence among students' goal attainments.
Although cooperative learning makes students to learn much better than competitive learning and individual
learning in groups, there are still many potential barriers to make group effective, such as lack of sufficient

heterogeneity, lack of groupthink, free riding, and lack of teamwork skills (Johnson & Johnson, 1994;
Johnson & Johnson, 1996). The basic elements of making cooperative group with high performances are
positive interdependence, face-to-face promotive interaction, individual and group accountability,

appropriate use of social skills, and group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 1996). Thus how students
interacting with other group members and groups processing are the critical successful factors in cooperative

learning. By considering individuals' underlying learning style, the purpose of the study is to examine
students' attitude toward group cooperative learning processing.
In the Bostrom, et al. (1988) framework individual difference variables define the cognitive aspects of
human activities. Thinking process is at the heart of all such activities including learning. Learning style is
one of the cognitive traits, which are static aspects of information processing affecting a broad range of
variables (Bostrom, et al., 1990). To aim for sufficient heterogeneous grouping, this study chooses learning
style as the main variable concerning the impacts of group cooperative learning.
To examine individual' s interaction during group processing, this study use Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
(Bandura, 1986), a widely accepted and empirically validated model of individual behavior (Compeau &
Higgins, 1995), to reflect the cognitive aspects of students' learning activities, such as self-efficacy. SCT

emphasizes the triadic reciprocal causation of behavior, cognitive and some personal factors and
environmental events (see Figure 1). Three aspects of Social Cognitive Theory are especially relevant to the
organizational field (Bandura, 1988; Wood & Bandura, 1989): the development of people' s cognitive, social,

and behavioral competencies through mastery modeling, the cultivation of people' s beliefs in their
capabilities so that they will use their talents effectively, and the enhancement of people' s motivation
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through goal systems.
Personal (P)

Environment (E)

Behavior (B)

Figure 1. Schematization of the relations among behavior (B), cognitive and other personal factors (P),
and the external environment (E) (Bandura, 1986; Wood & Bandura, 1989)

According to Social Cognitive Theory, many researches showed that past performance, self-efficacy and
goal setting are the main persona] factors effecting performance. Although there are many other factors in
the range of the theory, we just discuss the impact of learning style on self-efficacy and goal setting in this
study.

There are some other factors exerting considerable influence over group performance. For example, group
cohesiveness and group norms. Cohesiveness means all forces (both positive and negative) that cause
individuals to maintain their membership in specific groups. Group cohesion means the mutual attraction

among group members and the resulting desire to remain in the group. Norms means the rules or
expectations that specify appropriate behavior in the group and the standards by which group members
regulate their actions (Johnson & Johnson, 1996). Group performance is affected by the combination of
cohesiveness and group norms rather than cohesiveness alone (Langfred, 1998). In this study, we also
investigate the impact of learning style in group cohesiveness and norms.

2 Method
2.1 Subjects
The subjects were 43 girl' s senior high school students who participated in the AJET (Advanced Joint
English Teaching, http://ajet.nsysu.edu.tw) project, which was supported by MOECC (Ministry of Education
Computer Center, APNG-Education (Asia Pacific Networking Group) and l*EARN in Taiwan
(http://www.iearn.edu.tw). Therefore there are no differences in sex and age among them. The subjects were
run in groups and Table 1 is their proportion of learning style. We'll explain the types of learning styles later.
Table 1. Learning Style Frequencies
AR CR AS TCS

Learning Style
Students Numbers

15

17

7

4

Total
43

Every group was assigned a project to make English web pages about one topic: Signs or Foods in 6 weeks.
Every week they had tow hours on learning how to make homepages by Microsoft FrontPage 98 and doing
their group' s project as exercises in the computer classroom. Before the experiment, they had learned some
basic skills for building their own personal webs.

2.2 Procedure
During the 6 weeks, there were three 2-week sections in the experiment. In the first week, the subjects were

asked to fill out the self-efficacy, goal setting and group cohesiveness questionnaires. The same
questionnaires were conducted in every section. And in the second week, they were asked to fill out the
group norm and satisfaction questionnaires after their performance measurement made by the teachers.

2.3 Measure
According to the procedure, this study assessed learning style and 5 constructs: group norms, group
cohesiveness, self-efficacy, goal setting and satisfaction.
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2.3.1 Learning Style
In this study, the Gregorc Learning Style Delineator was used to measure the learning style (Gregorc, 1982).
Gregorc' s model is one of several models developed to improve understanding of the way students learn and
the way teachers teach and is a cognitive model designed to reveal two types of abilities, perception and

ordering. Perceptual abilities mean through which information is grasped, translate into two qualities;
abstractness and concreteness. Ordering abilities are the ways the learner organize information, either
sequentially (linearly) or randomly (non-linearly) (Leuthold, 1999). Thus there are four learning categories:
abstract/ random (AR), concrete/random (CR), abstract/sequential (AS) and concrete/ sequential (CS).

23.2 Group Norms
Group norms was measured by 5 items on 7-point scales, which indicate the amount of effort put into work,
the attitudes toward work load, the willingness to give up free time to work, the feeling of responsibility for

work goal attainment, and the feelings of self-worth when work is accomplished well. This measure is
developed based on the literature of group work norms (Langfred, 1998). The Cronbach alpha for the group
norms measure was .839.

2.3.3 Group Cohesiveness

Group cohesiveness was measured by 6 items on 7-point scales, which defines the feeling of individual
group members toward other members and the group. This measure is based on the literature of Langfred
(1998). The Cronbach alpha for the group cohesiveness measure is .79.

2.3.4 Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy was measured by 8 items, which asked the respondents to rate their exp ected ability to
accomplish the project with different levels of goal. For example, the respondents were asked whether they

could accomplish fifty percent of the project and how much confidence they have. This measure is
developed based on an extensive review of the literature of self-efficacy (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). The
Cronbach alpha for the self-efficacy measure is .963.

2.3.5 Goal setting

Goal setting was measured by 4 items, which asked the subjects' commitment to their goal of the projects.
This measure is developed based on the literature of goals (Locke, 1984). The Cronbach alpha for the goal
setting measure was .68.
2.3.6 Satisfaction

Satisfaction was measured by 5 items on 'point scales, which asked the subjects' satisfaction of the
performance of their group project. This measure is developed based on the literature of satisfaction (Dennis,
Kinney & Hung, 1999). The Cronbach alpha for the satisfaction measure was .913.

3 Results
Since the Cronbach alpha values of all experiment measures are .891, .8767 and .8646 respectively, this
experiment was reliable. An overview of the data is displayed in Table 2, and the results_are displayed in
Figure 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Mean
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3

Group Norms
5.16

4.90
4.86

Table 2. The mean of every measure
Group Cohesiveness Self-efficacy
4.90
4.60
3.76
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529.77
561.16
574.42

Goal setting

'Satisfaction

5,66

4,94
4,56

5,60

5,05

0..
-X-

Figure 2. Effects of Learning style on group norms

Figure 3. Effects of Learning style on group cohesiveness

The effects of learning style on group norms and group cohesiveness in the three 2-week experiments are not
statistically significant, and the results are showed in Figure 2. Because the subjects were grouped since
three months ago in the beginning of the semester, the group norms were already statically existed and were
identified with group members.

Figure 4. Effects of Learning style on self-efficacy

-0x

Figure 5. Effects of Learning style on goal setting
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The effects of learning style on self-efficacy and goal setting are more significant than group norms and
group cohesiveness. The results are showed in Figure 3. Students with concrete/sequential learning style had
less self-efficacy during the experiment and were afraid to set their goal higher. Maybe the CS style students
feel difficult to make web pages since it is somehow an abstract skill and needs to think randomly.

/
Figure 6. Effects of Learning style on satisfaction

The effects of learning style on satisfaction don' t have significant differences, and the result is showed in
Figure 4. It showed that all students enjoyed group cooperative learning and were satisfied in this way of
learning.

4 Conclusions
In general, all students performed well in the group cooperative learning and felt satisfied with group
processing. Although the students with concrete/sequential learning style were few and far between the
subjects in this experiment, a quarter of general students would be this kind of learning style. Teachers
should give them more encouragement to make them getting more self-efficacy and setting the right goal.
Moreover, this study only uses Gregorc Learning Style Delineator to examine students' learning style. There
are many other kinds of learning style evaluations, such Kolb' s (1976) Learning Style Inventory (KLSI),
Canfield' s (1988) Learning Styles Inventory, etc. Future researches may use these questionnaires to examine
which one is more suitable for cooperative learning.

And about the Social Cognitive Theory, there were many studies showed that the triadic aspects could form
some models, which would affect each other in some relationships. Since the sample size is too small, this
study doesn' t prove the model by statistic methods. This is a limitation of this study. Understanding the

effects between group norms, cohesiveness, self-efficacy and their performance will be an interesting
research topic.
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This paper gives short overview of a recently launched EU project for universal

exchange of university course units for the higher education based on a
brokerage and delivery system model. The basic components and characteristics
of the approache are described. More attention is given to the approach that will
be used for assesment of the innovation and for evaluation of the learning and
educational achievements.
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1 Introduction
The new technologies are transforming the ways business operate and the ways people work. They are also
reshaping the expectations, needs, and opportuniies in education and learning. The customers of the
education market are forcing the education to become demand-led, rather than production driven. The

current technologies are providing basis for a new just in time, on demand approach the electronic
educational products to be offered by virtual or classical universities through special platforms acting as
intermediaries between the consumers and the suppliers of educational material. It is clear that the new
tecnology alone will not make this new model of more efficient education to happen by itself. Rather, new
innovative models of production, brokerage, delivery and presentation are needed that will put together the
participants of the education process to collaborate globally and to use the advantages of the powerful
technology.

The European project »UNIVERSAL-brokerage and delivery system for exchange of university course units
for the Pan European Higher education« I is one of the attempts this model to start to work. The project is
part of the Vth Framework program of User friendly information society 2 funded by the Commission of
European union. The project started in March this year and will last 3 years. The conzortium of the project is
large as it encompassess 17 partners from EU3, among them twelve higher education instituitions from all
over Europe, two research organisations, one SME4 and two telecom service providers. The consortium has
also partners from outside Europe as the model developed is expected to have global applications. These are:
the Moscow research institut, HEC from Montreal and Nanyang Technological University from Singapore.
The model and the implementation in UNIVERSAL is based on an education brokerage and delivery system
being developed to incorporate training by provision of valued-added services to both the customers of the

system and the suppliers of the educational material. The major characteristic of the system is offer of
different types of learning and delivery of the educational material and its distributive nature There is no
central site for delivery of educational material. Additional characteristic of the model is the system that will
be developed for pan-european acreditation of the purchased and performed university course units by the
participants belonging to institutions of the European higher education system. At this early stage of the
UNIVERSAL IST-1999-11747
2 URL:http://www.ispo.cec.int
3
EU stands for European Union
4
SME- Small or Medium Size Enterprise
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project is not possible to predict all expected circumstances and consequences that such system may have in

the furure development of the educationa nad training. Brokergae approach in provision of distance
education must first address a number of technological and educational isues which are part of the
UNIVERSAL work program. In depth discussion of the pedagogical paradigms that may take place as well
as to number of technological issues of the work program are not possible to be discussed in this article
because of space restriction. Here, we concentrate on the basic characteristic of the model; highlithing the
implementation scenario and giving more information about the usability aspects of the technology that will
be evaluated through monitoring of the educational.

2 The model and the architecture of the system
The model being developed is based on creation of an open, cross-border, educational market environment
coupling brokerage and delivery of "live" and "packaged" 5 courses. The proposed framework
accommodates and adds value to the various business models and course structures employed in European
HEI6 institutions. It will enable:
a single faculty wishing to experiment with the simple import of external material to enrich a specific
course,
an existing alliance between institutions to make their exchange more efficient and to enrich it with
types of course units not previously exchanged,
an Open University to extend the range and depth of its courses.

The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform is an interactive hypermedia environment offered to the academics
and administrators of European educational institutions to plan and select courses. It de-couple offers and
course units provision on the supply side from enquiry, booking and delivery on the demand side. The most
important element that enable this de-coupling is the catalogue of offered educational material and the
supporting processes, that adequately describes all the properties, educational and technological of the
course units. This approach is implemented as brokerage platform and a number of delivery platforms, see
Fig.l.
knowledge
dialogue
engine
provider
dialogue
engine

course
profile
engine

delivering
profile
engine

contract engine
(registration,
authentification, billing)

admin stration engine
(records, support, accrediation)

assessment
engine

federation
engine

Delivery
Manager

brokerage platform
N

delivery
models
course unit
assessment
engine

live/
packaged
course
units

delivery platforms

Fig. I The general architecture

The brokerage platform is further divided in a customer part, a provider part and an administration part. in
the customer part, a knowledge dialogue engine is responsible for the dialogue to the demanding institution

or to the enquiring student. When interacting with customers, the dialogue engine establishes their
background knowledge and guides them in the selection of a course unit. Prospective customers are
5

Packaged courses are multi-media textbooks and WWW based courses, live courses are CWCS
broadcasted courses
6 HEI stands for Higher Education Institution

2
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presented with choices according to a) pre-requisites and conditions attached to different types of courses
(course profile engine), b) the suitability of different Institutions offering courses and c) the different
delivery modes available for a particular course (delivery profile engine). Students will be able to make
inquiries and express interest in course units that their home institutions have pre-selected and are willing to
recognise and give credit. 71n the provider part a provider dialogue engine is mainly used for feedback from
the system back to the content provider. It is also used to handle the offer of content provision to the
brokerage system to help academic and administrator users to plan new courses, submit course units, obtain
customer records as well as learning progress profiles and assessment results. Demands for course units are
sent to the administration engine, which looks for, offered course units fitting into the demand profile. The
contract engine sets up the contract between offering and demanding side, thus it is dealing with registration,
authentication and billing. In the administration part the system is driven by the administration engine,
which is mainly a service database combined with a search engine. The tasks of observing and managing
course scheduling and delivery issues, as well as timed interactions between the system and customers to
enable the provision of joint courses are the responsibility of the delivery manager. The federation engine is
dealing with distribution issues of the engineering implementation, like consistency, caching, forwarding of
requests.
For each class of course unit there is an appropriate delivery platform. Variations in delivery platforms are

due to the nature of the interactions and differences it media content and formats. The project will
implement a limited range of delivery platforms, linked to the brokerage platform, sufficient to show the
potential of the model. Each delivery platform contains an inherent delivery model and specific elements
dealing with the media content itself.

3 The technology applied
The technology used is ubiquitous, Internet based, offering common, portable solutions and large-scale,
shared, cross-border systems. These systems include, but are not restricted to:
Brokerage system is WEB based with Internet links. It is a central point of information, control and
administration and logically will be centralized which means that only certain parts will be distributed or
redundant for reasons of performance and high availability. The brokerage system will essentially be an B
business system that uses technologies like XML, Java / RMI, CORBA / ODP traders or agent based
systems. standard security technology and intrinsic service negotiation for content delivery. Advanced
transaction and billing functionality based on AAA 8 security technology, implement sophisticated

administration and monitoring interfaces to the delivery systems and the integration of assessment
capabilities

Delivery system similarly to the brokerage platform consists of an existing product/technology plus some
enhancements ("glue" or "shell" around it), that acts as mediator between the delivery system and the
brokerage platform. Defining a unique architecture for this interfacing allows adding additional systems /
products by just implementing the appropriate interfaces that plug into the general architecture. A delivery
system within the general architecture (see Fig.1) consists of content source, network and content sink. The
content source can be a standalone system or part of a broader platform. The same applies to the content sink.
The following delivery systems previously tested and used will cover the required functionality: Non-realtime delivery systems: retrieval of non-real-time mono-media and multimedia contents (e.g. browsing
through text and hypertext information, download of content files). Real-time A/V systems: Real-time
retrieval of multimedia contents (stored and live contents including A/V material like MPEG-2 streams) in
synchronous and asynchronous manner (on-demand, live and scheduled broadcast scenarios) using IP
technology (unicast, multicast), and broadband technology (ATM, ADSL,). CSCW systems:
Videoconferencing andComputer supported co-operative work (CSCW) to enable interactive forms of tele.trenn1Q 911r1 en,irse material (eg slides) tvith the pnsgibility
Iecturee rnmhinina pnrgliel trnnsrniseinn of A
to interact with the lecturer as well as with other parts of the audience. This family of delivery systems shall
also support real-time experiments, simulations and case studies.

7 Scheduling of actual course units remains the prerogative of the institutions and booking of places on
courses is considered to be an internal function of the institutions
8

AAA stands for Authentication, Authorization and Access Control

3
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All delivery systems are inter-working with the brokerage platform and content provider systems to
synchronise announcement and content delivery, to guarantee controlled user access, and to manage
selection, compatibility and resource usage in delivery. All supported delivery modes will be available as
profiles of the A/V delivery family. This means that each content provider can easily select the appropriate
profile according to the nature of his contents and his network resources. It is important to note that used the
A/V delivery technology is not based on the current average bandwidth and quality availability of the
ubiquitous Internet. It will offer real high quality of A/V contents as broadband communication over the
Internet (with technologies like ADSL) for a relevant number of users is available in Europe as well as the
broadband services emerging in the convergence technology market (broadband over Satellite or cable-TV,
interactive digital TV services) are expected to boost the widespread usage of broadband A/V information in
the global IT environment. CSCW technology applied follows the principle of standards compliance and
openness as for example the powerful CSCW tool ISABEL, developed in the RACE and ACTS projects
ISABEL and NICE, then the standards-based (e.g. ITU H.323) COTS products (e.g. MS NetMeeting),
MBONE multimedia conferencing tools (VIC, VAT, WB) developed within project MECCANO etc.

4 Content provision and description
The general architecture and model envisaged as a point of interaction of "sellers and buyers" on one hand,
and of "place of commerce for actual content" requires an intelligent abstract description of the contents.
Therefore, meta-data standards for multimedia contents and for educational environments are applied in the
catalogue building of course units. The meta data system used is based on the specification of the IEEE

LOM 3.8 meta-data scheme9 with some extensions relevant to the platform developed as for example:
attributes that specify the copyright and IPRI9 protection, attributes that describe information about digital
signatures, watermarking, attributes that describe the network requirements for provision of appropriate
quality of service, attributes relevant to live content and attributes defining the type of the course unit which
may be: packaged, live, CSWC or mixed. The content provision and course description is based on a metadada system selected from available standard documents or previous projects results (1).

Several projects, that have investigated the management of information retrieval and the utilization of
metadata for education and training have already proposed sets of meta-data requirements, like the
Instructional Management System (IMS) project in the US (2) or the GESTALT (3) project in Europe. Some
of the proposed sets have been evaluated and selected for the use in the UNIVERSAL project.
They are:
Learning resource content meta-data:

Learning resource content meta data that enables cataloguing of contents of arbitrary aggregation level.
UNIVERSAL supports the following granularity levels: Fragment (Course Unit), Lesson, Module and
Course. Each learning resource submitted by the "seller" is classified according to the aggregation levels
and is added to the UNIVERSAL catalogue. UNIVERSAL supports "packaged" learning content, which is
asynchronous in nature and synchronous learning content. Synchronous learning content is delivered as live
transmissions of lectures, optionally supplemented by synchronous group ware communication technology.
The special or unique features of the live content is described by specially developed attributes that are not
part of the current existing meta-data standards.

Course structure meta-data:
The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform not enables "buyers" to locate, use and re-use single course units. A
functionality of the brokerage platform enables combination of single course units into higher levels of
aggregation e.g. for full subject. This allows production of "custom" tailored complete eourgeq. This is
reflected in the course structure meta enabled by Course Structure Format (CSF) defined by the AICC and
the ADL (1).

9

IEEE Learning Objects Metadata document by WG 12 of IEEE Learning Technology Standardization
Committee, URL:http://ltse.ieee.org/wg12/scheme.html
1:)

IPR stands for Intellectual Property Rights

4
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Contents packaging meta-data:

Like many other LMS, the UNIVERSAL platform offers the possibility to access packaged course units,

which are mainly pre-recorded. Packaged courses enable an interaction with the contents itself, the
interaction with the lecturer is usually not offered. UNIVERSAL packaged courses are described according

to well-defined rules, specified e.g. in available standards like the IMS CPS (Content Packaging
Specification).

Descriptive information about assessment procedures:
Assessment is an important concept in on-line education and learning. Although the UNIVERSAL platform
is not designed to assess the student' s advancement and the learning achievement, it will enable consumers
or "buyers" to assess the functionality and usability of the platform and the delivery process. The assessment
is performed with on line involvement of the students. Student' s responses will be captured using some form
of structured mechanism with designed template(s) for such purpose. This is especially required in the cases

when questions in the templates involve multiple choice, matched items, t xt selection, etc. Several
structures exits for this purpose already: QML, SATML, and the IMS "Question and Test Interoperability
Information Model" (QTI), UNIVERSAL team will decide which of the proposed template will be used for
particular part of the platform and the delivery system used.
Meta-data for synchronisation:

The asset management is important if the system is built up from re-usable learning resources e.g. units of

lower aggregation level as is the case with UNIVERSAL catalogue.
In such cases the lifecycle
management of the unit must be supported e.g. a component is not deleted from the asset management
.

system in cases when the course unit is added to a module or larger course. This property of the system is
described within the meta-data for synchronisation.
The UNIVERSAL consortium brings together a selected group of engineering and business schools across
Europe who are interested in pooling their academic resources for the purpose of broadening the choice of

courses and pedagogical materials offered to students and teachers and to provide opportunities for
international collaborative learning. Although a few of its members have already established bi-lateral
academic exchange programmes, in the initial phase of the project, partners are collecting course units
developed within particular partner or outside in order to build a catalogue for the greatest market potential

for the brokerage platform. The catalogue contains in addition to the meta-data information also: brief
description of the educational objectives of the academic content for the students to whom courses are
offered. In addition to that, brief description of teaching methodology used at each institution, description of
the academic calendar for each institution, and description of the academic accreditation process for each
institution are also information provided in the catalogue. Currently course units are collected from the
following fields: Introduction to Information Systems, Regional Economic Development and
Telecommunication, Global Marketing Management, Business Case studies, Metallurgy simulations and
experiments, Foreign Languages and Cross-cultural Behaviour, Statistics for Economist, Tele-management.

The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform enables to locate, use and re-use single course units and combine
single course units into higher levels of aggregation. This approach makes possible a definition of custom
tailored structure for a complete course, which will lead, to a definition of a standard system of granularity
for learning resources with the other projects from the IST cluster "Flexible University".
Several institutions already made suggestions for a hierarchy of aggregation levels. The IEEE LTSC and the
IMS so far define four levels of granularity: Fragment, Lesson, Module and Course. Some other US based
systems of aggregation can be found in the bibliography enclosed (8).

A course structure representation defines all of the course elements, the course structure, and all external
references necessary to represent a course and its intended behaviour. The ADL together with the AICC,
IEEE and IMS have developed the so-called Course Structure Format (CSF) which was the recommended
approach for the UNIVERSAL project. The CSF promotes reuse of entire courses and encourages the reuse
of course components by exposing all the details of each course element. The CSF is intended to reduce or
eliminate dependency of a course on a particular LMS implementation.

The CSF is also intended to represent a wide variety of course structures and content "aggregations".
5
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Content structures can be represented by the CSF that range from very small "chunks" of content as simple
as a few lines of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) or short media clip to highly interactive learning

content that is tracked by an LMS. The CSF is neutral about the complexity of content, the number of
hierarchical levels of a particular course (i.e., "granularity"), and the instructional methodology employed to
design a course.

The UNIVERSAL platform incorporates continuous assessment of content and the system itself based on

the interactions between the customers using the delivery of course units and the system itself. This
information will be used to improve the overall scheme and the content to teachers, administrators and other
possible customers.

5 The usability and evaluation
"Evaluation is the activity that throughout the planning and delivery of innovative programs enables those

involved to learn and make judgement about the outcomes of the innovation concerned "11 . The
UNIVERSAL project aims also to develop tools to monitor the innovation process of education and learning
and to develop best practice guidance.

The assessment of the content and the overall system, components for functional assessment are
incorporated in both the brokerage system and in each of the delivery systems. Results from previous
projects including the deployment of trans-national multimedia learning schemes 12 have shown that it is vital

that all participants involved in the creation of the exchange platform and its educational content have a
mutual understanding of the platform' s operations, functions and of the components' interaction. To fulfill
this goal it is necessary to give the users the tools enabling an easy the use of the exchange platform such as:
an administrator guide, oriented towards the management of the platform, from a technical ("how to use")
point of view as well as from a content ("what to do") point of view; a user guide, describing the day-to-day
use of the system e.g. to a teacher wishing to use content available through the platform (how to access the
catalogue, how to book a live course, etc). In addition, in the case of "live" delivery systems (on-line live
courses with CSWC), experience have shown that it is necessary to organise "hands-on" training sessions to
free the teacher from the fear of new tools and to strengthen their "moderation" skills when working with a
geographically distributed class through a TV-like systems. Classes in the live courses will be mainly crossborder meaning that most participants will not be working in their mother tongue and there will be a mix of
cultures present in any one of the classes. As part of the preparation for participation in the main trials a
short "Language & Behaviour" courses that will (I) help participants with their colloquial English (since the
majority of the courses will be held in English) and (II) help them be aware of differences in cultural
behaviour, e.g. questioning style will be provided.

The student/teacher ratio varies greatly among the UNIVERSAL consortium partners. A set of software
monitoring tools are being studied to be implemented into the brokerage platform to make it possible for
students to continuously assess their personal progress and to choose the academic path best adapted to his

or her acquired knowledge and skills; for course unit providers tools will be used to improve the
effectiveness of programmes offered to learners and modify content accordingly; tools will be used also to
analyze the way learners use the courseware provided; to enable a global assessment of the usability of the
platform etc. The monitoring tools as well as the usability evaluation techniques used for assessment of the
innovation technology approach are being developed/selected in accordance with the ACTS Usability
Evaluation Guidelines 13. These guidelines define the testing and evaluation methods, experiments design,
definitions of interviews, observations, heuristic evaluation and surveys.
The evaluation instruments for courseware evaluation and corresponding measures will include:
Pretask/pest-ta.sk questionnaires
Task experience questionnaires
Computer experience questionnaires
Exams or assessment of performance
Post course questionnaires
I I Stem(1988) in Evaluation of Learning Technology Implementation, by Barry Jackson,
URL:http://ltdi.icbl.hw.ac.uk
12
Project LEVERAGE AC 109 from the IV Framework Program-ACTS
13 USINACTS AC224, IV Framework Program -ACTS
6
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Knowledge quizzes
Logs - logging times

The approach for educational assessment will follow the practical guidelines developed within the LTDI
technology developed within the Learning Technology Dissemination Initiative funded by the Scottis h
Higher Education Funding Council". As a result of this a set of guidelines identifying best practices for

future users of an academic brokerage platform will be produced. Academic partners will have the
possibility to review the existing experiences and pool their lessons learned from prior involvement in
flexible, distance, and collaborative teaching and learning programmes. This information cover issues such

as the choice and format for resources provided to students and teachers, access to tutors or teachers,
methodology, independent study and collaborate work, learner motivation, learner monitoring, course
accreditation etc.

6 Conclusion
The UNIVERSAL is a project that implements the EU policies regarding the development of the European
higher education and the user-friendly information society in particular:
By improving the quality and diversity of the pan-European HE system
By promoting the globalisation of the exchange of HE course units
By enabling partners from economically disadvantaged regions, particularly in Central and Eastern
Europe to participate in these developments and helping them to strengthen and enrich their course
offerings and the foster the education in general.

Most of the activity within the project will be tightly connected with the usability aspects of the applied
methods and technology. Usability evaluation and proposed improvement will be based on the past
experiences, guidelines and standards developed within projects that have addressed this issue of modern
technology in depth. The consortium expects wide acceptance among the higher-level education institutions
in Europe.
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This paper addresses some of the central questions currently related to
3-dimensional Inhabited Virtual worlds (3D-IVWs) and their virtual interactions
and communication in Internet Based Learning Environments. First,
3D-IVWs-seen as a new and unique form of multimedia-are introduced and the
social construction of the 3D-IVW technology is briefly discussed. Second, a
selection of the basic concepts and identifiable entities in 3D-IVW s is denned
and commented upon. Third, modes of interactivity and (virtual) interactions
between users, avatar, bots, etc. in the new Virtual Worlds are briefly presented

and typologized. Finally, two Internet based virtual inhabited 3D learning
environments -one US-based and one based in Denmark- will be described and
analysed.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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Web Speaking: A Language Learning
System in the Web
David Lo, Wen-Tsai Liao and Ming-Syan Chen
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Tapei,Taiwan, ROC
Due to recent technology advances, an increasing number of applications are
being ported to the Web at rapid pace. Such applications include Web Phone,
Web Fax, Web BBCall, to name a few. Among others, network education has

emerged as an important Internet application since it not only avoids the
limitation of physical learning locations but also keeps the flexibility of teaching
time. In this paper, we develop an interactive language learning system in the
Web, called Web Speaking. By using Web Speaking, students are able to learn
languages anywhere at any time as long as a Web interface is provided. Web
Speaking is in essence a two-tier client-server architecture, and is divided into
two components, namely (1) the language learning player at the client-side and
(2) the course content provider at the server side. In this system, we put not only

the course content but also the corresponding audio files in the server side in
order to support a multimedia-teaching environment. The language-learning
player runs at the client side and provides a user interface to access the course

materials in the server. In addition, Web Speaking is able to improve the
language speaking ability of the students with the display of the speech
waveform which is generated by using the algorithms isolating the utterances of
the speech. Students can capture the difference between the waveforms of their
own speaking and the standard one provided by the instructor, and improve their
speaking accordingly. By this language learning package, we can automate the
procedures of preparing audio course materials, greatly facilitate the language

learning by the students, and conduct data mining on student behavior. The
teaching quality of language learning can thus be improved.

Keywords: Distance learning, speech analysis, two-tier client-server
architecture, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
Recently, m increasing number of applications are being ported to the Web at rapid pace, including Web
Phone, Web Fax, Web BBCaII, and so forth. Among others, network education has emerged as an important
Internet application since it not only avoids the limitation of physical learning locations but also keeps the
flexibility of teaching time [1,2,3,5,6,7,8]. Traditionally, the students have to be present in the languagelearning classrooms and use specific language learning mechanisns to improve their speaking ability.
However, the major disadvantage of the traditional language learning is the limitation of time and space. For
example, the students may have an English class in the Monday morning at the language-studio classroom
and that class could be their sole opportunity to practice their language speaking, since the instructor is only
present at that moment. Consequently, the effectiveness of the traditional language-learning systems is
limited.

In this paper, we develop an interactive language learning system in the Web, called Web Speaking. The Web

Speaking system we developed in the Computer and Network Center at National Taiwan University is in
essence a two-tier client-server architecture. Through a Web interface, the students are able to not only learn
the lessons anywhere at any time but also practice their speaking at leisure pace, thus overcoming the
limitation imposed by time and space. In addition, using Web Speaking, students can communicate with the
instructors interactively via the mechanism provided, and the teachers can timely edit the course materials

by writing the content of text and recording the audio files in response to the students' requests very easily.
These are the very advantages of Web Speaking over some stand-alone commercial language-learning
applications which are usually lack of interactive features.
In addition, the other major contribution is to provide the displays of the speech waveforms produced by the
teachers and the students to help the students to learn language speaking better. In Web Speaking, we
implement the algorithms isolating the utterances of the speech [9,10] to improving the students' speaking
ability. Through the display of the speech waveforms, students can perceive the difference of the speech
waveforms between their own speaking and the one prepared by the teacher, and improve their speaking
accordingly by themselves.

Web Speaking has been distributed to some language learning groups in our campus for experimental use
and been well received thus far. It is worth mentioning that Web Speaking system E meant to help the
teachers to improve their teaching quality, and should be viewed as an auxiliary tool for teaching. By no
means do we assert that Web Speaking is able to completely replace the role of an instructor or in any way to

lessen the need for a teacher to personally interact with students. We believe that by exploiting the
availability of Internet, Web Speaking is very instrumental to the traditional in-class teaching and will
improve the quality of teaching results significantly from both the perspectives of students and instructors.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the whole system architecture. Section 3 presents the
implementation and functionality of the Web Speaking. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 The System Architecture of the Web Speaking
We use a two-tier client-server architecture for the Web Speaking system. The reason of using the two-tier
client-server architecture is that it can provide our two key components, i.e., the language-learning interfaces
at the client side and the course content provider at the server-side. This architecture can be easily extended
to a three-tier one if an additional gateway is required in this application.

Language Player
Interface

Client
Browser

DBMS
HTTP Pro

Authoring Tool
Interface

AuthsithcAlabriVP/Mtchitectu

of the Web Speaking System.

Server Side

Client Side

Based on the two-tier client-server architecture, the Web Speaking System is designed as the Figure 1. At the
client side, both the language player interface and the authoring tool interface use the DBMS (Database
Manager System) to access the course materials in the server via the HTTP protocol in the Internet/Intranet.

The program at the serve side then accepts the requests from the clients and returns the results of the
requests to the clients. The DBMS at the server side saves not only the course materials but also the
information of the users, including the students and the teachers. Using an authentication mechanism, the
player is able to verify the user identification via the Web and to provide different user interfaces for
students and teachers, as one form of personalized service. For instance, the students are only allowed to use

the language player interface whereas the teachers can use both the language player interface and the
authoring tool interface. The following subsections will introduce the operations of the Web Speaking
System briefly.
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2.1 The language learning player at the client side
To assist the students in language leaning on listening and speaking, the user interface (UI) of Web Speaking
provides the functions of playing the audio files and those of recording the user' s voice. Furthermore, the UI
displays the wave shapes of the audio files and the user's voice for users to capture the differences and to
improve their speaking. For example, once the user selects one topic of the course in upper-left area of the
Figure 2, i.e., There are always two sides to everything" In Figure 2, not only will the content be shown in
the upper-right area but also the shape of this audio appears in the middle area. When the users are playing
back the audio in the middle area, an indicator will run along the shape of the audio to indicate the exact
timing of audio playing.

In addition to listening the audio and watching the shape of it, the users are also able to record their voice
into the system, play it out, and compare its shape with the standard one in the course material. In order to
prepare the course materials easily and automatically, Web Speaking provides an interface to authorize the
use of course materials and to upload and download materials automatically from the course content
provider. This is a very convenient feature for the teachers who are not familiar with the operations of the
transmitting files in the Web. Furthermore, the teachers could edit the content of the course material and
record the audio easily via this interface, such as adding a new topic of the course material or creating a new
course in the upper-right area in the Figure 3. They can also playback and record the audio file of the course
materials in the bottom area. As such, the language-learning player, including the language learning interface
and the course material authoring tools interface, runs at the client side and provides a user interface to
access the course materials in the server. In addition, we use the algorithms isolating the utterances of the
speech to display the speech waveform in order to facilitate the language learning of students.
Note that the user needs to use the local resources, such as the I/O of the audio interfaces and the I/O of the
storage interfaces at the client side. However, this I/O access is not allowable for the browsers, such as the
Internet Explorer and the Netscape Navigator. Therefore, we implement a stand-alone language-learning
program at the client side by using the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 programming tools.

2.2 The course content provider at the server- side
The major tasks of the server are to save and update the teaching materials and to query the databases when
so necessary. These tasks are implemented by using the PHP script language and MySQL database at the
server side. Since the PHP script language has been integrated with MySQL database, we use it to query the
databases (MySQL). The client can then use the HTTP protocol to communicate with the server.

The course content provider is mainly a server combining the Web service and the database manager. It
employs the PHP script language to access the MySQL database and to response the client's requests. As
mentioned earlier, the server side of Web Speaking saves not only the contents of the courses but also the
corresponding audio files in order to support a multimedia- teaching environment. Once the server gets a
request, the content provider fetches the requested materials by the user from the database, and then, if the
corresponding authentication succeeds, returns the result to the client.
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3 End Point Detection for Speech in Web Speaking
We introduce in this section the algorithm used to detect the endpoints of isolated utterances. To help the
user learning the language speaking, we display both the waveforms of the speech produced by the user and
the standard one prepared by the teacher. In addition, we isolate the utterances of the speech to help the user
to understand how the speech looks like. This endpoint detection method [10] uses two parameters, i.e., the
short-term energy (Es(m)) and zero crossing rate (Z,(m)), to detect the endpoints of an utterance. These two
parameters are calculated as follows, where s(n) means the speech signal, w(n) means the window function,
and N means the length of the window.

Es(m)=

iNs 12(n)

Isgnis(n)l sgn Is(n

1

1)

s(n)

where sgn {s(n)} =
1

s(n) <0
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Figure 4: Illustration of the endpoint detection algorithm.

The endpoint detection algorithm is depicted in Figure 4 and described below.
Step 1. Assume that the window function w(n) is a rectangular function with the window size N being 10 ms,
and the first 100 ms of the speech signal is background noise. Then, use this signal segment to calculate
the mean and variance of Es(m) and Zs(m).
Step 2. Using the statistics derived from Step 1, determine three thresholds, i.e., the upper energy threshold
(UET), the lower energy threshold (LET), and the zero crossing rate threshold (ZCRT).
Step 3. Search from the beginning until the energy Es(m) exceeds the threshold UET. Then, run backward
until the energy E,(m) falls below the threshold LET. We call this point the tentative beginning point N 1.
The tentative ending point N2 is calculated in a similar way.
Step 4. From the tentative beginning point NI, we examine the zero crossing rate for the previous 250 ms
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signal segment. If there are more than three occurrences of counts above the threshold ZCRT, we select
the first point backward from NI whose zero crossing rate is higher than ZCRT as the beginning point
(S) of the word. If there are no more than three occurrences of counts above the thres hold ZCRT, the
tentative beginning point NI is directly selected as the beginning point of the word. The ending point

(E) is decided in a similar way with exception that the forward searching direction replaces the
backward one.

By using the above algorithm we can partition the waveforms of the speech. Furthermore, the languagelearning player displays the shapes in the screen and also indicates the timing when the waveform of the
speech plays. Thus, this functionality of the language-learning player offers not only the playout of the audio
but also the display of the waveform shapes at the same time. This is a very helpful feature for students to
learn language speaking.

Note that we can collect students' practicing records in the Web Speaking system. Through some data
mining techniques, we can find useful information about the student behaviors, e.g., the common mistakes
made by the students. Clearly, using such information discovered, the instructor is able to improve their
language teaching by reminding the students of how to speak better when the students encounter common
problems.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a Web Speaking system to improve the language learning and teaching for the

students and the teachers. By using Web Speaking, the students are able to not only learn the lessons
anywhere at any time but also practice their speaking at leisure pace, thus overcoming the limitation
imposed by time and space in traditional teaching environments. The advantage of Web Speaking over some
stand-alone commercial language-learning applications lies in the full interactivity Web Speaking provides.
The other major contribution is to provide the displays of the speech waveforms produced by the teachers
and the students in order to help the students to learn language speaking better. Through the display of the

speech waveforms, students can perceive the difference of the speech waveforms between their own
speaking and the one prepared by the teacher, and improve their speaking accordingly by themselves.

Web Speaking has been distributed to some language learning groups in our campus for experimental use
and been well received thus far. We believe that by exploiting the availability of Internet, Web Speaking is

very instrumental to the traditional in-class teaching and will improve the quality of teaching results
significantly from both the perspectives of students and instructors.
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In this paper, we introduce an integrated environment for education of Statistics
on WWW. The environment is composed of three Web sites; ITLS (Interactive
Text for Learning Statistics on WWW), EBSA (Electronic Book for Statistical

Analysis on WWW), and DLLSA (Dynamic Link Library for Statistical
Analysis). ITLS is al electronic text of Statistics with graphics, sounds, and
interactive software which made by JAVA. EBSA is an electronic library of
statistical books which made of the PDF format files. These books are scanned

and trans-formed from real books which copyright is expired. DLLSA is a
statistical software library of DLL files.

Keywords: Interactive learning environments, Multimedia and hypermedia
in education, Self-driven experiments

1 Background
Recent rapid coverage of computer networking over wide area of Japan has brought the big change of
education environment at universities. In these 1 or 2 years there can be seen lots of universities, especially
in non scientific division, have set up the computer networking education system over their several lectures
where both teachers and students can access to internet Web sites during the lecture time. It also can be seen
at overseas education institutes that there have been increasing of statistical education sites [1 l][12][13][14]
or related reports [1][3][4][6][10].

On the other hand, the society needs the persons with the ability of economical data analysis or
econometrical analysis among the general sections especially in finance division. It means graduates from
social sciences department with an ability of data analysis will be much more needed who had not so many
times got the lecture related to statistical data analysis during university days. Statistics is good discipline for
computer networking education because it is important for students to learn not only the theory but also the
moving of practical data with changing parameters which will lead them to another side of understanding of
real world. It can be expected that interactive education with internet Web will bring the multi-dimensional
effects to education world. Those are why we have started jointly developing new styled education system
for statistics on Web site. It also could be seen that the government recommend to make more use of
networking at education scene in line with the change of world education environment.
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2 Purposes and Functions
The purposes of our statistical education system on Web are as follows. i) Joint development of education
Web sites with which practical statistics education can be realized, ii) Non scientific students' master of data
analysis for actual practice, iii) Teachers can keep their material for education jointly, aiming contents'
standardization, iv) Students can learn everywhere they are. We are aiming students can participate to our
Web sites and get effective learning chances of statistics and econometrics with interactive ways. It can be
expected students would keep highly motivation of learning through active operation of some parameters or
data on Web site by themselves. It is clear that this is quite different from traditional education way at the
point of students are active in learning without their realizing.

Let me show the concrete functions. i) Retrieval by keyword and its supplementary explanation, ii)
Download of lecture slides and practical data, iii) Linkage to reference sites, iv) Offering of database for
practice, v) Setting of question and answer section, vi) Online questionnaires system. In addition, Web texts
contain some easy comments, colored contents, hyper linked material, images and dynamic graphs to help
students who are far from printing types can understand statistical concepts.
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Figure 1: Top page of ITLS (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/itls/)

3 Contents and Characteristics
We have named our online education system as "ITLS (Interactive Text for Learning Statistics)" which is
the abbreviation of interactive text for learning statistics (URL: http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/itls/).
Although students can learn statistics and econometrics along this system's chapter contents, chapters are
independent each other, so it doesn't matter going to their objects directly. By trying to interactive learning
with this system, students can get statistical, econometrical and other economical index or knowledge
depending on their own ability. An interactive and visual learning will much make possible the diversified
understanding comparative with the usual learning way only by paper texts.
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Figure 5: Dynamic graph of correlogram

Figure 4: Dynamic graph of scattergram

Figure 2 shows multi-modal distribution in the chapter of descriptive statistics. In this chapter students can

get the objective visual panel of contents by retrieving left side keywords list. There are any other
explanatory panels of descriptive and inference statistics in this Web system. It is greatly more important for

students to see the distribution form visually than to understand statistical concepts only without
visualization. Figure 3 shows the regression analysis by familiar tool, for example, Microsoft excel. Each
chapter has used the excel or other statistical analysis software as its practical tool, at the same time in the
early chapter it has been showed how to use excel as statistical analysis tool mainly. At the demonstrative
step of statistics learning, it will be indispensable for students to make use of at least one statistical and
analytical software tool which is not common to install in each personal computer at universities except
excel.

Figure 4 and 5 show interactive statistical graph. It is not so easy for students who are majo ring not scientific

division to understand the relationship between graph and its fixing parameters. These styled system of
viewing the dynamic change of various kinds of statistical graph have brought them both visual and intuitive
understanding without mathematical formula. This interactive graph making system has been built by JAVA

applet or other software tools. There are another contents such as download of lecture slides, making
practices into database, setting question and answer section and online questionnaire survey of user along
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whose analytical results we will update our Web contents better in the future. The bulletin of question and
answer is very important for all users because it is the best database of several kinds of question and its
response from anyone on all sorts of questionnaire of statistical stages. Developing resources and tools also

are considered very important module with which the system will be organized better hyper-linked
cooperative developing environment.
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Figure 6: Top page of EBSA (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/ebsa/)

Figure 6 shows our new Web site of "EBSA (Electronic Book for Statistical Analysis)" with which
everybody access to this site can do of online reading over old or new valuable books on Web. Now we have

provided several important books on this site. These books open to the public under permission of the
copyright holder and the publisher. Since these electronic books are scanned and transformed from real
books into the PDF format files, we can download and print out all and/or selected contents of the books.
Figure 7 shows one of the top page of an electronic book. Each top page contains four parts; the first and the

second parts are the links to the contents and the index pages, respectively. The third part is used for
keywords search. The fourth part is the print image of the real book. We rewrite these index and contents as
text from the image so as to be used by keywords search.
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5 Integration
When we use the statistical analysis software, knowledge of statistics is indispensable for us. It can be seen
several reports about the effectiveness of the standing statistical analysis software with statistics education
[5][7][8][9]. Working statistics with analytical software will much be an expected style of learning over
interactive Web system. Under such background, our project team has already prepared a new library of
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) for statistical analysis, which is available as a statistical engine or which can
be called from existing general statistical software, for examples SAS, SPSS, S and so on.

The DLLs could be considered as a library for applications on the Windows system as well as that for
programming. The DLL contains one or more functions that are compiled, linked and stored separately from
the applications using them. One of the advantages of DLLs is that multiple applications can access the same
DLL. The DLLs in our library can be accessed from any statistical software or spreadsheet-type software if
such software has a facility to call functions or subroutines in DLLs. Source codes for DLLs can be written
in several programming languages, for examples, C++, FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL and so on.

The contents of multivariate analysis section, for example, are as follows. i) Principal Component Analysis,

ii) Metric Multidimensional Scaling, iii) Latent Class Analysis, iv) Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, v)
Corresponding Analysis, vi) Discriminate Analysis. All contents of our library can be downloaded and used
freely. Details for the library and published DLLs can be obtained from our web site (URL:
http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/dllsa/).

The necessary factors of integrated statistical education system of interactive way on Internet are now on
ready among our project team members. To be concrete, it is important and urgent to merge statistical
analysis software routines above with online learning system on Web as mentioned before, adding to attach
the enrichment of interfaces.
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6 Future
Though there are not so many reports about this kind of educational system whole over the world, we can
meet some excellent reports about interactive education system on Web [11][12][13][14]. One of our
mission is the enrichment of the contents. The join forces of lots of faculties belonging to statistics section

will demonstrate the strong power for cooperative Web texts production system. Our next target is
achievement of "international cooperative project". We have the plan of translating the part of contents to
international version. Now we appreciate the joint research with German colleague who had already
established interactive Web site [3][14].
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Finally, we would like to introduce the integrated site of our projects. All contents discussed in this paper
can be obtained from this site (URL: http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.ip/stat/).

Ca.

Integrated Site or stotisticui Sciences
for Research and Education
ktittItto tzitxpifet tteb+M

Figure 12: ntegrated site of our projects (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/stat/)
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An XML-Based Tool for Building and
Using Conceptual Maps in Education and
Training Environments
Juan-Diego Zapata-Rivera, Jim E. Greer, John Cooke
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Diego.Zapata@usask.ca
Conceptual maps have been used in many areas as a means of capturing and
representing knowledge. Several authors have explored the use of visual tools to
enhance the learning process. Thinking maps as well as frame games use visual
patterns of relationships (learners thinking processes) to structure knowledge.

Based on their graphical structure it is possible to recognize the thinking
process(es) employed in the map. Several software applications have been
created to support different kinds of maps, but they use proprietary files to
represent their maps. It makes sharing of knowledge difficult and jeopardizes the

widespread use of maps. This paper proposes XML (Extensible Markup
Language) as the language to describe maps. A knowledge construction and
navigation tool (KVT- Knowledge Visualization Tool) has been implemented
using XML to represent the kinds of maps supported by thinking maps and/or
frame games. This paper describes the uses of KVT in education and training
environments.

Keywords: Knowledge Construction and Navigation Systems, Conceptual
Maps, Thinking maps, Frame Games, XML, and Learner Models.

1 Introduction
Conceptual maps have been widely used in many disciplines for different purposes. Concept maps have been
used in education and training as a means of capturing and representing knowledge. Concept maps are just
one of a variety of visual tools employed in schools and corporations. Several authors [2,4,5,6,7,9,10, and 14]
have explored the use of conceptual maps to enhance the learning process.

Several authors [1,3,7, and 14] have used map adaptation techniques in hypermedia systems to offer a
pertinent group of links to a particular user in a particular situation. Existing map-based navigation systems
use different adaptation techniques to change the structure of the map according to the users' goals or
preferences.

In this paper, we present KTV (Knowledge Visualization Tool), a knowledge construction and navigation
tool that allows students and teachers to create XML-based maps in which they can add different kinds of
links to the nodes on the map and navigate throughout the content using their own map. In addition, learners
can introduce their own links or use links suggested by the teacher and/or other learners. Students and
teachers can remove any unwanted link and define the sequence in which the links will appear. XML-maps
are viewed as an important step in the creation of an open representation of maps that facilitates sharing of
knowledge and assessment of students' knowledge by comparing their maps.

2 Visual Concept-Mapping Tools
A Visual concept-mapping tools (maps) have been used for constructing knowledge and capturing
information about people's thinking processes. Because of the many types of maps available, people may
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get confused about what kind of map to choose for a specific problem. Hyerle [4] classifies maps in three
categories:
Informal representations, such as brainstorming webs, web maps, and mind maps, which are used
mainly to support association and creative processes.
such as life cycle, text structures, and decision trees, which are
Task specific maps or organizers,
used in specific content areas or tasks.
Thinking process maps, such as concept maps, system thinking maps, and thinking maps, which are
used to represent not only content relationships on a specific area, but also the thinking process or kind
of reasoning behind the map.

Web maps, mind maps, and brainstorming maps have been used to support creative processes. Their
informal structure is useful in areas, such as: brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving,
taking notes, public speaking and planning. Figure 1 shows an example of a mind map created using Mind
Manager® MindJET, LLC [8].

Analysis Techniques

Word Frequency Analysis
Context Analysis
Planning & Organization

,

Report Production

Data indexing
Concept building
Cross referencing
VMind Map development

Concept Development

Report Construction /Content & linking comment
Organization

Figure 1. Example of a mind map [8].

Task-specific maps or organizers are designed to structure knowledge on a specific area. Figure 2 shows an
example of a simple task-specific map (a classification tree) used in a biology class.
Animals

Aerial

Terrestrial

Aquatic

C. Salmon)

(lephant)

(Goose

Figure 2. An example of a task-specific map or organizer (classification tree) used in a biology class.

Thinking process maps include concept maps, system maps and thinking maps. Thinking maps [4] are
similar to frame games [6]. They use various kinds of visual patterns to represent information relationships
and mental processes such as: sequencing, identifying attributes, cause-effect reasoning, analogical
reasoning, part/whole reasoning, and classifying information.

Using concept maps [5,6,9, and 10] with different types of links, it is possible to represent more or less the
same mental processes that thinking maps represent. The main disadvantage of concept maps over thinking
maps is that their graphical structure does not necessarily reflect the thinking process. Figure 3 shows a
simple example of a concept map.

Figure 3. An excerpt of a concept map [10].

1.452

Thinking maps and frame games integrate knowledge views and make explicit fundamental human cognitive

processes. According to Hyerle [1], by using thinking maps, it is possible to create any map that can be
created using brainstorming webs and task organizers without being as informal as brainstorming webs and
less content dependent than task organizers. Not only do thinking maps support structuring of content but
also thinking processes, meta-cognitive abilities and reflection. Figure 4 shows some of the visual patterns
supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

Thinking map

Frame game

Reasoning
Metaphorical

Bridge map

Analogy pattern
Systems
dynamics

Multi-Flow map

Cause-Effect pattern
i

Brace map

Inductive and
deductive

Part/Whole pattern

Figure 4. Some of the maps (visual patterns) supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

3 Proprietary Map File Formats vs. XML-Maps
Most of the available commercial products (i.e. [8,11, and 13]) support mind maps or variations of them for

multiple purposes (i.e. brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving, taking notes, public
speaking, etc.). These products provide links to external applications, to other maps, and to content on the
web. Although, Thinking Maps® [12] is a software tool for the creation of thinking maps in education and
training environments, it does not provide links to external applications, to other maps, or to the web. All
these products use proprietary map file formats to represent their maps. It makes difficult sharing of
knowledge and jeopardizes the general use of maps.

Using XML as the language to represent maps it is possible to eliminate proprietary files. The creation of a
DTD file (Document Type Definition) to validate XML-maps should consider the main characteristics of the
maps, such as: linking nodes to external applications, to content on the web, and to other maps. The DTD
file proposed in this paper (`XMLmaps.dtd') covers all of the eight kinds of maps supported by thinking
maps [4] and the ten kinds of maps (visual patterns) supported by frame games [6]. We have chosen to work
with thinking maps and/or frame games because of their property of providing different visual patterns to
represent different thinking processes. Figure 5 shows a fragment of the DTD file created to validate XMLmaps.

Some of the benefits of using XML as the language to represent thinking maps and/or frame games are:
XML provides an open format to maintain and share maps as opposed to proprietary file formats.
By using a common vocabulary in conjunction to XML-maps, it is possible to compare maps. That is,
maps can be compared to find similarities and differences in the type of structure employed (thinking

process(es) used by the learner to analyze the topic), relation among nodes and types of links and
documents attached to each node.
Any XML query language such as XML-QL or XQL can be used to create queries to compare maps.
By comparing maps it is possible to assess learners' knowledge and determine possible
misconceptions, or gaps on a specific concept or group of them. By analyzing the type of map used to
represent the knowledge it is possible to identify possible problems of the learner with a specific kind
of reasoning.
XML permits collaborative viewing of maps. See section 4.3 (KVT- Navigation System).

By maintaining the student's knowledge information (XML-maps) in the learner model, new
interesting opportunities for assessment, collaboration, adaptation, and inspection can be explored.
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Opening visual knowledge representations is an important step towards the goal of capturing, sharing,
and using knowledge across disciplines.

Figure 6 shows a fragment of an XML-map used to study Anatomy. This map has been validated using the
grammar rules encoded in `XMLmaps.dtd'. Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of the same XMLmap. This map can be classified as a 'brace map' following the notation of thinking maps or as a 'partswhole' pattern using the frame games representation. In both cases, they represent part-whole relationships
among concepts and inductive/deductive kinds of reasoning.

# Author: Juan Diego Zapata Rivera
# Version: XMLmaps.dtd 1.0
<!_*******************************************************************
ELEMENT: XMLmap
COMMENT: thinking maps structures and frame games->
<!ELEMENT XMLmap (CircleMap* I BubbleMap* DBubbleMap*
BridgeMap* IFlowMap* I BraceMap* I TreeMap* IMultiFlowMap* )
<!ATTLIST XMLmap
<__*****************************************************************
ELEMENT: BraceMap
COMMENT: Brace map. whole/ part. Inductive and Deductive Thinking->
<!ELEMENT BraceMap (BraceNode+,Link*)
<! ATTLIST BraceMap
MapId CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED

Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Description CDATA #REQUIRED
ELEMENT: Link
COMMENT: Link description-->
<!ELEMENT Link (FromNode,ToNode,LinkMedia)
<!ATTLIST Link
Linkld CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED

Name CDATA #REQUIRED >

Figure 5. Fragment of DID for XML-maps

<?xml version="1.0" encodiig="UTF-8"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xs1" href= "XMLmaps.xsl " ?>
<!DOCTYPE XMLmap SYSTEM " XMLmaps.dtd">
<XMLmap>
<BraceMap Type='"BraceMap"' Description='"Example of an XML-map"' Name='"The human body"'
MapId=-Map001">
<BraceNode NodeId="02" Type="'BraceMap"' Name='"head"' XMLthinkingMapLink=''>
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"head"' Text='' Application='' URL="1"' Sound="""/>
<Chlidren>05</Chlidren>
<Chlidren>06</Chlidren>
<Parents>01</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name="'ears"' Type="'BraceMap"' NodeId="05">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"ears"' Text='' Application =" "" URL="'www.body.xml"'

Sound="''/>
<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name='"eyes"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="06">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept="Tace"' Text='' Application='"'" URL='"www.body.xml"'
Sound='"'"/>
<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name="'torso"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="03">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept="trunk"' Text=""" Application="'"' URL='"1"' Sound =' " "h
eParent.001e/Parents->

Figure 6. Fragment of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.
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ears
eyes

The
Human

Body

Figure 7. Graphical representation of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.

4 KVT (Knowledge Visualization Tool)
KVT is a map construction and navigation system that allows the creation of XML-based thinking maps or
frame games. KVT also provides the possibility to link different kinds of resources to specific nodes. In this
way, KVT supports personalized navigation throughout the class content. Students can create their own
knowledge structure using a set of predefined concepts (common vocabulary given by the teacher) and use
their own map to access class resources. These resources are suggested by the teacher (initial links) or by
his/her classmates during the creation of their maps (collaborative browsing using XML-based maps).
The class content is not limited to a specific group of pages, videos, sounds, etc. On the contrary, any student

or teacher in the class can navigate through the map via the WWW, can add links, and can add new
resources. Every participant has access to all of the resources that are associated with the nodes in his/her
map. The list of resources attached to a node can be ordered arbitrarily by the learner.

4.1 KVT's Architecture
KVT (see figure 8) is composed of the following modules:
Map Construction Tool. KVT supports the ten kinds of maps identified in the context of frame games
[6] and the eight types of thinking maps proposed by Hyerle [4, 1 2]. Students select concepts from a

predefined list and create their own structure. Having a predefined list of concepts (common
vocabulary) makes it easier to share, compare, analyze and evaluate maps. Students can link different
resources (course materials, web pages, documents stored on different applications, etc) to their map.
They can even include other maps in a recursive manner. Students' maps are stored in the learner
model for further modification, analysis and evaluation.

The Browser. This is the main interface to visualize one's map and its associated class content.
Students can navigate throughout the content by clicking on any node of the map and selecting one of
the links/documents that are available for this node. Furthermore, students can navigate freely and add
links and documents to any of the nodes in the map. Students can navigate using links suggested by
other students/teachers in a hyperspace created collaboratively for a particular topic and encoded on
the map.

The Learner Model. The Learner module maintains basic learner information as well as their XMLmaps (XML files including map structure, links, and order preferences). Students can add, order,
modify, or remove links and nodes. Students and teachers contribute to populate each node with
different sort of resources, but it is up to each person to remove unwanted resources and define the
sequence in whic,11 he /she prefers to see the resources.

Course Materials. Class resources are classified into three main categories: web content, XML
content, and general documents (text, sound, images, videos, etc.). They comprise an open range of
materials that are organized first by the teacher. Using KVT, students and teachers can create different
representations of the knowledge, and as a result of their contributions a highly refined subset of
useful documents will be attached to each of the nodes. KVT supports the cooperative creation of
information spaces to be used in educational contexts.

Learners and Teachers Share Maps. Learners and teachers can use KVT in a number of ways. For
example, Teachers and learners can visualize maps using different levels of granularity. Learners can
use an existing map as a guide to study the content, or use this system as a learning tool to facilitate
remembering, create maps collaboratively, share their maps, and engage in interesting discussions
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about a particular topic. Teachers can create maps to serve as 'guided tours', which can be used by
students to navigate throughout the content. Teachers can use XML-maps to assess the student's
knowledge. This can be done by comparing different maps (visually or through queries) to determine
problems in the learning process for a particular student or groups of them. Finally, teachers can use
this system as an adequate environment to promote reflection among students on a specific topic (map
structure and content).

Learners/Teachers

KVT

Map Construction Tool.
A common vocabulary of concepts.
Linking class resources to XML maps.
Navigation using your own map following
suggested links or your own.
Assessment (comparing maps).
Collaborative construction of maps.

Browser

Learner Model

Course Materials
Documents (text,
sound, images,
videos, etc.)

Web
Content

XML
Content

XML maps (structure and links)
'Learner information

Figure 8. KVT- System Architecture.

4.2 KVT- Linking Documents to Nodes
Using KVT it is possible to add different kinds of documents to the nodes of the map. Figure 9 depicts the
user interface provided by KVT to add, modify and remove documents. This interface allows
students/teacher to attach a web page, XML document, video, sound, or image to any node on the map. KVT
also provides the option to test any of the documents, edit the description and document fields and remove
any unwanted link from the map. By clicking the headers on the grid it is possible to change the order in
which the links will be presented to the student when navigating using the map. Order preferences are stored
in the learner model for further use.
New links/documents for a particular node are automatically shared with all of the maps that contain such a
node. This can affect maps of several students/teachers in the system. However, individual sequencing or
removal of resources affects only the student's own map. Maps are stored as XML files in the learner model.
The example on figure 9 shows a Brace-map that is used to organize information related to Anatomy. The

grid of current documents shows the currently available links for the concept 'ears'. It is possible to
visualize who included each link (user type/user), the document type location and description.

43 KVT- Navigation System
Figure 10 shows how students and teachers can navigate on the web using their own maps and their own
links or the ones suggested by others. Just by clicking the concept, a list of current links/documents appears
to be selected. If the student has not chosen any particular sequence of resource presentation, this list is
initially ordered by type of user (teacher/student). In this environment, it is also possible to navigate freely
on the web by entering a URL or just following the links on the current page. When an interesting page is
found, it can be attached to any concept on the map by selecting the target concept and pressing the button
`Add Link' located at the bottom of the window.

The example in Figure 10 shows how the student uses the map to navigate by the links related to the concept
`ears'. The current web page corresponds to the first link suggested by the teacher 'Anatomical Tour of the

Ear'.
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Figure 10. KVT- Navigating on the web using XML-maps and suggested links/documents.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
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XML offers an excellent language to represent maps. Using XML maps, it is possible to support knowledge
sharing without the problems of having proprietary files. By using a common vocabulary for the content
and XML maps, it is possible to compare map structures.

XML-maps (thinking maps, frame games) are very useful in education and training environments because
they support content structure and make explicit fundamental human cognitive processes.
KVT offers an attractive tool for the creation of maps and supports collaborative navigation throughout the
content. By using XML-maps, KVT provides a better support to education or training setups that uses maps
to create, share and assess knowledge. By including XML-maps into the learner model, new possibilities for
visualization and inspection of XML-maps can be exploited in order to improve the learning process.
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Royal Roads University (RRU) is a four year old University situated on a 640
acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. The
mission of the University is to deliver world-class applied and professional
programs to Canadian and international adult learners. RRU' s degree programs
are designed for the mid-career professional and its graduate programs combine
periods of on-campus instruction and semesters of distance education. This
delivery model (a) aligns with the needs of mid-career professionals, and (b) is
dictated by the size of the physical buildings at RRU; currently only 250 learners

can be accommodated on-campus at any one time. At RRU' s Centre for
Economic Development and Applied Research (CEDAR) we have developed
tools that allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative
learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This
flexibility provides the opportunity for just in time and just enough information

that creates the truly learner-centred environment. These tools are used in
several of the MBA courses, such as finance and e-commerce.

Keywords: Knowledge Construction and Navigation, Lifelong Learning,
Web-Based Learning

1 Introduction
Royal Roads University (RRU) in British Columbia, Canada is a five year old University situated on a 540
acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. For 40 years the facility was
used as a campus for Military officers, and became a public University when the Department of National
Defense closed the facility and leased the space to the Province of British Columbia.
Although beautiful and steeped in history, The physical facilities limit the on-campus population to only 325
students at any one time. This forced the University to explore alternate delivery methodologies from the
very beginning, and has resulted in an innovative and highly effective model that targets mid-career learners.

The University focuses primarily on Masters level programs which are offered at a distance to learners who
are still in the workforce and continuing at their jobs. Thcsc students come together for a series of brief
residencies and complete the remainder of their degree through Web-based distributed learning.

With busy mid-career learners, several issues had to be addressed. In addition to accommodating the usual
issues of time and place, the University wanted to adopt a Learner-centred approach that would adjust for
such variables as prior learning level; Learning Styles and use of granular knowledge objects. At the same

time, designers were cognizant of the significant body of research evidence that points to learning
communities and collaborative discourse as critically important components of any online courseware.

The resulting courseware seemed to effectively combine the best of the highly learner-centred techniques
used in private sector training with the collaborative techniques that have proven effective in most successful
post-secondary online courses.
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Using commonly available web development tools the team at Royal Roads University created courses that
are database-driven, and use dynamic templates to easily populate and modify course content. They devised

a -number of online assessment and feedback tools, as well as innovative "jig-saw puzzle" style group
assignments to stimulate collaboration. They developed a navigation system to allow learners a choice of
delivery styles to suit personal learning style preferences, and a self-assessment mechanism to help learners
move through online material on a need-to-know basis.
Additionally, the system provides easy management tools for the instructors to control and modify content,
as well as monitor the students' progress, without needing any knowledge of web page creation or HTML.

The development team at Royal Roads University is part of the Centre for Economic Development &
Applied Research, (CEDAR). They are continuing to explore and evolve the understanding of what works
and what doesn' t in online learning. At RRU, the team is fortunate to have a "live" laboratory of more than
900 active online students, and a University-wide commitment to Web-based delivery.
In this presentation, we will demonstrate actual delivered courses, present our findings, and demonstrate our
course design. We will show how the use of templates and database driven content allows course designers
to adjust for variables of learning style, prior knowledge, and level of effort, in addition to time and place.

CEDAR' s methodology is applicable to all forms of electronic distributed learning (EDL) regardless of the
delivery mechanism distance education or classroom delivery, over the Internet or via CD-ROM,
instructor-led or instructor-free. Learner-centred EDL courses can be easily designed using commercially
available software tools. These tools allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative
learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This flexibility provides the opportunity

for just in time and just enough information that is demanded by busy professionals seeking a learnercentered environment. These learners have a lifetime of experiences and want a course that is tailored to
their needs and takes advantage of their prior knowledge.

Our methodology allows learners to navigate through the content according to learning style. Pre -testing on
learning outcomes allows for prior learning assessment, adaptive self-assessment quizzes provide feedback,
and technical assistance is built into the course. On-line communities are created through group jigsaw
assignments and forum discussions. This allows learners from diverse backgrounds to participate in an online environment that is geared to their individual needs.
Some of our unique features include:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Learner-centred approach allows learners to navigate throuth the material based on their preferred
learning style. This is in contrast to most EDL courses which follow a sequential text -book like
approach,
Learners can pre-test for prior knowldege. This saves them time as they study only those parts of a
course that they do not already know,
Self-assessment quizzes allow learners to nrmitor their progress throughout the course and review as
needed,

The outcomes-based design of the database allows for the use of shareable courseware objects for
different learning needs in different courses.

2 Design and Development of the E-Commerce Course
The development process began with the course designer showing the instructor previously completed
courses. By seeing exemplars the instructor was presented with different teaching options that the
technology facilitates and allowed the instructor imaginative application of the construction process:
(integrating real world/live data, interactive diagrams, and animated examples).

The design and development of the e-commerce course was a three-way communication between the content

expert, an instructional designer (who is a specialist in learning styles) and the technical designer. The
instructor was actively involved in the course development and provided the learning outcomes for the
course. The instructional designers established the appropriate navigation for the different Learning Styles
and those navigation methodologies were then tagged into the database templates.

The Web based Discussion Forums were setup and the instructor was given early access. The course
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underwent a period of testing before the students were given access and any noticeable glitches were
corrected at that time.

3 Student Engagement
Instructional materials are delivered to distance-learners via the Internet or to classroom-based learners via
CD-ROM. The primary thrust behind the methodology was to produce courseware that is truly learnercentred rather than content-driven or instructor-centred. The course material is navigated in a variety of
database-driven, learner-selected methods, depending upon individual preferences. Students also have access
to a 24-hour online support available for any technical problems that they may experience. PDF files or
screen prints are available for offline browsing of the course content.

Each course module has a number of self-assessment questions, which allows the learner to measure
themselves against the desired learning outcomes for that granule. A learner may choose to try this
assessment before working through any of the material, or afterwards for self-formative evaluation of the
module content. At the end of the assessment, the learner is informed which areas of the module require
study. Learners returning later to the self-assessment questions are asked questions only on those areas
incorrectly answered the first time.

The web application allows the learner to optionally take a learning style test that provides information
about their preferred learning style. After completing the test, the individual is provided with information
about their preferred style and each unit can be approached according to that style. Users can switch freely
between styles at any point.

To enhance critical thinking and process skills, and the development of community, the courses have
included:

(a) residency,
(b) group jigsaw assignment,
(c) case-based reasoning,
(d) electronic forums, newsgroups and live chat
(e) peer to peer and self evaluation
(0 real-world, just in time articles for on-line discussion,
(g) instructor acting as a guide on the side and not as a sage on the stage.
(h) Integration of real-world projects.
These opportunities provide for (a) immediate transferability to the workplace, and (b) building a knowledge
network that extends long beyond the end of the degree program.

4 Lessons Learned
The results of the project were gathered from learners through formative feedback, summative evaluation,
and focus group discussions.
In general, it was found that learners reacted positively to
(a) the different navigation styles for the four learning styles,
(b) the look and feel of the user interface
(c) the on-line technical helps,
(d) the internal consistency of links,
(e) the ability to pre-test prior knowledge,
(f) the on-line immediate feedback given in the self-assessment quizzes
(g) collaborating with their peers at a distance, and jigsaw style assignments.
(h) the flexibility of doing the course at a convenient time and place.

Some learners relied heavily on offline reading of the printed material, particularly those with poor
connectivity or minimal familiarity with computers.

Some complained that the course required them to do too much on the computer, and they would have
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preferred more offline work.

Very technically literate students suggested more use of multimedia in the content. In the finance course,
several exercises required the student to use a separate spreadsheet, and it was felt that this functionality
should have been incorporated into the online exercise. This can be easily done with the technology that was
used.
Some saw the self-assessments as more threatening, (they carried no marks) while most saw them as a tool.

Some suggested allowing the student to mark up the content online, such as with the use of
electronic "sticky notes". This suggestion will be implemented in the next course.
Three main lessons that we have learned from this project are:

I. It is possible to produce EDL courseware that is learner-centred and not content-driven or instructordriven. This results in more satisfied learners who feel that their time, prior knowledge, and learning
preferences have been considered,
2. Using off-the-shelf tools save on production time and costs and ensure that tried-and-tested software is
utilized,
3. Courses that are database-driven provide opportunities for re-using data elements in different courses.
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Adaptive testing has, in recent years, been used as a student modelling technique
in intelligent tutoring systems. One of the main issues has been to optimise the

progression of problems posed as the student performs the adaptive test.
Previous research has concentrated on finding a structure in a fixed collection of
problems. This paper describes an algorithm for problem progression in adaptive
testing. After describing current approaches to the progression problem, the
paper discusses the role of expert emulation. It then describes a knowledge
elicitation exercise, which resulted in a solution to the progression problem.
Part of the knowledge elicitation process was supported by software based on

constraint logic programming, clp(FD), and the paper concludes with an
assessment of the prospects of developing an extended knowledge elicitation
support system.
Keywords: intelligent tutoring system, knowledge
navigation, adaptive testing, constraint logic programming

construction and

1 Introduction
The major advantages of adaptive testing over fixed item testing are that a student's knowledge is explored
thoroughly and efficiently, and with a minimum of redundancy. By asking an appropriate number of
problems at appropriate levels of difficulty, adaptive testing neither bores by unnecessary repetition nor
intimidates by posing a series of inappropriately difficult problems [l]. This makes adaptive testing
attractive for student modelling in intelligent tutoring systems [2],[3].

This research was conducted in the context of providing remedial help in mathematics to a transient
population of prisoners in a local prison. Here the students are studying courses such as City and Guilds
(Key Skills), City and Guilds (Number Power) and for GCSE level examinations. Working with prisoners
can face tutors with problems not normally encountered in more conventional settings. Unlike school
students, the prisoners not only lack uniform prior knowledge in mathematics, but tend also to join or leave
the prison at individual times. This makes the job of the human tutor difficult because of the need to assess
the knowledge level of each prisoner before assigning them the appropriate level of one or more of the above
courses and examination. Currently, fixed item testing is used as an assessment tool. This approach has a
major disadvantage. Many prisoners are math anxious' and the use of fixed item testing may undermine
their confidence and motivation in the subject. Adaptive testing avoids this danger by presenting problems
at an appropriate level of difficulty.

One of the main issues in adaptive testing is the determination of an efficient progression from one problem
to another. Previous proposals have included hard-wiring prerequisite relationships between knowledge
items [3], and preparing an indexing framework for problems [4]. Section 2 of this paper reviews the major

lines of research; and the paper then describes an approach to the progression problem based on the
knowledge acquisition techniques used for expert systems. In doing so, it continues in the vein of Khuwaja
& Patel' s work [5]. The paper presents a rationale for this approach, describes briefly a semi -automated
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method of eliciting syllabus content and characteristics, and then presents a progression technique elicited by
standard techniques with an expert. It concludes with a discussion of the feasibility of automation in this
area.

2 The Progression Problem
In a problem-solving environment, problem progression is concerned with the strategy in which the next
problem is selected. In adaptive testing, this is usually based on the student' s response to the current
problem, as the process of selecting the next appropriate problem is crucial to the efficiency and precision of
the whole student modelling process. Also, presenting the right question at the right time maintains the
motivation of the student.

The structure of the domain, that is the way in which problems are related to one another, determines
problem progression in adaptive testing; and the two significant and distinctive approaches to determining
such structures are discussed in this section.

2.1 Item Response Theory
For adaptive testing systems which adopt the Item Response Theory or IRT [6], such as SIETTE [7] and
CBAT-2 [8], the domain is made up of test items which are kept in an item pool. The construction of an item
pool usually involves major empirical studies for content-balancing, to ensure no content area is over-tested
or under-tested, and for item calibration. Each test item is associated with one or more of the following
parameters the difficulty level, the discriminatory power and the guessing factor. The difficulty level
measures the difficulty level of a test item, the discrimination power describes how well the test item
discriminates students of different proficiency, while the guessing factor is the probability that a student can
answer the test item correctly by guessing.
Problem progression takes place like this. The adaptive test starts with an initial estimation of the student' s
proficiency, e. A best item or problem is selected. This is one which provides the most information about
the student, and is calculated from the item' s three parameters and current proficiency, 6. An ideal item
should have a difficulty level close to 6, a high discriminatory power and a low guessing factor. A new
proficiency, 6' , and its confidence level are calculated based on whether the student has answered the
problem correctly or not, the old 6, and the item parameters. The test continues until a stopping criterion is
met, for example, when the confidence level of e' has reached a desired level.

2.2 Knowledge Space Theory
There are adaptive testing systems built on the theory of knowledge spaces [9] . Examples include a webbased, domain-independent system called RATH [10], a web-based system for the domain of mathematics
called ALEKS [11], and a general purpose system for testing and training called ADASTRA [12].
Like the IRT -based systems, the domain is made up of test items of an academic discipline, each of which
can be a problem or an equivalence class of problems that the student has to answer. The student' s
knowledge state is defined as the set of items in the domain that the student is capable of solving. For
example, if a student has the knowledge state {a,b,d), this means that he can solve items a, b and d. Not all
possible subsets of the domain are feasible knowledge states. Consider the example shown in [13]. In a
domain of mathematics, if a student can solve a percentage problem, (item d say), then it can be inferred that
the student can perform single-digit multiplication, (item a say), and thus any state that contains item d
would also contain item a. The collection of all feasible knowledge states is called the knowledge structure.
The knowledge structure must also contain the null state 0, which corresponds to the student who cannot
solve any item, and the domain, which corresponds to the student who can solve or master all items. When
two subset of items are knowledge states in a knowledge structure, then their union is also a state. This
means that the collection of states is closed under union. When a knowledge structure satisfy this condition,
it is known as a knowledge space.
In practice, items for a domain are derived from instructional materials and systematic knowledge elicitation

with teachers.

This is also the case with establishing knowledge states where query procedures

systematically elicit from human experts the prerequisite relationships between items [3], [14].
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Once the domain is represented as a knowledge space, the adaptive testing strategy is then to locate as
efficiently and as accurately as possible, a student' s knowledge state. Problem progression becomes
straightforward. For example, if a student has answered an item correctly (incorrectly), it can be inferred
that he can (cannot) answer a prerequisite item and will thus not be asked to solve the latter.

2.3 Other Approaches
The domain can be represented as a granularity hierarchy [15] where items which represent a topic, subtopic
or skill, are described at various grain sizes and connected together into a granularity hierarchy which allows
focus shifts along either aggregation or abstraction dimensions. In this way, the ability to recognise student
behaviour at varying grain sizes is important both for pedagogical and diagnostic reasons.

Other examples include an indexing framework for the adaptive arrangement of problems in the domain of

mechanics [4], a problem-simplification approach [16], an optimisation expert system where both the
knowledge structures of the student and the teacher are represented by structural graph, and problem
progression is controlled by the relationship between the student' s knowledge structure and that of the
teacher' s [17]. Evidence of a strong use of a student model in controlling problem progression can also be
found in a system called TraumaCASE [18] which automatically generated clinical exercises of varying
difficulty, and in the work of Beck, Stem & Woolf [19] who recorded information about a student using two
factors acquisition and retention. Acquisition records how well students learn new topics while retention
measures how well a student remembers the material over time.

3 Knowledge Elicitation
The concern of the researchers discussed above is to exploit a structure of a syllabus to improve the
efficiency of tests. The structure may either be revealed through elicitation, as was done by Dowling and her
co-workers, or may be derived from a statistical analysis of student behaviour, (IRT), or it may be seen as
being derived from the nature of the problem domain. Though there may be, from some given point of view,
an optimal way of structuring a syllabus, the view adopted in this research is that it is a subjective matter to
be determined by an expert teacher. Such a teacher might make use of informal statistical information,
subject domain information as well as pedagogic information in determining a suitable structure. Studies of
intelligent tutoring systems have shown that, as one would expect, it is difficult to transfer systems from one
setting to another, because there is considerable cultural variation in both teaching and learning [20]. This
provides the prime motive for investigating techniques based on expert emulation for the production of tests
for local consumption.

Moreover, this is a natural extension of the intelligent tutoring systems endeavour, and it has an additional
advantage. A lack of homogeneity amongst a student body can weaken the effectiveness of techniques
based on population statistics; and the target body of students with which this paper has been concerned is,
educationally, not very homogeneous.

4 Eliciting the Syllabus
There are several problems to be confronted when adopting an expert emulation approach to designing an
adaptive test. They include the problems of finding suitable experts [21], selecting appropriate forms of
knowledge reprecentation and choosing appropriate methods of knowledge acquisition.
The approach to knowledge acquisition in the research described here is to separate the task of designing an
adaptive test into the following sub-tasks:
describing classes of problems,
describing the skills used to solve problems,
describing responses to problems,
problem generation,
problem progression based on student responses.
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For the particular domain tackled, namely the arithmetic of elementary fraction addition, software has been

developed to support the first four of these subtasks using Constraint Logic Programming, clp(FD),
embedded in Prolog, [22]. This work has been described in a recent conference paper [23], and is briefly
summarised here.

Clp(FD) is actively used by the knowledge engineer conducting knowledge acquisition interviews. The
teacher, who is the target of the emulation, is not expected to write constraints, but is more than likely to take
an interest in them. During discussions, which involve the production of example problems, the knowledge
engineer enters the necessary constraints, or modifies existing constraints, to describe the particular class of
problem under discussion. The set of constraints is then solved interactively to produce example problems.
These form the basis of a discussion, and may lead to further rounds of discussion and modification.

The description of a class of problems is treated as a set of constraints. This consists of a set of variables, a
statement of the domains of the variables, and a statement of the relational constraints that hold between the
variables. For example, during an interview, the human tutor wanted to represent a class of problems, which
involved the addition of two proper fractions with a common denominator of the form,
Nl/D1 + N2/D2 = N/D

and he wanted to use single-digit integers.
This can be represented in clp(FD) as a code fragment:
domain([N1,D1,N2,D2],1,9),

%

N1 #< D1,
N2 #< D2,
D1 #= D2.

%
%
%

Single digit integers
proper fraction
First operand
proper fraction
Second operand
A common denominator

The following is an example of the use of clp(FD) to describe skills. The cancel fraction skill can be
represented in clp(FD) as:

% Simplify the fraction N/D into its lowest form to give X/Y
63/81 gives 7/9
% Example:
cancel(N,D,X,Y) :domain([N,D,X,Y,F], 1,99),
F*X #= N,
F*Y #= D,
maximize(labeling([],

[F,X,Y]), F).

Here, variable F is the common factor to be cancelled. This is specified by the two relational constraints.
The maximize predicate in the final line ensures that the largest value of F will be found.

5 Eliciting the Progression
The knowledge elicitation exercise involved approximately 20 hours of interviews spread over a period of
three months. Conventional knowledge elicitation techniques, such as structured interviewing, task analysis
and construct theory [24], were used.
PnrIty intpritiome, rotronlerl ttlot. cignifirnrorr. to rho ctxtr,Prt of the elfin,. that etttripnte rIPPriPri to PvPrrice in order

to solve particular problems. The following were identified:

a. Add equivalent fractions
b. Cancel fraction
c. Make proper
d. Find the lowest common multiple
e. Find equivalent fractions

The number of discrete skills required to solve a problem was considered as a measure of the difficulty of
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the problem; and this measure was used to classify problems, and in so doing reveal a structure of the
domain. This coincides with the findings of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19]. However, it is useful to note that
this is only one of the many factors in measuring problem difficulty used by Lee [25], who identified,
amongst others, the student' s degree of familiarity with a particular type of problem.

In eliciting progression information, it is necessary to avoid the problem of combinatorial explosion. Ahead

on approach requires the expert to provide a tree structure of sequences of problems indicating the
appropriate next problem depending on the outcome of all previously asked problems. Such an approach is
unattractive to both expert and knowledge engineer. Instead, an approach adopted was to attempt tb uncover
the underlying algorithmic strategy of the expert.
In general terms, the strategy of the expert is to test the students' abilities to exercise the identified skills at a
particular level of difficulty. Failure to return a correct answer causes the questioning process to be resumed
at a lower level of difficulty, that is, with problems requiring the demonstration of fewer skills. Whereas

successful demonstration of all the identified skills causes the questioning process to be resumed with
problems at a greater level of difficulty. The expert started with problems of middling difficulty and adopted
a binary chop approach to selecting the next level. Within each level of difficulty, the selection of the next
problem depended on the skills already demonstrated. Each available problem was scored using a set of
weights, which favoured previously undemonstrated skills at that level. If the progression problem is
viewed as a variant of state-space search, the expert's strategy has more in common with a constrain-and-

generate paradigm [26], at a given level of difficulty, rather than a naïve generate and test approach. A
schematic example of the use of this strategy is given below.

In a Prolog implementation of this strategy, a record of students' skills, demonstrated at each tested level of
difficulty is recorded, and used to prepare a revision plan.

6 An Example
The human tutor first prepared the adaptive testing strategy for a domain of five skills described above. This
is shown in Figure 1 for a domain of five skills.

exit

exit

Begin

exit

correct or
wrong

exit

Figure 1: Human tutor' s strategy in adaptive testing for a domain of 5 skills

In Figure 1, the adaptive test begins at node 3 which contains problems each of which can be solved by
exactly three skills. If the student gets any problems wrong within that category, he moves onto node 2
which contains problems each of which can be solved by exactly two skills. If he gets all the problems
correct within that category, he will exit the adaptive test. The rationalisation for this is described below.
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If each of the skills were labelled as a,b,c,d,e, as in Section 5, then at node 3, there are 5C3, that is 10 possible
combinations of skills. For example, the combination [a,b,c] would involve a set of problems which each

require all the skills a, b and c to be used. Skills a, b and c correspond to add equivalent fractions, cancel
fraction, and, make proper respectively. However in practice, not all these combinations will be found in a
valid problem type.

We introduced weights to each combination to enable the choice of the next best combination. We also
imposed the following criteria for calculating the weight of each candidate set:
If a skill has been not been asked yet, it carries a weight of 2
If a skill has already been asked once, it carries a weight of 1
If a skill has been asked more than once, it carries no weight
Select the first set amongst the candidate set with the highest score

The following process shows how problems, each of which, require a combination of three skills are
presented to the student.
a.

Select [a,b,c] and scores are assigned to the other combinations, based on the above rules:
[a,b,c)

(a,b,d)

4

1

[a,b,e]

4

[a,c,d]

4

[a,c,e]

4

[a,d,e]

[b,c,d]

4

5

[b,c,e]

4

[b,d,e]

5

[c,d,e]

5

b. Based on these weights, combination [a,d,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen. The scores
for the remaining combinations are recalculated.
[a,b,c]

I

2

c.

-

[a,b,d]

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

2

[a,d,e]

[b,c,d)

5

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

(c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

Combination [b,c,d] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.
[a,b,c]

3

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

-

2

2

2

2

-

0

1

0

I

2

[a,b,d]

1

(a,d,e)

[b,c,d]

5

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

I

I

1

-

d. Combination [a,b,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.
[a,b,c]

[8,6,e]

(a,c,d]

(a,c,e]

(a,d,e]

4

4

4

4

2

-

2

2

2

2

3

-

0

I

0

I

-

3

-

0

0

0

0

1

e.

[a,b,d]

5

[b,c,d]

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

I

0

0

1

I

0

0

As there are no more candidate sets, no more problems are presented.

The above example shows that out of the ten combinations, only problems of combinations [a,b,c], [a,d,e],
[b,c,d] and [a,b,e] were chosen. As described previously, the human tutor would consider the student' s
previous performance and if any answers to problems were found to be wrong, he would assign problems at
node 2 (see Figure 1). Conversely, if all the answers were found to be correct, he would assign problems at
node 4 which require problems to be solved with exactly four skills
The human tutor took the view that if a student has already tackled problems of three skills, whether he got
them right or not, information gathered in packets of three skills need not necessarily apply to problems
involving two skills. He considered that students may become anxious about problems which require more
skills, and although some of the skills may well have been demonstrated in easier problems, the student may
find it difficult to apply them in harder problems.
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7 Conclusion
The paper describes the development of an adaptive test in the domain of elementary arithmetic, which
required two styles of knowledge acquisition. The first is concerned with describing problems and skills,
and it is computer-assisted; whereas the second is entirely manual and is concerned with the ordering, or
progression, of problems to be posed to the subject of a test. However, based on this experience, work is
currently underway to develop software to aid with eliciting details of progression. A valuable insight
gained is that some degree of formalisation of the problem, as well as being convenient for the knowledge
engineer, is also acceptable to the expert who helped with this work.

A possible significant difference between the research reported here and the work reviewed in Section 2 is
that the approach to progression is not restricted to a fixed collection of problems. In view of Lee' s findings
[25], it would be inappropriate to enforce the equating of difficulty with the number of skills. Evidence
encountered during the knowledge acquisition experience suggests that the sheer clerical complexity of
mapping out sequences of problems, lead to some draconian simplification on the part of the expert. The
task ahead, is to find an appropriate balance between convenience and efficiency.
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This paper is a study on the design and implementation of the cooperative
monitoring system using a mobile agent for an educational portal site. Generally

educational portal sites have many addresses of teacher's homepage related
education. Therefore, portal site has a very difficult task with maintaining a
consistent address of site as well as it is impossible that administration of portal
examines all dead sites in searching education site and DB. In order to solve this
problem, we designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system
to filter off dead site using a mobile agent. This monitoring system applies to the
Korean educational portal site (KEPS) for elementary students and teachers. For
efficiency this system, we made an experiment that compared a cooperative
monitoring agent system with a stationary monitoring agent system.

Keyword: Education Portal Site, Cooperative Monitoring System, And
Mobile Agent

1 Introduction
Today, the advent of the web that can easily be connected through the "Internet" is known to be an easy and
popular method for teaching and learning. Web-based educational homepages are used in many computer
assistance medias and also the numbers of educational sites are on the increase extremely.

An extremely increase in number of homepage raises a question whether a student can search appropriate
homepage for learning. In case of finding educational contents using a general searching engines, the
searched site can exist an irrelevant contents against a student's request. Moreover the result of searching
content fell into learning confusion, because the contents are difficult to apply at learning intact.

In order to overcome this problem, an educational portal site was constructed to gather only educational
homepages that had been made several times before. An advantage of educational portal site is that content
is used correctly and rapidly in learning because searching site is well constructed. In addition student can
easily get suitable contents. For gathering of an educational homepage, an educational portal system, called
KEPS, was constructed by the EDUNET and Inchon National University of Education.

While walking past a type of the gathered homepage in KEPS, it can be seen as to make not by an expert
institution or a special company but by a teacher and a private person. As a result, characteristic of the
homepages have to be petty and is frequently updated. Because the educational homepage can disappear
easil-y, portal site faces difficulty to maintain consistenc-y of the site add- L... If .a hyperlinked address of in
portal site is not connected or the retrieval site is disappeared to user, then this portal site may bring discredit
to student. In order to maintain consistency of portal, the administrator of portal site must validate all

addresses of site. But this examination is impossible work that man completely manages and finds.
Consequently, a monitoring of a site address for finding the dead site can be process by an intelligent agent
instead of human.

A single agent needs comprehensive amount of time required for the monitoring of a portal site. If a single
agent examines extremely a many site addresses, the monitoring work may be inefficient. Because a mobile
agent is possible with decentralization and a parallel processing, the monitoring works using a mobile agent
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can be process effectively [5].

Accordingly, this study designed and implemented a mutual cooperative monitoring system to filter off dead
site using a mobile agent. In the following section, the mobile agent and monitoring scheme will be surveyed
and the overview of the structure of monitoring agent will be designed. And the next section will be focused
on implementation and experimentation of monitoring agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works
will be described.

2 Mobile Agent and Cooperative Monitoring
The agent is a program with intelligent characteristics to help the users with the use of computers and take
the user's place. The intelligent agent perceives any dynamic stimulation or condition and interprets the
data collected for a solution to the problem and exercises reasoning for a final decision. It also acts to
change the conditions within its environment in order to perform assigned duties. It has autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and a cooperative relationship, learning, mobility, and so on [9].

Generally an agent divides a kind of two by the mobility, a stationary agent to be executed roles in single
system, while the mobile agent is executed at various systems after moving through the networks. An
execution example of the mobile agent is shown in figure 1 and the mobile agent based environment is
viewed figure 2. The mobile agent server must be installed to act a mobile agent as figure 2.

Interagent
Communications
Manager

......

Application
Gateway

Exterui
Applicalkm

HOST 2

HOST 1

Agent

Directory
Manager

Manager

Nal
Insten°31ce A2

Instance Al

Reliability

Address Space

Manager

Security
Manager

Figure 2. Mobile agent based environment

Figure 1. Execution of mobile agent

The mobile agent has a specific characters listed below compared with a stationary agent [5][6].
The mobile agent reduces the network load.
The mobile agent overcomes network latency.
The mobile agent encapsulates protocols.
The mobile agent executes asynchronously and autonomously.
The mobile agent adapts dynamically.
The mobile agent is naturally heterogeneous.
The mobile agent is robust and fault-tolerant.

In the information retrieval, a monitoring work ascertains a state of gathering sites for the maintenance of
data consistency. Generally, because the information of the web is changed frequently, a monitoring job by
human is an impossible or inefficient work. This monitoring job can be processed by intelligent a computer
program instead of a human. Such a program is called the web robot or an intelligent agent system [10][1 1].

in case of exa---""-g many sites in the monitoring work, if a single agent of the only server processes
monitoring work, then the monitoring work may be needed long time and overloading of a monitoring server.
The mobile agent has made possible ,cooperative and speedy monitoring job from distribution and parallel
processing [8][11].

3 Cooperative Monitoring System
3.1 Overview of System
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Overview of the KEPS system, including the temporary monitoring agent system is shown figure 3.

KEPS System

Figure 3. Overview of system

The portal system is consisted of four parts. There are the portal web server (PWS) and the monitoring agent
server (MAS), the temporary monitoring server (TMS), a mediator. For using educational portal service,

user must be connected with the Portal web server. Gathered address of an educational homepage is
supported searching service of an education contents to user through the Portal web server. The Portal web
server has searching engine, site DB and a query processor. The monitoring agent server has a stationary
monitoring agent and a cooperative mobile agent, error DB, a mobile agent server. Also the monitoring
agent server performs works as a creation and an allocation, a control, a gathering of the monitoring mobile

agent. For the mobile agent perform it' s task fully, each server is installed the mobile agent server
necessarily.

The temporary monitoring servers are in existence out the KEPS system. In order to process a fast
monitoring work, the TMS have function of distributed and parallel processing. The number of TMS is not
fixed but dynamic by amount of monitoring job. Furthermore the TMS is used in temporary palace which
mobile agent examines each a state of the registered site. At ordinary times, the TMS is not used usually for

examining a state of the registered site. However the TMS can be only used when is requested by the
mediator agent server.

The mediator is situated between the monitoring agent server and TMS, and acts as the role of mediation
with the mobile agent and servers. All agents and agent servers must be registered in the mediator.

3.2 Design of KEPS System and Cooperative Work
The structure of the KEPS System is detail shown figure 4. The portal web server is consisted of searching

engine and query processor, is shared the gathering DB of portal site. The searching engine provides
searching service about education content and the query processor is shown the result searching at DB. The
monitoring agent server is consisted of inference engine and agent manager, error DB. The monitoring
system in monitoring agent server has a stationary agent and a mobile agent for distribution and parallel
working. A stationary agent examines the state of gathering site and the confirmation of HTML documents
through HTTP connection. After a failure sites are saved at temporary error DB, these will be deleted from

site DB of portal web server. A permanent deletion of fail sites is executed by inference engine of the
monitoring agent server.

When a monitoring agent server is overloaded or the stationary monitoring agent has difficulty processed by
examination with many site, the monitoring agent server requests to the mediator about information of the

registered TMS. If the number of the TMS is lacking, the monitoring agent server waits until the TMS
becomes sufficient. Having sufficient number of the TMS, the mobile agent is created to divide as a suitable
size of address by inference engine. And then the mobile agent has been created by a monitoring agent
server, will be cloned with suitable number. Each mobile agent is allocated a monitoring work and will be
dispatched to the TMS through ATP connection. The mediator agent can grasp each work states of an agent
by using the agent finder.
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Each agent is moved to temporary monitoring server and examines the allocated addresses of sites through
HTTP. When a mobile agent is finished all checking of sites, it sends to the monitoring agent server with the
result of observation. If the job of the mobile agent is occurred some problem, monitoring agent server
creates a new mobile agent and re-dispatches to the TMS. All results gathers, result of examination saves at
site DB and error DB. Finally, dispatching the agents retracted by the monitoring agent.

Web
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Figure 4. Structure of the KEPS system

The processing algorithm of execution about monitoring working is shown figure 5. The job of monitoring
using the mobile agent has advantages that prevent an overloading of a single server and lessen monitoring

time by distribution and parallel processing. Because agents are not used stationary server but are
dynamically used in other servers, all servers performed share resources of monitoring system. Accordingly,
each agent can do cooperative parallel processing using autonomous and society properties of agent.

4 Implementation and Experiment
4.1 Implementation and Application of System
The monitoring agent system proposed in this study was implemented two types. The stationary monitoring
agent was implemented by using VC++ and CLIPS. Also the mobile monitoring agent system proposed in
this study was implemented using JAVA based Aglet API and JESS. Aglet is the java class library for that
can easily design and implement all the properties of the mobile agent. Moreover the Aglet provides with the
Tahiti server and Agent finder for helping research of users.

The stationary monitoring agent interacts with the mobile agent of Tahiti server based environment.
Inference engine of the stationary monitoring agent was used the CLIPS dynamic linked library and the
mobile monitoring agent system was used the JESS class library. The CLIPS and JESS are rule based
inference engine and was used to infer planning and allocation of the mobile agent. SQL was used for the
gathering DB of portal site. ODBC and JDBC were used to connect the monitoring agent system and the
gathering DB of site.

(
Figure 5. Algorithm of monitoring procedure

Figure 6 below is image of the interface of the stationary monitoring agent by making VC++. Figure is
shown that the single monitoring agent is examining each site. The stationary monitoring agent was
consisted of three parts mainly. The left screen of figure is represented list that the agent will examine site of
DB. Also the center of screen is viewed results of a successful site and the right screen is represented results
of a failure site.
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Figure 6. Stationary monitoring agent

Figure 7 is shown screen that the mobile monitoring agent is examining each site with distribution and
parallel processing. If the numbers of sites are many in existence, the stationary monitoring agent executes

the mobile agents to interact with the Tahiti server as followed image. Above window of figure is
represented the stationary monitoring agent. Black screen below is viewed that mobile agent sever is
executed by the stationary monitoring agent. Small screen below is shown the Aglet vie wer. The Aglet
viewer perform an important role as a creation, dialog, dispose, cloning, dispatching, retracting of a mobile
agent.
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Figure 7. Interaction between stationary monitoring agent and Tahiti server

In order to use the implemented monitoring system in this study, we applied at the educational portal system
and the KEPS system in the EDUNET server. Figure 8 is shown the searching screen of the web browser
using KEPS system. This portal site in the EDUNET was constructed for the Korean elementary student and
teacher. Also this site contains all contents about the curriculum of the Korean elementary school.
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Figure 8. Searching of KEPS system

4.2 Experimental Results
For examining the efficiency of the cooperative monitoring system using the mobile agent, we compared and
evaluated a monitoring time of each agent system. A comparative and estimative items listed below are as
followed.

Comparative item

- The single stationary monitoring agent vs. the cooperative monitoring agents.
Estimative items

- The monitoring time of the single monitoring agent
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(3)
- The monitoring time of the cooperative monitoring agents(7)
- The number of sites: 10,30,50,70,90,110,130,150,170,190 ..etc.
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The experiment measures examination time of sites using a comparative and estimative items above. The
estimative result is shown Table I and is represented figure 9 with form of graph. The horizontal axis of
graph is represented the number of site and the vertical axis of graph is represented monitoring time of each
agent.

In case of the number of an examine site is small, the result of experiment is viewed that the single
stationary agent is faster speed of examination than the mobile monitoring agent. Also, when mobile agent is
dispatched to three servers, speed of examination is faster than is dispatched to seven servers. The reason is
caused by overtime occurred because the many mobile agents are created, allocated, gathered.

However, the more the number of site increases, the faster the mobile monitoring agent gets speed of
checking than the single stationary agent. In particular, when the cooperative monitoring system using many
agents, experimental result is shown that a speed of examination is very fast. If a single stationary agent
processes very many sites, the result of execution can be useless though the result is very accurate.

Consequently, the cooperative monitoring agent can become higher execution speed by distributed and
parallel processing and an overload of network by using a mobile agent can be decreased. If a server has an
active environment of the mobile agent, the servers can be used with an active space of a searching agent
and a monitoring agent.
Table I. Result of monitoring time
Number of Agent 10 30
50
70
90

Agent Type

110

130

150

170

190

Stationary Monitoring Agent

42

137

201

261

374

412

518

592

645

743

Mobile Monitoring Agent(3 Servers)

120

132

143

165

221

253

262

282

316

335

Mobile Monitoring Agent(7 Servers)

130

121

124

122

148

143

147

183

186

182

Time(sec)

-41-

10

30

50

70

90

110

130 150

170

190

Figure 9. Graph of monitoring result

5 Conclusion and Future works
This study is on the efficiency of cooperative monitoring agent using mobile agent for educational portal site.
The monitoring job has been getting difficulty processed by human. Thus, an intelligent agent can process
the monitoring of the portal site instead of human. A monitoring work by using a single stationary agent
needs long time for checking of many sites.

In order to overcome the problem in this study, the mobile agent is used in monitoring job. The monitoring
job of educational portal site can be processed by collaborative method of decentralization and parallel using
the mobile agent. The monitoring system was implemented by using the Aglet and Tahiti server. This system
could execute cooperative monitoring job through an intelligent interaction between the stationary agent and
a mobile agent. Also the REPS system is possible with the mediation and the registration of agents by using
the mediator agent between the monitoring server and the temporary agent sever.
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The temporary agent sever is not fixed with the number but can be dynamically changed. Therefore all
servers are by resources of monitoring job and each server can exe cute its role by inference.

More studies are required on research that constructs knowledge base for inference engine of the mobile

agent. For effective portal site constructed, future work needs researches about not only intelligent
monitoring but also ntelligent searching and gathering of educational information. In order to interact
between the mobile agents, we require research about KQML, language for sharing and exchange of
knowledge between agent and agent.
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Development and Evaluation of a Mental
Model Forming Support ITS
- the Qualitative Diagnosis Simulator for the SCS Operation ActivityToru Miwata, Tatsunori Matsui, Toshio Okamoto and Alexandra Cristea
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Choufu, Chou firgaoka 1-5-1, Tokyo 182-8585
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In this study, we built an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, which
models SCS (Space Collaboration System: system the remote conferences and
education via satellite communications) conferences. A student engages in the
conference, by operating a control panel and proceeds by making the necessary
selections according to the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intention and
purpose, which can change at any time. The purpose of this study is supporting
the student to form a correct mental model in this environment. Therefore, we

incorporate an abstract model of possible computations as a logical circuit
attached to the SCS system. Using this model, the system has two functions: to
diagnose the student' s conceptual understanding mistakes about the SCS system
and to explain to him/her the cause of these mistakes. With these functions, we
expect to be able to support the student in forming a correct mental model and in
understanding the SCS essentials.
Keywords: Mental Model, Space Collaboration System, Remote Conference

1 Introduction
Recently, with the increased awareness of the necessity of individual, subjective learning, a change occurred
in the building of computer based educational systems. The existing learning supporting systems are based

on automatically generating the learning method, according to the relation between the state defining
parameters and the subject' s (learner' s) behavior. However, in recent years, the trend to construct systems,
that positively encourage the student to work, and allow him/her to change the current state parameters by
him-/herself, offer system behavior simulation, moreover, verification and correction of the student inputs,

emerged. In this type of subjective/ individual learning environment, it is necessary to add a causality
explanation function of the target environment. This is important due to the fact that, by letting the student/
learner adjust and change the system parameters, and then showing him/her the system behavior simulation,

as derived from the current configuration and structure, fundamental system comprehension can be
supported and achieved [2..11]. We have, therefore, used the above mentioned specifications and
background information, to implement an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, for supporting
fundamental system comprehension and understanding. For this purposc, we have based our mental model

design on the object oriented approach. The mental model

is

a representation of the individual

comprehension shout the stnicture and flinctions of the objects involved in the simulated system model.
Moreover, depending on the simulation of the object functions within the learner' s mental model, it becomes

possible to predict the problem solving act results. Therefore, important learning can occur and, at the same
time, causality explanation within the virtual learning environment can be offered. We based the mental

model used in our system on the qualitative modeling. The qualitative model is a fundamental model
representation based on the causality relations that generate the target system' s behavior. The causality
relations are reflected in the relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions. Here we
consider the following definitions. The structure reflects how the elements of the target organization are
combined. The behavior shows how the system characteristics, expressed by the object structure, change in
time. The function expresses how the goal, related to the object behavior, is achieved. By modeling the
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causality relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions, and designing a qualitative model,

the causality relation simulation becomes possible. In our system, we have constructed a qualitative
diagnosis simulator for conferences via SCS. SCS, standing for Space Collaboration System, is a remote
conferences and distance education system via satellite communications. The learner/ student follows the
progress of the conference, by operating a control panel, and making the necessary selections, according to
the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intentions and purpose, which can change in time. In this
environment, we integrate a computable model abstraction of the remote conference via communication
satellites, as a logic circuit. Moreover, based on this abstraction, we add a causality explanation function, and
a diagnosis system of the student' s/ learner' s operation mistakes, which generate the appropriate guidance
information for the student. In this way, we support the fundamental comprehension of the SCS system.

2 Qualitative reasoning
Qualitative reasoning is one of the most vigorous areas in artificial intelligence. Over the past years, a body

of methods have been developed for building and simulating qualitative models of physical systems
(bathtubs, tea kettles, automobiles, the physiology of the body, chemical processing plants, control systems,
electrical circuits, and the like) where knowledge of that system is incomplete. Qualitative models are more

able than traditional models to express states of incomplete knowledge about continuous mechanisms.
Qualitative simulation guarantees to find all possible behaviors consistent with the knowledge in the model.
This expressive power and coverage are important in problem-solving for diagnosis, design, monitoring, and
explanation. Qualititative simulation draws on a wide range of mathematical methods to keep a complete set
of predictions tractable, including the use of partial quantitative information. Compositional modeling and
component-connection methods for building qualitative models are also discussed in detail [1].

3 SCS
Figure

1

displays the SCS based remote conference concept. SCS was established as a satellite

communication network between universities, to enable real-time remote video conferences. Each
participant' s station (called VSAT station) is enabled with a satellite communication control panel, an image
and sound transceiver control panel, multiple video-cameras, monitors, and so on.

3.1 SCS constrains and limitations
The SCS conference can take place as an inter-station, bi-directional communication between two stations,
or as a multiple VSAT stations communication, where only one station has the role of the moderator, and has

authority upon transmission control. In the latter case, all the other station, with the exception of the
moderator station, are called client stations, and can participate as such in the conference. The moderator
station is decided in advance, before the actual conference, by the conference organizer, according to the
requested time-schedules and conference contents. The line control is usually under the sole authority of the

moderator station. However, a client station can send a request for line usage for transmission to the
moderator. This operation is enabled by the proposal request button existent on each VSAT station panel. By

pushing this button, a proposal request notification is sent to the control panel on the moderator station.
Moreover, during the conference, it is possible for two different stations to send image and sound, namely,
the carrier, at the same time, so there can be up to two distinct proposing stations. The respective client
stations are depicted in the lower part of figure 1.

The communication satellite has two reception parts, and a converting switch that allows the selection of the
received carrier. Depending on the existing constrains and conditions, a decision mechanism is involved,
before actually sending the carrier selection from the satellite. After verifying the current constrains and
conditions, the carrier is sent from the satellite. This carrier is sent without exception to all client stations. In
figure 1, the sending of the carrier to all the client stations is depicted. The station carriers depicted in figure
1 as a black solid arrows show the connection between the individual stations and the transmission part of
the satellite. The figure shows also that the satellite receives only two carriers at a time. Howeve; as all
stations are connected with the satellite, as depicted by the solid black arrows, all stations are prepared to
send a carrier.

The satellite reception part is built of a receptor, and a converting switch. In this way, by means of the
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restrictions set by the converting switch receptor, the satellite can receive, all in all, only two carriers.
Moreover, these have to be from two distinct stations only. Also, in the case of multiple carrier reception, the
moderator station operator can decide, according to his/ her free will, to commute to the receiving of one

carrier only, disregarding the choices and modes of the client stations. These constrains, limitations and
specifications, and the fact that the client stations can all in all send only two carriers, are depicted in the
figure as dotted thick arrows. The two carriers that can be sent are named [send 1] and [send 2]. Their
contents is re-sent from the satellite. The restriction that the two carriers, [send I] and [send 2], should not
come from the same station is enforced before this re-transmission. Only when al the above restrictions are
fulfilled, can the received carriers be broadcasted from the satellite to all stations. At the reception of the
broadcast signals, each client station can separate the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2]. The station sending
the carrier is also receiving the broadcast, without exception. Therefore, the sound and image received by the
transmitting stations are:
(1). image+sound from the other transmitting station (if
existent);
(2)the image and sound sent to the satellite by the station
itself.

4

Moreover, as it is impossible to send the image and
sound carrier to a specific station directly, by sending
them to the satellite, they are broadcasted
Bi-directional
to
all
stations.
automatically
communication is also possible, but is actually a
quasi-bi-directional communication, as the broadcast
carrier of the two communicating stations is sent, at

the same time, as a broadcast signal to all client
stations.

odera- ClIentClient Client
stati9notatl,atl
or
I

3.2 SCS system frequent user errors
In table 1, the error types for different user skill levels
of SCS conference practice, as gathered by surveying
4 domain specialists with over 2 years of SCS system
operation experience, is shown. They were asked to
give us first a list of frequently appearing user errors

during the SCS usage and managing. This list is
displayed in table I in the column headed by the label

"Error/ misconception". Next, they were asked to
evaluate the frequency of apparition of these errors
for beginner, medium and advanced user. In table I
their replies were represented as follows: [ I means
means low
high, [ ] means medium, and [

Fig. I Conference with SCS

frequency of errors. The table presents therefore the
specialists' primary classification of errors according to the operation skills. To this classification, we have
added a new error classification, based on the previously explained SCS system constrains and limitations.

We have managed to group all errors enumerated by the specialists into four big classes of errors and
misconceptions: A, B, C and D. The definitions of these classes are given below.

Table I Errortvpes
slation is
Error
Error/
beginn mod: adva classifi
possible.
um aced -cation
misconception I er
Believing that
nz..............ilinsv

the function of
the satellite.
believing
direct/
dedicated
transfer
between fellow
stations is
possible.
Believing that
the sending of
two carriers
from the same

I

ABC
9

1

D

A

9

receiving two
carriers from
the same
station is
possible.

. .

1

1

1

A

Not
understanding

that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different
station, the
current
proposing

B

station
consecutively.
Believing that

station carrier
will disappear.
Believing that
all stations can
send a carrier

only one
broadcast is
possible.
Not making the

C

at the same
time.
Not
understanding
the concept
and necessity
of the carrier
request
proposal.
Assigning
carriers to
three or more

distinction

between the
moderator
station and the

C

other client
stations.
Believing that
the client
station is in

C

charge of the
transmission
control.
Not making the

stations.

Not
understanding
why the image
and sound
signal sent by
ones own

static
state

. .

. .

. .

static
state

distinction

between the
two wave
forms (signals),
[send 1] and
[send2].

D

station is

received again.

Believing that
bi-directional
communication
is possible only
with a specific
station.
Assigning the
carrier to each

D

static
state

Believing that

the [send 11
.

wave form is
the signal
coming from
the moderator
station.

D

D

static
state

Class A: Misconception/ incomplete information about the sending of two different waves/ signals with the help of the

judgement/ decision mechanism.
Class B: Misconception about the sending of one carrier to one station with the help of the converting switch.
Class C: Misconception/ incomplete information about the receiving of two carriers.
Class D: Misconception/ incomplete information about broadcasting to all stations.

4 The SCS qualitative model
Figure 2 shows the qualitative model of the SCS conference abstraction, in the form of a logic circuit. This
qualitative model can express the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system. In this figure, ve
displayed four client stations and one communication satellite. As can be seen, the satellite has two receptors,
and one judgment/ decision mechanism, as a converting XOR switch between the two receptors. The two client
stations sending carriers at one time can therefore have a pseudo- bi-directional communication. The structure,
behavior and functions, so, the objects of the original SCS system are expressed, in this way, as a qualitative
model.

The characteristics of this model make it possible to simu late the dynamic changes occurring during a distance
conference, allowing to decide and evaluate the proper parameter settings for each station, moreover, to simulate
the system behavior in the case of mistaken parameter settings. By using the XOR function, it is ensured that

each reception part of the communication satellite can receive only one carrier from only one station. This
station has sent a prior transmission proposal to the moderator station, which was accepted.
Judgment/
decision
mechanism

OOOOO

11141

- <14-

Fig 2 The qualitative model of the
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system

Next, it is necessary to make sure that the two accepted carriers come from two distinct stations. This restriction
is enforced by the judgment/ decision mechanism. The judgment/ decision mechanism eliminates via an extra
XOR function the possibility that the two carriers were sent by the same station. If the two carriers, 1 and 2, are
validated by the judgment/ decision mechanism, the communication satellite broadcasts one or both to all VSAT
stations. Therefore, all VSAT stations will receive the two carriers 1 and 2 and will not be able to receive any
other carriers from other stations, or any wrong transmissions. Moreover, by using this model it is possible to

infer the error source, as shown previously, based on the SCS system structure. The previous A, B, C, D
classification can be thought of as: (A) sending of two distinct waves by using the judgment/ decision
mechanism, (B) sending of maximum one carrier per station by means of the converting switch, (C) using of two
carriers by means of the satellite reception mechanism, (D) existence of broadcast type of transmission only. In
this way, the virtual model enables the learner to derive the cause and source of the operation error, as related to
the SCS system structure. Furthermore, we have presented here a model based on only 4 client stations, that is
implemented via the XOR module, but as in the case of more than 4 client stations, we can increase the number
of the reception part XOR modules, adapting them to the numb er of stations, we can express, cope with and
model therefore the converting switch for any arbitrary, greater than 2 number of client stations.

5 Learning Environment
5.1 System outline and overview
r

ir
.{01,'

,

e '*:
Dynamic
**

Figure Learning environment

Figure 3 shows the overview of the system. The learner/ student is performing the conference steps by taking
over the role of the moderator station operator. The goal is to cope with the dynamically changing agenda of the
conference, proposed by the system. The agenda presents a description of a dynamic conference state, where bidirectional communication is required. The student can take decisions about the SCS system state and change
parameter by operating the control panel. The previously described qualitative model evaluates these settings and
parameters.

Next, disregarding if the parameter setup and assignment is appropriate or not, the result of the new user choices
is reflected on the control panel of the interface, changing the current representation. The control panel displays
also the transmission requests coming from other stations. The student has to choose the appropriate response to
these requests. The student has to be able to judge the appropriateness of his/her own operations and actions, by
interpreting the information presented on the control panel. By repeating the above steps, the student can learn
the constrains and usage of the SCS system. Moreover, to prevent deadlock situations, where the student is

unable to judge his/her own errors, due to misunderstandings regarding the SCS system constrains, an
explanatory fiinction was added. This is implemented via an explanation button, which can be pressed by the
student in need. The student guidance follows as has been previously shown, conform with the SCS qualitative
model. In this way, the student can achieve not just a quick, superficial understanding, but also a deep, structure
related knowledge about the SCS system. For example, explanation are given such as: "There are only two
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satellite receptors.", "There is an exclusive OR switch on each receptor, so each receptor can receive from one
only station at a time.", "The judgment/ decision mechanism does not allow 2 carriers from the same station.",
and so on. By leading the student to understand the connection between the parameter setup and the way the SCS
system is actually built, as well as the real system components and the relations between them, via messages and
state representations on the control panel, the student can be expected to perform the parameter setting by
him/herself successfully in the future.

5.2 System flow
Figure 4 shows the system flow. The rapidly changing conference goal and intention of the agenda is described

in chronological order. The contents of this description are on one hand, the conference state change
requirements that have to be performed by the student, put into words that can be easily understood by him/her,
and on the other hand, the description of the current SCS system state. In figure 4, this is expressed as [word]
utterances, at the different moments in time (tO, .,.tn):

word : state(t0) . word : state(tn)
For example, [word] can be a prompting message about the conference state change, with the value of "Please
reply to the question from university A!", and so on. As shown in figure 4, the operation panel managing module
receives from the agenda, or from the other client stations the current parameter for each given conference state,
and then reflects the resulting state on the panel. For example, the button of the station, which is currently in
charge of a carrier, turns red. Also, in the case of requests from other stations, the button of the station sending
the carrier request signal turns also red.

The student infers the present conference state from the
state of the panel. Moreover, from here the student can

notice if it is necessary to change the state of the
conference, according to the agenda requirements. Next,
to change the conference state, the student has to operate
control panel. By doing this, the parameters
determining the conference are changed, and a new
the

word : state(t0)

t word : state(t1)
:644 word : stie(t2)
word : state(tn)

request(tn)

.
state(tn)

request(t0)
request(t1)
request(t1)

0000.4

operation
compare

I

SCS
Model

diagnostics

Figure 4 System flow

request(tn)

conference state emerges. This new state is evaluated with
the SCS qualitative model. When evaluating with the SCS
model, the result is compared with the next agenda. It is,
in principle, possible to perform such comparisons on the
SCS system without the computable module, and to judge
if the operation is appropriate or not, but, in that case, the
student cannot achieve a deep understanding of the SCS
conference, that is, s/he cannot identify the SCS behavior

as derived from structural constrains. In order fir the
learner to achieve a deep understanding, it is necessary to
perform the parameter evaluation with the help of the SCS
computable model. After the parameter evaluation, if the
settings are judged as appropriate, the system moves to the
next agenda. In figure 4, this is the case of "T" (True). In
this case, the setup parameters decided by the student are
handed over to the administrating module, which, in turn,
reflects these changes on the operation panel. On the other
hand, if, after the parameter evaluation, the settings are
judged as not being appropriate, the system does not move

to the next agenda. This case is shown in figure 4 as the "F" (False) case. In such a case, the wrongly set
parameters ate displayed on the operation panel. in this way, the deficient, real SCS state can be represented.
For example, in the case when three or more stations ask for the carrier at the same time, and the carrier is passed
over to them, the moderator station's carrier disappears. The student notices that the espective state is not
appropriate, and corrects the setup parameters. Moreover, in the case that s/he doesn' t notice the errors, s/he
cannot continue with the next agenda. When entering a deadlock situation, the SCS qualitative model can, at the
student' s request, explain to the student what kind of error s/he has done. In this way, by explaining not the

protocol and process steps, but the SCS system behavior, as a result of the structural constrains, our system
supports the formation of the SCS learner mental model. For instance, let us consider a case where the present
transmission rights belong to universities B and C, and a proposal request is received from university A. This
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request is represented on the panel by the button representing university A turning red, together with a
simultaneous indication message appearing in the agenda window, stating "Please answer the question from
university A". If the student decides to assign a carrier to university A, without previously modifying the state of
one or both stations B and C, which have the current transmission rights, the result is that the system will have 3
or more simultaneous carriers at the same time. In this case, the system represents the buttons of universities A,
B, C on the panel with red color, and lets the student therefore know that the parameter setup is not appropriate.
At the same time, the agenda window will also display a message for the student. The content of this message is
something like: "There are only two receptors on the satellite.", so is an explanation of the behavior, as resulting
from the structural constrains.

6 Agenda
Table 2 Agenda example
agenda(t0)
agenda(11)
agenda(t2)
agenda(13)
request(t4)
agenda(t4)
agenda(15)

The conference starts.
The moderator station is the University of Electro-Communications.
Please allocate carrier to Yamagata University
Please start sending from the lecturer camera
Carrier request Tsukuba University.
Please reply to the question from Tsukuba University*
The conference has ended.

The SCS conference is based on a general agenda. Our system offers SCS based remote conference simulation
environment and, moreover, stores typical SCS agenda models, in order to dynamically produce conferences that
require conference state changes.

In this way, the student becomes the operator of the moderator station, and has to take decisions compatible to
the agenda, engaging therefore in the simulated steps of the SCS conference. In table 2 we show an example of a

model agenda for our system. In this table, agenda(tn) represents the agenda at moment (tn) in time, and
request(tn) represents the carrier request at moment (tn) in time. In the real SCS conference, the time moment
concept exists, but, in our system, we have the supplementary restriction that, only after accomplishing the
current agenda, it is possible to go on with the new one. As shown above, the agenda is organized as a time
series, and the student receives indications and instructions from the agenda window. The changes occurring in
the conference state in the respective agenda example above correspond to a respective intention and goal.
Disregarding if these intentions and goals come from the original operator's decisions, or if they were prepared
by the system from the beginning, the beginner student doesn't have to loose his/her way during the SCS
conference proceedings, and can give the panel operation his/her undivided attention. In other words, the
indications and instructions coming from the agenda window can be thought of as an experienced operator
teaching the beginner student during the SCS conference proceedings. After receiving the indications and
instructions from the agenda window, the student can decide on the next conference state that seems appropriate,
given the present conference state and the indications received, and operates the control panel to perform the
respective change. The new state that results as a consequence of the student's operations is checked by the
system, to decode if it is appropriate or not, conform with the indications and instructions of the agenda. One
agenda is recorded in the system as one word and 6 state descriptors. The words are the ones that appear in the
agenda window. The six possible state descriptors are shown below.
station name (list of all client stations)
carrier request (list of all client stations)
carrier 1 (list of all client stations)
carrier 2 (list of all client stations)
reception I (list of all client stations)
reception 2 (list of all client stations)

The state descriptor called "station name" contains a list of all client station names. Next, the carrier rpoiuPst,
carrier 1, carrier 2, reception 1 and reception 2 state descriptors contain respective lists of [on] and [off] states
corresponding to each station. In figure 3, we show the correspondence between [1] and [0] and [on] and [off].
The reason of describing all client stations carrier and reception states with [off/on] descriptors is to be able to
represent also the incomplete understanding of the learner/ student, as well as his/her mistaken parameter setups
and assignments.

7 Testing, experiments and evaluation
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Table 3 comparison of situation before and after learning takes
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N/A
N/A
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A,B,C,D

A
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A

possible.
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that, by
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different station, 5 persons 1 person
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B

proposing

station carrier
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Believing that all 3 persons 3 persons
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stations can

C

carrier request
proposal.
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C

C
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own station is

received again.
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D

5 persons 1 person

D

Assigningihe
carrier to each
station
consecutively.
Believing-that
only one
broadcast is
possible.

5 persons 5 persons

D

We have performed an evaluation experiment of our system over a small sample. 5 beginner students with no
SCS system experience were selected as the object of our SCS conference experiment. We have first explained

them the control panel representations, meanings and operation mode, as well as the agenda window
functionality, and the SCS system setup as a bi-directional communication system. They were able to consult the
SCS user manual. Next, we have done a pre-test with the system without the diagnosis mechanism, and followed

and checked the operations and mistakes of the beginner operator. Then, we have performed the same
experiment, this time, with the help of the diagnosis mechanism. In the last step, we have compared the
understanding level before and after learning. The result is displayed in table 3. A system screen display during
the experiment is shown in figure 3. This figure displays a student deadlock situation, where the student has
asked for an explanation about the deadlock, and the system has next checked the SCS system structure related
error cause, and finally displayed it on the screen for the student to see. In the case presented in figure 3, the
student hasn't realized the fact that there are only two receptors on the satellite, and has mistakenly allocated
carriers to 3 stations. The explanation of his/her error is displayed on the control panel. The state of 3 stations
having the carrier is represented on the panel as the respective stations' buttons turning all red (left corner of fig.
3, darkened buttons). However, if the student doesn't grasp the meaning of the representation and the cause and
source of his/her errors, and asks therefore the system for help, the system will display the following message:
"There are only two receptors on the satellite". With this explanation, the student understands that, as there are
only 2 receptors on the satellite, s/he cannot allocate carriers to 3 stations, and will operate the panel correctly in
his/her next steps.

According to our system's result shown in table 3, the students can understand the SCS system constrains and
limitations, the fact that the signal has to be sent from different stations, the fact that there are only two carriers,
and the concept of the XOR receptors of the satellite. However, the broadcasting mechanism was not completely
understood. This is probably due to the fact that, in the current simulation system, there is no visual display of
the broadcasting mechanism, of the time and direction of the transmission.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator based on an object-oriented approach to
mental model formation. In our model, the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system are the objects,
and from the description of the causality relations between these objects, the student can determine the cause of
his/her error, based on system structure judgment.
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From educational strategy point of view, QUAD implements and supports a combination of learning methods,
like "Reinforcement learning", "Learning by exploring", "Learning by asking", "Learning by applying", "Selfmonitoring", and so on. From educational depth point of view, the QUAD system doesn't stop at the procedural
surface level, but traces the structural implications, to gain a deep knowledge level.
For further research, we believe that, by expanding the current system, and identifying more precisely the mental
model of the student, a more appropriate guidance system can be developed.
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The World Wide Web has presented researchers and learners all over the world

with unprecedented opportunities to find and distribute information. An
increasing number of valuable resources are made available online. This
provides an excellent knowledge base for learners. However it is often very
difficult to find these useful resources. This paper describes the framework of a
domain specific information clearinghouse and how these clearinghouses can
collaborate with one another to enable cross-domain learning. The resources in a
domain-specific clearinghouse are submitted by trusted domain experts to ensure
its quality. Learners with multiple domain interests can also effectively retrieve
the information they need using the cross-domain collaboration framework
presented. This is achieved with a union agent that manages the collaboration
and sharing of resources between different domains. We also present a toolkit
that facilitates the rapid deployment of such clearinghouses by domain experts.
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1 Introduction
The tremendous success of the Internet and the World Wide Web has resulted in a global information
revolution. With more and more information easily available online, people are now increasingly reliant on

the Web for their information needs. They are constantly faced with the problem of finding relevant
information that will suit their learning needs. Most commonly used tools for finding information, in
particular search engines and Web directories, often return huge amounts of information which are neither

useful nor relevant to the learners' needs. A morc effective way of assisting these learners in finding
information is lacking.

A possible solution would be the use of a domain-specific information clearinghouse managed by human
domain experts. In a nutshell, a Domain Specfic Information Clearinghouse, or DSIC, is a Web-based
clearinghouse and resource repository for information resources available on the Web. Learners would be
able to find relevant and higher quality information from these resources. However, most information and
research nowadays do not dwell on a single domain. Cross-domain learning requirements need to be met.
This can be achieved through collaboration between multiple DSICs. With this cross-domain collaboration,
we are able to discover and learn more about how each domain is related to one another.
In the following sections we will discuss the various approaches that are currently adopted by learners and
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the concept of the Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse. Section 4 describes the framework of a
Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse network to facilitate cross-domain learning. In Section 5, we
describe a toolkit currently under development for the quick deployment of a domain-specific information
clearinghouse. Finally, we would conclude with Section 6.

2 Current Approaches for Finding Information Online
The primary means by which learners find information on the Web are tools like search engines, Web
directories and metasearch engines [1] [5].

Search engines operate by plowing through the Internet and indexing web pages. Typically, only keywords
are indexed. Some examples of search engines are AltaVista I and Hotbot2. Using this method, a lot of
information can be retrieved. However, there is a trade off between quantity and quality. In this huge list of
results, though it may contain many relevant items, most of the search results are usually irrelevant. Learners
will lose a lot of time following useless links.
Web directories like Yahoo!3 and Excite4 are maintained manually by a dedicated group of catalogers. These
directories contain user-submitted resources that are indexed categorically. These indices are usually human-

created or computer-generated. They would usually include some description that helps the user in
determining the usefulness of the resource. As the resources contained by Web directories are user-submitted,
there is the problem of scalability: it is impossible to scale personnel to match the rate at which the Web is
growing. Web directories are outdated rapidly due to the ever changing and ever growing Internet. Important
resources for the different categories and topics are often missing.

Metasearch engines are web tools that poll multiple sources like search engines and Web directories. The
compiled resources are then processed and returned as results to the user. Metacrawler5 and SavvySearch6
are examples of netasearch engines. However, as pointed out in [4], although metasearch engines can
significantly increase coverage, they are still limited by the engines they use with respect to the number and
quality of results.
After looking at the above approaches, the problem of finding relevant and useful resources is not solved.
Although these approaches may be adequate for a casual Web user, they do not serve learners who require
specific information from certain domains well. We shall discuss our proposed solution in the next section.

3 Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse
Figure 1 below depicts the DSIC model.

http://www.altavista.com
2 http://www.hotbot.com
3 http://www.yahoo.com
4 http://www.excite.com
5 http://www.metacrawler.com
6 http://www.savvysearch.com
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Figure 1: Domain-Specific Information Clearinghouse Model

As mentioned earlier, a Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse is a web-based clearinghouse and
resource repository for domain-specific resources available on the web. One or more domain experts
maintain the resources found in the clearinghouse. From now on, we will refer to experts as people who
supply information to the clearinghouse and learners as people who access the clearinghouse for information.

The clearinghouse contains a classification of topics found in the domain and an intelligent information
agent. With a good classification, the clearinghouse would be better organized and would increase learners'
ease in finding the information they want. An intelligent information agent should be made available to
facilitate the knowledge sharing and exchange both within and outside the clearinghouse.

An expert registers with the clearinghouse as a trusted information provider. He will then be able to submit
resources that are in turn classified and cataloged. Using information found in these submitted resources, the

intelligent information agent could scour the Web for more resources that can be added into the
clearinghouse. The quality of these resources is much higher as they are being submitted by domain experts.
What is useful and relevant to these experts are also usually useful to the learners as well. With all these
information clearly classified, learners can then search or browse through the resource collection effectively
in the domain specific clearinghouse.

4 Cross-Domain Learning
The DSIC caters to the needs of experts and learners in a single domain. However, learners often have not
just one but multiple domains of interest. It would be useful for a learner with multiple domains of interest to
be able to find the information he needs across all the different domains. Moreover, there are often no clear
boundaries between domains, as the figure below shows. Resources from different but related domains may
overlap.
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Domain A
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Domain B
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Overlapping
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Figure 2: Overlapping Domain Resources

This potentially allows for different DSICs to collaborate and share resources with each other. To provide
such a resource sharing framework, two issues needs to be addressed: distributed service and metadata
exchange.

4.1 Distributed Service
The proposed framework for collaboration between multiple DSICs is essentially a distributed service.
Domain experts maintaining each individual clearinghouse would register it with the information union
agent, which is a central service that keeps track of all the existing clearinghouses that has been set up. This
is illustrated in Figure 3 as follows:
Union (information
union agent)

Domain Experts

Domain Experts

Resource
Metadata

Resource
Metadata
Domain-specific
Information
Clearinghouse

Catalogued
Records

A

Domain-specific
Information
Clearinghouse

Learner

4Catalogued
Records

B

i

Resourc
Metadat

Resource
Metadata
Intelligent
Information

Intelligent
Information

Agent

Agent

Figure 3: Multiple Domain Resource Sharing

Upon registration with the information union agent, each clearinghouse would declare the metadata
attributes that are used to describe resources in that particular clearinghouse. Relationships with other
domain clearinghouses are also declared. This information is then broadcasted to all the clearinghouses in
the union to facilitate metadata exchange, which will be discussed in section 4.2
Besides maintaining the relationship links between the different domains, the information union agent would
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also apply data mining techniques to learn and discover relationships between resources in the different
domains. For example, when the number of similar resources that are found in two different categories of
different domains exceed a threshold value, the union agent would automatically update the union with this
relationship if it has not already done so. Through this process, the union agent can learn and discover new
information and relationships between different clearinghouses in the union and update the respective
clearinghouses with the new information. This allows the clearinghouses to provide learners with higher
quality information.

4.2 Metadata Exchange
A DSIC union needs to provide a mechanism to facilitate the exchange of machine-understandable
information among different DSICs. Being domain specific, each DSIC has its own set of metadata
attributes and values. A mechanism needs to be provided for a DSIC to automatically interpret metadata that
comes from another DSIC of a different domain and transform it to a human-readable form. This problem is
non-trivial because classification schemes and metadata formats can vary widely between different DSICs.

The Resource Description Framework [7], or RDF, is an evolving specification developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium. RDF' s nucleus is an archetype for depicting named properties and their values. The
properties are representations of resource attributes as well as the relationships between resources. This data
model provides a syntax-independent means of representing RDF expressions.

We have developed a mechanism adapted from the RDF standard that would suit the needs of the DSIC
union. We called this mechanism the Metadata Schema.

A metadata schema is simply a set of attribute names that is used to describe all the resources cataloged in a
particular DSIC uniformly. Each DSIC is associated with exactly one metadata schema at any one time.
A metadata schema is unambiguously represented by an ordered n-tuple of the form

< N1, N2, N3

Nn >

In the above notation, each N, i e { 1, 2, 3, ..,. n } can be any sequence of alphanumeric characters,
including spaces, that starts with a letter. Usually, these would correspond to attribute names such as
"Author", "Company", "Description" and "E-mail Address".

The Metadata Schema, together with the information union agent, are the main mechanisms for
interoperability between different DSICs. The folhiwing scenario illustrates how the Metadata Schema is
being used.

A learner using a particular DSIC X to search for information can indicate that he wants to cross-search
another DSIC Y. Through the union agent described in Section 4.1, DSIC X would already know the
Metadata Schema of DSIC Y and would request DSIC Y for metadata records that correspond to the user' s
search request. DSIC Y would then respond with a set of results of the form

R=
where each Ili, i E

R1,

R2,

R3, ...,

R,,,

}

1, 2, 3, .,. m } is an ordered n-tuple of the form
<v1, V2, V3, . ,.V >

Each element in the set R is then mapped to the known Metadata Schema of DSIC Y, after which the results
are formatted and displayed by DSIC X.

The above scenario can be extended to more than 2 DSICs by simply requesting metadata tuples from each
DSIC in turn. In this way, the DSIC union can be regarded as a single, distributed service with multiple
access points, providing high quality cross-domain information to learners seeking such information.

5 An Example
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An example of a domain specific information clearinghouse is the Simulation/Gaming eXchange [6]. This is

a clearinghouse for resources in the simulation and gaming domain. Most of the resources in the
clearinghouse are submitted by domain experts and are of high quality. Some entries are submitted by the
SGX Information Agent, a software agent which uses techniques found in [2] and [3] to scour the Web and
retrieve resource related to those submitted by the domain experts. A typical entry in [6] is show in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Simulation/Gaming eXchange

Assuming that there is another information clearinghouse in the domain of CAI. This information
clearinghouse also has its list of classifications and resources that have been submitted by experts. Upon
registration into the union, the CAI clearinghouse will identify its relationship and links with the other
clearinghouses that are already in the union. In this case, the CAI clearinghouse has to determine its
relationship with the simulation/gaming domain. Some of the overlapping regions between CAI and
simulation/gaming include edutainment, the use of simulations and virtual reality in learning. These
resources can be applied to both the simulation/gaming domain and CAI domain when simulation/gaming is
used as a tool in teaching using computers

Both CAI and simulation/gaming experts have submitted resources to their respective domain-specific
information clearinghouses. Some of these resources are similar and will overlap each other. Using the
overlapping regions as a starting point, the information agent in each clearinghouse will collaborate by
sharing the resources they have. When a learner searches for virtual reality related resources in the CAI
domain clearinghouse, he will be prompted that more resources are available in the simulation/gaming
domain. He will also be linked and directed to these resources found in the simulation/gaming information
domain. In this way, more resources can be retrieved without compromising on the quality of the results.
This is very useful for learners with multiple domain interests. Furthermore, learners are also able to see how
other domains relate to his domain interest. This sharing is done with the help of the union agent.

6 DSIC Toolkit
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Although different domain specific information clearinghouses catalog resources in different domains, they
have the same main functionality as follows:

Registration Users can register as information resource providers via online forms
Catalog Registered domain experts can login to the system and catalog resources. In addition, an
automated information agent is used to gather resources from the Web automatically. Authors are
identified by the agent and invited to refine the catalog of their own resources.
Browse Web users can browse through the resources cataloged in the clearinghouse using the
classification scheme employed
Feedback A feedback mechanism must be provided for users to give feedback to the DSIC
administrator

An authorized administrator is allowed to make administrative changes to the
system as an administrator

Administration

These similarities in different clearinghouses provide the foundation for the development of a generic,
flexible toolkit for the rapid deployment of a domain-specific information clearinghouse. Domain experts
with little or no Web development expertise but wish to deploy and maintain an information clearinghouse
can make use of this toolkit to rapidly set up one.
The DSIC toolkit is designed as an integrated package with the following components:

Web server
Classification Scheme Editor
HTML Template Editor
Administration Module
User Module
Information Agent Module

A set of default templates are provided together with the toolkit so that a domain expert who wishes to set up
a clearinghouse can selectively use the components of the toolkit and set it up in a short time span instead of
having to start from scratch.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a framework that allows learners to collaborate and share resources. With the

use of domain specific information clearinghouses, learners are able to find useful, valuable and related
resources. The clearinghouse union is a mechanism that allows different domains to come together and share
their resources. This is especially useful for researchers and learners who have multiple domain interests.
They are able to find resources across the different domains without compromising on the quality of the
results.

Knowledge discovery and sharing is also made possible with the help of the union agent that overlooks all
the domain clearinghouSes in the union. The union agent not only helps learners retrieve related resources in
other domains but also searches through the huge databank of resources to find hidden relationships about
the different domains, giving us information on how different domains are linked and related to one another.
Finally, we also presented a clearinghouse toolkit currently under development for the rapid deployment of

an information clearinghouse. Through the use of the toolkit, domain experts can quickly specify a
classification scheme and set up a clearinghouse. The newly deployed clearinghouse is automatically
registered with the union and start sharing resources with other clearinghouses already in the union.
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This paper presents the ENIG Agent to gather distributed information of
educational newspaper in the web as well as student to provide the sound
information for the NIE learning. The ENIG Agent gleans an appropriate
newspaper headline of educational news portal site for real-time provision of the
information. For gathering the optimized information, The ENIG agent performs

the pre-process of educational news site, information noise filtering, pattern
matching. The gathered educational newspaper information is removed a
harmful data by using the pattern matching in the inference engine. The student
can show the result of sound data through the web-browser as well as can use to
learning with another application. For efficiency of this system, we evaluate the
performance of the ENIG system by the experience of the NIE learning.

Keywords: NIE, Newspaper Information gathering, Intelligent Agent,
Supervised learning

1 Introduction
These days, the web brings about a great change of education by a rapid growth of the Internet. It is not an
easy work that a student finds the education information in the web. For searching the suitable information, a
various search engines were developed and it provided a service for all. However, the general search engine
is not fit that a student use at learning directly, because the information of search engine can contain a many
data unconcerned learning. The learning requires the filtered information that can apply learning directly.

Therefore, for efficient education, new type of search engine needs for the information retrieval and
gathering [9].

Besides, the NIE means "Newspaper In Education", it is a method that student and teacher increases an
efficiency of learning by using newspaper. The late web is used a good place for the NIE learning and a
collaborative learning. However, when student and teacher study on the NIE learning through the web sites,
they spend much time and repetitive efforts to find the newspaper contents. The student can lose a basic
purpose of the NIE learning by the wasteful spending. The NIE learning needs an intelligent searching agent

that searches automatically an important content about newspaper on the web. Moreover, because the
gathered educational newspaper can contain harmful data, the data can remove by using the pattern
matching in the inference engine [8].

Consequently, this paper describes about the ENIG Agent for the NIE learning. For providing the student
just wants newspaper contents, we designed and implemented the intelligent agent system. In the following
section, the NIE and the agent for information retrieval will be surveyed and the basic structure of the ENIG

Agent will be designed. Furthermore, the next section will be discussed about implementation and
experiment of ENIG Agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works will be described.

2 NIE and intelligent gathering agent
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The NIE is the initials of 'Newspaper In Education'. It is the education method for individual who make
friend with newspaper and improves the achievement of learning using the contents of newspaper. The
newspaper, "a living text book", is applied with open education through the NIE learning.
Roles of newspaper for education are listed below [5].
- The newspaper is a bridge that can connect the disparity gap between school and society.
- The newspaper is the reflective of actual world.
- The newspaper reappears the scene of the history and is researching material of present society.

- The newspaper is the most suitable of clear text model and is used with subject matter of language
learning.
- The newspaper is the unique textbook that everybody can read in ones lifetime continuously.

For the reasons stated above, we can expect a advantages that the NIE learning is originality, thinking power,

ability to read and understanding and writing text, the establishment of sociality through ones sense of
values, ability to practical use of information and so on[8].
When teacher will teach using NIE content on the web, we must consider below list.

- The newspaper is not be made data for the NIE. Because it is made for adult, it has a very difficult
vocabulary. Therefore, teacher must supply to student a vocabulary database.

- The newspaper has an article about negative contents of society. Such contents must be edited or
deleted by using an intelligent agent.
- Because the web is opened to everyone, the newspaper may have contents that student never see. In
special, an article of obscene, crime, violence must be deleted.
- The contents of a newspaper are best the events of the day. But the NIE is used the contents of old
newspaper. Such contents are good saving at scraping DB.

The method of information retrieval is variety. For information retrieval of educational homepage, intelligent

agent used a very suitable tool [9]. The intelligent agents having the characteristics of autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and cooperative relationship can provide the searching results of a user
demanded through machine learning [11].

An agent gathers information instead of the user. Because the agent system does not deal with basic data,
instead it deals with knowledge information, can easily process the knowledge of education homepage.
Moreover, an agent system is capable of using effectively gathering of information on the dynamic web
environment. Therefore, the web based instruction using the NIE learning needs intelligent agent system [3].

3 ENIG System
Generally, the web document has many added tag information in contents. This added tag can represent
efficiently information and data of HTML document. However, the user does not use the tag information but
can use only the text or the multimedia information. The tag information treats only an unnecessary noise to

users. If an unnecessary noise tag in a content is removed, the filtered document is translated a regular
expression in the ENIG system. The pattern of information is extracted at transforming regular expression
by the string matching method.

The extracting information of content is interpreted the accuracy of information by inference engine.
Inference engine has the knowledge base augmented with a rule-based system, and it has function of
learning and inference by a supervised learning.

3.1 Structure of the ENIG agent system
The structure of the ENIC Agent system is shown figure 1. This system consists of four parts. The document

of homepage on web filters tags by the noise-filtering module in analyzer. The information of filtered
document is translated from HTML document into regular expression. The regular document is matched
with the string pattern provided by string matcher in an agent and it extracts the information of articles in
educational newspaper. The information of an articles is removed harmful data by the knowledge base in an
inference engine. The interface module consists of two screens. The rule and knowledge is edited and added,
deleted through the knowledge manager and gathering information is supplied to student by using the result
viewer. The learning environment is a learning space that studies the NIE learning through web browser and
a learning application programs.
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Figure 1. Structure of ENIG Agent
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Figure 2. Homepage of educational newspaper
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Figure 4. Steps of noise filtering

The example of educational newspaper site is shown figure 2. The tag information is not shown to user on
the web-browser. While, the source of newspaper homepage is shown figure 3. The source is represented
with a text and a complex tag information. Such tag information represents the arrangement of a document
data and a multimedia information, a hyperlinked information.
The noise filtering is used to remove duplication data or an unnecessary data. For processing data called by
HTTP, the noise filter processes work that removes a useless portion of the input data. The tags of HTML
document have an irrelevant information to user, because tags only represent the formation of homepage and
information of hypertext.

The noise filtering of the ENIG agent system removes an unnecessary tags in the document of an
educational newspaper homepage except <A>...</A>tag, anchor tag of hyperlink and text data. The HTML
sources are a difficult document to process noise filtering unconditionally, because the tag of document

includes important information for the contents of document. Therefore, the noise filtering work must
require a preprocessing module. Three steps of the noise filtering work is shown figure 4.
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The preprocessing work for the noise filtering converts from basic <A>...</A> tag into suitable information
and the works is listed below.
Convert relative path for absolute path
Change the URL of ASP form for the URL of HTML form
Convert the path of CGI for general HTML form
Change the path of script for absolute path
Convert the hyperlink of image for absolute path

At the next step, the preprocessed documents are removed unnecessary tags by the noise filtering method
except following items. <TABLE>,<TR>,<TD>,<LI>,<P>,<BR> tags are necessary the tags to keep the
information of documents. The HTML document is composed one line of text or a record of table by such
tags. Because most results of searching are represented with form of list or table, such tags is very an
important information and may be not removed.

The final step of noise filtering is a work that gets rid of the duplicate from the URL of a document. The
filtered document of educational newspaper homepage is show figure 5. We can know that the filtered
document is ease for content analysis upon deletion of an unnecessary HTML tags. The advantage of noise
filtering is that, it can process the same analysis about another newspaper homepages through removing tag.
NewspaperaElectronlc Telegraph
URLehttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/etTace0032789371156278.rtmoe3mmguqwMtiatmoe3mmgeqwMagge/
htleeupdatednews
datee2000.13.14
<table>
<tr>
<td>
<a>

hrefr="http://www.telegraph.cosuki80/et?ac=0032789371156278.rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXORRpL8pg=ret/00/8/14/
nhon14.htm1"

Honda to double British factory output
</a>
<a>

hrefn"http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ac=0032789371156278nmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpl&pg=/et/00/8/14/
njake14.htm1"

Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beach
</a>
<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ac=0032789371156278rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpUrpg./et/00/8/14/
wiraq14.html"
West's raids spark Iraq fury
</a>
<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ac=0032789371156278rtmo=fqqM3MasSatmo=HXp8RRpl&pg./et/00/8/14/
npaed14.html"
Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile plans
</a>
<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et/ac=003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo.HXp8RRpL&pg./et/00/8/14/
wthai14.htmr
Murder hostel was notorious for drugs
</a>

Figure 5 Result of a noise filtering

3.3 Pattern matching
The filtered document is translated from each information and data into regular expression. The pattern of
regular documents is extracted with sequence of regular expression by the method of string matching. The
hyperlink information of image may infer by using the pattern matching through regular expression, because
the hyperlinked image do not contain the text information on hyperlink. The pattern matching is executed to
extract text data and information of hyperlink in HTML documents. Specially, if image has been including

hyperlink, the pattern matching is a very important work. The article information of the educational
newspaper site has information of hyperlink as followed.

< a href=

>

text

</a>

Generally, the hyperlinked text information exists between <a> tag and </a> tag. If an image exists between
the anchor tags as "<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a>", then text information can exist at front or back of the
anchor tags. In this case, each tag and the text information is changed the defined tokens previously. In
addition, each data is created a string of a regular expression by the pattern matching.
The portion of tokens for creation of regular expression is shown table 1.
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Table 1 Token for regular expression
<table>

</table>

<p>

</p>

<tr>

</tr>

<td>

</td>

<a>

</a>

T

T

P

p

R

r

D

d

A

a

href

text

HM

If the filtered document is represented with regular expression by tokens of tab e I, the content of figure 5 is
converted a tag page into the sequence of the alphabet as "TRDAHMaAHMaAHMaAHMa...". And the
string pattern of regular expression has the process of pattern matching. This study used the three types of
pattern for pattern matching as followed.
</a>
- "AHMa" : "< a href= ......> ...... text ......
- "MAHa" : "... text ...<a href= ...> <intg src= ...> < /a >"

- "AHaM" :"<a href= ...> <img src= ...> </a> ... text ..."

The extracted string by pattern matching restores to the original tag and text information in HTML
document. The extraction strings are reverted with source records. Figure 6 shows result that article is
extracted through pattern matching of regular expression.

The translation of regular expression and the pattern matching have a many advantages. The advantage of
pattern matching method is that the complex matching of string can extract only one time by matching of
substring, and that agent can easily learn the rule of pattern.

Therefore ENIG system eases the addition of new educational newspaper site and pattern by the addition of
URL and the type of pattern.
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Honda to double British factory outputlhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL8pg=let/00/8/14/nhon14.html
Electronic Telegraphlupdatednews12000.8.14)Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beachlhttp://http://www,telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atrno=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/njakel 4.htrn1
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141West's raids spark Iraq furylhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg =/et/00/8/14/wiraq14 .html
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile plansIhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278xtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/npaed14.htrn1
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.14IMurder hostel was notorious for drugslhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/wthai14.html

Figure 6 Example of string exchanging for regular expression

3.4 Inference and learning method
The extracted newspaper information is not provided all good information to student. In case of an inserted
advertisement site, such site can become an obstacle of learning by the useless content. Moreover, a negative
content or a harmful page too must be not suitable site to student. Such sites can be provided about a lustful
content and a crime, an slang, a violence and so on. The harmful data can be removed in advance learning by

inference engine and knowledge base. Reasoning rule uses the rule-based production system. The
representation of knowledge is shown below
IF

A

THEN

B

The production system has a merit that it is simple and easy the representation of rule as well as the addition
of knowledge. The learning method of the ENIG Agent system uses the supervised learning learned by

human teacher. If new rule is occurred, teacher input new rule and knowledge in knowledge base. For
example, if the extracted information contains harmful text as a sex and a narcotic, a knife, then teacher
input new rule and knowledge as "IF sex AND narcotic AND knife THEN delete".

The harmful site at gathering site reason a rule by the analysis of content and the rule are stored in
knowledge base by teacher. The bad information of extracted document is removed by the vocabulary DB
and the rule of knowledge base. For forbidding the access of the student, the addition and deletion of rule
and fact in the knowledge base can be control only by a teacher.
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4 Implementation and Experiment
The implemented ENIG Agent can extract only the important information of newspaper site. In addition, it
can be had with only a text and URL information at various homepage. For implementation of the ENIG
Agent, we used Visual C++ and the CLIPS DLL. The CLIPS is rule-based a production system shell and it is
used as an inference engine.
The execution screen of the ENIG agent system is shown figure 7. The ENIG system is composed of three

parts. The left side of the screen is a part that the directory manager manages and edits educational
newspaper sites, and the mid-screen is a part to view the result of the gathering information, and the button
of right above is part to add a rule for inference and machine learning. If 'gathering' button is clicked, the
ENIG agent gathers and extracts an article from an educational newspaper site. If 'learning' button is clicked,
a rule and knowledge is added and edited by teacher in the ENIG agent.

This ENIG agent system can be applied directly at the homepage of different domain without change of
system. If site is constructed standard HTML document, an agent can search and gather even the document
of a foreign site.

The applying example of NIE learning using the ENIG system is shown figure 9. This example is used the
ENIG system and the Web Browser and word processor. The screen is the NIE learning about music using
the ENIG agent system and the Window application. The information of newspaper on the web can be
applied directly at a web-based instruction (WBI).

One of the advantages of this system is that the extracted information uses a mobile environment directly.
Because the extracted information is very small data and hyperlinked information, such data can be inserted
the mobile communication as a cellular phone, a PDA, a notebook computer, a portal computer, and so on.
Furthermore, the information of this system can transmit the WML by WAP.
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Figure 7 ENIG Agent system
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Figure 9 Example of NIE learning using ENIG agent

5 Conclusion and Future works
As mentioned above, we described about the ENIG agent system for the gathering information of
educational newspaper homepage. In addition, we designed the method of noise filtering and pattern
matching for suitable information. The method of noise filtering was used to remove unnecessary tags at
source of HTML document and the method of pattern matching was used to extract necessary URL and text
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information. The learning of agent was used to provide with good information to student by supervised
learning. Most a web-based instruction was mainly learning about information retrieval. As student spent a
lot of time to find learning information and data, so these lead deficiency of time for the essential learning.

Consequently, the ENIG agent system can provide not only to student for the learning of information
retrieval but also can help them capturing the genuine NIE learning. And this system can execute the role of
information treasury for the whole education through scraps of information.

The future works are that we improve the faculty of agent for information gathering of all sites; moreover,
we need research about unsupervised learning of agent and not supervised learning. In addition, we need
research to remove gathering information of header and footer through addition of heuristics and pattern
type that requires the study about the method of keyword searching it. Finally, for providing a location of
information to the agent, we will research the extension method of URL.
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LEARNERS' STRUCTURAL
KNOWLEDGE AND PERCEIVED
DISORIENTATION IN A
HYPERMEDIA ENVIRONMENT: THE
EFFECTS OF INFORMATION
CONVEYING APPROACHES AND
COGNITIVE STYLES
Jim Jiunde Lee
Department of Mass Communication, Chinese Culture University, Taiwan
jiulee@giga.net.corn
The flexible nature of hypermedia allows it to be tailored to an individual' s
needs. Despite the many degrees of navigational freedom, however, users of
hypermedia often find difficulty locating information, feel disoriented, or even
become "lost in hyperspace" within such large seas of data. Research findings
suggest that the disorientation problem could be solved if users are able to hold a

conceptual overview of the hypermedia structure. How a learner can acquire
correct structural knowledge of the information becomes an important issue to
affect their learning performance in a hypermedia environment. Variables such
as the different ways of structuring or conveying information and cognitive
styles may affect learners' cognitive abilities in knowledge structuring and
should be taken into account together. The results of this study will show
whether the interactions between information conveying approaches and
learners' cognitive styles have significant effects on learners' performances in
terms of structural knowledge and feeling of disorientation.
Keywords: Structural knowledge,
Disorientation, Hypermedia

Cognitive

style,

Concept

map,

1 Introduction
One of the recent developments in computer technology now applied in many educational institutions is the

technology of hypermedia (Liu & Reed, 1994; Paolucci, 1998), in which users can access specific
information by various paths. The flexible nature of hypermedia allows it to be tailored to an individual' s
needs. Reading in hypermedia allows more iandom access and offers overt ways of accessing (Tierney,
1994). However, users of hypermedia often experience difficulty locating information, feel disoriented, or
even become "lost in hyperspace" (Elm & Woods, 1985) within such large seas of data. Scholars (Beasley &
Waugh, 1995) have suggested that the disorientation problem could be solved if users are able to hold a

conceptual overview of the hypermedia structure. In other words, if users can substantially construct a
structural knowledge (Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci, 1993) of the information provided in the hypermedia
system, their learning performance could be improved.

Ways to structure or convey information in the physical sense should not be the only concern when the
instructortry to facilitate the formation of the learner' s structural knowledge. Factors such as learners'
characteristics that could affect their cognitive abilities in knowledge structuring should also be taken into
account. Few studies have been conducted in this domain. The purpose of this study is to investigate
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learners' cognitive characteristics in the dimension of cognitive styles and their effects on the acquisition of

structural knowledge through the application of different information conveying approaches: the Less
Explicit approach and the More Explicit approach.

2 Background of The Study
Learning is a process of reorganization of knowledge structure. Based on the concept of meaningful learning

(Ausubel, 1963), in one way, learners structure knowledge to serve as a framework that helps them to
associate new information with previous knowledge. As this framework becomes more complex, learners
may in turn rely on this conceptual structure to filter the important from the irrelevant points (Anderson,
Reynold, Schallert, & Goetz, 1977). The acquisition of correct structural knowledge has become a critical
issue in learning. Among other computer technologies, hypermedia is a potential tool to mediate the
structural knowledge of the target domain to learners. One of the current theories about mind structure, the
"mind as rhizome" (MAR) metaphor (Eco, U., 1984), hypothesizes that the human mind is organized like an
underground rhizome. Hypermedia tangibly simulates the learning assumptions of this mind metaphor in

that learners can filter, link and search for new or existing information. These features have made
hypermedia an ideal environment where experts' knowledge structures are made visible and navigable for
learners in a graphical or a textual form (Wilson & Jonassen, 1989). Cbmpared with novice users of a
subject domain, expert users in this domain are believed to possess a better knowledge structure that enables
them to effectively solve problems. The learning strategy of externalizing experts' knowledge structures to
provide "idiosyncratic" intellectual thinking (Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey, 1993) has been deemed a
pragmatic way to empower learners.

In comparing hypermedia with linear text in book-bound printed material, Conklin (1987) noted that any
piece of text that the user wishes to locate in a book can only be further forward or further back from where

the user is currently located. Hypermedia, on the other hand, is often designed to store or to locate
information in a non-linear manner. Instead of a long run of narrative text on sequentially numbered pages,
hypermedia is typically organized into small segments of text and learners control the reading flow of the
materials (Berk & Devlin, 1991). Regardless of claims about the benefits of using hypermedia, however,

Charney (1987) and Dias & Sousa (1997) pointed out that the ordering of topics and points as well as
various traditional orientating devices, such as overviews and summaries which are usually taken for granted
in books and papers, are non-existent in hypermedia. Without such orientating devices or narrative cues, and
lacking the knowledge of hypermedia structure, users can barely determine where they are, what they want,
and how to get there (Beasley, 1994; Tripp & Roby, 1990). These issues raise a number of questions. Is
knowledge of the material' s structure as important as scholars suggest? Can one attempt to represent the
structure of a document cognitively, and if so, what form might it take?

3 Theoretical Framework
Learning in Hypermedia

Hypermedia is a developing concept that perhaps first originated with Bush (1945), who envisioned a text
that was organized like the human mind. Unlike a traditional learning environment, hypermedia mainly
relies on self-directed learning. With this system, the responsibility for identifying what is useful information

and the selection of search strategies for locating that information are largely left to the user (Small &
Grabowski, 1992). Instead of having an instructional-base, like conventional Computer-Based Instruction
(CAI), the format of hypermedia is information-based. CAI materials normally include objectives,
presentation of information, and drill-and-test activities (Gange, 1976). These materials lead users to engage

in intentional learning, in which all learning activities are arranged to accomplish the pre-determined
learning goal.

Conversely, the learning that occurs in hypermedia is a type of incidental learning: the instructional content
is provided without a specific learning goal (Spiro & Jehng, 1990). Learners in a hypermedia environment
are encouraged to interact with and explore the information by developing their own paths or knowledge
structures.
Although hypermedia has had remarkable impacts (Jonassen & Grabinger, 1990; Mcaleese, 1991) on human
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learning modes, accessing immense amounts of information within a hypermedia system is often not an easy
task, especially for novices. As Hammond and Allinson (1989) indicated, people may encounter a number of
common problems when they use hypermedia. They may have difficulty using interface tools in order to
gain an overview and to locate specific information; they are also likely to wander without a strategy or goal
and finally get lost. It is necessary that we investigate what types of cognitive characteristics might affect
learners' performances involved in hypermedia learning and how hypermedia can thus be customized to
fulfill learners' cognitive needs.
Hypermedia and Cognitive Styles

Hypermedia appears to be an ill-structured and non-linear type of conceptual networking environment. It

seems to avoid prescribing a particular path for navigating information. Such a structure could be
questionable for a learner who is in need of guiding pathways. A learner's performance in hypermedia may
be affected by his / her individual cognitive style. Many variables, such as age, motivation, cognitive style,
and prior knowledge / experience with the system (Heller, 1990; Lai, 1994; McAleese, 1989; Paolucci, 1998;
Rhee, 1993) have been proven to be influential factors in the user' s performance. Some of these studies were
conducted in a conventional computer-based instruction environment. In those that were conducted in a
hypermedia environment, cognitive style was found to be an essential factor in learning (Chang, 1995).
Research findings support this notion that individual cognitive differences affect learning results among
adults (Davidson, Savenye, & Orr, 1992; James & Blank, 1991). Understanding these differences can help
instructors cope with the variations in performance exhibited by their students (Moore, 1994).
Cognitive style refers to a learner' s information processing habits, this being manifestly reflected in his / her

perceptual ability and in personality as well (Greco & McClung, 1979; Witkin, et al., 1977). It is "a
superordinate construct involved in many cognitive operations that accounts for individual differences in a
variety of cognitive, perceptual, and personality variables" (Vernon, 1973, p.141). There are no good or bad
cognitive styles. They could only to be described as effective or ineffective in terms of their influence on a
specific task (Strother, 1982). Studies on cognitive styles initially stemmed from the field of individual
differences. These issues were extensively studied during the 1960s and remained popular in the early 1970s,
but have since tended to fade out. As Riding and Cheema (1991) stated, this decline left the whole field of
exploration fragmented and incomplete. In spite of their attracting little interest in the last two decades,
cognitive styles are now once again being considered more seriously by scholars due to the coming of
hypermedia technology.
In this research proposal, cognitive style will be examined in the two dimension of Wholist / Analytic and
Verbal / Imagery. After reviewing work on the cognitive style study, Riding and Banner (1986) found that
there was an interaction effect between Field-dependence / independence style and verbal / imagery style on
the learner' s performance. Riding and David (1991) concluded that the Group Embedded Figures Test
(GEFT)(Witkin, 1962) that has frequently been used to identify Field-dependence / independence style has
limitations. In order to overcome some weaknesses of the traditional method for assessing Field dependence
/ independence like GEFT (e.g. Witkin, 1962), the Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) was developed.
This approach classifies learners' cognitive behaviors into four different categories: Wholist-Verbaliser,
Wholist-Imager, Analytic- Verbaliser, and Analytic-Imager. In this classification, Riding felt that for
educational and training purposes it is more meaningful to term Field -dependent as Wholist and Fieldindependent as Analytic. The Wholist trainee tends to view the information in whole and the Analytic
trainee tends to separate out the individual parts of information. Riding method differs from GEFT in four
significant ways. First, it positively measures the wholist tendency and does not simply assume that if a

person does poorly on a disembedding task that they are Field-dependents. This overcomes a major
objection to the notion of Field-independence being a learning style raised by those who have argued that
since generally Field-independents are superior to Field-dependents, it is simply a correlate of intelligence or
general ability. Secondly, it compares a person' s relative performance on the to halves of the continuum.
Thirdly, by using computer presentation, it allows more sensitive timing of the task. And finally, Riding' s

Cognitive Styles Analysis refines the GEFT method and incorporates the assessment of the second
Verbal-Imagery cognitive style. The Wholist-Analytic (Field-dependenceindependence) / Verbal-Imagery classification is considered to be particularly valuable when it is used to
examine different learners' behaviors in a non-linear environment such as hypermedia (Roberston, 1982;
fundamental dimension:

Riding, 1997). These two dimensions of cognitive styles that reflect on learning involve the various
cognitive restructuring skills and analyzing ability for incoming information that are especially demanded in
an ill-structured environment such as hypermedia. It is likely that the best performance on learning task
comes from combinations of these two style dimension that offer the greatest strengths, namely Wholist-
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Verbalist learners and Analytic -Imager learners, whereas Wholist-Imager learners and Analytic-Verbalist
learners are less complementary and might result inferior performances.
Hypermedia and Structure Knowledge

According to Conklin (1987), disorientation is one of major problems for hypermedia systems. Elm and
Woods view this "disorientation" in terms of degradation rather than as a subjective feeling of being "lost".
One of the assumptions in their 1985 study about users' performance is that users might attempt to create a
comprehensive cognitive map of the knowledge domain. The problematic issue of getting lost in a display
network is caused by the user lacking a clear conception of the relationships within the system, or as
Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci (1993) call it, Structural knowledge. Structural knowledge is a memory /
cognitive structure, a collection of bits of information and relationships among concepts. It could also be
termed the internal structure (Korthauer, R. D & Koubek, R. J., 1994), which refers to the knowledge
structure of users who are experienced in the domain, and to a type of mental model that users must create
and bring to bear as they work in an electronic information space (diSessa, 1986; Gentner & Stevens, 1983;
Russell, 1986). The acquisition of structural knowledge, according to Ausubel (1963), involves the linking
of new information to existing information, which results in a dynamic framework of knowledge. That is,
through the information processing procedure, learners experience new information and refine or reconstruct
their knowledge frameworks as needed.

In hypermedia, there are two approaches to help learners construct their structural knowledge (Korthauer, R.

D. & Koubek, R. J., 1994). The first is the use of hyperlink approach. Hyperlink approach is designed
according to the intrinsic attributes of the information; the designer finds the best way to organize it so that
the information structure is salient to the user (Gordon & Gill, 1993). This approach could commonly be
seen as the underlying organization embedded in the hypermedia database, such as the hierarchical,
associative, and networking structures. The second is the use of navigational aid approach, which is usually
based on the hyperlink approach but graphically represents hyperlinks (such as the concept map) to make the
information hierarchy more explicit for learners (Nelson, 1990). It is thought that instead of relying on
hyperlink approach, as experienced users do, novice users may rely more upon the navigational aid approach,
as they have no knowledge structure of their own (Korthauer, R. D. & Koubek, R. J., 1994). In addition to
the external factor, like the hyperlink and navigational aid approaches, learners' cognitive styles are the
internal factor suspected to particularly affect novice users, by affecting the degree to which they can draw
out the embedded structure of the hypermedia document.

As Mandler (1983) indicated, "Meaning does not exist until some structure, or organization, is achieved"
(p4). For designers and instructors, it would seem wise, then, to balance structural knowledge acquisition
and the knowledge that users expect to learn in their consideration of learning results. Mental constructs
could not be formed without structure. Learners might be able to remember each single object without
structural knowledge, but they could not relate these isolated ideas to each other to form abstract knowledge,
or even translate them into procedure knowledge (Jonassen, Be issner, & Yacci, 1993). It is important that the
learner first develop an accurate structural knowledge of the knowledge domain being studied. Once the
learner has a grasp of the bigger picture, he / she will be released from the burden of trying to organize the
structure of the information while he / she is also required to study the content at the same time.

4 Methodology
Independent Variables

There are two independent variables in this study. First are the two types of information conveying
approaches which mediate the hypermedia-based instruction. The second independent variable is the
learner's cognitive style which is identified by a standard test. Figure 1 outlines a conceptual model for the
variables of this study.
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Figure 1. The conceptual model of variables for this study

'ognitivc Characteristics

Learners'
Cognitive Style

Treatments

Learning Performance

Information

Learners' structural
knowledge

conveying approach
(Less / More Explicit
approach)

Independent Variables

Learners' feelings
of disorientation
Dependent Variable

Information Conveying Approach

In this study, there are two types of information conveying approaches:
The Less Explicit (LE) approach: the instructional material with the hierarchical-associative hyperlink
The More Explicit (ME) approach: the instructional material with an interactive concept map
1.

Cognitive Style

The second independent variable is the learner' s cognitive style in the combination of the dimension of
Wholist-Analytic and the dimension of Verbal-imagery.
Whol ist-Verbaliser
1.
2. Wholist-Imager
3. Analytic-Verbaliser
4. Analytic-Imager
A subject's particular style is determined by the subject's score on the Riding' s Cogntive Style Analysis
(Riding, 1991).

Dependent variables

There are two types of dependent variables in this study: learners' structural knowledge and learners'
feelings of disorientation.
Structural knowledge

Structural knowledge is defined here as the compilation stage of a knowledge development theory
(Anderson, 1982, 1987, & 1990). It is a transition knowledge that helps learners to associate their declarative
knowledge with their procedural knowledge (Jonassen, Beissner, Yacci, 1993). It represents the
interrelationships between concepts that the learner forms in his or her memory.
Feeling of Disorientation

The second dependent variable in this study is a learner's feeling of disorientation which results from his /
her use of different types of information conveying approaches.
Subjects

The researcher plans to collect a total of one hundred twenty subjects participating in this study. All of the
subjects will be current students enrolled in Indiana University at Bloomington (IUB). Subjects' ages range
from 19 to 45, and they have various majors in the School of Education in IUB. Before this experiment, a

Human Subject Form shell be completed by each subject and has been approved by the University
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.

A two-stage filtering procedure will be administered to identify the most appropriate subjects for this study.
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In the first stage of the filtering procedure, subjects will be recruited by means of an Email flyer.
Experienced subjects will be excluded according to their replies on the computer background questions sent
together with the E-mail flyer. The remaining respondents will receive a confirmation message from the
researcher to thank them for their participation and to set up a possible time with them to come for this study.
The subject filtering procedure moves to the second stage.
In the second stage of the subject filtering procedure, Riding' s Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) will
be administered to all remaining students to determine their cognitive styles: Wholist- Imager, AnalyticImager, Wholist-Verbaliser, or Analytic -Verbaliser. This computer-based test will give measure of a subject' s
position on both the Wholist / Analytic and Verbal / Imagery cognitive style dimensions.

Instructional Materials
Content

The topic of this web-based instruction "Building a Homepage", was about building a personal homepage
in the IUB domain. The categories of "Building a Homepage" were adopted from the "IU Webmaster" web
site (http://www.indiana.edu/wmhome/), which is maintained by the University Information Technology
Service (UITS). This web site provides information for those who wish to build or maintain a web page by
themselves.
Interface layout

Two different versions of hypermedia-based instructions were developed in this study: the instruction lesson
using the Less Explicit approach (hierarchical-associative hyperlink) and the lesson using the More Explicit
approach (concept map). Both versions contain the same instructional content but convey it through different
interface layouts. The interfaces were functionally equivalent in terms of the amount of content available in
each node, and both allowed access to top-level pages at all times. Therefore, one design was not viewed by
the researcher as less functional than another. These two types of hypermedia-based instructions could be
accessed through using Web browsers like Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. Additionally, in order to
control the learning environment and also to remove unpredictable factors that might affect learning, the
browser' s (Internet Explorer) toolbar and address bar were removed and did not appear in either approach.
This was viewed as necessary in order to attempt to isolate any learning effects that may have resulted from
use of the "Back" function (Boling et al., 1996).

Experiment Procedure
Upon the completion of the two-stage filtering procedure, the selected subjects will be informed of the time
and the place for this experiment by B -mail. Before the study, subjects are randomly assigned into two
groups the group using the Less Explicit approach and the group using More Explicit approach. Only one
group is measured at each time. In this experiment, subjects will be required to study a hypermedia-based
instruction lesson. The content of this lesson is designed to help subjects acquire the knowledge to build
homepages in the IUB domain. In the beginning of this experiment, subjects will be given five minutes to

practice and master the tutorial web page that had been loaded on their screens. After this five minute
tutorial session, subjects are required to spend at least fifty minutes (or even longer time, depending on their
wishes) to read through the "Building a Homepage" web site.
When subjects complete the self-directed study, they will be required to complete a three-part post-test and a
disorientation questionnaire in order to measure their structural knowledge and perceived disorientation.
Subjects have a total of twenty-five minutes to finish the post-test and the questionnaire and return them
together with the signed consent form to the researcher.

5 Conclusions
This study attempts to make a contribution to our understanding of how learners' cognitive attributes affect
their learning performances while using hypermedia. The study results should provide some useful design

concepts for hypermedia development, especially when a hypermedia material is designed for novice
learners.
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Learning functions play a central role in theories regarding the regulation of learning processes (Vermunt,
1989). However, the question of how students carry out these functions in a hypermedia context, or the way
in which this execution is regulated by internal and external factors has largely gone unproved (Burton,
Moore, & Holmes, 1995). It is worthwhile to explore whether the hyperlink or the concept map is better for
different cognitive-styled learners in the acquisition of structural knowledge. As structural knowledge has
been proven to be a crucial predictor of problem solving skills (Chi & Glaser, 1985; Gordon & Gill, 1989;
Robertson, 1990), the information regarding whether supplied models are useful and for what kinds of users
is also important for hypermedia developers.
In addition, it is hypothesized that users could overcome the disorientation problem if they could acquire a
more correct structural knowledge of the knowledge domain. The findings of this study may result in insight

and shed light on the importance of acquiring structural knowledge as a learning goal. Hypermedia
developers may accordingly develop guidelines for designing interfaces that help users to access information
and which will accommodate their needs while preserving the quality of independent learning. This should
improve the effectiveness of their designs.
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One of the creative capabilities of scientists

is

the ability to turn data

(observations) into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery.
In this paper, we propose a collaborative data mining approach to designing
learning tools in educational environments for creative science education.

Specifically, students can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data mining activities that enable students to cooperate both with
the computer and the other students. Data mining process is typically made up
of a set of activities such as selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning,
transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules, evaluation and revising
knowledge rules. The learning process is modeled as a set of learning protocols
that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.
Based on these protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in a
web-based learning environment for global climate exploration.

Keywords: Learning protocol, knowledge discovery, data mining, learning
environment, collaborative learning, science education.

1 Introduction
Among the creative capabilities of scientists, the most important one is the ability to turn data (observations)
into knowledge, that is, the capability for knowledge discovery. In this paper, we propose a collaborative
data-mining approach to creative science education in learning environments: In this data-mining supported
environment, students could observe real world data in different perspectives, derive their own classification
rules and test the rules collaboratively, such that they can experience knowledge discovery by engaging in
collaborative data-mining activities.

In this paper, we adopt learning protocols [9] to describe the learning processes. Learning protocols are a set

of constraints, rules, or processes for structuring learning processes, and are externalized as executable
methods, with roles, events, and actions made explicit. Learning protocols can be used to coordinate
goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. In this paper, we will devise a set of learning
protocols that properly distribute the data-mining work among students and computers.

Based on the collaborative data-mining protocols, we design and implement a set of learning tools in the
CILSE-GCE learning environment [7, 8]. CILSE-GCE is a web-based collaborative learning environment
for global climate exploration. The task domain, global climate exploration, is inherently a scientific
classification problem. Students are expected to induce classification rules by making observations under a
couple of climatic features. These tools are designed with the intention not only to teach students the target
knowledge, but also the scientific ways of study skills. We believe the students will achieve higher learning
goals through the collaborative process of creating knowledge by themselves.
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2 The CILSE-GCE Learning Environment
The target domain draws sources from the instructional material in the geographic climate course of senior
high schools in Taiwan. One of the domain knowledge is the classification of each climate pattern, which is
recognized as a specific set of the climatic attributes. In this paper, we focus on the construction of the
climatic classification knowledge. Three components of the CILSE-GCE learning environment were built.
They are the Virtual Classroom, Visualized Data Viewer, and Intelligent Tutor, respectively, which are
outlined below.

The Virtual Classroom serves as the origin where teachers and students coordinate and collaborate. Through
the Virtual Classroom, students could access the multimedia coursebase, the climatic GIS database (via the
Visualized Data Viewer) and the historical literature database. These rich data sources allow students to
observe, search and collect related information in different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. The
CILSE-GCE environment also provides an intelligent tutor to help students induce the classification rules.
During the rule induction process, a student has to identify what the settings of the relevant attributes are by
exploring resources of all kinds. When he/she determines a specific set of attribute values, the intelligent
tutor would evaluate the student's answer, and give suggestions to guide the student's further exploration.

A set of rich data sources are needed to allow students to observe, search and collect related information in
different aspects regarding to the problems at hand. In the Visualized Data Viewer, rich climate information
could be displayed in different layers of maps covering the globe. Students could select, resize and combine

different information layers for display to investigate the climate attributes in different perspectives.
Hotlinks to climatic data and statistical graphs associated with the typical cities are also provided to allow
students to do some measurements and inferences. Up to now, we have collected more than 1700 city
records of various kind of climatic information, such as latitude, temperature, precipitation, height above sea

level, etc. This database is the main data source that students can collect related data and perform
data-mining process to discover the classification knowledge. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the Visualized
Data Viewer.
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Figure! A snapshot of the Visualized Data Viewer system.

3 Collaborative Data Mining as Knowledge Discovery
For creative science education, students are asked to acquire the learning skills of knowledge discovery, such
as making observations and data collections, performing data analysis, generating hypotheses, testing
hypotheses, and making conclusions. Standing from the viewpoint of knowledge discovery [2], we model

the learning process as a data-mining process. Figure2 shows the set of data-mining activities, such as
selection and sampling, preprocessing and cleaning, transformation and reduction, forming knowledge rules,
evaluation and revising knowledge rules. Some steps of the data-mining process can be handled well with
computer supports, especially those involving tedious computations and comparisons. Other steps are more
suitable to be learning tasks for human students. In this section, we propose the framework of collaborative
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data mining within which each student member first applies the data-mining process to generate his/her
private knowledge base, and then all students collaboratively integrate their private knowledge bases to a
more general knowledge base, a result of social consensus process.

The first step in the data-mining process is to select a target data of interest from database, and to possibly
sample the target data. The learning skills required of the students are the capability of observation and data
collection. Based on the aspects they observe data, students can select all relevant attributes they think might
be important to the classification problems at hand. Besides, there are so many samples in the database that
students have to learn the sampling skill by selecting as typical samples as they can.

Secondly, the preprocessing and data cleaning step handles noises and unknown values, as well as
accounting missing data fields. This step can be dealt with quite well with computer software. Thirdly, the
data reduction and transformation step involves checking relevant features depending on the goal of the
learning task and certain transformations on the data such as converting one type of data to another (e.g.,
discretizing continuous values), and/or defining new attributes. It is this step that testifies the hypothesis of
attributes that students generated at the previous data observation step.

In the knowledge formulation step, students may apply one or more knowledge discovery techniques and
tools on the transformed data set to extract valuable patterns. In this step, students can learn
domain-dependent skills as well as the ability to work with computers, as is practiced by most scientists

nowadays. Finally, the knowledge evaluation step involves interpreting the result with respect to the
goal/task at hand. And as is often the case, students may get back to previous steps based on the evaluation
results. Well-designed OLAP (On Line Analysis Processing) tools are required for students to practice such
kind of data analysis tasks. Note that the data-mining process is not a linear one. It might involve a variety of
feedback loops, because any one step can result in changes in preceding or succeeding steps.

Knowledge Evaluation

Knowledge Formulation

Transformation and Reduction

Preprocessing and Cleaning

Selection and Sampling

Figure2 The data-mining process.

4 Learning Protocols for Collaborative Data Mining
Learning protocols can be used to coordinate goal-directed, effective interaction in a group of learners. A
learning protocol consists of a set of components. First, a protocol has a name signifying the situation type to
which the protocol can be applied. Secondly, a protocol consists a set of states and transitions. In each state
the users can perform actions such as communicate or manipulate artifacts. A transition to another state is

triggered by an action or a specific condition. Actually, a learning protocol can be represented as an
event-driven state-transition graph. Thirdly, a protocol includes different roles pertaining to the persons
involved in the enactment of the protocol. Finally, a protocol may contain various types of artifacts, such as
text documents, graphical objects, test forms, etc. In the following, we design a set of learning protocols for
the collaborative data mining process.
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4.1 The protocol to construct member knowledge
The protocol shown in Figure 3 outlines the actions of personal data-mining process and coordinates the
interactions between a student and the computer. There are totally ten states in the protocol. Each state and
transition is described as follows. In the Observing Data state, the student observes the data in all aspects
he/she consider important to classify the climatic patterns. The main data source is the Visualized Data
Viewer. The student then defines a set of attributes (in the Defining Attribute state) that will be used to
classify the climatic patterns. In the Sampling state, the student starts to collect data (cities) and fill in all the
details of the climatic attributes that he/she had defined. Since some of the attributes are numeric values, the
student has to transform them into symbolic ones (like temperature is high or low) in the Discretizing
Attributes state for more data understandability.

In the Mining Rule state, students have to extract and write down the classification rules hidden in the
collected data. For this purpose, we design a set of data analysis tool that depicts the distribution graph or
dependency graph of the climatic data based on the attributes specified by the students, such as the ones
shown in Figure 4.

Student:

Make observations

Observing
Data

41

1

Student:

Define attributes

Defining
Attributes

Student:

Sampling

l

Collect data

f

Student:

Transform data

Discretizing
Attributes

Student:

Satisfied
Student:

Student:

Transform knowledge

V

p".Ask CDT analysis
Mining
CD Trees

Mining
Rule

Transforming
knowledge
Computer:
Show knowledge

Student:

Computer:
Show CD Tree

Satisfied
Student:

Testing
Knowledge

Ask re-discretizing
Student:
Ask modify attributes

Student:
Satisfied

Figure3 The personal data-mining learning protocol.
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(b)
(a)
Figure4 (a) A data-mining support tool for comparing frequency distributions. (b) A data-mining support
tool for depicting data dependency graphs.

Nevertheless, it would be still difficult for some students to discover the hidden knowledge (rules) without

further computer supports. Hence, we design and implement another tool to facilitate the data-mining
process in the Mining Decision Tree state. This tool uses a variation version of ID3 algorithm [4] to devise a
Composite Decision Tree (CD Tree) out of the collected data. A As shown in Figure 5, students can use the
CD tree to select and compose classification rules that are of more accuracy, stability and understandability.

While rules provide a good local view of each knowledge unit, CD Trees provide another view that
facilitates the comparison of different rule structures.. In the Transforming Knowledge state, the student can
exchange the knowledge format from CD Trees to Rules, and vice versa. At last, the student can test his/her
classification knowledge against the city cases in the Testing Knowledge state, and decide whether to further
revise the knowledge.
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Figure5 A data-mining support tool to help students extract hidden
knowledge (classification rules) from data.

4.2 The protocol to integrate group knowledge
After each student member establishes his/her own knowledge, the student group starts to perform the
knowledge integration task collaboratively. The students achieve the knowledge integration goal by solving
the classification problem collaboratively, trying to reach a consensus, which is the group knowledge. The

corresponding learning protocol is shown in Figure 6. In the Presenting Cases state, a Coordinator (a
software agent) selects a city case from the database for the student group to identify its climatic pattern. In
the Classifying Case state, each student member applies his/her knowledge to solve the problem, and shows
the applied rule and related information (such as the symbolic terms for each numeric attribute) in a shared
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working space. With the information shown in the shared working space, each student member starts
revising his/her own knowledge by references to the correct answers and the colleagues' knowledge. Detail
of the Revising Knowledge state is described in next protocol. Each time the member knowledge is revised,
a new applied rule is sent once again to the shared working space. This process will loop until a temporary
consensus is reached. At last, the Coordinator store the final rule set into the integrated knowledge base (i.e.,
the group knowledge). We adopt the Blackboard Architecture [3] to implement this learning protocol.

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Presenting
Cases
1,1

Computer:
Problem Presented

Classifying
Cases
Students:

Revising
Knowledge

Give answers

I

Students:
All Satisfied

Storing
Integrated
Knowledge

Students:
Ask Knowledge
Integration

Students:
Satisfied

Figure6 The collaborative knowledge integration learning protocol.

4.3 The protocol to revise member knowledge
When students ask to revise his/her private knowledge, the knowledge revising learning protocol, as shown
in Figure 7, is entered. In this protocol, two kinds of knowledge operations, the knowledge generalization
and knowledge specialization operations, are supported. Each student member can revise his/her private

knowledge by applying the two knowledge operations and/or exchange knowledge through the Group
Chatting state that involves chatting-support tools. Each kind of knowledge operation can be applied to the
various artifacts such as rule structures, numeric attribute intervals, and attributes. Specifically, in
Knowledge Generalization state, students can delete conditions from rules, reduce numeric attribute
intervals or delete some attributes from the attribute set, while in Knowledge Specialization state, the
students can add conditions into rules, extend some numeric attribute intervals or add new attributes into the

attribute set. To facilitate both kinds of knowledge revision, an automated rule testing and warning
subsystem is implemented to list the rules that are potential for further generalization or specialization based
on the test result against any data set.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a collaborative data-mining support tools for knowledge
discovery in creative science education. These functional extensions are being integrated to our previous
Web-based learning environment, CILSE-GCE. This collaborative process fosters all the constructive design
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principles mentioned in [1, 5], such as observation, interpretation construction, contextualization, cognitive
apprenticeship, collaboration, multiple interpretations, ownership of knowledge, self-awareness of
construction process. In this collaborative learning model, students would experience the process of looking

for patterns collaboratively. Besides, we find that learning protocols are very effective ways to the
description and implementation of learning processes. Finally, it is indicated that during free exploration of a
problem space, greater learning occurred if students adopted more systematic strategies for rule induction [6].

Further evaluation tests will be conducted to provide beneficial evidences of such kinds of discovery
learning.

Student:
Ask Knowledge
Revision

Student:
Ask sharing
information

Group
Chatting
Student:
Student:
Satisfied

Ask Knowledge
Revision

Student:
Ask generalizing
knowledge

Student:

Generalizing
Knowledge

Student:
Ask specializing
knowledge

Satisfied

Specializing
Knowledge

Student:
Satisfied

Figure? The knowledge revising protocol.
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In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. We propose a
language to navigate students through the educational material on WWW.
Navigation script makers can describe a tour with sequential, parallel and
selective controls. It supports multiple Threads where video and audio
accompany a browsing window. The language is described with XML and
implemented in Java. So, the system can be used as an applet and as an
application.
Keywords: Hypermedia navigation ; Web graph ; XML ; JAVA

1 Introduction
In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. For example, many university teachers give the
contents of their lectures as their homepages. This paper describes a system which utilizes internet resources
as educational material and makes them into an organized tour. The tour is described in a script language and

an interpreter program navigates students through the material on WWW. Students are navigated
automatically and interactively while they browse html-files and listen to and watch continuous multimedia.

We need to collect necessary pages from web resources containing a lot of garbage in order to make lists of
URLs for our educational purpose. It is important to have students understand the relation between the
collected pages and grasp the whole view of the field. When they do not understand the relation, or when
they forget how they arrived the page, they feel that they got "lost in webspace". There is a proposal of
using web graphs as imaginary map of WWW[3]. A web graph is a directed graph whose nodes are URLs
and whose edges are links between URLs. The web graph is more intuitive than just a list of URLs. But a
web graph is nothing but a static representation of WWW. There is no mechanism how to lead students with
material on the graph. There is no dynamic process to navigate them. We propose a script language that
describes the navigation of WWW.
Maps are useful for navigation of real world and for navigation of WWW. For example, the page of Mapion
http://mapion.co.jp/ shows geographic maps of towns. Besides, "car navigation systems" based on GPS are

becoming popular. RWML[5] and NVML[6] are proposal to combine the geographic map and the
information on WWW. NVML describes the driving course, distance, time and supplies messages and
images for specified points. When the car passes the point, a message and a image will appear according to a
signal from GPS. The main concern of these researches is in geographic maps and navigation in real world.

The maps we consider are imaginary maps of internet resources. Our goal is to design a language to
describe a tour of WWW and to implement an interpreter of the language.

Ariadne[4] is a system of WWW navigation. It has a browser window and a separate window of tour. A user
views the map of the tour and can proceed forward, backward and can choose if there are branches on the
tour. But user needs to control every step of navigation. Our system supports both interactive and automated
navigation. Another feature of our system which lacks in Ariadne is the parallel navigation. In our system,
while a user is watching a browser window, another navigation thread can play audio data.
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WebOFDAV[1] is a visualization system of web graph. When a user is traversing a series of URLs, the

system draws the local graph of visited pages. The graph changes dynamically following the user.
WebOFDAV is useful to tell where we are on WWW and powerful to get rid of the problem of lost in
webspace. But the graph is used only for an aid for browsing and no navigation route is provided.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The section 2 analyses the basic feature of navigation of WWW.
The section 3 describes the navigation script using XML and explains the visualization of the scripts. The
section 4 introduces a virtual machine with two stacks, which enables forward and backward navigation. The
section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Navigation Script
The most important feature of the navigation system is to guide the user around web pages in specified order.
Therefore, we adapt sequentiality into navigation language. And to make the contents of html -files easier to
understand, we need to combine audio, video, and images together with the usual browsing window. We
introduce parallelism. To increase the variation of the navigation depending on each visitor, we add selection
mechanism in the language. We design the language as a structured programming language with sequential,
parallel and selective controls. The basic navigation units are multimedia data specified as URLs.

We chose XML as the description language of the navigation for simplicity and extendability. As
implementation language we chose Java. We use XML Parser for Java"[2] for XML parser,and "JMF"[7]
for multimedia data. We describe the language as the following DTD (Document Type Definition).
<!ELEMENT statement (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ELEMENT simple (message)>
<!ATTLIST simple kind CDATA #REQUIRED
target name CDATA #REQUIRED
play_time CDATA #REQUIRED
delay_time CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sequential (iimplelsequentiallparallellselect) *>
<!ELEMENT parallel (simplejsequentialiparallellselect)*>
<!ELEMENT select (selector)+>
<!ELEMENT selector (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ATTLIST selector selectname CDATA #REQUIRED>

Each tag and parameters have the following meaning.

<statement>: This tag represents the root of navigation tour. It may contain subtours as children. There
are four kinds of tours,<simple>,<sequential>,<parallel> and <select>.
<simple>: This is the basic unit of the navigation. It contains a few lines of messages to describe the
contents of the web page. It has the attributes of kind, target name, play time and delay time. Target
name specifies the URL of the data. The kind describes the kind of multimedia data. Play time is the
duration time and delay time is the time to wait before play.
<sequential>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential >, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are followed consecutively.

<parallel>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are activated in parallel.

<select>: This tag causes a pause of the system. User can choose the navigation selectively from the
given subtours. Those subtours are provided as children with the tag <selector>.
<selector>: It may contain a subtour of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>. It has
the selectname as an attribute, which is used in the select menu.

3 Navigation Window, Control Panel and Browsing Window
Fig 1 is a screenshot of the system, which has a browser window, a quicktime movie screen, the controller

screen and the window of navigation script.
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We chose the representation with nested boxes for the visualization of navigation script instead conventional
DOM -tree of XML nodes for several reasons. The most important feature of the navigation is the flow of

time. To visualize this, we draw the subtours of a sequential tour from left to right. In Fig 1, time goes
horizontally from left to right. Parallel tours and visualization of selection are placed vertically. The
difference is that each subtour of the selection has its name, specified with its selectname, and the order in

the choice. For example, if a selection has three choices, the second subtour is displayed as ''2/3
selectname".

Visualization of navigation script is not only for static view. It has a control panel and user can go forward
and backward along the navigation. When a node is displayed on the browser window, the node in the
navigation window is highlighted. So, the user has always global view of the navigation.
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Figure I: Screenshot

4 Interpreter of Navigation Script
Navigation is performed according to the kind of statement. Parallel statement opens a new browser window
and a different thread performs the navigation in parallel.

The interpreter has two modes, the fully automatic mode and the interactive mode. Basically, the interpreter
displays the specified html-files on the browser window. It displays the html-file on the screen for "play
time" and changes to the next screen. When the user wants to see in detail, he can make a pause. He can go
backward as well. The controller interacts with the user. The functions of the controller are "pause", "play",
"forward", "backward", "rewind" and "stop". The "play" and "pause" toggles the mode. The "forward" and
"backward" are for interactive mode. The browser screen moves one step in the sequential statement. This
control is different to the controllers of multimedia players for the continuous media.

To realize forward/backward control in the navigation, we use two stacks of statements in the interpreter.
The first stack "do"contains the list of statements to follow. The second stack "done" contains the list of
statements already performed. The interpreter is realized by a transition of states depending on the top of the
two stacks.

4.1 Forward Transition
Due to the limit of space, we only explain the forward transition concerning to parallel statement. If a
parallel statement contains substatements, the interpreter creates n-1 threads which begin execution with
''done" stack empty and whose "do" stack contains the substatements. For example, a parallel statement
"<parallel>a b c</parallel >" creates two new threads(Fig 2).
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Figure 2: Forward Transition for Parallel Statement

4.2 Backward Transition
In the backward transition, the interpreter pops the statement at the top of done" stack and pushes it on
"do" stack. If it is a sequential statement, then all the substatements are poped out of the "do" stack. A
situation, where the "done" stack is empty, occurs only after a forward transition of a parallel statement. To
go backward from such a situation, we need to delete such threads activated by the parallel statement.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a language for the navigation of WWW and described its implementation. The material of a
navigation tour is web pages and multimedia data on WWW. The navigation script is defined as DTD of

XML. Anyone can create a dynamic navigation from a static list of URLs. The language supports
multimedia data and provides sequential, parallel and selective constructs of the tour.
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The proposed system is primarily focused on research activities which create
various kinds of knowledge through trial and error. The knowledge is classified

into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un -formalized
knowledge, such as suggestions or advices. The former is easily utilized for
research activities, because they are accumulated as visible data. However, the

latter is not utilized in many cases even f they are informative and useful.
Therefore, a web-based management system giving attention to un -formalized

knowledge as well as formalized information would be a possible solution.
This paper describes the features of the system based on the XML, and shows an
example of usage through a trial system. Functions of the system include: (1)

collecting un-formalized information related to formalized knowledge, (2)
connecting un -formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, and (3)
creating feedback information while using the system. The system creates a
repository in a lab, a collaborative space for research activities, and a set of new
document and knowledge.

Keywords: Research Activities, Knowledge Sharing and Management
System, Formalized/Un-formalized Knowledge, XML

1 Introduction
Researches on system environments that share knowledge on the Web have increased because of the needs
for accumulating and utilizing knowledge [3][8]. Specially aiming learning activities, the Covis [1], for
example, visualizes processes of collaboration between users, and memorizes the processes through the
Covis Collaboratory Notebook. Another example is the CSILE [4][9] with networked computer
environment particularly designed to support progressive discourse. In CSILE, students write text or
graphic notes to convey their explanations. Similarly, the KIE [6] have collaborative environments that
make network discussion possible by using the interface called Netbook. Users of the Shrlok [2] also have
shared knowledge environments. They can discuss their opinions in an opened condition and make hypertext
links between relevant knowledge. Thus, users of these four systems can exchange their own opinions and
argue their individual ways of thinking, based on ideas and questions stored in the Database (DB) system [7].
Therefore, in these four systems, students can be subjective while having clear objectives. Teachers can
also help students solve problems, and students can collectively work on problems.

The process of advanced researches, on the other hand, is not the same as that of education because
researches might not always have definite objectives. In many cases, new things can be discovered from
one trivial thought, and researchers enlighten and encourage each other. Individual studies can be more

important in a condition where there is no instructive person who clearly knows and ultimate goals.
Although research activities have a different characteristic from education activities that have clear goals,
few studies aiming research activities have been discussed.

This paper proposes an XML-based knowledge sharing and management system.

It focuses on an

accumulative style of knowledge management for supporting research activities, rather than for learning.
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The activities in a laboratory produce various kinds of knowledge by repeating trial and error. That
knowledge is classified into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized knowledge,
such as suggestions or advices. The former is accumu lated as visible data in the form of paper material or
digital data. On the other hand, the latter is only spoken and is not represented in the real material. Therefore
most of that information is not recorded. However, it is important to accumulate and share the un-formalized
knowledge because live suggestions or advices are often very useful to promoting research activity. Their

accumulation is useful for participants to remember knowledge and also for peer that cannot attend the
discussion process.
Thus, we focus on this un-formalized knowledge. By making the un-formalized knowledge active as
memorandums and by connecting them with meta-data of formalized knowledge, the proposing system
creates a new set of knowledge documents, Knowledge DB. Proposing system allows users to produce
feedback information while using it. The system by using the XML could effectively help research
activities. Finally we provide some considerations on the prototype system.

2 The outline and features of knowledge sharing and management
system
Chapter 2 summarizes the features of the proposal.
The system consists of the following three steps.

(1). It attaches un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, for example paper and reports, as
memorandums.
(2). It connects the above information with meta-data of formalized knowledge.
(3). It utilizes connected knowledge and feedback the information.

If more than two documents share the same information, they are connected through a memorandums.
That is to say, the memorandum connects clearly the original documents existing independently in DB.
Such connections are useful for the documents retrieval and research analysis. Further, continuous cycles
of connection, searches and analyses can be occurred, which assemble a lot of knowledge and information.

At this time, the trial of this system is focuses on Research DB. However, it is reasonable that fundamental
policy is not changed even if the DB is changed, because XML is used for exchanging between applications
and our system process only the meta-data.
Three advantages of the system are:
It provides auxiliary information for user's document retrieval by attaching a memorandum to original
documents.
The original documents are related with each other by the connection with the memorandums, and it
creates a new document set.
It supports continuous research activities for users to analyze sets of information and knowledge.

3 Adoption of XML technology
Chapter 3 discusses advantages of the XML, which is one important characteristic in the system.

We adopted the XML, a standard language for information exchange, for two reasons. The first was the
need to do knowledge management on the Web because the sharing space accumulated knowledge can be
accessed anytime and anywhere. The second was the need to consider the connection with another
advanced DB, such as CG and 3D data. Thus, the system would be more flexible because of the XML.
Effectively, the XML is used in two aspects. One is as a way for exchange between DB and systems. The
other is for the preservation of information, including the XLink function [10]. Considering that
memo randum and data items can change in near future, XML has several advantages: It can set flexible
data lists, and express arbitrary number of elements in a tree structure [5].

4 The system configuration

1.525

Chapter 4 shows the configuration of the system.

The system consists of three main parts: (1) Sets of Knowledge-Memos, (2) Knowledge processing system,
and (3) Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web. (Fig.1). The role of the part (1) is collection and
accumulation of knowledge. Part (2) connects two kinds of knowledge. Part (3) relates to the interface
for users. The followings sections present their details, respectively.

4.1 Set of Knowledge-Memos: Collection, accumulation of the memorandums
The system needs to collect un-formalized knowledge, such as advices or suggestions from teachers and
researchers, even though they are not in any form. Thus, the style of memo randums to formalized
knowledge, like papers, are adapted. This chapter presents the concept of "Knowledge-Memo".
4.1.1 The proposition of the Knowledge-Memo concept

The system adopts concept of memorandum called "Knowledge-Memo", in order to collect un-formalized
information. We classify Knowledge-Memos into two types to be attached to the original documents in
accordance with their natures. In this way, layers of un-formalized knowledge can be created.
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Simple Knowledge-Memo: specific information which users want to attach. For example, "This paper is
an updated version of named B paper." This type of memo randum can be registered at the same time
original paper is entered in the DB.

Analysis Knowledge-Memo: constructed and connected information that is based on researchers' analyses.
This type of memo randum can be a Simple Knowledge-Memo because it can be re -analyzed. Users would
register Analysis Knowledge-Memo as research results of documents and memorandums.

According to making of the Knowledge-Memo, new sets of documents are created. One objective of
proposed system is to change from fragmentary and separated information to collected new knowledge, due
to the analyses of researchers in a common created space.
4.1.2 Collection and accumulation of Knowledge-Memo
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The following templates make inputting memo randuim simple.

Information inputted in prepared templates is stored on the Web as Knowledge-Memos through XML
structure. Types of the Simple Knowledge-Memo are updating, adding, questioning, answering and
referring. Analysis Knowledge-Memo includes relating memo randums.

Usage of these templates is as follows.
Updating templates: describing information and explaining reasons for renewal, which create relationships
between before and after renewal.
Adding templates: adding information, such as advices and references to original documents.
Questioning templates: asking questions to documents. When inputting Questioning templates, e-mails
would be simultaneously sent to a person who created the original documents.
Answering templates: answering to questions. Automatically sent to the person who wrote questions.
Referring templates: referring to external documents and create new relationships with sites on the Web.
Relating template : describing relationships between documents which are based on analysis of documents
and Knowledge-Memos. More than two documents and memos can have relationships.

<br /> for
<hi> for highlights,
<key> for keywords,
starting new lines. In an experimental usage of the system, users were free to use these tags without any
restriction and enforcement. If tags were used, words would be shown in only emphasized style on the
screen. (Fig.2). However, the system would better more reflect users' intentions if the use of new tags were
available and inventive Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) was developed.
As previous discussion shows, the system has an advantage of creating sets of documents, which reflects

Several tags of the XML are also used:

users' intentions.
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The "Relating memo" including enhanced expressions created through XSL (Right)

4.2 Knowledge processing system: Connecting the original document and
Knowledge-Memo
After collecting un-formalized information, the system connects it with formalized information. Such
connection creates a Knowledge repository.

The process of connection is as follows. First of all, this system picks up necessary meta-data from
Research DB and stores it in a XML structure. Such information is connected to the Knowledge-Memo
which is also in a XML structure. Thus, a Knowledge repository is created. The system employs XLink
function to connect un-formalized information with documents. Because of XLink potential, it is possible to
make multidirectional links among original documents from a remote resource, that is, from a
Knowledge-Memo related to original documents. Moreover, the system also creates lists of linkage
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information about existing Knowledge-Memos related to one original document. That is, from one
individual document all its existing connections are easily obtained (Fig.3). Unfortunately, the
experimental utilization of the system in this paper uses Internet Explorer5 which still does not support all
these XLink functions. That is why the system utilizes link functions of HTML, reflecting the structure of
the XLink. If the XLink was supported, it would be easily possible to make relationships between
documents through the above simple structure. The fact that these connections are automatically created
by users' simple operation constitutes an advantage of the system.

The Knowledge DB pulls out necessary information, and displays on a Web interface.
XSL templates to arrange and display requested information.

The system uses
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4.3 Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web
Peers use a trial system on the Web as a part of research activities. In order to make a user-friendly
interface, we studied the flow of research activities. As the result, three processes, such as retrieving,
surveying and analyzing information, are prepared for their research activities.
First, two retrievals are available, which include searching documents and Knowledge-Memos. Document
search is a method which is often used, and it searches a document from a title or keyword. If an Updating
memo is shown as a result, and there are some corrections on the documents including updated document.
In another word, Updating memo provides help of the retrieval. Moreover, a renewal reason has the
possibility to become a reference when a peer writes a paper. Retrieving from Knowledge-Memos may be
useful for getting information toward vague ideas. I can be more efficient than previous ways, because
researched results are sets of documents and memo randums. Further, due to the XSL, it is possible to sort
by dates and to filter by types of memorandums.

In a Surveying process, connection between documents and memo randuns is visualized, when traversing
search results. For example, even if users think that there is no relationship between documents, there
might have some kind of relationship after following links. Such new researches can help proceeding
researches.
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With respect to analyzing information, a new finding, resulted from surveying information, can be used for
making analyzing memo in a combination with related and added memo randums. These processes can be
continued by adding new information and findings that stimulate utilization. On the Web, a common space,
such utilization can increases effective research activities. .
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Documents and Memos are gathered around the "Agent document".

5 Prototype evaluation
Usage of the system and evaluation of the prototype are discussed and reviewed in this section.

5.1 Usage of the system
In order to study further, followings show a way of system utilization, based on discussions and reports in a
research group which studies agent technologies in a laboratory. Suppose that there are three members,
named A, B and C, in the group.
(1) "A" makes and reads a report, "About Agent" in a seminar. After the seminar he registers the report

in Research DB.

At the same time, conclusion of discussion, advice, etc. are also registered as

Knowledge-Memos.
(2) "B" who was absent for discussion reads the report. Then "B" asks, "What does autonomy mean?" in
a Questioning memo. Such question is registered in memo randums of questions related to reports, and
at the same time, "A" will get the e-mail.
(3) "A" answers the question from "B" in Answering memos, which is registered in Answering memos,
and e-mail is sent to "B".
(4) "C" tries to do a programming of an agent by using Java. He finds a report of "About Agent" written
by "A" through a keyword search, "agent". "C" completes his report, referring A' s report. . He makes
a Relating memo, for example, describing which part of the agent report is quoted and how it is useful
for him.

After repeating these memorandums registrations, it is possible to analyze information as shown Fig.4.
Members of agent seminar could gain the following effects at this time.

5.2 Test results
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Seven students in a lab used a practical sample test of the system, and answered questionnaires. Table.1
shows the results.

(1). Helpfulness of the Knowledge-Memo.
(2). Easiness of inputting the Knowledge-Memo.
(3). Acceptance of sharing ideas written in the memo with other users.
(4). Satisfaction of inserting XML tags for emphasizing and changing colors.
(5). Usefulness of the system. (i.e. connecting the Knowledge-Memo with documents,
resulting in a set of new documents.)
Tablel. Results of questionnaires.

The overall evaluation of the system was positive.

Yes
93%
58%
93%
67%
71%

No
7%
42%
7%
33%
29%

In terms of the question (I), students used the

Knowledge-Memo for connecting to related documents and getting information of their documents. There
were several responses in question (2), which demanded for the improvement of the interface when inputting
the memorandums. Some students suggested a possibility of creating more successful system if
incorporating with other laboratory members. In the question (3), most students were positive for
informing and sharing ideas through memorandum with other users, since they can identify their ideas and
get some comments. As for question (4), some students complained the new tag system that requires
additional input. However, other students recognize the advantages of the system that can emphasize the
keyword and change colors as far as the tags were not so complicated. Finally, most students recognize the
structure of relationships centered on the document is useful for research activities.

5.3 Discussion
Test results lead to three fundamental findings.

(1). The system is useful for using and searching documents because it is possible to use information of
Knowledge-Memo as well as abstracts.
(2). The system is convenient, since it enables users to make relationships with other preserved documents,
to create new sets of documents, and to traverse from memorandums.
(3). The system is effective for informing and sharing opinions with peers because it enables to identify their
ideas, to get some comments, and to record the process of studies.

From these results, it is possible to conclude that this management system effectively supports research
activities, which collects and accumulates peer's knowledge and promotes collaborative and shared
utilization.

Furthermore, we need to evaluate more effects for future research, such as;
Is there any possibility in this system to give linkage of documents that seem to have no relation with
each other?
Is there any possibility that the results of using this system, such as creation of new document sets and
analysis of memorandums, can give deeper understanding and new definition to users?
Additionally, this system should be improved in terms of the following three points.
(I). Revision of interfaces, including the interface for inputting the memo and the interface for classifying
documents by theme.
(2). Addition of the level of importance to Knowledge-Memos for arrangement and classification, in order to
promote re-use of knowledge.
(3).

Exploration and employnent of XLink potential. (Current browsers, such as IE or Netscape
communicator, do not support XLink functions.)

6 Conclusions
The proposed web-based management system is primarily designed for research activities. Previously,
databased and written information, such as papers and reports, were only available for research activities,
even though other information, such as ideas and opinions, are also important knowledge. The new
management system enables to utilize un-formalized knowledge as well as formalized information.
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Positive responses from lab members who used a trial system show that because separated and fragmentary
information are collected through Knowledge-Memos, effective and efficient research activities would be
feasible. A lot of information and ideas toward papers are collected by members as databases, which
creates sets of documents. Researchers can collaborate with other researchers through the system.

From the technical standpoint, the system utilizes the XML in two parts of exchange and preservation.
Users' intentions on the WWW can be more reflected by the XML.

For the future usage, since only meta-data is managed in a XML, the utilization of documents as well as
digital data is feasible. Further, the system can connect knowledge more easily, since XLink functions will
be realized soon. Important advantages of the system include creation of relationships, and searches of
information and knowledge. Improvement of the interface and the classification memorandums will be
necessary for the long term.
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The proposed system is primarily focused on research activities which create
various kinds of knowledge through trial and error. The knowledge is classified

into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized
knowledge, such as suggestions or advices. The former is easily utilized for
research activities, because they are accumulated as visible data. However, the

latter is not utilized in many cases even f they are informative and useful.
Therefore, a web-based management system giving attention to un -formalized

knowledge as well as formalized information would be a possible solution.
This paper describes the features of the system based on the XML, and shows an
example of usage through a trial system. Functions of the system include: (1)

collecting un-formalized information related to formalized knowledge, (2)
connecting un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, and (3)
creating feedback information while using the system. The system creates a
repository in a lab, a collaborative space for research activities, and a set of new
document and knowledge.

Keywords: Research Activities, Knowledge Sharing and Management
System, Formalized/Un-formalized Knowledge, XML

1 Introduction
Researches on system environments that share knowledge on the Web have increased because of the needs
for accumulating and utilizing knowledge [3 ][8]. Specially aiming learning activities, the Covis [1], for
example, visualizes processes of collaboration between users, and memorizes the processes through the
Covis Collaboratory Notebook. Another example is the CSILE [4] [9] with networked computer
environment particularly designed to support progressive discourse. In CSILE, students write text or
graphic notes to convey their explanations. Similarly, the KIE [6] have collaborative environments that
make network discussion possible by using the interface called Netbook. Users of the Shrlok [2] also have
shared knowledge environments. They can discuss their opinions in an opened condition and make hypertext
links between relevant knowledge. Thus, users of these four systems can exchange their own opinions and
argue their individual ways of thinking, based on ideas and questions stored in the Database (DB) system [7].
Therefore, in these four systems, students can be subjective while having clear objectives. Teachers can
also help students solve problems, and students can collectively work on problems.

The process of advanced researches, on the other hand, is not the same as that of education because
researches might not always have definite objectives. In many cases, new things can be discovered from
one trivial thought, and researchers enlighten and encourage each other. Individual studies can be more

important in a condition where there is no instructive person who clearly knows and ultimate goals.
Although research activities have a different characteristic from education activities that have clear goals,
few studies aiming research activities have been discussed.

This paper proposes an XML-based knowledge sharing and management system.

It focuses on an

accumulative style of knowledge management for supporting research activities, rather than for learning.
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The activities in a laboratory produce various kinds of knowledge by repeating trial and error. That
knowledge is classified into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized knowledge,
such as suggestions or advices. The former is accumu lated as visible data in the form of paper material or
digital data. On the other hand, the latter is only spoken and is not represented in the real material. Therefore
most of that information is not recorded. However, it is important to accumulate and share the un-formalized
knowledge because live suggestions or advices are often very useful to promoting research activity. Their

accumulation is useful for participants to remember knowledge and also for peer that cannot attend the
discussion process.
Thus, we focus on this un-formalized knowledge. By making the un-formalized knowledge active as
memorandums and by connecting them with meta-data of formalized knowledge, the proposing system
creates a new set of knowledge documents, Knowledge DB. Proposing system allows users to produce
feedback information while using it. The system by using the XML could effectively help research
activities. Finally we provide some considerations on the prototype system.

2 The outline and features of knowledge sharing and management
system
Chapter 2 summarizes the features of the proposal.
The system consists of the following three steps.
(1). It attaches un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, for example paper and reports, as
memorandums.
(2). It connects the above information with meta-data of formalized knowledge.
(3). It utilizes connected knowledge and feedback the information.

If more than two documents share the same information, they are connected through a memorandums.
That is to say, the memorandum connects clearly the original documents existing independently in DB.
Such connections are useful for the documents retrieval and research analysis. Further, continuous cycles
of connection, searches and analyses can be occurred, which assemble a lot of knowledge and information.

At this time, the trial of this system is focuses on Research DB. However, it is reasonable that fundamental
policy is not changed even if the DB is changed, because XML is used for exchanging between applications
and our system process only the meta-data.
Three advantages of the system are:
It provides auxiliary information for user's document retrieval by attaching a memorandum to original
documents.
The original documents are related with each other by the connection with the memorandums, and it
creates a new document set.
It supports continuous research activities for users to analyze sets of information and knowledge.

3 Adoption of XML technology
Chapter 3 discusses advantages of the XML, which is one important characteristic in the system.

We adopted the XML, a standard language for information exchange, for two reasons. The first was the
need to do knowledge management on the Web because the sharing space accumulated knowledge can be
accessed anytime and anywhere. The second was the need to consider the connection with another
advanced DB, such as CG and 3D data. Thus, the system would be more flexible because of the XML.
Effectively, the XML is used in two aspects. One is as a way for exchange between DB and systems. The
other is for the preservation of information, including the XLink function [10]. Considering that
memo randum and data items can change in near future, XML has several advantages: It can set flexible
data lists, and express arbitrary number of elements in a tree structure [5].

4 The system configuration
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Chapter 4 shows the configuration of the system.

The system consists of three main parts: (1) Sets of Knowledge-Memos, (2) Knowledge processing system,
and (3) Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web. (Fig.1). The role of the part (1) is collection and
accumulation of knowledge. Part (2) connects two kinds of knowledge. Part (3) relates to the interface
for users. The followings sections present their details, respectively.

4.1 Set of Knowledge-Memos: Collection, accumulation of the memorandums
The system needs to collect un-formalized knowledge, such as advices or suggestions from teachers and
researchers, even though they are not in any form. Thus, the style of memo randums to formalized
knowledge, like papers, are adapted. This chapter presents the concept of "Knowledge-Memo".
4.1.1 The proposition of the Knowledge-Memo concept

The system adopts concept of memorandum called "Knowledge-Memo", in order to collect un-formalized
information. We classify Knowledge-Memos into two types to be attached to the original documents in
accordance with their natures. In this way, layers of un-formalized knowledge can be created.
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Fig. 1. System overview

Simple Knowledge-Memo: specific information which users want to attach. For example, "This paper is
an updated version of named B paper." This type of memo randum can be registered at the same time
original paper is entered in the DB.

Analysis Knowledge-Memo: constructed and connected information that is based on researchers' analyses.
This type of memo randum can be a Simple Knowledge-Memo because it can be re -analyzed. Users would
register Analysis Knowledge-Memo as research results of documents and memorandums.

According to making of the Knowledge-Memo, new sets of documents are created. One objective of
proposed system is to change from fragmentary and separated information to collected new knowledge, due
to the analyses of researchers in a common created space.
4.1.2 Collection and accumulation of Knowledge-Memo
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The following templates make inputting memo randums simple.

Information inputted in prepared templates is stored on the Web as Knowledge-Memos through XML
structure. Types of the Simple Knowledge-Memo are updating, adding, questioning, answering and
referring. Analysis Knowledge-Memo includes relating memo randums.

Usage of these templates is as follows.
Updating templates: describing information and explaining reasons for renewal, which create relationships
between before and after renewal.
Adding templates: adding information, such as advices and references to original documents.
Questioning templates: asking questions to documents. When inputting Questioning templates, e-mails
would be simultaneously sent to a person who created the original documents.
Answering templates: answering to questions. Automatically sent to the person who wrote questions.
Referring templates: referring to external documents and create new relationships with sites on the Web.
Relating template : describing relationships between documents which are based on analysis of documents
and Knowledge-Memos. More than two documents and memos can have relationships.

<br /> for
<hi> for highlights,
<key> for keywords,
starting new lines. In an experimental usage of the system, users were free to use these tags without any
restriction and enforcement. If tags were used, words would be shown in only emphasized style on the
screen. (Fig.2). However, the system would better more reflect users' intentions if the use of new tags were
available and inventive Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) was developed.
As previous discussion shows, the system has an advantage of creating sets of documents, which reflects

Several tags of the XML are also used:

users' intentions.
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Fig.2 Input screen of "Relating memo" used to input XML tags. (Left)
The "Relating memo" including enhanced expressions created through XSL (Right)

4.2 Knowledge processing system: Connecting the original document and
Knowledge-Memo
After collecting un-formalized information, the system connects it with formalized information. Such
connection creates a Knowledge repository.

The process of connection is as follows. First of all, this system picks up necessary meta-data from
Research DB and stores it in a XML structure. Such information is connected to the Knowledge-Memo
which is also in a XML structure. Thus, a Knowledge repository is created. The system employs XLink
function to connect un-formalized information with documents. Because of XLink potential, it is possible to
make multidirectional links among original documents from a remote resource, that is, from a
Knowledge-Memo related to original documents. Moreover, the system also creates lists of linkage
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information about existing Knowledge-Memos related to one original document. That is, from one
individual document all its existing connections are easily obtained (Fig.3). Unfortunately, the
experimental utilization of the system in this paper uses Internet Explorer5 which still does not support all
these )(Link functions. That is why the system utilizes link functions of HTML, reflecting the structure of
the XLink. If the XLink was supported, it would be easily possible to make relationships between
documents through the above simple structure. The fact that these connections are automatically created
by users' simple operation constitutes an advantage of the system.

The Knowledge DB pulls out necessary information, and displays on a Web interface.
XSL templates to arrange and display requested information.

The system uses
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XLink The memorandum associates remote documents through extended link (above).
The external linkset centralizes the link information (below).

4.3 Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web
Peers use a trial system on the Web as a part of research activities. In order to make a user-friendly
interface, we studied the flow of research activities. As the result, three processes, such as retrieving,
surveying and analyzing information, are prepared for their research activities.

First, two retrievals are available, which include searching documents and Knowledge-Memos. Document
search is a method which is often used, and it searches a document from a title or keyword. If an Updating
memo is shown as a result, and there are some corrections on the documents including updated document.

In another word, Updating memo provides help of the retrieval. Moreover, a renewal reason has the
possibility to become a reference when a peer writes a paper. Retrieving from Knowledge-Memos may be
useful for getting information toward vague ideas. 1 can be more efficient than previous ways, because
researched results are sets of documents and memorandums. Further, due to the XSL, it is possible to sort
by dates and to filter by types of memorandums .

In a Surveying process, connection between documents and memo randunu is visualized, when traversing
search results. For example, even if users think that there is no relationship between documents, there
might .have some kind of relationship after following links. Such new researches can help proceeding
researches.
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With respect to analyzing information, a new finding, resulted from surveying information, can be used for
making analyzing memo in a combination with related and added memo randums. These processes can be
continued by adding new information and findings that stimulate utilization. On the Web, a common space,
such utilization can increases effective research activities. .
-
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Documents and Memos are gathered around the "Agent document".

5 Prototype evaluation
Usage of the system and evaluation of the prototype are discussed and reviewed in this section.

5.1 Usage of the system
In order to study further, followings show a way of system utilization, based on discussions and reports in a
research group which studies agent technologies in a laboratory. Suppose that there are three members,
named A, B and C, in the group.
(1) "A" makes and reads a report, "About Agent" in a seminar. After the seminar he registers the report

in Research DB.

At the same time, conclusion of discussion, advice, etc. are also registered as

Knowledge-Memos.
(2) "B" who was absent for discussion reads the report. Then "B" asks, "What does autonomy mean?" in
a Questioning memo. Such question is registered in memo randums of questions related to reports, and
at the same time, "A" will get the e-mail.
(3) "A" answers the question from "B" in Answering memos, which is registered in Answering memos,
and e-mail is sent to "B".
(4) "C" tries to do a programming of an agent by using Java. He finds a report of "About Agent" written
by "A" through a keyword search, "agent". "C" completes his report, referring A' s report. . He makes
a Relating memo, for example, describing which part of the agent report is quoted and how it is useful
for him.

After repeating these memorandums registrations, it is possible to analyze information as shown Fig.4.
Members of agent seminar could gain the following effects at this time.

5.2 Test results

1.537

Seven students in a lab used a practical sample test of the system, and answered questionnaires. Table.1
shows the results.

(1). Helpfulness of the Knowledge-Memo.
(2). Easiness of inputting the Knowledge-Memo.
(3). Acceptance of sharing ideas written in the memo with other users.
(4). Satisfaction of inserting XML tags for emphasizing and changing colors.
(5). Usefulness of the system. (i.e. connecting the Knowledge-Memo with documents,
resulting in a set of new documents.)
Tablet. Results of questionnaires.

No
Yes
7%
93%
58% '42%
7%
93%
67% 33%
71% 29%

The overall evaluation of the system was positive. In terms of the question (1), students used the
Knowledge-Memo for connecting to related documents and getting information of their documents. There
were several responses in question (2), which demanded for the improvement of the interface when inputting
the memorandums. Some students suggested a possibility of creating more successful system if
incorporating with other laboratory members. In the question (3), most students were positive for
informing and sharing ideas through memorandum with other users, since they can identify their ideas and

get some comments. As for question (4), some students complained the new tag system that requires
additional input. However, other students recognize the advantages of the system that can emphasize the
keyword and change colors as far as the tags were not so complicated. Finally, most students recognize the
structure of relationships centered on the document is useful for research activities.

5.3 Discussion
Test results lead to three fundamental findings.

(1). The system is useful for using and searching documents because it is possible to use information of
Knowledge-Memo as well as abstracts.
(2). The system is convenient, since it enables users to make relationships with other preserved documents,
to create new sets of documents, and to traverse from memorandums.
(3). The system is effective for informing and sharing opinions with peers because it enables to identify their
ideas, to get some comments, and to record the process of studies.

From these results, it is possible to conclude that this management system effectively supports research
activities, which collects and accumulates peer's knowledge and promotes collaborative and shared
utilization.

Furthermore, we need to evaluate more effects for future research, such as;
Is there any possibility in this system to give linkage of documents that seem to have no relation with
each other?
Is there any possibility that the results of using this system, such as creation of new document sets and
analysis of memorandums, can give deeper understanding and new definition to users?
Additionally, this system should be improved in terms of the following three points.
(1). Revision of interfaces, including the interface for inputting the memo and the interface for classifying
documents by theme.
(2). Addition of the level of importance to Knowledge-Memos for arrangement and classification, in order to
promote re-use of knowledge.
(3).

Exploration and employnent of XLink potential. (Current browsers, such as IE or Netscape
communicator, do not support XLink functions.)

6 Conclusions
The proposed web-based management system is primarily designed for research activities. Previously,
databased and written information, such as papers and reports, were only available for research activities,
even though other information, such as ideas and opinions, are also important knowledge. The new

management system enables to utilize un-formalized knowledge as well as formalized information.
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Positive responses from lab members who used a trial system show that because separated and fragmentary
information are collected through Knowledge-Memos, effective and efficient research activities would be
feasible. A lot of information and ideas toward papers are collected by members as databases, which
creates sets of documents. Researchers can collaborate with other researchers through the system.

From the technical standpoint, the system utilizes the XML in two parts of exchange and preservation.
Users' intentions on the WWW can be more reflected by the XML.

For the future usage, since only meta-data is managed in a XML, the utilization of documents as well as
digital data is feasible. Further, the system can connect knowledge more easily, since XLink functions will
be realized soon. Important advantages of the system include creation of relationships, and searches of
information and knowledge. Improvement of the interface and the classification memorandums will be
necessary for the long term.
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A microgenetic process study of dyad learning was conducted with the objective

of further understanding conceptual change as students learn. This paper
describes the knowledge negotiation, co-construction, and problem-solving
efforts between two student volunteers, both aged 15, in a computer-mediatedcommunication (CMC) environment. We illustrate protocols of the students'
problem-solving processes, showing how the students manifested, expressed,
defended, abandoned, conjectured, and eventually transformed their
(mis)conceptions on various aspects of velocities and distances. In doing so, we
address important questions raised about students, their concepts and (lack of)
theories, and the types of conceptual change that take place as students learn.
This paper provides empirical evidence to show that as long as students do not
think in theoretical terms, conceptual change in students will be very different
from scientific revolutions. It not only agrees with the theoretical shift to

viewing learning as conceptual change; it also lends empirical evidence in
support of this view.

Keywords: Cognition and Conceptual Change, Collaborative Learning, and
Knowledge Construction and Navigation

1 Introduction
The study and understanding of conceptual change is a field that is significant to the research community
[10]. An example of macro-level conceptual change is the paradigm shift [8] from the phlogiston theory to
the oxygen theory (commonly dubbed the chemical revolution). There have been numerous attempts to
compare and contrast between such scientific revolutions and conceptual change in children and students.
For example, Carey [2] contends that the development of the concept living thing in a child is analogous to
scientific revolution because her study shows that between the ages of 4 to 10, children undergo a cognitive
restructuring of their living thing concept; this restructuring is tantamount to theory change (from an animist
theory to a set of biological theories). On the other hand, Harris [5] argues that "children do not think in

theoretical terms, but on the basis of working models or concrete paradigms that serve as a basis for
predictions and explanation" (p.303). Given these two opposing viewpoints, it is natural for Thagard [21] to
state:

The questions remain: do children have theories, does conceptual change occur by replacement,
and is theory replacement the result of considerations of explanatory coherence? An affirmative
answer to each question is a precondition of an affirmative answer to the succeeding one. (p.256)

Before discussing whether conceptual change in students is as revolutionary as scientific revolution, we
should be reminded that scientific revolution involves a paradigm shift from one theory (or theories) to
another competing theory (or theories). At the risk of oversimplification, we define a theory to be a set of
explicit and well-coordinated principles that yield predictions based on their explanatory mechanisms. Since
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all "conceptual structures provide some fodder for explanation", "the distinction between theory-like
structures and other types of cognitive structures is one of degree" [2, p.201]; theories embody deep
explanatory notions.

Given the above, if students do not possess theories, not only is conceptual change in students fundamentally
different from scientific revolution, but we must also offer negative answers to Thagard's questions.

2 Context of Study
This study describes how two student volunteers, Tim and Ming (both aged 15), engaged in meaningful
knowledge negotiation and co-construction in a manner that allowed their conceptions and thought processes
to be made overt for our analysis. Tim and Ming are schoolmates (but not classmates) in an academically
average neighborhood secondary school. Both students have learnt physics in school for one year prior to
this study and hence, are familiar with the terms velocity, acceleration, time, and distance. Prior to this, both
students have not worked academically with each other.

Tim and Ming were placed in a large room that was partitioned in the middle. Each student occupied
onepartition, and conversed with the other exclusively via a computer-mediated-communication (CMC)
environment. The CMC environment consisted of a chatbox and whiteboard facility. The chatbox facility
allowed the two students to converse via typed text, while the shared whiteboard allowed pictorial drawings
and ideas to be depicted and discussed. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of this CMC environment, implemented
via Microsoft NetMeetingTM. Besides the standard furniture such as tables, chairs, and a computer, each
partition housed two unmanned video cameras. The main data collection method comprised the video
recordings of the students' interactions through the CMC environment. In each partition, a video camera was
directed at the screen, capturing every interaction sequence performed on the computer, while the other
video camera was directed at the student, capturing the student's physical gestures and reactions. To further
aid the transcription process, both the shared chatbox and whiteboard were regularly "saved."

The questions that we posed to the students to solve were adaptations of the "Context Rich Problems"

formulated by the Department of Physics, University of Minnesota (for more information, see
http://www.physics.umn.edu/groups/physed/Research/CRP/crintro.html).
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Figure 1: The CMC environment

3 Research Methodology
If we simply engage in endpoints analysis, we would not be able to understand conceptual change [10]. As
such, we need to take into account the actual developmental process of conceptual change. A research
methodology that focuses on microgenetic (developmental) processes is that of Ethnomethodology [4]. In
short, ethnomethodology is interested in interaction sequences and requires that we focus on "participant
categories" rather than "third person observer" perspectives [7]. It forces us to ask, "what questions can the
data answer" rather than "what data do I need to answer these questions."
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Since conversation analysis is the most productive and prolific form of analysis that has been developed with
ethnomethodological concerns in mind [1], the protocol data obtained were transcribed into a log format,
and then analyzed and annotated in accordance with the practices of conversation analysis (see also [6, 9, 12,
13, 17]). This was a time-consuming process as each tape had to be viewed and reviewed until the gaps in
the data were resolved to the fullest extent possible.

4 Study Findings
In the following section, we illustrate portions of Tim and Ming's problem-solving processes through
protocols collected in our study. Because this paper only presents portions of the protocols collected, see
Soong [19] for full details. The question below details one of the problems attempted by Tim and Ming.
The cycling problem:
You and your physics teacher are cheering your cyclist friends Alex and Bon who are taking part in

a straight but uphill bicycle-racing contest. You and your teacher are watching the race from the
side-lane just beside the racetrack, 132 meters away from the finish line. It so happened that both
cyclists passed by in front of you at exactly the same point in time. Your teacher estimated Alex's
velocity to be 12m/s and Bon's velocity to be llin/s. Given your training sessions with Alex and
Bon, you know that from this position, Alex will accelerate at the rate of 0.25m/s2, while Bon will
accelerate at the rate of 0.4m/s2, for the next 10 seconds.
What is the final velocity of both cyclists at the end of that 10 seconds?
Who will reach the finish line first?
Comments in square brackets "[ ]" are remarks made by the author regarding the protocol statements. These
comments aid understanding of the protocols by relaying contextual information not available to the reader.
No attempts were made to correct the students' grammatical and spelling errors. Tim, Ming, and the author
are represented by "T", "M", and "A" respectively.

M: part a looks tha same as what we did in the last session
[The first part of this question looks the same as what they previously attempted]
5.
T: yes....
M: can we use that method?
6.
T: lets try
4.

Both students drew structural similarity between Part A of this question and a question that they previously
attempted. In that previous problem-solving session, T and M had agreed that "(acc. x acc. time) + initial
velocity = final velocity". However, the reason they agreed on this formula was because "ifs the only
method where we could get the ans. so far". It is clear that the students lacked a conceptual understanding of
the solution, but nonetheless that did not hinder them from solving the problem.
It is noteworthy that M referred to the problem-solving process as "that method", rather than "that theory" or
even "that logic". It is clear that in this instance, the students did not think in theoretical terms. In fact, it
was a mechanical application of the "method" that the students "did in the last session".

With this, the students worked collaboratively, using the formula final velocity = (acceleration x
acceleration time) + initial velocity. They then obtained the (correct) solution that Alex's final velocity was
14.5 m/s while Bon's final velocity was 15 m/s.
11.
12.
13.
17.
18.

M:
T:
T:
M:
T:

12+2.5=14.5
yes
and bon = 11 + 4 = 15
agree?
yup

It was clear to both students that Bon was faster than Alex after the acceleration. However, both the students

had the conception that an object with a higher final velocity travels further than one with a lower final
velocity. This conception is true in some, but not all cases. This is a well-known misconception, and it has
been documented extensively by Piaget [11], among others. In the context of our study, we will refer to this
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as the "higher final velocity = winner" concept.
T: bon is faster after the acc.
M: yes
T: therefore if the speed be constant after the acc., bon would
complete the race first
T: agreed?
41.
M: agree.
44.
38.
39.
40.

Confident that their answer was correct, T checked their answer with the author, only to be informed that
their answer was incorrect, since Alex will actually complete the race first. When T related this to M, he
was surprised.
47.
48.
49.

T: nope
T: wrong ans....
M: huh?
[M is surprised that their answer was incorrect]

When the author informed the students that their answer was wrong, the students tried again. T stuck to the
concept that an object with a higher final velocity will travel further than one with a lower final velocity.
Since T was basing his problem-solving attempts on this concept, he thought the only possible reason why
Bon did not win the race was that his final velocity was lower than that of Alex's. To allow for this, he
hypothesized that both bicycles returned to their initial velocities after the acceleration.
53.
54.

T: they will only acc. for that 10 s
T: after that their speeds will return to the same as b4

At this point in time, the author informed the students that the bicycles did not decelerate after that 10
seconds. Upon hearing this, both students felt that Bon should win. Their expression was totally consistent
with their conception.
62.
65.
66.
67.

A to T: They did not decelerate after the 10 seconds.
T: the 2 didn't decelerate
M: then b should win
T: yah

In the episode above, T was trying to reconcile their findings via qualitative analysis of the situation.
However, because their source of reasons came from their "higher final velocity = winner" (mis)conception,
this yielded no alternative results.

The episode below shows M's attempt to obtain an alternative answer via mathematical formulations. In so
doing, M unwittingly put aside the "higher final velocity = winner" concept.
writes on the whiteboard]

84.

(M

86.

M: a travelled 118.25 to the checkpt
[M was referring to his workings on the whiteboard. See L88, L89 and L92 for an explanation of
M's workings]
T: y is that so?
[T looks at M's drawing on the whiteboard]

87.
88.
89.

M:
M:

0.25 +(2x0.25)

+(2.5) =13.75

the distance travelled during acceleration
[13.75m is the (additional) distance covered due to the acceleration]
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The protocol above manifests another of M's misconception. M's workings imply that the bicycles gain
speed instantaneously rather than incrementally. In short, M's workings imply that Alex's bicycle covered
an additional 13.75 meters due to its acceleration of 0.25m/s2 for 10 seconds. We observe that this exact
same working was also exhibited by M in one of his earlier problem-solving sessions.
90.
91.

T: ok
T: but i still dun get it.
[T does not understand M's workings]

92.

M:

93.

[M is saying that the initial portion of Alex's velocity covered 118.25m]
M: there/s no decceleration,then bon should reach first!

132(distance from check pt)- 13.75 = 118.25
13.75m = 118.25m]
[132m

It is likely that, to M, the distance traveled by Bon due to Bon's higher acceleration was greater than Alex.
Based on this method, Bon would have traveled 22 meters due to his higher acceleration. Hence, M drew the
conclusion that Bon should reach the finish line first, since Bon was "faster". Clearly M's reasoning was
flawed.

T: how u get 13.75?
+(0.25x10)=13.75
M: 0.25+(0.25x2)+(0.25x3)+(0.25x4)
Upon further probing by T, M provided a fuller explanation of his conceptualization. M's formulation is as
follows:
The velocity of Alex due to acceleration during the 1" second is = 0.25m/s2 x Is
= 0.25m/s
Hence Alex, moving at 0.25m/s, travels 0.25m/s x Is = 0.25 meters during the 1" second.
Likewise, Alex's velocity due to acceleration during the 2"d second is = 0.25m/s2 x 2s
= 0.5m/s.
94.
95.

Hence Alex, moving at 0.5m/s, travels 0.5m/s x Is = 0.5 meters during the 2"d second. The same process
was extended until the 10th second. As such, M conceptualizes that the summation of the distances from the
to the 10th second indicates the total distance traveled during the 10 seconds. Figure 2 and 3 pictorially
illustrate M's conception and the actual acceleration process respectively.
Figure 3: Actual acceleration process

Figure 2: M's Conception
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T thought long and hard about M's formulation. After doing the math, he understood and agreed with M's
conceptualization. This provides us with evidence that T had this misconception as well.
96.
97.
98.

[long pause (thinking)]
T does the maths
T: oic
[This is a short form for "Oh, I see"]
T:

Discussing the problem-solving process by qualitative analysis failed to provide new insights. As such, M
started using mathematics as an alternative source of potential explanation. M's workings reveal that he had
a misconception that the bicycles gain speed instantaneously rather than incrementally. We also see evidence
that T suffered from the same misconception. Despite the use of both approaches, both students were unable
to find any reason why Alex should win. Hence, they concluded that Bon would win. With this conclusion,
they checked again with the author, only to be told that they were incorrect.
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110.
111.

M: no
T: huh?

113.
114.
115.

M: that's no the ans .

[T is surprised that the answer was incorrect]

T:

i don' t get it

.

M: smae here

Faced with this bleak situation, both students, perhaps unwittingly, put aside their "higher final velocity =
winner" conception. Evidence of this is shown when, without first thinking it through, M suggested that
perhaps both bicycles arrived at the same time.
117.
118.
119.
120.

M:
M:
T:
M:

maybe they arrive at the same time?
assume
it may be possible but wat is the reasoning...?
thinking

Perhaps unknown even to M, he was putting aside the "higher final velocity = winner" concept by
suggesting that "maybe they arrive at the same time". This suggestion was made without even an initial
reason, and hence this suggests that the students did not think in theoretical terms.

Because the students had put aside the "higher final velocity = winner" conception, they were able to make
progress in solving the question.
124.

125.
126.
127.
128.
129.

T: acc. = total dist travelled / total time taken
[T makes overt his thought process to M]
M: that's speed
[M corrects T]
yah hor
T: aye .
[Local expression for "Oh yes, you are right"]
M: acc=what formULA?
T: the gradient of the distance time graph....
[This is actually incorrect; acceleration is the gradient of the velocity-time graph]
M: huh?
.

.

.

[M was not expecting this]

T: the acc. is the gradient of the distance-time graph
M: could u find the time ?
A to M: Do you agree that "acc. is the gradient of the distancetime graph"?
M: acc.=changes in velocity/time taken
136.
[After pondering over the author's question, M gives an accurate definition for acceler
130.
134.
135.

As T searched broadly for answers, he drew upon the formula of acceleration. However, his definition was
incorrect. This set M thinking about the actual formula of acceleration and "the time" (L134). M then

started to use the formula time = distance traveled / (velocity+acceletion) in order to find the time taken for
each bicycle to complete the final 132 meters. While M's actual workings were incorrect (there is no such
formula), it nonetheless provided the students with an alternative answer suggesting the conclusion that Alex
won the race. More importantly, it allowed the students to derive the relation between the time of race
completion and the winner of the race.
151.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.

Z7 '7,222
M: a move faster than b
reach first
[M draws the relation between time of completion of race and winner of race]
M: 132/(12+0.25)=132/12.25=10.76
[132 is the distance traveled, 12 is the initial velocity, 0.25 is the acceleration]
M: A
M: 132/11.4=11.58
[132 is the distance traveled, 11 is the initial velocity, 0.4 is the acceleration]
M: B
M: i getting a little bit confused
[Perhaps M noticed that the formula he used made no sense]
these ans are the time taken for the cylist,....
T: oic/
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162.
164.

T: therefore, A takes less time and b takes longer..
T: so A will reach first

M's workings were incorrect. He had used a formula that had no basis, but nonetheless, T was able to make
sense of it and concluded from M's answer that since Alex took less time than Bon, Alex will reach the
finish line first. This provided the students with an alternative answer, and they were excited. M
immediately asked the author if they were correct.
165.
166.
167.

M to A: Correct?
A to M: The answer is correct, but the working is wrong
M: working XXXXXXXXX

Upon hearing that the answer was correct, M deduced correctly that because Alex traveled faster initially,
Alex was at a point ahead of Bon such that Bon could not overtake him despite Bon's higher acceleration.
This provided the students with a reason why, despite his higher acceleration and final velocity, Bon lost to
Alex.

M: a travelled faster aT FIRST SO HE'S AT A POINT FURTHER THAN
WHERE B COULD OVER TAKE EVEN THOUGH B ACCELERATE FASTR.

172.

The above problem-solving endeavor took about 50 minutes. From here onwards, the students continued
their problem-solving efforts. After considerable struggle, they eventually "corrected" their second
manifested misconception (the "stepwise velocity increment" conception). They were also able to obtain a
correct mathematical process to show Alex completing the race before Bon. The total time taken to solve
this question was 130 minutes.

5 Results
The results of our study show that our student volunteers did not think in theoretical terms when attempting
to solve the physics (kinematics) problems. Instead, they used a variety of methods such as simulations,
conceptions, and even baseless conjectures. While these students certainly have concepts and based their
reasons on these concepts, they were loose, unsystematic and highly fragmented. We may be tempted to call

these students "naive learners", but further research by the authors reveal that the vast majority of
elementary physics students who were studied worked in this fashion.

The students' "higher final velocity = winner" conception stemmed from their prior knowledge, and because
their source of reasons came from this conception, they were unable to understand how it could be that Bon,
who had the higher final velocity, did not reach the finish line first. Only upon putting aside this concept
were they able to appreciate how it could be possible for an object with a higher final velocity to reach the
finish line later than an object with a lower final velocity; it was because the slower object was at a point
further than where the faster object could overtake. The protocols strongly support constructivist learning
theory, which posits, among other things, that new knowledge is built (or constructed) from prior knowledge
[15, 16]. Our study not only agrees with the theoretical shift to viewing learning as conceptual change [21];
it also lends empirical evidence in support of this. It also shows the conceptual change process (and hence
learning process) to be continuous, but non-cumulative. This particular feature is strikingly similar in
structure to scientific revolutions.
With respect to Thagard's request to "pin down the kinds of conceptual change that occur as children learn"
[21, p.260], the kind of conceptual change that occurred here is that of "adding a new strong rule that plays a
frequent role in problem solving and explanation" [21, p.35]. Initially, the students had the conception that
an object with a higher final velocity (B) implied that it would travel further than one with a lower final
velocity (A). Their problem-solving efforts added a new rule to this concept: B would travel further than A
only if A is not at a point ahead of B such that B could not overtake A despite B's higher acceleration and
higher final velocity.

6 Conclusions
Here in Asia (and in many parts of the world), the current method of teaching and assessing primary,
secondary, and pre-tertiary students (aged 7-18), is still very much based on the over a century-old Western
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pedagogy of teaching boys and girls nothing but facts [3]. Such a methodology is efficient for dissemination

of information, but this decontextualised-content focus causes students to suffer from a lack of deep
conceptual understanding of the domain being taught, and immensely decreases their exposure to expert
problem-solving processes and strategies. As such, they do not look at problem solving through a
"theoretical lens." Since "advancement in science is a continual dance between the partners of theory and
experiment, first one leading, then the other" [14, p. 796], as long as students do not think in theoretical
terms, negative answers should be offered to Thagard's opening quote.
Learning environments, computer-based or otherwise, should be designed to play a more strategic role with
the objectives of the educational system as their core focus. Since the objectives of educational systems are
rarely to produce unadaptable and inflexible graduates concerned only with egotistical benefits, then the
learning environment, as well as the evaluation methodology, should be designed to reflect their intended
objectives (also see [18]).
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In this paper, the role of the post-secondary institution in promoting half-life,
and short half-life knowledge skills is examined. We provide an overview of the
role that the university traditionally played in transmitting knowledge and lead

into a discussion regarding the need for change in order to adapt to the
knowledge society of the present and future. Four different models of online
technologies in North American virtual universities is presented, followed by a
comparison of the approaches that academia and private sector have taken
towards educational technology. In conclusion, we argue that there are not
competing ideologies for online learning. Rather, we are all addressing different
parts of the same problem.

Keywords: Knowledge Construction and Navigation, Methodologies, and
Teaching and Learning Processes

1 Introduction
As we move away from the industrial society to a knowledge-based society, how we view teaching and

learning in he 21" century is changing as well. Duderstadt [3] argued that information technology
contributed to this shift by "dramatically changing the way we collect, manipulate, and transmit knowledge".
He suggested that four themes were converging in the last decade: (a) the role knowledge would play in
determining security, prosperity, and quality of life for the individual, (b) movement towards globalization,

(c) the ease and speed that information technology allows us to obtain information, (d) formal social
structures were being replaced through informal networks and collaborations among individuals and
institutions.

Currently our university system is geared toward an undergraduate student who attends the university after
their high school completion. Many institutions also offer graduate courses and courses for the distance
learner. Beyond that, most institutions do not have course offerings geared towards the mid-career learner.

Denning [I] suggested that these professional programs would play a role in the business design of a
successful university in the next century. This corresponds to a rising number of requests from industry
requesting professional development for their employees to be provided by post secondary institutions [1].
This has resulted in a significant trend that the traditional divisions between post-secondary institutions, the
workplace and government are becoming less visible [5].

2 Theory of the "half-life" of Knowledge
Knight [4] discussed the concept of the "half-life" of knowledge. He discussed two broad categories: (a) core
knowledge or skills, and (b) economically relevant knowledge. These core skills have a longer half-life, and
include things like critical thinking and reasoning skills, communication skills, and social skills. These types
of skills are the on-going skills that are part of lifelong learning. The economically relevant knowledge has
an even shorter half-life. These skills or knowledge relates to what makes you marketable (e.g., job skills,
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knowledge of an industry or profession or trade). The concept of the half-life suggests that over a period of

time this knowledge is worth less economically, therefore, in orderto retain your economic value and
marketability you have to learn more.

This half-life knowledge is making us feel more pressure as we attempt to keep up with the pace of learning
new skills. Twenty-five years ago, you would be able to use the knowledge you learned for approximately
twenty-five years. A person could learn a skill at age twenty and build their entire career around it. Ten years
ago, the average half-life for economically relevant skills was only seven years. Three years ago, it was four
years. Today it is eighteen months in the knowledge society. This half-life is even less in technology related
fields. Individuals in the workforce will need to constantly upgrade their skills, as their current knowledge
base needs to continually evolve to keep up with how rapidly technology is changing [6].
The "early adopters", the ones in high tech and engineering, re-invent themselves by jumping from job to job

to stay on the newest wave of invention. This has created the "skills shortage crisis" found in larger
organizations. These people constantly migrate to newer companies and even other countries in order to stay
on the cutting edge and to market themselves while their skills are still relevant. That accounts for in Canada
what is coined the "brain drain" that the government assures us does not exist.

3 Need for A Change
In a 1995 study, Dolence and Norris [2] suggested that this upgrade of skills might need to take place on
average every five to seven years. They predict that by the year 2010, the full-time equivalent of one-seventh
of the American workforce will be enrolled in higher education or retraining. This would mean that
everybody in the workforce in Canada alone needs to do some new learning every three years that would put
approximately five million new learners into the system every year. This would be over and above the entry
level people that are currently in the workforce. You can imagine the size of the market in The United States,
or India, or Asia. (see Dolence & Norris chart).
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To accommodate this demand would require a re -invention of our education and training systems to cope
with these new demands. For now, competition is not the issue. We have not yet refined a product or an
approach that promises to satisfy the enormous demand that is already emerging, and that will reach a
crescendo over the next decade. To add to this increasing demand, the first wave of the so-called "echo-

boomers" is set to hit our post-secondary system this year. This increase will pressure an already
overburdened system, if we keep it the way it is today.

4 Application of Online Technology in Academia
The following are four different models of online technology usage in four North American virtual
Universities.
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Athabasca:
Pioneers in electronic distance education, they focused on the time and place needs of their students. They
offer self- paced learning with mentors and instructors available online, instead of by snail mail. Their
program is built on Lotus notes. They are now moving into some more collaborative models, particularly
with their MBA program, this is cohort based. They are reporting phenomenal demand, but still report a high
rate of in-completion.

Western Governors University:
This university can be viewed as more of an accreditation collective. They offer a widely diverse collection
of program offerings using diverse delivery technologies from diverse university departments. It has been
slow to get off the ground, but the cross-accreditation concept is good, but still needs to evolve.

Royal Roads University:
A hybrid model. Students attend the campus at the beginning, middle, and end of their degree program for a
very intensive "boot-camp" like experience designed to bond them as a community. In between, they work
online in-group oriented and collaborative exercises. They go through the program in "Cohorts" all at the

same time, with the same start and finish dates, but with flexibility built into each course to allow for
"learner-centred" approaches. In this way, the University can put 1800 students through a former military
college with only 300 classroom seats. Most students are fully employed while taking the programs, and are
able to apply immediately what they learn.

Tech-BC:
Here's an interesting model. Perhaps the one with the most implications for Universities as we know them.
Imagine if you were to divide the learning objectives into the ones that must be learned on campus and the
ones that can be accomplished online. Have the students attend University a couple of days per week and do
the rest of the work online. Leverage the facility, and potentially offer partnered learning with industry while
the student remains employed. We think this model offers a blueprint for how we can leverage overtaxed
facilities. This model is dependent of course on having a market within commuting distance.

If we revisit the concept of long half-life learning, and short half-life learning, we envision a future where
we use Universities to teach that "long half-life" stuff that is best learned on campus, or face to face with
other students. In this model, academics drive the "long-half life" stuff, but we use the technology to cover
the "short half-life" material that is constantly changing, and is driven by economics and industry. There will
be some crossover of course, but it is interesting to note that there are already some noticeable leanings in
the two camps of academia and industry.

Academia and the Private Sector
The following is a comparison in general trends between the Academic and Private sectors:
Academic online programs tend to favour:

Asynchronous
Community based
One to many
Semester based
Everyone covers everything
These things lend themselves to those "long half-life" skills.

Private sector training has tended to favour:
Synchronous
Learner-Centred
Many to one
Just in time
Just enough
Performance support
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These, you could argue, are better suited to the "short half-life" skills.

So should we be marrying all these techniques together? Or on the other hand, should each sector start to
focus on the niche to which they are best suited? Of course for the last 40 years, the lines between academic
training aid job-skill training have become increasingly blurred. Employers tell us they value critical
thinking, reasoning skills, pattern recognition, organizational skills, and communication abilities. Many tell
us they find these skills are well developed in individuals who have studied for example, anthropology,
music, and history. They like these people to have a University education; however, they don't want to spend
a year or six months grooming them after University, because today' s graduates don't stay that long. They
need to have the necessary job skills from day one.

These are those "short half-life" skills. Obviously, we cannot take two, three, or even four years to teach
skills with a half-life of eighteen months. Would the answer be a model like the one at Tech-BC or at Royal
Roads? On the other hand, will the new educational institution be a combination of new kinds of university
offerings, perhaps with a robust new private industry creating big budget online units that can be used as
adjuncts to University courses?

5 Concluding Thoughts
The point we are trying to lead to is that there are not really competing ideologies for online learning. We all
are actually all addressing different parts of the same problem. We are like the six blind men in the parable
of the elephant.
The Blind Men and the Elephant
by John Godfrey Saxe
It was six men of Indostan
To learning much inclined,
Who went to see the Elephant
Though all of them were blind,
That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind.

In the next six verses, each of the blind scholars grasps a different part of the elephant. One thinks that the
elephant is like a snake, and another thinks they are like a tree, another like a fan, and in the last verse, it
says,
And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong.
Though each was partly in the right,
They all were in the wrong!
We think this describes quite well our present confusion about technology and where it will fit into our need

to learn. We are all working on different bits of the elephant. The question we need to address as a
community at this and other academic conferences, are where do we go from here?
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1 Introduction
At present a dichotomy of computer art instruction exists, where the computer as an art medium, presents the
learner with almost limitless possibilities of image manipulation; yet instructional methodology and current

art curriculum provide no coherent framework through which the learner can effectively access this
information.

2 Research
Throughout the last five years the researcher has taught numerous art concepts and involved students in art
tasks using the computer. The reality of the researcher's teaching situation is that the use of the computer
within an art context is not debated, but accepted as a part of the everyday teaching process. After several
years and testing different ways of approaching the teaching of computer programs several issues emerged
which warranted further consideration:
1. Frustration exists due to the limited time that students had available to use the computer and the amount
of information students were expected to utilize.
2. Many computer graphic programs are structured in similar ways (display a similar interface) and use
similar symbols (icons) to represent functions within the program
3. Students seem unaware of these similarities and unable to transfer an understanding of one programs GUI
(Graphic User Interface) to another computer graphic program.
4. Students appeared to have no mental map or problem solving strategies with regard to searching for
answers to problems within a computer art environment.
These thoughts led to the intention within this research study which is to document the qualitatively different
ways that students interact with the graphic user interface of computer graphic software in an art education
context in order to create art.

It is hypothesized that students need to build some form of mental model regarding the software program
they are interacting with in order to understand its application domain. That by examining the influence of
different types of interface cues regarding navigation within a computer art context a greater understanding
of students' conceptions regarding utilizing the computer as an artistic medium could be facilitated. Interface
cues in this regard pertaining to the icons, layout and menus presented to the user. This is defined by the
researcher as the Artistic Interface. This Artistic Interface is the interaction that occurs between the student's
artistic intent and the graphic user interface of the computer.
The underlying art educational assumption here is that the clearer the mental model the student has, the more
capable the student will be at understanding the program, at locating a specific function and achieving the
desired artistic result. Within the context of this study it is postulated that students with a clearer mental
model of the graphic user interface (GUI) will have a more effective art educational experience (a more
effective Artistic Interface) when utilizing the computer as an artistic medium.

In order to develop this 'mental model' a phenomenographical mode of inquiry will be used. Roth and
Anderson (1988) stated that they consider learning to be a change in one's view of some phenomenon. Also

Marton (1992) suggested that: "In order to develop teaching methods that help students arrive at new
understandings of a given phenomenon, we must first discover the finite ways individuals may understand

that phenomenon. Then, through experimentation, we may discover the most effective ways to bring
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students from a given conception to another, more advanced one, that is, from 'misunderstanding' to
understanding." (p.253) Thus if students' conceptions of how they interact with the computer in an art
educational context can be documented, then a learning framework could be developed which could enhance
their understanding of the GUI of a particular program, and maybe other computer graphic programs.

3 Educational Considerations
Within a consideration of the influences of the GUI this study situates itself into the line of those devoted to
the analysis of a possible correlation between the user's cognitive skills and his / her navigation abilities in
an interactive, iconic, multimedia environment. This has been supported and further documented by Castelli,
Colazzo, and Molinari, 1994; Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990; Thuring, Hannemann, and Haake, 1995.
An effective analysis of students utilizing the computer in art education must begin with 'what is the student
trying to do? Previous studies (Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990) have demonstrated that getting lost is
a consequence of the lack of a clear conception of the relationships within the system. In relation to this
study this statement seems to imply that an effective use of the computer as an artistic medium depends upon
the ability of the user to abstract from the system display discrete understandings relevant to the desired

artistic result and that this may involve building a conceptual representation of a particular software
programs GUI. It is further postulated within this study that if a learner can construct an effective mental
map, or conceptual representation of a particular software programs GUI then this mental map maybe
facilitate an easier and more effective understanding of another program due to the similarities in their GUI.

4 Conclusions
There is ongoing educational debate about the nature of the information society and the range of 'literacy's'
needed to handle, understand, and communicate information in a variety of forms (Baker, Clay and Fox,
1996). The researcher has suggested that literacy in the information age requires not only the skills to
operate the technology, but also the ability to identify and structure a line of inquiry in order to solve a
particular problem. In this instance what is being analyzed is the range of 'literacy's' needed to form a line of
inquiry into a computer art domain.

This research into the Artistic Interface is an attempt to document students' understanding of differing
computer graphic arbitrary symbols (a software programs vocabulary) placed according to a systematic
formula (a software programs grammar) to produce an understanding of various icons (pictograms used to
represent a function of the computer). The researcher will seek to examine the qualitatively different ways
that students understand the GUI in a particular computer graphic program and within a particular art
educational context. This will involve a phenomenographical study that will lead to further understandings
regarding students' perceptions of the Artistic Interface.
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After we discussed with teachers to understand their instructional politics, we
integrate the teachers' instructional politics, the process of knowledge
generation, memorizing to construct the concept graph. Furthermore, we used
the dynamic web pages to track the learner's learning and used the tracking data
to reconstruct the, learner how to construct his knowledge to understand the
learner's thinking logic. In this paper we proposed the dynamic knowledge
generation model and learning ability potential model. These were according to

link the concepts to generate the knowledge. As following above idea we
integrated the constructing materials and the dynamic knowledge generation to
consist the expert system. The system would analyze his learning data to rebuild
he how to build his knowledge, to understand his learning ability and he already
built the whole knowledge or not. Rely on these results the system could supply
the suitable materials to him for study. And the learning cycle would continue

until the learner completely constructs the new knowledge into his ground
knowledge. Finally, we could from proto type system to collect the experimental
data and rebuilt the learner's learning steps, then followed the expert system to

understand his learning ability potential. The system could supply a suitable
material to him and help him to cross over the learning obstacle. These results
also proofed that our model could really understand the learner's thinking logic
and learning potential.

Keywords: dynamic knowledge generation, learning potential ability,
concept graph, expert system

1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners
A meaningful learning must accord with three main conditions: Accepting the learning material, having the

knowledge of dealing with learning material, and firing this knowledge at the learning time, (Mayer,
1975,1984). Accordingly, learning behavior has originality, creation and activity. It's easy to make learners
to find the meaning of learning. If we want learners to have meaningful learning, we must do: "if you want
to teach active knowledge for learners, you have to understand how to get the knowledge first. It's the same
as you want to teach learners to think, you have to understand how learners think first." Therefore, if want to
know the learner how to learn the knowledge, it can use the information process theory to discuss the human
how to process his information like Fig.l. we design a structural material like a story, attaching pictures, and
animations that attract learners. At the last section we give an additional problem among the units, which
give learners integrating the prior knowledge. Then, the blind spot in every learner is obtained by using the
model of a learning barrier analysis. The reason of inspiring learning barrier is obtained by using learners'

browse web pages order and frequency. (Note: 3D learning barrier analysis) Meanwhile, learners will
dynamically update their constructional knowledge network by learning number, browsing process, and test

frequency. (Note: all of attributions of cognition nodes are dynamical.) Because learners are not static
learning, we developed a dynamical model as Fig.1..
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Fig.1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners

2 the dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis
In our model (the model of dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis), using the
teachers teaching experience, the system partition a judge learners' ability to achieve learning and the label
of understanding course. And the Tab lel is appropriate inference rule, what are the schools' teachers to
classify the learners' learning ability.
V ry understand Maybe understand
Not understand
Understand

Excellence

Above middle
Under middle

Under

Table 1. Inferring rule
ABOVE EXCELLENCE
UNDER UNDER
MIDDLE MIDDLE

TIMES
RESULT

Fig.2 The relation of achieve a learning and the
label of understanding course

Cannot Understand

-2

-1

-1

0

Maybe Understand

-1

-1

0

+1

Understand

-1

0

+1

+2

Very Understand

0

+1

+1

+2

After the student had to go to the chapter's test. The testing results would according the learning obstacle
analysis model to find his incompletely building knowledge and compared with the expert system to
understand his learning ability. Finally, the system searched the suitable materials for him to study. The
graph of learning cycle is shown in Fig. 3.
First
login
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Po

Neuronetwork
Linear
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system
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Record
learners test
order
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again

Fig. 3 System model chart

3 Conclusion
Although teacher can control his class ambiance and teaching trends, but he has many different individual
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learners in the classroom. If teacher cannot understand the learners how to learn and how to integrate their
knowledge on his teaching, the teaching does not only let learner have a stuff learning, but also increase his
teaching load. Therefore, in our paper we proposed "dynamical knowledge-generation model and learning
ability analysis", to integrate the conceptual knowledge generation into structuring material and connect
with the dynamical estimating expert's system. This system can collect what material learner had learned
and the result of online testing was transmitted to the system. These real data used our analyzing model to
decide his learning ability and supplied a suitable material to him for study. Thus, we believe our system do
not only can help the teacher to understand learner how to build his new knowledge, but also can reduce the
learner's learning barrier.
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rapid development of information technology, computer and
information communication literacy has become the main new ability required
With the

from teachers everywhere. For enhancing teaching skills and Internet and
multimedia information literacy, a new teachers' education framework is
required. Here we propose a Distance Educational Model, as a School-Based
Curriculum Development and Training-System (SCOUTS), where a teacher can

learn subject contents, teaching knowledge, and evaluation methods of the
students' learning activities (subject: "Information") via an Internet based selftraining system. We describe the structure, function and mechanism of the model,
and then show the educational meaning of this model in consideration of the

new learning ecology, which is based on multi-modality and new learning
situations and forms.

Keywords: Distance Education, Teacher Training System, Learning Ecology,
School Based Curriculum Development

1 Introduction
Recently, with the development of information and communication technologies, various teaching methods
using Internet, multimedia appeared. Most of them emphasize, in particular, the aspect of collaborative
communication between students and teacher during interactive teaching/learning activities. Therefore, nowa-days it is extremely important for a teacher to acquire computer communication literacy [1]. So far, there
were many studies concerning system development, which aim at fostering and expanding teachers'
practical abilities and comprehensive teaching skills, by using new technologies, such as computers, Internet,
multimedia. In Japan, systems using communication satellites such as SCS (Space Collaboration System) are
developed and used as distance education systems between Japanese national universities. In the near future,
a teacher' s role will change from text based teaching, to facilitating, advising, consulting, and his/her role
will be more that of a designer of the learning environment. Therefore, a teacher has to constantly

acquire/learn new knowledge and methodologies. We have to build a free and flexible self-teaching
environment for them under the concept of "continuous education". At the same time, we build a
collaborative communication environment to support mutual deep and effective understanding among
teachers. In this paper, we propose a Distance Educational Model, which is based on the concept of School
Based Curriculum Development and Training System, advocated by UNESCO and OECD/CERI (Center for
Educational Research and Innovation), and describe the structure, function, mechanism and finally the
educational meaning of this model. Based on such a background, it is necessary to construct an individual,
as well as a collaborative learning environment, that supports teachers' self-learning/training, by using
Internet distributed environments and multimedia technologies. A teacher can choose the most convenient
learning media (learning form) to learn the contents (subject units) that s/he desires.

2 Distance Educational Model based on SCOUTS
Until now, when a teacher wanted to take a class on "IT-education", s/he had to leave the office or school.
Now it is possible to learn various kinds of subject contents by building a virtual school on the Internet
environment.
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2.1 Distance Educational Model
Our Distance Educational Model is built on 3 dimensions. The first one is the subject-contents, which
represents what the teachers want to learn. The second one represents the teaching knowledge and skills as
well as the evaluation methods of the students' learning activities. From the third axis, the favorite learning
media (form) can be chosen, e.g., VOD, CBR, etc. By selecting a position on each of the 3 axes, a certain

cell is determined. A cell stands for a "script", which describes the instruction guidelines of the learning
contents, the self-learning procedure, and so on ( Fig. 1 ). In the following, I will explain the meaning of
each axis in more details.
Learning media(form)
Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working/leaning
(TeleConference
Supporting environment for problem solving behav
(STELLA.CA
Information-exploring/retrieving en nnment
(V
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Distance individual lean
environment
Distanc
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Fig.l Structure of the Distance Educational Model

2.1.1 Subjectcontents unit
In this study, we focus on the subject called "Information", which is due to be established as a new
obligatory subject in the regular courses of the academic high school system in Japan. The subject
"Information" is composed of three sub-subjects, "Information A", "Information B" and "Information C".
The contents of each sub-subject are as follows.
Information A: raising the fundamental skills and abilities to collect, process and transmit "information" using
computers, the Internet and multimedia.
Information B: understanding the fundamental scientific aspects and the practical usage methods of "information':
Information C: fostering desirable and sound behavior of participation, involvement and contribution in an
information society; understanding peoples roles, and the influence and impact of technology, in the new information

society.

2.1.2 Teaching knowledge/skills
On this dimension, we have represented sub-subject contents, teaching methods and evaluating methods for
"information" classroom teaching. ' teaching methods' stands for how to use and apply IT, to enhance a
student's problem solving ability, involving comprehensive learning activities, like problem recognition,

investigation and analysis, planning and design, implementation and executing, evaluation, report and
presentation. We aim at teachers acquiring the proper students' achievements evaluating skills, according to
each of the above activities.
2.1.3 Learning media (form)

This dimension represents five different learning environments, as follows: 1) "Distance teaching
environment (Tele-Teaching)" based on the one-to-multi-sites telecommunications 2) "Distance individual
learning environment (Web-CAI)" based on CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) using WWW facilities 3)

"Information-exploring and retrieving environment" using VOD, CBR (Case Based Reasoning) 4)
"Supporting environment for problem solving", by providing various effective learning tools 5) " Supporting
environment for distributed collaborative working/learning" based on the multi-multi-sites
telecommunications. Brief explanations for each environment are given in the following.
(1) Distance teaching environment (Tele-Teaching): This environment delivers the instructor's lecture image and voice information

through the Internet, by using the real-time information dispatching function via VOD (Video On Demand).
(2) Distance individual learning environment (Web -CA!): This environment provides CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
courseware with WWWfacilities on the Internet.
(3) Information-exploring and retrieving environment This environment delivers, according to the teacher's demand the
instructor's lecture image and voice information, which was previously stored on the VOD server. For delivery, the function of
dispatching information accumulated on the VOD server is used. In addition to it, this environment provides a CBR system with
short movies about classroom teaching practices.
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(4) Supporting environment for problem solving: This environment provides a tool library for performance support, based on CAD,
Modeling tools, Spreadsheets, Authoring tools, and so on.
(5) Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working and learning: This environment provides a groupware with a

shared memory window, using text, voice and image information for the trainees.

2.2

Cell" definition

The concept of a "cell" in the Distance Educational Model is quite important because it generates the
training scenario, including the information to satisfy the teacher's needs, the subject materials learning-flow
and the guidelines for self-learning navigation. The frame representation of the "cell" is shown in Table 1.
These slots are used when the system guides the process of the teacher's self-learning.
Table 1 The frame representation of the "cell"

6
h
B
0

Frame name
Learning objectives for a student

Slot-value
Subjects which should be understood
Subjects which should be mastered

Subject-contents
Teaching method
Evaluating method
Useful tools
Operational manual of tools
Prepared media
Guide script

The unit topic
The students' supervision method and instructional strategies
The students' evaluation method
The software used for the training activity
The software operation method used for the training activity
The learning media which can be selected
The file which specifies the dialog between the trainee and the system

3 Outline of the teacher training system
The system configuration of the teacher's training environment is composed of two subsystems based on the
Distance Educational Model. One of the subsystems is the training system, where a trainee can select and
learn the subject adequate for him/her guided by the script in the "cell". The other subsystem is an authoring
system with creating and editing functions for "cell" description. The users of the second environment are,
e.g., IT-coordinators or IT-consultants, who can design lecture-plans in this environment.

3.1 Training system
The training system aims to support teachers' self-training. The configuration of this system is shown in
Fig.2. The role of this system is first to identify a "cell" in the model, according to the teachers' needs. Then,
the system tries to set up an effective learning environment, by retrieving the proper materials for the teacher,
along with the "guide script" defined in the corresponding "cell". Therefore, the system offers programs for
both Retrieving and Interpreting. The training system works as shown in the following.
STEP I: Record the teacher's needs.
STEP 2: Select a "cell" in the Distance Education Model according to the teacher's needs.
STEP 3: Interpret the "cell" in the guide WM (Working Memory).
STEP 4: Develop the interactive training with the teacher according to the "guide script" in the guide WM.
STEP 5: Store the log-data of the dialog (collect information on the learning histories and teachers' needs and behaviors).
STEP 6: Provide the needed applications for the user's learning activities and set up an effective training environment.
STEP 7: Give guidance-information, according to "cell" script guidelines, decide on the proper next learning step 'ail"

The interpreter controls and develops the dialog process between user and machine according to the
information defined in our "guide script" description language. This "guide script" description language
(GSDL) consists of some tags and a simple grammar for interpreting a document, similar to the HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) on the WWW. The interpreter understands the meanings of the tags, and
interprets the contents. An example of GSDL is shown below.
(I)<free>
(2)<slot (num.)>
(3)<question>
(4)<choice>
(5)<exe>

(6)<app>

Definition: description af the text (instruction)
Definition: a link to a slot value in the "cell'
Definition: questions to a trainee
Definition: branching control according to a trainee's response
Call: to relevant "cells"
Definition: applications used for training activities (e.g., Tele-Teaching etc)
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Fig.2 Configuration of Training system

3.2 Authoring system for creating and editing a "cell" description
The system provides an authoring module to create and edit the information in the "cell". This module also
offers the function of adding new "cells", in order to allow supervisors (experienced teachers) to design the

teachers' training program. The configuration of this system is shown in Fig.3. The tasks that can be
performed by this system are: adding new "cells", editing the existing "cells", receiving calls for TeleTeaching lectures, and managing the lectures schedule. This system is composed of the "cell" frame creating
module, and the "guide script" creating module. A cell design can be performed as shown in the following.
STEP I: Get the slot-values of "student's learning objectives", "subject-contents/teaching method/evaluating method ", and 'useful

tools" from the "cell".
STEP 1: Substitute the return value of the slot of the prepared media with the training-contenLy corresponding to theuser'sneeds.

STEP 3: Substitute the slot-value in the "cell "for the corresponding tag in the 'guide script" template.

STEP 4: If "Tele-Teaching" as learning media is selected, then get some information about the lecture, by referring the lecture-DB
and the VOD short movie-DB.

STEP 5: Add the new "cell" to the Distance Educational Model.

The lecture-database consists of "lesson managing files" containing user-profile data, lecture schedules,

trainees learning records, lecture abstracts, and so on. The "guide script" template file contains taginformation, written in the "guide script" description language (GSDL), for all subject-contents items in the
Distance Educational Model.
Get each slot-value

Cell frame
to..

generator

Substitute the return value
for the slot of the prepared media
Distance
Educe tonal

Mo el

'Guide script'
generator

Get some information
about a lecture
after referring each D B

Substitute the slot-value
In the corresponding 'cell'
for a certain tag
in 'guide script" template
Guide script'
template

Register a lecture

Lecture-DB
Lecturer

Sort movie-DB
of VOD

Fig.3 The procedure of "cell" description for creating/editing of the authoring system

4 Conclusions
This paper proposed the Distance Educational Model called the School Based Curriculum Development and
Training System (SCOUTS). This model stands for the networked virtual leaning environment based on a
three dimensional representation, which has on the axes I) subject-contents, e.g., "information" for the
training, 2) teaching knowledge, skills and evaluation methods and 3) learning and teaching media (forms).
This represents a new framework for teachers' education in the coming networked age. We have mentioned
the rationale of our system and explained the architecture of the training system via a 3D-representation
model. Furthermore, we have described a "guide script" language. This system is superior to a simple rule-
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based instructional plan, as it allows a better and more natural overview of the global structure, as well as a
quick identification of missing parts. The aim of our system is to support teachers' self-learning, provided as
in-service training. At the same time, we need to build rich databases by accumulating various kinds of
teaching expertise. In such a way, the concept of " knowledge-sharing" and "knowledge-reusing" will be

implemented. As a result, we trust that a new learning ecology scheme will emerge from our
environment.With this system, we can construct various kinds of learning forms and design interactive and
collaborative activities among learners. Such an interactive learning environment can provide a modality of
externalized knowledge-acquisition and knowledge-sharing, via the communication process, and support
learning methods such as "Learning by asking", "Learning by showing","Learning by Observing, "Learning
by Exploring" and "Learning by Teaching/Explaining"'. Among the learning effects expected from this
system, we also aim at meta-cognition and distributed cognition, such as reflective thinking, self-monitoring,
and so on. Therefore, we expect to build a new learning ecology, as mentioned above, through this system.
Finally, we will apply this system to the real world and try to evaluate its effectiveness and usability from
experimental and practical point of view.
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The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of
smaller networks. Recently, through United States federal, state, and regional
education networks and commercial providers, the vast resources of the Internet
are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and

classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with
Internet access. One of the most popular uses of this new medium, among
teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding the right
information on a particular topic for their students takes time. Current initiatives,
such as FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet, meet this goal of
improving online learning resources. This paper aims to introduce some of the
United States' successful programs.

1 Introduction
One of the main priorities of the Clinton administration is to make sure that all Americans have the best
education in the world. One of the goals of this "Call to Action for American Education" is to bring the
power of the Information Age into all schools in the United States. This initiative requires connecting every
classroom and library to the Internet, making sure that every child has access to multimedia computers,

giving teachers the training they need to be as comfortable with the computer as they are with the
chalkboard, and increasing the availability of high-quality educational content. When America meets the
challenge of making every child technologically literate, children in rural towns, suburbs, and inner city
schools will have equal access to the same knowledge base.
United States Federal agencies have made significant contributions to expanding this knowledge base. For
example, "White House for Kids," is a home page with information on the history of the White House.
NASA has a K-12 initiative, allowing students to interact with astronauts and to share in the excitement of
scientific pursuits such as the exploration of Mars and Jupiter, and the experiments conducted on the Space
Shuttle.

Students participating in the GLOBE project (Global Learning and Observation for a Better

Environment) collect actual atmospheric, aquatic, and biological data and use the Internet to share, analyze,
and discuss the data with scientists and students all over the world. With support from the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Energy, and the Department of Defense's CAETI program (Computer-Aided
Education and Training Initiative), the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a program that allows
high school students to request and down-load their own observations of the universe from professional
telescopes.
Of these government programs, four of these are as follows:

2 FREE (Federal Resources for Educational Excellence)
On April 18, 1997, President Clinton asked Federal agencies to determine what "resources you can make
available that would enrich the Internet as a tool for teaching and learning." In response, more than 40
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Federal agencies fornied a working group to make hundreds of federally supported education resources
available on the FREE website.

Some of the subjects of the FREE include arts, educational technology, foreign languages, health and safety,
and mathematics. Agencies involved include Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Gallery

of Art, National Science Foundation, Peace Corps, Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the
Smithsonian Institution.

3 GEM (Gateway to Educational Materials)
GEM began in 1996 after the National Library of Education (NLE) Advisory Task Force sought to find ways
to apply library and information science skills to help educators find lesson plans and teacher guides on the
Internet. GEM provides links to free Internet materials, partially free materials, and to resources that require
a fee or registration to be used. There are two ways to access the education resources on GEM Browsing
and Searching. Browsing GEM is sampling from lists of predetermined categories (e.g. mathematics,

language, education by grade level). Searching GEM is looking for any information containing the
keywords of the query (e.g. algebra lesson plan). This website provides access to educational materials
found on various federal, state, university, non-profit, and commercial Internet sites.

4 ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center)
The Ask ERIC service (Education ResourCes Information Center), supported by the Department of
Education, has a virtual library of more than 900 lesson plans for K-12 teachers, and provides answers to
questions from educators within 48 hours -- using a nationwide network of experts and databases of the
latest research. Abstracts of some 1,300 (Educational Research Information Center) ERIC Digests are
available online and text searchable. A menu of services offered on the Internet not only introduces the user
to ERIC documents, but also leads to other databases in education. It began in 1992 as a project of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Information and Technology and is now, with the ERIC Clearinghouse, a component of
the Information Institute of Syracuse at Syracuse University. Today, Ask ERIC encompasses the resources of
the entire ERIC system and beyond. Got an education question? Ask ERIC! The main components of Ask
ERIC are:

1. Ask ERIC Question & Answer (Q&A) Service

Need to know the latest information on special education, curriculum development or other education
topics? Just Ask ERIC! When you submit your education question to Ask ERIC Q&A, you'll receive a
personal e-mail response from one of our network information specialists within two business days! We
will send you a list of ERIC database citations that deal with your topic and will also refer you to other
Internet resources for additional information. It' s that easy!
2. Ask ERIC Virtual Library

The Ask ERIC Virtual Library contains selected educational resources, including 1000+ Ask ERIC
Lesson Plans, 250+ Ask ERIC Info Guides, searchable archives of education-related listservs, links to
Television Series Companion Guides, and much more!
3. Search the ERIC Database
The ERIC database, the world' s largest source of education information, contains more than one million

abstracts of documents and journal articles on education research and practice. By searching Ask
ERIC' s web-based version of the ERIC Database, you can access the ERIC abstracts, which are also
found in the printed medium, Resources in Education and Current Index to Journals in Education. The
database is updated monthly, ensuring that the information you receive is timely and accurate.

5 Parents Guide to the Internet (16 page informational booklet)
This new, 16-page booklet, produced by the U.S. Department of Education, gives parents an introduction to
the Internet and is "intended to help parents --regardless of their level of technological know- how -make use
of the on-line world as an important educational tool. The guide cuts through the overwhelming amount of
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consumer information to give parents an introduction to the Internet and how to navigate it. Most
importantly the guide suggests how parents can allow their children to tap into the wonders of the Internet
while safeguarding them from its potential hazards.
This guide was produced with the sort of collaborative effort that American schools need in order to succeed.
U.S. Department of Education staff worked with leaders from parent and education organizations, the private

sector, nonprofit groups and others in order to give parents a clear and comprehensive overview of the
Internet and its vast educational potential. In the same way, schools need support from every corner of the
community in order to provide students with a high-quality education.

6 Conclusion
More than ever before, a high-quality education offers Americans the best path to a rewarding career and a
fulfilling quality of life. As citizens of the Information Age, Americans must include access to technology
among the elements of an education that is based on high standards of achievement and discipline. But
incorporating technology into the Nation's schools is too big a job for the schools to tackle on their own.
Teachers need support and involvement from parents, grandparents, businesses, cultural institutions and
others in order to make effective in-class use of the wonders of technology.

The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of smaller networks. Recently,
through United States federal, state, and regional education networks and commercial providers, the vast
resources of the Internet are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and
classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with Internet access. One of the most
popular uses of this new medium, among teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding
the right resource on a particular topic for their students takes time. And time is in short supply for our
teachers. Current initiatives, such as those outlined, FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet,
meet this goal of improving online learning.
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1 Introduce
Network learning gives a chance to educators to rethink and investigate the learning modules and styles.
Therefore the educators can rearrange learning strategies and develop new learning environment to validate
the learning strategies and ideas. Although network learning cannot affect the learning completely and fully,
at least network learning offer the environment to fulfill the ideas of constructivism.

2 Setting up the network learning environment
2.1.To provide multiple and abundant materials:
The network learning resources provide the objective and existed knowledge, the multi-angle and
multi-level experiences to give learners various stimulations. In other words give the learners a chance to
create multiple constructions, the same learner create different level construction at distinct time.

2.2.Give learners the authentic problems:
The important mission when teachers proceed with the instruction of constructivism is to arrange and
provide the abundant and fitted learning environment, to offer and assist learners to construct knowledge
actively and successfully.

2.3.Encourage learners raise various solving methods for the problems:
Promote learners to think of the problems by multi-angle ways. In order to encourage learners to discuss,
think, argue and learn cooperatly, thus the learning have to be proceeded with dialog and communication.

2.4.Clear learning goals and concepts:
In internet world no place is too far away to be reached. If let learners grope or learn alone, it's usually
happen that learners disorientate in the internet world. Thus if there is no clear goal, learning activity will be
one pattern of browse and the emphasis will be neglect. Let learning activities concentrate at the learning
goals or concepts, learners will get more complete knowledge, understand the key points, thus increase
learning effects.

2.5.Learners can present viewpoints fully:
The internet world is a multi-person and pluralistic environment . In addition to self-learning, learners can

see the learning portfolios of others. The learners review the cognition of others by self-viewpoint,
furthermore to imitate and learn the others, and self-viewpoint can also be referred by others. Learners
develop one kind of self-thinking in the environment of arguing with others again and again. Thus learners
are no more silencers, but the learners are encouraged to present their viewpoints or opinions.

2.6.Adaptive courses:
There are individual differences between learners, learning processes or learning strategies of learners are
different from others. Thus the design of courses should be considered about the individual
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difference,adapted to learning situation of learners. Arrange different course to match the learning situation
and abilities of learners, thus learners got the individual learning.

3 Conclusion
It's convenient to search information and data in World Wide Web. The convenience is important factor to
encourage learners to construct the self-knowledge. In the process of learners participating and learning
actively, learners will feel that they have got self-learning goal.

In constructivism it's important factor that learners participate actively in learning process. Thus learners
must participate self-learning activity positively. Learners should search and find knowledge what they want
actively.In network learning environment the learning activities are emphasized the" internal control"
directed by learners, and requesting learners to learn by their strategies in the process of learning activities.
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The Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) Government is
promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education for creative and

lifelong learning. A two-year IT-pilot scheme has been launched among 10
primary schools. The first phase of the current study had reported on the planning

and implementation of the schools in the first year of the scheme. This paper
reports findings from the second year. All 10 primary schools are studied by a
case-study approach. This phase aims to investigate the effect of using IT in
learning and teaching. Data were collected via browsing web sites, visits and
interviews. The research results show that some schools are optimizing students'
opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities.
Acquiring a LCD projector in each general classroom is an important part of the

IT infrastructure for promoting the use of IT in schools. All schools are
motivating teachers to use IT to improve the traditional mode of learning and
teaching by developing multimedia -teaching unit. Schools need to develop
teachers' sense of harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning
educational practice through staff development. It is speculated that school policy
plays a crucial role in promoting the paradigm of creative and lifelong learning.

Keywords: IT in education, lifelong learning, school policy

1 Introduction
Within the nine-year compulsory education system in Hong Kong, students have to learn in large groups with
very few choices of school curriculum. Teachers have to teach more or less the same subject knowledge
specified in the formal curriculum and approved textbooks. Chances for learners to keep in contact with the
real life experiences were limited. Cheng [1] points out that this kind of learning from traditional school
experience is an isolated mode of learning. Perelman [2] further argues that such kind of educational
management operated by the government is similar to the socialism planning economy mode of operation. It
can be surmised that curricular contents and instructional methods that are structured and rigid do not really
cater for the needs of learners in the information era. These arguments indicate that the traditional school
education system is seriously "disconnected" from the information society. Contents learnt from school
education can rarely be used in real life. In this context, the Hong Kong Special Administration Region
(HKSAR) government is promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education for creative and
lifelong learning to cope with the rapid changes in contemporary society [3, 4, 5, 6]. A document on the
reform proposals of the education system review of the HKSAR government stated its vision as follow:

Students are the focus of the whole education reform. The basic premise is to enable every individual to
pursue all-round development through lifelong learning.... However, in tandem with changes taking place
in the community, our students' learning needs have also changed. It is essential or our education system,
including its academic structure, content and modalities, to be duly adjusted in response to these changes [6,
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p.4].

A two-year IT-pilot scheme was launched in September 1998 for 10 primary schools and 10 secondary schools.

These pilot primary schools, with the support of US$480 000 from the government, were expected to
experiment with integrating IT in learning and teaching with a resultant change in the paradigm of learning

and teaching which may empower both the learners and the teachers. A study on the planning and
implementation of the first year of the scheme in nine primary pilot schools was conducted by using a
case-study approach and the results were reported [7, 8]. This paper reports the second phase of this study.
During the second-phase study, the research team revisited the schools and aimed at investigating the changes
in the mode of learning and teaching of the pilot schools experienced in the second year of the scheme after the
implementation of the IT infrastructures in the first year of the scheme.
There are various kinds of models, which attempt to conceptualise the integration of technology into learning
and teaching, for example, the Concern-Based Adoption Model (CBAM), the Planning Process Models (PPM)
and the Technology Maturity Model (TMM) [9, 10, 11]. CBAM serve as a diagnostic tool for the technology
integration planning and implementation by studying the stages of concerns of the planners. CBAM considers
developing items in different stages of the integration plan. It better suits longitudinal research. PPM provides
general guidelines on the planning process that emphasizes on establishing a comprehensive administrative
framework for the technology integration plans and the planning must address the local situation. PPM is
especially designed for setting up a well-organized administrative structure and ensuring the implementation
of the plan. PPM focuses on the study of a particular school. TMM mainly evaluates the depth of integration
of IT with education through observation, such as school planning and implementation of IT in learning and
teaching. It also concerns the daily use of IT in school and studies the effectiveness. TMM is appropriate for
the study of the implementation of IT in education of several schools for identifying favourable factors or
obstacles.

The framework of this study is derived from the guidelines of TMM. Five main items of the model are
selected for detailed study. They are student use, teacher use, curriculum integration, staff development, and
school policy. This research will report on the daily use of IT in learning and teaching and will discuss the
effectiveness of integration. IT in education is developing at its initial stage in Hong Kong. Schools have
limited experiences on integrating IT in education. The experiences of pilot schools can be a useful reference
for most of the schools intending to integrate IT into learning and teaching. The findings of the study will be
important for promoting the use of IT for creative and lifelong learning in Hong Kong.

2 Research Question
The first phase of the study had reported on the planning and implementation issues in the first year of the
scheme. Nine pilot primary schools were studied. This study is the second phase of the research and all 10 IT
pilot primary schools participates. During this phase, the research team re-visited the nine schools and also
visited the one missed in the first phase. The aim of the study is to further investigate the pilot schools' use of
IT and to obtain an in-depth knowledge profile of the schools' integration of IT into the curriculum. The core
research question of the study is to investigate the changes introduced by the use of IT in learning and teaching
with particular reference to the five selected items in the framework of the study [12, 13]. In this regard, two
subsidiary research questions are explored.
How does IT improve the traditional learning and teaching paradigm?
1.
How learning can be enhanced for the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning in the
2.
information era when learners are empowered by IT?

3 Research Methodology
A case - study, approach was adopted in this research in order to obtain the in-depth profile of the pilot schools
relating to the implementation of IT in education [14]. Data were collected via browsing school web sites;
school visits and interviews. Table 1 shows the web sites of all pilot primary schools in Hong Kong.
Table 1: Web sites of all pilot primary schools in Hong Kong and number of visitors as at the 16, May 2000
Visitors
URL
Visitors
URL
No counter
http://kws.hkcampus.net/
http://www.buddhist-wingyan-sch.edu No counter
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.hk/

http://bwess.school.net.hk/
http://am.npgps.edu.hk/
http://plkIht.school.net.hk/
http://www.pm.plkhsn.edu.hW

40200

No counter
72984

28126

http://www.lkw.edu.hk/
http://www.tpomps.edu.h1c/
http://www.ychchtps.edu.hW
http://www.skhsjs.edu.hk/

1951

123453

No counter
No counter

Samples of lessons plans of teachers and students' work were also collected [15]. These data were organised
and interpreted according to the framework of the study. During the school visits, interviews and site visits to

all IT facilities of the schools were conducted. The interviewees included school principals and IT
coordinators. In all, ten school principals or deputy principals and five IT coordinators were interviewed.

4 Results and Discussions
The initial research result of this phase of study shows that schools are struggling for offering opportunities to

students for creative and lifelong learning by different approaches. This section will report on the
development or changes of the pilot schools observed in the second phase of the study on the five selected
items. They are students' use of IT for learning, teachers' use of IT for teaching, integration of IT in the
curriculum, staff development and school policy.

4.1 Students' Use
All ten pilot schools offered Computer Awareness Programme (CAP). This programme provided software
operation skills and basic IT knowledge to students. Nine schools scheduled these programmes in regular
lessons. One school infused the awareness programme contents in various subjects according to the nature of
the content. For example, spreadsheet was taught in mathematics lessons and word processing and email were
integrated in English lessons. Results of the first-phase study indicated most students in the pilot schools
might access to the computers only once or twice a week in the computer awareness lessons [7, 8]. Students
could use computers before or after school hours, recesses or lunch breaks but students' use was infrequent in
the first phase. There is a change observed during the site visits of the second-phase study. Students had
access freely to the computing and networking facilitates around the environment of some schools. Table 2
shows the location of free access to computing and networking facilities for students in the pilot schools.
Schools with more free access locations for students are put towards the right-hand-side of the table.
Table 2: Location of free access to computing and networking facilities for students in pilot schools
School
Location of Access School 1 School 2 School3 School4 School5 School 6 School? School8 School 9
10

Classroom

Computers
Computer
Classrooms
Library Computers
Corridor Computers

There were computers free to use in the general classrooms, computer classrooms, libraries and the corridors.
According to the figures estimated from the pilot schools, the home computing access rate ranged from 30 to
60 percent. Therefore free access of computing and networking facilities become an important tool to achieve
equity and to promote a school culture of using IT to learn andteach. On average, there were 1.8 computer
classrooms in the ten pilot schools. Sixty percent of the schools arrange their computer rooms for students'
access besides scheduled classes. Seventy percent of the schools provide 3 to 10 computers in the library for
drop-in access. Half of the schools admitted students to use computers in general classrooms. The number of
classroom computers ranged from 1 to 4. It was interesting to note that some pilot schools even allowed
students to share the only classroom computer with the teachers. All pilot schools allowed students to explore
freely on the World Wide Web (WWW) except some of them used filters to bar access to pornographic sites. It
could be speculated from the site visits that optimising students' free access opportunities might provide a
solid foundation for creative use of the computing and networking capabilities and hence might nourish skills
and processes that could support learning as a lifetime habit [16].
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4.2 Teachers' Use
A teacher may need to deliver curricular contents in the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. A
teacher may serve as a learner' s counsellor, a coach and a facilitator who extends the intelligence of the
students by helping them in the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning in the information era
[16]. No matter with which paradigm teachers are working, there are chances that learners and teachers need
to share and communicate. The existing class structure as learning group requires support to facilitate such
sharing and communication in the general classroom. There is preparation work for teachers to carry out their
roles using the computing and networking facilities of general classroom.
Three kinds of technical installation modes were reported in the first phase of the study [7, 8]. They are: TV
connection, fixed LCD, and mobile LCD. TV connection needs a TV connector to connect the classroom
computer and the classroom TV for display. TV sets are standard equipments in general classrooms. Fixed
LCD set up requires the setting up of a ceiling-mounted classroom LCD projector for projection but there is no
set up work during routine use. Mobile LCD set up requires the transportation of LCD projector for on-site
setting. Some schools provide des ktop computer in general classroom while the other provide school
notebook computers. Teacher needs to obtain both a projector and a computer to conduct class presentation in
general classroom. Table 3 summarizes the number of schools by mode of projection preparation and by type
of classroom computer.
Table 3: Number of schools by mode of projection preparation and by type of classroom computer
Fixed LCD
Mobile LCD
TV Connection
Type of Classroom Computer
I
3
Provide Notebook Computer for Classroom Use
3
I
I
Provide Classroom Desktop Computer
1

All schools in the pilot scheme provided computing and projection facilities for class use in general
classrooms. Teachers could use the facilities to deliver teaching contents through the projection screens or TV
sets. Teachers could also conduct interactive teaching by retrieving multimedia teaching units from the
Intranet or browsing teaching resources from the Internet. Students could use the facilities to present their
project work to their classmates and teachers.
Results of the first phase study indicated that teachers of the pilot schools used the IT facilities more frequently
in their workplace for those schools installed ceiling-mounted digital projectors in general classrooms [7, 8].
The second-phase of the study confirmed this case and there was a further development of the trend. Although
the cost of setting up a ceiling-mounted LCD projector was expensive, which costed around US$4000 per

projector and set up, it was commented as worth for pro moting the use of IT in learning and teaching.
Teachers showed willingness to use the IT facilities in general classrooms when it was so convenient and easy
to carry out their work by using these facilities in classrooms. Table 4 tabulates the findings of the current
study on the planning, acquiring and existing distribution of LCD projectors of pilot schools.
Table 4: Planning, acquiring and existing distribution of LCD projectors of pilot schools
Distribution of LCD Projectors
a.

Existing Projector per School Hall

b.

Existing Projector per Computer
Classroom

c.

Existing Projector per General

Classroom
d. Existing TV Connector per General
Classroom
e. Acquiring Projector per General
Classroom
f. Planning Projector per General
Classroom

School School School School School School School School School School
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

1

1

1

I

I

N.A.

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

0.25

0.23

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

1

1

1

1

I

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

Results of the study showed that eighty percent of the pilot schools installed LCD projectors in their school
halls for large group sharing and presentation. All computer classrooms of the pilot schools possessed
ceiling-mounted LCD projectors for instruction and class presentation. Forty percent of the pilot schools set
up ceiling-mounted LCD projector in all general classrooms. The ratio of existing projector per general
classroom was 1. The other six schools had such ratio ranged from 0.23 to 0.25. Two schools resolved the
problem on classroom projection by using TV. However, one of the schools told the research team that
ceiling-mounted projector would soon replace TV display because projector could provide better quality
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display and the school had acquired sufficient funding for the replacement. For the other four schools, one of
them acquired funding for updating the projector per classroom ratio to 1; two of them were planning for the
updating but there was no funding at that moment; and another one of them was designing a rotational plan of
the school timetable so that all classes could use the ceiling-mounted LCD projection for a certain day of the
week. In other words, nearly all schools recognize that ceiling-mounted LCD projection was a necessary tool
for presentation in classroom. This finding indicated that integrating IT into learning and teaching needed the
support of the IT facilities and those issues such as their readiness, convenient to use and reliability must be
addressed.

4.3 Integration of IT in Curriculum
All pilot schools attempted to integrate IT in school curriculum. Data collected from the first phase of the
study indicated that there were three ways of curriculum integration. They were (1) interactive delivery of
multimedia-teaching unit, (2) presentation of digital knowledge object, and (3) active learning. Interactive
delivery of multimedia-teaching unit refers to the use of interactivity and multimedia capability of the
computer to deliver units of curriculum contents. Teachers themselves develop most of the teaching units.
The main aim of this type of integration is to improve the efficiency of teaching. Presentation of digital
knowledge object means teachers present knowledge objects such as pictures, animations, or videos related to
the curriculum to students. The main objective of this type of integration is to offer authentic stimuli
facilitating class discussion. The third type of integration is to organize learners to learn actively when they
are empowered with IT.

teachers and school principals in the pilot schools showed a strong sense of developing
multimedia-teaching unit for improving the traditional classroom learning and teaching activities. The general
phenomenon is that there was a great demand on the multimedia -teaching units but the supply was scarce.
This was the results of the study of the first phase. Data collected from interviews, site visits of classroom,
browsing school websites and Intranets, teaching plans and sample work of students from the second phase of
the study indicated that the three ways of curriculum integration were still dominant but the proportion of the
All

three types of integration had changed and the ways to advocate active learning were extended. Active
learning included not only project-based work but also learn ing-on-demand. Table 5 summarizes the three
types of integration of IT in curriculum. Pilot schools practising project-based work is denoted by a letter "a"
and learning-on-demand by a letter "b" in table 5.
Table 5: Types of Integration of IT in Curriculum
School 2 School 3 School 4 School 5 School 6 School 7 School 8 School 9 School 10
Types of Integration School
1
Multimedia-Teaching
Unit
Digital Knowledge Object

Active Learning

b

b

B

a, b

a, b

a, b

a, b

Results of the current study clearly indicated that developing multimedia - teaching units for improving
traditional classroom teaching was still the dominant type of integration. However, there were some further
developments. One of the pilot schools stated that they had developed all multimedia-teaching units for the
traditional curriculum. This school planned to deliver one-third of the teaching units on its Intranet for
students' self-directed learning. The other nine schools required teachers to participate the development by
producing some teaching units. Most schools required teachers to develop two multimedia - teaching units in
an academic year. One school started to assist teachers to develop web-based learning contents with feedback
instead of developing multimedia-teaching units. Another school revised its plan of developing teaching unit
by requesting teacher to design storyboard and provide digital knowledge objects. The implementation work
would be handed over for commercial software vendors.

The percentage of pilot schools, using the computing and networking capabilities for presentation of digital
knowledge objects, increased from twenty to seventy. There were at least two reasons. Firstly, digital
knowledge objects could be collected relatively more easily than developing multimedia-teaching units.
Presenting digital knowledge object may enhance the effectiveness of teaching. Interview results reflected
that knowledge objects were particularly applicable to subjects like General Studies, Art, Music, Physical
Education and Civil Education. Digital knowledge objects such as pictures, music and videos allow students

to learn by simulation, and learn how to appreciate. They help students to act with sympathy, and may
stimulate discussion and critical thinking.
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The third type of integration increases even more. The ratio of pilot schools, adopting this type of integration,
increased from less than ten percent to seventy percent. These schools encouraged and organized learners to
learn actively with IT. There are two types of activities that advocate learners to learn actively. They were (a)

project-based work, and (b) learning-on-demand. One of the prominent learner-centred activities was to
organize learners to do project-based work. learners empowered by IT could use tools such as the search
engines and presentation software to collect data and present information. This type of integration may
facilitate collaborative learning and can polish lifelong learning skills.

Schools found that a content-rich Intranet can encourage learning-on-demand learning. Teachers discovered
that learners liked to revise those multimedia-teaching units used by teachers. Two schools provided digitised
Educational TV programme on video server or VCD for students' free access. Students could access these
learning resources on demand. During the school visits, it was observed that students began to access schools'

Intranet to retrieve learning resources and teacher' s multimedia teaching units. A variation of
learning-on-demand type of activity is learning-on-demand with feedback. Learning-on-demand with
feedback attracted learners to learn actively by providing immediate feedback. Two of the pilot schools
installed virtual CD towers in their Intranets. Learners could access educational CD-ROMs by connecting to
the school Intranets. These CD-ROM learning materials were attractive to students because feedbacks were
usually provided and learning pace could be adjusted. Another pilot school developed web-based learning
materials with feedback. It was speculated that feedbacks could motivate students to learn.

4.4 Staff Development
Results from the study of pilot schools in the first phase indicated that most schools were organising
school-based training for developing teachers' competencies in using technology for learning and teaching.
School-based staff development solved some problems like tailor-made training for teachers of the teaching
environment. However, school-based staff development also limited the perspective of teachers on the
potential of technology to improve only the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. This argument is
supported by the fact that all pilot schools regarded developing multimedia-teaching unit as a prominent part
of integrating IT in school curriculum. It was observed that this was still the dominant approach in the second
year of the IT pilot scheme. It could be inferred that most schools were adopting the gift-wrapped approach in
promoting IT in education by adding technology to traditional educational practice [16]. However, the
gift-wrapped approach will limit the development of skills and processes of learner that support learning as a
lifetime habit. Therefore it is critical to conduct staff development by developing teachers' sense of
harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice.

Staff development is the key for cultivating culture of learning and teaching. Therefore, teacher' s
development on IT competency should not just focus on developing teachers' IT ability but should also
provide space to encourage teachers to redesign educational practices for creative and lifelong learning [17].

It is speculated that organizing staff development by visiting schools with best practices on redesigning
educational practice could facilitate cultural shift. This kind of activity may excel the emerging paradigm of
learning and teaching in the information era.

43 School Policy
All schools attempted to articulate policies to address is sues derived from implementing IT in education. The
following are the observed common policies of the pilot schools on integrating IT in the school curriculum.
Firstly, organizing CAP for students. Secondly, requiring all teachers to contribute in the development of
multimedia-teaching units. Thirdly, advocating teachers to share the developed teaching-units within the
school. Fourthly, providing computing and networking capabilities in classroom for learning and teaching.

The following are individual policies on integrating IT in the school curriculum advocated by some pilot
schools:
> Optimizing students' opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities of the school.
> Organizing the computer awareness curriculum to synchronize with application for learning subject
curriculum.

> Reinterpreting and reorganizing the traditional school curriculum to cope with the changes introduced by
IT.

> Optimizing students' opportunities to access curriculum learning resources.
> Encouraging teachers to visit schools demonstrating best practices on IT in education.
> Encouraging students empowered by IT to do project-based work.
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It can be speculated from the last three common policies that all pilot schools are working for improving the
traditional learning and teaching practices using the computing and networking capabilities. However, the
individual school policies on integrating IT in curriculum reflect that some pilot schools are attempting to
establish a favorable environment to welcome the emerging paradigm of learning and teaching. Principals
should work with teachers to think and design school policies for such a pursuit.

5 Discussions and Implications
The core research question of the study is to investigate the changes introduced by the using of IT in learning
and teaching. This section will discuss the two subsidiary research questions from the result of the study.

Firstly, what are the observed roles of IT in improving the traditional mode of curriculum instruction?

Secondly, what are the critical factors identified from the study that will enhance learning for the
emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning when learners are empowered by IT?

5.1 Improving Traditional Curriculum Instruction
Exploring ways to improve classroom teaching is the main concern of principals and teachers in the pilot
scheme. Joyce and Calhoun [18] studied the effectiveness of teaching mode on students' learning for more
than forty years. Results of their studies indicated that learning should include both the memorization of
factual knowledge and knowledge construction. There is the basic knowledge of the core school curriculum,
such as the fundamental knowledge for learning language and mathematics, which need effective transmission.
There are also parts of the curriculum that involve conceptual understanding, communication skill, problem
solving ability and creativity. Teachers should assist students to learn them by knowledge construction and
assist learners to learn how to learn such ability. Traditional curriculum instruction put efforts to knowledge
transmission. The emerging paradigm draws focus to knowledge construction.
Results of the study indicated that the use of IT could improve traditional curriculum instruction in two ways.

They are interactive delivery of multimediateaching unit and presentation of digital knowledge object
Teachers of the pilot schools reflect that interactive delivery of teaching contents and presentation of digital
knowledge object can shorten teaching time and may enhance teaching quality. There are three main reasons.
Firstly, context of teaching and scenes of discussion can be displayed in one shoot. Teachers can ask
contextual questions or stimulate students to think immediately with the help of the authentic presentations.
Time can be saved from wordy description of scenarios or spending time on sticking diagrams on boards.
Secondly, adopting multimedia technology and interactivity of computing capability can assist the teaching of
abstract concepts. Interactive teaching contents can be easily replayed for consolidation of concept to be
learnt. Therefore the efficiency and effectiveness of learning and teaching may be attained with the help of
multimedia-teaching units. Thirdly, there are many drill and practice exercises in the traditional paradigm of
learning and teaching. Teachers spend quite a lot of time on validating answers with students. With the help of
the TV sets or LCD projectors, teachers can display answers and check them with students efficiently. Time
for writing answers on board or reading answers aloud can be saved. Time saved from efficient teaching
maybe used for exploring possibilities of learner-centred learning.

5.2 Possibilities of Creative and Lifelong Learning
In responding to the need of every individual to become a lifelong learner, one of the main objectives of the

school IT pilot scheme is to develop students with lifelong learning abilities. "Lifelong learning is a
continuous engagement in acquiring and applying knowledge and skills in the context of self-directed
problems" [16, p. 12]. Therefore, learners in the information era are required to work independently, to possess

skills and abilities to learn, to communicate and work collaboratively with workmates, aid to work with
self-initiatives.

Results of the study indicates that those pilot schools which advocate active learning such as group project
work and learning-on-demand will favor learners to meet the need of the future society. IT facilities
themselves cannot enhance learning and teaching for the emerging paradigmof creative and lifelong learning.

It depends on how the learner makes use of the IT facilities to either learn independently or work
collaboratively with their workmates. Establishing school policies, such as optimizing students' opportunities

for accessing the computing and networking capabilities, organizing a coherence computer awareness
curriculum to support subject curricular learning, and reducing curriculum content of the traditional formal

.1 5 7 6

curriculum to cater self-directed work, will increase the possibilities to support learners to learn like a lifelong
learner. For example, using those expensive classroom LCD projectors as content delivery tool or group
project presentation and communication tool will be one of the reliable indicator to illustrate the possibilities
of creative and lifelong learning of our learners.

Therefore, pilot schools desire to contribute in the information era should provide not only a convenient and

reliable IT infrastructure for learners and teachers, but should also develop a content-rich Intranet and
devise appropriate school policy to support and promote lifelong learning. Whether IT facilities can enhance

the paradigm of learning and teaching depends on how learners make use of the facilities to learn
independently or work collaboratively in projects with their workmates. Devising school policy to promote
the emerging paradigm will be a crucial role of principals and teachers. School policy should be formulated
from strategies developed by principals and teachers, who rethink and redesign educational practice for
lifelong learning support.

6 Conclusion
Five main items of the TMM model were selected for detail study in this research. They were the student use,
teacher use, curriculum integration, staff development, and school policy. They formulated the framework of

the study. The initial research results of the study show that some pilot schools are optimizing students'
opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities of the school environment. It is also

speculated that acquiring a LCD projector in each general classroom is an important part of the IT
infrastructure for promoting the use of IT in schools. The convenient use principle for acquiring IT
infrastructure was proposed in the first phase of the study and was re- confirmed by the current study. All
schools are motivating teachers to use IT in order to improve the effectiveness of the traditional mode of
learning and teaching. All schools are developing multimedia-teaching units as one way of integrating IT
with the existing school curriculum. Seventy percent of the schools integrate IT with the curriculum by
selecting digital knowledge objects for presentation. Some schools are struggling for offering opportunities to
students for active learning. It is critical to conduct staff development by developing teachers' sense of

harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice. Four common school
policies of using IT to improve the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching are identified. They are
organizing CAP; developing multimedia-teaching unit; sharing the developed teaching-units; and providing
computing and networking capabilities in classroom. A number of individual school policies are identified
from some of the pilot schools for promoting active learning.

Results of the study show thatlT plays two roles to improve the traditional mode of learning and teaching.
They are the interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit and the presentation of digital knowledge object.
Time saved from efficient teaching may be used for exploring possibilities of learner-centred learning. Four

factors were identified from the study as critical to enhance learning for the emerging paradigm of
creative and lifelong learning. They are a convenient IT infrastructure, a content-rich Intranet, appropriate
school policy and strategies for lifelong learning support. School policy should be formulated from rethinking
and redesigning current educational practice for lifelong learning support. This study is still in progress.
Further result of the research will be reported after collecting more detail data from the pilot schools.
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The demographic characteristics of Taipei Evergreen College participants were identified. Since
females outnumbered males, housekeeping was most often indicated as an occupation. Most of
respondents were 65 to 69 years of age, married, healthy, fully retired, possessed a college degree,
and were living with spouse with a monthly income between NT$ 30,000 to NT$ 39,999. The
students' attitude toward the Elderhostel program was significantly influenced by two demographic
variables: gender and health status. No significant differences were found with age, household
income, occupation, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and retirement status.

Reasons related to learning were identified as the most important reasons that influenced
participation for both female and male respondents. The majority of respondents felt that the factors
presented in each of the statements did not limit their participation. Nevertheless, the respondents
in this study indicated that the length of the program, the time program offered, and accommodations

were the first, second, third factors in the list. Respondents in this study had a positive opinion
toward the Elderhostel program and demonstrated an interest in cognitive growth. It was concluded
that the Elderhostel program was applicable to Taipei Evergreen College students but needed to be
modified as suggested in the implications.

Keywords: Lifelong Learning, Elderhostel Program, Older Learners

1 Introduction
Since the 1920s, the Republic of China (Taiwan) has gradually entered a landmark "period of demographic transition"
[43, p. 428]. In recent years, a consequence of the improvement of nutrition and public hygiene, both the death rate
and the birth rate have been substantially changed. Studies reported that the birth rate was at an all-time low, and the
decline in mortality rates has increased life expectancies for men and women [39, 43]. This shift has resulted in the
inevitable phenomenon of an aging population in Taiwan.

From data published by the Human Resource Department of The Council for Economic Planning and Development,
The Executive Yuan, one of the governmental branches, indicates that Taiwan will witness a gradual but persistent
increase in the average age of its citizens as a result of the extension of the average life span of its population. The
elderly population age 65 and over will increase from 1 million (5.2%) in 1986 to an estimated 2.32 million (9.8%)
by the year 2010 [8]. Statistics released in 1999 revealed that the elderly population has increased to 1.81 million
(8.2%) in the present year [15].

The increase in the number of older people is a general indicator of a country's scientific, technological, social and
economic improvement [19, 40]. In the past several decades, the rapid development in knowledge together with the
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radical progress in science and technology has accelerated the changes in society [40]. To successfully adapt to social

changes, educators agree that learning is demanded throughout the cycle of life [3, 12]. As Knowles indicated,
"Learning in a world of accelerating change must be a lifelong process" [23, p. 171]. Therefore, the growing number
of older adults has brought the issue of education of the older adults to the attention of educators.

The concept of learning as a lifelong process is gaining credibility in recent years in Taiwan. In 1980, the Taiwan
government set up the Welfare Law of the Aged, which specifies that participation for older adults in society,
education, religion, and scientific research should be encouraged by organizations and institutions to enrich the
spiritual life of older adults. Accordingly, the extended aspects of the Welfare Law of the Aged have been expanded
to the development of educational activities which could make later adulthood more prosperous. The Social Bureau
of the Kaohsiung City Government conducted a survey in 1982 to determine senior citizens' needs and desires toward

further learning. The analysis of questionnaire data revealed that 66 percent of older Taiwanese adults were
considerably interested in involvement in educational activities. The learning aspirations of older people are distinct,
and it is incumbent on the Taiwan government to cultivate the learning aspirations.
Responding to the coming aging society, the first Evergreen College was begun in Kaohsiung City in December 1982,
and the Taipei Evergreen College was established in June 1983 [37]. Currently, 20 other cities and counties have joined
the Evergreen College network in offering educational programs for persons age 55 and over[38]. A few programs

offered focused on literacy education of which the Evergreen College is the chief provider. When the Evergreen
College first established, the emphasis was on social welfare not on education. Programs were offered mostly in leisure

and entertainment. Since December 1982, the Evergreen College has become the leading provider of educational
activities for older people in Taiwan [42]. Due to the traditional youth and occupational orientation, the higher
education institutions have never responded to the learning needs of the aging Taiwanese. Evidence confirms that
Taiwanese older people are getting ready for higher education; whereas, they are healthier, better educated, and
exposed to more educational opportunities than previous cohorts.
Elderhostel is an example of an extremely successful residential program hosted by universities and colleges in both
the United States 'and Canada. Elderhostel was developed for adults 55 years or over who like to have new experiences
and adventures in knowledge or social activities in their later years. Researchers have suggested using Elderhostel as
a model in planning programs, but research was needed to understand whether the Elderhostel concept would attract
the older people in Taiwan.

2 Statement of the Problem and Purpose
The increasing potential for a longer life and the need to cope with rapid social change have made it important to
understand lifelong learning as a necessity for participation in today's world. The development of adequate educational
programs in meeting older people's needs is the primary factor associated with this condition. Much of the information
offered about the educational activities of older adults has been produced in the field of literacy education and older
adult participation [19, 27, 28, 42]. However, there are limited studies that provide information on older adults as a
community of learners in higher education settings.

Although education for older adults has received increased attention in the 1980s, no evidence indicates that older
people have been considered as potential clientele by higher education. According to Liou [28], universities have not
responded to the needs of older people because of their conventional youth and occupational orientation. Consequently,
it is also not likely that older adults will actively participate in higher education. Therefore, the field of education for
older adults has not evolved in higher education. Moreover, institutions that accept adult students into the traditional
college environments are usually satisfying administrative convenience rather than meeting students' needs [28]. An
institution must gain insight from the nontraditional students (age 25 plus), recognize their special interests and
accommodate their unique needs to juggle the responsibilities of family life and work [9, 17, 29].

Given that aging Taiwanese are increasingly likely to participate in educational activities [28, 38, 40], program
planners need to be able to speculate what kinds of programs will attract and serve this audience. One aid to prediction
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is the inspection of existing successful programs. It is suggested by Kaplan that "...other groups will use Elderhostel
as a model in planning programs to meet these student needs. The implications are many in terms of expanding
colleges and universities to integrate elders into the university system" [22, p. 43]. The Elderhostel concept works well
in the United States and Canada, but it is not yet known whether the Elderhostel concept will attract the older people
of Taiwan.
The purpose of this study was to determine the attitudes of older adult students enrolled at the Taipei Evergreen College
toward the Elderhostel program and to examine the possibility of using the Elderhostel model of residential educational

programs for Taiwanese older adults. Two research questions were investigated: a) Are older Taiwanese adults'
attitudes toward the Elderhostel program influenced by the demographic variables in terms of gender, age, health
status, household income, occupation possessed, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and
retirement status?; b) What is the possibility of using the Elderhostel model of residential educational programs for
Taiwanese older adults?

3 Significance of the Study
The composition ofpopulation of modern society is aging daily, and the problems of the aged rise correspondingly [19].
According to a report of the Council for Economic Planning and Development in 1991, the percentage of citizens above
age 60 will gradually increase from 5.2 percent in 1986 to 8.7 percent in the year 2000. A liberal estimate indicated
that the percentage will increase to 9.8 percent which represents an 83 percent increase by the year 2010. These trends

suggest that an aging society is inevitable in the future of Taiwan, the Republic of China [15, 40]. Each advanced
country has attempted various strategies in working with the aging society. Acordingly,it is pressing for Taiwan to
establish a more thorough social welfare agenda based on the needs of older people and to serve the aged by enriching
their spiritual life with educational activities.
Education has traditionally been defined in terms of formal schooling [2]. However, an educational philosophy, lifelong

learning, is reforming the way Taiwanese people think of education and the way educators think of their mission,
which is that learning is a continual, lifelong process, not one that stops at adolescence [39]. Lifelong learning
emphasizes the complete development of one's life span, education for the period between birth and death [3, 11, 19].
Although each individual's developmental stages are different, people have educational needs at every developmental
stage [34]. Reed [35] stated, "Only recently has the realization surfaced that myriad changes are faced in the later years
of life which learning can address" (p. 1). Education is one way of keeping abreast of the world and maintaining a
healthy attitude on life.

Under the influence of lifelong education, programs for the aged are being considered by higher education in many
developed countries [28]). In Taiwan, owing to its youth orientation, the population served by the university has not
been expanded. According to [42], however, Taiwanese older people are getting ready for higher education. They are
healthier, better educated, and exposed to more educational opportunities than previous cohorts. Most research with
the elderly in Taiwan concerns psychological adjustment, health care, and mental and physical status. In 1985, an
academic research meeting was held by the National Science Council, Executive Yuan, with Professor Huang, Kuo-yen
as the convener [42]. According to Wu, the primary purpose of this academic research was to study the problems of
the aged in the following four aspects: medical treatment, social economics, social welfare, and psychological
education. Nevertheless, the emphasis of psychological education is still on psychological adjustment not on learning
and education. Therefore, there is a gap in the Taiwanese literature concerning learning and education of older adults.
The significance of this study was discussed in relation to an aging society, lifelong learning, educational needs of older
adults, and research. Hence, it is hoped, the results of this study will provide a basis for making recommendations for
future development of educational programs in higher education in Taiwan.

4 Subjects, Instrument, Pilot Study, Data Collection and Analysis
The study population was comprised of 1,124 adults age 55 and over who participated in the Taipei Evergreen College
in 1997. However, due to the absence of 103 students the actual number of participants in this study was 1,021. The
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demographic characteristics ofparticipants were identified. Since females outnumbered males, housekeeping was most

often indicated as an occupation. Most of respondents were 65 to 69 years of age, married, healthy, fully retired,
possessed a college degree, and were living with spouse with a monthly income between NT$ 30,000 to NT$ 39,999.
Data were collected with a questionnaire which consisted of 29 questions, which were factors that influence and limit
participation in the Elderhostel program, plus personal information. The survey instrument used in the present study
was adapted from an instrument developed by Ostiguy [32]. According to Ostiguy, face validity of the original research
instrument was determined by having the instrument screened by a panel of five experts. Three additional questions
related to accommodations were selected by the researcher from the basic model of the Elderhostel program [1, 18, 24,

31]. Accommodations was often mentioned as one of the major considerations of choosing the Elderhostel as an
educational setting for learning [3]. Therefore, adding three questions on accommodations was validated by the
literature. The face validity of the modified research instrument used in this study was addressed during the pilot test
and by having it screened by the four committee members. A pilot study was conducted with six older Taiwanese
adults to assure that they could understand the concept of the Elderhostel program and to validate the survey
instrument. The questions could be completed in ten minutes after incorporating suggestions from the pilot study
group.

The tests of reliability of the survey instrument were conducted for all the respondents as a whole and were conducted
separately by gender. All the tests yielded high alpha coefficients for the first set and the second set of questions on the
instrument. The high Cronbach's alpha coefficients indicated a strong degree of internal consistency on both reasons
that influence potential participation and factors that limit potential participation. The survey instrument was, then,
verified to be sufficiently reliable. The researcher obtained permission to work with Taipei Evergreen College. She
personally administered the survey to all classes over an eight-week period. Since the public was not informed about
the Elderhostel program, the researcher gave a short presentation about the Elderhostel program and showed a tenminute video before administering the survey.

A demographic profile of participants was generated by calculating frequencies and percentages. Eighteen ANOVA
tests were conducted to examine the potential participation and non participation by the demographic variables to
determine significant differences among group means. Reasons and factors that influence and limit participation were
ranked by means and standard deviations to identify participants' preferences toward the Elderhostel program.

5 Research Question One
The Taipei Evergreen College students' attitude toward the Elderhostel program was significantly influenced by two
demographic variables in terms of gender and health status. No significant differences were found with age, household
income, occupation, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and retirement status.

Discussion
The present study revealed that females and males differed significantly in potential participation in the Elderhostel
program. Females were more likely to participate in the Elderhostel program than males; therefore, gender was
identified as an indicator of potential participation in the present study. This finding is inconsistent with Ostiguy's [32]
study with Canadians which indicated no significant difference between female and male non-participants on both
reasons and factors that influenced and limited potential participation. Edlow's [16] study with people participated in
the Iowa Elderhotel program revealed similar results as the present study.
The attitudes of the respondents in this study were substantially different in non-participation based on health status.
Respondents who were healthier demonstrated a stronger interest in the Elderhostel program than those who were not
in good health. Health status was also identified as an indicator of potential participation. This finding supports studies
by Brady [4], Brady and Fowler [7], and Ostiguy [32] which reported that potential participation was highly influenced
by perceived health.
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There were no significant differences found in potential participation and non-participation in the Elderhostel program
based on age, household income, occupation possessed, level of education, with whom they reside, marital status, and
retirement status. Ostiguy's [32] study also found significant difference on formal educational attainment and level of
life satisfaction.

6 Research Question Two
The older adults enrolled in the Taipei Evergreen College tended to be interested in the Elderhostel program. Reasons
related to learning were identified as the most important reasons that influenced participation for both female and male
respondents. The majority of respondents felt that the factors presented in each of the statements did not limit their
participation. Nevertheless, the respondents in this study indicated that the length of the program, the time program
offered, and accommodations were the first, second, third factors in the list. It was concluded that the Elderhostel

program was applicable to Taipei Evergreen College students but needed to be modified as suggested in the
implications.

Discussion
The respondents of this study were intrinsically a group of lifelong learners. It is not surprising that they displayed an
interest toward the Elderhostel program. The demographic profile of the respondents was similar to the characteristics
of Elderhostel participants that were specified by many studies [1, 4, 5, 6, 16, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 36]. The typical
participant was a female, married, in good health, well educated, financially stable, was employed and now retired.

Both female and male respondents indicated reasons related to learning as the most important reasons that influenced
participation. The results ofthis study support the findings of Ostiguy's [32] study which suggested that reasons related
to cognitive interests were at the top of the list of reasons influencing participation. This may be elucidated by the high
education accomplishment level of the respondents. Many other studies [3, 10, 13, 16, 36] also indicated cognitive
interest as a significant reason for older adults to enroll in the Elderhostel program. However, in this study, social
reasons were additionally found to be important reasons that influenced male respondents' participation. Studies also

indicated social needs as the important reasons for older adults, without specifying gender, to participate in the
Elderhostel programs [3, 10, 13, 32, 36]. The least important reasons influencing potential participation in the
Elderhostel program identified by the female and male respondents were reasons related to escaping from life's stresses
and learning new skills for leisure purposes. This finding is supported by previous studies [3, 13, 32] which indicated
that escape, the need to get away or take a break, was not a major reason of participating in educational programs.

According to the findings, both female and male respondents of this study reported problems with leaving home too
long, living in a dormitory room, and sharing a room with others. Male respondents also indicated one different factor,
do not have time. Leaving home too long was also indicated as one of the major problems in Ostiguy's [32] study.
Accommodations were often mentioned as an important factor affecting older adults' decisions to participate in the
Elderhostel program [3].

7 Implications for the Taipei Social Bureau
1.

To live with the escalating pace of change, lifelong learning becomes a necessity for everyone including the elderly
(Cross, 1981). Currently, only a few educational programs are provided especially for older people in Taiwan. As
the number of older Taiwanese adults increases, so does the need to offer more educational activities to meet their

learning needs. According to the findings, the respondents seemed to be very interested in taking part in the
Elderhostel program. It is recommended that the Taipei Social Bureau affiliate with universities and colleges to
offer an educational program which is designed based on the basic model of the Elderhostel program. It must be

noticed that the name Elderhostel is a registered service mark in both the United States and Canada, and
permission is needed for using the name [14, 16, 24, 35].
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2.

The programs offered by the Evergreen College are mainly for leisure and social purposes [42]. The findings
indicated that the most important reasons that influenced the respondents to engage in Elderhostel were reasons
related to acquiring new knowledge. The Taipei Social Bureau needs to remain true to the nature of Elderhostel
which is to offer programs related to the cognitive skills (liberal arts) when designing the program.

3.

In a typical Elderhostel program participants live in university dormitories and take three courses during one week
[1]. There have been exceptions to the model when some Elderhostel programs lasted less than one week while
some lasted more than one week. Some host institutions lodged hostelers at comfortable hotels instead of university
dormitories [18]. In this study, leaving home too long, living in a dormitory room, and sharing room with others
were indicated as problems by the respondents. Based on the findings, adjustments of the length of the program
and accommodations should be made more appealing to older Taiwanese adults.

4.

In the present study, females were found to be more likely to participate in Elderhostel than males. However, both
females and males were likely to participate in the Elderhostel for the sake of learning. It is recommended that
the Taipei Social Bureau should offer courses that are truly appealing to older female and male adults. A needs
assessment, therefore, is essential to decide what courses in the domain of cognitive should be offered.

5.

According to the findings, respondents who were healthier reported a stronger interest in Elderhostel than those
who were not in good health. Given 240 (39.4%) respondents were not in good health, it is recommended that the

Taipei Social Bureau ensure and strengthen the supplementary services at program sites, such as health,
transportation, or counseling.
6.

Elderhostel is designed for older adults of all educational levels. However, according to the demographic profile,
195 (32.7%) of the respondents reported college experience. Those with better education may desire to seek an
advanced learning opportunity than someone with a lower level of educational attainment. Since the reason, to

learn something new, was identified as the most important reason for participation, it is recommended that
opportunities for optional advanced study become part of each course.
7.

To understand the educational needs and interests of older Taiwanese adults, it is recommended that the Taipei

Social Bureau continue to fully support research investigations. The Taipei Social Bureau should consider
initiating a research fund to assist the endeavor of expanding understanding of older learners.

8 Implications for Future Research
1.

The population of this study was limited to older adults enrolled in the Taipei Evergreen College. The results,

therefore, are not appropriate to be generalized to the population of all older Taiwanese adults. A more
heterogeneous population with ample variety in demographic background should be taken into consideration. It
is recommended that future studies replicate this study with a greater sample size in all the geographic areas in
Taiwan.
2.

This study is the first investigation concerning using Elderhostel as a model to develop new educational programs
for older Taiwanese adults. To be deliberate, further research is needed to examine the results of this study and
to provide additional comparative data.

3.

A valuable research problem which was not included in this study is the investigation of the other indicators of
potential participation and non-participation, such as geographic area, self or familial experience in adult
education, and first participation in adult education at what age. Future studies are needed to examine what
specific factors can be used to predict potential participation and non-participation.

4.

In order to increase educational opportunities for older Taiwanese adults, the investigation of the intention of
universities to cooperate with the Taipei Social Bureau in providing new educational programs is in demand.
Programs designed based on the Elderhostel model would be appropriate due to the strong interest toward the
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Elderhostel program indicated by the respondents. Owning to the unique tradition and culture of each university,
a qualitative research approach would be appropriate to provide an in-depth explanation of the intentions of the
45 universities in Taiwan.
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This paper discusses adult learners' learning characteristics and how to integrate
their characteristics with proper learning theories to make the CAI design more
appropriate for adult learners. Three important issues concerning CAI design
features are discussed: (1) learner control, (2) feedback and reinforcement, and
(3) cooperative learning. Suggestions for CAI software designers about CAI
design features and for adult literacy educators in implementing CAI programs
are provided at the end of the paper.
Keywords: Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI), Adult Literacy Education

1 Introduction
The computer has been attracting adult literacy educators' attention because it provides solutions to
problems which have been plaguing adult education. For instance, it allows self-directed learning. Privacy is
-also possible. In addition, it provides flexible scheduling for adult learners. However, several limitations
exist. One of the biggest problems with computer-assisted instruction to adult literacy education is the lack
of CAI designed to meet the specific needs of adult learners. This paper discusses learning characteristics of
adult learners, issues concerning CAI design features for adult literacy learners and provides suggestions for
computerized adult literacy education.

2 Adult Learners' Learning Characteristics
Summarizing many adult educators' findings about adult learners' development and learning, the author
generated a list of learning characteristics of adult learners. (1) Self-motivated: adults have a self-concept of
being responsible for their own decisions and for their own lives. They want to be involved in making
mutual decision about the learning process. (2) Experienced: adult learners want the learning experience to
relate to their real-world experiences. (3) Practice-oriented: adults learn better by really doing something
rather than hearing theory only. (4) Pragmatical: adults need to know exactly what the learning objectives
are and how they will apply them in their daily lives. (5) Self-evaluated: adults like to know how they are
progressing, but they tend to shy away from tests because of the fear of being humiliated if they do not do
well. (6) Varied learning style: adults have adopted a particular learning style and it is not easy to change it.
Thus adults want a variety of learning techniques utilized.

3 Issues Concerning CAI Design Features for Adult Literacy Learners
Learner control is particularly important for adult learners for three reasons: (1) adults need to control their
learning, (2) they may need more time to make decisions about the learning topics and procedures, and (3)
their learning may be ineffective in a learning situation with speed constraints [7].
Researchers have suggested effective instructional materials for adult learners should include feedback and
reinforcement [2, 7, 9]. Chen [4] also asserted that positive and explanatory feedback had significant positive
effects for adult learners' achievement and attitude toward instruction.
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The rich resources of each adult' s unique experiences and differing contexts should be focused on and
integrated into the learning environment [11]. Steeples [11] concluded that, "Learner collaboration not only
emphasize a positive, constructive approach to learning but it also allows the knowledge and skills of the
participants to be shared with their peers and with others who have similar interests and concerns" (p. 452).

4 Suggestions
I. Design CAI for knowledge application. CAI for adult literacy education is still limited to specific learning
subjects, such as language and mathematics. However the final goal is for the individual to be able to apply
these skills to meet the needs for dealing with daily life. CAI designers should expand adult literacy learning
subjects from the basic knowledge level to the advanced application level.

2. Develop daily-life-related simulation programs. To expand learning subjects from the basic knowledge
level to advanced application level, a more complex learning environment is needed. A daily-life-related
program could simulate real world environment, such as food markets, banks or hospitals, and allow learners
to experience and solve problems happening in daily life. A tutorial section might also be integrated with the
simulation program to provide instruction whenever needed.
3. Apply advanced computer technology. A simulated real environment can be displayed in a video segment

or a Quick Time movie. The learner uses the computer to control the video to playback and retrieve
information needed to solve the problems presented in the computer. A daily-life-related simulation program
delivered by a multimedia system would motivate adult learners and improve their achievement.

4. Consider adult learners' vocabulary ability. Instructional developers must understand adult learners'
vocabulary ability and develop easy-to-read text for adult learners improve their literacy ability in a
progressive way. An option for audio to explain program usage methods and important information in plain
daily-life language should be provided.

5. Develop CAI for both cooperative and individualized learning environment. When designing CAI
software, neither individualistic nor cooperative learning should be viewed as the ultimate delivery systeni
for adult literacy education. CAI programs that can be implemented in both individualized and cooperative
learning environments would be more practical and effective for adult literacy learning.
6. Integrate varied software interactivity. The interactivity level of CAI should be carefully determined and
designed after considering learners' characteristics, subject matter, and learning outcomes. When
drill-and practice learning mode is needed to help learners master some specific skills, semi -interactive CAI
software might be a good design approach. If the learning outcomes are advanced knowledge application,
CAI which provides high level of interactivity would be needed.
7. Apply multiple media with adult literacy teaching activities. When a learning environment provides varied
learning media to facilitate students' learning, it is called a multimedia learning environment. If a

computer-controlled multimedia is not available, adult literacy educators are encouraged to create a
human-controlled multimedia learning environment for learners.

8. Let learners decide to learn individually or cooperatively. CAI designers are suggested to develop CAI
which can be implemented in both individualized and cooperative environments. Adult literacy educators are

also encouraged to let learners decide their CAI learning strategies.

Learners can choose to learn

individually, in pairs, or in groups of more than two.
9. Help learners obtain positive attitudes toward using computers. Teachers or trainers should avoid jargon when
explaining how to operate a computer and access CAI program. Adult education organizations should offer a

short pre-training program to help learners orient themselves to a computerized learning environment.
Finally, adult learner grouping should pair learners who have never used computers before with learners who
have had some computer experience.

10. Provide flexible learning schedule and learning location. CAI adult literacy educators should provide
adult learners, who usually have many different obligations, with flexible learning schedule and choices of
learning locations when implementing CAI programs for adult learners. This special feature of CAI -- always
providing organized and uniform instructionshould be fully used and enjoyed by adult learners.
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There are great potentials for the use of computers in the enhancement of
teaching and learning in secondary schools, but in some subject areas, the
realisation of these potentials is critically limited by the lack of appropriate
educational software. Custom development of this kind of software is often not
a viable alternative, since such a task is well known to be non-trivial and time
consuming that is frequently beyond the capacity of individual secondary school
teachers. As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that vast

amount of teaching resources are freely available on the Internet.

Such

resources are often used by tertiary educators for enriching their teaching, but
largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers. This paper reports our
experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing
practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on
teaching and learning with computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of
providing practical assistance to computer teachers by empowering them to
effectively exploit Internet resources for use in their schools. Our approach is
enabling in that it fosters participants' lifelong learning beyond the contents of
the present course, and is applicable to a broader context than ours.

Keywords: Teacher education, lifelong learning, program visualisation,
algorithm animation

1 Introduction
For a long time, educators and computer scientists have been exploring the use of computers in education [9].
The rapid drop in hardware price and the tremendous improvement in computing power in recent years have
rendered computers more affordable to schools, teachers and students. Hardware is no longer the bottleneck

that hinders the integration of information technology (IT) into the school curriculum.

There are

increasingly great potentials for using computers to enhance teaching and learning at all levels of education.

In some subject areas, however, the realisation of these potentials is severely limited by the lack of
appropriate educational software.

The development of good quality CAI software is well known to be a non-trivial and time-consuming task
that calls for the combined expertise of programmers, experienced educators, graphics/multimedia designers,
and others [10]. Such a task is often beyond the capacity of individual teachers in primary and secondary
schools, due to their limited time, technical expertise and perhaps monetary resources. More fundamentally,
it would not be realistic to require every teacher to develop their own CAI software from scratch for use.
This is even true for most university educators. As Resmer [13] argues, "if every professor in a university
had to write their own textbook, typeset it, print it, publish it, bind it, and distribute it before their students
could use it, [textbooks] would not be a viable learning resource". Likewise, for widespread and effective
use of computers in education, there is a need for teachers to be well informed of the source of available
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educational software.

The Internet promises to be a source of many valuable teaching resources that are frequently available freely
or at affordable costs. There are many advantages of exploiting Internet resources for use in teaching. Apart

from cost savings, software tools on the Internet are more likely to be kept up-to-date as technology
advances, and their evaluation versions could be put to trial use before making actual purchases.

By nature of their work, many university educators are accustomed to the exploitation of Internet resources
for both research and teaching purposes [14]. In contrast, these resources have largely been under-utilised
by secondary school teachers due to various reasons. Firstly, many teachers are not aware of the existence of
such resources on the Internet. One example is the use of visualisation and animation tools that are great

aids to program understanding. Although the existence and effectiveness of these tools have been well
known to computer science researchers in the field, our experience is that few secondary school teachers are
aware of this.' Secondly, teachers might not know where these resources are, even if they are aware of their
existence. Blind searches on the Internet are likely to be inefficient and sometimes not productive, in terms
of the time taken to retrieve useful materials. Thirdly, the use of some resources requires a level of technical
competence that a typical secondary school teacher might lack. Finally, some software tools have to be
adapted to suit the needs of individual teachers, and without any support or assistance, such tasks could be
daunting.
In this paper, we report our experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing

practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on teaching and learning with
computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of providing practical assistance to computer teachers by
empowering them to effectively exploit Internet resources. Our approach is enabling in that it fosters

participants' self and lifelong learning beyond the contents of the present course. We believe that our
approach is actually applicable to a broader context than ours and therefore would be of interest not only to
secondary school computer teachers, but also to teacher educators and teachers of other disciplines at all
levels.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the context and goals of our short course.
Section 3 provides the background of the subject area: computer programming and visualisation tools.

Section 4 describes how we exploit Internet resources for use in the course.

Section 5 describes the

implementation of the course and the feedback from participants. Section 6 discusses our approach. Section
7 concludes this paper.

2 The Teachers Update Course
2.1 Background and objectives
Our university has been organising the Teachers Update Course (TUC) annually as a service to local
secondary schools. It aims at refreshing practising school teachers with updated knowledge on the subject
areas they teach, and offering advice and assistance on the teaching and learning of the subjects. It serves to
show our university' s concerns to secondary education, to share our professional expertise, and to promote
communication and cooperation between our university and secondary schools.
TUC consists of a series of half-day short courses that encompass many subject areas such as Use of English,
Mathematics, Computer Studies, Physics, and others. This paper reports our experience in the design and

delivery of the course on Computer Studies. Participants of the course were mainly secondary school
teachers of computer subjects such as Computer Studies and Computer Literacy.

2.2 The local secondary school context
In Hong Kong, school teachers are often heavily loaded with both teaching and non-teaching commitments.
Typically, a teacher has to conduct six to seven lessons per day, each lesson lasting for 35-40 minutes. In
One author of this paper previously taught a class of student teachers in a Postgraduate Certificate in Education

programme who were major in Computer Studies, and none of them were aware of the existence of program
visualisation and algorithm animation tools. Similarly, none of the practising computer teachers who participated in the

Teachers Update Course described in this paper were aware of such tools.
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addition to such work as lesson preparation, setting and marking tests and examinations, most teachers have
to share school administrative work as well as leading students to participate in extra-curricular activities.
In recent years, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) has undertaken
numerous initiatives to promote the integration of IT into the school curriculum [3]. Since teachers of
computer subjects are usually more acquainted with the use of computers than other colleagues, they are
often busily involved in the setting up and management of the IT infrastructure of their schools, and they are
generally expected to assist other teachers in solving various problems in using IT.

Increasingly, there are pressures for teachers of all subjects to apply IT in their teaching activities. Many
teachers have to spend a great deal of time after school hours to attend in-service IT training courses [8,9].

However, one common problem they encounter is the limited availability of appropriate educational
software, and few of them have the time and expertise to develop their own courseware. Moreover, budgets
are limited in schools for the purchase or development of courseware.

2.3 Goals and strategy
During the planning and preparation of the short course on Computer Studies, the following goals were
formulated in an effort to maximise the usefulness of the course to the participants:

The course had to provide materials that are directly relevant to teaching in schools.
The course in the previous year was intended to broaden the computer knowledge of school teachers by
providing updated information on multimedia and their applications. As such, the course was organised
in the form of a condensed lecture of part of an undergraduate subject, supplemented by demonstrations
of the applied research work of our staff in the area. Although the subject materials were interesting,
many teachers subsequently indicated a preference of topics that are more directly related to their own
teaching in schools. Simply acquiring further knowledge in the computing field was not as welcome as
knowing something directly useful for solving the problems they encountered in their teaching.

The course had to offer practical assistance to teachers.
Considering the heavy workload of secondary school teachers, any teaching resources must be easy to

use and demonstrably useful, or they would not be used at all. In selecting the course materials,
preferences were given to those that are easily and practically applicable in the secondary school
context. This strategy is also in response to the feedback by teachers in the previous year of their desire
to learn something that is "more relevant [to their teaching] ".

The course should motivate teachers' interests and empower them to pursue further via self-learning.
The course was a short one and naturally limited in the amount of teaching materials we could possibly
provide. Even with a much longer duration, it would still be impossible to inform the teachers
everything they had to know about the topic. Moreover, even for the same topic, there are considerable
variations in their needs (for example, due to different teaching styles or their students' background).
The same technique useful to one teacher might not work for another. What is more important is to
foster their ability to pursue the topics further beyond what we offer, whenever they have the need to do
so. Therefore, from the outset the course was designed to "have an empowering or enabling effect on
the participants" [9]. We hoped that the course could enable school teachers to acquire what they need
via self and lifelong learning.

Setting the right goals was important, but the real challenge was how to achieve these goals within a few
hours of contact with the participants. We now outline our strategy as follows. Firstly, we selected a topic
that would likely interest most computer teachers: computer programming and algorithms. This topic is
clearly directly related to their teaching. Secondly, we collected useful information and software tools for
the enhancement of teaching and learning of this topic. Most of these resources were originated from
overseas and would be hard to access were they not put on the Internet. Thirdly, among them, we selected
only those information and software tools that were judged to be practically useful in the local secondary
school context. Finally, we demonstrated to teachers how they could have found and utilised these resources
on their own through the Internet.
In retrospect, we believe that although the first step (topic selection) is important in ensuring the relevance
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of the course, it is our approach in the remaining steps (use of the Internet resources) that would have more
profound influence to the participants. Our approach will be discussed in detail in Section 6. Meanwhile, we
briefly introduce the subject area in Section 3 and then elaborate on what we did in the course in Sections 4
and 5.

3 Computer programming and visualisation tools
3.1 Computer programming as a common major part of many computing curricula
Computer programming and algorithms is usually considered a significant and fundamental component in
undergraduate computer science education [6]. In most universities, introductory programming and the
design of elementary algorithms are the first courses that a computing major undergraduate student has to
take (unless these courses were exempted due to credit transfer or advanced standing). Elementary
programming courses are also frequently offered as electives to non-computing students with a broad variety
of backgrounds [10].

At the secondary school level, computer programming is historically the major component of a typical
computer subject. Although the emphasis of learning programming has now been reduced as compared to
the past, there is, arguably, still a place for it to be included in the secondary school curriculum. In Hong
Kong, both the Computer Literacy subject (offered to almost all junior secondary students) and the
Computer Studies subjects (offered as electives to senior secondary students) include programming as a
major part of the curriculum [2].

3.2 Difficulties of teaching and learning computer programming and algorithms
The teaching of computer programming and algorithms presents a great challenge to educators at both the
secondary level and the tertiary level [15]. To understand a computer program or an algorithm, the student
needs to have a good understanding of the internal execution model of computers, as well as the dynamics of
variables, data structures and control flows in the algorithm [7]. Such concepts are abstract in nature and
could be difficult to even novice programmers [16], let alone non-computing major undergraduates and
secondary school students. Indeed, according to our survey to secondary school teacher participants of our
short course, about 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the
hardest topics to teach.
There is usually considerable overlap between the contents of a computer subject in a secondary school and
those of a first year course on computer programming in a university. As such, the difficulties encountered
by secondary school teachers are in many ways similar to those faced by the professors in universities, as far
as the teaching of basic computer programming and elementary algorithms is concerned.

Nevertheless, usually only the academically more capable students will enter universities. As a whole, the
secondary school student population is less mature in intellectual development and more diverse in their
academic ability. Compared with university students, many of the secondary school students tend to be less
motivated and less capable of independent learning; they normally require more guidance in their studies.
Secondary school teachers are generally less well informed and possess far less resource under their disposal
than university educators. To our knowledge, a great deal of research has been done in many universities to
address the difficulties in learning computer programming and algorithms [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Unlike
universities, however, secondary schools seldom have the resources and expertise to perform similar work to
solve their problems. In fact, they might not be aware of such research activities. Our approach in the
course is to facilitate the use of university resources on the Internet by secondary school teachers to solve
their own problems.

3.3 Program visualisation and algorithm animation
Program visualisation refers to the use of graphical artifacts to represent both the static and dynamic aspects
of a program [11]. Algorithm animation portrays the dynamics of the execution of an algorithm by means of
animation tools [7]. Educators and researchers have long believed that visualisation and animation are useful
in helping students understand the abstract concepts and dynamics involved in computer programming and
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algorithms [15]. It is believed that visualisation and animation tools help the learners by displaying in
concrete form the mental model of the execution of computer programs. Indeed, many universities
worldwide have been actively researching and experimenting with the use of visualisation and animation
tools. As a result, a variety of such tools have been developed for different purposes [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Many

experimental results have been reported that favour the use of such tools for enhancing program
understanding [6,7,15].

4 Exploiting Internet resources for useful educational software tools
Despite years of active research, program visualisation and animation tools are still not widely used in
secondary schools , and few such tools designed for teaching and learning are available commercially.2 As
discussed in Section 2.2, it is often impractical for secondary schools to develop their own tools.
As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that many program visualisation and algorithm
animation tools have been developed as results of research work in various universities. Even though some

tools have been developed mainly for demonstrating the research ideas and therefore might not have as

many features as commercial software, most have been designed for teaching and learning. More
importantly, they are usually available for free and easy access through the Internet for educational purposes.

To our judgment, there are great potentials of utilising such tools in enhancing teaching and learning in
secondary schools.
The idea of utilising research tools on the Internet for enhancing secondary school education is obviously
appealing and has many advantages over acquiring similar tools by other means. We shall discuss these
further in Section 6. However, before being convinced of the practicality of this idea, we had two concerns.
Firstly, although these tools had been successfully applied in the tertiary education context, would they be
useful in secondary schools as well? Secondly, would secondary school teachers be competent enough to
make use of these tools that have originally been designed for use by tertiary educators who are technically
more proficient?

To develop this idea further, we set out to evaluate the practicality of using Internet resources as teaching
and learning aids in secondary schools. As program visualisation and algorithm animation do not fall into
our own research areas, we started our search from only the scarce information that we had. Beginning with
the Web sites of two well known researchers in these areas that we incidentally came across and made note
of a few years ago, we followed links over links, and so on. It turned out that there was little difficulty in the
search of relevant Internet resources. The more tedious and time-consuming task was to evaluate the

contents of these resources one by one. Even so, within a few weeks' time, we were amazed to have
collected and evaluated almost a hundred sites of related interest! These resources range from the
innovative use of common spreadsheet software by researchers in the University of Helsinki [12], to
ambitious laboratory projects such as the DYNALAB project of Montana State University [1], and
university students' research projects such as Jeliot [5].
We selected and evaluated the resources according to several criteria: (1) relevance in content and level to
the syllabus of secondary school computer subjects, (2) accessibility, (3) flexibility (customisability), (4)
software and hardware requirements, (5) difficulty in technical content, (6) ease of setup and customisation.
After evaluation, we decided to recommend about 30 web sites. The contents of these web sites range from
ready-made animations of common algorithms, to downloadable program visualisation tools that support
both forward and backward execution [1 ], and even online animation of user-defined algorithms using
customisable ' actors' in a ' theatre-like environment' [5].

Through the process of selection and evaluation, we are increasingly convinced of the practicality of our
approach. Many of the tools we found could be effectively used by people with some elementary knowledge
of computer programming and concepts of program visualisation. Our participants were computer teachers
who clearly possess knowledge of the former but not necessarily the latter. Therefore, part of our short
course was to explain the program visualisation concepts and how they could be useful to aid program
2

Although most commercial program development environments do provide some limited facilities such as the display

of the contents of variables during program execution, these are primarily designed to aid software development
(particularly to aid debugging) by programmers. These facilities are not targeted to beginner learners and usually not
well suited for the purpose of teaching and learning.
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understanding.

5 Course implementation and feedback
Our course began with discussions on the common problems in developing CAI software. Then we
introduced various sources from which useful CAI software could be obtained freely or at nominal costs for
topics in computer subjects in general. These sources included higher educational institutions, students
pursuing higher education, professional educational bodies, textbook publishers and others. The use of these
Internet resources was more straightforward and requires no further elaboration other than the provision of
pointers.

Next, we introduced the concept of utilising program visualisation techniques for the enhancement of
teaching and learning, and the corresponding selected Internet resources. For ready made animation tools
that were straightforward to use, we simply provided pointers and made two representative demonstrations,
leaving the participants to try and pursue the tools at their own pace after the course.

A few selected tools, however, were introduced in nuch more detail. These tools have one or more of the
following characteristics: (I) they were technically more advanced; (2) they could be used in several ways to
suit different educational purposes; (3) they had features that were particularly useful or illuminating; (4)
their designs were based on notions that were innovative and less obvious to understand but practically very
useful. Fortunately, the participants were mainly computer teachers whom could be safely assumed to
possess the necessary programming skills and concepts to perform the required customisations. Were we to
simply show the links of these resources, it could be difficult for them to tap the potential benefits of these
tools effectively.

The participants were so interested in the selected Internet resources that the course was substantially
overrun. At the end of the course, participants were requested to complete a questionnaire about their
background (for planning of future courses) and about how well they felt the course had been organised (for
evaluation of the present course). Some of the statistics obtained are as follows:
About 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the hardest topics
1.
to teach.
About 90% of the respondents agreed (with 26% strongly agreed) to the statement that "I will try to
2.

make use of the course materials at school when appropriate". None disagreed; the rest were
3.

4.

undecided.
About 87% of the respondents agreed that the course was useful to them; none disagreed and the rest
were neutral. The same number of respondents agreed that they were satisfied with the course. Some
felt that the course could have been improved by extending the duration to allow more time for further
discussions.

All respondents agreed that the demonstration of the Internet resources for teaching was the most
useful part in the course.

6 Summary and discussions
6.1 Characteristics of our approach
We began with the ideas that program visualisation tools are useful for learning computer programming, but
such tools are not widely known, of limited availability and hard to develop by secondary school teachers
themselves. Yet Internet resources abound that could be effectively exploited for use in secondary schools.
As researchers in the university, by nature of our work we are usually better informed with the availability of
such resources and the advancement of the latest technologies. In planning and designing the short update
course for teachers, we positioned ourselves as mentors in the search of relevant teaching resources. We
aimed at offering practical assistance to secondary school teachers by providing the source of relevant
information on the Internet, by demonstrating the potential benefits of utilising such information, and by
guiding them through the solutions to the technical problems that might arise in utilising such information.
We attempted to motivate the interests of participants, to help them overcome the initial barriers (that is, to
make "jump start") so that they could eventually help themselves exploit the vast potentials of Internet
resources via self and lifelong learning. Incidentally, in so doing, we have exemplified our course as an
alternative model of "teaching in the information age" in which teachers serve more like a mentor than an
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authoritative knowledge provider.

Our approach is characterised in several ways which distinguish it from that of a traditional teacher
education course. Firstly, our goal was modest yet pragmatic in trying to address a specific but real problem
that a typical secondary school computer teacher encounters daily: the difficulties of teaching computer
programming. Secondly, we demonstrated to the participants how Internet resources could be effectively
and practically utilised for addressing their problems. What is even more distinctive is the recommended use

of tools developed by researchers with the latest software technologies of the field for use in tertiary
education. We have argued that both tertiary educators and secondary school teachers share many common

problems that call for similar solutions. Secondary school teachers could learn a great deal from the
experience of educators in universities when dealing with their common problems. Finally, the course was
designed to be enabling and empowering, with the explicit a priori goal that participants could pursue the
subject further via self and lifelong learning.

6.2 Reflections and discussions
On completion of the course with encouraging feedback from the participants, we reflect on the factors
contributing to our success. We note that a key factor is our decision to take advantages of the use of
selected Internet resources, especially those from universities worldwide. Firstly, these resources are easily
accessible to teachers and students alike, as long as they are connected to the Internet. The ease of access
also minimises the problems that might occur in the distribution and installation of custom developed or
commercial software. Moreover, the use of educational tools on the Internet is cost-effective. Many of these
tools have been demonstrated to be effective through their use in universities. They are typically designed
by computer scientists for demonstrating the advantages of applying their research ideas in education, and
have subsequently been experimented and evaluated for continuous enhancements, with such evaluations
adequately documented in their research papers. More importantly, they are available freely or at affordable
costs. Cost is often a critical factor determining whether an educational software tool will be widely used in
secondary schools, as resources at their disposal are usually fairly limited.

Some of the software tools we recommended were developed as prototypes with source codes publicly
available [12]. They are usually based on sound theoretical principles and accompanied by technical or
educational papers describing the theory and implementation in detail. Teachers may customise these tools
to suit their specific needs that might vary due to differences in teaching styles, objectives, and students'
backgrounds. They may choose to use the whole or part of the tool, or write small program components to
be integrated with these tools. For computer teachers who are acquainted with and probably interested in
writing programs, such "lightweight customisation" is usually easier and more feasible than building a
complete CAI system from scratch. Customisation by users is not normally adequately supported by
commercial software that comes with no source code and only limited documentation such as operational
guides.

On the Internet, new resources keep
emerging as results of continuous research by academics who explore the latest technologies fir the
enhancement of teaching and learning. An example is the experimentation of using 3D visualisation,
multimedia and virtual reality technologies in education as they emerge [4]. Teachers who are well
Technologies and knowledge have been advancing very rapidly.

informed of such activities through self-learning on the Internet will be in a better position to make use of
the latest research results and technologies for continuous improvements to their teaching and learning in
ways that are not otherwise possible.

The use of research tools for teaching and learning is not without problems. However, most of these
problems would not be deterrent; they could be solved or avoided. Other problems are present in the use of
other sources of educational software anyway. For instance, research tools are often imperfect, with some
functionality not fully implemented; but as long as the implemented features are considered useful, the tools

can be used in part rather than in full. There might be a lack of instant technical support, but many
researchers who develop the prototypes are keen to collect feedback, as these might be crucial for their
continuous research work. Inevitably, frequent revisions might occur to these tools for research purposes,
but if the teacher finds an earlier version useful, that version could be downloaded and kept for use instead
of relying on its availability at the source.

7 Conclusions
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University educators possess the necessary resources, expertise and freedom to fulfil their roles of
performing experimentation and researches, and producing prototypes to demonstrate the usefulness of their
innovative ideas. In comparison, secondary school teachers are too occupied with teaching activities and

other professional commitments. Most teachers cannot afford the purchase of expensive commercial
software for teaching, nor do they generally have the capacity of developing appropriate educational
software on their own. Success of integrating IT in the school curriculum is critically determined by the
availability of easy-to-use and adaptable tools that satisfy the diverse needs of teachers and students of a
variety of backgrounds in different contexts.

The Internet has provided a medium on which tertiary educators can make their resources and experience
publicly available to be shared by all, including secondary school teachers. Around the world, numerous
tertiary educators have gladly done so as part of their service to the community. Unfortunately, such

resources are largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers, due to reasons such as the lack of
knowledge and technical competence. For computer teachers, these barriers are relatively easy to overcome,
as long as appropriate support and assistance is provided. For teachers of other disciplines, more help might

be required. Ultimately, secondary school teachers have to learn, adapt and use these resources by
themselves, and to keep themselves updated via self and lifelong learning to respond to the rapid changes
that the world has been undergoing.

In this paper, we have reported our experience in the design and delivery of a short course that has
progressed towards this direction. Our course also exemplifies itself as one possible model of "teaching" as
"facilitating the self and lifelong learning of the participants". Most tertiary educators have now become
regular users of Internet resources for enhancing their teaching and learning. It should not be long before
secondary school teachers have to follow suit. What we have contributed is but a small part of the continuing
collaborative effort to empower teachers to use IT effectively in secondary schools, and ultimately to better
education of our younger generations.
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This paper concerns the use of dialogues in student learning and how such
dialogues can be captured for subsequent use by other learners. The process of
learning by observing another person' s learning is known as vicarious learning.
The paper begins by discussing the movement towards more flexible types of
learning and the belief by many that traditional dialogue has been omitted from a
lot of today' s courseware. Dialogue can be considered as one of the stages in the
learning cycle and to support it there is a need to create tertiary courseware, this
being the third stage in the cycle. Some of the research that has taken place into
vicarious learning is described and this has shown that it has some benefit to

learning and also produces positive feelings in students of being part of a
learning community. Finally the vicarious learning resources that have been
produced within a software development course at Edith Cowan university using

a dynamic screen capturing tool are discussed together with a possible
dissemination system.

Keywords: Distance Education, Flexible learning, Vicarious Learning,
Programming

1 Introduction
Universities and colleges today have record numbers of students and yet the cost being spent per student is

steadily decreasing as budgets are cut and universities become ever more competitive. One of the
consequences of this is that many managers are turning to the Internet as a means for delivering courseware
to students in a supposedly cost-effective manner. Students are also demanding more flexible learning with

learners being able to earn when they want (frequency, timing, duration), how they want (modes of
learning), and what they want (that is learners can define what constitutes learning to them) [14].

The situation has therefore arisen that students spend more time away from a traditional campus and
technology is being used to provide the necessary flexibility with computer networking empowering
connectivity and communication, allowing synchronous and asynchronous one-to-one and one-to-many
communication [13]. However, such technology does not necessarily support some of the learning situations
that are necessary in higher education. Laurillard [6] points out that learning in many educational contexts,
particularly in higher education, requires learning about descriptions of the world, knowledge derived from
someone else's experience, and from understanding someone else's arguments. She states that:
We cannot claim to have sorted out once and for all what students need to be told if they
are to make sense of topic X. No matter how much detailed research is done on the way
the topic is conceptualised, the solution will not be found in new ways of putting it across.
The new way of telling may sort out one difficulty, but it may well create others. All we
can definitely claim is that there are different ways of conceptualising the topics we want
to teach. So all we can definitely conclude is that teachers and students need to be aware
of those differences and must have the means to resolve them.

The main way this has been done in the past has been by students participating in dialogue with fellow
students and their tutors. We do have email and synchronous "chat" available to support dialogue to some
extent but it may well be argued that this is insufficient to support the above.
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2 The Learning Cycle
Dialogue can be considered as a crucial part of the learning cycle [9]. The cycle is shown in figure 1.
Primary Courseware

Secondary Courseware

Conceptualisation

Construction

Tertiary Courseware

Dialogue

Figure 1: The learning Cycle
It can be considered to comprise:

conceptualisation which comes from interacting with the primary content and elates to a learner's
current state of understanding.

construction and the use of knowledge occurs with the use of secondary courseware tools such as
concept mappers. It involves picking out particularly relevant material, putting the information together
in ways which have meaning for the learner, and relating old and new material into a coherent whole.

dialogue which involves the testing of understanding and can possibly be facilitated with tertiary
courseware.

Mayes et al [9] suggest that the third section of the learning cycle, dialogue, can itself be broken up into
three stages, these being discussion, reflection and reification. Mayes et al agree with Laurillard that
discussion is fundamental to effective education and that a deep understanding is pronDted far more
effectively and efficiently during discussions. Reflection has always been thought to be an important aspect
of learning and can be considered as the testing of new knowledge against the schemata that hold our
existing knowledge. And finally reification is a term put forward by Mayes et al and concerns the structuring
of newly acquired knowledge into a new object of thought integrated with other knowledge.

The question then arises as to what sort of tertiary courseware can be produced and utilised to support the
dialogue aspect of the learning cycle bearing in mind that the material will have to be used in flexible
learning environments. One particularly interesting line of research has been into recording of discussions
and making them available to other students in a flexible mode. This concept is known as vicarious learning
where this is defined as [2]:

The potential benefit to learners of being able to observe or `listen in on experts or their peers as
they discuss a new topic.
The following can be considered to be vicarious resources:
Frequently asked questions (FAQs). Here students can learn from the answers to typical questions posed
by other students.

Listservers. These promote vicarious learning as students receive the text dialogues that take place
between various subscribers. The term "lurker" is often used for the person who does not participate in
dialogues but prefers to simply observe.

Bulletin boards. These provide the means for asynchronous dialogues and again can be used by
"lurkers".
Chat rooms. These provide the means for synchronous dialogues.

3 Research into Vicarious Learning
Research initiatives are in two main areas, the first attempting to determine if vicarious learning is of benefit
to students and the second looking at how such dialogues might be made available as tertiary courseware for
re-use by other students.
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There are several interesting questions that might be worthy of investigation in the first area. Cox et al [2]
suggest that we need to determine who are useful models for the vicarious learner, experts or novices. It
might be better to observe experts as skilled behaviour would hopefully be modelled in a clear way, although
this is not of course always true as many experts find it difficult to make their knowledge explicit. It could
be argued that student student dialogues would be better to observe as the observing student would be
better able to identify with other students. Also the students participating in the dialogue might use more
appropriate language and also ask questions of each other that they may not have wished to ask their tutor.
Cox et al also point out that observing unskilled behaviour may also prove to be of benefit as the observing
student would determine from the dialogue what sort of errors to avoid without having to make those errors
themselves. Also of course, the dialogue type to observe may depend on the type of student who is the
observer. It might be more appropriate for a strong student to observe experts and for a weak student b
observe novices.
In one particular piece of research on vicarious learning [7] benefits were found that were both cognitive,
with an increase in knowledge and understanding in the particular curriculum area, and social with exposure
to peer discussion creating positive feelings of being part of a learning community.

Lee et al [7] carried out research within an on-line Masters level course in Computers in Teaching and
Learning. They created task-directed discussions (TDDs) in order to capture good learning dialogues
amongst students and to overcome the "barriers of silence" that might otherwise occur. Over 30 hours of
discussions among students, and between students and a tutor (the expert), using the TDDs were videoed.
An architecture called the Dissemination System (DS) was created from primary instructional materials and
integrated clips taken from the videos. The DS allows a multimedia database of video and audio clips, text

transcriptions, and annotated graphics to be integrated with primary expository teaching material and
delivered via the Web. The system was then used in an experiment to investigate the vicarious resources in a
controlled laboratory setting.

The experiment used a section of the course on Models of Learning with Technology. Two sets of learning
materials were created, the first comprising primary learning materials (approximately 45 web pages) and
the second comprising both primary learning materials and an integrated set of vicarious learning resources.
The vicarious resources had been obtained from the videoed dialogues and comprised 108 video clips, 13
audio clips, 43 text transcriptions, and 27 audio annotated graphics. The resources were accessible by either
clicking on highlighted keywords or by a search mechanism.
Two groups of students took part in the experiment, one using only the first set of learning materials whilst
the other used the second set of learning materials which included the vicarious resources. The conclusions
that Lee et al drew from the experiment were that there were some benefits in learning and substantial
positive changes in attitudes and discussion behaviour for the students who used the vicarious learning
resources. The researchers also make the point that although some people claim that learning can only take

place when students are personally engaged in discussion, the evidence suggests that observing peer
dialogues can, on the contrary, provide a useful source for learning, both cognitively and socially. The
researchers have in fact suggested that such vicarious learning may sometimes be more beneficial than being
a participant, depending on the state of the learner [11].

The web based materials used in the experiment are available at http://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/Vicar/TT/. They
are fairly slow to download from the Web but realistically they could be put onto a CD ROM for use with

distance learners. The audio dialogues that are available are played whilst a static graphical image is
displayed to the learner. Such a dialogue concerns the graphic being displayed and I felt that something was
lost in this type of dialogue and that it would have proved to be more useful and meaningful if objects on
the graphic could have been "pointed to" in order to draw the observer' s attention to the important aspects of
the graphic.

4 Creation of Vicarious learning Resources with Dynamic Screen
Capturing Tools
During the summer school of 1998 at Edith Cowan University, I made use of Lotus ScreenCam for studenttutor dialogues within a Software Development unit. Between lectures and laboratory sessions, students had
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no contact with me as I was off campus, however I did have access to email at home enabling students to
send me Screen Cam movies of any programming problems that they were having. In addition to movies,
students would also send the programming code enabling me to use this when making a "reply" movie. An
example of a screenshot taken from a movie, which was sent to me by a student, is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2

The movie had several text captions and concerned a problem that this student was having with passing
arrays to subprograms in Visual BASIC. A screenshot taken from the movie, which I made and subsequently
sent back to the student, is shown in figure 3.
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The screenshot in figure 3 includes a text caption that has nothing to do with the original student problem. It
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is the sort of comment that I would make if I were looking at the code that a student had produced in a
laboratory session. In the rest of the movie, I was able to make suggestions on how to overcome the original
problem and I also included a captioned comment about the lack of comments within the student' s
programming code. By using ScreenCam, I had been able to engage in a richer asynchronous dialogue with
the student than I would otherwise have done by conventional means. In addition, as a side effect, I was
building up vicarious learning resources for use in future semesters.

In addition to capturing asynchronous dialogues as described above, Lotus ScreenCam can be used to
provide rich feedback to students on their assignment work. Simple "low-tech" audio tapes have been used
in student feedback [1] and it is suggested that such feedback adds a social dimension to the commentaries
with the tutor being able to talk personally to each student, whereas written comments lacked context and
sounded impersonal.

I produced a set of such movies for the small group of campus-based students that were involved in the 1998
summer school session mentioned earlier. Each week the students attempted a small programming problem
and handed in the relevant programming code together with a small text -captioned movie explaining their
program. I then made a feedback movie for each student. Each feedback movie had audio commentaries to
keep the production time to a minimum and the movies were placed onto ZIP disks that had been provided
by the students. I was able to go through the programming code on the screen, highlighting areas of interest
with the cursor whilst making comments and in addition run the student programs with a variety of data
whilst passing comments about both the good and the bad points of the programs.

The sets of movies that the students handed in and that I produced have now become another vicarious
learning resource for use by students in subsequent semesters. Each week, students are given a small
programming problem to attempt and they can then use the movies to view the student tutor interactions
for a similar programming problem. In practice, students have commented on how useful they have found
these resources. Feedback was elicited on-line and some of the comments follow:
I found it helpful and interesting in giving clear visual instructions or explanations.

All the other students solutions were very helpful. And they were informative.
Only used the movies once, but they do provide a good resource for students experiencing difficulty.
Pick up other students mistakes.
Always forgot how to get to them
Probably slack, but using the sound was too much hassle.

5 Delivery Mechanisms for Vicarious Resources
The last two student comments above indicate that there is a need for some form of technological delivery
mechanism for the vicarious resources that have been produced that is simple and easy to use. Students need
to be able to quickly find movies that are appropriate for the programming problem that they are attempting
and then view the movie. We have experimented using the Web to deliver the movies however this has been
a problem as movies with audio are of the order of 1MB in length per minute and take too long to download.
Realistically it is necessary to make the movies available on CD ROM and we will be using a Windows Help
file as a way of delivering the movies. There are several Help file authoring tool available and one that I
have used extensively is ForeHelp [4]. A Help file can be produced with the usual contents and index pages
with little effort and programs can be launched seamlessley thereby permitting the running of ScreenCam
movies.

6 Discussion
It would appear that the use of vicarious learning resources by students can benefit learning and also provide
positive feelings of being part of a learning community. However the creation of such resources needs to be
done very carefully so that they are relevant and of interest to learners. If a synchronous dialogue is to be
recorded by the use of video or audio then it is important to use task directed discussions [7] to ensure that a
relevant dialogue ensues. Asynchronous dialogues usually take place by email or bulletin boards, however
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they can be made richer if a dynamic screen capturing tool is used. Finally the vicarious learning resources
that have been collected need to be made available to other learners and to this end Lee et al created a web

based dissemination system. Another approach is to use a Windows Help file for disseminating such
resources assuming that delivery is to be by Wintel hardware only.

In the future I intend to look at capturing synchronous dialogues using a dynamic screen capturing tool.
These would be both student student and student tutor where the two participants sit in front of a PC
whilst having a dialogue concerning a program that is being displayed.
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1 Introduction
The education reform is one of the main issues in Taiwan. It provides an opportunity for the universities to
open a teacher education program. In teacher education program, it emphasis on pre-servise, internship, and
in-servise teacher training. Therefore, the lifelong learning and teacher professional development become
very important for teachers: In, addition, the Department of education in Taiwan listed the lifelong learning
as one of the main objectives since 1986. The government also declared the year of 1997 as the lifelong

learning year (Yang, 1996). Hence, the result of this study, the TPD web site, is to enrich the lifelong
learning environment for teachers to improve their professional knowledge.

These new
communication technologies will replace the traditional communication technologies (Hsu & Hsu, 1998).
The traditional computer education emphasized the tutoring function. Although the CAI provides the
learner control and independent study, it is lack of the opportunity to the students to explore their learning
and to experience the discovering the results. On the other hand, the Internet connects all computers and
all the information to be a big information sharing system. Moreover, people who are using Internet in
education can learn the lesson in anytime at anyplace with any kind of computer system. The Internet
changes the learning style from the physical, aerial, closed system into a virtual, long-distant, and opened
learning environment. The resoult of this study is a teacher professional development website system.
There is information for the pre-education students, for the interns, and for the in-servise teachers.

Today is an age of information. The computer and Internet are changing our daily life.

One of he main characters in the information society is changing quickly. Teachers are asked to improve
their teaching knowledge and skills while they are studying in the teacher education program, or practicing
their teaching skill in the internship training, or attending workshop in their daily teaching job. The process
of the teacher professional development begins from the pre-servise education, and then into the internship
education, and finally the education for the in-servise teachers(chang & Hsu, 1996). In the pre-servise
education, students start to study a set of the education professional knowledge, and start to form their
attitute, education vision, and education commitment in order to develop the special characters of the
educator for these students (Jaoun, 1984). The teacher education program "contains the teaching theory-based

courses, the teaching method-based courses, and the teaching internship-based courses (Yang, 2000).
During the teaching internship program, the students learn with the in-servise teacher and the professor.
The students get into the school system to learn all kinds of the knowledge and skills in school based
environment (chen, 1995). For the in-servise teachers, though, they are accumilating lots of teachiing
experence, they need to reflash their teaching knowledge and skills (Lee, 1996). Therefore, for those
in- service teacher with different kinds of teaching needs, the education program should consider the teachers

needs and encourage them to work togather to help each other in order to meet their teaching needs
(Moursuond, Bielefeldt & Underwood, 1997). Hence, this study is based on the theory of the teacher
professional development to development a virtural communication environment for teachers in order to
achieve the goal of the teacher professional development.

The TPD web site will provide the information for all kinds of teachers. There are two purposes of this
study. One of the puropose of this study is to enrich the literature of the teacher professional development.

The other purpose of this paper is to build up a network-learning environment for those who are in
pre-teacher program, internship, and on job training to improve their professional ability.
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2 Conclusions
The result of this study is to build up a 'teacher professional development web
site(http://www.tep.tku.edu.tw/3ic). It contains pre-servise education program courses, the information for

the internship teachers, and the lifelong infromatioin for the in-servise teachers. There is a virtural
classroom to provide the teaching manegement function to teachers. In addition, it contains the
communiction function to various of teachers by using disscussion groups or BBS. The function of the
questionnare is to provide a tool for action research. When teachers use this function to create the
questionnare and send it by e-mail or web, the system will collect and analysis the data.

This study is based on the theory of the teacher professional development to develop a web site.

The result

of this study is not only to build up a teacher professional development web site but also to enrich the
literature of the co-operative learning model. By developing this virtural lifelong learning web system, the
future studies on the co-operation between different kinds of teachers are needed.
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A Methodology for Learning Pattern
Analysis from Web Logs by Interpreting
Web Page Contents
Chih-Kai Chang and Kuen-Shan Wang
Department of Information Management
Da-Yeh University
Da-Tsuen, Chang-Hwa 51505 Taiwan, R.O.C.
E-mail: chihkai@mail.dyu.edu.tw
As Web-based course become popular, the Web system accumulates a large
amount of log data. Because the log data was generated by learners' behavior on
the Web-based course, many researchers agree that analyzing the Web log will
bring benefits for learners, instructors, and the Web site manager. In general, one
record of Web log can indicate "which Web page was accessed", "who access

that Web page", and "when the Web page was accessed". Although many
interesting results can be derived merely depending on the general Web log,
some important meanings of the Web log were not considered in previous
researches. In other words, the content, represented by the Web page, is not
included in the general Web log. For instance, a Web page may present
homework, a discussion article, a section of curriculum, or a grade reports.
However, previous research did not consider the represented content of a Web
page in the Web log, in which only the file name of the accessed Web page is
generally identified. This paper use data mining technology to analyze learners'
online behaviors for mining learner' s patterns by transforming general Web log
to a content perspective. Hence, the methods of previous research still can be

used to find the more meaningful results. Most important of all, our
methodology finds patterns based on learning behaviors instead of browsing
behaviors.
Keywords: Web-based course, Web log, Data mining technology.

1 Introduction
As Web-based course becomes popular, various learning activities can be running on the Web [I]. The
asynchronous discussion activity, homework assignment and submission, announcement, and grade reports
all can be executed on the Web. Because all the learning activities are represented as Web pages, the Web
server will accumulate a large amount of log data for every Web page. Basically one record of the Web log
can indicate which page was access by someone in sometime. Hence, many researches analyzed the Web
server log to figure out users' motivation, users' response, browsing pattern, and the network traffic [2, 3,
4]. Furthermore, analyzing students' on-line learning behaviors and on-line problem solving activities can
also discovery meaningful results [5].
There are at least 116 products of Web log analysis for commercial web sites [6]. The technologies used for
analyzing Web server log evolve from traffic-based or time -based assessment to user access pattern analysis.
For example, Perkowitz uses access patterns to construct an adaptive Web site [7]. Hence, the interested Web
pages will be linked and organized as a proper view for every user according his/her access patterns. The
path concept, users' sequential Web page access records, is important for constructing user access pattern for
Web logs. For instance, Stuart Schechter [8] create users' path profile to predicate users' browsing behavior.
Consequently, the field of Web log analysis is growing for the purpose of custom services.

Recently, applications of Web log analysis integrate data mining techniques to focus on the customer
behavior patterns. It is because the predictive modeling and link analysis operations in data mining
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techniques can be used to answer questions such as" Which of my customs will prove to be good, long-term

valuable customers and which will not?", "How can I sell more to my existing customers?", "Is there a
recognizable pattern in which my customers acquire products or use services so I can market to them
just-in-time?", and so on [9]. Consequently, we intuitively apply data mining techniques to Web log analysis
of an instructional Web site.
For Web-based instructors, their requirements for Web log analysis differ from managers of commercial sites.

One of the reasons is as Raphen Becker said, "Because many existing systems are targeted toward
commercial webs, the answer is yes, course webs require different systems. One reason is simple: most
instructors (and even institutions) cannot afford the commercial products, which are priced toward industry
and not towards academia."[10]. Although researchers realize the differences between course webs and

commercial sites, the proposed methodology for Web log analysis still inheritance from the Web logs
analysis products for commercial sites. For instance, Clio project pays efforts to answer the questions such
as "What are the more popular parts of the course web?", "How do readers reach particular pages?", and
"Can they quickly reach the pages they want?" so on. Unfortunately, most questions of that kind can be
answered by existing Web logs analysis products.

When analyzing Web logs of a course Web, we concern that one encounters what specific problems, which
can not be answered by existing Web logs analysis products. In other words, only the learning characteristic
of the Web-based learning environment can originate the specific problems. Our previous research focus on
providing various summary report for Web instructor to solve that problems, which can not be answered by
Web log analysis, from any perspectives [11]. Hence, the questions, which a instructor may ask, should be
"What are the meanings of the more popular parts of the course web in learning hierarchy?", "What is the
concept that leads learners to reach particular pages?', and "Can learners quickly reach the learning goals by
reorganizing Web pages?' so on. In other words, the reports of existing Web logs analysis products should
be interpreted to mining the pedagogical meanings by instructors, instructional designers, Web designers,
and course web architects. Consequently, it is necessary to propose methodology for discovering learner (not
user) access pattern in the Web-based course.

To mining the pedagogical meanings from Web logs, the first requirement is to understand the content of
every Web page. In other words, the instructor of the Web course not only need to know ' who accessed the
Web page' , ' when the Web page is accessed' , and ` from where the learner come' , but also should know
' what the Web page contains' . However, it is difficult to represent the content of a Web page with symbols.
The reason is that the content of a Web page may contain many concepts. Consequently, the first step for
understanding the pedagogical meaning is reconstructing the Web pages in the site of a Web-based course by
endowing only one topic or concept for each Web page. While breaking a Web page into single concept Web
pages, one would find that some concepts are not atomic concepts. That is because a major concept will
contain many sub concepts. Hence, the second step for understanding the pedagogical meaning of a Web
page is to identify its location within a concept hierarchy instead of its location within the hypertext
hierarchy.

The second requirement for discovering learners' learning pattern is to mining sequential access paths on
previous aforementioned concept hierarchy. Although there are methodologies to reconstruct navigating
paths of users' behaviors on a Web site, that information is not enough for a Web instructor to make some
pedagogical decisions. The users' access (behavior) pattern can only help Web site manager improving Web
site schema because a Web instructor still can not figure out learners' intention merely by analyzing Web
logs without supports of the Web page content. The proposed concept hierarchy presents a feasible style for

supports of interpreting the Web page content. After learners' navigating paths on a Web site are
transforming to navigating paths on the concept hierarchy, a Web instructor can comprehensive how learners
learn from the information of what learners read.

This paper proposes a methodology to mining learners' learning pattern by transforming learners' Web page

access sequences to sequences of learning a concept in Web logs. The methodology is supported by
traditional web logs mining algorithms, which is designed for discovering users' access pattern on a Web
site. This methodology is not used to replace traditional web logs mining algorithms nor is arguing that
concept hierarchy is a suitable web site schema. Rather, this methodology presents a framework for
integrating traditional web logs mining algorithms with pedagogical meanings of web pages to support Web

instructor get more feedback from learners' navigation on the Web course site. Broadly speaking, this
methodology contribute to apply traditional web logs mining algorithms to a specific domain in the technical
aspect and progress assessment skills in the Web-based distance learning aspect.

1 609

2 Illustrative Example
In overview, there are two steps in this illustrative example of detecting learning status. The first step is data
preparation. We design a sophisticate structure of a Web site so that we can recognize the content of the
accessed Web page. The second steps will find pedagogical meanings from the contents of the preferred Web
pages. In this illustrative example, the result of step two will show that learner is not familiar with the
learning topic.

2.1 Data Preparation
The required data was collected from the students in an undergraduate course of Perl programming. Perl is a
high-level programming language written by Larry Wall. Perl is a very popular programming language for
system administrators and CGI script authors. After a brief introduction of Perl, students were asked to study
the Web pages extracted from Perl manual. There are three topics in the prepared Web pages. First topic of
Web pages demonstrates how to execute the Perl interpreter, called Per /run in Perl manual. Second topic of
Web pages explains the Perl model for declaring importing, and calling a subroutine, called Per/sub in Perl
manual. Third topic of Web pages describes associativity and precedence of Perl operators, called Perlop in
Perl manual. Consequently, learners' behaviors recorded by Web logs can be recognized by the topic of
accessing Web page.
Synopsis and description compose each topic of Web pages. Synopsis is a summary of a topic and generally
contains no more than one page. Figure 1 illustrates the synopsis of the Perlsub topic. Description explains
the details of a topic in original Perl manual. For illustration, description for each topic was reorganized into
two Web pages. In general, synopsis of a topic is prepared for learners who are familiar with that topic.
Learners who are learning a topic will prefer the description of that topic. Hence, we can help a learner just
in time if he/she is always looking around the description of a topic.

Aforementioned structure is content structure of learning materials. To present learning materials in a
hypertext style, a hyperlink structure is required. We use the full connection style to link all Web pages so
that learners can navigate to any destination in any Web page.
Rixe _atm teisted' agtolitte% ilIw
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SYNOPSIS
To declare subroutines:

sub NAME;
sub NAME(PROTO),

4 A "forward" declaration.
$
ditto, but with prototypes

It A declaration and a definition.
sub NAME BLOCK
sub NAME(PROTO) BLOCK $ ditto, but with prototypes
To define an anonymous subroutine at runtime:

Ssubref
Ssubref

sub BLOCK;
sub (PROTO) BLOCK;

I no proto
B with proto

To import subroutines:

use PACKAGE ov(NAME1 NAME2 NAME3);
To call subroutines:

NAME(LIST);
NAME LIST;
&HAKE;

$ 6 is optional with parentheses.
$ Parentheses optional if predeclared,inported.
$ Makes current IL visible to called subroutine

r
Figure I. Synopsis of Perlsub.

Figure 2 shows the concept structure of the learning materials on the Web site. The notation P, indicates the
Web pages. Although the overview structure is composed of concept hierarchy and contents of learning
materials without hyperlink information, the tree structure above the Pi can be used to interpret the content

in the page. For instance, the P, belongs to concept synopsis, which is the partial content of the Perlrun
topic.

Perlrun

Synopsis Description

Perlop

Perlsub

Synopsis Description

Synopsis Description

/

I

P7

P4

P1

P2, P3

P5, P6

PS, P9

Figure 2. The concept hierarchy of a Web site.

2.2 Mining Processes
There are three learning topics in the Web site, denoted as Perlrun, Perlsub, and Perlop. Each learning topic
has two sub concepts, denoted as synopsis and description. The word "synopsis" is used to indicate the Web
page for summarizing a topic and the word "description" represents the Web pages that explain a topic in

detail. There is an index Web page linking every Web pages to serve as communicating interface with
learners. Hence, learners can study any topic in any order through the index Web page. Assume that there is
a learner who prefers the "description" Web pages of any topic. In other word, that learner is not familiar
with all topics. Hence, the logs of that learner' s browsing behavior on the Web site may be like the sequence:
p2, p3. p2, p8, p9. p5, p8. p5, p 1. p2, p5, P6

Because learning can happen in any time, only time nearly browsing behaviors will be related in a learning

pattern. Hence, the transaction idea, used in database theory, is involved to cluster learners' browsing
behavior. The Ti means a transaction of the learner' s browsing behavior.
T1: p2, p3
T2: p2, p8, p9
T3: p5, p8
T4: p5, pl
T5: p2, p5, p6

The content of every Web page can be interpreted as a pair of topic and representation style. For instance, p2
belongs to topic Perlrun and is a description of the topic. Hence, p2 is interpreted as (Perlrun, description).
After interpreting the transaction data of learner' s behavior, the results are follows.
TI: (Perlrun, description), (Perlrun, description)
T2: (Perlrun, description), (Perlop, description), (Perlop, description)
T3: (Perlsub, description), (Perlop, description)
T4: (Perlsub, synopsis), (Perlrun, synopsis)
15: (Perlrun, description), (Perlsub, description), (Perlsub, description)
Most of algorithms for mining pattern are derived from aprior [12]. We divide the problem of discovering
multi-dimension learner access pattern into four sub procedures, that is litemset phase, transformation phase,

sequence phase, maximal phase. Hence, we can use the aprior algorithm for mining pattern. We use the
illustrative example to depict the four sub procedures. The litemset phase will generate the large-1 itemset as
Table 1.

Large-1 itemset

Support

(Perlrun, ' *' )
(Perlsub, ' *' )

3

(Perlop'*')

3

(` *' , description)
(Perlrun, description)
(Perlsub, description)
(Perlop, description)

4

ID
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

3

3
3

2

Table 1. Large-1 itemset.

The transformation phase use the feasible IDs of items in the large-1 itemset to substitute items in the
transaction of learners' behavior. For instance, the (Perlrun, description) in T1 can be substituted by (Perlrun,
*' ), (` *' , description), or (Perlrun, description). Hence, the set of feasible IDs is {1, 4, 5}. The result after
the transformation phase is following.
T1: {1,4,5}, {1,4,5}
T2: {1, 4, 5 }, {3, 4, 7 }, {3, 4, 7}

T3: {2, 4, 6), {3, 4, 7)
T4: {2, 4, 6), {1}
T5: {1, 4,5), {2,4, 6}, {2, 4, 6}

The problem is simplified to mining sequential patterns after the transformation phase [13]. Consequently,
the sequence phase can generate the large-2 itemset and larget-3 itemset as Table 2 and Table 3.

Large-2 itemset

Support

{1, 4}

3

{2,4}

2
2

{4, 3}
{4, 4}

3

{4,7}

2

{5, 4}

3

{6,4}

2
Table 2. Large-2 itemset.

Large-3 itemset

Support

{1, 4, 4}
{4, 4, 4}
{5, 4, 4}

2
2
2
Table 3. Large-3 itemset.

Finally, the maximal phase will find the most meaningful pattern from large-2 itemsset and large-3 itemset.
Initially, the union of large-2 itemset and large-3 itemset is used as the result. Then, some items will be
eliminated because they are the subsets of some larger items. For instance, the meaning of {5, 4, 4) is more
than its subset {5, 4} and {4, 4 }. Hence, the large-2 items, {5, 4) and {4, 4), will not be deleted from the
initial result. Finally, some items will be eliminated because they are less meaningful then items in the result.
For instance, the {4, 3) will be deleted because {4, 7) implies {4, 3). Similarly, the {2, 4) will be deleted
because {6, 4) implies {2, 4). The following table illustrates the result.

Maximal itemset

Real patterns

Support

{6, 4}
{4, 7}
{5, 4, 4}

{(Perlsub, description), (` *' ,description)}
{(` *' , description), (Perlop, description)}
{(Perlrun, description), (` *' ,description),
(` *' , description)}

2
2
2

Table 4. Maximal itemset.
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3 Conclusion
The Web-based learning environment offers opportunities to precisely observe learning processes. However,

it is tedious for a Web instructor to discovery useful information from the huge amount of Web logs.
Traditionally, a Web instructor uses the Web logs analysis products to realize the unusual parts of a Web site.
From the pedagogical standpoint, the results of the Web logs mining algorithms are not very useful for figure
out learners' learning process because the contents of Web pages are not considered. This paper proposes a
methodology to mining learners' learning pattern, which is related with the Web page contents, from Web
logs. The methodology uses Web logs mining algorithms, which is used in Web logs analysis products, and

the concept structure embedded in Web pages to mining patterns with pedagogical meanings, so called
learning patterns. In our opinions, this methodology presents a framework for integrating traditional web
logs mining algorithms with pedagogical meanings of web pages to support Web instructor figure out
learners' navigation on the Web course site from the concept hierarchy perspective. Consequently, the
approach presented here may be not only a feasible application of traditional web logs mining algorithms,
but also a possible direction of Web-based learning assessment research.
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The design and development of effective courseware is complex process
involving many forms of expertise. Several disciplines such as instructional
design theories, software engineering principles, human-computer interaction
and multimedia are involved. It is not always feasible for a novice to be familiar
with such a range of expertise. A methodology integrating all of these various
disciplines is urgently needed. The Courseware Engineering Methodology (CEM)

has been developed by the author to guide novices to design effective
courseware, based on the integration of the various disciplines. CEM has been
used successfully by over seventy students at an UK university to develop their
courseware in the last few years. This paper describes the CEM development
process. The CEM process consists of four models. The pedagogical model

concerned with the pedagogical aspects of the courseware; the conceptual
model, dealing with the software engineering aspects of the design; the interface
model relating to the interface of the courseware, and the hypermedia modelling
that deals with the navigational issues of the courseware. Each of the models
will be briefly reviewed. The paper concludes by stating the benefits of using a
modular approach to courseware development and reuse.
Keywords: Pedagogical Model, Conceptual Model, Navigational Model, Interface
Model.

1 Introduction
Computer technology offers great potential as a valuable instrument in teaching and learning. However, the

impact of its use in education is not very impressive. One of the main problems attributed to this
disappointing fact is that developing effective courseware is not trivial. Although there are tools that
minimise the computer-related knowledge required, they are merely implementation tools.

Successful

designers need to understand both the subject upon which lessons are based and the principles of
instructional design and learning theories. On top of these are the issues of software engineering principles,
human-computer interaction and hypermedia involved. It is rare that a novice would possess such a wide
range of expertise. A methodology is urgently needed to enable novice designers to design and develop
effective courseware. The different types of expertise need to be integrated and transformed from one form to

another in order to maintain a seamless transition. This is necessary because courseware development
consists of several phases. The task of courseware design extends from the analysis of the domain
knowledge to be taught, to the development and delivery of instructional materials.

1.1 Problems with the traditional approach
There are many problems associated with the traditional approach to courseware development, among which
are:

a lack of prototyping facilities to allow early evaluation of the lesson;
a lack of separation of the various components of the development process;
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a lack of support for reuse;
a lack of a method for interfacing and hypermedia modelling.

In order to overcome these limitations, an engineering approach to courseware development is desirable. The

methodology should be based on sound principles from the various necessary disciplines that have
implications for effective courseware. To be effective, it should contain design principles and guidelines,
which can help designers, in particular novices, in the various phases of the courseware development
process. The Courseware Engineering Methodology (CEM) has been developed specifically to help novices
to develop courseware.

In order to evaluate the methodology, CEM was used by over seventy student designers over a period of
three years in the Instructional Software Design (ISD) module at a UK university to develop their own
courseware.

2 The CEM Development Process
Because courseware development is such a complex task, it is not possible to cope with handling all
requirements at once. In order to reduce the complexity, a model-based approach is taken in CEM for
courseware development. By allowing the development of courseware with a number of different models,
designers are allowed to focus on each aspect of the courseware one at a time. Each partial model is an
abstraction of the system, which enables designers to make the necessary decisions at each level in order to
move closer to the final model.

Model-based design facilitates the principles of decomposition, abstraction, and hierarchy. It also allows
designers to describe the application in an implementation-independent way. Besides the model-based
approach, the methodology adopts an evolutionary prototyping process for its development. In addition,
there is a separation of the domain from the instructional strategies. For hypermedia courseware such as the
World Wide Web, there is navigation modelling to structure the hypertext links and contents. There are four
main models involved in CEM. These are the pedagogical, conceptual, navigation and interface models; each
dealing with the various aspects of the development process.

2.1 Iterative Incremental Development
Counter to the traditional linear model of courseware development, iteration and incremental development is

at the heart of CEM. Incremental development, in this context, is a process that involves continuous
integration of components into the system' s architecture to produce releases, with each new release
embodying incremental improvement over the other [2]. An overall system architecture is established early in
the process to act as a framework. System components are incrementally developed and delivered within this
framework. User feedback from delivered components can affect the design of components scheduled for
later delivery. An iterative incremental development is based on successive enlargement and development of
a system through multiple development cycles of analysis, design, development and evaluation. Each cycle

tackles relatively small sets of requirements and the system grows by adding new functions within each
development cycle. This approach offers the benefit of allowing requirements to be adjusted to match
changing user needs as the product proceeds.
CEM is an iterative and incremental design approach, based on the construction of a sequence of models,
which begins from analysis and continues through implementation. It thus produces a seamless transition
from abstract pedagogical model to concrete courseware design, allowing for a clean traceability between
models. This means that objects in one model can be traced to objects in another [7]. Development in CEM is
also architecture-centric. The process focuses on the early development and baselining of courseware
architecture. Having a robust architecture in place facilitates parallel development, minimises rework and
increases the probability of component reuse and eventual system maintainability. This architectural
blueprint serves as a solid basis against which to plan and manage component-based courseware.
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The development process of CEM consists of four main phases, which are known as the macro phases.
These are (a) inception; (b) elaboration; (c) construction; and (d) deployment. Associated with these phases
are models and subprocesses.

2.2 Inception
During the inception phase, the organisational rationale and scope of the project are established. The
inception phase includes the investigation of alternatives and planning. Central to the inception phase is the
conceptualisation process. Conceptualisation is the process of coming up with an idea for a system along
with a general idea of its requirements and form. It is the process that determines the system to be built and
its high-level outline and structure, based on the organisational needs and the technology.

Because this process may unearth needs' that either should be, or cannot be met by instruction, part of the
process includes filtering out the learning needs. Since more learning needs may be discovered than it is
desirable to address, another part of the process is to analyse all such needs and establish priorities. When
conceptualisation is performed, it contains its own conceptualisation, analysis, design and implementation
phases of development. Throw-away prototyping is what is used to carry out the conceptualisation process.
The prototype is created to aid understanding of the problem and requirements. Outputs from this process
may include a statement of the problem, resources, budget, alternative organisational needs, scope of the
project and core requirements for the system.

2.3 Elaboration
The designer so far has only a vague idea of requirements. In elaboration, more detailed requirements are
collected, high-level analysis and design are performed to establish baseline architecture and a plan for
construction is created. Several processes are involved in the elaboration phase. These include use case
modelling, learner analysis, environmental analysis and domain analysis.
2.3.1 Use case modelling

A good technique to improve understanding of requirements is the creation of use cases - narrative
descriptions of domain processes. One of the biggest development challenges in courseware development is
building the right system: one that meets the users' needs at a reasonable cost. Use case modelling is one of
the most widely used analysis techniques for object oriented development [2][7]. The use cases are goals
that are made up of scenarios, which in turn consist of a sequence of steps to achieve the goal. Each step in
a scenario is a sub, or mini, goal or use case. Each sub goal requires another use case (subordinate use cases)
or an autonomous action that is at the lowest level desired by the use case description. Use cases and
scenarios work on many levels in CEM. During the elaboration phase, it is useful to write the most important

and influential use cases in the expanded format, but the less important ones can be deferred until the
construction cycles in which they are being tackled.

Use cases model the functionality of the system as perceived by the actors. Actors are users of the system
in a particular role. They may be people, computer systems or processes [7]. The use case model captures
the behaviour of a system or a class as it appears to an outside user. The purpose of a use case is to define a
piece of coherent behaviour without revealing the internal structure of the system. Each use case represents
an orthogonal piece of functionality whose execution can be mixed with the execution of other use cases.
Use case modelling in CEM helps with three of the most difficult aspects of courseware development:
capturing requirements, planning iterations of development and validating systems. For a detailed
description of use cases refer to Jacobson, Christerson, Jonsson and Overgaard [7]. Thus, use cases describe
how people interact with a system in the context of working toward some goal.

In order to deal with the different formats in which use cases are used in the courseware development
process, use cases can be either essential' or real' [8]. An essential use case describes the process in
terms of its essential activities and motivation. High-level use cases are always essential in nature, due to
their brevity and abstraction. Essential use cases are often created during early requirements elicitation in the
elaboration phase in order to more fully understand the scope of the problem and the functions required. In

contrast, a real use case concretely describes a process in terms of its real current design, committed to
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specific input and output technologies. Use cases dealing with the interface aspects of design are generally
real use cases.

The system functions identified during the elaboration phase should all be allocated to use cases. In
addition, it should be possible, via the cross-reference section of the use cases, to verify that all functions
have been allocated. Ultimately, all system functions and use cases should be traceable through
implementation and testing.
2.3.2 Learner analysis

It is important during this process to define the ' target audience' accurately and in sufficient detail to make
design decisions. Determining the characteristics of the students will help to determine where the instruction
should begin. Learner analysis begins with a clear definition of the target population. It ends with an
identification of those characteristics of the target population that are likely to influence the design, delivery
and utilisation of instruction. The output for this process is a chart containing the profile of the users who
will be using the system.
2.3.3 Environmental Analysis

The purpose of this analysis is to analyse the context, that is the target environment in which the courseware
will be delivered. In order to get a survey of the context features and constraints, it is necessary to interview
customers/sponsors to obtain necessary information.
2.3.4 Domain Analysis

Use cases are not the whole picture in the elaboration phase. Another important task is to come up with the
skeleton of a conceptual model of the domain. A domain is a representation of concepts in a subject matter.

Data modelling is adjunct to use case modelling. The goal of domain analysis is to obtain a basic
understanding of the topic and tasks used in the requirements identification.

In traditional courseware development, the domain knowledge is intertwined with the teaching knowledge,
both being contained in pre- stored frames and fixed sequences. In CEM, domain knowledge is separated
from instructional strategies. This gives rise to a more flexible and adaptive system for the reuse of domain
knowledge and instructional strategies. A subject domain is an area of content to be learned. The outcome
of domain analysis results in a structure of a subject domain to be learned. Domain concepts (i.e. types) are
represented as objects, whilst links are used to denote relationships which may exist between them. The
notation that has been chosen to represent the objects and links of the domain is a subset of the Unified
Modelling Language (UML) notation [2]. The output from this process is a domain model that consists of
topics, sets of topics and structures.

2.4 Construction
The construction phase consists of many iterations in which each iteration builds production quality
courseware, tested and integrated, that satisfies a subset of the requirements of the system to be built. Each
iteration contains all the usual life cycle of analysis, design, development, testing and evaluation as shown in
Figure 1. This is the micro-process level of the CEM development.
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.... .... ....

............

Construction

Deployment

.... .... .........

.................

....
... ...

Refine
Plan

........ .........
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Figure 1 Iterative Development Cycles

2.4.1 Analysis and Design

The analysis and design processes in the construction phase are concerned with the design of the
pedagogical model. So far, only the topics from the domain to be taught have been analysed. There is still
some information missing, although the learner analysis has been addressed. It is now necessary to examine
the prerequisite skills and knowledge that must be mastered for a student to achieve the goals or'objectives
of learning. Instead of rushing to write the courseware lessons, designers should first spend some time in
determining exactly what learners must acquire in order to reach the goals or objectives. In order to analyse
exactly what learners have to learn for the objective or goal, it is first necessary to identify the type of
objective of the learning.

According to Gagne [4], there are different learning objectives, each requiring different analysis and
instructional strategies. To help designers in identifying the right type of learning outcome, a Courseware
Learning objectives (CLO) has been developed. CLO is used by designers in CEM to identify the learning
objective, analysis method, and instructional strategies to be designed.
2.4.2 The pedagogical model

The aim of the design process during the construction phase is to produce the pedagogical or instructional
model. This involves objective definition, assessment definition and instructional strategies definition. The
objective definition describes the learning outcomes of the intended courseware. Once the objectives have
been defined, the optimum sequence of the instruction is determined. Having defined the learning objectives,

the next process is to decide how learners' attainment off the objectives will be measured or tested.
Development of assessment follows the objectives definition. Assessment of learning is a crucial part of an
instruction process. There is a need to assess student performance to determine whether the newly designed
courseware has met its design objectives. There are various types of tests available in CEM to assess
students' performance. The decision on what type of testing to use is determined by the purpose of the
course, the students' needs and the skills required. Guidelines are provided in CEM for designers to choose
the most appropriate tests for their learning objectives.
The writing of instructional strategies follows the assessment definition. Instructional strategies to be used
are determined by the type of learning required. The CLO is used to assist designers in determining the most
appropriate strategies to be used for the particular type of learning. Once the instructional strategies are
defined, the design of instructional messages can begin. This completes the design process and the output
is the pedagogical model, a blueprint of the courseware to be developed. The pedagogical model produced
so far is independent of any medium or vehicle of instruction. It may be used to deliver on any chosen
medium.

2.5 Development process
The next process in the construction phase is the development process. It consists of three subprocesses:
conceptual modelling, navigation modelling and interface modelling.

2.5.1 The conceptual model

To be useful as input to a computer, the pedagogical model needs to be transformed into concepts and
notions acceptable to a computer. One of the limitations of traditional courseware is that development is
performed independently of other phases, there is no means of integration and reuse. In CEM there is
separation of domain from instructional strategies and also there is complete integration of the conceptual
model, the navigational model and the interface model, providing a seamless transition between the three.

The pedagogical model is transformed in CEM into a conceptual model that can be input to a computer by
using the object-oriented Unified Modelling Language (UML) notation [2]. UML is a graphical language for
visualising, specifying, constructing and documenting the artefacts of a software-intensive system. The
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pedagogical model developed is transformed into the conceptual model using classes, relationships, and subsystems. The object-oriented approach is chosen because it provides a natural framework for modelling the
subject domain of the courseware application. In addition, it supports reuse and design patterns [5]. In order

to show the lesson structure in the conceptual model, activity diagrams are used instead of flowcharts.
Activity diagrams are a graphical depiction of the lesson, showing what happens under all possible
circumstances.
2.5.2 The navigational modelling

Navigational modelling is the second step of the development process. This step is particularly relevant if
hypermedia or the web is used as the authoring platform. One essential distinguishing feature of hypermedia
courseware applications is the notion of navigation, in which users of an application in this domain navigate
in a space made out of objects. In CEM, the navigational model is built over a conceptual model, thus
allowing the construction of different models according to different users' profiles. The navigational design
is expressed in two schemata, the navigational class schema and the navigational context schema. The
navigation class schema gives a snapshot of the navigation structure. Once the navigational classes have
been decided, it is necessary to structure the navigational space that will be available to users. In CEM, this
structure is defined by grouping navigation objects into sets called contexts. The main structuring primitive
of a navigation space is the notion of navigational context. A navigational context is a set of nodes, links
and contextual information. It provides a consistent way to specify the navigational aspect of the design.

The navigational structure of the courseware application is defined in a context diagram known as the
navigational context schema. The dynamic aspect of the hypermedia courseware is defined in CEM using
navigational charts. Navigational charts are a type of statechart [6]. A navigational charts basically
composed of navigational objects, states and transitions. The last step of the development process is the
interface modelling. Although interface design is a crucial part of courseware development, this step is rarely
mentioned in the courseware development literature[]]. Storyboards are developed instead. A good
software design avoids unnecessary dependencies by separating the interface from the rest of the system
and dividing it into several loosely coupled parts. An abstract interface approach is used in CEM to describe

the interface modelling. The idea of an abstract interface design is to separate the underlying semantic
information of a courseware domain from the various ways of presenting the information to learners (user
interface). This allows the building of different interfaces for the same navigational model, leading to a higher
degree of independence from the user-interface technology.
2.5.3 Interface modelling

The Abstract Data View (ADV) design approach is adopted in CEM to describe the user interface of a
courseware application [3]. A typical application using ADVs would have a set of Abstract Data Objects
(ADOs) managing data structures and control within the application and a set of interface objects (instances
of ADVs) managing interface aspects of the application such as user input and system output to the user.
ADV charts are used to express the dynamic aspects of the interface. They are the interface expression of
navigational charts; i.e. they express transformations at the user-interface level. The overall application
behaviour of the hypermedia courseware is completely specified by defining the way in which external events
affect both navigation and the interface appearance of the application. The navigational semantics specify
the ' internal state' of the application and how it changes during the navigational process. The effect of
each external event in terms of the transformations occurring in the interface must be shown. This is shown
by using ADV charts that show the possible states and corresponding transitions of each ADV event in
order to understand the way in which individual interface components behave when reacting to external
events. An ADV chart is composed of ADVs, states, attributes and transitions. Nesting of ADVs allows
designers to show the aggregation structure of the interface objects. The use case is then built and tested,
making sure it is working.

2.6 Evaluation
Evaluation is the last step in the construction phase of CEM. Lessons are evaluated for their overall quality,
their applicability to a curriculum, performance and usability. Another purpose of evaluation is to assist in
lesson development and maintenance. Although evaluation is discussed as the last step of the development
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process, it should not be assumed that evaluation is merely the last step in CEM. On the contrary, evaluation
is part of an iterative cycle of designing, evaluating and revising. It is carried out in all of the processes
involved. There are two types of evaluation measures in CEM, which measure the students' performance
and lesson effectiveness. CEM provides a very detailed and comprehensive plan for formative evaluation of
the courseware produced. The three steps involved are quality review, pilot testing and field-testing. During
quality review, the materials developed are reviewed to assess the content, appearance and attention to good

instructional practice. The main objective of pilot testing is to analyse the effectiveness of the learning
process involved with students, and use of the courseware product. Field-testing is validation of the lesson checking how well the lesson works in the real instructional setting. It is only after full and thorough
evaluation that the courseware can be released for deployment.
2.6.1 Summative evaluation

The case studies showed that CEM does provide a development methodology that is easily implemented by
novice designers. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the courseware applications produced, they
needed to be used by the school children of the schools that commissioned their development. Feedback
from teachers and children of these schools revealed that the courseware produced were very useful.

Post-tests were given in order to evaluate the school children' s understanding of the chosen subjects. The
results of these tests showed marked improvements in the children' s performance of their respective
subjects.

2.7 CEM Evaluation
The primary goals of CEM are to assist in the courseware development process and to increase the quality of
the courseware product. In order to determine the usability of CEM, it is necessary to evaluate these two
goals. The most appropriate research method to evaluate the methodology is the Developmental Research

Method pi. Developmental Research is the systematic study of designing, developing, and evaluating
instructional software programs, processes and products that must meet the criteria of internal consistency
and effectiveness.

Two case studies were used in the evaluation of CEM that include descriptions of the actual design and
development process by novice designers in the creation of a particular product. The main data collection
methods used were surveys, in the form of written questionnaires, and interviews. An instructional software
design (ISD) module was offered as part of the final year programme for students at the university in 1996 and
1997. There were twenty-five students in 1996 and thirty-one in 1997. In addition to these students, there
were also twenty students who were not taking the module, but who used CEM as the methodology for their
courseware design method for their final year projects. As part of the instructional software design (ISD)

module, students were required to develop a substantial piece of courseware to be evaluated by target
learners. These students were taught several courseware methodologies. All but one, who chose Gagne' s
methodology, chose CEM to develop their courseware products. None of these students had any previous
experience in courseware production. Among the cohorts of students, approximately half were female. Their
backgrounds, experience and cultures varied widely including Chinese, Indians, Greeks, French and English.
Students were allowed to chose their own authoring tools from Authorware, Macromedia Director, Visual
Basic, HyperCard, HTML, Java and C programming. Evaluation of the methodology by questionnaires and
interviews revealed that all students found CEM very useful and they were able to follow the guidelines in
helping them develop their respective subject matter, different types of learning and tools chosen. A full
report of the evaluation is available from the author. The courseware produced included subjects such as
biology, mathematics, history, geography, networking, programming languages, cookery, chemistry, physics,
etc.

3 Conclusions
CEM differs from traditional courseware in many ways. It incorporates carefully selected state-of-the-art
techniques from software engineering including object-orientation and use cases. It also provides guidelines
and methods for hypermedia and interface development. The various techniques and methods are integrated
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from various required disciplines within a framework of inter-related models. The modular approach enable
designers to focus on particular aspects of the development process one at a time. Within the methodology
there are many specific advances including the development of courseware learning objectives, the use of
conceptualisation for needs analysis, separation of domain from instructional strategies, the modelling of
hypermedia courseware applications, support of reuse through design patterns and interface modelling.
Evaluation of CEM by novice designers has demonstrated its value.
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is one of the most popular services on Internet. Fast message
transportation, good GUI designs and enhanced localization apabilities in
end-user environments are the key factors. However, there still exist some
addressing problems for many users since it is based primarily on the ASCII
character set. For those who do not know English well, ASCII set is hard to
E-mail

memorize and is prone to making errors. As more users joining the Internet, this

kind of problems should not be ignored. Especially, these become major
problems for students and teachers in primary/secondary schools. Currently,
many approaches are proposed to support the Chinese and/or multilingual DNS
name resolution. However, according to our study, most are designed to support
URL addressing with Chinese characters in between. Few if any works on the
e-mail addressing issue. This paper presents a description of our experimental
system, which supports localized Chinese e-mail address mapping by using the
LDAP directory service. In the future, if there is any standardized multilingual
addressing scheme available, it could be incorporated into our system. The same
user interface could still be used. With minor modifications, the same approach
should be easily adapted for utilization in other language system.
Keywords: Chinese, LDAP, URL, web-mail

1 Introduction
E-mail is one of the most popular services on Internet. Fast message transportation, good GUI designs and
enhanced localization capabilities in end-user environments are the primary keys. Most people would like to
communicate with each other via their native language(s) if possible. By the efforts of computer scientists,
most of us could write and read e-mail contents in local language today. However, as to the addressing part,
that is another story. There still exist some addressing problems in internetworking for many users because
they are based on the 7-bit ASCII character set. For those who do not know English well, ASCII character
set is hard to memorize and is prone to making errors. With more users joining the Internet, this kind of
addressing problems should not be ignored.
Up till now, there is no multilingual addressing standard, no multilingual registry in gTLD [11], ccTLD on
the DNS[7] naming infrastructure. Currently, RFC 1035[7] is the main implementation obstacle. It limits the
valid domain name character set to be a subset of the ASCII character set. Furthermore, while using in DNS,
all the capital letters and their corresponding little characters are treated as the same by historical reason.
These make the non -ASCII addressing still not possible in general.

There are many proposed approaches [10][13][17] to support the Chinese and/or multilingual DNS name
resolution. To name a few, internetworking scientists in Asia Pacific region (including China, Hongkong,
Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, etc.), RIPE, etc., are undertaking some IDN projects for cbveloping
multilingual addressing environments. However, according to our study, most of the proposed solutions are

mainly designed to support the URL addressing with multilingual characters in between. Few if any
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addresses the e-mail addressing issue.
We had designed and implemented a web-mail system with Chinese addressing capabilities by incorporating
the LDAP directory services [3][4]. Conceptually, we could view an ASCII e-mail address as one of the

attributes of some user' s profile. By storing users' profiles on directory servers, software with
directory-enabled capabilities could be easily used to extract the ASCII e-mail information for further
utilization. In this way, our system provides a workaround solution for the Chinese email addressing
problem indirectly by translating a Chinese name to its corresponding ASCII e-mail address. The same
approach could be easily adapted for utilization in other language system.

1.1 Chinese E-mail addressing
Every e-mail message could be divided into two parts: the header and the body. Now the problem to send
messages with multilingual characters in the body can be dealt with by using MIME [1]. Before sending, the
sender programs encode messages with the MIME standards. The messages are then transported over the
Internet to the destinations. At last, they are decoded with MIME enabled clients. However, as for header
sections, we still do not have a standard solution for non-ASCII addressing. Up to now, almost all mail client
and server software on Internet communicate with the ASCII addressing expression only. Could there be any
systematic approach (or workaround solutions) for supporting non-ASCII e-mail addresses?
To further describe the main ideas, let us check the three (pseudo) e-mail expressions shown below:
jsc.cis84@nctu.edu.tw
>
Jian-Shyong Chen< isc.cis84na

< jsc.cis84a,nctu.edu.tw >

On the first look, they seem different; however, basically they mean the same thing. That is,
jsc.cis84(&,nctu.eu.tw is the true component for email address routing. However, using LDAP addressing
book, the last form with Chinese name could be a good candidate for providing a workaround solution to
support multilingual addressing.

1.2 Web-based Environment
WWW browsers have become standard applications for Internet access today. For those who do not have
their own computers on working places (e.g. students in school environments), there are some obvious
advantages through using browsers to send or receive mails:
No additional software is necessary. All one need is a browser program.
The browser programs (e.g. 1E, Netscape, etc.), being the most popular software, can often reduce the
learning time of users.
Web-mail systems could be easily adapted for supporting roaming access.

1.3 Mail Routing with Directory Service Support
By putting email addresses with forms like the last one shown above onto LDAP directory servers and
through the translation of directory-enabled web-mail systems, we could achieve the goal of communicate
with multilingual addressing indirectly. This is promising for many people.
Let us describe the working paradigm shown in Figurel. The mail routing is performed as below.
v), together with additional
The user types the Chinese name of the recipient (for example, "
information (e.g. school name, city name, etc.), through the client mail interface.

The client then consults the LDAP server to see if there is any one matching the search condition. If
yes, all the matched people' s information will be returned to the client, and the user can choose the one
wanted. After that, the LDAP Server will return the related ASCII e-mail address of the recipient
Using the returned ASCII e-mail address, the client sends the message to the destination SMTP server.
In principal, there is no need to alter the original mail server routing. It works as before on one condition.
That is, if there are distributed LDAP servers on the related sites, with chaining and referral capabilities
enabled.
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Figure 1. Mail routing with directory server support

2 Related Work
There are several proposed approaches to solve the Chinese URL addressing problem. Three of them will be
described briefly in Sec.2.1, Sec.2.2, and Sec.2.3. Interested users are encouraged to visit the related web
sites for more details. In Sec.2.4, we will describe the main practical problems of these systems.

2.1 mDNS [13]
The mDNS project is under joint development by researchers in TWNIC, Academia Sinica, and National

Central University, Taiwan. The goal is to develop an internationalized DNS system to help the
"non-English" DNS architecture to become standardized. mDNS would not effect the existing gTLD or
ccTLD. Although the proposed experimental architecture can accept Chinese (BIG5) URL, it is not full
Chinese URL. It is necessary to modify the source code of the ".tw" root server; however, it is not necessary
to modify the existing client software.

Example URL of the mDNS project
IlltP://i±141105MWPAcr1,11,Mili.tw

ccTLD
ccSLD
ccTLD
ccSLD

country code Top Level Domain
country code Secondary Level Domain

Figure 2. The experimental architecture of the ccTLD ".tw"

2.2 iDNS 117]
The iDNS project is mainly under development by Singapore researchers. As shown in Figure 3, the key
component of iDNS is the domain name proxy server, which translates the i 1 8n (internationalization)
domain name to the format of UTF-5 and transmits the translated format to the real DNS server. When the
iDNS system receives the ASCII domain name, it will consult the old existing DNS system. However, if it
receives the non -ASCII domain name, it will be routed to the i 1 8n branch system.

Figure 3 iDNS domain name proxy server
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2.3 cDNS[10]
The cDNS project, run by researchers in CNNIC, is developing similar scheme. The main idea of cDNS is
the proposed DNS forest architecture instead of the traditional rooted DNS tree structure. Interested users
are supposed to refer to the web site of CNNIC for further details.

Figure 4 The cDNS architecture.

2.4 Practical Application Problems
Although it looks promising in the first place; however, up to now most of the proxy/caching and mail
servers (ex. Squid and sendmail) cannot accept non-ASCII addressing. As mentioned in the introduction
section, RFC 1035 is the current implementation obstacle, which breaks all the paradigms. It' s nearly
impossible to keep compatibility with the current system without modifying the source code of these servers,
recompiling and reinstall the systems.

3 Overview of the LDAP Directory Service
It seems that we could not get an immediate multilingual addressing solution without modifying the existing
servers all over the Internet. That is why we think that the LDAP enabled web-mail system might be a good
workaround solution to try. Before further on, let us make some introduction on LDAP.

3.1 Why LDAP?
Historically, X.500 [3][4] is based on the ISO stack. It is just too complex and hard to implement in the real
environments. LDAP [3][4][8][9] is the protocol initially designed as one front end of X.500. Since LDAP
can be easily implemented and can be used to exchange information between LDAP servers, standalone
LDAP directory server becomes popular gradually. As shown in Figure 5, Desktop PC can access the data of
LDAP/X.500 directory server by LDAP protocol.

Figure 5 LDAP system architecture.
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3.2 How Does LDAP Work?
LDAP stores the information hierarchically, where data is stored as key-value pair. [4][6] Each key will be
mapped to one or many values. For example, cn (common name) will be used to store user name, mail will
be used to store user's email address, etc [2] [4]. Every node in the tree architecture of the LDAP directory

will be viewed as an object, which has one or many objectclass attributes to identify the node. The
objectclass definition of the system is that it should have what kind of attributes and it is allowed to have
what kind of attributes. We also can extend the original objectclass by adding the attributes we want. Every
node in the tree will be identified by DN (Distinguished Name) attribute [4] [6]. The hierarchical relationship
of the tree can be divided by locality or corresponding categorization. For example, the directory tree could
be constructed according to the domain name. From the top level, c=tw (country code), o=edu (organization),
ou=NCTU (organization unit) to ou =CIS (organization unit), the information in an example leaf node is a

student named jacky, studying in the Dept. of Computer and Information Science. Through the tree
architecture, LDAP clients can perform search, delete, modify operations and any site manager can add ACL

(Access Control List) mechanism to control the access. [3][4] For more details, interested users are
encouraged to read the related LDAP documents listed in the reference sections. [3][4][6][15]

Figure 6. EIMP System architecture

4 Our System Design
We built up an EIMP (Enhance IMP; based on the IMP[12] project) system on a Linux platform [14][15].
The main system components are Apache+PHP(WWW), IMAP+Sendmail(Mail), OpenLDAP(LDAP), etc.
We enhance the web-mail system by integrating the LDAP directory service and adding the Chinese naming
capabilities. As shown in Figure 6, users can connect the logon server through www browsers and types
his/her user name (Chinese or ASCII) and password. After passing the authentication, the LDAP server will
return the user's IMAP[14] server location to the logon server. Then it will connect the related IMAP server
to retrieve the user' s mail(s). On the other hands, users can send mails through the SMTP server and store
their address book information in the database server. Thus, for users wishing to send mail to his friends,
even if they do not remember the exact email address, they can still find the email addresses by the help of
LDAP servers, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. LDAP search screenshot

5 Problems and Discussions
As we know that, although it looks promising; however, up to now most of the proxy and mail servers (e.g.

Squid and Sendmail, etc.) cannot accept non-ASCII addressing. Hence, it' s nearly impossible to keep
compatibility with the current system without modifying the source code of these servers, recompiling and
reinstall the systems.
Non-ASCII communication issues are new hot topics in many research applications. While this is true in the
DNS system, similar situation appears on the LDAP protocol suites. As more directory servers have been set
up, there are more chances for directory servers to share and exchange their information through chaining or
referral [3][4][5]. LDAPv3 addresses the issue by using the UTF-8 [16] encoding, while LDAPv2 use T.61,

which lacks the capabilities to handle 8-bit data. Hence, in building distributed Directory server groups,
software packages with LDAPv3 ready should be the proper choices.

We choose the IMAP (and not POP3) protocol for serving our mail access since IMAP servers support both
the offline and the online modes. Currently, most sites use POP3 as the access protocol since it is simple and

usually gives low impact to the system performance. However, as the POP3 protocol operates only in
off -line mode, it could not meet the new trend for supporting the e-mail roaming access.

6 Conclusions
E-mail is one of the most used Internet applications today. However, non-ASCII addressing system is still a

research issue. Most of the proxy and mail servers (e.g. Squid and Sendmail, etc.) still cannot accept
non-ASCII addressing. Internetworking scientists from members at APNIC, RIPE, etc. are undertaking some
piloting projects for producing multilingual internetworking standards. However, no one knows when the
solutions will be ready. This is not good for primary/secondary school education on most parts of the world.

In this paper, we describe our approach for the Chinese e-mail addressing and authentication problems. We
have designed and implemented a web-mail system with Chinese addressing capabilities by incorporating
the LDAP directory services. Conceptually, we could view an e-mail address as one of the attributes of some
user' s profile. By storing users' profiles on directory servers, software with directory-enabled capabilities
could be easily used to extract the ASCII Bmail information for further utilization. In this way, our system
provides a workaround solution for the Chinese e-mail address problem by translating a Chinese name to its
corresponding ASCII e-mail address. This should be promising for many people. For example, using such
LDAP-enabled web-mail system, primary/secondary school education could benefit a lot since most of the
communication activities could be done in their local native language.
In the future, if there is any standardized multilingual addressing scheme available, it could be incorporated
into our system. The same user interface could still be used as well. Furthermore, with minor modifications,
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the same approach should be easily adapted for utilization in other language system.
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The need of studying training measures to help European Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) to avail themselves of new information communication
technology is generally acknowledged. To be effective, however, these measures

must be based on sound knowledge of the context in which they are to be
implemented. This type of approach is particularly important for SMEs located

in areas experiencing serious industrial decline, where the development of
exchanges and co-operation is vital for opening up new opportunities.
Accordingly, we carried out a survey to gauge companies' attitudes towards
teleconferencing tools so that methodologies could be devised to exploit the
potential for growth within SMEs. The survey was based on a series of
interviews conducted from late 1998 to early 1999 with organisations reflecting
the socio-economic make up of the economy of Liguria, a region in north-west
Italy. The results of the survey, that are discussed in this paper, formed the basis
for the design of training schemes about teleconferencing tools and applications
devoted to SMEs. The activity is framed into the project called Teleconferencing,
part of the European Community's ADAPT II initiative.
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1 Introduction
Current socio-economic trends and the shift towards a global market are highlighting the need for companies
to keep abreast of the new opportunities offered by Information and Communication Technologies (ICT),

whose development has itself been a major factor in market globalisation. Doing so also means gaining
awareness of the economic, organisational and company policy issues involved.

In this context, the mastery of teleconferencing tools assumes particular importance. By giving impulse to
distance interaction, these tools increase companies' opportunities to control a share of distant markets and
to draw on resources spread over a wide area. This is borne out by numerous theoretical and applied studies
that analyse the effects of tele-collaboration on the development of new communication patterns and their
influence on company organisation [2].
Let's take a look at some of these. [1] examines the pros and cons of desktop videoconferencing from the

technological, economic, operational, psychological, and managerial viewpoints, as seen by both the
company and the end user. Wiesenfeld, Raghuram & Garud [15] analyse the characteristics of
communication means and the impact these have on the way remotely located employees identify with the
company's central offices. Kraut, Steinfield, Chan, Butler & Hoag [II] examine how the use of computer
networks influences inter-company collaboration (such as that created in a European project) and how the
use of those networks for co-ordination alters production output.

Jarvenpaa and Leidner [8] examine problems linked to creating and maintaining a climate of confidence
whenever communication is largely conducted via ICT, while Anderson and Kanula [3] study a virtual
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forum attended by people engaged in lifelong learning, focusing on participation levels and attendees'
perception of the forum's effectiveness and value. Email as a tool for supporting company policy is the
theme explored by Romm and Pliskin [12], who draw on a set of case studies.

Rosen [13] provides numerous case studies on the use of videoconferencing in large corporations in an effort
to stimulate discussion on the integration of collaboration and communication. This is done by analysing the
competitive edge that those companies gained and the changes brought about in their way of doing business.

For their part, Schreiber and Berge [14] analyse the advantages and opportunities that teleconferencing
systems offer to distance in-service training, reporting a number of cases where the goals pursued arise from
a clear company need. Teleconferencing as a tool for lifelong learning is the topic focused on by Kaye [10],
who examines in particular the possibilities that this instrument offers for learning in an informal context.
Economic issues involved in the use of videoconferencing systems within the education sector is the area
investigated by Jacobs and Rogers [7], who provide a detailed analysis of the cost/benefit ratio in a case of
trans-European ISDN-based distance learning.

The above-mentioned studies generally refer to large, technologically-advanced corporations with
considerable financial resources. However, in today's global market, it is also vital for Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) to harness ICT in order to maintain market share. The problem they often face is that
they cannot afford the investment needed to cope with increased competition and to get a foothold in new
markets. Distance interaction technology offers SMEs useful support in tackling this problem. On the one
hand, it fosters collaboration between companies which operate in complementary sectors but are located at
a distance from each other. On the other, it permits SMEs to offer their services to large companies both as

suppliers and as mediators in local markets they know well. It is widely recognised that if SMEs are to
harness the potential this technology offers, they not only require suitable and affordable infrastructure but
also need training and technology transfer schemes to help them acquire the necessary competence and
know-how ([6], http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg12/publ/globalisation.html).

These kinds of considerations form the basis of the numerous initiatives launched by the European Union

and aimed to devise efficient training and orientation measures suitable to help SMEs to cope with
innovation in communication.

To be effective, however, these measures must be based on sound knowledge of the context in which they
are to be implemented. In this way, they can take account of the company's effective needs, economic
situation, skills base, technological potential and cultural heritage. This type of approach is particularly
important for SMEs located in areas experiencing serious industrial decline, where the development of
exchanges and co-operation is vital for opening up new opportunities. For mainly economic reasons, these
companies have little chance to develop competencies and to benefit from distance collaboration.
This is the background our work is set against. In particular, we carried out a survey to gauge companies'
attitudes towards teleconferencing tools so that methodologies could be devised to exploit the potential for
growth within SMEs. The survey was based on a series of interviews conducted from late 1998 to early 1999
with organisations reflecting the socio-economic make up of the economy of Liguria, a region in north-west
Italy.

The activity is framed into the project called Teleconferencing, part of the European Community's ADAPT
II

initiative. The purpose of the project is to study the potential of network technology, especially

teleconferencing tools, in response to the need for intra-company and cross-company collaboration. The
project is run by IMA-CNR, who drew up the project guidelines in partnership with eight companies
representing a cross-section of the local economy in Liguria.

We shall report here the findings of the survey, focusing in particular on cultural problems hindering the
spread of teleconferencing in companies. In addition, we shall propose orientation and training
methodologies that help overcome these barriers.

Henceforth, we shall use the term teleconferencing to refer to interpersonal communication systems based
on the written word (e-mail, chatting, etc) or on sound and images (videoconferencing).
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2 The Survey
2.1 Background
Liguria has been seriously hit by the general decline in industry; the reduction in heavy industry in particular
has wrought serious consequences, including high unemployment, demographic decline and ageing of the
population. The socio-economic transformation underway calls for considerable flexibility, the capacity to
exploit innovation and the fostering of exchanges and co-operation in order to open up new opportunities.
Thus the region of Liguria represents a good test-bed for studying opportunities and problems regarding the
use of teleconferencing technology within companies.

Our survey involved a series of interviews conducted from late 1998 to early 1999 with 41 companies in
Liguria that varied in size, both in terms of turnover and staff numbers (see Table 1). Of the total, 20% are
from the public sector and 80% from the private sector, and they are spread throughout the four provinces of
the region (32% Genoa, 32% La Spezia, 20% Imperia and 17% Savona).

Revenue 1997
(Millions of EURO)
To 2.5
2.5 to 50
Over 50

Percentage
37%
49%
15%

Staff members
To 10
10 to 100
Over 100

Percentage
17%
63%
20%

Table 1. Breakdown of the organisations interviewed according to turnover and staff numbers

2.2 Methodology
The survey was carried out through interviews based on a questionnaire. Staff members from companies
involved in the project were consulted during the drafting of this questionnaire to ensure that the language
used and the approach to problems adopted matched their way of thinking as closely as possible. The
companies themselves carried out preliminary evaluation of the questionnaire.

2.3 The Questionnaire
The questionnaire is divided into four sections.

The first section is designed to identify the type of company in terms*of economic structure (public or
private, size, field of activity) and its organisation, with special attention to teamwork. In this way it is
possible to investigate the relationship between these parameters and the attitude manifested towards
teleconferencing tools.

The second section looks at the organisation's level of technological advancement and its attitude towards
communication tools. The purpose here is to understand whether and how networking can modify the kind
of relationships established within the organisation.

The aim of the third section is to analyse the type and quality of computer tools devoted to information
exchange. Investigation centres on the use made of the Internet and on the organisation's attitude towards the
Web, with an eye to determining whether the staff is familiar with this tool, the needs the Web may fulfil and
possible training requirements (depending on the type of information usually exchanged).

The fourth section focuses on teleconferencing, assessing the degree of knowledge about tools of this kind
and determining whether and when the organisation considers teleconferencing useful for its purposes. The

point of this section is to study the types of support (methodological, technical, training, orientation,
infrastructure, etc) that the organisation may need in order to use teleconferencing effectively.

3 Results
3.1 Type of organisation and group work
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Type of organisation. The public-sector organisations interviewed were from the fields of public
administration, public services, the health service and state-run industry.
The breakdown of private companies was as follows:
industry (14%) steel, photographic chemicals, electronic engineering, parts machining, plant building,
construction, olive oil production, floriculture;
companies involved in port-based activities (17%) port authority, shipbuilding, container terminals,
transport, brokerage;

service and commercial companies (49%)

gas and water distribution, medical services, company

support services, research and training, tourism, logistics, storage, consultancy, wholesaling and retailing.
Sectors like port activities, olive oil production, floriculture and tourism are of vital importance to the
Ligurian economy.

Teamwork. All of the companies interviewed engage in teamwork, and most (82%) do so on a regular basis.;
there are no notable differences here between the different types of companies. Teamwork mainly concerns
organisation (90%), document and information sharing (63%) and brainstorming (63%). Other significant
areas are internal documentation (61%), followed by external relations (59%) and internal messaging, while
internal surveys play only a minor role (29%).

Interestingly, given that in nearly half the cases (46%) teamwork involves most of the staff, tools that make
collaborative activities more efficient would be extremely valuable for the organisation. Hence it is worth
studying the possibility of teleconferencing, at least for some specific situations such as electronic bulletin

boards advising recipients about 'technical' events. These may include notification of a circular being
received or a service being temporarily suspended. Another instance may be an in-house electronic bulletin
briefing all the staff on the main events concerning the organisation. The application of teleconferencing to
these situations does not curb interpersonal relationships and has the advantage (even in small companies

with a staff of 10 to15) of reducing time wasting, the risk of misinformation and subsequent
misunderstandings [II

3.2 Office Automation
Level of office automation. Computers, in-house networks for management purposes and Internet
connections are found in most of the organisations (see Table 1).
Used

To be introduce.

Not to be introduced

Mainframe

63%

5%

12%

Terminals

66%

0%

15%

Personal computers

100%

0%

0%

LAN

63%

5%

15%

Intranet

15%

22%

22%

Internet connection

85%

12%

2%

Table 1: Computer tools used in organisations

However, while PCs are used by the majority of staff members (either for individual work or management
applications), the Internet is still only used by a minority (see Table 2).

We can therefore state that while computers have by now permeated corporate life, the same is not true of
communication and information sharing tools, although awareness of their potential does exist.

More than half

PC for individu Terminals o PC for database
management
work
37%
34%

LAN or Intranet for shared
applications
23%

External
connection/Internet
9%

About half

13%

14%

15%

9%

Less than half

53%

49%

62%

82%

Table 2: Number of users by type of tool and kind of use

Use of networking. Networks are widely employed for exchanges between headquarters and branches (14
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positive answers, two planning introduction in the short term). They are used mainly for handling
administrative/accounting matters and sales orders, for organising production, as well as for structuring and
maintaining the network itself.

Far less significant is the level of network use by travelling salesmen (two cases, for transmitting sales and
exchanging messages), although the trend is growing (six planning to introduce it for this purpose).
Tele-working from home is equally uncommon, with only two of the organisations surveyed adopting it, and
five cases where there has been talk of introducing it. In both of the affirmative cases, tele-working is used
for remote network maintenance, and only one of the two companies conducts other activities in this way.

In our view, the answers indicate that network connection is seen as an advantage when it is capable of
improving work efficiency without changing work organisation or modifying internal relationships. By
contrast, when the introduction of new technology requires methodological innovation or the development
of new types of interpersonal relationships, its appeal is not so strong. One fact supports this consideration:
although many of the organisations hire external consultants (68% have at least one consultant, 46% more
than one), only one currently uses tele-working for this purpose and three are considering it. Clearly,
technological innovation demands a change in attitude and therefore requires gradual phasing in, together
with training that makes people aware of the impact of new communication tools rather than just illustrating
their technical features.

3.3 Networking and communication with the outside world
Typology of dedicated connections and connections to the Internet. Those interviewed appeared to be
greatly perplexed by this set of questions, apart from a handful of cases where the interviewee was the head
of EDP. To our way of thinking, this shows that the spread of the network has not been matched by a general
grasp of network-related concepts. Consequently, training and orientation dedicated to network concepts and
opportunities are called for, so that companies understand the kind of network services that might meet their
needs.

Companies and the Web. The Web is used somewhat more for gathering information (86%) than for
spreading it and for presenting the company on the market (80%). Nonetheless, the response to the question
regarding the potential benefits of using the Web shows that companies recognise that the Web is a medium
for addressing a wider market (49%) and improving their public image (37%).

In our view, the reason for this lies in cultural and economic factors. Coverage of the Web in the press and
electronic media till recently mainly focused on the possibility to acquire information rather than provide it.
What's more, while acquiring information is relatively straightforward, providing it entails more complex

know-how. Company presentation in the Web's hypermedia format is culturally different from more
conventional forms, thus requiring great investment in terms of conception, design and implementation.
Finally, the investment and maintenance entailed in information acquisition is fairly low in cost, being
limited to getting Web access and covering communication costs. By contrast, information providing, is quite
costly both in terms of site construction and maintenance.

In order to help companies use the Web as a tool for market presentation, it may well be worthwhile
providing implementation methodologies that are in line with company goals. To make information hunting
more efficient, it would be useful to give tips about the most interesting commercial sites and advice on
search methods.

Advantages, disadvantages, information to include on the site. The main advantages that companies see in
the Web are the possibilities for market expansion (49%), for improving public image (37%) and, obviously,
for low-cost access to information (49%) (see Figure 1). This response shows that companies now view the
Web as a standard means for widespread distribution of information, and the sort of information they
envisage providing at their sites matches this vision.
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WWW Weakness points (on total)

WNW Advantages (on total)

To amass soncos

Other

To sea senicesi3roicts

Few commies sand data
via VVVVW

To assist castanets
To transniVrooenre orders

VVvWV is net souse

To connuicate

Information given is not
intetosting

To amass irialral011
WWVV aka are costly to

rrisintail

To oar/ out instiel.resersch
1

Infamation put in a VVVVW

To Wow pctential minims

site is prbib

Ovum the erten:vise knew

The use of VvWW is difkilt

to anent

To know co:mummy

The access to infennabon

To iinvese the market

is dfficult to menage
1

0%

5%

10%

1

1

1

19% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Figure 2 - Disadvantages of the Web

Figure 1 - Advantages of the We

There is far less interest in using the Web for commercial purposes such as placing orders (24%), acquiring
information about competitors (15%), product sales and services (12%), or customer support services (22%).
This lack of confidence is confirmed by the answers regarding the Web's perceived weak points: lack of
security (27%), competitors' access to information (32%), and unwillingness to transmit data over the Web
(29%) (see Figure 2).
In our view, a further hurdle to commercial use of the Web is the lack of control over how the user accesses a
site (29%). Technological mediation makes it particularly difficult to discern client needs and provide the
right response. This, together with the fact that many of the companies interviewed see the Web as a means
of serving clients and providing information on products, highlights the economic importance of building
web sites that can also offer customer-care services.

An interesting perspective on this problem comes from research into adaptivity concepts, which seeks to
construct Web sites that dynamically select the information to be displayed according to the user's behaviour
during site navigation [4, 5]. We believe it would be useful to draw companies' attention to these studies, as
application of such techniques might give their web sites a crucial edge in marketing and business.

To our way of thinking, there are many factors that contribute to the Web's image as an unreliable
commercial tool, most notably: the lack of thoroughly tested sales methodologies; the need to invest both in
technology and in the study of new models of sales organisation; the uncertainty of results; the market's
suspicious attitude.

A further obstacle to widespread Web use within companies is the impossibility of controlling the use the
staff makes of it (44%). This is a major hindrance to the spread of network-based distance communication.
The problem is a realistic one, even if psychological restraints exist that allow general use of the Web under
acceptable conditions.

3.4 Teleconferencing and interpersonal communication
Analysis of the answers reveals that while e-mail is widely employed, other teleconferencing systems are not
so common; what's more, there is little interest in evaluating their adoption in the future and even a certain
degree of reluctance to examine the possibility at all (see Table 3).

What lies behind this situation is poor knowledge of teleconferencing tools, as demonstrated by the small
number of responses about related benefits and drawbacks. This is understandable, given that networks have
only recently reached Liguria's small and medium-size enterprises [9].
To be introduced Not to be introduc No answer

Used

29%

7%

20%

44%

85%

12%

2%

0%

Computer conferencing

7%

15%

49%

29%

Desk-top video-conferencing

5%

10%

51%

34%

Chat

2%

2%

56%

39%

Video-conference

E-mail

Table 3

Attitude towards teleconference systems
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Let's take a closer look at the answers about e-mail's benefits and drawbacks and compare them with those
regarding other teleconferencing tools. It must be noted, however, that the comparison can only be
qualitative because the number of responses varies depending on the tool in question.
E-mail is considered advantageous in terms of communication potential, lower communication costs, image
and innovation. It is relatively straightforward for the staff to use, relies on fairly simple technology and is
regarded as highly beneficial. It meets companies' basic need to communicate swiftly in writing, and calls
for innovation only in the tool to be used for the task, not the underlying methodology. The technology
required is simple and relatively cheap, and what's more in many cases it has already been tested by the
company's decision-makers on a personal basis.
In addition, it must be noted that the introduction of e-mail within a company is in itself capable of enlarging
the company's market both for reasons of prestige (as the answers reveal) and because e-mail is becoming a
standard form of communication parallel to telephone and fax.

Conversely, other types of teleconferencing systems, and particularly those that involve computers, are look
upon with suspicion; people are clearly concerned that the perceived drawbacks (complex technology, lack
of know-how among the staff, and modest gains) may outweigh the advantages. In our opinion, the reason
for this kind of response lies in technological and socio-economic factors.

In technological terms, it cannot be denied that these systems are fairly intricate, apart from chat-oriented
ones. This is particularly true for those who are relative newcomers to computer-mediated communication.
Employing these systems efficiently presupposes technical know-how within the company and well-trained
staff.

From a socio-economic viewpoint, these tools contribute to modify work organisation and methodology,
thus entailing a transformation in social relationships. For these systems to be fully exploited, considerable
innovation effort is required: the organisation must have the need and the ability to carry through change, as
well as the capacity to develop methodological skills. In addition, costs are incurred that cannot be offset
either by greater prestige or by access to widely used forms of communication.

It must be added that advanced teleconferencing systems have not yet gained a high profile in popular
culture; they have received far less media attention than e-mail and the Web, as their usership remains fairly
small.

Despite all this, companies acknowledge that computer-based teleconferencing tools might offer valuable

assistance in certain corporate areas (see Figure 3). Furthermore, the boom of outsourcing and the
introduction of tele-working will probably have an impact on the development of computer-driven
teleconferencing tools. These forms of collaboration have brought various problems to the fore: that of
identifying oneself within the organisation, of conveying one's ideas to the interlocutor without
misunderstandings, of conducting effective discussion about a written document, a graph, etc.

Considering these factors, we believe that orientation and training programmes are vital in order to help
companies understand the potential of these tools, both in operational as well as theoretical terms.
Support given by computer conference (on total)

Customers and supplier.

relational*.

Collaboration with parinar
enterprises

Production organisation
I

I

Financing and administration
I

I

Planning

I

7-7 7 / /

0%

Figure 3

5%

10%

t5%

20%

7

25%

r7

30%

35%

Support given by computer conference
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4 Conclusions
The survey shows that the spread of the network among Liguria's small and medium-sized enterprises has
not been matched by a general grasp of network-related concepts. Consequently, training and orientation
dedicated to network concepts and opportunities are called for, so that companies understand the kind of
network services that might meet their needs.

Moreover, the survey reveals that these enterprises are aware of the potential of networking tools in
expanding information sharing and communication possibilities. This awareness, however, is restricted to
forms of use that do not modify work organisation and interpersonal relationships; one reason for this is that
companies do not yet have the firm grasp of network concepts required to envisage applications in less
immediate contexts. In fact, there is no perception at all of such applications because this would require
awareness of the tools, an understanding of the actual possibility of achieving greater productivity, changes
in organisational structure and internal relationships, and an investment in technology and know-how.
As these results reveal, there is a clear need to develop orientation and training projects addressed to SMEs.
These should provide:
Network concepts and opportunities, so that companies understand the kind of network services that might
1.
meet their needs. In particular, enterprises should be helped to learn the following:
1.1. Basic notions about network technology;
1.2. Infrastructure and public services;
1.3. Distance communication methods and techniques;
1.4. Methods of sharing documents and applications.
2.

General skills in teleconferencing tools as well as methodological and content-based knowledge of
potential advantages in relation to specific needs. In particular, enterprises should receive training so that
they are able to do the following:
2.1. Explore typical working tasks and decide what type of teleconferencing tools, if any, can increase the
quality of the job;
2.2. Investigate if and how the use of teleconferencing tools can favour the introduction of organisation
methods not adopted in the enterprises, but able to improve competitiveness;
2.3. Critically analyse a communication technology to define how useful it can be in a specific work
situation;
2.4. Recognise specific tools as particular examples of communication models;

2.5. Abstract the communication features of a software tool so as to be capable of comparing one tool
with another of the same class without difficulties.
3.

Awareness of the psychological and cognitive issues entailed in communication and collaboration through
the computer. Specifically, enterprises should gain practical awareness that:
3.1. Computer-mediated communication differs from direct communication, and calls for adjustment in
the ways one interacts with others;

3.2. All those involved in an activity requiring computer-mediated communication, especially those
without a technological background, must be able to call on technical support. In this way they will
be encouraged, psychologically as well as practically, to use the new tool;
3.3. If an experiment in the use of distance interaction methods is to be successful, there first needs to be
a well-established atmosphere of reciprocal trust between the participants;
3.4. People must be aware of both the opportunities and technical limitations of the tools used;

3.5. To encourage the use of these systems, the work needs to be organised in such a way that each
person gets a turn at assuming responsibility for some task or other;
3.6. The system must be made indispensable for getting access to information and joining in discussion.

It is no easy task to create training schemes, including experimental ones, that meet these conditions. There
are a number of reasons for this. From the educational viewpoint, an approach to training is called for that
combines conventional training with a situated approach to the learning of teleconferencing opportunities

and problems. When it comes to choosing the topic on which the training initiative is to be based, it is
necessary to ensure that it is one of common interest to all the companies involved. Then there is the matter
of the required expertise, calling for the involvement of various actors: training experts, to select the best
methodology for tailoring the programme to the context; company representatives, to spell out production

and organisational requirements; experts in the subject area; and experts in the specific technology. In
economic terms, a balance must be struck between the need to provide up-to-date technology and the
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necessity for companies to contain costs.

European projects like Teleconferencing that are designed to help enterprises cope with innovation provide
strong impulse in this direction. They create the conditions under which pilot projects of the kind described
above can be introduced, provide tools for evaluating their effectiveness, and form the cultural background
needed to built advanced technology training systems that meet the needs of enterprises.
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This paper seeks to discuss possible approaches through which semiotics and
rhetoric can be applied to the World Wide Web seen as a multimedia; or, in other
words, possible approaches through which Web-sites and Web-pages can be
studied and designed from a semiotic point of view-The aim of the paper is thus
to outline a coherent theoretical, methodological and analytical framework for
the study and design of Web-documents based on semiotics and rhetoric. This
paper has analytical, theoretical, methodological, as well as practical
implications. It is of interest in relation to the analytical and theoretical

understanding of the new and rapidly growing web medium, and in relation to
methods of examining this phenomenon. The study shows the concepts and
categories from the field of semiotics and rhetoric are highly relevant to the area

of the web and it indicates that the concepts presented here can form the
building blocks for a more general ' Semiotics of Cyberspace' . The observations
from this study may also have an effect on conventional theory formation and

understanding within semiotics, rhetoric, and communication research and
media studies. However, it also has implications for the construction and design
aspects since the design of Web-documents and Web-sites must be based on
actual knowledge of the conditions and possibilities for communication and the
construction of signs, codes and meaning in the new medium.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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This paper reports the present scenario of using computer and traditional
instructional media for primary class teaching in HKSAR. 323 primary teachers
who have attended staff development seminars and refresher training workshops
in the use of IT in education were invited to provide information for the study. The

teaching time in a week and the teaching modes with 16 instructional media
including computer technologies were examined. Results showed that textbook,
blackboard and printed text materials remain the dominant instructional media in
current practice of teaching in primary schools. The use of computer technology
is rare despite the expectation that computer and computer-related technologies
will make learning more effective and efficient and even to replace the traditional
"educational technologies". The findings also indicated that technologies were
used mostly as information delivery tools. Teaching strategies were limited to
mass teaching and teacher-centered presentation. This phenomenon may have
relationship with the ineffective training in the use of IT as indicated in many

researches though courses in this area have been included in most teacher
education programmes around the world. The last section of this paper will
discuss on the contents of IT courses and to suggest a teaching model of using IT
in education for pre-service teachers education programmes.

Keywords: Methodologies, Teaching and Learning Process, Instructional
Design

1 Introduction
The Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) government has already launched a five-year
strategic plan of promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education aiming at enabling our
students to be competitive and technological competent in the international arena since 1998 [1]. A total of
about three billion dollars in capital cost and five hundred million dollars in annual recurrent cost will be used.
Computer and computer related technologies were expected to make teaching and learning more effective and
efficient when it entered the classroom in 1980s [2]. Many teacher education programmes around the world
have already started incorporating computer courses as basic requirement for teacher certification. In HKSAR,

the previous colleges of education 1 have also started to include computers in education and computer
applications courses in the Educational Technology subject which is compulsory to all the pre-service teachers
in late 1980s. However, despite the provision of this training in many teacher education programmes, many
researches report that the actual usage of new technologies in teaching was very limited. Teachers are not
prepared to use new technology effectively in the classroom [3] [4]. Abdal-Haqq (1995) [5] even stated that
"...few teachers routinely use computer-based technologies for instructional purposes" (p.1). In U.K., the HMI
also commented that "new teachers make little use of Information Technology in the lessons"[6].
The purpose of this study is to find out the present scenario of the use of instructional technologies in primary

1 The previous colleges of education were amalgamated into the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 1994.
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school teaching. The teaching time and the modes of using computer and traditional technologies are
examined and compared. Such information will act as the base line for future investigation on the changes in
teaching modes, strategies, and the use of new technologies in the 21st century classrooms. The last part of this
paper will discuss on the contents and a teaching model that may be useful for preparing pre-service teachers
to use computer more effectively in their future class teaching.

2 Method
2.1

Participants

The participants in this study were 323 primary teachers who attended staff development seminars and
refresher training workshops in the use of IT in education offered by the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction of the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 1999. 76% of them were female primary teacher. 95%
of them possessed personal computers at home. 56% of them have received computer training in pre-service
teacher education programme. This sample was further divided into three groups according to their teaching
experiences: 27%, under 5 years; 25%, 6-10 years; 48% over 10 years.

2.2 Data Collection
The participants were asked to complete a survey at the beginning of the seminar and workshops. The first part

of the survey was the demographic data of the participants while the second and third part required the
participants to respond to the time spent in a week and the different modes of using 16 instructional media
selected for this study respectively (see Table 1 and 2).

3 Results
3.1 The time of using instructional media in a week
Table 1 shows that board writing remains the most frequently used medium in the classroom. About 75% of
the participants spend more than half of their teaching time with it. The second frequently used medium is
board drawing (about 38%) while the third one is printed medium (about 30%). The table also reveals that 10
items have their using time less than half of the total teaching time in a week (item 6-11 and 13-16). It is also
obvious to see that computer technologies were seldom used in class teaching at this stage. This phenomenon
may be well explained by the un-readiness of computer facilities in most of the primary schools in the period
of this study.

However, the figures revealed in the mean percentage of the use of traditional media in Table 1 show that
about a quarter of the participants did not use any traditional instructional media and about 57% of them taught
with these media less then half of the teaching time in a week. Only 17% of them used them for more than half
of the teaching time in a week. This result shows that "text-book" teaching remains the dominant strategy in
most primary school teaching despite those traditional instructional media have already placed in the schools
as standard equipment.
Types of Media

Never Use
(%)

Less than 1/4 Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than 3/4
time (%)
3/4 time (%)
1/2 time (%)
time (%)

Traditional Media
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Blackboard/Whiteboard
Writing
Blackboard/Whiteboard
Drawing
Realia/Model
Graphics
Printed Material
Photo
Slide
Overhead Transparency
Audio Tape
Video Tape

33.8

41.4

31.5

22.6

15

51.3

33.2

32.4
69.3

32
34
12.8

10.6
9.6
18.4

3

53.1

23.1

4.2

38.7
44.8
42.8

17

1.9

2
11.6
0.3
0.3
1.6

17.4
15.8

3.5

3.5

4.9

1

1.5

2.9

20.4

2.9

28

1.9
3.3

3.6
13.1

71.8
40.8
30.8
35.5
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.

4.5
0.6

11.
12.

Tape-Slide Programme
Learning Package

8.9
49.4

1.6

1

0

13.1

25.6

9

2.9

53.8

32

11.3

1.9

1

82.8

12.7

3.2

1.3

0

86.4

9.1

3.9

0.6

0

94.8
79.45

2.9

1.3

0.7

14.18

4.93

1.13

0.3
0.33

88.5

Computer
13.
14.
15.
16.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics
Computer Presentation
Programme
Computer Assisted
Learning Programme
Internet
Mean Percentage :

Table 1: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week by
Primary Teachers of the Study (N=323)

3.2 The modes of using instructional media
Participants who have used the instructional media were asked to respond to the types of instructional modes
of how these media were used. Table 2 shows that for the first three frequently used media as identified in last
paragraph, they were used mostly for teacher's presentation (82%, item 1 ; 79.2%, item2 and 66.7%, item4).
The average percentages for group learning and individual learning activities for traditional media are 16.6%

and 8.2% while those for computer are 8.6% and 4.5% respectively. These figures show that teacher's
presentation is still the major mode of teaching among primary teachers at the present moment.
Types of Media

Teacher's
Presentation (%)

Group Learning
Activity (%)

Individual Learning
Activity (%)

30.6
23.5
47.4
24.5
4.3

9.5

Traditional Media
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Blackboard/Whiteboard
Writing
Blackboard/Whiteboard
Drawing
Realia/Model
Graphics
Printed Material
Photo
Slide
Overhead Transparency
Audio Tape
Video Tape
Tape-Slide Programme
Learning Package
Mean Percentage :

82

79.2
66.4
66.7
31.5
48
20.5
41.3
36.4
35.5

15

7.6
36.7
9.8
3.7
6.4

10.4

6.1

8

4

11

3.1

1.5

40.7
46.6

32.4

13.5

16.6

8.23

26.3

17.1

9.5

9.2

7.3

3.7

7.3

5.5

3.1

Computer
13.
14.
15.
16.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics
Computer Presentation
Programme
Computer Assisted Learning
Programme
Internet
Mean Percentage :

4

4.6

1.5

11.7

8.63

4.45

Table 2: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Modes Used with Instructional Technologies by Primary
Teachers of the Study (Respondents can select more than one mode)

3.3 Effects of difference in gender and teaching experience on the use of instructional
media
Since the sampling was not randomized, normal distribution of the sample could not be assured. A
non-parametric analysis using the Mann Whitney U test was then used to compare the difference of the
distribution of the responses between female and male primary teachers and the three groups of teachers with
different teaching experiences.
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Types of Media
3.

Realia/Model*

4.

Graphics*

5.

Printed Material*

6.

Photo*

7.

Slide*

11.

Tape-Slide Programme*

13.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics*

14.

Computer Presentation
Programme*

15.

Computer Assisted
Learning Programme*

Gender

Never Use Less than

Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than
3/4 time (%)
3/4 time (%)

(%)

1/4 time (%) 1/2 time (%)

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

1.3
4.1

46.4
67.5

37

11.9

21.6

5.4

1.4

3

48.1

11.7

2.2

4.2

70.4
31.8
34.7
66.8
76.7

35.1
21.1

2.8
20.3

1.4
14.4

12.5

74.8
61.6
90.9
80.8
58.7

19.7
34.2
6.9

Male
Female

3

30.5
44.4

3.4

15.1

5.9

2.8
0.4

5.5
4.3

0

0

0.9

0.4

0

30.6

4.1
1.7
1.4
8.1

0
0
0
1.3

37
89.8

37

21.9

4.1

7.7

2.1

0.4

Male
Female

60.3
91.5

28.8
6.4

6.8

4.1

1.7

0.4

0
0

Male

69.4

18.1

11.1

1.4

0

5.6
11.8
17.8

15.1

0.4
2.7
1.3

0
0

Statistically Significant Difference at a = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U Test

Table 3: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week by
Female and Male Primary Teachers of the Study
Significant differences were found in the distributions of 9 items between female and male teachers. In Table 3,

referring to the "never use" column, it is interesting to see that female teachers used simple and traditional
media (item 3,4,5 and 6) more than male teachers while male teachers used more complicated traditional
media (item 7 and 11) and computer technologies (item 13,14 and 15) in this study. Similar analysis was
conducted among the teachers with different teaching experiences. Only one item was found to be statistically
different between the less experienced and more experienced teachers. Table 4 shows that experienced
teachers used slide more than the less experienced teachers.
Types of Media
7.

Slide*

Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than
Teaching Never Use Less than
3/4 time (%)
3/4 time (%)
1/4 time (%) 1/2 time (%)
Experience (%)
Group A
Group B

82.4

14.1

66

29.1

3.5
4.3

0

0.7

0
0

* Statistically Significant Difference at a = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U Test

Group A: Teaching experience less than 5 years; Group B: Teaching Experience greater than 10 yearS

Table 4: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week
Between Two Groups of Primary Teachers with Different Teaching Experience of the Study

Analysis on the teaching modes of using these instructional media, however, showed that no significant
differences were found between the female and male teachers and also among the three groups of teachers
with different teaching experiences.

4 Discussion
From the above findings, it is obvious that the use of instructional media including computer technologies was
limited. The teaching strategies employed by most primary teachers were still very teacher-centered although
they have already completed instructional technology and related courses in the teacher education programme.
Computer uses were rare even though more than 50 % of the participants have attended computer courses
while receiving their pre-service teacher training and 95% of them possess home computers. It is evident that

future teaching is influenced by the learning experiences that pre-service teachers gained in their tertiary
education [7]. Researches also show that the provision of instructional models for classroom implementations
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of technology is far more important than the training of the "know-how" skills [8]. The instructional strategy
should act as the model and should be student-centred rather than terminology and hardware centred [9].
Task-based or problem based activities are more effective than skill drilling of certain hardware or computer
software by direct demonstration. A course with welldesigned contents and effective teaching model for the
use of IT in education is believed to have positive influence on the actual implementation in school teaching.

4.1 The Contents
We suggest that for an IT in education course to be successful, the following areas should be included. We
believe that such contents allow our pre-service teachers to have more comprehensive mastery of knowledge
and skills of using IT in education and enable them to put theories and practical skills into real practice in
primary school teaching.
Understanding the development, trends, advantages and limitations of using IT in education.
1.
2.

Understanding the roles and contributions of IT and teachers in the communication and learning

3.

process.
Designing and producing instructional materials with IT.

4.

Operating computer hardware and application software while producing and using computerized

5.
6.

instructional materials
Selecting and deriving learning activities with computerized instructional materials and resources
Evaluating the effectiveness of computerized instructional materials and programmes that involves the
use of IT.

4.2 The Teaching model
Figure 1 is a proposed teaching model of using IT in education for teacher preparation programme. This model
is informed by constructivist views of learning in which the learner is the center and the actor of learning.
There are six major components in the model:
The teacher is the one who build this model, creates a constructivist learning environment, acts as the
1.
resource, guide and the facilitator of the learning process and models the actual implementations and
strategies of using IT in an authentic context.
2.
The learner is the master of this model, comes with different background and learning style, interacts
with other components of this model and to construct the knowledge and skills actively.
Resources and support assist the learner to complete his/her task throughout the learning process.
3.
4.
Integration is the experience that the learner gains when applying IT in teaching and learning in an
authentic situation.
Reflection is the introspective thinking allowing the learner to have deeper understanding of the IT
5.
applications and be able to examine related issues critically.
6.
Monitoring strategies provide clear instructions and directions allowing the learner to have a complete
picture of the objectives and significances of the learning, the tasks to be completed and the access to
relevant resources and support.
CD-ROMs

Learner

Cases Studies for Technology
Integration in T/L

Web

Resources
Journal
Writing
C4'

Tutorial
Discussion

Self-learning
Booklets

Modelling:
Mass Teaching;
Independent Learning;

Collaborative Group Project;
Workshop

Problern/fask
Based Activities

Teaching
Practice
Presentation of
Projects

Jagot'33,
Try-out lesson

Portfolio

Figure 1: A teaching model of using IT in education for teacher education
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5 Conclusion
The components of the teaching model guide the development of various strategies, learning activities and
resources that can be found in Figure 1. Evaluation of the effectiveness of this model has been started and the
results will be reported in due course. The findings of the survey in the first part of this study signal the
ineffective use of instructional media both in terms of teaching time and strategies in primary school teaching.
Change is expected if our students are to be really benefited by the five-year strategy of using IT in education.
Teacher education, therefore, places an important role in this aspect.
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This paper presents an extended theory for representing cases in a case-based
physics learning environment. There are two issues with which developers of casebased tutoring systems often contend: one is assessing and retrieving similar cases
from the case library; the second one is delivering the case contents to the students.
Whilst an earlier paper has addressed the former issue, this paper focuses on the
latter by defining a computational mechanism that is used for delivering the case
content. The mechanism is developed by defining a procedural semantics on the case
graph which incorporates the dynamic modelling capability of petri nets. A case is
initially opaque to the student. During case interaction, however, it will be made
transparent gradually by engaging the students with problem-solving activities. The
activities are modelled using the notions of marking places and firing transitions,
where places and transitions represent case variables and operations, respectively.
The idea is illustrated with an example of providing guidance to students solving
problems in the domain of Newtonian mechanics.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Conceptual Graphs, Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, Case-based Reasoning

1 Introduction
This paper presents an extended theory of representing problem-solving cases proposed in [5] for the purpose of
modelling instructional activities. between the cases and the learners within the context of case-based tutoring

systems (CBTS) [11]. In response to the classic criticisms [12] leveled at the first-generation of computerassisted learning software that frequently have to go back to inflexible, pre-compiled problem solutions, CBTS is

very attractive for several reasons. Two of them are particularly appealing to us. From an instructional
perspective, students are highly influenced by past examples (i.e. real cases) to guide their problem-solving
activities [1] or completing cognitive tasks [8]. Our project sponsor demands that the final system should
faithfully reflect what students actually do when completing their homework. It is, therefore, our aim to ground
our system design at the outset on sound psychological findings about pupils' learning behaviours. Secondly,
from a technical viewpoint, case-based adaptation techniques are powerful in adapting interface components to
the user's need [14].

Individual learner's needs, style and progress do differ substantially. Case-based reasoning technology [7]
endows the system with the capability of inferring what is considered 'best' for the students by referring to their
past learning histories. [5] proposed the use of conceptual graphs (CG) [13] for representing tutorial cases. While

this method elegantly tackles the issue of assessing case similarity, how the case graphs are built remains a
'black-box'. The case users have no way to inspect the internal processes for constructing the graph. To ensure
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the cases are useful in tutorial contexts, the knowledge components of the cases need to be 'available' to the
students. What we mean by 'available' is making the case solution transparent, i.e. the system is capable of
justifying each problem-solving step being shown to the students in terms of the underlying physical principles.

The procedural semantics defined on case graphs which forms the core contents of this paper, provides a way of

making the solution procedures explicit to the students. The idea is to synthesize a CG and the actor graph
defined in [13] into one single global graph instead of treating them separately. The resulting structure is a
tripartite graph that has three types of nodes: concept nodes, symbolic relation nodes and mathematical relation
nodes. The mathematical relation nodes are for handling mathematical calculations in the domain of Newtonian
mechanics, the targeted subject domain of our project These calculations are important in many science and
engineering applications. In making the synthesis, two important ontological commitments were made. Firstly,
human cognitive functions in studying a concrete case are viewed as a process of constructing graphs. Relevant
concept nodes are created and linked to each other via some appropriate relation nodes (whether symbolic or
mathematical). A case represented by the graph consists of sets of concept nodes and relation nodes, but to what

extent the students understand the case contents remains unknown until some observable actions are seen.
Secondly, the process of building the graph is based on the notion of concept node marking. Initially, the sets of
nodes in a case are all opaque to the users because they are not yet marked. The set of nodes representing the
initially given physical quantities are marked first. Each problem-solving step is viewed as generation of new
graph nodes, but they are implemented as the nodes states change from unmarked to marked. To mark a set of
nodes, the mathematical relation nodes (or operators) which link the marked and the unmarked nodes have to be
fired. The procedures of solving the problem are defined as the firing sequence for marking the target concept
nodes. The subgraph associated with a particular fired node represents the semantics of the knowledge behind its
firing.

2 Formal Definition of the Case Constituents
We represent a typical case abstractly by a directed graph which is composed of

* Three disjoint sets of vertices C,RandR,(i.e.CnR=O;CnRm=0;RnR,=OandCnRnR,=0)
where C represents the set of concept nodes; R represents the set of symbolic relation nodes; and R,
represents the set of mathematical relation nodes.

* A set of directed arcs E such that E c (CxR ) u (R x C ). Each arc e E E connects a concept c E C to a
symbolic relation r e R or vice versa.

* A set of directed arcs Em such that E,c(CxR,)u (R,xC). Each arc erne E, connects a concept c e C to
a mathematical relation r,e R, or vice versa.
Shown in Figure 1 is an example case graph where
C
R

R,
E

=
=
=
=

{ch c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 };
{r1, r2, r3, r4};

{r,b r,2, rm3, rm4 };
{(c

r1), (ri, c2), (c3, r2), (c4, r2), (r2, c2), (c5, r4),

(r4, c2), (c6, r3), (r3, c1)}; and
Em

{(cl, r,,), (r,,, c2 ), (c2, r,2), (c2, rm3), (c5, rm3),
(r,2, c3), (rm3, c4), (c3, rm4 ),(c4, rm4 ), (rm4, c6)}.

* For every rme Rm, there exist an input set /r(rm) and an output
set Or(r,,) such that

Mr,) =

CE C I (c, rm) E E,1; (c , rm) is called the input arc of rm, and c is called the input concept of rm; and
Or(rm) = CE C I (rm , c) e Em); (rm, c) is called the output arc of rm, and c is called the output concept of r,.
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For example, the input/output set of the node r,3 in Figure 1 are
1,-(r,3)= {c2 , c5} and 0,.(r,3)= {c4} respectively.

* For every c e C,

it

is defined as marked if it is being

instantiated to a specific individual. In Figure 1, c1 and c5 are
marked whereas the others are non-marked.
* The marking it. of a graph G can be represented by a n-vector:

(-1

C1:18

411, 1 1 2 , . . . , µ n ) , where each piE (T,F ). For example,
the graph in Figure 1 has the marking y = ( T,F,F,F,T,
F).

*A mathematical relation node r, E R,,, is enabled whenever
each concept c E ir(r,) is marked. In Figure 1, only r,, is
enabled at that marking.

C4:17

H

Figure 2

* When a mathematical relation node is enabled, it can be fired at any time and every time a mathematical
relation is fired, every c E Or(rm) will be marked.
* For every c E Or(r cn), where r', is the fired mathematical relation, the content of c is evaluated according to
the formulas inscripted in the respective r', E MO.
* Supposing the formulas inscripted in r,1 is c1 = c2 + 5 and r,3 is ( c2 + c5) / 2, the firing of r,1 will mark c2
which enables r,3 because c5 has already been marked. If r,3 is fired later, a new marking (shown in Figure 2)

will be formed and become kt = ( T,T,F,T,T,F).

3 Representing Mechanics Problem-solving Cases
In our application domain, Newtonian mechanics, two categories of physical entities are identified with respect

to the cases we use for tutoring: physical objects and physics concepts. Both are represented, however, as
rectangular-shaped concept nodes. In each case, a number of physical objects are involved, such as a block, a car,
a plane, a spring, etc., but they are normally described abstractly just as a physical object. Various meaningful
relations obtain between the objects, which essentially represent the physical configuration between them. For
instance, it makes sense to represent the `rest_on' relation that holds between a block and a plane whenever the

block is on the plane. Other meaningful relationships are: 'above', `contact_with', `moves_on', and so forth.
There are attributes, intrinsic and motion-related, of the physical objects which refer to one object only. For
example, `acceleration'(a motion-related attribute) and 'mass' (an intrinsic attribute) applies to a single physical
object on its own. In representing a physical situation, there are some other domain-related ideas such as external

force or friction, which characterize the case being described. All these concepts are categorized as physics
concepts as they are used to describe the state of the world depicted by the case. Figure 3 shows a typical case
adopted from a standard physics textbook.

Two blocks A & B are resting on a frictionless horizontal plane as shown.
If an external force of ION is acting on A, what is the acceleration of the
blocks and the force of contact between them? (The masses of A and B are
3kg and 7kg respectively).

The notion of marking and firing is borrowed from the petri nets formalism [9]
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10N

QD

Solution:

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on A&B
Net Force A&B
External Force A&B
10

Acceleration A&B

= MassA&B x Acceleration
= MassA&B x Acceleration
=
=

(

A &B
A &B

3 + 7) Acceleration A&B

1 M/S2

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on A
Net Force A
External Force A+ Contact Force A
10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A

= MassA x Acceleration
= MassA x Acceleration

A
A

=3x1

= -7N

Apply Newton's 2nd Law on B
Net Force
Contact Force
Contact Force
Contact Force

B
B
B
B

= MassB x Acceleration B
= MassB x Acceleration B

=7x1

= 7N

Figure 3: A typical Newtonian mechanics case and its solution

As the complete graph representing the
case occupies too much space, the whole
graph is divided into several subgraphs.
To illustrate the idea, three representative
subgraphs are shown in Figure 4, 5 and 6.

The subgraph in Figure 4 represents the
physical objects involved in the case and
relationships. The (component)
nodes encodes the part-whole relationship
their

Block: A

between the whole system A&B and its
constituents A and B. The tuple [Blocks:

contactwith

A&B] > (component) > [Block: B] depicts

the block labelled as 'EY as part of the
whole system labelled as `A&B'. The other

relation nodes essentially represent the
spatial relationships between the objects.
Figure 4: The subgraph showing the physical objects
involved in the case and their relationship

The subgraph shown in Figure 5 concerns the attributes, both intrinsic and motion-relationed, of block A, and
other relevant physical concepts centred around it. The absurd type [T] as the agent of the Net_Force_A and
External_Force_A indicates it is something that is of no relevance to us. In Figure 6, those concept types that
participate in some sort of mathematical relations are shown. Note that most of the arcs in Figure 6 are dotted
indicating they are different from the usual symbolic relations.
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Newton

Vector: 101

( unit)
( unit) (measure)

agent

IExternal_Force A

IVlass_A
a

(

intrinsic attribute
1

-(...spotion attribute )

Block: A

recipient

( component

effect
V

1
Not_Force_A

C component

(recipient)

HAcceleration_A
cause)-v-

unit) (measure)

(measure)
Contact_Force_A

unit)

CmeasureD

Scalar: 3

(measure

unit.)

(agent) (agent)

Vector

m/s 2

I

Vector

Newton

ir
INewton

Vector

Block: B

I

Figure 5: Subgraph showing the attributes of block A and other relevant physical concepts.
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Figure 6: Subgraph showing the mathematical relationships between the relevant concept types

4 Modelling Variables Instantiation as Node Marking
Marking° = (T,F,F,F,T,F)

Once a case has been encoded with the formalism,
problem-solving activities can be modelled. When

rrn,

given a problem to tackle, the students will generally

Marking°1 = (T,T,F,F,T,F)

be asked for a new value from a set of given data.
This is modelled as marking the concept nodes such

/r

as C, and C5 in Figure 1. The goal is to get the

3

m2

Marking°12 = (T,T,T,F,T,F)

Marking01.3=(T,T,F,T,T,F)

rm3

rrn2

Marking,2,3 = (T,T,T,T,T,F)

Marking°132 = (T,T,T,T,T,F)

marking01.2.3,4 = (T,T,T,T,T,T)

Marking01.3.2.4 = (T,T,T,T,T,T)

concept node C6 marked. At the initial marking, only

is enabled and therefore any attempt to trigger
other mathematical operations is not allowed and,
thereby, invites tutorial intervention. The whole
rift,

process of creating successive markings can be
illustrated with a search tree (see Figure 7). The tree

Figure 7
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indicates the student can gain access to a large solution space for him/her to explore but in the mean time the
tutor can keep track of what can/cannot be done.

5 CLASP: A Case-based Learning Assistant System in Physics
A system called CLASP, has been developed to implement the idea. At the current stage of development, two
types of activities associated with examples have been identified: providing solutions for studying, and exercises
with answers; hence the modes of interaction in the CLASP prototype are also designed around these two themes.
When the users issue a request (in terms of the problem description of their own problems) the system will
search through its whole case library and provide them cases which match their request. The style of presenting
the case will follow the user's wishes, but only two modes of interaction (solution studying and guided-problemsolving) are available. This is to reflect the common way of using examples in physics textbooks. In the study
mode, the system presents the whole case (i.e. both the problem and solution statements) for the user to study.
This looks like an electronic reference book and the student may browse through the relevant cases. In the
guided-problem-solving mode, the system only presents the problem situation to the users, but appropriate
system guidance will be provided in solving the problems. The schematic architecture of CLASP is shown in
Figure 8. The students interact with the system with the support of the back-end knowledge base.

KNOWLEDGE BASE

CLASP

Figure 8: Schematic description of the CLASP architecture

Problem-solving in CLASP is modelled as a graph search. When a problem situation, such as the one shown in
Figure 3, is encountered, the initial data are represented as concept nodes being instantiated to specific values
and they are displayed to students on the working pad (Figure 9). Now the problem-solver can start tackling the
problem by searching through the graph and seeing what additional information can be inferred from the initial
given data. For the system to perform the tasks, the expertise has already been encoded in the case graphs,
therefore the next step to be taken is searching the graph to find out which operators can be fired. The inferred
steps may be unfolded or kept hidden for a while as a hint to advise the student. The intelligence of the system's
problem-solving ability comes from its inference engine, being implemented by different graph search methods.
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System's Comments:
Initial Conditions:

Problem Space
External_Force_A: 10N

Mass_B: 7 kg

Mass_A: 3 kg

MA = 3kg;
MB = 7kg; and
External Force A = 1 ON.

Figure 9: The working pad and the corresponding system responds

The explanatory capability of the system comes from the matching of the input-operator-output nodes with the
consequences of the general knowledge graphs. Whenever an operator is fired, the associated nodes will be
matched against the consequences of the general knowledge graphs. If one is found, and it should be, then that
particular graph will be tagged. If the student requests a justification of the step taken, the system can explain the
graph in general terms. For example, the firing of an algebraic summation operator on the values of masses of
two physical objects will match the consequence of the general knowledge graph in Figure 8 so the whole graph
can be retrieved for explanation (Figure 10). The working pad, showing the problem space, and the explanation

combinations supply the integration of what and why the step happened and the whole process becomes
transparent to the student.

System's Comments:

Problem Space
Step 1:
I

Extemal_Force_A: ION

I

1

I Mass_B: 7 kg

Mass_k 3 kg J

1

.4kA'

For a system comprising two
components, the mass of the whole
system is evaluated by the

algebraic sum of the masses of
their individual components.
FiIss_A&IT:iicg

MA&B

= MA + MB

Figure 10: The working pad and the corresponding system responds

6 Conclusions
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a versatile AI technology and can been found in many industrial applications [2]

but its potential in training and education is still not fully explored. The work reported here may serves to
strengthen the position of CBR in developing instructional systems.

The contribution of the paper to the endeavour of computer-assisted learning is twofold. Firstly, technically, a
formal framework for representing cases for learning purposes has been developed. Its formal basis provides a
solid foundation for developing robust computer-based instructional systems. With this methodology, the
developers only have to concentrate their effort on collecting and encoding the cases. The rest (generating
relevant instructional activities from the cases) will be taken care of by the system. This approach offers another
advantage for rendering the cases amenable to further analysis. This may be used for providing tool to verify the

case-base for internal consistency. Secondly, educationally, our approach paves the way for systematic
educational software engineering because it is built on the needs of users, not the technical skills of the
developers. Often, educational software developers have adopted a technically-driven design philosophy. Such
systems run the risk of losing sight of what is actually happening in the real learning setting.
Our approach avoids the temptation of jumping onto the hi-tech bandwagon but, instead, concentrates firstly on

what the students really need. The reason we developed a case-based learning system was not due to the
existence of the technology and trying to find what role the technology can play in learning. Rather, we choose
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to develop a case-based approach to learning because students do learn from referring to past cases. This
principle we consider crucial in determining if the final system proves itself useful to our students. Other
features of the system have not been described due to space limitation. They include generating different
categories of questions from a case graph [6] to promote self-explanation from the students. The model proposed

in this paper can also perform qualitative reasoning [4], and causal order between system variables can be
represented succinctly.
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A Learner-Centered Navigation
Path Planning in Web-based Learning
Akihiro Kashihara, Ryoichi Suzuki, Shinobu Hasegawa, and Jun'ichi Toyoda
The Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research, Osaka Univ., JAPAN
8-1, Mihogaoka, Ibaraki, Osaka 567-0047, JAPAN
kasihara@ai.sanken.osaka-u. acfp
The main issue addressed in this paper is how to help learners navigate in existing web-based
learning resources. Towards this issue, we introduce a learner-centered navigation path planning. The key idea is to provide learners with a space, in which they can see through WWW
pages to plan a navigation path. In this paper, we also demonstrate an assistant system, which
is composed of hyperspace map, page previewer, and path previewer. The page previewer
generates an overview of each WWW page in the map by extracting representative information from the HTML file. The path previewer helps learners make a sequence of the pages
previewed as navigation path plan. These facilities help learners decide which page to visit
and plan a navigation path without visiting hyperspace. This paper also describes a preliminary evaluation with the assistant system. The results indicate that the system facilitates learning and navigation in a more complicated hyperspace.

Keywords: Navigation Path Planning, Learner-Centered, Page Previewer, Path Previewer

1 Introduction
An increasing number of hypermedia/hypertext based resources on the Web has been available, which are designed
from an educational point of view, or which are worth learning. Learning with such existing web-based learning
resources has accordingly become important, particularly as the realization of lifelong and distance learning.
Web-based learning resources provide learners with hyperspace where they can explore domain concepts/knowledge in a self-directed way from a WWW page to others by following the links among pages to achieve a learning
purpose. However, learners often fail in making the navigation path since they do not know which link to follow for
achieving their learning purpose due to the complexity of hyperspace [3], [9]. They may alternatively reach an

impasse due to a cognitive overload, which is caused by diverse cognitive efforts at setting up local learning
purposes, comprehending the contents included in nodes, etc., in the exploratory learning [6], [II]. How to facilitate learners' navigation and learning is consequently a major issue in educational hypermedia/hypertext systems
[1], [11].
The main topic addressed in this paper is how to help learners navigate in existing web-based learning resources.

Current work on educational hypermedia/hypertext systems has provided a number of navigational aids such as
spatial/concept maps and adaptive navigation [1], [4], [5]. However, these aids can not be always available to
existing web-based learning resources since it is hard to grasp semantic relationships among the WWW pages, on
which the navigational aids are founded, without analyzing the contents of the learning resources.
In this paper, we discuss a learner-centered navigation path planning. The key point of this idea is to provide
learners with a space, in which they can see through web-based learning resources to make a navigation path plan,
apart from hyperspace. Such planning space is also expected to facilitate their learning since they can focus mainly
on comprehending the contents of the learning resources in hyperspace. We have accordingly developed an assistant system for the navigation path planning. This system provides learners not only with hyperspace map but also
with page previewer and path previewer. The page previewer extracts information attached to some HTML tags in
a WWW page, which can be considered representative of the page, from the HTML file, and displays it as an
overview of the page. The path previewer also makes a sequence of the pages previewed, and displays it as navigation path plan. These facilities help learners decide which page to visit and make a navigation path plan without
visiting hyperspace.
This paper also describes a preliminary evaluation of learner-centered navigation path planning with the assistant system. The results indicate that the system facilitates learners' navigation and learning in hyperspace, particularly in more complicated hyperspace.
Before discussing the learner-centered navigation path planning, let us first consider navigation in hyperspace.
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2 Navigation in Hyperspace
2.1 Problems
In hyperspace, learners can explore nodes in a self-directed way by following links among the nodes to learn
domain concepts/knowledge embedded in the explored nodes. The exploration involves making a path called navigation path [9]. However, learners can not foresee what they can explore next from the current node and can not
decide which link to follow for achieving their learning purpose, often failing to make their navigation path [11].
This is mostly caused by the complexity of hyperspace. The learners may alternatively reach an impasse since they
need to concurrently make diverse cognitive efforts at setting up local learning purposes, comprehending the contents explored, etc., in exploratory learning [6], [7], [11].

2.2 Navigation Aids
The important points towards the navigation problem are how to give learners an unobstructed view of hyperspace
and how to call their attention to making a navigation path.
As current representative navigational aids, there are spatial maps and concept maps. Spatial maps represent
nodes and links that compose the structure of hyperspace [4], [8]. Concept maps consists of nodes and links representing the structure of domain concepts to be learned, which nodes are mapped on the corresponding nodes in

hyperspace [5]. In both of spatial and concept maps, nodes are tagged with their titles, which are intended to
represent the contents of the nodes. In concept maps, links are also tagged with descriptions representing the
semantic relationships between the nodes. Although such tag information may be insufficient for learners to make
a navigation path plan, the spatial and concept maps provide learners with a space, apart from hyperspace, for
considering navigation paths.
Another solution to the navigation problem is adaptive hypermedia, which supports navigation in hyperspace by
annotating nodes and links to be visited, hiding nodes and links not to be visited, etc [I]. Such adaptive navigational
aids are founded on semantic relationships among domain concepts/knowledge and learners' exploration status.
These above representative navigational aids would generally work well in educational hypermedia/hypertext
whose semantic structure has been given or analyzed [2]. However, it is doubtful whether they apply to web-based
learning resources [12]. Existing web-based learning resources mostly have no concept maps. It is also hard to
identify semantic structure of domain concepts/knowledge embedded in the learning resources. Although there are
web-based learning resources with site maps, the anchors included in the maps do not always allow learners to
foresee the contents of the WWW pages. In addition, adaptive navigational aids are not always applicable since
existing web-based learning resources generally have no clear description of semantic relationships among WWW
pages, which is indispensable for executing the adaptation. In order to apply these navigational aids to existing
web-based learning resources, it is necessary to analyze semantic structure of the domain concepts/knowledge
beforehand. In this paper, however, we address the issue of how to support learners' navigation without the analysis.

2.3 Navigation Path Planning and Execution
Let us now introduce a learner-centered navigation path planning. The key idea is to provide learners with a space
where they can plan a navigation path with an overview of each WWW page. In other words, learners have two
spaces, which are space for navigation path planning and hyperspace for executing the plan, In the planning space,

learners decide which page to visit and the sequence of pages visited. In the hyperspace, they are expected to
explore hyperspace as planned. The navigation path planning and plan execution are repeated during learning in
hyperspace.
The distinction between navigation path planning and plan execution allows learners to focus mainly on comprehending the contents of learning resources in hyperspace. Since the navigation path plan also gives learners an
overview of the contents to be learned before exploring hyperspace, their learning can be improved.

3 Learner-Centered Navigation Path Planning
We next discuss how to support learner-centered navigation path planning and demonstrate an assistant system that
has been already implemented.
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Figure 1. User Interface.

3.1 Framework
Let us first consider what kind of information should be presented for supporting navigation path planning. Although spatial maps of web-based learning resources are necessary for considering navigation paths, the maps
alone may be insufficient for learners as mentioned above. It is indispensable to provide them with some additional
information. However, planning with the full contents of the WWW pages causes the same navigation problem as
hyperspace usually produces. This suggests the necessity to give learners an informative overview of the contents.
In this paper, we introduce a page previewer that tries to extract keywords, sentences, or images to be considered
representative from a WWW page to display them as the preview of the page.
In addition, the navigation path planning involves considering the relationships between WWW pages explored,
changing the plan, and replanning over again. We accordingly introduce a path previewer that makes a sequence of
the previewed pages the learners want to visit. The path previewer helps the learners plan, change, and remake
navigation path with the sequence of the previewed WWW pages.
Figure 1 shows a user interface of the assistant system for learner-centered navigation path planning. The system
is composed of spatial map, page previewer, and path previewer. The spatial map represents hyperspace of a webbased learning resource selected by learners as network of nodes corresponding to the WWW pages. It is automatically generated and displayed in the map window when they select the learning resource. The spatial map represents the WWW pages only within the same WWW site where the homepage selected by the learners is located.
The links from the site to others are omitted. Nodes in the spatial map are tagged with page titles indicated by title
tags in the HTML files.
In the spatial map, the node corresponding to the WWW page learners currently visit with browser is colored
with red. The learners can start planning a navigation path from the current node by following the links. The path
planned is restricted by the structure of the spatial map. In left mouse-clicking a node, they can have an overview of
the WWW page corresponding to the clicked node in the page preview window. The color of the node previewed is
also changed into red. Nodes next to the red node are also colored as yellow. If it is hard to see connections between
the red node and the next nodes, a pop-up menu including the titles of the next nodes appears by means of right
mouse-clicking the red node. Selecting one title from the menu, learners can see an overview of the corresponding
node in the page preview window.
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Table 1. HTML Tags Searched.
HTML Tags

Meanings

- About contents
Title of page
1.Title
Headings of page
2.H1 to H3
3.Font Size/Color/Face Font size, color, and figure

- About links
A href
- About images

Link to another page
Image file

Img
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Figure 2. An Example of Page Preview.

The learners can also put the previewed node in the path preview window, making a navigation path plan. The
learners are expected to explore hyperspace as planned with browser. When they want to change or cancel the
navigation plan during the exploration, they can return to the navigation path planning windows and remake a new
path.

In the following, let us explain the page previewer and path previewer in more detail.

3.2 Page Previewer
The important point to generating an overview of a WWW page is how to extract information representing the
contents of the page. Assuming that such information is located with the HTML tags shown in Table 1, the page
previewer extracts words, sentences, or images indicated by these tags to display them as page preview. We heuristically consider such assumption valid. Figure 2 shows an example of the page preview. The right window shows
the preview of a WWW page shown in the left window.
The information extracted from a WWW page is classified into the contents, the links out of it, and images
included. As for the contents, the page previewer searches for the HTML tags in order from top to bottom in Table
1, and extracts words or sentences attached to the tags. When extracting a sentence, it displays not all words but
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Figure 3. Restriction on Navigation Path Planning.
fifteen words from the head of the sentence. If the number of HTML tags included in the HTML file is large, the
page previewer deals with ten HTML tags that are searched from the top in Table 1. For example, let us consider a
WWW page including a large number of HTML tags such as one title tag, six HI tags, seven H2 tags, nine H3 tags,
etc. In this case, the page previewer focuses on ten tags, which are the title, six HI and three H2 tags, and displays
the information attached to these tags.
As for the links out of the page, the page previewer searches for A href tags in the HTML file to display the
descriptions of the links. If the descriptions indicate the URL, they are not displayed. If the number of A href tags is
large, the page previewer displays only five link descriptions to be found from the head of the HTML file. As for the
images included in the page, the page previewer searches for Img tags in the HTML file, and displays one image
whose file size is the largest.
Learners can see the preview of a WWW page bymouse- clicking the corresponding node in the spatial map.
Since the node previewed is colored with red, they know where they are previewing in the spatial map. If they can
not foresee the contents of the page, they can push the Browse button under the page preview window or doubleclick the node to look at the full contents in browser. However, these operations are not recommended in planning.
In making a navigation path plan, the learners can include the node previewed in their navigation path by pushing
the Path button. Mouse-clicking the Mark button, in addition, they can mark the node previewed, which they do not
want to immediately put in the path preview but to memorize.

3.3 Path Previewer
In the path preview window, the path previewer sequences the nodes previewed, which nodes are put in order by
learners. The order of the previewed nodes represents a navigation path plan. The adjacent nodes are also adjacent
each other in hyperspace. If the learners attempt to put a node in the sequence, which is not directly linked to the tail
node of the sequence in hyperspace, the path previewer disables the Path button. For example, let us consider a
learner who works out a navigation path plan as shown in Figure 3. If he/she tries to put Node-w in the plan, he/she
is provided with a warning from the path previewer since the Node-w is not linked to the tail node (Node-t) of the
sequence in hyperspace. In this way, the navigation path planned has to follow the link structure of hyperspace.
The learners can also delete any node in the navigation path plan by mouse-clicking it and selecting Delete
button in the upper right corner of the path preview window. In order to help learners select one of some branches
from a node, the page previewer additionally displays these branches with some path preview windows concurrently.

3.4 Plan Execution and Replanning
Using the page preview and path preview windows, learners are expected to decide a navigation path and then to
start exploration in hyperspace. They are also expected to follow the navigation path plan during the exploration.
The node in the plan corresponding to the WWW page, which the learners currently browse, is framed with blue.
This allows them to know which node they are browsing. When they put the mouse-cursor on a link in the WWW
page, which link indicates the node next to the framed node, the node is also framed with yellow such as Figure
4(a). This also allows them to know which link to follow in the WWW page.
The learners do not always need to follow the plan. They can explore nodes with browser, which are not included
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Figure 4. Attention and Warning in Path Preview Window.

in the plan. As shown in Figure 4(b), however, the path previewer put a warning icon on the node at which the
learners run off in the plan. When they also want to change or cancel the navigation plan during the exploration,
they can return to the navigation path planning windows and remake a navigation path plan from the node corresponding to the current page on browser.
In this way, learners are expected to repeat the navigation path planning and plan execution to accomplish the
exploratory learning in hyperspace.

4 Preliminary Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of learner-centered navigation path planning with the assistant system, we
have had a preliminary experiment. The main purpose of this experiment was to ascertain if navigation path planning with the system facilitates navigation and learning in hyperspace compared to navigation and learning without
the system. We also prepared two learning resources, which had comparatively simple and complicated hyperspace, and ascertained for which resource the system can assist in navigation and learning more effectively.
Table 2 shows the two learning resources, which describes the number of pages, the number of links per page,
which was calculated except for navigation links such as Next, Back, and Top, and the longest distance from the
homepage to terminal page that has no link. These can be viewed as the indicators of the complexity of hyperspace
each learning resource provides. The learning resource 2 accordingly had a more complicated hyperspace. Subjects
were 7 graduate and undergraduate students in science and technology.
We set four conditions, which were (1) planning and execution with the system in the learning resource 1 (SimpleWith), (2) exploration in the learning resource I without the system (Simple-Without), (3) planning and execution
with the system in the learning resource 2 (Complicated-With), and (4) exploration in the learning resource 2
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Table 2. Learning Resources.
Learning
Resource 1

Learning
Resource 2

Number of Pages

32

161

Number of Links
per Page

1.2

2.2

The Longest Distance from
Homepage to Terminal Page

3

7

Domain of learning resource 1: Life and space.
Domain of learning resource 2: Life in sea.
Table 3. Average Scores of Problem-Solving.
Condition

Total

Single
Problems

Compound
Problems

Simple-With

75%

100%

60%

Simple-Without

71%

78%

67%

Complicated-With

79%

83%

75%

Complicated-Without

62%

78%

50%

Table 4. Average Scores of Revisit per Page.
Revisit

Revisit
SimpleWith
SimpleWithout

1.58
1.56

Complicated With
ComplicatedWithout

1.83

4.04

without the system (Complicated-Without). Subjects were provided with Microsoft Internet Explorer as WWW
browser under each condition. In this experiment, each subject learned one learning resource without the system
and learned the other with the system. In other words, he/she was assigned two conditions, which were Simple-With
and Complicated-Without (or Simple-Without and Complicated-With).
Before learning, subjects were given several problems as learning purposes for each learning resource. The
problems were classified into (1) single problems whose answers could be found within one WWW page, and (2)
compound problems whose answers could be found in the relationships among two or three pages. In this experiment, the effects on learning were measured by the scores on both problems. The effects on navigation in hyperspace were measured by the number of revisiting pages in hyperspace [10]. The time of learning in each condition
was limited to thirty minutes.
The procedure of the experiment with each subject was as follows:
(1)The subject was given the explanation about how to use the assistant system before learning and then
single and compound problems for the learning resource 1 or for learning resource 2.
(2)He/she was required to explore answers to the problems. In Simple -With or Complicated-With, he/she
was next required to use the assistant system for making a navigation plan and to use the WWW
browser for exploring hyperspace. In Simple-Without or Complicated-Without, he/she was next required to use only the WWW browser to explore hyperspace. In each condition, he/she was provided
with a space where he/she can copy and paste the contents of the WWW page considered as the
answers.
(3)When he/she finished finding out the answers or thirty minutes passed, the contents copied and pasted
by him/her was checked and the scores was calculated as the percent of corrected answers. The
number of revisit per explored page was also checked.
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Comparing the scores and the numbers of revisit per page explored under Simple-With and Simple-Without or under
Complicated-With and Complicated-Without, we evaluated the effectiveness of the assistant system.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3 shows the average score on each condition. The average score (75 %) on Simple-With was slightly higher
than the average score (71 %) on Simple-Without. On the other hand, the average score (79%) on Complicated-With
was considerably higher than the average score (62 %) on Complicated-Without. The difference between the average scores in the compound problems on Complicated-With and Complicated-Without was particularly large.
Table 4 shows the average number of revisit per page explored on each condition. Although the difference
between the average numbers of revisit on Simple-With and Simple-Without was very small, there was a great
difference between the average numbers of revisit on Complicated-With and Complicated-Without.
The above results indicate that the assistant system produced good effects on learning such as integrating the
contents of some pages in a more complicated hyperspace. As for effects on navigation, the system facilitated
navigation in a more complicated hyperspace. In a simpler hyperspace, on the other hand, the assistant system

could not be so fruitful since it was able to easily see through the learning resource even without the system.
Although we need a detailed experiment with more subjects, the assistant system can effectively help learners
navigate and learn in a complicated hyperspace.

5 Conclusion
This paper has proposed a learner-centered navigation path planning for learning with existing web-based resources. The important point is to provide learners with a space where they can see through WWW pages to make
a navigation path plan. As the advantages, learning in hyperspace can be improved since the distinction between
navigation path planning and plan execution allows learners to focus mainly on comprehending the contents of the
learning resources in hyperspace. The navigation path plan can also give learners an overview of the contents to be
learned before exploring hyperspace.
This paper has also demonstrated an assitant system including page previewer and path previewer. These
previewers allow learners to decide which page to visit and make a navigation path plan without visiting hyperspace. In addition, this paper has described a preliminary evaluation of the learner-centered path planning with the
system. The results indicate that the system produces good effects on learning and navigation in a complicated
hyperspace.
In the future, we need a more detailed evaluation of the learner-centered navigation path planning. We would
also like to provide more adaptive aids in the page and path previews.
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A Study on the Relation between
Touch-typing Skill and Thinking-typing
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Word processor is more and more widely used as a tool of externalization and
reflection of thinking in recent years in Japan. In that case, it will be necessary to
type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head (hereinafter referred to as

"thinking-typing"). The experiments were made to study the relation between
touch-typing skill and thinking-typing. The examinees were 46 non-computer
majors of the university. The students were asked to type words or sentences
appearing in their heads on 3 subjects. The touch-typing skill of the students was

measured by touch-typing exercise software. The results suggested that a
touch-typing speed of 2 strokes/second is necessary, at least, to type smoothly

words or sentences appearing in the head. What's more, the results of the
experiments suggested that learning of touch-typing skill is very effective on the
increase of thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.

Key words: Thinking-typing, Touch-typing, Externalization, Self-evaluation,
Analysis of variance

1 Introduction
The methods for human beings to externalize their thinking are language expression, diagram expression,
letter expression and so on 111. Among these expressions, letters are widely expressed by word processors in
recent years in Japan. The method of word processor's usage has been changed by the popularization of them.
In other words, the method that uses a word processor to transcribe a manuscript written by handwriting, has
been changed to the method that uses a word processor in the process of externalization and reflection of
thinking. With the latter method, it is necessary to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head
(hereinafter referred to as "thinking-typing"). Thinking-typing needs a certain level of typing skill. Although a
number of studies have been made on typing121131, there are few studies on thinking-typing.

In the lesson of computer exercise at the university, the first author is raising the level of students' typing skill
through touch-typing education and, at the same time, is raising the ability of the students' utilizing a word

processor as a tool of externalization and reflection of thinking 141. In the lesson, the experiments of
thinking-typing by touch-typing were made to study the relation between touch-typing skill and
thinking-typing. Touch-typing speed and self-evaluation of thinking-typing were adopted as the scale of
thinking-typing level. The first experiment (Experiment I) was made in July, 1999, and the second
experiment (Experiment 2) was made in February, 2000. In this paper, results regarding Experiment 2, and
comparison between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are reported, because results regarding Experiment 1 had
been reported already 15j 161.

2 Method
The experiments of thinking-typing by touch-typing were made in the lesson of the computer exercise for the
first-year students at the university. In this study, the data of 46 students, whose data of Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 were complete, were analyzed. In the experiments, the students typed the following subjects by
touch-typing.
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[Subjects of Experiment 1 ]
Subject 1: Type words that you think with shiritori (a Japanese word chain game). Type them by
hiragana (Japanese alphabet). The time limit is 3 minutes.
Subject 2: Type words that you image with "university". Type them by hiragana-kanji (Japanese
alphabet Chinese characters) translation. The time limit is 5 minutes.
Subject 3: Type sentences of your self-introduction. Type them by hiragana-kanji translation.
The time limit is 10 minutes.
[ Subjects of Experiment 2]
Subject 1: Same as Subject 1 of Experiment 1.
Subject 2: Type words that you image with "student life". Type them by hiragana-kanji translation.
The time limit is 5 minutes.
Subject 3: Type sentences of your impression about the lesson of the computer exercise.
Type them by hiragana-kanji translation. The time limit is 10 minutes.

After the experiment, the students evaluated themselves on the 3 subjects. In Experiment 2, the students
evaluated themselves on whether they could think out words and sentences or not (thinking evaluation),
whether they could type words and sentences by touch-typing or not (typing evaluation). The evaluation
standard was divided into 6 levels: "very good", "good", "a little good", "a little bad", "bad" and "very bad".

The touch-typing skill of the students was measured in the lessons before and after the lesson of the
experiments. The measurement content is testing typing time of entering Japanese sentences of hiragana
(about 240 strokes) that were displayed in a monitor at random, by romaji (Japanese Roman characters) input
and touch-typing.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Relation between Touch-typing Skill and Thinking-typing Speed
Touch-typing skill in Experiment 2 was divided into 4 levels: under 1 minute (Level under 1 minute),
between 1 minute and 2 minutes (Level of I minute), between 2 minutes and 3 minutes (Level of 2 minutes),

between 3 minutes and 4 minutes (Level of 3 minutes). The mean and the standard deviation of
thinking-typing speed in each touch-typing level are shown in Table 1. Thinking-typing speed in each subject
was calculated by the next equation.

s=

L
Table 1. Touch-typing skill and thinking-typing speed

T

s Thinking-typing speed in each
subject
L Typing linage in each subject*
T Time limit in each subject
(minute)
* Number of letters per line, after
hiragana-kanji translation, is 40.

Thinking-typing speed (linage/minute)
Touch-typing skill

Number of
persons

Imagination

hoplession

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

shiritori

Level under 1 minute

6

1.13

0.25

0.65

0.16

1.07

0.14

Level of 1 minute

23

0.84

0.23

0.52

0.14

0.72

0.19

Level of 2 minutes

12

0.59

0.11

0.35

0.06

0.47

0.11

Level of 3 minutes

5

0.51

0.13

0.28

0.09

0.42

0.10

All the examinees

46

0.77

0.27

0.47

0.17

0.67

0.25

One-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in thinking-typing speed among the 4
touch-typing levels. As a result, touch-typing skill had main effect in the 3 subjects(Shiritori: F=12.46, df

=3, p < .01 Imagination: F=11.31, df=3, p< .01 Impression: F=23.55, df=3, p < .01). What's more,
Tukey's multiple comparisons test was applied to identify whether there are significant differences in

thinking-typing speed among the 4 touch-typing levels or not. The results are shown in Table 2.
Homogeneity subgroup is a group of similar levels whose difference is not significant. In the 3 subjects, there
were significant differences of thinking-typing speed between the level under 2 minutes and the level over 2
minutes. These results show that reaching touch-typing level under 2 minutes in Experiment 2 was one of the
conditions to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head.

Tabel 2. Tukey's multiple cZm parison of thinking-typing speed
Homogeneity subgroup
T ouch-typing skill Number of
Level under 1 minute
of 1 minute
Shiritori Level
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under I minute
Imagination Level of 1 minute
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under 1 minute
Level of 1 minute
Impression Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
p

persons

G rl

6

1.13

G r3

G r2

0.84
0.59

23
12

0.59
0.51

5

6

23

0.65
0.52

0.52
0.35

12

0.35
0.28

5
6

1.08

0.72

23
12

0.47
0.42

5

.05

3.2 Relation between Touch-typing Skill and Self-evaluation of Thinking-typing
Self-evaluation of Experiment 2 was divided into positive self-evaluation and negative self-evaluation to study
the relation between self-evaluation and touch-typing skill. Positive self-evaluation is "very good", "good" and
"a little good". Negative self-evaluation is "a little bad", "bad" and "very bad". As for self-evaluation point,
positive self-evaluation is I point, and negative self-evaluation is 0 point. The mean of self-evaluation point
of each touch-typing level is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Touch-typing skill and self-evUluation

Self-evaluation point
Touch-typing skill

Number of
persons

Imagination
Shiritori
Thinking Typing Thinking Typing

Impression

Thinking Typing

Level under 1 minute

6

0.50

1.00

0.17

1.00

1.00

1.00

Level of 1 minute

23

0.61

0.96

0.52

0.96

0.74

0.96

Level of 2 minutes

12

0.67

0.75

0.42

0.83

0.83

0.75

Level of 3 minutes

5

0.40

0.60

0.40

0.80

0.40

All the examinees

46

0.59

0.87

0.43

0.40
0.87

0.80

0.85

One-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in self-evaluation point among the 4
touch-typing levels. As a result, touch-typing skill had main effect in the typing evaluation of imagination
and in the typing evaluation of impression (typing evaluation of imagination: F =5.11, df= 3, p <.01 typing

evaluation of impression: F=4.86, df=3, p<.01). What's more, Tukey's multiple comparisons test was
applied to identify whether there are significant differences about the typing evaluation of imagination and the
typing evaluation of impression among the 4 touch-typing levels or not. The results are shown in Table 4.
Typing evaluation of Level of 3 minutes in imagination was significantly lower than other touch-typing levels,
and typing evaluation of Level of 3 minutes in impression was significantly lower than Level under 1 minute
and Level of 1 minute. These results show that the students of Level of 3 minutes could not type smoothly
imagination or impression, comparing with the students of other touch-typing levels.
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Table 4. Tukey's multiple comparison of self-evaluation
Touch-typing skill
Level under 1 minute

Number of Homogeneity subgroup
persons
Gr2
Grl
6

1.00

Typing evaluation Level of 1 minute
of imagination
Level of 2 minutes

23

0.96

12

0.83

Level of 3 minutes

5

Level under 1 minute

0.40

6

1.00

Typing evaluation Level of 1 minute
of impression
Level of 2 minutes

23

0.96

12

0.75

Level of 3 minutes

5

p

0.75

0.40

.05

3.3 Relation between Learning of Touch-typing Skill and Change of Thinking-typing
Speed
The mean of learning ratio of touch-typing skill and the mean of change ratio of thinking-typing speed in each
touch-typing level of Experiment 2 are shown in Table 5. Learning ratio and change ratio were calculated by
sl
the next equation.

a=

13?

T2

a : Learning ratio of touch-typing skill
TI : Touch-typing time of Experiment 1 (minute)
T2 : Touch-typing time of Experiment 2 (minute)

s2

B : Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
s/ : Thinking-typing speed of Experiment 1 (linage/minute)
s2 : Thinking-typing speed of Experiment 2 (linage/minute)

Two-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in the 4 touch-typing levels and the 3
subjects about change ratio of thinking-typing speed in Table 5. As a result, main effect of the 3 subjects was

p < .05). Main effect of the 4 touch-typing levels and interaction were not
significant( F=4.14,
significant. What's more, Tukey's multiple comparisons test was applied to identify whether there are
significant differences in change ratio of thinking-typing speed among the 3 subjects or not. As a result, there
were significant differences of change ratio of thinking-typing speed between Subject 3 and other subjects.
Next, correlation between learning ratio of touch-typing skill and charge ratio of thinking-typing speed is

shown in Table 6. A moderate significant positive correlation was observed between learning ratio of
touch-typing skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed in Subject 3. So it can be said that learning of
touch-typing skill is very effective on the increase of thinking-typing speed of Subject 3. What is the
qualitative difference between Subject 3 and other subjects? It is the easiness of thinking. Thinking evaluation
point in Table 3 expresses the easiness of thinking in each subject. Thinking evaluation point of impression
(Subject 3) is higher than other subjects. So it is considered that words of impression (Subject 3) was easier to
be thought out than other subjects. Therefore, it can be concluded that learning of touch-typing skill is very
effective on the increase of thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.
Table 5. Learning ratio of toucli)-typing skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Touch-typing skill

Number of Learning ratio Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
persons

of touch-typing Subject

Subject 2

Subject 3

Level under 1 minute

6

1.69

1.35

1.61

2.03

Level of 1 minute

23

1.58

1.24

1.47

1.93
1.61

12

1.57

1.18

1.57

Level of 3 minutes

5

1.50

1.89

1.47

1.80

All the examinees

46

1.58

1.31

1.51

1.84

Level of 2 minutes
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Table 6. Correlation between learning ratio of touch-typing
skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Subject

Learning ratio
of touch-typing

0.245
**p

Subject 2

Subject 3

0.089

0.565**

.01

4 Conclusion
From what has been discussed about the relation between touch-typing skill and thinking-typing speed, and

relation between touch-typing skill and self-evaluation of thinking-typing, it can be concluded that a
touch-typing level under 2 minutes is necessary, at least, to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the

head. The speed of 240 strokes in 2 minutes equals 2 strokes/second. 2 strokes are needed to input a
hiragana. So the speed of 120 hiragana in 2 minutes equals 1 hiragana /second. The aim of touch-typing
education for thinking-typing should be set at 2 strokes/second (1 hiragana /second). What's more, from what
has been discussed about the relation between learning of touch-typing skill and change of thinking-typing
speed, it can be concluded that learning of touch-typing skill is very effective on the increase of
thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.
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A virtual classroom on algorithms with algorithmic animation and reference
database supports is presented. The cognition of algorithms might need a
process of individual thinking, iterative testing and experience sharing. Our

virtual classroom offers learning aids on these respects via the web. The
hypermedia courseware is designed to ease the navigation. A maintenance
program is devised to automatically update the hyperlinks whenever the
courseware is updated. Interactive algorithm animations are applied as
knowledge construction assistance. It is expected that with visualization aids
learners could demonstrate their comprehension of abstract algorithms. A
reference database on algorithms is built up for both educational and research
purposes. Studying communications such as self-testing, bulletin board, related
web links, ..., etc., are also provided.

Keywords: Multimedia and Hypermedia in Education (15), Virtual
Classroom(19), Web-Based Learning(21), Algorithm Animations

1 Introduction
The technologies of multimedia and networking on personal computers lead the research of computerassisted learning into a new era in the last decade. Researches on the design issues of the hypermedia
courseware recently please refer [17, 3, 4, 19]. Many evaluation studies also reveal positive results on
learning via hypermedia courseware [7, 10, 12, 18]. With the popularity and maturity of hypermedia and
web technologies, distant learning with a synchronous style via the web attracts many researchers' attention

in both of the theoretical and practical points of view. The characteristics of such a web-based virtual
classroom encourage the students to actively participate the construction of knowledge with their own pace

and without the limitations of time and space. It is our aim in this paper to propose our design and
implementation of a virtual classroom for studying algorithms with supports of interactive animations and a
research paper database.
Material about algorithms is a core component for undergraduate degrees in computing. A major problem in

teaching algorithms is the difficulty of capturing the dynamic movement of data and complicated data
structures in static materials such as books and lecture notes [16]. Because different students learn at
I This work was supported in part by National Science Council of Republic of China under grant NSC 892511-S- 126 -003
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different rates, whatever pace the lecturer chooses will be wrong for some students. A virtual algorithmic
classroom would be very crucial to assist students constructing their understanding with their own pace.
Further, since the abstraction of algorithms might be challenging to learn and understand, it is hoped with
graphical depictions the students' comprehension could be more effective and concrete. Thus we develop
animations interactively by Java in our virtual classroom.

An algorithm animation is a dynamic graphical depiction of the data and operations of an algorithm. The
animation purpose is to illustrate how the algorithm functions to someone seeking to learn the algorithm [15].
Researches concerning with the studies of algorithm animation or software visualization can be found on [9,
5, 13, 15, 14, 11]. A number of practical algorithm animation systems have been built over the last ten years.
Some well-known systems include
BALSA [1], Tango [13], Zeus [2], AACE [6], Zeus (http://www.research.digital.com/SRC/home.htm0),
PAVANE and Opsis (http://swarm.cs.wustl.edu/pavane.html),
ZADA (http://1s4-www. in formatik. uni-d ortmund. de/RVS/zada.htm I), ...etc.

These systems typically have been used to create animations to accompany a lecture in an electronic
classroom, or to prepare animations for students to observe and interact with outside the classroom. The
updated technologies of multimedia tools and web programming and a complete hypermedia courseware
helping students' comprehension make our algorithmic animations differ from theirs.
Besides the animations, in order to ease the tracing of the newest research results or referencing the related
papers on algorithms, we built up a paper reference database to store research papers of algorithms, which
can be queried and appended for educational or research purposes at the remote sites. We also provide some
studying communication aids in a asynchronous mode such as self-testing, bulletin board, related web
links, ..., etc., to improve the social communication among students in this virtual classroom.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The content of our algorithmic virtual classroom and the
implementation result of our hypertextbook are presented in Section 2. The implemention of algorithm
animations is illustrated in Section 3. The facility of the paper reference database is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 gives concluding remarks and future studying.

2 The Content of Our Algorithmic Virtual Classroom
There are four main themes in our algorithmic virtual classroom: (1) The Fundamentals of Algorithms, (2)
Algorithmic Strategies, (3) Algorithmic Reference Database and (4) Studying Communications. Our design
focuses on undergraduate students in science or management departments, while the database might have
benefits for various kinds of users. The material is mainly based upon [8].
We re-organized the course material on algorithms as the hypermedia courseware (or hypertextbook) which

helps the learners' actively exploring the knowledge. Each keyword (term or concept) on the webcourseware is linked onto its explanation page where the meaning is explained and all the links to the other
occurrences in our courseware are also listed. A query facility for these keywords also provided. Consider
that the course materials might be updated and the linkage relationships among keywords and their positions
of occurrences on the web pages might also be changed. We developed a courseware maintenance program
in C to automatically re-construct the linkage relation of all hyperlinks into its newest version whenever the
courseware is updated. Figure 1 shows our hypertextbook on web. As the left frame shown in Figure 1, a
tree-view browser is applied for learners to locate where he is in the courseware space. Figure 2 is the query
result page of the keyword "insertion sort" which can also be reached by clicking "insertion sort" on the web
content in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 The query result of the keyword "insertion sort"
The content of the four main themes is described more in detail in the following sub-sections.

2.1 The Fundamentals of Algorithms
The content in this subject includes:
(a) Celebrity Hall: The contribution of some well-known computer scientists for algorithmic study such as D.
E. Knuth, R. E. Tarjan, R. M. Karp, S. A. Cook, ... etc, are introduced here.
(b)The Introduction of Complexity: The concept of complexity such as order, upper bound, lower bound, ...
etc, are explained.
(c)The analysis of computer algorithms: The analytic models of computer algorithms are explained. Proper
examples are presented also.
All of the above materials are prepared as a web hypertextbook to ease the navigation.

2.2 Algorithmic Strategies
In current stage, three strategies are ready in our web classroom: greedy, divide-and-conquer and tree
searching strategies. We not only construct the hypermedia courseware but also apply interactive animations

as our learning, assistants. Three interactively animated examples, i.e., solving the stamp problem, the
minimum spanning tree via Kruskal's and Prim's algorithms respectively, are prepared for exploring the
spirit of the Greedy method, while three, i.e., finding the maximum, quick-sort and merge-sort, interactive
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animations are for Divide-and-Conquer and three, i.e., breadth-first-search, depth-first-search and hillclimbing, for tree searching. The implementation result is illustrated in Section 3.

2.3 Algorithmic Reference Database
It is most critical in almost every research areas, including of course the research of algorithms, to maintain
a mostly updated reference database. We construct a web-based database via CGI technology to maintain
those important references related to algorithms. Section 4 shows the implementation result in detail.

2.4 Study Communications
To increase the content of our courseware, we collect links of some important related web sites in our
external-resource pages which enlarge the learners' view on the studying of algorithms. Meanwhile, to help
students to self-evaluate the learning effect, self-tests are provided for learners to answer yes-no question
sheets on the web. The system will score the result and give explanations automatically.

In order to improve the social communications for students in this asynchronous learning environment, we
provide some interactive facilities:
(a)Bulletin board: This is an area for learners and teachers to post their idea, suggestions, questions, ...etc.,

on the web pages remotely. They could share the learning experience or learn from peers without the
limitation of time or space.
(b)Paper up-loading: A web interface is provided for users to up-load their finding of new research papers on
algorithms.

3 Interactive Algorithm Animations
Algorithm animations might be an effective tool for understanding the behavior and abstraction of
algorithms. However, most approaches mentioned in Section 2 have focused on much sophisticated
graphical depictions and not on the process of how learners construct their comprehensions via animations.
As a way, two categories, static animation and dynamic animation, are considered in our virtual classroom.
The former cannot be changed once built, while the latter might be changed according to some predefined
parameters. We call the dynamic animation as interactive animation if the learners can assign values to those
parameters in an on-line manner. The learners can choose either one to observe the actual data moving and
to demonstrate their abstract concept. A control panel is provided for learners to control the running speed.

The static animations by Director offer multimedia presentations. Figure 3 illustrates an animated example
of solving the stamp problem, which is to explain the greedy method. The interactive animations by Java
allow the learners to change the animated results by assigning input variables with different values. Through
observing the various running situations in terms to the given variables, learners can realize how those

algorithmic steps are actually executed. It is expected that the conceptual cognition of these abstract
strategies can be enhanced via the visualized running examples and the learners' comprehension could be

more concrete. Figure 4 shows an example of merge-sort where the number of input instance can be
assigned in an on-line manner.
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4 Reference Database Support
To meet general researchers' requirements, it is designed to supporting query by using various fields such as:
problem name, data domain, computational model, complexity class, lower bound, algorithm characteristics,
result, reference and comments. It also supports the up-load functionality for interested researchers to upload their new findings all over the world. This database is valuable not only for the researchers but also for
students who could access the newest or related results at their interests. Figure 5 illustrates the query form,
where k-MST problem with NP-complete complexity and other constraints are given, and the queried result

of our reference database. This service would like to attract interested users' participation to our virtual
classroom where discussions via the bulletin board are welcomed.

(b) the quried result

(a) a query form

Figure 5 The query and result reference database on algorithms

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Studies
We propose the design and implementation our virtual classroom for algorithms in this paper. The cognition
of algorithms might need a process of individual thinking, iterative testing and experience sharing. Our

virtual classroom offers learning aids on these respects via the web. It is expected that such a learning
environment could help students to learn algorithms more effectively at their own pace. The hypermedia
courseware will be increased and updated as a long-term project.

The activities in the traditional classroom are simulated to a great extent in our virtual classroom. However,

we are not intending to give up the face-to-face interactions. The authors applied this hypermedia
courseware on web as a learning assistant in a part of this semester. Students showed interests on
constructing their knowledge via the hypermedia courseware and animations. Some students expressed that
they supposed to understand the recursion in quick-sort before feeding data to the interactive animation,
however they found their misleading after the visualization of data movement in the animation. This is one
of the benefits what we intend to give in this virtual classroom. The construction of the knowledge tree is
underway to help tracing the learning pattern of learners. Also an empirical evaluation of the learning effect
will be studied in the near future.

The reference database gradually gathers interested researchers' attention. The authors would express their
special thanks to those who up-loaded their findings of new papers and those who gave valuable suggestions.
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On the Web, there are diverse learning resources with the same learning topic,
each of which is designed by different authors. Properly using these web-based
resources, learners can study the topic from diverse points of view. This is one
of the prominent merits of web-based learning. However, learners would have

difficulty in finding a learning resource suitable to their learning contexts
because there are currently an enormous number of learning resources on the

Web and because most web-based learning resources do not have a clear
description of their characteristics such as what kind of learners should use, what
kind of learning goal can be achieved. Our approach to this issue is to reorganize
web-based learning resources with indexes called resource indexes representing
their characteristics, and to provide learners with an adaptive navigation support,

which recommends them some learning resources to be learned next

in

accordance with their needs and knowledge states. We also report a preliminary
experiment to evaluate the validity of the adaptive navigation support with a
demonstration system. From the results of this experiment, we have made sure
that it is valid.

Keywords: Learning Resource, Web-based Learning, Resource Index,
Resource Navigation

1 Introduction
Over the past several years, an increasing number of hypermedia/hyperdocuments based resources on the
Web have been available, which are designed from an educational point of view, or which are worth learning.
Learning with such existing web-based resources has accordingly become more important, particularly as
the realization of lifelong and distance learning [1].

On the Web, there are many learning resources with the same topic, each of which is designed by different
authors. Some of them are suitable for augmenting domain concepts/knowledge in the topic. Some are also
suitable for having a deeper understanding of the topic with examples/simulation/illustration, or applying
knowledge with exercises. Properly using these kinds of learning resources, learners can study the topic
from diverse points of view. This is a prominent merit of learning a topic on the Web.

This paper describes a web-based learning environment that makes use of diverse learning resources
involving a certain topic to promote learning. The main issue addressed here is how to help learners select
some instructive learning resources according to their learning contexts. There are currently an enormous
number of learning resources on the Web. In addition, most web-based learning resources do not have a
clear description of what kind of learners should use, what kind of learning goal can be achieved and so on
[7]. Learners consequently have difficulty in finding an instructive learning resource [4].
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The approach presented in this paper is to reorganize web-based learning resources with indexes called
resource indexes representing their characteristics, and to build a learning resource database. At present,
there exist a number of Web sites collecting URLs of web-based learning resources. These sites use resource
indexes, which mainly represent learning topics/subjects, to classify the learning resources. The resource
indexes allow learners to know what they can learn beforehand. In other words, they can select learning

resources from a "what to learn" point of view. However, the indexes are not enough for them to find a
learning resource suitable to their learning contexts since they would usually think of not only "what to
learn" but also "how to learn". They would particularly think of in which learning phase they try to learn.
There are generally several phases of learning a topic such as augmenting new knowledge/information about
the topic, deepening understanding of knowledge, applying/stabilizing knowledge, etc [5]. Which learning
resource to select depends on in which phase learners try to learn. Learning phases should be accordingly
represented as resource indexes.

In this paper, we propose a way to reorganize web-based learning resources with "how to learn" indexes
(HTL indexes for short) including learning phases in addition to conventional "what to learn" indexes (WTL
indexes for short), building a learning resource database. We also demonstrate an adaptive navigation
support with the database, which recommends learners some resources to be learned next in accordance with
their learning contexts such as needs and knowledge states. This aims to promote their learning from
knowledge accretion phase to knowledge stabilization phase.

In the following sections, we first describe the way to build a learning resource database with WTL and HTL
indexes. Next, we demonstrate the adaptive navigation support with the database. Furthermore, we report a
preliminary experiment to evaluate the validity of the adaptive navigation support. From the results of this
experiment, we have made sure that it is useful.

2 Reorganizing Web-based Learning Resources
2.1 Learning with Existing Resources on the Web

Before discussing the way to reorganize learning resources on the Web, let us first consider learning with
them. In this paper, a learning resource means a hyperdocument, which describes a learning topic within a
Web site. It provides learners with a hyperspace that consists of a number of Web pages. Learners can
explore the hyperspace to learn domain concepts/knowledge [2], [6]. On the Web, in addition, there are
diverse learning resources with the same topic, which could facilitate diverse learning phases such as
augmenting and applying domain concepts/knowledge. Properly using these learning resources, learners can
study the topic from diverse points of view.

As shown in Figure 1, we view web-based learning as learning a topic in three phases and as the transition
between learning phases. The learning phases are as follows: accretion, understanding, and stabilization [3].
Each phase is also explained as follows:
- Accretion phase is the one in which domain concepts/knowledge are augmented;
Understanding phase is the one in which known concepts/knowledge are understood with examples,
simulations, illustrations, etc.;
Stabilization phase is the one in which known concepts/knowledge are stabilized by means of problemsolving with exercises.
The transition between learning phases is expected to occur according to completion or impasse of learning
in a phase. It is also expected to take place from knowledge accretion phase to knowledge stabilization phase
or in the opposite direction. Learners' knowledge is finally expected to stabilize. However, learners need not
always start learning from the accretion phase. They can start learning from any learning phase according to
their knowledge states.
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Figure 1 Web-based Learning

2.2 Resource Index
In learning a topic, learners would select a learning resource according to their knowledge states. However,
most existing learning resources on the Web do not usually have a clear description about which learning
phase could be facilitated. Therefore, the proper selection of learning resource is not so easy for them. One
way to resolve this problem is to provide learners with a learning resource database.

There currently exist many Web sites, which collect URLs of web-based learning resources. In these sites,
they are classified with resource indexes that mainly represent learning subjects/topics. These indexes allow
learners to select learning resources from a "what to learn" point of view. However, such indexes are not
enough for them to find a learning resource according to their learning contexts. When a learner wants to
stabilize his/her knowledge of a topic, for example, he/she could select a learning resource suitable for
augmenting knowledge about the topic. Learners would usually think of not only "what to learn" but also
"how to learn" especially in which learning phase they should learn.
We have consequently provided resource indexes that consist of "How To Learn (HTL)" indexes in addition
to conventional "What To Learn (WTL)" indexes, and have proposed a way to reorganize learning resources.
In helping learners select learning resources proper for the transition between learning phases as shown in
Figure 1, "learning phase" is first most important as HTL indexes. In helping learners continue learning in a
phase, second, some HTL indexes are necessary for differentiating learning resources that could facilitate the

phase. In fact, some learners may try to resolve an impasse, which occurs in one resource, with other
resources that could facilitate the same learning phase. Considering web-based learning resources with the
same topic, we can see various media for representing the contents such as text, diagram, chart, illustration,
simulation, chat, BBS, etc. Such
etc. We can also see various interactive/real time environments such
media and communication channels would have an influence on how to learn. In addition to learning phase,
we accordingly regard them as HTL indexes as shown in Table 1.

2.3 Reorganization
Figure 2 shows how to reorganize learning resources with WTL and HTL indexes. First, the learning
resources are classified with WTL indexes so that learners can see from a "what to learn" point of view. Next,

the resources are classified with learning phases so that learners can select fom a number of learning
resources with one topic. Some learning resources may have two or three indexes of learning phase. Finally,
indexes of media and communication channels are attached to each learning resource as its attributes so that
learners can select from a number of resources that could facilitate the same learning phase.

Following the above way, we have implemented a learning resource database where many existing resources
have been indexed. We have also addressed the issue of how to support indexing (See [5] for more detail).

HTL Index

WTL Index
Academic
Year
High

School

Subjects

Learning
Topic

Learning
Phase

Media
Communication
Channel

Physics

Dynamics

Accretion

Text Only

Undentancling

Stabilization

I Optics

Animation

Questions
& Answers

Acquisitioa

Mtribute

Figure 2 Hierarchy of Indexes

3 Adaptive Navigation Support
3.1 Learning Resource Navigation
Let us now introduce an adaptive navigation support with the learning resource database. Although the
resource indexes allow learners to search learning resources they want to learn, it is still difficult for them to
select a learning resource in accordance with their learning contexts to promote learning from knowledge

accretion to knowledge stabilization. We have accordingly proposed a navigation support, which
recommends learning resources to be learned next according to learners' knowledge states and needs.
The main aim of this support is to promote learning of a specific topic with diverse learning resources so that

learners' knowledge can be stabilized. For this aim, in particular, it attempts to facilitate the transition
between learning phases and to change media/communication channels for promoting learning in one phase.
If a learner reaches an impasse in the understanding phase, for example, he/she is encouraged to return to the

accretion phase to resolve it. If he/she completes the understanding phase, on the other hand, he/she is
encouraged to move to the next phase that is stabilization phase. He/she is alternatively encouraged to
continue learning in the same phase with different resources that have different media/communication
channels.

3.2 Recommendation
Let us next explain how to execute the learning resource recommendation in accordance with learners'
knowledge states and needs. In the navigation support, we consider two knowledge states: impasses and
completion of learning a resource. Learners are asked which state they reach after learning the resource. If
necessary, they can also demand change of media/communication channels for a learning resource to be
learned next as their needs.

The learning resource recommendation uses the information given by the learners to make a list of learning

resources to be learned next. The learning resources are put in the order of priority. The aim of the
recommendation is not to give the learners the most instructive resource from the database. The list provides
them with a guide in selecting instructive learning resources.
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<Resource Recommendation Window>
< Learner' s Input Window>
Figure 3 Resource Navigation System Interface

Figure 3 shows the interface of the prototype system for adaptive navigation support. This system,
implemented with Common Gateway Interface (CGI), consists of two windows. The left window enables
learners to input their needs and knowledge states in learning the current resource. It also shows a history of
learning resources used, and encourages the learners to reflect on their learning processes. The right window
displays a list that puts learning resources in order of priority for recommendation.

3.3 Procedure
Let us next explain how to decide the order of priority for recommending learning resources to be learned
next. It corresponds to deciding which resource indexes should be given priority.
3.3.1 Ordering with Knowledge States
(1) Case of Impasse
When learners reach an impasse in a learning phase, learning resources, which could facilitate the previous
learning phase, are first recommended so that they can resolve the impasse. The previous phase as index is
accordingly given priority. On the other hand, the next phases are not given priority. Learning resources that
have the same media/communication channels are also recommended since the learners may get confused

with a change of media/communication channels in addition to the change of learning phase. The same
media/communication channels as indexes are accordingly given priority. In case learners' knowledge state
in an impasse, therefore, learning resources that have the previous phase and the same
media/communication channels as resource indexes are recommended as resources that are more instructive.
is

(2) Case of Completion

When learners complete learning in a learning phase, learning resources that have the next phase as index
are first recommended so that they can further their knowledge. The next phase as index is accordingly
given priority. The previous phases, on the other hand, are not given priority. The media/communication
channels as indexes are given in the same way as the case of impasse. In case learners' knowledge state is in
completion of learning, therefore, learning resources that have the next phase and the same
media/communication channels as resource indexes are recommended as resources that are more instructive.
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3.3.2 Ordering with Learners' Needs
In learning a resource, some learners may demand change of media/communication channels for the learning
resource to be learned next. Regardless of learners' knowledge states, in this case, the same learning phase
and different media/communication channels as indexes are given priority. The same media/communication

channels are not given priority. Second, the different learning phases as indexes are not given priority
according to learners' knowledge states. In case of impasse, the next phases are not given priority. In case of
completion, the previous phases are not given priority. Learning resources that have the same phase and
different media/communication channels as resource indexes are consequently recommended as resources
that are more instructive. However, the way of ordering discussed in 3.3.1 is executed if learners reiterate
learning in the same phase.
3.33 Calculation for Recommendation

Let us explain the way of calculation for ordering learning resources with an example. Learning resources
are ordered with recommendation score, which is calculated every resource. Each learning resource has a
number of HTL indexes. The recommendation score is calculated as follows. It is first scored ten points per
learning phase index that is given priority, and is scored minus ten points per learning phase index that is not
given priority. Next, it is scored one point per media/communication channel index that is given priority, and
is scored minus one point per media/communication channel index that is not given priority. The larger the
recommendation score is, the higher the priority of recommendation is.

Figure 4 shows an example of ordering five learning resources. In this example, a learner inputs "impasse"
as his/her knowledge states in learning a resource. The learning resource has the "understanding" phase,

"text only" media as HTL indexes. In this case, the accretion phase as index is given priority. The
stabilization phase is not given priority. In addition, the "text only" media as indexes is given priority, while
the other media/communication channels are not given priority. Therefore, the recommendation scores for
the five learning resources calculated as shown in the right side of Figure 4. The learning resource that has
the accretion phase and "text only" media as HTL indexes is recommended in the highest priority.

Next Resource Index

Accretion

......

Accretion

Priority of Index

Recommendation
5core

Phase +10
Media +1
Communication Channel 0

Phase +10
Media -2

Current Resource

+8

Communication Channel 0

Understanding

Understanding

Phase 0
Media +1
Communication Channel 0

Understanding
Learner's States

+11

Questions & Answers

Impasse

Stabilization
High Interactivity

+1

Phase 0
Media -2
Communication Channel -1

Phase -10
Media -1
Communication Channel -1

Fig. 4 Example for Recommendation

4 Preliminary Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
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1

10

In order to evaluate the adaptive navigation support with the resource indexes and the learning contexts, we
have had a preliminary experiment. The main purpose of this experiment was to ascertain the validity of the
way of calculation for the recommendation order.

In this experiment, we compared the order of priority for recommendation generated with the adaptive
navigation support to the order in which subjects placed learning resources by reading them carefully. Table
2 shows learning resources used in the experiment, which are described about a learning topic of "Global
Warming Issue". Subjects were 12 graduate and undergraduate students in department of engineering. In
spite of a well-known topic, the results of pretest indicated that they did not necessarily have sufficient
domain knowledge.

The procedure of the experiment with each subject was as follows:

(1) He/she was asked to learn the resource A and then to input his/her knowledge state after learning. If
he/she wanted to change media/communication channels, he/she could also input it as his/her need.
(2) He/she was asked to read the remaining resources carefully and place them in the order where he/she felt
them more proper for his/her knowledge state and need.

Table 3 shows the order of priority for recommendation in each learning context considered. The order is
calculated by the way discussed in section 3.3. For example, the recommendation is done in order of
resource C, B, D and E, when a subject's knowledge state is in completion. Comparing the order of priority
for recommendation to the order that subjects decided, we evaluated the validity of the learning resource
recommendation.

4.2 Result
Table 4 shows the results of this experiment. The vertical axis is the order in which the system placed the
learning resources (System-decided Order for short) and the horizontal axis is the order in which subjects
placed them (Subjects-decided Order for short). The smaller the number of the order is the higher the
priority for recommendation is. Each value in the table means the number of cases that fulfilled the Systemdecided order and the Subjects-decided order. For example, there were six cases where both System-decided
and Subjects-decided orders were the first place.
In order to look into an approximate tendency in Table 4, we divided the order of priority into High and Low.

As shown in Table 5, the High order including the first and second places of both System-decided and
Subjects-decided orders, and the Low order also including the third and fourth places. We then performed
Fisher's exact probability test in Table 5. As a result, there was a significant relevancy between Systemdecided order and Subjects-decided order(p=0.00867), and these orders were positively related with a
correlation (8=0.42). It indicates that System-decided order agreed with Subjects-decided order
approximately.
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Table 2 The Learning Resource for Experiment

Resource
Think about global warming
A
http://www.nature-n.com/g_wrmlindex-j.htm
B

Eco-Life Guide The Issue of Global Warming
http://www.eic.or.jp/ecolife/t001.html

C

Environment Global Warming
Kyoto-Earth's Homepage
http://www.pref.kyoto.jp/intro/21cent/kankyo/h3.html

D

Global Warming
http://www.wnn.or.jp/wnn-eco/cop3/index.html

Tackling to the global environmental problems

Global

E Warming

HTL Index
Phase : Accretion
Media : Graphics
Phase : Understanding, Stabilization
Media : Graphics, Others
Communication Channel : Questions
Phase': Accretion, Understanding
Media : Graphics, E-Mail
Phase : Accretion, Understanding, S
Media : Graphics, Others
Communication Channel : Questions
High Interacti,
Phase : Accretion
Media : Graphics

http://www.epcc.pref.osaka.jp/apec/jpn/earth/index.htm

Table 3 Order of Priority that the System Ordered
Case of Impasse
Priority
Resource
0
Phase
CC
Phase Media

Case of Completion

Resource
B

+I

+1,-1

-1

B

-1,-1

C
D
E

+1

+1,-1

0

-1

+1

+1,-1

0

+1

-1,-1
0

C
D
E

Case of Chance (State : Completion
Priority
Resource
Phase Media
CC
+1,-1

0

B

+I
+I

+1,-1

0

+1,-1

+1,+1

E

+I

-1

0

+1,-1
+1,-1
+1,-1

-1,-1
0

+1

CC

0

0

-1

0

-1,-1
0

Case of Chance (State : Impasse
Priority
Resource
CC
Phase Media

+1

C
D

Priority
Media

B

-1,-1

+1,-1

C
D
E

+1,-1

+1,-1

0

+1,-1,-1
+1

+1, -I

+I.+1

-1

0

0

+1

(CC: Communication Channel)
Table 5 Result of Experiment

Table 4 Result of Experiment
Systemdecided Order

Subjectsdecided
HighOrder

Subjects-decided Order
1

2

3

4

4

2

1

4

5

3

I

3

3

5

2

3

3

4

2

1

6

5

1

0

System-decided
LowOrder
System-decided
HighOrder

Subjectsdecided
LowOrder

7

17

17

7

5 Discussion
From the results of the experiment, we have made sure that the adaptive navigation support is useful for
learners to learn a certain topic with diverse learning resources. However, it does not work well for learners
who cannot input their knowledge states and needs by themselves because these are important information
for the adaptation. One way to resolve this is that teachers/instructors help such learners input. In addition,
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some learners may input their wrong knowledge states. However, this is not a serious problem from a whole
learning process point of view since inputting "completion" as knowledge state despite his/her

incompleteness of learning would cause a serious impasse in the next learning phase, for example.
Alternatively, inputting "impasse" despite his/her completeness of learning as knowledge state would cause a
complete learning in the previous phase without difficulty.

Lets us next discuss the adaptive navigation support compared with related work on courseware generation
on the Web [8]. Courseware is generally generated in order to facilitate learning of a series of topics and
relationships between these topics. Each topic included in a courseware accordingly needs to be designed as
learning resource from a specific point of view. In related work on courseware generation, the same designer
prepares each learning resource for each topic on the Web. However, it is hard to make a courseware from
existing web-base resources since they are usually designed from different points of view. On the other hand,

we focus on properly using diverse resources with the same topic, not with related topics, to promote
learning of it from diverse points of view.

6 Conclusions
This paper has proposed a learning resource database that reorganizes learning resources. on the Web with

resource indexes. This paper has also presented the adaptive navigation with the database, which
recommends learners some resources to be learned next according to their needs and knowledge states. This
allows learners to use existing learning resources with a certain topic to promote their learning. In addition,
the paper preliminarily evaluated the adaptive navigation support. In this experiment, we compared the order
of priority for recommendation generated with the adaptive navigation support to the order in which subjects
placed learning resources. As a results, we have made sure that it is valid.
In the future, it is necessary to evaluate the adaptive navigation support in more detail. We would also like to
develop a more practical system and open to the public.
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In this paper, we describe our experiences in designing and using a multimedia
composition-making system for children. The system allows children to make
compositions using pictures, sounds and text. Moreover, it also allows pictures
in the composition to be animated. We experimented with children using this
system in three different settings. In the first setting, no topic was assigned to the

children. In the second and third experiments, children were given a topic
(different for each experiment) for composition related to their activity. We
present here the results of our experiments and comment on how the constraints
imposed by the topic affect children' s expressive abilities.

Keywords: animation, children' s expressive abilities, constraints and
creativity, multimedia composition.

1 Introduction
In recent years, many esearchers have studied multimedia techniques and have incorporated them into
various educational systems. For example, Silva [5] described a multimedia soundscape system, "They Are
Catching Sounds in the Park!", for environmental education. In this system, children search for sounds by

clicking anywhere in the picture. When they click an appropriate object, its associated sound and
information are presented to the children. Bma [I] proposed a system for composing and writing stories via
cartoons. Harviainen [2] presented a co-authoring system in which many users work together to compose a
story. Ishii [3] and Kawakami [4] have developed other systems for making stories with multimedia. All this
research demonstrates that multimedia has much potential for stimulating the ability of children to express
themselves. In particular, we find that children can express their creative and imagined ideas much better
with pictures and words than with words alone. Moreover, if we add an ability to attach sounds to pictures,
and allow pictures to be animated, then this expressive power increases considerably.

Motivated by these factors, we have developed a system to help children write multimedia compositions,
and have tested it with children in three different settings. In this paper, we describe our system and report
on our experiences with children using the system.

2 Prototype of the System
We developed a prototype of a multimedia composition-making system. Using our prototype,
Children can express their thoughts and ideas via pictures, sounds, text, and animation sequences. In

our system, children must first choose a background scene, in which they can then insert picture
objects, sounds, and text.
Except for the background, children can attach sounds and text to picture objects, and can animate
them to make a multimedia composition.
This system has two modes: a ' Set up' mode for the teacher or supervisor to allow them to determine which
background scenes, picture objects, sounds, etc. are made available to the children for writing a composition,
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and a ' User' mode for children to write compositions.

The Set up' mode has the following two functions:
1) Select situation: Set the context or theme for the composition.
2) Edit situation: Set the categories of background scenes, picture objects and sounds corresponding to a
theme.

The User' mode has the following seven functions:
1) Select background scenes.
2) Select picture objects.
3) Select sounds.
4) Write text.
5) Animate composition.
6) Save composition.
7) Load composition.

Picture
Objects

Animate

Insert Picture
Attach Sounds
Attach Text
Load

End

Figure 1. An example of the main window

By double clicking on a picture in the main window, the sound attached to that object (if any) can be heard.
Also, when the picture of an object is selected in the main window, the text attached to it is displayed in the
text box.

The animation module has five functions: show picture, hide picture, output sound, show text, and move
picture.

To replay animation, children click the start' button in the animation window. When the button is clicked,
the system starts the animation sequence as previously specified. It replays each action one by one, but it
pauses when the action is show text' . To continue from there, the user needs to click the start' button again.

3 Experiments with the system
We did three different experiments

in which

children used our system. In each experiment, the

setting and the tasks given to children were
different, as described below.

3.1 Experiment I
In this experiment, we studied a constraint-free use
of the composition system. The children were not
given any specific topic of composition, and they
could use the system any way they like to create
any composition freely. We prepared 54
background scenes, 185 pictures and 68 sounds.

Because no topic was given, children chose a
variety of themes.

Figure 2. Window for the replay of animation
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3.2 Experiment II
In this experiment, we introduced a constraint by giving a topic of composition to the children, and analyzed

the generated compositions. The experiment was done at an activity center for children. At this center,
children of each grade come periodically, and play or make some handicraft. One of the handicraft projects

for third-grade children was making kites. So, the following week, we asked the children to make a
composition about kite making. For the experiment, we prepared a version of the system with six
backgrounds scenes of craft rooms. Three of these were scenes with kites in them, and the others were
scenes with only a room and tables without kites. We also prepared 68 pictures and 35 sounds appropriate
for kite-making activity.

3.3 Experiment DI
In this experiment, we introduced a tighter constraint by
giving a more specific topic of composition to children, and
studied its effect. We asked the children to make a

composition for the story "The coward king and robber"
(original title in Japanese). The original story is written in
Japanese. At the same activity center for children used in
Experiment II, the children made an extended version of this
story, made a picture book to illustrate various scenes in the

story, and then told the story using these pictures at their
Christmas party. The week following the party, we asked the

children to make a composition for this story using our

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

system.

For this experiment, we prepared a version of the system
with eight background picture scenes related to the story.

We also prepared 66 picture objects and 33 sounds
appropriate to the story.

In this experiment, we were interested in analyzing the

Figure 3. Differences between the
composition picture and the original
picture from the picture book (for each
background scene)

differences between compositions made using our system
and the corresponding pictures in the picture book for this story that the children had made earlier. We used
the following method for computing the difference. The picture objects were grouped into ten categories,
and the difference between two pictures (with the same background scene) was calculated as follows:
For each picture object category: if there is an object of that category in both the pictures, we

say that the difference between the two pictures with respect to that category is zero. If one
picture has an object from that category, and the other has none, we say that the difference with

respect to that category is one. The difference between two pictures is the sum of the
differences over all ten categories.
Figure 3 shows the result of applying this procedure.
We see that the differences for the climactic scenes (scenes 6 g) are higher than the other scenes.

3.4 Discussion
An analysis of the compositions produced in the three experiments is shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table 1
shows the average number of compositions produced by a participant in each experiment. We see from it
that the children were most expressive when the topic was most constrained (Experiment 111).

Table 1. Number of compositions per participant
I Experiment I

Number of participants
Number of compositions per
participant

11

1.3

I Experiment 11
7
1.4

Experiment III
5

4.6

Table 2 shows a more detailed analysis of compositions with respect to how multimedia features of the
system were used.
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Table 2. Number of multimedia features per composition
Experiment III
I Experiment I I Experiment II
Multimedia feature
6.9
11.2
3.6
Picture objects
1.6
2.4
1.1
Sound attachments
1.6
1.1
Text attachments
9.9
2.8
1.0
Animation

Here we see that picture and sound attachments are used most in Experiment II. This may be because in this
setting children were describing a situation using generally one page (screen). For this, they used many
objects and sound attachments to provide information about the depicted situation. We also see that text
attachments and replay actions were used most in Experiment III. It might be because in this setting they
were describing a story, for which text attachment is a useful way to express characters' utterances, and
animation is useful to express characters' movement. We also would like to point out that in Experiment III
there were fewer picture objects and sound attachments per composition. This is because to show the flow of
events in the story, children made many compositions,(Table 1).
Table 3. Analysis of animation operations per composition (in percent)
Experiment III
Animation operation
I Experiment I I Experiment II
53
0
0
Show picture
4
0
0
Hide picture
10
13
0
Output Sound
I

Show text

Move picture

87

0

15

100

18

move picture' operation was used. In
composing a story, however (Experiment III), the `show picture' was used most. We also found that the
' hide picture' operation was rarely used.

In this table we see that in Experiments I and II, mostly the

4 Conclusions
From our experiments, we see that the multimedia features of the composition-making system are most
useful in illustrating a story or a narrative. Sound and text attachments and animation operations can be very
helpful in expressing movement of characters and the progression of events in a narrative. We also found
that many children are most expressive when they are given a focus Of composition.

From these results, we propose that a system such as ours can be used in the classroom for children to make
compositions about field trips and class excursions. For each trip or excursion, the teacher can set up the
system appropriately by choosing relevant picture and sound libraries before children use the system. In this
way, we feel that our system can provide a step forward from Silva [5]. Children are more actively involved
in making compositions with our system than in exploring with They are catching sounds in the park!"
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Automated Quantitative Extraction
Method of Aesthetic Impression from
Color Images using the Tone in the HLS
Muncell Color Space
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The students acquire a visual literacy through learning the coloring
systematically in the fine arts subject. This paper describes an extraction method

for the aesthetic impression of the paintings based on the tone in the Muncell
color space for fine arts subject. The impression, which the human being gets
from the paintings, depends on the motif, the composition and the coloring. Here,
we discuss the evaluation method of the paintings by the computer based on the
tone that includes the lightness (intensity) and the saturation (vividness). We
perform the evaluation experiment of the paintings that have a unique coloring.
The evaluation result approximately resembles the impression of which human
being is moved. This method is also useful for retrieving the image database
using the ambiguous key words like the impression words.

Keywords: aesthetic impression of paintings, color tone, color harmony,
visual literacy, fine arts subject, image retrieval system

1 Introduction
Fine arts subject educates the ability of the sense beauty, that is, a visual literacy through recognizing a form
and a color. For training such a visual literacy, it is important for the students to understand the nature of
color systematically. Visual literacy that is the aesthetic judgment ability becomes the basis of the expression
and the appreciation activity in the fine arts learning. The students acquire the visual literacy by experience
through repeated practice of painting the picture. On the other hand, there are the empirical rules about the
composition and the coloring in the art. As for the color harmony, Ostwald, Muncell and Moon Spencer are
well known.

Recently, the multimedia database spreads widely with the development of the network technology. In the
multimedia database retrieval, it is useful that we can refer database using the impression words and the
ambiguous feeling words in addition to the key words. Recently, an image database retrieving by impression
words as beautiful, balmy is reported [1-5].

We report the extraction way of the aesthetic impression degree of the paintings based on the Moon
Spencer's color harmony theory [6]. However, in the Moon Spencer's way, we can estimate the degree of the

beauty as the numerical value but we cam not know the detail impression like the dark, light, bracing
impression which each painting gives. In this study, we describe more concretely the way of extraction the
aesthetic impression of the paintings based on the tone in the HLS Muncell color space.

2 The tone and the systematic color names
We call a suitable coloring the color harmony. In the color harmony theory, Ostwald, Muncell and Moon
Spencer are well known. Also, a color system is established by JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards) and
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PCCS (the Japanese Color & Coloring System).

Here, we use the tone in the Muncell HLS space for estimating the impression of the paintings more
precisely. We express a color by the word, which shows the impression of the color like the light green, the
dark green. There is a difference between bright and dark, strong and gentle, vivid and muddy in the same
color, same hue. We call this difference the tone (Lightness and Saturation). The tone is a concept of the

lightness L and the saturation S being compounds and shows an impression of the color, which doesn't
depend on the hue well. As the tone has an each image, it is easy to connect the tone the psychological effect
of the color. We can evaluate the feeling impression of the paintings by extraction the tone from the image
data. In this paper, we adopt the PCCS tone for evaluating the impression of the paintings [7]. The PCCS
defines the tone in the lightness L and the saturation S in the Muncell color space and gives color system as
the tone and the hue. The PCCS classifies into 12 kinds of tones in each hue and packs the same tone of the
every hue. Figure 1 shows the classification of the tone.
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Figure 2 Systematic Color Names

The tone image is defined by the systematic color names in the PCCS color system. The systematic color
names is the color expression way that gives a modifier according to each fundamental color like white, red
and blue. It sets a way of combining a fundamental color name and modifier. The modifier in PCCS includes
an adjective, which shows the hue difference like the tinge of red, green. On the contrary, it has no word,
which shows only lightness or a saturation. The bright impression includes not only the high intensity but
also the vivid saturation. The mild impression means the high lightness and low saturation. Figure 2 shows
the systematic color names of the tone space.

3 Evaluation of the aesthetic impression
After getting the image data through the scanner, we extract the impression feature of the paintings. Figure 3

shows the outline of our method. The resolution and the size of the image data is 120 [pixels/inch] and
640*512 [pixels] respectively. The image data is a full color, bit map.

The image data has RGB color component and doesn't connect with the color sense of the human being
straight. Also, it is difficult to adjust the color tone in the color synthesis. Here, we convert the RGB to the
HLS value in the Muncell color space, which fits for the color sense of the human being. Mucell color
system shows the color as the three components, H (Hue), L (Lightness) and S (Saturation) and is used
widely in the coloring. Figure 4 shows the Muncell HLS color space. We get the H[0,360], L[0,1], S[0,1]
values through the conversion of the RGB[0-255] value.
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The number of the colors in the image data is enormous for processing data by
a computer. Here, we reduce the number of colors to the degree, which doesn't
loose the color tone of the paintings. We divide the H, L and S to 10 and
14 respectively.
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The maximum value of the L and the S depends on the coloring material and each hue shown in table 1.
Therefore, the value range of the L and S is different according to each hue. For example, the maximum L, S
value of the Red and Purple hue is 8.5, 14.0 and 8.0, 11.5 respectively. Here, we normalize the L, S value
0-10 ranges.

From the above way, we estimate the number of the pixel in the S-L tone space through mapping the image
data to the tone space. We can find the aesthetic impression of the paintings by estimating the position of the
mapped pixel in the tone space because of the correspondence between the tone space and the impression
modifier shown in figure 2. In this experiment, we evaluate the number of the colors, which accounts for 70
% of the color area. However, we cannot estimate the impression because the distribution in the tone space
becomes apart. Here, we calculate one position of the tone space from several distributed positions using the
weight coefficient of each tone position.
L = WiLi
S = IV; Si,
(1)
Where 1,171 = E(a1/E ad Da; is the number of the occupied pixel in each color.
We estimate the impression of the paintings according to the tone index (S, L) defined in equation (1).

4 The evaluation experiment
The simple coloring picture is tested beforehand. As a result, the showy picture of the pure color and the
gloomy picture are mapped over the v (vivid) and dkg (dark grayish) tone respectively. Typical paintings and
poster works from renaissance to modern are tested in this experiment shown in table 2. Figure 5 and figure
6 shows examples of the paintings and the typical mapping result in the tone space respectively. We can
evaluate the aesthetic impression of the paintings using figure 6 and figure 2. The extraction impression is
listed as follows.
"Mona Lisa" (2) of Leonardo da Vinci is famous for gently smiling lady. This painting locates near dk (dark)
in the tone and gives dark, mellow impression.

Monet's "Water Lily" (5) is said the mystic beauty of the surface of the water and is situated on the tone
space near ltg (light grayish). We can say that the water lily has a cooled silent image.

Gogh's "Sun Flower" (8) is painted yellow strongly which he liked most. It is situated on the tone space near
s (strong). From this result, we can evaluate that the impression of sunflower is strong, passionate painting.

Figure 7 shows the mapping result of the works in table 2. The above-mentioned results agree with the
established reputation and the eye inspection of human being.
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Table 2 Lists of Paintings and Design Pictures
Pointer

Wcrk

Style

epoch

Lccnardoda Vinci

Renaissance

Virgin of the Rock

1503

2 Leonardo da Vinci

Renaissance

Mona Lisa

1503

3 Rembrandt

Baroque

Night Watch

1642

4 Rembrandt

Baroque

Raising of the Cross

1633

5 And

Impressionist

Water Lilies

1903

6 Monet
7 Monet

Impressionist

Flower Pct

1903

Impressionist

Pcpies

1873

Gogh

Modem

Sun Flowers

1888

9 GoEti

Modern

Self Portrait
Saint-Tropez
Theater Boa
Les &ands Boulevard
La Liscuse

1889

Baldigeis(Senecio)

1922

15 Matisse

Modem
Modem

Green Stripe

1905

16 Matisse

Modem

Red Roan

1947

17 Munch

Modem

&rem

1893

18 Munch

Modem

Sick Chiled

1895

19 Poster

Design

Star Wars

2) Porter

Design

Bugs Life
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Impressionist
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Impressionist
Impressionist
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Figure 7 Mapping Result in the Tone (2)

5 Conclusions
We proposed the way of evaluating the beauty and impressive sense of the paintings and design pictures
based on the tone in the Muncell color space. We use the tone space, which can concretely express the color
impression and a corresponding systematic color names. This method suits the aesthetic impression degree
evaluation by the computer because the evaluation processing doesn't depend on the hue.
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After getting the image data through the scanner, we convert each RGB pixel the tone space in HLS Muncell
color space. We extract the location of the paintings in the tone space by calculating the coefficient of the
occupied area. The aesthetic impression is estimated by the location of the used color in the tone space.

The famous paintings from renaissance to modern are tested for extracting the impression feeling. "Mona
Lisa" of Leonardo da Vinci and Gogh's "Sun Flower" is estimated as matured darkly and strongly passionate

impression respectively. These results tell us that the distinction by the computer coincide with an
established reputation of the paintings.

The impression extraction by this way is useful for the students learning how to use color arrangement in
their fine arts subject.
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The popularity of WWW (World Wide Web) produces lots of new instructions
or substitutive cases to build a new future, therefore educational units need to
develop various computer-assisted instructions. To ensure good learning effect,
the instructive strategy adopted by most CAI systems is to provide tremendous

amount of multimedia data in order to attract the learner and a complete
process of instruction is like the scenario of a presentation. The purpose of this

thesis is to discuss how he multi-tier developing architecture can let the
multimedia learning resources be used and shared in WWW from a view of
organization' s requirements, such that teachers, measuring researchers, and
learning researchers can perform different tasks according to their own
specialties independently. We also propose and implement a multimedia
presentation system to let various authors with various identities author and
present their presentation, i.e. CAI systems, conveniently and correctly. We
compare the general hierarchy of a multimedia presentation system with the
multi-tier architecture proposed by us, and we can know how the tasks are
divided and assigned to corresponding professionals to accomplish the whole
teaching materials through working cooperatively. It is possible to have a
suggestion to develop CAI software for educational department.

Keywords: Multimedia Presentation System, CAI System, Multi-tier

1 Introduction
Although there exists many arguments, object-oriented is still spread out in 1990's and it seems to be a
possible survival direction in software crisis. Besides this, we can use component oriented to build a set of
CAI systems via existing papers that can be divided into several areas, e.g. research of interface, learning
methods of computer assisted instructions, application of virtual reality, networking exam, virtual
classrooms (including distance instruction), individual researcher objects, and etc. For example, the
processes of mental model research emphasize the use of information of objects, so researchers just make
the analysis components of mental model, the key point of this study is the component of mental model, not
the scenario of teaching and the interface of designation. Another example, fuzzy theory should be used in
the research of learning analysis, the key point is to provide learning analysis for content of exam, and it
can make the analysis component purely. From the two examples, we can find the generation in proper
components analysis, so all we have to do is making the component of its own domain. Each researcher
only concerns its own theme without being concerned with the entire system, then can reuse the resources
and get the complete experimental environment. This thesis constructs the developing architecture of CAI
through component oriented and logical dividing of mu Iti-tier structure, and emphasizes that the discussion
of developing architecture is the beginning of the series of research.

2 Multimedia presentation system
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2.1 General Hierarchy of Multimedia Presentation System
On Internet, the way to play multimedia objects is hypermedia shown in the Fig. 1. To display such a scene
on homepages, we can divide the designation into two layers, frame layer and resource object layer. The
resource object layer stores all the multimedia objects participated in playing, the frame layer records the
objects that compose each frame, the schedule of playback, the arrangement of objects on screen, and the
events that may change the playing flow of inter-frames.

A multimedia resource may be a picture, a text description, a video, or other materials that can be used in a
multimedia computer. A topic is a resource carrier that presents the resource to the addressee. A frame is a
composite object that represents related issues that a presenter wants to illustrate. A frame may contain
push buttons, one or more topics to be presented, and a number of knowledge. A message with optional

parameters can be passed between two frames (or back to the same frame) to trigger a multimedia
presentation action.
In the two layers, we make some definitions by referring the various links defined in [7].

An inheritance (successor or precedence) link: is a property inheritance between two frames and is used
in the process of knowledge collection of an activated frame before the logical inference of the frame
proceeds.
A usage link: is a link that represents a message passed between two frames.
An aggregation link: indicates that a frame is using a resource.
A resource association link between two resources: indicates that the two resources are correlated.
A frame association link between two frames: indicates that the two frames are correlated.

2.2 Models of Presentation systems
In 1983, James F. Allen advocated in ACM. There exist thirteen temporal relationships between two
intervals, namely, before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes and the other six inverse relations as well
as equal. The thirteen corresponding temporal operators constructed from the Allen's interval-based
temporal logic are depicted in Fig. 2.
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2.3 Define the Playback of Multimedia Presentation
We define some notations used in our presentation system. The F, denotes the frame in the frame layer. The
0, denotes the resource in resource layer. The F,.01 denotes that the resource 0, is one component of the
frame Fi. The ak denotes a triggered message when users push a button, a hypertext or a hypermedia. The
m1F denotes that the frame F will be displayed after the message mi is triggered, and the INF denotes that
the frame can be directly displayed not depend whether the message is triggered or not.

For example, a presentation displayed one frame by one frame can be described by the following
expression S = meF, (m1F21+111.--F22) mEF3 mcF4 (1111 F5 +MEF52). According to Fig.1, we know that the F1.01 is

an aggregation link, mcF, is an inheritance link, and m1F1 is a usage link.

2.3.1 Define the Properties of scenario

A complete process of instruction is just like the scenario of a presentation, and can also be described by
the expression S =

(rIli F21 +rneF22) m6P3 meRt (1111P51+TineF52).

2.3.2 Define the Properties of Objects
We denote a media object as 0 = (N, T, D, UM, OAL, PT), and describe the attributes of an object below:
Oi.N (Name): is the identifier of the object.
01.T (type): What multimedia device is used to carry out this resource (e.g. sound, video, text or picture).
01.D (Duration): records the display time of the object.

Oi.UM (Usage model): the situation about the usage of objects, such as the object is a background or a
referent.
Oi.OAL (object association link): describes the relationships between objects, and is specified like

Oi.FAL={01(association Keyword description), 02 ( association Keyword description ) ,..} , we use
association keywords to describe the related relationships between 0, and 01, the same as 0, and 02.
Oi.PT (Player Type): describes the way to play the object.

23.3 Define the Properties of Frames
A frame F, is denoted as F, =(N, 0, FAL, L, P, UM), and the meanings of its attributes are listed below:
F1.N(Name): assign a unique name to a frame F1.
F1.0(resource objects): the set of all the resource objects participated in the frame F1, 0 = {0, 1 01 E 0 } .0
is the set of all objects stored in database.

Fi.FAL(frame association link): F,.FAL ={(ci, Fk) I G E {0, O } , E e F }.The relationships between F1
and Fi are divided into inclusive and exclusive relationships; we denote them by 0 and 0 respectively. The
Fie Fj represents the two frames are inclusive, that is, whenever the F1 is displayed, the Fi must be displayed
also. The F10F represents the two frames are exclusive, that is, whenever the F1 has been displayed, the Fi
can't be displayed. F is the set of all frames.
F,.L (Layout): the spatial arrangement of the objects of F, for the presentation. For example, the (Xil,
and (XJ2, Yj2) are the position on the screen arranged for q, F1.L = {01 (X, 1,Y11)(X12,Y12), 02
(X2 hY21)(X22,Y22), }

Fi.P (Presentation): the duration of playback of all objects in the F,. We use the 13 temporal relations
proposed by Allen and use e(n) to represent units of time. OP is the set of all operators used to describe the
temporal relations between objects. P is a set composed of 0, OP 0i, P = {(01, op, O) 1 C%, OjE 0,opE OP},
OP =

;,11 >II >II

'II , E (n) },F1.P = {uP1 1131E P}. For example, fi.P={(0111

02),(0111 03),(03

F,.UM(Usage model): describes usage of frames, e.g. the frame is designed for teaching or for taking
exams. For example, expression F1.UM = exam means that the frame is an exam frame.
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3Three-layer CAI architecture
3.1 Partition the CAI system into Components
The flow of instruction is from teaching course, taking examinations, speculating the advanced contents of
instruction according to the result of examination, to achieve the goal of instruction. Generally, the teachers,
educators or scholars take part in editing the CAI systems and the computer engineers are responsive for
implementing the CAI systems, so they often spent lots of time on mutual communication. We analyze the
CAI systems and partition the CAI systems into various components that are designed by various persons

respectively, and these persons work together to achieve the whole function of the CAI systems. To
partition the components clearly, we use the UML to describe the flow of CAI systems shown in the Fig.3,
and we can know the following things:
Step Ito step4 is for identifying the users.
Step5 to step8 is for displaying the teaching of courses or questions of exams.
Step9 to step 1 I is for analyzing after the exams are finished.
Step12 to step14 is for designing the advanced courses after the fitting analysis is finished.
Step15 is for exiting the CAI system.
In Fig.3, we can classify the partitioned components of CAI systems into four kinds listed below.

The verification component for logging the usage of systems and maintaining the security of
system. is managed by system administrators or computer engineers.
The course and exam component for instructing students in learning and taking exams. is managed
by teachers, educators or scholars.
The fitting analysis component for the learning process of students . is made by educators and
scholars.
The database component for storing the media objects and instruction materials. is implemented
by art designers or computer workers, and is managed by computer engineers.

3.2 Three-layer CM architecture
From the CAI system described with UML shown in Fig.3, we can know that the course and exam
component is the most important one and the other components are discussed in other area. In our system,
we propose the Multi-layer CAI architecture to construct the CAI systems, and use the management of
components to distribute the resources over the servers on Internet to achieve the goal of resource sharing.
We present a 3-layer CAI architecture model that expresses different points of view and is fully flexible and

component oriented [2,3]. Based on the efficiency of systems, the model is partitioned into 3
layers--resource layer, presentation layer and evaluation layer. It raises the productivity of system
development and improvement process, also promotes the individual skills and development of distributed
computing environment.
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Fig.3 use the Sequence diagram of UML to describe the process of CAI [8][9]

3.3 Relationship between Three-layer CAI architecture and hypermedia
From the Table 1 and the frame and resource objects defined in our multimedia presentation system, we can
analyze that to what layer the settings of various objects belong listed in Table 2[2][4]. In the components

of scenario, we define the miFi that describes which frame should be displayed after the message is
triggered, i.e. we can use the expressions to define the schedule of playback of the frames about designing
exams and teaching. The components of plot or story just describe the flow of teaching courses defined by
users.

From Table 3, we can design and implement the system on Internet more easily to let teachers or other
education experts design their teaching materials or questions of exams conveniently and systematically.

4 Conclusion
Different researchers can benefit from this architecture by studying their own knowledge domain
independently. Shortening the time spent on completely developing the whole system is to promote the
successful rate of resolving the kernel problems. Researchers can' t benefit from studying their own domain
only; it's necessary for them to know our open architecture that can easily expand one system into various
domains.

Users can acquire an easy-used and reusable system from defining components of multimedia and
instructive units of CAI. Our architecture lets teachers have the suitable flexibility and lets various experts

and scholars participate in the installation of CAI system. The educational authorities can take our
architecture as a referenced architecture for developing the multimedia education. Our system is shown in
Fig. 4. The prototype of our system has been completely implemented and published in some various
conferences or joumals. [1] [5] [9] [10]
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Table 1. Three-layer CAI architecture [2][4]

Layer
Researcher
Resource
Researcher of Interface
Presentation Researcher of learning theory
Evaluation Researcher of evaluation

Participants
Designer of animation , graphic, sound
Teacher, Instructor
Manager, researcher of educational policy

Table 2. Explanation of part of components [2][4]

First layer (Evaluation layer)
Components of fitting analysis

This component is made according to some theorem. After
analyzing the data acquired from the process that the students take
exams and learn, there are some various frames generated.

Components of evaluation and
analysis
Second layer (Presentation layer)
Components of scenario
Components of structure
Third layer (Resource layer)
Components of exam

Components of background
Components of referents
Components of multimedia

This component is made according to learning evaluation and
learning retrieval of theorist or researchers.

This component is made according to the researchers of learning
theory or teaching materials.
This component is made according to learning environment.

This part must include the parameter or properties which is used
broadly
Background is concerned to the interest and attention of learner.
To help users of different levels from different method and
presentation
The components make the CAI lively which may be somebody of
cartoon

Table 3. Explanations of part of components
Set the values of necessary item needed
Explanation of part of components
Components of fitting analysis
First layer (Evaluation layer)
Components of evaluation and -Fi.0
Fi.Layout and Fi.UM= exam
analysis
F.Presentation and Fi.UM= exam
S
Second layer (Presentation layer) Components of scenario
Filayout and Fi.UM=learn
Components of structure
F.Presentation and Fi.UM=learn
Oi.UM = exam
Components of exam
Third layer (Resource layer)
Oi.UM =Background.
Components of background
Oi.UM = Referents
Components of referents
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CAI System Generator on Web -using Automatic Trace Recording
Min-Huei Lin, Ching-Fan Chen, Si-Hao Hu, Ming-Hong Taai
and Yung-Hsiang Chiu
Department of Information Management
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By the prosperity of computer media, many companies treat electric media as
their developmental base and use these electric media in more effective way. It
goes without saying that the domain of teaching has developed on the Internet
and many CAI systems have been already used in the teaching. The goal of our
research is to create CAI systems by automatically record ing the trace of editing.
So in the thesis, we define the actions of users through image, audio, schedule,

point and the module of event, and present the generated CAI systems
dynamically on web.

Keywords: CAI System Generator, Multimedia, Web

1 The goal
Currently, nany teachers and students use CAI systems as their teaching tools, and most teaching materials
are designed by both teachers and system engineers. But teachers are generally in the passive position, and if
they want to make teaching materials according to their own ideals, they have to learn how to use HTML to
design homepages. Usually, students may not understand the meanings of teaching materials very well
through the static homepages written in HTML. So we propose and implement an auto-recorded multimedia
presentation system to let authors construct dynamic homepages of CAI systems directly through browser on
web from automatically recording the trace of their editing.

2 Structure of system
We show the structure of our system in Fig. 1. In the auto-recorded system, we can catch the screen of
process of users' operations, or insert sound or image information to the process. Then, these multimedia
resources and related information are stored in Information Database and Media Database. The information
of presentation schedule is recorded in information database. In the media database, contents of multimedia
objects are recorded. In Fig.2, we can see the interactions among Image, Sound, Timer, pointer and Event.
Image Module is to make necessary pick-ups for required images, decide what images are picked up in the
Event Module Database and store their transition and filename in the forms. Sound Module is used to record
sound, thereafter the sounds can be played at proper time by temporal scheduling. Pointer Module is to
record the location of mouse pointer. When the transition has something wrong, we can make an adjustment
in the coordination. In Timer Module, the time sequences are recorded in the form of Timer Pointer. The
schedule designed through directly recording or specified by users is stored in the event database, and the
generated multimedia objects will be presented according to the schedule built on the Timer Pointer. Event
Module will react to all the other modules. It can decide what modules are going to work, and react to them.
When users need to present teaching materials, the Java & HTML Gnerator will generate and send java
code and HTML code to users' browser, then users can see the dynamic homepages. In Fig. 3, we can see a
dynamically presented Web CAI system that is produced by recording and modified through the authors'
edition and arrangement.
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3 Conclusion
We still continuously work on the pack technique of the multimedia file because the transmittance of image
and audio are limited by the bandwidth of the Internet. However, teaching through Internet is an inevitable
trend in the future, so how to make the best efforts between editing the teaching materials and let the learners
learn as efficiently as possible are our goals.
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This paper describes an online markup-based composition learning environment
system called CoCoAJ (Communicative Collection Assisting System for Java). It
allows students and teachers to exchange marked-up documents via Internet, and
its environment is very similar to a real world one in which people use pen and
paper. In order to record and exchange corrected compositions with marks and
comments, this paper proposes XCCML (eXtensible Communicative Correction
Mark-up Language), that is based on XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language).
XCCML facilitates teachers to analyze and reuse the marked-up documents for the
instruction.

Keywords: Computer assisted language learning, Collaborative writing,
XML, Online document correction, Hypermedia.

1 Introduction
Recently, teacher-centered instructional approaches in traditional writing classrooms are replaced with more
active and learner-centered learning approaches with collaborative writing tools[2]. These tools can (1) change
the way students and teachers interact; (2) enhance collaborative learning opportunities; (3) facilitate class
discussion; and (4) move writing from solitary to more active and social learning. Writing compositions
includes various sub-processes such as planning, transcribing, and revising, which do not need to occur in any
fixed order [19]. In particular, the review process assisted with computer-based writing tools, has recently
received much interest (see as examples [4, 9]).

Many researchers developed online markup systems employing some markup models. However, it is very
difficult to analyze and reuse the marked documents that are collected through the writing classroom because
the documents do not have a common structure. Therefore, it is necessary to define the generalized format for
encoding and exchanging the marked-up documents in order that online markup systems are used easily and
widely.

CoCoA (Communicative Correction Assistant system) has been developed for supporting foreigners and
teachers to exchange marked-up documents by e-mail [14]. Its environment is very similar to a real one in
which people use paper and pen. CoCoA allows teachers not only to correct the compositions sent from
foreigners by E-mail, but also foreigners to see where and why the teacher had corrected them. CoCoA
improves the opportunities that foreigners have for writing Japanese compositions and for receiving
instructions from teachers. CCML (Communicative Correction Mark-up Language) [15] has also been
proposed for the representation of marked-up documents, which is based on SGML (Standard Generalized
Mark-up Language) [8]. With CCML, teachers and students can exchange marked-up documents via e-mail [16,
17]. In the experimental use of CoCoA, most of users commented that CoCoA was easy for them to understand
the mistakes in documents because of the use of marks, and that the optional view of the original, marked or
revised text was very useful. However, CoCoA cannot show users a hypermedia document including figures,
tables, movies and links because it deals with only text.

This paper tackles how to correct hypermedia documents by the extension of CoCoA. This paper proposes
CoCoAJ (CoCoA for Java) to do so. Also this paper describes XCCML (eXtensible CCML) for correcting
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hypermedia documents, that are based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XCCML is combined CCML
with HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) that can represent hypermedia documents including pictures,
movies, audios and so on.
We have been investigating technological support for Japanese language learning among overseas students. For

example, CAI systems called Kanji Laboratory [7], JUGAME [23], GRACILE[23] and JULLIET[l ] were
developed to support Japanese language learning. However, an on-line mark-up supporting system for
Japanese language learning has not yet been proposed. Usually, in a Japanese writing classroom, teachers have
to individually review learners' documents using pen and paper[18]. It takes a lot of time for teachers to do this.
Therefore, we have implemented CoCoA for writing Japanese composition.

2 Online markup models
There are some editing systems that support teachers to review and correct the students' drafts with online
mark-up. Farkas & Poltrock [5] classified the mark-up models as followings:
(1) Silent editing model: This is the simplest model and it requires no special techniques. However, it is very
difficult for the author to check the editor's work. This model is destructive because the editor cannot
readily recover the original words once he/she has changed it.
(2) Comment model: This model employs pop-up notes, temporary footnotes, hidden text, and special
symbols placed within the text. This model can work for special groups and ad-hoc situations. A system
called XyWrite[10] was proposed with this model.
Edit trace model: In this model, the editor works in the manner of an author, deleting, adding, and moving
text as usual. The computer can compare the editor's new version with the original text, and allows the
author to view the draft that contains the editor's changes. This model is apt to encourage heavier editing
and less regard for the author's original text. Microsoft Word accepts this model.
(4) Traditional mark-up model: This adapts the traditional paper mark-up model to the computer screen. The
symbols are both familiar and intuitive for editors and authors; for example, deletion, insertion, and move.
For instance, Red Pencil allows the editor to apply a complete set of traditional editing symbols directly to

(3)

a document. The editor uses "digital ink" to mark a traditional editing symbol along with the words.
Moreover, MATE[6] allows the editors to use both digital ink and voice command toward pen and voice
computing. In this model, authors and editors can interpret the editor's markings much more readily than
in the edit trace model.
There are many systems that employ traditional mark-up which allows multiple users to mark-up an electronic
document as if they were marking up a printed copy of the document. However, such systems do not globally
come into practical and wide use in composition writing classes because of their special format. Moreover, it is
very difficult to analyze and reuse the marked documents because the marked documents are unstructured.
Therefore, the system should provide a generalized and structured format for encoding and interchanging
marked-up documents via the Internet.

3 XCCML
Based on the experimental results, we propose XCCML for exchanging marked-up documents. XCCML is an
application of XML, and it supplies a formal notation for the definition of generalized mark-up languages.
XML is a device- and system-independent method of representing texts in electronic form. That is to say, XML

is a set of mark-up conventions used together for encoding texts. A mark-up language must specify what
mark-up is allowed, what mark-up is required, how mark-up is to be distinguished from text and what the
mark-up means.

3.1 Features of XCCML
The main characteristics of XCCML are:
(1) Based on the experiment, XCCML presents six marks and annotation XCCML tags.
(2) The marks have three degrees of importance levels against respective corrections.
(3) The original text is generated through removing all the XCCML tags.
(4) The revised text is derived from the XCCML document.
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Because XCCML documents are text-formatted, it is easy to send them by e-mail.
(6) CCML documents easily make up full-text databases.
Needless to say, XCCML inherits its features from XML.
(5)

3.2 XCCML structure
As shown in table 1, XCCML documents consist of three parts: header, body and close. "Header" represents
additional information about the document. For instance, "next" tag denotes the next version of the document.
The marks for review are shown in the "Body" as XCCML tags. "Close" shows the editor's comments. In one
sentence, "insert," "replace" and "delete" marks were used, while "join," "separate" and "move" marks were
used over two sentences. The part between the start tag and the end tag denotes the learner's mistakes. The
"string" attribute represents the revised part of the document.

Table 1: Marks and XCCML tags.
Tag
Correction
Mark
text
I. Insert
<Insert string="text"/>
2. Replace

0000
text2
0
0

3. Delete

0=Qatg#0 <Delete> text </Delete>

4. Separate

0 000 6
0001

5. Join

6. Move

1) Root tags
Tag name
XCCML
Head
Body
Close

Explanation
Beginning of XCCML tag
Header information
Corrected document
Overall comments

(2) Tags in header section
Tag name
Explanation
Title
Title of the document
People who corrected
Editor
the document
Author

0000

<Replace string="text2">
text </Replace>
<Separate/>
<Join/>

Attribute's contents
Version number

End tag
</XCCML>
</Head>
</Body>
</Close>

End tag
None
None

Email

Attribute's contents
Title name
Name of the editor
Email address
Name of the author
Email address

Attribute
String
Level
Comment
String
Level
Comment
Level
Comment
Level

Attribute's contents
Inserted words
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Corrected words
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Level of importance

End tag
</Insert>

Attribute
Version
None
None
None

Attribute
String
Name
Email

People who write the Name
original document

31 Ta s in body section
Explanation
Tag name
Insert words
Insert

Replace

Change words

Delete

Delete words

Separate

Separate a paragraph

refid="id"/>

0 V<Movefrom
0 0 id <Moveto id="id"> text
OD 030 </Moveto>

1. 7 1,1) 6

None

</Replace>

None
None

Join
Moveto
Movefrom
Annotate

Comment
Level
Comment
Moved position from the Fromid
original spot
Comment
Original position of the Toid
words
Level
the String
Comment
for
correction
Level

Join paragraphs

(4) Tags in close section
Tag name
Explanation
Overall comment
Comment

Attribute
None

Comment for the correction
Level of importance
Comment for the correction

None

ID

None

Comment for the correction
ID

</Movefrom>

Level of importance
Annotation contents
Level of importance

None

Attribute's contents
None

End tag
Necessary

3.3 Level of marks
We found that the marks do not have the same level of importance. We identify corrections on the following
levels:
(1) Weak correction: The learner does not need to revise the document.
(2) Normal correction: The learner should correct the document.
(3) Strong correction: The learner must correct the document.
The strong corrections denote the important part of marks to be revised in the document. Using the importance
level that the teacher had entered, the system provides the learner with the marks he/she wants to see. Therefore,
the learner can avoid information overload from the reviewed documents. Every tag in table 1 has an attribute

"level" that a teacher gives a number from one to three. Its default is two as normal correction.

3.4

Level of annotations
It is very important for a teacher to annotate the marked text for instruction in composition. For example, PREP
Editor [12] is a word processor that allows writers and reviewers to create electronic margins, or columns, in
which they can write and communicate through their annotations. We identify the following different kinds of
annotations:
(1) Explanation: This is used for explaining the reason of a correction.
(2) Question: This is used for asking the learner a question; e.g., what do you want to write?
(3) Comment: This shows the educational view of the teacher with respect to the document.

4 CoCoAJ
CoCoAJ consists of CoCoAJ-Editor and CoCoAJ-Viewer. A teacher corrects the document of overseas
students with CoCoAJ-Editor and the system saves the marked document in XCCML format. CoCoAJ-Viewer
interprets the XCCML document, and shows the learner the marked document.

4.1 Learning processes using CoCoAJ
By using CoCoAJ, a learner receives instruction about a Japanese composition from a teacher with the
following processes:
(1) The learner writes an original text with his/her familiar editor.
(2) The learner sends the document to his/her teacher with his/her own e-mail tool.
(3) CoCoAJ-Editor makes the document double-spaced. The teacher corrects the document with online
marks and annotations. Then, the system allows the teacher to set the importance level to the marks in the
document.
(4) After CoCoAJ-Editor saves the marked text as a XCCML document, the teacher sends it to the learner by
e-mail.
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(5)
(6)

(7)

CoCoAJ-Viewer provides the learner with the marked text after interpreting the XCCML document. Then,
the system allows the learner to select the importance level to see the important part of the marked text.
CoCoAJ-Viewer automatically generates both the original text and the revised one from the XCCML
document. After editing the revised text, the learner can send it again to the teacher and continue refining
the text.
CoCoAJ maintains the version of the document, if the learner wants to revise the same document.

4.2 System configuration
Figure 1 depicts the learning environment of CoCoAJ.
(1) XCCML parser: This module analyzes XCCML documents using the XCCML parser after reading them
through the file management module. Then, it provides the results of correction according to the level of
importance of marks.
(2)

Correction module: This module inserts XCCML tags into the learner's document, according to the

revision of the teacher. After saving the marked text, the teacher sends it by e-mail to the learner.
Original text display module: This module generates the original text from the XCCML document by
removing all the XCCML tags.
(4) Revised text display module: This module generates the revised text by applying XCCML tags.
(5) File management module: This module manages the versions of the documents. When the learner sends
the teacher the revised document, the system creates a new XCCML document, inserts the "next" tag into
the old XCCML document, and also enters the "previous" tag into the new XCCML document.
(3)

XCCML

HTML/Text

HTML /Text

XCCML

CoCoA-J Viewer

CoCoA-J Editor

Figure 1: System configuration of CoCoAJ.

4.3 User interface
Figure 2 shows the screen snapshot of CoCoAJ-Editor. First, the learner writes a Japanese composition with a
word processor and saves the document as HTML format. After that, the learner sends the document to the
teacher by e-mail. By selecting a mark from the mark palette shown in the upper window, the teacher can revise
the document. Moreover, the teacher can annotate the document using the annotation palette, and he/she can
classify the marks according to the level of importance. The user can see the correcting document at the left side
in the window and "*" means the user inserted the comment. The user can see the comments for the correction
at the right side in the window. In this figure, the teacher substitutes "allow" with "allows" and gives a comment
"*2". Also the teacher can see the original document and revised one by selecting window tag. After saving the

marked document as a XCCML (see appendix A), the teacher can send it to the student by e-mail. Using
CoCoAJ-Viewer, the learner obtains the same marked text that the teacher revised. By selecting the level of
importance, CoCoAJ-Viewer provides only the marks over the level. The learner can reply to the teacher's
comments and collaboratively write a composition with the teacher.
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Figure 2: Screen snapshots of CoCoAJ-Editor.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposed a computer mediated language-learning system called CoCoAJ and XCCML for
exchanging electronic marked-up documents. Now we are trying to propose XCCML to W3C (World Wide
Web Consortium), and to show an XCCML document into Web browsers. After that, CoCoAJ will be able to be
used for learning any language in an open-ended writing classroom. In our future research, we will investigate
how to classify students' writing errors in their drafts, and how to assist a review process with AI technologies.
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Appendix A: XCCML document in figure 4.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="Shift_JIS"?>
<!DOCTYPE XCCML SYSTEM "XCCML.dtd">
<XCCML>
<HEAD>
<Title string="Overview of CoCoA"f>
<Editor name="Hiroaki Ogata" email="ogata@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp"/>
<Author name="Yoshiaki Hada" email="hada@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp"/>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<CENTER><IMG width="128" height="128"
src="image001.gif"/><CENTER><CENTER><H2>Overview of CoCoA</H2></CENTER> <H4>
CoCoA <Annotate level="3" comment="What is short for CoCoA?"/> is<Insert string="a" level="3"/>
computer supported language learning system based ononline markup.<BR>
It<Replace string="allows" level="3" comment="Please add &#34;s&#34;."> allow </Replace> students
and teachers to exchange<Replace string="marked-up" level="3"> mark-uped</Replace> document via
<Replace string="Internet" level="1" comment="You had better use a captal letter.">
interneK/Replace>,<BR/> and its environment is very similar to a real one in which people use paper<BRJ>
and pen. <Move To fromid="1" level="2" comment="Please note the initail letter."/>This paper also
proposes CCML (<U>C</U>ommunicative<BRJ> <U>C</U>orrection <U>M</U>ark-up
<U>L</U>angua<Replace string="that" level="3">ge)</Replace> who is based on, SGML<BR/>
(<U>S</U>tandard <U>G<U>eneralized <U>M</U>ark-up <U>L</U>anguage)<BR>
<Move From toid="1" level="2">in order to record and exchange corrected compositions with marks and
comments.</MoveFrom></H4></BODY>
<CLOSE>
<Comment/></CLOSE>
</XCCML>
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This paper discusses adult learners' learning characteristics and how to integrate
their characteristics with proper learning theories to make the CAI design more
appropriate for adult learners. Three important issues concerning CAI design
features are discussed: (1) learner control, (2) feedback and reinforcement, and
(3) cooperative learning. Suggestions for CAI software designers about CAI
design features and for adult literacy educators in implementing CAI programs
are provided at the end of the paper.
Keywords: Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI), Adult Literacy Education

1 Introduction
The computer has been attracting adult literacy educators' attention because it provides solutions to
problems which have been plaguing adult education. For instance, it allows self-directed learning. Privacy is
also possible. In addition, it provides flexible scheduling for adult learners. However, several limitations
exist. One of the biggest problems with computer-assisted instruction to adult literacy education is the lack
of CAI designed to meet the specific needs of adult learners. This paper discusses learning characteristics of
adult learners, issues concerning CAI design features for adult literacy learners and provides suggestions for
computerized adult literacy education.

2 Adult Learners' Learning Characteristics
Summarizing many adult educators' findings about adult learners' development and learning, the author
generated a list of learning characteristics of adult learners. (1) Self-motivated: adults have a self-concept of
being responsible for their own decisions and for their own lives. They want to be involved in making
mutual decision about the learning process. (2) Experienced: adult learners want the learning experience to
relate to their real-world experiences. (3) Practice-oriented: adults learn better by really doing something
rather than hearing theory only. (4) Pragmatical: adults need to know exactly what the learning objectives
are and how they will apply them in their daily lives. (5) Self-evaluated: adults like to know how they are
progressing, but they tend to shy away from tests because of the fear of being humiliated if they do not do
well. (6) Varied learning style: adults have adopted a particular learning style and it is not easy to change it.
Thus adults want a variety of learning techniques utilized.

3 Issues Concerning CAI Design Features for Adult Literacy Learners
Learner control is particularly important for adult learners for three reasons: (1) adults need to control their
learning, (2) they may need more time to make decisions about the learning topics and procedures, and (3)
their learning may be ineffective in a learning situation with speed constraints [7].
Researchers have suggested effective instructional materials for adult learners should include feedback and
reinforcement [2, 7, 9]. Chen [4] also asserted that positive and explanatory feedback had significant positive
effects for adult learners' achievement and attitude toward instruction.

The rich resources of each adult' s unique experiences and differing contexts should be focused on and
integrated into the learning environment [11]. Steeples [11] concluded that, "Learner collaboration not only
emphasize a positive, constructive approach to learning but it also allows the knowledge and skills of the
participants to be shared with their peers and with others who have similar interests and concerns" (p. 452).

4 Suggestions
1. Design CAI for knowledge application. CAI for adult literacy education is still limited to specific learning
subjects, such as language and mathematics. However the final goal is for the individual to be able to apply
these skills to meet the needs for dealing with daily life. CAI designers should expand adult literacy learning
subjects from the basic knowledge level to the advanced application level.

2. Develop daily-life-related simulation programs. To expand learning subjects from the basic knowledge
level to advanced application level, a more complex learning environment is needed. A daily-life-related
program could simulate real world environment, such as food markets, banks or hospitals, and allow learners
to experience and solve problems happening in daily life. A tutorial section might also be integrated with the
simulation program to provide instruction whenever needed.
3. Apply advanced computer technology. A simulated real environment can be displayed in a video segment

or a Quick Time movie. The learner uses the computer to control the video to playback and retrieve
information needed to solve the problems presented in the computer. A daily-life-related simulation program
delivered by a multimedia system would motivate adult learners and improve their achievement.

4. Consider adult learners' vocabulary ability. Instructional developers must understand adult learners'
vocabulary ability and develop easy-to-read text for adult learners improve their literacy ability in a
progressive way. An option for audio to explain program usage methods and important information in plain
daily-life language should be provided.

5. Develop CAI for both cooperative and individualized learning environment. When designing CAI
software, neither individualistic nor cooperative learning should be viewed as the ultimate delivery system
for adult literacy education. CAI programs that can be implemented in both individualized and cooperative
learning environments would be more practical and effective for adult literacy learning.
6. Integrate varied software interactivity. The interactivity level of CAI should be carefully determined and
designed after considering learners' characteristics, subject matter, and learning outcomes. When
drill-and practice learning mode is needed to help learners master some specific skills, semi -interactive CAI
software might be a good design approach. If the learning outcomes are advanced knowledge application,
CAI which provides high level of interactivity would be needed.
7. Apply multiple media with adult literacy teaching activities. When a learning environment provides varied
learning media to facilitate students' learning, it is called a multimedia learning environment. If a

computer-controlled multimedia is not available, adult literacy educators are encouraged to create a
human-controlled multimedia learning environment for learners.

8. Let learners decide to learn individually or cooperatively. CAI designers are suggested to develop CAI
which can be implemented in both individualized and cooperative environments. Adult literacy educators are

also encouraged to let learners decide their CAI learning strategies.

Learners can choose to learn

individually, in pairs, or in groups of more than two.
9. Help learners obtain positive attitudes toward using computers. Teachers or trainers should avoid jargon when
explaining how to operate a computer and access CAI program. Adult education organizations should offer a

short pre-training program to help learners orient themselves to a computerized learning environment.
Finally, adult learner grouping should pair learners who have never used computers before with learners who
have had some computer experience.

10. Provide flexible learning schedule and learning location. CAI adult literacy educators should provide
adult learners, who usually have many different obligations, with flexible learning schedule and choices of
learning locations when implementing CAI programs for adult learners. This special feature of CAI always
providing organized and uniform instructionshould be fully used and enjoyed by adult learners.
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In education, 'interactivity' is the catalyst that has transformed the traditional classroom setting into an

active media environment. Yet the standards for interactivity within education are by no means clear.
Educators and multimedia designers are confronted with many questions concerning the effectiveness of
interactive courseware as a learning tool. In this paper, the authors draw on their experience of producing
the interactive courseware package Virtual Language University, an interactive multimedia package for
language learning that has over 3,500 interactive tasks. Specific topics in the paper include screen design,
navigation, effective task writing, choices in the type of user feedback, scoring and testing. Attention is
given to decision-making procedures that deepen understanding, promote interactivity and encourage selfdirection.

Keywords: interactivity, multimedia, courseware design

1 Introduction
In education, interactivity has transformed the traditional classroom setting into an active media
environment. As Laurel indicates, interactivity is a necessary component for learning to take place.
Learners only learn how to learn when they are actively and continually involved in the learning process
[13]. Yet the standards for interactivity within education today are by no means clear. Educators and
multimedia designers are confronted with questions concerning the effectiveness of interactive courseware
as a learning tool, such as: how multimedia can be successfully integrated into the classroom, what level of
interaction should be included, and which programs are most suitable. As this new area of learning
evolves, those involved in interactive learning are discovering that developing material according to a
multimedia interface is simply not enough [25]; [26]; [5]; [3]. Courseware designers are being challenged
like never before to produce material that deepens understanding, promotes interactivity and encourages
self-direction.

In this paper, the authors draw on their experience of producing an interactive courseware package to
discuss the primary areas involved in designing a multimedia program in a Higher Education institution. A
review of multimedia production discourse will be used to connect the discussion to broader issues within
educational technology and interactive learning. Attention will be given to the decision-making procedures
that add to an enhanced level of interactivity within computer-assisted learning.

2 Development Environment
2.1 Virtual Language University (VLU)
Virtual Language University (VLU) is an interactive learning program developed at the City University of
Hong Kong. The courseware consists of four CD-ROMs and aims to provide a self-directed learning tool
for students and academic staff interested in improving their English skills. The two-year long project was
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funded by the Teaching Development Grant of the University Grants Committee. The development team
that was responsible for creating the program was an eclectic international mix, consisting of a project
manager, three computer programmers, a graphic artist, two scriptwriters and several student helpers. This
team worked closely during every stage of the production, including the conceptual phase of brain-storming
and scriptwriting, and the production phase of computer programming, video recording, and graphic
design. The program was completed after an extensive review and piloting process that took several
months.
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Figure 1: VLU Campus Map

Upon entering VLU, users are introduced to four units: Listening, Writing, Vocabulary and Grammar,
metaphorically represented as four separate buildings in a virtual university campus (See Figure 1). The
animated host, a friendly Dr. Einstein, provides first time users with a tour of the campus and explains how
the program works. Once the users have selected a building (or unit) to work in, they are given a test and
provided with feedback on weaknesses before being directed to the appropriate level: 1, 2, or 3, with 1
being the easiest (See Figure 2). For example, the Listening Unit consists of five multimedia lectures from
University professors, which include video, graphics, sound and about 40 tasks per lecture. Users can
control the forward, back and replay buttons of the lecture, and in this way monitor their own pace and
approach in a "learner controlled" environment [5]. Within the Writing Unit, a video tutorial by an actual
English teacher guides the students through complex writing structures, pausing for interactive tasks along
the way. The other sections, Grammar and Vocabulary, provide ample practice for users to improve their
proficiency in grammar usage and to expand their vocabulary. In total, there are over 3,500 interactive tasks
in the program, all of which are programmed to give immediate or delayed feedback and a percentage score
after each task. Users can also access their last two scores, as this information is automatically stored in the
computer.

2.2 Project Development
Developing a multimedia product calls for a collaborative effort from various team members drawing from

different backgrounds. The team usually includes a project manager (who is often the instructional
designer), a subject-matter expert, scriptwriters, computer programmers, graphic artists, a videographer, an
audiographer and administrative support [2]; [15]. The success of an interactive learning product depends

very much on the ability of the team to work together; "As multimedia development demands the
cooperation of many highly skilled and talented individuals, division of responsibilities, smooth
communication, and strong commitment to the objectives of the project are essential to make a project
successful" [15]. Depending on the size of the team, one person may take on several roles throughout the
course of a project, or roles may overlap - as was the case for the production of VLU.

The project manager addresses the conceptualization stage [[9] and plans the instructional design. This
involves a critical look at the educational needs, the interface design and a proposal for the delivery
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content. The project manager will identify the instructional goal of the program, which should define, in

general, what the program intends to achieve [2]. At the same time, s/he will determine the learning
characteristics important to the design, such as the level of instruction, language, age and culture of the end
users. The project manager is also responsible for outlining the schedule for the project and may facilitate a
liaison with external specialists. S/he coordinates the efforts of the team, encourages positive interpersonal

communications, and ensures that team members stay on track and complete their part by specified
deadlines [2]; [15].

The scriptwriter works with the project manager to develop the content and design of the final product.

S/he is responsible for selecting appropriate media, writing tasks, creating storyboards as well as
developing ideas for graphics. Together, the project manager and scriptwriter construct the skeleton for the
project, which is then brought to life by the programmers and graphic artists. The early phase is probably
the most important stage of the production - and, if done properly, can save hours of time in unnecessary
programming and tedious revisions.

Once the programmers and graphic artists have the scripts in hand, they can proceed with the production
phase. They may use a number of authoring programs, systems or languages to implement the suggestions

of the scriptwriter and project manager [2]. The graphic artist designs the program's graphics and
animation, working closely with the scriptwriter to ensure everyone is thinking in the same direction. The
videographer collects and digitizes video and photo images and the audiographer records the necessary
sound elements. In the case of VLU, university professors were videotaped professionally. Academic
lectures were given on different topics, such as "Exploring the Internet", "Organizational Behavior" or the
"Poetry of Cavafy". The scripts for the lectures were first written by the professors and then transformed
into an interactive format by the scriptwriter and project manager. The professors also acted as the subjectexperts of the team, providing specialized feedback during the piloting of the program.

2.3 Scriptwriting
The key to good interactive multi-media packages is the nature and level of interaction between the users
and the application. The level of interactivity is directly related to the successful creation of appropriately
placed tasks that range in nature and content. During the scriptwriting stage, decisions concerning the
number and type of tasks, the style of feedback, the sequence of questions, the different levels of tasks and
the type of scoring are made. The decisions should first be organized into an outline form to give a broader
perspective and to ensure there is an appropriate distribution among all the categories. It is also important
for scriptwriters to maintain consistency throughout the scripts with the use of identical terminology,
predictable sequences and the same command language.
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In VLU, tasks were written according to the instructional aim of each of the four units (See Figures 3-6).
The main types of tasks that were used include click, drag, notepad writing and multiple choice. Multiple
choice and click are the easiest to construct, both for the scriptwriter and programmer, but should be
combined with other task types to ensure maximum interactivity. Each task is designed according to the
learning objective of the unit. For example, in the Listening Unit, tasks are diagnosed as vocabulary, main
ideas, key words, summary, predictions or inferences. When choosing the frequency and placement of
tasks, On, Golas & Yao [17] advise including an option for an interactive task every three of four screens,
or once every minute. Yet designers should avoid a strict adherence to any formula for interactivity, as it
depends entirely on the content, style and complexity of the material being presented. "You cannot gauge
the amount of active involvement in a technology product by the number of mouse clicks, and ... similarly,
one cannot assess learning by overall level of activity" [26].

The binary structure of the computer makes the process of task-writing an interesting and difficult
endeavor. The scriptwriter is faced with the challenge of creating insightful, thought provoking tasks that
elicit predictable, quantifiable responses. Where a teacher may be able to judge the validity of a multiple
range of answers, a computer cannot. It is therefore up to the scriptwriter to predict all of the potential
responses, a challenge especially for tasks that allow users to type responses in an open-ended format.

During the piloting of VLU, for instance, it was observed that certain open-ended questions caused
frustration among students who believed their answer to be correct - and if judged by a real-life teacher,
may well have been. It is for this reason that questions with vague, complex or multiple responses must be
constructed with great care.

How, then, can multimedia tasks be written without oversimplifying multifaceted and in-depth subject
matter? This has been one of the leading criticisms of multimedia development as it expands to cover the
more concept-based material within higher education. Users may get an unwarranted sense of having
mastered a complex subject after correctly answering a complete set of computerized quizzes and closeended questions [14]. One method of avoiding such a compartmentalization of information is allowing
students to write down their own opinions on a profound subject matter using a computerized notepad. In
VLU, this non-graded task is used to elicit predictions of what the lecture could entail, or personal opinions
that the student may have. In this way, students are encouraged to contribute their own ideas and thus are

able to build confidence in their analytical skills. The producers of the interactive multimedia package
Investigating Lake Iluka argue that the notepad facilitates cognitive self-management by allowing students
"to collect and manage information from a variety of different sources" [6]. This is substantiated by
Laurillard [14], whose case study found that students appreciated "being forced, or perhaps enabled, to
consider and develop their own analysis first, before seeing what the expert has written".
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3 Design Issues
3.1 Screen design
Interactive media places users in a one-on-one relationship with a program that can be as intimate, or more

intimate than, a face-to-face exchange [22]. For that reason, it is the task of educational multimedia
producers to transform that relationship into a successful learning experience. In a user-controlled
environment that enables students to turn off the program whenever they want, screen design becomes
essential to maintaining learner motivation. Effective screen design allows for maximum learning from the
materials while providing the learner with appropriate control of the learning process [16]. This could be

compared to the teacher's role at the beginning of a traditional classroom setting. An effective screen
design sets the stage for meaningful 'deep learning' to take place and motivates the student to stay engaged.
The signs of a poorly designed screen are cluttered displays, complex and tedious procedures, inadequate
command languages, inconsistent sequences of action and insufficient informative feedback [20]. Such

designs can lead to anxiety, poor performance and dissatisfaction with the program. Some researchers
recommend limiting the amount of text on screen to three lines in order to prevent information overload
[4]. Users are most effectively able to concentrate on the multimedia material when the screen is made
user-friendly with consistent commands and positioning of buttons. The importance of the screen design is
corroborated by a number of researchers [21], [1]; [23]; [8].

The choices for screen design are endless, but the two basic extremes are simple and complex. There are
both advantages and disadvantages for either consideration. The primary advantage of keeping the screen
`simple and uncluttered' is that it is less likely that users will suffer from immediate sensory 'overload.' As
Stemler points out, multimedia instruction packages can become "nightmares when designers try to dump

anything and everything into a single program simply because the capability is there" [21]. Most
researchers agree with this approach [17]; [48]; [19].

In many cases, a thoughtfully designed complex interface will hold the user's attention longer. The use of a

metaphor is one way of integrating a number of complex features with a simple visual structure and
provides users with a sense of place, familiarity and ease of use. Within VLU, the metaphor of campus
buildings is employed to distinguish between the four sections of the program: Grammar, Listening,
Vocabulary and Writing. This metaphor is also useful for selection of the three levels of difficulty within
the program. After diagnosis, the users take an elevator to the appropriate level of the unit they are working
in.

3.2 Navigation
Unlike passive approaches to education, in student-centered learning, users navigate the path of their own
learning. Because of this, the navigation design of a program determines the level of interactivity users will
experience. There is a delicate balance between giving enough sense of direction to avoid anxiety, without
over-directing users. It is important for users to always know where they are going. Too much freedom may
result in students reviewing material or completing tasks that are not relevant to their purpose. According to
the findings of Laurillard, learners working on interactive media lacking a clear narrative structure will
display learning behavior that is generally unfocused and inconclusive. Learner control, one of the key
benefits of interactive media, thus becomes pedagogically disadvantageous if it results in mere absence of
structure [14]. While the users should be provided with sufficient choice through hypermedia links, there
needs to be a balance between jumping around and sticking to one task [5]. According to Wild and Quinn,
the ideal combination is "scaffolded reflection", that is, navigation that encourages thinking without losing
the focus of the instruction [24].

There are several possibilities for how users access materials: sequentially, semi-directed, free choice or
through pathways. Each of these methods can be designed to have extreme linear order or extreme non-

linear order where users have little or no chance of deviating from a predetermined sequence. Thus,
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package possibilities can range from strict, prescribed, sequential learning to complete freedom of choice.
An alternative is a semi-directed program, allowing for the possibility of choice within certain situations.
Users can be given the option of skipping ahead only when a task is finished or they can be allowed to skip
ahead at any time. Common procedure is to have the exit function or menu function available to users at all
times. This implies that the navigation has minimal travelling; that is, express pathways so users arrive at
their desired destination as fast as possible with little or no redundancy. In contrast, users may not be given
the option of skipping at all but can only exit when a particular task/topic/section/unit is finished. Kristof &

Satran suggest that users should not have multiple paths to any particular location because this causes
confusion [11].

In VLU, users can chose to skip ahead to sub-topics at any time, yet are required to select the Main Menu
to do so. Thus, while students can jump around to any building or level, they automatically enter a linear
sequence once they have chosen a particular lesson (unless they click on the Main Menu, which is available
at all times). This is particularly true for the Grammar section, where skipping ahead may mean missing
important grammatical rules and explanations. In this section, students choosing to skip ahead will hear a
friendly reminder from the animated host: "You are not advised to go to this task at this stage". Users are
then given the option of proceeding anyway, or returning to the previous section.

3.3 User Feedback
Within the interactive format, the educational value of a program is directly linked to the style and quality
of user feedback. The users can receive either immediate or delayed feedback to responses or actions.
Immediate feedback lets the users have only one attempt at providing correct information, or making a

decision. Delayed feedback, in contrast, allows the users to have a longer learning experience, an
experience which requires completion of one or more steps before the users receive any feedback.

Feedback can also range from: i) individualized feedback which is based upon individual choice and
performance, ii) to a more general response which addresses content considerations, iii) to a type of scoring

(percentage, grade, written comments). Personal feedback can be created to address users by name and
either make suggestions or critique decisions made. In VLU, the computer greets users by name as they
enter the program. Because most users tend to respond positively to being addressed individually, this is
usually seen as a positive option [9].

3.4 Testing
Users can also be tested before, during, or after using a package. The test that precedes the work done in the
package can be used as a diagnostic tool for the user. By diagnosing weaknesses or strengths, students can
be directed to enter the program at an appropriate level of difficulty. Considerations on the nature of the test

include whether or not the test should be timed, whether students should be able to choose the subject
matter of the test and how long the test should be. The answer to these questions will depend upon the type
of material being tested. Analytic material probably requires no time limit, whereas non-analytic material
may need to be timed. A secondary consideration would be how many times a user can take a specific test.
How often should tests in general be given? Once per unit? One test per section or per topic?

If testing is used, diagnosis will be more reliable if several tests have been taken; therefore, a bank of tests
is useful. It follows then that each test must accurately assess the skills being tested and all tests must be
equal in difficulty. The generation of tests can be accomplished by having a single bank of questions with
the computer randomly selecting the questions. This will ensure that users do not duplicate test materials.
Testing within VLU is an option provided to users once they have entered one of the campus buildings. The

test length varies according to each section, but averages about 15 minutes per unit. For example, upon
entering the Listening Test area, users are presented with a pop-up menu that asks them to select a test in
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their area of interest: Environment, English, Politics and Business or Social Issues. In this way, students are
able to control their learning experience and are not penalized for a lack of knowledge in a particular area.

3.5 Scoring
Another question designers will need to address is what kind of report users will receive after completing a
test or set of tasks. Does the program require written comments, percentage grades, or is a simple pass/fail
more appropriate? Reporting can be automatic after each task, or the report can be accessed upon request.
One extreme is for there to be no access to scores until the entire unit/section/package is completed; the
other is for automatic reporting to occur whenever a task is completed. The feedback or report can be a
numerical or graphic representation. There can be results posted on the screen, or they can be printed, or

even saved to a disk. Another design possibility is to have a progress report after users have used the
program for a specified period of time. The progress report can incorporate individual feedback or redirection to an easier or more difficult level. Teachers may also want to have a network reporting option
that automatically sends them the students' reports [9].

Within VLU, users are provided with a percentage grade for each task as well as an overall grade for the
section completed. This provides users with a clear indication of their areas of weakness, whether it be in
specific grammatical structures, writing topic sentences, listening for key words or creating compound
nouns. A rating of "good", "average" or "poor" is also given, with 80 percent or higher being good, 79 to 50
as average and below 49 as poor. With this method of reporting, users are oriented within the tri-level
system of the program and provided with goals for motivating improvement.

Conclusions
As multimedia producers, our goal is to harness the power of emerging technologies to achieve our
educational objectives. With proper planning and design implementation, producers can not only simulate
the classroom setting, but enhance it - and thus contribute to an overall rise in the level of educational
standards. As Kozma points out, our ability to take full advantage of new technologies depends on the
creativity of designers and our understanding of the relationship between these capabilities and learning
[10]. This becomes especially important as computer-based multimedia becomes a ubiquitous aspect to
learning at all levels [12]; [2]; [7].
This paper has discussed some of the issues involved in designing interactive courseware, with an emphasis
on the Higher Education environment, The authors have attempted to use the experience of VLU to identify
some of the key challenges involved in the various stages of multimedia design: development environment,

design, user feedback and piloting. One of the greatest challenges involved in multimedia design is
integrating the freedom-of-choice that makes interactivity what it is, without straying too far away from the

sensible guidance necessary for any valuable educational endeavor. Designers are being challenged to
create a learning environment that combines learner controlled browsing within a system-encouraged
structure. As demonstrated in VLU, this bipolar dynamic is evident in almost every stage of the production
process - from navigation to taskwriting to the integration of audio and visual effects. Every interactive
learning production has its own set of problems and challenges, which is perhaps what makes multimedia
design such an exciting and creative field to be working in. The lessons gained from VLU will continue to
improve the program as it is exposed to more users and teachers, and as the development team generate
new ideas for a revised version. It is hoped that these insights will contribute to the growing source of
knowledge on multimedia design and ultimately lead to better products for students.
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As computer systems have become more sophisticated, several researchers have
proposed the use of multiple models or metaphors to design computer systems
and have argued that the provision of multiple metaphors would better match the
characteristics of complex target systems. Multiple metaphors refer to the use of
two or more distinct metaphors, each explaining various aspects of the target
system. A multiple-metaphor interface means the combination of two or more
metaphors to design the interface for a computer system. Although we see the
strength of using multiple metaphors in interface design, not many guidelines for
selecting and combining metaphors in creating a system are available. Because of
the present vogue for interface metaphors and the limited research available in
this area, there is no accepted standard for designing metaphorical interfaces. In
this paper, the theoretical basis for the use of multiple metaphors is discussed. The
method in designing metaphorical interfaces is proposed as the author created the

interfaces for a metaphor study. Issues of metaphorical interface design are
discussed and detailed procedures in generating and combining metaphors in
creating interfaces for a hypermedia system are presented.

Keywords: Multiple metaphors, analogy, structural cues, interface design
guidelines

1 Introduction
Metaphor is traditionally a concept belonging to the fields of linguistics and philosophy. In 1980, Lakoff and
Johnson [1] presented new ways of thinking about metaphor regarding everyday experience. They consider
the essence of metaphor to be "understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another" (p. 5).
They demonstrate that people's conceptual systems are metaphorical and people's actions every day are a
matter of metaphor. In human-computer interaction, a metaphor is "present when terminology or concepts
from a familiar non-computer domain are used to depict computer functions and objects in a user interface" [2].
Two components of a metaphor are the base domain and the target domain. The base domain is "the area of
knowledge or expertise which a person already possesses," while the target domain is "the area of knowledge
or expertise in which a person is trying to become familiar" [2]. When a computer user learns a new computer
program, he calls upon his prior knowledge (analogies or metaphors) as the basis on which to form a new

mental model. Designers can take advantage of users' existing mental models to present ways of
conceptualizing computer functions and to design interfaces for computing systems [3]. Carroll, Mack, and
Kellogg [4] describe the use of metaphor as a way to control the complexity of user interfaces by designing the
actions, procedures, and concepts of new interfaces based on users' familiar actions, procedures, and concepts
from previously learned interfaces. Metaphors used in this way are called interface metaphors.

Because humans learn new concepts or knowledge in terms of what they already know, almost all the
computer interfaces in the world contain various types of metaphors taken from other domains. The current
concern in computer interface design for ease of use, encourages the use of familiar objects and icon-based
operations. Using these, computer users do not have to interact with command line syntax like they did before.
This trend also facilitates the growth of the Internet [5]. Ratzan [5] argues that "metaphors may themselves
suggest further implications, inferences or interactions of computer components. Metaphors help make sense
of the online environment" (p. 47). Nevertheless, design guidelines derived from research findings on Internet
metaphors are far behind their present demand in the practitioner field.
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2 The use of multiple metaphors in interface design
While metaphor is useful for helping people to reason about new knowledge, mismatches between the base
and target domains may occur, which lead to incorrect inferences. Carroll, Mack, Kellogg [4] claim that
metaphor must provide incomplete mappings to their target domains. "If a text editor truly appeared and
functioned as a typewriter in every detail, it would be a typewriter" (p. 69). Mismatches happen in situations in
which the attributes and relations of a single metaphor can not be perfectly correlated with the attributes and
relations of the target domain. This is especially true when the target domain is so complex that no individual
model can fully explain anticipated behavior. In this case, the use of multiple metaphors to design interfaces
may be a solution [6]. Benking and Judge [7] explain that three or more complementary metaphors may be
used together in order to adequately represent some complex systems. Booth's [8] argument provides a basis
for the use of multiple metaphors. He notes that people "appear to have blocks of knowledge relating to
different domains and use parts of these knowledge blocks when they believe that it is appropriate" (p. 73).
One kind of composite metaphor (multiple metaphor) is the use of complementary metaphors to represent
functions of an interface, with each metaphor representing a function at a single level. Carroll et al. give an
example of this kind of composite metaphor -- the integrated office system, which includes electronic mail,
spreadsheets, text editing, and decision support, each with a different metaphor to represent it in the system.

In terms of the theoretical basis for multiple metaphors, Rumelhart and Norman [9] conducted a study on
teaching new users to learn a text editor. They observed that students made errors because of their inadequate
conceptualization of the various parts of the computer system. This resulted from the insufficient mental
models students brought to the situation; they limited the kinds of analogies they might have employed. The
authors note that no single metaphor can fully explain a complex piece of subject matter. Thus, they postulate
an effective solution to eliminate student errors -- the provision of a more appropriate analogical framework,
with different conceptual models to help students in their reasoning. They developed the "secretary," the "card
file," and the "tape recorder" models, each explaining various aspects of the text editor, and claim that,
although none of the models are perfect, as people grow more experienced in a domain, they become better at
choosing appropriate models for a specific situation. In teaching this subject matter, it is effective to present a
set of models, each with their own built-in context dependencies, as alternative conceptualizations of the target
domain.

Collins and Gentner [10, 11] found that analogies allow people to create multiple mental models for use in
reasoning about a complex system. They discuss Gentner's [12] analogy hypothesis and note that "a major way
in which people reason about unfamiliar domains is through analogical mappings" (p. 247). They used
analogies to map the set of transition rules from a known domain (the base) into the new domain (the target),
thereby constructing a mental model that can generate inferences in the target domain. To test this hypothesis,
they observed how subjects reason about evaporation and did an analysis of their protocols. The qualitative
data suggests that subjects formed three different levels of interrelated mental models in reasoning about the
target domain. These findings support the view that people learn the target domain by partitioning it into
different component models, each mapped to a different base domain.
Multiple metaphors have also been employed in the field of artificial intelligence. Burstein [13] presented a
model for students to learn a programming language. This involved the use of a box analogy, an algebra
analogy, and a human processor analogy. In the example, the author used analogies in such a way that each
analogy covered several levels of description, but served different functions. The use of multiple analogy
models has been found to be more helpful in facilitating students who are learning the new domain in this case.

Spiro et al. [14] describe the danger of using single analogies in learning and instruction. They suggest that
misconceptions are often caused by the reductive effect of analogies. "When analogies are used to 'start
simple,' the knowledge ultimately acquired often stays simple. Well-intended analogies often result in
oversimplified knowledge" (p. 502). They present eight situations in which the use of an analogy induces
misconceptions or mismatches. One common characteristic of these eight situations is that users tend to
depend too much on the properties of an analogous source domain in understanding the topic (target) domain.
To solve this problem, they propose an antidote -- the use of integrated multiple analogies to represent
complex concepts. They claim that by introducing new analogies which emend the missing or misleading
aspects of the earlier analogy, the strength of the original analogy is retained, but its weakness is discarded. To
give an example, muscle fiber function is proposed as the target concept, which is then explained by three
analogies -- the rowing crew, the turnbuckle, and the Chinese finger-cuffs analogies. To integrate multiple
analogies, they propose the technique of "composite imaging with selective contingent instantiation" (p. 522),
in which three analogy models are created separately for the comprehension of the muscle fiber function with
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the applicability of the elements in each analogy being context-dependent. Although the authors claim that this

technique could be applied mentally or to computer graphic displays, its implications for the design of a
composite metaphor are limited.
The advantage of using multiple metaphors in designing computer interfaces can be seen. However, there is no
accepted standard for designing an interface with multiple metaphors. In the following section, the issues or
problems of designing a multiple-metaphor interface will be discussed.

3 Issues to consider in the design of multiple (composite) metaphor
interfaces
Judging from previous studies [15, 2] and my experience, I conclude a number of difficulties that designers or
researchers would face in creating a multiple metaphor interface. Since the generation of a multiple metaphor
interface involves the selection and combination of multiple metaphors, design considerations and problems
will be discussed below within these two phases.

3.1 Selection of metaphor
When selecting metaphors to design interfaces for computer systems, the designer needs to consider several
issues, which include the type of information, description level of metaphors, users' expert levels and prior
knowledge, users' tasks, methods of task completion, and appearance of the interface.

The type and structure of information of the target system influences how designers select metaphors.
These attributes include the information content and structure of the target system. Designers need to
consider the type of content information when choosing appropriate metaphors.

In terms of description level of the target system, Booth [8] claims that "the level of description of a
metaphor is concerned with the type of information that a metaphor might be expected to communicate"
(p. 77). He takes an example from Moran's [16] Command Language Grammar and says that a metaphor

can be aimed at the task level, the semantic level, the syntactic level, or the physical level. This
characteristic increases possibilities, but also the difficulty in designing a metaphorical interface.

When choosing metaphors, the designer should consider users' prior knowledge in their familiar domains
as a basis for designing tools for learning new things. Stagger and Norcio [17] claims that, when designing
multiple models for users to learn new knowledge, designers need to consider the expert level of the users

and the tasks to be completed. As users gain expertise in the target area, their ability to manipulate
multiple models increases. Since metaphors work by mapping previously acquired knowledge of users to
the target domain that they are going to learn, some attributes (objects, relations, actions, effects) of the
base domain must match with the attributes of the target domain. The selection of metaphors should be
based on a user's familiar knowledge.

Carroll et al. [4] explain three aspects to consider in designing a metaphor: the tasks, methods, and
appearance levels. The task level describes users' goals and what they can do; an example is the
information search in the present study. The method level describes how tasks are accomplished. The
appearance level is the "look and feel of the task situation vis-à-vis the physical implementation of the
domain" (p. 78). It includes aspects of the hardware and the presentation of screen objects.

In addition to consideration of the above criteria in selecting interface metaphors, designers also face some
design problems described by Cooper [18]: 1) there are not enough metaphors; 2) the metaphors do not scale
well; and 3) the ability of users to recognize them is questionable. As the number of metaphors increases in
designing an interface, there are more constraints regarding the criteria of metaphor selection. Carroll and
Thomas [3] suggest that when using two or more metaphors to design a system, one should not choose objects
or procedures that are exclusively alternative to each other, so as to avoid interference and confusion. In

another article [19], Carroll and Mack argue that good metaphors should also not provide completely
transparent and comprehensive mapping, so that they may better enable users to learn.

3.2 Combination of metaphors
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Once multiple metaphors are selected, designers need to identify an optimal way of combining the metaphors.
This issue has not been well discussed by scholars, so there are not many guidelines regarding how to combine
multiple metaphors to create a computer interface.
Beyond the issues discussed above, designers face some additional problems in combining multiple metaphors.

First, it is hard to draw the boundaries between different metaphors. Booth [8] raises this question for
designers: "how [can we] signpost the boundaries of metaphors within a system so that users know when a
metaphor is no longer relevant and when another metaphor is appropriate [?]"(p. 78) Second, although the idea
of using multiple metaphors has been suggested for interface design by practitioners, the way to operationalize
multiple metaphors to create interfaces is very difficult to carry out. Most previous studies used separate
analogies to teach new knowledge, or they used separate metaphorical interfaces to help users to learn new
computer systems. Methods for combining different metaphors in a system have not been explored. Smilowitz
[2] was a pioneering researcher who tried to mix two metaphors in an interface in her experimental studies.
Due to the challenging nature of this case, there were design deficiencies in her approach to combining
multiple metaphors. Smilowitz tried to mix two metaphors within the navigation area in a hypertext system.
But navigation tools are only a part of an interface. The design in her study limits users' perceptions of the
metaphorical interface.
In light of the above difficulties, the application of structural cues taken from multiple metaphors may be a
solution to integrate two or more metaphors in designing an interface. The next section is a brief review on
structural cues in computer interfaces.

4 Hypertext structure cues
Dillon [20] presents a discussion on the structure in documents. He argues that the meaning of structure differs
depending on different standpoints: from the perspectives of writers, readers, or from the consideration of
reading/writing tasks. There is a difference in the structures of a paper and an electronic document. Compared
to a paper document, a hypertext document does not have the same amount of information available to the

readers, and its structures do not have equal transparency. In a hypertext system, the author can create
numerous structures from the same information. Due to the lesser experience novice users may have with
hypertext systems, "users' schemata of hypertext environments are likely to be 'informationally leaner' than
those for paper documents" (p. 114). These reasons may explain why users easily become lost in hyperspace.

One way to solve navigation problems in hypermedia is to provide structure aids that inform users of what
information is available, as well as where it may be located and how it may be organized. Hulley [21] discuss
hypermedia and notes that "its structure needs to be made obvious to the users [,] and a means of browsing and
navigating around it needs to be provided." In addition, he thinks that "the methods chosen for structuring
information need to be the most suitable for the user's needs; they must support the tasks that the user wants to
carry out and provide an interface which can be easily understood or learned" (p. 173). Thuring, Hannemann,
and Haake [22] argue that the coherence of a hyperdocument has an impact on the reader's information
processing. Well designed hypertext structures plus the presence of rhetorical cues may facilitate coherence;
so designers should provide cues at both the node (within nodes) and net (between nodes) levels. Rouet and
Levonen [23] describe the prototypical representation of hypertext as "a set of text units connected through
multiple links, that is, a text network" (p. 15). Due to the navigation problems which a novice user may
experience, they argue that novice users need analogies with conventional structures.

5 Procedures used to create multiple-metaphorical interfaces
From the literature review we know that a single metaphor does not cover everything in the interface. The use
of two or more metaphors in designing an interface may be a solution for the problem of mismatch and may

better represent the elements as well as the relations to the target system. In addition, structural cues or
metaphors should be provided to hypermedia users for them to understand the way to navigate the system.
Because of the present vogue for interface metaphors and the limited research available in this area, there is no

accepted standard for designing metaphorical interfaces. Interface design in this area is more laborious
because of this problem concerning the operational definition of metaphorical interfaces. Due to the problems

designers or researchers may experience when combining multiple metaphors to create an interface, the
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creation of a metaphorical interface by combining structural cues that are derived from two or more metaphors
may be a useful way to help users to search within a hypermedia system.

In my metaphor study, I compared single versus multiple-metaphor interfaces on their effects in facilitating
users' information search behaviors in a hypermedia system. There were three interfaces as the independent
variable in the study, with the first interface containing less metaphorical elements, the second containing
some metaphorical elements from a single metaphor, and the third (multiple-metaphor interface) containing
more metaphorical elements from two metaphors.

A method was proposed to create the metaphorical interfaces based on existing design guidelines and the
revision of design methods used by other researchers. In this strategy, the metaphors work as the source for the

structural cues to be combined in creating a metaphorical interface. Metaphors were used as the basis for
deriving navigational cues, but those cues were not treated illustratively. In other words, the cues are related
structurally to the metaphors but do not necessarily represent elements of the metaphors in a pictorial way. The
metaphors used provided a logic for the designs, which guided the choice of structural cues that distinguish the
three interfaces by the varying degrees to which they appear. This approach leads to a more precise operational
definition and manipulation of the variables.

A detailed review of the method for creating the three interfaces for the experimental study is presented in the
following paragraphs.

5.1 Selection of context and task for the study
In the study information searches were chosen to be the user task in order to investigate the effectiveness of
using metaphors as a navigational aid in designing a hypermedia system.

5.2 Selection of information content (information system)
After the task had been chosen, the information content was identified based on the scope and structure of the
system, the depth and width of the information structure, characteristics of the information related to the target

system, the familiarity of the content to the potential subjects, the availability of the system, its ease of
implementation, appropriate metaphors for this information content, and software used to create the hypertext
system. These issues were identified partially through a review of articles describing the processes that other
designers went through to create metaphorical interfaces and the criteria they took into account [24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29]. The web sites of some universities, the web pages of the Library of Congress and the National Science
Foundation, a CD-ROM in science, a health database, geography information, the lives of musicians, world art

and wars, and American history were reviewed. Some systems were good because they have structures
embedded within them for information searching and navigation; but there were no appropriate metaphors for
those types of content. For the other systems, there were appropriate metaphors that matched the content or
elements, but the information structures were not useful for information searching.

The CD-ROM "The Enduring Vision" [30] was finally chosen as the content on which to base the hypertext
system. It contains 33 chapters of American history. The same content as that in the CD-ROM can be found in

the book The Enduring Vision, and the CD-ROM structure is similar to the structure of the book. This
similarity between the book and CD-ROM was a positive factor which influenced my choice of the CD-ROM.

It made the job of creating the three variances of hypertext easier, because the content did not have to be
restructured to fit the book metaphor. Four chapters with a total of ninety-eight articles in nineteenth-century
American history were selected from the program to create the hypertext system.

5.3 Selection of metaphors
The chosen hypertext system placed constraints on the variety of possible metaphors that could be used to
design the interfaces. The issues taken into account at this stage included the subjects' prior knowledge
concerning the metaphors, the characteristics of hypermedia systems versus the attributes of metaphors, the
overall structures of metaphors in covering hypermedia systems, the appropriateness of metaphors for
information searching, potential mismatches between the metaphors and the hypermedia system, existing

metaphors used in other software, ease of representation, manifestations /appearances of metaphors,
guidelines for metaphor design, and methods of combining multiple metaphors. In addition, the characteristics
proposed by Lin [15] were also taken into consideration. These are: (1) the style of presentation of information,
(2) the size of information units, (3) the degree of user control over the ordering of information, (4) routes of
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traversing, (5) the visibility of linkages among units, (6) the implied internal structure of information units,

and (7) the style of access to specific information. Some other design guidelines were also taken into
consideration when I created the metaphorical interfaces. After several unsuccessful attempts (using different
combinations of multiple metaphors such as timeline, map, journey, path, container, building...), the book and
folder metaphors were ultimately selected, based on the above guidelines and the consideration of possible
ways of metaphor combination.
One criterion in selecting multiple metaphors is that the chosen metaphors must be independent of each other.
In other words, one metaphor can not be a secondary (subordinate) metaphor to the other one (the primary
metaphor). According to Cates [24], a primary metaphor refers to the principle or first metaphor employed,

and a secondary metaphor means a subsequent metaphor employed. The secondary metaphor "stimulates
images and semantic expressions related to those stimulated by the primary metaphors which they are
intended to accompany."(p. 98) If one metaphor is subordinate to the other, then they can be seen as the same
metaphor.

The reason I selected book and folder metaphors is that each could map to different aspects of the hypermedia
system, so they are complementary (see Table 1 for analysis of metaphor functions). Spiro et al. [14] propose
the employment of multiple analogies in learning and instruction. They identify eight ways that analogies may
induce misconceptions. Based on their framework, I analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of book and folder
metaphors and used them in the design of three interfaces. Due to the scope of this paper, this analysis will not
be discussed in the current paper.
Table 1: Analysis of metaphor functions and structural cues

Elements related to content or to the
hypermedia structure
Book

metaphor

Folder
metaphor

Books have structure. Each book page
can be used to place an information
unit (e.g. a web page)
A book has a cover, a table of
contents, chapters, sections, and
pages
Turn page/ page number
Open/close a book

Each folder can be used to place an
information unit
Folder tabs with labels enable users to
easily identify the content of a folder
Flexible ordering of information (Lin,
1989, p.46)

Metaphor functions related to hypermedia
characteristics
There is visibility of linkages among units
A book structure implies the internal
structure of information unit in a hypertext
system
A book has a particular style of
information presentation and access to
specific information
Book pages need to be accessed
sequentially by page turning or by reading
the table of contents (Lin, 1989, p. 48)
Folder tabs allow random access to
specific information units (Lin, 1989, p.
46)
Information units in different levels can be
directly accessed

5.4 Combination of two metaphors and the creation of three interfaces (use of
structural cues)
After each metaphor was selected, all of their objects and functions were analyzed using the POPIT model as

shown in Table 2 [24]. The design problems which previous researchers faced in combining multiple
metaphors in one interface (the creation of a composite metaphor interface) have been discussed in previous
sections. In addition, Lakoff and Johnson [1] claim that "metaphors do not imply a complete mapping of every
concrete detail of one object or situation onto another; rather they emphasize certain features and suppress
others" (p. 96). It is also impossible to manipulate metaphorical elements in an interface from complete
absence to presence.
In view of these difficulties, the three metaphorical interfaces were created in such a way that each interface
contains various degrees of structural cues taken from one or two metaphors, with the cues ranging from
minimum to maximum. Rather than call them the no-metaphor, single-metaphor, and multiple-metaphor
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interfaces as in previous studies, they were called "the interfaces with different degrees of structural cues
derived from single or multiple metaphors."
Table 2: POPIT Model (Cates, 1994)

Properties

Book (Cates, 1994)
Book cover, pages, table of contents,
chapters, sections, title

Operations

Open or close a book, turn page forward
and backward

Phases
Images

Turn pages, open, close, begin reading,
find information/words, highlight
Book cover, layout of books

Types

Reference works, recreational books

Folder
Tabs on the top of each folder, several
folders can be put together, labels or
keywords on the tabs
Folder tabs can be thumbed through, it
allows random access, flexible ordering of
folders
Select the folder, open the folder, select
section by way of thumb tabs
Same size and shape for each folder, tab in
different location on the top, tabs have
different colors
Information storage

First interface (interface A with minimal cues)

There were a total of one hundred screens in this interface. Interface A contains a minimal degree of
metaphorical concepts. In addition, the three interfaces in this experimental study needed to have similar
structures and styles of information presentation for the sake of comparison and data collection. Since all
computer interfaces contain some degree of metaphors taken from other domains, it is impossible to rule out
metaphor elements totally. In the hypertext system, each article was organized hierarchically with its title
listed in previous levels as hyperlinks. This made the title lists look more like the content lists of a book. For
this reason, interface A still contains a small number of metaphorical elements, partially due to the nature of
the information content.

Second interface (interface B with medium cues)
There were a total of four hundred and twenty seven screens in each of the interfaces, B and C. The same
structural components and elements can be found in all three interfaces: 1) four levels in the system, 2) a main
page as the first level with hyperlinks linking to the second and the third level, 3) articles in the second, the
third, and the fourth levels with or without hyperlinks linking to the next level, and 4) titles and body text for
each article. Based on the analysis, terms, images, structures, and operations were taken from a book metaphor
to add to the design of the second interface. This causes the second interface to contain more structural cues
from a book metaphor. All the information was presented in book format; for example, the text of each article
was presented on double-sided pages, as in a real book. Users can click on the dog-ear to turn to the previous or

next page. In addition, the title of each article was labeled with chapter, section, and subsection number to
resemble the title of a book.

Third interface (interface C with maximum cues)
In order to compare the effects of the interface in which the structural cues were taken from only one metaphor
with the interface in which structural cues were taken from multiple metaphors, a third interface was created
(see Figure I). Extra structural cues, including images, structures, and operations of a folder metaphor, were
added to the second interface to create the third one. Whereas information presentation in a book metaphor is

linear, the folder metaphor conveys the hypermedia attribute of flexible information access. The book
metaphor worked as the main metaphor and was broader in its scope, while the folder metaphor was added to
the design to supplement the book metaphor. Booth [8] describes the dimensions of a metaphor in terms of its
scope and level of description. The scope describes the number of concepts that a metaphor addresses, and the
level of description deals with the information types that a metaphor communicates. Similarly, Hammond and
Allinson [30] describe four levels of information that a metaphor may convey: task information, semantic
information, lexical information, and physical information. Using those concepts to examine the design in the
present study, the book metaphor has a larger scope and it conveys four information levels: the hypertext
structure, the layout, the terms, and the operations; but the scope and information levels of the folder metaphor
are more restricted. The main function of the folder metaphor is to provide a flexible means of information
access so that users can randomly access articles in different levels.
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The structural cues taken from the book and folder metaphors include content lists, section titles and number,
double-paged layout, book turning corners, folder labels with section numbers, physical layouts of book and
folder metaphors, and so on. Those elements consist of textual and graphical structural cues, which were
combined to create the metaphorical interfaces.
Figure 1. Screen-shot of the third level for interface C (multiple-metaphor interface)
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6 Conclusion
Metaphors do not apply equally in the interface designs, and usually only the most salient points are drawn
from a metaphor. The book and folder metaphors are not alternative choices; instead, they complement each
other (in a non-exhaustive way). This is consistent with Benking and Judge's [7] view of using three or more
complementary metaphors to explain complex systems. Due to the consideration of ease of manipulation in
the experimental study, only two metaphors were chosen for the design of the interfaces. At each step in
creating the interfaces, not only more possibilities, but also a few constraints were added to the design. The
selection and combination of the structural cues did not result in perfect designs, but they were completed with
much deliberation concerning the many design possibilities and tradeoffs.

Designing metaphorical interfaces involves many other issues that are beyond the scope of the present
discussion. The compatibility between the metaphors to be combined may play an important role in
appropriately conveying the functions of each of the interface elements. Interfaces that are created with
incompatible metaphors could cause misunderstanding and hinder users' performances. The problems of
selecting and combining multiple metaphors have been discussed in this paper, and the procedures for creating
the metaphorical interfaces have been explicitly presented. There are many complex design issues involved in
the creation of metaphorical interfaces. The design of a metaphorical interface relies on appropriate metaphor
selection and combination in order to achieve optimal effects. Further research is needed to explore other
possible ways to combine multiple metaphors to create user-friendly interfaces.

Due to the scope of this paper, the whole process of creating metaphorical interfaces can not be discussed in
detail. However, it is the hope of the author that the method presented can provide interface designers and
researchers with insight in creating metaphorical interfaces.
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1 Introduction
As LAN and Internet have diffused in recent years, environments of computers have been well filled and
computers have become more popular among students. These developments make it possible for the style of
education of physics to become various.

Recently many groups develop simulation programs for education of physics. We develop simulation
programs for physics education using C language, XForms and Mesa library on Linux computer [1]. There
are not only 2D but also 3D simulation programs. These programs are used in physics experiments for
students [2,3]. One of the weak points of our system is a difficulty for opening our programs to the public.
Only students attending the class can execute the programs.

On the other hand many programs coded by Java are also proposed and an education environment are
prepared on the Internet. On World Wide Web (WWW), there are many programs coded by Java that are
opened to the public [4,5]. Condensed Matter Theory Group of Kyushu University in Japan opens a virtual
laboratory for the introduction of physics on WWW [6]. In the laboratory one can study physics with a
simulation and an explanation for it. It is very good idea to open the programs to the public through Internet,
but most of those programs are for 2D simulation. We think that 3D simulation is more exciting and is more
helpful for understanding the motion of objects, because 3D simulation is more realistic.

Our aim of this study is to develop 3D simulation programs and open them to the public through Internet.
We develop programs using Java in order for as many as people to utilize them and make use of Java 3D
API for realizing 3D visualization. To our knowledge, there are still only a few programs proposed for
education with use of Java.

2 Environment of development and execution
Our simulation programs are developed on an IBM PC/AT compatible computer. We adopt Linux as an
operating system (OS) and XFree86 3.3.6 for X Window system. Java 2 SDK v 1.2.2 for Linux Production
Release, Java 3D 1.1.3 API and Mesa 3.1 are used for developing applications. One of the reasons for
adopting Linux is that Linux system has a reputation for its stability. Although applications are developed on
a computer with Linux operating system, one can use any kind of computers and operating systems for
execution of applications. This is merit and what we aim for in developing applications.

3 Example
We developed some programs with use of Java and Java3D by way of trial. One of them is a simulation of
motions of ball in a box under gravitation, whose snapshot is shown in figure 1. We list below special
features of these applications.

We make use of Swing API for graphical user interface (GUI). Swing is provided as one of the
standard APIs in Java2 and we can develop applications with common GUI operations in total
independence of a kind of a computer and OS using Swing API.
One can execute programs not only as an application on a local computer but also as an applet on a
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browser through Internet. Java Plug-in is necessary for executing programs on a browser in the
present. However this restriction will be solved in the future.
Real-time simulations can be realized with use of thread class of Java. Furthermore, one can execute
applications in slow-motion mode and in fast-forwarding mode.
Java3D uses a tree structure for realizing 3D visualization. By changing branches and leaves, objects
can be moved, transformed, replaced and so on.
Java is a class-based object-oriented programming language. Therefore we can easily add or remove

objects. Furthermore rules of motion can be specified to objects. Then we can realize various
motions of objects.
Since Java2 is prepared for Unicode and Locale, internationalized programs can be developed.
Lplieee /
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Figure 1. Motion of balls in a box under gravitation.

4 Conclusions
We propose an educational system for elementary physics with use of Java and Java 3D API. Our system
offers 3D simulation programs with use of Java 3D. 3D visualization of the system of classical mechanics
helps students to understand the behavior of the system and to have interests in physics. Since our programs
are developed by Java, anyone who has an environment of Java can execute them on WWW. Therefore we
can open our programs to the public and we can receive responses and evaluations for our programs. Note
that one needs Java Plug-in for execution of our programs in the present. In the future, we want to increase
the number of simulation programs and open those programs to the public.

This work is supported by the Japanese Grant-in-Aid for Science Research Fund from the Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture.
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Following constructionist principles, postgraduate students who were studying a
paper on Human Computer Interaction were required to build educational multimedia
systems and then to evaluate those produced by their colleagues. The experience of
developing a multimedia system, together with lectures and access to general material

on the topic, enabled them to provide valuable insights into important issues.
Nonetheless, the students were not, on the whole, able to transfer all that they had
learned when building their own systems into an evaluation framework. The
provision of scaffolding was recommended to facilitate transfer.
Keywords: Multimedia, Evaluation, Constructionism

1 Introduction
What are the criteria that should be used to judge the effectiveness of interfaces for multimedia tutorial systems?
In an experiment with a class of postgraduate students studying Human Computer Interaction (HCI), they were
asked to develop their own framework for evaluation. To give them some notion o f what to look for and what to
expect, they first had to form groups and construct their own multimedia tutorial systems. This approach is based

on the idea of constructionism [6]. By collaborating in a group to develop some appropriate product, it is
suggested that learners can come to a better understanding of the principles of a subject rather than by just being
given the information by a teacher. This is in line with the wry comment from Jonassen et al [9] that the people
who learn most from instructional materials are the designers.

The students were required to work together with one or two other classmates to produce their own small scale

multimedia educational systems. Using the knowledge and experience they had gained, they then had to
individually evaluate the interfaces of the other systems. There was no detailed specification about how to carry

out these activities. The students had, however, been exposed to the main issues through lectures and
discussions. They also had appropriate readings made available to them. The intention, therefore, was to see
what the students, themselves, considered appropriate ways of evaluation in the light of their background and
their experience in developing multimedia software. An assessment was then made of how much they had
learned when building systems and how well the knowledge was applied to evaluating the systems of others.

2 Previous work
Interface evaluation can be carried out for many different purposes. The distinction is usually made between
formative evaluation where improvements to a system under development can be determined and summative
evaluation which assesses the overall performance [8]. There are a range of methods that can be used depending
on the purpose of the study. Preece [12] categorises these purposes as analytic, expert, observational, survey
and experimental. Analytic techniques are used to determine the complexity of the interfaces. Expert evaluation
involves inviting people experienced with interface issues to identify usability publems. Observational, survey
and experimental studies all have in common the involvement of what Preece terms "Real users." Users can be
observed using software, provide feedback about the system through interviews or questionnaires or take part in
experiments to test the impact of various features of the interface.

A common method of evaluation that does not involve users is expert evaluation where, as noted above, people
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with some knowledge of interface issues detect possible problems. This process can be conducted in accordance

with the guidelines formulated by Nielsen and Molich [II]. The following aspects of the interface are all
considered in what is referred to by these authors as a heuristic evaluation: simple and natural dialogue; speaking
the user' s language; minimising user memory load; consistency; feedback; clearly marked exits; short cuts; good
error messages; prevention of errors, and help and documentation.

An examination of the literature on multimedia reveals little mention of evaluation. Testing is usually discussed
but not evaluation [4, 15]. Some important principles emerge, however. Alty [1, p33] points out that "A key
question is when to use which media and in what combination to achieve the maximum effect." He also observes
that success in multimedia depends more on the combination of media rather than on the provision of a rich set
of media. Frater and Paulissen [5] note that interactive tutorials should allow the user to choose the starting point
and allow the information to be accessed as often as required. They also offer this piece of advice. "Keep in mind
that multimedia can make learning much more interesting when animation and sound files are used to explain the
topic. Also a quiz is more fun when set up as a game" [5, p362]. Preece [12] points out that navigation, too, is an
important consideration in hypertext/multimedia systems. Users, as she notes need to be able to know where they
are, how they reached that point, where can they go next and how they get there. This as pect of interface design
is actually covered by the first heuristic of Nielsen and Molich [11] which refers to "Simple and natural dialogue."
This takes into account navigating through a system. Interface factors in interactive multimedia systems are also
considered in Reeves and Harmon [13] and Tannenbaum [14].

One recent taxonomy in the literature provided by Heller and Martin [7] aims to help students on multimedia
courses understand the forms of media as well as enabling them to evaluate the work of others. It has two
dimensions the media type and the means of expression (elaboration, representation and abstraction). This

classification shows, for example, that text might be fully elaborated (large chunks of narrative), can be
abbreviated (represented in bullet points) or might be abstract in nature such as text in a logo. Students are able
to check whether a medium has been used in an appropriate fashion. As the authors state, though, the taxonomy
takes no account of the effect of combining several media. Nonetheless, it is useful in focusing on the evaluation
of each element. Detailed guidelines about how to use each medium, for example text, can also be found in
Vaughan [15] and Collins [2].

3 Course structure
"Topics in Human-Computer Interaction" is a single semester paper for postgraduate students in Computer
Science and Information Systems at Massey University. Most students have already completed a third year
undergraduate paper "Human-Computer Interaction" in which the underlying theory is presented. These
students will also have gained some experience in developing interfaces. The aim of this course is to consider
issues of current interest such as computer supported co-operative work, innovative interfaces, different ways of
evaluating the interface, multimedia systems and interfaces on the World Wide Web. Teaching is carried out
through a mixture of lecturing, student seminars, discussion and demonstrations (of software such as Adobe
Premiere and Macromedia Director). Students have available to them two books of readings which cover the
material taught.

One assignment for this paper involved the students working in groups to develop a small multimedia system
with an educational focus. The groups could choose any appropriate subject. Each student was then asked,
individually, to evaluate the interfaces to all the other systems. A set of lectures had been given on the topic of
multimedia including exposure to several life cycles for developing software of this kind. The topic of evaluation
had also received considerable coverage in lectures and student seminars. Students were aware that interfaces
can be evaluated for various purposes and in many different ways (for example by heuristic evaluation, interviews,
questionnaires etc.)

Guidance m the life cycle that should be followed to develop the multimedia systems and the method of
evaluation required was deliberately kept to a minimum. In the light of the teaching on the course and the material
available to them, students were expected to make their own informed decisions. In particular, it was hoped that
the students' own experiences in developing multi-media software would give them some insight into the criteria
that should be employed when evaluating the interfaces to the other students' systems.
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4 The student systems
Six groups each developed their own multimedia system. The systems were expected to offer instruction to their
users and be interactive. A brief description of the systems follows.
Maori Language Tutoring

This system was designed to help students learn the Maori language. The study material was based on the
philosophy that Maori be used wherever possible, with visual and aural stimuli to teach the vocabulary. Words

were introduced via demonstrations using pre-recorded video clips. The system, however, also contained
explanation in English for students who did not wish to completely immerse themselves in Maori. As well as
learning new terms, students could choose to review vocabulary or test their comprehension. Maori music aid
designs were used in this system where the developers thought appropriate.
Learning the New Zealand Road Code

A written test on the New Zealand road code has to be passed before learner drivers can take their practical
driving test. The aim of the road code system was intended to make the learning process more interesting. It was
believed that by using animation, audio and video, the learning process would be enhanced. The system included
tutorial material on aspects of the road code (for example, how to overtake or what to do when approaching a
roundabout) as well as test material.

Earthquake Disaster System

The earthquake disaster system was developed to show people how to behave in the event of a serious
earthquake. It included clips from a video developed by Civil Defence. Topics that were dealt with included
planning for and coping with an earthquake. The opening screen showed a photograph of the devastation
caused by a major earthquake. Music and animation chosen to reflect the theme of devastation accompanied the
photograph.
Shape Recognition

The intention of the shape recognition system was to help children learn how to identify both two and three
dimensional shapes in a lively and interesting way. Sound, animation and graphics were included in order to
make the system appealing to children. Another goal of the developers was to make the system easy to use.
There was a particular emphasis on the use of colour which was seen by the developers as making the system
attractive to the intended users. The opening screen was designed to capture the attention of children with music
and morphing shapes.
Introducing the Internet
This system, as its name implies, was intended to be introductory in nature. Its target group was school children
who could find out about concepts such as email, newsgroups, file transfer protocol etc. This system made use of
graphics and sound but also included lengthy textual explanations. As with the shape recognition system, there
was an emphasis on the use of colour. Ease of navigation was also a major consideration.
Undergraduate Studies in Computer Science

This system allows students to find out about the staff and the papers they teach in a Computer Science
department. Photographs of staff members were included. When browsing through the system, users were able to
move from a staff page to obtain information about papers taught by the staff member. Contextual information
about the location of the building where the Computer Science staff were housed was also provided. The opening
screen of the system showed a picture of the university grounds. Other pictures could also be viewed.

5 Educational Issues
Although the course does not deal with issues of computer-based learning, this was the focus of the assignment
and gave the students some context for the systems they produced. They were expected to choose an approach
to teaching which was appropriate for the subject that was being taught and that they felt would be effective in a
multi-media setting. They all propounded he philosophy of their systems during their presentations. It is
interesting to compare the different approaches that the students chose for their systems and how this was
reflected in the presentation styles.
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The Maori language teaching system immerses the student in the subject and attempts to teach by example. As
noted earlier, the system can be used without reference to English words or phrases. Maori, like various other
languages such as Japanese is very much bound up in the culture of the people and so this approach seemed
entirely appropriate. Maori songs, words and phrases in a commentary with accompanying visuals provided a
backdrop that was both stimulating and educationally appropriate.

The road code system contains video clips produced by the students themselves which graphically illustrated
both correct and incorrect procedures to be followed in various situations when driving. This could be regarded
as teaching by presentation and illustration.
Like the road code tutorial, the earthquake dis aster system has an emphasis on illustration using video clips and
contains other factual information in an appropriate form.

Unlike the previous systems, the shape recognition tutor includes trial and error examples for the student to
consider. It takes into account the answers the student gives and does not continue until it judges s/he has fully
understood all the current concepts. It could be regarded as a mastery system from this point of view.

The internet system contains a great deal of information in a text -based format, but the presentation was
enhanced with appropriate animations. Material is set out in an simple to follow form and subjects can easily
navigate around the system to discover what they need to know.

The undergraduate studies in Computer Science system also allowed students to learn about the department of
Computer Science in a discovery mode. In some senses this was the package that was the least like a tutorial
system, since it just provided information in a non-instructional form.

The underlying objective of the assignment was to determine whether or not students had assimilated a
that issues concerning functionality should not be divorced from interface
fundamental principle of HCI
concerns. Given the experience of developing a multimedia system, it was hoped that students would take into
account the educational aims of the system as well as the multimedia features. It was not the object of the exercise,
however, to see whether effective learning took place. It was expected that some variation of expert evaluation
would be followed. What was of interest were the criteria that students incorporated into their checklist. Issues it
was hoped would be addressed (in the light of the literature on this topic) included the following:
whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of the system;
the suitability of the media selected;
the user appeal of the systems;
the interface concerns;
evaluating the execution of the various media.

6 Results
Every student (thirteen in total) appraised all the systems developed by their colleagues. All the students
some were very detailed and others quite brief -from
thirty items at one end of the scale to five at the other. The two students with the longest checklists evaluated
whether the system fulfilled its objectives, the selection of multimedia components and the execution of the
provided a checklist of the criteria used for the evaluation

multimedia as well as detail of the interface such as the provision of feedback, ease of navigation etc. There were

another three quite comprehensive taxonomies which covered many but not all of the relevant issues. Five
students used Nielsen' s [10, 11] guidelines for heuristic evaluation without adding to them to deal with the
educational or multimedia aspects of the systems. The three students with the short checklists had incorporated
rather broad categories such as ease of use, knowledge presentation, navigation, multimedia concerns and
quality of knowledge which gave them reasonable but not complete cover of the relevant issues.

Expert evaluation can be carried out by anyone with appropriate skills and by more than one evaluator. In one
case, two people evaluated the systems and combined their findings whilst on another occasion the student drew
up the framework but did not carry out the heuristic evaluation himself. Some students scored the various items
and averaged the results. This enabled systems to be ranked. Others did not attempt to provide an overall score
for each system but left the findings to speak for themselves.
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1. Did students check to see whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of
the system?
In total, eight of the students included questions in their checklist which related to the educational nature of the
system. Three of these explicitly mentioned the educational objectives of the systems under review before
providing their assessment.
"This system is a multimedia tutor system designed to aid students in learning the Maori language.
The system uses both visual and aural stimuli to teach words and concepts."
"The system aims to provide information to undergraduate students."
"It aims at helping children to learn a shape through playing which makes learning easy and fun.

The eight students who considered the purpose of the system, that is its educational aspect, did not all ask the
same questions. A variety of issues were covered as follows:
How does the system consider educational objectives?
Is the system suitable for intended users?
Who is the target audience?
Is the system aimed at the right audience?
Does the system have a reasonable informational content?
Is the quality of knowledge sufficient?
The evaluations included comments such as the following:

"Good way to teach a student with audio pronouncing the language and seeing the words on the
screen.

"Including some information on the properties of the different shapes and showing everyday
examples of them would make learning the shapes a richer experience."
"It does not really seem to be an educational system, more an informative system."
"The current system does not seem to have a glossary page, A page for quick lookups and acronyms
and jargon would probably be helpful."
"It might have been good to have an option of telling users what the different shapes look like."
Some of the students, however, not only evaluated the systems in accordance with their checklist but also in the
light of their experience in appraising the programs. They mentioned, therefore, other important criteria in their
assessments. One student centred her overall assessment around the suitability of a system for its purpose
although this was not included in her criteria for evaluation. Two other students, also, mentioned educational
issues such as whether the systems provided adequate content and comprehensible instructions.

"I had no idea what I needed to do and how the test was being processed."

2. Did the students consider whether the mix of multimedia selected was appropriate for
the stated purposes of the system ?
Only two students included in the guidelines for evaluation the need to consider whether suitable media were
selected and used appropriately. One student asked the question "Is the multimedia actually of use and not
redundant?" The other student checked that the mix of multimedia was used appropriately. This student noted
not only occasions when a particular mix of media was ineffective but also when media was missing.

"The current system seems to rely too much on textual information. Improvements would be to make

more use of video, diagrams and to provide more navigation options. These changes would give
the user a more enriching learning experience."

Many other relevant comments were made by the other students about an appropriate usage of multimedia,
although they did not take the issue into account systematically.
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"Of all the applications reviewed this has the most appeal due to its excellent usage of graphics
and sound. The main area it could be faulted on is the large textual explanations given but these
are offset by the following graphical examples."
"It uses multimedia such as sound and text making the system vivid and active."
Only one student fell into the trap of believing that a multimedia system had to incorporate all media. He would
criticise a system that did not include video, for instance. No regard was paid to whether adding video would
contribute to meeting the goals of the application.

3. Since educational systems have to be appealing to their users, did the students take this
factor into account?
With regard to the appeal of a system, this issue was only expressly considered by four students. Related
questions were as follows:
Is the system interesting and fun?
Does the user find the system visually appealing?
Has information been presented in an interesting manner?
Has the system an attractive presentation?
Comments made by these students include the following:

"Its creative design of the main menu ... and its appropriate use of the sound medium, make it
enjoyable to use the system."
"There was no splash screen introduction. Whilst this may seem superfluous, good splash screens
can be used to arouse a user's interest."
Three other students, however, did mention this issue. One of these was the student who did not carry out the
expert evaluation himself. After watching the evaluation (according to Nielsen' s guidelines as specified), he
realised that the system he preferred obtained the lowest rating. He proceeded to base his overall assessment of
the systems on whether they had an interesting and attractive interface. A second student also focused on the
interest or lack of it in the programs. Of the Maori tutor, she said " The welcome interface is impressive. The
background and the music gives me some feeling of Maori culture." According to her, another system was a
little bit boring.

An issue that relates to the appeal or attractiveness of a system is the appropriate use of colour. Four students
included at least one item in their checklist concerning colour. Questions were as follows:
Are too few or too many colours used?
Is the colour in the system beautiful?
Does the use of colour help to make the displays clear?
Is the use of colour bad, normal, good or excellent?
One system was notable for its use o f colour and several comments were made about this

"The very colourful shapes used are appropriate for the school based children as seen as being the
intended users.
"The colour used in the system is beautiful."

"Good colour choice, relaxing."

This was not the only the system to make effective use of colour, however and one student observed in his
conclusion that no-one made the mistake of using too many colours.

4. What typical interface factors were considered?
All of the students checked for at least one well-known interface concern such as consistency, clearly marked
exits etc. Seven of them specifically included the guidelines for heuristic evaluation by Nielsen and Molich [11]
or the updated version by Nielsen [10] in their checklist.
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It was also expected when considering interface issues that the importance of navigation in interactive
instructional systems should be recognised. It should not be just one more item in a checklist. Eleven of the 13
students took account of this issue.
"No stop, rewind or scroll bars for video."
"Gives reasonable freedom to navigate backwards and forwards.
"Not very flexible, very linear in its execution."
"It is very easy to get "lost "while navigating through the system. No "back" button provided."
"Clicking at various places in the window may move you to unexpected screens."
"With the test screens there is no title indicating this."
"Have no idea what I am supposed to do in the first screen."
Four of the students highlighted the importance of navigation. Three incorporated this into their framework as a
high level criteria. A fourth not only checked how users moved around the system but whether or not the users
would know where they were in the system.

5. Did the students evaluate the multimedia components of the system?
Four students evaluated the execution of the individual media. Two of these assessed the effectiveness of each
component: video, sound, graphics, text etc. by rating them on a scale. The third student concentrated on text
and icons. His section on text was quite detailed, checking the length of the sentence, whether it just focused on

one issue, and whether there was sufficient white space around it. The fourth student checked that the
multimedia was not "over the top".

"When the system explained the Maori words, text is well organised."
"I liked the use of Maori music with the splash screen."
"Liked the introduction - morphing shapes."
"Widely accepted icons are used to aid page-based navigation."
"The background music is excellent. The button clicking sounds great."
"Image excellent. When the system first starts, the animation is creative and attractive."

7 Discussion
Reflecting on the results of the assignment, it became clear that learning about multimedia evaluation took place

at various points in time. Most of the systems developed by the students were stimulating to watch. As
developers the students were clearly aware of the need to use appropriate media in suitable combinations [1] and
of the requirement to navigate easily through the system [12]. Some of what they had learned was reflected in the
checklists that they developed for evaluating the systems of others. There was a difference, however, between
the criteria specified by students for evaluation and those actually used when making their overall appraisals.
These sometimes took additional factors into account that had not been included in the stated checklist. The
experience of evaluating the systems themselves, allowed further learning to take place. It will be the more
complete list of factors that are considered in the remainder of the discussion since the experience gained from
carrying out appraisals is important and should not be discounted.

Eleven students checked to see whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of the system and two
of these also considered whether the mix of multimedia was appropriate for the stated purposes. All of the
students considered at least one relevant interface factor (consistency, clearly marked exits, etc). Six of the

students also realised the need to find out whether or not a system would appeal to users. Four students
included assessment of media components in their appraisals, however none of their questions showed a deep
understanding of media issues.

It was pleasing from an educational perspective that most of the students when carrying out their evaluations
took account of the functionality of the system. This cannot be divorced from interface considerations as for
many users the interface is the system and must deliver the appropriate functionality.

Interface issues, too, were seen as important by all of the students. Of these, 11 checked to see whether a user
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could easily navigate around the program. This is an important issue in interactive multimedia systems and was
recognised as such by the students. Eight of the students carried out a reasonably comprehensive evaluation of
traditional interface concerns but for five it was rather rudimentary. This was surprising given the emphasis on
the heuristic evaluation in the undergraduate and post-graduate courses.

Overall there were only two students whose evaluation was limited to just those interface issues covered by
Nielsen [10, 11]. This meant that they excluded educational considerations, the appeal of the interface, an
evaluation of the individual media and whether or not they were used in appropriate combinations.

A major weakness in the student evaluations' overall was the failure to consider whether the mix of multimedia
selected was appropriate for the purpose of the system. Whilst the students did consider educational issues at a
high level, they found it difficult to move to a detailed perspective, that is were suitable media selected and
combined? This may involve greater knowledge of the potentialities and problems of the individual media than
the students possessed. They tended, therefore, to have an overall impression of a system. This was reflected
again in the failure of two thirds of the students to evaluate the execution of each media component.
Around 50% of the students did not take appeal/interest and fun sufficiently into account. This can possibly be
attributed to the fact that they were not the intended users of the systems. If they had been drawing up a list of
questions for users to answer they may have incorporated this. Nonetheless, it was an important omission as
multimedia systems set out to interest and hold the attention of their users.
As the above discussion shows, students were particularly weak in considering what was to them the new area of
multimedia. They did not appear to have the knowledge or experience to determine how to evaluate the media.
They were given some exposure to these issues in lectures but do not appear to have followed them up. Whilst
no one student came up with a complete checklist for evaluating multimedia systems, amalgamating the items in
their checklists enables a comprehensive framework to be developed. See Appendix 1 for the main features of
this. In future it may be preferable to provide students who have built a multimedia system with some scaffolding

to help with the evaluation phase. Scaffolding [3] refers to supports that can be provided by a teacher to
students. The main headings in the taxonomy outlined in the Appendix could be provided. The students could
then be asked to develop appropriate questions for each area.

8 Conclusions
The students learned a great deal by building multimedia software and evaluating the systems of others. This
was reflected in the perceptive comments of the students made in their written assignments. It was not always
reflected, however, in the frameworks for evaluation that they developed, only two of which were comprehensive.

Certain areas were handled well by the students, for example checking that each system was suitable for its
purpose and the importance of navigation. Two significant issues, though, were only identified by a minority of
the students the need to choose appropriate media and to determine how well they had been produced. It
appears that because the area of multimedia was new to the students, they needed more scaffolding in place to be
able to learn from their own experiences. Instead of developing an evaluation framework from scratch, some initial
information can be given to students in future that they then have to flesh out.
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Appendix 1
1. Does the system meet its objectives?
Who is the target audience?
Is the system suitable for the target audience?
Does the system include (in the case of educational systems) sufficient content?
2. Has an appropriate mix of multimedia been selected?
Have sound and text been used effectively together?
Have sound and graphics been used together effectively?

3. Will the program appeal to users?
Is the system fun?
Will the user find the system visually appealing?
Has the system a features that will pall over time e.g. an unusual sound or joke?
Has colour been used in an appropriate fashion?

4. Has the interface been properly constructed?
Is the interface consistent ?
Is help available when necessary?
Can users easily navigate around the system?
How does the user navigate around the system?
How does the user know where s/he is?
Is progression through the program logical?
Can the user start and stop as required?
5. Have the individual media been well-executed?
Is the text /graphics,/sound etc well produced?
Are the sections of text too long/too short?
Will the text be understood by the target audience?
Has text been expressed using elaboration, representation or abstraction?
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This paper explores current strategies on learner control within a technologymediated learning environment, with a special emphasis on constructivism as the
underlying learning theory. An adaptive learning model, based on constructivism
is

presented. The model addresses the issues of learner control and

its

implementation within a technology-mediated learning environment. The

model's major components: Learner module, Designers module, User Control

Manager module, Cyber Classroom module and the Analyser module are
outlined and analysed. The aim of the model is to offer an adaptive learning
system that caters for different types of learners and learning styles, with an
especial emphasis on learner control. The model empowers the learners and
provides them with the means for constructing and re-constructing knowledge at

their own pace within a constructivist framework that is learner centred and
flexible. We propose a system that is dynamic and merges the capacity to deliver
educational material with the ability to analyse learners performance, based on
navigational patterns and results, and system performance in order to either
advise and guide the learner or to modify learning materials or their presentation.
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1 Introduction
Technology has impacted greatly on education. Since the introduction of technology, new delivery methods,
as well as new challenges, have emerged. One of the most important delivery methods introduced has been
flexible delivery or flexible learning as it is now preferably called. Flexible learning is learning that can be
achieved at your own pace and independently of time and place. Several technology-mediated approaches,
for example, Web Based Instruction (WBI) and Competency Based Instruction (CBI), have been used to
provide the flexibility required to deliver flexible learning.

Technology-mediated learning is versatile. It can be used as the only means to deliver education or as an aid
to traditional up-front teaching. Although technology has been embraced by education, there are areas of
concern over its use, or more precisely, over its misuse. Areas of concern include: access to the medium,
measurement of students learning, testing the validity of the Internet as an instructional medium and the cost
of producing technology-based learning materials (Rickard, 1999; Eckert et al., 1997). Selwyn (1996) points
out that the Internet can become a trap for both teachers and students as it can go from the 'tool to the toy' in
education if its use is not properly guided and monitored. Phillips (1980) also expresses concern about the
quality of on-line materials on the Internet. In spite of these issues the proliferation of courses designed and
developed for a technology-mediated environment continues to increase.
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This paper explores current trends on technology-mediated learning environments with an especial emphasis
on learner control. The paper also proposes an adaptive learning model based on constructivism. The model

addresses the issue of learner control and its implementation within a technology-mediated learning
environment.

2 Technology and learning control
A technology-mediated environment offers the learner a number of choices and alternatives that were
inconceivable in a traditional educational setting. Traditional education, both on-campus and distance
learning, is highly structured, teacher centred, mostly one-way communication and directed to passive
learners. In contrast, technology-mediated learning, within a constructivist approach, can be learner centred,
unstructured to suit the learner's individual learning needs and context-based. It also allows the learner to

take control of the learning process, promotes social discourse and collaboration and contributes to the
personal growth of the learner.

2.1 Learner Control in Technology-mediated Learning
The definition of learner control often appears to be elusive. In its broadest sense, learner control refers to
the level of self-determination that the learner has in making decisions about his/her learning (Doherty, 1998).
Learner control is often being addressed in combination with other factors. For example, learner control and
attitude towards the technology-based system used (Ivanoff and Clarke, 1996; Mitra, 1997) and learner
control and epistemic beliefs (Jacobson, et al., 1996). Learner control, within the scope of this paper, refers
to the degree of autonomy that learners have in organising, pacing, sequencing and using the available
learning resources. That is, the ability and power of adapting the technology-mediated environment to suit
their individual specific learning needs. Control over their learning direction and pace is made possible by
the many alternatives and choices that a technology-mediated learning system offers the learner (Bagui,
1998). The level of control that the learner needs to exert over the learning environment is not constant over

time. Learners will engage in different levels of control depending on their individual learning style
(Rasmusen and Davidson-Shivers, 1998), prior knowledge of the material or related material (Fitzgerald and
Semrau, 1998), attitude towards information technology (Ivanoff and Clarke, 1996; Mitra, 1997) and past
experience, initiative, intellectual and social maturity, metacognitive proficiency, and insights (Ewing et al.,
1998).

2.2 The role of the teacher in Technology-mediated Learning
Frank Wydra anticipated a learning environment in which the teacher's role focus changed from delivering
instruction to designing the instruction (Wydra, 1980). By the hand of technology we may transform the
teacher from the "sage on stage" to the "guide at the side" (Andrews, 1997). Within a technology-mediated
learning environment, the educator's role, far from becoming redundant, metamorphoses into a more

challenging and active one. The educator becomes the leader, designer and manager of the learning
environment (Doherty, 1998). Other vital functions are initiating the learning process; supporting,
encouraging and motivating the learner and mediating between the learner, the technology and the resources
(Ewing et al., 1998).
The new role of the teacher, in technology-mediated learning, is a very demanding one. Ewing et al., (1998)

emphasise the great deal of effort that goes into planning and preparing technology-mediated learning
materials and environments. The design and development of multimedia teaching material, especially for
distance education, is a time-consuming process. For one hour of CBT software approximately 200 hours of

development time are required (Kawalek, 1995). The educator's role does not stop after the planning,
designing and preparation of the technology-based materials. It must also facilitate the learning, monitor
learners' progress and evaluate the performance of the system, the learners' and his/her own in order to
further improve the system. "The need for the teacher does not go away" in a technology-mediated
environment with emphasis on learner control (Andrews, 1997).

3 Constructivism
The introduction of technology-mediated learning has called for a revision of learning strategies.
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Constructivism is gaining momentum and has been heralded as the most appropriate learning theory for the

technological classroom. Constructivism was introduced by Piaget's and Vygotsky's learning theories.
Piaget's learning theory involves two cognitive stages: assimilation and accommodation (West et al., 1991).
During the assimilation stage the learner attempts to fit the environment with existing mental schemata. The

accommodation stage is reached when the learner is confronted with a new experience, for which no
schemata exists, or one exists but does not conform to the new experience. As a result, equilibrium occurs
when, through an alternate process of assimilation and accommodation, the learner achieves cognitive
stability. Externally in-coming experiences find a corresponding mental schemata and the learner is aware of
this fact. In order to achieve high-level cognition the learner must be aware that learning has indeed occurred.
Otherwise, learning will stop at the behaviourist level where it is ascertained by an external party, usually the
teacher, or in the case of a technology-mediated environment by a computer program.

Vygotsky's learning theory differs from Piaget's in that he sees learning taking place within a social and
cultural context. He argues that social interaction affects the way the learner sees the world. That is, it
contributes to the way the learner constructs his/her schemata. Therefore, the quality of the learning will be
determined by the quality of the social interactions or what Vygotsky terms zone of proximal development
(Oliver, et al., 1997).

In a learning environment the cultural and social interactions translate to interactions between teachers and
peers. Within this collaborative learning environment the teacher becomes the facilitator of learning. The
facilitator's role should be to design, promote and guide the learning but not to enforce it as learning is an
individual process. Knowledge in this environment is socially constructed and has no absolute value but a
socially agreed value.

4 The proposed learning model
The aim of the proposed model is to offer an adaptive learning system that caters for different types of
learners and learning styles with an especial emphasis on learner control. The proposed model operates
within a constructivist approach to learning (Ewing, et al.,) based on the following points:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All learners are different
Learning is individual to each learner
A learner can learn at different speed levels in different situations
A learner can engage in different learning strategies simultaneously
Learners learn best with a context
Learners construct and re-construct knowledge as they seek to understand and
explain their environment

4.1 Proposed model learning variables and controls
The concepts of learner individuality and learner control are essential to constructivism. Table 1 below
depicts the main variables involved in the proposed model in relation to learning control and learners'
choices and options.

CONTROLS
LEARNER
INSTRUCTOR

VARIABLES

Learning Objectives
Amount of information provided
Amount of information used
Addition/removal of material
Material appearance and mode
Pacing, time
Sequencing
Place, location
Monitoring learners' individual progress
Interaction and collaboration
Assessment

Overall
Overall

Desirable

(When necessary)
(When necessary)

Overall
Shared
Overall
Table 1. Control Variables and Controllers
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Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Shared

The term desirable, rather than overall, is used in the learner control column because the proposed model's
aim is to empower learners not to force them to take control. For example, a learner that possesses prior
knowledge of a topic is more likely to exercise control over his/her learning than a novice learner is. The
second is more likely to follow a linear approach to learning until he/she too acquires prior knowledge.
Learning objectives
Learning objectives within the model are explicit, clearly specified and achievable. The acquisition of nonanticipated learning objectives is possible within the system, especially, when the learner accesses more
information that is required to complete a task. This is a positive feature of the model as far as the specified
learning objectives have been reached.

Amount of information provided and used
The system contains all the information necessary to achieve the specified learning objectives or provides
references to acquire it. However, the learner controls the amount of information that is actually used. A
learner can discard a particular learning material piece in favour of another, which has been acquired from
external sources, just because is easier to understand or is visually more appealing. Learners' performance
can be improved by designing materials that can be adapted to satisfy different learning styles (Rasmussen
and Davidson-Shivers, 1998).

Learning material appearance and mode
A genuinely adaptive technology-mediated learning system must allow learners to customise the appearance
and mode of the material displayed. This may include: changing background and text colours and choosing
between text, graphics, audio and video modes.

Pacing and timing
The learner has the autonomy of pacing his/her learning and scheduling his/her study time. However, in some
instances this has to fit within the general time-frame allocated to the course or subject. The designer controls
the general time-frame, if one exists.

Sequencing
Learning materials must be accessed in the order that most benefits the learners' learning style. The model is
able to cope with the demands of linear as well as non-linear approaches to learning. Figure 1 displays an
example of the progression or navigation path of a learner who prefers to be guided by the system. 'Learner
l' uses all the material provided and in the order provided until she encounters difficulties and seeks the help
of an instructor or other learners. Then, revises the previous lesson and again continues with the linear path
provided. In contrast, 'Learner 2' feels confident enough to discard material provided and adds material
from external sources. Both learners achieve the corresponding learning objectives through the use of
different learning strategies. Beginners often benefit from having a structured learning path (Eaton, 1996). A
graphical representation or map of the entire unit or lesson must be made available to the learners to guide
their navigation decisions (Barba, 1993).

FINAL STAGE

INITIAL STAGE
......

Li

Where

............................

------_
..

Lessons or units

Learner 1 (A, B, C, B, C, D, E)
Learner 2 (A, C, E)

External sources accessed through the
Li

Figure 1.

Learning Sequence Patterns

system
Face-to-face (instructor/other learners)

Linear and Non-linear

Learners must be free to use forward and backward navigation through the system as long as it does not
compromise the learning itself. For example, if the completion of a task is the pre-requisite for another,
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allowing the learner to move onto a task for which a pre-requisite has not been completed might result in a
waste of time and unnecessary added frustration for the learner. For example, moving into algebra without
knowing how to multiply.

Place and location
Technology-mediated learning offers the possibility of accessing and using learning materials at different
locations. Using the proposed model, learners can now study at home, at appropriately equipped learning
centres or at traditional classrooms.

Monitoring learners' individual progress
Instructors are in control of monitoring the learners' individual progress. Based on the analysis of the
learners' performance instructors can either guide or advise the learners through different strategies or
modify the system.

Interaction and collaboration

The system must provide the capabilities to allow learners to interact with each other and with their
instructors. This communication may occur, for example, through e-mail, and on-line forums. Physical, or
face-to-face, communication is also a part of the model.
Assessment

Assessment is designed and administered by the instructor. This is to evaluate the students' learning
performance and to provide feedback both to the educator and to the students.

4.2 Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning Model
The proposed model, the Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning (TAL) model, is composed of five
modules: Learner module, Designers module, User Control Manager module, Cyber Classroom module and
Analyser module, Figure 2.
DESIGNERS

LEARNER

Educational Designer
Learners

Technology Designer

USER CONTROL MANAGER

CYBER CLASSROOM

Learning Space

<=>

Learning Materials

ANALYSER
Feedback

Monitoring
Progress

Technology-mediated communication (web browsing, down/uploading, email, forum,
database updates, ...)
Physical communication

Where
Figure 2.

The Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning (TAL) Model
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4.2.1 Learner Module
The learner module comprises the learner group. Learners interact with the TAL system through the Learning
Space. Communication with instructors and other learners occurs within the Learning Space or physically, as
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2.

4.2.2 Designers Module

The designers' module can be composed of an educator, instructional designer, multimedia designer and
technicians. This module is concerned with three main areas: the educational design, multimedia design, and
computer and Internet technology. The educational designer is in charge of designing quality learning
materials within a constructivist approach. This includes being aware of the subject matter as well as the
pedagogical theory in use. The multimedia designer and the instructional designer help the educator to
appropriately formulate the teaching materials for CBI or WBI. The technology designer provides the means
to make the learning materials available to the learner group through a technology-mediated environment.
Good skills and tools for multimedia authoring and technical services are required in this module, which may
cause production cost issues.

4.2.3 User Control Manager Module
The User Control Manager allows the learner to customise the learning space. Through this module the
learner can select the display mode to suit his/her own learning needs and preferences, for example, text,
graphics, audio or video mode. Pacing and sequencing of the learning material can also be controlled from
this module.

4.2.4 Cyber Classroom Module
The Cyber Classroom module is composed of two sub-modules: Learning Space and Learning Materials
module. The Learning Space is where the learning is delivered. This is generally a kind of display unit, such
as a personal computer or a network terminal screen. It may also include equipment for sound and video. It
must be easy to interact with and be self-explanatory. Within the Learning Space the learner has the option of
accessing learning materials provided by the educator, such as lecture notes, or external resources such as
Internet sites or libraries

4.2.5 Analyser Module
The purpose of the analyser module is three-fold. First, it gathers statistics on the performance and progress
of learners. Second, it records learners' perceptions about the learning material presented and about the

overall working of the system (learner feedback). Finally, it monitors and records students' navigation
patterns into a database. These will provide an indication of the learners' preferred learning styles. This
information can be used to provide advice for the learner and to improve the system (Chavero et al., 1998)
by evaluating the existing materials and options and formulating new ones. The optimal implementation of
the system will be to incorporate an Intelligence module to automatically generate and administer changes,
based on the information within the database.
The TAL model is being implemented in a couple of different programming languages and database tools.

5 Reviewing learner control, constructivism and the TAL model
5.1 The TAL Model and Learner Control
The main objective of the model is to provide a technology-mediated learning system able to support learner
control within a constructivist approach. The learner control variables, identified in Table 1, have been built

into the model. Learning objectives, amount of information provided, monitoring of learners individual

progress and assessment are overall controlled by the instructor, while the amount of information
used/added/removed, material appearance and mode, pacing, timing, sequencing, place and location are
potentially controlled by the learners. Interaction and collaboration can be initiated by either party as the
need arises.
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5.2 The TAL model and Constructivism
The underlying pedagogical theory governing the TAL model is based on constructivism, and specifically on
the constructivist elements represented in the table below. The model addresses all elements, however, its
concrete effectiveness will only be determined after development and implementation, in practice.

TAL Constructivist Approach Checklist
EXPECTED
TAL MODEL
CONSTRUCTIVIST ELEMENTS
The model allows for learner differences in needs, learning styles,
All learners are different
and skills.

Learning is individual to each learner

Learners can customise the learning materials to suit their learning

A learner can learn at different speed

styles and needs through the User Control Module.
Learners can control pacing and sequencing of learning materials.

levels in different situations
A learner can engage in different learning
strategies simultaneously
Learners learn best within a context.
Learners construct and re-construct
knowledge as they seek to understand and
explain their environments

Learners can engage in linear and non-linear strategies. Also they can
learn independently and/or seek collaboration.

Learning materials (provided by the TAL model) are always
presented within a context.
This feature is intended within the model
implementation will it be ascertained.

but only after

Table 2. TAL Constructivist Approach Checklist

6 Conclusion
This paper has addressed current educational trends on learner control within technology-mediated learning

environments. The roles of the learner and the teacher have been reviewed and analysed in the light of
technology-mediated environments.

The TAL model, based on constructivism, was presented, and its major functions were explained. The model
includes five modules: Learner module, Designers module, User Control Manager module, Cyber Classroom
module and the Analyser module. The aim of the model is to offer an adaptive learning system that caters for

different types of learners and learning styles, with an especial emphasis on learner control. The model
presented, empowers the learners and provides them with the means for constructing and re-constructing
knowledge at their own pace within a constructivist framework that is learner centred and flexible.

From the designers point of view the model is a dynamic system that merges the capacity to deliver
educational material with the ability to analyse learners performance (based on navigational patters and
results) and system performance in order to either advise and guide the learner or to modify learning
materials or their presentation.
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The teaching of algorithm design is a subject of great difficulty, however, its
value has not been addressed in the curriculum of computer studies in secondary

schools. The aim of this paper is twofold: to describe the method and design
principles of developing the Traffic Light System Simulator (TLSS) and to
discuss a learning example of using TLSS. The TLSS is a learner-centred
simulation tool for learning algorithm design. It provides a daily life problem in
a learning environment. In solving the problem, students are encouraged to
think and construct their own possible solutions. It is believed that the TLSS
would inspire students to look beyond the traffic light simulation and transfer the
insight to the learning of algorithmic thinking.

Keywords: programming, algorithm, simulation, learner-centred

1 Introduction
"Algorithmics is the spirit of computing" advocated by Harel [4]. Computer programming mainly consists
of three activities - problems identification, analysis; algorithm design to tackle problems; and algorithm
representation in a computer coded language [16]. Algorithm is usually defined as a method, procedure,
recipe or step-by-step process for doing a job, or a finite sequence of unambiguous, executable steps that
will ultimately terminate if followed, in which "unambiguous" means at each step the action to be performed
next must be uniquely determined by the instruction and the data available at that time. Yet algorithm design
is usually more challenging and problems -bounded as it involves solving continuous problems during
execution [16]. To design an algorithm is to find a step-by-step procedure for locating a clue for errors [5].
This design activity entails an exceedingly diverse activity and involves complex cognitive processes.
Difficulties in discovering algorithms are prevalent in the learning of computer programming.
The teaching of algorithm design is a subject of great difficulty, its value, however, has not been addressed
in the curriculum of computer studies in secondary schools. Algorithm design has been revealed as an
activity that demands abstraction, analysis, and synthesis abilities from students [3]. Therefore, the learning
of algorithm design contributes not only to the teaching of computer programming, but also the cognitive

development of students [17]. This paper attempts to address the importance of algorithm design in
computer programming by examining the development of the Traffic Light System Simulator (TLSS), a
learner-centred simulation program for learning algorithm design.

The TLSS, comprising simulation, animation, sound, text, graphics and video, aims to stimulate learners'
interaction and initiative by simulating the actual algorithm design activities in learning process. As the
word "interaction" indicates h its compounded use with multimedia. Interactive multimedia enables
learners' communications, exchanges and involvement. Effective use of interactive multimedia enhances
learning motivation and retention. Multimedia also provides an authentic environment which is relevant to
daily life. The aim of this paper is twofold: to describe the method and design principles of the TLSS
development and to discuss a learning example of using TLSS.
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2 The Development of TLSS
In the development of the TLSS, the prototyping paradigm was adopted. Prototyping is a process allowing
the developer to create a model of software that will be completed in the future. Like all approaches in
software development, prototyping begins with requirements gathering [12]. Howevec Marques i Gralles [8]
opines that the "development of an educational program always begins with an initial idea which seems to

have the potential for enhancing particular teaching and learning processes".

In other words, the

development of TLSS, backed by Marques i Gralles' initial concept, has been supported by basic principles.

The present model' s principles are to apply the learner-centred approach as well as to nest with the
understanding of teaching and learning algorithm design in secondary schools [18]. Grounded theory [3],
which is a methodology for the systematic generation of conceptual models from qualitative data, was used
to collect and analyse information from the interviews of teachers and students [20] during requirements
analysis.
The label "grounded theory" means "the discovery of theory from data" [3]. Grounded theory is an approach
of the handling of qualitative data and of the formulation of theoretical propositions in social sciences, and
this methodology has been used successfully for conceptual analysis in a number of information system
development projects [1 1].

Strauss [15] presents a "concept-indicator model" to direct the conceptual coding of a set of empirical
indicators. It is a possible operation of concept formation from m qualitative data. Indicators are labels for
actual data, such as behavioral actions and events, observed or described in documents and in the words of
interviewees or informants. By constant comparison of indicators to indicators and their related data or
documents, the researcher is forced into confronting differences, and degrees of consistency of meaning
among indicators. This generates an underlying uniformity, which in turn results in coded categories, coded
relations, definitions and properties of categories and relations, and theoretical concepts.

In order to develop a system "grounded" from the teaching and learning of teachers and students, twelve
teachers and ten students from various schools were interviewed. The following issues were addressed in
the interviews: (1) to identify the difficulties of teaching and learning of algorithm design in secondary
schools, (2) to examine the needs, skills, and interests of students in the learning of algorithm design, and (3)
to identify a series of problems conducive for learners' further exploration and motivation. Data were
analysed using the constant comparative method in grounded theory.
The following is a brief summary of some major findings supporting the TLSS development: (1) algorithm
design is too abstract to some students, (2) students are lack of logical thinking skills, (3) some teachers
think that learning algorithm design is very important, (4) some teachers think that algorithm design can be
learned naturally, (5) students' existing mental model is an important factor of learning algorithm design, (6)
most students cannot decompose problem into sub-problems, (7) there is a lack of teaching material in
algorithm design, and (8) the curriculum is not related to daily life.

The results also reveal that teachers use either teacher-dominated method or subject-centred method.
Teachers with teacher-dominated method "are serving the immediate needs of the dependent, authority
Teachers in this case direct students' learning through a
centred, linear thinking students" [9].
straightforward lecture of textbook and presentation. Teachers who teach with subject-centred method "are
providing more information and use a greater variety of presentation method" [9]. The responsibility for
learning is on students, while the teacher primarily provides opportunities for learning to take place. Most
teachers adopt this subject-centred method. They teach with metaphors, examples, pictures or games. Apart

from textbooks, they also prepare notes, laboratory theets, and supplementary exercises as teaching
materials.

The discovery method of instruction for teaching computer programming is one of the major focuses in
educational computing research [14], and discovery learning occurs when a learner is motivated to act and
allowed to formulate and test questions or answers [7]. A number of studies suggest to connect computer
programming with logic, truth tables, switching circuits, gating symbols, flow charts, pseudocode and visual
simulation enhance the teaching and learning of computer programming in secondary schools [1]. Other
studies indicate that algorithm animation seems to be a useful tool for teaching algorithm [6].

Further to these observations, this paper focuses on the learner-centred approach which facilitates active,
multi-functional, inspirational, and situated educational experiences. The basic principles of learner-centred
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approach can be summarised as: (1) problem-driven rather than structured analysis of the curriculum content;
(2) attending to learners' needs, skills and interests; and (3) learning on a constructivist approach.

3 The TLSS Simulation
The TLSS embraces two distinct features. First, the system provides students with an authentic multimedia
context that will motivate students to learn and explore [19]. The system allows continuous feedback and

challenge to stimulate students to decompose the challenge, thus keeping students continue learning
activities [13]. Second, students might benefit from actively constructing the algorithm than passively
watching the algorithm. The system supplies a visualised simulation and an animated environment which

students are actively immerse in creating, exploring, testing, and understanding their implemented
algorithms.

Figure 1: "Algorithm" components of TLSS

The TLSS provides a dynamic model of a traffic light system with simulated roads, traffic lights, vehicles,
pedestrians and various traffic situations. It allows students to present and test their algorithm of controlling
a traffic light system in animation. The system also represents students' algorithm in Pascal programming
language to reinforce programming language learning.

The TLSS consists of two major components namely, "algorithm" and "simulation". In the "algorithm"
component, users are asked to design an algorithm using "while", "for" and "if-then" to control five sets of
traffic lights at a junction (Figure 1). Students are expected to begin by simple guided situations on
resolving two traffic lights. Each "if-then" will be contained in statement 1 and 2 of a set of algorithm
design. Implanting "if-then" statements may be relatively simple and direct for most students. Other
components, "for" and "while", targeted at coupling the algorithm with variables and validity, complicates
the activity. From the outset of the compilation, students will be given no explanation of the set, "if-then",

"for/while", but be guided on a step-by-step traffic light simulated situations to generate in them
understanding of the syntax. Students will use each set of algorithm, represented as statements ensuring the
smooth running of traffic lights, to assign the colour of traffic lights and its time span. Incorrect input of
algorithm or a change of the idea can be rectified by pushing the "undo" button. The "save" button enables
students to retain their exercises. After compiling the algorithm, students can proceed to the "simulation"
component by pushing the simulated button for execution of their design. Evolved will be an animated
environment. Since the aim of the designed algorithm is to ensure the safety of pedestrians and vehicles,

correctly compiled algorithm yields smooth running of traffic while incorrect algorithm gives rise to
accidents. Accidents are categorised into car crash and car bumping into pedestrians. Figure 2 is a graphical
presentation of a car accident in the simulation.
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Figure 2: "Simulation" components of TLSS

If an accident occurs, users may return to the "algorithm" component to re-compile another possible
algorithm and test it again. The activity allows students unlimited trials of designs and implementation.
Because solutions to every situations are totally dependent on the success of the algorithm design, students'
problems solving, engagement in critical thinking to reach for the success stage are crusts of the TLSS.

4 Shirley: A Learning Example
A preliminary version of the TLSS has been developed, and a group of secondary 5 students (Grade 11) with

average academic ability were asked to use the TLSS for learning algorithm design and computer
programming. The process of using the TLSS was observed. Because of the volume of data generated, the
case of only one student, Shirley, was reported and discussed in this paper.
A sequential activity comp rising a series of exercises to guide students to the final operation of all five lights
is assigned (see Appendix). Each student, engrossing in the learner-centred approach, will freely discover
problems and solutions on their own. Also, as featured in the approach, questions will dominate the exercise

so that students can actively engross in the revelation of questions. Students are encouraged to try out
patterns so as to simulate the "debugging" process of programming environment. Emphasis of the exe rcise
will not only be the success of compilation, but on the process of compilation. The process of compiling a
simulated TLSS demonstrates ways of how students can plan, debug and execute a computer programme.

Shirley, who has completed one-year programming learning practice in her secondary 4 (Grade 10) studies,
started the activity by following the assignment instruction. She operated the TLSS and set the simulation
off by pushing the button at the very first instance. By observing the simulated junction, Shirley tried to

locate directions for the movement of cars and the operating sequence of traffic lights but of no avail.
Shirley found that all traffic lights, cars and pedestrians were not working and in stand-by mode. Simulation
could not be executed because algorithm was not compiled.
Having finished observation, Shirley returned to the menu and tried to familiarise herself with the available
syntax of the simulation. She tried put the "If..Then" onto one of the boxes and observed the pattern of its
appearance. The representation of "If..Then" as conditions to be fulfilled was acknowledged. Double clicking the "statement 1" box, Shirley realised it was the first condition for the first part of the algorithm
and the "statement 2" box was ignored. Returning to the assignment instruction, Shirley began to work on
how she could survive for 20 seconds if lights 1 and 2 were simultaneously working. Without a second

thought, Shirley inserted "red" and "20 seconds" for light 1 and the same for light 2. Two "If..Then"
statements appeared after hitting the "OK" button. A simulated environment was followed where all
pedestrians crossed the road at ease. Some pedestrians were standing on the traffic island. Shirley
considered that it was due to some pedestrians were heading to light 3 area so they kept waiting on the island.

The assignment question on the difference of the situation between the reality and the simulated
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environment also reinforced Shirley' s belief that some pedestrians were on different directions. Shirley
failed to recognise the time of traffic light was determinant in affecting pedestrians' continuation of crossing
the road. That misunderstanding gave rise to recurrent traffic accidents in other activities which required
much longer time.

Having triumphed on the first part of the exercise, Shirley tried to make a car crash as required. For
convenience, Shirley followed instructions strictly. She produced "light 2" as "red" for "20 seconds" and
"light 5", "red", "20 seconds". A first car crash was experienced. It was too quick a crash and Shirley
missed out the sequence, details and picture. Shirley could not answer the first question of how long it took
for the first collision. Shirley decided to study and read carefully questions provided by instructions before
finding out solutions. By returning again two times to the simulation, Shirley concluded that the crash took
place after 8 seconds of execution. In order to remove the accident, Shirley had to find out a workable
algorithm. Shirley tried to visualise the traffic pattern in her mind but was not successful. She then realised
it was because the most important element of vehicles direction was not recorded. Pens and paper were
ready before Shirley returned to the simulation again. She then looked for patterns of the traffic and pictured
it onto the paper. She devised that light 2 should stay red long enough to allow light 5 cars to run. Although
unsure about the result, she kept light 5 as red for 20 seconds and light 2,red, 40 seconds. The result was
successful and Shirley proceeded to the third part of the exercise.

The third activity requested Shirley to run the car more than once. Suggestions on using "For" button was
put forward. On devising "for i = 1 to n", Shirley did not understand the function of "n". No hints were
given. She did not know where to put the "for" trunk at the infant stage. After several unsuccessful hits of
trying to make the equation (e.g. "i" equals "10" and "n" equals "9"), Shirley took an hour break. Shirley
returned and read carefully the instruction again. She decided to insert "for i = 1 to 5" and retained the
previous lights 2 and 5. A first success was experienced. She concluded that "if" functioned as an
executable command while "for" predicted the number of execution of the "if" command.
The fourth activity demanded Shirley to keep cars running forever. Shirley did not understand what was
meant by the "for-loop" inside the "while-loop" as delineated in the activity. She tried to put the " I f..Then"
statements first, and then the "while-loop", the "for-loop". Consecutive errors led Shirley back to study
questions carefully again. She devised the sequence of the "for-loop", the "while-loop" and the " I f..Then"
statements. Working out the sequence, Shirley realised that the "while" statement should always remain
"True" because it kept the "If..Then" to continue for "n" times. The "If" just started the programme and
"while" was a continuation command.

The fifth activity asked why car accidents occurred. The activity required Light 3 as red for 10 seconds
while light 4, green 14 seconds. An alternative could be light 5 as green for 16 seconds. Shirley selected the
first combination (light 3 as red for 10 seconds and light 4 as green 15 seconds) but a car accident occurred.
After trying out a couple of combinations, Shirley shifted to the diagram she drew before. She worked out
the flow of cars, wrote down seconds next to each light. She went back to four previous activities to devise
solutions. She attended to her negligence of the importance of time element in activity 1. She finally could
not contribute colours and time to lights as she could not work out the transition time of lights passing
through red to green. Shirley believed there should be intermission for red-yellow and yellow lights. She
recorded every combination and observed its execution. Shirley then tried to perform a monitor system by
checking the time for accidents taking place like the guidance referred by activity 2. After almost 20
combinations, Shirley referred back to the question and decided to remove the "for-loop" and the "whileloop". No traffic accident occurred because there was no repetition of car flow. Shirley, however, was not
satisfied with the result because reality traffic required continuous flow of cars. She tried to learn from
experience in activity 2 that one light' s stopping time should be longer than the other' s flowing time. After
almost 30 trial and errors, Shirley reached the conclusion that emphasis should be on the transition lights.
Finally, Shirley gave up algorithms without reaching successful traits. The last activity requested the smooth
running of cars by operating all traffic lights. Shirley did not proceed to this stage and the assignment was
handed in.

5 Discussion
In the observation, we found that students using the TLSS were encouraged to participate in the thinking
process of designing algorithm, such as imaging a goal, formulating a goal, inventing a product, finding
alternatives, choosing the solution, generating more alternatives, making choice and evaluating choice,
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which are essential elements in algorithm design [5]. In contrast with the teacher-dominated and subjectcentred method, the learner-centred approach is based on the idea that "people learn best when engrossed in
the topic, motivated to seek out new knowledge and skills because they need them in order to solve the
problem at hand" [10]. In learning with the TLSS, students are involved in active exploration, problems
solving and construction rather than passive teacher-directed lecturing. Such learner-centred simulation tool
also generates in learners a long-term pursuit of examining the subject which leads to lifelong learning.
Further exploration enhances creativity and critical thinking. However, some students, in particular the case
of Shirley, revealed that teacher's guidance is also crucial to make such active learning successful.
The design of the TLSS is based on the learner-centred principles as well as grounded from the experiences
of teachers and students. The primary goal of the TLSS is to provide a daily life problem in a simulation
environment. In solving the problem, students are encouraged to think and construct their own possible
solutions. Simulation, by definition, is not real. Most simulations are artificial systems that can in no way
come close to the real situation in complexity and variety. In TLSS, the operation of the traffic lights is
certainly different from real life. Thus, students must always be alert for the limitation of simulation. It is
believed that the TLSS would inspire students to look beyond the traffic light simulation and transfer the
insight to the learning of algorithmic thinking.
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Appendix: Sample Activities
How can you survive for 20 second?
Objective: By the end of the activity, students should be able to use "IF _Then" statement by using
trail and error approach. Use basic problem solving skills. The activity allows the students to explore
the implementation of the "If. Then" statement.
Activity: In this simulation, students only use "IF-THEN" statement to control the traffic flow. (Hint:
Ignoring Lights 3 to 5 and congests for route 3 to 5, control Light 1 and 2 only. Observe the
pedestrians' flow).
Questions for Discussion: Why there are some pedestrians standing on the traffic island? Is there any
difference between the reality and the simulation?

How can we make the car running more than once?
Objective: By the end of the activity, students should be able to get more familiar with the
characteristics and function of the "for" button.
Activity: Students should first use "for i= 1 to n", where n is any chosen number. We should predict
what would happen before we run the game. No instruction will be given to students so students can
make the simulation by their own. For instance, how many times of car flow occur if we set for i = 1 to
5 and put in one condition such as controlling light 1 & 2 as we tried before, inside the loop?
Questions for Discussion: What is the function of the "if' statement in programming? What is the
benefit of using this button?

How can we make the car running continuously?
Objective: By the end of he activity, students should be able to get more familiar with the
characteristics and function of the "while" button.
Activity: Students are asked to control the car flow so that the car flow can run continuously. We can
use the "while" statement to imple ment this task. "While" it is true, then do the following statement.
Students are suggested to predict the effect of putting the "for-loop" inside the "while-loop" and the
vice versa. They are asked to explain these effects.
Questions for Discussion: What is the function of the "while" statement in programming? What are
the differences between "if' and "while"?
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The main problem addressed in this paper is how to help learners reflect on knowledge that
they have constructed in exploring existing hypermedia/hypertext based learning resources
on the Web. Our approach to this problem is to provide each learner with a kind of reflection
support proper to his/her exploration process. In this paper, we describe an interactive history
that encourages learners to annotate their exploration history with the reasons why they have
explored, which reasons have a great influence on knowledge construction in hyperspace. It
also generates a knowledge map, which spatially represents the semantic relationships among
the WWW pages visited by the learners. This paper also describes a preliminary analysis and
evaluation with the interactive history system. The results indicate that the system facilitates
a rethink on exploration processes, and that the system produces good effects on learning such
as integrating the contents of some nodes in more complicated hyperspace.

Keywords: Exploratory Learning, Hyperspace, Reflection, Interactive History

1 Introduction
Hypermedia/hypertexts generally provide learners with a hyperspace within which they can explore the domain
concepts/knowledge in a self-directed way [3], [7]. The exploration often involves making cognitive efforts at
constructing the knowledge from the contents that have been explored [12]. These cognitive efforts would enhance
learning [2], [6]. However, learners often fail in knowledge construction since what and why they have explored so
far become hazy as the exploration progresses. To what extent the learning has been carried out also becomes
unclear [10], [12].
A possible resolution of this problem is to encourage learners to reflect on what they have constructed during
exploration in hyperspace [11], [12]. The reflection also involves rethinking the exploration process that they have
carried out since it has a great influence on their knowledge construction. In particular, exploration purposes, which
mean the reasons why the learners have searched for the next node in hyperspace, play a crucial role in knowledge
construction [8], [9]. For instance, a learner may search for the meaning of an unknown term to supplement what is
learned at the current node or look for elaboration of the description given at the current node. Each exploration
purpose would provide its own way to shape the knowledge structure. The reflection support accordingly needs to
adapt to their exploration activities and the knowledge structure being constructed by the learners.
In this paper, we discuss a proper reflection support with a careful consideration of exploration process in hyperspace. This paper also describes an interactive history for learning with hypermedia/hypertext based learning resources on the Web. The interactive history system enables learners to annotate their exploration history with
exploration purposes that have arisen during exploration. It also transforms the annotated exploration history into a
visual representation called knowledge map. It spatially shows the semantic relationships among the WWW pages
that the learners have visited [8]. Using the interactive history system, the learners can view and reorganize the
exploration history to rethink their exploration process that they have carried out so far. They can also view the
knowledge map to reflect on what they have constructed in hyperspace.
This paper also describes a preliminary evaluation of utility and effectiveness of the interactive history system.
The results indicate that the system facilitates a rethink on exploration processes, and that the system facilitates
learning such as integrating the contents of some pages in more complicated hyperspace.
Before discussing the interactive history, let us first consider exploration process in hyperspace.

2 Exploratory Learning
In hyperspace, learners can explore in a self-directed way from one node to others by following the links among the
nodes. The exploration often involves making cognitive efforts at constructing the knowledge structure from the
contents that have been explored. In order to shape a well-balanced knowledge structure, it is necessary for the
learners to recall what and why they have explored so far, and to properly direct the subsequent exploration [10],
[12], [13]. However, these efforts may cause cognitive overload [6].
In this paper, we consider learners who attempt to learn domain concepts and knowledge in a constructive way.
Some learners may not make the cognitive efforts of knowledge construction. In this case, they may only browse or
surf in hyperspace. Supporting such browsing or surfing is out of our scope.
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Table 1. Exploration Purpo'ses and Visual Representation.

Exploration Purposes

Supplement
Elaborate
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The mechanism of occurrence
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Plate tectonics

Figure 1. An Exploration History.

2.1 Primary Exploration Process
Learners generally start exploring hyperspace with a learning purpose. The movement between the various nodes is
often driven by a local purpose called exploration purpose to search for the node that fulfills it. Such exploration
purpose is also regarded as a sub purpose of the learning purpose. We refer to the process of fulfilling an exploration
purpose as primary exploration process. This is represented as a link from the starting node where the exploration
purpose arises to the terminal node where it is fulfilled.
An exploration purpose may have several terminal nodes with one starting node. Exploration purpose, represented as verb, signifies how to develop or improve the domain concepts and knowledge learned at the starting
node. We currently classify exploration purposes as shown in Table 1, which are not investigated exhaustively.
An exploration purpose arising from visiting a node is not always fulfilled in the immediately following node. In
such case, learners need to retain the purpose until they find the appropriate terminal node/s. While searching for
the fulfillment of the retained purpose, it is possible for other exploration purposes to arise. The need to retain
several exploration purposes concurrently makes the knowledge construction more difficult to achieve.
The exploration process can be modeled as a number of primary exploration processes. Let us give an example
where a learner uses a hyperdocument on a WWW server with the learning purpose of understanding the occurrence of earthquake. In this example, he/she explores a number of nodes (WWW documents) with various exploration purposes. Figure 1 gives the exploration history, which shows the sequence of the nodes visited and primary
exploration processes. For example, he/she visited the node Animation of the mechanism in order to rethink the
description in the node The mechanism of occurrence of earthquake. He/she then visited the node Seismic wave
since he/she did not know the meaning of the term used in the previous node.

2.2 Knowledge Structure
Exploring hyperspace in a self-directed way, learners make semantic relationships among the domain concepts and
knowledge explored to construct a knowledge structure [12]. In hypermedia/hypertext systems with concept maps
representing domain concepts to be learned, learners can derive such semantic relationships from the maps. Most
existing web-based learning resources, on the other hand, do not specify the semantic relationships. In this case,
learners need to explore WWW pages and to identify the semantic relationships by themselves for the knowledge
construction.
The knowledge structure constructed is shaped according to learners' exploration process, especially the exploration purposes. Each exploration purpose provides its own way to make relationships among the domain concepts
and knowledge explored and to shape the knowledge structure [8].

2.3 Reflection
Knowledge construction in hyperspace requires learners to reflect on their exploration process. Some work on
analysis of exploration process in hyperspace has also shown that revisiting nodes to rethink the contents explored
often take place [11], [13].
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Figure 2. A Semantic Network Composing Primary Exploration Processes.
In reflection, it is important for learners to rethink not only the nodes visited but also the reasons why they have
visited since these reasons have a great influence on how to shape a knowledge structure. In other words, they
should pay attention to primary exploration processes included in the whole exploration process.

3 Interactive History
Let us now discuss what kind of reflection support is indicated by the above consideration.

3.1 Problems
There are the following important problems to be addressed towards a proper reflection support. The first problem
is how to help learners retain the primary exploration processes that they have carried out. The retention may cause
cognitive overload on exploration. It is also hard for computer to infer their exploration purposes, which arise in the
learners' mind. These suggest that learners should be encouraged to note down the exploration purposes, starting
nodes, and terminal nodes that compose the primary exploration processes.
The second problem is how to assist learners in reconstructing their exploration process. In reflecting on their
exploration process, they would not only look at it but also reconstruct it such as modifying/deleting the primary
exploration processes and adding new primary exploration processes. It is accordingly necessary to provide learners with a space where they can reconstruct their exploration process after exploring hyperspace.
The third problem is how to facilitate learners' reflection on a knowledge structure constructed. One way to
resolve this is to spatially show semantic relationships between nodes explored. We represent a semantic network
that comprises a number of primary exploration processes. Figure 2 shows a semantic network comprising the
primary exploration processes shown in Figure 1. The semantic network does not obviously represent the contents
included in the explored nodes, which may be summarized by the node titles. However, this summarized information would be substantially fruitful for learners to reflect on what they have learned.
In order to resolve the above problems, we have developed an interactive history that helps learners reflect on
their exploration process and knowledge structure by means of an exploration history annotated with primary
exploration processes. Let us next demonstrate the interactive history.

3.2 Overview
The interactive history system first displays an exploration history, which includes the nodes sequenced in order of
time learners visited. In order to help learners note down primary exploration processes during exploration, the
system provides them with a list of exploration purposes, and requires them to select one from the list when an
exploration purpose arises. The learners are also asked when they find the terminal nodes. The interactive history
system annotates the exploration history with the information noted down. The annotated history enables the learners to retain their primary exploration processes.

The learners are also allowed to directly manipulate the annotated exploration history to modify/delete the
primary exploration processes and to add new primary exploration processes after exploring hyperspace. Such
direct manipulation allows them to reconstruct their exploration process without revisiting hyperspace.
Although the annotated exploration history is represented as semantic network shown in Figure 2, it may be
difficult to understand. It is accordingly transformed into a visual representation called knowledge map by means
of visualization scheme that describes the correspondence of an exploration purpose to a visual representation.

3.3 Annotated Exploration History
In the interactive history system, learners can use a user interface as shown in Figure 3. They can also explore a
hyperdocument on a WWW server with one learning purpose in the left window. When they want to set up an
exploration purpose in visiting a node, they are required to click one corresponding to the purpose in the Exploration Purpose Input section of the right window. The clicked purpose is added to the Exploration Purpose List
section. The node visited currently is also recorded as the starting node of the exploration purpose.
The learners can also add the object of the verb describing the exploration purpose. It means what to develop/
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Figure 3. User Interface of Interactive History.
improve in the current node whereas the exploration purpose specifies how to develop/improve. When the learners
do not add this object, the system adds the title of the current node, which is the title tag in the HTML file.
When the learners find a terminal node of the exploration purpose, they are required to mouse-select the exploration purpose in the Exploration Purpose List section, and to push the fulfilled button. The node visited currently
is then recorded as the terminal node of the exploration purpose.

The system also provides another support for helping learners store part of the contents of the node visited
currently with Cut&Paste function in the Content Input section although they may not always need this support. In
hyperdocuments on WWW, in addition, the title tags of the nodes do not always represent the contents of the nodes.
If the learners want to change the node titles, they can input new titles in the Content Input section, which new titles
should represent the contents the learners explored in the nodes. The pasted information and the changed node titles
are also used in the annotated exploration history.
Using the information inputted from the learners, the system generates the annotated exploration history as
shown in Figure 4 so that the primary exploration processes can be viewed clearly. In the annotated history, the

nodes learners visited are sequenced in order of time. Each node has the node title. The starting node of each
purpose is linked with the corresponding terminal node/s. There may be some primary exploration processes without terminal nodes since they have not been found yet. The learners can look at the annotated exploration history on
their demand during exploration. They can also click the nodes in the history to review the content information,
which they have inputted with Cut&Paste function.
Learners are not always required to input the above information whenever they visit nodes. Nevertheless, inputting the information during exploration may be troublesome for learners. On the other hand, it enables the learners
to make their exploration more constructive, facilitating their exploratory learning. This point is discussed later in
detail.

3.4 History Manipulation
Directly manipulating the annotated exploration history, the learners can reconstruct their exploration process without revisiting hyperspace. Each manipulation is done by means of mouse-clicking/dragging parts of the primary
exploration processes. There are three basic manipulations: deleting and changing exploration purposes/links between starting and terminal nodes, and adding new primary exploration process.
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Figure 4. An Annotated Exploration History.

3.5 Knowledge Map Generation
In order to make the knowledge map understandable, we have adopted a visualization scheme shown in Table I.
This table shows the correspondence of an exploration purpose to a visual representation of the relationship between the starting and terminal nodes. For example, an exploration purpose to Elaborate is transformed into a set
that visualizes the starting node as a total set and the terminal node as the subset. An exploration purpose to Rethink
is also transformed into a visual representation that superposes the starting node on the terminal node. Following
such correspondence, the system generates a knowledge map by extracting the primary exploration processes from
the annotated exploration history. The knowledge map generation is executed on learners' demand before/after
manipulating the annotated exploration history.
Figure 5 shows an example of the knowledge map that is generated from the annotated exploration history
shown in Figure 4. Viewing this map, the learner can reflect on his/her knowledge construction. For example, he/
she can recall that he/she rethought The mechanism of earthquake occurrence by exploring The animation of the
mechanism. He/she can also recall that he/she compared Normal fault and Adverse fault to elaborate the description
about Kind of earth faults.

3.6 Discussion
Let us now discuss several points to notice in utilizing the interactive history. The interactive history system requires learners to input information about primary exploration processes that have been carried out. Such inputting,
in addition, requires a meta-cognitive skill that is indispensable for managing knowledge construction process in
existing web-based learning resources. The interactive history system could distract learners, who do not have it,
from their learning tasks in hyperspace. We believe, however, it is educationally important to train the learners to
improve the meta-cognitive skill so that they can learn in the Web. The interactive history can be viewed as a
potential tool for this training.
Before using the interactive history system, in addition, learners need to know how to interpret the visual repre-
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sentation used for the knowledge mapping. In order to explain it, the interactive history system demonstrates few
examples of annotated exploration history and knowledge map before starting the actual learning support.
Let us next compare with related work on reflection support to consider the usefulness of the interactive history.
The general browsers such as Netscape and Internet Explorer enable learners to revisit nodes with back buttons,
and provide browsing history. However, these facilities do not always make the retention of their exploration
processes easy [11]. As the retention support, there are several kinds of annotation systems that allow learners to
take a note [1]. However, there is little discussion of what kind of annotation should be done for the success in
exploratory and constructive learning. In the interactive history, we claim that the reasons why learners search for
the next nodes should be particularly noted down.
Current work on adaptive hypermedia/hypertext systems has often provided spatial maps and concept maps as
reflection support, which are originally used as navigational aid. Spatial maps display the nodes and links that
compose the whole structure of hyperspace. These maps can visually represent the subspace where learners have
already visited [4]. This subspace is represented as the partial structure of hyperspace. This visual representation
can inform the learners where they are, what they explored, and to what extent they explored. However, the reasons
why they visited the nodes are not clearly shown.
Concept maps consists of the nodes and links representing the structure of domain concepts to be learned. Each
node is mapped on the corresponding node in hyperspace. The scope where the learners have already visited in
hyperspace is mapped on the corresponding part of the concept maps. The learners can look at the partial structure
of the concept maps to reflect on what they learned in hyperspace [5]. Such maps are more helpful for learners who
have lower capability of exploring hyperspace in a constructive way since the direction of knowledge construction
is visible to them. However, learners who have higher capability of the exploratory learning may identify semantic
relationships among the domain concepts explored in a self-directed way, which relationships may be different to
those defined in the concept maps [12]. In other words, they do not always construct the same knowledge structure
as the structure of domain concepts that the designers of concept maps make.
The interactive history, on the other hand, provides the learners with a more proper support since it enables selfdirected exploration and generates a knowledge map according to their exploration process. In addition, the interactive history can provide the reflection support even for most existing web-based learning resources of which
concept maps are not prepared and even in ill-structured domains of which concept maps cannot be defined.

4 Preliminary Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
In order to evaluate the interactive history system, we have had a preliminary experiment. The main purpose of this
experiment was to analyze the utility of the system and to ascertain if the interactive history improves learning
compared to learning without the system. We also prepared two web-based learning resources, which had comparatively simple and complicated hyperspace, and ascertained in which resource the interactive history system enhances its own utility and facilitates learning more effectively.
Table 2 shows the two learning resource, which describes the number of nodes, and the number of links per
node, which was calculated except for navigation links such as Next, Back, and Top. These can be viewed as the
indicators of the complexity of hyperspace each learning resource provides. The learning resource 2 accordingly
had a more complicated hyperspace. Subjects were five graduate and undergraduate students in science and technology.
We set four conditions, which were (1) learning in the learning resource 1 with the system (Simple-With), (2)
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Table 2. Learning Resources.
Learning
Resource 1

Learning
Resource 2

Number of Pages

73

161

Number of Links
per Page

1.2

2.2

Domain of learning resource I : Mechanism of earthquake
Domain of learning resource2: Life in Sea

learning in the learning resource 1 without the system (Simple-Without), (3) learning in the learning resource 2 with
the system (Complicated-With), and (4) learning in the learning resource 2 without the system (Complicated-Without). Subjects were provided with Internet Explorer as WWW browser under each condition. In this experiment,

each subject learned one learning resource with the system, and learned the other without the system. In other
words, he/she was assigned two conditions, which were Simple-With and Complicated-Without (or Simple-Without
and Complicated-With).
Before learning, subjects were given a learning purpose for each learning resource. Under Simple-With or Complicated-With, they were also given the explanation about how to use the interactive history system, and were asked
to try it in a sample learning resource whose hyperspace is simple. They were then asked to explore hyperspace
with or without the system to accomplish the learning purpose. After subjects finished learning, they were given
several problems about the contents for each learning resource. The problems were classified into (1) single problems whose answers could be found within one WWW page, and (2) compound problems whose answers could be
found in the relationships among two or three pages. In this experiment, effects on learning were measured by the
scores on both problems. The utility of the system was analyzed with the dispersion of pages visited, the number of
revisit per page [II], the number of primary exploration processes executed, and the number of revisiting pages that
were included in the primary exploration processes. Comparing the averages of them under Simple-With and SimpleWithout or under Complicated-With and Complicated-Without, we evaluated the utility and effectiveness of the
interactive history system.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3 summarizes the analysis of the utility. The average numbers of revisit per page on both Simple-With and
Complicated-With were slightly higher than the average numbers of revisit per page on both Simple- Without and
Complicated-Without. The average dispersion of pages visited on both Simple-With and Complicated-With, on the
other hand, was lower than the average dispersion of pages visited on both Simple-Without and ComplicatedWithout. In particular, the difference between Complicated-With and Complicated-Without was large. These results
indicate that the interactive history system makes learners' exploration more intensive, particularly in a more complicated hyperspace. We further analyzed the utility of the interactive history system on Simple-With and Complicated-With as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 shows the average number of primary exploration processes executed, the average number of starting
and terminal nodes (pages), and the average number of revisting pages that are included in the primary exploration
processes. The average numbers of starting and terminal pages on Simple-With and Complicated-With corresponded
to about half of the average numbers of pages visited as shown in Table 3 (56% on Simple-With and 52% on
Complicated-With). In other words, half of the visited pages were related to the primary exploration processes. The
average numbers of revisiting the starting and terminal pages on Simple-With and Complicated-With accounted for
67 % and 78 % of the whole revisits shown in Table 3. The ratio on Complicated-With was particularly high. These
results indicate that the interactive history system can direct learners' attention to primary exploration processes,
particularly in a more complicated hyperspace. In other words, the system can encourage learners to rethink exploration processes. This would improve learning.
Table 5 shows the average score of problem-solving on each condition. As for the single problems, the average
scores on Simple-With and Complicated-With were lower than the average scores on Simple-Without and Complicated-Without. As for the compound problems, on the other hand, the average scores on Simple-With and Complicated-With were higher than the average scores on Simple-Without and Complicated-Without. In particular, the
difference between Complicated-With and Complicated-Without were large. These results indicate that the interactive history system can produce good effects on learning such as integrating the contents of some nodes by means
of exploration purposes, particularly in a more complicated hyperspace.

5 Conclusions
This paper has claimed that exploratory learning in hyperspace requires learners to reflect not only what but also
why they have explored, and that the reflection support needs to adapt to their exploration process and knowledge
structure being constructed by them.
This paper has also demonstrated the interactive history with knowledge mapping as a proper reflection support.
The interactive history encourages learners to annotate and manipulate the exploration history to rethink their
exploration processes. It also generates a knowledge map from the annotated exploration history, which allows the
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Table 3. Analysis of Utility.
Total Number of Number of
Pages Visited Pages Visited
(a)
(b)
SimpleWith
SimpleWithout

ComplicatedWith
ComplicatedWithout

SimpleWith
ComplicatedWith

Revisit
(a-b)

Revisit per
Page
((a-b)/b)

69

19.5

0.283

49.5

2.53

72

22.3

0.31

49.7

2.23

67.3

21.3

0.317

46

2.16

59.5

32.5

0.546

27

1.25

Table 4. Utility of Interactive History.

Table 5. Avarage Scores of Problem-Solving.

Number of Starting
and Terminal Pages

Revisit

9.5

11(56%)

33 (67%)

8

11(52%)

36 (78%)

Number ofPrimary
Exploration Processes

Dispersion
(b/a)

Total

Single
Problems

Compound
Problems

SimpleWith
SimpleWithout

60.5%

75%

66.7%

66.7%

91.7%

50%

ComplicatedWith

51.8%

55.6%

50%

Complicated- ,

66.7%

25%

Without

"

learners to reflect on what they have constructed during exploration.
In addition, this paper has described a preliminary evaluation of the interactive history system. Although we
need a detailed evaluation with more subjects, the results indicate that the system facilitates a rethink on primary
exploration processes particularly in a complicated hyperspace. The system can also improve learning, particularly
integrating the contents of some WWW pages.
In the future, we will have a more detailed evaluation. We would also like to classify exploration purposes in
detail to represent learners' exploration process more precisely.
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The information education in Taiwan has been progressing rapidly since the

Network Technology was adopted on a large scale.Under the Nine-Year
Consistent Courses policy the by Ministry of Education, the information
education will be integrated into other subjects and all teachers need to use
computer and Internet resources to assist teaching .The plentiful education web
sites on Internet also provide the student with materials for assisting
learning .The essay presents the development process of information Education

in Taiwan ;through it, we point out the obstacles we meet when promoting
information education in primary schools and high schools.Meanwhile ,through
introducing two education web sites :Gas Station for Learning and
Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land, which were constructed in different
models ,we offer the workable models and strategies for promotiing distance
education in primary schools and high schools.

Keywords: Distance Learning, Nine-Year Consistent Coures ,Teaching
Material Resources Center, Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land

1 Introduction
1.1 Analysis of Current Situation
"Nine-Year Consistent Syllabus" implemented in 2001, all schools will no longer especially establish the
subject of Information Education, but enlist it in the learning area of "Nature and Technology." Nevertheless,
in order to train students to have the basic abilities to make use of technology and information, teachers have
to emphasize the application of information in the teaching of different subjects. And all teachers of
different subjects are expected to take computer as a tool of instruction, integrate via network the traditional
teaching materials and the teaching materials on Internet, and provide students with broader and more
diversified learning resources.[2][3]

1.2 Problems Faced by Distance Learning:
To apply information education to the teaching of various subjects will really be a consistent trend in the
education of Taiwan in the future. However, when confronted with the important educational reform, the
actual implementation encounters difficulties because of Taiwan's restricted environment for information
education.

The ratio of the number of class computers to the number of the students of a class is such a wide gap.If
teachers are requested to use the limited computer classrooms to apply information to the teaching of various
subjects, obviously, it is not an easy job to promote this at the current stage.[5][7]
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2 Distance Instruction and Distance Learning
After the Ministry of Education implemented "Foundation Establishment Plan of Information Education," the

computer and network equipment of various schools are increased. Besides, it also promotes the
establishment of "Information Education Software and Teaching Materials Resources Center" at primary
schools, junior high schools, senior high schools and vocational schools, in order to enrich the network
teaching materials for subjects of primary schools and high schools.[1][8]

Besides, the famous distance instruction network of primary schools and high schools in Taiwan is illustrated
as follows (Table 1):

Institute
Object
Ministry of Education Grade 1 to 12 student
San Hsin Institute of Grade 1 to 12 student
and
Housework
Commerce
Tainan Grade 1 to 9 student
National
http://pathfinder.ntntc.edu.tw/
Pathfinder
Teachers College
Wu Chi Junior High Grade 7 to 9 student
Computer
Assisted http://www.wcjs.tcc.edu.tw/
School
Instruction
http://www.ctjh.tpc.edu.tw/ctjh/reso Chiang Tsui Junior Grade 7 to 9 student
Teaching Resource
High School
urce.htm
Tablel: Virtual Classroom Web Site for Grade 1 to 12 student
Address
Web Site Name
Gas Station of Learning http://content.edu.tw
Schoolfellows' English http://192.192.186.8/seal/
Adventure Land

3 Teaching Materials Resources Center Focusing on Systematic Subjects
3.1 Concept and Idea:
The Ministry of Education in Taiwan starts "Foundation Establishment Plan of Information Education" not

only to establish hardware environment, train teachers, carry out promotion activities, etc., but also to
establish Information Education Software and Teaching Materials Resources Center, simply called
"Education Resources Center" or "Gas Station of Learning . "(http: / /content.edu.tw)

3.2 Outline of Resources Center:
The Ministry of Education advises various school to develop the on-line teaching materials of different
subjects. The center can effectively integrate the resources of all primary schools and high schools and
develop a series of network instruction resources with its own characteristics. "Teaching Materials of
Subjects" are divided into four divisions: primary school, junior high school, senior high school and
vocational school. In each group there are: 14 subjects in primary school, 19 subjects in junior high school,
17 subjects in senior high school, and 21 subjects of 4 categories in vocational school (the divisions of senior

high school and vocational school was established in January 2000). The information integrated and
collected by web sites cover the education resources of the Chinese's Five Education: virtue, wisdom,
physical, group and aesthetics.

Through a united interface of users, it decreases the learners' load in adaptation to learning environment. The
establishment of "Education Resources Center" is expected to achieve the following objectives: [6]

Strengthen the applied network resources for teachers and students, and make the educational
environment more diversified .
Lay a foundation for a lifelong learning environment.
Strengthen the quality and quantity of the resources of information learning so as to reach the aims of
sharing of resources
Shorten the distance between city and village [I]

4 Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land Focusing on Self-Learning
4.1 Concept and Idea
Teaching Materials Resources Center mainly edits the teaching materials according to the contents of the
systematic teaching materials of various subjects. Therefore, they are suitable for teachers to adopt in class
and for students to review after class. However, in the age of information explosion, the knowledge in
books can no longer satisfy most of the students' thirst for knowledge. Therefore, with network being the
media, distance education must have more diversified contents. It also has to create an interacting
relationship between school and students. It can hold various kinds of activities and offer substantial awards
to encourage all the students to participate. Then an activated distance learning environment can be created
beyond system. Kaohsiung municipal government is positively involved in the activity. The "Schoolfellows'
English Adventure Land , SEAL "(http://192.192.186.8/seal/) established by the municipal government at
San Hsin Vocational School is based on this idea. It has the following characteristics :(1)Diversified
Contents and Scope.(2)Individualistic Learning Environment.(3)Intemet Learning without Limitation of

Time and Space. (4)Flexibility of Time, Holding of Activities.(5)On -Line Contest,Internet Pen Pal
Society.(6)Teacher Mechanism--Student Groups Management and Inquiry of Students' Learning
Process:,Self-Made Test Paper Management:

4.2 Evalutaion on SEAL
The working group of Seal held an investigation in December 1999, towards the junior and elementary
school teachers that used this website to assist their teaching. The questionnaire adapted Likert's five point
scale from extremely disagree(1) to highly agree(5). In the 73 effectively retrieved questionnaires, there're
67 English teachers and 6 are not English teachers.

The statistics results of the questionnaire, in the curriculum arrangement and management session, show that
sample teachers think the arrangement of the curriculum in SEAL is appropriate and the related activities that

go with the curriculum is successful. (M=4.10 ,SD=0.82 ) ^ Sample teachers think that the recording of
learning profile on the website of each student helps teachers to understand the student's learning style and
problems. ( M=4.26,SD=0.83 )' Sample teachers think that the idea of designing language games and holding
on-line composition contest is appropriate. (M=4.16,SD=0.83 ;M=4.03 ,SD=0.93 ) About the learning

interaction, most teachers thinks that English pen pal club will help to enhance the interaction between
students, M=4.18 SD=0.93 ) . Most teachers think that SEAL is worth popularizing in assisting traditional
learning. (M=4.59,SD=0.66 )

5 Workable Model and Strategy
In the implementation of distance education in primary schools and high schools, besides the consideration
of the contents of teaching materials, how to make use of the characteristics of Internet appropriately to
activate instruction is an important topic that cannot be neglected for discussion. Focusing on the
above-mentioned analysis, we propose a model and strategies for distance learning be carried out in primary
schools and high schools:

5.1 Four Elements for Activating Web Site:
According to the discussion above,there are four elements to activate the web site teaching materials :the
content, interactivity, learning profile and activity. We have to take these four elements into consideration
when designing the learning web site. The detailed function of the four elements is as follow:

5.1.1 Content

Text, image, sound , photo , animation chip and other mutimedia components should be included in an
excellent education web site.Through multiple information styles supplied , the student can obsorb
knowledge easily
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5.1.2 Interactivity
With more interactivity function the education web site is more attractive and effective .The interactivity
machanism encourages the student to use higher -level cognition skill..

5.1.3 Learning Profile
The learning profile lets the student know what he has learned and what to learn .The porfile also provides
the teacher information about the student.
5.1.4 Activity

Not only in classroom but also in virtual classroom, well-designed activities are very important to improve
the effectiveness of learning . Besides, through holding an activity , the student can cooperate and compete
with others .

5.2 Strategy for Promoting Distance Learning
From this point of view, we will suggest applicable strategies for school administrators,teachers and students.

5.2.1 As for school adminstrator:

* Establishment of Web Site by Full-time Professionals:
The school administrator should know there should be full-time professionals to put teaching materials on
Internet, hold Internet activities and carry out the maintenance work of systems.

* Strengthening of Propaganda:
The education departments or general affairs units of schools should positively introduce such an
environment in the learning of students, and positively hold activities of relevant kind.

5.2.2 As for teacher and related professional:
* Development of Excellently Activated Web Site:
A web site must have substantial contents , diversified activities as well as interactivity machnism and
learning profile to make the web site become a dynamic and lively learning environment.

* Material Making:
Teachers need not learn the establishment of web site. Teachers' job should be an all-effort studying of
suitable contents of teaching materials for the learning of students.

* Resource Assisted Teaching:
All the related teaching web sites need the teacher to use them .Many web sites are well constructed ;
however,few teachers use it to assist teaching . The teacher can provide the web site constructor with
feedback for promoting the funciton or the rescources of the web.

5.2.3 As for Students:

* Participate in activities :
Only students' participation can make web sites activated and meaningful; otherwise, web site is merely an
empty shell in a waste of information development.

* Resource Assisted Learning:
The student can make good use of on-line material to assist learning after class ; meanwhile , the student's
feedback also helps the web constructor refine the web .

6 Conclusion
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After the implementation of "9-year consistent" new syllabus in primary schools and junior high schools,
information will be applied to various subjects and the application of network resources will become broader.
The information-application-oriented network learning functions can be facilitated more effectively. The
"Plan of Teaching Materials Resources Center" undertaken by Ministry of Education integrates various
schools' resource to establish a garden that provides teachers with instruction resources and students with
learning resources.The Plan not only can reach the purpose of resources sharing, but also decrease the load
of learning through united interface environment. Besides, the distance learning environment beyond system,
as provided in "SEAL," is also a good example for primary school students and high school students to
involve in distance learning.
In term of positive implementation of information education, it is important to cooperate with the existing
instruction environment and choose a workable model. For the government, based on the principle of
effective utility of resources, it is necessary for her to integrate the establishment and the sharing of
instruction resources. For schools, they have to encourage teachers and students to use Internet positively
to assist in their teaching and learning. For teachers, they might not be required to allocate teaching
materials on Internet, but they have to use the existing Internet resources and teaching materials positively,
adopt suitable instruction methods, and correctly use Internet to communicate with students or parents. For
students, they should meet the instruction of schools, use the teaching materials on Internet to assist in their
learning, and learn new knowledge themselves.
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MULTIMEDIA DESIGN FOR
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In chemical or chemistry education, the ability to establish the connections
among the three levels of understanding, namely, macroscopic, microscopic, and

symbolic is an important task as this is fundamental to an understanding of
chemical concepts. However, shortcomings such as limitations of textbooks in
providing minimal images of macroscopic or microscopic events, time
constraint and costs of laboratory experiments do exist, making achievement of
the above essential task difficult for many students. Multimedia is one way to
address these issues. As such, this paper concentrates on the pedagogical design
for multimedia instruction in terms of instructional storyboarding and relevant
learning principles. Visualisations such as computer graphics or animations and
videos that elicit effective visual and verbal information processing will be
illustrated using the topics of electrolysis, organic chemistry and acids, bases
and salts.
Keywords: Multimedia design; Interactive learning environment; chemical
education

1 Introduction
In the teaching and learning of chemistry, three understanding levels have been identified (see [1, 2] for
more details). They are (a) the macroscopic level, which deals with sensory/ visible chemical phenomena
such as laboratory observations and data; (b) the microscopic level, which deals with particles such as atoms,
ions and molecules; and (c) the symbolic level, which represents the matter in terms of chemical formulae
and equations. Students are required to demonstrate transfer between the phenomenon and its atomic or
molecular events and symbolic representations.
However, this seems to be difficult for many students (see [3, 4] for more details). As such, multimedia CDROMs integrating various presentation modes such as sound, text, images, videos, graphics, and animations
may be used to address this issue of the students' difficulties. Hence, this would call for an appropriate and
practical multimedia design with an emphasis on dual coding of verbal and graphical information that would
elicit effective visual and verbal information processing.

2 Multimedia Design
In multimedia design, one needs to consider the research in learning styles and "multiple intelligences"
which imply that some students learn better through specific presentation modalities, such'as visual, audio,

or kinaesthetic. Essential design decisions such as determining the goal of the instruction and the
pedagogical approach where learners are to be engaged not only in meaningful authentic tasks but also in
constructing meanings with the visualisations employed need to be processed (see [5] for more details).
As such, important chemistry modules such as electrolysis, organic chemistry and acids, bases and salts are

developed as part of a courseware with these design considerations in mind using C++ programming
language and Director 6 to help students who take chemistry at the General Certificate of Education
Ordinary Level.
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3 Developing Visualisations
The first step in the development of visualisations in chemical or chemistry education is to identify the
specific chemical concept or principle to be learnt for the particular subtopic. The next step will be to decide
on the instructional use of the materials for purposes of expository teaching, demonstration, tutorial, group
or individualised learning.

Subsequently, instructional storyboards will need to be constructed. Therefore, the following learning and
design principles need to be taken into account. For example, integrating new knowledge with existing
knowledge; organising system features logically and functional to facilitate the learning process; reducing
the cognitive load on the learners through proper screen interface design and navigational procedures as well
as employing the principle of progressive dis closure (see [6, 7] for more details).

Besides, the storyboard should contain as much information as possible on how the visualisations are to be
displayed. Figure 1 shows the instructional storyboard on the addition reaction of alkenes while Figure 2
illustrates the translation of this storyboarding into the actual product. Notice also the emphasis placed on
the different size, colour and shape of the atoms involved and the breaking of the chemical bonds in the
animation which are essential in order to enhance the understanding of the meaning of "addition" in this
organic chemical reaction.

As such, an understanding of the principles in using animation (see [8, 9] for more details) to address the
three levels of understanding in chemistry is important so that relevant and appropriate animations can be
employed in a concrete way to depict certain molecular events.

Figure 3 shows animations for the purpose of understanding the relative ease of losing electrons. The
interactivity designed is functional in that opportunity is given to the user to discover and construct
knowledge and understanding of the discharge of an anion with regard to its relative ease of losing its
electrons.
Date:

I

Previous:

I

Project Title: CHEM '0' LEVEL
Screen Display/Graphic/Text:

Next:

I

Section: Alkenes (Reactions)

Organic Chemistry
ALKENES
REACTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Frame: 1201

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

PREPARATION

CONCEPT MAP

REACTIONS

USES

ADDITION REACTION
Alkenes readily undergo addition reactions in which smaller molecules or ions bond ("add") to the atoms on either side of
the double bond.

Hydrogenation

Ni Catalyst
CH2=CH2 + H2
Ethene
Hydrogen
(unsaturated)

PP.

150°C

CH3CH3

Ethene
(saturated)

The reaction in terms of STRUCTURAL FORMULA and PARTICLE MODEL
HOMOLOGOUS SERIES

FUNCTIONAL GROUP

ISOMERS

System and General Tools

Programming Instructions:
I. animation for reaction (both models) showing the breaking of double bond and hydrogen molecules adding to it.
System Tools: Help, Tools (Search, Glossary), Main Menu, Quit, Home, Return.
General Tools: Periodic Table, Reactivity Series, Calculator, Notepad, Create lesson map, Print, Concept map.
Voice-over: Notice how the double bond of the ethene molecule breaks up & the hydrogen molecules add to it.

Figure 1. Instructional Storyboard
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Figure 3. Electrochemistry user interface

4 Conclusions
The importance of content design will continue to be paramount even in the most advanced created
multimedia technological environment. Animation, an example of computer graphics, can be used
effectively to help learners to perceive and process information thereby increasing the depth and fluency of
learning. Equally important is the pedagogical approach in the design of the multimedia courseware, which
needs to be selected and understood.
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From what we have observed, the development of visualisations in chemistry or chemical education is not a
-one-way process with arrows going in one particular direction through a flow chart, but rather an iterative
process. Also, an overall multimedia design especially in the aspect of logical and functional consistency
would be required. Despite the complex nature of chemistry multimedia courseware design, technological
advances are providing dynamic new design and development opportunities. However, the development of
sound pedagogy based on educational theories is still of primary importance. Essential issues, for example,
the kind of methodology needed for the learning materials to be organised and structured; the type of
navigation patterns to be employed; and how best the design and development process to be approached
need to be fully addressed to realise the potential of such multimedia courseware.
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Multimedia Intelligent Tutoring System
for Context-Free Grammar
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CFG-MINTS

is

a multimedia intelligent

tutoring system

that teaches

context -free grammar. The tutor model of his ITS is composed of a set of
teaching strategies and an algorithm that determines which teaching action to be
deployed given the goals of the system and the current state of the student model.

The student model uses the Constraint-Based Modeling (CBM) approach in
diagnosing the learner. CBM reduces the complexity of student modeling by
focusing on the difference of the student' s solution to the ideal solution only and
the analysis is reduced to pattern matching. The assumption here is that there

can be no correct solution of a problem that traverses a problem state, which
violates the fundamental ideas, or concepts of the domain. The system also
includes features for simulating the created context -free grammar to aid in
teaching.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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Multimedia Whiteboard Design in*
WWW-Based Remote Cooperative Education System
Xueli Yu, Zongxia Du and Shiping Li
Taiyuan University of Technolygy, Taiyuan, Sahnxi, PRC

Email: xlvua,tvut.edu.cn
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is combined into the remote
education, and the WWW-based Remote Cooperative Education System (RCES)
is designed and realized in the paper. RCES adopts Browser/Serer model and
makes users be able to run the client over the Internet without the need of installing special client software. And the real-time communication tool in RCES multimedia whiteboard is also designed and realized which is also the major tool
of CSCW. A set of Control Transport Protocol (CTP) is proposed to transmit the
data and realized with Java and Java Media Framework (JMF). The new system
enhances the interaction capability and realizes live transmit of multimedia data
including graphics, images, audio and video etc.
Keywords: CSCW, RCES, CTP, whiteboard

1 Introduction
The theory of Computer Supported Cooperative Work appeared along with the progress of society, devel-

opment of science and technology and raise of the complicated level of work. It provides a "being
face-to-face " and What You See Is What I See (WYSIWIS) environment for the users scattered on different
time and in different space and makes it possible for computer system to raise group work efficiency as well
as traditional individual work efficiency. Since Engelbart first demonstrated CSCW in the 1960s, a variety of
CSCW applications have developed at several research laboratories and universities. Education is an inherently cooperative activity involving at least one teacher and one student. Now, we combine CSCW into re-

mote education, design and realize the WWW-based Remote Cooperative Education System (RCES). It
adopts Browser/Server model and makes users can run the client over the Internet without the need of installing special client software.

Whiteboard is an important tool in the WWW-based RCES. The whiteboard provides a real-time interactive
environment among people. In the traditional education, teacher and students face to face exchange their
opinion through blackboard in classroom. While in the WWW based RCES on-line exchanging opinion and
consulting are fulfilled through whiteboard over the Internet. Except the basic function, the whiteboard adds
some functions such as drawing, loading images etc. The existing whiteboard system can roughly be divided
into two kinds: systems based on Client/Server model and systems based on Browser/Server model. The
whiteboard based on C/S model can solve well the interaction problem and provide powerful function for
users. Its defect is that the users have to install the client software as server does. That limits the application
scope of the system. Compared with it, the whiteboard based on B/S model can run over the Internet and the
client doesn't need special software, but a
*Supported by the Foundation of Returned Overseas Students and Scholars in Shanxi Province browser such
as IE or Netscape navigator is needed. Apparently B/S model gives a more convenient environment to the
users. But its interactivity is less than C/S model and most present whiteboards based on B/S model only
transmit the information such as texts, graphics, images, but do not support the transmission and playback of
the time-based information such as audio and video.

We design and realize a new real-time communication tool in RCESmultimedia whiteboard that is also the
major tool of CSCW. It absorbs the advantage of systems mentioned above. New system adopts B/S model
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and makes users can run the client over the Internet without the need of installing special client software. In
addition, we design a set of Control Transport Protocol (CTP) in order to transmit the data and implement it
adopting Java and Java Media Frame (JMF). Compared with the present whiteboard, the new system enhances the interaction capability and transmits multimedia data lively including graphics, images, audio and
video etc. And the live audio and video can be transmitted and played back on this new whiteboard to make
the system more practical.

2 Control Transport Protocol Design
TCP/IP and UDP are the major protocols of the Internet and they are well supported by Java. The multimedia whiteboard runs over the Internet, so the system is mainly based on TCP/IP. When multimedia information is transmitted, Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is used, which is a protocol based on UDP so as to
get better playback effects. In order to transmit and deal with the system information over the Internet, we
design a new control protocol of application layerControl Transport Protocol (CTP) that is special for the
whiteboard system. We design it on the basis of the whiteboard function and build it in the request/response
model.

Owing to assuring the accuracy of data transmission by TCP / IP, therefore, the design of CTP should be as
succinct as possible under the promise that the function is guaranteed.
The CTP set can be represented as a multi-element set (D, F, n, al, a2, ... an). Here D represents the transfer
direction. If data is transmitted from server to client, and then D="S", whereas D="C"; F represents the
cataldg of transfer data. For example, if a user wants to transmit the login data, and then F="login"; n represents the number of associated information and the concrete associated information is represented by a1,
a,,. For a line, n=6, a1= "line ", it is one of graphics styles. a2 =color of paintbrush, it is an integer, a3, a4,
a2,
a5, a6 are the starting and end point coordinate of this line. If the number of associated information is uncertain, and then n=-1, the subprotocol is ended with "ok". This protocol set can be expanded easily. For example, we want to transmit the polygon, we can add ("C","polygon", -1, the color of paintbrush, abscissa of
starting point, ordinate of starting point, abscissa of the second point, ordinate of the second
point, ...abscissa of end point, ordinate of end point, "ok") to the CTP set.
Table 1

Control Transport Protocol Set

Protocol
Tasks
User applies* to join in a discussion room ("C", "join", 1, the topic of discussion room)
User applies to pause the communication ("C", "pause", 0)
("S", "refresh", -1,the topic of room 1,the user 1's ID in the roon
1,e the user 2's ID in the room 1, "complete", the topic o
Server demands** to refresh the room
room 2,e the user 1 's ID in the room 2 ..."complete", the topil
and the user lists
of room
the user l's ID in the room ,"complete", "ok")
("C", "draw", 6, graphics style***, the color of paintbrush, ab
User applies transmit the graphics
scissa f of starting point, ordinate of starting point, abscissa o
end
point, ordinate of end point)
Server demands transmit audio data
( "S", "audio", 1, IP Multicast address)
Note:
* The data from client is transmitted to server only;
** The data from server is transmitted to all clients in the same room;
*** The style of graphics includes line, point, oval and rectangle etc.

3 The method of solving key problems
The whiteboard is a major tool to help the cooperative education system to fulfill the cooperation. We have
solved the key problems including technical problems about CSCW, problems occurred during multimedia
transfer and so on. The method of solving key problems in the whiteboard is described as following:

2
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1) The method of solving CSCW technical problems in the whiteboard

CSCW technical problem generally includes role-control, data consistency, conflict clearing, concurrency control and so on.

O Role control
Every user who logs in the system will play a role. In the education system, users are divided into 2 class:
Teachers and students. By means of User ID, users get their roles and authority from existed user information
database soon after they log in. Then according to their different roles and authority, related system functions
are given.

® Data consistency
We use the method of Client/Server to solve the problem of data consistency. The whiteboard server maintains
a set of global data and the data on each client PC are same as those on the server. When users operate with the
data on client PC, this PC sends message to the server first. The server updates the global data and then informs the clients of the modification. At last, the clients update local data to keep the coherence of the whole
system.

® Conflict clearing
The conflicts in whiteboard mainly refer to data resource conflicts during transfer. They are due to the limited
bandwidth and the high frequency outburst during data transfer. When several users send data at the same time
or a certain user sends a mass of data, the congestion will occur in the web. Hence, data may be discarded or
errors may be caused. Further, valid data have to be sent again and the congestion will be more serious. This
problem is solved by way of data priority (PRI) when designing the system. That is to send the vital data first.
Data PRI can be divided into 5 levels. They are listed in orders from higher to lower. i) Data such as users
login information or screen-refreshing data, because these data will influence all users; ii) texts and graphics;
iii) images; iv) audio; v) video. Data in higher level are always sent first.

® Concurrency control
Concurrency control mainly indicates the conflict of shared resource used by users at the same time. Solving
this problem is very important to fulfill cooperation; this factor must be taken into account in. Because the
system belongs to distribute one, hence the concurrency control is very complex. Typical method of dealing
with concurrency is the locking or time stamp. Relatively, the former is more simple and valid. The method of
locking is adopted in the paper.

In our Server/Client system, synchronous block is created in each subprotocol of the protocol set. All operation
of the subprotocol is performed in its synchronous block, so as to limit output stream or input stream that accesses to the web at random. As a result, when a thread processes a subprotocol, it can monopolize the shared
resource and the other threads cannot access the resource. Thus a thread is able to process a subprotocol without disturbance from the other threads and system error can be avoided. The disadvantage is that efficiency of
thread operation will be decreased. So the code in a synchronous block should be limited as little as possible
under the promise of correct subprotocol operation.
2) The method of solving problems in the multimedia transfer

Multimedia information can be divided into 2 classes. One is information irrespective of time, such as text

and graphics. The other is time-based information, such as audio and video. Because audio or video
restrictively demands real time, discarding errors and ignoring lost data will achieve better effects. So audio
and video information are transmitted by the way of UDP-based real-time transport protocol----RTP. It
provides real time media transport services, such as live audio or video. These services include data type,
sequence number, time stamp and transfer supervising. In fact, RTP itself cannot fulfill data-transmitting

service without the help of protocols in lower level of the networks. The head of each RTP data packet
includes time stamp and sequence number. With the time stamp, the receiver can resume the original data
sequence. With the sequence number, the receiver can deal with lost, repeated or error data packet.

On the other hand, because the audio or video information is usually a large amount, and needs long time to
transfer, it will take up too high bandwidth. In the situation of multi-users over the Internet, the method mentioned above cannot achieve good effects. We take advantage of IP Multicast Technique to save bandwidth,
and the transferring and playing back audio or video smoothly in narrower bandwidth can be realized. IP
Multicast Technique is a complement to the standard protocols of network level. It uses D-Class IP address
3
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that possesses the same byte length as A-Class, B-class or C-Class address. And the scope of D-Class address is from 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 in decimals.
D-Class address is a kind of temporary address that is assigned and recovered dynamically. Each multicast
group is corresponding to a dynamic D-Class address. After the multicast group finishes, its related D-Class
address will be taken back to be used later. D-Class IP address is the multicast address for a whole group and
the members in this group share the same D-Class IP address. So the information from the source node is
sent only to members in this group. Furthermore, only one packet is sent to the site on the same route and the
action of copying is performed only when needed. This process is different from point-to-point system (in
point-to-point system, each destination site needs a copy). So we are able to save lots of bandwidth resource,
increase the members on networks and eliminate the aimlessness of broadcast with the multicast way.
Because the standard JAVA API doesn't support transfer and playback of video information, the Java Media
Framework produced by Sun Company can be applied. In fact JMF is a group of Java class library, which is
created specially to remedy the incomplete support to multimedia in Java. JMF collects and plays multimedia data in Java applications or Java applets. JMF itself supports both RTP and IP Multicast Technique, so it
is very convenient to transmit and play audio or video back with JMF.

4 Multimedia information flow
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Fig.1 Multimedia information flow

Multimedia information flow is as shown in the figure 1. Taking the example of transmitting loaded multimedia information, the system flow is given out while users discuss using the whiteboard. When a user
wants to load multimedia on the client, the client will send message ("C", "select", 0) to the server, which
indicates the user wants to select loaded files. On receiving this message, the Sever sends a file list that is
stored in a file named as "resource.txt" to the client. Then the client reads the file list out of that file and displays it in a new file-selecting dialog box. Hence the user can select the file that he wants to load and the
message ("C", "pic", 1, filename) is sent to the server.

4
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After the server receives this message, it sends the message ( "pic "+ filename) to every user object that be-

longs to the server. Please note that this message is sent not to the client side but to the related
user-information object in the server. According to the suffix of the file, the server knows it is an image, an
audio or a video file that is needed by the client. If a picture is wanted, a message ("S", "pic", 1, filename) is
sent to the client and the client calls drawlmage 0 function to present the image by its filename. If the audio
or video is wanted, the Server will create a D-class multicast address and send multimedia data to this address. Meanwhile the Server sends to each user in the room a message "audio"(in case of audio data) or a
message "video" (in case of video data). Thus the clients are informed to join in the related multicast address
so that the audio or video can be played back.

5 Conclusions
In order to test the performance of new system, we not only apply text, image, animation, and drawing
graphic, but also apply most challenging time-based media audio and video to this system. The result is
rather good (Testing condition is: rate of network is over 40 Mbps, one server and 5 concurrent users, on-line
transferring and playing back audio and video).

Remote education is an application on networks that develops rapidly in recent years. With the never
stopping development of network technique and multimedia technique, the users' demand on remote
education will be higher and higher. We combine CSCW technique into remote education and make the
system possess more and better mutual functions. Based on the past man-to-PC mutual mechanism, we add
man-to-man mutual mechanism to the system. Now the educating process becomes more vivid, and better
education effect is achieved.

The real-time communicating ability of most B/S model software in present cannot satisfy the users' demands. Taking this factor into consideration, we design and use CTP to transmit control message and
non-time-based media information and combine RTP and IP Multicast Technique with CTP to fulfill the
transfers and playback of multimedia information. Hence the real-time communication ability of the system
is enhanced. Compared with the present whiteboard in B/S model, the system has stronger function in
transmitting the multimedia. It can't only transmit the audio and video in files, but also can transmit the live
audio and video to get better effects in education. The students can hear or see the teacher and communicate
with him or her in real time.

Though most present software in B/S model are weaker than those in C/S model, the convenience that they
possess provides a large latent market. Furthermore, with the development of the browser and other related
techniques, the functions of software in B/S model will become more and stronger. In a word, the prospect
of software in B/S model is promising.
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In acoustic engineering, it is very difficult to understand a phenomenon of a
wave inside of a media, because these phenomena are invisible. In education of
digital signal processing, it is related to improve the educational effect, that the
method to help understand to modelize these phenomena. In this research, the

digital signal processing teaching material, which used the multimedia, was
designed and developed.

Keywords: Education of Acoustic Engineering, Multimedia, Digital Signal
Processing

1 Introduction
In Education of Acoustic Engineering, it is very important to promote better understanding about a wave or a

sound. It is difficult for students to confirm the theory, because of them invisibleness. If a sound can be
visualized, it is very easy to understand them. The concretely samples of acoustic engineering are closely
connected with our daily life. So, it is very important to present the relative movies, music, or synthetic
sounds. It becomes to better effects of education.

By the way, computers get speedier CPU and larger volume of hard disk, and software for presentation and

visualized languages, which have a graphical user interface, is improved. These things made easy to
visualize a difficult simulation, and to playback a movie and a sound. L1-31 In this research, the digital signal
processing program that requires using it in the lecture to improve student's understanding is developed.

2 Theory
2-1 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
The Fourier Transform is a method of converting a complex signal

into a lot of sine wave groups. Analog signal that is continued
cannot be treated in case of the Fourier transform on the computer.
Therefore, discrete data will be treated. It is called Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT).

Figure 1 shows the process of DFT. A wave sampled by computer.
The sampling condition has the sampling rate and the number of
making to the quantum. The shape of waves that changes in detail

cannot be read when the sampling rate lowers to the maximum
frequency included in the input signal, and the shape of waves of the
phantom is sampled. This phenomenon is called Aliasing error, and
the appearance is shown in Figure 2.

P
Figl. Flow of Processing
until signal analyzing
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So as not to generate Aliasing error, when the frequency of the wave input to the computer is assumed to be f,
the sampling cycle should be at least 2f or more.141

When one cycle of a certain continuous crimp is sampled by
equal intervals, the data row of P piece(fo, f2,
, fp.1) is
obtained. When DFT is calculated by using this data row, fm

Sample point by low sampling rate
Input signal

becomes the next expression.
P-I

j(2tr I P)MN
A = Eame

(2-1-1)

M=0

In general DFT, the next expression is used to obtain the
coefficient(ao, al, a2,

, am) of the above expression.

P-I

-j(21P)MN
aM =EfNeff

(2-1-2)

V

V

Wave of genlated by Aliasing

Fig 2.

Appearance of Aliasing error

P N=0

In the above expression, P shows the number of sampling for one wavy cycle and M shows the degree of a
high note wave.

In this method, however, to obtain all the coefficient rows, addition and the multiplication by the complex
number are needed. So, a lot of calculation time is required.

2-2 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
In this program, the method of decimation in time is used as a method of Fast Fourier Transform. It is one
of the methods for the high-speed enabling processing.
The expression is the following.

Previously, a part of complex function value which is used frequently shows as expression (2-2-1).
wpM=e-j(27r/P)M

(2-2-1)

And the following relation exists because Wpm has the cycle of P.141
wpm+ P/2 =_ivpM

(2-2-2)

Therefore, the expression which uses the method is the following expression (2-2-3) and (2-2-4).
aM = a EM

(2-2-3)

WP M a om

a M+P12 = a EM

WP" aOM

Ai=o, 1, 2, ..., P/2-1

(2-2-4)

At this time, the Mth coefficient any of DFT data that calculated by data-row including data of P, could be
and the odd data-row Qom. These rows are
changed to 2 data-rows, which are the even data-row a
composed by P/2 piece. EM and OM, affixing characters of a, explain order of even-row and odd-row.

The principle chart in this method is shown in Figure 3. It shows, if the number of data is made involve
piece of two by using this method, it is divided consequentially into two DFT groups.

By this method, the DFT calculation of the data of P piece decreases from times of P2 to times of (P/2)log2P.
In addition, doing high-speed DFT becomes possible because the addition frequency also decreases the level.

3 Teaching Material Development
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3-1 Development Background
The lecture of Acoustic Engineering in our department is lectured with the multimedia style by using the
LCD projector and the notebook-sized personal computer. The multimedia contents that used by presentation
are composed of the slide simulation program and the dynamic scene, etcetera. The lecture consists by the
main explanation and a supplementary explanation. That is, the former uses the main slide and the latter uses
the simulator teaching material of the phenomenon in Acoustic Engineering.

In a past research, we have developed the teaching material, which is multimedia-based for learning Fourier

Transform. It is shown in Figure 3. Moreover, it actually uses in the lecture of our Department, and an
educational effect has been improved.
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Fig 3. A program of DFT Analyzer

3-2 Execution Program
This program enhances the above-mentioned teaching material. That is, the analysis teaching material of
sound to improve understanding voice-print analysis and filter is developed. The voice-print can be analyzed
by applying DFT. The analysis result can judge the character of the voice. On the other hand, the filter is an
application of DFT as well as the voice-print, too. We can extract an arbitrary frequency and do masking by
using the filter. If these phenomena can be made visible, and the sound in that case is output, the
understanding of the student will be improved.

For development of teaching material, the user interface part uses Microsoft Visual Basic (VB), and the FFT
calculation part uses Microsoft Visual C-H- (VC++). As this reason, the former has already had
GUI(Graphical User Interface) parts and the latter can execute a numeric calculation at high speed.

This teaching material is required to be used with the projector with a remote-controlled mouse. Therefore,
the following two points are important.

To reduce the load of those who operate it, the frequency of the click is reduced as much as possible.
To use by the lecture is considered, a detailed character and the image keep from using, and enlarge an
important wave display.
It is necessary to design the screen based on the above-mentioned theory.

Figure 4 shows the flow of the program. First, it is necessary to cut out the input wave. The section samples
it with about 30[msec], from a to a'. Next, the window-function and FFT must be processed to the obtained
sampling wave. Then, it becomes spectrum of each frequency. Finally, in the obtained spectrum, a strong
part is classified as white and a weak is classified as a black by each frequency element. And, the section
shifts in 20[msec], and the part of the following 30[msec] is sampled and input again. The Frequency-Time
graph obtained repeating these process is a voice-print. And digital filter extracts and masking a specific
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frequency in the graph.

This program has a flexible setting in the above-mentioned process.

time
sampling length

30[ms] L., sampling length
30,f ms

Voice=pnnr
"tctruen

Appearance of Aliasing error

4 Conclusions
In this research, the multimedia-based teaching material of digital signal processing that used in the lecture
of Acoustic Engineering was designed, and developed. In using this in the lecture of Acoustic Engineering, It
is thought that this teaching material can help understanding the phenomenon, in digital signal processing.
Moreover, it is possible to apply it also to large-scale education and the distant place education by
developing this program for the network.
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This paper describes our research on building a free, evolutionary, Internetbased, agent-based, long-distance teaching environment for academic English.

Here we will describe some of the design aspects of the system prototype,
focusing especially on the adaptive features and the agents of the system.
Keywords: Distance Education, CALL, Agent Technology

1 Introduction
As distances constantly grow smaller and the Internet links more and more remote parts of the world,
English gradually becomes the lingua franca for information exchange. In the academic field, in research
and development, where international cooperation is a must, English is used frequently. Academic English is

International English. Although accents are more or less variable, the spoken, but mostly, the written
academic language has still its rules and etiquette. Academics usually know some English and have a more
or less wide English vocabulary. However, especially in Japan, but in other non-English speaking countries
as well, there exists the phenomenon that, although a person can read academic papers in English, when it
comes to writing a paper by oneself, or to make an academic presentation in English, serious problems
appear. Therefore, we embed these necessary rules and etiquette in our teaching environment. The main aim
of our system is to help academics exchange meaningful information with their peers, through a variety of
information exchange ways: academic homepages, academic papers, academic presentations, etc. As far as
we know, this type of English teaching system is new. Some English teaching environments on the Web
appeared, but, as in [I] or [11], they have two main defects: they are not free, and/or they are not automatic,
but based on real human teachers at the end of the lihe. Good on-line dictionaries [12], [8] and several
collections of English on-line books [2] exist, but those can only act as auxiliary helpers during the English
learning process. Our aim is to have a system capable to function autonomously, without human interference,

as a virtual, long-distance classroom, embedding the necessary tutoring functions within a set of
collaborating agents that will serve the student. The course is called MyEnglishTeacher', because of its
evolutionary nature, of adapting over time to the needs and preferences of individual users. These needs can
be expressed explicitly, or can be implicitly deduced by the system, represented by its agents. We are
currently in the process of adding more AI-based intelligent adaptation capabilities. Users can find in our
virtual classroom situational examples of academic life, presented as Multimedia, with Audio and/or Video
presentations, Text explanations and pointers to the main patterns introduced with each lesson, exercises to
test the user' s understanding, moreover, adaptive correction, explanation and guidance of the user' s mistakes.
The general guidelines for this system were proposed by our course design researcher in [3] and elaborated
by us in [6].

2 Background
Virtual environments in education and distance-learning systems are the recent trends in education
worldwide. This trend is determined by the current spread of the Internet, as well as by a real demand for
better, easy-to-access, and cheaper educational facilities. Therefore, universities everywhere respond to the

academic demand for technological and pedagogical support in course preparation, by developing
specialized software environments [5]. As bandwidths grow, the traditional text environments gradually
switch to multimedia and Video-on-Demand (VOD) systems ([17]). The problems in the current language
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education systems, as well as the motivation of our research, as pointed out by our language specialist team

member and [15], can be resumed as fellows: the lack of learning activities for checking learners'
constructive understanding (requiring the learner not only to memorize, but also to summarize, generate,
differentiate, or predict); the lack of a variety of problem-solving tasks to motivate students to think about
their reading; the learning process does not enable learners to become active participants; in the current

Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL) systems, learners cannot key-in the target language' s
sentences freely; lack of explanatory feedback (telling the user why); lack of exercises related to the
learner' s individual characteristics; lack of considerations about the effectiveness of different physical
attributes of the presentations, on the students' learning; lack of analyss of the interaction between learner
and learning environment, with special focus on assimilation and accommodation. These problems could not
be solved by traditional systems, mostly due to their lack of adaptability, or in other words, intelligence. In
[19], it is stated: "there is the need to endow these systems with the ability to adapt and learn, that is, to selfimprove their future performance". The objective of this research is to help learners achieve academic
reading and writing ability. The course is intended for students whose starting English level is intermediate
and upper-intermediate, who have some vocabulary of English, but not much practice in using it. The
tutoring strategy used is to give the reader insight into his or her implicit or explicit learning strategies. The
methodology applied is the communicative teaching approach, allowing communication and interaction
between student and tutoring system, via agents. The interactive reading strategies applied and yet to apply
include bottom-up theory, top-down theory, and schemata theory. The topics and stories used are mainly
passages from textbooks, journals, reference works, conference proceedings, and academic papers, in other
words, real-life academic products.

3 System features and modules
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Fig. 1: The system modules and their interaction

Fig. 2: The subject link database

The system offers two interfaces, one for the teacher/tutor user, for course-authoring purposes, and the other
one for the student user, who is supposed to learn. The information exchange from tutor to system contains
input of lessons, texts, links between them, etc., but also asking for help in editing. The data from the tutor is
stored in six different structured databases, including a library of expressions that appear in the text, a VOD
database, a background image database, an audio database of listening examples, a full text database and a

link database. The information exchange with the student is more complex. It contains usage of the
presented materials, implicit or explicit advice, the student' s advice requests, queries, searches, gathering of
data on the student by the two agents, the Global Agent (GIA) and the Personal Agent (PA). Each of these
agents has its own database on the stud ent(s). The GIA stores general features on students, and the PA stores
the private features of each student. User modeling follows many patterns, and has many applications. [7]
proposes a fuzzy-based, stereotype collecting user model for hypermedia navigation. [18] elaborates on the
Human Plausible Theory. ([4]) provides intelligent help for determining the cause of errors in software usage.
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[14] has shown how prior belief (belief bias) can influence the correctness of judgment of the human (users).
Other authors, like [10] have studied the relation between achievement goals, study strategies and exam
performance. A realistic user model has to take into consideration the influences a system can achieve on the
user, in order to allow an easy interpretation o f the current state, as well as an easy and clear implementation
of the user model.

4 The Authoring System Module (Story Editor)
Our most important goal is to design a meaningful, evolutionary feedback for the user. In order to build such
a

system, an authoring tool is necessary for flexibility purposes: our colleagues researching the optimal
material for academic English teaching should be able to add or delete freely the available resources. In a
way, they are also clients/users, and should be restricted to build a courseware, which conforms to the
capabilities of the system. In the following, these restrictions and their purposes are explained. These
restrictions are necessary instruments for the two system agents to work with, as will be shown later in this
paper.

Texts : Each video/audio recording has to have a corresponding TEXT (of dialog, etc.). For each text, it is analyzed if
video is necessary, or if audio suffices, as audio requires less memory space and allows a more compact storage and a
speedy retrieval. Each TEXT also has (beside of main text, etc.), the following attributes: a short 'title, keywords,
explanation, patterns to learn, conclusion, and finally, exercises. Titles and keywords are naturally used for search and
retrieval, but the explanation and conclusion files can be also used for the same purpose, as will be explained later on.
Lessons : One or more TEXTs (with video or not) make up a LESSON. Each LESSON also has (beside of texts, etc.) the
following attributes: title, keywords, explanation, conclusion, combined exercises (generated automatically or not). Next,

a text or a lesson will be referred as SUBJECT' .
Priority and Relatedness Connections: When introducing one or more subjects, the teacher has to specify the Priority
Connections, i.e., to show the required learning order, with a directed graph (arrows). When there is no order, subjects
will have the same priority, and build a set. The teacher (courseware author) should also add connections between related
SUBJECTS, with indirect links. This means, the teacher has to add Relatedness Connections between subjects, for
which no specific learning order is required, but which are related. These relations are useful, e.g., during tests: if one of
the subjects is considered known, the other one should be also tested. The main differences between the priority
connections and the relatedness connections is that the first ones are directional, weightless connections, whereas the

latter are non-directional, weighted connections. After these priorities and links are set, the system will then
automatically add more links via keyword matching, from explicit keyword files and keyword search within subjects.
Priorities among the texts of a lesson are set implicitly according to the order of the texts, but can be modified, if
necessary. The teacher / multimedia courseware author can decide if it is more meaningful to connect individual texts,
or entire lessons, for each lesson. The way a new lesson is introduced, by asking the teacher to set at least the previous
and the following lesson in the lesson priority flow, is shown in figure 2 (steps 1,2). As can be noticed from figure 2,
priority connections, with no respective relatedness connection, can exist. This can happen when, e.g., common course
design knowledge dictates that respective priority, but the learning contents of the lessons are quite different. These
kinds of priorities are optimal student learning strategy related connections, not similar contents connections. These
priorities help the system to place the current subject in the global subject map. Final priorities will be set by the system

according to findings (teacher's input, keyword matching). This final result can be shown to the teacher or not,
depending on the options under which the system is running. We are currently testing if it is wise to allow the teacher to
have add/modify/delete rights. The final graph is used for the student, and it can be shown to the student upon request,

serving as a map guide.
Numbering: SUBJECTS are numbered automatically in the order of their creation. Teachers are prohibited to use
numbering. This is because otherwise, every time new material is brought, the numbering should be changed according
to the new order of priorities. TEXTs are automatically numbered inside a lesson, and are referred from outside with two

numbers: the LESSON number and the text number.

Test Points: The teacher should mark TEST POINTS (figure 2), at which it is necessary to pass a test in order to
proceed (these tests can be at any SUBJECT level).

5 Student models and agents
The system gradually builds two evolutionary student models: a global student model (GS) and an individual
student model (IS), managed by two intelligent agents: the personal agent (PA) and the global agent (GIA).
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The reason for doing so is that some features, which are common to all students, can be captured in the GS.
However, many studies have shown [17] that personalized environments and especially, personalized tutors,
have a better chance of transferring the knowledge information from tutor to student. This is true even in the
more general sense of a tutor and student, where the tutor can be man or machine, and the student likewise.
In this work, we mean by agent a "computer system situated in some environment", "capable of autonomous
action", "in the sense that the system should be able to act without the direct intervention of humans", "and
should have control over its own actions and internal state" [13]. These agents' intelligence is expressed by
the fact that each agent "is capable of flexible autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives", and
that it is "responsive" (it perceives its environment), "proactive" (opportunistic, goal-directed), "social"
(able to interact) [13], and of an "anticipatory" nature (having a model of itself and the environment, and the
capability to pre -adapt itself according to these models) [9]. Next, the raw data stored for the two student
models, the GS and IS, is presented.
The GS : The GS contains the global student features: the common mistakes; favorite pages, lessons, texts, videos,
audios, grading of tests' difficulty (according to how many students do each test well or not); search patterns introduced,
subjects accessed afterwards: if many IS use the same order, than they are recorded in the GS.
The IS : The IS contains the personal student features: the last page accessed; grades for all tests taken, mistakes and
their frequency; if the student takes the test again and succeeds, his/her last grade is deleted, but his/her previous
mistakes are collected for future tests; the order of access of texts inside each lesson; order of access of lessons (this can
be guide to other students: "when another student was in your situation, he/she chose..."); frequency of accessing texts/
lessons/ videos/ audios, etc. - for guidance and current state check; search patterns introduced, subjects accessed

afterwards (to link patterns with new subjects that the system didn't link before).
The PA: The role of the personal agent is to manage the information gathered on the user, and to extract from this
information useful user guidance material. Each step taken by the user inside the environment is stored, and compared
with both what was proposed to the user, as well as with what the user was expected to do (from the PA' s point of view).

The differences between previous expectation and current state are exploited, in order to be used for new guidance
generation. Beside of analyzing the own user and extracting knowledge from the data on him/her, the PA is able to
request information from the GIA, about, for instance, what other users chose to do in a similar situation to the current
one of the PA' s own user. Furthermore, the PA can contact other PA' s with similar profiles (after a matchmaking process),
and obtain similar information as from the GIA, only with more specificity. The PA can decide to turn to another PA if
the information from the GIA is insufficient for a decision about the current support method. The PA decides, every time
a user enters the system, what material should be studied during that particular session, and generates a corresponding

list. Therefore, the course index is dynamic, not static. To this material, the PA will add or subtract, according to the
interaction with the user during the session. According to [16], the PA is therefore an interface agent ("a computer
program to provide assistance to a user dealing with a particular computer application" in this case, a learning
environment). However, the PA' s job description is a little wider than this, as can be seen also in the following.
The CIA: The global agent averages information from several users, to obtain a general student model. The deductions
of the global agent are bound to be non-specific. The GIA is necessary, because otherwise, the system will not profit

from the fact that different users interacted with the system, and each new interaction can smoothen the path for
following users. The GIA is to be referred before the PA starts looking for information from other PAs, process that can
be more time-consuming. Therefore, the role of the GIA is to offer to the PAs condensed information, in an easily
accessible, swiftly loadable form. From this description, it is clear that the GIA is subordinate to the PA (from the student
user' s point of view). The GIA cannot directly contact the student user unless the PA explicitly requests it. If the GIA
considers that its intervention is required, it still has to ask for permission from the PA. In this way, the generation of

confusing advice is avoided.
From the described interactions between agents and databases, and between the agents themselves, it is clear
that the agents of the system work in two ways. The first way is based on the embedded rule/knowledge
systems, which try to foresee, prevent and solve conflicting situations. The second way is as evolutionary,

learning objects, which can adaptively change their representation of the subject space, by creating and
deleting links and changing weights. A next step in the system' s agents design will be focused on adaptive
problem, quiz and test generation. In short, this design is made necessary by the fact that a student, after
failing to pass a test, has to be presented, after some more learning is done, with a new test, of similar
difficulty and contents. As it is difficult for the teachers to generate as many tests as would be necessary for
such repeated situations, this task is to be passed to the system' s agents. A very important task of each of the
agents is also to keep the consistency of the subject link database. The agents inform the teacher(s) if some
subjects form loops (determined by the priority connections set by the teacher(s)), if some subjects become
inaccessible; if a teacher is not available, they make corrections by themselves, and decide from the student
(s) feedback about the appropriateness of those changes.
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6 Conclusions
We have proposed in this paper an Evolutionary, Web-based, Academic English Teaching Environment,
called "MyEnglishTeacher". Moreover, we have described the rationale, the design and implementation and
the modules of our system: an authoring environment for the teacher user(s), which is generating the lessons,
and a learning environment for the student user(s). We have further on presented each of these modules in
more details. The learning environment is based on two intelligent agents, interacting with each other and
the student user, in order to guide the student through a new course for academic English, which is under
development in our laboratory. We have also explained in which sense our agents evolve and present
intelligence. Our agents build and modify student models with the help of a double graph: a non-weighted,
directional priority graph, and a weighted, non-directional, relatedness graph. In addition, we have explained
how, from the authoring system courseware design requirements, we enforce the generation of structured
content databases, to serve as a basis to the rule/knowledge bases, which will be used and added to by the
two agents. We believe that with our system we are addressing more than one current need: the need of an
English tutor for academics, which should also be easily accessible i.e., on-line , free, adaptive and userfriendly.
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The appropriate use of multimedia is becoming increasingly important in
computer teaching systems. Not only are students stimulated by being presented
with information in a variety of forms, but such an approach also more closely
resembles the real world where they have to assimilate what they see and hear,
abstracting out what is relevant. With the diversity and amount of multimedia
material that may be present in these systems, a powerful form of knowledge
representation is required to support navigation and knowledge retrieval. The
(human or computer) tutor may wish to refer to document segments, to recap
important points, provide feedback, give hints and so on. The student also may
wish to refer to items previously seen or heard. The Flexible Structured Coding
Language, FSCL, is a natural language-like, formalised description language
which allows the formulation of rich yet structured sentences. These sentences
are attached to segments of multimedia documents. FSCL. provides an easily
accessible approach for knowledge representation, precise and rich description
of complex contents, correct and complete retrieval within the descriptions, and
retrieval across data of different media types. FSCL can be extended to integrate

ontologies, inference of knowledge and freeform querying performed by the
learner.

Keywords: Multimedia, knowledge representation

1 Introduction
Computer-based educational systems have developed from standalone applications, using mainly text and
graphics, which focused on teaching a restricted set of subjects or skills. Today's multimedia systems are
often distributed across the web using a client-server approach and aim to integrate teaching material from
multiple subjects areas. These systems collect feedback on the progress of the learner and attempt to provide
material at the appropriate levels. An example of such a system is GENTLE [5].
Beside the technical challenges of managing such a system, a number of conceptual ones arise. One of these
is knowledge representation and the related issue of knowledge retrieval. One problem with supplying a
learner with a flexible learning environment is the need to provide a mechanism for locating appropriate

information. This is a non-trivial task considering the vast amount of diverse material stored and the
complexity of the concepts incorporated into the learning material. Another requirement is to give the
learner a mechanism for questioning the system. This can be for retrieving specific material or for asking
conceptual questions concerning the subject area.

To illustrate some of the requirements for a computer-based educational system, consider a small scenario.
Imagine a web-based teaching module on the use of machinery. This module could consist of a number of
multimedia documents: for example, a video showing an instructor demonstrating the use of the machinery,
a set of images displaying various technical features of the machinery or a set of text documents explaining
various procedures. These multimedia documents, annotated with appropriate knowledge representation

mechanisms and generic domain knowledge, have to be stored. Based on this information a range of
material could be retrieved: a segment of the video document showing the instructor demonstrating a
specific task; additional information from images or text documents relating exactly to this task; the status of
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the machinery at a specific position in the video inferred from the domain rules.

After a brief overview on current approaches to knowledge representation in computer-based educational
systems, we consider how the Flexible Structured Coding Language, FSCL [9,11], may be applied to this
problem. We will first describe FSCL in the form it is used in its original context of studies of human
behaviour and then discuss the advantages of using FSCL in computer-based educational systems. We then
suggest some modifications to FSCL to provide extended support for computer-based educational systems
and conclude the paper by summarising the contributions this natural language-like approach to knowledge
representation can give us.

2 Current approaches to knowledge representation
To access the appropriate information in a computer-based educational system, a knowledge representation
scheme is necessary. This provides a meta-level description of the contents of the educational system. In this
paper, we consider the format of this meta-level description, not its technical realization in a database or file
system. Before we describe some common approaches to meta-level description, we want to briefly discuss
why a meta-level description is necessary and why it is not possible to extract the information directly from
the learning material.

The retrieval of information from documents directly has limited scope both on a technical and on a
conceptual level. Technically, searching through text based documents is easy and allows for identification
of keywords, phrases or sentences. Achieving the same level of retrieval for video documents is much harder.
Techniques exist to automatically parse video documents to detect scene changes [8, 23] and objects [6, 17].
However, a number of problems still have to be overcome to provide sufficient access to video content [13].

Setting the technical difficulties in accessing video or audio documents aside, there are still conceptual

considerations which will demand some meta-level description of content. Retrieving appropriate
information from a collection of documents will, in many cases, require access to the semantics of these
documents. Searching through these documents on a keyword (or object) basis is unlikely to produce
satisfactory results [2]. The transition of factual ('she was smiling', a smiling face, a sunny picture) to
conceptual (happiness, pleasant atmosphere) information has to be made to access the semantics of a
document. This is not possible without some meta information or description of these documents.

A number of approaches are used to facilitate the access to the semantics of documents in preparation for
information retrieval. Ontologies provide a modelling scheme for a specific domain creating a shared
vocabulary for the description of contents [4]. Topic maps [22] create organising principles for information
by defining topics, the associations of topics and the occurrence of topics in documents. Conceptual graphs
[20,21] capture knowledge about a specific domain and make this knowledge accessible to deduction using
first order logic.

In the analysis of data in the social sciences, a description approach is common. Codes or, annotations, called
descriptions, are attached to specific locations of multimedia documents to assist retrieval. These can contain
any kind of factual or semantic descriptions of the documents' contents. Domain specific codes or freeform
textual annotations are common in analysis programs like The Observer [16], Nudist [18] or its successor,

NVivo [19]. All the approaches mentioned above have been proposed to overcome the technical and
conceptual difficulties of accessing the information contained in multimedia documents and to facilitate the
retrieval of appropriate information. In this paper, we propose the use of FSCL as a meta-level description
mechanism. In the next section we introduce the main features of FSCL. We follow this by a discussion of
its advantages for knowledge representation and retrieval, and indicate how FSCL can be combined with
ontologies and conceptual graphs.

3 Knowledge representation using FSCL
FSCL is a natural language-like description language. It aims to combine the expressiveness and flexibility

of natural language with the rigour of formalised approaches. The main components of FSCL are its
vocabulary, grammar and categories. The vocabulary can be freely defined by the author of the teaching
material. Any word can be used and the vocabulary can be extended at any point of time. Whereas the
vocabulary is likely to be defined for a specific domain, the grammar is generic. It is designed to formulate

'subject - verb - object' and 'concept - object' sentences and combinations of these elements, including
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conjunctions, prepositions, adjectives and adverbs. The role of the categories is to bridge the vocabulary and
the generic grammar. The grammar is defined on the categories. Each word of the vocabulary has to belong
to exactly one category. This construct allows for the structure of the description language to stay the same
across applications in different domains. The categories of FSCL have been defined in accordance with the
word classes of the English language. The categories are: Person/Thing, Activity, Concept, Conjunction,
Preposition and Descriptor (which combines the word classes adjective and adverb).

FSCL has been incorporated into an information system to support the analysis of multimedia documents,
called PAC [12]. Sentences formulated with FSCL can be, in a system like PAC, attached to a segment of a
multimedia document. The sentences, together with document identifiers and segment specifications are
stored in a database and later used for retrieval. Because the structure of the FSCL sentences is well known,
it is possible to access the semantics of the information stored. The retrieval of information from FSCL
descriptions is achieved using the Flexible Structured Query Language, FSQL [9].
FSQL provides three layers for querying: the first layer is based on the properties of FSCL and allows the
correct and complete retrieval of information from the description sentences; the second layer provides for
Boolean combinations within sets of description sentences; the third layer accesses the properties of the

multimedia document segments attached to the FSCL sentences and facilitates time and position
comparisons. More detailed information on FSCL and FSQL can be found in [9]. Specific information about
information retrieval across multiple media formats is given in [10].

4 Advantages of using FSCL
The most convenient and expressive language available to us is natural language. Yet looking at knowledge
retrieval with computer systems, natural language poses a range of well known and not yet fully solved
problems. The main problem lies in the vast amount of implicit knowledge necessary to see words in the
right context and to fully understand a sentence [21]. Various large scale projects are underway to attack
these problems, like WordNet [15], an ontology for natural language processing, and the Cyc system [14],

attempting to construct a 'complete' ontology of the world. Our approach is far less ambitious. We
acknowledge that using full natural language for knowledge representation and retrieval would be highly
desirable. Yet with the enormous difficulties associated with this approach we were looking for a much
simpler solution. FSCL provides us with a number of advantages:

We have a natural language-like notation. Any FSCL sentence can immediately be understood by a human

reader. The importance of this is confirmed in the discussion of the five principles of knowledge
representation by Davis et al [3].

We have a language and can deduce the structure of our sentences. We have therefore more power than
with the keyword approach commonly used in information retrieval, which suffers from low precision and
low recall [21].

We can build a powerful vocabulary by integrating the FSCL categories with ontologies.

Of special interest to computer-based educational systems is that we can link our form of knowledge
representation with multimedia documents.

FSCL has been successfully used to support the study of behaviour recorded in multimedia documents. It
has given analysts the possibility to create rich descriptions of behaviour and to analyse the descriptions in a
precise way [9]. We want to keep the main features of FSCL in formulating natural language-like, structured
and flexible sentences attached to multimedia documents. Further, we want to adapt FSCL for a more
general use in knowledge representation and retrieval. Our ideas in this direction are presented in the next
sections of this paper.

5 Proposed extensions
We want to indicate several areas of possible changes and extensions to FSCL: changes to its categories and
grammar forms; extensions to include ontologies; conversion of FSCL sentences to conceptual graphs to
facilitate inferencing; and the introduction of freeform querying.
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5.1 Changes to categories and grammar of FSCL
As described in section 3, the FSCL categories and grammar have been designed to formulate sentences of
the forms 'subject - verb - object' and 'concept - object' in the context of studies of behaviour. To simplify the

construction of the vocabulary, adjectives and adverbs have been combined in the FSCL category
'Descriptor' [9]. Adhering to the general FSCL principle of having a formal grammar on fixed, defined
categories we are currently investigating a number of changes to FSCL to adapt it to a more general use in
knowledge representation. The exact format of the changes has to be determined through applying FSCL in
a range of web-based educational systems. Our current thinking centres around the following topics:
We are investigating changes to the FSCL categories. Merging the categories Person/Thing and Concepts
to a more general category, Noun, would address the potential conflict between abstract and concrete
terms (see the discussion about the abstract term 'students' and the specific individuals in section 5.3). The
category 'Descriptor' could be split up into separate categories of 'Adjectives' and 'Adverbs'. The grammar
of FSCL had to change accordingly to accommodate the different roles of adjectives and adverbs within a
sentence. The advantage over the current approach in FSCL would be that with this change adverbs could
be positioned correctly as in natural language English sentences.

In natural language, words occur in different grammatical forms in different role's in a sentence ('the
instructor starts the motor'; 'the motor is started). The current FSCL has a strict separation between its

categories. While a word can be defined in its derivations in multiple categories (Activity: starts;
Descriptor: started), it is not possible to create a semantic link between the different word forms. We are

looking at introducing such a link together with a meta-level grammar to be able to detect semantic
equivalence between sentences with word derivatives in different parts of speech.

The grammar of FSCL could be extended to recognise a wider range of sentence structures. Clausal
variations like imperatives ('Start the motor!') or questions ('Is the motor running?') can be introduced.
Conditional sentences of the form 'if C then S' would support inference as outlined in more detail in the
following section. A wider range of sentence structures recognised correctly by FSCL would increase the
potential for knowledge retrieval and inference.

5.2 Extension to use ontologies
FSCL uses hierarchies to define the words of the vocabulary. These hierarchies are defined within the FSCL
categories. They are used to group related words and to allow for a retrieval of information on different
levels of granularity. These hierarchies, as they are currently used in FSCL, can be seen as simple forms of
ontologies. While a number of issues have to be addressed to base FSCL on more substantial ontologies,
none of these seems to pose a real problem.

Users of FSCL define the vocabulary they need for their particular domain. The experience, so far, as
reported in [9], show that users define their vocabulary as multiple hierarchies within each FSCL category.
These hierarchies could be joined under the FSCL category name to build one ontology within each FSCL
category.

An ontology typically moves from the abstract to the concrete, from concepts to instances. The vocabulary
in FSCL is organised in the same way. In a study on 'learning to read', e.g., individual students' names
were grouped under the term 'students', individual teachers' names under the term 'teachers' [9]. A term

like 'students' contains two components: it has an abstract component in describing a group of the
population in general with the property of 'attending school to learn; it has a concrete component in
grouping together specific, named individuals. In the current uses of FSCL this distinction has not caused
any problems.
Not all FSCL categories contain vocabulary which necessarily should be structured as ontologies. While it
can be of advantage to organise the vocabulary in the FSCL categories 'Conjunction' and 'Preposition' in

hierarchies these words will not build ontologies as they not define 'categories of the world'. Yet the
coexistence of ontologies and hierarchies in the vocabulary of FSCL should not create a difficulty.

5.3 Conceptual graphs and inference
FSCL is an easy to understand and effective scheme for an author to create their own vocabulary and use it

together with the grammar for describing the contents of a multimedia document such as a video. Currently,
knowledge retrieval is performed using the complementary query language FSQL. FSQL addresses the

grammatical structure of FSCL sentences, takes advantage of the hierarchy information built into the
vocabulary, and offers Boolean, time and sequence query options. However, there is no deductive feature in
this scheme which would allow us to be able to infer facts or relations that are not explicitly stated. For
example, given the statements:
If anyone starts the motor then the motor is running
The instructor starts the motor
which describes the situation in a training video then we may wish to be able to answer the question:
Is the motor running?
To be able to function at this level, we need the power of a first order logic system. Conceptual Graphs, CG,
[20] give us this power.
Our proposal is that the user should describe their domain in terms of FSCL. The statements in this language
can then be automatically translated into a CG format. This process is quite straight forward since FSCL is
unambiguous, allowing many of the problems of natural language translation to be circumvented.

When a query is made, or some information needs to be located within the document segment then an initial

attempt can be made to do this by using FSQL. If this fails then the deductive power of the CG
representation is invoked. Standard theorem proving techniques within CG would enable us to check the
veracity of a statement. As a bonus, we would get a step-by-step justification of the result proved, similar to
the explanation given in expert systems.

5.4 Freeform Querying
Based on a limited yet flexible vocabulary and on a limited grammar, as offered by FSCL and FSQL, a
query system can be developed which allows the user to pose questions to the educational system. As the
structure and the vocabulary of these questions is known, the educational system can 'understand' these
questions. Questions can be mapped against a repository of previously asked questions. If a semantically

equivalent question is stored, the corresponding answer is retrieved and presented to the user. If a
semantically close question is stored, this previously asked question can be used to facilitate the answering
of the new question. As questions and knowledge representation are constructed by the same underlying
mechanisms a mapping from question to knowledge representation is possible. This can be used to assist the
answering of questions based on the knowledge descriptions and to find the appropriate segments of the
multimedia teaching material.
The approach presented here does not attempt to answer any natural language question but a restricted set.
The vocabulary is restricted to allow the construction of meaningful questions in a particular domain. The

grammar is restricted to allow the construction and comparison of meaningful questions based on the
vocabulary. The grammar is generic as it is based on categories which are used to organise the vocabulary
across domains. The restriction of vocabulary and grammar distinguishes this approach from the AskJeeves
[1] search mechanism. The existence of a grammar distinguishes this approach from keyword based search
mechanisms as used in library systems or by interne search machines.
The general idea is to provide the user with specific answers to questions. These answers are retrieved from
a body of stored answers only if semantic equivalence can be guaranteed. If semantic closeness is detected
the relevant questions with their answers are given to a human operator who then decides on the suitability
of the match.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the need for a knowledge representation mechanism for computer-based
educational systems. We have first indicated a number of commonly used mechanisms and have then
discussed the Flexible Structured Coding Language, FSCL. We have suggested that FSCL provides an
effective mechanism for knowledge representation and subsequent knowledge retrieval, based on the nature
of FSCL as a natural language-like description language which allows for flexible, rich yet structured

description of learning concepts. As extensions to FSCL we have suggested the integration of more
substantial ontologies, the conversion of FSCL sentences into conceptual graph structures and the
introduction of freeform querying.
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Our mediabase system "ShareMedia" can facilitates collaborative learning,
especially, inductive knowledge acquisition. In ShareMedia, learners in a community
add, collaboratively, structured query to the electric data, which is to be registered in

the mediabase. Structured queries consist of query units. Pieces of electric data
express concrete knowledge or cases. Then they can navigate and retrieve pieces of
electric data express by use of the queries. In other words, they can compare and
examine the pieces of electric data and know their relationships. Consequently, they
can acquire knowledge inductively. However, it is difficult for them to select suitable
query units for a structured query. In this study, then we applied Latent Semantic
Indexing to the supporting method. In our method, pieces of electric data and query
units are represented as a vector space. The vectors are decomposed by Singular
Value Decomposition, and then new vectors will be created. The piece of electric
data that a learner wants to index is also processed with the same method. Then, the
new electric data vector is compared with the new query unit vectors, and suitable
query units will be selected. As a result of evaluation, our supporting method was
proved to perform well.

Keywords: indexing, navigation, collaboration, hypermedia, mediabase

1 Introduction
In the field of education, teachers and researchers are, recently, more concerned about collaboration. Because of
it, Many Computer systems are developed to support collaborative learning. For example, CSILE[1,2] facilitates
knowledge building in a community, Collaboratory NoteBook[3] supports scientific inquiry activities in high
school.

The mediabase system "ShareMedia[4,5]", which we are developing now, is such a system that supports learner's
activities of description and accumulation, sharing, searching, selection of knowledge. In detail, it can not only
promote the process of learner's browsing accumulated cases or knowledge and discovering their relationships,
but also train their skills to share and use such cases and information in a community. Though we now assume

that learners in high school geography class use ShareMedia, of course ShareMedia can be used in another
domain.

ShareMedia needs not to link between nodes explicitly, and requires only indexing retrieval indices to media
representations (see chapter 2). Then, ShareMedia enables learners to retrieve flexibly based on the semantics or

concept of data by use of retrieval indices. Through the functions mentioned above, ShareMedia facilitates
collaborative learning in a junior high school geography class to acquire generalized knowledge from individual
cases and knowledge inductively and to index semantic indices to them in order to enable such activities.
ShareMedia supports learning activities as follows:
1) In a small community (e.g. a classroom or a group), learners collect electric media as individual knowledge or
concrete cases and add indices express their concept to them. Then, learners store their shared mediabase with
the electric media.
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2) The learners browse the shared knowledge and compare pieces of the knowledge, which are extracted with
indices, many times. As a result of this activity, the learners can abstract the pieces of the concrete knowledge
and understand the relationships between them.
3) The learners discover inductively generalities or rules, which exist in the relationships, and deal with them as
hypothesis.

4) The learners apply deductively the hypothesis to pieces of individual knowledge and can acquire then as
generalized knowledge if their propriety is confirmed.

2 Mediabase system "ShareMedia"
The current version of ShareMedia (Fig.1) was developed on UNIX environment (Solaris CDE ver.l.3) with
JAVA Development Kit ver.1.1.7 and K-Prolog Compiler ver.4.0. ShareMedia consists of several components.
Above all, media representations, semantic frames, semantic indices and retrieval requests are important. Their
details are as follows:

2.1 Media representation
Media representations (Fig.l.a) are electric data of pieces of individual knowledge or concrete cases. They are
represent as texts, images, pictures, movies, sounds and so on. In this paper, however, only text form is dealt
with because of presumption of semantic frames with natural language processing. Learners index a semantic
index mentioned below to the block of a media representation and store the shared mediabase of ShareMedia
with the media representation. After storing, learners can chose media representations from the list of them. With
semantic indices, however, learners can navigate them more flexibly.

2.2 Semantic frame
Semantic frames (Fig. 1 .b) are used as query units and are primitive units of concept or semantics of media
representations. They have slots that express subject, object, means, moment and so on. For example, "utilize"
frame has "who", "what" and "to what" slots and "be factor" frame has "what" and "of what" slots. Learners
should decide their form by mutual agreement in order to use them effectively in learning activities and store
shared mediabase with them consistently.

2.3 Semantic Index
Semantic indices (Fig.l.c) are structured queries to express concept or semantics of media representations.
Learners select semantic frames that are suitable to a media representation, which the learners will store
mediabase with. Then, the learners combine them and link their relative slots. Like this, semantic indices are
created by combining semantic frames and are indexed to media representations. They are used when learners
retrieve or navigate media representations.

a) Media Reprpqentations
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2.4 Retrieval request
Retrieval request is used when learners retrieve or navigate media representations that are stored in shared
mediabase. A learner creates it in the same way as semantic indices. Then, the learner submit it to Share Media,
he will be presented media representations, which were indexed semantic indices that match the retrieval request.
Owing to semantic indices and retrieval requests, learners can retrieve and navigate semantically.

These components mentioned above can facilitate learner's activities to navigate pieces of knowledge
semantically, to understand their relationships inductively and to discover generalities, which exist in them,
deductively. However, it is difficult for learners to select suitable semantic frames for a semantic index or a
retrieval request.

3 Supporting learner's selection of semantic frames
In this study, we applied LSI[6] (Latent Semantic Indexing) to the supporting method for selecting semantic

frames. Because LSI is one of statistical method, similarity of documents can be presumed without any
dictionaries. In LSI, documents are dealt with a term by document matrix. Then, rows of it can be considered to

be term vectors and columns to be document vectors. In addition, these vectors are decomposed by SVD
(Singular Value Decomposition), as a result, terms and documents are abstracted.

In our method, media representations and semantic frames are represented as a vector space model. In training,

the vectors are decomposed by SVD, and then new vectors will be created. In presumption, The media
representation that a learner wants to index is also processed with the same method. Then, the new media
representation vector is compared with the new semantic frame, and suitable semantic frames will be selected.
Their details are as follows:

3.1 Training
Training needs a data set, which is a collection of combinations of paragraph and semantic frames. Here,
paragraph is a part of media representation and contains one or more blocks, which are indexed parts of the
media representation. And semantic frames are contained in the semantic indices, which were indexed to the
blocks. First, Paragraphs are done morphological analysis with Chasen, which is one of Japanese morphological
analysis tool. As a result, word lists of each paragraph are created.

Next, they are filtered in order to extract only the words, which have noun, verbal, and adjective morph. After
filtering, they are sorted by frequent descending order. Based on them, a sorted list of all words is generated. On
the other hand, based on the relation between the word lists and the semantic frames, sorted word lists of each
paragraph collection, which relate each semantic frame, are created.
Then, word by semantic frame matrix is computed from these two type lists. This matrix can be divided to word
vectors and semantic frame vectors. SVD decomposes them and creates new word vectors, new semantic frame
vectors and the diagonal matrix of singular values. These vectors and matrix are used in presumption.
In addition, latent relationships will be available in presumption, because this decomposition abstracts the words
and the semantic frames

3.2 Presumption
To presume the semantic frames that are suitable to a whole media representation or a block of it, the vector of
these text strings is processed with new word vectors and diagonal matrix, which are created in training. As a
result, new text vector is created. It is compared with each new semantic frame vector by computing cosine
between them. The more cosine value is large, the more the semantic frame that corresponds to the new semantic
frame vector is suitable to the text string. Then, a list of semantic frames, which are arranged by descending
order of cosine values, is made. This list will support learners to select semantic frames, which is suitable to a
media representation.

4 Experiment
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4.1 Training data set
We prepared 304 media representations, 318 semantic frames and 318 blocks, which were indexed semantic
indices by manual. A block, we call in here, is a part of a paragraph where semantic indices are indexed. A
media representation contains one or more paragraphs. A block might extend through several paragraphs.
Though media indices are indexed to blocks, we use paragraphs to training because of giving redundancy to the
presumption. Media representations and semantic frames used in here were extracted from the Japanese
geography area of Japanese junior high school geography textbooks. By making use of this data set, new word
vectors, new semantic frame vectors and diagonal matrix were computed.

4.2 Evaluation
We use 93 blocks, which are used in training and chosen at random, in order to evaluate the presumption of our
method. Each media indices, which were indexed to the blocks, have 3.63 semantic frames on the average. The
method presumed suitability of each one of 318 semantic frames to each one of 93 blocks by computing cosine
values

4.3 Result
We confirmed their propriety about top of 5, 10 and 15 semantic frames, which were arranged by descending
order of presumed suitability to each one of 93 blocks (see, Table 1). In Table 1, "Suitable to Blocks" indicates
the average number of frames which experimenter judged suitable to each block. In the same way, "Suitable to
Paragraphs" indicates the average number of frames to each paragraph. "Indexed by Manual" indicates the
average number of frames, which are indexed to each block by manual beforehand.

Top

Table 1. Average numbers of semantic frames which experimenter judged suitable.
Indexed by manual
Suitable to Paragraphs
Suitable to Blocks
recall
average
average
precision
average
precision

5

10
15

2.10
3.13
3.72

42.0%
31.3%
24.8%

2.78
4.39

55.6%
43.9%

5.32

35.5%

1.81

2.44
2.77

49.9%
67.2%
76.3%

4.4 Discussion
A glance at Table 1 will reveal that presumption of our method is good. For example, seeing top 10 row, the
precision within the range of blocks is 31.3%, the precision within the range of paragraphs is 43.9% and recall is
67.2%. Take it into consideration, our method can extract many of semantic frames which should be indexed. In
short, learners can easily extract many of necessary semantic frames by selecting from them, which our method
presented.

To illustrate the performance more precise, however, we need to make another experiment, because this
experiment used same data in both training and evaluation.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we described the process that ShareMedia supports learning activities, abstract of main components
of ShareMedia, our supporting method for learner's selection of semantic frames and it's performance. As a result
of the experiment, our method proved to perform well. To judge the performance of our method more strictly,
however, we need another experiment with data sets that differ in training and evaluation. And we will improve
our supporting method based on the result of it.
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With rapidly growing interest in the area of wireless communications in recent

years, the wireless resource allocation problem has received tremendous
attention. The demand has led to intensive research and studying efforts for
personal communication systems (PCS). Many related courses have been offered

and corresponding web-sites were developed. Unfortunately, most of the
web-sites contained only static and pre-defined PCS information. The utilization
of wireless resources is determined by many complex factors such as geography,
the distribution of mobile subscribers, and the communication congestion. It is
difficult to understand the characteristics of PCS by using only the conventional
education materials. This work designs, develops, and implements a web-based
PCS learning tool that meets the above criteria. The system provides the merits
of personality, transparency, efficiency, scalability, portability, and flexibility. It

offers simulation and data analysis so that the user can learn actively and
understand easily the advanced issues of PCS.

Keywords: Web-based learning, PCS, simulation, performance visualization

1 Introduction
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) programs based on Internet techniques, especially on the WWW,
provide new opportunities in various applications. Due to the reason that the growing popularity of the
World Wide Web, the characteristic of its portability, wide acceptance, and comprehensive availability can
help us to solve many problems related to conventional CAI systems, which lack portability and local
availability.

A PCS system is a wireless network that provides communication service with mobility to its subscribers.
With rapidly growing interest in the area of wireless communications in recent years, many related courses
(e.g., wireless communications, mobile computing, personal communication systems, etc.) have been offered
and corresponding web-sites were developed. However, most of the web-sites contain only static and
pre-defined information of PCS. Few web-based PCS learning tools have been developed to provide a
highly interactive facility for users.

The wireless resource allocation problem has received tremendous attention in the last few years and the
demand has led to intensive research and studying efforts for the related topics. Unfortunately, the utilization
of wireless resources is determined by many complex factors such as geography, the distribution of mobile
subscribers, and the communication congestion. It is difficult to understand the characteristics of PCS
systems by using only the conventional education materials. Simulators can be used to identify various
characteristics of PCS systems and to support decisions and understanding by giving the possibility of
experimenting with different scenarios [24].

However, the simulation of a PCS scenario is time consuming for large-scale PCS systems. Therefore,
scalability is an essential factor for the simulation of PCS systems. As well known, conventional sequential
simulation techniques can not adequately fulfill such simulation requirements, necessitating the development
of parallel simulation techniques capable of doing so. On the other hand, when very great amount of users
use the simulation system at the same time, the load of the server will be quite heavy so that the performance
decreases rapidly and the response time of a simulation experiment increases.
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It is essential that a learning system should be capable of providing the flexibility of usage profiles and
services for different users. Users can be classified according to the conditions of user's ability, frequency,
and so on. It is expected that each user may have an adaptive interface and configuration to fit his/her
requirement. Furthermore, in order to improve the performance of a simulation system, the technologies of
parallel processing and caching should be applied. The user may reuse previous simulated results without
doing a long-running simulation experiment again, thereby reducing the waste of computation resources of
application servers. It not only reduces the waste of the computation resource but also provides real-time
services for users.

In light of above discussions, we develop SimPCS, a web-based learning tool for PCS which integrates
simulation and computing in a multimedia learner environment with various enhanced functionalities. The
proposed system has the merits of personality, transparency, efficiency, scalability, portability, and flexibility.

The system can be used to help users to understand the concepts of PCS systems. By using the PCS
simulation and data analysis, the users can understand the advanced issues of PCS environments (e.g.
resource allocation, probability of blocking call, etc.).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the architecture of conventional CAI
systems and related technologies applied to our system. Section 3 describes the proposed system architecture.
The implementation of our system and a prototype are illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the usage
profiles and case studies. Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 6.

2 Related Work
In recent years, training environments based on computational simulation are being used much more
frequently and the importance of simulators is widely appreciated. They are used to support decisions and
understanding by giving the possibility of experimenting with different scenarios. For a training environment,
one thing that is commonly assumed is that the trainee has a reasonable amount of knowledge about the
subjacent model and is capable of analyzing and learning from the simulation results [4]. Form a user's
aspect, the tools must have characteristics of convenience, auto-analytic, assistant, resource sharing and so
on [10,18,20]. The rationale behind the use of multimedia in education is that some media transmit certain
kinds of information better than others. This makes it possible to give. media an extremely important role in
the context of education and learning [6]. The motivation for the use of simulation in an education is that it
supports an active learning approach and maximizes the learner control [18]. The degree of available learner
control defines the perceived level of interactivity of a course [19]. Learner control is seen as the control
over learning strategy, manipulation of learning content and description of content [14]. The claims are that

an active learning approach facilitates learning. Learners appear to be more engaged and have better
motivations. Simulation enables learners to make their own errors, try to find these out, explore these and
learn from these. Moreover, simulators are powerful in situations in which they otherwise would be difficult

or impossible to give training or education. It is realized that simulation needs to be embedded in an
instructional environment to fulfill an instructive role in a satisfactory manner [23].

In this way the content of a conventional CAI program, which is necessarily limited, can be strongly
expanded. Web-based CAI programs differ from conventional CAI software [8,12-13,17,21] significantly
and therefore require a specific consideration. It can be utilized on almost all of computer platforms. The
materials of CAI systems can be shared since WWW is based on the network technologies. The learners can
be free from restrictions of space or time. Conventional CAI programs can be stored on data media, installed,
and used on stand-alone computers [1]. By contrast, WBT (web-based training) programs are based on
Internet technology, in particular on WWW technologies. Generally, CAI programs can be subdivided into
three layers: presentation, teaching, and domain data and knowledge. These combinations generate different
types of architectures [6].

Many efforts have been made to improve the limitations of wireless communications [9,11]. In order to
increase the system capacity, many advanced channel allocation schemes were proposed [13,21]. Another
way to increase the system capacity is to split the cell into micro-cells. The micro-cell architecture is an
efficient way to increase the total available channels but additional infrastructures are needed [21]. Many
simulation languages and tools have been developed for the simulation of large-scale networks such as
cellular mobile systems. Parsec, a parallel simulation language, can be used to develop simulations for
complex systems and mobile wireless networks [16,22]. Other systems were developed that can simulate
large-scale cellular mobile systems [2]. They used discrete event scheme to model cellular mobile systems
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and proposed the synchronization schemes to avoid faults distributed computing environments. Lin [15]
proposed a PCS handoff simulator that supports arbitrary PCS cell structure and can be used to evaluate the
call blocking probability or forced termination probability.

3 System Architecture
In this section, we describe an overview of our system architecture and the functionality of each component.
illustrates the system architecture layout from three different viewpoints, the interaction type,
Figure
1

distributed teaching program, and system configuration. For the interaction type, the system provides
methods of presentation, browsing, and simulation. The user can interact with the system through various
interaction types. For the distributed teaching program, it describes the architecture of client-server and
layers for distributed teaching. For the system configuration, it describes the detailed modules of the system.
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3.1 Interaction Type
SimPCS provides three interaction types including browsing, simulation, and presentation. The details of
each interaction type are described as follows.
(1) BroWsing:

Here, the user can determine the contents and the consequences of the presentation by accessing the contents

through freely navigable hypertext. Internet users can browse the system through a Java-enabled GUI
(graphical user interface). In order to reduce the response time of simulation, the caching mechanism is

applied, which allows the user to quickly obtain the simulation results and without wasting the
computational resources of the application server. Moreover, it provides basic functions to support analysis
and display of performance information. The user can determine the contents and the consequences of the
presentation by accessing the contents through borrowing.
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(2) Simulation:

In the simulation system, the user can easily construct a PCS environment. Then, the user can assign the

parameters related to the PCS environment. Next, the parameters are embedded to our parallelized
simulation system. Finally, users can use visualization functions to analyze the characteristics and observe
the performance variation of different factors. In addition, the system provides various virtual objects to let
the user simulate a real environment. On the other hand, the techniques of parallel processing and caching
are applied to the system to improve the efficiency of the system.

(3) Presentation:
In this case, the system presents the information in a linear manner just like slide show. The system provides
static education materials such as slides, notes, simulation results, and other related information. The system
can also be used to support distance learning of PCS environments.

3.2 Distributed Teaching Program
The distributed teaching architecture offers the best performance and the least network traffic of all
web-based training architectures. The system we provide belongs to this architecture. On the client side, the
presentation layer constitutes the interface between the user and the teaching layer. It is responsible for the
presentation and management of usage profiles. It provides the flexibility of usage profiles and services for
different level of users. The teaching layer handles user activities (mouse actions, inputs and so on), and then
responses to the presentation layer. It is implemented in our system with JAVA programming language to

process user activities. On the server side, the teaching layer is responsible for the simulation of PCS
systems and processes queries. In order to improve the performance of simulation, the techniques of parallel
processing and caching are applied. In the domain data and knowledge layer, the simulation data is saved in

a database. It has considerable advantages: multi-stage queries to the data and knowledge layer can be
completely created and executed on the server.

3.3 System Configuration
The system configuration consists of many modules. On the client side, the user can use any Java enabled
browser. Internet users can communicate with the system through the GUI. The server side provides the
ability of the simulation. The PCS environment construction system is used to minic a PCS environment.
After constructing an environment, a map representing the environment is transferred to cell configurations.
The cell configurations are sent to the PCS simulator and the map is sent to the performance data analyzer.
The PCS simulator is used to simulate the behaviors of mobile hosts on the constructed PCS environment.
After the simulation, the results are sent to the performance data analyzer/display. Then, the system analyzes
the performance data and visually displays it on the map. The database server stores cell information and
simulation results obtained from the application server.
The client side is java-based interface. It can enable the users access the system through a WWW browser.

The client side consists of a PCS environment constructor and a performance data analyzer. The PCS
environment constructor consists of a PCS environment editing module and a map-to-data transformer
module. Their features are listed as follows:
(1)

PCS Environment Editor: the PCS environment construction system is an iconic editor. It provides
many iconic objects to represent different things such as a station, highway, or city. With these
objects, the user can set up different parameters to change the cell configuration. For instance, the
user can set up a station or a city in a cell and the system will automatically change the parameters of
the cell such as the number of MHs and call arrival rate. This mechanism makes the simulator more
practical.

(2)

Map-to-Data Transformer: the transformer is used to transfer the map (constructed by PCS
environment construction system) to readable parameters for the simulator.

On the server side, the simulation system consists of three components: a Web server, a database server and

an application server. The Web server is in charge of communication with the client and manages the
application server. The database server stores cell information and simulation results obtained from the
application server. Because the database server provides a caching mechanism, the user may replay the
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simulation results without wasting the execution resource of the application server. Therefore, simulation is
more efficient. The application server is responsible for the execution of the PCS simulator. The application
server can be a distributed computing environment (i.e. a network of workstations or a supercomputer). The
PCS simulator on the application server can simulate large cellular mobile systems more efficiently with
these powerful platforms.

The PCS simulator is used to simulate the behaviors of MHs on a specific PCS environment. The basic
behavior of a base station (BS) is to provide channel allocation service and communication service for
mobile hosts (MHs) within its service range (cell). The BS chooses a channel to serve when a MH needs a
communication. If no channel is available, either a channel is borrowed from neighboring cells or call
blocking occurs. For details, we refer readers to [5].

The client side and the server side can be used independently or together. This will facilitate other PCS
simulators to embed to our system. Users can use the PCS environment constructor to construct a simulation
environment. Then, they can use performance analysis/visualization tools to analyze results.

4 Implementation and Prototype
In this section, the classification of the system modules is discussed. SimPCS can be used to help instructors

to create motivating lectures and allow the students to do experiments so they can understand relative
wireless information in depth. Users may compose and simulate a PCS environment using various modules.
Figure 2 illustrates the hierarchical relation of these modules.
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(1) Interface module, is the front-end object for SimPCS. It offers the basic functionality required for an
interactive program. Its main types of the widgets used to make a control are the pull-down menus and
panels, which have the basic file operations and customization at this level. Figure 3 is a snapshot of our
system. This layer is the root of all modules of our system. It consists of the environment editor, the
information modules, and the static teaching module.

Fig. 3 A snapshot of the system

(2) Environment editor module: provides the establishment of a virtual environment. It enables the user to
compose and establish complex conditions with virtual objects (e.g., house, river and road), to import
and edit a map and save an established map.
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(3) Visual display module: is an advanced feature of the system. It provides many iconic objects such as a

station, highway, or city. With these objects, users can construct a mimic PCS environment. It enables
users to simulate a PCS environment. Within the environment, the user can set up different parameters
to change the cell configuration.

(4) Cell construction module: is responsible for establishing the cells in a selected area of the map. The

user can directly select the cells on the map with the mouse. The module can create cells after
constructing the environment. Figure 4 shows an example of cell distribution. The module also provides
a mechanism of recombination. It uses the performance visualization grains to advance the visualization
capability [4]. The technique facilitates to reorganize the performance visualization grains and support

various presentations. The system can merge/split the performance visualization grains for specific
geographical areas or cells.

Fig. 4 Cell establishment

(5) Configuration module: offers the function of configuration of the objects. It allows users to set and
configure the properties and limitations of the objects. The user can set call holding time and residence
time of each mobile host. Figure 5 shows the dialog of configuration.

Fig. 5 Configuration

(6) Computer-assisted simulation module: as suggested by the name, provides the simulation of practiced

conditions. It provides the user with methods to generate parameters of practiced conditions and
transmit the queries and parameters form the user interface on front-end to the simulator which applies
parallel/distributed computing techniques on the server. It also allows the user to choose several
processors in order to run the programs simultaneously. The users can explore their behaviors after
simulation.

(7) Information module: offers the information of simulation results, which consists of multi-display
module and analysis module.

(8) Multi-display module: offers advanced presentation forms. It not only displays the static information
(e.g. cells, channel, blocked call and so on) but also provides different presentation forms according to
different configurations. Currently, two presentation modes are available to the users, color and numeric.
In the color-oriented mode, the simulation results can be expressed by different colors. For instance,
high blocking probability can be expressed by red color and low blocking probability can be expressed
by green color. With this mode, the user can easily identify the area with high blocking probability. On
the other hand, the numeric-oriented mode offers users the capability to see the details of each cell.
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(9) Performance analysis module: provides the basic functions of performance analysis. SimPCS provides

statistical analysis functions for the performance data. The main objective is to allow support the users
in their efforts to understand the results and behaviors of simulation. The users can analyze the different

results and behaviors of simulation according to different factors (e.g. new call blocking, forced
termination). Figure 6 illustrates the different types of analysis of simulation results with histograms and
pizza graphs.

Fig. 6 Different types of analysis

(10)Static teaching module: is used to present static education materials. The information of PCS is
presented in some manners just like slide show, notes, and simulation results.

After this brief description above, we can refer to the fact that actual prototype of SimPCS has been
implemented with Java programming language in an object-oriented development environment.

5 Usage Profiles and Case Studies
This section gives different scenarios of using SimPCS for different users and discusses the services for
them. Figure 3 depicts a snapshot of SimPCS for novice users. First, a novice user can select different
parameter values such as number of rings(cells), number of channels in a BS, number of MHs in a cell, and
the average call arrival rate of MHs. After the novice user selects the parameters, SimPCS accesses the
pre-simulated (caching technique) data from the database system and presents the probabilities of new call
blocking and forced termination, using the predefined PCS system model. The user can then use the
visualization function to refine the presentation of the performance data. Figure 3 illustrates the snapshot of
the system with statistical analysis.

The simulation system provides flexibility that means the simulator should provide different services for
different users. The proposed performance visualization system classified target users into three groups:
novice or first-time users, knowledgeable users, and expert frequent users. Each group will have a different
usage jurisdiction. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between users and operations.

True novice or first-time users know little of PCS systems nor do they
want to understand the concept of PCS systems. These users will use a menu to select items to play with

(1) Novice or First-Time Users

(i.e. ring of cells, number of channel, number of MHs in a cell, and call arrival rate). By choosing
different the menu item and seeing the quick feedback on the screen, they will be exposed to an
overview of PCS systems. The results have been stored in the caching mechanism on the database
server, thereby, reducing system response time.

(2) Knowledgeable Users Knowledgeable users understand concepts within PCS systems such as new
call blocking, forced termination, call arrival rate, and so on. The proposed system allows
knowledgeable users to execute the PCS simulation with their own parameters. These users tune the
allocation of the resource by changing predefined parameters and observe the performance difference
between their options.

Expert "power" users are experts with the PCS systems and will develop and
implement a PCS system to verify their research. The expert users will construct a PCS environment to
mimic the real environment for evaluating performance. Since our prototype provide the capability to
construct and mimic PCS environments, users can embed their simulation protocols into our system and
use the analysis/ visualization tools to analyze the performance data.

(3) Expert Frequent Users
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6 Conclusions
This work designs, develops, and implements SimPCS, a web-based PCS training and learning tool, to
provide users a more flexible learning environment and give users full user-control capabilities. SimPCS can
be easily used through a web browser to achieve the goal of cooperative testing and learning. It can simulate
to thousands of cells. SimPCS has the merits of personality, transparency,
large-scale PCS systems
efficiency, scalability, portability, and flexibility. SimPCS provides many user-directed features. It not only
simplifies the complexity of programs but also supplies convenience for the users. Furthermore, the system
provides the user with several editing components of the visualization system and many iconic objects to
design the simulated environment by clicking the mouse directly. Although related investigations

extensively perform simulation studies, relatively few web-based, large-scale PCS learning tools are
developed as these models are rather time consuming. SimPCS uses the distributed teaching architecture,
which offers the best performance and the least network traffic of all architectures. In addition, parallel
processing and caching mechanisms are applied to improve simulation efficiency on server-side and offer a
real or accelerated-time simulation.
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This paper presents findings from a research project that examined students'
thinking during mass lectures that utilized interactive multimedia (IMM). The
data were obtained from six second year Thai medical students via

stimulated-recall interviews. The reported thinking (or mediating) processes
engaged in by the students during the mass lectures that related to the academic
content of the physiology subject are detailed and discussed. We identified 18
different types of thinking skills including generating, anticipating/predicting,
linking, metacognition, analyzing, and categorizing. These ranged from a high
usage frequency (generating) to a low usage frequency (categorizing). Being
able to understand such student thinking may result in more effective use of
IMM in mass lectures. The data are also compared with studies that provided
students' reported thinking processes when studying with the WWW, IMM, and

text-based material. The significant differences in the mediating processes
between using IMM in computer-assisted mass lectures, where the students did
not directly interact with the IMM, and hands-on use of IMM, the WWW, and
text-based material are discussed.

Keywords: Thinking skills, Computer-assisted mass lecture, IMM, medical
education, Thai medical students

1 Introduction
There is increasing use of IMM in mass lectures in universities for teaching and learning. Yet IMM
supported lectures do not guarantee better content learning or higher-order thinking than do traditional
instruction methods. There is much research and literature concerning instructional design, the
characteristics of IMM, and learning: for instance, the use of educational technology [1] and the effects of
colors [2], animations [3], and interactivity [4]. Research has neglected how students engaged with the new
technology in lectures. The research by Nowaczyk, Santos, and Patton [5] examined student perceptions of
various characteristics of multimedia such as color transparencies, video, and PowerPoint in tutorials and
mass lectures. However, they did not investigate students' thinking processes about the academic content.
The research by Faraday and Sutcliffe [6] examined visual attention and comprehension of multimedia
presentations. Research by Putt, Henderson, and Patching [7] and Henderson, Putt, Ainge, and Coombs [8]

examined learners' mediating process about the academic content of IMM and WWW courseware,
respectively. However, these did not focus on an IMM mass lecture context.

Studies report that IMM can be effective in encouraging higher order thinking skills when learners work
with IMM individually or, better still, in pairs or small groups [9, 10, 11]. However, in a mass lecture, the
IMM is controlled by the lecturer. Learners play a passive-receiver role. Are they focused on the content?
What sort of thinking about the content do they engage in?

Heeding current literature in the field [1, 12, 13], the study does not aim to ascertain whether learningwith
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IMM supported lectures produces better learning or test outcomes than traditional lectures. Rather, it utilizes
qualitative methodologies to ascertain the students' thinking skills as they learned in the authentic context of
a lecture theatre. Thus the study sought to:

(a) identify and categorize the thoughts concerning the content of the IMM supported lectures that were
reported by the students;

(b) compare the mediating processes reported in the computer-assisted mass lecture study with those
reported in research which identified the reported mediating processes that occurred in three studies
where students had hands-on use of IMM software, WWW courseware, and text-based materials
respectively; and
(c) with respect to (b), evaluate our hypothesis that the type of interaction with the learning materials would
be a significant factor, that is, the lack of direct manipulation of the learning materials would result in
lower percentage frequencies of reported mediating processes (our study) compared with those reported
in the other studies that had direct hands-on interaction.

2 Methodology
Much existing research data regarding the efficacy of computer mediated environments is anchored in the
process-product paradigm. The paradigm is based on the assumption that instructional stimuli give rise to
learning outcomes. Recognition of the simplistic nature of this general cause-effect paradigm when applied

in education, led to the adoption of the mediating process paradigm that focuses on student thought
processes that mediate, or come between, instructional stimuli (the IMM supported lecture) and learning
outcomes [14]. Mediating processes can be viewed as the fine-grained elements of cognition through which,
and by which, learning outcomes are realized. Thus, learning outcomes are the function of the mediating
processes activated by instructional tasks and other learning activities. Salomon [11] describes the contrast
between analytic research that is focused on isolating effective instructional treatments and systemic
research focused on understanding how instructional treatments work in practice. This study embraced
systemic research focussing on the sorts of thinking that tertiary students engaged in during IMM supported
lectures.

It is a qualitative study utilising stimulated recall interviews to ascertain students' thinking in authentic
contexts. Learning is related to the quality and quantity of thinking undertaken by learners [15]. To
categorize and tabulate students thinking skills, a process-tracing methodology is utilized. It involves
appropriate self-reporting techniques through using a video to stimulate recall of cognitive processes
engaged in during a learning/study session. The stimulated recall interview technique follows strict
guidelines [14]. Triggered by such things as the students' non-verbal actions or what is appearing on the
computer screen, non-leading questions are asked, such as: "You seemed to frown; can you tell me what you
were thinking?" and, in order to confirm that the reported thought occurred during the learning session and
not while being interviewed, "Did you think that then or just now?" Both the interviewer and students can
stop the video when they believe something is significant and, for the student, when the video triggers a
thought that he/she had had during the initial study session. This method has been used in different settings
with different mediums and with individuals, pairs, and small groups [7, 8, 16, 17, 18].

2.1 Context, Participants and Data collection
The research context and methodology capitalize on authenticity [11]. The students' thinking processes were
obtained in realistic, ecologically-valid situations as the data were collected from students working in their
regular environment. Thus for the current study, the research was conducted with a physiology class in a

mass lecture theatre, Faculty of Medicine Siriraj hospital, Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand. The
lecturer used A.D.A.M., The interactive physiology-muscular system [19] in the one hour lectures. Two
lecture sessions were video recorded. Six students volunteered to participate in the stimulated-recall
interviews. There were four males and two females with ages ranging from 17 to 19 years. They were in the
third semester of a six year Medical degree. The six participants self selected into 3 pairs, 2 male pairs and 1
female pair. Working in pairs was the favored study practice of these Thai medical students. The first male
pair was interviewed after the first lecture session; the others after the second lecture session. The content of
both lectures was the same topic and used the same IMM. All six participants attended both lectures.

The interviews were conducted with one pair at a time. The interviewer and each pair of participants
together viewed a videotape of the lecture and a synchronized computer screen showing the A.D.A.M. IMM

software that was used in the lecture. The video picture included the lecturer's verbal and non-verbal
behaviors and the content of the computer-assisted lecture. The computer screen showed the A.D.A.M. IMM
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software content which appeared on the videotape. Both videotape and computer screen facilitated the
participant's recall and verbalization of their thinking during the lecture. The three stimulated recall
interviews, one hour duration for each interview, were conducted immediately after the lecture sessions and
were audio taped for later transcription and analysis.

3 Results
From the interview transcripts of the students' stimulated recall interviews, their thinking skills were
identified, categorized, and then analyzed. Both authors together identified the thoughts from the first
transcript. The others, they did individually. Then the data from each researcher were compared and
discussed. Consensus was achieved when disagreement occurred. The data that were considered invalid,
such as student's thinking that did not occur during the study session, the reports of students' activities that
were not related to their thinking, and answers where the interviewer had led the student, were identified and
discarded. Only students' thinking that occurred during the study session were identified as useable data.

The students' thinking data reported by participants were classified according to the mediating processes
identified by Henderson, et al. [8]. The 18 mediating processes identified in our study are listed in Table 1
which provides a definition for each thinking skill and a clarifying example of each from the data.
Type
Affect

Analyzing
Anticipation

Applying

Categorization
Comparison

Confirmation
Deduction

Deliberation
Diagnosis

Evaluation

Generating
Imaging
Linking

Metacognition
Recall

Reflection

Description
Mental activity in which a student -

Example

"He [the lecturer] clicked A. I was glad. My answer
was correct."
"I've learned that content. There were some new
Reduce, breaks down whole (e.g., problem, task)
parts adding toit. The rest was old."
into parts
" He [the lecturer] was talking about timing. So, I
predicts or states expectations that problem,
thought ahead that it must higher. And when
question, or textual feature will be encountered;
wonders about: the possibility of an event, relevance stimulated, a bit slower - it would be lower."
of material, content
"When I saw the clearer image, I thought they
Considers the use of an idea, tactic in a different
should use this technique in the textbook because it
context.
can't use animation."
"I thought I already noted this as asynchronous."
Sorts items, ideas, skills into different groups
"From the graph shown on screen, I thought it
identifies similarities, differences between two
would appear in another way."
statements, concepts, models, situations, ideas,
theories, points-of-view, etc.
"When he [the lecturer] clicked, I just thought that
judges that ideas in text support one's own beliefs,
one is correct."
practices, tactics
"I felt the image doesn't look real because the
reasoning process by which a specific conclusion
vesicle [4small bags within a larger bag] has just 4
necessarily follows from a set of general premises
bags and the water filled this space."
engages in "thinking" about a topic, prose segment, "I was thinking about the question."
etc. (type of thinking not disclosed)
"I thought it made me understand better by
identifies strengths and weaknesses in idea,
cropping and enlarging the picture. So I can see it
strategies, points-of-view
clearly"
makes judgments about the value, worthwhileness of "I thought the topic shown at the top was good. It
told me what I was going to leam."
textual materials, activities, in-text questions, own
position or point-of-view
formulates one's own questions, examples, ideas, or "What does the handle look like? Stimulate by
hands! Do we use hands to do that?"
problems; interpolating; going beyond the data
creates a mental image of an idea in text in order to "I thought about the real muscle and how it should
look if I cut it"
gain a fuller understanding
"I thought about the frog's leg in the laboratory."
associates or brings together two or more ideas,
topics, experiences, tasks
"I couldn't see the shrink in the first animation. I
thinks about, reflects on, evaluates or directs own
thought I need to focus more on the next one"
thinking
brings back into working memory an idea, opinion, "This picture, I thought I learned it before."
fact stored in long-term memory
"When this graph was shown, I thought the latent
general indication of careful consideration or
period is narrow. At first, I thought it would be wide
thought over past action and response; tries to
and red like the previous one."
establish the reason or causal link between the
action and its response
reports feelings aroused by content during study
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Strategy
Planning

"When I saw these, I would open the textbook. I did
not wait. I would note the additional information in
the textbook."

plans ways of processing or handling content
material during study or learning sessions

Table I: Mediating Processes Identified in the Present Study

Note: Descriptions are adapted from Marland, et al. [14] and Henderson, et

al. [8]; examples are from the

current study.

The frequencies for each type of mediating process were tallied (Table 2). The data in Table 2 indicate the
frequency of the 18 identified mediating processes. The data shows the different frequency of mediating
processes between three pairs and the variation in the frequency of occurrence of mediating processes. These
ranged from

Categories of
classification

Mediating Process
(i.e., thinking skills)

Frequency
(1s1 male

Frequency
Frequency
(female pair) (2"d male pair)

Total

Percentage
( %)

pair)
Content

3
Generating
Anticipating/Predicting
1
2
Linking
11
Metacognition
Evaluating
6
Strategy Planning
0
Recalling
8
3
Affective
Confirming
0
Deliberating
Diagnosing
6
Imaging
0
Reflecting
0
Comparing
1
Applying
Deducing
1
1
Analyzing
Categorizing
0
Total thoughts
45
Mean number of mediating processes per pair
from 3 pairs
1

1

19
10
14
7
7
6

11

33

20

31

11

27
24
20

6
7
10

16

14.5
13.7
11.9
10.6
8.8

7.0
6.6
6.2
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.0
3.0

2

4
9

4

5

2
1

6
2

0

7

6

0

14
9
9
9
7
7

3

1

4

1.4

1

0
1

2
2

0

1

0.9
0.9
0.4
0.4

3

0
0
0
85

15

1

97
76

1

227
100
based on responses

Table 2: Frequency of Mediating Processes Related to Academic Content.

14.5% for "generation" to 0.4% for "analyzing" and "categorizing". A total of 227 mediating processes were
identified from the transcripts. The mean number of reported mediating processes per pair was 76. The first
male pair who were interviewed after the first lecture reported 45 mediating processes. The other male and
the female pair who were interviewed after the second lecture reported 97 and 85 mediating processes,
respectively. Familiarity with content and presentation probably influenced the higher number of thinking
processes during the second lecture.
Mediating
processes
Generating
Anticipating/Predict.
Linking
Metacognition
Evaluating
Strategy Planning
Recalling
Affective
Confirming
Deliberating

This study:
IMM in mass lectures (%)
very high (14.5)
very high (13.7)
very high (11.9)
very high (10.6)
high
(8.8)
(7.0)
high
high
(6.6)
high
(6.2)
low
(3.9)
low
(3.9)

Study by Henderson, et al.. (1997):
IMM study (%)
WWW study (%)
high
(8.4)
very high (10.1)
(7.8)
very low (1.4)
high
very high (11.4)
very high (11.5)
high
(9.4)
very high (19.8)
very high (26.5)
very high (18.0)
high
(7.7)
very low (1.8)
very low (1.0)
high
(6.6)
very high (14.4)
high
(9.4)
low
(4.5)
Very low (1.8)
very low (1.8)
very low (2.8)

Text-base study (%)
(3.6)
Low
high
(5.9)
very high (10.4)
very high (12.4)
very high (18.6)
very high (16.8)
low
(4.1)
high
(7.8)
very low (2.8)
(0.0)
none

Diagnosing
Imaging
Reflecting
Comparing
Applying
Deducing
Analyzing

Categorizin g

(3.9)
(3.0)
(3.0)
very low (1.4)
low
low
low

very low (0.9)
very low (0.9)
very low (0.4)
very low (0.4)

none
very low
none
low
none
none

(0.0)
(0.6)
(0.0)
(4.8)
(0.0)
(0.0)

very low (2.9)
(0.0)
none

low
very low
very low
very low
none
very low
none
very low

(3.1)
(2.4)
(0.003)
(2.1)
(0.0)
(1.4)
(0.0)
(1.0)

low
none
none
very low
none
none
very low
very low

(0.26)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(1.5)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(1.1)
(0.005)

Table 3:Comparative students' mediating processes frequency between this study and the study by
Henderson, et al. [8]

The data in Table 3 show the variation in the frequency of occurrence of mediating processes in our study
and that by Henderson, et al. [8] which reports data from three different studies. In these three studies, the
tertiary education students had hands-on control of the IMM software, the WWW courseware, and the
text-based materials. (Our research was not aimed at arguing that one type of learning material [the IMM in
mass lectures, the hands-on IMM study, the WWW study, or the text-based study] was better educationally.
Our intention with the comparison frequency of thinking processes was that, if the quality and quantity of
reported thinking skills was comparable with those reported in the other three studies, and if hands-on
interactivity did not appear to be a crucial factor, then lecturers would feel a level of confidence in using
IMM in mass lecture.)

Based on four level divisions used in the Marland, et al. [14], Putt, et al. [7], and Henderson, et al. [8]
studies, the frequency of occurrence is divided into very high, high, low, and very low in order. In all studies,
the 3% and 10% cut-off figures were arbitrarily chosen, whereas 5.5% (100/18), the cut-off for the "high"
category, was the average percentage frequency across all 18 categories.

In Table 3, the categories of generating, anticipating/predicting, linking, and metacognition have the highest
frequency (f510) in this study. According to the study by Henderson, et al. [8], linking was rated very high
in learning with the WWW, IMM, and text-based materials as well. However, while anticipating/predicting

rated as very high in this study, it rated as low in the WWW study and high in the IMM and text-based
studies. Evaluating was reported often in all four studies. It was rated as high in this study and very high in
the other three studies. Interestingly, strategy planning was very low (f<3) in the IMM study, but it rated as
high in this study and the WWW study and very high in the text-based study. Recalling rated as high in only
the two studies that used IMM. Comparison of the results show that ten mediating processes (confirming,
deliberating, diagnosing, imaging, reflecting, comparing, applying, deducing, analyzing, and categorizing)
occurred in the low to very low frequencies in all four studies.

4 Discussion
The following discussion focuses on the comparison of mediating processes that were reported by students
during their learning sessions. In the computer-assisted mass lectures, the A.D.A.M. IMM software was used

as a teaching-learning tool. It played a major role in the lectures. However, the students were not in a
position that allowed interaction with the IMM. They were a group of passive-receivers who possibly
consumed the content provided by the lecturer via the IMM features. Therefore, the data obtained in our
study concerns the reported mediating processes of students who learned with IMM without direct hands-on
interaction. The comparison data between our study and that reported by Henderson, et al. [8] reveals factors

that influenced students' mediating processes while learning with different mediums. Moreover, it also
revealed the differences in the quantity and quality of the reported thinking skills when students had direct
hands-on interaction versus receiver interaction.

The top frequency percentages for the four studies are 26.5% (WWW), 19.8% (IMM), 18.6% (text-based),
and 14.5% (our study). The data reveal a higher percentage frequency of the most reported thinking skills in
the studies where students had hands-on interaction control. If we add the percentages of all mediating
processes in the "very high" category for all four studies then the differences are 63.6% (IMM), 58.2%
(text-based), 50.7% (our study), and 48.1% (WWW). Nevertheless, even though the students in the hands-on
WWW study had the fewest reported mediating processes in the very high frequency range, there was only
a small percentage difference (2.6%) between it and our study. In terms of these criteria, the data generally
tends to support our hypothesis. The students in the hands-on IMM study obviously reported more mediating
processes than those in the IMM computer-assisted mass lectures. However, when the number of mediating
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processes per person in all four studies is averaged, the results are 38 per person for our study, 16 per person
for the IMM study, 36 per person for the WWW study, and 28 per person for the text-based study. The low
hands-on IMM number was affected by having learner groups of more than two students; beside two groups

of two students there was one of three and one of four students in the stimulated recall interviews [20].
Nevertheless the highest number was in our study where students did not have hands-on control. Moreover
students in our study reported more types (18) of mediating processes during learning. Students in the

WWW, IMM, and text-based studies reported 16, 14, and 13 different types of mediating processes
respectively. The students in the WWW study did not report applying and analyzing. The students in the
IMM study did not report reflecting, applying, deducing, and categorizing. Those in the text-based study did
not report deliberating, imaging, reflecting, applying, and deducing (Table 3). Breadth, that is, the number
and type of different mediating processes are relevant to engaging meaningfully with the content as is the
number per individual. Thus hands-on control does not seem to be the crucial factor here. The following
discussion examines these issues concerning our hypothesis by singling out various mediating processes for
analysis and reveals that our hypothesis is tenuous.

The top four mediating processes in our study were generating, anticipating/predicting, linking, and
metacognition in descending order. "Generating" encompasses one or more of the following: (a) formulation
of one's own questions, examples, ideas, opinions, problems, and answers; (b) interpolation by adding new

knowledge through the elaboration of existing knowledge within a given framework; and/or (c)
extrapolation which adds new knowledge by extending an existing framework and going beyond the data.
The reason for the very high percentage for generating is because of the cause-effect relationship between
their thoughts and the animation features of A.D.A.M., which led the students to focus on the content [21].
Generating has a very high frequency (14.5 %) in our study, a high frequency (8.4%) in the IMM study, a
very high frequency (10.1%) in the WWW study, and a low frequency (3.6%) in the text-based study.

Therefore, direct hands-on interaction might have caused the lower frequencies of generating in the
hands-on study. Students in the three studies reported by Henderson, et al. [8] might have engaged in the
jobs they needed to do to control the IMM and the WWW materials and underline or take verbatim notes
from the text materials. Thus resulting in less focus on the content. Students in the computer-assisted mass
lectures just followed the lecturer's presentation, which may have allowed them to allocate more time to
focus on the content.

"Anticipating/predicting" includes predicting, looking forward to, speculating about, and expecting the
likelihood of encountering problems, types of content, and features of the medium. Anticipating/Predicting
is the second highest ranked mediating process having a very high frequency in our study. It had a high
frequency in the other IMM study. A possible explanation for this finding is that the lecturer was the only
person who controlled the A.D.A.M. IMM software, thus the students anticipated and predicted what the
lecturer decided to present and what would emerge in the A.D.A.M. presentation. Students in the IMM study
had direct interactive hands-on control of the IMM. Therefore, it is possible that they automatically clicked
the mouse to move to the next page, clicked for the answer to embedded questions, and clicked to control
the animation without allowing time for anticipation or prediction. The very low score (1.4%) for the WWW
study appears to be an anomaly. Perhaps the content, particularly the instructional design of the content, did
not promote these thinking skills. Or perhaps the students used the hypermedia functions of the WWW and
engaged in thoughts such as "I will click on this link" rather than wondered what content ideas would be
presented embedded in that link. In our study, students in the computer-assisted lectures had to wait for
lecturer interaction. Thus, during waiting, they had more time to anticipate or predict the coming content.

"Linking" had a very high frequency in all four studies. It is defined as the process of associating, or
bringing together in the mind, two or more ideas, topics, contexts, personal experiences, words, and so forth.

From this finding, linking occurred easily when text, picture, graphic, or animation that illustrated the
concept prompted recall of an associated item in the student's memory. Therefore, it is not surprising that
linking occurred very often in all studies because they contain those elements that influenced students to
consider how the information related to their experiences. This also shows that, in comparison with our
study, direct hands-on interaction did not influence the linking processes.

Mediating processes classified as "metacognition" are those in which students reported awareness of,
reflecting on, evaluating, or directing their own thinking. This definition reflects a widely accepted view of
metacognition as referring to students' knowledge about, and control over, their cognitive processes. The
findings show that metacognition had the fourth highest frequency of mediating processes in this study. The
students were able to engage with the content and thinking about their own thinking as it related to the
content, and were less inclined to be sidetracked by the features of IMM, the lecturer, and
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student-idiosyncratic factors [21]. Metacognition had very high and high frequencies in the four studies (see

Table 3). In three studies the percentage frequencies were similar: our study (10.6%), the WWW study
(9.4%), and the text-based study (12.4%). However, there was a significant gap between these and that for
the hands-on IMM study (19.8%). A factor that possibly made the gap is that the hands-on IMM study
contained embedded questions that forced students to interact in order to receive feedback and to be able to
move to the next section. In our study, the A.D.A.M. software also offers the same feature, but the students
did not have hands-on control. The text-based study also provided embedded questions, but did not provide
feedback and also did not "force " the students to answer those questions. The WWW study did not provide

embedded questions. This comparison shows that the different pedagogical instructional design in
conjunction with the hands-on control is a crucial factor that influenced metacognition. Nevertheless, it is
still significant that students engaged in metacognition, which is a type of thinking that is considered to be
one of the highest types of cognitive processes [22].

"Evaluating" is defined as the mental process in which a judgement is made about the value or worth of
some aspect of the content of the instructional material. Evaluating had a high frequency (8.8%) in this study.
The percentage of reported evaluative thoughts about content is very high in the other three studies (18.0%,
26.5%, and 18.6%). The gap between our study and the other three studies is significant. The students in the
other three studies used the learning tools by themselves. Thus, it would seem that hands-on experiences and,

hence, control over their own pacing and navigated sequencing with the learning tools produced more
evaluative thoughts. In computer-assisted lectures, the students may not have had enough time to evaluate
the content as well as generate new ideas, link to their past experiences, or metacognise. Perhaps, the
students in our study rationalized that if the lecturer had purposely selected out this particular IMM
A.D.A.M. material then it was important. In the hands-on studies, the students had to make the evaluative
decision as to what content was worthwhile or relevant to their individual goals.

"Strategy planning" refers to thought processes in which students plan ways of processing or handling
instructional material or activities during study or learning sessions. There is a dramatic gap between the
frequency percentage for IMM study (1.8%) and the other three: our study (7.0%), the WWW study (7.7%),
the text-based study (16.8%). The students in our computer-assisted mass lecture study had to follow the
lecturer's presentation. One could therefore assume that the frequency rate would be "very low"; but why
then the very low score for the IMM study? There appear to'be three explanatory factors. The first factor

suggests, as is the case with lectures in general, in our study students planned how to deal with the
information and process the content through note-taking, drawing graphs, and deciding whether to annotate
the textbook or attempt to draw or describe the animations that they cannot control. The second factor is that
the students in the IMM study when interacting with IMM, did not appear to spend time thinking about how
they would process the material but instead just followed the linear sequence programmed as the "default"
choice [8]. The third factor is that, in comparison with the IMM study, in which assessment was not a
factor, the students in the computer-assisted mass lectures, the text-based, and the WWW studies knew that
the content was assessable. This might have influenced the students' strategy planning.
"Recalling" is defined as bringing back into working memory ideas, opinions, and facts previously stored in
long-term memory. It has a high frequency (6.6%) in both studies that used IMM while it was rated very low
(1.0%) in the WWW and low (4.1%) in the text-based studies. The gap between the studies that used IMM
and those that did not use IMM is substantial. It is possible that the features of the IMM products, such as
animation and enforced embedded questions, encouraged students to recall their previous knowledge and
experiences during learning.
It is interesting that confirming, deliberating, diagnosing, imaging, reflecting, comparing, applying,

deducing, analyzing, and categorizing were rated as low or very low (see Table 3) in all four studies. The
type of interaction (hands-on or receiver), the mediums and their features did not seem to influence these
types of mediating processes. This implies that factors that should be considered are the content and whether
its instructional design prompted these types of thinking skills.

5 Conclusion
It has been argued that IMM is more useful as a learning tool when used individually or with others rather

than in mass lectures where students could be seen as merely passive receivers. Our study shows that
hands-on interaction does not appear to be such a crucial variable. Indeed in our study, the quantity, quality
and range in type of mediating processes were greater than, or comparable to, the other studies. Therefore,
the authors argue that IMM can be used as a cognitive tool in mass lectures to enhance various thinking
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shills. This study draws the attention of instructional designers and lecturers to the existence, types, and
relative frequencies of mediating processes in which students engage with while learning with
computer-assisted mass lectures. They were not passive receivers but active receivers. Our study highlights

the need for instructional designers to plan educational materials that will activate desired mediating
processes as part of student learning in computer-assisted mass lectures.
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1 Educational Media: Yet Another Digital Divide
Instructors can use many media. Traditional teachers lecture while outlining on a black board; they assign
readings from texts and printed handouts. Technological teachers lecture (or direct activities) while showing
Power Point slides; they assign readings of web pages.
Instructors can use many media. Which do they in fact use? Which do students prefer?

We polled 200 students at three Japanese colleges. We asked students how often they saw, how well they
liked, and how well they learnt from nine educational media. Responses were similar for all students across
different colleges, different grades, and different majors. This graph summarizes their unified opinion.
The
Lecture

+ Black Board

left

side shows how frequently

students saw each media. Common were
traditional media (lecture, black board,
text, and handout). Modern media were
rare.

+ Slides

Video

The upper bars on the right show how
well students liked each media. The

Text

modern, rarely used were well liked. The
lower bars show how well students

Handout
I

I

0

Web Page

thought they learnt from each media.
Students claimed that well-liked media
also taught the best.

Comic

In interviews, teachers claim they have no
time to prepare multimedia slides and
Game
0
web pages, no time to learn Power Point.
Students want multimedia; teachers don' t
prepare it. A digital divide separates a generation of computers from a generation of chalk.

How can we span this divide? These teachers brightened at the idea of a teaching assistant who would
prepare these multimedia teaching materials, but only if the assistant could work from existing materials
without supervision. They wanted a completely automatic teaching
typically typed course outlines
assistant.
So we created one.

2 The Automated Teaching Assistant

The Automated Teaching Assistant (ATA) converts course outlines to multimedia teaching materials.

To use the ATA, instructors first prepare course outlines. They can use their favorite text editor or word
processor, on any type of computer. Instructors then drag their saved file over the ATA program icon. The
ATA reads the course outline and constructs a folder filled with teaching materials:
syllabus (in the form of a class web page) [5]
instructor' s notes (teaching plans)
student' s handouts (outlines of each meeting)
instructor' s task list (things to do, to prepare this class, sorted by date due)
graphical slides visualizing each point in the outline [3, 4]
web-based quizzes, tests, assignments, polls, class evaluations, and peer evaluations [1, 2]

The sketch below shows how a class outline is translated to teaching materials. Black arrows show the flow
of information; gray arrows show hypertext links:

Instructor's
Lecture
Notes
Word

Task List
Class Outline
Web Page
Goals
Learn programming.
Gain new perspective on natural languages
by processing them in the computer.

Slides

Method
Each meeting has a short lecture, then
actual computer programming.
Software: Windows NT, Netscape 4,
PowerPoint 97, Logo.

Handouts

Schedule
9.26. Introduction. List processing.
10.3. Generating text: poems and stories.

Web Page

Quizzes

Text

Student's

All these materials are automatically uploaded to the class' s web server. Then students can view the
materials from anywhere in the world. Instructors can travel to any classroom in the world with a working
web browser, and give their lectures. There are no papers or floppy discs to carry, no worries about hardware
and software compatibility, no need to install software, no fear that needed software will be missing.
The ATA is completely automatic: it has no commands or options. Teachers submit their outlines; seconds
later the materials are all available on the interne. This automation contrasts sharply with the common
manual production of multimedia materials.

If instructors were to create these teaching materials without the ATA, they would need to purchase and then
study expensive and complex multimedia software, such as PowerPoint and Dream Weaver. In addition, they
would have to learn at least some design theory, for they would need to learn how to make attractive and
comprehensible slides, handouts, and web pages. (Although some instructors might find this an interesting

diversion, others may resent it as time stolen from their research and content preparation.) Then, before

every class, instructors must manually convert their lecture plans into slides and web pages. In our
experience, this takes an average of four tedious hours to prepare each meeting. Most instructors, in fact, are
unwilling or unable to spend this much time preparing lectures. So students are disappointed.

But if these instructors would use the ATA, it will cost them only seconds, but will greatly increase their
student's satisfaction. The ATA is more efficient because it factors the style (layout and design) out of the
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substance (logic and content) of teaching materials. Instructors need concern themselves only with the

creation of the abstract content of their classes; They can delegate the tedious physical layout and
distribution to the ATA.

Using the ATA, we prepare lectures in an average of 40 minutes. The ATA allows us to prepare in only 17%
of the time it speeds preparation five times.
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Nowadays, a large amount of digital images are being stored worldwide in
Internet. As an educational means, images stored in Internet have a big potential.
Teachers can show the students pictures or images instead of actual things. The
Internet is so rapidly expanding and becomes so complicated that the ways to
retrieve images effectively from Internet database are now.getting more difficult.
In this paper we consider an image database about netadata type. We place a

special emphasis on keyword itself in the metadata, and show the criteria of

keyword, not the framework of them. Good keywords are needed in the
database so that the retriever can get what he/she really wants. First we survey
the necessity of metadata: especially keyword for image database. Next we

consider and present the criteria for consistent and appropriate keywords,
distinguishing subjective keywords from objective ones. And we examine and
assess them. Furthermore we append a new item, importance, to our criteria.

Keywords. Image Retrieval, Metadata, Criteria

1 Introduction
Over the years large amounts of computer-aided images are being stored in Internet owing to widely
available digital recording devices, such as digital cameras, scanners, and economical large size storage. For
the effective management of those digital images, an image album or an image filing system has the subject

of study and it has remarkably developed. And the Internet is so rapidly expanding and becomes so
complicated that the effective retrieval methods of images from database becomes more and more important.

As an educational means, image presentation is very important. Because teachers cannot usually bring actual

thing into classrooms, they show students the pictures or images instead. Or when the students use the
Internet by themselves the images surely help them to learn fast and effectively.

There are 3 kinds of image database: feature type, sensitiveness type, and metadata type. Feature type (cited
as [ I ] and [2]) is based on the colors or shapes of object in the images. When the retriever puts in color or

shape, the system starts searching directly the database with color histograms or shape. In the case of
sensitiveness type (cited as [3] and [4]), the retriever puts in sensitive words and the system exchanges them
for color information and searches the database. In the case of metadata type (cited as [5]), each image in the
database is already given metadata, which explains its characteristics by texts or digits, and the retriever
searches the database using the metadata.
Our concern in this paper is of metadata type. Of this type, first, database creators define the structure or the
framework of metadata. Second, database administrators attach metadata to images according to it in the
database. Third, a retriever specifies texts as a key to the database. Finally the database system searches
images using the metadata which is given by administrator and also using the texts which are keyed in by the
retriever. Examples of metadata are keywords, texts, classification items and so on.
The metadata of image database system metadata needs consistency and appropriateness. If it often happens
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that some of metadata are irregular or incomplete, the retriever cannot find images which he/she really wants.
Especially of commercial systems, the reputation of the database is determined by the quality of metadata.

We place special emphasis on keywords in the metadata because they are the basic component of metadata.
In Section 2 the necessity of metadata, especially keyword of image database, is discussed. In Section 3 the
criteria of consistent and appropriate keywords is considered. In Section 4 the criterion, which we discussed
in Section 3, is examined. In Section 5 our conclusion is presented and the future work is discussed.

By the way, we are not concerned here the structure or the framework of metadata. It needs another
consideration. In ISO, the structure of metadata for multimedia contents description, MPEG-7 [6], is now
being standardized. MPEG-7 will provide the distribution and utilization of multimedia contents with
content-based retrieval. The application will be distance learning, a stream database, a personal TV, and so
on. MPEG-7 will become International Standard at September 2001.

2 Metadata and Keyword
Good metadata is needed in the database so that the retriever can get what he/she really wants. In storing
database with images, we give texts, especially words as metadata to them. These words can be defined as
keywords. They are given to images and used when a retriever searches the database. Database system
searches images based on keywords which he/she specifies.
Therefore when incompatible keywords are given to images in the database, a retriever cannot get images
which he/she really wants, even if he/she puts in any compatible keywords. In next Section we show the
criteria of good keyword, which discussed and experienced before in [7].

3 The criteria of keyword
We shall discuss the criteria of keyword in detail.
Giving appropriate keywords
A retriever depends only on keywords. Therefore the images need to be given beforehand the keywords

which represent them precisely. For example, we should distinguish "people" from "doll" because he/she
may really want the image of a doll, not of people. Or it depends on the retrievers of the database which is
appropriate "car" or "BMW'. The database administrator should expect how the retriever uses keywords
when he/she gives keywords to the image.
As many keywords as possible
An image has a lot of views. For an example, in Figure

; some people takes it for the figure of pond,
some of others for monument. Obviously only a single keyword is not adequate to describe its whole
concept.
Therefore, a number of keywords should be given to an image so that it can precisely correspond to the
keywords. The retriever can more easily obtain the images which he/she really wants.
Distinguish subjective keywords from objective
We can define a lot of keywords for one image. They may be divided into two types. One is objective; the
other is subjective. In figure ; objective keywords are, for example, "pond", and "monument". Whereas
"summer" and "shine" are subjective factors, because they are viewer' s impressions of this image. They are
subjective keywords. The former is more general than the latter.

You might think that you need only objective keywords. However, a retriever's needs are generally divided

into two types: subjective and objective. In Figure ; he/she wants a summer picture. "Summer" is a
subjective word. If the database does not have subjective keyword, he/she cannot find such an image. He/she
must hit objective keywords instead of "summer". Accordingly there are subjective needs in so many cases

that subjective keywords are to be needed. For this reason, both subjective and objective keywords are
needed in an image database.

And subjective keywords are to be distinguished from objective ones. Here is an example. A retriever wants
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an image of "sea atmo sphere". In a database, one image represents the impression of sea, that is, "beach".
The other image represents the sea itself. When he/she specifies a keyword "sea", the database system
searches an image with keyword "sea". It hits two images: the sea itself and the beach. However, what
he/she really wants is the sea image, not a beach one. So that a subjective keyword should be given a
subjective marker in the database, to distinguish it from objective one. The retriever finds the image more
easily and precisely by putting in the keywords with a subjective marker. Such is the criteria of keyword.

4 Examination and Assessment of the criteria
We examined above mentioned criteria to assess the effectiveness.

We arranged seven persons (5 males and 2 females; all adults). First of all, we showed them our criteria
discussed in Section 3 as a book-style. We call it "keyword book'. Next, we show them 20 images, one per
one paper. The contents of them are sight, animals, texture and so on. We included pictures of various image
types. We scanned, digitized and printed pictures by a color laser printer. Then we let them give keywords to
these images. They gave keywords to the images referring the keyword book as many as they liked. We did
not limit the number of keywords for each image.

Finally we let 3 specialists give keywords to same images separately. And we compared the former
keywords (by 7 persons) with the latter keywords (by 3 specialists) so that we might assess the contents of
both keywords. In the following section we discuss about the result of this examination.

4.1 Number of keywords and the appropriateness
The result of our experiment are presented in Table Total number of keywords is 416 for 20 images. In
average there are about 21 keywords for an image. The relationship of keywords and object in each image is
roughly as many. The specialists added total 103 keywords to those given 7 persons.
It is the tendency that specialists give keywords to the small objects in each image. Especially there are a lot
of objective keywords, which are given to images that has many objects. 7 persons and 3 specialists gave the
7 persons gave only 5 keywords: while 3 specialists did 29.
But to Figure
same keywords to Figure
And the keywords by 7 persons are different from the ones by 3 specialists.

The keyword is for retrieval. We need not say that keywords should be given to as many as possible to
improve the preciseness simply because the objects in the image are very small. Generally the more
keywords the image is given, the easilier it can be searched out. But, on the contrary, from the point of
appropriateness, we claim that the images should be added the information regarding the objects in it; for
example, how large it is, or what impression a person has when he/she looks at it. This is to help the retriever
to obtain the image which he/she really wants. The database should have such information. However, there
is no information about them in our criteria.

It follows that an index is needed to show the importance of keywords or square measure of objects in the
image: for example, the keyword "monument" and importance "3", or monument has one-fifth (of the
image).

To the images that cannot be dis tinguished by the object such as texture and patterns, the keywords of 7

7 persons gave
persons vary widely compared with ones by specialists. For example, in Figure
"red", "water-drop" and "discomfort". The object in it is so hard to define that they are difficult to give
keywords to this texture and pattern. In educational situation, this is a serious matter because students are not
generally able to hit such keywords to retrieve them. In short, we point out that metadata type is of limited
use when images are given in pattern or texture style. So that it seems reasonable to say that feature type
retrieve is better for them than metadata type.

4.2 subjective/objective keywords
; subjective keywords are 81, 21 % of total keywords. And the specialists gave 7 subjective
keywords, which is 10 % of 7 persons' keywords. On the other hand, the specialists gave 96 objective
In Table

keywords.
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Regarding subjective keywords, there is little difference between 3 specialists' and 7 persons' . On the
contrary, regarding objective keywords, 3 specialists' are different from 7 persons' . In addition to this, 7
persons' keywords are lacking of uniformity. There are only a small number of common subjective keyword
that both 3 specialists and 7 persons.

Therefore it follows that there are limited words that express the character of images subjectively. The
number of subjective keywords using these limited words is so small. On the other hand, regarding the
objective keywords, 7 persons mostly attached them to even the objects which occupy the main part of the
image, while 3 specialists gave them to even the small objects. We may say that that caused the increase of
their keywords.
Total

Objective

Subjective

Seven Persons

313

74

239

Three Specialists

103

7

96

416

81

335

Total

Table Number of Keywords

4.3 Discussion about our criteria
As mentioned above, we must modify our criteria because they will be to include the importance of each
keyword.

Appropriateness The database administrator should expect how the retriever uses keywords when he/she
attaches keywords to the image. As mentioned above, he/she distinguishes or identify "car" with "BMW". If
the database is for general use, both general noun "car" and proper noun "BMW" are also given.
Number of keywords tt needs the number of object that the image has and at least one subjective keyword
which express the characteristics of image.

Importance it newly is appended our criteria. Importance: 3 is that the object is very large in the image or
that it express the characteristics or the main theme of the image. Importance 1 is that the object is as small
in the image as people try to find. The other object or character in the image is importance 2. For example,
; keyword: keyboard, importance: 1; keyword: PC importance: 2 and in Figure ;keyword: cat,
in Figure
importance:3.

Subjectiveness/objectiveness objective keywords should be given for all object in the image and subjective

ones are given to at least one word for the impression by the image. Each keyword is appended
subjective/objective marker or one s coded to numerically.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered and the criteria of metadata, especially keywords for image database and image
retrieval. We emphasized importance of consistency and appropriateness. We examined the criteria by
experimenting 10 testers and verified them. And we added a new measures, "Importance" to our criteria
When a lot of persons give keywords to images, such criteria are indispensable. In our future study, we will
concerned and define the structure or the framework of metadata. Furthermore, We will integrate metadata
type and feature type for pattern or texture.

In the future, we hope that multimedia retrieval with metadata will be much easier for all people. So the
teachers will be able to utilize more accurate images in education, and the students will be able to easily
retrieve images from Internet.
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In recent years, the use of the Internet for school projects has become popular,
even in the primary level. One of the difficulties in the use of the Internet is the
arrangement and integration of Web materials to meet the learner's goals. This
paper presents a tool that will help meet this challenge. It will also describe

how the tool was developed and what are the results of its evaluation. The
features of this tool are the following: 1) learner can easily gather Web pages
as thumbnail of a screen image; 2) learner can make a list of thumbnails; 3)
thumbnails can be sorted, with comments added; 4) arranged thumbnails can
be displayed by HTML. Further, the learner can make a presentation using
thumbnails. The authors later conducted an experiment to verify the
effectiveness of this tool in arranging Web pages. The developed thumbnail
tool and the browser's bookmark tool were compared. The results showed that
our developed tool was more effective than the bookmark tool, especially in
following areas: (1) more recognizable contents of Web pages (2) easier
operation, and (3) more user-friendly for students.

Keyword: WWW, Exploring Projects, Screen Image, Thumbnail,
Bookmark

1 Introduction
In recent years, the use of the Internet for school projects has become popular, even in the primary level. In
Japan, Ministry of Education will implement the integration of technology in K-12 starting 2002. Thus,

students will need to have the skills needed when using the Internet for various school subjects. For
project-based learning using the Internet, the popular tool for surfing and gathering online data will be the
search engine. It enables the easy gathering of various online data. But not all online data is reliable and
accurate. Also, if not updated, the data or information in web pages can become obsolete. So learners need
a tool that will help collect, select, organize and integrate the web pages that meet their learning needs.

Currently, the tool that is available to learners is the bookmark tool. It enables users to save Web pages
with its title. It also makes it easy to access the web site's URL. But the bookmark tool leaves much to be
desired in terms of the organization and integration of online data. Because data gathering using search
engines is a vast task, there is an immediate need for easy browsing. The bookmark tool is a tree-structured
file system, which is not quite adequate for quick and easy browsing. Moreover, it is hard for learners to
appreciate the significance of Web pages when they appear only as text names when bookmarked.

In addition to doing research projects, learners also engage in making presentations of their projects using
the Internet. To help learners in this activity, the authors proposed a tool that will provide students an easy
way of making a file for their presentation. So, the authors developed and evaluated a learning support
system which will enable learners to arrange and integrate Web more effectively.
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2 Conceptual Framework for Tool Development
To reduce the load on making our choice information , the following 2-part approach was taken:
(1) The centralized of system approach. In advance searches, the tool will automatically narrow down the
search to the closest level possible (filtering approach). This means the goal is an intelligent tool that
can select information and improve the precision of narrowing down the search.

(2) The centralized of human approach. By adding available information as hint, in order to reduce
extraneous information. This a support to the select available information.
The overall goal of this 2-part approach is to enable an easy narrowing down of a search.

When gathering web pages for a school project using the Internet, the tool that was developed by the
authors enables the capturing of web pages and viewing them as thumbnail images. The authors believe
that thumbnail images are more effective in providing visual cues of the content of Web pages. And, by
displaying thumbnails, learners can arrange Web pages holistically, that is, they can visualize the whole
composition. The authors made the hypothesis that more visual information as that provided by thumbnail
images will be more effective when arranging Web pages for a project or presentation.

For presentations, the popular tool is Microsoft PowerPoint. Compared to OHP presentations, the use of
motion pictures and animation makes a presentation more dynamic. But for children who are beginning
computer users, the use of such tools may not be easy or may require more technology resources than what
is available. But, by converting web pages directly to a HTML coding for presentation, the learning curve
will be lower. So the authors proposed to add the function of being able to integrate selected web pages
into a HTML coding for presentation in the development of their new tool.

3 The development of the new tool
3.1 Overview of the new tool
The developed new tool enables users to arrange Web pages using thumbnail images (Figurel). The
functions of the developed tool are: listing thumbnails, sorting, and scrolling. The added function of a
memo or comment line is to enable the users to add new information or data. The developed tool will then
automatically generate the HTML coding for presentations. Through the use of HTML, learner can easily
make a presentation (Figure4). Figure2 shows the system configuration. The procedure for the use of the
developed tool is as follows:
1) Learner displays Web pages or self-produced HTML pages using Web browser.
2) Screen image of Web pages and page title are saved to a database.
3) Lists of thumbnail from the database are displayed. Learner arranges web pages on the display, and
add own comments to thumbnail.
4) Finally, using the arranged materials, learner makes a simple presentation
Web pages

Summary

Page

I

Self -Produe.
HTML

-

Addj
Learner

Browser

El

Make The HTML f
The Display and Arrange ofresentation
Sumnall

DB

Figurel: A page showing the list of thumbnail images 1
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Figure2: System Configuration

3.2 The type of display Web page
In displaying the collected Web pages, the following 3 modes were used,
[1] Converting to thumbnail screen images
[2] Manipulating the original Web pages
[3] Making a presentation
The following sections explain further these 3 types.

3.2.1 Converting to thumbnail screen images
When selecting Web pages to put together, the user clicks a button to add a Web page. The web page is
then converted to a thumbnail screen image (Figure3). Thumbnail screen images are Bitmap file made of
large volume of data, so this Bitmap file is converted to a JPEG file. After that, the thumbnail is saved to
the database.

3.2.2 Manipulating the original Web pages
By double clicking the thumbnail screen image, the learner can access the original Web page. It is just
conceivable that learner will want to arrange the thumbnail web pages, and at the same time, have access to
the original web pages. Figure3 shows how the original web page and the lists of thumbnails are displayed
at once. To change the display size, the learners can move from side to side, the display size control button
located at the center of the display.

Figure3: A page showing the list of thumbnail 2

3.2.3 Making a presentation
Figure4 is the display of HTML for presentation. Arranged thumbnails are displayed in a sorted order.
Learners can make a presentation using the display. Each Web page is composed of a link to the thumbnail,
a link to the URL, and an area for comments or memo. The purpose here is to provide a function that will
enable the easy arranging and integrating of Web pages for a presentation.

f iC,7441.7ip

-al

4+.41

Figure4: The display of HTML for presentation
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4 Evaluation of the tool
4.1 Purpose
The object of this evaluation is to verify the usability of the tool developed by the authors. Particularly, it
will study the thumbnail screen images' usability for arranging Web pages. The subjects are the tool group
using the developed tool and the bookmark group using only the regular bookmark tool. The groups were
given the task to arrange Web pages about a specific theme. To collect data, the following were done:
(1) conduct a questionnaire survey. Subjects evaluated the operationality of the tool and were asked to
give written comments of their experience of using the tool.
(2) In terms of arranging web pages, users compared the tool with the bookmark tool, and the analyses of
the following data items were done.
1.
work time
2.
total number of times a URL is accessed
3. number of times a URL is re-accessed (the same Web page is accessed more than 2 times)
4. number of times thumbnails are sorted
5. number of times thumbnails are deleted

4.2 Method
The subjects arranged Web pages based on a theme using the developed tool and the bookmark tool.
Thirty (30) Web pages were prepared in advance by the experimenter. To get a history of how they
operated the tools (history of operation), a video record of how the subjects used the tool was made from a
TV converter to a VHS video tape. After the experiment, the subjects answered the questionnaire. The
experiment had the following stages
1.
The use of the developed tool and the bookmark tool was explained to the subjects;.
2. The content of the task (theme of project) was explained to the subjects
Theme A: the sights of Tokyo that you want to introduce to friends
Theme B: the sights of Osaka that you want to introduce to friends
3. To eliminate order of effect, the subjects were divided into 4 groups (Table 1).

1Group

2Group

3Group
4Group

Former

Latter

Theme A
Using the tool
Theme B
Using the tool
Theme A
Using bookmark
Theme B
Using bookmark

Theme B
Using bookmark
Theme A
Using bookmark
Theme B
Using the tool
U
Theme A
Using the tool
U

Tablel: Subject groupings in the experiment

4.3 Results
To compared the developed tool and bookmark tool, questionnaire data was analyzed for significance using
the t-test The results are given in Table2.

Average Result
Thumbnail screen image is more recognizable
The lists of thumbnail are more recognizable
Useful for arranging web pages
Recognizes the contents of a web page
Useful for school projects that use the Internet
Useful for making a presentation
t-test (two-tail test) the average(max5)
*p<.05,**p<.01
Table2: The results of the questionnaire
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4.17**
4.17**
3.83*
4.33**
4.67**
4.42**

T-test results show that web page titles with thumbnails are more recognizable than text-only web page
title. And as to browsability, the lists of thumbnail are more recognizable than the tree structure of the
bookmark tool. Inquiry as to "useful for arrangement" was significant at the 0.05 level. But as to the ability
of operation in the questionnaire, couldn't get level of significance. Because the interface of sorting the
thumbnails will not be enough to good for learner.

In the analyses of the history of operation (reference 4.4 (2)), the record shows that the thumbnail screen
image is useful to learner when arranging web pages. The results are indicated in Figure6-10. From the
results, the following items were verified:

* For shorter work time, the developed tool is comparatively more efficient than the bookmark tool
(Figure6).
* By using the thumbnail screen image, the learner is able to better recognize the contents of the web page
( Figure7,8).
* Lerner is comparatively able to estimate whether to use web pages or not (Figure10).
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Figure6: Comparing the average of work time

Figure8: Comparing the average number of times
of re-accessing URL
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Figure10: Comparing the average number of times of deleting thumbnails
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4.4 Analysis
The results of the evaluation procedures show that
1)

based on the questionnaire, there were good results as to the functionality of the thumbnail screen
images. And from the subjects' comments, "the lists of thumbnail is useful", "helps better recognize
contents of the web page", and "the arrangement of web pages using the tool is convenient and
useful".

2)

based on the results of history of operation, work time, in terms of the number of times of accessing
and re-accessing the URL and the number of times of deleting thumbnails, got good results in the
given level of significance.

In terms of browsability, providing the user with a list of thumbnail is more useful than the bookmark tool.
Accordingly, for arranging web pages, the list of thumbnail was better for integrating the collected data and

for reviewing them. For arranging web pages, the results of the history of operation show that the
developed tool is more useful than the bookmark tool.

5 Conclusions
In this research, a tool for learning to support the arrangement and integration of web pages was developed
and evaluated. The results of the study can be summarized as follows:
Development of the learning supporting tool
1.
This research addressed the problem of selecting information for research projects using the Internet
[1.Introduction], and examined how to resolve the problem by developing a tool that is both effective
and user-friendly. The research also considered the interface of the tool and provided a conceptual
framework [2.Conceptual Framework for Tool Development] in its development.
2. The evaluation of subjects about ease of operation and usefulness of the tool
In the experiment phase of the paper [4.The evaluation of tool], a questionnaire was used to measure
the as to ease of operation and usefulness of the tool., and got good results.
3. Verifying the efficiency of the tool for manipulating web pages
When it comes to accessing and re-accessing URLs, the tool was more useful than the bookmark tool.
For arranging web pages, the availability of a list of thumbnail images made it easier to integrate the
selected web pages and to review them.

5.1 Future Studies
For future studies, the following are recommended:
1) Modification of the tool and adding more functions
2) A detailed analysis of the operation history
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To develop a learning support system of music genre, a neural-network-based

system was developed that can estimate the genre of music from partial
information of a standard MIDI file of music. Standard MIDI files of 120 music

titles has been identified into 4 genres, Japanese Popular Ballad, Jazz, Hard
Rock and Heavy Metal after the Neural network of the system had been trained.
Comparison shows that, the system developed, has a higher judgment rate than
that of subjects. Next, the weight of the links were examined by an expert, 5 of
the nodes in the Hidden Layer could be extracted.

Keywords: Music Education, Neural Network, Intellectual Learning
Support, MIDI

1 Backgrounds and Objectives
Recently, popular music, for example Beatles etc, is included in recent music textbooks of Elementary,
Junior High and High Schools in Japan. So, it is thought that music education using popular music will
increase more and more in course of time. When students learn popular music, music genre of the music is
an important factor[1]. In order to learn the musical feature of each genre, it is thought to be very effective.
Systematic genres studying of popular music, in which students seems to be interested, is thought to be a
way of the students' music experience enrichment.

An "Automatic Composition MAGIC (Music system for Arrangement and Intelligent Composition)
Considering Music Style" was developed [2] by Minamikata in 1989 is one of the researches in the research
field that treats plural genres of popular music. This System supports composition and adaptation using
heuristic rules divided by music taste of genre. It is said that rule-based system like this is effective when the
system reproduces a already-known music taste or rule for the system, but there is an anxiety that generated
music is conventional, and it is a problem for an unknown taste.

It can be said that the genre of popular music is the combination of different music. Now, many researches
have done the grouping of music. Concerning Neural Network-based research, the research of Sakamoto
(1999) grouped the music according to the sensibility information by using SD method [3]. If consider the
flexibility and generality grouping by neural network differs from that of grouping by rules or multiple
different analysis. So, it is said that moderate result can be expected for any unknown input by the process of
grouping by Neural Network.
Based on the above research, we aim to develop the learning support system which can provide feedback on
"Feature as the genre" of an unknown music with the Neural Network training of the music of various genres.

Based on the above-mentioned background, we conducted this research in the following way. At the
beginning, reserve experiment was done by an expert of popular music to confirm the factor for the
estimation of the genre. Based on the obtained finding, we trained the Neural Network. Here the Neural
Network was composed using the partial information as input signal and genre of the music as output or
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teaching signal. In order to use this system for education purpose in the future, the meaning interpretation for
each factor of the Hidden Layer of the trained Neural Network was identified by an expert of popular music.
Then, the genre estimation experiment was done using the subjects who seemed to have general experience
of popular music. Lastly, the estimated average result of the subjects and the estimated result of this system
was compared to show the effectiveness of this system.

2 Estimation of Music Genres by Expert
When music and genre are trained to the Neural Network, the problem is that we should take data to make
an input signal from a long standard MIDI file. Therefore, we examine the mounting method of this system
by knowing how the person judges the genre. For that, in the preliminary experiment we ask the expert

about the factor of the genre estimation. The subjects had different musical instrument performance
experience for ten years or more. The procedure was that they were made to listen ten in total of five genres.
Also the factor to estimate the genre was interviewed. As a result, the following factors were found.
(1) The factor to estimate the genre is various according to the genre, and it's vague information.
(2) The factor to estimate the genre is local & partial information.

From (1), at first we got to the hypothesis that the estimation of music genre based on rules is very difficult

and not proper. Under the above hypothesis, we propose to use Neural Network to deal with vague
information in this research. As the input from (2), we judged that it was appropriate to extract partial
information that seemed to be necessary for estimating the genre of music, and to assume it to be an input
value of the Neural Network. The standard MIDI file (Hereafter, it is abbreviated as SMF) that is already a
descriptive language was used as music.

3 Genre Estimation System
Output Data

Input Data

Figure.1 shows the composition of the
genre estimation system. The flow of this
system is as follows. When the user
inputs SMF of music, the partial

SMF of music

the feature of the music
as the genre

information extraction module extracts
some partial information from the music.

Then, it is put to the Input Layer of the
Neural Network that has already been

feedback

the partial
information
extraction
module

Halm Layer

h,Put

trained for music and the genre. The
Neural Network feeds back the result of
estimating the genre obtained from the
Output Layer. Moreover, the feature of
the music as the genre obtained from the
Hidden Layer is planned to use as
feedback in the future. If the module is
developed, the user will be able to learn

the result of
genre estimation

trained
Neural
Network

WWI L.Y.

parthlinformake
extractod from SNIF
(each value Is between

from° to I)

the genre.

3.1 Extraction of Partial Information from SMF
SMF of the General Midi correspondence was used in this research. SMF includes various musical
information such as Note-On (time of starting to ring each music sheet), Note-Off (time of finishing to ring
each music sheet), Velocity (the strength of each attack), Note Number (pitch), and Program Number (kinds
of musical instruments and tones) etc. The following three information of these score information were
decided to use in the partial information extraction module.
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1.

Kind and tone of musical instruments
extracted
from
(henceforth, we
Instruments and

Input
Layer

Program
Number
call it "Musical
Tones", which is

Hidden
Layer

expressed by an array of 128 Boolean
type

variable.

Each

valuable

shows

whether musical instruments (tones) of
Program Number 1-128, were used in that
music or not.).

Output
Layer

partial
information
extracted
from SMF

Genre

Distribution of Rhythm extracted from the
statistics of position of Note-On per a bar
(henceforth, we call it "Distribution of Rhythm",

which is expressed by an array of 16 integer
type variable. Each variable shows the
frequency for which Note-On event is held at the rhythm in one bar in the SMF.).

Distribution of Pitch extracted from the note number (henceforth, we call it "Distribution of Pitch", which is
expressed by an array of 12 integer type variable. Each variable shows the frequency for which each pitch of
12 music scales is used in the entire music of SMF.).

3.2 Composition of Neural Network
Figure 2 shows the composition of the Neural Network. We adopted the Back-Propagation algorithm as the
learning algorithm of the Neural Network. For the input signal, we used a combination of the values.

4 Outline of Genre Estimation Experiment using this system
4.1 Method
By the above-mentioned methods, the genre estimation experiment by this system was performed. 120
music titles of SMF which are composed of 30 titles each in Japanese popular ballad, Jazz, Hard Rock, and
Heavy Metal, tried to be learned by the Neural Network. In this research, the combination of the following
partial information was learned as an input data.
128bit
Musical instrument and tone
Distribution of rhythm
16bit
Distribution of pitch
12bit
128+16=144bit
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of rhythm ( + )
16+12=28bit
Distribution of rhythm, Distribution of pitch ( + )
128+12=140bit
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of pitch ( + )
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of rhythm, Distribution of pitch ( + +
128+16+12=156bit
The number of units of Hidden Layer in each Neural Network is assumed to 10-30. The number of units of

Output Layer is as many as the number of genres that the Neural Network learns. In this case, it requires
four units in Output Layer, because there are four genres.

4.2 Result
The result of training is shown
in Table 1. In the Table 1, "NN"
means Neural Network, and - in
NN means the Neural Network
whose input information is

described above. The result of

training, NN was converged
about 650 learning times, and

NN

Input
Layer

Hidden
Layer
20

Output
Layer

10

4
4

12

10

4

144
28
140
156

30
30
30
30

4

128
16
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4
4
4

Judgment
Rate
119/120
97/120
103/120
120/120
111/120
119/120
120/120

Learning
Judgment
Time
Percentage
X
99.2
X
80.1
X
85.8
100
About 650
X
92.5
X
99.2
100

About 1100

NN was about 1100 learning times, but other NN were not converged within ten thousand learning times. So,
the trained Neural Network was able to judge the genre of learned music at 100%.

From this, it is suggested that the Neural Network like - that has single partial information in Input Layer
can't finish learning, But the combination of those partial information make it enable to learn. This result
supports the findings of experts at the preliminary experiment in Chapter 2 whose also says that the factor to
estimate the genre is various according to the genre.

4.3 An Analysis of Hidden Layer
Table 2. Analysis of Each Factor
in Hidden Layer

The Hidden Layer in the Neural Network is analyzed

here. There is a heuristic method that each cell's
tendency in which it is likely to make active or inactive
is found by an expert, and then the meaning of factor is
obtained[4],[5]. We used that method here.We focused

on the weight of the link between Hidden Layer and
Output that is above 10. Each unit from No.1 to 5 are
activated by following genres.
Unit No.1:Hard Rock
Unit No.2:Hard Rock, Jazz
Unit No.3:Hard Rock, Jazz, Japanese Popular Ballad
Unit No.4:Heavy Metal
Unit No.5:Japanese Popular Ballad

Nan e of Factor

Unt

1

Ihrd lbne Fact or

2

Synthesizer lbne Factor

3

Jazz - Acoustic Factor

4

Ityt hm 'Rude ncy Fact or

5

Cbnbi nation Fact or of El ect ri c
I ns t runents and Ilhvtlun Tendency

Finally, each unit was named by a music expert. The summarized result is shown in Table 2.

5 Experiment by Subject
To investigate at how much rate can the subjects, twenty-five female university students were asked to listen
to eight music titles of 4 genres of SMF with MIDI sound randomly, and to judge the genre and the factor for
each music.The judgment rate of all the subjects was 66.5%.

To compare the judgment of subjects with this system, Neural Network was trained with 119 titles, and was
made to estimate the genre of subtracted one as unknown music.

As a result, both Neural Network and have a judgment rate of 100% for eight unknown music titles. From
this, the judgment of this system is higher than that of subjects with general experience of popular music.

6 Summary of Results
In this research, development and evaluation of genre estimation system ware performed aiming for the
development of learning support system of music genre. The results are summarized as follows:

(1) The preliminary experiment for experts with an experienced popular music was performed, and a result
that says that the factor to estimate the genre tends to be local & partial information was obtained.
(2) From this finding, genre estimation system using Neural Network was developed.

(3) 120 music titles have been identified into 4 genres, Japanese Popular Ballad, Jazz, Hard Rock and Heavy
Metal at the rate of 100% by training the Neural Network to identify these 4 genres.

(4) The judgment rate was 66.5% as the result of the estimation experiment for subjects with general
experience of popular music.

(5) This system was made to estimate 8 music titles, as an unknown music, out of 120 which were used in
the genre estimation experiment by subjects. As a result, the estimation rate of 100% which is higher than
that of the subjects (66.5%) was obtained.
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(6) Each unit of Hidden Layer in trained Neural Network was enable to be named, and the factors of each
unit were able to be extracted by the expert of popular music.

From this finding of 6, providing feedback on the features of the music from Hidden Layer becomes
possible by the way of observing the result of meaning explanation of Hidden Layer in which the Neural
Network has the feature of the music as a genre, observing the state of fire, and observing the input units
which have tendency to make active to the fired units in the Hidden Layer.

From the result described above, the possibility of the development of a learning support system using this
system for music genre is shown. And, it was thought that the trained Neural Network of this system has the
application possibility not only to the learning support system but also to the supporting composition and
adaptation.
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This paper seeks to discuss possible approaches through which semiotics and
rhetoric can be applied to the World Wide Web seen as a multimedia; or, in other
words, possible approaches through which Web-sites and Web-pages can be
studied and designed from a semiotic point of view-The aim of the paper is thus
to outline a coherent theoretical, methodological and analytical framework for
the study and design of Web-documents based on semiotics and rhetoric. This
paper has analytical, theoretical, methodological, as well as practical
implications. It is of interest in relation to the analytical and theoretical

understanding of the new and rapidly growing web medium, and in relation to
methods of examining this phenomenon. The study shows the concepts and
categories from the field of semiotics and rhetoric are highly relevant to the area

of the web and it indicates that the concepts presented here can form the
building blocks for a more general Semiotics of Cyberspace' . The observations
from this study may also have an effect on conventional theory formation and

understanding within semiotics, rhetoric, and communication research and
media studies. However, it also has implications for the construction and design
aspects since the design of Web-documents and Web-sites must be based on
actual knowledge of the conditions and possibilities for communication and the
construction of signs, codes and meaning in the new medium.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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The effect of presentation formats and the students' prior knowledge on learning

a computer-based physics lesson was investigated. Three hundred and fifty
seven eighth-grade (novice learners) and ninth-grade (experienced learners)
were randomly assigned to different treatments on a class basis. Having worked

through the computer lesson, they were given a post-test to assess overall
learning performance. A 2 (novice/experienced) X 3 (animation/still
graphics/text) ANCOVA (controlling by covariants, physics and mathematics
scores) was used to determine the effect of these two variables. It was found that
in descriptive learning, the effect of knowledge discrepancy was significant
(p<0.000); the effect of presentation format was insignificant (p>0.05); and the

interaction between presentation format and knowledge discrepancy was
significant (p<0.05). In procedural learning, the effect of knowledge discrepancy
was significant (p<0.000); the effect of presentation format is significant

(p<0.05); and the interaction between presentation format and knowledge
discrepancy was also significant (p<0.005).

Keywords: Computer Graphics, Animation, Prior Knowledge, Scientific
Learning

1 Introduction
The computer-based technology for implementing an interactive multimedia-learning environment currently
exists. However, in spite of these advances in educational technology, the field of educational application
still requires the development of a corresponding research-based theory for the design of computer-based
instruction using words and graphical materials [I]. Along with recent innovations in computer graphics and
animation, the use of various visual strategies has drawn significant attention. There has been research on
the effects of different modes of presentation for conveying visual information [2] [3]. However, there is
limited evidence of research that directly links instructional strategies to individual differences in preferred
learning mode [1]. In evaluating the effects of visual presentation, several issues have been considered. It
was assumed that not all people learn in a similar way, and in fact, the effect of the presentation formats (still
graphics or animation) in facilitating learning might only apply for certain individuals. The present paper
considers learning from different presentation formats within the context of different prior knowledge level
of individuals. The design of computer graphics or the use of animation should take into consideration the
knowledge discrepancy among learners as they process visual information.

1.1 Graphics and Animation
The use of computer graphics is relatively new in education. However, there has been much research
evidence supporting the contention that student learning is affected positively by presenting text with
graphics [4] [5]. Furthermore, computer animation offers potential power for presenting visual information
to enhance learning [1] [6] [7] [8]. Although there has been widespread belief that animations superior to
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still graphics, in fact, studies reveal inconsistent findings. In various experimental studies that investigated
animation in the context of computer-based instruction, some showed significant effects for the animation [9]
[10]; whereas some showed no significant difference [11] [12].

Animation provides viewers with two different visual attributes: images and motion [8]. For scientific
learning, images and motion are both essential elements for understanding and memorization. Mayer and
Sims differentiate the functions of animation in describing textual materials and in helping students construct
problem-solving procedures [5]. The motion provided by animation serves several different instructional

purposes. In learning descriptive scientific concepts, animation can be used as mnemonic devices to
facilitate memorization of principles and rules. However, in learning scientific procedural concepts, the
spatial and procedural elements in animation play an important role in deciphering information [13].

In their study of the effects of animation used with different instructional texts, Large, Beheshti, Breuleux,
and Renaud found that animation enhanced procedural texts but had no significant effect on descriptive texts
[14]. ChanLin observed that instruction with animation was not equally effective for learning descriptive and

procedural information [15]. Thus, to design animation effectively, it is important to consider the
instructional attributes of the learning materials.

1.2 Prior Knowledge
One important characteristic of learners is their prior knowledge as related to the specific domain of the
lesson. Constructivist learning occurs when the learner engages in each of these cognitive processes
selecting relevant images and verbal information, organizing them into respective visual and verbal mental
models, and integrating them with each other and with existing knowledge [16]. The difference in cognitive
processing depends on the amount of domain-specific knowledge students possess. Discrepancy in prior
knowledge might influence the way given visual information is processed, and the degree to which related
concepts and information are triggered and connected [5].
The use of animation in computer-assisted learning materials might have greater impact on students with
specific prior knowledge than it has on those with higher or lower knowledge levels. Some researchers have
identified knowledge discrepancy among learners as influencing effectiveness of visual presentation,
although inconsistent findings exist among various studies. Mayer & Anderson found that inexperienced
students were better able to transfer what they had learned from a procedural text about a scientific system
when visual and verbal explanations were presented simultaneously [3]. Blissett & Atkin reported that

individuals with less prior knowledge or lower-ability learners tended to find the learning demands
confusing when animation was used [17]. Reid & Beridge found that the use of graphic information caused
reading difficulties for less able students [18]. In these studies, the lower-ability students spent more time
deciphering the pictorial and textual information. Students with less prior knowledge might devote a large
amount of cognitive effort to building a visual representation of given concepts, whereas for high ability

students building a visual representation that is based on the animation might be relatively easy [5].
Further study is required before any firm conclusion can be drawn.

1.3 Research Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of presentation formats in facilitating student
achievement of different educational objectives. Specifically, the study attempted to determine:

(a) the effect of presentation formats (animation, still graphics, text) and students' prior knowledge
(novice, experienced) on learning descriptive and procedural concepts,
(b) whether a specific presentation format (animation or graphics) would be effective for learners with
different prior knowledge levels (novice, experienced), and

(c) whether the use of different visual presentation strategies would promote learning of different
contents (descriptive, procedural knowledge)

2 Method
2.1 Subjects and Materials
The study consisted of nine classes from eighth-grade and ninth-grade students. A total of three hundred and
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fifty seven students participated in this study. The ninth-grade students had more learning experience in
mathematics and physics than the eighth-grade students because related geometrical concepts had already
been provided in the ninth-grade curriculum. Therefore, the ninth-grade and eighth-grade students were
classified as experienced and novice learners, respectively, due to the discrepancy in related prior knowledge
and experiences used for application in the problem-solving activities.

During the learning time, students were assigned to treatments on a class basis, and learning their own
instructional material independently. The material used for teaching physics was a computer-based learning
program, covering lever problems, direction of force, resultant force, composition of forces, component
forces, and equilibrium of force. Students learned the instructional materials individually. With an emphasis
on using meaningful representations to encourage thinking, the lesson was designed with various scenarios
for interaction. Several physics problems were embedded in the scenarios, with adventures for students
actively involved in finding the solutions.
Basically, two major knowledge areas were covered: descriptive (knowing what) (Figure 1) and procedural

knowledge (knowing how)(Figure2). Descriptive knowledge was referred to a recital of facts or the
description of objects or events. In learning and application of the scientific concept, it was essential to
provide the basic to-be-remembered information. For example, memorizing the definition of "Resultant" and

"Force Vector" provided in the lesson was considered as a descriptive task. In order to enhance
memorization of rules and facts, graphics and animation were used in treatment groups to provide memory
cues to facilitate semantic connections in learning the scientific concepts (Figure 1). Different from
descriptive knowledge, the procedural knowledge was referred to learning and construction of the problem
solving steps or procedures involved in physics concepts. To perform a procedural task, learners needed to
relate the rules and facts to formulate a sequence of problem solving steps. For example, given two force

vectors acting on an object at an angle, students needed to formulate problem-solving procedures to
determine one unknown force vector obtained from the resultant and a known force vector. To facilitate
construction of procedural knowledge, graphics and animation were used in treatment groups to help
students construct a conceptual model in solving the problem (Figure 2).

"Force Vector" is referred to the amount of force
with a direction. When two forces acting on an
object, then a single force vector forms, which is
called "Resultant". One resultant can be formed
from many different pairs of force vectors. Thus
is you make a parallelogram out of it, you could
say that the resultant is equivalent to the diagonal
and the force vectors become the sides
Figure 1. Examples of use of graphics for descriptive content
When a cart weighing 20 kg is pushed upward along a slanted surface with an angle of 37 ° from
horizontal. How much force (Fw) is needed to move the cart upward? (Suppose the abrasion from the
slanted surface is 0)
Rule 1: When the neighbor sides ofa parallelogram are perpendicular to each other, the parallelogram is a

rectangular
Rule 2: When the angles ofa triangle are 37°, 53°, 90°, then, the sides against those angles will be 3:4:5.
Solution]
Step I: The resultant F (20kg) can be formed by the
following force vectors:
Fa is paralleled downward to the slant surface

Fb is perpendicular to the slant surface.
Step 2: F is 20kg, and the angle formed by
Fa and the resultant F is 53 ° (90 ° -37 °)
(According to Rule 1 and Step 1)
Step 3: Apply the Rule 2 to get Fa
Fa : Fb: F=3:4:5,
Fa = 3/5F=3/5 * 20=12 Kg
Step 4: If Fw is more than 12 kg, then you will be

able to pull the cart upward

Figure 2. Example of using graphics for procedural content
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2.2 Treatments
The lesson was designed in the following three versions:
(1) Treatment 1, Text (non-graphics group): In this version, only textual information was presented to
explain scientific concepts. Students receiving this mode of instruction could interact only with
the textual content. In a problem scenario, the verbal description was used to provide hints and the
solution. Students needed to use their own abilities and related knowledge experiences to visualize
the concepts in their mind according to the verbal description.
(2) Treatment 2, Still Graphics: In this version, static graphics with textual information was presented
to explain scientific concepts. Students receiving this mode of instruction could interact with the
textual content and the still graphics provided. Students could use the external graphic

representation to help them visualize the concepts and construct the meaning for the textual
materials.

(3) Treatment 3, Animation: In this version, the instructional materials contained textual instructions
and animated graphics. Students receiving this mode of instruction could interact with the textual
content and the animated graphics. Animation allowed students to comprehend the information
through the graphic objects and motions provided by the visual stimuli.

2.3 Criterion Reference Test
After the computer-based learning, a criterion reference test was conducted to assess students' learning
performance. The criterion reference test was created based on the content provided. It contained 25 testing
items. Twelve of them were to assess students' learning of descriptive knowledge, for example, "What are
the factors that might influence the direction of a force?" The other thirteen test items were to assess
students' learning of procedural knowledge, for example, "If a bucket weighing 30 kg was pulled by two
force vectors, one of which was 18kg, how much force is needed for the other force if the angle formed by
these two force vector is 90° ". The Kuder-Richardson Reliability (KR2 I) for the criterion test items used in
this study was 0.76.

3 Results
Three hundred and fifty seven students participated in the study. Among the subjects, 183 were eighth-grade
student (novice learners), and 174 were ninth-grade students (experienced learners). To determine the effect

of presentation format and students' prior knowledge in descriptive and procedural learning, a 3
(Text/Graphics/Animation) X 2 (Novice/Experienced) ANCOVA was employed. Separate ANCOVAs were
also used to test the effect of presentation formats on different knowledge level groups. Since in the Pearson
correlation analysis, students' average physics, and mathematics scores were significantly correlated with

post-test scores for both descriptive and procedural knowledge (p<0.05), these factors vere used as
covariates for controlling the initial differences among groups.

3.1 Descriptive Learning
For descriptive learning, the 2 X 3 ANCOVA indicated that the main effects were significant for prior
knowledge level [F(1,349) = 20.332, p = 0.000], but insignificant for presentation format [F(2, 349) = 2.034,
p = 0.132] ( = 0.05 level). The interaction between the two variables was found significant [F(2, 349) =
4.451, p = 0.012] (Table 1).

Table 1 Effects of prior knowledge and presentation format (2 X 3 ANCOVA) for descriptive learning
Descriptive Learning
Effect of presentation format:
Effect of prior knowledge:
F(2,349) =2.034, p = 0.132
F(1,349)=20.332 p=0.000***
Comparison of means:
Comparison of means:
Still Graphics (8.44); Animation (8.37); Text (7.93)
Experience (8.73); Novice (7.76)
Still Graphics > Animation: p>0.05
Experience > Novice, p=0.000***
Still Graphics > Text: p>0.05
Animation > Text: p>0.05

Interaction: F(2,349)=4.451, p=0.012*
*Significant level: 0.05; **Significant level: 0.01; *** Significant level: 0.001

Covariants: physics and mathematics scores
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To test the treatment effect within different prior knowledge groups, separate analyses were conducted. An
ANCOVA conducted for eighth grade students, who were novices in the content area, revealed a significant
difference [F(2,178) = 3.915, p = 0.022] ( = 0.05 level). Comparisons of adjusted means using LSD Test
indicated that the still graphics group (n=44, M=8.364) performed better than either animation (n=48,
M=7.502) or text group (n=91, M=7.412) (p<0.05). Another ANCOVA conducted for ninth grade students,

who were experienced in the content area, revealed a marginal but not significant difference F(2,169)
p = 0.065]. Comparisons of adjusted means using LSD Test showed that students learning with
animation (n=72, M=9.237) performed significantly better than the text group (n=32, M=8.448) (p<0.05),
but did not differ from the still graphics group (n=70, M=8.514) (p>0.05). The difference between animation
and still graphics was also insignificant (p>0.05) (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Interaction between treatment effect and knowledge discrepancy for descriptive learning

Comparison of adjusted means among different groups

3.2 Procedural Learning
For procedural learning, the 2 X 3 ANCOVA indicated that the main effects were significant for prior
knowledge level [F(1,349) = 13.381, p = 0.000], and significant for presentation format [F(2, 349) =4.536, p
0.05 level). The interaction between the two variables was also found significant [F(2, 349) =
= 0.011] (
6.296, p = 0.002] (Table 2).

Table 2 Effects of prior knowledge and presentation format (2 X 3 ANCOVA) for procedural learning

Procedural Learning
Effect of prior knowledge:
F(1,349)=13.381 p=0.000***
Comparison of means:
Experience (7.44); Novice (6.49)
Experience > Novice, p=0.000***

Effect of presentation format:
F(2,349) =4.536, p = 0.011*

Comparison of means:
Still Graphics (7.40); Animation (7.06); Text (6.44)
Still Graphics > Animation: p>0.05
Still Graphics > Text: p<0.05*
Animation > Text: p>0.05

Interaction: F(2,349)=6.296, p=0.002**
*Significant level: 0.05; **Significant level: 0.0I; *** Significant level: 0.001

Covariants: physics and mathematics scores

Among novice learners, the ANCOVA revealed a significant treatment effect [F(2,178) = 4.462, p = 0.013]
= 0.05 level) on procedural learning. Comparisons of adjusted means using LSD Test indicated that
students in still graphics group (n=44, M=7.391) performed better than either the animation (n=48, M=5.977)
or the text groups (n=91, M=6.105) (p<0.05). Among experienced learners, the ANCOVA revealed an
insignificant difference [F(2,169) = 1.980, p = 0.141] ( = 0.05 level). Comparisons of adjusted means
using LSD Test showed that the animation group (n=72, M=8.146) was not significantly better when

compared with either the still graphics (n=70, M=7.41) or text groups (n=32, M=6.766) (p>0.05). The
difference between still graphics and text groups was also insignificant (p>0.05) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Interaction between treatment effect and knowledge dis crepancy for procedural learning

Comparison of adjusted mean among different groups

4 Discussion
In studying the effect of differing knowledge level and presentation format in learning computer-based
materials, the following findings were obtained. The main effect of knowledge discrepancy was significant
for both descriptive and procedural learning (p<0.05), indicating that the difference in knowledge levels
influenced the performance of learning tasks. The main effect of presentation format was significant for

procedural learning, but not for descriptive learning, indicating that presentation format (the use of
animation, still graphic, and text) might influence different learning to different degree. Apparently, the use
of presentation format can influence construction of procedural links, and thus has significant impact on
solving procedural problems. In contrast to constructing problem-solving procedural learning, the effect of

presentation format in descriptive learning for enhancing memorization of basic to-be-remembered
information was not significant.

From the study, the significant interactions between presentation format and prior knowledge level in both

descriptive and procedural learning revealed that the need of visual format differed when here was
knowledge discrepancy among learners. The effect of treatment was significant (p<0.05) among novice
learners in both descriptive and procedural learning implying that careful consideration in the use of
presentation formats is more essential among novice students than experienced students. Novice learners
possessing limited prior knowledge required the use of presentation strategies in assisting learning. With
limited learning experiences, they performed better with still graphics in learning both descriptive and
procedural content (compared with control group).

The follow-up comparisons among different presentation formats within each prior knowledge group
revealed that animation was only better for experienced students in learning descriptive knowledge
(compared with control group). Since experienced students had more learning experience in mathematics
and physics than the novice students, they could relate geometrical concepts more automatically for
performing the instructional tasks. The insignificant treatment effect might be explained by considering that
domain-specific knowledge compensating for various presentation formats.

Similar to Blissett & Atkin' s observation (1993), those with less prior knowledge or lower-ability learners
tended to find the learning demands confusing when animation was used. It is postulated that novice learners

might not be able to referentially process animated graphics and textual information for constructing
semantic structure and problem-solving procedures simultaneously. Due to the limitations of their prior
knowledge, they spent effort in deciphering visual information and adapting the presentation format. The
element of motion in animation might require more extensive effort in constructing the connections between
textual and graphical information in integrating knowledge. In this case, motion might not be suitable for
students when the conceptual links among rules and concepts can be presented with sufficient clarity in a
still-graphic form. In addition, the limited capacity of working memory in processing animation among
novices might be worth noting.

5 Conclusions
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In summary, this research points to the theoretical and practical benefits of the correct choice presentation

format. The results of the study imply the need for considering the cognitive processes when using
presentation formats. On the theoretical level, this study concludes that the use of presentation formats
influences assimilation of scientific knowledge. On a practical level, this study raises the issue of differing
mental processes among different learners. Animation should be used with some caution, and cognitive
overload and spatial meta-cognition among novice students when performing the tasks is worth noting.
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Xtrain is a program for scripting and presenting multimedia displays. This
program was developed in the Advanced Learning Technologies Laboratory at

the University of Memphis and has been used in variety of psychological
experiments. This program can combine such multimedia formats as Microsoft

agent, Macromedia flash, director and many others that are available for
scripting under a GUI Windows environment. Furthermore, Xtrain offers a
variety of options for testing styles.
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1 Introduction
The idea of embodied conversational agents has generated considerable interest in the realm of HCI recently.
Unfortunately, for the most part this has been metaphorical, because computers could not support the needed
software. In order for the computer to fully support embodied conversational agents, they would need
software that could produce and control many human-like characteristics, such as conversational behaviors,
with the ability to mediate the flow of conversation by the use of such things as facial expressions, hand
movements and voice intonations [1].

Microsoft made one such attempt at this with their Microsoft Agent program. Microsoft Agent is an
interactive interface with conversational capabilities that are embodied in an animated character agent.
One example of this is the helper agent in newer versions of Microsoft products such as Microsoft Word and
Microsoft PowerPoint. Microsoft Agent is also an optional program for windows 9x operating systems and

is available for free download at the Microsoft site. It is compatible with all MS Windows platforms
starting with Windows 95. Thus, this agent is readily available for widespread use [5]. The purpose off
this paper is not to review Animated Agents for a review, see Johnson, Rickel, and Lester [4].

Furthermore, recent research has shown that the correct use of multimedia presentations can enhance the
learning and memory from presented materials. Multimedia in this case refers to any type of pictorial
information presented with textual information. However, this form of learning works best with pictorial
information shown as an animation that is then coordinated with a narration of any textual information that
would be needed [6]. Under the cognitive theory of Multimedia learning, there are three main rules that
should be considered for scripting of a multimedia presentation: Spatial contiguity, Temporal contiguity, and
Modality. The spatial contiguity effect states that relevant and related concepts should be presented in the
same general area of each other (e.g. labeled words should be closer to the object they label than other
objects on the screen). The temporal contiguity effect informs us that the various forms of media used
during a presentation should correspond with each other by occurring at the same time. Lastly, the modality
effect says that if two types of information are presented in the same type of modes, it will hinder learning.

However, this can be overcome by presenting information in two modalities.

So, printed text and

animation on a computer screen would be a hindrance to learning, but a narration and an animation would
not [7; 8].

Since Microsoft launched the first version of Microsoft Agent, users and developers have provided a lot of
obtained
information can be
program
(e.g., some
with
the
for
use
resources
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frorrhttp:// www. msagentring .org /agentringmain.html). There are several innovated approached both in the
use and the scripting of Agents. For example, mash.exe Ottp://www.bellcraft.com/mash/) provide a very
useful scripting tool for agent programming. Many of these programs have been examined, including Mash,
and while they have the ability to control Microsoft Agent, they are lacking the ability to synchronize the
Agent program with other forms of multimedia.
The Advanced Learning Technologies laboratory at the University of Memphis developed Xtrain as a way to
incorporate embodied agents (Microsoft Agent) and other forms of multimedia into instruction, research,
and presentations. Psychologists have used products such as Mel ©and Super labOto run experiments, but
these programs cannot incorporate newer technology. Xtrain provides ways to script many different kinds

of presentations, including Microsoft Agent, audio and video clips, HTML, Macromedia flash files,
Macromedia Director files, and many graphics file formats [2, 3].

This software program serves a duel purpose. It is both an authoring tool and presentation tool. These
work together to form a powerful and versatile tool for the presentation of various multimedia displays as
well as data collection.

2 Authoring tool
The authoring side of the program has two levels (a) overall organization of frames and (b) detailed
construction of individual frames. The overall methodology is similar to the SuperLab program used in
experimental psychology. The Presentation is organized in terms of a tree structure with each node in the
tree as a pointer to presentation frames. Each frame consists of the smallest unit of information and the
frames are logically contingent upon each other. Such tree structure serves as basic navigation guidelines.
However, the navigation path can be quite flexible depending on the needs of the user. The tree structure
can be created using a user friendly GUI. Each frame corresponding to the tree nods can be any of several
formats such as text art, pictures with hotspots, video/audio clips, agent interactions, and animations.
Xtrain has extensive options for frame editing. The program has been arranged so that the different editing
functions displayed as individual property tabs. Each tab corresponds to a specific multimedia format. A
description of the property tabs will follow.

Property Tabs

2.1 Frame Property Tab
The Frame property tab allows the basic outline of the frame to be determined. From here frame duration
is set, alone with the frame' s properties, and the frame type. The duration can be anywhere from self-paced
to any amount of time desired measured in milliseconds. The type of multimedia desired can be selected
under a Frame properties drop-down menu. Under the Frame type dropdown menu, the type of frame can
be specified: Normal, Title, Review, Test, or Interaction.

2.2 Agent Property Tab
This is the general tab that is used to control the agent. Each frame can have up to three agent actions
assigned to it. These actions are denoted as agent 1, agent2, and agent3. However, these can be assigned
as needed for example one agent can be given as many as three actions or three agents can be given one
action each. These are selected from the available agents using the Agent dropdown menu. Just below
this dropdown menu is a dropdown menu that specifies when the agent will be used. For example, "Action
over frame" can be selected so the agent is active while the rest of the frame is running. Just below this are
three additional tabs that specify (a) the agent's position on the screen, (b) what the agent will say in each
frame, and (c) balloon formatting, if the agent has this option. These are the Action and Gesture tab, Speak
and Play tab, and Balloon Setup tab, respectively.

Of these tabs, the Speak and Play tab is of the most importance. This frame in its most basic form allows
for text to be entered into a text box. The agent reads this text using a text to speech engine. However,
this text box can also contain simple markup within the text. This markup includes such speech parameters
as volume, emphasis, pitch and speed. These markup tags can be inserted into the text by inputting the
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desired values into the box beside the parameter name on the right portion of the tab and then double
clicking the name. This list of parameters also includes a few special tags that can control the flow of the
information delivery. These tags permit the agent to skip to a specific frame in the tree structure (Show
Frame), or to go to specific frames in a selected Shockwave Flash movie (Go to Frame in Flash Movie).
The remaining tag option is Insert Special action. This set of tags allows the user to start, stop, and restart a
flash movie, and provides a tag that terminates the program at the end of a presentation. The Speak and

Play tab allows for assignment of actions to the selected agent. These actions vary according to the
abilities of the selected agent, and can be assigned either at the beginning or the end of the text the agent
speaks.

Similar to other agent scripting tool, such as MASH, this agent property editor uses all available Microsoft
agents controls. In addition, Xtrain utilizes the bookmark function of MS Agent to control the overall flow
of the presentation. In fact it is the use of these bookmarking functions that make it possible to control
Multimedia synchronization, such as with Flash animation, which is lacking in the other agent programs.

2.3 Text Display Tab
The text display tab is used to insert text to be displayed on the screen. Doing this involves clicking on the
display area, typing in the text to be displayed, and then clicking update. The text will then appear in the
display area in the same way that it will be displayed on the screen during the presentation.

2.4 Multimedia Tab
The Multimedia tab allows you to assign audio files, movie files, and wallpaper to the frame. The program
supports wave files (.wav) and Enhanced Linguistic files audio formats. If an Enhanced Linguistic file is
used Microsoft Agent can be made to appear to speak the file. The movie files available from this tab are
AVI (.avi) and Mpeg (.mpg). A Bitmap (.bmp) image can be set as a background that either covers the whole
screen or centered.

23 Pictures Tab
Using the picture tab, a picture can be added to the frame and manipulated. Xtrain supports two types of
graphic files: Bitmap (.bmp) and GIF (.gif). The picture can be located at any point on the screen, centered,
or can move from point to point. A hotspot option can be added to the picture to be used to give commands
to the agent or to play audio files. Each hotspot can have information, such as text and tagged markup, to
be sent to any selected agent.

2.6 Shockwave Tab
Under this tab, there are two options: Flash Movie and Shock Wave Movie. Flash movies and shockwave
animations are among the most frequently used multimedia format. Xtrain uses activeX control from
macromedia so both types of movies can be manipulated. By loading flash movie from this tab, detailed
frame information can be examined so Agents can navigate through the movie. In addition, Xtrain uses
FSCommand of flash movie to control Agent and the tree navigation.

2.7 Frame Summary Tab
The frame summary tab gives summary information both at the scripting phase and at the presentation phase.
At the scripting phase, it gives a brief overview of the selections made in the other tabs for that frame. If the

frame is a test frame, it also contains the correct answers to the questions given in the test frame. After
viewing on the other half of this frame, responses are shown. If it was a test frame, the student' s responses
are listed along with whether the response was correct.

2.8 HTML Tab
The program allows for the incorporation of html documents into presentations. This allows greater
flexibility in terms of specialized displays. The format allows for html documents that are locally saved in
the Xtrain directory to be displayed and navigated during presentations.
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2.9 Test Tab
One other important feature of Xtrain is the testing option. During the scripting phase, frames can be
assigned as testing frames on the frame property tab. These frames can be used to capture information
from the user. They allow input in such forms as multiple-choice questions, short answer questions, and
even essays. At the end of the presentation phase, input from the participant is automatically saved as an
ASCII text file. The agent can also be programmed to give dynamic feedback, when the participant gives
wrong answers.

3 Presentation Tool
The presentation of the scripted material is as easy as selecting the run drop-down menu and selecting the
run entire session option. Alternatively, the Xtrain presentation file (.xtr) can be ran by double clicking its
icon in the strain folder. This action occludes all other objects on the screen: only the scripted presentation
and a control bar are visible. This control bar is a flash file that allows for the following actions: go back,

continue, help, and progress.

The presentation continues forward until it reaches the end of the

presentation.

4 Summary
Xtrain is a program that is able to integrate multimedia files into one presentation format. The authoring side

of the program takes advantage of many Windows' standards for ease of use. It provides a standard
Windows interface window with icon buttons and drop-down menus, such as File, Edit, Window, and Help.
These offer such options as open and save in the File menu, as well as, cut, copy, and paste in the Edit menu.
Xtrain also offers a special drop down menu labeled Run. This menu offers the options of running the entire
session or of previewing a selected frame. See Figure 1 for a view of the program. The frames are structured
in a tree format that is located on the left of the screen. This tree is created via buttons labeled Brother, for
frames on the same level, and Child, for frames on a branching level. Each frame can be scripted using nine
different property tabs: Frame Property, Agent Property, Text Display, Multimedia, Picture, Shockwave,
Frame Summary, HTML, and Test. These tabs may be individually associated with each frame. It is from
these components that the script is produced to set the required tone for the information to be presented.
Microsoft agent can also be used to control the flow between frames, so that if the need arises the agent can
direct the presentation to any frame in the tree. Furthermore, if a Shockwave Flash file is used, the agent also
has the ability to direct the flash movie to any frame within the movie. These options allow for maximum
flexibility for the user when scripting a multimedia presentation. In addition to this freedom in scripting,
Xtrain offers an easy presentation method that either selecting run entire session from the run menu or by
simply double clicking on the created Xtrain file.
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This paper outlines the background to the development of a European Masters
programme in Multimedia Education and Consultancy. The development arises
from an Advanced Curriculum Development (CDA) Project supported by the
European Commission under the SOCRATES programme, which involves nine
institutions in seven different European countries. The aims and outline of the

Masters programme are described together with the pedagogical approach
adopted. A key feature of the latter is a virtual learning environment that is
underpinned by the use of the concept of "metaphor". This is intended to
convey how the technical construction of the pedagogical functions
communicates the background theories of the learning environment to the users.
A pilot unit/module on /CT in Open Learning Environments is outlined together
with some of the key features of the learning environment. This was trialled by
a group of students based at locations in Finland, Austria, the Netherlands and
the UK during the second semester of the academic year 1999-00. Evaluations

are provided by a participating tutor, an observer and from two participating
students. Finally some reflections are outlined which focus on the innovative
aspects of this learning environment and of our experiences as teachers and
learners in a multinational virtual learning community.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning - Web-Based Learning - Networked
Social Learning- Teaching and Learning Processes

1 Introduction
This paper reports on experiences as teachers and learners in a multinational virtual learning community,
which have resulted from our involvement in a pilot unit as part of the development of a European Masters
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course. The pilot unit is entitled ICT in Open Learning Environments and our involvement has taken place
between February and May 2000.

2 Background to the development
The background to the development is the Advanced Curriculum Development (CDA) Project TRIPLE M
Masters in Multi Media Education and Consulting that is supported by the European Commission under the
SOCRATES programme (29268-IC-2-97-1-AT-ERASMUS-CDA-1) over the period 1998 to 2001. The
TRIPLE Mproject is co-ordinated by Padagogische Akademie des Bundes in eberosterreich, Linz, Austria
and involves a number of departments and research units with experience and expertise in teacher education
and the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The current participating institutions in
the TRIPLE Mproject are:
Padagogische Akademie des Bundes in Cberosterreich, Linz, Austria (Co-ordinating institution)
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Hogeschool Arnhem and Nijmegen, Netherlands
Liverpool Hope University College, United Kingdom
Padagogische Akademie Vienna, Austria
Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom
Umea University, Sweden
University of Oulu, Finland
University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain

A sub-group of the TRIPLE M Consortium has formed the European Association for Multimedia Education
and ConsultancyTM (EAMEC T'Y with the intention of offering a validated Masters programme in for
Multimedia Education and Consultancy from September 2000. Initially this will be offered as a part-time
route with a plan to run the programme on a full-time basis from September 2001.

3 Programme aims and outline
The academic aims of the programme have been developed in response to the needs of the Information
Society' phenomenon related to the rapid development of high technology use in all sectors of society. The
programme aims to meet the needs of teachers in schools and further and higher education especially.
Specifically the programme seeks to develop the profile of the problem solver' /team co-ordinator at the
interface of pedagogical, technological and organisational/cultural dimensions of development. In summary
the programme aims to support the development of individuals who are able to:
demonstrate and communicate knowledge and critical understanding of pedagogical issues as applied to
the use of multimedia in new learning environments

critically understand the social, organisational and cross-cultural phenomena related to new learning
environments in trans-national and cross-cultural contexts
appreciate and be responsive to the social and cultural impact of the Information Society in relation to
values and working practices
act as effective mediators and facilitators at the interface between the needs of users and providers

co-ordinate the efforts of multi-disciplinary teams in terms of problem analysis, design and
implementation issues

be aware of the staff development needs of new users and appreciate the support structures and
strategies for continuing development
demonstrate a critical understanding of (educational) research and its role in a context of rapid change

remain open to critiques of the Information Society with particular regard to the social and cultural
implications

The programme is made up of six units/modules that together make up 90 European Credits (ECTS). These
are as follows:
Open Learning Environments (OLE -10 ECTS)
Digital Media Applications (DMA - 10 ECTS)
Communication and Consultancy (CC - 10 ECTS)
Research Methodolgies (RM 10 ECTS)
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Project Studies (PS - 20 ECTS)
Dissertation (DS - 30 ECTS)

The four more structured units (OLE, DMA, CC and RM) all follow a common pattern of:
Telematic-based Studies (50%) e.g. Web-based work and discussions, multi-point videoconferencing

sessions, and
Local and Independent Studies (50%) in national groups e.g. day workshops and tutorials plus
independent study.

4 Pedagogical approach
The pedagogical approach involves Telematic -based Studies in Web-based work, discussions and multipoint videoconferencing sessions in multinational learning communities. It is seen as crucial that these
studies are supported by Local Studies in national groups e.g. day workshops, practical activity, project
work, research activity and tutorials and Independent Studies including literature eviews, independent
project work, research activity, writing etc.

The use of ICT as a medium for learning and communication is fundamental to the underpinning philosophy
of the programme and is an integrated and all pervasive aspect of the pedagogical approach, both in terms of

learning about it and as an essential part of the learning process. Students need to use the Internet as an
essential part of the learning and communication process.

The platform for the net-based learning environment is LC Profiler Learning Community Profiler. This is
the product of LCProf Oy, which is a Learning Service Provider (LSP) and a ' spin-off company of the
University of Oulu. The services are based on the methodology and system developed at the University of
Oulu in a range of domestic and EU R&D and education projects during the last 5 years (e.g. Telematics
projects T3: Telematics for Teacher Training, SCHEMA: Social Cohesion through Higher Education in

Marginal Areas). The implementation of the system is based on the principle of creating a distributed
community of learners and supporting the tutors to enable them to create their own learning communities.
This means that the tutors also belong to a unique learning community of their own, which aims to support
ongoing professional development.

5 The role of metaphor
The concept of metaphor plays a fundamental part in the underlying design of the LC Profiler environment
and also in signifying key functions to the user. In their paper Pulkinnen and Peltonen [1 ] use the concept of
"metaphor" to "explain how the technical construction of the pedagogical functions communicates the
background theories of the learning environment to the users". This paper is also one of the Core Readings
for all students on the OLE unit/module. Their analysis combines ideas about knowledge, the structure of

knowledge and learning with social aspects to do with the organisation of learning such as practical
arrangements connected with "time, place and repetitive rituals". Their overall tretaphor which captures the
nature of the LC Profiler environment is of "a place of studying (virtual space) created with the help of ICT".
The three "cornerstones" of their analysis of the learning environment are the individual whether as teacher
or learner, the technology and the culture as fully outlined in Pulkkinen and Ruotsalainen [2]. They describe
these as providing the "cross-disciplinary basis for the elements that are necessary for learning" and identify
these elements as pedagogical functions, appropriate technologies, and the social organisation of education

6 The pilot unit/module
As part of the curriculum development process, two units have been piloted during the period from February
to May 2000. These are ICT in Open Learning Environments (February to May) and Digital Media
Applications (March to May). The former is based on an existing unit/module at the University of Oulu and
forms the model for the development of the Masters programme as a whole. The full unit/module is worth
10 ECTS M Level credits for which 5 ECTS is available for successful completion of the telematics-based
component. This was trialled as part of the TRIPLE M project with a group of about 25 Finnish, 9 Austrian,
4 Dutch and 2 UK students
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The course outline is seen as one of the most important navigation tools, referred to as an "orientation
metaphor". The introductory screen is shown below in Fig 1.
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Figure 1

This screen includes a statement of the aims of the course and also conveys some of the metaphors that
underpin the design of the system. (NB The use of the term "course" here is equivalent to the terms
"unit/module" used previously and is a reflection of the diversity of the use of these descriptors across and
within different systems ) The most apparent metaphors are those which are to do with orientation to place or
virtual working place. The Project Office, Workshop, Communications Centre, Library and Administration
Centre refer to "working" and not to the technology and tools being used e.g. e-mail, chat, documents etc.
This aspect is seen to be a particularly important issue in relation to signifying metaphors to users that refer
to pedagogical practices. The metaphor of "project" is used to convey "the basic essence of learning" and

the course flow orientates the user to time. This includes phases on the work process e.g. orientation,
planning etc and also milestones, which are outlined in part in Figure 2.
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7 Experiences as teachers and learners
This section includes accounts and evaluations from a participating tutor (Brian Hudson), an observer
(Ahmed EI-Gamal) and from two participating students (Eric Knutsen and Amal Gouda).

As a particpating tutor I was immediately struck by the very clear sense of purpose that the course outline
engendered with a very clear sense of the different phases, milestones and overall timescale. The active
participation in discussions was not an option but a necessary requirement with comments being expected
within fixed timescales and core readings, project plans of peers etc. As a result the level of communication
on the course was very high - an analogy might be made with lighting a wood and coal fire a little slow at
the start but then bursting into flames from all sides!
Another key observation was of the role of the two main moderating tutors. Both could be characterised as
being "on task" throughout the course of the unit/module. In general their responses to questions were very
swift and they dealt with technical, pedagogical and social issues. The two tutors also interacted with each

other in a very effective way by following up on each others comments, questions and prompts - so
engendering a relaxed yet lively ambience around the discussions.
An example of the extent of the student discussions can be gleaned from the screen in Figure 3 below:
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The particular thread started outlined above was started by student H on 24-02-00 with the comment:

Could some of you tell me what is the difference between multi- and hypermedia? Is there any difference, do
they mean the same thing? The difference between these "words" was explained in the first core text but I
just couldn't find the basic idea which might help to separate them.

These questions resulted in a rich, intense and well-informed discussion with around twenty contributions
over a ten-day period, which seemed to conclude in an agreed consensus. Overall discussions were by no
means restricted to technical matters but this particular thread was notable for its richness and intensity. A
notable feature of this environment is the very clear way in which the threads are laid out and also the way in
which the links are revealed when a thread such as the one above is opened.
Ahmed El -Gamal had the role of being a Local Tutor and was given access to LC Profiler as an observer.
He is a staff member of Menofia University in Egypt on a PhD scholarship supported by the Egyptian
Ministry of Education and Culture. He has chosen to cluster his comments around characteristics that he
noticed about the learning environment in overall terms. This is a summary of his comments on these
charactersitics:

Organization: The whole unit is well organized e.g. timetable, assignments, activities ..etc. If there is any
misunderstanding the student can post a question to the others.

Adaptability:Most of students adapted easily with this learning environment. Sometimes they have some
technical problems e.g. the speed and the difficulty in using some tools, but they soon found assistace from
the tutors and their peers.
students worked at different times in different
Flexibility:It is a very flexible learning environment
countries, yet they have the opportunity to discuss the same topics.
Some students from different countries were able to create teams to conduct the same project.
Collaboration: Students collaborated with each other in solving some technical problems, clarifying some
aspects in the references, developing teams and developing their project plans.
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Conversation and discussion: Students were discussing different issues that were relevant to the course. All
the participants have the opportunity to contribute to the discussion. They wouldn't end the discussion until
they reached an agreement about the topic e.g. the discussion about the difference between Multimedia and
Hypermedia was about 20 comments.

Social interactivity: Most of students have some social interactivity, by talking to the other students in the
on-line cafe and by posting messages. Some friendships have been developed during the course.

Amal Gouda has studied to Diploma level in Educational Technology at Cairo University and is continuing
her Masters studies at this time. She has chosen to group her evaluation around features of the studying
process:
The studying process in OLE could be defined as an integrated process, which integrates the different
resources and the different parts of the OLE to achieve the desired goals. The studying process in OLE is
accomplished through the following parts:
Office: Every student can manage almost all his/her study through using the office and all the information

about the course and other students are available on the office, in addition to the timetable and the
framework of the course.
Workshop: Every student has developed his/her project plan and he/she has published it to the other course
participants. This gave his/her opportunity to have the other students comments on it.

Communications: It gave the international students the opportunity to freely discuss different topics related
to the course. It also allows them to discuss their project plans and the other students' project plans.
Moreover, there are different categories for discussion e.g. questions and urgent message, general discussion
about the study process ..etc. In online café, the students can have a social chat with their peers.
Library: It has most of references that are related to the course, also it has a hyperlinks to enable students
from browsing more materials. It was advised to write comments on these materials, in order to encourage
the students to read them carefully.
Local studies: Every student met with his/her tutor many times to discuss the different topics and activities
that seem to be unclear and to guide him/her through the course. The most important feature in the studying
process in OLE is that it gave the opportunity to study and discuss different topics at any time during the day.

Eric Knutsen works in a secondary school and is in his first year of teaching as a teacher of ICT. He has
chosen to respond to the aims of the course and to evaluate the extent to which these were met for him as a
student:
to introduce background theories of the open learning environments
This was done in a straightforward manner utilising the OLE of LC Profiler. It was useable as one would
use a library in the traditional environment of a physical learning environment. The added value here was
the amount of material referenced via the web. Using the expertise of the instructors on the course, I was
able to make use of the varied written material and discuss other students' and my own opinions on the
content. Being done in an asynchronous way, there was no need to be present physically or virtually for
such discussion. Yet, I had the advantage of dozens of other opinions from which to draw my own
conclusions. This took my learning beyond that previously possible via ...traditional learning ...

to introduce selected (ICT) Information and Communications Technologies used in open learning
environments, such as interactive technologies and collaborative technologies
One aspect of having been introduced to the background theory in the way it was done is the ability to
review tens of project proposals and final project papers in light of the theory examined. This made the
theoretical come to life, especially when undertaking my own individual work. This meant looking critically
at the variety of components comprised with-in the environment being examined ...What' made this a more
lively introduction to the ICT was the regular use of LC Profiler and the success of the discussions taking
place.

to examine and evaluate critically ICT applications as a part of the open learning environments
by using criteria/ theories based on sound argumentation
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Given the foundation above ... it was straightforward to see the relevance of the theory when examining the
OLE at hand. Especially of interest was the use made of LC Profiler as an OLE by all members of the course
and the social interaction made possible by all areas of LC Profiler, not isolated to the on-line cafe. This
even fed the theoretical side to my thoughts about my assignment.

8 Conclusions
The experience of participating in this pilot unit has provided a real example of the transformative potential
of the use of ICT. This is in spite of several years experience of using the First Class conferencing software
which seems quite limited by comparison with LC Profiler. In McConnell's [3] terms First Class can be
seen to be simply an example of "unstructured groupware" or an "electronic space". Some experiences result
in real and lasting changes for myself this experience has transformed my own pedagogical thinking and
practice. Whilst being a vital component, the learning environment of itself is not the main ingredient for
experiencing this transformation, although many people at this time are looking for the "quick fix" and
simple solutions. However it has been the experience as a participant in a community of practice (Hudson
[4]; Lave, [5] and Lave and Wenger, [6]) that has been fundamental. This process takes time and is about
changes within (the person) and developing new ways of relating to other people. In general terms such
high levels of on-line communication also necessitate the need to develop a more relaxed attitude towards
committing ideas into print, for seeing such comments as transient and not permanent and being accepting of
the need for "repairs" to communication as one would in more traditional forms of communication.
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Our research objectives include constructing a collaborative learning support system that detects appropriate situation for a learner to join in a collaborative learning
session, and forms a collaborative learning group appropriate for the situation dynamically. In this paper, we describe the outline of a system of concepts concerning
learning goals expected to attain by learners through collaborative learning process
with justification by the learning theories. We propose possibility that theory-based
learning groups can be combined into one in order to help a learner attain his/her
learning goals and showed an example of effective learning group formation which is
formed by combining multiple theory-based learning groups. With the ontology, it will
be possible to compare and synthesize the learning theories to design the collaborative
learning settings.

Keywords: Ontology, Collaborative Learning, Distributed Learning Environments
1

Introduction

Our research objectives include constructing a collaborative learning support system that detects appropriate situation for a learner to join in a collaborative learning session, and forms a collaborative
learning group appropriate for the situation dynamically. To fulfill these objectives, we have to consider
the following:

1. How to detect the appropriate situation to start a collaborative learning session and to set up the
learning goal,
2. How to form an effective group which ensures educational benefits to the members of the group, and
3. How to facilitate desired interaction among learners in the learning group.

We have discussed item 1 in our previous papers[10, 11], and this paper focuses on item 2. When we have
clarified item 2 and extracted the desired interaction in the group, we would consider item 3.

There are many theories to support the advantage of collaborative learning. For instance, Observational learning[2], Constructivism[19], Self-regulated learning[9], Situated learning[15,16], Cognitive
apprenticeship[5], Distributed cognition[21], Cognitive flexibility theory[22, 23], Sociocultural Theory[25,
26], Zone of proximal development[25,26], and so on. If we select a theory from these and form a learning group based on the theory, we can expect effective collaborative learning with the strong support
of the theory. However, it is difficult to understand all theories because these theories are derived from
a wide research area including pedagogy, sociology and psychology. Moreover, we can expect different
educational benefits based on these learning theories, and observe various kinds of interaction between
learners through collaborative learning process. Due to the diversity, it is difficult to list the learning
theories effective to gain a specific educational benefit for a learner, and to compare the theories to form
a suitable collaborative learning group for the learner.
Therefore, we have been constructing a system of concepts to represent collaborative learning sessions
supported by these learning theories[12, 14, 24]. We call the system of concepts "Collaborative Learning
Ontology". Although advantages of collaborative learning over individual learning are well known, the
collaborative learning is not always effective for a learner. Educational benefit that a learner gets through
the collaborative learning process depends mainly on interaction among learners. The interaction is partly
influenced by relations among members of learning group, which suggests that how to form an effective

group for the collaborative learning is critical to ensure educational benefit to the members. In this
paper, we focus on "Learning Goal Ontology" which is a part of the Collaborative Learning Ontology.
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Collaborative Learning Session
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r
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0
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Fig. 1. Collaborative Learning Ontology

The concept "Learning Goal" is one of the most important concepts for forming a learning group because
each learner joins in a collaborative learning session to attain some learning goals.
To help a learner obtain a specific educational benefit we can find several learning theories useful
for the purpose and form different learning groups according to the theories. If the groups are merged
into one, we may form a better learning group which is guaranteed its effectiveness by multiple learning
theories. So, we also discuss the combination of learning groups supported by different learning theories.
This paper is organized as follows: we first show briefly the structure of our "Collaborative Learning
Ontology" and "Learning Goal Ontology". Then we summarize advantages and remaining tasks: how
can we narrow down candidates of learning groups into one? Finally we propose a new learning group
formation formed by combining multiple learning theories.

2

Learning Goal Ontology for Collaborative Learning

Through a survey of studies on collaborative learning, we picked up concepts to represent a collaborative
learning session. As a result, we set up five primitive concepts to characterize the session: Trigger, Learning
Material, Learning Scenario, Learning Group, and Learning Goal. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual structure
of Collaborative Learning Ontology.' Here, we concentrate on the concept "Learning Goal" which is one
of the most important concepts for forming a learning group, because each learner joins in a collaborative
learning session to attain some learning goals. The "Learning Goal" can be specified as two kinds of goals:
"common goal" as a whole group and "personal goal" for each learner. The concept "personal goal" can
be specified as two kinds: the goal represented as a change of a learner's knowledge/ cognitive states, and
the goal attained by interaction with other learners.

We classify the goal of the first person (1), that of the
first person to interact with the second person ( You), and
that of the whole group as I-goal, YI-goal, and W-goal,
respectively. I-goal, which is described as G:I, represents what
a learner is expected to acquire. YI-goal, which is described

represents what a learner is expected to acquire
through the interaction. W-goal expresses the situation being
set up to attain YI-goals and we describe the goal as G:W.
W-goal is a common goal characterizing the whole group.

G:Y(LB)<=-1(LA)

G:Y(LA)<=I(LB)
G W({LA,LB})
G:I(LB)

as

G W({LA LB,Lc})

Fig. 2. Learning Goal Ontology

Fig. 2 represents learning goals in a group where three
learners: LA, LBand Lcare participating. Learner LAhas an
I-goal which is attained through this collaborative learning session and this goal is described in Fig. 2
as G:I(LA). Both LBand Lchave I-goals, and they are represented as G:I(LB) and G:I(Lc) respectively.

G:Y(LB)I(LA) is a YI-goal between LAand LBobserved from LA's viewpoint. In other words, it
means the reason why LAinteracts with LB. Concerning this interaction between LAand LB, there is
also a YI-goal observed from LB's viewpoint. That is, it is the reason why LBinteracts with LA. This
YI-goal is represented as G:Y(LA) I(LB). Both G:I(LA) and G:Y(LB)I(LA) are personal goals of
1 Notation: the schemata define the W-concept and the U-concept. The W-concept has entity a, which is an
instance of the concept P-concept, as a part. The entity a plays a specific role (Role-name) in the W-concept.
The concept P-concept has a semicircle on the right sides. It means the concept is defined in other schema. The
L-concept is a specification of the U-concept, and the U-concept is a generalization of the L-concept.
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Table 1. W-goals
W-goal
CI)

ch
K

a.,

Definition

Setting up the situation for Peer Tu- Setting up the situation where a learner teaches something
to another learner.
toring ®

Src.
[6, 7]

Setting up the situation for An- Setting up the situation where a learner diagnoses another

learner's problem and then solve it (Problem-based Learning) i
chored Instruction El]
Setting up the situation for learning Setting up the situation to learn knowledge or skill as an
[5]
by Cognitive Apprenticeship CM apprentice
Setting up the situation for sharing
Setting up the situation to share cognitive or meta-cognitive [25,
x (Meta-) Cognitive function between
26]
function between learners based on Sociocultural Theory
L

er,

o.

t
4)

a..

learners Bril

.

Setting up the situation for sharing Setting up the situation to evoke a learner's reflective thinking
based on Cognitive Flexibility theory.
Multiple Perspectives gas
Setting up the situation based on Setting up the situation where full participants, whom knowlZ Distributed Cognition (LID
edge bases are different each other, discuss problems
x
ia, Setting up the situation based on Setting up the situation where full participants discuss problems
Cognitive Constructivism QM]
Setting up the community for Legiti- Setting up the the community of practice for peripheral par0
mate Peripheral Participation ME ticipant
bi2
Setting up the situation for Obser- Setting up the situation to share other learners' learning provational Learning KID
cesses
means an abbreviation for the W-goal.
Note:
e.g., The W-goal "Setting up the situation for Peer Tutoring" is abbreviated as "PT".
ch

u)

[22,
23]
[21]
[19]

[15,
16]

LA. G:W( {LA, LB}) is a W-goal of the learning group ({LA, LB }). GW({LA,LB,Lc}) is a W-goal of
the learning group ({LA, LB, Lc}).
We have identified goals for collaborative learning for each of the three categories, and constructed
I -goal Ontology, YI-goal Ontology, and W-goal Ontology with justification based on learning theories.'
We can expect learners to acquire not only new knowledge concerning problems they solve, but also
cognitive skills, meta-cognitive skills, and skills for self-expression through the collaborative learning
session (I-goals). Each I-goal has several phases of development. It is difficult to understand from a theory
what educational benefit is expected to a learner, because of lack of unified systematic terminology to
represent a variety of phases. So, we adopt the terminologies used in two established findings: Rumelhart
& Noman's work[15] on knowledge acquisition and Anderson's one[1] for skill development. The process to
acquire a specific knowledge includes three qualitatively different kinds of learning[15]: Accretion, Tuning,

and Restructuring. Concerning development of skills, there are also three phases of learning: Cognitive
stage, Associative stage, and Autonomous stage[1, 8].
The learner is expected to achieve these I-goals through interaction with other learners. For example,
to achieve the I-goal "Acquisition of Content-Specific Knowledge (Accretion)", some learners could take
the Y =I -goal "Learning by being Taught[5]", while some learners could take another Y =I -goal "Learning
by Observation[2]".
Table 1 shows the W-goals. The W-goals are classified into four kinds (i. e., Three kinds of singleton Wgoals and one Composite W-goal) according to their structures. To form a learning group means to pick up
learners who join in the group as members and to assign a specific role in the group to each member. The
formation should have rationale supported by learning theories. The structure of learning goals expresses

the rationality. A W-goal, which is a learning goal as a whole group, provides the rationale for the
interaction among the members. It means that a W-goal specifies a rational arrangement of Y =I -goals.
Fig. 3 shows a typical representation for the structure of a W-goal. It would be more easily to understand
a learning theory by preparing the structure to represent the theory and filling in each component of the
structure with suitable concepts according to the theory.

A learning theory generally argues the process that learners, who play a specific role, can obtain
educational benefits through interaction with other learners who play other roles. The theories have
common characteristics to argue effectiveness of a learning process focusing on a specific role of learners.
So, we represent the focus in the theories as Primary Focus and Secondary Focus.

Primary Focus (P): a learner's role that is mainly focused in the learning theory. The learner who
plays this role (P-member) is expected to gain the main educational benefit.
2 The details of the ontologies are described in our previous paper[14]. Here, we show the outline of the'ontologies.
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?y = ?b = ?c
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:1
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1
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)

Lsta
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knowledge/cognitive stateD
knowledge/cognitive stateD

I Behavior 1)

I Behavior D
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knowledge/cognitive stateD

rgaalln knowledge/cognitive stateD

Fig. 3. Conceptual Structure of a W-goal

Secondary Focus (S): a learner's role that is weakly focused in the learning theory. The learner who
plays this role (S-member) is needed as a companion to enable a P-member to attain his/her learning
goals.

We classify the W-goals into the following four kinds depending on the number of the components P
and S.

Singleton W-goal: Each Singleton W-goal can exist independently.
Multiple-P x Single-S: The W-goal of M-P x S-S type can have multiple P-members and single
S-member.

Single-P x Multiple-S: The W-goal of S-P x M-S type can have single P-member and multiple
S-members.

Multiple-P x No-S: The W-goal of M-P x N-S type has only one role for its members. In this
group, each learner plays a role of companion for the other learner, while he/she gains main
educational benefit.

Composite W-goal: The CW-goal includes another group as its component S.

For example, in the situation of Peer Tutoring, there are two roles: Peer Tutor and Peer Tutee. Main educational benefit is tuning of contentspecific knowledge by externalizing a learner's
knowledge[6, 7]. So, P is identified as Peer Tutor
and S is identified as Peer Tutee. From the viewpoint of assigned task, the role of main problem-

?x=?b
?a=?c

solver is Peer Tutee who wants to get a new knowl-

edge to perform assigned tasks, while the role of
helper is Peer Tutor. The number of members who
play Peer Tutee (S) should be single, the number
of members who play Peer Tutor (P) can be multiple, and the W-goal PT is identified as a M-P x

Observer

Learning by Observation
Observer
p/o

S-S type.

A group attaining a W-goal(W) can have an-

?b

Observing

G:1 (Observer
p/o

#2

other group, which has another W-goal(W3), as the

component S of the W-goal(W,). We call the Wgoal(W,) "CW-goal" which means a composite

W-goal. Fig. 4 shows the conceptual structure
of the CW-goal Observational Learning[2]. The
learning group has Observers as its component P.
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p/o

Member of S-group

?c

Learner

Fig. 4. An Example of CW-goal: OL

[)

The Observers require a group (i.e.,its component S) as an object to observe meaningful interaction. In
the figure, the W-goal, which is set in #1, depends on what I-goal is set in #2. For example, if accretion
of content-specific knowledge is set in #2 as Observer's I-goal, the W-goal PT is recommended as S's
W-goal (#1).
A W-goal has two kinds of goals of interaction as follows:

SP-goal: a Y =I -goal which means how and for what purpose the P-member interacts with the Smember.

PS-goal: a Y =I -goal which means how and for what purpose the S-member interacts with the Pmember. In the collaborative learning session, all members of learning group are expected to get
some educational benefits. So, the S-member also has an I-goal, and the P =S -goal should be effective

to attain the I-goal.
The entities of these goals refer to the concepts defined in the YI-goal Ontology. The conditions, which
are proper to each W-goal, can be added to the concepts, if necessary. Each of the YI-goals referred to
by SAP -goal and P =S -goal consists of three components as follows:

I: a role to attain the YI-goal. A member who plays I role (I-member) is expected to attain his/her
I-goal by attaining the YI-goal.
You: a role as a partner for the I-member.
G:I: an I-goal which means what the I-member attains.
Each W-goal can be expressed by a set of Y =I -goals and I-goals. We can identify a group formation
to start an effective collaborative learning session with these goals.

3

Advantages and Remaining Tasks of Learning Goal Ontology
for Forming an Effective Learning Group

In a traditional classroom, sometimes a teacher divides students into several subgroups, and then the
students start collaborative learning in the subgroup all at once. Such collaborative learning does not
ensure educational benefits for every student, because it depends on a student's knowledge/ cognitive
state whether collaborative learning is effective or not, and progress in learning differs from student to
student.
So, we have been proposing a network-based new learning environment to support individual learning
and collaborative learning dynamically. In the environment, each learner is solving problems individually

with an ITS. When the ITS detects a desired situation for a learner (triggered-learner) to shift from
individual learning mode to collaborative learning mode, the ITS forms an effective learning group for,
the learner, and then the members of the group start a collaborative learning session. In the group, not
triggered-learner but every member should be ensured to attain individual learning goals through specific
interaction with the other members. To encourage the interaction, every member is assigned a specific role
in the group. When the members attain their learning goals,, they close the session and return individual
learning mode. We call the idea of dynamic group formation "Opportunistic Group Formation (OGF)".
With our Learning Goal Ontology we can represent the several group formations whose effectiveness
is ensured by learning theories. It means that the ontology brings the following benefit: When a personal

goal for a learner (i.e.,I-goal or YI-goal) is decided, we can identify learning theories which propose
learning groups to facilitate that the learner attain the personal goal. And then, we can form a specific
group and identify roles assigned to the members of the group according to the theory.
If there are many theories to enable a learner to attain a specific personal goal, we can form many
learning groups supported by the theories as candidates. Then, we have to narrow down the candidates
to one. How can we select one?
Each learner plays a specific role in collaborative learning session. Every role has necessary conditions
which should be satisfied by a learner who plays the role. The conditions will work as constraints to narrow
down the candidates. If there are still some candidates after checking the conditions for role assignment,
there are no rules for conflict resolution between all possible learning theories.
One might want to select one of the most profitable theory-based learning groups for a learner to attain
a personal goal. Every theory expresses a different learning situation. The differences between theories
do not mean the differences of the degree of effectiveness, but diversity of means to attain a goal. So, it

is hard to compare a theory with the others on the effectiveness for helping a learner attain a personal
goal.
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There is another solution of the problem for narrowing down the candidates to one. Are learning
theories exclusive each other? If the candidates can be integrated into one, a stronger learning group will
appear: a learner is expected to attain a personal learning goal through some kinds of interaction, and
each interaction is justified by a learning theory.

4

Is a Learning Theory Exclusive or Harmonious with Other
Theories?

In actual learning environment, teachers often adopt the style of collaborative learning. If the group
includes a member LAwhose knowledge base and/or experiences are relatively poor, it would be difficult

for LAto discuss with other members and to solve a problem collaboratively. LAis expected to grow
into a senior through practice in the group. This type of learning group is similar to the group based
on the theory "LPP" which describes a process in which a newcomer grows into a senior[15, 16]. Fig.
5 shows typical learning group formation the W-goal "LPP" where three learners: LA, LBand Lcare
participating. As a whole group, all members solve a problem collaboratively, and LAis regarded as a

Peripheral Participant and {LBand Lc} are regarded as Full Participants.
G:Y(LB)<=I(Lc)
G:Y(LC) < =I(LB)

= Learning by Discussion

Peripheral Participant
G:1(1.4 )

Full Participant

T...

= Development of
Metacognitive Skil
(Assoc.)
G:Y({1-B, Lc})<=1(-A)

= Learning by Practice

Lcj

4U:I(Lc)
Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)
G:W({LA, 143,Lc}) = LPP

Fig. 5. An Example of Group Formation: LPP
G:Y(LA)<=I LB) = Learning by Diagnosing

G:Y(LB)<=I(Lc)
G:Y(LC) < =l(LB)

G:Y(L B)<=I(LA)

= Learning by Discussion

= Learnin b Reflection

''..,,

Peripheral Participant

(

Full Participant
GALL?)

G:I(Lc)
= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)

GALA)
= Development of
Metacognitive Skill
(Assoc.)

G:Y({19, 1-0)<=1(14)
= Learning by Practice

Fig. 6. An Example of Actual Learning Group

In this case, many skillful teachers will arrange for an excellent learner (e.g.,LB) to help LAin the
group. For example, when a new student comes to our laboratory, a senior student may work as a tutor
for the new student. Fig. 6 shows this type of learning group formation. We can find additional YI-goals
between LAand Lain Fig. 6 as compared with Fig. 5. The teacher will expect different types of interaction
between LAand LB, which bring additional educational benefits to them. This type of group formation
can not be interpreted by a single learning theory.
In a learning group supported by "LPP", can all Peripheral Participants grow up into full participants?
According to the theory "LPP", a learner (i.e.,Peripheral Participant) can acquire knowledge on the
community and develop his/her (meta-) cognitive skills only by the learner's own- practice. It is not
assumed the other learners (i.e.,Full Participants) help the Peripheral Participant grows up. It seems
that there is a gap between the Peripheral Participant and the Full Participant. Especially concerning
the development of (meta-) cognitive skills, a Peripheral Participant can observe not the process in which
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G:W({LA, LB }) = SC

G:Y(LA)<=I(LB) = Learning by Diagnosing
G:Y(L B)<=l(LA) = Learning by Reflection

Diagnoser in SC

G:Y(LB)<=I(Lc)
G:Y(Lc)<=I(LB)
= Learning by Discussion

Full Participant in LPP

Client in SC

G:I(LB)

Peripheral Participant in LPP

GALC)
= Development of (Meta-)
Cognitive Skill (Autonomous)
& Content-Specific Knowledge
(Restructuring)

G:I(L4 ) = Development of Metacognitive Skill (Assoc.)

G:Y({LB, Lc })< =I(LA) = Learning by Practice

G:W( {LA, LB, LC }) = LPP.

Fig. 7. An Example of Combined Learning Group: W-goal LPP & SC

a Full Participant uses the skill, but input and output for using the skill. It is difficult to learn the process
by observing only input and output.
Concerning the W-goals, both W-goals "AI" [4] and "SC"[26] assume to have a "poor learner" who
engages to solve a problem and a "helper" for the learner. The W-goal "AI" has a Problem-Holder, who
has a difficulty in solving a problem, and an Anchored Instructor, who diagnoses the Problem-Holder's
problem and gives advice to him/her. Similarly, the W-goal "SC" has a Client, who externalizes his/her
own thinking process, and a Diagnoser, who diagnoses the Client's thinking process and evaluates the
process. In both W-goals, a "poor learner" is expected to attain his/her I-goal, by a "helper"'s advice.
Each of these W-goals can be combined with one of the other W-goals. That is, if it is difficult for a
learner to attain an I-goal, we can combine the W-goal "AI" or "SC", and one of the other W-goals to
help the learner attain the I-goal.
In the case of Fig. 6, we can interpret the group as a combination of two groups. One group (Group,)
consists of two Full Participants (LBand Lc) and one Peripheral Participant (LA). The W-goal of Group,
is "LPP". Another group (Group) consists of a Client (LA) and a Diagnoser (LB), and the W-goal of
the group is "SC". Fig. 7 shows the combination of two groups. In this learning group, LAis expected to
participate in the session more easily thanks to the help of LB. For LB, it is an opportunity for diagnosing
LA's authentic problems and helping LAto participate in the collaborative learning session. Through the
experience, we can expect LBto develop his/her cognitive skill in two ways. For Lc, he/she will be able to
get the same educational benefit with participating in the group shown in Fig. 5, because his/her activity
is equal between the both groups.

For the combination of theory-based learning groups, the role of ontology is to clarify principles
of combination. In combined groups, it should be guaranteed that all members can attain their own
learning goals. At this stage, we store possible patterns of combining some theory-based learning groups
as a pattern library. The ontology should not only represent the patterns, but also the principles which
express the design rationale why the groups can be combined into one. When we can clarify the principles,
an intelligent educational support system will be able to infer an effective learning group formation based
on the principles opportunistically: The group formation is not picking up an appropriate one from the
static pattern library. In this paper, we have described the possibility of combination the W-goal "AI" or
"SC", and other W-goals. We have to consider the other types of combination.

5

Conclusions

We have discussed Learning Goal Ontology which will be able to make it easier to form an effective
collaborative learning setting and to analyze the educational functions for a learning group. By considering
the personal and common goals, we have identified three kinds of learning goals; I-goal, YI-goal and
W-goal. In this paper, we described the outline of Learning Goal Ontology, and summarized advantages
and remaining tasks for the ontology. We proposed possibility that theory-based learning groups can be
combined into one in order to help a learner attain his/her learning goals and showed an example of
effective learning group formation which is formed by combining multiple theory-based learning groups.
With the ontology, it will be possible to compare and synthesize the learning theories to design the
collaborative learning settings.
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At this stage, we mainly focus on the learning goals. Future work includes to construct ontologies
on remaining concepts in Collaborative Learning Ontology. Advantage of collaborative learning includes
emotional factors: e.g.,motivation, familiarity. It is also our future work how to treat these factors.
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with Related Factors between University
Students and Occupational Groups
in Taiwan
Gin-Fon Nancy Ju, Soochow University

70 Lin-Shi Rd. , Taipei , Taiwan, R.O.C.
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This research was to investigate the current situation of computer network usage, frequency and
purposes between university students and occupational groups in Taiwan. The research also analyzed
the influences of its related factors on computer network usage, such as computer experience
background, the attitudes toward computers, personality, aptitudes, critical thinking ability, academic

achievement and so on. The subjects of university students were sampled from the Soochow University.
The subjects of occupational groups were sampled from various occupations. The Computer
Experience Background Scale and the Computer Attitude Scale were conducted by author for this
research. Lai' s Personality Scale, Differential Aptitude Tests and Critical Thinking Appraisal are three

published tests selected appropriately by the author and used for the research purposes. Academic
achievement in the research was based on the students GPA.
According to the computer network usage of university students, 150 students were sampled in
1997. The network usage was classified into three types of purposes: (I) information searching, (2)
BBS, (3) e-mail. The findings were that the students used computer network for searching information
the most frequently, then for BBS, for e-mail the least frequently. Besides, the male students

significantly used computer network more frequently than the female students, especially for the usage
of information searching and e-mail purposes. About computer experience background and the

attitudes toward computers, the students who have more computer experience background and who
have more positive attitudes toward computers significantly used computer network more frequently
where the influences from computer experience background was larger than the influences from

computer attitudes.

Since the subjects from the university students can be arranged and administered by the Lai' s
Personality Scale, Differential Aptitude Tests and the Critical Thinking Appraisal, and their GPA can

be retrieved from the university, therefore, the relationship between computer network usage and
personality, aptitudes or critical thinking ability were analyzed. The findings of the Lai' s Personality

Scale were that the students who were more objective, less depressed, and less nervous significantly
used computer network for information searching purposes more frequently. The students who were
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more social types of personality significantly used computer network for BBS purposes more

frequently. The students who were more worry and distress significantly used computer network for
e-mail purposes more frequently. The Differential Aptitude Tests was found that the aptitudes of
arithmetic and abstract reasoning were significantly positively correlated with the frequency of
computer network usage for BBS purposes. None of critical thinking abilities was significantly related

to the computer network usage. The students' GPA was not found to be significantly related to the
computer network usage either.

Since we sampled 110 university students for the same survey again in 2000, the changes of the

computer network usage by time sequence were investigated in this research. It was found that no
matter the usage of information searching, BBS, or e-mail purposes, the university students in 2000

have significantly more frequency in using computer network than the students in 1997. The university
students in 2000 yielded significantly more computer experience background than did the students in
1997 too. However, for the attitudes towards computers, the university students in 2000 did not make

significantly difference from the students in 1997. These results indicated that university students
always respected the importance of computers in their lives. They significantly used computer network
more and more by years. As a matter of fact, computer network will be the main tool to get survived in
the future hi-tech world.

For surveying computer network usage of occupational groups, 115 adults were sampled in
1999. It was found that they significantly used computer network for information searching and e-mail

more frequently than for BBS. No gender effect was found to be related to the usage of computer

network. In addition, the more computer experience background the occupational groups have, the
more significantly frequently they used computer network. However, their attitudes toward computers

were not significantly related to the computer network usage. The results of age stages showed that the
elder people significantly used computer network less frequently than the younger people.
General speaking, the occupational groups used computer network for e-mail purposes
significantly more frequently but for BBS significantly less frequently than did the university students.
The occupational groups significantly yielded more computer experiences than did the university

students. It has to be mentioned here that since we sampled university students and occupational
groups in different years, these results might confounded with the time effects. Further research and
experimental design were suggested to verify these problems.

Reference
[1] Sternberg, R. J. "Diversifying Instruction and Assessment." Educational-Forum, 59, p47-52. 1994

[2] Watson, G. & Glaser, E. M. "Critical Thinking Appraisal." The Psychological Corporation, Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 1980
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Online Education: A Learner-Centered
Model with Constructivism
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This paper describes the initiative to construct a WWW-enabled course and
project support environment for undergraduate education, aimed to uphold the

constructivist' s ideas of active learning. The system is intended to create
learning experiences that invite students to construct knowledge and to make
meaning of their worlds of learning. In particular, we discuss the educational
framework of our design through the Problem-Based Learning (PBL) approach,
from the perspectives of the architect of the intellect. We also describe the
incremental prototyping process of software development, through scenarios of
participatory design of our students in Software Engineering at the author' s
affiliated faculty. The paper concludes by discussing the challenge of
implementing the fully functioning constructivist WWW-based environment
through blending the art and science of teaching into creative cognitive designs.

Keywords: Constructivism, Problem-Based Learning (PBL), LearnerCentered Philosophy

1 Introduction
With the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW or Web) towards the end of the 20th Century, the use of this

Internet-based hypermedia technology in education has become the trend of today. The Web is aimed to

facilitate learning in different disciplines, and is becoming the major driver to construct numerous
experimental Web-based support environment in campuses around the globe. However, online education in
the form of Web-based instructions (WBI) or Web-enabled learning environment, without an anchoring
philosophy of education, could easily become a technology-rich educational wasteland. The theme of this
paper is to investigate how the insights of our educational visionaries [5] could be designed into our Webbased support environment, to suit the unique schemata of individual learners. Actually, such designs require

rigor in identifying certain essential elements of the constructivist architecture. And they represent
challenges to the learning in our daily classrooms, which has typically involved having students repeat
newly presented information on tests or in reports. Constructivist teaching practices help learners internalize,

or transform new information, which in turn makes further understanding possible. Therefore, as
instructional designers, the guiding question in tackling our Web-based design is this: How do we create a
technology-enhanced learning environment that engages students in the types of activities that will take on
their initiative and responsibility for their own learning?

2 Project Background
In the spring of 1999, a group of junior students in Software Engineering, initiated an informal study group
(ISG) [15] with the author' s facilitation. The ISG' s mission is to help students develop their team-based

technical interest in preparation for their graduation project. And we started exploring the ongoing
development of Web-based distributed applications with online education as one of our first discussion
topics. During the discussion, the author, as an instructor, expressed his difficulties in traditional classroom
setting, to recognize students' intellectual and motivational problems, to explain to them a difficult part of
the subject matter, to provide clear tasks, and to coach students in specific problem-solving activities. These
issues indeed go far beyond the classroom walls. As students, they expressed their need for a learnercentered atmosphere whose focus is put on the needs, skills, and interests of the learners, and whose goal is
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to encourage active exploration and construction in the course of learning activity. Likewise, we developed

the initial flea of creating an environment where anyone is free to learn, to construct and refine new
meaning in one' s own learning, and to have enough channels to ask for help, when necessary, in the form of
some extended service of a good teacher. We continue our expedition into Web-based technology to turn out
the project ideas of creating a) a course support environment for active learning, and b) a project support
environment for problem-based learning (PBL). The former has been given the project name REAL [13] to
imply a Rich Environment for Active Learning, while the latter, SUPER [14] to denote SU itable and Practical

Educational Resources for group-based project work. And in either project, we have not ruled out the
familiar face-to-face classroom interactions between teacher and students, as one of the essential aspects of
the learning process.

3 Pedagogical Intakes
In selecting the pedagogy of our Web-based environment, we have borrowed from the legacies of our
educational visionaries in blending the art and science of constructivist teaching. John Dewey' s designs
embedded learning in experience [3]. He advocated field studies and immersion in experiences to stimulate
learning. Jean Piaget' s work influences constructivist educators through designs of discovery learning [9].

Students manipulate subject matter and objects representing the subject matter as they interpret their
findings. He believed that learners' internalization leads to structural changes in how they think about
something as they assimilate incoming data. Today, constructing meaning on the basis of one' s interpretation
of data is the heart of science inquiry, problem-based learning models, and case studies. Lev Vygotsky' s
theory [16] suggests that we learn first through person-to-person interactions and then individually through
an internalization process that leads to deep understanding. This belief in the social process of idea making
permeates today' s interactive classroom led by skillful teacher questioning. Reuven Feuerstein' s mediated

learning theory [4] refutes the concept of an unchanging intelligent quotient (IQ) and leads to intense
examination of how the classroom affects students' metacognition. He believes that the discovery process
requires intervention from the teacher to guide learn ing. On examining the varied work of the master
architects, and trying to crystallize the essential elements of the constructivist architecture, we see an array
of tools emerging. They include a learner-centered curriculum; enriched environments; interactive settings;

differentiated instruction; inquiry, experimentation, and investigation; mediation and facilitation; and
metacognitive reflection.

4 Instructional Design
We expect the instructional design of our Web-based support should increase student participation and
communication through re-designing the delivery of college lectures to incorporate more student online
activities and instructor' s feedback before, during and after the contact session. The environment is expected

to develop students' abilities to generate problems, to engage in collaboration, to appreciate multiple
perspectives, to evaluate and to actively use knowledge. From the designers' standpoint, we have included
the following enabling ideas:

a) Enable students to determine what they need to learn through questioning and goal setting. It is believed
that students should work to identify their knowledge and skill deficits, and to develop strategies in the
form of personal learning goals for meeting those deficits. The emphasis is to foster a sense of students'
ownership in the learning process. If teachers, through the Web-based support environment, can guide the
students in identifying what they already know and what they need to learn, then knowledge gaps and
mistakes can be viewed in a positive way such as another opportunity to learn. And students can assume
more responsibility in addressing their own learning needs during any instructional unit.
b) Enable students to manage their own learning activities. It is believed that students should be enabled to
develop their learning plans, which should describe priorities, instructional tactics, resources, deadlines,
roles in collaborative learning situations, and proposed learning outcomes, including presentation and
dissemination of new knowledge and skills, if applicable. Traditionally, these instructional events are
arranged by teachers to be obeyed by students, in order to accomplish a specified set of pre-determined
objectives. Yet, it is not advantageous for students to learn to be self-directed. To manage their own

learning activities, students must be guided and supported by the teacher, through the Web-based
environment, slowly taking on more and more responsibility of their own learning.
c) Enable students to contribute to one another' s learning through collaborative activities. It is believed that
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students should be encouraged and supported to discuss and share their personal findings. Particularly, we
should enable students to become co-builders of the course/learning resources through evaluating and
refining the entries their peers put into the Web-based depository. Collaborative group-based learning
seems appealing to achieve the purpose. Students, nevertheless, must be educated to recognize what they
are trying to learn in group-work, value it, and wish to share that value with others. Teachers can provide
this sense of accountability and belonging by structuring students' work in the support environment with
such concept as computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW).
It is convinced that the efficacy of the learning environment is a function of many complex factors, including
curriculum, instructional methodology, student motivation, and students' developmental readiness. Trying to
capture this complexity onto the design of our Web-based environment, is more an ongoing iterative process
than a one-time activity. So we develop scenarios of situated learning support applicable to both individual
course taking and group-based project work. These scenario-based supports are then incorporated into the
environment incrementally, subject to our students' participatory testing.

5 Scenario-Based Support
Imagine attending a class where the instructor, after giving an introduction of what the course is entailed,
invites you to visit his/her course support environment on the Web. On entering the Web-based environment,
you are offered the privilege of creating your own personal space in the form of a customizable Web page
guarded by your self-assigned identifier and password. Within your personal Web space, you are furnished
with some tools to start your Web-life. These include a communications facility to keep one another in touch

(email and newsgroup); a calendar planner to track your appointments or commitments (meetings or
homework due dates, or project deadlines); and a frequently-asked-questions (FAQ) tool to send for
instructor' s help when encountering difficulty in housekeeping the personal space. Also, there are pathways
to other service modules:

a) Course Information. This module provides such information as the course description, pre-requisite
requirements, evaluation policy, references list, and other details such as time and location of the lectures.
It also includes links to the instructor' s contact details, his/her teaching/research profile, and the course
schedule showing timetable for class with links to the study materials before, during and after contact
sessions. Also included is the announcement service representing the most up-to-date information sent to
the students from the instructor.

b) Course Resources. This module comprises the study materials prepared by the instructors, and the
contributions representing students' submitted or reported work of interest to other students. Study
materials can further be cataloged and managed as different resources: study notes, tutorial handouts,
supplementary lecture details, or Web-links in the Internet. It could also include FAQs of the course:
homework, quiz' s, tests, examinations, and projects.

c) Course Assessment. This module keeps track of students' performance. The score each student obtained
after completing a specific activity is recorded with enough details for evaluation at the end of the course.
Students are encouraged to propose their own study plan to earn the accumulated score required, to
complete the course. This service is designed into the Learning Contract [7] component to individualize
the learning process for any individual learner. Typically, a student is required to write a formal agreement,
which details what will be learned, how the learning will be accomplished, the period of time involved,
and the specific evaluation criteria to be used in judging the completion of the learning.
d) Course Inquiry. This module fulfills several requirements of the teacher-student inquiry interaction. These
include: a) a sense of dedicated space for an extended collaboration between teacher and student; b) an
incremental delivery of inquiry results from teacher to student; and c) visibility of the inquiry interactions
to avoid duplicating effort, and to encourage discovery of related interests. When an inquiry is initiated by
a student, a request Web page is generated which is specific to that interaction and to which the teacher
and student return frequently for their interaction. This request Web page (meeting space on the Web),

contains the relevant material required for the specific inquiry interaction, say, contact details of the
student and the teacher in the form of Web links or email addresses. Each request Web page supports
several types of interaction: posting comments, recording actions, uploading/downloading files. These can

be carried out at any time in any order. This feature is designed to support the often-time extended
discussion and incremental result delivery of the teacher-student collaboration. Also, since the completed
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request Web page could be visible to any registered student or teaching staff within the Faculty intranet,

this increases the general awareness of the teacher' s activities in consulting students, and avoids
duplicating efforts of other staff in dealing with similar questions from students. More importantly, when
users browse the inquiry activities over the Web, they are always exposed to information as to who was
involved in what, and eventually they will learn about one another' s specialties and interests. Hopefully,

they will form communities centered about specific knowledge and interest; such are considered as
important assets of any educational institute.

Now, on visiting the Web-based support environment and reading the latest announcement for the next
lesson, you are aware that the next lesson is about group-based project work. According to the instructor' s
message, group project work is an essential component of any academic degree; many professional societies
worldwide emphasize project and group work as preparation for professional practice. Also, you are to
follow the problem-based learning (PBL) approach to work in teams. And you will be introduced to the
teaming process and the PBL support of the Web-based environment.

6 Problem-Based Learning (PBL)
It is understood that project work is recognized as having many educational and social benefits, in particular
providing students with opportunities for active learning. However, teaching, directing and managing group
project work is not an easy process. This is because projects are often: expensive demanding considerable

supervision and technical resources; and complex combining design, human communication, humancomputer interaction, and technology to satisfy objectives ranging from consolidation of technical skills
through provoking insight into organizational practice, teamwork and professional issues, to inculcating
academic discipline and presentation skills. In preparing our students to get started with group-based project
work, we have oriented towards the PBL learning model. According to the literature [1, 2], the modern
history of PBL began in the early 1970s at the medical school at McMaster University in Canada, and ever
since, PBL has been adopted in various fields such as Teaching, Engineering and Management.

6.1 PBL Pedagogy
The PBL approach focuses education around a set of realistic, intrinsically motivating problems to fit the
interests and needs of the learners. It acknowledges the possibility of prior knowledge held by the learner.
Further knowledge is acquired on a need to know' basis, enabling the learner to diagnose one' s own
learning needs. Knowledge gained is fed back into the problem in an iterative loop, allowing the synthesis of
topics and know-how [10]. When applied to the course setting, PBL should encourage students' active
participation, and develop in them self-directed learning and problem-solving skills while they interact,
discuss and share relevant knowledge and experience. More importantly, PBL revolves around a focal
problem, group work, feedback, class discussion, skill development and final reporting. The instructor' s role
is to organize and pilot this cycle of activity, guiding, probing and supporting students' initiatives along the
way so as to empower them to be responsible in their own learning.

6.2 PBL Activities
Students, on being presented with a problem or scenario, are made aware that initially they will not possess

enough prior information to solve the problem at hand or to clarify the scenario immediately. These
problems are often ill-structured, but devised according to concrete, open-ended situations. They are
reminded that they must identify, locate, and use appropriate resources, and ask questions referred to as
"learning issues" on the various aspects of the problem. These learning issues should help them realize what
knowledge they require to construct a solution, and thus focus their learning efforts and establish a means for
integrating the information they acquire. Often, they are encouraged to perceive themselves as managers of
their own in terms of time, material resources, and the complexity of the problems that can be handled one at
a time by the group. It is expected that the PBL students have to iterate through some relevant stages of
activities: analysis, research, and reporting, with discussion and feedback from peers and the instructor at
each stage.
Analysis. Throughout this stage, students organize their ideas and prior knowledge related to the problem,
and start defining its requirements. This helps them devise a specific statement of the problem. Meanwhile,
they are encouraged to pose learning issues, defining what they know and what they do not know. This helps
them assign responsibilities for research, eliciting and activating their existing knowledge as a crucial step in
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learning new information.

Research. Throughout this stage, students collect necessary information on specific learning issues raised
by the group. They may conduct library searches, seek sources on the Internet, collect data, and interview
knowledgeable authorities. More importantly, students teach themselves as they research their learning
issues. It is intended that when they come to realize the complexity and texture of the problem, they may
often see that information is a means to the ends of managing problems effectively.
Reporting. At this stage, students report their findings to the group. Individual students become "experts"
and teach one another. Subsequently, their discussion may generate a possible solution, or new learning
issues for the group to explore further. Final solutions are constructed, and the facilitator' s feedback should
help students clarify basic information, focus their investigations, and refine their problem-solving strategies,

besides addressing whether the original learning issues were resolved and whether the students'
understanding of the basic principles, information, and relationships is sufficiently deep and accurate.

6.3 PBL Teamwork Experience
It is important that PBL students are taught how to work in teams and positively experience the team process
because the team skills they acquire are applicable throughout their future careers. The PBL team process

requires each team composed of 3-5 students, to be assigned a supervisor (instructor) and a client if
applicable. The client' s role is to clarify the project, and to resolve ambiguities as they arise, whereas the
supervisor' s is to guide, motivate and provide feedback to the team. Also, one of the team members is
designated the team leader for the duration of the project, whose role is to coordinate the team activities, and
to ensure effective team communications. The leader also has to interface with the supervisor, arrange
meetings with clients when necessary, and facilitate meeting through setting agendas, taking minutes, and

allocating tasks. Each team member has to help set the team goals, accomplish tasks assigned, meet
deadlines, attend team meetings and take a turn editing a document to be submitted at the end of each major
stage of project development.

Meanwhile, PBL students are made aware of the difficulties in teamwork throughout the project period.
These include setting realistic project goals, carefully allocating tasks to team members, managing time, and
communicating and managing shared group documents. Teams have regular meetings to which they invite
their supervisor, and in which they organize themselves to manage the project. Students are often reminded
of setting appropriate agendas before meeting, assigning enough time to the agenda items during meeting,
restating the decisions made at the meeting, and converting decisions into action items after meeting. They
are also advised on clearly separating the social and work aspects in meetings, and assessing each meeting
for doing it better next time. Moreover, it is suggested that teams plan their project around major deadlines
of individuals in the team thereby acknowledging the other commitments team members may involve.

Deadlines represent the milestones set down for the PBL students to submit project documents and to
receive evaluation. Each team member is assessed by their supervisor and their team peers. The supervisor' s
evaluation is based on what each team member adds to the meetings and what the instructor perceives each
member' s contributions to the team to be. The peers' evaluation is based on a confidential rating sheet, to be

completed by each team member at the end of each major phase of the project. This rating sheet should
include each team member' s contribution for that phase with explanatory comments. And the overall project
assessment is made up of the group grade and the individual grade. The former is the same for each group
member and is based on the quality of the documents produced and the product developed. The individual

component is based on the quality of the student' s contribution to the documents and the product, their
participation in group-meetings, their commitment to the team process, and their professional attitude
developed.

7 Scenario-Based PBL Support
Imagine you have just attended the second lesson on PBL and group project work. And you realize that the
PBL support available in the Web comprises both the learning and performance aspects. These are actually a
series of strategies and Web-based solutions that use instructional design principles to improve students'
work-based performance according to the real-life PBL activities. And you are invited to visit the PBL-

specific Web site to register as a PBGuser. The registration process invites you to fill in a Web form
including a simple questionnaire for teaming purpose. You are now allowed to enter the PBL-support
environment with your PBL identifier and personal password returned after the registration.
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And for exploratory purpose, you have just navigated to the PBL Web page for the Software Engineering
course SFTW 300 Software Psychology (Figure 1). Here you are presented with a number of projects to
express your preferences to join through filling in another Web form activated by clicking the link "Join a
Team" in the same page. You can then find out which team and project have actually been associated with
you by clicking the link "Identify Your Team" also in the same page. On knowing which project to engage,
you could click the suitable PBL Space link, i.e., "S300F99P3" in this case, to navigate to the suitable PBL
Space (Figure 2). The PBL Space is assigned for each PBL group for project management on the Web. It
contains links to the project itself, the PBL Group (including its members' links), the PBL Client, and the
PBL Supervisor. Each of such links is associated with a set of related links for information and support of
the project. Among the numerous support links in the PBL Group, you can find the Work Space link, which

leads to the "Group Work Space" (Figure 3) Web page. This page contains links to individual group
members and to specific PBL support, as well as to the project interim progress. Clicking on the individual
member' s link (PWS) leads to the "Personal Work Space" (Figure 4), where each group member' s progress
in terms of PBL activities (analysis, research, reporting, implementation) is tracked.
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Figure 1: PBL Web Page for SFTW 300
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8 Software Development
Our database-driven Web-based support environment has been developed as a series of distributed
applications, by employing a mixture of object-orientation, client/server, and Internet (Web browsers, Web
servers HTML, HTTP, FTP) technologies, to deliver the desired support functionality. Such applications
are largely event-driven because of the intensive graphical user interface (GUI) programming (e.g., handling
the points and clicks) and/or because of the message exchanged between clients and servers over the Web.
The specific types of individual Web applications constructed can be categorized into such classes as: a)
static HTML-based, b) server-side (CGI -based) and c) client-side (Java-based or JavaScript-based). And the
major steps followed to develop the distributed applications could be abstracted as follows:

a) Analysis. Establish users' requirements of what information are needed by whom and when, in terms of
functionality, performance, security, operability, and management of the distributed applications. And
develop an object model that shows conceptually how the information will be organized, accessed,
manipulated, and presented in terms of objects.
b) Architecture. Partition the architecture concerns into: data architecture, determining what data sources
(HTML, files, databases) will be needed, where they will be located, and how they will be accessed;
software architecture, determining what will be written as CGI/Java code, what will be constructed as
modules called by CGI/Java, where will the various objects/modules reside, and how they will be invoked
(CORBA, RPC); infrastructure architecture, determining the servers where the home pages and the
objects/modules will reside, the type of gateways that will be employed, the type of middleware that will

be needed to invoke remote services and objects (CORBA, ActiveX, RPC, SQL), and the type of
computing platforms (PC Windows, UNIX, Linux, Windows NT) used.

c) Implementation and Deployment. Build the HTML pages (including the Java-powered pages) by coding
HTML or using filters that generate HTML from other data sources (e.g. Word documents). Then develop

and test the software modules and objects. If necessary, purchase the appropriate infrastructure
components. Fourth, test, install and deploy the system, followed by maintenance and the iterative redesign process.

9 Prototyping Process
The Web-based support in our online environment is developed incrementally through a user-driven iterative
prototyping process, which involves our instructional designers, teachers, and students in the participatory

development. This involves creating a series of function prototypes used to clarify the objectives of the
system in light of design exploration between the designer and the users (teachers and students), so that the
users gradually understand what can be achieved with the technology. Our knowledge of requirements,
design and implementation may be incomplete in any one cycle; however, there has been progressive buildup of a structure, which will lead to the desirable system. Specifically, we have referred to the Dynamic
Systems Development Method (DSDM) [12] for project guidance, which walks us through four main phases
of the DSDM life cycle.

The feasibility study phase is to define the high level functional requirements of the environment, which
refer to the educational support issues. This phase should produce an outline prototyping plan and establish
the main non-functional requirements, such as the hardware and software to develop and deliver the system.
The functional prototype iterations phase is to clarify the detailed require ments for the system. Its output
includes a series of prototypes that demonstrate the main system functionality. These early visual prototypes
are mainly used to clarify the system objectives between the designers and users. The design prototype
iterations phase is to refine the functional prototype into a robust product after a more situated evaluation of
system requirements. It involves satisfying all the non-functional requirements; i.e., producing a system that
will work effectively on the target hardware in the organizational setting. It is understood that all the
possible components of the system do not have to be developed in unison. Some may move on to the design
and build phase while others are still at the functional clarification stage. The implementation phase involves
placing the system in the user environment, carrying out any required training, reviewing the system and
assessing further developments. The output should include a delivered system, user manuals/training, and
project review document.
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10 Conclusion
It is experienced that the conventional approach to education remains the instructivist one, in which
knowledge is perceived to flow from experts to novices. This transmissive view of learning is most evident
in the emphasis on lectures, in the use of textbooks to prescribe reading, and in the nature of tutorials and
assessment methods. It assumes that the process of good teaching is one of simplification of the truth in
order to reduce student confusion. Yet, this simplification could deny students the opportunity to apply their
learning to dynamic situations. We question the transferability of the instructivist learning and ask how much
of that which is assigned to academic learning ever gets applied to actual scenarios, when there is such a

rapid surge in knowledge commonly associated with the birth of the "Information Age." This is a
transference problem. Actually, the content product of learning is assuming a less important role relative to

the process of learning as the life of information content shortens and the need for continual learning
increases. In designing the Web-based support of our learner-centered environment, we have tried to
reoriented towards a meaningful direction by reducing the obsession with knowledge reproduction. And
PBL represents one such relief from the constructivist pedagogy. Greening [6] describes it as a vehicle for
encouraging student ownership of the learning environment. Theie is an emphasis on contextualization of
the learning scenario, providing a basis for later transference, and learning is accompanied by reflection as
an important meta-cognitive exercise. Also, the implementation of PBL is done via group-based work,
reflecting the constructivist focus on the value of negotiated meaning. Besides, it is unconfined by discipline
boundaries, encouraging an integrative approach to learning, which is based on requirements of the problem
as perceived by the learners themselves.

Undeniably, constructivism is a philosophy of learning that is having a major effect on the way that
education is conducted today. In this paper, we have tried to spell out the working characteristics of
constructivism [11], which have actively shaped the design of our Web-based support. These include: 1)
Meaning is not transmitted. Instead, learning occurs as a process of adjustment of existing concepts. 2)
Understanding is based on interaction among a complex weave of factors, such as the learners' goals and
existing concepts, the content of the learning experience, the context where the learning occurs. 3)
Puzzlement motivates learning. This sense of dissatisfaction emerges from experiences that threaten existing
conceptual structures. 4) Social negotiation and viability are the principle forces involved in the evolution of
knowledge. They ensure that learning is anchored both by the learning community and by the need to test
constructions against reality. The effects of such testing are the adjustments in the structure of concepts held
by the learner. So, one thing is evident: constructivist learning experiences can exert high cognitive demands
on learners [8], and not all learners could respond well to the challenge. We believe the constructivist ideas
assembled here make up what we might call pragmatic constructivism. Namely, constructivism could be

viewed as a toolbox for problems of learning. If a particular approach does not solve the problem, try
another. In keeping with this flexibility, active, social and creative learning can play out in rather different
ways, depending on the circumstances. Although the term constructivism suggests a single philosophy and a

unique potent method, there is not such thing as a one-size-fit-all. Rather, our suggestion is to look at
constructivism like a Swiss knife with various blades for various needs. That is also the learner-centered
philosophy behind our Web-based support for online education.
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This paper describes the I-Help peer help network, where helpers and helpees are
paired according to the contents of their user models. Although originally designed
for large groups, in this paper we suggest ways in which I-Help may be used in a
small group, problem-based learning curriculum. The use of I-Help will be very
different in this context: it is not expected to be necessary for all students. However,
some learners may experience difficulties with some aspects of problem-based
learning, such as: scheduling of meetings; involvement in discussions; understanding
roles; acquiring skills for problem-based learning; different interaction preferences;
differences in cognitive styles. We describe how I-Help may be used to alleviate
some of these difficulties, in particular: by putting groups into contact with other
groups; or putting individuals into contact with someone outside their group who can
advise, or who is facing similar problems, and would like to explore the issues jointly.
At the same time, group cohesion is not disrupted.

Keywords: peer help, problem-based learning, student modelling.

1 Introduction
Problem-based learning (PBL) is used in many academic subjects (e.g. architecture, business, education,
engineering, law, medicine). The first implementations were in medical education, and PBL is still used in many
medical sciences courses today. We therefore focus on medical education in this paper, though many of the
arguments are applicable to a range of subjects.
Medicine is a difficult subject to teach and learn: the knowledge to be acquired and integrated is broad and very

complex. This knowledge is useful only if it can be applied to problems presented by real patients. Such
problems are ill-structured, specified with partial information, and often complicated by diverse interacting
factors. While acquiring basic domain knowledge is a fundamental activity in medical education, integrative
problem-solving is also a fundamental goal.

PBL attempts to focus learning around authentic patient problems or cases, which bring together many
interacting issues of a multidisciplinary nature. A core aspect of PBL is that problems should be only partially
specified. PBL involves the student in a practical activity, carried out in small groups (usually 4-8, facilitated by a
tutor) in which students identify and research their own learning issues [17]. Typically a group will meet to
discuss a case, identify learning issues, and then research these individually using a variety of resources (e.g.
print-based, web-based and people). They then meet again to report and discuss the case further.

Investigations into the benefits of PBL have produced mixed results, possibly in part because traditional
assessment mechanisms are less appropriate measures of the goals of PBL [13,30]. It is stressed that there is, as
yet, no evidence that a PBL curriculum is more successful than a traditional approach [27]. Nevertheless, PBL
has been embraced by some as the preferred approach to medical education, advantages cited including: the selfdirected nature of PBL [27]; a greater tendency towards a deep approach to learning [21]; and positive student
attitudes [6]. Others suggest that acquisition of basic domain knowledge may not be well supported in PBL.
Learners may later recall less factual knowledge, since they are spending time learning other skills in addition to
content [30], and they may lack depth of knowledge [18]. Explanations generated by PBL students can be less
coherent, and more frequently incorrect [23]. Learners may also become bored with the PBL process [29]. It has
also been recognised that PBL may simply not suit all students' ways of learning [10]. While the peer help system
described in this paper can assist in a number of areas, it is this latter aspect that we focus on here.
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This paper is neither a critique nor an endorsement of PBL. However, we emphasise that in PBL (as in traditional
education), there is a need for tools to support peer interaction for situations where learners need assistance. In

this paper we describe how the I-Help (Intelligent Help) system can be used to support students who have
difficulties with the PBL approach by putting groups into contact with other groups, or an individual into contact
with another learner who may advise or collaborate.

Section 2 of this paper introduces existing examples of computer support for PBL, and describes other systems

which mediate peer help. The advantages of I-Help in large groups are described in Section 3. Section 4
discusses how the large group implementation of I-Help may be adapted to support PBL students when they are
experiencing problems with the PBL approach. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Computer support for problem-based learning and peer help
Computer support for group interaction in PBL has been implemented for the asynchronous distance education
context; the synchronous distributed learning context; and the co-present small group situation. Kamin et al. [15]
describe a combined Web/CD-ROM program containing a video patient case, for use by a group of third year
medical students and tutor. It is designed to facilitate asynchronous PBL during a clinical course component,
requiring independent and collaborative involvement. Cameron et al. [5] discuss a distributed problem-based
learning project using conferencing software together with a web page, to support synchronous sessions aimed at
enabling 'authentic PBL' to occur amongst distributed first/second year medical students and a tutor. Koschmann
et al. [16] introduce a method of conducting PBL meetings between students and tutor in a face-to-face context,
using connected individual laptops and a large shared display. This approach is close to that found in PBL
meetings not supported by computers, but offers some advantages: parallel polling (to ascertain each group
member's views before they hear the ideas of others); and a record of contributions.

Computer support for PBL may, or may not include actual cases within the program: students may be
collaborating about computer-presented cases, or interacting through the computer environment about externally

introduced cases. External cases may be provided by the tutor off-line, or may be drawn from a database of
patient cases (e.g. PATSy [19]). Systems to support PBL may help to structure and focus PBL discussions.
However, even where such systems are available to a student, we believe that additional support is needed by
some learners, to help them cope with the PBL situation if they feel uncomfortable with some aspects of it.

While it is acknowledged that many learners benefit from collaborative work, it is also the case that collaboration

will not suit all learners; or a particular instantiation of a computational or non-computational collaborative
learning environment may not suit a learner who could potentially gain much from collaborative interaction. Thus
more flexible means of facilitating peer interaction would be useful. This kind of support will differ from that
provided by systems such as the above: students who find the PBL approach difficult may find it useful to be put
into contact with a peer who can share experiences about specific aspects of PBL.

An increasing number of peer help systems are attempting to organise learner interactions according to the
student models of the individuals concerned i.e. they have a matchmaking component; or by learner selection
of available helpers. The matchmakers in such systems can take account of a variety of factors, but they most
often look at students' relative proficiencies in the target domain. A few examples are given below.

An example of a peer help environment is that of Yu et al. [31], where more advanced learners act as mentors.
Mentors are selected according to their knowledge, with reference to the following criteria: students who have

successfully completed the course; students with high grades in other courses; students who have finished
assignments; students who have successfully completed the computer-based tasks about which others need help;

teachers and teaching assistants. The assumption is that the group of mentors and the student group do not
overlap (though Yu et al. suggest extending the system to allow student-student help). Students select mentors
based on availability (mentors may be involved in up to three help sessions); and the current problem (mentors
may only help on one problem area at a time).

The above example has the advantage that learners choose to receive help when they need it, and are not forced
into a collaborative context if they prefer not to participate. Further, they are guaranteed a knowledgeable helper.
Nevertheless, there are drawbacks to this approach outside the setting for which it was designed. The set-up is
very rigid: currently only externally acceptable (i.e. tutor-selected) individuals may be mentors. This does ensure
that helpers are knowledgeable, but it does not require that they are good helpers. It also does not take account of
the fact that students may benefit educationally from giving help, as well as receiving it.
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Hoppe [14] proposes integrating knowledge from individual student models to support group learning

i.e. to

parameterize group learning. One of the benefits is that peer helpers may be selected for help sessions: a
knowledgeable helper can be partnered with a less knowledgeable student. In Hoppe's work this occurs as
follows: a learner issues a help request; a menu of potential suitable helpers is offered; the learner selects their
choice of helper; the selected helper receives the help request; the helper accepts or rejects the request. This
approach is claimed to avoid personal conflicts, as helpers are neither assigned, nor must they interact directly
with the helpee if they wish to refuse. It also allows all participants the opportunity to be helpers, as long as they
know about the topic. It does not guarantee, however, that selected helpers will be proficient at helping.

Ogata et al. [22] extend this notion of peer help networks, taking into account pre-existing social networks
amongst individuals, claiming that these are at least as consequential in a help context, as more official
organisational structures. Ogata et al.'s approach allows users to register their proficiencies and social networks,

and it also automatically traces user relationships by logging email exchanges. This provides additional
information on personal networks, and also on abilities of the user: if an individual answers a question posed by a

peer, the helper is assumed to be knowledgeable. These relationships are taken into account when matching
potential helpers with those requesting help.

The above approaches allow peer interactions to be initiated by a learner, as required. Helpers are contacted, and
may choose to take up or reject interactions. The first example [31] does not require extensive student models,
but is quite restricted. The second example [14] expects student models to be in place, though overlay models are
sufficient to indicate knowledge levels of individuals. The final example [22] does not require detailed models of
knowledge, since it relies on social closeness and self-evaluations together with assumptions about competence
based on question keywords in a help request, that has been responded to by the individual being modelled.
However, what is not present in these approaches is an ability to match students according to their preferences of
interaction method, or individual cognitive style, or to take into account a helper's ability to help. Such issues
may be just as important for peer interaction to be successful.

The following section describes I-Help: an environment based on multiple user models, to match students who
have help requests with potential peer helpers. I-Help aims to accommodate a broader range of characteristics
that might be important when pairing learners. Suggestions of how I-Help might be usefully applied in PBL are
then given in Section 4. This includes the more common face-to-face PBL context, and use alongside software to
support group interaction in PBL, such as described at the beginning of this section.

3 I-Help
I-Help is the integration of several information/help sources brought together through the metaphor of a helpdesk [12], designed originally for large student groups. The two principal components are an asynchronous
public discussion forum [3], and a one-on-one private discussion facility which may be used synchronously or
asynchronously. In the case of the private discussions, multiple distributed user models are used [20] to match
students who can help each other in their learning. Each user has a personal agent which uses its owner's student
model as a source of information for negotiating help sessions with other users, through their respective personal
agents [28]. (Some examples of agent personas are shown in Figure 1.) The following illustrates the sequence of
events for a help request. (For an example see [11]).
A student contacts their agent to issue a request for peer help;
1.
2. The student's agent negotiates with the agents of other learners, to find appropriate helpers;
3. The top five user-matches are emailed that there is a help request waiting for them in I-Help;
4. To ensure maximum immediacy of response, while not duplicating effort, the first helper to accept the
request starts a one-on-one discussion. Requests to other potential helpers are thereby cancelled;
5. Upon completion of discussion, each learner receives an evaluation form through which they evaluate their
partner, for student modelling purposes.
The I-Help student model is composed, as stated above, in part from peer evaluations given at the end of a help

session by both helper and helpee, about the knowledge of the other participant. The student model also
comprises self-evaluations of knowledge level in each of the domain areas. In addition, helpees rate the utility of
the help received. Social issues are also considered: learners can add users to their 'friends' listi.e. people with
whom they will preferentially interact, be they 'real friends' or people they do not know, but who have been
helpful to them in the past. Students may also add individuals to their 'banned' listpeople with whom they wish
to have no further dealings. Much information for the student model is easily captured, since it is user-given. It is
continually updated as peers evaluate help sessions once they are completed.
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Also modelled are individuals' cognitive styles. The identification of cognitive style is based on Riding and
Cheema's classification [26], which comprises two dimensions: wholist-analytic and verbal-imagery. The wholistanalytic dimension refers to the extent to which an individual usually processes information in wholes or separate
parts; the verbal-imagery style relates to the degree to which an individual tends to represent information during
thinking in a verbal or image form. In I-Help this information is provided through a front-end questionnaire. The
questionnaire is very short, designed for students who may not themselves be interested in the outcome. The aim

is to encourage learners to provide at least some information. While recognising that this is not ideal, partial
cognitive style information is considered preferable to no information at all.
Five question types were identified, requiring different cognitive style combinations of helper and helpee:
I. How does this fit with other things?
The first choice of helper for this type of question is a wholist, regardless of the cognitive style of the helpee,
because wholists will tend to be better equipped to provide a broader overview.
2.
What are the details of..?
For this question type an analytic helper is preferred, regardless of whether this matches with the cognitive
style of the helpee, because analytics tend to grasp the details of a topic more readily than wholists.
3.
Can you recommend any good materials for...?

The aim is to match individuals on the verbal-imagery dimension, since a verbal learner will more likely
4.

recommend materials helpful to another verbaliser, and an imager will do likewise for another imager.
Miscellaneous question

This category covers any questions not included in the above. The default is to match all learners on the
5.

wholist-analytic dimension. If possible, learners are also matched on the verbal-imagery dimension.
Questions requiring simple answers

No cognitive style matching is undertaken for straightforward questions requiring a simple answer, as
cognitive styles are likely to have little impact here.
When submitting a help request, the learner indicates the question type from the above selection.

In addition to self and peer user-given information, learner models are updated automatically based on
observations of eagerness (browsing and active posting behaviour in the public discussion forums, and amount of
help given in private discussions). Furthermore, personal agents note which cognitive style matches seem most
successful for different question types, and update the user model accordingly. (This also helps to overcome
potential inaccuracies in the initial self-report.) Figure 1 illustrates the sources of information for the student
model (open arrowheads), and the differences between private and public discussions. In the private discussions
a learner interacts directly with a single peer in each dialogue, to give and receive help. Public discussions take
place in forums there is no direct interaction between two people (solid arrowheads).
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Figure 1: I-Help public and private discussions

In seeking partners, a personal agent tries to balance all relevant information (knowledge level of helpers;
helpfulness of helpers; eagerness to help; preferential friends; exclusion of banned people; appropriateness of
cognitive style). By default these issues are given equal weighting, but the learner may re-rank each component,
as is important for them. For example, some learners may have more flexible cognitive styles. For such students,
style may be a relatively unimportant factor. Other students will have more difficulty adapting to someone else's
way of learning, and will assign greater importance to cognitive styles perhaps even preferring this kind of
match above the requirement that a helper should be very knowledgeable.
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A variation on the peer help scenario involves permitting students to choose the kind of interaction they want,
based on the S/UM system [4]. In addition to peer help, students may seek: peer feedback about work drafted or
completed; collaborative learning; cooperative learning (i.e. X learns A & Y learns B, followed by tutoring or
reporting). In addition to peer help, this allows students who wish to learn collaboratively or cooperatively the
opportunity to find the most suitable partner. When a user sends an interaction request, they specify the kind of
interaction they are seeking. Their agent negotiates a match with someone who also wishes to interact in that
manner, and who has appropriate characteristics (e.g. a helper should have greater proficiency in the topic than
the helpee; a collaborative partner should have a similar, non-expert, knowledge level).
In summary, the utility of I-Help increases with the number of users, as good matches become more feasible.
Much of the user modelling is performed quickly and naturally by users (self- and peer-evaluations), and these
models by themselves are sufficient even early during interactions, before additional system modelling has
occurred. Student models contain content, cognitive and social information, which can be ranked in order of
importance by learners. Further, I-Help can easily be applied across a broad set of courses: all that is required is a
course description (in the form of course component labels) to be provided by the course tutor. Knowledge levels
represented in user models, to contribute to matchmaking, are then related to these labels. Apart from reducing
the load on tutors, from students requesting information, there are three major educational benefits:
Students receive help when they have difficulties;
Students learn through encountering the possibly conflicting viewpoints of others;
Students will necessarily reflect on an issue when giving help on it.
Thus it is not only those receiving help, who benefit.

4 I-Help in problem-based learning
Due to the nature of PBL, students undertake a lot more research than traditionally educated learners, relying less
on teacher-recommended texts. Many students use electronic resources more heavily than other resources [8],

and they also use general library resources more extensively than their traditional counterparts [2]. I-Help
provides additional human resources, forming a natural extension of this situation, and is likely to be useful to
many students in PBL during the research phase. However, in this paper we focus on supporting those students
who are uncomfortable with some aspects of the PBL approach itself.
Since PBL is focussed around small pre-established peer groups it is less obvious how I-Help might be applied,
as opposed to in larger, traditional classes for which it was originally designed. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the
following description, there are a number of situations in which I-Help could be useful in PBL.
There are a variety of potential difficulties to take into account in a PBL course. For example:
It can be difficult for some students to find time to meet outside scheduled class hours;
For a group to function effectively, individual team members should all be involved in group discussions;
Students may not fully understand their role in the group;
Students may lack the skills to make group interactions work;
Students have different interaction preferences;
Students have different cognitive styles.

Considering the first two of these issues, the public discussion forum of I-Help is a useful tool to keep all
students in contact with their own group's discussions, but also allowing interaction between particular group
members, should help or clarification be needed by some participants, on some group issue. At the same time, all
students remain up-to-date with all interactions, at a time that suits them, thus freeing up part of meeting times for
questions and group issues less easily handled through computer interaction.
Perhaps more unusual in the PBL context: there may be occasions when students could usefully interact across
groups. As suggested above, it is not the aim to exclude any group members from any interaction important for
group progress, but there may be situations where individuals from different groups could help each other, on
issues perceived as not directly relevant to either group as a whole. For example, in some PBL contexts the

various roles are divided amongst group members, often rotating. In such situations it might be helpful if
individuals from different groups who are performing the same role (e.g. scribe; group leader; information
analyst), could interact especially if it is early in the rotation, and there is less group experience on which to
draw. It will also be helpful for students finding their role difficult, who are part of a group whose members do
not appreciate the learner's problems. Their personal agent could locate a helper who has successfully fulfilled
the responsibilities of the role in the past, or find another student with similar problems, with whom they can
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jointly explore aspects of the role. Where the whole group acknowledges a lack of understanding of any role, one
of the group members may seek outside assistance on behalf of everyone.

I-Help's user models must therefore be extended to include information about student roles. I-Help must know
the current role of individuals, in order to put students in touch with others facing the same tasks; and it should
also remember the roles that individuals have previously held, and whether they were competent, and whether
they are willing to offer help to novices in these roles. I-Help may then be used to pair individuals in interactions
relating to role responsibilities, keeping such interactions amongst those for whom the discussion is currently
relevant and/or helpful. As more students come to perform each role, previous help session archives may be
accessed as help resources. In this manner, it is hoped that more students may develop an understanding of how
to meet their various responsibilities, resulting in improved group functioning.
It has been commonly noted that many students entering the medical sciences do not possess the skills necessary
for effective group interaction in PBL e.g. discussion, decision making, conflict management, leadership, group
feedback processes [24]. Although I-Help does not teach these skills, its ability to match students with others
who are in a similar position, or who are able to help, provides a form of support not usually available. If a single
individual has problems, the other group members may be able to compensate while also supporting the learner's
development of the skill concerned. However, where group members recognise a general deficiency, they may
use I-Help to put them in contact with a group that functions effectively with regard to the particular skill. They
may be invited to observe, as the efficient group models the behaviour during their next meeting, or one of the
effective group members may describe how their group tackles these issues. This will be especially useful where
there are no resources (e.g. time, staff) for skills training.

Again the I-Help student model must be extended, to accommodate information about group interaction skills.
This will involve all groups in a group evaluation process in order that they may provide skills information for
the user model, which in itself will be a useful reflective activity. The main difference in the structuring of the
model in this case is that skills information will relate to group functioning, and not to specific group members.
Thus I-Help must also know which students belong to which groups. Skills information need then only be given
by one learner.

A potential difficulty encountered by a student who might otherwise do well in PBL is that other group members

may have different interaction preferences: some students gain much from brainstorming or spontaneous
discussion, while others prefer to reflect and organise their thoughts before communicating. The combination of
face-to-face meetings and the public discussion forums helps to cater for all students, while the possibility also
exists to arrange collaboration, cooperation and feedback through the private discussions.
Students also have different cognitive styles. Some individuals understand verbal descriptions well, while others
need pictures, diagrams, or demonstrations. Some learners deal well with abstract concepts and detail, while

others tend towards a more general overview. Although a mixture of cognitive styles might sometimes be
complementary in a group setting, and have a positive effect on group performance, some cognitive style
combinations may lead to difficulties for some individuals. For example, if most members of a group are analytic,
a wholist learner may have difficulty gaining the overview perspective they require to integrate information. Such

an individual might find the situation very difficult as a learning experience. It is also possible that the other
group members will not understand their difficulty. This is a problematic situation since all group members
should be involved in group communications for a group to feel comfortable and function well. Full participation

is essential in some groups to avoid resentment by other group members if they feel that one person is not
contributing. I-Help private discussions should not, then, be used as an alternative to group interaction, as the
group may suffer as a result. However, for students who have problems adapting to the way the other group
members work, I-Help may provide a much-needed 'lifeline' by matching them with a student with a similar
cognitive style, to support their PBL activities in a 'more comfortable' fashion. Thus they will continue to interact
with their group to the best of their ability given the difficulties they experience, but they may also work with

another learner outside the group context if they feel this to be useful. This need not detract from the group
experience as a whole, since the learner may report back any findings. Taking the above example, such an
individual's contribution may now be greater, since they will be able to provide the overview that the analytics
lack. Therefore their group contribution may be stronger than any earlier contributions where they had not had
this additional learning opportunity, and were interacting only within the confines of the particular group's
interaction dynamics.

This section has suggested a number of ways in which I-Help might be useful in PBL. It is not suggested that all

PBL students should use it (though the public forum is likely to be generally useful), but that I-Help could
arrange peer support in cases where an individual is having difficulties with some aspect of the PBL approach.
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Although it does not address the problem of group learning for an individual who prefers to learn alone, or in a
different kind of group situation, it does at least provide them with some support that they would otherwise not
have.
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Figure 2: I-Help in problem-based learning
To introduce I-Help to the PBL setting, some additions to the user models are necessary. However, these are very
easy to implement, having simplicity in common with the present representations. Currently I-Help user models
contain: a quantitative measure of knowledge levels in the various domain areas; a quantitative indication of

helpfulness; a quantitative measure of eagerness; a list of friends; a list of banned people; identification of
cognitive style; a list of preferred interaction types. The additional information proposed above comprises: a list
of roles successfully performed previously (to be added by the individual); the current role of the student (also
added by the individual); a list of group membership (provided by one group member); a list of group skills
(based on group evaluation, the result of which is entered by one group member). Thus minimal extensions could
provide essential support to learners having difficulties in PBL. Provision of this information by students should
also encourage them to think about factors that help to make group interaction successful.
Figure 2 illustrates how I-Help can support learners in a PBL setting. Students and peers provide student model
information as occurs in large group uses. I-Help also performs some user modelling as described previously.
The main difference with I-Help in PBL is that interactions for each group are focussed primarily around public
discussions, with each person communicating with other members of their own group. There is less use of the
private discussions. Where private discussions do occur, matching takes place according to the student models of
individuals in the manner described in section 3. In addition to individual models, in PBL group models are
required in order that groups may also be brought together where difficulties are recognised by the group as a
whole. Information for the group model is obtained from one of the group members.

5 Conclusions
I-Help was initially designed to promote peer help amongst a group of learners in a large class situation. Some
minor extensions to the system were suggested, to enable it to be effective also for students in PBL. Despite
many successes claimed for this kind of collaborative interaction, not all students will function at their best with
this type of curriculum. In this paper we focussed on PBL in medical education, but the arguments should be
equally applicable to other academic disciplines and small group contexts, as long as the overall student numbers
are large enough to enable sufficient choices of appropriate partners for cross-group interaction.
In addition to large and small group formal educational settings, I-Help might also be used beyond the classroom
to support medical practitioners. For example, while some contexts have adequate funds to implement elaborate
means of telemedicine (e.g. the U.S. Army [1]), remote areas which might benefit from access to various forms

of telemedicine often find that the low population density does not provide sufficient demand to justify the
expenditure required [25]. In rural locations a system like I-Help would provide a low cost means of obtaining
expert help at least for some cases. Furthermore, practitioners requesting assistance do not themselves need to
know who is the best person to contact. Similarly, I-Help might be useful in putting into contact physicians who
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would like to hear experiences of other practitioners. For example, where ethical considerations are important to
a case, such as conflicts between medical advice and parental beliefs [7]. I-Help might also be used alongside
diagnostic decision support systems in cases where physicians remain unsure about hypotheses, since the advice

offered by such systems may sometimes be misleading [9]. Experience with I-Help at university should
encourage more individuals to register once they graduate and specialise.
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The Interactive Virtual Community
Pen-Choug Sun, Chien-chang Lee, Chun-Wen Hsu, Shower-Long Hong
and Jui-Chun Tai
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Because of the advanced technique of Internet, The virtual community is
available and becomes popular on Internet. In this study, we focus on the
interactive mechanism of a virtual community. We discuss the object-oriented
interface and the environment. In the interactive virtual community, people can
establish his own personalized space. He can be both system manager and user
in the same time.

Keyword: Virtual community, Interactive mechanism, Object-oriented.

1 Introduction
Gradually, the V.C. (V.C.) is more and more popular on Internet. We firstly discuss the definition of the V.C.
and the reason why it becomes popular. Most of the interfaces of the virtual communities seem too difficult
for users to use. Some of them are not user-friendly. Some of them do not provide personalized features. We

establish a V.C. called "Virtual University" which has the extensive mechanisms between people. We

establish an interactive interface which allows the members of the V.C. communicate freely and
independently.

2 The Definition of the V.C.
a. The circumstances of the V.C.: The V.C. gathers the people having same interests, inclination, favorite, or
same domain to exchange information. The BBS (Bulletin Board System)can be regarded as the earliest

version of the V.C.. In the chat room of Internet, users can communicate with each other on a web
browser in real time. There are some famous web-site of specific topic and particular services. For
example, Geocities and HotGroup supply personal homepage space, ICQ is a famous tool on internet
for real-time message. More new function is added to the V.C. such as chat room, the essence board,
message board, the message of searching people, etc.
b. The characteristics of the V.C.: For most of the V.C., they focus on a particular subject. They allow the

members use some functions to exchange their viewpoints with others. They also encourage the
members presenting their ideas and experiences. They always try their best to collect resources such as
good company and the relative products to their members. And through these valuable resources and
good environment, the V.C. can become a virtual company and gain profits.
The V.C. provides the users a place for communication, social contact and publishing. The user used to visit
a homepage just for information. There is not any connection between visitors. But, in the V.C., people visit
a web-site not only because the information but also the friends. It gathers a group of people and provides
them opportunities to talk to each other. It saves the record of users and change temporal visitors into its
loyal citizens. Until now, the functions of the V.C. on Internet do not make a lot of progress when being
compared with BBS. For the users can't alter the environment as they like, they feel not enough emotion to
participate the group as they in a real community.

3 The system framework
'The Virtual University' is not a simulation of a real college but an interactive platform. It allows users set
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up any kind of subjects as they like on it. We lean three subjects in college such as `school work', 'club' and

`love' lesson. The club lesson and love lesson are a multi-user game. New member had to register. The
system shows its facilities in a map. The user adds any object to the environment according his authority.
The supervisor of management just acts as an observer and the helper of users.

4 The sketch of interactive system
At present, almost web-site can only provide poor interactive function to the users. The user has no authority

to reallocate the objects of the environment. He lives in a society with no right. The text-based
communication always causes unnecessary misunderstanding of others. An ideal V.C. should more or less
like a real society. In our system, system supervisor provides interactive objects and tools to users. Then

members use these objects to build up the whole V.C.. Time and time, generation and generation, the
information is extremely huge and dramatically powerful. Only the society which is controlled by users can
really last long. There are three characteristics of our platform:
a. A visual Object-oriented personalized interface: Our graphic-oriented system use picture interface to show

emotion and transfer message. User can have his user-ID and his picture. The picture which is
constructed by user shows the user's face.

b. The user's authority to build the environment space: The society contains many sub-societies. Each
sub-society has one system manager. The manager administrate manages all objects of his area and
maintain the rule of the society. The user has the authority to change the environment. As Fig-1 shows,
we distinguish members into two kinds. The personalized interface is here to let the member create
picture of his own. The object manager system and Fuzzy system can adjust the flow of the game.
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c. The real-time interactive communication: The game-based environment allow users travel around. The

users can learn, entertainment, explore and interact with other users. As fig-2 shows, we apply
ASP's(Active Server Page) Session and Application object, and adopt Fuzzy to create model.

5 Conclusion
In the future, There will be plenty of people in the V.C.. It means that will be a lot of commercial potential in
the V.C.. Undoubtedly, the graphic-oriented V.C. with virtual reality will be the main stream of the market.
We purposes a prototype of perfect platform of the V.C. and open ours arms welcome the leading character
of the coming age - the V.C..
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The network learning supported by
constructivism
Song-Min Ku
E-mail. sppman@icemail.nknu.edu.tw

1 Introduce
Network learning gives a chance to educators to rethink and investigate the learning modules and styles.
Therefore the educators can rearrange learning strategies and develop new learning environment to validate
the learning strategies and ideas. Although network learning cannot affect the learning completely and fully,
at least network learning offer the environment to fulfill the ideas of constructivism.

2 Setting up the network learning environment
2.1.To provide multiple and abundant materials:
The network learning resources provide the objective and existed knowledge, the multi-angle and
multi-level experiences to give learners various stimulations. In other words give the learners a chance to
create multiple constructions, the same learner create different level construction at distinct time.

2.2.Give learners the authentic problems:
The important mission when teachers proceed with the instruction of constructivism is to arrange and
provide the abundant and fitted learning environment, to offer and assist learners to construct knowledge
actively and successfully.

2.3.Encourage learners raise various solving methods for the problems:
Promote learners to think of the problems by multi-angle ways. In order to encourage learners to discuss,
think, argue and learn cooperatly, thus the learning have to be proceeded with dialog and communication.

2.4.Clear learning goals and concepts:
In internet world no place is too far away to be reached. If let learners grope or learn alone, it's usually
happen that learners disorientate in the internet world. Thus if there is no clear goal, learning activity will be
one pattern of browse and the emphasis will be neglect. Let learning activities concentrate at the learning
goals or concepts, learners will get more complete knowledge, understand the key points, thus increase
learning effects.

2.5.Learners can present viewpoints fully:
The internet world is a multi-person and pluralistic environment . In addition to self-learning, learners can

see the learning portfolios of others. The learners review the cognition of others by self-viewpoint,
furthermore to imitate and learn the others, and self-viewpoint can also be referred by others. Learners
develop one kind of self-thinking in the environment of arguing with others again and again. Thus learners
are no more silencers, but the learners are encouraged to present their viewpoints or opinions.

2.6.Adaptive courses:
There are individual differences between learners, learning processes or learning strategies of learners are
different from others. Thus the design of courses should be considered about the individual

I.S90

difference;adapted to learning situation of learners. Arrange different course to match the learning situation
and abilities of learners, thus learners got the individual learning.

3 Conclusion
It's convenient to search information and data in World Wide Web. The convenience is important factor to
encourage learners to construct the self-knowledge. In the process of learners participating and learning
actively, learners will feel that they have got self-learning goal.

In constructivism it's important factor that learners participate actively in learning process. Thus learners
must participate self-learning activity positively. Learners should search and find knowledge what they want
actively.In network learning environment the learning activities are emphasized the" internal control"
directed by learners, and requesting learners to learn by their strategies in the process of learning activities.
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A Code Restructuring Tool to help Scaffold
Novice Programmers
Stuart Garner
Edith Cowan University
Pearson St., Church lands 6018, Western Australia
E-mail: s.gamer@ecu.edu.au
This paper concerns a new software tool called CORT (code restructuring tool) that
has been developed by the author to help students learn programming. The paper
begins by discussing the difficulties that students face when learning to program and
the use of part complete solutions as a teaching and learning method that reduces the
cognitive load that students experience.
CORT has been developed to support this use of part complete solutions and its
features are outlined. When used by a student, a part complete solution to a given
programming problem is displayed in one window and possible lines of code that
can be used to complete the solution are displayed within another window. The lines
can easily be moved between the windows in order to complete the solution and the

solution then transferred to the target programming environment for testing
purposes.

Finally, the use of CORT with both undergraduate and postgraduate students at
Edith Cowan University is described, preliminary feedback from students indicating

that CORT is easy to use and that they perceive that it is helping them in their
learning of programming. Four different methods of using CORT have been
identified and these will be the subject of future research.

Keywords: Scaffolding, Programming, Flexible Learning.

1 Introduction
Learning to write computer programs is not easy [3, 18] and this is reflected in the low levels of achievement
experienced by many students in first programming courses. For example, Perkins, Schwartz et al [17] state that:

Students with a semester or more of instruction often display remarkable naivete about the
language that they have been studying and often prove unable to manage dismayingly simple
programming problems.
and King, Feltham et al [8] state that:

even after two years of study, many students had only a rudimentary understanding of
programming
Over the years since the advent of high level programming languages in the 1960s, much has been written about
the problems that students have in learning programming and many ideas and initiatives have been put forward
for improvements in the teaching and learning process with varying degrees of success. In practice, the ways in
which teaching and learning takes place in the domain of programming have changed little and many students

still find the learning of programming a very difficult process. The challenge of learning programming in
introductory courses lies in simultaneously learning: general problem solving skills; algorithm design; program
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design; a programming language in which to implement algorithms as programs; and an environment to support
the program design and implementation [6]. In addition, students need to learn testing and debugging techniques
to validate programs and to identify and fix problems that they may have within their programs.
Additionally, we are moving ever more rapidly to use more student centred and flexible learning methods within
the teaching and learning process. This means that our instructional design for programming courses needs to
take notice of these moves and utilise these methods. Fortunately technological improvements have also been
significant over the last few years enabling us to more easily produce engaging courseware that can help students
studying in a flexible learning mode. As courseware designers, we can produce electronic scaffolds to help
students in their learning processes when they are studying on their own with limited access to a human tutor.

2

Use of Worked Examples in the Teaching and Learning of Problem
Solving and Programming

There are several methods used in the teaching and learning of programming and one of these is to utilise
worked examples. Several researchers have experimented with the use of worked examples in place of
conventional instruction and found strong advantages. In the domain of algebra, Sweller and Cooper [19]
suggested that students would learn better by studying worked examples until they had "mastered" them rather
than attempting to solve problems as soon as they had been presented with, or familiarised themselves, with new
material. In their research, students studied worked examples and teachers answered any questions that the
students had. Students then had to explain the goal of each problem together with the steps involved in the
solution and then complete similar problems until they could be solved without errors. Sweller and Cooper found
that this method was less time-consuming than the conventional practice-based model and that students made
fewer errors in solving similar problems than students who were exposed to the conventional practice-based

model of instruction. There was no significant difference between the "worked example" group and the
"conventional" problem solving group when they attempted to solve novel problems and it was therefore
concluded that learning was more efficient and yet no less effective when this worked example method was
used.

Worked examples are heavily used within the "reading" method of learning programming. According to Van
Merrienboer et al [22, 23] the reading approach emphasises the reading, comprehension, modification and
amplification of non-trivial, well-designed working programs. However, they also suggest that presenting
worked examples to students is not sufficient as the students may not "abstract" the programming plans from
them, a plan being a stereotyped sequence of computer instructions as shown in figure 1.
"Mindful" abstraction of plans is required by the voluntary investment of effort and the question then arises as to
how we can get students to study the worked examples properly. In practice, students tend to rush through the
examples, even if they have been asked to trace them in a debugger, as they often believe that they are only
making progress in their learning when they are attempting to solve problems.
Lieberman [10] suggests that students should annotate worked examples with information about what they do or
what they illustrate. Another suggestion is to use incomplete, well-structured and understandable program
examples that require students to generate the missing code or "complete" the examples. This latter approach
forces students to study the incomplete examples as it would not be possible for their completion without a
thorough understanding of the examples' workings. An important aspect is that the incomplete examples are
carefully designed as they have to contain enough "clues" in the code to guide the students in their completion. It
is suggested that this method facilitates both automation, students having blueprints available for mapping to
new problem situations, and schemata acquisition as they are forced to mindfully abstract these from the
incomplete programs [24].

In one study, two groups of 28 and 29 high-school students from grades 10 to 12 participated in a ten lesson
programming course using a subset of COMAL-80 [24]. One group, the "generation" group, followed a
conventional approach to the learning of programming that emphasised the design and coding of new programs.
The other group, the "completion" group, followed an approach that emphasised the modification and extension

of existing programs. It was found that the completion group was better than the generation group in
constructing new programs. It was found that the percentage of correctly coded lines was greater and that
looping structures were more often combined with correct variable initialisation before a loop together with the
correct use of counters and accumulators within the loop. It would appear that the completion strategy had
indeed resulted in superior schemata formation for those students within that group. In addition, the completion
group used superior comments in connection with the scope and goals of the programs, indicating that they had
developed better high-level templates or schemata. It was noted in the study however that both groups were
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equal in their ability to interpret programs and that this might indicate that students in the completion group do
not understand their acquired templates. It is then suggested that future completion strategies should include the
annotation of the examples by students with details of what they are supposed to do and details of the templates
(plans) that are being used.

PROGRAM Example(Input, Output);
Sum, Count, Num : INTEGER;
VAR
Average : REAL;
BEGIN
Count := 0;
Sum := 0;

Running Total
Loop Plan

Read(Num);
WHILE Num <> 99999 DO

Counter
Variable

Plan

BEGIN
Sum := Sum + Num;
Count := Count + 1;
Read(Num);
END;

Figure 1

IF Count > 0 THEN
BEGIN

Average := Sum / Count; 4
Writeln(Average)
ELSE

Writeln(`No legal inputs')
Skip Guard
Plan

END.

A side effect of the research was also noted. The drop-out rate from the completion group was found to be lower
than for the generation group, particularly for female students with low prior knowledge. It was suggested that

perhaps the generation of complete programs is perceived as a difficult and menacing task and that the
completion strategy overcomes this difficulty.

The stimulation of the "mindful of abstraction" of schemata in students can possibly be improved further
requiring them to also annotate the solutions with details of the scope and goals of the solutions and to answer
questions on the inner workings of the solutions. The "degree" of completion of the solutions is an important
aspect within the completion strategy and in some later work [23] examples are given of completion assignments
that might be used early and later in a programming course. In an early part of a course, an example may indeed

be complete and include explanations and a question on its inner workings. In the latter part of a course, the
example may be largely incomplete and include a question on its workings and an instructional task. Between
these two extremes, examples will have varying degree of completeness and in all cases, the incomplete
examples are acting as scaffolds for the students.

3 The Cloze Procedure
A scaffolding tool called CORT (Code Restructuring Tool) has been produced that allows students to fill in lines
of missing code from programs and this method is based upon the doze procedure. The term is derived from

"closure", a Gestalt psychology term referring to the human tendency to complete a familiar but not quite
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finished pattern [2]. The use of doze was first used to measure comprehension in English readability [9]
however it has also been used in the teaching and learning of programming as a way of measuring student
understanding of programs [7, 20]. Such program comprehension tests are constructed by replacing some of the

"words" or tokens by blanks and requiring students to fill in the blanks during a test. The use of the doze
procedure in testing was found to correlate well with conventional comprehension, question answer, type
quizzes and is also much easier to create and administer, see for example the work of Cook, Bregar et al [2].
Other researchers have experimented with the testing of program comprehension by omitting complete lines of
code from programs and requiring students to fill in those lines [5, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Norcio found that students
were more likely to supply correct statements if they had been omitted within a logic segment rather than from

the beginning of a segment. This is consistent with the chunking hypothesis [12] that specifies that the first
element of a chunk provides the key to the contents of the entire unit. Ehrlich looked at the differences between
experts and novices in filling in missing lines within various programming plans and, as expected, found that the
experts filled in the lines correctly taking into account the surrounding plan whereas novices had more difficulty.
In the various experiments in program comprehension using the doze procedure, the students had to fill in the
lines of code without being given a selection of lines to choose from. In some work done in an area unrelated to
programming, students were expected to create an essay using a file of statements, only some of which were
relevant to the topic [4]. The students were expected to copy and paste only the statements which they believed
to be relevant and then to link them with their own text and it was suggested that learners would consolidate their
understanding of the topics by having to actively evaluate all possible statements. The file of statements was
acting as a scaffold to student learning.

Although the literature suggests that the doze procedure has only been used in measuring program
comprehension, it appears that it could prove useful as a way of scaffolding student learning of programming.
An incomplete solution to a programming problem could be given to a student together with a choice of
statements that might be used in the solution. The student would then have to study the incomplete solution and
the choice of statements and decide which statements to use and where to put them. CORT uses this idea making
the mechanics of placing the statements into the incomplete solution very straightforward for the student and
eliminating typing errors and therefore also syntax errors.

4 The Code Restructuring Tool (CORT)
CORT has been designed to support the "completion" method of learning to program and it was decided that the
following features would be required in the first prototype:
Support for part-complete solutions to programming problems. Such solutions help in schemata creation and
also reduce cognitive load.
A mechanism so that missing statements can easily be inserted into a part-complete solution and also moved
within that solution. This provides scaffolding for students.
A facility so that students can add and amend lines of code. This would allow scaffolding to be reduced and
for students to add more of their own code.
For visual programming, a facility for students to easily view the target interface. The interface should be

annotated with the various object names thereby reducing any split-attention effect and helping reduce
cognitive load [1].

A facility to access tutor created questions concerning the programming problems being attempted and for
students to enter answers to those questions. This will promote reflection and higher order thinking.
A facility to easily transfer a completed solution from CORT to the target programming environment.
A facility to easily transfer programming code from the target programming environment back into CORT
for farther amendment.

4.1 The CORT Design
The user interface of CORT has been designed taking into consideration the three issues that have been
suggested by Marcus [11] as being fundamental to interface design, namely development, usability, and
acceptance. The interface for CORT is shown in figure 2.
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The ways in which the CORT design supports the list of required features are described in the following table.
Support in CORT Design'

Feature

part-complete
Support
for
programming problems

solutions

to

The part-complete solutions are automatically
loaded into the right hand window and possible
statements into the left hand window. Students
load these from a file.

A mechanism so that missing statements can Two buttons in the middle of the screen will move
easily be inserted into a part-complete solution lines between the windows. One line, or several
lines can be selected and moved across.

and also moved within that solution

A facility so that students can add and amend A simple editor is provided so that students can
lines of code

For visual programming, a facility for students to
easily view the target interface
A facility to access tutor created questions on the

workings of the programming examples and to

add their own lines or amend existing lines.
Access to this feature is via a button on the fixed
toolbar.
Access to this feature is via a button on the fixed
toolbar. Student answers are automatically saved.

enter student answers

A facility to easily transfer a completed solution
from CORT
environment

to

the

target

programming

This is provided by a button on the main toolbar.
A single click will copy the contents of the right
hand window to the Windows clipboard ready for
pasting into the Visual BASIC programming
environment.
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A facility to easily transfer programming code This is provided by a button on the main toolbar.
from the target programming environment back A single click will paste the contents of the
into CORT for further amendment
Windows clipboard into the right hand window,
overwriting what is there.

4.2 Use of CORT by Students
A student would typically use CORT as follows:
1.

A student loads in a CORT file and the two windows display a part-complete solution to a problem together
with possible lines to be used. There is a facility available for the contents of the two windows to be printed
out.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

The student can view the problem statement and the Visual BASIC solution interface by clicking on the
appropriate buttons on the fixed toolbar. The problem statement may have already been provided to the
student in the form of a handout, however there is also a facility to print it from within CORT.
The student moves certain lines from the left hand window to the right hand window in an attempt to
complete the solution. Lines can be moved up or down, and indented or outdented in the right hand window.
Some problems have too many lines in the left hand window, some of those lines being incorrect.
If necessary, the student can invoke a simple editor to amend, add or delete lines of code.
The student clicks on the appropriate button to copy the contents of the right hand window to the Windows
clipboard.
The student invokes Visual BASIC and loads the file that contains the interface for the solution. This is in
effect the Visual BASIC solution to the problem without the lines of code and was created by the tutor.

The student pastes the contents of the Windows Clipboard into the Visual BASIC editor and tests the
program to determine if it works correctly. Use is made of the trace and debugging facilities of Visual
BASIC. These facilities provide an insight to the workings of the notional machine.

8.

If the student finds a problem with the working of the program, they can return to CORT and make the

9.

changes to the code there.
The student repeats steps 3 to 8 until they have a working program.

10. The student answers the tutor's questions concerning the programming problem that they have just
attempted.

4.3 Initial Student Feedback
CORT has been used for one semester with both undergraduate and postgraduate students in the Faculty of
Business and Public Management. The particular units are in the area of software development and the language
that the students learn is Visual BASIC.

Each week the students have to undertake completion programming exercises using CORT and after each
problem they were asked to comment on the use of CORT for the particular problem that they had just finished.
The data was collected on-line through the Web and below are some of the comments that were received:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

It's very helpful. I can see the interface of the program before actually running it.
I think CORT is a very useful tool to play around the codes. It saves me time copying and pasting.
Considering the increased workload as the semester progresses it is a hit of a relief that the exercises are
much easier with the "fill in the gap" type format in CORT.
Without CORT, it's sure that I'll have a lot trouble with this particular problem, which focuses on arrays (a
difficult topic). Thanks CURT...
CORT was useful in that the part solution helped to understand the logic of VB code
CORT is useful . However, I have used the unit text to try to understand the indentation format when writing
the code. The directional keys are great for editing the code to meet the required format.
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7.

This was a challenge! I think that CORT is useful so long as I am not tempted to simply manipulate code
until the program runs. If I were having to write programs from scratch I would use CORT so as to format
and manipulate code and modules or sub procedures etc.

5 Conclusions
As can be seen from the above, the initial feedback on the use of CORT has been favourable. We have found that
students can undertake two or three small programming problems within a one hour tutorial whereas without
CORT they could only undertake one such problem. Also, without using CORT students often never manage to
successfully complete their assigned problems and this certainly affected their motivation.

By using CORT, students do not have to be concerned with the design of programming interfaces which
considerably reduces the cognitive load in the initial stages of learning programming. Also, the reduction of
"split attention affect" by labelling all the objects with their names has been very popular with the students.
The above has described a preliminary study of the use of CORT and it has been undertaken to determine its
suitability and to fine tune some of its features. CORT can be used in several ways and four distinct methods
have now been identified. These will be the subject of further research. The four methods are as follows:
1.

All of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. There are no extra lines displayed in the left hand window.

2.

All of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. There are also additional lines displayed in the left hand window that are not required within the
program. The extra lines are similar to the required lines, however they are incorrect and act as "red
herrings".

3.

4.

Some of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. Other lines that are required for the program completion need to be keyed in by the student.
None of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. All of the lines that are required for the program completion need to be keyed in by the student.
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Information technology integrated instruction is the education tendency in the
future, and it is also an important issue in the development of education in

Taiwan. An assessment framework is needed during experimenting with
integrated instruction and when integrated instruction is officially implemented.

The framework can help us understand the implementation and provide
information for future reference. This article proposes an framework for
assessing information technology integrated instruction. The framework
includes kernel and periphery parts. Kernel part refers to the whole teaching
process, including information technology, curricula, learning materials,
instructional strategies, learning activities, and evaluation. Periphery part refers
to the surroundings situation, including teachers, students, information

specialists, administrators, classroom settings, computer laboratories, campus
instruction network, Internet, digital materials, and instruction/learning software.

Keywords: information technology integrated instruction, technology
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1 Introduction
The rapid development of information technology (IT) has not only brought about major effect on economy

and industry but also made a great impact on society and education. In particular, the prevalent use of
computers and the rapid development of the Internet have gradually changed our life style and pattern, with
their impact on education being unprecedented. Many educators and policy makers believe that technology
can be a catalyst for educational reform [3,4,10]. They suggest that the use of technology in classrooms will
shift the roles of teachers and students. Teachers will act more like facilitators by helping students access
information, process it, and communicate their understanding [4].

Beginning the 2001 academic year, Taiwan will implement phase-by-phase the nine-year integrated
curriculum for its elementary and junior high schools [11]. To cultivate students' basic ability to "apply
technology and information", the new curriculum will have to emphasize integrating IT into the teaching of
various courses. Amid this major reform of curriculum, the Computer Center of the Ministry of Education
has planned for the integration of information curriculum with other areas of learning [7]. At the same time,
it has selected 18 elementary and junior high schools in which teaching experimentations will be carried out
[1]. Therefore, an assessment framework is needed during experimenting with integrated instruction and
when integrated instruction is officially implemented. The framework can help us understand the
implementation and provide information for future reference.

2 The essence of information technology integrated instruction
The United States has implemented IT integrated instruction for years. Many educators are now actively
using technology along with effective teaching strategies to integrate technology into their curriculum [9]. In
contrast, IT integrated instruction is still a newly heard noun in Taiwan. Many teachers are unfamiliar with it,
and some think of it as another name for computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Information technology has
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developed rapidly, and the role of IT in education has changed over these years, from being an auxiliary to
teaching to being an indispensable tool of education. Therefore, IT integrated instruction is distinguished
from CAI.

In IT integrated instruction, information technology is an indispensable tool in the teaching environment
because it is integrated into the curriculum, learning materials, teaching and learning [2]. Moreover, the
traditional curriculum, materials, and teaching are transformed through the characteristics of information
technology: the subject-based curriculum and materials become student-based; the teacher-driven teaching
activities become student-centered. Information technology is integrated when it is used in a seamless
manner to support and extend curriculum objectives and to engage students in meaningful learning. It is not
something one does separately; it is part of the daily activities taking place in the classroom [3].
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F

igure 1. The assessment framework for information technology integrated instruction

Figure I depicts the assessment framework of IT integrated instruction. The assessment framework consists
of two major parts: Kernel Part and Periphery Part. The kernel part primarily assesses the whole teaching
process. Because the implementation of IT integrated instruction will bring about changes to teaching, the

aspects to be assessed in this part should include not only the use of IT in teaching but also other
perspectives of teaching: curricula, learning materials, instruction strategies, learning activities, and
evaluation. The periphery part primarily assesses the teaching environment, learning resources, information
equipment, personnel qualities, and administrative as well as professional support. All these factors will

influence the outcome of teaching. In particular, IT integrated instruction is in need of supportive and
coordinated environmental conditions. There are many perspectives of the periphery part that are related
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with IT integrated instruction, and ten of them are carefully identified and included for assessment: teachers,
students, information specialists, administrators, classroom settings, computer laboratories, campus
instruction network, Internet, digital materials, and instruction/learning software.

3 Assessing the kernel part
The kernel part refers to the whole teaching process, and Table 1 shows the perspectives and emphases to be
assessed. The aspects of the kernel part are illustrated in the following paragraph.
Table 1. Emphases of the kernel part to be assessed
Perspective
Information technology
Curricula
Learning materials

Instructional strategies
Learning activities
Evaluation

Emphasis

The use and role in instruction
Subject-based separate curricula or Student-centered integrated curricula
Sequential or problem-based
Traditional expository approach or constructivist approach
Teacher-driven or student-centered
Traditional paper-and-pencil testing or multiple assessment

3.1 Information Technology
Information technology may refer to equipment or products, such as computers, network, peripherals, etc. It
may also refer to the methods or processes in which the equipment of IT is used to help with the solution of
problems. It is the purpose of implementing IT integrated instruction not only to enable students to use the
equipment or products of IT but also to use the IT equipment to solve practical problems in learning and life.
In this perspective, we care about how IT is used in teaching and what role IT plays in teaching. The level of
the use and role in instruction is developed:
Nil (level 0) IT is not used and plays no part in teaching.
Isolation (level 1): IT is used to teach students how to use IT (e.g. keyboarding, drill-and-practice,
word-processing activities). There is no or little connection between IT and instruction content.

Supplement (level 2): Teachers use IT to assist instruction and students use IT to aid learning
occasionally. IT is viewed as a supplement to existing instructional program.

Support (level 3): IT is needed to complete most learning activities. IT serves as a support to
instruction.
Integration (level 4): Students and teachers can use IT in every-day learning /teaching naturally,
confidently, and actively. IT is expansively viewed as tool, process, method to find solutions to
authentic problems in any time anywhere.

3.2 Curricula
For elementary and junior high schools, the curricular idea should be life -centered and be in compatible with
the development process of students' physical and mental abilities; respect character development, inspire
individual potential; cultivate civic qualities, respect the value diversified culture system; enhance science
knowledge and skill, meet the requirements of modern life. The design of curriculum should be based on
students, on practical experience, and devoted to cultivating the basic abilities required of modern citizens

[11]. Therefore, the curriculum should be designed as student-centered integrated or interdisciplinary
curriculum, not subject-centered separate curriculum.

IT is used as a tool to help students solve the problem. IT literacy should not be taught as an isolated subject,
nor should activities with IT be isolated from other activities in the classroom [12]. Therefore, Taking the

students to the computer lab once a week for 40 ninutes is not necessarily integration [3]. The teachers
should commit to designing student-centered integrated curriculum and integrate IT into the curriculum.

3.3 Learning Materials
Textbooks are the main materials for elementary and junior high schools and the primary learning materials
of students. In traditional education, textbooks were unified, having only one version. They were based on
subject systems and separate from students' living experience. Besides, it was difficult to innovate them,
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they could not meet society' s requirements for rapid transformation. In 1996 Taiwan implemented a policy
which would partially allow publishers to edit and provide textbooks for elementary and junior high school

so long as they are approved by the Ministry of Education. On February 3, 1999, VIII (2) of National
Education Act was empowered, which unequivocally directs the full use of ministry-approved textbooks for
elementary and junior high schools. A new epoch for textbooks was thus heralded in. Teachers should be
able to exert their professional autonomy, and students should be allowed a flexible, autonomous learning
leeway.

The presentation of learning materials should not be limited to static traditional books, but the characteristics

of computer multi-media should be used to present these materials. Static words and pictures, animated
pictures and films, voice, acoustic effect and music in combination would make teaching materials lively
and motivate students to learn. Besides, they can help students to understand abstract concepts or knowledge
and enhance learning effectiveness. If hyperlink technology is used, nonlinear learning materials can be

designed so that what students see can be highly individual and not the same. As such, the content of
learning materials is flexible, adaptive to individual difference, and compatible with the spirit of
individualized learning.

In addition to textbooks, there are many resources on the Internet that can be used as learning materials.

These resources can provide "instant", "living" information [8]. Teachers not only can search for
information to be included in teaching materials but also can use the real-time information on the Internet to

conduct teaching. Students not only can search for information on the Internet but also can conduct
independent learning any time, any place by using the learning materials on the Internet.

The use of information technology can make learning materials diversified and lively, make their content
flexible and integrated with life. Not only can teachers easily motivate students to learn, but students also
can learn happily in a rich teaching situation.

3.4 Instruction Strategies
The teaching strategy of the traditional expository approach is teacher-centered. Students learn what is
taught by the teacher, but are given a limited room for thinking, discussion, presentation and exploration.
The teaching effectiveness is ostensibly good, and students' performance on examination seems impressive.
Yet this approach contradicts the essence of education. In a series of meaningless learning process, what
students learn is segmented memory that is extraneous to their experience and cannot be applied in practical
situations of their daily life. Nor can they enjoy learning.

Constructive teaching strategy is student-centered. The teacher would first arrange a teaching situation to
arouse students' motivation for learning and then would conduce students to explore and think. Through the
interaction with peers, the students can gradually integrate the new knowledge into their own system of
knowledge and make it an essential part of this system. By this constructive teaching, students must actively
learn, while the teacher can only play the role of facilitator, auxiliary, and consultant.

When students use teaching software and browse for Internet resources, they must explore and think actively
and construct their own knowledge through the interaction between machine and person and through social
interaction. Therefore, the teacher is a "coach" for the student rather than a provider of knowledge. Selfdirected learning is an attainable goal for both the student and teacher when IT is integrated in the various
content areas [6]. That is, IT integration is most likely to occur in learner-centered classrooms in which the
teacher acts as a facilitator [3].

3.5 Learning Activities
Traditional lecture-based and teacher-driven activities can no longer satisfy the needs of modern education.
It is not only monotone, also lacks interaction between peers. Learning activities should be student-centered
so that the learner can actively work to explore knowledge, clarify concepts, and gradually construct his/her
system of knowledge. In addition, project-based and cooperative learning activities should be adopted to
allow the learner the opportunity to produce high-level interaction with his/her peers. These activities not
only can cultivate a respectful, responsible, and confident attitude and the abilities to express, communicate,
coordinate, think, and create but also can increase learning effectiveness.

In cooperative learning activities, students can use computer to communicate and discuss, or use a certain
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support cooperative work software to facilitate collaboration. Finally, multi-media would be used to present

the learning effectiveness of students. Cooperative learning is not limited in local class. It can also be
applied across schools, countries, and culture. Therefore, IT enriches the learning activity.

3.6 Evaluation
The traditional evaluation approach primarily depends on paper examinations and determines learning
outcome by the scores on the test sheets. This type of evaluation measures only a dimension of knowledge,
unable to reflect the wide spectrum of learning process. Future evaluation will become diversified;
performance evaluation may be conducted along with paper evaluation; students' self-evaluation, peer
evaluation and juried evaluation may be conducted along with teacher' s evaluation; in addition to evaluating
learning outcome, the learning process should be evaluated; in addition to quantitative evaluation, qualitative
evaluation should be adopted; in addition to evaluating cognitive domain, the evaluation of affective and
skill areas should be included. Only such a comprehensive evaluation can re flect the learning process, not
only be able to understand what the student has learned but also be able to understand how the learning has
occurred.

IT integrated instruction is helpful to the implementation of diversified evaluation. For example, the
electronic portfolio is an ideal means of integrating IT into the instruction. It gives the student and teacher an
alternative form of assessment. Furthermore, electronic portfolios motivate students to produce quality work,
and they also increase students' self-esteem by showcasing their best work [6].

4 Assessing the periphery part
The periphery part primarily refers to the surrounding situations. Table 2 shows the perspectives and
emphases to be assessed. The following illustration is based on perspectives.

4.1 Teachers
The teacher is vital in leading teaching activities. Without sufficient information literacy and professional
ability, he or she cannot apply information technology on teaching, let alone implement IT integrated
instruction. Regarding professional ability, the teacher should be able to integrate IT, in addition to assessing
software and digital materials. The attitude is another emphasis of assessment. If the teacher has a positive
attitude toward computer, he/she can readily introduce and apply computer on teaching; if the teacher can
accept the change in teaching status and role, the implementation of IT integrated instruction would not
cause a great impact.

4.2 Students
Students are the chief character in education. In teaching, students should take the initiative to construct their
own knowledge. In implementing IT integrated instruction, students can obtain from the process related
knowledge and skill and steadily strengthen their information disposition. Gradually students should be able
to use, naturally and confidently, computer equipment in active learning and to construct their system of
knowledge.

4.3 Information specialists
Teachers are not information specialists. In extensive application of IT to teaching, they will definitely
encounter many technical problems that can not be solved by them. In this case, information specialists can

support teachers in solving such problems. It is much easier for information specialists with education
background to integrate IT with education and guide classroom teachers to implement IT integrated
instruction.

4.4 Administrators
Whether administrators feel important about IT integrated instruction is intimately related with the
implementation of IT integrated instruction. In addition, if he classroom teacher can gain sufficient
administrative support, he or she will be more willing to implement IT integrated instruction.
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4.5 Classroom Settings
Generally speaking, teaching activities are conducted indoors. Therefore, the IT equipment in classroom is

indispensable to the integration of IT into teaching [14]. The computer and peripherals should not be
outdated. The operation system and application software installed in the computer should be appropriate for
the use by students and suit the needs of teaching. Moreover, for a class of more than 10 students, a large
display device or broadcasting teaching equipment is needed. Finally, it matters whether they are managed
properly or whether the fair use by students is ensured.
Table 2. Emphases of the periphery part to be assessed
Perspective
Teachers
Students
Information Specialists

Administrators

Classroom Settings

Computer Laboratories

Campus Instruction Network

Internet

Digital Materials

Instruction/Learning Software

Emphasis

Information literacy and professional competency
Attitude toward information technology and instructional change
Information literacy
Attitude toward information technology
Professional competency
Support for teacher
Attitude toward information technology integrated instruction
Support for teacher
Number of computers and person-machine ratio
Grades and fixtures of computer
Operating system and application software.
Peripherals (e.g. printer, scanner, digital camera)
Broadcasting teaching facilities
Management
Number of computer labs, number of computers and person-machine
ratio
Grades and fixtures of computer
Operating system and application software.
Peripheral (e.g. printer, scanner, digital camera)
Broadcasting teaching system
Management
Structure of campus network and network type
Domain account
File server and database server
CD cabinet (perhaps made possible through software simulation)
Method and speed of Internet connection
Actual connection speed
Internet server (e.g. web server, proxy server, DNS server, mail server)
The mechanism to filter out inappropriate information.
Digital materials that can be used on the Internet
Digital materials created by the teacher
Quantity
Adaptation

4.6 Computer Laboratories
In a situation in which IT is integrated into teaching, sometimes it is required that one person have one
machine. Computer laboratories can justly meet this requirement. Therefore, the management of computer

laboratories is an important assessment item and can decide whether the computer equipment can
sufficiently support classroom teachers [14]. Moreover, computer laboratories can also provide the most
appropriate places for teachers' advancement and students' training of information skill. The equipment in
the computer laboratories should not be outdated. Furthermore, there must be a broadcasting system,
enabling students to know the whole content of teacher' s lecture in a ready manner.

4.7 Campus Instruction Network
The planning and erection of campus instruction network aims not only to construct an instruction network
on campus but also to enable every classroom on campus to connect to the Internet through the campus
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network. After the campus network is erected, File Server and CD cabinet (perhaps made possible through
software simulation) should be erected, in which the teaching software owned by the school is stored so that

all the teachers of the school can access to it readily and can apply it to teaching. In addition, the
establishment and management of network account is equally important, ensuring the safety of information
[14].

4.8 Internet
There are unlimited, un-exhaustive teaching resources on the Internet. If computers can not be connected to
the Internet, the application of IT to teaching is compromised. Therefore, it is very important to provide
information settings of the Internet. In addition, it is needed to erect Internet-related Server, in particular,
Web Server must be erected so that teachers' teaching information and the learning outcome of students can
be stored on it to facilitate examination and simulation by teachers and students. Besides, Internet is full of

erotic and violent information which is unsuitable to students. It is extremely important to build a
mechanism to prevent students from seeing those inappropriate content [14].

4.9 Digital Materials
Digital materials may be presented through information equipment and be used in teaching activities.
Therefore, plentiful digital materials should be able to help integrate IT into teaching of various subjects.
Therefore many on-line materials on the Internet can be used for teaching purpose. To decrease the amount
of time required for browsing and facilitate the use of the materials by teachers and students, on-line index
and search systems are also required. In addition, if on-line materials are not appropriate for teaching needs,

classroom teachers may create their own materials to be presented on information equipment or use
materials created by colleague teachers with the approval from the original designer [14].

4.10 Instruction/Learning Software
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) software is a help to teaching
and learning. With more software, teachers are better equipped to apply IT to teaching. This software should

be stored on the CD cabinet or File server on the campus network so that teachers can readily use it
whenever needed. In addition, if existing teaching software available on campus is evaluated, further
information can be provided to teachers [14].

5 Conclusions
That teachers and students can extensively use computers for teaching or learning purpose to heighten
teaching qualities and learning effectiveness is the ultimate goal of the infrastructure construction of
information education [5]. In other words, integrating computer into teaching of various subjects is the
ultimate goal of the Ministry of Education in promoting information teaching [13]. What IT integrated
instruction means is not merely to assist teaching by computer but work to integrate IT into curriculum,
learning material and learning activities. At this point, the role of teachers begins to transform, from that of a
main character to that of a support character. Therefore, the implementation of IT integrated instruction not
only harmonizes with the ultimate goal of information education but also prompt the reform of education so
that learning becomes more effective, efficient, and meaningful.

IT cannot be successfully integrated overnight. It needs to take years to complete the process. The process

should be carried out in order, stage by stage. Taiwan' s IT integrated instruction is germinating. The
assessment framework set forth in this article can be used not only to carry out practical evaluation but also
serve as reference for development. Teachers' in-service education, pre-service training, administrative
support, enriching IT equipment, developing appropriate digital materials and teaching software should be
taken to strengthen the perspectives of the periphery part and to diversify the surroundings so that teachers
can realize the benefits brought about by IT on education, Accordingly, teachers can apply IT to teaching,
gradually infuse IT into learning activities, curricula, learning materials, and adopt student-centered teaching
strategies and multi-facet evaluation. All this can lead to the fulfillment of the meanings of IT integrated
instruction.
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Common authoring shell that enable reuse of teaching materials allows teachers
to search for existing teaching materials on the web and computer system. The

authoring shell will give a list of materials that will match the word(s) for
searching. Sometimes none of the matched items will be reported but sometimes
hundreds of matched items will be found. It is difficult for teacher to browse all
matched items before making decision to reuse the material or not under such
situation. To facilitate the reuse of teaching materials, we expect an authoring

shell should be more intelligentable to identify the purpose of the teacher in
searching for a material. It should provide a list listing closely related materials
when there is no matching and filter off those materials that are not related to a
teacher's intention. In this paper, we shall discuss how it is possible to achieve
this.

Keywords: Reuse, authoring, intelligence

1 Introduction
There is a lot of authoring tools available that assists teachers in producing online course. Common
authoring tools being used by educational organizations to produce online course/lesson are Authorware,
Toolbook, WebCT, BlackBoard, COCA and Hypercard ... etc. Most of these tools can help a teacher to
create and manage web-based courses even though the teacher may not have any programming or web-based
design experience. These tools are not domain specific and therefore can be used in various knowledge
domains. Usually these tools do not explicitly specify the pedagogy or the teaching strategies. Thus, a
teacher at authoring will not be bounded by specific pedagogy or teaching strategy in using these tools. But

this also means that a teacher must plan and implement the pedagogy and teaching strategy by
himself/herself before using the tool. Even though most of these tools allow a teacher to search and retrieve

teaching materials, they do not actively support the reuse of teaching materials over multiple teaching
strategies by giving suggestions to teacher.

IAS, Intelligent Authoring Shell, is a generic authoring shell prototype. Our initiative in building IAS is to
enable reuse of teaching materials for multiple teaching strategies. By using IAS, the production of online
adaptive course with multiple teaching strategies can be more cost-effective. It is named with "intelligent"
because it will suggest closely related reusable materials to a teacher at authoring.

2 Hypothesis for reusing teaching materials
There are two basic ways in tackling reuse of teaching materials. One of the ways is based on ontology. In
1996, Mizoguchi and his fellows discuss using task ontology in building Intelligent Tutoring System where
"Task ontology is a system/theory of vocabulary for describing inherent problem solving structure of all the
existing tasks domain-independently" [12]. Laresgoiti [11] also examine the use of ontologies as "vehicles
for reuse". They use application ontology, domain ontology, basic technical ontology and generic ontology
to describe the physical world of education. Similarly, Murray [13] has also discussed using special purpose
ontologies over object to describe pedagogical knowledge. In 1998, Mizoguchi and his fellows Chen [2]
have extended the use of task ontology into domain ontology, teaching strategy ontology, learner model
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ontology and interface ontology into their Smart Trainer authoring tool. Using ontology has the advantages
on re-engineering the structure of knowledge in education and each knowledge domain. This will facilitate
the use of information technology onto education. However, using ontology in authoring has a potential

problemmost users, teachers are not familiar with ontology. Unless the operation of ontology is
transparent to teacher at authoring, it is reasonable that teachers may be reluctantly to use such authoring
tool. Using ontology aims to standardise the terms to be used so that everyone using ontology will have the
same understanding on the term being used. However, in education, teachers are encouraged to provide
innovative teaching in order to promote teaching and student's learning. Therefore, there exists problem
between standardisation and innovation.

Another way to solve material reuse is by using a database repository to store teaching materials information.

Sarti and Marcke [14] have discussed using database repository method in storing information about
"Domain", "Structuring", "Instructional" and "Presentational" perspective inside DISCourse. Cybulski and
Linden [3] also suggest using repository method to store the information about various kind of "artefact".
They have identified some attributes for the artefact: artefact number, URL, type, label, content description,
keywords, file type, file size and preview [4][5] in building their MATE tutoring system. Using a database
has the advantages that teaching materials can be decoupled from the teaching strategies. Besides, it allows
flexible courseware configuration over LAN and web. Since there are many good off-the-shelf database
tools available, relatively it is much easier to store, retrieve and maintain teaching materials within the
system. The disadvantage in using database are the additional cost in setting up and maintaining a database
system and inherit the limitations from using database softwares.

Instead of using ontology, we have decided to use database system method to store useful information.
Unlike methods used in MATE, we use learning objectives as the key to reuse on teaching materials. Most
teachers are familiar with the concept of learning objective and there is a rich educational research literature
surrounding them. Even though we know that there are still controversial arguments over using of learning
objectives, we believe that there are more pros than cons in using learning objectives, particularly under the
criteria of "effective learning" -- student using minimum time and/or effort to produce maximum learning
outcome.

Basic learning objective has two main components: an object and a keyword, the letter drawn from a
learning objective. An object is a concept, or skill, or entity that is described in a learning objective. For
example, in a learning objective "Define Newton's First Law", Newton's First Law is the object. Keyword is
the verb being using in the learning objective. Refer to previous example, "Define" is the keyword of the

learning objective. There has been a lot of educational research on keyword (also named as learning
objective taxonomy). If each teaching material is tagged with at least one learning objective, then from the
object, we can search for the existence of a related teaching material. Also, from the keyword, we can know
the purpose of that teaching material. In our IAS, teaching material is a multimedia file corresponding to the
"atomic artifacts" as defined by Cybulski et al.

Besides using learning objective over reuse at teaching material level, we can also extend the usage of
learning objective to learning activity level and lesson level. Learning activities in IAS are activities such as
introduction, exercise and conclusion that are defined inside a normal lesson structure. Lessons in IAS are
set of learning activities that are organized for particular teaching strategy such as lecturing, case study, drill
and practice ...etc. The fundamental difference between our IAS and Cybulski's MATE system is; in MATE;

learning objective is just a statement indicating the usage of teaching materials. In our IAS, learning
objective is the key for us to build "domain", "structuring", indicator for usage, and "glue" to link teaching
strategies and other educational theories into tutoring systems.

3 Design of IAS
In our IAS, we have built following modules: keyword (taxonomy) module, strategy design module and
course design module. Reuse of teaching materials occurs in course design module. Keyword module and
strategy design module provide the basic environment that help to provide intelligent suggestions to a
teacher at authoring. Figure 1 shows the structure of our IAS.
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IAS

Keyword
Module

Course Design
Module

Strategy
Design Module

Strategy Template
Design

Curriculum
Design

Lesson
Design

Activity
Design

Figure 1 Structure of IAS

3.1 Keyword (Learning objective taxonomy) module
We have built this module to facilitate entering of learning objective taxonomy (keyword) into our IAS
database. In building this module, we have used Bloom's taxonomy [1] as reference as it is a well-known
taxonomy being used in education. In general, learning objectives [6] can be grouped as general objectives
and specific objectives. General objective is composed of a set of specific objectives. Each specific objective
can be composed of a set of sub-specific objectives or directly related to a lesson or an activity. Bloom has
classified learning objective taxonomies into three different domains: cognitive domain, affective domain
and psychomotor skill domain. Under each domain, taxonomies are further classified into different levels.
For example, within cognitive domain, taxonomies are classified into knowledge, comprehension,

application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. These different levels form the class hierarchy with
knowledge be the lowest class while evaluation is the upmost class.

In building this module, we are aware that Bloom's taxonomy is not the only taxonomy available. There are
Harrow's taxonomy [7] on psychomotor skill, Krathwohol's taxonomy [10] on affective domain, Steinaker's
taxonomy on experiential learning etc. Therefore, this module allows teacher to enter sets of taxonomy from
other educational theory school such as experiential learning or "learn by doing". This feature will allow
educationists to research and create their own set of taxonomy such as task ontology. We have also added a
comment field for each keyword so that the definition of each keyword can be added. This will not only help
teachers to arrive a common understanding of the keyword, but also in learning keywords from different
educational theory school. Figure 2 shows the data hierarchy being used in this module.

Taxonomy
Bloom's
taxonomy

Domain
Cognitive
Domain

Class

Keyword

Knowledge

Define...

Comprehension

Understand...

Application

Apply...

Analysis

Analyze...

Synthesis

Combine...

Evaluation

Compare...

Complexity
of learning
increase on
moving
from
knowledge
towards
evaluation

Figure 2 Bloom's hierarchy of learning objectives on cognitive domain

3.2 Strategy design module
From education, there are many teaching strategies such as lecturing, feedback lecturing, concept attainment,

drill and practice, role-play, gaming, debate etc. Therefore, it is impossible to pre-design all teaching
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strategies into our IAS. Besides, as mention before, teachers are encouraged to create teaching strategy or
modify existing strategy in order to provide innovative teaching. Therefore, it is not reasonable if an
authoring shell cannot allow a teacher to create his/her own teaching strategy. In IAS, we have a strategy
design module that allow teachers to create their own teaching strategies. Using the strategy design module,
we have pre-designed some teaching strategies such as lecturing, concept attainment for the purpose of
demonstration and testing.
In IAS, a teaching strategy is composed of a set of activities with different activity type. Each activity type
may consist of sub-activity type. For example, a lesson using concept attainment [8] as its teaching strategy
usually contains introduction, example, counter-example, analysis and conclusion. A lesson using lecturing

as its teaching strategy contains introduction, presenting new knowledge, example(s), exercise(s) and
conclusion. Example is composed of sub-activities: description, question, answer and explanation [9].
Therefore, in designing a teaching strategy, a teacher will be asked to construct the structure for the teaching
strategy by entering and arranging the activity types in order. Figure 3 shows a teaching strategy structure
for lecturing.

Strategy
Lecturing

Sub-activities

Activity

IIntroduction H Description

Question

Presenting

Description

Question

Example

Description

Question

Answer

Explanation

Exercise

Description

Question

Answer

Explanation

Conclusion

Description

Feedback

Figure 3 A teaching strategy structure for lecturing

In designing the structure of a teaching strategy, the author can enter information or rationale about using
this teaching strategy. This will help other teachers in learning/knowing how to use the teaching strategy
"properly". Author of teaching strategy is also asked to relate his/her teaching strategy to the domain and
class of taxonomy that is unlikely applicable. With this information available, IAS can give suggestion to
teacher what kind of teaching strategy are available and possibly applicable according to the keyword being
used in learning objective.

3.3 Course design module
In designing a course, a teacher will be involved in designing the curriculum for the course, designing the
lesson and the learning activities within each lesson. Since IAS is just an authoring shell, we will not
consider the design of teaching materials. Authors can use most off-the-shelve multimedia authoring tools to
create those teaching materials. In IAS, course design module is the module where most of the reuse of
teaching materials takes place.

3.3.1 Designing the curriculum

In designing the curriculum, a teacher is required to construct a hierarchy of learning objectives for the
course. A teacher will enter details for a learning objective including the keyword and object.
To enter a learning objective, a teacher will be requested to enter the object of the learning objective. With
the object defined, a list of existing learning objectives with the same object will be displayed for selection.
If a teacher want to put in a new learning objective, then a teacher will need to specify the keyword. Along
with the keyword, the taxonomy, domain and class will be identified. Instead of keying in the keyword, a
teacher may select keyword start from selecting the taxonomy, then domain and class. Information about the
keyword will be displayed as required.

In entering a learning objective, it is possible for IAS to provide some basic logical checking over the
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sequence of learning objective using the keyword class hierarchy. For example, it is not logical to arrange
"apply for-loop" before "define for-loop" because, according to Bloom's taxonomy, "apply" is a keyword in
class application while "define" is a keyword in class knowledge. Higher order classes usually require lower

order classes as prerequisite. An illogical order of learning objective hierarchy will increase student's
difficulty in learning. Therefore, such a checking feature can help to improve quality of a course.

After the learning objective hierarchy is built, an object hierarchy is also constructed using the objects from
each learning objective. With this object hierarchy, we can identify the relation between each object. This
relation will be useful in deciding which teaching materials may be appropriate for reuse. Besides, this will
also assist us in searching and retrieving materials for the object.

3.3.2 Designing the lesson

In IAS, each lesson belongs to only one specific learning objective and each lesson has only one teaching
strategy. However, a learning objective may have multiple lessons, hence multiple teaching strategies. With
only one specific learning objective per lesson, it will be easy to replace a lesson with another lesson that has
the same learning objective, thus provide multiple teaching strategy to student at learning. For example, if
learning objective "Define for-loop" has two lessons designed using lecturing and concept attainment
individually, then a student can decide to learn the learning objective using either lecturing or concept
attainment or even both. Single learning objective per lesson also has the benefit that any modification of a
lesson will not affect the other learning objectives.
In creating a lesson, a list of existing teaching strategy for the same learning objective will be available to
teacher for selection. Besides, that, another list of appropriate strategy (with no activities defined) will also
be available for a teacher to create his/her new lesson. This appropriate strategy list is generated according to
the unlikely appropriate strategy for the class of domain keywords as mentioned in the "Strategy design
module". For example, in knowing that the lesson is about learning a concept, IAS will give suggestion to
the author indicating lecturing and concept attainment is recommended. Since IAS only provides suggestion
rather than making the decision for the author, the author still can select other "less appropriate" teaching
strategies available. With this feature, a teacher is allowed to use innovative teaching in preparing online
courses.

3.3.3 Designing the learning activities
After a lesson is created, the author will follow the structure of teaching strategy to design learning activities.
A learning activity may have sub-activities. For example, an example contains sub-activities description,
question, answer and explanation. For activity that does not have sub-activities, author will be asked to enter
the link (URL of the teaching material) to the activity.

In designing the learning activities for a lesson, basically it will use the information about the object and the
keyword. From the preliminary analysis on reuse [9], we know that teaching materials in activities such as
example and exercise are highly reusable. Therefore, in suggesting reusable learning activities, IAS will
include activity type as a factor for consideration. The suggestion criteria available are based on activity type,
keyword, object and learning objective (keyword + object). Suggestion criteria based on activity type will
use activity type as filtering element. For example, if the activity at authoring is an example, then IAS will
only list those activities that are examples only. Suggestion criteria based on keyword will list materials will

the same keyword. However, this will give a large number of suggestions that are irrelevant due to the
irrelevant object. Suggestion based on object only will give better results than using activity or keyword only
because it always return closely related materials with same object. However, there are situations where IAS
can not find the exact matching of keyword. Under this situation, IAS will give suggestion according to the
"distance" from the object to other object on the object hierarchy as defined from the curriculum designed
module. This will enable the most relevant activity/material will always be suggested. Suggestion criteria

based on learning objective (keyword + object) will not only list materials/activities that have the exact
matching on learning objective but also the activities/materials in the order of their relation in learning
objective hierarchy (curriculum). This will reduce author's time in searching for reusable teaching materials,
particularly when the database has thousands of teaching materials available.

4 Conclusion
An authoring shell that supports reuse of teaching material should not only allow the author to search for the
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existence of the material and retrieve it if available. An authoring shell can be more "intelligent" by
providing suggestions to author at authoring. Even if the searching cannot find the exact matching, an
intelligent authoring shell should be able to produce a list of materials that are closely related to the
searching. Our IAS is design not only to enable material reuse but also to assist author in reusing teaching
material.

In our IAS, we have included a Keyword Module and a Strategy Design Module to provide the background
for the intelligence. In the Course Design Module, an author can design the course curriculum, lesson within
the course and activities for each lesson. IAS will provide intelligent suggestions to the author at each stage
of design.
There are still a lot of works that we are going to do in order to improve the performance and intelligence of
IAS. For example, we are going to find out whether there is an optimal suggestion criterion. Besides, we are
also investigating the possibility for the IAS to continuously optimise its suggestions by itself according to a
teacher's selections at authoring and students responses at learning. We know that Keyword Module and
Strategy Design Modules cannot provide the complete background for the intelligence to be required. We
still need to explore other modules such as pre-requisite knowledge module into consideration to enhance
the performance of IAS.
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With the rapid growth and transfusion of information technology into
community, the Internet offers a possible new education dimension. It provides a

vast and integrated resource for individuals by network connecting and web

interaction without time and location limitations. This paper presents an
educational web system of integrated route information service (IRIS) that
recommends and guides students to learn in-depth information of popular tourist
spots and to travel those spots via the multimodal public transportation systems.
As a result, the issues of environmental protection in terms of air pollution and
traffic jam are overcome by making use of the proposed system, and the learner
is also able to further understand local cultures and transportation information of

his living area. The proposed IRIS educational service is categorized as a
combination of transmission and consultation typology based on the
controllability of information providing and distributing. The design of the
system and its efficient algorithms for providing the service through the Internet
will be discussed within the framework of the typology.

Keywords: web application, transmission, consultation, Integrated Route
Information Service

1 Introduction
Traffic congestion and air pollution have become major headache for most large cities around the globe.
Millions of people waste their time in jammed traffic and keep making air polluted by exhaust emission
everyday. Driving in jammed traffic can also make people very annoyed and tired, inevitably reducing
people's productivity and devastating state of mind when they finally arrive at their destination. As a result,
educating people to utilize public transportation systems has become a target for all modern countries, and
the Internet is one of the best approaches to convey the information and to achieve the goal.

The congestion problem can be tackled from both the demand and the supply sides. From the supply side,
one may build more roads to increase the total capacity for traffic. This approach, however, may not be
practical for many countries and definitely will ravage the natural environment. Land is a kind of limited
resource, so we cannot construct more roads at the speed that people can buy more cars.
There are several conceivable strategies to cope with the traffic congestion and air pollution problems from
the demand side. For instance, we may reduce the traffic volume and air pollution by legislatively banning a

portion of registered vehicles from entering cities on specific days as what Singapore employs or
aggravating car taxes for the aged cars as Japan does. Another strategy to reduce the traffic demand is to
encourage people to commute by public transportation systems. Convenient public transportation systems
provide not only an economical way for people to commute but also a chance for us to alleviate the air
pollution problem that results from excessive use of passenger vehicles.

A popular way to encourage and educate people to use public transportation systems is to provide complete
route information and to improve the predictability of travel times in an efficient and effective approach.
Most noticeable measure is the introduction of bus priority routes in many cities [2]. By granting buses
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exclusive rights to run on chosen routes, people can estimate the travel times on buses more precisely,
thereby offering an incentive for people to take advantage of buses. Typical multimodal public transportation
systems provide a complex route network for people to move around the cities. The route network covers the
served area such that people can virtually walk to their destinations within minutes after departing from a
nearby bus station. Complex route network, however, is very difficult for people to figure out what routes of
buses they should take to get to their destinations. Taking the public transportation systems in the Taipei
metropolitan area for example, more than 200 bus routes serve the metropolis, and the number of bus routes
is still growing. A railroad route crawls through the metropolis, and five subway routes connect very busy
area in the metropolis. Searching the best way, or even just a good way, to travel via such multimodal public
transportation systems can be very challenging to ordinary people.

Providing route information is certainly an important step toward promoting the use of public transportation
systems. People will not use the transportation systems effectively unless they have a good idea of the
service provided by the systems, and people will stop using public transportation systems if they cannot use
the systems effectively. We are motivated by this observation to build an information service that can help
people find out their ways in such multimodal public transportation systems in order to solve the problems
of environmental protection.
To this aim, we build a web service that provides Integrated Route Information Service (IRIS) to commuters
and travelers. We collect route information of buses, subways, and trains that serve the Taipei metropolitan
area, and maintain the collected data with a standard database management tool. Users of IRIS can request
recommendations through Internet for how to use public transportation to travel from one location to another
in the metropolis. Using informed-search methods [3], IRIS searches for paths and recommends selected
paths to users via web connection in a real time manner. The recommendations may provide one or more
ways to travel between the chosen locations, each of which may require users to transfer among different
modes of public transportation systems, e.g., from buses to buses, from buses to subways, and from subways
to buses.

IRIS system is considered as a travelers' guiding center that provides the information of sight-seeing spots
and complete travel advisories in transportation. The techniques we employ to build the IRIS for Taipei city
can be applied to provide similar services in any other metropolis. In a longer run, we can expand the

database of IRIS to make IRIS a part of the intelligent transportation systems that will modernize the
transportation systems in Taiwan or other countries[4].

2 Taipei public transportation systems
There are three basic types of public transportation in Taipei: trains, buses, and rapid transit system. Taiwan
Railway Administration (TRA) operates traditional train system that runs through the heart of the metropolis,
and there are a half dozen of stops in the area. We can obtain train schedule from both the booklet published
by the TRA and its web site [10]. The Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation [9] and the central government
plan to build a high-speed train system that will connect major metropolis on the island, but the system will
not start to operate in the near term.
Several bus companies, including publicly and privately owned ones, jointly operate the Taipei bus systems.
These companies serve more than 200 bus routes in the city, and these routes altogether have about 2500
stops distinctively. Various sources of bus-route information are available nowadays. Traditionally, people

obtain bus-route information either from booklets or from signboards at bus stops that contain such
information. Those booklets can be purchased from any book retailer island wide. Recently, the Internet
brings us a convenient media for distributing bus-route information. The Taipei city government provides
on-line bus-route information on its web site [6,71, and there are personal web sites that provide free route
information as well.
The Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation (TRTC) operates the Taipei Rapid Transit system (TRT). People may
find information related to the TRT from both brochures published by the TRTC and its web site [8]. The
TRT system consists of five different color-coded routes and there are four special locations where people
may transfer between subways, traditional trains, and buses. They include Panchiao, Lungshan Temple,
Sungshan and the Taipei Main Station that lie at the intersection of the red and the blue lines.

A traveler obtains the complete information through Internet for each type of public transportation
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respectively, however, he may not be able to conclude the best vehicle combination for a specified
original/destination pair for himself. Therefore, he may result in giving up the usage of public transportation
and drive his own vehicle instead, and perhaps the air condition will be devastated in a further step. In the
following section, we introduce the methodology of collecting public transportation information for each
type and propose an efficient and intelligent algorithm for an optimal combination via Internet access in real

time. A traveler can access the web site to learn the best way to arrive his destination by public
transportation system.

3 Route-information database
3.1 The raw data
Information from multiple sources can cause data inconsistency problem. Both TRA and TRTC provide
authoritative information about the routes that are under their control. Since TRT and traditional trains
typically do not change routes, it is easy to take care of route information about these systems. Bus routes, in

contrast, can change from time to time due to a variety of reasons such as road construction and
demonstration events, etc.. Also, route-information sources, both web sites and books, typically do not
reflect the route change in a timely manner. Our experience indicates that chance is high that bus-route
information provided by different sources does not completely agree with each other.

Fortunately, bus companies generally do not change bus routes randomly. Usually, bus stops are relocated to

nearby locations. Providing information that becomes out-of-date because of such minor route changes
might cause nuisance, but the routing information should remain valuable. Therefore, we adopt the route
information that is recorded in a booklet [5] in building our route-information database.

We maintain route information about buses, TRT and trains in a similar way. Tables for all routes contain the
departure, intermediate, and destination locations in the metropolis. Routes served by different systems are
marked by an attribute, type, in the route table. Each route table contains the type, the route number, and
names of the departure, intermediate, and destination stops. The intermediate stops are ordered according to
when a passenger may pass the stop from the departure stop, so a stop will have an order attribute in the
database. Since regular routes that connect a particular pair of locations, A and B, typically provide round
trip service, we treat routes that go from A to B and that go from B to A as two different routes.

We construct stop tables based on these route tables for convenience of reference. Each stop table contains
what routes are available, the order of the stop on these routes, and if TRT and traditional trains are available
at the stop. For further processing of the raw database, we also include information about the longitude and
latitude for each stop in the database, and which will play an important role for geometrical information
retrieval or WAP application in the near future.

3.2 A hierarchical map
We preprocess the raw database for the route-planning algorithm. Let X and Y be different stops, we use the
following terms in the discussion.
(1) Stop route and stop size: In practice, a stop is a small area in the metropolis, and typically one or more
routes may allow passengers to get on and off at a stop. The stop route, denoted SR(X), is the set of the
routes that serve the stop X, and the stop size of a stop X, denoted SS(X), is the number of routes that
serve the stop X. Notice that the routes can be either bus, TRT, or traditional train routes.

(2) Stop distance: The stop distance between X and Y, denoted DG(X,Y), is the minimal number of
intermediate stops that we would pass if we travel from X to Y via public transportation.

(3) Geographic distance: The geographic distance between X and Y, denoted DG(X,Y), is the Euclidean
distance between X and Y.

As we inspect the stop tables, it becomes clear that some stops are relatively more convenient in terms of
ease of transferring between routes and are denoted as hubs. These hubs should be seriously considered as
transfer centers when there is no direct route connecting the traveler's origin and destination. The Taipei
Main Station, for instance, provides a great chance for people to transfer to routes that eventually lead to
their destinations.
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To take advantage of this observation, we introduce an attribute in the stop tables to reflect that if a stop is
considered as a hub according to its easiness of transferring. To this end, we consider stops that have TRT
and train services as hubs. Currently, we set the hub attribute if the stop size of the bus stop is greater or
equal to 15. Therefore, in addition to TRT and train stops, we have about 70 hubs for Taipei area in our
database.

We annotate tables for each stop X with information about the nearest hubs, denoted NH(X). A nearest hub
of a stop X is a hub that can be reached by taking a particular route in SR(X) from X. Clearly, if a stop is
itself a hub, then the stop is also the nearest hub for all routes in SR(X). Except this trivial case, we define

the nearest hub B of a stop X on a specific route based on the following criteria that are listed in the
descending priority.

(1) DS(H,X) DS(B,X) for any hub H
(2) If DS(H1,X)=DS(H2,X), then B=H1 when SS(H1)>SS(H2) and B=H2 when SS(H2)>SS(H1)
(3) When there are still multiple candidate, we let B=H1 if DG(H2,X) DG(H1,X).

Usually, the first criterion suffices for determining a nearest hub on a route from X because most routes pass
a hub or two. When a route from X does not pass any hub, transferring to other routes will be considered,
and this is when we may need these criteria.

To speed up the route-planning algorithm, we have done some preprocessing on the raw database. We add
into each stop table the routing information between the stop and its nearest hubs. This extra information
will be helpful when we need to transfer via nearest hubs. Also, we compute routing information between

any TRT and traditional train stations, and save the results in the route-information database. This
information can be very useful at runtime, but does not require a large space to save, so it is worthwhile to
carry out this preprocessing offline.
Technically speaking, the route map in our database has two levels. The lower level consists of all stops, and
the higher level consists of only hubs in the metropolis. To utilize this hierarchical organization, we compute
the best ways to travel from hubs to hubs offline, and save such information in the database. We will see
how the route-planning algorithm harnesses such an effort next.

4 The route-planning algorithm
Although the route-planning algorithm does not necessarily provide the fastest solution for traveling from
origins to destinations, the algorithm does attempt to do so based on a few heuristics. First, the algorithm
strongly biases for the use of TRT and traditional trains. It typically takes less time to commute by TRT or
trains than by buses between two locations. The algorithm also prefers solutions that require less transfer and
less number of intermediate stops. Therefore, the algorithm prefers a routing method that needs only one
transfer to one that needs two transfers. In the algorithm we define and compute at runtime the set of stops
R(X) that are directly reachable from a stop X via SR(X).
The algorithm requires information about the desired origin and destination. At this moment, both origin and
destination are names of stops, so the algorithm does not have to worry about cases where no connecting

routes are available. There is an easy way to expand the algorithm to allow street addresses as input for
origin and destination since our stop tables already have the information about the longitude and latitude of
each stop. The skeleton of the algorithm follows.

Algorithm RoutePlanning(origin 0, destination D, route-info database)
I. If 0 is equal to D, there is no need to commute.

2. Direct link: If the intersection of SR(0) and SR(D) is not empty, there are ways to go from 0 to D
directly, and the algorithm recommends such direct paths. If both 0 and D are TRT stops, recommend
the TRT first.

3. One transfer: If D is in R(R(0)), we may go from 0 to D with one transfer, and the algorithm
recommends these paths.

For simplicity, we will not distinguish between TRT and traditional trains henceforth.
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4. Transfer via hubs: Recommend the path from 0 to its nearest hubs NH(0), from NH(0) to NH(D), and
then from NH(D) to D .

5. Sorting and listing: Sort and list the possible route combinations based on stop distance DS(O, D) and
stop size of transferring node SS(X).

Whenever the algorithm finds multiple solutions to the query, it orders the solutions by the total number of
intermediate stops. This designed decision is based on the assumption that more intermediate stops may lead
to a longer total travel time. This principal may apply to solutions found at any step. For instances, at the
second step, the algorithm may find multiple bus routes that directly connect 0 and D, and these routes will
be listed in the order of increasing number of intermediate stops between 0 and D.

When there is no direct way to commute from 0 to D, the algorithm continues to the third step. This step
dictates that commuting from 0 to D needs one transfer if there is at least a stop Z in the set of R(0), and D
is in the set of R(Z). We can thus infer that it takes just one transfer to go from 0 to D if the intersection of
R(0) and R(D) is nonempty. This method may be a good heuristic, but is not flawless. Recall that R(Y)
represents the set of stops that are directly reachable from Y. The fact that the intersection of R(0) and R(D)
is nonempty implies that there is a route from 0 to an intermediate stop Z and another route from D to Z.
There is no warrantee to find direct routing method from Z to D, which is what we really need. There must
be a stop X that can be directly reached by a route, say RA, from 0, and must also be directly reachable by
another route, say RB, from X to D. The algorithm will frequently find many related one-transfer solutions,
and some of them appear to be better than others. Consider commuting from A to B in the example shown in
Figure 1. Since there is no direct way to go to B from A, we must transfer at T1, T2, or T3. This might
appear to be a contrived example, but it is not. In reality, bus routes often pass a portion of business districts,
so they tend to have a few consecutive common stops. Examining these three alternatives for transfer, we see
that the traveler can only transfer from R1 to R2 at either T1 or T2. The traveler will have two choices, R2
and R3, if s/he transfers at T3. Therefore, T3 appears to be a better choice for transfer because it provides
better chance for the traveler to catch the next bus sooner. Due to this observation, our algorithm lists as
better alternatives those stops that have larger stop sizes for transfer.

When there are neither direct nor one-transfer routes that connect A and B, the algorithm reaches the fourth
step. At this step, the algorithm applies the information contained in the database about nearest hubs of A
and B to find desired solutions. Recall that we have computed the best routes from A to its nearest hubs

NH(A) and the best routes from NH(A) to any other hubs including the nearest hubs NH(B) of B. The
remaining task is to find a route from NH(B) to B. This is not a difficult task in practice since we can find at

least a stop X in NH(B) such that B is in R(X).
Figure 2 illustrates that, to commute from A to B, we
can commute from A to one of its nearest hubs, H1,
then to one of B's nearest hub, H3, and finally to B.

In this case, the route-information database will
contain the best way to commute from H1 to H3 is
via R1, and the best way to commute from H1 to H3
is via R1 and then transfer onto R6 at D.

A

fR1

R1 se
14.,A

1 T2 T3
R2

R3
B

5 User interface

Figure 1: T3 is a better transfer location

addition to provide intelligent public
transportation information, the IRIS system
collects general travelling information at Taipei,
In

and it also provides information about popular
tourist spots including natural beauty, cultures
historical
and
(museum/memorial/temples
sites/festival/folks art /aboriginal art/towns and
shopping and
amusement parks,
city),
entertainment, food and beverages, real-time
weather report, real-time traffic surveillance, and

related travel services. All these services and
introduction are categorized and constructed in
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Figure 2: Transfer via hubs

the way of friendly and graceful page design. Unlike the consultation typology of public transportation
querying system, the design pattern of travelling information leans to one-way communication of media
technology. The activities of users are pure reception, and the pattern of communication is categorized as a
transmission typology.

To obtain the quickest route information of an area or spot, users can click one of following items listed to
acquire the correlative information: route information (complete stop information for each bus/TRT/TRA
route), stop information (complete bus-route information for each bus route), local area route
information(complete transportation information for each local area), popular tourist spot route
information(complete transportation information for each tourist spot), original/destination Integrated Route
Information(complete route information from original to destination). All these items are designed as a
format of consultation typology and users have to make a request to the information providing center for
specific message to be delivered. For examples, in the application of original/destination Integrated Route
Information, users are allowed to type partial text of original/destination information through the main
interface, and the IRIS system will base on the input contents and response an interface with option selection
buttons for complete inputs. After analyzing the selected original/destination location buttons, IRIS system
will verify the data, execute the matching programs, and show the results by listing route numbers and
transfer stops in different color text, and the system also provides the map information of selected route and
stops respectively. The querying processes and results are displayed in Figure 3. Listing the results with text
may allow the system to provide more alternative routes at a time, but showing the routes on the map gives
travelers a clearer picture of the recommended routes. The system is welcome to access and evaluate through
the web address http://iris.cs.ntou.edu.tw/.

6 Conclusions
The proposed educational service is categorized as a combination of transmission and consultation typology.

The part of general travelling information of IRIS system which provides and controls information
distribution serves as a transmission communication pattern. When the learner makes a request and system
provides an integrated information immediately, the system performs as a consultation typology since the
information is produced by the system but the learner retains control over what and when the information is
distributed. The objective of the proposed web services is to provide an integrate and optimal solution for
tourists, however, there are still some future work left to be completed in this project. As we have reported,
the IRIS system prioritizes alternative solutions based on heuristics that take into account the number of
intermediate stops and times of transfers. Although these may arguably be good rules of thumb for selecting
fast routes, a traveler might prefer routes that minimize the total distance that s/he would travel. To provide
such alternative, the system would have to know the actual distance traveled by the bus for moving between
two consecutive stops. In a longer run, the IRIS system may allow travelers to determine if the system
should prioritize alternative solutions by the monetary cost, frequency of buses, and even predicted travel
time.

The path-planning algorithm reported in Section 4 prefers the travelers to transfer at a stop that has a larger
stop size. This designed decision is based on easy of transferring to another bus. Travelers may have other
concerns though. A traveler might prefer to transfer at previous stops because it is more likely to have a seat

if one can get on the bus earlier. A flexible system should allow travelers to choose her/his way for
prioritizing the alternative solutions.

future work, we have started to build a path-planning algorithm based on
uninformed-search algorithms[3]. However, these algorithms might not provide satisfactory performance for
ordinary shortest-path applications when the network is large. Nevertheless, these algorithms might provide
satisfactory performance for constrained shortest-path applications in a median-sized city like the one we are
In addition to the

tackling. Considering the fact that uninformed-search algorithms are far easier to construct than the
informed-search algorithms, uninformed-search algorithms might be a viable way to the bus scheduling
problems. We will report findings of our exploration in an extended version of this paper.
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The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive effects of collaborative
learning on Junior high school students' Logo programming. Two experiments
were implemented: Experiment] was an analysis of the relationships between
interaction in pair activities and students' reflection. The effects of pair learning
on students' promoting abilities of programming were analyzed in Experiment2.

As the results of Experiment], students' self-monitoring and self-control were

supplemented each other through the interaction. Results of Experiment2
suggested that the effect of collaborative learning on students' programming
abilities were developments of debugging ability against syntax error and coding
ability of lower students, which was obtained the cognitive strategies for task
division through the interaction.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Junior High School Students, Cognitive
Effects, Logo Programming

1 Introduction
In Japan, education about computer programming was placed in Fundamentals of Information of Industrial
Arts at junior high school level from 1989. From 2002, programming, sensing and control will be placed in
Information and Computer of Technology as an elective learning content (Course of Study published in

1998)[5]. Many technology teachers in Japan thought that teaching programming was not only for
professional higher education. They didn't made points of understanding the function of software upon a
computer system, but acquiring the problem solving skills through the programming activities.

Historically, many researchers suggested that one of the methods for acquiring the problem solving skills
was collaborative learning. It was necessary for students to communicate and interact with someone who
had same goal in collaborative environment (Deutsch 1949)[1]. In the recent past, it was supported that the
experiences of solving the problem through the interaction made the processes of planning and decision
making clearly each other, and would promote their self-control and self-monitoring when they would solve
another problem all by themselves (SATOU 1996)[3]. In the case of learning about programming, KAGE
(1997) suggested that 12-year old pupils showed vigorous verbal interaction, which led them to more
sophisticated problem solving [4].
From these findings, it was predicted that acquiring the problem solving skills brought to promote students'
programming abilities as a result of cognitive effects of collaboration.

The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive effects of collaborative learning on students'
programming. For this purpose, two experiments by using Logo programming (Japanese Edition) were
implemented. The aim of Experiment] was to clarify the relationships between interaction of collaborative
learning processes and learners' reflection. The effects of collaborative learning on students' promoting
abilities of programming were analyzed in Experiment2.
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2 Methods
2.1 Experiment)
2.1.1 Subjects
Twelve 3rd grader Jr. high school students (6 males and 6 females) were divided into 6 pairs.

2.1.2 Instruments
"The Reflection Scale of Thinking Process on Computer Programming: RSTC"(MORIYAMA et al 1996) [2]
and the modified LUTE (Link-UniT-Element) model (MORIMOTO et al 1997) [6] were used for measuring
the level of reflection and analyzing the interaction, respectively. The RSTC was constructed from 4 factors

as in Fig. 1. Factorl was the reflection of understanding the problems and enterprising how to make the
program adequately. Factor2 was the reflection of designing the program and coding. Factor3 was the
reflection of self-monitoring on each parts of the program on the local level. Factor4 was the reflection of
self-monitoring on the whole program and renewal of problem representation.
Factor2 (6 items)

Factorl (6 items)

Factor4 (3 items)

Factor3 (5 items)

Semantic understanding of the problem

Setting up the keywords

Predicting the result of running

Analyzing the bug

Imaging the command and grammar

Division of the program

Testing walk through the list

Renewal of problem representation

Comprehending the image of program

Setting up the functional unit

Checking the clerical error

Seeking the bug

Rhetorical understanding of the program

Connecting the functional unit

Checking the syntax error

Seeking the semantically-related knowledge

Coding the functional unit

Checking the logical error

Seeking the rhetorically-related skill

Checking the sequences of each commands

Fig.1 The Reflection Scale of Thinking Process on Computer Programming: RSTC

The modified LUTE model was shown in Fig.2. There were categories for analyzing interaction of
collaborative learning in this model, and this model had three abstract levels: element, unit and link level.
The items of element level were categories for functions of protocols. The unit and link level categories
were for phases and contexts in their programming activities.

r

r

Link Level (6 categories)

Unit Level (6 categories)

Element Level (5 categories)

Proposed

Phase of Analysis

Link for Formation of plan

Agreement

Phase of Plan

Link for Modification of plan

Question

Phase of operation

Link for Implementation of plan

Opposition

Phase of Edit

Link for Check of Implementation

Supplementary explanation

Phase of Checking the program list

Link for renewal of plan

Phase of Checking the result of running

Link for renewal of implementation

Fig.2 The modified LUTE (Link-UniT-Element) model

2.1.3 Procedures
Subjects were asked to make the Logo program which draw the "House" constructed from triangular shapes,
square patterns, circles and lines in pair. Their activities were recorded on a VTR. After they finished the
task, they answered RSTC individually. Their protocols were extracted from the VTR and were categorized
by using modified LUTE model. The level of reflection and the relative interaction in the collaborating pair

were analyzed by ANOVA on mean scores of frequencies of link level categories and Coefficient of
Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of the element and unit level categories.
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2.2 Experiment2
2.2.1 Subjects
Sixty 3rd grader junior high school students (30 males and 30 females) were divided into 2 groups learning
Logo programming. One was collaborative learning group (pair), and the other was individually learning
group.

2.2.2 Instruments
The achievement tests and the RSTC were prepared. The achievement tests included both the coding test and

the debug test. The coding test asked to make a program drawing "Scarecrow" on an answer sheet. The
debug test asked to find three types of error, clerical error, syntax error, logical error from the program list
which drew "Spaceship".

2.2.3 Procedures

The procedure was shown in Fig.3. At first, subjects had a coding test which draws the easy "flag" as a
pre-test. Next, subjects were asked to make the program, which draws the "House" such as Experiment) and
answered RSTC in every group as a middle-test. Finally, they had the achievement tests and answered RSTC

individually as post-tests. The effects of collaborative learning on students' promoting abilities of
programming were analyzed by using ANOVA and Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores
and the Achievement tests' scores.

10 days later

Individually Learning Group

(

Collaborative Learning Group (pair)

RSTC and achievement tests

Fig.3 The procedure of Experiment2

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Experiment): Students' Reflections and Collaborative Programming
3.1.1 Contexts of Collaboration in the Pair Activities
There were differences of period of keyboard operation time in pair activities. In this analysis, long-operated

learners were called Learner A, and the others (short-operated) were called Learner B. Mean scores of
frequencies of link level categories were shown in Table. 1.

Table.1 Frequencies of link level categories
Link Level Categories

Link for Formation of plan
Link for Modification of plan
Link for Implementation of plan
Link for Check of Implementation
Link for renewal of plan
Link for renewal of implementation

Mean Score (S.D.)

Learner A to B Learner B to A Learner A to A Learner B to B
1.75 (1.04)
3.35(2.12)
1.88(2.70)
3.75(1.49)
0.38(0.52)
0.63(0.92)

2.00(1.77)
2.50(1.93)
15.63(5.80)
1.13(1.36)
0.38(0.74)
1.25(1.28)

1.63(1.41)
0.25(0.46)
5.88(3.40)
1.00(1.07)
0.13(0.35)
0.25(0.46)

3.50(2.73)
0.13(0.35)
2.75(2.49)
0.13(0.35)
0.63(0.52)
0.00(0.00)

ANOVA
n.s.

F(3,24)=8.397, p<.01
F(3,24)= 21.732, p<.0 I
F(3,24)=13.055, p<.01
n.s.
n.s.

Results from Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA showed that there were significant main effects of
Links for Implementation of Plan from Learner B to A [F(3,24)=21.732, p<.01], and Links for Check of
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Implementation from A to B [F(3,24)=13.055, p<.01]. Also, Links for Modification of Plan with interaction
(B to A and A to B) were increased than that of individually links (A to A and B to B) [F(3,24)=8.397, p.01].
These data indicated that the role of operation (Learner A) and the role of planning (Learner B) were shared
in pair activities. However, it was suggested that consensus decision making through the interaction was
important for building up their programming plans.

3.1.2 The Relationships between the Interactions and the Reflections
Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of element level categories were
shown in Table.2. According to these data, when Learner A (operator) proposed something to operate, the
reflection of designing the program (Factor2) was promoted in own thinking process [r=0.88, p.01].
However, when Learner B (planner) proposed, the reflection of self-monitoring on each parts of the program
(Factor3) was promoted in Learner A's thinking process[r=0.88, p<.01]. Furthermore, opposition by Learner
A correlated the reflection of self-monitoring (Factor3) in Learner B's[r=0.71, p<.05]. Also, Learner A's
reflection of designing (Factor2) was promoted by the opposition of Learner B[1=0.77, p<.05]. These results

indicated that the verbal communications on their interaction brought out their self-monitoring and
self-control each other.

Table.2 Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of element level categories
Element Level Categories
Proposed
Agreement

Question

Opposition
Supplementary explanation

Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner I 3

Factor4
Factor3
Factorl
Factor2
Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B
0.41

,

0.04
0.00
0.44
-0.32
0.40
0.03
0.12
0.72*
-0.01

0.26
0.45
-0.10
0.35
0.56
-0.52
-0.30
0.19
-0.35
-0.34

0.88**
0.37
0.31
0.67
0.27
0.56
0.27
0.77*
0.61
0.32

0.41

0.52

0.25
-0.34
0.55
0.28
-0.29
0.08
0.23
0.13
-0.13

0.88**

0.52
0.28
0.56
0.00
0.13
0.52
0.03
0.14

0.13
-0.33
-0.66
0.08
-0.11
0.02

0.7r
0.27
0.40
0.40

0.06
0.50
0.26
0.36
0.78*

0.06
0.31

-0.20
0.07
0.23

0.03
0.42
0.68

-0.31

-0.15
0.45

-0.01

0.19
0.00
0.08

n=8, df=6, **p<.01, *p<.05

In addition, Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of unit level categories

showed that, operation by Learner B as a planner conduced to Learner A's self-monitoring on whole
program[r=0.85, p<.01]. Also, task analysis by Learner A as an operator encouraged Learner B's designing

of the program[r=0.75, p<.05]. It was evident that one's reflective thinking was precipitated by the
observation of the other's behavior which was supposed to be his own behavior.

These results of Experiment) suggested that students' meta-cognition (self-monitoring and self-control) were
supplemented each other through the interaction of collaborative pair learning.

3.2 Experiment2: Effects on students' promoting abilities of programming
3.2.1 Acquisitions of Programming Abilities

In the pre-test, there are not significant differences between the pair learning group and the individually
learning group [F(1,56)=0.65, n.s.]. Students who could get high scores were called higher students and the
others were called lower students in this analysis (both 50% and n=30). In the middle-test, mean score of
RSTC in the pair learning group (0.77) was higher than that in the individually learning group (0.56)
[F(1,56)=32.40, p<.01]. This result supported findings of Experiment] because collaborative pair learning
could promote students' reflections of thinking processes.

Mean scores of debug test were shown in Fig.4. Results from the ANOVA showed that the debugging scores

of syntax error in the pair learning group was higher than that in the individually learning group
[F(1,56)=4.75, p<.05]. But, there were not significant differences on the debugging scores of clerical and
logical errors [F(1,56)=2.06 and F(1,56)=0.89, both n.s.]. These results indicated that collaborative pair
learning could form students' debugging abilities against syntax errors, at least.
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Mean scores of coding test were shown in Fig.5. The result from the Two-way Repeated Measures of
ANOVA showed that there was significant interaction between High-Low student condition and
pair-individually group condition [F(1,56)=10.46, p<.01]. Furthermore, from the results of Simple Main
Effects Tests, the score of lower students in the pair learning group was promoted to the same level as higher

students in both groups [F(1,56)=12.56, p<.01]. These results indicated that the coding abilities of
Low-Ability students could be pulled up through the interaction with High-Ability students.
14

12 46

11.93

0.6

11.8
0.4

10

-

6

-

Score

0.2

Score

-0.2

6. 6

2

40

Higher Students
Lower Students

-0.4

* p<.05

Individually Learning Group

Pair Learning Group

Individually Learning Group

Pair Learning Group

Fig.4 Mean scores of debug test (syntax error)

3.2.2 Acquisitions of Cognitive Strategies
Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and the achievement tests were shown in Table3.
According to these data, there were significant correlation between the coding test and the RSTC items:
"Division of the program"(r=0.31, p<.05), "Coding the functional unit"(r=0.41, p<.01), "Connecting the
functional units"(r=0.40, p<.01) and "Selecting the commands for each functional units"(r=0.40, p<.01) .
Also, There were significant correlation between the debug test and the RSTC items: "Division of the
program"(r=0.29, p<.05), "Checking the sequences of each commands"(r=0.33, p<.01). It was indicated that
promoting these reflections were responsible for the development of the programming abilities. Furthermore,
these items suggested the reflections of cognitive strategies for task division.
Table 3 Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and the achievement tests
Items of RSTC
Division of the program
Coding the functional unit
Connecting the functional units
Selecting the commands for each functional units
Checking the sequences of each commands
**p<.01, *p<.05

Achievement Tests
Debug Test
Coding Test
*
*
0.31
0.29
0.41

**

0.40
0.40

**
**

0.33

**

Results of Experiment2 suggested that the effect of collaborative learning on students' programming abilities
were developments of debugging ability against syntax error and coding ability of lower students, which was
obtained the cognitive strategies for task division through the interaction.

4 Conclusion
In this study, it was clarified that students' meta-cognition and cognitive strategies could be acquired through
the collaborative learning at junior high school level, also that the RSTC was useful for measuring students'
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reflections in their programming activities. These findings will contribute to the researches of developments
of collaborative learning systems.

For the future, learning processes and cognitive effects of more widely collaborative learning environment,
for example, distributed programming by using CSCL system or long distance education for programming
by using Internet, must be analyzed.
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Design and Implementation of A N-Tiered
Heterogeneous Virtual School
Administration System
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There are two types virtual school administration systems, web-based or voicebased, which are currently used by students. They are systems with different
access mechanisms but same business logic, and require two times of resources
for development and maintenance. Whenever the business logic of the systems

changes, both of the systems need to be implemented. As the wireless
communication grows more popular, the school has been considering adding a
wireless interface to the system. However, with current architecture, the only
way to add a wireless application protocol (WAP) -based system is to implement
an additional system from scratch. Since the voice-based system and the webbased system have the same business logic, they can be integrated into one. We
can dedicate an application server for the business logic, which interacts with the
web-based interface and the voice-activated interface with a set of application
programming interface (API). With the extraction of the business logic and the
business logic API, developers for the voice-activated interface and the webbased interface can implement the interfaces without specific knowledge of the
business logic of the system. With this design and architecture, the system can
be further expanded to support a WAP-based interface and other interfaces easily.

Keywords: Internet, wireless, virtual school, heterogeneous

1 Introduction
The Internet is widely used for school education, especially virtual school education [2][3][4]. The
advantage of the Internet is its capability of supporting multimedia and its attractiveness to the user. For the
virtual school education, the students study via the Internet. They do not have to be in the classrooms of a
school and can learn at anywhere at anytime. However computers and communication networks are needed

to support virtual education through the Internet. The cost of the computers and setting up the
communication networks is very expensive. Thus, the systems are not available everywhere. Furthermore,
system interfaces must be developed in order to allow the users to access the computers and the networks.
The purpose of these system interfaces is to provide an easier way for the students to access the systems and
to allow the students to interact with the instructors real-time. Those systems interface do not need to be
attractive and colorful since its main goal is to provide a mechanism for the students to access information
real-time. For a web-based system, the homepage can be design in a way to reduce the network traffic and
system load. However; not every student can access the computers and the networks due to his financial
situation or the load of the system. For the students who cannot access the computers and the networks, the
telephone (the voice activated based interface) provides another popular access media. Therefore there are
needs for systems to support both telephone (voice- based) and web browser (web-based) interfaces [1]. The

web-based system is more visual and more user friendly, however, the voice-based system is more
convenient, more affordable, and requires no hardware investment from the students. As the technology
evolves, the wireless communication is gradually taking over the traditional wire line communication. To
support the wireless communication the system will need to be expanded to support the wireless application
protocol (WAP)-based interface [10].
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Originally, a couple of the school administration systems we had can be accessed via a regular telephone or
via a web browser but not both. They were basically two different systems, though they support the same

business logic. Both of them have their own user interface and system logic and were designed,
implemented, and maintained separately. To support them two sets of resources are needed. The original
system architecture is shown in Figure 1. Developers for both of the systems handle both the business logic's
and the user interface's design and implementation. Whenever the business rule changes, both of the systems
need to be modified and updated. It is very costly and difficult to keep both of the system consistent.
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Figure 1. Logic view of voice system and web system

To reduce the maintenance cost of the two systems and to make them easier to be upgraded and expanded,
we have proposed to integrate the two systems by extracting the business logic module out of them and
migrate it into an application server. The remaining of the systems is migrated into a web server and a voice
server respectively. By doing this, we dramatically reduced the cost of maintaining the system. After the
architecture change, whenever there is a business change, only the application server is affected. We reduced

the maintenance cost by 50%. No more concerns about the consistency of the systems. With the
modification of the system architecture, we make it more scalable and expandable. The system can be easily
expanded to support other access media without making changes to the application server. For example, to
support a WAP-based interface, a WAP server can be easily introduced and integrated into the modified
system architecture.

2 System Architecture and Implementation
2.1 Architecture
The administration system is an N-tiered system.
Data Services Tier: The database services and implementations.
Business Logic Tier: The business rule of the system.
Translation Tier: Translate the I/O between application server and gateway server. For the voice-based
system, the gateway server is the voice server. The purpose of the voice server is to translate PSTN and
HTTP between application server and usual telephone. For the web-based system, the translation tier is

transparent; it does not do anything. For the WAP-based system, the WAP Gateway is the gateway
server. The purpose of WAP Gateway is to translate the WSP/WTP and HTTP between WAP telephone
and web server.
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Presentation (UI) Tier: The input and output of the web-based system is HTML. The input and output of
the voice system is the key press and voice of usual telephone. The input and output of the WAP-based
system is WML [10].
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Figure 2. System Architecture

In the Architecture, the application server is the most important part. The application server needs to process
business logic and interact with voice server, web server, and WAP Gateway. Because the protocol between

the application server and the voice server and the WAP Gateway is HTTP protocol, we can set the
application server and the web server in the same machine. The developers of the application server are
more responsible, because they must handle business rule, HTML and WML. The developers of the other
systems implement User Interface and do not have the knowledge of business rule of the system, because the
developers of the application server handle the business rule. The application server sends different output
format to different systems by parameters. Under the Architecture, after building the web system, the other
systems are easily to build.

2.2 Architecture of the Voice System
Because taking business logic out of the voice system, the function of voice system is coherent. It translates
the output of web server to telephone. The output format of web server is HTML. So the voice server has to
simulate to web browser, shown as in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The communication methods are between voice server and web server.
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3 Case Study
The Enrollment System of the Tamkang University [7] is designed and implemented following the
architecture of this paper, shown as in figure 4. The system has been deployed and used by thousands of
concurrent users [8].

3.1 Hardware Structure
We used thirteen Pentium based servers to implement the system. Six of them are used as the web servers.
One machine is used as the UNIX Gateway. One server is used as the alert and automating email server.
Four voice servers are used to support the voice activation. Finally, all student enrolment information is
stored in one database server. The network hardware are two 100 MB/sec switch hub.
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Figure 4. System Hardware Structure

3.2 System Software
OS: Microsoft NT4.0 is used for the web servers, voice servers, and the alert and automating email server.
Free BSD 3.0 is used for the UNIX Gateway [8].
Web server: Microsoft IIS 4.0.
Database: Microsoft SQL Server 6.5.

3.3 Load Balancing and Scalability
To make the system suitable for all schools, we also took into considerations of the cost of hardware and the
scalability of the system. A set of low-end servers can be grouped together to replace a high-end server[6].
To achieve this, a DNS server is needed for the load balancing work. The simple round robin methodology is
used for the load balancing. With the current flexible four-tiered architecture, servers can be added into the
system to share the performance load whenever the system load is heavy[9].

3.4. Security.
Two security strategies are used to increase security:
1. Packet filter: It only allows IP packets through port 80 to access the web server, the packets of the other
ports can not pass through. The web system can avoid being attacked by the other machines.

2. Supports multi- protocol: TCP/IP protocol is used between the web server and outside systems. IPX
protocol is used between the web server and the database server. The web server should be hacked, the
database server is kept away Internet and the database is still safe.
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3.5. Network Management and Monitoring
The alert system has the following features:
1. Monitoring the system: It sends to keep-alive message to web servers, voice servers, and database servers
in every period.
2. Network management system: Checks network traffic between web servers, voice servers and database
server.

3. Auto Backup the data of database server.

3.6. User Interface Design
One of the most important criteria of the virtual school administration system is to let students access and
retrieve correct information real-time. The user interface must be simple to reduce network traffic and
system download time. The homepages for the web system and WAP are simple and straightforward to
improve system performance. The look and feel of the WAP homepage depends on the WAP telephone the
user users. An Ericsson r320 model WAP homepage is shown here as a sample WAP homepage. We can
compare the home pages for the web system and WAP system.
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Figure 5. The display of the homepage of WAP-based system

3.7 Log statistics and analysis
Duration of enrollment period, the system generates the log automatically everyday for statistics and
analysis, as shown in Table 1.
Tamkang Univserity Daily Enrollment Statistics

500000
4-00000'

0 Login

TYVYY1
./VVAAJ

Query

Times
200000

Add Class

100000

Drop Class

0
Voice

Network

Table 1. Tamkang University Daily Enrollment Statistics
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By comparison, the load of the web system is much heavier than the load of voice system. Since the voice
system has 32 telephone lines, it can only support 32 concurrent users. In the peak hour of the enrollment
(the first hour of each grade enrollment), the load of the web server is high.

We expect the voice system and the WAP system to be fully loaded during the peak hour. A dedicated
business logic-processing server is used for the voice system and the WAP system. Since the telephone lines
of the voice system and the WAP system are limited (up to 32 lines), a dedicated web server for the business
logic processing of the voice system and the WAP system is sufficient.

4 Conclusions and future development
The development and maintenance resource of the heterogeneous systems depends on how many access
media. The more access media, the more resource it needs. My proposal has the following advantages:
Resource Reducing: Because the business logic is centered, heterogeneous systems need one businesslogic process only, the resource of development and maintenance is less than usual systems.
Expandability: With the N-tiered system architecture design, the business logic system was designed
and implemented to support different UI systems. Different UI access method can be easily added into
the system.
In the system, the application server interacts with voice server and WAP Gateway on HTTP protocol., so

the application server must have functions of the web server. We can develop a new structure of the
application server for voice-based system and WAP-based system, and the application server interacts with
the voice server and WAP Gateway on TCP/IP.
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With the rapid growth of both computer technology and the Internet, conventional
models of testing are gradually being replaced by CAT (Computer Assisted Testing)

systems. However, the major problem in most CAT systems is the difficulty in
refreshing and supplying test items. This paper presents a novel network CAT system,
DlYexamer (Do-It-Yourself Examer). It has three features that differentiate it from

existing CAT systems: student DIY items, item-bank sharing, and automatic
assessment of item discriminability. DlYexamer accepts test items contributed form
teachers as well as students, and allows limited item sharing between item-banks
possibly maintained by different organizations. An algorithm is applied dynamically
to assess the discriminability of items in item-banks in order to filter out less qualified
contributions, hereby assuring the quality of stored items while scaling up the size of
item-banks.

computer assisted testing,
discriminability, distant learning
Keywords:

test evaluation, test acquisition,

1 Intorduction
With the continuing development of computer technology and the Internet, educators now have new alternatives
for creating, storing, accessing, distributing and sharing learning as well as testing materials. Should testing be
performed on or learned from computers, and then a computer can best assess the work, Bugbee (1996)[1]. Hence,
assessing the learning achievements and attitudes of students via computers or networks becomes a challenging
task for many educators and researchers.

A. Computer-assisted Testing Categories
Computer-assisted Testing (CAT) or Computer-based Testing (CBT), the use of computers for testing purposes,
has a history spanning more than twenty years. The documented advantages of computer administered testing
include reductions of testing time, an increase in test security, provision of instant scoring, and an individualized
adaptive testing environment [2][3][4][5]. As listed in Table 1, three categories of CAT are currently employed:
standalone packages, test centers and networked systems.

-1-
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TABLE 1: Cate ories of CAT

Standalone
package
Test center
Networked
system

Network

Item

support

generator

No
Yes

Yes

Built in
item-bank
Expert
Built in
item-bank

Random item
selection

Item
source

Item quality
assessment

Item-bank
sharing

Test result
analysis

Yes

Fixed

No

No

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Fixed

No

No

Yes

1) Standalone package: This type of computer software package is typically stored on disks or CD-ROMs. Some
packages have built-in item-banks, while others require teachers to input test items. These CAT packages
generally do not have network capabilities.
2) Test center: The test centers or lab services require dedicated computer terminals for testing purposes. Students
are required to complete the computer-based tests at the centers. Well-known applications of this type of service
are Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) and Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), as provided
by Educational Testing Services (ETS) [6].

3) Networked system: This enables students to perform an examination through an Internet connection.
Concurrent testing of multiple users, automatic score calculation, and automatic test result analysis are
supported by a networked system. The major advantages of networked systems are the convenience of
examinations and test result calculation. However, the major flaws are the limitation of the amount of items and
no item discriminability assessment.

B. Problem Statement
Regardless of which CAT system is employed, a critical issue in developing CAT is the construction of a test
item-bank. Traditionally, asking teachers and content experts to submit items generates the item-bank. Three major
drawbacks of the traditional method can be observed:
1) Limitation of item amount: Teachers and content experts tend to have similar views on the test subject. That is,
in a given field vital subject matter might be confined. Therefore, although more teachers and content experts
are invited to contribute test items, the total number of distinct items remains low.

2) Passive learning attitude: Students are conventionally excluded from the creation of tests. In a typical
computer-assisted testing system, teachers generate tests, the system presents test sheets and students then
complete the tests. That is, within the system of testing, they play a passive role, and are not afforded the
opportunity to conduct "meta-leaming" or "meta-analysis."

3) No guarantee on item quality: Permitting students to generate tests may be a possible solution to the
aforementioned problems. However, this raises a new problem: quality assurance and ensuring that the tests are
worth storing and used for further tests. Even when the whole item-bank is contributed by teachers and content
experts, ways to dynamically assess and filter test items are needed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The three distinct features of DlYexamer are introduced in section 2.
Section 3 describes how the DlYexamer was implemented and its functionalities for administrators, teachers, and

students. The discriminability calculation formula is then presented in section 4. Finally, the accuracy of
discriminability discretion of DlYexamer and conventional methodology are compared through a real-life test in
section 5.

2 The Diyexamer Solution
The DlYexamer[',] is a Web-based multi-server system that allows =dents to contribute test items, and provides
an effective means of verifying the discriminability of these items. Three main ideas are as below:
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Fig 1: Students generate items into the item-bank
1)

Item DIY by students: DlYexamer allows students to generate test items into the item-banks online as Fig 1.
Teachers can query these items generated by students as Fig 2. In addition to rapidly increasing the total
number of items in an item-bank, this feature also encourages students to develop meta-learning, i.e. creative
learning. In order to submit tests, students must thoroughly study the learning materials, develop higher-level
overviews of the materials, and practice cognitive and creative thinking.
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Fig 3: Average item discriminabilities of item-banks

2) Assessment of item discriminability: DlYexamer provides an item-discriminability assessment method to
ensure the quality of the stored items. In addition to ensuring the internal consistency of existing test items, this
method also continuously and dynamically screens additional new items in the item-bank. Fig 3 shows the
average item discriminabilities of several item-banks.
3) Item-bank sharing: DlYexamer, a scalable multi-server system, connects many item-banks stored in different

servers. Therefore, via the Internet, more items can be accessed and shared. The sharing is limited and
controlled in a sense that a server issues a request, describing the criteria of a test item it requests, to another
server. A server does not open up its item-bank for unlimited access.

Additional advantages have been identified and include the facts that since DlYexamer provides a real-time
on-demand generation of test-sheet function, cheating is avoided. Also, DlYexamer provides an item
cross-analysis function to which the degree of difficulty for each test as well as the entire test base can be
accurately measured.
-3-
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3 Diyexamer System Implementation
A. DlYexamer Network Architecture
DlYexamer is a WBT (WWW-Based Testing) system. An important feature is the sharing of item-bank via
network connections. According to Fig 4, several DlYexamer servers form a scalable test union. Therefore, each
server can access other servers and thus achieve item-bank sharing. A remote server can also join the test union to
share additional test-bank resources, and leave the test union without affecting other servers.

Each DlYexamer
server can also be
either a client or a
server in a union

DIY Server

/ Web Browser

JOIN

DIY Server
Test Union

Web Browser

LEAVE

Remote DIY Server

Fig 4: Network Structure of DlYexamer

B. Internal System Model
The internal architecture of DlYexamer (Fig 5) is divided into three layers. Interface layer is responsible for
providing web interface for users. Test Profile Layer (TPL) selects items to form a test sheet, computes scores, andcalculates the discriminability of selected test items. Test base Sharing Layer (TSL) accesses both local and remote
databases via a network. Three functions of TSL are listed in Table 2:

Generate

Item

Item
Selection

On-Line Test

Management

Test Sheet
Generate

Test Sheet

Analysis

}Interface
Layer

}TPL

Item Discnminability
Verification & Assessment

Remote
Item -bank

Ll.tem-bank

Fig 5: Structure of DlYexamer
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TABLE 2: Functions of TSL
Description

Function

New items and corresponding answers are categorized to
specific chapters and stored in the local item-bank.
Accessing local while generating test sheets and calculating
Access local item-bank
discriminability.
Add new items

Connect to remote
item-bank

Item-bank sharing through a connection to a remote
item-bank.

Environments and development tools used to construct DlYexamer are listed in Table 3. Perl is used to write CGI
programs to create user interface as homepage. Apache, an open source web server software, is responsible for
front-end. The back-end, item-bank, is handled by Postgres.

Function

TABLE 3: Environments and development tools
Tools

HTTP Server
Programming Tools

DBMS
O.S.

ApaChe 1.3.3 [8]

Peri 5.003 [9] - CGI.pm-2.56 [10] - Gd.pn-1.14[11]
Postgresql 6.5.3 [12]
Red Hat Linux release 6.1[13]

C. Functionalities for administrators, teachers and students
DlYexamer provides a web interface for users to remotely control and operate the system. Three types of users are
supported: administrators, teachers, and students. Corresponding functionalities are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4: Functionalities for different users

System and Database

Administrator

Teacher

Examine system status
Join a test union
Leave a test union
Create personal accounts
Create group accounts

React course division

Student

Modify accounts
Modify item-bank
Redact course division
Backup database
Create tests sheet
Select test items

Item production
Test

Network Invigilate

Analysis

Analyze tests
Analyze test items

Inquiry

Edit test items
Read test items
Input scores of homework
Analyze tests
Analyze test items
Analyze subjects and divisions
Inquire tests
Inquire test items generated by

Edit test items
Read test items

On-line test
Analyze tests

Inquire personal scores

students
Inquire students scores

4 Discriminahility Assessment Of Diyexamer
A. Method of Traditional Discriminability Assessment
A criterion against which the quality of test items is judged is the assessment of discriminability. An item is
regarded as with high discriminability when competent students correctly answered it, while less competent
students incorrectly answered it, and vice versa. When computing item discriminability, those students with
relatively high and relatively low scores are taken as samples. Those students whose scores fall in middle range not

-5-
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considered. Next, item discriminability is computed according to the performance of these sampled students when
answering each item.

In the traditional discriminability assessment method[14], those in the top 30% and the bottom 30% rank groups
are chosen as samples. The top 30% scorers are defined as "high-rank group (H)", while the bottom 30% scorers
are defined as "low-rank group (L)". The formula for calculating the discriminability of an item is as follows:
The number of students in H
that answered correctly

The number of students in L
that answered correctly

The number of students in H

The number of students in L

Discriminability =
In the traditional method, two major drawbacks can be observed. The first one has something to do with whether
the 30% is in terms of count of students or range of scores. The sampled students fall in the top 30% and the bottom
30% rank groups, i.e. in terms of counts. However, it is possible that these scores differ only slightly from the

average score especially when scores are not wide-spread distributed, where many scorers should not be
considered in computing the discriminability. Second, the effect on discriminability assessment by each student in

either group is assumed to be the same. However, those students that received different scores have different
degrees of tendency to correctly or incorrectly answer an item. For example, a sampled student who received 97
points should have higher referential value than a sampled student who received 80 points.

B. Method for DlYexamer's Discriminability Assessment
When selecting sample students, only those whose scores have large gap with the average score should be
considered. Accordingly, those with the top 30%, in terms of range, scores are defined as "high-score group (H')",
while those with the bottom 30% scores are defined as "low-score group (L')".

To show the different criteria and effects of choosing samples in the traditional method and DlYexamer method,
Fig.6 depicts the score distribution in a test. In this example, the highest score is 92, the lowest score is 34, and the
average score is 69. The "high rank score group" and the "low rank score group" are chosen according to these two
methods. Take student X as an example, the score of X is 66, which differs only 3 points from the average score.
The associated information of X should have little, if not none, referential value in computing item discriminability.
However, X is chosen as a sample in the high rank group in the traditional method. This fallacy results from using
rank group, in terms of count, as the criterion of choosing samples. In DlYexamer, X is not chosen since score
group, in terms of range, rather than rank group is used. Only those with large gap with the average score are
chosen as samples.

Fig 6: Comparison of samples taken in the traditional method and DlYexamer method

For different samples to have different impacts on discriminability, a referential value with respect to an item is
generated for each student selected as a sample. We first define the item discriminability as the average of all
associated referential values, as shown below:

-6
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Sum of the referential values of sampled students
Discriminability
Number of sampled students

Since the referential values depend on students' scores, the referential values are computed according to the ratio
of correct and incorrect answers of the sampled students. The ratios of correct and incorrect answers are defined as
follows:

Number of items answered correctly
Ratio of correct answer
Number of items on the test
Number of items answered incorrectly
Ratio of incorrect answer
Number of items on the test
TABLE 5: Principle to compute the referential value of a student with respect to an item
Student

Answer

Competent
(With high ratio of correct answer)
Less competent
(With low ratio of correct answer)

Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect

Item
discriminability
High
Low
Low
High

Referential value to compute
discriminability
Ratio of correct answer
Ratio of incorrect answer
Ratio of correct answer
Ratio of incorrect answer

According to Table 5, the referential value of a student correctly answered an item is the ratio of correct answer of
the student. Alternately, the referential value of a student incorrectly answered an item is the ratio of incorrect

answer of the student. This policy comes from the fact that an item should have increased discriminability if
correctly answered by a competent student, while rendering decreased discriminability if correctly answered by a
less competent student. In this way, a competent student contributes large referential value to a correctly answered
item and small referential value to an incorrectly answered item, and vice versa.

C. Algorithm for DlYexamer's Discriminability Assessment
The test result of a student is used if the score falls in either the high or the low score group. A referential value is
computed for each item the student answered. The discriminability of an item is the average of all of the associated
referential values.

To calculate for each item, information must be recorded in the database. First, the highest and the lowest scores
(i.e. Gmax and Gmin) of all students who answered the question item are recorded to calculate Gh and Gl. Gh and
GI are used as thresholds to determine whether a student is eligible to affect the rating of an item. Second, the
number of students with referential values (i.e. n) and the sum of referential values (i.e. Accumulator) are recorded.
The calculation formula and the corresponding definition of used parameters are listed below. Algorithm of
DlYexamer's discriminability assessment summarized in Fig 7.
sum of referential values
number of students with referential value
number of correctly answered questions in this test
number of incorrectly answered questions in this test
Gmax: highest score of all students answered this question
lowest score of all students answered this question
Gmin:
high threshold for ratio of correct answer
Gh:
low threshold for ratio of incorrect answer
GI:

Accumulator:
n:
T:
F:

Ans:

A Boolean variable indicates whether a student correctly or
incorrectly answered the question

-7-
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if((T/(T+F)>Gh) or (T /(T +F) <Gl))

if (T/(T+F)>Gmax)
Gmax = T/(T+F)
else(T/(T+F)<Gmin)
Gmin = T/(T+F)
Gh = Gmax-(Gmax-Gmin)*30%;
GI = Gmin+(Gmax-Gmin)*30%;
n = n+1;

if (Ans= Correct)
Accumulator = Accumulator + T/(T+F);
else (Ans==Wrong)
Accumulator = Accumulator + F/(T+F);
Discrimination = Accumulator /n;
}

Fig 7: Discriminability assessment algorithm

5 Evaluation Of The Discriminability Assessment In Diyexamer
The fairness and performance of DlYexamer was evaluated. We conducted an experiment where 10 students took

the test on-line using DlYexamer with 10 items. Table 6 summarizes the test results. Fig 8 shows the score
distribution of the experiment. Discriminability for each item is computed using both the traditional method and
the DlYexamer method. However, the discriminability originally falls between -1 to 1 using the traditional method,
while falling between 0 to 1 using the DlYexamer method. To compare these two methods, both two ranges of
discriminability are then normalized to 0 to 10, as shown in Fig 9.
According to Fig 9, the item discriminability differs in these two methods because the samples taken are different.
The lowzscore group consists of student 1, 2, and 3 by the traditional method, while only 1 and 2 by the DlYexamer
method. In this case, student 3 got 4 points, which differs from the average score (i.e. 5.2 points) by only 1.2 points.
Since student 3 should have little, if not none, impact on the assessment of discriminability, student 3 is in fact not
a proper sample.

Observe that, in Table 6, student 1 who is a less competent student and has incorrectly answered all items except
item 1, and student 10 who is a very competent student and has incorrectly answered item 1. Thus, item 1 can be
concluded as of low discriminability. Comparing the assessment results in these two methods, the computed item
discriminability of item 1 is very low in the DlYexamer method but not as low in the traditional method.
Comparing item 3 and item 1 in Table 6, item 3 should have higher discriminability than item 1 because competent
students tend to answer item 3 correctly and less competent students tend to answer item 3 incorrectly, which is not
true for item 1. However, item 3 and item 1 have the same discriminability, i.e. 5, by the traditional method. In this

case, the actual discriminability is more accurately reflected in the DlYexamer method than in the traditional
method.

TABLE 6: Result of the test experiment

student!
student2
student3
student4
student5
student6
student?

Number of correct
answers(score)

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

Item

2

3

Item
4

Item

I

5

6

8

9

10

1 (correct)

0 (incorrect)

0

0

0

0

7
0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

4

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

5

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

5

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

6

1

I

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

6

1

0
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There are great potentials for the use of computers in the enhancement of
teaching and learning in secondary schools, but in some subject areas, the
realisation of these potentials is critically limited by the lack of appropriate
educational software. Custom development of this kind of software is often not
a viable alternative, since such a task is well known to be non-trivial and time
consuming that is frequently beyond the capacity of individual secondary school
teachers. As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that vast

amount of teaching resources are freely available on the Internet.

Such

resources are often used by tertiary educators for enriching their teaching, but
largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers. This paper reports our
experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing
practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on
teaching and learning with computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of
providing practical assistance to computer teachers by empowering them to
effectively exploit Internet resources for use in their schools. Our approach is
enabling in that it fosters participants' lifelong learning beyond the contents of
the present course, and is applicable to a broader context than ours.

Keywords: Teacher education, lifelong learning, program visualisation,
algorithm animation

1 Introduction
For a long time, educators and computer scientists have been exploring the use of computers in education [9].
The rapid drop in hardware price and the tremendous improvement in computing power in recent years have
rendered computers more affordable to schools, teachers and students. Hardware is no longer the bottleneck

that hinders the integration of information technology (IT) into the school curriculum.

There are

increasingly great potentials for using computers to enhance teaching and learning at all levels of education.

In some subject areas, however, the realisation of these potentials is severely limited by the lack of
appropriate educational software.

The development of good quality CAI software is well known to be a non-trivial and time-consuming task
that calls for the combined expertise of programmers, experienced educators, graphics/multimedia designers,
and others [10]. Such a task is often beyond the capacity of individual teachers in primary and secondary
schools, due to their limited time, technical expertise and perhaps monetary resources. More fundamentally,
it would not be realistic to require every teacher to develop their own CAI software from scratch for use.
This is even true for most university educators. As Resmer [13] argues, "if every professor in a university
had to write their own textbook, typeset it, print it, publish it, bind it, and distribute it before their students
could use it, [textbooks] would not be a viable learning resource". Likewise, for widespread and effective
use of computers in education, there is a need for teachers to be well informed of the source of available
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educational software.

The Internet promises to be a source of many valuable teaching resources that are frequently available freely
or at affordable costs. There are many advantages of exploiting Internet resources for use in teaching. Apart

from cost savings, software tools on the Internet are more likely to be kept up-to-date as technology
advances, and their evaluation versions could be put to trial use before making actual purchases.

By nature of their work, many university educators are accustomed to the exploitation of Internet resources
for both research and teaching purposes [14]. In contrast, these resources have largely been under-utilised
by secondary school teachers due to various reasons. Firstly, many teachers are not aware of the existence of
such resources on the Internet. One example is the use of visualisation and animation tools that are great

aids to program understanding. Although the existence and effectiveness of these tools have been well
known to computer science researchers in the field, our experience is that few secondary school teachers are
aware of this.' Secondly, teachers might not know where these resources are, even if they are aware of their
existence. Blind searches on the Internet are likely to be inefficient and sometimes not productive, in terms
of the time taken to retrieve useful materials. Thirdly, the use of some resources requires a level of technical
competence that a typical secondary school teacher might lack. Finally, some software tools have to be
adapted to suit the needs of individual teachers, and without any support or assistance, such tasks could be
daunting.
In this paper, we report our experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing

practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on teaching and learning with
computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of providing practical assistance to computer teachers by
empowering them to effectively exploit Internet resources. Our approach is enabling in that it fosters

participants' self and lifelong learning beyond the contents of the present course. We believe that our
approach is actually applicable to a broader context than ours and therefore would be of interest not only to
secondary school computer teachers, but also to teacher educators and teachers of other disciplines at all
levels.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the context and goals of our short course.
Section 3 provides the background of the subject area: computer programming and visualisation tools.

Section 4 describes how we exploit Internet resources for use in the course.

Section 5 describes the

implementation of the course and the feedback from participants. Section 6 discusses our approach. Section
7 concludes this paper.

2 The Teachers Update Course
2.1 Background and objectives
Our university has been organising the Teachers Update Course (TUC) annually as a service to local
secondary schools. It aims at refreshing practising school teachers with updated knowledge on the subject
areas they teach, and offering advice and assistance on the teaching and learning of the subjects. It serves to
show our university' s concerns to secondary education, to share our professional expertise, and to promote
communication and cooperation between our university and secondary schools.
TUC consists of a series of half-day short courses that encompass many subject areas such as Use of English,
Mathematics, Computer Studies, Physics, and others. This paper reports our experience in the design and

delivery of the course on Computer Studies. Participants of the course were mainly secondary school
teachers of computer subjects such as Computer Studies and Computer Literacy.

2.2 The local secondary school context
In Hong Kong, school teachers are often heavily loaded with both teaching and non-teaching commitments.
Typically, a teacher has to conduct six to seven lessons per day, each lesson lasting for 35-40 minutes. In
One author of this paper previously taught a class of student teachers in a Postgraduate Certificate in Education
programme who were major in Computer Studies, and none of them were aware of the existence of program
visualisation and algorithm animation tools. Similarly, none of the practising computer teachers who participated in the

Teachers Update Course described in this paper were aware of such tools.
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addition to such work as lesson preparation, setting and marking tests and examinations, most teachers have
to share school administrative work as well as leading students to participate in extra-curricular activities.
In recent years, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) has undertaken
numerous initiatives to promote the integration of IT into the school curriculum [3]. Since teachers of
computer subjects are usually more acquainted with the use of computers than other colleagues, they are
often busily involved in the setting up and management of the IT infrastructure of their schools, and they are
generally expected to assist other teachers in solving various problems in using IT.

Increasingly, there are pressures for teachers of all subjects to apply IT in their teaching activities. Many
teachers have to spend a great deal of time after school hours to attend in-service IT training courses [8,9].
However, one common problem they encounter is the limited availability of appropriate educational
software, and few of them have the time and expertise to develop their own courseware. Moreover, budgets
are limited in schools for the purchase or development of courseware.

2.3 Goals and strategy
During the planning and preparation of the short course on Computer Studies, the following goals were
formulated in an effort to maximise the usefulness of the course to the participants:

The course had to provide materials that are directly relevant to teaching in schools.
The course in the previous year was intended to broaden the computer knowledge of school teachers by
providing updated information on multimedia and their applications. As such, the course was organised
in the form of a condensed lecture of part of an undergraduate subject, supplemented by demonstrations
of the applied research work of our staff in the area. Although the subject materials were interesting,
many teachers subsequently indicated a preference of topics that are more directly related to their own
teaching in schools. Simply acquiring further knowledge in the computing field was not as welcome as
knowing something directly useful for solving the problems they encountered in their teaching.

The course had to offer practical assistance to teachers.

Considering the heavy workload of secondary school teachers, any teaching resources must be easy to
use and demonstrably useful, or they would not be used at all. In selecting the course materials,
preferences were given to those that are easily and practically applicable in the secondary school
context. This strategy is also in response to the feedback by teachers in the previous year of their desire
to learn something that is "more relevant [to their teaching]".
The course should motivate teachers' interests and empower them to pursue further via self-learning.
The course was a short one and naturally limited in the amount of teaching materials we could possibly
provide. Even with a much longer duration, it would still be impossible to inform the teachers
everything they had to know about the topic. Moreover, even for the same topic, there are considerable
variations in their needs (for example, due to different teaching styles or their students' background).
The same technique useful to one teacher might not work for another. What is more important is to
foster their ability to pursue the topics further beyond what we offer, whenever they have the need to do
so. Therefore, from the outset the course was designed to "have an empowering or enabling effect on
the participants" [9]. We hoped that the course could enable school teachers to acquire what they need
via self and lifelong learning.

Setting the right goals was important, but the real challenge was how to achieve these goals within a few
hours of contact with the participants. We now outline our strategy as follows. Firstly, we selected a topic
that would likely interest most computer teachers: computer programming and algorithms. This topic is
clearly directly related to their teaching. Secondly, we collected useful information and software tools for
the enhancement of teaching and learning of this topic. Most of these resources were originated from
overseas and would be hard to access were they not put on the Internet. Thirdly, among them, we selected
only those information and software tools that were judged to be practically useful in the local secondary
school context. Finally, we demonstrated to teachers how they could have found and utilised these resources
on their own through the Internet.
In retrospect,' we believe that although the first step (topic selection) is important in ensuring the relevance
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of the course, it is our approach in the remaining steps (use of the Internet resources) that would have more
profound influence to the participants. Our approach will be discussed in detail in Section 6. Meanwhile, we
briefly introduce the subject area in Section 3 and then elaborate on what we did in the course in Sections 4
and 5.

3 Computer programming and visualisation tools
3.1 Computer programming as a common major part of many computing curricula
Computer programming and algorithms is usually considered a significant and fundamental component in
undergraduate computer science education [6]. In most universities, introductory programming and the
design of elementary algorithms are the first courses that a computing major undergraduate student has to
take (unless these courses were exempted due to credit transfer or advanced standing). Elementary
programming courses are also frequently offered as electives to non-computing students with a broad variety
of backgrounds [10].

At the secondary school level, computer programming is historically the major component of a typical
computer subject. Although the emphasis of learning programming has now been reduced as compared to
the past, there is, arguably, still a place for it to be included in the secondary school curriculum. In Hong
Kong, both the Computer Literacy subject (offered to almost all junior secondary students) and the
Computer Studies subjects (offered as electives to senior secondary students) include programming as a
major part of the curriculum [2].

3.2 Difficulties of teaching and learning computer programming and algorithms
The teaching of computer programming and algorithms presents a great challenge to educators at both the
secondary level and the tertiary level [15]. To understand a computer program or an algorithm, the student
needs to have a good understanding of the internal execution model of computers, as well as the dynamics of
variables, data structures and control flows in the algorithm [7]. Such concepts are abstract in nature and
could be difficult to even novice programmers [16], let alone non-computing major undergraduates and
secondary school students. Indeed, according to our survey to secondary school teacher participants of our
short course, about 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the
hardest topics to teach.
There is usually considerable overlap between the contents of a computer subject in a secondary school and
those of a first year course on computer programming in a university. As such, the difficulties encountered
by secondary school teachers are in many ways similar to those faced by the professors in universities, as far
as the teaching of basic computer programming and elementary algorithms is concerned.

Nevertheless, usually only the academically more capable students will enter universities. As a whole, the
secondary school student population is less mature in intellectual development and more diverse in their
academic ability. Compared with university students, many of the secondary school students tend to be less
motivated and less capable of independent learning; they normally require more guidance in their studies.
Secondary school teachers are generally less well informed and possess far less resource under their disposal
than university educators. To our knowledge, a great deal of research has been done in many universities to
address the difficulties in learning computer programming and algorithms [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Unlike
universities, however, secondary schools seldom have the resources and expertise to perform similar work to
solve their problems. In fact, they might not be aware of such research activities. Our approach in the
course is to facilitate the use of university resources on the Internet by secondary school teachers to solve
their own problems.

3.3 Program visualisation and algorithm animation
Program visualisation refers to the use of graphical artifacts to represent both the static and dynamic aspects
of a program [II]. Algorithm animation portrays the dynamics of the execution of an algorithm by means of
animation tools [7]. Educators and researchers have long believed that visualisation and animation are useful
in helping students understand the abstract concepts and dynamics involved in computer programming and
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algorithms [15]. It is believed that visualisation and animation tools help the learners by displaying in
concrete form the mental model of the execution of computer programs. Indeed, many universities
worldwide have been actively researching and experimenting with the use of visualisation and animation
tools. As a result, a variety of such tools have been developed for different purposes [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Many

experimental results have been reported that favour the use of such tools for enhancing program
understanding [6,7,15].

4 Exploiting Internet resources for useful educational software tools
Despite years of active research, program visualisation and animation tools are still not widely used in
secondary schools , and few such tools designed for teaching and learning are available commercially.2 As
discussed in Section 2.2, it is often impractical for secondary schools to develop their own tools.
As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that many program visualisation and algorithm
animation tools have been developed as results of research work in various universities. Even though some

tools have been developed mainly for demonstrating the research ideas and therefore might not have as

many features as commercial software, most have been designed for teaching and learning. More
importantly, they are usually available for free and easy access through the Internet for educational purposes.

To our judgment, there are great potentials of utilising such tools in enhancing teaching and learning in
secondary schools.
The idea of utilising research tools on the Internet for enhancing secondary school education is obviously
appealing and has many advantages over acquiring similar tools by other means. We shall discuss these
further in Section 6. However, before being convinced of the practicality of this idea, we had two concerns.
Firstly, although these tools had been successfully applied in the tertiary education context, would they be
useful in secondary schools as well? Secondly, would secondary school teachers be competent enough to
make use of these tools that have originally been designed for use by tertiary educators who are technically
more proficient?

To develop this idea further, we set out to evaluate the practicality of using Internet resources as teaching
and learning aids in secondary schools. As program visualisation and algorithm animation do not fall into
our own research areas, we started our search from only the scarce information that we had. Beginning with
the Web sites of two well known researchers in these areas that we incidentally came across and made note
of a few years ago, we followed links over links, and so on. It turned out that there was little difficulty in the
search of relevant Internet resources. The more tedious and time-consuming task was to evaluate the

contents of these resources one by one. Even so, within a few weeks' time, we were amazed to have
collected and evaluated almost a hundred sites of related interest! These resources range from the
innovative use of common spreadsheet software by researchers in the University of Helsinki [12], to
ambitious laboratory projects such as the DYNALAB project of Montana State University [1], and
university students' research projects such as Jeliot [5].

We selected and evaluated the resources according to several criteria: (I) relevance in content and level to
the syllabus of secondary school computer subjects, (2) accessibility, (3) flexibility (customisability), (4)
software and hardware requirements, (5) difficulty in technical content, (6) ease of setup and customisation.
After evaluation, we decided to recommend about 30 web sites. The contents of these web sites range from
ready-made animations of common algorithms, to downloadable program visualisation tools that support
both forward and backward execution [1], and even online animation of user-defined algorithms using
customisable ' actors' in a ' theatre-like environment' [5].

Through the process of selection and evaluation, we are increasingly convinced of the practicality of our
approach. Many of the tools we found could be effectively used by people with some elementary knowledge
of computer programming and concepts of program visualisation. Our participants were computer teachers
who clearly possess knowledge of the former but not necessarily the latter. Therefore, part of our short
course was to explain the program visualisation concepts and how they could be useful to aid program
2

Although most commercial program development environments do provide some limited facilities such as the display

of the contents of variables during program execution, these are primarily designed to aid software development
(particularly to aid debugging) by programmers. These facilities are not targeted to beginner learners and usually not
well suited for the purpose of teaching and learning.
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understanding.

5 Course implementation and feedback
Our course began with discussions on the common problems in developing CAI software. Then we
introduced various sources from which useful CAI software could be obtained freely or at nominal costs for
topics in computer subjects in general. These sources included higher educational institutions, students
pursuing higher education, professional educational bodies, textbook publishers and others. The use of these
Internet resources was more straightforward and requires no further elaboration other than the provision of
pointers.

Next, we introduced the concept of utilising program visualisation techniques for the enhancement of
teaching and learning, and the corresponding selected Internet resources. For ready made animation tools
that were straightforward to use, we simply provided pointers and made two representative demonstrations,
leaving the participants to try and pursue the tools at their own pace after the course.

A few selected tools, however, were introduced in much more detail. These tools have one or more of the
following characteristics: (1) they were technically more advanced; (2) they could be used in several ways to
suit different educational purposes; (3) they had features that were particularly useful or illuminating; (4)
their designs were based on notions that were innovative and less obvious to understand but practically very
useful. Fortunately, the participants were mainly computer teachers whom could be safely assumed to
possess the necessary programming skills and concepts to perform the required customisations. Were we to
simply show the links of these resources, it could be difficult for them to tap the potential benefits of these
tools effectively.

The participants were so interested in the selected Internet resources that the course was substantially
overrun. At the end of the course, participants were requested to complete a questionnaire about their
background (for planning of future courses) and about how well they felt the course had been organised (for
evaluation of the present course). Some of the statistics obtained are as follows:
About 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the hardest topics
1.
to teach.
About 90% of the respondents agreed (with 26% strongly agreed) to the statement that "I will try to
2.

make use of the course materials at school when appropriate". None disagreed; the rest were

3.

4.

undecided.
About 87% of the respondents agreed that the course was useful to them; none disagreed and the rest
were neutral. The same number of respondents agreed that they were satisfied with the course. Some
felt that the course could have been improved by extending the duration to allow more time for further
discussions.

All respondents agreed that the demonstration of the Internet resources for teaching was the most
useful part in the course.

6 Summary and discussions
6.1 Characteristics of our approach
We began with the ideas that program visualisation tools are useful for learning computer programming, but
such tools are not widely known, of limited availability and hard to develop by secondary school teachers
themselves. Yet Internet resources abound that could be effectively exploited for use in secondary schools.
As researchers in the university, by nature of our work we are usually better informed with the availability of
such resources and the advancement of the latest technologies. In planning and designing the short update
course for teachers, we positioned ourselves as mentors in the search of relevant teaching resources. We

aimed at offering practical assistance to secondary school teachers by providing the source of relevant
information on the Internet, by demonstrating the potential benefits of utilising such information, and by
guiding them through the solutions to the technical problems that might arise in utilising such information.
We attempted to motivate the interests of participants, to help them overcome the initial barriers (that is, to
make "jump start") so that they could eventually help themselves exploit the vast potentials of Internet
resources via self and lifelong learning. Incidentally, in so doing, we have exemplified our course as an
alternative model of "teaching in the information age" in which teachers serve more like a mentor than an
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authoritative knowledge provider.

Our approach is characterised in several ways which distinguish it from that of a traditional teacher
education course. Firstly, our goal was modest yet pragmatic in trying to address a specific but real problem
that a typical secondary school computer teacher encounters daily: the difficulties of teaching computer
programming. Secondly, we demonstrated to the participants how Internet resources could be effectively
and practically utilised for addressing their problems. What is even more distinctive is the recommended use

of tools developed by researchers with the latest software technologies of the field for use in tertiary
education. We have argued that both tertiary educators and secondary school teachers share many common

problems that call for similar solutions. Secondary school teachers could learn a great deal from the
experience of educators in universities when dealing with their common problems. Finally, the course was
designed to be enabling and empowering, with the explicit a priori goal that participants could pursue the
subject further via self and lifelong learning.

6.2 Reflections and discussions
On completion of the course with encouraging feedback from the participants, we reflect on the factors
contributing to our success. We note that a key factor is our decision to take advantages of the use of
selected Internet resources, especially those from universities worldwide. Firstly, these resources are easily
accessible to teachers and students alike, as long as they are connected to the Internet. The ease of access
also minimises the problems that might occur in the distribution and installation of custom developed or
commercial software. Moreover, the use of educational tools on the Internet is cost-effective. Many of these
tools have been demonstrated to be effective through their use in universities. They are typically designed
by computer scientists for demonstrating the advantages of applying their research ideas in education, and
have subsequently been experimented and evaluated for continuous enhancements, with such evaluations
adequately documented in their research papers. More importantly, they are available freely or at affordable
costs. Cost is often a critical factor determining whether an educational software tool will be widely used in
secondary schools, as resources at their disposal are usually fairly limited.

Some of the software tools we recommended were developed as prototypes with source codes publicly
available [12]. They are usually based on sound theoretical principles and accompanied by technical or
educational papers describing the theory and implementation in detail. Teachers may customise these tools
to suit their specific needs that might vary due to differences in teaching styles, objectives, and students'
backgrounds. They may choose to use the whole or part of the tool, or write small program components to
be integrated with these tools. For computer teachers who are acquainted with and probably interested in
writing programs, such "lightweight customisation" is usually easier and more feasible than building a
complete CAI system from scratch. Customisation by users is not normally adequately supported by
commercial software that comes with no source code and only limited documentation such as operational
guides.

Technologies and knowledge have been advancing very rapidly. On the Internet, new resources keep
emerging as results of continuous research by academics who explore the latest technologies fir the
enhancement of teaching and learning. An example is the experimentation of using 3D visualisation,
multimedia and virtual reality technologies in education as they emerge [4]. Teachers who are well
informed of such activities through self-learning on the Internet will be in a better position to make use of
the latest research results and technologies for continuous improvements to their teaching and learning in
ways that are not otherwise possible.

The use of research tools for teaching and learning is not without problems. However, most of these
problems would not be deterrent; they could be solved or avoided. Other problems are present in the use of
other sources of educational software anyway. For instance, research tools are often imperfect, with some
functionality not fully implemented; but as long as the implemented features are considered useful, the tools

can be used in part rather than in full. There might be a lack of instant technical support, but many
researchers who develop the prototypes are keen to collect feedback, as these might be crucial for their
continuous research work. Inevitably, frequent revisions might occur to these tools for research purposes,
but if the teacher finds an earlier version useful, that version could be downloaded and kept for use instead
of relying on its availability at the source.

7 Conclusions
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University educators possess the necessary resources, expertise and freedom to fulfil their roles of
performing experimentation and researches, and producing prototypes to demonstrate the usefulness of their
innovative ideas. In comparison, secondary school teachers are too occupied with teaching activities and

other professional commitments. Most teachers cannot afford the purchase of expensive commercial
software for teaching, nor do they generally have the capacity of developing appropriate educational
software on their own. Success of integrating IT in the school curriculum is critically determined by the
availability of easy-to-use and adaptable tools that satisfy the diverse needs of teachers and students of a
variety of backgrounds in different contexts.

The Internet has provided a medium on which tertiary educators can make their resources and experience
publicly available to be shared by all, including secondary school teachers. Around the world, numerous
tertiary educators have gladly done so as part of their service to the community. Unfortunately, such

resources are largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers, due to reasons such as the lack of
knowledge and technical competence. For computer teachers, these barriers are relatively easy to overcome,
as long as appropriate support and assistance is provided. For teachers of other disciplines, more help might

be required. Ultimately, secondary school teachers have to learn, adapt and use these resources by
themselves, and to keep themselves updated via self and lifelong learning to respond to the rapid changes
that the world has been undergoing.

In this paper, we have reported our experience in the design and delivery of a short course that has
progressed towards this direction. Our course also exemplifies itself as one possible model of "teaching" as
"facilitating the self and lifelong learning of the participants". Most tertiary educators have now become
regular users of Internet resources for enhancing their teaching and learning. It should not be long before
secondary school teachers have to follow suit. What we have contributed is but a small part of the continuing
collaborative effort to empower teachers to use IT effectively in secondary schools, and ultimately to better
education of our younger generations.
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Student teaching is an important part of teacher training programs. With the
emerging and the widespread use of the Internet, it is important to consider how

this crucial stage of teacher development can be facilitated by the use of the
technology. In order to create for a user-oriented and research-based web
environment, this project was designed to explore problems that student teachers
experience. During the internship year, student teachers filled out a self-report
critical problem questionnaire five times in two periods, one in each semester.
The student teachers were asked to pick one critical problem that they had tried
hardest to solve in the day or the week. In the survey, they wrote down the ways

to solve the problem as well as the resources they used in the process. The
results showed that peer student teachers were those whose help were mostly
sought. Over 90% of the means to solve the problem was face-to-face. It is
summarized that student teachers may need three types of proximity for
problems: Professional, emotional and physical. To provide rich interpretation to
the problems, it is suggested that an experience database with focused case study
discussion forum may be of help to student teachers' problems.

Keywords: Student teacher, Student attitude, Teaching experience, Internet
use
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1 Introduction
Student teachers are in the process of becoming a teacher. Fresh from the university, student teachers are

often full of ideals and enthusiasm. Entering the real world of teaching, however, they are likely to
experience problems and difficulties that can be termed "reality shocks" (Wubbels, Creton, Hooymayers &
Holvast, 1982). With the Internet technology becoming more accessible and versatile, there are an increasing
number of web-based projects to assist student teachers (Georgi & Crowe, 1998). Instead of building the
technology first and assessing the student teachers later, this project intends to design a research-based and
student teacher-oriented web environment.
This study proposes to examine the needs of the student teachers and use the results as basis to construct a
web environment. During a one-year internship, a class of 76 student teachers were asked to participate in
the survey and interviews for their problems and difficulties, as well as the resources they used to resolve
their problems. The analysis of the problems will be used to develop the guidelines and the structure of the
website.

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 The problems of the student teachers
Numerous studies have been done to understand the problems and "reality shocks" that student teachers
encountered. In an extensive review, Veenman's (1984) collected 91 research studies in the last two decades.
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His summary of the findings suggested eight categories of problems, including managing student,
motivating students, dealing with individual differences, evaluating students' work, communicating with
parents, organizing class work, obtaining supply and teaching material, and tackling individual student's
problems. Chen & Chen (1999) critiqued the previous researcher-designed surveys and used student
teacher's journals as a means to understand their problems. They collected 800 student teachers' journals and
used Multidimensional Scaling to analyze the data. The major categories of student teacher's reality shock
included status uncertainly, students' attitudes and disciplines, conflicts between the decision maker and the
doer, the negative-reinforcement style of management, the working ethics of teacher and staff, as well as the
relationships among school members (Chen & Chen, 1999).

While many studies addressed the problems that student teachers encounter, most of them focused on why
the problems occurred and how to solve the problems for them. Very few, on the contrary, investigated how
student teachers solved their problems. Questions regarding whom student teachers asked for help and what
resources they used in solving their problems were seldom discussed. The purpose of study, therefore, is not
to postulate another possible cause of the problems, rather, is to find out what resources student teachers use
to solve their problems, and how technology can help expand this access.

2.2 The problems with the technology
The use of Internet technology for teacher training has received growing attention. E-mail is perhaps still the
most widely used means to encourage communication between the supervising teacher and student teachers
(Nabors, 1999). More recent developments include more sophisticated design such as electronic portfolio to
promote reflection and performance-based assessment (Georgi & Crowe, 1998). Morley's (1999) project
uses WebCT, an Internet-based interface, for course syllabus, class notes, hyperlinks, as well as bulletin
boards for faculty and students in pre-service method courses. The National Science Council in Taiwan in
recent years has funded several projects in building web-supported environment student teachers in areas
such biology, math, science and technology (Guo, 1999).
When new technology is added to student teaching, however, some precautions are warranted. As an add-on,
the help it provides may not be critical to the user's needs nor adopted by the user in a long run. Examples
can be observed in many websites where only few messages are found in the discussion area. As Hsu &
Bruce (1998) observed, teachers in distance education often fail to communicate with their distance students

because their pedagogical strategy with the new technology does not supply the necessary cues that is
acquainted by the students in their face-to-face environment. Therefore in this project we want to explore
student teachers' current situation before designing the website.

3 Methods
A total of 35 student teachers from 11 subject areas of junior and high schools participated in this one-year
study. The participants were all recent graduates from university or graduate schools of the same university.
To sample the student teacher's experiences with problems and difficulties across the internship year, the
critical problem survey involved two rounds of sampling periods, once in the end of the fall semester and
once at the end of the spring semester.
During the first semester, student teachers were asked to fill out a questionnaire once a week for five weeks.
Every week they had to pick one most critical problem in the past week. Three open-ended questions were
designed to elicit the most critical problem that demanded the most of the student teachers' time and energy
to solve. The three open-ended questions were: 1) What is the most critical problem you have experienced
during the week? 2) How do you resolve the problem? And what resources do you use? 3) At the end of the
week, was the problem resolved? If not, how would you like it to he solved?
In addition to the open-ended questions, there was a chart where student teachers had to check boxes for the
people they had talked to regarding to the problems they were trying to resolve. The choices included the
cooperating teacher, the supervising teacher, the student teachers in the same subject area and different
subject area from the same university, the student teachers in the same school but from different university,
the family, the roommate, none, and others. They were al'so asked how many times they have made the
contact and by what means the communication was made. The choices included face-to-face, phone, e-mail,
and others.
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The questionnaires were first mailed out to the student teachers. After the initial data collection, it was found
that the returned rate was too low. Therefore, additional short telephone interviews with 25 students were
arranged. The interview also provided a little more in-depth background for their problems and difficulties.
At the end of the spring semester, the same questionnaire was filled out daily for five days with the help of

telephone interviews. Regular attendance to the student teacher's monthly meeting and small group
discussions also informed the interpretation of the data collected.

4 Results
4.1 Student teacher's problems
The results of the self-reported questionnaire and the transcript of the interview were coded by two
researchers and two research assistants. The coding scheme originally used was Chen & Chen's (1999)
findings of six categories, but the emerging themes of the data yields to the following four major categories
in student teachers' problems. 1) Ambiguity of the status, including conflicts with the cooperating teachers
for competing authority in the class; conflicts with school administrators in terms of task assignment; and
conflicts with the school culture in terms of the feeling of unfit to the school physical environment, goals,

and life styles. 2) Lack of professional knowledge, including subject knowledge, teaching skills, class
management skills, and skills for student discipline problems. 3) Relationship with cooperating teachers,
administrators, and students; including problems in making their needs known; and in dealing with small
groups and gender issues. 4) Confusion in teaching as career goals, including conflicts between the ideal
and reality.

4.2 Ways to solve the problems
When stressed by a problem, student teachers did not always know how to solve it. They usually consulted
people for solutions. Categories of people whose help were sought after were coded from both the
questionnaire and the interview. 1) Cooperating teachers, to ask for assistance or professional suggestions on

classroom management and teaching skills. 2) Other teachers of the same subject area, for content
knowledge and student discipline problems. 3) Other student teachers, to seek answers and condolence from
others about conflict with the cooperating teacher and students' disciplines; also for relationship and cultural
adjustment. 4) Solving the problem by oneself, such as trying out ones' own new ideas, making more effort
to learn new things, adjusting attitude, accepting the reality, or simply enduring it.

Depending on the nature of the problem, other resources were sought for specific information. For legal
issues, for example, some student teachers sought help from higher up authorities. In terms of technology, a
few student teachers used the Internet to find teaching material and lesson plans. Not every problem had a
solution, however. During our talk during the interview and in informal settings, quite a few students
indicated that they often choose to passively accept the situation or to give up thinking for solutions. The
following figure is a summary of the results from the questionnaire about the help the student teachers
sought (see Figure 1). The results showed that about 47% of talks were with the other student teachers,
where 27% were from the student teachers in the same school. About 22% of help was received from the
cooperating teacher, and another 17 % were from family and roommate. Only 1% was from their supervising
teachers. Among all the communication means, 92% were face-to-face, 6% were by phone, and 2% were by
e-mail.
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Figure 1 People whose help student teachers sought from

Help Sought (Frequency, Total=281)
1 Cooperating teachers

0 2 Supervising teachers
22%

3 ST with the same subject area
4 ST with different subject area
1%

5 Other ST in the same school

9%
13%

27%

0 6 Family
7 Roommate

7%

0 8 None
M 9 Others

5 Discussion
According to the analysis, the problems of student teachers ranged from personal to professional. The
solutions, although ranged from professional guidance to personal camaraderie, are limited to face-to-face
communication. To contemplate what will help student teachers in solving their problems, it may be useful
to postulate what they needs are. 1) Professional proximity. Being a novice, a student teacher may eager to
know how others would have done differently. Those who are authoritative in professional fields, such as
cooperating teachers, are likely to be pursued for instructional and managerial guidances. 2) Emotional
proximity. Besides professional guidances, student teachers need to find emotional support to feel that they
were not alone. It is also safer to talk to peers for issues of role adjustment and interpersonal relationships in
schools. 3) Physical proximity. Those who are physically close (66%) are more readily to help. Therefore,
when physical gatherings are not available, the help seeking channels can become seriously impeded.
Based on the above findings, we can begin to think about the design of a web-supported environment. The
employment of a student teacher website should have features that provide additional or alternative support
that take the above three types of proximity into account. The complexity of the problems and the limited
access to solutions suggested that a case method that the user can criss-cross for multiple interpretations may

be appropriate for learning in a complex knowledge domain (Spiro & Jehng, 1990). The following
components are proposed in the website to be built. 1) A student-teaching case database. To provide
experiences of other student teachers in a form of journals, including description of and reflection on various

aspects of student teaching. This database is both outlined and keyword searchable. Hyperlinks to other
similar cases can be also built. Student teachers can access to a peer's life lessons without having to have an
appointment with him. 2) Guidelines and suggestions. Also included in the database are written guidelines
and suggestions from academics, experts, experienced teachers and student teachers on the same topics as
the above case database. Links to other web resources regarding professional information will also be added.
Student teachers can reach specific information for guidance without much effort. 3) Focused case study

discussion forum. To provide threaded bulletin boards on selected cases from the database. With shield
identity, student teachers can find emotional support without being exposed. The cases can be rotated on
weekly bases and among different subject matters. 4) Annotated video components of teaching. Also
included in the database can be video clips of exemplar teaching of cooperating teachers as well student
teachers' teaching. Written comments can be added by both the cooperating teachers and supervising
teachers. This is a good place to engage a productive conversation among the triad of the student teacher, the
cooperating teacher, and the supervising teacher.
It is hoped that with the aid of the technological power, the student teachers will have better chances to solve
their problems and they should feel more empowered in their first full-time exposure to the real world of
teaching.
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Western research recognises [1] within the CS academic community pressure on
its curriculum and teaching methodology brought about by the "evolutionary"

nature of the discipline. This continuing need to avoid obsolescence in
curriculum, which is produced by changing needs of industry and advances in
research, is accompanied by other international and more local issue issues.
Current research identifies several techniques which may be used to motivate

and support CS learning in such an environment. This paper examines the
implications of these findings to Asia, and particularly to mainland China, based
on the personal reflections of this researcher on her own studies in China.
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1 Areas of concern in Western CS education
Some modern issues of concerns in CS education [1] include attrition due to poor motivation/learning
difficulty at CS I level, dealing with students from a wide range of backgrounds with different learning styles
and teaching the problem-solving and lifelong learning skills demanded by industry and research

2 Physical solutions
2.1 Providing Motivation Through Active And Participatory Learning
Active [2] and participatory learning [3] are techniques that are proposed to help motivate learners. Some
methods which can be used include providing opportunities in "modified lectures" for paired response to
questions posed by the lecturer or students discussing the notes they have taken during the lecture and
helping to correct misunderstandings. Others have used role-play to demonstrate structures and protocols eg.
arrays, linked lists or token passing protocols.

2.2 Learning programming through pattern recognition
In dealing with the learning of programming at the basic level, many researchers have examined the issues
of teaching CS I. There is much interest in the use of patterns in aiding students' comprehension of basic
programming and the integration of this knowledge [4 Clancy & Linn].

Clancy and Linn comment on the fact that design patterns are of great importance in software engineering
and 00 design and that to, to some extent, programming knowledge consists partially, at the cognitive level,
as patterns (or schemas). However they show that, while the use of patterns is helpful in integrating
knowledge, new programmers do not naturally infer patterns and sometimes find it difficult to understand
"expert patterns". Clancy and Linn [4] and Johansson [5] advocate the use of a wide-range of contextualised
examples and case studies to support the teaching of basic programming skills.

2.3 Adapting pedagogical styles to deal with social, cultural and gender issues
Research shows that students from different cultures or of different genders display different attitudes to
computers and learning. In a two-year study of female and international CS students at Carnegie Mellon
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University [6] issues which arose included the perception by some female students that the ' purpose' of
computing needed to be defined within introductory CS courses. While they displayed a high-level of
interest in the computing process they needed to be able to contextualise this process "within a larger
purpose". They also displayed a lower level of "attachment" to their computers than did male students on
the same course and expressed some relief as they discovered that CS education covered a wide-range of
topics

Other research [7] [8] points out that there is a link between culture and learning style. Assertions made in
this research indicate that Chinese students (studying overseas) would find it easier to understand and apply
theoretical principles within programming than would a similar group of Western students. In their study,
Fisher, Margolis and Miller [6] discovered that international female students on their course showed the least
"attachment" to computers or computing and used pragmatic reasoning (such as employability) for their
choice of major.

The conclusion here is that some allowance has to be made for cultural and gender preferences within the
teaching of CS. While it is possible to provide an inclusive focus within lectures, there is, however, some
may be a more pressing need to be able to adapt tutorial material for different styles and preferences.

2.4 Problem-solving for lifelong learning
It has been noted [9] that many students who have difficulties across the first year of CS as a whole do not
know where to start with a task, regardless of the subject area.

Some effort has been made to incorporate training in problem solving skills and techniques in to early CS
education to deal with this problem . This ranges from the use of Edward de Bono' s tools for lateral
thinking to the development of Polya' s approach of Understand, Design and Review [9] for problem solving
and offering courses in these techniques within, or parallel to, early programming subjects

2.5 Web-Mediated solutions
With the problems imposed by large classes, and the large range of individual approaches needed to deal
with some of student learning issues raised above, CS academics have been some of the first to develop and
use web-mediated learning environments for enhancing student learning in CS.
As I have pointed out ([8], [9]) the Web provides a vehicle for the development of the learning environment

and teaching can be structured to develop lifelong learning skills and to cater for the expectations and
learning styles of students from different cultures and backgrounds.
Early Australian examples of this style of teaching in CS education are many. Recent Australian examples of
the use of the WWW in CS education abound. Boalch [10] provides an examination of the use of the WWW
as a support medium for the delivery of a first year unit in Information Systems at Curtin University. He
provides an evaluation of site utilisation and user feedback in the case where subject information and course
details were provided on the WWW for students.

The Eklunds [11] examine the use of the WWW to supplement traditional IT teaching. They provide case
studies of two examples of the re-structuring of traditional forms of IT course for Web-delivery. Jones [12]
of Central Queensland University gives details of case study involving the design, presentation and
evaluation of an undergraduate unit in Systems Administration taught completely via the WWW to oncampus and distance students.

3 Reflection on CS Education in Mainland China
The following two stories are taken from some interpretive tales which I wrote after two separate periods of
studying and teaching in China. They draw a picture of the role of the computer on campus in Nanjing 1995)
and in Jinan (1998).
A Visit To The Computer Centre 1995

I managed to pay a visit to the University Computer department (I was a Computer lecturer myself at
the time in Australia). This was a definite culture shock. The computers, 386s and old at the time, were
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kept in a special air-conditioned and carpeted room. People wore white coats and slippers if they wanted to
use them. Most students (and only the best study computers) were doing basic Basic programming. I tried
to investigate whether they used Windows, or anything modern, but the lecturer was only interested in the
length of computer courses in Australia. There seemed to me to be no parallels in our courses at all. The
students seemed only to learn Basic programming (1 wondered what job this would qualify them for!] . It
seemed to that things like word processing [the Chinese have a special keyboard and it takes 5 keys together
to create one character] were a matter for female secretaries and did not enter the arena of the university. I
tried to explain the issue of the ' computer as a tool' but I could see that the body language was saying
' Crazy Westerner!' when I tried to put across the concept of teaching less-able, or even all students, to use
computers. Computers are for the young and highly intelligent in China.
A Visit to the Internet Centre 1998

It was surprised to find the computer was still as remote as ever from the everyday life of the average
student. Computers, 486s by now, still lived in splendid isolation in carpeted rooms, and students still wore
special slippers to use them. Still no Windows and still basic Basic.
I had imagined that the cutting edge of technology would be a little different to that which we had at home. I

was a little surprised though to find out the process which I had inadvertently become involved with. I
worked for six weeks with some highly creative young teachers to try and develop an intranet from an old
CAD classroom (486s with no hard disks), one modern Pentium in a building several hundred metres away,
one modem and a collection of legal and not-so-legal software. The Internet Centre turned out to be a
heavily guarded room about the size of an average Western kitchen with a little row of computers along one
wall, filled with a large collection of discarded technology and useful pieces of wire.

Major problems for the Chinese academics was their lack of ability in reading English as the ' install'
dialogue boxes sped past on the screen. The problem for me was that I read Chinese much more slowly than
they could read English. All the online-help in the world did not help us, installation was a slow process!
We often laughed at the problems because we were all engineers and computer scientists. Not really the
type of people who are famed for their linguistic abilities, but the monopoly of the Internet by the English
language is certainly a problem in China.

I left before the networking was done. I did manage to complete a bilingual virtual library and an English
home page for the Institute (with the help of some young teachers) and to teach a couple of them to use
FrontPage. I gave lectures to many of the final year students and their teachers. Certainly no lack of
enthusiasm here just a lack of technology and English teachers!

3.1 Chinese Teaching Practice and Computer Based Education.
The combination of a Confucian philosophy and commonly accepted teaching models means that, in
universities and colleges, all subjects are taught lecture-style to large groups. However to a Western none of
the common CS teaching problems established above is observed in daily teaching and research.

From a Western perspective motivation remains very high among students as they strive to master modern
hardware and software. Gender issues and the ability to attract female students do not appear to be a great
concern and classes appear to display a balance between males and females. Learning problems do not
appear to be the major difficulty experienced and researched in the West.
The major problem appears to be curriculum. The Chinese system has been one that has relied on a national
curriculum in all sectors of education and changes in the software and hardware used and taught have not

been allowed. During April 1998 (China Daily, 1998) the Ministry of Education announced major
adjustments in the University system with corresponding changes to the High School curriculum and
schoolbooks, which provide some hope that this issue will be addressed.

A national curriculum which has not kept pace with changes computing practice in Chinese industry and
commerce, and even the home, has caused a demand for Western computer manuals in Chinese translation
and the increase in number of private providers offering training in modern computer applications and the
Internet. Many young teachers and their students are becoming competent users of modern software (eg
Windows 98/NT, Office97, object-oriented software) which is not available within the Higher Educational
system by turning to these private providers. This leads to disaffection and difficulties for both teachers and
their students.
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3.2 The Future
As well as the obvious improvements to connections, access speeds and call charges which are currently
being made by CERNET, wider issues to be faced are the development of Chinese language software and
WWW pages to improve the take -up of the Internet in China as a whole. This is being carried out in an
environment of large-scale educational reform which will need to take into account the effect of the Internet
on accepted Chinese teaching practice and pedagogy.

4 Conclusions
It is hard to imagine that, even within the next ten years, the Chinese economy might begin to develop and
maintain a systemic hardware and software infrastructure within higher education. While it is easy to
envisage the limited availability of the Internet for research students, and especially in the nationally funded
universities and those around Beijing, the provincial lecturer has the doubly difficult task of persuading the
older and therefore more powerful academics to accept new technology and to make drastic changes to their
teaching style to incorporate it.

I have proposed elsewhere [9] that an effective conceptual framework for the development of an online
learning environment might be one which is based on expected pedagogical outcomes. Therefore one model
for China would be to concentrate on the development of online teaching content which would be a resource
for guided and collective discovery learning (see above). This might begin with the development of Chinese
language link pages to English language resources such as comprehensive virtual libraries and databases.

Academic staff development in technology is both very easy and very difficult. Young Chinese academics
are as adept as their Western counterparts in their understanding and use of cutting-edge technology. Their
progress is however hampered by their English language skills. This is especially apparent when one is
made aware of the lower standards of English language required for technical subjects and the datedness (or
nonexistence)of the technical vocabulary taught at university level. This appears to be one of the most
pressing problems for the Chinese universities to grapple with and solve.

CS education research has shown a need for pattern recognition, motivation and problem solving skills as
aspects of life-long learning. These can be supplied through the medium of web-mediated adaptive tutoring
which can be used to augment face-to-face teaching but great efforts will need to be made to use these
effectively within the current Chinese pedagogical framework.
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Little work

to

date

has

addressed the effects

that problem/solution

representations have on collaborative learning processes. This paper outlines
empirical and theoretical reasons why the expressive constraints imposed by a
representation and the information that a representation makes salient may have
important effects on students' discourse during collaborative learning. It then
reports initial results from a pilot study. Students worked together in pairs on
hypertext-based "science challenge" problems. Pairs used either free text, matrix
or graph representations of evidence, with two groups assigned to each kind of

representation for a total of six groups. Analysis of discourse transcripts
suggests that these representations have quite different effects on the extent to
which students discuss evidential relations.
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1 Introduction
Decades of research into cognitive and social aspects of learning have developed a clear picture of the
importance of learners' active involvement in the expression, examination, and manipulation of their own
knowledge, as well as the equal importance of guidance provided by social processes and mentorship.
Recently these findings have been reflected in software technology for learning: systems are now providing
learners with the means to construct and manipulate their own solutions while they are being guided by the
software and interacting with other learners. My work is within this spirit, providing representational tools in

support of collaborative learning. Representational tools may range from basic office tools such as
spreadsheets and outliners to "knowledge mapping" software. Such tools help learners see patterns, express
abstractions in concrete form, and discover new relationships [4, 8]. These tools can function as cognitive
tools that lead learners into certain knowledge-building interactions [3, 7].

For a number of years, my colleagues and I have been building, testing, and refining a diagrammatic
environment ("Belvedere") intended to support secondary school children's learning of critical inquiry skills
in the context of science. The diagrams were first designed to capture scientific argumentation, and later
simplified to focus on evidential relations between data and hypotheses. This change was driven in part by a
refocus on collaborative learning, which led to a major change in how we viewed the role of the interface
representations. Rather than viewing the representations as medium of communication or a formal record of
the argumentation process, we came to view them as resources (stimuli and guides) for conversation [12, 17].
Meanwhile, various projects with similar goals (i.e., critical inquiry in a collaborative learning context) were
using radically different representational systems, such as hypertext/hypermedia [6, 9, 13, 22]; node-link
graphs representing rhetorical, logical, or evidential relationships between assertions [11, 14, 19, 20J
containment [1], and evidence or criteria matrices [10],

Both empirical and theoretical inquiry suggests that the expressive constraints imposed by a representation
and the information (or lack thereof) that it makes salient may have important effects on students' discourse
during collaborative learning. Specifically, as learner-constructed external representations become part of the
collaborators' shared context, the distinctions and relationships made salient by these representations may
influence their interactions in ways that influence learning outcomes. However, to date little systematic
research has undertaken to explore possible effects of this variable on collaborative learning, except for [5].
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This paper motivates and describes our research and reports initial results from such a study.

2 Representational Guidance
The major hypothesis resulting of this work is that variation in features of representational tools used by
learners working in small groups can have a significant effect on the learners' knowledge-building discourse
and on learning outcomes. The claim is not merely that learners will talk about features of the software tool
being used. Rather, with proper design of representational tools, this effect will be observable in terms of
learners' talk about and use of subject matter concepts and skills. We have begun investigations to determine
what features have what kind of effect. This section develops an initial theory of how representations guide
learning interactions, and applies this analysis to make specific predictions concerning the effects of selected
features of representational tools. The discussion begins with some definitions.
Representational tools are software
interfaces in which users construct,
examine, and manipulate external
representations of their knowledge.
Our work is concerned with
symbolic as opposed to analogical
representations. A notation/artifact
Ripest:watt...Jai
distinction [16] is critical to the
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Cuidauct
theory, as depicted in Figure 1. A
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Figure 1 Representational Guidance

"+" and "-" links, along with rules

for their use.) The software developer chooses the representational notation and instantiates it as a
representational tool, while the user of the tool constructs particular representational artifacts in the tool.
(For example, in Figure 1 the representational artifact is the particular diagram of evidence for competing
explanations of mass extinctions.)

Learning interactions include interactions between learners and the representations, between learners and
other learners, and between learners and mentors such as teachers or pedagogical software agents. Our work
focuses on interactions between learners and other learners, specifically verbal and gestural interactions
termed collaborative learning discourse.

Each given representational notation manifests a particular representational guidance, expressing certain
aspects of one's knowledge better than others do. The concept of representational guidance is borrowed from
artificial intelligence, where it is called representational bias [21]. The phrase guidance is adopted here to
avoid the negative connotation of bias. The phrase knowledge unit will be used to refer generically to
components of knowledge one might wish to represent, such as hypotheses, statements of fact, concepts,
relationships, rules, etc. Representational guidance manifests in two major ways:
Constraints: limits on expressiveness, i.e., which knowledge units can be expressed [15].
Salience: how the representation facilitates processing of certain knowledge units, possibly at the
expense of others [8].

As depicted in Figure 1, representational guidance originates in the notation, but affects the user through
both the tool and artifacts constructed in the tool.

The core idea of the theory may now be stated as follows: Representational tools mediate collaborative
learning interactions by providing learners with the means to articulate emerging knowledge in a persistent
medium, inspectable by all participants, where the knowledge then becomes part of the shared context.
Representational guidance constrains which knowledge can be expressed in the shared context, and makes
some of that knowledge more salient and hence a likely topic of discussion. The discussion now turns to
three predictions based on differences between representational notations.
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2.1 Representational notations bias learners towards particular ontologies
The first hypothesis claims that important guidance for learning interactions comes from ways in which a
representational notation limits what can be represented [15, 21]. A representational notation provides a set
of primitive elements out of which representational artifacts are constructed. These primitive elements
constitute an ontology of categories and structures for organizing the task domain. Learners will see their
task in part as one of making acceptable representational artifacts out of these primitives. Thus, they will
search for possible new instances of the primitive elements, and hence (according to this hypothesis) will be
guided to think about the task domain in terms of the underlying ontology.
For example, consider the following interaction in which students were working with a version of Belvedere
that required all statements to be categorized as either data or claim. Belvedere is an "evidence mapping"
tool developed under the direction of Alan Lesgold and myself while I was at the University of Pittsburgh
[18, 19, 20]. The example is from videotape of students in a 10th grade science class.
SI: So data, right? This would be data.
S2: I think so.
S 1: Or a claim. I don't know if it would be claim or data.
S2: Claim. They have no real hard evidence. Go ahead, claim. I mean who cares? Who cares what they
say? Claim.
The choice forced by the tool led to a peer-coaching interaction on a distinction that was critically important

for how they subsequently handled the statement. The last comment of S2 shows that the relevant
epistemological concepts were being discussed, not merely which toolbar icon to press or which
representational shape to use.

2.2 Salient knowledge units are elaborated
This hypothesis states that learners will be more likely to attend to, and hence elaborate on, the knowledge
units that are perceptually salient in their shared representational workspace than those that are either not
salient or for which a representational proxy has not been created. The visual presence of the knowledge unit
in the shared representational context serves as a reminder of its existence and any work that may need to be
done with it. Also, it is easier to refer to a knowledge unit that has a visual manifestation, so learners will
find it easier to express their subsequent thoughts about this unit than about those that require complex
verbal descriptions [2]. These claims apply to any visually shared representations. However, to the extent
that two representational notations differ in kinds of knowledge units they make salient, these functions of
reminding and ease of reference will encourage elaboration on different kinds of knowledge units.
What killed thedinos 65 my ago?
> Volcanos killed them.
> A meteor hit the Earth.
>> Heavy metal found in the rocks
he dinos died in.
>> Huge crater in Mexico from the
same time.
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Figure 2. Example of Elaboration Hypothesis

For example, consider the three representations of a relationship between four statements shown in Figure 2.
The relationship is one of evidential support. The middle notation uses an implicit device, containment, to
represent evidential support, while the right-hand notation uses an explicit device, an arc. It becomes easier
to perceive and refer to the relationship as an object in its own right as one moves from left to right in the
figure. Hence the present hypothesis claims that relationships will receive more elaboration in the rightmost
representational notation.

The opposite prediction is also plausible. Learners may see their task as one of putting knowledge units "in
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their place" in the representational environment. For example (according to this competing hypothesis), once

a datum is placed in the appropriate hypothesis container (Figure 2b) or connected to a hypothesis
(Figure2c), learners may feel it can be safely ignored as they move on to other units not yet placed or
connected. Hence they will not elaborate on represented units. This suggests the importance of making
missing information salient.

2.3 Salience of missing units guides search
Some representational notations provide structures for organizing knowledge units, in addition to primitives

for construction of individual knowledge units. Unfilled "fields" in these organizing structures, if
perceptually salient, can make missing knowledge units as salient as those that are present. If the
representational notation provides structures with predetermined fields that need to be filled with knowledge
units, the present hypothesis predicts that learners will try to fill these fields.

For example, Figure 3 shows artifacts from three notations that differ in salience of missing evidential
relationships. In the textual representation, no particular relationships are salient as missing: no particular
prediction about search for new knowledge units can be made. In the graph representation, the lack of
connectivity of the volcanic hypothesis to the rest of the graph is salient. Hence this hypothesis predicts that
learners will discuss its possible relationships to other statements. However, once some connection is made

to the hypothesis, it will appear connected, so no further relationships will be sought. In the matrix
representation, all undetermined relationships are salient as empty cells. The present hypothesis predicts that
learners will be more likely to discuss many relationships between statements when using matrices.
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2.4 Predicted Differences
Based on the discussion of this section, the following predictions were tested in the study reported below.

The symbol ">" indicates that the discourse phenomenon at the beginning of the list (concept use,
elaboration, or search) will occur at a significantly greater rate in the treatment condition(s) on the left of the
symbol than in those on the right

Concept Use: {Graph, Matrix) > {Container, Text, Threaded Discussion). The Graph and Matrix
representations require that one categorize statements and relations. This will initiate discussion of the
proper choice, possibly including peer coaching on the underlying concepts. The Container, Text, and
Threaded Discussion representations provide only implicit categorization. Students may discuss placement
of information, but this talk is less likely to be expressed in terms of the underlying concepts.

Search for Missing Relations: Matrix > {Container, Graph) > {Text, Threaded Discussion }. The matrix
representation provides an empty field for every undetermined relationship, prompting participants to
consider all of them. In Graphs or the Container representations, salience of the lack of some relationship
disappears as soon as a link is drawn to the statement in question or another is placed in its container,
respectively. Threaded Discussion does not specifically direct searches toward missing relationships.
The Elaboration hypothesis was not tested independently of the Search hypothesis in this study.

3 An Initial Study
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This section reports on an initial study that was conducted to identify trends suggesting that there is a
phenomenon worthy of further study; and to refine analytic techniques. Specifically, the study examined
how the amount of talk about evidence and the amount of talk about the epistemological status of
propositions (empirical versus theoretical) differed across three representational tools, and provided
qualitative observations to guide further study.

3.1 Design
Six pairs (twelve participants) were distributed evenly between three treatment conditions in a simple
between-subjects design. The three treatment conditions corresponded to three notations: Text, Graph, and
Matrix. These notations differ on more than one feature, such as ontology, whether inconsistency relations
are represented, and visual and textual notations. I intentionally chose this research strategy (instead of
manipulating precisely one feature at a time) in order to maximize the opportunity to explore the large space
of representations within the time scale on which collaborative technology is being adapted.

3.2 Method
3.2.1 Participants
Middle-school boys were recruited by my assistant (Cynthia Liefeld) from soccer practice. Two pairs of
participants were run in each of the three conditions. Each pair consisted of boys who knew each other, a
requirement intended to minimize negotiation of a new interpersonal relationship as a complicating factor.

3.2.2 Materials
Software. Three existing software packages were used: Microsoft Word (Text), Microsoft Excel (Matrix),
and Belvedere (Graph). Groups using MS Word were not prohibited from using its typographical devices
such as different typefaces, styles, lists, etc. We did not restrict participants' appropriation of typographical
devices for organizing information, but neither did we encourage any particular use of the textual medium.
Groups using MS Excel were provided with a prepared matrix that had the labels "Hypotheses" and "Data"
in the upper left corner, and cells formatted sufficiently large to allow entry of textual summaries of the same.
Participants were specifically told to enter hypotheses as column headers, data as row headers, and to record
the relationships in the internal cells. The Graph condition used Belvedere. The version of Belvedere used
(2.1) provides rounded nodes for hypotheses, rectangles for data, and links for consistency and inconsistency
relations between them. Hypothesis and data shapes are filled with textual summaries of the corresponding
claims.

Science Challenge Problems. Participants were presented with "science challenge problems" in a webbrowser. A science challenge problem presents a phenomenon to be explained (e.g., determining the cause of
the dinosaur extinctions, or of a mysterious disease on Guam known as Guam PD), along with indices to

relevant resources. For example, one can obtain lists of articles posing possible explanations of the
phenomenon, reporting empirical findings from fieldwork or laboratory work, or explaining basic domain
concepts. These are relatively ill-structured problems: at any given point many possible knowledge units
may reasonably be considered. The materials we used were modified from the classroom versions of science
challenge problems developed by Arlene Weiner and Eva Toth.' The experimental version excluded handson activities, links to external sites and activity guide.

Available at http://lilt.ics.hawaii.edu/belvedere/materials/index.html.
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Computer Setup. The computer screen was divided in half

as shown in Figure 4. The left-hand side contained the
representational tool -- any one of Text, Graph (shown), or
Matrix. The right hand side contained a web browser open
to the entry page for the science challenge materials.

3.2.3 Procedure

Participants were seated in front of a single monitor and
keyboard. After an introduction to the study and signing of
permission forms, participants were shown the software and
allowed to practice the basic manipulations such as creating
and linking nodes or filling in matrix cells. This training did
not involve any mention of concepts of evidence or of the
problem domain.

1<I>

OMass
Each of the four
representational tools
would occupy this
space in their
respective conditions.

I

Extinctions

Problem Statement
Background
Ideas Scientists
have Had
Field Reports

Figure 4. Screen Layout for Studies

Participants were then presented with the problem statement in the web browser on the right. The problem

solving session was initiated when they were instructed to identify hypotheses that provide candidate
explanations of the phenomenon posed, and to evaluate these hypotheses on the basis of laboratory studies
and field reports obtained through the hypertext interface. They were instructed to use the representational
tool during the problem solving session to record the information they find and explore how it bears on the
problem. Participants were responsible for deciding how to share or divide use of the keyboard and mouse.
The procedure described in this paragraph was repeated, first with a "warm-up" problem, and then with the
problem for which data is reported below (Guam PD). Sessions were videotaped with the camera pointed at
the screen over the shoulder of one of the participants.

3.3 Results
Analysis was based primarily on coding of transcripts of participants' spoken discourse, and secondarily on
participants' representational artifacts.

3.3.1 Coding and Analysis of Discourse
Pilot study videotapes from the six one-hour problem-solving sessions were transcribed and segmented. A
segment was defined to be a modification to the external representation or a single speaker's turn in the

dialogue, except that turns that expressed multiple propositions were broken into multiple segments.
Segments were coded using the QSR Nud*ist software package.

The following codes provide the dependent variables of interest. Epistemological Classification codes
discourse about the epistemological status of a statement, including classification as empirical (e.g., "that's
data"), theoretical (e.g., "that's a hypothesis, isn't it?") or discussion of the choice (e.g., "do you want me to
go data or hypothesis?"). In the present study we only wanted to see whether the tools differed in their
prompting for making this choice, so did not discriminate these subcategories. Sub-dimension Evidential
Relation is applied to segments where participants discuss or identify the nature of the evidential relationship
between two statements. The codes are Consistency (e.g., "it's also for," "that confirms"), Inconsistency ("so

that's against," "with this one, no, conflicts, right?"), or Equivocal, applied when participants raise the
question of which relationship holds, if any, without identifying one specifically ("is that for or against?," "it
can neither confirm nor deny"). In some cases, evidential relationships were apparently being expressed in

terms of the representational primitives provided by the software (e.g., "connect these two"). These
utterances were also coded with the appropriate Evidential Relation category, but marked with the Level
code (discussed below) so that such "tool-level talk" could be distinguished during the analysis. Topic subdimension Other Topic codes segments not coded as one of the above topics. The "other" codes include Ontask (e.g., "are we done with this?"), Off -task (e.g., "what's for lunch?"), or Unclassifiable (e.g., "uh,"
mumbles, etc.).

The remaining coding dimensions are used to select out relevant segments for particular analyses. Mode
indicates whether the segment is coded for its Verbal content or for an action taken on the Representational
artifact. The final two dimensions only apply to verbal segments. Level is applied only to Epistemological
and Evidential Verbal segments, and indicates whether an utterance made direct use of epistemological or
evidential concepts (e.g., "supports," "hypothesis": Conceptual) or was expressed in terms of the software
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(e.g., "link to this," "round box": Tool-based). Ownership indicates whether the participant was merely
reading text that we provided (Recited) or expressing their own ideas (Non-Recited).

Coding was performed by two of my assistants (Chris Hundhausen and Laura Girardeau). Questions of
interpretation, problematic segments, etc. were discussed among the three of us during meetings, but the
coding itself was done independently. Inter-rater reliability was computed using the Kappa statistic across all
of the categories described above, producing a value of 0.92 (n=1942).
Table 1. Summary of Verbal Coding
Verbal segments tested: nesting indicates
subset selection; % are of "Not Off-Task"

Matrix

Graph

Text

N

%

N

%

N

%

778
694

n/a
100

626
613

n/a
100

537

508

n/a
100

....Evidential Relation
Consistency
Inconsistency
Equivocal Evidential
Conceptual
Tool-Based

4

32

19.69

54

10.63

35

5

5.22
3.43
0.98
0.82

100

0

0.58
0.43
0.14
0.00

3

0.4

1

0.1

9
23

1.47
3.75

43
57

6.89
2.17
8.46
11.22

....Epistemological Classification
Conceptual
Tool-Based

39

57

9.30
5.38
3.92

36

7.09

7

1.38
5.71

Non-Recited
..Not Off-Task

3
1

19

20

5.62
2.74
2.88

21

6

33

24

11

29

Selected results of coding are shown in Table 1, focusing on segments coded as Mode=Verbal, and showing
both counts and percentages for each of the three treatment groups. Percentages are taken relative to NonRecited on task utterances, shown in the second row. Counts and percentages for Evidential Relation are
broken down in two orthogonal ways: by whether the relation was Consistency, Inconsistency, or Equivocal;
and by whether the talk about evidence was Conceptual or Tool-Based. Epistemological Classification was
broken down by Conceptual or Tool-Based. Due to the small sample size we did not perform statistical
testing in this preliminary study.

3.3.2 Qualitative observations
The document created by one Text group contained no expression of evidential relations, and the transcript
of verbal discourse for this group contained no overt discussion of evidential relations. All of the discussion
of evidence in Text occurred in the other group at the end of the session (the longest session in the pilot
study), at which time they also added several expressions of evidential relations. A document produced by
one of the Graph groups is notably linear, in spite of the fact that Graph is normally considered a nonlinear
medium. A pattern of identify information, categorize information, add it to the diagram, link it in is typical

of interactions in this transcript. This pattern of activity, which leads to the linearity of the graph, is
consistent with the competitor to the Elaboration hypothesis: participants may feel that the primary task is to
connect each new statement to something else, after which it can be ignored. Finally, the Matrix artifacts
were especially striking because participants were not specifically instructed to fill in all the cells, yet they
did so. The transcripts illustrated participants' systematic identification of evidential relations as they worked
down the columns, and in one case their appropriate use of the table to rule out a hypothesis that they had
proposed.

3.4 Discussion
Recall that the Search hypothesis predicts that participants will be more likely to seek evidential relations
when using representations that prompt for these relations with empty structure (Text < Graph < Matrix).
The row labeled "Evidential Relation" is relevant to the Search hypothesis. This row counts, for each
treatment group, the percentage of verbal segments that were coded with any one of the three evidential
values (Consistent, Inconsistent, Choice). The results appear to be consistent with the Search hypothesis:

Text=0.58% < Graph=5.22% < Matrix=19.69%. This trend holds even when limited to Conceptual
expressions of evidential relations: Text=0.43% < Graph=1.47% < Matrix=8.48%. Note however that a
substantial portion of talk about evidence in the Graph and Matrix conditions is tool based (about two-thirds
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of Graph and half of Matrix evidential utterances are tool-based). This is as expected, since these tools,
unlike Text, provide objects that may be referred to as proxies for evidential relations.

The breakdown of Evidential talk according to the type of relation shows the influence of the exhaustive
prompting of Matrix. In Text and Graph, participants focused primarily on Consistency relations, a possible
manifestation of the confirmation bias. Treatment was more balanced in Matrix, with almost half of the talk
about evidential relations being concerned with inconsistency or equivocal relations. This may be because
Matrix prompts for consideration of relationships between all pairs of items: participants are more likely to
encounter inconsistency or indeterminate relations when considering those they may have neglected in the
Graph or Text conditions.

Addressing the Concept Use hypothesis, we found that 5.62% of Text, 7.09% of Matrix and 9.30% of Graph

utterances were concerned with the classification of new information as data versus hypothesis or their
equivalents. We believe that Text would have been lower, except that the instructions for all three conditions
directed participants to consider and record hypotheses and empirical evidence. Text participants, like others,
complied with these instructions, for example, by labeling propositions as "Data" or Hypothesis." Graph's

greater proportion of epistemological classification talk is explained by its most explicit use of visually
distinct shapes to represent data and hypotheses.

4 Conclusions
Overall, the results are encouraging with respect to the question of whether there is a phenomenon worth
investigating. Differences in the predicted directions were seen in both talk about evidence and about the
epistemological status of statements. However, this sample data cannot be taken as conclusive. Caveats, all
of which are being addressed by ongoing work, include the small sample size (hence no test of significance),

the lack of a learning outcomes measure, and the need for a more direct test of the claim that
representational state affects subsequent discourse processes. Furthermore, analyses based on frequencies of
utterances across the session as a whole fail to distinguish utterances seeking evidential relations from those

elaborating on previous ones (i.e., between the Search and Elaborate hypotheses), or to show a causal
relationship between the state of the representation and the subsequent discourse. A more sophisticated
coding is required to test whether the representation or salient absence of a particular (kind of) knowledge
unit influences search for or elaboration on that unit. All of these deficiencies are being addressed in a study
underway at this writing. Pending the results of this study, plans for future work include attempts to replicate

selected results in distance learning situations, both synchronous and asynchronous. This line of work
promises to inform the design of future software learning environments and to provide a better theoretical
understanding of the role of representational guidance in guiding learning processes.
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This paper concerns the use of dialogues in student learning and how such
dialogues can be captured for subsequent use by other learners. The process of
learning by observing another person' s learning is known as vicarious learning.
The paper begins by discussing the movement towards more flexible types of
learning and the belief by many that traditional dialogue has been omitted from a
lot of today' s courseware. Dialogue can be considered as one of the stages in the
learning cycle and to support it there is a need to create tertiary courseware, this
being the third stage in the cycle. Some of the research that has taken place into
vicarious learning is described and this has shown that it has some benefit to

learning and also produces positive feelings in students of being part of a
learning community. Finally the vicarious learning resources that have been
produced within a software development course at Edith Cowan university using

a dynamic screen capturing tool are discussed together with a possible
dissemination system.

Keywords: Distance Education, Flexible learning, Vicarious Learning,
Programming

1 Introduction
Universities and colleges today have record numbers of students and yet the cost being spent per student is

steadily decreasing as budgets are cut and universities become ever more competitive. One of the
consequences of this is that many managers are turning to the Internet as a means for delivering courseware
to students in a supposedly cost-effective manner. Students are also demanding more flexible learning with

learners being able to earn when they want (frequency, timing, duration), how they want (modes of
learning), and what they want (that is learners can define what constitutes learning to them) [14].

The situation has therefore arisen that students spend more time away from a traditional campus and
technology is being used to provide the necessary flexibility with computer networking empowering
connectivity and communication, allowing synchronous and asynchronous one-to-one and one-to-many
communication [13]. However, such technology does not necessarily support some of the learning situations
that are necessary in higher education. Laurillard [6] points out that learning in many educational contexts,
particularly in higher education, requires learning about descriptions of the world, knowledge derived from
someone else's experience, and from understanding someone else's arguments. She states that:
We cannot claim to have sorted out once and for all what students need to be told if they
are to make sense of topic X. No matter how much detailed research is done on the way
the topic is conceptualised, the solution will not be found in new ways of putting it across.
The new way of telling may sort out one difficulty, but it may well create others. All we
can definitely claim is that there are different ways of conceptualising the topics we want
to teach. So all we can definitely conclude is that teachers and students need to be aware
of those differences and must have the means to resolve them.

The main way this has been done in the past has been by students participating in dialogue with fellow
students and their tutors. We do have email and synchronous "chat" available to support dialogue to some
extent but it may well be argued that this is insufficient to support the above.
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2 The Learning Cycle
Dialogue can be considered as a crucial part of the learning cycle [9]. The cycle is shown in figure 1.
Primary Courseware

Secondary Courseware

Conceptualisation

Construction

Tertiary Courseware

Dialogue

f.
Figure 1: The learning Cycle
It can be considered to comprise:

conceptualisation which comes from interacting with the primary content and elates to a learner's
current state of understanding.

construction and the use of knowledge occurs with the use of secondary courseware tools such as
concept mappers. It involves picking out particularly relevant material, putting the information together
in ways which have meaning for the learner, and relating old and new material into a coherent whole.

dialogue which involves the testing of understanding and can possibly be facilitated with tertiary
courseware.

Mayes et al [9] suggest that the third section of the learning cycle, dialogue, can itself be broken up into
three stages, these being discussion, reflection and reification. Mayes et al agree with Laurillard that
discussion is fundamental to effective education and that a deep understanding is prorated far more
effectively and efficiently during discussions. Reflection has always been thought to be an important aspect
of learning and can be considered as the testing of new knowledge against the schemata that hold our
existing knowledge. And finally reification is a term put forward by Mayes et al and concerns the structuring
of newly acquired knowledge into a new object of thought integrated with other knowledge.

The question then arises as to what sort of tertiary courseware can be produced and utilised to support the
dialogue aspect of the learning cycle bearing in mind that the material will have to be used in flexible
learning environments. One particularly interesting line of research has been into recording of discussions
and making them available to other students in a flexible mode. This concept is known as vicarious learning
where this is defined as [2]:
The potential benefit to learners of being able to observe or listen in' on experts or their peers as
they discuss a new topic.

The following can be considered to be vicarious resources:
Frequently asked questions (FAQs). Here students can learn from the answers to typical questions posed
by other students.

Listservers. These promote vicarious learning as students receive the text dialogues that take place
between various subscribers. The term "lurker" is often used for the person who does not participate in
dialogues but prefers to simply observe.

Bulletin boards. These provide the means for asynchronous dialogues and again can be used by
" lurkers".

Chat rooms. These provide the means for synchronous dialogues.

3 Research into Vicarious Learning
Research initiatives are in two main areas, the first attempting to determine if vicarious learning is of benefit
to students and the second looking at how such dialogues might be made available as tertiary courseware for
re-use by other students.
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There are several interesting questions that might be worthy of investigation in the first area. Cox et al [2]
suggest that we need to determine who are useful models for the vicarious learner, experts or novices. It
might be better to observe experts as skilled behaviour would hopefully be modelled in a clear way, although
this is not of course always true as many experts find it difficult to make their knowledge explicit. It could
be argued that student student dialogues would be better to observe as the observing student would be
better able to identify with other students. Also the students participating in the dialogue might use more
appropriate language and also ask questions of each other that they may not have wished to ask their tutor.
Cox et al also point out that observing unskilled behaviour may also prove to be of benefit as the observing
student would determine from the dialogue what sort of errors to avoid without having to make those errors
themselves. Also of course, the dialogue type to observe may depend on the type of student who is the
observer. It might be more appropriate for a strong student to observe experts and for a weak student b
observe novices.
In one particular piece of research on vicarious learning [7] benefits were found that were both cognitive,
with an increase in knowledge and understanding in the particular curriculum area, and social with exposure
to peer discussion creating positive feelings of being part of a learning community.

Lee et al [7] carried out research within an on-line Masters level course in Computers in Teaching and
Learning. They created task-directed discussions (TDDs) in order to capture good learning dialogues
amongst students and to overcome the "barriers of silence" that might otherwise occur. Over 30 hours of
discussions among students, and between students and a tutor (the expert), using the TDDs were videoed.
An architecture called the Dissemination System (DS) was created from primary instructional materials and
integrated clips taken from the videos. The DS allows a multimedia database of video and audio clips, text

transcriptions, and annotated graphics to be integrated with primary expository teaching material and
delivered via the Web. The system was then used in an experiment to investigate the vicarious resources in a
controlled laboratory setting.

The experiment used a section of the course on Models of Learning with Technology. Two sets of learning
materials were created, the first comprising primary learning materials (approximately 45 web pages) and
the second comprising both primary learning materials and an integrated set of vicarious learning resources.
The vicarious resources had been obtained from the videoed dialogues and comprised 108 video clips, 13
audio clips, 43 text transcriptions, and 27 audio annotated graphics. The resources were accessible by either
clicking on highlighted keywords or by a search mechanism.
Two groups of students took part in the experiment, one using only the first set of learning materials whilst
the other used the second set of learning materials which included the vicarious resources. The conclusions
that Lee et al drew from the experiment were that there were some benefits in learning and substantial
positive changes in attitudes and discussion behaviour for the students who used the vicarious learning
resources. The researchers also make the point that although some people claim that learning can only take

place when students are personally engaged in discussion, the evidence suggests that observing peer
dialogues can, on the contrary, provide a useful source for learning, both cognitively and socially. The
researchers have in fact suggested that such vicarious learning may sometimes be more beneficial than being
a participant, depending on the state of the learner [11].

The web based materials used in the experiment are available at http://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/Vicar/TT/. They
are fairly slow to download from the Web but realistically they could be put onto a CD ROM for use with

distance learners. The audio dialogues that are available are played whilst a static graphical image is
displayed to the learner. Such a dialogue concerns the graphic being displayed and I felt that something was
lost in this type of dialogue and that it would have proved to be more useful and meaningful if objects on
the graphic could have been "pointed to" in order to draw the observer' s attention to the important aspects of

slap

4 Creation of Vicarious learning Resources with Dynamic Screen
Capturing Tools
During the summer school of 1998 at Edith Cowan University, I made use of Lotus ScreenCam for studenttutor dialogues within a Software Development unit. Between lectures and laboratory sessions, students had
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no contact with me as I was off campus, however I did have access to email at home enabling students to
send me Screen Cam movies of any programming problems that they were having. In addition to movies,
students would also send the programming code enabling me to use this when making a "reply" movie. An
example of a screenshot taken from a movie, which was sent to me by a student, is shown in figure 2.
IMFMain
Ploc: J Click

hied IcmdAddStock
Let CountValue = 0
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( "a: stock. txt") And (Flag = "Y") )

How do I put the array of

-)
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The movie had several text captions and concerned a problem that this student was having with passing
arrays to subprograms in Visual BASIC. A screenshot taken from the movie, which I made and subsequently
sent back to the student, is shown in figure 3.
(Code)
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.le (Dir*(FileName)
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lisgSox "File Found! !
,

!

Do While (Flag - "Y")
Let CountValue = CountValue + 1

Let StockInfo(CountValue).Stock

InputBox("Entet

frg71rigNSMOMMARMMMMOWN,1;"Figure 3

The screenshot in figure 3 includes a text caption that has nothing to do with the original student problem. It
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is the sort of comment that I would make if I were looking at the code that a student had produced in a
laboratory session. In the rest of the movie, I was able to make suggestions on how to overcome the original
problem and I also included a captioned comment about the lack of comments within the student' s
programming code. By using ScreenCam, I had been able to engage in a richer asynchronous dialogue with
the student than I would otherwise have done by conventional means. In addition, as a side effect, I was
building up vicarious learning resources for use in future semesters.

In addition to capturing asynchronous dialogues as described above, Lotus ScreenCam can be used to
provide rich feedback to students on their assignment work. Simple "low-tech" audio tapes have been used
in student feedback [1] and it is suggested that such feedback adds a social dimension to the commentaries
with the tutor being able to talk personally to each student, whereas written comments lacked context and
sounded impersonal.

I produced a set of such movies for the small group of campus-based students that were involved in the 1998
summer school session mentioned earlier. Each week the students attempted a small programming problem
and handed in the relevant programming code together with a small text -captioned movie explaining their
program. I then made a feedback movie for each student. Each feedback movie had audio commentaries to
keep the production time to a minimum and the movies were placed onto ZIP disks that had been provided
by the students. I was able to go through the programming code on the screen, highlighting areas of interest
with the cursor whilst making comments and in addition run the student programs with a variety of data
whilst passing comments about both the good and the bad points of the programs.

The sets of movies that the students handed in and that I produced have now become another vicarious
learning resource for use by students in subsequent semesters. Each week, students are given a small
programming problem to attempt and they can then use the movies to view the student tutor interactions
for a similar programming problem. In practice, students have commented on how useful they have found
these resources. Feedback was elicited on-line and some of the comments follow:
I found it helpful and interesting in giving clear visual instructions or explanations.

All the other students solutions were very helpful. And they were informative.
Only used the movies once, but they do provide a good resource for students experiencing difficulty.
Pick up other students mistakes.
Always forgot how to get to them
Probably slack, but using the sound was too much hassle.

5 Delivery Mechanisms for Vicarious Resources
The last two student comments above indicate that there is a need for some form of technological delivery
mechanism for the vicarious resources that have been produced that is simple and easy to use. Students need
to be able to quickly find movies that are appropriate for the programming problem that they are attempting
and then view the movie. We have experimented using the Web to deliver the movies however this has been
a problem as movies with audio are of the order of 1MB in length per minute and take too long to download.
Realistically it is necessary to make the movies available on CD ROM and we will be using a Windows Help
file as a way of delivering the movies. There ate several Help file authoring tool available and one that I
have used extensively is ForeHelp [4]. A Help file can be produced with the usual contents and index pages
with little effort and programs can be launched seamlessley thereby permitting the running of ScreenCam
movies.

6 Discussion
It would appear that the use of vicarious learning resources by students can benefit learning and also provide
positive feelings of being part of a learning community. However the creation of such resources needs to be
done very carefully so that they are relevant and of interest to learners. If a synchronous dialogue is to be
recorded by the use of video or audio then it is important to use task directed discussions [7] to ensure that a
relevant dialogue ensues. Asynchronous dialogues usually take place by email or bulletin boards, however
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they can be made richer if a dynamic screen capturing tool is used. Finally the vicarious learning resources
that have been collected need to be made available to other learners and to this end Lee et al created a web

based dissemination system. Another approach is to use a Windows Help file for disseminating such
resources assuming that delivery is to be by Wintel hardware only.

In the future I intend to look at capturing synchronous dialogues using a dynamic screen capturing tool.
These would be both student student and student tutor where the two participants sit in front of a PC
whilst having a dialogue concerning a program that is being displayed.
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This paper proposes a method to localize a feature extraction area for
touch-type training using a camera. The feature extracted from pictures of a
trainee's face is used for recognition of one's eye direction. The recognition of
a trainee's eye direction enables us to give a trainee warnings and appropriate
advice, and these warnings and advice assist a trainee to learn touch-typing

quickly. The goal of this study is constructing a system which supports
touch-type training using a camera. In this paper, a method to localize a feature

extraction area using a horizontal direction's histogram and a vertical one
mutually is proposed. These histograms are made from the sum of darkness
values of pixels. Experimental results of the proposed method with trainees'
black-and-white still pictures are described.

Keywords: Touch-type training, Camera, Feature extraction, Histogram,
Pattern recognition, Eye directions

1 Introduction
In this paper, we propose a method which localizes a feature extraction area to recognize a trainee's eye
direction for touch-type training. By the recognition of a trainee's eye direction using camera, it is possible
to warn and give advice when a trainee looks at improper places. These warnings and advice must be
effective for trainees to learn touch-typing quickly.

The capability of typing quickly is very helpful in studying and using IT (information technology).
Nowadays the capability is becoming more and more important because many people use computers for
calculating, writing, reading and so on, and the keyboard is the most common device to input characters.
Users can type on a keyboard and train themselves in their own manner, because the keyboard is easy to
use. However, typing in one's own manner has a speed limit which is much lower than typing in a proper
manner. Furthermore, users' own training ways are not adaptable, that is, using their own typing style, the
users would be able to type certain words or sentences quickly, but not so many.

Some training methods are proposed[1]-[3] for the purpose of learning touch-typing. Although the details
of the methods vary, the methods have a common point. The point is that after a trainees roughly learn key
positions, they should look at a display and should not look at a keyboard in order to learn touch-typing
quickly.

The goal of this study is constructing a system which supports these touch-type training methods using a
camera. The system warns and gives appropriate advice to a trainee automatically when one looks at
improper places. In this paper, we deal with classification of eye directions into the following three classes:
Looking at the display is the first class, looking at the keyboard is the second, looking at other places (not
the display or the keyboard) is the third. Especially, in this paper, we propose a method to localize a feature
extraction area for the classification using histograms of a trainee's face pictures. These histograms are
made from the sum of darkness values of pixels.
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2 Touch-type training system using a camera
2.1 Structure of the system
The supposed touch-type training system is as follows.
Hardware: A personal computer with a CCD camera.
Software: A touch-type training program and an eye direction recognition program

2.2 Process of an eye direction recognition program
Extracting an eye area from a picture of a trainee's head
Taking a picture of a trainee's head or the upper half of one's body using a camera which is placed on top
of a display in the middle, and extracting an eye area from the picture.

Extracting features and classifying an eye direction
Extracting features from the picture of a trainee's eye area, then classifying the eye's direction into three
classes.

Warning and advising
Warning with sound and giving appropriate advice when a trainee looks at improper places. Warnings
concentrate one's attention on the training, and giving advice is effective for fast learning.

Some other research proposed methods on the process (1) and produced good results [4]. In this paper, we
deal with the process (2) on the supposition that the process (1) is already done. To be applicable for most
of touch-type training methods, the process (2) classifies eye directions into the following three classes:
Looking at the display, the keyboard, other places (not the display or the keyboard).

3 Feature extraction and classification
Figure 1 shows vertical and horizontal histograms used for the classification of eye directions. The
histograms are made from the sum of darkness values of pixels. Some research used the histograms, and
reported that they are effective for the recognition of eye direction [5].

A vertical direction's histogram in an eye area has basically two peaks: the upper peak is the eyebrows; the
lower one is the eyes. We expect those two peaks are key features for the recognition of eye direction,
whether it be up or down.

On the other hand, a horizontal direction's histogram also has two peaks. Those peaks are expected to be
key indicators for the recognition of eye direction, right and left.
In this study, a template matching method is used for the classification of eye directions using vertical and
horizontal direction's histograms.

4 Localization of a feature extraction area
To obtain high classification rates, we must extract features from the area available for the classification,
nr

*F"," noise which is unavailable for the classification from a feature extraction area. For these

purposes, we propose a method to localize an eye area.

4.1 Localization in a horizontal direction
Most vertical histograms have two peaks. The lower peak is basically at a line of the two eyes as shown in

figure 2(a). Thus we localize an extraction area at the lower peak, and get a horizontal direction's
histogram from the area as shown in figure 2(b). The histogram is expected to be a key feature for the
recognition of right-and-left eye direction.
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A vertical

direction

A horizontal direction
Figure 1. Histograms in an eye area.

(a)A vertic;
direction's
histogram

(b) A localized horizontal
direction's histogram
Figure 2. Localization in a horizontal direction.

4.2 Localization in a vertical direction
We localize a feature extraction area in a vertical direction using the localized horizontal direction's
histogram (shown in figure 2(b)).

Peaks of the localized horizontal direction's histogram (shown in figure 3(a)) are basically at the two eyes
(figure 2(b) is equal to figure 3(a)). Hence, we get vertical direction's histograms as shown in figure 3(b),
using the horizontal direction's histogram as shown in figure 3(a). These histograms are expected to be key
features for the recognition of up-and-down eye direction.

4.3 Experimental results
We made experiments to evaluate the proposed method of localization as follows:

- First, taking twenty-four still pictures of the trainees' heads (Three pictures were taken of each of eight
trainees from each class(described in sect.l). The pictures were black-and-white, 256 picture elements
and 72dpi.)
- Then, extracting an eye area by hand.
Finally, localizing feature extraction areas as mentioned above.

Table I show.

r,.ults

localized co,. by the F. oposed method. In table 1, the center of

eye(s) means an iris in case an eyeball was shown in the picture, or the center of an eye's outline in case an
eyeball was not shown in the picture.
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(a)A localized horizontal
direction's histogram
(equal to fig.2(b))

(b)A localized vertical
direction's histogram

Figure 3. Localization in a vertical direction.
A localized area
the center of two eyes
the center of an eye
others

A horizontal direction

A vertical direction

2

10
12
2

13

9

Table 1 Experimental results of localization
The reasons why the localized area was not at the center of two eyes are the following:
- 70% of the total were caused by inclined heads.
30% of the total were caused by noise such as glasses or hair.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a method to localize a feature extraction area using histograms for touch-type
training. The feature is used for recognition of a trainee's eye direction.
Experimental results show the method has some problems when the following conditions exist: a head is
inclined, noise such as hair or glasses are shown in the localized area.
To solve these problems, we have the following plans:
- Localization is carried out after adjusting inclined heads.
- Selecting one eye in case the localized area is at the center of only one eye.
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An informatization society, where high added value can be created through
networks is different from an Industrial society where physical labor predisposes

discrimination between men and women. As knowledge and information are
regarded as the most important resources in an Informatization society,
intelligence and emotional ability are given more importance than physical
superiority. In light of this, the roles and positions of women are being newly
evaluated, and the direction of the women's informatization movement has
emerged as a new topic of the era. Korea places a strong emphasis on education
and the percentage of women who attend University is also high. Contrary to
this, the percentage of highly educated women who become working members

of society is very low. These days, this problem has been recognized and
education in woman informatization has actively proceeded. Taking various
kinds of women's organization as the principal axis, woman informatization
projects are actively unfolding. Government has also explored supporting plans
in various aspects. This study explores the present state of women's
informatization education and it's future direction.

Keywords: Woman Education, Informatization Education

1 Introduction
An Informatization Society is expected to be the 3F era: Female, Feeling, and Fiction. Productivity of
culture and emotions is more important than labor productivity. Instead of labor productivity, sensitivity and
intuition unique to women are expected to contribute a lot to the development of an emotional business that
has high added value.

As the roles and position of women are newly evaluated, the direction of the women's informatization
movement is emerging as an important topic. As it becomes necessary to have women's informatization
education in Korea, a new movement has emerged. In light of this, this study will explore the present state
and future direction of informatization education of women in Korea.

2 Present State and Problems of Woman Informatization Education in
Korea
The studies on women and the informatization society have been introduced in Korea since the end of 1980.

Until now, works on the development of women in an informatization society have been produced
intermittently. The Korean Women's Association and National Women's Convention has dealt with "Woman
and Informatization Society," and attracted the attention of the society of women overall. However,
systematic, continuous and comprehensive studies on women and informatization have been insufficient.

Also insufficient are the studies on the concrete policy alternatives for informatizing all women in
accordance with national informatization.
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2.1 Present State of Women's Informatization Education
Korean Women's Development Institute (http: / /kwdi.re.kr /)
Government investing research institute
Constructs public database first in Korea in 1995.
Systematizes the professional information related to women and provide it by PC communication network
Construct total distribution management system on woman information and Internet service in 1997

FemiNet Korea (http://www.feminet.or.kr)
Established in 1996 with the purpose of ' Woman Informatizationj
Study on woman informatization, education, information culture business, operation of web-site
Campaign on home informatization
Women Link (http://wwNy.womenlink.or.kr)
As professional woman movement organization, promote woman informatization
Explore business to urge woman participation
Plan the construction of DB on woman information
Mian Pacific Women's Information Network Center, Sookrnyung Women's University "'
(http://apwin.sookmyung.ac.ke)

Explore woman informatization project most actively among woman organizations attached to
universities
Construct Web-site in 1997 and provides information related to woman
Hold international seminars

Obtain professionalism by connecting with other inside institutions attached to university including cyber
institute
Obtained the position of Chair of UNESCO

P lay a role as main organization in woman informatization in Asia-Pacific regions including Korea and
Japan.

<Table 1> Web site of representative women institutes

First, in the case of education, several women's organizations and social education centers for women hold

basic computer training and some job training programs and lectures to expand the mind-set for
informatization. However, the lectures are sporadic and temporary, and job training programs are limited to

extremely small areas, and the content of training focuses on PC utilization, since it doesn't have the
fundamental environment necessary.

Among informatization education at government levels, the women's professional training project of the

Ministry of Information and Communication has been most systematically promoted. To solve the
manpower problems and to nurture women professionals in the multi-media and content fields, the Ministry

of Information and Communication has carried out various supporting projects since 1998. The main
projects are shown below:

2.1.1 Support Educational Institute Attached to Women's Universities
This project is to support educational institutes attached to Women's Universities with educational expenses.
Women university students and unemployed women will be intensively trained in the fields of information
communication including SAY programming, system engineering, networking, and game animation
media in prestigious education institutions exclusively for women, to get a job or open their own business.

2.1.2 Support 'The House of Working Women'
It also supports the education expenses of the House of Working Women. Homemakers and ordinary women
can take training courses in the field of information and communication to get a job in the House of Working
Women which has its own childcare center.

2.1.3 Support the Foundation of the Business Incubation Center of Women's Universities
To solve unemployment and to activate the foundation of businesses by women professionals, it supports the
establishment of the Business Incubation Center in women's universities. With this project, about 16,000
students and homemakers have obtained information training in 1998, and about 250 woman professionals
have established their own businesses.
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2.1.4 Present State of Information Service and DB Building on Woman Informatization
Centered on a few women organizations and women research centers attached to universities including the
Korean Women's Development Institute, FemiNet Korea, Asia-Pacific Women's Information Network
Center, Sookmyung Women's University, women-related DB building and information services have been
actively promoted. All these institutes have created the environment for women informatization based on the

construction of N/W as an information infrastructure, and launched related education, culture and
promotional projects.

In detail, 9 women's organizations out of 117, and 5 women's research centers out of 12 attached to
universities that can operate social education programs besides the Korean Women's Development Institute,
have operating Web Sites. Following are 4 organizations whose activities are the most active.

2.2 Problems in Woman Informatization Education in Korea
In Korea, accessibility to information devices is extremely different between genders. This difference of
opportunity results in that of informatization and further causes severe inequality between genders as it
becomes an informatization society.

A survey on Internet users by a Korean newspaper showed that the ratio of males to females among Internet
users has largely changed. While the ratio of males to females from 1st to 3rd survey was 9:1, the 4th survey
showed that female users had largely decreased the ratio discrepancy to 8.15: 1.85. Compared with the
gender ratio among world Internet users (6.64 :3.36), that of Korea is found out to have a severe imbalance
as ever[4].
Following is the concrete explanation of the problems of woman informatization in Korea[2].

First, the index of woman informatization is relatively low. Especially, that of homemakers was very low.
Considering that the household is the basic unit of the nation, and responsible for enforcing social values
through the supervision of the homemaker, it is a very severe problem.

Second, the number of women in higher professional training programs is decreasing, even though
information training for woman at the regular or temporary training institutes is increasing quantitatively. As
well, the professional training courses by temporary training institutes focus on the simple practice-oriented
short-term training, reenacting the isolation phenomenon of women labor.

Third, in spite of the quantitative increase in informatization training for women, the number of women
working in the information industry is being reduced. Information communication requires professional
training in most fields, and it is necessary to make working environments in which women can continue to
work and get in-service training even after getting married and having children.

3 Development Direction of Woman Informatization Education
With the advent of the informatization society, job areas divided by gender lost meaning, and accordingly
women manpower can contribute to the development of society more and more. Unless fixed ideas on
gender roles are discarded and replaced with a flexible way of thinking, the information estrangement of
woman will become larger, and result in the loss of one axis of social development[6].
We will explore the development direction of informatization training of woman in the 21st century from
this aspect.

3.1 Primary and Middle School Education
We would like to present the desirable direction of informatization education for girl students as follows:

First, school education should implement systematic education of information and provide as many
opportunities as possible to allow girl students access to informatization education. Schools should also
guide interest and instill a sense of closeness in information technology fields through the information
technology related future course guidance after graduation.
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In addition, the curriculum should be reorganized to make the most of information devices in each subject.
Especially, careful attention should be given to organizing the education courses, so as not to isolate girl
students, including elective courses only for girl students. Going one step further, information technology
should be actively utilized in girls' elective courses including housekeeping and home economics courses,
which will result in natural information education.

Second, the interest of girl students should be attracted to information through various activities including
information contests for girl students. Excellent students should be picked out early and guided. Before
determining whether the low index of woman informatization is inborn or learned, it is judicious for the
government to give the highest consideration to the informatization of girl students in the education system.
Third, information education should be presented to the parents of those girl students who guide them at
home. After all, home is the starting point and the last stop of education. An Information-oriented mind-set
for students can be decisively affected by their parents. Especially, the informatization education of the
parents of primary students has a high possibility to produce positives effect for the students. Accordingly, it
will have a profound meaning in terms of education to provide informatization education which parents and
students can participate in together.

Fourth, industrial-educational cooperation should be constructed for the education of girl students.
Informatization education requires high-priced equipment and high quality personnel due to its character. It

is difficult to say that hardware and software infrastructure for informatization education has been
established in Korea. However, universities and industries have both foundation facilities and human
resources, and as a result, the personnel trained at universities can be regarded as the consumer and
beneficiary. Accordingly, the industrial-educational cooperation will result in an effective system for
improving the quality of the informatization education and those institutes.

3.2 Policy Direction for Woman Informatization Education
We would like to present the desirable policy direction for the informatization education of women.

First, it is necessary to carry out education of women's problem at an early stage. Informatization education
of women is to overcome the imbalance and irrationality that has emerged from gender discrimination.
Accordingly, early education of women's problems should be carried out to enable them to overcome the
sense of gender discrimination from the juvenile period, and help them with fundamental problem-solving.

Second, it is necessary to select the institutions or women organizations that can act as an axis of
informatization education for women, and to allow them to play pivotal roles in that education. At present,
many women's organizations have actively carried out and yielded some fruit. However, in reality, there is

no center of woman informatization education that can collect the capabilities of many women's
organizations. Informatization centers should be selected, networks by region and by institution should be
created, and systematic and reasonable informatization education of women should be carried out. This
network should also be expanded as an international organization through the Internet.
Third, it is necessary to rearrange and complement the education courses to connect school education to lifetime education. For this purpose, education courses for the informatization education of girl students should
be rearranged, which should result in systematic and hierarchical life-time education.

4 Conclusions
Due to the special nature of the information industry, women's labor power of processing and creation of
knowledge has retained a new evaluation. Women's delicate nature, intellectual power, and creativeness
herald the creation of new value. The emergence of new jobs and concepts of working places opens the new
horizon for the possibility of the woman labor force. What is important here is, however, not to be satisfied
with this possibility, but to turn this possibility into reality.

Educational fever in Korea is relatively high. The rate of women who go to universities is very high.
Compared with those of advanced countries, however, less women with high education have made their way
into the society, and as a result, the education for women remains as the consumptive type of education.

It is time to discard the view that the informatization education of women is just one area of expansion of
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women's right. Korea has to recognize the importance of utilizing the tremendous number of potential
women laborers as real available manpower, and to put a large investment and sufficient support into this.
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Four panelists in this panel session will briefly present their perspectives on how
the instructional technology field has influenced current Faculty development,
Corporate training, In-Service teacher education, and Pre -service teacher
education. Presenters will address their challenges as female Asian faculty in
Faculty development, Corporate training, In-Service teacher education, and Preservice teacher education. Suggestions and solutions will be discussed during the
panel session.

Keywords: Faculty development, Corporate training, In-Service teacher
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Introduction
Each panelist will offer their unique perspectives in the field of instructional technology. Our focus questions
are:

1) Has instructional technology field influenced current:
* Faculty development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
* Corporate training (Dr. Doris Lee)
* In-Service teacher education (Dr. Amy S. C. Leh)
* Pre-service teacher education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)
2) What are the challenges do female minority faculty encounter in:
* Faculty development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
* Corporate training (Dr. Doris Lee)
* In-Service teacher education (Dr. Amy S.C. Leh)
* Pre-service teacher education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on In-service teacher education (Dr. Amy S.C. Leh)
Technology advancement is altering our society and our education. New technology standards grant
opportunities, and policy reflect the change currently happening in our education. In September of 1997, the

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) released a report addressing the
importance of integrating technology into instruction. New technology standards clearly indicate that
teachers must be competent of using technology in their teaching. Moreover, the Department of Education
(DOE) has spent millions of dollars on grants to support teachers' training. The grants have brought many
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university faculty members, school district administrators, and school teachers together to work on the
task technology integration. In the annual conference of Association for the Advancement of Computing
in Education (AACE) 2000, Tom Carrell, director of PT3 grants addressed the influence of technology on
our education and the need for organizational change. Some schools, for example, decided to only hire
teachers who are competent of the use of technology.

At present, training teachers the use of technology has become a strong nation-wide movement and inservice teachers are expected to become technology literate through in-service training. The strong demand
of teachers' training has invited many international scholars to participate in the movement of training US
teachers the use of technology. The international scholars were mostly born outside of the United States,
came to the USA for their higher education, e.g. Ph.D. degree, and are currently university faculty members
at US universities.

The international faculty' participation brought new blood and tremendous strength into US in -service
teacher education due to their educational experiences in both the USA and their native countries. Their
experience with both educational systems allows them to compare how students learn in two different
nations and to employ the strengths of each nation in the USA. For example, how an Asian student learns
math is different from how a student in the USA. Asian students' math practice involves word problems
(concepts) while the USA students' practice focuses on page after page calculation. An Asian Mathematics
faculty, who was differently trained, might use a variety of effective teaching strategies due to the exposure
to different ways of learning. Similarly, international Instructional Technology faculty may provide different

perspectives in in-service teachers training. Because they are foreigners in the USA, they encounter
challenges, especially international female faculty. Reports show that the percentage of female faculty in
higher education is low. Some reports even indicate that they encounter more challenges than male faculty,
e.g. in promotion. In this case, international female faculty would be minority within a minority and
consequently encounter greater challenges. Below are examples of challenges:
"I felt that my viewpoints were not valued." (from an international male faculty)

"I felt that I was transparent in many meetings. They didn't seem to see my presence." (from an
international female faculty)
"She [an international female faculty] couldn't get tenured because she was a foreigner." (from a US
female faculty)
"You [an international female faculty] are double minority. You're female and foreign..You need to
be firm and stand up for yourself." (from a US female faculty)

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on Corporate Teaching (Dr. Doris Lee)
Today, employees in the corporate settings operate in a rapidly changing, high tech environment. Each
employee, in order to accommodate the increasingly rapid rate of technology change, must continually retool and upgrade his or her skill sets through life-long learning. The delivery medium for life-long learning,
most likely, will use instructional technologies. Instructional technologies refers to computer technologies
that can integrate texts, graphics, audio, video, animation, or film clips for the creation of instructional or
training packages. Recently, instructional technology also includes the use of the World Wide Web, WWW,
in which instruction can be delivered over public or private computer networks and can be displayed by a
web browser. Dr. Doris Lee, one of the panelists has taught corporate trainers for more than 10 years in the
areas of instructional technologies and design and development of computer-based and web-based training.

Based on such an experience, Dr. Lee' s discussion in this panel will focus on the impact that the
instructional technologies have on corporate training, and what are the challenges and perspectives that she
faces as a female instructor for corporate trainers. Below details her experiences and views on these topics.

Generally, most corporations believe that the use of instructional technologies would provide an additional
tool to the face-to-face training, can be designed to integrate multiple options including video, audio, and
text to accommodate employees' preferred learning styles, and is valuable in providing consistent and
current training to employees. In addition, the use of instructional technologies to deliver training can be
time and place independent and therefore, costs associated with employees' travel and classroom training
can be reduced. However, some companies express concerns in using instructional technologies. These
concerns include employees' lack of computer and/or Internet skills, the design and development issues, and
the software and hardware limitations.
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To convince my students, who are corporate trainers, to consider all the important organizational factors and
design issues while using instructional technologies is the biggest challenge. Most of the corporate trainers
are female and work in a male-dominate environment. It is imperative for a female faculty to emphasize the
importance of front-end analysis even if the analysis is not desirable by their male supervisors. When a
company is considering using instructional technologies, a female trainer should never feel intimated to ask
important questions including human, machine and political readiness. Questions such as, are the employees
comfortable with computers and are they ready to learn, need to be asked. Next, technology readiness is
another factor. Hardware, software, and the availability of a technical support staff are some examples of the
areas that need to be evaluated. Also, financial readiness pertains to budgeting for upgrades to hardware and
software, the purchase of courseware, and developing staff. Plus, political readiness concerns the support of

instructional technologies by upper management, middle management, employees, and the training
department. Finally, skill readiness looks at whether the staff involved with supporting and developing the
training has the skills necessary to do so.

Reflection on educational technology from female Asian faculty' s (FAF)
perspectives on Pre-service Education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)
Educational technology has played a major role in influencing pre-service education. For example, In the
60s, 70s, it was the audio-visual education. In the 80s it was computer assisted instruction (CAI), BASIC
programming and Logo programming. In the 90s, it was multimedia, web-based learning.

As a female Asian faculty who has taught in major teacher training Institutes, I would like to share some of
the unique challenges for preparing future teachers (per-service teachers) the past 16 years.

Challenge no. 1: Most pre-service teachers are young female white adults. Many of them do not have
experiences in working with Asian faculty. For example, a typical K-12 school in San Jose, California, has
mainly white teachers/administrators; in many cases, 100% white teachers/administrators while many of
their students are from a diverse cultural background. Sometimes, a school student body is from 72 different
language and cultural background.
Challenge no. 2: Most teacher preparation institute has mainly white faculty. For example, in the College of
Education at San Jose State University which graduate, on the average, 600 credential teachers annually, has
about 110 full time faculty. Out of the 110 full time faculty, only 6 are Asian faculty (Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean).

Challenge no. 3: Most Asian female faculty are "foreign born' . The fact that we are different can offer
unique perspectives to our students and colleagues. However, sometimes, our background and cultural
differences can be barriers as well. For example, the accent issue. Some students and faculty complain that
Asian faculty have heavy accent. However, they rarely complain the European Born faculty who has heavy
European accent. Many times, they found European accent charming, while Asian accent distracting.

Challenge no. 4: The field of educational technology generally does not pay attention to solutions and
strategies in designing instruction for audience from diverse cultural background. For example, in 1999
AECT convention, there were only two presentations in the entire conference program addressed the issue of
designing for international and diverse cultural audience. As one of the popular instructional media World
Wide Web and distance learning is gaining more attention, we as instructional designers/faculty should pay
more attention to the international audience.

My goal is to prepare technologically competent teacher candidates that are also culturally sensitive to work
with diverse student population. With this goal in mind, I like to recommend:
I. Increase the represemtation of diverse student body in the field of educational technology both
within the United States and outside of the United States.
2. Recruit more faculty of color. Therefore, students will have opportunity to work with both
faculty and students from different cultural background.
Look beyond the "accent" issue. The point that I am trying to make is that more of the main
3.
stream Americans have no trouble "comprehend" accented English. They just do not like the
way it "sound". In addition, people who speak with an accent are capable of speaking more
than one language and be able to function effectively in another culture. Why not take their
unique experience and learn how to design instruction for an international audience?
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4.

Encourage more educational technologists to research the cultural issues in designing
instruction such as in the area of World Wide Web and distance learning.

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on Faculty Development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
The use of instructional media in the classroom has long been identified as a "fourth revolution" in education
(Ashby, 1967). It has the potential to reshape the role of the instructor from a knowledge conveyer to a
guide and coach, while students take a more active role in the learning process. No longer are the textbook

and instructor the sources of all knowledge; instead, the faculty member becomes the director of the
knowledge-access process (Heinich 1996 et al,). Instructional technology refers not only the actual use of
technological tools it also stresses the importance of the process of developing overall goals and strategies
for enhancing teaching and learning. At its best, technology-based learning can help teachers support a
wider range of learning styles, facilitate active learning in the classroom, use faculty time and expertise more
effectively, and familiarize students with technology that will be vital for their futures in the world of work.

In our experience, university faculty are both greatly excited and daunted by the promise and power of
teaching technologies. Our students have grown up in a "high technology" environment and are well adept
at the use of TV, videotape, computers, and the Internet as information exchange tools. Many faculty, on the
other hand, struggle to learn new technologies and to see how they might be useful to them as teachers (Shih
& Sorcinelli, 2000). . The higher education is encountering the new trends of the changing student body,
teaching practices, and the new roles and identities of faculty in universities. It is imperative, therefore, to
remains a holistic view while helping faculty develop their technological skills with an understanding of the
educational values and systems where the teaching and learning take places.

The perspectives from a foreign born female faculty developer, whose first 20 years of educational training
differs massively from the majority of US university faculty on educational technology, reflect not only a
personal challenge, they also underscore the important tasks of any faculty develop who serves as the chang
agent in helping the transformation of teaching practice with instructional technology. These tasks include,

first, effectively represent the instructional technology to faculty to help them see the integration of
technology involves more than physical setup and technical support; it requires some curricular
modifications and instructional strategy shifts; second, take in the cultural and educational differences in
educational systems to design the strategies in energizing faculty and inspiring them trying innovative ways
of teaching, and made them conscious about their purposes in the classroom; third, establish credibility and
earn trust of the faculty to represent effectively the benefits of using technologies for teaching and learning;
forth, remain alert and sensitive to the campus culture to help enhance the collegiality on campus, and
maintain a supporting network of "exemplars" who would be eager to take risks and become "mentors" to
colleagues who express interest in instructional technologies. Of most importance task as an Asian, female
developer working for rising faculty technological skills is to help faculty recognize the diversity in college
classroom, to make them conscious of the various student learning styles, ages, genders, race and ethnicity,
and digital have' s and have-not' s issues in classroom. Effectively carry out these tasks is the means to the
ends to help best researchers use and understand the instructional technologies to become a better and
effective teacher in the 21" century.
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Need of the ICT(Information & Communication Technology) based education
has been emphasized and importance of educational software is being
recognized, but it is not being utilized effectively. To solve this problem, we
surveyed present conditions, recognition, and obstructive factors of educational
software utilization for teachers of elementary schools, junior high schools, and

high schools, and school inspectors who use educational software in their
schools by questionnaire and interview. On the basis of the surveyed matters, we

suggested a plan to utilize educational software effectively in the teacher,
educational software, support system, and environment side.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The key target of the educational informationalization business in Korea is to improve methods and quality
of teaching and learning by using various educational software. For this, total 3,400 educational software
have been developed and distributed in Korea from 1985 to 1998, and software purchase expenses of 1
million won per school have been supported from 1998 to use software developed by private hands.

Although lots of software are being distributed to each school like this, rate of teachers who have used
educational software is lower than expected and schools continuously appeal lack of educational software.
But definite and objective factors of why educational software is not used properly have not been found.

Therefore, a realistic and practical plan for effective educational software utilization should be prepared for
teachers in their schools by finding problems and actual conditions based on development, distribution, and
utilization of present software and gathering opinions of demanders and suppliers of educational software.

1.2 Content and Methodology
This study surveyed the followings by questionnaire and interview[1].

First, Present conditions of educational software utilization. Second, Recognition of educational software
utilization. Third, Obstructive factors to educational software utilization.
The subjects of questionnaire were 1568 teachers of 128 schools(8 schools of each two elementary school,
junior high school, academic high school, and vocational high school under the Education Administrations
of national 16 cities/provinces were selected). Especially, for the above Third matter, interview was added
for school inspectors in charge of educational informationalization, chiefs of the information department and
teachers in charge of the task in the 9 Education Administrations.

2 Concept and Category of Educational Software
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The educational software may be wholly utilized in the education and educational support field.
Jeong Taek-hee et al. define educational software as 'data or program that are directly inputted to a teachinglearning course and mediate interaction between teachers and learners to achieve the educational objece[2].

This study focused on data or educational software made for teaching-learning and set the concept of
educational software as "software with teaching-learning purposes of a diskette, CD-ROM, and web type,
containing educational matters made with each kind of authoring tools or programming languages". Also,
presentation and digital encyclopedia type, which are being used a lot in the field, are included in it.

3 Analysis of Educational Software Utilization
The questionnaires were recalled from 84 schools among 128 schools which received them and the recall
rate was about 65.6%. But among them, 6 schools respond unfaithfully, so questionnaires for just 78 schools
were handled, the response rate was about 56.7% consequently.

3.1 Present Conditions of Educational Software Utilization
As a result of questionnaire, it was surveyed that 67.8% of respondents have used educational software
during the class. But it is just 1 time use and most teachers responded that they did not utilize it now.
Enough

Over 70%

Over 50%

Under 50%

Under 30%

Almost not utilizing

No response

Total

34(4.6)

32(4.3)

66(9.0)

0(0)

65(8.8)

471(63.9)

69(9.4)

737(100)

<Table 3-1> Degree of educational software utilization

The results of surveying reasons for not utilizing(for intending not to utilize) educational software are as
<Table 3-2>.
Place

Reason for not utilizing

1

There is no proper educational software.

2

It is not suitable for curricular characteristics.

3

It is thought that there is no special need.

<Table 3-2> Reasons for not utilizing educational software

3.2 Will of Utilization of Educational Software
It was found that respondents who responded that they had a plan to utilize educational software were far
more than respondents who had responded that the had not to the question, "Will you use educational
software in future?". So it shows that the will of teachers to utilize educational software was significantly
high.
Yes

No

No response

Total

453(61.5)

61(8.3)

223(30.2)

737(100)

<Table 3-3> Will you utilize educational software in future?
The reasons for having a plan for software utilization are first, increase of educational efficiency, and second,
improvement of teaching quality, and other responses were attraction of students' interests, improvement of a
visual effect, and playing a role of a teaching helper.

3.3 Obstructive Factors to Educational Software Utilization
The fact that there is a will to utilize educational software but it is not utilized involves many suggestions.
This study considered it as an obstructive factor to educational software utilization and surveyed it by

interview. The reason for using interview instead of questionnaire was for consideration of the field
conditions which cannot be expected by questioners.
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3.3.1 Hardware
(1) Inadequacy of Hardware Environment: To utilize educational software, specifications of hardware should
be good. A student has a computer as the level of a computer per 15.8 students including from 286 grade
to pentium grade and as the level of a computer per 19.1 students in case of efficient over pentium grade
for utilization in Korea. This can be sufficient basis to raise consistent voice for field teachers, 'hardware
environment is inferior'.
(2) Inferior Maintenance System: Computer produces various maintenance conditions such as from software

error to exchange of computer mainframe. But present condition is that teachers are not sufficient to
decide correctly and cope with these conditions.

3.3.2 Educational Software
(1) Lack of Utilization Capability of Educational Software in a Class: There were many opinions that they
fall in utilization as an intention of educational software developer is not the same as the intention of
teacher in a class. And, it was appeared that it is difficult for the software to connect with curriculum as
reconstructing of educational software is difficult.
(2) Lacked Information about Educational Software: When teacher wishes to utilize educational software in
a class, information to guide him are so insufficient. This functions as a factor to refuse the utilization of
educational software by teacher as well as work excess of teacher.

3.3.3 Teacher
(1) Lack of Utilization Ability and Absence of Practical In-service Training: To utilize educational software
effectively, teacher must have the ability to connect the contents of educational software with instruction
contents. In-service training can be an appropriate method to improve this ability. But In-service training
executed now includes mainly learning of fundamental ICT or development of educational software rather
than utilization of educational software.
(2) Lack of a Study Time of Teaching Materials: To apply the educational software on a class in the school
field, teacher must confirm the hardware environment, understand the contents and type of educational
software by checking, and has an ability to reconstruct the contents of class. He must check various things
himself as there are no sufficient existing information for utilization and there is nearly no place to ask.
However, it was appeared that teacher did not utilize educational software as his task is so much for these
works.

4 Utilization Plan of Educational Software
We examined recognition of teachers, actual condition of utilization, and obstructive factor about
educational software as mentioned above. In this study, we will prepare a plan to settle obstructive factors
educational software effectively and practically on the basis of this.

4.1 Hardware
We will suggest the plan for hardware as the consideration of 2 conditions such as exchange of the existing
old computer and new installation. And other various conditions must be considered for current educational
software. In consideration of these condition, gradual plans of the following 3 steps are necessary.
First, basic utilization must be induced by distributing multimedia PCs in classroom primarily. Second,
multimedia room must be installed by each school with the first step together. It is because that multimedia
room can be utilized for storage of educational software, role of file server, and development of educational

software. Third, installed hardware is required to maintain certainly and to reinstall. To ensure the
continuous maintenance and reinstallment for hardware can give sense of stability to the school and extend
efficient utilization of educational software.

4.2 Educational Software
To utilize educational software efficiently, most of all, educational software with good quality must be
developed and distributed in the school field. In addition to the development of educational software with
good quality, P.R. about developed educational software is necessary urgently. We suggest plans in
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consideration of these conditions as follows.

First, DB on the development educational software must be provided by the level of Ministry of Education.

DB must arrange and construct contents to be a standard of selection such as subject, type, and
characteristics about each educational software when teachers wish to utilize educational software. Second,
educational software must be manufactured with easy type for utilization in a class and its development
breaks from the form of collection. And it must be manufactured as a form with easy change of structure
according to the class intention of teacher. Third, educational software must receive financial support to
evaluate the quality of educational software, which is developed by a private enterprise, and to purchase and
use it if it is excellent educational software.

4.3 Teacher
First, in-service training about practice of educational software must be performed. In U.S., State of
California performs a in-service training to raise practicable ability educationally in the second step, the
level of teaching, of teacher training course[3]. In Korea, the school field also indicates problems of the
existing training and requires the training of this level. To supplement problems of the existing training and
change it for practical training, first, what part is considered to be the most difficult for teachers must be
examined when they intended to use the educational software. And we must analyze hardware problems and
software problems met in running educational software and must perform a training about countermeasures
against these error conditions to teachers. Especially, we must improve the ability of educational software
selection as we let them evaluate educational software and let them apply it on a class during in-service
training course.

Second, we must give study time of teaching materials to teacher for utilizing educational software as
aiming at efficiency of work by arranging school management and administrative structure. And on the basis
of studied contents, we must make a mood to study teaching materials for teacher by giving advantages such
as allowance and promotion marks to teacher who carries out developmental class.

4.4 School Support System
In our country now, policies applied on education are made by policy investigators after examination of
various facts and then are instructed collectively. To be sure, they provide results of study to the other school
by study exemplary school, but practical results of study are not gained due to the lack of source of revenues
and manpower. It is also applied in suggesting efficient settlement plan about educational software. To settle
these problems, the study composed by following 4 steps must be performed continuously.
First, investigate facts indicated as problems in the school field concentratedly. Second, understand practical
problems by analyzing investigated contents. Third, prepare settlement plans for practical problems. Fourth,
apply this on the system.

4.5 Reorganization of Curriculum
Great vast digitalized data are being produced due to the development of ICT and the acquisition is possible
easily. If students want and try, they can utilize base environment, which has already been prepared, to be
able to acquire great information than teachers. Under these environments, it is required to learn method and

experience to produce valuable information by utilizing knowledge than committing to memory of
knowledge simply. This shows that it is required to reconsider what we teach in the school field. But as
current curriculum is knowledge-centered curriculum and ICT is accessed with only simple support level for
progress of class, difficulties of teachers have been added a load. Therefore, to aim at efficiency of practical
education, curriculum must be reorganized for integrating ICT into education. This means that ICT must not
play only a supporting role of education but be a base of education[4].

5 Conclusion
As modern society became informationalization society and knowledge based society, the amount of
information increases rapidly and its life is short. Students must live in these society conditions and school
must grow society adaptability of students. Currently computer is discussed on the same level of reading,
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writing, speaking. In these flow, the importance of educational software has increased. Utilization of
educational software enables not only to progress efficient class but also to extend ICT applicable ability of
students. But the utilization of educational software is greatly lower than necessity of educational software.
To settle this problem, it is required of curriculum and teaching method met with information society and
ICT must be not supporting means of education but a base of education. And, first of all, an important thing
is field teachers. Systematic support is required to utilize educational software for field teachers and effort of
teacher itself is required.
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1 Introduction
The education reform is one of the main issues in Taiwan. It provides an opportunity for the universities to
open a teacher education program. In teacher education program, it emphasis on pre-servise, internship, and
in- service teacher training. Therefore, the lifelong learning and teacher professional development become
very important for teachers. In, addition, the Department of education in Taiwan listed the lifelong learning
as one of the main objectives since 1986. The government also declared the year of 1997 as the lifelong

learning year (Yang, 1996). Hence, the result of this study, the TPD web site, is to enrich the lifelong
learning environment for teachers to improve their professional knowledge.

Today is an age of information. The computer and Internet are changing our daily life.

These new
communication technologies will replace the traditional communication technologies (Hsu & Hsu, 1998).
The traditional computer education emphasized the tutoring function. Although the CAI provides the
learner control and independent study, it is lack of the opportunity to the students to explore their learning
and to experience the discovering the results. On the other hand, the Internet connects all computers and
all the information to be a big information sharing system. Moreover, people who are using Internet in
education can learn the lesson in anytime at anyplace with any kind of computer system. The Internet
changes the learning style from the physical, aerial, closed system into a virtual, long-distant, and opened
learning environment. The resoult of this study is a teacher professional development website system.
There is information for the pre-education students, for the interns, and for the in-servise teachers.
One of he main characters in the information society is changing quickly. Teachers are asked to improve
their teaching knowledge and skills while they are studying in the teacher education program, or practicing
their teaching skill in the internship training, or attending workshop in their daily teaching job. The process
of the teacher professional development begins from the pre-servise education, and then into the internship
education, and finally the education for the in-servise teachers(chang & Hsu, 1996). In the pre-servise
education, students start to study a set of the education professional knowledge, and start to form their
attitute, education vision, and education commitment in order to develop the special characters of the
educator for these students (Jaoun, 1984). The teacher education program contains the teaching theory-based
courses, the teaching method-based courses, and the teaching internship-based courses (Yang, 2000).
During the teaching internship program, the students learn with the in-servise teacher and the professor.
The students get into the school system to learn all kinds of the knowledge and skills in school based
environment (chen, 1995). For the in-servise teachers, though, they are accumilating lots of teachiing
experence, they need to reflash their teaching knowledge and skills (Lee, 1996). Therefore, for those
in-servise teacher with different kinds of teaching needs, the education program should consider the teachers

needs and encourage them to work togather to help each other in order to meet their teaching needs
(Moursuond, Bielefeldt & Underwood, 1997). Hence, this study is based on the theory of the teacher
professional development to development a virtural communication environment for teachers in order to
achieve the goal of the teacher professional development.

The TPD web site will provide the information for all kinds of teachers. There are two purposes of this
study. One of the puropose of this study is to enrich the literature of the teacher professional development.

The other purpose of this paper is to build up a network-learning environment for those who are in
pre-teacher program, internship, and on job training to improve their professional ability.
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2 Conclusions
The result of this study is to build up a teacher professional development web
site(http://www.tep.tku.edu.tw/3ic). It contains pre-servise education program courses, the information for

the internship teachers, and the lifelong infromatioin for the in-servise teachers. There is a virtural
classroom to provide the teaching manegement function to teachers. In addition, it contains the
communiction function to various of teachers by using disscussion groups or BBS. The function of the
questionnare is to provide a tool for action research. When teachers use this function to create the
questionnare and send it by e-mail or web, the system will collect and analysis the data.

This study is based on the theory of the teacher professional development to develop a web site.

The result

of this study is not only to build up a teacher professional development web site but also to enrich the
literature of the co-operative learning model. By developing this virtural lifelong learning web system, the
future studies on the co-operation between different kinds of teachers are needed.
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The Learning Object Meta-data (LOM) is an emerging standard for annotation
of educational entities (digital or nondigital) that are relevant to technologysupported learning. The annotations describe educational, legal, and technical
characteristics of these resources. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards
Committee sponsors development of this standard. In this paper we describe an
application of the LOM to the construction of a database of resources available
to schools in Hawai'i, and report on both successes and issues encountered.
Recommendations are made concerning modifications to the LOM and adoption
of the LOM by others working in primary and secondary school contexts.
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1 Introduction
Internet technology for learning, including web-based resources, networked groupware and remote sensing
have the potential to bring teachers and students together with a greater diversity and quantity of human,
natural and technological resources than was previously possible. Educators and students can now access an
enormous variety of web-based expository materials, images, activity plans, simulations, etc., and interact
with people from many walks of life over the Internet. Already pressed for time, how will educators sort

through this cornucopia of information and misinformation and find the resources appropriate for the
educational needs of their students? Clearly, in order to leverage the great potential of this de-facto
worldwide digital library, educators will need help. This paper is concerned with one form of help: databases
of meta-data or information that describes the relevant characteristics of educational resources sometimes
called learning objects. Properly constructed meta-data databases that have interfaces designed to match
educator's perspectives should enable them to find relevant learning objects more quickly.

There are two other factors that also motivate this work. In the United States, there is currently a strong
emphasis on systemic reform in public school education at the primary and secondary school levels. Being
systemic, this movement is encouraging and compelling a greater diversity of stakeholders to collaborate in

their mutual interest in supporting achievement of high standards in the schools. For example, the
Educational System Reform (http://www.ehr.nsf.gov/EHR/ESR/) division of the US National Science
Foundation requires that proposals for funding show evidence of significant collaborations between schools,

universities and colleges, business and industry, and other conity members in genuine support of
sustainable reform (i.e., reform that continues beyond the funded period). As a result, organizations and
individuals who have not previously worked together need to become aware of the resources they offer to
each other. Hence databases of resources that are tailored for particular locations are needed. The present
work is one example of such a database.

A third motivating factor is economic. The cost of building educational materials, particularly technologysupported materials such as software, is high. All too often, persons and groups who are intellectually
prepared to develop innovative new approaches to the application of technology to education spend most of
their time rebuilding basic functionality. Recent interest in educational object repositories and educational
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technology standards is motivated in large part by the desire to be able to find and reuse the work of others.
Standards are being developed to describe learning objects [5] and to facilitate the interoperability of these
objects once they are found [3]. This work is concerned primarily with standards for describing learning
objects so that they may be found. Software interoperability has been addressed elsewhere (e.g., [2, 6]).

Standards for describing learning objects also address economic issues surrounding resource databases
because databases are expensive to build. Rather than replicate existing meta-data, it is preferable to access
existing meta-data repositories. However, this requires standard forms for meta-data.
In summary, these forces require educators and their partners to be aware of the diversity of resources that
are potentially available to them and to understand the significance or potential utility of these resources
with respect to educational objectives. Resource databases should adequately describe a diverse variety of

resources yet relate them all to common educational objectives, describe the resources in terms
understandable to educators, and interoperate with other major repositories. In this paper we report on our
first efforts to design such a resource database to meet these needs within the State of Hawaii as part of a
systemic initiative known as Hawai'i Networked Learning Communities. Specifically we report on our use
of an emerging standard, the Learning Object Meta-data (LOM). The paper provides a brief introduction to
the LOM, describes its application to HNLC, and discusses limitations and extensions to the LOM that were
required. Finally, readers are provided with information on how to participate in the development of the
LOM.

2 Background
2.1 Learning Object Meta-data
Meta-data, simply defined, is data about data [4, 7]. Meta-data defines the characteristics of other data so
that it may be interpreted and used intelligently. In this sense meta-data enables us to use data as information.
The phrase learning object is used to inclusively denote a wide variety of entities used to support learning,
including but not limited to digital resources such as software, multimedia, or hypertext, and nondigital
resources such as courses of study, professional development programs, or persons who have volunteered to
serve as mentors. Assembling these concepts, we come to learning object meta-data, which is somewhat of
a misnomer in that the meta-data is not only describing data, but also other entities that are not data (such as
persons). Yet the term "meta-data" is already in wide use for this purpose, so will be used herein.

2.2 Technical Standards
A technical standard is a specification of shared terms, interfaces, representations, practices, etc. If an
artifact (such as computer or networking hardware, a software program, or data representations) is

constructed to be compliant with a technical standard, then that standard ensures that multiple stakeholders
will be able to interpret or interface with that artifact without needing to ask for help from the creator of the
artifact. That is, a standard helps ensure interoperability and reuse. A standard is expressed in a document
that sets forth the scope and purpose of the standard and the mandatory conditions for compliance. The
existence of a standard, e.g., for learning technologies, does not mean that everyone is expected to comply
with the standard. It only sets forth the conditions for those who elect to claim compliance with the standard.

2.3 The IEEE LTSC Learning Object Meta-data
The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, http: / /www.ieee.org/) is an international
organization for engineers of electrical and information technologies. IEEE has a well-defined standards
development process administered by its Standards Activity Board (http://www.computer.org/standards/).
The Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC), which was founded in 1996 by a group of
academic, government, and industry representatives (including the author), chose to use the IEEE standards
process for this reason. The LTSC sponsors several learning technology related standards efforts, at various
levels of maturity ranging from speculative to approaching balloting. The Learning Object Meta-data draft
standard [1] (also known by its IEEE identifier as 1484.12) is arguably the most mature of the LTSC draft
standards. According to a recently circulated revision to the Project Authorization Request, "The purpose of

this standard is to facilitate search, evaluation, acquisition, and use of learning objects, for instance by
learners or instructors. The purpose is also to facilitate the sharing and exchange of learning objects, by
enabling the development of catalogs and inventories, taking into account the diversity of cultural and
lingual contexts in which the learning objects and their meta-data will be exploited."
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The LOM standard is meant to provide a semantic model for describing properties of the learning objects
themselves, rather than detailing ways in which these learning objects may be used to support learning. The
LOM indicates the legal values and informal semantics of the meta-data elements, their dependencies on
each other, and how they are composed into a larger structure. It is intended to be extended, and in fact a
structure has been provided specifically for the purpose. The LOM is agnostic concerning bindings or
implementations of meta-data in particular representations or notations, such as XML. (At this writing, a
study group is exploring a separate XML binding specification.) No particular representation or
implementation is specified or implied by the LOM. Systems that are LOM compliant may present users
with any interface they wish and store the meta-data however they wish. The LOM specifies only the
semantics of the meta-data in order to enable meaningful interchange of meta-data between systems.
An outline of the LOM meta-data elements as of draft 4.1 [1] is provided in Table 1. In this table, nesting

indicates a compositional relationship. For example (adopting notation commonly used in the LOM
committee), a single 1.3:Catalog.Entry consists of a 1.3.1:Catalogue and an 1.3.2:Entry; while a
9:Classification consists of several types of sub-elements, some of which themselves also have internal
structure. Much important information has been left out of this table for space considerations. For example,
some data elements may take on multiple values which may be ordered or unordered, and some must be
taken from restricted vocabularies or reference other standards for their values.
Table 1 Outline of Learning Object Meta-data Elements
1

General
1.1 Identifier

1.2 Title

2

1.3 Catalog Entry
1.3.1
Catalogue
1.3.2
Entry
1.4 Language
1.5 Description
1.6 Keywords
1.7 Coverage
1.8 Structure
1.9 Aggregation Level
Life Cycle

2.1 Version
2.2 Status
2:3 Contribute
2.3.1

2.3.2
2.3.3
3

5

5.10 Description
5.1 1Language
6

Role
Entity
Date

Meta Meta-data

7

3.1 Identifier

3.2 Catalog Entry
3.2.1
3.2.2

4.5 Installation Remarks
4.6 Other Platform Requirements
4.7 Duration
Educational
5.1 Interactivity Type
5.2 Learning Resource Type
5.3 Interactivity Level
5.4 Semantic Density
5.5 Intended end user role
5.6 Context
5.7 Typical Age Range
5.8 Difficulty
5.9 Typical Learning Time

Catalogue
Entry

Rights
6.1 Cost
6.2 Copyright and Other Restrictions
6.3 Description
Relation
7.1 Kind
7.2 Resource
7.2.1
Identifier
7.2.2
7.2.3

3.3 Contribute
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3

4

Role
Entity
Date

3.4 Meta-data Scheme
3.5 Language
Technical
4.1 Format

4.2 Size
4.3 Location
4.4 Requirements
4.4.1

4.4.2
4.4.3
4.4.4

Type
Name
Minimum Version
Maximum Version

8

9

Description.
Catalog Entry

Annotation
8.1 Person
8.2 Date
8.3 Description
Classification
9.1 Purpose
9.2 Taxon Path
9.2.1
Source
9.2.2
Taxon
Id
9.2.2.1
Entry
9.2.2.2
9.3 Description
9.4 Keywords
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Brief descriptions of the major element categories follow. 1:General provides information such as title, a
brief textual description, and keywords. 2:Life.Cycle describes the development and current state of the
resource. 3:Metameta.Data describes the meta-data itself, e.g., who entered or validated this meta-data
instance and what language it is written in. 4: Technical provides information on media type, size, software
requirements, etc. for those learning objects to which these attributes apply. 5:Educational is intended to
provide basic information about the pedagogical characteristics of the resource. This category includes some
of the most controversial elements, to be discussed further below. 6:Rights describes the conditions under
which one may acquire and use the learning object. 7:Relation is intended to describe the learning object in
relation to other learning objects. At this writing there is a controversy concerning whether this may be used

to control sequencing of a collection of learning objects, or whether that should be deferred to other
standards being developed for the purpose. 8:Annotation allows for the accumulation of comments by
persons who have used or are otherwise evaluating the learning object. 9:Classification provides a means of
extending the LOM to meet specialized needs. 9:Classification comes in the form of a generic structure for

classifying the learning object in one or more taxonomic systems external to the LOM. Most of our
extensions used 9:Classification.

3 HNLC Resource Database
The remainder of this paper describes our first prototype design and implementation of a learning object
resource database, specifically focusing on the use of the LOM as a guiding framework for the design, and
on ways in which extensions to the LOM were required. I briefly describe the initiative that this database
was intended to serve before discussing the application of the LOM itself.

3.1 Hawai'i Networked Learning Communities
The Hawai'i Networked Learning Communities (HNLC, http://lilt.ics.hawaii.eduihnlc/) initiative is a
partnership between the Hawai'i Department of Education (HDOE), the University of Hawai'i, and many
other stakeholders in the quality of Hawai'i public education, such as business and nonprofit interests.
HNLC's purpose is to prepare all students in Hawai'i's public schools for life and careers in today's world
by enabling them to attain high standards in science, math, engineering and technology (SMET) education.
The HNLC initiative is supporting HDOE in its systemic standards-based reform efforts by leveraging
Hawai'i's rich land, sea, space, and cultural resources. A theme of "global environmental studies, situated
locally" pervades the work. From the standpoint of technology-supported learning, HNLC has three major
thrusts. First, professional development will help educators make better use of technologies as educational
resources in their classrooms. Second, distance collaboration and remote sensing technology will bridge the
distances between small rural schools and the islands' rich resources, enabling virtual access to field sites,
research laboratories or equipment, and, most importantly, peers and mentors of students, teachers and others
involved in the educational process. Third, a web-accessible database will address one of the most frequent
requests encountered during our needs assessment: knowing what resources are available to educators in
Hawai'i. This paper is about the suitability of the LOM for this database.

3.2 Scope of the Database
The database describes resources for public school education ranging from Kindergarten (K) to 12th grade,
also abbreviated as K-12. Standards-based reform is essential to the initiative: hence all resources must be
described with respect to the Hawai'i Content and Performance Standards (http://www.hcps.k12.hi.us/), a
document specifying what should be taught and how students' learning should be assessed. A wide variety
of resources will be described, making this a particularly challenging test implementation of the LOM. For
example, the following resources might be included:
A university program in which Ph. students ha-vc their expenses paid in exchange for mcntoring
teachers for a certain number of hours a month. This can take place over the Internet; ideally, the
teacher's students become involved in field report in support of the Ph.D. thesis.
Nationally recognized curricular resources developed at the University's Curriculum Research and
Development Group (http://www.hawaii.edu/crdg/).
A software program with which students can construct explicit visual models of their evidential
reasoning while participating in investigations (http://lilt.ics.hawaii.edu/belvedere/index.html).
A network of autonomous weather stations and remote controlled cameras, to be placed in the Alaka'i
swamp (one of the rainiest place on Earth) or Volcano National Park, in some cases with the cameras
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trained on individuals of endangered plant species, with radio links to the Internet
(http://www.botany.hawaii.edu/pods/).
A nurse practitioner at a local military hospital who volunteered her time to telementor students on
medical topics.
Ma lama Hawai'i, a new environmental education project started by the famed Polynesian voyager
Nainoa Thompson (http://www.malamahawaii.org/).
Advanced placement courses in computer science and discrete math, offered by our department to high
school students via Hawai'i DOE's Internet-based E-School (http://atr.k12.hi.us/eschool/index.shtml).
The He'eia Ahupua'a, in which researchers and school children collaborate to study the integration of
modern and traditional Hawai'ian land management techniques (Internet collaboration and mentoring is
being planned: http://kauila.k12.hi.ustahupuaa/).
A Community College's research grade 24" telescopes, recently displaced from Haleakala by larger
telescopes and now being installed for Web-accessible use at the CC. The telescopes are still viable for
new asteroid, comet and supernova survey research that can be conducted by high school students over
the web, being supervised by college students and their professional mentors.
Diverse resources for teaching constructed by teachers and made available to others as part of a new
product-oriented approach to professional development credits being implemented by HDOE.

All of these fall within LOM's scope of "any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or
referenced during technology supported learning" (from the original Project Authorization Request,

http://ltsc.ieee.org/par-lo.htm) because we will be using distance collaboration and remote sensing
technology (as well as the database itself) to support learning using these resources. To control the scope of
our work, HNLC will prioritize the description of local resources and interface with other repositories for
nationally available resources (e.g., GEM).

4 HNLC LOM Meta-data
In designing the meta-data for resources such as those listed above, we found it necessary to extend the
LOM. As previously noted, the LOM was designed to be extended. In some cases the predefined LOM
elements were adequate, and in other cases we were able to perform the desired extensions using the LOM
9:Classification facility. However in a few cases it was necessary to extend restricted vocabularies (which is
not normally allowed), and in other cases structural issues arose. In this section I describe the most
significant extensions, including the issues just mentioned.

4.1 Method
Our team consisted of Susan Johnson and Beth Tillinghast (Library and Information Science students),
Laura Girardeau (an Environmental Education graduate), and David Nickles (a Computer Science graduate).

Initially Johnson and Tillinghast wrote informal textual descriptions capturing the important information
about a representative sample of the resources that we wanted to describe. After reviewing these descriptions
I presented the LOM draft 4.1 [1] to the entire team, which required extensive discussions for clarification.
We then went through the textual descriptions and identified LOM elements in which the information
expressed could be captured. Where we failed to find LOM elements for an item of information we extended
the LOM, either by expanding on the vocabulary of an existing element or by creating an entirely new
element under 9:Classification.Where new elements were needed we searched other repositories to find
meta-data that we could use. Several iterations were required to understand the LOM structure well enough
to define our instances of 9:Classification. (It should be noted that end users are not expected to understand
the LOM: the LTSC community expects that suitable interfaces will be developed, and no end user will even
nccd to know that the LOM exists. We were approaching the LOM as information professionals, not end
users.) Then Nickles created a Filemaker implementation of the resulting HNLC-LOM and provided the
others with an interface for building meta-data (Figure 1). Johnson and Tillinghast then created meta-data for
our sample. I then reviewed the result to detect possible misunderstandings and issues. I also compiled a first
draft of issues and recommendations. This draft was shared with the LTSC LOM committee, both via email
and subsequently face to face in an LTSC meeting (Montreal, June 2000). Thanks to their feedback, many
issues were resolved or re-understood as non-issues, and many further clarifications resulted.
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4.2 Vocabularies
The data type of LOM elements may be primitive (e.g., a string), reference other standards (e.g., vCard), or
consist of a controlled vocabulary. In the latter case, the vocabulary may be restricted, meaning that only the
terms listed may be used, or open with recommended practice, meaning that one should attempt to use one
of the terms listed as the recommended practice but may extend this vocabulary if needed. One extends the
vocabulary by using a tuple of form (See_Classification, term). The term is the new term being added to the

vocabulary. One must define an instance of 9:Classification that has the same 9.1:Purpose as the data
element being extended, and define a 9.2:Taxon.Path as needed to indicate where the term falls within the
taxonomic system indicated by 9.2.1:Source. (A taxon path can be thought of as a sequence of taxons, which
begins at the root of a taxonomic hierarchy and works its way down the tree through intermediate nodes to
the leaf node under which the object is being classified.)

For example, suppose one wants to extend 5.2:Learning.Resource.Type with the term "Curriculum" taken
from the Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM) Resource Type vocabulary,
(http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadatallocab_Type.html).
One would place the tuple (See_Classification, "Curriculum") in the 5.2 location, and then construct an
instance of 9:Classification with 9.1:Purpose = Learning.Resource.Type, a single 9.2:Taxon.Path with
9.2.1:Source = "GEM Resource Type," and a single 9.2.2:Taxon with 9.2.2.2: Entry = "Curriculum" (there is
no ID available).
Although this seems much more awkward than simply using the term "Curriculum" in the
5.2:Learning.Resource.Type field, two points should be kept in mind. First, it is a powerful general-purpose

way of extending vocabularies with information about the taxonomic source of the term, and hence its

semantics. If we were to simply add a termto 5.2:Learning.Resource.Type its semantics would be
inaccessible, as there would be no place to record where the term came from. Second, the LOM information
structures are neither specifications of an implementation nor specifications of a user interface:
implementations are free to reorgainze the presentation of information to the user as convenient (e.g., to
present extensions to vocabularies as if they were simply added to the same field in question).
We found several of the LOM vocabularies for 5:Educational to be insufficient for our purposes. In one case,
5.2:Learning Resource Type, the vocabulary was open and the insufficiencies could be addressed via the

extension mechanism just described. However, vocabularies for 5.1:Interactivity.Type (values: Active,
Expositive. Mixed, or Undefined) and 5.5:Intended.End.User.Role (Teacher, Author, Learner, Manager) are
restricted vocabularies, so cannot be extended in this way. We have made the recommendation that these be
changed to open vocabularies until better consensus on an adequate term set can be obtained with the help of
the various communities expected to be using the LOM.

4.3 Structural Issues
In some cases we felt that the vocabulary should be replaced with a structured description. This was actually
the case for 5.1:Interactivity.Type and 5.5:Intended.End.User.Role (see next section), as well as
5.7:Typical.Age.Range. Concerning the latter, K-12 educational resources in the United States are almost
always referenced by grade level rather than age range. Other applications may require other measures.

Anticipating the need for flexibility, we recommended that 5.7:Typical.Age.Range be changed to a
structured element with 5.7.1 Measure (e.g., "Chronological Age," "GEM Grade," etc.) and 5.7.2:Value (e.g.,
"12," "7-8," etc.).

More problematic are ways in which the value of one element depends on another. We noted that
5.9:Typical.Learning.Time depends on 5.7:Typical.Age.Range, for example, a textbook might be described
as suitable for a fast paced graduate course or a two-semester undergraduate sequence. Erik Duval later

pointed out that this applies to 5.4:Semantic.Density and 5.8:Difficulty as well. Hence I recommended
reorganizing these elements in a manner such as the following:
5.x Challenge Level, consisting of one or more 4-tuples:
5.x.1 Educational Level (formerly 5.7), consisting of one or more pairs:
5.x.1.1 Measure (e.g., Age, US Grade, ...)
5.x.1.2 Value (e.g., 7-8)
5.x.2 Semantic Density (formerly 5.4)
5.x.3 Difficulty (formerly 5.8)
5.x.4 Learning Time (formerly 5.9)
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Then one
could create
multiple instances of 5.x:
Challenge.Level, with the

values of 5.x.2 through 5.x.4
being dependent on the value
of 5.x.1:Educational.Level. It
is

possible
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Figure 1. Prototype HNLC Resource Database: a Discipline classification

4.4 Our Extensions to the LOM
The following extensions were made using 9:Classification.

4.4.1 Audience
This extension
effectively replaces 5.5:Intended.End.User.Role with the GEM Audience
(http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadatallocab_Audience.html), a two-part classification consisting

of ToolFor (who uses the tool) and Beneficiary (who benefits). For example, a professional development
resource that helps teachers handle learning disabled children in their classes is for the teacher but benefits
the particular population of learning disabled students. We would prefer that 5.5: Intended.User.Role be
modified to be composed of 5.5.1:Tool.For and 5.5.2:Beneficiary.

4.4.2 Community Involvement

This extension describes how a resource interacts with various stakeholders. We are designing this
classification ourselves. We are considering a two-part classification: One for the community entity involved,
and the other for the type of involvement.

4.4.3 Discipline

This extension describes the subject matter area covered by the resource. There is presently no LOM field
that does this (other than possibly 1.7:Coverage, which has limitations beyond the scope of this paper). We
are using the GEM Subject. This is a two-level classification system, requiring a two-step Taxon Path, for
example Science/ Astronomy. We found it necessary to add two first-level classifications to the GEM
Subject: Technology and Culture. An example using these subjects is shown in Figure 1, a partial screen

dump of our Filemaker prototype implementation. We also needed a way to indicate cross-curricular
integration. For this we again elected to modify the GEM taxonomy by allowing any major level Subject
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header to be listed as a minor header under the subject with which it is integrated. For example,
Science/Mathematics would indicate that the resource integrates Mathematics into Science (since
Mathematics is normally a Major taxon). For the GEM Subject controlled vocabulary see
http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadata/Vocab Subj ect. html .

4.4.4 Educational Level
This extension augments LOM 5.7:Typical.Age.Range, and is structured as described in the previous section.

4.4.5 Educational Objectives
This extension addresses content and performance standards. It is distinct from Discipline because it is more
specific: it aligns the resource with the particular standards that the resource is intended to help achieve.
Examples of national (US) content and performance Standards include America's Choice
(http://www.ncee.org/ac/intro.html); NCTM standards for mathematics (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, http://nctm.org/standards/); the NSES for science (National Science Education Standards,
http://www.nap.edu/readingroorn/books/nses/html/), and the National Educational Technology Standards

(NETS http://cnets.iste.org/). An example of a state standard is the Hawai'i Content and Performance
Standards (http://www.hcps.k12.hi.us/).

4.4.6 Pedagogy
This extension addresses the severe deficiency of the LOM's 5.1:Interactivity.Type, a closed vocabulary of
{active, expositive, mixed, undefined }. We have recommended that the vocabulary for 5.1 be reopened.

However our version provides an even richer description of interactivity, using the GEM Pedagogy
vocabulary
This
vocabulary.
controlled
(http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadatallocab_Pedagogy.html) has three facets: Teaching Methods
(GEM provides a large vocabulary), Grouping (individual, small group, large group, etc.), and Assessment
(which is sometimes integrated into the pedagogy).

5 Conclusion
Internet technology for learning, including groupware and remote sensing, have the potential to bring
teachers and students together with a greater diversity of human, natural and technological resources than
was previously possible. Additionally, the current emphasis on systemic reform in public school education in
the United States is encouraging and compelling a greater diversity of stakeholders to collaborate in their

mutual interest in supporting achievement of high standards in the schools. These forces require that
educators and their partners be aware of the resources that are potentially available to them and to
understand the significance or potential utility of these resources with respect to educational objectives. The
HNLC Resource Database is being designed to meet such a need in the context of systemic standards-based
reform in the state of Hawai'i. The demands on such a database are high: it should interoperate with other
major repositories, adequately describe a diversity of resources, yet relate them all to common content and

performance standards and generally describe the resources in terms understandable to educators. The
LTSC's Learning Object Meta-data (LOM) is being developed in part to lay the foundations for meeting
such needs. In this paper I described our attempt to use the LOM for the HNLC Resource Database. We
found that it provides a solid foundation in the form of many well thought out data elements as well as a
means for extension. We also found that the LOM does not address all the needs of the HNLC Resource
Database. This cannot be expected as the LOM is being designed to serve a variety of applications in
government and industry as well as public education. We were able to deal with most of the limitations
through the Classification method of extension. However some of these extensions were due to premature
closure of the LOM vocabularies. More problematic were structural dependencies between LOM elements
that are not well captured at present. These issues were illustrated with examples from K-12 education.

The Learning Object Meta-data standard is under active development at this writing. It is hoped that this
paper will help increase awareness within the primary/secondary education sector worldwide of the LOM
standards effort, and encourage your contribution to further development of the standard to be more
appropriate for primary/secondary education needs. Anyone may participate: see http://ltsc.ieee.org/ for
details.
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A Study on the School Information
Technology Pilot Scheme: Possibilities of
Creative and Lifelong Learning
Siu-Cheung KONG*, Wing-Kee AU** and Sai-Wing PUN***
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Hong Kong Institute of Education,
10, Lo Ping Road, Tai Po, N.T.,Hong Kong
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The Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) Government is
promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education for creative and

lifelong learning. A two-year IT-pilot scheme has been launched among 10
primary schools. The first phase of the current study had reported on the planning

and implementation of the schools in the first year of the scheme. This paper
reports findings from the second year. All 10 primary schools are studied by a
case-study approach. This phase aims to investigate the effect of using IT in
learning and teaching. Data were collected via browsing web sites, visits and
interviews. The research results show that some schools are optimizing students'
opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities.
Acquiring a LCD projector in each general classroom is an important part of the

IT infrastructure for promoting the use of IT in schools. All schools are
motivating teachers to use IT to improve the traditional mode of learning and
teaching by developing multimedia - teaching unit. Schools need to develop
teachers' sense of harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning
educational practice through staff development. It is speculated that school policy
plays a crucial role in promoting the paradigm of creative and lifelong learning.

Keywords: IT in education, lifelong learning, school policy

1 Introduction
Within the nine-year compulsory education system in Hong Kong, students have to learn in large groups with
very few choices of school curriculum. Teachers have to teach more or less the same subject knowledge
specified in the formal curriculum and approved textbooks. Chances for learners to keep in contact with the
real life experiences were limited. Cheng [1] points out that this kind of learning from traditional school

experience is an isolated mode of learning. Perelman [2] further argues that such kind of educational
management operated by the government is similar to the socialism planning economy mode of operation. It
can be surmised that curricular contents and instructional methods that are structured and rigid do not really
cater for the needs of learners in the information era. These arguments indicate that the traditional school
education system is seriously "disconnected" from the information society. Contents learnt from school
education can rarely be used in real life. In this context, the Hong Kong Special Administration Region
(HKSAR) government is promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education for creative and
lifelong learning to cope with the rapid changes in contemporary society [3, 4, 5, 6]. A document on the
reform proposals of the education system review of the HKSAR government stated its vision as follow:

Students are the focus of the whole education reform. The basic premise is to enable every individual to
pursue all-round development through lifelong learning.... However, in tandem with changes taking place
in the community, our students' learning needs have also changed. It is essential or our education system,
including its academic structure, content and modalities, to be duly adjusted in response to these changes [6,
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p.4].

A two-year IT-pilot scheme was launched in September 1998 for 10 primary schools and 10 secondary schools.

These pilot primary schools, with the support of US$480 000 from the government, were expected to
experiment with integrating IT in learning and teaching with a resultant change in the paradigm of learning

and teaching which may empower both the learners and the teachers. A study on the planning and
implementation of the first year of the scheme in nine primary pilot schools was conducted by using a
case-study approach and the results were reported [7, 8]. This paper reports the second phase of this study.
During the second-phase study, the research team revisited the schools and aimed at investigating the changes
in the mode of learning and teaching of the pilot schools experienced in the second year of the scheme after the
implementation of the IT infrastructures in the first year of the scheme.
There are various kinds of models, which attempt to conceptualise the integration of technology into learning
and teaching, for example, the Concern-Based Adoption Model (CBAM), the Planning Process Models (PPM)
and the Technology Maturity Model (TMM) [9, 10, 11]. CBAM serve as a diagnostic tool for the technology
integration planning and implementation by studying the stag es of concerns of the planners. CBAM considers
developing items in different stages of the integration plan. It better suits longitudinal research. PPM provides
general guidelines on the planning process that emphasizes on establishing a comprehensive administrative
framework for the technology integration plans and the planning must address the local situation. PPM is
especially designed for setting up a well-organized administrative structure and ensuring the implementation
of the plan. PPM focuses on the study of a particular school. TMM mainly evaluates the depth of integration
of IT with education through observation, such as school planning and implementation of IT in learning and
teaching. It also concerns the daily use of IT in school and studies the effectiveness. TMM is appropriate for
the study of the implementation of IT in education of several schools for identifying favourable factors or
obstacles.

The framework of this study is derived from the guidelines of TMM. Five main items of the model are
selected for detailed study. They are student use, teacher use, curriculum integration, staff development, and
school policy. This research will report on the daily use of IT in learning and teaching and will discuss the
effectiveness of integration. IT in education is developing at its initial stage in Hong Kong. Schools have
limited experiences on integrating IT in education. The experiences of pilot schools can be a useful reference
for most of the schools intending to integrate IT into learning and teaching. The findings of the study will be
important for promoting the use of IT for creative and lifelong learning in Hong Kong.

2 Research Question
The first phase of the study had reported on the planning and implementation issues in the first year of the
scheme. Nine pilot primary schools were studied. This study is the second phase of the research and all 10 IT
pilot primary schools participates. During this phase, the research team re-visited the nine schools and also
visited the one missed in the first phase. The aim of the study is to further investigate the pilot schools' use of
IT and to obtain an in-depth knowledge profile of the schools' integration of IT into the curriculum. The core
research question of the study is to investigate the changes introduced by the use of IT in learning and teaching
with particular reference to the five selected items in the framework of the study [12, 13]. In this regard, two
subsidiary research questions are explored.
How does IT improve the traditional learning and teaching paradigm?
I.
How learning can be enhanced for the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning in the
2.
information era when learners are empowered by IT?

3 Research Methodology
A case-study approach was adopted in this research in order to obtain the in-depth profile of the pilot schools
relating to the implementation of IT in education [14]. Data were collected via browsing school web sites;
school visits and interviews. Table 1 shows the web sites of all pilot primary schools in Hong Kong.
Table 1: Web sites of all pilot primary schools in Hong Kong and number of visitors as at the 16, May 2000
Visitors
URL
Visitors
URL
No counter
http://kws.hkcampus.net/
http://www.buddhist-wingyan-sch.edu No counter

2006

.hk/

http://bwcss.school.net.hk/
http://am.npgps.edu.hk/
http://plkIht.school.net.hk/
http://www.pm.plkhsn.edu.hk/

40200

No counter
72984

28126

http://www.lkw.edu.hk/
http://www.tpomps.edu.hk/
http://www.ychchtps.edu.hk/
http://www.skhsjs.edu.hk/

1951

123453

No counter
No counter

Samples of lessons plans of teachers and students' work were also collected [15]. These data were organised
and interpreted according to the framework of the study. During the school visits, interviews and site visits to

all IT facilities of the schools were conducted. The interviewees included school principals and IT
coordinators. In all, ten school principals or deputy principals and five IT coordinators were interviewed.

4 Results and Discussions
The initial research result of this phase of study shows that schools are struggling for offering opportunities to

students for creative and lifelong learning by different approaches.

This section will report on the

development or changes of the pilot schools observed in the second phase of the study on the five selected
items. They are students' use of IT for learning, teachers' use of IT for teaching, integration of IT in the
curriculum, staff development and school policy.

4.1 Students' Use
All ten pilot schools offered Computer Awareness Programme (CAP). This programme provided software
operation skills and basic IT knowledge to students. Nine schools scheduled these programmes in regular
lessons. One school infused the awareness programme contents in various subjects according to the nature of
the content. For example, spreadsheet was taught in mathematics lessons and word processing and email were
integrated in English lessons. Results of the first-phase study indicated most students in the pilot schools
might access to the computers only once or twice a week in the computer awareness lessons [7, 8]. Students
could use computers before or after school hours, recesses or lunch breaks but students' use was infrequent in
the first phase. There is a change observed during the site visits of the second-phase study. Students had
access freely to the computing and networking facilitates around the environment of some schools. Table 2
shows the location of free access to computing and networking facilities for students in the pilot schools.
Schools with more free access locations for students are put towards the right-hand-side of the table.
Table 2: Location of free access to computing and networking facilities for students in pilot schools
Location of Access School 1 School 2 School 3 School 4 School 5 School 6 School 7 School 8 School 9 School
10

Classroom

Computers
Computer
Classrooms
Library Computers

Corridor Computers

There were computers free to use in the general classrooms, computer classrooms, libraries and the corridors.
According to the figures estimated from the pilot schools, the home computing access rate ranged from 30 to
60 percent. Therefore free access of computing and networking facilities become an important tool to achieve
equity and to promote a school culture of using IT to learn and teach. On average, there were 1.8 computer
classrooms in the ten pilot, schools. Sixty percent of the schools arrange their computer rooms for students'
access besides scheduled classes. Seventy percent of the schools provide 3 to 10 computers in the library for
drop-in access. Half of the schools admitted students to use computers in general classrooms. The number of
classroom computers ranged from 1 to 4. It was interesting to note that some pilot schools even allowed
students to share the only classroom computer with the teachers. All pilot schools allowed students to explore
freely on the World Wide Web (WWW) except some of them used filters to bar access to pornographic sites. It
could be speculated from the site visits that optimising students' free access opportunities might provide a
solid foundation for creative use of the computing and networking capabilities and hence might nourish skills
and processes that could support learning as a lifetime habit [16].
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4.2 Teachers' Use
A teacher may need to deliver curricular contents in the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. A
teacher may serve as a learner' s counsellor, a coach and a facilitator who extends the intelligence of the
students by helping them in the emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning in the information era
[16]. No matter with which paradigm teachers are working, there are chances that learners and teachers need
to share and communicate. The existing class structure as learning group requires support to facilitate such
sharing and communication in the general classroom. There is preparation work for teachers to carry out their
roles using the computing and networking facilities of general classroom.
Three kinds of technical installation modes were reported in the first phase of the study [7, 8]. They are: TV
connection, fixed LCD, and mobile LCD. TV connection needs a TV connector to connect the classroom
computer and the classroom TV for display. TV sets are standard equipments in general classrooms. Fixed
LCD set up requires the setting up of a ceiling-mounted classroom LCD projector for projection but there is no
set up work during routine use. Mobile LCD set up requires the transportation of LCD projector for on-site
setting. Some schools provide des ktop computer in general classroom while the other provide school
notebook computers. Teacher needs to obtain both a projector and a computer to conduct class presentation in
general classroom. Table 3 summarizes the number of schools by mode of projection preparation and by type
of classroom computer.
Table 3: Number of schools by mode of projection preparation and by type of classroom computer
Fixed LCD
Mobile LCD
TV Connection
3
Provide Notebook Computer for Classroom Use
3
I
Provide Classroom Desktop Computer

Type of Classroom Computer

1

1

1

All schools in the pilot scheme provided computing and projection facilities for class use in general
classrooms. Teachers could use the facilities to deliver teaching contents through the projection screens or TV
sets. Teachers could also conduct interactive teaching by retrieving multimedia teaching units from the

Intranet or browsing teaching resources from the Internet. Students could use the facilities to present their
project work to their classmates and teachers.
Results of the first phase study indicated that teachers of the pilot schools used the IT facilities more frequently
in their workplace for those schools installed ceiling-mounted digital projectors in general classrooms [7, 8].
The second-phase of the study confirmed this case and there was a further development of the trend. Although
the cost of setting up a ceiling-mounted LCD projector was expensive, which costed around US$4000 per

projector and set up, it was commented as worth for pro moting the use of IT in learning and teaching.
Teachers showed willingness to use the IT facilities in general classrooms when it was so convenient and easy
to carry out their work by using these facilities in classrooms. Table 4 tabulates the findings of the current
study on the planning, acquiring and existing distribution of LCD projectors of pilot schools.
Table 4: Planning, acquiring and existing distribution of LCD projectors of pilot schools
Distribution of LCD Projectors
a.

Existing Projector per School Hall

Existing Projector per Computer
Classroom
c. Existing Projector per General
Classroom

School School School School School School School School School School
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

I

1

1

I

1

N.A.

1

1

0.25

0.23

0.25

1

1

1

10

b.

0.25

0.25

0.25

1

d Existing TV Connector per General
e.
f.

Classroom
Acquiring Projector per General
Classroom
Planning Projector per General
Classroom

1

Results of the study showed that eighty percent of the pilot schools installed LCD projectors in their school
halls for large group sharing and presentation. All computer classrooms of the pilot schools possessed
ceiling-mounted LCD projectors for instruction and class presentation. Forty percent of the pilot schools set
up ceiling-mounted LCD projector in all general classrooms. The ratio of existing projector per general
classroom was 1. The other six schools had such ratio ranged from 0.23 to 0.25. Two schools resolved the
problem on classroom projection by using TV. However, one of the schools told the research team that
ceiling-mounted projector would soon replace TV display because projector could provide better quality
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display and the school had acquired sufficient funding for the replacement. For the other four schools, one of
them acquired funding for updating the projector per classroom ratio to 1; two of them were planning for the
updating but there was no funding at that moment; and another one of them was designing a rotational plan of
the school timetable so that all classes could use the ceiling-mounted LCD projection for a certain day of the
week. In other words, nearly all schools recognize that ceiling-mounted LCD projection was a necessary tool
for presentation in classroom. This finding indicated that integrating IT into learning and teaching needed the
support of the IT facilities and those issues such as their readiness, convenient to use and reliability must be
addressed.

4.3 Integration of IT in Curriculum
All pilot schools attempted to integrate IT in school curriculum. Data collected from the first phase of the
study indicated that there were three ways of curriculum integration. They were (1) interactive delivery of
multimedia-teaching unit, (2) presentation of digital knowledge object, and (3) active learning. Interactive
delivery of multimedia-teaching unit refers to the use of interactivity and multimedia capability of the
computer to deliver units of curriculum contents. Teachers themselves develop most of the teaching units.
The main aim of this type of integration is to improve the efficiency of teaching. Presentation of digital
knowledge object means teachers present knowledge objects such as pictures, animations, or videos related to
the curriculum to students. The main objective of this type of integration is to offer authentic stimuli
facilitating class discussion. The third type of integration is to organize learners to learn actively when they
are empowered with IT.

teachers and school principals in the pilot schools showed a strong sense of developing
multimedia-teaching unit for improving the traditional classroom learning and teaching activities. The general
phenomenon is that there was a great demand on the multimedia -teaching units but the supply was scarce.
This was the results of the study of the first phase. Data collected from interviews, site visits of classroom,
browsing school websites and Intranets, teaching plans and sample work of students from the second phase of
the study indicated that the three ways of curriculum integration were still dominant but the proportion of the
All

three types of integration had changed and the ways to advocate active learning were extended. Active
learning included not only project-based work but also learn ing-on-demand. Table 5 summarizes the three
types of integration of IT in curriculum. Pilot schools practising project-based work is denoted by a letter "a"
and learning-on-demand by a letter "b" in table 5.
Table 5: Types of Integration of IT in Curriculum
School 2 School 3 School 4 School 5 School 6 School 7 School 8 School 9 School 10
Types of Integration School
1
Multimedia-Teaching
Unit
Digital Knowledge Object

Active Learning

b

b

B

a, b

a, b

a, b

a, b

Results of the current study clearly indicated that developing multimedia - teaching units for improving
traditional classroom teaching was still the dominant type of integration. However, there were some further
developments. One of the pilot schools stated that they had developed all multimedia-teaching units for the
traditional curriculum. This school planned to deliver one-third of the teaching units on its Intranet for
students' self-directed learning. The other nine schools required teachers to participate the development by
producing some teaching units. Most schools required teachers to develop two multimedia - teaching units in
an academic year. One school started to assist teachers to develop web-based learning contents with feedback
instead of developing multimedia-teaching units. Another school revised its plan of developing teaching unit
by requesting teacher to design storyboard and provide digital knowledge objects. The implementation work
would be handed over for commercial software vendors.

The percentage of pilot schools, using the computing and networking capabilities for presentation of digital
knowledge objects, increased from twenty to seventy. There were at least two reasons. Firstly, digital
knowledge objects could be collected relatively more easily than developing multimedia-teaching units.
Presenting digital knowledge object may enhance the effectiveness of teaching. Interview results reflected
that knowledge objects were particularly applicable to subjects like General Studies, Art, Music, Physical
Education and Civil Education. Digital knowledge objects such as pictures, music and videos allow students

to learn by simulation, and learn how to appreciate. They help students to act with sympathy, and may
stimulate discussion and critical thinking.
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The third type of integration increases even more. The ratio of pilot schools, adopting this type of integration,
increased from less than ten percent to seventy percent. These schools encouraged and organized learners to
learn actively with IT. There are two types of activities that advocate learners to learn actively. They were (a)

project-based work, and (b) learning-on-demand. One of the prominent learner-centred activities was to
organize learners to do project-based work. learners empowered by IT could use tools such as the search
engines and presentation software to collect data and present information. This type of integration may
facilitate collaborative learning and can polish lifelong learning skills.

Schools found that a content-rich Intranet can encourage learning-on-demand learning. Teachers discovered
that learners liked to revise those multimedia-teaching units used by teachers. Two schools provided digitised
Educational TV programme on video server or VCD for students' free access. Students could access these
learning resources on demand. During the school visits, it was observed that students began to access schools'
Intranet to retrieve learning resources and teacher' s multimedia teaching units. A variation of
learning-on-demand type of activity is learning-on-demand with feedback. Learning-on-demand with
feedback attracted learners to learn actively by providing immediate feedback. Two of the pilot schools
installed virtual CD towers in their Intranets. Learners could access educational CD-ROMs by connecting to
the school Intranets. These CD-ROM learning materials were attractive to students because feedbacks were
usually provided and learning pace could be adjusted. Another pilot school developed web-based learning
materials with feedback. It was speculated that feedbacks could motivate students to learn.

4.4 Staff Development
Results from the study of pilot schools in the first phase indicated that most schools were organising
school-based training for developing teachers' competencies in using technology for learning and teaching.
School-based staff development solved some problems like tailor-made training for teachers of the teaching
environment. However, school-based staff development also limited the perspective of teachers on the
potential of technology to improve only the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching. This argument is
supported by the fact that all pilot schools regarded developing multimedia-teaching unit as a prominent part
of integrating IT in school curriculum. It was observed that this was still the dominant approach in the second
year of the IT pilot scheme. It could be inferred that most schools were adopting the gift-wrapped approach in
promoting IT in education by adding technology to traditional educational practice [16]. However, the
gift-wrapped approach will limit the development of skills and processes of learner that support learning as a
lifetime habit. Therefore it is critical to conduct staff development by developing teachers' sense of
harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice.

Staff development is the key for cultivating culture of learning and teaching. Therefore, teacher' s
development on IT competency should not just focus on developing teachers' IT ability but should also
provide space to encourage teachers to redesign educational practices for creative and lifelong learning [17].

It is speculated that organizing staff development by visiting schools with best practices on redesigning
educational practice could facilitate cultural shift. This kind of activity may excel the emerging paradigm of
learning and teaching in the information era.

4.5 School Policy
All schools attempted to articulate policies to address is sues derived from implementing IT in education. The
following are the observed common policies of the pilot schools on integrating IT in the school curriculum.

Firstly, organizing CAP for students. Secondly, requiring all teachers to contribute in the development of
multimedia-teaching units. Thirdly, advocating teachers to share the developed teaching-units within the
school. Fourthly, providing computing and networking capabilities in classroom for learning and teaching.
The following are individual policies on integrating IT in the school curriculum advocated by some pilot
schools:
> Optimizing students' opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities of the school.
> Organizing the computer awareness curriculum to synchronize with application for learning subject
curriculum.

> Reinterpreting and reorganizing the traditional school curriculum to cope with the changes introduced by
IT.

> Optimizing students' opportunities to access curriculum learning resources.
> Encouraging teachers to visit schools demonstrating best practices on IT in education.
> Encouraging students empowered by IT to do project-based work.
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It can be speculated from the last three common policies that all pilot schools are working for improving the
traditional learning and teaching practices using the computing and networking capabilities. However, the
individual school policies on integrating IT in curriculum reflect that some pilot schools are attempting to
establish a favorable environment to welcome the emerging paradigm of learning and teaching. Principals
should work with teachers to think and design school policies for such a pursuit.

5 Discussions and Implications
The core research question of the study is to investigate the changes introduced by the using of IT in learning
and teaching. This section will discuss the two subsidiary research questions from the result of the study.

Firstly, what are the observed roles of IT in improving the traditional mode of curriculum instruction?

Secondly, what are the critical factors identified from the study that will enhance learning for the
emerging paradigm of creative and lifelong learning when learners are empowered by IT?

5.1 Improving Traditional Curriculum Instruction
Exploring ways to improve classroom teaching is the main concern of principals and teachers in the pilot
scheme. Joyce and Calhoun [18] studied the effectiveness of teaching mode on students' learning for more
than forty years. Results of their studies indicated that learning should include both the memorization of
factual knowledge and knowledge construction. There is the basic knowledge of the core school curriculum,
such as the fundamental knowledge for learning language and mathematics, which need effective transmission.
There are also parts of the curriculum that involve conceptual understanding, communication skill, problem
solving ability and creativity. Teachers should assist students to learn them by knowledge construction and
assist learners to learn how to learn such ability. Traditional curriculum instruction put efforts to knowledge
transmission. The emerging paradigm draws focus to knowledge construction.
Results of the study indicated that the use of IT could improve traditional curriculum instruction in two ways.

They are interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit and presentation of digital knowledge object.
Teachers of the pilot schools reflect that interactive delivery of teaching contents and presentation of digital
knowledge object can shorten teaching time and may enhance teaching quality. There are three main reasons.
Firstly, context of teaching and scenes of discussion can be displayed in one shoot. Teachers can ask
contextual questions or stimulate students to think immediately with the help of the authentic presentations.
Time can be saved from wordy description of scenarios or spending time on sticking diagrams on boards.
Secondly, adopting multimedia technology and interactivity of computing capability can assist the teaching of
abstract concepts. Interactive teaching contents can be easily replayed for consolidation of concept to be
learnt. Therefore the efficiency and effectiveness of learning and teaching may be attained with the help of
multimedia-teaching units. Thirdly, there are many drill and practice exercises in the traditional paradigm of
learning and teaching. Teachers spend quite a lot of time on validating answers with students. With the help of
the TV sets or LCD projectors, teachers can display answers and check them with students efficiently. Time
for writing answers on board or reading answers aloud can be saved. Time saved from efficient teaching
maybe used for exploring possibilities of learner-centred learning.

5.2 Possibilities of Creative and Lifelong Learning
In responding to the need of every individual to become a lifelong learner, one of the main objectives of the

school IT pilot scheme is to develop students with lifelong learning abilities. "Lifelong learning is a
continuous engagement in acquiring and applying knowledge and skills in the context of self-directed
problems" [16, p.12]. Therefore, learners in the information era are required to work independently, to possess

skills and abilities to learn, to communicate and work collaboratively with workmates, and to work with
self-initiatives.

Results of the study indicates that those pilot schools which advocate active learning such as group project

work and learning-on-demand will favor learners to meet the need of the future society. IT facilities
themselves cannot enhance learning and teaching for the emerging paradigmof creative and lifelong learning.

It depends on how the learner makes use of the IT facilities to either learn independently or work
collaboratively with their workmates. Establishing school policies, such as optimizing students' opportunities

for accessing the computing and networking capabilities, organizing a coherence computer awareness
curriculum to support subject curricular learning, and reducing curriculum content of the traditional formal
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curriculum to cater self-directed work, will increase the possibilities to support learners to learn like a lifelong
learner. For example, using those expensive classroom LCD projectors as content delivery tool or group
project presentation and communication tool will be one of the reliable indicator to illustrate the possibilities
of creative and lifelong learning of our learners.

Therefore, pilot schools desire to contribute in the information era should provide not only a convenient and

reliable IT infrastructure for learners and teachers, but should also develop a content-rich Intranet and
devise appropriate school policy to support and promote lifelong learning. Whether IT facilities can enhance

the paradigm of learning and teaching depends on how learners make use of the facilities to learn
independently or work collaboratively in projects with their workmates. Devising school policy to promote
the emerging paradigm will be a crucial role of principals and teachers. School policy should be formulated
from strategies developed by principah and teachers, who rethink and redesign educational practice for
lifelong learning support.

6 Conclusion
Five main items of the TMM model were selected for detail study in this research. They were the student use,
teacher use, curriculum integration, staff development, and school policy. They formulated the framework of

the study. The initial research results of the study show that some pilot schools are optimizing students'
opportunities for accessing the computing and networking capabilities of the school environment. It is also

speculated that acquiring a LCD projector in each general classroom is an important part of the IT
infrastructure for promoting the use of IT in schools. The convenient use principle for acquiring IT
infrastructure was proposed in the first phase of the study and was re-confirmed by the current study. All
schools are motivating teachers to use IT in order to improve the effectiveness of the traditional mode of
learning and teaching. All schools are developing multimedia-teaching units as one way of integrating IT
with the existing school curriculum. Seventy percent of the schools integrate IT with the curriculum by
selecting digital knowledge objects for presentation. Some schools are struggling for offering opportunities to
students for active learning. It is critical to conduct staff development by developing teachers' sense of

harnessing technology for rethinking and redesigning educational practice. Four common school
policies of using IT to improve the traditional paradigm of learning and teaching are identified. They are
organizing CAP; developing multimedia-teaching unit; sharing the developed teaching-units; and providing
computing and networking capabilities in classroom. A number of individual school policies are identified
from some of the pilot schools for promoting active learning.

Results of the study show thatIT plays two roles to improve the traditional mode of learning and teaching.
They are the interactive delivery of multimedia-teaching unit and the presentation of digital knowledge object.
Time saved from efficient teaching may be used for exploring possibilities of learner-centred learning. Four

factors were identified from the study as critical to enhance learning for the emerging paradigm of
creative and lifelong learning. They are a convenient IT infrastructure, a content-rich Intranet, appropriate
school policy and strategies for lifelong learning support. School policy should be formulated from rethinking
and redesigning current educational practice for lifelong learning support. This study is still in progress.
Further result of the research will be reported after collecting more detail data from the pilot schools.
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Health risks with Computer Use in New
Zealand Schools
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With the increased use of computers, and particularly with the increasing use of
the Internet in schools, health and education professionals have suggested the

need for teachers and students to be ergonomically conscious when using
computers. A project was conducted in 1999 to investigate the extent of
awareness of health risks associated with computer use in schools of principals,
teachers, and administrators of all the primary and secondary schools in Otago
and Southland, New Zealand. Results in this study show that although a high
proportion of the respondents were aware of these issues, few people took any
active preventive measures or participated in any professional development to

reduce these health risks. It is also found that nearly two-third of the school
administrators, more than half of the teachers, and nearly 30% of the principals
in this study had experienced some kind of health problems related to computer

use. Strategies to deal with these issues such as the need for professional
development are also discussed in this paper.

Keywords: Health Risks, Social Implications

1 Introduction
With the increased use of computers, and particularly since the advent of the Internet in schools in recent
years [1], health and education professionals have suggested the need for teachers and students to be
ergonomically conscious when using computers [2,3,4,5]. They are concerned about a number of health risks
involved with computer use which range from discomfort such as eyestrain, wrist and shoulder pain, and
overuse syndrome, to musculoskeletal injuries [6,7]. According to some reports (eg refer [7]), the most

widespread health risk of computer use is eyestrain. One common problem experienced by frequent
computer users is visual fatigue and eyestrain leading to sore and burning eyes, headaches, double vision,
and even to nausea [8]. Computer users need to understand that reading text from a computer screen is
significantly different from reading print-based materials. Unlike print-based materials which reflect light,
the computer monitor (the visual display unit, VDU) is a self-illuminated object. Looking directly at the
computer screen is somewhat like looking into a light source. Less surrounding light may be needed or the
VDU may create discomfort to the eyes [9]. Poorly designed work environments may thus accentuate the
development of Computer Vision Syndrome, defined by the American Optometric Association as "the

complex of eye and vision problems related to near work which are experienced during or related to
computer use" [10]. This is poised as a big problem for children.

Maintaining a good posture is another example of importance if the computer is to be used for an extended
period of time. Poor body posture, as well as poor design of the workstation, may lead to muscle pain,
particularly in the shoulders, neck, lower arms and wrists, which, if not attended to, may develop into what
are commonly called Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI). No doubt ergonomically designed filmiture and
workstation could mitigate some of the 'at risk' postures when teachers and students using computers [6,11].
As teachers and students increasingly have to use the computer for instructional and administrative purposes,
they need to understand these issues and to form good work habits as early as possible since bad habits, once
formed, are usually difficult to unlearn later.

There is a need for teachers and school administrators to be more ergonomically conscious. The use of
laptop computers in schools, for example, where students are expected to use a small keyboard, trackball, or

some pointing device for extended periods of time, has already posed a greater risk of developing
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occupational overuse syndrome (00S) [12]. A recent study surveying 314 children in three Australian
schools shows that 60% of the participants suffered some kind of back, neck, head and shoulder pain when
using and carrying laptop computers [13]. At present very little research has been conducted on health and
safety issues associated with computer use in schools, although ergonomic research in the workplace in other
settings has been undertaken by organizations such as the International Labour Office [14]. In New Zealand,
no systematic research on these issues has been conducted in schools. To fill this gap, a research project was
undertaken in 1999 surveying the awareness of principals, teachers, and administrators of all Otago and
Southland schools in New Zealand on ergonomic issues and health risks with computer use. Data collected

in this study was used for designing training programmes as well as for policy recommendation and
formulation.

2 Research questions
The following research questions were investigated in this study:

1. To what extent were Otago and Southland school principals, teachers, and administrators aware of and
understood the potential health risks associated with computer use?

2. To what extent have Otago and Southland school principals, teachers, and administrators experienced
health problems associated with computer use?

3. To what extent did primary and secondary schools in the Otago and Southland regions have a health and
safety policy with regard to computer use by staff, teachers, as well as students?
4. What were the strategies and practices adopted by schools to deal with health issues with computer use?

2.1 Participants
As a regional study, three sets of questionnaires were administered to the (a) principals; (b) school
administrators (secretaries); and (c) computing teachers/computer coordinators of all the schools in the
Otago and Southland regions of New Zealand. A total of 852 questionnaires were posted to 284 schools
(246 primary and 38 secondary schools). 362 questionnaires (43%) from 207 schools (73%) were returned.

The overall response rates for principals, teachers, and administrators were 56%, 30%, and 41%,
respectively. As can be seen from Table 1, the response rates for primary school principals and secondary
school teachers were particularly high.
Primary
Schools
Number

Principals
Teachers
Administrators

145
59
102

Secondary Schools
%
59
24

Number

41

14

%
37

27

71

15

39

Overall
Responses
Number
159

86
117

%
56
30
41

Table 1: Response rates of principals, teachers, and administrators

3 Awareness of health risks with computer use
3.1 Time spent using computers
Principals, teachers, and administrators in this study were asked the length of time they spent using
computers at school. Table 2 shows that school administrators (secretaries, managers), particularly of those
in secondary schools, spent much more time (5.1 hours on average per day) on the computer than principals
and teachers. Secondary school teachers also spent twice the amount of time on the computer than their
primary school counterparts (see Table 2).
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Primary Schools
Principals
Teachers
Administrators

Secondary Schools
1.6
1.9
5.1

1.5
1.1

2.9

Table 2: Average hours spent on the computer per day by principals, teachers, and administrators

3.2 How often did they have breaks?
It is important to have frequent short breaks if users spend an extended period of time on the computer. In

this study when asked how often they took breaks when working on their computer, only 5% of the
respondents reported having breaks regularly and 1.4% of the respondents reported they rarely had breaks. It
is interesting to note that nearly one-quarter (24%) of the respondents could not provide a specific answer to

this question and 20% of the respondents did not provide any answer at all. It seems that quite a large
proportion of the respondents (44%) have not yet formed a habit of having regular breaks when using
computers, as reflected in the following comments:

"Whenever I feel I need to..."
"When finished an item & before starting another"
"usually work until task is completed"
For some teachers, taking breaks was never a big issue because they were "frequently interrupted" anyway.
But others seldom took breaks:
"...When working for extended periods (30 mins +) I very rarely take breaks."
"...may have break after working more than 2 hrs."

About half of the respondents have provided a more specific answer to this question. Within this group,
principals took breaks most often (on average every 37 minutes), followed by teachers (on average every 43
minutes). However, administrators who indicated they spent far more time on the computer, took breaks
least often (on average every 46 minutes).

3.3 Were respondents aware of the health issues related to computer use?
In the questionnaires the respondents were asked whether they were aware of the following health risks
associated with computer use: (a) back pain; (b) lower arm pain; (c) neck pain; (d) shoulder pain; (e) wrist
pain; (0 headaches; and (g) eyestrain. Overall, between 69% and 91% of the respondents were aware of a
number of these health risks, as can be seen from Table 3.

Back Pain
Lower Arm Pain
Neck Pain
Shoulder Pain
Wrist Pain
Headaches
Eyestrain

Administrators

Teachers

Principals

92
86

85

86

79

71

91

85

79

85
91
91

69
92

71

83

81

91

90

90

82

Table 3: Percentages of school principals, teachers, and administrators who were aware of health risks
associated with computer use

High level of awareness, however, did not result in high level of active preventive measures undertaken to
reduce these health risks. For example, when principals and teachers were asked specifically whether they
paid any attention to their own postures, as well as to the lighting in their work environment, only 54% of
the teachers reported that they did watch their posture and 60% of them paid attention to the lighting of their
rooms. As for principals, they paid even less attention to their postures (49%) and lighting (57%).
The majority of the respondents did not have any purpose-built furniture either. Table 4 shows that although
95% of the administrators surveyed in this study had an adjustable chair to use, less than half of them (42%)
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had an accompanying adjustable computer desk. Very few of the teachers and principals had other
ergonomically designed furniture to use. The school administrators were also asked whether they have
requested any specific items which would make their use of the computer safer. 49% of the administrators in
primary schools and only 33% in secondary schools have requested such items.

Adjustable Computer Desk
Adjustable Chair
Foot Support
Screen Filter
Paper Holder

Administrators
42

Teachers

Principals

8

95
24
41
54

35

22
75

4

3

2

13

27

23

Table 4: Percentages of respondents having purpose-built furniture

The situation was far worse for students. As can be seen from Table 5, very few students used ergonomically
designed furniture at school, particularly primary students (although they only spent on average
approximately an hour per week on the computer). The situation for secondary students was a little better,
but they spent a lot more time on the computer than their primary counterparts (on average 3.7 hours per
week).
Primary
Adjustable Computer Desk
Adjustable Chair
Foot Support
Screen Filter
Paper Holder

Secondary

5

5

7
2

70

4

10
15

13

57

Table 5: Percentages of students using purpose-built furniture

3.4 Health problems with the respondents
When asked whether they had experienced any health problems related to computer use, overall nearly half
(47%) of the respondents had experienced some kind of problems themselves. School administrators were
affected most (61%) and this was more significant in secondary schools (73%) than in primary schools
(57%).

As school administrators worked much longer hours on the computer than the other two groups, it is not
surprising that they reported having more health problems. Of the 117 administrators who have returned
their questionnaires, seventy-one (61%) reported they had experienced some kind of health problems

associated with computer use. Five of these respondents have already had RSI. Thirty-three (28%)
administrators had experienced.eyestrain, and nine of them reported a deterioration of their eyesight, and as
a result had to wear prescription eye glasses. Other health problems included hand and wrist pain (37%),
neck pain (30%), shoulder and lower arm pain (41%), and back pain (13%). A third major problem was
headaches (27%). The following comments show the importance of having an ergonomically designed work
environment:
"I have 00S in hands, wrists, arms, shoulder tension and neck tension leading to headaches. This was
originally due to poor equipment. I now have the proper desk etc and have to monitor how much I use
the computer."
"Chronic neck pain prior to purchase of a copy holder. Eye sight deteriorating - glare is a problem."

As for teachers, forty-five (52%) of the respondents reported having health problems related to the use of
computers at work. The two most widespread problems were wrist pain (49%) and eyestrain (44%). The
following are some of the teachers' comments:

"Wrist...when doing a lot of mousing & editing a school magazine kept me awake at nights. Also
lifted some chairs & a computer monitor during room refurbishment. Lifted badly & was off work
two and a half weeks with pinched nerve. Could not sit at computer for 4-5 weeks." (A male high
school HOD, Computing)
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"Back too tense when working against clock. Arm & wrists pain after stretches at keyboard.
Headaches at end of every working day. Eye strain tired, burning eyes." (A female high school
HOD, Information Technology)

Forty-five (28%) principals reported having experienced similar health problems related to computer use as
teachers, with wrist pain (45%), eyestrain (33%), and neck pain (31%) being the most common ones.

using old b/w screen very sore. Health nurse advised me to minimise my use of that
"Eye
particular computer. Shoulder/neck pain more evident when programme fails to function properly at
a crucial time." (A male primary school principal)

3.5 Dealing with health risks
3.5.1 The lack of information
Having information about ergonomic issues is the first step towards minimizing health risks. In this study
the respondents were asked if they had knowledge of ergonomically designed equipment or furniture. They
were also asked to give one or two examples as well. Table 6 shows that apparently the respondents' level of
knowledge of ergonomic products was very high. Overall, staff in secondary schools knew more about
ergonomic furniture and equipment than their counterparts in primary schools.

Principals
Teachers
Administrators

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

84
76
72

93

96
93

Table 6: Percentages of respondents who had knowledge of ergonomic products

However, when asked whether they knew any computer software which would help them reduce the health
risks of computer use the percentages were much lower, as can be seen from Table 7.
Primary Schools
Principals
Teachers
Administrators

Secondary Schools

11

14

9

26

6

7

Table 7: Percentages of respondents who had knowledge of software programmes

The principals were asked whether they were aware that the government had developed some guidelines
related to health and safety issues in school computer use. Although a package which includes guidelines on
safety issues in ICT use was sent out by the Ministry of Education in 1998 to all schools, only 17% of the
primary schools and 14% of the secondary school principals were aware of these guidelines.
When asked what specific information they needed, some suggested:

"Information re harmful properties in the air from this electronic gear. How close to sit to monitor
screen to avoid exposure."
"Furniture /equipment at the Primary end of education
available for 'wee ones'?"

what's a good height for screen? Are chairs

Some requested very detailed information:

"How much time I should sit at the computer before having a break, what exercises I should do and
what other equipment would help to counteract some of the problems..."
The respondents were also interested in legal issues related to the health risks of computer use. As suggested

by Cameron (cited in Bell, 1999), the public liability health insurance risks have not yet been clearly
calculated and could be a major concern for school management in the near future. The following is some of
the legal information requested by the respondents:
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"Legal advice on possibility of students claiming against schools in later life."
"What are the legal requirement of our employer to provide for this. Strategies for combating to [sic]
problem"

3.5.2 The lack of policy guidance
Surprisingly, not a single secondary school in this study had a policy on health and safety issues associated

with computer use. While primary schools fared better, only about 6% of them had a standing policy.
However, 85% of the primary and 86% of the secondary school principals felt the need for some kind of
policy and guidelines. A number of them preferred that policies be developed by the Ministry of Education
as 'it would be easier for one organization to carry this out rather than every school or institution reinventing
the wheel by producing their own". Some principals felt that since "computer use is being imposed upon
schools" and the "new curriculum initiatives require that schools be equipped with computers", the Ministry
of Education therefore should be responsible for developing and disseminating guidelines for computer use
in schools. These guidelines should be:
"Concise, clear suggestions that are practical for implementation in schools/classrooms..." (A primary
school principal)

"...Ministry driven not left up to individuals to decide and Ministry funded workshops easily
available especially to rural people." (A rural school principal)

Principals preferred practical and systematic information, provided by experts, and enforced by an outside
body such as the Ministry of Education.

From the comments of the principals it is clear that they have a huge concern about how ergonomically
designed equipment and furniture should be funded as "the Ministry of Education [is] very good at
generating guidelines but very reluctant to resource them". According to one principal, the Ministry of
Education should:

"provide the funding and staffing for proper management of computer systems, computer
training...education and...development rather than stating 'funding is available in the operations
grant." (A secondary school principal)
From another principal,

"so that there is a set of national standards, information and guidelines for schools to make use of.
This resource would have to be accompanied by efficient funding to enable aspects to be put into
practice." (A primary school principal)

3.5.3 The lack of professional development

Only 10% of the primary and 21% of the secondary schools in this study had organized professional
development related to health issues with computer use for their staff. When organized, they were
considered as part of the overall professional development, "included in...training for staff on computer
skills" and they usually involved some form of inspection from the Occupational Safety and Health
Authority (OSH):

"Administrative secretaries have been given reading material regarding the health and safety issues.
OSH visits make us aware and keep us up to speed regarding 'good employer' aspects of ensuring
staff are aware of H & S [Health and Safety] issues within the responsibilities and rates of their
positions".

"Visit to inspect computer facilities by OSH expert...report and recommendations to Board [of
Trustees] by OSH expert...address to staff by OSH expert ...replacement/purchase of computer
equipment to reflect above recommendations..."

Professional development for the respondents meant gaining knowledge of ergonomic products or measures

to prevent 00S. Topics such as psychological stress related to computer use, as well as the feeling of
incompetence when using computers with their students due to inadequate training and professional
development were seldom included.
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Some principals did not know what to include if a professional development programme was to be organized:
"I would need to seek expert advice on this."
"I have no idea..."
Some principals even doubted the need for professional development in this area:

"Our teachers are not using computers during school hours but children are."
"Very few school personnel use computers for extensive periods so I'm not sure how great the need
is." ,

"Not interested at this time...It is not a concern to me. I know of problems. But until it affects me I
sail on without concern."

It is clear that health and safety issues were not emphasised in professional development in most schools.
The following comment summarized well the feelings of many principals,
"Time has to be spent on training for teaching and computer use. Health and safety is important but
not the driving force for in-service training".
The lack of professional development in this area may explain why health issues associated with computer
use were seldom discussed with students. In the survey, it is reported that only 34% of the primary teachers
and 59% of the secondary teachers have discussed these issues with their students. This is rather unfortunate
as, increasingly, students will spend more time using computers in school as well as at home. In this present
study 12% of the primary and 11% of the secondary schools have already indicated that their students were
using laptop or notebook computer at school. Students need to be aware of these health risks and preventive
measures need to be instigated urgently if a safe work environment is to be provided for them.

4 Concluding remarks
Although computer use in the classroom or in the school office is usually very different from an office
setting where people can spend all day working on a computer, this study documents a rather widespread
health problem in the school setting, particularly with school administrators. This study documents the lack
of depth in the understanding of these health risks as well as the inability to come up with some strategies to

deal with them, which was at least partly due to the lack of efficient dissemination of information and
national guidelines from the Ministry of Education to individual teachers. It was also due to the lack of
professional development and discussion of these issues in schools. From the study, we come up with the
following recommendations:

1. The need to consider the health risks as a matter of priority. It should be noted that parents and educators
are not wilfully ignoring the health risks of having poorly designed computing furniture or the importance of
professional development. What they are more preoccupied with is the educational opportunities of the
burgeoning technology, and the computer hardware and software needed to meet the educational needs. As
commented by a couple of respondents,

"The issues of health & safety were discussed as our school invested in computer technology.
However, the cost of complying with health & safety issues in an old school building was expensive.

The priority is to provide hardware at this stage. Our 'typing room' has adjustable chairs, but
`computer room' & IT room have 'ordinary' chairs & desks."
"How does the school get the money to buy chairs/desks needed when the IT gear is demanding
every dollar of hard-won fundraising?"

Ergonomically designed furniture is not a priority compared to hardware and software purchase as 'by the
time a school purchases hardware and software [it] seems little [is] left over in [the] budget for ergonomic
furniture". Schools simply cannot afford to provide the money. It is a national issue, rather than a local issue.
As for professional development, the focus is on how to use the computer to teach and "as part of ICT
inservice...these issues are easily overlooked while dealing with the actual understanding of programmes,
technical knowledge, etc." It is now high time to treat this as a priority.
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2. The need for resourcing. This brings us to our second point: the need for adequate funding to resource
ergonomically designed equipment as well as professional development for teachers and school
administrators. As commented by one primary school teacher in this study,

"Computers & chairs at my school are extremely old, damaged beyond repair. Poor choices been
made & no funding available to rectify situation. I am unable to work in such conditions & will bring
in own personal equipment as not prepared to work with 'dangerous' equipment."
There was a general feeling that funding should come from the national level:

"This a large issue for education as all available funds targeted into computers & software. Problems
of seating at computers & general furniture that has been provided for children an issue that needs lot
more attention at national level as unless funds were provided the cost would be out of most schools
ability to provide."
"Teachers within TIM [Text and Information Management] & computer curriculum fully aware of
potential health risks associated with computers. Until money is forthcoming for implementation of
ergonomically designed computer rooms then professional development is simply just more talk. If,
in this age of technology where supposedly all schools will march down the urge/rush to have schools
& students embrace the wonders computers, where is the finance to ensure health & safety of these

same students? You cannot have one without the other, but schools do because there is no
requirement to do otherwise."

3. The need to consider the school-home link. The school-home link cannot be ignored when discussing
issues related to health risks with computer use, as home and after hours use is the most likely time for
health issues to arise. A principal from an Intermediate school commented:

"As a lead school in ICT it is an area we should consider. In most cases staff and pupils sit for only a

short period of time at the computers but even so it is important that health and safety issues are
addressed. I suspect that this should also be stressed in the home as often children and adults spend
long periods of time in front of their computer."

As it is increasingly common for students to have computers at home and typically students spend a lot more
time playing computer games and chatting on the Web than using computers at school, it is important to
promote healthy computer work habits not only at school but at home as well. Unfortunately, many parents
are more concerned about how fast their kids can search the Internet than forming good work habits.

4. The need to take up a broader perspective. In this study we have only looked at the physical health risks
associated with computer use. However, the lack of professional development in ICT has created huge
psychological stress for many teachers. As commented by one respondent:
"A great anxiety whenever I have to use it as my inadequacies are likely to be exposed..."

The inadequacies referred to by this respondent had to do both with the lack of training on computer use as
well as how it is to be used as a teaching and learning tool. Heath risks teachers should be aware of ought

also to include the anxiety and psychological stress they have to deal with in using computers in their
classrooms.

In the final analysis, the computer users themselves have to take responsibility of looking after their own
well-being. Providing teachers and students with ergonomically designed furniture as well as professional
development will certainly help. However, I suspect it is only when they have an in-depth understanding of
the issues and an ergonomically conscious work culture, created, and supported by the school as well as the
wider community both locally and at the national level, that health risks associated with computer use in
schools could be greatly reduced.
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This paper reports a study on Hong Kong teachers' competency in information
technology (IT). The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR)
Education Department commissioned and funded this study. The study aimed to
refine the four levels of IT competency for teachers as suggested by the HKSAR
government in 1998, to recommend the appropriate professional development
courses both in terms of contents and related strategies, and the appropriate
assessments for all Hong Kong teachers. Multiple research methods were used
in this study which included documentary analysis, interviews with experts in
Hong Kong and other countries, focus group meetings with local government
specialists, principals and teachers, and case studies of some local schools. A
framework of IT competency in education for teachers was proposed together
with a set of key attributes of a teacher who is IT competent in education. As
well, a systematic set of professional development courses were outlined by the
research team with a strong focus on how IT could be used in education. This
study also suggested a number of professional development strategies to the

Hong Kong government including school-based professional development
including the concept of hub-schools, and centrally approved professional
development providers. Moreover, portfolio assessment was recommended as a
suitable way to assess the IT competency for Hong Kong teachers.
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1 Introduction
In his inaugural Policy Address, the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
(HKSAR) pledged to make Hong Kong "a leader, not a follower, in the information world of tomorrow". To
realise this vision, our future generation must be empowered with the knowledge and applications of
information technology (IT). To this end then, Hong Kong's teachers must be IT competent in education so
that the power of IT can be harnessed for the learning of their students.

In November 1998, the HKSAR Education and Manpower Bureau (EMB) published a policy document
entitled "Information Technology for Learning in a New Era: Five-Year Strategy 1998/99 to 2002/03151
This document, among other things, stipulated four levels of IT competency for Hong Kong teachers and
outlined a timeline for all Hong Kong teachers to attain the different levels of IT competency over a period
up until September 2003. However, the document also indicated that there would be a need to delineate and
elaborate on the details of these four levels of IT competency and related training strategies.

Subsequently in 1999, the Education Department of the HKSAR invited interested parties to bid for a
research contract, part of which involved the elaboration of these four levels of IT competency, the
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recommendation of the appropriate courses and strategies for the professional development of Hong Kong
teachers in IT as well as the assessment methods involved. The research team at the Hong Kong Institute of
Education won this bid and the project officially began in April 1999. The report was accepted by the
government and was released in October 1999 [1].

2 Aims of the Project
This project aimed to refine and elaborate on the four levels of IT competency for teachers as suggested in
the "Five-year strategy on IT in education" published by the HKSAR Education and Manpower Bureau in

1998; and to recommend the core and optional course elements and training strategies, appropriate
assessment tools and certification mechanism for professional development for four levels of IT competency
for teachers.

3 Methodology
Information technology competency is a complicated, topical and important concept. A number of issues
were considered before formulating the methodology of the current study. First, IT competency implies
some form of literacy with IT. Second, it is an evolving concept and changes with the development of IT
that tends to be rather rapid. Third, in the context of this study, we have examined IT competency in relation
to teacher enablement and empowerment, which embraces the concept of teachers using IT as learning and
teaching tools. Fourth, while most developed economies have made good starts with the professional
development which enables teachers to use IT, Hong Kong comes in relatively late which means that special
considerations need be made.

The methodology of the present study was based on a comparative perspective, which took into account of
the pedagogical practices and competency standards in other socio-economic contexts. In this context, the
major approaches used in this study included documentary analysis, substantive reviews of the literature and
interviews with a number of experts in five countries (Australia, Britain, France, Singapore and the United
States), meetings with local experts (including government specialists, major school operators, school
principals and teachers), and case studies of five Hong Kong schools. Based on the data collected and
analysed, specific policy and operational recommendations were then made.

The overseas experts interviewed came from five countries: Australia, Britain, France, Singapore, and the

United States. The experts were selected based on their professional involvement in setting the IT
competency in their countries. There were a total of 12 overseas experts interviewed.

The local experts who attended the focus group meetings came from a variety of sources. Some of them
were experienced educators from the tertiary institutions in Hong Kong, some were dedicated frontline
teachers and principals. And still some others were representatives from major school operators and from
the HKSAR Education Department. There were more than 70 local experts who were consulted. It should
be borne in mind though many different, sometimes opposing views were expressed during the focus group
meetings. The facilitators of each of the focus groups then tried to facilitate the formulation of some kind of
consensus opinions towards the end of the meeting's.

The data collected from the visits to the five schools provided valuable insights into the implementation of
IT in the Hong Kong school context and allowed the research team to gauge where Hong Kong teachers
were at as far as IT competency was concerned and how these schools were handling teachers' professional
development in this area.

4 Results and Discussion
From our review of the literature, interviews with experts, discussions at focus group meetings and case
studies of schools, it was quite clear that the focus of IT competency under consideration should be on IT
competency in education or IT in education competency rather than just IT competency for the sake of using
IT. There was a very strong consensus among both the local and overseas experts on this particular issue.

This was a critical issue when defining and elaborating the four levels of IT competency in the present
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project as one refers to teachers using IT in education rather than using IT for other purposes. Therefore, it
is imperative that the focus be on IT competency in education or IT in education competency.
This focus was also reflected in the formulation of IT competency standards in other countries. For instance,
in France, three levels of IT competency have been established. The first two of these levels focus on the
use of IT only and the third focus on the use of IT in Education. In England and Wales, the IT competency

has the educational agenda well woven into the IT competency expected of the teachers over there. In
Singapore, the government does not even evaluate the IT technical skills of teachers, rather in their
professional development model, teachers are expected to integrate IT into daily learning and teaching as
well as curriculum development.

The local experts expressed similar views during the focus group meetings. The following are some of the
typical comments:
IT competency must be practical and related to the subjects that the teachers teach.
IT competency should be skill-based initially but should relate to integrating IT into education.
IT competency should be functional based on teaching and learning tasks that teachers have to achieve.

These views are shared by almost all the authors who write about IT competency in education around the
globe [e.g., 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13]. However, the views expressed by these authors differ somewhat in how
these skills relate and be learned by the teachers. For instance, some views tend to suggest that IT as
productivity tools and skills can be separated from their integration into learning and teaching contexts [13]
whilst others suggested there needs be integration right from day one when a teacher starts to learn to use IT
for learning and teaching purposes [11].
The notion of a dichotomous view of IT skills as productivity tools versus their integration in learning and
teaching may be difficult to sustain if one considers recent research in situated cognition and learning. In
this realm of research, it has been clearly pointed out that learners learn best when what they have learned
can be anchored within a context that the learners can put what they have learnt into practice [10]. In
defining IT competency in education and in the design of appropriate professional development activities, it
would appear advisable and necessary that teachers' learning of IT skills be embedded within the context of
education. This point reinforces the views about IT and information literacy which have to be learnt within a
professional context.

In the light of the considerations above, the research team proposed a conceptualisation of the four levels
into a matrix consisting of the four levels and three domains. The following diagram illustrates such
conception.
Levels

Domains

Basic

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

IT as Productivity tools

General Integration of IT
in Education

Subject-specific
Integration of IT

Advanced

One major issue in the professional development of teachers in IT is that often too much emphasis has been

placed on the development of technical IT skills without sufficient focus on the application of IT in
education. The proposed model will encourage educators to place due emphasis on how IT should be used
in education and in particular subject areas in conjunction with the development of the necessary IT skills.
Such a conceptualisation will have impact on the actual professional development activities as it will be
essential to consider including the elements from the three different domains in all professional development
activities. In particular, development of the IT knowledge and skills must, ideally take place in the context
of either the general integration of IT in education and/or subject-specific integration of IT.
It should be noted that this conceptual model does not suggest that professional development activities could
or should be divided into three separate domains. On the contrary, this conceptual model emphasises that
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professional development should be integrated. In other words, the development of using IT as productivity
tools should be anchored within a general educational context and/or within subject-specific contexts. This
view is very much shared by the overseas experts that we have interviewed. Indeed, in the professional
development activities that the research team proposed to the Hong Kong government, all the three domains
are closely interwoven together [see 1].

During the consultation with both local and overseas experts, there was very strong support for the threedomain classification. Some experts did suggest that the second and the third domains could be merged to
become one. However, this was balanced by another set of views that teachers needed to understand crosscurricular and thematic applications of IT in education. Moreover, it was also surmised that teachers should
not just focus narrowly on the application of IT in their own teaching areas. Rather, teachers need be aware
of the potentials of integrating IT in other areas as well.
During the consultation process, it was also suggested that perhaps it might not be necessary to have four
levels of IT competency, or at least, the four levels should be collapsed into two or three levels. The
research team understood that that the four-level IT competency was set as Hong Kong government policy
and could not be changed. Therefore, the four-level and three-domain matrix stands as it is.

Moreover, the professional development needs to include general issues such as the changing views of
learning and teaching, the changing roles of learners and teachers, how to decide when to integrate IT into
learning and teaching, and the strategies that teachers can use to engender such changes within our school
system. The EMB document refers to the paradigm shift in learning. In order to effect such a change in
Hong Kong classrooms, it is important that there be corresponding changes in Hong Kong teachers' views
about learning and teaching.

In our search for similar efforts in defining IT competency by overseas government, overseas universities etc,
it was very clear that IT competency was not just about the use of computers and its peripherals. Rather, it
refers to a person's ability to handle information via the use of IT when appropriate. For example, in a study
by Hoover [6] it was clearly stated that IT competency related to a person's ability to collect data, manage
information, make decision, communicate and present. In the School Technology and Readiness Report [3],
it was argued that IT Competency would include the necessary skills to acquire, organise, use, maintain,
interpret, communicate as well as use technology to process information.
In the light of the above arguments, when formulating the key attributes of a teachers who is IT competent in

education and the course contents of related activities, careful considerations were given to the issue of
information literacy. For instance, in the courses designed, emphases have been placed on how the
participants can process information through various forms of IT such as the accessing and searching of
information on the Internet, the organisation and manipulation of information through software such as
databases and spreadsheets.

It was acknowledged by all experts involved that IT competency needed to be modified with time. Given
the rapid development of IT, it is almost imperative that IT competency will need be monitored and revised
on a continual basis. For instance, Web browsers may be important in 1999 but may not be so in 2002.
Similarly, the writing and design of Web pages may not be a skill expected at the Basic Level at present, but
the situation may, and will probably change in 2001.

In the context of a need to modify IT competency on a continual basis, it is also very clear that the
professional development should focus on generic skills with software. For example, for word processing
and presentation, rather than focusing on specific software such as Word and PowerPoint, the emphasis
should be on the generic skills in operating word processing and presentation software. It is important that a
distinction should be made between using particular software as an example in one category of software, and

focusing on that software alone. By doing so, teachers can acquire the generic skills so that they will be
better able to cope with new software and new versions of the same software. It also means that the shelf
life of the IT competency can be prolonged.

In consulting with a large number of local and overseas experts and the literature on the professional
development of teachers to use IT, it was clear that the issue of teacher empowerment needs be given very
serious consideration when conceptualising IT competency, and, in particular, in designing the professional
development programmes.
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Given the amount of time allocated for each level of IT competency, professional development, especially
the Basic Level where only approximately 18 hours of course time is provided, it is important that a number
of enablement strategies be used to facilitate the empowerment of teachers. These strategies include the
emphasis on initial familiarisation and awareness, ongoing support after the initial courses including learning
materials support and human support.
A lot of discussions during our consultation focused on the Basic Level which all Hong Kong teachers must
attain in the next two years. There was clear consensus emerging from the focus group meetings and our
consultation with the local and overseas experts that the IT competency at the first level should focus on
confidence and basic skills building. It was suggested by all experts (local and overseas) consulted that the
level of difficulty within the Basic Level should not be set too high so as to frighten the real beginners. The
literature on the professional development of teachers also supports the notion that much of the initial stage
of professional development requires confidence building and the development of some generic skills upon
which the teachers can then develop further advanced skills themselves. The development of confidence and
basic skills in using IT will form a good foundation for further self-learning of IT. The principle
underpinning this development is the empowerment of teachers with IT.
However, given the little time budgeted for the professional development courses at the Basic Level and the
commitment of funding for professional development at the Basic Level only at this stage (for the absolute

beginners), it is important that beginners are aware of the potentials of other common applications in
education. One needs to bear in mind that some 25% of teachers in Hong Kong will not be expected to go
beyond the Basic Level of professional development. Therefore it will be to the advantage of the beginners
that certain amount of course time at the Basic Level be devoted to awareness and familiarisation so that
beginners can become aware of the potentials of some of the common application and instructional software
that could be used in the classrooms. This professional development can include the demonstration and
initial familiarisation of how software such as e-mail, presentation software, spreadsheet, databases and
some common educational courseware can be used in education in general and in certain subject areas.
While it is recognised that there are many teachers in Hong Kong who might have attained the Basic level IT
competency, the project team decided, after consultation with the experts that the IT competency at the Basic
level be set at a minimum with no optional element. In other words, the elements proposed in the table
below for the Basic level of IT competency would all be considered as core. The decision was based on the

reasoning that those teachers who have attained the Basic Level IT Competency can further develop
themselves at higher level of competencies.

While there were very interesting discussions for the Basic Level, there were not much controversies for the
Intermediate, Upper Intermediate Levels and Advanced Levels. There were discussions on how some IT
applications should be placed vis-à-vis a certain level but overall the discussions did not generate as much as
debate as to the contents of the Basic Level.

When the research team attempted to define what IT competency is for Hong Kong teachers and delineate
the scopes of the four levels of IT competency, we tried to look to our overseas counterparts for their
experience. However, we found that we could not quite find a set of similar experience. In fact, very
peculiar to the Hong Kong context, we have not found any country that has attempted to define four-level IT
competency as we were trying to do. For example, in Britain, there was a holistic set of IT competency
without dividing it into levels. In Singapore, the government did not even attempt to define a set of IT
competency. In France, there are three levels but it was simply divided into some basic IT skills, general
application software usage and linking IT with education. In Australia, the Australian Council of Computers
in Education conceptualises IT competency in terms of categories: Understand the use of IT as a personal
tool, understand the use of IT within the school as a workplace, institution site or learning place, use IT
during the teaching and learning process.

We also consulted with our local experts who did not provide too much comment on the definition or the
scope of the four levels of IT competency, suffice to say that the definition needed be flexible and should
relate to the work of teachers in schools etc.

As we have indicated earlier, Hong Kong is relatively a late comer in integrating IT into its school system
among the developed economies. Consequently, there were a number of issues that need be considered
when we tried to define the scope of the four levels of IT competency.
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First, from our consultation with the local experts, we were given a clear message that Hong Kong teachers
were fairly adept in picking up technical and technological skills. These messages were given to us by

frontline teachers and principals during our focus group meetings, and our meetings with the Teacher
Preparation Working Party set up by the Government. Although the research team was not necessarily
totally convinced of such assertions, it was nonetheless relieved to learn of such possibilities. While there
was no attempt to "squeeze" in as much mastery of technical contents as possible at each level, this allowed
the research team to be more confident to include more initial familiarisation at the lower levels.

Second, during our consultation with local experts, there were often suggestions that there was a dearth of
software in Hong Kong that were suitable to the learning contexts of Hong Kong students, e.g. Cantonese
based, Hong Kong curriculum adapted etc. While there might be many ways to address this issue, training
more Hong Kong teachers to produce software would clearly be one of them. There are many tools available
to produce software at various levels of complexities. The research team has included some of them
throughout all levels, e.g. presentation software, more sophisticated authoring tools and even more
sophisticated programming languages at the Advanced Level. From experience elsewhere, it is clearly not
reasonable to expect many teachers writing software, the proposed course structure will encourage more
interested teachers to take up the challenge. It is also interesting to note that in two of our five case studies,
one being a primary school and the other a secondary school, most teachers were involved in producing
software for their own use initially.

In the end, we found that there were many common elements that should permeate all the four levels but
different elements should be found at each of the four levels. We termed these common elements the Key
Attributes of a Teacher who is IT Competent in Education. The Key Attributes can be conceptualised as
consisting of three distinct but related areas. These areas are: The practice of teaching, facilitator of learning
and general professionalism. The following is a description of the Key Attributes and the elaboration of the
four levels.

Key attributes of a teacher who is Information Technology (IT) Competent in Education is a statement of
excellence. It succinctly outlines the characteristics expected of an IT competent teacher in Hong Kong.
Teacher preparation, continual professional development and self-learning are the major determinants of the
extent to which these characteristics are evident in our teachers. It is assumed that not all the characteristics
are to be found significantly in teachers who are at the lower levels of IT competency. Nevertheless, all are
characteristics to which all teachers should aspire and continue to develop.

The practice of teaching
Able to use IT as productivity tools to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of a teacher's work.

Able to use and integrate IT selectively and critically in learning and teaching contexts including
addressing the individual needs of students.
Be aware of the paradigm shift in learning and teaching including the changing roles of students and

teachers, changing conceptions about learning and teaching, a range of instructional strategies that
involves using IT which will facilitate and enhance the learning of the students.

Facilitator of learning
Able to facilitate the learning of the students in areas such as communication, accessing information,
development of thinking skills and problem-solving skills, fostering of creativity, self-directed,
cooperative and life-long learning, positive attitudes towards IT, and awareness of related equity, legal,
ethical and social issues.

General professionalism
Be aware of the use of IT to support self-learning, co-operative and life-long learning.
Be aware of equity. legal, ethical and social issues in relation to the use of IT in education.
Be aware of the current and future trends of IT and its applications in education.

In the context of these key attributes, the IT competency of a teacher can be further described at each of the
four levels, Basic, Intermediate, Upper Intermediate and Advanced:

Basic Level:
At the Basic Level, a teacher needs be aware of the instructional, learning and management roles of IT in
education, the changing roles of teachers and students including a teacher's new role as a learning facilitator,
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and related equity, legal, ethical and social issues. A teacher needs to have basic skills and knowledge in the
operations of computers and readily available educational courseware, and using simple features of tools
such as word processors, Web browsers, presentation and e-mail software in education.

Intermediate Level:
At the Intermediate Level, a teacher will be able to make use of a wider range and more sophisticated
features of IT tools in education, able to integrate these IT tools into learning and teaching contexts
effectively, make better use of resources available on the Internet and Intranet, and able to evaluate simple
IT-related educational resources such as readily available educational courseware.

Upper Intermediate Level:
At the Upper Intermediate Level, a teacher will be able to handle daily operations of computer networking,
resolve simple hardware and software problems, integrate IT into learning and teaching proficiently and
critically, and make effective use of authoring tools for lesson and educational resource preparation.

Advanced Level:
At the Advanced Level, a teacher should have an insight of the current and future trends of IT in education
and integrating IT across the curriculum, and the core capability to advise the school on the formulation,
implementation, management, monitoring and evaluation of its IT plan, including its hardware and software
resources, staff development and support in IT, and promotion of IT culture in the school. In addition, a
teacher can choose to develop in the areas such as designing of educational courseware and Web-based
resources, multimedia production and presentation, database management system, and the conduct of a
project in IT in education.
Further information about these levels of IT competency can be obtained at the following URL:
http://itined.ied.edu.hk/Itcompetency.htm

This study also proposed a set of professional development strategies for the Hong Kong teachers in relation
to the application of IT in education. Based on a review of the various strategies in a number of countries, it
was suggested an eclectic model comprising a number of methods that suits schools individually and the
general situation in Hong Kong context would be appropriate. This is largely based on the consideration that
the methods used must suit the needs of the schools by providing the necessary flexibility to the schools and
the teachers.

There were three main strategies suggested. They were: school-based professional development; the use of
hub-schools and centrally-approved providers.
School-based professional development was one strategy favoured by a large number of experts. The reason
was partly related to the contextual professional development that could be related to the work situations of
the teachers. Also, the cost of such professional development could be reasonably low compared to teachers
having to spend time to travel substantial distance to attend courses elsewhere.
The research team understood from our consultation that virtually all secondary schools in Hong Kong have
sufficient expertise to conduct school-based professional development at the basic level and beyond. Some
primary school will have difficulties but it was suggested that external consultants could be brought in to
assist such professional development.

The use of hub-schools could help to overcome some of the problems associated with school-based
professional development such as isolation and lack of expertise and resources within individual schools.
The hub school concepts requires the identification of a hub school within a cluster of school. Often, this
school has some reasonably good IT facilities that could be utilized for the professional development of
teachers to use IT. Also, based on overseas experience, the existence of knowledgeable and enthusiastic
individual teachers could help to "maintain" the operations of hub schools for professional development
purposes.

The research team also recommended that the Government should establish a list of government-approved

professional development providers so that when schools do not have the expertise to conduct these
activities, these providers can fill in the gaps. This was especially important for professional development
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involving more complex IT skills and educational concepts.

In addition, the research team also recommended that a number of issues be considered when devising the
appropriate professional development programmes for the teachers. These issues included: Emphasis on

self-learning, availability of optional elements for teachers, activities that model more contemporary
thinking on the use of IT in education, project-based learning, flexibility and modularization in the
organization of development activities, credit-bearing, promotion, time-release and continual support for the
teachers.

In this project, the research team was also required to recommend on the assessment methods used in
gauging the IT competency of the teachers. Having examined the practices in many other countries, having

consulted with the local and overseas experts, the team decided that the best way would be the use of
portfolios. Each teacher would be required to produce a portfolio for each level of IT competency as
described above. The use of portfolios for assessment in teacher education supports the current emphasis on
meaning in learning and the need for the learner to adopt an active role in the learning process [8]. This
supports the strong view expressed at the focus group meetings, that is "Assessment should be on whether
they [teachers] can apply contents to their teaching subject in the context of the school". It is the informed
view of the research team that through the use of portfolio assessment, then teachers' application of IT in
education can be properly and authentically gauged. Also, from the perspective of teacher enablement and
empowerment, the use of portfolio with the application of IT in real learning and teaching contexts can
encourage the teachers to apply what they have learnt during professional development.

5 Conclusions
To conclude, the research team provided more detailed descriptions of the four levels of IT competency,
recommended training contents and strategies as well as assessment. It is pleasing to report that the Hong
Kong government has now accepted the recommendations by the research team. Large-scale professional
development activities are now taking place for the teachers in Hong Kong. Many schools are conducting
their school-based professional development activities, some with the help of eight government-approved
professional development providers. With funding from the government on hardware and software
installation, we are beginning to witness some massive educational reforms in Hong Kong as a result of the
IT revolution.
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An informatization society, where high added value can be created through
networks is different from an Industrial society where physical labor predisposes

discrimination between men and women. As knowledge and information are
regarded as the most important resources in an Informatization society,
intelligence and emotional ability are given more importance than physical
superiority. In light of this, the roles and positions of women are being newly
evaluated, and the direction of the women's informatization movement has
emerged as a new topic of the era. Korea places a strong emphasis on education
and the percentage of women who attend University is also high. Contrary to
this, the percentage of highly educated women who become working members

of society is very low. These days, this problem has been recognized and
education in woman informatization has actively proceeded. Taking various
kinds of women's organization as the principal axis, woman informatization
projects are actively unfolding. Government has also explored supporting plans
in various aspects. This study explores the present state of women's
informatization education and it's future direction.

Keywords: Woman Education, Informatization Education

1 Introduction
An Informatization Society is expected to be the 3F era: Female, Feeling, and Fiction. Productivity of
culture and emotions is more important than labor productivity. Instead of labor productivity, sensitivity and
intuition unique to women are expected to contribute a lot to the development of an emotional business that
has high added value.

As the roles and position of women are newly evaluated, the direction of the women's informatization
movement is emerging as an important topic. As it becomes, necessary to have women's informatization
education in Korea, a new movement has emerged. In light of this, this study will explore the present state
and future direction of informatization education of women in Korea.

2 Present State and Problems of Woman Informatization Education in
Korea
The studies on women and the informatization society have been introduced in Korea since the end of 1980.

Until now, works on the development of women in an informatization society have been produced
intermittently. The Korean Women's Association and National Women's Convention has dealt with "Woman
and Informatization Society," and attracted the attention of the society of women overall. However,
systematic, continuous and comprehensive studies on women and informatization have been insufficient.

Also insufficient are the studies on the concrete policy alternatives for informatizing all women in
accordance with national informatization.
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2.1 Present State of Women's Informatization Education
Korean Women's Development Institute (http://kwdi.re.kr/)
Government investing research institute
Constructs public database first in Korea in 1995.
Systematizes the professional information related to women and provide it by PC communication network
Construct total distribution management system on woman information and Internet service in 1997

FemiNet Korea (http://www.feminet.or.kr)
Established in 1996 with the purpose of ' Woman Informatization j
Study on woman informatization, education, information culture business, operation of web-site
Campaign on home informatization
Women Link (http://www.womenlink.or.kr)
As professional woman movement organization, promote woman informatization
Explore business to urge woman participation
Plan the construction of DB on woman information
Asian Pacific Women's Information Network Center, Sookmyung Women's University
(http://apwin.sookmyung.ac.kr/)

Explore woman informatization project most actively among woman organizations attached to
universities
Construct Web-site in 1997 and provides information related to woman
Hold international seminars

Obtain professionalism by connecting with other inside institutions attached to university including cyber
institute
Obtained the position of Chair of UNESCO

P lay a role as main organization in woman informatization in Asia-Pacific regions including Korea and
Japan.

<Table 1> Web site of representative women institutes

First, in the case of education, several women's organizations and social education centers for women hold

basic computer training and some job training programs and lectures to expand the mind-set for
informatization. However, the lectures are sporadic and temporary, and job training programs are limited to

extremely small areas, and the content of training focuses on PC utilization, since it doesn't have the
fundamental environment necessary.

Among informatization education at government levels, the women's professional training project of the

Ministry of Information and Communication has been most systematically promoted. To solve the
manpower problems and to nurture women professionals in the multi-media and content fields, the Ministry

of Information and Communication has carried out various supporting projects since 1998. The main
projects are shown below:

2.1.1 Support Educational Institute Attached to Women's Universities
This project is to support educational institutes attached to Women's Universities with educational expenses.
Women university students and unemployed women will be intensively trained in the fields of information
communication including S/W programming, system engineering, networking, and game animation
media in prestigious education institutions exclusively for women, to get a job or open their own business.

2.1.2 Support 'The House of Working Women'
It also supports the education expenses of the House of Working Women. Homemakers and ordinary women
can take training courses in the field of information and communication to get a job in the House of Working
Women which has its own childcare center.

2.1.3 Support the Foundation of the Business Incubation Center of Women's Universities
To solve unemployment and to activate the foundation of businesses by women professionals, it supports the
establishment of the Business Incubation Center in women's universities. With this project, about 16,000
students and homemakers have obtained information training in 1998, and about 250 woman professionals
have established their own businesses.
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2.1.4 Present State of Information Service and DB Building on Woman Informatization
Centered on a few women organizations and women research centers attached to universities including the
Korean Women's Development Institute, FemiNet Korea, Asia-Pacific Women's Information Network
Center, Sookmyung Women's University, women-related DB building and information services have been
actively promoted. All these institutes have created the environment for women informatization based on the

construction of N/W as an information infrastructure, and launched related education, culture and
promotional projects.

In detail, 9 women's organizations out of 117, and 5 women's research centers out of 12 attached to
universities that can operate social education programs besides the Korean Women's Development Institute,
have operating Web Sites. Following are 4 organizations whose activities are the most active.

2.2 Problems in Woman Informatization Education in Korea
In Korea, accessibility to information devices is extremely different between genders. This difference of
opportunity results in that of informatization and further causes severe inequality between genders as it
becomes an informatization society.

A survey on Internet users by a Korean newspaper showed that the ratio of males to females among Internet
users has largely changed. While the ratio of males to females from 1st to 3rd survey was 9:1, the 4th survey

showed that female users had largely decreased the ratio discrepancy to 8.15: 1.85. Compared with the
gender ratio among world Internet users (6.64 :3.36), that of Korea is found out to have a severe imbalance
as ever[4].

Following is the concrete explanation of the problems of woman informatization in Korea[2].

First, the index of woman informatization is relatively low. Especially, that of homemakers was very low.
Considering that the household is the basic unit of the nation, and responsible for enforcing social values
through the supervision of the homemaker, it is a very severe problem.

Second, the number of women in higher professional training programs is decreasing, even though
information training for woman at the regular or temporary training institutes is increasing quantitatively. As
well, the professional training courses by temporary training institutes focus on the simple practice-oriented
short-term training, reenacting the isolation phenomenon of women labor.

Third, in spite of the quantitative increase in informatization training for women, the number of women
working in the information industry is being reduced. Information communication requires professional
training in most fields, and it is necessary to make working environments in which women can continue to
work and get in-service training even after getting married and having children.

3 Development Direction of Woman Informatization Education
With the advent of the informatization society, job areas divided by gender lost meaning, and accordingly
women manpower can contribute to the development of society more and more. Unless fixed ideas on
gender roles are discarded and replaced with a flexible way of thinking, the information estrangement of
woman will become larger, and result in the loss of one axis of social development[6].
We will explore the development direction of informatization training of woman in the 21st century from
this aspect.

3.1 Primary and Middle School Education
We would like to present the desirable direction of informatization education for girl students as follows:

First, school education should implement systematic education of information and provide as many
opportunities as possible to allow girl students access to informatization education. Schools should also
guide interest and instill a sense of closeness in information technology fields through the information
technology related future course guidance after graduation.
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In addition, the curriculum should be reorganized to make the most of information devices in each subject.
Especially, careful attention should be given to organizing the education courses, so as not to isolate girl
students, including elective courses only for girl students. Going one step further, information technology
should be actively utilized in girls' elective courses including housekeeping and home economics courses,
which will result in natural information education.

Second, the interest of girl students should be attracted to information through various activities including
information contests for girl students. Excellent students should be picked out early and guided. Before
determining whether the low index of woman informatization is inborn or learned, it is judicious for the
government to give the highest consideration to the informatization of girl students in the education system.
Third, information education should be presented to the parents of those girl students who guide them at
home. After all, home is the starting point and the last stop of education. An Information-oriented mind-set
for students can be decisively affected by their parents. Especially, the informatization education of the
parents of primary students has a high possibility to produce positives effect for the students. Accordingly, it
will have a profound meaning in terms of education to provide informatization education which parents and
students can participate in together.

Fourth, industrial-educational cooperation should be constructed for the education of girl students.
Informatization education requires high-priced equipment and high quality personnel due to its character. It

difficult to say that hardware and software infrastructure for informatization education has been
established in Korea. However, universities and industries have both foundation facilities and human
resources, and as a result, the personnel trained at universities can be regarded as the consumer and
beneficiary. Accordingly, the industrial-educational cooperation will result in an effective system for
is

improving the quality of the informatization education and those institutes.

3.2 Policy Direction for Woman Informatization Education
We would like to present the desirable policy direction for the informatization education of women.

First, it is necessary to carry out education of women's problem at an early stage. Informatization education
of women is to overcome the imbalance and irrationality that has emerged from gender discrimination.
Accordingly, early education of women's problems should be carried out to enable them to overcome the
sense of gender discrimination from the juvenile period, and help them with fundamental problem-solving.

Second, it is necessary to select the institutions or women organizations that can act as an axis of
informatization education for women, and to allow them to play pivotal roles in that education. At present,
many women's organizations have actively carried out and yielded some fruit. However, in reality, there is

no center of woman informatization education that can collect the capabilities of many women's
organizations. Informatization centers should be selected, networks by region and by institution should be
created, and systematic and reasonable informatization education of women should be carried out. This
network should also be expanded as an international organization through the Internet.
Third, it is necessary to rearrange and complement the education courses to connect school education to lifetime education. For this purpose, education courses for the informatization education of girl students should
be rearranged, which should result in systematic and hierarchical, life-time education.

4 Conclusions
Due to the special nature of the information industry, women's labor power of processing and creation of
knowledge has retained a new evaluation. Women's delicate nature, intellectual power, and creativeness
herald the creation of new value. The emergence of new jobs and concepts of working places opens the new
horizon for the possibility of the woman labor force. What is important here is, however, not to be satisfied
with this possibility, but to turn this possibility into reality.

Educational fever in Korea is relatively high. The rate of women who go to universities is very high.
Compared with those of advanced countries, however, less women with high education have made their way
into the society, and as a result, the education for women remains as the consumptive type of education.

It is time to discard the view that the informatization education of women is just one area of expansion of
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women's right. Korea has to recognize the importance of utilizing the tremendous number of potential
women laborers as real available manpower, and to put a large investment and sufficient support into this.
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Need of the ICT(Information & Communication Technology) based education
has been emphasized and importance of educational software is being
recognized, but it is not being utilized effectively. To solve this problem, we
surveyed present conditions, recognition, and obstructive factors of educational
software utilization for teachers of elementary schools, junior high schools, and

high schools, and school inspectors who use educational software in their
schools by questionnaire and interview. On the basis of the surveyed matters, we

suggested a plan to utilize educational software effectively in the teacher,
educational software, support system, and environment side.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The key target of the educational informationalization business in Korea is to improve methods and quality
of teaching and learning by using various educational software. For this, total 3,400 educational software
have been developed and distributed in Korea from 1985 to 1998, and software purchase expenses of 1
million won per school have been supported from 1998 to use software developed by private hands.

Although lots of software are being distributed to each school like this, rate of teachers who have used
educational software is lower than expected and schools continuously appeal lack of educational software.
But definite and objective factors of why educational software is not used properly have not been found.

Therefore, a realistic and practical plan for effective educational software utilization should be prepared for
teachers in their schools by finding problems and actual conditions based on development, distribution, and
utilization of present software and gathering opinions of demanders and suppliers of educational software.

1.2 Content and Methodology
This study surveyed the followings by questionnaire and interview[1].

First, Present conditions of educational software utilization. Second, Recognition of educational software
utilization. Third, Obstructive factors to educational software utilization.
The subjects of questionnaire were 1568 teachers of 128 schools(8 schools of each two elementary school,
junior high school, academic high school, and vocational high school under the Education Administrations
of national 16 cities/provinces were selected). Especially, for the above Third matter, interview was added
for school inspectors in charge of educational informationalization, chiefs of the information department and
teachers in charge of the task in the 9 Education Administrations.

2 Concept and Category of Educational Software
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The educational software may be wholly utilized in the education and educational support field.

Jeong Taek-hee et al. define educational software as 'data or program that are directly inputted to a teachinglearning course and mediate interaction between teachers and learners to achieve the educational object'[2].

This study focused on data or educational software made for teaching-learning and set the concept of
educational software as "software with teaching-learning purposes of a diskette, CD-ROM, and web type,
containing educational matters made with each kind of authoring tools or programming languages". Also,
presentation and digital encyclopedia type, which are being used a lot in the field, are included in it.

3 Analysis of Educational Software Utilization
The questionnaires were recalled from 84 schools among 128 schools which received them and the recall
rate was about 65.6%. But among them, 6 schools respond unfaithfully, so questionnaires for just 78 schools
were handled, the response rate was about 56.7% consequently.

3.1 Present Conditions of Educational Software Utilization
As a result of questionnaire, it was surveyed that 67.8% of respondents have used educational software
during the class. But it is just 1 time use and most teachers responded that they did not utilize it now.
Enough

Over 70%

Over 50%

Under 50%

Under 30%

Almost not utilizing

No response

Total

34(4.6)

32(4.3)

66(9.0)

0(0)

65(8.8)

471(63.9)

69(9.4)

737(100)

<Table 3 -I> Degree of educational software utilization

The results of surveying reasons for not utilizing(for intending not to utilize) educational software are as
<Table 3-2>.
Place
1

Reason for not utilizing

There is no proper educational software.

2

It is not suitable for curricular characteristics.

3

It is thought that there is no special need.

<Table 3-2> Reasons for not utilizing educational software

3.2 Will of Utilization of Educational Software
It was found that respondents who responded that they had a plan to utilize educational software were far
more than respondents who had responded that the had not to the question, "Will you use educational
software in future?". So it shows that the will of teachers to utilize educational software was significantly
high.
Yes

No

No response

Total

453(61.5)

61(8.3)

223(30.2)

737(100)

<Table 3-3> Will you utilize educational software in future?

The reasons for having a plan for software utilization are first, increase of educational efficiency, and second,
improvement of teaching quality, and other responses were attraction of students' interests, improvement of a
visual effect, and playing a role of a teaching helper.

3.3 Obstructive Factors to Educational Software Utilization.
The fact that there is a will to utilize educational software but it is not utilized involves many suggestions.
This study considered it as an obstructive factor to educational software utilization and surveyed it by

interview. The reason for using interview instead of questionnaire was for consideration of the field
conditions which cannot be expected by questioners.
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3.3.1 Hardware
(1) Inadequacy of Hardware Environment: To utilize educational software, specifications of hardware should
be good. A student has a computer as the level of a computer per 15.8 students including from 286 grade
to pentium grade and as the level of a computer per 19.1 students in case of efficient over pentium grade
for utilization in Korea. This can be sufficient basis to raise consistent voice for field teachers, 'hardware
environment is inferior'.
(2) Inferior Maintenance System: Computer produces various maintenance conditions such as from software

error to exchange of computer mainframe. But present condition is that teachers are not sufficient to
decide correctly and cope with these conditions.

3.3.2 Educational Software
(1) Lack of Utilization Capability of Educational Software in a Class: There were many opinions that they
fall in utilization as an intention of educational software developer is not the same as the intention of
teacher in a class. And, it was appeared that it is difficult for the software to connect with curriculum as
reconstructing of educational software is difficult.
(2) Lacked Information about Educational Software: When teacher wishes to utilize educational software in
a class, information to guide him are so insufficient. This functions as a factor to refuse the utilization of
educational software by teacher as well as work excess of teacher.

3.3.3 Teacher
(1) Lack of Utilization Ability and Absence of Practical In-service Training: To utilize educational software
effectively, teacher must have the ability to connect the contents of educational software with instruction
contents. In-service training can be an appropriate method to improve this ability. But In-service training
executed now includes mainly learning of fundamental ICT or development of educational software rather
than utilization of educational software.
(2) Lack of a Study Time of Teaching Materials: To apply the educational software on a class in the school
field, teacher must confirm the hardware environment, understand the contents and type of educational
software by checking, and has an ability to reconstruct the contents of class. He must check various things
himself as there are no sufficient existing information for utilization and there is nearly no place to ask.
However, it was appeared that teacher did not utilize educational software as his task is so much for these
works.

4 Utilization Plan of Educational Software
We examined recognition of teachers, actual condition of utilization, and obstructive factor about
educational software as mentioned above. In this study, we will prepare a plan to settle obstructive factors
educational software effectively and practically on the basis of this.

4.1 Hardware
We will suggest the plan for hardware as the consideration of 2 conditions such as exchange of the existing
old computer and new installation. And other various conditions must be considered for current educational
software. In consideration of these condition, gradual plans of the following 3 steps are necessary.
First, basic utilization must be induced by distributing multimedia PCs in classroom primarily. Second,
multimedia room must be installed by each school with the first step together. It is because that multimedia
room can be utilized for storage of educational software, role of file server, and development of educational

software. Third, installed hardware is required to maintain certainly and to reinstall. To ensure the
continuous maintenance and reinstallment for hardware can give sense of stability to the school and extend
efficient utilization of educational software.

4.2 Educational Software
To utilize educational software efficiently, most of all, educational software with good quality must be
developed and distributed in the school field. In addition to the development of educational software with
good quality, P.R. about developed educational software is necessary urgently. We suggest plans in
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consideration of these conditions as follows.

First, DB on the development educational software must be provided by the level of Ministry of Education.

DB must arrange and construct contents to be a standard of selection such as subject, type, and
characteristics about each educational software when teachers wish to utilize educational software. Second,
educational software must be manufactured with easy type for utilization in a class and its development
breaks from the form of collection. And it must be manufactured as a form with easy change of structure
according to the class intention of teacher. Third, educational software must receive financial support to
evaluate the quality of educational software, which is developed by a private enterprise, and to purchase and
use it if it is excellent educational software.

4.3 Teacher
First, in-service training about practice of educational software must be performed. In U.S., State of
California performs a in-service training to raise practicable ability educationally in the second step, the
level of teaching, of teacher training course[3]. In Korea, the school field also indicates problems of the
existing training and requires the training of this level. To supplement problems of the existing training and
change it for practical training, first, what part is considered to be the most difficult for teachers must be
examined when they intended to use the educational software. And we must analyze hardware problems and
software problems met in running educational software and must perform a training about countermeasures
against these error conditions to teachers. Especially, we must improve the ability of educational software
selection as we let them evaluate educational software and let them apply it on a class during in-service
training course.

Second, we must give study time of teaching materials to teacher for utilizing educational software as
aiming at efficiency of work by arranging school management and administrative structure. And on the basis
of studied contents, we must make a mood to study teaching materials for teacher by giving advantages such
as allowance and promotion marks to teacher who carries out developmental class.

4.4 School Support System
In our country now, policies applied on education are made by policy investigators after examination of
various facts and then are instructed collectively. To be sure, they provide results of study to the other school
by study exemplary school, but practical results of study are not gained due to the lack of source of revenues
and manpower. It is also applied in suggesting efficient settlement plan about educational software. To settle
these problems, the study composed by following 4 steps must be performed continuously.
First, investigate facts indicated as problems in the school field concentratedly. Second, understand practical
problems by analyzing investigated contents. Third, prepare settlement plans for practical problems. Fourth,
apply this on the system.

4.5 Reorganization of Curriculum
Great vast digitalized data are being produced due to the development of ICT and the acquisition is possible
easily. If students want and try, they can utilize base environment, which has already been prepared, to be
able to acquire great information than teachers. Under these environments, it is required to learn method and

experience to produce valuable information by utilizing knowledge than committing to memory of
knowledge simply. This shows that it is required to reconsider what we teach in the school field. But as
current curriculum is knowledge-centered curriculum and ICT is accessed with only simple support level for
progress of class, difficulties of teachers have been added a load. Therefore, to aim at efficiency of practical
education, curriculum must be reorganized for integrating ICT into education. This means that ICT must not
play only a supporting role of education but be a base of education[4].

5 Conclusion
As modern society became informationalization society and knowledge based society, the amount of
information increases rapidly and its life is short. Students must live in these society conditions and school
must grow society adaptability of students. Currently computer is discussed on the same level of reading,

writing, speaking. In these flow, the importance of educational software has increased. Utilization of
educational software enables not only to progress efficient class but also to extend ICT applicable ability of
students. But the utilization of educational software is greatly lower than necessity of educational software.
To settle this problem, it is required of curriculum and teaching method met with information society and
ICT must be not supporting means of education but a base of education. And, first of all, an important thing
is field teachers. Systematic support is required to utilize educational software for field teachers and effort of
teacher itself is required.
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1 Introduction
Internet technology for learning, including web-based resources, networked groupware and remote sensing
have the potential to bring teachers and students together with a greater diversity and quantity of human,
natural and technological resources than was previously possible. Educators and students can now access an
enormous variety of web-based expository materials, images, activity plans, simulations, etc., and interact
with people from many walks of life over the Internet. Already pressed for time, how will educators sort

through this cornucopia of information and misinformation and find the resources appropriate for the
educational needs of their students? Clearly, in order to leverage the great potential of this de-facto
worldwide digital library, educators will need help. This paper is concerned with one form of help: databases
of meta-data or information that describes the relevant characteristics of educational resources sometimes
called learning objects. Properly constructed meta-data databases that have interfaces designed to match
educator's perspectives should enable them to find relevant learning objects more quickly.

There are two other factors that also motivate this work. In the United States, there is currently a strong
emphasis on systemic reform in public school education at the primary and secondary school levels. Being
systemic, this movement is encouraging and compelling a greater diversity of stakeholders to collaborate in

their mutual interest in supporting achievement of high standards in the schools. For example, the
Educational System Reform ( http: / /www.ehr.nsf.gov/EHR/ESR/) division of the US National Science
Foundation requires that proposals for funding show evidence of significant collaborations between schools,
universities and colleges, business and industry, and other community members in genuine support of
sustainable reform (i.e., reform that continues beyond the funded period). As a result, organizations and
individuals who have not previously worked together need to become aware of the resources they offer to
each other. Hence databases of resources that are tailored for particular locations are needed. The present
work is one example of such a database.

A third motivating factor is economic. The cost of building educational materials, particularly technology-

supported materials such as software, is high. All too often, persons and groups who are intellectually
prepared to develop innovative new approaches to the application of technology to education spend most of
their time rebuilding basic functionality. Recent interest in educational object repositories and educational
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technology standards is motivated in large part by the desire to be able to find and reuse the work of others.
Standards are being developed to describe learning objects [5] and to facilitate the interoperability of these
objects once they are found [3]. This work is concerned primarily with standards for describing learning
objects so that they may be found. Software interoperability has been addressed elsewhere (e.g., [2, 6]).
Standards for describing learning objects also address economic issues surrounding resource databases
because databases are expensive to build. Rather than replicate existing meta-data, it is preferable to access
existing meta-data repositories. However, this requires standard forms for meta-data.

In summary, these forces require educators and their partners to be aware of the diversity of resources that
are potentially available to them and to understand the significance or potential utility of these resources
with respect to educational objectives. Resource databases should adequately describe a diverse variety of

resources yet relate them all to common educational objectives, describe the resources in terms
understandable to educators, and interoperate with other major repositories. In this paper we report on our
first efforts to design such a resource database to meet these needs within the State of Hawai'i as part of a
systemic initiative known as Hawaii Networked Learning Communities. Specifically we report on our use
of an emerging standard, the Learning Object Meta-data (LOM). The paper provides a brief introduction to
the LOM, describes its application to HNLC, and discusses limitations and extensions to the LOM that were
required. Finally, readers are provided with information on how to participate in the development of the
LOM.

2 Background
2.1 Learning Object Meta-data
Meta-data, simply defined, is data about data [4, 7]. Meta-data defines the characteristics of other data so
that it may be interpreted and used intelligently. In this sense meta-data enables us to use data as information.
The phrase learning object is used to inclusively denote a wide variety of entities used to support learning,
including but not limited to digital resources such as software, multimedia, or hypertext, and nondigital
resources such as courses of study, professional development programs, or persons who have volunteered to
serve as mentors. Assembling these concepts, we come to learning object meta-data, which is somewhat of
a misnomer in that the meta-data is not only describing data, but also other entities that are not data (such as
persons). Yet the term "meta-data" is already in wide use for this purpose, so will be used herein.

2.2 Technical Standards
A technical standard is a specification of shared terms, interfaces, representations, practices, etc. If an
artifact (such as computer or networking hardware, a software program, or data representations) is
constructed to be compliant with a technical standard, then that standard ensures that multiple stakeholders
will be able to interpret or interface with that artifact without needing to ask for help from the creator of the
artifact. That is, a standard helps ensure interoperability and reuse. A standard is expressed in a document
that sets forth the scope and purpose of the standard and the mandatory conditions for compliance. The
existence of a standard, e.g., for learning technologies, does not mean that everyone is expected to comply
with the standard. It only sets forth the conditions for those who elect to claim compliance with the standard.

2.3 The IEEE LTSC Learning Object Meta-data
The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, http: / /www.ieee.orgi is an international
organization for engineers of electrical and information technologies. IEEE has a well-defined standards
development process administered by its Standards Activity Board (http://www.computer.org/standards/).
The Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC), which was founded in 1996 by a group of
academic, government, and industry representatives (including the author), chose to use the IEEE standards
process for this reason. The LTSC sponsors several learning technology related standards efforts, at various
levels of maturity ranging from speculative to approaching balloting. The Learning Object Meta-data draft
standard [1] (also known by its IEEE identifier as 1484.12) is arguably the most mature of the LTSC draft
standards. According to a recently circulated revision to the Project Authorization Request, "The purpose of
this standard is to facilitate search, evaluation, acquisition, and use of learning objects, for instance by
learners or instructors. The purpose is also to facilitate the sharing and exchange of learning objects, by
enabling the development of catalogs and inventories, taking into account the diversity of cultural and
lingual contexts in which the learning objects and their meta-data will be exploited."
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The LOM standard is meant to provide a semantic model for describing properties of the learning objects
themselves, rather than detailing ways in which these learning objects may be used to support learning. The
LOM indicates the legal values and informal semantics of the meta-data elements, their dependencies on
each other, and how they are composed into a larger structure. It is intended to be extended, and in fact a
structure has been provided specifically for the purpose. The LOM is agnostic concerning bindings or
implementations of meta-data in particular representations or notations, such as XML. (At this writing, a
study group is exploring a separate XML binding specification.) No particular representation or
implementation is specified or implied by the LOM. Systems that are LOM compliant may present users
with any interface they wish and store the meta-data however they wish. The LOM specifies only the
semantics of the meta-data in order to enable meaningful interchange of meta-data between systems.
An outline of the LOM meta-data elements as of draft 4.1 [1] is provided in Table 1. In this table, nesting

indicates a compositional relationship. For example (adopting notation commonly used in the LOM
committee), a single 1.3:Catalog.Entry consists of a 1.3.1:Catalogue and an 1.3.2:Entry; while a
9:Classification consists of several types of sub-elements, some of which themselves also have internal
structure. Much important information has been left out of this table for space considerations. For example,
some data elements may take on multiple values which may be ordered or unordered, and some must be
taken from restricted vocabularies or reference other standards for their values.
Table 1 Outline of Learning Object Meta-data Elements
1

General

2

Identifier
1.2 Title
1.3 CatalogEntry
Catalogue
1.3.1
Entry
1.3.2
1.4 Language
1.5 Description
1.6 Keywords
1.7 Coverage
1.8 Structure
1.9 Aggregation Level
LifeCycle
1.1

2.1 Version
2.2 Status
2.3 Contribute
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
3

5

5.11 Language
6

Role
Entity
Date

MetaMeta-data
3.1 Identifier

7

3.2 Catalog Entry
Catalogue
3.2.1
Entry
3.2.2
3.3 Contribute

4

3.3.1

Role
Entity
3.3.2
Date
3.3.3
3.4 Meta-data Scheme

8

3.5 Language
Technical
4.1 Format

9

Rights
6.1 Cost
6.2 Copyright and Other Restrictions
6.3 Description
Relation
7.1 Kind
7.2 Resource
Identifier
7.2.1
Description
7.2.2
7.2.3
CatalogEntry
Annotation
8.1 Person
8.2 Date
8.3 Description
Classification
9.1 Purpose
9.2 TaxonPath
9.2.1
Source
9.2.2
Taxon
9.2.2.1

4.2 Size
4.3 Location
4.4 Requirements
Type
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.4.3
4.4.4

4.5 Installation Remarks
4.6 Other Platform Requirements
4.7 Duration
Educational
5.1 Interactivity Type
5.2 Learning Resource Type
5.3 Interactivity Level
5.4 Semantic Density
5.5 Intended end user role
5.6 Context
5.7 Typical Age Range
5.8 Difficulty
5.9 Typical Learning Time
5.10Description

9.2.2.2
9.3 Description
9.4 Keywords

Name
Minimum Version
Maximum Version
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Id
Entry

Brief descriptions of the major element categories follow. I:General provides information such as title, a
brief textual description, and keywords. 2:Life.Cycle describes the development and current state of the
resource. 3:Metameta.Data describes the meta-data itself, e.g., who entered or validated this meta-data
instance and what language it is written in. 4: Technical provides information on media type, size, software
requirements, etc. for those learning objects to which these attributes apply. 5:Educational is intended to
provide basic information about the pedagogical characteristics of the resource. This category includes some
of the most controversial elements, to be discussed further below. 6:Rights describes the conditions under
which one may acquire and use the learning object. 7:Relation is intended to describe the learning object in
relation to other learning objects. At this writing there is a controversy concerning whether this may be used

to control sequencing of a collection of learning objects, or whether that should be deferred to other
standards being developed for the purpose. 8:Annotation allows for the accumulation of comments by
persons who have used or are otherwise evaluating the learning object. 9:Classification provides a means of
extending the LOM to meet specialized needs. 9:Classification comes in the form of a generic structure for

classifying the learning object in one or more taxonomic systems external to the LOM. Most of our
extensions used 9:Classification.

3 HNLC Resource Database
The remainder of this paper describes our first prototype design and implementation of a learning object
resource database, specifically focusing on the use of the LOM as a guiding framework for the design, and
on ways in which extensions to the LOM were required. I briefly describe the initiative that this database
was intended to serve before discussing the application of the LOM itself.

3.1 Hawai'i Networked Learning Communities
The Hawai'i Networked Learning Communities (HNLC, http://lilt.ics.hawaii.edu/hnlc/) initiative is a
partnership between the Hawai'i Department of Education (HDOE), the University of Hawai'i, and many
other stakeholders in the quality of Hawai'i public education, such as business and nonprofit interests.
HNLC's purpose is to prepare all students in Hawai'i's public schools for life and careers in today's world
by enabling them to attain high standards in science, math, engineering and technology (SMET) education.
The HNLC initiative is supporting HDOE in its systemic standards-based reform efforts by leveraging
Hawai'i's rich land, sea, space, and cultural resources. A theme of "global environmental studies, situated
locally" pervades the work. From the standpoint of technology-supported learning, HNLC has three major
thrusts. First, professional development will help educators make better use of technologies as educational
resources in their classrooms. Second, distance collaboration and remote sensing technology will bridge the
distances between small rural schools and the islands' rich resources, enabling virtual access to field sites,
research laboratories or equipment, and, most importantly, peers and mentors of students, teachers and others
involved in the educational process. Third, a web-accessible database will address one of the most frequent
requests encountered during our needs assessment: knowing what resources are available to educators in
Hawai'i. This paper is about the suitability of the LOM for this database.

3.2 Scope of the Database
The database describes resources for public school education ranging from Kindergarten (K) to 12th grade,
also abbreviated as K-12. Standards-based reform is essential to the initiative: hence all resources must be
described with respect to the Hawai'i Content and Performance Standards (http://www.hcps.k12.hi.us/), a
document specifying what should be taught and how students' learning should be assessed. A wide variety
of resources will be described, making this a particularly challenging test implementation of the LOM. For
example, the following resources might be included:
A university program ;n which Ph.D. students have their expenses paid in exchange for mentoring
o
teachers for a certain number of hours a month. This can take place over the Internet; ideally, the
teacher's students become involved in field report in support of the Ph.D. thesis.
Nationally recognized curricular resources developed at the University's Curriculum Research and
Development Group (http://www.hawaii.edu/crdg/).
A software program with which students can construct explicit visual models of their evidential
reasoning while participating in investigations (http://lilt.ics.hawaii.edu/belvedere/index.html).
A network of autonomous weather stations and remote controlled cameras, to be placed in the Alaka'i
swamp (one of the rainiest place on Earth) or Volcano National Park, in some cases with the cameras
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trained on individuals of endangered plant species, with radio links to the Internet
(http://www.botany.hawaii.edu/pods/).
A nurse practitioner at a local military hospital who volunteered her time to telementor students on
medical topics.
Ma lama Hawai'i, a new environmental education project started by the famed Polynesian voyager
Nainoa Thompson (http://www.malamahawaii.org/).
Advanced placement courses in computer science and discrete math, offered by our department to high
school students via Hawai'i DOE's Internet-based E-School (http://atr.k12.hi.us/eschool/index.shtml).
The He'eia Ahupua'a, in which researchers and school children collaborate to study the integration of
modern and traditional Hawai'ian land management techniques (Internet collaboration and mentoring is
being planned: http://kauila.k12.hi.us/ahupuaa/).
A Community College's research grade 24" telescopes, recently displaced from Haleakala by larger
telescopes and now being installed for Web-accessible use at the CC. The telescopes are still viable for
new asteroid, comet and supernova survey research that can be conducted by high school students over
the web, being supervised by college students and their professional mentors.
Diverse resources for teaching constructed by teachers and made available to others as part of a new
product-oriented approach to professional development credits being implemented by HDOE.

All of these fall within LOM's scope of "any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or
referenced during technology supported learning" (from the original Project Authorization Request,

http://ltsc.ieee.org/par-lo.htm) because we will be using distance collaboration and remote sensing
technology (as well as the database itself) to support learning using these resources. To control the scope of
our work, HNLC will prioritize the description of local resources and interface with other repositories for
nationally available resources (e.g., GEM).

4 HNLC LOM Meta-data
In designing the meta-data for resources such as those listed above, we found it necessary to extend the
LOM. As previously noted, the LOM was designed to be extended. In some cases the predefined LOM
elements were adequate, and in other cases we were able to perform the desired extensions using the LOM
9:Classification facility. However in a few cases it was necessary to extend restricted vocabularies (which is
not normally allowed), and in other cases structural issues arose. In this section I describe the most
significant extensions, including the issues just mentioned.

4.1 Method
Our team consisted of Susan Johnson and Beth Tillinghast (Library and Information Science students),
Laura Girardeau (an Environmental Education graduate), and David Nickles (a Computer Science graduate).

Initially Johnson and Tillinghast wrote informal textual descriptions capturing the important information
about a representative sample of the resources that we wanted to describe. After reviewing these descriptions
I presented the LOM draft 4.1 [1] to the entire team, which required extensive discussions for clarification.
We then went through the textual descriptions and identified LOM elements in which the information
expressed could be captured. Where we failed to find LOM elements for an item of information we extended
the LOM, either by expanding on the vocabulary of an existing element or by creating an entirely new
element under 9:Classification.Where new elements were needed we searched other repositories to find
meta-data that we could use. Several iterations were required to understand the LOM structure well enough
to define our instances of 9:Classification. (It should be noted that end users are not expected to understand
the LOM: the LTSC community expects that suitable interfaces will be developed, and no end user will even
need to know Thai the LOM exists. We were approaching the LOIvi as information professionals, not end
users.) Then Nickles created a Filemaker implementation of the resulting HNLC-LOM and provided the
others with an interface for building meta-data (Figure 1). Johnson and Tillinghast then created meta-data for
our sample. I then reviewed the result to detect possible misunderstandings and issues. I also compiled a first
draft of issues and recommendations. This draft was shared with the LTSC LOM committee, both via email
and subsequently face to face in an LTSC meeting (Montreal, June 2000). Thanks to their feedback, many
issues were resolved or re-understood as non-issues, and many further clarifications resulted.
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4.2 Vocabularies
The data type of LOM elements may be primitive (e.g., a string), reference other standards (e.g., vCard), or
consist of a controlled vocabulary. In the latter case, the vocabulary may be restricted, meaning that only the
terms listed may be used, or open with recommended practice, meaning that one should attempt to use one
of the terms listed as the recommended practice but may extend this vocabulary if needed. One extends the
vocabulary by using a tuple of form (See_Classification, term). The term is the new term being added to the

vocabulary. One must define an instance of 9:Classification that has the same 9.1:Purpose as the data
element being extended, and define a 9.2:Taxon.Path as needed to indicate where the term falls within the
taxonomic system indicated by 9.2.1:Source. (A taxon path can be thought of as a sequence of taxons, which
begins at the root of a taxonomic hierarchy and works its way down the tree through intermediate nodes to
the leaf node under which the object is being classified.)

For example, suppose one wants to extend 5.2:Leaming.Resource.Type with the term "Curriculum" taken
from the Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM) Resource Type vocabulary,
(http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadatallocab Type.html).
One would place the tuple (See_Classification, "Curriculum") in the 5.2 location, and then construct an
instance of 9:Classification with 9.1:Purpose = Leaming.Resource.Type, a single 9.2:Taxon.Path with
9.2.1:Source = "GEM Resource Type," and a single 9.2.2:Taxon with 9.2.2.2: Entry = "Curriculum" (there is
no ID available).

Although this seems much more awkward than simply using the term "Curriculum" in the
5.2:Learning.Resource.Type field, two points should be kept in mind. First, it is a powerful general-purpose

way of extending vocabularies with information about the taxonomic source of the term, and hence its
semantics. If we were to simply add a termto 5.2:Learning.Resource.Type its semantics would be
inaccessible, as there would be no place to record where the term came from. Second, the LOM information
structures are neither specifications of an implementation nor specifications of a user interface:
implementations are free to reorgainze the presentation of information to the user as convenient (e.g., to
present extensions to vocabularies as if they were simply added to the same field in question).
We found several of the LOM vocabularies for 5:Educational to be insufficient for our purposes. In one case,
5.2:Learning Resource Type, the vocabulary was open and the insufficiencies could be addressed via the

extension mechanism just described. However, vocabularies for 5.1:Interactivity.Type (values: Active,
Expositive. Mixed, or Undefined) and 5.5:Intended.End.User.Role (Teacher, Author, Learner, Manager) are
restricted vocabularies, so cannot be extended in this way. We have made the recommendation that these be
changed to open vocabularies until better consensus on an adequate term set can be obtained with the help of
the various communities expected to be using the LOM.'

4.3 Structural Issues
In some cases we felt that the vocabulary should be replaced with a structured description. This was actually
the case for 5.1:Interactivity.Type and 5.5:Intended.End.User.Role (see next section), as well as
5.7:Typical.Age.Range. Concerning the latter, K-12 educational resources in the United States are almost

always referenced by grade level rather than age range. Other applications may require other measures.
Anticipating the need for flexibility, we recommended that 5.7:Typical.Age.Range be changed to a
structured element with 5.7.1 Measure (e.g., "Chronological Age," "GEM Grade," etc.) and 5.7.2:Value (e.g.,
"12," "7-8," etc.).

More problematic are ways in which the value of one element depends on another. We noted that
5.9:Typical.Learning.Time depends on 5.7:Typical.Age.Range, for example, a textbook might be described
as suitable for a fast paced graduate course or a two-semester undergraduate sequence. Erik Duval later

pointed out that this applies to 5.4:Semantic.Density and 5.8:Difficulty as well. Hence I recommended
reorganizing these elements in a manner such as the following:
5.x Challenge Level, consisting of one or more 4-tuples:
5.x.1 Educational Level (formerly 5.7), consisting of one or more pairs:
5.x.1.1 Measure (e.g., Age, US Grade, ...)
5.x.1.2 Value (e.g., 7-8)
5.x.2 Semantic Density (formerly 5.4)
5.x.3 Difficulty (formerly 5.8)
5.x.4 Learning Time (formerly 5.9)
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Then one could create
multiple instances of 5.x:
Challenge.Level, with the

values of 5.x.2 through 5.x.4
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Figure 1. Prototype HNLC Resource Database: a Discipline classification

4.4 Our Extensions to the LOM
The following extensions were made using 9:Classification.

4.4.1 Audience
This extension effectively replaces 5.5:Intended.End.User.Role with the GEM Audience
(http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadatallocab_Audience.html), a two-part classification consisting

of ToolFor (who uses the tool) and Beneficiary (who benefits). For example, a professional development
resource that helps teachers handle learning disabled children in their classes is for the teacher but benefits
the particular population of learning disabled students. We would prefer that 5.5: Intended.User.Role be
modified to be composed of 5.5.1:Tool.For and 5.5.2:Beneficiary.

4.4.2 Community Involvement

This extension describes how a resource interacts with various stakeholders. We are designing this
classification ourselves. We are considering a two-part classification: One for the community entity involved,
and the other for the type of involvement.

4.43 Discipline
This extension describes the subject matter area covered by the resource. There is presently no LOM field
that does this (other than possibly 1.7:Coverage, which has limitations beyond the scope of this paper). We
are using the GEM Subject. This is a two-level classification system, requiring a two-step Taxon Path, for
example Science/ Astronomy. We found it necessary to add two first-level classifications to the GEM
Subject: Technology and Culture. An example using these subjects is shown in Figure 1, a partial screen
dump of our Filemaker prototype implementation. We also needed a way to indicate cross-curricular
integration. For this we again elected to modify the GEM taxonomy by allowing any major level Subject
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header to be listed as a minor header under the subject with which it is integrated. For example,
Science/Mathematics would indicate that the resource integrates Mathematics into Science (since
Mathematics is normally a Major taxon). For the GEM Subject controlled vocabulary see
http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadata/Vocab Subject.html.

4.4.4 Educational Level
This extension augments LOM 5.7:Typical.Age.Range, and is structured as described in the previous section.

4.4.5 Educational Objectives
This extension addresses content and performance standards. It is distinct from Discipline because it is more
specific: it aligns the resource with the particular standards that the resource is intended to help achieve.
Examples of national (US) content and performance Standards include America's Choice
(http://www.ncee.org/ac/intro.html); NCTM standards for mathematics (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, http://nctm.org/standards/); the NSES for science (National Science Education Standards,
http://www.nap.edu/readingroom/books/nses/html/), and the National Educational Technology Standards

(NETS http://cnets.iste.org/). An example of a state standard is the Hawaii Content and Performance
Standards (http://www.hcps k 1 2.hi.us/).

4.4.6 Pedagogy
This extension addresses the severe deficiency of the LOM's 5.1:Interactivity.Type, a closed vocabulary of
{active, expositive, mixed, undefined}. We have recommended that the .vocabulary for 5.1 be reopened.

However our version provides an even richer description of interactivity, using the GEM Pedagogy
vocabulary
This
vocabulary.
controlled
(http://www.geminfo.org/Workbench/Metadatallocab_Pedagogy.html) has three facets: Teaching Methods
(GEM provides a large vocabulary), Grouping (individual, small group, large group, etc.), and Assessment
(which is sometimes integrated into the pedagogy).

5 Conclusion
Internet technology for learning, including groupware and remote sensing, have the potential to bring
teachers and students together with a greater diversity of human, natural and technological resources than
was previously possible. Additionally, the current emphasis on systemic reform in public school education in
the United States is encouraging and compelling a greater diversity of stakeholders to collaborate in their

mutual interest in supporting achievement of high standards in the schools. These forces require that
educators and their partners be aware of the resources that are potentially available to them and to
understand the significance or potential utility of these resources with respect to educational objectives. The
HNLC Resource Database is being designed to meet such a need in the context of systemic standards-based
reform in the state of Hawai'i. The demands on such a database are high: it should interoperate with other
major repositories, adequately describe a diversity of resources, yet relate them all to common content and

performance standards and generally describe the resources in terms understandable to educators. The
LTSC's Learning Object Meta-data (LOM) is being developed in part to lay the foundations for meeting
such needs. In this paper I described our attempt to use the LOM for the HNLC Resource Database. We
found that it provides a solid foundation in the form of many well thought out data elements as well as a
means for extension. We also found that the LOM does not address all the needs of the HNLC Resource
Database. This cannot be expected as the LOM is being designed to serve a variety of applications in
government and industry as well as public education. We were able to deal with most of the limitations
through the Classification method of extension. However some of these extensions were due to premature
closure of the LOM vocabularies. More problematic were structural dependencies between LOM elements
that are not well captured at present. These issues were illustrated with examples from K-12 education.

The Learning Object Meta-data standard is under active development at this writing. It is hoped that this
paper will help increase awareness within the primary/secondary education sector worldwide of the LOM
standards effort, and encourage your contribution to further development of the standard to be more
appropriate for primary/secondary education needs. Anyone may participate: see http://ltsc.ieee.org/ for
details.
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Automated Quantitative Extraction
Method of Aesthetic Impression from
Color Images using the Tone in the HLS
Muncell Color Space
Toshinori Yamasaki, Tetsuo Hattori and Yukihiro Matsubara
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Hayashi-cho, Takamatsu, Kagawa 761-0396 Japan
Yamasaki ( hattori, matsubar)@eng.kagawa-u.acjp
The students acquire a visual literacy through learning the coloring
systematically in the fine arts subject. This paper describes an extraction method

for the aesthetic impression of the paintings based on the tone in the Muncell
color space for fine arts subject. The impression, which the human being gets
from the paintings, depends on the motif, the compdsition and the coloring. Here,
we discuss the evaluation method of the paintings by the computer based on the

tone that includes the lightness (intensity) and the saturation (vividness). We
perform the evaluation experiment of the paintings that have a unique coloring.
The evaluation result approximately resembles the impression of which human
being is moved. This method is also useful for retrieving the image database
using the ambiguous key words like the impression words.

Keywords: aesthetic impression of paintings, color tone, color harmony,
visual literacy, fine arts subject, image retrieval system

1 Introduction
Fine arts subject educates the ability of the sense beauty, that is, a visual literacy through recognizing a form
and a color. For training such a visual literacy, it is important for the students to understand the nature of
color systematically. Visual literacy that is the aesthetic judgment ability becomes the basis of the expression
and the appreciation activity in the fine arts learning. The students acquire the visual literacy by experience
through repeated practice of painting the picture. On the other hand, there are the empirical rules about the
composition and the coloring in the art. As for the color harmony, Ostwald, Muncell and Moon Spencer are
well known.

Recently, the multimedia database spreads widely with the development of the network technology. In the
multimedia database retrieval, it is useful that we can refer database using the impression words and the
ambiguous feeling words in addition to the key words. Recently, an image database retrieving by impression
words as beautiful, balmy is reported [1 -5].

We report the extraction way of the aesthetic impression degree of the paintings based on the Moon
Spencer's color harmony theory [6]. However, in the Moon Spencer's way, we can estimate the degree Of the

beauty as the numerical value but we cam not know the detail impression like the dark, light, bracing
impression which each painting gives. In this study, we describe more concretely the way of extraction the
aesthetic impression of the paintings based on the tone in the HLS Muncell color space.

2 The tone and the systematic color names
We call a suitable coloring the color harmony. In the color harmony theory, Ostwald, Muncell and Moon
Spencer are well known. Also, a color system is established by JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards) and
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PCCS (the Japanese Color & Coloring System).

Here, we use the tone in the Muncell HLS space for estimating the impression of the paintings more
precisely. We express a color by the word, which shows the impression of the color like the light green, the
dark green. There is a difference between bright and dark, strong and gentle, vivid and muddy in the same
color, same hue. We call this difference the tone (Lightness and Saturation). The tone is a concept of the

lightness L and the saturation S being compounds and shows an impression of the color, which doesn't
depend on the hue well. As the tone has an each image, it is easy to connect the tone the psychological effect
of the color. We can evaluate the feeling impression of the paintings by extraction the tone from the image
data. In this paper, we adopt the PCCS tone for evaluating the impression of the paintings [7]. The PCCS
defines the tone in the lightness L and the saturation S in the Muncell color space and gives color system as
the tone and the hue. The PCCS classifies into 12 kinds of tones in each hue and packs the same tone of the
every hue. Figure 1 shows the classification of the tone.
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The tone image is defined by the systematic color names in the PCCS color system. The systematic color
names is the color expression way that gives a modifier according to each fundamental color like white, red
and blue. It sets a way of combining a fundamental color name and modifier. The modifier in PCCS includes
an adjective, which shows the hue difference like the tinge of red, green. On the contrary, it has no word,
which shows only lightness or a saturation. The bright impression includes not only the high intensity but
also the vivid saturation. The mild impression means the high lightness and low saturation. Figure 2 shows
the systematic color names of the tone space.

3 Evaluation of the aesthetic impression
After getting the image data through the scanner, we extract the impression feature of the paintings. Figure 3

shows the outline of our method. The resolution and the size of the image data is 120 [pixels/inch] and
640*512 [pixels] respectively. The image data is a full color, bit map.

The image data has RGB color component and doesn't connect with the color sense of the human being
straight. Also, it is difficult to adjust the color tone in the color synthesis. Here, we convert the RGB to the
HLS value in the Muncell color space, which fits for the color sense of the human being. Mucell color
system shows the color as the three components, H (Hue), L (Lightness) and S (Saturation) and is used
widely in the coloring. Figure 4 shows the Muncell HLS color space. We get the H[0,360], L[0,1], S[0,1]
values through the conversion of the RGB[0-255] value.
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The number of the colors in the image data is enormous for processing data by
a computer. Here, we reduce the number of colors to the degree, which doesn't
loose the color tone of the paintings. We divide the H, L and S to 10 and
14 respectively.
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The maximum value of the L and the S depends on the coloring material and each hue shown in table 1.
Therefore, the value range of the L and S is different according to each hue. For example, the maximum L, S
value of the Red and Purple hue is 8.5, 14.0 and 8.0, 11.5 respectively. Here, we normalize the L, S value
0-10 ranges.

From the above way, we estimate the number of the pixel in the S-L tone space through mapping the image
data to the tone space. We can find the aesthetic impression of the paintings by estimating the position of the
mapped pixel in the tone space because of the correspondence between the tone space and the impression
modifier shown in figure 2. In this experiment, we evaluate the number of the colors, which accounts for 70
% of the color area. However, we cannot estimate the impression because the distribution in the tone space
becomes apart. Here, we calculate one position of the tone space from several distributed positions using the
weight coefficient of each tone position.
(1)
L = WiLi
S= S
Where Wi = E(ai/E ad Oa; is the number of the occupied pixel in each color.
We estimate the impression of the paintings according to the tone index (S, L) defined in equation (1).

4 The evaluation experiment
The simple coloring picture is tested beforehand. As a result, the showy picture of the pure color and the
gloomy picture are mapped over the v (vivid) and dkg (dark grayish) tone respectively. Typical paintings and
poster works from renaissance to modern are tested in this experiment shown in table 2. Figure 5 and figure
6 shows examples of the paintings and the typical mapping result in the tone space respectively. We can
evaluate the aesthetic impression of the paintings using figure 6 and figure 2. The extraction impression is
listed as follows.

"Mona Lisa" (2) of Leonardo da Vinci is famous for gently smiling lady. This painting locates near dk (dark)
in the tone and gives dark, mellow impression.

Monet's "Water Lily" (5) is said the mystic beauty of the surface of the water and is situated on the tone
space near ltg (light grayish). We can say that the water lily has a cooled silent image.

Gogh's "Sun Flower" (8) is painted yellow strongly which he liked most. It is situated on the tone space near
s (strong). From this result, we can evaluate that the impression of sunflower is strong, passionate painting.

Figure 7 shows the mapping result of the works in table 2. The above-mentioned results agree with the
established reputation and the eye inspection of human being.
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Table 2 Lists of Paintings and Design Pictures
Pointer

8

Gogh

9 Ugh
10 Sigtac
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Renoir
Renoir
Renoir
Klee

Matisse
Matisse
Munch
Munch

Poster
20 Pester

GI

Renaissance
Renaissance
Baroque
Baroque
Impressionist
Impressionist
Impressionist
Modern
Modem
Impressionist
Impressionist
Impressionist
Impressionist
Modem
Modem
Modem
Modern
Modern
DosiEr
Design

1503

Mena Lisa
Night Watch
Raising of the Crais
Water Lilies
Flower Pct
Popics
Sun Flowers
Self Portrait
Saint-Trcpez
Theater Bon

1503

Les Lands Boulevard
La Liseuse

1880

Baldgreis(Senecio)
Green Stripe

1922

Red Roan

1947

Saeem

1893

Sick Chiled

1895

1642
1633
1903
1903
1873

1888

1889
1900
1874
1876
1905

Bug's Life

1E41

(40) tbAdwItti.OZItt

Wobt1,117

epoch

Virgin of the Rock

Star Wars

BSI

11,1

thou Lin

Wak

Style

Leonardo da Vinci
2 Leonardo da Vinci
3 Rembrandt
4 Rembrandt
5 Monet
6 Monet
7 Monet
1
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Figure 5 Examples of the paintings
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S

Figure 7 Mapping Result in the Tone (2)

5 Conclusions
We proposed the way of evaluating the beauty and impressive sense of the paintings and design pictures
based on the tone in the Muncell color space. We use the tone space, which can concretely express the color
impression and a corresponding systematic color names. This method suits the aesthetic impression degree
evaluation by the computer because the evaluation processing doesn't depend on the hue.

j
4.
°Orr'

After getting the image data through the scanner, we convert each RGB pixel the tone space in HLS Muncell
color space. We extract the location of the paintings in the tone space by calculating the coefficient of the
occupied area. The aesthetic impression is estimated by the location of the used color in the tone space.

The famous paintings from renaissance to modern are tested for extracting the impression feeling. "Mona
Lisa" of Leonardo da Vinci and Gogh's "Sun Flower" is estimated as matured darkly and strongly passionate

impression respectively. These results tell us that the distinction by the computer coincide with an
established reputation of the paintings.

The impression extraction by this way is useful for the students learning how to use color arrangement in
their fine arts subject.
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An informatization society, where high added value can be created through
networks is different from an Industrial society where physical labor predisposes

discrimination between men and women. As knowledge and information are
regarded as the most important resources in an Informatization society,
intelligence and emotional ability are given more importance than physical
superiority. In light of this, the roles and positions of women are being newly
evaluated, and the direction of the women's informatization movement has
emerged as a new topic of the era. Korea places a strong emphasis on education
and the percentage of women who attend University is also high. Contrary to
this, the percentage of highly educated women who become working members

of society is very low. These days, this problem has been recognized and
education in woman informatization has actively proceeded. Taking various
kinds of women's organization as the principal axis, woman informatization
projects are actively unfolding. Government has also explored supporting plans
in various aspects. This study explores the present state of women's
informatization education and it's future direction.

Keywords: Woman Education, Informatization Education

1 Introduction
An Informatization Society is expected to be the 3F era: Female, Feeling, and Fiction. Productivity of
culture and emotions is more important than labor productivity. Instead of labor productivity, sensitivity and
intuition unique to women are expected to contribute a lot to the development of an emotional business that
has high added value.

As the roles and position of women are newly evaluated, the direction of the women's informatization
movement is emerging as an important topic. As it becomes necessary to have women's informatization
education in Korea, a new movement has emerged. In light of this, this study will explore the present state
and future direction of informatization education of women in Korea.

2 Present State and Problems of Woman Informatization Education in
Korea
The studies on women and the informatization society have been introduced in Korea since the end of 1980.

Until now, works on the development of women in an informatization society have been produced
intermittently. The Korean Women's Association and National Women's Convention has dealt with "Woman
and Informatization Society," and attracted the attention of the society of women overall. However,
systematic, continuous and comprehensive studies on women and informatization have been insufficient.

Also insufficient are the studies on the concrete policy alternatives for informatizing all women in
accordance with national informatization.

2.1 Present State of Women's Informatization Education
Korean Women's Development Institute (http: / /kwdi.re.kr /)
-Government investing research institute
-Constructs public database first in Korea in 1995.
-Systematizes the professional information related to women and provide it by PC communication network
Construct total distribution management system on woman information and Internet service in 1997

FemiNet Korea (http: / /www.feminet.or.kr)
Established in 1996 with the purpose of ' Woman Informatization j
Study on woman informatization, education, information culture business, operation of web-site
Campaign on home informatization
Women Link (http://www.womenlink.or.kr)
As professional woman movement organization, promote woman informatization
Explore business to urge woman participation
Plan the construction of DB on woman information
Asian Pacific Women's Information Network Center, Sookmyung Women's University
(http://apwin.sookmyung.ac.kr/)

Explore woman informatization project most actively among woman organizations attached to
universities
Construct Web-site in 1997 and provides information related to woman
Hold international seminars
Obtain professionalism by connecting with other inside institutions attached to university including cyber
institute
Obtained the position of Chair of UNESCO
P lay a role as main organization in woman informatization in Asia-Pacific regions including Korea and
Japan.
<Table 1> Web site of representative women institutes

First, in the case of education, several women's organizations and social education centers for women hold

basic computer training and some job training programs and lectures to expand the mind-set for
informatization. However, the lectures are sporadic and temporary, and job training programs are limited to

extremely small areas, and the content of training focuses on PC utilization, since it doesn't have the
fundamental environment necessary.

Among informatization education at government levels, the women's professional training project of the

Ministry of Information and Communication has been most systematically promoted. To solve the
manpower problems and to nurture women professionals in the multi-media and content fields, the Ministry

of Information and Communication has carried out various supporting projects since 1998. The main
projects are shown below:

2.1.1 Support Educational Institute Attached to Women's Universities
This project is to support educational institutes attached to Women's Universities with educational expenses.
Women university students and unemployed women will be intensively trained in the fields of information
communication including S/W programming, system engineering, networking, and game animation
media in prestigious education institutions exclusively for women, to get a job or open their own business.

2.1.2 Support 'The House of Working Women'
It also supports the education expenses of the House of Working Women. Homemakers and ordinary women
can take training courses in the field of information and communication to get a job in the House of Working
Women which has its own childcare center.

2.1.3 Support the Foundation of the Business Incubation Center of Women's Universities
To solve unemployment and to activate the foundation of businesses by women professionals, it supports the
establishment of the Business Incubation Center in women's universities. With this project, about 16,000
students and homemakers have obtained information training in 1998, and about 250 woman professionals
have established their own businesses.
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2.1.4 Present State of Information Service and DB Building on Woman Informatization
Centered on a few women organizations and women research centers attached to universities including the
Korean Women's Development Institute, FemiNet Korea, Asia-Pacific Women's Information Network
Center, Sookmyung Women's University, women-related DB building and information services have been
actively promoted. All these institutes have created the environment for women informatization based on the

construction of N/W as an information infrastructure, and launched related education, culture and
promotional projects.

In detail, 9 women's organizations out of 117, and 5 women's research centers out of 12 attached to
universities that can operate social education programs besides the Korean Women's Development Institute,
have operating Web Sites. Following are 4 organizations whose activities are the most active.

2.2 Problems in Woman Informatization Education in Korea
In Korea, accessibility to information devices is extremely different between genders. This difference of
opportunity results in that of informatization and further causes severe inequality between genders as it
becomes an informatization society.

A survey on Internet users by a Korean newspaper showed that the ratio of males to females among Internet
users has largely changed. While the ratio of males to females from 1st to 3rd survey was 9:1, the 4th survey

showed that female users had largely decreased the ratio discrepancy to 8.15: 1.85. Compared with the
gender ratio among world Internet users (6.64 :3.36), that of Korea is found out to have a severe imbalance
as ever[4].

Following is the concrete explanation of the problems of woman informatization in Korea[2].

First, the index of woman informatization is relatively low. Especially, that of homemakers was very low.
Considering that the household is the basic unit of the nation, and responsible for enforcing social values
through the supervision of the homemaker, it is a very severe problem.

Second, the number of women in higher professional training programs is decreasing, even though
information training for woman at the regular or temporary training institutes is increasing quantitatively. As
well, the professional training courses by temporary training institutes focus on the simple practice-oriented
short-term training, reenacting the isolation phenomenon of women labor.

Third, in spite of the quantitative increase in informatization training for women, the number of women
working in the information industry is being reduced. Information communication requires professional
training in most fields, and it is necessary to make working environments in which women can continue to
work and get in-service training even after getting married and having children.

3 Development Direction of Woman Informatization Education
With the advent of the informatization society, job areas divided by gender lost meaning, and accordingly
women manpower can contribute to the development of society more and more. Unless fixed ideas on
gender roles are discarded and replaced with a flexible way of thinking, the information estrangement of
woman will become larger, and result in the loss of one axis of social development[6].
We will explore the development direction of informatization training of woman in the 21st century from
this aspect.

3.1 Primary and Middle School Education
We would like to present the desirable direction of informatization education for girl students as follows:

First, school education should implement systematic education of information and provide as many
opportunities as possible to allow girl students access to informatization education. Schools should also
guide interest and instill a sense of closeness in information technology fields through the information
technology related future course guidance after graduation.

In addition, the curriculum should be reorganized to make the most of information devices in each subject.
Especially, careful attention should be given to organizing the education courses, so as not to isolate girl
students, including elective courses only for girl students. Going one step further, information technology
should be actively utilized in girls' elective courses including housekeeping and home economics courses,
which will result in natural information education.

Second, the interest of girl students should be attracted to information through various activities including
information contests for girl students. Excellent students should be picked out early and guided. Before
determining whether the low index of woman informatization is inborn or learned, it is judicious for the
government to give the highest consideration to the informatization of girl students in the education system.
Third, information education should be presented to the parents of those girl students who guide them at
home. After all, home is the starting point and the last stop of education. An Information-oriented mind-set
for students can be decisively affected by their parents. Especially, the informatization education of the
parents of primary students has a high possibility to produce positives effect for the students. Accordingly, it
will have a profound meaning in terms of education to provide informatization education which parents and
students can participate in together.

Fourth, industrial-educational cooperation should be constructed for the education of girl students.
Informatization education requires high-priced equipment and high quality personnel due to its character. It

difficult to say that hardware and software infrastructure for informatization education has been
established in Korea. However, universities and industries have both foundation facilities and human
resources, and as a result, the personnel trained at universities can be regarded as the consumer and
beneficiary. Accordingly, the industrial-educational cooperation will result in an effective system for
is

improving the quality of the informatization education and those institutes.

3.2 Policy Direction for Woman Informatization Education
We would like to present the desirable policy direction for the informatization education of women.

First, it is necessary to carry out education of women's problem at an early stage. Informatization education
of women is to overcome the imbalance and irrationality that has emerged from gender discrimination.
Accordingly, early education of women's problems should be carried out to enable them to overcome the
sense of gender discrimination from the juvenile period, and help them with fundamental problem-solving.

Second, it is necessary to select the institutions or women organizations that can act as an axis of
informatization education for women, and to allow them to play pivotal roles in that education. At present,
many women's organizations have actively carried out and yielded some fruit. However, in reality, there is

no center of woman informatization education that can collect the capabilities of many women's
organizations. Informatization centers should be selected, networks by region and by institution should be
created, and systematic and reasonable informatization education of women should be carried out. This
network should also be expanded as an international organization through the Internet.
Third, it is necessary to rearrange and complement the education courses to connect school education to lifetime education. For this purpose, education courses for the informatization education of girl students should
be rearranged, which should result in systematic and hierarchical life-time education.

4 Conclusions
Due to the special nature of the information industry, women's labor power of processing and creation of
knowledge has retained a new evaluation. Women's delicate nature, intellectual power, and creativeness
herald the creation of new value. The emergence of new jobs and concepts of working places opens the new
horizon for the possibility of the woman labor force. What is important here is, however, not to be satisfied
with this possibility, but to turn this possibility into reality.

Educational fever in Korea is relatively high. The rate of women who go to universities is very high.
Compared with those of advanced countries, however, less women with high education have made their way
into the society, and as a result, the education for women remains as the consumptive type of education.

It is time to discard the view that the informatization education of women is just one area of expansion of
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women's right. Korea has to recognize the importance of utilizing the tremendous number of potential
women laborers as real available manpower, and to put a large investment and sufficient support into this.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of teaching three students
with moderate mental disability in a specialized high school in Taiwan to learn
Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding by using adaptive input system. A single -subject
multiple-probe baselines design across subjects was used. The students used the
Unlimiter system as the adaptive input interface to learn to differentiate the

locations of the Da -Yi character roots on a keyboard and to learn Chinese
keyboarding with Da-Yi character roots. The result shows that all three students

can distinguish the locations of the Da -Yi character roots without extra
instruction and interact with the computer with Da-Yi input method. The
applicability and effectiveness of teaching high school students with rroderate
mental disability in learning Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding was supported.
Keyword: adaptive computer system, Da-Yi
special education, mental disability

Chinese

Keyboarding,

1 Introduction
With the rapid advancement of the Internet, our life has become more tied to the Internet and the utilization
of the computer is becoming increasingly important. In daily life, people are becoming more familiar with
Internet shopping and using email to communicate. In educational planning, many countries are putting
emphasis on classroom computers and the Internet [5][6]. Moreover, various Internet-based learning modes
are the focus of research in those countries [12][13] in hope of using the Internet to assist students to learn
anytime and anywhere and are consequentially achieving the ideal of equal educational opportunity and
quality education.
However, for the disabled, because of their disability in the functions of the body, senses, and cognition, it is
hard for them to use the technology of computers and the Internet. Enabling the disabled in utilizing these
technologies with an accessible environment is an important issue facing the educators.

The government in Taiwan views the establishment of a computer environment with accessibility for the
disabled as a priority. When the Department of Education started putting the infrastructure of computer
classrooms and Internet access in place in K-12 schools in 1998, it purchased a batch of computers with
specialized Internet accessibility for the local school districts and special education schools in hopes that the
disabled students can use the specialized equipment to learn computer skills and the Internet, thus enabling
them to further their learning with the help of the computer and Internet.
Specialized computer accessories can reduce the problems that the disabled encounter in input and output so
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that they can use the computer more easily. Therefore, as far as input device accessibility is concerned, the
emphasis is on the input interface, for example, keyguard, touch-screen, trackball, replacement keyboard --

mini- keyboard and enlarged keyboard, etc. Although these input devices make the computers more
accessible and easier to use, no matter which accessible input interface is employed, a user still has to learn a
method of Chinese input to be able to use the computer in learning and communications.

Currently, four kind of Chinese input mechanisms are used: keyboarding, voice input, writing input, and
optical scan. Keyboarding is the most common input method among them[4][14][15]. In fact, although the

other ways are more convenient , keyboarding is more useful for individuals with more severe mental
disability, since they experiences difficulty with cognition, speech, and motor skills [8][9].

Whichever input method is employed, keyboarding has to be utilized to complete the process of interfacing

with the computer in Chinese. Furthermore, keyboarding, per se, is not restricted to finger typing on a
keyboard. It is broadly viewed as using the key codes on the keyboard to spell characters and words. A user
can input by clicking the keys with a mouse on a displayed mini-keyboard on the computer monitor, by
using a replacement keyboard, by using a single on/off key in conjunction with menu scanning, or even by
using Morse code. Thus, it is an important key issue to know how to help the disabled, intellectually and/or
physically, to learn effective computer keyboarding that enables them to communicate with people.

There are several methods for typing Chinese characters on the computer. These input methods can be
grouped into two categories: One is phonetic-coding input; the other is pattern-coding input. The former is
inputting Tzu-Yin phonetic symbols or Han-Yu phonetic spelling to have the computer display the
homonyms, while the latter is inputting the codes of disassembled basic character patterns, for example,
Chang-Jay pattern coding and Da-Yi pattern coding to have the computer display a corresponding Chinese
character. Among the current methods, Tzu-Yin, Chang-Jay and Da-Yi are most commonly used[3].

The authors chose Da -Yi as the input method in this study based on the reasons below:
A. The prerequisite of using Tzu-Yin input method is that one must be able to pronounce and spell out a
character[7]. This is difficult for students with mental disabilities.

B. Chang-Jay input method was developed based on the character-construction rules while Da -Yi
keyboarding starts with writing-stroke rules. This way, the students could keyboard with the sequence of
writing.

C. Some research results show that students with mild mental disability perform worse in using Tzu-Yin
keyboarding than in using Chang-Jay [10]. The students spent a lot of time learning. Students with
moderate mental disabilities could learn to use the Da-Yi input method quickly.
D. Da-Yi input method may be worthwhile for students with mental disabilities to learn in the information
age. But how can we assist the students in learning Da-Yi more effectively and less frustratingly?

Therefore, the purpose of this research was to explore if the students can learn to use the Da -Yi input method
on the keyboard.

2 Research Methodology
2.1 Experimental Subjects and Setting
Three high school students with moderate mental disability in the Chia -Yi special school participated in this
research. The subjects were selected on the basis of three criteria. First, they were capable of using verbal
communication. Secondly, their emotions were stable. Thirdly, their fine motor movement, especially that of
the hands, could be controlled by themselves.

Although they are too old to take an IQ test, they were all identified as having moderate mental disability
when they entered this school. In order to realize the subjects' characteristics, the researchers reviewed their
IEP files and interviewed their teachers. A summary of the subjects' characteristics appears in table 1.
Instruction was conducted by the researchers in the school's counseling room. A personal computer with an
Unlimiter computer interface system (called the U 1 system by special education educators in Taiwan) were
placed on the table. The Ul system was designed by the Assistive Technology Foundation. It is a kind of
programmable keyboard that can be designed by the instructor[2]. The subject sat in front of the table and
operated the Ul system while the instruction took place.
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Table I Subject's Characteristics

Subject

C

Age

Grade Gender Experience in
Computer Use?

17y4m

12th

Male

17yllm

12th

Female No

Can read and write some common words,
oral expression is good

18y7m

10th

Male

Oral expression is good. Can read printed
words excluding his personal information,
e.g. name, address.

Performance of literature

Can read and write some common words,
Articulation disorder
Received speech-language therapy.

Yes

No

2.2 Stimuli
2.2.1 Character roots instruction

There are 253 character roots in the Da -Yi input method. These character roots are divided into 40 groups
depending on their attributes. The researchers chose the most frequently used 2 characters for each group,
which were a total of 80 characters (see Figure 1).
2.2.2 Keyboarding instruction

328 words that were divided into 4 sequent groups according to the construction of the word were chosen for
the keyboarding practice. These four groups are: group A "from left to right" ( j, group B "from top to

bottom " e j, group C "combination of the previous two types" e j, and group D "from outside to inside"
j. These words were chosen based on their frequency of use and the explicitness of the word formation.
The subjects practiced keyboarding from easier character root formations to more complicated ones.
2.2.3 Words for generalized testing

Three groups of tests were designed. The first group contained 28 new words that were never practiced
before. The second involved 21 sentences and 172 words that were practiced in the instruction period. The
third group were some written articles.

2.4 Apparatus
This study uses a multimedia computer with a 19-inch monitor and Unlimiter, an adaptive input system.
Unlimiter is a kind of programmable keyboard for which the user could design the layout to suit their
purpose. In this study, the researchers designed a layout as an alternative keyboard for the subjects. The
content of the layout is in Figure 2.

2.5 Definitions of Independent and Depe ndent Variables
The independent variable was the instructional design that contained the arrangement of the keyboarding
practice words based on the explicitness of word formation and the use of the Unlimiter computer input
system.

The dependent variables were effectiveness of learning (percentage of correctly keyboarded target words)
and efficiency of learning (numbers of sessions the subject required in order to reach the master criteria).
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Figure 2 the layout of Da-Yi input method

2.6 Design
A multiple -probe baseline across subjects was used. The particular strengths of the multiple-probe baseline
design were: (a) the treatment was not reversed, (b) prolonged baseline measures were unnecessary, and (c)
the design permitted the evaluation of academic learning [1][11]. A constant time delay technique was
selected for instruction in this study, and verbal praise was used as reinforcement.

2.7 Procedure
The research was divided into two steps: instruction of Da-Yi character roots followed by the instruction of
the Da-Yi input method. Researchers randomly decided prior to the instruction which subjects would receive
instruction. The next group of subjects received instruction when the previous student group entered the
"from upper to lower" keyboarding instruction.

2.7.1 The instruction of Da-Yi character roots
In this step, subjects learned about the 80 Da -Yi characters roots on the layout. The subject would not go to
the second step, the instruction of the Da-Yi input method, until he or she reached the master criteria, which
was 90% correct responses in three continuous sessions.
2.7.2 The instruction of the Da-Yi input method

There were three periods of instruction. They were baseline, instruction sessions, and maintenance &
generalization. During the baseline period, the subjects were measured on their accuracy of keyboarding
with the Da-Yi input method. The percentage correct measured after testing each group of target words was
used as the subject's baseline performance.

During the instruction sessions period, researchers taught the students the necessary keyboarding rules for
the sequence of writing. The instruction started from group A"from left to right". The subject practiced and
took a test with the Microsoft Excel software. The researchers demonstrated keyboarding the target word if
the student could not keyboard it correctly in the 20-second time -delay period. The student could not
advance to practicing the next group until he or she reached the master criteria, which was a 90% correct
response in three continuous sessions.

In order to examine whether the subjects could maintain and generalize their keyboarding abilities, we
continued to assess the subjects' performance of new words, sentences and articles without prompting.

2.8 Reliability
In order to assess the subjects' response accurately, we immediately recorded the results of subjects'
keyboarding in Microsoft Excel.

3 Result
3.1 Da-Yi Character Roots
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The three subjects were measured for their familiarity with Da-Yi character roots by having them indicate
the target key on the layout. The results showed that all three students could indicate the 80 character roots

under the researchers' order. It meant that the subjects could go to learn Da-Yi input method without
supplemental learning of character roots.

3.2 Keyboarding- Four groups of words
The percentage of correctly keyboarded training words in the four groups during the instruction sessions for
each subject is presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5. For these three subjects, it is obvious that they could learn to

keyboard with the Da-Yi input method. Student A could type these four forms of words almost 100%
correctly. The performance of Student B indicated that she fulfilled the criteria in every measurement except
the first trial of group A and group D.
.

Student C only fulfilled the mastery criteria for group A. However, student C could reach the mastery
criteria and learn how to keyboard with the Da-Yi input method.

According to the performance of these three subjects, we found that teaching keyboarding to moderately
mentally disabled students with the Da -Yi input method using Unlimiter as an adaptive input system is a
valid method, especially when student C did not recognize these characters.
The instruction was efficient. Student A reached the mastery criteria in the minimal number of sessions.
Student B used three sessions for groups B and C, and four sessions for groups A and D. Student C spent
three sessions on group A, four sessions on group C and group D, and five sessions on group B. They all
could learn to master the keyboarding rules with the Da-Yi input method with short-term instruction.

3.3 Maintenance & Generalization.
3.3.1 New words

The subject was measured on their generalization of a group of new words after their mastery of the four
groups of words with different word formations. The results are presented on table 2. They could generalize
the rules of keyboarding for words not practiced before.

3.3.2 Sentence

Students were asked to keyboard 21 sentences and 172 words composed of the words they practiced. The
results on table 2 indicate that the three subjects could keyboard almost 100% correctly.
3.3.3 Articles

Due to time limitations, student B only finished article one, and student C did not have the opportunity to
type the articles with the Da-Yi input method. As the results in table 2 show, student A and student B could
keyboard almost all the content of the articles although some words were never practiced.
Therefore, the three subjects could generalize the rules of keyboarding with the Da -Yi input method they had
learned into new words, sentences, and articles.

Table 2 Numbers of correct inputting of the three subjects in generalization test
Article one
Article two
New words
Sentences
(n=227)
(n=172)
(n=130)
(n=28)
172
127
225
Student A
28
170
125
Student B
25
24
172
Student C
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Article three
(n =142)
136

O-6-111

41,11-111

0

U

SESSIONS

Figure 3. The percentage of correct keyboarding of the four groups of the training words with
Da-Yi input method during the instruction sessions for student A

SESSIONS

Figure 4. The percentage of correct keyboarding of the four groups of the training words with
Da-Yi input method during the instruction sessions for student B

SESSIONS

Figure 5. The percentage of correct keyboarding of the four groups of the training words with
Da-Yi input method during the instruction sessions for student C
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4 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of teaching students with moderate mental disability in
a special high school to learn Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding by using an adaptive input system. The results
indicated that all three subjects could learn to keyboard with at-Yi input method by using adaptive input
system. In other words, it was an effective and an efficient way to teach students with moderate mental

disability to learn Da -Yi input method by using adaptive input interface. In fact, using the alternative
keyboard could provide the students with a simpler keyboard, but more prompts would be needed to
discriminate the position of the Da-Yi character roots.

According to the result of this research, special educators may help students with moderate mental disability
to learn Da-Yi Chinese keyboarding by using an adaptive input interface system as.an input method.
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The purpose of the study is to examine the effectiveness of the instruction
method involving computer device and stimulus fading strategy on
word-recognition of two fourth grade students with moderate mental retardation

enrolled in a special school. A single subject multiple probe baselines design
across subjects is used. The students use the Ul system as the adaptive computer
interface to learn word-recognition with the picture cue fading and the word
enlarging. The result shows that both two students can identify the four print
words correctly, even in different fonts and in different writing ways. The
advantages of the adaptive computer interface and stimulus fading strategy are
supported.
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education, mental retarded

1 Introduction
It is getting more important to enhance everyone's reading ability in the information age, including

individuals with mental retardation. Reading is a very complex process that involves at least two

components, word recognition and comprehension. Word recognition is the base of comprehension [3]. To
improve the ability of word recognition has been a hot topic in literature and research [5] [6] [8].

The goal of education for individuals with mental retardation is to help them to adapt to society. So the
ability of word recognition is important for them too. In Taiwan, how to teach students with mental
retardation to acquire reading skill was not noticed until recently, though the curriculum guide for students
with mental retardation in Taiwan has emphasized that the practical language course should help students to
learn functional Chinese. However, if we want the individuals with mental retardation to integrate into the
mainstream society after they leave school, we should teach them to learn to identify the functional word as
early as possible.

In practical, teachers usually use pictorial cues as reading instruction strategy to reduce task complexity,
increase motivation, and lead to reading success [8]. The researcher in Taiwan also found that using pictorial
cue could enhance the effects of word-recognition of the students with mental retardation [10]. But Pufpaff,
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Blischak, & Lioyd indicated that some researchers found these methods were ineffective [8], the main
problem is that students could not transfer their attention from pictorial cue to word when picture was absent

[C
Word-recognition is a sort of skills learned by way of stimulus discriminatory learning [1]. Sometimes, it
needs to add some kind of stimulus (or control stimulus, prompt) that could assist the individuals to express
expected response. Once the individual could respond correctly and stably under the prompt, the prompt
should be moved gradually [1]. There are two types of instructional prompts, response prompts and stimulus
prompts [1]. Using pictorial cues is one kind of stimulus prompts. That may be an effective strategy that we
can use pictures as a prompt to teach individuals with mental retardation to learn to identify the target words,
then move the pictorial cue systematically once the individuals could differentiate the target words correctly
when the pictorial cue is existing. Sue concluded that stimulus prompts was an effective instruction method
on word recognition for students with moderate mental retardation after she had analyzed a great deal of
related research [9]. The result of Sue's research, using stimulus fading strategy to teach the three second
grade students with moderate mental retarded to learn the specific functional Chinese words, showed that the
students could learn effectively and efficiently.

In the past, including Sue's study, most of the special educators who use stimulus fading strategy to teach
word-recognition create the cards which were composed of picture and word according to the principle of
fading. The instructors should teach and provide the feedback by themselves, and the material couldn't be
reorganized. As the computer has been more available in the classroom and the Department of Education in
Taiwan has begun to purchase adaptive computer devices for students with disabilities, it facilitates students
with mental retardation to study through computer and related adaptive devices. The multimedia could
provide the feedback automatically and multi-sensory learning opportunity, and on other hand, the adaptive
computer devices could help the students to overcome the interface barrier.
In fact, technology could assist the students with disabilities to learn literature effectively [4]. So could we
design a computerized instruction program that embeds stimulus fading strategy and adaptive computer
device to teach students with moderate mental retardation effective and efficiently?

2 Method
2.1 Participants and setting
Two students with moderate mental retardation on the fourth grade in the Chia-Yi special school participated
in this research. The participants were selected on the basis of three criteria. First, they were capable to use

verbal communication. Second, their emotions were stable. Third, they had a history of experiencing
difficulties in recognizing words that were taught on their classes.

The IQs were obtained from WISC -III, which were administered by the first researchers prior to the
beginning of the study. In order to realize the participants' characteristics, the researchers reviewed their IEP
files and interviewed with their teachers. A summary of the participant's characteristics appears in table 1.
Table 1

Participants Characteristics
Participant

Age

Gender

IQ(WISC-111)

Performance of speech

A

10

Male

Full-Scale IQ:57
Verbal IQ 58
Performance IQ 64

Articulation disorder
Received speech-language therapy.
About 4 words phrases

B

11

Male

Full-Scale IQ:
Verbal IQ
Performance IQ

Articulation disorder
received speech-language therapy
About 2 words phrases

Both of the students had speech disorders and received speech therapy. Student A could answer to the
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teacher's question in a short sentence, about four words. Student B was able to use 1-2 words to response
teacher's questions. Although the two participants usually paid attention to the teachers on the class, and
could do well on the task of picture matching, however, they could not recognize a word after the reading
program.

Instruction was conducted by the researchers in the school's counseling room. A personal computer with an

Ul computer interface system was placed on the table. The Ul system was designed by Assistive
Technology Foundation. It is a kind of programmable keyboard that could be designed by the instructor [2].

The participant was sitting in front of the table and operating the Ul system when the instruction was
proceeding.

2.2 Stimuli
Four functional Chinese characters were decided after the researchers discussed with the participant's
teachers on the schedule of the reading program. The researchers used the editor of Ul system to create the
layout of a printed page after the four target words were chosen. There were two frames on each page. All
pictures and words were edited in the center of 1 1 cm x 16cm frame. The word was printed vertically and

located above the picture. According to the stimulus fading strategy, each target word was selected in
50-point, 100-point and 130-point Ming type, and the picture was set in 10cm x 10cm, 4.5cm x 4.5cm, 1cm
x lcm. Besides these three kinds of layout, there was another layout that was only 130-point words on it.

In order to avoid the participants to response to the stimuli on fixed location, each word was presented on
both sides on different layout. So the researchers designed 10 pages for each fading step, 40 pages for the
instruction. Additionally, the researchers designed the other 10 pages that presented the target word alone
that were printed in 130-point Kai type to measure the generalization of different font, and 4 pages that was
printed horizontally for testing the generalization of different printed direction.

For the purpose of multiple sensory learning, the researchers set up some functions for each frame. The
computer would speak out the target word, show the picture of the target word, and then present the target
word on the screen when the participant touched the frame on the layout on the U1 system during the
instruction.

2.3 Definitions of independent and dependent variables
The independent variables were stimulus fading strategy and the using of Ul computer interface system.

The dependent variables were effectiveness (percentage of correctly identified target words) and efficiency
(percentage of wrong response to mastery, and number of session to criterion).

2.4 Design
A multiple probe baseline across subjects was used to assess the effectiveness of integrating Ul system and
stimulus fading strategy on word-recognition for the elementary students with moderated mental retardation.
The particular strengths of the multiple probe baseline design were: (a) the treatment was not reversed, (b)
prolonged baseline measures were unnecessary, and (c) the design permitted the evaluation of academic
learning [1]. A constant time delay technique was selected for instruction in this study, and oral praising was
used as the reinforcement.

2.5 Procedure
Each participant. had two learning sessions (one was in the rnorr,irg, the other was in the afternoon) each day
from Monday to Thursday. In order to balance the effect sequence of instruction, researchers decided which

participant would accept instruction randomly prior to the instruction, and decided the sequence of the
instruction on each day after both participants attended the instruction.

2.5.1 Baseline
In the baseline period, the participants were tested about their familiarity with the target words. The students
were asked to point out the word under researcher's order. During the baseline assessment, the researchers
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did not give participants any feedback or promotion, but recorded their response. The percentage of correct
response counted after testing each word five times was used as the participant's baseline performance.

2.5.2 Instruction sessions

Prior to instruction, researchers divided the four target words into two groups and decided which group
would be taught at the beginning. 'Hospital '(10 'WO and 'drugstorePR) were taught at first, then ' an
internal medicine' (NEM)and ' an external medicine'(9I-JEM).
Student A attended the step one instruction. Researchers put the 50-point layout on the U1, and read the
target word, then ask students A to read the word and touch the target frame. If he could touch the frame
correctly in 4 seconds delay period, the researchers said" you did a good job" as the reinforcement and go on
the next target word. Others, the researchers would demonstrate the correct response and ask student to do it
again. The correct response would be recorded when the student did it by himself. The percentage of correct
response was counted after each word was tested five times. The student would not go to the step two
instruction until he reached the master criteria, 80% correct response in the continued sessions. Then the
instruction procedure would repeated till the participant could discriminate group one words with no
pictorial cues. Then went on group two.

The student B would attend the instruction when student A could discriminate the words of group one stably
and had the same procedure.

2.5.3 Maintenance and generalization
In order to examine whether the participants could maintain their word-recognition abilities, and generalize
it to the different font and written direction. We continued to assess the participants' performance after the
instruction sessions and presented the other layout with different font or written direction.

2.6 Reliability
In order to assess the participants' response accurately, we set up a function of the Ul editor to write the
participant's answer into the Microsoft EXCEL automatically when they touch the frame of the layout on the

Ul.

3 Result
3.1 Instruction
The percentage of correctly identifying the four target words during the instruction sessions for each
participant is presented in Figures and 2. For these two participants, it is obvious that instruction
integrating stimulus the fading strategy and the Ul computer interface system was a effective method to
teach students with moderate mental retardation to identify these four target words. Both of them could
1

reached criterion during in each session , excepted student B in learning 'drugstore' with no pictorial cues on
step four on the first time .
The results for student A ( see Figure I) illustrate that he could identified each target word to 100% correctly
in each fading step. It means that he did not have any difficulty in word-identification when the cues were
faded. Contrarily, Student B encountered more problems in step 4, excepted ' an internal medicine'.
At the beginning of this study, we set up the criterion for fading the pictorial cue as participant could identify

the target word correctly 80 % in 3 consecutive sessions. So there should be 12 sessions (4 steps and 3
sessions for each step) in need for the participant to reach the criterion that identifies the target word with no
pictorial cue. The results in Figure 1 and 2 indicate that both of these two participants reached the criterion,
excluded 'internal medicine' for student B. It means that participants could learn efficiently.

3.2 Maintenance and generalization
Performance during the maintenance period shows that these two participants demonstrated great availability.
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Both of them could identify the target words almost 100% correctly, excepted

'internal medicine' for

student A and 'external medicine' for student B.

The outcome of the generalization is presented in table 2. two participants could identify the target word in
Kia type in stead of Ming type in instruction, and recognize the word printed horizontally regardless of
verticality at beginning of the instruction.

,
Table 2
Percentage of correct response of generalization
Participants

Target word

A

Hospital
Drugstore
Internal medicine
External medicine

B

Printed in Kia type
100%
80%

Printed in horizontal direction
100%

100%

100%
80%

100%

80%

Hospital
Drugstore
Internal medicine

80%
100%
100%

100%
80%
100%

External medicine

100%

100%

4 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of integrating adaptive computer device and stimulus]
fading strategy on word-recognition for students with moderated mental retardation enrolled in 4th grade in a
special school. The results indicated that both two participants could identify these four target words without
pictorial cue. In other words , integrated adaptive computer input device and stimulus fading strategy could
be an effective instruction method for the students with moderated mental retardation to recognize some
functional Chinese characters. The results of this study is similar to Sue's study in 1992, she found stimulus
fading was an effective strategy to teach students enrolled in the self-contained special class in elementary
school to identify the functional Chinese characters.
According to the results of this study, special education educators can teach student to identify new Chinese
characters by multi-media computerized instruction that use the adaptive computer input device, Ul system,
as the interface and the stimulus fading as the instruction strategy.

Although this study indicates that participants could recognize the target words, it still could not offer
enough evidences for us to realize if they could learn to identify each single word through this way. This is
an issue worth exploring further.
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A goal of the research is to develop an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that
adapts the delivery of instruction according to the learner's needs by taking into

account learner's motivation states. Long-term and short-term parameters
involved in the learning process are identified. We have found that learner's
motivation has strong influence on the learning achievement. A computational
model to represent learner's motivational states, using Bayesian network, is
proposed. This model is further used to plan the individualized tutoring actions.
This probabilistic model is the key to represent both learner 's knowledge and
motivational states.
Keywords: ITS, Student Modeling, Motivation, Bayesian Network

1 Introduction
When designing an ITS system, usually, the first consideration is the teaching side, that is, deciding what to
teach, what teaching strategies to apply, and what sequence of instruction to follow to facilitate learning.
Although all these tasks are of unquestionable importance, to whom to teach, that is, the learning side should

not be ignored. Teaching involves knowing what the learner wants or needs to study and planning the
teaching material that leads to the desired learning outcome. However, since learners come with different
background knowledge and needs, planning the individualized tutoring is not a trivial task.

Both background knowledge and motivational states of the learner have strong influence on the learning
outcomes. Educational psychologists have revealed that human's motivational states are the driving forces
for learning. In other words, no matter how attractive the lecture is, the learner will not benefit from it if
he/she does not have the willing to engage in the learning process. But since bandwidth between the teacher
and learner in a conventional classroom environment is relatively unlimited, human teachers may have a
chance to bring the unmotivated learner back to the class. In the virtual classroom, the virtual tutor must be
equipped with a mechanism to increase learner's knowledge via diagnosis of learner's motivational states
and plan the tutoring while keeping learner motivated. We will see that, although motivation cannot be

transferred from person to person, there are some principles explaining the increase (or decrease) of
motivation.

A goal of this research is to develop a framework of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that adjusts
instructions to the individual learner's needs by taking into account the motivational states of the learner [1].

A key task is increasing the bandwidth between learner and the ITS system. In order to increase the
bandwidth, one must find out the hidden relationship in the learner's behavior and observed learning
outcomes. Usually, learning outcome is associated to the learner's knowledge level, only. In this research,
we first observe what actions contribute to increase learner's motivation to engage in the tutoring and then to
plan a course of actions.

2 The Nature of Human Learning
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What makes the learning process easy for one and hard for others? Looking for the answer is the primary
concern of educational psychologists. In this section, we look further into the parameters influencing the
human learning process.

2.1 Human learning parameters
In educational psychology individual's learning aptitude difference is explained in terms of several external
and internal causes [2-5]. The external sources are usually associated to causes beyond the learner's control
like the type of media or the learning environment that affect the quality of learning outcome. On the other
hand, internal sources are associated with the learner's own parameters like abilities and motivations. In this
work, we focus on the internal causes.
Figure 1, shows the set of parameters that influence

the learning process. Each block in the model

Current amount of
nowl

represents the set of parameters that describe the
Long term

learning process, and the arrows indicate the

properties

direction of the influence. The first two parameters
depict the learner's intrinsic characteristics. It
comprises the learner's current amount of

Learning
drives

knowledge and aspects describing the learner's
unconscious learning drives, like the motivation to
Behavior.

} properties
Shari term

learn. The learner's characteristics, in turn, are
relevant to his/her behavior. It comprises the
conscious learning drives used to measure how
much effort his is putting to learn the new material.

As the result of the learner's behavior, his /her
achievement can be measured by the learning

Achievement.
Figure 1 Human learning parameters

outcomes. The achieved learning outcome, in turn,
is fed back to the current amount of knowledge. In
Section 3 we specify parameters comprising each
block.

Among the subject's characteristics, one parameter that receives special attention in educational psychology
is the motivation that drives learning. Motivation can be classified in two types: extrinsic and intrinsic [4].
Extrinsic motivators comprise external driving forces like studying to pass an exam or to receive a reward.
The intrinsic motivators, on the other hand, are internal forces inherent to the individual like the interest in
the subject matter or the desire to be successful. The ideal is that both motivators influence learners, but the

reality is different. Usually extrinsic motivators, like grades and prizes, become the objective in the
classroom. Unfortunately, extrinsic motivators tend to have a short-term effect and affect the learning
activity [5,4]. The intrinsic motivators are the parameters that generate learning results in long-term
perspectives. The favor to intrinsic motivators can be observed in a study conducted in [6]. The explanation
found is consistent with what is known about the relationship between extrinsic motivations (such as grades)
and intrinsic motivation (such as challenging tasks): extrinsic motivators tend to inhibit intrinsic motivators.
That is, if learners were given the choice, they would rather choose easier exams in order to get high grades
than selecting more challenging tasks.

Based on this argument, the proposed tutoring system emphasizes learner's intrinsic characteristics like
abilities, progress, and confidence. It does not mean that extrinsic motivators are useless (test grades are not
excluded in our system). Rather, the ideal is to balance both kinds of motivating drives. In the next
subsection, the theories and principles that support our idea are explained.

2.2 The motivational and learning principles
We think that learning occurs only if the learner is motivated to learn. This desire to learn, whether intrinsic
or extrinsic, is the driving force of how much effort the learner is willing to put in order to learn (see Figure
1). These efforts will be measured taking into account the learner's observable behaviors such as the time
spent to read a lesson or the frequency of visiting the same lesson to study. Herewith, we define the intrinsic
characteristics that later will serve as the backbone of the student model.
Motivation: Motivational state is the force that drives the learner to engage in an activity because of a
1.

feeling of need or desire. Though motivation cannot be transferred, it may increase (or decrease)
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depending on the situation that the learner is faced. One of the situations in which changes in
motivational states may be observed is when the learner is presented tasks that fall in a range of

2.

challenge such that success is perceived but not certain [7]. Besides the perceived probability of success,
others works [2,3] suggest also that the value of obtaining goal and acknowledge of progress are factors
affecting motivation.
Learning: Learning is the ultimately desired change in behavior and knowledge to be achieved by the
learner. Because of different background, motivational states and goals, learning results in different
acquisition rate and outcomes. With regard to the factors influencing learning, readiness to understand

the instruction is an essential requirement. Prerequisite knowledge is suggested as a measure of
readiness. Anxiety and uncertainty of achieving goal have negative influences on learning.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Interest and progress: The acquisition of an ability or skill is a potential activator of interest since
people tend to repeat things in which they are successful [4]. That is, when learners obtain evidence of
their learning progress, not only interest tends to increase but also performance will be superior to what
it would have been without such acknowledgment. Progress, may be thought of as the sum of learning
achievements.
Retention: Retention is a measure of how well learners remember already acquired facts. The longer the
time delay, the lower the retention factor. While time delay decreases retention, rehearsal strengths the
ability to recall old information.
Ability degree: The learner's ability degree is a measure of preparedness to learn academic material [3].
We define it as directly dependent on readiness, expertise level, and complexity of the topic. Expertise
level, in turn, is measured by the amount of knowledge the learner has accumulated.
Attention: By attention we mean a measure of how the learner is directing his/her mind to the given task.
We define it as the result of the positive influence of motivation and ability degree and the negative
influence of distraction due to complexity of topic.
Effort: The effort tells us how the learner is behaving in order to achieve learning goals. Since it is not
possible to observe it directly, we measure it by the frequency of dedicating to the study (frequency of
use), the time delay between studies, the amount of time engaged in reading (time for reading), whether
the learner performs the tasks (practice), and whether non-mastered topics are rehearsed (rehearsal).

It is obvious that intrinsic motivators are difficult to measure. Choosing challenging tasks neither brings
immediate results nor it is easily measured. Marks and points, on the other hand, are concrete measures,
easily interpreted and cause immediate satisfaction. The first task is to use intrinsic motivators in the student
model such that they bring immediate and measurable results. The rrodel presented in the next section
covers this.

3 Student Modeling Task
In this section, we present the student model, using Bayesian network, based on the parameters mentioned in
Section 2. The student model is divided in two parts: the motivational mo del and the knowledge model. The
motivational model is generic, domain independent and applies to all learners. The knowledge model, on the
other hand, is domain specific. The subject matter chosen for knowledge model is the concepts of the C
programming language.

3.1 Modeling learner's motivational states
Tutoring based on the learner's motivation requires a mechanism to diagnose motivational states. Here, we

take an approach that complements the limitation of existing proposals, such as [8]. However, l may
introduce a new burden in creating motivational diagnosis. It is due to the modeling process and the task of

estimating the probabilities for all variables in the network. On the other hand, the advantage is that it
eliminates the learner's burden because the diagnosis is running in background mode while the learner is
using the system.

Building a student model based on Bayesian network requires two distinct tasks: the qualitative part that
concerns the modeling of relevant variables involved in the domain, and the quantitative part that deals with
the probabilities. As we are interested in representing the student motivational model, the qualitative
modeling is concerned with the problems of identifying what information about the learner will be modeled
and how that information will be modeled. In the quantitative modeling, we are concerned with the problem
of specifying how the probabilities will be computed.
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3.1.1 Qualitative analysis: encoding of dependence
The difficult part in the qualitative analysis is to find out how the variables influence each other. Our starting

point was the learning parameters described in Figure 1: knowledge states, learning drives, learner's
behavior, and learning achievements. These rough sets were further expanded based on the learning and
motivational principles explained in Section 2. The refinement is done top-down: start from the first
parameter down to the last one. The result is depicted in a network of Figure 2. The nodes in the network are

divided into two types: directly observable nodes denoted by dashed-lines, and unobservable ones
represented by solid-lines. The graph encodes the causal dependency among the motivational aspects
relevant in the process. The common positioning of the variables is from cause to effect. An arrow from A to

B is read as "A influences (or affects) B". For example, readiness is a factor that influences (or affects)
motivation; ability influences attention.

Figure 2 Student's motivational states model
3.1.2 Quantitative analysis: expressing in numbers
The nodes probabilities may come from two different sources: probabilities set by experts and probabilities
coming from repetitive calibration. It is worth mentioning that obtaining exact numbers is not really crucial
since we are interested in the changes between the parameters rather than the values. In many cases, the
advantages of Bayesian networks outweigh the load of eliciting the numbers. For example, locally encoding
of information is an important aspect. Deleting or adding new information does not require the whole
network be revised.

Initially, the probabilities in the student motivational model are rough estimations. The principles hehind
learning and motivation were translated to sentences like:
There is a high probability that motivated learners (motivation) works harder (effort)
Or

There is a low probability that the learner is persistent (persistence) if the task completion ratio is low
(task completion ratio).
We repeated this example for all variables in the network. Next, the qualitative terms like high and low are
expressed in numbers. Finally, using a Bayesian network editog that we have built, those values are tested
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with repetitive calibration.

3.2 Modeling learner's knowledge states
Now, the qualitative and quantitative analyses for the student knowledge model are discussed.
3.2.1 Qualitative modeling: semantic of the network

The network depicted in Figure 3 represents the Bayesian network for the student knowledge models. Again
there are two kinds of nodes: knowledge units and test nodes. Knowledge units represent relevant concepts
comprising the domain to be taught. Test nodes represent problems that serve to verify the understanding
level of each knowledge unit.
In order to build the Bayesian network of Figure 3 we start by eliciting the knowledge units comprising the
domain, represented by a solid node, and ranking them according to the difficulty/complexity of the unit. For
example, if a unit does not require mastery of other units, then it is a candidate to be in the easiest level.
Another unit that requires just mastery of the easiest level unit is the candidate to be the second easiest level,
and so on.
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Figure 3 Student's domain knowledge model

Besides this classification, we have to find out how to represent those knowledge units in the network.
Usually, Bayesian network is modeled based on cause-effect relationship. Since this is not easily perceived
in our case, we extracted the factors that describe the units such as description, usage, and limitation. This
analysis helps us to understand the hidden relationship between apparently unrelated units. We observed that
some units fulfill the limitation of other units: for example, array and structure. In other cases, units present
similarity in usage: for example, pointers and references. A link is added between those units in order to
depict the fact that knowing one unit makes the probability of understanding the related unit more likely.
Depending on the relevance of the knowledge unit within the domain, we can add more test nodes to the unit.

In this example, since "Function", "Array", and "Pointer" play an important role within the domain of
programming language, we can elaborate several test nodes covering those concepts.

The line of reasoning is as follows: if the learner solves correctly a problem associated to a knowledge unit,
then the probability of knowing that unit increases. A link is added between knowledge unit and test node if
it is required to know the unit in order to solve the problem. We add a link between knowledge units if exists
a relevance relationship between them. Of course there is a tradeoff between compactness and preciseness.
For example, learning about the "Fundamental data types" is essential for all remaining knowledge units,
which we would have to add a link between that node and all other units. But, considering the precedence
condition of the concepts, we were able to limit the links only to the directly relevant knowledge, such as
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"Sequence expressions" and "Enumeration".
3.2.2 Quantitative modeling: dealing with probabilities

For each variable in the network, there is a conditional probability table (CPT) with respect to its parent
nodes. For example, for the node "Test14", we have a CPT associating the "Test14" node to its parent nodes
"Pointer" and "Function" knowledge units. That is, in order to answer the test correctly, the learner must
understand both pointer and function. If the learner answers it correctly, it is inferred that he understands
both units. If, however, the test was answered incorrectly, then, in the absence of other evidences, the
associated units are considered not mastered yet. Suppose that we have already collected evidences that the
learner knows about functions. In this case, rather than inferring both units as not mastered, it is more likely
that only pointers have not been mastered yet. After including all the evidences and propagating the
probabilities through the adjacent nodes, the network reaches an equilibrium state and we obtain the
probability of the learner being in mastered level in each knowledge unit.

3.3 How the model works
Since learning occurs only if the learner has the desire or motivation to learn, the task we are concerned with
is to keep the learner motivated to complete the tutoring. Consequently, the problems are: how to assess
learner's motivational states and how to proceed tutoring in order to keep (or increase) motivation.

Let's consider the following situations: a novice learner who spends a long time without accessing the
tutorial comes back to continue the lessons. Because of the long time delay between lessons, it is likely that
he/she forgot something about the past lessons and needs a review. But, at the same time, the novice learner
would probably become more motivated if he/she made some progress. In another case, an intermediate
learner is apparently loosing motivation because of repetitive unsuccessful response to exercises.

In each case, the system can infer different treatments for each learner needs and set appropriate courses of
actions. Therefore, the model will be used to perform the following tasks:
1.

Monitoring: observe the learner in a sequence of interactions to adjust prior belie fs about learner's

2.

knowledge and learning drives.
Inference: because only a limited number of events are observable, infer what these directly observable
actions tell about the other parameters.

3.

Prediction: predict learner's knowledge and motivational states in the next interaction given the
information currently available.

To depict the evolution of the tutoring, we represent the learning cycle as a dynamic process, as shown in
Figure 4. At each interaction, the learning achievement increases (or decreases) the amount of knowledge
the learner possesses in the next interaction, which indirectly increases the motivational states. Including
temporal characteristic is important because if episodic interactions were considered, the learner's
motivation, for example, would be inferred based on the current situation without taking into account past
failure or success in outcome.
thtte 1

Hum 1

artIe 2

riffle 1+1

Figure 4 The dynamic process of tutoring
Dynamic Bayesian network [9] provides a mechanism to foresee the probability of interest in the next state
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with regard to the current beliefs. That mechanism is called probabilistic projection and can be performed by
a three step updating cycle called roll-up, estimation, and prediction phases, as suggested in the dynamic
model of Figure 4. Keeping at the most two time slices are sufficient to perform the inferential cycle. Figure
5 depicts the steps for updating a dynamic Bayesian network and below, a brief description of each step.
1.

Prediction: suppose the network in Figure 5(a). Assuming that all the values have been calculated in
time slice t-/, i.e., BeI(X t_i), this probability should be incorporated in the next time slice by

estimating Bel(X,). In this step, the predicted probability distribution expected given the evidences
known at time slice t -1 is calculated.

Bel(X ,)=1P(X,IX ,_E1_,)Bel(X ,_,)
Where Et_i is all the evidence at time slice t-/; P is the probability and "A" denotes an estimation.
2.

Roll-up: the roll-up is the process of removing the network on time slice t-/ and assigning a prior
probability table for the state variables at time t, which is the Bel(X,) (Figure 5(b)).

3.

Estimation: now, using the standard probabilistic network updating, the probability distribution over
the current time slice t+/ is found and the steps for the next cycle can be repeated (Figure 5(c)).

Bel(X ,). od)(E,I X,) Bei(X ,)
Where a is normalization constant.

(it) Prediction

(b) R011up

.stionation

Figure 5 The updating cycle

4 Planning Actions
Through educators frequently rely on experience and common sense to prepare a curriculum plan, there are
some theories helping educators to organize the lessons and offer learners an easier way to assimilate new
concepts. Following we describe the theories about the sequence of instruction and motivation strategies that
we adopt in our project.
Theories about sequence of instruction: helps the instructor to select the next instruction when there
1.
are conflicting candidates.
Simple-to-complex theory: given two concepts A and B, if A is simpler than B, then choose A as
the next candidate.

Laws of organization: if A and B are similar concepts and the learner knows A, then the
probability of understanding B becomes higher.
2.

Motivational Strategies: dictates the teaching strategies to apply given the learner's motivational states
and experience. Following, some examples of strategies:
Whenever a less motivated or confident learner does a task well, present similar tasks that are
likely to be successful in order to increase his/her confidence and motivation.
If the learner presents high persistence or motivation, let him/her try again the task rather than
promptly presenting the correct answer.
Show the learner his/her motivational and knowledge states in order to stimulate self-monitoring.

The way of actually planning actions and delivering instructions will be treated in the authors' another paper.
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5 Discussions
In order to model motivational states, we need a formalism that simultaneously offers mechanisms to: (a)

model the causality explaining the principles involved in the learning process, (b) reason under the
uncertainties inherent to the effects of the process, and (c) represent the temporal changes observed due to
learning. The framework we proposed in this paper can cover all these factors. It is suitable for handling
problems that can be modeled according to certain relevance conditions. In our case, the learning principles
are the conditions that enable us to model the learning parameters. Although it is impossible to identify and
to model all the parameters involved in learning, but Bayesian network's reasoning mechanism is capable of
dealing with incomplete as well as limited amount of data. Moreover, the ability to reason about the problem
without necessarily observing all the variables involved constitutes another advantage.
With respect to the computational advantages of Bayesian networks, the structure of the network allows the
locally encoding of information rather than globally. That is, once the network is consistently built, each
node interacts only with the directly connected nodes [9]. The gain with this property is that addition or
deletion of nodes can be done locally without revising the whole network. Additionally, the computation can
be performed with regard to the adjacent parameters only.

6 Conclusions
We proposed a framework for an intelligent tutoring system that adapts instruction based on the learners'
needs by taking into account learner's motivation states. Our ma in claim is that learner's needs do not refer
only to knowledge needs, but also to motivational needs. The bottleneck, however, is the limited bandwidth
between human and machine. The first thought is, then, to direct the research in the latest technology in
human-machine interface, like natural language understanding or eyes movement reading methods in order
to increase the narrow communication channel. But is it really only the technological bottleneck that hinders
the communication between human and machine? If so, then why human teachers have troubles with their
pupils? This was the question that arose during the development of this work.

The bandwidth problem limits the communication channel, but providing the system all available
information does not guarantee perfect communication. We realized that the cognitive and educational
aspects come first. What is behind the human learning process? Why some students learn faster than the
others? These questions, then, became the priorities in our work. After eliciting the parameters involved in
learning, we faced with the problem of how to make best use of the limited source of information the system
was capable of computing. The computational formalism that fulfilled our needs was Bayesian network.
This probabilistic method not only reasons under limited source of information but also infers about yet
unobserved variables. In this way, we could virtually increase the communication channel.

Planning based on motivational strategies is still in an immature stage and a subject of our forthcoming
paper. For clarity, the student motivational model possesses a large number of parameters, which can be
omitted according to the intended use. Since the model is modularized and domain-independent, it is also
possible to reuse it to teach different domain application. The set of rules to execute motivational strategies
we have defined is simply an adaptation of the motivational principles. Improvements are still needed in this
direction.
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In this paper, we present a fuzzy-based assessment for Perl Tutoring system. The

Peri Tutor is implemented in a multi-domain framework so that it can teach
target domain knowledge by giving supporting knowledge to reinforce the
learning. In order to assess supporting knowledge, an assessment is performed
before the tutoring begins. Its main purpose is to test student' s previous
declarative knowledge of computer programming. At the end of it, a directed
tutoring graph will be generated to optimize the tutoring process.

Keywords: fuzzy rule, assessment, student modeling, multi-domain tutoring

1 Introduction
There exist many works on optimized assessment process concerned with the efficiency of testing and its
completeness. Granularity, prerequisite relationships, Bayesian propagation and neighborhood of

knowledge states are some of the successful attempts employed to increase the efficiency of testing
[2,5,6,13,17]. Yet, even though they could increase the efficiency significantly, they still have too many
burdens given the large knowledge spaces. Fortunately, not all the student models need to be precise to be
useful [10]. To ease the burden to student modeling, a fuzzy approach has been used and has so far worked
quite well [3,10,11],

The purpose of this paper is to present the fuzzy approach in the assessment of student' s knowledge in the

Perl Tutoring System [16], which teach programming language (Perl) by reinforcement from other
supporting languages (C++ and/or Java). For the effectiveness of reinforcement, the system should quickly
evaluate the student' s knowledge of supporting languages. But the assessment needs not to be in high
precision. Other works related to student modeling almost put their emphasis on the adaptive assessment
during tutoring [14,15,17]. Yet due to the nature of our Per] tutor, we apply an assessment module before
tutoring begins and it consists of two parts: questionnaire and testing. During the questionnaire part, students
are asked to self-assess their knowledge by filling out a form provided by the system. In order to evaluate
their statements, a testing part is given based on those statements. At the end of the assessment, the tutor will
have a general picture of students' prior knowledge of supporting languages: with which part they are
familiar etc. Since the goal of the assessment is only to get a rough knowledge states for supporting purpose,

it should not take too long to complete. Thus, a coarse granularity with imprecise mastery level is
appropriate.

In the next part of this paper, we briefly discuss the Perl tutoring system followed by the fuzzy logic. Then
we will describe the questionnaire part and the testing part and end with discussion.
' The work related to this paper is funded under the Hong Kong Polytechnic University research grant No.
PolyU5072/98E.
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2 Overview of the Perl Tutoring System
Figure 1 illustrates the directed tutoring graph in the system [16]. The three pieces of knowledge items
presented to students are: data type, logical operators and control structures. In the figure,
Each vertex represents a sub-domain;
Each pair of the sub-domain may be connected with a unidirectional or bi-directional arc.
Each arc represents the relationship between two sub-domains.
Moreover, each sub-domain may consist of several vertices, which are the sub-sub-knowledge items of their
parent domain. For example, under ` data type' , we also have ` integer' , float' , Boolean' etc.

Data
Type
Logical

Operators

*

Control
Structures

Tutoring process
Reinforcement
relationships
Possible
relationships (not
included in tutoring
process)

Figure 1 A Digraph of the Perl Tutoring System

C++ [1] and Java share many similarities with Perl, although they, of course, have their own features. See
Table 1 for a comparison.
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Knowledge piece in

CDR terms
(General)

PERL

Knowledge
piece in C++
+,-,*,/, %,
<,<=,>,>=

Knowledge
piece in Java
+,_,*), %,

Numeric operators
Relational operators

+,-,*,/, %, **

Equality operators

=,!=(for numeric)
eq,ne(for string)

.___ 1_-..

=_- 1=

Logical operators(binary)
Logical operators(unary)
Bit manipulation operators
Bit shift operators
autoAuto-increment &
decrement operators
Conditional
Speical
operators operators

84841

&&,il

848E.,ii

t

t_

i

«, »

ez, 1, A,

84, 1, A,

.« »

tgc, 1, A,

++,--

-H-,--

-H-,--

?:

?:

?:

,x(string operators)

Sizeof

Instanceof

+=, -=, *=, 1=,

+=f

%=, &=, I=3
<<=,
>>=,

1=, %=, &=,

<,<=,>,>=,<=>(for
numeric )
lt,le,gt,ge,cmp(for

«=»=,

,

string)

Operators

Other operators

« » >»

>,\(dereference/ref
erence operator

Multiple operators

-H-=, --=

If,if/else,
unless/else,
While, do/while, for,
continue, goto

Control structures

Notes:labled

If,
while,

if/else,

do/while, for,
continue, goto,
switch, break

-=5

*=,

1=, <<=, >>=,
>>>=, ++ =,
=
if,
if/else,
while,

do/while, for,
continue,
break, switch

loops

can be used within

Notes:labled

for, while, or do

loops can be
used

within

for, while, or
do

Special structures

Foreach

Exit

Redo

Table 1 Similarities and differences in C++, Java and Perl

CDR represents cross-domain reference' which serves as a dictionary for the domains. It is composed of
basic terms used across the computer language regardless of which language is being referred. If the student
has learned computer language before, he will develop a clear picture of the terms or concepts used, which
serves as a guide for the learning of Perl. Besides, he will also integrate his former learning into his current.
Through this knowledge transfers, the time spent on learning Perl will be greatly reduced [8].

Before tutoring begins, a weight is assigned to every direction of arc that represents the easiness of the
acquisition of one sub-domain (target) after acquiring another (source). Since different students have
different knowledge levels, the weight assigned to the same arc may not be the same. Thus, the weight
across domain is jointly determined by the student model and the characteristics of knowledge (for detailed
explanation, refer to [16] ), i.e.,
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wu = f (eki, mii)

is the weight of arc from i to j.

Where,
f:

x

-4 It+ is a non-decreasing function.

dl is an n-dimensional vector representing the similarity of i and j. mii is an nidimensional vector
representing the student model, i.e., the student' s knowledge level of i.
The dimension of cki and mii depends on the number of attributes considered. Moreover, the value of cki is
predetermined and the value of mii is determined based on the student model. Thus, the system would carry
an assessment module to test the knowledge of a student towards a specific supporting domain knowledge
before tutoring begins. In this paper, we focus on the determination of IN.

3 The Assessment ModelA Fuzzy Approach
Since the main purpose of the model is to test student' s overall abilities, it is not necessary for us to gain a
very accurate picture of it (although it helps). And somehow we also cannot gain a clear picture of student
history. Thus, we choose a fuzzy approach in analyzing the student' s performance, and we believe that the
imprecise assessment of the student' s prior knowledge level is adequate.

3.1 The ' neighborhood of knowledge states'
The knowledge state has been defined as the subset of knowledge items from a large item pool that can be
mastered by students [4]. Remember that knowledge items in different domains are identified by their names,
which in turn are determined by a cross-domain vocabulary. Besides, each item is characterized by its

relationship with other items. The neighborhood of a knowledge state was defined by Falmagne and
Doignon [7] as all other states within a distance of at most one. It has been utilized for adaptive assessment
by Dowling et. al. [6]. In our system, we will not measure the exact distance within knowledge items, but we
adopt it from another perspective. We define the neighbors of a knowledge item as the possible knowledge
items which could be mastered in association with it. Let us have a look at an example.
Example 1.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

<'
>'
=='
<'
>'
=='

<=' represent ' less than' and less than or equal to' respectively, and they are relational operators.
>=' represent greater than' and greater than or equal to' respectively.
! =' represent equal to' and not equal to' respectively, and they are equality operators.
<=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
>=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
! =' can be used for both numeric and strings.

8.

Numeric is data type.
Strings are data type.

9.

The relational and equality operators can be used for all data types, numbers, expressions or their
combinations.

Let Ms(X) denotes the student is sure to have mastered X. And Mi(Y) denotes the student is likely to have
mastered Y. Where X,Y are sets of knowledge items. Then,

Ms(X) 0 M1(Y) can be interpreted as "if the student is sure to have mastered X, then he/she is likely to have
mastered Y."

Then we will have:
1.
Ms(1)0 M1(2,4,7,8}
2.

Ms{3}0 M1 {6,7,8}

3.

Ms{4,5,6}0 Ms{7,8}
Ms{9}0 Ms{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}

4.

For example, if the student knows well how to make comparisons for numeric and strings, then we assume
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that he/she is sure to have mastered: what is numeric, what is a string and the usage of the operators.
Although we cannot determine that whether he masters other data types or not (that is, he is likely to have
mastered other data types such as float etc), we can assess student' s knowledge state without having to
extensively test his abilities of each knowledge item he/she may have learned. Therefore, test items in our
model may test knowledge items in a wider ranger than similar work by Collins et. al. [2].

3.2 Fuzzy Logic
To express precisely the notion "sure", "likely" or "unlikely", we adopt fuzzy set methods and therefore
using fuzzy rule for the inferences. For example, we define

Answer = (True, False). And Al, A2 c Answer, thus
Ai = µm(T)/True + gm(F)/False

Confidence = (unlikely, likely, sure). And B1, B2 c Confidence, thus
Bi = 1.431(u)/unlikely + 1.113;(1)/likely + ii.B;(s)/sure

RI: Al > B1

Assume we have two rules:

and

R2: A2 --> B2

Then, by Mamdani' s direct methods:

B' = A' o R
Where, R = R1 L.) R2

[1.1.R,(T,u)1.1R,(T,1) gR,(T,$)1

Ri =

(F,u) gR,(F,1)1.1.R,(F,$) J

and

11Ri @CY) = µAi (x) A µg (Y)

Note here that all operators used, such as: +, /, c, A, L.), and o, are defined in fuzzy domain.2

To illustrate it, let us assume that Al is "doing well in bit shift operator", A2 is "doing bad in bit shift
operator", B1 is "understand bit manipulation if doing well in bit shift operator", and B2 is "understand bit
manipulation if doing bad in bit shift operator". Then, we can assign values such as:
A2 = 1.0/F

Al = 1.0/T

B2 = 1.0/u + 0.1/1

B1 = 0.5/1+ 0.5/s

And satisfied: R1: A I --> B 1 and

R2: A2 > B2. Thus,

141(u)
µA1 (T)

1.0

0
0

11 A (F)

0

0

1410)

11Bi(s)

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

0

0

RI

11B2(u)

R2

=

I-LA2 (T)

0

µA2 (F)

1.0

11132(1)

11B2(s)

1.0

0.i

0

0

0
0

1.0

0.1

0

2 Many books [18,19,20] in fuzzy set theory provide good explanations on these operators. We are not going
to explain it further in this paper due to limited space.
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With two rules, the fuzzy relation Ri is made from the implication Ai
compiled fuzzy relation R is given as Mamdani' s method:
R = R1 u R2, computed as:

[0

0.5

0.5

0.1

0

Bi (in this case, i=1,2). The

R=
1.0

Now, assume after a series of testing, a student performance show A' = 0.9/T + 0.2/F in doing bit shift
operator. Then, we can calculate his performance in bit manipulation as:

B'=

A' o R
u
T
[0.9

F
0.2]

1

u

0.5

0.5

o
1.0

1

0.1

0

[(0.9 A 0) v (0.2 A 1.0),
(0.9 A 0.5) v (0.2 A 0.1),
(0.9 A 0.5) v (0.2 A 0)]
[0.2

0.5

0.5]

B' = A' o R = 0.2/u + 0.5/1+ 0.5/s

Which shows 0.5 likely to understand, 0.5 surely to understand and only 0.2 unlikely to understand bit
manipulation.

4 Questionnaire and Testing
The questionnaire part consists of a series of knowledge items to be checked by students. The knowledge
items are grouped into several groups based on the their similarities and difficulties. Then, students are asked
to fill the form about their mastery level in each group. Five grades are provided for each answer, i.e., very
familiar, familiar, moderately familiar, not familiar, and never heard. After students provided their answers,
the system retrieves a series of testing questions based on the difficulty (upper limit) of students' answers,
especially for the items marked ' moderately familiar' . But it does not mean that the presumably mastered
items are not tested at all. Even the items marked ' very familiar' will be tested, but with a very low
probability. Testing could be in the forms of short program lists or short questions, which are made as short,

clear, and simple as possible. The reason is to avoid noise or errors which do not come from student
knowledge iteself. In order to avoid ambiguity in judging knowledge level when the question is not
answered well, every question only consists few higher level concepts to be handled.
Moreover, an average of membership value is used if the same item occurs in several questions. (We can use
Bayesian update but with higher cost, i.e., to set all the conditional probability among every question).
For example, if from question 1, 2 and 3, a student performance on ' bit manipulation' shows
0.8/T + 0.2/F,

0.9/T + 0.3/F,

and

1.0/T + 0.1/F

respectively,

then the overall performance is, simply, the average, i.e., 0.9/T + 0.2/F.

If the question needed does not exist in the database, then a similar question is retrieved. The measure of
similarity is based on the maximum number of high level concept appeared.

Prerequisite relationship
In addition to the neighborhood relationships, prerequisite relationships are also applied. The prerequisite
relationship provides not only test item ordering criteria in a "strong" sense, but also in a "weak" sense. In
ordinary prerequisite criteria P(A, B) denotes "A is prerequisite of B". In our extended criteria, we introduce

A' as:
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If A' is closely related to A and Ms(A' )0 Ms(A)
then we have P' (A' , B), that is, A' is weakly prerequisite of B.

So, if students have mastered item A' , we have: they are sure to have mastered B without testing whether
they have mastered item A or not. By doing this, we can largely tighten the testing items and thus save more
time.

5 Discussion
To know student' s learning history and his knowledge level, we cannot ask them too detailed questions in
order to gain a more full picture of their knowledge state (although it helps) since it will make student
modeling itself a kind of a complex system. But we need them to aid in the assessment, so how much trust
should we have in the student's own assessment? This is the question we need answer before we proceed. In
our system, we will not generate the tutoring graph solely based on their answers. Our solution is to test by
giving them several pre-stored test items: if they can write out the outcome correctly, we assume that he has
mastered the knowledge pieces and rules needed for this program.
Thus, the assessment will proceed. Test items need not to be like traditional testing questions in classrooms.
They can be mini-programs or short questions provided that they can be used as a guide to assess students'
mastery level of declarative knowledge.

Furthermore, we also should consider the nature of the language. For example, If the student has studied
both Prolog and Java before, considering the respective relationship of them with Perl, we will still use Java
as supporting knowledge because it is closer to Perl. This factor is called Knowledge Relation (K-R), and it
will be assigned to 41.

At the end of the self-assessment section, a directed tutoring graph is generated. And student will be tutored
based on it.
Currently, we are constructing the fuzzy rules which are applied for the assessment module, followed by the
implementation and evaluation of it.
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Training Environments
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Conceptual maps have been used in many areas as a means of capturing and
representing knowledge. Several authors have explored the use of visual tools to
enhance the learning process. Thinking maps as well as frame games use visual
patterns of relationships (learners thinking processes) to structure knowledge.
Based on their graphical structure it is possible to recognize the thinking
process(es) employed in the map. Several software applications have been

created to support different kinds of maps, but they use proprietary files to
represent their maps. It makes sharing of knowledge difficult and jeopardizes the

widespread use of maps. This paper proposes XML (Extensible Markup
Language) as the language to describe maps. A knowledge construction and
navigation tool (KVT- Knowledge Visualization Tool) has been implemented
using XML to represent the kinds of maps supported by thinking maps and/or
frame games. This paper describes the uses of KVT in education and training
environments.

Keywords:

Knowledge Construction and Navigation Systems, Conceptual

Maps, Thinking maps, Frame Games, XML, and Learner Models.

1 Introduction
Conceptual maps have been widely used in many disciplines for different purposes. Concept maps have been
used in education and training as a means of capturing and representing knowledge. Concept maps are just
one of a variety of visual tools employed in schools and corporations. Several authors [2,4,5,6,7,9,10, and 14]
have explored the use of conceptual maps to enhance the learning process.

Several authors [1,3,7, and 14] have used map adaptation techniques in hypermedia systems to offer a
pertinent group of links to a particular user in a particular situation. Existing map-based navigation systems
use different adaptation techniques to change the structure of the map according to the users' goals or
preferences.

In this paper, we present KTV (Knowledge Visualization Tool), a knowledge construction and navigation
tool that allows students and teachers to create XML-based maps in which they can add different kinds of
links to the nodes on the map and navigate throughout the content using their own map. In addition, learners
can introduce their own links or use links suggested by the teacher and/or other learners. Students and
teachers can remove any unwanted link and define the sequence in which the links will appear. XML-maps
are viewed as an important step in the creation of an open representation of maps that facilitates sharing of
knowledge and assessment of students' knowledge by comparing their maps.

2 Visual Concept-Mapping Tools
A Visual concept-mapping tools (maps) have been used for constructing knowledge and capturing
information about people's thinking processes. Because of the many types of maps available, people may
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get confused about what kind of map to choose for a specific problem. Hyerle [4] classifies maps in three
categories:

Informal representations, such as brainstorming webs, web maps, and mind maps, which are used
mainly to support association and creative processes.

Task specific maps or organizers, such as life cycle, text structures, and decision trees, which are
used in specific content areas or tasks.
Thinking process maps, such as concept maps, system thinking maps, and thinking maps, which are
used to represent not only content relationships on a specific area, but also the thinking process or kind
of reasoning behind the map.

Web maps, mind maps, and brainstorming maps have been used to support creative processes. Their
informal structure is useful in areas, such as: brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving,
taking notes, public speaking and planning. Figure 1 shows an example of a mind map created using Mind
Manager® MindJET, LLC [8].
Word Frequency' Analysis

Analysis Techniques (Context Analysis
Planning .& Organization
4111

Report Production

V

Concept Development

Report Construction

Data indexing
Concept building
Cross referencing

Mind Map development
Content & linking comment
Organization

Figure 1. Example of a mind map [8].

Task-specific maps or organizers are designed to structure knowledge on a specific area. Figure 2 shows an
example of a simple task-specific map (a classification tree) used in a biology class.

CGoose
Elephant
Salmon
Figure 2. An example of a task-specific map or organizer (classification tree) used in a biology class.
Thinking process maps include concept maps, system maps and thinking maps. Thinking maps [4] are
similar to frame games [6]. They use various kinds of visual patterns to represent information relationships
and mental processes such as: sequencing, identifying attributes, cause-effect reasoning, analogical
reasoning, part/whole reasoning, and classifying information.

Using concept maps [5,6,9, and 10] with different types of links, it is possible to represent more or less the
same mental processes that thinking maps represent. The main disadvantage of concept maps over thinking
maps is that their graphical structure does not necessarily reflect the thinking process. Figure 3 shows a
simple example of a concept map.

Figure 3. An excerpt of a concept map [10].
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Thinking maps and frame games integrate knowledge views and make explicit fundamental human cognitive

processes. According to Hyerle [1], by using thinking maps, it is possible to create any map that can be
created using brainstorming webs and task organizers without being as informal as brainstorming webs and
less content dependent than task organizers. Not only do thinking maps support structuring of content but
also thinking processes, meta-cognitive abilities and reflection. Figure 4 shows some of the visual patterns
supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

Thinking map

0--/N-0
Bridge map

Reasoning

Frame game
..

.1

Analogy pattern

1=3.11
Multi-Flow map

Systems
dynamics

Cause-Effect pattern

___C--(
Brace map

Metaphorical

Inductive and
deductive
Part/Whole pattern

Figure 4. Some of the maps (visual patterns) supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

3 Proprietary Map File Formats vs. XML-Maps
Most of the available commercial products (i.e. [8,11, and 13]) support mind maps or variations of them for

multiple purposes (i.e. brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving, taking notes, public
speaking, etc.). These products provide links to external applications, to other maps, and to content on the
web. Although, Thinking Maps® [12] is a software tool for the creation of thinking maps in education and
training environments, it does not provide links to external applications, to other maps, or to the web. All
these products use proprietary map file formats to represent their maps. It makes difficult sharing of
knowledge and jeopardizes the general use of maps.

Using XML as the language to represent maps it is possible to eliminate proprietary files. The creation of a
DTD file (Document Type Definition) to validate XML-maps should consider the main characteristics of the
maps, such as: linking nodes to external applications, to content on the web, and to other maps. The DTD
file proposed in this paper (`XMLmaps.dtd') covers all of the eight kinds of maps supported by thinking
maps [4] and the ten kinds of maps (visual patterns) supported by frame games [6]. We have chosen to work
with thinking maps and/or frame games because of their property of providing different visual patterns to
represent different thinking processes. Figure 5 shows a fragment of the DTD file created to validate XMLmaps.

Some of the benefits of using XML as the language to represent thinking maps and/or frame games are:
XML provides an open format to maintain and share maps as opposed to proprietary file formats.
By using a common vocabulary in conjunction to XML-maps, it is possible to compare maps. That is,
maps can be compared to find similarities and differences in the type of structure employed (thinking

process(es) used by the learner to analyze the topic), relation among nodes and types of links and
documents attached to each node.
Any XML query language such as XML-QL or XQL can be used to create queries to compare maps.
By comparing maps it is possible to assess learners' knowledge and determine possible
misconceptions, or gaps on a specific concept or group of them. By analyzing the type of map used to
represent the knowledge it is possible to identify possible problems of the learner with a specific kind
of reasoning.
XML permits collaborative viewing of maps. See section 4.3 (KVT- Navigation System).

By maintaining the student's knowledge information (XML-maps) in the learner model, new
interesting opportunities for assessment, collaboration, adaptation, and inspection can be explored.
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Opening visual knowledge representations is an important step towards the goal of capturing, sharing,
and using knowledge across disciplines.

Figure 6 shows a fragment of an XML-map used to study Anatomy. This map has been validated using the
grammar rules encoded in `XMLmaps.dtd'. Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of the same XMLmap. This map can be classified as a 'brace map' following the notation of thinking maps or as a 'partswhole' pattern using the frame games representation. In both cases, they represent part-whole relationships
among concepts and inductive/deductive kinds of reasoning.

# Author: Juan Diego Zapata Rivera
# Version: XMLmaps.dtd 1.0
<!__************************** ***** ******************************* *****
ELEMENT: XMLmap
COMMENT: thinking maps structures and frame games->
<!ELEMENT XMLmap (CircleMap* I BubbleMap* I DBubbleMap* I
BridgeMap* IFlowMap* BraceMap* I TreeMap* IMultiFlowMap* )
<!ATTLIST XMLmap
.<!__************************** ****** *********************************
ELEMENT: BraceMap
COMMENT: Brace map. whole/ part. Inductive and Deductive Thinking->
<!ELEMENT BraceMap (BraceNode+,Link*)
<! ATTLIST BraceMap
Mapld CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED

Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Description CDATA #REQUIRED

<1__******************************************************************
ELEMENT: Link
COMMENT: Link description-->
<!ELEMENT Link (FromNode ToNode,LinkMedia)
<!ATTLIST Link
LinkId CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED

Name CDATA #REQUIRED >

Figure 5. Fragment of DTD for XML-maps

<?xml version="1.0" encodirg="UTF-8"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xs1" href="XMLmaps.xs1"?>
<!DOCTYPE XMLmap SYSTEM " XMLmaps.dtd">
<XMLmap>
<BraceMap Type='"BraceMap"' Description='"Example of an XML-map"' Name='"The human body"'
Mapld='"Map001">
<BraceNode Nodeld="02" Type='"BraceMap"' Name='"head"' XMLthinkingMapLink="'"'>
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"head"' Text=""" Application=""" URL='"1"' Sound="""/>
<Chlidren>05</Chlidren>
<Chlidren>06</Chlidren>
<Parents>01</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name='"ears"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="05">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"ears"' Text='"'" Application=""" URL='"www.body.xml"'
Sound="""/>
<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name='"eyes"' Type="'BraceMap"' NodeId="06">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"face"' Text="'"' Application='"'" URL="'www.body.xml"'

Sound=''/>
<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink='' Name="'torso"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="03">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept="trunkm Text='"'" Application='' URL='"1"' Sound="'"'/>
eParentg,01 e/parents-,

Figure 6. Fragment of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.
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ears
head
The
Human
Body

eyes

(

torso

limbs.

Figure 7. Graphical representation of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.

4 KVT (Knowledge Visualization Tool)
KVT is a map construction and navigation system that allows the creation of XML-based thinking maps or
frame games. KVT also provides the possibility to link different kinds of resources to specific nodes. In this
way, KVT supports personalized navigation throughout the class content. Students can create their own
knowledge structure using a set of predefined concepts (common vocabulary given by the teacher) and use
their own map to access class resources. These resources are suggested by the teacher (initial links) or by
his/her classmates during the creation of their maps (collaborative browsing using XML-based maps).
The class content is not limited to a specific group of pages, videos, sounds, etc. On the contrary, any student

or teacher in the class can navigate through the map via the WWW, can add links, and can add new
resources. Every participant has access to all of the resources that are associated with the nodes in his/her
map. The list of resources attached to a node can be ordered arbitrarily by the learner.

4.1 KVT's Architecture
KVT (see figure 8) is composed of the following modules:
Map Construction Tool. KVT supports the ten kinds of maps identified in the context of frame games

[6] and the eight types of thinking maps proposed by Hyerle [4,12]. Students select concepts from a

predefined list and create their own structure. Having a predefined list of concepts (common
vocabulary) makes it easier to share, compare, analyze and evaluate maps. Students can link different
resources (course materials, web pages, documents stored on different applications, etc) to their map.
They can even include other maps in a recursive manner. Students' maps are stored in the learner
model for further modification, analysis and evaluation.
The Browser. This is the main interface to visualize one's map and its associated class content.

Students can navigate throughout the content by clicking on any node of the map and selecting one of
the links/documents that are available for this node. Furthermore, students can navigate freely and add
links and documents to any of the nodes in the map. Students can navigate using links suggested by
other students/teachers in a hyperspace created collaboratively for a particular topic and encoded on
the map.
The Learner Model.

The Learner module maintains basic learner information as well as their XMLmaps (XML files including map structure, links, and order preferences). Students can add, order,
modify, or remove links and nodes. Students and teachers contribute to populate each node with
different sort of resources, but it is up to each person to remove unwanted resources and define the
sequence in which he/she prefers to see the resources.
Course Materials. Class resources are classified into three main categories: web content, XML

content, and general documents (text, sound, images, videos, etc.). They comprise an open range of
materials that are organized first by the teacher. Using KVT, students and teachers can create different
representations of the knowledge, and as a result of their contributions a highly refined subset of
useful documents will be attached to each of the nodes. KVT supports the cooperative creation of
information spaces to be used in educational contexts.
Learners and Teachers Share Maps. Learners and teachers can use KVT in a number of ways. For

example, Teachers and learners can visualize maps using different levels of granularity. Learners can
use an existing map as a guide to study the content, or use this system as a learning tool to facilitate
remembering, create maps collaboratively, share their maps, and engage in interesting discussions
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about a particular topic. Teachers can create maps to serve as 'guided tours', which can be used by
students to navigate throughout the content. Teachers can use XML-maps to assess the student's
knowledge. This can be done by comparing different maps (visually or through queries) to determine
problems in the learning process for a particular student or groups of them. Finally, teachers can use
this system as an adequate environment to promote reflection among students on a specific topic (map
structure and content).

Learners/Teachers

T
Map Construction Tool.

KVT
ii,

Browser

Learner Model

Course Materials
Documents (text,
sound, images,
videos, etc.)

A common vocabulary of concepts.
Linking class resources to XML maps.
Navigation using your own map following
suggested links or your own.
Assessment (comparing maps).
Collaborative construction of maps.

Web
Content

XML
Content

XML maps (structure and links)
Learner information

Figure 8. KVT- System Architecture.

4.2 KVT- Linking Documents to Nodes
Using KVT it is possible to add different kinds of documents to the nodes of the map. Figure 9 depicts the
user interface provided by KVT to add, modify and remove documents. This interface allows
students/teacher to attach a web page, XML document, video, sound, or image to any node on the map. KVT
also provides the option to test any of the documents, edit the description and document fields and remove
any unwanted link from the map. By clicking the headers on the grid it is possible to change the order in
which the links will be presented to the student when navigating using the map. Order preferences are stored
in the learner model for further use.
New links/documents for a particular node are automatically shared with all of the maps that contain such a
node. This can affect maps of several students/teachers in the system. However, individual sequencing or
removal of resources affects only the student's own map. Maps are stored as XML files in the learner model.
The example on figure 9 shows a Brace-map that is used to organize information related to Anatomy. The

grid of current documents shows the currently available links for the concept 'ears'. It is possible to
visualize who included each link (user type/user), the document type location and description.

4.3 KVT- Navigation System
Figure 10 shows how students and .teachers can navigate on the web using their own maps and their own
links or the ones suggested by others. Just by clicking the concept, a list of current links/documents appears
to be selected. If the student has not chosen any particular sequence of resource presentation, this list is
initially ordered by type of user (teacher/student). In this environment, it is also possible to navigate freely
on the web by entering a URL or just following the links on the current page. When an interesting page is
found, it can be attached to any concept on the map by selecting the target concept and pressing the button
`Add Link' located at the bottom of the window.

The example in Figure 10 shows how the student uses the map to navigate by the links related to the concept
`ears'. The current web page corresponds to the first link suggested by the teacher 'Anatomical Tour of the
Ear'.
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KV' - Linking Documents

Topic :

'Anatomy

Add document:

Concepts :

Ewa, 04i-A
ears
head
The
Human

Body

XML content

eyes

video

torso

Sound

I

limbs

Image

I

Current documents:
Description

Document

User Type

User

Type

Teacher

Peter

Webpage http://www.earaces.com/anatoi Anatomical Tour Of The Ear

Student
Student

Mary

Webpage http://www.awarinst.com/anatc The ear is the organ of hearing..
presentation 1.
sound
earexplanation.wav

Bob

lest

Remove

Figure 9. KVT - Managing links.
KW -Accessing Documents
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Dizziness

Tinnitus

Links
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Show Me An "Anatomical Tour Of The Ear',
If ynu click on an area In the following crow; sections, you will be linked to a brief description of the structure. The up arrow that
follows each description will take you back to the top of the figure. Enjoy your tour.

Organ Of Corti

Cochlear Partition

Cross. Section Of Ear

Cross Section Of Ear
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middle ear, and inner ear

t`

I

C,4
,V....
AAA

Add Link I
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close

Figure 10. KVT- Navigating on the web using XML-maps and suggested links/documents.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
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XML offers an excellent language to represent maps. Using XML maps, it is possible to support knowledge
sharing without the problems of having proprietary files. By using a common vocabulary for the content
and XML maps, it is possible to compare map structures.

XML-maps (thinking maps, frame games) are very useful in education and training environments because
they support content structure and make explicit fundamental human cognitive processes.

KVT offers an attractive tool for the creation of maps and supports collaborative navigation throughout the
content. By using XML-maps, KVT provides a better support to education or training setups that uses maps
to create, share and assess knowledge. By including XML-maps into the learner model, new possibilities for
visualization and inspection of XML-maps can be exploited in order to improve the learning process.
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Adaptive testing has, in recent years, been used as a student modelling technique
in intelligent tutoring systems. One of the main issues has been to optimise the

progression of problems posed as the student performs the adaptive test.
Previous research has concentrated on finding a structure in a fixed collection of
problems. This paper describes an algorithm for problem progression in adaptive
testing. After describing current approaches to the progression problem, the
paper discusses the role of expert emulation. It then describes a knowledge
elicitation exercise, which resulted in a solution to the progression problem.
Part of the knowledge elicitation process was supported by software based on

constraint logic programming, clp(FD), and the paper concludes with an
assessment of the prospects of developing an extended knowledge elicitation
support system.
Keywords: intelligent tutoring system, knowledge
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1 Introduction
The major advantages of adaptive testing over fixed item testing are that a student's knowledge is explored
thoroughly and efficiently, and with a minimum of redundancy. By asking an appropriate number of
problems at appropriate levels of difficulty, adaptive testing neither bores by unnecessary repetition nor
intimidates by posing a series of inappropriately difficult problems [1]. This makes adaptive testing
attractive for student modelling in intelligent tutoring systems [2],[3].

This research was conducted in the context of providing remedial help in mathematics to a transient
population of prisoners in a local prison. Here the students are studying courses such as City and Guilds
(Key Skills), City and Guilds (Number Power) and for GCSE level examinations. Working with prisoners
can face tutors with problems not normally encountered in more conventional settings. Unlike school
students, the prisoners not only lack uniform prior knowledge in mathematics, but tend also to join or leave
the prison at individual times. This makes the job of the human tutor difficult because of the need to assess
the knowledge level of each prisoner before assigning them the appropriate level of one or more of the above
courses and examination. Currently, fixed item testing is used as an assessment tool. This approach has a
major disadvantage. Many prisoners are math anxious' and the use of fixed item testing may undermine
their confidence and motivation in the subject. Adaptive testing avoids this danger by presenting problems
at an appropriate level of difficulty.

One of the main issues in adaptive testing is the determination of an efficient progression from one problem
to another. Previous proposals have included hard-wiring prerequisite relationships between knowledge
items [3], and preparing an indexing framework for problems [4]. Section 2 of this paper reviews the major

lines of research; and the paper then describes an approach to the progression problem based on the
knowledge acquisition techniques used for expert systems. In doing so, it continues in the vein of Khuwaja
& Patel' s work [5]. The paper presents a rationale for this approach, describes briefly a semi -automated
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method of eliciting syllabus content and characteristics, and then presents a progression technique elicited by
standard techniques with an expert. It concludes with a discussion of the feasibility of automation in this
area.

2 The Progression Problem
In a problem-solving environment, problem progression is concerned with the strategy in which the next
problem is selected. In adaptive testing, this is usually based on the student' s response to the current
problem, as the process of selecting the next appropriate problem is crucial to the efficiency and precision of
the whole student modelling process. Also, presenting the right question at the right time maintains the
motivation of the student.

The structure of the domain, that is the way in which problems are related to one another, determines
problem progression in adaptive testing; and the two significant and distinctive approaches to determining
such structures are discussed in this section.

2.1 Item Response Theory
For adaptive testing systems which adopt the Item Response Theory or IRT [6], such as SIETTE [7] and
CBAT-2 [8], the domain is made up of test items which are kept in an item pool. The construction of an item
pool usually involves major empirical studies for content-balancing, to ensure no content area is over-tested
or under-tested, and for item calibration. Each test item is associated with one or more of the following
parameters the difficulty level, the discriminatory power and the guessing factor. The difficulty level
measures the difficulty level of a test item, the discrimination power describes how well the test item
discriminates students of different proficiency, while the guessing factor is the probability that a student can
answer the test item correctly by guessing.
Problem progression takes place like this. The adaptive test starts with an initial estimation of the student' s
proficiency, e. A best item or problem is selected. This is one which provides the most information about
the student, and is calculated from the item' s three parameters and current proficiency, 6. An ideal item
should have a difficulty level close to 6, a high discriminatory power and a low guessing factor. A new
proficiency, 6' , and its confidence level are calculated based on whether the student has answered the
problem correctly or not, the old 6, and the item parameters. The test continues until a stopping criterion is
met, for example, when the confidence level of 6' has reached a desired level.

2.2 Knowledge Space Theory
There are adaptive testing systems built on the theory of knowledge spaces [9]. Examples include a webbased, domain-independent system called RATH [10], a web-based system for the domain of mathematics
called ALEKS [11], and a general purpose system for testing and training called ADASTRA [12].

Like the IRT -based systems, the domain is made up of test items of an academic discipline, each of which
can be a problem or an equivalence class of problems that the student has to answer. The student' s
knowledge state is defined as the set of items in the domain that the student is capable of solving. For
example, if a student has the knowledge state {a,b,d), this means that he can solve items a, b and d. Not all
possible subsets of the domain are feasible knowledge states. Consider the example shown in [13]. In a
domain of mathematics, if a student can solve a percentage problem, (item d say), then it can be inferred that
the student can perform single-digit multiplication, (item a say), and thus any state that contains item d
would also contain item a. The collection of all feasible knowledge states is called the knowledge structure.
The knowledge structure must also contain the null state (}, which corresponds to the student who cannot
solve any item, and the domain, which corresponds to the student who can solve or master all items. When
two subset of items are knowledge states in a knowledge structure, then their union is also a state. This
means that the collection of states is closed under union. When a knowledge structure satisfy this condition,
it is known as a knowledge space.
In practice, items for a domain are derived from instructional materials and systematic knowledge elicitation
This is also the case with establishing knowledge states where query procedures
systematically elicit from human experts the prerequisite relationships between items [3], [14].

with teachers.
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Once the domain is represented as a knowledge space, the adaptive testing strategy is then to locate as
efficiently and as accurately as possible, a student' s knowledge state. Problem progression becomes
straightforward. For example, if a student has answered an item correctly (incorrectly), it can be inferred
that he can (cannot) answer a prerequisite item and will thus not be asked to solve the latter.

2.3 Other Approaches
The domain can be represented as a granularity hierarchy [15] where items which represent a topic, subtopic
or skill, are described at various grain sizes and connected together into a granularity hierarchy which allows
focus shifts along either aggregation or abstraction dimensions. In this way, the ability to recognise student
behaviour at varying grain sizes is important both for pedagogical and diagnostic reasons.

Other examples include an indexing framework for the adaptive arrangement of problems in the domain of

mechanics [4], a problem-simplification approach [16], an optimisation expert system where both the
knowledge structures of the student and the teacher are represented by structural graph, and problem
progression is controlled by the relationship between the student' s knowledge structure and that of the
teacher' s [17]. Evidence of a strong use of a student model in controlling problem progression can also be
found in a system called TraumaCASE [18] which automatically generated clinical exercises of varying
difficulty, and in the work of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19] who recorded information about a student using two
factors acquisition and retention. Acquisition records how well students learn new topics while retention
measures how well a student remembers the material over time.

3 Knowledge Elicitation
The concern of the researchers discussed above is to exploit a structure of a syllabus to improve the
efficiency of tests. The structure may either be revealed through elicitation, as was done by Dowling and her
co-workers, or may be derived from a statistical analysis of student behaviour, (IRT), or it may be seen as
being derived from the nature of the problem domain. Though there may be, from some given point of view,
an optimal way of structuring a syllabus, the view adopted in this research is that it is a subjective matter to
be determined by an expert teacher. Such a teacher might make use of informal statistical information,
subject domain information as well as pedagogic information in determining a suitable structure. Studies of
intelligent tutoring systems have shown that, as one would expect, it is difficult to transfer systems from one
setting to another, because there is considerable cultural variation in both teaching and learning [20]. This
provides the prime motive for investigating techniques based on expert emulation for the production of tests
for local consumption.

Moreover, this is a natural extension of the intelligent tutoring systems endeavour, and it has an additional
advantage. A lack of homogeneity amongst a student body can weaken the effectiveness of techniques
based on population statistics; and the target body of students with which this paper has been concerned is,
educationally, not very homogeneous.

4 Eliciting the Syllabus
There are several problems to be confronted when adopting an expert emulation approach to designing an
adaptive test. They include the problems of finding suitable experts [21], selecting appropriate forms of
knowledge representation and choosing appropriate methods of knowledge acquisition.
The approach to knowledge acquisition in the research described here is to separate the task of designing an
adaptive test into the following sub-tasks:
describing classes of problems,
describing the skills used to solve problems,
describing responses to problems,
problem generation,
problem progression based on student responses.
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For the particular domain tackled, namely the arithmetic of elementary fraction addition, software has been

developed to support the first four of these subtasks using Constraint Logic Programming, clp(FD),
embedded in Prolog, [22]. This work has been described in a recent conference paper [23], and is briefly
summarised here.

Clp(FD) is actively used by the knowledge engineer conducting knowledge acquisition interviews. The
teacher, who is the target of the emulation, is not expected to write constraints, but is more than likely to take
an interest in them. During discussions, which involve the production of example problems, the knowledge
engineer enters the necessary constraints, or modifies existing constraints, to describe the particular class of
problem under discussion. The set of constraints is then solved interactively to produce example problems.
These form the basis of a discussion, and may lead to further rounds of discussion and modification.

The description of a class of problems is treated as a set of constraints. This consists of a set of variables, a
statement of the domains of the variables, and a statement of the relational constraints that hold between the
variables. For example, during an interview, the human tutor wanted to represent a class of problems, which
involved the addition of two proper fractions with a common denominator of the form,
Nl/D1 + N2/D2 = N/D

and he wanted to use single-digit integers.
This can be represented in clp(FD) as a code fragment:
domain([N1,D1,N2,D2],1,9),

%

N1 #< D1,
N2 #<
D2,
Dl #= D2.

%
%

Single digit integers
proper fraction
First operand
Second operand - proper fraction
A common denominator

The following is an example of the use of clp(FD) to describe skills. The cancel fraction skill can be
represented in clp(FD) as:

% Simplify the fraction N/D into its lowest form to give X/Y
63/81 gives 7/9
% Example:
cancel(N,D,X,Y)
domain( [N,D,X,Y,F], 1,99),
F*X #= N,
F*Y #= D,
maximize (labeling ( []

,

[F, X, Y] )

,

F) .

Here, variable F is the common factor to be cancelled. This is specified by the two relational constraints.
The maximize predicate in the final line ensures that the largest value of F will be found.

5 Eliciting the Progression
The knowledge elicitation exercise involved approximately 20 hours of interviews spread over a period of
three months. Conventional knowledge elicitation techniques, such as structured interviewing, task analysis
and construct theory [24], were used.
Early interviews revealed the significance to the expert of the skills that students needed to exercise in order
to solve particular problems. The following were identified:
a. Add equivalent fractions
b. Cancel fraction
c. Make proper
d. Find the lowest common multiple
e. Find equivalent fractions

The number of discrete skills required to solve a problem was considered as a measure of the difficulty of
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the problem; and this measure was used to classify problems, and in so doing reveal a structure of the
domain. This coincides with the findings of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19]. However, it is useful to note that
this is only one of the many factors in measuring problem difficulty used by Lee [25], who identified,
amongst others, the student' s degree of familiarity with a particular type of problem.

In eliciting progression information, it is necessary to avoid the problem of combinatorial explosion. Ahead

on approach requires the expert to provide a tree structure of sequences of problems indicating the
appropriate next problem depending on the outcome of all previously asked problems. Such an approach is
unattractive to both expert and knowledge engineer. Instead, an approach adopted was to attempt to uncover
the underlying algorithmic strategy of the expert.
In general terms, the strategy of the expert is to test the students' abilities to exercise the identified skills at a
particular level of difficulty. Failure to return a correct answer causes the questioning process to be resumed
at a lower level of difficulty, that is, with problems requiring the demonstration of fewer skills. Whereas

successful demonstration of all the identified skills causes the questioning process to be resumed with
problems at a greater level of difficulty. The expert started with problems of middling difficulty and adopted
a binary chop approach to selecting the next level. Within each level of difficulty, the selection of the next
problem depended on the skills already demonstrated. Each available problem was scored using a set of

weights, which favoured previously undemonstrated skills at that level. If the progression problem is
viewed as a variant of state-space search, the expert's strategy has more in common with a constrain-andgenerate paradigm [26], at a given level of difficulty, rather than a naïve generate and test approach. A
schematic example of the use of this strategy is given below.

In a Prolog implementation of this strategy, a record of students' skills, demonstrated at each tested level of
difficulty is recorded, and used to prepare a revision plan.

6 An Example
The human tutor first prepared the adaptive testing strategy for a domain of five skills described above. This
is shown in Figure 1 for a domain of five skills.

Begin

correct or
wrong

exit

Figure 1: Human tutor' s strategy in adaptive testing for a domain of 5 skills

In Figure I, the adaptive test begins at node 3 which contains problems each of which can be solved by
exactly three skills. If the student gets any problems wrong within that category, he moves onto node 2
which contains problems each of which can be solved by exactly two skills. If he gets all the problems
correct within that category, he will exit the adaptive test. The rationalisation for this is described below.
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If each of the skills were labelled as a,b,c,d,e, as in Section 5, then at node 3, there are 5C3, that is 10 possible
combinations of skills. For example, the combination [a,b,c] would involve a set of problems which each
require all the skills a, b and c to be used. Skills a, b and c correspond to add equivalent fractions, cancel
fraction, and, make proper respectively. However in practice, not all these combinations will be found in a
valid problem type.

We introduced weights to each combination to enable the choice of the next best combination. We also
imposed the following criteria for calculating the weight of each candidate set:
If a skill has been not been asked yet, it carries a weight of 2
If a skill has already been asked once, it carries a weight of 1
If a skill has been asked more than once, it carries no weight
Select the first set amongst the candidate set with the highest score

The following process shows how problems, each of which, require a combination of three skills are
presented to the student.
a.

Selec [a,b,c] and scores are assigned to the other combinations, based on the above rules:
[a,b,c]

[a,b,d]

4

I

[a,b,e]

4

[a,c,d]

4

[a,c,e]

[a,d,e]

4

[b,c,d)

4

5

[b,c,e]

4

[b,d,e]

5

[c,d,e]

5

b. Based on these weights, combination [a,d,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen. The scores
for the remaining combinations are recalculated.
[a,b,c]

I

-

2

c.

[a,b,d]

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

2

[a,d,e]

[bAd]

5

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

Combination [b,c,d] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.
[a,b,c]

[a,b,d]

[a,b,e)

{a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

4

4

4

4

2

-

2

2

2

2

3

-

0

I

0

I

I

[a,d,e]

[b,c,d]

5

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

I

I

I

d. Combination [a,b,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.
[a,b,c]

[a,b,e]

[a,c,d]

[a,c,e]

[a,d,e]

4

4

4

4

2

-

2

2

2

2

3

-

0

1

0

I

-

0

0

0

I

3

e.

[a,b,d]

0

5

[b,c,d]

[b,c,e]

[b,d,e]

[c,d,e]

4

4

5

5

3

3

3

3

I

I

I

0

0

0

0

As there are no more candidate sets, no more problems are presented.

The above example shows that out of the ten combinations, only problems of combinations [a,b,c], [a,d,e],
[b,c,d] and [a,b,e] were chosen. As described previously, the human tutor would consider the student' s
previous performance and if any answers to problems were found to be wrong, he would assign problems at
node 2 (see Figure 1). Conversely, if all the answers were found to be correct, he would assign problems at
node 4 which require problems to be solved with exactly four skills.
The human tutor took the view that if a student has already tackled problems of three skills, whether he got
them right or not, information gathered in packets of three skills need not necessarily apply to problems
involving two skills. He considered that students may become anxious about problems which require more
skills, and although some of the skills may well have been demonstrated in easier problems, the student may
find it difficult to apply them in harder problems.
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7 Conclusion
The paper describes the development of an adaptive test in the domain of elementary arithmetic, which
required two styles of knowledge acquisition. The first is concerned with describing problems and skills,
and it is computer-assisted; whereas the second is entirely manual and is concerned with the ordering, or
progression, of problems to be posed to the subject of a test. However, based on this experience, work is
currently underway to develop software to aid with eliciting details of progression. A valuable insight
gained is that some degree of formalisation of the problem, as well as being convenient for the knowledge
engineer, is also acceptable to the expert who helped with this work.

A possible significant difference between the research reported here and the work reviewed in Section 2 is
that the approach to progression is not restricted to a fixed collection of problems. In view of Lee' s findings
[25], it would be inappropriate to enforce the equating of difficulty with the number of skills. Evidence
encountered during the knowledge acquisition experience suggests that the sheer clerical complexity of
mapping out sequences of problems, lead to some draconian simplification on the part of the expert. The
task ahead, is to find an appropriate balance between convenience and efficiency.
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In this study, we built an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, which
models SCS (Space Collaboration System: system the remote conferences and
education via satellite communications) conferences. A student engages in the
conference, by operating a control panel and proceeds by making the necessary
selections according to the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intention and
purpose, which can change at any time. The purpose of this study is supporting
the student to form a correct mental model in this environment. Therefore, we

incorporate an abstract model of possible computations as a logical circuit
attached to the SCS system. Using this model, the system has two functions: to
diagnose the student' s conceptual understanding mistakes about the SCS system
and to explain to him/her the cause of these mistakes. With these functions, we
expect to be able to support the student in forming a correct mental model and in
understanding the SCS essentials.
Keywords: Mental Model, Space Collaboration System, Remote Conference

1 Introduction
Recently, with the increased awareness of the necessity of individual, subjective learning, a change occurred
in the building of computer based educational systems. The existing learning supporting systems are based

on automatically generating the learning method, according to the relation between the state defining
parameters and the subject' s (learner' s) behavior. However, in recent years, the trend to construct systems,
that positively encourage the student to work, and allow him/her to change the current state parameters by
him-/herself, offer system behavior simulation, moreover, verification and correction of the student inputs,

emerged. In this type of subjective/ individual learning environment, it is necessary to add a causality
explanation function of the target environment. This is important due to the fact that, by letting the student/
learner adjust and change the system parameters, and then showing him/her the system behavior simulation,

as derived from the current configuration and structure, fundamental system comprehension can be
supported and achieved [2..11]. We have, therefore, used the above mentioned specifications and
background information, to implement an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, for supporting
fundamental system comprehension and understanding. For this purpose, we have based our mental model

design on the object oriented approach. The mental model

is

a representation of the individual

comprehension about the structure and functions of the objects involved in the simulated system model.
Moreover, depending on the simulation of the object functions within the learner' s mental model, it becomes
possible to predict the problem solving act results. Therefore, important learning can occur and, at the same
time, causality explanation within the virtual learning environment can be offered. We based the mental
model used in our system on the qualitative modeling. The qualitative model is a fundamental model
representation based on the causality relations that generate the target system' s behavior. The causality
relations are reflected in the relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions. Here we
consider the following definitions. The structure reflects how the elements of the target organization are
combined. The behavior shows how the system characteristics, expressed by the object structure, change in
time. The function expresses how the goal, related to the object behavior, is achieved. By modeling the
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causality relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions, and designing a qualitative model,

the causality relation simulation becomes possible. In our system, we have constructed a qualitative
diagnosis simulator for conferences via SCS. SCS, standing for Space Collaboration System, is a remote
conferences and distance education system via satellite communications. The learner/ student follows the
progress of the conference, by operating a control panel, and making the necessary selections, according to
the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intentions and purpose, which can change in time. In this
environment, we integrate a computable model abstraction of the remote conference via communication
satellites, as a logic circuit. Moreover, based on this abstraction, we add a causality explanation function, and
a diagnosis system of the student' s/ learner' s operation mistakes, which generate the appropriate guidance
information for the student. In this way, we support the fundamental comprehension of the SCS system.

2 Qualitative reasoning
Qualitative reasoning is one of the most vigorous areas in artificial intelligence. Over the past years, a body

of methods have been developed for building and simulating qualitative models of physical systems
(bathtubs, tea kettles, automobiles, the physiology of the body, chemical processing plants, control systems,
electrical circuits, and the like) where knowledge of that system is incomplete. Qualitative models are more

able than traditional models to express states of incomplete knowledge about continuous mechanisms.
Qualitative simulation guarantees to find all possible behaviors consistent with the knowledge in the model.
This expressive power and coverage are important in problem-solving for diagnosis, design, monitoring, and
explanation. Qualititative simulation draws on a wide range of mathematical methods to keep a complete set
of predictions tractable, including the use of partial quantitative information. Compositional modeling and
component-connection methods for building qualitative models are also discussed in detail [1 ].

3 SCS
Figure

1

displays the SCS based remote conference concept. SCS was established as a satellite

communication network between universities, to enable real-time remote video conferences. Each
participant' s station (called VSAT station) is enabled with a satellite communication control panel, an image
and sound transceiver control panel, multiple video-cameras, monitors, and so on.

3.1 SCS constrains and limitations
The SCS conference can take place as an inter-station, bi-directional communication between two stations,
or as a multiple VSAT stations communication, where only one station has the role of the moderator, and has

authority upon transmission control. In the latter case, all the other station, with the exception of the
moderator station, are called client stations, and can participate as such in the conference. The moderator
station is decided in advance, before the actual conference, by the conference organizer, according to the
requested time-schedules and conference contents. The line control is usually under the sole authority of the

moderator station. However, a client station can send a request for line usage for transmission to the
moderator. This operation is enabled by the proposal request button existent on each VSAT station panel. By
pushing this button, a proposal request notification is sent to the control panel on the moderator station.
Moreover, during the conference, it is possible for two different stations to send image and sound, namely,

the carrier, at the same time, so there can be up to two distinct proposing stations. The respective client
stations are depicted in the lower part of figure 1.

The communication satellite has two reception parts, and a converting switch that allows the selection of the
received carrier. Depending on the existing constrains and conditions, a decision mechanism is involved,
before actually sending the carrier selection from the satellite. After verifying the current constrains and
conditions, the carrier is sent from the satellite. This carrier is sent without exception to all client stations. In
figure 1, the sending of the carrier to all the client stations is depicted. The station carriers depicted in figure
1 as a black solid arrows show the connection between the individual stations and the transmission part of
the satellite. The figure shows also that the satellite receives only two carriers at a time. Howeve; as all
stations are connected with the satellite, as depicted by the solid black arrows, all stations are prepared to
send a carrier.

The satellite reception part is built of a receptor, and a converting switch. In this way, by means of the
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restrictions set by the converting switch receptor, the satellite can receive, all in all, only two carriers.
Moreover, these have to be from two distinct stations only. Also, in the case of multiple carrier reception, the
moderator station operator can decide, according to his/ her free will, to commute to the receiving of one
carrier only, disregarding the choices and modes of the client stations. These constrains, limitations and
specifications, and the fact that the client stations can all in all send only two carriers, are depicted in the
figure as dotted thick arrows. The two carriers that can be sent are named [send 1] and [send 2]. Their
contents is re-sent from the satellite. The restriction that the two carriers, [send I] and [send 2], should not
come from the same station is enforced before this re-transmission. Only when al the above restrictions are
fulfilled, can the received carriers be broadcasted from the satellite to all stations. At the reception of the
broadcast signals, each client station can separate the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2]. The station sending
the carrier is also receiving the broadcast, without exception. Therefore, the sound and image received by the
transmitting stations are:
(I). image+sound from the other transmitting station (if
existent);
(2)the image and sound sent to the satellite by the station
itself.

Moreover, as it is impossible to send the image and
sound carrier to a specific station directly, by sending
them to the satellite, they are broadcasted

satell

Bi-directional
stations.
all
automatically to
communication is also possible, but is actually a
quasi-bi-directional communication, as the broadcast
carrier of the two communicating stations is sent, at

ra

or

the same time, as a broadcast signal to all client

/

stations.

ClientClient Client

stationstatlstati

3.2 SCS system frequent user errors
In table 1, the error types for different user skill levels
of SCS conference practice, as gathered by surveying
4 domain specialists with over 2 years of SCS system
operation experience, is shown. They were asked to
give us first a list of frequently appearing user errors

during the SCS usage and managing. This list is
displayed in table 1 in the column headed by the label

"Error/ misconception". Next, they were asked to
evaluate the frequency of apparition of these errors
for beginner, medium and advanced user. In table 1
their replies were represented as follows: [* 1 means
means medium, and [ 1 means low
high, [
frequency of errors. The table presents therefore the
specialists' primary classification of errors according to the operation skills. To this classification, we have
added a new error classification, based on the previously explained SCS system constrains and limitations.
Fig. I Conference with SCS

We have managed to group all errors enumerated by the specialists into four big classes of errors and
misconceptions: A, B, C and D. The definitions of these classes are given below.

Table 1 Errortvnes
station is
Error
beginn medi adva I classifi
Error/
ossible.
um nced cation
er
misconception
elieving that
receiving two
Disregarding I
I
I
I

the function of
the satellite.
believing
direct/
dedicated
transfer
between fellow
stations is
possible.
Believing that
the sending of
two carriers
from the same

. .

. .

.

.

A,B,C,
D

A

carriers from
the same
station is
possible.

I

1

A

Not
understanding

that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different
station, the
current
proposing
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B

station carrier
will disappear.
believing that
all stations can
send a carrier

C

at the same
time.
Not
understanding
the concept
and necessity
of the carrier
request
proposal.
Assigning
carriers to
three or more

C

C

between the
moderator
station and the

static
state

other client
stations.
Believing that
the client
station is in

.

charge of the
transmission
control.
Not making the

.

.

.

. .

static
state

distinction

.

.

D

station is

received again.

Believing that
bi-directional
communication

. .

is possible only

with a specific
station.
Assigning the
carrier to each

D

possible.
Not making the

distinction

stations.

Not
understanding
why the image
and sound
signal sent by
ones own

_

station
consecutively.
Believing that
only one
broadcast is

. .

. .

D

. .

D

between the
two wave
forms (signals),
[send 1] and
[send2].
Believing that
the [send 1]
wave form is
the signal
coming from
the moderator
station.

static
state

static
state

Class A: Misconception/ incomplete information about the sending of two different waves/ signals with the help of the
judgement/ decision mechanism.

Class B: Misconception about the sending of one carrier to one station with the help of the converting switch.
Class C: Misconception/ incomplete information about the receiving of two carriers.
Class D: Misconception/ incomplete information about broadcasting to all stations.

4 The SCS qualitative model
Figure 2 shows the qualitative model of the SCS conference abstraction, in the form of a logic circuit. This
qualitative model can express the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system. In this figure, se
displayed four client stations and one communication satellite. As can be seen, the satellite has two receptors,
and one judgment/ decision mechanism, as a converting XOR switch between the two receptors. The two client
stations sending carriers at one time can therefore have a pseudo- bi-directional communication. The structure,
behavior and functions, so, the objects of the original SCS system are expressed, in this way, as a qualitative
model.

The characteristics of this model make it possible to simu late the dynamic changes occurring during a distance
conference, allowing to decide and evaluate the proper parameter settings for each station, moreover, to simulate
the system behavior in the case of mistaken parameter settings. By using the XOR function, it is ensured that
each reception part of the communication satellite can receive only one carrier from only one station. This
station has sent a prior transmission proposal to the moderator station, which was accepted.

r-

Judgment/
decision
mechanism

0

Fig 2 The qualitative model of the
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system

Next, it is necessary to make sure that the two accepted carriers come from two distinct stations. This restriction
is enforced by the judgment/ decision mechanism. The judgment/ decision mechanism eliminates via an extra
XOR function the possibility that the two carriers were sent by the same station. If the two carriers, 1 and 2, are
validated by the judgment/ decision mechanism, the communication satellite broadcasts one or both to all VSAT
stations. Therefore, all VSAT stations will receive the two carriers I and 2 and will not be able to receive any
other carriers from other stations, or any wrong transmissions. Moreover, by using this model it is possible to

infer the error source, as shown previously, based on the SCS system structure. The previous A, B, C, D
classification can be thought of as: (A) sending of two distinct waves by using the judgment/ decision
mechanism, (B) sending of maximum one carrier per station by means of the converting switch, (C) using of two
carriers by means of the satellite reception mechanism, (D) existence of broadcast type of transmission only. In
this way, the virtual model enables the learner to derive the cause and source of the operation error, as related to
the SCS system structure. Furthermore, we have presented here a model based on only 4 client stations, that is
implemented via the XOR module, but as in the case of more than 4 client stations, we can increase the number
of the reception part XOR modules, adapting them to the numb er of stations, we can express, cope with and
model therefore the converting switch for any arbitrary, greater than 2 number of client stations.

5 Learning Environment
5.1 System outline and overview

Figure. Learning environment
Figure 3 shows the overview of the system. The learner/ student is performing the conference steps by taking
over the role of the moderator station operator. The goal is to cope with the dynamically changing agenda of the
conference, proposed by the system. The agenda presents a description of a dynamic conference state, where bidirectional communication is required. The student can take decisions about the SCS system state and change
parameter by operating the control panel. The previously described qualitative model evaluates these settings and
parameters.
Next, disregarding if the parameter setup and assignment is appropriate or not, the result of the new user choices
is reflected on the control panel of the interface, changing the current representation. The control panel displays
also the transmission requests coming from other stations. The student has to choose the appropriate response to
these requests. The student has to be able to judge the appropriateness of his/her own operations and actions, by
interpreting the information presented on the control panel. By repeating the above steps, the student can learn
the constrains and usage of the SCS system. Moreover, to prevent deadlock situations, where the student is

unable to judge his/her own errors, due to misunderstandings regarding the SCS system constrains, an
explanatory function was added. This is implemented via an explanation button, which can be pressed by the
student in need. The student guidance follows as has been previously shown, conform with the SCS qualitative
model. In this way, the student can achieve not just a quick, superficial understanding, but also a deep, structure
related knowledge about the SCS system. For example, explanation are given such as: "There are only two
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satellite receptors.", "There is an exclusive OR switch on each receptor, so each receptor can receive from one
only station at a time.", "The judgment/ decision mechanism does not allow 2 carriers from the same station.",
and so on. By leading the student to understand the connection between the parameter setup and the way the SCS
system is actually built, as well as the real system components and the relations between them, via messages and
state representations on the control panel, the student can be expected to perform the parameter setting by
him/herself successfully in the future.

5.2 System flow
Figure 4 shows the system flow. The rapidly changing conference goal and intention of the agenda is described

in chronological order. The contents of this description are on one hand, the conference state change
requirements that have to be performed by the student, put into words that can be easily understood by him/her,
and on the other hand, the description of the current SCS system state. In figure 4, this is expressed as [word]
utterances, at the different moments in time (tO, .,.tn):

word : state(t0)

word : state(tn)

For example, [word] can be a prompting message about the conference state change, with the value of "Please
reply to the question from university A!", and so on. As shown in figure 4, the operation panel managing module
receives from the agenda, or from the other client stations the current parameter for each given conference state,
and then reflects the resulting state on the panel. For example, the button of the station, which is currently in
charge of a carrier, turns red. Also, in the case of requests from other stations, the button of the station sending
the carrier request signal turns also red.

The student infers the present conference state from the
state of the panel. Moreover, from here the student can
notice if it is necessary to change the state of the
conference, according to the agenda requirements. Next,
to change the conference state, the student has to operate
panel. By doing this, the parameters
determining the conference are changed, and a new
the control

word : state(t0)
word : state(t1)

Ls word : st

request(tn)

(t2) .

word : state(tn)

state(tn)

request(t0)
request(t1)
request(t1)

Cal3470,b

operation

compare

new state
f

SCS
Model

diagnostics

Figure 4 System flow

request(tn)

conference state emerges. This new state is evaluated with
the SCS qualitative model. When evaluating with the SCS
model, the result is compared with the next agenda. It is,
in principle, possible to perform such comparisons on the
SCS system without the computable module, and to judge
if the operation is appropriate or not, but, in that case, the
student cannot achieve a deep understanding of the SCS
conference, that is, s/he cannot identify the SCS behavior

as derived from structural constrains. In order fir the
learner to achieve a deep understanding, it is necessary to
perform the parameter evaluation with the help of the SCS
computable model. After the parameter evaluation, if the
settings are judged as appropriate, the system moves to the
next agenda. In figure 4, this is the case of "T" (True). In
this case, the setup parameters decided by the student are
handed over to the administrating module, which, in turn,
reflects these changes on the operation panel. On the other
hand, if, after the parameter evaluation, the settings are
judged as not being appropriate, the system does not move

to the next agenda. This case is shown in figure 4 as the "F" (False) case. In such a case, the wrongly set
pararnetPrQ are displayed on the operation panel. In this way, the deficient, real SCS state can be represented.

For example, in the case when three or more stations ask for the carrier at the same time, and the carrier is passed

over to them, the moderator station's carrier disappears. The student notices that the espective state is not
appropriate, and corrects the setup parameters. Moreover, in the case that s/he doesn' t notice the errors, s/he
cannot continue with the next agenda. When entering a deadlock situation, the SCS qualitative model can, at the
student' s request, explain to the student what kind of error s/he has done. In this way, by explaining not the
protocol and process steps, but the SCS system behavior, as a result of the structural constrains, our system
supports the formation of the SCS learner mental model. For instance, let us consider a case where the present
transmission rights belong to universities B and C, and a proposal request is received from university A. This
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request is represented on the panel by the button representing university A turning red, together with a
simultaneous indication message appearing in the agenda window, stating "Please answer the question from
university A". If the student decides to assign a carrier to university A, without previously modifying the state of
one or both stations B and C, which have the current transmission rights, the result is that the system will have 3
or more simultaneous carriers at the same time. In this case, the system represents the buttons of universities A,
B, C on the panel with red color, and lets the student therefore know that the parameter setup is not appropriate.
At the same time, the agenda window will also display a message for the student. The content of this message is
something like: "There are only two receptors on the satellite.", so is an explanation of the behavior, as resulting
from the structural constrains.

6 Agenda
Table 2 Agenda example
agenda(10)
agenda(11)
cwenda(12)
agenda(13)
request(14)
rmenda(14)
agenda(t5)

The conference starts.
The moderator station is the University of Electro-Communications.
Please allocate carrier to Yamaaata University.
Please start sending from the lecturer camera
Carrier request Tsukuba University.
Please reply to the question from Tsukuba University
The conference has ended.

The SCS conference is based on a general agenda. Our system offers SCS based remote conference simulation
environment and, moreover, stores typical SCS agenda models, in order to dynamically produce conferences that
require conference state changes.
In this way, the student becomes the operator of the moderator station, and has to take decisions compatible to
the agenda, engaging therefore in the simulated steps of the SCS conference. In table 2 we show an example of a

model agenda for our system. In this table, agenda(tn) represents the agenda at moment (tn) in time, and
request(tn) represents the carrier request at moment (tn) in time. In the real SCS conference, the time moment
concept exists, but, in our system, we have the supplementary restriction that, only after accomplishing the
current agenda, it is possible to go on with the new one. As shown above, the agenda is organized as a time
series, and the student receives indications and instructions from the agenda window. The changes occurring in
the conference state in the respective agenda example above correspond to a respective intention and goal.
Disregarding if these intentions and goals come from the original operator's decisions, or if they were prepared
by the system from the beginning, the beginner student doesn't have to loose his/her way during the SCS
conference proceedings, and can give the panel operation his/her undivided attention. In other words, the
indications and instructions coming from the agenda window can be thought of as an experienced operator
teaching the beginner student during the SCS conference proceedings. After receiving the indications and
instructions from the agenda window, the student can decide on the next conference state that seems appropriate,
given the present conference state and the indications received, and operates the control panel to perform the
respective change. The new state that results as a consequence of the student's operations is checked by the
system, to decode if it is appropriate or not, conform with the indications and instructions of the agenda. One
agenda is recorded in the system as one word and 6 state descriptors. The words are the ones that appear in the
agenda window. The six possible state descriptors are shown below.
station name (list of all client stations)
carrier request (list of all client stations)
carrier I (list of all client stations)
carrier 2 (list of all client stations)
reception 1 (list of all client stations)
reception 2 (list of all client stations)

The state descriptor called "station name" contains a list of all client station names. Next, the carrier request,
carrier 1, carrier 2, reception 1 and reception 2 state descriptors contain respective lists of [on] and [off] states
corresponding to each station. In figure 3, we show the correspondence between [1] and [0] and [on] and [off].
The reason of describing all client stations carrier and reception states with [off/on] descriptors is to be able to
represent also the incomplete understanding of the learner/ student, as well as his/her mistaken parameter setups
and assignments.

7 Testing, experiments and evaluation
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Error

Table 3 comparison of situation before and after learnine takes
Error
send a carrier at
Post Test
classifica the same time.
tion
Not
understanding
the concept and 5 persons 1 person
necessity of the
carrier request
N/A
A,B,C,D
N/A
proposal.
Assioning
carners to more 5 persons 1 person
than three

Pre Test

Disregarding the
function of the
satellite and
believing direct/
dedicated
transfer between
fellow stations is
possible.
Believing that
sending of 2
carriers from one 3 persons 1 person

station Is

A

A

possible.
Not
understanding

that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different station, 5 persons 1 person
the current

B

proposing

station carrier
will disappear.
Believing that all 3 persons 3 persons
stations can

C

stations.

possible.

Believing that
receiving two
carriers from the 3 persons 1 person
same station is

C

Not
understanding
why the image
and sound signal 5 persons 3 persons
sent by ones

own station is

received again.
Believing that bi-

directional
communication 5 persons 1 person
is possible only
with a specific
station.
Assigning the
carrier to each
5 persons 1 person
station
consecutively.
Believing that
only one

C

D

broadcast is
possible.

5 persons 5 persons

D

D

D

We have performed an evaluation experiment of our system over a small sample. 5 beginner students with no
SCS system experience were selected as the object of our SCS conference experiment. We have first explained

them the control panel representations, meanings and operation mode, as well as the agenda window
functionality, and the SCS system setup as a bi-directional communication system. They were able to consult the
SCS user manual. Next, we have done a pre-test with the system without the diagnosis mechanism, and followed

and checked the operations and mistakes of the beginner operator. Then, we have performed the same
experiment, this time, with the help of the diagnosis mechanism. In the last step, we have compared the
understanding level before and after learning. The result is displayed in table 3. A system screen display during
the experiment is shown in figure 3. This figure displays a student deadlock situation, where the student has
asked for an explanation about the deadlock, and the system has next checked the SCS system structure related
error cause, and finally displayed it on the screen for the student to see. In the case presented in figure 3, the
student hasn't realized the fact that there are only two receptors on the satellite, and has mistakenly allocated
carriers to 3 stations. The explanation of his/her error is displayed on the control panel. The state of 3 stations
having the carrier is represented on the panel as the respective stations' buttons turning all red (left corner of fig.
3, darkened buttons). However, if the student doesn't grasp the meaning of the representation and the cause and
source of his/her errors, and asks therefore the system for help, the system will display the folio wing message:
"There are only two receptors on the satellite". With this explanation, the student understands that, as there are
only 2 receptors on the satellite, s/he cannot allocate carriers to 3 stations, and will operate the panel correctly in
his/her next steps.

According to our system's result shown in table 3, the students can understand the SCS system constrains and
limitations, the fact that the signal has to be sent from different stations, the fact that there are only two carriers,
and the concept of the XOR receptors of the satellite. However, the broadcasting mechanism was not completely
understood. This is probably due to the fact that, in the current simulation system, there is no visual display of
the broadcasting mechanism, of the time and direction of the transmission.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator based on an object-oriented approach to
mental model formation. In our model, the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system are the objects,
and from the description of the causality relations between these objects, the student can determine the cause of
his/her error, based on system structure judgment.
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From educational strategy point of view, QUAD implements and supports a combination of learning methods,
like "Reinforcement learning", "Learning by exploring", "Learning by asking", "Learning by applying", "Selfmonitoring", and so on. From educational depth point of view, the QUAD system doesn't stop at the procedural
surface level, but traces the structural implications, to gain a deep knowledge level.
For further research, we believe that, by expanding the current system, and identifying more precisely the mental
model of the student, a more appropriate guidance system can be developed.
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Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) provides interaction opportunities
between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning. Intelligent ILE
(TILE) provides quality feedback or authentic guidance to learners who need help
in the ILE. This research aims to explore design implications of IILE by studying
model of learner in the mathematics fraction domain. 169 primary four learners

were invited to answer 10 open-ended questions on fraction addition and
subtraction. A learner model on category of error and error pattern was formulated
from the 423 erroneous responses. Results of the study indicated that researchers

should study error patterns by understanding work of learners, distinguish
careless mistakes from error patterns, and consider scaffolding support.

Keywords: Intelligent Interactive Learning Environment, Learner Model

1 INTRODUCTION
There are two categories of Learning Environment (LE): content-free and subject-specific [1]. A content-free
LE allows participants and facilitators to formulate their own topics for discussion. Knowledge formulated

from such interactions belongs to the learning community [2]. A subject-specific LE involves subject
knowledge. Some subject-specific environments stress knowledge transfer like Intelligent Tutoring System
(ITS) [3]. Other subject-specific environments such as Interactive Learning Environments (ILE), assisting
learners to learn through exploration, put efforts on designing manipulative virtual learning devices [4]. No
matter an LE is designed for knowledge transfer or knowledge formulation, subject matter of the learning
domain should be carefully studied and incorporated in it [5].

1.1 Design Considerations of an ILE
The study of subject matters plays a crucial role in designing ILE involving knowledge exploration because
learners are not obtaining knowledge directly from the ILE. Learners have to learn by analogy, that is, learners
have to transfer knowledge from manipulating the manipulative virtual devices of the ILE to grasp the abstract
concepts of the subject domain [4]. Expert teachers are skilful in predicting how learners will think and err [6].
This diagnostic ability is tied to an expert's special understanding of the subject and is undoubtedly derived
from multiple opportunities to teach the same content [7]. This knowledge includes knowing which aspects of
a topic are particularly difficult, what the common misconceptions are, and what representations are important
for authentic learning. Shulman [8] termed this kind of knowledge as Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK).

It is crucial to utilize teachers' expert knowledge, especially knowledge on representation for authentic
learning, to design manipulative virtual devices of an ILE.

1.2 Design Considerations of an Intelligent ILE
An ILE may provide interaction opportunities between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning.
Some learners may learn the subject matter well without the assistance of the virtual learning devices. Some

learners may learn well with chances to interact with the interactive learning devices of the environment.
However, some learners may need guidance to learn well in the ILE [9]. An Intelligent ILE (IILE) is an ILE
that provide feedback or guidance to those learners who need such help in learning the subject domain. Those
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learners who do not need help will not notice the existence of the auxiliary service. Learner model of learning
in a subject domain may provide information about the behaviour of learners in learning the domain. Studying
the learning model of learners may assist TILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain technical
details such as formulating mal rules for understanding learning states of learners. A learner model thus may
help to tailor-make an IILE for assisting various types of learners in learning the discipline. It is therefore

important to study the learning model of learners in a specific subject domain for designing a useful and
practical IILE to assist learners of various kinds in the learning process.
Three knowledge bases are therefore important for designing an TILE for learning subject-specific knowledge.
They are the subject matter, the learner model of learning in the domain and the PCK of teachers in teaching
the discipline. Subject matter knowledge base contains subject matter knowledge. It can provide subject

matter advice and knowledge state of learners in the learning process. Learner model contains behaviour
representations of learners. Learner model knowledge base may provide information about the learning state
of learner. PCK knowledge base contains diverse guidance knowledge for different learning states of learners.
It may provide learning advises based on PCK of experienced teachers of the subject domain who know how
learners think and err in the discipline. Software agents will monitor the performance of learner in the learner
interface. Software agents will determine proactive or reactive responses after a negotiation and
communication process in the feedback and guidance generator. The negotiation will be a judgement of the
knowledge state of the learner in the domain using both the learner model knowledge base and subject matter
knowledge base of the TILE. Final decision will be an outcome after a consultation with the PCK knowledge
base of the TILE and the cumulative data of an individual learner. The cumulative data records the historical
learning states of each individual learner captured by the IILE. Figure 1 shows a conceptual design of an TILE
for generating feedback and guidance.
Figure 1: A conceptual design of an TILE for generating feedback and guidance
Subject Matter Knowledge Base

Cumulative data of
Individual Learner

PCK Knowledge Base
Performance of learner

Feedback and guidance to learner

1.3 Chosen Subject Domain
A review of literatures indicated that many learners have great difficulties in learning the concepts and
procedural knowledge of mathematics fraction [10, 11, 12]. Streefland [11] further pointed out that the main
cause of such difficulties is the inadequate and inappropriate teaching in the traditional approaches. As the
teaching and learning of mathematics fraction is an internationally renowned difficult topic, it is considered as
an appropriate exemplar to be investigated for automation.

2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this research is to study the knowledge of learners in a subject-specific domain and to investigate
its implication for designing a subject-specific IILE. There are two specific objectives: (1) to understand the
problems of learners in learning the topic; (2) to discuss design issues of an IILE. Such findings may inform
the development of TILE for providing quality feedback and guidance to learners.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire for studying model of primary learners on learning fraction addition and subtraction was
designed.
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169 primary four learners from four different schools were invited to complete the questionnaire through their
mathematics teachers. All learners had completed their learning of fraction addition and subtraction before the
test. Learners were requested to do the questionnaire on individual basis in a mathematics lesson for about 35

minutes. No discussions were allowed. The answer sheets were not used for any form of assessment but
returned to the researcher after the administration. All 169 answer sheets returned were used for data analysis.

4 RESULTS AND DISSCSSIONS
This section will report on the quantitative and qualitative analysis results of all errors responded by
participants of the survey and will discuss their implications on designing an IILE. The learner model
formulated contains two areas: (1) knowledge of learners on category of error; and (2) knowledge of learners
on error patterns of the domain.

4.1 Knowledge of Learner on Category of Error
Nine categories of error were identified and summarized from the 423 incorrect responses. Though incorrect
response of each question may contain more than one error, this study selected the primary source of error for
classification. Results were summarized in table I. Categories were organized in descending order of
percentage that account for the errors. The summarized result may serve as an important reference in
designing a learner model of LE for fraction learning. Among the nine categories, categories 1, 2 and 9
directly related to the subject matter and accounted for nearly forty percent of the erroneous work. Categories
3 and 8 were common types of error in any mathematics exercise. It is interesting to investigate whether
learners in this age group would commit these types of error like doing subtraction for addition at a certain
level of unconsciousness. The study reflected that these factors might account for another twenty percents of
errors.

1

2.
3.

4
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Table 1: Category of error summarized from the learner model of the study
Percentage Accounted
Category of Error
20.4%
Improper handling of mixed number in fraction operation
14.7%
Insufficient procedural knowledge for evaluating fraction
13.5%
Calculation or careless mistake
11.6%
Unable to set up correct expression for solving word problem
11.4%
Incorrect strategy for evaluating expression
10.9%
Unable to identify error pattern for erroneous work
8.5%
Not responding to question or the piece of work unfinished
Conducting subtraction for addition and similarly addition for subtraction
5.5%
3.6%
Incorrect simplification of answer to the simplest fraction form

Though categories 4 and 5 can be purposely avoided, they do play a role in mathematics learning. Setting up
expression for solving problems in a scenario may help to test whether a learner has grasped the taught concept.

Strategies of evaluating numerical expressions may help to detect whether a learner has knowledge on
magnitude of operands and order of evaluation on operators in an expression. The deficiency of this
knowledge accounted for twenty percents of errors detected in this study. Categories 6 and 7 accounted for the
last twenty percent of learners' work that might not be understandable or remain unfinished. Those 10 percent
of learners' work could not be identified for any error pattern reflected that even human teachers might be
unable to understand open-ended pieces of work like evaluating mathematics expressions.

4.2 Knowledge of Learner on Error Patterns
This section will report on knowledge of learners with problems in working with fractions on addition and
subtraction. After careful analysing error patterns of learners in evaluating and solving simple fraction
addition and subtraction problems, two categories were summarized: (1) concrete error pattern; and (2) vague
idea on working with fractions. The first category includes some concrete error patterns that can be abstracted
into mal rules. The second category contains error patterns that cannot be easily summarized into mal rules
but reflect vague ideas and incomplete working procedures of learners. One of the most famous mal rules on
fraction addition can be named as "Add numerators and add denominators". Learner with poor knowledge on
fraction addition will adopt knowledge of arithmetic addition by adding the numerators of fractions in the
fraction expression to give the numerator of the resultant fraction and similarly adding the denominators of
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fractions to give the denominator of the resultant fraction. There were four learners committing this type of
error in this study. This rule might explain 3% of the errors. The second category of error pattern to be
analysed involves high-level abstraction. The group of learners in this category showed no concrete error
patterns. However, the pattern illustrated that these learners have some vague ideas of doing fraction addition
and subtraction. Examples were illustrated in table 2.
Table 2 Vague ideas for evaluating fraction addition and subtraction expressions

Error 2

Error 1
Learner 1 (3 score)

3

+

1

=

9

9

18
2

8

6

18

1

1

3

2

3

10

1

+=

1x3

Learner 2 (6 score)

Leamer 3 (0 score)

2

1

3

2x3

=

10
-1-

18

=1

18
5

1

10

2

1x3 3
=
3x1 6

2

6

=

6
5

+ = 3x6
8x6
3

1

1x6

8

6

3x6

=

54
18

+

3

18

=

12
18

=

6
5

These erroneous presentations reflected that learners did have vague ideas about the working procedures on
fraction addition. They need assistance to organize the disconnected nodes into a semantic net. Result of the
studies indicated that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work.

Identify Careless Mistake
The learner model of this study reflected that twenty percent of errors were derived from calculation or
careless mistakes. Careless mistakes in this study mean transcription errors or simple computational mistakes
form one step to another. The feedback and guidance will be different if an error is identified as a careless one.
An TILE should handle not only problems generated from subject matters but also general problems of learner
like careless mistake. An authentic guidance should provide not only advices or actions that can assist learners
to formulate conceptual understanding of the subject domain but also offer help to learners derived from
general problems such as careless mistakes. An TILE should attempt to distinguish careless mistake from
other error patterns like human teachers.

Scaffolding Support
The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of learners reflected that only immediate
feedback may not help learner much and thus authentic guidance should be considered for facilitating
conceptual understanding. A productive learning support should be an arrangement of a sequence of
situations for facilitating knowledge construction [12]. The role of a mathematics-learning environment will
be to help learners to learn, especially those fundamental concepts in mathematics, but not to replace
mathematics learning in the conventional manner. Therefore it is fundamental for such kind of learning
environment to provide scaffolding support to learner when assistance is needed. Support should gradually
withdraw so that learner can stand on its own after leaving the system. Therefore a fraction TILE should be
designed like a blank sheet for learner to work with fraction. Feedback and guidance are only provided when
it is needed. On the other hand, learner working in the TILE who does not need support will not notice the HLE
in behind.

5 CONCLUSION
Studying the learning model of learners may assist TILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain
details for understanding learning states of learners. The learner model of this study modelled behaviour of
learners in two aspects: error category and error patterns. Nine categories of error were identified. Forty
percent of errors were derived from inadequate knowledge of learners on subject matters. Twenty percent
could be explained by careless mistakes. Twenty percent involved general mathematics knowledge. The final
twenty percent of erroneous work were difficult to be classified or work was not completed. Learner model of
the study reflected that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work. Result of
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the study indicated that TILE needed to apply a strategy to identify careless mistake so that appropriate
guidance to learners can be provided. The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of
learners reflected that only immediate feedback may not help much and thus authentic guidance should be
considered for facilitating conceptual understanding. A productive scaffolding support should be an
arrangement of situations for facilitating knowledge construction. The future work of the study is to design
ways and means to understand work of students, to devise strategy to distinguish careless mistake from other
error patters, and to plan scenarios for assisting learners to learn by exploration in an IILE.
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Microgenetic approach to understanding the process of cognitive development
entails repeatedly assessing participants' performance on a conceptual domain
undertaking rapid change. In the present study, we adopted the microgenetic

method to examine the conceptual change process in learning elementary
Newtonian mechanics. Twelve junior-high school students with comparable
competency in mechanics were assigned to two groups, and their understanding

of concepts in elementary mechanics were assessed in four occasions by
interacting with a computerized test-bank software. Participants in the group-test

condition were assessed in a group setting. Participants in the individual-test
condition were additionally asked to provide explanations for their answers to
each test item. The results showed that while participants benefited from being
repeatedly tested and showing a increasingly higher level of sophistication in
their understanding for most of the conceptual domains tested, it doesn't matter

whether or not they also offered explanations to their own answers. More
importantly, the differences in developmental course across conceptual domains
and the variability of developmental course within conceptual domains together
lend support to the theoretical assumptions of the microgenetic approach.

Keywords: conceptual change, microgenetic analysis, computer-assisted
testing, basic mechanics

1 Introduction
There is little doubt that one of the major challenges in understanding cognitive development is to have an
adequate account for the process of conceptual change. Over the last few decades, research in cognitive
development has produced a number of distinctive approaches to understanding the process of conceptual
change. Among them, Piaget's stage theory was most prominent and has influenced virtually all trades of

research in cognitive development. However, numerous theorists have seriously challenged Piagetian
theories over the past decade [1, 2, 3, 4, 6]. One of the main criticisms these theorists raise against the
Piaget's theory was its lack of precise specification of the mechanisms underlying conceptual change. Most
recently, Siegler and his colleagues have proposed a new approach, the microgenetic analysis, to unravel the
process of conceptual change [5, 6, 7]. In essence, the microgenetic method entails a dense sampling of

observations so that a concept under rapid change and development can be effectively described and
analyzed. In particular, [5] has suggested five dimensions or aspects to reveal the change process, namely
path, rate, breadth, variability and sources of change [6]. In the present study, we adopted the microgenetic
approach to examine junior-high school students' understanding of basic mechanics. Their understandings
were assessed either in a group setting or individually. In the former the participants were merely required
to interact with a computerized test-bank software. In the latter, the participants were required to provide
explanations to their answers in addition to interacting with the test-bank software. The main reason to have
such a manipulation was because there is evidence indicating that self-explanations could promote learning,
especially in the conceptual domain [5, 9].
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2 Method
Participants.

In order to find two groups of junior-high school students with comparable competency in

elementary mechanics, we first administered a paper-and-pencil conceptual test of mechanics to 280
junior-high school students from 6 classes of a private high school in the Chiayi County in Taiwan. We then
selected 12 among the class of students that had a mean score close to the average performance of the entire
sample. Those students had scores that were right at the level of class average. They were randomly assigned
to two groups that were tested either individually or in a group setting.

Materials and apparatus. In order to effectively assess participants' conceptual development in their
understanding of basic mechanics, we first built a computerized test-bank software. The test bank
contained multiple-choice questions with multimedia presentation (see Figure 1 for illustration) and covered
nine different units of basic mechanics, namely, (a) displacement and its magnitude, (b) average and instant
velocity, (c) 2-D coordinate systems, (d) X-T graphs, (e) V-T graphs, (f) translation between X-T and V-T

graphs, (g) motion equations, (h) Hook's law, (i) static equilibrium, and (j) vectors (differentiation and
integration). For each unit, we first established the levels of conceptual sophistication that seemed to be
appropriate for that unit. The levels represent a progression from rudimentary understanding to elaborate
mastery of a given conceptual domain. Due to the variation in conceptual complexity of each unit, the levels

of sophistication varied from 3 to 5, reflecting the relative difficulty and complexity among items
constructed for each level. There were 10 streams of parallel items constructed for each conceptual unit; as a
result the test items for each unit varied from 30 to 50 items. The items were parallel in the sense that only
the protagonists and/or numerical quantities were altered between items at the same level of sophistication.

Although we constructed a complete set of test bank, only units of a (displacement), c (2-D coordinate
system), d (X-T graphs), h (Hook's law), and i (static equilibrium) were administered to the participants due

to the constraints of available time and the background knowledge covered in their regular courses on
mechanics.
44e`'

Figure 1. An example of computerized test item for assessing conceptual understanding
of basic mechanics.

Procedure. The participants were tested in two groups, six in each group. For the group-test participants,
they were assessed in a group setting (in the school's computer room), although their interactions with the
test-bank software were essentially independent of one another. For the individual-test participants, they
each interacted with the software separately via a notebook. Their interactions with the test-bank software,
including the answers they gave for each item and the explanations they offered for their answers, were
videotaped. The test-bank software was also equipped with a database for recording various aspects of
participants' interactions with it, including the item number, the level of sophistication for a given item, the
answer, the accuracy of the answer, the reversal index, and exit type, among others.

Participants' understanding of the five units in elementary mechanics was each assessed four times for both
groups, over a period of about 4 months. The first two assessments were conducted toward the end of the
spring semester and the second two assessments were conducted at the beginning of the fall semester,
interrupted by the summer break. For each assessment, we adopted an adaptive testing principle by using the
staircase method typically used in psychophysical research [8] for assessing the threshold. The staircase

method we used entailed raising one level of difficulty (sophistication) after correctly answering two
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consecutive items at the same level, and lowering the level of difficulty whenever an incorrect answer was
encountered. According to Levitt (1971), this procedure would yield a (conceptual) threshold value of
about .71, a value that is normally used in psychophysical research. When participants answered incorrectly
on an item, they were subsequently given items that were at a lower level. If they answered correctly on
items that were presumably easier, they would be given items at a higher level of difficulty. At this juncture,
a reversal point would be registered as the level of difficulty for items that were preceded and followed by
items at a higher level of difficulty. A second type of reversal point has the opposite property, namely items

that were preceded and followed by items that were at a lower level of difficulty. For each round of
assessment we collected 5 reversal points before allowing the participants to exit from the test. The mean of
the five reversal points was then used to define the level of conceptual understanding for the participant.
We also designed alternative routes for exiting the test bank software. Some of the units were relatively easy
such that participants were able to correct throughout all levels of difficulty. If that happened, we would
allow them to exit when they answered correctly three items in a row at the highest level of difficulty. In
contrast, some units were relatively difficult, at least in the first round of assessment, such that participants
were unable to advance themselves from the first to second level. We also allowed the participant to exit if
they were incorrectly on three items consecutively at the first level.

3 Results
We first computed, for each of the five units examined, the mean value of conceptual threshold for each
participant for each of the four rounds of assessment. These mean values of threshold were then submitted to
a 2 (group) x 4 (round) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each unit separately. As can be seen in
Figure 3, the differences between the two groups of participants did not reach significance level for four of
the five units, namely, displacement, coordinate system, Hook's law, and static equilibrium, F's < 1 or p's
> .15. The difference between the two groups approaches significant for the unit of X-T graphs, F(1, 9) =
4.90, p = .054, indicating that on average the individually tested participants (M = 2.68) performed better
than their group-tested participants (M = 2.05) The main effect of round of assessment was highly reliable
for two of the five units, F(3, 27) = 6.38, p = .002, for displacement, and F(3, 27) = 5.49, p = .004 for X-T
graphs. It was marginally significant for the unit of Hook's law, F(3, 27) = 2.84, p = .057, but was unreliable
for units of 2-D coordinate system and static equilibrium, F's < 1.
Because the participants were tested four rounds in succession, the data allow us to perform trend analyses

in addition to the omnibus ANOVA. The results of trend analysis for the three units that participants
appeared to undertake rapid change reveal the following findings: For displacement unit, both the linear
trend and the cubic trend were reliable, F(1, 9) = 8.51, p < .02, and F(1, 9) = 12.45, p < .01, respectively.
Likewise, for X-T graphs unit, both the linear and cubic trends were reliable, F(1, 9) = 5.79, p < .05, and F(1,
9) = 7.25, p < .03, respectively. Finally, for Hook's law unit, only the cubic trend was reliable, F(1, 9) =
10.68,p = .01, but the linear trend was not, F(1, 9) = 2.25,p > .16.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
The findings of the present study indicate that three of the elementary concepts in mechanics we
examineddisplacement and its magnitude, X-T graphs, and Hook's law- -were under rapid change such that
with four rounds of assessment, spanning a period of 4 moths, we had witnessed nontrivial change over time.
It is interesting to note that the pattern of conceptual change for both displacement and X-T graphs units not
only exhibited a pattern of monotonic increase in level of sophistication, and thus yield reliable linear trends,
but also exhibited reliable cubic pattern, indicating that the conceptual understanding was not as stable as a
stagc thcory would havc predicted. That is, almost all participants, regardless of the setting in which they
were tested, exhibited the pattern that while they had a better performance at the second round of assessment,
their performance dropped on the third round of assessment before they advanced themselves again at the
four round (see Figure 2). Those who have criticized the stage theories such as Piaget's have noted such a
pattern. According to stage theories, participants should at least remain at the same stage of development
once they reach at a given stage. It is in this sense that the microgenetic approach can offer a picture that
perhaps is closer to the reality of developmental course. There were also units, namely, the 2-D coordinate
system and static equilibrium, to which our participants demonstrated their understanding and mastery early
on such that no substantial change was observed over the period of assessment. These differences among the
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units once again demonstrates the strength of microgenetic method in that not all conceptual domains would
undertake a uniform course of development. Finally we were somewhat surprised to find that
self-explanations did not exert reliable effects on our participants' performance. One possible reason may

have to do with the fact that the test items we constructed were really geared toward participants' basic
conceptual understanding, In so doing we may have greatly reduced the complexity of those conceptual
domains such that whether or not self-explanations were required was ineffective in promoting conceptual
change. [9]
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This paper describes the I-Help peer help network, where helpers and helpees are
paired according to the contents of their user models. Although originally designed
for large groups, in this paper we suggest ways in which I-Help may be used in a
small group, problem-based learning curriculum. The use of I-Help will be very
different in this context: it is not expected to be necessary for all students. However,
some learners may experience difficulties with some aspects of problem-based
learning, such as: scheduling of meetings; involvement in discussions; understanding
roles; acquiring skills for problem-based learning; different interaction preferences;
differences in cognitive styles. We describe how I-Help may be used to alleviate
some of these difficulties, in particular: by putting groups into contact with other
groups; or putting individuals into contact with someone outside their group who can
advise, or who is facing similar problems, and would like to explore the issues jointly.
At the same time, group cohesion is not disrupted.

Keywords: peer help, problem-based learning, student modelling.

1 Introduction
Problem-based learning (PBL) is used in many academic subjects (e.g. architecture, business, education,
engineering, law, medicine). The first implementations were in medical education, and PBL is still used in many
medical sciences courses today. We therefore focus on medical education in this paper, though many of the
arguments are applicable to a range of subjects.
Medicine is a difficult subject to teach and learn: the knowledge to be acquired and integrated is broad and very

complex. This knowledge is useful only if it can be applied to problems presented by real patients. Such
problems are ill-structured, specified with partial information, and often complicated by diverse interacting
factors. While acquiring basic domain knowledge is a fundamental activity in medical education, integrative
problem-solving is also a fundamental goal.

PBL attempts to focus learning around authentic patient problems or cases, which bring together many
interacting issues of a multidisciplinary nature. A core aspect of PBL is that problems should be only partially
specified. PBL involves the student in a practical activity, carried out in small groups (usually 4-8, facilitated by a
tutor) in which students identify and research their own learning issues [17]. Typically a group will meet to
discuss a case, identify learning issues, and then research these individually using a variety of resources (e.g.
print-based, web-based and people). They then meet again to report and discuss the case further.

Investigations into the benefits of PBL have produced mixed results, possibly in part because traditional
assessment mechanisms are less appropriate measures of the goals of PBL [13,30]. It is stressed that there is, as
yet, no evidence that a PBL curriculum is more successful than a traditional approach [27]. Nevertheless, PBL
has been embraced by some as the preferred approach to medical education, advantages cited including: the selfdirected nature of PBL [27]; a greater tendency towards a deep approach to learning [21]; and positive student
attitudes [6]. Others suggest that acquisition of basic domain knowledge may not be well supported in PBL.
Learners may later recall less factual knowledge, since they are spending time learning other skills in addition to
content [30], and they may lack depth of knowledge [18]. Explanations generated by PBL students can be less
coherent, and more frequently incorrect [23]. Learners may also become bored with the PBL process [29]. It has
also been recognised that PBL may simply not suit all students' ways of learning [10]. While the peer help system
described in this paper can assist in a number of areas, it is this latter aspect that we focus on here.
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This paper is neither a critique nor an endorsement of PBL. However, we emphasise that in PBL (as in traditional
education), there is a need for tools to support peer interaction for situations where learners need assistance. In

this paper we describe how the I-Help (Intelligent Help) system can be used to support students who have
difficulties with the PBL approach by putting groups into contact with other groups, or an individual into contact
with another learner who may advise or collaborate.

Section 2 of this paper introduces existing examples of computer support for PBL, and describes other systems

which mediate peer help. The advantages of I-Help in large groups are described in Section 3. Section 4
discusses how the large group implementation of I-Help may be adapted to support PBL students when they are
experiencing problems with the PBL approach. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Computer support for problem-based learning and peer help
Computer support for group interaction in PBL has been implemented for the asynchronous distance education
context; the synchronous distributed learning context; and the co-present small group situation. Kamin et al. [15]
describe a combined Web/CD-ROM program containing a video patient case, for use by a group of third year
medical students and tutor. It is designed to facilitate asynchronous PBL during a clinical course component,
requiring independent and collaborative involvement. Cameron et al. [5] discuss a distributed problem-based
learning project using conferencing software together with a web page, to support synchronous sessions aimed at
enabling 'authentic PBL' to occur amongst distributed first/second year medical students and a tutor. Koschmann
et al. [16] introduce a method of conducting PBL meetings between students and tutor in a face-to-face context,

using connected individual laptops and a large shared display. This approach is close to that found in PBL
meetings not supported by computers, but offers some advantages: parallel polling (to ascertain each group
member's views before they hear the ideas of others); and a record of contributions.

Computer support for PBL may, or may not include actual cases within the program: students may be
collaborating about computer-presented cases, or interacting through the computer environment about externally

introduced cases. External cases may be provided by the tutor off-line, or may be drawn from a database of
patient cases (e.g. PATSy [19]). Systems to support PBL may help to structure and focus PBL discussions.
However, even where such systems are available to a student, we believe that additional support is needed by
some learners, to help them cope with the PBL situation if they feel uncomfortable with some aspects of it.

While it is acknowledged that many learners benefit from collaborative work, it is also the case that collaboration

will not suit all learners; or a particular instantiation of a computational or non-computational collaborative
learning environment may not suit a learner who could potentially gain much from collaborative interaction. Thus
more flexible means of facilitating peer interaction would be useful. This kind of support will differ from that
provided by systems such as the above: students who find the PBL approach difficult may find it useful to be put
into contact with a peer who can share experiences about specific aspects of PBL.

An increasing number of peer help systems are attempting to organise learner interactions according to the
student models of the individuals concerned i.e. they have a matchmaking component; or by learner selection
of available helpers. The matchmakers in such systems can take account of a variety of factors, but they most
often look at students' relative proficiencies in the target domain. A few examples are given below.

An example of a peer help environment is that of Yu et al. [31], where more advanced learners act as mentors.
Mentors are selected according to their knowledge, with reference to the following criteria: students who have
successfully completed the course; students with high grades in other courses; students who have finished
assignments; students who have successfully completed the computer-based tasks about which others need help;
teachers and teaching assistants. The assumption is that the group of mentors and the student group do not
overlap (though Yu et al. suggest extending the system to allow student-student help). Students select mentors
based on availability (mentors may be involved in up to three help sessions); and the current problem (mentors
may only help on one problem area at a time).
The above example has the advantage that learners choose to receive help when they need it, and are not forced
into a collaborative context if they prefer not to participate. Further, they are guaranteed a knowledgeable helper.
Nevertheless, there are drawbacks to this approach outside the setting for which it was designed. The set-up is
very rigid: currently only externally acceptable (i.e. tutor-selected) individuals may be mentors. This does ensure
that helpers are knowledgeable, but it does not require that they are good helpers. It also does not take account of
the fact that students may benefit educationally from giving help, as well as receiving it.
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Hoppe [14] proposes integrating knowledge from individual student models to support group learning

i.e. to

parameterize group learning. One of the benefits is that peer helpers may be selected for help sessions: a
knowledgeable helper can be partnered with a less knowledgeable student. In Hoppe's work this occurs as
follows: a learner issues a help request; a menu of potential suitable helpers is offered; the learner selects their
choice of helper; the selected helper receives the help request; the helper accepts or rejects the request. This
approach is claimed to avoid personal conflicts, as helpers are neither assigned, nor must they interact directly
with the helpee if they wish to refuse. It also allows all participants the opportunity to be helpers, as long as they
know about the topic. It does not guarantee, however, that selected helpers will be proficient at helping.

Ogata et al. [22] extend this notion of peer help networks, taking into account pre-existing social networks
amongst individuals, claiming that these are at least as consequential in a help context, as more official
organisational structures. Ogata et al.'s approach allows users to register their proficiencies and social networks,

and it also automatically traces user relationships by logging email exchanges. This provides additional
information on personal networks, and also on abilities of the user: if an individual answers a question posed by a

peer, the helper is assumed to be knowledgeable. These relationships are taken into account when matching
potential helpers with those requesting help.

The above approaches allow peer interactions to be initiated by a learner, as required. Helpers are contacted, and
may choose to take up or reject interactions. The first example [31] does not require extensive student models,
but is quite restricted. The second example [14] expects student models to be in place, though overlay models are
sufficient to indicate knowledge levels of individuals. The final example [22] does not require detailed models of
knowledge, since it relies on social closeness and self-evaluations together with assumptions about competence
based on question keywords in a help request, that has been responded to by the individual being modelled.
However, what is not present in these approaches is an ability to match students according to their preferences of
interaction method, or individual cognitive style, or to take into account a helper's ability to help. Such issues
may be just as important for peer interaction to be successful.

The following section describes I-Help: an environment based on multiple user models, to match students who
have help requests with potential peer helpers. I-Help aims to accommodate a broader range of characteristics
that might be important when pairing learners. Suggestions of how I-Help might be usefully applied in PBL are
then given in Section 4. This includes the more common face-to-face PBL context, and use alongside software to
support group interaction in PBL, such as described at the beginning of this section.

3 I-Help
I-Help is the integration of several information/help sources brought together through the metaphor of a helpdesk [12], designed originally for large student groups. The two principal components are an asynchronous
public discussion forum [3], and a one-on-one private discussion facility which may be used synchronously or
asynchronously. In the case of the private discussions, multiple distributed user models are used [20] to match
students who can help each other in their learning. Each user has a personal agent which uses its owner's student
model as a source of information for negotiating help sessions with other users, through their respective personal
agents [28]. (Some examples of agent personas are shown in Figure 1.) The following illustrates the sequence of
events for a help request. (For an example see [11]).
A student contacts their agent to issue a request for peer help;
1.
2. The student's agent negotiates with the agents of other learners, to find appropriate helpers;
3. The top five user-matches are emailed that there is a help request waiting for them in I-Help;
4. To ensure maximum immediacy of response, while not duplicating effort, the first helper to accept the
request starts a one-on-one discussion. Requests to other potential helpers are thereby cancelled;
5. Upon completion of discussion, each learner receives an evaluation form through which they evaluate their
partner, for student modelling purposes.
The I-Help student model is composed, as stated above, in part from peer evaluations given at the end of a help

session by both helper and helpee, about the knowledge of the other participant. The student model also
comprises self-evaluations of knowledge level in each of the domain areas. In addition, helpees rate the utility of
the help received. Social issues are also considered: learners can add users to their 'friends' listi.e. people with
whom they will preferentially interact, be they 'real friends' or people they do not know, but who have been
helpful to them in the past. Students may also add individuals to their 'banned' listpeople with whom they wish
to have no further dealings. Much information for the student model is easily captured, since it is user-given. It is
continually updated as peers evaluate help sessions once they are completed.
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Also modelled are individuals' cognitive styles. The identification of cognitive style is based on Riding and
Cheema's classification [26], which comprises two dimensions: wholist-analytic and verbal-imagery. The wholistanalytic dimension refers to the extent to which an individual usually processes information in wholes or separate
parts; the verbal-imagery style relates to the degree to which an individual tends to represent information during
thinking in a verbal or image form. In I-Help this information is provided through a front-end questionnaire. The
questionnaire is very short, designed for students who may not themselves be interested in the outcome. The aim

is to encourage learners to provide at least some information. While recognising that this is not ideal, partial
cognitive style information is considered preferable to no information at all.
Five question types were identified, requiring different cognitive style combinations of helper and helpee:
I. How does this fit with other things?
The first choice of helper for this type of question is a wholist, regardless of the cognitive style of the helpee,
because wholists will tend to be better equipped to provide a broader overview.
2. What are the details of..?
For this question type an analytic helper is preferred, regardless of whether this matches with the cognitive
style of the helpee, because analytics tend to grasp the details of a topic more readily than wholists.
3. Can you recommend any good materials for...?

The aim is to match individuals on the verbal-imagery dimension, since a verbal learner will more likely
4.

recommend materials helpful to another verbaliser, and an imager will do likewise for another imager.
Miscellaneous question

This category covers any questions not included in the above. The default is to match all learners on the
5.

wholist-analytic dimension. If possible, learners are also matched on the verbal-imagery dimension.
Questions requiring simple answers

No cognitive style matching is undertaken for straightforward questions requiring a simple answer, as
cognitive styles are likely to have little impact here.
When submitting a help request, the learner indicates the question type from the above selection.

In addition to self and peer user-given information, learner models are updated automatically based on
observations of eagerness (browsing and active posting behaviour in the public discussion forums, and amount of
help given in private discussions). Furthermore, personal agents note which cognitive style matches seem most
successful for different question types, and update the user model accordingly. (This also helps to overcome
potential inaccuracies in the initial self-report.) Figure 1 illustrates the sources of information for the student
model (open arrowheads), and the differences between private and public discussions. In the private discussions
a learner interacts directly with a single peer in each dialogue, to give and receive help. Public discussions take
place in forums there is no direct interaction between two people (solid arrowheads).
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Figure 1: I-Help public and private discussions

In seeking partners, a personal agent tries to balance all relevant information (knowledge level of helpers;
helpfulness of helpers; eagerness to help; preferential friends; exclusion of banned people; appropriateness of
cognitive style). By default these issues are given equal weighting, but the learner may re-rank each component,
as is important for them. For example, some learners may have more flexible cognitive styles. For such students,
style may be a relatively unimportant factor. Other students will have more difficulty adapting to someone else's
way of learning, and will assign greater importance to cognitive styles perhaps even preferring this kind of
match above the requirement that a helper should be very knowledgeable.
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A variation on the peer help scenario involves permitting students to choose the kind of interaction they want,
based on the S/UM system [4]. In addition to peer help, students may seek: peer feedback about work drafted or
completed; collaborative learning; cooperative learning (i.e. X learns A & Y learns B, followed by tutoring or
reporting). In addition to peer help, this allows students who wish to learn collaboratively or cooperatively the
opportunity to find the most suitable partner. When a user sends an interaction request, they specify the kind of
interaction they are seeking. Their agent negotiates a match with someone who also wishes to interact in that
manner, and who has appropriate characteristics (e.g. a helper should have greater proficiency in the topic than
the helpee; a collaborative partner should have a similar, non-expert, knowledge level).
In summary, the utility of I-Help increases with the number of users, as good matches become more feasible.
Much of the user modelling is performed quickly and naturally by users (self- and peer-evaluations), and these
models by themselves are sufficient even early during interactions, before additional system modelling has
occurred. Student models contain content, cognitive and social information, which can be ranked in order of
importance by learners. Further, I-Help can easily be applied across a broad set of courses: all that is required is a
course description (in the form of course component labels) to be provided by the course tutor. Knowledge levels
represented in user models, to contribute to matchmaking, are then related to these labels. Apart from reducing
the load on tutors, from students requesting information, there are three major educational benefits:
Students receive help when they have difficulties;
Students learn through encountering the possibly conflicting viewpoints of others;
Students will necessarily reflect on an issue when giving help on it.
Thus it is not only those receiving help, who benefit.

4 I-Help in problem-based learning
Due to the nature of PBL, students undertake a lot more research than traditionally educated learners, relying less
on teacher-recommended texts. Many students use electronic resources more heavily than other resources [8],

and they also use general library resources more extensively than their traditional counterparts [2]. I-Help
provides additional human resources, forming a natural extension of this situation, and is likely to be useful to
many students in PBL during the research phase. However, in this paper we focus on supporting those students
who are uncomfortable with some aspects of the PBL approach itself.

Since PBL is focussed around small pre-established peer groups it is less obvious how I-Help might be applied,
as opposed to in larger, traditional classes for which it was originally designed. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the
following description, there are a number of situations in which I-Help could be useful in PBL.
There are a variety of potential difficulties to take into account in a PBL course. For example:
It can be difficult for some students to find time to meet outside scheduled class hours;
For a group to function effectively, individual team members should all be involved in group discussions;
Students may not fully understand their role in the group;
Students may lack the skills to make group interactions work;
Students have different interaction preferences;
Students have different cognitive styles.

Considering the first two of these issues, the public discussion forum of I-Help is a useful tool to keep all
students in contact with their own group's discussions, but also allowing interaction between particular group
members, should help or clarification be needed by some participants, on some group issue. At the same time, all
students remain up-to-date with all interactions, at a time that suits them, thus freeing up part of meeting times for
questions and group issues less easily handled through computer interaction.

Perhaps more unusual in the PBL context: there may be occasions when students could usefully interact across
groups. As suggested above, it is not the aim to exclude any group members from any interaction important for
group progress, but there may be situations where individuals from different groups could help each other, on
issues perceived as not directly relevant to either group as a whole. For example, in some PBL contexts the

various roles are divided amongst group members, often rotating. In such situations it might be helpful if
individuals from different groups who are performing the same role (e.g. scribe; group leader; information
analyst), could interact especially if it is early in the rotation, and there is less group experience on which to
draw. It will also be helpful for students finding their role difficult, who are part of a group whose members do
not appreciate the learner's problems. Their personal agent could locate a helper who has successfully fulfilled
the responsibilities of the role in the past, or find another student with similar problems, with whom they can
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jointly explore aspects of the role. Where the whole group acknowledges a lack of understanding of any role, one
of the group members may seek outside assistance on behalf of everyone.

I-Help's user models must therefore be extended to include information about student roles. I-Help must know
the current role of individuals, in order to put students in touch with others facing the same tasks; and it should
also remember the roles that individuals have previously held, and whether they were competent, and whether
they are willing to offer help to novices in these roles. I-Help may then be used to pair individuals in interactions
relating to role responsibilities, keeping such interactions amongst those for whom the discussion is currently
relevant and/or helpful. As more students come to perform each role, previous help session archives may be
accessed as help resources. In this manner, it is hoped that more students may develop an understanding of how
to meet their various responsibilities, resulting in improved group functioning.
It has been commonly noted that many students entering the medical sciences do not possess the skills necessary
for effective group interaction in PBL e.g. discussion, decision making, conflict management, leadership, group
feedback processes [24]. Although I-Help does not teach these skills, its ability to match students with others
who are in a similar position, or who are able to help, provides a form of support not usually available. If a single
individual has problems, the other group members may be able to compensate while also supporting the learner's
development of the skill concerned. However, where group members recognise a general deficiency, they may
use I-Help to put them in contact with a group that functions effectively with regard to the particular skill. They
may be invited to observe, as the efficient group models the behaviour during their next meeting, or one of the
effective group members may describe how their group tackles these issues. This will be especially useful where
there are no resources (e.g. time, staff) for skills training.

Again the I-Help student model must be extended, to accommodate information about group interaction skills.
This will involve all groups in a group evaluation process in order that they may provide skills information for
the user model, which in itself will be a useful reflective activity. The main difference in the structuring of the
model in this case is that skills information will relate to group functioning, and not to specific group members.
Thus I-Help must also know which students belong to which groups. Skills information need then only be given
by one learner.

A potential difficulty encountered by a student who might otherwise do well in PBL is that other group members

may have different interaction preferences: some students gain much from brainstorming or spontaneous
discussion, while others prefer to reflect and organise their thoughts before communicating. The combination of
face-to-face meetings and the public discussion forums helps to cater for all students, while the possibility also
exists to arrange collaboration, cooperation and feedback through the private discussions.
Students also have different cognitive styles. Some individuals understand verbal descriptions well, while others
need pictures, diagrams, or demonstrations. Some learners deal well with abstract concepts and detail, while

others tend towards a more general overview. Although a mixture of cognitive styles might sometimes be
complementary in a group setting, and have a positive effect on group performance, some cognitive style
combinations may lead to difficulties for some individuals. For example, if most members of a group are analytic,
a wholist learner may have difficulty gaining the overview perspective they require to integrate information. Such

an individual might find the situation very difficult as a learning experience. It is also possible that the other
group members will not understand their difficulty. This is a problematic situation since all group members
should be involved in group communications for a group to feel comfortable and function well. Full participation
is essential in some groups to avoid resentment by other group members if they feel that one person is not
contributing. I-Help private discussions should not, then, be used as an alternative to group interaction, as the
group may suffer as a result. However, for students who have problems adapting to the way the other group
members work, I-Help may provide a much-needed 'lifeline' by matching them with a student with a similar
cognitive style, to support their PBL activities in a 'more comfortable' fashion. Thus they will continue to interact
with their group to the best of their ability given the difficulties they experience, but they may also work with
another learner outside the group context if they feel this to be useful. This need not detract from the group
experience as a whole, since the learner may report back any findings. Taking the above example, such an
individual's contribution may now be greater, since they will be able to provide the overview that the analytics
lack. Therefore their group contribution may be stronger than any earlier contributions where they had not had
this additional learning opportunity, and were interacting only within the confines of the particular group's
interaction dynamics.

This section has suggested a number of ways in which I-Help might be useful in PBL. It is not suggested that all

PBL students should use it (though the public forum is likely to be generally useful), but that I-Help could
arrange peer support in cases where an individual is having difficulties with some aspect of the PBL approach.
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Although it does not address the problem of group learning for an individual who prefers to learn alone, or in a
different kind of group situation, it does at least provide them with some support that they would otherwise not
have.
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Figure 2: I-Help in problem-based learning
To introduce I-Help to the PBL setting, some additions to the user models are necessary. However, these are very
easy to implement, having simplicity in common with the present representations. Currently I-Help user models
contain: a quantitative measure of knowledge levels in the various domain areas; a quantitative indication of

helpfulness; a quantitative measure of eagerness; a list of friends; a list of banned people; identification of
cognitive style; a list of preferred interaction types. The additional information proposed above comprises: a list
of roles successfully performed previously (to be added by the individual); the current role of the student (also
added by the individual); a list of group membership (provided by one group member); a list of group skills
(based on group evaluation, the result of which is entered by one group member). Thus minimal extensions could
provide essential support to learners having difficulties in PBL. Provision of this information by students should
also encourage them to think about factors that help to make group interaction successful.
Figure 2 illustrates how I-Help can support learners in a PBL setting. Students and peers provide student model
information as occurs in large group uses. I-Help also performs some user modelling as described previously.
The main difference with I-Help in PBL is that interactions for each group are focussed primarily around public
discussions, with each person communicating with other members of their own group. There is less use of the
private discussions. Where private discussions do occur, matching takes place according to the student models of
individuals in the manner described in section 3. In addition to individual models, in PBL group models are
required in order that groups may also be brought together where difficulties are recognised by the group as a
whole. Information for the group model is obtained from one of the group members.

5 Conclusions
I-Help was initially designed to promote peer help amongst a group of learners in a large class situation. Some
minor extensions to the system were suggested, to enable it to be effective also for students in PBL. Despite
many successes claimed for this kind of collaborative interaction, not all students will function at their best with
this type of curriculum. In this paper :ve focussed on PBL in medical education, but the arguments should be
equally applicable to other academic disciplines and small group contexts, as long as the overall student numbers
are large enough to enable sufficient choices of appropriate partners for cross-group interaction.
In addition to large and small group formal educational settings, I-Help might also be used beyond the classroom
to support medical practitioners. For example, while some contexts have adequate funds to implement elaborate
means of telemedicine (e.g. the U.S. Army [1]), remote areas which might benefit from access to various forms

of telemedicine often find that the low population density does not provide sufficient demand to justify the
expenditure required [25]. In rural locations a system like I-Help would provide a low cost means of obtaining
expert help at least for some cases. Furthermore, practitioners requesting assistance do not themselves need to
know who is the best person to contact. Similarly, I-Help might be useful in putting into contact physicians who
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would like to hear experiences of other practitioners. For example, where ethical considerations are important to
a case, such as conflicts between medical advice and parental beliefs [7]. I-Help might also be used alongside
diagnostic decision support systems in cases where physicians remain unsure about hypotheses, since the advice

offered by such systems may sometimes be misleading [9]. Experience with I-Help at university should
encourage more individuals to register once they graduate and specialise.
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Asynchronous Learning Materials Based
on Studying Time Distribution
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The purpose of asynchronous distance learning systems is to enhance students'
learning performance in the internet. In this paper, we investigate the
characteristics of the asynchronous materials and propose the criteria to evaluate

them. Employing the criteria, the materials could be adjusted to meet most
students' learning pace. First, the TDC (time -distributed curve ) which is a
learning curve is derived from students' studying time distribution. By the TDC,
it is obtained that the more difficult the materials of the chapter are the steeper
the TDC becomes. Also the total learning time of each chapter indicates the

quantity of the matter. Employing the total time of each chapter, we could
evaluate whether the quantity of the matter is sufficient to match students'
learning desire.

Keywords: distance learning teaming portfolio learning behavior learing
time distribution

1 Introcduction
1.1 The distribution of learning time with learning attitude
Teachers could interact with their students immediately at the classroom. Thus, they could get the learning
behavior of their students by students' response. The learning behavior is regarded as a good measure to
evaluate learning performance. But it is really hard to obtain every student' s learning process and attitude

because there are at least 30 students in each class. However, employing the database technology in
asynchronous learning systems, it is possible to obtain all of the student' s learning process and studying
time.

1.2 Learning time distribution
In traditional education, students learning together in the classroom at the fixed time, and teachers control
the course proceeding. But it is difficult to pay attention to all students. However, asynchronous learning
systems not only provide a brand-new perspective to long-life learning but also keep track of learning time
of all students. In accordance with the learning time of all students, teachers could modify the matter to
match learning goals.

2 Experiment and analysis
The experimental course in our asynchronous learning system is "Basic computer concept", the materials of
the course are divided into 12 chapters. The progress-control mechanism is that students need to finish the
homework of the chapter in order to be promoted to the next chapter. Thirty participants engage in this
experiment and they are all teachers.
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The student' s learning time and login time are recorded by technologies of ASP(Active Server Page) and
Database. Therefore, we could get which chapter students read and how long they read the chapter. The
important curve, Time-Distributed Curve (TDC), is generated by linear regression analysis. From the slope
and the area of TDC, some characteristics and results are obtained.

2.1 TDC and DCA (Degree of Course Acceptance)
Student' s reading time each chapter is recorded in our experiment. The recorded time begins from the date
when the teaching materials are put in the internet for 15 days. In each chapter, all of the student' s learning
time everyday is summed up.
Employing the recorded data and derived chart, each chapter has a unique TDC (time -distributed curve) by

linear regression analysis. According to the time-distributed curve, teachers may decide whether the
materials should be improved.

ch3.....

...

........... ...............
...............
............ ...............

Fig.1 The TDC of ch3

Fig.2 Comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5.

In Fig. 1, the X axle indicates time value and its time unit is one minute not an hour and The Y axle indicates
days. For example, the total time on the 4th day is approximate 150 minutes. The slope of the TDC is minus
because the total studying time would decrease while students proceed to study the matter.

The value of the slope is required to be concerned. The larger the value of the slope is, the smoother the
TDC becomes. For example, figure 2 made comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5. Obviously, the
TDC of chapter 4 has the smallest slope because it is the steepest one. And the TDC slope of chapter 3 is
slightly larger than that of chapter 5. Thus, it is the most difficult to read chapter 4 and it is the easiest to
read chapter 3. The reasons why the materials are hard to study may be either the materials are complicated
or the user interface is not friendly to read. According to the above description, the slope of TDC could be
termed as Degree of Course Acceptance (DCA, It means the harder the topic to read the smaller is the
DCA.) Besides the TDC' s slope is proposed to determine the degree of materials acceptance, there is
another important characteristic, the area of the TDC, to influence the amount of learning time.

Based on the area and slope of TDC, the difficulty and quantity of the materials could be evaluated.
According to the above description, it is shown that the quantity of materials would affect the amount of
learner' s studying time, also the difficulty of materials would affect the length of learning period. Due to
these reasons, there are two margin lines, quantity and difficulty, in Fig. 3. The two margin lines are termed
e are "Margin Line Of Quantity (MLOQ)" and "Margin Line Of Difficulty (MLOD)". There are plentiful
materials on the right of MLOQ, but there are poor on the left side. The upper of MLOD the materials are
located the harder they are read, but lower are easy.

Since the features of MLOQ,MLOD,DCA and the area of TDC are proposed, there are four kinds of
situations that the TDC represents as follow:
1. It is easy to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
2. It is easy to read the material, but the contents are poor.
3. It is hard to read the material, but the contents are poor.
4. It is hard to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
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The MLOQ and MLOD could be employed to enhance discriminating the difficulty of the materials if the
DCA and the TDC's area of the chapters are different. Finally, how is the value of the MLOQ and MLOD
obtained? The MLOQ is the average of all students' learning time of one chapter. The MLOD is the average
of all students' learning days of one chapter.

Margin Line of Material
Day

Content is Hard

Content is Hard

Material is least

Material is Plenty

Margin

tine of
Content is Easy

Content is Easy

Material is least

Material is Plenty

Difficulty

Time

Fig.3 MLOQ and MLOD

Fig.4 Compares the TDCs of the ch5 & 7

2.2 Time distribution of the interdependent course
What else may affect one' s effort in the course? There are relationships between two topics. For example,
there are relationships of dependency between chapter 5(Internet I) and 7(Intemet II). Generally, the topic
"Internet I" is dedicated to construct the fundamental concept and "Internet II" introduces the advanced
ideas and practice. According to the normal teaching policy in both topics, the "Internet I" should have
fewer and simpler materials than the "Internet II". Thus learners spent much less time to study "Internet I"
than "Internet 11 ".

Fig.4 compares the TDCs of the two chapters. As shown in Fig. 4, it is easy to find out chapter 7 has a
smaller DCA (the slope of TDC), that is, chapter 7 is harder than chapter 5. Furthermore, the area of chapter
7 is less than that of chapter 5. The TDC of chapter 5 is located at approximately 11 on Y axle and 600 on X
axle and the TDC of chapter 7 located at 12 on Y axle and 280 on X axle. According to MLOQ and MLOD
as shown in fig.3, we concluded that "The chapter 7 is more difficult than chapter 5, but its quantities are
much less". It is different from we described before, "Internet I" should have fewer matters than "Internet II".
In our experiment, we provided much more contents in chapter 5 than chapter 7. Therefore the amount of
materials in chapter 5 should be reduced.

3 Conclusions
The asynchronous learning service is an on-line collection of hypertext that provides us a new way to learn.
Their students with different native intelligence come from any place and go to learn when they would like.
It is very important to design and evaluate the asynchronous teaching matters so as to match teaching goals.
This paper proposed some basic criteria to investigate the characteristics of teaching matters, then gave an
advise to modify them to meet the learning desire. The basic criteria, the area and slope of TDC, are derived

from learning time distribution. Through the basic criteria, instructors could modify the materials in
accordance with most students' learning pace and talent. Especially, our proposed mechanism is worth much
attention to develop the adaptive learning system. Once the asynchronous learner' s studying portfolio is
available, the materials could be real-time adjusted VI match the learner' s state.
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This paper reports a research project that uses dynamic decision networks in
providing teacher with information on students' misconceptions and students

with online tutoring. A set of Bayesian networks models the conditional
dependencies between learning objectives and goals which are associated with
the curriculum. Student' s responses to test items are recorded and transformed
as evidence into a relevant Bayesian network to compute his likely state of
knowledge mastery. The personalized Bayesian network is then converted into a
dynamic decision network by adding utility and decision nodes. Tutoring policy
is followed through and necessary responses from the student are solicited using

additional test items. The student Bayesian network is updated when new
evidence arrives, and is again converted to a decision network to determine the
next tutoring policy. This process is repeated until the pre-requisites are achieved.
The results generated by the system and future directions are discussed.

Keywords: Adaptive Tutoring, Decision Network, Student Model, Tutoring
Strategy

1 Introduction
Tutoring of students is an ill-structured problem that is characterized by:
(a) Uncertainty of student's knowledge mastery.
(b) Preferences, judgements, intuition, and experience of teacher.
(c) Criteria for decisions are occasionally in conflict, and highly dependent on the teacher' s perception.
(d) Decisions must be achieved in limited time.
(e) The student's mental states evolve rapidly.

This study attempts to address these issues by using an intelligent decision-theoretic approach. The
framework of this research has contributed to the development of an intelligent decision support system
called iTutor, for tutoring Engineering Mechanics at Singapore Polytechnic.

Probabilistic or Bayesian networks [9] and decision analysis [5] have shown to be capable of solving many
real-world problems involving reasoning and decision marketing under uncertainty. Bayes's nets allow for
efficient reasoning and inference about combination of uncertain evidence. Student modeling with Bayes's
nets for intelligent tutoring had achieved successes, see for example in [16], [1 1], and [2]. The differences in
these works lie mainly in the choice of variables and granularity of the models.
In Villano' s Knowledge Space Theory, the basic unit of knowledge is an item (in the form of a question).
The student' s knowledge state is defined as the collection of items that the student is capable of answering.
The collection of all feasible states is called the knowledge structure, and it is connected by the learning path.
By incorporating uncertainty at each node, the knowledge space can be transformed into a Bayes's net. The
Bayes's net then constitutes a student model where probabilistic reasoning can be performed when evidence
is available. Reye on the other hand, uses pre-requisite relationship of domain knowledge and dynamic belief
network for modeling student' s mastery of a topic. Finally, Conati and Vanlehn make use of teacher' s
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solution(s) as the ideal model to track student' s faulty knowledge as the student solves a problem.
Our work here differs from others in that we construct relevant Bayes's nets by modeling learning objectives
(L), evidence (V) from student responses, application of knowledge to different situations (C), and learning
goal (G). A decision network [3] is then formed by adding decision and utility nodes to the Bayes's net. As

is computationally intractable to track student' s solution in real time, we use sequential decis ions to
generate tutoring strategy that anticipates students' responses.
it

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the conceptual framework for the
decision theoretic intelligent tutoring system called iTutor. The transformation of student's responses to
evidence is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates how the student model is constructed from a set of
Bayes's nets, while Section 5 presents the tutoring strategy model using two-step look-ahead decision
network. The results of a typical iTutor session are illustrated in Section 6. It emphasizes the automation of
decision network construction and shows that when student's responses are available, the system is able to
diagnose student's misconceptions and to provide adaptive tutoring using the generated strategy. Finally, we
conclude by discussing future directions.

2 Framework of Adaptive Tutoring
Figure 1 shows the essential components of adaptive tutoring in iTutor.
The Evidence Model converts the student
Student Model
response (yk) to item i into evidence of
Evidential Reasoning
knowledge mastery for a relevant learning

Tutoring Strategy Model
Selection of Tutoring Policy

objective (vjk).

The Student Model consists of a set of
Bayes's nets with nodes that are either
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, or
Goal. These nodes are initialized with prior
information from the teacher' s judgement

and theoretical probability models. The
student model can be subsequently updated

Figure 1: Inferencing Kernel of Adaptive Tutoring

to reflect a student' s knowledge mastery
when evidence is available.

The Tutoring Strategy Model uses decision-theoretic approach to select satisfying [14] learning objectives
for tutoring student. The metacognition sub-module determines the appropriate tutor' s action: providing
more help or hint, prompting another question, or stop the tutoring session. Dynamic Decision Network
(DDN) provides approximate solutions for partially observable Markov decision problems, where the degree
of approximation depends on the amount of look-ahead. If the decision is to obtain evidence of mastery on a
learning objective, an item of difficulty b1 that matches the student' s ability q will be selected. Student's
response is collected, evaluated, and transformed into evidence at the relevant nodes in the student model.
The chance nodes in DDN are updated and a decision policy is generated. In this way, the system is able to
adapt tutoring to the needs of the student and achieve the objectives of the curriculum.

3 Evidence Model
The student' s responses are processed in the evidence model. Let Vjk be the evidence node that indicates the
student' s 0 mastery state of learning objective k. Let X be the set of responses and xiik E Xik C X be the
response to item i which tests the kth learning objective, then

PO.* I xiik)oc Pr(vjk)nmxiik I vik
where Pr(vik) is the prior probability which can be obtained statistically from past data. Pr( xyk I vjk) is the
likelihood of correct-answer score. An example of the likelihood function is Evk exp(bivik) where Eh is the
importance of knowing learning objective k so as to answer item i correctly and bi is the difficulty index for
item i.

4 The Student Model
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The Student Model consists of a set of Bayes's nets, and each Bayes's net models the student' s mastery of a
key concept (goal). In Section 4.1, the structure of the student model is defined. The construction of Bayes's
net and the conditional probability assignment are discussed in Section 4.2. Instantiation of an evidence
node activates a message passing process in the Bayes's net. This process results in the updating of marginal
probabilities at the nodes. Most commercial software for developing probabilistic network possesses
efficient algorithm [1] for implementing the message passing process.

4.1 Semantics of the Student Model
The Student Model is a directed acyclic graph
that represents a joint probability
distribution of a key concept and several learning
A node represents the learning
objectives.
(DAG)

objective as a random variable, and an arc
represents possible probabilistic relevance or
dependency between the variables. When there is
no arc linking two nodes, it indicates probabilistic
independence between the variables. In this study,
the variables are classified into four types

Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, and Goal as
shown in Figure 2.

More formally, a student model in iTutor is a

DAG 3= (N, klf) where N =N vu NLuNcu
N G are the nodes such that N , is a set of
evidence nodes, N L is a set of learning objective
nodes, N c is a set of case nodes, and N G is a set

04D
Symbol

40
41)

Function

Name

It contains knowledge states
based on student' s response.

Evidence
Node

It contains knowledge states that
Case Node

reflect ability to apply

Learning
Objective

It contains knowledge states of
key teaming objectives (defined
in the syllabus).

Node

Goal Node

knowledge in different situations
(cases).

The concept student is expected
to know. Each Bayed s net must
have at least one Goal node.

Figure 2: Types of Nodes in Student Model

of goal nodes.
=wiL U xvi,c U WpG are the arcs such that .kif,/, c N x N L are arcs into learning objective nodes, tv,,c c N
c (N L u N G )x N G are arcs from learning
v><Nc are arcs from evidence nodes to case nodes, and
objective or goal nodes to the goal nodes.

Notice that evidence nodes have no parent node and only evidence nodes could be the parents of case nodes.
Goal nodes are always sink nodes and they have parents that are either learning objective nodes or goal
nodes. This signifies that mastery of a concept (goal node) is dependent on the mastery of learning
objective(s) and/or pre-requisites (other goal nodes).

4.2 Construction of a Bayes's Net
Figure 3 shows a Bayes's net on mastery of a hypothetical concept (goal) "XYZ". Each node has three
knowledge states: non-mastery, partial-mastery, and mastery. The
Table I Category of
granularity of Bayes's net depends on the number of nodes and its states.
Difficulty in Mastering the
However, as the granularity becomes finer, the number of entries in the
conditional probability table grows exponentially.

Values at the root nodes are known as prior probabilities while that at
other nodes are conditional probabilities. To use the probabilistic
network the random variables must be initialized with prior probability
values. These values may be based on teacher's belief or past statistics.
An intuitive method is to generate a probability table based on sevencategory of the difficulty of learning objectives (see Table I). These
probability values are to be input as the prior probability of the related
evidence. The teacher also has the flexibility to amend the values based
on their belief and context of usage. On the other hand, the probability
values can be obtained from statistics of previous tests/examinations. A
simple procedure for the use of past statistics is:
a) Assigned learning objectives to each question;
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Learning Objective
Probability values
NM
PM
M
Category
0.001

0.009

0.99

easy

0.01

0.09

0,90

fairly easy

0.05

0.15

0.80

Neutral

0.10

0.20

0.70

fairly
'
difficult

0.20

0.30

0.50

difficult

0.30

0.40

0.30

verY

0.40

0.50

0.10

very easy

difficu lt

b) Enter student's responses (in terms of percentage) for the questions that she has answered;

c) Compute the average number of students (in percentage) for each mastery category: 040 (nonmasterystate), 40-70 (partial-mastery state), and 70-100 (mastery state).

El

NM
PM
M
it

1,1

NM

PM

M

0.990
0.005
.0,005

0.005

0.005
0.005

0.990
0.005
0.398

0.301

0,990
0.301

LI

L.2

NM
NM
NM

NM
PM

M
NM

PM
PM
PM

PM

M
M

M
NM
PM

M

M

*

Nom!

NM

PM

M

NM

0.990

PM

0.005

M

0.005
0.301

0.005
0.990
0.005
0.497

0.005
0.005
0,990
0.202

it

Legend
NM: non-mastery
PM: partial-mastery

Goal "XYZ"
NM
.0.980
0,595
0.595

0.395'
0.010
0.010
0.395
0.010
0.010
0,301

M

PM
0.010
0.395.
0.010
0.595
0.980
0 595
0.010
0.395
0,010
0.435

L2

E2

0.010
0,010
0.395
0.010
0.01
0.395
0.595
0.595

M mastery
El: Evidence 1 contributing
to mastery of Li
E2: Evidence 2 contributing
to mastery of 1..2
LI : Learning Objective .1
L2 : Learning Objective 2
: Marginal Probabilities

0.980
0.264

'The prior probability for Evidence I is obtained from Table I (difficult Learning Objective 1)
**The,prior probabili y for Evidence 2 is obtained-from statistics

If a probability distribution function is able to describe the statistics, it can be used. In Figure 3, the values
Pr(E2=non-mastery) = 0.30, Pr(E2=partial-mastery) = 0.50, and Pr(E2=mastery) = 0.20 are obtained from
statistical data for this particular evidence. It is acceptable for another person to assign different probability
values so long as it is consistent with the probability axioms [12]. Since the decision theory approach is
normative rather than descriptive, it is able to explain the actions of the decision-maker.

For any node nq, the conditional probability required to specify the Bayes's net is computed based on the
relative importance (weights) of the parent nodes pa(nq) to itself.
(wpq -(c-1)K)
If the state of nq and pa(nq) is the same, then Pr(nq Ipa(nq )) =
pa(nq)

else Pr(nq I pa(nq )) =

K
pa(nq)

where c is the number of states and 0

(1)

wpq

1.

Kis a constant and a measure of uncertainty such as careless errors, lucky guesses, changes in the student
knowledge state due to learning and forgetting, and patterns of student responses unanticipated by the
designer of the student model. The weights wpq are either assessed based on the teacher's subjective judgment
or past students' responses to closely related items.

Referring to Figure 3, since Learning_Objective_I is dependent only on Evidence_1, w1 = 1.

Let

Learning_Objective_I has greater influence on mastery of goal "XYZ" than Learning_Objective_2, wig =
0.6, and w2, = 0.4. Assigning lc= 0.005, the conditional probability tables can be computed using equation
(1).

5 Tutoring Strategy
When a student logon to iTutor, the system automatically searches his ability index from the database. The
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ability index is either computed from the tests taken previously by the students, or from her knowledge states
in the student model (see Section 5.1). Human tutors consider the student' s emotional state in deciding how
to respond. Similarly in iTu for, the system considers factors such as response time, response pattern, student
knowledge structure to determine tutoring actions: give more hint, help, ask another question, or stop the
tutoring session. If the decision is to prompt another item, a learning objective and an appropriate item will
be selected to coach her (see Section 5.2). Section 5.3 discussed the generation of tutoring strategy based on
student' s response.

5.1 Mapping of Knowledge State to Student Ability
Let the student' s ability be ei = (0 ji ,(9.0,..ep,..eip). A function f vim > q, where vm, is the evidence
at the goal node (g) of mth Bayes' s net. An example of such function is:
(1.5, 0.6 )

vim

0.7

cs) denotes a normal distribution with
where N
mean t and standard deviation a

0.4 < vim <0.7

eim = {N
N (0.5,1 )
N ( 1, 1.2)

vim

0.4

The computed ability index is then used to categorize
(Advance, Intermediate, or Beginner) the student. An
appropriate learning objective is selected based on the

Table 2 Search Heuristic for Identifying
Learning Objective for Coaching

heuristic shown in Table 2. Value assignment is used to

Category

compute the path length of Bayes' s net and is used as
preference for tutoring policy generation. They are as
follow:

Advance

Intermediate
Beginner

Nei
value(G) = 0 for G7 e (Goal nodes) and ch(G) = 4)
value(ch(N)) = 0 if ch(N) =
value(N) = value (ch(N)) + 1 for node N

where ch(N) is the child node of N

(2)

Identification of first
Learning Objective for tutoring
25% of pathLength*
50% of pathLength
75% of pathLength
50% of pathLength
( [pathLength /2 i)

Note:

* pathLength denotes max(value(N)) VN E Bayess
net.

The value(N) assignment is stated in equation 2
# The category New refers to students who login to the
system the first time

5.2 Item Selection
Each item is tagged with an index (bi) that estimates the minimum ability to answer it correctly with 0.5
probability. The items are assumed to be independent and the index obtained through statistic of past
students' attempts or assigned using teacher' s belief. Subsequent update of item difficulty index may be
performed through item response theory [4] such as Rasch model [10].

From the set of items related to a learning objective, an item i is selected based on: q

< E where e is a

Table 3 Utility of Various Outcomes
Preference

Condition / Expression
Decision: Stop
S(N) = "M" & value(N) = 0

S(N) = "N" & value(N) = 0
k= number of Nk E {( Nk, SO} with same Sk
number of tries, n, for the same learning objective
Decision: Ask item on same N
S(N) = "M"
S(N) = "N"

S(M = "P"

I

I

0
k 15

I

n 15

0

11 value(N) ) xi where pis a constant
pathLength)

Decision: Ask item on ch(N)
S(N) = "M"
S(N) = "N"

0

y= max(Pr( S(ch(N))="M" I x = I) - Pr(S(ch(N)) ="N"I x= 0)

Decision: Ask item on pa(N)
S(N) = "N"

0
1

y = tnax(P1{ S(pa (N)) ="M" I x = 1) - Pr(S(pa (N))="N"1 x = 0))
Remarks:

Table 4 Utility Values for Item
Difficulty Level Selection

Current
1

S(1V) = "M"

Figure 4: Dynamic Decision Network

I

S(N) denotes the knowledge state of node N

ch(N) denotes child node of node N
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Knowledge

State
(State,)
NonMastery
Partial
Mastery

Mastery

Current

Next Question Typ

ID,I)

Response
(F,)

Easy

Correct
Wrong
Correct
Wrong
Correct
Wrone

-0.2
0.4

Ave.
1

-0.2

Dif I

0

-0.4

-0.4
0.4

0.2
I

-0.2

-0.4

-0.2
0.2

-0.2
-0.2

-0.2

I

pre-defined small value. This ensures selected item is challenging and likely to be solved by the student.
Teacher' s solution will be displayed upon student' s request so that she can learn from her mistake. This
strategy assumes student' s ability is dynamic and can be raised to higher levels through self-paced computeraided tutoring.

5.3 Tutoring Policy Generation
To bring the probabilistic network one step closer to
being a useful intelligent tutoring system, automated
decision-making capability has been added. When
asked to provide a tutoring policy for the student, the

system generates a course of action based on her
current mastery states. The tutoring policy aims to

use a series of items with differing difficulty to
determine more precisely her mastery of specific
learning objectives. Items are categorized into easy,
average and difficult. In this project, a two-step lookahead dynamic decision network is recommended so
as to compromise between the need to invoke policy
generation routine for a decision and the long
computing time to generate policy with many
decisions.

Define a Bayes's net with nodes N,
E, be the evidence at time t,
Bel(N) be a vector of probabilities (updated overtime),
d, be the decision at time t, and
a be the normalization constant.
Prediction I : Bel *(Nr i-i)< EN, Pr(Nt+I iN,dt)Bel(N)

Estimation I: BeI( +i) <-0cPr(Et+1 Nt+i)Bels (Ni+1)
2:

Prediction
Bel * (Nr +2)< EN,+, Pr(Nt+2 I N+i,dr+I)Bel(Nr+i)

Estimation 2: Bei(N
Expected Utility :

Figure 4 shows a dynamic decision network (DDN)
used in this study. In addition to the decision nodes

r(Et+2 I M+2)Bel (M+2)
Pr(14+1 I N,dt)x

Bel(N) max EN
ag

max /14
U

+'

POr+2 I NridtiN+1,dt+i)x
d H.1,14+2)

Figure 5: Prediction-estimation Process

for current and fiture time steps, the DDN also
contains the previous decision, A.], as an evidence
node. When the evidence for state t arrives, the probability distributions of State, are updated [1] using the
prediction-estimation process (see Figure 5). After the in itial prediction of probabilities (Bel*), State,+,
estimates the new belief based on projected evidence [13]. This process repeats for State0.2. Eventually, the
expected utility is evaluated by a sequence of summations and maximizations. Tables 3 and 4 show the
utility functions for node U1+2. Selecting the outcomes with maximum expected utility value constitute the
tutoring policy.

6 An Illustration
6.1 Construction of a Decision Network
In this project, the construction of all probabilistic networks is performed using Netica API [7]. A module
leader enters the learning objectives and the weights of the key concept Forces using Microsoft Access [6].
The probabilistic values shown in Figure 6 are entered based on past examination results. By clicking the
button "Model Construction", a Bayes's net (see Figure 7) and a decision network (see Figure 8) on "Forces"
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will be created. Teachers who are familiar with Netica application [8] can use the generated Bayes's net to
perform what-ifanalysis. For example, a teacher may want to determine the likely student's improvement if
he provides remedial instructions on "Resolutions of Vectors". He can do so by instantiating the evidence
node e2_4 to "Mastery" state, and observe the probability of mastery in the goal node labeled Forces.

6.2 Diagnosis of a Student's Misconceptions
The items to be presented to the students are coded by
the teacher using Scientific Notebook [15]. With iTutor,
the teacher is able to monitor student's progress through
the database management tool. Figure 9a shows a
snapshot of a student who had answered item

The output also provides the teacher information on
specific learning objectives to tutor. In addition, he can

CEL
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1*- 111

CUD

I riM2
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I
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"Force_001" correctly and partially correct for item
"Force_004". The teacher can track a student's mastery
states by clicking the "Advice" button. The system
transforms the responses to evidence, and instantiates the
evidence nodes in the Bayes's net as shown in Figure 9b.
The posterior mastery states are displayed (see Figure 9c).
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Figure 8: Decision Network on Forces

also examine the detailed strategy by clicking the
"Tutorial Strategy" button. This action causes the generation of a decision network (see Figure 9d). Figure
9e shows items to be posed to the student if she continues with the online tutorial. At any stage, the teacher
may intervene by providing personal coaching.

7 Conclusions
Presently, the students' knowledge states remain unchanged until additional evidence is available. The
system also uses a constant learning rate for all students. One future direction is to include additional
parameters to model student forgetting and learning rates. Another area is to provide a user interface for
teachers not familiar with Netica application to perform what-if analysis. In this way, the teacher will be
able to focus on student's issues rather than to learn another software tool. The next future direction is to
include probability functions other than Normal distribution. This is essential when the ability distribution of
student cohort is not symmetric.
A significant result of this project is the use of Bayesian networks to generate sound probabilistic inferences.
Another contribution is the automation of decision networks construction. The recommended strategy is
used in adaptive tutoring. With iTutor, teacher is able to monitor the student's progress and yet had time for
lesson preparation and coaching of weaker students. In addition, the teacher has accessed to the student's
knowledge states and actions taken by iTutor at every stage of the tutoring process. Moreover, it enables
students to have tutorials customized to their needs.
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The student's mastery states are :
NonMastery
Learning Objective
0.010
12_1 Vectors
12_2 Vector Addition
0.014
12_5 Direction
0.010
0.010
12_6 Angle
12_7 Magnitude
0.010
12_3 Resultant Vector 0.030
12_4 Resolution
0.014
gl
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Student ID: 1111
With regard to the key concept Forces, the course of action

Partial
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0.599
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0.010
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0.168
0.599
0.000
0.272

Mastery
0.980
0.387
0.980
0.980
0.980
0.802
0.387
1.000
0.698

Value

93.75
69.87
93.75
93.75
93.75
85.71
69.87
95.00
81.59

The expected score for this key concept Forces is 81.59.
Based on the knowledge states, you may want to provide coaching in

Vector Addition, and Resolution.

is .

select average item from 12_2 (Force_002)
if response is correct then
select difficult item from 12_2 (Force_012)
if response is correct then
select average item from 12_4 (Force_013)
else

select average item from 12_2 (Force_021)
else

select easy item from 12_2 (Force_003)
if response is correct then
select average item from 12_2 (Force_017)
else

select easy item from 12_2 (Force_006)

(e) Output of tutoring strategy

(c) Output of student's mastery states
Figure 9: Overview of an iTutor Session
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A Code Restructuring Tool to help Scaffold
Novice Programmers
Stuart Garner
Edith Cowan University
Pearson St., Church lands 6018, Western Australia
E-mail: s.garner()ecu.edu.au
This paper concerns a new software tool called CORT (code restructuring tool) that
has been developed by the author to help students learn programming. The paper
begins by discussing the difficulties that students face when learning to program and
the use of part complete solutions as a teaching and learning method that reduces the
cognitive load that students experience.
CORT has been developed to support this use of part complete solutions and its
features are outlined. When used by a student, a part complete solution to a given
programming problem is displayed in one window and possible lines of code that
can be used to complete the solution are displayed within another window. The lines
can easily be moved between the windows in order to complete the solution and the

solution then transferred to the target programming environment for testing
purposes.

Finally, the use of CORT with both undergraduate and postgraduate students at
Edith Cowan University is described, preliminary feedback from students indicating

that CORT is easy to use and that they perceive that it is helping them in their
learning of programming. Four different methods of using CORT have been
identified and these will be the subject of future research.

Keywords: Scaffolding, Programming, Flexible Learning.

1 Introduction
Learning to write computer programs is not easy [3, 18] and this is reflected in the low levels of achievement
experienced by many students in first programming courses. For example, Perkins, Schwartz et al [17] state that:
Students with a semester or more of instruction often display remarkable naivete about the
language that they have been studying and often prove unable to manage dismayingly simple
programming problems.

and King, Feltham et al [8] state that:

even after two years of study, many students had only a rudimentary understanding of
programming

Over the years since the advent of high level programming languages in the 1960s, much has been written about
the problems that students have in learning programming and many ideas and initiatives have been put forward
for improvements in the teaching and learning process with varying degrees of success. In practice, the ways in
which teaching and learning takes place in the domain of programming have changed little and many students

still find the learning of programming a very difficult process. The challenge of learning programming in
introductory courses lies in simultaneously learning: general problem solving skills; algorithm design; program
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design; a programming language in which to implement algorithms as programs; and an environment to support
the program design and implementation [6]. In addition, students need to learn testing and debugging techniques
to validate programs and to identify and fix problems that they may have within their programs.
Additionally, we are moving ever more rapidly to use more student centred and flexible learning methods within
the teaching and learning process. This means that our instructional design for programming courses needs to
take notice of these moves and utilise these methods. Fortunately technological improvements have also been
significant over the last few years enabling us to more easily produce engaging courseware that can help students
studying in a flexible learning mode. As courseware designers, we can produce electronic scaffolds to help
students in their learning processes when they are studying on their own with limited access to a human tutor.

2

Use of Worked Examples in the Teaching and Learning of Problem
Solving and Programming

There are several methods used in the teaching and learning of programming and one of these is to utilise
worked examples. Several researchers have experimented with the use of worked examples in place of
conventional instruction and found strong advantages. In the domain of algebra, Sweller and Cooper [19]
suggested that students would learn better by studying worked examples until they had "mastered" them rather
than attempting to solve problems as soon as they had been presented with, or familiarised themselves, with new
material. In their research, students studied worked examples and teachers answered any questions that the
students had. Students then had to explain the goal of each problem together with the steps involved in the
solution and then complete similar problems until they could be solved without errors. Sweller and Cooper found
that this method was less time-consuming than the conventional practice-based model and that students made
fewer errors in solving similar problems than students who were exposed to the conventional practice-based

model of instruction. There was no significant difference between the "worked example" group and the
"conventional" problem solving group when they attempted to solve novel problems and it was therefore
concluded that learning was more efficient and yet no less effective when this worked example method was
used.

Worked examples are heavily used within the "reading" method of learning programming. According to Van
Merrienboer et al [22, 23] the reading approach emphasises the reading, comprehension, modification and
amplification of non-trivial, well-designed working programs. However, they also suggest that presenting
worked examples to students is not sufficient as the students may not "abstract" the programming plans from
them, a plan being a stereotyped sequence of computer instructions as shown in figure 1.
"Mindful" abstraction of plans is required by the voluntary investment of effort and the question then arises as to
how we can get students to study the worked examples properly. In practice, students tend to rush through the
examples, even if they have been asked to trace them in a debugger, as they often believe that they are only
making progress in their learning when they are attempting to solve problems.
Lieberman [10] suggests that students should annotate worked examples with information about what they do or
what they illustrate. Another suggestion is to use incomplete, well-structured and understandable program
examples that require students to generate the missing code or "complete" the examples. This latter approach
forces students to study the incomplete examples as it would not be possible for their completion without a
thorough understanding of the examples' workings. An important aspect is that the incomplete examples are
carefully designed as they have to contain enough "clues" in the code to guide the students in their completion. It
is suggested that this method facilitates both automation, students having blueprints available for mapping to
new problem situations, and schemata acquisition as they are forced to mindfully abstract these from the
incomplete programs [24].

In one study, two groups of 28 and 29 high-school students from grades 10 to 12 participated in a ten lesson
programming course using a subset of COMAL-80 [24]. One group, the "generation" group, followed a
conventional approach to thc learning of programming that emphasised the design and coding of new programs.
The other group, the "completion" group, followed an approach that emphasised the modification and extension
of existing programs. It was found that the completion group was better than the generation group in

constructing new programs. It was found that the percentage of correctly coded lines was greater and that
looping structures were more often combined with correct variable initialisation before a loop together with the
correct use of counters and accumulators within the loop. It would appear that the completion strategy had
indeed resulted in superior schemata formation for those students within that group. In addition, the completion
group used superior comments in connection with the scope and goals of the programs, indicating that they had
developed better high-level templates or schemata. It was noted in the study however that both groups were
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equal in their ability to interpret programs and that this might indicate that students in the completion group do
not understand their acquired templates. It is then suggested that future completion strategies should include the
annotation of the examples by students with details of what they are supposed to do and details of the templates
(plans) that are being used.

PROGRAM Example(Input, Output);
Sum, Count, Num : INTEGER;
VAR
Average : REAL;
BEGIN
Count := 0;
Sum := 0;

Read(Num); 4

Counter
Variable
Plan

Running Total
Loop Plan

WHILE Num <> 99999 DO
BEGIN
Sum := Sum + Num;
Count := Count + 1;
Read(Num);
END;

Figure 1

IF Count > 0 THEN
BEGIN
Average := Sum / Count;
Writeln(Average)
ELSE
Writeln(`No legal inputs')4
Skip Guard
Plan

END.

A side effect of the research was also noted. The drop-out rate from the completion group was found to be lower
than for the generation group, particularly for female students with low prior knowledge. It was suggested that

perhaps the generation of complete programs is perceived as a difficult and menacing task and that the
completion strategy overcomes this difficulty.

The stimulation of the "mindful of abstraction" of schemata in students can possibly be improved further
requiring them to also annotate the solutions with details of the scope and goals of the solutions and to answer
questions on the inner workings of the solutions. The "degree" of completion of the solutions is an important
aspect within the completion strategy and in some later work [23] examples are given of completion assignments
that might be used early and later in a programming course. In an early part of a course, an example may indeed
be complete and include explanations and a question on its inner workings. In the latter part of a course, the
example may be largely incomplete and include a question on its workings and an instructional task. Between

these two extremes, examples will have varying degree of completeness and in all cases, the incomplete
examples are acting as scaffolds for the students.

3 The Cloze Procedure
A scaffolding tool called CORT (Code Restructuring Tool) has been produced that allows students to fill in lines
of missing code from programs and this method is based upon the doze procedure. The term is derived from
"closure", a Gestalt psychology term referring to the human tendency to complete a familiar but not quite
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finished pattern [2]. The use of doze was first used to measure comprehension in English readability [9]
however it has also been used in the teaching and learning of programming as a way of measuring student
understanding of programs [7, 20]. Such program comprehension tests are constructed by replacing some of the

"words" or tokens by blanks and requiring students to fill in the blanks during a test. The use of the doze
procedure in testing was found to correlate well with conventional comprehension, question answer, type
quizzes and is also much easier to create and administer, see for example the work of Cook, Bregar et al [2].
Other researchers have experimented with the testing of program comprehension by omitting complete lines of
code from programs and requiring students to fill in those lines [5, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Norcio found that students
were more likely to supply correct statements if they had been omitted within a logic segment rather than from

the beginning of a segment. This is consistent with the chunking hypothesis [12] that specifies that the first
element of a chunk provides the key to the contents of the entire unit. Ehrlich looked at the differences between
experts and novices in filling in missing lines within various programming plans and, as expected, found that the
experts filled in the lines correctly taking into account the surrounding plan whereas novices had more difficulty.
In the various experiments in program comprehension using the doze procedure, the students had to fill in the
lines of code without being given a selection of lines to choose from. In some work done in an area unrelated to
programming, students were expected to create an essay using a file of statements, only some of which were
relevant to the topic [4]. The students were expected to copy and paste only the statements which they believed
to be relevant and then to link them with their own text and it was suggested that learners would consolidate their
understanding of the topics by having to actively evaluate all possible statements. The file of statements was
acting as a scaffold to student learning.

Although the literature suggests that the doze procedure has only been used in measuring program
comprehension, it appears that it could prove useful as a way of scaffolding student learning of programming.
An incomplete solution to a programming problem could be given to a student together with a choice of
statements that might be used in the solution. The student would then have to study the incomplete solution and
the choice of statements and decide which statements to use and where to put them. CORT uses this idea making
the mechanics of placing the statements into the incomplete solution very straightforward for the student and
eliminating typing errors and therefore also syntax errors.

4 The Code Restructuring Tool (CORT)
CORT has been designed to support the "completion" method of learning to program and it was decided that the
following features would be required in the first prototype:
Support for part-complete solutions to programming problems. Such solutions help in schemata creation and
also reduce cognitive load.
A mechanism so that missing statements can easily be inserted into a part-complete solution and also moved
within that solution. This provides scaffolding for students.
A facility so that students can add and amend lines of code. This would allow scaffolding to be reduced and
for students to add more of their own code.
For visual programming, a facility for students to easily view the target interface. The interface should be

annotated with the various object names thereby reducing any split-attention effect and helping reduce
cognitive load [1].

A facility to access tutor created questions concerning the programming problems being attempted and for
students to enter answers to those questions. This will promote reflection and higher order thinking.
A facility to easily transfer a completed solution from CORT to the target programming environment.

A facility to easily transfer programming code from the target programming environment back into CORT
for further amendment.

4.1 The CORT Design
The user interface of CORT has been designed taking into consideration the three issues that have been
suggested by Marcus [11] as being fundamental to interface design, namely development, usability, and
acceptance. The interface for CORT is shown in figure 2.
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The ways in which the CORT design supports the list of required features are described in the following table.
Support in CORT Design

Feature

for
part-complete
Support
programming problems

solutions

to

The part-complete solutions are automatically
loaded into the right hand window and possible
statements into the left hand window. Students
load these from a file.

A mechanism so that missing statements can Two buttons in the middle of the screen will move
easily be inserted into a part-complete solution lines between the windows. One line, or several
and also moved within that solution

lines can be selected and moved across.

A facility so that students can add and amend

A simple editor is provided so that students can

lines of code

add their own lines or amend existing lines.

For visual programming, a facility for students to
easily view the target interface
A facility to access tutor created questions on the

toolbar.

Access to this feature is via a button on the fixed

Access to this feature is via a button on the fixed
workings of the programming examples and to toolbar. Student answers are automatically saved.
enter student answers

A facility to easily transfer a completed solution
from CORT
environment

to

the

target

programming

This is provided by a button on the main toolbar.
A single click will copy the contents of the right
hand window to the Windows clipboard ready for
pasting into the Visual BASIC programming
environment.
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A facility to easily transfer programming code This is provided by a button on the main toolbar.
from the target programming environment back A single click will paste the contents of the
into CORT for further amendment
Windows clipboard into the right hand window,
overwriting what is there.

4.2 Use of CORT by Students
A student would typically use CORT as follows:
1.

A student loads in a CORT file and the two windows display a part-complete solution to a problem together
with possible lines to be used. There is a facility available for the contents of the two windows to be printed
out.

The student can view the problem statement and the Visual BASIC solution interface by clicking on the
appropriate buttons on the fixed toolbar. The problem statement may have already been provided to the
student in the form of a handout, however there is also a facility to print it from within CORT.
3. The student moves certain lines from the left hand window to the right hand window in an attempt to
complete the solution. Lines can be moved up or down, and indented or outdented in the right hand window.
Some problems have too many lines in the left hand window, some of those lines being incorrect.
4. If necessary, the student can invoke a simple editor to amend, add or delete lines of code.
5. The student clicks on the appropriate button to copy the contents of the right hand window to the Windows
2.

6.
7.

clipboard.
The student invokes Visual BASIC and loads the file that contains the interface for the solution. This is in
effect the Visual BASIC solution to the problem without the lines of code and was created by the tutor.

The student pastes the contents of the Windows Clipboard into the Visual BASIC editor and tests the
program to determine if it works correctly. Use is made of the trace and debugging facilities of Visual
BASIC. These facilities provide an insight to the workings of the notional machine.

8.

If the student finds a problem with the working of the program, they can return to CORT and make the

9.

changes to the code there.
The student repeats steps 3 to 8 until they have a working program.

10. The student answers the tutor's questions concerning the programming problem that they have just
attempted.

4.3 Initial Student Feedback
CORT has been used for one semester with both undergraduate and postgraduate students in the Faculty of
Business and Public Management. The particular units are in the area of software development and the language
that the students learn is Visual BASIC.

Each week the students have to undertake completion programming exercises using CORT and after each
problem they were asked to comment on the use of CORT for the particular problem that they had just finished.
The data was collected on-line through the Web and below are some of the comments that were received:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

It's very helpful. I can see the interface of the program before actually running it.
I think CORT is a very useful tool to play around the codes. It saves me time copying and pasting.
Considering the increased workload as the semester progresses it is a bit of a relief that the exercises are
much easier with the "fill in the gap" type format in CORT.
Without CORT, it's sure that I'll have a lot trouble with this particular problem, which focuses on arrays (a
difficult topic). Thanks CURT...
CORT was useful in that the part solution helped to understand the logic of VB code
CORT is useful . However, I have used the unit text to try to understand the indentation format when writing
the code. The directional keys are great for editing the code to meet the required format.
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7.

This was a challenge! I think that CORT is useful so long as I am not tempted to simply manipulate code
until the program runs. If I were having to write programs from scratch I would use CORT so as to format
and manipulate code and modules or sub procedures etc.

5 Conclusions
As can be seen from the above, the initial feedback on the use of CORT has been favourable. We have found that
students can undertake two or three small programming problems within a one hour tutorial whereas without
CORT they could only undertake one such problem. Also, without using CORT students often never manage to
successfully complete their assigned problems and this certainly affected their motivation.

By using CORT, students do not have to be concerned with the design of programming interfaces which
considerably reduces the cognitive load in the initial stages of learning programming. Also, the reduction of
"split attention affect" by labelling all the objects with their names has been very popular with the students.
The above has described a preliminary study of the use of CORT and it has been undertaken to determine its
suitability and to fine tune some of its features. CORT can be used in several ways and four distinct methods
have now been identified. These will be the subject of further research. The four methods are as follows:
1.

All of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. There are no extra lines displayed in the left hand window.

2.

All of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. There are also additional lines displayed in the left hand window that are not required within the
program. The extra lines are similar to the required lines, however they are incorrect and act as "red
herrings".

3.

4.

Some of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. Other lines that are required for the program completion need to be keyed in by the student.
None of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. All of the lines that are required for the program completion need to be keyed in by the student.
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Communication technology as well as the communication infrastructure are both
changing rapidly. As a consequence, systems that support web-based learning
need to be adapted due to changes in technology. This paper describes a model

for web-based learning with intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) that allows
separation of the concrete communication from the ITSs' implementation. The
resulting framework provides a technical solution to distribute any ITS over a
network. The ITS SYPROS is used to illustrate how a classical ITS can be
extended to a web-based tutoring system with a maximum of code-reuse. The
framework may be used freely with any ITS. To accommodate the needs of
various ITSs, our model supports several architectures for distributed adaptive
tutoring, including the three different models described in [3]: Master-Slave,

Communicating Peers and Centralized Architectures. Our main goals are:
Make the ITS usable for a wide range of users by supporting any web
Offer a simple, extendable and platform
browser on any operating system.
Provide a solution
independent framework to ease web-based tutoring.
without royalties.. Separate the communication technology from the client and
server implementation. Enable method invocation and parameter passing
semantics over the HTTP protocol to virtually support any web browser and
Offer an simple user accounting and user
users behind firewalls.
communication functionality. Provide a wrapper to connect to an existing ITS.
The Java source code is freely available: http://www.in.tum.de/herzog/sypros.

Keywords: Web-Based

Learning, System Design

and Development,

Intelligent Tutoring Systems

1 Introduction
Classical intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are often platform dependant and not distributed. Modern,
distributed intelligent tutoring systems (DITS) provide a more attractive solution with respect to usability
and platform independence. Therefore, a modern distributed infrastructure like the Internet with
communication techniques like CORBA or RMI is suitable. A stable, safe and extendable basis for
communication and cooperative work is needed. However, technology in this area is rapidly changing on the
one hand. On the other hand communication technologies like CORBA or RMI are (still) not usable with
every client, browser or platform and still have several drawbacks which prevent their usability at least for
some users: Macintosh users and users with old browsers or behind firewalls/proxies who also want to use
secure socket factories, only to name some.

This rper discribes a model anti fhe res,11thIg &an-IA./m-1r to nwprrnr,-.r clu.11 prnhlemc We .runner to
address these problems by providing an API with the semantics of object oriented remote method calls over

HTTP and Servlets. Further functionality that is most likely in common for any DITS (such as user
accounting and identification, security and administrative functionality) is implemented and encapsulated for
ease of use.

In the current version, SYPROS is an ITS in the domain of the synchronization of parallel processes with
semaphores [4], a domainof programming problems.
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All the typical modules of an ITS [15] like the expert module with different types of cooperating domain
experts [13], the instructional module with different tutoring strategies, the student model with cognitive and
motivational traits [12], and the interface module with several support facilities, are fully implemented in
SYPROS.

The current version system is a classical ITS for single -user mode and is written in C for UNIX systems.
The user interface is based on the X Windows system and therefore the ITS is platform dependent. There is
no direct support for multiple clients and no accounting, access control or WWW support as it would be

needed for a web-based group learning system, which is our ultimate goal [11]. In the current
implementation the user interface is divided at function level from the 'intelligence' and database
functionality, but is linked to one single executable. The proposed model will provide an application
interface (API) for the client and server side. The API will encapsulate various ways of communication over
a network using an abstract factory pattern [2,10]. Concrete implementations for Java RMI and servlets are
provided. This model is designed to be easily extendable by other means of network transportation (e.g.,
CORBA or even Sockets). It will include conceptional security at an eligible level. Further, various ways of
interfacing to an existing ITS on the server side are given (Java native calls to C/C++ and the connectivity to
shell scripts). This factory can also be easily extended. Figure 1 shows the distribution of SYPROS. The
servlet proxy Server enables connection for old webbrowsers, running not necessarily on the same machine
as the SyprosServer implementation. Two clients are connected: "Old Webbrowser" connects using the

servlet proxy, "New Webbrowser" can either use servlet communication or RMI[17]/ CORBA[22] (or
anything else).

This work covers two more aspects: a security discussion for the provided model with a special focus on
security issues for an ITS and a usability discussion for various platforms and webbrowsers.
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Figure 1. Distribution of client, server and servlet proxy in SYPROS (UML[19]).

Figure 2 shows the different layers for communication and levels of abstraction for a client initiated request.
The dotted line between the implementation (application) level and the abstraction denotes that both the
client and server implementation are separated from the underlying concrete communication. This model

provides transparency in terms of process transparency. (That is, the machine on which the function or
method is executed isn't known to the client's application level.) This can be compared to remote procedure
calls (RPC) where the client stub and the server skeleton provide a similar transparency. In addition to that,
our framework separates the concrete communication (the lowest layer in figure 2) from the application

layer using the abstract communication layer. This provides transparency regarding the concrete
communication technology used and therefore unburdens the application programmer from changing the
application to support new technologies.
For some concrete communication implementations our framework supports language transparency as far as
the client's implementation language may differ from the server's (e.g., for CORBA or Servlets).
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Figure 2. Levels of abstraction and layers for a request initiated by the client (UML deployment diagram).

2 Requirements
All base functionality for a distributed system is implemented. Remote method invocations are implemented

independently from the Java RMI package over a ComObj ect which is JDK 1.1[9] compliant. User
accounting, login procedures and access control as well as connection state information is supported directly
in the framework.

A wrapper is provided to connect to an existing ITS over Java Native Interface (JNI[14]) or shell script
invocation.

Tutor

Student

New Student

CD

<CUSCO',

Login

Add User

Logout

Work on Exercise

Co nfig

<<U/1168>>

Exercises
<<UXOS>.

<CUD.

Use",

Administrabr

Validate User

Administrate

Connect ITS

Figure 3. Some interactions among actors and use cases in SYPROS (UML use case diagram).

The use case diagram in figure 3 shows some of the use cases for SYPROS. Four types of human actors are

shown in their interaction with the use cases. "Student" denotes an actor who is already known to the
system. Therefore, "Student" logs into the server by passing the "Login" use case. "Login" performs
authentification for which it «uses» the "Validate User" use case, which has knowledge of all valid
user entries and so on. After accepting the user's login request some state information for that connection
will be stored "Add Active User" and a Use rTi cket object is returned to allow stateful and secure client
interaction. (Us erTi cket might be encrypted.)

"New Student" is an actor who is not known to the system. (Guests are handled identically.) Therefore, she
can create a new user database entry herself (" Add User"). Later, the gathered information will be used to
log into the system as described before.
An active user (" Student") might also use other services on the ITS server side. For example, the "Work on
Exercise" use case first validates the call against the active users database and then uses "Connect ITS"
(which interfaces the ITS using the wrapper) to work with the tutoring system.

"Tutor" is a human actor who might use the "Configure Exercise' use case to set up some exercises or
check the student's results. The differing permissions (compared to a student) are handled by the " Validate
User" use case.
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An "Administrator" user will not use the client interface to connect to the server in this model. The
administrator configures the databases and configuration files. Therefore, "Administrate" extends
"Validate User".

Resulting from the requirements given before our model and the framework should further satisfy the
following nonfunctional requirements, pseudo requirements and design goals: The server-side installation
should be simple and conceptionally platform independent. It should not be addicted to any specific web
server and should work with freely available products such as Apache.

The framework is designed to be fully platform independent using the Java programming language.
However, some platform dependencies exist from possible webbrowser incompatibilities and the existing
ITS. In order to support old webbrowsers or users behind a firewall or proxy, a servlet repository which acts
as a proxy and a servlet based client communication is provided. The communication implementation may
be switched online in the client implementation.
The SYPROS system can be used by four groups of people: students, guests (users who are not known to the

system by now), tutors and administrators (tutors who fulfill administrative functions). Therefore, the
framework supports users at different level of permissions (similar to e.g., UNIX or WindowsNT).

The client applet should be small so that it is suitable even for slow modem connections. The classes needed
for communication on the client side are less than 20 KB in size (without JCE security). Once the Applet is
loaded, the response time of the user interface is short, as it is running locally on the client side.

The response time resulting from the security key generation and secret key exchange (Diffie -Hellman for
example) of the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) is rather long especially for strong keys and due to
JCE's implementation in Java (see discussion in section 4).
Performance of the network communication depends on the underlying infrastructure. With most browsers,
servlets Will have a more overhead than CORBA or RMI.

The communication framework aims to support three possible client-server bindings: Static (the server name

is stored in the client application), semi-static (the client locates the server once, e.g., at login time) and
dynamic (the client looks up the server each time it needs to connect). Client server binding uses name
resolution to find a suitable ITS server in the network. The toolkituses a server string such as "I / {hostnamel
ip-address} 1{service-name } ", just like RMI for either underlying communication infrastructure. At client
implementation level, the programmer may decide whether to use static, semi-static or dynamic binding.

Together with the way of client-server binding, stateless and stateful client server connections using tickets
are possible. User tickets are invented as "high-level" stateful client-server connection for two reasons: first,
the underlying ITS needs to know about the caller; tickets provide an easy way to identify the caller during a
learning session. Second, encrypted ticket objects can be used to prevent attacks by intercept and replaying
messages (see section 4).

Calling a remote function is somewhat dangerous if the programming language used supports call-byreference 2. For Java, call-by-reference is replaced by a call-by-copy/restore semantics. (See Java
RemoteObj ect for RMI). A call-by-copy/restore semantics can be simulated for servlets using the
EventListener model. In that case, the servlet proxy uses a RemoteObj ect for the server
communication if the communication between the servlet proxy and the server is based on RMI and returns
the object to the client using the event model. This may also be encapsulated in the framework.

In case of middleware communication such as CORBA/ RMI the call-by-copy/restore semantics can directly

rely on the appropriate native semantics. The framework supports synchronous method invocations.
Asynchronous calls can be realized using call -by -copy /restore.

I This feature should be omitted for maximum compatibility with old browsers and Java engines (JDK level
1.1).
2

Function calls that use call-by-reference parameter passing deliver a pointer to the value or data the

parameter stores. In a distributed system with different address spaces this triggers side-effects[20].
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Java's try- catch-statements are used for error handling. Therefore, the framework's error semantics is
at-most-once by default. At application level, return values might be used to signal unexpected behavior.
The SYPROS login ( ) -Method for example returns null for the UserTicket if the server can't accept
the login request. Although there are several possible reasons for that (e.g., unknown user, wrong password)
their origin is not a communication error.

The resulting framework is described using UML notation for scenarios, use cases and object models[2,19].
The API description is given in standard Java notation[9]. The use of our framework is illustrated by the
SYPROS sample.

3 A Model for the Communication Framework
Figure 4 shows the UML diagram for the SYPROS server implementation using the communication
framework. The diagram shows two possible extensions for SyprosServer: ComCORBA and ComRMI. In
the realworld implementation the programmer has to decide either to use CORBA or RMI, as Java does not
allow multiple class inheritance.
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Figure 4. SYPROS server implementation. Class attributes and methods are omitted. (UML class diagram)

Therefore, there are some specialties in the server implementation: depending on the selected
communication technology, the programmer has to change the head of the class definition to extend the right
ComInterf ace. Further, the server has to implement the Sypros interface which defines the exported

functions (for the RMI case). SyprosClient Int erf ac e contains the same definitions like Sypros but
doesn't depend on the Java RMI classes. This ensures usability for old webbrowsers (with old Java virtual
machines, VM) or clients that don't support RMI for other reasons (Macintosh).
import sypros.util.*;
import sypros.com.util.*;
import sypros.com.server.ComR147;

public class SyprosServer extends} ComRMI implements Sypros {
public SyprosServer(String hostName, String servName) throws RemoteException
{

super(serverHost, servName);
}

// create bindings

static

void main(String args[]) {
public
// setup default security
setSecurity();
}
}

Figure 5. Client applet implementation for the SYPROS sample.
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Figure 5 shows the class definition for the SYPROS server implementation using RMI. The underlined
statements would have to be changed for a different type of communication technology.

The client implementation allows dynamic switching of the communication technology. Figure 6 shows the
UML class diagram for the SYPROS client Applet. As the client communication model uses an abstract
factory pattern [2,19] to create the appropriate concrete communication, the client might be a Java Applet or
a Java standalone application. (The server could also be connected using the servlet URLs from m HTML or
other languages.)
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Figure 6. Client applet implementation for the SYPROS sample (UML class diagram).

The classes in the client model can be seen in three categories. First of all, SyprosApplet is

the

implementation for the SYPROS client interface. (Plus Applet, the parent.) As described before, the
implementation needs not to be changed for changing communication technologies.
ComFactory, ComObject and their concrete
implementations provide the application interface for the implementation. ServletConnection is a
helper that provides a per-servlet connection for persistent calls in a multithreaded application.

Then the communication classes themselves:

The AbstractComAdmin and its concrete implementations for servlets and RMI currently realize
notification for server to client messages using the Event Listener model and can be used for call-by-

copy/restore type parameter passing.

4 Conceptual Security
Any internet-based application requires a special focus on security issues. The history of designing secure
systems, however, teaches the inadequacy of enhancing existing systems with additional security
functionality [8]. To integrate the security functionality for secure web-based tutoring, we included security
policies in the framework with a top-down approach. We start by specifying the security requirements as
part of the security policy:
Authentification:

Total access control:
Non repudiation:
Communication privacy:
Availability:

All subjects and objects of the system have to be authentificated.
Every access to protected units has to be supervised.
Every action performed by a subject can be assigned to it's originator.
Dataflow over unsafe networks has to be adequately encrypted.
Denial-of-Service attacks should be identified.

To meet the authentification, total access control and no-denial requirements, the framework offers
integrated functionality that can be adapted or extended to your application needs. Communication privacy
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is provided using encrypted transmission (encrypted object serialization) based on the Java Cryptography
Extension (JCE). JCE offers secret key agreement protocols (e.g., Diffie -Hellman) and encryption (e.g.,
Blowfish) with variable key lengths.

Ensuring the availability of a web-based service against denial-of-service attacks is maybe the hardest task.
The Servlet-Proxy allows load-balancing, where the typical communication load of an ITS application (little
amounts of data, long periods of thinking, infrequent transmissions) can be used to identify attacks.

5 Conclusions and Outlook
Our framework offers an easy and extendable basis for web-based distributed tutoring. The communication
technology, security and ITS-integration can be easily adapted to the specific needs of an existing ITS as
well as to changing communication or security technologies without rewriting the implementation for the
ITS clients or server.

User accounting and access rights deliver the basis to support groups of students. However, support for
cooperative work should be included in the ITS itself, like for example in SYPROS.

6 List of tested Browsers
: tested ok.

no: tested, but failed. : browser/ OS combination not available for testing.

Webbrowser Version

Win98/NT
RMI

Servl.

Netscape
Netscape

4.04

Netscape
Netscape

4.7

RMI

Solarts/x86
Servl,

RMI

Solaris/Sparc
Servl.

RMI

Macintosh
Servl.

no
-

4.0
5.03

no
no

4.72

I-Explorer

RMI
no

4.05

I- Explorer

Java Plugin

Linux
Servl.

no
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As Web-based course become popular, the Web system accumulates a large
amount of log data. Because the log data was generated by learners' behavior on
the Web-based course, many researchers agree that analyzing the Web log will
bring benefits for learners, instructors, and the Web site manager. In general, one
record of Web log can indicate "which Web page was accessed", "who access

that Web page", and "when the Web page was accessed". Although many
interesting results can be derived merely depending on the general Web log,
some important meanings of the Web log were not considered in previous
researches. In other words, the content, represented by the Web page, is not
included in the general Web log. For instance, a Web page may present
homework, a discussion article, a section of curriculum, or a grade reports.
However, previous research did not consider the represented content of a Web
page in the Web log, in which only the file name of the accessed Web page is
generally identified. This paper use data mining technology to analyze learners'
online behaviors for mining learner' s patterns by transforming general Web log
to a content perspective. Hence, the methods of previous research still can be
used to find the more meaningful results. Most important of all, our

methodology finds patterns based on learning behaviors instead of browsing
behaviors.
Keywords: Web -based course, Web log, Data mining technology.

1 Introduction
As Web-based course becomes popular, various learning activities can be running on the Web [1]. The
asynchronous discussion activity, homework assignment and submission, announcement, and grade reports
all can be executed on the Web. Because all the learning activities are represented as Web pages, the Web
server will accumulate a large amount of log data for every Web page. Basically one record of the Web log
can indicate which page was access by someone in sometime. Hence, many researches analyzed the Web
server log to figure out users' motivation, users' response, browsing pattern, and the network traffic [2, 3,
4]. Furthermore, analyzing students' on-line learning behaviors and on-line problem solving activities can
also discovery meaningful results [5].

There are at least 116 products of Web log analysis for commercial web sites [6]. The technologies used for
analyzing Web server log evolve from traffic-based or time -based assessment to user access pattern analysis.
For example, Perkowitz uses access patterns to construct an adaptive Web site [7]. Hence, the interested Web
pages will be linked and organized as a proper view for every user according his/her access patterns. The
path concept, users' sequential Web page access records, is important for constructing user access pattern for
Web logs. For instance, Stuart Schechter [8] create users' path profile to predicate users' browsing behavior.
Consequently, the field of Web log analysis is growing for the purpose of custom services.

Recently, applications of Web log analysis integrate data mining techniques to focus on the customer
behavior patterns. It is because the predictive modeling and link analysis operations in data mining
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techniques can be used to answer questions such as " Which of my customs will prove to be good, long-term

valuable customers and which will not?", "How can I sell more to my existing customers?", "Is there a
recognizable pattern in which my customers acquire products or use services so I can market to them
just-in-time?", and so on [9]. Consequently, we intuitively apply data mining techniques to Web log analysis
of an instructional Web site.
For Web-based instructors, their requirements for Web log analysis differ from managers of commercial sites.

One of the reasons is as Raphen Becker said, "Because many existing systems are targeted toward
commercial webs, the answer is yes, course webs require different systems. One reason is simple: most
instructors (and even institutions) cannot afford the commercial products, which are priced toward industry
and not towards academia."[10]. Although researchers realize the differences between course webs and
commercial sites, the proposed methodology for Web log analysis still inheritance from the Web logs
analysis products for commercial sites. For instance, Clio project pays efforts to answer the questions such
as "What are the more popular parts of the course web?", "How do readers reach particular pages?", and
"Can they quickly reach the pages they want?" so on. Unfortunately, most questions of that kind can be
answered by existing Web logs analysis products.

When analyzing Web logs of a course Web, we concern that one encounters what specific problems, which
can not be answered by existing Web logs analysis products. In other words, only the learning characteristic
of the Web-based learning environment can originate the specific problems. Our previous research focus on
providing various summary report for Web instructor to solve that problems, which can not be answered by
Web log analysis, from any perspectives [11]. Hence, the questions, which a instructor may ask, should be
"What are the meanings of the more popular parts of the course web in learning hierarchy?", "What is the
concept that leads learners to reach particular pages?', and "Can learners quickly reach the learning goals by
reorganizing Web pages?' so on. In other words, the reports of existing Web logs analysis products should
be interpreted to mining the pedagogical meanings by instructors, instructional designers, Web designers,
and course web architects. Consequently, it is necessary to propose methodology for discovering learner (not
user) access pattern in the Web-based course.

To mining the pedagogical meanings from Web logs, the first requirement is to understand the content of
every Web page. In other words, the instructor of the Web course not only need to know ' who accessed the
Web page' , ' when the Web page is accessed' , and from where the learner come' , but also should know
what the Web page contains' . However, it is difficult to represent the content of a Web page with symbols.
The reason is that the content of a Web page may contain many concepts. Consequently, the first step for
understanding the pedagogical meaning is reconstructing the Web pages in the site of a Web-based course by
endowing only one topic or concept for each Web page. While breaking a Web page into single concept Web
pages, one would find that some concepts are not atomic concepts. That is because a major concept will
contain many sub concepts. Hence, the second step for understanding the pedagogical meaning of a Web

page is to identify its location within a concept hierarchy instead of its location within the hypertext
hierarchy.

The second requirement for discovering learners' learning pattern is to mining sequential access paths on
previous aforementioned concept hierarchy. Although there are methodologies to reconstruct navigating
paths of users' behaviors on a Web site, that information is not enough for a Web instructor to make some
pedagogical decisions. The users' access (behavior) pattern can only help Web site manager improving Web
site schema because a Web instructor still can not figure out learners' intention merely by analyzing Web
logs without supports of the Web page content. The proposed concept hierarchy presents a feasible style for

supports of interpreting the Web page content. After learners' navigating paths on a Web site are
transforming to navigating paths on the concept hierarchy, a Web instructor can comprehensive how learners
learn from the information of what learners read.

This paper proposes a methodology to --;-;t.g learners'

pattern. by trnnsfornrng learners' ub.1., page

access sequences to sequences of learning a concept in Web logs. The methodology is supported by
traditional web logs mining algorithms, which is designed for discovering users' access pattern on a Web
site. This methodology is not used to replace traditional web logs mining algorithms nor is arguing that
concept hierarchy is a suitable web site schema. Rather, this methodology presents a framework for
integrating traditional web logs mining algorithms with pedagogical meanings of web pages to support Web
instructor get more feedback from learners' navigation on the Web course site. Broadly speaking, this
methodology contribute to apply traditional web logs mining algorithms to a specific domain in the technical
aspect and progress assessment skills in the Web-based distance learning aspect.
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2 Illustrative Example
In overview, there are two steps in this illustrative example of detecting learning status. The first step is data
preparation. We design a sophisticate structure of a Web site so that we can recognize the content of the
accessed Web page. The second steps will find pedagogical meanings from the contents of the preferred Web

pages. In this illustrative example, the result of step two will show that learner is not familiar with the
learning topic.

2.1 Data Preparation
The required data was collected from the students in an undergraduate course of Perl programming. Perl is a
high-level programming language written by Larry Wall. Perl is a very popular programming language for
system administrators and CGI script authors. After a brief introduction of Perl, students were asked to study
the Web pages extracted from Perl manual. There are three topics in the prepared Web pages. First topic of
Web pages demonstrates how to execute the Perl interpreter, called Perlrun in Perl manual. Second topic of
Web pages explains the Perl model for declaring importing, and calling a subroutine, called Perlsub in Perl
manual. Third topic of Web pages describes associativity and precedence of Peri operators, called Perlop in
Perl manual. Consequently, learners' behaviors recorded by Web logs can be recognized by the topic of
accessing Web page.
Synopsis and description compose each topic of Web pages. Synopsis is a summary of a topic and generally
contains no more than one page. Figure 1 illustrates the synopsis of the Perlsub topic. Description explains
the details of a topic in original Perl manual. For illustration, description for each topic was reorganized into
two Web pages. In general, synopsis of a topic is prepared for learners who are familiar with that topic.
Learners who are learning a topic will prefer the description of that topic. Hence, we can help a learner just
in time if he/she is always looking around the description of a topic.

Aforementioned structure is content structure of learning materials. To present learning materials in a
hypertext style, a hyperlink structure is required. We use the full connection style to link all Web pages so
that learners can navigate to any destination in any Web page.
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SYNOPSIS
To declare subroutines:

A A "forvare declaration.
A ditto, but with prototypes

sub NAME:
sub NAME(PBOTO):

* A declaration and a definition.
sub NAME BLOCK
sub NAMB(PROTO) BLOCK A ditto, but with prototypes
To define an anonymous subroutine at runtime:

$subref
$subref

sub BLOCK;
sub (PROTO) BLOCK:

A no proto
9 vith proto

To import subroutines:

use PACKAGE cro(NAME1 NAME2 NAHE3):
To call subroutines:

NAKE(IIST);
NAME LIST;
&NAME:

t & is optional with parentheses.
ir Parentheses optional if predeclared/inported.
t Makes current 0 visible to celled subroutine

t1

ot611.`

_1- .-

J

41:aittring

Figure 1. Synopsis of Perlsub.

Figure 2 shows the concept structure of the learning materials on the Web site. The notation Pi indicates the
Web pages. Although the overview structure is composed of concept hierarchy and contents of learning
materials without hyperlink information, the tree structure above the P, can be used to interpret the content
in the page. For instance, the P1 belongs to concept synopsis, which is the partial content of the Perlrun
topic.
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Perlrun

Synopsis Description

Perlop
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Synopsis Description

/

Synopsis Description

/
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I

P7

P4

P1

P2, P3

P5, P6

P8, P9

Figure 2. The concept hierarchy of a Web site.

2.2 Mining Processes
There are three learning topics in the Web site, denoted as Perlrun, Perlsub, and Perlop. Each learning topic
has two sub concepts, denoted as synopsis and description. The word "synopsis" is used to indicate the Web
page for summarizing a topic and the word "description" represents the Web pages that explain a topic in

detail. There is an index Web page linking every Web pages to serve as communicating interface with
learners. Hence, learners can study any topic in any order through the index Web page. Assume that there is
a learner who prefers the "description" Web pages of any topic. In other word, that learner is not familiar
with all topics. Hence, the logs of that learner' s browsing behavior on the Web site may be like the sequence:
p2, p3 .p2, p8, p9. p5, p8. p5, pl. p2, p5, p6
Because learning can happen in any time, only time nearly browsing behaviors will be related in a learning

pattern. Hence, the transaction idea, used in database theory, is involved to cluster learners' browsing
behavior. The Ti means a transaction of the learner' s browsing behavior.
T 1: p2, p3

T2: p2, p8, p9
T3: p5, p8
T4: p5, p1
T5: p2, p5, p6
The content of every Web page can be interpreted as a pair of topic and representation style. For instance, p2

belongs to topic Perlrun and is a description of the topic. Hence, p2 is interpreted as (Perlrun, description).
After interpreting the transaction data of learner' s behavior, the results are follows.
T1: (Perlrun, description), (Perlrun, description)
T2: (Perlrun, description), (Perlop, description), (Perlop, description)
T3: (Perlsub, description), (Perlop, description)
T4: (Perlsub, synopsis), (Perlrun, synopsis)
T5: (Perlrun, description), (Perlsub, description), (Perlsub, description)
Most of algorithms for mining pattern are derived from aprior [12]. We divide the problem of discovering
multi-dimension learner access pattern into four sub procedures, that is litemset phase, transformation phase,
sequence phase, maximal phase. Hence, we can use the aprior algorithm for mining pattern. We use the
illustrative example to depict the four sub procedures. The litemset phase will generate the large-1 itemset as
Table 1.
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Large -1 itemset

Support
3

2

(Perlrun, ' *' )
(Perlsub, ' *' )

3

(Perlop'*')

3

4

(` *' , description)
(Perlrun, description)
(Perlsub, description)
(Perlop, description)

4

ID
1

5

6
7

3

3
3

2

Table 1. Large-1 itemset.

The transformation phase use the feasible IDs of items in the large-1 itemset to substitute items in the
transaction of learners' behavior. For instance, the (Perlrun, description) in T1 can be substituted by (Perlrun,
*' ), (` *' , description), or (Perlrun, description). Hence, the set of feasible IDs is {1, 4, 5 }. The result after
the transformation phase is following.
T1: {1,4,5}, {1,4,5}
T2: {1, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 7}, {3, 4, 7}

T3: {2, 4, 6}, (3, 4,7)
T4: {2, 4, 6), [ 1)

T5: {1,4,5}, {2,4,6), {2,4,6}
The problem is simplified to mining sequential patterns after the transformation phase [13]. Consequently,
the sequence phase can generate the large-2 itemset and Target -3 itemset as Table 2 and Table 3.

Large-2 itemset

Support

{1, 4}

3

{2,4}
{4,3}

2
2

{4, 4}
{4, 7}

3

15,41
{6,4}

3

2
2
Table 2. Large-2 itemset.

Large-3 itemset

Support

4, 4}
{4, 4, 4}
{5, 4, 4}

2

{ 1,

2
2
Table 3. Large-3 itemset.

Finally, the maximal phase will find the most meaningful pattern from large-2 itemsset and large-3 itemset.
Initially, the union of large-2 itemset and large-3 itemset is used as the result. Then, some items will be
eliminated because they are the subsets of some larger items. For instance, the meaning of {5, 4, 4) is more
than its subset {5, 4) and {4, 4 }. Hence, the large-2 items, {5, 4) and {4, 4), will not be deleted from the
initial result. Finally, some items will be eliminated because they are less meaningful then items in the result.
For instance, the {4, 3) will be deleted because {4, 7) implies {4, 3). Similarly, the {2, 4) will be deleted
because {6, 4) implies {2, 4). The following table illustrates the result.

Maximal itemset

Real patterns

Support

{6, 4}
{4, 7}
{5, 4, 4}

{(Perlsub, description), (` *' ,description)}
{(` *' , description), (Perlop, description)}
{(Perlrun, description), (` *' ,description),
(` *' , description)}

2
2
2

Table 4. Maximal itemset.
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3 Conclusion
The Web-based learning environment offers opportunities to precisely observe learning processes. However,

it is tedious for a Web instructor to discovery useful information from the huge amount of Web logs.
Traditionally, a Web instructor uses the Web logs analysis products to realize the unusual parts of a Web site.
From the pedagogical standpoint, the results of the Web logs mining algorithms are not very useful for figure
out learners' learning process because the contents of Web pages are not considered. This paper proposes a
methodology to mining learners' learning pattern, which is related with the Web page contents, from Web
logs. The methodology uses Web logs mining algorithms, which is used in Web logs analysis products, and

the concept structure embedded in Web pages to mining patterns with pedagogical meanings, so called
learning patterns. In our opinions, this methodology presents a framework for integrating traditional web
logs mining algorithms with pedagogical meanings of web pages to support Web instructor figure out
learners' navigation on the Web course site from the concept hierarchy perspective. Consequently, the
approach presented here may be not only a feasible application of traditional web logs mining algorithms,
but also a possible direction of Web-based learning assessment research.
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A distance learning system architecture that exchanges information in real
time among lecture rooms is discussed. Forty-eight functions are implemented
into subsystems and used for the information exchange. Which and how many
functions are implemented into each subsystem depends on system design. The
distance learning system and a case study of the system design is presented.
The system was implemented for the support of two undergraduate courses and
was evaluated by a student survey questionnaire. Data from the questionnaire
showed that the distance learning system was successfully implemented and
transparent for the undergraduate users.

Keywords: Real-time System, International Project.
1

Introduction

Research in distance learning has primarily focused on two types of systems: storage based and real time.
Real time systems have been seen to be advantageous for interactive discussions between a lecturers and

students. For the purposes of this paper, the phrase "distance learning system" refers to a real time
type of system. The present paper, addresses the implementation of a real time system to support the
TIDE (Trans-Pacific Interactive Distance Education) project. TIDE is a collaborative project among
Kyoto University, University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), and Nippon Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation (NTT). System architecture, the integration of 48 functions to support the distance learning
goals, and other technical issues are discussed. The implementation of the real time system in two
undergraduate courses was assessed using questionnaire and survey data.

2
2.1

Distance Learning System Architecture
Information about the lecture

The term lecture is commonly defined as communication between a lecturer and students in a typical
lecture hall. However, communication is not limited to that which occurs between the lecturer and
the students. Thus, for the purposes of this paper, we use the term "participants" to refer to both
lecturers and students. In a typical lecture hail, participants can comrnunica.Le using all five senses.
While audio and visual exchange is easy during a typical lecture, information exchange through smell,
taste and touch are more difficult. Thus, in discussing information exchange over a distance, we focused
on communication by visual and audio information exchange. Handouts, electronic documents, writing
on blackboards, and other nonverbal materials are essential tools for participants involved in a lecture.
Additionally, there needs to be a method where participants can point out the visual information of
interest to share with other participants. In distance learning situations, pointing needs to be shared
among the lecture rooms involved. Thus, in a distance learning environment, the following seven kinds
of information need to be exchanged. 1) non-verbal information, 2) content of physical material, 3)
content of the electronic material, 4) content of written material, 5) pointing information about the
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physical material, 6) pointing information about the electronic material, 7) pointing information about
the writings. Verbal communication among participants is one of the most important communication
exchanges. Teaching materials like videotapes make sounds. These sounds can be mixed with verbal
information easily without degradation. Thus, exchanging verbal information is discussed within the
framework of exchanging audio information.

2.2

Function classes for the information exchange

In order to exchange information among lecture rooms, the distance learning system needs to 1) capture,
2) encode and 3) transmit the information to the other lecture rooms. The transmitted information needs
to be 4) received, 5) decoded and 6) presented in the other lecture rooms. Thus, six function classes are
required for the system.

2.3

System Architecture

From the eight kinds of the information and the six function classes, forty-eight functions are required
of the distance learning system. Which and how many functions are implemented into a subsystem
depends on system design. The following describes the case study of the system design for the TIDE
project. Fundamentally, the visual information can be captured as video streams using cameras. Thus,
we initially designed a camera subsystem to implement the seven capturing functions to support visual
communication. Because visual information can be presented with projectors, we designed a projection
subsystem to implement the seven exposing functions of visual communication. Verbal information can
be captured with microphones and exposed with speakers. The exposed sounds are captured with the
microphones and causes acoustic echo. In order to cancel the echo, we have implemented the capturing
and exposing functions into an audio subsystem. The visual and audio information need to be encoded
at the same time for synchronization and the encoded information needs to be decoded at other lecture
rooms. To address these issues, we designed a codec subsystem. For transmitting and receiving encoded
information from the codec subsystem, we designed a quality of service guaranteed network subsystem.
During a lecture, several video streams need to be exchanged because the talking participant and the
teaching material are not always occurring in the same location. Unfortunately, our network subsystem
has limited bandwidth and it allows the codec subsystem to exchange only one video stream at a time.
Thus, we redesigned our system using PC based subsystems as follows: Using an electronic whiteboard,

writing content can be captured as vector data. The data can be encoded and decoded on a PC.
Thus, we designed an electronic whiteboard subsystem to implement capturing, encoding and decoding
of the writing. Because vector data does not require the bandwidth required for audio/video streams,

it is transmitted and received over the Internet. When the material on a PC is used, content and
pointing information exists locally on the PC and needs to be transmitted and synced with the rest of
the components. Thus, we designed a teaching material synchronizing subsystem to implement capturing,
encoding and decoding whiteboard functions. The synchronizing subsystem also transmits and receives
information over the Internet. Based on the discussion above, Figure 1 shows our distance learning system
architecture. Each block in Figure 1 represents a subsystem.

3
3.1

Distance learning system for the TIDE project
Audio subsystem

The audio subsystem needs to address problems with acoustic echo and electronic echo. The electronic
echo occurs when a received signal is mixed into the transmitting signal. In our audio subsystem, multiple
audio mixers are used to separate the received signal and the transmitting signal.

3.2

Camera subsystem

The camera subsystem consists of four observation cameras and four shooting cameras. Checking the
motion region in the successive two frames of video images from the observation camera detects the region
of the participant on the image frame. The location of the participant is calculated by giving, in advance,
the camera parameters of location, direction, focal length, image aspect, etc. After that, the appropriate

camera, camera pan, tilt, and zoom, are chosen to shoot the moving object and/or speaking participant
[4 ].
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Figure 1: The system architecture of the distance learning system designed for the TIDE project.

3.3

Codec subsystem

For real time communication among participants, the delay caused by encoding and decoding needs to
be minimized. It is very time consuming to make highly compressed data streams without degrading
quality. For the purposes of this system, the MPEG2 standard was chosen for our codec subsystem. The
codec encodes and decodes audio/video signal of 3Mbps in 300 msec.

3.4

Electronic whiteboard subsystem

The electronic whiteboard has two laser scanners on the top and observes position and color of writing
marker. The observed position and color information is transferred from the whiteboard to the PC via
serial connection. The transferred information can be easily browsed on a PC monitor. Additionally, the
whiteboard information can be browsed simultaneously in multiple locations over the Internet.

3.5

Projection subsystem

The projection subsystem presents visual information on video screens. In a lecture hall, it is optimal
if students are able to see the screen and the lecturer at the same time. Likewise, it is important that
the lecturer also see the screen and students simultaneously. To address these issues, our projection
subsystem has large screens behind the lecturer for student viewing, as well as small video monitors in
front of the lectern for lecturer viewing.

3.6

Quality of service guaranteed network subsystem

For the stable transmission of the data stream, the system mainly uses ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) network technology. The network subsystem is composed of three parts: GEMnet[1], Ca1REN2 [2]
and Abilene[3]. GEMnet is an intra ATM network of NTT. Ca1REN2 and Abilene are parts of Internet2

in the United States. GEMnet interconnects Kyoto University and the NTT America Cupertino office
over the Pacific Ocean. On the GEMnet, a PVC(Permanent Virtual Channel)connection is reserved with
a guaranteed bandwidth of bi-directional CBR(Constant Bit Rate) 5Mbps.
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Table 1: Regression coefficients of the principal component of the questionnaire survey.
End
Middle
Principal Coefficient
0.382
0.322
Interactivity
0.414
(0.107)
Quality of the teaching materials
(0.168)
0.304
Effectual manipulation of the system
0.561
0.637
Presence
-0.257
(-0.143)
Unstability of the system

3.7

Teaching material synchronizing subsystem

In order to present the electronic material to all lecture halls simultaneously, the synchronizing subsystem pre-loads the teaching material and transmits the mouse events. This software is appropriate for
presenting dynamic teaching materials like movie files.

4

Evaluation

We have conducted two courses between Kyoto University and UCLA from October through December
1999 using our distance learning system. The distance learning system is evaluated by survey questionnaires given to the students at the middle and upon conclusion of each course[5]. The questionnaires
asked students to rate various factors of the course on a scale of 1 to 5. We performed a principal component analysis of the survey and found following principal components: 1) interactivity, 2) quality of
the teaching materials, 3) manipulation of the system, 4) presence and 5) instability of the system. We
also performed a regression analysis to identify predictions of satisfactory grades in the courses. Table
1 shows the regression coefficients derived from the analysis. The coefficients in parentheses exceed the
significance level of 5%. As the course proceeded, students' attention shifted from the novelty associated
with the new technologies to the teaching materials and course content. This indicated that our system
was of high enough quality to be a transparent medium for the students.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed a distance learning system architecture that exchanged information in real
time among lecture halls. After identifying that there exist forty-eight functions required for information
exchange, the distance learning system was introduced as a case study. We introduced the seven necessary
subsystems and the technical issues surrounding the implementation of these subsystems. Our system
was used for two undergraduate courses and evaluated by a survey questionnaire. The data from the
questionnaire showed that our system, over time, became transparent for the students.
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In this paper the Adaptive Learning Environment Framework is presented. This
Framework allows to re-use, combine, and improve existing learning systems or
knowledge-databases and equip the resulting meta-learning environment with a
new advanced user interface. Especially the last mentioned feature supports a
completely new way to learn different materials from different sources without

having to switch between systems. The introduction of an abstraction layer
between different learning environments and the introduction of different views

on the contained learning material allows to combine, extend, and improve
available learning systems easily.
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1

Motivation

Different learning environments offer different ways to visualize the information
and also different functionality (e.g. add annotations, communicate with other

students, ... ), but views, functionality, and data usually are tightly coupled.
This implies that people using more than one learning system have to adopt to
different user interfaces, a fact that does slow down learning speed a lot. As can
also be seen in the classical learning environment (table, books, paper, pencil)
any minor changes in the environment very often have a negative impact on the
learning quality and so on the learning speed. Once the learning environment
(the table) suits perfectly for a student, only the learning material (the books)
and the used tools (preferred pencil, ruler, or calculator) are subject to change.

Neither of today's computer based learning environments is a perfect solution
concerning transfer speed, actuality of the material or the way information is
presented. Additionally, the majority of learning systems are incapable of using
information prepared for other systems, because of incompatible data formats
or communication protocols.
A system that allows to combine different electronic learning systems and that
also allows to use the superset of their features, thus extending it with additional
functionality (e.g. the ability to add annotations to the learning material), could
increase the quality of the learning process enormously.
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2

System Requirements

Usually learning systems are very hard to extend, as the learning material is
tightly coupled to the view on the data. The classical method to overcome
this problem is to split up data, view and functionality (Model-View-Controller
design pattern [3]). This is also the first and most important requirement of
the described framework: provide a modular, component-based architecture that
makes it easy to create an adaptive learning environment that allows to re-use
data from available learning systems (e.g. Gentle [4] or Dictionaries).
Separation of material, representation, and functionality offers great possibilities: It allows us to create a superset of information: Imagine having different
learning systems available, each of them representing a specific subject. For

example take a CD-ROM about World War Two, including historic images
and reports and a geographical information system that publishes maps and
information via Internet (Web-browser). But only a combination of these two
information sources allows the users to get a deeper understanding of the facts
and figures of each system.

The technique can also be used to improve existing systems and supply them
with new functionality that wasn't previously foreseen. Once a module is created
that is e.g. able to handle annotations or allow online discussion with other
students, all participating learning systems benefit from this functionality.
Another important part is the interface the user is working with. It is at least
as important as the contained material, as a good human computer interface
optimizes the learning effort [7, 5]. We use the term view to describe the (mostly
visual) appearance of the learning material. This appearance depends on various

factors, e.g. the output device the user works with, the environment the user
works in, the role, the user plays (student, administrator, instructor, ... ).
According to the Model-View-Controller design, the view on the information
must be decoupled from the data-model. This implies that there may exist
different views for the same content.
As different users play different roles in connection with the learning material,
different roles may have different access rights to the information. Even if the
data source does not provide an access control system, it must be guaranteed
that only users with sufficient rights may edit/change/delete the educational or
administrative data.

3

Concept

The facts that the Adaptive Learning Environment Framework has to be modular, has to decouple data source(s) from view(s), and may add functionality to
the underlying learning systems (see section 2) results in a middleware design
approach: the framework is put in between the data source containing learning
material and views that are used to work with the information.
The Dinopolis [2] framework, which is being developed on the IICM provides
such a generic framework [1]. It allows the integration of various types of
databases or applications and is able to provide the content in a highly dynamic

way to a broad range of clients/views. The integration of learning material is
one special application of the general concept of Dinopolis.

4

Views

A view is responsible for giving a visual and logical representation of the learning

material. It is completely decoupled from the actual information, so it may be
(re)used independent from the information stored in the learning environments.
A default view on the course material is usually created by the instructor or the
administrator.
Due to the individual style of learning it is absolutely necessary that such a default view is completely personalizeable. Not just the colors [6] and the style of
the displayed text should be modifiable, but also layout must be exchangeable.
This "personal workspace" must also be applicable to other courses. The view
might also depend on the role the user currently has in the system (administrator, student, the person that prepares the course, instructur, ...).
Let us now consider some circumstances where it is necessary to change the
view on the learning material. Take a fully featured multi-media course using
different sources of information (integrating online and offline systems), different
levels of detail (overviews but also information for specialists), etc.

transfer speed: Since we are working in a network environment, transfer speed
is a big issue. The higher the available bandwidth, the higher the quality
of e.g. the displayed images might be.

output device: Several output devices may be used for consuming a prepared
course: Workstations, laptops, terminals, PDAs etc. As a simple terminal
is not able to display images, why should the client on a terminal request
them? So also the type of the output device must be considered when
delivering information.

available sources: We mentioned the online- and offline systems and a combination of those, the hybrid systems using both technologies. For example
a student using the course CD-ROM might be able to see a movie, whereas
the students participating online (on a network with low bandwith) might
only be able to view images instead.

consuming environment: When learning in a public environment (bus, train,
...), the user might want to disable e.g. the sound output, so this data
does not need to be sent across the network.
level of knowledge: Depending on their actual knowledge of the learning material the users might not need every basic explanation on the topic of the
course.

role: There might not just be an instructor and some students but also separate administrators or other roles. An instructor creates course material,
but surly is not involved in administrating user accounts. The student
may also be in the role of a candidate for an exam and may fill out an
examination in a limited amount of time.
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desired level of detail: The system should also consider the level of the desired detail set by the user. It must be possible to switch between different
levels in one learning session.

personal preferences: Some users prefer different fonts, colors, screenlayouts, etc.

5

Conclusion

The Adaptive Learning Environment Framework presented in this paper is a
powerful tool to add a surplus value to existing learning systems and to reduce
the burden on students to get used to new interfaces to the material with every
virtual class they enroll. Additional features relieve all participating persons,
including the tasks of administration and preparation of courses.
It is obvious that the integration of different learning systems may be a very
complex task, but the modular structure of Dinopolis including the internal
document model is a powerful tool the learning community will not want to
miss in the near future.
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In this

paper, we discuss extension of our educational system that gives

domain-oriented-explanations of programs. A programmer solves problems on a
world where elements necessary to describe the problems and the solving processes

of them (objects in the problems, relation among the objects, and so on) are
represented. We call such a world 'the domain world' of the problem. Our system

has a domain world model and simulates a target program on the model, to
understand behavior of the program. By analyzing the result of understanding, it
generates an explanation. Outputs of our original system are only verbal
explanations. However, when the system explains by using only sentences, some
learners cannot get a concrete image of behavior of the program. Therefore, we are
trying to add a facility of generating explanations by using animations (visual
explanations) to the system. Our extended system can generate both visual and
verbal explanations (bimodal-explanations) in various abstraction levels. We discuss
the method of generating bimodal-explanations from the result of simulation.
Keywords:

1

Intelligent Tutoring System, Programming Education, Algorithm
Animation System, Bimodal-explanation

Introduction

The purpose of our research is to construct an educational system that helps novice programming learners by
explaining domain-oriented-functions of programs. We take Pascal as our target programming language.
Programming is generally carried out in the following process.

Stepl. A programmer understands a problem that must be solved.
Step2. He considers the solving process of the problem on a world where the problem is present. We call such a
world 'the domain world' of the problem. For example, when he considers a solving process of sorting,
he imagines a world in which he pays attention to numerical order such as greater and lesser (we call this
world the world of greater and lesser).
Step3. He implements the algorithm: selects data structures suitable to represent the domain world and translates
the algorithm into a programming language.
Usually, relatively simple problems are set in novice class of programming. So it is rare that learners fail in the
step 1. But they tend to confuse because they cannot distinguish between step 2 and 3. So many novice

programmers cannot find whether the causes of bugs are hidden in the algorithm or in their implementation. On
the basis of this idea, we proposed an educational system explaining programs using vocabularies on a domain
world[2][5][6][7]. Difference of our system from existing educational systems of programming [1][8] is that the
purpose of our system isn't pointing out bugs in learner's programs, but rather helping learners find bugs by
themselves. Our system helps learners in the following way:
To help learners to understand sample programs given by a teacher by explaining them.
To help learners to find and fix bugs in their own programs by explaining the faulty behavior of them.
Our previous system outputs sentences using vocabularies on a domain world as the explanation. However,
when the system explains by using only sentences, some learners cannot get a concrete image of behavior of the
(t) Presently with System Integration Group, VICTOKAI, LTD.
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program. If animations of the behavior of programs are shown with the sentences, learners can easily understand

their algorithms. Therefore, we realize the ability to generate animations (visual explanations) that show
behaviors of the target programs. In this paper, we discuss the way to generate visual explanations for programs
in the domain world of greater and lesser.

Existing algorithm animation systems can be classified into two types: The first one is a system such as
courseware editors embody particular commands to target programs in order to generate visual explanations, like
Zeus[3] and TANGO[9] system. So, this type of systems can generate visual explanations of high quality by
using concrete objects on the domain world. For example, a length of bar is used to concrete values of variables
on the visual explanation of XTANGO system. The second type of system doesn't need embodying particular

command to target programs, like UWPI[4] and tracers. However, this type of systems cannot generate any
visual explanation using concrete objects on the domain world. They can only generate visual explanations
showing structure of data and changes of contents of variables. Our system can generate a visual explanation
using concrete objects on the domain world without embodying any special commands to programs. It generates
visual explanations on the basis of the result of "simulation based program understanding[5]". So it can accept
buggy programs and generate visual explanations of buggy behaviors of the programs. Moreover, it can also
generate verbal explanations on the basis of the result of program understanding.
In the next section, we illustrate an overview of our previous system. In section 3, we point out some functions

necessary to generate an effective explanation by using both verbal explanation and visual explanation (a
bimodal-explanation). In section 4, we describe the method of constructing the bimodal-explanation system.
Then, we show examples of bimodal-explanations by our system.

2
2.1

Our Previous Work
Overview of our previous system

Our previous system is composed of the static analyzer, the simulation based analytical unit and the explanation

unit (Figure 1). In this paper, we omit detail of the system (For further details, please see our previous
papers[2][5][6][7]). The static analyzer parses target programs and analyzes information necessary for the
simulation such as data flow. The simulator simulates target programs, and the observer observes the world
model while simulation, and recognizes some important characteristics of data or patterns of structured data. The
explanation generator generates verbal explanations of target programs.
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Figure 2: An example of domain world

Figure 1: Configuration of our system

2.2

Domain world models

We examine programming exercises and classify them into 15 types. We prepare domain world models designed
for each type of exercises [2].
A domain world model consists of four types of elements called 'object', 'property', 'relation among objects'
and 'change'. For example, Figure 2 shows the domain world model of greater and lesser as an example. In order

to recognize specified characteristic or patterns in the domain world, our system has daemon units called
"observer" which are burnt when they are observed. In the Figure 2, the object 'maximum number', 'sorted list'
and property 'length of sorted list' are recognized by observers. There are some cases that some observers take
outputs of the other observers as their inputs. Then the outputs of observers make hierarchy. When a result of
observation is output on the basis of a result of another observer, the former has larger grain-size than the latter
and implies the fact corresponding to the latter.
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Generation of a verbal explanation

2.3

The explanation unit generates verbal explanations of the target program by using results of simulation and
outputs of observers. The results of observations have a hierarchical structure, as mentioned above. The system
generates a hierarchical verbal explanation by using the hierarchical structure (it also uses syntactical structures
of programs). In other words, the system notices the largest grain-sized result of the observation firstly, in order
to generate the verbal explanation. Secondly, if learners request the detailed verbal explanations, the system
generates the explanation using results of observation having smaller grain size. Figure 3 shows the example of
verbal explanations generated by our system. It illustrates the verbal explanation of behavior of a sorting
program on the domain world of greater and lesser. The indentation in the figure means that behavior 1 and
behavior 2 are executed sequentially and that behavior 2 is equivalent to the sequence of behavior 2-1, behavior
2-2, and behavior 2-3. Each Behavior is implemented by a single statement or a sequence of statements. When a
verbal explanation for a behavior implemented by a sequence of statements is clicked, more detailed verbal
explanations showing the way to implement the behavior are displayed.
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Figure 3: An example of the verbal explanation of a target program

Next, we show procedures for generating the hierarchical verbal explanation like Figure 3. An input is a result of
simulation of some statements (For further details, please see our previous paper[7]).
(1).

The case that a certain behavior is implemented by a sequence of statements.

The system observes differences of the states of the domain world model before and after execution of the
sequence of statements. According to these differences, the explanation unit selects a template and generates
verbal explanations for the statement. Now we show an example of a template.
- The case that extension of the sorted list is observed.
The differences are composed of the following three elements.
Object(s) recognized at the state before execution of some statements: a sorted list
: an extended sorted list
Object(s) recognized after execution of the statements
: an extension of the sorted list
Recognized changes of states of objects
A template for the extension of the length of a sorted list is applied (Please see Figure 3).

Template: "Rearrange the [Type of added object] to place [An added object] on [The position of the
insertion] position. As a result, [A sorted list at the after state] [Type of inserted objects] are sorted."
"0" means a procedure which generates a certain pattern of string.
[An added object]
: A procedure that generates a noun phrase expressing the new object added to the sorted list.
[A sorted list at the after state]
: A procedure that generates a noun phrase expressing the range of the sorted list at the after states.

(2). The case that a certain behavior is implemented by a single statement.
The explanation unit calls each procedure corresponding to types of the statement. The procedures are defined

for each structure of the program like sequential structures, selective structures, iterative structures, an
assignment statement, a statement for input, and a statement for output. Same as the case (1), templates are
prepared for each structure of the program. For example, we show a template of 'if' statement.
Template: "if [explanations of the conditional clause], [explanations of the 'then' clause]
(otherwise [explanations of the 'else' clause]) "
[explanations of the conditional clause]
: The procedure that explains the conditional statement of `if' statement.
[explanations of the 'then' clause]
: Apply the procedure for generating the verbal explanation to the clause recursively.
[explanations of the `else' clause]
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: Apply the procedure for generating the verbal explanation to the clause recursively.

Thus, the system can generate hierarchical verbal explanations. When a verbal explanation generated by the
procedure (1) is shown and a learner requests more detailed explanation, the system tries to apply the procedure
(1) recursively to make such an explanation. If it cannot generate any explanation, it applies the procedure (2).

3

Functions necessary to generate an effective bimodal-explanation

In order to construct a system generating effective visual explanations, we have to consider what visual
explanation is effective for learners to understand an algorithm or behavior of a target program. By designing
mock up visual explanations repeatedly, we find that the effective visual explanation has following three
facilities.

(1) The facility to generate visual explanations with various grain-sizes.

When learners learn programming by using a system explaining behaviors of programs, they need various
grain-sized explanations. For example, when a learner wants to grasp algorithm roughly, a large grain-sized

explanation would be effective. On the other hand, when he wants to understand a precise method of
implementation, smaller grain-sized explanations are effective. Moreover, when he wants to diagnose his own
program at a glance, he needs the largest grain-sized explanation. When he wants to find buggy codes, he needs
smaller ones. In order to generate such various grain-sized visual explanations, the system should be able to :
regard a sequence of statements as a blackbox and generate a visual explanation showing its function.
generate a visual explanation showing a function of each statement sequentially.
(2) The facility to explain a function of a program by using both animations and verbal texts.
If a system shows only visual explanations, learners sometimes cannot understand behavior of target programs
clearly, because such learners cannot understand what phenomena are essential. Thus, it is necessary for our
system to have the facility to generate verbal explanations showing a major phenomenon of each step of visual
explanations. Thus our system should have a facility of generating combination of verbal explanations and visual
ones (bimodal-explanations).
(3) The facility to generate explanations on the total effect of a sequence of statements.
Generally, a task is achieved by a sequence of statements, and each sub-task is achieved by each sub-sequence of

the statements. When the system shows a sequence of explanations each of which has a certain grain-size
corresponding to a sub-task, a learner sometimes cannot find the fact that the task has been achieved. In order to
prevent learners from such misunderstanding, the system should show them a verbal explanation remarking the
fact.

4

Methods to realize the functions to generate bimodal-explanations

4.1 Basic ideas
(1)

The method of generating visual explanations on various grain-size.

As we describe in section 2, our system can generate hierarchical verbal explanations. In other words, it can
understand behavior of a target program on various grain-size. And the system holds the result of understanding
as hierarchical data. Therefore we can realize a system generating visual explanations on various grain-size, by
developing a method to generate a visual explanation from a result of understanding.
(2) The method of generating combination of verbal explanations and visual explanations.
Our program understanding mechanism can recognize the major phenomena in the domain world. And we have
already developed a method to generate verbal explanations from the result of program understanding. Thus, if
the system can generate a visual explanation from the result of it by the method (1), it becomes to be able to
generate both visual explanations and verbal explanations remarking major phenomena from common data.
(3) The method of generating explanations on the total effect of a sequence of statements.
By generating an explanation remarking that a task is achieved just after explanations of sub-tasks are finished,
the system can generate explanations on the total effect of the task. The explanations of the task and the sub-task
can also be generated by the method (1) and (2). For example in Figure 4, just after the explanation
corresponding to the behavior 1-3 is finished, the system generates the explanation corresponding to the behavior
1 as the explanation of the total effect. As a result, the explanation shown in Figure 4 is generated.
In consequence, if we can realize the method (1), the method (2) and (3) can also be realized. Therefore we
discuss the detail of the method (1) in the next section.
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(a): An example of a hierarchical structure of behaviors of a program
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Figure 4: An example of a bimodal-explanation of a total effect

4.2 Generating visual explanations
The system visualizes behavior of the target program in various grain-size. The generated animations are shown
with verbal explanations. The detail of our method to generate verbal explanation is seen in [6], so we omit it in
this paper.

At first, the system starts explaining with the largest grain-size, then shows more detailed explanation on an
action of which detail a learner wants to see.
The methods to draw a step of animation are classified into the following two types:
1) The method of visualization for a function implemented by a single statement.
2) The method of visualization for a function implemented by a sequence of statements.
The detailed process of 1) and 2) is discussed in 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively.

4.2.1 How to generate a visual explanation of a function implemented by a single statement

In order to generate a visual explanation on a statement, we prepare specific procedures for each type of a
statement. The statements of inputting, assignment, selection, and iteration have their individual procedures.

Procedures for inputting statement should be classified into several types in order to generate effective
explanations. For example, the basic function of inputting statement "read (A);" must be "a datum is input to the
variable A". However, showing only the basic function is not always a good explanation. If a meaningful datum
has been stored in the variable "A" before inputting, the system should also explain that the datum is deleted by
the inputting. Therefore, the procedures for inputting statement are classified according to some conditions on
the role of the statement in the target program and the domain world: for example, the condition whether the
datum stored in the destination variable of inputting has been referred before the input sentence or not (if it has
been referred, it must be meaningful).
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In this paper, we describe our experiences in designing and using a multimedia
composition-making system for children. The system allows children to make
compositions using pictures, sounds and text. Moreover, it also allows pictures
in the composition to be animated. We experimented with children using this
system in three different settings. In the first setting, no topic was assigned to the

children. In the second and third experiments, children were given a topic
(different for each experiment) for composition related to their activity. We
present here the results of our experiments and comment on how the constraints
imposed by the topic affect children' s expressive abilities.

Keywords: animation, children' s expressive abilities, constraints and
creativity, multimedia composition.

1 Introduction
In recent years, many esearchers have studied multimedia techniques and have incorporated them into
various educational systems. For example, Silva [5] described a multimedia soundscape system, "They Are
Catching Sounds in the Park!", for environmental education. In this system, children search for sounds by

clicking anywhere in the picture. When they click an appropriate object, its associated sound and
information are presented to the children. Brna [1] proposed a system for composing and writing stories via
cartoons. Harviainen [2] presented a co-authoring system in which many users work together to compose a
story. Ishii [3] and Kawakami [4] have developed other systems for making stories with multimedia. All this
research demonstrates that multimedia has much potential for stimulating the ability of children to express
themselves. In particular, we find that children can express their creative and imagined ideas much better
with pictures and words than with words alone. Moreover, if we add an ability to attach sounds to pictures,
and allow pictures to be animated, then this expressive power increases considerably.

Motivated by these factors, we have developed a system to help children write multimedia compositions,
and have tested it with children in three different settings. In this paper, we describe our system and report
on our experiences with children using the system.

2 Prototype of the System
We developed a prototype of a multimedia composition-making system. Using our prototype.
Children can express their thoughts and ideas via pictures, sounds, text, and animation sequences. In

our system, children must first choose a background scene, in which they can then insert picture
objects, sounds, and text.
Except for the background, children can attach sounds and text to picture objects, and can animate
them to make a multimedia composition.

This system has two modes: a Set up' mode for the teacher or supervisor to allow them to determine which
background scenes, picture objects, sounds, etc. are made available to the children for writing a composition,
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and a User' mode for children to write compositions.

The Set up' mode has the following two functions:
1) Select situation: Set the context or theme for the composition.
2) Edit situation: Set the categories of background scenes, picture objects and sounds corresponding to a
theme.

The User' mode has the following seven functions:
1) Select background scenes.
2) Select picture objects.
3) Select sounds.
4) Write text.
5) Animate composition.
6) Save composition.
7) Load composition.

Picture
Objects

Animate

Insert Picture
Attach Sounds
Attach Text
Load

End

Figure 1. An example of the main window

By double clicking on a picture in the main window, the sound attached to that object (if any) can be heard.
Also, when the picture of an object is selected in the main window, the text attached to it is displayed in the
text box.

The animation module has five functions: show picture, hide picture, output sound, show text, and move
picture.

To replay animation, children click the `start' button in the animation window. When the button is clicked,
the system starts the animation sequence as previously specified. It replays each action one by one, but it
pauses when the action is ' show text' . To continue from there, the user needs to click the ' start' button again.

3 Experiments with the system
We did three different experiments in which
children used our system. In each experiment, the

setting and the tasks given to children were
different, as described below.

3.1 Experiment I
In this experiment, we studied a constraint-free use
of the composition system. The children were not
given any specific topic of composition, and they
could use the system any way they like to create
any composition freely. We prepared 54
background scenes, 185 pictures and 68 sounds.

Because no topic was given, children chose a
variety of themes.

Figure 2. Window for the replay of animation
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3.2 Experiment II
In this experiment, we introduced a constraint by giving a topic of composition to the children, and analyzed

the generated compositions. The experiment was done at an activity center for children. At this center,
children of each grade come periodically, and play or make some handicraft. One of the handicraft projects

for third-grade children was making kites. So, the following week, we asked the children to make a
composition about kite making. For the experiment, we prepared a version of the system with six
backgrounds scenes of craft rooms. Three of these were scenes with kites in them, and the others were
scenes with only a room and tables without kites. We also prepared 68 pictures and 35 sounds appropriate
for kite-making activity.

3.3 Experiment III
In this experiment, we introduced a tighter constraint by
giving a more specific topic of composition to children, and
studied its effect. We asked the children to make a

composition for the story "The coward king and robber"
(original title in Japanese). The original story is written in
Japanese. At the same activity center for children used in

e

Experiment II, the children made an extended version of this
story, made a picture book to illustrate various scenes in the

story, and then told the story using these pictures at their
Christmas party. The week following the party, we asked the

children to make a composition for this story using our

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

system.

For this experiment, we prepared a version of the system
with eight background picture scenes related to the story.

We also prepared 66 picture objects and 33 sounds
appropriate to the story.

In this experiment, we were interested in analyzing the

Figure 3. Differences between the
composition picture and the original
picture from the picture book (for each
background scene)

differences between compositions made using our system
and the corresponding pictures in the picture book for this story that the children had made earlier. We used
the following method for computing the difference. The picture objects were grouped into ten categories,
and the difference between two pictures (with the same background scene) was calculated as follows:
For each picture object category: if there is an object of that category in both the pictures, we

say that the difference between the two pictures with respect to that category is zero. If one
picture has an object from that category, and the other has none, we say that the difference with
respect to that category is one. The difference between two pictures is the sum of the
differences over all ten categories.
Figure 3 shows the result of applying this procedure.
We see that the differences for the climactic scenes (scenes 6 Y) are higher than the other scenes.

3.4 Discussion
An analysis of the compositions produced in the three experiments is shown in Tables I, 2 and 3. Table 1
shows the average number of compositions produced by a participant in each experiment. We see from it
that the children were most expressive when the topic was most constrained (Experiment 111).

Table 1. Number of compositions per participant
I Experiment 1

Number of participants
Number of compositions per
participant

11

1.3

I Experiment II
7
1.4

I

Experiment III
5

4.6

Table 2 shows a more detailed analysis of compositions with respect to how multimedia features of the
system were used.
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Table 2. Number of multimedia features per composition
1 Experiment III
Experiment I
Experiment II
Multimedia feature
6.9
11.2
3.6
Picture objects
1.6
2.4
1.1
Sound attachments
1.6
1.1
Text attachments
9.9
1.0
2.8
Animation

Here we see that picture and sound attachments are used most in Experiment II. This may be because in this
setting children were describing a situation using generally one page (screen). For this, they used many
objects and sound attachments to provide information about the depicted situation. We also see that text
attachments and replay actions were used most in Experiment III. It might be because in this setting they
were describing a story, for which text attachment is a useful way to express characters' utterances, and
animation is useful to express characters' movement. We also would like to point out that in Experiment III
there were fewer picture objects and sound attachments per composition. This is because to show the flow of
events in the story, children made many compositions (Table 1).
Table 3. Analysis of animation operations per composition (in percent)
Experiment III
Experiment II
Experiment I
Animation operation
53
0
0
Show picture
4
0
0
Hide picture
10
0
13
Output Sound
Show text

-

Move picture

87

In this table we see that in Experiments I and II, mostly the

0
100

15

18

move picture' operation was used. In

composing a story, however (Experiment III), the show picture' was used most. We also found that the
' hide picture' operation was rarely used.

4 Conclusions
From our experiments, we see that the multimedia features of the composition-making system are most
useful in illustrating a story or a narrative. Sound and text attachments and animation operations can be very
helpful in expressing movement of characters and the progression of events in a narrative. We also found
that many children are most expressive when they are given a focus of composition.

From these results, we propose that a system such as ours can be used in the classroom for children to make
compositions about field trips and class excursions. For each trip or excursion, the teacher can set up the
system appropriately by choosing relevant picture and sound libraries before children use the system. In this
way, we feel that our system can provide a step forward from Silva [5]. Children are more actively involved
in making compositions with our system than in exploring with They are catching sounds in the park!"
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A problem common to many universities is that thousands of students want to
take some certain courses but only a few can actually take them owing to the
shortage of teachers. The Campus Distance Learning System is an important

way to solve the problem. This paper starts with an examination of some
existing solutions, and then introduces the primary-secondary model multimedia

network teaching system designed by researchers in the Computer &
Information Management Center of Tsinghua University. The system is
composed of three parts: the primary classroom system, the secondary classroom
system, and the courseware management system. It fulfills real-time interactive

teaching and learning, and multipoint communication, and at the same time

records the teaching materials as courseware. The paper focuses on the
constituents, structure and characteristics of the system, and expounds in detail
the implement technology based on multicast. In the end, the paper points out
some problems calling for further consideration.

Keywords: Network distance learning; primary-secondary model; multicast

1 Introduction
A problem common to many universities is that thousands of students want to take some certain courses but
only a few can actually take them owing to the shortage of teachers. The traditional resolution was videoing
and then broadcasting through CATV. This used to play an important part in television education, but it can
not support the interaction between the teacher and the students, and the information that is limited by TV is
not sufficient for lectures. With the network becoming more and more popular, network education instead of

CATV is being received by more and more people. Many companies and universities have developed
different network distance learning systems, the following are several famous systems.

Remote Education System of VTEL: This system is an application of the VTEL videoconference system
in education. It adopts a complete set of software and hardware developed by VTEL and can implement
mulitpoint bi-directional interactive network education.

IP/TV of CISCO: IP/TV is software developed by Cisco company, supporting video on demand and video
broadcast. It adopts the client/server model and is mainly used for transferring high quality video, audio and
data via computer networks. The system supports three ways of video transferring: live, on-demand and
scheduled.

Multimedia Distance Education System of SATCOM: This system includes a program courseware
gcncration system and a courseware on demand system.

2 Primary-Secondary Model Multimedia Network Teaching System
2.1 System Constituents
The primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system is composed of three parts: the primary
classroom system, the secondary classroom system and the courseware management system (See figure 1).

2 .1. 91

The primary classroom is where the teacher stays. In this classroom, the video and slide of the lecture are
recorded synchronously. The video and slide information is broadcast live through multicast, and at the same
time the information is stored in the courseware library for asynchronous use.
The secondary classroom is the classroom without the teacher, maybe a remote classroom. Students in this
classroom can join the lecture by registering and playing the composite stream courseware synchronously
with the primary classroom.
The courseware management system provides the directory service, user register management, asynchronous
courseware on demand, and other management functions of the coureware library.

The free terminal can join the lecture from anywhere of the campus network through registering. It can also
play courseware on demand from the courseware management system.
Secondary
Classroom System

Free Terminal

1E]
FG1.9
Courseware
Management
System

Primary
Classroom
System

System constituents

Figure 1

2.2 System Structure
Figure 2 shows the structure of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system. Its
subsystems are as follows:
Lecture Scene Videorecording

Slide Screen Snap

Courseware Composing

Courseware Management
Directory
Service

Classroom
Management
Service

On Demand
Service

Live
Broadcast
Service

IP Network

Service Interface
Composite
Courseware
Play

Figure 2

>

Classroom
Service

System structure

Courseware synthesizing: The courseware synthesizing is the kernel subsystem of the primary
classroom system. In this procedure, both the basic materials of the courseware lecture scene
videorecording and slide screen snaps are compressed into the composite courseware with synchronous

timestamp. Afterwards, the courseware is stored into disks and multicast at the same time by the
system.

>

Lecture management service: The lecture management service is anther important subsystem of the
primary classroom system, its main functions being registering new courseware in the courseware
management system, requesting for the multicast address, configuring the multicast scope and lecture

>

Directory Service: This is the kernel function of the lecture management system. It provides lectures
and courseware lists and user management.
On-demand Service and Live Broadcast Service: On-demand service is an asynchronous courseware
service provided by the courseware management system while live broadcast service is a synchronous

management.

>
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service provided by the lecture management system. Both of them provide composite stream
D

courseware to the user, the former using unicast and the latter using multicast.
Lecture Service: This is an interactive supporting system provided by the secondary classroom system.
With it students in the secondary classroom can participate in the discussion. The means of interaction
may be keyboard typing, and speaking with a microphone.

2.3 System Characteristics
The main characteristics of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system are the
following:
1)

2)
3)

4)

It uses two streams to play the teacher's videorecording and slide screen snaps, and the quality of the
slide screen snaps is the same as that of the slides in the primary classroom.
The lecture scene is kept in the archives in real time, and can be replayed at any time.
The teacher can discuss with students in remote classrooms through videoconference, and they can
write on the same electronic white board.
The audience can have interlocution with the lecturer by text typing.

3 Implementing the System with Multicast
3.1 The Multicast Technology
By keeping routers informed about multicast hosts, multicast datagrams can traverse an internetwork and
reach many hosts simultaneously. The ability to traverse an internetwork and reach an unlimited number of
"member" hosts simultaneously without affecting others adversely is the linchpin of multicast. A Class D IP
address in the range from 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 is a "multicast address." Each is also known as a
"host group address," since datagrams with a multicast destination address can be received by all hosts that
have joined the group that an address represents. Figure 3 shows the datagrams spreading abroad.

Server
(Sender)

Client
(Receiver)

----Client (Receiver)

Figure 3 Datagrams sent only to hosts in a group

The mechanisms incorporated into WinSock 2 for utilizing multicast capabilities can be summarized as
follows:
D
D

D
D

Three attribute bits in the WSAPROTOCOL_INFO struct, which are used by WSAEnumProtocols()
to discover whether multicast communications are supported for a given protocol;
Four flags defined for the dwFlags parameter of WSASocket();
One function, WSAJoinLeaf(), for adding leaf nodes into a multicast session;

Two WSAIoctlO command codes for controlling multicast loopback and the scope of multicast
transmissions (SIO_MULTICAST_SCOPE and SIO_MULTIPOINT _LOOPBACK).

We can benefit from using multicast to implement network teaching system, which can be described as the
following:
1)

2)
3)

Because the member of a multicast group is dynamic, and no authority is requested, the terminal can
join or quit a group at any time;
All hosts belonging to a multicast group have a clear physics network topology;
All users in one subnetwork that join the same multicast group share the same stream over network,
and this can greatly lighten the network load.
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3.2 System Implementation
In the practical system, we adopt the combinative way of multicast and unicast: using multicast to broadcast
information from the primary classroom, and using unicast to implement the interaction between the primary
classroom and the secondary classroom. Figure 4 shows the structure of the practical system in detail.

The primary classroom system is composed of a server, a teacher's PC, a video recorder, two overhead
projectors and an electronic white board. The teacher's PC is used to play slide of the lecture, and it projects
the slide to the electronic white board. If the teacher writes something on the electronic white board, the

teacher's PC will capture the written information and combine it with the slide. At the same time, the
teacher's PC compresses the slide/written information and sends it to the server. The server takes charge
recording the video/audio information, receiving the slide/written information from the teacher's PC, and
broadcasting the information with multicast. At the same time, the server stores all information into special
type file, which is the composite courseware.
The full function secondary classroom is made up of a server, a video recorder, two overhead projectors and

an electronic white board. The server receives the video/audio and slide/written information from the
primary classroom, and projects the video information on the white wall, the slide/written information on the
electronic white board.
primary

clairoom
overhead
projector

free terminal
lectronic white b?

MMW
videorecordei

overhead
projector
ea

er' s PC

Laptop computer

PC

Network Dev

Campus Network f 2>
full function
secondary
classroom

simple

secondary

classroom

overhead
projector

overhea
project

electronic
Ito boar
overhead

MMM
KMV

projector

overhead

pjector

Wu-server

17]

videorecorder
server

Figure 4 The topology of the primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system

The simple secondary classroom is made up of a server and two overhead projectors. The server receives the
video/audio and slide/written information from the primary classroom, and projects the information on the
white wall separately.

The free terminal may be any PC connected to the network. It receives the video/audio and slide/written
information from the primary classroom and displays it in different windows.

The teacher in the primary classroom and the students in the secondary classroom can discuss with each
other. This is implemented with unicast. During the discussion, the server in the secondary classroom
records the information of the students and sends it to the server of the primary classroom. The server of the
primary classroom receives this information and projects it on the white wall. If students in the secondary
classroom write something on the electronic white board, the servers will transmit the written information,
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which will be shown on the electronic white board of the primary classroom at the same time.

4 Conclusions
In our experiments, we use lossless a compression algorithm and the slide screen snaps can be compressed
to 1%-2%, it means that the slide screen snaps will take up 100-200Kbps bandwidth. In another side, the
video information can be compressed into 128Kbps by MPEG-4 and all the information of this system can
be fit in a 384Kbps channel. This system is available for long distance learning and of course for campus
distance learning.

The primary-secondary model multimedia network teaching system has built a virtual network classroom
system. It will play an important role in making better use of teaching resources and improving teaching
efficiency.
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The popularity of WWW (World Wide Web) produces lots of new instructions
or substitutive cases to build a new future, therefore educational units need to
develop various computer-assisted instructions. To ensure good learning effect,
the instructive strategy adopted by most CAI systems is to provide tremendous

amount of multimedia data in order to attract the learner and a complete
process of instruction is like the scenario of a presentation. The purpose of this

thesis is to discuss how he multi-tier developing architecture can let the
multimedia learning resources be used and shared in WWW from a view of
organization' s requirements, such that teachers, measuring researchers, and
learning researchers can perform different tasks according to their own
specialties independently. We also propose and implement a multimedia
presentation system to let various authors with various identities author and
present their presentation, i.e. CAI systems, conveniently and correctly. We
compare the general hierarchy of a multimedia presentation system with the
multi-tier architecture proposed by us, and we can know how the tasks are
divided and assigned to corresponding professionals to accomplish the whole
teaching materials through working cooperatively. It is possible to have a
suggestion to develop CAI software for educational department.
Keywords: Multimedia Presentation System, CAI System, Multi-tier

1 Introduction
Although there exists many arguments, object-oriented is still spread out in 1990's and it seems to be a
possible survival direction in software crisis. Besides this, we can use component oriented to build a set of
CAI systems via existing papers that can be divided into several areas, e.g. research of interface, learning
methods of computer assisted instructions, application of virtual reality, networking exam, virtual
classrooms (including distance instruction), individual researcher objects, and etc. For example, the
processes of mental model research emphasize the use of information of objects, so researchers just make
the analysis components of mental model, the key point of this study is the component of mental model, not
the scenario of teaching and the interface of designation. Another example, fuzzy theory should be used in
the research of learning analysis, the key point is to provide learning analysis for content of exam, and it
can make the analysis component purely. From the two examples, we can find the generation in proper
components analysis, so all we have to do is making the component of its own domain. Each researcher
only concerns its own theme without being concerned with the entire system, then can reuse the resources
and get the complete experimental environment. This thesis constructs the developing architecture of CAI
through component oriented and logical dividing of mu Iti-tier structure, and emphasizes that the discussion
of developing architecture is the beginning of the series of research.

2 Multimedia presentation system
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2.1 General Hierarchy of Multimedia Presentation System
On Internet, the way to play multimedia objects is hypermedia shown in the Fig.!. To display such a scene
on homepages, we can divide the designation into two layers, frame layer and resource object layer. The
resource object layer stores all the multimedia objects participated in playing, the frame layer records the
objects that compose each frame, the schedule of playback, the arrangement of objects on screen, and the
events that may change the playing flow of inter-frames.
A multimedia resource may be a picture, a text description, a video, or other materials that can be used in a
multimedia computer. A topic is a resource carrier that presents the resource to the addressee. A frame is a
composite object that represents related issues that a presenter wants to illustrate. A frame may contain
push buttons, one or more topics to be presented, and a number of knowledge. A message with optional

parameters can be passed between two frames (or back to the same frame) to trigger a multimedia
presentation action.
In the two layers, we make some definitions by referring the various links defined in [7].

An inheritance (successor or precedence) link: is a property inheritance between two frames and is used
in the process of knowledge collection of an activated frame before the logical inference of the frame
proceeds.
A usage link: is a link that represents a message passed between two frames.
An aggregation link: indicates that a frame is using a resource.
A resource association link between two resources: indicates that the two resources are correlated.
A frame association link between two frames: indicates that the two frames are correlated.

2.2 Models of Presentation systems
In 1983, James F. Allen advocated in ACM. There exist thirteen temporal relationships between two
intervals, namely, before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes and the other six inverse relations as well
as equal. The thirteen corresponding temporal operators constructed from the Allen's interval-based
temporal logic are depicted in Fig. 2.

Resource

Object
la

Animation
resource associat inank frame association lin&---aggiegation link

44.1
inheritance link

usage link frame

resource (object)

Fig.l the way to play multimedia objects on Internet is hypermedia
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Fig. 2 Temporal Relationships (Allen 1983) and their corresponding temporal operators

2.3 Define the Playback of Multimedia Presentation
We define some notations used in our presentation system. The F, denotes the frame in the frame layer. The
0, denotes the resource in resource layer. The F,.0, denotes that the resource 0, is one component of the
frame Fi. The m1 denotes a triggered message when users push a button, a hypertext or a hypermedia. The
in,F denotes that the frame F will be displayed after the message mi is triggered, and the ineF denotes that
the frame can be directly displayed not depend whether the message is triggered or not.

For example, a presentation displayed one frame by one frame can be described by the following
expression S = rn,F, (in1F21+meF22) meF3 ineF4 (m, F51+111eF52). According to Fig.1, we know that the F1.01 is

an aggregation link, nF1 is an inheritance link, and m1F1 is a usage link

2.3.1 Define the Properties of scenario

A complete process of instruction is just like the scenario of a presentation, and can also be described by
the expression S = meFi

F21+MeF22) MeF3 MeF4 (MI F5 I +MeF52).

2.3.2 Define the Properties of Objects
We denote a media object as 0 = (N, T, D, UM, OAL, PT), and describe the attributes of an object below:
Oi.N (Name): is the identifier of the object.
01.T (type): What multimedia device is used to carry out this resource (e.g. sound, video, text or picture).
01.D (Duration): records the display time of the object.

0;.UM (Usage model): the situation about the usage of objects, such as the object is a background or a
referent.
Oi.OAL (object association link): describes the relationships between objects, and is specified like

Oi.FAL={01(association Keyword description), 02 ( association Keyword description ) ,.. }, we use
association keywords to describe the related relationships between 0, and 01, the same as 0, and 02.
Oi.PT (Player Type): describes the way to play the object.
2.3.3 Define the Properties of Frames
A frame F; is denoted as F; (N, 0, FAL, L, P, UM), and the meanings of its attributes are listed below:
Fi.N(Name): assign a unique name to a frame F1.

Fi.0(resource objects): the set of all the resource objects participated in the frame F1, 0 = {0; 0; e 0 } .0
is the set of all objects stored in database.
Fi.F AL(frame association link): F,.FAL ={(ci, Fk) Q E {O, 0 }, Fk e F }.The relationships between F;
and Pi are divided into inclusive and exclusive relationships; we denote them by 0 and 0 respectively. The
Fief; represents the two frames are inclusive, that is, whenever the Fi is displayed, the F., must be displayed
also. The F',OF., represents the two frames are exclusive, that is, whenever the F1 has been displayed, the F.;
can't be displayed. F is the set of all frames.
Fi.L (Layout): the spatial arrangement of the objects of F, for the presentation. For example, the (Xii,
and (Xj2, Yi2) are the position on the screen arranged for Oj, F;.L = (o,
(x21,Y21)(x22,Y22),}.

Fi.P (Presentation): the duration of playback of all objects in the I. We use the 13 temporal relations
proposed by Allen and use E(n) to represent units of time. OP is the set of all operators used to describe the
temporal relations between objects. P is a set composed of 01 OP q, P={(0,, op, q) (A, Oje 0,ope OP},
;, , , , , , E (n)},F,.P={uP; I PIE P}. For example, Fi.P={(0111 02),(0111 03),(03 04)-1.
Fi.UM(Usage model): describes usage of frames, e.g. the frame is designed for teaching or for taking

OP =

exams. For example, expression F,.UM = exam means that the frame is an exam frame.
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3Three-layer CAI architecture
3.1 Partition the CAI system into Components
The flow of instruction is from teaching course, taking examinations, speculating the advanced contents of
instruction according to the result of examination, to achieve the goal of instruction. Generally, the teachers,
educators or scholars take part in editing the CAI systems and the computer engineers are responsive for
implementing the CAI systems, so they often spent lots of time on mutual communication. We analyze the
CAI systems and partition the CAI systems into various components that are designed by various persons

respectively, and these persons work together to achieve the whole function of the CAI systems. To
partition the components clearly, we use the UML to describe the flow of CAI systems shown in the Fig.3,
and we can know the following things:
Stepl to step4 is for identifying the users.
Step5 to step8 is for displaying the teaching of courses or questions of exams.
Step9 to step 11 is for analyzing after the exams are finished.
Step12 to step14 is for designing the advanced courses after the fitting analysis is finished.
Step15 is for exiting the CAI system.
In Fig.3, we can classify the partitioned components of CAI systems into four kinds listed below.

The verification component for logging the usage of systems and maintaining the security of
system. is managed by system administrators or computer engineers.
The course and exam component for instructing students in learning and taking exams. is managed
by teachers, educators or scholars.

The fitting analysis component for the learning process of students . is made by educators and
scholars.
The database component for storing the media objects and instruction materials. is implemented
by art designers or computer workers, and is managed by computer engineers.

3.2 Three-layer CAI architecture
From the CAI system described with UML shown in Fig.3, we can know that the course and exam
component is the most important one and the other components are discussed in other area. In our system,
we propose the Multi-layer CAI architecture to construct the CAI systems, and use the management of
components to distribute the resources over the servers on Internet to achieve the goal of resource sharing.
We present a 3-layer CAI architecture model that expresses different points of view and is fully flexible and

component oriented [2,3]. Based on the efficiency of systems, the model is partitioned into 3
layers--resource layer, presentation layer and evaluation layer. It raises the productivity of system
development and improvement process, also promotes the individual skills and development of distributed
computing environment.
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Fig.3 use the Sequence diagram of UML to describe the process of CAI [8][9]

3.3 Relationship between Three-layer CAI architecture and hypermedia
From the Table 1 and the frame and resource objects defined in our multimedia presentation system, we can
analyze that to what layer the settings of various objects belong listed in Table 2[2][4]. In the components

of scenario, we define the miFi that describes which frame should be displayed after the message is
triggered, i.e. we can use the expressions to define the schedule of playback of the frames about designing
exams and teaching. The components of plot or story just describe the flow of teaching courses defined by
users.

From Table 3, we can design and implement the system on Internet more easily to let teachers or other
education experts design their teaching materials or questions of exams conveniently and systematically.

4 Conclusion
Different researchers can benefit from this architecture by studying their own knowledge domain
independently. Shortening the time spent on completely developing the whole system is to promote the
successful rate of resolving the kernel problems. Researchers can' t benefit from studying their own domain
only; it's necessary for them to know our open architecture that can easily expand one system into various
domains.

Users can acquire an easy-used and reusable system from defining components of multimedia and
instructive units of CAI. Our architecture lets teachers have the suitable flexibility and lets various experts

and scholars participate in the installation of CAI system. The educational authorities can take our
architecture as a referenced architecture for developing the multimedia education. Our system is shown in
Fig. 4. The prototype of our system has been completely implemented and published in some various
conferences or joumals. [1] [5] [9] [10]

oonn
4, 4,

Table 1. Three-layer CAI architecture [2][4]

Layer
Researcher
Researcher of Interface
Resource
Presentation Researcher of learning theory
Evaluation Researcher of evaluation

Participants
Designer of animation , graphic, sound
Teacher, Instructor
Manager, researcher of educational policy

Table 2. Explanation of part of components [2][4]

First layer (Evaluation layer)
Components of fitting analysis

This component is made according to some theorem. After
analyzing the data acquired from the process that the students take
exams and learn, there are some various frames generated.

This component is made according to learning evaluation and

Components of evaluation and
analysis
Second layer (Presentation layer)
Components of scenario

learning retrieval of theorist or researchers.

This component is made according to the researchers of learning
theory or teaching materials.
This component is made according to learning environment.

Components of structure
Third layer (Resource layer)
Components of exam

This part must include the parameter or properties which is used
broadly
Background is concerned to the interest and attention of learner.
To help users of different levels from different method and
presentation
The components make the CAI lively which may be somebody of
cartoon

Components of background
Components of referents
Components of multimedia

Table 3. Explanations of part of components

Explanation of part of components
First layer (Evaluation layer)

Second layer (Presentation layer)

Third layer (Resource layer)

Set the values of necessary item needed
Components of fitting analysis
Components of evaluation and
analysis

Components of scenario
Components of structure
Components of exam
Components of background
Components of referents

Fi.0
Fi.Layout and Fi.UM= exam
F.Presentation and Fi.UM= exam
S

Fi.Layout and FpUM=learn
F.Presentation and F,.UM=learn
0,.UM = exam
0,.UM =Background.
Oi.UM = Referents
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By the prosperity of computer media, many companies treat electric media as
their developmental base and use these electric media in more effective way. It
goes without saying that the domain of teaching has developed on the Internet
and many CAI systems have been already used in the teaching. The goal of our
research is to create CAI systems by automatically record ing the trace of editing.
So in the thesis, we define the actions of users through image, audio, schedule,

point and the module of event, and present the generated CAI systems
dynamically on web.

Keywords: CAI System Generator, Multimedia, Web

1 The goal
Currently, miny teachers and students use CAI systems as their teaching tools, and most teaching materials
are designed by both teachers and system engineers. But teachers are generally in the passive position, and if
they want to make teaching materials according to their own ideals, they have to learn how to use HTML to
design homepages. Usually, students may not understand the meanings of teaching materials very well
through the static homepages written in HTML. So we propose and implement an auto-recorded multimedia
presentation system to let authors construct dynamic homepages of CAI systems directly through browser on
web from automatically recording the trace of their editing.

2 Structure of system
We show the structure of our system in Fig. 1. In the auto-recorded system, we can catch the screen of
process of users' operations, or insert sound or image information to the process. Then, these multimedia
resources and related information are stored in Information Database and Media Database. The information
of presentation schedule is recorded in information database. In the media database, contents of multimedia
objects are recorded. In Fig.2, we can see the interactions among Image, Sound, Timer, pointer and Event.
Image Module is to make necessary pick-ups for required images, decide what images are picked up in the
Event Module Database and store their transition and filename in the forms. Sound Module is used to record
sound, thereafter the sounds can be played at proper time by temporal scheduling. Pointer Module is to
record the location of mouse pointer. When the transition has somethine wrong, we can make an adjustment
in the coordination. In Timer Module, the time sequences are recorded in the form of Timer Pointer. The
schedule designed through directly recording or specified by users is stored in the event database, and the
generated multimedia objects will be presented according to the schedule built on the Timer Pointer. Event
Module will react to all the other modules. It can decide what modules are going to work, and react to them.
When users need to present teaching materials, the Java & HTML anerator will generate and send java
code and HTML code to users' browser, then users can see the dynamic homepages. In Fig. 3, we can see a
dynamically presented Web CAI system that is produced by recording and modified through the authors'
edition and arrangement.

Event

L

_1 Module
(cnformatior)
Database

Fig.1 Structure of System

Fig.2 Modules of System

Fig.3 The interface of Auto-Recorded System

3 Conclusion
We still continuously work on the pack technique of the multimedia file because the transmittance of image
and audio are limited by the bandwidth of the Internet. However, teaching through Internet is an inevitable
trend in the future, so how to make the best efforts between editing the teaching materials and let the learners
learn as efficiently as possible are our goals.
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This paper describes an online markup-based composition learning environment
system called CoCoAJ (Communicative Collection Assisting System for Java). It
allows students and teachers to exchange marked-up documents via Internet, and
its environment is very similar to a real world one in which people use pen and
paper. In order to record and exchange corrected compositions with marks and
comments, this paper proposes XCCML (eXtensible Communicative Correction
Mark-up Language), that is based on XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language).
XCCML facilitates teachers to analyze and reuse the marked-up documents for the
instruction.

Keywords: Computer assisted language learning, Collaborative writing,
XML, Online document correction, Hypermedia.

1 Introduction
Recently, teacher-centered instructional approaches in traditional writing classrooms are replaced with more
active and learner-centered learning approaches with collaborative writing tools[2]. These tools can (1) change
the way students and teachers interact; (2) enhance collaborative learning opportunities; (3) facilitate class
discussion; and (4) move writing from solitary to more active and social learning. Writing compositions
includes various sub-processes such as planning, transcribing, and revising, which do not need to occur in any
fixed order [19]. In particular, the review process assisted with computer-based writing tools, has recently
received much interest (see as examples [4, 9]).

Many researchers developed online markup systems employing some markup models. However, it is very
difficult to analyze and reuse the marked documents that are collected through the writing classroom because
the documents do not have a common structure. Therefore, it is necessary to define the generalized format for
encoding and exchanging the marked-up documents in order that online markup systems are used easily and
widely.

CoCoA (Communicative Correction Assistant system) has been developed for supporting foreigners and
teachers to exchange marked-up documents by e-mail [14]. Its environment is very similar to wal one in
which people use paper and pen. CoCoA allows teachers not only to correct the compositions sent from
foreigners by E-mail, but also foreigners to see where and why the teacher had corrected them. CoCoA

improves the opportunities that foreigners have for writing Japanese compositions and for receiving
instructions from teachers. CCML (.Communicative Correction Mark-up Language) [15] has also been
proposed for the representation of marked-up documents, which is based on SGML (Standard Generalized
Mark-up Language) [8]. With CCML, teachers and students can exchange marked-up documents via e-mail [16,
17]. In the experimental use of CoCoA, most of users commented that CoCoA was easy for them to understand
the mistakes in documents because of the use of marks, and that the optional view of the original, marked or
revised text was very useful. However, CoCoA cannot show users a hypermedia document including figures,
tables, movies and links because it deals with only text.

This paper tackles how to correct hypermedia documents by the extension of CoCoA. This paper proposes
CoCoAJ (CoCoA for Java) to do so. Also this paper describes XCCML (eXtensible CCML) for correcting
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hypermedia documents, that are based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XCCML is combined CCML
with HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) that can represent hypermedia documents including pictures,
movies, audios and so on.
We have been investigating technological support for Japanese language learning among overseas students. For
example, CAI systems called Kanji Laboratory [7], JUGAME [23], GRACILE[23] and JULLIET[1] were

developed to support Japanese language learning. However, an on-line mark-up supporting system for
Japanese language learning has not yet been proposed. Usually, in a Japanese writing classroom, teachers have
to individually review learners' documents using pen and paper[ 18]. It takes a lot of time for teachers to do this.
Therefore, we have implemented CoCoA for writing Japanese composition.

2 Online markup models
There are some editing systems that support teachers to review and correct the students' drafts with online
mark-up. Farkas & Poltrock [5] classified the mark-up models as followings:
(1) Silent editing model: This is the simplest model and it requires no special techniques. However, it is very
difficult for the author to check the editor's work. This model is destructive because the editor cannot
readily recover the original words once he/she has changed it.
(2) Comment model: This model employs pop-up notes, temporary footnotes, hidden text, and special
symbols placed within the text. This model can work for special groups and ad-hoc situations. A system
called XyWrite[10] was proposed with this model.
(3)

(4)

Edit trace model: In this model, the editor works in the manner of an author, deleting, adding, and moving
text as usual. The computer can compare the editor's new version with the original text, and allows the
author to view the draft that contains the editor's changes. This model is apt to encourage heavier editing
and less regard for the author's original text. Microsoft Word accepts this model.
Traditional mark-up model: This adapts the traditional paper mark-up model to the computer screen. The
symbols are both familiar and intuitive for editors and authors; for example, deletion, insertion, and move.
For instance, Red Pencil allows the editor to apply a complete set of traditional editing symbols directly to

a document. The editor uses "digital ink" to mark a traditional editing symbol along with the words.
Moreover, MATE[6] allows the editors to use both digital ink and voice command toward pen and voice
computing. In this model, authors and editors can interpret the editor's markings much more readily than
in the edit trace model.
There are many systems that employ traditional mark-up which allows multiple users to mark-up an electronic
document as if they were marking up a printed copy of the document. However, such systems do not globally
come into practical and wide use in composition writing classes because of their special format. Moreover, it is
very difficult to analyze and reuse the marked documents because the marked documents are unstructured.
Therefore, the system should provide a generalized and structured format for encoding and interchanging
marked-up documents via the Internet.

3 XCCML
Based on the experimental results, we propose XCCML for exchanging marked-up documents. XCCML is an
application of XML, and it supplies a formal notation for the definition of generalized mark-uRaanguages.
XML is a device- and system-independent method of representing texts in electronic form. That is say, )(NIL

is a set of mark-up conventions used together for encoding texts. A mark-up language must specify what
mark-up is allowed, what mark-up is required, how mark-up is to be distinguished from text and what the
mark-up means.

3.1 Features of XCCML
The main characteristics of XCCML are:
(1) Based on the experiment, XCCML presents six marks and annotation XCCML tags.
(2) The marks have three degrees of importance levels against respective corrections.
(3) The original text is generated through removing all the XCCML tags.
(4) The revised text is derived from the XCCML document.
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(5)

Because XCCML documents are text-formatted, it is easy to send them by e-mail.
(6) CCML documents easily make up full-text databases.
Needless to say, XCCML inherits its features from XML.

3.2 XCCML structure
As shown in table 1, XCCML documents consist of three parts: header, body and close. "Header" represents
additional information about the document. For instance, "next" tag denotes the next version of the document.
The marks for review are shown in the "Body" as XCCML tags. "Close" shows the editor's comments. In one
sentence, "insert," "replace" and "delete" marks were used, while "join," "separate" and "move" marks were
used over two sentences. The part between the start tag and the end tag denotes the learner's mistakes. The
"string" attribute represents the revised part of the document.

Table 1: Marks and XCCML tags.
Correction
Mark
Tag

,u text

1. Insert

2. Replace

070 0 0

<Insert string="text"/>
text2 <Replace string="text2">
text </Replace>

0

3. Delete

OHO <Delete> text </Delete>

4. Separate

o 010 0

5. Join

0001
0000

6. Move

0 kil0 0 id

01D 030

(1) Root tags
Tag name
XCCML
Head
Body
Close

Explanation
Beginning of XCCML tag
Header information
Corrected document
Overall comments

Attribute
Version
None
None
None

(2) Tags in header section
Tag name
Explanation
Attribute
Title
Title of the document
String
Editor
People who corrected Name
the document
Email
Author
People who write the Name
original document
Email
(3) Tags in body section
Tag name
Explanation
Insert
Insert words

Replace

Change words

Delete

Delete words

Separate

Separate a paragraph

Attribute
String
Level
Comment
String
Level
Comment
Level
Comment
Level
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<Separate/>
<Joint>

<Movefrom refid="id"/>
<Moveto id="id"> text
</Moveto>

Attribute's contents
Version number

End tag
</XCCML>
</Head>
</Body>
</Close>

Attribute's contents
Title name
Name of the editor
Email address
Name of the author
Email address

End tag
None
None

Attribute's contents
Inserted words
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Corrected words
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
Level of importance

End tag
</Insert>

None

</Replace>

None
None

Join
Moveto

Movefrom
Annotate

Comment
Level
Comment
Moved position from the Fromid
original spot
Comment
Original position of the Toid
words
Level
Comment
for
the String
correction
Level

Join paragraphs

(4) Tags in close section
Tag name
Explanation
Comment
Overall comment

Attribute
None

Comment for the correction
Level of importance
Comment for the correction
ID

_

None
None

Comment for the correction
ID

</Movefrom>

Level of importance
Annotation contents
Level of importance

None

Attribute's contents
None

End tag
Necessary

3.3 Level of marks
We found that the marks do not have the same level of importance. We identify corrections on the following
levels:
(1) Weak correction: The learner does not need to revise the document.
(2) Normal correction: The learner should correct the document.
(3) Strong correction: The learner must correct the document.
The strong corrections denote the important part of marks to be revised in the document. Using the importance
level that the teacher had entered, the system provides the learner with the marks he/she wants to see. Therefore,
the learner can avoid information overload from the reviewed documents. Every tag in table 1 has an attribute
"level" that a teacher gives a number from one to three. Its default is two as normal correction.

3.4

Level of annotations
It is very important for a teacher to annotate the marked text for instruction in composition. For example, PREP
Editor [12] is a word processor that allows writers and reviewers to create electronic margins, or columns, in
which they can write and communicate through their annotations. We identify the following different kinds of
annotations:
(1) Explanation: This is used for explaining the reason of a correction.
(2) Qqestion: This is used for asking the learner a question; e.g., what do you want to write?
(3) Comment: This shows the educational view of the teacher with respect to the document.

4 CoCoAJ
CoCoAJ consists of CoCoAJ-Editor and CoCoAJ-Viewer. A teacher corrects the document of overseas
students with CoCoAJ-Editor and the system saves the marked document in XCCML format. CoCoAJ-Viewer
interprets the XCCML document, and shows the learner the marked document.

4.1 Learning processes using CoCoAJ
By using CoCoAJ, a learner receives instruction about a Japanese composition from a teacher with the
following processes:
(1) The learner writes an original text with his/her familiar editor.
(2) The learner sends the document to his/her teacher with his/her own e-mail tool.
(3) CoCoAJ-Editor makes the document double-spaced. The teacher corrects the document with online
marks and annotations. Then, the system allows the teacher to set the importance level to the marks in the
document.
(4) After CoCoAJ-Editor saves the marked text as a XCCML document, the teacher sends it to the learner by
e-mail.
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(5)
(6)

(7)

CoCoAJ-Viewer provides the learner with the marked text after interpreting the XCCML document. Then,
the system allows the learner to select the importance level to see the important part of the marked text.
CoCoAJ-Viewer automatically generates both the original text and the revised one from the XCCML
document. After editing the revised text, the learner can send it again to the teacher and continue refining
the text.
CoCoAJ maintains the version of the document, if the learner wants to revise the same document.

4.2 System configuration
Figure 1 depicts the learning environment of CoCoAJ.
(1) XCCML parser: This module analyzes XCCML documents using the XCCML parser after reading them
through the file management module. Then, it provides the results of correction according to the level of
importance of marks.
(2)

Correction module: This module inserts XCCML tags into the learner's document, according to the

revision of the teacher. After saving the marked text, the teacher sends it by e-mail to the learner.
(3) Original text display module: This module generates the original text from the XCCML document by
removing all the XCCML tags.
(4) Revised text display module: This module generates the revised text by applying XCCML tags.
(5) File management module: This module manages the versions of the documents. When the learner sends
the teacher the revised document, the system creates a new XCCML document, inserts the "next" tag into
the old XCCML document, and also enters the "previous" tag into the new XCCML document.

XCCML

HTML/Text

XCCML

HTML/Text

CoCoAJ Editor
CoCoA-J Viewer
Figure 1: System configuration of CoCoAJ.

4.3 User interface
Figure 2 shows the screen snapshot of CoCoAJ-Editor. First, the learner writes a Japanese composition with a
word processor and saves the document as HTML format. After that, the learner sends the document to the
teacher by e-mail. By selecting a mark from the mark palette shown in the upper window, the teacher can revise
the document. Moreover, the teacher can annotate the document using the annotation palette, and-he/she can
classify the marks according to the level of importance. The user can see the correcting document ifThe left side
in the window and "*" means the user inserted the comment. The user can see the comments for the corrdction
at the right side in the window. In this figure, the teacher substitutes "allow" with "allows" and gives a comment
"2". Also the teacher can see the original document and revised one by selecting window tag. After saving the

marked document as a XCCML (see appendix A), the teacher can send it to the student by e-mail. Using
CoCoAJ-Viewer, the learner obtains the same marked text that the teacher revised. By selecting the level of
importance, CoCoAJ-Viewer provides only the marks over the level. The learner can reply to the teacher's
comments and collaboratively write a composition with the teacher.
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Figure 2: Screen snapshots of CoCoAJ-Editor.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposed a computer mediated language-learning system called CoCoAJ and XCCML for
exchanging electronic marked-up documents. Now we are trying to propose XCCML to W3C (World Wide
Web Consortium), and to show an XCCML document into Web browsers. After that, CoCoAJ will be able to be
used for learning any language in an open-ended writing classroom. In our future research, we will investigate
how to classify students' writing errors in their drafts, and how to assist a review process with AI technologies.
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Appendix A: XCCML document in figure 4.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="Shift_JIS"?>
<!DOCTYPE XCCML SYSTEM "XCCML.dtd">
<XCCML>
<HEAD>
<Title string="Overview of CoCoA"/>
<Editor name="Hiroaki Ogata" email="ogata@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp"/>
<Author name="Yoshiaki Hada" email="hada@is.tokushima-u.ac.jp"/>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<CENTER><IMG width="128" height="128"
src="image001.gif'/></CENTER><CENTER><H2>Overview of CoCoA</H2></CENTER> <H4>
CoCoA <Annotate level="3" comment="What is short for CoCoA?"/> is<Insert string="a" level="3"/>
computer supported language learning system based ononline markup.<BR/>
It<Replace string="allows" level="3" comment="Please add &#34;s&#34;."> allow </Replace> students
and teachers to exchange<Replace string="marked-up" level="3"> mark-uped</Replace> document via
<Replace string = "Internet" level="1" comment="You had better use a captal letter.">
intemet</Replace>,<BR/> and its environment is very similar to a real one in which people use paper<BR/>
and pen. <Move To fromid="1" level="2" comment="Please note the initail letter."/>This paper also
proposes CCML (<U>C</U>ommunicative<BRJ> <U >C </U >orrection <U>M</U>ark-up
<U>L</U>angua<Replace string="that" level="3">ge)</Replace> who is based on SGML<BR/>
(<U>S</U>tandard <U >G </U >eneralized <U>M</U>ark-up <U >L</U >anguage)<BRJ>
<Move From toid="1" level="2">in order to record and exchange corrected compositions with marks and
comments.</MoveFrom></H4></BODY>
<CLOSE>
<Comment/></CLOSE>
</XCCML>
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Construct in-service Training Web Site
for School Teachers
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1 Introduction
Information technology grows rapidly recently. People use Internet to obtain many kinds of information. The
Internet has become the most important path in cyber world. In the last five years, using the Internet to carry
out distance learning, especially for teachers' in-service training, changes the style of education.

To actualize the policy which was to build an lifelong-learning education environment, Ministry of
Education delegated National Kaohsiung Normal University (NKNU) to manage Asynchronous Distance
Learning class for high school teachers in Oct, 1999.

2 Construct Asynchronous Distance Learning Web page
Generally speaking, teachers have to control the instructive materials, activities, learning process and
evaluation. Every instruction system must include all of the three factors as following:

2.1 Instructive materials and activity designing
If we just put the materials onto web site, they look like electronic books on Internet. It is helpless for
students. Therefore, when designing the contents of curriculum, we make it in "practicing" orientation.
Activities make teacher and students interact with each other and avoid students to feel humdrum or like
reading an electronic book.

2.2 Evaluation
When students finish learning a chapter, we give them an formative evaluation to verify whether students
master the thesis or not. If students pass the formative evaluation, they can continue the curriculum. If not,
they have to go back and learn it again until they pass the formative evaluation. The system would give
some feedback to students, they would know which part of contents they don' t understand yet. Then, ve
always hold an examination when finishing the curriculum, the summative evaluation. (Figure-1)

Contents' learning --Formative Evaluation --Whether Student masters the contents or not?
No

Relearn contents

Yes

Comple*arning

Figure-1 Formative Evaluation of Contents' Learning (Kuo Sheng-lu,1993,p294)

2.3 Learning process
Instead of quantification of examination, we should care about the reflection from students after instruction

and learning. Grades cannot decide students' learning efficiency. During designing the materials, we
considered every details of students' learning process. These include
counts in connection
counts in joining the forum
contents what student discuss
chatting situation between teacher and students
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Homework

students work hard or not
Chapter evaluation (formative evaluation)
teachers and students communicate by email
All items can be saved into database so that we can estimate student' s behavior in learning.

3 Concepts on designing curriculum
We design several activities and strategies. The activities will make students concentrate on the contents. we
consider about the strategies as following:

3.1 Homework:
We assign homework after students finish learning every chapter. They can evaluate themselves through
homework to know how much they learn and review contents again.

3.2 Operative Orientation:
In the homework, they have to work some operation by computer, such as computer game.

3.3 Self-determination:
Self-determination means that students have to study by themselves and plan study schedule by themselves.

3.4 Interactive :
We define interaction into two ways : one direction and two direction (Table-1).

Asynchronous
Synchronous

One direction
Announcement FA

Two direction
On-Line Forum
Chat Room
Table-1 Interactive model

One direction: teacher to student
Two direction: teacher and student

3.5 User Interface.
What users feel about it is very important in internet environment. Hyperlink always be mazes for a novice
in the internet. Trying to solve user interface problem , we use several ways as following :
3.5.1 Frame cut web pages into several frame to reduce confusing
3.5.2 Tree menu from the reaction of students , the tree menu is easy to access the pages
3.5.3 Learning Path guideline for students on the web
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E-mail

is one of the most popular services on Internet. Fast message

transportation, good GUI designs and enhanced localization cipabilities in
end-user environments are the key factors. However, there still exist some
addressing problems for many users since it is based primarily on the ASCII
character set. For those who do not know English well, ASCII set is hard to
memorize and is prone to making errors. As more users joining the Internet, this

kind of problems should not be ignored. Especially, these become major
problems for students and teachers in primary/secondary schools. Currently,
many approaches are proposed to support the Chinese and/or multilingual DNS
name resolution. However, according to our study, most are designed to support
URL addressing with Chinese characters in between. Few if any works on the
e-mail addressing issue. This paper presents a description of our everimental
system, which supports localized Chinese e-mail address mapping by using the
LDAP directory service. In the future, if there is any standardized multilingual
addressing scheme available, it could be incorporated into our system. The same
user interface could still be used. With minor modifications, the same approach
should be easily adapted for utilization in other language system.
Keywords: Chinese, LDAP, URL, web-mail

1 Introduction
E-mail is one of the most popular services on Internet. Fast message transportation, good GUI designs and
enhanced localization capabilities in end-user environments are the primary keys. Most people would like to
communicate with each other via their native language(s) if possible. By the efforts of computer scientists,
most of us could write and read e-mail contents in local language today. However, as to the addressing part,
that is another story. There still exist some addressing problems in internetworking for many users because
they are based on the 7-bit ASCII character set. For those who do not know English well, ASCII character
set is hard to memorize and is prone to making errors. With more users joining the Internet, this kind of
addressing problems should not be ignored.
Up till now, there is no multilingual addressing standard, no multilingual registry in gTLD[11], ccTLD on
the DNS[7] naming infrastructure. Currently, RFC 1035[7] is the main implementation obstacle. It limits the
valid domain name character set to be a subset of the ASCII character set. Furthermore, while using in DNS,
all the capital letters and their corresponding little characters are treated as the same by historical reason.
These make the non-ASCII addressing still not possible in general.

There are many proposed approaches [10][I3][17] to support the Chinese and/or multilingual DNS name
resolution. To name a few, intemetworking scientists in Asia Pacific region (including China, Hongkong,
Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, etc.), RIPE, etc., are undertaking some IDN projects for ckveloping
multilingual addressing environments. However, according to our study, most of the proposed solutions are
mainly designed to support the URL addressing with multilingual characters in between. Few if any
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addresses the e-mail addressing issue.
We had designed and implemented a web-mail system with Chinese addressing capabilities by incorporating
the LDAP directory services [3][4]. Conceptually, we could view an ASCII e-mail address as one of the

attributes of some user' s profile. By storing users' profiles on directory servers, software with
directory-enabled capabilities could be easily used to extract the ASCII e-mail information for further
utilization. In this way, our system provides a workaround solution for the Chinese email addressing
problem indirectly by translating a Chinese name to its corresponding ASCII e-mail address. The same
approach could be easily adapted for utilization in other language system.

1.1 Chinese E-mail addressing
Every e-mail message could be divided into two parts: the header and the body. Now the problem to send
messages with multilingual characters in the body can be dealt with by using MIME [1]. Before sending, the
sender programs encode messages with the MIME standards. The messages are then transported over the
Internet to the destinations. At last, they are decoded with MIME enabled clients. However, as for header
sections, we still do not have a standard solution for non-ASCII addressing. Up to now, almost all mail client
and server software on Internet commu nicate with the ASCII addressing expression only. Could there be any
systematic approach (or workaround solutions) for supporting non-ASCII e-mail addresses?
To further describe the main ideas, let us check the three (pseudo) e-mail expressions shown below:
jsc.cis84@nctu.edu.tw
Jian-Shyong Chen< jsc.cis84@nctu.edu.tw>

< jsc.cis84@nctu.edu.tw>

On the first look, they seem different; however basically they mean the same thing. That is,
jsc.cis84enctu.eu.tw is the true component for e-mail address routing. However, using LDAP addressing
book, the last form with Chinese name could be a good candidate for providing a workaround solution to
support multilingual addressing.

1.2 Web-based Environment
WWW browsers have become standard applications for Internet access today. For those who do not have
their own computers on working places (e.g. students in school environments), there are some obvious
advantages through using browsers to send or receive mails:
No additional software is necessary. All one need is a browser program.
The browser programs (e.g. IE, Netscape, etc.), being the most popular software, can often reduce the
learning time of users.
Web-mail systems could be easily adapted for supporting roaming access.

1.3 Mail Routing with Directory Service Support
By putting e-mail addresses with forms like the last one shown above onto LDAP directory servers and
through the translation of directory-enabled web-mail systems, we could achieve the goal of communicate
with multilingual addressing indirectly. This is promising for many people.
Let us describe the working paradigm shown in Figure 1. The mail routing is performed as below.
V), together with additional
The user types the Chinese name of the recipient (for example, ".
information (e.g. school name, city name, etc.), through the client mail interface.

The client then consults the LDAP server to see if there is any one matching the search condition. If
yes, all the matched people' s information will be returned to the client, and the user can choose the one
wanted. After that, the LDAP Server will return the related ASCII e-mail address of the recipient
Using the returned ASCII e-mail address, the client sends the message to the destination SMTP server.
In principal, there is no need to alter the original mail server routing. It works as before on one condition.
That is, if there are distributed LDAP servers on the related sites, with chaining and referral capabilities
enabled.

Figure 1. Mail routing with directory server support

2 Related Work
There are several proposed approaches to solve the Chinese URL addressing problem. Three of them will be
described briefly in Sec.2.1, Sec.2.2, and Sec.2.3. Interested users are encouraged to visit the related web
sites for more details. In Sec.2.4, we will describe the main practical problems of these systems.

2.1 mDNS [13]
The mDNS project is under joint development by researchers in TWNIC, Academia Sinica, and National

Central University, Taiwan. The goal is to develop an internationalized DNS system to help the
"non-English" DNS architecture to become standardized. nDNS would not effect the existing gTLD or
ccTLD. Although the proposed experimental architecture can accept Chinese (BIG5 ) URL, it is not full
Chinese URL. It is necessary to modify the source code of the ".tw" root server; however, it is not necessary
to modify the existing client software.

Example URL of the mDNS project
httP://1±TerMita-WilAcimIi`AMEM.tat

ccTL.D

ccSLD
ccTLD
ccSED

country coda Top Level Domain
country coda Secondary Level Domain

Figure 2. The experimental architecture of the ccTLD ".tw"

2.2 iDNS [17]
The iDNS project is mainly under development by Singapore researchers. As shown in Figure 3, the key
component of iDNS is the domain name proxy server, which translates the i 18n (internationalization)
domain name to the format of UTF -5 and transmits the translated format to the real DNS serve."Whenthe
iDNS system receives the ASCII domain name, it will consult the old existing DNS system. However, if it
receives the non-ASCII domain name, it will be routed to the il8n branch system.

Figure 3 iDNS domain name proxy server

2.3 cDNS[10]
The cDNS project, run by researchers in CNNIC, is developing similar scheme. The main idea of cDNS is
the proposed DNS forest architecture instead of the traditional rooted DNS tree structure. Interested users
are supposed to refer to the web site of CNNIC for further details.

Figure 4 The cDNS architecture.

2.4 Practical Application Problems
Although it looks promising in the first place; however, up to now most of the proxy/caching and mail
servers (ex. Squid and sendmail) cannot accept non-ASCII addressing. As mentioned in the introduction
section, RFC 1035 is the current implementation obstacle, which breaks all the paradigms. It' s nearly
impossible to keep compatibility with the current system without modifying the source code of these servers,
recompiling and reinstall the systems.

3 Overview of the LDAP Directory Service
It seems that we could not get an immediate multilingual addressing solution without modifying the existing
servers all over the Internet. That is why we think that the LDAP enabled web-mail system might be a good
workaround solution to try. Before further on, let us make some introduction on LDAP.

3.1 Why LDAP?
Historically, X.500 [3][4] is based on the ISO stack. It is just too complex and hard to implement in the real
environments. LDAP [3][4][8][9] is the protocol initially designed as one front end of X.500. Since LDAP
can be easily implemented and can be used to exchange information between LDAP servers, standalone
LDAP directory server becomes popular gradually. As shown in Figure 5, Desktop PC can access the data of
LDAP/X.500 directory server by LDAP protocol.

Figure 5 LDAP system architecture.
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3.2 How Does LDAP Work?
LDAP stores the information hierarchically, where data is stored as key-value pair. [4][6] Each key will be
mapped to one or many values. For example, cn (common name) will be used to store user name, mail will
be used to store users email address, etc [2] [4]. Every node in the tree architecture of the LDAP directory

will be viewed as an object, which has one or many objectclass attributes to identify the node. The
objectclass definition of the system is that it should have what kind of attributes and it is allowed to have
what kind of attributes. We also can extend the original objectclass by adding the attributes we want. Every
node in the tree will be identified by DN (Distinguished Name) attribute [4] [6]. The hierarchical relationship
of the tree can be divided by locality or corresponding categorization. For example, the directory tree could
be constructed according to the domain name. From the top level, c=tw (country code), o=edu (organization),
ou=NCTU (organization unit) to ou =CIS (organization unit), the information in an example leaf node is a

student named jacky, studying in the Dept. of Computer and Information Science. Through the tree
architecture, LDAP clients can perform search, delete, modify operations and any site manager can add ACL

(Access Control List) mechanism to control the access. [3][4] For more details, interested users are
encouraged to read the related LDAP documents listed in the reference sections. [3][4][6][15]

Figure 6. EIMP System architecture

4 Our System Design
We built up an EIMP (Enhance IMP; based on the IMP[12] project) system on a Linux platform [14][15].
The main system components are Apache+PHP(WWW), IMAP+Sendmail(Mail), OpenLDAP(LDAP), etc.
We enhance the web-mail system by integrating the LDAP directory service and adding the Chinese naming
capabilities. As shown in Figure 6, users can connect the logon server through www browsers and types
his/her user name (Chinese or ASCII ) and password. After passing the authentication, the LDAP server will
return the users IMAP[14] server location to the logon server. Then it will connect the related IMAP server
to retrieve the user' s mail(s). On the other hands, users can send mails through the SMTP server and store
their address book information in the database server. Thus, for users wishing to send mail to his friends,
even if they do not remember the exact email address, they can still find the email addresses byilhe help of
LDAP servers, as shown in Figure 7.
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5 Problems and Discussions
As we know that, although it looks promising; however, up to now most of the proxy and mail servers (e.g.

Squid and Sendmail, etc.) cannot accept non-ASCII addressing. Hence, it' s nearly impossible to keep
compatibility with the current system without modifying the source code of these servers, recompiling and
reinstall the systems.
Non-ASCII communication issues are new hot topics in many research applications. While this is true in the
DNS system, similar situation appears on the LDAP protocol suites. As more directory servers have been set
up, there are more chances for directory servers to share and exchange their information through chaining or
referral [3][4][5]. LDAPv3 addresses the issue by using the UTF-8 [16] encoding, while LDAPv2 use T.61,
which lacks the capabilities to handle 8-bit data. Hence, in building distributed Directory server groups,
software packages with LDAPv3 ready should be the proper choices.

We choose the IMAP (and not POP3) protocol for serving our mail access since IMAP servers support both
the offline and the online modes. Currently, most sites use POP3 as the access protocol since it is simple and

usually gives low impact to the system performance. However, as the POP3 protocol operates only in
off -line mode, it could not meet the new trend for supporting the e-mail roaming access.

6 Conclusions
E-mail is one of the most used Internet applications today. However, non-ASCII addressing system is still a

research issue. Most of the proxy and mail servers (e.g. Squid and Sendmail, etc.) still cannot accept
non-ASCII addressing. Internetworking scientists from members at APNIC, RIPE, etc. are undertaking some
piloting projects for producing multilingual internetworking standards. However, no one knows when the
solutions will be ready. This is not good for primary/secondary school education on most parts of the world.

In this paper, we describe our approach for the Chinese e-mail addressing and authentication problems/We
have designed and implemented a web-mail system with Chinese addressing capabilities by incorporating
the LDAP directory services. Conceptually, we could view an e-mail address as one of the attributes of some
user' s profile. By storing users' profiles on directory servers, software with directory-enabled capabilities
could be easily used to extract the ASCII Email information for further utilization. In this way, our system
provides a workaround solution for the Chinese e-mail address problem by translating a Chinese name to its
corresponding ASCII e-mail address. This should be promising for many people. For example, using such
LDAP-enabled web-mail system, primary/secondary school education could benefit a lot since most of the
communication activities could be done in their local native language.
In the future, if there is any standardized multilingual addressing scheme available, it could be incorporated
into our system. The same user interface could still be used as well. Furthermore, with minor modifications,
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the same approach should be easily adapted for utilization in other language system.
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There are two types virtual school administration systems, web-based or voicebased, which are currently used by students. They are systems with different
access mechanisms but same business logic, and require two times of resources
for development and maintenance. Whenever the business logic of the systems

changes, both of the systems need to be implemented. As the wireless
communication grows more popular, the school has been considering adding a
wireless interface to the system. However, with current architecture, the only
way to add a wireless application protocol (WAP)-based system is to implement
an additional system from scratch. Since the voice-based system and the webbased system have the same business logic, they can be integrated into one. We
can dedicate an application server for the business logic, which interacts with the
web-based interface and the voice-activated interface with a set of application
programming interface (API). With the extraction of the business logic and the
business logic API, developers for the voice-activated interface and the webbased interface can implement the interfaces without specific knowledge of the
business logic of the system. With this design and architecture, the system can
be further expanded to support a WAP-based interface and other interfaces easily.

Keywords: Internet, wireless, virtual school, heterogeneous

1 Introduction
The Internet is widely used for school education, especially virtual school education [2][3][4]. The
advantage of the Internet is its capability of supporting multimedia and its attractiveness to the user. For the
virtual school education, the students study via the Internet. They do not have to be in the classrooms of a
school and can learn at anywhere at anytime. However computers and communication networks are needed

to support virtual education through the Internet. The cost of the computers and setting up the
communication networks is very expensive. Thus, the systems are not available everywhere. Furthermore,
system interfaces must be developed in order to allow the users to access the computers and the networks.
The purpose of these system interfaces is to provide an easier way for the students to access the, stems and
to allow the students to interact with the instructors real-time. Those systems interface do ndneed to be
attractive and colorful since its main goal is to provide a mechanism for the students to access infordation
real-time. For a web-based system, the homepage can be design in a way to reduce the network traffic and
system load. However, not every student can access the computers and the networks due to his financial
situation or the load of the system. For the students who cannot access the computers and the networks, the
telephone (the voice activated based interface) provides another popular access media. Therefore there are
needs for systems to support both telephone (voice- based) and web browser (web-based) interfaces [1]. The

web-based system is more visual and more user friendly, however, the voice-based system is more
convenient, more affordable, and requires no hardware investment from the students. As the technology
evolves, the wireless communication is gradually taking over the traditional wire line communication. To
support the wireless communication the system will need to be expanded to support the wireless application
protocol (WAP)-based interface [10].
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Originally, a couple of the school administration systems we had can be accessed via a regular telephone or
via a web browser but not both. They were basically two different systems, though they support the same

business logic. Both of them have their own user interface and system logic and were designed,
implemented, and maintained separately. To support them two sets of resources are needed. The original
system architecture is shown in Figure 1. Developers for both of the systems handle both the business logic's
and the user interface's design and implementation. Whenever the business rule changes, both of the systems
need to be modified and updated. It is very costly and difficult to keep both of the system consistent.
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Figure 1. Logic view of voice system and web system

To reduce the maintenance cost of the two systems and to make them easier to be upgraded and expanded,
we have proposed to integrate the two systems by extracting the business logic module out of them and
migrate it into an application server. The remaining of the systems is migrated into a web server and a voice
server respectively. By doing this, we dramatically reduced the cost of maintaining the system. After the
architecture change, whenever there is a business change, only the application server is affected. We reduced

the maintenance cost by 50%. No more concerns about the consistency of the systems. With the
modification of the system architecture, we make it more scalable and expandable. The system can be easily
expanded to support other access media without making changes to the application server. For example, to
support a WAP-based interface, a WAP server can be easily introduced and integrated into the modified
system architecture.

2 System Architecture and Implementation
2.1 Architecture
The administration system is an N-tiered system.
Data Services Tier: The database services and implementations.
Business Logic Tier: The business rule of the system.
Translation Tier: Translate the I/O between application server and gateway server. For the voice-based
system, the gateway server is the voice server. The purpose of the voice server is to translate PSTN and
HTTP between application server and usual telephone. For the web-based system, the translation tier is

transparent; it does not do anything. For the WAP-based system, the WAP Gateway is the gateway
server. The purpose of WAP Gateway is to translate the WSP/WTP and HTTP between WAP telephone
and web server.
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Presentation (UI) Tier: The input and output of the web-based system is HTML. The input and output of
the voice system is the key press and voice of usual telephone. The input and output of the WAP-based
system is WML [14
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Figure 2. System Architecture

In the Architecture, the application server is the most important part. The application server needs to process
business logic and interact with voice server, web server, and WAP Gateway. Because the protocol between

the application server and the voice server and the WAP Gateway is HTTP protocol, we can set the
application server and the web server in the same machine. The developers of the application server are
more responsible, because they must handle business rule, HTML and WML. The developers of the other
systems implement User Interface and do not have the knowledge of business rule of the system, because the
developers of the application server handle the business rule. The application server sends different output
format to different systems by parameters. Under the Architecture, after building the web system, the other
systems are easily to build.

2.2 Architecture of the Voice System
Because taking business logic out of the voice system, the function of voice system is coherent. It translates
the output of web server to telephone. The output format of web server is HTML. So the voice server has to
simulate to web browser, shown as in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The communication methods are between voice server and web server.
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3 Case Study
The Enrollment System of the Tamkang University [7] is designed and implemented following the
architecture of this paper, shown as in figure 4. The system has been deployed and used by thousands of
concurrent users [8].

3.1 Hardware Structure
We used thirteen Pentium based servers to implement the system. Six of them are used as the web servers.
One machine is used as the UNIX Gateway. One server is used as the alert and automating email server.
Four voice servers are used to support the voice activation. Finally, all student enrolment information is
stored in one database server. The network hardware are two 100 MB/sec switch hub.

Figure 4. System Hardware Structure

3.2 System Software
OS: Microsoft NT4.0 is used for the web servers, voice servers, and the alert and automating email server.
Free BSD 3.0 is used for the UNIX Gateway [8].
Web server: Microsoft IIS 4.0.
Database: Microsoft SQL Server 6.5.

3.3 Load Balancing and Sca lability
To make the system suitable for all schools, we also took into considerations of the cost of hardware and the
scalability of the system. A set of low-end servers can be grouped together to replace a high-eat server[6].
To achieve this, a DNS server is needed for the load balancing work. The simple round robin methodology is
used for the load balancing. With the current flexible four-tiered architecture, servers can be added into the
system to share the performance load whenever the system load is heavy[9].

3.4. Security
Two security strategies are used to increase security:
1. Packet filter: It only allows IP packets through port 80 to access the web server, the packets of the other
ports can not pass through. The web system can avoid being attacked by the other machines.

2. Supports multi-protocol: TCP/IP protocol is used between the web server and outside systems. IPX
protocol is used between the web server and the database server. The web server should be hacked, the
database server is kept away Internet and the database is still safe.

3.5. Network Management and Monitoring
The alert system has the following features:
1. Monitoring the system: It sends to keep-alive message to web servers, voice servers, and database servers
in every period.
2. Network management system: Checks network traffic between web servers, voice servers and database
server.
3. Auto Backup the data of database server.

3.6. User Interface Design
One of the most important criteria of the virtual school administration system is to let students access and
retrieve correct information real-time. The user interface must be simple to reduce network traffic and
system download time. The homepages for the web system and WAP are simple and straightforward to
improve system performance. The look and feel of the WAP homepage depends on the WAP telephone the
user users. An Ericsson r320 model WAP homepage is shown here as a sample WAP homepage. We can
compare the home pages for the web system and WAP system.
3
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Figure 5. The display of the homepage of WAP-based system

3.7 Log statistics and analysis
Duration of enrollment period, the system generates the log automatically everyday for statistics and
analysis, as shown in Table 1.

Tamkang Univserity Daily Enrollment Statistics

0 Login
O Query

0 Add Class

6 Drop Class
Voice

Network

Table 1. Tamkang University Daily Enrollment Statistics
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By comparison, the load of the web system is much heavier than the load of voice system. Since the voice
system has 32 telephone lines, it can only support 32 concurrent users. In the peak hour of the enrollment
(the first hour of each grade enrollment), the load of the web server is high.

We expect the voice system and the WAP system to be fully loaded during the peak hour. A dedicated
business logic-processing server is used for the voice system and the WAP system. Since the telephone lines
of the voice system and the WAP system are limited (up to 32 lines), a dedicated web server for the business
logic processing of the voice system and the WAP system is sufficient.

4 Conclusions and future development
The development and maintenance resource of the heterogeneous systems depends on how many access
media. The more access media, the more resource it needs. My proposal has the following advantages:
Resource Reducing: Because the business logic is centered, heterogeneous systems need one businesslogic process only, the resource of development and maintenance is less than usual systems.
Expandability: With the N-tiered system architecture design, the business logic system was designed
and implemented to support different UI systems. Different UI access method can be easily added into
the system.
In the system, the application server interacts with voice server and WAP Gateway on HTTP protocol., so

the application server must have functions of the web server. We can develop a new structure of the
application server for voice-based system and WAP-based system, and the application server interacts with
the voice server and WAP Gateway on TCP/IP.
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1 Introduction
The official memorandum is a very important document that offers a decision path of something in the most
organizations. In general, the executed policy usually needs agreement of decision-maker through official
memorandum. All the official memorandums are traditionally passed by one-by-one human delivery from
faculties to managers in an organization. It may results in the lower performance of administrative. Even
though some administrative operations are via e-mail or other approach. It have some limitations, such as the
official documents usually need the signature of decision-maker, it is not ease to overcome via the e-mail.

In order to have a speedy the administrative operation environment, especially the official memorandum
delivery, we design and implement a WWW-based Official Memorandum System in a school. That is a
WWW application without any novel theory and technique. We apply the existing techniques used in the
WWW environment to accomplish the application.

Obviously, the system is based on the client-server model. Implementing the system has some existing
techniques can be used, such as CGI, Java/Servlet [3], Java/CORBA [3]. Lotus' InterNotes [1] product uses
CGI mechanisms to allow Web browser access to documents and forms managed by the Notes Server.
Documents to be placed on the Web are translated by a program to HTML. These documents and forms are
accessed through a standard HTTP server as though they were normal HTML documents. Java is a portable
object-oriented language, and also a good platform for writing client/server web-based applications. Servlets
are secure protocol and platformindependent server side web-enabled software components, written in Java.
Java/CORBA has a clear advantage over CGI solution, such as flexibility, maintainability, and
responsiveness etc.

Security issue in the system will be taken care by using traditional approaches. There are two secure
mechanisms will be used: one is account/password, the other is the firewall. First one can prevent
non-authority user log-in into system and disrupt the system. All the general users must apply for an account
excepting the chief of department. And the system will force all users to change the password periodically.
This mechanism can avoid internal hackers. Second one is to avoid external hackers who intrude into system

for non-authority accessing. Few hackers, of course, can intrude into and disrupt the system. Some
approaches can be used for enhancing the security of information, such as data compression/decompression
before accessing to/from database and checking the data consistency of duplicated database perietircally. All
of them are the future works

Fault tolerance is in order to enhance the reliability of system. In fault-tolerance community, many
approaches have been proposed to enhance the data reliability [4,5]. The approach in the system is database
replication. We use warm stand-by primary/backup scheme to improve the system availability. Many issues

in the data replication that have to be guaranteed are employed like the [5]. These issues are such as
idempotent operation, data consistency, and recovery. Because the system is a three-tier scheme, all
operations supporting fault-tolerance are implemented in the core of the system. This feature can also
prevent the database crash during the formal exe cution phase.

A complex system has to be manageable in an easy way. In order to enhance the system flexibility, a
web-based management tools should be implemented. System manager can add and remove user easily. In
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addition, system manager can also maintain the database, such as record manipulation, in an easy way.

Many features are described previously. In addition, we will support some important functions shown as
following: Official documents writing, Official documents progression tracking, Auto-delivery, Automatic
signing, Urgent document notification.

2 Design and Implementation
According to the described above, we design the system architecture like as Figure 1. The architecture is
simple and complete. The system includes an Official Memorandum System and a replicated database. The
system will receive requests from clients. For security issue, we add a firewall in the front of web server. All
the requests must be checked by the firewall for ensuring the request is an authority request. In addition, the
Official Memorandum System is responsible for all the features described above, which include
fault-tolerance. A replicated database is also included in the system. The database used in the system is the
SQL database.

Figure 1. System Architecture

The whole system is implemented and run on the Windows NT 4.0 and SQL server 7.0. The programming
paradigm is ASP that using VBscript. With the fault-tolerant, the system needs to access primary and
standby database separately. To guarantee the consistency cf two databases, we apply the traditional
two-phase commit protocol on the replicated database transaction processing.

Figure 2 shows the GUI of document reviewing for those chiefs of department. When they login into the
system, the system will show the urgent document on top of the reviewing page, which indicate these
documents have to review first. The document reviewing process will sign the signature automatically when
the process achieved.
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Figure 3. The GUI of Document Reviewing

3 Conclusions
In this paper, we have been stated the design and implementation of a web-based official memorandum
system. This system can migrate the conventional official memorandum system to network. That is a WWW
application without any novel theory and technique. We apply the existing techniques used in the WWW
environment to accomplish the application. In order to avoid the informal accessing to this system, the
firewall is utilized at the front-end of the system. Besides, the duplicated databases are used in this system to
prevent the database crash during the formal execution phase.
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The reform of teacher training started in May 1995 in the Republic of Korea
with reform of the educational system. The core of the reform was reinforcement

of teacher training activity and introduction of a DTTS(Distance Teacher
Training System). Then, in order to introduce a DTTS, the project for distance
teacher training model development started in September 1997. This paper is

related to a design and implementation of a teacher model in a DTTS. The
teaching models of the following 4 types were carried out. 1) Problem-Solving
type, 2) Seminar type, 3) Lecture- Practice type, 4) Courseware type. This system
was in operation from October 1998. Current problems of this teacher models
include: 1) Poorness of course contents, 2) The difficulty of checking a learning
process, 3) Insufficiency of feedback to a trainee etc.
Keywords:
Learning

Distance Teacher Training, Teacher Model, Web-Based

1 Introduction
In Korea, reform of teacher training started on May 31, 1995 with the announcement of a reform of the
educational system proposal. Philosophical bases for reform of teacher training are the spirit of the opened
education, enshrining the principles of, opened an educational opportunity, the learning speed, the contents
of learning, and the learning method, etc. The contents of reform are as follows[5]:
1) Obligation of periodical training;

2) Execution of distance education that introduced high technology of information communication
engineering;
3) Reflection to the personnel affairs and the salary of a training result;

4) Authorization of a special course completion result in a graduate school and a social-education
organization;

5) Attempt to the improvement of the training organization that enabled selection of the training
organization by the teacher and let competition pass in qualitative.

These are summarized the following: I) reinforcement of teacher training activity 2) introduction of a
DTTS(distance teacher training system). It aimed at an expansion of the training opportunity, and
overcoming restriction of time and space, with a Eduction of training expenses. The project of DTTS
development started in September 1997. It was sponsored by the Korea Multimedia Education Center. This

project was divided into 4 sub-projects: Develop a training support model, design for teaching model,
courseware development, and development for system management model. This paper is related to a design
and implementation of a teacher model in a DTTS.
A teacher model is dependent on the contents of course, the learner characteristic, learning environment, etc.
[6]. According to the questionnaire for the teachers and educational professionals of Choi [2], the suitable
course for distance teacher training is as follows.
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1) Various culture subjects (humanities a subject and a theoretical field).
2) Teaching methods expected such as discussion and workshop, then a lecture.

In Korea, as a training course into the distance teacher training, the culture subject of 11 was chosen. These
were, "Foreknowledge of the future society and a counter plan", "Understanding of traditional culture",
"The world in the 21st century and the Korea", "An information society and a computer", "Environment and
education", " Raising of national morality nature", "An information society and multimedia education",

"Theory and practice of open education", "The direction of the educational system reform and school
reform", "Education of humanity and originality", "Education for a unification counter plan".

In consideration of the characteristic of subjects and learner, strategies of WBI(Web-Based Instruction)[1],
the teaching model of the following four types was proposed. 1) Problem-solving type, 2) Seminar type, 3)
Lecture-practice type, 4) Courseware type. These are described at length in sections 2-4.

2 Design of the Teaching Model
In this project, the model of distance teacher training was divided into the macro model and the micro model,
and was developed accordingly. A macro model is the framework of the whole DTTS, and a micro model is
the course of training, that is, a teaching model. A macro model and a micro model are unified and distance
teacher training is managed.

2.1 Web-Based Instructional Strategies
The acquisition process of the knowledge in WBI and the approach of the learning of constructivism are
very similar. The most basic principles of constructivism concern fundamental philosophical assumptions

about knowledge and leaming[4]. The first, more generally accepted principle is that what a person
"know"is not passively received, but actively assembled by the learner. The second principle is that learning
serves an adaptive function. That is, learning is not the storage of "truths,"but of useful personal knowledge.

This means the importance of the context of learning. Context has a lot to do with what is perceived as
useful knowledge and how what is learned is integrated with existing knowledge. And the assumption that
education is about acquiring universal truths. Since each person has different experiences and constructs an
individual account of these experiences, each persons' s reality is slightly differenbt. New expereriences are
interpreted within the context of these individual realities, implying that each person "know"a particular
thing in a slightly different way.

We introduced the application of a repertoire of cognitively oriented instructional strategies implemented
within a constructivist and collaborative learning environment, utilizing the attributes and resources of the
internet[ 1 ]. The instructional strategies may be designed the following ways:
1) Support to the interaction between a lecturer- learner, and a learner-learner.
2) Introduce a hyper-textual function and support individualization learning.
3) Various learning materials provide in real time or non-real time (multimedia support)

4) The contents of learned and an evaluation results are analyzed rapidly and correctly, and it offers
feedback to learner and system side.
5) Provide of DB Retrieval Function for learning information
6) It cooperates with other educational networks, and mutual reference can be carried out.

2.2 The contents-characteristic of subjects
The courses designed by the DTTS were culture subjects of 11. Generally, the contents of culture subject in
a training course are unlike 'learning subject' that gains new knowledge. The culture subjects are mainly
implicated that the contents of knowledge or skill newly asked for with a social change. And it takes into
consideration that learning environment is being home, designed so that it might participate in learning not
passive position but positively.
1) Show many concrete examples so that positive and concrete study can be performed.
2) Show or introduce the newest data and the newest present condition. And a learner performs creation of
a report, discussion, and practice based on this.

3) In order to check rationally learning process which is the blind spot of home study, a small-scale
subjectivity formula or report is required of an evaluation item.
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4) The teaching contents are selected based on an opinion of the highest specialist of the field.

2.3 The learner-characteristic of in-service teacher and consult the needs analysis
In designing we considered the needs analysis of teacher needs[2]. And also considered the spirit of teacher
training reform, that is the open educational opportunity, the learning speed, the learning contents, and the
learning method, etc.

3 Proposed Teaching Models
3.1 Problem-Solving type Model
Start

This model is used the following three
subjects with "understanding of tradition
culture", "information society and a
computer
"and
"environment and
education". The characteristics of contents

of these subjects have much problem
socially now. For example, the latest
children cannot have understand about

Training Tool

*information
*Q & A
*Resource
*Edunet Site

4
Show the Learning Goal.

Choice of Learning Content.

*Chat

Content N

Content 1

traditional culture, and do not understand
value
either.
Moreover,
although
environmental problems are scattered in
the
familiar place,
the problem

Formative Evaluation

Choice of Task.

consciousness does not exist. It is the
learning which considers how it is

4

efficiently introduced, how solving these

TaskN

Task 1

problems at an educational field.
Report

Problem-Solving type model is shown in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Problem-Solving type Model

3.2 Lecture-Practice type Model
Two subjects, "An information society and multimedia education" and "Theory and practice of open
education" used this model. It is designed so that it might practice how theoretical knowledge may be
reflected in the actual educational field. Through these courses, teacher can to help a child learn the
capability that it can count measure to an information society, and how a teacher should just utilize the
concept and the technology of multimedia for lesson activity. And more recently, it often pleads the open
education. While introducing the concept of the open education and the example of the practice, teacher also
gives an opportunity to consider an educational-practical use proposal directly.

3.3 Courseware type Model
Since three subjects, "Foreknowledge of the future society and a counter plan", "The worldg_ the 21st
century and the Korea", " Raising of national morality nature" were the contents of the type lefitied as new
knowledge.

After having chosen the learning unit from the table of the learning contents, and learning using various
data, composition which finishes a course through formation evaluation and generalization evaluation was
designed.

3.4 Seminar type Model
This model uses the following three subjects. That is "The direction of the educational system reform and
school reform", "Education of humanity and originality", "Education of a unification counter plan". At first
a group is constructed by the theme and to be performed learning in Seminar form so that learner might have
an opportunity to expand the view and develop the main point by the mode of opinion exchange.
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Seminar type model is shown in Figure 3.2 below.

Start

Training Tool

'Information

Show the Learning Theme & Goal.

Q&A
Resource
Edunet Site

Show the Learning Scheduler

'Chat
Learning Resource

Choice a Group & Schedule

Providing for Learning Resource.

4-

'Reference
'Related Site

'Multimedia Resource
'Specialist pool

Discussion in each Group.

Theme I

ThemeN

Choice a theme,
Send a report by the individual.

Figure 3.2 Seminar type Model

4 Implementation
The proposed model went into test implementation from October 1998. And now the model is used for
qualification study of elementary and the 1st class positive teacher of middle, and general training of an
elementary deputy schoolmaster.
As problems of this teaching model the following may be mentioned: 1) Poorness of course contents, 2) The
impossibility of checking a learning process, 3) The insufficiency of feedback to a learner etc.

5 Conclusions
The distance education which used the high technology of information communication engineering in Korea

started in 1997[3]. Insufficiency of a lecturer and restriction of a training opportunity are well said as a
problem in teacher trainings. As one proposal for solving this problem, the project of "Development of a
distance teacher training system" started and virtual teacher training actually started from October 1998.
Thereby, little by little, teacher training environment becomes better and we think that the opportunity of
trainingand the improvement in qualitative teacher training may also be anticipated.
There are problems that should still be correct and complement continuously in this training system. But the
problems that should solved urgently are preparing the method of evaluation, the monitor staff who helps
training, and a specialist pool.
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As computer systems have become more sophisticated, several researchers have
proposed the use of multiple models or metaphors to design computer systems
and have argued that the provision of multiple metaphors would better match the
characteristics of complex target systems. Multiple metaphors refer to the use of
two or more distinct metaphors, each explaining various aspects of the target
system. A multiple-metaphor interface means the combination of two or more
metaphors to design the interface for a computer system. Although we see the
strength of using multiple metaphors in interface design, not many guidelines for
selecting and combining metaphors in creating a system are available. Because of
the present vogue for interface metaphors and the limited research available in
this area, there is no accepted standard for designing metaphorical interfaces. In
this paper, the theoretical basis for the use of multiple metaphors is discussed. The
method in designing metaphorical interfaces is proposed as the author created the

interfaces for a metaphor study. Issues of metaphorical interface design are
discussed and detailed procedures in generating and combining metaphors in
creating interfaces for a hypermedia system are presented.

Keywords: Multiple metaphors, analogy, structural cues, interface design
guidelines

1 Introduction
Metaphor is traditionally a concept belonging to the fields of linguistics and philosophy. In 1980, Lakoff and
Johnson [1] presented new ways of thinking about metaphor regarding everyday experience. They consider
the essence of metaphor to be "understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another" (p. 5).
They demonstrate that people's conceptual systems are metaphorical and people's actions every day are a
matter of metaphor. In human-computer interaction, a metaphor is "present when terminology or concepts
from a familiar non-computer domain are used to depict computer functions and objects in a user interface" [2].
Two components of a metaphor are the base domain and the target domain. The base domain is "the area of
knowledge or expertise which a person already possesses," while the target domain is "the area of knowledge
or expertise in which a person is trying to become familiar" [2]. When a computer user learns a new computer
program, he calls upon his prior knowledge (analogies or metaphors) as the basis on which to form a new

mental model. Designers can take advantage of users' existing mental models to present ways of
conceptualizing computer functions and to design interfaces for computing systems [3]. Carroll, Mack, and
Kellogg [4] describe the use of metaphor as a way to control the complexity of user interfaces by designing the
actions, procedures, and concepts of new interfaces based on users' familiar actions, procedures, aLid concepts
from previously learned interfaces. Metaphors used in this way are called interface metaphors.

humans learn new concepts or knowledge in terms of what they already know, almost all the
Because humans
computer interfaces in the world contain various types of metaphors taken from other domains. The current
concern in computer interface design for ease of use, encourages the use of familiar objects and icon-based
operations. Using these, computer users do not have to interact with command line syntax like they did before.
This trend also facilitates the growth of the Internet [5]. Ratzan [5] argues that "metaphors may themselves
suggest further implications, inferences or interactions of computer components. Metaphors help make sense
of the online environment" (p. 47). Nevertheless, design guidelines derived from research findings on Internet
metaphors are far behind their present demand in the practitioner field.
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2 The use of multiple metaphors in interface design
While metaphor is useful for helping people to reason about new knowledge, mismatches between the base
and target domains may occur, which lead to incorrect inferences. Carroll, Mack, Kellogg [4] claim that
metaphor must provide incomplete mappings to their target domains. "If a text editor truly appeared and
functioned as a typewriter in every detail, it would be a typewriter" (p. 69). Mismatches happen in situations in
which the attributes and relations of a single metaphor can not be perfectly correlated with the attributes and
relations of the target domain. This is especially true when the target domain is so complex that no individual
model can fully explain anticipated behavior. In this case, the use of multiple metaphors to design interfaces
may be a solution [6]. Benking and Judge [7] explain that three or more complementary metaphors may be
used together in order to adequately represent some complex systems. Booth's [8] argument provides a basis
for the use of multiple metaphors. He notes that people "appear to have blocks of knowledge relating to
different domains and use parts of these knowledge blocks when they believe that it is appropriate" (p. 73).
One kind of composite metaphor (multiple metaphor) is the use of complementary metaphors to represent
functions of an interface, with each metaphor representing a function at a single level. Carroll et al. give an
example of this kind of composite metaphor -- the integrated office system, which includes electronic mail,
spreadsheets, text editing, and decision support, each with a different metaphor to represent it in the system.

In terms of the theoretical basis for multiple metaphors, Rumelhart and Norman [9] conducted a study on
teaching new users to learn a text editor. They observed that students made errors because of their inadequate
conceptualization of the various parts of the computer system. This resulted from the insufficient mental
models students brought to the situation; they limited the kinds of analogies they might have employed. The
authors note that no single metaphor can fully explain a complex piece of subject matter. Thus, they postulate
an effective solution to eliminate student errors -- the provision of a more appropriate analogical framework,
with different conceptual models to help students in their reasoning. They developed the "secretary," the "card
file," and the "tape recorder" models, each explaining various aspects of the text editor, and claim that,
although none of the models are perfect, as people grow more experienced in a domain, they become better at
choosing appropriate models for a specific situation. In teaching this subject matter, it is effective to present a
set of models, each with their own built-in context dependencies, as alternative conceptualizations of the target
domain.

Collins and Gentner [10, 11] found that analogies allow people to create multiple mental models for use in
reasoning about a complex system. They discuss Gentner's [12] analogy hypothesis and note that "a major way
in which people reason about unfamiliar domains is through analogical mappings" (p. 247). They used
analogies to map the set of transition rules from a known domain (the base) into the new domain (the target),
thereby constructing a mental model that can generate inferences in the target domain. To test this hypothesis,
they observed how subjects reason about evaporation and did an analysis of their protocols. The qualitative
data suggests that subjects formed three different levels of interrelated mental models in reasoning about the
target domain. These findings support the view that people learn the target domain by partitioning it into
different component models, each mapped to a different base domain.
Multiple metaphors have also been employed in the field of artificial intelligence. Burstein [13] presented a
model for students to learn a programming language. This involved the use of a box analogy, an algebra
analogy, and a human processor analogy. In the example, the author used analogies in such a way that each
analogy covered several levels of description, but served different functions. The use of multiple analogy
models has been found to be more helpful in facilitating students who are learning the new domain in this case.

Spiro et al. [14] describe the danger of using single analogies in learning and instruction. Theyrnggest that
misconceptions are often caused by the reductive effect of analogies. "When analogies are used to 'Start
simple,' the knowledge ultimately acquired often stays simple. Well-intended analogies often result in
oversimplified knowledge" (p. 502). They present eight situations in which the use of an analogy induces
misconceptions or mismatches. One common characteristic of these eight situations is that users tend to
depend too much on the properties of an analogous source domain in understanding the topic (target) domain.

To solve this problem, they propose an antidote -- the use of integrated multiple analogies to represent
complex concepts. They claim that by introducing new analogies which emend the missing or misleading
aspects of the earlier analogy, the strength of the original analogy is retained, but its weakness is discarded. To
give an example, muscle fiber function is proposed as the target concept, which is then explained by three
analogies -- the rowing crew, the turnbuckle, and the Chinese finger-cuffs analogies. To integrate multiple
analogies, they propose the technique of "composite imaging with selective contingent instantiation" (p. 522),
in which three analogy models are created separately for the comprehension of the muscle fiber function with
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the applicability of the elements in each analogy being context-dependent. Although the authors claim that this

technique could be applied mentally or to computer graphic displays, its implications for the design of a
composite metaphor are limited.
The advantage of using multiple metaphors in designing computer interfaces can be seen. However, there is no
accepted standard for designing an interface with multiple metaphors. In the following section, the issues or
problems of designing a multiple-metaphor interface will be discussed.

3 Issues to consider in the design of multiple (composite) metaphor
interfaces
Judging from previous studies [15, 2] and my experience, I conclude a number of difficulties that designers or
researchers would face in creating a multiple metaphor interface. Since the generation of a multiple metaphor
interface involves the selection and combination of multiple metaphors, design considerations and problems
will be discussed below within these two phases.

3.1 Selection of metaphor
When selecting metaphors to design interfaces for computer systems, the designer needs to consider several
issues, which include the type of information, description level of metaphors, users' expert levels and prior
knowledge, users' tasks, methods of task completion, and appearance of the interface.

The type and structure of information of the target system influences how designers select metaphors.
These attributes include the information content and structure of the target system. Designers need to
consider the type of content information when choosing appropriate metaphors.

In terms of description level of the target system, Booth [8] claims that "the level of description of a
metaphor is concerned with the type of information that a metaphor might be expected to communicate"
(p. 77). He takes an example from Moran's [16] Command Language Grammar and says that a metaphor

can be aimed at the task level, the semantic level, the syntactic level, or the physical level. This
characteristic increases possibilities, but also the difficulty in designing a metaphorical interface.

When choosing metaphors, the designer should consider users' prior knowledge in their familiar domains
as a basis for designing tools for learning new things. Stagger and Norcio [17] claims that, when designing
multiple models for users to learn new knowledge, designers need to consider the expert level of the users

and the tasks to be completed. As users gain expertise in the target area, their ability to manipulate
multiple models increases. Since metaphors work by mapping previously acquired knowledge of users to
the target domain that they are going to learn, some attributes (objects, relations, actions, effects) of the
base domain must match with the attributes of the target domain. The selection of metaphors should be
based on a user's familiar knowledge.

Carroll et al. [4] explain three aspects to consider in designing a metaphor: the tasks, methods, and
appearance levels. The task level describes users' goals and what they can do; an example is the
information search in the present study. The method level describes how tasks are accomplished. The
appearance level is the "look and feel of the task situation vis-à-vis the physical implemenplion of the
domain" (p. 78). It includes aspects of the hardware and the presentation of screen objects.

In addition to consideration of the above criteria in selecting interface metaphors, designers also face some
design problems described by Cooper [18]: 1) there are not enough metaphors; 2) the metaphors do not scale
well; and 3) the ability of users to recognize them is questionable. As the number of metaphors increases in
designing an interface, there are more constraints regarding the criteria of metaphor selection. Carroll and
Thomas [3] suggest that when using two or more metaphors to design a system, one should not choose objects
or procedures that are exclusively alternative to each other, so as to avoid interference and confusion. In

another article [19], Carroll and Mack argue that good metaphors should also not provide completely
transparent and comprehensive mapping, so that they may better enable users to learn.

3.2 Combination of metaphors
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Once multiple metaphors are selected, designers need to identify an optimal way of combining the metaphors.
This issue has not been well discussed by scholars, so there are not many guidelines regarding how to combine
multiple metaphors to create a computer interface.
Beyond the issues discussed above, designers face some additional problems in combining multiple metaphors.

First, it is hard to draw the boundaries between different metaphors. Booth [8] raises this question for
designers: "how [can we] signpost the boundaries of metaphors within a system so that users know when a
metaphor is no longer relevant and when another metaphor is appropriate [?]"(p. 78) Second, although the idea
of using multiple metaphors has been suggested for interface design by practitioners, the way to operationalize

multiple metaphors to create interfaces is very difficult to carry out. Most previous studies used separate
analogies to teach new knowledge, or they used separate metaphorical interfaces to help users to learn new
computer systems. Methods for combining different metaphors in a system have not been explored. Smilowitz
[2] was a pioneering researcher who tried to mix two metaphors in an interface in her experimental studies.

Due to the challenging nature of this case, there were design deficiencies in her approach to combining
multiple metaphors. Smilowitz tried to mix two metaphors within the navigation area in a hypertext system.
But navigation tools are only a part of an interface. The design in her study limits users' perceptions of the
metaphorical interface.

In light of the above difficulties, the application of structural cues taken from multiple metaphors may be a
solution to integrate two or more metaphors in designing an interface. The next section is a brief review on
structural cues in computer interfaces.

4 Hypertext structure cues
Dillon [20] presents a discussion on the structure in documents. He argues that the meaning of structure differs

depending on different standpoints: from the perspectives of writers, readers, or from the consideration of
reading/writing tasks. There is a difference in the structures of a paper and an electronic document. Compared
to a paper document, a hypertext document does not have the same amount of information available to the
readers, and its structures do not have equal transparency. In a hypertext system, the author can create
numerous structures from the same information. Due to the lesser experience novice users may have with
hypertext systems, "users' schemata of hypertext environments are likely to be 'informationally leaner' than
those for paper documents" (p. 114). These reasons may explain why users easily become lost in hyperspace.
One way to solve navigation problems in hypermedia is to provide structure aids that inform users of what
information is available, as well as where it may be located and how it may be organized. Hulley [21] discuss
hypermedia and notes that "its structure needs to be made obvious to the users [,] and a means of browsing and
navigating around it needs to be provided." In addition, he thinks that "the methods chosen for structuring
information need to be the most suitable for the user's needs; they must support the tasks that the user wants to
carry out and provide an interface which can be easily understood or learned" (p. 173). Thuring, Hannemann,
and Haake [22] argue that the coherence of a hyperdocument has an impact on the reader's information
processing. Well designed hypertext structures plus the presence of rhetorical cues may facilitate coherence;
so designers should provide cues at both the node (within nodes) and net (between nodes) levels. Rouet and
Levonen [23] describe the prototypical representation of hypertext as "a set of text units connected through
multiple links, that is, a text network" (p. 15). Due to the navigation problems which a novice user may
experience, they argue that novice users need analogies with conventional structures.

5 Procedures used to create multiple-metaphorical interfaces
From the literature review we know that a single metaphor does not cover everything in the interface. The use
of two or more metaphors in designing an interface may be a solution for the problem of mismatch and may

better represent the elements as well as the relations to the target system. In addition, structural cues or
metaphors should be provided to hypermedia users for them to understand the way to navigate the system.
Because of the present vogue for interface metaphors and the limited research available in this area, there is no

accepted standard for designing metaphorical interfaces. Interface design in this area is more laborious
because of this problem concerning the operational definition of metaphorical interfaces. Due to the problems

designers or researchers may experience when combining multiple metaphors to create an interface, the
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creation of a metaphorical interface by combining structural cues that are derived from two or more metaphors
may be a useful way to help users to search within a hypermedia system.

In my metaphor study, I compared single versus multiple-metaphor interfaces on their effects in facilitating
users' information search behaviors in a hypermedia system. There were three interfaces as the independent
variable in the study, with the first interface containing less metaphorical elements, the second containing
some metaphorical elements from a single metaphor, and the third (multiple-metaphor interface) containing
more metaphorical elements from two metaphors.

A method was proposed to create the metaphorical interfaces based on existing design guidelines and the
revision of design methods used by other researchers. In this strategy, the metaphors work as the source for the

structural cues to be combined in creating a metaphorical interface. Metaphors were used as the basis for
deriving navigational cues, but those cues were not treated illustratively. In other words, the cues are related
structurally to the metaphors but do not necessarily represent elements of the metaphors in a pictorial way. The
metaphors used provided a logic for the designs, which guided the choice of structural cues that distinguish the
three interfaces by the varying degrees to which they appear. This approach leads to a more precise operational
definition and manipulation of the variables.

A detailed review of the method for creating the three interfaces for the experimental study is presented in the
following paragraphs.

5.1 Selection of context and task for the study
In the study information searches were chosen to be the user task in order to investigate the effectiveness of
using metaphors as a navigational aid in designing a hypermedia system.

5.2 Selection of information content (information system)
After the task had been chosen, the information content was identified based on the scope and structure of the
system, the depth and width of the information structure, characteristics of the information related to the target

system, the familiarity of the content to the potential subjects, the availability of the system, its ease of
implementation, appropriate metaphors for this information content, and software used to create the hypertext
system. These issues were identified partially through a review of articles describing the processes that other
designers went through to create metaphorical interfaces and the criteria they took into account [24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29]. The web sites of some universities, the web pages of the Library of Congress and the National Science
Foundation, a CD-ROM in science, a health database, geography information, the lives of musicians, world art

and wars, and American history were reviewed. Some systems were good because they have structures
embedded within them for information searching and navigation; but there were no appropriate metaphors for
those types of content. For the other systems, there were appropriate metaphors that matched the content or
elements, but the information structures were not useful for information searching.

The CD-ROM "The Enduring Vision" [30] was finally chosen as the content on which to base the hypertext
system. It contains 33 chapters of American history. The same content as that in the CD-ROM can be found in

the book The Enduring Vision, and the CD-ROM structure is similar to the structure of the book. This
similarity between the book and CD-ROM was a positive factor which influenced my choice of the CD-ROM.

It made the job of creating the three variances of hypertext easier, because the content did not have to be
restructured to fit the book metaphor. Four chapters with a total of ninety-eight articles in nineteegth-century
American history were selected from the program to create the hypertext system.

5.3 Selection of metaphors
The chosen hypertext system placed constraints on the variety of possible metaphors that could be used to
design the interfaces. The issues taken into account at this stage included the subjects' prior knowledge
concerning the metaphors, the characteristics of hypermedia systems versus the attributes of metaphors, the
overall structures of metaphors in covering hypermedia systems, the appropriateness of metaphors for
information searching, potential mismatches between the metaphors and the hypermedia system, existing

metaphors used in other software, ease of representation, manifestations /appearances of metaphors,
guidelines for metaphor design, and methods of combining multiple metaphors. In addition, the characteristics
proposed by Lin [15] were also taken into consideration. These are: (1) the style of presentation of information,
(2) the size of information units, (3) the degree of user control over the ordering of information, (4) routes of
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traversing, (5) the visibility of linkages among units, (6) the implied internal structure of information units,

and (7) the style of access to specific information. Some other design guidelines were also taken into
consideration when I created the metaphorical interfaces. After several unsuccessful attempts (using different
combinations of multiple metaphors such as timeline, map, journey, path, container, building...), the book and
folder metaphors were ultimately selected, based on the above guidelines and the consideration of possible
ways of metaphor combination.
One criterion in selecting multiple metaphors is that the chosen metaphors must be independent of each other.
In other words, one metaphor can not be a secondary (subordinate) metaphor to the other one (the primary
metaphor). According to Cates [24], a primary metaphor refers to the principle or first metaphor employed,
and a secondary metaphor means a subsequent metaphor employed. The secondary metaphor "stimulates

images and semantic expressions related to those stimulated by the primary metaphors which they are
intended to accompany."(p. 98) If one metaphor is subordinate to the other, then they can be seen as the same
metaphor.
The reason I selected book and folder metaphors is that each could map to different aspects of the hypermedia
system, so they are complementary (see Table 1 for analysis of metaphor functions). Spiro et al. [14] propose
the employment of multiple analogies in learning and instruction. They identify eight ways that analogies may
induce misconceptions. Based on their framework, I analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of book and folder
metaphors and used them in the design of three interfaces. Due to the scope of this paper, this analysis will not
be discussed in the current paper.
Table 1: Analysis of metaphor functions and structural cues

Elements related to content or to the
hypermedia structure
Books have structure. Each book page
can be used to place an information
unit (e.g. a web page)
A book has a cover, a table of
contents, chapters, sections, and
pages
Turn page/ page number
Open/close a book

Book

metaphor

.

Folder
metaphor

Metaphor functions related to hypermedia
characteristics

Each folder can be used to place an
information unit
Folder tabs with labels enable users to
easily identify the content of a folder
Flexible ordering of information (Lin,
1989, p.46)

There is visibility of linkages among units
A book structure implies the internal
structure of information unit in a hypertext
system
A book has a particular style of
information presentation and access to
specific information
Book pages need to be accessed
sequentially by page turning or by reading
the table of contents (Lin, 1989, p. 48)
Folder tabs allow random access to
specific information units (Lin, 1989, p.
46)
Information units in different levels can be
directly accessed

5.4 Combination of two metaphors and the creation of three interfaces (use of
structural cues)
After each metaphor was selected, all of their objects and functions were analyzed using the PONT model as

shown in Table 2 [24]. The design problems which previous researchers faced in combining multiple
metaphors in one interface (the creation of a composite metaphor interface) have been discussed in previous
sections. In addition, Lakoff and Johnson [1] claim that "metaphors do not imply a complete mapping of every
concrete detail of one object or situation onto another; rather they emphasize certain features and suppress

others" (p. 96). It is also impossible to manipulate metaphorical elements in an interface from complete
absence to presence.

In view of these difficulties, the three metaphorical interfaces were created in such a way that each, interface
contains various degrees of structural cues taken from one or two metaphors, with the cues ranging from
minimum to maximum. Rather than call them the no-metaphor, single-metaphor, and multiple-metaphor
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interfaces as in previous studies, they were called "the interfaces with different degrees of structural cues
derived from single or multiple metaphors."
Table 2: POPIT Model (Cates, 1994)

Properties

Book (Cates, 1994)
Book cover, pages, table of contents,
chapters, sections, title

Operations

Open or close a book, turn page forward
and backward

Phases
Images

Turn pages, open, close, begin reading,
find information/words, highlight
Book cover, layout of books

Types

Reference works, recreational books

Folder
Tabs on the top of each folder, several
folders can be put together, labels or
keywords on the tabs
Folder tabs can be thumbed through, it
allows random access, flexible ordering of
folders
Select the folder, open the folder, select
section by way of thumb tabs
Same size and shape for each folder, tab in
different location on the top, tabs have
different colors
Information storage

First interface (interface A with minimal cues)

There were a total of one hundred screens in this interface. Interface A contains a minimal degree of
metaphorical concepts. In addition, the three interfaces in this experimental study needed to have similar
structures and styles of information presentation for the sake of comparison and data collection. Since all
computer interfaces contain some degree of metaphors taken from other domains, it is impossible to rule out
metaphor elements totally. In the hypertext system, each article was organized hierarchically with its title
listed in previous levels as hyperlinks. This made the title lists look more like the content lists of a book. For
this reason, interface A still contains a small number of metaphorical elements, partially due to the nature of
the information content.

Second interface (interface B with medium cues)
There were a total of four hundred and twenty seven screens in each of the interfaces, B and C. The same
structural components and elements can be found in all three interfaces: I) four levels in the system, 2) a main
page as the first level with hyperlinks linking to the second and the third level, 3) articles in the second, the
third, and the fourth levels with or without hyperlinks linking to the next level, and 4) titles and body text for
each article. Based on the analysis, terms, images, structures, and operations were taken from a book metaphor
to add to the design of the second interface. This causes the second interface to contain more structural cues
from a book metaphor. All the information was presented in book format; for example, the text of each article
was presented on double-sided pages, as in a real book. Users can click on the dog-ear to turn to the previous or
next page. In addition, the title of each article was labeled with chapter, section, and subsection number to
resemble the title of a book.

Third interface (interface C with maximum cues)
In order to compare the effects of the interface in which the structural cues were taken from only one metaphor
with the interface in which structural cues were taken from multiple metaphors, a third interface was created
(see Figure 1). Extra structural cues, including images, structures, and operations of a folder mepphor, were
added to the second interface to create the third one. Whereas information presentation in a book metaphOr is

linear, the folder metaphor conveys the hypermedia attribute of flexible information access. The book
metaphor worked as the main metaphor and was broader in its scope, while the folder metaphor was added to
the design to supplement the honk metaphor. Booth [8] describes the dimensions of a metaphor in terms of its
scope and level of description. The scope describes the number of concepts that a metaphor addresses, and the
level of description deals with the information types that a metaphor communicates. Similarly, Hammond and
Allinson [30] describe four levels of information that a metaphor may convey: task information, semantic
information, lexical information, and physical information. Using those concepts to examine the design in the
present study, the book metaphor has a larger scope and it conveys four information levels: the hypertext
structure, the layout, the terms, and the operations; but the scope and information levels of the folder metaphor
are more restricted. The main function of the folder metaphor is to provide a flexible means of information
access so that users can randomly access articles in different levels.
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The structural cues taken from the book and folder metaphors include content lists, section titles and number,
double-paged layout, book turning corners, folder labels with section numbers, physical layouts of book and
folder metaphors, and so on. Those elements consist of textual and graphical structural cues, which were
combined to create the metaphorical interfaces.
Figure 1. Screen-shot of the third level for interface C (multiple-metaphor interface)
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6 Conclusion
Metaphors do not apply equally in the interface designs, and usually only the most salient points are drawn
from a metaphor. The book and folder metaphors are not alternative choices; instead, they complement each
other (in a non-exhaustive way). This is consistent with Benking and Judge's [7] view of using three or more
complementary metaphors to explain complex systems. Due to the consideration of ease of manipulation in
the experimental study, only two metaphors were chosen for the design of the interfaces. At each step in
creating the interfaces, not only more possibilities, but also a few constraints were added to the design. The
selection and combination of the structural cues did not result in perfect designs, but they were completed with
much deliberation concerning the many design possibilities and tradeoffs.

Designing metaphorical interfaces involves many other issues that are beyond the scope of the present
discussion. The compatibility between the metaphors to be combined may play an important role in
appropriately conveying the functions of each of the interface elements. Interfaces that are created with
incompatible metaphors could cause misunderstanding and hinder users' performances. The problems of
selecting and combining multiple metaphors have been discussed in this paper, and the procedures for creating
the metaphorical interfaces have been explicitly presented. There are many complex design issues involved in
the creation of metaphorical interfaces. The design of a metaphorical interface relies on appropriate metaphor

selection and combination in order to achieve optimal effects. Further research is needed to explore other
possible ways to combine multiple metaphors to create user-friendly interfaces.
Due to the scope of this paper, the whole process of creating metaphorical interfaces can not be discussed in
detail. However, it is the hope of the author that the method presented can provide interface designers and
researchers with insight in creating metaphorical interfaces.
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Action learning has become a popular approach to management education. Many
advocates of "work while you learn and learn while you work" define action learning

as an experience-based approach to developing workers by integrating real
workplace problems and dilemmas in development programs as a way to work and
learn concurrently. In tandem with the increasing acceptance of action learning, Webbased learning has become a common practice in both school and work settings. The
authors contemplate that Web technology be utilized to build a Web-based action
learning environment. In this environment, the tools and resources selected and
devised are intended to facilitate the pedagogical processes of action learning. The
biggest advantage of this environment is that learners are able to conduct action
learning without constraining to time and space boundaries. The authors also argue
that any technology-based learning environment would be flawed without a sound
design framework and strong cultural and leadership supports for implementation.

Keywords: Action Learning, Web-based Learning Environment, Knowledge
Repository

1 Introduction
Recently, learning based on socio-cultural theories such as situated learning [1] and cognitive apprenticeship [2]
have gained attention in academic education and corporate training. There are three core doctrines of sociocultural learning theories [2,3,4,5]. First, knowledge is situated in meaningful tasks that the learner carries out.
Second, learning is a social process in which the learner interacts with peers or experts. Third, mediated tools
and signs in the socio-cultural milieu of the learner affect learning processes and results. In other words, these
theories hold that learning occurs in a socio-cultural context where the learner carries out authentic tasks. Thus,
it becomes essential to combine working and learning contexts in the workplace if learning is to be effective. In

parallel with the development of socio-cultural learning theories, action learning has become an emerging
paradigm for workplace learning [6,7]. The tenet of action learning is learning through action [8,9]. In action
learning, learners learn with and from each other, with the help of facilitators, by working on real problems and
reflecting on their own experiences.
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In addition to the emerging learning theory that has changed today's landscape of learning design and
implementation, learning technology is another area that has a deep impact on the construction of learning
environments. The technological advancements that the Internet and the Web have brought about have outpaced
pedagogical and human learning theories [10]. The interactive, distributed, and collaborative features the Web
offers present unprecedented opportunities for experimentation in creating an online learning environment that
allows learning to occur without temporal and spatial constraints. Learning anytime, anywhere through the Web
has become a common practice in the educational circle [11].

This paper intends to provide the design framework of a Web-based action learning environment (WALE) that
combines contemporary learning theory and learning technology to facilitate and support the process of action
learning. We begin with an overview of action learning and groupware technology, which a WALE is built upon.
Then, we introduce the design framework of a WALE. We also present an actual WALE we built to give readers
a better understanding of this WALE framework.

2 Action Learning
The concept of action learning made its appearance in 1954 as a method of problem solving. In 1967, Revans
first implemented action learning in Belgium as a method of management development. Revans [12] defines:
"Action learning is a means of development, intellectual, emotional or physical, that requires its subject,
through responsible involvement in some real, complex and stressful problem, to achieve intended change
sufficient to improve his observable behaviour henceforth in the problem field" (p. 4).
According to Revans [9], learning (L) is the sum of acquired programmed knowledge (P) and questioning insight
(Q) and is denoted as:

L=P+Q
P represents the traditional instruction received in formal academic institutions such as business schools, and is
deployed by experts. Q represents one's own findings from managerial experiences and is exercised by leaders.
It should be noted that P and Q are complementary parts of a total development process [13, 14].

In a typical action learning program, programmed instruction might be given on a designated theory or
theoretical topic. In conjunction with the programmed instruction, learners are asked to apply their prior and new
knowledge to a real project that organizational sponsors have sanctioned. Throughout the program, learners
continue to work on the project with assistance from qualified facilitators or advisors as well as other learners
who help them make sense of their project experiences.

Action learning situates learners in a real-life problem in which they learn from and with others as they solve
organizational problems. While there are many variations of action learning, Beaty, Boumer & Frost [15] argue
that four essential elements of action learning are

* real problems,
* group reflection,
* personal responsibility, and

* action based
First, learners learn from tackling organizational problems they face within their work contexts. Second, learning
is a social interaction in which learners learn with and from a group of others who are also engaged in managing
real problems. Third, members of the group are accountable for solving their own organizational problems.
Fourth, action learning does not stop with theoretical solutions. It is concerned with implementing the actions
that the group has explored.

Action learning holds that learning for learners means learning to take effective actions [14], which only occurs
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when learners actually engage in taking actions.

The best actions for learning are those that solve an

organization's real problems, those actions that are significant to the learners themselves. The learning process is
a social interaction in which a group of learners work together as a team on the problems. The learners learn best
with and from one another through peer interactions and discussions.
"Action learning is holistic in its view of the person [learner], the management process, and learning. It is highly
situational, flexibly treating elusive problems and combines a social process with individual needs" [14, p37]. Its
value lies in the situated characteristics of knowledge and skills acquisition. Through hands-on experiences with
peers in solving real-life problems, learners can develop their own theories of learning and management in action,
which are tested against real-world experiences as well as established tenets [16]. Learners are able to sharpen
their problem-solving, communication and critical-thinking skills and to build skills that are germane to their own
particular organizational needs. Furthermore, action learning, in a broader sense, has much in common with the
concept of the learning organization [14]. The critical features of action learning are in accordance with the five
disciplines of the learning organization: system thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building a shared
vision, and team learning [17]. From this perspective, action learning is not only a matter of individual learning
and action but is also an organizational transformation process that deals greatly with organizational dynamics
and culture.

3 Augmenting Action Learning with Technology
While action learning is taking off and is proven to be effective in management education [18, 19], we believe

that Web technology can augment its effectiveness.

First, the use of Web technology to communicate

organizational information, to coordinate workflows, and to collaborate on work tasks becomes indispensable in
solving today's organizational problems. Since action learning emphasizes that learning comes out of business

actions, we believe Web technology is instrumental for learning, in that the common Web functions can
concurrently support working and learning. Second, the most vital resource in action learning is the participants'
own experiences and resources. The sharing of these experiences and resources often occurs only when
participants convene in action learning meetings where the majority of problem diagnosis, group discussion,
solution planning, and collective reflection take place. Consequently, these valuable experiences and resources
are not captured, widely disseminated, or even lost outside action learning meetings or programs. Third, time
and geographical boundaries often put constraints on where and when action learning meetings can occur. The
communication functions of Web technology such as e-mail and online bulletin boards provide the means to
break the limitations of space and time. These functions enable the continuity of learning process beyond faceto-face meetings. Furthermore, the collaborative features of Web technology can be used to engage people in the

action learning process.

Although well-designed action learning programs do a good job of involving

participants in learning and action, the ability to let people collaborate anytime, anywhere creates an expectation
that action learning is a collective effort and every participant is contributing.

4 Web-based Action Learning Environment
With the characteristics of action learning and Web technology in mind, we develop a framework for designing a
Web-based action learning environment (WALE) as shown in Figure 1. In this framework, learn' occurs when
learners engage in action learning to solve organizational problems with the support of Web tools and resources.

The tools and resources selected and devised for the learning environment are intended to facilitate the
pedagogical processes of action learning. The design of action learning and technological support has to take
into account the organizational context and should be constantly evaluatcd and improved accordingly. The Web
tools and resources are devised into three categories: knowledge repository, collaborative tools, and cognitive
tools.

Web-Based Action Learning Environment 4

Action Learning
Experience
Problem Solving Processes

ation & Improve
Web Technological Support
Organizational
Context

Figure 1. The design framework of a Web-based action learning environment

4.1 Knowledge Repository
At the conceptual level, a knowledge repository is about capturing and preserving the theory and practice of
practitioners in an organization. The theory component represents what Ravens called programmed knowledge
(P). In action learning, there is much in theory that can inform action. For one thing, it allows practitioners to
see problems in a new light. Further, it might even reveal problems undiscovered for lack of recognizable
solutions. The practice component is Revans' Q that represents practitioners' own findings from their experiences.
These experiences are transformational and knowledge-based in a way that is useful to an organization. They

provide the means of organizational learning, from which organizational members can gain insight and
understanding. In action learning, experiences edify the program participants' past success and failure of actions.
They also provide the questioning insights upon which the participants can reflect and guide their future actions.
At the detailed level, a knowledge repository is a collection of electronic documents that contains basic concepts
in a subject domain and extracted experiences from practitioners including cases, lessons learned, best practices,

techniques, tips, references, and other knowledge granules with powerful searching functions and easy
navigational tools.

4.2 Collaborative tools
Collaborative tools, which include computer conferencing, electronic mail, and shared workspace, are used to
promote collaboration among participants in an action learning program. Participants take on problem solving
collaboratively through this online environment built on computer networks. Through the networks, multiple
perspectives and diverse learning approaches can be stimulated, with each reinforcing the others [20]. Computer
conferencing permits the development of online, asynchronous, many-to-many person discussions. Electronic

mail allows each participant to send messages relating to personal issues to a specific persor group [21].
Computer conferencing and electronic mail extend the time and space boundaries of action earning, beyond
action learning meetings and moves learning directly into the workplace. They enable action learning anytime,
anywhere and make action learning an ongoing process. The shared workspace serves as the group memory,
recording group activities and information in action learning. It is capable of tacking a participant's or a group's
action patterns and learning paths, which indicates what actions have been performed and what information has
been accessed. Each participant can either reflect on his or her own action learning history or can learn from
others by reviewing the group processes.

4.3 Cognitive Tools
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Kozma [22] explains that the computer can alleviate the learner's information processing burden, thereby
extending human cognition. In case problem solving activities, computer tools are used to ease and enhance the
performance of cognitive tasks. Such tools in a WALE include performance support, hypermedia, and navigation
functions. First, performance support functions are a set of Web tools or electronic job aids that participants use
to facilitate problem solving. These functions ease the cognitive load of many arduous but necessary work and/or
learning tasks and make learning and problem solving more efficient. The use of problem diagnosis forms and
online action learning guidelines are two examples. Second, in a hypermedia environment, knowledge is
purportedly organized by mirroring the structure of human thinking. The process of imitating human thinking

proceeds through associating one piece of information to a related piece of information. It functions as
"knowledge on demand" and exhibits the capacity to branch from one thought to related knowledge or
experiences [23]. That being so, an appropriately structured hypermedia system should be able to mirror the
semantic network of an experienced or knowledgeable performer or expert [24]. Third, navigation functions
such as searching, navigation maps, indices, history, and bookmarks prevent learners from getting lost in the
spacious knowledge ocean and point participants in the right direction. Navigating with such tools quickly brings
participants the part of knowledge that they are looking for. Navigation maps show where participants are and
where they have been in knowledge repository. Similarly, indexes offer participants different ways of identifying
and viewing knowledge. In contrast, the history function keeps track of navigational paths and allows
participants to trace their learning processes. Finally, bookmarks register particular knowledge locations for later
quick access.

5 Learning and Working in a WALE
From the process standpoint, building a WALE encompasses a set of interrelated processes that engage
participants in the problem-solving activities. These processes become a way of identifying and understanding
interrelated factors while helping fill gaps, minimize redundancies, and eliminate conflicts toward common goals.
They enable participants to develop themselves by building, reflecting on, renewing, and sharing what they know
and how they do things in solving organizational problems. In this way, a WALE integrates learning and working
in one environment through: 1) online action learning activities with peers and facilitators, 2) the utilization of
Web-based learning and performance support tools, and 3) full-time access to problem solving resources and
results (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Working and Learning simultaneously in a WALE
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6 A Case in Point
Teacher education programs have been challenged to respond to advances in technology. Unfortunately, these
programs are criticized for not adequately preparing teachers to use technology in their teaching. The Office of
Technology Assessment (1995) reported on technology in teacher education and noted significant limitations,
including 1) faculty not modeling technology use; 2) students learning about technology not with it; 3) field
experiences not designed to model the use of technology; and 4) technology isolated from the main curriculum
and pedagogy of teacher education. These limitations point to the need to revamp teacher education programs at
many universities.

While teacher education faculty are central to the problem and its eventual solution, individual faculty are
typically powerless to address these limitations. Deans, Directors of Teacher Education, Department Chairs, and
other college and school-level leaders are best positioned to make a response, but seldom are these individuals
prepared to deal with the many complexities, technical and otherwise, creating barriers to integrate technology in
teacher education. Moreover, the rate of technological changes makes technology integration in teacher
education a perpetual endeavor. Learning to solve problems means taking action in solving problems.

Funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, a consortium of teacher education programs at the
Universities of Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Kansas, and Texas A&M was established to tackle many
similar problems found in integrating technology in teacher education. This consortium is grounded with a
common vision: teachers and students enabled by new and emerging technology and building a better future for
all. The common mission is to better educate future generations of teachers to use technology. Recognizing that
accomplishing the mission is an ongoing endeavor and the means to the end is constantly in flux due to fast
emerging technology innovations and student needs, the leaders of consortium programs take the action learning
approach to prepare themselves and their programs.

Adopting the WALE framework, the consortium, led by the University of Missouri, initiated a WALE
development project to deploy a knowledge repository to support action learning programs engaged by
respective consortium members. The Technology Integration Process (TIP) knowledge repository captures,
organizes, and disseminates the collective knowledge about technology integration in teacher education, thereby
leveraging the professional knowledge across many programs. Figure 3 shows the entry screen of the TIP system.
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To start with, the TIP design includes a process model for technology integration in teacher education. The
model consists of five inter-related processes: research, design, development, delivery, and evaluation. Two or
more subprocesses were identified for each process. This TIP action model represents the P component of
Ravens' learning model: the theory of technology integration in teacher education. To capture the TIP
experiences (the Q component) of participating programs, dedicated project staff was sent to collect knowledge
about TIP actions in each participating program. These experiences categorized according to five TIP processes
were written as descriptive documents enhanced by multimedia elements. Each experience is titled as a TIP case
and can be searched by name, by category, and by program as well as through a full-text search engine spanning
the entire database.

Following the action learning approach, knowledge collection at each participating program began with a twoday self-study facilitated by the project facilitator. The self-study process opened with an orientation to the goals
of the project and a demonstration of the knowledge repository from the functional and conceptual perspectives.
Attention then turned to identification of the strengths and limitations of the program in relationship to the
elements of the TIP action model. More site visits followed for problem diagnosis and solution implementation.
In these follow-up meetings, in light of presented problems with the program and illuminating TIP cases in the
system, the participants reflected upon the problems and solutions to develop action plan. It was then up to the
participants of each program to carry out the plan. In the meantime, project staff continued the tasks of TIP

knowledge discovery and collection and preserved the knowledge in the system that also facilitates the
information exchange and knowledge dissemination throughout project lifespan. Individuals from participating
programs are periodically notified when new knowledge (i.e., documents) was added to the system. Also,
notifications are sent out when a new threaded discussion is initiated or when existing discussions are active. In
this way, TIP action learning becomes an ongoing and collective effort from all contributing partners of this
consortium.

7. Conclusion
The utilization of the Web for action learning is one possible efficient and effective way to leverage the
intellectual capital of an organization in solving organizational problems. In this paper, we have laid out the
design framework of a Web-based action learning environment. We illuminate our design with an actual WALE
that we built to integrate technology in teacher education. We also understand a successful WALE is more than a
design framework and a new technology implementation. While Web technology may have the advantage of
removing boundaries of space and time to facilitate and enhance action learning, it may cause other difficulties
by eliminating ordinarily desirable interpersonal communication channels necessary for effective action learning.
Our experiehce has shown that the successful application of a WALE relies upon a judicious marriage of a sound

design of Web technological tools and resources and inner strengths of participants, with reflections upon
learnings from experiences of action in the real world of work and life. It must focus on critical successful
factors that include fostering a conducive learning culture, marshaling true leadership support, deploying a
nurturing process model, and sustaining the change throughout the organization. Also, it must move us to a view
that sees learning in the context of the workplace so that higher individual and organizational performance can be
achieved.
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The world of education is in a period of rapid change. Technology in the
education has recently become a primary goal of Overseas Chinese Education.

Yet with all these new resources available to teachers, the opportunity for
improved teaching is eclipsed by the intimidating task of finding ways to utilize

computers and the Internet in a classroom environment. Overseas Chinese
demographics are placing pressure on educational institutions to develop more

cost-effective instructional delivery systems. In response to this pressure,
education is exploring new ways of defining classrooms and utilizing distributed
resources. The direction of this exploration is being guided by newly evolving
technologies and information delivery systems, advances in neuropsychology
and the cognitive sciences, and new philosophies and educational paradigms.
The introduction of the Internet in Overseas Chinese Education has been the
seminal event precipitating the emergence of one such paradigm characterized
by fluidity of roles, individual learner-directed content, distributed resources ,
virtual facilities, and asynchronous class times. It uses technology to create
learning environments with neither walls nor clocks. This paper will explore
these technologies and how to develop an Effective Web-based instruction
Learning Environment for Overseas Chinese Education.

Keywords: WBI, Web-based Learning, Instruction Design, Overseas
Chinese Education

1 Inti-oduction: The Need for WBI
As education explore new delivery systems and environments, it is necessary to observe and evaluate their
effects on instructional quality and student learning. Some seek to shift the bulk of instruction to distance

and distributed environments as a solution to the problems facing Overseas Chinese education today.
Traditional, synchronous delivery methods utilizing physical facilities, teachers, and students have been
through countless iterations and refinements. Their interactions and effects have been measured. The role of
reading materials, visuals, lectures, feedback, demonstrations, and student dynamics has all been observed
over many years. Before abandoning or reducing the traditional, it is necessary to ensure any nAgifications
of existing paradigms will result in instruction that is at least as beneficial to both learners and educatcirs as
the existing one. Numerous reform movements and technical innovations have been introduced into
classrooms in recent years. We have learned that these changes will not be accepted unless they are
perceived to be beneficial for both teachers and students.

2 The Web Impact Instruction Design
Several things generally happen as teachers begin to use the Internet. The first occurs as teachers realize
their pedagogical style needs to change if they intend to use the Internet significantly for teaching. This is
typically a gradual shift but pedagogical styles do seem to change because of the robust nature of resources
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available and the difficulty of control over Internet usage. Some research on non-Internet network teaching
activities also supports this idea. Generally, studies have found that when technology is introduced into the
classroom, students experience an increase in motivation and self-esteem, accomplishment of more complex
tasks, development greater technical skills and utilization of outside resources. Few studies, however, exist
on the effects on student learning in distributed environments.
By combining the attributes of both Delivery of Content and System Management, and by answering in the
positive the questions/issues unique to each, the instructional web-page developer will be more likely to
create a strong and viable system/program that will teach, train, instruct, etc, all those whom they hope to
educate via their instructional web sites. By adhering to these attributes, such a system can truly be called an
Instructional System.

3 Creating good Web-based instruction
Not only does Web-based instruction need to follow good instructional design principles, but it needs to
conform to good teaching practices and sound Web design principles as well. The first question educators
should ask themselves before deciding to convert a course to the Web is, under the existing circumstances, is
the Web itself an appropriate delivery medium.

Simply putting a course online because it is a new technology is not sufficient cause to justify the
development time and cost. Another major concern is whether the online course will provide for the same
level of quality teaching that a traditional class offers. Students will not accept the course if they perceive
that it will be inferior.

Creating good Web-based instruction is not simply putting lecture notes online nor is it merely creating a
virtual library of links to content related sites. It includes ensuring that good instructional, teaching, content,
cognitive, visual, and usability design principles are followed as well as ensuring that it fulfills both teacher
and student needs. Users need to perceive WBI as following objectives:
The Online Syllabus

An online syllabus provides the instructor with a way to change course material easily, and the
student with a complete and up-to-date picture of the course requirements. The format need not
duplicate the print version. Hypertext links to sample relevant disciplinary web sites may be helpful
in giving students a sense of the disciplinary context for the course.
Personal Home Pages
Personal home pages can be used to foster the sense that the class is not just a collection of isolated
individuals but a community of learners who can profit from interacting with one another. Home
pages encourage students to learn about each other so as to encourage contact and mutual interests.
Interactivity

Adding discussion forums and chat sessions to your online course is a common way to add an
interactive component to a web-based course. There are many implementations of bulletin board and
chat session software to choose from. A second method of interactivity is, of course, e-mail. It' s a
good practice to have an online list of the e-mail addresses of all students.

Assignments

The web page listings of homework assignments, upcoming events and exams can be niore
interactive than the familiar print counterparts. If some homework assignments, for example, are
based on online materials, they can be directly linked to the class schedule.
Announcements
To be effective, announcements need to be read; for that to happen, students need to know when a
new announcement has been posted. Alert sounds or perhaps a blinking link added to a page can let
students know of new announcements, or perhaps, even a mass e-mail to all students in the course.

Testing
Online drill or practice testing can be used to reinforce material, even if the results are not used as
part of a grade. Reading comprehension questions, for example, in short answer or multiple choice

formats can provide students with an assessment of their level of understanding of text.
Content
Perhaps the most difficult part of developing a web-based course is creating the online content. You
can begin by transferring your basic lecture materials to the web and integrating media such as sound,

images, and video. Remember, to experiment with incorporating some of the new web-based
learning paradigms described above.

4 Summary
In conclusion, developing an effective Web-based learning environment for Overseas Chinese education is
not simply putting lecture notes online nor is it merely creating a virtual library of links to content related
sites. It includes ensuring that good instructional, teaching, content, cognitive, visual, and usability design
principles are followed as well as ensuring that it fulfills both teacher and student needs.
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Developing Web-Based Language
Learning Environment
Yun Du
Second Language Teaching and Curriculum Center
Moore Hall 255, East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Tel: (808) 956-5130
E-mail: ydu@hawaii.edu
The World Wide Web is becoming a popular media to conduct distance learning.
However, using the Web for distance language learning is still a challenge. This
paper introduces a Web-based language learning environment which is used to
deliver upper-level second language courses. The three major design considerations
(instructional design, interaction design and knowledge-building capability design)
are discussed. The functions and major features of the learning environment are also
described.

Keywords: Web-based learning environment, computer-assisted language
learning

1 Introduction
Today's distance learning no longer assumes that knowledge is static and education is a certain years' procedure.
Instead, knowledge is changing and evolving, so that education is a life long process. Education should be able
to meet people's needs, no matter how old they are, where they are, or what jobs or positions they hold. The
World Wide Web, with its worldwide access and friendly interface, becomes the desired media for conducting

distance learning today. Compared with traditional classroom teaching, Web-based learning offers new
opportunities:

It extends the boundaries of learning so that learning can occur at any time, in any place. As a result,
learners have more flexibility of choosing the way to learn.
It emphasizes on collaboration and interaction that can be effectively employed toward learning. Using
the Web, learners can not only communicate with the instructors or classmates, but also can go beyond

the classroom to collaborate with people from other schools, institutions, organizations, and to ask
questions to professionals and experts.
Various resources of information on the Web extend the content of the instruction. Students are able to
access multimedia information on almost every subject and in multiple languages.
Web-based instruction offers opportunities for more creative activities. Students can search information
on the Web, create their own resource repository, meet virtually with classmates and instructors, and do a
lot more.

In this paper, a Web-based learning environment for language learning will be introduced. This learning
environment is used for delivering instructional resources in Chinese at the 3rd/4th-year level and in Korean at

the 2nd/3rd-year level to learners nationwide via the Web. The first Web-based class using the learning
environment, CHN399 Chinese Reading and Writing Course, was officially offered to the students at University
of Hawaii in the spring semester, year 2000. The last two units of the course also involved students from Taiwan
to collaborate with students at UH. The course is a success. Twelve students have completed the course. In the

fall semester, in addition to this course, a Chinese Listening and Writing Course and a Korean Reading and
Writing Course will also be offered, using the same learning environment.

2 Major Design Considerations
The design of the Web-based language learning environment has been focused on three parts: instructional design,
interaction design and knowledge-building capability design.

2.1 Instructional Design
Instructional design addresses the pedagogical issue of language learning. It determines the goal and format of
the course, the instruction approach, the activities involved and the evaluation criteria. For this learning
environment, we adopt an instructional model that contains the following five stages:
Stage 1 Pre-activities: aim at activating students' prior knowledge, and helping them predict the content
of the text
Stage 2 Global activities: emphasize on helping students master the content and the main points of the
text
Stage 3 Specific information activities: use various language-centered tasks to train students to memorize
the main points of the text while reading
Stage 4 Linguistic activities: allow student to use the new knowledge after the they have mastered the
content and main points of the text
Stage 5 Post activities: integrate what have been learned from the previous four stages and help students
accomplish a language task that involves using the new words, concepts and knowledge
Based on these stages, a series of activities have been designed. Students are evaluated mainly by the quality of
their writings, and also by the quiz conducted at the end of each unit.

2.2 Interaction Design
Communication is very important for language learning. Communicative language learning theory emphasizes
on interaction between learner and instructor as well as between learner and learner. Underwood [3] proposed a

series of "premises for communicative CALL" (CALL refers to Computer-Assisted Language Learning),
including "focuses more on using forms than on the forms themselves", "Teaches grammar implicitly rather than

explicitly", "allows and encourages students to generate original utterances rather than just manipulate
prefabricated language", etc. Interaction has been carefully designed to embed these principles into the learning
environment. Different Web-based forums were developed for different learning purposes: asking questions
about the text, practicing language through task-based group discussion, diagnosing grammar mistakes and
writing essays on a specific subject. The asynchronous communication mode provides the following advantages:
Students can have more flexible schedule; they can access the class at any time.

Students have more time composing messages, and can modify messages even afterey have been
submitted. This is good for language learners who not only concern the content of the message tut also
the form of the language.
Students can save specific messages for future reference.
Students can search and retrieve specific messages afterwards.

2.3 Knowledge-building capability design
There are three major aspects of current learning theories. First, learning is a process of knowledge construction,

not of knowledge recording or absorption. Effective learning depends on the intentions, self-monitoring,
elaboration and representational constructions of the individual learner [2]. Second, learning is knowledge-
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dependent, and knowledge-driven [1]. People use current knowledge to construct new knowledge. Third, learning
is highly tuned to the situation in which it takes place. Knowledge is not independent of the contexts (mental,

physical, and social) in which it is used [2]. These theories indicate the importance of supporting knowledge
building in a learning environment so that students can acquire, record, share, and integrate knowledge.

In our Web-based language learning environment, in addition to allowing students to discuss and share ideas in
the forums, based on the characteristics of language learning, the knowledge building also includes following
processes:
Store resources related to the subject
Build word vocabulary
Compile grammar rules
Collect and comment on writing examples, commonly used phrases and idioms, etc.

3 Major features of the Web-based language learning environment
The components of the final system are shown in Figure 1.

Warm up
Act vity

Class Resource Manager
Word bank
Exercise

Resource list
Word bank

Pre Activity

Language
Exercise

Grammar book
Example collection

Personal Resource Manager
Word bank
Grammar book

Example collection
Draft book

Tool
Instructor tool
Student tool

Dictionary

Figure 1. Components of the Web-based language learning environment

3.1 Language teaching/learning support
The system supports language teaching based on a specific instructional model that sequences the learning
process into several stages. The goals, processes, activities and tasks are well integrated into the functions of the
system. Different rights and privileges are assigned to instructors and students to ensure that the teaching and
learning procedure is followed. Using the system, the students are able to do language exercises, share
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information, ask questions, participate in task-based group activities, write essays, comment on fellow students'
writing, build vocabulary, summarize grammar points, and so on, while the instructors are able to teach reading
and writing skills, answer students' questions, correct grammar mistakes and evaluate students' progress.
Based on the instructional model, the learning process is sequenced into the following activities:

Warm up activity: involves students' building word vocabulary (called word bank). This activity
corresponds to the first stage of the instructional model: pre-activity that aims at activating students'
prior knowledge about the topic.

Pre-activity: involves doing language exercise such as matching words. This activity is also part of the
first stage of the instructional model.

Core activity: contains three parts. The first part involves students reading text (that is stored on CDROM), doing reading comprehension exercises and asking questions. This part corresponds to the
second stage: global activities, and the third stage: specific information activities. The second part of
the core activity is for students to participate in small group discussion to accomplish a given task, e.g.
decide where to eat dinner. In the third part, instructors select mistakes from students' messages and
post them in a forum called grammar clinic, and the students are asked to correct these mistakes. These
two parts are designed to fulfill the goals of stage four: linguistic activities.
Post activity: requires students to write an essay on the given topic. This activity is designed to integrate
the knowledge they have learned, which corresponds to the fifth stage of the instructional model.

In addition to these activities, each unit of the class also has quiz, aiming at evaluating students' mastery of the
material through quantitative criteria.

3.2 Database support
The system is developed using database technology. The database system is implemented on Microsoft SQL
server. Basically the database system collects the data generated by the activities involved in the class.
Stores the information of students and instructors
Supports word bank
Supports forums for class interaction
Supports class and personal resource manager
Supports quiz and grading
Supports collecting survey data
Collects data for administration such as login records

3.3 Asynchronous interaction
Web-based forums support the interaction among users. The asynchronous forums allow students to do the
following things:

To participate in the activity at any time
To edit a message even after it has been submitted
To save a specific message for future reference or as a knowledge item
To search and to retrieve messages
The class interaction is supported by five forums:
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Class news forum

This forum is for instructor and students to exchange information including class announcement,
cultural trivia, etc. Both instructors and students can post threads as well as replies.

Essay forum
This forum is for students to post their essays and comment on essays written by fellow students.
Both instructors and students can post threads as well as replies. (See Figure 2.)
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Figure 2. Essay forum in the Web-based language learning environment
Q&A forum
This forum is for students to post questions regarding the content of the text as well as the usage of the
CD-ROM. Both instructors and students can post threads as well as replies.

Small group discussion forum
This forum is for students to participate in task-based group discussion. Students will be directed into
their group when they enter the forum and they can post messages there. They can go to see other
groups' interaction, but they cannot post any messages in other groups' discussion area.
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Grammar clinic forum
Instructors select grammar mistakes from the students' posts, put them in this forum, and ask students to
correct them. Only instructors can post threads, students can only post replies.
Designing individual forum for each activity or task makes it possible for forums to serve different purposes and
to have different controls over students' privilege of posting messages. For example, in grammar clinic forum,
only instructors can post threads (students can only post replies), but in class news forum, everybody can post
threads. In all the forums, the instructors reserve the rights to delete messages.

3.4 Knowledge building
The system provides knowledge-building capability that allows users to gather information, discuss ideas with
others as well as generating, storing and retrieving knowledge. The knowledge building process is facilitated
using two tools: class resource manager and personal resource manager. Both the resource managers include
resource list, word bank, grammar book, and example collection. In order to support knowledge building at both
collective level and individual level, the knowledge- building tool has two types: one for the whole class (class
resource manager), and one for the individual student (personal resource manager). Class resource manager can
be accessed by the whole class, while personal resource manager is individualized and can only be accessed by
student himself or herself. The personal resource manager also includes a draft book for the student to store his
or her writing drafts. The instructors have most of the control over class level knowledge-building tool, but the
students have full control over their own knowledge-building tools. The knowledge-building functions provided
include:

Allows knowledge-building at both class level and individual level
Allows users to collect information resources (Web sites, article, etc.) into resource list
Allows users to collect words into word bank
Allows users to collect or compile grammar rules into grammar book
Allows users to collect writing examples or idioms into example collection
Allows users to save messages from discussion forums to the resource managers
Allows users to write note or comment on resource or knowledge items

Currently, the grammar book and the example collection in class resource manager are controlled by the
instructors, meaning that instructors summarize grammar points and select examples and put them in the class
resource manager. Students can read them but they cannot put their own notes there.

3.5 Online quiz
Students can take quizzes online. The quiz contains multiple choices and is graded automatically so students can
get their grade immediately after they submit the answer. Instructors can check students' quiz grades along with
the information such as how long the students complete the quiz and their answers to each question.

3.6 Tracking capability

fr;

The tracking system built for this learning system record student's clicks into the database while .they are
navigating the class. The information recorded include the location of the student, the action the student makes,
the time of the action and other relevant data such as the message the student is reading. The tracking system
offers the following benefits:

The tracking system can provide valuable information for system developer. Users use a system in
different ways. Therefore, how users navigate our the learning system, how they use the interface and
how they use the various functions become interesting questions whose answers will help the system
developer understand the operation of the system so that the system can be improved to better meet
users' needs.
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The tracking system also provides valuable information for the instructors. It tells the instructor how
students do self-learning in the distant environment, how they follow the process designed for the
course, how they participate in the activities, how they approach a task, how they respond to a teaching
strategy, and so on. The information will help the instructors understand students' behavior (e.g.
learning strategy) and adjust their teaching methods to make the course more effective.

3.7 Monitoring and evaluating performance
The system provides ways for the instructors to conduct teaching as well as monitoring and evaluating students'
performance:

Monitor students' participations according to their login records, frequency and length of their posts,
and so forth

Evaluate students' performance according to their participations, contents and form of their writings,
and so forth
Give grades and feedbacks to students
Understand students' learning behavior by analyzing tracking records

4 Conclusions
Observations from the Web-based Chinese reading course show that this Web-based language learning
environment successfully support the class operation. Students and instructors are able to choose their own time,
place and pace to work on the course. And, they have been engaged in active interactions during the course. The
functions provided by the learning environment meet the instructional goals and requirements.
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1 Introduction
As LAN and Internet have diffused in recent years, environments of computers have been well filled and
computers have become more popular among students. These developments make it possible for the style of
education of physics to become various.

Recently many groups develop simulation programs for education of physics. We develop simulation
programs for physics education using C language, XForms and Mesa library on Linux computer [1]. There
are not only 2D but also 3D simulation programs. These programs are used in physics experiments for
students [2,3]. One of the weak points of our system is a difficulty for opening our programs to the public.
Only students attending the class can execute the programs.
On the other hand many programs coded by Java are also proposed and an education environment are
prepared on the Internet. On World Wide Web (WWW), there are many programs coded by Java that are
opened to the public [4,5]. Condensed Matter Theory Group of Kyushu University in Japan opens a virtual
laboratory for the introduction of physics on WWW [6]. In the laboratory one can study physics with a
simulation and an explanation for it. It is very good idea to open the programs to the public through Internet,
but most of those programs are for 2D simulation. We think that 3D simulation is more exciting and is more
helpful for understanding the motion of objects, because 3D simulation is more realistic.

Our aim of this study is to develop 3D simulation programs and open them to the public through Internet.
We develop programs using Java in order for as many as people to utilize them and make use of Java 3D
API for realizing 3D visualization. To our knowledge, there are still only a few programs proposed for
education with use of Java.

2 Environment of development and execution
Our simulation programs are developed on an IBM PC/AT compatible computer. We adopt Linux as an
operating system (OS) and XFree86 3.3.6 for X Window system. Java 2 SDK v 1.2.2 for Linux Production

Release, Java 3D 1.1.3 API and Mesa 3.1 are used for developing applications. One of the reasons for
adopting Linux is that Linux system has a reputation for its stability. Although applications are developed on

a computer with Linux operating system, one can use any kind of computers and operating systems for
execution of applications. This is merit and what we aim for in developing applications.

3 Example
We developed some programs with use of Java and Java3D by way of trial. One of them is a simulation of
motions of ball in a box under gravitation, whose snapshot is shown in figure 1. We list below special
features of these applications.

We make use of Swing API for graphical user interface (GUI). Swing is provided as one of the
standard APIs in Java2 and we can develop applications with common GUI operations in total
independence of a kind of a computer and OS using Swing API.
One can execute programs not only as an application on a local computer but also as an applet on a
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browser through Internet. Java Plug-in is necessary for executing programs on a browser in the
present. However this restriction will be solved in the future.
Real-time simulations can be realized with use of thread class of Java. Furthermore, one can execute
applications in slow-motion mode and in fast-forwarding mode.
Java3D uses a tree structure for realizing 3D visualization. By changing branches and leaves, objects
can be moved, transformed, replaced and so on.
Java is a class-based object-oriented programming language. Therefore we can easily add or remove

objects. Furthermore rules of motion can be specified to objects. Then we can realize various
motions of objects.
Since Java2 is prepared for Unicode and Locale, internationalized programs can be developed.
prow 1.
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Figure 1. Motion of balls in a box under gravitation.

4 Conclusions
We propose an educational system for elementary physics with use of Java and Java 3D API. Our system
offers 3D simulation programs with use of Java 3D. 3D visualization of the system of classical mechanics
helps students to understand the behavior of the system and to have interests in physics. Since our programs
are developed by Java, anyone who has an environment of Java can execute them on WWW. Therefore we
can open our programs to the public and we can receive responses and evaluations for our programs. Note
that one needs Java Plug-in for execution of our programs in the present. In the future, we want to increase
the number of simulation programs and open those programs to the public.

This work is supported by the Japanese Grant-in-Aid for Science Research Fund from the Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture.
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This paper describes the development and operation of a Web-based system to
support computer exercises used in a course on data structures and algorithms.
To develop such a system, this paper proposes using the functions of a Webbased system to deal with a learner' s state transition model based on computer
exercises. The Web system developed by us has useful functions, some of
which are the management of participant registration, identification of learner's
goals, web service of exercises, mutual interaction between participant and
teacher, management of report submissions, and both provision and analysis of
electronic questionnaires to participants. The use of this system resulted in
students' heightened motivation to work, good communication between
participants and teachers, and a reduced workload for teachers.

Keywords: Web, Database, Exercise, Autonomous Learning, Domain Model,
Communication, Questionnaire, Data Mining, Operation, Evaluation

1 Introduction
The new curriculum of the Department of Intelligent Systems at Hiroshima City University has added
computer exercises to subjects related to algorithms and programming, thus encouraging students, from
freshmen to sophomores, to make the most of their ability for practical programming with representative
algorithms. The curriculum offers two ongoing three-hour courses that include theory and practice.
This paper focuses on computer exercises for the course "Data Structures and Algorithms ," which is a part of
the core curriculum for sophomore students. The general objective of the course [1, 2] is to facilitate the
transition from computer literacy to a professional level of information processing. Even though students

have considerable knowledge of computer operations, they do not have perfect command of them
Moreover, they do not have enough experience in basic programming techniques. In order for them to have
command of the theory and the practice, we have developed many exercises to improve the management of
participant registration and learner's goals, information about the exercises, mutual interaction between
participants and teachers, management of report submissions, and collection of questionnaires, among others.
However, a problem arises because the workload for both teacher and students increases in the process. To
solve this problem, we have developed the necessary support Web system dealing with a learner's state
transition mo del based on computer exercises. Moreover, we report the operational results obtained from
real exercises.

2 Assessment of learners' situation before the training
The contents of the courses "Data Structures and Algorithms I" and "Data Structures and Algorithms II"
were divided into two courses, each including both theory and practice, using C in the new curriculum The
former includes major elements such as stack, queue, list, naive sort, recursive function, quick sort, tree
structure, and binary sort in the second semester of the first year. The latter includes major elements [3, 4]
such as complexity, file processing, linear search, binary search, hash, B-tree, pattern matching, graphical
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searches, Kruskal, and Dijkstra in the first semester of the second year. Since students can easily understand
the content of many classes if they have attended C in an earlier semester, "Structured Programming" was
also organized into two courses including both theory and practice using C in the first semester of the first
year. This course includes major expressions such as if-, while -, and for-statements, array, data types,
pointer, function, and structure in C. Moreover, the teaching of computer literacy includes major elements
such as word processors (e.g., LaTex), programming tools (e.g., mule, e-macs), drawing tools (e.g., TGIF),
the input tool for Japanese characters, electronic mail, X-window, and the shell command on UNIX, among
others, in the same semester.

An evaluation of the learners' situation before starting
the course "Data Structures and Algorithms II" that is
the focus of this paper provided the following results:

(1) Students did not have much knowledge about
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algorithms and data structures with practical usage.

They had learned simple and short programs but
did not
programs.

have much experience with longer
For example, they did not have

experience in how to update longer programs by
themselves.

(2) They did not have enough motivation for
autonomous learning. They were less eager to
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learn than freshmen. For example, they did not

consult textbooks or dictionaries on their own

Figure 1. System Configuration

when they had trouble understanding an exercise.

(3) Twenty-five percent of the students did not understand the C language. Seventy-five percent of the
students tended to forget the C language, since they had not had a chance to practice it for more than 2
months after the second semester of the first year.
(4) Many students did not have sufficient skills to attain perfect command of software tools such as TGIF
or LaTex.

3 Conceptual view of the computer exercise
Figure 1 shows the system configuration to support the exercise. Since each learner does his exercises at a
workstation connected to the Internet, he can access information managed by the Web server. The Web
server stores the exercises as HTML documents. The application program located in the CGI (Common
Gateway Interface) manages information related to his registration, personal goals, and questionnaires. The
application program is implemented in Parl, Shell, and SQL. The information inputted by the Web browsers
is stored in the database and used by the learners.

Figure 2. Computer Exercise Model
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We tried to computerize human work as much as possible in the existing computer exercise. Notice of all 15

exercises included in the course was given on the Web page. We connected both basic programs and
measurement data to the Web page for each exercise. Using a Web browser, both could be downloaded from
the Web server to a student' s site. Before starting on the first exercise, students had to fill out an electronic
registration form for the class using the Web browser. When a student inputted his school number, name,
password, and e-mail (electronic mail) address in the registration form, the system issued him a registration
number using e-mail and the Web page. If the student needed any information about the exercises after that,
he could get it by inputting his registration number and password using the Web browser.
Figure

2

represents

the

state

transition for the computer exercise
model.

"Starting

the

Course,"

located at the left side of Figure Z
represents the state before starting
the class. The student !naves to the
state of "Completing the Course" if
he finishes all exercises successfully.
If the student inputs personal data in
the class registration form, the
student moves to the state of "Class
Participant." If the participant replies

to the first questionnaire and inputs
his personal goals for the exercise
using the Web browser, he moves on
to the state of "Exercising." At this
stage, the learner is allowed to solve
the exercise. If the learner inputs a
question to the teacher on the Web
page, he receives a reply from the
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teacher on the Web page. After
Figure 3. An Example of System Operation
finishing the exercise, the learner
moves on to the state of "Making the Report" and can answer our questionnaire for the exercise as he
finishes the exercise. If the learner submits his report to the teacher, he moves on to the state of "Waiting for
the Evaluation." If the evaluation is poor, the teacher contacts the student, helps him, and asks him to resubmit the exercise. The Web system does not support their interaction in the situation, since we believe
that face-to-face communication is preferable. This situation is different form Fujimoto's Classroom
Management System [5]. After the learner reaches the state of "Completing the Submission," he will input
his personal goals for the next exemise. After that, he will move to the state of " Exercising."
We place great importance on the use of educational methods [6, 7] including "Reading, Writing, and Using
an Abacus" to achieve the goal of "autonomous learning and thinking." For students belonging to the

categories (1)-(4) mentioned above, the computer exercise model includes the following educational
methods. Students in (1) and (3) are asked to read longer programs downloaded from the Web server, write
the respective flowchart, update the subparts, and measure their performance in the state of "Exercising"
shown in Figure 2.
Students in (2) are asked to define their personal goals before reaching the state of "Exercising" and write a
self-evaluation in the state of "Making the Report." In the state of "Exercising," students are given an
ambiguous exercise to learn the value of searching for information. In this way, students are encouraged to
develop their creativity skills. Moreover, students are strongly advised to use textbooks and dictionaries if
they have unresolved questions. Students in (4) are strongly encouraged to use such tools as TGIF and
LaTex when preparing a report that includes figures and text. :tic believe that longer programs particularly
enhance their proficiency in using tools. In order to determine an accurate grade for each exercise, we
evaluate the reports submitted by the students and their answers to the questionnaires. Since we receive the
results of the questionnaires immediately through the Web, we use such results to improve the exercises and
coach the students. Moreover, the students can also receive their scores in a very short time . Students can
compare each other' s scores if they are given access to the statistics. Giving students access to the statis tics
is regarded as the key to ensuring an environment of awareness [8].
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4 The results of system operation
Figure 3 represents an example of the operation of the system. Web page number (1) in the figure relates to
the state of "Starting the Course." Page (2) is the class registration form. Page (3) gives anchors for
information about all 15 exercises included in the course. If a learner selects one of the exercises on the
page, he can use the exercise page (4). He can access his record of submissions and re-submissions using

Web page (5). After inputting his personal goals using Web page (6), he moves on to the state of
"Exercising." When he finishes the exercise, he moves on to the state of "Making the Report" and inputs the
questionnaire on Web page (7). The results of the questionnaires are immediately stored in the database.
Not only the teacher but also the learners are able to compute the statistics of the results from the database in
real time. Page (8) relates to the statistics. Pages (9) and (10) are for teachers' use only. In page (9), each
student has 15 check boxes, each divided into an upper and a lower section. If the report evaluation is good
in the state of "Waiting for the Evaluation," the teacher puts a checkmark in the upper check box. If not, he
puts the checkmark in the lower check box and helps the student so that he re-submits his work. Page (10) is
useful for analyzing questionnaires stored in the database. The analysis includes the method of data mining
[9] implemented in SQL.

Application of the system operation started at the Department of Hiroshima City University in April 1999.
This system motivates students to do their exercises, provides good communication between participants and
teachers, and reduces teachers' workload. The evaluation results of questionnaires and examinations related
to the exercises are as follows:
(1) Ninety percent of students studied for 0.5-2.0 hours at their homes and were interested in the lecture.
(2) Twenty-six percent of students spent less than 2.0 hours preparing the report and exercising, 53% spent
2.0-5.0 hours, and 21% spent more than 5.0 hours, not including class work.
(3) Seventy percent of the 12 students (25%) previously mentioned understood the C language. Moreover,
all students made progress in their studies.
(4) Ninety-five percent of the students reported good understanding of the algorithms used in the exercises.
Eighty-seven percent of the students passed the examinations.
(5) The students acquired good skills at using TGIF, LaTex, and other programs to write reports.
(6) Seventy percent of the students felt that the teacher did his best in the classroom, and 17% of them
barely approved of his performance.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a computer exercise model for the course of "Data 3ructures and Algorithms II" and
developed a Web support system for computer exercises using the model. We place great importance on
educational methods including "Reading, Writing, and Using an Abacus" so that our students acquire the
skills of "autonomous learning and thinking." Computer exercises using the Web system give students a
chance to enhance their capabilities of "autonomous learning and thinking" and "creativity." The system run
on the Web server has useful functions, some of which are the nanagement of participant registration,
identification of learner's goals, web service of exercises, mutual interaction between participants and
teachers, management of report submissions, and both provision and analysis of electronic questionnaires to
participants. The use of the system resulted in students' motivation to do the exercises, good
communication between participants and teachers, and a reduction of teachers' workload. In order to
achieve more concrete results, the students studied more at hone and were enthusiastic about doing their
exercises. Moreover, the students learned how to make a report using TGIF, LaTeN and other programs .
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1 Introduction
The CAI systems on the Worldwide Web are accessed by learners all over the world. However, the
server-client type CAI system has a problem in that the character code does not translate into other character
codes. Therefore, in the previous CAI system[1], the S-P chart used for data analysis was readable only in
the Japanese version[2]. The new client program runs Java applet corresponding to the character code of the
learner's language and the character code in the tag is transferred to the server together with the learner's
data. The character code in the tag is decoded on the server side, and the HTML file provides the S-P chart.
As a result, even if the CAI system is accessed from various countries, the character code of the learner's

language, such as Japanese or English, can be decoded by one server program and the SP chart
corresponding to the character code can be provided.

2 Flowchart for the Character

Java
applet

Java
applet

(I

Code Decoding
This CAI system is constructed through the
WWW client program with Java applet
corresponding to the character code of the

2

Transfer of the
learner's
data
together with the

Transfer of the
learner's
data
together with the

learner's language, and the WWW server
program with the Java application[1]. Below is a
description of the process. (see Fig. 1).

(1) The Japanese or English learner selects Java
applet in Japanese or in English, respectively. The

4

questions or hints are displayed. The learner's
answer is judged via the WWW client program
which is online.

(5

JP

(2) When the WWW client is only one Java
applet, the WWW server has a character code
error for the difference between the languages of

Analyzing the code by
analysis
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data

(6)

the client and the server. For character code

Making the HTML

decoding the following code is added in the tag
by Java applet.
<GEl> M dir_name leamer name JPN
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file

..for English

for the

S-P
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7

Providing the
S-P chart in

the
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HTML file for the
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S-P
chart

Providing the
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Fig. 1: Flowchart for the character code

The "<GET>" is one of the tags transferred from the client to the server. The code "M" is the data
management related to the language. The "dir_name" is the directory name of the courseware for the saving
of the learner's answers. The "learner_name" is the learner's name. The last code "JPN" or "ENG' is the
character code of each learner' s language.

(3) The character code together with the learner's data, which includes the learning score and its time, are
obtained by the WWW server program through the Internet or the Intranet.

(4) Even if the language code is different, the learner's data is saved with the same file name in the same
directory for the courseware. The learner's data is managed collectively, and the data analysis program
analyzes the character code in the tag.
(5) The character code difference between Japanese and English is decoded.

(6) The learner's ranking is placed with the data of all learners, which has been stored in the server for each
courseware. The S-P chart and the result of the statistical analysis which is formatted by the HTML are
made corresponding to the character code of each learner' s language.
(7) The S-P chart with the character code of each learner' s language is provided to the WWW client.

3 Results
Fig. 2 shows the S-P chart in English for the score.

The score for each learner is sorted vertically to
the smallest value, Mich is the S-curve, and the
score for each question is sorted horizontally to
the smallest value, which is the P-curve. The S-P
chart displays the learner's ranking. The attention
coefficients for each learner and each question are
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4 Conclusions
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Fig. 2: S-P chart in English.

character code corresponding to Japanese or English, together with the learner's data, is transferred to the
server from the client by Java applet. The S-P chart, which is written in Japanese or in English, could be
provided by one server program ma king the HTML file corresponding to the character code of the learner's
language. As a result, many server programs will not need to prepare character codes for the learner's
language. This should increase the number of learners and give learners more definitive rankings. Each
learner can access the courseware by typing the following URL through the Internet.
http://133.43.15.87/webcai/index_e.html
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The objective of this paper is to present framework for developing intelligent
learning support system with large knowledge base. Recently, the need for
effective learning support and training is mounting, especially in industry or
engineering fields, which demand the learning of complex tasks and expertise
knowledge. Intelligent learning support system is being employed for this
purpose, thus creating a need for cost-effective means of developing learning
support systems. In this study, intelligent learning support system is assumed as
a part of the intelligent knowledge management support system. The factors

necessary for the intelligent learning support system discussed here are
generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, a new design of the

system and learner modeling technique are discussed as well as a way of
generating specific intelligent learning support system.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new framework for developing intelligent learning support
system using large knowledge base. This system is a part of the intelligent systems that is developing to
enable the expertise knowledge management.

In daily life, human has to interact with and reason about a large number of systems. This includes physical
devices as well as non-physical systems. Also in professional work a growing number of people has to be
trained n operating and designing large complex systems such as airplanes, nuclear power plants, and
enterprises. Consequently, the goal of education or teaching may vary from inducing insight in the physical
principles underlying the behavior of the device to teaching behavior analysis in the context of system
design, operation, and maintenance. In addition, recently systems in the real world are becoming larger and
more complicated. Rapid progress in science and technology has created a need for people who can solve
complex problems and operate and maintain sophisticated equipment. In these situations, we, human beings,
have to solve various types of problems using expertise in the large and complicated systems. Therefore the
need for effective learning support or training is rising, given the increasing complexity of the workspace,
especially in engineering or industrial fields.

Many computer assisted instruction techniques exist that can present instruction, and interact with students

in a tutor-like fashion, individually, or in small groups [3]. The introduction of artificial intelligence
technology and expert systems technology to computer assisted instruction systems gave rise to intelligent

tutoring systems. In the intelligent tutoring system, for example, intelligent tutors that can model the
learner's understanding of a topic and adapt the instruction accordingly [2]. Although intelligent tutoring
systems research has been carried out for over 15 years, few tutoring systems have made the transition to the

commercial market. Authors consider that some serious problems exist in the current methodology of
developing intelligent tutoring systems. As an example, each system is developed independently, and
tutoring expertise is hard-coded into individual systems. h particular, the problem of learner modeling
technique exists as a basic issue. The system must have learner model that represents an estimate of the
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learner current understanding of the domain knowledge to be used by tutor in order to give adaptive
guidance and explanations to the learner. A number of learner modeling techniques have been developed [8].
However, not every model can be called complete expressing the learning condition of the learner. Hence,

the motivation for this study comes from the need for effective intelligent tutoring systems, particularly
development of more complete learner modeling technique.

For these problems like above we consider that the factors necessary for the intelligent learning support
system discussed here are generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, authors present a new
framework of the intelligent learning support system those enough practical conditions. Several concepts are
included in this study; expert knowledge management with large knowledge base, knowledge sharing,
knowledge processing, model-based learner diagnosis , etc.

2 Expert Knowledge Management using Knowledge Base System
In this section, we introduce briefly the key concept of our knowledge base system. Our research groups
have tried to solve various problems by knowledge-centered intelligent system. The main concept is
Multi-strata modelling scheme [5]. This modelling scheme is applied many intelligent systems, and these
systems rewarded with good results, e.g. automatic programming system [1]. And we considered that
Multi-strata model is strongly support the development of intelligent tutoring systems [6][7].

2.1 Intelligent System with Large Knowledge Base
At first, we discuss to apply large knowledge base for the architecture of intelligent learning support systems,
which can generate learning support systems for a wide range of domain.

In these days, with the developing of science and technology, the systems which human manages with are
enlarged and more complicated. In particula; it is too difficult to transmit expert knowledge from expert
engineer to novice engineers. In the engineering field, even a large system developed by many expert
engineers. When the system grows lager and more complex, the knowledge that is needed to build the
system is more specialized and subdivided. In these situations, some serious problems are occurred. For
instance, it is difficult to communicate between expert engineer and another fields' engineers or novice one.
In other words, it is too more expertise to transmission of expert knowledge from human to humans. For this
reason, the expert knowledge hiding is occurred in some engineering companies.

When the knowledge is specified and subdivided, in the situation like classroom, it is not appropriate to
transmit the knowledge from expert engineer to novice one e.g. next generation engineers. Therefore, we
propose the transmission of expert knowledge through the large knowledge base system (Fig.1).
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Fig.1: Knowledge Transmission using Intelligent Large Knowledge Base System

In this study, we consider that intelligent learning support system is a part of intelligent knowledge
management support system. Moreover, we believe that knowledge management or learning support system

is one of large and complex problem solving systems. The term problem is used here in a wide sense to
mean what a person wishes to know or wants to do. There are various types of problems such as analysis,
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design control, decision-making, planning, and teaching. Most of them are not well dealt with by
conventional software method but require the system a capability to find a solution itself in a large space.
Since the space is open, self-controlled exploration in the space is necessary. The system must be provided
with the various methods to solve the different type of problems, each of which is represented by a specific

knowledge chunk. Furthermore, a complex problem concerns different problem domains and since a
problem requires domain specific knowledge, the system must be provided with a global knowledge base
including the various type of domain knowledge.
In order to use knowledge effectively, the system must be able to extract only the necessary knowledge from

the knowledge base referring to the type and the domain of the problem to be solved. For this purpose
knowledge must be well structured. All used knowledge is accumulated in the large knowledge base (Fig. 1).

2.2 Necessity of Knowledge Processing Language
The whole of the problem solving process is from accepting external representation of problems to
generating solutions. In order to represent problems in the system a processing language is necessary. The

language has to meet two conditions: it has to be usable for representing problems; and it has to be
processable by computer processor. In ordinary computers only the procedural language is used both for
processing by the processor and for representing problems. The knowledge base system, on the other hand,
introduces the second language to separate the above two aspects, as well as a conversion mechanism
between them. The second language is a declarative knowledge representation language. The conversion
either in the declarative forms or from the declarative to the procedural form is necessary. This is the
inference. It can be implemented as a procedural program on conventional computers.

The specification for the second language must be decided so that it can represent these conditions. It had to
be suited for representing predicate including data structure as argument and also for describing higher-level

operation such as knowledge for selecting object knowledge. KAUS (Knowledge Acquisition and
Utilization System) has been developed for the purpose by our research & development team.

3 Adaptability of Learning Support System
To meet the condition of adaptability, it is necessity to represent the learner's understanding of learning
domain. In this section, we discuss a learner modeling method that is applied to diagnostic techniques in
artificial intelligence.

3.1 Issues of Learner Model
The performance of intelligent learning support system depends largely on how well it knows why the
learner fails to solve problems. Because of the sophisticated interaction requires information about the
learner, the system has to maintain some kind of model of the learner. This model may include cases about
what has been done before or information about what the learner is believed to know. The process of
gathering information about the learner is mostly referred to as cognitive diagnosis. Ohlsson has given a
widely accepted definition of cognitive diagnosis : "cognitive diagnosis is the process of inferring a person's
cognitive state from his or her performance" [4]. We consider that the point of learner model is to represent
knowledge state of learner, especially his/her fails to solve problem. To satisfy this requirement, we focus
diagnosis techniques.
A diagnosis is defined in terms of one or more reasoning steps that the learner cannot have solved problem.
A major advantage of this approach is that it can be based solely on a model of these correct reasoning steps;
no knowledge is required about the specific misconceptions that learners may have about the domain of
learning. Instead we model all primitive inferences that are required to arrive at the correct solution. In
addition, our approach to diagnosis of learner behavior exploits results from model-based diagnosis as it is
defined in the field of artificial intelligence.

3.2 Model-based Learner Diagnosis with Case Base
Model-based diagnosis is a prominent area within artificial intelligence and emerged in the last about 15
years. The technique of model-based reasoning has been widely researched and accepted as the principal
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diagnosis in electronic circuit analysis, power station maintenance, medical diagnosis domains, etc. However,
little emphasis has been put on its application to education or training system domain. The basic principle in
model-based diagnosis is the description of system as a causal model. With the model at hand, the behavior
predicated by the model is compared to the actually observed behavior. Since the predictions of the model

are based on the assumption that the components work correctly, these assumptions may be partially
dropped to accommodate for a detected behavior difference and thus diagnose faulty behavior.

However, there are some weaknesses in model-based diagnostic technique. The most serious weak point is
the diagnosis time. It sometimes takes so much time to diagnosis. Therefore, we must be considering that it

is necessary b model concerning the trade-off between the cost of a diagnosis time and its precision.
Case-based reasoning, by contrast, excels in covering weak-theory domains, domains whose phenomena we

do not yet understand well enough to record causality unambiguously. This feature allows case-based
reasoning to be used in domains where model-based reasoning cannot be applied.
In the case-based reasoning, a reasoning engine remembers previous situations similar to the current one and
uses them to help solve the new problem. However, case-based diagnostic technique has been criticized on
many grounds. For example, that being specific to the system being diagnosed, they are non-constructive
and that, having no analytic basis, the methods are restricted to specified faults and have a known level of

competence. We think that the model-based diagnosis, being independent of the particular device
descriptions, is intended to overcome these difficulties.

Therefore, we consider developing the approach of the model-based diagnosis system with case base.
Model-based reasoning and case-based reasoning have the potential to complement each other quite well.
However, no work has been done on specific issues of learner modeling using combine model-based
reasoning with case-base. The outline of model-based learner diagnosis with case base is following. When
the set of learner's behavior data input the diagnosis system, the diagnosis engine reasons the state of his/her
knowledge consulting the diagnosis knowledge base include case base and object model base. The design of
the model-based diagnosis system begins from describing the system as diagnosis object model. The system,
which is a diagnosis object, is considered to be a set of domain models. The diagnosis object model that has
knowledge of proper action, and the set of the behavior of learner as input value are given to a system. The
first behavior of the system that received input is to seek whether there is a history about the same case in
the case base. If the record to apply in the case is found, case base returns list of learner's knowledge, which
should examine to diagnosis engine. Diagnosis engine does investigation about domain model of each record
given to it, by comparing a simulation result in object model with the actual behavior of learner. Diagnosis
process is finished if a trouble is recognized. When there was no record that complied with the input value in
the case base, the process starts to use diagnosis domain object model. This domain object model has the
hierarchical structure. A process begins from making the error model that one component in the extreme
high class in the diagnosis object model is supposed to be out of order. The purpose of this process is to

simulate using a made error model to examine whether the result of the simulation is the same as the
behavior of learner. If there is no contradiction in the simulation result, the model-based reasoning is done
again toward each domain knowledge model of the lower layer. In the same way, a diagnosis process is
repeated until a trouble is recognized in knowledge component of the extreme lower layer. All process of
diagnosis is knowledge processing by KAUS.

4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to develop a new intelligent learning support system, especially to focus two

conditions; generality and adaptability. Authors in first propose the architecture of intelligent learning
support system with large knowledge base to enough generality, which modeled by using multi-strata model.

In second presented the model-based learner diagnosis to meet adaptability. All of the knowledge was
represented by KAUS in intelligent learning support system that was assumed a part of the intelligent
problem solving system. The issue of learner diagnosis is very important point to achieve adaptive
instruction in intelligent learning support system. We proposed that fault diagnosis techniques be applied to

infer the state of learner's knowledge. So we discussed the feature of diagnostic techniques, especially
model-based reasoning with case base. Model-based reasoning appears to be a more promising technique
than other knowledge-based methods because it can diagnose the faults that have not been pre-determined.
Fails in learner's knowledge can be diagnosed automatically based on the models, which describe the correct

behavior. However, because model-based approach reasons from the actual structure and function of
knowledge, it is inefficient for some problems. Furthermore, obtaining domain models is sometimes either
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difficult or too complicated, whereas most of the fails can be diagnosed based on past experience, which is

very effective if the rule base or the case base is either comparatively small or well-indexed. A better
solution is a hybrid approach integrating some of the diagnostic approaches. A case base will be provided to

access the solutions to some fails diagnoses occurred previously, of which the domain models are
unavailable. For some diagnoses, their solutions and contexts can also be stored in the case base for reuse
later. Frequently occurring fails can be diagnosed efficiently even by a few of heuristic diagnostic rules. We
believe that such a hybrid diagnostic approach will perform better than any of them does. In order to achieve
this goal; we have considered the division of object model and problem type. On this part, it is necessary to
carry out examination that will be more profound in future work.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new framework for developing intelligent learning support
system using large knowledge base. This system is a part of the intelligent systems that is developing to
enable the expertise knowledge management.

In daily life, human has to interact with and reason about a large number of systems. This includes physical
devices as well as non-physical systems. Also in professional work a growing number of people has to be
trained n operating and designing large complex systems such as airplanes, nuclear power plants, and
enterprises. Consequently, the goal of education or teaching may vary from inducing insight in the physical
principles underlying the behavior of the device to teaching behavior analysis in the context of system
design, operation, and maintenance. In addition, recently systems in the real world are becoming larger and
more complicated. Rapid progress in science and technology has created a need for people who can solve
complex problems and operate and maintain sophisticated equipment. In these situations, we, human beings,
have to solve various types of problems using expertise in the large and complicated systems. Therefore the
need for effective learning support or training is rising, given the increasing complexity of the workspace,
especially in engineering or industrial fields.

Many computer assisted instruction techniques exist that can present instruction, and interact with students

in a tutor-like fashion, individually, or in small groups [3]. The introduction of artificial intelligence
technology and expert systems technology to computer assisted instruction systems gave rise to intelligent

tutoring systems. In the intelligent tutoring system, for example, intelligent tutors that can model the
learner's understanding of a topic and adapt the instruction accordingly [2]. Although intelligent tutoring
systems research has been carried out for over 15 years, few tutoring systems have made the transition to the

commercial market. Authors consider that some serious problems exist in the current methodology of
developing intelligent tutoring systems. As an example, each system is developed independently, and
tutoring expertise is hard-coded into individual systems. h particular, the problem of learner modeling
technique exists as a basic issue. The system must have learner model that represents an estimate of the
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learner current understanding of the domain knowledge to be used by tutor in order to give adaptive
guidance and explanations to the learner. A number of learner modeling techniques have been developed [8].
However, not every model can be called complete expressing the learning condition of the learner. Hence,

the motivation for this study comes from the need for effective intelligent tutoring systems, particularly
development of more complete learner modeling technique.

For these problems like above we consider that the factors necessary for the intelligent learning support
system discussed here are generality and adaptability. In order to achieve the goal, authors present a new
framework of the intelligent learning support system those enough practical conditions. Several concepts are
included in this study; expert knowledge management with large knowledge base, knowledge sharing,
knowledge processing, model-based learner diagnosis , etc.

2 Expert Knowledge Management using Knowledge Base System
In this section, we introduce briefly the key concept of our knowledge base system. Our research groups
have tried to solve various problems by knowledge-centered intelligent system. The main concept is
Multi-strata modelling scheme [5]. This modelling scheme is applied many intelligent systems, and these
systems rewarded with good results, e.g. automatic programming system [1]. And we considered that
Multi-strata model is strongly support the development of intelligent tutoring systems [6][7].

2.1 Intelligent System with Large Knowledge Base
At first, we discuss to apply large knowledge base for the architecture of intelligent learning support systems,
which can generate learning support systems for a wide range of domain.

In these days, with the developing of science and technology, the systems which human manages with are
enlarged and more complicated. In particula; it is too difficult to transmit expert knowledge from expert
engineer to novice engineers. In the engineering field, even a large system developed by many expert
engineers. When the system grows lager and more complex, the knowledge that is needed to build the
system is more specialized and subdivided. In these situations, some serious problems are occurred. For
instance, it is difficult to communicate between expert engineer and another fields' engineers or novice one.
In other words, it is too more expertise to transmission of expert knowledge from human to humans. For this
reason, the expert knowledge hiding is occurred in some engineering companies.

When the knowledge is specified and subdivided, in the situation like classroom, it is not appropriate to
transmit the knowledge from expert engineer to novice one e.g. next generation engineers. Therefore, we
propose the transmission of expert knowledge through the large knowledge base system (Fig.l).
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In this study, we consider that intelligent learning support system is a part of intelligent knowledge
management support system. Moreover, we believe that knowledge management or learning support system
is one of large and complex problem solving systems. The term problem is used here in a wide sense to
mean what a person wishes to know or wants to do. There are various types of problems such as analysis,
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design control, decision-making, planning, and teaching. Most of them are not well dealt with by
conventional software method but require the system a capability to find a solution itself in a large space.
Since the space is open, self-controlled exploration in the space is necessary. The system must be provided
with the various methods to solve the different type of problems, each of which is represented by a specific

knowledge chunk. Furthermore, a complex problem concerns different problem domains and since a
problem requires domain specific knowledge, the system must be provided with a global knowledge base
including the various type of domain knowledge.
In order to use knowledge effectively, the system must be able to extract only the necessary knowledge from

the knowledge base referring to the type and the domain of the problem to be solved. For this purpose
knowledge must be well structured. All used knowledge is accumulated in the large knowledge base (Fig. 1).

2.2 Necessity of Knowledge Processing Language
The whole of the problem solving process is from accepting external representation of problems to
generating solutions. In order to represent problems in the system a processing language is necessary. The

language has to meet two conditions: it has to be usable for representing problems; and it has to be
processable by computer processor. In ordinary computers only the procedural language is used both for
processing by the processor and for representing problems. The knowledge base system, on the other hand,
introduces the second language to separate the above two aspects, as well as a conversion mechanism
between them. The second language is a declarative knowledge representation language. The conversion
either in the declarative forms or from the declarative to the procedural form is necessary. This is the
inference. It can be implemented as a procedural program on conventional computers.

The specification for the second language must be decided so that it can represent these conditions. It had to
be suited for representing predicate including data structure as argument and also for describing higher-level

operation such as knowledge for selecting object knowledge. KAUS (Knowledge Acquisition and
Utilization System) has been developed for the purpose by our research & development team.

3 Adaptability of Learning Support System
To meet the condition of adaptability, it is necessity to represent the learner's understanding of learning
domain. In this section, we discuss a learner modeling method that is applied to diagnostic techniques in
artificial intelligence.

3.1 Issues of Learner Model
The performance of intelligent learning support system depends largely on how well it knows why the
learner fails to solve problems. Because of the sophisticated interaction requires information about the
learner, the system has to maintain some kind of model of the learner. This model may include cases about
what has been done before or information about what the learner is believed to know. The process of
gathering information about the learner is mostly referred to as cognitive diagnosis. Ohlsson has given a
widely accepted definition of cognitive diagnosis : "cognitive diagnosis is the process of inferring a person's
cognitive state from his or her performance" [4]. We consider that the point of learner model is to represent
knowledge state of learner, especially his/her fails to solve problem. To satisfy this requirement, we focus
diagnosis techniques.
A diagnosis is defined in terms of one or more reasoning steps that the learner cannot have solved problem.
A major advantage of this approach is that it can be based solely on a model of these correct reasoning steps;
no knowledge is required about the specific misconceptions that learners may have about the domain of
learning. Instead we model all primitive inferences that are required to arrive at the correct solution. In
addition, our approach to diagnosis of learner behavior exploits results from model-based diagnosis as it is
defined in the field of artificial intelligence.

3.2 Model-based Learner Diagnosis with Case Base
Model-based diagnosis is a prominent area within artificial intelligence and emerged in the last about 15
years. The technique of model-based reasoning has been widely researched and accepted as the principal
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diagnosis in electronic circuit analysis, power station maintenance, medical diagnosis domains, etc. However,
little emphasis has been put on its application to education or training system domain. The basic principle in
model-based diagnosis is the description of system as a causal model. With the model at hand, the behavior
predicated by the model is compared to the actually observed behavior. Since the predictions of the model

are based on the assumption that the components work correctly, these assumptions may be partially
dropped to accommodate for a detected behavior difference and thus diagnose faulty behavior.

However, there are some weaknesses in model-based diagnostic technique. The most serious weak point is
the diagnosis time. It sometimes takes so much time to diagnosis. Therefore, we must be considering that it

is necessary b model concerning the trade-off between the cost of a diagnosis time and its precision.
Case-based reasoning, by contrast, excels in covering weak-theory domains, domains whose phenomena we

do not yet understand well enough to record causality unambiguously. This feature allows case-based
reasoning to be used in domains where model-based reasoning cannot be applied.
In the case-based reasoning, a reasoning engine remembers previous situations similar to the current one and
uses them to help solve the new problem. However, case-based diagnostic technique has been criticized on
many grounds. For example, that being specific to the system being diagnosed, they are non-constructive
and that, having no analytic basis, the methods are restricted to specified faults and have a known level of

competence. We think that the model-based diagnosis, being independent of the particular device
descriptions, is intended to overcome these difficulties.

Therefore, we consider developing the approach of the model-based diagnosis system with case base.
Model-based reasoning and case-based reasoning have the potential to complement each other quite well.
However, no work has been done on specific issues of learner modeling using combine model-based
reasoning with case-base. The outline of model-based learner diagnosis with case base is following. When
the set of learner's behavior data input the diagnosis system, the diagnosis engine reasons the state of his/her
knowledge consulting the diagnosis knowledge base include case base and object model base. The design of
the model-based diagnosis system begins from describing the system as diagnosis object model. The system,
which is a diagnosis object, is considered to be a set of domain models. The diagnosis object model that has
knowledge of proper action, and the set of the behavior of learner as input value are given to a system. The
first behavior of the system that received input is to seek whether there is a history about the same case in
the case base. If the record to apply in the case is found, case base returns list of learner's knowledge, which
should examine to diagnosis engine. Diagnosis engine does investigation about domain model of each record
given to it, by comparing a simulation result in object model with the actual behavior of learner. Diagnosis
process is finished if a trouble is recognized. When there was no record that complied with the input value in
the case base, the process starts to use diagnosis domain object model. This domain object model has the
hierarchical structure. A process begins from making the error model that one component in the extreme
high class in the diagnosis object model is 'supposed to be out of order. The purpose of this process is to

simulate using a made error model to examine whether the result of the simulation is the same as the
behavior of learner. If there is no contradiction in the simulation result, the model-based reasoning is done
again toward each domain knowledge model of the lower layer. In the same way, a diagnosis process is
repeated until a trouble is recognized in knowledge component of the extreme lower layer. All process of
diagnosis is knowledge processing by KAUS.

4 Discussion
The objective of this study was to develop a new intelligent learning support system, especially to focus two

conditions; generality and adaptability. Authors in first propose the architecture of intelligent learning
support system with large knowledge base to enough generality, which modeled by using multi-strata model.

In second presented the model-based learner diagnosis to meet adaptability. All of the knowledge was
represented by KAUS in intelligent learning support system that was assumed a part of the intelligent
problem solving system. The issue of learner diagnosis is very important point to achieve adaptive
instruction in intelligent learning support system. We proposed that fault diagnosis techniques be applied to

infer the state of learner's knowledge. So we discussed the feature of diagnostic techniques, especially
model-based reasoning with case base. Model-based reasoning appears to be a more promising technique
than other knowledge-based methods because it can diagnose the faults that have not been pre-determined.
Fails in learner's knowledge can be diagnosed automatically based on the models, which describe the correct

behavior. However, because model-based approach reasons from the actual structure and function of
knowledge, it is inefficient for some problems. Furthermore, obtaining domain models is sometimes either
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difficult or too complicated, whereas most of the fails can be diagnosed based on past experience, which is

very effective if the rule base or the case base is either comparatively small or well-indexed. A better
solution is a hybrid approach integrating some of the diagnostic approaches. A case base will be provided to

access the solutions to some fails diagnoses occurred previously, of which the domain models are
unavailable. For some diagnoses, their solutions and contexts can also be stored in the case base for reuse
later. Frequently occurring fails can be diagnosed efficiently even by a few of heuristic diagnostic rules. We
believe that such a hybrid diagnostic approach will perform better than any of them does. In order to achieve
this goal; we have considered the division of object model and problem type. On this part, it is necessary to
carry out examination that will be more profound in future work.
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The Japanese ministry of Education made an announcement that a new
curriculum "Information and Computer" will be introduced nation-wide in Japan
from the year 2002. Accordingly, all the schools have been rushing to deploy the
personal computers and prepared to connect to the Internet through 2001. While
the scope of this project aims at covering 40000 or more schools, there exists the
two major problems: l) The number of teachers who have expertise in handle the

PC and the Internet, are too far short in proportion to the number required. 2)
Dial-up networking prevents the students from having access to the Internet any
time when they want. With a view to overcoming these problems, we have
designed and developed the Intranet system or "micro Internet for classroom:
mIc". The "mIc" is developed and designed to incorporate the various functions
such as web-mail, electronic bulletin board "BBS", mailing list, search engine,
web video conference and etc. Since "mls" consist of Microsoft Active Server
Pages (ASP), it can be used from Web browsers and custom-tailored at ease.

Keywords: Intranet, Collaboration, Video-conference, BBS

1 Introduction
The Japanese ministry of Education made an announcement that a new curriculum "Information and
Computer" will be introduced nation-wide in Japan at both the elementary school and the junior high school
in 2003 and at the high school in 2002 respectively. Accordingly, all the schools have been rushing to deploy
the personal computers and are prepared to connect to the Internet through 2001. While the PC have been
gradually and extensively, it seems quite obvious that far small number of the teachers can handle the PC
and the Internet to the contrary.

The Minister of Education has been sending the computer engineers or other computer technical personnel
to school since 1994 with a view to training the teachers about the computer and the Internet. They are also
required to see to it that both the teachers and the students can implement the PC and the Internet smoothly
without any problems. Additionally, The Ministry has been initiating their own training programs for the
teachers as well. While the project is supposed to cover 40000 schools or more, it has been experiencing the
extreme difficulties of the shortage in the engineers and the technical staffs to reach out all the teachers in
4000 schools or more. It has been experiencing the difficulties as well as that Dial-up networking prevents
the students from having access to the Internet any time when they want.
Despite these difficulties, it seems quite viable that all the students will get accustomed to the computer and

the Internet at the earliest convenience. We, therefore, have designed and developed the Intranet
System(micro Internet for classroom: mlc)

2 Design of mIc
This system "mlc" is developed and designed for both the teachers with least knowledge about the PC and
the Internet, and the students as well to learn the various functions.
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(a) Simulation of the Internet.
We are of an opinion that the E-mail and Electronic Bulleting Board shall be viable tools for "collaboration"
among the students. Should the students require any information from the Internet, the search engine shall be

inevitable to learn as well. We, therefore, have designed to incorporate these functions in the system. The
teachers simply use the system without any other programs and the students can experience those functions
as if they were connected to the Internet.
(b) Web-based easy operation.

The teachers can use "mlc" from Web browser. Therefore, should the teachers use the system, they can
create new BBS, mailing list and registration of the students on Web based. As far as the teachers will use
solely "mlc ", the profound knowledge about the Internet server and the program of CGI is not necessary.
(c) Customization.
The curriculum of "Information and Computers" varies depending on the computers deployed ,the network
system applied, and the objective of the education for PC & the Internet in each school respectively. The
system "mlc" can be customized by merely changing the text-files.

3 Structure of mIc
Considering the Standardizing the server of the average school environment, "mlc" will be installed in
WindowsNT server or Window98. Please take note that less than 10 people can work with Window98
simultaneously.

3.1 ASP and COM
Web Server
http:
,..ADO

Generate
tml texts
Html texts

Figure 1: The Action of ASP

Figure 2: The structure of mlc

The system "mlc" consists of Microsoft Active Server Pages(ASP) which is the server-side execution
environment. The ASP can run scripts and Component Object Model(COM) on the server . It can also easily
create the dynamic contents and the powerful Web-based applications. The COM is the Microsoft software
architecture that allows application to be built from binary software components. Windows itself and many
other applications such as WORD, EXCEL and etc. are consisted of the COM.

Figure 1 shows the process of "mlc". ASP files appears to be the same as the HTML files but it includes
additionally VBscripts or Javascripts, which call COM. At first, a browser makes a request to the server to
send an ASP file in such a manner as to the HTML file. Secondly, the server executes ASP file and Bvscripts
or Javascripts At last, the server send these to a browser. By using ASP, a browser only interprets common
HTML without executing scripts in the client environment. Figure 2 shows the structure of "mlc". We have
applied to some COM, which have access to a database, a browser, files, and a mail server. ADO is the
database access COM and the system uses Microsoft Access or SQL Server.
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3.2 Setup of mlc
The system "mIc" can be easily installed by simply copying the ASP files in such a manner as for HTLM
files The teacher will be required to edit the "mIc"' configuration file which contains such information as
URL, the install path and etc. Should a teacher wish to display some comments enabling the students to take
note for their reference, he simply input the comments in the text-file corresponding to the exact page. The
"mIc" can build more than one system in one server by creating more than one data base file.

4 System function
The functions of "mlc" will be detailed as follows;

4.1 Registration
The teachers can register the students with the use of browser. They can register even many number of
students at once with the use of EXCEL or ACCESS. If the teachers will use BBS and E-mail via other
programs than "mlc ", they will be required to register newly each time they change the application.

4.2 System Menu
Three different user modes are available in the menu , one for a teacher , one for students and one for a guest
respectively. The teacher can customize the menu for each mode. Should the teacher not use the mailing list,
he can simply edit the configuration file to turn off the flag of the mailing list and the menu eventually will
not display the button of the mailing list.

4.3 Web mail
The system "mlc" has two different Web mail modes whose user interface are the same , the one simulation
mode and the other SMTP/POP3 mode. While the simulation mode will not actually allow to send or receive
mails via the Internet, it will allow to simulate the mail functions without the mail server. Should you have
the mail server and use the SMTP/POP3 mode, it will allow to send or receive mails via the Internet as the
regular web mail.

4.4 Electronic bulletin board (BBS)
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Figure 4: Screen image of Video conference

Figure 3. Screen image of Defining BBS

The system "mlc" allows to set up more than one bulletin board. Should the teacher wish to create a new

BBS, he will be required to simply define the BBS on

the browser and no new program will be

necessary(Figure 3). "mlc" allows to set up the users' list covering the users who can have the access only in
the BBS. The users' list can be selected in accordance with the student attribution such as Class , Group and
etc.
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4.5 Mailing list
The operation of the mailing list will follow the same manners as mentioned above for BBS.

4.6 Search engine
Since "mIc" has a directory service like "YAHOO" , the teachers and the students can add any new URL to
the directory for their reference. If "mIc" is installed in WindowsNT server with Microsoft Index Server, the
text-matching search engine can be used. The attention is drawn that "build-up of HP" has become one of
the most important curriculum in Japan . The student can register their own HP's in the directory of "mls"
and can subsequently search them in the classroom.

4.7 Web Video conference
Since the Video conference is very efficient and effective tool in term of the international communication,
we have designed to incorporate the function "Web Video conference" in the system so as to suffice in this

respect(Figure 4). A student can communicate with other students and visualize them via web video
conference and refer to the data interactively via web data conference. Data conference allow the students to
collaborate on "chat", "whiteboard" and "program sharing" without Video and Audio. Since the web
videoconference is based on Microsoft Netmeeting 3.0 Active X, the multipoint data conference is possible
and thus more than one student can participate the meeting simultaneously.

4.8 Generator of the questionnaire
Understanding strongly the importance of the questionnaire so as collect of the opinion from the students for
various topics, "mIc" is designed to generate automatically the questionnaire in the form of HTML and ASP
files. The teacher can easily make these files by filling in to the points raised as question on the web pages .
The form filled in by the students can be saved to the text file in the form of the spreadsheet such as Excel.

5 Further development(future work)
We have already started to introduce the system "mlc" at schools ranging from the junior high school through
the university . Having learnt from the experience, it seems very obvious that the teachers can make BBS
and use search engines at ease. Through the continued experiments, we are prepared to improve the system
further.

mIc Web Site ( In Japanese )
URL www.jona.or.jp/--gohome
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In [12], we proposed the architecture of Object-Oriented Course Construction
System (OOCCS). Based upon OOCCS, dynamic and individualized course
frameworks can be constructed from the teaching objects in accordance with the
aptitudes of students. Besides, the teachers can change the content of teaching
materials easily by just inserting, deleting or modifying the related teaching objects.
In this paper, we design an authoring system to assist teachers in construct teaching

objects by using XML technology, and construct some mathematical teaching
objects for showing the dynamic and individualized course frameworks.
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1. Introduction
The web-based educational systems are becoming more and more popular over the world. Several approaches,
which are used to organize the teaching materials appropriately, have been developed in the past ten years [1][2]
[4][6][8][11]. One of them is just putting all of teaching materials on the web looked just like an electronic book

although some friendly user interface or interesting multimedia has been added [1][2][8][11]. [4] and [6]
provided the evaluation mechanismwhich works at the end of each section of course materials to find out what
instructional objectives the students do not learned well. According to these evaluation results, the system can
offer the remedial teaching materials properly for students to learn again. However, in above two approaches,
the students always need to learn all teaching materials at least once no matter how the teaching materials are
suitable for them or not when they enter a new section. Therefore, we are interested in developing a tutoring
system, which can offer different teaching materials for different students in accordance with their aptitudes. As
shown in Figure 1, the traditional course model usually arranges the teaching materials in sequential and
monotonous way. It means that the individualized course framework may not be offered in accordance with their
aptitudes.
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In last year, we proposed the architecture of Object-Oriented Course Construction System (OOCCS) [12].
Based upon OOCCS, dynamic and individualized course frameworks can be constructed from the teaching
objects in accordance with the aptitude of students. Besides, the teachers can change the content of teaching
materials easily by just inserting, deleting or modifying the related teaching objects.
In this paper, we design an authoring system to assist teachers in construct teaching objects by using XML

technology, and construct some mathematical teaching objects for showing the dynamic and individualized
course frameworks.

2. Related Work
In the traditional course model, the arrangement of the teaching materials in a section is sequential and
monotonous. In this way, without appropriate segmentation and labeling on teaching materials, it is difficult for
an individualized tutoring system to offer appropriate teaching materials for students in accordance with their
aptitude. The "segmented materials & materials attributes" relationship actually is very similar to the "class &
class members" relationship in object-oriented mechanism. Therefore, object-oriented course model [12] have
been proposed to model the segmented teaching materials. In this model, the teaching materials of a section are
divided into several segments according to the instructional objectives defined by educational experts. Besides,
each of them is attached with four labels, the background knowledge, instructional objective, the learning level
and the difficulty level, which are described detailedly in Table 1.
Table I. Instructional Objective Class Definitions
INITIALIZE

CLASS MEMBER

DEFINITION

Background Knowledge

The prerequisite instructional objectives before learning Base class
the background knowledge.
The gained knowledge after learning.
Base class
The appropriate level of instructional objective for Base class
students.

Instructional Objective
Learning Level

Difficulty Level

Smaller learning level is more basic for students.
The difficulty of a specific object.

Sub-class

As shown in Fig. 2, the object-oriented course model basically is a two-tier architecture: the fist tier is the

instructional objective base-class and the second tier is the teaching material sub-class. Based upon the
inheritance property of object-oriented concept, the attribute of teaching material sub-class can be easily
inherited from the corresponding base class. When teachers want to transform a teaching material into a teaching

object, they must select an appropriate instructional objective base-class and determine the instructional
objective and the difficulty level. Then the system would automatically derive a teaching material sub-class and
generate a concrete teaching object from the sub-class. This transformation process is repeated until all the
original teaching materials are transformed into teaching objects.
Instructional Objective Base-Class

Teaching Material Sub-Class

Teaching Object Library

Figure 2. The Object-Oriented Course Model

In the first tier, for a given section of a teaching material, an instructional objective base-class with the value
of class members can be constructed according to the instructional objective defined by educational experts. In
the second tier, for a teaching material sub-class, the class members are initialized from the base class, such as
instructional objective, background knowledge and learning level, are completely inherited from the base classes
through the inheritance paradigm The class member, difficulty level, is initialized in the teaching material
sub-class according to the content of a particular teaching material. The instructional objective base-class in the

first tier and the teaching material sub-class in the second tier compose the course template library in the
object-oriented course construction system.

Based upon object-oriented course model, the architecture of object-oriented course construction system
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(OOCCS) has been proposed in last year. As shown in Fig. 3, there are five components, the Course Template
Library, the Teaching Object Library, the Learning Record Database, the Individualized Course Construction
Engine, and the Evaluation Center, in OOCCS. Furthermore, the individualized course construction algorithm
and the course framework revision algorithm has been proposed too.
Teaching Object Library
Course Template Library

Individualized Course
Construction Engine

Learning Record Database

WO-A-4
0-4-4-4-*0-41-4
Figure 3. The Object-Oriented Course Construction Systems

3. Data Representation
In this paper, the Extensible Markup Language (XML) [3] is used as the tool of data representations for the
content of teaching materials. Based on XML document model, the Document Type Definition (DTD) and

schema can be used to evaluate whether the teaching materials are well formed and valid. Besides, the
Extensible StyleSheet Language (XSL) [5] can be used to translate one XML document into several different
representations. To compose the XML-format teaching materials with different kinds of XSL- format layout
templates, different course frameworks can be generated according to students' aptitudes from only one set of
teaching materials. Most important of all, under the XML mechanism, the teaching materials own the following
benefits including Extensibility, Machine-Readable, Validation, and Convenience.

3.1 The DTD and Schema
Schema in the database is used to determine the order and data type of each field. Similarly, a Document Type
Definition (DTD) or an extensible set of rules, also called a schema, is used to validate an XML document by the

XML parser. An XML document that follows a DTD or a schema is said to be valid. The Document Type
Definition (DTD) describes the structure of an XML document. The DTD includes the information about what
elements must be present, which ones are optional, what their attributes are, and how they can be structured with
relations to each other. In object oriented course model, four attributes Major Concept, Background Knowledge,
Difficulty Level, and Learning Level are included in a teaching object. The corresponding DTD of the teaching
object is as follows.
<?XML version="1.0">
<!DOCTYPE TeachingMaterial
<!ELEMENT TeachingMaterial
<!ELEMENT To
<!ELEMENT Attributes
<!ELEMENT Content Type

(To+)>
(Attributes)>

(MajorConcept,BackGroundKnowledge,DifficultyLevel,LearningLeve0>
(#PCDATA) >

(#PCDATA) >
<! ELEMENT LinkPath
(#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT MajorConcept
<! ELEMENT BackGroundKnowledge (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT DifficultyLevel
(#PCDATA) >
(#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT LearningLevel

I>

The schema for the XML document is used to define the syntactic structure and partial semantics of XML
document types. As such, the schema is an alternative to XML DTDs and can be used to define the same class of
document types (with the exception of external parsed entities). Besides, the schema extends the language of
DTDs by the following supporting.
An extensive (and extensible) set of data types.
Inheritance among element types.
Namespaces.
Features to enable robust distributed schema management.
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The XML Schema of a teaching object is designed in Fig. 4. In the schema for teaching object, we define an

element "Attributes" with content type "Attribute" in the "Teaching Material" element. For an element
"Attributes", four sub-elements Major Concept, Background Knowledge, Difficulty Level, and Learning Level
are included.
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Figure 4. The schema of a teaching object

3.2 The Extensible StyleSheet Language (XSL)
The XML document is a tree-like structure containing the elements, attributes, entities, and so on. The XSL
documents takes the tree generated by XML, called the "source tree", and create a new "result tree" that includes
all of the objects to be output along with proper formatting information. Through the Document Object Model
(DOM) API, an XSL processor can be invoked to apply formatting information to these objects and output them
in the browser.

Style-sheet developer usually considers two parts, pattern and template. The pattern is used to match with
elements and attributes and the template is used to generate the result tree. For example, the template rule as

shown in following looks for "TeachingMaterial" elements in the source tree and are placed inside an
<xsl:stylesheet> element. When the processor finds such element, the formatting portion of the template rule is
applied to the paragraph content.
<xskstylesheet xmlns:xsl= "http://www.w3.or2/TR/WD-xs1" xmlns:fogittp://www.w3.or2/TR/WD-xs1 result-ns="fo">
Gx.slaemplate match="TeachingMateriar>
<fo: black font-size = "I Opt" space-before="12pr>
<xshapply-templatesl>
<,/fo:block>
eixs1: template>
</xskstylesheet>

4. Experiments
As shown in Fig. 5, the architecture including the Teacher Module, Logic Module, and Student Module is

designed for the object-oriented learning environment. Besides, in these three modules, there are four
components including the Authoring Interface, the Teaching Material Importing Interface, the Course
Construction Engine, and the Course Formatting Interface.
The Teaching Module
An Authoring Interface is designed for teachers to mark-up their teaching contents with corresponding tags.
The Logic Module
The teaching material importing interface is designed to accept, parse, and finally insert XML-format teaching
contents into teaching material database. Besides, a course construction engine is also designed to organize the
different course frameworks according to students' aptitudes.
The Student Module
The course-formatting interface is designed for students to generate course framework easily according to their
learning situations.
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Figure 5. The object oriented learning environment

4.1 The Authoring System
For the teaching objects in the object-oriented course model, they contain not only the teaching contents but
also the attributes including the background knowledge, the instructional objective, learning level, and the
difficulty level. According to these attributes, it implies these attributes are very important because the course
construction engine can organize different course framework for different students. A friendly authoring
interface is designed as shown in Fig. 6 to help teachers to author and combine these attributes with teaching
contents smoothly. Besides, for the consideration of extensibility, machine-readability, and validation, we choose

the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to markup the teaching contents with important meta-information
(attributes).
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Figure 6. The authoring interface
The teachers need to fill-in the attributes of the uploaded teaching contents and the XML-formatted teaching
materials would be automatically created. According to these attributes shown above, the following XML
document in Fig. 7 would be generated. Besides, XML schema would be used to check whether the generated
XML document is well formed and valid. This checking process is very important for making sure the structure
of inputting data is right. Fig. 8 shows the XML schema for the teaching materials.
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Figure 7. The XML document for teaching object
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Figure 8. The XML schema for teaching object
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4.2 The Teaching Material Importing Interface
The teaching material importing interface is designed for importing and parsing the XML-format teaching
materials first and then inserting them into teaching material database.
Parse the teaching materials
For parsing the teaching materials, the Microsoft's XML parser, which resides in a file called Msxml.dll and is

a Component Object Model (COM) object, could be used in this processing with any ActiveX-compliant
environment, including VB and Active Server Page. The following shows the codes of our experiment using the
Active Server Page with the Microsoft's parser.
Set objXML = Server.CreateObject("Microsoft.XMLDOM")
If Not objXML.Load(Server.MapPath("TO.xml")) Then
With objXML.parseError

If .errorCode o 0 Then
Response.write "Parse Error"
Else

Response.write "Error Occured."

End If
End With

End If
Set m_Root=objXML.documentElement
Set KNode=m_Root.selectNodes("Attributes")
Response.write "
<br><br>"
For Each node in KNode
Response. write
Response. write node.selectSingleNoderMajorConcept).Text
node.selectSingleNode("BackGroundKnowledge").Text
Response. write
Response. write node.selectSingleNode( "LearningLevel").Text
node.selectSingleNode("DifficultyLevel").Text
Next

In the parsing process, an objXML object is first created as Microsoft DOM document and then uploaded
teaching materials would be loaded. By checking the "parseErroi" property to objXML, the uploaded teaching
material would be checked whether is well formed and valid. If the checking result is right, several methods
including the "DocumentElements", "SelectNode" and the "SelectSingleNode" in the DOM objects can be
called to parse the XML-format teaching materials and retrieve the attributes.
Insert the parsed result into database

After parsing the uploaded teaching materials, system would insert the teaching materials and the
meta-information (attributes) into database. Because database allows difficult data formations to be created
dynamically from the same data, the XML-format teaching materials are imported into the database for
manipulating teaching materials efficiently.

After parsing XML-format teaching materials and inserting the parsed result into database, the feedback is
shown in Fig. 9. The importing interface can parse the uploaded teaching materials and check whether the
teaching materials are well formed and valid. Therefore, teachers can edit the teaching materials in the client side

and then upload the final teaching materials through the importing interface into server. By this way, the
distributed authoring environment is obtained.
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Figure 9. The parsed result
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4.3 The Course Construction Engine
The Course Construction Engine is designed to organize the teaching objects according to the Individualized

Course Construction Algorithm and the Course Framework Revision Algorithm [12]. By applying these
algorithms, the individualized course framework can be constructed from the teaching objects stored in the
database and can be organized in accordance with the aptitudes of the students.
In the construction process, the generated course frameworks are saved in the XML format. This means that
the course framework contains not only the teaching contents but also the attributes (meta-information) including

the Background Knowledge, the Instructional Objective, Learning Level, and the Difficulty Level. These
attributes are encoded in the defined XML tags and can assist the course- formatting interface in changing the
representation for the course frameworks dynamically and easily.

4.4 The Course-Formatting Interface
The course-formatting interface is designed for presenting the course frameworks, which are organized by the
course construction engine. In the interface, several different XSL-format layout templates would be designed.
Students can choose the desired layout template, and this template can be used to translate the XML-format
course framework into readable teaching materials for reading and learning. The following results show the same
course framework with Learning Level 1 and Learning Level 2 in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.
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Figure 10. Learning Level 1

As shown in the above results, through the layout templates in the course-formatting interface, an
XML format course framework can be constructed into different layouts automatically. It is important for object
oriented course model when students want to choose other layout of the course framework, because the different
course frameworks can be provided by changing the layout templates easily.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, based upon object oriented course model, we design an authoring system to assist teachers in
construct teaching objects by using XML technology. All of teaching objects would be stored in database for
further usage of OOCCS. OOCCS can offer different course frameworks to the students according to their
aptitudes. When the students do not learn some major concepts well, OOCCS can precisely offer the related
teaching objects for them to learn again.
In the experiment, the authoring system, the teaching material importing interface, the course construction
engine, and the course-formatting interface are imple mented under object-oriented and XML concepts. Teachers
can edit the teaching materials in the client and then upload into server easily. After the course construction
engine and course formatting interface transform the teaching materials into teaching objects, OOCCS can
organize course framework in accordance with students' aptitudes automatically.
However, there are still some disadvantages including the "additional teaching material preparation time" and
the "not suitable for all curriculums ". In the future, we will try to develop a friendly front-end on the WWW to
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minimize the effort needed to prepare teaching materials, and then apply object-oriented course model to the
mathematics curriculum to examine how they work.
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Our study aims to accumulate information for teachers, about established
teaching methodologies and techniques. For the purpose of our study, we
construct a searching system for lesson example videos, and we develop an

environment for facilitating the usage of our example videos, and for
encouraging teachers' collaboration. Concretely, we focus on the domain of
the new subject introduced in the Japanese curriculum, called "Information

Education". In this paper, we describe the details of our video searching
system, the design of the database tables, and we show an example of system
operation.

Information Education, Teacher Education, Distance
Learning, VOD, Rapsody
Keywords:

1 Introduction
In now-a-days advanced information society, the demands about teachers' competence are high and
diverse. Concretely, teachers are required to posses on one hand curriculum development ability, learning
environment design ability, group learning, individual learning, simultaneous learning, and on the other

hand the previous abilities should be supported by class practice ability, observation and evaluation
ability, and last but not least, the ability to connect the textbook's world and the real world.

It is difficult to raise and form this complex set of abilities, with the help of only the presently available
education and training methodology for teachers. Therefore, the necessity emerged [1] to examine the
feasibility of a new systematic approach, for supporting the teachers' literacy progress, by building on
their natural talents/ and abilities, and expanding these to reach the required width and breadth.

The information technology science is offering the tools for the development of an environment
supporting the teachers' endowment progress. The knowledge concerning the teachers' education
contents and methods is stored as multimedia information, in the form of pictures, videos and sound
tracks. Moreover, by using the network environment, it is possible to make use of all resources over the
net, without any constraints or restrictions of time and/or geographical location.
With this goal in mind, we are researching the development of an integrative distance education training

system for supporting teachers' self-training, called RAPSODY ( Remote and Adaptive System of
Oriented Dynamic Teaching/Learning ) . Up to now, the availability of video records and guidance plans
about lessons was limited to education training centers or universities, etc. The present research intends

to make the information on educational activities and practices public, and aims at joint usage and
re-usage of teachers' self-learning and self-training methodologies and tools. Concretely, we develop a
retrieval system based on dialogue patterns, by using a database of lesson videos.In order to jointly use
the information in the distributed environment, or to be able to re-use it, we implemented a Video On
Demand (VOD) system. The (teacher) user can control/manage the specification and stop/suspension of
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the regeneration point for the distributed VOD.
The main purpose of our research is therefore to propose a distance-learning environment on the Internet,

for improving the teachers' practical abilities. In this paper, we describe the video on demand system
developed until now, the indexing method of the classroom teaching movie example database, the
system's functions and the system's evaluation.

2 The outline of the system
2.1 The structure of the system
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the search system. The system is built of the following three parts:
Web browser;
Lesson video example database;
Video distribution server.
The web browser has the role of the user interface. The search/retrieval mechanism searches the lesson
example video database via three types of relational database files.
The video distribution server stores the lesson scenes' videos. The video distribution server performs the
VOD function at the users' requests. The search functions performed for the user are of the following two
types.
Keyword Search
Feature Oriented Search
The Keyword Search (fig. 1, ) takes place as explained below.
a-1) The user designates the search conditions.
b-1) The search mechanism compares the search conditions input by the user, with the available
class example video database.
c-1) The search mechanism extracts the record(s) matching the searching conditions.
d-1) The result is displayed as the search result.
The Feature Oriented Search process (fig. 1, ) is done as shown in the following.
a-2) The system dialogue mechanism enquires about the video characteristics/features desired by
the user.
b-2) The user can answer to the system's enquiry vaguely [2].
c-2) The decision making table (showed later on in table 6), obtained from the user, is the basis for
the evaluation of the specific search conditions. The gathered search conditions are passed
over to the search mechanism of the database.
d-2) The database search mechanism compares the search conditions resulting from the evaluation
with the lesson example videos contained in the database.
e-2) This result is displayed as the search result.
The search result is formatted as an URL list that is shown to the user. These URLs perform the
function of linking the search result and the actual videos on the VOD server. The (teacher) user
chooses the URL that s/he wants to refer (Fig. 1, ).When the URL is chosen, the VOD client
software, embedded via the Web browser plug-in, starts, and the video playback begins.
User

Lesson Example DB

Keyword Search

-I Query

Scorching

t.ge Oriented

a. Dialogue
cnirtSii
Making

Video Distribution Server
Video Server

(VOD)

Web Browser

Figure 2 Sstem Organization
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3. Database structure
3.1 Lesson (unit) database
The following three relational database files define the video lesson database.
Searching Index File
Movie Explanation File
Movie File
In the following, we will explain in detail each database file type.

3.2 Searching Index File
The Searching Index File results from the comparison of the video database with the search items. The
search items are organized in items for the Keyword Search and items for the Feature Oriented Search. In
table 1, we show the Searching Index File for the Keyword Search, and in table 2, the Searching Index
File for the Feature Oriented Search.
For the Keyword Search, the search conditions are given directly by the user. The Searching Index File
"learning contents (subunit)", "used information
(unit)",
slots
are "lesson name
equipment/machinery/device(s)", "used tool(s) application(s)" and "class viewpoint".

In the Feature Oriented Search, the system generates the search conditions, based on the information
obtained from the user. The Searching Index File (Feature Oriented Search) employs comparison of the
extracted search conditions and the database, depending on the dialogue with the user. The slots of the
Searching Index File for the Feature Oriented Search mechanism are "teacher activity " and "student
activity ".
Table I Searching Index File (Keyword Search)
index frame database basic search ke
value type
record fields
numerical value type
ID (primary key)
text type (menu selection)
lesson name (unit)
text type (menu selection)
learning contents (subunit)
used information equipment/ machinery/ device(s)
text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
used tool(s) application(s)
text type (menu selection)
class viewpoint
Table 2 Searching Index File (Feature
index frame database. feature search key.
record fields

3.3

Oriented Search)

ID (primary key)

value type
numerical value type

teacher activity
student activity

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)

Movie Explanation File

Table 3 shows the contents of the Movie Explanation File, regarding the movie features. When the user is
about to commence the lesson, the points, which need his/her attention, arc explained via the contents of
the Movie Explanation File. These explanations are used when displaying the search results.
Table 3 movie explanation
movie feature description .video feature information
record fields
camera angle
equipment existence
equipment usage
number of teachers
teachers' movements
existence leaming supporter(s)
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file

value type
text type
text type
text type
text type
text type
text type

(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)
(menu selection)

text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)
text type (menu selection)

number of students
students' movements
existence of a central student

The explanation information in the Movie Explanation File (table 4) resumes the lesson scenes compiled

by the video registrants, and the information on how the checkpoints, necessary for the lesson, were
estimated. The slot of table 4 called "teacher's aim", corresponds, for instance, to the classification 8
presented later on in table 7.The "checkpoints 1 to 3" express the free description of the image, from the
points of view shown below.
Checkpoint 1 the movie preconditions to be considered;
Checkpoint 2 what should be extracted/ understood from the current movie;
Checkpoint 3 the necessary forecast of the movie's following development.
Table explanation file
4 movie

movie explanation database
value type

record fields

numerical value type

ID ( primary key)
teacher's aim
checkpoint 1
checkpoint 2
checkpoint 3

text type (menu selection)
text type (item description ' within 100 characters)
text type (item description ' within 100 characters)
within 100 characters)
text type (item description

3.4 Movie File
Table 5 shows the Movie File. The Movie File contains pointers to the real videos. The VOD server
houses the real videos. Table 5 contains the Movie File slots called "thumbnail picture (still picture)",
"previous movie", "movie URL (movie file name)", and "next movie".
Table 5 movie file

movie database

thumbnail picture (still picture)

value type
numerical value type
text type (still movie file name)

previous movie
movie URL ( movie file name)
next movie

text type (URL type input)
text type (URL type input)
text type (URL type input°

record fields
ID ( primary key)

For the discrete movie time-series {P(t)}, the following relationship exists:
[P(t-1),P(t),P(t+1)] = [previous movie, movie URL, next movie];P(t =0) = {still picture };where t is the
time.

4 The system's behavior
Figure 2 shows the search conditions input interface (for Keyword Search). Figure 3 shows the search
result display interface. After the (teacher) user specifies the conditions for the desired video search via
the search conditions input interface, the search starts. The result of this is displayed in the search result
display interface [3] [4]. This interface shows the value of the slots called " still picture", "lesson contents
(subunit)", "teacher's aim", "checkpoints", " teachers' activity" and "students' activity". The "still picture"
can be seen in figure 3 (). Next to being a significant snapshot of the lesson video, the still picture has also
the role of a pointer to the real video (a link to the VOD video file), so describes the URL (figure 3, ). By
clicking on the still picture, the video starts (figure 3, ). The "teacher's aim" (fig. 3, ) and "checkpoints"
(fig. 3, ) are, as mentioned before, the most important information for image explanation. The figure also
presents the (teacher) user with help/support information about other items and record fields.
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Figure 2 search conditions input picture

Figure 3 search result display picture

5 Conclusions
We construct a searching system for lesson example videos, and we develop an environment for
facilitating the usage of our example videos, and for encouraging teachers' collaboration. Concretely, we

focus on the domain of the new subject introduced in the Japanese curriculum, called "Information
Education".We have presented in this paper the summary of the video search VOD system we have
developed, moreover, we have shown the database organization and the system's behavior.As for the
future tasks and research, we are planning to investigate about building a flexible key for the video search
mechanism. We are studying at present the dialogue mechanism, with the immediate goal of using the
search result's negative feedback information to the user's request, to serve as a new search key.
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Substantial changes have taken place in the nature of jobs over the last twenty
years, primarily due to the proliferation of computer-based technology. These

changes have shifted the demands on human performance from primarily
physical to cognitive. Cognitive tasks components usually have significant
transfer task' components in addition to procedural components. Task analysis
instruction.

is a critical step in the development of computer-assisted

Traditionally there are two well-known methods for analysing tasks in
courseware applications. These are Hierarchical Task Analysis and Information

Processing Task Analysis [3]. Although both of these methods have been
effectively used in designing training for procedural skills, they offer little
insight for analysing training involving complex cognitive tasks. Both of these
analyses identify the external structure of the information, but do so
independently of how they are actually structured in human memory. We believe
that Knowledge Analysis of Tasks (KAT) offers an alternative method for task

analysis in courseware applications. KAT differs from other task analysis
methods in that it is based on the theory that people not only perform tasks, but
also develop structures to represent the knowledge that they require to perform a
particular task. The results of KAT are used to produce a model of tasks in terms
of Task Knowledge Structures (TKSs). TKSs represent the knowledge people
possess about tasks they previously learned and performed in a given dimension.
The application of the theory of TKS and the analysis method of KAT can be
used effectively in the design of interactive courseware applications. This paper
describes a case study showing how KAT can be applied in the task analysis of
interactive courseware applications.

KEYWORDS: Task Analysis, Task Knowledge Structures, Knowledge
Analysis of Tasks, Task Procedures.

1 INTRODUCTION
According to Jonassen, Hannum and Tessmer [6], task analysis is the most crucial part of the instructional
design process. Task analysis solves three main problems for designers. These are:
It defines the content required to solve the performance problems or alleviate a performance need.
The process forces the subject matter expert to work through each instructional step.
It helps the designer to view the content from the learner' s perspective.

There are several typical methods of conducting task analysis in courseware design. The most prominent
methods are the Hierarchical Task Analysis and Information Processing Task Analysis [3]. However, the
main weakness of these methods is that they are only loosely connected to any theory of psychology that
would allow the task analysis to result in principles and theoretically based recommendations. Task analysis
is also a critical part of human-computer interaction design. A variety of techniques are available for
performing task analysis in user interface design [10]. However, the theoretical or empirical evidence
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offered by these methods for their existence is weak [7].

We believe that Knowledge Analysis of Tasks (KAT) offers an answer to these limitations. KAT differs from
other task analysis methods in that it is based on Task Knowledge Structures (TKS), which are an attempt to

provide a theoretical underpinning to the method. KAT is concerned with assessing and modelling the
knowledge people possess and utilise in carrying out tasks. It identifies the knowledge requirements of tasks
and is aimed at assisting in the generation of design solutions. KAT has been used successfully in designing
effective software systems [8]. It is our belief that KAT can offer an effective task analysis method for
courseware design. This paper describes a case study showing how KAT can be used to analyse tasks for
searching for information on the Internet in a courseware application. Section two of the paper presents a
brief review of KAT and TKS. This is followed by the case study of the courseware application. Section

four concludes the paper with recommendations for further research in KAT and TKS in courseware
applications.

2 Overview of KAT & TKS
Johnson and Johnson [7] developed the Knowledge Analysis of Tasks (KAT) method. It incorporates Task
Knowledge Structures into the process of task analysis. Johnson and Johnson [7] describe KAT as the
collection of data from a variety of sources, such as task performers, instructors, supervisors and others,
directly or indirectly affected by the task. The results from this analysis are used to produce a mo del of tasks
in terms of task knowledge structures.

2.1 Task Knowledge Structures
According to Johnson and Johnson [7], task knowledge is represented in a person' s memory and can be
described by a Task Knowledge Structure (TKS). TKSs are assumed to be acquired through learning and
previous task performances, and are dynamically represented in memory. This is akin to the theoretical
position taken by Schank [11] in assuming that the knowledge of frequently occurring events is structured
into meaningful units in memory. Empirical support for this assumption can be found in the work of
Galambos [4], who showed that people recognise and use structures of events, such as the order, the

sequence and importance of activities within the event sequence, to understand, explain, and make
predictions about these events. Another support for this is the work of Graesser & Clark [5] on text
comprehension. The assumption is that all the knowledge a person possesses about a task is contained
within the TKS and that the TKS is activated in association with task performance. The suitability of

utilising this form of conceptual knowledge for teaching a computerised domain is supported by
Scumalhofer and Khun [12], who state that mental models present a more complete picture of the cognitive
components in learning to use a computer system.
2.1.1 Implications of TKS

If we assume the existence of task knowledge structures, by which people structure their knowledge in a
particular way, it follows that this task knowledge can be analysed, modelled and predicted [7]. This has
important implications for learning. It suggests that by understanding the knowledge structure, recall and

processing could be optimised to give quick and efficient task performance by appropriate training
techniques and interface design. According to Johnson and Johnson [7], people acquire knowledge about
tasks and subsequently transfer this knowledge to new or different tasks. Therefore usability and learnability
are directly related to the amount of knowledge that the person is able to transfer from one task to another.

The benefits to be gained from enhancing this transfer come in the form of reduced time and the
achievement of a higher level of task performance in a shorter length of time.

A TKS is related to other TKSs by a number of different relations, which include temporal or experimental
relations. TKS theory provides a method for the analysis and modelling of the tasks in terms of goals,
procedures, actions and objects. In addition, TKS theory identifies the representitiveness (typicality) and

centrality (importance) of a particular aspect of task knowledge. Within each TKS, different types of
knowledge are represented. There are four components to a complete TKS model. These are as follows:
1. A goal-oriented substructure.
2. Task procedures.
3. A taxonomic substructure comprising the generic task actions and objects.

4. A summary task knowledge structure.
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Task models in terms of TKS involve goal-oriented and taxonomic substructures and procedures. A goaloriented substructure can be represented by a network of structured goal nodes that direct sequences of
events that unfold over time and eventually satisfy subgoal nodes. Goal nodes can vary in hierarchical level.
Goals and subgoals can be represented by nodes with links between them. Nodes can be treated as
conditions, as states or as desired states (subgoals). Subgoals can also be hierarchically and concurrently
related to each other. The goal-oriented substructure calls up' appropriate knowledge from the taxonomic
substructure by use of procedures. Associated with subgoals are sets of procedures that have to be executed
in order to achieve subgoals directly or indirectly. Any subgoals may give rise to further planning activity
and subsequent subgoals and this may be indirectly related to a procedure set.
Task procedures define the of action object combinations in the execution of a given subgoal. They are the
processes by which the taxonomic substructure is activated. The taxonomic substructure represents
knowledge about generic actions and objects and the relationships between them.
We have chosen TKS as our approach because we believe that the theoretical or empirical evidence for their
existence, offered by other cognitive task analysis methods is weak. Although production rules of Anderson
[1] can be used to model goals, operations, methods and selection rules, we believe that these production
rules also bear a closer relationship to the way a person does (or would) structure their knowledge of task [7].
We also believe that the knowledge a person possesses about a task is contained with the TKS and that the
TKS is activated in association with the performance. The suitability of utilising this form of conceptual
knowledge for teaching a computerised domain, is supported by Scumalhofer & Kuhn [12], who stated that
mental models present a more complete picture of the cognitive complexities in learning to use a computer
system. If we assume the existence of task knowledge structures, by which people structure their knowledge
in a particular way, it follows that this task knowledge can be analysed, modelled and predicted [7]. This
line of thought has great implications for the study of learnability. It suggests that by understanding the
knowledge structure, recall and understanding can be optimised to give quick and efficient task
performances, via appropriate training techniques and interface design. Johnson and Johnson [7] suggest that
usability and learnability are directly related to the amount of knowledge a person is able to transfer from
one task to another. The benefits to be gained from enhancing this transfer come in the form of reduced
training and the achievement of a higher level of task performance in a shorter length of time.

2.2 KAT Method
KAT can be divided into three parts: knowledge gathering, knowledge analysis and TKS construction.
Before the analysis is undertaken, it is imperative that the objective of the KAT exercise be identified. This
is to establish domain boundaries and help to ensure that attention is concentrated on the most critical and
relevant activities. Once this has been accomplished, domain gathering can begin. The principle inputs to
this stage are the objective itself and the information gathered through interviews, questionnaires and
observations. The major output is a preliminary picture of the domain knowledge expressed in terms of
procedures, actions, objects and goals. The next stage, knowledge classification, takes the outputs of the
first stage and categorises each in terms of its representative, central and generic properties. During the final
stage, the actual TKS model is constructed.

3 Case Study
The case study we have chosen to demonstrate KAT is "How to use the Internet". The purpose of the task
analysis is to identify the tasks or domain the students have to learn in order to use the Internet effectively.
Stage 1 of KAT is Knowledge Gathering.

3.1 Knowledge gathering
A wide range of powerful methods of cognitive task analysis have been developed and applied over the last
ten years [9]. Although these methods have been used successful in many applications, few have become
accessible to training practitioners and instructional designers. All of these methods required considerate
time and resources. All have been part of research effort conducted by scientists as opposed by practitioners.
We have chosen to use Applied Cognitive Task Analysis (ACTA), which is a streamlined cognitive task

analysis method, developed by Klein Associates [9], We have chosen it as our method to elicit task
knowledge from our subject matter experts. The main reason for our choice is that ACTA allows us to elicit
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and represent cognitive components of skilled task performance and the means to transform those data into
design recommendations without having to be knowledge engineers, cognitive psychologists and human
factor/ergonomics professionals.

We used a structured interview for eliciting task knowledge from our subject-matter experts. The method
we used is known as). ACTA consists of four sequential steps, of which the first three steps comprise three
different stages of interviews. The final step is used to sort and organise the gathered information into what
could be the most important tasks. The four steps are Task Analysis Interview, Knowledge Audit,
Simulation Interview and Cognitive Demands. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe these steps.
Interested readers are invited to contact the first author.

3.2 Analysing the Task Knowledge
The data collected through the ACTA interviews formed the basis of the data for the knowledge analysis of
tasks. It provides information about the actions and objects and the goals and subgoals that are involved in a
task. The simulation interviews also provided opportunities to find out information about the procedures
and strategies used in performing a task.

The knowledge gathered during the ACTA process needs to be identified in terms of the components of a
TKS, namely actions and objects, and the structure of those objects, procedures and goal structure. In
addition, the knowledge gathered and identified has to be analysed in order to identify representative, central
and generic properties of tasks within a given domain or across domains. Some task components are more
representative/typical of a task than are others. Central task components are those necessary to successful
task execution. Without these central components, the task goal will fail to be achieved. Generic task
components, on the other hand, are those common across a number of task performers.

3.3 Task Model Construction
Having gathered and identified the knowledge required for the tasks to be learned, the next stage is the
construction of the task model using TKS. The aim of this approach is to identify the structure, content and
attributes of learners' task knowledge in line with TKS theory. There are three components to complete a
TKS model:

Goal-oriented substructure
Task procedures
A taxonomic substructure from the generic task actions and objects.

3.3.1Goal-oriented sub-structures
The goal structure component of the model identifies the relations between different goal states. There are
two general forms of relations: hierarchical and control relations. Hierarchical relations show how a goal
can be decomposed into further collections of sub-goals. Control relations show how goals and sub-goals
are related to each other for execution. They include sequential, parallel, unordered and optimal relations.
Both hierarchical and control relations can appear in all parts of the goal structure components of the TKS
model. Goal structures can be represented diagrammatically using tree structures to represent hierarchical
components, and transition networks to represent control relations. Figure 1 shows a tree diagram of the
evaluation of a search result.

Evaluate search results

Evaluate
what browser
tells us.

Assess when a
search is to be
successful

Know when to
use alternative
search

Figure 1 A Tree diagram for Evaluation of Search Result.
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Deal with
misleading
information

3.3.2 Task Procedures

These are directly related to the lowest level goals in the tree structure and they represent the detailed
executable form of the task. Task procedures contain actions and objects and the relations between them.
The relations include sequential, parallel, iterative and conditional control relations. These control relations
exist within a procedure body and determine how the actions will be executed with respect to the objects.
Procedures can 'call' other procedures and form parts of the bodies of other procedures like programming
languages. Each procedure is defined by a precondition, which determines the context that must exist before
it can be executed. Upon execution of a procedure, a defined post-condition will result. The pre and post
conditions of procedures are defined in the procedural sub-structure and provide a way of representing the
relationship between the goal structure and the procedural sub-structure.
Task procedures are the process by which the taxonomic sub-structure is activated. Not only that, the tasks
may be decomposed in different ways; there may also be a choice between a number of different strategies
which are context-dependent competing sets of procedures. One set of procedures may be more appropriate
than other sets. Contextual information and the circumstances under which the task is to be executed will
affect strategy appropriateness. Single procedures in a given strategy may differ in how central they are to
the task as a whole. The task procedures for "Deal with misleading information and instruction" are shown
in Figure 2. Included in the task procedures are actions and objects of tasks.
START

Knowing How to Deal with Misleading Info & Instructions
IF results returned matches, THEN
IF the most relevant link can be found, THEN
1.1.1
Click on the link to go to the page
1.1.1.1
IF NOT FOUND message is displayed (i.e. Link is broken), THEN
1.1.1.2
Apply Edit-URL strategy process to find page
1.1.1.2.1
1.0
1.1

ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSE

IF results did not return no match, THEN
Modify search strategy
Perform search process
Go to step 1.1

1.2
1.2.1

1.2.2
1.2.3

ENDIF

ENDIF
END

START
2.0

Edit-URL strategy process
DO

Position cursor at the end of the URL in the Address bar
Start deleting the last part of the URL and stop before the first
Perform search
2.3
IF directory page appears, THEN
2.4
2.4.1 Browse directory to find any possible relevant link
2.4.2 IF a possible relevant link is found, THEN
Click on the link to go to the page
2.4.2.1
IF the desired information is not found on the page, THEN
2.4.2.2
2.1

2.2

Go to step 2.1

2.4.2.2.1

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDDO
END
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/'

START
3.0
3.1

3.2
END

Search process
Type keyword(s) into search text box
Hit the search button

The actions included:
Evaluating search results
Choosing and clicking on a relevant link
Evaluating the relevance of a page
Deciding on alternative course of action when a broken link is encountered
Deciding on another search strategy
Editing the URL (deleting the end part of the URL)
The objects included:
Web browser
Browser address bar
Browser content window
Search keyword / phrase
Search result
Search engine
Cursor
Search button
Search text box
Directory page
Hyperlink
Not Found error message
Figure 2. The procedures for ' dealing with misleading information'

3.3.3 Taxonomic sub-structure
The taxonomic substructure represents knowledge about objects and the relationships between them. There
are three levels to the taxonomic substructure. The top level is the superordinate level. The basic level of
the taxonomic substructure contains the objects that constitute the superordinate task category. The basic
level task category represents knowledge about: (i) in which task procedure a category member is used, (ii)

which other task object a category member is related to, and what that relationship is, i.e., whether the
category member causes, enables, follows or is carried out in conjunction with other task objects, (iii) which
actions are associated with a category member, (iv) what features or properties a category member possesses,
(v) the usual circumstances under which a particular category member occurs, for example, whereabouts in
the task the category member is manipulated, (vi) whether or not the object is central and (vii) a pointer or
reference to the most representative instance of that object. The bottom level of the taxonomic substructure
is the subordinate task category, which contains a particular instance of the type of the object represented at
the basic level. The taxonomic substructure of searching the Internet is shown in Figure 3.
Generification / Typicality (T) / Centrality (C)
Generic Objects

Specific Objects

Web browser

Microsoft Internet Explorer (T)
Netscape Navigator (T)
Mosaic
Content window
Title bar
Tool bar

Address bar
Status bar
Animated logo
Bookmarks (favourites)
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Search keyword (C)

Single keyword

Phrase
Search result

Page title
Percentage of relevance
Brief description of page
URL of page

Search engine (C)

Search text box
Search button
Alta Vista
Excite

Lycos
Infoseek
Yahoo, etc.
Hyperlink

Text (T)
Image (T)

Search technique (C)

Boolean
Double quotes
Wildcard
Search-engine specific techniques
Other unique strategies

Cursor
Directory page
Not Found error message

Figure 3. Taxonomic Sub-structure for Task Analysis on Searching the Internet

4 Conclusion
There are many methods available for courseware designers to use for task analysis. However, the main
weakness of these methods is that they lack theoretical or empirical evidence for their existence. Knowledge
Analysis of Tasks can be used effectively in the analysis of tasks for courseware design, as shown in the case
study. Evidence to support that task knowledge is represented in conceptual or general knowledge structures
in long-term memory is found in the work of Galambos [4]. Buckley and Johnson [2] have demonstrated the
usefulness of TKS in the analysis of a prototype messaging system. The main achievement of KAT has been
the modelling of tasks in terms of TKS. Each component of TKS represents different types of knowledge
required by the tasks, whilst the goal structure identifies relations between different goal states both
hierarchical and control-relations. These models are represented diagrammatically using tree structures for
hierarchical and transition networks for control. KAT offers the courseware designer a powerful method
with which to model knowledge. By modelling knowledge, the designer is forced to understand the
knowledge structures with which he/she is dealing. Reflection upon these ' building blocks' of problems
solving is something that other methods fail to encourage. The design is focused on the expert' s cognitive
skills, rather than on the technical details of design. The models in KAT also provide an excellent reference
point for the designer to return to during implementation in order to refocus the design if needs be. The
biggest drawback of this method is the time it takes for design. However, we believe that the benefits of
KAT outweigh its drawbacks and strongly recommend its use.
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Who is building Web sites today? Entrepreneurs, writers, hobbyists, educators
and students from the elementary grades and up are building them, not Java
programmers, In fact, very few Web sites are actually built by professional
programmers That is why strategies for making the most of Internet' s potential
for education is important: It brings the power of Internet to non-programming
Web-builders like teachers and their students. Internet is an exciting, dynamic
technology that is challenging for education. With new specifications, new
classes, and general updates, one must accept the fact, when integrating Internet
Technology into instruction, that the course will never be the same because the
subject matter is in a never-ending state of change. In today' s technological
environment, curriculum development must be iterative; in other words, it is an
ongoing repetitive process that is required due to the constant change of the
subject matter and the technology. In order to be making the most of Internet's
potential for education, we proposed these six basic phases--- understanding,
planning, research, development, refinement and implementation. This article
describes how to effectively use this six-phased approach Follow these phases,
the educators and learners can collaborate to enhance existing material and
produce new innovations for education.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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The appropriate use of multimedia is becoming increasingly important in
computer teaching systems. Not only are students stimulated by being presented
with information in a variety of forms, but such an approach also more closely
resembles the real world where they have to assimilate what they see and hear,
abstracting out what is relevant. With the diversity and amount of multimedia
material that may be present in these systems, a powerful form of knowledge
representation is required to support navigation and knowledge retrieval. The
(human or computer) tutor may wish to refer to document segments, to recap
important points, provide feedback, give hints and so on. The student also may
wish to refer to items previously seen or heard. The Flexible Structured Coding
Language, FSCL, is a natural language-like, formalised description language
which allows the formulation of rich yet structured sentences. These sentences
are attached to segments of multimedia documents. FSCL provides an easily
accessible approach for knowledge representation, precise and rich description
of complex contents, correct and complete retrieval within the descriptions, and
retrieval across data of different media types. FSCL can be extended to integrate
ontologies, inference of knowledge and freeform querying performed by the
learner.

Keywords: Multimedia, knowledge representation

1 Introduction
Computer-based educational systems have developed from standalone applications, using mainly text and
graphics, which focused on teaching a restricted set of subjects or skills. Today's multimedia systems are
often distributed across the web using a client-server approach and aim to integrate teaching material from
multiple subjects areas. These systems collect feedback on the progress of the learner and attempt to provide
material at the appropriate levels. An example of such a system is GENTLE [5].
Beside the technical challenges of managing such a system, a number of conceptual ones arise. One of these
is knowledge representation and the related issue of knowledge retrieval. One problem with supplying a
learner with a flexible learning environment is the need to provide a mechanism for locating appropriate

information. This is a non-trivial task considering the vast amount of diverse material stored and the
complexity of the concepts incorporated into the learning material. Another requirement is to give the
learner a mechanism for questioning the system. This can be for retrieving specific material or for asking
conceptual questions conee. -g the subject area.
To illustrate some of the requirements for a computer-based educational system, consider a small scenario.
Imagine a web-based teaching module on the use of machinery. This module could consist of a number of
multimedia documents: for example, a video showing an instructor demonstrating the use of the machinery,
a set of images displaying various technical features of the machinery or a set of text documents explaining
various procedures. These multimedia documents, annotated with appropriate knowledge representation

mechanisms and generic domain knowledge, have to be stored. Based on this information a range of
material could be retrieved: a segment of the video document showing the instructor demonstrating a
specific task; additional information from images or text documents relating exactly to this task; the status of
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the machinery at a specific position in the video inferred from the domain rules.

After a brief overview on current approaches to knowledge representation in computer-based educational
systems, we consider how the Flexible Structured Coding Language, FSCL [9,11], may be applied to this
problem. We will first describe FSCL in the form it is used in its original context of studies of human
behaviour and then discuss the advantages of using FSCL in computer-based educational systems. We then
suggest some modifications to FSCL to provide extended support for computer-based educational systems
and conclude the paper by summarising the contributions this natural language-like approach to knowledge
representation can give us.

2 Current approaches to knowledge representation
To access the appropriate information in a computer-based educational system, a knowledge representation
scheme is necessary. This provides a meta-level description of the contents of the educational system. In this
paper, we consider the format of this meta-level description, not its technical realization in a database or file
system. Before we describe some common approaches to meta-level description, we want to briefly discuss
why a meta-level description is necessary and why it is not possible to extract the information directly from
the learning material.

The retrieval of information from documents directly has limited scope both on a technical and on a
conceptual level. Technically, searching through text based documents is easy and allows for identification
of keywords, phrases or sentences. Achieving the same level of retrieval for video documents is much harder.
Techniques exist to automatically parse video documents to detect scene changes [8, 23] and objects [6, 17].
However, a number of problems still have to be overcome to provide sufficient access to video content [13].

Setting the technical difficulties in accessing video or audio documents aside, there are still conceptual
considerations which will demand some meta-level description of content. Retrieving appropriate
information from a collection of documents will, in many cases, require access to the semantics of these
documents. Searching through these documents on a keyword (or object) basis is unlikely to produce
satisfactory results [2]. The transition of factual ('she was smiling', a smiling face, a sunny picture) to
conceptual (happiness, pleasant atmosphere) information has to be made to access the semantics of a
document. This is not possible without some meta information or description of these documents.

A number of approaches are used to facilitate the access to the semantics of documents in preparation for
information retrieval. Ontologies provide a modelling scheme for a specific domain creating a shared
vocabulary for the description of contents [4]. Topic maps [22] create organising principles for information
by defining topics, the associations of topics and the occurrence of topics in documents. Conceptual graphs
[20,21] capture knowledge about a specific domain and make this knowledge accessible to deduction using
first order logic.

In the analysis of data in the social sciences, a description approach is common. Codes or annotations, called
descriptions, are attached to specific locations of multimedia documents to assist retrieval. These can contain
any kind of factual or semantic descriptions of the documents' contents. Domain specific codes or freeform
textual annotations are common in analysis programs like The Observer [16], Nudist [18] or its successor,

NVivo [19]. All the approaches mentioned above have been proposed to overcome the technical and
conceptual difficulties of accessing the information contained in multimedia documents and to facilitate the
retrieval of appropriate information. In this paper, we propose the use of FSCL as a meta-level description
mechanism. In the next section we introduce the main features of FSCL. We follow this by a discussion of
its advantages for knowledge representation and retrieval, and indicate how FSCL can be combined with
ontologies and conceptual graphs.

3 Knowledge representation using FSCL
FSCL is a natural language-like description language. It aims to combine the expressiveness and flexibility

of natural language with the rigour of formalised approaches. The main components of FSCL are its
vocabulary, grammar and categories. The vocabulary can be freely defined by the author of the teaching
material. Any word can be used and the vocabulary can be extended at any point of time. Whereas the
vocabulary is likely to be defined for a specific domain, the grammar is generic. It is designed to formulate
'subject - verb - object' and 'concept - object' sentences and combinations of these elements, including
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conjunctions, prepositions, adjectives and adverbs. The role of the categories is to bridge the vocabulary and
the generic grammar. The grammar is defined on the categories. Each word of the vocabulary has to belong
to exactly one category. This construct allows for the structure of the description language to stay the same
across applications in different domains. The categories of FSCL have been defined in accordance with the
word classes of the English language. The categories are: Person/Thing, Activity, Concept, Conjunction,
Preposition and Descriptor (which combines the word classes adjective and adverb).

FSCL has been incorporated into an information system to support the analysis of multimedia documents,
called PAC [12]. Sentences formulated with FSCL can be, in a system like PAC, attached to a segment of a
multimedia document. The sentences, together with document identifiers and segment specifications are
stored in a database and later used for retrieval. Because the structure of the FSCL sentences is well known,
it is possible to access the semantics of the information stored. The retrieval of information from FSCL
descriptions is achieved using the Flexible Structured Query Language, FSQL [9].
FSQL provides three layers for querying: the first layer is based on the properties of FSCL and allows the
correct and complete retrieval of information from the description sentences; the second layer provides for
Boolean combinations within sets of description sentences; the third layer accesses the properties of the

multimedia document segments attached to the FSCL sentences and facilitates time and position
comparisons. More detailed information on FSCL and FSQL can be found in [9]. Specific information about
information retrieval across multiple media formats is given in [10].

4 Advantages of using FSCL
The most convenient and expressive language available to us is natural language. Yet looking at knowledge
retrieval with computer systems, natural language poses a range of well known and not yet fully solved
problems. The main problem lies in the vast amount of implicit knowledge necessary to see words in the
right context and to fully understand a sentence [21]. Various large scale projects are underway to attack
these problems, like WordNet [15], an ontology for natural language processing, and the Cyc system [14],

attempting to construct a 'complete' ontology of the world. Our approach is far less ambitious. We
acknowledge that using full natural language for knowledge representation and retrieval would be highly
desirable. Yet with the enormous difficulties associated with this approach we were looking for a much
simpler solution. FSCL provides us with a number of advantages:

We have a natural language-like notation. Any FSCL sentence can immediately be understood by a human

reader. The importance of this is confirmed in the discussion of the five principles of knowledge
representation by Davis et al [3].

We have a language and can deduce the structure of our sentences. We have therefore more power than
with the keyword approach commonly used in information retrieval, which suffers from low precision and
low recall [21].
We can build a powerful vocabulary by integrating the FSCL categories with ontologies.

Of special interest to computer-based educational systems is that we can link our form of knowledge
representation with multimedia documents.

FSCL has been successfully used to support the study of behaviour recorded in multimedia documents. It
has given analysts the possibility to create rich descriptions of behaviour and to analyse the descriptions in a
precise way [9]. We want to keep the main features of FSCL in formulating natural language-like, structured
and flexible sentences attached to multimedia documents. Further, we want to adapt FSCL for a more
general use in knowledge representation and retrieval. Our ideas in this direction are presented in the next
sections of this paper.

5 Proposed extensions
We want to indicate several areas of possible changes and extensions to FSCL: changes to its categories and
grammar forms; extensions to include ontologies; conversion of FSCL sentences to conceptual graphs to
facilitate inferencing; and the introduction of freeform querying.
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5.1 Changes to categories and grammar of FSCL
As described in section 3, the FSCL categories and grammar have been designed to formulate sentences of
the forms 'subject - verb - object' and 'concept - object' in the context of studies of behaviour. To simplify the

construction of the vocabulary, adjectives and adverbs have been combined in the FSCL category
'Descriptor' [9]. Adhering to the general FSCL principle of having a formal grammar on fixed, defined
categories we are currently investigating a number of changes to FSCL to adapt it to a more general use in
knowledge representation. The exact format of the changes has to be determined through applying FSCL in
a range of web-based educational systems. Our current thinking centres around the following topics:
We are investigating changes to the FSCL categories. Merging the categories Person/Thing and Concepts
to a more general category, Noun, would address the potential conflict between abstract and concrete
terms (see the discussion about the abstract term 'students' and the specific individuals in section 5.3). The
category 'Descriptor' could be split up into separate categories of 'Adjectives' and 'Adverbs'. The grammar
of FSCL had to change accordingly to accommodate the different roles of adjectives and adverbs within a
sentence. The advantage over the current approach in FSCL would be that with this change adverbs could
be positioned correctly as in natural language English sentences.

In natural language, words occur in different grammatical forms in different roles in a sentence ('the
instructor starts the motor'; 'the motor is started). The current FSCL has a strict separation between its

categories. While a word can be defined in its derivations in multiple categories (Activity: starts;
Descriptor: started), it is not possible to create a semantic link between the different word forms. We are

looking at introducing such a link together with a meta-level grammar to be able to detect semantic
equivalence between sentences with word derivatives in different parts of speech.

The grammar of FSCL could be extended to recognise a wider range of sentence structures. Clausal
variations like imperatives ('Start the motor!') or questions ('Is the motor running?') can be introduced.
Conditional sentences of the form 'if C then S' would support inference as outlined in more detail in the
following section. A wider range of sentence structures recognised correctly by FSCL would increase the
potential for knowledge retrieval and inference.

5.2 Extension to use ontologies
FSCL uses hierarchies to define the words of the vocabulary. These hierarchies are defined within the FSCL
categories. They are used to group related words and to allow for a retrieval of information on different
levels of granularity. These hierarchies, as they are currently used in FSCL, can be seen as simple forms of
ontologies. While a number of issues have to be addressed to base FSCL on more substantial ontologies,
none of these seems to pose a real problem.

Users of FSCL define the vocabulary they need for their particular domain. The experience, so far, as
reported in [9], show that users define their vocabulary as multiple hierarchies within each FSCL category.
These hierarchies could be joined under the FSCL category name to build one ontology within each FSCL
category.

An ontology typically moves from the abstract to the concrete, from concepts to instances. The vocabulary
in FSCL is organised in the same way. In a study on 'learning to read', e.g., individual students' names
were grouped under the term 'students', individual teachers' names under the term 'teachers' [9]. A term

like 'students' contains two components: it has an abstract component in describing a group of the
population in general with the property of 'attending school to learn; it has a concrete component in
grouping together specific, named individuals. In the current uses of FSCL this distinction has not caused
any problems.
Not all FSCL categories contain vocabulary which necessarily should be structured as ontologies. While it
can be of advantage to organise the vocabulary in the FSCL categories 'Conjunction' and 'Preposition' in

hierarchies these words will not build ontologies as they not define 'categories of the world'. Yet the
coexistence of ontologies and hierarchies in the vocabulary of FSCL should not create a difficulty.

5.3 Conceptual graphs and inference
FSCL is an easy to understand and effective scheme for an author to create their own vocabulary and use it
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together with the grammar for describing the contents of a multimedia document such as a video. Currently,
knowledge retrieval is performed using the complementary query language FSQL. FSQL addresses the

grammatical structure of FSCL sentences, takes advantage of the hierarchy information built into the
vocabulary, and offers Boolean, time and sequence query options. However, there is no deductive feature in
this scheme which would allow us to be able to infer facts or relations that are not explicitly stated. For
example, given the statements:
If anyone starts the motor then the motor is running
The instructor starts the motor
which describes the situation in a training video then we may wish to be able to answer the question:
Is the motor running?
To be able to function at this level, we need the power of a first order logic system. Conceptual Graphs, CG,
[20] give us this power.
Our proposal is that the user should describe their domain in terms of FSCL. The statements in this language
can then be automatically translated into a CG format, This process is quite straight forward since FSCL is
unambiguous, allowing many of the problems of natural language translation to be circumvented.

When a query is made, or some information needs to be located within the document segment then an initial

attempt can be made to do this by using FSQL. If this fails then the deductive power of the CG
representation is invoked. Standard theorem proving techniques within CG would enable us to check the
veracity of a statement. As a bonus, we would get a step-by-step justification of the result proved, similar to
the explanation given in expert systems.

5.4 Freeform Querying
Based on a limited yet flexible vocabulary and on a limited grammar, as offered by FSCL and FSQL, a
query system can be developed which allows the user to pose questions to the educational system. As the
structure and the vocabulary of these questions is known, the educational system can 'understand' these
questions. Questions can be mapped against a repository of previously asked questions. If a semantically

equivalent question is stored, the corresponding answer is retrieved and presented to the user. If a
semantically close question is stored, this previously asked question can be used to facilitate the answering
of the new question. As questions and knowledge representation are constructed by the same underlying
mechanisms a mapping from question to knowledge representation is possible. This can be used to assist the
answering of questions based on the knowledge descriptions and to find the appropriate segments of the
multimedia teaching material.
The approach presented here does not attempt to answer any natural language question but a restricted set.
The vocabulary is restricted to allow the construction of meaningful questions in a particular domain, The

grammar is restricted to allow the construction and comparison of meaningful questions based on the
vocabulary. The grammar is generic as it is based on categories which are used to organise the vocabulary
across domains. The restriction of vocabulary and grammar distinguishes this approach from the AskJeeves
[1] search mechanism. The existence of a grammar distinguishes this approach from keyword based search
mechanisms as used in library systems or by internet search machines.
The general idea is to provide the user with specific answers to questions. These answers are retrieved from
a body of stored answers only if semantic equivalence can be guaranteed. If semantic closeness is detected
the relevant questions with their answers are given to a human operator who then decides on the suitability
of the match.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the need for a knowledge representation mechanism for computer-based
educational systems. We have first indicated a number of commonly used mechanisms and have then
discussed the Flexible Structured Coding Language, FSCL. We have suggested that FSCL provides an
effective mechanism for knowledge representation and subsequent knowledge retrieval, based on the nature
of FSCL as a natural language-like description language which allows for flexible, rich yet structured

description of learning concepts. As extensions to FSCL we have suggested the integration of more
substantial ontologies, the conversion of FSCL sentences into conceptual graph structures and the
introduction of freeform querying.
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The proposed system is primarily focused on research activities which create
various kinds of knowledge through trial and error. The knowledge is classified
into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized
knowledge, such as suggestions or advices. The former is easily utilized for
research activities, because they are accumulated as visible data. However, the

latter is not utilized in many cases even f they are informative and useful.
Therefore, a web-based management system giving attention to un -formalized

knowledge as well as formalized information would be a possible solution.
This paper describes the features of the system based on the XML, and shows an
example of usage through a trial system. Functions of the system include: (1)

collecting un-formalized information related to formalized knowledge, (2)
connecting un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, and (3)
creating feedback information while using the system. The system creates a
repository in a lab, a collaborative space for research activities, and a set of new
document and knowledge.

Keywords: Research Activities, Knowledge Sharing and Management
System, Formalized/Un-formalized Knowledge, XML

1 Introduction
Researches on system environments that share knowledge on the Web have increased because of the needs
for accumulating and utilizing knowledge [3 ][8]. Specially aiming learning activities, the Covis [1], for
example, visualizes processes of collaboration between users, and memorizes the processes through the
Covis Collaboratory Notebook. Another example is the CSILE [4] [9] with networked computer
environment particularly designed to support progressive discourse. In CSILE, students write text or
graphic notes to convey their explanations. Similarly, the KIE [6] have collaborative environments that
make network discussion possible by using the interface called Netbook. Users of the Shrlok [2] also have
shared knowledge environments. They can discuss their opinions in an opened condition and make hypertext
links between relevant knowledge. Thus, users of these four systems can exchange their own opinions and
argue their individual ways of thinking, based on ideas and questions stored in the Database (DB) system [7].
Therefore, in these four systems, students can be subjective while having clear objectives. Teachers can
also help students solve problems, and students can collectively work on problems.

The process of advanced researches, on the other hand, is not the same as that of education because
researches might not always have definite objectives. In many cases, new things can be discovered from
one trivial thought, and researchers enlighten and encourage each other. Individual studies can be more

important in a condition where there is no instructive person who clearly knows and ultimate goals.
Although research activities have a different characteristic from education activities that have clear goals,
few studies aiming research activities have been discussed.

This paper proposes an XML-based knowledge sharing and management system.

It focuses on an

accumulative style of knowledge management for supporting research activities, rather than for learning.
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The activities in a laboratory produce various kinds of knowledge by repeating trial and error. That
knowledge is classified into formalized knowledge, such as papers or reports, and un-formalized knowledge,
such as suggestions or advices. The former is accumu lated as visible data in the form of paper material or
digital data. On the other hand, the latter is only spoken and is not represented in the real material. Therefore
most of that information is not recorded. However, it is important to accumulate and share the un-formalized
knowledge because live suggestions or advices are often very useful to promoting research activity. Their

accumulation is useful for participants to remember knowledge and also for peer that cannot attend the
discussion process.
Thus, we focus on this un-formalized knowledge. By making the un-formalized knowledge active as
memorandums and by connecting them with meta-data of formalized knowledge, the proposing system
creates a new set of knowledge documents, Knowledge DB. Proposing system allows users to produce
feedback information while using it. The system by using the XML could effectively help research
activities. Finally we provide some considerations on the prototype system.

2 The outline and features of knowledge sharing and management
system
Chapter 2 summarizes the features of the proposal.
The system consists of the following three steps.

(1). It attaches un-formalized knowledge with formalized knowledge, for example paper and reports, as
memorandums.
(2). It connects the above information with meta-data of formalized knowledge.
(3). It utilizes connected knowledge and feedback the information.

If more than two documents share the same information, they are connected through a memorandums.
That is to say, the mennrandum connects clearly the original documents existing independently in DB.
Such connections are useful for the documents retrieval and research analysis. Further, continuous cycles
of connection, searches and analyses can be occurred, which assemble a lot of knowledge and information.

At this time, the trial of this system is focuses on Research DB. However, it is reasonable that fundamental
policy is not changed even if the DB is changed, because XML is used for exchanging between applications
and our system process only the meta-data.
Three advantages of the system are:
It provides auxiliary information for user's document retrieval by attaching a memorandum to original
documents.
The original documents are related with each other by the connection with the memorandums, and it
creates a new document set.
It supports continuous research activities for users to analyze sets of information and knowledge.

3 Adoption of XML technology
Chapter 3 discusses advantages of the XML, which is one important characteristic in the system.

We adopted the XML, a standard language for information exchange, for two reasons. The first was the
need to do knowledge management on the Web because the sharing space accumulated knowledge can be
accessed anytime and anywhere. The second was the need to consider the connection with another
advanced DB, such as CG and 3D data. Thus, the system would be more flexible because of the XML.
Effectively, the XML is used in two aspects. One is as a way for exchange between DB and systems. The
other is for the preservation of information, including the XLink function [10]. Considering that
memo randum and data items can change in near future, XML has several advantages: It can set flexible
data lists, and express arbitrary number of elements in a tree structure [5].

4 The system configuration
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Chapter 4 shows the configuration of the system.

The system consists of three main parts: (1) Sets of Knowledge-Memos, (2) Knowledge processing system,
and (3) Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web. (Fig.1). The role of the part (1) is collection and
accumulation of knowledge. Part (2) connects two kinds of knowledge. Part (3) relates to the interface
for users. The followings sections present their details, respectively.

4.1 Set of Knowledge-Memos: Collection, accumulation of the memorandums
The system needs to collect un-formalized knowledge, such as advices or suggestions from teachers and
researchers, even though they are not in any form. Thus, the style of memo randunn to formalized
knowledge, like papers, are adapted. This chapter presents the concept of "Knowledge-Memo".
4.1.1 The proposition of the Knowledge-Memo concept

The system adopts concept of memorandum called "Knowledge-Memo", in order to collect un-formalized
information. We classify Knowledge-Memos into two types to be attached to the original documents in
accordance with their natures. In this way, layers of un-formalized knowledge can be created.
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Fig. 1. System overview

Simple Knowledge-Memo: specific information which users want to attach. For example, "This paper is
an updated version of named B paper." This type of memo randum can be registered at the same time
original paper is entered in the DR.

Analysis Knowledge-Memo: constructed and connected information that is based on researchers' analyses.
This type of memo randum can he a Simple Knowledge-Memo because it can be re -analyzed. Users would
register Analysis Knowledge-Memo as research results of documents and memorandums.

According to making of the Knowledge-Memo, new sets of documents are created. One objective of
proposed system is to change from fragmentary and separated information to collected new knowledge, due
to the analyses of researchers in a common created space.
4.1.2 Collection and accumulation of Knowledge-Memo
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The following templates make inputting memo randums simple.

Information inputted in prepared templates is stored on the Web as Knowledge-Memos through XML
structure. Types of the Simple Knowledge-Memo are updating, adding, questioning, answering and
referring. Analysis Knowledge-Memo includes relating memo randums.

Usage of these templates is as follows.
Updating templates: describing information and explaining reasons for renewal, which create relationships
between before and after renewal.
Adding templates: adding information, such as advices and references to original documents.
Questioning templates: asking questions to documents. When inputting Questioning templates, o-mails
would be simultaneously sent to a person who created the original documents.
Answering templates: answering to questions. Automatically sent to the person who wrote questions.
Referring templates: referring to external documents and create new relationships with sites on the Web.
Relating template : describing relationships between documents which are based on analysis of documents
and Knowledge-Memos. More than two documents and memos can have relationships.

<br /> for
<hi> for highlights,
<key> for keywords,
In
an
experimental
usage
of
the
system,
users
were
free
to
use
these
tags
without
any
starting new lines.
restriction and enforcement. If tags were used, words would be shown in only emphasized style on the
screen. (Fig.2). However, the system would better more reflect users' intentions if the use of new tags were

Several tags of the XML are also used:

available and inventive Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) was developed.

As previous discussion shows, the system has an advantage of creating sets of documents, which reflects
users' intentions.
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Fig.2 Input screen of "Relating memo" used to input XML tags. (Left)
The "Relating memo" including enhanced expressions created through XSL (Right)

4.2 Knowledge processing system: Connecting the original document and
Knowledge-Memo
After collecting un-formalized information, the system connects it with formalized information. Such
connection creates a Knowledge repository.

The process of connection is as follows. First of all, this system picks up necessary meta-data from
Research DB and stores it in a XML structure. Such information is connected to the Knowledge-Memo
which is also in a XML structure. Thus, a Knowledge repository is created. The system employs XLink
function to connect un-formalized information with documents. Because of XLink potential, it is possible to
make multidirectional links among original documents from a remote resource, that is, from a
Knowledge-Memo related to original documents. Moreover, the system also creates lists of linkage
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information about existing Knowledge-Memos related to one original document. That is, from one
individual document all its existing connections are easily obtained (Fig.3). Unfortunately, the
experimental utilization of the system in this paper uses Internet Explorer5 which still does not support all
these XLink functions. That is why the system utilizes link functions of HTML, reflecting the structure of
the XLink. If the XLink was supported, it would be easily possible to make relationships between
documents through the above simple structure. The fact that these connections are automatically created
by users' simple operation constitutes an advantage of the system.

The Knowledge DB pulls out necessary information, and displays on a Web interface.
XSL templates to arrange and display requested information.
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Fig.3 Description examples of relation between documents and Knowledge-Memo based on
XLink The memorandum associates remote documents through extended link (above).
The external linkset centralizes the link information (below).

4.3 Interface for knowledge sharing on the Web
Peers use a trial system on the Web as a part of research activities. In order to make a user-friendly
interface, we studied the flow of research activities. As the result, three processes, such as retrieving,
surveying and analyzing information, are prepared for their research activities.
First, two retrievals are available, which include searching documents and Knowledge-Memos. Document
search is a method which is often used, and it searches a document from a title or keyword. If an Updating
memo is shown as a result, and there are some corrections on the documents including updated document.

In another word, Updating memo provides help of the retrieval. Moreover, a renewal reason has the
possibility to become a reference when a peer writes a paper. Retrieving from Knowledge-Memos may be
useful for getting information toward vague ideas. 1 can be more efficient than previous ways, because
researched results are sets of documents and memorandums. Further, due to the XSL, it is possible to sort
by dates and to filter by types of memorandums .

In a Surveying process, connection between documents and memorandums is visualized, when traversing
search results. For example, even if users think that there is no relationship between documents, there
might have some kind of relationship after following links. Such new researches can help proceeding
researches.
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With respect to analyzing information, a new finding, resulted from surveying information, can be used for
making analyzing memo in a combination with related and added memo randums. These processes can be
continued by adding new information and findings that stimulate utilization. On the Web, a common space,
such utilization can increases effective research activities. .
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5 Prototype evaluation
Usage of the system and evaluation of the prototype are discussed and reviewed in this section.

5.1 Usage of the system
In order to study further, followings show a way of system utilization, based on discussions and reports in a
research group which studies agent technologies in a laboratory. Suppose that there are three members,
named A, B and C, in the group.
(1) "A" makes and reads a report, "About Agent" in a seminar. After the seminar he registers the report
in Research DB. At the same time, conclusion of discussion, advice, etc. are also registered as
Knowledge-Memos.
(2) "B" who was absent for discussion reads the report. Then "B" asks, "What does autonomy mean?" in
a Questioning memo. Such question is registered in memo randums of questions related to reports, and
at the same time, "A" will get the e-mail.

"A" answers the question from "B" in Answering memos, which is registered in Answering memos,
and e-mail is sent to "B".
(4) "C" tries to do a programming of an agent by using Java. He finds a report of "About Agent" written
by "A" through a keyword search, "agent". "C" completes his report, referring A' s report.. He makes
a Relating memo, for example, describing which part of the agent report is quoted and how it is useful
(3)

for him.

After repeating these memorandums registrations, it is possible to analyze information as shown Fig.4.
Members of agent seminar could gain the following effects at this time.

5.2 Test results
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Seven students in a lab used a practical sample test of the system, and answered questionnaires. Table.1
shows the results.

(1). Helpfulness of the Knowledge-Memo.
(2). Easiness of inputting the Knowledge-Memo.
(3). Acceptance of sharing ideas written in the memo with other users.
(4). Satisfaction of inserting XML tags for emphasizing and changing colors.
(5). Usefulness of the system. (i.e. connecting the Knowledge-Memo with documents,
resulting in a set of new documents.)
Table 1. Results of questionnaires.

Yes
93%
58%
93%
67%
71%

No
7%
42%
7%
33%
29%

The overall evaluation of the system was positive. In terms of the question (1), students used the
Knowledge-Memo for connecting to related documents and getting information of their documents. There
were several responses in question (2), which demanded for the improvement of the interface when inputting
the memorandums. Some students suggested a possibility of creating more successful system if

incorporating with other laboratory members. In the question (3), most students were positive for
informing and sharing ideas through memorandum with other users, since they can identify their ideas and
get some comments. As for question (4), some students complained the new tag system that requires
additional input. However, other students recognize the advantages of the system that can emphasize the
keyword and change colors as far as the tags were not so complicated. Finally, most students recognize the
structure of relationships centered on the document is useful for research activities.

5.3 Discussion
Test results lead to three fundamental findings.

(1). The system is useful for using and searching documents because it is possible to use information of
Knowledge-Memo as well as abstracts.
(2). The system is convenient, since it enables users to make relationships with other preserved documents,
to create new sets of documents, and to traverse from memorandums.
(3). The system is effective for informing and sharing opinions with peers because it enables to identify their
ideas, to get some comments, and to record the process of studies.

From these results, it is possible to conclude that this management system effectively supports research
activities, which collects and accumulates peer's knowledge and promotes collaborative and shared
utilization.

Furthermore, we need to evaluate more effects for future research, such as;
Is there any possibility in this system to give linkage of documents that seem to have no relation with
each other?
Is there any possibility that the results of using this system, such as creation of new document sets and
analysis of memorandums, can give deeper understanding and new definition to users?
Additionally, this system should be improved in terms of the following three points.
(1). Revision of interfaces, including the interface for inputting the memo and the interface for classifying
documents by theme.
(2). Addition of the level of importance to Knowledge-Memos for arrangement and classification, in order to
promote re-use of knowledge.
(3).

Exploration and employnrnt of XLink potential. (Current browsers, such as IE or Netscape
communicator, do not support XLink functions.)

6 Conclusions
The proposed web-based management system is primarily designed for research activities. Previously,
databased and written information, such as papers and reports, were only available for research activities,
even though other information, such as ideas and opinions, are also important knowledge. The new

management system enables to utilize un-formalized knowledge as well as formalized information.
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Positive responses from lab members who used a trial system show that because separated and fragmentary
information are collected through Knowledge-Memos, effective and efficient research activities would be
feasible. A lot of information and ideas toward papers are collected by members as databases, which
creates sets of documents. Researchers can collaborate with other researchers through the system.

From the technical standpoint, the system utilizes the XML in two parts of exchange and preservation.
Users' intentions on the WWW can be more reflected by the XML.

For the future usage, since only meta-data is managed in a XML, the utilization of documents as well as
digital data is feasible. Further, the system can connect knowledge more easily, since XLink functions will
be realized soon. Important advantages of the system include creation of relationships, and searches of
information and knowledge. Improvement of the interface and the classification memorandums will be
necessary for the long term.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we present the design and implementation of a handwriting communication system for real-time
graphical information exchange. This system provides an environment for a user to write and erase messages
on a computer screen using a light pen or a mouse and to transmit the handwriting message to another user
on the Internet in real time. The communication techniques employed for the system include the basic clientserver model and peer-to-peer model. The client-server model is mainly for sending handwriting information
using the world wide web. The peer-to-peer model, however, is aimed at real-time communications between
two end users on the network to conduct instant dialogues. The system is implemented using Java . It can be
integrated into many different applications such as collaborative learning, on-line discussions, and distance
education.

2 Communication Models
A handwriting communication system may be implemented using a client-server or a peer-to-peer model.
Each model has its cons and pros. The client-server model, in which the client sends requests to the server
and the server responds to the request [3], works well in situations when immediate responses are not
necessary. For a real-time instant dialogue or information exchange, however, the client-server model alone is
somewhat restrictive due to its limited degree of interactivity. To achieve a full degree of interactivity for this
type of applications, a peer-to-peer model that allows for full duplex real-time communications is more
appropriate, since the two end users of the system may send and receive information at the same time,
roughly speaking.

In addition to communication models, we must also take into account the nature of the communication
protocols and decide which to use. Information exchange carried over the Internet normally requires support
from either TCP or UDP, which are the two protocols operated at the transport layer in the TCP/IP protocol
suite [1]. When TCP is employed, the information is sent as a data stream, similar to a telephone
conversation. Since TCP requires a connection setup prior to transferring data, it incurs an initial time delay.
UDP, on the other hand, does not require such a connection setup. However, the delivery of datagram

packets, which are independent data units sent individually from the source to the destination, is not
guaranteed. Datagram packets may arrive out of order too. For textual information, UDP may not be a bad
choice because the user normally can tolerate, to certain degree, occasional loss of packets or misplaced
textual data. In our handwriting system, the handwritten information is represented as numerical data which
are sensitive to the loss of any single bit of information, therefore, TCP is our natural choice.

+ This work was supported in part by the Army Research Laboratory under grant DAAL01-98-2-D065.
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3 System Design
Our design philosophy for the development of the handwriting portion centers around the following
principles: interactivity, functionality, reliability, user-friendliness, and portability. A handwriting
communication system must possess two important capabilities. The first is the ability to support the writing
by a light pen, or a mouse if such a pen is unavailable, and the display of the handwritten data. The second
capability should allow users to transmit and receive handwritten data from the network. To achieve these
goals, a friendly graphical user interface, which requires the use of abstract windowing toolkit and event
handling, is a necessity. In order to make the system a useful communication tool on the Internet, it must
support both textual and graphical information exchanges. The system must also provide functions for users

to overwrite or modify handwritten message received over the network. In addition, the programming
language used for implementation must be platform independent so that the system can be easily ported to
other machines with different operating systems.

4 Description of the System and its Applications to Distance Education
As mentioned earlier, we use Java [2, 4] as the programming language and TCP as the transport protocol for
transferring handwritten data in our current client-server communication system. A graphical user interface
consisting of buttons, radio check boxes, and a handwriting area, as well as the operations associated with
the interface have been developed using the abstract windowing toolkit. All main tasks of the system are

invoked from within the event handling functions. Our system currently allows users on the Internet to
exercise handwriting from within a web page that contains the client code and send the information to the
server that accepts the handwritten data. It can also be used to enhance online presentations over the
Internet. This is due to the fact that the system allows users to perform handwriting directly on the specified
writing area in a web page. By putting the presentation material inside the handwriting area, it is possible to
add notes, make corrections, highlight important subjects on the spot during the course of the presentation.

The handwriting communication system has many applications in distance education and on-line
collaborative learning. It can be used by an instructor to deliver on-line lectures via the web; the instructor
may use one part of the screen to present prepared presentations and another part to highlight the important
points of his/her presentation using a light pen. It can be used by fellow students in different locations to
solve problems collaboratively and work on team projects. In addition, the instructor and students can use it
to conduct on-line class discussions and answer student' s questions by employing the communication
capability.

5 Conclusions
In this article, we have presented the basic approaches, design considerations, and implementation of a realtime handwriting communication system on the Internet as well as its applications to on-line education. Our
design philosophy centers around functionality, interactivity, portability, and user friendliness.
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The activity of test and evaluation is an important part of Computer-Assisted
Instruction systems. In most systems, r absolutely learned j and r absolutely
unfamiliar fare often used to represent the status of a student in learning a novice

concept. However, for each target concept, there are usually more than one
related sub-concepts with different degrees of importance. Thus, it is quite
difficult to instruct each individual student effectively according to his learning
status in those conventional systems. A hybrid technology of fuzzy theory and
uncertainty reasoning are thus used in the research. The proposed intelligent

tutoring system was designed to illustrate: l.automatically tracking and
analyzing the current learning status of a pupil, especially detecting the
formation of learning barriers or misconceptions; 2. autonomously leading
pupils to visit assisted learning path and thus proposing tutorials to make the
learning of students more effectively. 3.Iinguistically explaining the implicit

behavior of a pupil during the whole learning process. In addition, the
mathematical course of teaching Pythagoream Theorem was used as the content
of our test-bed. A simulation by hand and positive feedbacks from teachers of
junior high schools illustrate the reasonableness and applicability of the
proposed tutoring system.

Keywords: Pythagoream Theorem, Fuzzy Logic, Uncertainty Reasoning,
Intelligent Tutoring System

1 Introduction
Researches about Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) have incrementally grown since 1970, for
example, standard intelligent tutoring systems [1], or participants in virtual environments [2], or a virtual
instructor in a training environment [3]. However, as known, the effectiveness of education would depend on
the local culture. But, there are few intelligent tutoring systems focusing on Taiwanese students have been
reported. CORAL [4] was designed as an interface system, without any artificial intelligence module of

teachers' expertise, to provide a long-distance collative learning environment of virtual learning. As
discussed in lots of tutoring systems, the most challenging issue is how to evaluate and diagnose the learning
of students. Tests are a typical and popular method of evaluation. Taking the GRE as an example, people
have taken the test through computers since 1992. The IBM co. and Arthur Anderson Co. have begun to
work on the development of a computerized testing system. Such systems, which change the form of tests
from conventional paper-to-pencil to on-line, are proliferating rapidly. For ICAI, it becomes more popular
that the evaluation of pupils' learning should not be simply classified as r absolutely learned jand r absolutely
unfamiliar j . In addition, ways of leading each individual pupil to enjoy an efficient lea `-g experience is

also pursued. In the research, we proposed an intelligent tutoring system which can afford the most
appropriate tutorials to each pupil according to his learning status and thus can prevent pupils to trap into a
misconception too long.

2 The Organization of Tutorials and Maintaining Principles
Before implementing our tutoring system, some special issues and adopted techniques must be introduced.
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Those topics include the organization of tutorials, a way of representing pupil's learning status, and the
detection of any formed misconception.

2.1 The Construction of a Hierarchical Concept Tree
In general, tutorials would be organized as a tree hierarchy of curriculum in the order of chapter, section,
sub-section, paragraph, etc. Since learning a complicate concept must depend on the success of learning all

its related sub-concepts, the kind of structure cannot be claimed to be suitable for both learners and
instructors. That is, too few containment or precedence information about curriculum is available. Thus,
learning concepts and related tutorials are re-arranged as a hierarchical conceptual tree of containment here.
According to literatures [5] and interviews with teachers of junior high schools, the concepts related to
learning Pythagoream Theorem for native pupils can be analyzed and constructed as Figure 1. In the tree, the
learning of any parent conceptual node must follow after at least one of its children nodes.
Pythagorean Theorem
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Figure 1.

A hierarchical concept tree of Pythagorean Theorem

2.2 The Setting of Node Weights within the Hierarchical Concept Tree
To express the corresponding degree of importance, an integer is assigned to each testing question related to
individual concept [5]. However, it is still a heavy burden even for an expert to quantitatively assess the
extent. Besides, the estimated grade of importance is too subjective in general. In our system, the influence
of each node on learning its parent node is defined through fuzzy theory as follows:
Step 1: Some teachers in junior high schools are asked to evaluate the relevance of nodes related to their
parent node in the hierarchical concept tree.
Step 2: Fuzzy theory is included to quantify teachers' opinions in the designed questionnaire obtained in
step 1. Five possible values for linguistic variables are used. Note magnitudes 0.0 and 1.0 are not adopted in
the memberships because of product operations and symmetry.
Step 3: Murray's or Ishihawa's Max-Min method is used to fuzzily integrate those multiple expertise. After
that, a defuzzification process to evaluate the mass centroid of fuzzy numbers is applied. The weights of
nodes within the hierarchical concept tree are thus settled as shown in Figure 1.

2.3 The Maintenance of Belief Parameters
To increasing the expression power of the proposed system above "absolutely known" and "absolutely
unfamiliar", a belief parameter m and another updating parameter X described in Dempster-Shafer Theorem
[6] are applied here to assess the familiarity degree of a pupil to a particular learning concept within the
hierarchical concept tree. To describe the meaning of the updating parameters X and 0 (0=1-X), two cases
must be taken in account:
Case 1: Making a correct answer
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). and 8 can be used to denote the belief degree of promoting to a higher level and of staying on the same
level within the conceptual hierarchy, respectively.
Case 2: Making a wrong answer
A. and 0 can be used to denote the belief degree of degrading to a lower level and of staying on the same
level within the conceptual hierarchy, respectively.
As to defining the updating rules of the belief parameter m, a general sub-tree structure is considered. In the
tree, a node f has three children nodes labeled as a, b, c, and the interconnection links are labeled as Was Was
Wcf

Case 1: Making a correct answer in the test for the conceptual node a
A promotion within the conceptual hierarchy must be activated. The belief parameters of the two relevant
nodes a and f are thus modified as
mt ..-.(wqA)+m71

(eqn. 1)

r11:,=(w.f09)+14-I

: the magnitudes of belief after promotion
: the magnitudes of belief before promotion
: the weight of link between nodes a and f

rapm'
Wqf

"

Case 2: Making a wrong answer in the test for the conceptual node f
A degradation within the conceptual hierarchy must be activated. The belief parameters of the four relevant
nodes, f and its children nodes a, b, c, are thus modified as
=04)+m`,71

Wf A,(1--mn

in'.

=[ Wbf

(1 Inn

(eqn. 2)

]+11-11A

In =[ Wcr A..(1 m'') ]+m'c"-'

Case 3: If a correct answer is made in the topmost conceptual node, it is impossible to promote anymore.
However, the belief of the topmost conceptual node is still updated with eqn. 1.
Case 4: If a wrong answer is made in the lowest conceptual node, it is impossible to degrade and the belief
of the node is updated with eqn. 2.

2.4 The Strategy of Instruction
Several principles have been applied in the proposed system:
The instruction and assessment examination would only take place in the conceptual node with the largest
belief. However, all assessment tests for its children nodes with weights larger than a pre-chosen threshold

must be answered correctly. If the mentioned condition is not satisfied, the focus of instruction and
assessment would be transferred to one of its children nodes instead.

According to Dempster-Shapfer Theorem, the procedure of normalization must be applied after each
updating of belief.

There is an implicit relationship between the magnitudes of weights and belief parameter X. To avoid the
learning process to be not in progress, according to eqn. 2, the magnitude of belief updating in any child
node (a) must be larger than that of parent node (I). Thus,

W A (I) > I A
I

for all possible w

(1 + w)

2.5 The Analysis of Learning Traces and Detection of Misconceptions
Two kinds of traversal information would be recorded during the learning process: the weighted correct rate
of answering testing questions for each conceptual node, and the traversal path of all visiting nodes.
First, the weighted correct rate can be used to indicate the current comprehension degree of a concept during
the learning progresses. As known, the status near to the ending of learning should be emphasized. In other

words, a pupil would be regarded as having been familiar with the concept if he can finally pass the
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corresponding test independent of times of previous failures. To simulate the phenomenon, three kinds of
information must be kept: the number of making wrong answers W, the number of making contiguous
correct answers after the last wrong answer C, and the total number of answering T. The weighted correct
rate is defined as 1-W / [(T-W-C)+W+2*C], i.e., 1-W/(T+C). The interpretation of the weighted correct rate
would be based on fuzzy expression in our system.
Another important issue is the way of detecting the formation of a misconception. A misconception may be
caused by some blind spots of learning and thus always makes the learning process trap into a loop. A good
diagnosis module of a tutoring system must have such kind of detection capability and could inform the
other tutorial guidance module to show some appropriate auxiliary tutorials. If the test of each child node
has passed, i.e., the learner has traversed and correctly answer all questions related to the concepts of all
children nodes, the conceptual node is marked as P (Passed). If a learner cannot pass the test of a conceptual
node and all its children nodes satisfy one of the following two conditions, then the learner is identified as
trapping in a misconception corresponding to the conceptual node. The two conditions are <i>the child node
has been marked as P; or <ii>the weighted correct rate is absolutely 1 (100%).

3 The Development and Design of Our System
Based on those described ideas, a prototype tutoring system comprising a testing and evaluation module has
been developed and demonstrated. Microsoft Visual Fox Pro 6.0 is used under the platform of Microsoft
Windows 98. There are four modules included in our system shown in Figure 2.
Testing and evaluation
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Figure 2.

The architecture of the tutoring system

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In the research, techniques of fuzzy theory and uncertainty reasoning are applied to create a novel tutoring
system. As demonstrated, the proposed tutoring system shows an excellent capability to present proper

tutorials to guide pupils, precisely evaluates their learning status, and then shows auxiliary teaching
materials to prevent pupils from trapping in any formed misconception. Finally, the traversal of learning
would be analyzed and interpreted by fuzzy expressions.
Besides, some issues are worthy of deeper investigations through the study:
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1. Some adaptive techniques of machine learning, e.g., genetic algorithm and artificial neural networks,
should be applied to help instructors to automatically choose or tune parameters used in the tutoring
system.
2. More applications about the proposed system should be examined to show its portability.
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1 Educational Media: Yet Another Digital Divide
Instructors can use many media. Traditional teachers lecture while outlining on a black board; they assign
readings from texts and printed handouts. Technological teachers lecture (or direct activities) while showing
Power Point slides; they assign readings of web pages.
Instructors can use many media. Which do they in fact use? Which do students prefer?

We polled 200 students at three Japanese colleges. We asked students how often they saw, how well they
liked, and how well they learnt from nine educational media. Responses were similar for all students across
different colleges, different grades, and different majors. This graph summarizes their unified opinion.
The left side shows how frequently

students saw each media. Common were
traditional media (lecture, black board,
text, and handout). Modern media were

Lecture

+ Black Board

rare.
+ Slides

The upper bars on the right show how

Video

well students liked

each media. The

Text

modern, rarely used were well liked. The
lower bars show how well students

Handout

thought they learnt from each media.
Students claimed that well-liked media

Web Page

also taught the best.

Comic

0

In interviews, teachers claim they have no

time to prepare multimedia slides and

Game

web pages, no time to learn PowerPoint.
Students want multimedia; teachers don' t

prepare it. A digital divide separates a generation of computers from a generation of chalk.

How can we span this divide? These teachers brightened at the idea of a teaching assistant who would
prepare these multimedia teaching materials, but only if the assistant could work from existing materials
without supervision. They wanted a completely automatic teaching
typically typed course outlines
assistant.
So we created one.

2 The Automated Teaching Assistant
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The Automated Teaching Assistant (ATA) converts course outlines to multimedia teaching materials.

To use the ATA, instructors first prepare course outlines. They can use their favorite text editor or word
processor, on any type of computer. Instructors then drag their saved file over the ATA program icon. The
ATA reads the course outline and constructs a folder filled with teaching materials:
syllabus (in the form of a class web page) [5]
instructor' s notes (teaching plans)
student' s handouts (outlines of each meeting)
instructor' s task list (things to do, to prepare this class, sorted by date due)
graphical slides visualizing each point in the outline [3, 4]
web-based quizzes, tests, assignments, polls, class evaluations, and peer evaluations [1, 2]

The sketch below shows how a class outline is translated to teaching materials. Black arrows show the flow
of information; gray arrows show hypertext links:

Instructor's
Lecture
Notes

Word

Task List
Class Outline
Web Page
Goals

'7

Learn programming.
Galn new perspective on natural languages
by processing them In the computer.

>

Slides

Method
Each meeting has a short lecture, then
actual computer programming.
Software: Windows NT, Netscape 4,
PowerPoint 97, Logo.

Handouts

Schedule
9.26. Introduction. List processing.
10.3. Generating text: poems and stories.

ti

Web Page

Quizzes

Text

Student's

All these materials are automatically uploaded to the class' s web server. Then students can view the
materials from anywhere in the world. Instructors can travel to any classroom in the world with a working
web browser, and give their lectures. There are no papers or floppy discs to carry, no worries about hardware
and software compatibility, no need to install software, no fear that needed software will be missing.
The ATA is completely automatic: it has no commands or options. Teachers submit their outlines; seconds
later the materials are all available on the interne. This automation contrasts sharply with the common
manual production of multimedia materials.

If instructors were to create these teaching materials without the ATA, they would need to purchase and then
study expensive and complex multimedia software, such as PowerPoint and DreamWeaver. In addition, they
would have to learn at least some design theory, for they would need to learn how to make attractive and
comprehensible slides, handouts, and web pages. (Although some instructors might find this an interesting

diversion, others may resent it as time stolen from their research and content preparation.) Then, before

every class, instructors must manually convert their lecture plans into slides and web pages. In our
experience, this takes an average of four tedious hours to prepare each meeting. Most instructors, in fact, are
unwilling or unable to spend this much time preparing lectures. So students are disappointed.

But if these instructors would use the ATA, it will cost them only seconds, but will greatly increase their
student's satisfaction. The ATA is more efficient because it factors the style (layout and design) out of the
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substance (logic and content) of teaching materials. Instructors need concern themselves only with the

creation of the abstract content of their classes; They can delegate the tedious physical layout and
distribution to the ATA.

Using the ATA, we prepare lectures in an average of 40 minutes. The ATA allows us to prepare in only 17%
of the time it speeds preparation five times.
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In recent years, the use of the Internet for school projects has become popular,
even in the primary level. One of the difficulties in the use of the Internet is the
arrangement and integration of Web materials to meet the learner's goals. This
paper presents a tool that will help meet this challenge. It will also describe

how the tool was developed and what are the results of its evaluation. The
features of this tool are the following: 1) learner can easily gather Web pages
as thumbnail of a screen image; 2) learner can make a list of thumbnails; 3)
thumbnails can be sorted, with comments added; 4) arranged thumbnails can
be displayed by HTML. Further, the learner can make a presentation using
thumbnails. The authors later conducted an experiment to verify the
effectiveness of this tool in arranging Web pages. The developed thumbnail
tool and the browser's bookmark tool were compared. The results showed that
our developed tool was more effective than the bookmark tool, especially in
following areas: (1) more recognizable contents of Web pages (2) easier
operation, and (3) more user-friendly for students.

Keyword: WWW, Exploring Projects, Screen Image, Thumbnail,
Bookmark

1 Introduction
In recent years, the use of the Internet for school projects has become popular, even in the primary level. In
Japan, Ministry of Education will implement the integration of technology in K-12 starting 2002. Thus,

students will need to have the skills needed when using the Internet for various school subjects. For
project-based learning using the Internet, the popular tool for surfing and gathering online data will be the
search engine. It enables the easy gathering of various online data. But not all online data is reliable and
accurate. Also, if not updated, the data or information in web pages can become obsolete. So learners need
a tool that will help collect, select, organize and integrate the web pages that meet their learning needs.

Currently, the tool that is available to learners is the bookmark tool. It enables users to save Web pages
with its title. It also makes it easy to access the web site's URL. But the bookmark tool leaves much to be
desired in terms of the organization and integration of oniine data. Because data gathering using search
engines is a vast task, there is an immediate need for easy browsing. The bookmark tool is a tree-structured
file system, which is not quite adequate for quick and easy browsing. Moreover, it is hard for learners to
appreciate the significance of Web pages when they appear only as text names when bookmarked.

In addition to doing research projects, learners also engage in making presentations of their projects using
the Internet. To help learners in this activity, the authors proposed a tool that will provide students an easy
way of making a file for their presentation. So, the authors developed and evaluated a learning support
system which will enable learners to arrange and integrate Web more effectively.
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2 Conceptual Framework for Tool Development
To reduce the load on making our choice information , the following 2-part approach was taken:
(1) The centralized of system approach. In advance searches, the tool will automatically narrow down the
search to the closest level possible (filtering approach). This means the goal is an intelligent tool that
can select information and improve the precision of narrowing down the search.

(2) The centralized of human approach. By adding available information as hint, in order to reduce
extraneous information. This a support to the select available information.
The overall goal of this 2-part approach is to enable an easy narrowing down of a search.

When gathering web pages for a school project using the Internet, the tool that was developed by the
authors enables the capturing of web pages and viewing them as thumbnail images. The authors believe
that thumbnail images are more effective in providing visual cues of the content of Web pages. And, by
displaying thumbnails, learners can arrange Web pages holistically, that is, they can visualize the whole
composition. The authors made the hypothesis that more visual information as that provided by thumbnail
images will be more effective when arranging Web pages for a project or presentation.

For presentations, the popular tool is Microsoft PowerPoint. Compared to OHP presentations, the use of
motion pictures and animation makes a presentation more dynamic. But for children who are beginning
computer users, the use of such tools may not be easy or may require more technology resources than what
is available. But, by converting web pages directly to a HTML coding for presentation, the learning curve
will be lower. So the authors proposed to add the function of being able to integrate selected web pages
into a HTML coding for presentation in the development of their new tool.

3 The development of the new tool
3.1 Overview of the new tool
The developed new tool enables users to arrange Web pages using thumbnail images (Figurel). The
functions of the developed tool are: listing thumbnails, sorting, and scrolling. The added function of a
memo or comment line is to enable the users to add new information or data. The developed tool will then
automatically generate the HTML coding for presentations. Through the use of HTML, learner can easily
make a presentation (Figure4). Figure2 shows the system configuration. The procedure for the use of the
developed tool is as follows:
1) Learner displays Web pages or self-produced HTML pages using Web browser.
2) Screen image of Web pages and page title are saved to a database.
3) Lists of thumbnail from the database are displayed. Learner arranges web pages on the display, and
add own comments to thumbnail.
4) Finally, using the arranged materials, learner makes a simple presentation
Web pages
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HTML

Add'
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Q 410

/\

0
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1111
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Figure1: A page showing the list of thumbnail images 1
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Figure2: System Configuration

3.2 The type of display Web page
In displaying the collected Web pages, the following 3 modes were used,
[1] Converting to thumbnail screen images
[2] Manipulating the original Web pages
[3] Making a presentation
The following sections explain further these 3 types.

3.2.1 Converting to thumbnail screen images
When selecting Web pages to put together, the user clicks a button to add a Web page. The web page is
then converted to a thumbnail screen image (Figure3). Thumbnail screen images are Bitmap file made of
large volume of data, so this Bitmap file is converted to a JPEG file. After that, the thumbnail is saved to
the database.

3.2.2 Manipulating the original Web pages
By double clicking the thumbnail screen image, the learner can access the original Web page. It is just
conceivable that learner will want to arrange the thumbnail web pages, and at the same time, have access to
the original web pages. Figure3 shows how the original web page and the lists of thumbnails are displayed
at once. To change the display size, the learners can move from side to side, the display size control button
located at the center of the display.

Figure3: A page showing the list of thumbnail 2

3.2.3 Making a presentation
Figure4 is the display of HTML for presentation. Arranged thumbnails are displayed in a sorted order.
Learners can make a presentation using the display. Each Web page is composed of a link to the thumbnail,
a link to the URL, and an area for comments or memo. The purpose here is to provide a function that will
enable the easy arranging and integrating of Web pages for a presentation.

41.,:kfv,t

Figure4: The display of HTML for presentation
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4 Evaluation of the tool
4.1 Purpose
The object of this evaluation is to verify the usability of the tool developed by the authors. Particularly, it
will study the thumbnail screen images' usability for arranging Web pages. The subjects are the tool group
using the developed tool and the bookmark group using only the regular bookmark tool. The groups were
given the task to arrange Web pages about a specific theme. To collect data, the following were done:
(1) conduct a questionnaire survey. Subjects evaluated the operationality of the tool and were asked to
give written comments of their experience of using the tool.
(2) In terms of arranging web pages, users compared the tool with the bookmark tool, and the analyses of
the following data items were done.
1.
work time
2. total number of times a URL is accessed
3. number of times a URL is re-accessed (the same Web page is accessed more than 2 times)
4. number of times thumbnails are sorted
5. number of times thumbnails are deleted

4.2 Method
The subjects arranged Web pages based on a theme using the developed tool and the bookmark tool.
Thirty (30) Web pages were prepared in advance by the experimenter. To get a history of how they
operated the tools (history of operation), a video record of how the subjects used the tool was made from a
TV converter to a VHS video tape. After the experiment, the subjects answered the questionnaire. The
experiment had the following stages
1. The use of the developed tool and the bookmark tool was explained to the subjects;.
2. The content of the task (theme of project) was explained to the subjects
Theme A: the sights of Tokyo that you want to introduce to friends
Theme B: the sights of Osaka that you want to introduce to friends
3. To eliminate order of effect, the subjects were divided into 4 groups (Table 1).

1Group

2Group

3Group
4Group

Former

Latter

Theme A
Using the tool
Theme B
Using the tool
Theme A
Using bookmark
Theme B
Using bookmark

T
Theme
B
Using bookmark
U
Theme A
Using bookmark
Theme B
Using the tool
U
Theme A
U sing the tool

Tablel: Subject groupings in the experiment

4.3 Results
To compared the developed tool and bookmark tool, questionnaire data was analyzed for significance using
the t-test The results are given in Table2.

Average Result
Thumbnail screen image is more recognizable
The lists of thumbnail are more recognizable
Useful for arranging web pages
Recognizes the contents of a web page
Useful for school projects that use the Internet
Useful for making a presentation
t-test (two-tail test) the average(max5)
*p<.05,**p<.01
Table2: The results of the questionnaire
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4.17**
4.17**
3.83*
4.33**
4.67**
4.42**

T-test results show that web page titles with thumbnails are more recognizable than text-only web page
title. And as to browsability, the lists of thumbnail are more recognizable than the tree structure of the
bookmark tool. Inquiry as to "useful for arrangement" was significant at the 0.05 level. But as to the ability
of operation in the questionnaire, couldn't get level of significance. Because the interface of sorting the
thumbnails will not be enough to good for learner.
In the analyses of the history of operation (reference 4.4 (2)), the record shows that the thumbnail screen
image is useful to learner when arranging web pages. The results are indicated in Figure6-10. From the
results, the following items were verified:

* For shorter work time, the developed tool is comparatively more efficient than the bookmark tool
(Figure6).
* By using the thumbnail screen image, the learner is able to better recognize the contents of the web page
( Figure7,8).
* Lerner is comparatively able to estimate whether to use web pages or not (Figure10).
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Figure6: Comparing the average of work time
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Figure10: Comparing the average number of times of deleting thumbnails
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4.4 Analysis
The results of the evaluation procedures show that
1)

based on the questionnaire, there were good results as to the functionality of the thumbnail screen
images. And from the subjects' comments, "the lists of thumbnail is useful", "helps better recognize
contents of the web page", and "the arrangement of web pages using the tool is convenient and
useful".

2)

based on the results of history of operation, work time, in terms of the number of times of accessing
and re-accessing the URL and the number of times of deleting thumbnails, got good results in the
given level of significance.

In terms of browsability, providing the user with a list of thumbnail is more useful than the bookmark tool.
Accordingly, for arranging web pages, the list of thumbnail was better for integrating the collected data and

for reviewing them. For arranging web pages, the results of the history of operation show that the
developed tool is more useful than the bookmark tool.

5 Conclusions
In this research, a tool for learning to support the arrangement and integration of web pages was developed
and evaluated. The results of the study can be summarized as follows:
Development of the learning supporting tool
1.
This research addressed the problem of selecting information for research projects using the Internet
[1.Introduction], and examined how to resolve the problem by developing a tool that is both effective
and user-friendly. The research also considered the interface of the tool and provided a conceptual
framework [2.Conceptual Framework for Tool Development] in its development.
2. The evaluation of subjects about ease of operation and usefulness of the tool
In the experiment phase of the paper [4.The evaluation of tool], a questionnaire was used to measure
the as to ease of operation and usefulness of the tool., and got good results.
3. Verifying the efficiency of the tool for manipulating web pages
When it comes to accessing and re-accessing URLs, the tool was more useful than the bookmark tool.
For arranging web pages, the availability of a list of thumbnail images made it easier to integrate the
selected web pages and to review them.

5.1 Future Studies
For future studies, the following are recommended:
1) Modification of the tool and adding more functions
2) A detailed analysis of the operation history
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To develop a learning support system of music genre, a neural-network-based

system was developed that can estimate the genre of music from partial
information of a standard MIDI file of music. Standard MIDI files of 120 music

titles has been identified into 4 genres, Japanese Popular Ballad, Jazz, Hard
Rock and Heavy Metal after the Neural network of the system had been trained.
Comparison shows that, the system developed, has a higher judgment rate than
that of subjects. Next, the weight of the links were examined by an expert, 5 of
the nodes in the Hidden Layer could be extracted.

Keywords: Music Education, Neural Network, Intellectual Learning
Support, MIDI

1 Backgrounds and Objectives
Recently, popular music, for example Beatles etc, is included in recent music textbooks of Elementary,
Junior High and High Schools in Japan. So, it is thought that music education using popular music will
increase more and more in course of time. When students learn popular music, music genre of the music is
an important factor[1]. In order to learn the musical feature of each genre, it is thought to be very effective.
Systematic genres studying of popular music, in which students seems to be interested, is thought to be a
way of the students' music experience enrichment.

An "Automatic Composition MAGIC (Music system for Arrangement and Intelligent Composition)
Considering Music Style" was developed [2] by Minamikata in 1989 is one of the researches in the research
field that treats plural genres of popular music. This System supports composition and adaptation using
heuristic rules divided by music taste of genre. It is said that rule-based system like this is effective when the
system reproduces a already-known music taste or rule for the system, but there is an anxiety that generated
music is conventional, and it is a problem for an unknown taste.

It can be said that the genre of popular music is the combination of different music. Now, many researches
have done the grouping of music. Concerning Neural Network-based research, the research of Sakamoto
(1999) grouped the music according to the sensibility information by using SD method [3]. If consider the
flexibility and generality grouping by neural network differs from that of grouping by rules or multiple
different analysis. So, it is said that moderate result can be expected for any unknown input by the process of
grouping by Neural Network.
Based on the above research, we aim to develop the learning support system which can provide feedback on
"Feature as the genre" of an unknown music with the Neural Network training of the music of various genres.

Based on the above-mentioned background, we conducted this research in the following way. At the
beginning, reserve experiment was done by an expert of popular music to confirm the factor for the
estimation of the genre. Based on the obtained finding, we trained the Neural Network. Here the Neural
Network was composed using the partial information as input signal and genre of the music as output or
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teaching signal. In order to use this system for education purpose in the future, the meaning interpretation for
each factor of the Hidden Layer of the trained Neural Network was identified by an expert of popular music.
Then, the genre estimation experiment was done using the subjects who seemed to have general experience
of popular music. Lastly, the estimated average result of the subjects and the estimated result of this system
was compared to show the effectiveness of this system.

2 Estimation of Music Genres by Expert
When music and genre are trained to the Neural Network, the problem is that we should take data to make
an input signal from a long standard MIDI file. Therefore, we examine the mounting method of this system
by knowing how the person judges the genre. For that, in the preliminary experiment we ask the expert

about the factor of the genre estimation. The subjects had different musical instrument performance
experience for ten years or more. The procedure was that they were made to listen ten in total of five genres.
Also the factor to estimate the genre was interviewed. As a result, the following factors were found.
(1) The factor to estimate the genre is various according to the genre, and it's vague information.
(2) The factor to estimate the genre is local & partial information.

From (1), at first we got to the hypothesis that the estimation of music genre based on rules is very difficult

and not proper. Under the above hypothesis, we propose to use Neural Network to deal with vague
information in this research. As the input from (2), we judged that it was appropriate to extract partial
information that seemed to be necessary for estimating the genre of music, and to assume it to be an input
value of the Neural Network. The standard MIDI file (Hereafter, it is abbreviated as SMF) that is already a
descriptive language was used as music.

3 Genre Estimation System
Output Data

Input Data

Figure.1 shows the composition of the
genre estimation system. The flow of this
system is as follows. When the user
inputs SMF of music, the partial

SMF of music

the feature of the music
as the genre

information extraction module extracts
some partial information from the music.

Then, it is put to the Input Layer of the
Neural Network that has already been

(mita&
the partial
information
extraction

Illektot Law

module
Input Layer

trained for music and the genre. The
Neural Network feeds back the result of
estimating the genre obtained from the
Output Layer. Moreover, the feature of
the music as the genre obtained from the
Hidden Layer is planned to use as
feedback in the future. If the module is
developed, the user will be able to learn

the result of
genre estimation

trained
Neural
Netwurk

Output Layer

Information
extracted from Milt
(each value b between

Intend to I)

the genre.

3.1 Extraction of Partial Information from SMF
SMF of the General Midi correspondence was used in this research. SMF includes various musical
of starting to ring each rrtticte, chePt), Note -Off (time of finishing to ring
information such ag Not--on
each music sheet), Velocity (the strength of each attack), Note Number (pitch), and Program Number (kinds
of musical instruments and tones) etc. The following three information of these score information were
decided to use in the partial information extraction module.
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1.

Kind and tone of musical instruments
extracted
from
we
(henceforth,
Instruments and

Program
Number
call it "Musical
Tones", which is

expressed by an array of 128 Boolean
type

variable.

Each

valuable

shows

whether musical instruments (tones) of

Genre

Program Number 1-128, were used in that
music or not.).

Distribution of Rhythm extracted from the
statistics of position of Note-On per a bar
(henceforth, we call it "Distribution of Rhythm",

which is expressed by an array of 16 integer
type variable. Each variable shows the
frequency for which Note-On event is held at the rhythm in one bar in the SMF.).

Distribution of Pitch extracted from the note number (henceforth, we call it "Distribution of Pitch", which is
expressed by an array of 12 integer type variable. Each variable shows the frequency for which each pitch of
12 music scales is used in the entire music of SMF.).

3.2 Composition of Neural Network
Figure 2 shows the composition of the Neural Network. We adopted the Back-Propagation algorithm as the
learning algorithm of the Neural Network. For the input signal, we used a combination of the values.

4 Outline of Genre Estimation Experiment using this system
4.1 Method
By the above-mentioned methods, the genre estimation experiment by this system was performed. 120
music titles of SMF which are composed of 30 titles each in Japanese popular ballad, Jazz, Hard Rock, and
Heavy Metal, tried to be learned by the Neural Network. In this research, the combination of the following
partial information was learned as an input data.
128bit
Musical instrument and tone
Distribution of rhythm
16bit
12bit
Distribution of pitch
128+16=144bit
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of rhythm ( + )
16+12=28bit
Distribution of rhythm, Distribution of pitch ( + )
128+12=140bit
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of pitch ( + )
Musical instrument and tone, Distribution of rhythm, Distribution of pitch ( + +
128+16+12=156bit
The number of units of Hidden Layer in each Neural Network is assumed to 10-30. The number of units of

Output Layer is as many as the number of genres that the Neural Network learns. In this case, it requires
four units in Output Layer, because there are four genres.

4.2 Result
The result of training is shown
in Table 1. In the Table 1, "NN"
means Neural Network, and - in
NN means the Neural Network
whose input information is

described above. The result of

training, NN was converged
about 650 learning times, and

NN

Output
Layer

128

Hidden
Layer
20

16

10

4
4

Input
Layer

12

10

144
28
140
156

30
30
30
30

4

4
4
4
4

Judgment
Rate
119/120
97/120
103/120
120/120
111/120
119/120
120/120

Judgment
Percentage
99.2
80.1
85.8

Learning
Time

100

About 650

92.5
99.2
100

X
X

X
X
X

About 1100

NN was about 1100 learning times, but other NN were not converged within ten thousand learning times. So,
the trained Neural Network was able to judge the genre of learned music at 100%.

From this, it is suggested that the Neural Network like - that has single partial information in Input Layer
can't finish learning, But the combination of those partial information make it enable to learn. This result
supports the findings of experts at the preliminary experiment in Chapter 2 whose also says that the factor to
estimate the genre is various according to the genre.

4.3 An Analysis of Hidden Layer
Table 2. Analysis of Each Factor
in Hidden Layer

The Hidden Layer in the Neural Network is analyzed

here. There is a heuristic method that each cell's
tendency in which it is likely to make active or inactive
is found by an expert, and then the meaning of factor is
obtained[4],[5]. We used that method here.We focused

on the weight of the link between Hidden Layer and
Output that is above 10. Each unit from No.1 to 5 are
activated by following genres.
Unit No.1:Hard Rock
Unit No.2:Hard Rock, Jazz
Unit No.3:Hard Rock, Jazz, Japanese Popular Ballad
Unit No.4:Heavy Metal
Unit No.5:Japanese Popular Ballad

Nan e of Factor

Tint

1

thrd lbne Fact or

2

Synthesizer Tbne Factor

3

Jazz - Acoustic Factor

4

Ftlyt illil Tendency Fact or

5

Iambi nati on Factor of Electric
Instruments and Rhvtlunibndency

Finally, each unit was named by a music expert. The summarized result is shown in Table 2.

5 Experiment by Subject
To investigate at how much rate can the subjects, twenty-five female university students were asked to listen
to eight music titles of 4 genres of SMF with MIDI sound randomly, and to judge the genre and the factor for
each music.The judgment rate of all the subjects was 66.5%.

To compare the judgment of subjects with this system, Neural Network was trained with 119 titles, and was
made to estimate the genre of subtracted one as unknown music.

As a result, both Neural Network and have a judgment rate of 100% for eight unknown music titles. From
this, the judgment of this system is higher than that of subjects with general experience of popular music.

6 Summary of Results
In this research, development and evaluation of genre estimation system ware performed aiming for the
development of learning support system of music genre. The results are summarized as follows:

(1) The preliminary experiment for experts with an experienced popular music was performed, and a result
that says that the factor to estimate the genre tends to be local & partial information was obtained.
(2) From this finding, genre estimation system using Neural Network was developed.

(3) 120 music titles have been identified into 4 genres, Japanese Popular Ballad, Jazz, Hard Rock and Heavy
Metal at the rate of 100% by training the Neural Network to identify these 4 genres.

(4) The judgment rate was 66.5% as the result of the estimation experiment for subjects with general
experience of popular music.

(5) This system was made to estimate 8 music titles, as an unknown music, out of 120 which were used in
the genre estimation experiment by subjects. As a result, the estimation rate of 100% which is higher than
that of the subjects (66.5%) was obtained.
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(6) Each unit of Hidden Layer in trained Neural Network was enable to be named, and the factors of each
unit were able to be extracted by the expert of popular music.

From this finding of 6, providing feedback on the features of the music from Hidden Layer becomes
possible by the way of observing the result of meaning explanation of Hidden Layer in which the Neural
Network has the feature of the music as a genre, observing the state of fire, and observing the input units
which have tendency to make active to the fired units in the Hidden Layer.

From the result described above, the possibility of the development of a learning support system using this
system for music genre is shown. And, it was thought that the trained Neural Network of this system has the
application possibility not only to the learning support system but also to the supporting composition and
adaptation.
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This paper gives short overview of a recently launched EU project for universal

exchange of university course units for the higher education based on a
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of the approache are described. More attention is given to the approach that will
be used for assesment of the innovation and for evaluation of the learning and
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1 Introduction
The new technologies are transforming the ways business operate and the ways people work. They are also
reshaping the expectations, needs, and opportuniies in education and learning. The customers of the
education market are forcing the education to become demand-led, rather than production driven. The

current technologies are providing basis for a new just in time, on demand approach the electronic
educational products to be offered by virtual or classical universities through special platforms acting as
intermediaries between the consumers and the suppliers of educational material. It is clear that the new
tecnology alone will not make this new model of more efficient education to happen by itself. Rather, new
innovative models of production, brokerage, delivery and presentation are needed that will put together the
participants of the education process to collaborate globally and to use the advantages of the powerful
technology.

The European project »UNIVERSAL-brokerage and delivery system for exchange of university course units
for the Pan European Higher education« I is one of the attempts this model to start to work. The project is
part of the Vth Framework program of User friendly information society 2 funded by the Commission of
European union. The project started in March this year and will last 3 years. The conzortium of the project is
large as it encompassess 17 partners from EU3, among them twelve higher education instituitions from all
over Europe, two research organisations, one SME4 and two telecom service providers. The consortium has
also partners from outside Europe as the model developed is expected to have global applications. These are:
the Moscow research institut, HEC from Montreal and Nanyang Technological University from Singapore.
The model and the implementation in UNIVERSAL is based on an education brokerage and delivery system
being developed to incorporate training by provision of valued-added services to both the customers of the

system and the suppliers of the educational material. The major characteristic of the system is offer of
different types of learning and delivery of the educational material and its distributive nature. There is no
central site for delivery of educational material. Additional characteristic of the model is the system that will
be developed for pan-european acreditation of the purchased and performed university course units by the
participants belonging to institutions of the European higher education system. At this early stage of the
UNIVERSAL IST-1999-11747
URL:http://www.ispo.cec.int
3
EU stands for European Union
4
SME- Small or Medium Size Enterprise
2

1
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project is not possible to predict all expected circumstances and consequences that such system may have in

the furure development of the educationa nad training. Brokergae approach in provision of distance
education must first address a number of technological and educational isues which are part of the
UNIVERSAL work program. In depth discussion of the pedagogical paradigms that may take place as well
as to number of technological issues of the work program are not possible to be discussed in this article
because of space restriction. Here, we concentrate on the basic characteristic of the model; highlithing the
implementation scenario and giving more information about the usability aspects of the technology that will
be evaluated through monitoring of the educational.

2 The model and the architecture of the system
The model being developed is based on creation of an open, cross-border, educational market environment
coupling brokerage and delivery of "live" and "packaged" 5 courses. The proposed framework
accommodates and adds value to the various business models and course structures employed in European
HEI6 institutions. It will enable:
a single faculty wishing to experiment with the simple import of external material to enrich a specific
course,
an existing alliance between institutions to make their exchange more efficient and to enrich it with
types of course units not previously exchanged,
an Open University to extend the range and depth of its courses.

The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform is an interactive hypermedia environment offered to the academics
and administrators of European educational institutions to plan and select courses. It de-couple offers and
course units provision on the supply side from enquiry, booking and delivery on the demand side. The most
important element that enable this de-coupling is the catalogue of offered educational material and the
supporting processes, that adequately describes all the properties, educational and technological of the
course units. This approach is implemented as brokerage platform and a number of delivery platforms, see
Fig.1.
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Fig.I The general architecture

The brokerage platform is further divided in a customer part, a provider part and an administration part. In
the customer part, a knowledge dialogue engine is responsible for the dialogue to the demanding institution
or to the enquiring student. When interacting with customers, the dialogue engine establishes their

background knowledge and guides them in the selection of a course unit. Prospective customers are
Packaged courses are multi-media textbooks and WWW based courses, live courses are CWCS
broadcasted courses
6
HEI stands for Higher Education Institution
5

2
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presented with choices according to a) pre-requisites and conditions attached to different types of courses
(course profile engine), b) the suitability of different Institutions offering courses and c) the different
delivery modes available for a particular course (delivery profile engine). Students will be able to make
inquiries and express interest in course units that their home institutions have pre-selected and are willing to
recognise and give credit. 71n the provider part a provider dialogue engine is mainly used for feedback from
the system back to the content provider. It is also used to handle the offer of content provision to the
brokerage system to help academic and administrator users to plan new courses, submit course units, obtain
customer records as well as learning progress profiles and assessment results. Demands for course units are
sent to the administration engine, which looks for, offered course units fitting into the demand profile. The
contract engine sets up the contract between offering and demanding side, thus it is dealing with registration,
authentication and billing. In the administration part the system is driven by the -administration engine,
which is mainly a service database combined with a search engine. The tasks of observing and managing
course scheduling and delivery issues, as well as timed interactions between the system and customers to
enable the provision of joint courses are the responsibility of the delivery manager. The federation engine is
dealing with distribution issues of the engineering implementation, like consistency, caching, forwarding of
requests.
For each class of course unit there is an appropriate delivery platform. Variations in delivery platforms are

due to the nature of the interactions and differences n media content and formats. The project will
implement a limited range of delivery platforms, linked to the brokerage platform, sufficient to show the
potential of the model. Each delivery platform contains an inherent delivery model and specific elements
dealing with the media content itself.

3 The technology applied
The technology used is ubiquitous, Internet based, offering common, portable solutions and large-scale,
shared, cross-border systems. These systems include, but are not restricted to:
Brokerage system is WEB based with Internet links. It is a central point of information, control and
administration and logically will be centralized which means that only certain parts will be distributed or
redundant for reasons of performance and high availability. The brokerage system will essentially be an B
business system that uses technologies like XML, Java / RMI, CORBA / ODP traders or agent based
systems. standard security technology and intrinsic service negotiation for content delivery. Advanced
transaction and billing functionality based on AAA 8 security technology, implement sophisticated

administration and monitoring interfaces to the delivery systems and the integration of assessment
capabilities

Delivery system similarly to the brokerage platform consists of an existing product/technology plus some
enhancements ("glue" or "shell" around it), that acts as mediator between the delivery system and the
brokerage platform. Defining a unique architecture for this interfacing allows adding additional systems /
products by just implementing the appropriate interfaces that plug into the general architecture. A delivery
system within the general architecture (see Fig.l) consists of content source, network and content sink. The
content source can be a standalone system or part of a broader platform. The same applies to the content sink.
The following delivery systems previously tested and used will cover the required functionality: Non-realtime delivery systems: retrieval of non-real-time mono-media and multimedia contents (e.g. browsing
through text and hypertext information, download of content files). Real-time A/V systems: Real-time
retrieval of multimedia contents (stored and live contents including A/V material like MPEG-2 streams) in
synchronous and asynchronous manner (on-demand, live and scheduled broadcast scenarios) using IP
technology (unicast, multicast), and broadband technology (ATM, ADSL,). CSCW systems:
Videoconferencing and Computer supported co-operative work (CSCW) to enable interactive forms of tele
lectures combining parallel transmission of A/V streams and course material (e.g. slides) with the possibility
to interact with the lecturer as well as with other parts of the audience. This family of delivery systems shall
also support real-time experiments, simulations and case studies.

7 Scheduling of actual course units remains the prerogative of the institutions and booking of places on
courses is considered to be an internal function of the institutions
8

AAA stands for Authentication, Authorization and Access Control

3
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All delivery systems are inter-working with the brokerage platform and content provider systems to
synchronise announcement and content delivery, to guarantee controlled user access, and to manage
selection, compatibility and resource usage in delivery. All supported delivery modes will be available as
'profiles of the A/V delivery family. This means that each content provider can easily select the appropriate
profile according to the nature of his contents and his network resources. It is important to note that used the

A/V delivery technology is not based on the current average bandwidth and quality availability of the
ubiquitous Internet. It will offer real high quality of A/V contents as broadband communication over the
Internet (with technologies like ADSL) for a relevant number of users is available in Europe as well as the
broadband services emerging in the convergence technology market (broadband over Satellite or cable-TV,
interactive digital TV services) are expected to boost the widespread usage of broadband A/V information in
the global IT environment. CSCW technology applied follows the principle of standards compliance and
openness as for example the powerful CSCW tool ISABEL, developed in the RACE and ACTS projects
ISABEL and NICE, then the standards-based (e.g. ITU H.323) COTS products (e.g. MS NetMeeting),
MBONE multimedia conferencing tools (VIC, VAT, WB) developed within project MECCANO etc.

4 Content provision and description
The general architecture and model envisaged as a point of interaction of "sellers and buyers" on one hand,
and of "place of commerce for actual content" requires an intelligent abstract description of the contents.
Therefore, meta-data standards for multimedia contents and for educational environments are applied in the
catalogue building of course units. The meta data system used is based on the specification of the IEEE

LOM 3.8 meta-data scheme9 with some extensions relevant to the platform developed as for example:
attributes that specify the copyright and IPR1° protection, attributes that describe information about digital
signatures, watermarking, attributes that describe the network requirements for provision of appropriate
quality of service, attributes relevant to live content and attributes defining the type of the course unit which
may be: packaged, live, CSWC or mixed. The content provision and course description is based on a metadada system selected from available standard documents or previous projects results (1).

Several projects, that have investigated the management of information retrieval and the utilization of
metadata for education and training have already proposed sets of meta-data requirements, like the
Instructional Management System (IMS) project in the US (2) or the GESTALT (3) project in Europe. Some
of the proposed sets have been evaluated and selected for the use in the UNIVERSAL project.
They are:
Learning resource content meta-data:

Learning resource content meta data that enables cataloguing of contents of arbitrary aggregation level.
UNIVERSAL supports the following granularity levels: Fragment (Course Unit), Lesson, Module and
Course. Each learning resource submitted by the "seller" is classified according to the aggregation levels
and is added to the UNIVERSAL catalogue. UNIVERSAL supports "packaged" learning content, which is
asynchronous in nature and synchronous learning content. Synchronous learning content is delivered as live
transmissions of lectures, optionally supplemented by synchronous group ware communication technology.
The special or unique features of the live content is described by specially developed attributes that are not
part of the current existing meta-data standards.
Course structure meta-data:
The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform not enables "buyers" to locate, use and re-use single course units. A
functionality of the brokerage platform enables combination of single course units into higher levels of
aggregation e.g. for full subject. This allows production of "custom" tailored complete courses. This is
reflected in the course structure meta enabled by Course Structure Format (CSF) defined by the MCC and
the ADL (1).

9

IEEE Learning Objects Metadata document by WG 12 of IEEE Learning Technology Standardization
Committee, URL:http://Itse,ieee.org/wg12/scheme.html
1°

IPR stands for Intellectual Property Rights
4
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Contents packaging meta-data:

Like many other LMS, the UNIVERSAL platform offers the possibility to access packaged course units,

which are mainly pre-recorded. Packaged courses enable an interaction with the contents itself, the
interaction with the lecturer is usually not offered. UNIVERSAL packaged courses are described according

to well-defined rules, specified e.g. in available standards like the IMS CPS (Content Packaging
Specification).

Descriptive information about assessment procedures:
Assessment is an important concept in on-line education and learning. Although the UNIVERSAL platform
is not designed to assess the student' s advancement and the learning achievement, it will enable consumers
or "buyers" to assess the functionality and usability of the platform and the delivery process. The assessment
is performed with on line involvement of the students. Student' s responses will be captured using some form
of structured mechanism with designed template(s) for such purpose. This is especially required in the cases

when questions in the templates involve multiple choice, matched items, t xt selection, etc. Several
structures exits for this purpose already: QML, SATML, and the IMS "Question and Test Interoperability
Information Model" (QTI), UNIVERSAL team will decide which of the proposed template will be used for
particular part of the platform and the delivery system used.
Meta-data for synchronisation:

The asset management is important if the system is built up from re-usable learning resources e.g. units of

lower aggregation level as is the case with UNIVERSAL catalogue. In such cases the lifecycle
management of the unit must be supported e.g. a component is not deleted from the asset management
.

system in cases when the course unit is added to a module or larger course. This property of the system is
described within the meta-data for synchronisation.
The UNIVERSAL consortium brings together a selected group of engineering and business schools across
Europe who are interested in pooling their academic resources for the purpose of broadening the choice of

courses and pedagogical materials offered to students and teachers and to provide opportunities for
international collaborative learning. Although a few of its members have already established bi-lateral
academic exchange programmes, in the initial phase of the project, partners are collecting course units
developed within particular partner or outside in order to build a catalogue for the greatest market potential

for the brokerage platform. The catalogue contains in addition to the meta-data information also: brief
description of the educational objectives of the academic content for the students to whom courses are
offered. In addition to that, brief description of teaching methodology used at each institution, description of
the academic calendar for each institution, and description of the academic accreditation process for each
institution are also information provided in the catalogue. Currently course units are collected from the
following fields: Introduction to Information Systems, Regional Economic Development and
Telecommunication, Global Marketing Management, Business Case studies, Metallurgy simulations and
experiments, Foreign Languages and Cross-cultural Behaviour, Statistics for Economist, Tele-management.

The UNIVERSAL brokerage platform enables to locate, use and re-use single course units and combine
single course units into higher levels of aggregation. This approach makes possible a definition of custom
tailored structure for a complete course, which will lead, to a definition of a standard system of granularity
for learning resources with the other projects from the 1ST cluster "Flexible University".

Several institutions already made suggestions for a hierarchy of aggregation levels. The IEEE LTSC and the
IMS so far define four levels of granularity: Fragment, Lesson, Module and Course. Some other US based
systems of aggregation can be found in the bibliography enclosed (8).

A course structure representation defines all of the course elements, the course structure, and all external
references necessary to represent a course and its intended behaviour. The ADL together with the AICC,
IEEE and IMS have developed the so-called Course Structure Format (CSF) which was the recommended
approach for the UNIVERSAL project. The CSF promotes reuse of entire courses and encourages the reuse
of course components by exposing all the details of each course element. The CSF is intended to reduce or
eliminate dependency of a course on a particular LMS implementation.

The CSF is also intended to represent a wide variety of course structures and content "aggregations".
5
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Content structures can be represented by the CSF that range from very small "chunks" of content as simple
as a few lines of Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) or short media clip to highly interactive learning

content that is tracked by an LMS. The CSF is neutral about the complexity of content, the number of
hierarchical levels of a particular course (i.e., "granularity"), and the instructional methodology employed to
design a course.

The UNIVERSAL platform incorporates continuous assessment of content and the system itself based on

the interactions between the customers using the delivery of course units and the system itself. This
information will be used to improve the overall scheme and the content to teachers, administrators and other
possible customers.

5 The usability and evaluation
"Evaluation is the activity that throughout the planning and delivery of innovative programs enables those

involved to learn and make judgement about the outcomes of the innovation concerned "11

.

The

UNIVERSAL project aims also to develop tools to monitor the innovation process of education and learning
and to develop best practice guidance.

The assessment of the content and the overall system, components for functional assessment are
incorporated in both the brokerage system and in each of the delivery systems. Results from previous
projects including the deployment of trans-national multimedia learning schemes12 have shown that it is vital

that all participants involved in the creation of the exchange platform and its educational content have a
mutual understanding of the platform' s operations, functions and of the components' interaction. To fulfill
this goal it is necessary to give the users the tools enabling an easy the use of the exchange platform such as:
an administrator guide, oriented towards the management of the platform, from a technical ("how to use")
point of view as well as from a content ("what to do") point of view; a user guide, describing the day-to-day
use of the system e.g. to a teacher wishing to use content available through the platform (how to access the
catalogue, how to book a live course, etc). In addition, in the case of "live" delivery systems (on-line live
courses with CSWC), experience have shown that it is necessary to organise "hands-on" training sessions to
free the teacher from the fear of new tools and to strengthen their "moderation" skills when working with a
geographically distributed class through a TV-like systems. Classes in the live courses will be mainly crossborder meaning that most participants will not be working in their mother tongue and there will be a mix of
cultures present in any one of the classes. As part of the preparation for participation in the main trials a
short "Language & Behaviour" courses that will (I) help participants with their colloquial English (since the
majority of the courses will be held in English) and (II) help them be aware of differences in cultural
behaviour, e.g. questioning style will be provided.

The student/teacher ratio varies greatly among the UNIVERSAL consortium partners. A set of software
monitoring tools are being studied to be implemented into the brokerage platform to make it possible for
students to continuously assess their personal progress and to choose the academic path best adapted to his

or her acquired knowledge and skills; for course unit providers tools will be used to improve the
effectiveness of programmes offered to learners and modify content accordingly; tools will be used also to
analyze the way learners use the courseware provided; to enable a global assessment of the usability of the
platform etc. The monitoring tools as well as the usability evaluation techniques used for assessment of the
innovation technology approach are being developed/selected in accordance with the ACTS Usability
Evaluation Guidelines 13. These guidelines define the testing and evaluation methods, experiments design,
definitions of interviews, observations, heuristic evaluation and surveys.
The evaluation instruments for courseware evaluation and corresponding measures will include:
Pre-task/post-task questionnaires
Task experience questionnaires
Computer experience questionnaires
Exams or assessment of performance
Post course questionnaires
Stern(1988) in Evaluation of Learning Technology Implementation, by Barry Jackson,
URL:http://ltdi.icbl.hw.ac.uk
12 Project LEVERAGE AC 109 from the IV Framework Program-ACTS
13 USINACTS AC224, IV Framework Program -ACTS
6
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Knowledge quizzes
Logs - logging times

The approach for educational assessment will follow the practical guidelines developed within the LTDI
technology developed within the Learning Technology Dissemination Initiative funded by the Scottish
Higher Education Funding Council". As a result of this a set of guidelines identifying best practices for

future users of an academic brokerage platform will be produced. Academic partners will have the
possibility to review the existing experiences and pool their lessons learned from prior involvement in
flexible, distance, and collaborative teaching and learning programmes. This information cover issues such

as the choice and format for resources provided to students and teachers, access to tutors or teachers,
methodology, independent study and collaborate work, learner motivation, learner monitoring, course
accreditation etc.

6 Conclusion
The UNIVERSAL is a project that implements the EU policies regarding the development of the European
higher education and the user-friendly information society in particular:
By improving the quality and diversity of the pan-European HE system
By promoting the globalisation of the exchange of HE course units
By enabling partners from economically disadvantaged regions, particularly in Central and Eastern
Europe to participate in these developments and helping them to strengthen and enrich their course
offerings and the foster the education in general.

Most of the activity within the project will be tightly connected with the usability aspects of the applied
methods and technology. Usability evaluation and proposed improvement will be based on the past
experiences, guidelines and standards developed within projects that have addressed this issue of modern
technology in depth. The consortium expects wide acceptance among the higher-level education institutions
in Europe.
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In problem-solving domains (mathematics, physics, engineering, and most "exact
science" disciplines), the knowledge to be acquired by the student is twofold: the
knowledge describing the domain itself, but also and mainly the knowledge necessary

to solve problems in that domain. As a result, an educational system in such a
domain encompasses three knowledge types: the domain knowledge and the problemsolving knowledge, i.e. the knowledge to be acquired and mastered by the student,

and the tutoring knowledge, used by the system to facilitate the student's learning
process. In this paper, we show how these three knowledge types can be modelled,
how they should interact with one another in order to fulfil the system educational
purpose, and above all how abstraction levels can shed a uniformizing light on the
system operation and make it more user-friendly. We thus hope to bring some
contribution to the general and important problem of finding a generic architecture to
intelligent educational systems.

Keywords: Intelligent tutoring systems, Abstraction, Complexity,

System Design.
1

Introduction

Teaching is a very complex process in itself. Teaching strategies and activities vary considerably: by the role
and autonomy they give to the learner, by the type of interactions they trigger with him/her, by the evaluations

they enable, by the relationships they make between theory and practice, etc. From that last perspective,
teachable domains can be classified according to the type of knowledge to be acquired by the student: "know",
"know-how", and "know-how-to-be". Examples of such domain types are respectively: anatomy or a language
grammar, the skill to solve a mathematical or medical problem, and the capability to adapt to one's environment
or to deal with personal relationships. We are more particularly interested in the second type.

Moreover, almost all teachable domains vary in complexity, from simple basics to relatively complex
problems to solve or situations to deal with. Thus, a student should learn and master the basics of such a domain
before being taught wider notions. And when a human tutor detects errors or misunderstandings, s/he usually
draws the student's attention on a small subset of the involved knowledge, so that s/he may correct his/her errors
and/or misunderstandings, focusing either on a given set of the domain knowledge or on the scope of knowledge
involved by a given problem.
Problem-solving (PS) domains are the ones in which we are interested here. In such a domain, the knowledge

to be acquired by the student is twofold: the domain knowledge itself, but also and mainly the knowledge
necessary to solve problems in that domain. As a result, an education-oriented system in such a domain, which
we here call a PS-ITS, must encompass three knowledge types: the domain knowledge and the problem-solving
knowledge, constituting the knowledge to be acquired and mastered by the student, and the tutoring knowledge,
used by the system to facilitate the student's learning process.
This paper has two goals: to present each of the three types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS, and for each
type of knowledge, to show how abstraction and complexity levels appear and how we think it is possible to deal
with them.

To do so, we present in section 2 our domain knowledge modelling and how we exemplify it in a few PS
domains . Next, in section 3, we focus on the advantage of separating the problem-solving knowledge from the
domain knowledge in a PS-ITS, and we present some problem-solving activities in various domains. In section
4, we briefly describe some principles of tutoring knowledge modelling in a PS-ITS. In each of these three
sections, we show how to use abstraction and complexity levels, exemplifying them in a few typical domains.
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Finally, section 5 presents the educational interests of using abstraction and complexity levels when modelling
the three types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS.

Domain knowledge

2

In order to describe the domain knowledge, we first present its characteristics in a general PS-ITS
(section 2.1). We then show how we model it in a few PS domains (section 2.2), and how such an approach lets
us introduce the notions of abstraction and complexity levels (section 2.3).

2.1

General

The first type of knowledge involved in every ITS, the domain knowledge (DK), contains all theoretical and
factual aspects of the knowledge to be taught to the student. Although its specific structure can be varied, it
typically may include concepts, entities, and relations about the domain [Brodie & al., 1984], object classes and
instances [Kim & Lochovsky, 1989], possible use restrictions, facts, rules, [Kowalski, 1979; Clocksin &
Mellish, 1981], semantic or associative networks [Findler, 1979; Sowa, 1984], etc.
The main system activities centred on this knowledge type are:
providing the student with theoretical presentations and explanations about the various knowledge elements and
their relationships in the teaching domain;
providing the other modules of the ITS, i.e. problem-solving and tutoring, with the necessary background of
domain knowledge that they need.

2.2

Application to a few domains

In the particular domain of cost engineering, Lelouche and Morin [1997; Morin, 1998] represent this type
of knowledge with concepts, relations, and a special case of relations modelled as concepts, the factors.

Concepts can be basic entities like investment, interest, investment duration, present and future values,
compounding, compounding period, interest rate, annuity, etc.

Concepts are linked to one another by various types of relations: either usual knowledge-representation
relations, like subclass of, element of, sort of etc., or numerical relations represented by formula;. Such a
formula is:

F =P x (1 + On

(1)

which, given the present value P of an investment over n periods at interest rate i, computes the corresponding
future value F of that investment.
A formula such as (1) can be rewritten as:
F = P x cl) p F i n where Copp,i,n = (1 + On
P = F x(13Fp,i,n where (1)Fp,i,n = (1 + i)n

(2)
(3)

thus introducing the factors cl) pF,i,n and OFp,i,n. Factors allow us to separate their definition (rightmost
equalities above, a quantitative aspect) from their possible uses in the application domain (leftmost equalities, a
qualitative aspect).
Similarly, the factor (13Ap,i,n converts a series of identical annual amounts A into a unique present value P:

(i±o n

P = A x (1)Apin where cl

1

i (1 +i)n
Actually, cI3Ap,i,n is a sum of CIFp factors (see details below). The factor OpA,i,n does the reverse process:
i (1 +i)n
A = P x (121p,i,i,n where 42I3pA

(4)

n

(5)
(1+ort
There exist other factors converting gradient and geometrical series of amounts into a present or future value;
9

such factors are also computed as a sum of ctoFp,i,n factors.

In geometry, concepts are basic elements like point, line, segment, and later more elaborate elements like
angle, then square, rectangle, circle, ellipse, polygon, solid, polyhedra, etc. Examples of relations between
concepts are adjacency (of segments or angles), parallelism (of lines or line segments), complementarity (of
angles), etc. Upper-level, more abstract concepts are then defined using lower-level ones, as well as relations
between these lower-level concepts (e.g. a triangle is a set of three segments adjacent pairwise).

In mechanical physics, we similarly introduce concepts like time, distance, velocity, acceleration, mass,
force, and later angle, angular velocity, angular acceleration, moment of inertia, torque, etc. We also introduce
relations like the one defining velocity as the variation in distance per unit of time, or the one stating that the
acceleration a is proportional to the force F that is applied. Introducing a generalization from linear to rotational
movement, another relation defines angular velocity as the angle variation per time unit, and another one states
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that the angular acceleration a of a solid body is proportional to the torque that is applied to it. More precisely,
"C

we have:

for a linear movement
(6)
F =M x a where M = total mass of the body
and for a rotational movement
T =1 x a where I =
(m x r2)
(7)
Equation (6) expresses Newton's second law. In equation (7), I is the moment of inertia and is expressed in terms
of the mass m of each of its particles and of its distance r to the rotation axis. Obviously M in equation (6) and I
in equation (7) play the role of factors as in cost engineering.

Although formulae like (2-7) related to factors essentially involve quantitative aspects, the similarities and
differences between them, and the circumstances regulating the use of either one, are of a deeply qualitative

ground. In cost engineering, if the value of factors is indeed calculated from two or three numerical
parameters, the context in which they are defined depends on whether we have to timewise move a unique amount
or a series of amounts, identical or not, or conversely to compute an equivalent annual amount, etc. In fact, this
context corresponds to the type of conditions that govern the investment, or investment conditions type, without

respect to the amounts and durations involved, and is thus essentially qualitative. Similarly, in physics, the
proportionality between force and linear acceleration, or between torque and angular acceleration, expresses a
qualitative relationship. Only if the need arises, the exact relationship can be expressed by using the actual mass
M in formula (6) or the result of the computation of the moment of inertia I in formula (7), which in the general

case involves a simple or double integral. Indeed, did not the use of qualitative reasoning originate with
qualitative physics?

2.3

Towards the notions of abstraction and complexity levels

In most PS-domains, abstraction most obviously appears in the definition of the domain concepts
themselves, like we showed in all three domains above.

If factors are used in the domain, it also appears that every factor introduces an additional intermediate
abstraction level between the concepts implied in the equation defining it. For example, in the case of formula

(1), or equivalently formula? (2) and (3) in cost engineering, or in the case of formula (6) and (7) in
physics, we have (see figure 1):
at the bottom of the hierarchy, basic concepts "making technicalities explicit" if necessary: the interest rate and
the number of periods in cost engineering, the distribution of mass within the body volume in physics ;
above them, concepts more fundamentally related to the problem being solved, namely in cost engineering the
present and future values of the investment, and in physics the force and acceleration, or the torque and angular
acceleration;
between these two levels, an intermediate level created by the introduction of the factor (OFF, OpF, M, or 1).
A

Factor usage formula

Factor usage formula

II

Moment of inertia

Factor definition
formula or procedure

Factor definition formula
n

dumber of periods

Distribution of masses
of their distances to the axis

Figure 1 Representation of a factor as a concept.
That intermediate status of the factor, originally just an intermediate variable in computations [see formula;
(2) and (3) or (6) and (7)], makes it appear as a pedagogically oriented concept, which clearly separates
the computational, quantitative aspect of the factor definition,
from the practical, qualitative aspect of the factor usage in a domain problem.

This follows the theory [Lenat & al., 1979; Malec, 1989] according to which the use of multiple abstraction
levels eases the modelling process and simplifies inferences which may be made on the domain concepts.

Most interestingly, our scaffolding approach can be made more general, at least in certain domains, where we
may present and use higher-level factors built upon these first ones. Indeed, in cost engineering, "above"CIFP and
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OpF, the factors used to express the present and future values of a series of identical amounts (and vice versa) are
a first way to generalize this concept hierarchy. For example, the 41)Ap factor is indeed a sum of (1)Fp factors:

(DAP,i n = EOFP, k = E(1+irk
k= 1

k= 1

(1+0"

i (i)n

1

where the last expression results from computing the geometrical series shown. This example constitutes a proof
of (4), but also and mainly shows that the OAP factor is at a higher level than OFT. Note that this refers to a

complexity level rather than an abstraction level, since it is due to the way the (13 Ap factor is defined and
computed. Similarly, the moment of inertia of a complex body can be (and often is) computed as the sum of
elementary moments of inertia, and therefore is at a higher complexity level.

Problem-solving knowledge

3

In order to describe the problem-solving knowledge, we now present the general characteristics regarding
problem-solving knowledge modelling in a PS-ITS (section 3.1). As we did in section 2, we then examplify our
model in the cost-engineering and physics domains (section 3.2).

3.1

General

The second type of knowledge is specific to PS-domains [Ganeshan & al., 2000; Gertner & VanLehn, 2000],
henceforth to PS-ITSs. We call it problem-solving knowledge (PSK). It contains all inferential processes used to

solve a problem resulting from the instantiation of a practical situation based on the domain knowledge
[Kowalski, 1979; Patel & Kinshuk, 1997]. In other words, in order to be able to solve a problem, the problemsolving knowledge needs a theoretical background, which is found in the domain knowledge. The processes stored
in PSK may be represented in various ways, using any or all of: logic [Kowalski, 1979], procedural networks
[Brown & Burton, 1978], semantic networks with procedural attachments, (augmented) transition networks,
production rules [Goldstein, 1979; Anderson & Reiser, 1985], etc.
The main system activities centred on this knowledge type are:
providing the inferential tools for problem solving, by the system or by a student;
providing the inferential tools for coaching a student in a problem-solving session.

The main advantage of separating the problem-solving knowledge from the domain knowledge is that it
emphasizes the distinction between the domain itself and the skills used to solve a practical problem in that
domain, thus simplifying the learning process. That knowledge separation into DK and PSK is common to all
PS-domains; this is why we believe that PS-ITSs, which are aimed at helping the student to learn how to solve
problems, should display the same knowledge separation.

that separation
we believe in a novel way
Besides, following [Lelouche & Morin, 1997], we can use
between DK and PSK to define four generic operating modes in a PS-ITS, based on the type of knowledge
involved (DK or PSK), and on who "generates" that knowledge (the system or the student).

In domain-presentation mode, the student asks the system some information about a domain theoretical
element, and the system reacts by transferring to the student the required information or knowledge. The
knowledge involved in this category is always DK, system-generated.
In demonstration mode, the student asks the system to solve a practical problem or to coach him/her while s/he

solves a problem. In the first case, the problem typically comes from the student him/herself, whereas in the
latter one the problem typically comes from the tutoring system. In either case, the main level of knowledge
involved is PSK, system-generated.
In domain-assessment mode, the system prompts the student to develop a domain element, and the student thus
expresses his/her understanding of that element. If judged necessary, the system may then intervene to correct
that understanding. The knowledge involved in this mode is essentially DK, student-generated.
Finally, in exercising mode, the system prompts the student to solve a practical problem. The student then
solves it step by step, showing what s/he understands of the involved problem-solving knowledge and of the
associated domain knowledge. If necessary, the system may decide to intervene in order to help him/her reach
his/her goal or to correct it. The knowledge involved in this mode is naturally PSK, student-generated.

3.2

Application to a few domains

Several problem-solving activities are domain-independent, like:
identify and instantiate the given problem data;
2. identify and instantiate the expected result(s);
3. apply a formula;
4. apply a theorem.
1.
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Every PS-domain also has its own domain-dependent activities. For example, in cost engineering, we
have:
5.
draw a temporal diagram to represent the relevant events;
6.
compare amounts located at the same date;
7.
compare amounts located at different dates;
8.
add amounts situated at the same date;
9.
add amounts situated at different dates;
10. choose a reference date;
I1.

12.
13.

move an amount from one date to another;
collapse a series of periodic amounts into one single amount;
explode an amount into a series of periodic amounts.

Similarly, in the subset of mechanical physics refered to above, some activities would be:
14.
15.
16.

compute a torque;
compute an angular acceleration;
compute a moment of inertia.

In many cases, a PS activity can be rephrased into, restated as, a different one, of a lower abstraction level,
because more immediate, more down-to-earth, closer to the problem to be solved. For example, in mechanical
physics, assuming that the torque and the moment of inertia of a given solid body are known (either given or
previously computed), the activity "compute the angular acceleration" (activity 15) would be expressed as, or
translated into "apply formula (7)", an instance of the lower-level activity 3. A PS physics tutor is presented in
[Gertner & VanLehn, 2000].

Sometimes, a PS task may also be divided into smaller ones, letting us use again the notion of complexity
levels in these tasks. For example, in cost engineering, comparing two amounts situated at different dates
implies:
first, choosing a reference date at which to make the comparison;
then, moving either (or both) amount(s) from its (their) present date(s) to the reference date;
finally, comparing the amounts, now both located at the same reference date.

These subactivities (of types 10, 11, and 6 respectively in the sample list above) thus appear to be of a lower
complexity level than the initial one (of type 7). However, it is interesting to note that, although activity 7 turns

out to be more complex than activity 6 (the latter is part of the former), both are stated using the same
abstraction level.

It may also happen that some lower-level activities can only appear as components of a higher-level one. For

example, still in cost engineering, the activity "drawing a temporal diagram" (type 5 above) implies the
following tasks, which can only be accomplished as part of that activity (hence their identification in this paper
from 5a to 5d):
5a. draw a timeline to encompass all periods implied by the problem data;
5b. draw arrows representing the amounts involved in the problem data;
5c. if necessary, split an amount (or each amount in a series) to simplify the computations;
5d. qualitatively draw a special arrow to represent the expected result of the computations to be made.
In that case, activity 5 is both of a higher complexity level and of a higher abstraction level than any of its
sub activities.

4

Tutoring knowledge
We now briefly present the tutoring knowledge (TK) in order to help the reader to better apprehend the

relationships of that knowledge with DK and PSK. This third type of knowledge contains all tutoring processes
enclosed in the ITS. It is not directly related to the teaching domain or to problem solving, but is there to help
the student understand, assimilate, and master the knowledge included in DK and PSK [Gagne & al., 1992;
Gagne & Trudel, 1996].
The main system activities using TK are:
ordering and formatting the topics to be presented to the student;
monitoring a tutoring session, i.e., triggering the various tutoring processes according to the system tutoring
goal and the student's actions; such monitoring may imply giving explanations, asking questions, changing to
another type of interaction, etc.;
in a PS-domain, while the student is solving an exercise, monitoring the student's PS activities: understanding

and assessing these activities, giving advice to correct or optimize them, giving hints or partly solving the
exercise at hand (as required by the student or by the tutoring module), etc.;
continuously analysing the student's progress in order to improve the efficiency of the tutoring process.
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The advantage of separating the tutoring knowledge from the knowledge of the domain to be taught has been
emphasized long ago [Goldstein, 1977; Sleeman & Brown, 1982; Clancey, 1986; Wenger, 1987], and lies in the
reusability of TK in various domains. In the case of PS-domains, the domain to be taught clearly encompasses
both DK and PSK; indeed, the term "domain knowledge" applies to DK if referring to the knowledge type, and to
DK + PSK if referring to the knowledge to be acquired. Therefore, as shown in the introduction, in a PS-ITS,
knowledge ends up being separated into three categories rather than two.
We believe that the tutoring processes are triggered by tutoring goals which depend on the current educational
setting and learning context. The role of tutoring goals has been discussed in several works, some of the most
recent ones dealing with task and instruction ontologies [Mizoguchi, 1999]. In the current state of our research,
our assumption is the following: the underlying hierarchy or hierarchies governing the way tutoring processes
interact with one another is not related to these processes per se, but rather to the current goal to be attained when
they are invoked. The current goal varies during the session, depending on the student's actions or difficulties,
following a dynamically built abstraction-based hierarchy. If our assumption turns out to hold, then the dynamic
which itself depends on the student's desires or abilities, the main
structure of educational goals and subgoals
underlying objective of the tutoring system, the student's state (e.g. of tiredness, etc.) and performance, etc.
will determine the succession of tutoring processes activated and tutoring interactions taking place. To our

knowledge, the use of abstraction levels to induce a dynamic hierarchy of tutoring goals is new, as is the
assumption that such a hierarchy will play a major role in activating the various tutoring processes and student
system interactions. Learning goals have been used by Towle [2000], but only for educational simulations, not
for tutoring processes in general.

Educational interests of abstraction and complexity levels

5

In the above sections, we have sketched a complexity and abstractionlevel approach to help model the three
types of knowledge involved in a PS-ITS. In this section, after clarifying these notions in section 5.1, we
present the educational interests of our model. Sections 5.2 to 5.4 focus on the type of knowledge respectively
presented in sections 2 to 4. Section 5.5 summarizes that discussion with some overall pedagogical interests of
our approach.

5.1

An informal definition of abstraction and complexity levels

In the first three sections, we only refered to abstraction and complexity levels. Here, we try to define these

notions better and in a more generally applicable way. Both notions are based on the common notion of
refinement, but differ in how the refinement is made: in a general way, abstraction is based on, or refers to,
expressiveness or scope, whereas complexity is based on, or refers to, the number of components.

For concepts, taking geometry as an example, a polygon has a higher abstraction level than a triangle or a
square, because the number of sides in a polygon is indefinite, but a lower abstraction level than a set of
segments, because these segments in a polygon are forced to be pairwise adjacent; a square has a higher
complexity level than a triangle, because it has more sides, and also because there are constraints (re. size and
angles) between these sides. In cost engineering, we saw that the factors Opp and 0,4p are expressed at the same
abstraction level, although (I)Ap has a higher complexity level, because of the way it is defined and computed. A
similar distinction between abstraction levels and complexity levels holds for the relations they express.
For problem-solving activities, we have similar distinctions, as shown in section 3.2 with several examples.

Finally, the same holds for tutoring processes, or studentsystem interactions. For instance, the ITS task of
tutoring a student while s/he is solving a problem will turn out to be of a higher complexity level if the student
encounters more difficulties, although the abstraction level of this process does not depend on the particular
student being tutored or on the particular problem being solved. On the other hand, reacting to a student request
for hint, or for explanation, is of a lower abstraction level than the previous one; however, there again, the
complexity of that task will depend on the specific student request (some simply formulated questions may have
quite complex answers!), and will eventually depend also on the way the student is or is not satisfied with the
initial system response.
Such level-based distinctions have also been made, for example, by Mizoguchi [1999]. Note that, although
the statement "A has a higher abstraction level than B" is clear and may be true, we think that the number of
abstraction levels between A and B is not defined, because that number would depend on the modelling effected;
for the same reason, it would be even more meaningless to try to assign a numeric value to these levels.

5.2

Domain modelling

The definition of concepts from the simplest to the most complex induces a long-time known presentation
order for the subject matter. Similarly and in addition, the factor hierarchy described in section 2 for cost
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engineering lets us derive an order for the presentation of factors to the student, from the lowest (simplest) level

up to the highest, i.e. with increasing understanding complexity. That does not imply that such an order is
unique, or even the best (e.g. a student's personal interests might make another order more motivating for
him/her), but it is justified by our model. This presentation order may itself induce, like for domain concepts, a
possible order for prerequisites; e.g., if a student experiments difficulties to deal with 1Ap, has s/he well
mastered Opp, a conceptually simpler factor?

Moreover, the factor-induced intermediate abstraction levels will permit the ITS to exhibit a sharper
modelling of conceptual errors. For example, the source of an understanding error concerning one of the two
relations in equation (2) or (3) or (7) (see also figure 1) is much easier to identify using the corresponding factor,
either as a definition error or as a usage error, than an error concerning the global equation (1), where the
definition and application relationships are not made explicit, and therefore are impossible to distinguish.
Similarly, an error using a cl3Ap factor may be diagnosed as possibly resulting from an insufficient mastery of
the simpler factor Opp as concept (which in turn will be diagnosed as related either to its definition, or to its
usage). Similarly in physics, if the student stumbles on concepts like angular acceleration or moment of inertia,
has s/he mastered the simpler although similar concepts of acceleration or mass?

Abstraction and complexity levels on domain elements (concepts and relations, possibly including factors)
can then be used to introduce various abstraction levels of explanations. Such explanations can then be tailored to
the student's questions, and adapted to the reminders possibly needed by the student.

5.3

Problem-solving modelling

The problem-solving activities briefly presented in section 3 naturally display abstraction and complexity
levels. Indeed, a standard problem can usually be divided, possibly in more than one way, into major steps,
which can then be split into simpler substeps. As explained in 5.1, each subactivity in that case may be either
simpler (lower complexity level) or more concrete (lower abstraction level) than the original one, or both.

In a first development stage, these abstraction and complexity hierarchies, both for domain elements and for
problems to be solved, can ease the definition of exercise types to be implemented into the ITS, and can ease the
tutor module task of choosing the exercise type to challenge the student with. Later, once that basic system is

operational, the same hierarchies can help develop an automatic exercise generator dealing with the domain
elements to be mastered by the student. That approach will then help the student to acquire a better critical mind
about the relative importance of problem solving knowledge vs. domain knowledge.

As for domain elements, abstraction and complexity levels can be used to introduce various types of
explanations about the problem to be solved, varying both in abstraction (focus level, terms used, references
made) and in complexity (quantity of details, possible references to the problem substeps). Moreover, our
approach will lead the student to focus specifically on the activities for which s/he needs more tutoring, with the
abstraction and complexity levels appropriate to his/her individual case.

5.4

Tutoring modelling

Functioning mode

Domainpresentation mode

Demonstration mode

Domain assessment

Main type of

Domain knowledge

Problem-solving

Domain knowledge

knowledge involved

knowledge

mode

Exercising mode

Problem-solving
knowledge

Student's main goal

To learn (acquire or improve knowledge)

To assess his/her learning

Direction of the
knowledge transfer

System > Student

Student > System

Trigger
(start)
Typical
Knowledge
interaction exchange

Result
(closure)

Table 2

The system prompts the student...
The student asks the system...
some information to solve a practical prob- to develop a domain to solve a practical
problem
lem or to coach him/her
element
about a domain
theoretical element
in problem solving
I

The system presents...
a possible solution to
the requested problem

the requested
element

I

The student expresses his/her understanding...
of the element I of the problem solution

The student presents his/her view of...
the requested
a possible solution
to the given problem
element
The system assesses the student's
answers, and possibly corrects them

Characteristics of the four typical operating modes of a problem-solving ITS.
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As presented in section 3.1, the distinction between DK and PSK leads to the natural definition of four
operating modes. Their main characteristics are recalled in Table 2.

The successive tutoring goals aimed at by the system (see section 4) are likely to result in a chain of
recursive calls of the tutoring processes invoked. This recursivity will or will not be direct, depending on the
tutoring interaction types being chained: the system might decide to temporarily change between interaction
types, e.g. to respond to the student's actions or requests. However, the potential length of this chain is only
apparent: because of the abstraction hierarchy of tutoring goals, each newly invoked process will be called with a
narrower scope and/or a lower complexity, which eliminates the risk of "forgetting" the initial tutoring goal or of
running into an infinite loop.
More generally, tutoring the student may take the form of explanations, guidance, hinting, or even partially
solving the exercise on which the student is currently working. The level at which these will be conducted will
depend on the current tutoring goal (see section 4). We think our approach is close to that of VanLehn and his
colleagues [2000], although they focused their attention on fading and deepening (a particular result of the
tutoring interactions) rather than on the current pedagogical goal (the cause for these interactions).

5.5

Overall interests of these abstraction and complexity levels

Abstraction levels are certainly not new. What we think is new is to use them in a systematic way to shed a
uniformizing light on the ITS design and operation, and to make it more user-friendly once implemented.
First, they may help to give a better tailoring to the system tutorial interventions to fulfil the student's needs
and the system tutoring goals, thus improving its conviviality and efficiency.
Then, all the capabilities presented above should result in smoother, more "natural", human-like interactions
with the student. This improved ability to reproduce a human teacher's behaviour contributes again to make the
system more user-friendly, and more likely to be used by the student.
Finally, although that aspect is not in the scope of this paper, our refinement of the three types of knowledge
as described in sections 2 to 4 paves the way to the conception and the implementation of a structured error
model, and eventually of a structured student model.

6

Conclusion
This presentation of a possible knowledge structure for PS-domains, which emphasizes the separation

between domain knowledge and problem-solving knowledge, shows how a general functioning theory of such an
namely the four operating modes described in sections 3.1 and 5.4 can naturally be derived.
ITS

Moreover, the abstraction and complexity levels highlighted throughout this paper can be used as a common
guideline to help finding an appropriate representation for each one of the three knowledge type, and thus can
help creating more efficient ITSs. More generally, this guideline can shed a uniformizing light on the system
design, although it has never been used in a systematic way in the design or implementation of an ITS.

We thus hope to bring some contribution to the general and important problem of finding a generic
architecture for intelligent tutoring systems.
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This paper deals with the development of highly sophisticated teaching environments. We took a look at the requirements that such a system has to fulfill

to meet the needs of our modern society and to remain easily adaptable to
forthcoming, new technologies. The results of our research show that the cost
for design and implementation of a distributed teaching environment can be
dramatically reduced by using a middleware system. We thereto present the
concepts of the Dinopolis middleware system which is highly modular and ex-

tendable and show how it may be used as the basis for the development of
teaching environments. Using the Dinopolis middleware system not only eases
the process of development but also guarantees that new technologies are becoming available without any further effort.

Keywords: Distributed Teaching Environment, Middleware, Application Framework, Distributed Object System
1

Motivation

We are living in times of ongoing rapid changes. New technologies support our
everyday life in a way we could not even imagine a few years ago. New media
are also disrupting our old fashioned way of thinking about education and pave
the way for new visions [5].
Many different approaches for developing electronic teaching environments already exist. All of them have in common that they try to react on the changes
taking place in our modern society. Acquired knowledge is becoming obsolete in
a short amount of time and has to be updated and expanded. The term "Lifelong Learning" is becoming more and more important. Teachers and students

are often no longer present at the same location. They are not even active at
the same time. Therefore lectures have to be available whenever and wherever
one likes. On the other hand new technologies have to be made available as
soon as possible. As an example consider the new WAP protocol which could
make it possible to pursue a course using a mobile phone. This implies a highly
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extensible and expandable system.

Teachers preparing a course often want to use already existing data. This data
might be distributed among the network and might only be available in proprietary formats. It is an unbearable effort to collect and extract this data to
feed it into a teaching environment. It has to be possible to easily include existing data with no further effort. It has to be possible to add or manipulatable
information at any time without knowing any details of the underlying systems. When updated information has become available, documents have to be
replaced. Nevertheless replaced information should not be lost as it shows the
history of a course and might be interesting for some research. Thus a version
control mechanism is desired as well.
Students need easy access to the teaching system, no matter which system they
use (platform, browser, etc.). The way in which information is provided has
to be adapted to the user's special needs and interests. The users' skills have
to be taken into account as well as the capabilities of the system used. As an
example, consider the network bandwidth with which the user is connected.
Lower bandwidth could be considered by sending images of a lower resolution
and just sound without the video. Users of different skills need information
prepared differently, which means that different applications are provided for
novice and expert users. Thus the system has to be highly customizable, not
only by the user but also automatically by the system itself. Different views
at the information space are desirable as well. As an example the information
could be provided in different languages or with different, localized examples.
Another important point is the use of background libraries [71 to clarify terms.
This includes dictionaries, encyclopedias and glossaries which again have to be
adopted to the user's needs. As an example native English speakers would need
an explanation of an unknown English term in English, whereas German native
speakers would like to get a German explanation.

Though students may be distributed among the world they need the ability
to discuss certain topics with the teacher or among themselves. Collaboration
and communication tools are therefore required. This includes chat, discussion forums, video conferencing tools, etc.. Another important aspect is the
possibility to add annotations and make personal notes to a topic which may
only be seen by a specified group of others, maybe even excluding the teacher.
This directly leads us to another interesting aspect in a teaching environment:
user and group access management. Information presented in a course as well
as additional information has to be protected from unauthorized access. The
more sophisticated the user management is, the more configurable the system
becomes.

Obviously the best user access management system is not worth anything if the

transmission via the network is not secure at all. Highly sensible data has to
be additionally encrypted. Imagine companies teaching their personnel internal
knowleA ge

For performance reasons hybrid systems are often desirable. Most of the courseware comes along on a CD-ROM. Only the logical part of a course could reside
on a server. Thus lessons can be arbitrarily constructed using the information

stored on the CD-ROM. Only additional or updated information has to be
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fetched via the net. This keeps network traffic low without omitting special kinds
of media such as videos. Hybrid systems are also kept up-to-date more easily,
since outdated information stored on the CD-ROM can be replaced dynamically
by new data from the server.

Linking is a good way to increase the value of information if used for defining
the course flow [6]. This makes it easier to add or replace information used in
a course. That way even statically stored information (e.g. on a CD-ROM)
can be dynamically restructured to meet different needs. Since links are often
subject to change or become invalid (especially links to external resources), a
highly sophisticated link management is required to keep the system consistent.

Developing a teaching environment that meets all the functionality described
above implies a big effort for implementing the base functionality. Most of
this functionality has little to do with a certain teaching concept pursued. It
requires a lot of time to develop the system so far that the actual vision can
be put into practice. This paper describes how the cost for developing can be
reduced dramatically when using a middleware system. This offers more time
to concentrate on the crucial points of new ideas. In the following sections
we present the abilities of the Dinopolis [3] middleware system which is highly
integrative, expandable and configurable and provides an easy-to-use interface
for building distributed applications.

2 A Distributed Environment
As already mentioned, distance learning gets more important every day. Teacher
and students do not have to be physically present in a classroom. The teacher
for example holds online lessons in his office, while the students follow the lessons
from at home or from some Internet terminal on the campus. It is important to
recognize that the students do not only need to follow the lessons conducted by

the teacher, but also need the possibility to interact or communicate with the
teacher during and after the lessons.
Please note that not only human beings are separated in such a distributed environment but also resources can be spread across the network. As an example,
the lecture notes can be stored on the teacher's laptop while a chat tool may be
located on the university server.
The main task of modern teaching environments is to bridge this physical separation of teachers, students and resources. This can be supported by using
the Dinopolis middleware system. A middleware system adds another layer to
the teaching environment. It decouples the network and data form the actual
teaching application. It somehow resides between them. The Dinopolis middleware system allows the integration of arbitrary systems and provides a uniform
way of access. Applications using Dinopolis do not have to worry about where
the data is located and which prnthrn1 has to he spoken to retrieve the data.

From an application's point of view there is no difference if the information
resides on a web server, on a database server or just on the local file system.
The underlying systems may even be exchanged transparently. An important
point is that integration within the Dinopolis system is not done on a common
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denominator basis but on the contrary, additional functionality is added when
needed. As an example a file system can be combined with a database system
to allow the storage of meta data which the file-system itself does not support.
The most intuitive way to access data on a remote Dinopolis system is by "merg-

ing" the two Dinopolis systems, since it allows transparent access to remote
Dinopolis instances. In other words the middleware layer bridges the physical
separation and applications can be written as if they would run on one single
system. Nevertheless the Dinopolis External Access Gateway concept allows access in various forms. At the moment this includes HTTP, FTP, WAP, LDAP,
CORBA, RMI, etc.. CORBA and RMI are remote object systems which enable

the use of objects over the network. In the case of CORBA [8] the Dinopolis
object system can be used by programs written in various programming languages.

Thus no matter how distributed teachers, students and resources are, the Dinopolis
middleware system acts as if they were all local. For a more sophisticated discussion of middleware systems and Dinopolis see [2].

3

Data And Course Flexibility

As already mentioned information is subject to change and the amount of information grows dramatically nowadays. Data must not be stored within a static
teaching environment providing no possibility to adapt the data. It is also desirable to change the course flow dynamically to increase the value of information.

As an example it has to be possible to add actual information to a course at
any time. Thus developing a teaching environment built on static information
is not worth the effort.
The Dinopolis middleware system allows to add, exchange and modify data at
any time without needing to know any specific details about the underlying
heterogenous information space. Version controlling guarantees that no information is lost. The distributed concept of Dinopolis allows to store data at
arbitrary places transparently. Applications do not have to worry about that.
This makes it relatively easy to develop so called hybrid systems, which combine local statically stored data (e.g. on a CD-ROM) with dynamically retrieved
data (e.g. from the web). Due to the network bottleneck hybrid systems have
the advantage that they do not have to omit bandwidth consuming information,
such as videos, since they can be retrieved locally. Only updated information
has to be downloaded via the net.

The course flow is best modeled using links. This makes it possible to insert
or remove any kind of information without having to construct a complete new
course. The problem with links is that they often become invalid or point to
unintentionally changed data. Dinopolis comes along with a fully featured consistent link management system. Links do not point to a location but to an
object. Thus even if objects are moved in the Dinopolis system, links remain
valid. It is also possible to add meta data to links to provide additional information. Again the possibility to set links does not depend on the abilities of
the underlying systems. As an example imagine a courseware CD-ROM. Since
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a CD-ROM is read-only it is impossible to add or modify links directly on that
medium. Nevertheless Dinopolis adds this functionality using an external link
database (e.g. Oracle). This database can easily be exchanged transparently
which then leads to a completely new course or course flow.
Dinopolis is able to handle arbitrary document formats. This is achieved through

the Dinopolis internal document model, which follows the Document Object
Model (DOM) specification of the W3C [9]. DOM is a highly accepted standard
which supports the exchange of data between various kinds of different document formats. The internal document model again makes the whole system
independent from the underlying ones.

4 An Extendable And Exchangeable Environment
A modern teaching environment not only has to be flexible concerning the course
data and course flow. As applications evolve new technologies and requirements
arise which require modifications of existing teaching environments.

Dinopolis is built on a completely modular basis. This allows to add or replace
arbitrary parts of the system without producing unexpected side effects on the
remaining parts of the system. Since Dinopolis is completely written in Java, it
is possible to load new modules via the network even at runtime. Statically designed systems would not only have to be completely rewritten but also have to
be redistributed among all users. As an example for a newly available technology consider the WAP protocol which could make it possible to pursue a course
using a mobile phone. Dinopolis only requires a small WAP speaking module
to be added and all applications using Dinopolis are becoming WAP aware.
This means new technologies are available without any further effort. By the
way adding new functionality to an application by hand would also require to
be familiar with all the underlying details, which might be unnecessarily time
consuming. Since Dinopolis is an Open Source project it is also guaranteed that
modules supporting new technologies will be rapidly available.

Dinopolis is not only modular concerning external communication gateways.
Internal parts of the Dinopolis system may be exchanged or added transparently
as well to meet different needs. As an example let's take a look at the User Access
Management and Security system which will be explained in section 6 more in

detail. For some systems it is sufficient to define simple read and write access
rights for users. Other systems require a much more sophisticated mechanism,
such as a rule based one which only grants access if certain complex conditions
are fulfilled. As an example students who have already passed an exam might
get access to the results which are protected otherwise.
Teaching environments transmitting highly sensible data might also require to
encrypt the information sent over the network, while a public system would
not require it. This implies a Security Manager that can easily be adapted
to different strategies. This also includes that some systems demand a user
authentication based on smart-cards, finger prints or retina scans.
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Dinopolis makes it easy to exchange or adapt internal parts to meet different
requirements without the need to write a new application or modify existing
ones. Dinopolis even allows to exchange the internal data structure or communication protocol used. At the moment data is stored according to the XML
standard [I] and communication between Dinopolis instances is done using RMI
or CORBA. As soon as new technologies and standards become available they
will be integrated as well.

5 A Highly Customizable Environment
In a modern teaching environment we expect the main parts of the system to
be highly customizable. The whole system has to allow users to turn on and off
certain features according to their needs and their systems' capabilities. On the
other hand applications and tools have to be customized depending on personal
settings. Additional communication tools have to be provided to support a
better information flow between users. The Dinopolis system is highly modular
which allows adding and removing of integral parts, features, and services at
runtime.
The users should have the possibility to choose between a variety of tools and
applications that support their studies, depending on the users' skills and the
used network connection.

The Dinopolis system makes it easy to write distributed applications. Existing
tools can be reused and adapted for certain lectures as needed. It is easy to configure the system with different applications at runtime and the Java Class loader
allows starting applications which reside on the local terminal, a CD-ROM, or
to download them from an application server.

It is important that only those applications are part of a certain course, which
are actually necessary.
Next it should be possible to customize the applications and tools themselves.
As an example consider a video-conferencing tool which can be run with different

frame-rates and resolutions. On the other hand it has to be possible to turn on
and off special features like, for example, strong data encryption. Applications
written for Dinopolis can make use of certain features or not, according to the
environment in which they are used.
Apart from the applications and tools used, such a teaching environment has to
allow customizing the users' view on the data stored in the information system.
As an example consider a teacher who wants to adapt the data representation
according to the different skills and needs of the users.
Therefore the Dinopolis system provides so-called Views, which support differ-

ent data-representations. Using a highly sophisticated link management (see
section 3) the data representation can be customized in a very high degree.
Another considerable point is that it has to be possible to decide where the data
is actually stored. So it could be desired to store certain data on a file-system
on the users' terminal or in a central database. It should be possible to transfer
these data from one storage medium to another. Since the Dinopolis system
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uses an internal data representation which is independent from the medium it
is stored on, it is possible to store the data on different devices according to the
actual configuration of the system.

6

User Access Management And Security

All distributed application have in common that their reliability and consistency

heavily depends on the security and user access management. Unauthorized
access to certain resources has to be prevented. This is also appropriate for a
teaching environment. Just imagine students modifying and corrupting course
data or exam results.
There exist many different approaches to solve this security task. Which one
is appropriate for a certain environment depends on the desired degree of security. As already described in section 4 a simple security system differentiating
between read and write access rights may be sufficient for some applications.
More sophisticated environments could require a rule based access control system or secure (encrypted) transmission over the network.
One of the main parameters to measure well designed software is its level of
reusability. In this case this means that security strategies have to be exchangeable easily. As already mentioned replacing the Dinopolis security concept is no
complex task due to its modular structure.
Another point of high interest concerning access management in a teaching environment lies in the fact that data is distributed among heterogenous systems,
all of which coming along with different or even no security management. It
has to be guaranteed that users are forbidden to access data which they would
not be allowed to access otherwise. Additionally if a system does not support
any access control (e.g. MSDOS file-system) it has to be possible to add a security functionality. Dinopolis allows to integrate existing security mechanisms
transparently. It is also possible to add access control to systems which do not
support that by themselves. Thereto Dinopolis uses its integrated link management system. Access rights and rules are simply assigned to users and data
through links which may be stored in any arbitrary external database. This
concept makes it even possible to assign access rights to read-only systems (e.g.
CD-ROM). Last but not least Dinopolis supports mandatory as well as discretionary access control. This means that access rights may be assigned to users
as well as to data, which allows highly sophisticated combinations of rights.
For a more in detail discussion of access management in distributed systems and
in Dinopolis see [4].

7

Conclusion

The Dinopolis open source middleware system presented in this paper is a powerful tool for building arbitrarily distributed teaching environments. It allows
to integrate data from heterogenous information space transparently and makes

them available through a common interface. Thereby functionality is not re-
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duced to a minimum but on the contrary, additional functionality is appended
where needed.

The modular concept of Dinopolis makes it easy to adapt the system to specific
needs without producing unexpected side effects on the remaining parts of the
system. Its high customizability makes it possible to configure the system to
meet personnel needs. Additional communication tools such as chat, video
conferencing, etc. may be used together with the teaching software without any
further effort.
Courses may be constructed using all available distributed resources which also
eases the creation of hybrid systems. Easy access to the system is possible not
depending on the clients' platform or desired protocol.
The conglomerate of Dinopolis' features presented allows developers of teaching
environments to concentrate solely on the crucial points of their ideas. Thus we
believe that Dinopolis is going to play an important role in the future development of distributed teaching environments.
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Xtrain is a program for scripting and presenting multimedia displays. This
program was developed in the Advanced Learning Technologies Laboratory at

the University of Memphis and has been used in variety of psychological
experiments. This program can combine such multimedia formats as Microsoft

agent, Macromedia flash, director and many others that are available for
scripting under a GUI Windows environment. Furthermore, Xtrain offers a
variety of options for testing styles.
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1 Introduction
The idea of embodied conversational agents has generated considerable interest in the realm of FICI recently.
Unfortunately, for the most part this has been metaphorical, because computers could not support the needed
software. In order for the computer to fully support embodied conversational agents, they would need
software that could produce and control many human-like characteristics, such as conversational behaviors,
with the ability to mediate the flow of conversation by the use of such things as facial expressions, hand
movements and voice intonations [1].

Microsoft made one such attempt at this with their Microsoft Agent program. Microsoft Agent is an
interactive interface with conversational capabilities that are embodied in an animated character agent.
One example of this is the helper agent in newer versions of Microsoft products such as Microsoft Word and
Microsoft PowerPoint. Microsoft Agent is also an optional program for windows 9x operating systems and

is available for free download at the Microsoft site. It is compatible with all MS Windows platforms
starting with Windows 95. Thus, this agent is readily available for widespread use [5]. The purpose off
this paper is not to review Animated Agents for a review, see Johnson, Rickel, and Lester [4].

Furthermore, recent research has shown that the correct use of multimedia presentations can enhance the
learning and memory from presented materials. Multimedia in this case refers to any type of pictorial
information presented with textual information. However, this form of learning works best with pictorial
information shown as an animation that is then coordinated with a narration of any textual information that
would be needed [6]. Under the cognitive theory of Multimedia learning, there are three main rules that
should be considered for scripting of a multimedia presentation: Spatial contiguity, Temporal contiguity, and
Modality. The spatial contiguity effect states that relevant and related concepts should be presented in the
same general area of each other (e.g. labeled words should be closer to the object they label than other
objects on the screen). The temporai contiguity effect informs us that the various forms of media uscd
during a presentation should correspond with each other by occurring at the same time. Lastly, the modality
effect says that if two types of information are presented in the same type of modes, it will hinder learning.

However, this can be overcome by presenting information in two modalities.

So, printed text and

animation on a computer screen would be a hindrance to learning, but a narration and an animation would
not [7; 8].

Since Microsoft launched the first version of Microsoft Agent, users and developers have provided a lot of
can
be obtained
resources for use with the program (e.g., some information
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fronhttp:// www. msagentring .org /agentringmain.html). There are several innovated approached both in the
use and the scripting of Agents. For example, mash.exe (http://www.bellcraft.com/mash/) provide a very
useful scripting tool for agent programming. Many of these programs have been examined, including Mash,
and while they have the ability to control Microsoft Agent, they are lacking the ability to synchronize the
Agent program with other forms of multimedia.

The Advanced Learning Technologies laboratory at the University of Memphis developed Xtrain as a way to
incorporate embodied agents (Microsoft Agent) and other forms of multimedia into instruction, research,
and presentations. Psychologists have used products such as Mel ©and Super labOto run experiments, but
these programs cannot incorporate newer technology. Xtrain provides ways to script many different kinds

of presentations, including Microsoft Agent, audio and video clips, HTML, Macromedia flash files,
Macromedia Director files, and many graphics file formats [2, 3].

This software program serves a duel purpose. It is both an authoring tool and presentation tool. These
work together to form a powerful and versatile tool for the presentation of various multimedia displays as
well as data collection.

2 Authoring tool
The authoring side of the program has two levels (a) overall organization of frames and (b) detailed
construction of individual frames. The overall methodology is similar to the Super Lab program used in
experimental psychology. The Presentation is organized in terms of a tree structure with each node in the
tree as a pointer to presentation frames. Each frame consists of the smallest unit of information and the
frames are logically contingent upon each other. Such tree structure serves as basic navigation guidelines.
However, the navigation path can be quite flexible depending on the needs of the user. The tree structure
can be created using a user friendly GUI. Each frame corresponding to the tree nods can be any of several
formats such as text art, pictures with hotspots, video/audio clips, agent interactions, and animations.
Xtrain has extensive options for frame editing. The program has been arranged so that the different editing
functions displayed as individual property tabs. Each tab corresponds to a specific multimedia format. A
description of the property tabs will follow.

Property Tabs

2.1 Frame Property Tab
The Frame property tab allows the basic outline of the frame to be determined. From here frame duration
is set, alone with the frame' s properties, and the frame type. The duration can be anywhere from self-paced
to any amount of time desired measured in milliseconds. The type of multimedia desired can be selected
under a Frame properties drop-down menu. Under the Frame type dropdown menu, the type of frame can
be specified: Normal, Title, Review, Test, or Interaction.

2.2 Agent Property Tab
This is the general tab that is used to control the agent. Each frame can have up to three agent actions
assigned to it. These actions are denoted as agent 1, agent2, and agent3. However, these can be assigned
as needed for example one agent can be given as many as three actions or three agents can be given one
action each. These are selected from the available agents using the Agent dropdown menu. Just below
this dropdown menu is a dropdown menu that specifies when the agent will be used. For example, "Action
over frame" can be selected so the agent is active while the rest of the frame is running. Just below this are
three additional tabs that specify (a) the agent's position on the screen, (b) what the agent will say in each
frame, and (c) balloon formatting, if the agent has this option. These are the Action and Gesture tab, Speak
and Play tab, and Balloon Setup tab, respectively.

Of these tabs, the Speak and Play tab is of the most importance. This frame in its most basic form allows
for text to be entered into a text box. The agent reads this text using a text to speech engine. However,
this text box can also contain simple markup within the text. This markup includes such speech parameters
as volume, emphasis, pitch and speed. These markup tags can be inserted into the text by inputting the
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desired values into the box beside the parameter name on the right portion of the tab and then double
clicking the name. This list of parameters also includes a few special tags that can control the flow of the
information delivery. These tags permit the agent to skip to a specific frame in the tree structure (Show
Frame), or to go to specific frames in a selected Shockwave Flash movie (Go to Frame in Flash Movie).
The remaining tag option is Insert Special action. This set of tags allows the user to start, stop, and restart a
flash movie, and provides a tag that terminates the program at the end of a presentation. The Speak and

Play tab allows for assignment of actions to the selected agent. These actions vary according to the
abilities of the selected agent, and can be assigned either at the beginning or the end of the text the agent
speaks.

Similar to other agent scripting tool, such as MASH, this agent property editor uses all available Microsoft
agents controls. In addition, Xtrain utilizes the bookmark function of MS Agent to control the overall flow
of the presentation. In fact it is the use of these bookmarking functions that make it possible to control
Multimedia synchronization, such as with Flash animation, which is lacking in the other agent programs.

2.3 Text Display Tab
The text display tab is used to insert text to be displayed on the screen. Doing this involves clicking on the
display area, typing in the text to be displayed, and then clicking update. The text will then appear in the
display area in the same way that it will be displayed on the screen during the presentation.

2.4 Multimedia Tab
The Multimedia tab allows you to assign audio files, movie files, and wallpaper to the frame. The program
supports wave files (.wav) and Enhanced Linguistic files audio formats. If an Enhanced Linguistic file is
used Microsoft Agent can be made to appear to speak the file. The movie files available from this tab are
AVI (.avi) and Mpeg (.mpg). A Bitmap (.bmp) image can be set as a background that either covers the whole
screen or centered.

2.5 Pictures Tab
Using the picture tab, a picture can be added to the frame and manipulated. Xtrain supports two types of
graphic files: Bitmap (.bmp) and GIF (.gif). The picture can be located at any point on the screen, centered,
or can move from point to point. A hotspot option can be added to the picture to be used to give commands
to the agent or to play audio files. Each hotspot can have information, such as text and tagged markup, to
be sent to any selected agent.

2.6 Shockwave Tab
Under this tab, there are two options: Flash Movie and Shock Wave Movie. Flash movies and shockwave
animations are among the most frequently used multimedia format. Xtrain uses activeX control from
macromedia so both types of movies can be manipulated. By loading flash movie from this tab, detailed
frame information can be examined so Agents can navigate through the movie. In addition, Xtrain uses
FSCommand of flash movie to control Agent and the tree navigation.

2.7 Frame Summary Tab
The frame summary tab gives summary information both at the scripting phase and at the presentation phase.
At the scripting phase, it gives a brief overview of the selections made in the other tabs for that frame. If the

frame is a test frame, it also contains the correct answers to the questions given in the test frame. After
viewing on the other half of this frame, responses are shown. If it was a test frame, the student' s responses
are listed along with whether the response was correct.

2.8 HTML Tab
The program allows for the incorporation of html documents into presentations. This allows greater
flexibility in terms of specialized displays. The format allows for html documents that are locally saved in
the Xtrain directory to be displayed and navigated during presentations.
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2.9 Test Tab
One other important feature of Xtrain is the testing option. During the scripting phase, frames can be
assigned as testing frames on the frame property tab. These frames can be used to capture information
from the user. They allow input in such forms as multiple- choice questions, short answer questions, and
even essays. At the end of the presentation phase, input from the participant is automatically saved as an
ASCII text file. The agent can also be programmed to give dynamic feedback, when the participant gives
wrong answers.

3 Presentation Tool
The presentation of the scripted material is as easy as selecting the run drop-down menu and selecting the
run entire session option. Alternatively, the Xtrain presentation file (.xtr) can be ran by double clicking its
icon in the strain folder. This action occludes all other objects on the screen: only the scripted presentation
and a control bar are visible. This control bar is a flash file that allows for the following actions: go back,

continue, help, and progress.

The presentation continues forward until it reaches the end of the

presentation.

4 Summary
Xtrain is a program that is able to integrate multimedia files into one presentation format. The authoring side

of the program takes advantage of many Windows' standards for ease of use. It provides a standard
Windows interface window with icon buttons and drop-down menus, such as File, Edit, Window, and Help.
These offer such options as open and save in the File menu, as well as, cut, copy, and paste in the Edit menu.
Xtrain also offers a special drop down menu labeled Run. This menu offers the options of running the entire
session or of previewing a selected frame. See Figure 1 for a view of the program. The frames are structured
in a tree format that is located on the left of the screen. This tree is created via buttons labeled Brother, for
frames on the same level, and Child, for frames on a branching level. Each frame can be scripted using nine
different property tabs: Frame Property, Agent Property, Text Display, Multimedia, Picture, Shockwave,
Frame Summary, HTML, and Test. These tabs may be individually associated with each frame. It is from
these components that the script is produced to set the required tone for the information to be presented.
Microsoft agent can also be used to control the flow between frames, so that if the need arises the agent can
direct the presentation to any frame in the tree. Furthermore, if a Shockwave Flash file is used, the agent also
has the ability to direct the flash movie to any frame within the movie. These options allow for maximum
flexibility for the user when scripting a multimedia presentation. In addition to this freedom in scripting,
Xtrain offers an easy presentation method that either selecting run entire session from the run menu or by
simply double clicking on the created Xtrain file.
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A Code Restructuring Tool to help Scaffold
Novice Programmers
Stuart Garner
Edith Cowan University
Pearson St., Church lands 6018, Western Australia
E-mail: s.garner@ecu.edu.au
This paper concerns a new software tool called CORT (code restructuring tool) that
has been developed by the author to help students learn programming. The paper
begins by discussing the difficulties that students face when learning to program and
the use of part complete solutions as a teaching and learning method that reduces the
cognitive load that students experience.
CORT has been developed to support this use of part complete solutions and its
features are outlined. When used by a student, a part complete solution to a given
programming problem is displayed in one window and possible lines of code that
can be used to complete the solution are displayed within another window. The lines
can easily be moved between the windows in order to complete the solution and the

solution then transferred to the target programming environment for testing
purposes.

Finally, the use of CORT with both undergraduate and postgraduate students at
Edith Cowan University is described, preliminary feedback from students indicating

that CORT is easy to use and that they perceive that it is helping them in their
learning of programming. Four different methods of using CORT have been
identified and these will be the subject of future research.

Keywords: Scaffolding, Programming, Flexible Learning.

1 Introduction
Learning to write computer programs is not easy [3, 18] and this is reflected in the low levels of achievement
experienced by many students in first programming courses. For example, Perkins, Schwartz et al [17] state that:

Students with a semester or more of instruction often display remarkable naivete about the
language that they have been studying and often prove unable to manage dismayingly simple
programming problems.
and King, Fcltham et al [8] state that:

even after two years of study, many students had only a rudimentary understanding of
programming
Over the years since the advent of high level programming languages in the 1960s, much has been written about
the problems that students have in learning programming and many ideas and initiatives have been put forward
for improvements in the teaching and learning process with varying degrees of success. In practice, the ways in
which teaching and learning takes place in the domain of programming have changed little and many students

still find the learning of programming a very difficult process. The challenge of learning programming in
introductory courses lies in simultaneously learning: general problem solving skills; algorithm design; program

design; a programming language in which to implement algorithms as programs; and an environment to support
the program design and implementation [6]. In addition, students need to learn testing and debugging techniques
to validate programs and to identify and fix problems that they may have within their programs.
Additionally, we are moving ever more rapidly to use more student centred and flexible learning methods within
the teaching and learning process. This means that our instructional design for programming courses needs to
take notice of these moves and utilise these methods. Fortunately technological improvements have also been
significant over the last few years enabling us to more easily produce engaging courseware that can help students
studying in a flexible learning mode. As courseware designers, we can produce electronic scaffolds to help
students in their learning processes when they are studying on their own with limited access to a human tutor.

2

Use of Worked Examples in the Teaching and Learning of Problem
Solving and Programming

There are several methods used in the teaching and learning of programming and one of these is to utilise
worked examples. Several researchers have experimented with the use of worked examples in place of
conventional instruction and found strong advantages. In the domain of algebra, Sweller and Cooper [19]
suggested that students would learn better by studying worked examples until they had "mastered" them rather
than attempting to solve problems as soon as they had been presented with, or familiarised themselves, with new
material. In their research, students studied worked examples and teachers answered any questions that the
students had. Students then had to explain the goal of each problem together with the steps involved in the
solution and then complete similar problems until they could be solved without errors. Sweller and Cooper found
that this method was less time-consuming than the conventional practice-based model and that students made
fewer errors in solving similar problems than students who were exposed to the conventional practice-based

model of instruction. There was no significant difference between the "worked example" group and the
"conventional" problem solving group when they attempted to solve novel problems and it was therefore
concluded that learning was more efficient and yet no less effective when this worked example method was
used.

Worked examples are heavily used within the "reading" method of learning programming. According to Van
Merrienboer et al [22, 23] the reading approach emphasises the reading, comprehension, modification and
amplification of non-trivial, well-designed working programs. However, they also suggest that presenting
worked examples to students is not sufficient as the students may not "abstract" the programming plans from
them, a plan being a stereotyped sequence of computer instructions as shown in figure 1.
"Mindful" abstraction of plans is required by the voluntary investment of effort and the question then arises as to
how we can get students to study the worked examples properly. In practice, students tend to rush through the
examples, even if they have been asked to trace them in a debugger, as they often believe that they are only
making progress in their learning when they are attempting to solve problems.
Lieberman [10] suggests that students should annotate worked examples with information about what they do or

what they illustrate. Another suggestion is to use incomplete, well-structured and understandable program
examples that require students to generate the missing code or "complete" the examples. This latter approach
forces students to study the incomplete examples as it would not be possible for their completion without a
thorough understanding of the examples' workings. An important aspect is that the incomplete examples are
carefully designed as they have to contain enough "clues" in the code to guide the students in their completion. It
is suggested that this method facilitates both automation, students having blueprints available for mapping to

new problem situations, and schemata acquisition as they are forced to mindfully abstract these from the
incomplete programs [24].

In one study, two groups of 28 and 29 high-school students from grades 10 to 12 participated in a ten lesson
programming course using a subset of COMAL-80 [24]. One group, the "generation" group, followed a
conventional approach to the learning of programming that emphasised the design and coding of new programs.
The other group, the "completion" group, followed an approach that emphasised the modification and extension

of existing programs. It was found that the completion group was better than the generation group in
constructing new programs. It was found that the percentage of correctly coded lines was greater and that
looping structures were more often combined with correct variable initialisation before a loop together with the

correct use of counters and accumulators within the loop. It would appear that the completion strategy had
indeed resulted in superior schemata formation for those students within that group. In addition, the completion
group used superior comments in connection with the scope and goals of the programs, indicating that they had
developed better high-level templates or schemata. It was noted in the study however that both groups were
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equal in their ability to interpret programs and that this might indicate that students in the completion group do
not understand their acquired templates. It is then suggested that future completion strategies should include the
annotation of the examples by students with details of what they are supposed to do and details of the templates
(plans) that are being used.

PROGRAM Example(Input, Output);
Sum, Count, Num : INTEGER;
VAR
Average : REAL;
BEGIN
Count := 0;
Sum := 0;
Read(Num);
WHILE Num <> 99999 DO

Counter
Variable
Plan

Running Total
Loop Plan

BEGIN
Sum := Sum + Num;
Count := Count + 1;
Read(Num);
END;
IF Count > 0 THEN
BEGIN
Average := Sum / Count;
Writeln(Average)

Figure 1

ELSE

Writeln(`No legal inputs')
Skip Guard
Plan

END.

A side effect of the research was also noted. The drop-out rate from the completion group was found to be lower
than for the generation group, particularly for female students with low prior knowledge. It was suggested that

perhaps the generation of complete programs is perceived as a difficult and menacing task and that the
completion strategy overcomes this difficulty.

The stimulation of the "mindful of abstraction" of schemata in students can possibly be improved further
requiring them to also annotate the solutions with details of the scope and goals of the solutions and to answer
questions on the inner workings of the solutions. The "degree" of completion of the solutions is an important
aspect within the completion strategy and in some later work [23] examples are given of completion assignments
that might be used early and later in a programming course. In an early part of a course, an example may indeed
be complete and include explanations and a question on its inner workings. In the latter part of a course, the
example may be largely incomplete and include a question on its workings and an instructional task. Between

these two extremes, examples will have varying degree of completeness and in all cases, the incomplete
examples are acting as scaffolds for the students.

3 The Cloze Procedure
A scaffolding tool called CORT (Code Restructuring Tool) has been produced that allows students to fill in lines
of missing code from programs and this method is based upon the doze procedure. The term is derived from

"closure", a Gestalt psychology term referring to the human tendency to complete a familiar but not quite
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finished pattern [2]. The use of doze was first used to measure comprehension in English readability [9]
however it has also been used in the teaching and learning of programming as a way of measuring student
understanding of programs [7, 20]. Such program comprehension tests are constructed by replacing some of the

"words" or tokens by blanks and requiring students to fill in the blanks during a test. The use of the doze
procedure in testing was found to correlate well with conventional comprehension, question answer, type
quizzes and is also much easier to create and administer, see for example the work of Cook, Bregar et al [2].
Other researchers have experimented with the testing of program comprehension by omitting complete lines of
code from programs and requiring students to fill in those lines [5, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Norcio found that students
were more likely to supply correct statements if they had been omitted within a logic segment rather than from

the beginning of a segment. This is consistent with the chunking hypothesis [12] that specifies that the first
element of a chunk provides the key to the contents of the entire unit. Ehrlich looked at the differences between
experts and novices in filling in missing lines within various programming plans and, as expected, found that the
experts filled in the lines correctly taking into account the surrounding plan whereas novices had more difficulty.
In the various experiments in program comprehension using the doze procedure, the students had to fill in the
lines of code without being given a selection of lines to choose from. In some work done in an area unrelated to
programming, students were expected to create an essay using a file of statements, only some of which were
relevant to the topic [4]. The students were expected to copy and paste only the statements which they believed
to be relevant and then to link them with their own text and it was suggested that learners would consolidate their
understanding of the topics by having to actively evaluate all possible statements. The file of statements was
acting as a scaffold to student learning.

Although the literature suggests that the doze procedure has only been used in measuring program
comprehension, it appears that it could prove useful as a way of scaffolding student learning of programming.

An incomplete solution to a programming problem could be given to a student together with a choice of
statements that might be used in the solution. The student would then have to study the incomplete solution and
the choice of statements and decide which statements to use and where to put them. CORT uses this idea making
the mechanics of placing the statements into the incomplete solution very straightforward for the student and
eliminating typing errors and therefore also syntax errors.

4 The Code Restructuring Tool (CORT)
CORT has been designed to support the "completion" method of learning to program and it was decided that the
following features would be required in the first prototype:
Support for part-complete solutions to programming problems. Such solutions help in schemata creation and
also reduce cognitive load.
A mechanism so that missing statements can easily be inserted into a part-complete solution and also moved
within that solution. This provides scaffolding for students.
A facility so that students can add and amend lines of code. This would allow scaffolding to be reduced and
for students to add more of their own code.
For visual programming, a facility for students to easily view the target interface. The interface should be
annotated with the various object names thereby reducing any split-attention effect and helping reduce
cognitive load [1].
A facility to access tutor created questions concerning the programming problems being attempted and for
students to enter answers to those questions. This will promote reflection and higher order thinking.
A facility to easily transfer a completed solution from CORT to the target programming environment.

A facility to easily transfer programming code from the target programming environment back into CORT
for further amendment.

4.1 The CORT Design
The user interface of CORT has been designed taking into consideration the three issues that have been
suggested by Marcus [11] as being fundamental to interface design, namely development, usability, and
acceptance. The interface for CORT is shown in figure 2.
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The ways in which the CORT design supports the list of required features are described in the following table.

Support in CORT Design

Feature
for
part-complete
Support
programming problems

solutions

to

The part-complete solutions are automatically
loaded into the right hand window and possible
statements into the left hand window. Students
load these from a file.

A mechanism so that missing statements can Two buttons in the middle of the screen will move
easily be inserted into a part-complete solution lines between the windows. One line, or several
and also moved within that solution

lines can be selected and moved across.

A facility so that students can add and amend

A simple editor is provided so that students can

lines of code

add their own lines or amend existing lines.

For visual programming, a facility for students to
easily view the target interface
A facility to access tutor created questions on the

Access to this feature is via a button on the fixed

workings of the programming examples and to

toolbar.

Access to this feature is via a button on the fixed
toolbar. Student answers are automatically saved.

enter student answers

A facility to easily transfer a completed solution
from CORT
environment

to

the

target

programming

This is provided by a button on the main toolbar.
A single click will copy the contents of the right
hand window to the Windows clipboard ready for

pasting into the Visual BASIC programming
environment.

A facility to easily transfer programming code This is provided by a button on the main toolbar.
from the target programming environment back A single click will paste the contents of the
Windows clipboard into the right hand window,
into CORT for further amendment
overwriting what is there.

4.2 Use of CORT by Students
A student would typically use CORT as follows:
1.

A student loads in a CORT file and the two windows display a part-complete solution to a problem together
with possible lines to be used. There is a facility available for the contents of the two windows to be printed
out.

The student can view the problem statement and the Visual BASIC solution interface by clicking on the
appropriate buttons on the fixed toolbar. The problem statement may have already been provided to the
student in the form of a handout, however there is also a facility to print it from within CORT.
3. The student moves certain lines from the left hand window to the right hand window in an attempt to
complete the solution. Lines can be moved up or down, and indented or outdented in the right hand window.
Some problems have too many lines in the left hand window, some of those lines being incorrect.
4. If necessary, the student can invoke a simple editor to amend, add or delete lines of code.
5. The student clicks on the appropriate button to copy the contents of the right hand window to the Windows
2.

6.
7.

clipboard.
The student invokes Visual BASIC and loads the file that contains the interface for the solution. This is in
effect the Visual BASIC solution to the problem without the lines of code and was created by the tutor.

The student pastes the contents of the Windows Clipboard into the Visual BASIC editor and tests the
program to determine if it works correctly. Use is made of the trace and debugging facilities of Visual
BASIC. These facilities provide an insight to the workings of the notional machine.

8.

If the student finds a problem with the working of the program, they can return to CORT and make the

9.

changes to the code there.
The student repeats steps 3 to 8 until they have a working program.

10. The student answers the tutor's questions concerning the programming problem that they have just
attempted.

4.3 Initial Student Feedback
CORT has been used for one semester with both undergraduate and postgraduate students in the Faculty of
Business and Public Management. The particular units are in the area of software development and the language
that the students learn is Visual BASIC.

Each week the students have to undertake completion programming exercises using CORT and after each
problem they were asked to comment on the use of CORT for the particular problem that they had just finished.
The data was collected on-line through the Web and below are some of the comments that were received:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It's very helpful. I can see the interface of the program before actually running it.
I think CORT is a very useful tool to play around the codes. It saves me time copying and pasting.
Considering the increased workload as the semester progresses it is a bit of a relief that the exercises are
much easier with the "fill in the gap" type format in CORT.
Without CORT, it's sure that I'll have a lot trouble with this particular problem, which focuses on arrays (a
difficult topic). Thanks CORT...
CORT was useful in that the part solution helped to understand the logic of VB code
CORT is useful . However, I have used the unit text to try to understand the indentation format when writing
the code. The directional keys are great for editing the code to meet the required format.
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7.

This was a challenge! I think that CORT is useful so long as I am not tempted to simply manipulate code
until the program runs. If I were having to write programs from scratch I would use CORT so as to format
and manipulate code and modules or sub procedures etc.

5 Conclusions
As can be seen from the above, the initial feedback on the use of CORT has been favourable. We have found that
students can undertake two or three small programming problems within a one hour tutorial whereas without
CORT they could only undertake one such problem. Also, without using CORT students often never manage to
successfully complete their assigned problems and this certainly affected their motivation.

By using CORT, students do not have to be concerned with the design of programming interfaces which
considerably reduces the cognitive load in the initial stages of learning programming. Also, the reduction of
"split attention affect" by labelling all the objects with their names has been very popular with the students.
The above has described a preliminary study of the use of CORT and it has been undertaken to determine its
suitability and to fine tune some of its features. CORT can be used in several ways and four distinct methods
have now been identified. These will be the subject of further research. The four methods are as follows:
1.

All of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. There are no extra lines displayed in the left hand window.

2.

All of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. There are also additional lines displayed in the left hand window that are not required within the
program. The extra lines are similar to the required lines, however they are incorrect and act as "red
herrings".

3.

4.

Some of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. Other lines that are required for the program completion need to be keyed in by the student.
None of the lines that are required to complete a program are made available in the left hand window of
CORT. All of the lines that are required for the program completion need to be keyed in by the student.
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Japanese children spend hundreds of hours, over nine years, studying some 2000
written characters called kanji. Incredibly, most foreign adults attempt to study
the kanji using the same method. But without these hundreds of hours, their
efforts generally fail. In Remembering the Kanji, James Heisig presents a radical
method for studying kanji. In only 200 hours, Heisig claims, adults can learn the
kanji. A wonderful improvement! But few students follow his method; most
complain that 200 hours is still too long. This paper introduces a refinement of

Heisig's technique, a refinement combining modern memory theory with
software, a refinement reducing the required time to 40 hours. The first author, a
forgetful kanji neophyte, learned the kanji with this method, studying an hour a
day, five days a week, for two months. His recall exceeds 95%, approximating
native Japanese. This paper targets both teachers and students of Japanese as a

foreign language, providing the knowledge and software required to rapidly
learn the kanji, and inviting them to participate in a wider experiment using
these new technologies.

Keywords: CALL, Kanji, SuperMemo, Efficient study

1 The Kanji
Perhaps the most difficult part of learning Japanese is memorizing its enormous character set: the 2000-odd
kanji. These characters were imported from China into Japan. Because each character was imported several
times over the centuries, while the Chinese and Japanese languages were evolving, each character now has

multiple readings and meanings. As a result, the Japanese writing system is arguably the world's most
complex.

Japanese children study these kanji for hundreds of hours over nine years of schooling. They start studying
when six years old, before they have developed the ability to abstract, and hence can learn the characters
only by muscle memory: They write the characters repeatedly, typically 20 times each. This method works,
but imperfectly: Even after all this study, and the review that comes with daily use, adult Japanese forget
some characters.
Most foreigners studying Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) try to learn the kanji using the same method:
They write the characters repeatedly, perhaps while verbalizing the character's meanings and readings [7].
But since few adult JFL students have the hundreds of hours this method requires, most fail [4].

2 Heisig's method for studying the kanji
Heisig [4] offers an alternative study method.

Goal. Heisig's method allows adult JFL students to learn the writing and a single meaning of 2042 kanji.
This is a narrow goal: Students concentrate on learning this writing and single meaning, and postpone
learning other meanings, all readings, and the multiple character compounds.
Method. Since Heisig targets adults, he is able to use a sophisticated method, a method beyond the grasp of
six year olds. He is able to use a rational method for learning kanji. Heisig prepared his method by
1. assigning each character a keyword (its single meaning),

2.
3.

4.

splitting each character into a handful of parts,
ordering the characters so that parts precede their uses, and
inventing a mnemonic story to help recall each character's parts.

The keyword is usually the most common of the several Japanese meanings. The parts come from various
sources: Some are simpler kanji; others are primitives collections of commonly occurring strokes. Some of
these primitives were identified centuries ago by Chinese and Japanese linguists (who call them "radicals");
other primitives were simply invented by Heisig. In all, Heisig uses a few hundred parts. The crux of his
method:
Each character is learned, not as a mass of random strokes, but as a logical collection of parts.

For example, consider the kanji with the keyword revise. This character has nine meaningless strokes,
which prove quite a challenge to remember. But this same character has only two parts with the keywords
words and nail meaningful words which are much easier to remember. In effect, Heisig splits this
character into these two parts, making a kind of equation: revise = words + nail. Most non-Japanese find
this equation much simpler to recall than a meaningless jumble of nine strokes. When Heisig's students
come to study revise, they have already learned the two parts word and nail since Heisig has sorted the
kanji so that these parts precede their use in revise. By combining two previously learned parts, students
easily remember this new character. But Heisig makes remembering even easier by providing a mnemonic
story:
REVISE your draft by NAILing down your WORDS.
The image of "nailing down one's words" is so strong and logical that after students have read this
mnemonic once, they will likely remember it for life.
This contrasts with Japanese students, who practice writing the character repeatedly, and may later
forget it.
Heisig's main contribution is to raise the level of abstraction from strokes to parts. Rather than
struggling to remember a large, sprawling jumble of meaningless jots and dashes, students effortlessly
remember a simple story, calling to mind the few parts that compose a kanji:

words E,

Previously memorized parts,
themselves simpler kanji

nail

4

revise

REVISE your draft by
11,411.inq down your WORDS.

... are combined into a
new kanii
... and memorized via a
simnle mnemonic story.

Study. Heisig has done most of the work: He has assigned the keywords, identified the parts, invented the
primitives, and sorted the kanji. Students need only read the keyword and story a few times to memorize
each kanji. Heisig predicts study will require 200 hours far less than Japanese children spend on rote
repetition.

Analysis. Why is Heisig's method so effective? Here are three explanations.
Simplicity. The stories are simpler than the kanji, simpler because they have fewer components. Each kanji
consists of between 1 and 23 strokes; 75% of the kanji have more than seven strokes. But all have fewer than
seven parts. Now human short-term memory can hold only about seven items [6]. Objects with more than

seven known components cannot fit in short-term memory, and so cannot be remembered, or even
recognized. This predicts that students learning strokes will remember 25% of the kanji, but students
learning parts will remember 100%.

Abstraction. Practicing strokes engages only muscle memory: Most of the student's brain remains dormant,
Heisig's stories engage the higher faculties of language, actions, settings, events, humor, and metaphor. Such
meaningful symbolic processing engages more of the brain, and hence is more easily recalled, than mere

orthographic syntax [8]. Humans recall abstract meanings and stories long after they forget specific
examples and images [5].

Relations. When learned by rote, each kanji, indeed each stroke, must be learned anew: Nothing is
connected to anything else. When learned by parts, each kanji is connected to previously learned kanji.
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Heisig's method is rich in connections. When students learn a character, they are also reviewing its parts. In
turn, most parts appear repeatedly, and hence are memorized easily.

As an illustration, consider the daunting 23 strokes of specimen. Stroke-by-stroke memorization is all but
impossible. But specimen comprises only two parts: gold and oversee. It is easily recalled with a story such
as GOLD diggers OVERSEE their mineral SPECIMENS. Specimen is studied after gold and oversee have
been learned, from their own parts, with their own stories. So each step of study is small and simple, but the
steps build on each other primitives are woven into kanji, which are in turn used to build further kanji
until a vast web of rich connections is built up in the student's mind.
slave

Problem: Still too difficult!
Heisig's method is a great

recline*

\

floor*

king

I

umbrella*
gold

over

the

not perfect. For Heisig
provides stories for only the

[)_ harem girls*

drops*

improvement

Japanese method, but it is

1[11

first 500 of his kanji, and
dish

asks readers to invent their
for
the
own
stories
remaining 1542. Faced with
this burden, many of
Heisig's
students
stop
after
500
studying

t
45t.

w.111 specimen

Parts are either simpler kanji,
or primitives (marked with *)

characters. And those who
do continue need unusual
to
discipline,
need
painstakingly construct and

review flash cards, need a scheduling system to study, review, and test.

3 Kanji Can
Kanji Can [3, 1] is a database with a complete set of 2042 mnemonic stories. The stories are excellent,
surpassing even Heisig's first 500:
Kanji Can's stories are shorter, and so easier to recall.
Kanji Can's stories mention the parts in the order they are written.
(Compare with Heisig's story for revise above, which reverses them.)

Kanji Can embraces Heisig's method, but extends his materials, and thus solves the problems mentioned
above.

4 Flash Cards
The chief tool of most memorizers is the humble flash card. Flash cards are small paper cards with a
stimulus written on the front side, and a response on the
back. When studying foreign language vocabulary, the
stimulus is typically a word in one's native language, and the
response is the word in the foreign vocabulary. When

studying kanji using Heisig's method, the stimulus is the
keyword, and the response is the kanji itself.

specimen

[5),

:POE'-gmENs
OrVeEZ;MENIIY

front

back

Students read the stimulus and tfy to fifOduee- the response. They then cheek their response against the
desired response on the back of the card. Cards that were correctly recalled are removed from the deck;
cards not recalled are shuffled to
study
the back of the deck, to be reviewed A recall
A recall
again. Used this way, flash cards
study
combine self-testing with review.
The cards catch mistakes and save
time
them, allowing review until the
student knows them all. Flash cards
Memory fades after
Repeated study slows
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are essential when following Heisig's method: Studying the stories is so easy that students will doubt they
are really learning anything until they have been tested!

Problem: Inefficiency. Using flash cards takes a lot of time. Each card must be hand made. Then each card
must be tested repeatedly, for only with repetition comes dependable memorization. Memory fades over time,
but by reviewing partially forgotten material students extend their memories.
But how frequently should students review? Buzan [2] recommends review after ten minutes, a day, a week,
a month, and then four months. But are these the best intervals for review? Testing too frequently wastes

time reviewing material already well known. Testing too infrequently wastes time relearning forgotten
material. The goal of flash cards is to "catch" learners just before they fall to remind them just as they are
about to forget. But the point of forgetting and hence the optimal review interval differs for each student,
and even for each kanji: Some are easier to remember than others. How can we optimize study?

5 Super Memo
Super Memo is a general flash card program [9]. Like paper flash cards, these electronic cards can be used to
review anything, including the kanji. Unlike paper cards, these electronic cards are neat and easily editable,
but require a PC. Super Memo is better than paper flash cards because it contains a mathematical model of
human forgetting: It can predict when a student will forget a kanji, and hence compute the best testing time.
When testing with Super Memo, students tell the program how well they remember each kanji; the program
uses this information to tune its model to each student, and to each kanji. The result closely approximates
perfectly timed intervals, and hence maximum efficiency in studying.

Independent of the nature and amount of material they study, students using Super Memo all learn
approximately 200 items/minute/year. This means that by studying one minute, every day, for a year, one
can learn 200 items; or, by studying 10 minutes a day, 2000 items. This is much faster than many other study
methods; in particular, Super Memo implies results in 1/5 of Heisig's time.
Super Memo's computerized scheduling provides more than optimal reviews. It also provides an incentive to
study every day. A student using Super Memo runs the program every day and finds a list of items to review.
If the student skips a day, the next day she will be confronted with twice as many items! This threat helps
provide the discipline necessary in learning a large body of material, such as the kanji. (Unfortunately, this
also means that if the student skips a week, she will be confronted with a mountain of review, and will likely
quit altogether. Super Memo is not for the timid.)

6 New technology allows learning the kanji in only 40 hours!
This paper proposes a new method for learning the kanji, a method combining Heisig's novel ideas, Kanji

Can's stories, and Super Memo's reviewing. Heisig provides the tractable goal and the idea of using
mnemonic stories to recall the writing of kanji in terms of their parts. Kanji Can provides a complete set of
these mnemonic stories. And Super Memo provides strict scheduling and efficient reviewing and testing.
The combination of these three educational technologies provides a most efficient kanji learning method: the
complete set of 2042 kanji can be learned in only 40 hours!
These 40 hours might be scheduled as 10 minutes a day, every day for a year, or an hour a day, five days a
week, for two months. Memory manuals claim that an hour's study a day is optimal: Shorter study sessions
waste time in frequent physical and mental preparation, longer study sessions induce fatigue, and both
degrade efficiency [2, 5].
The first author learned the kanji in 40 hours by following this method.

Heisig has greatly accelerated kanji learning for adult JFL students. Kanji Can's complete set of stories
enables students to concentrate on studying the kanji. Super Memo provides a well-documented speedup for
any rote memorization. Combining these three technologies, we can learn the kanji in only 40 hours.
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The feature of networked constructive CAI system lies in shaping the computer

environment in which students clarify and construct the concept by ways of
communication, discussion, and dialectics, utilizing the practical pedagogic content

edited by the spirit of new curriculum in Taiwan at 1993. Because we stress the
concept of "transformation of unity quantity" as main activity in teaching
multiplication, students' comprehension of "unity quantity", "unity number", and
"combined numbers" plays an important role in establishing networked constructive
CAI system. We consider that the greatest difference between the networked learning

environment and that of the general classroom pedagogy is the deficiency of
interaction. Thus, analyzing the strategy of students' solving problems to establish
the effective tool table of operation and judging the mode of the students' thought
by checking the tools which students use will strengthen the interactive relationship
of the system and the learners. Then, use the networked technology and the principle
of the expert system to set up the CAI of constructive pedagogy, so that the learners
can communicate with each other and the system can conduct dynamically which
formally construct a wholly co-operative learning environment and will help the
learners to form the whole mathematics concepts.

Keywords: Constructive pedagogy, Elementary School, Multiplication of
Mathematics, Networked CAI.

1 Introdution
The characteristic of implementing new curriculum of mathematics at elementary schools in Taiwan now lies in
the addition of spirit of constructivism, aiming at expecting students to construct knowledge positively. Thus, the
teachers' role, in the process of pedagogy in new curriculums, changes into "problem poser", whereas students'

learning activities in class attain socialized mutual sense, chiefly by communication, construct their own
mathematical knowledge by way of mutual dialectics [5,6]. However, it takes pedagogy of construction longer

than traditional pedagogy. The atmosphere and skill as to how the teacher directs students to construct
knowledge and how the students discuss influence the effect of implementing new curriculum. In the light of the

fact the trend of the times facilitates pedagogy of network to become widespread, the future construction of
leased network lets us expect the popularity of "learning at home" and "long distance pedagogy". Therefore, the

possibility of displaying a really approximate leaning setting of constructing pedagogy in the network
environment becomes much higher. The establishment of the network system of pedagogy of construction,
owing to the trend of current situation, is becoming imminent.
The aim of this study consists in designing a learning environment of network suitable for "multiplication
concept in elementary school" . The greatest difference between the learning environment of network and that of
the general classroom is the deficiency of mutual response [22,26]. And the pedagogy of construction hopes the
communication and dialectics to bring about reflection, inspiring students to construct mathematics self-concept.

Therefore, how to promote the mutual relationships between the system and the user is one of the considered
points about constructing system in this study. Furthermore, how to develop the characteristic of pedagogy of
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construction in the system and how to make the pedagogic contents of the new curriculum manifested in the
system wholly and fluently is the second chief point taken into account. Aimed at the above two points, that we
use network technology, letting the real-time communication proceeded between the learners, or between the
learning and system make up a wholly cooperative learning environment. Furthermore, making use of the
principles of the expert system to deal with the learning strategy of the problem solver, through the concepts
manifested by the problem solver, the system will feedback suitably, and will communicate with the students
properly, which can make the pedagogic activity proceed dynamically [19,25]. The design of the pedagogic
content, expect considering the sprit of the new curriculums, the students' learning state, after the teachers' real
pedagogy, is mainly considered about designing pedagogy. Hence, this system is much closer to the real situation
of pedagogy them CAI sold in the market. And the activities of problem solving given to the learner by system
would be more congenial to the learner's mode of thought.

2 Principles of system constructing
2.1 Base of learning theory
"Knowledge is positively constructed by the learner rather than being inculcated passively from outside," which
is the fundamental proposition of constructing pedagogic paradigm. The students, with acquired knowledge,
enter another stage as an active subject of recognition, with good theory by themselves, instead of ignorance and
irrationality [16]. But pedagogy of construction does not mean the teacher's role is unnecessary. On the contrary,
we realize the aim of pedagogy is to make children construct the activity types of solving problems. In the light
of this, the teachers' role becomes "problem poser rather than "problem solver" in the process of pedagogy. By
way of the teachers' posing problems, children undertake the activity of solving problems by themselves; or

children become "imitators" through the activity of solving problem provided by the teacher [4]. By these
processes, students are provided sufficient experience of solving problems, and then construct the correct
mathematics conceptions. Besides, what we must also pay attention to is the teacher and the learner grasp the
intentions of each other aiming at the proceeding actives of each other, through trial and dialectics, until both of
them relieve the pressure aroused by the interchange actives. The relief of pressure is limited by the fact if the
problem is solved according to the activity, and is also influenced by the affectionate expression of them both

present of them both present [24]. Therefore, in pedagogy of construction, socialized communication is an
important feature [3].

2.2 Base of system establishing
This system is a learning environment constructed in the network, adopting three-tier client/server system
architecture: that is, adding another service server on the original framework of the two-tier client/server system
in this three-tier client/server system architecture, the management of Database Server charges learning data.
Web Server is responsible for teaching, whereas the user of Client precedes all kinds of learning activities ivies
through browser machine.

3 Pedagogic design of Multiplication using transformation of unity quantity
3.1 Concept of multiplication
Multiplication referred to by Davydov (1991) is the problem of transformation of unity quantity, that is, the
transformation from composite unit to that of the single item [20]. And Clark and Kamii (1997) think that if
children own the multiplicative thinking, they will simultaneously deal with lower level unit such as unit of one
and the higher level unit different from unit of one [18]. Tzyh-Chiang Ning (1994) mentions that the so-called
multiplication operation contains at least two kinds of relationship: (1)the coordinating relationship of two
levels,(2)the part-whole relationship of two levels. The problem of multiplication is in reality that of the
transformation of unity quantity, namely, the problem of transforming quantity from higher level unit to lower
level unit [7,8,9].
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3.2 Pedagogic design of multiplication using transformation of unity quantity
The recognition of new curriculums toward mathematics concepts specifies the activity types of solving
problems of interiorization [17,23,26]. And he origin of mathematics knowledge embodies the activity of solving
problems, instead of tangible objects [5]. Thus, the ideas of new curriculum do not emphasize the existence of
calculating problems. The generation of all forms of calculation is entirely for the need of the practical contexts;
also the measurement serves as the source of multiplication in the practical contexts [20]. Hence, the appearance
of new curriculums in pedagogic content lets students have the necessary sense of owing multiplicative thinking
rather than multiplication directed by "multiplication table" of old curriculums; whereas "transformation of unity
quantity" is the pivotal point in designing teaching material of new curriculums, different from the viewpoints
that look upon multiplication as "repeated addition" [21] in the design of multiplication of old curriculums. In
other words, students' comprehending "unity quantity", "unity number" and "combined numbers" in the process
of solving problems plays an important role in the design of material content of new curriculums. Tzyh-Chiang
Ning ( 1993 ) [8]mentions that there are three classification of difficulty in the management of initiatory material
of multiplication in new curriculums:(1)the students can tackle the problem of transformation of unity quantity
(2)the students can solve and record the process of solving problems concerning about transformation of unity

quantity,(3)the students can describe the record of the problem of transformation of unity quantity by
multiplication sign. Therefore, in the design of pedagogy of multiplication, the arrangement of new curriculums
lies in the fact the teacher set up a problem of multiplication in the practical contexts, and the students handle
and record the problem by themselves after conveying the message of the problem. The students' knowledge is

chiefly constructing from the consultation, inquiry and dialectic between the teacher and the peers; via the
established learning by the concept of constructive pedagogy, the teacher should, in the process and record of the

students' solving problems, help the students clarify the existence of "unity quantity", "unity number", and
"combined numbers" in the problems. The students should also attain the unanimous compromise of the format
of record; that is, the format of the students should wholly suggest "unity number ", "unity number", and
"combined numbers". When the process of pedagogy arrives here, students have at least finished the level of the
second difficulty mentioned by Tzyh-Chiang Ning. As to the application of multiplication sign, it is the flowing

and economic problem of culture and communication. New curriculums, thus, undertake such a linguistic
transformation of "axb = >a lots of b=>b multiplied by a." and then bring multiplication sign serving as the
operator of recording format. If the students can make use of multiplication symbol as the operator in the
recording format, we may well say that they attain the level of the third difficulty. While the students reach that
level, they are equipped with initiatory concept of multiplication; in other words, arrive at the formation of
" multiplication" concept gradually through "experience"," perception" and "realization" [4].

4 Simulation of the process in the constructive pedagogy
Since our CAI system stresses the spirit of the constructive pedagogy, we hope that the whole computer
environment would become more compatible with the real environment of pedagogy. What we must emphasize
is the teacher himself/herself is the most important natural resource in the environment of pedagogy. All our set
CAI would attain is how to let the computer simulate the mode of thought in the teachers' real lecturing, even to
let the computer "realize" the mode of the students' thought. With a view to achieving such an effect, we design
operation tools for users' use. We can discriminate the stages of students' thought by the users' choosing tools,
which will let the computer analyze the students' mathematics competence through the stage of the students'
operation, and simultaneously let the computer carry on dialectics, clarification and discussion by simulating the
role of the teacher or that of the student. We can achieve a process of socialization on the computer by such a
process of the design. And via such a process, the user can "experience"," observe", and "realize" the concept of
multiplication, and finish three tasks of the stages: (1) the students can tackle the problem of transformation of

unity quantity (2) the students can solve and record the process of solving problems concerning about
transformation of unity quantity,(3)the students can describe the record of the problem of transformation of unity

quantity by multiplication sign. Take Figure 1 as an example, students can move the bone to the bay by the
mouse, then the computer system may judge whether does he/she understand the meaning of problem. We hope
to make students gain more self-affirmation by manipulating. As show in Figure 2, our system provides the
electric board and the tool table. User can simulate the situation in the class to solve the problem and record the
format. In additional, system also supports the different operation tools for users. And the system can provide
different solving method to help users constructing their operation by judging what kind of tools they choose.
The system also can judge users' operation mode by checking their record format, then, the system will master
students' learning condition well, and teach dynamically. Besides, the system also provides virtual students to
communicate with users as showing in Figure 3. It will increase the users' learning interest. Virtual students
that design for guiding user and make the environment of discussion can provide proper help but not answers in
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fitting time.

5 Architecture and implementation of system
5.1 Environment of design and tool
This system uses Windows NT server as server. Developing languages include HTML, Java Script, Active X,
ASP (Active Server Page) and so on. ASP is used as the chief method of control, and ASP and ODBC (Open
Database Connectivity) are exercised to match. The management of the teaching material's user becomes
simplified. As to the edition of the curricular software, Authorware 5 is mainly used for developing tools.

5.2 Process of system
Process of the system we designs just as Figure 4 shows, the general elucidation is as follows,
1. Pedagogic situation of network construction

The system after the analysis of the pretest makes sure the sorts of the user's operation and then to pose
problems according to the classification. The system will communicate and clarify the messages of the problems
by the tools in tool table. After the sorts of tools by user to discriminate if he/she has grasped the messages of the
problems, the system will provide tool table further, letting the user record by the tools. In this stage, along with
level of the user's operation, the system will afford problems, via simulating the role of the student or the teacher
to carry on the activities of dialects, clarification, and let the user reflect and modify his/her recording format to
match the basic requirements of "unity quantity", "unity number" and "combined numbers" suggested in the
recording format". Afterwards, adjust the next learning activity according to the learning state of the user until

he/she can construct the concept of multiplication on the acquired basis and attain the learning level of the
afore-specified third difficulty. Besides, the system can simulate the real learning environment on the network,
letting the user's learning environment diverse.
2. r Student model j database
Student model consists mainly of three databases:
(1) Student basis database
It chiefly records the students' basis data such as name, age, the experience of using computers and so on.
(2) Database of learning.
It records the unit of teaching materials the student learned, the learning state of each unit and the duration
of time, and the positive result of the students' learning.
(3) Database of learning achievement.
It records the students' assessment about answering and the stage of operation.
3. Database about "posing problems of constructive pedagogy"
The content of teaching material about constructive pedagogy include
(1) Phenomenal problem: this sort of problem can facilitate students to "experience" the mathematics concept.
(2) Psychological problem: this sort of problem can facilitate students to "observe" the mathematics concept.

(3) Sociological problem: this sort of problem can make students via discussion; attain the common sense of
using recording, which would become the tool of communication.
(4) Anthropologic problem: this sort of problem can make the above mentioned communicating tools and the
correspondent expression in cultural become congenial.
4. Database of " problems"
This database is to store the problems for the pretest and the posttests.

5.3 Function of on-line communication
The system would establish a learning environment more congenial to real teaching situation thus the
convenience for the user and for other users on the line to communicate, thereby setting up a network
environment for undertake cooperative learning. The system designs a series of functions for on-line
communication on the line, illustrated as the followings.
(1) Group of discussion

Group of discussion is an open but not synchronized function on the line. When the user encounters the
difficulty in learning, he/she put up his/her questions in the group of discussion, letting other users put forth
solutions to these questions.
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(2) Room for discussion

As showing in Figure 5, the function of the room for discussion can improve the disadvantages of the
personal computer learning CIA's failure to carry on communication, real-time discussion to a large extent, for it
is an open and synchronous for communication. Besides calling the virtual teacher or student, the user can enter
the room for discussion for help when he/she needs others' help to solve the questions.
(3) On-line Call
On-line call may be inputted simple information to communicate with other on-line users.

5.4 The operating process for the user on the system
When the user enters the system with the browser for the first time, the system will ask he/she to register as
showing in Figure 6, thereby acquiring the basic data to establish the Database for "student model", and
simultaneously letting the user accept pretest to discriminate the levels of the user's operation, and recording the
situation of their answering, and the connection of active modification letting the user join the curricula suitably.
Afterwards, whenever the user enters the system, he/she must key in user name and password to make sure
the identification. The system will continue the following activities according to the previous record of the user.
The system would record each learning activity the user undertakes one by one, with the view of analyzing the
fact if the learning state of the user will attain the expected aim. When the user encounters the line provided by
the system: he/she can also check his/her learning state at any moment to grasp the learning progress.

6 Conclusions
The age of computer is that of knowledge explosion indeed. Undoubtedly, "Self-learning" is the best way to
enrich self in the age of widespread information. With network becoming so widespread, it is not uncommon for
the students of the elementary school to enter the network. It is incumbent on us to let the teaching environment
of CAI congenial to the concepts of teaching nowadays. We hope our CAI system will become compatible with
the social need now, breaking through the limitation of time and space and overcoming the barriers of learning
environment now, giving the learner more space to exert himself/herself. At present, this system has finished the
prototype, and plans to precede real teaching experiments and systematic assessment in a few months.
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A Study on the Relation between
Touch-typing Skill and Thinking-typing
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Word processor is more and more widely used as a tool of externalization and
reflection of thinking in recent years in Japan. In that case, it will be necessary to
type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head (hereinafter referred to as

"thinking-typing"). The experiments were made to study the relation between
touch-typing skill and thinking-typing. The examinees were 46 non-computer
majors of the university. The students were asked to type words or sentences
appearing in their heads on 3 subjects. The touch-typing skill of the students was

measured by touch-typing exercise software. The results suggested that a
touch-typing speed of 2 strokes/second is necessary, at least, to type smoothly

words or sentences appearing in the head. What's more, the results of the
experiments suggested that learning of touch-typing skill is very effective on the
increase of thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.

Key words: Thinking-typing, Touch-typing, Externalization, Self-evaluation,
Analysis of variance

1 Introduction
The methods for human beings to externalize their thinking are language expression, diagram expression,
letter expression and so on 111. Among these expressions, letters are widely expressed by word processors in
recent years in Japan. The method of word processor's usage has been changed by the popularization of them.
In other words, the method that uses a word processor to transcribe a manuscript written by handwriting, has
been changed to the method that uses a word processor in the process of externalization and reflection of
thinking. With the latter method, it is necessary to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head
(hereinafter referred to as "thinking-typing"). Thinking-typing needs a certain level of typing skill. Although a
number of studies have been made on typing 121131, there are few studies on thinking-typing.

In the lesson of computer exercise at the university, the first author is raising the level of students' typing skill
through touch-typing education and, at the same time, is raising the ability of the students' utilizing a word
processor as a tool of externalization and reflection of thinking 141. In the lesson, the experiments of
thinking-typing by touch-typing were made to study the relation between touch-typing skill and
thinking-typing. Touch-typing speed and self-evaluation of thinking-typing were adopted as the scale of
thinking-typing level. The first experiment (Experiment 1) was made in July, 1999, and the second
experiment (Experiment 2) was made in February, 2000. In this paper, results regarding Experiment 2, and
comparison between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are reported, because results regarding Experiment 1 had
been reported already 161161.

2 Method
The experiments of thinking-typing by touch-typing were made in the lesson of the computer exercise for the
first-year students at the university. In this study, the data of 46 students, whose data of Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 were complete, were analyzed. In the experiments, the students typed the following subjects by
touch-typing.
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[ Subjects of Experiment 1 ]

Subject 1: Type words that you think with shiritori (a Japanese word chain game). Type them by
hiragana (Japanese alphabet). The time limit is 3 minutes.
Subject 2: Type words that you image with "university". Type them by hiragana-kanji (Japanese
alphabet Chinese characters) translation. The time limit is 5 minutes.
Subject 3: Type sentences of your self-introduction. Type them by hiragana-kanji translation.
The time limit is 10 minutes.

[ Subjects of Experiment 2]
Subject 1: Same as Subject 1 of Experiment 1.
Subject 2: Type words that you image with "student life". Type them by hiragana-kanji translation.
The time limit is 5 minutes.
Subject 3: Type sentences of your impression about the lesson of the computer exercise.
Type them by hiragana-kanji translation. The time limit is 10 minutes.

After the experiment, the students evaluated themselves on the 3 subjects. In Experiment 2, the students
evaluated themselves on whether they could think out words and sentences or not (thinking evaluation),
whether they could type words and sentences by touch-typing or not (typing evaluation). The evaluation
standard was divided into 6 levels: "very good", "good", "a little good", "a little bad", "bad" and "very bad".

The touch-typing skill of the students was measured in the lessons before and after the lesson of the
experiments. The measurement content is testing typing time of entering Japanese sentences of hiragana
(about 240 strokes) that were displayed in a monitor at random, by romaji (Japanese Roman characters) input
and touch-typing.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Relation between Touch-typing Skill and Thinking-typing Speed
Touch-typing skill in Experiment 2 was divided into 4 levels: under 1 minute (Level under 1 minute),
between 1 minute and 2 minutes (Level of 1 minute), between 2 minutes and 3 minutes (Level of 2 minutes),

between 3 minutes and 4 minutes (Level of 3 minutes). The mean and the standard deviation of
thinking-typing speed in each touch-typing level are shown in Table 1. Thinking-typing speed in each subject
was calculated by the next equation.

s=

L

T

s : Thinking-typing speed in each
subject
L : Typing linage in each subject*
T : Time limit in each subject
(minute)
* Number of letters per line, after
hiragana-kanji translation, is 40.

Table 1. Touch-typing skill and thinking-typing speed
Thinking-typing speed (linage/minute)
Touch-typing skill

Nuni

of

persons

Skritori

Imagination

Impression

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

0.65

0.16

1.07

0.14

Level under 1 minute

6

1.13

0.25

Level of 1 minute

23

0.84

0.23

0.52

0.14

0.72

0.19

Level of 2 minutes

12

0.59

0.11

0.35

0.06

0.47

0.11

Level of 3 minutes

5

0.51

0.13

0.28

0.09

0.42

0.10

All the examinees

46

0.77

0.27

0.47

0.17

0.67

0.25
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One-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in thinking-typing speed among the 4
touch-typing levels. As a result, touch-typing skill had main effect in the 3 subjects(Shiritori: F=12.46, df

=3, p<.01 Imagination: F=11.31, df=3, p<.01 Impression: F=23.55, df=3, p<.01). What's more,
Tukey's multiple comparisons test was applied to identify whether there are significant differences in
thinking-typing speed among the 4 touch-typing levels or not. The results are shown in Table 2.
Homogeneity subgroup is a group of similar levels whose difference is not significant. In the 3 subjects, there
were significant differences of thinking-typing speed between the level under 2 minutes and the level over 2
minutes. These results show that reaching touch-typing level under 2 minutes in Experiment 2 was one of the
conditions to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the head.

Tukey's multiple c(i)m parison of thinking-typing speed
Number of Homogeneity subgroup
T ouch-typing skill

T abel 2.

Level under 1 minute
of 1 minute
Shiritori Level
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under 1 minute
Level of 1 minute
Im a g ination
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under 1 minute
Level of 1 minute
Impression
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
p

persons

G rl

6

1.13

G r3

G r2

0.84
0.59

23
12

0.59
0.51

5

6

23
12

0.65
0.52

0.52
0.35

0.35
0.28

5

6

1.08

0.72

23

0.47
0.42

12
5

05

3.2 Relation between Touch-typing Skill and Self-evaluation of Thinking-typing
Self-evaluation of Experiment 2 was divided into positive self-evaluation and negative self-evaluation to study
the relation between self-evaluation and touch-typing skill. Positive self-evaluation is "very good", "good" and
"a little good". Negative self-evaluation is "a little bad", "bad" and "very bad". As for self-evaluation point,
positive self-evaluation is 1 point, and negative self-evaluation is 0 point. The mean of self-evaluation point
of each touch-typing level is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Touch-typing skill and self-evaluation
Self-evaluation point
Touch-typing skill

Number of
persons

Shiritori

Imagination

Impression

Thinking Typing

Thinking Typing

Thinking Typing

6

0.50

1.00

0.17

1.00

1.00

1.00

Level of 1 minute

23

0.61

0.96

0.52

0.96

0.74

0.96

Level of 2 minutes

12

0.67

0.75

0.42

0.83

0.83

0.75

Level of 3 minutes

5

0.40

0.60

0.40

0.40

0.80

0.40

All the examinees

46

0.59

0.87

0.43

0.87

0.80

0.85

Level under 1 minute

One-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in self-evaluation point among the 4
touch-typing levels. As a result, touch-typing skill had main effect in the typing evaluation of imagination
and in the typing evaluation of impression (typing evaluation of imagination: F =5.11, df=3, p < .01 typing
evaluation of impression: F=4.86, df=3, p < .01). What's more, Tukey's multiple comparisons test was
applied to identify whether there are significant differences about the typing evaluation of imagination and the
typing evaluation of impression among the 4 touch-typing levels or not. The results are shown in Table 4.
Typing evaluation of Level of 3 minutes in imagination was significantly lower than other touch-typing levels,
and typing evaluation of Level of 3 minutes in impression was significantly lower than Level under 1 minute
and Level of 1 minute. These results show that the students of Level of 3 minutes could not type smoothly
imagination or impression, comparing with the students of other touch-typing levels.
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Table 4. Tukey's multiple comparison of self-evaluation
Touch-typing skill
Level under 1 minute

Typing evaluation Level of 1 minute
of imagination
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes
Level under 1 minute

Typing evaluation Level of 1 minute
of impression
Level of 2 minutes
Level of 3 minutes

p

Number of Homogeneity subgroup
persons
Gr2
Grl
6

1.00

23

0.96

12

0.83

0.40

5

6

1.00

23

0.96

12

0.75

0.75

0.40

5

.05

3.3 Relation between Learning of Touch-typing Skill and Change of Thinking-typing
Speed
The mean of learning ratio of touch-typing skill and the mean of change ratio of thinking-typing speed in each
touch-typing level of Experiment 2 are shown in Table 5. Learning ratio and change ratio were calculated by
sl
the next equation.

a=

P!

Ti l

T2

a

: Learning ratio of touch-typing skill
TI : Touch-typing time of Experiment I (minute)
T2 : Touch-typing time of Experiment 2 (minute)

,6' : Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
s/ : Thinking-typing speed of Experiment I (linage/minute)
s2 : Thinking-typing speed of Experiment 2 (linage/minute)

Two-way analysis of variance was used to test for significant differences in the 4 touch-typing levels and the 3
subjects about change ratio of thinking-typing speed in Table 5. As a result, main effect of the 3 subjects was

significant( F=4.14, 411=2, p <.05). Main effect of the 4 touch-typing levels and interaction were not
significant. What's more, Tukey's multiple comparisons test was applied to identify whether there are
significant differences in change ratio of thinking-typing speed among the 3 subjects or not. As a result, there
were significant differences of change ratio of thinking-typing speed between Subject 3 and other subjects.
Next, correlation between learning ratio of touch-typing skill and charge ratio of thinking-typing speed is

shown in Table 6. A moderate significant positive correlation was observed between learning ratio of
touch-typing skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed in Subject 3. So it can be said that learning of
touch-typing skill is very effective on the increase of thinking-typing speed of Subject 3. What is the
qualitative difference between Subject 3 and other subjects? It is the easiness of thinking. Thinking evaluation
point in Table 3 expresses the easiness of thinking in each subject. Thinking evaluation point of impression
(Subject 3) is higher than other subjects. So it is considered that words of impression (Subject 3) was easier to
be thought out than other subjects. Therefore, it can be concluded that learning of touch-typing skill is very
effective on the increase of thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.
Table 5. Learning ratio of touctyping skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Touch-typing skill

Number of Learning ratio Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
persons of touch-typing Subject
Subject 2 Subject 3

Level under 1 minute

6

1.69

1.35

1.61

2.03

Level of 1 minute

23

1.58

1.24

1.47

1.93

12

1.57

1.18

1.57

1.61

Level of 3 minutes

5

1.50

1.89

1.47

1.80

All the examinees

46

1.58

1.31

1.51

1.84

Level of 2 minutes
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Table 6. Correlation between learning ratio of touch-typing
skill and change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Change ratio of thinking-typing speed
Subject

Learning ratio
of touch-typing

0.245
**p

Subject 2

0.089

Subject 3

0.565**

.01

4 Conclusion
From what has been discussed about the relation between touch-typing skill and thinking-typing speed, and
relation between touch-typing skill and self-evaluation of thinking-typing, it can be concluded that a
touch-typing level under 2 minutes is necessary, at least, to type smoothly words or sentences appearing in the
head. The speed of 240 strokes in 2 minutes equals 2 strokes/second. 2 strokes are needed to input a
hiragana. So the speed of 120 hiragana in 2 minutes equals 1 hiragana /second. The aim of touch-typing
education for thinking-typing should be set at 2 strokes/second (1 hiragana /second). What's more, from what
has been discussed about the relation between learning of touch-typing skill and change of thinking-typing
speed, it can be concluded that learning of touch-typing skill
thinking-typing speed of the subject that is easy to be thought out.

is very effective on the increase of
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Information technology integrated instruction is the education tendency in the
future, and it is also an important issue in the development of education in

Taiwan. An assessment framework is needed during experimenting with
integrated instruction and when integrated instruction is officially implemented.

The framework can help us understand the implementation and provide
information for future reference. This article proposes an framework for
assessing information technology integrated instruction. The framework
includes kernel and periphery parts. Kernel part refers to the whole teaching
process, including information technology, curricula, learning materials,
instructional strategies, learning activities, and evaluation. Periphery part refers
to the surroundings situation, including teachers, students, information

specialists, administrators, classroom settings, computer laboratories, campus
instruction network, Internet, digital materials, and instruction/learning software.

Keywords: information technology integrated instruction, technology
integration, educational technology, evaluation

1 Introduction
The rapid development of information technology (IT) has not only brought about major effect on economy

and industry but also made a great impact on society and education. In particular, the prevalent use of
computers and the rapid development of the Internet have gradually changed our life style and pattern, with
their impact on education being unprecedented. Many educators and policy makers believe that technology
can be a catalyst for educational reform [3,4,10]. They suggest that the use of technology in classrooms will
shift the roles of teachers and students. Teachers will act more like facilitators by helping students access
information, process it, and communicate their understanding [4].

Beginning the 2001 academic year, Taiwan will implement phase-by-phase the nine-year integrated
curriculum for its elementary and junior high schools [11]. To cultivate students' basic ability to "apply
technology and information", the new curriculum will have to emphasize integrating IT into the teaching of
various courses. Amid this major reform of curriculum, the Computer Center of the Ministry of Education
has planned for the integration of information curriculum with other areas of learning [7]. At the same time,
it has selected 18 elementary and junior high schools in which teaching experimentations will be carried out
[1]. Therefore, an assessment framework is needed during experimenting with integrated instruction and

when integrated instruction is officially implemented. The framework can help us understand the
implementation and provide information for future reference.

2 The essence of information technology integrated instruction
The United States has implemented IT integrated instruction for years. Many educators are now actively
using technology along with effective teaching strategies to integrate technology into their curriculum [9]. In
contrast, IT integrated instruction is still a newly heard noun in Taiwan. Many teachers are unfamiliar with it,
and some think of it as another name for computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Information technology has

developed rapidly, and the role of IT in education has changed over these years, from being an auxiliary to
teaching to being an indispensable tool of education. Therefore, IT integrated instruction is distinguished
from CAI.

In IT integrated instruction, information technology is an indispensable tool in the teaching environment
because it is integrated into the curriculum, learning materials, teaching and learning [2]. Moreover, the
traditional curriculum, materials, and teaching are transformed through the characteristics of information
technology: the subject-based curriculum and materials become student-based; the teacher-driven teaching
activities become student-centered. Information technology is integrated when it is used in a seamless
manner to support and extend curriculum objectives and to engage students in meaningful learning. It is not
something one does separately; it is part of the daily activities taking place in the classroom [3].
00

eeeeame

000

F

igure I. The assessment framework for information technology integrated instruction
The accpcernent framework consists
Figure 1 depicts the assessment framework of IT integrated
of two major parts: Kernel Part and Periphery Part. The kernel part primarily assesses the whole teaching
process. Because the implementation of IT integrated instruction will bring about changes to teaching, the

aspects to be assessed in this part should include not only the use of IT in teaching but also other
perspectives of teaching: curricula, learning materials, instruction strategies, learning activities, and
evaluation. The periphery part primarily assesses the teaching environment, learning resources, information
equipment, personnel qualities, and administrative as well as professional support. All these factors will

influence the outcome of teaching. In particular, IT integrated instruction is in need of supportive and
coordinated environmental conditions. There are many perspectives of the periphery part that are related
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with IT integrated instruction, and ten of them are carefully identified and included for assessment: teachers,
students, information specialists, administrators, classroom settings, computer laboratories, campus
instruction network, Internet, digital materials, and instruction/learning software.

3 Assessing the kernel part
The kernel part refers to the whole teaching process, and Table 1 shows the perspectives and emphases to be
assessed. The aspects of the kernel part are illustrated in the following paragraph.
Table 1. Emphases of the kernel part to be assessed
Perspective
Information technology

Emphasis
The use and role in instruction

Curricula
Learning materials

Subject-based separate curricula or Student-centered integrated curricula
Sequential or problem-based
Traditional expository approach or constructivist approach
Teacher-driven or student-centered
Traditional paper-and-pencil testing or multiple assessment

Instructional strategies
Learning activities
Evaluation

3.1 Information Technology
Information technology may refer to equipment or products, such as computers, network, peripherals, etc. It
may also refer to the methods or processes in which the equipment of IT is used to help with the solution of
problems. It is the purpose of implementing IT integrated instruction not only to enable students to use the
equipment or products of IT but also to use the IT equipment to solve practical problems in learning and life.
In this perspective, we care about how IT is used in teaching and what role IT plays in teaching. The level of
the use and role in instruction is developed:
Nil (level 0) IT is not used and plays no part in teaching.
Isolation (level I): IT is used to teach students how to use IT (e.g. keyboarding, drill-and-practice,
word-processing activities). There is no or little connection between IT and instruction content.

Supplement (level 2): Teachers use IT to assist instruction and students use IT to aid learning
occasionally. IT is viewed as a supplement to existing instructional program.

Support (level 3): IT is needed to complete most teaming activities. IT serves as a support to
instruction.
Integration (level 4): Students and teachers can use IT in every-day learning/teaching naturally,
confidently, and actively. IT is expansively viewed as tool, process, method to find solutions to
authentic problems in any time anywhere.

3.2 Curricula
For elementary and junior high schools, the curricular idea should be life -centered and be in compatible with
the development process of students' physical and mental abilities; respect character development, inspire
individual potential; cultivate civic qualities, respect the value diversified culture system; enhance science
knowledge and skill, meet the requirements of modern life. The design of curriculum should be based on
students, on practical experience, and devoted to cultivating the basic abilities required of modern citizens

[II]. Therefore, the curriculum should be designed as student-centered integrated or interdisciplinary
curriculum, not subject-centered separate curriculum.

IT is used as a tool to help students solve the problem. IT literacy should not be taught as an isolated subject,
nor should activities with IT be isolated from other activities in the classroom [12]. Therefore, Taking the
students to the computer lab once a week for 40 ninutes is not necessarily integration [3]. The teachers
should commit to designing student-centered integrated curriculum and integrate IT into the curriculum.

3.3 Learning Materials
Textbooks are the main materials for elementary and junior high schools and the primary learning materials
of students. In traditional education, textbooks were unified, having only one version. They were based on
subject systems and separate from students' living experience. Besides, it was difficult to innovate them,
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they could not meet society' s requirements for rapid transformation. In 1996 Taiwan implemented a policy
which would partially allow publishers to edit and provide textbooks for elementary and junior high school

so long as they are approved by the Ministry of Education. On February 3, 1999, VIII (2) of National
Education Act was empowered, which unequivocally directs the full use of ministry-approved textbooks for
elementary and junior high schools. A new epoch for textbooks was thus heralded in. Teachers should be
able to exert their professional autonomy, and students should be allowed a flexible, autonomous learning
leeway.

The presentation of learning materials should not be limited to static traditional books, but the characteristics

of computer multi-media should be used to present these materials. Static words and pictures, animated
pictures and filrns, voice, acoustic effect and music in combination would make teaching materials lively
and motivate students to learn. Besides, they can help students to understand abstract concepts or knowledge
and enhance learning effectiveness. If hyperlink technology is used, nonlinear learning materials can be

designed so that what students see can be highly individual and not the same. As such, the content of
learning materials is flexible, adaptive to individual difference, and compatible with the spirit of
individualized learning.

In addition to textbooks, there are many resources on the Internet that can be used as learning materials.

These resources can provide "instant", "living" information [8]. Teachers not only can search for
information to be included in teaching materials but also can use the real-time information on the Internet to

conduct teaching. Students not only can search for information on the Internet but also can conduct
independent learning any time, any place by using the learning materials on the Internet.

The use of information technology can make learning materials diversified and lively, make their content
flexible and integrated with life. Not only can teachers easily motivate students to learn, but students also
can learn happily in a rich teaching situation.

3.4 Instruction Strategies
The teaching strategy of the traditional expository approach is teacher-centered. Students learn what is
taught by the teacher, but are given a limited room for thinking, discussion, presentation and exploration.
The teaching effectiveness is ostensibly good, and students' performance on examination seems impressive.
Yet this approach contradicts the essence of education. In a series of meaningless learning process, what
students learn is segmented memory that is extraneous to their experience and cannot be applied in practical
situations of their daily life. Nor can they enjoy learning.

Constructive teaching strategy is student-centered. The teacher would first arrange a teaching situation to
arouse students' motivation for learning and then would conduce students to explore and think. Through the
interaction with peers, the students can gradually integrate the new knowledge into their own system of
knowledge and make it an essential part of this system. By this constructive teaching, students must actively
learn, while the teacher can only play the role of facilitator, auxiliary, and consultant.

When students use teaching software and browse for Internet resources, they must explore and think actively
and construct their own knowledge through the interaction between machine and person and through social
interaction. Therefore, the teacher is a "coach" for the student rather than a provider of knowledge. Selfdirected learning is an attainable goal for both the student and teacher when IT is integrated in the various
content areas [6]. That is, IT integration is most likely to occur in learner-centered classrooms in which the
teacher acts as a facilitator [3].

3.5 Learning Activities
Traditional lecture-based and teacher-driven activities can no longer satisfy the needs of modern education.
It is not only monotone, also lacks interaction between peers. Learning activities should be student-centered
so that the learner can actively work to explore knowledge, clarify concepts, and gradually construct his/her
system of knowledge. In addition, project-based and cooperative learning activities should be adopted to
allow the learner the opportunity to produce high-level interaction with his/her peers. These activities not
only can cultivate a respectful, responsible, and confident attitude and the abilities to express, communicate,
coordinate, think, and create but also can increase learning effectiveness.

In cooperative learning activities, students can use computer to communicate and discuss, or use a certain
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support cooperative work software to facilitate collaboration. Finally, multi-media would be used to present

the learning effectiveness of students. Cooperative learning is not limited in local class. It can also be
applied across schools, countries, and culture. Therefore, IT enriches the learning activity.

3.6 Evaluation
The traditional evaluation approach primarily depends on paper examinations and determines learning
outcome by the scores on the test sheets. This type of evaluation measures only a dimension of knowledge,

unable to reflect the wide spectrum of learning process. Future evaluation will become diversified;
performance evaluation may be conducted along with paper evaluation; students' self-evaluation, peer
evaluation and juried evaluation may be conducted along with teacher' s evaluation; in addition to evaluating
learning outcome, the learning process should be evaluated; in addition to quantitative evaluation, qualitative
evaluation should be adopted; in addition to evaluating cognitive domain, the evaluation of affective and
skill areas should be included. Only such a comprehensive evaluation can re flect the learning process, not
only be able to understand what the student has learned but also be able to understand how the learning has
occurred.

IT integrated instruction is helpful to the implementation of diversified evaluation. For example, the
electronic portfolio is an ideal means of integrating IT into the instruction. It gives the student and teacher an
alternative form of assessment. Furthermore, electronic portfolios motivate students to produce quality work,
and they also increase students' self-esteem by showcasing their best work [6].

4 Assessing the periphery part
The periphery part primarily refers to the surrounding situations. Table 2 shows the perspectives and
emphases to be assessed. The following illustration is based on perspectives.

4.1 Teachers
The teacher is vital in leading teaching activities. Without sufficient information literacy and professional
ability, he or she cannot apply information technology on teaching, let alone implement IT integrated
instruction. Regarding professional ability, the teacher should be able to integrate IT, in addition to assessing
software and digital materials. The attitude is another emphasis of assessment. If the teacher has a positive
attitude toward computer, he/she can readily introduce and apply computer on teaching; if the teacher can
accept the change in teaching status and role, the implementation of IT integrated instruction would not
cause a great impact.

4.2 Students
Students are the chief character in education. In teaching, students should take the initiative to construct their
own knowledge. In implementing IT integrated instruction, students can obtain from the process related
knowledge and skill and steadily strengthen their information disposition. Gradually students should be able
to use, naturally and confidently, computer equipment in active learning and to construct their system of
knowledge.

4.3 Information specialists
Teachers are not information specialists. In extensive application of IT to teaching, they will definitely
encounter many technical problems that can not be solved by them. In this case, information specialists can

support teachers in solving such problems. It is much easier for information specialists with education
background to integrate IT with education and guide classroom teachers to implement IT integrated
instruction.

4.4 Administrators
Whether administrators feel important about IT integrated instruction is intimately related with the
implementation of IT integrated instruction. In addition, if he classroom teacher can gain sufficient
administrative support, he or she will be more willing to implement IT integrated instruction.
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4.5 Classroom Settings
Generally speaking, teaching activities are conducted indoors. Therefore, the IT equipment in classroom is

indispensable to the integration of IT into teaching [14]. The computer and peripherals should not be
outdated. The operation system and application software installed in the computer should be appropriate for
the use by students and suit the needs of teaching. Moreover, for a class of more than 10 students, a large
display device or broadcasting teaching equipment is needed. Finally, it matters whether they are managed
properly or whether the fair use by students is ensured.
Table 2. Emphases of the periphery part to be assessed
Perspective
Teachers
Students
Information Specialists

Administrators

Classroom Settings

Computer Laboratories

Emphasis
Information literacy and professional competency

Attitude toward information technology and instructional change
Information literacy
Attitude toward information technology
Professional competency
Support for teacher
Attitude toward information technology integrated instruction
Support for teacher
Number of computers and person-machine ratio
Grades and fixtures of computer
Operating system and application software.
Peripherals (e.g. printer, scanner, digital camera)
Broadcasting teaching facilities
Management
Number of computer labs, number of computers and person-machine
ratio
Grades and fixtures of computer

Campus Instruction Network

Internet

Digital Materials

Instruction/Learning Software

Operating system and application software.
Peripheral (e.g. printer, scanner, digital camera)
Broadcasting teaching system
Management
Structure of campus network and network type
Domain account
File server and database server
CD cabinet (perhaps made possible through software simulation)
Method and speed of Internet connection
Actual connection speed
Internet server (e.g. web server, proxy server, DNS server, mail server)
The mechanism to filter out inappropriate information.
Digital materials that can be used on the Internet
Digital materials created by the teacher
Quantity
Adaptation

4.6 Computer Laboratories
In a situation in which IT is integrated into teaching, sometimes it is required that one person have one
machine. Computer laboratories can justly meet this requirement. Therefore, the management of computer
laboratories is an important assessment item and can decide whether the computer equipment can

sufficiently support classroom teachers [14]. Moreover, computer laboratories can also provide the most
appropriate places for teachers' advancement and students' training of information skill. The equipment in
the computer laboratories should not be outdated. Furthermore, there must be a broadcasting system,
enabling students to know the whole content of teacher' s lecture in a ready manner.

4.7 Campus Instruction Network
The planning and erection of campus instruction network aims not only to construct an instruction network
on campus but also to enable every classroom on campus to connect to the Internet through the campus
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network. After the campus network is erected, File Server and CD cabinet (perhaps made possible through
software simulation) should be erected, in which the teaching software owned by the school is stored so that

all the teachers of the school can access to it readily and can apply it to teaching. In addition, the
establishment and management of network account is equally important, ensuring the safety of information
[14].

4.8 Internet
There are unlimited, un-exhaustive teaching resources on the Internet. If computers can not be connected to
the Internet, the application of IT to teaching is compromised. Therefore, it is very important to provide
information settings of the Internet. In addition, it is needed to erect Internet-related Server, in particular,
Web Server must be erected so that teachers' teaching information and the learning outcome of students can
be stored on it to facilitate examination and simulation by teachers and students. Besides, Internet is full of

erotic and violent information which is unsuitable to students. It is extremely important to build a
mechanism to prevent students from seeing those inappropriate content [14].

4.9 Digital Materials
Digital materials may be presented through information equipment and be used in teaching activities.
Therefore, plentiful digital materials should be able to help integrate IT into teaching of various subjects.
Therefore nany on-line materials on the Internet can be used for teaching purpose. To decrease the amount
of time required for browsing and facilitate the use of the materials by teachers and students, on-line index
and search systems are also required. In addition, if on-line materials are not appropriate for teaching needs,

classroom teachers may create their own materials to be presented on information equipment or use
materials created by colleague teachers with the approval from the original designer [14].

4.10 Instruction/Learning Software
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) software is a help to teaching
and learning. With more software, teachers are better equipped to apply IT to teaching. This software should

be stored on the CD cabinet or File server on the campus network so that teachers can readily use it
whenever needed. In addition, if existing teaching software available on campus is evaluated, further
information can be provided to teachers [14].

5 Conclusions
That teachers and students can extensively use computers for teaching or learning purpose to heighten
teaching qualities and learning effectiveness is the ultimate goal of the infrastructure construction of
information education [5]. In other words, integrating computer into teaching of various subjects is the
ultimate goal of the Ministry of Education in promoting information teaching [13]. What IT integrated
instruction means is not merely to assist teaching by computer but work to integrate IT into curriculum,
learning material and learning activities. At this point, the role of teachers begins to transform, from that of a
main character to that of a support character. Therefore, the implementation of IT integrated instruction not
only harmonizes with the ultimate goal of information education but also prompt the reform of education so
that learning becomes more effective, efficient, and meaningful.

IT cannot be successfully integrated overnight. It needs to take years to complete the process. The process

should be carried out in order, stage by stage. Taiwan' s IT integrated instruction is germinating. The
assessment framework set forth in this article can be used not only to carry out practical evaluation but also
serve as reference for development. Teachers' in-service education, pre-service training, administrative
support, enriching IT equipment, developing appropriate digital materials and teaching software should be
taken to strengthen the perspectives of the periphery part and to diversify the surroundings so that teachers
can realize the benefits brought about by IT on education, Accordingly, teachers can apply IT to teaching,
gradually infuse IT into learning activities, curricula, learning materials, and adopt student-centered teaching
strategies and multi-facet evaluation. All this can lead to the fulfillment of the meanings of IT integrated
instruction.
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The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive effects of collaborative
learning on Junior high school students' Logo programming. Two experiments
were implemented: Experiment] was an analysis of the relationships between
interaction in pair activities and students' reflection. The effects of pair learning
on students' promoting abilities of programming were analyzed in Experiment2.

As the results of Experiment], students' self-monitoring and self-control were

supplemented each other through the interaction. Results of Experiment2
suggested that the effect of collaborative learning on students' programming
abilities were developments of debugging ability against syntax error and coding
ability of lower students, which was obtained the cognitive strategies for task
division through the interaction.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Junior High School Students, Cognitive
Effects, Logo Programming

1 Introduction
In Japan, education about computer programming was placed in Fundamentals of Information of Industrial
Arts at junior high school level from 1989. From 2002, programming, sensing and control will be placed in
Information and Computer of Technology as an elective learning content (Course of Study published in

1998)[5]. Many technology teachers in Japan thought that teaching programming was not only for
professional higher education. They didn't made points of understanding the function of software upon a
computer system, but acquiring the problem solving skills through the programming activities.

Historically, many researchers suggested that one of the methods for acquiring the problem solving skills
was collaborative learning. It was necessary for students to communicate and interact with someone who
had same goal in collaborative environment (Deutsch 1949)[1]. In the recent past, it was supported that the
experiences of solving the problem through the interaction made the processes of planning and decision
making clearly each other, and would promote their self-control and self-monitoring when they would solve
another problem all by themselves (SATOU 1996)[3]. In the case of learning about programming, KAGE
(1997) suggested that 12-year old pupils showed vigorous verbal interaction, which led them to more
sophisticated problem solving [4].
From these findings, it was predicted that acquiring the problem solving skills brought to promote students'
programming abilities as a result of cognitive effects of collaboration.

The purpose of this study was to clarify the cognitive effects of collaborative learning on students'
programming. For this purpose, two experiments by using Logo programming (Japanese Edition) were
implemented. The aim of Experiment] was to clarify the relationships between interaction of collaborative
learning processes and learners' reflection. The effects of collaborative learning on students' promoting
abilities of programming were analyzed in Experiment2.
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2 Methods
2.1 Experimentl
2.1.1 Subjects
Twelve 3rd grader Jr. high school students (6 males and 6 females) were divided into 6 pairs.

2.1.2 Instruments
"The Reflection Scale of Thinking Process on Computer Programming: RSTC"(MORIYAMA et al 1996) [2]
and the modified LUTE (Link-UniT-Element) model (MORIMOTO et al 1997) [6] were used for measuring
the level of reflection and analyzing the interaction, respectively. The RSTC was constructed from 4 factors
as in Fig. 1. Factor 1 was the reflection of understanding the problems and enterprising how to make the

program adequately. Factor2 was the reflection of designing the program and coding. Factor3 was the
reflection of self-monitoring on each parts of the program on the local level. Factor4 was the reflection of
self-monitoring on the whole program and renewal of problem representation.
Factorl (6 items)

Factor2 (6 items)

Factor4 (3 items)

Factor3 (5 items)

Semantic understanding of the problem

Setting up the keywords

Predicting the result of running

Analyzing the bug

Imaging the command and grammar

Division of the program

Testing walk through the list

Renewal of problem representation

Comprehending the image of program

Setting up the functional unit

Checking the clerical error

Seeking the bug

Rhetorical understanding of the program

Connecting the functional unit

Checking the syntax error

Seeking the semantically-related knowledge

Coding the functional unit

Checking the logical error

Seeking the rhetorically-related skill

Checking the sequences of each commands

Fig.1 The Reflection Scale of Thinking Process on Computer Programming: RSTC

The modified LUTE model was shown in Fig.2. There were categories for analyzing interaction of
collaborative learning in this model, and this model had three abstract levels: element, unit and link level.
The items of element level were categories for functions of protocols. The unit and link level categories
were for phases and contexts in their programming activities.

r

r

Link Level (6 categories)

Unit Level (6 categories)

Element Level (5 categories)

Phase of Analysis

Link for Format ion of plan

Agreement

Phase of Plan

Link for Modification of plan

Question

Phase of operation

Link for Implementation of plan

Opposition

Phase of Edit

Link for Check of Implementation

Supplementary explanation

Phase of Checking the program list

Link for renewal of plan

Phase of Check ing the result of running

Link for renewal of implementation

Proposed

Fig.2 The modified LUTE (Link-UniT-Element) model

2.1.3 Procedures
Subjects were asked to make the Logo program which draw the "House" constructed from triangular shapes,
square patterns, circles and lines in pair. Their activities were recorded on a VTR. After they finished the
task, they answered RSTC individually. Their protocols were extracted from the VTR and were categorized
by using modified LUTE model. The level of reflection and the relative interaction in the collaborating pair

were analyzed by ANOVA on mean scores of frequencies of link level categories and Coefficient of
Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of the element and unit level categories.
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2.2 Experiment2
2.2.1 Subjects
Sixty 3rd grader junior high school students (30 males and 30 females) were divided into 2 groups learning
Logo programming. One was collaborative learning group (pair), and the other was individually learning
group.

2.2.2 Instruments
The achievement tests and the RSTC were prepared. The achievement tests included both the coding test and

the debug test. The coding test asked to make a program drawing "Scarecrow" on an answer sheet. The
debug test asked to find three types of error, clerical error, syntax error, logical error from the program list
which drew "Spaceship".

2.2.3 Procedures

The procedure was shown in Fig.3. At first, subjects had a coding test which draws the easy "flag" as a
pre-test. Next, subjects were asked to make the program, which draws the "House" such as Experiment) and
answered RSTC in every group as a middle-test. Finally, they had the achievement tests and answered RSTC

individually as post-tests. The effects of collaborative learning on students' promoting abilities of
programming were analyzed by using ANOVA and Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores
and the Achievement tests' scores.

10 days later
Individually Learning Group

Collaborative Learning Group (pair)

RSTC and achievement tests

Fig.3 The procedure of Experiment2

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Experiment): Students' Reflections and Collaborative Programming
3.1.1 Contexts of Collaboration in the Pair Activities
There were differences of period of keyboard operation time in pair activities. In this analysis, long-operated

learners were called Learner A, and the others (short-operated) were called Learner B. Mean scores of
frequencies of link level categories were shown in Table. 1.

Table.1 Frequencies of link level categories
Link Level Categories

Link for Formation of plan
Link for Modification of plan
Link for Implementation of plan
Link for Check of Implementation
Link for renewal of plan
Link for renewal of implementation

Mean Score (S.D.)

Learner A to B Learner B to A Learner A to A Learner B to B
1.75 (1.04)
3.35(2.12)
1.88(2.70)
3.75(1.49)
0.38(0.52)
0.63(0.92)

2.00(1.77)
2.50(1.93)
15.63(5.80)
1.13(1.36)
0.38(0.74)
1.25(1.28)

1.63(1.41)
0.25(0.46)
5.88(3.40)
1.00(1.07)
0.13(0.35)
0.25(0.46)

3.50(2.73)
0.13(0.35)
2.75(2.49)
0.13(0.35)
0.63(0.52)
0.00(0.00)

ANOVA
n.s.

F(3,24)=8.397, p<.01
F(3,24)=21.732, p<.01
F(3,24)=13.055, p<.01
n.s.
n.s.

Results from Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA showed that there were significant main effects of
Links for Implementation of Plan from Learner B to A [F(3,24)=21.732, p<.01], and Links for Check of
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Implementation from A to B [F(3,24)=13.055, p<.01]. Also, Links for Modification of Plan with interaction
(B to A and A to B) were increased than that of individually links (A to A and B to B) [F(3,24)=8.397, p<.01].
These data indicated that the role of operation (LearnerA) A) and the role of planning (Learner B) were shared
in pair activities. However, it was suggested that consensus decision making through the interaction was
important for building up their programming plans.

3.1.2 The Relationships between the Interactions and the Reflections
Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of element level categories were
shown in Table.2. According to these data, when Learner A (operator) proposed something to operate, the
reflection of designing the program (Factor2) was promoted in own thinking process [r=0.88, p<.011.
However, when Learner B (planner) proposed, the reflection of self-monitoring on each parts of the program
(Factor3) was promoted in Learner A's thinking process[r=0.88, p<.01]. Furthermore, opposition by Learner
A correlated the reflection of self-monitoring (Factor3) in Learner B's[r=0.71, p<.05]. Also, Learner A's
reflection of designing (Factor2) was promoted by the opposition of Learner B[r=0.77, p<.05]. These results

indicated that the verbal communications on their interaction brought out their self-monitoring and
self-control each other.

Table.2 Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of element level categories
Element Level Categories

Proposed

LearnerA
Learner B

Agreement

Learner A
Learner B

Question

LearnerA
Learner B

Opposition
Supplementary explanation

Learner A
Learner B
Learner A
Learner B

Factor4
Factor!
Factor2
Factor3
Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B Learner A Learner B
0.41

0.04
0.00
0.44
-0.32
0.40
0.03
0.12
0.72*
-0.01

0.26
0.45
-0.10
0.35
0.56
-0.52
-0.30
0.19
-0.35
-0.34

0.88**
0.37
0.31
0.67
0.27
0.56
0.27
0.77*
0.61
0.32

0.41

0.52

0.25
-0.34
0.55
0.28
-0.29
0.08
0.23
0.13
-0.13

0.88**

0.52
0.28
0.56
0.00
0.13
0.52
0.03
0.14

0.13
-0.33
-0.66
0.08
-0.11

0.02
0.71*

0.27
0.40
0.40

0.06
0.50
0.26
0.36
0.78"
0.03
0.42
0.68
-0.15
0.45

0.06
0.31

-0.20
0.07
0.23
-0.31

0.19
0.00
-0.01

0.08

n=8, df=6, "p<.01, *p<.05

In addition, Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and frequencies of unit level categories

showed that, operation by Learner B as a planner conduced to Learner A's self-monitoring on whole
program[r=0.85, p<.01]. Also, task analysis by Learner A as an operator encouraged Learner B's designing

of the program[r=O.75, p<.05]. It was evident that one's reflective thinking was precipitated by the
observation of the other's behavior which was supposed to be his own behavior.

These results of Experiment] suggested that students' meta-cognition (self-monitoring and self-control) were
supplemented each other through the interaction of collaborative pair learning.

3.2 Experiment2: Effects on students' promoting abilities of programming
3.2.1 Acquisitions of Programming Abilities

In the pre-test, there are not significant differences between the pair learning group and the individually
learning group [F(1,56)=0.65, n.s.]. Students who could get high scores were called higher students and the
others were called lower students in this analysis (both 50% and n=30). In the middle-test, mean score of
RSTC in the pair learning group (0.77) was higher than that in the individually learning group (0.56)
[F(1,56)=32.40, p<.01]. This result supported findings of Experiment' because collaborative pair learning
could promote students' reflections of thinking processes.

Mean scores of debug test were shown in Fig.4. Results from the ANOVA showed that the debugging scores

of syntax error in the pair learning group was higher than that in the individually learning group
[F(1,56)=4.75, p<.05]. But, there were not significant differences on the debugging scores of clerical and
logical errors [F(1,56)=2.06 and F(1,56)=0.89, both n.s.]. These results indicated that collaborative pair
learning could form students' debugging abilities against syntax errors, at least.
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Mean scores of coding test were shown in Fig.5. The result from the Two-way Repeated Measures of
ANOVA showed that there was significant interaction between High-Low student condition and
pair-individually group condition [F(1,56)=10.46, p<.01]. Furthermore, from the results of Simple Main
Effects Tests, the score of lower students in the pair learning group was promoted to the same level as higher

students in both groups [F(1,56)=12.56, p<.01]. These results indicated that the coding abilities of
Low-Ability students could be pulled up through the interaction with High-Ability students.

0.6
0.4

Score

Score

0.2

6. 6
Higher Students

-0.2

2

_

4 Lower Students

-0.4

* p<.05

Individually Learning Group

Pair Learning Group

Individually Learning Group

Pair Learning Group

Fig.4 Mean scores of debug test (syntax error)

3.2.2 Acquisitions of Cognitive Strategies
Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and the achievement tests were shown in Table3.
According to these data, there were significant correlation between the coding test and the RSTC items:
"Division of the program"(r=0.31, p<.05), "Coding the functional unit"(r=0.41, p<.01), "Connecting the
functional units"(r=0.40, p<.01) and "Selecting the commands for each functional units"(r=0.40, p<.01) .
Also, There were significant correlation between the debug test and the RSTC items: "Division of the
program"(r=0.29, p<.05), "Checking the sequences of each commands"(-0.33, p<.01). It was indicated that
promoting these reflections were responsible for the development of the programming abilities. Furthermore,
these items suggested the reflections of cognitive strategies for task division.
Table 3 Coefficient of Correlation (r) between the RSTC scores and the achievement tests
Items of RSTC
Division of the program
Coding the functional unit
Connecting the functional units
Selecting the commands for each functional units
Checking the sequences of each commands
**p<.01, wp<05

Achievement Tests
Debug Test
Coding Test
*
0.31
0.29
0.41

**

0.40
0.40

**
**

0.33

**

Results of Experiment2 suggested that the effect of collaborative learning on students' programming abilities
were developments of debugging ability against syntax error and coding ability of lower students, which was
obtained the cognitive strategies for task division through the interaction.

4 Conclusion
In this study, it was clarified that students' meta-cognition and cognitive strategies could be acquired through
the collaborative learning at junior high school level, also that the RSTC was useful for measuring students'
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reflections in their programming activities. These findings will contribute to the researches of developments
of collaborative learning systems.

For the future, learning processes and cognitive effects of more widely collaborative learning environment,
for example, distributed programming by using CSCL system or long distance education for programming
by using Internet, must be analyzed.
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At recently year the research of teaching method are trending to request the
student for active learning, to avoid the student to learn the stuff knowledge.
Therefore the number of researchers in the constructivism and cooperative
learning etc fields are many. Even now how to estimate the student' s learning
attitude belong an active type, is a big problem. In our research, we recur to the
simple method, adopt the discovery teaching. Because under the discovery
teaching, the student does not only use his ground knowledge, but also need face

the problem' s stimulation and bring the solution. This method can mostly
saturate the today' s teaching trend. But how to analyze the student' s learning
obstacle area and supply the explanation to help him cross over the learning

barrier is a net bottle in the discovery teaching. In this paper, connect the
concept graph and the gray decision-making to issue the gray analyzing method
of learning obstacle. This method has a flexible ability to point out the area of
learning obstacle, it also can infer the student inbuilt concept or relationship on
his knowledge structure. Finally, according to the expert' s experiments rule to

clearly distinguish the core of problem. Then the system obeys the inferring
rules to bring the explanation and the similar question to stimulate the student to
build his whole knowledge. This learning cycle will continue until the student
completely finishes his learning.

Keywords: Discovery Teaching Gray Theory Concept Graph 00

1 gray relational concept graph
a. The design of cognitive structure
Induct the student to learn the material, not only implant him a located knowledge, but also hope he can
actively learn or construct the knowledge. Therefore, our system want to stimulate the student, and hope he
use his langue or letter to descript his thinking. It like he uses his symbols to review the content and build his
cognitive structure. Therefore in our system, our chapter designing does not like traditional, we use the
proposition to build concept graph.
Table 1 the relationship matrix
anion
Node Node Node Node Node
2
3
4
5
node
1
Node I
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5

i encode
2 sort. count
3 semantic count
Fig. 1 Concept Garph
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b. Relational concept graph
From the cognitive structure graph we can understand that the relation be assembled by node linking to other

node, of course each relation also has its particular mean. And in our system the question is based on
proposition, then accord with the problem' s subject the expert can distribute the weight to each node and
each relation. These data can be consisted a matrix, and we call this matrix as the conceptual relationship
matrix.
Login

As Fig.2, when the student log into
the system, the system will give him

Test

some questions are selected from
the question database. After the
student transmit his answers to
system, the system will start to

analyze his learning obstacles. Of

Fig. 2 System graph

course, the student' s does not have
much time for studying, the system
hardly collect the enough data for analyzing by statistical recursive method. Because the statistical recursive
has some limited: large data, the data distribution must like normal and the variants cannot too many.
Consequently, the only way we can elect to adopt the gray theory to reduce the analyzing data. This matrix is
called the gray relational conceptual matrix.

2 Gray relational learning obstacles analysis
The gray decision making system is meaning that the system includes some gray element (uncertainty or
incomplete factor). In general case, the decision making space X is constituted by event sets S Sij} and
efficiency sets R..

After the student interact with system, the system can collect his data to assemble the gray relationship' s
matrix. The analysis method explains as following.

Table 2 the relationship matrix
relation Node Node Node Node Node
4
5
node
1
2
3
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0.5
0.2

Table 3 the arav relationship' s matrix
Node Node Node Node Node
4
5
2
3
relation
node
1

Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5

0
0
0
0.5
0.8

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

1

0.2/0.8

1

0
0

1. According to the Grey formulate, can translate table 2 to table 3. The system can calculate each node' s
average weight, and according these values to arrange their ranking.

Node 1
0

Node 2

Table 4
Node 3

Node 4

0

0

1.25/2

Node 5
2/2

2. If the nodes weight higher than the threshold value 0.3, the system can find the weight at node 4 and 5 are
higher than 0.3, the system define these nodes are the learning obstacle nodes.
3. At the same time, according to the relation' s matrix (table 2), the relation 4-5 is 1 higher than scut (0.3)
is the relation of learning obstacle.
4. According to the expert' s rules decide expanding or reducing the learning obstacle area.
Use the aforementioned logic the system can reduce the relation 5-4 and relation 4-5 to infer the learning
obstacle area is node 5
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3 Conclusion
On the teaching the most afraid thing is to induct him learning the inert knowledge. Therefore, in all
teachings methods the discovery teaching is the only one can avoid this problem that is why we adopt the
discovery teaching to develop our system. But how to break through the discovery teaching' s net bottle, our
issue are: integrate the concept graph and gray decision-making system to develop the gray analyzing
method, and use it to discover the student' s learning obstacle. This analyzing has an ability to point out the
learning obstacle area, and enhance the inferring ability to find the student' s learning obstacles or the
incompletely knowledge, then pass through the expert' s rules, the crossing analysis method can find the
problem kernel. Then system rely on this result to elect the problem saving content, let the student can learn
it again and rebuild his knowledge structure until he can construct the whole knowledge.
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Recent advances in internet communications technologies offer great potential
for university teachers wishing to enhance teaching and learning by
incorporating dialogue. Since many university teachers are as yet unfamiliar
with the pedagogical and practical skills required to implement these
technologies in their teaching it is essential that they are supported by a
coherent and comprehensive staff development programme allowing them to
develop the required skills. This paper describes a collaborative programme
offering support to university teachers wishing to implement dialogue through
communications technologies. It offers an analysis of the impact of this
programme in changing the teaching strategies of academic staff. The results of
this study highlight several universal factors affecting the take-up of internet
communication technologies for teaching and learning. This study will be of
interest to staff developers planning to implement similar programmes within
their own institutions.

Keywords: staff development, internet communication, collaboration

1 Introduction
In order to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse learner profile, universities worldwide are gradually
shifting towards more flexible course provision. Advances in information and communication technologies
(ICT) are being harnessed to support teaching and learning and to maintain the vital communication links
between tutors and students both on- and off -campus. University teachers are being asked to rethink the
teaching methods with which they are familiar [I] and to acquire the skills necessary to develop, manage
and facilitate online courses with students whom they may meet only in a virtual environment [2, 3].
Thoughtful preparation is required for this demanding shift in teaching methodology and many universities
are investigating how this can be supported.
In 1997, two universities in the West of Scotland were in the process of creating a new support framework
for academic staff to encourage a greater acceptance of ICT as an addition to the teaching toolkit. Contact
between the departments responsible for staff development in Glasgow Caledonian University and the
University of Strathclyde had already been established through personal links, and as the two institutions
were geographically close within the City of Glasgow, it was decided to capitalise on these links through
collaboration.

One obvious area which is crucial to an effective online learning experience is that of communication.
Dialogue is key to the development of a deep understanding and must be supported, either through a direct
tutor/student conversational framework as described by Laurillard [4] or by learning vicariously from peers
through asynchronous communication as advocated by Mayes [5]. Therefore the initial focus of attention
was the implementation of dialogue. As workshop tutors we worked together to create an event which
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would not only raise awareness of internet communication tools, but also emphasise the pedagogical
implications of new technology and provide participants with the opportunity to experience online
communication in its various forms. Tools used ranged from text-based bulletin boards and synchronous
chat to desktop and full bandwidth videoconferencing. Participants were asked not only to learn to use the
tools, but to move beyond the basic skills level to using them to learn as described by Voss [6] through

discussing and debating real learning and teaching issues with their colleagues at the neighbouring
institution.

The intention was to create a realistic scenario where internet communication was actually being used
between two geographically separated sites and where academic staff would have the opportunity to
experience this form of communication from both tutor and student perspectives. Through a combination of
hands-on experience of the tools, discussion and presentations of case studies, participants were encouraged
to reflect on the potential of these technologies for their own teaching, whilst gaining some insight into the
student experience.
Evaluation data collected at the end of each workshop revealed a very positive response to this form of staff
development with 75% of participants stating that they found the course "good, very good or excellent".
However, since the aim of the workshop was to raise awareness of the potential offered by new technologies
and help promote a change in teaching methods within these two institutions, further evaluation studies were
necessary to ascertain what impact, if any, this form of staff development had made on teaching and learning
in both institutions.

2 Analysis of staff responses
A more detailed online evaluation was carried out in November 1999. Out of a total of 104 participants
working in academic and related posts (52 from Strathclyde and 54 from GCU) 68 were still employed by
the two institutions. This was mainly due to the fact that many staff had been hired on short-term contracts
of typically one to two years, so a number of them had subsequently taken up employment in other
universities. 29% of the remaining staff responded to an online survey which was carried out using the Clyde
Virtual University evaluation wizard (http://cvu.strath.ac.uk). While this low response rate cannot be fully
representative, it nevertheless offers a revealing insight into the effects of this form of staff development.

While only 25% of respondents had implemented internet communication in their teaching, almost all
respondents stated they were "planning or possibly planning" to implement technology based teaching in the
near future. Subsequent responses revealed that the reason for this could be due to the fact that many of the
course participants were academic related staff and did not yet have a teaching role. As one respondent
stated,

"When I took part in the earlier communications workshop I was a contract researcher and had little in the
way of teaching responsibilities. However, I have recently been appointed as a lecturer ... and would hope
to be developing more in the way of on-line materials."

Perhaps the workshops presently fulfil the aim of "awareness raising" and the full impact in terms of
"promoting changes in teaching methods within these two institutions" will take several years to filter
through.

When questioned about the type of intemet communication techniques implemented, text based discussions

were most commonly used, followed by file transfer and videoconferencing. The main uses of these
technologies were to "communicate remotely with students" and to encourage student interaction. This
indicates not only a change in the medium for teaching but also a progression away from the didactic,
information giving, lecture style of teaching to a more "constructivist" approach. This is in agreement with
the thinking of Laurillard [4] who views lectures as 'a grossly inefficient way of engaging with academic
knowledge' and of Mayes [7] who argues the importance of dialogue as an essential ingredient for learning,
since it enables construction, discussion and reflection on concepts. Despite this there was a mixed response
to whether or not the use of communications technologies actually enhanced particular teaching and learning
situations. One respondent stated:
"Using the internet, while initially appealing, seems to be more trouble than it's worth. Many of the students
do not like the lack of personal interaction"
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While another concluded that the internet afforded students, "an opportunity to share information more
widely".

It seems that, although participants leave the workshops enthused about internet communication, there is a
lack of momentum which they feel should come from departmental strategy. Of those respondents who
stated they had not implemented internet communications technologies in their teaching the main barriers
focussed around issues of time to implement new teaching strategies and a perceived lack of technical
expertise. For example 40% of respondents indicated that they feel they have insufficient time to implement
intemet communication, 35% intimated a need for improved technical support, 20% stated their students
required more IT training and 20% felt that improved university facilities were required. These results are in
agreement with other studies [8, 9] .
When asked to comment on the statement "These learning technology workshops are effective in changing
teaching and learning within the University", out of 16 responses to this question 8 agreed, 4 were neutral
and 4 disagreed. Overall therefore, there was a positive response to this form of staff development. There

was also a leaning towards subject based training, though accredited training, encouraged by recent
government legislation in the UK [10] was not strongly favoured.

3 Summary of Results
The results of this study have revealed that:

This form of staff development is highly effective in raising awareness of the potential of internet
communications technologies;
The full impact of this form of staff development in terms of changing teaching methods may not
be realised for some time due to the fact that not all participants had a teaching role;
Of those who had used internet communication there was a mixed response to whether or not it
actually enhanced their teaching;
Lack of time and technical expertise and student inexperience with technologies were listed as the
main barriers preventing effective use of intemet communication for teaching and learning;
There was general agreement that this form of staff development is effective, though responses
reveal a necessity for the implementation of teaching, learning and assessment strategies.
It is interesting to note that the effectiveness of the collaboration between the two institutions is less apparent,
as although 50% found it enhanced the experience, 26% disagreed. This was a disappointing result, as it had
been anticipated that sharing the learning experience would have featured more positively in the evaluation
feedback. In contrast, all the tutors agreed that the synergy created in developing and presenting this joint

event was extremely valuable, and indeed has led to further sharing of resources and expertise in cross
institutional staff development provision.

Glasgow Caledonian and Strathclyde universities are two very different institutions, as the latter is a long
established university and the former has only in recent years attained university status. Nevertheless
respondents from both institutions have clearly expressed their need for a more strategic approach by
university management. Comments included,

"I do think the University needs to think very carefully about policy and funding, and to ensure that the
appropriate hack -up services are there." (Strathclyde)

"The University needs to be explicit in its support for the use of technology in all that we do and to actively
state that this is the 'expected' way forward -i.e. provide a clear vision." (GC,T Tl

Clearly, a cohesive, structured, top-down approach is needed to complement the developments at
departmental and faculty level in order to encourage academic staff to embrace new technologies in their
teaching practices.

4 Conclusion
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This case study , although limited in scope, has undoubtedly revealed several universal factors which can
affect the take-up of learning technology, and of internet communication in particular. As the ICT revolution
continues to impact on every area of higher education, providing support for both new and experienced
university teachers is crucial to a successful shift to more flexible learning provision. The technology tools
must become transparent to support effective teaching and learning, and this can only be achieved through
practice, understanding of the pedagogy and awareness of the various options available [11]. This study has
shown that by collaborating and sharing experiences and resources, universities can work together to create
an effective staff development framework.
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This study investigates gender-related differences in computer anxiety and the
variables related to male and female students' computer anxiety. Participants

were 549 college of technology students, each was administered a revised
Computer Attitude Scale. MANOVA results indicate that male students had
significantly greater confidence and lower anxiety than female students. Male
students rated more positively than female students on the following items: (a) I
feel confident with my ability to learn about computers; (b) working with a
computer would make me very nervous; (c) I am not the type to do well with
computers; (d) I feel comfortable using computers; and (e) computers make me
feel uneasy and confused. Multiple regression results reveal that male students'
computer anxiety was influenced by their own locus of control and total number
of computer courses taken. Female students' computer anxiety was influenced
by the same two variables as well as by their subject majors. Age and grade
level, however, showed no significant influence on these students' computer
anxiety. Standard deviations were relatively large, suggesting there was a great
variance among students responses. Educational implications of the findings are
discussed in the paper.

Key Words: Computer Anxiety, Gender Differences, Technology Education

Gender as a differentiating variable in college students' computer use has been examined in a number of
studies during the past two decades. Most of these studies are centered on students in colleges of liberal arts
or teacher colleges. For example, Busch (1995) examined college students and documented gender
differences in perceived self-efficacy regarding completion of complex tasks in both word processing and

spreadsheet software, but not in simple tasks. Harris & Grandgenett (1996) found that gender is an
attributing variable to teachers' anxiety in their use of networked resources. Very few research studies,
however, have been specifically focused on students in technological colleges, assuming that these students
receive adequate training in computer and technology, and are therefore least fear of using computer. It is
important to understand the actual perceptions and needs of technological students and some influencing

variables like gender on their computer use. Unrealistic assumptions may interfere the provision of
educational programs that address their unique needs. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate
gender-related differences in computer anxiety, and to determine the variables related to male and female
technological students' computers use.

1 Methods
The participants of this study were 549 college of technology students. Among them, 100 were male and 449
were female. These students majored in eight subject areas. About 96% of them were age 25 or younger.
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About 86% of them had computers at home and over 60% of them had been working with computers for
more than two years. Nearly 60% of them had taken two or more computer-related courses.

The instrument used in this study is the revised Teacher Computer Attitude Scale (Violato, Marini, & Hunter,
1989). It includes 10 items measuring computer anxiety and confidence on a 5-point Likert type scale. A
score of 1 indicates that a student disagrees strongly to the statement and a score of 5 indicates that a student
agrees strongly to the statement. The instrument has been found to be reliable and valid in previous studies
(Huang, 1997; Huang & Padron, 1995; Liu, 1998). For the present study, the instrument was translated into
Chinese for the use of participants in Taiwan. Content validity was verified by reversing the translation of
Chinese survey into English by English teachers who had not seen the original English version. No revision

was found necessary. The alpha reliability coefficient is adequate at .87. A few questions on students'
demographic and computer background were also included in the survey.

The instrument was administered to students in mid of the academic year by experienced researchers.
Students answered the questionnaire anonymously. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used

to determine whether if there were significant differences in computer anxiety by gender. Follow-up
univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine where the differences were. A series
of multiple regression was used to determine the variables related to male and female students' computer
anxiety.

2 Results
The results indicate that college of technology students generally had above average confidence and below

average anxiety in using computers. The item with the lowest score is "Computers make me feel
uncomfortable," followed by "I get a sink feeling when I think of trying to use a computer". The item with

the highest score is "I am able to do as well working with computers as most of my fellow university
students".

MANOVA results indicate an overall significant difference in computer anxiety by gender (F(10, 538) =
2.71, p < .01). Male students had greater confidence and lower anxiety in using computers than female
students. Table 1 presents the ANOVA results. Significant differences between male and female students
were found in the following items: (a) I feel confident with my ability to learn about computers (p < .05); (b)
Working with a computer would make me very nervous (p < .05); (c) I am not the type to do well with
computers (p < .05); (d) I feel comfortable using computers (p < .01); and (e) Computers make me feel
uneasy and confused (p < .01).

Table 1: Differences in computer anxiety between male and female technological college students
Female

Male

Indicator

M

SD

M

ANOVA

SD

I fell confident with my ability to learn about computers

3.57 0.96

3.32

0.95

5.56*

Working with a computer would make me nervous

1.40 0.97

1.64

1.01

4.76

computer

1.30 102

1.34

0.93

0.15

Computers make me feel stupid

1.42 1.13

1.41

0.99

0.02

Computers make me feel uncomfortable

1.24 1.06

1.33

0.89

0.78

I am not the type to do well in computers

1.66 1.05

1.94

0.98

6.63*

I feel comfortable using computers

3.58 0.90

3.26

0.79

12.84***

Computers make me feel uneasy and confused

1.46 1.17

1.79

1.13

6.76**

I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use
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I think using computers would be difficult for me

1.39 0.94

1.42

0.80

0.42

1.36 0.94

1.42

0.80

0.42

I am unable to do as well working with computers as
most of my fellow college students

* p < .05

** p < .01

*** p < .001.

Multiple regression results reveal that students' locus of control of computer use, age, grade, year(s) of
computer experience, computcr(s) at home, subject majors, and number of computer courses taken have an
overall significant effect on male (F = 9.83, p < .001) and female (F = 30.86, p < .001) students' computer
anxiety. The R square value for male students equals to .43, suggesting that 43% of the variance in male
students' computer anxiety may be explained by the seven independent variables. The R square value for
female students equals to .33, suggesting that 33% of the variance in female students' computer anxiety may
be explained by the seven independent variables. Stepwise regression results show that locus of control and
the total number of computer courses taken have significant effects on male students' computer anxiety. On
the other hand, students' locus of control of computer use, subject major, and total number of computer
courses taken have significant effects on female students' computer anxiety.. Table 2 displays the
regression results by gender.

Table 2: Multiple regression results of variables related to male and female students' computer anxiety.
Male

Female

Variables

Beta

p

Beta

Locus of control

.50

.0001

.58

.0001

Subject major

-.13

.0028

-.08

.4071

Age

.00

.9337

-.04

.6730

Grade

.02

.7176

.02

.8619

Length of computer use

.05

.2316

.07

.4361

Computers at home

.01

.7848

.08

.3368

Total number of computer courses

.18

.0001

.19

.0001

3 Discussion
The findings of this study indicate that there were significant differences in technological college students'
computer anxiety by gender. Male students were more comfortable and had lower anxiety using computers
than their female classmates. These findings support previous research on the impact of gender-related

perceptions on computer anxiety among college and university students (Brosnan, 1998; Liao, 1999).
Plausible explanations include that (1) female students majored in different subject areas than male students;
(2) female students had taken fewer computer courses, and (3) social stereotype of computer proficiency.
Computer and technology have been portrayed in the society as more appropriate for male than for female

and thus influence male and female students' self-efficacy in using computers. Because freedom from
anxiety has been found to be an attributing variable to computer achievement (Liu & Johnson, 1998), it is
important to reduce computer anxiety among female students. This can be done by identifying the areas and
sources of anxiety in computer use by female students, and design instructional technique that can reduce
their computer anxiety (Ayersman, 1996; Ayersman & Reed 1995-86; Liu & Johnson, 1998; Presno, 1998).

For example, Fitzgerald, Hardin, and Hollingsend (1997) developed a course in hypermedia authoring
program and provided instructional strategies to help decrease participating education students' computer
anxiety.
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Findings of the present study have provided a better understanding of gender-related technological college
students' computer anxiety, identifying several related variables, such as locus of control and courses taken.
Future research needs to examine how these and other variables may be used to enhance equity among
technological students' computer confidence and achievement.
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This study compares computer anxiety of preservice teachers in the U. S. and

Taiwan. Two research questions were addressed: (1) Are there significant
differences in computer anxiety and locus of control between preservice teachers

from the two places? (2) What are the factors that affect computer anxiety
between preservice teachers in Taiwan and in the United States? Sample subjects

were 355 randomly selected college of education students from both places.
Two instruments were combined for data collection: Teacher Computer Attitude
Scale and Computer Locus of Control Measure. Both instruments were tested

for validity and reliability. MANOVA results reveal that there were overall
significant differences in computer anxiety and locus of control between the two
groups. In spite of college computer courses offered and mandated, preservice
teachers in Taiwan demonstrated greater computer anxiety and lower locus of
control than their counterparts in the United States. The results also show that
locus of control and gender affect computer anxiety for preservice teachers in
the United States. For preservice teachers in Taiwan, locus of control and length
of computer experience have effects on computer anxiety. Plausible explanations
include that students from Taiwan had fewer years of experiences working with
computers, and greater needs to enhance their computer self-efficacy.

Key Words: Preservice Teachers, Computer Anxiety, Locus of Control,
Cross- Cultural Study

Computer anxiety defined by Crable, Brodzenski, and Scherer (1994) is an anxious response by the
individual to the anticipated or actual contact with computers. Most of the studies on teacher computer
anxiety centered on investigating factors related to computer anxiety (Ayersman, 1996, Ayersman & Reed,
1995, Harris & Grandgenett, 1996; Huang, 1995) and ways to overcome resistance and fear of computer use

(Jackson, 1997; Stone, 1998). Recent research has also documented that (a) computer anxiety has a
debilitating effect on achievement in computer related learning (McInerney, McInerney, & Sinclair, 1994)

and (b) computer achievement was a function of three attitude variables: enjoyment, motivation, and

freedom from anxiety (Liu & Johnson, 1998). Few research studies, however, have focused on
cross-national comparison of computer anxiety and locus of control among preservice teachers. It is
important to examine computer anxiety cross-nationally because understanding the differences in computer
anxiety among preservice teachers from other countries may enable teacher educators to reflect on their

education system and teacher preparation programs and thus make necessary improvement. Such a
comparative study may also identify universal variables and relationship between variables that are
cross-culturally valid (Wubbels, 1993). Since individual's locus of control of computer use, whether the
person is internally or externally focused, is closely associated with computer anxiety (Crable, Brodzenski,
& Scherer, 1994), this study compares both computer anxiety and locus of control between preservice
teachers in Taiwan and in the United States. More specifically, this study addresses two research questions:
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1. Are there significant differences in computer anxiety and locus of control between preservice teachers in
Taiwan and in the United States?
2. What are the factors that affect computer anxiety between preservice teachers in Taiwan and in the United
States?

1. Methods
Subjects
The subjects were junior and senior students in education colleges from northern Taiwan and southern
United States. Among all participants, 180 students from each place were randomly selected for study.
Later on, five, students' data from the United States found unusable and deleted, leaving 175 sample subjects

for this group. Similar to the United States, most colleges offer introductory computer courses, and a
computer related course is mandated for teaching certificate in Taiwan. The two groups of preservice
teachers, however, varied significantly in their demographic variables. There were more male education
students in Taiwan than in the United States. About 36% of preservice teachers from Taiwan were male
whereas only 6% of preservice teachers from the United States were male. The preservice teachers in the

United States were older than their counterparts in Taiwan. Nearly 60% of them were 25 years old or
younger, whereas 85% of preservice teachers from Taiwan were in the same age category. Preservice
teachers in the United States also had longer experience working with computers than their counterparts in
Taiwan. Nearly 64% of them has two or more years of experience working with computers, but only 17% of
preservice teachers from Taiwan had same length of computer working experience.

Instruments
Two instruments were combined for data collection: Teacher Computer Attitude Scale (Violato, Marini, &
Hunter, 1989) and Computer Locus of Control Measure (Kay, 1986). Ten items from the Teacher Computer
Attitudes Scale (Violato, Marini, & Hunter, 1989) were used to measure prospective teachers' anxiety and
confidence in using computers. The Computer Locus of Control Measure (Kay, 1986) includes ten items
measuring students' internal or external focus of computer use. All items are on a 5-point Likert-type scale.
A score of 1 indicates "Strongly Disagree," a score of 2 indicates "Disagree," a score of 3 indicates "Neither
Agree nor Disagree," a score of 4 indicates "Agree," and a score of 5 indicates "Strongly Agree" to the
statement. In addition, a few questions about students' demographic background and computer working
experience were also included.
The combined survey was translated into Chinese for the use of sample subjects in Taiwan. Content validity
was verified by reversing translation of the Chinese survey into English by English teachers who had not
seen the original English version. No revision was needed. Nonetheless, internal consistency test shows that
three of the locus of control items were weakly correlated with other items and were deleted. The alpha
reliability coefficient is .95 for computer anxiety and .79 for locus of control scale based on the sample
subjects in the United States. The alpha reliability coefficient is .87 for computer anxiety and .61 for locus of
control scale for the sample subjects in Taiwan.

Data Analyses and Procedures
The survey was administered at mid of the academic year to preservice teachers by experienced researchers
in both nations. Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) were used to compare all items responded

by the two preservice teacher groups within computer anxiety and locus of control scales. Follow-up
analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed to determine where the differences are. Chi-square tests
were used to determine whether there were significant differences in demographic variables between the two
student groups. Finally, multiple regression analyses were used to determine variables significantly related
to computer anxiety of the two groups of preservice teachers

2 Results
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The MANOVA results reveal that there were an overall significant difference in computer anxiety (Wilks'
Lambda = 0.4959, F(10, 344) = 34.97, p < .001) and in locus of control (Wilks' Lambda = 0.4018, F(9, 347)
= 73.76, p < .001) between the two groups of prospective teachers. Follow up ANOVA tests reveal that the
two preservice teacher groups differed significantly in nine out of the ten computer anxiety items and the
seven locus of control items. The only item that shows no significant difference (p < .01) is "I am able to do
as well working with computers as most of my fellow college students." Table 1 displays the comparative
results for each item.
Table 1: Differences in Computer Anxiety and Locus of Control between Preservice Teachers in Taiwan and
the United States.

Taiwan

Item

M

SD

U. S.
M

SD

3.93
2.20
1.34

1.00

2.11

1.08
0.85

ANOVA

Computer Anxie

1.10
0.88

38.01**
101.20**
143.04**
128.39**
40.87**
51.78**
71.70**
115.81**
250.94**

3.56

0.96

5.53

2.63 0.99
2.72 1.22

3.37
3.19

0.87

46.77**
17.56**

3.64 1.12

1.91

0.80

209.20**

3.18 1.00

3.47

0.95

7.84*

3.33 1.46

2.05

0.90

113.79**

2.83

3.83

0.76

105.09**

2.75

0.97

17.04**

*I feel confident with my ability to learn about computers 3.22 1.14
3.36 1.11
* Working with a computer would make me nervous
*I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use computer 3.42 1.00
3.44 1.12
* Computers make me feel stupid
2.74 1.19
*I am not the type to do well in computers
3.01 1.10
*I feel comfortable using computers
3.31 1.09
*Computers make me feel uncomfortable
3.41 0.92
* Computers make me feel uneasy and confused
3.46 0.87
*I think using computers would be difficult for me
*I am able to do as well working with computers as
3.77 1.01
most of my fellow college students

2.03
3.80
2.30
2.25
1.19

1.05
1.06

1.02
1.16

Locus of control
*I could probably do just about anything I need to do
with computers
*I can make the computer do what I want it to do
*I will probably never be able to work with computers
effectively
* If I had a problem using the computer, I could
solve it one way or another
*I would never use computers if someone wasn't
pushing me to do so

*I would be able to determine how computers are
used in my classroom
* When something goes wrong with the computers,
I feel there would be little I could do about it

*p<.01.

1.05

2.33 0.93

1.05

**p<.001.

A series of multiple regression was conducted using demographic (gender and age), length of computer
experience, and locus of control as independent variables to explore their effects on the two student groups'
computer anxiety.

Table 2 displays the multiple regression results.
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Table 2: Multiple Regression Results of Gender, Age, Length of Computer Experience and Locus of Control
on the Computer Anxiety of the Two Preservice Teacher Groups

Taiwan

Variables

Beta

Beta

Locus of control
Gender
Age
Length of computer use

-0.57
-0.04
<0.01
0.28

U. S.

.0001
.4379
.9707
.0001

-0.77
.012
-0.03
-0.04

p

.0001
.0102
.4780
.4433

The results reveal that locus of control has a strong negative effect on computer anxiety for preservice
teachers in the United States. The greater locus of control they had, the lower was their computer anxiety. In
addition, gender has significant effect on preservice teachers in the United States. Female preservice
teachers had greater computer anxiety than male preservice teachers. The R square value equals to 0.65,
suggesting that 65% of the variance in preservice teachers' computer anxiety may be explained by the four
independent variables. For preservice teachers in Taiwan, locus of control also has strong negative effects (p
< .001) on their computer anxiety. Length of computer use, however, has positive effect on their computer

anxiety. The R square value equals to 0.47, suggesting that 47% of the variance in preservice teachers'
computer anxiety may be explained by the same four independent variables.

3 Discussion
The findings of the present study reveal that there were significant differences in computer anxiety and locus
of control between preservice teachers in Taiwan and in the United States. In spite of the college computer
courses offered and mandated, teacher education students in Taiwan demonstrated greater computer anxiety
and lower locus of control of computer competency than their counterparts in the United States. Preservice
teachers in Taiwan had less confidence in mastering computer whether through the help of others or by their
own effort. This finding is consistent to previous research studies which reported that preservice teachers in
the United States had more positive attitude towards computers than those in Taiwan (Huang, 1997; Liao,
1996). This may partially due to the fact that preservice teachers in Taiwan had less experience working with
computers than preservice teachers in the United States. Frequency distributions show that nearly 11% of
preservice teachers in Taiwan never used computers, 29% of them used for less than six months, 21% used
for six months to one year, 21% used for one to two years, and only 17% used for two years or longer. Less

than adequate experience often produce greater anxiety. Other socio-cultural factors may produced
attitudinal differences (Sensales & Greenfield, 1995) and need to be examined.

Findings of this study have educational implications. Teacher educators in Taiwan need to enhance
technology proficiency, computer self-efficacy, and strategies for reducing computer anxiety and increasing
confidence. For example, Pina and Harris (1994) suggested several teaching strategies that have been used in
computer literacy courses. Some of the strategies are to (1) find the friendliest computer system, (2) give
students a tour of the system, (3) tell them how it works, (4) start with simplicity and success, (5) teach
self-regulated learning strategies, (6) use cooperative learning system, (7) keep their hands on the wheel, (8)
let them know what computers can not do, (9) provide peers as lab assistants, and so forth. Although length
of computer experience is an influential variable, negative quality of computer experience may also create
anxiety (Gos, 1996; McInerney, McInerney, & Sinclair, 1994). Teacher educators need to provide user

friendly environment like easy access, expert support, good facilities, and quality computer courses to
enhance education students' computer competency.

For future research, educational researchers need to (a) identify other beneficial and negative instructional
techniques and behaviors that are related to students computer difficulty, including Internet anxiety (Fresno,
1998), and (b) explore individual characteristics associated with learning to use computer in preservice
teacher preparation (Ropp, 1999).
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I Introduction
The Web provides a new learning environment with a wealth of pedagogic possibilities. The colorful and
visually engaging appearance, rich resources, online audio, video, and other interactive features, combine to
make the Web an enormously valuable learning tool. Although it has been argued that web technology has
the potential to provide a unique environment for teaching and learning, the psychological implications of its
effects on learners' language learning has remained relatively unexplored. The current research does not

present much empirical evidence to validate the instructional applications of web technology [1 -6].
Furthermore, results of a meta-analytical study, Ayersman found that perceptions and attitudes toward
technology are functionally important in promoting effective learning [7]. Therefore, more research needs to
be conducted into learners' perceptions toward this new technology so specific guidelines for its successful
implementation can be provided.

This study looked at learners' attitudes and perceptions as they conducted technology-augmented projects,

and asked what were their affective attitudes and cognitive perceptions toward this tool. The study
contributes to an understanding of language learning using the Web, and provides a basis for empirical
studies of Taiwanese EFL learners performing real educational tasks with the Web. The insights gained in

this small study will help EFL teachers design better learning environments with regard to classroom
management, assessment and assignment.

2 Methodology
Participants
The 55 participants in this study were second year students, majoring in Applied English at a junior college.
They had taken a 2-credit required course in Tourism English for two semesters.

Web-based Language Project
The goal of this project was to apply the language that the students had learned in an authentic context, to
communicate, and to nurture students' global perspectives and information literacy. The project aimed to
help students understand the Web with the ultimate goal of using it to create research projects about selected
states in the U.S. Specifically, the objectives for the project were to: (1) provide students with background

information about American culture, its separate states, cities, food, customs, people, history, travel
information, etc. (2) provide students with an information-literate experience in web technology; (3) enhance
students' discourse synthesis ability, namely, learning how to search, organize, and compose information for
a research project. Students were asked to work on conducting a search of an assigned American state on the
Web. Students could create their projects in whatever format they would like.

Instruments
A questionnaire was given to elicit relevant information on the participants' perception of, and attitudes
towards, using the Web to complete their Web-based English projects. The first part of the survey pertained
to background information. The second part consisted of 40 attitude and perception statements about
learning experiences indicating levels of agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 5
standing for strong agreement. The Cronbach coefficient alpha of the survey was .87, suggesting the internal
reliability to be quite acceptable. The third part included open-ended questions depicting their reflections
about the project.
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Data Collection and Analysis
After data collection, the quantitative and qualitative methods were performed. The qualitative analysis
made from the student responses to the open-ended questions and the researcher' s observation, provided the
opportunity to uncover deeper issues than might have been apparent in a quantitative study. Results from the

factor analysis (principal axis factoring with varimax rotation) yielded six factors accounting for 64.11
percent of the variance. Following are the interpretations of each factor: cognitive disorientation, learning
anxiety, perceived enhancement of language ability, perceived enhancement of cultural understanding, as
well as the Web as a potentially useful search tool, and the overall perception of language learning on the
Web.

3 Discussion and Conclusion
The study investigated second-year junior college students' attitudes and perceptions towards the web as an

educational resource. Six main factors concerning the learners' perceptions were identified, including
cognitive disorientation, learning anxiety, perceived enhancement of language ability, perceived
enhancement of cultural understanding, as well as the Web as a potentially useful search tool, and the overall
perception of language learning on the Web. The study showed that the reaction of students to technologyaugmented assignments was mixed. Analysis of the survey revealed a generally positive attitude towards the
project pertaining to the enhacement of cultural awarenss and overall language learning. A few negative
responses were noted, as learners experienced varying degrees of disorientation and cognitive overload. In
particular, those learners who do not adjust well to reading on the Web appear to have much learning anxiety
and cognitive disorientation, and correspondingly, have a lower overall perception of language learning.

Some frustration with the challenges and difficulties in relation to computers and language were found. On
the one hand, students' encountered technical difficulties in relation to the use of computers. The problems
they encountered were; malfunctioning of the system, the periodic slowness of Internet connections, poor
design of web documents, searching complications, time constraints and the inconvenience of being required
to work on the project on campus. On the other hand, students commented on the challenges of reading,
selecting, processing and evaluating information. For example, some learners had not developed effective
searching strategies for locating appropriate information and, further made qualitative judgments as to the
accuracy and reliability of specific information. Given the fact that interest is the impetus of learning, and
method is the key to knowledge, teachers should inform learners of effective learning strategies and design

diversified learning enviroments by providing intellectual, entertaining and interesting assignmets to
enhance learners enjoyment. From this study, it could be concluded that computer-learning networks have
the potential to empower students in well-designed learning environments. It is emphasized that the central
computer-mediated learning experience in Language Studies can not be achieved by itself simply by the

introduction of the learner to the web technology. Those learners who show reluctance towards
technologically oriented projects need careful guidance and support from the pedagogical and technological

applications of this self-directed curriculum. Therefore, providing scaffolding, both in using Internet
applications and in orienting the learners to the task, is vital to the successful implementation and integration
of technology into the curriculum.

It is undeniable that, being situated at the turn of 21 century as we are, developing the learner' s information
literacy of the digital world is important. Learning to navigate and sift through huge amounts of information
with speed and accuracy, as well as pursuing a critical level of understanding that goes well beyond literal or
surface-level meaning, will prepare students for the challenges they will face as society delves deeper into

the Information Age. The study calls for the learners' instrumental use of web technology to achieve
language-specific goals. The project challenges learners to become both language and information literate in

growing the following skills: awareness of global issues and concerns, the cross-cultural comparison,
development of computer skills, enhancement of critical thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as
specific communication skills such as arguing, persuading, or defending a particular point.

As the study shows, researching language instruction within a digital learning environment opens up a
broader range of connections and meaning-making among learners. The present study is only a stepping
stone on the way to examining learners' perceptions and attitudes toward the Web-based language project.
Although this activity was conducted in a foreign language class, it could be adapted as an activity in a
variety of disciplines to maximize the language dimension, such as social studies, global education, science,
and cultural comparison [8]. The researcher believes that the possibilities for research in these powerful
network environments will be conducive to broadening and refining language literacy.
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The purpose of this short paper is to present the preliminary results of our exploratory
research concerning the impact of information and computer technologies (1CTs) on
students' perception about their role as future elementary school teach ers. More specifically,
we are trying to determine which factors, when ICTs are used as instructional support, are

likely to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centered approach to a more genuine learnercentered approach. Using student interventions in tlediscussions and the pedagogical
scenarios as data sources, we outlined two general trends. First, students who demonstrate
critical thinking abilities in telediscussions are more likely to apply successfully their
constructivist values and beliefs in heir productions of integrative scenarios. Secondly,
students who do not support their opinion in the telediscussions will be less able to apply
constructivist principles to their productions, where the learners are truly at the centre of
their learning.

Keywords :On-line education, teaching and learning processes, pre-service teacher education,
socio-cons tructivism

1 Introduction
The purpose of this short paper is to present the preliminary results of our exploratory research concerning the
impact of information and computer technologies (ICTs) on students' perception about their role as future
elementary school teachers. More specifically, we are trying to determine which factors, when ICTs are used
as instructional support, are likely to facilitate the shift from a teacher-centred approach to a more genuine
learner-centred approach. To do so, we are using, as data sources, the student interventions in telediscussions
and the pedagogical scenarios (hereafter integrative scenarios) that were produced on the web.

2 Context
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Students registered in our teacher education programme have to take a minimum of two courses about the
integration of ICTs in the classroom. The first course (ET A1700) is a general overview of the various
technologies that could be integrated in a given learning environment. The final assignment consists of
producing, as a team, a complete and fully working integrative scenario that will be available on the Web, for
the benefit of their colleagues and the teaching community. To develop their scenarios, the students have
access to our instructional model that favours a scaffolding strategy. The creation of the scenario includes the
following steps : needs analysis, development of the content, selection of a learning approach and the
development of a lesson plan. In a socio-constructivist approach, students are free to choose the subjectmatter, the grade level, the pedagogical approach, the teaching tools and medium. As the teams develop their
integrative scenarios, individual members are invited to participate in telediscussions. For the course
ETA1700, four themes are provided : the impact of ICTs on society, the effective use of ICTs in educational
settings, the changing role of teachers and learners and continuing education of teachers. Since learning to use
the technology is a sub-goal of the course, students are requested to make at least one contribution for each
theme, as well as offer one reply to one of their colleague.

The second course, PED2000, is a full year course, offered to second or third year students and mostly at a
distance. Team members are free to meet as they please. Using the same scaffolding approach, students have
to produce a more comprehensive scenario for a situation of their choice. However, prior to designing their
scenario, students have to contact an in-service teacher who will let the students conduct their intervention in
his or her classroom. The field experiment allows the teams to conduct a formative evaluation of their project.
PED2000 students also have access to electronic forums of discussion, with the difference that no themes
have been pre-determined. It is the students who create and launch topics of discussion. An on-line tutor is
available to guide the students in their creative process.

3 Description of the project
3.1 Object of research
As we mentioned earlier, our goal is to understand better the perceptions that students might have about the
impact of technology on their future role as elementary school teachers. Ultimately, the research results will
be used to improve an to enrich our scaffolding approach, in order to help the students not only discuss the
socio-constructivists principles but adopt them in practice. To do so, we explored the links between the
discourse held in the telediscussions and the application of the principles in the integrative scenarios.

3.2 Sampling
For this paper, we used only the one of the multiple sections of the ETA1700 course. We selected four
integrative scenarios representing 18 students, who contributed 80 messages on the two relevant themes
(perception about the role of the teacher and effective use of ICTs in the classroom). Since our goal is to
explore the factors influencing the application of socio-constructivis t principles, we retained the projects that
demonstrated some interdisciplinary and collaborative flavour.

3.3. Criteria for analysis
3.3.1 Integrative scenarios
To assess the students' perceptions about their changing role as teachers, we referred to some of the criteria
d Crrihed in Vienq (l991) [11 as .ve I as the generl constructivist principles (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Brown,
Collins & Duguid, 1989) [2] [3]. Even though we used a Liken scale to evaluate each criterium, our intention
was not to cumulate frequencies. We rather used the scales to guide our critical analysis of the constructivist
aspects of each scenario. Consequently, the results are more descriptive in nature.
The criteria are as follows :
Learning strategies . Notwithstanding the specific learning strategy to be used, we assessed whether the

learner' s during the instructional strategy was « directed », « guided », « rather guided », or «free ».
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Team work. We examined whether the students planned to have their learners work individually, in teams but
to conduct a fragmented task, or in teams to conduct a collaborative and collective task.

Content. Did the students determine a specific content or did they leave it completely opened for their
learners to decide of their subject, as it is usually done in project-based learning?

Pedaaoaical goals. Aside from the usual well-stipulated instructional goals, did the students add other
learning objectives such as transversal competencies? To what extent did they consider incidental learning?
Interdisciplinary. Did the students focus on one subject matter or did they use the opportunity to integrate
several disciplines?
It is to be noted that all criteria were considered simultaneously in order to assess the global constructivist
flavour of each scenario.

3.3.2 Forums
For the forums we proceeded differently. First, we focused on two aspects : the positive/negative attitude
toward the ICTs. Secondly, we looked at the perception of the teacher' s role. In addition, we attempted to

assess the student' s capacity to reflect critically, that is we observed whether the students were able to
develop and support their thoughts rather than merely contributing an unsubstantiated opinion (Quellmaz,
1987; Ennis, 1987) [4] [5].

4 Preliminary results
4.1 Forums
Attitude towards ICTs
After conducting the preliminary analysis of the telediscussions for the course ETA1700, we noticed that the

students positions about the integration ICTs in the classroom are not radical as one might expect. The
majority seems relatively sensitive and cautious about technologies. In fact, several interventions were
concerned about the fact that the computer will never replace the teacher and that the human factor is
essential for the development of the pupils. In other words, aspects such as empathy, communication,
emotional support are still essential for the learners development.

Perceptions of the role of the teacher
After listing all relevant interventions, we noted three recurrent themes that could constitute categories. Some
interventions directly mentioned the role of the teacher, whereas others were more or less related to the topic,
but still touched on the perceptions of the teacher' s role. The third group of interventions were concerned
about more specific tasks of the teacher. We chose to use these categories to present the results about the
perceptions.

Although not all interventions under the theme « Perception of the role as teacher » referred directly to the
subject, it is interesting to discover that the perception of the role is indeed changing. The students did
mention that the ICTs will help shift from a traditional role of « content deliverer » to one that assumes more
guidance, more facilitation. Terms such as « facilitator », « animator », « councillor », « advisor » were used
relatively frequently. However, we discovered that the students limited their intervention at the opinion level.
They only named or listed the role without providing an explanation or a definition of what they meant by
« facilitator » for example. Furthermore, they did not establish a priori what they view as a « traditional role ».
Very few went as far as mentioning « content deliverer » or « lecturer 9. In other words, students talk about
the changing role without defining their assumptions. No one proceeded to compare and contrast the two

positions or provide an illustration to support their thought. Indeed, the participants merely identified
keywords and did not attempt to engage in a more critical discussion.

Some interventions were also addressing the issue of the changing role, but indirectly. Some students talked
about the fact, for example, that the ICTs will provide the opportunity for the pupils to be more active in their
learning process. Here, the guiding role of the teacher is implied in the discussion. Participants mention the
possibility that ICTs will encourage the active construction process and consequently, will contribute to a
more significant learning experience. In fact, in those indirect interventions, the learners are considered to be
at the centre of their learning, actively engaged in the construction of their own knowledge and experience.
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In sum, those students seem to think that ICTs can be used to favour collaboration between the learners as
long as the learners' needs are respected. It seemed that participants perceive the ICTs as an integrated tool to
teaching that favours self-learning.

The same group of students also discussed a specific aspect of teaching that will be affected by the
technology : the impact of a broader access to information. Some students recognise the fact that a wider
access to information will bring new tasks for their learners. One student mentioned that their pupils will have

to « clarify their own research goals, define their information seeking strategy, make choices in the
information, and sort the information ». This type of anticipation regarding « transversal » competencies was
certainly an interesting discovery.

However, the same students who demonstrated their critical thinking abilities, still perceived themselves as
the authority figure for their students. In fact, they mentioned that it will be their responsibility to assess the
quality of information gathered on the Web as well as to judge the relevance of the source. Instead of making
the link between the role of guide or facilitator as it would be expected in a constructivist fashion, it seems
that the higher cognitive skills required, such as analysis and evaluation, will remain in the mind of future
teachers, as their own territory.

4.1 Integrative scenarios
Two interesting trends have been identified in this analysis. First, the students who are more able to support
their opinions by providing examples, using the literature, explaining their thoughts, seem to be more capable
of producing a scenario that uses a genuine constructivist approach. In fact, if all the constructivist criteria are
applied whenever it is reasonable to do so, the tone used to describe the learning activity is more opened,

more respectful of both the freedom of the teacher and the learners. Here, we noticed that teams who
produced a constructivist integrative scenario, were constituted of at least two members who demonstrated
critical thinking abilities.

In the second trend, it seems that the students who claim that the role of the teacher is changing but who do
not support their opinion, do not apply their values and perceptions in their integrative scenarios. In the
telediscussions, they claim to be constructivist, but they fail to transfer their thoughts in practice. As we
anticipated, the majority of the scenarios produced were meant to be constructivist. Some teams for example,
will have their students work in teams but in a fragmented fashion (individual students will provide parts that
will make a whole); the content will be determined and not opened for change; the learner will be rather
guided in the learning process.
Two sources or information reveal the lesser constructivist approach : the instructional goal statement and the

description of the lesson plan. Statements of the instructional goals in those scenarios tend to be highly
fragmented, clearly measurable, well stated. Often, the students will refer to the Ministere de I' education du
Quebec programme to write the goals. There is no reformulation of the goals to suit their situation or needs.
Also, there is no interpretation or critical analysis or re-evaluation of the goals. The students just take them as
they come.

The design of the lesson plan is another indicator that a scenario might not represent a good application of
constructivist principles. Lessons plans tend to be very organised and directed as well. The outcomes, ensuing
the instructional goals, are well planned. In fact, the pre-service teachers, remain perfectly in control of the
predetermined outcomes. Despite their good intentions, the students remain in control of the learning process.
The steps are not only too well defined, that are also not flexible. The outcomes of the intervention using
ICTs are still pre -determined and nothing else, that is no incidental learning is considered.

5 Conclusions
In this exploratory research we highlighted two trends. Students who demonstrate critical thinking abilities in
telediscussions are more likely to apply successfully their values and beliefs in their productions of integrative
scenarios. Secondly, students who do not support their opinion in the telediscussions will be less able to apply
the constructivist principles to their productions. They will remain in control of their pupils' learning. The
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next logical step will be to determine how we could support the development of critical thinking skills in the

telediscussions, in order to encourage a better transfer of the socio-constructivist principles to the
development of integrative scenarios.
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Research on the effects of hypermedia learning environments often suffers from
a lack of systematic control of learning conditions, especially the sequencing of
the content. While available tools for logfile analysis are confined to delivering
frequencies and other figures, the tool to be presented (EDASEQ: Exploratory
Data Analysis for Sequential Data) was developed to facilitate the analysis of
the navigation paths of single learners as well as "average" paths of a group of
learners. Because standard statistical procedures for handling sequential data are
not suitable here, the tool is primarily founded on graphical methods. Navigation
processes are represented by transition matrices, and with additional
visualizations and trajectories. Apart from descriptive portrayals, the tool also
allows for categorizing empirically found navigation patterns on the basis of
theoretically defined prototypical patterns. Furthermore, it is possible to
compare the patterns of single learners or groups. Results can be used to better
explain the effects of self-regulated learning in hypermedia learning
environments. Without knowing variables like sequencing, time-on-task, or the
number and configuration of examples studied by learners, it is hardly possible
to interpret the impact of external learning conditions on the learning outcomes.
Keywords: learning processes, navigation, hypermedia, methodology, tool

1 Introduction
A fundamental problem of research on self-regulated learning is the possible variation of learners' behaviors,
especially regarding variables like the sequence of content, the time spent with studying different parts of
subject matter, the number and arrangement of examples and exercises: Have they really worked through all
the relevant information? How many examples were chosen, with what methods of representation and in
what combinations? How many exercises were worked through, and to what result, resp. with mistakes of
what kind? How long were the learners occupied with what contents? This is valid for every type of research

on self-regulated learning, but especially for learning with hypermedia. Even with the same context
conditions, quantitatively and qualitatively completely different courses of learning are possible and thus, in
consequence, very different results. Even when the learner activities displayed are described exactly, there
are differences with respect to the quality of the elaborative treatment; the external conditions of the learning

processes, however, are principally controllable. Unfortunately, standard statistical procedures are not
suitable to represent an "average path" in an educational hypermedia system: Mean times spent on looking
to specific pages or mean frequencies of visits are often not sufficient to explain differences in learning
outcomes.

2 Aims of the development of EDASEQ''
For the description and categorization of such processes there thus remain graph theoretical procedures.
There were already attempts at implementing these some time ago; the best known is probably Flanders'
(1970) procedure for the analysis of teaching (cf. also Canter, Rivers & Storrs, 1985). For the treatment and
Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation), grant Az. Ho
649/9-1,2,3).
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evaluation of data on the basis of graph theoretical considerations there is, however, as yet no method which
is relatively simple to use. It was therefore an aim of the development of methods within the framework of a
six year research project on case-based hypermedia learning environments in vocational training to develop
a procedure allowing recorded data of learning processes to be so prepared that a) a data reduction is brought
about which allows those processes to be analyzed exploratively, b) a categorization of typical processes
becomes possible, c) records of several processes can be aggregated and finally d). Comparisons are made

possible between (1) single records of processes, in order to see differences and similarities, (2) an
individual process and an aggregated one, in order to be able to study deviations of single learners from the
typical route taken in their group, (3) two aggregated processes, in order to compare groups under different
treatment resp. marginal conditions using experimental designs, (4) a single or an aggregate process with a
prototype process that is produced artificially, in order to categorize processes of one or several prototypes
within the framework of defined deviations, or to test hypotheses. Apart from the characteristics of the
processes, it should also be possible to extract simple statistics: e.g. frequency of the calling up of specific
screen pages, specific transition frequencies, length of stay etc.

3 Forms of representation
In order to represent hypermedia navigation processes, there are first of all two different but mathematically
equivalent codes: transition matrices on the one hand and aligned graphs on the other. Whilst one can see
conspicuous characteristics in the graphical representation, the matrix representation allows the calculation
of indices. Since both forms of representation are practicable, both should be taken into consideration. One
special feature of well designed hypermedia learning systems is a structured presentation of knowledge
given in such a way that learners have the choice of either informing themselves superficially or of going
deeper into the subject at any chosen place, or of combining both courses of action: first gaining an overview,
assuming an
then deepening their knowledge. In order to determine the extent of the "deepening"
appropriate structuring of knowledge in the medium -, two characteristic values, the mean "depth of
elaboration" and the "variance of elaboration" have been developed. The depth of elaboration is a rating for
every hypermedia occurrence, which is all the higher, the deeper the corresponding screen page goes into a
specific subject. If, for instance, the highest level with the index number 1 is the term "statistics", then pages
on the subject "inference statistics" or "descriptive statistics" would have the index number 2 and a page on
the subject "log-linear models" would have, for example, the index numb er 5. The arithmetic mean of the

values of all screen pages visited could then give an indication of the extent of the "deepening" or
"elaboration" of the material; the measurement is completed by the elaboration variance ascertained
analogously. Not least, characteristics of the chronological process should be portrayable.

4 Realization
As the first step towards a reduction of process data in the Mannheim research project "Case-based learning
problem" - in compliance with the demands - a software-technical evaluation procedure was developed. This
enables processes to be transferred rapidly into transition matrices, so that firstly the simple frequencies of
the consultation of specific pieces of information and of the transitions between offers of information can be
ascertained. The learning programs developed in this project each encompass approx. 150 screen pages;
learners need up to five hours to complete the given tasks and corresponding records comprise 3000 - 5000
single entries, each consisting of the time (in seconds after midnight) and the designation of the respective
screen page. Log-files existing as ASCII text files are downloaded and converted into MS Excel files. For
the simultaneous trcatmcnt of a larger amount of rccords it is also possible to stack them. Process data in the
form of transition matrices can furthermore be compared to each other and also aggregated. In order to
reduce data one can also stipulate that transitions which are more seldom than a specified threshold value
should be ignored.

5 Examples of process representations and indices
The following representations are based on fictitious data; i.e. records were produced with the specific aim

of representing certain processes, in order to determine whether the corresponding characteristics are
perceptible. Apart from this the size of these records was to be restricted, in order to enable a written account
to be given. shows the evaluation as regards the frequency with which single screen pages were called up, as
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well as the length of the stay there (absolute in seconds and relative to the complete time needed). Ills.
shows a transition matrix with aligned graphs of the process included (option). One alternative graphical
representation ("chronological") is given in Ill. 2. Here, above all, recourses to previous steps are clearly to
be seen: the test person would, in this case, have chosen a strategy whereby he/she began by choosing page
B1 on the higher level, "deepening" from there straight to BX 1 , going back to B1, choosing mother
"deepening" (BY2) etc. The values in the main diagonal indicate how many time units the learner has here
stayed on each separate page.
1

In a third, more concise representation of the process every node (page, screen, chapter etc.) is represented
by one cell and the navigation process is shown by arrows between the cells. Analyzing aggregated data, the
thickness of the arrows indicates the frequency of the transitions between two nodes. So, a sequence of thick
arrows represent a "modal path", i.e. a path used by many users. (Ill. 3)
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6 Conclusion
The procedure which has been developed is first of all explorative, i.e. data are so prepared and represented
that they allow categorizations and comparisons, thus offering a basis for the forming of hypotheses. Very

extensive record files, in particular, are reduced. Although the procedure for the analysis of records on
navigation was developed in hypertext, resp. hypermedia systems, it is also suitable for the treatment and
analysis of data on the observation of teaching or other courses of communication.
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Following constructionist principles, postgraduate students who were studying a
paper on Human Computer Interaction were required to build educational multimedia
systems and then to evaluate those produced by their colleagues. The experience of
developing a multimedia system, together with lectures and access to general material

on the topic, enabled them to provide valuable insights into important issues.
Nonetheless, the students were not, on the whole, able to transfer all that they had
learned when building their own systems into an evaluation framework. The
provision of scaffolding was recommended to facilitate transfer.

Keywords: Multimedia, Evaluation, Constructionism

1 Introduction
What are the criteria that should be used to judge the effectiveness of interfaces for multimedia tutorial systems?
In an experiment with a class of postgraduate students studying Human Computer Interaction (HCI), they were
asked to develop their own framework for evaluation. To give them some notion o f what to look for and what to
expect, they first had to form groups and construct their own multimedia tutorial systems. This approach is based

on the idea of constructionism [6]. By collaborating in a group to develop some appropriate product, it is
suggested that learners can come to a better understanding of the principles of a subject rather than by just being
given the information by a teacher. This is in line with the wry comment from Jonassen et al [9] that the people
who learn most from instructional materials are the designers.

The students were required to work together with one or two other classmates to produce their own small scale

multimedia educational systems. Using the knowledge and experience they had gained, they then had to
individually evaluate the interfaces of the other systems. There was no detailed specification about how to carry

out these activities. The students had, however, been exposed to the main issues through lectures and
discussions. They also had appropriate readings made available to them. The intention, therefore, was to see
what the students, themselves, considered appropriate ways of evaluation in the light of their background and
their experience in developing multimedia software. An assessment was then made of how much they had
learned when building systems and how well the knowledge was applied to evaluating the systems of others.

2 Previous work
Interface evaluation can be carried out for many different purposes. The distinction is usually made between
formative evaluation where improvements to a system under development can be determined and summative
evaluation which assesses the overall performance [8]. There are a range of methods that can be used depending
on the purpose of the study. Preece [12] categorises these purposes as analytic, expert, observational, survey
and experimental. Analytic techniques are used to determine the complexity of the interfaces. Expert evaluation
involves inviting people experienced with interface issues to identify usability problems. Observational, survey
and experimental studies all have in common the involvement of what Preece terms "Real users." Users can be
observed using software, provide feedback about the system through interviews or questionnaires or take part in
experiments to test the impact of various features of the interface.

A common method of evaluation that does not involve users is expert evaluation where, as noted above, people
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with some knowledge of interface issues detect possible problems. This process can be conducted in accordance

with the guidelines formulated by Nielsen and Molich [11]. The following aspects of the interface are all
considered in what is referred to by these authors as a heuristic evaluation: simple and natural dialogue; speaking
the user' s language; minimising user memory load; consistency; feedback; clearly marked exits; short cuts; good
error messages; prevention of errors, and help and documentation.

An examination of the literature on multimedia reveals little mention of evaluation. Testing is usually discussed
but not evaluation [4, 15]. Some important principles emerge, however. Alty [1, p33] points out that "A key
question is when to use which media and in what combination to achieve the maximum effect." He also observes
that success in multimedia depends more on the combination of media rather than on the provision of a rich set
of media. Frater and Paulissen [5] note that interactive tutorials should allow the user to choose the starting point
and allow the information to be accessed as often as required. They also offer this piece of advice. "Keep in mind
that multimedia can make learning much more interesting when animation and sound files are used to explain the
topic. Also a quiz is more fun when set up as a game" [5, p362]. Preece [12] points out that navigation, too, is an
important consideration in hypertext/multimedia systems. Users, as she notes need to be able to know where they
are, how they reached that point, where can they go next and how they get there. This as pect of interface design
is actually covered by the first heuristic of Nielsen and Molich [11] which refers to "Simple and natural dialogue."
This takes into account navigating through a system. Interface factors in interactive multimedia systems are also
considered in Reeves and Harmon [13] and Tannenbaum [14].

One recent taxonomy in the literature provided by Heller and Martin [7] aims to help students on multimedia
courses understand the forms of media as well as enabling them to evaluate the work of others. It has two
dimensions - the media type and the means of expression (elaboration, representation and abstraction). This
classification shows, for example, that text might be fully elaborated (large chunks of narrative), can be
abbreviated (represented in bullet points) or might be abstract in nature such as text in a logo. Students are able
to check whether a medium has been used in an appropriate fashion. As the authors state, though, the taxonomy
takes no account of the effect of combining several media. Nonetheless, it is useful in focusing on the evaluation
of each element. Detailed guidelines about how to use each medium, for example text, can also be found in
Vaughan [15] and Collins [2].

3 Course structure
"Topics in Human-Computer Interaction" is a single semester paper for postgraduate students in Computer
Science and Information Systems at Massey University. Most students have already completed a third year
undergraduate paper "Human-Computer Interaction" in which the underlying theory is presented. These
students will also have gained some experience in developing interfaces. The aim of this course is to consider
issues of current interest such as computer supported co-operative work, innovative interfaces, different ways of
evaluating the interface, multimedia systems and interfaces on the World Wide Web. Teaching is carried out
through a mixture of lecturing, student seminars, discussion and demonstrations (of software such as Adobe
Premiere and Macromedia Director). Students have available to them two books of readings which cover the
material taught.

One assignment for this paper involved the students working in groups to develop a small multimedia system
with an educational focus. The groups could choose any appropriate subject. Each student was then asked,
individually, to evaluate the interfaces to all the other systems. A set of lectures had been given on the topic of
multimedia including exposure to several life cycles for developing software of this kind. The topic of evaluation
had also received considerable coverage in lectures and student seminars. Students were aware that interfaces
can be evaluated for various purposes and in many different ways (for example by heuristic evaluation, interviews,
questionnaires etc.)

Guidance cn the life cycle that should be followed to develop the multimedia systems and the method of
evaluation required was deliberately kept to a minimum. In the light of the teaching on the course and the material
available to them, students were expected to make their own informed decisions. In particular, it was hoped that
the students' own experiences in developing multi-media software would give them some insight into the criteria
that should be employed when evaluating the interfaces to the other students' systems.
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4 The student systems
Six groups each developed their own multimedia system. The systems were expected to offer instruction to their
users and be interactive. A brief description of the systems follows.
Maori Language Tutoring

This system was designed to help students learn the Maori language. The study material was based on the
philosophy that Maori be used wherever possible, with visual and aural stimuli to teach the vocabulary. Words

were introduced via demonstrations using pre-recorded video clips. The system, however, also contained
explanation in English for students who did not wish to completely immerse themselves in Maori. As well as
learning new terms, students could choose to review vocabulary or test their comprehension. Maori music aid
designs were used in this system where the developers thought appropriate.
Learning the New Zealand Road Code

A written test on the New Zealand road code has to be passed before learner drivers can take their practical
driving test. The aim of the road code system was intended to make the learning process more interesting. It was
believed that by using animation, audio and video, the learning process would be enhanced. The system included
tutorial material on aspects of the road code (for example, how to overtake or what to do when approaching a
roundabout) as well as test material.
Earthquake Disaster System

The earthquake disaster system was developed to show people how to behave in the event of a serious
earthquake. It included clips from a video developed by Civil Defence. Topics that were dealt with included
planning for and coping with an earthquake. The opening screen showed a photograph of the devastation
caused by a major earthquake. Music and animation chosen to reflect the theme of devastation accompanied the
photograph.
Shape Recognition

The intention of the shape recognition system was to help children learn how to identify both two and three
dimensional shapes in a lively and interesting way. Sound, animation and graphics were included in order to
make the system appealing to children. Another goal of the developers was to make the system easy to use.
There was a particular emphasis on the use of colour which was seen by the developers as making the system
attractive to the intended users. The opening screen was designed to capture the attention of children with music
and morphing shapes.
Introducing the Internet
This system, as its name implies, was intended to be introductory in nature. Its target group was school children
who could find out about concepts such as email, newsgroups, file transfer protocol etc. This system made use of
graphics and sound but also included lengthy textual explanations. As with the shape recognition system, there
was an emphasis on the use of colour. Ease of navigation was also a major consideration.
Undergraduate Studies in Computer Science

This system allows students to find out about the staff and the papers they teach in a Computer Science
department. Photographs of staff members were included. When browsing through the system, users were able to
move from a staff page to obtain information about papers taught by the staff member. Contextual information
about the location of the building where the Computer Science staff were housed was also provided. The opening
screen of the system showed a picture of the university grounds. Other pictures could also be viewed.

5 Educational Issues
Although the course does not deal with issues of computer-based learning, this was the focus of the assignment
and gave the students some context for the systems they produced. They were expected to choose an approach
to teaching which was appropriate for the subject that was being taught and that they felt would be effective in a
multi-media setting. They all propounded he philosophy of their systems during their presentations. It is
interesting to compare the different approaches that the students chose for their systems and how this was
reflected in the presentation styles.

The Maori language teaching system immerses the student in the subject and attempts to teach by example. As
noted earlier, the system can be used without reference to English words or phrases. Maori, like various other
languages such as Japanese is very much bound up in the culture of the people and so this approach seemed
entirely appropriate. Maori songs, words and phrases in a commentary with accompanying visuals provided a
backdrop that was both stimulating and educationally appropriate.

The road code system contains video clips produced by the students themselves which graphically illustrated
both correct and incorrect procedures to be followed in various situations when driving. This could be regarded
as teaching by presentation and illustration.
Like the road code tutorial, the earthquake dis aster system has an emphasis on illustration using video clips and
contains other factual information in an appropriate form.

Unlike the previous systems, the shape recognition tutor includes trial and error examples for the student to
consider. It takes into account the answers the student gives and does not continue until it judges s/he has fully
understood all the current concepts. It could be regarded as a mastery system from this point of view.

The internet system contains a great deal of information in a text-based format, but the presentation was
enhanced with appropriate animations. Material is set out in an simple to follow form and subjects can easily
navigate around the system to discover what they need to know.

The undergraduate studies in Computer Science system also allowed students to learn about the department of
Computer Science in a discovery mode. In some senses this was the package that was the least like a tutorial
system, since it just provided information in a non-instructional form.

The underlying objective of the assignment was to determine whether or not students had assimilated a
fundamental principle of HCI - that issues concerning functionality should not be divorced from interface
concerns. Given the experience of developing a multimedia system, it was hoped that students would take into
account the educational aims of the system as well as the multimedia features. It was not the object of the exercise,
however, to see whether effective learning took place. It was expected that some variation of expert evaluation
would be followed. What was of interest were the criteria that students incorporated into their checklist. Issues it
was hoped would be addressed (in the light of the literature on this topic) included the following:
whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of the system;
the suitability of the media selected;
the user appeal of the systems;
the interface concerns;
evaluating the execution of the various media.

6 Results
Every student (thirteen in total) appraised all the systems developed by their colleagues. All the students
provided a checklist of the criteria used for the evaluation - some were very detailed and others quite brief - from
thirty items at one end of the scale to five at the other. The two students with the longest checklists evaluated
whether the system fulfilled its objectives, the selection of multimedia components and the execution of the
multimedia as well as detail of the interface such as the provision of feedback, ease of navigation etc. There were

another three quite comprehensive taxonomies which covered many but not all of the relevant issues. Five
students used Nielsen' s [10, 11] guidelines for heuristic evaluation without adding to them to deal with the
educational or multimedia aspects of the systems. The three students with the short checklists had incorporated
rather broad categories such as ease of use, knowledge presentation, navigation, multimedia concerns and
quality of knowledge which gave them reasonable but not complete cover of the relevant issues.

Expert evaluation can be carried out by anyone with appropriate skills and by more than one evaluator. In one
case, two people evaluated the systems and combined their findings whilst on another occasion the student drew
up the framework but did not carry out the heuristic evaluation himself. Some students scored the various items
and averaged the results. This enabled systems to be ranked. Others did not attempt to provide an overall score
for each system but left the findings to speak for themselves.
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1. Did students check to see whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of
the system?
In total, eight of the students included questions in their checklist which related to the educational nature of the
system. Three of these explicitly mentioned the educational objectives of the systems under review before
providing their assessment.
"This system is a multimedia tutor system designed to aid students in learning the Maori language.
The system uses both visual and aural stimuli to teach words and concepts."
"The system aims to provide information to undergraduate students."
"It aims at helping children to learn a shape through playing which makes learning easy and fun.

The eight students who considered the purpose of the system, that is its educational aspect, did not all ask the
same questions. A variety of issues were covered as follows:
How does the system consider educational objectives?
Is the system suitable for intended users?
Who is the target audience?
Is the system aimed at the right audience?
Does the system have a reasonable informational content?
Is the quality of knowledge sufficient?
The evaluations included comments such as the following:

"Good way to teach a student with audio pronouncing the language and seeing the words on the
screen."
"Including some information on the properties of the different shapes and showing everyday
examples of them would make learning the shapes a richer experience."
"It does not really seem to be an educational system, more an informative system."
"The current system does not seem to have a glossary page, A page for quick lookups and acronyms
and jargon would probably be helpful."
"It might have been good to have an option of telling users what the different shapes look like."
Some of the students, however, not only evaluated the systems in accordance with their checklist but also in the
light of their experience in appraising the programs. They mentioned, therefore, other important criteria in their

assessments. One student centred her overall assessment around the suitability of a system for its purpose
although this was not included in her criteria for evaluation. Two other students, also, mentioned educational
issues such as whether the systems provided adequate content and comprehensible instructions.
"I had no idea what I needed to do and how the test was being processed."

2. Did the students consider whether the mix of multimedia selected was appropriate for
the stated purposes of the system ?
Only two students included in the guidelines for evaluation the need to consider whether suitable media were
selected and used appropriately. One student asked the question "Is the multimedia actually of use and not
redundant?" The other student checked that the mix of multimedia was used appropriately. This student noted
not only occasions when a particular mix of media was ineffective but also when media was missing.

"The current system seems to rely too much on textual information. Improvements would be to make

more use of video, diagrams and to provide more navigation options. These changes would give
the user a more enriching learning experience."

Many other relevant comments were made by the other students about an appropriate usage of multimedia,
although they did not take the issue into account systematically.
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"Of all the applications reviewed this has the most appeal due to its excellent usage of graphics
and sound. The main area it could be faulted on is the large textual explanations given but these
are offset by the following graphical examples."
"It uses multimedia such as sound and text making the system vivid and active."
Only one student fell into the trap of believing that a multimedia system had to incorporate all media. He would
criticise a system that did not include video, for instance. No regard was paid to whether adding video would
contribute to meeting the goals of the application.

3. Since educational systems have to be appealing to their users, did the students take this
factor into account?
With regard to the appeal of a system, this issue was only expressly considered by four students. Related
questions were as follows:
Is the system interesting and fun?
Does the user find the system visually appealing?
Has information been presented in an interesting manner?
Has the system an attractive presentation?
Comments made by these students include the following:

"Its creative design of the main menu ... and its appropriate use of the sound mediUm, make it
enjoyable to use the system."
"There was no splash screen introduction. Whilst this may seem superfluous, good splash screens
can be used to arouse a user's interest."
Three other students, however, did mention this issue. One of these was the student who did not carry out the
expert evaluation himself. After watching the evaluation (according to Nielsen' s guidelines as specified), he
realised that the system he preferred obtained the lowest rating. He proceeded to base his overall assessment of
the systems on whether they had an interesting and attractive interface. A second student also focused on the
interest or lack of it in the programs. Of the Maori tutor, she said " The welcome interface is impressive. The
background and the music gives me some feeling of Maori culture." According to her, another system was a
little bit boring.

An issue that relates to the appeal or attractiveness of a system is the appropriate use of colour. Four students
included at least one item in their checklist concerning colour. Questions were as follows:
Are too few or too many colours used?
Is the colour in the system beautiful?
Does the use of colour help to make the displays clear?
Is the use of colour bad, normal, good or excellent?
One system was notable for its use o f colour and several comments were made about this

"The very colourful shapes used are appropriate for the school based children as seen as being the
intended users."
"The colour used in the system is beautiful."
"Good colour choice, relaxing."

This was not the only the system to make effective use of colour, however and one student observed in his
conclusion that no-one made the mistake of using too many colours.

4. What typical interface factors were considered?
All of the students checked for at least one well-known interface concern such as consistency, clearly marked
exits etc. Seven of them specifically included the guidelines for heuristic evaluation by Nielsen and Molich [1 I ]
or the updated version by Nielsen [10] in their checklist.
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It was also expected when considering interface issues that the importance of navigation in interactive
instructional systems should be recognised. It should not be just one more item in a checklist. Eleven of the 13
students took account of this issue.
"No stop, rewind or scroll bars for video."
"Gives reasonable freedom to navigate backwards and forwards.
"Not very flexible, very linear in its execution."
"It is very easy to get "lost while navigating through the system. No "back" button provided."
"Clicking at various places in the window may move you to unexpected screens."
"With the test screens there is no title indicating this."
"Have no idea what I am supposed to do in the first screen."
Four of the students highlighted the importance of navigation. Three incorporated this into their framework as a
high level criteria. A fourth not only checked how users moved around the system but whether or not the users
would know where they were in the system.

5. Did the students evaluate the multimedia components of the system?
Four students evaluated the execution of the individual media. Two of these assessed the effectiveness of each
component: video, sound, graphics, text etc. by rating them on a scale. The third student concentrated on text
and icons. His section on text was quite detailed, checking the length of the sentence, whether it just focused on

one issue, and whether there was sufficient white space around it. The fourth student checked that the
multimedia was not "over the top".

"When the system explained the Maori words, text is well organised."
"I liked the use of Maori music with the splash screen."
"Liked the introduction - morphing shapes."
"Widely accepted icons are used to aid page-based navigation."
"The background music is excellent. The button clicking sounds great."
"Image excellent. When the system first starts, the animation is creative and attractive."

7 Discussion
Reflecting on the results of the assignment, it became clear that learning about multimedia evaluation took place

at various points in time. Most of the systems developed by the students were stimulating to watch. As
developers the students were clearly aware of the need to use appropriate media in suitable combinations [1] and
of the requirement to navigate easily through the system [12]. Some of what they had learned was reflected in the
checklists that they developed for evaluating the systems of others. There was a difference, however, between
the criteria specified by students for evaluation and those actually used when making their overall appraisals.
These sometimes took additional factors into account that had not been included in the stated checklist. The
experience of evaluating the systems themselves, allowed further learning to take place. It will be the more
complete list of factors that are considered in the remainder of the discussion since the experience gained from
carrying out appraisals is important and should not be discounted.

Eleven students checked to see whether the interface reflected the educational objectives of the system and two
of these also considered whether the mix of multimedia was appropriate for the stated purposes. All of the
students considered at least one relevant interface factor (consistency, clearly marked exits, etc). Six of the

students also realised the need to find out whether or not a system would appeal to users. Four students
included assessment of media components in their appraisals, however none of their questions showed a deep
understanding of media issues.

It was pleasing from an educational perspective that most of the students when carrying out their evaluations
took account of the functionality of the system. This cannot be divorced from interface considerations as for
many users the interface is the system and must deliver the appropriate functionality.

Interface issues, too, were seen as important by all of the students. Of these, 11 checked to see whether a user
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could easily navigate around the program. This is an important issue in interactive multimedia systems and was
recognised as such by the students. Eight of the students carried out a reasonably comprehensive evaluation of
traditional interface concerns but for five it was rather rudimentary. This was surprising given the emphasis on
the heuristic evaluation in the undergraduate and post-graduate courses.

Overall there were only two students whose evaluation was limited to just those interface issues covered by
Nielsen [10, II]. This meant that they excluded educational considerations, the appeal of the interface, an
evaluation of the individual media and whether or not they were used in appropriate combinations.

A major weakness in the student evaluations' overall was the failure to consider whether the mix of multimedia
selected was appropriate for the purpose of the system. Whilst the students did consider educational issues at a
high level, they found it difficult to move to a detailed perspective, that is were suitable media selected and
combined? This may involve greater knowledge of the potentialities and problems of the individual media than
the students possessed. They tended, therefore, to have an overall impression of a system. This was reflected
again in the failure of two thirds of the students to evaluate the exe cution of each media component.
Around 50% of the students did not take appeal/interest and fun sufficiently into account. This can possibly be
attributed to the fact that they were not the intended users of the systems. If they had been drawing up a list of
questions for users to answer they may have incorporated this. Nonetheless, it was an important omission as
multimedia systems set out to interest and hold the attention of their users.
As the above discussion shows, students were particularly weak in considering what was to them the new area of
multimedia. They did not appear to have the knowledge or experience to determine how to evaluate the media.
They were given some exposure to these issues in lectures but do not appear to have followed them up. Whilst
no one student came up with a complete checklist for evaluating multimedia systems, amalgamating the items in
their checklists enables a comprehensive framework to be developed. See Appendix 1 for the main features of
this. In future it may be preferable to provide students who have built a multimedia system with some scaffolding
to help with the evaluation phase. Scaffolding [3] refers to supports that can be provided by a teacher to
students. The main headings in the taxonomy outlined in the Appendix could be provided. The students could
then be asked to develop appropriate questions for each area.

8 Conclusions
The students learned a great deal by building multimedia software and evaluating the systems of others. This
was reflected in the perceptive comments of the students made in their written assignments. It was not always
reflected, however, in the frameworks for evaluation that they developed, only two of which were comprehensive.

Certain areas were handled well by the students, for example checking that each system was suitable for its
purpose and the importance of navigation. Two significant issues, though, were only identified by a minority of
the students the need to choose appropriate media and to determine how well they had been produced. It
appears that because the area of multimedia was new to the students, they needed more scaffolding in place to be
able to learn from their own experiences. Instead of developing an evaluation framework from scratch, some initial
information can be given to students in future that they then have to flesh out.
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Appendix 1
1. Does the system meet its objectives?
Who is the target audience?
Is the system suitable for the target audience?
Does the system include (in the case of educational systems) sufficient content?
2. Has an appropriate mix of multimedia been selected?
Have sound and text been used effectively together?
Have sound and graphics been used together effectively?

3. Will the program appeal to users?
Is the system fun?
Will the user find the system visually appealing?
Has the system a features that will pall over time e.g. an unusual sound or joke?
Has colour been used in an appropriate fashion?
4. Has the interface been properly constructed?
Is the interface consistent ?
Is help available when necessary?
Can users easily navigate around the system?
How does the user navigate around the system?
How does the user know where s/he is?
Is progression through the program logical?
Can the user start and stop as required?
5. Have the individual media been well-executed?
Is the text /graphics,/sound etc well produced?
Are the sections of text too long/too short?
Will the text be understood by the target audience?
Has text been expressed using elaboration, representation or abstraction?
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This paper compares two grouping strategies for teaching computer literacy at
the university. The authors and their colleagues have been involved in the

computer literacy education to 180 freshmen majoring in Letters and 150
freshmen majoring in Human Sciences for five years. In 1999, 180 students
were organized into three classes at the early stage of the semester according to
the student's wish, whereas 150 students were reorganized into three classes
based on an achievement exam in the middle of the semester. The statistical
analysis of exams and students' self-assessment showed that the early class
organization was not so effective compared to the mid-term reorganization.
The effect of mid-term reorganization was significant in the slow-learners class.

Keywords: class organization, computer literacy education, self-assessment,
teaching strategy

1 Introduction
Computer literacy education in Japanese colleges and universities is facing a problem of diversity of
students' computer skill levels. The reason for this is twofold. One is that very few high schools introduce
the computer literacy education is into their curriculum. The other is that as computer price is falling down
the number of students is increasing who have learned how to use word-processing or e-mails by themselves
at home. This problem led us to study how to help our students learn this subject in good quality.
In Osaka University, the computer literary education has been a required subject for all freshmen since 1994.

The computer literacy course consists of 15 sessions, and each session lasts 90 minutes, which includes
demonstrations by a teacher and hands-on activities by students. Usually an assignment for each session is
also given which will take an hour or two to complete. Three teachers including the authors have been
teaching the computer literacy course to over 150 freshmen majoring in human sciences, and our three
colleagues have been involved in teaching to 180 students majoring in letters.

In 1999, 150 students majoring in Human Sciences were organized into three parallel 50-student classes
according to the enrollment order before the first session. h the middle of the semester, we gave an exam
that includes hands-on work, such as word document processing, consulting online dictionaries, and finding
web sites. Then we reorganized the three classes based on the exam score. Other background variables

(age, gender and future academic field) were not considered for the class organization. The class
organization aimed at ability grouping, that would provide non-experienced students with a slower work
pace and allow high-achieving students to be sufficiently challenged by more demanding lessons. At the end
of the semester, we again gave them an exam that would measure how they made progress.

As for the 180 students majoring in Letters, three parallel 60-student classes were reorganized according to

the students' wish based on the questionnaire survey at the fourth session of the course. That is, the
keywords of the three new classes, "slow and steady", "intermediate" and "intensive" were shown to
students, and each student chose one of the classes.
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In this paper, we begin with related work and a brief explanation of our computer literacy course, followed
by the methodology of the class reorganization. Then, we present the statistical data analysis to show that
class reorganization in the middle of the term was effective.

#1 Change this plain text file to rich text format, then change the font of the marked words to Ryumin 12
point, and place it in the center.

#2 Explain how to use Japanese Kana-Kanji translation and how to register your name in your own
dictionary.

#3 Look up

the three words (omitted here) in the following dictionaries: English-Japanese,
Japanese-English, and Webster.
#4 Draw a tiny picture and insert it into this page.
#5 Find URLs of the National Diet Library and any two online book stores.
#6 Look into "/SharedLibrary/Literature/" and describe what's in it.
#7 What should be considered when you decide your password string?
#8 Find the specified string in the large file and copy the paragraph to the answer sheet.
#9 Describe how to cope with chain mails.
#10 Describe how to limit the line length to fewer than 65 characters in the body of an e-mail.
Table 1 Midterm exam sample in 1999

Touch typing
Mouse operation (click, double click, drag)
Window operation (resize, move, iconify, hide)
Japanese Kana-Kanji translation
File/Folder operation (move, rename, create)
Word document processing (fonts, centering, insert graphics)
Mail (MIME, signature, save to file, reply, delete, re-file)
Web (search engine, book-mark)
Use of online dictionary (Japanese, English)
Canceling your printer job

(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2

34
34
34
34
34

5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)
5 (excellent)

(poor) 1 2 3 4 5 (excellent)
(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2
(poor) 1 2

3 4 5 (excellent)
3 4 5 (excellent)
3 4 5 (excellent)
3 4 5 (excellent)

Table 2 Questionnaire survey for self-assessment

2 Related work
Although there have been much previous research on ability grouping, tracking, and class organization, they
are mainly for K-12 school education, e.g. [4,9,10]. Furthermore, as far as the authors know, there has not
been any research on class reorganization in the middle of a semester for computer literacy education. The
authors have tried class reorganization for five years and presented its result obtained before 1998 in [5]. Our
reorganization method is basically based on the exam score, but is not the same as cluster grouping.

3 Computer literacy education
Since the 1970s, the definition of computer literacy has evolved, and many researchers have discussed the
courseware and teaching methodology of the computer literacy course, e.g. [2,3,4]. The authors believe that
to learn details of word processing and spreadsheet application is not important but to grasp the concept and
principal facilities of those applications is a key for students to become literate. Furthermore, the attitude to
learn by himself or herself is also a key.

In the latest syllabus of the computer literary course in Osaka University, topics consist of two categories,
"Requisites" and "Options".
Requisite category consists of the following items.
File system, file operation, floppy disks
Word processing, kana-kanji conversion (for Japanese characters)
Concept of the Internet, network etiquette
Electronic mail, web
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Draw and/or paint software
Spreadsheet
Options are
Net news
La TeX with graphics
Writing HTML

Mathematica
SAS (Statistics)
Script languages (perl, awk, shell, etc.)
Computer ethics, social problems

Since one course session lasts 90 minutes and is held once a week, all topics of requisite category are the
minimum competencies and are covered in about seven weeks. For the rest of one semester, teachers select
some of the items from optional category depending on the students' majors. For example, LaTeX and
Mathematica are selected for students majoring in Physics and Mathematics, while spreadsheets and SAS for
Economics.

4 Class reorganization in the middle of a term
In this section, we explain the class reorganization method that we adopted in 1999. Then we show the
examination scores and self-assessment scores of the three classes.

4.1 Reorganizing three classes by a hands-on performance exam
After we completed topics in requisite category, we set a mid-term examination that demands 1-hour hands

on work, because there were differences between students how fast they got accustomed to computer
operations in class. Table 1 shows the questions of the mid-term exam. We marked the examination
papers out of 100 (each question of 10), and used the scores to reorganize the classes. The students who
achieved more than 67 points were grouped into class A. The threshold between class B (50 students) and
class C (50 students) was 52 points. The average total score was 60.3 (s=15.7).

The average scores of the new classes A, B, and C were 77 (s=7.4), 60 (s=3.9), 42 (s=7.5) points,
respectively. The average score of class A students was more than 5.5 for all ten questions, whereas the
students who were grouped into class C got only 2.2 and 2.3 for question #5 (web search) and #6 (file
search), respectively, which were significantly lower than the other two classes.

4.1.1 Self-assessment by students

Before the mid-term exam, a questionnaire survey paper was distributed to the students. The survey
consisted of 10 questions, which would measure students' mastery of competencies taught by that time
(Table 2).

The answers to these questions were collected on a 5-point scale. The scores of the collected questionnaire

showed a positive correlation between the exam and the students' self-assessments. That is, class A
students felt good at the following competencies: inserting graphics into a document, operation of
files/folders, and searching web site, whereas class C students answered that they had not mastered those
topics. As for searching files from hierarchical file structure, class C students perceived that they were
good at it; however, its exam score is poor. This indicates that class C students did not understand the file
structure itself. Touch-typing and Email competencies were not statistically significant between three
classes.

4.1.2 Curriculum after the class reorganization
The result of the exam and the questionnaire showed us what we should teach in the new classes after the

class reorganization. We provided class C students with a slower work pace and revisited those
competencies that they were not good at. For class A students, we gave lectures more extensively than other
two classes and gave self-teaching assignment of LaTeX in the summer vacation.
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In order to allow them to have an active participation in the shaping and augmenting of their learning, we

also introduced self-teaching approach for learning spreadsheets in all classes. That is, after a brief
explanation given by a teacher, students followed tutorials on the teacher's .web pages. We had two
teaching assistants each class, we asked them not to teach detailed step-by-step operations to the students but
to help the students to find the way by themselves.

4.2 Evaluation of class reorganization
4.2.1 Statistical evaluations of exam and questionnaire

At the end of the course, we gave a self-assessment questionnaire survey followed by the term-end
examination, which required hands-on work of about an hour. Here we begin with the analysis of the exam
scores.

100

90
80
70

IClass A
M Class B

60
50
40
30

A Class C

midterm

term-end

Figure 1 Total scores of midterm and term-end exams

Emmy
Ems
mom
pv

Figure 2 Scores of self-assessment
The total score and the scores of three questions (use of online dictionaries, OPAC search, and limiting line
length of Mail body), which are similar in two exams, were considered in a two-way ANOVA. As a result,
these four items showed an "interaction" between the two exams and classes (p < 0.05).

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the average scores of two examinations. It indicates the existence of the
"ceiling effect", that is, the score difference between class A and other two classes decreased after the class
reorganization.

As for spreadsheets, two sessions (which means 180 minutes) were assigned for class C, while one session
was assigned for class A and B classes using self-learning web based text. But the scores were 8 points in
class A and 5 points in class C. The score of writing HTML also supports this tendency. From this fact, it
is proved that class A students had higher ability in computer operations than other two class students. .

4.2.2 Analysis of self-assessment questionnaire

As for the 27 items that were included both mid-term and term end questionnaires, the average term end
exam scores were higher than mid -term scores in all classes in 1998 and in 1999. In Figure 2, the x-axis
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shows the midterm score, the y-axis shows the term-end score, and each scatter point in the graph represents
the score of one item. Two years analysis showed same tendency.

We took the exam timing (midterm or term-end) and the classes as the factors of the two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA). The following four items of the questionnaire shows that there is an "interaction"
between the exam timing and the classes (p < 0.05).
Creating a new folder (directory)
Editing a word document
Browsing web pages
Searching web site

We conclude that class C students perceived they were as self-confident in these items as the students in the
other two classes.

Though the exam scores are not significantly correlated with students' self-assessments, we consider the
class reorganization was effective for slow learners class students, because it is important for them to have
confidence in their computer operations.

5 Comparison of class reorganizations
There is another attempt to reorganize classes . The 180 students majoring in Letters chose one of three
classes whose lecture policy are "intensive (class A) ", "intermediate (class B)" and "slow and steady (class
C) ". Teachers expected that computer literate students might choose class A, and novice would choose class
C.

To evaluate two class organizations, we discuss the term-end exam scores and result of self-assessment.

5.1 Comparison of the term-end exam score
The students in six classes were given an examination at the end of the term. The full marks of each
question were ten points. The following five questions are common to all classes.
(a) Look a difficult Kanji word up in a Japanese online dictionary.
(b) Explain how to cancel a printing job.
(c) Find Yukio Mishima's book using online public access catalog of the university library.
(d) Explain why 2-byte special characters should be avoided in e-mails.
(e) Show URLs of the companies which sell cars on the web.

In Figure 3, the square( ) indicates the mean score of each class and the vertical line shows the 95%
confidence interval of the mean score. To identify a particular class, we use H (for Human Sciences) and L
(for Letters) as a subscript of the class name. For example, AH denotes the " highest-score" class for students
majoring in Human Sciences, CL denotes the "slow-and-steady" class for students majoring in Letters.
The result of the "one-way ANOVA " and the "statistical multiple comparison" shows that questions (a), (b),
(c) and (d) have statistical difference (p<0.05). Most of the confidence intervals of the class C are bigger
than those of other classes, which means the variance of student competencies exists.
The score of the question (b) of "H" classes is higher than "L" classes. This might due to the fact that the
operation was not taught in "L" classes.

5.2 Comparison of exam score and result of the self-assessment
Before the term-end exam, the same questionnaire survey was also distributed to the L classes. Figure 4
shows the distribution of self-assessment score of two items: consulting on-line dictionaries and canceling a
printing job. The "one-way ANOVA " and the "statistical multiple comparison" show that the differences of
mean scores among classes were significant in the Figure 4 (a) but not significant in the Figure 4 (b).

4

(a) Consulting on-line dictionaries

(b) Canceling a printing job

I

(c) Accessing on-line catalog of the library

(d) Explaining special characters

Figure 3 Distribution of the term-end exam scores

I

4
4

(b) Canceling a printing job

(a) Consulting on-line dictionaries

Figure 4 Distribution of self-assessment scores

The comparison between the exam scores and self-assessment shows that all of students who achieved high
mark in the exam don't necessarily perceive that they were very good at it. For example, although the
scores are high in Figure 3 (a), the result of the self-assessment is not good.

6 Conclusions
In the first half of the paper, we described the effect of class reorganization in the middle of a term, which
has enhanced learning outcomes in computer literacy classes. The class reorganization is also a good tool for
teachers to know the way to lead students to higher skill level.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 suggest that many students, especially for those who belonged to class C, have made
progress during the latter half of the semester. The progress was brought by the two factors, that is, the
students' internal motivation and the class reorganization. Moreover, the "interaction effect" of the two

factors must be taken into account as a factorial effect. In order to measure the effect of two factors
separately, an experiment based on ANOVA model is necessary. However, the score improvement of class C
suggests the existence of the class reorganization effect.
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In 2000, we will incorporate group work, discussion and presentation for high ability students after the class
reorganization.
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The web-based learning system "The Basic of Digital Media Communication"
creates an interactive learning environment, which includes all the knowledge
and aspects needed for the course. During the course, each student can choose
freely either In Class Learning (ICL) or Web-Based Learning (WBL). Based on
the questionnaires after the course, the paper evaluates the courseware system
from the view of teaching and learning processes, interactive learning
environments and learning effects. After the comparing study between ICL and
WBL, it can be concluded that better computer and Internet environment can

promote the students to accept the way of WBL, and WBL can enhance
Compared with ICL students, WBL students
take less time and get higher score, and they are usually more efficient and
individualized. The impact of traditional way of learning and interpersonal
communication will exist for a long time, and there should be multi-way of
students' ability of self-study.

learning to meet the different students.
Keywords: Web-Based Learning, Evaluation,
Environments, Teaching and Learning Processes

Interactive

Learning

1 Introduction
The course, "The Basic of Digital Medial Communication", is a combination of computer application,
communication and art design and it consists of basic theories, applications and creative design. That is, the
basic knowledge of this course is about how to use the computer to organize, edit and deliver multimedia
information. During the course, students need to do a lot of design works on computer. Because the content
is so practical nowadays, the course is very popular among students. But since the course opened in 1996,it
has confronted different problems concerning education mode and content. Firstly, the registration of the
course is always limited by classroom and computer laboratory. Secondly, some of the reading materials
were renewed and expanded nearly every year. Thirdly, because of the characteristics of the course, the most
efficient way of learning and teaching is with the help of multimedia and network. Therefor, in the process

of education reform, the course has experienced three ways of teaching and learning mode, that is,
traditional learning, multimedia - assisted learning and Web-Based Learning. While improving the course
gradually, a web-based courseware The Basic of Digital Medial Communication have been developed'''.
This courseware system constructs a comprehensive and interactive learning environment. The data capacity
of the courseware is about 1 Gega Byte totally, and it includes all information and aspects needed for the
course, such as the schedule, learning materials, experiment instruction, reference materials, demonstration
and examples, answering questions, homework handed in and feedback, discussions and so on.

The object of the courseware is to construct a new learning mode, which should inspire the students'
creativity and innovation. While instructed by teacher and assisted with modern education technologies, the
students should be the center in the teaching and learning process. The course is carry on in an open and
interactive environment, and the main features are as following:

(1) Open Computer Laboratories of the University are opened for the students, and they can visit the
courseware at anywhere and on anytime if they logon to Internet. All the information about the course is
published on the courseware, and the latest news or notice is always renewed according to teaching and
learning process. The students can ask questions and discuss them with others through the courseware.
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(2) According to the schedule, the students should finish a serial of media design work step by step. All the
works can be handed in through web. Not long after hand in, each student can look up the web and get the

score and comment from the teacher for each design work. The excellent works and the teacher' s
comments will be published on the web on time, and the students can refer to and discuss about the works.

(3) In class lectures are based on the courseware, which will be projected on multimedia classroom.
Discussing classes are arranged during the semester, which are also based on the courseware and projector.
In this paper, we call this way of learning as In Class Learning (ICL).
(4) Except the ICL, the students can also choose the way of Web-Based Learning (WBL). In this way, the
students need not attend the in class lectures, but they should finished all the design work and final test by
self-leaning through the courseware system. The requirement of design work and final test are the same
for both ICL and WBL students.

At first, the courseware system was used in a course composed of 30 students. Then, in the fall of 1999, it
was used in a selective course opening to all the undergraduates and each student can freely choose the way
of ICL or WBL, While the design work requirements and the test for both way are the same. At the end of
the semester, two kinds of questionnaires were carried out among two group chose different learning modes.
The questionnaires were designed in three aspects: the courseware system, the teaching and learning process
and the learning effect. Compared and analyzed the feedback from the two groups, it can be concluded that,
the web-based courseware system and learning mode have reached expected objects, and the learning effects

have connection to the computer environment, the self-study ability of students and the impacts of
traditional way of learning.

2 Web-Based Learning is the trend of modern education development
At the beginning of the semester, only 25% of the total 70 students chose the way of WBL. The others either
chose ICL or couldn' t make their mind yet. After a period of time, when they got more familiar with the

courseware system, all the students uncertain and 18% of those chose ICL originally turned to WBL.
Consequently, the WBL students have made up of 61% of the total students registered. According to the
investigation, the students' choice could be affected mainly by three factors, that is, self-study ability,
computer and Internet environment and the basic knowledge for the course.

Among all the students, 72% of the juniors and seniors chose WBL, while only 46% of the freshmen and
sophomores chose WBL. Those who chose the WBL consider it a better way, because the place, time and
learning schedule can all been controlled freely by themselves. This in turn requires the students to be of
higher ability of self-study. Most juniors and seniors prefer WBL, for they are usually better at self-study.
From this point of view, higher ability of self-study is needed for WBL, and WBL will improve their ability
of self-study, which is also the basic ability for life-long learning.

In order to visit the courseware without the limitation of time and space, Internet logon is the basic
environment for the students. There are about 500 computers connected to Internet in the Open Laboratory
of our University, but it' s always full of the students. More and more students have their own computers in
dormitories, and more and more dormitories are connected to the Internet via high speed cable. From the
investigation, most students chose WBL have better computer and Internet environment than those chose
ICL. Therefor, the better the computer & Internet environment, the more the students who will accept WBL.

Because of the course' s feature, computer is both the tool and object of learning the course. Compared to
ICL group, most WBL students consider they had basic idea about the course at the beginning of the
semester. That means that WBL students have basic ability of computer application, which could been
called as digital literacy and it' s the basic literacy demand in the information age [3]. So, the digital literacy is
another factors that can affect their choices. In the process of WBL, computers and web are basic tools of
learning, and it will definitely improve one' s ability for computer application or digital literacy.

3 Web-Based Learning is of more efficiency and individuality
WBL has more advantages over traditional way of learning. WBL has changed the traditional relationship
between teacher and students, where the teacher is the initiative disseminator and the students are passive
receivers. The courseware enables the students to study individually. They can decide how long to visit the
courseware each time and which part to concentrate on. What' s more, they can do the homework or design
work at the same time while reading the courseware, which is more efficient than traditional way of in class
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lecture and then design work.

Take the learning procedure of one chapter in the course for an example. In the teaching schedule, 6 in class
hours are planed to finish the chapter and the relative design work. Analyzing the percentage of students and
the total hours used to finish this chapter' s learning and design work (Fig 1), the statistic result shows that
the hours used by WBL students tend to be more changeable. The average hours used by WBL and ICL are
6.5 and 8 hours respectively, while the average scores of this design work are 77.7 and 79.8 respectively.
That is, WBL group turns to be take less average time and get higher marks.
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34
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Fig 1: Percentage of students and the total hours used to learn chapter 7

Study the total time used for the course (Fig 2), it also shows that the ICL students tend to arrange their
learning time according to teacher' s schedule, while WBL students tend to arrange their time individually.
From the statistic of how WBL students read the courseware, only about 35% of them learn systematically
and about 45% of them consult the courseware only if they need help. But WBL students' average total
score is 84, higher than 80 of ICL students. Although scores are just one way to test the effect of learning,
from all statistic results and analysis, it shows that WBL is of more efficiency and individuality.
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Fig 2: Percentage of students and the total time used for the course
(note: T is the total in class time of the course' s schedule)

4 The courseware system plays an important part in the learning process
The courseware is both the learning object and an effective learning tool, so it is very important in the
learning process. At the beginning of the semester, teacher announces the schedule, homework requirement
on the courseware. Then the Students can learn the knowledge from the courseware step by step according
to the schedule, hand in their homework, ask questions and discuss relevant topics through the courseware.
The answers to the common questions, the score and comment of everyone' s homework are also published
on the courseware. The latest news on the courseware is renewed at least two times a week. Though parts of
the learning materials are almost the same with the textbook, the courseware is more attractive because its
multimedia, multiform and interaction.

The courseware is the main learning materials for the two groups, and more than one third of the students
completed the learning only by the courseware. The top successful aspects of the course from the two group are
showed in Table 1. When designing the courseware system, it was not expected that homework hand in and
feedback by the courseware would be so popular among the students. The students whose excellent design

work is published on the courseware are very proud about it, and the others would be greatly inspired and
they will make their efforts to improve their own works too. So in the courseware, not only the database of
learning material but also the interactive environment has played very important part in the teaching and
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learning process. Both WBL and ICL students evaluate the course highly, and the courseware system has
reached its expected objects.

2

ICL

WBL

Get the latest news from the courseware
Homework hand in and feedback via the courseware

Homework hand in and feedback via the courseware

Web-based learning

Get the latest news from the courseware
Discussing class by projector
In class lecture by projector
Table 1: Statistic of the top successful aspects of the course

3

4

5 There should be multi-way of learning to meet the different students
At the end of the semester, most students feel satisfaction to the learning mode they chose, no matter WBL
or ICL. Meanwhile, they all have good evaluations to self-study abilities. The two groups have different
options about "discussing class". 68% of the ICL students think the discussion is indispensable and should
be emphasized, for they can have chance to communicate with others in person, while 21% of the WBL
students think it' s unnecessary, for they can "discuss" in the courseware. It' s clearly showed that, ICL
students tend to be more rely on the interpersonal communication, while WBL students tend to be more rely
on network communication. The weakening of interpersonal communication is a new problem emerging in
the information age, and it will influence learning effect

Analyzed which is "the best way of learning in college", 27% of all the students accept WBL completely,
while 58% consider the best way is combining WBL and ICL, that is what we have done in the course. This
kind of combination is suitable for students with different basis. For those tend to WBL, they can learn
individually by the courseware system and consult the teacher in discussing class when they want. For those
tend to ICL, they can get systematical instruction from the teacher in classroom, and use the courseware
resource after class. In a long term, coexistence of multi-way of learning is a practical solution, which will
instruct the learning and motivate creativity of students simultaneously.

6 Conclusion
Web-Based Learning has many advantages over traditional way, while it will take a long period of time for it
to be perfected. Web-Based Learning has not only changed the teaching and learning process, but also the
education mode and teaching thoughts. Its success depends on the network hardware, courseware and the

efforts of the teacher and the students. In the course "The Basic of Digital Media Communication", the
students are so eager for knowledge and so interesting in the educational reform. In fact, the courseware
system is developed and improved during the teaching and learning process.

Web-Based Learning is the trend of education in today' s information age. This kind of learning is different
from comp letely self-study. Though the interactive learning environments of the courseware system, the

teacher instructs the students how to learn, and encourages them to study independently. Although the
content is professional, the structure and learning mode of the courseware system have common sense for
other courses. In order to satisfy different students and enhance their ability as well, the in class lectures will
be decreased gradually, but discussing classes will be remained both for interpersonal communication and
for answering the question face to face. In order to cultivate the higher qualified students in the information
age, the education mode should stress the ability of acquiring knowledge and self-learning. This in turn,
requires the teacher to be higher qualified too.
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Computer mediated collaborative projects have the potential to strengthen the
European Dimension in teacher education whilst giving students an appropriate
context to develop their computing and collaborative skills. This paper evaluates

the success of such a project through the completion of a three-year action
research enquiry involving student teachers from four European countries. The
results of three cycles of development are presented. The project was evaluated
using student questionnaire data, participation in tutor meetings, and analysis of

students' web page development and bulletin board contributions. Results
suggest that successful collaborative project work depends on ease of access to
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reliable computer networks, giving equal weighting to resource production and
levels of international communication, and effective moderation of the project
by all tutors involved. The paper concludes by detailing future developments in
European cooperation involving the partner institutions. These developments
involve using the Ecoschool communication networks to discuss pedagogic and
multi-media design issues involved in a cross-curricular CD-ROM which has
been developed by the same group of partner institutions.

Keywords: computer mediated communication, European co-operation,
moderation.

1 Introduction
This paper reviews a three-year cycle of telematics curriculum development and action-research in initial
teacher education. The project has been made possible by funding via the SOCRATES European Module
ECOSCHOOL (1997-2000). The project has two aims; to develop learning by using the World Wide Web
(WWW) and email across Europe, and to learn about the social and economic aspects of the participant' s
home city. The outcomes of the project include the creation of a collaborative open learning course that
teacher education students can follow as part of their training.

The Ecoschool developments originated from European collaboration on the EUROLAND project
(1996-99). It brings together partners from Austria, England, Finland and the Netherlands in building the

European Dimension into the curriculum of schools and teacher education courses (Hudson et al, 1997 and
Hudson et al, 1999). Teacher education institutions and departments lead both projects in close collaboration
with partner schools and teachers in each country. The resources that have been produced by both the
Ecoschool and Euroland projects have been used as the basis for the development of pedagogic approaches
with teachers on intensive in-service training courses, which have been supported under the Comenius 3.2
Action of SOCRATES.

The paper reports on four aspects of the Ecoschool project; the three year cycle of curriculum development,
the tutor and student evaluation of the project, lessons learned regarding telematics pedagogy, and future
developments that link the outcomes of the Euroland and Ecoschool projects.

1.1 Participants in the project
The participants are primary teacher education students from Linz and Sheffield together with students on an
international teacher education course at Oulu. A more recent partner to this development is the University
of Darlana in Sweden. This has led to the participation of a group of social studies student teachers from
Falun in Sweden. English was used as the medium for communication and a total of eighty five students
took part over the three years.

1.2 Collaboration and communication
A key aim of the project has been to promote the European Dimension and the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in teacher education across Europe. The development of the European
Dimension provides ample justification for collaborative communication but such projects can also reflect

sound pedagogic principles. The pedagogical approach is based on a socio-cultural communicative
perspective, which owes much to the works of Vygotsky (1987). Collaborative learning is at the heart of the

Ecoschool project and has been used during the three cycles of student work. Many authors, including
Hudson (1998) and English and Yazdani (1999) see such an approach as essential in developing students'
learning skills when using ICT or learning without the aid of new technology.

2 Use of new technologies
The resources and tools being used are university email communications and the resources provided by the
ProTo environment at the University of Oulu Project Learning Tools on the Web. This is an open learning
environment that has been developed at the University of Oulu. Students can access the ProTo system via
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the World Wide Web. They have a password that allows them to create simple web pages and enter
messages on a bulletin board. Students also created web pages using Netscape Composer and posted them
on their home pages. In cycle three they used an electronic bulletin board as well as using Pro To and
email.

Use of such technology is now a key focus in the education of teachers across Europe. Student teachers in

England and Wales follow the National Curriculum for Initial Teacher Training (DfEE 1998). This
curriculum requires students to show evidence of using and creating multi-media presentations, and of using
web technologies to communicate with colleagues. In addition, recently published guidance detailing an ICT

primary school curriculum (QCA, 1998), suggests that children aged ten should be able to design and
evaluate simple multi-media presentations, and children aged eight should be able to take part in an email
exchange. Clearly student teachers need the confidence and skills to develop these abilities in their pupils.
The Ecoschool gives students this experience through their participation in a computer mediated
collaborative project and by their evaluation of its potential use in their future educational roles.

2.1 Pedagogic approaches
As previously stated the Ecoschool project uses a pedagogic approach that seeks to promote learning
through 'electronic talk' in collaborative groups. These groups use a plan, do and review strategy as proposed
by Kolb (1984) in his model of experiential education and by Schon (1987 ) describing the planning cycle
used by reflective teachers and learners. The groups planned the construction of web pages, constructed and

evaluated their own pages and those of other groups, then finally evaluated the whole project. Tutors
developed their own pedagogy of distance learning during the project. The success of the tutors' approaches
are analysed using guidance developed by McGee and Boyd (1995) to facilitate dialogue during computer
mediated communication.

3 The three cycles of curriculum development
3.1 Cycle One
Focus : comparing students' home cities
Outcomes: web pages explaining local city
Figure 1: Work from the Swedish students posted to the
ProTo learning environment.
i

Students in each country worked in
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collaborative groups to produce a short
illustrated report on one of the following
This
aspects of their home city.
involved a general description of the city,
an explanation of the environmental
situation and the employment structure of
the city, and an analysis of the regional or
national education
system.

they presented these
reports as web pages by writing them in
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Swedish students. They also emailed
their work to other students in the partner
countries who were presenting the same
topic. Once all web pages were complete, they read their partner' s pages, asked questions and made
comments about them on the bulletin board. Each group evaluated their work using the same criteria
designed by the tutors in each country. The tutors then read each group' s pages, assessed the pages and
provided feedback to the each group. The students' work was assessed against the criteria and graded A to C.
The tutors posted written feedback on the bulletin board.
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3.2 Cycle Two
Focus : Comparing lesson planning
Outcomes: web pages giving examples of lesson plans
Figure 2: Teaching and learning about the environment in Lin
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3.3 Cycle Three
Focus: suggesting and solving educational problems
Outcomes: range of solutions to five educational problems
Figure 3 The Euroland and Ecoschool discussion and chat site.
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4 Methods of curriculum development and evaluation
Ecoschool developments have followed an action research model, as the aim of the project was to develop a

successful curriculum for initial teacher education over the three years of the project. The Ecoschool
curriculum was developed in face-to-face planning meetings and followed up by email communication
between partners in Austria, Finland, Sweden and England. The results of student and tutor evaluation were
fed into the curriculum planning at the end of each cycle. The following methods have been employed in
gathering evaluation data:
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Student evaluation questionnaire. All students completed a questionnaire by email or on paper.

Many
groups posted the results of their evaluation on the Pro To system or on the Ecoschool bulletin board. The
questionnaire requested information on student expectations of the project, levels of interaction, the role of
the tutor, use of new technology and ideas for the future.

Tutor evaluation. A tutor from each country completed a written evaluation of their experience at the end of
each cycle and presented the document for discussion at the annual Ecoschool development meetings.
Web page analysis. The students created web pages of differing levels of complexity during cycles one and
two. The web pages construction process is evaluated against the six components of infomedia literacy as

proposed by Lee (1999, pp.147-149). These components are:
1. An understanding of the nature and functions of infomedia and their impact on individuals and society.
2. The development of critical thinking ability.
3. The skill of efficient searching and critical selection of information.
4. Knowledge of multi-media production using appropriate technology.
5. Aesthetic appreciation of hypertext, graphic design and visual images.
6. Social participation in influencing the development of infomedia technology.
ProTo communication log analysis. The record of tutor and student communication during cycles one and
two was analysed using Boyd and McGee's (1995) guidance on facilitating dialogues using
computer-mediated communication. They suggest that facilitators provide both technical and

content-specific support; are responsible for regularly communicating with the group; communicate in ways
that require a response; and model standards of high quality interaction
Ecoschool bulletin board observation. The Ecoschool bulletin board was set up in September 1999 and

provided the student groups with a shared electronic space for presenting and discussing their ideas. Each
group had a separate area for their own use. The frequency and quality of communication was analysed as
well as the level of interaction between group members.

5 Evaluation Results
Student evaluation questionnaire data was collected from 12 of the 16 student groups over the three years.

The key points arising were:
In cycles one and two students who were apprehensive about using the technology felt that had been
successful and the majority of students found that resource production was enjoyable and had developed
their ICT skills.
Communication between groups was successful in cycles one and two but sporadic in cycle three. This
was attributed to pressure of work from other areas of their degree (Oulu), lack of clarity in terms of the
aims of the project and technological problems in Linz and Sheffield.
In cycle three, two of the five groups were critical of the lack of commitment of their partners.

Students in Sheffield requested formal computer sessions where they could meet and use university
facilities for the project. All students felt that their tutors had supported them in cycles one and two, but
three groups wanted clearer guidance in cycle three.

By cycle three the students from Falun and Oulu requested the use of chat and video conferencing
technology in any future work. Individual students in Linz and Sheffield experienced technical
difficulties during November 1999 due to network problems at their institutions.

Minutes of three Tutor evaluation meetings and five written reports state that:
The role of the tutor was clear in cycles one and two but not in cycle three
Cycle three was seen as a radical departure from previous work and was viewed as 'experimental'
Students in Linz, Oulu and Sheffield were hampered by block teaching practices taking place during
key times in the project.
Tutors were pleased with the progress made by their students in cycles one and two and had discussed
how work in cycle three could be improved.
Web page analysis using Lee's concept of infomedia literacy reveals:

Only two groups took a critical approach to the sources they used when constructing pages about their

2. 4 6 3

home city in cycle one.

Three groups overtly discussed the problems of representing people and places on their web pages in
cycle two.

Four groups of students in cycle one saw the pages as similar to written text so did not exploit the
advantages of hypertext fully.
All students changed from passive users of web pages to active publishers of their own content.

The students from Falun produced a website in cycle two that clearly demonstrated a collaborative
approach and a high level of aesthetic appreciation in regard to page design.
Students from Oulu and Falun were in general more adept at making critical comments about their own
and other's work than the Linz and Sheffield students.

Pro To communication log and Ecoschool bulletin board observation using McGee and Young's guidance
shows:
In cycles one and two tutors adequately fulfilled the roles of moderator, mediator and facilitator.
Tutors communicated with the participants by asking one or more questions, giving examples from their
own experience to add to discussions and modelling high quality interaction.
The cycle three work led to the production of questions and solutions but little discussion. In general
tutors did not moderate the discussion effectively as they were unsure of their roles.
The decision to limit the role of the tutor in cycle three had a negative effect on the level of interaction
and quality of discussion. Student evaluations reveal uncertainty about technical issues as well as
pleas for stronger leadership and rigid deadlines.

6 Discussion
The cycles of curriculum development and evaluation have identified many important features in the
development of collaborative ICT projects. Establishing an nternational electronic community requires
access to reliable technology for the students and also skill and commitment on the part of the tutors.
Asynchronous communication is seen as one of the great advantages of electronic communication and
university tutors may take their own ease of access for granted. In a study of barriers to student computer
usage McMahon et al (1999) found that students identify real problems in accessing computers to complete
course tasks. A Sheffield student reflects their conclusions when evaluating her experience in cycle three:

If we had been given time in our lectures to get together and a set routine with
correspondence time every week then we would have got more out of it. As a group of
people we are all in different (teaching) groups, so getting together is difficult and finding
a PC when we have free time is also difficult.
This highlights the question of computer access as well as the importance of study and group work skills in
such a project. Very clear project goals and explicit expectations on student participation are also needed. Is
it the students ' responsibility to meet and organise communication sessions during their own time, or will
better levels of communication occur by booking computer access during student practical classes? If this is
done are the benefits of asynchronous communication being demonstrated? An unexpected outcome of this
project has been to highlight the importance of developing students' teamworking skills.
Once access is assured, the roles of the tutor as moderator, mediator and facilitator are crucial. A key finding

from the evaluation is that communication was much more successful when the tutors had a strong
moderating role in cycles one and two. When planning for cycle three, tutors limited the moderation role and

gave the student groups much more independence. The majority of the students interpreted this as poor
planning and one group described it as 'lack of leadership'. This highlights the complexity of the moderator's

role and a recommendation front this project would be that the tutors spend time in the final evaluation
meeting exploring their experiences in this role.

Developing a successful collaborative curriculum is dependent on creating a fine balance between resource
production and communication. In cycle one the web pages produced were basic, but quality of interaction
between students was high. In cycle two the web-based products were much more sophisticated but students

paid less attention to communication, perhaps because more academic credit was gained for page
development rather than communicating with fellow students. Student's work in the final cycle showed
some evidence of sound international cooperation, but less in-depth critical analysis. Experiences gained
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during the three cycles have led to the development of a formal curriculum unit (see
http://www.shu.ac.uk/schools/ed/teaching/dho/). Students will gain high grades only by giving equal
weighting to communication, resource production and critical evaluation in their group work.

Finally, teacher education students need to transfer their learning to a classroom situation. One student has

already set up a similar project whilst on teaching practice. In this example infant school children
communicated via email with children in Bermuda and compared their localities, hobbies and homes as part
of English and geography learning. Tutors need to set up opportunities for students to use their newfound
confidence and skill in the classroom. Nook Lane Primary School in Sheffield is now linked with partner
schools in Linz and Oulu as a result of the project, and students can now contribute to the development of
this partnership.

6.1 Future developments
As a result of ongoing evaluation the following developments have been planned for 2000-2001. A chat
facility had been added to the Euroland/Ecoschool discussion area in addition to the bulletin boards.
Building on the success of a trial video-conferencing session held in November 1999, students will be able
to use this form of communication from September 2000 in all countries. Students and teachers can also
now access the communication tools via the Hallam Geography Education web site as well as from the
Euroland web pages. Finally, with the imminent completion of the Euroland CD-ROM, the two projects will
be brought together. Students and teachers will be able to use the CD-ROM as a focus for collaboration and
discussion in the areas of infomedia literacy and multi-media development, the pedagogy of
computer-mediated collaboration and the comparison of European social and environmental learning.

7 Conclusion
The Euroland and Ecoschool projects represent successful examples of how an international perspective can
be developed in the university and school curricula. Sustained and effective communication is the key to
such initiatives, alongside ease of access to computing facilities and a focus on the crucial role of the tutor as

moderator. Both projects have provided tutors, students and pupils with membership of an expanding
European network, which is a solid platform for the development of further collaborative work.
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Computer mediated collaborative projects have the potential to strengthen the
European Dimension in teacher education whilst giving students an appropriate
context to develop their computing and collaborative skills. This paper evaluates

the success of such a project through the completion of a three-year action
research enquiry involving student teachers from four European countries. The
results of three cycles of development are presented. The project was evaluated
using student questionnaire data, participation in tutor meetings, and analysis of

students' web page development and bulletin board contributions. Results
suggest that successful collaborative project work depends on ease of access to
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reliable computer networks, giving equal weighting to resource production and
levels of international communication, and effective moderation of the project
by all tutors involved. The paper concludes by detailing future developments in
European cooperation involving the partner institutions. These developments
involve using the Ecoschool communication networks to discuss pedagogic and
multi-media design issues involved in a cross-curricular CD-ROM which has
been developed by the same group of partner institutions.

Keywords: computer mediated communication, European co-operation,
moderation.

1 Introduction
This paper reviews a three-year cycle of telematics curriculum development and action-research in initial
teacher education. The project has been made possible by funding via the SOCRATES European Module
ECOSCHOOL (1997-2000). The project has two aims; to develop learning by using the World Wide Web
(WWW) and email across Europe, and to learn about the social and economic aspects of the participant' s
home city. The outcomes of the project include the creation of a collaborative open learning course that
teacher education students can follow as part of their training.

The Ecoschool developments originated from European collaboration on the EUROLAND project
(1996-99). It brings together partners from Austria, England, Finland and the Netherlands in building the

European Dimension into the curriculum of schools and teacher education courses (Hudson et al, 1997 and
Hudson et al, 1999). Teacher education institutions and departments lead both projects in close collaboration
with partner schools and teachers in each country. The resources that have been produced by both the
Ecoschool and Euroland projects have been used as the basis for the development of pedagogic approaches
with teachers on intensive in-service training courses, which have been supported under the Comenius 3.2
Action of SOCRATES.

The paper reports on four aspects o f the Ecoschool project; the three year cycle of curriculum development,
the tutor and student evaluation of the project, lessons learned regarding telematics pedagogy, and future
developments that link the outcomes of the Euroland and Ecoschool projects.

1.1 Participants in the project
The participants are primary teacher education students from Linz and Sheffield together with students on an
international teacher education course at Oulu. A more recent partner to this development is the University
of Darlana in Sweden. This has led to the participation of a group of social studies student teachers from
Falun in Sweden. English was used as the medium for communication and a total of eighty five students
took part over the three years.

1.2 Collaboration and communication
A key aim of the project has been to promote the European Dimension and the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in teacher education across Europe. The development of the European
Dimension provides ample justification for collaborative communication but such projects can also reflect
sound pedagogic principles. The pedagogical approach is based on a socio-cultural communicative
perspective, which owes much to the works of Vygotsky (1987). Collaborative learning is at the heart of the

Ecoschool project and has been used during the three cycles of student work. Many authors, including
Hudson (1998) and English and Yazdani (1999) see such an approach as essential in developing students'
learning skills when using ICT or learning without the aid of new technology.

2 Use of new technologies
The resources and tools being used are university email communications and the resources provided by the
ProTo environment at the University of Oulu Project Learning Tools on the Web. This is an open learning
environment that has been developed at the University of Oulu. Students can access the ProTo system via
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the World Wide Web. They have a password that allows them to create simple web pages and enter
messages on a bulletin board. Students also created web pages using Netscape Composer and posted them
on their home pages. In cycle three they used an electronic bulletin board as well as using Pro To and
email.

Use of such technology is now a key focus in the education of teachers across Europe. Student teachers in

England and Wales follow the National Curriculum for Initial Teacher Training (DfEE 1998). This
curriculum requires students to show evidence of using and creating multi-media presentations, and of using
web technologies to communicate with colleagues. In addition, recently published guidance detailing an ICT

primary school curriculum (QCA, 1998), suggests that children aged ten should be able to design and
evaluate simple multi-media presentations, and children aged eight should be able to take part in an email
exchange. Clearly student teachers need the confidence and skills to develop these abilities in their pupils.
The Ecoschool gives students this experience through their participation in a computer mediated
collaborative project and by their evaluation of its potential use in their future educational roles.

2.1 Pedagogic approaches
As previously stated the Ecoschool project uses a pedagogic approach that seeks to promote learning
through 'electronic talk' in collaborative groups. These groups use a plan, do and review strategy as proposed
by Kolb (1984) in his model of experiential education and by Schon (1987 ) describing the planning cycle
used by reflective teachers and learners. The groups planned the construction of webpages, constructed and

evaluated their own pages and those of other groups, then finally evaluated the whole project. Tutors
developed their own pedagogy of distance learning during the project. The success of the tutors' approaches
are analysed using guidance developed by McGee and Boyd (1995) to facilitate dialogue during computer
mediated communication.

3 The three cycles of curriculum development
3.1 Cycle One
Focus : comparing students' home cities
Outcomes: web pages explaining local city
Figure 1: Work from the Swedish students posted to the
ProTo learning environment.
Students in each country worked in

collaborative groups to produce a short
illustrated report on one of the following
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aspects of their home city.
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comments about them on the bulletin board. Each group evaluated their work using the same criteria
designed by the tutors in each country. The tutors then read each group' s pages, assessed the pages and
provided feedback to the each group. The students' work was assessed against the criteria and graded A to C.
The tutors posted written feedback on the bulletin board.
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3.2 Cycle Two
Focus : Comparing lesson planning
Outcomes: web pages giving examples of lesson plans
Figure 2: Teaching and learning about the environment in Lin
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3.3 Cycle Three
Focus: suggesting and solving educational problems
Outcomes: range of solutions to five educational problems
Figure 3 The Euroland and Ecoschool discussion and chat site.

The Ecoschool project ran during autumn
1999 with several new developments. The
students were in internationally composed
groups rather than from one single country
and the focus of the project was to choose
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Ecoschool bulletin board (see Figure 3).
The majority of students chose to use the
bulletin board to present their problem and
solutions although some students did use
the ProTo2 learning environment. Again

gave feedback to the students and
:jr tutors
responded to their questions although the
work was not graded.

4 Methods of curriculum development and evaluation
Ecoschool developments have followed an action research model, as the aim of the project was to develop a

successful curriculum for initial teacher education over the three years of the project. The Ecoschool
curriculum was developed in face-to-face planning meetings and followed up by email communication
between partners in Austria, Finland, Sweden and England. The results of student and tutor evaluation were
fed into the curriculum planning at the end of each cycle. The following methods have been employed in
gathering evaluation data:
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Student evaluation questionnaire. All students completed a questionnaire by email or on paper. Many
groups posted the results of their evaluation on the Pro To system or on the Ecoschool bulletin board. The
questionnaire requested information on student expectations of the project, levels of interaction, the role of
the tutor, use of new technology and ideas for the future.

Tutor evaluation. A tutor from each country completed a written evaluation of their experience at the end of
each cycle and presented the document for discussion at the annual Ecoschool development meetings.
Web page analysis. The students created web pages of differing levels of complexity during cycles one and
two. The web pages construction process is evaluated against the six components of infomedia literacy as
proposed by Lee (1999, pp. 147-149). These components are:
1. An understanding of the nature and functions of infomedia and their impact on individuals and society.
2. The development of critical thinking ability.
3. The skill of efficient searching and critical selection of information.
4. Knowledge of multi-media production using appropriate technology.
5. Aesthetic appreciation of hypertext, graphic design and visual images.
6. Social participation in influencing the development of infomedia technology.

ProTo communication log analysis. The record of tutor and student communication during cycles one and
two was analysed using Boyd and McGee's (1995) guidance on facilitating dialogues using
computer-mediated communication. They suggest that facilitators provide both technical and
content-specific support; are responsible for regularly communicating with the group; communicate in ways
that require a response; and model standards of high quality interaction

Ecoschool bulletin board observation. The Ecoschool bulletin board was set up in September 1999 and
provided the student groups with a shared electronic space for presenting and discussing their ideas. Each
group had a separate area for their own use. The frequency and quality of communication was analysed as
well as the level of interaction between group members.

5 Evaluation Results
Student evaluation questionnaire data was collected from 12 of the 16 student groups over the three years.
The key points arising were:
In cycles one and two students who were apprehensive about using the technology felt that had been
successful and the majority of students found that resource production was enjoyable and had developed
their ICT skills.

Communication between groups was successful in cycles one and two but sporadic in cycle three. This
was attributed to pressure of work from other areas of their degree (Oulu), lack of clarity in terms of the
aims of the project and technological problems in Linz and Sheffield.
In cycle three, two of the five groups were critical of the lack of commitment of their partners.
Students in Sheffield requested formal computer sessions where they could meet and use university
facilities for the project. All students felt that their tutors had supported them in cycles one and two, but
three groups wanted clearer guidance in cycle three.
By cycle three the students from Falun and Oulu requested the use of chat and video conferencing

technology in any future work. Individual students in Linz and Sheffield experienced technical
difficulties during November 1999 due to network problems at their institutions.

Minutes of three Tutor evaluation meetings and five written reports state that:
The role of the tutor was clear in cycles one and two but not in cycle three
Cycle three was seen as a radical departure from previous work and was viewed as 'experimental'
Students in Linz, Oulu and Sheffield were hampered by block teaching practices taking place during
key times in the project.
Tutors were pleased with the progress made by their students in cycles one and two and had discussed
how work in cycle three could be improved.
Web page analysis using Lee's concept of infomedia literacy reveals:
Only two groups took a critical approach to the sources they used when constructing pages about their
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home city in cycle one.

Three groups overtly discussed the problems of representing people and places on their web pages in
cycle two.

Four groups of students in cycle one saw the pages as similar to written text so did not exploit the
advantages of hypertext fully.
All students changed from passive users of web pages to active publishers of their own content.

The students from Falun produced a website in cycle two that clearly demonstrated a collaborative
approach and a high level of aesthetic appreciation in regard to page design.
Students from Oulu and Falun were in general more adept at making critical comments about their own
and other's work than the Linz and Sheffield students.

Pro To communication log and Ecoschool bulletin board observation using McGee and Young's guidance
shows:
In cycles one and two tutors adequately fulfilled the roles of moderator, mediator and facilitator.
Tutors communicated with the participants by asking one or more questions, giving examples from their
own experience to add to discussions and modelling high quality interaction.
The cycle three work led to the production of questions and solutions but little discussion. In general
tutors did not moderate the discussion effectively as they were unsure of their roles.
The decision to limit the role of the tutor in cycle three had a negative effect on the level of interaction
and quality of discussion. Student evaluations reveal uncertainty about technical issues as well as
pleas for stronger leadership and rigid deadlines.

6 Discussion
The cycles of curriculum development and evaluation have identified many important features in the
development of collaborative ICT projects. Establishing an nternational electronic community requires
access to reliable technology for the students and also skill and commitment on the part of the tutors.
Asynchronous communication is seen as one of the great advantages of electronic communication and
university tutors may take their own ease of access for granted. In a study of barriers to student computer
usage McMahon et al (1999) found that students identify real problems in accessing computers to complete
course tasks. A Sheffield student reflects their conclusions when evaluating her experience in cycle three:

If we had been given time in our lectures to get together and a set routine with
correspondence time every week then we would have got more out of it. As a group of
people we are all in different (teaching) groups, so getting together is difficult and finding
a PC when we have free time is also difficult.
This highlights the question of computer access as well as the importance of study and group work skills in
such a project. Very clear project goals and explicit expectations on student participation are also needed. Is
it the students ' responsibility to meet and organise communication sessions during their own time, or will
better levels of communication occur by booking computer access during student practical classes? If this is
done are the benefits of asynchronous communication being demonstrated? An unexpected outcome of this
project has been to highlight the importance of developing students' teamworking skills.
Once access is assured, the roles of the tutor as moderator, mediator and facilitator are crucial. A key finding

from the evaluation is that communication was much more successful when the tutors had a strong
moderating role in cycles one and two. When planning for cycle three, tutors limited the moderation role and

gave the student groups much more independence. The majority of the students interpreted this as poor
planning and one group described it as 'lack of leadership'. This highlights the complexity of the moderator's

role and a recommendation from this project would be that the tutors spend time in the final evaluation
meeting exploring their experiences in this role.

Developing a successful collaborative curriculum is dependent on creating a fine balance between resource
production and communication. In cycle one the web pages produced were basic, but quality of interaction
between students was high. In cycle two the web-based products were much more sophisticated but students

paid less attention to communication, perhaps because more academic credit was gained for page
development rather than communicating with fellow students. Student's work in the final cycle showed
some evidence of sound international cooperation, but less in-depth critical analysis. Experiences gained
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during the three cycles have led to the development of a formal curriculum unit (see
http://www.shu.ac.uk/schools/ed/teaching/dho/). Students will gain high grades only by giving equal
weighting to communication, resource production and critical evaluation in their group work.

Finally, teacher education students need to transfer their learning to a classroom situation. One student has

already set up a similar project whilst on teaching practice. In this example infant school children
communicated via email with children in Bermuda and compared their localities, hobbies and homes as part
of English and geography learning. Tutors need to set up opportunities for students to use their newfound
confidence and skill in the classroom. Nook Lane Primary School in Sheffield is now linked with partner
schools in Linz and Oulu as a result of the project, and students can now contribute to the development of
this partnership.

6.1 Future developments
As a result of ongoing evaluation the following developments have been planned for 2000-2001. A chat
facility had been added to the Euroland/Ecoschool discussion area in addition to the bulletin boards.
Building on the success of a trial video-conferencing session held in November 1999, students will be able
to use this form of communication from September 2000 in all countries. Students and teachers can also
now access the communication tools via the Hallam Geography Education web site as well as from the
Euroland web pages. Finally, with the imminent completion of the Euroland CD-ROM, the two projects will
be brought together. Students and teachers will be able to use the CD-ROM as a focus for collaboration and
discussion in the areas of infomedia literacy and multi-media development, the pedagogy of
computer-mediated collaboration and the comparison of European social and environmental learning.

7 Conclusion
The Euroland and Ecoschool projects represent successful examples of how an international perspective can
be developed in the university and school curricula. Sustained and effective communication is the key to
such initiatives, alongside ease of access to computing facilities and a focus on the crucial role of the tutor as

moderator. Both projects have provided tutors, students and pupils with membership of an expanding
European network, which is a solid platform for the development of further collaborative work.
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In this paper we discuss our observations of a group of 10 and 11 year old children
using an Interactive Learning Environment called the Ecolab. The design of this

software was informed by our interpretation of Vygotsky s Zone of Proximal
Development in which Interaction and Collaboration are definitive characteristics.
The relationship between the differences in interaction/collaboration style and the
learning gains made by the children are discussed. The results show that children
can be grouped into profiles according to the differences and similarities in their use
of the system and that common interaction features are influenced by the design of
the software being used. We suggest that children are poor at managing their own
learning experience with technology even when the software offers both
opportunities to complete challenging activities and support to ensure success. The
children in this study needed explicit direction towards activities which were beyond
their ability. However, caution with regard to this provision of direction is

important to ensure that the child is also offered opportunities for creativity: a
suggestion from the system about what and how to proceed is often sufficient.

Keywords: Interaction, Collaboration, ZPD, ILE.

1 Introduction
Computers are now an accepted part of classroom life for most young learners whether they are used for
communication, visualization, simulation experience or simply for fun. But how do children actually interact
with computers? Does the nature of their interactions vary from child to child in a way that could inform the
design of the software which engenders these interactions? This paper explores children s use of an Interactive
Learning Environment (ILE) called the Ecolab which was designed to help children learn about ecology. The

system attempts to fulfill the role of a more able learning partner for the child and invites collaborative
interaction. The collaboration is thus between the system and the child and not between children. Here we
describe the nature of the interactions that a class of children had with this system. The nature of these
interactions is considered in the light of pre- and post-test learning gains to explore the relationship between
learning and interaction style. The Ecolab software has been designed using a framework derived from our
111. The ZPD describes the most fertile
interpretations of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)
interactions which occur between the more and less able members of an educational culture and focuses attention
on how the more able can help learners to learn. The ZPD offers a theory of instruction which emphasizes the
inseparability of the teaching and learning processes and thus recognizes the inherent interactivity of children s
learning with computer software. It also stresses the need for learners to have the help of a collaborative
learning partner in the form of a peer, a teacher or in the case of the Ecolab, a computer. Within a Vygotskian,
socio-cultural model of education human activity is mediated by tools and sign systems that have arisen
through social interaction. Developmental explanations are used to address the complex internalisation process
by which the interpsychological relations between partners in social interaction becomes intrapsychological
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within the individual learner. Interaction and Collaboration are therefore definitive characteristics of the ZPD
which form the linchpin of the socio-cultural framework and thus form the focus of our investigations of
children using the software.
In this paper we provide a brief description of the Ecolab software before discussing an evaluation study of its
use. We report the results with particular emphasis upon the nature of the Interaction and Collaboration profiles
we were able to construct from our records of system use. We provide examples of individual learner s use of
the system and discuss the relationship between the nature of the interactions and the learning gains recorded
after system use.

2 Ecolab Software
Ecology is a subject that involves the study of relationships between organisms within our environment. These
relationships can be extremely complex; they can also be introduced in a simplified manner through concepts
such as food chains and food webs. These form the foundations of more complex ecosystems and are part of
the curriculum for primary school children in the United Kingdom. The Ecolab software provides 10 and 11

year old children with the facilities to build, activate and observe the ecological relationships which exist
between members of a simple food web in a woodland ecosystem. It provides a simulated ecology laboratory
environment into which the child places the animals and plants of her choice. This environment can be viewed
by the child from several different perspectives or views, including:
World - a picture of a woodland environment and the organisms the child has chosen to place within it.
Web - a traditional text book style diagram of the organisms in a food chain and food web.
Energy - a graphical representation of the energy levels of the organisms currently alive in the Ecolab.
History - a linear narrative of what has happened in the Ecolab world to date, which animal has eaten which
other animal for example.
As we have already stated the nature of the relationships that can exist between organisms in the real world can
be very complex. We wished to allow each of the children using our system to learn about relationships at a
level of complexity that was appropriate to them. We therefore built the learning environment in a manner that
would allow children to learn about relationships ranging from the simplest, between just two single organisms,
to the much more complex network of relationships that could exist in a very simple ecosystem involving
populations of organisms. The complexity of the relationships represented within the Ecolab can be varied at
any stage during the child's interaction with it. It is also possible to alter the abstractness of the terminology
used to describe the organisms in the Ecolab so that a snail, for example, can be described by the words
"herbivore", "primary consumer", or "consumer" as well as the word "snail".

In addition to this simulated laboratory environment, the system acts as a collaborative learning partner for each
learner which can provide assistance of the following sorts:

Extension of the learner s knowledge through increasing the complexity of the relationships she is asked to
study and/or the abstractness of the terminology used to describe what is happening in the Ecolab.
Collaborative Support which can take the shape of Activity Differentiation: in the form of alterations to the
difficulty of the activities the learner is asked to complete, or context sensitive Help of variable levels of quality
and quantity.

At the start of this paper we discussed our use of the Zone of Proximal Development to underpin our system
design and the importance of Interaction and Collaboration. In order to explore the nature of the interactions

children had with our software, the collaboration that might occur between system and learner, and the
relationship between interaction, collaboration and the changes in learning outcome recorded after system use,
we varied the manner in which collaboration from the system was offered to the learner. The Ecolab consists
of three system variations: VIS (Vygotskian Inspired System), WIS (Woodsian Inspired System) and NIS (Nontheoretically Inspired System). These three system manipulations implement different design elements in order
to adjust the assistance they provide (see [4] and [5] for more detail). The way in which each of the system
variations adopts a different approach is summarised in Table 1. In particular, VIS makes more decisions than
WIS which makes more decisions than NIS. In other words NIS gives the learner most freedom of choice to
the learner and VIS the least.
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3 Interactions with the Ecolab
An exploratory evaluation of the Ecolab software was conducted with a class of children aged 10 and 11 years.

We wanted to investigate the extent to which the system would be able to adjust to learners of differing
abilities, and also the ways in which the interactions and collaborations between user and system varied with
users of different abilities. The children's school assessments were therefore used to allocate each child to one
of three ability grouping: High, Average and Low. Prior to using the software each child completed a written
and a verbal pre-test, the latter of which was in the form of a structured interview recorded on audio tape. Each
child used the Ecolab software as an individual for a total of 60 minutes over two sessions. In addition, a 20
minute initial session with a smaller 'demo' versionensured that all children were comfortable with the mouse
skills required and the interface. After the system intervention subjects were given a written and verbal test,
identical to the pre-test, and a short additional extension interview. A delayed post-test was conducted 10
weeks after the end of the original post-test. Of the 30 children who started the study only 26 completed all
sessions between, and including, pre and post-test. The four who did not complete these sessions had either
left the school or been absent during the evaluation period. Only 24 completed all sessions including the
delayed post-test. Once again the reason for non-completion was absence from school.

Table 1 Collaborative Support within Ecolab

Collaborative Support within Ecolab
VIS

WIS

NIS

5

5

2

Decision about Level of system

system and child

child

Help made by
Activity
Levels
of
Differentiation Available

3

3

Levels of Help Available

(different levels provide
differing qualities of help
- 5 represents the greatest
and 1 the least)

3

Decision about type of system
and
Activity
level
Differentiation
made by
Extent of Learner Model
the
maintained
by
system and used to make
the
about
decisions

child - system
suggestions

Bayesian Belief Network
values
(BBN)
of
representing the system's
beliefs about child's ZPD
from
its
support to be offered to formed
knowledge about the
the learner.

makes child

Record of help used to Record of Curriculum
enable

contingent nodes visited maintained

calculation of next help to help child keep track.

of
Record
level.
curriculum nodes visited
maintained to permit
amount of collaborative suggestions.
support used to date.
child
child
Abstractness
of system
Terminology selected by
child - system makes child
Area of the Curriculum system
suggestions
and complexity of the
next activity selected by
child
child
Ecolab View selected by mostly child

The results of the pre- and post-test were used to assess the efficacy of the three variations of the Ecolab
software. This work is reported elsewhere [4, 5] and is not the main focus of the current paper. It is the
character of the interactions between each child and the system that we will focus upon here. We wanted to
investigate what sorts of interactions had resulted in the greater learning gains and which systems had supported
and encouraged various types of interaction and collaboration in order to inform the design of our next system.
For each child a summary record of their interactions was produced from the detailed logs maintained during
their two sessions of system use and this was used to build up a picture of the types of interactions each child
experienced with the system (for full information see [4]).

Cognitive or learning styles have been a subject of active interest in recent years [1, 3, 6, 8], for a brief review
see [9]. The influence which a learner's style can have upon the way they interact with technology has also been
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recognised [7]. Within this literature there are examples of classification systems which differentiate learners
according to their learning preferences; for example, as serialists or holists [6]. The analysis of the annotated

interaction summaries of children's experiences with the Ecolab software takes a fresh perspective on
classification using only the styles of interaction or Profiles which can be found in the records of each child's
system use and emphasizing our interest in the nature of Interaction and Collaboration. Characteristics were
identified and children categorised through:

Interaction Profiles according to the character of their interactions with the Ecolab.
Collaboration Profiles according to the nature of the collaborative support provided by the system for the
child.

4 Results
One aspect of the evaluation looked at whether the different variations of the Ecolab had been more or less
effective in increasing the child's learning gain in terms of her understanding of the feeding relationships which
exist in a food web as reflected in the pre- and post-test data. This indicated that the system variation (VIS,
WIS or NIS) which the child used was relevant to her subsequent learning gain and a detailed discussion of
these results can be found in [5]. Here we wish to concentrate upon the analysis of the records of interaction
which was used to try and pinpoint the elements of VIS and WIS which led to their superior performance with
particular ability groups.

4.1 Interaction profiles.
There were two characteristics which could clearly be seen as either present, or largely absent within the
children s interactions. These were referred to as:

Busyness and

Exploration
Busyness was considered to be a characteristic of interactions in which the children completed an average or
above average number of actions of any type, such as adding an organism to their Ecolab world or making one
organism eat another. The interaction summaries of these children contained an above average number of
events. The opposite of Busyness is referred to as Quietness.
Exploration was considered to be a characteristic of an interaction if the child had been involved in some sort of

action which allowed her to experience more than one level of complexity or more than one level of
terminology abstraction, beyond her initial starting levels. The opposite of Exploration is referred to as
Consolidation.
Some children also switched frequently from one type of interaction to another. For example, they might
switch from attempting to make one animal eat another, to looking at their organisms in a different view (i.e.
perspective), to accessing a new activity entirely. Their interactions contained no or few series of repeated
actions of the same type. They were particularly prone to frequent changes of view. These users have been
characterised as hoppers. Other learners exhibited a more persistent approach, with sets of actions of a similar
type grouped together. These users have been referred to as persisters.
These characteristics allow the children to be categorised , in principle, into I of 8 (2x2x2) possible Interaction
Profiles.

The three parameters of categorisation: Busy/Quiet, Exploration/Consolidation and Hopper/Persister bear some
similarity to features found in other categorisation systems. Pask's [6] differentiation of tendencies in learners
towards being either "top-down" holists or being "bottom-up" serialists shares some common ground with the
Hopper/Persister characteristic, for example. The differentiation of exploration from continuing activity at a
level of consolidation is likewise similar to the challenge/safety division of [2]. However, the motivation for
the analysis reported in this paper was not the presentation of a generally applicable categorisation system. The
aim was twofold:
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To investigate the relationship between interaction style and learning gain.

To examine how each of the system variations (VIS, WIS and NIS) of the Ecolab supported and
encouraged particular learning styles.

Children fell into 6 of the 8 possible Interaction Profile groups.

The distribution within these groups is

illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2 Interaction Profile Membership
Profile Description
Busy - Exploring - Persister (BEP)
Busy - Exploring - Hopper (BEH)
Busy - Consolidating - Persister (BCP)
Busy - Consolidating - Hopper (BCH)
Quiet - Consolidating - Persister (QCP)
Quiet - Exploring - Persister (QEP)

% of children in Profile group
28%
12%
8%
12%

20%
20%

4.1.1 Examples of User Interaction Profiles
S10 (Gene) was a typical example of the Busy - Exploring Persister style of interacter. Her first action was to
switch from world view to energy view and then back to world view. She then added 15 organisms to the
Ecolab and visited energy view again. Upon switching back to world view she made one of her organisms eat
another, switching to energy view to see the effect. This pattern of making organisms act, either eating or
Introductory,
investigative and rule-definition activity types were completed for the first two nodes in the curriculum before
her first session drew to a close. She chose not to save her current Ecolab world which meant that at the start

moving and looking at the effect in an increasing number of different views continued.

of her next session her first actions were the addition of organisms. Once again she added all 15 and then
moved into the next phase of food web complexity and used more abstract terminology to view her organisms.
Whilst the nature of the actions she completed was now more advanced and several instances of help were used,
her pattern of activity remained one of initiating an action or actions appropriate to the evident goal. Actions

were often completed in pairs and were followed by viewing the result from different perspectives (most
commonly, energy, web and world). She did not experiment with writing a program or attempt to escape
from completing the activities offered to her.

This profile group contains only high and average ability children from the VIS and WIS system user groups.
In terms of performance at post-test there was a tremendous spread: A Busy Exploring - Persister style learner
attained the lowest learning gain, another, the second highest learning gain. The high ability children within
the group all achieved an above average learning gain, but within the average ability children there was a wider
spread of learning gain scores. Membership of this group was limited to VIS and WIS users, of whom the VIS
users all achieved above average post-test learning gains, including the highest learning gain within this user
group.

4.2 Collaboration profiles.
Two characteristics were found to be the most useful for differentiating collaborative style within the
interactions: Amount of support and Depth of support used. These collaboration characteristics were used to
group the children into one of four Collaboration Profile groups.

Amount of support: the average amount of activity differentiation (i.e. the degree to which the activity is
presented in a simpler form) and the average number of help instances for the experimental group was
calculated. An above average amount of either activity differentiation or instances of help was the criteria
necessary for a child to be considered as using 'Lots' of collaborative support.

Depth of support: this characteristic was based upon the level of help and level of differentiation used. Once
again the average levels used within the experimental group were calculated. Help or differentiation above the
average level resulted in a child being considered as using 'Deep' or higher level support.
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Interactions could be grouped into all 4 of the possible Collaboration Profiles. The first group was the largest
and was further divided in accordance with the type of support which was most prevalent. The distribution of
children into these groups is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3 Distribution of children within Collaboration Profile groups
Profile Description

% of children
in Profile

Profile sub-group
Description

Lots and Deep (LD)

53%

Differentiation
and Help
Differentiation
Help

Lots and Shallow (LND)
Little and Deep (NLD)
Little and Shallow (NLND)

% of children
in Profile subgroup
19%
19%
15%

12%
16%
19%

4.2.1 Examples of User Collaboration Profiles
S1 (Jason's) use of the available support was typical of the Lots and Deep profile group and of a user of above

average amounts of both help and activity differentiation. He used level 4 help early in his first session of
system use to achieve success in making organisms eat each other. His initial activities were completed with
maximum differentiation of level 3. This was gradually reduced and then increased again. During his first
session of system use he completed a range of activities for three nodes in the first phase of the curriculum.

All

instances of successful help were at level 4 or level 5. Fewer activities were completed during his second
session. However, these activities were at a lower level of differentiation and there were fewer instances of
help.

This Collaboration Profile group was the largest and was subdivided to account for the type of support used.
Only VIS and WIS system users shared the profile. Jason was a member of the subgroup which used above
average amounts and levels of both activity differentiation and help. This subgroup again consisted only of
high and average ability children whose mean learning gain is above the average for the whole class (16% as
compared to the class average of 11.5%). The subgroup of children who used greater levels of differentiation
than help contained children from all ability groups. This second subgroup also produced above average
learning gains at post-test (18% as compared to the class average of 11.5%). The last subgroup of children,
who used greater amounts of help than differentiation, were all average ability children. Their average learning
gain was well below the class average (3.9% as compared to the class average of 11.5%).

System variation had a greater impact upon the nature of the Interaction and Collaboration profiles than ability.

A Pearson Chi-squared statistical test was also used to assess the relationship between the Ability groups,
System Variation Groups, Interaction Profile Groups and the Collaboration Profile Groups. There was a
significant association between System variation membership and Collaboration Profile membership (X2 =
28.52, df = 6, p < .0001), and also between System variation membership and Interaction Profile membership
(X2 = 25.79, df = 10, p < .01).
So far little has been said about the NIS user group, they have not belonged to either of the Profiles used in the
examples. In fact, all the NIS users belonged to a Consolidating Interaction profile; there were no explorers in
this system user group. In addition, and as has previously been mentioned, no NIS users were in the Lots and
Deep Collaboration profile group.
S9's (Tim's) Interaction profile which was that of a Quiet, Consolidating Persister, was typical of a NIS system
user. His initial session consisted of adding a single snail and then making 11 view changes to look at this
organism from all perspectives. This initial stage was followed by a series of organism additions (commonly
in blocks of 4); single actions, such as move or eat commands, in blocks of 1 to 5; and view changes which
were almost always in pairs. In session 2 he adopted the commonly seen approach of adding a considerable
number of organisms to start (in this case 12) and then once again completing single actions and view changes.
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Likewise S26 (Karlie) s Collaboration profile reflecting low use of all types of help (Little and Shallow:
NLND) was typical. She placed herself at the far extreme of food web complexity and started dealing with
populations of organisms straight away. She only completed one type of action during both sessions of
computer use: she built food webs using the build web command. Initially she made errors and used only
occasional low level feedback, persisting until successful. The children in this profile group were all of high or
average ability, but their average learning gains were well below average (5.2% as compared to the class average
of 11.5%)

A further difference found within the NIS user group relates to the relationship between ability and learning
gain. In the VIS and WIS user groups it was the higher ability children who achieved the greatest learning
gains. By contrast, amongst the NIS users none of the high ability children made an above average learning
gain, in fact the only learners who made above average learning gains were the low ability children. Whilst the
numbers are small and the study exploratory this result is interesting and is certainly informing our current
research. We had expected that of all three systems, the one which left most control within the hands of the
learner would be most effective with the more able learners. Our results indicate that the opposite was in fact
the case in our study.

5 Conclusions
This is an initial exploratory study with small numbers of children. However, there are several observations
which are informative in building up a picture of the sorts of interactions which children experienced with the
version of the system they used. VIS was the system which explicitly selected the next curriculum area for the
child to complete and controlled the complexity and abstractness of the learning environment. Not
surprisingly, all VIS users were members of profile groups with the 'Exploring' characteristic present. The split
between 'Busy' and 'Quiet' was almost even. Only two of the VIS users scored a below averagdearning gain at
post-test and both were in the same 'Quiet, Exploring, Persister' profile group. The majority ofWIS users were
also 'Exploring' profile group members and only one did not belong to a 'Busy' profile group.However, whilst
all the WIS above average learning gain achievers were members of 'Exploring' profile groups, the below
average achievers were all members of different profile groups, with no common features between all of them.
The WIS system variation did not set the curriculum area for the users, but did make suggestions which
resulted in it being easier for a WIS user to avoid being an 'Explorer' thana VIS user. The NIS users were the
children with the greatest freedom and the least finely tuned help system. It is perhaps not surprising therefore
that none of them belonged to a profile group with the 'Exploring' characteristic. They were evenly split
between being 'Busy' and 'Quiet' and the majority were 'Persisters'. Only two NIS users achievedbove average
learning gains and unlike the WIS and VIS users, both were in profile groups which shared the 'Comfortable'
characteristic, they were also both in the low ability group.
These results suggest that simply providing children with the means for extension through becoming involved
in challenging activities is not enough to ensure that these challenging activities are undertaken. The child
needs also to be explicitly directed towards activities which are beyond her ability. However, caution with

regard to this provision of direction is important to ensure that the child is also offered opportunities for
creativity. The success of WIS indicates that a suggestion about what and how to proceed is often sufficient.
The consistency within the high and average ability groups across the different systems for above average
learning gain achievement to be linked to the 'Exploring' profile characteristic isnot reflected in the low ability
group. The definition of the 'Exploring' characteristic may of coursebe too crude to encompass the possibility
that the low ability children were 'Exploring' within interactions in a single phase of the Ecolab.
The manner in which each variation of the system collaborates with the child is a design feature of that variation
and as such a big influence upon the resultant user Collaboration Profile. It was no surprise, therefore, that

there was a significant association between system variation and collaborative support profile membership.
However, it is possible, in principle, for a user of any of the variations to interact in line with any of the
Collaboration Profiles described. In reality Collaboration Profile 'Lots and Deep' was exclusive to VIS and
WIS users, whereas Collaboration Profiles 'Lots and Shallow' and'Little and Deep' were exclusive to WIS and
NIS users. The only system which allocated both help and differentiation to users was VIS, so the fact that
VIS users all used a high quantity and quality of help is unsurprising. WIS users often used a high level of
assistance too, but in smaller quantities, they all belong to profiles where the support used was of a high level.
In contrast, all NIS users are in profile groups in which the level of support is low. The choice of help
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available to NIS users was admittedly more limited being of only two levels, however none of the users ever
chose to use the higher level of help offered.

The absence of some forms of assistance from the interaction summaries of the less successful users offers
support for the suggestion that it is the combination of being challenged, or extended, plus the provision of
ample quantities and qualities of support which is important for learning. The lower ability children present a
somewhat different picture as there is no apparent consistency between the use of collaborative support and
learning gain. The only tentative conclusions are that this group responded to interactions in which the extent
of the challenge was limited and that the nature of the assistance the system could offer was not effective for
them. Those who were successful took up less different types of assistance and tackled less of the curriculum
than their successful more able peers. There is also evidence that these children were not good at managing
their own learning. The NIS Interaction and Collaboration profiles in particular would suggest that children
who are given control for their own learning experience are not good at setting themselves challenging tasks or
indeed seeking collaborative support. Our current work with children is investigating this issue in more depth.
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This paper describes a novel approach for promoting understanding of examples

through explicit questioning. Whether being asked by the teachers or selfmotivated, studying worked examples is an indispensable step for learners to
acquire domain knowledge. The issue is: how could students use examples in the
most effective way? Research findings indicate that the utility value of examples
among different groups of learners varies dramatically. Effective learners keep
self-explaining the solution statements when studying the examples while less
effective learners often take each step of the statements for granted. In order to
facilitate better understanding of examples, we propose to question the students
explicitly on the examples content in order to stimulate their self-explanations.

This paper presents the underlying computer model for generating different
categories of questions from specific examples. The questions are subsequently
used by a case-questioner to test the students on what they have read.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Conceptual Graphs, Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, Case-based Reasoning

1 Introduction
This paper presents a novel approach to facilitate the understanding of learning materials through explicit
questioning. The notion we put forward in the paper forms one distinct feature of our current project:
providing problem-solving advice in terms of relevant worked examples. When mapping out the project
specification, there is an issue we are particular concerned with: to what extent the students benefit from the
examples remains unknown. In her seminal work [2] Chi discovered the phenomenon of self-explanation
among effective learners when they are presented with worked examples. Among this group of learners, they
have a strong tendency to explain each example statement to themselves before moving on whereas the less
effective learners tend to take the example statements for granted. In a follow-up investigation [3] Chi
exploited her previous discovery in the context of learning. Not surprising, when students are deliberately
prompted for self-explanation, they have shown a dramatic improvement in acquiring the knowledge. We
believe the implication of Chi's study is very significant. Not only do the results shed light on understanding
different learning behaviours, but the study also challenges instructors that merely informative examples do
riot guarantee good learning results. How the students use examples is a crucial factor in determining if they
are really helping the students understand the subject domain.
As we are concerned with how the students use the examples presented, we decided not to take the present-

and-go approach. Once a case (i.e. a relevant worked example) is retrieved for presentation, a case
questioner will be automatically invoked to challenge the student's understanding on the knowledge
embedded in the case. The questions generated are not explicitly stated in the problem statement. The
rationale of this proposal involves encouraging the students to think more deeply while studying the worked
examples. If the students have, in fact, understood the examples or related concepts within the domain, they
should be able to answer the questions posed by the system. If not, the questions can trigger their attention
towards certain aspects of the problem and stimulate their knowledge acquisition process.
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2 Promoting Comprehension through Questioning
When studying worked examples, it is quite common for the students to take many solution statements for
granted without trying to dig out the embedded tacit knowledge. Even if the students have the intention, they
may lack the knowledge structure to find out the tacit knowledge. To put it simply, the student may know
that it is helpful to self-explain the statements, but the problem is explaining what? There is research (e.g. [1],
[4] and [7]) which indicates that questioning plays a significant role in understanding narrative text and
therefore we argue that the same principle should also be applied in comprehending example solutions. If
this argument is valid, one potentially pedagogically fruitful approach to tutoring in terms of providing
examples is to question the learners on the content of the examples in a systematic way. Once the example is
presented, the students will be asked questions driven by physical principles in order to detect what they
know about the example and to help them discover meaningful relationships. To illustrate the argument, we
consider the mechanics example shown in Figure 1.

Two blocks A & B are resting on a frictionless horizontal plane as

shown. If an external force of ION is acting on A, what is the
acceleration of the blocks and the force of contact between them? (The
masses of A and B are 3kg and 7kg respectively).
Solution

Net Force A&B
External Force A&B
10

Acceleration A &B

= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B (Applying Newton's 2nd Law on
A&B)

= MassA&B x Acceleration A &B
= ( 3 + 7 ) Acceleration A &B
1 ITIA2

Net Force A
External Force A+ Contact Force

= MassA x Acceleration A (Applying Newton's 2nd Law on A )

= MassA x Acceleration A

A

=3x1

10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A

= - 7N

Net Force g
Contact Force B
Contact Force B
Contact Force B

= MassB x Acceleration B (Applying Newton's 2nd Law on B)

= MassB x Acceleration B

=7x1

= 7N

Figure 1: A typical Newtonian mechanics example and its solution

When presenting this example, the author must have already made many assumptions regarding the
knowledge state of the reader. For instance, it will be assumed the reader knows that the weights of blocks
are being cancelled by the reactions from the ground and thus the weights are not included in the calculation;
the reader is also assumed to know that the acceleration of the whole system is the same as the acceleration
of individual components; and that the external action on A is the same as the external action on the system
as a whole in this case. However, these points may not have been mastered by some students. From the
perspective of problem-solving, the solution presented is not the only way of tackling the problem. For
instance, the contact force on B can be evaluated immediately by relating it to the contact force on A with

which is formed an action-reaction pair. Alternatively, the problem can be tackled by solving three
simultaneous linear equations with variables a, fA and fB which stand for the unknown physical quantities
which are sought. This knowledge is not explicitly shown in the solution statements and the students whose
self-explanation is less active may miss these knowledge units. Therefore, a fruitful tutorial dialogue can be
created by conducting a series of question-answering episodes on the example presented.

3 A Taxonomy for Different Types of Questions
Before asking a question, the questioner must perform two steps: the first is to decide the content of the
enquiry; and the second is to compose the style of the queries. To pose appropriate questions to the
comprehender, the question designer must have a semantic category of questions. We have adapted the
taxonomy for questions in narrative understanding originally developed in [8] into the context of physics
problem-solving, and this is summarized below in Table 1. Note that except for question No.4, all the
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questions are relevant to the example shown in Figure 1.

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES IN THE DOMAIN OF PHYSICS

CATEGORY
1.

Verification

2. Disjunctive

3. Concept Completion
4. Feature Specification
5. Quantification

6. Causal Antecedent
7. Causal Consequence
8. Goal Orientation
9. Enablement
10. Instrumental/
Procedural
11. Expectational

Is the system in equilibrium?
Is force a vector or a scalar?
What is FORCE?
What does a convex lens look like?
How many external forces are acting on block A?
What caused the blocks to accelerate?
What are the consequences of the external force acting on the blocks?
In the 4th line of the solution, why are the masses of A and B summed?

The blocks have weights; what is needed to prevent them from moving
downward?
How was the acceleration of the blocks evaluated?
What will be the magnitude of the contact force acting on A, if the mass of
B is increased but the external action remains unchanged?
Do you think the solution presented is the only possible method?

12. Judgmental
Table 1: Twelve Semantic Categories in Question Taxonomy (Adapted from [8])

4 Questions Generation
4.1 Based on the Definition of Concept Types
The questions in the categories 1, 2 and 3 are related to the definition of some domain-specific terminology

and hence are grouped together. These categories of questions require the comprehender to grasp the
definition of the focal content of the questions. For the question "Is the system in equilibrium?", the focus is
on testing the readers on the precondition of a system being described as "in equilibrium". The question "Is
force a vector or a scalar?" assesses the student's knowledge of the difference between vector and scalar
quantities. There are two ways of generating these categories of questions: by traversing the type hierarchy
and by projecting the definitional graph of the focus type into the conceptual graph [9] representing the
example [5]. Based on these methods, the following scenarios can be developed. Question: "Why is the
system not in equilibrium?" If the student successfully answers the net force acting on the system is not zero,
another question can be generated such as "Then how can it be put into equilibrium again?"

4.2 Based on the Chaining of the Graph Nodes
In Newtonian mechanics, there are causes that are well-defined, such as the cause of acceleration being a
non-zero net force; the cause of a change in velocity being non-zero acceleration; the cause of a change in
position being a non-zero velocity, etc. The whole process of deriving values for unknown variables from
available data can be modelled as a node chaining process, a kind of causal chaining. Figure 2 shows two
subgraphs that represent the corresponding example statements:

Corresponding Conceptual Graphs

Solution Steps

I External Action A&B 1 1 Mass A 1 1 Mass B 1
i

Net Force A&B
External Action A&B
10

Acceleration A&B

= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= MassA&B x Acceleration A&B
= (3 + 7) x Acceleration A&B
= 1 111/S2

1,1

T

*ebraic stir

Cvector sum-)

v

1

I Mass A&B

FleWOrc%AT1,13

r

'..-----x<r= mi-`4---)
Y

Acceleration A&B I

Figure 2: Part of the solution steps and its corresponding conceptual graphs
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Corresponding Conceptual Graphs

Solution Steps

External Action A
I Contact Force

Net Force A
External Action A +
Contact Force A
10 + Contact Force A
Contact Force A

= MassA x Acceleration A

I External Action A&B 1-1.-qat_Dne

= MassA x Acceleration A

[ MassA

``A

vector sun);
(y
Net -Force A

l

=3x1
= - 7N
Acceleration A&B

1 Acceleration A I

Figure 2 (cont'd): Part of the solution steps and its corresponding conceptual graphs

The graphs shown on the right hand side of Figure 2 provide ample material to generate questions to test
students' understanding of the solution steps such as "How was the acceleration of the system evaluated?";
"How many external forces act on the block A?"; "What is the relation between the acceleration of A and
the acceleration of the whole system?"; "How was the contact force on B evaluated?", etc.

4.3 Based on Propagating Qualitative Values across the Graph
Regarding the expectational question depicted in the 1 1 th category, one should see that it belongs more to

the area of qualitative reasoning (QR) [11] and this kind of question is very common in testing the
knowledge of students. A QR technique had been developed in [6] and the following type of questions are
successfully generated. "If the external action decreases, what would be the contact force?" "If the bottom of
block A is made rough to create friction between A and the ground, what would be the acceleration of the
system and the contact forces?"

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes a questioning approach to handling examples, which is intended to stimulate the
student's cognitive process of self-explanation. Representing worked examples by CG allows the system to
generate different categories of questions during the questioning process. We have shown that definitional,

procedural and qualitative questions can all be posed to students for tutorial purposes. Due to space
limitation, we have not covered all categories of questions; for instance, feature specification and
enablement. At the moment, this part of the work derives only from a computational perspective and lacks
empirical support. The next phase of our project is to test posing the questions to students to see if this
approach would stimulate self-explanations and subsequently enable them to acquire a better understanding
of the subject domain.
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This paper describes the potential use of information technology (IT) in practical
music teaching and learning. The incorporation of IT into instrumental music
curriculum can open up an entire music context for both teachers and students.

IT integration in the instrumental music curriculum offers the potential to
provide students with unique musical experience that was not possible in the last
decade. IT can broaden the spectrum of instrumental instruction, providing
more information, more resources, and a better understanding of the subject area.

There have been substantial reports of success about the enhancement of
traditional music teaching with IT. Based upon these experiences, current
orchestral instrumental teaching practice has been examined to explore
opportunities for technology integration. Areas appropriate for integration were
identified with specific reference to current practice in instrumental instruction.
Examples of technology-based instrumental music instruction were discussed
and analyzed, providing reference for further investigation.

Keywords: IT Integration, Music Technology, Instrumental Teaching

1 Introduction
Throughout the world, IT is changing the way music is taught in the school music curriculum. Many music
teachers have already incorporated IT in general group music teaching in the classroom. It is obvious that IT
has the potential to radically change the fundamental processes involved in the teaching and learning of
orchestral instrument that is more adhered to small group or individualized teaching.

A review of literature about music education oriented IT application indicated that IT has been used in a
variety of classroom activities such as composition, group keyboard lessons, music theory, rhythm training,
aural training, music reading, harmony, music appreciation and music accompaniment etc (see [1], [4], [5] &
[12] for more details). Based upon successful instances of classroom applications in IT cited in the literature,
consideration is being made to incorporate IT in instrumental music teaching and learning.

2 IT opportunities in Orchestral Instrument Instruction
Rudolf [12] noted that "the best way to select the ideal use for technology is to first focus on the desired
goals and educational outcomes and then select the materials or devices best suited to accomplish the stated
goals" (p. 76). In fact, as pointed out by Willman [13], "some portions of the curriculum may be enhanced
greatly through the use of technology; others may be taught best using more traditional techniques" (p. 33).
In this regard, the practical aspects of instrument instruction should be taken into account when considering
the integration of IT in instrumental teaching. Instrumental teachers must choose IT that can match their
instructional goals. IT applications should therefore be determined by the desired instructional activities that
can be best supported through IT strategies.
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In general, a typical instrumental lesson can be divided into four sections, namely the (a) technical studies,
(b) pieces, (c) scales and arpeggios, and (d) sight-reading and aural. A review of the contents of syllabuses
of major international practical music examination revealed that technical works - scales and arpeggios,
studies, repertoire pieces, aural training, sight-reading, and general knowledge of individual instrument are
key learning areas. As a considerable number of music software are now available, capable of catering for a
wide variety aspects of music education; coupled with the software's versatility and flexibility, information
technology can be applicable to the instruction of most these areas.
With the substantial reduction of the cost of multimedia notebook computers, instrumental teachers can carry
not only his/her musical instrument, but also a computer that can be put inside his/her briefcase. For
instrumental teachers, software such as sequencing, ear training, and multimedia CD-ROM are spccially
useful. In particular, sequencing software, like Cakewalk for example can serve a number of purposes in
instrumental teaching.

Firstly, sequencing software can be used as an interactive staff board, teachers can write notes, chords,
melodies or rhythmic patterns freely on the staff. With the simultaneous tone reproduction function,
pressing either the "Scrub" or "Play" button will output the sound of individual notes, chords, melodies or
rhythmic patterns. As a comprehensive list of western musical instruments is available for output selection,
this function can virtually support the teaching of almost all instruments. The teaching of tuning, rhythm,
ornaments, scales and arpeggios can also be supported. In teaching tuning, computers can provide a
secondary sound source of, or other than, students' instrument to develop their ability to identify unmatched
sound so that their competence in playing in tune can be attained. For the teaching of rhythm, ornaments,
scale and arpeggios, teachers can create the required note patterns prior to the lesson. With the assistance of
computers to illustrate these note patterns during the lesson, a more precise illustration can be provided.
Coupled with the close to real play back function at the desire speed, students can have a much clearer view
and a better grasp of the idea of these fundamentals. Although teachers can provide the demonstration that

can never be replace, with the assistance of computers, teachers can be more attentive to students'
performance; while instant interaction, feedback and instruction can be given.

Secondly, sequencing software can provide accompaniment, either orchestral or piano, to the music pieces to

be performed. In general, pieces are usually performed with accompaniment. Teachers can prepare the
respective piano or orchestral accompaniment in the form of MIDI for play back during lesson through the
multimedia audio device of the computer. With the introduction of computer accompaniment, the time, cost
and effort to organize a piano accompanist can greatly be reduced as the physical piano accompanist is only
required for the last few rehearsals. Of course, instrumental teachers can also act as piano accompanists to a

certain extend. However, in most cases, instrumental teachers may not be good pianists or the
accompaniment part is just beyond the ability of the instrumental teachers. In addition, the piano may not
readily be available in the room where the instrumental lesson is conducted. Moreover, if the pieces are to be
accompanied by an orchestral group, computer-generated accompaniment can provide a more realistic
simulated circumstances for students' practice, which is particular difficult to organize in real life, it will be
very costly to organize an orchestral accompaniment group. In teaching the repertoire pieces with computer
mediated accompaniment, teachers are able to watch the performance of the students at all times and
evaluate students' performance. The presence of computer-mediated accompaniment enables instrumental
teachers to focus more on students' performance in terms of expression, dynamics, tempo and interaction
with the accompaniment part. Also, if students have their own computer, students can be given the floppy

disk containing the orchestral or piano accompaniment file so that more accompanied individualized
students' practice is possible. Undoubtedly, computer-mediated accompaniment provides students at all
levels with a complete musical context for solo practice.

One of the important aspects of instrumental teaching is demonstration. Teachers' demonstration provides
students with a model for imitation. Demonstrations provided students with an over picture about the pieces

to be learned including style, speed, touch and rhythm. In addition to teachers' live performance
demonstration that can provide a more detailed interpretation of music and pieces to be learned can be
played back with the multimedia digital audio and video facilities of the computer. Compact Disc (CD) and
Video Compact Disc (VCD) recordings of music performed by maestro can be played back and will be

helpful in assisting students to appreciate and analysis the pieces, and produce direct interaction and
influence.

For aural training, there is a wide variety of software available that provides computer-aided drill-andpractice instruction for ear training. Teachers can conduct drills such as interval dictation, rhythmic
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dictation, melody recognition etc. during instrumental lessons. As ear-training software are becoming
popular and relatively inexpensive, some can even be downloaded for free or only at a minimal cost from
certain web sites in the Internet. Students can practice on their own outside the normal lesson hours. As
most of the aural tests are conducted with the sound of piano, if teachers are not comfortable with the predetermined contents of these software, teachers can use sequencing software to tailor make some aural
training materials that adhere more to the level and needs of individual students.

For the teaching of general knowledge, there is a large and ever increasing number of multimedia resources
in the form CD-ROM available that could be an ideal media to support instructional delivery. Multimedia
CD-ROMs provide teachers with a context that is rich in digitized audio-visual resources including sound,
text, graphics and video. Teachers can make use of these CD-ROM to illustrate information about a musical

instrument such as physical structure, method of tone generation, members of same family, and the
development and evolution of a particular instrument. By playing back musical extracts, tone colors of
instruments constructed in different periods can be heard and compared. To introduce a piece of music
composed in a particular period, information about the composer such as biographical details can easily be
displayed. By playing back music of the same period composed by same composer or other contemporary
composers, musical styles of a particular period or particular composer can better be illustrated and analyzed.
This is particular useful for students who need to perform a piece of music that was composed in earlier
musical periods, with students able to have a better ideal of the musical styles of that particular period.
These CD-ROM titles not only provide students with the musical styles that can be heard or visualize from
audio or video CD, but also a concrete historical, cultural and social background of music from different
periods.

3 Conclusion
With the sophisticated software and hardware that are now accessible at affordable prices to both teachers
and students, information technology has a great potential for supporting instrumental music teaching. IT
applications in instrumental lessons provide a computer-mediated environment which can stretch out the
limit of traditional delivery system. Limitations encountered under traditional delivery systems due to
unfavorable mode of information retrievals and dissemination could be reduced or even eliminated, so that
the teaching of key areas in instrumental instruction can be much enhanced. Coupled with instrumental
teachers' professional knowledge, a much favorable learning environment can be created, enabling the
music experience provided to students be further heightened. More importantly, with the support of IT,
students' learning can occur in a real musical context that is full of musical facts, knowledge and a virtual
space in which musicianship can be developed that adheres more to a professional performer.
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This paper concerns the use of dialogues in student learning and how such
dialogues can be captured for subsequent use by other learners. The process of
learning by observing another person' s learning is known as vicarious learning.
The paper begins by discussing the movement towards more flexible types of
learning and the belief by many that traditional dialogue has been omitted from a
lot of today' s courseware. Dialogue can be considered as one of the stages in the
learning cycle and to support it there is a need to create tertiary courseware, this
being the third stage in the cycle. Some of the research that has taken place into
vicarious learning is described and this has shown that it has some benefit to

learning and also produces positive feelings in students of being part of a
learning community. Finally the vicarious learning resources that have been
produced within a software development course at Edith Cowan university using

a dynamic screen capturing tool are discussed together with a possible
dissemination system.

Keywords: Distance Education, Flexible learning, Vicarious Learning,
Programming

1 Introduction
Universities and colleges today have record numbers of students and yet the cost being spent per student is

steadily decreasing as budgets are cut and universities become ever more competitive. One of the
consequences of this is that many managers are turning to the Internet as a means for delivering courseware
to students in a supposedly cost-effective manner. Students are also demanding more flexible learning with

learners being able to barn when they want (frequency, timing, duration), how they want (modes of
learning), and what they want (that is learners can define what constitutes learning to them) [14].

The situation has therefore arisen that students spend more time away from a traditional campus and
technology is being used to provide the necessary flexibility with computer networking empowering
connectivity and communication, allowing synchronous and asynchronous one-to-one and one-to-many
communication [13]. However, such technology does not necessarily support some of the learning situations
that are necessary in higher education. Laurillard [6] points out that learning in many educational contexts,
particularly in higher education, requires learning about descriptions of the world, knowledge derived from
someone else's experience, and from understanding someone else's arguments. She states that:
We cannot claim to have sorted out once and for all what students need to be told if they
are to make sense of topic X No matter how much detailed research is done on the way
the topic is conceptualised, the solution will not be found in new ways of putting it across.
The new way of telling may sort out one difficulty, but ii may well create others. All we
can definitely claim is that there are different ways of conceptualising the topics we want
to teach. So all we can definitely conclude is that teachers and students need to be aware
of those differences and must have the means to resolve them.

The main way this has been done in the past has been by students participating in dialogue with fellow
students and their tutors. We do have email and synchronous "chat" available to support dialogue to some
extent but it may well be argued that this is insufficient to support the above.
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2 The Learning Cycle
Dialogue can be considered as a crucial part of the learning cycle [9]. The cycle is shown in figure 1.
Primary Courseware

Secondary Courseware

Conceptualisation

Construction

Tertiary Courseware

Dialogue

Figure 1: The learning Cycle
It can be considered to comprise:

conceptualisation which comes from interacting with the primary content and elates to a learner's
current state of understanding.

construction and the use of knowledge occurs with the use of secondary courseware tools such as
concept mappers. It involves picking out particularly relevant material, putting the information together
in ways which have meaning for the learner, and relating old and new material into a coherent whole.

dialogue which involves the testing of understanding and can possibly be facilitated with tertiary
courseware.

Mayes et al [9] suggest that the third section of the learning cycle, dialogue, can itself be broken up into
three stages, these being discussion, reflection and reification. Mayes et al agree with Laurillard that
discussion is fundamental to effective education and that a deep understanding is promoted far more
effectively and efficiently during discussions. Reflection has always been thought to be an important aspect
of learning and can be considered as the testing of new knowledge against the schemata that hold our
existing knowledge. And finally reification is a term put forward by Mayes et al and concerns the structuring
of newly acquired knowledge into a new object of thought integrated with other knowledge.

The question then arises as to what sort of tertiary courseware can be produced and utilised to support the
dialogue aspect of the learning cycle bearing in mind that the material will have to be used in flexible
learning environments. One particularly interesting line of research has been into recording of discussions
and making them available to other students in a flexible mode. This concept is known as vicarious learning
where this is defined as [2]:
The potential benefit to learners of being able to observe or listen in' on experts or their peers as
they discuss a new topic.

The following can be considered to be vicarious resources:
Frequently asked questions (FAQs). Here students can learn from the answers to typical questions posed
by other students.

Listservers. These promote vicarious learning as students receive the text dialogues that take place
between various subscribers. The term "lurker" is often used for the person who does not participate in
dialogues but prefers to simply observe.

Bulletin boards. These provide the means for asynchronous dialogues and again can be used by
" lurkers".

Chat rooms. These provide the means for synchronous dialogues.

3 Research into Vicarious Learning
Research initiatives are in two main areas, the first attempting to determine if vicarious learning is of benefit
to students and the second looking at how such dialogues might be made available as tertiary courseware for
re-use by other students.
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There are several interesting questions that might be worthy of investigation in the first area. Cox et al [2]
suggest that we need to determine who are useful models for the vicarious learner, experts or novices. It
might be better to observe experts as skilled behaviour would hopefully be modelled in a clear way, although
this is not of course always true as many experts find it difficult to make their knowledge explicit. It could
be argued that student student dialogues would be better to observe as the observing student would be
better able to identify with other students. Also the students participating in the dialogue might use more
appropriate language and also ask questions of each other that they may not have wished to ask their tutor.
Cox et al also point out that observing unskilled behaviour may also prove to be of benefit as the observing
student would determine from the dialogue what sort of errors to avoid without having to make those errors
themselves. Also of course, the dialogue type to observe may depend on the type of student who is the
observer. It might be more appropriate for a strong student to observe experts and for a weak student to
observe novices.
In one particular piece of research on vicarious learning [7] benefits were found that were both cognitive,
with an increase in knowledge and understanding in the particular curriculum area, and social with exposure
to peer discussion creating positive feelings of being part of a learning community.

Lee et al [7] carried out research within an on-line Masters level course in Computers in Teaching and
Learning. They created task-directed discussions (TDDs) in order to capture good learning dialogues
amongst students and to overcome the "barriers of silence" that might otherwise occur. Over 30 hours of
discussions among students, and between students and a tutor (the expert), using the TDDs were videoed.
An architecture called the Dissemination System (DS) was created from primary instructional materials and
integrated clips taken from the videos. The DS allows a multimedia database of video and audio clips, text

transcriptions, and annotated graphics to be integrated with primary expository teaching material and
delivered via the Web. The system was then used in an experiment to investigate the vicarious resources in a
controlled laboratory setting.

The experiment used a section of the course on Models of Learning with Technology. Two sets of learning
materials were created, the first comprising primary learning materials (approximately 45 web pages) and
the second comprising both primary learning materials and an integrated set of vicarious learning resources.
The vicarious resources had been obtained from the videoed dialogues and comprised 108 video clips, 13
audio clips, 43 text transcriptions, and 27 audio annotated graphics. The resources were accessible by either
clicking on highlighted keywords or by a search mechanism.
Two groups of students took part in the experiment, one using only the first set of learning materials whilst
the other used the second set of learning materials which included the vicarious resources. The conclusions
that Lee et al drew from the experiment were that there were some benefits in learning and substantial
positive changes in attitudes and discussion behaviour for the students who used the vicarious learning
resources. The researchers also make the point that although some people claim that learning can only take

place when students are personally engaged in discussion, the evidence suggests that observing peer
dialogues can, on the contrary, provide a useful source for learning, both cognitively and socially. The
researchers have in fact suggested that such vicarious learning may sometimes be more beneficial than being
a participant, depending on the state of the learner [11].
The web based materials used in the experiment are available at http : / /www.hcrc.ed.ac.uklVicar /TT /. They
are fairly slow to download from the Web but realistically they could be put onto a CD ROM for use with

distance learners. The audio dialogues that are available are played whilst a static graphical image is
displayed to the learner. Such a dialogue concerns the graphic; being displayed and I felt that something was
lost in this type of dialogue and that it would have proved to be more useful and meaningful if objects on
the graphic could have been "pointed to" in order to draw the observer' s attention to the important aspects of
the graphic.

4 Creation of Vicarious learning Resources with Dynamic Screen
Capturing Tools
During the summer school of 1998 at Edith Cowan University, I made use of Lotus ScreenCam for studenttutor dialogues within a Software Development unit. Between lectures and laboratory sessions, students had
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no contact with me as I was off campus, however I did have access to email at home enabling students to
send me Screen Cam movies of any programming problems that they were having. In addition to movies,
students would also send the programming code enabling me to use this when making a "reply" movie. An
example of a screenshot taken from a movie, which was sent to me by a student, is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2

The movie had several text captions and concerned a problem that this student was having with passing
arrays to subprograms in Visual BASIC. A screenshot taken from the movie, which I made and subsequently
sent back to the student, is shown in figure 3.
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The screenshot in figure 3 includes a text caption that has nothing to do with the original student problem. It
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is the sort of comment that I would make if I were looking at the code that a student had produced in a
laboratory session. In the rest of the movie, I was able to make suggestions on how to overcome the original
problem and I also included a captioned comment about the lack of comments within the student' s
programming code. By using ScreenCam, I had been able to engage in a richer asynchronous dialogue with
the student than I would otherwise have done by conventional means. In addition, as a side effect, I was
building up vicarious learning resources for use in future semesters.

In addition to capturing asynchronous dialogues as described above, Lotus ScreenCam can be used to
provide rich feedback to students on their assignment work. Simple "low-tech" audio tapes have been used
in student feedback [1] and it is suggested that such feedback adds a social dimension to the commentaries
with the tutor being able to talk personally to each student, whereas written comments lacked context and
sounded impersonal.
I produced a set of such movies for the small group of campus-based students that were involved in the 1998
summer school session mentioned earlier. Each week the students attempted a small programming problem
and handed in the relevant programming code together with a small text -captioned movie explaining their
program. I then made a feedback movie for each student. Each feedback movie had audio commentaries to
keep the production time to a minimum and the movies were placed onto ZIP disks that had been provided
by the students. I was able to go through the programming code on the screen, highlighting areas of interest
with the cursor whilst making comments and in addition run the student programs with a variety of data
whilst passing comments about both the good and the bad points of the programs.

The sets of movies that the students handed in and that I produced have now become another vicarious
learning resource for use by students in subsequent semesters. Each week, students are given a small
programming problem to attempt and they can then use the movies to view the student tutor interactions
for a similar programming problem. In practice, students have commented on how useful they have found
these resources. Feedback was elicited on-line and some of the comments follow:
I found it helpful and interesting in giving clear visual instructions or explanations.

All the other students solutions were very helpful. And they were informative.
Only used the movies once, but they do provide a good resource for students experiencing difficulty.
Pick up other students mistakes.
Always forgot how to get to them
Probably slack, but using the sound was too much hassle.

5 Delivery Mechanisms for Vicarious Resources
The last two student comments above indicate that there is a need for some form of technological delivery
mechanism for the vicarious resources that have been produced that is simple and easy to use. Students need
to be able to quickly find movies that are appropriate for the programming problem that they are attempting
and then view the movie. We have experimented using the Web to deliver the movies however this has been
a problem as movies with audio are of the order of 1MB in length per minute and take too long to download.
Realistically it is necessary to make the movies available on CD ROM and we will be using a Windows Help
file as a way of delivering the movies. There ale several Help file authoring tool available and one that I
have used extensively is ForeHelp [4]. A Help file can be produced with the usual contents and index pages
with little effort and programs can be launched seamlessley thereby permitting the running of ScreenCam
movies.

6 Discussion
It would appear that the use of vicarious learning resources by students can benefit learning and also provide
positive feelings of being part of a learning community. However the creation of such resources needs to be
done very carefully so that they are relevant and of interest to learners. If a synchronous dialogue is to be
recorded by the use of video or audio then it is important to use task directed discussions [7] to ensure that a
relevant dialogue ensues. Asynchronous dialogues usually take place by email or bulletin boards, however
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they can be made richer if a dynamic screen capturing tool is used. Finally the vicarious learning resources
that have been collected need to be made available to other learners and to this end Lee et al created a web

based dissemination system. Another approach is to use a Windows Help file for disseminating such
resources assuming that delivery is to be by Wintel hardware only.

In the future I intend to look at capturing synchronous dialogues using a dynamic screen capturing tool.
These would be both student student and student tutor where the two participants sit in front of a PC
whilst having a dialogue concerning a program that is being displayed.
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Who is building Web sites today? Entrepreneurs, writers, hobbyists, educators
and students from the elementary grades and up are building them, not Java
programmers, In fact, very few Web sites are actually built by professional
programmers That is why strategies for making the most of Internet' s potential
for education is important: It brings the power of Internet to non-programming
Web-builders like teachers and their students. Internet is an exciting, dynamic
technology that is challenging for education. With new specifications, new
classes, and general updates, one must accept the fact, when integrating Internet
Technology into instruction, that the course will never be the same because the
subject matter is in a never-ending state of change. In today' s technological
environment, curriculum development must be iterative; in other words, it is an
ongoing repetitive process that is required due to the constant change of the
subject matter and the technology. In order to be making the most of Internet's
potential for education, we proposed these six basic phases--- understanding,
planning, research, development, refinement and implementation. This article
describes how to effectively use this six-phased approach Follow these phases,
the educators and learners can collaborate to enhance existing material and
produce new innovations for education.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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New courses in mathematics of elementary school in Taiwan emphasize constructive
pedagogy about solving probhms, reflection, studying and learning, communication and
discussion. The development of computer technology provides the environment of
discussion, facilitating the convenience for communication. This study adapts itself to the
change of teaching material for new courses, establishing connection by the operation of
lineal graph. As far as the system is concerned, via elucidating the process of solving the
problems, the system attain the effect of reflection; it establishes the virtual students and room

for on-line discussion to achieve the aims of studying and learning, communication and
discussion; letting the platform to the students to fulfill the concept of constructive pedagogy.
After the future leased network become more popular and the computer interfaces become
more humanized, we believe that the effects of communication and discussion will become
better. Besides, the norms of discussing the order in this system will leave much to be

desired.
Keywords. CAL, mathematics of elementary school, proportion concept, Web-based

learning.

1 Introduction
New mathematics courses of elementary school in Taiwan adopting constructive pedagogy in 1993, thinking that the learning

of mathematics knowledge is cultivated gradually in the processes of solving the problems, reflection, discussion and
modification. Mathematics' meaning is formed individually, but the accumulated thoughts of the wholly social mass and
cooperation can provide the best learning environment of mathematics. We hope that we can provide the learning
environment of mathematics from the accumulated thoughts and cooperation by means of the networked constructive
learning environment The constructive pedagogy of new courses aims at the communication and discussion between the
students[1]; however, communication and discussion waste much time. Thus, there is deficiency of time in teaching in the
real pedagogy; nevertheless, the discussion of the virtual students and networked on-line learning can well make up the
limitation of time and space, owing to the fact that the learning activities can be carried on at any moment and at any place
through the network. The need of clarifying the concepts to communicate and discuss between emphasized by new courses
can also come true. This study aims to associate the virtual students and networked learning, designing networked constructive
learning environment, providing a environment for communication and discussion, helping students construct the concept of

proportion, letting the communication can be undertaken immediately between the learners, between the learners and the
virtual students, making up a wholly cooperative learning environment, thereby facilitating the students to clarify and to

develop mathematic s.concepts.

2 Principles of System Construction
2.1 Basis of Learning Theory
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Constructive pedagogy let the students establish his conceptual structure with new things; the teacher helps the students
construct knowledge only. Thus, the teacher plays the role of posing the problems; the real solver of the problems is the student.
Basically constructivism stresses the concept of leamer-centeredness. With a view to fulfilling the educational ideal of
child-centeredness, new courses emphasize the students' natural thought and the individual difference[1]. Why the students'
natural thought be stressed? Because the learner has to construct knowledge positively, and he constructs the knowledge on
his own natural thought. To adapt the various natural thoughts, in addition to "time difference" of the individual difference in
the process of the students' learning, the so-called "mute difference" is added [3]. Thus, the learner may adopt different ways
of solving problems to form various records. New courses stress the activity of solving problems and reflection to accumulate
related experiences of activities to serve as the foundation of upholding mathematics knowledge. Thus, the issued culture
within the class in the lower grade courses, then, emphasizing disaissed culture in classes of higher grades, partly discussing

students via classes, and partly reflecting his own thoughts about solving questions[1].

2.2 Basis of Course Content
Old courses in 1975 emphasize the processes manifested; therefore, what the old courses lay stress on the proportion concepts
is the exercise of the abstract meaning on ratio, thus looking upon the definition of "ratio" as the multiplicity relationship
B =kW to look at the questions
between comparative amount and that ofstandard, and using the viewpoint on " A

of ratio; while what new courses emphasizes is the process that children construct mathematics concepts, therefore new
courses think radio is two amounts A and B, causing the match relationship owing to some reason, calling these number A and

B have equal relationship., and using "radio" is "A Fr to record the equal relationship between A and B, considering the
question of ratio is based on equal relationship and transfer to another equal relationship of the same value, via the
simultaneous repetition and the equal cut activity of the two amount of the equal relationship [2]. The previous activity of ratio

problems in new courses in 1993 is that of exchange, and the solving tools of ratio problems are the graph of ratio line.
Owing to the operation of lineal graph, we can grasp the relationship ofradio to father the activity meaning of transference.

2.3 Basis of System Establishment
The system is a learning environment in the intemet, adopting three-tier client/server system architecture, namely adding a
layer of Service Server to the original structure of two -tier client/server system architecture. In the three -tierclient/server system
architecture, the management part of learning data is in the charge of Database Server, Web Server assumes the responsibility

for teaching; whereas the client user is carried on by all kinds of learning activities through browser.

3 Simulation of Networked Constructive Pedagogy
In order to grasp the "route difference" of the students' mature concept, the system must recognize clearly how the students
think about the problems and how they solve the problems so as to adjust the next activity according to the students' thought
and to help children clarify the concepts by using the communication of solving the problems and mode of discussion, so the
learner' s mathematics knowledge can be upheld accordingly[4,6]. Thus, the system designs operation tool table (as in Figure
1), in which all sorts of tools represent various modes of thought The students have to utilize these tools to solve the problems;
owing to the different tools, the system can grasp the students' process of solving the problems and thought. The flowchart of
teaching in this system (as in Figure 2) starts with posing the problems as far as the pedagogic process of any problem, then it is
up to the children to decide if they need to be provided clues or graphic emblems to help comprehend the messages of the
problems. If necessary, the system has to check out the problems of the same lineal graph as number of ratio problems from
database of "ratio lineal graph" and the lineal emblem (as in Figure 3); if the students have comprehended the messages of the
problems, enter the students' solving the problems. The students solve the problems with all sorts of tools in tool table; then the
system judge the mode of solving by the difference of thought of tools strategy 1, strategy 2,. ?. ?Different types of solving
enter various tableau, and ask the students explicate the process of solving. The system designs some problems according to
the types of solving, helping the students reflect Through the issue and clarification, the spirit of "mode of communication in
the process of solving" would come true. After reflecting the process of solving, the students can choose to study and learn
the virtual students' other ways or discuss and communicate with others on the line (as in Figure 4). in case there are students,
they can enter discussion room for discussion (as in Figure 5); if there is no student on the line or no one wants to study and
learn from the perspectives of others, you can enter the virtual students' various ways and elucidation (as in Figure 6)[5].

4 Architecture and Implementation of System
4.1 Design Environment and Tools
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This system uses Windows NT server as server as platform The developing languages include HTML, JavaScript, Active
X, ASP (Active Server Page) and so on. ASP is used as the chief way of control and ASP and ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) are also exercised to go with them. The management of teaching material and the users become simplified As

far as the editing course software, Authorware 5 is mainly utilized as the developing tool.

4.2 System flowchart
i Pedagogic situation of networked construction
The flowchart of pedagogic system on the networked construction is manifested in the Figure 7 and the explanation is as
follows. The system, through the previous analysis in advance of the class, judges the students' a priori knowledge, by which
the system poses the problems, letting the learner solve the problems by themselves. While the students encounter the
bottleneck of solving, he can choose the types of the basic lineal graphs or the lineal graphic emblems, and he may discuss and
communicate with the students on the line or with virtual students; if the student solve the problem successfully, demand the
process of solving and explain those of solving (reflection), then discuss and communicate with the students on the line or with
the virtual students. Afterwards, ask the students to record again and explain the process of solving the problem, exploring if
the student canuse and repeat the strategy of solving in an even simpler and more abstract method, meaning to judge whether
the students can comprehend others' methods of solving to proceed the overall assessment finally. Before putting an end to the
system, a test about ratio level of thought development as nonniute subject will be exercised on the students, thereby the

director will reach a deeper realization of the students' development.
E. Database for "student model " tudent modelconsists mainly of four databascs, recording the students' basic data,
analyzing their process of solving the problems, the routes of learning and the constructive concepts so as to comprehend their
learning state for the reference of posing the problems, by which to understand the students' bottlenecks in learning in order to

help them.
3 Database of"posing problems of constructive pedagogy". it saves the teaching content of constructive pedagogy, which
contains various types of pedagogic processes, providing the system with sufficient competence to adjust pedagogy positively.

4 Database of"questions for tests" it stores the questions for pretest and posttest The pretest is used to comprehend the

students' acquired knowledge, whereas the backward test, according to the various aims, can be divided into two
kinds--formed test and overall test, adopting the proper mode of test.

4.3 Functions of On-line Communication
i Discussion group. This is an open, instead of being a synchronous, discussing place, letting the learner put up the

problems on the cooperative notebook while encountering difficulty; other users can answer these problems.
i Discussion room It provides a synchronous and open discussing place, in which the learner can put forth the explanation,
suggestion and exchanging viewpoints as to the difficulty aroused in learning or as to various strategies for solving the

problems.
3. On-line call It belongs to the way of one-to-one realtime communication, providing the user with a brief piece of
information immediately, to other users on the line or even the teacher, asking them to undertake discussion in Discussion
Room.

4.4 Operation flowchart
When the user enters the system by using browser for the first time, the user has to register in advance (as in Figure 8), by
which the system acquires the user' s related basic data, so as to proceed to analyze and check Then take the pretest about
background knowledge of learning point to understand if the software content meets the students' need. The system will set
the problems according to all types in the problem database (m order to avoid repetition, each type of problems are given at
random), and record the state of the learner' s study, according to which, the system would produce routes of connection
automatically; and it changes the original learning routes by means of the artificial intelligence. It undertakes the proper
learning mute according to the students' learning state. Later on, whenever the user enters by using browser for the first time,
he has to key in the user name and password. The system can proceed to check, and after making sure, the system will
continue the previous learning in accordance with the learning record left in advance. When the learner surveys each teaching
activity, the system can record the learning process serving as the analysis of learning. The learner can utilize the function of
check to understand hie own state of learning. After each learning is finished, the system will demand each learner record the
process of solving and then pose the problems again to give the learner the test; according to the learner' s answering state,
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which pedagogic activity will be decided to be carried on actively accordingly.

5 Conclusions
Constructive learning theory will be developed far better if it is carried on network by constructive pedagogy, because
networked learning can provide an excellent environment for discussion, upholding the convenience for communication;
networked learning can attend to the individual difference, because each student is a leading rule. The learner can control the
progress of learning by himself, achieving the suitable learning. Networked learning the students' social circles of interaction
become larger, not confined to the group of his own class. However, if the real situation by simulation can be added, it is

believed that it will draw much attention from students' learning, promoting the learning effect.
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As communication via telecommunications become easier, learning through online
technologies is made possible. In a telecommunications project among US preservice
teachers and Taiwanese English as a Second Language learners, Taiwanese students
practiced English language and discussed cultural information with US partners who
served as online tutors. Data revealed that Taiwanese ESL learners perceived online
learning of English language and American culture to be valuable for its authenticity.
Instructions on intercultural communication skills were found to be necessary prior to
the connection in order to help eliminate misunderstandings between participants of
two countries. The success of online learning depended on several factors such as
participants' motivation, participants' attitudes, technology, preparation, and support
services. Furthermore, Taiwanese learners who had successful experiences applied ten
strategies to their ESL learning. These strategies were employed during a circular
process of online learning.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this research was to investigate a telecommunications project for Taiwanese students to learn the
English language and acquire cultural information through online technologies. Preservice teachers (PSTs) at a
state university in the United States worked with Taiwanese learners of English as a Second Language (ESL) at a
Taiwanese university. The goal of the research was to study intercultural online learning.

In Taiwan, many scholars have been discussing the need for educational reform and change of instructional
methods [7][36]. One change under consideration is increased use of online instruction. Taiwanese researchers
suggested that the educational reform should include the adoption of methods proposed in the West (i.e., the
United States, Great Britain, Australia, and other English-speaking countries), such as involving students in active
learning, teaching critical thinking skills, and incorporating individualized instruction [4][25]. Harasim (1990) and

Owston (1997) believed that instruction could be enhanced by online teaching. They have stated that online
instruction allows for active lcar-"-g, idea generating, idea lir ving, and idea structuring as well as helps the
students to develop skills in critical thinking and problem solving. Individualized instruction is supported because
both synchronous and asynchronous modes of instruction are workable through technologies.
When online teaching is used as a language instructional method, it remedies Taiwan's geographical isolation as an

island and provides opportunities for ESL learners to communicate in an authentic English environment.
Successful second language (L2) learning includes not only knowing the linguistic features of the language but
also understanding the cultural concepts [14]. Sayers and Brown (1987) remarked, "foreign language students
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need authentic contacts with native speakers and much practice in a range of language skills -- including reading
and writing -- if they are to develop cultural awareness and communicative competence" (p. 23). L2 learners learn

language and culture if instruction is facilitated by supportive individualized learning activities [13]. These
activities must address the learner's current language level (Krashen's stage of i) and the level beyond the present

language and literacy capacities (Krashen's stage of i + 1) [21]. Telecommunications can help overcome the
limitations of Taiwanese isolation by providing for supportive and authentic language instruction.

2 Literature Review
Learning through telecommunications has evolved during the 1990s in the West and has proved to be successful
[1][8]. To bring more applications into Taiwan, we need to first explore Taiwanese students' needs and attitudes in
the use of such technology. Some scholars stated that Asian students employ different learning strategies than
students in the West [17][32]. Cheng (1980) pointed out that the educational system in Taiwan has adopted many

different educational methods developed in the West; however, utilization has been non-systematic and
inappropriate for societal needs in Taiwan. Furthermore, Stewart (1985) and Dooley (1995) noted that the
applications of educational technology in other countries besides the United States may be unsuitable because of
cultural non-transferability. For instance, other cultures may value a different set of learning and teaching modes

when compared to the United States, or they may have insufficient equipment for advanced technological
applications. Taiwanese scholars have also urged that future investigations must be done specifically on
distance-learning courses in Taiwan [6][37]. Therefore, close examination must be carried out prior to fully
adopting new telecommunication technologies as learning tools in Taiwan.

As technology advances, communication over a distance and across cultures becomes easier and inevitable.
However, very little can be found in the literature that addresses issues of online intercultural communication and
the design considerations that would enhance such interaction. Lee (1999) urged designers and instructors of
computer-based instruction to take cultural issues into consideration when developing learning environments and
technology integration within curricula. Caution must be taken, especially when intercultural contacts occur in an
online learning context, because communicators may not be who they seem to be online [28].

Collis and Remmers (1997) pointed out that to allow successful online cross-cultural contact, at least four issues
have to be taken into consideration: communication and interaction, language, content, and representation form.
First, communication and interaction are easily misinterpreted across cultures. According to the two researchers,
more communication and interaction are not necessarily better than less, and well-structured communication may

be preferable for wider audiences. Second, because language includes verbal and nonverbal cultural
communication, those developing cross-cultural online instruction must be sensitive to cultural differences in
communication styles. Third, designers must choose cross-cultural course content. Last, visuals can overcome
problems associated with text-based language. However, one must be sensitive to cultural differences in the
acceptability and interpretability of various aspects of visualization.
Research on online connections has been conducted in many areas during this decade. Projects connecting students
with teachers or other students in multiple locations were implemented in many subject areas such as science [22],

history [3], teaching [27], and language arts [35]. Similar projects in the area of foreign language learning are
found in the teaching of Portuguese [20], Russian [30], Spanish [24], and ESL [19][33]. The results of these studies

mainly stated how the participants at different sites benefited from the connection in increased technical
competence, personal development, language improvement, and more meaningful cultural exchanges. No research
has been found that explores the learning strategies used by students while learning a L2 online and the issues
encountered during their online intercultural communications.

3 Purposes and Research Questions
There were three purposes of this study: first, understanding the Taiwanese ESL learners' perceptions of learning
through distance technologies; second, exploring issues related to online intercultural communication; and third,
identifying the learning strategies the Taiwanese learners employed during distance learning to accomplish the
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acquisition of ESL and understanding of American culture. The three research questions guided the study were:
(1) How do ESL learners in Taiwan perceive language acquisition and cultural understanding via distance
learning technologies after the experience?
(2) What intercultural phenomena can be observed in online learning for Taiwanese students?
(3) What online learning strategies do the Taiwanese use while learning the English language and learning about
American culture?

4 Method
This study employed a qualitative research design. This design enabled the researcher to inquire, comprehend, and
describe the experiencing world of the participants and the meaning of these experiences [2][26].

4.1 Participants
The project involved students in two different countries: US and Taiwan. There were 40 PSTs in the United States
who took either EDTC 305: Instructional Technology: Theory and Practice or INST 462: Language Acquisition
and Development at a state university. These were PSTs being prepared to teach English, ESL, political science,
and history at the elementary or secondary level. The same number of participants in Taiwan were students who
study in the Department of English Language and Literature at a university in Taipei, Taiwan. They were members
of English Composition and Conversation classes at either sophomore or junior levels. The US and Taiwanese
students participated in this research because their instructors included this online connection project as part of
their course requirement. The participants in the United States ranged from the ages of 20 to 22, while the students
in Taiwan ranged from the ages of 19 to 20.
In addition, the three professors in Taiwan whose students were project participants were also involved as research
subjects. They were interviewed by the researcher in regard to their students' perceptions of online experiences,
students' improvement in the English language as well as other types of knowledge through the connection.

4.2 Procedures
To carry out the study, US PSTs corresponded with Taiwanese university-level ESL learners for ten weeks. These

PSTs served as tutors of the English language and American culture. The participants in both countries were
matched one-on-one randomly prior to the connection. They were also given instructions and orientations on the
utilization of e-mail systems and on online learning/teaching. The PSTs were provided with a lecture, discussion,
supportive readings, example tutorial correspondences, and a web site of resources. The web site included a
downloadable lecture about online learning, the expected online correspondence process guidelines, a midterm
survey, sample correspondence, and previous participants' reflections

(http://www.coe.tamu.edutlcifuent/classes/edtc305/online.htm). They also read on topics such as effective
facilitation of computer conferencing [9], computer-mediated communication [18], interactivity in online
environments [15], online teaching strategies [8], and cultural differences in teaching and learning [17].

Similarly, the students in Taiwan were supplied with an orientation where the project is introduced to them along
with rules and regulations. Sample correspondence, results of previous connections, and suggestions for online
learning and discussion topics were presented at their departmental website
(http: / /www.eng.fiu.edu.tw /cultural connections.htm).
Every participant received a welcome letter to encourage them to open themselves up to this new experience. The
PSTs were given a rubric with expected number grades to help them accomplish the requirements for their part of
the connection. The Taiwanese students initiated the connection by sending out their first e-mail message to their
US partners. The US PSTs analyzed their student's language level and started to instruct him or her according to
that level through e-mail.
Mid-way during the ten-week connection, the PSTs were asked to fill out an online midterm survey. In Taiwan, the
students submitted a brief report to their instructors every two weeks to keep track of their connection progresses.
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At the end of the connection, the PSTs and their Taiwanese students filled out a post-connection survey. The PSTs
also handed in all of their e-mail printouts and personal journals that reflected their online teaching and learning
experiences. Similarly, the Taiwanese students handed in their final reports to their Taiwanese instructors. Two
weeks after the end of the connection, the researcher traveled to Taiwan to conduct interviews with 12 Taiwanese
students and the three Taiwanese professors. The interviews included open-ended questions.

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis
There were eight data sources: (a) printouts of correspondence; (b) the PSTs' midterm survey; (c) the PSTs'
post-connection survey; (d) the Taiwanese students' post-connection survey; (e) the PSTs' reflective journal
entries; (f) the Taiwanese students' final reports; (g) transcripts of the interview with the Taiwanese students; and
(h) transcripts of the interview with the Taiwanese professors.
Data analysis in qualitative studies is an ongoing process during the research; it is best done simultaneously with
the data collection [26]. Each time data are gathered, information was analyzed using procedures proposed by
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995). The steps included close reading, open coding, writing memos, noting themes
and patterns, and focused coding.

5 Results
Data analyses revealed remarkable information on the areas of (a) learner perception, (b) intercultural
communication, (c) factors affecting online connection, (d) online learning strategies, and (e) online learning
processes. First, this particular group of Taiwanese ESL learners was positive about L2 and cultural learning in an
online setting. The results of a post-connection survey showed that participants more or less agreed that (a) E-mail
connections have a positive place in ESL classrooms (mean of 3.71); (b) the Web-connection has a positive place
in ESL classrooms (mean of 3.51); (c) they would participate in another online connection if given the opportunity
(mean of 3.58); and (d) they would suggest their other friends or classmates participate in a similar project (mean
of 3.85) (see Table 1). Even though the response to the question "Overall, my connection was successful" was not
very high (mean of 3.26), learners who had an unsuccessful connection held positive attitudes toward the project.
One student wrote in her final report, "My pal does not respond to me so often. I didn't learn much through this
project this semester. But that doesn't mean this project is not good. I hope school brothers or sisters can still have
the chance to get in this project."

Table 1. Taiwanese Students' Responses Toward the Online Connection
Questions
The E-mail connection has a positive place in ESL classrooms.
The Web-board connection has a positive place in ESL classrooms.
I would participate in another online connection if given the opportunity.
I would suggest other friends or classmate participate in a similar project.
Overall, my connection was successful.

M

SD

3.71
3.51
3.58
3.85

0.67
1.50

3.26

1.07

1.13

0.78

Note. Participants responded on a 5-point Likert scale (1= Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree). The survey was
complete by 37 participants.
Second, intercultural communication issues cannot be ignored. A lot of Taiwanese learners interpreted that their

tutors were angry with them when they did not receive messages over a week. In addition, learners read what
wasn't intended in the messages. They constantly apologized to the PSTs for being an inconvenience. Several
learners ceased active interaction with the PSTs due to these personal interpretations. The Taiwanese professors
suggested that acquainting learners with different thinking patterns and expression styles is necessary in future
connections.

Third, factors that affected online connections included participants' motivation, attitudes toward each other,
participants' fields of experience, frequency and quality of interactions, technology, preparation, and support
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services (figure 1). Any missing component would hinder the success of the connection. Other resources such as
teachers, peers, family members, libraries, and web resources provided extra assistance to the participants.
Fourth, during the correspondences, ten learning strategies were found to be used by the learners in their messages.

These were paraphrasing, translation, Q&A from tutor to student, Q&A from student to tutor, explanation,
elaboration, decision-making, self-reflection, metacognition, and transfer. The learners in the more successful
pairs tended to use a variety of the ten strategies.

Finally, data indicated these ESL learners went through a series of processes for successful learning (figure 2).
Motivated learners set learning goals for themselves with the PSTs' help. Those who prepared themselves well by
finding topics of discussion or information in the libraries, the WWW, and traditional learning environment aimed
for frequent and quality interactions via e-mail with the PSTs. After each interaction, a review period prompted
learners for more interactions. Learners who went through these stages concluded that they had learnt new
information and increased their confidence in using English reading and writing skills. Needless to say, this result
increased their motivation to learn and thus encouraged the start of another learning cycle.

6 Discussions and Conclusion
This study is significant to both distance-learning educators and language-learning educators. There are at least
three reasons for this significance. First, the study provides insights for distance educators, both for those in
Taiwan and for those in other countries who have Taiwanese students enrolled in courses that are delivered via
telecommunications. The results of the study help these instructors to further understand Taiwanese students'
positive perceptions of L2 learning through online technologies, identify suitable conditions and environment for
these learners, and decide the extent to which this mode of instruction is applicable to students from this cultural
background.

Second, the online intercultural communications issues explored in this study assist telecommunications users
with more effective communication. They help users become aware of and anticipate problems when coming into

contact with people of other cultures via distance technologies. Even without using online technologies,
intercultural communication is already complex. Therefore, interaction may be hindered further when technology
is the transmission medium. Understanding the barriers and facilitators of online intercultural communication
leads to better and more successful intercultural interactions.

Third, the identified ten online learning strategies and online learning processes will add to the literature on
language learning and teaching. Such research is in demand because ESL programs in the United States are
planning to deliver more ESL courses to foreign countries via distance learning technologies.

In summary, most Taiwanese ESL learners had a positive experience with the online connection. The few
connections that failed were due to lack of participants' response, lack of participants' motivation, and technical
failure. Nevertheless, providing L2 instruction to learners over cyberspace is a method that should not be ignored.
Learners need to be prepared with adequate intercultural communication skills and online learning strategies.

Follow-up investigation of online ESL acquisition might include specific amount of improvement on learners'
writings and learning via synchronous technologies such as chats, interactive videoconferences, and desktop
videoconferences.
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1 The activity approach in education
From the point of view of modern didactics, the final aim of instruction is not gaining knowledge but
forming the way of acting being realized via skills [3]. It may be only done in the process of activity, namely

learning activity. In this sense, any instructional process represents guidance, operative management of
learning activity. It is management that is mechanism of teaching but not passing knowledge. Learning
activity is a product of teaching because it is the aim of teaching. Knowledge is necessary, so far as the way
of acting is worked out by means of operating with knowledge. On the other hand, knowledge is formed
only in the process of activity []. Thus content of teaching includes subject to mastering and knowledge on
which based this activity. From the point of view of organization, activity has three stages: 1) of introductory
and motivation, 2) of operation and cognition, 3) of control and estimation.

An action is a unit of activity. The way of acting is a system of operations that provides solving of problems
of a definite kind. The way of acting has three functional parts: (1) orientating one that provides preparation
the student to activity; (2) executive one providing transformation of the objects of activity; (3) control one
that provides check-up of rightness solving the problems and comparison the factual products of activity
with desired ones, that is, the aim of activity [2].
Many authors of computer technologies attribute them to the ones based on activity (learning by doing) only
because of work specificity with a computer but not because they realize principles of the theory of activity.
In accordance with it, projecting a computer tutoring system means, first of all, projecting learning activity,
not knowledge. Knowledge is projected after actions. Only on determining actions, it is possible to pick out
knowledge providing formation of these actions.

Development of activity my be schematically represented in the following way: need motive aim
subaims problems subproblems actions operations product. The introductory and motivation stage
of activity, especially for learning activity, is the most important one because it is the initial stage of activity.
It is called to settle questions of "lead-in" of students in activity, their adaptation to future activity, that is,
questions of orienting and motivation.

In the orientating part of the way of acting, they pick out two components (Mashbits, 1988). The first one
general orienting provides picking out those properties and qualities of the objects of activity that are
essential for their transformation. The second one orienting for the executive part provides working out a
plan of activity. Only the executive part of the way of acting providing immediate transformation of the
objects is the direct product of the traditional teaching. There is the only way to do this solving problems.

2 Organization of the introductory and motivational stage
The introductory and motivational stage plays an important psychological and didactical role in teaching in
general; while using a computer, its role increases repeatedly. Nevertheless, to meet a tutoring system in
which due attention would spare to this stage is a very rare thing. We organized it in tutoring systems in
physics [I]. The tasks of the introductory and motivational are realization and understanding by the students:
1) aims and problems of the system; 2) physical character of processes and phenomena, as well as principles
of operation of the installations that are the subjects of the system' s activity; (3) knowledge necessary to
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reach the aim put the system. According to the theory of activity, it is operating with this knowledge that
leads to forming first skills necessary for solving a particular problem and then the way of acting in
aggregate.

The approach of problems that is realized in our systems is based on solving a separate problem whose
complication increases that of problems being solved usually. This approach is more preferable from the
point of view of activity. Firstly, it allows easily and effective organize learning activity and, secondly, it
gains essentially in motivation as presupposes achievement of a practically significant aim. In many systems,

this aim is even submitted in their titles, for example, "Hit the Target", "Rescue the Friends", "Render
Harmless of the mine", "Determine the material". It is a very effective means to increase motivation, as the
student becomes a subject of activity, the main acting person of the events expanded. Various methods of

realization of this stage are used, for example, mimicking processes and phenomena, "assembling"
installations from their separate parts, discussion their purposes and peculiarities of operating the
installations, test tasks of the closed and open types, ones for accordance and ones for correct sequence.

Let us consider as an example systems "Internal Combustion Engine". The aim of it is determination of
power and efficiency of an engine in accordance with its constructive parameters. As one can see, the title of
this system does not promote increase of motivation because of the lack of the personal orientation. This is
achieved by another method. A list of cars with demonstration of their outward appearance is offered to
students. Students choose a car that they like and then carry out calculations for the engine of their own car.

Let us describe in what way a test task for accordance is realized in these systems. A "dumb" scheme of an
installation without pointers of its component parts is shown on the screen. A list of its component part is
placed next to it. Activity of students consists in the following. Separate elements of the scheme are pointed
sequentially by chance, and students have to put for each element of the scheme corresponding one of the
list. If the title of the pointed component part is determined correctly, another element is pointed, and so on.
The determined parts acquire their numbers, and as the result, the "dumb" scheme is transformed into a
"live" one. In such a way an orienting support of activity is created.
Further development of the introductory and motivation stage in the system above proceeds in the following
way. The system demonstrates work of the engine during a whole cycle with replacement of the piston,
opening and closing the exhaust and inlet valves, ignition of a air and gas mixture. Students may start such a
demonstration several times independently. Now students see interaction of the component parts of the

engine already well known to them, now they unit in their consciousness not simply mechanically but
functionally reflecting physics of the processes occurring in the engine.

Subsequent deepening of orienting passes by discussion of what students have seen. It is very convenient to
use the so-called active prompts with this purpose. Active prompt is built as a test task of the open type. It
represents a phrase, in which a keyword is missed; this word has to be entered by students. If students do not
know it, they may address to the system for help, and it will show this word on the screen. In order to keep
the students' active position, the system offer the same active prompt repeatedly, and students must enter this
already well known word themselves. Examples of active prompts are phrases: "The inlet valve is open
when the piston goes down(wards)", "The spark springs up when the piston is at the upper extreme position"
(the missed words are in italic). The main thing here consists in not completeness of these tasks but in
importance of ascertaining these (and other) facts for forming the orienting base of the future activity.
The elements of the introductory and motivational stage are distributed throughout a system, their task is to
prepare students to performing subsequent separate actions. If, for example, there is a necessity of using
some formula, it is very convenient to remind it by a test task of the closed type. Students are offered several
formulas, and they have to choose the necessary one. If students make mistakes, a short dialogue should be
organized so that students could understand the nature of the mistakes. Then the task should be given again,
the search of the answer becoming more sensitive. And the answer will be obtained without fail.

If the development of an action demands using exact wording (of laws, principles, theorems, definitions of
concepts, and so on), it is expediently to employ a test task for the correct sequence. In the chosen wording,
all the words are missed by chance (this does the system), and the task of students consists in that the words
must be arranged correctly with the help of the mouse. It is a very creative and constructive work, it thrills,
in the first place, because the sense appears little by little. Everyone can reach the sense even if he/she is not
familiar with it at all.
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Four panelists in this panel session will briefly present their perspectives on how
the instructional technology field has influenced current Faculty development,
Corporate training, In-Service teacher education, and Pre -service teacher
education. Presenters will address their challenges as female Asian faculty in
Faculty development, Corporate training, In-Service teacher education, and Preservice teacher education. Suggestions and solutions will be discussed during the
panel session.
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Introduction
Each panelist will offer their unique perspectives in the field of instructional technology. Our focus questions
are:

1) Has instructional technology field influenced current:
* Faculty development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
* Corporate training (Dr. Doris Lee)
* In-Service teacher education (Dr. Amy S. C. Leh)
* Pre-service teacher education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)
2) What are the challenges do female minority faculty encounter in:
* Faculty development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
* Corporate training (Dr. Doris Lee)
* In-Service teacher education (Dr. Amy S.C. Leh)
* Pre-service teacher education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on In-service teacher education (Dr. Amy S.C. Leh)
Technology advancement is altering our society and our education. New technology standards grant
opportunities, and policy reflect the change currently happening in our education. In September of 1997, the

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) released a report addressing the
importance of integrating technology into instruction. New technology standards clearly indicate that
teachers must be competent of using technology in their teaching. Moreover, the Department of Education
(DOE) has spent millions of dollars on grants to support teachers' training. The grants have brought many
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university faculty members, school district administrators, and school teachers together to work on the
task-technology integration. In the annual conference of Association for the Advancement of Computing
in Education (AACE) 2000, Tom Carrell, director of PT3 grants addressed the influence of technology on
our education and the need for organizational change. Some schools, for example, decided to only hire
teachers who are competent of the use of technology.

At present, training teachers the use of technology has become a strong nation-wide movement and inservice teachers are expected to become technology literate through in-service training. The strong demand
of teachers' training has invited many international scholars to participate in the movement of training US
teachers the use of technology. The international scholars were mostly born outside of the United States,
came to the USA for their higher education, e.g. Ph.D. degree, and are currently university faculty members
at US universities.

The international faculty' participation brought new blood and tremendous strength into US in -service
teacher education due to their educational experiences in both the USA and their native countries. Their
experience with both educational systems allows them to compare how students learn in two different
nations and to employ the strengths of each nation in the USA. For example, how an Asian student learns
math is different from how a student in the USA. Asian students' math practice involves word problems
(concepts) while the USA students' practice focuses on page after page calculation. An Asian Mathematics
faculty, who was differently trained, might use a variety of effective teaching strategies due to the exposure
to different ways of learning. Similarly, international Instructional Technology faculty may provide different

perspectives in in-service teachers training. Because they are foreigners in the USA, they encounter
challenges, especially international female faculty. Reports show that the percentage of female faculty in
higher education is low. Some reports even indicate that they encounter more challenges than male faculty,
e.g. in promotion. In this case, international female faculty would be minority within a minority and
consequently encounter greater challenges. Below are examples of challenges:
"I felt that my viewpoints were not valued." (from an international male faculty)

"I felt that I was transparent in many meetings. They didn't seem to see my presence." (from an
international female faculty)
"She [an international female faculty] couldn't get tenured because she was a foreigner." (from a US
female faculty)
"You [an international female faculty] are double minority. You're female and foreign..You need to
be firm and stand up for yourself." (from a US female faculty)

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on Corporate Teaching (Dr. Doris Lee)
Today, employees in the corporate settings operate in a rapidly changing, high tech environment. Each
employee, in order to accommodate the increasingly rapid rate of technology change, must continually retool and upgrade his or her skill sets through life-long learning. The delivery medium for life-long learning,
most likely, will use instructional technologies. Instructional technologies refers to computer technologies
that can integrate texts, graphics, audio, video, animation, or film clips for the creation of instructional or
training packages. Recently, instructional technology also includes the use of the World Wide Web, WWW,
in which instruction can be delivered over public or private computer networks and can be displayed by a
web browser. Dr. Doris Lee, one of the panelists has taught corporate trainers for more than 10 years in the
areas of instructional technologies and design and development of computer-based and web-based training.

Based on such an experience, Dr. Lee' s discussion in this panel will focus on the impact that the
instructional technologies have on corporate training, and what are the challenges and perspectives that she
faces as a female instructor for corporate trainers. Below details her experiences and views on these topics.

Generally, most corporations believe that the use of instructional technologies would provide an additional
tool to the face-to-face training, can be designed to integrate multiple options including video, audio, and
text to accommodate employees' preferred learning styles, and is valuable in providing consistent and
current training to employees. In addition, the use of instructional technologies to deliver training can be
time and place independent and therefore, costs associated with employees' travel and classroom training
can be reduced. However, some companies express concerns in using instructional technologies. These
concerns include employees' lack of computer and/or Internet skills, the design and development issues, and
the software and hardware limitations.
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To convince my students, who are corporate trainers, to consider all the important organizational factors and
design issues while using instructional technologies is the biggest challenge. Most of the corporate trainers
are female and work in a male - dominate environment. It is imperative for a female faculty to emphasize the

importance of front-end analysis even if the analysis is not desirable by their male supervisors. When a
company is considering using instructional technologies, a female trainer should never feel intimated to ask
important questions including human, machine and political readiness. Questions such as, are the employees
comfortable with computers and are they ready to learn, need to be asked. Next, technology readiness is
another factor. Hardware, software, and the availability of a technical support staff are some examples of the
areas that need to be evaluated. Also, financial readiness pertains to budgeting for upgrades to hardware and
software, the purchase of courseware, and developing staff. Plus, political readiness concerns the support of

instructional technologies by upper management, middle management, employees, and the training
department. Finally, skill readiness looks at whether the staff involved with supporting and developing the
training has the skills necessary to do so.

Reflection on educational technology from female Asian faculty' s (FAF)
perspectives on Pre-service Education (Dr. Mei-Yan Lu)
Educational technology has played a major role in influencing pre-service education. For example, In the
60s, 70s, it was the audio-visual education. In the 80s it was computer assisted instruction (CAI), BASIC
programming and Logo programming. In the 90s, it was multimedia, web-based learning.

As a female Asian faculty who has taught in major teacher training Institutes, I would like to share some of
the unique challenges for preparing future teachers (per-service teachers) the past 16 years.

Challenge no. 1: Most pre-service teachers are young female white adults. Many of them do not have
experiences in working with Asian faculty. For example, a typical K-12 school in San Jose, California, has
mainly white teachers/administrators, in many cases, 100% white teachers/administrators while many of
their students are from a diverse cultural background. Sometimes, a school student body is from 72 different
language and cultural background.
Challenge no. 2: Most teacher preparation institute has mainly white faculty. For example, in the College of
Education at San Jose State University which graduate, on the average, 600 credential teachers annually, has
about 110 full time faculty. Out of the 110 full time faculty, only 6 are Asian faculty (Chinese, Japanese, and
Korean).

Challenge no. 3: Most Asian female faculty are "foreign born' . The fact that we are different can offer
unique perspectives to our students and colleagues. However, sometimes, our background and cultural
differences can be barriers as well. For example, the accent issue. Some students and faculty complain that
Asian faculty have heavy accent. However, they rarely complain the European Born faculty who has heavy
European accent. Many times, they found European accent charming, while Asian accent distracting.

Challenge no. 4: The field of educational technology generally does not pay attention to solutions and
strategies in designing instruction for audience from diverse cultural background. For example, in 1999
AECT convention, there were only two presentations in the entire conference program addressed the issue of
designing for international and diverse cultural audience. As one of the popular instructional media World
Wide Web and distance learning is gaining more attention, we as instructional designers/faculty should pay
more attention to the international audience.

My goal is to prepare technologically competent teacher candidates that are also culturally sensitive to work
with diverse student population. With this goal in mind, I like to recommend:
Increase the representation of diverse student body in the field of educational technology both
1.
within the United States and outside of the United States.
2. Recruit more faculty of color. Therefore, students will have opportunity to work with both
faculty and students from different cultural background.
3. Look beyond the "accent" issue. The point that I am trying to make is that more of the main
stream Americans have no trouble "comprehend" accented English. They just do not like the
way it "sound". In addition, people who speak with an accent are capable of speaking more
than one language and be able to function effectively in another culture. Why not take their
unique experience and learn how to design instruction for an international audience?
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4.

Encourage more educational technologists to research the cultural issues in designing
instruction such as in the area of World Wide Web and distance learning.

Reflections on Educational Technology from Female Asian Faculty's
(FAF) perspectives on Faculty Development (Dr. Mei-Yau Shih)
The use of instructional media in the classroom has long been identified as a "fourth revolution" in education
(Ashby, 1967). It has the potential to reshape the role of the instructor from a knowledge conveyer to a
guide and coach, while students take a more active role in the learning process. No longer are the textbook

and instructor the sources of all knowledge; instead, the faculty member becomes the director of the
knowledge-access process (Heinich 1996 et al,). Instructional technology refers not only the actual use of
technological tools it also stresses the importance of the process of developing overall goals and strategies
for enhancing teaching and learning. At its best, technology-based learning can help teachers support a
wider range of learning styles, facilitate active learning in the classroom, use faculty time and expertise more
effectively, and familiarize students with technology that will be vital for their futures in the world of work.
In our experience, university faculty are both greatly excited and daunted by the promise and power of
teaching technologies. Our students have grown up in a "high technology" environment and are well adept
at the use of TV, videotape, computers, and the Internet as information exchange tools. Many faculty, on the
other hand, struggle to learn new technologies and to see how they might be useful to them as teachers (Shih
& Sorcinelli, 2000). . The higher education is encountering the new trends of the changing student body,
teaching practices, and the new roles and identities of faculty in universities. It is imperative, therefore, to
remains a holistic view while helping faculty develop their technological skills with an understanding of the
educational values and systems where the teaching and learning take places.

The perspectives from a foreign born female faculty developer, whose first 20 years of educational training
differs massively from the majority of US university faculty on educational technology, reflect not only a
personal challenge, they also underscore the important tasks of any faculty develop who serves as the chang
agent in helping the transformation of teaching practice with instructional technology. These tasks include,

first, effectively represent the instructional technology to faculty to help them see the integration of
technology involves more than physical setup and technical support; it requires some curricular
modifications and instructional strategy shifts; second, take in the cultural and educational differences in
educational systems to design the strategies in energizing faculty and inspiring them trying innovative ways
of teaching, and made them conscious about their purposes in the classroom; third, establish credibility and
earn trust of the faculty to represent effectively the benefits of using technologies for teaching and learning;
forth, remain alert and sensitive to the campus culture to help enhance the collegiality on campus, and
maintain a supporting network of "exemplars" who would be eager to take risks and become "mentors" to
colleagues who express interest in instructional technologies. Of most importance task as an Asian, female
developer working for rising faculty technological skills is to help faculty recognize the diversity in college
classroom, to make them conscious of the various student learning styles, ages, genders, race and ethnicity,
and digital have' s and have-not' s issues in classroom. Effectively carry out these tasks is the means to the
ends to help best researchers use and understand the instructional technologies to become a better and
effective teacher in the 21' century.
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Searching information in the WWW effectively and efficiently is an important
vehicle for 2151 century citizens to become lifelong learners. This study was to
identify effective information-seeking strategies by comparing the strategies
employed by the Internet novice user and those by the expert user. A searching
task followed by an interview were undertaken in order to observe the strategies
used by the subjects. Pre-task and post-task surveys were also administered to
collect data relating to subjects' background and self-efficacy toward using the
Internet. Protocol analysis was used to analyze the verbal data collected in this
study. The results showed that the expert and the novice employed different
information-searching strategies in the following six aspects: computer
self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration,
and problem solving.

Keywords: Searching Strategies, Lifelong Learning, WWW

1 Introduction
Lifelong learning has been recognized as an important goal of education in the twenty-first century [14].
With increasingly tremendous information to face everyday, searching desired information effectively and
efficiently becomes a necessary skill for learning in such an information age [4, 6]. Due to its efficiency and
popularity, the World Wide Web (WWW) is becoming a powerful vehicle for reaching the goal of lifelong
learning.

However, it seems not easy for Internet novice users to search information effectively and efficiently via the

web. For example, disorientation was reported as a problem that the novice explorers might have while
navigating within a hyperspace [2]. It was often to lose directions if they were lack of self-conscious in
searching motivation, strategies, results, and meanings. Borgman suggested future research to compare
novice and expert users' cognitive behaviors while they are doing a specific searching task in order to find
the key factor to accomplish the task [1].

Prior research indicated that users' metacognitive ability, orientation conscious, system knowledge, domain

knowledge, and system design influenced users' searching strategies while navigating in a hypermedia
environment [6, 10]. Users' computer knowledge and information processing skills were particularly
emphasized as important factors to determine a successful searching [4]. Except by improving the system
design to help users perform self-reflection during the information-seeking process [9, 7], future research
was suggested to evaluate the application of metacognitive skills in an Internet-based learning context [4, 5].

According to the literature about metacognitive strategies [12, 16], learners need not only to have
self-conscious about their own learning but also have to know what strategies they can use and how to use
them in order to enhance their metacognitive abilities. In addition, it is more important for students to know
how to learn than what to learn in order to reach the goal of lifelong learning [14]. Teaching students about
how to learn has been demonstrated to be effective to improve students' achievement and attitudes in various
learning domains [8, 13]. However, little research explored the strategies specifically for searching
information in the WWW.

Hill [5] described a conceptual framework for how users formulate and employ information-seeking
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strategies in open-ended information systems (OEISs), e.g. the Internet. Two stages of information seeking
were presented in this model. The first was navigational stage, which included the following processes:
purposeful thinking, acting, and system responding. The second was process stage, including evaluation,
transformation and integration, and resolution. With limited metacognitive ability and unawareness of
computer application skills, novice users tended to suffer information overloading. They often repeated the
behaviors which were recognized in the navigational stage, but seldom performed the actions belonged to

the process stage. However, experienced users were able to utilize the searching strategies that were
recognized in both stages [5]. They also showed how to control and manage their searching process. It
seemed that users' self-awareness about their own searching ability, self-reflection, self-control and
self-management about their searching process were keys for successfully seeking information on the
Internet.

In order to become lifelong learners, all citizens of the next century must know what strategies they can use
for searching information effectively and efficiently on the WWW and how to use them. If the Internet is an
important vehicle for lifelong learning, then identifying effective WWW searching strategies should be the
first step to reach the goal.

2 Purpose
The purpose of this study was to identify effective WWW information-seeking strategies by comparing the
strategies used by Internet novice users and experienced users. Therefore, the research question of this study
was: What are the differences between the strategies used by Internet novice users and those used by Internet
experienced users while searching information on the WWW?

3 Methodology
Two in-deep case studies followed by a between-case comparison were used to answer the research question.
A college freshman, as an Internet novice user, and a college graduate working at a computer technology
company, as an Internet expert user, were volunteered to participate this study. Both subjects were asked to
perform a searching task alone through the WWW by using a web browser, Internet Explorer. The goal of

the task was to find a freshmen course schedule of a specific department in a large university in Taiwan.
The searching processes were both videotaped for observing subjects' searching paths, number of websites
visited, and the time spent on each site. During the search, subjects were asked and continuously reminded
to perform think-aloud in order to collect verbal information for protocol analysis [3] of their searching
strategies. Pencils and blank answer sheets were issued to subjects for taking notes or answers.

Before searching, a survey was administered to collect subjects' Internet background, including their
Internet using history, frequencies of Internet access, Internet access availability at home, Internet courses
taken before, and self-efficacy about searching information on the WWW. Right after the searching task,
subjects were given another survey to reflect their self-satisfaction toward their performance in the task.

Subjects were further interviewed by the researcher if there was a need to clarify on the videotape.
Subjects' searching paths, actions, responses, and think-aloud protocols were analyzed for each case and
then compared between cases.

4 Results
Comparing the data collected from pre-task and post-task surveys, searching paths, verbal scripts and blank
answer sheets, several different characteristics showed between the Internet novice user and expert user.
First of all, the expert finished the task and got desired information after visiting 30 in 18 minutes, whereas
the novice visited 19 websites in 24 minutes with a blank answer. Except for different searching results
between the cases, this also showed that the expert' s navigating speed was as about twice as the novice' s.
In addition, the expert spent less than one minute on each website, whereas the novice spent more than one
minutes on five websites. This indicated that the expert processed and evaluated the information shown on
computer screen much faster than the novice.

Besides, verbal scripts to complaint about system like "I hate it! It is so slow.?! or to critique the website

design like "This is a poor website full of redundant information..': showed 9 times during the expert' s
searching and 0 during the novice' s; however, anxiety or worrying responses like "How come I cannot find
showed 12 times during the novice' s searching but 0
it..''' or " I cannot..I cannot..I just cannot find
during the expert' s. This suggested that the expert was confident to and believed being able to find the
desired information; however, the novice users were coping with tremendous amount of anxiety toward
reaching the goal of the task. This was concurred with their reflections in pre-task survey about their
self-efficacies toward using computer technology.

Furthermore, navigation disorientation and system problems did not happen during the expert' s searching
process, but happened in the novice' s searching process. The novice responses with "I understand it but just
don' t know where to start..': "How did I get here..7 and "Oh! My god. I made a mistake. What' s wrong
with this?" This revealed that the novice user tended to get lost and became nervous after an error occurred.
However, the expert showed confidence in controlling and regulating their searching process no matter what
happened in the process.
Finally, the expert was familiar with how to use search engines and data base query systems; however, the
novice showed some problems with them. This implied that knowing how to use helpful searching tools on
the WWW is an important issue for successful searching. Besides, the novice showed little try-and-error
strategies when problems occurred; however, the expert used this strategy a lot when a bottle net occurred.
This indicated that try-and-error was an important problem solving skill for a successful searching in the
WWW.

5 Discussions
Based on the results of this study, the differences of strategies utilized by the Internet novice user and the
expert user can be summarized as following six aspects: computer self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids,
information processing, concentration, and problem solving. Computer self-efficacy [II] means how users
perceived their abilities toward utilizing computer technology. The expert user tended to have higher
computer self-efficacy than the novice user. This strategy relates to users' prior computer experience and
believes about learning computers. Changing the novice users' views or believes about their computer
abilities might be a solution to enhance their searching effectiveness and efficiency.

Task anxiety refers to worrying about not being able to reach the goal of a searching task. This strategy
relates to environmental expectation and support. Group searching task with peer support might be a
solution to help the novice search information on the WWW. Search aids indicates to users' knowledge
and abilities to use tools that help search on the WWW, e.g. search engines and data base query systems.
This relates to users' prior-knowledge and experience of using a data retrieval system. Providing a metaphor
of such a system and practicing the query skills could enhance the novice users' abilities in this aspect.
Information processing refers to the ability to read in information from computer screen, select main ideas,

evaluate, transfer, and integrate the information, and finally make decisions for the next destination.
Strategies like looking through headlines and hyperlinks immediately after visiting a web page could help
novice users to encode web information. Except encoding, many other strategies belong to this aspect. They
include differentiating, monitoring, formulating, integrating, extracting, angling, collecting, controlling,
decision-making, and reflecting [5]. In addition, this study shows evidence to support Hill' s [5] conceptual
framework of seeking information in an open-ended information system. Because the novice did repeat the
behaviors of the navigational stage [5], but seldom performed the actions belonged to the process stage [5];
however, the expert in this study did perform the actions of both stages and show how to control and manage
his searching process.

Concentration means the ability to keep attention on the searching task. The novice was easy to be
interrupted by unrelated program messages or outside interferes. Have the mouse pointing to text which is
currently being processed or read the text loudly might help the novice concentration on searching task.
Problem solving means the ability to use try-and-error strategy when problems occur during searching. This
strategy relates to users' creativity and problem solving styles. This strategy may be enhanced by successful
practice experience.
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6 Conclusions
The Internet novice users and expert users utilize different strategies to seek information in the WWW, an
open-ended information system. Although the system design and users' system knowledge and domain
knowledge may influence users' searching efficacy, users' metacognitive searching strategies may be
enhanced through teaching and practice. By comparing the novice' s and the expert' s strategies used for

seeking desired information through the WWW, this study identified six different aspects: computer
self-efficacy, task anxiety, search aids, information processing, concentration, and problem solving. Future
research should further investigate each aspect and examine the effects of the training of these strategies on
users' searching efficacy.
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Significant research has shown that most computer assisted learning systems in
higher education are failing to meet the expectations of the developers, and
students learning needs. The use of computer assisted learning systems is still
not commonplace and there are factors negating increased usage. This paper
reviews a number of human development and learning theories that should be
considered before design of any learning experience. The major focus is on the

behavioural and cognitive approaches that are believed to have the most
importance when considering the design of computer assisted learning systems.

Current research in student learning in higher education is included as is an
outline of individual variations in learning experiences. It is concluded that an
awareness of the behavioural learning processes and cognitive theories when
designing CAL systems in the various categories could provide enhanced
learning opportunities for the students using the systems. The application and
use of appropriate learning strategies to improve student learning outcomes is in
accord with current research in traditional teaching areas

Keywords: learning theories, higher education, computer assisted learning
system design

1 Introduction
A study of 104 projects using information technology (IT) in developing course material for use in higher
education found that many students learned less from IT programs than from face-to-face teacher contact;
"fewer than a third of programs offered through information technology improve student learning"[2]. The
report went on to say, "that while many of the projects did benefit students and academics, inadequate staff
development and students' unsophisticated understanding of learning meant IT was not always being put to
maximum use". While this study is confined to IT projects in Australian universities it is thought likely that
similar dire results would be obtained in most other countries and learning environments.
Despite more than two decades of research and development in the area of computer assisted learning (CAL),

the usage of these systems is still not common place in any more than a few isolated areas; "few have
survived the realities of large-scale implementation in typical classrooms and those that have report
significant implementation problems"[7]. Two of the major contributing factors negating the wide spread
acceptance and use of computer technology are the high resource cost, for both hardware procurement and
courseware development, and the low level of enabling teacher development to allow them to use this new
resource to its maximum potential.

CAL is the most popular term in Europe while Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) k more often used in
North America and Asia. The use of the word instruction has a special significance. It usually means that
the package is not only conceived and designed by a teacher but that the effective control remains with
him/her at every stage. The content and its delivery, including the degree of elaboration, the rate of flow of
information and the order of presentation are decided by the teacher only. Being teacher-centred, the design
is expository rather than explanatory in nature.
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In contrast, CAL is designed to have student-centred activities. The student decides how much she/he needs
to learn, in what sequence, to what depth and at what rate. The learning process is usually exploratory.
Theoretically, the need to take care of individual differences amongst students is much higher in designing a
CAL package than in a CAI package.

Significant scope remains for research and development of CAL in the higher education context, just as it
does in the junior and senior school environments. "We need to understand better the relationship between
technology, pedagogy, project oriented curricula, and student learning" [9]. It is believed that one of the
more crucial areas required for success in development of any teaching / learning package, be it traditional
or computer assisted, is an understanding of student learning issues in the higher education context.
In this paper the major human development theories are briefly outlined with respect to research in student
learning. This work allows student learning theories and approaches to be discussed in more detail,
especially with respect to student learning in the higher education environment. Some of the more important
variations that may impact on the overall outcomes of the students' learning are then outlined. The final
contribution of the paper is to integrate relevant issues from the various student learning theories and recent
research with respect to systematic design of CAL systems.

2 Human Development
The major theorist in this area is the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget who formalised a theory of cognitive
development based on four discrete stages. These four stages, with approximate relevant ages are (adapted
from Woolfolk [13]);
1. Sensorimotor, from 0 to 2 years of age.

Involving the senses and motor activity. Concepts of object permanence and goal-directed actions.
2. Pre-operational, from 2 to 7 years of age
The stage before a child masters logical mental operations. Develops language and ability to use symbols
to represent actions or objects mentally.
3. Concrete Operational, from 7 to 11 years of age

Able to solve ' hands-on problems' in logical fashion. Able to classify, arranges objects in sequential
order, and understands concepts of conservation and reversibility.
4. Formal Operational, from 11 to 15 years of age.
Able to solve mental tasks involving abstract thinking and co-ordination of a number of variables.

Most psychologists agree that there is a level of thinking more sophisticated than concrete operations, but
the question of how universal formal-operational thinking actually is, even among adults, is a matter of
debate. According to some, the first three stages of Piaget' s theory are forced on most people by physical
realities [8]. Formal operations are not, however, so closely tied to the physical environment.
It is essential to realise that although a student might be participating in a higher education experience, that it
is not necessarily congruent that they are able to think hypothetically about every problem that is presented
to them. In many cases the students may be in a higher education environment only because of their ability

to memorise formulas or lists of steps. "These systems may be helpful for passing tests, but real
understanding will take place only if students are able to go beyond the superficial use of memorisation
only if, in other words, if they learn to use formal-operational thinking"[13].

Before continuing, it is worth noting that there have been a number of adaptations and alternatives proposed
by psychologists to Piaget' s theory of cognitive development in children. Most of these have come about in
relatively recent research work that is well documented in Woolfolk[13]. One major alternative viewpoint is
that culture shapes cognitive development in a child by determining what and how the child will learn about
the world. The major spokesperson for this view is that of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky who died
more than 50 years ago. Recent translations of his work show that he provided an alternative to many of
Piaget' s ideas [13]. The concept of culture shaping learning styles is also supported in more recent studies
[12].

3 Learning Theories
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There are two main approaches to the study of learning: the behavioural and cognitive perspectives.

3.1 Behavioural Approach
The behavioural approach to learning assumes that the outcome of learning is a change in behaviour and
All behavioural learning theories are thus
emphasises the effects of external events on the individual.
explanations of learning that focus on external events as the cause of change in observable behaviours. The
four major behavioural learning processes are: contiguity, classical conditioning, operant conditioning, and
observational learning.

3.1.1 Contiguity

This principle was the foundation for research in learning in the early parts of the twentieth century. The
principle of contiguity states that whenever two sensations occur simultaneously and repeatedly, they will be
become associated. If at some time later only one of the sensations occurs (a stimulus), the other will be
recalled (a response). Learning by association, or the repetitive pairing of a stimulus and correct response,
can be found in many educational contexts consider for example spelling drills and multiplication tables.
3.1.2 Classical Conditioning
An extension of the contiguity principle is found in the theories of classical conditioning discovered by Ivan
Pavlov in the 1920' s. Classical conditioning allows for the association of automatic responses with new
stimuli. Pavlov determined that in the first instance an unconditioned stimulus produces an unconditioned
response. After conditioning (or ' learning' ?) a previously neutral stimulus becomes a conditioned stimulus
that can produce a conditioned response to the same extent that occurred with the unconditioned stimulus
and unconditioned response pair. Pavlov' s work also identified that conditioned responses are subject to the
processes of generalisation, discrimination, and extinction. In many cases the emotional reactions to various
learning situations are themselves learned in part through classical conditioning. We must acknowledge that
emotions and attitudes are learned as well as facts and ideas in any learning environment.
3.1.3 Operant Conditioning
Contiguity and classical conditioning both focus on involuntary or automatic actions in response to stimuli.
These involuntary actions are also referred to as respondents. It is obvious that not all human learning is
automatic and that in many cases people actively operate on their environment to reach particular goals or
cause certain effects. These deliberate, goal directed actions are called operants and the learning process
involved in changing operant behaviour is called operant conditioning.

In operant conditioning people learn through the effects of their deliberate responses to their environment
and as such is most applicable to classroom type learning environments. For an individual, the effects of
consequences following their action may serve as reinforcement or punishment. Positive and negative
reinforcement will strengthen the response while punishment may decrease or suppress the response. The
scheduling of reinforcement can influence the rate and persistence of responses. Ratio schedules encourage
higher rates of responses while variable schedules encourage persistence of responses [13].
3.1.4 Observational Learning

Social cognitive learning theorists emphasise the role of observation in learning and in non-observable
cognitive processes. There are two main modes associated with observational learning. First, learning
through observation can occur through vicarious conditioning. This is when a student sees others being
rewarded or punished for various behaviours and so modifies their behaviours as if they had received the
consequences themselves. Second, the observer imitates the behaviour or actions of a model even though
the model receives no immediate reinforcement or punishment while the observer is watching. This mode is
when the model is demonstrating something that the observer wants to learn and expects to be rewarded for
mastering. There are four major elements associated with observational learning; paying attention, retaining
information or impressions, producing behaviours, and being motivated to repeat the learned behaviours [13].

3.2 Cognitive Approach
The cognitive approach to learning emphasises how students perceive, remember, and understand
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information. Cognitive psychologists focus on changes in knowledge and believe that learning is an internal
mental activity that cannot be observed directly. There is no single combining theory and thus the cognitive
view of learning can best be described as a generally agreed-upon philosophical orientation [13].
Under the cognitive approach, knowledge is categorised into different types (after [13] and [5]):
General knowledge is information that is useful in many kinds of tasks or that may be applied to
many different situations.
Domain-specific knowledge is information that is useful in only a particular situation or that applies
to only one specific topic.
Declarative knowledge is knowing that something is the case, facts, beliefs, theorems, opinions,
names, rules, poems, and the like. This type of knowledge has a tremendous range and may be
organised into small units or larger units, which themselves may consist of several well-organised
smaller units.
Procedural knowledge is knowledge that is demonstrated when performing a task, that is knowing
how.

Conditional knowledge is knowing when and why to apply declarative or procedural knowledge.

The most influential and thoroughly studied model of cognitive research is the information processing model
that provides an explanation of the cognitive processes involved in learning. It has grown from the work of
a number of theorists (e.g. [3] and [6]).

3.2.1 Information Processing

In the information processing model the learning is approached primarily through a study of memory. A
schematic representation of a typical information processing model of learning is shown in Figure 1(after
[[13] and [5]).

F-1

Executive Control Processes

Sensory
Register

Lost or Forgotten
Encoding

Figure 1

Temporary Storage

Premanent Storage

The Information Processing Model

The three stages of the information processing system are the sensory register, short term memory and long
term memory. The sensory register encodes some or all of the information received from the senses. Some
of the information is not registered at all, some is ignored and some is simply forgotten. Perception
determines what will be held in short term memory for further use.

The working memory only has a limited capacity so the information must be processed immediately or it
will be forgotten. For information to be retained for longer than a few seconds it must be actively learned
and stored in the long-term memory. Retrieval is the process of locating and recalling information to shortterm memory.

The executive control processes guide and direct the processes involved in transferring information from the

external environment to the long-term memory. These processes include directing attention, selecting
strategies, and monitoring progress towards goals and motives.
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Learning in the information processing model involves the construction of information in the memory, rather
than the direct transfer of information from external environment to long-term memory. Learners use
learning or cognitive strategies to actively acquire and manipulate information from the environment and
their memory.

3.2.2 Metacognition

Metacognition literally means knowledge about cognition and has two aspects. The first aspect refers to an
awareness of, and knowledge about, cognition. It includes the declarative and procedural knowledge of the
skills, strategies, and resources needed to perform a task effectively, and the conditional knowledge needed
to ensure successful completion of the task [13].

The second, and more important aspect, relates to the control and regulation of cognition, as this is the
aspect that controls and regulates the use of strategies that are known by the learner. The control and
regulation aspect includes three general processes: planning, monitoring and self-evaluation. Planning helps
learners decide which strategies to use and how b process information effectively. Monitoring helps
learners understand the information and integrate it with their existing knowledge. Self-evaluation helps
learners check and correct their learning behaviour as they work through a learning task.

3.3 Constructivist
The constructivist approach to learning emphasises that people construct knowledge for themselves as a
result of their interactions with their environment. Through this construction process, individuals build their
own understandings and ways of looking at the world and the information sources in it. This does not mean
that each person constructs knowledge in their own way that may be totally different from others. In most
cases knowledge and understanding are constructed in an agreed and shared social context.
The constructivist approach subsumes a variety of theories, including information processing and social
cognitive theories. The principal theorists in this area are Gagne [6], and Brown et al. [4].

Constructivist views of learning are important because they inform teachers of where to direct their effort in
order to promote effective learning. The important features include the basic cognitive processes, strategies
to guide these processes, knowledge about those strategies and one' s own thinking processes, knowledge
about the world in general, motivational beliefs, goals and overall cognitive style.

The immediate implications for learning are that students must be active learners and must be able to use a
variety of learning strategies that will help them learn with understanding [5].

4 Variations
Learning is a complex multivariable phenomenon with respect to both process and outcomes [10]. Each
student will be subject to intrinsic and extrinsic factors and driving forces that will impact on their learning.
These factors and driving forces must be acknowledged and, if possible, allowed for in both traditional and
computer assisted teaching environments. The first three of the factors outlined below are referred to as the
' big three' of student learning behaviours and essentially explain contrasting individual forms of
engagement with the content and context of learning. The remaining factors can be used to construct more
complex multivariable models for individual approaches to learning.

4.1 Intention
All students have some objective in mind when they start a course of study in higher education, the what
question. Each student' s individual response to this question may reflect a variety of contrasting intentions,

or even a multiple intention.

The most basic distinction is between the internal transformation of

information into knowledge (construction of personal meaning), and the accumulation and reproduction of
information (storage and recall). Other strategic intentions may be focused on the outcomes of higher
education.
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4.2 Motivation
Closely coupled with intention is the motivation for learning, the why question. Students are motivated by a
wide range of feelings that traverse the entire spectrum of human experience. Abraham Maslow has had a
great impact on the psychology of motivation and his hierarchy of needs model sets the foundation for
research into human motivation. Other aspects to be considered in student motivation are arousal, goals,
attribution, and beliefs [13].

4.3 Process
A materialistically motivated strategic intention to achieve high marks, for example, will not guarantee that

high marks will be achieved. At even the most basic level in higher education some type of organised
cognitive process or learning method will be required, the how question. Process is not simply a mental
consideration in learning activity; it is at least partially influenced by the underlying intention and
motivation.

4.4 Context
A students learning behaviour will be shaped by perceived circumstances or situational demands. Correctly
identifying and applying the cues embedded in the context of learning (especially those related to task
demands) are an important part of what might be called `skill in learning' [10]. Perceptions that students
form about the context of learning are closely associated at the individual process level with other sources of
variation.

4.5 Regulation & Locus of Control
It has been demonstrated that various forms of regulatory mechanisms, such as those that clarify and direct
learning activities, can help explain individual learning variations [11]. Individuals also vary to the degree
to which they perceive causal attribution for academic success to be within, or beyond, their control [10].
Studies have determined the importance of locus of control as a determinant of learning outcomes in higher
education.

4.6 Student Conceptions
Students differ considerably in their conceptions of what learning is.

In broad terms the conceptual

distinction lies between accumulative, the quantitative collection of knowledge for possible future use, and
transformative, the use of knowledge to internally rearrange and construct new knowledge for developing
personal meaning. These contrasting conceptions of learning are associated with differing forms of learning
behaviour [10].

4.7 Cultural Factors
Recent research in the area of cultural impact on student learning has demonstrated that there is danger in
assuming a culture-free interpretation of basic learning processes [10]. Indeed, culturally embedded values
and practices must also shape any student learning behaviour model.

4.8 Gender
"The issue of gender related differences in learning behaviour does create some controversy" [10]. However,

recent work in this area has shown that basic sources of variation used in student learning model
construction may be defined differently in terms of gender specific responses which, as a logical
consequence, raises the possibility of gender specific models of student learning.

4.9 Discipline Specificity
The possible causes of variations outlined to this point have one thing in common; they are all general in
nature and should be considered for any learning situation. As most learning in a higher education setting is
essentially content focused there is an obvious need to address variations that may be specific to a particular
discipline. These variations may be either a function of the content itself (for example higher level
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mathematics) or the broader context in which they are embedded and is perceived to be a part of (for
example higher mathematical concepts in an electrical engineering course).

5 Student Learning Issues of Importance in the Systematic Design of
Computer Assisted Learning Systems
Other researchers in the field of CAL have recognised the relevance of considering issues from cognitive
psychology in the design of CAL systems. The areas of cognitive theory concerning perception and
attention, memory, comprehension, active learning, motivation, locus of control, transfer of learning, and
individual differences have previously been identified as being most important to CAL design [1].
However, it is believed that the consideration of cognitive theory to the exclusion of other learning issues
can only lead to an incomplete analysis of the wider learning issues affecting all students in a higher
education environment. Of even more concern is the concept of a CAL system being designed with no
consideration given to any of the student learning issues. This could be a partial explanation for the poor
results reported in the survey of Alexander & McKenzie [2].

Issues considered to be of importance in the systematic design of CAL are as follows:

5.1 Use of Formal-Operational Thinking
There are few instances in CAL in higher education where students are not required to proceed beyond the
superficial use of memorisation. Therefore it is vital that a CAL system design ensure that the students are
required to use formal-operational thinking to achieve the learning required.

5.2 Cultural Aspects
With the increasing globalisation of education there are many instances in a higher education environment
where there may be several cultures in any particular group of students. The design of a CAL system must

not allow one cultural group to be advantaged, or disadvantaged, at the expense of others due to the
predominance of a particular learning style or cultural influence in the system.

5.3 Behavioural Influences
CAL systems may include learning experiences ranging from simple drills to complex simulations. An
awareness of the behavioural learning processes when designing CAL systems in the various categories
could provide enhanced learning opportunities for the students using the systems. Of most benefit are the
operant conditioning and observational learning processes. Research from operant conditioning shows that
the scheduling of reinforcement, or CAL system feedback in this particular instance, must be designed to
ensure that the aim of the system is achieved that is, higher rates of responses or persistence of responses.
Research from observed learning shows that mastery can be achieved through observation how this
observation can be achieved in a CAL system needs careful consideration during the design process.

5.4 Cognitive Influences
The work of Alessi & Trollip [I] has gone some way towards setting a base for the use of cognitive theory in
designing CAL systems. Recent research has increased the awareness, and importance, of metacognition in
student learning. The control and regulation of the cognition aspect of metacognition shows the importance
of considering this aspect when designing CAL systems. The application and use of appropriate learning

strategies to improve student learning outcomes is in accord with current research [5]. Just because a
student is ' learning' from a computer does not mean that they would not benefit more from an increased
awareness of learning styles and strategies.

5.5 Constructivist Approaches
The constructivist approach to student learning also has a great deal to offer designers of CAL systems. In
this approach, students must positively interact with their environment they must become active learners' .
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One of the most enabling features of properly designed CAL is its ability for interaction with the student.
However, too much of one thing can soon become tiring and thus eventually negatively motivating, therefore
this is one area that needs more research to ensure the much heralded benefits of CAL systems eventuate.

5.6 Individual Variations
Meyer [10] notes that learning is a complex multivariable phenomenon with respect to both process and
outcomes. Alessi & Trollip [I] also note that the often praised and supposed advantage of CAL to
individualise is, just like interactivity, not often taken advantage of. All of the outlined individual variations

must be at least considered when designing a CAL system. The big three of intention, motivation and
process should always be factored into CAL system design. Context, regulation and locus of control, and
discipline specificity may provide significant opportunities for the CAL system designer to truly
individualise the system for the learners.

6 Conclusions
Many of the learning issues outlined in this paper are only now starting to be recognised as important
aspects for students in higher education [5], [10]. With an increasing reliance on computer and information
technology in higher education it is now imperative that the opportunity is taken to consider learning issues
as a first step in the systematic design of computer assisted learning systems.

This paper has outlined some of the more important human development, learning theories, and learning
approaches considered relevant to the systematic design of CAL systems. Significant research effort is
being undertaken in applying these theories and approaches to traditional' , or face-to-face, teaching in
higher education. As any CAL system is no more than an extension of the existing traditional methods it is
imperative that similar research work is conducted in the CAL design area.

Work remains to be carried out in developing a systematic approach to integrating teaching concepts, in
addition to that completed in this paper on learning issues, in the design of CAL systems.

It is concluded that only once a complete understanding of those learning and teaching issues in higher
education are mastered, will a comprehensive and systematic design approach for CAL systems be able to be
developed.
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1 Introduction
Electronic Performance Support System (EPSS) was originally defined as a system that provides just-in-time
information, advice, learning experiences, and tools in the form of electronic to help people perform a task with
the minimum support from other people [3]. Based on the early definition, EPSS was perceived by many people
as an interactive computer-based environment which attempts to facilitate or improve human performance such
as problem solving abilities within some target application domain. To help organizations design and develop
EPSS with a broader systems thinking approach, Raybould (1995) proposes that an EPSS is "the electronic
infrastructure that captures, stores and distributes individual and corporate knowledge assets throughout an
organization, to enable an individual to achieve a required level of performance in the fastest possible time and
with the minimum of support from other people"(p.66)[6].
A number of existing technologies have been selected and integrated into design and development of an EPSS,

such as artificial intelligence (AI), hypermedia, computer-based training (CBT), intelligent tutors and
microworlds [5]. With the impact of the growth and development of network technology, Internet or intranet has
become one of the most important delivery vehicle for the EPSS. A Web-based Performance Support System
(WPSS) is an innovative approach by utilizing the technologies of the world-wide-web (WWW). For a WPSS,
the web is not only a delivery medium, it also provides contents and serves as subject matter experts (SMEs) as
well. The DISTED (Distributed Information System & Training for Educators at a Distance Education) as an

example of a WPSS has successfully functioned as a system which helps educators design, delivery and
evaluate teaching in the interactive distance education [7]. The WPSS has been proved to be a better design
than the traditional EPSS in terms of it' s features such as cost-effectiveness, open architecture, universal
acceptance and pervasive delivery [2].
Many training experts contended that Electronic Performance Support Systems are the learning tools of the 21g
century [4]. While most of the major developments and applications of EPSS were designed for industrial and
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commercial settings, more and more educators in many academic organizations have begun to adopt the concept
and implement EPSSs in their classes. As the educational environment becomes more dynamic, the possibility
of adequately imparting necessary knowledge to learners within a limited instructional schedule is increasingly
challenging. Considering that our knowledge base is expanding rapidly and information is being updated at the
speed of telecommunications, some educators therefore started to employ an integrated use of EPSS to facilitate
learners' information retrieval. For example, Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey (1993) used the EPSS to create an
enriched learning and information environment [8]; Law (1994) employed the metaphor of "cognitive training
wheels" to describe EPSS as it facilitates learners' acquisition of skilled performance.
According to the early definition of EPSS, there are usually four major components embedded in a performance
support system which includes information, training, advice and tools. To improve the functions and the design

and development of a better performance support system, many researchers proposed different models of
putting together an EPSS with necessary components. Gery (1991) listed three levels of functionality with four
components at each level, they are user interface, help, coach/advisor, and tutor [3]. McGraw (1995) suggested
should, include the human-computer interface, the help system, the
coaching/advisor system, and the tutor component [5]. Baker and Banerji (1995) proposed an approach to

that the components of an EPSS

design and implement of EPSS facilities based upon the use of a multi-layered model containing four basic levels
including human-computer interface, generic tools, application specific support tools, and application domain
[1]. In general, an EPSS should have four typical components including tools, information base, advisor, and
learning experiences [9] to be able to support performance.
While we are moving into the resource-based learning environment in the field of education, the way of teaching

and instruction has been changed accordingly. Teachers are no longer experts but facilitators or guilders;
textbooks is also instead by a variety of learning resources and media. Internet is a very good tool in terms of
providing the resource-based learning environment. The world-wide web with hypertext markup language
(HTML) provides an easier way to present large volumes of text electronically, using efficient client/server
architecture to transfer different kinds of data, such as texts with fancy fonts, colorful graphics, even sound and
video clips in packets across the internet. As an integrated tool, WWW allows users to share and transfer data
files easily, as well as communicate and interact more effectively. Also as a self-directed learning tool, a WPSS
provides a rich environment with up-to-date information, real-world learning experiences, as well as worldwide
learning resources, with which students can self-pace, monitor, and evaluate their learning.

2 Method
The purpose of this study were to investigate the effectiveness of the WPSS in supporting students' learning
as well as to understand students' attitude toward this system. The target population for this study is a class
of students (82 students totally) registering in the distance education course titled "Web-based Instruction and
Training" in Spring 1999. A WIT Web Site was designed and developed as a web-based performance support
system to assist students' learning of this course. At the end of the semester, a copy of questionnaire was also
designed and distributed to students to collect their perception toward this Web Site. Moreover, students'
answers to a posttest essay of the final exam were reviewed for the purpose of evaluation. The data collected
were analyzed by means of Descriptive Statistics, correlation, and regression study.

3 Results
For the rttitude survey, most students showed positive attitude toward content information (usefulness,
richness, helpfulness), format design (screen design, visual images design, layout consistency, links
arrangement), and composition (organization, presentation, delivery, references) of this WIT Web Site. Besides,
students' comments also showed that most students thought this Web Site is a useful tool in general especially

it meets different learning needs of students. Furthermore, the results showed that there is a moderate
correlation between students' attitude with their final exam scores. And findings suggest that most students are
willing to use this kind of supporting system in their learning if other courses could provide in the future.
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4 Conclusions
1.

Evidence from students' attitude survey and feedback comments shows that the web based performance
support system is a powerful tool in terms of assisting learning especially in the distance education learning
environment. It serves as a self-directed learning tool with which students can self-pace, monitor, and
evaluate their learning, which may in turn facilitate students in developing life-long learning skills.

2.

Results of this study also shows that the WIT Web Site provides a powerful communication channel
between instructor and students, as well as students at different learning sites in the distance education
course. More specifically, the web-based discussion boards were claimed by students to be a very useful
tool to expand the interaction and communication outside classroom.

3.

Most Electronic Performance support Systems were used in the industrial settings in the past, however,
results of this study has approved that a WPSS can also be an excellent tool for providing just-in-time
assistance in the learning environment of formal education. Students perceived it as a good learning tool in
many aspects including the application to future study in other contexts or subject areas. This experience of
facilitating students learning on the internet can be applied in other curriculum at different levels of schools.
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1 Introduction
Electronic Performance Support System (EPSS) was originally defined as a system that provides just-in-time
information, advice, learning experiences, and tools in the form of electronic to help people perform a task with
the minimum support from other people [3]. Based on the early definition, EPSS was perceived by many people
as an interactive computer-based environment which attempts to facilitate or improve human performance such
as problem solving abilities within some target application domain. To help organizations design and develop
EPSS with a broader systems thinking approach, Raybould (1995) proposes that an EPSS is "the electronic
infrastructure that captures, stores and distributes individual and corporate knowledge assets throughout an
organization, to enable an individual to achieve a required level of performance in the fastest possible time and
with the minimum of support from other people"(p.66)[6].
A number of existing technologies have been selected and integrated into design and development of an EPSS,

such as artificial intelligence (AI), hypermedia, computer-based training (CBT), intelligent tutors and
microworlds [5]. With the impact of the growth and development of network technology, internet or intranet has
become one of the most important delivery vehicle for the EPSS. A Web-based Performance Support System
(WPSS) is an innovative approach by utilizing the technologies of the world-wide-web (WWW). For a WPSS,
the web is not only a delivery medium, it also provides contents and serves as subject matter experts (SMEs) as
well. The DISTED (Distributed Information System & Training for Educators at a Distance Education) as an

example of a WPSS has successfully functioned as a system which helps educators design, delivery and
evaluate teaching in the interactive distance education [7]. The WPSS has been proved to be a better design
than the traditional EPSS in terms of it' s features such as cost-effectiveness, open architecture, universal
acceptance and pervasive delivery [2].
Many training experts contended that Electronic Performance Support Systems are the learning tools of the 21"
century [4]. While most of the major developments and applications of EPSS were designed for industrial and
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commercial settings, more and more educators in many academic organizations have begun to adopt the concept
and implement EPSSs in their classes. As the educational environment becomes more dynamic, the possibility
of adequately imparting necessary knowledge to learners within a limited instructional schedule is increasingly
challenging. Considering that our knowledge base is expanding rapidly and information is being updated at the
speed of telecommunications, some educators therefore started to employ an integrated use of EPSS to facilitate
learners' information retrieval. For example, Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey (1993) used the EPSS to create an
enriched learning and information environment [8]; Law (1994) employed the metaphor of "cognitive training
wheels" to describe EPSS as it facilitates learners' acquisition of skilled performance.
According to the early definition of EPSS, there are usually four major components embedded in a performance
support system which includes information, training, advice and tools. To improve the functions and the design

and development of a better performance support system, many researchers proposed different models of
putting together an EPSS with necessary components. Gery (1991) listed three levels of functionality with four
components at each level, they are user interface, help, coach/advisor, and tutor [3]. McGraw (1995) suggested

that the components of an EPSS should include the human-computer interface, the help system, the
coaching/advisor system, and the tutor component [5]. Baker and Banerji (1995) proposed an approach to
design and implement of EPSS facilities based upon the use of a multi-layered model containing four basic levels
including human-computer interface, generic tools, application specific support tools, and application domain
[1]. In general, an EPSS should have four typical components including tools, information base, advisor, and
learning experiences [9] to be able to support performance.
While we are moving into the resource-based learning environment in the field of education, the way of teaching

and instruction has been changed accordingly. Teachers are no longer experts but facilitators or guilders;
textbooks is also instead by a variety of learning resources and media. Internet is a very good tool in terms of
providing the resource-based learning environment. The world-wide web with hypertext markup language
(HTML) provides an easier way to present large volumes of text electronically, using efficient client/server
architecture to transfer different kinds of data, such as texts with fancy fonts, colorful graphics, even sound and
video clips in packets across the internet. As an integrated tool, WWW allows users to share and transfer data
files easily, as well as communicate and interact more effectively. Also as a self-directed learning tool, a WPSS
provides a rich environment with up-to-date information, real-world learning experiences, as well as worldwide
learning resources, with which students can self-pace, monitor, and evaluate their learning.

2 Method
The purpose of this study were to investigate the effectiveness of the WPSS in supporting students' learning
as well as to understand students' attitude toward this system. The target population for this study is a class
of students (82 students totally) registering in the distance education course titled "Web-based Instruction and
Training" in Spring 1999. A WIT Web Site was designed and developed as a web-based performance support
system to assist students' learning of this course. At the end of the semester, a copy of questionnaire was also
designed and distributed to students to collect their perception toward this Web Site. Moreover, students'
answers to a posttest essay of the final exam were reviewed for the purpose of evaluation. The data collected
were analyzed by means of Descriptive Statistics, correlation, and regression study.

3 Results
For the 1titude survey, most students showed positive attitude toward content information (usefulness,
richness, helpfulness), format design (screen design, visual images design, layout consistency, links
arrangement), and composition (organization, presentation, delivery, references) of this WIT Web Site. Besides,
students' comments also showed that most students thought this Web Site is a useful tool in general especially

it meets different learning needs of students. Furthermore, the results showed that there is a moderate
correlation between students' attitude with their final exam scores. And findings suggest that most students are
willing to use this kind of supporting system in their learning if other courses could provide in the future.
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4 Conclusions
1.

Evidence from students' attitude survey and feedback comments shows that the web based performance
support system is a powerful tool in terms of assisting learning especially in the distance education learning
environment. It serves as a self-directed learning tool with which students can self-pace, monitor, and
evaluate their learning, which may in turn facilitate students in developing life-long learning skills.

2.

Results of this study also shows that the WIT Web Site provides a powerful communication channel
between instructor and students, as well as students at different learning sites in the distance education
course. More specifically, the web-based discussion boards were claimed by students to be a very useful
tool to expand the interaction and communication outside classroom.

3.

Most Electronic Performance support Systems were used in the industrial settings in the past, however,
results of this study has approved that a WPSS can also be an excellent tool for providing just-in-time
assistance in the learning environment of formal education. Students perceived it as a good learning tool in
many aspects including the application to future study in other contexts or subject areas. This experience of
facilitating students learning on the internet can be applied in other curriculum at different levels of schools.
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different types of thinking skills including generating, anticipating/predicting,
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usage frequency (generating) to a low usage frequency (categorizing). Being

able to understand such student thinking may result in more effective use of
IMM in mass lectures. The data are also compared with studies that provided
students' reported thinking processes when studying with the WWW, IMM, and

text-based material. The significant differences in the mediating processes
between using IMM in computer-assisted mass lectures, where the students did
not directly interact with the IMM, and hands-on use of IMM, the WWW, and
text-based material are discussed.
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1 Introduction
There is increasing use of IMM in mass lectures in universities for teaching and learning. Yet IMM
supported lectures do not guarantee better content learning or higher-order thinking than do traditional
instruction methods. There is much research and literature concerning instructional design, the
characteristics of IMM, and learning: for instance, the use of educational technology [1] and the effects of
colors [2], animations [3], and interactivity [4]. Research has neglected how students engaged with the new
technology in lectures. The research by Nowaczyk, Santos, and Patton [5] examined student perceptions of
various characteristics of multimedia such as color transparencies, video, and PowerPoint in tutorials and
mass lectures. However, they did not investigate students' thinking processes about the academic content.
The research by Faraday and Sutcliffe [6] examined visual attention and comprehension of multimedia
presentations. Research by Putt, Henderson, and Patching [7] and Henderson, Putt, Ainge, and Coombs [8]

examined learners' mediating process about the academic content of IMM and WWW courseware,
respectively. However, these did not focus on an IMM mass lecture context.

Studies report that IMM can be effective in encouraging higher order thinking skills when learners work
with IMM individually or, better still, in pairs or small groups [9, 10, 11]. However, in a mass lecture, the
IMM is controlled by the lecturer. Learners play a passive-receiver role. Are they focused on the content?
What sort of thinking about the content do they engage in?
Heeding current literature in the field [1, 12, 13], the study does not aim to ascertain whether learningwith
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IMM supported lectures produces better learning or test outcomes than traditional lectures. Rather, it utilizes
qualitative methodologies to ascertain the students' thinking skills as they learned in the authentic context of
a lecture theatre. Thus the study sought to:

(a) identify and categorize the thoughts concerning the content of the IMM supported lectures that were
reported by the students;

(b) compare the mediating processes reported in the computer-assisted mass lecture study with those
reported in research which identified the reported mediating processes that occurred in three studies
where students had hands-on use of IMM software, WWW courseware, and text-based materials
respectively; and
(c) with respect to (b), evaluate our hypothesis that the type of interaction with the learning materials would
be a significant factor, that is, the lack of direct manipulation of the learning materials would result in
lower percentage frequencies of reported mediating processes (our study) compared with those reported
in the other studies that had direct hands-on interaction.

2 Methodology
Much existing research data regarding the efficacy of computer mediated environments is anchored in the
process-product paradigm. The paradigm is based on the assumption that instructional stimuli give rise to
learning outcomes. Recognition of the simplistic nature of this general cause-effect paradigm when applied

in education, led to the adoption of the mediating process paradigm that focuses on student thought
processes that mediate, or come between, instructional stimuli (the IMM supported lecture) and learning
outcomes [14]. Mediating processes can be viewed as the fine-grained elements of cognition through which,
and by which, learning outcomes are realized. Thus, learning outcomes are the function of the mediating
processes activated by instructional tasks and other learning activities. Salomon [11] describes the contrast
between analytic research that is focused on isolating effective instructional treatments and systemic
research focused on understanding how instructional treatments work in practice. This study embraced
systemic research focussing on the sorts of thinking that tertiary students engaged in during IMM supported
lectures.

It is a qualitative study utilising stimulated recall interviews to ascertain students' thinking in authentic
contexts. Learning is related to the quality and quantity of thinking undertaken by learners [15]. To
categorize and tabulate students thinking skills, a process-tracing methodology is utilized. It involves
appropriate self-reporting techniques through using a video to stimulate recall of cognitive processes
engaged in during a learning/study session. The stimulated recall interview technique follows strict
guidelines [14]. Triggered by such things as the students' non-verbal actions or what is appearing on the
computer screen, non-leading questions are asked, such as: "You seemed to frown; can you tell me what you
were thinking?" and, in order to confirm that the reported thought occurred during the learning session and
not while being interviewed, "Did you think that then or just now?" Both the interviewer and students can
stop the video when they believe something is significant and, for the student, when the video triggers a
thought that he/she had had during the initial study session. This method has been used in different settings
with different mediums and with individuals, pairs, and small groups [7, 8, 16, 17, 18].

2.1 Context, Participants and Data collection
The research context and methodology capitalize on authenticity [11]. The students' thinking processes were
obtained in realistic, ecologically-valid situations as the data were collected from students working in their
regular environment. Thus for the current study, the research was conducted with a physiology class in a

mass lecture theatre, Faculty of Medicine Siriraj hospital, Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand. The
lecturer used A.D.A.M., The interactive physiology-muscular system [19] in the one hour lectures. Two
lecture sessions were video recorded. Six students volunteered to participate in the stimulated-recall
interviews. There were four males and two females with ages ranging from 17 to 19 years. They were in the
third semester of a six year Medical degree. The six participants self selected into 3 pairs, 2 male pairs and 1
female pair. Working in pairs was the favored study practice of these Thai medical students. The first male
pair was interviewed after the first lecture session; the others after the second lecture session. The content of
both lectures was the same topic and used the same IMM. All six participants attended both lectures.

The interviews were conducted with one pair at a time. The interviewer and each pair of participants
together viewed a videotape of the lecture and a synchronized computer screen showing the A.D.A.M. IMM

software that was used in the lecture. The video picture included the lecturer's verbal and non-verbal
behaviors and the content of the computer-assisted lecture. The computer screen showed the A.D.A.M. IMM
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software content which appeared on the videotape. Both videotape and computer screen facilitated the
participant's recall and verbalization of their thinking during the lecture. The three stimulated recall
interviews, one hour duration for each interview, were conducted immediately after the lecture sessions and
were audio taped for later transcription and analysis.

3 Results
From the interview transcripts of the students' stimulated recall interviews, their thinking skills were
identified, categorized, and then analyzed. Both authors together identified the thoughts from the first
transcript. The others, they did individually. Then the data from each researcher were compared and
discussed. Consensus was achieved when disagreement occurred. The data that were considered invalid,
such as student's thinking that did not occur during the study session, the reports of students' activities that
were not related to their thinking, and answers where the interviewer had led the student, were identified and
discarded. Only students' thinking that occurred during the study session were identified as useable data.

The students' thinking data reported by participants were classified according to the mediating processes
identified by Henderson, et al. [8]. The 18 mediating processes identified in our study are listed in Table 1
which provides a definition for each thinking skill and a clarifying example of each from the data.
Type
Affect

Analyzing
Anticipation

Applying

Categorization
Comparison

Confirmation
Deduction

Deliberation
Diagnosis

Evaluation

Generating
Imaging

Linking

Metacognition
Recall

Reflection

Description
Mental activity in which a student -

Example

"He [the lecturer] clicked A. I was glad. My answer
was correct."
"I've learned that content. There were some new
Reduce, breaks down whole (e.g., problem, task)
parts adding to it. The rest was old."
into parts
" He [the lecturer] was talking about timing. So, I
predicts or states expectations that problem,
thought ahead that it must higher. And when
question, or textual feature will be encountered;
wonders about: the possibility of an event, relevance stimulated, a bit slower - it would be lower."
of material, content
"When I saw the clearer image, I thought they
Considers the use of an idea, tactic in a different
should use this technique in the textbook because it
context.
can't use animation."
"I thought I already noted this as asynchronous."
Sorts items, ideas, skills into different groups
"From the graph shown on screen, I thought it
identifies similarities, differences between two
would appear in another way."
statements, concepts, models, situations, ideas,
theories, points-of-view, etc.
"When he [the lecturer] clicked, I just thought that
judges that ideas in text support one's own beliefs,
one is correct."
practices, tactics
"I felt the image doesn't look real because the
reasoning process by which a specific conclusion
vesicle [4small bags within a larger bag] has just 4
necessarily follows from a set of general premises
bags and the water filled this space."
engages in "thinking" about a topic, prose segment, "I was thinking about the question."
etc. (type of thinking not disclosed)
"I thought it made me understand better by
identifies strengths and weaknesses in idea,
cropping and enlarging the picture. So I can see it
strategies, points-of-view
clearly"
makes judgments about the value, worthwhileness of "I thought the topic shown at the top was good. It
told me what I was going to learn."
textual materials, activities, in-text questions, own
position or point-of-view
formulates one's own questions, examples, ideas, or "What does the handle look like? Stimulate by
hands! Do we use hands to do that?"
problems; interpolating; going beyond the data
"I thought about the real muscle and how it should
creates a mental image of an idea in text in order to
look if I cut it"
gain a fuller understanding
"I thought about the frog's leg in the laboratory."
associates or brings together two or more ideas,
topics, experiences, tasks
"I couldn't see the shrink in the first animation. I
thinks about, reflects on, evaluates or directs own
thought I need to focus more on the next one"
thinking
brings back into working memory an idea, opinion, "This picture, I thought I learned it before."
fact stored in long-term memory
"When this graph was shown, I thought the latent
general indication of careful consideration or
period is narrow. At first, I thought it would be wide
thought over past action and response; tries to
and red like the previous one."
establish the reason or causal link between the
action and its response
reports feelings aroused by content during study
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Strategy
Planning

"When I saw these, I would open the textbook. I did
not wait. I would note the additional information in
the textbook."

plans ways of processing or handling content
material during study or learning sessions

Table 1: Mediating Processes Identified in the Present Study

Note: Descriptions are adapted from Marland, et al. [14] and Henderson, et

al. [8]; examples are from the

current study.

The frequencies for each type of mediating process were tallied (Table 2). The data in Table 2 indicate the
frequency of the 18 identified mediating processes. The data shows the different frequency of mediating
processes between three pairs and the variation in the frequency of occurrence of mediating processes. These
ranged from

Categories of
classification

Mediating Process
(i.e., thinking skills)

Frequency
(1s1 male

Frequency
Frequency
(female pair) (2nd male pair)

Total

Percentage
(%)

pair)
Content

3
Generating
1
Anticipating/Predicting
2
Linking
11
Metacognition
6
Evaluating
0
Strategy Planning
8
Recalling
3
Affective
0
Confirming
1
Deliberating
6
Diagnosing
0
Imaging
Reflecting
0
Comparing
1
Applying
1
Deducing
1
Analyzing
0
Categorizing
45
Total thoughts
Mean number of mediating processes per pair
from 3 pairs
1

19
10
14
7
7
6

11

33

20

31

11

27
24
20

6
7
10

16

3

4

15

2

9

4

5

2

6
2
7

0

14
9
9
9
7
7

3

1

4

1

0

1

0
6

0
0
0
85

1

2
2

0

1
1

1

97
76

14.5
13.7
11.9
10.6
8.8

7.0
6.6
6.2
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.0
3.0
1.4
0.9
0.9
0.4
0.4
100

227
based on responses

Table 2: Frequency of Mediating Processes Related to Academic Content.

14.5% for "generation" to 0.4% for "analyzing" and "categorizing". A total of 227 mediating processes were
identified from the transcripts. The mean number of reported mediating processes per pair was 76. The first
male pair who were interviewed after the first lecture reported 45 mediating processes. The other male and

the female pair who were interviewed after the second lecture reported 97 and 85 mediating processes,
respectively. Familiarity with content and presentation probably influenced the higher number of thinking
processes during the second lecture.
Mediating
processes
Generating
Anticipating/Predict.
Linking
Metacognition
Evaluating
Strategy Planning
Recalling
Affective
Confirming
Deliberating

This study:
IMM in mass lectures (%)
very high (14.5)
very high (13.7)
very high (11.9)
very high (10.6)
(8.8)
high
high
(7.0)
high
(6.6)
high
(6.2)
low
(3.9)
low
(3.9)

Study by Henderson, et al.. (1997):
WWW study (%)
IMM study (%)
very high (10.1)
(8.4)
high
very low (1.4)
(7.8)
high
very high (11.5)
very high (11.4)
high
(9.4)
very high (19.8)
very high (26.5)
very high (18.0)
(7.7)
high
very low (1.8)
(1.0)
very low
(6.6)
high
(9.4)
high
very high (14.4)
(4.5)
low
Very low (1.8)
(2.8)
very low
very low (1.8
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Text-base study (%)
(3.6)
Low
high
(5.9)
very high (10.4)
very high ( 12.4)
very high (18.6)
very high (16.8)
(4.1)
low
(7.8
high
very low (2.8)
(0.0)
none

Diagnosing
Imaging
Reflecting
Comparing
Applying
Deducing
Analyzing
Categorizin g

(3.9)
(3.0)
(3.0)
very low (1.4)
very low (0.9)
very low (0.9)
very low (0.4)
very low (0.4)
low
low
low

(0.0)
very low (0.6)
(0.0)
none
none

low
none
none

(4.8)
(0.0)
(0.0)

very low (2.9)
none

(0.0)

low
very low
very low
very low
none
very low
none
very low

(3.1)
(2.4)
(0.003)
(2.1)
(0.0)
(1.4)
(0.0)
(1.0)

low
none
none
very low
none
none
very low
very low

(0.26)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(1.5)
(0.0)
(0.0)
(1.1)
(0.005)

Table 3:Comparative students' mediating processes frequency between this study and the study by
Henderson, et al. [8]

The data in Table 3 show the variation in the frequency of occurrence of mediating processes in our study
and that by Henderson, et al. [8] which reports data from three different studies. In these three studies, the
tertiary education students had hands-on control of the IMM software, the WWW courseware, and the
text-based materials. (Our research was not aimed at arguing that one type of learning material [the IMM in
mass lectures, the hands-on IMM study, the WWW study, or the text-based study] was better educationally.
Our intention with the comparison frequency of thinking processes was that, if the quality and quantity of
reported thinking skills was comparable with those reported in the other three studies, and if hands-on
interactivity did not appear to be a crucial factor, then lecturers would feel a level of confidence in using
IMM in mass lecture.)

Based on four level divisions used in the Marland, et al. [14], Putt, et al. [7], and Henderson, et al. [8]
studies, the frequency of occurrence is divided into very high, high, low, and very low in order. In all studies,
the 3% and 10% cut-off figures were arbitrarily chosen, whereas 5.5% (100/18), the cut-off for the "high"
category, was the average percentage frequency across all 18 categories.

In Table 3, the categories of generating, anticipating/predicting, linking, and metacognition have the highest
frequency (f>10) in this study. According to the study by Henderson, et al. [8], linking was rated very high
in learning with the WWW, IMM, and text-based materials as well. However, while anticipating/predicting
rated as very high in this study, it rated as low in the WWW study and high in the IMM and text-based
studies. Evaluating was reported often in all four studies. It was rated as high in this study and very high in
the other three studies. Interestingly, strategy planning was very low (f<3) in the IMM study, but it rated as
high in this study and the WWW study and very high in the text-based study. Recalling rated as high in only
the two studies that used IMM. Comparison of the results show that ten mediating processes (confirming,
deliberating, diagnosing, imaging, reflecting, comparing, applying, deducing, analyzing, and categorizing)
occurred in the low to very low frequencies in all four studies.

4 Discussion
The following discussion focuses on the comparison of mediating processes that were reported by students
during their learning sessions. In the computer-assisted mass lectures, the A.D.A.M. IMM software was used

as a teaching-learning tool. It played a major role in the lectures. However, the students were not in a
position that allowed interaction with the IMM. They were a group of passive-receivers who possibly
consumed the content provided by the lecturer via the IMM features. Therefore, the data obtained in our
study concerns the reported mediating processes of students who learned with IMM without direct hands-on
interaction. The comparison data between our study and that reported by Henderson, et al. [8] reveals factors

that influenced students' mediating processes while learning with different mediums. Moreover, it also
revealed the differences in the quantity and quality of the reported thinking skills when students had direct
hands-on interaction versus receiver interaction.

The top frequency percentages for the four studies are 26.5% (WWW), 19.8% (IMM), 18.6% (text-based),
and 14.5% (our study). The data reveal a higher percentage frequency of the most reported thinking skills in
the studies where students had hands-on interaction control. If we add the percentages of all mediating
processes in the "very high" category for all four studies then the differences are 63.6% (IMM), 58.2%
(text-based), 50.7% (our study), and 48.1% (WWW). Nevertheless, even though the students in the hands-on
WWW study had the fewest reported mediating processes in the very high frequency range, there was only
a small percentage difference (2.6%) between it and our study. In terms of these criteria, the data generally
tends to support our hypothesis. The students in the hands-on IMM study obviously reported more mediating
processes than those in the IMM computer-assisted mass lectures. However, when the number of mediating

processes per person in all four studies is averaged, the results are 38 per person for our study, 16 per person
for the IMM study, 36 per person for the WWW study, and 28 per person for the text-based study. The low
hands-on IMM number was affected by having learner groups of more than two students; beside two groups

of two students there was one of three and one of four students in the stimulated recall interviews [20].
Nevertheless the highest number was in our study where students did not have hands-on control. Moreover
students in our study reported more types (18) of mediating processes during learning. Students in the
WWW, IMM, and text-based studies reported 16, 14, and 13 different types of mediating processes
respectively, The students in the WWW study did not report applying and analyzing. The students in the
IMM study did not report reflecting, applying, deducing, and categorizing. Those in the text-based study did
not report deliberating, imaging, reflecting, applying, and deducing (Table 3). Breadth, that is, the number
and type of different mediating processes are relevant to engaging meaningfully with the content as is the
number per individual. Thus hands-on control does not seem to be the crucial factor here. The following
discussion examines these issues concerning our hypothesis by singling out various mediating processes for
analysis and reveals that our hypothesis is tenuous.

The top four mediating processes in our study were generating, anticipating/predicting, linking, and
metacognition in descending order. "Generating" encompasses one or more of the following: (a) formulation
of one's own questions, examples, ideas, opinions, problems, and answers; (b) interpolation by adding new

knowledge through the elaboration of existing knowledge within a given framework; and/or (c)
extrapolation which adds new knowledge by extending an existing framework and going beyond the data.
The reason for the very high percentage for generating is because of the cause-effect relationship between
their thoughts and the animation features of A.D.A.M., which led the students to focus on the content [21].
Generating has a very high frequency (14.5 %) in our study, a high frequency (8.4%) in the IMM study, a
very high frequency (10.1%) in the WWW study, and a low frequency (3.6%) in the text-based study.

Therefore, direct hands-on interaction might have caused the lower frequencies of generating in the
hands-on study. Students in the three studies reported by Henderson, et al. [8] might have engaged in the
jobs they needed to do to control the IMM and the WWW materials and underline or take verbatim notes
from the text materials. Thus resulting in less focus on the content. Students in the computer-assisted mass
lectures just followed the lecturer's presentation, which may have allowed them to allocate more time to
focus on the content.

"Anticipating/predicting" includes predicting, looking forward to, speculating about, and expecting the
likelihood of encountering problems, types of content, and features of the medium. Anticipating/Predicting
is the second highest ranked mediating process having a very high frequency in our study. It had a high
frequency in the other IMM study. A possible explanation for this finding is that the lecturer was the only
person who controlled the A.D.A.M. IMM software, thus the students anticipated and predicted what the
lecturer decided to present and what would emerge in the A.D.A.M. presentation. Students in the IMM study
had direct interactive hands-on control of the IMM. Therefore, it is possible that they automatically clicked
the mouse to move to the next page, clicked for the answer to embedded questions, and clicked to control
the animation without allowing time for anticipation or prediction. The very low score (1.4%) for the WWW
study appears to be an anomaly. Perhaps the content, particularly the instructional design of the content, did
not promote these thinking skills. Or perhaps the students used the hypermedia functions of the WWW and
engaged in thoughts such as "I will click on this link" rather than wondered what content ideas would be
presented embedded in that link. In our study, students in the computer-assisted lectures had to wait for
lecturer interaction. Thus, during waiting, they had more time to anticipate or predict the coming content.

"Linking" had a very high frequency in all four studies. It is defined as the process of associating, or
bringing together in the mind, two or more ideas, topics, contexts, personal experiences, words, and so forth.

From this finding, linking occurred easily when text, picture, graphic, or animation that illustrated the
concept prompted recall of an associated item in the student's memory. Therefore, it is not surprising that
linking occurred very often in all studies because they contain those elements that influenced students to
consider how the information related to their experiences. This also shows that, in comparison with our
study, direct hands-on interaction did not influence the linking processes.

Mediating processes classified as "metacognition" are those in which students reported awareness of,
reflecting on, evaluating, or directing their own thinking. This definition reflects a widely accepted view of
metacognition as referring to students' knowledge about, and control over, their cognitive processes. The
findings show that metacognition had the fourth highest frequency of mediating processes in this study. The
students were able to engage with the content and thinking about their own thinking as it related to the
content, and were less inclined to be sidetracked by the features of IMM, the lecturer, and
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student-idiosyncratic factors [21]. Metacognition had very high and high frequencies in the four studies (see
Table 3). In three studies the percentage frequencies were similar: our study (10.6%), the WWW study
(9.4%), and the text-based study (12.4%). However, there was a significant gap between these and that for

the hands-on IMM study (19.8%). A factor that possibly made the gap is that the hands-on IMM study
contained embedded questions that forced students to interact in order to receive feedback and to be able to
move to the next section. In our study, the A.D.A.M. software also offers the same feature, but the students
did not have hands-on control. The text-based study also provided embedded questions, but did not provide
feedback and also did not "force " the students to answer those questions. The WWW study did not provide

embedded questions. This comparison shows that the different pedagogical instructional design in
conjunction with the hands-on control is a crucial factor that influenced metacognition. Nevertheless, it is
still significant that students engaged in metacognition, which is a type of thinking that is considered to be
one of the highest types of cognitive processes [22].

"Evaluating" is defined as the mental process in which a judgement is made about the value or worth of
some aspect of the content of the instructional material. Evaluating had a high frequency (8.8%) in this study.
The percentage of reported evaluative thoughts about content is very high in the other three studies (18.0%,
26.5%, and 18.6%). The gap between our study and the other three studies is significant. The students in the
other three studies used the learning tools by themselves. Thus, it would seem that hands-on experiences and,

hence, control over their own pacing and navigated sequencing with the learning tools produced more
evaluative thoughts. In computer-assisted lectures, the students may not have had enough time to evaluate
the content as well as generate new ideas, link to their past experiences, or metacognise. Perhaps, the
students in our study rationalized that if the lecturer had purposely selected out this particular IMM
A.D.A.M. material then it was important. In the hands-on studies, the students had to make the evaluative
decision as to what content was worthwhile or relevant to their individual goals.

"Strategy planning" refers to thought processes in which students plan ways of processing or handling
instructional material or activities during study or learning sessions. There is a dramatic gap between the
frequency percentage for IMM study (1.8%) and the other three: our study (7.0%), the WWW study (7.7%),
the text-based study (16.8%). The students in our computer-assisted mass lecture study had to follow the
lecturer's presentation. One could therefore assume that the frequency rate would be "very low"; but why
then the very low score for the IMM study? There appear to be three explanatory factors. The first factor

suggests, as is the case with lectures in general, in our study students planned how to deal with the
information and process the content through note-taking, drawing graphs, and deciding whether to annotate
the textbook or attempt to draw or describe the animations that they cannot control. The second factor is that
the students in the IMM study when interacting with IMM, did not appear to spend time thinking about how
they would process the material but instead just followed the linear sequence programmed as the "default"
choice [8]. The third factor is that, in comparison with the IMM study, in which assessment was not a
factor, the students in the computer-assisted mass lectures, the text-based, and the WWW studies knew that
the content was assessable. This might have influenced the students' strategy planning.
"Recalling" is defined as bringing back into working memory ideas, opinions, and facts previously stored in
long-term memory. It has a high frequency (6.6%) in both studies that used IMM while it was rated very low
(1.0%) in the WWW and low (4.1%) in the text-based studies. The gap between the studies that used IMM
and those that did not use IMM is substantial. It is possible that the features of the IMM products, such as
animation and enforced embedded questions, encouraged students to recall their previous knowledge and
experiences during learning.
It is interesting that confirming, deliberating, diagnosing, imaging, reflecting, comparing, applying,

deducing, analyzing, and categorizing were rated as low or very low (see Table 3) in all four studies. The
type of interaction (hands-on or receiver), the mediums and their features did not seem to influence these
types of mediating processes. This implies that factors that should be considered are the content and whether
its instructional design prompted these types of thinking skills.

5 Conclusion
It has been argued that IMM is more useful as a learning tool when used individually or with others rather

than in mass lectures where students could be seen as merely passive receivers. Our study shows that
hands-on interaction does not appear to be such a crucial variable. Indeed in-our study, the quantity, quality
and range in type of mediating processes were greater than, or comparable to, the other studies. Therefore,
the authors argue that IMM can be used as a cognitive tool in mass lectures to enhance various thinking
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shills. This study draws the attention of instructional designers and lecturers to the existence, types, and
relative frequencies of mediating processes in which students engage with while learning with
computer-assisted mass lectures. They were not passive receivers but active receivers. Our study highlights

the need for instructional designers to plan educational materials that will activate desired mediating
processes as part of student learning in computer-assisted mass lectures.
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1 Introduction
Mentoring or supervision in surgical operations is very labourintensive. Hands-on learning is part of the
method of teaching and learning in operative surgery. This requires one-to-one learning in the presence of an
instructor or guru. This is expensive and time consuming yet necessary if the student is to learn effectively
and their ability accurately assessed.
Telementoring in surgical operations in remote areas of Malaysia, as in inaccessible parts of the rest of

the world, could become a reality by using existing hardware/ software solutions and facilities over the
World Wide Web in a cost effective way. This is being developed and tested by the authors and a group of
students.
The first stage of the project has shown that this new development in pedagogy can be used effectively and

has the potential for many useful future applications. With further extensions it will be a useful new
educational method for distance learning students and less-experienced colleagues. Expansion of this
approach, the second stage of the project, will enable real-time supervision of the teaching -learning process

of students of surgery. This will mean it will be as if the guru is beside the learner at all times; saying
" stop" when the mentor wants the student/ learner to reconsider, (either when undertaking a procedural
step or during the operation ), and then giving instructions on how to carry out the correct operative steps
at the very moment required. Such corrections will be under the supervision and direct vision of the guru
who, despite his remote location from the operation, will have everything under his control .

The first stage of the project was undertaken in Sarawak, where many rural people, as in other parts of
Borneo, have problems in accessing specialists in an emergency due to the rough terrain which nukes
immediate transfer of patients impossible. Although helicopters are employed they cannot operate after 6pm
or in bad weather and they are costly. When the second stage of the project is completed, health authorities
with such remote populations will have an affordable option to improve access to specialists for its citizens
by providing mentoring to junior doctors.

Such technology could save lives in areas were speedy evacuation of patients is not an option. It is also a
cost-effective way of training medics and other health care providers in remote areas.

2 Hypotheses and Rationales
Telementoring in surgical operations in remote areas of Malaysia, or the rest of the world, could be
made a reality by making use of existing hardware/software and the facilities over the WWW in a cost
effective way, at the same time as achieving acceptable resolutions for clinical use for decision making
and supervision during surgical undertakings

3 Objectives of Project
The project consists of two stages each with its own set of objectives. These are:
Stage I
a.

To test if the best quality recordings of surgical operations, performed by the author during his

weekly surgery
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in Sarawak General Hospital, were clinically acceptable after digitizing them for video streaming.
b.

To determine if images could be transfered over the intranet, later the internet, using easily

available existing hardware and software solutions.

To evaluate the acceptability of the output for clinical decision making with regards to clarity,
resolution, speed and voice clarity and quality.
Stage2.
a. To develop real-time videostreaming of surgical undertakings by incorporating the output from
stage one into an improved version of a web-based module previously developed by the author.
b. To test the outcome
c.

4 Materials and Method (Stage 1) TELEMENTORING OVER THE INTRANET
Recordings were made using a Sony TRV 301E Digital camera on Sony Hi 8digital tape while surgery was

carried out by the author. The video recordings were turned into digital clips of approximately 100
Megabytes AVI on a Sony VAIO Laptop Personal Computer, PCG-F360, using video-capturing software
DVGate Motion from Sony. Firewire Link IEE 1394, three metre in length was used for fast transfer at
200MB/ second rate in real time. A laptop PC was used as it has the added advantage of being mobile and
therefore could be used anywhere where there was a www connection. This would enable supervision of
emergency surgery from a mobile unit.

The clips of approximately 100 Meg made on DV Gate Motion were first converted into raw AVI
uncompressed using software MainActor. The resulting AVI produced were turned into a media file
compatible with Microsoft Media Player using on Demand Producer, a Window 2000 Professional product.
Media clips of similar size were then produced by using Real Producer which were subsequently played on
Real Player G2.

Each of these clips were transferred over to another PC over the Local Area Network (LAN) and viewed
using widow Media Player (Microsoft 2000 Professional Beta product) and Real Player G2 (freeware).
The video quality was evaluated by the author and two other independent viewers for clarity, definition,
resolution, speed and sound quality and whether it was acceptable for clinical decision making. The first
testing was done over the local area network on UNIMAS' s campus.

5 Results
Findings -.The evaluations as shown in the table for the three available digital capture format and
viewers , showed comparable results on all test- runs . Same video clips of operation on total
thyroidectomy was used. for standard comparison.
Sony avi

RealG2

Media player

4-H-

+++

-F-H-

-HF

+-H-

*I-

++

-1--F

-H-

Clarity
Definition/Resolution
Speed

-H-

++

++

Voice

6 Conclusion
The project was found to be viable using just the available facilities. An acceptable resolution, clarity and

definition was achieved for both clinical decision making and supervision during surgery.The three
objectives of the first stage were met. This is an interim report of our encouraging results. This was a
necessary pilot project to test the standard of the video produced before developing the desired application
of real-time videostreaming and telementoring of surgical applications over the WWW. This second stage
will use an improved version of a web-based module previously created by the author and presented at ICCE
99 held in Chiba, Japan. Production of this module used Pinnacle' s MP 10 hardware software solution which,
together with the use of a digital camera, helped to eliminate this intermediate and time consuming steps of
initial conversion to raw AVI clips before it could be used on a Real server is used for streaming later .To
TELEMENTORING IN SURGERY using this innovative and value-added tool a
be reported later.
junior medical officer in a distant district hospital, such as Kapit or Belaga in Sarawak, or Jeruntut in Pahang
will definitely benefit from the instruction given in real-time by a senior surgeon in a specialist
hospital using this innovative but inexpensive tool. Telementoring is likely to become the very back-bone
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of teleconsultation , one of Malaysian Telemedicine Project, as it will go beyond advice on clinical
diagnosis and decision making to transferring surgical skills from the specialist to the novice.
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This paper is the first of a series of papers introducing the GeoSchool Project, a
complex study to construct a network-based Earth Science learning environment
for high school students. The set of papers will cover the following topics: (1)
the theoretical foundations and research methodology; (2) data collecting and
investigation software tools for visualization and quantitative analysis; (3) the

project-based learning model; (4) issues raised by network-based learning
experiences versus traditional classroom experiences; (5) the learning portfolio
and social discourse; (6) the results and their implications. While in this paper
we are focused on the analysis of social discourse and its implications in the
GeoSchool experiences. 2685 articles were analyzed to discover the
characteristics of the social discourse in the learning activity on the web. These
articles were posted by 15 high school students and 10 mentors during a 15-day

study on atmospheric science on the web. This is a study of the learners'
authentic interactive process. The examination of the actual initiation and
diminishing of threads in the social discourse reveals not only the characteristics
of a network-based learning community mainly consisted of high schools, but
also important scaffolding issues in the inquiry process. The paper looks into the
following issues: What were the major categories of the 2685 posted articles?
What kind of questions the learners asked? What kind of questions brought in
replies and what didn't? What were the major categories of the mentors' articles?
How could the mentor's scaffolding be helpful? What were the characteristics of
the longer discussion threads? How could the learners scaffold each other? ...
etc. After answering these questions we could then look into the broader aspects

of a network-based learning community, namely, what influences did the
network based learning environment have on the inquiry-based learning process
of the high schools, what could we learn from the mentor-learner interactions,
when did meaningful learning actually take place.

learning community, scaffold,
discourse posted articles
Keywords:

mentor,

Geoschool, social

1 Introduction
The thought that network-based learning environment facilitates learners to construct their own knowledge,
to be reflective, and to be socially interactive has been fruitfully applied to science learning. The implication
of inquiry learning in network-based learning environment also presents a number of significant challenges

(Edelson, Gordin, & Pea, 1999). However, research on this field seldom showed a picture in detail of
learners' interactions in such a technology-supported environment. Our goal has been to explore realistically
what is the shared learning experience high school students might have and how do they articulate their own
understanding, comment on each other's thoughts, and bear distributed expertise.
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In this paper, we will describe and classify the articles posted on the network by both the learners and the
mentors into categories in order to reveal the underlying learning styles, obstacles and scaffolding strategies.
We discovered a number of characteristics of the learners' learning style and the social discourse in the
network-based learning community.

2 THE PROJECT-BASED LEARNING MODEL
Over the past 3 years, the authors have been engaged in the development of cooperative project-based
learning (PBL) environment of Geo School (http://geoschool.ncu.edu.tw). According to the definition of
Krajcik (Krajcik, et al, 1998), the features of PBL learning include (a) a driving question; (b) investigations
and artifact creation; (c) collaboration; (d) use of technological tools. The PBL in our GeoSchool is designed
to facilitate five stages of inquiry and three steps of Co-op Jigsaw II (Kagan, 1992) teamwork. The five

stages of inquiry are: problem definition, deciding variables to use and the procedures to take, data
collection, data analysis and interpretation, drawing conclusions and presenting the findings. The three steps
of teamwork are to form teams, to form expert groups to develop individual expertise, and then to go back to
the team to share expertise. Figure 1 depicts this PBL learning model.
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Figure 1. Cooperative PBL model

3 ROLE OF DISCOURSE IN SCIENCE LEARNING
The two major contemporary thoughts on science education are constructivism and the reflective practice.
The constructivist approach involves heavy social discourse and interactions in its problematic, action taking,
and reflective stages. Although reflection can be an individual activity, it can also be a social activity to be
influenced by a community. Therefore the role of social discourse in science learning is gaining more
importance than before. The social discourse can be helpful throughout the inquiry based learning process.

For example, the learners could be inspired in the social discourse to revise and refine their original
low-level factual problem definitions for higher-level abstraction; social discourse could also lead the
learners to become aware of the inconsistency between their problem definitions and the conclusions they
are trying to draw.

4 METHOD
4.1 Participants and Design
Participants were 15 high school students (10 girls and 5 boys), aged 16 to 17 years old, enrolled in 9
different senior high schools located in north, middle, and south part of Taiwan separately. In addition to the
students, 10 university graduates and professors majored in atmospheric science also joined and served as
mentors in the inquire process. Every three students formed a team by selecting one of the several driving
questions they were interested in. No more than one member can come from schools in the same area so that
they would be forced to communicate through the network-based learning environment. The assignment to

the teams is to investigate and answer the assigned problem with justification. At the second step, each
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member of a team was assigned to one of the three different expert groups. A member should go on-line to
his respective expert group to inquire knowledge and to bring back to his team to finish the assignment
collectively as the third step. The students were given a database of primary knowledge source on CD
containing background theories and factual data but not the plain answers to the assigned problems. They
were also allowed to acquire knowledge outside of either resource.
The five assigned investigative problems were (1) while a cold front is passing through Taiwan, would it be
colder in the north than in the south, (2) would a stationary front lingering on the east coast cause heavy rain
falls, (3) what the influences of a storm cold front passing through Taiwan on the amount of rain falls in the
north and in the south respectively, (4) would the amount of rain falls brought in by 'Spring-rain stationary
front' be more than that brought in by `Mei-yu stationary front', (5) after a cold front passed through, would
the temperature in high mountains be lower than that on the level ground. While the three expert groups

were scaffolding knowledge on (1) climatic factors, (2) weather map, (3) high altitude atmospheric
exploration, respectively.

4.2 Procedure
The complete network-based learning program ran through a 2-week period. The learners in the study were
instructed to follow the curriculum set for each team and the instructions were supplemented with on-line
`tour-guide'. Before the learning program took place, the students were gathered on one-day workshop on
operational knowledge. They were tutored on concept map, PBL model, the usage of database of primary
sources, the know how about getting on-line and to participate in the GeoSchool network-based learning
environment. Returning home from the first day gathering, the learners did not meet face-to-face in the
following 14 days except on the web in their respective team area in GeoSchool. The mentors worked with
the learners every day on the web. After the conclusion of their problem assignment, all the participants did
meet at the last day of the program to reflect and share their experiences through this network-based learning
program.

4.3 Data collection and analysis
We used a portfolio of artifacts including assignments, concept maps, reports, and posted articles to create
the study on how the learners engaged in the social discourse during the network-based learning period.

Each learner's posted articles were recorded by the web-BBS/DNEWS system in the GeoSchool
environment for analysis.

Data were analyzed in several phases. First, DNEWS record file was transformed into Excel format and the
posted articles were displayed in table format. Then, the nature and contents of each article was analyzed
and the columns of qualitative descriptors in the table were checked as the classification of this article. In
addition to the categorization of the articles according to their nature and contents, the insight of the social

discourse were also looked into in order to discover the characteristics of (1) the interaction between
mentors and learners, as well as among learners, (2) the initiation and diminishing of the threads in the social

discourse, particularly threads with questions included that sustained more than 5 thematic discussions
(re-posts), and (3) the correlation between style and responses.

4.4 RESULTS
The results are presented here in five parts. They are the statistics of the classification of the articles posted
by the learners and the mentors, the content properties of the social discourse and the questions raised in the
posting, and the effectiveness of the scaffolding strategies applied by the mentors.

4.4.1 The Classification of the Articles Posted by the Learners and the Mentors
Table 1. Classification of Articles Posted by Learners
No.
3

6
7
1

4

Category
Social interaction
Content knowledge
Group progress & self-regulation
Network
Database of primary sources
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Frequency
906
628
499
123
103

Percentage
38.5
26.7
21.1
5.2

4.4

PBL model
Methodology in science

2
5

Total

66

2.8

31

1.3

2356

100.0

Table 2. Classification of Articles posted by Mentors
No.
6
2
3
1

5

7

4
Total

Frequency

Category
Content knowledge
PBL model
Social interaction
Network
Methodology in science
Reinforcement
Database of primary sources

136

64

Percentage
32.9
15.5
13.3
12.8
11.6

55
53

48
39

9.4
4.4
100.0

18

413

The statistics of the attributes of the articles posted by the learners and the mentors are shown in table 1 and
2. The categories 1 to 6 in the classification are the same in both groups, while the 7th category is (Group
progress & self-regulation) for the learners and (Reinforcement) for the mentors. Apparently, social
interaction is the most important discourse for high school students on the web. Articles on (Content
knowledge) and (Group progress & self-regulation) ranked the second and the third, which implies that
the learners are diligent and motivated and the problem assignments were challenging to domain knowledge.
The low ranking of mentors' effort on (Reinforcement) also verifies this derivation because it did not seem
necessary. The mentors were by no means parsimonious in offering encouragements.

In contrast, mentors spent more time in prompting on the (PBL model) in addition to content knowledge,
whereas the learners didn't care too much about it. The issues on (methodology in science) were the least
brought up actually revealed its unfamiliarity to the high school students. They were generally insensitive to
the methodology issues. However, the low frequencies on (Network) and (Database of primary sources )
seemed to reflect the learners' proficiency in accessing network and the CD database of the primary content
knowledge sources. The GeoSchool user interface was friendly and the one-day workshop on the operational
skills at the beginning was effective.

4.4.2 The Threads
Table 3. The Distribution of Elicited Discourse Threads
No.

# of

Category

Threads
3

6
7
1

2

4
5

Social interaction
Content knowledge
Group progress & self-regulation
Network
PBL model
Database of primary sources
Methodology in science

Total

60

Percentage of
Threads

Total posted
articles
494

59

37.3
36.6

26

16.1

9

5.6
2.5

573
172
52
36

1.2

13

0.6
100.0

1346

4
2
1

161

In order to explore what kind of interactions the learners were interested in, we traced the part of discourse
that are sustained more than 5 round of responses. The ranking of the categories of threads is almost the
same as the classification of the learners' articles as shown in Table 1. These threads covered 1346 articles,
which is 50.1 % of the total. An average of 8.3 posted articles per thread were categorized across the seven
categories as shown in Table 3.

4.4.3 The Questions Raised
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Table 4. The Distribution of the Questions Raised
No.
6
7
3
1

4
2
5

Frequency

Category
Content knowledge
Group progress & self-regulation
Social interaction
Network
Database of primary sources
PBL model
Methodology in science

196
141
114

28
17
15

13

524

Total

Percentage
37.4
26.9
21.8
5.3
3.2
2.9
2.5
100.0

The biggest category of the questions raised is (content knowledge) . It appears that the learners were
involved in the justification of their own responses or in the evaluation of other's responses while operate in
a self-prompting dialogic mode. The second biggest category of the questions raised, (Group progress &
self - regulation) , is referred to plan, monitor, and evaluate progress, divide responsibilities, manage
procedures and affect as well as task completion. It seems that the network-based environment provide a
convenient channel for coordination. The third biggest category (Social interaction) reveals needs of
interaction and entertainment on learning which were not allowed and encouraged in traditional classroom
environment.

4.4.4 Strategies Mentors Applied with Effect
Table 5. The Strategies Applied by Mentors in Scaffolding (Content Knowledge)
Item
H
A
E
C

G
D
B
F

Strategy
Answer directly
Ask back
Suggestions & hints
Remind their prior experience
Pretend to be a peer learner
Give examples & draw an analogy
Ask question back to create a conflicting
situation
Illustrate terminology

Total

Frequency
43
25
16
10
6
6
5

4
115

Percentage
37.4
21.7
13.9
8.7
5.2
5.2
4.3

3.5
100.0

Among 342 articles posted by the mentors, 223 (65.2%) were justified to be helpful. Table 5 shows the
strategies with effect applied by mentors in scaffolding discourse of category (Content Knowledge) . Not
surprisingly, the guided prompts that with significant effects were (Answer directly) , while (Give examples
& Draw an analogy) and (Ask question back to create a conflicting situation) were less worked.

5 DISCUSSION
Although there have been some insightful studies examining collaborative learning in science (Coleman,
1998; Edelson, Gordin, & Pea, 1999; Krajcik, et.al.,1998; Lin, et. al., 1999), few have attempted to
investigate whether the formation of network-based learning community will promote learners' reflective
practice or ability of inquiry. This study sought to document a rich description of the social discourse under
the Geoschool environment in order to understand the impact of a network-based environment on social
discourse in science learning. Following issues deserve further discussions on the interpretation of out
results.

5.1 The interpretation of the percentage of the categories.
One of the purposes we classify learners' posted articles into categories is to discover the characteristics of

the learner's interactive process and the behavior pattern of the inquiry based learning of high school
students.
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At the beginning of the study, we thought the percentage of each category represented the importance of it.

We found that the three largest categories collectively accounted for almost 86% of all posted articles
categorized. The rests were on (Network) , the (Database of primary sources) , the (PBL model) , and
the

(Methodology in science) . They were fairly evenly distributed over the remaining smaller categories.

However, cross-referenced by other artifacts, we realized that inquiry did pose many challenges for learners.
Among the challenges, the use of the database of primary sources and the familiarity of inquiry skills are the
most difficult ones. In short, being small does not mean that the smallest categories can be ignored. On the
other hand, the smallest percentages should be interpreted as the reflection of learners' limited experience
and inability to elicit discussions.

5.2 The effects of discourse with mentors
The effects of mentor's role in the social discourse of learning can be further elaborated in the following
ways:

First, the existence of mentors has impacts on learners' motivation. One learner wrote: "We've got to think
of some insightful questions to ask the mentor, otherwise our group would be looked down upon by her
(group E #120)." Reflecting on and articulating explanations on the web, from one perspective, is much the
same as that in front of others. That places the inquiry on the table and leaves it open to evaluation and
criticism. This is a characteristic of the discourse in the network-based community.

Second, the mentors in the social discourse present a sense of certainty and authority for the learners. One
learner wrote: "I just transformed data into a figure. I would like to share the finding with you. I'm afraid
that you would think that I'm an idiot because my score on Earth Science is B at school. The finding might
be just wrong. I'm looking forward to your comments (group E #551)."
Third, reinforcement is another effect the mentors can have on the learners. Different from the scaffolding
provided by technology, mentors are sensitive to the quality of inquiry and can be more encouraging to the
learners.

5.3 The unhelpful scaffolding Styles
Sustained inquiry should be a key element in science learning. There are several styles of scaffolds that
proved to be ineffective.

First of all, the responses with scandal connotation would be of absolutely no help. One mentor wrote: "hello,

hello, I don't think you are the kind of people who accepts others' opinion without reasons. ... Pick your
brain, otherwise it will gather spider web.

Besides, some mentors are very enthusiastic in helping learners whenever they got stuck. One mentor wrote:
"I am so impressed by you guys' sustained discussion. I can't help but prompting something. ... Try to think
about ... Then how about ...Why not..." The pattern described above is to raise several questions continually.

The effect of this kind of scaffold is usually followed up by no further response. The reason for such a
failure can be seen from at least two aspects. On one hand, the learners usually doesn't like to answer so
many questions at once; on the other hand, the mentor provides the prompt at a time when learners are not in
need. Therefore no further discussion would emerge. Many threads were ended up with mentor's big talk,
which didn't facilitate the inquiry process but in effect killed it.

Interestingly, in the category of (Reinforcement) , we can also find some unhelpful scaffolds. For some
aggressive mentors, affirmative comments quite often followed by mentor's expectation of higher-order

inquiry skills on learners. For example, the learner might be asked to provide further justification or
reconcile what they know and do not know. This kind of reinforcing style also threatens the learners.

5.4 When does the meaningful learning occur?
It is difficult for the mentors to realize when was it appropriate to offer a prompt. The answer can be found
by examining what these learners were actually doing during their natural unguided discussions. We found

that later intervention is better than earlier intervention. However, with no intervention at all, the peer

learners might encounter difficulties accepting one another's point of view and might not be able to
overcome conflicts before giving up. The excerpts below are two learners' discourse in such a case (group
D#342-347).
Learner A: Let's propose hypothesis#3 as "Both 'Spring-rain stationary front' and `Mei-yu stationary
front' cause weak upward convective motion.".

Learner B: I think this hypothesis should be modified as "'Spring-rain stationary front' causes strong
upward convection; while `Mei-yu stationary front' causes weak convection." What do
you think?
Learner A: Why?
Learner B: It makes more sense from what I know.

Learner A: We can still stick to the original one and continue with the derivation. If the final result
turns out to be wrong, we could just overthrow the hypothesis later on.
Learner B: No comments ... Shouldn't we make assumptions with as much sense as possible instead of
groundless wild guesses?

6 CONCLUSIONS
As a tailpiece, it is worth commenting on the analysis of posted articles on the web. To explore the authentic
interactive process of learners, we classified 2865 posted articles. It was a time-consuming task. However, it
was this process of classification that uncovered the underlying interactive dynamics among the members of
the network-based learning community.
Apparently, the influences of social discourse on science learning were multi-faceted. In the social discourse,
the learners' were motivated, timely encouragements were provided; scaffolding was also facilitated for their

understanding of content knowledge. However, inappropriate scaffolding styles could turn into just the
opposite.

The percentages of the social discourse in the categories reflect the learners' initiation on aspects of learning

activity, however, they do not imply the importance of the categories in the learning process. Low
percentage of a category could be caused by the difficulties of inquiry skills and reflective practice
encountered by the learners in the discourse. Therefore, a comparison of different group dynamics warrants
further study.
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1 Introduction
At present a dichotomy of computer art instruction exists, where the computer as an art medium, presents the
learner with almost limitless possibilities of image manipulation; yet instructional methodology and current

art curriculum provide no coherent framework through which the learner can effectively access this
information.

2 Research
Throughout the last five years the researcher has taught numerous art concepts and involved students in art
tasks using the computer. The reality of the researcher's teaching situation is that the use of the computer
within an art context is not debated, but accepted as a part of the everyday teaching process. After several
years and testing different ways of approaching the teaching of computer programs several issues emerged
which warranted further consideration:
1. Frustration exists due to the limited time that students had available to use the computer and the amount
of information students were expected to utilize.
2. Many computer graphic programs are structured in similar ways (display a similar interface) and use
similar symbols (icons) to represent functions within the program
3. Students seem unaware of these similarities and unable to transfer an understanding of one programs GUI
(Graphic User Interface) to another computer graphic program.

4. Students appeared to have no mental map or problem solving strategies with regard to searching for
answers to problems within a computer art environment.
These thoughts led to the intention within this research study which is to document the qualitatively different
ways that students interact with the graphic user interface of computer graphic software in an art education
context in order to create art.

It is hypothesized that students need to build some form of mental model regarding the software program
they are interacting with in order to understand its application domain. That by examining the influence of
different types of interface cues regarding navigation within a computer art context a greater understanding
of students' conceptions regarding utilizing the computer as an artistic medium could be facilitated. Interface
cues in this regard pertaining to the icons, layout and menus presented to the user. This is defined by the
researcher as the Artistic Interface. This Artistic Interface is the interaction that occurs between the student's
artistic intent and the graphic user interface of the computer.

The underlying art educational assumption here is that the clearer the mental model the student has, the more
capable the student will be at understanding the program, at locating a specific function and achieving the
desired artistic result. Within the context of this study it is postulated that students with a clearer mental

model of the graphic user interface (GUI) will have a more effective art educational e'perience (a more
effective Artistic Interface) when utilizing the computer as an artistic medium.

In order to develop this 'mental model' a phenomenographical mode of inquiry will be used. Roth and
Anderson (1988) stated that they consider learning to be a change in one's view of some phenomenon. Also

Marton (1992) suggested that: "In order to develop teaching methods that help students arrive at new
understandings of a given phenomenon, we must first discover the finite ways individuals may understand

that phenomenon. Then, through experimentation, we may discover the most effective ways to bring
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students from a given conception to another, more advanced one, that is, from 'misunderstanding' to
understanding." (p.253) Thus if students' conceptions of how they interact with the computer in an art
educational context can be documented, then a learning framework could be developed which could enhance
their understanding of the GUI of a particular program, and maybe other computer graphic programs.

3 Educational Considerations
Within a consideration of the influences of the GUI this study situates itself into the line of those devoted to
the analysis of a possible correlation between the user's cognitive skills and his / her navigation abilities in
an interactive, iconic, multimedia environment. This has been supported and further documented by Castelli,
Colazzo, and Molinari, 1994; Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990; Thuring, Hannemann, and Haake, 1995.
An effective analysis of students utilizing the computer in art education must begin with 'what is the student
trying to do? Previous studies (Elm and Woods, 1985; Osborne, 1990) have demonstrated that getting lost is
a consequence of the lack of a clear conception of the relationships within the system. In relation to this
study this statement seems to imply that an effective use of the computer as an artistic medium depends upon
the ability of the user to abstract from the system display discrete understandings relevant to the desired

artistic result and that this may involve building a conceptual representation of a particular software
programs GUI. It is further postulated within this study that if a learner can construct an effective mental
map, or conceptual representation of a particular software programs GUI then this mental map maybe
facilitate an easier and more effective understanding of another program due to the similarities in their GUI.

4 Conclusions
There is ongoing educational debate about the nature of the information society and the range of 'literacy's'
needed to handle, understand, and communicate information in a variety of forms (Baker, Clay and Fox,
1996). The researcher has suggested that literacy in the information age requires not only the skills to
operate the technology, but also the ability to identify and structure a line of inquiry in order to solve a
particular problem. In this instance what is being analyzed is the range of 'literacy's' needed to form a line of
inquiry into a computer art domain.

This research into the Artistic Interface is an attempt to document students' understanding of differing
computer graphic arbitrary symbols (a software programs vocabulary) placed according to a systematic
formula (a software programs grammar) to produce an understanding of various icons (pictograms used to
represent a function of the computer). The researcher will seek to examine the qualitatively different ways
that students understand the GUI in a particular computer graphic program and within a particular art
educational context. This will involve a phenomenographical study that will lead to further understandings
regarding students' perceptions of the Artistic Interface.
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This study aims at establishing a computer assisted

learning system of

division-concept of networked elementary school mathematics course based on
constructivism and stress on students' thinking activities. It explores how students'
thinking manifest on network, how the thoughts of the learner and those of the
students on-line transfer, and how the thinking of the virtual students' solving
problems reflect, so as to develop a set of CAI system about constructive pedagogy.

In the system, we provide the learners with diverse tools for thinking activity,
letting him/her choose what he/she needs to solve problems. We use network
technology to simulate the real learning situation and to make the learner and the
user on the line and the virtual students to communicate and discuss immediately.
By setting up the CAI system that is compatible with the mathematics education of
the elementary school in Taiwan now, we expect the learner to establish the right
concepts positively so as to attain constructive pedagogic concept.

Keywords: Constructive pedagogy; Division of Mathematics; Elementary
School; Networked CAI; Thinking Activity.

1 Introduction
The course design of pedagogy in Taiwan before 1993 is based on objective theory of knowledge. However, the pedagogic
design ignores the complex and interactive phenomenon practically. Therefore, mathematics of elementary school in Taiwan in
1993 adopts pedagogic theory of constructivism [6]. Constructive pedagogy improve the shortcomings of the traditional
pedagogy; but it also cause the deficiency of pedagogic duration owing to the orders of discussion and reflection in case it is put
into practice in the real pedagogic environment. With the popularity of network, provided constructive concepts are applied to
the learning environment of network, CAI effect would be promoted further. This study aims to design networked pedagogic
environment matching "basic division-concept in mathematics of elementary school" by the learner's thought, using network
technology, letting the learner have an environment to learn at home. The traditional CAI system neglects the positive learning
and the interaction between the learners. So, we take into how to facilitate the interactive relationship between the system and
the learner. Through the transmission of the networked thought, the learners can real-time communicate, making up a whole
constructive learning environment, hoping to attain the constructive pedagogic concept.

2 Principles of system establishment
2.1 Basis of learning theory
The pedagogy of constructivism lies in stressing "knowledge is constructed positively by the learner", so that pedagogic design
should arrange activities of learning-orientation. In the process of learning, the teacher serves as "problem poser" whereas the
students acts as "problem solver"; the teacher plays the role of assistance, and the learner should construct knowledge positively

through the interactive discussion between the learners [2]. Each learner utilizes his previous concepts to expound the
phenomena around, and then comes up with adjustment or assimilation toward his acquired cognitive structure to establish new
concepts. Besides, the learning situation is also an important part of the content, functioning to help the learner to comprehend

the differences between the perspective on conceptual traits. Thus, the learning activities ought to provide learners with
quasi-actual experimental situation to manipulate, explore. By means of the cognitive conflict brought about by the students in

the process of the activity, challenging his original concepts, he/she constructs the right concepts via the discussion and
coordination with one another.
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2.2 Basis of course content-concept of division
Division is the anti-calculation of multiplication. Both multiplication and division are thought of as the transformation of unity
quantity. The so-called "transformation of unity quantity" refers to that using unity quantity as that described by calculating unit,
transforming to another description by calculating unit using another unity quantity [1,3]. The situational mode of division

question is categorized into two basic principles of including division and even division. Seen from the viewpoints of
"transformation of unity quantity" to look at the questions of multiplication- division, the questions of multiplication is to reduce

the quantity suggested in the units of higher layers (units accumulated by several units of lower layers) to the activity of
transformation from the quantity suggested by units of lower layers; whereas the questions of division "including division" is on
the contrary, that is, the quantity suggested by the units of lower layers changed into the transformation activity by the quantity
suggested by the units of higher layers. As to even division, it is an activity of new unity quantity of high layers and unknown
unity quantity.

23 Foundation of system establishment
This system is a learning environment constructed on the network, adopting three-tier client/server system architecture, and
meaning adding a layer of service server on the original client-server two-tier client/server system architecture. In the structure of
three-tier client/server master-slaver, the part of management of learning data is in the charge of database server, web server
takes charge of teaching jobs, while the users of client proceed all kinds of learning activities via browser.

3 Pedagogic design of networked construction
3.1 Pedagogic design of constructive division of new course
The two questions types of division (including division and even division) should be reckoned as different ones, then helping
students combine these two types of questions gradually. And by the activity of consecutive subtractions solving questions to
communicate with the relationship, then introducing the format of division calculation. Thus, in the design of pedagogy, place
the two combined types of characters, letting children solve problems by tangible objects or emblems and try to record the
activity of solving questions. After solving the questions including division and even division successfully, try further to grasp
the times of distribution including viewpoints of division when confronted with them again [4,5]. The number of unity quantity
can be decided by the times of distribution to help students realize and construct the relationship containing two types of
questions as to including division and even division. Finally they can introduce the processes of solving questions concerning
the methods of many-steps subtraction recording including division and even division and discuss and form the formulas using
" ÷ "taking notes of the common sense about the activity of solving questions including division and even division, letting
children construct the whole meaningful concept of division.

3.2 CAI pedagogic design of constructive pedagogy by thinking activity
This system emphasizes the spirit of construction to help students establish the concept of division, thereby, expecting the
system to become more congenial to the real pedagogic environment. We let the computer become a virtual teacher, besides
posing problems, he/she can judge the students' types of solving problems and mode of operation, and providing the dialectics
and clarification and discussion undertaken between the users or between the user and the virtual students. Thus, the design of
the problems by this system is introduced by the ordinary ones of daily situation to make sure if students have grasped the
messages of the problems and communicate and clarify the messages with each other through asking (As in Figure 1). After
posing the problems and clarifying the messages, let the students solve the problems. In order to make the system grasp the
process of solving problems and thinking, we design "tool table of operation of thinking activity", which contain tangible
objects, representation, digits and the symbol of calculations and so on. For example, as shown in Figure 2, if learner choose "to
bakery", then the tangible objects can be used to solve the problems. If the learner choose "drawing circles", then representation
can be used as the tools of solving the problems (As in Figure 3); if the learner choose "to digital factory", then digits can be
used as the tool of operation (As in Figure 4). By the tool of operation chosen by the user, the computer can grasp what he thinks.
If the user fails to solve the problems by themselves, they can discuss with others on the line, or discuss by the activity of solving
the problems of the virtual students (As in Figure 6and 7) to attain the cooperation and learning. At last, after the user solve the

problems successfully, the computer will play the role of the virtual teacher, raising questions to let the user to fortify the
concepts, avoiding no continual between the user's order of thought and the concept (As in Figure 5). Then posing problems
again to judge the students' learning state in order to proceed another activity dynamically. In doing so gradually, the system
expects the learner construct an overall meaningful concept of division.

4 Architecture and implementation of system
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4.1 Design environment and tools
This system uses Windows NT server as server platform. The developing languages include HTML, Java Script, ActiveX, ASP

(Active Server page) and so on. Using ASP as the main way of control, and exercising ASP and ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) to go with it, making the user's management of teaching material simplified. In the aspect of editing course
software, Authorware5 is a chief developing tool.

4.2 System flowchart
The system flowchart we designs just as Figure 8 shows, the general elucidation is as follows:

1. Pedagogic situation of networked construction: In the beginning, the system would ask the user to register data to set up
the database of students' basic data. At the outset of the course, the system will judge the user's competence by the pretest; then
according to the basis, the system can pose the problems. After clarifying the messages of the problems, the system lets the user
proceed to solve the problems. After solving the problems successfully, it lets the user carry on a series of on-line discussion and
communication with the students or virtual students. Based on the acquired knowledge, the students construct the concepts, and
fortify or revise the concepts through the experience of reflection. Again, the system poses the problems to judge the students'
learning situation, then it proceeds the next teaching activity
2. Database of "student model": It consists mainly of three databases:
(1) Database of students' basic data It is used to record the students' basic data such as name, age, the experience of using the
computer and so on.
(2) Database of learning: It is used to record the course units the students have learned, the learning state and duration of each
unit, and the students' learning results and so forth.
(3) Database of learning achievement It records the students' assessment about answering and the mode of students' operation.
3. Database of "posing problems of constructive pedagogy": It stores the material content of division pedagogy. The content

contains two types of division problems (including division and even division) and various types of processes pedagogic
activities.

4. Database of problems: It stores the problems for pretests and posttests.

4.3 Function of on-line communication
Because the system aims at establishing a more compatible with the learning environment of real pedagogy, so that this system
design a series of communicative mechanism on the line to help students proceed the learning activities to produce the learning
effect. The details will be narrated as follows:
1. Group of discussion: It is an open but not synchronized function on the line. Once the user encounters the learning difficulty,
he/she can put the problems on the discussion place, and when other users see them, they can put forth the ways of solving these
problems.
2. Room for discussion: It is an open and synchronization for communication. This on-line unction can improve the fact that
the single CAI system fails to undertake the defects of communication and discussion immediately. Take Figure9 for example,
the user in the room for discussion can carry on the mutual discussion, communication to solve the problems with other users on
the line for their learning difficulty
3. On-Line call: This is a one-to-one synchronous communication way, enabling the learners to proceed one-to-one discussion
and forward the brief introduction to other users on the line.

4.4 Operation flowchart for User
When the user enter the system by using browser for the first time, the system would demand the user to register, thereby getting
the user's data to set up student model basic data for database, and letting the user accept the pretest to judge the user's level of

operation, and recording the user's answering situation. Utilizing the user's answer for reference, modifying the connection
dynamically, letting the user connect the courses properly. Afterwards, whenever the user enters the system, he has to register
user name and password as the recognition. The system then will proceed next activity according to the user's previous record.
When the user undertakes the learning activity, the system will take down the learning state each time, so as to analyze if the
user's learning state will attain the expected aim and will be used as learning analysis.

5 Conclusions
With the approach of eased network age, the network will definitely become the trend. Thus, establishing CAI system on the
network cannot be delayed. In the light of these, we hope the constructive pedagogy combine with network to make up for the
deficiency of pedagogy, letting the learners have more learning space, so as to acquire the real mathematics concepts. This study
proceeds to test by the pedagogic content of "division-concepf ' of elementary school, presently testing all the functions provided
by the system, hoping to reassess pedagogic content and system in many months, looking forward to reaching the learners'
interaction, fulfilling the pedagogic concept indeed, letting children construct whole mathematics concept
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After we discussed with teachers to understand their instructional politics, we
integrate the teachers' instructional politics, the process of knowledge
generation, memorizing to construct the concept graph. Furthermore, we used
the dynamic web pages to track the learner's learning and used the tracking data
to reconstruct the learner how to construct his knowledge to understand the
learner's thinking logic. In this paper we proposed the dynamic knowledge
generation model and learning ability potential model. These were according to

link the concepts to generate the knowledge. As following above idea we
integrated the constructing materials and the dynamic knowledge generation to
consist the expert system. The system would analyze his learning data to rebuild
he how to build his knowledge, to understand his learning ability and he already
built the whole knowledge or not. Rely on these results the system could supply
the suitable materials to him for study. And the learning cycle would continue

until the learner completely constructs the new knowledge into his ground
knowledge. Finally, we could from proto type system to collect the experimental
data and rebuilt the learner's learning steps, then followed the expert system to

understand his learning ability potential. The system could supply a suitable
material to him and help him to cross over the learning obstacle. These results
also proofed that our model could really understand the learner's thinking logic
and learning potential.

Keywords: dynamic knowledge generation, learning potential ability,
concept graph, expert system

1 dynamic knowledge construct process of learners
A meaningful learning must accord with three main conditions: Accepting the learning material, having the

knowledge of dealing with learning material, and firing this knowledge at the learning time, (Mayer,
1975,1984). Accordingly, learning behavior has originality, creation and activity. It's easy to make learners
to find the meaning of learning. If we want learners to have meaningful learning, we must do: "if you want
to teach active knowledge for learners, you have to understand how to get the knowledge first. It's the same
as you want to teach learners to think, you have to understand how learners think first." Therefore, if want to
know the learner how to learn the knowledge, it can use the information process theory to discuss the human
how to process his information like Fig.l. we design a structural material like a story, attaching pictures, and
animations that attract learners. At the last section we give an additional problem among the units, which
give learners integrating the prior knowledge. Then, the blind spot in every learner is obtained by using the
model of a learning barrier analysis. The reason of inspiring learning barrier is obtained by using learners'

browse web pages order and frequency. (Note: 3D learning barrier analysis) Meanwhile, learners will
dynamically update their constructional knowledge network by learning number, browsing process, and test

frequency. (Note: all of attributions of cognition nodes are dynamical.) Because learners are not static
learning, we developed a dynamical model as Fig.1..
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2 the dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis
In our model (the model of dynamical knowledge generation and learning ability analysis), using the
teachers teaching experience, the system partition a judge learners' ability to achieve learning and the label
of understanding course. And the Tablel is appropriate inference rule, what are the schools' teachers to
classify the learners' learning ability.
V ry understand Maybe understand
Understand

Excellence

Above middle
Under middle

Not understand

Table 1. Inferring rule

Under

UNDER UNDER ABOVE EXCELLENCE
MIDDLE MIDDLE

TIMES
RESULT

Fig.2 The relation of achieve a learning and the
label of understanding course

Cannot Understand

-2

-I
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0

Maybe Understand

-1

-I

0

+1

Understand

-1

0

+1

+2

Very Understand

0

+1

+1

+2

After the student had to go to the chapter's test. The testing results would according the learning obstacle
analysis model to find his incompletely building knowledge and compared with the expert system to
understand his learning ability. Finally, the system searched the suitable materials for him to study. The
graph of learning cycle is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 System model chart

3 Conclusion
Although teacher can control his class ambiance and teaching trends, but he has many different individual
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learners in the classroom. If teacher cannot understand the learners how to learn and how to integrate their
knowledge on his teaching, the teaching does not only let learner have a stuff learning, but also increase his
teaching load. Therefore, in our paper we proposed "dynamical knowledge-generation model and learning
ability analysis", to integrate the conceptual knowledge generation into structuring material and connect
with the dynamical estimating expert's system. This system can collect what material learner had learned
and the result of online testing was transmitted to the system. These real data used our analyzing model to
decide his learning ability and supplied a suitable material to him for study. Thus, we believe our system do
not only can help the teacher to understand learner how to build his new knowledge, but also can reduce the
learner's learning barrier.
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With

the rapid development of information technology,

computer and

information communication literacy has become the main new ability required

from teachers everywhere. For enhancing teaching skills and Internet and
multimedia information literacy, a new teachers' education framework is
required. Here we propose a Distance Educational Model, as a School-Based
Curriculum Development and Training-System (SCOUTS), where a teacher can

learn subject contents, teaching knowledge, and evaluation methods of the
students' learning activities (subject: "Information") via an Internet based selftraining system. We describe the structure, function and mechanism of the model,
and then show the educational meaning of this model in consideration of the

new learning ecology, which is based on multi-modality and new learning
situations and forms.

Keywords: Distance Education, Teacher Training System, Learning Ecology,
School Based Curriculum Development

1 Introduction
Recently, with the development of information and communication technologies, various teaching methods
using Internet, multimedia appeared. Most of them emphasize, in particular, the aspect of collaborative
communication between students and teacher during interactive teaching/learning activities. Therefore, nowa-days it is extremely important for a teacher to acquire computer communication literacy [1]. So far, there

were many studies concerning system development, which aim at fostering and expanding teachers'
practical abilities and comprehensive teaching skills, by using new technologies, such as computers, Internet,
multimedia. In Japan, systems using communication satellites such as SCS (Space Collaboration System) are
developed and used as distance education systems between Japanese national universities. In the near future,
a teacher' s role will change from text based teaching, to facilitating, advising, consulting, and his/her role
will be more that of a designer of the learning environment. Therefore, a teacher has to constantly

acquire/learn new knowledge and methodologies. We have to build a free and flexible self-teaching
environment for them under the concept of "continuous education". At the same time, we build a
collaborative communication environment to support mutual deep and effective understanding among
teachers. In this paper, we propose a Distance Educational Model, which is based on the concept of School
Based Curriculum Development and Training System, advocated by UNESCO and OECD/CERI (Center for
Educational Research and Innovation), and describe the structure, function, mechanism and finally the
educational meaning of this model. Based on such a background, it is necessary to construct an individual,

as well as a collaborative learning environment, that supports teachers' self-learning/training, by using
Internet distributed environments and multimedia technologies. A teacher can choose the most convenient
learning media (learning form) to learn the contents (subject units) that s/he desires.

2 Distance Educational Model based on SCOUTS
Until now, when a teacher wanted to take a class on "IT-education", s/he had to leave the office or school.
Now it is possible to learn various kinds of subject contents by building a virtual school on the Internet
environment.
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2.1 Distance Educational Model
Our Distance Educational Model is built on 3 dimensions. The first one is the subject-contents, which
represents what the teachers want to learn. The second one represents the teaching knowledge and skills as
well as the evaluation methods of the students' learning activities. From the third axis, the favorite learning
media (form) can be chosen, e.g., VOD, CBR, etc. By selecting a position on each of the 3 axes, a certain

cell is determined. A cell stands for a "script", which describes the instruction guidelines of the learning
contents, the self-learning procedure, and so on ( Fig. 1 ). In the following, I will explain the meaning of
each axis in more details.
Learning media(form)
Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working /leaning
(Tele-Conference)
Supporting environment for problem solving behav
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Fig.1 Structure of the Distance Educational Model

2.1.1 Subject contents unit

In this study, we focus on the subject called "Information", which is due to be established as a new
obligatory subject in the regular courses of the academic high school system in Japan. The subject
"Information" is composed of three sub-subjects, "Information A", "Information B" and "Information C".
The contents of each sub-subject are as follows.
Information A: raising the fundamental skills and abilities to collect, process and transmit "information" using
computers, the Internet and multimedia.
Information B: understanding the fundamental scientific aspects and the practical usage methods of information':
Information C: fostering desirable and sound behavior of participation, involvement and contribution in an
information society; understanding peoples roles, and the influence and impact of technology, in the new information

society.

2.1.2 Teaching knowledge/skills
On this dimension, we have represented sub-subject contents, teaching methods and evaluating methods for
"information" classroom teaching. teaching methods' stands for how to use and apply IT, to enhance a
student's problem solving ability, involving comprehensive learning activities, like problem recognition,

investigation and analysis, planning and design, implementation and executing, evaluation, report and
presentation. We aim at teachers acquiring the proper students' achievements evaluating skills, according to
each of the above activities.
2.1.3 Learning media (form)

This dimension represents five different learning environments, as follows: 1) "Distance teaching
environment (I'ele-Teaching)" based on the one-to-multi-sites telecommunications 2) 'Distance individual
learning environment (Web-CAI)" based on CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) using WWW facilities 3)

"Information-exploring and retrieving environment" using VOD, CBR (Case Based Reasoning) 4)
"Supporting environment for problem solving", by providing various effective learning tools 5) " Supporting
environment for distributed collaborative working/learning" based on the multi-multi-sites
telecommunications. Brief explanations for each environment are given in the following.
(I) Distance teaching environment (Tek-Teaching): This environment delivers the instructor's lecture image and voice information
through the Internet, by using the real-time information dispatching function via VOD (Video On Demand).
(2) Distance individual learning environment (Web-CAD: This environment provides CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
courseware with WWWfacilities on the Internet.

(3) Informationexploring and retrieving environment This environment delivers, according to the teacher's demand, the
instructor's lecture image and voice information, which was previously stored on the VOD server. For delivery, the function of

dispatching information accumulated on the VOD server is used. In addition to it, this environment provides a CBR system with
short movies about classroom teaching practices.
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(4) Supporting environment for problem solving: This environment provides a tool library for performance support, based on CAD,

Modeling tools, Spreadsheets, Authoring tools, and so on.
(5) Supporting environment for distributed collaborative working and learning: This environment provides a groupware with a
shared memory window, using text, voice and image information for the trainees.

2.2

Cell" definition

The concept of a "cell" in the Distance Educational Model is quite important because it generates the
training scenario, including the information to satisfy the teacher's needs, the subject materials learning-flow
and the guidelines for self-learning navigation. The frame representation of the "cell" is shown in Table 1.
These slots are used when the system guides the process of the teacher's self-learning.
Table 1 The frame representation of the "cell"

w

6
B

0

Frame name
Learning objectives for a student

Slot-value
Subjects which should be understood
Subjects which should be mastered

Subject-contents
Teaching_method
Evaluating method
Useful tools
Operational manual of tools
Prepared media
Guide script

The unit topic
The students' supervision method and instructional strategies
The students' evaluation method
The software used for the training activity
The software operation method used for the training activity
The learning media which can be selected
The file which specifies the dialog between the trainee and the system

3 Outline of the teacher training system
The system configuration of the teacher's training environment is composed of two subsystems based on the
Distance Educational Model. One of the subsystems is the training system, where a trainee can select and
learn the subject adequate for him/her guided by the script in the "cell". The other subsystem is an authoring
system with creating and editing functions for "cell" description. The users of the second environment are,
e.g., IT-coordinators or 1T-consultants, who can design lecture-plans in this environment.

3.1 Training system
The training system aims to support teachers' self-training. The configuration of this system is shown in
Fig.2. The role of this system is first to identify a "cell" in the model, according to the teachers' needs. Then,
the system tries to set up an effective learning environment, by retrieving the proper materials for the teacher,
along with the "guide script" defined in the corresponding "cell". Therefore, the system offers programs for
both Retrieving and Interpreting. The training system works as shown in the following.
STEP 1: Record the teacher's needs.
STEP 2: Select a "cell" in the Distance Education Model according to the teacher's needs.
STEP 3: Interpret the "cell" in the guide WM (Working Memory).
STEP 4: Develop the interactive training with the teacher according to the "guide script" in the guide WM.
STEP 5: Store the log-data of the dialog (collect information on the learning histories and teachers' needs and behaviors).
STEP 6: Provide the needed applications for the user's learning activities and set up an effective training environment.
STEP 7: Give guidance-information, according to "cell script guidelines, decide on the proper next learning step "cer:

The interpreter controls and develops the dialog process between user and machine according to the
information defined in our "guide script" description language. This "guide script" description language
(GSDL) consists of some tags and a simple grammar for interpreting a document, similar to the HTML
(Hypertext Markup Language) on the WWW. The interpreter understands the meanings of the tags, and
interprets the contents. An example of GSDL is shown below.
(1)<free>
(2)<slot (num.)>
(3)<question>
(4)<choice>
(5)<exe>

(6)<app>

Definition: description of the text (instruction)
Definition: a link to a slot value in the "cell'
Definition: questions to a trainee
Definition: branching control according to a trainee's response
Call: to relevant "cells"
Definition: applications used for training activities (e.g., Tele-Teaching etc)
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Fig.2 Configuration of Training system

3.2 Authoring system for creating and editing a "cell" description
The system provides an authoring module to create and edit the information in the "cell". This module also
offers the function of adding new "cells", in order to allow supervisors (experienced teachers) to design the

teachers' training program. The configuration of this system is shown in Fig.3. The tasks that can be
performed by this system are: adding new "cells", editing the existing "cells", receiving calls for TeleTeaching lectures, and managing the lectures schedule. This system is composed of the "cell" frame creating
module, and the "guide script" creating module. A cell design can be performed as shown in the following.
STEP I: Get the slot-values of "student's learning objectives", "subject-contents/teaching method/evaluating method", and "useful

tools" from the "cell".
STEP 2: Substitute the return value of the slot of the prepared media with the training-contents corresponding to the user'sneeds

STEP 3: Substitute the slot-value in the "cell "for the corresponding tag in the 'guide script" template.

STEP 4: If "Tele-Teaching" as learning media is selected, then get some information about the lecture, by referring the lecture-DB

and the VOD short movie-DB.
STEP 5: Add the new "cell" to the Distance Educational Model.

The lecture-database consists of "lesson managing files" containing user-profile data, lecture schedules,

trainees learning records, lecture abstracts, and so on. The "guide script' template file contains taginformation, written in the "guide script" description language (GSDL), for all subject-contents items in the
Distance Educational Model.
Get each slot-value

[

Cell frame
generator

Substitute the return value
for the slot of the prepared media

"Guide script'

Distance
Educational

Register a lecture

Substitute the slot-value
In the crresponding 'cell'

generator

Model

Get some information

ti

about a lecture
after referring each DB

Lecture-DB

for a cerotain tag

in 'guide script' template
Cattle script'
template

Sort movieDB

Lecturer

of VOD

Fig.3 The procedure of "cell" description for creating/edi ing of the authoring system

4 Conclusions
This paper proposed the Distance Educational Model called the School Based Curriculum Development and
Training System (SCOUTS). This model stands for the networked virtual leaning environment based on a
three dimensional representation, which has on the axes 1) subject-contents, e.g., "information" for the
training, 2) teaching knowledge, skills and evaluation methods and 3) learning and teaching media (forms).
This represents a new framework for teachers' education in the coming networked age. We have mentioned
the rationale of our system and explained the architecture of the training system via a 3D-representation
model. Furthermore, we have described a "guide script" language. This system is superior to a simple rule-
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based instructional plan, as it allows a better and more natural overview of the global structure, as well as a
quick identification of missing parts. The aim of our system is to support teachers' self-learning, provided as
in-service training. At the same time, we need to build rich databases by accumulating various kinds of
teaching expertise. In such a way, the concept of " knowledge-sharing" and "knowledge-reusing" will be

implemented. As a result, we trust that a new learning ecology scheme will emerge from our
environment.With this system, we can construct various kinds of learning forms and design interactive and
collaborative activities among learners. Such an interactive learning environment can provide a modality of
externalized knowledge-acquisition and knowledge-sharing, via the communication process, and support
learning methods such as "Learning by asking", "Learning by showing","Learning by Observing, "Learning
by Exploring" and "Learning by Teaching/Explaining"'. Among the learning effects expected from this
system, we also aim at meta-cognition and distributed cognition, such as reflective thinking, self-monitoring,
and so on. Therefore, we expect to build a new learning ecology, as mentioned above, through this system.
Finally, we will apply this system to the real world and try to evaluate its effectiveness and usability from
experimental and practical point of view.
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Qualitative research methods of interview, observation, and document collection were used to
analyze a three-hour (48 contact hours) distance education course. The research team consisted of
a professor who was the instructor, an Associate Professor who taught qualitative research and five
doctoral students enrolled in an advanced qualitative research class.
There were a total of eight learners in four sites. The learners consisted of a specialized population
of male adults who were instructors at two-year technical colleges taking the class in response to a
state mandate which stipulated that no one would be allowed to teach at the newly-created two-year
technical colleges without a baccalaureate degree. The instructor was a female professor with about
thirty-five years teaching experience and eight years experience with interactive compressed video
distance education. Nine visiting guest speakers of varying teaching experience and no experience
with interactive compressed video also participated.
Initial analysis indicated that strong teaching skills and classroom management skills were necessary
to conduct the course. Far-site independence of movement, talk, and turn taking required special
give and take between learners and the professor. Modifications of ordinary class behavior on the
part of learners and the professor were noted.

Keywords: Distance Learning, Classroom Environment, Classroom Management, Connectivity

1 Introduction
The presenter's interest is not in distance education as a whole, but in the interaction between the qualities of distance
education and teaching strategies for the professor and a particular set of learners. One of the research projects the
presenter has completed in this arena was qualitative and the presenter was the subject of the research. The learners

in the study were two-year technical college teachers, who were working on a bachelor's degree in vocational
education. Since qualitative research is time and context bound, it is difficult to make inferences that would apply
across time and context to all teachers who deliver instruction through distance education . That is, these distance
education classes occurred in a specific context, with specific groups ofpeople, in specific places, in specific situations,
and at a specific time within the current guidelines of distance education technology. The significance of the research
lies in the notion of transfer [9]. Transfer is the type of inference qualitative research uses instead of the quantitative

notion of generalizability. Consequently, it is up to the reader to draw inferences about how the research time and
context fits his/her own time and context. This is in direct contrast to quantitative research which makes decisions
about the inferences generated by rejecting null hypotheses. Qualitative research is an appropriate research
methodology because all distance education is conducted at a specific time, with specific people, in a specific place,
and under specific circumstances [19]. Distance education is a practice rather than a laboratory setting; therefore,
professors need to know more about the practice in a practical context-bound environment.
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After eight years of teaching in a distance education classroom, the subject had many questions about what strategies
were truly facilitating learning. There was also the question of whether a professor with more than thirty years of
teaching experience in a traditional classroom could be successful in a distance education classroom. What were the
similarities and differences between the classrooms? What issues would an experienced professor need to become
cognizant of if he/she wanted to be a successful distance education teacher?

In qualitative research designs, the role of the researcher should be clear. Researcher roles range from participant
observer to detached observer [15]. In this particular investigation, the researchers (excluding the subject) did maintain
a role usually associated with detached observers. Their position was off camera in the back of the originating site.
Although the researchers did travel to each site to observe and interview learners, the majority of observations were
conducted in the originating classroom.

The primary observer, interviewer, and document collector was an Associate Professor who taught an advanced
qualitative research seminar; the other five researchers were doctoral students in an advanced qualitative research
seminar. The observations were overt in nature. The Associate Professor who was teaching the qualitative research
seminar appeared on camera at the subject's invitation to introduce the research and inform the participants that their
identities would be protected. Informed consent forms were sent to and signed by each person who participated in this
research project, which included not only the professor and learners, but also guest lecturers and technicians.

Methods of assuring trustworthiness of the data were prolonged engagement, persistent engagement, triangulation,
member checks, and peer debriefing [13]. Prolonged engagement means establishing a long enough contact with the
object of research for the purpose of locating patterns in the data. Prolonged engagement was achieved to reveal
patterns in the data as opposed to a collection of anecdotes. The entire distance education class was observed by one
or more observers. Standardized open-ended interviews were conducted throughout the entire class; for example, three

interviews were conducted with professor/subject and one interview was conducted with each class member.
Documents were collected throughout the course at the same time the professor/subject distributed them to learners.
Persistent engagement was achieved by constant analysis ofthe data as it were collected to establish patterns in the data
and to exclude discrepant information which was anecdotal in nature. For example, sometimes learners who were

present in the classroom with the professor might move closer to the professor to gain her attention. This was
anomalous because the behavior was controlled for and was eliminated. Therefore, it was not a behavior that was a
pattern throughout the course. Although possibly significant, it was an anecdote rather than a pattern. Data
triangulation and researcher triangulation were also utilized to enhance the trustworthiness of the data. Data
triangulation included observation of each class session, interviews with the professor, each learner, guest lecturers,
and technicians. The instruction was documented through 48 hours of observation and approximately 30 hours of
interviews with the professor/subject, learners, guest speakers, and technicians. Researcher triangulation was achieved
through step-wise replication, which was a technique used during data collection. Step-wise replication is the use of
multiple observers for the same observations. This technique was used in order to reduce the biases that might be
present in any one single observer. Member checks were conducted with the professor because she was the focus of
the research. A member check is a review by the research informant of interviews, observations, or documents. In the
case of this particular research, the professor thoroughly reviewed interviews conducted with her in her role as a coresearcher. Peer debriefing was conducted by the six observers and interviewers at seven different meetings during
the course.

2 Setting
The primary setting of the class was a state of the art distance education classroom at the University of Arkansas,
College of Education and Health Professions. The classroom was designed for distance education and featured
appropriate technical characteristics. The professor usually was seated at the front of the classroom behind a large desk
approximately eight feet by four feet (8' x 4'). She also could stand behind or in front of the desk or sit at any table with

on-site learners. The professor had three different cameras: one was mounted on a monitor (resting on an
approximately 4' cabinet toward the center back of the classroom) which follows the movement of the professor; the
second camera was attached to a monitor (resting on the same kind of cabinet as the monitors in the rear) to the
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professor's right as she looked at the classroom and pointed toward the class; and the third camera had the appearance
of an overhead projector and conveyed printed materials much in the way an overhead projector would except through
the compressed video system (ELMO). There was also a computer and a Smart Board available. The professor used
a wireless lavalier microphone. There were microphones shared between every two learners, which when turned on
activated the learner camera. There were four monitors resting on the aforementioned cabinets; one 52 inch monitor
which showed the professor the far-site learners and one 36 inch monitor which allowed the professor to view the nearsite and two 52 inch monitors on one side of the professor for the learners to see near and far-site camera outputs.
There was sound absorbing material on the wall, carpet on the floor, and neutral colored wall coverings around the
room. Behind the instructor the wall was covered with a camera-blue paint for possible use of special effects. Seating
for learners consisted of six-foot tables placed in rows to one side of the room with comfortable office chairs, as opposed
to standard learner desks and chairs. Far-site classrooms had varying arrangements and color schemes.

Near Site
instructor, Students,
Computer Screen,
Video, Overhead
A limitt.sr

ELMO

0

Instructor

High
Desk

Desk

Deal:

Desk

Desk

Figure 1. Distance Education Classroom

3 How the Technology Functions
There are four or five sites that combine to form the single distance education classroom. The professor was confined
most of the time to the front desk in order to manipulate the controls for cameras and visuals. In her direct view were4
two large monitors, one side contained the camera feed for the near site while the other monitor showed the far sites.
Only one far site could be viewed at a time. Selection of far-site location was voice activated; that is, if someone at a
far site was speaking, the system automatically selected that site for viewing. Consequently, the professor could not
select far-site locations for viewing at her discretion. Communication with learners was conducted through on-line
compressed video imagery, world wide web, facsimile machine, electronic mail, standard U.S. mail service, and
telephone. Of these options actual class time was centered around compressed video imagery. Guest speakers had been
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invited to convey information to learners during the courses. Each of the guests was provided the opportunity to view
the professor as she modeled utilization of the system before the guest presented. It has been interesting to note that
most guests expressed discomfort with the system, but subsequently seemed to work well with the system. Guests were
never required to manipulate the system; the professor performed that function for them. Technical difficulties have
been noted as part of the functioning of the system. Technical difficulties included feedback, problems with playback
of videos, and interruption of compressed video signal due to weather conditions. All sites had some local technical
assistance, though it was minimal.

4 Activities
The professor used a variety of interactive activities, such as lecture and questioning, self assessment, in-class
individual and group work, guest lectures, learner demonstrations, individual and group reports, and cross-site
teacher to learner and learner to learner. A typical class period featured an introduction by the professor,
dialogue
which included personal exchanges with learners. Other attributes of a typical class session were professor lectures
with visuals, which consisted of projection of the content on the ELMO or on the monitor from the computer such as
a slide show presentation, continual questioning and clarifying, and short video tapes. The professor might introduce
a guest speaker. The class session would then proceed to engaging the learner in activities, such as group work, learner
teaching demonstrations, and presentation of learner reports. The professor also traveled to each far-site two or three
times during the semester, depending on the need.

5 INTERACTION OF DISTANCE EDUCATION CHARACTERISTICS
WITH TEACHING STRATEGIES
This section is really the heart of the story. The following table lists the differences and similarities between traditional
classroom instruction and distance education instruction for this particular professor and a particular group of learners

[10]. Although the table describes both similarities and differences, the emphasis today will be on what teaching
behaviors the professor had to modify because of distance education. Modifications include those associated with
environment, presentation of knowledge base, classroom management, nonverbal communication, feeling of
connectivity among learners and professor, methods of communication, and technical problems.
Table 1

Similarities and Differences Between Traditional and Distance Education Instruction
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Differences

Similarities
Environment conducive to the teaching-learning

Environment conducive to the teaching-learning

process

process

o Become just as frustrated when cannot talk
immediately
o Learners want to be part of class
o Diffuse anger or frustration ASAP
o Face to face
o Can establish rapport, but takes more effort
o Make each learner feel welcome, at home, and glad

o Difficult to read nonverbal cues
o Situations may require explanations because all
learners cannot see all that is happening in each
classroom

o Teacher and learners have narrow perception of the
classroom itself, because all there is is the screen
o Exhaustion of teacher and learners due to length of
class period and number of previous hours in class
o Rapport is more difficult because learners must be
brought along at each meeting as if it is a new class,
as you cannot see faces and cannot tell where they
are, so you have to assume no one is with you

they came

o Nurturing positive attitude

o Informality is more difficult to maintain when
teacher is confined to one spot
o May be more stressful to professor than traditional
classroom

Presentation of knowledge base
o Size of visual materials
o Color of visual materials
o Lectures need to be visible
o Speak more slowly
o Operating equipment without distracting from

Presentation of knowledge base
o Extensive preplanning
o Transparencies for focus
o Relevance of material
o Setting up a learning activity
o Teaching blocks of 15-20 minutes
o Refer learners frequently to text

content

Classroom management
joking, getting
o Recreational stress management
them ready to engage with me; an organization
process

if they are not
o Have to manage learners the same
on target or if they are going things you do not want
always a constant
done
o Make assignment, which is introduction for next
class

Classroom management
o Easier for the teacher to become isolated and self
centered and be the fountain of knowledge because it
is easier to handle class that way
o Length of time it takes for class materials to reach
learners and learner work to reach me (if the web
and e-mail is not used)
o May have to hold something that needs immediate
discussion, because it is not in the hands of all
makes spontaneity difficulty
learners

o Timely feedback difficult
o Encourage learners talk more and/or to work in
groups if we are experiencing audio problems
o Model for guests so they see what happens when
camera jumps from site to site
o Difficult to do group work across sites because of
sound interruption to other learners
o Have to make special arrangements for private
conversations

o Takes more direction for guests, especially to have
appropriate visuals ready and class materials to
learners ahead of time
o Physical proximity cannot be used to control a
all there is is verbal proximity
disruption

Nonverbal communication
o Observation difficult due to camera focus and lack of
camera control in multiple sites
o Limited movement unnatural

Nonverbal communication
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Differences

Similarities
Feeling of connectivity among class members and
professor
o Connecting with learners personally through
acquaintances or experiences
o Be who you are and operate the same
o Call each individual by name
o Let learners know who you are
o Introducing learners; establishing expectations;
setting the stage for involvement

Feeling of connectivity among class members and
professor
o Look regularly at the camera
o Treat each site as if it were an individual in a larger
class; call each person by name when they speak or
when called upon
o Learners may feel isolation, especially near-site
learners, because camera is usually on teacher; the
fewer the learners, the more the isolation
o Professor had to make notes on learner needs,
because in jumping from screen to screen (classroom
to classroom), easy to lose site of needs
breaking
o Learners usually have trouble speaking
in and speaking up and out

Attention to physical appearance

Attention to physical appearance
o Clothing, makeup
o Enthusiasm, humor
o Voice tone/pitch

o Pauses
o Gestures
Methods of communication and or interaction
o Facsimile machine
o Electronic mail

o U. S. Mail
o Telephone
o World wide web
Technical problems
o Manipulation of equipment distracts
o Feedback in sound system
o No on-site technician for problems
o Exhausting for professor to have one screen moving
them from site to site; split or multiple screen
desirable
o Limited professor movement due to microphone,
camera and controls; otherwise, technician must be
in room
o Disconcerting to jump from classroom to classroom
o Camera focus too distant for reading nonverbal
communication
o Having to look at another camera to see where
professor is in relation to monitor may make teacher
look distracted when checking it
o Determining if system will be back up when it goes
down and what to tell learners about staying or going
home

Environmentally, the primary difference is a two-dimensional far-site communication that is limited to the focal length
of the lens. This limitation excludes detail, relevant off-camera occurrences, and access to a great deal of nonverbal
communication. For example, on numerous occasions learners requested that the professor move her camera closer
to her face so they could see her facial expressions. This greatly restricted the professor's movement and eliminated

hand gestures and body motion that she normally used to provide emphasis. Such a restrictive environment often
causes stress to professors and learners and makes rapport problematic.
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Presentation of the knowledge base required more time to deliver because lectures needed to become more visible and
the professor needed to speak more slowly. On one occasion the professor was discussing an overhead transparency

point by point and a learner remarked, "Please slow down; I can't hear you that well through the system." The
combination of lack of screen resolution that is characteristic of a television image and the poor sound quality required
more time to deliver instruction. One of the reasons that sound and picture quality can be poor is the need to reduce
the band width in order to match the distributor's system which does not always match the originating signal. In
addition, a distance education professor's attention must be devoted to operating equipment as well as to delivering
content. Frequently it takes longer to deliver instruction via two-way compressed video; therefore, it may decrease the
scope of the course.

The majority of the differences noted between traditional and distance education instruction appeared in the classroom
management category. Normally physical proximity can be used to control classroom disruptions. That is not available
to the distance educator. It is extremely difficult to take a learner aside for private conversations. The professor did

this primarily through e-mail and telephone communications. Although it is beneficial to plan materials and
instructional sequences ahead of time, the lack of physical proximity to learners and the inability to introduce new
materials rapidly reduces spontaneity of instruction. For example, a far-site learner might request information about
a regulation concerning affirmative action, which involved completion of certain forms. The professor would have to
get the forms to the learner before he/she could discuss the specifics of the question. This is one example among many
about how physical distance from learners reduces opportunities for the teachable moment. Physical isolation from
learners means that organization and direction of the class can easily become centered on the professor which could
cause the professor to utilize more controlling teaching strategies. It should be mentioned that guest speakers needed
to be encouraged to prepare further in advance for their presentations and also had to be introduced to the technology.
This sometimes produces a much more formal presentation than was appropriate for the particular teaching situation.
The principle investigator's notes in the verification study included references to the stiffness of the guests as they

presented. A member check with the professor revealed that the same guests were much more relaxed during
traditional classroom presentations.
Nonverbal communication suffered significantly because the camera sees so little and with poor clarity. For example,
with three or four remote sites and only one site visible on the monitor at a time and possibly only one learner on

camera, the professor could not gain nonverbal feedback from the class as a whole. Even when as many as three
learners were on camera at a single time, the camera was so distant that few nonverbal cues, except those involving
the whole body, could be observed; for example, facial expression or hand gestures were not readily conveyed.
The feeling of connectivity among class members and the professor is different in the distance education setting. The
system used in the College of Education and Health Professions is voice activated which causes learners problems with

taking turns, because when they speak the picture jumps to their location; therefore, it is difficult for cross-site
discussions to take place. The professor had to use special strategies to establish a classroom community from the four
or five sites. The professor approached the task of creating one classroom by recognizing the personality of each site

and then the personality of each learner at that site. These personalities were a product of the individuals and the
technologies they had at their disposal. For example, there was one group that expressed a reluctance to use the ELMO
at their location, while other learner sites would not speak in order to prevent the camera showing their location.

Methods of communication controlled methods of interaction. In a traditional classroom the professor can take a
learner aside for a personal conversation while others are working on individual or group projects. However, in the
distance education classroom what one learner hears, all learners hear. Of the means of communication utilized in
the class, only e-mail or the telephone offered the possibility of a personal conversation.

Technical problems sometimes eliminated class or disrupted class. For example, line feedback made verbal
communication very difficult on numerous occasions. On one occasion a storm at a distributing site caused the
elimination of one class period. Other technical problems included picture quality, problems with showing videos in
real time, and limits on my movements. In spite of these differences between the traditional classroom and the distance
education classroom, it is still possible for a class to be conducted on a regular basis and with favorable results.
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6 Conclusions
This discussion of similarities and differences between traditional and distance education instruction has centered on
the differences rather than the similarities. The researchers have heard many speakers state that there is no difference
in teaching in a traditional or distance classroom. The professor knows from eight years of experience there is a
difference and is trying to understand the nuances about distance education. The differences cited were classroom
environment, presentation of the knowledge base, classroom management, nonverbal communication, feeling of
connectivity among learners and professor, methods of communication, and technical problems.

The cumulative effect of these differences resulted in a reduction of what is being called social abrasion. Social
abrasion means being present which implies physical proximity and the social abrasion that such physical presence
produces [14]. For this discussion social abrasion has been separated into the following categories: physical distance,
emotional distance, simultaneous two-way verbal and visual access, private communication, and local knowledge.
Physical distance is an important part of social abrasion. In western civilization each person maintains approximately
a three-foot distance between their body and the body of other people. This distance is either reduced or expanded
based on interactions with others [6]. The expansion and contraction of this physical distance is an example of the
abrasion between one person and another. Abrasion means contact and social exchange. This abrasion is done socially
through verbal and nonverbal communications. If people are separated physically as they are in distance education,
this sort of social abrasion is extremely reduced or nonexistent because there is no three-foot parameter to expand or
contract. Physical distance also decreases interpretation of nonverbal communication. In a long camera shot facial
gestures are lost, hand gestures become smaller, and a coherent sequence of body movements become unavailable to
the viewer.

Emotional distance is increased through the possibility of physical presence. For example, the threat of being
physically harmed or the pleasure of being physically touched are eliminated through distance education. Emotional
identification with someone who is simply an image on screen may be more difficult [1]. This is one of the reasons
why the professor visited the far sites. Trust in part may also be a function of physical distance. According to some
researchers [5], credibility is a product of appearance and personal identification and is problematic when mediated.
Authenticity can be achieved by the handling of real objects and the sharing of those objects in a common space [8].
Personal narratives delivered by professors or guest speakers may be less realistic when conveyed through a medium
normally associated with fantasy [1]. Simultaneous two-way verbal and visual access are standard in a traditional
classroom environment but are not guaranteed in distance education especially when visual access is limited to one
site at a time in a multi-site communication. Social abrasion also means the possibility of one on one private oral and
written conversations. This is extremely problematic with distance education because what one person says is heard
by all. Also important to social abrasion is the honoring of local knowledge [7]. It is possible that knowledge like
bread is best make locally [17]. For example, the classroom experience and interpretation of the meaning of course
content can vary from site to site [2]. Meanings can vary from site to site because different sites may represent clusters
of people with similar experiences that are unique to their areas. For example, professors sometimes have a site which

will consist of persons who work at the same industry and may be at different levels of authority within the
organization. It is probable that their experiences and knowledge and their meanings differed from other sites [4].
The inability to bring everyone together in one location to produce a common discussion seems impaired by distance
physical distance, emotional distance, simultaneous two-way verbal
education. The combination of these elements
and visual access, and private communication and the maintenance of distinct knowledge bases (local knowledge)
throughout the course may mean that distance instruction produces different outcomes than traditional classroom
instruction. It is these outcomes upon which the research focused. It is the findings of that research the professor
draws upon as she develops courses and teaches via two-way compressed video.
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The study of programming is fundamental to any university computing degree
course, although many students do not intend to become programmers. This
raises an educational question about what students perceive are the benefits of
studying programming languages. Added to this is the question of how students
compare one language to another. A search of the literature indicates that there
appears to have been no research into a comparison of the teaching and learning
processes of programming languages by the students learning them. This study

attempts to open up this area by reporting on the experiences of a group of
students who learnt Visual Basic and COBOL in sequential semesters in the first

year of their undergraduate computing course. It showed that there were
differences in the way students experienced the subjects but that these were not
linearly related to pedagogical models.

Keywords: Teaching and learning programming, Visual Basic, COBOL

1 Introduction
Programming languages have been around for half a century. There are a plethora of programming
languages which have been developed during that time, ranging from assembler languages to the currently
popular object-oriented and visual languages. It is very interesting that a literature search has revealed many
references on learning programming, but no comparative studies on student reactions to the processes of the
teaching and learning of particular programming languages.

The study of programming is fundamental to any university computing degree course. It is generally
recognised that this is a basic skill which is important for all computing graduates to have acquired. Of
course not all computing students intend to become programmers, however as professionals working in the

computing industry they may expect, at some stage in their future careers, to need some knowledge of
programming. The amount of programming taught in a course depends on the focus of the degree, with some
courses teaching a minimum of programming and only to an introductory level. This paper reports on a

study of first year student experiences learning two different programming languages, Visual Basic and
COBOL, in a degree in which programming is often not central to the interests of students. The study aimed
to establish if students had a preference for either language and to determine reasons for their preferences.
Data was collected through a survey designed to gauge the students' reactions to the learning of each
language by asking them to rate the difficulty of concepts and the usefulness of resources provided.

2 Background
2.1 Course
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The research focused upon the Bachelor of Information Management & Systems which is a three-year
computing degree. It aims to prepare students for careers in the development and management of information
systems. The focus of the degree is the study of information flow, information management, computer-based

management systems, and systems analysis and design. Students study two subjects of programming,
(Computer programming for business A and Computer programming for business B) in the first year of the
course. These are the only core (compulsory) programming subjects in the course and were included to
provide students with "background" concepts and skills necessary to effectively manage an information
technology project. There are six elective subjects in the course and students may choose to study more
programming subjects.

2.2 Programming subjects
The two programming subjects are studied consecutively in the first year of the course. These subjects aim to
introduce students to commercial business application development. Students learn Visual Basic in the first
subject and then COBOL in the second subject. They are both taught as introductory programming subjects,
but with necessarily different flavours. Both subjects are taught over a 13 week semester, with a two hour
lecture and a one hour tutorial in a computer laboratory each week. The subject details are as follows:

2.2.1 Computer programming for business A

Students are introduced to Visual Basic, currently a popular language for developing Windows based
applications. They learn the syntax of the Visual Basic language and the basic programming concepts of
types, sequence, selection, iteration, functions, arrays, and files as applied in Visual Basic. They are also
introduced to the concepts of objectorientation, event-driven and visual programming. The emphasis in this
subject is on developing interactive graphical user interfaces using an integrated development environment.
Assessment in this subject consists of 30% for assignment work completed during the semester, and 70% for
a final examination. Students must pass the examination in order to pass the subject.

2.2.2 Computer programming for business B
Students are introduced to the most widely used commercial programming language, COBOL. They learn
the syntax of COBOL and the basic programming concepts of types, sequence, selection, iteration, functions,
arrays, and files as applied in COBOL. They are also shown fundamental processing algorithms including
file validation and updating, report generation and control break processing. The emphasis in this subject is
on understanding, designing and developing batch and on-line commercial processing applications.

Assessment in this subject consists of 20% for assignment work during the semester and 80% for a final
examination. Students must pass the examination in order to pass the subject.

2.3 Research Design
The research project was seen as an exploratory study which was aimed to help open up an area of research

into computing education. As part of the exploratory exercise, a number of behavioural and response
variables were formulated into a questionnaire in addition to the material which focussed upon the
programming languages. We could have taken any number of approaches to the behavioural and response
variables but we chose to use that derived from organisational approaches to motivation, in particular those
which take seriously the relationship between expectations and outcomes [6][14].
The survey tools had five sections covering biographical data, behavioural information, language specific
ratings, course delivery ratings and two open-ended questions. All ratings a 7-point Likert scale. The
language specific questions differed for Visual basic and COBOL. The biographical questions were designed
to help establish a profile of the students and enable comparisons to be made between responses on the basis
of things such as gender, previous programming experience and time spent on each subject. The open-ended

questions asked for students to add additional comments about what they liked and disliked about the
language covered by the questionnaire.

Data collection was carried out during the last week of semester of each subject. At this stage of teaching,
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every concept had been presented to them and they had completed, or were near completion of, their
assignment work. All the students who attended classes during this week were given a questionnaire to
complete. Participation in the survey was voluntary, Of the 92 students enrolled in Visual Basic 37
completed the questionnaire, and 43 questionnaires were completed the out of 84 students enrolled in the
COBOL class.

3 Results
3.1 Student profiles
The students participating in the research were predominantly male (69%) which fits with the general profile
for students doing programming subjects within the university.

For the Visual Basic subject, 57% of students had no prior experience with programming languages. The
COBOL students (most of whom had completed the Visual Basic course) had 93% who had experience in at
least one programming language. This can be seen as a low level validation of the student responses in that
if there had been a low percentage of the COBOL students saying they had no experience with languages, the
results would have been suspect.

The students doing these subjects are not in a computer science type of course and their access to a variety of
technical software would be limited. It was of interest to the researchers to see how many students had the
appropriate language compiler on their own computer. Of the students enrolled in the Visual Basic subject,
90% had access to the Visual Basic software at home. However, 74% of the students in the COBOL subject
had access to a COBOL compiler at home and in most cases it was not the same one that was available at
university. This may be seen as potential influence on their approach to the subject.

3.2 Subject content
There were no significant differences in student valuations of the amount of content or the difficulty of the
content between both subjects. However the Visual Basic students claimed that they spent an average of 5.5
hours per week, including class time, on their subject. This is significantly higher than the COBOL students
who claimed to have spent an average of 3.5 hours per week. This indicates that the Visual Basic students
spent 2.5 hours outside class time each week whereas the COBOL students had only spent half an hour, an
interesting result which will be discussed in Section 4 of this paper.

3.3 Subject pace
The mean and standard deviations of the student ratings of the pace of each subject are shown in Table 1. A
t- test, which is a method of comparing the difference of means between two groups, showed that the pace of
the Visual Basic subject was rated significantly slower than the pace of the COBOL subject. However, the
students in the Visual Basic class with no prior programming experience found the pace significantly faster
than their classmates who had previous experience with one or more other languages. This agrees with
Liffick's [8] observation of novice programmers and Affleck's [1] study indicating the importance of prior
knowledge of concepts and terminology when learning computer programming .

The mean and standard deviations of the student ratings of whether they had kept up with the subject are
shown in Table 2. A t-test showed that the Visual Basic students felt that they had kept up with the work
more than the COBOL students felt they had.
Table 1

Student ratings of the pace of each subject

Pace of subject

4.7

t

COBOL

Visual Basic

Mean

SD
1.1

* indicates t test resul s significant at p <=0.05
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Mean
5.3

SD
1.0

-2.5/75*

Subject was very slow =1
Subject was very fast=1

Table 2

Student ratings of whether they had kept up with the work

Mean
Kept up with work

5.0

t

COBOL

Visual Basic

Mean

SD
1.3

SD

3.7

1.6

3.9/78*

* indicates t test results significant at p <=0.05
Fell very behind with the work =1
Kept up with the work completely=7
Table 3

Student ratings of the usefulness of subject resources

Mean

t

COBOL

Visual Basic

Mean

SD

SD

Lectures

5.9

1.2

4.8

1.6

3.6/77*

Tutorials

5.4

1.5

5.1

1.3

ns"

Lecture notes

5.9

1.2

5.4

1.4

ns

Text book

5.0

1.7

4.7

1.6

ns

Tutorial exercises

5.8

1.1

5.1

1.3

2.7/77*

Assignment work

5.8

1.3

5.5

1.2

ns

Class mates

4.9

1.5

4.7

1.8

ns

Tutor

5.5

1.6

5.5

1.4

ns

Web site

5.8

1.2

4.7

1.4

3.7/76*

*
#

indicates F test results significant at p <=0.05
ns = difference not statistically significant

Resource was not useful=1
Resource was very useful=7

3.4 Usefulness of resources
Table3 lists the means and standard deviations of the students' ratings of usefulness of resources provided for
Visual Basic and COBOL. Both subjects provided similar types of teaching resources.

t-tests were used to determine any differences between the usefulness ratings between subjects. The results
indicate that the Visual Basic lectures were rated significantly more useful than the COBOL lectures. From
the standard deviations it can be seen that there was greater variation in the ratings of the value of lectures
amongst the COBOL students. Both groups of students found the tutorials and their tutors useful however
there was greater variation in the ratings amongst the Visual Basic students about this. The most frustrating
finding was that both groups found their classmates the least useful resource. This is frustrating because both
lecturers were trying to create collaborative learning cultures [7][11][12].

Each subject had a Web page that contained subject administration information, tutorial exercises,
assignment work and access to a self-evaluation quiz of multiple choice questions [4]. The Web page for the
Visual Basic subject also contained the lecture notes and a facility for students to monitor their progress in
labs in comparison to other students [5]. The students found the Visual Basic Web site significantly more
useful than the COBOL Web site.
A comparison of the ratings of tutorial exercises showed that Visual Basic Tutorials were seen as more useful

than the COBOL exercises, and this may have been a consequence of the Visual Basic tutorial exercises
having been designed to minimise poor learning tendencies within students [2] and to encourage good
learning behaviours [5].
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There were no significant differences between the subjects on the students' ratings of the usefulness of
assignment work and lecture notes.

3.5 Difficulty of concepts
The survey questionnaire for both subjects asked students to rate the difficulty of various concepts in both
the programming languages. These included things such as variables and types, iteration, arrays and file
access methods. Some of these were common to the two languages so it was possible to compare student
ratings. The only statistically significant difference found was for sequential files (t =2.021 ,df=75) where
students found the concept easier in COBOL (mean of 3.7) than in Visual Basic (mean of 4.4) .
In COBOL the students found concepts progressively more difficult with the earliest topic having a mean
rating of 3.9 and the others increasing up to 5.3. This pattern did not appear in the Visual Basic data. Related
to this is the fact that the standard deviations for the ratings in COBOL were similar across all concepts while
those for Visual Basic showed greater variation.
Table 5 Student ratings of satisfaction with subject and course

t

COBOL

Visual Basic

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Enjoyed the subject?

5.4

1.2

3.6

1.7

5.6/77*

Satisfied with subject?

5.0

1.1

3.9

1.2

4.6/77*

Satisfied with course?

5.1

1.3

5.0

1.0

ns#

Recommend the course?

5.1

1.4

4.2

1.8

2.4/77*

* indicates t-test results significant at p <=0.05
#

ns = difference not statistically significant
Strong disagreement =l
Strong agreement=7

3.6 Behavioural Variables
Both groups of students were confident that they would complete the year successfully (mean of 5.2),
although the Visual Basic students without previous programming experience were significantly less
confident. Those with previous programming experience had a mean rating of 6.33 while those without such
experience had a mean of 4.55 (t=2.5 df=26).

The means and standard deviations of the students' satisfaction ratings of Visual Basic and COBOL are
shown in Table 5. Both groups of students were reasonably satisfied with the course. t-tests on the results
show significant differences however between their enjoyment and satisfaction of the subjects. The Visual
Basic students expressed greater satisfaction with their subject and rated it as more enjoyable. More Visual
Basic than COBOL students indicated that they would recommend others to do their subject. There was
greater variation amongst the COBOL students about this.

The behavioural variables were also explored using multiple regression analysis because there is a broad set
of evidence which indicates that some of these variables are causally related [9] [14]

All of the items measuring reactions to the subjects were regressed on confidence and satisfaction. The
model for confidence in completing the year was not significant but that for satisfaction was. The main
contribution for the regression came from enjoyed the subject and, to a lesser extent, kept up with the work.
Pace, Content and difficulty did not have statistically significant contributions.

3.7 Qualitative data
Students were asked indicate what the best and worst features of learning each language were. There were
many more positive statements about Visual Basic with many students commenting that Visual Basic was
easy, interesting and fun. Comments from Visual Basic students included:
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Visual Basic is easy, not too difficult.
Easy to create programs, easy to use the GUI.
I liked its simplicity everything seems to be done for you,
you can design screens before you start programming.

Visual Basic is fairly simple compared to other languages, I liked the way the program was
graphically based.
debugging facility is easy to use
Fewer students were as complementary about COBOL, stating that COBOL was hard, boring, and frustrating.

Visual Basic with its GUI interface, lending itself to exciting interactive applications is a hard act for
COBOL to follow!

Students indicated more motivation to learn Visual Basic. Visual Basic was seen as advanced and new.
Typical comments from Visual Basic students included:

I can learn more things in Visual Basic, and it will be easy to find a job in the future because it is
widely used.
Good job prospects

In contrast, COBOL was perceived as old. A student commented:
I'm skeptical about its future'

Some of the Visual Basic students expressed concerns about the speed at which the language was taught.
The students commented that they had to remember a lot of things, and they lacked the skills to use the
debugging facilities, the editor, and the Visual Basic environment. These are typical anxieties of novice
programmers (Winslow, 1996), highlighted by the following comments from Visual Basic students:
The speed that it was taught, especially to students with no programming background
The windows based environment kept crashing
The program not loading
The auto debugger

Many of the Visual Basic students (57%) were learning programming for the first time and these problems
were not mentioned by the COBOL students, most (93%) of whom had previous programming experience.

4 Discussion
An overall impression from the qualitative data is that the students were more positive about learning Visual
Basic in preference to COBOL. The students preferred programming in Visual Basic and using its graphical
environment.

This was reflected in the quantitative data where there were statistically significant differences favouring
some aspects the ratings of Visual Basic over COBOL.

The educational reasons for some of these differences are not easy to isolate (our aim was to open up the area
rather than produce a definitive study) although there are some indicators. The pedagogical model being used
for Visual Basic included the use of self-formed study groups in which students voluntarily participated. This
could explain some of the difference in the time being spent in Visual Basic versus COBOL where the latter
was using a more conventional pedagogy.

The study groups were formed as a direct result of applying the Reciprocal Feedback [11] in the lecture
series. One outcome of this feedback was that students indicated that they wanted to talk to others about the
subject and their particular programming concerns. Time in the lecture was devoted to forming study groups,
and students then contacted each other outside of class time to collaborate on the lab exercises, assignments
and exam. The study groups may have also helped students keep up with the pace of the subject highlighted
from the data in Table 3. Against this there is the fact that Visual Basic students did not rate class mates as
more useful than did the COBOL students. In fact class mates had the lowest mean rating for both groups.
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What is also of interest is the fact that the students in the two subjects did not differ in the level of difficulty
they gave to comparable content areas, except for file handling where COBOL came out as easier.

These factors raise questions about how the different pedagogical approaches do, in fact, impact on student
learning. It is assumed, for instance, that by using student oriented teaching methods, students are better able
to integrate their educational experience. There are only marginal differences in student outcomes from this
study in spite of differences in teaching approach.
Although more students stated in their comments that Visual Basic was easy, surprisingly when the students'
ratings of individual language concepts were compared the only significant difference in difficulty was that
sequential files were seen as easier in COBOL. This topic was introduced much earlier in the semester in
COBOL than in Visual Basic. All the other topics that have been compared were introduced in the same
order in both subjects. The students generally found the topics presented were increasingly more difficult as
the semesters progressed. This pattern was more apparent in COBOL. Learning programming is a very
cumulative exercise with each new topic often building on knowledge from previous topics and therefore
understanding of each topic depending on the understanding of previous topics [8]. However it would be a

good idea, where possible, to vary the order of presentation by interspersing easier topics with the more
difficult ones. This would reduce the pressure on students who fall behind in their work and give them a
chance to catch up.

Both subjects provided similar types of resources for the students in printed format, however the Visual
Basic Web site had additional resources in the form of program examples, and other computer assisted tools
to support self-directed learning. The lecture notes were also available online. The students saw this as a
more useful resource than the COBOL Web site. Perhaps the fact that the Visual Basic students had
additional reasons to access the Web site encouraged them to make more use of it and also made them aware
of other resources on the site. The data does not give any conclusive picture of the impact of resources on
perceived performance and it was not possible to compare actual performance (approval to do this had not
been sought from the University Ethics Committee).

5 Conclusion
This study was initiated to begin the exploration of student responses to programming languages within
computing degrees. As might be expected, the results were mixed. There were differences between the
student experience of COBOL and of Visual Basic but these differences were not necessarily consistent
given the differences in the pedagogical models used by the two lecturers. The behavioural results indicated
the importance of going beyond basic educational questions if we are to understand student behaviours
within an educational environment.

The finding that students found Visual Basic more enjoyable was perhaps expected, however it was
interesting that their enjoyment of the subject was significantly more important tin their satisfaction with the
subject than whether they felt they were coping with the work and how difficult they found it. This research
has highlighted aspects of teaching first year programming that influence student satisfaction and impact on
learning outcomes.

This study has raised further issues which has or will be dealt with in further research. For instance, a
research project has begun on student motivation and programming language choice, and their satisfaction
with the language as an educational experience. Another project is looking at the more general question of
student satisfaction. But areas which clearly need more research include the question of how programming
software and environments influence students' valuations of, and satisfaction with, a programming language.
Over and above this, our research has once more raised the general pedagogical questions about the specific
qualitative and quantitative effects of one pedagogical model over another.
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The purpose of asynchronous distance learning systems is to enhance students'
learning performance in the internet. In this paper, we investigate the
characteristics of the asynchronous materials and propose the criteria to evaluate

them. Employing the criteria, the materials could be adjusted to meet most
students' learning pace. First, the TDC (time -distributed curve ) which is a
learning curve is derived from students' studying time distribution. By the TDC,
it is obtained that the more difficult the materials of the chapter are the steeper
the TDC becomes. Also the total learning time of each chapter indicates the

quantity of the matter. Employing the total time of each chapter, we could
evaluate whether the quantity of the matter is sufficient to match students'
learning desire.

Keywords: distance learning 'earning portfolio learning behavior learing
time distribution

1 Introcduction
1.1 The distribution of learning time with learning attitude
Teachers could interact with their students immediately at the classroom. Thus, they could get the learning
behavior of their students by students' response. The learning behavior is regarded as a good measure to
evaluate learning performance. But it is really hard to obtain every student' s learning process and attitude

because there are at least 30 students in each class. However, employing the database technology in
asynchronous learning systems, it is possible to obtain all of the student' s learning process and studying
time.

1.2 Learning time distribution
In traditional education, students learning together in the classroom at the fixed time, and teachers control
the course proceeding. But it is difficult to pay attention to all students. However, asynchronous learning
systems not only provide a brand-new perspective to long-life learning but also keep track of learning time
of all students. In accordance with the learning time of all students, teachers could modify the matter to
match learning goals.

2 Experiment and analysis
The experimental course in our asynchronous learning system is "Basic computer concept", the materials of
the course are divided into 12 chapters. The progress-control mechanism is that students need to finish the
homework of the chapter in order to be promoted to the next chapter. Thirty participants engage in this
experiment and they are all teachers.
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The student' s learning time and login time are recorded by technologies of ASP(Active Server Page) and
Database. Therefore, we could get which chapter students read and how long they read the chapter. The
important curve, Time-Distributed Curve (TDC), is generated by linear regression analysis. From the slope
and the area of TDC, some characteristics and results are obtained.

2.1 TDC and DCA (Degree of Course Acceptance)
Student' s reading time each chapter is recorded in our experiment. The recorded time begins from the date
when the teaching materials are put in the internet for 15 days. In each chapter, all of the student' s learning
time everyday is summed up.
Employing the recorded data and derived chart, each chapter has a unique TDC (time -distributed curve) by

linear regression analysis. According to the time-distributed curve, teachers may decide whether the
materials should be improved.
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Fig.l The TDC of ch3
Fig.2 Comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5.

In Fig. 1, the X axle indicates time value and its time unit is one minute not an hour and The Y axle indicates
days. For example, the total time on the 4th day is approximate 150 minutes. The slope of the TDC is minus
because the total studying time would decrease while students proceed to study the matter.

The value of the slope is required to be concerned. The larger the value of the slope is, the smoother the
TDC becomes. For example, figure 2 made comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5. Obviously, the
TDC of chapter 4 has the smallest slope because it is the steepest one. And the TDC slope of chapter 3 is
slightly larger than that of chapter 5. Thus, it is the most difficult to read chapter 4 and it is the easiest to
read chapter 3. The reasons why the materials are hard to study may be either the materials are complicated
or the user interface is not friendly to read. According to the above description, the slope of TDC could be
termed as Degree of Course Acceptance (DCA, It means the harder the topic to read the smaller is the
DCA.) i3esides the TDC' s slope is proposed to determine the degree of materials acceptance, there is
another important characteristic, the area of the TDC, to influence the amount of learning time.

Based on the area and slope of TDC, the difficulty and quantity of the materials could be evaluated.
According to the above description, it is shown that the quantity of materials would affect the amount of
learner' s studying time, also the difficulty of materials would affect the length of learning period. Due to
these reasons, there are two margin lines, quantity and difficulty, in Fig. 3. The two margin lines are termed
e are "Margin Line Of Quantity (MLOQ)" and "Margin Line Of Difficulty (MLOD)". There are plentiful
materials on the right of MLOQ, but there are poor on the left side. The upper of MLOD the materials are
located the harder they are read, but lower are easy.

Since the features of MLOQ,MLOD,DCA and the area of TDC are proposed, there are four kinds of
situations that the TDC represents as follow:
1. It is easy to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
2. It is easy to read the material, but the contents are poor.
3. It is hard to read the material, but the contents are poor.
4. It is hard to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
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The MLOQ and MLOD could be employed to enhance discriminating the difficulty of the materials if the
DCA and the TDC's area of the chapters are different. Finally, how is the value of the MLOQ and MLOD
obtained? The MLOQ is the average of all students' learning time of one chapter. The MLOD is the average
of all students' learning days of one chapter.

Margin Line of Material
Day

Content is Hard

Content is Hard

Material is least

Material is Plenty

Margin

tine of
Content is Easy

Content is Easy

Material is least

Material is Plenty

Difficulty

Time

Fig.3 MLOQ and MLOD

Fig.4 Compares the TDCs of the ch5 & 7

2.2 Time distribution of the interdependent course
What else may affect one' s effort in the course? There are relationships between two topics. For example,
there are relationships of dependency between chapter 5(Internet I) and 7(Internet II). Generally, the topic
"Internet I" is dedicated to construct the fundamental concept and "Internet II" introduces the advanced
ideas and practice. According to the normal teaching policy in both topics, the "Internet I" should have
fewer and simpler materials than the "Internet II". Thus learners spent much less time to study "Internet I"
than "Internet II".

Fig.4 compares the TDCs of the two chapters. As shown in Fig. 4, it is easy to find out chapter 7 has a
smaller DCA (the slope of TDC), that is, chapter 7 is harder than chapter 5. Furthermore, the area of chapter
7 is less than that of chapter 5. The TDC of chapter 5 is located at approximately 11 on Y axle and 600 on X
axle and the TDC of chapter 7 located at 12 on Y axle and 280 on X axle. According to MLOQ and MLOD
as shown in fig.3, we concluded that "The chapter 7 is more difficult than chapter 5, but its quantities are
much less". It is different from we described before, "Internet I" should have fewer matters than "Internet II".
In our experiment, we provided much more contents in chapter 5 than chapter 7. Therefore the amount of
materials in chapter 5 should be reduced.

3 Conclusions
The asynchronous learning service is an on-line collection of hypertext that provides us a new way to learn.
Their students with different native intelligence come from any place and go to learn when they would like.
It is very important to design and evaluate the asynchronous teaching matters so as to match teaching goals.
This paper proposed some basic criteria to investigate the characteristics of teaching matters, then gave an
advise to modify them to meet the learning desire. The basic criteria, the area and slope of TDC, are derived

from learning time distribution. Through the basic criteria, instructors could modify the materials in
accordance with most students' learning pace and talent. Especially, our proposed mechanism is worth much
attention to develop the adaptive learning system. Once the asynchronous learner' s studying portfolio is
available, the materials could be real-time adjusted to match the learner' s state.
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Towards a model of using Information
Technology in education for pre-service
teacher education
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This paper reports the present scenario of using computer and traditional
instructional media for primary class teaching in HKSAR. 323 primary teachers
who have attended staff development seminars and refresher training workshops
in the use of IT in education were invited to provide information for the study. The

teaching time in a week and the teaching modes with 16 instructional media
including computer technologies were examined. Results showed that textbook,
blackboard and printed text materials remain the dominant instructional media in
current practice of teaching in primary schools. The use of computer technology
is rare despite the expectation that computer and computer-related technologies
will make learning more effective and efficient and even to replace the traditional
"educational technologies". The findings also indicated that technologies were
used mostly as information delivery tools. Teaching strategies were limited to
mass teaching and teacher-centered presentation. This phenomenon may have
relationship with the ineffective training in the use of IT as indicated in many

researches though courses in this area have been included in most teacher
education programmes around the world. The last section of this paper will
discuss on the contents of IT courses and to suggest a teaching model of using IT
in education for pre-service teachers education programmes.

Keywords: Methodologies, Teaching and Learning Process, Instructional
Design

1 Introduction
The Hong Kong Special Administration Region (HKSAR) government has already launched a five-year
strategic plan of promoting the use of Information Technology (IT) in education aiming at enabling our
students to be competitive and technological competent in the international arena since 1998 [1]. A total of
about three billion dollars in capital cost and five hundred million dollars in annual recurrent cost will be used.
Computer and computer related technologies were expected to make teaching and learning more effective and
efficient when it entered the classroom in 1980s [2]. Many teacher education programmes around the world
have already started incorporating computer courses as basic requirement for teacher certification. In HKSAR,

the previous colleges of education 1 have also started to include computers in education and computer
applications courses in the Educational Technology subject which is compulsory to all the pre-service teachers
in late 1980s. However, despite the provision of this training in many teacher education programmes, many
researches report that the actual usage of new technologies in teaching was very limited. Teachers are not
prepared to use new technology effectively in the classroom [3] [4]. Abdal-Haqq (1995) [5] even stated that
"...few teachers routinely use computer-based technologies for instructional purposes" (p.1). In U.K., the HMI
also commented that "new teachers make little use of Information Technology in the lessons"[6].
The purpose of this study is to find out the present scenario of the use of instructional technologies in primary

1 The previous colleges of education were amalgamated into the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 1994.
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school teaching. The teaching time and the modes of using computer and traditional technologies are
examined and compared. Such information will act as the base line for future investigation on the changes in
teaching modes, strategies, and the use of new technologies in the 21' century classrooms. The last part of this
paper will discuss on the contents and a teaching model that may be useful for preparing pre-service teachers
to use computer more effectively in their future class teaching.

2 Method
2.1 Participants
The participants in this study were 323 primary teachers who attended staff development seminars and
refresher training workshops in the use of IT in education offered by the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction of the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 1999. 76% of them were female primary teacher. 95%
of them possessed personal computers at home. 56% of them have received computer training in pre-service
teacher education programme. This sample was further divided into three groups according to their teaching
experiences: 27%, under 5 years; 25%, 6-10 years; 48% over 10 years.

2.2 Data Collection
The participants were asked to complete a survey at the beginning of the seminar and workshops. The first part

of the survey was the demographic data of the participants while the second and third part required the
participants to respond to the time spent in a week and the different modes of using 16 instructional media
selected for this study respectively (see Table 1 and 2).

3 Results
3.1 The time of using instructional media in a week
Table 1 shows that board writing remains the most frequently used medium in the classroom. About 75% of
the participants spend more than half of their teaching time with it. The second frequently used medium is
board drawing (about 38%) while the third one is printed medium (about 30%). The table also reveals that 10
items have their using time less than half of the total teaching time in a week (item 6-11 and 13-16). It is also
obvious to see that computer technologies were seldom used in class teaching at this stage. This phenomenon
may be well explained by the un-readiness of computer facilities in most of the primary schools in the period
of this study.

However, the figures revealed in the mean percentage of the use of traditional media in Table 1 show that
about a quarter of the participants did not use any traditional instructional media and about 57% of them taught
with these media less then half of the teaching time in a week. Only 17% of them used them for more than half
of the teaching time in a week. This result shows that "text-book" teaching remains the dominant strategy in
most primary school teaching despite those traditional instructional media have already placed in the schools
as standard equipment.
Types of Media

Never Use Less than 1/4 Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than 3/4
time (%)
3/4 time (%)
1/2 time (%)
time (%)
(%)

Traditional Media
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Blackboard/Whiteboard
Writing
Blackboard/Whiteboard
Drawing
Realia/Model
Graphics
Printed Material
Photo
Slide
Overhead Transparency
Audio Tape
Video Tape

1.5

2.9

20.4

33.8

41.4

2.9

28

31.5

22.6

15

1.9

51.3
53.1
32.4
69.3
23.1
38.7

33.2

10.6

3

32
34
12.8

9.6

2

18.4

4.5
0.6

11.6
0.3
0.3

44.8
42.8

17.4
15.8

1.9
3.5

3.5

4.9

1

3.3
3.6
13.1

71.8
40.8
30.8
35.5
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4.2
17

1.6

11.
12.

Tape-Slide Programme
Learning Package

9

0
2.9

11.3

1.9

1

12.7

3.2

1.3

0

86.4

9.1

3.9

0.6

0

94.8
79.45

2.9
14.18

1.3

4.93

0.7
1.13

0.3
0.33

13.1

8.9
49.4

1.6
25.6

53.8

32

82.8

88.5

1

Computer
13.

14.
15.
16.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics
Computer Presentation
Programme
Computer Assisted
Learning Programme
Internet
Mean Percentage :

Table I: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week by
Primary Teachers of the Study (N=323)

3.2 The modes of using instructional media
Participants who have used the instructional media were asked to respond to the types of instructional modes
of how these media were used. Table 2 shows that for the first three frequently used media as identified in last
paragraph, they were used mostly for teacher's presentation (82%, iteml; 79.2%, item2 and 66.7%, item4).
The average percentages for group learning and individual learning activities for traditional media are 16.6%

and 8.2% while those for computer are 8.6% and 4.5% respectively. These figures show that teacher's
presentation is still the major mode of teaching among primary teachers at the present moment.
Types of Media

Teacher's
Presentation (%)

Group Learning

Activity (%)

Individual Learning
Activity (%)

Traditional Media
1.

Blackboard/Whiteboard

82

Writing
2.

3.
4.

Blackboard/Whiteboard
Drawing
Realia/Model
Graphics

5.

Printed Material

6.

Photo
Slide
Overhead Transparency
Audio Tape
Video Tape
Tape-Slide Programme
Learning Package
Mean Percentage :

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

79.2

30.6

66.4
66.7
31.5
48
20.5
41.3
36.4
35.5

23.5
47.4
24.5
4.3
15

10.4
8

9.5
7.6

36.7
9.8
3.7
6.4
6.1
4
1.5

11

3.1

40.7
46.6

32.4
16.6

13.5
8.23

26.3

17.1

9.5

9.2

7.3

3.7

7.3

5.5

3.1

4
11.7

4.6
8.63

4.45

Computer
13.

14.
15.

16.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics
Computer Presentation
Programme
Computer Assisted Learning
Programme
Internet
Mean Percentage :

1.5

Table 2: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Modes Used with Instructional Technologies by Primary
Teachers of the Study (Respondents can select more than one mode)

3.3 Effects of difference in gender and teaching experience on the use of instructional
media
Since the sampling was not randomized, normal distribution of the sample could not be assured. A
non-parametric analysis using the Mann Whitney U test was then used to compare the difference of the
distribution of the responses between female and male primary teachers and the three groups of teachers with
different teaching experiences.
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Types of Media
3.

4.

Realia/Model*
Graphics*

5.

Printed Material*

6.

Photo*

7.

Slide*

11.

Tape-Slide Programme*

13.

Computer Generated Texts
and Graphics*

14.

Computer Presentation
Programme*

15.

Computer Assisted
Learning Programme*

Gender

Never Use Less than

Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than
3/4 time (%)
3/4 time (%)

( %)

1/4 time (%) 1/2 time (%)

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female

1.3
4.1

46.4
67.5

3

48.1

4.2

70.4
31.8
34.7
66.8
76.7

74.8
61.6
90.9
80.8
58.7

19.7
34.2
6.9

Male
Female

11.9

3.4

5.4

1.4

11.7

2.2

2.8
20.3

1.4
14.4

44.4

12.5

15.1

5.9

5.5
4.3

0
0

15.1

4.1
1.7
1.4

0.4
2.7

2.8
0.4
0
0.4
0
0
0

30.6

8.1

1.3

1.3

37
89.8

37
7.7

21.9

4.1

2.1

0.4

0
0

Male
Female

60.3
91.5

28.8
6.4

6.8

4.1

1.7

0.4

0
0

Male

69.4

18.1

11.1

1.4

0

3

5.6
11.8
17.8

37
21.6
35.1
21.1
30.5

0.9

* Statistically Significant Difference at a = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U Test

Table 3: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week by
Female and Male Primary Teachers of the Study
Significant differences were found in the distributions of 9 items between female and male teachers. In Table 3,
referring to the "never use" column, it is interesting to see that female teachers used simple and traditional

media (item 3,4,5 and 6) more than male teachers while male teachers used more complicated traditional
media (item 7 and 11) and computer technologies (item 13,14 and 15) in this study. Similar analysis was
conducted among the teachers with different teaching experiences. Only one item was found to be statistically

different between the less experienced and more experienced teachers. Table 4 shows that experienced
teachers used slide more than the less experienced teachers.
Types of Media
7.

Slide*

Between 1/4 to Between 1/2 to More than
Teaching Never Use Less than
3/4 time (%)
3/4 time (%)
1/4 time (%) 1/2 time (%)
Experience (%)
Group A
Group B

82.4

14.1

66

29.1

3.5
4.3

0

0

0.7

0

Statistically Significant Difference at a = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U Test
Group A: Teaching experience less than 5 years; Group B: Teaching Experience greater than 10 yearS

Table 4: The Percentage of Responses to Teaching Time Used with Instructional Technologies in A Week
Between Two Groups of Primary Teachers with Different Teaching Experience of the Study

Analysis on the teaching modes of using these instructional media, however, showed that no significant
differences were found between the female and male teachers and also among the three groups of teachers
with different teaching experiences.

4 Discussion
From the above findings, it is obvious that the use of instructional media including computer technologies was
limited. The teaching strategies employed by most primary teachers were still very teacher-centered although
they have already completed instructional technology and related courses in the teacher education programme.
Computer uses were rare even though more than 50 % of the participants have attended computer courses
while receiving their pre-service teacher training and 95% of them possess home computers. It is evident that

future teaching is influenced by the learning experiences that pre-service teachers gained in their tertiary
education [7]. Researches also show that the provision of instructional models for classroom implementations
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of technology is far more important than the training of the "know-how" skills [8]. The instructional strategy
should act as the model and should be student-centred rather than terminology and hardware centred [9].
Task-based or problem based activities are more effective than skill drilling of certain hardware or computer
software by direct demonstration. A course with welldesigned contents and effective teaching model for the
use of IT in education is believed to have positive influence on the actual implementation in school teaching.

4.1 The Contents
We suggest that for an IT in education course to be successful, the following areas should be included. We
believe that such contents allow our pre-service teachers to have more comprehensive mastery of knowledge
and skills of using IT in education and enable them to put theories and practical skills into real practice in
primary school teaching.
Understanding the development, trends, advantages and limitations of using IT in education.
1.
2.

Understanding the roles and contributions of IT and teachers in the communication and learning

3.

process.
Designing and producing instructional materials with IT.

4.

Operating computer hardware and application software while producing and using computerized

5.
6.

instructional materials
Selecting and deriving learning activities with computerized instructional materials and resources
Evaluating the effectiveness of computerized instructional materials and programmes that involves the
use of IT.

4.2 The Teaching model
Figure 1 is a proposed teaching model of using IT in education for teacher preparation programme. This model

is informed by constructivist views of learning in which the learner is the center and the actor of learning.
There are six major components in the model:
The teacher is the one who build this model, creates a constructivist learning environment, acts as the
1.
resource, guide and the facilitator of the learning process and models the actual implementations and
strategies of using IT in an authentic context.
The learner is the master of this model, comes with different background and learning style, interacts
2.
with other components of this model and to construct the knowledge and skills actively.
Resources and support assist the learner to complete his/her task throughout the learning process.
3.
4.
Integration is the experience that the learner gains when applying IT in teaching and learning in an
5.

6.

authentic situation.
Reflection is the introspective thinking allowing the learner to have deeper understanding of the IT
applications and be able to examine related issues critically.
Monitoring strategies provide clear instructions and directions allowing the learner to have a complete
picture of the objectives and significances of the learning, the tasks to be completed and the access to
relevant resources and support.
CD-ROMs
Cases Studies for Technology
Inteeration in T/L

Learner
Web
Resources

Journal
Writing
Modelling

Tutorial
Discussion

Mass Teaching;
Independent Learning;

Collaborative Group Project;
Workshop

Problem/Task
Based Activities

Try-out lesson

Portfolio

Figure 1: A teaching model of using IT in education for teacher education
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5 Conclusion
The components of the teaching model guide the development of various strategies, learning activities and
resources that can be found in Figure 1. Evaluation of the effectiveness of this model has been started and the
results will be reported in due course. The findings of the survey in the first part of this study signal the
ineffective use of instructional media both in terms of teaching time and strategies in primary school teaching.
Change is expected if our students are to be really benefited by the five-year strategy of using IT in education.
Teacher education, therefore, places an important role in this aspect.
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TWO TYPES OF VIRTUAL SCHOOL
IN INET SUPPORTED BY TEACHER'S
GROUP-COLLABORATION TYPE
AND LOOSELY CONNECTED TYPE
Shoichi Kinosita* and Nobuyuki Arakawa**
*SEITOKU University, 550, Iwase, Matsudo, Chiba, Japan 271-8555,

E-mail: kino@pajah.nelp
**Kamishinmei Elementary School, Futaba-4, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Email: arakawa.nobuyuki@nifty.nevp

1 Introduction
We construct a virtual school in INET since December 1997 about elementary and secondary education.
This virtual school is collaboration type. About 10 teachers are the managers who control the open and close

to the courses. This members also join to "Project Group for Learning Process" founded at 1984 in
Matsushita Audio-Visual Research Foundation. The courses are consists of Japanese Language,
Mathematics, Social Science, Natural Science, Arts, etc. The writer of each course is voluntary and often
invited by the manager. The system of this school is controlled by CGI program that counts and classify the
visitors.
The other type -Loosely connected- virtual school will
be appeared in several months. This type is the mirror

image of writer's daily lesson. The writer is also the
teacher at a classroom and the course is the same
contents as the lesson at the class. The first purpose of
this type is the help for absent student at lesson with
inevitable reason.

fig. 1

Structure of Type [A]

The second purpose is the teacher's skill up the teaching
methods and fill up his contents. Each course is gazed by
the other writer and visitor by critical viewpoints and
comments may send to him by E-mail or another way.

These comments will effective for the writers. The
writers are loosely connected by browsing and criticize for each other.

2 Comparison of Two Types of Virtual School
aw*

;

nil ...N.M..
t
6474

rAro.

Let's call collaboration one is the type [A] and a loosely
connected one is the type [B]. Type [A] may have fine
course by fine teacher by the reason of solid watch and
control and severe criticism. But the number of writers
may be limited because of difficulties to make fine or
excellent course. In fact, the number of writers of our
school is about 20 teachers today. The increase of number
of writers is very slow.

Type [B] may readily have many teachers because the
fig. 2 Software Structure of Type [A]

reporting of own daily lesson wants little efforts except for
some reviews and writing time.

On the other hand, the quality of course may not be
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expected, and the learners to be supposed are very restricted.

Results
The two types [A] & [B] will be exist parallel to each other and exchange the writer, or perhaps invite the
writer for type [B] at first and next to type [A] if the course will fine and universal.

The Language of both types is Japanese and every learner or visitor needs to read Japanese Language. This
is an issue that is easily overcome by some Japanese to English interpretation software. Our two schools

slightly gather the writers who want to spread their
unique lesson and the effect appeared in the mutual

it '?.:ftiu-)
KlithSITA

discussion about order in lesson, resources, tools, and
illustrations in both type.
There are many virtual schools in Japan and all over the

world. These are almost supported by ministry of
22r,_

ETIVJAE

education, nation, or company who have many staffs
working with development and editing. Our tiny two
virtual schools will combine the teacher's skill and fine
lessons from voluntary teachers in Japan or other country

and serve the chances to learn for many learners who
fig. 3 Front Page of Type [B]

can't go to the school with willingness to learn.
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Using Virtual Environments for Studying
Water Phases and Phase Transitions
Jorge F. Trindade* and Carlos Fiolhais **
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In recent }ears, many studies have dealt with students' reasoning in science.
Those studies suggested that pupils, in different degrees, have difficulties in

understanding matter phases and phase transitions. To increase pupils
understanding of phases and phase transitions, we are developing the "Virtual
Water" project, a virtual environment centered on the learning of the structure
and properties of water in its different phases. Within this environment, the
molecular dynamics in the solid, liquid and gaseous phases of water and the
corresponding phase transitions take place in three-dimensional space, with the
possibility of haptic interaction with the molecules.

Keywords: Virtual reality, virtual environment, water, phases and phase
transitions

1 Introduction
All substances undergo dramatic changes in their qualitative properties when certain parameters pass
through particular values. Matter phases and phase transitions have received considerable attention in the
framework of research on children's understandings in different ages and development stages [1-4], [10],
[15].

Ice melting is an everyday example of a phase transition. When the temperature increases, keeping the
pressure constant, the molecular vibrations become gradually more violent and thermal expansion occurs.
Since this increase of vibration amplitude is gradual, one might expect that the macroscopic properties of
water would also undergo a smooth change. While this is true for most temperatures, there is a well-defined
temperature for which something dramatic happens: a sudden change in the properties of the substance and
the appearance of a liquid. The liquid, in its turn and at a higher temperature, undergoes another phase
transition going into a gas.
Few pupils use the corpuscular theoretical model taught in school to explain these processes. Indeed, their
knowledge and understanding of the corpuscular theory of matter is sometimes very fragmentary. They
apply it in some situations but not in others. For example, they may apply the corpuscular theory to explain
gases but not to explain solids and liquids. There are also cases where pupils say that the shape and size of
molecules changes when the state of matter changes: the shape of molecules depends on the shape of the
vessel, molecules of solids are the biggest while gas molecules are the smallest for Portuguese children
(13-15 years) [9], etc.

Other studies of students' conceptualization of phase transition from liquid or solid to gas have indicated that

some children have difficulties conceiving gas as a substance [6] [12]. As students do not develop the
general idea of gas prior to formal learning, the perceptual clues for detecting and identifying gases are
weaker than for liquids and solids. Although pupils know some properties of air, they do not compare air
with other gases, claiming that other gases do not have the same properties as air. A frequent explanation is
that air is a big bulk system [11]. Gases are frequently linked by some invisible entity, something immaterial,
for example energy in various forms. Kircher [5] also reports that high school pupils understand gases as a
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continuous substance with no empty space between particles.
Since the use of images is a powerful tool for understanding complex and/or abstract information and since
immersion in virtual environments is a recent technique which needs to be explored and evaluated, a virtual
environment for studying phases and phases transitions is being developed by the Physics and Mathematics
Departments of the University of Coimbra, Portugal, the Exploratory "Henry the Navigator", in Coimbra,
and the High School for Technology and Management of the Polytechnic Institute of Guarda. We have
named it "Virtual Water".

2 Overview of the Molecular Dynamics Virtual Environment
"Virtual Water" (VW) is a set of virtual environments designed to help in the instruction of high school
students of Physics and Chemistry (it might also be useful for freshman university students). The main goals
of this virtual reality application are:
a)

b)

To provide an educational environment for students to explore some microscopic concepts
which they are taught in class.
To develop a practical knowledge concerning the application of virtual reality techniques to
education, contributing with data on the usefulness of virtual reality [13-14].

The molecular dynamics component of VW is devoted to understanding some water properties and studying
its phases and phase transitions by computer simulation. These simulations are based on the corpuscular

theory of matter and use the equations of Newtonian Mechanics. We assume that the dynamics can be
treated classically because more realistic simulations (incorporating quantum effects) are cumbersome and
more computationally demanding. We also assume that the force between any pair of molecules depends
only on the distance between them.

The interactions using dataglove allow the user to act and change the environment in order to distinguish the
properties of solids, liquids and gases. The cybertouch system associated to the dataglove enables the user to
experience some molecular behaviors that are impossible to feel in real world. For example, in the solid
phase the user may fly through the ice structure and learn about it (Figure 1). Using the dataglove the user is
able to break the ice and with the cybertouch system he can feel the increase of molecular vibrations with the

temperature. While breaking ice may be a common macroscopic experience, watching the network of
hydrogen bond and feeling molecular vibrations, for example, are quite uncommon experiences. On the
other hand, in the liquid and gas phases, it is possible see and try to grab a molecule, understanding by direct
experience that its speed is bigger than in the solid phase.

Figure 1: Two frames from m the water solid phase (ice) of our molecular dynamics environment:
a) balls model of a group of molecules; b) flying through the ice structure.
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Figure 2: Frames from the water liquid and gas phases: a) the liquid phase, with the balls
model of twelve molecules; b) The gas phase, showing the same molecules. These pictures, as
well as those of Figure 1, were created with PC Gamess, Molden, 3D Studio Max, being the
dynamics implemented in Visual C++on WorldToolkit.

Using balls models of water molecules the user may interiorize the corpuscular theory of matter. Since the

molecular dynamics simulation takes place in a box (closed system) it is easy to understand that the
molecules are the same in solid, liquid or gas phases. It is clear from our virtual environment that, in any
phase of water, empty intermolecular spaces are present, these being smaller in the solid and liquid phases
than in the gas phase (Figure 2). The density is different in the three phases.
For designing the VW models we used the free software PC Gamess [8], that performs the calculations on

the water molecule, and Molden [7], for the molecular representations. For model development and
optimization we used commercial software packages (Mathcad and 3D Studio Max) and Visual C++ for
implementing the molecular dynamics algorithm. Concerning the definition and creation of the virtual
scenarios we used WorldToolkit (from Sense8). For navigating in the virtual environment and interacting

with our models we use a dataglove with cybertouch system (for haptic information) from Virtual
Technologies.

3 Conclusions
Important strategies in teaching Physics and Chemistry are based on central the idea that matter consists of
particles but the fact that these are invisible hinders sometimes the development by students of the right
scientific concepts. However, the analysis and comparison of various results in the pedagogic literature show
that some incorrect concepts and their relationships are simply transferred from the macroworld to the
micro world. In fact, there is a firm link between the concepts on matter structure and empirical knowledge
of macroscopic phenomena.

If students accept the corpuscular theory mainly for gases and not for solids and liquids, it is advisable to
confront them with this contradiction and to treat specifically the processes of phase changes from gas to
liquid, and vice versa, in terms of identity of substance, identity of particles and conservation of the number
of particles. Similar procedure applies to students who accept better the corpuscular theory for solids.
The use of immersive virtual environments and haptic information, although recent, seems to be a powerful
means for visualizing and understanding complex and/or abstract information. Actions like grabbing a
molecule, breaking hydrogen bonds networks, feeling molecular vibrations, flying through channels in ice

and through the empty spaces of molecules in liquid and gas phases (as in George Gamow' s book
"Adventures of Mr. Tompkins"), etc. are impossible in real world but possible in computer simulations.

"Virtual Water", our virtual environment for studying phases and phase transitions based on corpuscular
theory of matter is promising to make progresses along the indicated directions. We are acquiring new
means in learning and teaching the Physics and Chemistry of water and building knowledge on virtual
reality techniques and tools, which can later be applied to other problems. In particular, our experiment with
virtual reality should point out what are the most effective educational benefits and also to indicate the
weaknesses of this new technology in an educational setting.
Feedback from pupils is being collected and analyzed in order to quantify the pedagogical usefulness of our
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virtual environment. Of course, if these techniques prove to be successful, teacher' s strategies should
incorporate them. We hope that, with tools like the one we are developing, intangible experiments become
more and more concrete and that this fact may facilitate the development of scientific models among science
students.
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Homepages of contents on the topics of Earthquake, Plate Tectonics Theory and

Chi-Chi Earthquake in the field of Geophysics have been composed for the
subject-oriented learning program for senior high school students. Learning test
activities were performed to testify the teaching and learning effect via Internet.
The homepage contents bear the characteristics of (1) scientific theory-based
descriptions, (2) more local examples, (3) highly relating to common life, (4)
more dynamic illustrations, and (5) providing interesting practicing works. The
results of subject- oriented learning test activities in this study show that the
learning style, learning procedures and the homepage contents are all highly
accepted by the participants from senior high school. And the learning effect is
obvious as judged by comparing the pre-learning and the after-learning concept
diagrams drawn by each individual participant.

Keywords: subject-oriented learning program, learning test activities,
concept diagrams

1 Introduction
Internet system supplies plenty of knowledge conveniently and quickly, the explorer can achieve the purpose
of self-learning by collecting, reading, analyzing and combining different kinds of data via Internet. For the
purposes of improving the learning environment, enhancing the teaching quality, and raising the learning

effect on Earth Sciences education for senior high school, web-based course contents on topics of
Earthquake, Plate Tectonics Theory and Chi-Chi Earthquake in the field of Geophysics have been set up
based on the idea of subject-oriented learning program [2]. Senior high school students can not only do the
self-learning but also exchange their learning ideas with others through Internet learning system under

different conditions of time periods and places. By joining the study results from fields of education,
computer technology, geophysics and geology, subject-oriented learning test activities for each specific
subject were performed respectively with the participation of volunteered teachers and students from
different senior high schools so as to evaluate the learning effect of Internet learning system.

2 Objectives
By especially considering the educational idea of subject-oriented joint learning mode[l], homepage
contents were set up. Internet learning test activities were performed by using joint learning software and
concept diagram drawing software developed by the computer technologist' s [3]. The major objectives of
the study are as follows:
1) Setting up basic web-based contents on Earth Sciences so as to enhance the teaching and learning
interests for high school education, the contents may also serve to a better understanding of the earth
environment for social people.
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2) Setting up the effective searching catalog so as to assist in surveying and collecting related data.
3) Assisting in solving educational problems and improving learning effect through Internet communication
system.

3 Subject-Oriented Joint Learning Test Activity
Subject-oriented learning strategy was the major concern in the study. Participants were advised to carry out
the learning program by reviewing and collecting related contents through Internet. All the communications

were put through BBS posts or ep mails, there were volunteer helpers, college students, to respond all
proposed questions from time to time. Team works were important besides individual learning as well, each
would share personal learning results with others and came out a group report, individual learning effect was
evaluated by comparing the pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams.

After entering the web site "gepedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw" (Fig. I ), participants would click the right icon to
choose the specified subject for the activity. Each one should draw a pre-learning concept diagram by

connecting the provided concept terms with proper words after watching the "Miss story" (a short
documentary film) prepared for the subject. And then, the major stages for the learning test activity were:
1) Participants were separated into groups of different topics on the specified subject based on his own study
interest.

2) Every group set up its study assumptions and strategy; certain assignments were distributed to each
individual member of the group.

3) Group members started to survey and collect related data for the topic, and all the working records were
kept by using joint learning software.
4) Participants bearing the original role of topic group were re-divided into different groups of experts to
cover more study fields. Members discussed and shared personal study ideas and results with others.
5) Each participant returned to his original group of topic and made after-learning concept diagram a group
report for the study was also made with the efforts of all the group members.

4 Results and Discussions
Three learning test activities were finished in the study [2]; detailed descriptions of the activities are in
Tables 1 to 3. When first learning test activity on Earthquake was being held; related software was not well
developed. Internet function was limited to content reviewing. By the time of second learning test activity on
Plate Tectonics Theory software was more fully developed, all works were done under Internet environment;
more working records were preserved in personal joint learning files for the second and the third activities.
All discussions and questions among the students were put through BBS posts and e-mails; volunteer helpers
joined the discussions and also answered the questions in time. There are 119 posts from the second activity

and 552 posts from the third activity, most of the posts are highly related to the learning program. Each
participant finished drawing two concept diagrams in pre-learning and after-learning stages respectively,
there are 24 diagrams from the second activity and 46 diagrams from the second activity. And each group
had also submitted the group report as required in the learning activity in time, there are 2 and 3 reports for
the first and the second activities respectively. Plenty of discussions and notes have also been recorded in the

joint learning software in Internet. However, the insufficiency of the Internet system and the learning
pressure under traditional education system may interrupt the continuous progressing of the learning
program, occasional oral communications seem to be necessary. Though the ability in data analyzing,
reducing and deducing may not be well satisfied, students show obvious improvement in the knowledge of
the subject as judged by comparing and analyzing the individual pre-learning and after-learning concept
diagrams and from group reports.

5 Conclusion
Homepage contents for all the three subjects are highly acceptable to high school students and teachers, most
of them confirm with the learning effect of the subject-oriented joint learning program. If the traditional
learning pressure would be suitably released, students will be more willing and free to perform self-learning
program through Internet learning system even though they are not very well familiar with the operation of
the used software.
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Table 1 Learning Test Activity on Earthquake
Time

Location
Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Working Pattern

1998.5.3, 1 day

computer room in Wuling Senior High School
12 high school students, 3 high school teachers, 17 volunteer helpers(students and
teachers from Department of Earth Sciences, National Central University)
Earthquake
Occurrence and Distribution, Intensity and Magnitude

content reading via internet, one to one oral communication, working processes

recorded by volunteer helpers
Evaluation Materials concept diagram, questionnaires, working records

Time

Location
Participants
Subject
Group of Topic
Group of Expert
Working Pattern
Evaluation Materials

Time

Location

Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Group of Expert
Working Pattern
Evaluation Materials

Table 2 Learning Test Activity on Plate Tectonics Theory
1999.2.27-1999.3.6, 8 days

computer rooms in Wuling Senior High School, ChenSheng High School and
National Central University, personal working environments

6 students and 1 teacher from ChenSheng High School, 6 students and 1 teacher

from Wuing Senior High School, 7 volunteer helpers from National Central
University
Plate Tectonics Theory
Continental Drift, Sea Floor Spreading
Dynamics, Mechanism, Effect

Besides software learning on the first day and evaluation meeting on the last day,
all the other works were all carried out via Internet.

pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams, questionnaires, BBS posts,
working records in joint learning software, three assignments
Table 3 Learning Test Activity on Chi-Chi Earthquake
2000.2.2-2000.2.26, 25days
computer room in National Central University, personal working environments

4 students and 1 teacher from ChenSheng High School, 2 students and 1 teacher
from Tao Yuan High School, 2 students and 1 teacher from Wu ling Senior High
teacher from HsinChu Experimental High School, 2
School, 3 students and
students from Chung Li High School, 5 students from HsinChu High School, 2
students from HsinChu Girls' High School, 2 students from Chen Der High School,
1 students from Chu Tung High School, 7 volunteer helpers from National Central
1

University
Chi-Chi Earthquake
Mechanism, Analysis, Effect
Focus, Magnitude, Focal Mechanism, Hazard

Besides software learning on the first day and evaluation meeting on the last day, all
the other works were all carried out via Internet.

pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams, questionnaires, BBS posts,
working records in joint learning software

gepedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw

Earthquake

Plate Tectonics
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Miss Story
Pre-learning
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Figure 1 Flowchart for subject-based joint learning test activity
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Recent advances in Internet technologies have led to the advent of virtual
schools. However, existing technologies have many limitations when applied to
virtual school implementation. Especially, existing transaction models are not
suitable for supporting virtual schools. In this paper, we present a new

transaction model in order to support virtual school environments. First, we
introduce the general characteristics of the virtual school environments. Then,
we discuss transaction model requirements for virtual schools. Based on those
requirements, we propose a new transaction model. We also show a
locking-based concurrency control scheme for supporting collaboration works
among students. Finally, we give conclusions and future research issues.
Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Virtual School

1 Introduction
Recently interests in virtual schools have been increasing due to advances in Internet technologies. The
virtual school, which is based on distance learning, can overcome time and space limitations in the
traditional schools. But, in order to complement lack of face-to-face communication in virtual schools,
multimedia-based education is becoming popular. This multimedia-based education emphasizes the
students' self-control. That is, multimedia- based education encourages interactions between teachers and
students and also interactions among students. In the meanwhile, object-oriented databases become popular
for supporting multimedia resources.

In the literature, many transaction models have been proposed for object-oriented database environments
[5,7,8]. But, those transaction models have not reflected requirements in virtual schools. In this work, we
propose a new transaction model that supports virtual school environments. The proposed model considers
all those requirements.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the transaction requirements in virtual school
environments. Based on the discussion, we propose a new transaction model in Section 3. In Section 4, we
present a locking-based concurrency control technique based on our model. Finally, we give conclusions and
future research issues.

2 Transaction Requirements in Virtual School Environments
In this section we discuss transaction requirements in virtual school environments.

First of all, all transactions should maintain the correctness of database. One of the characteristics of
database systems is manipulation of shared data. In this case, concurrency control technique is required to
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synchronize accesses to the database so that the consistency of the database should be maintained.
Concurrency control technique requires an application-dependent correctness criterion to maintain database
consistency while transactions are running concurrently. Serializability is a widely used correctness criterion
[1,6]. But, serializability is too harsh for most applications so that we need user-defined correctness criteria,
which is less restrictive than serializability.
Second, the length of transactions must be flexible. Usually, transaction length in virtual school environment
is long since transactions are navigating on various multimedia information in database systems [2]. For
long transaction case, the following problems might occur. That is, if locking-based concurrency control is
adopted, long transaction blocks other transactions to run concurrently due to conflicting access. This will,
in turn, degrade overall performance. Also, if a long transaction is aborted during its execution, it may waste
execution time and resources it used.

Third, in virtual school environments, students' behavior is unpredictable. That is, since they are working in
on-line way, it is hard to predict what kinds of actions they might take. Thus, they must be given some kind
of self-controls.
Fourth, the transaction model reflects interactivity. Especially, it must support collaborative works between
students and teacher or among students. Those collaborative works require common data to be shared among
users in order to achieve common goal. In some cases, unlike traditional transaction model, uncommitted
result by one student may be open to other students.

Finally, transaction model may need to support parallelism in order to reduce overall transaction response
time. Especially, the parallelism can be used in object-oriented databases as follows. In object-oriented
database, objects are accessed by means of methods. A method is nothing but a procedure to read or update
attributes in objects. Two methods can run concurrently if they access different attributes in an object. Thus,
transaction response time can be reduced by adopting parallelism.

3 The Proposed Transaction Model
Our transaction model reflects all requirements of transaction in virtual school environments as discussed in
Section 2.
Our model is based on both Split/Join transaction model [4,9] and nested transaction model [7]. But, none of
them support all those requirements of transactions in virtual school environments. Our model is to combine
these two models. Our model also extends the previous model [3] so that we achieve higher parallelism as
below.

The Split/Join transaction is summarized as follows. The Split/Join transaction is to restructure in-progress
transaction dynamically so that it supports efficient resource management as follows. The Split transaction
can be divided into two serializable transactions during its execution. In this case, two divided transactions
can proceed independently with their own resources. Thus, the Split transaction model provides flexibility in
resource management so that it can overcome the disadvantage of long transaction. On the other hand, the
Join transaction can merge two on-going serializable transactions into one transaction. In this case, the
transaction model is used to combine collaborating works into one in virtual school environments.

The nested transaction model is summarized as follows. A nested transaction consists of concurrently
executable top-level transactions. In turn, a top-level transaction consists of one or more steps. Each step is

either atomic operation or subtransaction. This subtransaction can run concurrently with top-level
transactions or other subtransactions. In the meanwhile, a subtransaction can invoke another subtransaction.
Thus, unlike flat transaction model, nested transaction model can exploit internal parallelism.
The basic structure of the proposed transaction model is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The transaction model

T represents global transaction, which can be merged or split in various form during its execution. Also,
depending on its nature, it can be committed without any restructuring. T1, T2, ,,T represent
subtransaction or merged or split transaction. Also, NT], NT2,NT represent subtransactions started by a
nested transaction. In our model, we adopt open nested transaction [8]. In open nested environment,
intermediate results of a subtransaction can be seen by other subtransaction as well as top-level transactions.
This will increase parallelism further.

4 The Proposed Concurrency Control Technique
In this Section, we present a concurrency control technique based on our model. The proposed model is
based on locking-based scheme. Our aim is to let two conflicting transactions go to negotiation stage if the
lock requesting transaction requests a conflicting lock on a data item with a lock held by other transaction. In
that case, the lock holding transaction and the lock requesting transaction can negotiate for conflicting lock
types. If negotiation is successful by those two transactions, the lock requesting transaction can get a lock
successfully and access the data. Otherwise, the lock request is blocked until the lock holding transaction
release its locks. By doing so, the parallelism can be maximized among collaborating users. Assume that a
transaction requests lock (LR) on a data item already locked by other transaction with lock type (LH), the
following algorithm can be applied.
If LR and LH are compatible then grant LR
Else negotiate between lock requester and lock holder;
If negotiation is successful then grant the lock
Else block the lock request;

5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we first introduce the general characteristics for virtual schools. Then, we present all possible
requirements for transactions in virtual school environments. Those requirements are user-defined
correctness, flexible transaction length, the unpredictability, interactivity and internal parallelism. Based on
those requirements, we propose a transaction model and a locking based concurrency control technique.

The immediate research issue is to apply real-time concept in transaction management. In that case, each

transaction must have real-time deadline. Since all transactions are on-line based in virtual school
environments, the transaction response time is very critical. Thus, we will develop the real-time priority
assignment scheme and real-time transaction processing scheme for virtual school environments.
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1 Introduction
The official memorandum is a very important document that offers a decision path of something in the most
organizations. In general, the executed policy usually needs agreement of decision-maker through official
memorandum. All the official memorandums are traditionally passed by one-by-one human delivery from
faculties to managers in an organization. It may results in the lower performance of administrative. Even
though some administrative operations are via e-mail or other approach. It have some limitations, such as the
official documents usually need the signature of decision-maker, it is not ease to overcome via the e-mail.

In order to have a speedy the administrative operation environment, especially the official memorandum
delivery, we design and implement a WWW-based Official Memorandum System in a school. That is a
WWW application without any novel theory and technique. We apply the existing techniques used in the
WWW environment to accomplish the application.

Obviously, the system is based on the client-server model. Implementing the system has some existing
techniques can be used, such as CGI, Java/Servlet [3], Java/CORBA [3]. Lotus' InterNotes [1] product uses
CGI mechanisms to allow Web browser access to documents and forms managed by the Notes Server.
Documents to be placed on the Web are translated by a program to HTML. These documents and forms are
accessed through a standard HTTP server as though they were normal HTML documents. Java is a portable
object-oriented language, and also a good platform for writing client/server web-based applications. Servlets
are secure protocol and platform-independent server side web-enabled software components, written in Java.
Java/CORBA has a clear advantage over CGI solution, such as flexibility, maintainability, and
responsiveness etc.

Security issue in the system will be taken care by using traditional approaches. There are two secure
mechanisms will be used: one is account/password, the other is the firewall. First one can prevent
non-authority user log-in into system and disrupt the system. All the general users must apply for an account
excepting the chief of department. And the system will force all users to change the password periodically.
This mechanism can avoid internal hackers. Second one is to avoid external hackers who intrude into system

for non-authority accessing. Few hackers, of course, can intrude into and disrupt the system. Some
approaches can be used for enhancing the security of information, such as data compression/decompression
before accessing to/from database and checking the data consistency of duplicated database periodically. All
of them are the future works

Fault tolerance is in order to enhance the reliability of system. In fault-tolerance community, many
approaches have been proposed to enhance the data reliability [4,5]. The approach in the system is database
replication. We use warm stand-by primary/backup scheme to improve the system availability. Many issues

in the data replication that have to be guaranteed are employed like the [5]. These issues are such as
idempotent operation, data consistency, and recovery. Because the system is a three-tier scheme, all
operations supporting fault-tolerance are implemented in the core of the system. This feature can also
prevent the database crash during the formal execution phase.

A complex system has to be manageable in an easy way. In order to enhance the system flexibility, a
web-based management tools should be implemented. System manager can add and remove user easily. In
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addition, system manager can also maintain the database, such as record manipulation, in an easy way.

Many features are described previously. In addition, we will support some important functions shown as
following: Official documents writing, Official documents progression tracking, Auto-delivery, Automatic
signing, Urgent document notification.

2 Design and Implementation
According to the described above, we design the system architecture like as Figure 1. The architecture is
simple and complete. The system includes an Official Memorandum System and a replicated database. The
system will receive requests from clients. For security issue, we add a firewall in the front of web server. All
the requests must be checked by the firewall for ensuring the request is an authority request. In addition, the
Official Memorandum System is responsible for all the features described above, which include
fault-tolerance. A replicated database is also included in the system. The database used in the system is the
SQL database.

Figure 1. System Architecture

The whole system is implemented and run on the Windows NT 4.0 and SQL server 7.0. The programming

paradigm is ASP that using VBscript. With the fault-tolerant, the system needs to access primary and
standby database separately. To guarantee the consistency d two databases, we apply the traditional
two-phase commit protocol on the replicated database transaction processing.

Figure 2 shows the GUI of document reviewing for those chiefs of department. When they login into the
system, the system will show the urgent document on top of the reviewing page, which indicate these
documents have to review first. The document reviewing process will sign the signature automatically when
the process achieved.
5V3 d 31 to

$1.
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--r-t

21
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Figure 3. The GUI of Document Reviewing

3 Conclusions
In this paper, we have been stated the design and implementation of a web-based official memorandum
system. This system can migrate the conventional official memorandum system to network. That is a WWW
application without any novel theory and technique. We apply the existing techniques used in the WWW

environment to accomplish the application. In order to avoid the informal accessing to this system, the
firewall is utilized at the front-end of the system. Besides, the duplicated databases are used in this system to
prevent the database crash during the formal execution phase.
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The advancement of recent technologies has evoked great impact on education.
The Information Technology (IT) revolution has changed the habits of human
civilizations immensely. The application of distributed systems, Internet,

telecommunications and so on, along with the rapid development and
advancement of computer technology, has given profound change to our life style

and significant impact to our philosophy of education. Various contemporary
issues in the application of IT in education have aroused widespread concern.
Nowadays, learning is not necessarily confined within spatial and temporal
boundaries. Networked databases, online resources and Internet services provide

new opportunities for teachers and audents to be engaged in learning and
teaching activities which are different from the traditional classroom setting. In
this paper, we are going to discuss the initial phase in designing andimplementing
a Web-based learning system for use in teacher-training programme. The research
in building a Web-based supportive learning system for teacher training has the

following characteristics: (1) It is a support system that aims to help the
enhancement of learning effectiveness with the aids of modern information
technologies, particular in the area of course information dissemination, sharing
of resources, and computer mediated communication. (2) Future teachers are
immersed in the IT learning environment so that a positive attitude and perception
can be formed towards the adoption of IT in classroom. (3) Student teachers are
encouraged to participate actively in the IT-immersion environment. After the
initial phase completed, extendedfuture research will be focus on its effectiveness
and its empirical contribution in enhancing learning effectiveness.
Keywords: Web -based Instruction

1 Introduction
The application of Information Technology (IT) in education has recently generated lots of interests . With the
advancement of new technologies, something impossible in the past was found significantly advantageous
nowadays. One distinct example would be the use of digital technology and the continuous improvement of
computer networks. The integration of text, sounds, graphics, and even video segments has been found more
and more efficiently be used than in the past [9]. Undoubtedly, the fast growing multimedia technologies play
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a vital role in enhancing better learning and teaching effectiveness. Internet and the use of the World Wide
Web (WWW) have been regarded as a powerful media since its development began in early 90's. Networked
database and distributed systems make the "knowledge" and information dissemination more efficient and
faster. As the Internet and the WWW remove the geographically boundaries, learning and teaching activities
need not happen at the same time and at the same place. Furthermore, communications between teachers and
students , and among the students , which traditionally relied on face-to-face interactions, can be supplemented

by both synchronous and asynchronous modes of communication through recent development of
telecommunication and network technologies. In order to meet the new learning needs in the new milleniurn
the idea of learning network is established for promoting life-long learning. With the help of an immersion
learning environment using IT, students can construct and refine their knowledge through interactions with
other students and teachers at anytime and anywhere. In fact, the number of schools and Universities using the
Web to deliver courses are increasing [6].

2 Rationale in using Web-based learning system for teacher training
programme.
Khan [5] suggests that the Internet is fast emerging and the WWW is becoming an increasingly powerful,
global, interactive, and dynamic medium for delivering instruction. More and more institutions are using the
Web to provide instruction and training. Increasing number of these institutions offering Web-based courses
are recognizing the fact the Web is a viable and important medium for learning and instruction. As the
capabilities of the Web have become more widely known, students and faculty have been quick to utilize its
potential [4]. Research on the use of Web-based system in the past decade often focused on its contribution to
distance learning, flexible learning or open learning. Each of the above three terms has its own meaning and
are different from each other, yet all of them are regarding learning happened at learners' own time, pace and
schedule. Internet offers the potential for a classroom reconfiguration through the utilization of WWW as a
tool. Teachers are no longer regarded as absolute authority and the fount of knowledge, but the students begin

to take responsibility for their individual learning. They become active participants in acquisition of
knowledge and need to be responsible for their own development. However, traditional learning system and

Web-based system are not necessarily mutually exclusive of each other. On the contrary, they may be
employed to support each other. This idea becomes the fundamental principle in establishing a flexible,
learner-centred and effective Web-based supportive environment for learning.

To establish an IT-immersion environment for future teacher
Most of the universities in Australia, U.S. and U.K. require their graduates to be information literate.
Education faculties within these universities would add stipulations that their pre-service teacher graduates

would need to be competent with the application of IT in education.[ I ]. Another major reason in the
development and implementation of Web-based learning system is to create an IT immersion environment, so
that future teachers can be immersed in the situation that not only IT skills or literacy be taught, but provide
opportunities for student teachers to build up confidence in using IT. As a result, their positive attitude and
perception towards the application IT in the classroom can be developed. How IT is used will vary depending
on teacher' s understanding of technology and how it may be used to support the learning and teaching process.

The development of student teachers' positive, confident atitudes, self-efficacy, and perceptions toward
Information Technology is essential. Bandura [2] stated that people who perform poorly might do so because

they lack the skills or they have the skills but they lack the sense of efficacy to use them well. General
self-efficacy beliefs reflect a sense of personal control, a sense of personal competence and goal-directed
determination. The teacher' s beliefs in their personal efficacy, ability to motivate and promote student learning
will affect the types of learning environments they create and the level of academic progress their students will
achieve.

Practise what we preach
Student teachers need to be IT competent before they enter into the profession. Teacher educators also have a
distinct role in preparing competent teachers to teach IT or can teach with IT in the classroom. It would be
desirable to enable student teachers immersed in the IT learning environment so that they can experience the

possibilities in using networked technology and telecommunication as one of the learning media. More
importantly, they are provided a chance to venture out and form the habit of life long learning, which is an

essential element in their future success. In view of learning strategies, throughout the use of new
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communication tools, students also have chances to collaborative with other students, and most likely they
will be benefit from this kind of learning and teaching activities [7].

flexibility, learner-centred approach
It is generally agreed that the Internet has the potential to revolutionize learning. However Radford [8] pointed
out that a flexible and location-independent education is certainly not a replacement for traditional human

face-to-face interaction between teachers and students, but on the contrary, provides another means to
facilitate better communication. He said not all learning activities should be technology mediated, but in some
way some learning tasks may not require people to be in the same room and at the same time. Lai [6] said that

many "Web-assisted" courses are designed with the intention to provide students with easier access to
course-related materials. Lecture notes, examination scripts and other relevant materials are archived on
course Web sites and allow flexible access by course participants. In addition, electronic mail and discussion
lists are used to supplement face-to-face communication between students and teachers. In some cases, they
are only needed to meet face-to-face once or twice in a course.

3 System design
A pilot scheme has been introduced to explore the possibilities in using Web-based learning system in the
Hong Kong Institute of Education since September 1999. The main purpose of this project is to look for the
best means to support learning and teaching, and in the long run, develop courses that can be offered to the
students in a flexible manner. A number of essential design principles in designing a Web-based learning
system can be identified:
Interactivity: Major considerations to enhance interaction between the learners as well as the teacher, a
wide range of synchronous or asynchronous tools are used to supplement and/or enhance face-toface
interactions.
Collaboration, it is important to establish a supportive environment to encourage collaboration or
forming online study groups.
Social and interpersonal interaction: the cognitive dimension of learning environment, to build up a best
environment for learning, and to promote social and interpersonal interaction.
User control: it should be designed for students and teachers easy to manipulate and most importantly,
sense of ownership by providing personal space such as virtual office.
Structure and management of learning environment, a Web-based learning environment should be a
flexible learning environment includes clear and explicit information and simple administrative task.

The pilot system design consists of three components and each one serves different purposes in supporting
learning:

Instructional delivery system
The main function is for information dissemination where instructional materials, announcement, lecture
notes, tutorials etc. can be delivered via the Web and the learners may access the information at any time at
their own pace.

Database
For the purpose of resource sharing, it serves information exchange, link resources, web resources, shared
project examples and a platform for collection of assignments and feedback etc.

Internet-mediated Communication
The communication channel between the teachers and the students forms an important part in the Web-based

learning system. It aims to provide a platform for Internet-based communication. Although email is a
"conventional" way extensively used, other software tools for discussion and collaboration among students
are employed. For example, newsgroup, guest book and discussion forum are adopted. Instructors may create
a general discussion forum or specific topics to be debated that makes the learning activities more fruitful
through student-teacher interaction.
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4 Phases of development
This project comprises four phases.

Development and planning
The initial phase focussed on hardware infrastructure, setting up of software configuration, network
connection, traffic and loading testing, security control method such as user authorization etc., Existing
Web-based learning system were also installed, tested, compared and evaluated, examples included Learning
Space, WebCT, Blackboard, etc.

Designing and testing
Course content design and the adoption of appropriate instructional delivery approach are crucial elements to
the success of Web-based learning system. In this phase, different subject specialists in the Department of
Information and Applied technology were invited to participate in the content design. Subjects included
Information Technology, Home Economics, Business Studies and Design & Technology. Overall testing was
also carried out in this phase including log on procedures, security control, database maintenance, statistics,
Web-survey and evaluation etc.

Implementation
The system is opened for use but limited to specific courses level, which have been developed at the design
phase. Formative evaluation will also be carried out to record
feedback from both teachers and students.
System stability
Continuous modification and improvement on the content courseware design

Evaluation
As the Web can be globally been assessed, the use of formative evaluation is very critical where a single error
will distribute world widely. An empirical approach will be adopted aims to observe effects on students and
teachers using both quantitative and qualitative methods. This is an on-going process from the beginning till
the end of the project. A variety of instruments will be employed, some important areas to be concerned are:
Background study - Students and Teachers perceptions towards web-base learning
Structure and in-depth interview to obtain opinions from user point of view on web-based
learning
System analysis a formative evaluation on the whole system concerning
the learning effectiveness
effective instructional design strategy
effectiveness on computer-mediated communication

5 Conclusion and future research
Information Technology develops at a rapid rate. The advancement of technologies provides new
opportunities that never be achieved in the past. In particular the integration of multimedia technology and a
new mode of communication using network technology that are greatly differ from our tradition. Brown (1999)
states that there will be no doubt that the Internet is a major foice in reshaping the nature of school. As the
nature of Web-based system is open and flexible, the Web technology still has lots of potentials that can be
contributed to education, especially in course design and development. On the other hand, the application of
Web-based learning systems are continually to grow, it suggests future directions for educator and researcher
to investigate how this new learning technology can contribute to along with educational and learning theories.

The initial phase of this project is to build up a platform for web-based learning systems. Extended future
research will mainly focus on evaluation of such systems in enhancing teaching and learning effectiveness and
its contribution to instructional strategy.
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1 Research Background
In recent years, the internationalization of Japan has attracted many foreigners. But, in the present state we
have seen mostly people are shy to speak to foreigners because they cannot speak foreign languages. Again,
there are many attempts that enable one to communicate on the Internet. In a preceding research, there was
an attempt to add word translation to word chatting function (refs.[1]). Besides in any communication
plurality of media help in the understanding (refs.[2])(refs[3]). For examp le, there was another preceding
research that showed that listening along with subtitling in the same language help understand the content in
the foreign language education (refs.[4]).

2 Research Objectives
In this research, therefore, we have developed a conversation system, which uses machine translation and
text reading in the networking environment. This system uses machine translation, which enable people to
communicate between two different languages. And, it fulfills text - reading function of chatting to help
understand conversation contents

3 Developmental Environment
This system is developed with "Microsoft VisualBasic 6.0". The Japanese-English translation engine of this
system used "LogoVista E to J ver 5.0 "and the English-Japanese translation engine used "LogoVista J to E
verl.l ". Japanese Voice synthesis engine is "IBM ProTalker 97", and English Voice synthesis engine is
Microsoft Agent.

4 Outline of Developed System
In this system, when we input Japanese or English, we can get Japanese text or English one and its rendering
text and voice synthesis of its rendering one.
The steps from the text input to the translation, and the voice output is shown as follows.
(1) Sentences, which the client inputs, are passed to the server.
(2) These sentences are then passed to the translation engine, and the server translates in English in case of
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Japanese input and vice versa.
(3) The server sends translated sentences to both client and the other party.
(4) Translated sentences are indicated after input sentences on the receiver side, and translated sentences are
displayed along with basic input on the other party side.
(5) If translated sentences are in Japanese, its voice output is given using "IBM Pro Talker 97"(refs[5]) If it is
English, then the output is given using "Microsoft Speech API"(refs[6])

5 Evaluation Experimentation
Three pairs consisting of one Japanese speaking person and one English speaking person were considered
and experimented on the different setup. Type one is not using machine translation. Type two is using
machine translation. We administered a free response type questionnaire for collecting data regarding the
feeling of the participants during the different
sessions. From the result the interest
concerning learning of foreign language came

up, and the participants' opinion of being
able to take part in the conversation, not
being aware of talking with foreigners using
machine translation, were very positive. The
pictures dawn by subjects with two different

conditions are shown as the follwing.. The
condition with word chatting not using the
machine translation module. The left picture
shows the picture which the sender want to
send, and the left drawings shows the picture
drawn by the receiver with the above
condition.
Fig.1

The condition with word chatting using the machine
translation module. The left picture shows the picture
which the sender want to send, and the left drawings
shows the picture drawn by the receiver with the above
condition. We can compare two pictures drawn by the
receiver under the two conditions. As a result, we may

roughly estimate that the picture using the machine
translation module shows more precise information than

the picture without the machine translation. As the
above differences are based on a quite subjective
judgment, it is not conclusive. Though the difference
seems to be apparent from the view of quantities of
sending information, we can' t find the specific reasons
W.ithle. ere, I a .1415.,*/
caused the differences. The system developed with the
chatting using the translation module will work
Fig 2
effectively, especially to the persons who want to communicate each aother.

6 Future Works
We are now planning to expand the scope of speech recognition system as the future works. We have been
introducing the speech recognition module to our system, and we are now evaluating the effectiveness of the
speech recognition module to enhancing the communication.
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This paper presents the ENIG Agent to gather distributed information of
educational newspaper in the web as well as student to provide the sound
information for the NIE learning. The ENIG Agent gleans an appropriate
newspaper headline of educational news portal site for real-time provision of the
information. For gathering the optimized information, The ENIG agent performs

the pre-process of educational news site, information noise filtering, pattern
matching. The gathered educational newspaper information is removed a
harmful data by using the pattern matching in the inference engine. The student
can show the result of sound data through the web-browser as well as can use to
learning with another application. For efficiency of this system, we evaluate the
performance of the ENIG system by the experience of the NIE learning.

Keywords: NIE, Newspaper Information gathering, Intelligent Agent,
Supervised learning

1 Introduction
These days, the web brings about a great change of education by a rapid growth of the Internet. It is not an
easy work that a student finds the education information in the web. For searching the suitable information, a
various search engines were developed and it provided a service for all. However, the general search engine
is not fit that a student use at learning directly, because the information of search engine can contain a many
data unconcerned learning. The learning requires the filtered information that can apply learning directly.

Therefore, for efficient education, new type of search engine needs for the information retrieval and
gathering [9].

Besides, the NIE means "Newspaper In Education", it is a method that student and teacher increases an
efficiency of learning by using newspaper. The late web is used a good place for the NIE learning and a
collaborative learning. However, when student and teacher study on the NIE learning through the web sites,
they spend much time and repetitive efforts to find the newspaper contents. The student can lose a basic
purpose of the NIE learning by the wasteful spending. The NIE learning needs an intelligent searching agent

that searches automatically an important content about newspaper on the web. Moreover, because the
gathered educational newspaper can contain harmful data, the data can remove by using the pattern
matching in the inference engine [8].

Consequently, this paper describes about the ENIG Agent for the NIE learning. For providing the student
just wants newspaper contents, we designed and implemented the intelligent agent system. In the following
section, the NIE and the agent for information retrieval will be surveyed and the basic structure of the ENIG

Agent will be designed. Furthermore, the next section will be discussed about implementation and
experiment of ENIG Agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works will be described.

2 NIE and intelligent gathering agent
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The NIE is the initials of 'Newspaper In Education'. It is the education method for individual who make
friend with newspaper and improves the achievement of learning using the contents of newspaper. The
newspaper, "a living text book", is applied with open education through the NIE learning.
Roles of newspaper for education are listed below [5].
- The newspaper is a bridge that can connect the disparity gap between school and society.
- The newspaper is the reflective of actual world.
- The newspaper reappears the scene of the history and is researching material of present society.

- The newspaper is the most suitable of clear text model and is used with subject matter of language
learning.
- The newspaper is the unique textbook that everybody can read in ones lifetime continuously.

For the reasons stated above, we can expect a advantages that the NIE learning is originality, thinking power,

ability to read and understanding and writing text, the establishment of sociality through ones sense of
values, ability to practical use of information and so on[8].
When teacher will teach using NIE content on the web, we must consider below list.

- The newspaper is not be made data for the NIB. Because it is made for adult, it has a very difficult
vocabulary. Therefore, teacher must supply to student a vocabulary database.

- The newspaper has an article about negative contents of society. Such contents must be edited or
deleted by using an intelligent agent.
- Because the web is opened to everyone, the newspaper may have contents that student never see. In
special, an article of obscene, crime, violence must be deleted.
- The contents of a newspaper are best the events of the day. But the NIE is used the contents of old
newspaper. Such contents are good saving at scraping DB.

The method of information retrieval is variety. For information retrieval of educational homepage, intelligent

agent used a very suitable tool [9]. The intelligent agents having the characteristics of autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and cooperative relationship can provide the searching results of a user
demanded through machine learning [11].

An agent gathers information instead of the user. Because the agent system does not deal with basic data,
instead it deals with knowledge information, can easily process the knowledge of education homepage.
Moreover, an agent system is capable of using effectively gathering of information on the dynamic web
environment. Therefore, the web based instruction using the NIE learning needs intelligent agent system [3].

3 ENIG System
Generally, the web document has many added tag information in contents. This added tag can represent
efficiently information and data of HTML document. However, the user does not use the tag information but
can use only the text or the multimedia information. The tag information treats only an unnecessary noise to

users. If an unnecessary noise tag in a content is removed, the filtered document is translated a regular
expression in the ENIG system. The pattern of information is extracted at transforming regular expression
by the string matching method.

The extracting information of content is interpreted the accuracy of information by inference engine.
Inference engine has the knowledge base augmented with a rule-based system, and it has function of
learning and inference by a supervised learning.

3.1 Structure of the ENIG agent system
The structure of the ENIC Agent system is shown figure 1. This system consists of four parts. The document

of homepage on web filters tags by the noise-filtering module in analyzer. The information of filtered
document is translated from HTML document into regular expression. The regular document is matched
with the string pattern provided by string matcher in an agent and it extracts the information of articles in
educational newspaper. The information of an articles is removed harmful data by the knowledge base in an
inference engine. The interface module consists of two screens. The rule and knowledge is edited and added,
deleted through the knowledge manager and gathering information is supplied to student by using the result
viewer. The learning environment is a learning space that studies the NIE learning through web browser and
a learning application programs.
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The example of educational newspaper site is shown figure 2. The tag information is not shown to user on
the web-browser. While, the source of newspaper homepage is shown figure 3. The source is represented
with a text and a complex tag information. Such tag information represents the arrangement of a document
data and a multimedia information, a hyperlinked information.
The noise filtering is used to remove duplication data or an unnecessary data. For processing data called by
HTTP, the noise filter processes work that removes a useless portion of the input data. The tags of HTML
document have an irrelevant information to user, because tags only represent the formation of homepage and
information of hypertext.

The noise filtering of the ENIG agent system removes an unnecessary tags in the document of an
educational newspaper homepage except <A>...</A>tag, anchor tag of hyperlink and text data. The HTML
sources are a difficult document to process noise filtering unconditionally, because the tag of document

includes important information for the contents of document. Therefore, the noise filtering work must
require a preprocessing module. Three steps of the noise filtering work is shown figure 4.
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The preprocessing work for the noise filtering converts from basic <A>...</A> tag into suitable information
and the works is listed below.
Convert relative path for absolute path
Change the URL of ASP form for the URL of HTML form
Convert the path of CGI for general HTML form
Change the path of script for absolute path
Convert the hyperlink of image for absolute path

At the next step, the preprocessed documents are removed unnecessary tags by the noise filtering method
except following items. <TABLE>,<TR>,<TD>,<LI>,<P>,<BR> tags are necessary the tags to keep the
information of documents. The HTML document is composed one line of text or a record of table by such
tags. Because most results of searching are represented with form of list or table, such tags is very an
important information and may be not removed.

The final step of noise filtering is a work that gets rid of the duplicate from the URL of a document. The
filtered document of educational newspaper homepage is show figure 5. We can know that the filtered
document is ease for content analysis upon deletion of an unnecessary HTML tags. The advantage of noise
filtering is that, it can process the same analysis about another newspaper homepages through removing tag.
Newspaper.Electronlc Telegraph
URL.http://www.telegraph.co.0 k:80/at7ac=00327893711513278rtm o.3mmquqwM &atm 0.3mmquqwMe.pg./
tIlle=updatednews
date.2000.8.14
<table>

.tr>

<by>

<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/er?ac=0032789371156278.rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo.HXp8RRpL&pg=ret/00/8/14/

nhonl4.htmr

Honda to double British factory output
</a>
<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et7ac=003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Masaatmo=HXORRpUipg=let/00/13/14/
njake14.html"
Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beach
<Ja>

<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et7ac=003278937115627&rtmo=fggM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpLapg.let/00/8/14/
wiraq14.html"
West's raids spark Iraq fury
</a>
<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/er/ac=0032789371156278irtmo=fqgM3Mas&atmo.HXp8RRpL&pg=ret/00/8/14/
npaed14.html"
Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile plans
<Ja>

<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ac=0032789371156278irtmo=fqgM3Mas&atmo-vHXORRpLaipg=ret/00/8/14/

wthail4.html"

Murder hostel was notorious for drugs
</a>

Figure 5 Result of a noise filtering

3.3 Pattern matching
The filtered document is translated from each information and data into regular expression. The pattern of
regular documents is extracted with sequence of regular expression by the method of string matching. The
hyperlink information of image may infer by using the pattern matching through regular expression, because
the hyperlinked image do not contain the text information on hyperlink. The pattern matching is executed to
extract text data and information of hyperlink in HTML documents. Specially, if image has been including

hyperlink, the pattern matching is a very important work. The article information of the educational
newspaper site has information of hyperlink as followed.

< a href=

>

text

</a>

Generally, the hyperlinked text information exists between <a> tag and </a> tag. If an image exists between
the anchor tags as "<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a>", then text information can exist at front or back of the
anchor tags. In this case, each tag and the text information is changed the defined tokens previously. In
addition, each data is created a string of a regular expression by the pattern matching.
The portion of tokens for creation of regular expression is shown table 1.
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Table I Token for regular expression
<table>

</table>

<p>

</p>

<tr>

</tr>

<td>

</td>

<a>

</a>

href

text

T

T

P

p

R

r

D

d

A

a

H

M

If the filtered document is represented with regular expression by tokens of tab e 1, the content of figure 5 is
converted a tag page into the sequence of the alphabet as "TRDAHMaAHMaAHMaAHMa...". And the
string pattern of regular expression has the process of pattern matching. This study used the three types of
pattern for pattern matching as followed.
</a> "
- "AHMa" : "< a href= ......> ...... text ......
- "MAHa" : "... text ...<a href= ...> <img src= ...> </a>

"AHaM" :"<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a> ... text ..."

The extracted string by pattern matching restores to the original tag and text information in HTML
document. The extraction strings are reverted with source records. Figure 6 shows result that article is
extracted through pattern matching of regular expression.

The translation of regular expression and the pattern matching have a many advantages. The advantage of
pattern matching method is that the complex matching of string can extract only one time by matching of
substring, and that agent can easily learn the rule of pattern.
Therefore ENIG system eases the addition of new educational newspaper site and pattern by the addition of
URL and the type of pattern.
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Honda to double British factory outputIhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278.rtmo=fqg M3 Mas &atmo= HXp8 RFtpL&pg=kit/00/8/14/nhon 14. html
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beachlhttp://http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278atmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=kt/00/8/14/njake14.html
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141West's raids spark Iraq furylhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqg M3 Mas&atm o=HXp8 RFtp L8, pg=kt/00/8/14/wiraq14. html
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile plansIhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278.rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL8pg=/et/00/8/14/npaed14.htrn1
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.141Murder hostel was notorious for drugsIhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/wthai 1 4.htrn1

Figure 6 Example of string exchanging for regular expression

3.4 Inference and learning method
The extracted newspaper information is not provided all good information to student. In case of an inserted
advertisement site, such site can become an obstacle of learning by the useless content. Moreover, a negative
content or a harmful page too must be not suitable site to student. Such sites can be provided about a lustful
content and a crime, an slang, a violence and so on. The harmful data can be removed in advance learning by

inference engine and knowledge base. Reasoning rule uses the rule-based production system. The
representation of knowledge is shown below
IF

A

THEN

B

The production system has a merit that it is simple and easy the representation of rule as well as the addition
of knowledge. The learning method of the ENIG Agent system uses the supervised learning learned by

human teacher. If new rule is occurred, teacher input new rule and knowledge in knowledge base. For
example, if the extracted information contains harmful text as a sex and a narcotic, a knife, then teacher
input new rule and knowledge as "IF sex AND narcotic AND knife THEN delete".

The harmful site at gathering site reason a rule by the analysis of content and the rule are stored in
knowledge base by teacher. The bad information of extracted document is removed by the vocabulary DB
and the rule of knowledge base. For forbidding the access of the student, the addition and deletion of rule
and fact in the knowledge base can be control only by a teacher.
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4 Implementation and Experiment
The implemented ENIG Agent can extract only the important information of newspaper site. In addition, it
can be had with only a text and URL information at various homepage. For implementation of the ENIG
Agent, we used Visual C++ and the CLIPS DLL. The CLIPS is rule-based a production system shell and it is
used as an inference engine.
The execution screen of the ENIG agent system is shown figure 7. The ENIG system is composed of three
parts. The left side of the screen is a part that the directory manager manages and edits educational
newspaper sites, and the mid-screen is a part to view the result of the gathering information, and the button
of right above is part to add a rule for inference and machine learning. If 'gathering' button is clicked, the
ENIG agent gathers and extracts an article from an educational newspaper site. If 'learning' button is clicked,
a rule and knowledge is added and edited by teacher in the ENIG agent.

This ENIG agent system can be applied directly at the homepage of different domain without change of
system. If site is constructed standard HTML document, an agent can search and gather even the document
of a foreign site.

The applying example of NIE learning using the ENIG system is shown figure 9. This example is used the
ENIG system and the Web Browser and word processor. The screen is the NIE learning about music using
the ENIG agent system and the Window application. The information of newspaper on the web can be
applied directly at a web-based instruction (WBI).

One of the advantages of this system is that the extracted information uses a mobile environment directly.
Because the extracted information is very small data and hyperlinked information, such data can be inserted
the mobile communication as a cellular phone, a PDA, a notebook computer, a portal computer, and so on.
Furthermore, the information of this system can transmit the WML by WAP.
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Figure 7 ENIG Agent system
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Figure 9 Example of NIE learning using ENIG agent

5 Conclusion and Future works
As mentioned above, we described about the ENIG agent system for the gathering information of
educational newspaper homepage. In addition, we designed the method of noise filtering and pattern
matching for suitable information. The method of noise filtering was used to remove unnecessary tags at
source of HTML document and the method of pattern matching was used to extract necessary URL and text
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information. The learning of agent was used to provide with good information to student by supervised
learning. Most a web-based instruction was mainly learning about information retrieval. As student spent a
lot of time to find learning information and data, so these lead deficiency of time for the essential learning.

Consequently, the ENIG agent system can provide not only to student for the learning of information
retrieval but also can help them capturing the genuine NIE learning. And this system can execute the role of
information treasury for the whole education through scraps of information.

The future works are that we improve the faculty of agent for information gathering of all sites; moreover,
we need research about unsupervised learning of agent and not supervised learning. In addition, we need
research to remove gathering information of header and footer through addition of heuristics and pattern
type that requires the study about the method of keyword searching it. Finally, for providing a location of
information to the agent, we will research the extension method of URL.
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The effectiveness of e-mail, as a supplementary instructional ,aid to computer
literacy class and as a communication link between and among instructors and
students, was explored in this study. More specifically, the effects of e-mail
utilization in classrooms on student attitudes toward the instructor, the class and
interpersonal relationships were the focus of the study. In total, sixty-eight
prospect teachers enrolled in "Computers in Education" course participated in
the study for a whole semester. Results from the study provided substantial
evidence supporting e-mail's facilitative effects on student attitudes toward the
instructor, the class as a whole, and other classmates.

Keywords: Attitudes toward the class, Computer literacy instruction, Email, Interpersonal-relationships.

1 Introduction
With unique characteristics like faster and asynchronous communications, greater flexibility for participant
time management, improved receiver control and use of the message, and cost savings, etc. electronic mail
(hereinafter named e-mail) is becoming more and more common in contemporary organizations [8, 12, 22,
24, 31, 33, 36]. In views of many of its advantageous features over conventional communication modes,
e-mail has presented itself as a promising instructional and learning tool since its advertent.
Despite its potential value in variant educational settings, substantial evidence has come mostly from studies
done in the areas of communication, literature and language learning [1-6, 9-21, 23, 25-30, 32]. For
instance, Marttunen & Laurinen (1998) using e-mail as a forum for argumentation and debate supported the

idea of incorporating the media for critical thinking and argumentation skills [19]. Whipp (1999)
integrating e-mail discussion activity in an undergraduate methods course found that e-mail activity
promoted reflection and joint interpretations of field experiences among participants [32].

Studies focusing on intercultural communications further stressed the multicultural learning opportunities
e-mail engendered. For example, Cohen & Miyake's 1986 study showed that joint participation in the
e-mail interaction across cultures could encourage multilingualism and awareness to other cultures [4].
Results from Ma's study (1993) indicated that students participating in the international e-mail
communication tended to be more open of sharing information that provided them with subject and cultural
knowledge [18]. Ruhe's endeavor (1998) in creating classroom e-mail exchanges among college

I The study was partly supported by National Science Council of the Republic of China (NSC
89-2413-H-006-008)
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preparatory English-as-a-Secondary students scattering around different continents again demonstrated that
e-mail could be effective in teaching intercultural awareness [23]. Numerous scholars, on the other hand,

focused on exploring and actualizing e-mail's educational potential for the teaching of writing and
composition [1-3, 5-6, 10-11, 16, 25-30].

Though e-mail, as an instructional aid, has been claimed to provide students with greater access to faculty
and peers, the impacts of e-mail systems on student attitudes toward the instructor, the class as a whole as
well as interpersonal relationships severely fall short of empirical research basis at the present time. Thus,
the present study focused on determining the value of e-mail communication in enhancing participant affect
and social gains. The major purpose of the present study was to investigate the effectiveness of e-mail, one
of the most accessible, convenient, and easy to use computer-mediated communications, on student learning
outcomes. By incorporating e-mail into the instructional process, and inviting on-line communications both
between and among instructors and students throughout the semester, the researcher expected to observe the
differential effect e-mail has on student attitudes toward the instructor, the class and their classmates.

2 Methods
2.1 Participants and learning context
Two classes of students from "Computers in Education" course (N=68) participated in the study. The
course was offered in 1999 semester year under a teacher preparation program in a National university in
Southern Taiwan. The course was introductory and selective, aiming to strengthen prospect teachers'
computer competency. Student self-introduction held at the first class session revealed that most students
possessed only fundamental computer skills, had limited exposure to computer-mediated communication,
and had not experienced e-mail utilization within class in the past. Additionally, as the course was offered
during the Fall semester, most students were new to each other and had not taken the instructor's class
before.

The study was conducted in a university computer laboratory with fifty computers designed for individual

student learning. A Classroom Broadcast System was installed to network student workstations in the
computer lab to further facilitate teaching and learning. During each class session, the instructor would give

an overview of today's topics, explain and demonstrate the procedures involved in operating different
computer applications and functions, which were interspersed with student hands-on practice. E-mail
together with basic operation systems, word-processing, spreadsheet, computer-generated presentation using
PowerPoint, and web-surfing techniques were taught by the same instructor in a one-semester two-credit
course.

Two performance-type posttests were designed to assess student skills on operation systems, e-mail,
word-processing and spreadsheet. A group-based final project of any topics of student choice was used for
web-surfing and PowerPoint skills assessment.

2.2 Experimental design and treatment conditions
As most participants from both classes possessed fundamental computer skills and were acquainted to
neither each other nor the instructor, a posttest-only experimental design was adopted in the study. To
examine the potential effects of incorporating e-mail systems in a classroom setting, two participating
classes were randomly assigned to different treatment conditions, namely, the e-mail utilization condition
and the traditional condition. Prior to the commencement of the study, students were required to obtain a
university e-mail account. A 2-hour class session was designated for e-mail instruction and practice.
Procedures for sending, receiving, reading, responding, forwarding, printing, and deleting mails as well as
e-mail features like address-book and attachment were explained, demonstrated and practiced in the class.

To examine the effectiveness of c-mail, as a supplementary instructional aid to computer literacy class and
as a communication link between and among instructors and students, all instructional components and

procedures were kept essentially the same except the way in which supplementary materials were
disseminated to students and student assignments were handed in. In the e-mail utilization condition,
instructors send out supplementary materials including weekly course outlines, additional reading materials,
announcements, and computer-related news updates (e.g., newest computer virus) via e-mails at least two
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days ahead of meeting time. Moreover, students were requested to hand in all their assignments/reports
electronically and were encouraged to use it for future correspondence with the instructor, their teammates,
and other classmates. As e-mail was treated as a supplementary channel to the class, no compulsory
measures were taken to force students to use e-mail except those mentioned. Nevertheless, students were
strongly encouraged by the instructor to log in the system at least once a week to check mails and print out
any materials they deem useful. As mentioned previously, a group-based project gearing toward integrating
Internet resources for any instructional topics of group choice was designed as the second evaluation
component of the class, students were encouraged to take advantages of e-mail systems to communicate
with their self-chosen teammates along the way. By opening up on-line communications both between and
among instructors and students throughout the semester, the cultivation of elevated attitudes toward
classmates, the instructor and the class was postulated.

In the traditional group, on the other hand, students would receive essentially the same supplementary
materials in class and would hand in assignments directly to instructor, only that they were in hardcopy
format. In other words, after the instruction on e-mail systems and functions, the instructor did not
intentionally integrate e-mail utilization into the instructional process to further promote computer use.
One last thing, performance-type posttests on e-mail ascertained that students in both treatment conditions
mastered the skills.

2.3 Measures
A post-session self-report questionnaire administered individually at the last session of the class was used to
collect data pertaining to the effects of integrating e-mail on student attitudes and interpersonal relationships.

The 9-item "Class Evaluation" developed by the university was used for the measurement of student
attitudes toward the instructor and the class as a whole. Sample items included, "the instructor was prepared
and the instructional content was appropriate; the instructor was available to discuss academic matters with
students both in and out of class and could explain things in a clear fashion; the instructor's attitude toward
teaching was diligent, and the instructor was responsible and punctual." The 13-item "Perceptions Toward

Teammates Scale," developed by Yu (1996-97), was used to test the hypothesis relevant to student
perception toward their teammates [34]. Sample items included, "I am willing to work with my teammates
again next time; I liked my teammates." Finally, the 11-item "Perceptions Toward Other Classmates Scale,"
developed by Yu (1996-97), was included to test the hypothesis relevant to student perceptual impressions of
other classmates. Sample items included, "Other classmates helped me greatly with respect to my learning;

other classmates were friendly." The internal consistency reliability (coefficient alpha) for student
perceptions toward their teammates and other classmates was .92 and .86, respectively.

Each statement on the questionnaire was rated on a five-part discrete scale, with corresponding verbal
descriptions ranging from "strongly disagree" through "disagree," "no-opinion/average," "agree," to
"strongly agree." Each response received a weight of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, respectively. To counteract possible
response-set tendencies, both positive and negative statements were included. Scoring on the negative
statements was reversed so that negative and positive responses could be summed and averaged with higher
scores reflecting more positive attitudes.

3 Results and discussion
Data were analyzed using the analysis of variance technique on student attitudes toward the instructor/class,
their own teammates and other classmates. A .05 level of significance was adopted for use in this study. The
means and standard deviation (SD) values for each of the dependent variables were listed in Table 1.
Results from t-tests showed significant differences between the two treatment conditions in student attitudes
toward the instructor/class, F (1, 66) = 2.898, p < .01, and student attitudes toward other classmates, F (1, 66)
= 2.033, p < .05. However, data analysis did not show significant differences between the two treatment
conditions in student perception toward their own teammates, F (1, 66) = 1.476, p > .05. The results further

showed that subjects in the e-mail utilization condition tended to rate the instructor/class and other
classmates more positively than those in the traditional group.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Different Treatment Conditions on Subject Attitudes Toward the
Instructor/Class, Their Teammates, and Other Classmates
Integrating E-mail Group (N=35)
M
(SD)
43.3605 (2.8042)

Attitudes Toward the
Instructor/Class
Perception Toward Their 57.7940 (6.2625)
Teammates
45.1944 (5.4867)
Perception Toward
Other Classmates

Traditional Group (N=33)
M
(SD)
41.0303 (3.7800)
55.3747 (7.3470)

42.7273 (4.4880)

Data from after-session debriefings with participating students combined with sample e-mails both sent and
received by students supported the idea of integrating e-mail systems into the learning process. While
some students did take advantages of e-mail systems to ask academic-related questions (e.g., procedures for

a specific application functions not covered in class, deadline for assignments, etc.) and/or send social
greetings during holidays, the majority of e-mails transmitted were forwarding mails of variant topics
ranging from health-related issues to jokes, novels and updated news in the technology world, etc. Many
students pointed out that e-mail's distinct features like forwarding and address-book immensely facilitated
interaction and information sharing among classmates and the instructor. Most students developed the habit

of logging in the systems to retrieve e-mails along the way. Through increased interactions among the
participants via receiving a wide array of articles and useful information forwarded from classmates and the

instructor, mutual understanding, acceptance and bonding thus fostered. Thus, it was reasonably why
students in e-mail conditions tended to view the instructor as better prepared, easier to locate, and other
classmates as friendlier and more helpful.

Though the non-significant results in student attitude toward their own teammates was somewhat surprising
at first, a closer look at e-mail use pattern among teammates shed some light onto the issue. E-mail was
introduced into the learning environment in an attempt to facilitate group interaction within team-members;
however, students in the e-mail treatment group rarely used this channel for online discussion and primarily
as a last resort for scheduling purpose with their own teammates. As most group members sat closer to each
other during the class and arranged meeting time for final project discussion right after class sessions, they
didn't find e-mail especially useful in that aspect. As students did not use the technology for inner group
communication except under very extreme situations, the fact that e-mail's integration into the learning
environment did not significantly influence subjects' attitudes toward their teammates was understandable.

4 Conclusions
This study focused on examining whether incorporating e-mail into computer literacy classroom settings
could positively influence student attitudes and interpersonal relationships. Results indicated that student
attitudes toward the instructor/class and other classmates were positively influenced by this approach. The
obtained results provided empirical evidence supporting the usefulness of e-mail as an aid for promoting
out-of-classroom contacts of various types among faculty members and classmates, which, one way or the
other, contributed to more positive attitudes.

Though e-mail might provide students with greater access to faculty and peers and seemed to enrich
teacher/student interpersonal relationships in the present study, a word of suggestions for avant-courier was
rendered. For e-mail to be effective as an alternative option for further two-way communication between
teachers and students, all essential elements must be present. First, the important role "feedback" played

during the process. Many students stressed that their willingness to continue having out-of-classroom
contacts with instructors via e-mail was determined by the presence of the instructors' response in return. As
Zaremba (1997) clearly pointed out "Without feedback, e-mail is likely to be less effective than it potentially
could be. The quality of communication may be a function of the timeliness of feedback provided by the

recipient." [35]. To create a bond of communication with students via e-mail, timeliness of feedback
provided by the recipient would be an important task all participants need to attend to.

Secondly, for electronic communication to take effects, accessibility of essential hardware and software must
be in place [22]. Some students mentioned specifically during the interview that limited access to computer

hardware and network seriously prevented them from taking a full advantage of e-mail as a unique
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communication tool. To ensure ongoing communications among participants electronically, interested
implementers cannot ignore measures overcoming equipment and facility shortage.

Finally, opportunities for training and familiarization of the system for all parties would certainly facilitate

the integration process. Extra time, care and possibly some incentives may be needed not only to get
students accustomed to on-line message exchanges but also to have students appreciate e-mails' advantages
especially during initial exchanges. Only when all the essential components as mentioned were in place,
many of the potential impacts e-mail could have on the instructional settings like liberation of traditional
roles associated with different parties, and humanitarian learning environments for all individuals would thus
be actualized.
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This research was to investigate the current situation of computer network usage, frequency and
purposes between university students and occupational groups in Taiwan. The research also analyzed
the influences of its related factors on computer network usage, such as computer experience
background, the attitudes toward computers, personality, aptitudes, critical thinking ability, academic

achievement and so on. The subjects of university students were sampled from the Soochow University.
The subjects of occupational groups were sampled from various occupations. The Computer
Experience Background Scale and the Computer Attitude Scale were conducted by author for this
research. Lai' s Personality Scale, Differential Aptitude Tests and Critical Thinking Appraisal are three

published tests selected appropriately by the author and used for the research purposes. Academic
achievement in the research was based on the students GPA.
According to the computer network usage of university students, 150 students were sampled in
1997. The network usage was classified into three types of purposes: (1) information searching, (2)
BBS, (3) e-mail. The findings were that the students used computer network for searching information
the most frequently, then for BBS, for e-mail the least frequently. Besides, the male students

significantly used computer network more frequently than the female students, especially for the usage
of information searching and e-mail purposes. About computer experience background and the

attitudes toward computers, the students who have more computer experience background and who
have more positive attitudes toward computers significantly used computer network more frequently
where the influences from computer experience background was larger than the influences from

computer attitudes.
Since the subjects from the university students can be arranged and administered by the Lai' s
Personality Scale, Differential Aptitude Tests and the Critical Thinking Appraisal, and their GPA can

be retrieved from the university, therefore, the relationship between computer network usage and
personality, aptitudes or critical thinking ability were analyzed. The findings of the Lai' s Personality

Scale were that the students who were more objective, less depressed, and less nervous significantly
used computer network for information searching purposes more frequently. The students who were
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more social types of personality significantly used computer network for BBS purposes more
frequently. The students who were more worry and distress significantly used computer network for

e-mail purposes more frequently. The Differential Aptitude Tests was found that the aptitudes of
arithmetic and abstract reasoning were significantly positively correlated with the frequency of
computer network usage for BBS purposes. None of critical thinking abilities was significantly related

to the computer network usage. The students' GPA was not found to be significantly related to the
computer network usage either.

Since we sampled 110 university students for the same survey again in 2000, the changes of the

computer network usage by time sequence were investigated in this research. It was found that no
matter the usage of information searching, BBS, or e-mail purposes, the university students in 2000

have significantly more frequency in using computer network than the students in 1997. The university
students in 2000 yielded significantly more computer experience background than did the students in
1997 too. However, for the attitudes towards computers, the university students in 2000 did not make

significantly difference from the students in 1997. These results indicated that university students
always respected the importance of computers in their lives. They significantly used computer network
more and more by years. As a matter of fact, computer network will be the main tool to get survived in
the future hi-tech world.

For surveying computer network usage of occupational groups, 115 adults were sampled in
1999. It was found that they significantly used computer network for information searching and e-mail

more frequently than for BBS. No gender effect was found to be related to the usage of computer
network. In addition, the more computer experience background the occupational groups have, the
more significantly frequently they used computer network. However, their attitudes toward computers

were not significantly related to the computer network usage. The results of age stages showed that the
elder people significantly used computer network less frequently than the younger people.
General speaking, the occupational groups used computer network for e-mail purposes
significantly more frequently but for BBS significantly less frequently than did the university students.

The occupational groups significantly yielded more computer experiences than did the university

students. It has to be mentioned here that since we sampled university students and occupational
groups in different years, these results might confounded with the time effects. Further research and
experimental design were suggested to verify these problems.
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As communication via telecommunications become easier, learning through online
technologies is made possible. In a telecommunications project among US preservice
teachers and Taiwanese English as a Second Language learners, Taiwanese students
practiced English language and discussed cultural information with US partners who
served as online tutors. Data revealed that Taiwanese ESL learners perceived online
learning of English language and American culture to be valuable for its authenticity.
Instructions on intercultural communication skills were found to be necessary prior to
the connection in order to help eliminate misunderstandings between participants of
two countries. The success of online learning depended on several factors such as
participants' motivation, participants' attitudes, technology, preparation, and support
services. Furthermore, Taiwanese learners who had successful experiences applied ten
strategies to their ESL learning. These strategies were employed during a circular
process of online learning.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this research was to investigate a telecommunications project for Taiwanese students to learn the
English language and acquire cultural information through online technologies. Preservice teachers (PSTs) at a
state university in the United States worked with Taiwanese learners of English as a Second Language (ESL) at a
Taiwanese university. The goal of the research was to study intercultural online learning.

In Taiwan, many scholars have been discussing the need for educational reform and change of instructional
methods [7][36]. One change under consideration is increased use of online instruction. Taiwanese researchers
suggested that the educational reform should include the adoption of methods proposed in the West (i.e., the
United States, Great Britain, Australia, and other English-speaking countries), such as involving students in active
learning, teaching critical thinking skills, and incorporating individualized instruction [4][25]. Harasim (1990) and
Owston (1997) believed that instruction could be enhanced by online teaching. They have stated that online
instruction allows for active learning, idea generating, idea linking, and idea structuring as well as helps the
students to develop skills in critical thinking and problem solving. Individualized instruction is supported because
both synchronous and asynchronous modes of instruction are workable through technologies.
When online teaching is used as a language instructional method, it remedies Taiwan's geographical isolation as an

island and provides opportunities for ESL learners to communicate in an authentic English environment.
Successful second language (L2) learning includes not only knowing the linguistic features of the language but
also understanding the cultural concepts [14]. Sayers and Brown (1987) remarked, "foreign language students
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need authentic contacts with native speakers and much practice in a range of language skills -- including reading
and writing -- if they are to develop cultural awareness and communicative competence" (p. 23). L2 learners learn
language and culture if instruction is facilitated by supportive individualized learning activities [13]. These
activities must address the learner's current language level (Krashen's stage of i) and the level beyond the present
language and literacy capacities (Krashen's stage of i + 1) [21]. Telecommunications can help overcome the
limitations of Taiwanese isolation by providing for supportive and authentic language instruction.

2 Literature Review
Learning through telecommunications has evolved during the 1990s in the West and has proved to be successful
[1][8]. To bring more applications into Taiwan, we need to first explore Taiwanese students' needs and attitudes in
the use of such technology. Some scholars stated that Asian students employ different learning strategies than
students in the West [17][32]. Cheng (1980) pointed out that the educational system in Taiwan has adopted many

different educational methods developed in the West; however, utilization has been non-systematic and
inappropriate for societal needs in Taiwan. Furthermore, Stewart (1985) and Dooley (1995) noted that the
applications of educational technology in other countries besides the United States may be unsuitable because of
cultural non-transferability. For instance, other cultures may value a different set of learning and teaching modes

when compared to the United States, or they may have insufficient equipment for advanced technological
applications. Taiwanese scholars have also urged that future investigations must be done specifically on
distance-learning courses in Taiwan [6][37]. Therefore, close examination must be carried out prior to fully
adopting new telecommunication technologies as learning tools in Taiwan.

As technology advances, communication over a distance and across cultures becomes easier and inevitable.
However, very little can be found in the literature that addresses issues of online intercultural communication and
the design considerations that would enhance such interaction. Lee (1999) urged designers and instructors of
computer-based instruction to take cultural issues into consideration when developing learning environments and
technology integration within curricula. Caution must be taken, especially when intercultural contacts occur in an
online learning context, because communicators may not be who they seem to be online [28].

Collis and Remmers (1997) pointed out that to allow successful online cross-cultural contact, at least four issues
have to be taken into consideration: communication and interaction, language, content, and representation form.
First, communication and interaction are easily misinterpreted across cultures. According to the two researchers,
more communication and interaction are not necessarily better than less, and well-structured communication may

be preferable for wider audiences. Second, because language includes verbal and nonverbal cultural
communication, those developing cross-cultural online instruction must be sensitive to cultural differences in
communication styles. Third, designers must choose cross-cultural course content. Last, visuals can overcome
problems associated with text-based language. However, one must be sensitive to cultural differences in the
acceptability and interpretability of various aspects of visualization.
Research on online connections has been conducted in many areas during this decade. Projects connecting students
with teachers or other students in multiple locations were implemented in many subject areas such as science [22],

history [3], teaching [27], and language arts [35]. Similar projects in the area of foreign language learning are
found in the teaching of Portuguese [20], Russian [30], Spanish [24], and ESL [19][33]. The results of these studies

mainly stated how the participants at different sites benefited from the connection in increased technical
competence, personal development, language improvement, and more meaningful cultural exchanges. No research
has been found that explores the learning strategies used by students while learning a L2 online and the issues
encountered during their online intercultural communications.

3 Purposes and Research Questions
There were three purposes of this study: first, understanding the Taiwanese ESL learners' perceptions of learning
through distance technologies; second, exploring issues related to online intercultural communication; and third,
identifying the learning strategies the Taiwanese learners employed during distance learning to accomplish the
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acquisition of ESL and understanding of American culture. The three research questions guided the study were:
(1)

How do ESL learners in Taiwan perceive language acquisition and cultural understanding via distance

learning technologies after the experience?
(2) What intercultural phenomena can be observed in online learning for Taiwanese students?
(3) What online learning strategies do the Taiwanese use while learning the English language and learning about
American culture?

4 Method
This study employed a qualitative research design. This design enabled the researcher to inquire, comprehend, and
describe the experiencing world of the participants and the meaning of these experiences [2][26].

4.1 Participants
The project involved students in two different countries: US and Taiwan. There were 40 PSTs in the United States
who took either EDTC 305: Instructional Technology: Theory and Practice or INST 462: Language Acquisition
and Development at a state university. These were PSTs being prepared to teach English, ESL, political science,
and history at the elementary or secondary level. The same number of participants in Taiwan were students who
study in the Department of English Language and Literature at a university in Taipei, Taiwan. They were members
of English Composition and Conversation classes at either sophomore or junior levels. The US and Taiwanese
students participated in this research because their instructors included this online connection project as part of
their course requirement. The participants in the United States ranged from the ages of 20 to 22, while the students
in Taiwan ranged from the ages of 19 to 20.
In addition, the three professors in Taiwan whose students were project participants were also involved as research
subjects. They were interviewed by the researcher in regard to their students' perceptions of online experiences,
students' improvement in the English language as well as other types of knowledge through the connection.

4.2 Procedures
To carry out the study, US PSTs corresponded with Taiwanese university-level ESL learners for ten weeks. These

PSTs served as tutors of the English language and American culture. The participants in both countries were
matched one-on-one randomly prior to the connection. They were also given instructions and orientations on the
utilization of e-mail systems and on online learning/teaching. The PSTs were provided with a lecture, discussion,
supportive readings, example tutorial correspondences, and a web site of resources. The web site included a
downloadable lecture about online learning, the expected online correspondence process guidelines, a midterm
survey, sample correspondence, and previous participants' reflections

(http://www.coe.tamu.edu/lcifuent/classes/edtc305/online.htm). They also read on topics such as effective
facilitation of computer conferencing [9], computer-mediated communication [18], interactivity in online
environments [15], online teaching strategies [8], and cultural differences in teaching and learning [17].

Similarly, the students in Taiwan were supplied with an orientation where the project is introduced to them along
with rules and regulations. Sample correspondence, results of previous connections, and suggestions for online
learning and discussion topics were presented at their departmental website
(http://www.eng.fiu.edu.tw/cultural connections.htm).
Every participant received a welcome letter to encourage them to open themselves up to this new experience. The
PSTs were given a rubric with expected number grades to help them accomplish the requirements for their part of
the connection. The Taiwanese students initiated the connection by sending out their first e-mail message to their
US partners. The US PSTs analyzed their student's language level and started to instruct him or her according to
that level through e-mail.
Mid-way during the ten-week connection, the PSTs were asked to fill out an online midterm survey. In Taiwan, the
students submitted a brief report to their instructors every two weeks to keep track of their connection progresses.
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At the end of the connection, the PSTs and their Taiwanese students filled out a post-connection survey. The PSTs
also handed in all of their e-mail printouts and personal journals that reflected their online teaching and learning
experiences. Similarly, the Taiwanese students handed in their final reports to their Taiwanese instructors. Two
weeks after the end of the connection, the researcher traveled to Taiwan to conduct interviews with 12 Taiwanese
students and the three Taiwanese professors. The interviews included open-ended questions.

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis
There were eight data sources: (a) printouts of correspondence; (b) the PSTs' midterm survey; (c) the PSTs'
post-connection survey; (d) the Taiwanese students' post-connection survey; (e) the PSTs' reflective journal
entries; (f) the Taiwanese students' final reports; (g) transcripts of the interview with the Taiwanese students; and
(h) transcripts of the interview with the Taiwanese professors.
Data analysis in qualitative studies is an ongoing process during the research; it is best done simultaneously with
the data collection [26]. Each time data are gathered, information was analyzed using procedures proposed by
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995). The steps included close reading, open coding, writing memos, noting themes
and patterns, and focused coding.

5 Results
Data analyses revealed remarkable information on the areas of (a) learner perception, (b) intercultural
communication, (c) factors affecting online connection, (d) online learning strategies, and (e) online learning
processes. First, this particular group of Taiwanese ESL learners was positive about L2 and cultural learning in an
online setting. The results of a post-connection survey showed that participants more or less agreed that (a) E-mail
connections have a positive place in ESL classrooms (mean of 3.71); (b) the Web-connection has a positive place
in ESL classrooms (mean of 3.51); (c) they would participate in another online connection if given the opportunity
(mean of 3.58); and (d) they would suggest their other friends or classmates participate in a similar project (mean
of 3.85) (see Table 1). Even though the response to the question "Overall, my connection was successful" was not
very high (mean of 3.26), learners who had an unsuccessful connection held positive attitudes toward the project.
One student wrote in her final report, "My pal does not respond to me so often. I didn't learn much through this
project this semester. But that doesn't mean this project is not good. I hope school brothers or sisters can still have
the chance to get in this project."

Table 1. Taiwanese Students' Responses Toward the Online Connection
Questions
The E-mail connection has a positive place in ESL classrooms.
The Web-board connection has a positive place in ESL classrooms.
I would participate in another online connection if given the opportunity.
I would suggest other friends or classmate participate in a similar project.
Overall, my connection was successful.

M
3.71
3.51

3.58
3.85
3.26

SD
0.67
1.50
1.13
0.78
1.07

Note. Participants responded on a 5-point Likert scale (1= Strongly Disagree; 5 = Strongly Agree). The survey was
complete by 37 participants.
Second, intercultural communication issues cannot be ignored. A lot of Taiwanese learners interpreted that their

tutors were angry with them when they did not receive messages over a week. In addition, learners read what
wasn't intended in the messages. They constantly apologized to the PSTs for being an inconvenience. Several
learners ceased active interaction with the PSTs due to these personal interpretations. The Taiwanese professors
suggested that acquainting learners with different thinking patterns and expression styles is necessary in future
connections.

Third, factors that affected online connections included participants' motivation, attitudes toward each other,
participants' fields of experience, frequency and quality of interactions, technology, preparation, and support
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services (figure 1). Any missing component would hinder the success of the connection. Other resources such as
teachers, peers, family members, libraries, and web resources provided extra assistance to the participants.
Fourth, during the correspondences, ten learning strategies were found to be used by the learners in their messages.

These were paraphrasing, translation, Q&A from tutor to student, Q&A from student to tutor, explanation,
elaboration, decision-making, self-reflection, metacognition, and transfer. The learners in the more successful
pairs tended to use a variety of the ten strategies.

Finally, data indicated these ESL learners went through a series of processes for successful learning (figure 2).
Motivated learners set learning goals for themselves with the PSTs' help. Those who prepared themselves well by
finding topics of discussion or information in the libraries, the WW W, and traditional learning environment aimed
for frequent and quality interactions via e-mail with the PSTs. After each interaction, a review period prompted
learners for more interactions. Learners who went through these stages concluded that they had learnt new
information and increased their confidence in using English reading and writing skills. Needless to say, this result
increased their motivation to learn and thus encouraged the start of another learning cycle.

6 Discussions and Conclusion
This study is significant to both distance-learning educators and language-learning educators. There are at least
three reasons for this significance. First, the study provides insights for distance educators, both for those in
Taiwan and for those in other countries who have Taiwanese students enrolled in courses that are delivered via
telecommunications. The results of the study help these instructors to further understand Taiwanese students'
positive perceptions of L2 learning through online technologies, identify suitable conditions and environment for
these learners, and decide the extent to which this mode of instruction is applicable to students from this cultural
background.

Second, the online intercultural communications issues explored in this study assist telecommunications users
with more effective communication. They help users become aware of and anticipate problems when coming into

contact with people of other cultures via distance technologies. Even without using online technologies,
intercultural communication is already complex. Therefore, interaction may be hindered further when technology
is the transmission medium. Understanding the barriers and facilitators of online intercultural communication
leads to better and more successful intercultural interactions.

Third, the identified ten online learning strategies and online learning processes will add to the literature on
language learning and teaching. Such research is in demand because ESL programs in the United States are
planning to deliver more ESL courses to foreign countries via distance learning technologies.

In summary, most Taiwanese ESL learners had a positive experience with the online connection. The few
connections that failed were due to lack of participants' response, lack of participants' motivation, and technical
failure. Nevertheless, providing L2 instruction to learners over cyberspace is a method that should not be ignored.
Learners need to be prepared with adequate intercultural communication skills and online learning strategies.

Follow-up investigation of online ESL acquisition might include specific amount of improvement on learners'
writings and learning via synchronous technologies such as chats, interactive videoconferences, and desktop
videoconferences.
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The need of studying training measures to help European Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) to avail themselves of new information communication
technology is generally acknowledged. To be effective, however, these measures

must be based on sound knowledge of the context in which they are to be
implemented. This type of approach is particularly important for SMEs located

in areas experiencing serious industrial decline, where the development of
exchanges and co-operation is vital for opening up new opportunities.
Accordingly, we carried out a survey to gauge companies' attitudes towards
teleconferencing tools so that methodologies could be devised to exploit the

potential for growth within SMEs. The survey was based on a series of
interviews conducted from late 1998 to early 1999 with organisations reflecting
the socio-economic make up of the economy of Liguria, a region in north-west
Italy. The results of the survey, that are discussed in this paper, formed the basis
for the design of training schemes about teleconferencing tools and applications
devoted to SMEs. The activity is framed into the project called Teleconferencing,
part of the European Community's ADAPT II initiative.
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1 Introduction
Current socio-economic trends and the shift towards a global market are highlighting the need for companies
to keep abreast of the new opportunities offered by Information and Communication Technologies (ICT),

whose development has itself been a major factor in market globalisation. Doing so also means gaining
awareness of the economic, organisational and company policy issues involved.

In this context, the mastery of teleconferencing tools assumes particular importance. By giving impulse to
distance interaction, these tools increase companies' opportunities to control a share of distant markets and
to draw on resources spread over a wide area. This is borne out by numerous theoretical and applied studies
that analyse the effects of tele-collaboration on the development of new communication patterns and their
influence on company organisation [2].

Let's take a look at some of these. [1] examines the pros and cons of desktop videoconferencing from the

technological, economic, operational, psychological, and managerial viewpoints, as seen by both the
company and the end user. Wiesenfeld, Raghuram & Garud [15] analyse the characteristics of
communication means and the impact these have on the way remotely located employees identify with the
company's central offices. Kraut, Steinfield, Chan, Butler & Hoag [11] examine how the use of computer
networks influences inter-company collaboration (such as that created in a European project) and how the
use of those networks for co-ordination alters production output.

Jarvenpaa and Leidner [8] examine problems linked to creating and maintaining a climate of confidence
whenever communication is largely conducted via ICT, while Anderson and Kanula [3] study a virtual
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forum attended by people engaged in lifelong learning, focusing on participation levels and attendees'
perception of the forum's effectiveness and value. Email as a tool for supporting company policy is the
theme explored by Romm and Pliskin [12], who draw on a set of case studies.

Rosen [13] provides numerous case studies on the use of videoconferencing in large corporations in an effort
to stimulate discussion on the integration of collaboration and communication. This is done by analysing the
competitive edge that those companies gained and the changes brought about in their way of doing business.

For their part, Schreiber and Berge [14] analyse the advantages and opportunities that teleconferencing
systems offer to distance in-service training, reporting a number of cases where the goals pursued arise from
a clear company need. Teleconferencing as a tool for lifelong learning is the topic focused on by Kaye [10],
who examines in particular the possibilities that this instrument offers for learning in an informal context.
Economic issues involved in the use of videoconferencing systems within the education sector is the area
investigated by Jacobs and Rogers [7], who provide a detailed analysis of the cost/benefit ratio in a case of
trans-European ISDN-based distance learning.

The above-mentioned studies generally refer to large, technologically-advanced corporations with
considerable financial resources. However, in today's global market, it is also vital for Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) to harness ICT in order to maintain market share. The problem they often face is that
they cannot afford the investment needed to cope with increased competition and to get a foothold in new
markets. Distance interaction technology offers SMEs useful support in tackling this problem. On the one
hand, it fosters collaboration between companies which operate in complementary sectors but are located at
a distance from each other. On the other, it permits SMEs to offer their services to large companies both as

suppliers and as mediators in local markets they know well. It is widely recognised that if SMEs are to
harness the potential this technology offers, they not only require suitable and affordable infrastructure but
also need training and technology transfer schemes to help them acquire the necessary competence and
know-how ([6], http://europa.eu.int/comm/dg12/publ/globalisation.html).

These kinds of considerations form the basis of the numerous initiatives launched by the European Union

and aimed to devise efficient training and orientation measures suitable to help SMEs to cope with
innovation in communication.

To be effective, however, these measures must be based on sound knowledge of the context in which they
are to be implemented. In this way, they can take account of the company's effective needs, economic
situation, skills base, technological potential and cultural heritage. This type of approach is particularly
important for SMEs located in areas experiencing serious industrial decline, where the development of
exchanges and co-operation is vital for opening up new opportunities. For mainly economic reasons, these
companies have little chance to develop competencies and to benefit from distance collaboration.
This is the background our work is set against. In particular, we carried out a survey to gauge companies'
attitudes towards teleconferencing tools so that methodologies could be devised to exploit the potential for
growth within SMEs. The survey was based on a series of interviews conducted from late 1998 to early 1999
with organisations reflecting the socio-economic make up of the economy of Liguria, a region in north-west
Italy.

The activity is framed into the project called Teleconferencing, part of the European Community's ADAPT
II

initiative. The purpose of the project is to study the potential of network technology, especially

teleconferencing tools, in response to the need for intra-company and cross-company collaboration. The
project is run by IMA-CNR, who drew up the project guidelines in partnership with eight companies
representing a cross-section of the local economy in Liguria.

We shall report here the findings of the survey, focusing in particular on cultural problems hindering the
spread of teleconferencing in companies. In addition, we shall propose orientation and training
methodologies that help overcome these barriers.

Henceforth, we shall use the term teleconferencing to refer to interpersonal communication systems based
on the written word (e-mail, chatting, etc) or on sound and images (videoconferencing).
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2 The Survey
2.1 Background
Liguria has been seriously hit by the general decline in industry; the reduction in heavy industry in particular
has wrought serious consequences, including high unemployment, demographic decline and ageing of the
population. The socio-economic transformation underway calls for considerable flexibility, the capacity to
exploit innovation and the fostering of exchanges and co-operation in order to open up new opportunities.
Thus the region of Liguria represents a good test-bed for studying opportunities and problems regarding the
use of teleconferencing technology within companies.

Our survey involved a series of interviews conducted from late 1998 to early 1999 with 41 companies in
Liguria that varied in size, both in terms of turnover and staff numbers (see Table 1). Of the total, 20% are
from the public sector and 80% from the private sector, and they are spread throughout the four provinces of
the region (32% Genoa, 32% La Spezia, 20% Imperia and 17% Savona).

Revenue 1997
(Millions of EURO)
To 2.5
2.5 to 50
Over 50

Percentage
37%
49%
15%

Staff members
To 10
10 to 100
Over 100

Percentage
17%
63%
20%

Table 1. Breakdown of the organisations interviewed according to turnover and staff numbers

2.2 Methodology
The survey was carried out through interviews based on a questionnaire. Staff members from companies
involved in the project were consulted during the drafting of this questionnaire to ensure that the language
used and the approach to problems adopted matched their way of thinking as closely as possible. The
companies themselves carried out preliminary evaluation of the questionnaire.

2.3 The Questionnaire
The questionnaire is divided into four sections.

The first section is designed to identify the type of company in terms of economic structure (public or
private, size, field of activity) and its organisation, with special attention to teamwork. In this way it is
possible to investigate the relationship between these parameters and the attitude manifested towards
teleconferencing tools.

The second section looks at the organisation's level of technological advancement and its attitude towards
communication tools. The purpose here is to understand whether and how networking can modify the kind
of relationships established within the organisation.

The aim of the third section is to analyse the type and quality of computer tools devoted to information
exchange. Investigation centres on the use made of the Internet and on the organisation's attitude towards the
Web, with an eye to determining whether the staff is familiar with this tool, the needs the Web may fulfil and
possible training requirements (depending on the type of information usually exchanged).

The fourth section focuses on teleconferencing, assessing the degree of knowledge about tools of this kind
and determining whether and when the organisation considers teleconferencing useful for its purposes. The

point of this section is to study the types of support (methodological, technical, training, orientation,
infrastructure, etc) that the organisation may need in order to use teleconferencing effectively.

3 Results
3.1 Type of organisation and group work
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Type of organisation. The public-sector organisations interviewed were from the fields of public
administration, public services, the health service and state-run industry.
The breakdown of private companies was as follows:
industry (14%) steel, photographic chemicals, electronic engineering, parts machining, plant building,
construction, olive oil production, floriculture;
companies involved in port-based activities (17%) port authority, shipbuilding, container terminals,
transport, brokerage;

service and commercial companies (49%)

gas and water distribution, medical services, company

support services, research and training, tourism, logistics, storage, consultancy, wholesaling and retailing.

Sectors like port activities, olive oil production, floriculture and tourism are of vital importance to the
Ligurian economy.

Teamwork. All of the companies interviewed engage in teamwork, and most (82%) do so on a regular basis;
there are no notable differences here between the different types of companies. Teamwork mainly concerns
organisation (90%), document and information sharing (63%) and brainstorming (63%). Other significant
areas are internal documentation (61%), followed by external relations (59%) and internal messaging, while
internal surveys play only a minor role (29%).

Interestingly, given that in nearly half the cases (46%) teamwork involves most of the staff, tools that make
collaborative activities more efficient would be extremely valuable for the organisation. Hence it is worth
studying the possibility of teleconferencing, at least for some specific situations such as electronic bulletin

boards advising recipients about 'technical' events. These may include notification of a circular being
received or a service being temporarily suspended. Another instance may be an in-house electronic bulletin
briefing all the staff on the main events concerning the organisation. The application of teleconferencing to
these situations does not curb interpersonal relationships and has the advantage (even in small companies

with a staff of 10 to15) of reducing time wasting, the risk of misinformation and subsequent
misunderstandings [1].

3.2 Office Automation
Level of office automation. Computers, in-house networks for management purposes and Internet
connections are found in most of the organisations (see Table 1).
Used

To be introduce,

Not to be introduced

63%
66%
100%
63%

12%
15%

Intranet

15%

5%
0%
0%
5%
22%

Internet connection

85%

12%

Mainframe
Terminals
Personal computers
LAN

0%
15%

22%
2%

Table 1: Computer tools used in organisations

However, while PCs are used by the majority of staff members (either for individual work or management
applications), the Internet is still only used by a minority (see Table 2).

We can therefore state that while computers have by now permeated corporate life, the same is not true of
communication and information sharing tools, although awareness of their potential does exist.

More than half

About half
Less than half

PC for individu Terminals o PC for database
work
management
37%
34%
14%
13%
49%
53%

LAN or Intranet for shared
applications
23%
15%

62%

External
connection/Internet
9%
9%
82%

Table 2: Number of users by type of tool and kind of use

Use of networking. Networks are widely employed for exchanges between headquarters and branches (14
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positive answers, two planning introduction in the short term). They are used mainly for handling
administrative/accounting matters and sales orders, for organising production, as well as for structuring and
maintaining the network itself.

Far less significant is the level of network use by travelling salesmen (two cases, for transmitting sales and
exchanging messages), although the trend is growing (six planning to introduce it for this purpose).
Tele-working from home is equally uncommon, with only two of the organisations surveyed adopting it, and
five cases where there has been talk of introducing it. In both of the affirmative cases, tele-working is used
for remote network maintenance, and only one of the two companies conducts other activities in this way.

In our view, the answers indicate that network connection is seen as an advantage when it is capable of
improving work efficiency without changing work organisation or modifying internal relationships. By
contrast, when the introduction of new technology requires methodological innovation or the development
of new types of interpersonal relationships, its appeal is not so strong. One fact supports this consideration:
although many of the organisations hire external consultants (68% have at least one consultant, 46% more
than one), only one currently uses tele-working for this purpose and three are considering it. Clearly,
technological innovation demands a change in attitude and therefore requires gradual phasing in, together
with training that makes people aware of the impact of new communication tools rather than just illustrating
their technical features.

3.3 Networking and communication with the outside world
Typology of dedicated connections and connections to the Internet. Those interviewed appeared to be
greatly perplexed by this set of questions, apart from a handful of cases where the interviewee was the head
of EDP. To our way of thinking, this shows that the spread of the network has not been matched by a general
grasp of network-related concepts. Consequently, training and orientation dedicated to network concepts and
opportunities are called for, so that companies understand the kind of network services that might meet their
needs.

Companies and the Web. The Web is used somewhat more for gathering information (86%) than for
spreading it and for presenting the company on the market (80%). Nonetheless, the response to the question
regarding the potential benefits of using the Web shows that companies recognise that the Web is a medium
for addressing a wider market (49%) and improving their public image (37%).

In our view, the reason for this lies in cultural and economic factors. Coverage of the Web in the press and
electronic media till recently mainly focused on the possibility to acquire information rather than provide it.
What's more, while acquiring information is relatively straightforward, providing it entails more complex

know-how. Company presentation in the Web's hypermedia format is culturally different from more
conventional forms, thus requiring great investment in terms of conception, design and implementation.
Finally, the investment and maintenance entailed in information acquisition is fairly low in cost, being
limited to getting Web access and covering communication costs. By contrast, information providing is quite
costly both in terms of site construction and maintenance.

In order to help companies use the Web as a tool for market presentation, it may well be worthwhile
providing implementation methodologies that are in line with company goals. To make information hunting
more efficient, it would be useful to give tips about the most interesting commercial sites and advice on
search methods.

Advantages, disadvantages, information to include on the site. The main advantages that companies see in
the Web are the possibilities for market expansion (49%), for improving public image (37%) and, obviously,
for low-cost access to information (49%) (see Figure 1). This response shows that companies now view the

Web as a standard means for widespread distribution of information, and the sort of information they
envisage providing at their sites matches this vision.
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Figure 2 - Disadvantages of the Web

Figure 1 - Advantages of the We

There is far less interest in using the Web for commercial purposes such as placing orders (24%), acquiring
information about competitors (15%), product sales and services (12%), or customer support services (22%).
This lack of confidence is confirmed by the answers regarding the Web's perceived weak points: lack of
security (27%), competitors' access to information (32%), and unwillingness to transmit data over the Web
(29%) (see Figure 2).
In our view, a further hurdle to commercial use of the Web is the lack of control over how the user accesses a
site (29%). Technological mediation makes it particularly difficult to discern client needs and provide the
right response. This, together with the fact that many of the companies interviewed see the Web as a means
of serving clients and providing information on products, highlights the economic importance of building
web sites that can also offer customer-care services.

An interesting perspective on this problem comes from research into adaptivity concepts, which seeks to
construct Web sites that dynamically select the information to be displayed according to the user's behaviour
during site navigation [4, 5]. We believe it would be useful to draw companies' attention to these studies, as
application of such techniques might give their web sites a crucial edge in marketing and business.

To our way of thinking, there are many factors that contribute to the Web's image as an unreliable
commercial tool, most notably: the lack of thoroughly tested sales methodologies; the need to invest both in
technology and in the study of new models of sales organisation; the uncertainty of results; the market's
suspicious attitude.

A further obstacle to widespread Web use within companies is the impossibility of controlling the use the
staff makes of it (44%). This is a major hindrance to the spread of network-based distance communication.
The problem is a realistic one, even if psychological restraints exist that allow general use of the Web under
acceptable conditions.

3.4 Teleconferencing and interpersonal communication
Analysis of the answers reveals that while e-mail is widely employed, other teleconferencing systems are not
so common; what's more, there is little interest in evaluating their adoption in the future and even a certain
degree of reluctance to examine the possibility at all (see Table 3).

What lies behind this situation is poor knowledge of teleconferencing tools, as demonstrated by the small
number of responses about related benefits and drawbacks. This is understandable, given that networks have
only recently reached Liguria's small and medium-size enterprises [9].
To be introduced Not to be introduc No answer

Used

29%

Video-conference

7%

20%

44%

E-mail

85%

12%

2%

0%

Computer conferencing

7%

15%

49%

29%

Desk-top video-conferencing

5%

10%

51%

34%

Chat

2%

2%

56%

39%

Table 3

Attitude towards teleconference systems
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Let's take a closer look at the answers about e-mail's benefits and drawbacks and compare them with those
regarding other teleconferencing tools. It must be noted, however, that the comparison can only be
qualitative because the number of responses varies depending on the tool in question.
E-mail is considered advantageous in terms of communication potential, lower communication costs, image
and innovation. It is relatively straightforward for the staff to use, relies on fairly simple technology and is
regarded as highly beneficial. It meets companies' basic need to communicate swiftly in writing, and calls
for innovation only in the tool to be used for the task, not the underlying methodology. The technology
required is simple and relatively cheap, and what's more in many cases it has already been tested by the
company's decision-makers on a personal basis.
In addition, it must be noted that the introduction of e-mail within a company is in itself capable of enlarging
the company's market both for reasons of prestige (as the answers reveal) and because e-mail is becoming a
standard form of communication parallel to telephone and fax.

Conversely, other types of teleconferencing systems, and particularly those that involve computers, are look
upon with suspicion; people are clearly concerned that the perceived drawbacks (complex technology, lack
of know-how among the staff, and modest gains) may outweigh the advantages. In our opinion, the reason
for this kind of response lies in technological and socio-economic factors.

In technological terms, it cannot be denied that these systems are fairly intricate, apart from chat-oriented
ones. This is particularly true for those who are relative newcomers to computer-mediated communication.
Employing these systems efficiently presupposes technical know-how within the company and well-trained
staff.

From a socio-economic viewpoint, these tools contribute to modify work organisation and methodology,
thus entailing a transformation in social relationships. For these systems to be fully exploited, considerable
innovation effort is required: the organisation must have the need and the ability to carry through change, as
well as the capacity to develop methodological skills. In addition, costs are incurred that cannot be offset
either by greater prestige or by access to widely used forms of communication.

It must be added that advanced teleconferencing systems have not yet gained a high profile in popular
culture; they have received far less media attention than e-mail and the Web, as their usership remains fairly
small.

Despite all this, companies acknowledge that computer-based teleconferencing tools might offer valuable

assistance in certain corporate areas (see Figure 3). Furthermore, the boom of outsourcing and the
introduction of tele-working will probably have an impact on the development of computer-driven
teleconferencing tools. These forms of collaboration have brought various problems to the fore: that of
identifying oneself within the organisation, of conveying one's ideas to the interlocutor without
misunderstandings, of conducting effective discussion about a written document, a graph, etc.

Considering these factors, we believe that orientation and training programmes are vital in order to help
companies understand the potential of these tools, both in operational as well as theoretical terms.
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4 Conclusions
The survey shows that the spread of the network among Liguria's small and medium-sized enterprises has
not been matched by a general grasp of network-related concepts. Consequently, training and orientation
dedicated to network concepts and opportunities are called for, so that companies understand the kind of
network services that might meet their needs.

Moreover, the survey reveals that these enterprises are aware of the potential of networking tools in
expanding information sharing and communication possibilities. This awareness, however, is restricted to
forms of use that do not modify work organisation and interpersonal relationships; one reason for this is that
companies do not yet have the firm grasp of network concepts required to envisage applications in less
immediate contexts. In fact, there is no perception at all of such applications because this would require
awareness of the tools, an understanding of the actual possibility of achieving greater productivity, changes
in organisational structure and internal relationships, and an investment in technology and know-how.
As these results reveal, there is a clear need to develop orientation and training projects addressed to SMEs.
These should provide:
I. Network concepts and opportunities, so that companies understand the kind of network services that might
meet their needs. In particular, enterprises should be helped to learn the following:
1.1. Basic notions about network technology;
1.2. Infrastructure and public services;
1.3. Distance communication methods and techniques;
1.4. Methods of sharing documents and applications.
2.

General skills in teleconferencing tools as well as methodological and content-based knowledge of
potential advantages in relation to specific needs. In particular, enterprises should receive training so that
they are able to do the following:
2.1. Explore typical working tasks and decide what type of teleconferencing tools, if any, can increase the
quality of the job;
2.2. Investigate if and how the use of teleconferencing tools can favour the introduction of organisation
methods not adopted in the enterprises, but able to improve competitiveness;
2.3. Critically analyse a communication technology to define how useful it can be in a specific work
situation;
2.4. Recognise specific tools as particular examples of communication models;

2.5. Abstract the communication features of a software tool so as to be capable of comparing one tool
with another of the same class without difficulties.
3.

Awareness of the psychological and cognitive issues entailed in communication and collaboration through
the computer. Specifically, enterprises should gain practical awareness that:
3.1. Computer-mediated communication differs from direct communication, and calls for adjustment in
the ways one interacts with others;
3.2. All those involved in an activity requiring computer-mediated communication, especially those

without a technological background, must be able to call on technical support. In this way they will
be encouraged, psychologically as well as practically, to use the new tool;
3.3. If an experiment in the use of distance interaction methods is to be successful, there first needs to be
a well-established atmosphere of reciprocal trust between the participants;
3.4. People must be aware of both the opportunities and technical limitations of the tools used;

3.5. To encourage the use of these systems, the work needs to be organised in such a way that each
person gets a turn at assuming responsibility for some task or other;
3.6. The system must be made indispensable for getting access to information and joining in discussion.

It is no easy task to create training schemes, including experimental ones, that meet these conditions. There
are a number of reasons for this. From the educational viewpoint, an approach to training is called for that
combines conventional training with a situated approach to the learning of teleconferencing opportunities

and problems. When it comes to choosing the topic on which the training initiative is to be based, it is
necessary to ensure that it is one of common interest to all the companies involved. Then there is the matter
of the required expertise, calling for the involvement of various actors: training experts, to select the best
methodology for tailoring the programme to the context; company representatives, to spell out production

and organisational requirements; experts in the subject area; and experts in the specific technology. In
economic terms, a balance must be struck between the need to provide up-to-date technology and the
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necessity for companies to contain costs.

European projects like Teleconferencing that are designed to help enterprises cope with innovation provide
strong impulse in this direction. They create the conditions under which pilot projects of the kind described
above can be introduced, provide tools for evaluating their effectiveness, and form the cultural background
needed to built advanced technology training systems that meet the needs of enterprises.
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We have been developing remote telescope system, which can be used by
remote site via Internet with web user interface. Student in remote site can
control the telescope easily and can see live picture of celestial bodies. If there
is time difference between student's site and telescope's site, the student can see
live picture of celestial bodies in daytime in classroom. It will be strong tool to
learn astronomy. Moreover we are also developing virtual observatory which
shows the status of the real telescope in a virtual space. The virtual observatory
supports virtual planetarium, so that student in remote site can know what can be
seen in the sky of telescope's site. Moreover a learning environment to learn the
structure, behavior and function of telescopes were developed in virtual world.
The remote telescope system is easy to use, so that it neglects chance to learn
how to use the telescope. In science education, it is also important to teach how
to use equipments. The learning system compensate for it.

Keywords: Remote Telescope, Virtual Observatory, Astronomical Educaion

1 Introduction
We have developed a remote telescope system in a public observatory in Japan [1]. This first version has a
web based user interface, and remote student can use the system from remote site via Internet. If the client
site has certain time difference between Japan, the student can see live picture of the celestial bodies in
daytime. Moreover the student can operate the telescope as he/she wishes by using slight motion buttons on
the web based user interface. This first version was the world first interactive remote telescope which offers

live picture on a web user interface in 1997, though a remote telescope offering still image was made
before[2].

Although the first version of the remote telescope system were quite successful, it has some problems. The
system does not have the function for exclusive control. The exclusive control is necessary in the multi-user
environment, because more than two clients cannot use the system simultaneously. On the first version, the
student must promise the date and time of the usage in advance.

Another problem of the first version is that the telescope is too huge (105cm reflector) to use as a remote
telescope. Besides the dome of the observatory is not controlled from remote site. Therefore the staff of the
observatory must always help the usage.

We are now developing second version of remote telescope system to solve the problems of the first version.

The second version uses small telescope (Meade LX200 20cm reflector), so that it is easier to use as a
remote telescope.

The second version has a scheduling system, which can work as the exclusive control. Clients can reserve

the date and time of usage of the remote telescope on a web page for scheduling. The system has 3D
planetarium as well as web user interface. The planetarium shows what can be seen in the real sky where
the telescope is located. Moreover the second version supports vertual environment to learn structure,
behavior and function of various types of telescope. These virtual planetarium and virtual environment for
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learning are regarded as virtual observatory. Although today some other remote telescopes has been
developed in the world [3-6], our remote telescope is unique which supports virtual observatory.

2 Scheduling system
The scheduling system was developed for multi-user usage (Fig.1). It has two important function. They are
exclusive control system and reservation system. Exclusive control system enables to permit usage by only
one client at every time. If a student tried accesses to the system during the usage by another student, the
exclusive control system reject it, and make him/her wait until the superior student terminates the usage.
Reservation system enables to reserve date and time of usage in advance. The reserved usage is superior to
non reserved usage, so that non reserved usage is terminated by force when it is the time of reserved usage.
The scheduling system is made by using CGI(Common Gateway Interface), and the CGI program works by

a scheduling web page on a public directory. Clients' information such as account information and
reservation information, is preserved in a file in the scheduling system. Since the file includes very
important contents, it must be protected from illegal access. The file is not on the public directory, but on a
private directory to which cannot be had access. The security is kept by this method.

2000
1.

2

12

40

WO.

Fig.1 Scheduling system

3 Live picture
The live picture of celestial bodies enhances students' learning of astronomy (Fig.2). There are two methods

to send live picture. One is by stream, the other is by still image series. We are currently using the latter
way. SGI 02 Unix workstation is used as a camera server. 02 has a program which takes still image with
CCD camera. Our system utilize the program, and automatically save JPEG picture in every three second
into a same file in the camera server. We also developed Java applet which has access to the file, and read it,
then display the still images continuously. Remote clients can see live picture as if it is animation.

4 Remote control of the telescope
A student can control the telescope from remote site. In the first version of the remote telescope system, we
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used CGI to control the telescope. In the second version, we considered that we would use CGI on a HTTP
server, however CGI has the following problems.
(1) When a client terminate usage of the telescope, it is impossible for the server to refuse connection.

(2) More than two clients can have access to the remote telescope system simultaneously at anytime.
Therefore it is impossible to realize exclusive control.

Fig.2 Live picture (Example: Moon)
(3) In a collaborating learning, more than two clients have access to the system simultaneously. In this case,
the same number of CGI process as the clients' number run in the server, so that the load of the server
become heavy.

We used Java applet in order to solve the problems. The merit of communication by Java applet is as
follows.
(1)When a client terminates usage of the telescope, it is possible for the server to disconnect the connection.
(2) It is possible to realize the exclusive control.
(3) It is possible for the server to send various information to Java applet at client machine.

By these reason, we developed a telescope control program by Java applet. The procedure of usage is as
follows.

(1) A client set a target celestial body, and push the submit button.

Then the command to control the

telescope is sent to the server program.

(2) The server program receives the command and send it to serial port. Then the telescope receive the
command, and it moves to get the target.
(3) The telescope send status to the server, after it finish moving.
(4) The server program send the status to applet at the client machine.
Figure 3 shows the procedure.

Server

Client
Telescope

Fig.3 The process of remote control of the telescope
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5 Graphical user interface
The GUI of remote telescope system is made by applet. The GUI by applet in second version has the
following functions (Fig.4).
(1) To move telescope by setting target's coordinates
(2) To move telescope by selecting a target in a menu
(3) To move telescope by slight movement buttons
(4) To show local time where the telescope is located
(5) To show universal time
(6) To show the rest of the reserved time
(7) To show some information about the target

In the above, functions (1)-(3) are the same as the first version. A student can control the telescope easily by
the GUI. The slight movement buttons enable the student to move the telescope slightly, so that the student
can scan the celestial body. This function is especially useful when the student observes apparently large
target such as the moon. The student can feel as if he/she is traveling over the moon by space ship.
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Fig.4 Graphical User Interface

6 Virtual Planetarium
The planetarium is made by Java3D (Fig.5). The planetarium reflects the real sky where the telescope is
located by calculating sidereal time. Remote clients in all over the world can know what can be seen in the
sky at that time at telescope site, such as stars, planets, nebulas, and galaxies. The planetarium also has a
telescope model in the center of the planetarium. It is a kind of virtual telescope. The virtual telescope
reflects the real telescope. The direction of the virtual telescope indicates that of real telescope. By this
function, clients can know easily in which direction the telescope is. Since a beam line from virtual telescope
to celestial sphere is shown in the planetarium, the user can easily recognize which star the telescope
catches currently. Besides when the user click one of stars on the virtual planetarium, both virtual and real
telescopes start to move, and catche the target star.

Fig.5 Virtual planetarium
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7 Learning environment for learning telescopes in virtual world
In science education, it is important for students to observe target in real world as well as to learn how to
use the equipments for the observation. The remote telescope system enables to observe real celestial bodies
in the classroom. Nevertheless it neglects to learn how to use telescope. Because students can easily
operate the remote telescope system without knowing the structure of the telescope and every function of
each part.
We have been developing a system in virtual world, by which students can learn kinds of telescopes, every
structure, every characteristics, and every function. The system is made by VRML, and the telescopes in the
virtual world can be moved around two axes. The astronomical telescopes are classified optical structure and
by mounting structure independently. Therefore the system has a table which shows the combination of
optical structure and mounting structure (Fig.6). Some combinations exist and other combinations do not
exist. If a combination exists, a circle is filled in the table. If it does not exist, a cross is filled. Triangle
means seldom existence, dot means rare existence. This table guides students to every combination. If a
student click a symbol (circle, triangle, dot), then the telescope is shown with the combination of optical and
mounting structure.

Since the virtual telescopes can be rotated around two axes by mouse dragging, students can learn how to
operate telescopes. Besides students can learn the function of every axis by rotating it. For instance, one
axis of equatorial mounting is set in the direction to polar star (Fig.7). The telescope can track a celestial
target by rotating around the axis, because the celestial target moves in the sky in accordance with earth's
self rotation.

Moreover the virtual telescopes show optical structure of them, and show ray trace. When the a student
rotates a virtual telescope, he/she can know how the focus point of the telescope moves. Students can learn
the focus points do not move in some types of telescope. They can know such type of telescope is useful for
attaching heavy equipment on the focus point.
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8 Conclusions
In this paper, we described the second version of remote telescope system. We explained scheduling system,

telescope control, GUI, live picture, virtual planetarium and learning system. This total system can be
regarded as synthesis of real observatory and virtual observatory. The real observatory offers live picture of
celestial bodies. The virtual observatory offers planetarium and learning system. In the remote telescope
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system, students can operate the telescope easily, so that it neglects the chance of learning how to use the
telescope. In science education, it is also important to learn how to use the observation equipment. The
virtual observatory compensates for it.

The student can observe real celestial objects by real observatory from remote site. If there is time
difference between the client site and observatory site, the student can observe real celestial objects in
daytime in classroom. It will be a strong tool to learn astronomy. This system brings experimental
environment into classroom in astronomical domain.
Our future work is to make dome or sliding roof and to install the telescope in it.
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It is generally agreed that learning efficiency improves if the students find
teaching/learning materials interesting. It is the same vhen we engage in
collaborative learning with the use of computer networks. We take into
consideration the collaborative learning environment that is suitable for each
learner, the personality of the group and the knowledge levels of learners. We
have been constructing a collaborative learning support system being developed
on VESMA(Virtual Environment Server for Multiple Agents) system.
Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Intelligent Agent, Virtual Environment

1 Introduction
It is generally agreed that learning efficiency improves if the students
find teaching/learning materials interesting. It is the same when we
engage in collaborative learning with the use of computer networks. In
other words, it is possible that the learners interest and concern will
be attracted if there is an intermediary who supports the learner with
the idea of using the teaching/learning materials function as a learning
object between the learner (user) and the learning object. And, it is
very important to grasp the learner's mental state in collaboration with
plural learners in a virtual environment like a computer networks. We
take into consideration the collaborative learning environment that is

suitable for each learner, the personality of the group and the
knowledge levels of learners. We have been constructing such a
learning support system as a part of our Virtual University project
being built up on VESMA(Virtual Environment Server for Multiple
Agents) system.

In the rest of the paper, we describe a general mechanism of VESMA

system and its features in section 2. In section 3, we discuss on
collaborative learning in such a virtual environment including some
intelligent agents who support such learning. In section 4 and 5, we
will discuss the supporting function of effective collaborative learning
and the learning process in the collaborative learning support system.
Concluding remarks and some future works are briefly described, in

Fig. 1 Client of VESMA System

the last section,.

2 VESMA System
In this paper, we have been constructing a virtual environment using the VESMA system developed in the
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Java language. This VESMA system provides the programming environment to simulate the virtual space
which a lot of elements exchange the message and affect each other. This system has been used for an agent
programming, the simulation of a physical/social phenomenon and a probabilistic network etc. by present.

2.1 Server-Client System The VESMA system is a system which consists of the server and the client,
and contains user's avatar, the object and the agent that is in virtual environment in the server. The client
displays an environment surrounding user(s), and interprets the inputs of the user, and let the avatar execute
it. This system can be executable in all platforms, and translate an arbitrary object between server-client or
server-server through a computer network, because this system uses the Java language.

The objects corresponding to the entrance can exist in a virtual space of the VESMA system, these objects
are connected with another place of this server or other servers, and the user can move between the servers
freely by accessing this entrance object.

2.2 Layered Structure A virtual space of the VESMA system can take the layered structure, as can be
seen in the last paragraph of section 2.1. When a complex virtual space and a lot of rooms are made, it is
very convenient to be able to make the layered structure for representing a spatial metaphor. For instance,
layered structures such as the city, university, faculties, and laboratories can be represented.

2.3 Autonomous Object The object is static or passive in a usual educational virtual environment
system, so it can answer to a user's request or reply to a messages, but it is difficult to realize an object which
behaves actively. The object in VESMA system can behave with own thread by programming the object to
send oneself the message. In other words, VESMA system supports making of an autonomous agent.

2.4 Simulation of Various Phenomenon The VESMA system is not only suitable as the
educational virtual environment programming environment, but also suitable for the simulation of a
physical phenomenon. Our collaborative learning support system on VESMA system can simulate a
physical phenomenon as well. It is also possible that the user can experiment by operating the experiment

tool in the virtual environment, and change the parameter and setting the experiment, and repeat the
experiment trying and erring. These experiments are useful for voluntary environments.

Moreover, our system can simulate not only physical phenomenons but also social phenomenons or
probabilistic process, and can display the results of the simulations by various graphical expressions such as
a density graph or digraph.

3 Collaborative Learning in Virtual Environment
3.1 Virtual Environment and Learning Style
The virtual environment in this paper means a "communication environment in computer networks". Usually,
a user can take only the service that he had already known the existence in the usual network. Though such
information is useful, sometimes people get information that is of significant value by chance discovery. We
think that positively building up and providing such an environment to increase the chance of this happening
are important. The virtual environment in made by various information can be considered for the typical
example. In this paper, we use VESMA system to realize the collaborative learning support system. Because
of server-client architecture supported by VESMA system, our collaborative learning support system can be
"distributed' in space and "synchronized or non-synchronized" in time. Generally, learning styles can be
divided into the following three types : 1. Individual learning, 2. group learning, 3. Collaborative learning.

(1)Individual learning : the problem solving whereby a learner does by himself. (2)Group Learning : the
problem solving via task sharing. (3) Collaborative learning : the problem solving by use of result sharing.
In other words, Each learner solves his own problem based on the information and data given to him by
other learners. Thus Collaborative learning is group learning with more goal oriented communications. In
the field of the education, it is considered that the latter learning style is especially effective because the
quality of the answer improves on the whole by having learners with differing knowledge do an information
exchange.

3.2 Collaborative Learning
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The following are the strong points of collaborative learning in a virtual environment[21 : (1)There is no
restriction of time and geographical space. (2)It can lead to solving problems by doing opinion exchange
with other people. (3)It can obtain objective awareness of problems. On the other hand, it has several weak
points : (1)Learners get behind if they don't participate voluntarily. (2)There is the possibility that learning
may progress in different directions. (3)Differing abilities of learners (members) may be a problem for the
progress of their learning. We think about the method of the learner support which a weak point 3 is changed
to the strong point.

Good ideas in subject preparation, group formation support, communication support, and ideas such as an
interface become necessary to get over these problems. We examine the interface using intelligent agents in
consideration of such characteristics in this paper.

4 Supporting Collaborative Learning
irateu gran

4.1 Grasp of the learner's state
It is important to grasp learner's state in the
learning system. When learning in a virtual
environment on the computer network, it is
especially

important.

Because,

people's

communications become indirect in a virtual
environment.

Generally, when students learn about certain

CateBus*

of Advioe
topic, offering materials suitable to the learner's
level of understanding is necessary. This
Fig. 3 Architecture of Collaborative Learning
research aims to check the learner's mental state,
Support System
in broad sense, using agents to grasp it
automatically. It is also important to promote collaborative learning smoothly by giving a kind of "role" to
each learner in the group in consideration of the learner's personality. For example, the learner who is good
at teaching others might become a leader, and give support to other learners in the group. The control that
gives hints to make it refer to an exercise is necessary for cases when learners come to a deadlock in their

learning.

4.2 Learner Modeling
Then, the following is necessary for the learner modeling from the viewpoint of collaborative learning,
The individual model : It has proper knowledge, the mistaken knowledge, the knowledge that it hasn't been
studied, the interest or concerns, information such as a role, personal manipulation history.

D, = {(r U,)

(T,u )1

: learner model,

: learning topic, Li; : understanding of topic

4.3 Intelligent Agents
An agent works like a human beings, and supports teachers and learners. An agent communicates other
agents or avatars, and behaves actively in various situation. Making a graphical representation of these
agents, users can come in contact with an agent familiarity. In this paper, we will discuss the intelligent

agents (' learner modeling agent', "group agent", "advisor agent", "evaluation agent') who support
collaborative learning in virtual environment.

The learner modeling agent grasps the learner's degree of progress and the degree of his understanding. The
group agent controls the information that a learner modeling agent has, and monitors the relationships of

each learner in the group. An advisor agent carries out various supports directly for the learner. An
evaluation agent judges whether or not the knowledge that a learner got by working at collaborative learning
is useful. Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of collaborative learning in virtual environment including advisor
agent. These agents do various support while the learner advances collaborative learning.

As different autonomous object, some characteristic mascots may be included in our Virtual University
based on a feature described in 2.3.
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5 The method of some supporting in Collaborative Learning
5.1 Collaborative Learning Support
When you cone to a deadlock pattern2
As an example of collaborative learning support, pattern/
When you mistake the solution. pattern. 3 When you can not understand what to do next .
How to solve the problem of the pattern 2 : First is support by the learner in the group(using Contract Net).
Next is support by the learner in other group(using Contract Net). Finally is Support by the CBR system.
Contract Net achieves the allocation of the task by the negotiation between the processing nodes. In this
paper, the selection of the advisor was attempted by contract net. We think it might be easier to understand
"By getting advice from the learner who is close to one's understanding degree".

5.2 CBR and Calculation of Similarity Degree
CBR(Case-Based Reasoning) is a kind of reasoning which solve the new problem by a case similar to

current problem. A case is expressed as
D,: case, Ti: learning topic, L11: understanding of topic,
D ={(71,upwi) (T,u,w.)}
PK: importance degree of topic

follows.

The advisor agent selects a case that current condition and a case are the most similar.

w(u-u)2

Sint, =
t=1

Sim :similarity degree, U,, :understanding degree of topic of case base,
U1, : understanding degree of topic of learner model, Wt : importance
degree of the topic

6 Concluding Remarks and Future Works

We have constructed a virtual environment on a VESMA system, and examined communication processes
on it. And, we have examined the function of the intelligent agents in the collaborative learning support
system and the validity and support for the learning process.

In this paper, we have discussed that learners can obtain better methods for voluntary learning by the
appropriate support of the intelligent agents. And various intelligent agents provide environments for the
group learning which enables learners to do active collaborative learning.
And we have realized practical collaborative learning support system in which the following advantages are
provided using VESMA system. The learners communicate each other and share the teaching/learning
materials in the virtual environment by not only a text -based interface but also a graphical interface. A user
of VESMA system can move among two or more servers which is distributed in the Internet. We can make a

small creature, or can make physical experiments because of the function of VESMA which realize
autonomous objects. And VESMA system has the layered structure of virtual environment, so many places
can be constructed in one server corresponding to users spatial metaphoi and the learner can easily access a
place he/she wish.
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A virtual Physics Laboratory with 60+ physics java applets was established for
student to play and enjoy learning physics (http://www.phy.ntnu.edu.tw/java/).
Our java applets are ready over the net, easy-to-use and meaningful for many

physics teachers, whose primary concern is teaching instead of technology.
Learners do not have to sit passively watching the java animation. They are
allowed to interact with the animation themselves. It requires learners to
constantly make decisions about which parameters to modified and evaluate
progress, thus forcing students to apply higher order thinking skills. The size of

the java applets is small, usually less than 30k, which is suitable for the
overcrowded Internet. Many physics teacher around the world already design
worksheets incorporate with our java applets in their day-to-day instruction. Our
goal is not only to help learners accomplish their physics learning faster or more
effectively, but also to engage them in new ways of thinking, enjoy the funs of
physics and apply their physics to everyday life. It can be operated as different
kinds of modes, such as studying individually, study cooperatively and having
lessons collectively etc. These attributes closely match those of modern
educational theories where learning should be a self-motivated and rewarding
activity.

Keywords: Java Animation, Virtual Laboratory, Computer Assisted
Learning.

1 Introduction
Many have predicted that the Internet, particularly the World Wide Web, will transform education. As more
schools adopt the internet and more teachers and students become increasingly interested in the web-based
activities, the need for easy-to-use and meaningful web learning environments has increased dramatically. At
the same time, education research has shown that the learning style and student-centered learning are
important to meaningful learning . Learning becomes an active process of discovery and participation base
on self-motivation rather than on more passive acquaintance of facts and rules [8]. Current and emerging

technological advances in information and communication technology make it possible to develop
interactive learning environment to support new ways of learning. The most promising technologies are
based on virtual machines, meta-languages, and open Internet standards. Although the Internet lowers the
barriers to authoring and distribution of educational software, its ability to deliver active content may, in the
long run, be more significant. Interactive learning environments are having an increasing role in teaching

and learning, and are likely to play an important role in the future [10]. In particular, those tools that
encourage/enhance discovery, creativity, and thinking are very much needed.

One of the most exciting developments is the integration of interactive software into web-based courses
using the Java programming language. Many physics teachers and students recognized benefits of using the
WWW to enhance teaching and learning, while they were using our Virtual Physics Laboratory (VPL). We
have developed more than 60 physics related java applets, which become the core of VPL. Java animations
developed at our site offer many advantages for the integration in our didactic concepts: All of our java
animations visualize the effects and parameters of the related physics concepts or phenomena. It provides
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user to manipulate all necessary parameters in a very intuitive and interactive way. Through modifying these

parameters in java animation, students get a much better understanding of the underlying physics and
mathematics aspects. Our tools are easy-to-use and meaningful for many physics teachers, whose primary
concern is teaching instead of technology. The most important implication of choosing a web-based
technology is the way it facilitates sharing. We have received tremendous email feedbacks from physics
teachers, parents and students all over the world. Many teachers developed their own worksheets in
cooperated with our java applets, and used it in their classroom. Due to the slow connection over the Internet

and many requests from educators, our VPL contents were distributed as mirror sites at more than 35
educational institutions around the world.

2 The Learning Process
Traditional approaches to education promote subject-based learning, which encourage teachers to focus on
covering materials and students to adopt surface learning which fail to integrate knowledge [3]. When the

television was invented half century ago, many had predicted that the television would transform the
education. Some people thought if the best teacher were lectured on TV, all the students would be educated

under the best environment. We have learned the lesson, teaching and learning is not delivery process
between teacher and students. It appears that "learning consists of the growth of additional neural
connections stimulated by the passage of electrical current along nerve cells (neurons) and enhanced by
chemicals (neurotransmitters) discharged into the gaps (synapses) between neighboring cells" [11,12].
People learn differently and know things differently because they take different pathways on different
occasions; which related to the context, their previous experiences, and their physical and emotional state.
Not all pathways are accessed in the same way. However, as a particular pathway is re-used, additional
connections are built which strengthen the linkages. Some of these mental pathways become so worn that
the mind seeks to use these easy routes to arrive at an understanding. In many case, learning means making
new pathways, adjusting pathways or removing pathways among memories that become "known" as
incorrect. Learning is a personal activity and the function of a teacher is to help student create interaction
between subject under studied and student's cognition structure.

The rapid advancement of the Internet, particularly the development and prolific expansion of the WWW,
enable educators to create multimedia teaching resources and interactive instructional strategies which can
be delivered to any students without regard to time, place, or computer platform. However, the medium of

delivery is not the sufficient condition for learning. Education research informs us that technological
advances do not necessarily lead to improve learning. Nothing happens until the learning is actively engaged.

For today's technology to have a long lasting impact on science education, it will need to base more on
successful pedagogy than on the latest compilers, hardware, or algorithms.

Interactive engagement (abbreviated IE) teaching methods take many different formats [2]. All of them,
however, force the student to play a much more active role in the learning process, increase the amount of
interaction with fellow students and instructors, and emphasize conceptual understanding as well as
quantitative problem-solving. Hale's study [1] compared IE methods, with traditional lecture methods at
variety institutions, and showed a significant, across the-board improvement in students' conceptual
understanding in IE classes. The most dramatic differences are seen in the area of conceptual understanding.
The interactive capabilities of WWW-based instructional strategies can be employed to better match how we
teach with how we know students learn.

3 Virtual Physics Laboratory: Enjoyable place to play and learn physics
Game playing is a self-motivated and rewarding activity. An enjoyable computer game is found to be player
centered, and it must enhance discovery. Learning should be a self-motivated and rewarding activity, too.
Can we make learning as motivated and rewarding activity as computer game playing? This was the initial
spark for the VPL project, to develop an enjoyable interactive learning environment helping learners to
make sense of physics.
Research on animation can be organized according to the purpose of the animation. In general, instructional
graphics satisfy five purposes: they are cosmetic, motivation, attention getting, presentation, and practice [7].
Cosmetic and motivation are in the affective domain, while the others are in the cognitive domain.
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1.

Graphics used for cosmetic purposes are used to "dress up" the text. Unfortunately, learning does not
take place directly as a result of cosmetic graphics. Rieber notes, "At their best, cosmetic graphics help

maintain student interest. At their worst, cosmetic graphics distract student attention from other
2.

3.

important material."
Graphics used for motivational purposes, appealing to the viewer's attitudes. It's important for learner
to see material as exciting and relevant. Although learners may be motivated by novel graphics, they
may also become saturated as they are inundated with such visuals. As a result, motivating visuals can
quickly lose their instructional impact.
Graphics used to gain attention. Their primary difference from motivational graphics is that they are

not designed to influence the attitude of the viewer but rather to focus the viewer's attention.

4.

Attention-gaining graphics may directly influence students' learning, thus it is classified according to
the cognition domain of learning. A good example is our "Thin Lens Animator[13] that shows the
images of an object in front of a lens as user click and drags the object across the screen.
Graphics used for presentation. For instance, our "Pendulum Animation "[14] is not only present a
dynamic visual, but also present data. The data is observed to change as the animation is running.

Therefore, the learner can make a connection between the state of the data and the state of the
animation.
5.

Graphics used for practice activities. This purpose is especially suited to interactive computer
simulation where learner receives feedback based on his or her input. For example: Users can type in
the base frequency and modify different components of higher order frequency with mouse to create
new sound wave and hear it instantly in "Fourier Synthesis"[15].

Our Java applets can be used for all the aforementioned purposes. Most of all, we focus more on students'
cognition development. The created java applets aim at invite students to develop deeper, more connected
understanding of physics concepts. Seeking connections in contrast to the conventional model of learner as
receiving information and of instruction as providing information, in short, to promote conceptual change.
According to Rieber, there are two prerequisites for animation to have positive effect on learning outcomes:
(1) there must be a need for external visualization (2) learning of the described phenomenon must require an
understanding of how an object's properties change with time or position. Rieberb recommends, "Animation
should be incorporated only when its attributes are congruent to the learning task". That is, the animation
may not be an advantage over a static image in all case. We have designed our java applets according to the

recommendation. Many physics concepts especially those involve spatial and time variance, such as
stationary wave, Doppler effect[16], and so on, are difficult to express clearly in words or in pictures on the
blackboard. By means of our animated java applets, drawing or demonstrations, teacher can cut down the
lecture time in class and enable students to understand physics concepts more effectively.

Examples 1:Traffic light system (html page 6k, java class files 27k)(17]
Situation: "Would you like to engineer the traffic light system for a one-way street that consists of several
lanes along which rush-hour traffic flows? How would you time the onset of green lights at the various
intersections? How to apply what you have learned in kinematics to promote the traffic flow? This java
applet let you play with it and find out your answer." All the relevant information is provided for students to
find out the answer. This is an authentic situation; the underline principle was used in many cities to control
the one-way traffic lights. Each moving square in Figure 1 represents a car, its color indicates whether the

car is accelerating, moving with constant velocity, or stopped. The height of each blue circle gives
information about the velocity of the corresponding vehicle. User can adjust the timing between green light,
yellow light and red light, change time delay between successive intersections, ... etc. It is a kinematics
problem for high school students related to topics in constant motion and motion under constant acceleration.

Students can work in-group, discuss with each other, propose solutions, explain the reasons of their
predictions, use physics concepts to analyze and synthesis the answer, and run the animation to compare and

find out the answer. Many students find it is a fun game to play and they gain deeper understanding of
related physics concepts at the same time.
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Figure 1: Screen shot of Traffic Light System java simulation

Example 2: Measure your Reaction time (html page 6k, java class files 20k)1181
Situation: "You are driving on the high way and listening to the music you like most. Suddenly, you see the
brake light of the car in front of you just turned on. You will try to hit the brake and slow down your car. But,
there is a small time delay before you really do that--- your reaction time. During that period of time, your
car is still moving at the same HIGH speed! If you do not want something VERY BAD happened, what is
the minimum distance between your car and the one just before yours?" This is a very dangerous situation in
real life. However, students can try out such experiments with our java animation safely.
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Figure 2: Screen shot of Reaction Time Measurement java animation.

As shown in Figure 2, when the user clicks the button to start the animation, the car will move from left to
right at preset constant velocity. The streetlight will turn from green to yellow, and then turn to red light at
random selected time. User needs to click the "Brake" button when the red light is on. Those small dots were
generated at run time; its height shows velocity of the car at the same horizontal position. Users can move
the mouse within the area to find out corresponding value for each dot. Figure 2 indicates the vehicle is
moving at 20m/s (72km/hr), arrives at the first red bar when the red light turn to red, and user click the
"Brake" button after the car runs 12.2 meter more (the second red bar position). So the reaction time for the
user is measured to be 0.61s for this case. It also shows car running at 20m/s need 25.51 m (or 2.55s) to fully
stop after driver hit the brake. (Assuming the friction coefficient between the road and the tire of the vehicle
is 0.8, which is a typical value for auto tires on dry concrete.) Users can measure their reaction time with this
simple java applet, and find out the safe distance to keep when they are driving on the high way. This java
applet also reminds users that the braking distance for the vehicle is proportional to the square of the velocity.
When you change speed of your car from 80km/hr to 100km/hr, the braking distance increased by a factor of
(100/80)2 = (1.25)2 =1.56 (velocity increased by a factor of 1.25). Such requirement is a law governs by
nature. May be you can miss the speed ticket if the police is not there; however, car accident will happen if
not enough distance were reserved for the corresponding speed. This is a very important lesson need to be
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learned; it can save people's life.

Most of the functions provided by our java applets are operated with mouse click and drag, ease to use and
intuitive. Sound, colors and good animated drawings can attract learners' attention and sharpen their ability
of thinking. Many more examples can be found at our VPL. Interaction between the student and the learning
materials is essential. For different learning tasks different interactivities are appropriate. The design of java
applets focused on promoting students' integrated understanding of physics concepts through the use of
carefully designed curriculum. We want to generate sequences of stimuli that can be used either to activate a
person's existing mental models or initiate the development of new ones. To enable student to connect new
ideas to their existing knowledge, making bridge to connect their own piece of information. Our approach is
remarkably different from typical novice strategies where students attempt to mathematically analyze a
problem before qualitatively describing it (an approach often called "plug-and-chug" and characterized by

the lack of conceptual though during the problem-solving process [9]). Requiring student to consider
problems qualitatively has been shown to have a positive influence on students' problem solving skills and
conceptual understanding [5,6].

In physics, information about a physics system were represented in many different ways: using words,
equations, graphs, diagrams, table of numbers, contour maps, vector plots, and so on. Many students have
considerable difficulty, not only with creating these representations but also in seeing how they express
information about the system and how they are related to each other. Our VPL can help student conquer their
learning difficulty. With so many feedbacks from teachers, parents and students all over the world, we found
Applets in VPL can help students make sense of translation among representation: Showing animations
1.
of a dynamic system and move the relevant information to a coordinated graph, diagram, or plot can,
when used in conjunction with an appropriate lesson, significantly help students develop skills in using

different representations to help them make sense of the physics. For examples: "Superposition
principle of wave", "Simple harmonic motion" and "Transverse Wave and Longitudinal Wave" java
applets.
2.

3.

Applets in VPL can help students understand equations and physical relations among measurements.
Many students treat equations as if they were only a way to calculate a variable or determine a number
as a solution. Physical equations represent relationships between various observations and
measurements. We know how the nature operates from those relations. For examples: " Spring Force
and Simple Harmonic Motion", "Thin Lens" and "Double Slit (interference) " java applets.
Applets in VPL can help students build mental model of physical systems: In some cases, students don't
have the experience or imagination to put together what they are reading in the texts and hearing from
the lectures into a coherent, sensible picture. They memorize bits and pieces, but because these pieces
are not linked into consistent, self-supporting structure, they forget or confuse the parts. Visions of
interacting objects having qualities and measurable properties. Producing visualizations that display
these characteristics can help students create these mental models. For examples: "The location of an

supersonic airplane", "Moving point source (Doppler effect/Shock wave)" and "Propagation of
4.

electromagnetic wave".
Applets in VPL can give students engaging, hand-on, active learning experiences. Students learn much
more effectively when they have control on their own learning. Having animations that students can use
to explore phenomenon on their own, can produce more effective learning experiences. For examples:

"Reaction time and car accident ", "The electronic multimeter" and " Projectile/Satellite Orbits" java
applets.
5.

Applets in VPL can serve as a sketchpad on which students can explain and describe their
understanding to each other. Educational research shows it is valuable to have students explain what
they are thinking, both to themselves and to each other. Two or three students working together to
answer questions with a simulation can produce a powerful learning environment. For examples:
"Physics of rainbow", "Billiards and Physics" and "Mixing colored light beams/paint pigments" java
applets.

4 Future work
When learners are novices in the content area, they may not know how to attend to relevant cues or details
provided by animations. Teacher can provide hints or demonstrations in the classroom and find out how the
learner operated with the java animation. However, VPL is designed for web access, which allows students'
direct access without teacher's guidance. All of our java applets are client-based simulations. We see the
needs to establish communication between client and server. We will extend their function to support client-
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server communication: to control and synchronize animation running on several machines, to exchange data
between distributed applets. Besides, it can be used to monitor how the remote user operated with our java
applets, identify when they encounter difficulty for research purpose and provide assistance at the same time.
Therefore, our java applets can be used as stand-alone learning tools or as shared animations to support
cooperate learning over the net.

5 Conclusions
Many web sites are aimed at providing information while we focus on interactive animations to assist
student construct his/her own physics concepts. The VPL offers possibilities to concentrate on studentcentered approach for learning. Learners do not have to sit passively watching the java animation. They are
allowed to interact with the animation themselves. It requires learners to constantly make decisions about
which parameters to modified and evaluate progress, thus forcing students to apply higher order thinking
skills. Our java applets are ready over the net, easy-to-use and meaningful for many physics teachers, whose
primary concern is teaching instead of technology. The size of the java applets is small, usually less than 30k,
which is suitable for the overcrowded Internet. Many physics teacher already design worksheets incorporate
with our java applets in their day-to-day instruction. We welcome lectures to translate our web pages into
their own languages and share with us. All the labels and texts used in the java applets can be easily changed
to local characters with any web page editor. This provides many users at different countries to use our java

applets for their teaching and learning. Our VPL can be used as a teaching tool during the lecture or as
assignments for the students to play and enjoy learning physics. It can be used in different ways, such as
studying individually, study cooperatively and having lessons collectively etc. Our goal is not only to help
learners accomplish their physics learning faster or more effectively, but also to engage them in new ways of
thinking, enjoy the funs of physics and apply physics to their everyday life. These attributes closely match
those of modern educational theories where learning should be a self-motivated and rewarding activity.
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In this paper, we propose a new framework for community-based collaborative
virtual universities, which not only support the delivery of knowledge from an
expert to a group of learners, but also facilitate the exchange and distribution of
knowledge between large and diverse groups of people. We discuss designing

and prototyping of a distributed backbone system for community-based
collaborative virtual universities, in which computation is effectively used to
provide organized proper support for communication, interaction and
collaboration between human users and between a human user and the system as
well.
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software agent.

1 Introduction
Information and network technologies have been changing how people work, live and learn. The so-called
Internet revolution has brought great impact on the global society, and is greatly changing the educational
systems. In recent years, distance education/learning and virtual universities have been attracting more and
more attentions, and play an important role in the educational system revolution for the new coming century.
Virtual universities cover a very broad field. Many research works have been conducted in the domain [1, 2].
However, experiments and experiences have demonstrated that electronic communication in the networked
virtual environment has some different characteristics from face-to-face communication in the real world [3].
Many studies have also shown that learning in the networked virtual environments involves approaches that
are not typical of general classrooms [4, 5]. It is necessary for a virtual university to have general functions,

utilities and resources of a physical real world university available on the networks. However, it is not
enough and efficient only trying to move a physical university to the virtual world without considering on
the fact that there are great differences between physical and virtual universities.

In this study, we propose a new framework for community-based collaborative virtual universities, which
not only support the delivery of knowledge from an expert to a group of learners, but also facilitate the
exchange and distribution of knowledge between large and diverse groups of people. We design and develop
a distributed backbone system for community-based collaborative virtual universities, in which computation
is effectively used to provide organized proper support for communication, interaction and collaboration
between human users and between a human user and the system (a networked computer and/or a software
agent) as well.

2 Framework for Community-Based Collaborative Virtual Universities
The Internet provides a universal, free, and equal electronic communication environment for people of all
ages with different education backgrounds, ability levels, and personal inclinations. It makes knowledge
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delivery, sharing and building possible among large and diverse groups of people across the networks.

The central purpose of community-based collaborative virtual universities is to provide a learning
environment that widely opens to large and diverse group of people who have the will to learn and to share
their knowledge with others across the networks. They are a networked virtual workspace with the timeindependent and place-independent access, in which computation is effectively utilized to actively and

properly support human-human communication, interaction . and collaboration in addition to humancomputer communication, interaction and collaboration, towards effectively assisting and enhancing
learning activities in the virtual environments [6].

Community-based collaborative virtual universities are participants-driven. That is, participants or learners
share a common interest in a topic or area, share a way of knowing and a set of practices [7]. Knowledge is

not just delivered from teachers or experts, but also constructed by participants' team works and/or
discussions. Community-based collaborative virtual universities support different ways for novices and
experts to work in the same environment to accomplish similar goals. They may be large, the task general,
and the communication open. Alternatively, they can be small, the task specific, and the communication
close.

3 Design and Implementation of the Distributed Backbone System
3.1 Overview
The backbone system for flexibly supporting community learning has been designed so that a learner can
navigate through it, select relevant information, respond to questions using computer input devices such as a
keyboard, mouse, or voice command system, solve problems, complete challenging tasks, create knowledge
representations, collaborate with others, or otherwise engage in meaningful learning activities.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the distributed backbone system for community-based collaborative virtual
universities, which have been implemented in MOO (Multi user dimension Object-Oriented), well known as
a text-based social virtual reality [8]. Human users and software agents co-exist and interact in the MOO
based virtual community. Social interaction between users is actively mediated and facilitated by cooperative
agents who support their learning activities in the virtual environments as well.
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Figure 1 Overview of the MOO-Networked Backbone

3.1.1 Web and Multimedia Integration
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To fully utilize multimedia such as graphic images, sounds, and/or movies, we have integrated the MOO
Server with the web server (e.g., Apache Server) and other servers providing multimedia services (e.g.,
Real System Server). Since the seamless integration of the MOO Server with the web server, technically, it is
possible to integrate MOO with any types of server services and incorporate any type of multimedia such as
MPEG1, MPEG2, and/or MP3 data in the MOO virtual environment.

3.1.2 Graphical User Interface
Java enabled exclusive graphical user interface specially designed for accessing MOO virtual environments
has been developed. Consequently, MOO commands and verbs could be transferred to a hyper link. For
example, users can go in or out of a room by simply clicking a corresponding hyper link that represents the
entrance or exit; they may read a note by clicking the hyper link representing the note. Since it is constructed
with Java language, it could be run with a general Internet Browser (e.g., Netscape, Internet Explorer).

3.1.3 Software Agent Support

To further provide flexible and proper support for communication, interaction and collaboration in the
networked virtual environments, a multi agent paradigm has been adopted in this study. We have proposed a

kind of software agents that adapt well to users' behavior and incorporated them both within the MOO
environment and on the interface which we call interface agents, and integrate one interface agent for each
user that bridges the virtual environment and the user to aid his/her manipulations and various activities.

Interface agents provide different ways of supports. They may provide suggestions, answer questions to a
user. They can search something from an outside database or knowledge base for their owners by "wireless"

communication with the DB/KB agent to transfer their owners' request and obtain the search results.
Interface agents may accompany a user to move around the virtual environment if the user requests so. They
can also provide actively supports to a user once a problem occurs.

In addition to interface agents, there are also various types of software agents inside or outside the virtual
community, which are called task agents. Task agents provide specific functions or resources available in the
local environment or outside over the Internet to interface agents directly or indirectly. In the latter case, they
are mediated by a so-called mediator agent.

3.1.4 Multilingual Environment with Language Translator Agents

Due to the diversity of the users in the community-based collaborative virtual universities, it has to
encompass the needs of people of all ages, races, and nationalities with different education backgrounds, and
ability levels. Consequently, this causes a language problem in knowledge representation and
communication.

As described in the previous sections, integration of MOO environment with the web and multimedia
service servers make it possible to play sounds and movies in any language, and display information and
knowledge on the Java enabled graphical user interface or a general Internet browser in a language that the
client program and browsers may support. However, the language has to be selected and specified by the
users themselves. Moreover, it is impossible to conduct real time communication in different languages.

In this study, we have created a new kind of task agents (translator agent) that serves for each users and

automatically select one suitable language for the user to communicate with others and browse the
information and knowledge in the virtual environment according to the information given in a pre-defined
property. The translator agent can also translate for the users from a non-native language to their tongue,
even though they understand the non-native language. The agent may also display the original languages
that other users speak in addition to the translated language.

3.1.5 Distributed Virtual Environments with MOO-net
To effectively provide general university functions, utilities and resources over the networks, we have
designed the backbone system as a distributed one based on the MOO-net mechanism, which is a lowbandwidth information network for the MOO family and operates using a packet-switched model [9]. As a
result, distributed virtual lecture could be delivered across the MOO-networked virtual environments using a
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special virtual lecture hall. Real time communication could be conducted between users in different MOO
virtual environments. Further, agents may communicate with other agents in different virtual environments,
and even search objects from there for users.

3.2 Prototyping Implementation of the Distributed Backbone System
in the three test-beds isM00 (available at URL
telnet://n132.is.tokushima-u.ac.jp:6666 or http://n132.is.tokushima-u.ac.jp:6868), izMOO (available at URL

The prototype system has been implemented

telnet://pross50.u-aizu.ac.jp:8888 or http://pross50.u-aizu.ac.jp:7000) and vu21M00 (available at URL
telnet://vu21.u-aizu.ac.jp:6666 or http://vu21.u-aizu.ac.jp:6868) which are running under the LambdaM00
Server with the Japanese patch and the JHCore
( http:// www. cs. cf.ac.uk/User /Andrew.Wilson/MOO- net/),

and

products/servers/index.html),
(http://www.realnetworks.com/
(http://www.apache.org/httpd.html).

enCore Databases with MOO-net
RealSystem
Server
the
Web
Server
the
Apache
and

The LambdaM00 embedded object-oriented script language has been used to construct programs for
software agents within the MOO virtual environment, although it is possible and might be more powerful to

create task agents outside the MOO virtual environment using a standard programming language. Our
prototype translator agents support three languages: English, Chinese and Japanese.

4 Conclusion
This study aims at proposing and building an innovative educational system for the coming new century. In
this paper, we have proposed community solution as an alternative for virtual universities, and described a

new conceptual framework for community-based collaborative virtual universities. We have further
introduced design and prototype implementation of the distributed backbone system for community-based
collaborative virtual universities.
For future direction, we plan to improve the functions of proper communication support based on studies of
natural human communication processes, and design and develop an educational information resource base
with high quality multimedia. We will further develop mechanisms that facilitate mutual understanding

beyond differences in place, time, language and culture, and make the virtual environments flexibly
responsive to users' behavior.
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Recent advances in Internet technologies have led to the advent of virtual
schools. However, existing technologies have many limitations when applied to
virtual school implementation. Especially, existing transaction models are not

suitable for supporting virtual schools. In this paper, we present a new
transaction model in order to support virtual school environments. First, we
introduce the general characteristics of the virtual school environments. Then,
we discuss transaction model requirements for virtual schools. Based on those
requirements, we propose a new transaction model. We also show a
locking-based concurrency control scheme for supporting collaboration works
among students. Finally, we give conclusions and future research issues.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning, Virtual School

1 Introduction
Recently interests in virtual schools have been increasing due to advances in Internet technologies. The
virtual school, which is based on distance learning, can overcome time and space limitations in the
traditional schools. But, in order to complement lack of face-to-face communication in virtual schools,
multimedia-based education is becoming popular. This multimedia-based education emphasizes the
students' self-control. That is, multimedia- based education encourages interactions between teachers and
students and also interactions among students. In the meanwhile, object-oriented databases become popular
for supporting multimedia resources.

In the literature, many transaction models have been proposed for object-oriented database environments
[5,7,8]. But, those transaction models have not reflected requirements in virtual schools. In this work, we
propose a new transaction model that supports virtual school environments. The proposed model considers
all those requirements.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the transaction requirements in virtual school
environments. Based on the discussion, we propose a new transaction model in Section 3. In Section 4, we
present a locking-based concurrency control technique based on our model. Finally, we give conclusions and
future research issues.

2 Transaction Requirements in Virtual School Environments
In this section we discuss transaction requirements in virtual school environments.

First of all, all transactions should maintain the correctness of database. One of the characteristics of
database systems is manipulation of shared data. In this case, concurrency control technique is required to
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synchronize accesses to the database so that the consistency of the database should be maintained.
Concurrency control technique requires an application-dependent correctness criterion to maintain database
consistency while transactions are running concurrently. Serializability is a widely used correctness criterion
[1,6]. But, serializability is too harsh for most applications so that we need user-defined correctness criteria,
which is less restrictive than serializability.
Second, the length of transactions must be flexible. Usually, transaction length in virtual school environment
is long since transactions are navigating on various multimedia information in database systems [2]. For
long transaction case, the following problems might occur. That is, if locking-based concurrency control is
adopted, long transaction blocks other transactions to run concurrently due to conflicting access. This will,
in turn, degrade overall performance. Also, if a long transaction is aborted during its execution, it may waste
execution time and resources it used.

Third, in virtual school environments, students' behavior is unpredictable. That is, since they are working in
on-line way, it is hard to predict what kinds of actions they might take. Thus, they must be given some kind
of self-controls.
Fourth, the transaction model reflects interactivity. Especially, it must support collaborative works between
students and teacher or among students. Those collaborative works require common data to be shared among
users in order to achieve common goal. In some cases, unlike traditional transaction model, uncommitted
result by one student may be open to other students.

Finally, transaction model may need to support parallelism in order to reduce overall transaction response
time. Especially, the parallelism can be used in object-oriented databases as follows. In object-oriented
database, objects are accessed by means of methods. A method is nothing but a procedure to read or update
attributes in objects. Two methods can run concurrently if they access different attributes in an object. Thus,
transaction response time can be reduced by adopting parallelism.

3 The Proposed Transaction Model
Our transaction model reflects all requirements of transaction in virtual school environments as discussed in
Section 2.

Our model is based on both Split/Join transaction model [4,9] and nested transaction model [7]. But, none of
them support all those requirements of transactions in virtual school environments. Our model is to combine
these two models. Our model also extends the previous model [3] so that we achieve higher parallelism as
below.

The Split/Join transaction is summarized as follows. The Split/Join transaction is to restructure in-progress
transaction dynamically so that it supports efficient resource management as follows. The Split transaction
can be divided into two serializable transactions during its execution. In this case, two divided transactions
can proceed independently with their own resources. Thus, the Split transaction model provides flexibility in
resource management so that it can overcome the disadvantage of long transaction. On the other hand, the
Join transaction can merge two on-going serializable transactions into one transaction. In this case, the
transaction model is used to combine collaborating works into one in virtual school environments.

The nested transaction model is summarized as follows. A nested transaction consists of concurrently
executable top-level transactions. In turn, a top-level transaction consists of one or more steps. Each step is

either atomic operation or subtransaction. This subtransaction can run concurrently with top-level
transactions or other subtransactions. In the meanwhile, a subtransaction can invoke another subtransaction.
Thus, unlike flat transaction model, nested transaction model can exploit internal parallelism.
The basic structure of the proposed transaction model is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The transaction model

T represents global transaction, which can be merged or split in various form during its execution. Also,

depending on its nature,

it

can be committed without any restructuring. T1, T2,

,,T,, represent

subtransaction or merged or split transaction. Also, NT1, NT2,NT represent subtransactions started by a
nested transaction. In our model, we adopt open nested transaction [8]. In open nested environment,
intermediate results of a subtransaction can be seen by other subtransaction as well as top-level transactions.
This will increase parallelism further.

4 The Proposed Concurrency Control Technique
In this Section, we present a concurrency control technique based on our model. The proposed model is
based on locking-based scheme. Our aim is to let two conflicting transactions go to negotiation stage if the
lock requesting transaction requests a conflicting lock on a data item with a lock held by other transaction. In
that case, the lock holding transaction and the lock requesting transaction can negotiate for conflicting lock
types. If negotiation is successful by those two transactions, the lock requesting transaction can get a lock
successfully and access the data. Otherwise, the lock request is blocked until the lock holding transaction
release its locks. By doing so, the parallelism can be maximized among collaborating users. Assume that a
transaction requests lock (LR) on a data item already locked by other transaction with lock type (L13), the
following algorithm can be applied.
If LR and LH are compatible then grant LR
Else negotiate between lock requester and lock holder;
If negotiation is successful then grant the lock
Else block the lock request;

5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we first introduce the general characteristics for virtual schools. Then, we present all possible
requirements for transactions in virtual school environments. Those requirements are user-defined
correctness, flexible transaction length, the unpredictability, interactivity and internal parallelism. Based on
those requirements, we propose a transaction model and a locking based concurrency control technique.

The immediate research issue is to apply real-time concept in transaction management. In that case, each

transaction must have real-time deadline. Since all transactions are on-line based in virtual school
environments, the transaction response time is very critical. Thus, we will develop the real-time priority
assignment scheme and real-time transaction processing scheme for virtual school environments.
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A virtual classroom on algorithms with algorithmic animation and reference
database supports is presented. The cognition of algorithms might need a
process of individual thinking, iterative testing and experience sharing. Our

virtual classroom offers learning aids on these respects via the web. The
hypermedia courseware is designed to ease the navigation. A maintenance
program is devised to automatically update the hyperlinks whenever the
courseware is updated. Interactive algorithm animations are applied as

knowledge construction assistance. It is expected that with visualization aids
learners could demonstrate their comprehension of abstract algorithms. A
reference database on algorithms is built up for both educational and research
purposes. Studying communications such as self-testing, bulletin board, related
web links, ..., etc., are also provided.

Keywords: Multimedia and Hypermedia in Education (15), Virtual
Classroom(19), Web-Based Learning(21), Algorithm Animations

1 Introduction
The technologies of multimedia and networking on personal computers lead the research of computerassisted learning into a new era in the last decade. Researches on the design issues of the hypermedia
courseware recently please refer [17, 3, 4, 19]. Many evaluation studies also reveal positive results on
learning via hypermedia courseware [7, 10, 12, 18]. With the popularity and maturity of hypermedia and
web technologies, distant learning with a synchronous style via the web attracts many researchers' attention

in both of the theoretical and practical points of view. The characteristics of such a web-based virtual
classroom encourage the students to actively participate the construction of knowledge with their own pace

and without the limitations of time and space. It is our aim in this paper to propose our design and
implementation of a virtual classroom for studying algorithms with supports of interactive animations and a
research paper database.
Material about algorithms is a core component for undergraduate degrees in computing. A major problem in

teaching algorithms is the difficulty of capturing the dynamic movement of data and complicated data
structures in static materials such as books and lecture notes [16]. Because different students learn at
I This work was supported in part by National Science Council of Republic of China under grant NSC 892511 -S- 126 -003
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different rates, whatever pace the lecturer chooses will be wrong for some students. A virtual algorithmic
classroom would be very crucial to assist students constructing their understanding with their own pace.
Further, since the abstraction of algorithms might be challenging to learn and understand, it is hoped with
graphical depictions the students' comprehension could be more effective and concrete. Thus we develop
animations interactively by Java in our virtual classroom.

An algorithm animation is a dynamic graphical depiction of the data and operations of an algorithm. The
animation purpose is to illustrate how the algorithm functions to someone seeking to learn the algorithm [15].
Researches concerning with the studies of algorithm animation or software visualization can be found on [9,
5, 13, 15, 14, 11]. A number of practical algorithm animation systems have been built over the last ten years.
Some well-known systems include
BALSA [1], Tango [13], Zeus [2], AACE [6], Zeus (http://www.research.digital.com/SRC/home.htm0),
PAVANE and Opsis (http://swarm.cs.wustl.edu/pavane.html),
ZADA (http://1s4-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/RVS/zada.html), ...etc.

These systems typically have been used to create animations to accompany a lecture in an electronic
classroom, or to prepare animations for students to observe and interact with outside the classroom. The
updated technologies of multimedia tools and web programming and a complete hypermedia courseware
helping students' comprehension make our algorithmic animations differ from theirs.

Besides the animations, in order to ease the tracing of the newest research results or referencing the related
papers on algorithms, we built up a paper reference database to store research papers of algorithms, which
can be queried and appended for educational or research purposes at the remote sites. We also provide some
studying communication aids in a asynchronous mode such as self-testing, bulletin board, related web
links, ..., etc., to improve the social communication among students in this virtual classroom.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The content of our algorithmic virtual classroom and the
implementation result of our hypertextbook are presented in Section 2. The implemention of algorithm
animations is illustrated in Section 3. The facility of the paper reference database is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 gives concluding remarks and future studying.

2 The Content of Our Algorithmic Virtual Classroom
There are four main themes in our algorithmic virtual classroom: (1) The Fundamentals of Algorithms, (2)
Algorithmic Strategies, (3) Algorithmic Reference Database and (4) Studying Communications. Our design
focuses on undergraduate students in science or management departments, while the database might have
benefits for various kinds of users. The material is mainly based upon [8].
We re-organized the course material on algorithms as the hypermedia courseware (or hypertextbook) which

helps the learners' actively exploring the knowledge. Each keyword (term or concept) on the webcourseware is linked onto its explanation page where the meaning is explained and all the links to the other
occurrences in our courseware are also listed. A query facility for these keywords also provided. Consider
that the course materials might be updated and the linkage relationships among keywords and their positions
of occurrences on the web pages might also be changed. We developed a courseware maintenance program
in C to automatically re-construct the linkage relation of all hyperlinks into its newest version whenever the
courseware is updated. Figure 1 shows our hypertextbook on web. As the left frame shown in Figure 1, a
tree-view browser is applied for learners to locate where he is in the courseware space. Figure 2 is the query
result page of the keyword "insertion sort" which can also be reached by clicking "insertion sort" on the web
content in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 The query result of the keyword "insertion sort"
The content of the four main themes is described more in detail in the following sub-sections.

2.1 The Fundamentals of Algorithms
The content in this subject includes:
(a) Celebrity Hall: The contribution of some well-known computer scientists for algorithmic study such as D.
E. Knuth, R. E. Tarjan, R. M. Karp, S. A. Cook, ... etc, are introduced here.
(b)The Introduction of Complexity: The concept of complexity such as order, upper bound, lower bound, ...
etc, are explained.
(c)The analysis of computer algorithms: The analytic models of computer algorithms are explained. Proper
examples are presented also.
All of the above materials are prepared as a web hypertextbook to ease the navigation.

2.2 Algorithmic Strategies
In current stage, three strategies are ready in our web classroom: greedy, divide-and-conquer and tree
searching strategies. We not only construct the hypermedia courseware but also apply interactive animations
as our learning assistants. Three interactively animated examples, i.e., solving the stamp problem, the

minimum spanning tree via Kruskal's and Prim's algorithms respectively, are prepared for exploring the
spirit of the Greedy method, while three, i.e., finding the maximum, quick-sort and merge-sort, interactive
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animations are for Divide-and-Conquer and three, i.e., breadth-first-search, depth-first-search and hillclimbing, for tree searching. The implementation result is illustrated in Section 3.

2.3 Algorithmic Reference Database
It is most critical in almost every research areas, including of course the research of algorithms, to maintain
a mostly updated reference database. We construct a web-based database via CGI technology to maintain
those important references related to algorithms. Section 4 shows the implementation result in detail.

2.4 Study Communications
To increase the content of our courseware, we collect links of some important related web sites in our
external-resource pages which enlarge the learners' view on the studying of algorithms. Meanwhile, to help
students to self-evaluate the learning effect, self-tests are provided for learners to answer yes-no question
sheets on the web. The system will score the result and give explanations automatically.

In order to improve the social communications for students in this asynchronous learning environment, we
provide some interactive facilities:
(a)Bulletin board: This is an area for learners and teachers to post their idea, suggestions, questions, ...etc.,

on the web pages remotely. They could share the learning experience or learn from peers without the
limitation of time or space.
(b)Paper up-loading: A web interface is provided for users to up-load their finding of new research papers on
algorithms.

3 Interactive Algorithm Animations
Algorithm animations might be an effective tool for understanding the behavior and abstraction of
algorithms. However, most approaches mentioned in Section 2 have focused on much sophisticated
graphical depictions and not on the process of how learners construct their comprehensions via animations.
As a way, two categories, static animation and dynamic animation, are considered in our virtual classroom.
The former cannot be changed once built, while the latter might be changed according to some predefined
parameters. We call the dynamic animation as interactive animation if the learners can assign values to those
parameters in an on-line manner. The learners can choose either one to observe the actual data moving and
to demonstrate their abstract concept. A control panel is provided for learners to control the running speed.

The static animations by Director offer multimedia presentations. Figure 3 illustrates an animated example
of solving the stamp problem, which is to explain the greedy method. The interactive animations by Java
allow the learners to change the animated results by assigning input variables with different values. Through
observing the various running situations in terms to the given variables, learners can realize how those

algorithmic steps are actually executed. It is expected that the conceptual cognition of these abstract
strategies can be enhanced via the visualized running examples and the learners' comprehension could be

more concrete. Figure 4 shows an example of merge-sort where the number of input instance can be
assigned in an on-line manner.
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4 Reference Database Support
To meet general researchers' requirements, it is designed to supporting query by using various fields such as:
problem name, data domain, computational model, complexity class, lower bound, algorithm characteristics,
result, reference and comments. It also supports the up-load functionality for interested researchers to upload their new findings all over the world. This database is valuable not only for the researchers but also for
students who could access the newest or related results at their interests. Figure 5 illustrates the query form,
where k-MST problem with NP-complete complexity and other constraints are given, and the queried result

of our reference database. This service would like to attract interested users' participation to our virtual
classroom where discussions via the bulletin board are welcomed.

ON'

EIMMEM4,[74.r;1;',.

1=1= t-3

(b) the quried result

(a) a query form

Figure 5 The query and result reference database on algorithms

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Studies
We propose the design and implementation our virtual classroom for algorithms in this paper. The cognition
of algorithms might need a process of individual thinking, iterative testing and experience sharing. Our

virtual classroom offers learning aids on these respects via the web. It is expected that such a learning
environment could help students to learn algorithms more effectively at their own pace. The hypermedia
courseware will be increased and updated as a long-term project.

The activities in the traditional classroom are simulated to a great extent in our virtual classroom. However,

we are not intending to give up the face-to-face interactions. The authors applied this hypermedia
courseware on web as a learning assistant in a part of this semester. Students showed interests on
constructing their knowledge via the hypermedia courseware and animations. Some students expressed that
they supposed to understand the recursion in quick-sort before feeding data to the interactive animation,
however they found their misleading after the visualization of data movement in the animation. This is one
of the benefits what we intend to give in this virtual classroom. The construction of the knowledge tree is
underway to help tracing the learning pattern of learners. Also an empirical evaluation of the learning effect
will be studied in the near future.

The reference database gradually gathers interested researchers' attention. The authors would express their
special thanks to those who up-loaded their findings of new papers and those who gave valuable suggestions.
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Currently, the web-based learning support systems are one of interesting and hot topics
in points of the utilization of Internet and the application of computers to education. In
particular, the web-based collaboration is very applicable means to make unfamiliar students,

who are unknown with each other, discuss together in the same virtual interaction space.
However, there are some problems derived from the gap between the real world and virtual
environment: coordination for discussions, cooperative reactions, comprehension of learning
progress, etc. These problems may be dependent on the fact that the actions of students
cannot be influenced from the behaviors of others directly.

In this paper, we address a coordination mechanism to promote cooperative actions/reactions for progressive discussions. Our idea is to apply an agent-oriented framework
to this coordination mechanism and introduce two different types of agents. One is a coordinator and the other is a learner. The coordinator monitors the learning progress of group
and promotes the discussion, if necessary, so as to reach their common goal successfully. The
learners are assigned to individual students, and act as interaction mediators among students

in place of the corresponding students. Of course, the coordinator is a passive entity and
learners are active entities in our collaborative learning space.
Keywords: Collaborative learning environment, coordinator, learning situation, learner, personal learning history

1

Introduction

The fast and world-wide enlargement of Internet/Intranet has made it possible that every person can
interact instantly without depending on their physical locations. Also, various applications, which are
available on the web environment, have been developed with respect to the content-based resource sharing, in addition to the traditional message exchanges. The web-based collaborative learning is one of
applications, based on such a hot topic, and has been applied as computer-support for virtual learning
space. If their computers were connected mutually through the web-based learning environment, students can discuss their common solving process successively and exchange various solving methods/ideas

cooperatively. However, there are some problems to encourage activated discussions among students
and make it possible that individual students should understand the correct answer and solving process
effectively:

1) students may not participate into the discussion interactively because of their hesitation, derived
from the fact that they are unknown with each other;
2) students cannot grasp the behaviors of others directly or indirectly because only the direct actions
and reactions are observable through the interactive interface.
These problems are radical drawbacks for collaborative learning.
In order to solve these drawbacks effectively, we propose an agent-oriented support environment for
collaborative learning. Of course, the agent-oriented frameworks for the construction of collaborative
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learning mechanism/environment have been already investigated until today. Florea[1] proposed a multiagent collaborative learning environment in the web world. In this environment, three kinds of agents
were introduced: personal agent which gets the information according to the requests of each student,

tutor agent which generates advices when personal agents asked for the help, and information agent
which acquires more information from Internet. Agents are activated by students' requests so that this
system environment does not benefit passive students. Ogata, et al. [2] proposed mediator agents in the
collaborative learning environment which assist students to find suitable collaborators. The mediator
agent for each student holds the corresponding students' profile which indicates the understanding and
interesting degrees about knowledge. When a student has problems, his/her mediator agent asks other
mediator agents for the learning situations of their corresponding students and specifies appropriate
students who may be able to help solving the problems. This research copes with the above problem
1) indirectly because this functionality supports to arrange appropriate learning group, but does not
manage the progress of collaborative learning. Nakamura, et aL[3] and Liming, et al. [4] introduced
respectively pseudo students which correspond to individual human students. These pseudo students
have the same knowledge as the corresponding students and participate in the discussion in their ways if
the corresponding students do not join in the discussion positively or cannot understand the discussion
stage. These research viewpoints focus on passive students such as problem 1), but do not solve the
problem 2). So, in spite of these various agent-based investigations, the previous drawbacks are not
always overtaken.
In this paper, we address a collaboration learning environment, organized systematically under two
different types of agents: coordinator and learner. The coordinator takes roles to monitor the discussion

situation among students, grasp the learning progress and guide the learning process if necessary. The
learners are virtual students corresponded possibly to individual students in our web-based collaborative learning environment. The coordinator and learner are complementary entities in the learning
environment: the coordinator is a passive entity; and the learner is an active entity as the autonomy for
practically participated student. In our investigation, we expect the collaborative learning of high school
students who study mathematical exercises together, especially computation for the roots of equations.
First of all, we show an overall framework of our collaborative learning environment in the web-world
in Section 2. The functionalities about two different types of agents are stated in Sections 3 and 4, and
then our prototype system is shown in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Collaborative Learning Environment

In the web-based collaboration learning environment, the actions/reactions of participated students are
inherently different from their behaviors to be performed in the real world. Students in the physically
constrained learning space can speak with each other by means of face-to-face, feel/recognize activities,
occurred from the discussions of students, directly by various sensitive receptors and find out some new
events/facts indirectly. Although these are not always implemented adaptively in the web-based virtual
learning space, it is necessary to organize a collaborative learning environment in which the logical
activities for support of interaction, discussion and comprehension can be implemented successfully and
effectively.

Figure 1 shows our collaborative learning environment conceptually, which is characterized by two
different types of agents: coordinator and learner. The coordinator places on the center of our virtual
classroom (as a network server), monitors the interaction among students and generates advices if
necessary according to the learning situation. This interaction is supported on the conversation means
through the public communication line. The learner is a pseudo student in our virtual classroom and is
assigned to the corresponding student one by one. The learner takes roles of the personal management
of interaction interface for the corresponding student, the handshaking control of public communication
line, the management of its own private learning history, and so on. In addition, the learner can
communicate with other learners directly through the private talking line in order to exchange their
personal learning histories.
Since students are studying with limited learning tools in the virtual web-based learning space,
they sometimes do not able to communicate naturally. Furthermore, various students participate in
the learning group and the learning process is not always completed successfully: i.e. some students
are not able to solve the problem, some students are not able to understand the derived answering
process after all, and so on. The coordinator solves such drawbacks in the virtual web-based learning
space by managing the learning situation globally: the coordinator takes a place of teacher in our
classroom activity. For the purpose of resolving inappropriate learning situation stepwisely and guiding
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Figure 1: Collaborative learning environment

the learning group effectively, how to model and control learning situation is an important subject. If
the coordinator grasps the learning situation appropriately, the advices which were generated from it
may give appropriate hints in order for the learning group to proceed to the next phase of learning
process. However, it is not always necessary to model the learning situation in detail precisely. This is,
we think, because among the learning group students are able to help each other by discussion, so that
the coordinator only has to detect the situation which the learning group cannot proceed the learning
by itself.
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Figure 2: Answer space

The coordinator holds the right answer and the answering paths for an exercise as a knowledge to
grasp the current learning situation. When the exercise has several answering paths for the goal, the
answer space of exercise is expanded as 2-dimensional network structure, in Figure 2. In this figure,
the learning progress along x-axis means the stepwise progress of deriving answer, whereas that along
y-axis shows the extent of discussion. If the coordinator grasps the learning situation on the basis of
the answering process of network structure as it were, it is very troublesome to manage the eventually
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changeable conversation stages successively. Therefore, our coordinator manages the learning situation
with respect to the following two viewpoints separately: ratio of derived step for a whole answering
process and extent of discussion. By monitoring the learning situation under these points of view, the
coordinator is able to grasp the learning situation easier and generate advices timely. In particular, it
is necessary and sufficient to manage the learning situation of group globally, but not individually do
that of each student.
The learner acts as a network client in place of the corresponding human student in the virtual webbased learning space. This provides not only the interaction interface for virtual learning space attached
to the corresponding student, but also the function of indirect interaction among students, so as to judge
the understanding levels or personalities of them, which we call the focus function. According to the
focus function, students select the opinions of particular students whom they evaluate as key students.
In order to realize the focus function, the learner needs to have the knowledge about the corresponding

student and exchange it with other learners. Therefore, the personal learning history is prepared for
learner, which represents understanding level and personality of corresponding student. The learner
constructs and maintains the personal learning history according to the current situation. Exchange
of personal learning history is one-to-one interaction so that public communication is not necessary for
the focus function. Therefore, we introduce mobile agents called mediators as children of the learner,
that take responsibilities for the exchange of personal learning histories among learners. The mediator
moves among learners by requesting/carrying the personal learning history on the private talking line.

3

Coordinator

The coordinator grasps the learning situation from two viewpoints: ratio of derived step for a whole
answering process and extent of discussion. For the ratio of derived step, which corresponds to the
x-axis of answer space in Figure 2, we have already proposed the resolution derivation scenario which
represents the phases of deriving answer stepwisely [5, 6, 7]. The scenario is generated by means of
projecting the answer space onto x-axis and consists of ordered states which correspond to individual
phases of deriving answer. Grasping an approximate learning situation makes it possible that the
coordinator generates advices timely and effectively because each state corresponds to the individual
ratio of derived step. On our scenario structure, the current learning state is pointed by the indicator
current, which points out the currently discussing stage. The coordinator infers the current state from
student inputs and moves the indicator to the corresponding state. However, the utilization of only one
current discussion indicator is not enough to manage the learning state of group sufficiently. In addition
to current, indicators upper and lower are prepared for the representation of current understanding
levels of learning group. Upper points out the state of understanding level which is estimated that best
understanding student reached to and lower points out the state of worst understanding student did.
The coordinator is able to grasp the learning situation on the basis of the relationship among these 3
indicators (Figure 3).
start -e statel

state2

lower

I
current

upper

understanding range of group

Figure 3: Resolution derivation scenario and indicators

On the other hand, the extent of discussion is estimated by the number of derived answering paths
with different discussion viewpoints. The difference of discussion viewpoints among answering paths is
defined as the ratio between common and uncommon answering steps. That is, if two answering paths
contain large number of answering steps as common part, they are regarded as more similar paths; but
if they have many different answering steps, they are judged as different paths. Common answering

steps means that the answering methods which are used to derive those steps are the same. Once
two answering paths were diverged, the following answering steps may be derived based on different
answering methods so that they are regarded to be uncommon. From such viewpoint, the coordinator
holds an answer tree which was transformed from whole answering paths as a tree structure. Figure 4
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shows the construction of answer tree, derived from the answer space in Figure 2. The answering steps
after the divergence are regarded as uncommon steps so that they are copied as different objects(Figure
4a). Then, the answer tree is transformed by means of collecting common answering steps for the
purpose of grasping the difference among answering paths. The nodes in the tree are generated as a
collection of answering steps that are common to particular answering paths and the path from root
node to particular leaf node corresponds to each answering path. When the answer has been derived,
the coordinator specifies derived/underived answering paths, calculates the differences between the
derived answering path and other answering paths based on the answer tree, and estimates the extent
of discussion.

path3

a) Intermediate transformation of
answer space corresnponds to Figure 2

path4

b) Answer tree

Figure 4: Construction of answer tree

By grasping the learning situation from these aspects, the coordinator is able to handle the changeable learning situation and generate appropriate advices at the right time.

4

Learner

The learner is situated on each student's computer and acts as a pseudo student in the virtual webbased learning environment. The learner provides the interface to the human student and controls the
private talking among students such as focus function. Since the learner connects the private talking
line according to only corresponding student's request, it behaves independently with the coordinator
that manages the public communication.
A personal learning history is the model of corresponding student which is held by the learner. The
personal learning history represents the understanding level and the characteristic of corresponding student. Some data of personal learning history are prepared by the human student beforehand and others
are gathered by the learner occasionally through the learning. Currently, the picture and utterances of
students are collected as a personal learning history. The feature of student does not change through

the learning, so the picture is set by each student before the learning starts. Utterances indicate the
understanding level of student and also attitude toward the learning; i.e. active or passive, understanding or not-understanding, and so on. They are gathered and added to the personal learning history by
the learner when corresponding student send their opinions to the public communication line.
In order to exchange the personal learning history through private talking line, the learner generates
mediators for each communication. The mediator is constructed as a mobile agent which processes its
tasks while moving through the network autonomously[8). Figure 5 shows the movement of mediator
for acquiring the personal learning history of other students. When the corresponding student requests
to get the personal learning history of particular students, the mediators are generated by the learner
respectively. Once generated, the mediators move to the target learners through the network and ask for
the personal learning history, attended inherently to the target learners. After the acquisition of personal

learning history of target learner, the mediators move back to their original learner and disappear
autonomously, since their roles are to acquire the personal learning history from target learners. Under
such mechanism, students are able to know other students' characteristics even in our virtual web-based
learning environment without any direct interaction.
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Figure 6: Interaction interface on student operation
We have implemented our prototype system on Internet using UDP protocol, since UDP protocol is
suitable to control the frequent interaction of short messages. Figure 6 shows the interaction interface
in our system. Two communication tools are prepared: answer-board screen and interaction space. The
answer-board screen is a public communication tool which is used to arrange the group's answering
process. Only one student is permitted to input on the answer-board screen at a time so that the input

right is set. On the answer-board screen, ID, student' name, and contents of input is shown. The
answer-board screen functions as a blackboard in our real world. On the other hand, the interaction
space is prepared for free conversation so that all students are able to input freely. In order for the
coordinator of our system to grasp the learning situation easily, commands that classify the opinions
are introduced: Appreciate, Inquire, Confirm, and Assert. Students choose the commands when they
input their opinions. In addition to the commands, students specify the target inputs which trigger
off their opinions for the purpose of grasping the flow of conversation smoothly. Thus, in addition to
the ID, student's name, and contents of input, command and ID of target input are also displayed on
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interaction space.
As for the coordinator, we prepared several advices which indicate the states of learning situation
when the learning is proceeded inappropriately. Currently, the coordinator generates advices when it
detects the following learning situation:

learning situation has not been changed for a long time,
some students cannot understand currently discussing stage, and
students have not derived all viewpoints of solving the exercise.

The coordinator's objective is to activate the discussion, so the advices are generated on the interaction
space as the same style as all other students' utterances. Figure 7 shows an example of advices generated
by the coordinator. As for the advice, the speaker name is set as "Teacher", the command of advice is
"advice", and the ID of target input is nothing because the advice is generated for the learning group
but not for individual students.
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Figure 7: Advice example of coordinator on interaction space

The learners was implemented using AgentSpace[9] as a middle-ware to control the behavior of
mediator. Figure 8(a) is an interface for generating requests. On the upper window, the causality of utterances on interaction space is arranged based on corresponding student's utterances. The arrangement
of utterances on the upper window helps to decide the focusing students for generating requests. Once
a student decides focusing students, he/she inputs IP addresses of focusing students, because mediators
need IP addresses where they will work on beforehand in our current version. Then, he/she specifies the
file name of focusing student's personal learning history. If a student wants to know only the particular
utterances of focusing students, he/she sets the ID's of corresponding utterances shown on the upper
window. Figure 8(b) is the result windows of requests for personal learning history. When requests
have been completed successfully, the result windows are generated and the personal learning histories
of focusing students are shown individually. Currently, the picture of focusing student is shown on the
upper window and his/her utterances are shown on the lower window.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a collaborative learning environment which contains two different agents: the
coordinator and the learner. The coordinator monitors the public communication among learning group
and generates advices so as to lead them to their learning goal. For this purpose, the coordinator grasps

the learning situation globally from two viewpoints: the ratio of derived step for a whole answering
process and the extent of discussion. Although the management structure of learning situation is
simple, the coordinator may be able to find the most cases that students are not able to cope with
inappropriate learning situation by themselves. On the other hand, the learner controls the private
talking such as focus function. The learner holds the personal learning history of corresponding student
as his/her characteristics and acquires other students' personal learning histories by generating the
mobile agents called mediators. Currently, these agents function independently. However, for our future
work, the interactions among coordinator and learners are necessary for the coordinator to generate
more effective advices. In addition, the evaluation for the interaction interface of our prototype system
and the preparation of more factors for personal learning history based on the result of the evaluation
are also our future works.
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The virtual classroom has the potential to enhance the educational productivity with
a multimedia visual learning environment, broaden capability for global connectivity
without the limit of time and space, and reduce costs of distribution while expanding
academic territories. The main goals of this article are to identify the benefits and

limitations of on-line conferencing, create a virtual classroom for interactive
education on the Web, and integrate new technologies for the future virtual
classroom.
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1 Introduction
What is a "virtual" classroom? Can the interpersonal dynamics that occur in a face-to-face classroom be
replicated in "cyberspace"? Does technology provide ways to broaden the scope and availability of training
opportunities to the courts? The Federal Judicial Center (FJC) began exploring these questions in the spring of
1994 (Orlando-Morningstar & Buchanan, 1996). Web-based conferencing uses software, modems, and
computers to bring geographically dispersed individuals into a "virtual" classroom for instruction, discussion,
and collaboration. Use of on-line conferencing is expanding at all levels of education, particularly in higher
education. This was very evident in the number of sessions devoted to on-line conferencing at the most
recent EduCause Conference, "The Networked Academy," held in Seattle, Washington, December 8-11, 1998
(Charp, 1999). The virtual classroom is the concept that the world is our classroom, that distance learning
serves students wherever they may be (Hawes, 1998). The main goals of this article are to identify the benefits
and limitations of on-line conferencing, create a virtual classroom for interactive education on the Web, and
integrate new technologies for the future virtual classroom.

2 Identifying the Benefits and Limitations
First of all, let us identify the benefits and limitations of on-line conferencing of implementing a virtual
classroom in education. This is a supply and demand age. In the early 1980s, institutions of higher education
began using on-line conferencing applications to deliver distance education programs. Around the same time,

federal agencies, such as the Federal Aviation Administration, used on-line conferences to facilitate group
discussions about process improvements and total quality service initiatives (Orlando-Morningstar & Buchanan,
1996). Today, many businesses use on-line conferencing to foster collaboration among employees worldwide.

Academic institutions, such as the University of Maryland and Indiana University, offer students virtual
university programs that let them attend class without stepping foot on campus. This is the future in education.
The point is that we must not only need to understand society's needs, but we also have to know how to meet
them. Therefore, we have to analyze and investigate the strengths and weaknesses of this system.
The virtual classroom has the potential to enhance the educational productivity with a multimedia visual learning
environment, broaden capability for global connectivity without the limit of time and space, and reduce costs of
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distribution while expanding academic territories. T H E Journal (1994) points out that there are other benefits of
the virtual classroom. First, students can communicate with instructors without leaving their rooms. On-line
conferencing eliminates travel expenses and time normally associated with off-site training. Second, instructors
can be more responsive and accessible to students with questions that will create a better learning and teaching
environment. Third, the virtual classroom allows personal discussions with instructors from various locations
and time zones. Fourth, the virtual classroom can complete group homework without having to meet and can
also share graphical information. Fifth, students will be encouraged to ask more questions because of the
reduced likelihood of embarrassment or intimidation. Finally, there will be no discrimination against race,
gender, age or nationality.
The World Wide Web offers a wealth of information and flexibility to college faculty members trying to improve
their courses. However, many teachers/professors do not have the time or technical expertise necessary to put

their courses on the Web (Gordon, 1999). In addition, as distance learning becomes more widespread, so do
sticky copyright issues (Harney, & Riichards, 1996). Most colleges and universities adhere to the same copyright
guidelines in distance learning as they follow in the regular classroom. But a simple copyright infringement that
may have gone unnoticed in a traditional classroom may be easily detected in distance learning programs, which,
by their nature, have more exposure than regular class work. In addition, showing a copyrighted picture in a

class without permission is not a copyright violation, but transmitting the same image to remote sites using
technologies such as the satellite or microwave may well be an offense. And if a professor offers a class via
distance learning, how can he be sure his lecture notes and class design are not being pirated by someone at a
remote location (Harney, 1996). The third problem is that since on-line technology is a new teaching tool, some
faculty members and learners are still using the traditional "think" style. They have felt frustrated when trying to

use the on-line learning tool. Their frustration could be related to their learning styles and/or to their
conservative possible personality.

3 Creating An Interactive Virtual Classroom
Another issue, we must deal with concerns plans for creating a virtual classroom on the Web. Creating the virtual
classroom has a lot to offer to anyone interested in designing distance learning (Clemens, Starke-meyerring &
Duin, 1999). The more careful the plan, the more efficient the outcome will be. There are three key factors that
we need to understand in order to establish a virtual classroom, including dealing with audio-visual equipment,

exploring some different characteristics between the virtual classroom and a traditional classroom and
conducting instruction for the virtual classroom.

Audio-visual equipment must be set up in the virtual classroom. In a physical classroom there is the standard set

of audio-visual equipment, and tools that are available to the instructor. These might include a chalkboard,
overhead projector, video cassette player, possibly a sound system, and even a textbook. Professional instructors
know how to make the best use of these tools. The virtual classroom will need equivalent equipment and tools in
the form of network-based software applications. Some of these virtual tools have a relatively long history on the
Internet and provide obvious applications. Others are still emerging and their potential use in a virtual classroom
is not yet understood. With the appropriate design, the students should be able to take advantage of these tools
without leaving the comfort of their favorite Web browser interface. Dwyer, Dan, and Doerr, (1995) assert that
some of those considered for our classroom are as follows. The first is the electronic textbook. In the area of
high performance computing an example of a useful electronic textbook is the Computational Science Education
Project (ORNL, 1994) sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy. The growth of electronic publishing on the
Internet should ensure a good supply of electronic textbooks over the coming years. The second is the electronic
chalkboard. In an electronic course, the instructor might make use of the shared whiteboard offered by a tool
like NCSA Collage (NCSA, 1994) to answer a question from a student. Such tools allow images to be displayed,
manipulated, annotated, and shared between two people or among a whole group. The third is a video cassette
recorder and a sound system. Use of mpeg movies and audio clips can be effective additions to textual materials.
Dwyer, Barbieri and Doerr (1994) point out that we might create a "cartoon" to illustrate how messages are
passed between processors in a distributed system or record the animated output of a parallel trace tool. The
fourth is use of a listsery to redistribute e-mail questions or an usenet newsgroup are simple methods for sharing
this interaction. A more dynamic question and answer period could be created using a chat session. For some
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types of courses a multi-user, text-based virtual reality, also known as a MUD (Multi-User Domain) or MOO
(Multi-user domain Object Oriented), might be effective. An example of an experiment in this area is the
Diversity University (Dinsdale, 1994). The fifth is video teleconference.The ability to use video teleconferencing
could enhance electronic courses not only by transferring these more subtle forms of communication, but also by
providing additional visual and audio cues which help the instructor and students to form an informal rapport.
Work on the MBONE (Kumar, 1994) and with CUSeeMe (Cogger, 1994) have much potential in this area.

Different characteristics between the virtual classroom and a traditional classroom must be explored.
Orlando-Morningstar and Buchanan ( 1996) list six rules that govern the on-line virtual classroom. First, an

on-line conference is more an appropriate training medium for delivering new knowledge and creating
attitudinal change than a medium for building skills. Second, rich content makes for successful training.
Participants will continue to log on to an on-line conference if they perceive that they are gaining some benefit
from the experience. If they do not perceive a benefit, they will not come back. Third, although the heart of the
program will be the on-line presentations and discussions, participants will still need note-taking guides and
supporting print-based material. A schedule of program activities should also be provided to serve as virtual

beacons for participants as they move from one lesson to another. Next, on-line conferences require more
reinforcement than face-to-face participants. Rich content, although critical, is often not enough. To correct this,

the authors assert that on-line moderators have learned to remind participants that they need to include the
conference in their daily work routine. Telephone calls to non active participants are often the most effective
means of reconnecting individuals to the conference. Moderators print a hard copy of the on-line group
discussion and fax or mail it to all participants to help them get back into the discussion loop. These and other
reinforcing activities are necessary to successful conferences. Fifth, on-line conferences need as much
facilitation as do face-to-face meetings. Imagine attending a seminar where the moderator asks a question, group

discussion will ensue but dies down after only a few minutes. The moderator, instead of acknowledging
participant comments and summarizing the discussion, moves to another question. The participants would either
find the program not very interesting or would be quite confused. Finally, some groups just do better than others.
Conference moderators will always need to employ their best facilitation skills to bring a group back on track.
Sometimes a group conference call will be all that is needed to do the trick.

Instruction for the virtual classroom must be conducted. Getting started may not be easy. How to use the
virtual technologies in the curriculum in order to raise academic success is the point. According to Hawes (1998),

the following skills are the ones that must be taught in the virtual classroom are the main things to prepare
teaching in the virtual classroom. First, teach the students to use the computer. Students suffer from information

overload when they first learn about computer programs. They may be learning about operating systems,
software, e-mail, and the Internet all at the same time. Consequently, they need lists of steps to follow. An
excellent method of computer instruction is to treat it as an independent activity. Give the students a list of steps
and let them progress at their own pace. A list of practice application steps that guides them through a simple
project will help reinforce the skills. Second, teach the students to search the Internet. Internet search day is even
more exciting. The colors and pictures are so enticing that it is hard to get students through the lesson in the
allotted hour or so, but they must learn how to use the search engines and how to type in location addresses if
they are going to conduct their own searches. Third, teach the students to read the sources. In the reading/study

skills classroom or lab, instructors show students how to analyze the information they find on the Internet.
Selections they read on the Internet extend and reinforce textbook lessons and issues. Next, teach the students to

communicate. Encourage the students to communicate with the instructor about once a week through an
office/lab visit or through e-mail to share concerns, questions, or amazing discoveries. Finally, teach students to
enhance functional knowledge. An excellent introduction to the Internet for instructors is Randall Ryder and
Michael Graves's "Using the Internet to Enhance Students' Reading, Writing, and Information-Gathering Skills"
in the Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy (December 1996/January 1997). These authors continue to
contribute so much to the enhancement of the reading classroom.

4 Integrating New Technologies
New technologies in the future virtual classroom must be integrated. Porter (1997) offers a philosophy of
distance learning, one that emphasizes the value of using technology to enhance the delivery of quality education
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and training but also suggests that educators and trainers think critically about how, when, and where that
technology can best be used. As Porter explains, distance learning "requires us carefully to evaluate our
instructional methods and the technologies to establish communication among learners and educators/trainers"
(xvii). There are several new technologies which will be used more frequently in the future classroom.

First, XML, short for "extensible markup language", standards are too much of a good thing and are the next
revolution. XML the long awaited big brother to HTML is becoming a reality. On June 22, Oracle announced
XML interfaces for major programming languages. Jesse Berst, Editorial Director, ZDNet Anchor Desk (1999),
wrote in his article " Four Reasons You're Gonna Love XML" points out the following advantages of using
XML. First, a better way to search. Today a keyword search can return thousands of possibilities. Second, a
better way to distribute and track information. Today it is difficult to republish content across many sites, and
more difficult to track who is reading it. Tomorrow XML will make both a snap. Third, a better way to do
business. Today you can browse catalogs online. Tomorrow XML tags will allow data to be customized just for
you. Finally, a better way to do business...on the road. Today Web graphics bog down and slow Internet
connections. Tomorrow your notebook will download only material tagged as text.

XML is based on the same basic principles as HTML, short for Hypertext Markup Language, the lingua franca
of the Web. But HTML is like a generic first-grade reader: simplistic and imprecise. In contrast, XML tags
information with precise descriptions that open up new worlds of possibility. After being hyped heavily as a
makeover for the Web, XML is starting to measure up. The consortiums and their giant backers are weighing in.
Berst J. (1999) states that there are three main events influencing impact of XML. First, Oracle's announcement
XML components that interface to development languages including Java, C and C++ on June 22, 1999. Second,
Microsoft is supporting XML broadly in Office 2000. Third, IBM recently announced it would deliver an XML
toolkit as part of its Web Sphere Studio.
Second, Virtual Reality (VR) is more powerful in the virtual classroom than in the traditional classroom. Web
pages will make alive with VRML, short for virtual reality markup language and other media technologies. VR
is the love of kids even including teenage students and adult learners. Across the nation, researchers and faculty
are exploring ways to turn virtual reality into a tool to enhance student learning. VR is accomplished through
advanced computers that manipulate complex graphic images with sounds and other sensory information to
recreate a high-sensory, three-dimensional experience for the user (Roach, 1997). Its technology can take many

forms. The most advanced form, referred to as full immersion virtual reality, gives the user a full-blown
experience of a unique space or location by using sensory clothing, goggles with head-mounted display, motion
pads, and other special equipment. Full immersion virtual reality is used in complex training situations for flight
and other advance machinery. The U.S. military has made extensive use of virtual reality technology to teach
flight and combat training.

Roach (1997) points out that project ScienceSpace, a joint venture among George Mason University, the
University of Houston and NASA's Johnson Space Center, is using virtual reality technology to introduce
students to Newtonian physics, electrostatics, and molecular biology. The project's objective is to help students

succeed at parts of the science curriculum that often discourage them from considering or completing
undergraduate science and engineering majors, according to Dede. Students are taught complex subjects by
being immersed in virtual reality environments that let them see and feel the dynamics of a particular subject.
The environments consist of a high-performance graphics workstation, a head-mounted display for sight and
sound, a magnetic tracking system for the head and both hands, a 3-D mouse, and a vest. Dede believes Project
ScienceSpace can have a major impact because it's directed at students who, if they master the most abstract

science subjects, could go on to become highly productive scientists, engineers, and researchers.

In

"NewtonWorld", the virtual reality environment for exploring Newton's Laws of Motion, students are made to

see objects and feel pressure that allows them to experience the concepts of mass, velocity and energy.
Institutions must devote considerable resources and funds to engage in virtual reality research. Like other
advanced computer technology applications in higher education, virtual reality programs will have to undergo
rigorous evaluation if they are to receive funding and support. "VR is always going to be kind of an exotic
technology. It's always more expensive," Dede says (Roach, 1997).
Third, build a powerful and adaptable telecommunications system in order to build speed and volume. Hophins
(1997) states that the design of a data must incorporate speed and volume. Determine how many users need to
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connect, how many to exchange information, and the projected volume of use. The traditional copper-based
network often functions below today's standards for speed, and troubleshooting is difficult, which results in high
system maintenance and low reliability. The most challenging information aspect is implementing a local-area
network (LAN) that will function effectively into the future (Hopkins, 1997). Select the best technology the
institution can afford that meets current and projected needs, keeping in mind that there will always be a new
technology just around the corner. Hopkins (1997) points out that one of the current state-of the-art technologies
is a LAN backbone based on asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology, which offers the many benefits.
First, fiber-optic equipment increases system reliability. Second, a topology capable of operation uses redundant
fiber paths and is capable of supporting exponentially growing data requirements. Third, a network management
station monitors the network and provides warnings and alarms to alert network administrators to imminent
problems with the system. Finally, a fiber -based ATM data network will support more users than the
copper-based network and offer greater speed and performance.

Fourth, conferencing software plays a key role in the innovative university project. Due to an increasing number

of off-campus students it was more difficult to coordinate appointments and physically meet with teaching
assistants and other students. Hectic schedules the night before an exam make it hard for teaching assistants to
accommodate all students and their questions. Finally, both students and teaching assistants are looking for more
efficient ways to use their time. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) states that the Oakley's
conferencing program allows students to send color text, graphics, digitized voice recordings and hand-drawn

equations or circuit diagrams over the network to a central bulletin board (T H E Journal 1994). A faculty
member or another student can use the network to respond to a student's posting or inquiry for help, or join in an
on-line discussion--all using data files, pictures and sounds. Structured on a bulletin board model, PacerForum

allows many users to collaborate on various projects in different locations at different times. Students post
messages that can include texts in various fonts, sizes and colors, screen shots, pen-based graphics and digitized
voice recordings. The multimedia format helps facilitate clear and precise communication, especially useful in

this technical discipline. The University of Cincinnati solved the problem by developing a model "virtual
classroom", that can be used by anyone teaching a course at its main campus or at any of its branch campuses.

The system, known as "Classware," was developed jointly by Academic Information Technology Services and
the Center for Academic Technologies (Gordon, J. 1999). That is an advantage for the students as well as the
faculty. Even a faculty member who knows nothing about HTML coding can take advantage of Classware.
Classware requires very little knowledge about HTML. Now publishing on the Internet is as simple as filling out
a form and making a few choices. It takes about 10 minutes to set up an electronic classroom. There's no paper,
no waiting in line. Other similar programs are WebCT and Bllackboard. WebCT is shorted for "Web Course
Tools", which is a networked system designed to aid in the delivery and facilitation of online instruction and
learning. It was developed by the University of British Columbia and is presently being used at varying levels

by a variety of educational institutions worldwide. WebCT is a powerful tool that includes course design,
question post, live chat, and student data management. It is charged by using a license. Blackboard can be
downloaded free on the Internet.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the purpose of the virtual classroom is no different than that of the traditional classroom. However,
life-long learning and off-campus students are increasing. Many advancement in education technologies are

involved in the virtual classroom of the future. Those improvements will reinforce the education system.
Curriculum Review (1998) reported that U.S. kids lead the computer technology revolution. Most American
children feel quite comfortable in front of the computer screen, a recent Roper Reports Worldwide study reveals.
Some 67 percent of U.S teens had used a computer in the past month. About 54 percent reported using
computers at home, while 78 percent had used them at school. The virtual classroom is essential for the 21st
century in education. To prepare for the next generation, we need to identify the benefits and limitations of

on-line conferencing, create a virtual classroom for interactive education on the Web, and integrate new
technologies in the future virtual classroom.
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There are two types virtual school administration systems, web-based or voicebased, which are currently used by students. They are systems with different
access mechanisms but same business logic, and require two times of resources
for development and maintenance. Whenever the business logic of the systems

changes, both of the systems need to be implemented. As the wireless
communication grows more popular, the school has been considering adding a
wireless interface to the system. However, with current architecture, the only
way to add a wireless application protocol (WAP)-based system is to implement
an additional system from scratch. Since the voice-based system and the webbased system have the same business logic, they can be integrated into one. We
can dedicate an application server for the business logic, which interacts with the
web-based interface and the voice-activated interface with a set of application
programming interface (API). With the extraction of the business logic and the
business logic API, developers for the voice-activated interface and the webbased interface can implement the interfaces without specific knowledge of the
business logic of the system. With this design and architecture, the system can
be further expanded to support a WAP-based interface and other interfaces easily.

Keywords: Internet, wireless, virtual school, heterogeneous

1 Introduction
The Internet is widely used for school education, especially virtual school education [2][3][4]. The
advantage of the Internet is its capability of supporting multimedia and its attractiveness to the user. For the
virtual school education, the students study via the Internet. They do not have to be in the classrooms of a
school and can learn at anywhere at anytime. However computers and communication networks are needed

to support virtual education through the Internet. The cost of the computers and setting up the
communication networks is very expensive. Thus, the systems are not available everywhere. Furthermore,
system interfaces must be developed in order to allow the users to access the computers and the networks.
The purpose of these system interfaces is to provide an easier way for the students to access the systems and
to allow the students to interact with the instructors real-time. Those systems interface do not need to be
attractive and colorful since its main goal is to provide a mechanism for the students to access information
real-time. For a web-based system, the homepage can be design in a way to reduce the network traffic and
system load. However, not every student can access the computers and the networks due to his financial
situation or the load of the system. For the students who cannot access the computers and the networks, the
telephone (the voice activated based interface) provides another popular access media. Therefore there are
needs for systems to support both telephone (voice- based) and web browser (web-based) interfaces [1]. The

web-based system is more visual and more user friendly, however, the voice-based system is more
convenient, more affordable, and requires no hardware investment from the students. As the technology
evolves, the wireless communication is gradually taking over the traditional wire line communication. To
support the wireless communication the system will need to be expanded to support the wireless application
protocol (WAP)-based interface [10].
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Originally, a couple of the school administration systems we had can be accessed via a regular telephone or
via a web browser but not both. They were basically two different systems, though they support the same

business logic. Both of them have their own user interface and system logic and were designed,
implemented, and maintained separately. To support them two sets of resources are needed. The original
system architecture is shown in Figure 1. Developers for both of the systems handle both the business logic's
and the user interface's design and implementation. Whenever the business rule changes, both of the systems
need to be modified and updated. It is very costly and difficult to keep both of the system consistent.
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Figure 1. Logic view of voice system and web system

To reduce the maintenance cost of the two systems and to make them easier to be upgraded and expanded,
we have proposed to integrate the two systems by extracting the business logic module out of them and
migrate it into an application server. The remaining of the systems is migrated into a web server and a voice
server respectively. By doing this, we dramatically reduced the cost of maintaining the system. After the
architecture change, whenever there is a business change, only the application server is affected. We reduced

the maintenance cost by 50%. No more concerns about the consistency of the systems. With the
modification of the system architecture, we make it more scalable and expandable. The system can be easily
expanded to support other access media without making changes to the application server. For example, to
support a WAP-based interface, a WAP server can be easily introduced and integrated into the modified
system architecture.

2 System Architecture and Implementation
2.1 Architecture
The administration system is an N-tiered system.
Data Services Tier: The database services and implementations.
o Business Logic Tier: The business rule of the system.
Translation Tier: Translate the I/O between application server and gateway server. For the voice-based
system, the gateway server is the voice server. The purpose of the voice server is to translate PSTN and
HTTP between application server and usual telephone. For the web-based system, the translation tier is

transparent; it does not do anything. For the WAP-based system, the WAP Gateway is the gateway
server. The purpose of WAP Gateway is to translate the WSP/WTP and HTTP between WAP telephone
and web server.
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Presentation (UI) Tier: The input and output of the web-based system is HTML. The input and output of
the voice system is the key press and voice of usual telephone. The input and output of the WAP-based
system is WML [10].
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Figure 2. System Architecture

In the Architecture, the application server is the most important part. The application server needs to process
business logic and interact with voice server, web server, and WAP Gateway. Because the protocol between

the application server and the voice server and the WAP Gateway is HTTP protocol, we can set the
application server and the web server in the same machine. The developers of the application server are
more responsible, because they must handle business rule, HTML and WML. The developers of the other
systems implement User Interface and do not have the knowledge of business rule of the system, because the
developers of the application server handle the business rule. The application server sends different output
format to different systems by parameters. Under the Architecture, after building the web system, the other
systems are easily to build.

2.2 Architecture of the Voice System
Because taking business logic out of the voice system, the function of voice system is coherent. It translates
the output of web server to telephone. The output format of web server is HTML. So the voice server has to
simulate to web browser, shown as in Figure 3.

,WiSt Ste!?

Figure 3. The communication methods are between voice server and web server.
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3 Case Study
The Enrollment System of the Tamkang University [7] is designed and implemented following the
architecture of this paper, shown as in figure 4. The system has been deployed and used by thousands of
concurrent users [8].

3.1 Hardware Structure
We used thirteen Pentium based servers to implement the system. Six of them are used as the web servers.
One machine is used as the UNIX Gateway. One server is used as the alert and automating email server.
Four voice servers are used to support the voice activation. Finally, all student enrolment information is
stored in one database server. The network hardware are two 100 MB/sec switch hub.

Figure 4. System Hardware Structure

3.2 System Software
OS: Microsoft NT4.0 is used for the web servers, voice servers, and the alert and automating email server.
Free BSD 3.0 is used for the UNIX Gateway [8].
Web server: Microsoft IIS 4.0.
Database: Microsoft SQL Server 6.5.

3.3 Load Balancing and Sca lability
To make the system suitable for all schools, we also took into considerations of the cost of hardware and the
scalability of the system. A set of low-end servers can be grouped together to replace a high-end server[6].
To achieve this, a DNS server is needed for the load balancing work. The simple round robin methodology is
used for the load balancing. With the current flexible four-tiered architecture, servers can be added into the
system to share the performance load whenever the system load is heavy[9].

3.4. Security
Two security strategies are used to increase security:
1. Packet filter: It only allows IP packets through port 80 to access the web server, the packets of the other
ports can not pass through. The web system can avoid being attacked by the other machines.

2. Supports multi-protocol: TCP/IP protocol is used between the web server and outside systems. IPX
protocol is used between the web server and the database server. The web server should be hacked, the
database server is kept away Internet and the database is still safe.
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3.5. Network Management and Monitoring
The alert system has the following features:
1. Monitoring the system: It sends to keep-alive message to web servers, voice servers, and database servers
in every period.
2. Network management system: Checks network traffic between web servers, voice servers and database
server.

3. Auto Backup the data of database server.

3.6. User Interface Design
One of the most important criteria of the virtual school administration system is to let students access and
retrieve correct information real-time. The user interface must be simple to reduce network traffic and
system download time. The homepages for the web system and WAP are simple and straightforward to
improve system performance. The look and feel of the WAP homepage depends on the WAP telephone the
user users. An Ericsson r320 model WAP homepage is shown here as a sample WAP homepage. We can
compare the home pages for the web system and WAP system.
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Figure 5. The display of the homepage of WAP-based system

3.7 Log statistics and analysis
Duration of enrollment period, the system generates the log automatically everyday for statistics and
analysis, as shown in Table 1.
Tamkang Univserity Daily Enrollment Statistics

500000
4-00000

0 Login

300000

Query

Times
200000

Add Class

100000

Drop Class

0

Voice

Network

Table 1. Tamkang University Daily Enrollment Statistics
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By comparison, the load of the web system is much heavier than the load of voice system. Since the voice
system has 32 telephone lines, it can only support 32 concurrent users. In the peak hour of the enrollment
(the first hour of each grade enrollment), the load of the web server is high.

We expect the voice system and the WAP system to be fully loaded during the peak hour. A dedicated
business logic-processing server is used for the voice system and the WAP system. Since the telephone lines
of the voice system and the WAP system are limited (up to 32 lines), a dedicated web server for the business
logic processing of the voice system and the WAP system is sufficient.

4 Conclusions and future development
The development and maintenance resource of the heterogeneous systems depends on how many access
media. The more access media, the more resource it needs. My proposal has the following advantages:
Resource Reducing: Because the business logic is centered, heterogeneous systems need one businesslogic process only, the resource of development and maintenance is less than usual systems.
Expandability: With the N-tiered system architecture design, the business logic system was designed
and implemented to support different UI systems. Different UI access method can be easily added into
the system.
In the system, the application server interacts with voice server and WAP Gateway on HTTP protocol., so

the application server must have functions of the web server. We can develop a new structure of the
application server for voice-based system and WAP-based system, and the application server interacts with
the voice server and WAP Gateway on TCP/IP.
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Design and Technology (D&T) as a school subject aims to provide learning
opportunities for students to develop the technological awareness, literacy,

capability and lifelong learning patterns that they need to live and work
effectively in an ever changing technological society. Information Technology
(IT) is quickly transforming education by breaking down the traditional

boundaries of learning and teaching. This article discusses the ways that IT can
be made relevant to the learning and teaching of D&T and in teacher education.

It then describes the development of an ongoing project# which aims at
developing an IT-immersion environment to enhance learning and teaching of
D&T at a teacher education institution in Hong Kong. The setting up of this
information-rich, collaborative learning environment is to complement
"traditional" lab-based approach to learning and teaching of Computer Aided
Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM).

Keywords: IT-immersion, Learning Environment, Design and Technology,
Teacher Education

1 Introduction
Design and Technology (D&T) as a school subject "aims to provide learning opportunities for students to
develop the technological awareness, literacy, capability and lifelong learning patterns that they need to live
and work effectively in an ever changing technological society." [3] Information Technology (IT) is quickly
transforming education by breaking down the traditional boundaries of learning and teaching. [5] IT is also
being regarded as an effective tool for learning and teaching D&T in two main areas, namely:
IT as a tool. IT can support many aspects of designing and making in D&T. For example, information

processing and presentation, modelling, computer-aided design and manufacturing, control and
communication.

IT as a source of knowledge. Here, IT is being regarded as a source of knowledge to learn about
materials, equipment, designing and manufacturing. This encompasses CD-ROM information systems,
and the use of local or online databases accessible over the Internet. [2] [6]

2 IT in Education Policy in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) Government launched its IT in Education Policy
in 1998. [1] [5] According to this policy, Hong Kong teachers will be required to reach different levels of IT
Competency in Education over the next few years; and IT-supported instruction will become one of the
essential instructional strategies in future. Consequently, teacher education institutions in Hong Kong will be

The project entitled "Development of an IT-immersion Environment to Enhance the Teaching and
Learning of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)" is supported

by the Teaching Development Grant (TDG) administrated by the HKIEd, which is granted by the
University Grants Committee (UGC), Hong Kong.
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required to integrate in their pre-service programmes IT competency elements such as producing courseware,
applying the skills of computer-aided instruction, and using various electronic networks for peer support and
collaborative learning.

3 The Project
The following sections describes an ongoing project which aims at developing an IT-immersion
environment to enhance learning and teaching in D&T at the Hong Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd),
the major provider of D&T teacher education in the territory. This project is a response to the HKSAR
Government's urge for the integration of IT to enhance the effectiveness of learning and teaching in teacher
education institutions. [l][5] The initial target group of the project is student teachers undertaking D&T at
the Institute. This target group will continually widen and might eventually include practising teachers in
D&T and other technology-related subjects in Hong Kong secondary schools.
The project aims to:
develop an IT-immersion learning environment for student teachers majoring in D&T, especially
focused on areas of CAD and CAM;
develop appropriate courseware for the enhancement of learning and teaching of basic and selected
topics on CAD and CAM;

develop an appropriate web-interface for students and staff to enhance face-to-face classroom
interactions;
enable students to appreciate modern techniques of product design and prototype making through the
use of CAD and CAM technologies.

4 IT-immersion Learning Environment for D&T
Davies [4] suggests that an ideal learning environment for D&T is one where the learners have maximum
autonomy and are working on self-directed projects and teachers are constantly assessing with pupils where
they are and where they need to go. The IT-immersion learning environment under discussion utilises some
of the attributes and resources of Web-based learning and adopts a constructivist approach to create a
meaningful learning environment where learning is fostered and supported. This IT-immersion environment,
we believe, would facilitates greater interaction between the teacher and students, and students and students;
assist D&T student teachers transit to the new mode of learning and teaching, and enable them to develop
habits of life-long learning. To effect the paradigm shift from a largely teacher-centred approach to a more
interactive and learner-centred approach, it is important that D&T student teachers appreciate the need for
the change and are receptive to the challenge of taking up their new role as a learning facilitator in future.
Key features of the IT-immersion environment include:

Learner-centred, time and space independent learning. With the use of Web-based instructional
materials, students are allowed to progress at their own pace and at any time and space.

Changing Roles of Teachers and Students. In the IT-immersion environment, the role of the teacher
changes from knowledge provider to that of facilitator and guide. Conversely, students are no longer
passive learners. They become participants, collaborators in the creation of knowledge and meaning.

Self-directed Learning. One increasingly important competency in the future society will be
"self-directed learning". In the IT-immersion environment, students continually learn to use IT tools
for the accessing, processing, and transformation of information into new knowledge.

Just-in-time Learning. "Just-in-time learning" [7] implies a high level of individualisation and
self-direction in the learning process. Each student learns just what he/she needs at the time when
he/she needs it. This is a radical diversion in the instructional delivery system from place-based and
time-fixed group instruction to one that is fully under learner-control.
Individual differences accommodated. Learning is a complex process that takes place as an interaction
between learners and their environment. The interactive multimedia and hypermedia capabilities of
Web-based and CD-ROM based instructional materials would enable student control over timing and
pacing and provide interactivity and active learning.

Collaborative / Cooperative Learning. Collaborative learning in this IT-immersion environment
regards that both teachers and students be active participants in the learning process. The Web, for
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instance, presents an especially good environment for asynchronous collaboration in which students
work together but not necessarily at the same time. This IT-rich environment also provides ground for
cooperative learning that students and teachers interact together in order to accomplish a specific goal
or develop an end product which is content specific. For instance, an ad-hoc group of students, teachers,
and perhaps outside experts, can come together for a particular task or design project. The group splits
into distributed design teams to tackle design challenges. The design teams interact over the computer
network, working cooperatively and drawing on different expertise. The design is shared over the
network, evaluated, and combined into an integrated artefact or system.
It is perhaps worthwhile pointing out that in an IT-immersion learning environment, IT is still considered as

a supportive tool. Its introduction supplements, and indeed may change the "traditional" learning and
teaching approaches in D&T. However, it is not intended to and will not replace traditional teaching
altogether. For one reason, D&T is intrinsically an action-based subject. Engagement with designing and
making requires students to be active cognitively and physically. Besides, lab-based activities serve a variety

of different purposes that would be unlikely replaced by other means [8], for example: (a) first hand
experience of using a variety of materials, equipment and processes safely; (b) actually realise high quality
products, test them and evaluate them in use; and (c) face-to-face interaction among peers and the tutor.

5 Basic Components
The IT-immersion environment comprises two major components, namely: (a) the physical component, and
(b) the virtual component (Figure 1).

IT-Immersion Learning and Teaching Environment
for CAD and CAM
Virtual Component

Physical Component

Lab

Manufacturing
Technology
Lab

Networked
Workstations

Flexible
Manufacturing
System

Graphic
Communication

Networked
Workstations

Course
Information Area

Bulletin
Board

Design
Area

Project
Area

Presentation
Area

Online
Resources Bank

Links

Help / Utilities

Figure 1. Major Components in the IT-immersion Learning and Teaching Environment.

The Physical Component includes facilities installed in the two labs at the HKIEd for CAD and CAM:

Manufacturing Technology Lab: A Flexible Manufacturing System (CNC Lathe, CNC Mill, and
Robot), a CNC micro-router, 15 networked PC workstations, video-conferencing systems, appropriate
software and peripherals, etc.
Graphic Communication Lab: 21 networked PC workstations, video-conferencing systems, digital
camera, appropriate software and peripherals, etc.
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The Virtual Component of the IT-immersion environment include:
Course Information Area - for students to gain access to course-specific information such as course
outlines, schedules, course materials, assignments and other course-related information.
Bulletin Board - for teachers and students to post up announcements.
Design Area - for supporting both synchronous communication (e.g. real-time interactive chat, used to
brainstorm with teachers or peers) and asynchronous communication (e.g. e-mails) to facilitate design
activities. For example, students can "talk" online and discuss their design ideas via
video-conferencing and/or Internet technologies with peers, teachers or experts outside the campus
who can provide them with suggestion for improvement on the design. Digital cameras can be used to
record the development of models/products and to present design ideas.
Project Area that houses students' individual and collaborative design projects. A Data Bank will be
set up for students to store their design works. The Data Bank will become a central design database,

accessible by all members of each of the design and manufacturing teams to ensure that all team
members are working with identical information.
Presentation Area - for students to present their projects and showcase their design work beyond the
classroom and to a wider audience.
Online Resource Bank - for teachers to upload and retrieve interactive instructional and reference
materials.
Internet links - to support teachers and students using the Internet to locate professional materials and
content resources in D&T and other related disciplines.
Help / Utilities.

6 IT-enhanced Activities and Learning Experiences
In the IT-immersion environment, student teachers are provided with the opportunities to use IT to explore,
develop, model, communicate and realise their design ideas in a variety of ways. As such, IT becomes an

integrated and natural part of their study in D&T. More specifically, to take as an example, video
conferencing technology can be used as an effective medium for developing new ways of learning and
teaching D&T and introducing teachers and students to various aspects of information, communications and
design technologies. Using the latest information and communications technology provides the opportunity
for expertise and resources to be made available to pre-service and practising D&T teachers off -campus
from the HKIEd. Via video conferencing systems or the Internet, they can work collaboratively together on
concurrent design projects, discuss problems and jointly solve them, and exchange ideas and information.

In brief, working in an IT-immersion environment would help D&T student teachers to understand how to
become discerning users of available hardware and software. This in turn, would help them to understand
what IT can and will do to enhance their future pupils' learning in D&T.

7 Conclusion
This paper discussed the potential of an IT-immersion approach to provide D&T student teachers with a
richer, more meaningful education relevant for the future workplace and learning environments. It is also
suggested that this IT-immersion approach can be used in a mixed-mode manner to support traditional
lab-based approach to learning and teaching CAD and CAM. This adjunct or mixed-mode seems appropriate
for a wide range of learning and teaching activities in D&T where real world experience and face-to-face
interaction are essential. By using a mixture of traditional and IT-immersion instructional methods and tools,
the learner can experience recent technology development and its impacts on learning. The point is to find
out the right balance.

The project is still at its developmental stage, the effectiveness of the IT-immersion approach to learning and
teaching D&T has yet to stand the test of time. However, the experience so far suggests that the project will
be a success and will bring substantial benefits to both teaching staff and students.
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The Japanese ministry of Education made an announcement that a new
curriculum "Information and Computer" will be introduced nation-wide in Japan
from the year 2002. Accordingly, all the schools have been rushing to deploy the
personal computers and prepared to connect to the Internet through 2001. While
the scope of this project aims at covering 40000 or more schools, there exists the
two major problems:1) The number of teachers who have expertise in handle the

PC and the Internet, are too far short in proportion to the number required. 2)
Dial-up networking prevents the students from having access to the Internet any
time when they want. With a view to overcoming these problems, we have
designed and developed the Intranet system or "micro Internet for classroom:
mlc ". The "mIc" is developed and designed to incorporate the various functions
such as web-mail, electronic bulletin board "BBS", mailing list, search engine,
web video conference and etc. Since "mis" consist of Microsoft Active Server
Pages (ASP), it can be used from Web browsers and custom-tailored at ease.

Keywords: Intranet, Collaboration, Video-conference, BBS

1 Introduction
The Japanese ministry of Education made an announcement that a new curriculum "Information and
Computer" will be introduced nation-wide in Japan at both the elementary school and the junior high school
in 2003 and at the high school in 2002 respectively. Accordingly, all the schools have been rushing to deploy
the personal computers and are prepared to connect to the Internet through 2001. While the PC have been
gradually and extensively, it seems quite obvious that far small number of the teachers can handle the PC
and the Internet to the contrary.

The Minister of Education has been sending the computer engineers or other computer technical personnel
to school since 1994 with a view to training the teachers about the computer and the Internet. They are also
required to see to it that both the teachers and the students can implement the PC and the Internet smoothly
without any problems. Additionally, The Ministry has been initiating their own training programs for the
teachers as well. While the project is supposed to cover 40000 schools or more, it has been experiencing the
extreme difficulties of the shortage in the engineers and the technical staffs to reach out all the teachers in
4000 schools or more. It has been experiencing the difficulties as well as that Dial-up networking prevents
the students from having access to the Internet any time when they want.
Despite these difficulties, it seems quite viable that all the students will get accustomed to the computer and

the Internet at the earliest convenience. We, therefore, have designed and developed the Intranet
System(micro Internet for classroom: mIc)

2 Design of mIc
This system "mlc" is developed and designed for both the teachers with least knowledge about the PC and
the Internet, and the students as well to learn the various functions.
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(a) Simulation of the Internet.
We are of an opinion that the E-mail and Electronic Bulleting Board shall be viable tools for "collaboration"
among the students. Should the students require any information from the Internet, the search engine shall be
inevitable to learn as well. We, therefore, have designed to incorporate these functions in the system. The
teachers simply use the system without any other programs and the students can experience those functions
as if they were connected to the Internet.
(b) Web-based easy operation.

The teachers can use "mlc" from Web browser. Therefore, should the teachers use the system, they can
create new BBS, mailing list and registration of the students on Web based. As far as the teachers will use
solely "mlc ", the profound knowledge about the Internet server and the program of CGI is not necessary.
(c) Customization.
The curriculum of "Information and Computers" varies depending on the computers deployed ,the network

system applied, and the objective of the education for PC & the interne in each school respectively. The
system "mlc" can be customized by merely changing the text-files.

3 Structure of mIc
Considering the Standardizing the server of the average school environment, "mlc" will be installed in
WindowsNT server or Window98. Please take note that less than 10 people can work with Window98
simultaneously.

3.1 ASP and COM
Web Server
http:
ADO,

Generate
tml texts
Html texts

Figure 2: The structure of mlc

Figure 1: The Action of ASP

The system "mlc" consists of Microsoft Active Server Pages(ASP) which is the server-side execution
environment. The ASP can run scripts and Component Object Model(COM) on the server . It can also easily
create the dynamic contents and the powerful Web-based applications. The COM is the Microsoft software
architecture that allows application to be built from binary software components. Windows itself and many
other applications such as WORD, EXCEL and etc. are consisted of the COM.

Figure 1 shows the process of "mlc". ASP files appears to be the same as the HTML files but it includes
additionally VBscripts or Javascripts, which call COM. At first, a browser makes a request to the server to
send an ASP file in such a manner as to the HTML file. Secondly, the server executes ASP file and Bvscripts
or Javascripts At last, the server send these to a browser. By using ASP, a browser only interprets common
HTML without executing scripts in the client environment. Figure 2 shows the structure of "mlc". We have
applied to some COM, which have access to a database, a browser, files, and a mail server. ADO is the
database access COM and the system uses Microsoft Access or SQL Server.
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3.2 Setup of tide
The system "mIc" can be easily installed by simply copying the ASP files in such a manner as for HTLM
files .The teacher will be required to edit the "mIc"' configuration file which contains such information as
URL, the install path and etc. Should a teacher wish to display some comments enabling the students to take
note for their reference, he simply input the comments in the text-file corresponding to the exact page. The
"mIc" can build more than one system in one server by creating more than one data base file.

4 System function
The functions of "mIc" will be detailed as follows;

4.1 Registration
The teachers can register the students with the use of browser. They can register even many number of
students at once with the use of EXCEL or ACCESS. If the teachers will use BBS and E-mail via other
programs than "mIc", they will be required to register newly each time they change the application.

4.2 System Menu
Three different user modes are available in the menu , one for a teacher , one for students and one for a guest
respectively. The teacher can customize the menu for each mode. Should the teacher not use the mailing list,
he can simply edit the configuration file to turn off the flag of the mailing list and the menu eventually will
not display the button of the mailing list.

4.3 Web mail
The system "mIc" has two different Web mail modes whose user interface are the same , the one simulation
mode and the other SMTP/POP3 mode. While the simulation mode will not actually allow to send or receive
mails via the Internet, it will allow to simulate the mail functions without the mail server. Should you have
the mail server and use the SMTP/POP3 mode, it will allow to send or receive mails via the Internet as the
regular web mail.

4.4 Electronic bulletin board (BBS)
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Figure 4: Screen image of Video conference

The system "mlc" allows to set up more than one bulletin board. Should the teacher wish to create a new

BBS, he will be required to simply define the BBS on

the browser and no new program will be

necessary(Figure 3). "mIc" allows to set up the users' list covering the users who can have the access only in
the BBS. The users' list can be selected in accordance with the student attribution such as Class , Group and
etc.
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4.5 Mailing list
The operation of the mailing list will follow the same manners as mentioned above for BBS.

4.6 Search engine
Since "mIc" has a directory service like "YAHOO" , the teachers and the students can add any new URL to
the directory for their reference. If "mIc" is installed in WindowsNT server with Microsoft Index Server, the
text-matching search engine can be used. The attention is drawn that "build-up of HP" has become one of
the most important curriculum in Japan . The student can register their own HP's in the directory of "mis"
and can subsequently search them in the classroom.

4.7 Web Video conference
Since the Video conference is very efficient and effective tool in term of the international communication,
we have designed to incorporate the function "Web Video conference" in the system so as to suffice in this

respect(Figure 4). A student can communicate with other students and visualize them via web video
conference and refer to the data interactively via web data conference. Data conference allow the students to
collaborate on "chat", "whiteboard" and "program sharing" without Video and Audio. Since the web
videoconference is based on Microsoft Netmeeting 3.0 Active X, the multipoint data conference is possible
and thus more than one student can participate the meeting simultaneously.

4.8 Generator of the questionnaire
Understanding strongly the importance of the questionnaire so as collect of the opinion from the students for
various topics, "mIc" is designed to generate automatically the questionnaire in the form of HTML and ASP
files. The teacher can easily make these files by filling in to the points raised as question on the web pages .
The form filled in by the students can be saved to the text file in the form of the spreadsheet such as Excel.

5 Further development(future work)
We have already started to introduce the system"mIc" at schools ranging from the junior high school through
the university . Having learnt from the experience, it seems very obvious that the teachers can make BBS
and use search engines at ease. Through the continued experiments, we are prepared to improve the system
further.

mIc Web Site ( In Japanese )
URL www.jona.or.jp/gohome
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The information education in Taiwan has been progressing rapidly since the

Network Technology was adopted on a large scale.Under the Nine-Year
Consistent Courses policy the by Ministry of Education, the information
education will be integrated into other subjects and all teachers need to use
computer and Internet resources to assist teaching .The plentiful education web
sites on Internet also provide the student with materials for assisting
learning .The essay presents the development process of information Education

in Taiwan ;through it, we point out the obstacles we meet when promoting
information education in primary schools and high schools.Meanwhile ,through
introducing two education web sites :Gas Station for Learning and
Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land, which were constructed in different
models ,we offer the workable models and strategies for promotiing distance
education in primary schools and high schools.

Keywords: Distance Learning, Nine-Year Consistent Coures ,Teaching
Material Resources Center, Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land

1 Introduction
1.1 Analysis of Current Situation
"Nine-Year Consistent Syllabus" implemented in 2001, all schools will no longer especially establish the
subject of Information Education, but enlist it in the learning area of "Nature and Technology." Nevertheless,
in order to train students to have the basic abilities to make use of technology and information, teachers have
to emphasize the application of information in the teaching of different subjects. And all teachers of
different subjects are expected to take computer as a tool of instruction, integrate via network the traditional
teaching materials and the teaching materials on Internet, and provide students with broader and more
diversified learning resources.[2][3]

1.2 Problems Faced by Distance Learning:
To apply information education to the teaching of various subjects will really be a consistent trend in the
education of Taiwan in the future. However, when confronted with the important educational reform, the
actual implementation encounters difficulties because of Taiwan's restricted environment for information
education.

The ratio of the number of class computers to the number of the students of a class is such a wide gap.If
teachers are requested to use the limited computer classrooms to apply information to the teaching of various
subjects, obviously, it is not an easy job to promote this at the current stage.[5][7]
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2 Distance Instruction and Distance Learning
After the Ministry of Education implemented "Foundation Establishment Plan of Information Education," the
computer and network equipment of various schools are increased. Besides, it also promotes the
establishment of "Information Education Software and Teaching Materials Resources Center" at primary

schools, junior high schools, senior high schools and vocational schools, in order to enrich the network
teaching materials for subjects of primary schools and high schools.[1][8]

Besides, the famous distance instruction network of primary schools and high schools in Taiwan is illustrated
as follows (Tablel):
Object
Institute
Ministry of Education Grade 1 to 12 student
San Hsin Institute of Grade 1 to 12 student
and
Housework
Commerce
Tainan Grade 1 to 9 student
National
http://pathfinder.ntntc.edu.tw/
Pathfinder
Teachers College
Wu Chi Junior High Grade 7 to 9 student
Computer
Assisted http: / /www.wcjs.tcc.edu.tw/
School
Instruction
http://www.ctjh.tpc.edu.tw/ctjh/reso Chiang Tsui Junior Grade 7 to 9 student
Teaching Resource
High School
urce.htm
Tablel : Virtual Classroom Web Site for Grade 1 to 12 student
Address
Web Site Name
Gas Station of Learning http: / /content.edu.tw
Schoolfellows' English http://192.192.186.8/seal/
Adventure Land

3 Teaching Materials Resources Center Focusing on Systematic Subjects
3.1 Concept and Idea:
The Ministry of Education in Taiwan starts "Foundation Establishment Plan of Information Education" not

only to establish hardware environment, train teachers, carry out promotion activities, etc., but also to
establish Information Education Software and Teaching Materials Resources Center, simply called
"Education Resources Center" or "Gas Station of Learning."(http://content.edu.tw)

3.2 Outline of Resources Center:
The Ministry of Education advises various school to develop the on-line teaching materials of different
subjects. The center can effectively integrate the resources of all primary schools and high schools and
develop a series of network instruction resources with its own characteristics. "Teaching Materials of
Subjects" are divided into four divisions: primary school, junior high school, senior high school and
vocational school. In each group there are: 14 subjects in primary school, 19 subjects in junior high school,
17 subjects in senior high school, and 21 subjects of 4 categories in vocational school (the divisions of senior

high school and vocational school was established in January 2000). The information integrated and
collected by web sites cover the education resources of the Chinese's Five Education: virtue, wisdom,
physical, group and aesthetics.

Through a united interface of users, it decreases the learners' load in adaptation to learning environment. The
establishment of "Education Resources Center" is expected to achieve the following objectives: [6]

Strengthen the applied network resources for teachers and students, and make the educational
environment more diversified .
©Lay a foundation for a lifelong learning environment.
Strengthen the quality and quantity of the resources of information learning so as to reach the aims of
sharing of resources
Shorten the distance between city and village [1]
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4 Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land Focusing on Self-Learning
4.1 Concept and Idea
Teaching Materials Resources Center mainly edits the teaching materials according to the contents of the
systematic teaching materials of various subjects. Therefore, they are suitable for teachers to adopt in class
and for students to review after class. However, in the age of information explosion, the knowledge in
books can no longer satisfy most of the students' thirst for knowledge. Therefore, with network being the
media, distance education must have more diversified contents. It also has to create an interacting
relationship between school and students. It can hold various kinds of activities and offer substantial awards
to encourage all the students to participate. Then an activated distance learning environment can be created
beyond system. Kaohsiung municipal government is positively involved in the activity. The "Schoolfellows'
English Adventure Land , SEAL "(http://192.192.186.8/seal/) established by the municipal government at
San Hsin Vocational School is based on this idea. It has the following characteristics :(1)Diversified
Contents and Scope.(2)Individualistic Learning Environment.(3)Intemet Learning without Limitation of

Time and Space. (4)Flexibility of Time, Holding of Activities.(5)On -Line Contest,Internet Pen Pal
Society.(6)Teacher Mechanism--Student Groups Management and Inquiry of Students' Learning
Process:,Self-Made Test Paper Management:

4.2 Evalutaion on SEAL
The working group of Seal held an investigation in December 1999, towards the junior and elementary
school teachers that used this website to assist their teaching. The questionnaire adapted Likert's five point
scale from extremely disagree(1) to highly agree(5). In the 73 effectively retrieved questionnaires, there're
67 English teachers and 6 are not English teachers.

The statistics results of the questionnaire, in the curriculum arrangement and management session, show that
sample teachers think the arrangement of the curriculum in SEAL is appropriate and the related activities that

go with the curriculum is successful. ( M=4.10 ,SD=0.82 ) 0 Sample teachers think that the recording of
learning profile on the website of each student helps teachers to understand the student's learning style and
problems. ( M=4.26,SD=0.83 ) 0 Sample teachers think that the idea of designing language games and holding

on-line composition contest is appropriate. ( M=4.16,SD=0.83 ;M=4.03 ,SD=0.93 ) About the learning
interaction, most teachers thinks that English pen pal club will help to enhance the interaction between
students, M=4.18 SD=0.93 ) . Most teachers think that SEAL is worth popularizing in assisting traditional
learning. (M=4.59,SD=0.66 )

5 Workable Model and Strategy
In the implementation of distance education in primary schools and high schools, besides the consideration
of the contents of teaching materials, how to make use of the characteristics of Internet appropriately to
activate instruction is an important topic that cannot be neglected for discussion. Focusing on the
above-mentioned analysis, we propose a model and strategies for distance learning be carried out in primary
schools and high schools:

5.1 Four Elements for Activating Web Site:
According to the discussion above,there are four elements to activate the web site teaching materials :the
content, interactivity, learning profile and activity. We have to take these four elements into consideration
when designing the learning web site. The detailed function of the four elements is as follow:

5.1.1 Content

Text, image, sound , photo , animation chip and other mutimedia components should be included in an
excellent education web site.Through multiple information styles supplied , the student can obsorb
knowledge easily
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5.1.2 Interactivity
With more interactivity function the education web site is more attractive and effective The interactivity
machanism encourages the student to use higher -level cognition skill..

5.1.3 Learning Profile
The learning profile lets the student know what he has learned and what to learn The porfile also provides
the teacher information about the student.
5.1.4 Activity

Not only in classroom but also in virtual classroom, well-designed activities are very important to improve
the effectiveness of learning . Besides, through holding an activity , the student can cooperate and compete
with others .

5.2 Strategy for Promoting Distance Learning
From this point of view, we will suggest applicable strategies for school administrators,teachers and students.

5.2.1 As for school adminstrator:

* Establishment of Web Site by Full-time Professionals:
The school administrator should know there should be full-time professionals to put teaching materials on
Internet, hold Internet activities and carry out the maintenance work of systems.

* Strengthening of Propaganda:
The education departments or general affairs units of schools should positively introduce such an
environment in the learning of students, and positively hold activities of relevant kind.

5.2.2 As for teacher and related professional:
* Development of Excellently Activated Web Site:
A web site must have substantial contents , diversified activities as well as interactivity machnism and
learning profile to make the web site become a dynamic and lively learning environment.

* Material Making:
Teachers need not learn the establishment of web site. Teachers' job should be an all-effort studying of
suitable contents of teaching materials for the learning of students.

* Resource Assisted Teaching:
All the related teaching web sites need the teacher to use them .Many web sites are well constructed ;
however,few teachers use it to assist teaching . The teacher can provide the web site constructor with
feedback for promoting the funeiton or the rescoUrces of the web.

5.2.3 As for Students:

* Participate in activities :
Only students' participation can make web sites activated and meaningful; otherwise, web site is merely an
empty shell in a waste of information development.

* Resource Assisted Learning:
The student can make good use of on-line material to assist learning after class ; meanwhile , the student's
feedback also helps the web constructor refine the web .

6 Conclusion
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After the implementation of "9-year consistent" new syllabus in primary schools and junior high schools,
information will be applied to various subjects and the application of network resources will become broader.
The information-application-oriented network learning functions can be facilitated more effectively. The
"Plan of Teaching Materials Resources Center" undertaken by Ministry of Education integrates various
schools' resource to establish a garden that provides teachers with instruction resources and students with
learning resources.The Plan not only can reach the purpose of resources sharing, but also decrease the load
of learning through united interface environment. Besides, the distance learning environment beyond system,
as provided in "SEAL," is also a good example for primary school students and high school students to
involve in distance learning.
In term of positive implementation of information education, it is important to cooperate with the existing
instruction environment and choose a workable model. For the government, based on the principle of
effective utility of resources, it is necessary for her to integrate the establishment and the sharing of
instruction resources. For schools, they have to encourage teachers and students to use Internet positively
to assist in their teaching and learning. For teachers, they might not be required to allocate teaching
materials on Internet, but they have to use the existing Internet resources and teaching materials positively,
adopt suitable instruction methods, and correctly use Internet to communicate with students or parents. For
students, they should meet the instruction of schools, use the teaching materials on Internet to assist in their
learning, and learn new knowledge themselves.
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A restricted natural language is presented which is suitable for formulating
mathematical proofs in the domain of calculus. A line of a proof according to the
language consists of three parts: A marking, a proof statement, and a foundation
of the statement. Foundations include among others the name of a theorem, the
name of a concept, or a formula manipulation operation. It is demonstrated how
mathematical proofs worded in that language may be automatically monitored
and checked for correctness and completeness by a computer program. For that,

techniques of the fields of theorem proving and of formula manipulation are
applied; the lines of the original proof are transformed into a quantifier free form
and checked line by line; an internal knowledge base of concepts and theorems
allows for verifying proof statements which are founded by concept definitions
or theorem applications. The described methods may be used in virtual or faceto-face universities for the purpose of proof exercises by students or for the

purpose of automatically checking and scoring student proofs. The approach
together with a medium-grained XML representation of concepts, theorems, and
proofs may form the core of a learning environment which gives students the
opportunity of an intensive interactive occupation with mathematical proofs.

Keywords: Calculus Proofs, Verifying, Restricted Natural Language

1 Introduction
Finding and constructing mathematical proofs are standard activities of persons who study mathematics or
disciplines of science. For learning purposes, it would be desirable to have an interactive software system
into which students could enter a mathematical proof in the usual way utilizing the natural language and the
software system would monitor and verify the student's proof or provide help if needed.

From the side of the field of mechanical theorem proving, techniques and procedures are available to
automatically prove theorems or check a given proof, if the theorem or the proof are worded in a formal
language like first order logic or the quantifier free clause form (see e.g. [1], [5]). The main bottleneck to
reach the above mentioned goal is the difficulty of processing and correctly understanding natural language
input. As a solution to the problem or as a compromise we here suggest a restricted natural language to

formulate proofs. The language results from an inquiry into mathematical proofs which occur in
mathematical textbooks of the domain of calculus (see e.g. [8]). We chose the domain of calculus because of
the importance of calculus for the edifice of mathematics and for many practical applications and because
calculus belongs to the first fields which are studied at the universities.

Secondly, we discuss how proofs utilizing that restricted language may be automatically monitored and
checked for correctness and completeness by a computer program. To monitor a proof, the proof is
transformed into an internal form which includes the quantifier free notations of the occurring logical
expressions. A proof is checked line after line like a human would do who tries to verify a given proof. The
checking for correctness of the single statements relies on the techniques of the fields of theorem proving
and of formula manipulation and of their combinations. Regarding the theorem proving techniques we
utilize methods which are similar to the methods of Bledsoe, Boyer and Henneman to automatically prove
limit theorems ([2],[3]).
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Apart from providing opportunities of doing proof exercises, the described methods may be used in virtual
or face-to-face universities for the purpose of automatically checking and scoring proofs of students.
Thirdly, we shortly discuss the extension of the approach to an extensive learning environment.

2 Mathematical Theorems and Proofs in the Domain of Calculus
The subjects of calculus include among others limits of sequences and functions, derivations of functions,
determination of properties of functions, integrals, the study of special classes of functions, and many
practical applications of theoretical results.
Proof methods used in calculus are multifarious and include direct proofs using the analytical definitions of
concepts like limit, continuous or differentiable (epsilon-delta notation), inductive proofs, indirect proofs or
proofs by counter-examples, or direct proofs utilizing chains of inferences of already proven theorems.
A large set of proofs in the domain of calculus follows a recurrent pattern. One characteristic of those proofs

is the use of analytical definitions of the main concepts to establish the proof. A further characteristic of
many proofs is that they employ formula manipulation methods as a central technique to establish the proof.
Proofs often consist of a construction process. Those characteristics allow for monitoring proofs without a
long chain of logical deductions.

3 A Restricted Natural Language to Formulate Proofs
The restricted language to word proofs is here informally described mostly by examples so that persons who

are familiar with proofs of the domain of calculus can understand the scope of the various allowable
statements. The language is not supposed to be exhaustive, but the current version of the language covers a
large set of calculus theorems and proofs in textbooks and in collections of exercises.

The usual structure of a natural language proof in a textbook consists of a series of statements which are
substantiated by one or more foundations. The statements may have a reference to other statements of the
proof. The restricted language reflects that structure by dividing a proof into proof lines. Each proof line
consists of up to three parts: a marking, a proof statement, and a foundation of the proof statement. By
clearly separating the three parts of a proof line from each other, the variety of natural language wording
reduces to a simple and easily comprehensible structure.

3.1 The wording of a proof
Basic elements of the language. There are a series of basic elements which may occur in a proof including
numbers, variable names, function names, the universal quantifier (ALL), the existential quantifier (SOME),

and the logical operators of negation (NOT) and of conjunction (AND). R denotes the real numbers.
Keywords of the language generally consist of capital letters. Intervals play a central role in proofs and may
be designated in the usual way, e.g. [a,b] for a closed interval of the real numbers, (a,b) for an open interval,
or ALL x WITH Ix -aI< delta for an interval with the point a in the middle of it. Partitions of intervals are
often used in various contexts. They usually define end points and a list of intermediate points and fix the
length or a maximum length of the resulting part intervals ( see an example below). Iterations may be used
in the usual way, e.g. i=0,...,n or j=1,2, ... to denote a finite or infinite sequence.

Proof statements. The current version of the language comprises the following proof statements which are
described in the next paragraphs:

(1) Assignment statements. Assignment statements allow for defining new variables or functions. An
assignment statement starts with the keyword LET. Examples are
LET delta = min(deltal,delta2),
where min denotes the minimum function and deltal and delta2 are earlier defined variables, or
LET h(x) = f(x)+g(x) ALL x IN [a,b] , where the new function h(x) is defined, or
LET f : [a,b] -> R , where a function and its domains are defined.
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(2) Choice statements. Choice statements describe a choice of an entity from a set of possibilities. A choice
may e.g. refer to a number chosen from an interval or to a partition of an interval. A choice statement starts
with the keyword CHOOSE. The format of such a statement depends on the choice situation. Simple
examples are
CHOOSE x IN [a,b].
CHOOSE eps > 0 or
An example which covers the choice of a partition of an interval is
,
CHOOSE PARTITION p OF [a,b] WITH a=x0 < xi < ...< xn=b AND ( Ix; -xi.il < delta ,
where [a,b] is an interval, xi are points in the interval, and the mentioned restriction of the lengths of the
intervals [xi.i,xi] holds.

(3) Relational statements. Relational statements, i.e. equations and inequalities, frequently occur in
calculus proofs. The statements often include constraints on the appearing variables. Typical recurrent
examples relate to analytical definitions of concepts and formula manipulation operations. An example
which states the definition of continuity is: ALL eps > SOME delta >0 ALL x WITH Ix-al < delta: If(x)If(x)I +
f(a)1 < eps. Often a chain of equations and inequalities appears like ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)+g(x)I
Ig(x)I <= M+N < INFINITY . Another simple example of a relational statement is eps/2 + eps/2 = eps ,
where eps is a given variable.

(4) Property statements. Property statements describe a property of an entity, e.g. the property of a function
to be continuous in an interval. An example is: f IS continuous IN [a,b]. Other properties which often occur
in calculus proofs are e.g. uniformly continuous, monotonously growing, or differentiable.
A series of further statements which often appear in a proof more or less drive or structure the proof.

(5) Proof type statements. A proof type statement characterizes how the proof is done, e.g. by finding a
contradiction. The statement starts with the keyword PROOF TYPE and is followed by the name of a proof
method from a list of proof methods, e.g.

by DIRECT, DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION, DIRECT_BY_A_CHAIN_OF_THEOREMS, INDIRECT,
COUNTEREXAMPLE, SPECIALIZATION, COMPLETE_INDUCTION. The classification of the proof
may be relevant regarding several aspects which are mentioned below. An example of a proof type statement
is: PROOF TYPE INDIRECT.

(6) To prove statements. To prove statements are used to specify what must be or will be proven. There are
two variants which may precede a statement: to prove or sufficient to prove. Here are examples: Let us
assume that the conclusion of a theorem is: The function f(x) is bounded in an interval [a,b]'. Then the first
line of a proof may be e.g. TO PROVE SOME m > 0 ALL x IN [a,13]: If(x)I < m
proof may be e.g.

or the first line of the

SUFFICIENT TO PROVE ALL x IN [a,b]: If(x)I < 1 . In the first case the keywords are followed by a
statement which is equivalent to the conclusion of the theorem. And in the second case the keywords are
followed by a statement from which the conclusion of the theorem may be inferred.

(7) Assume statements. Assume statements are mostly found in indirect proofs. They then state the
negation of the statement of the theorem. The statement starts with the keyword ASSUME and there
follows another statement. An example is ASSUME NOT [c] , where [c] denotes the marking of the
conclusion of the theorem (see an example in Theorem 2 below).

(8) Contradiction statement. A contradiction statement states the contradiction of statements occurring in
the proof. The statement starts with the keyword CONTRADICTION and its foundation contains the
contradicting statements in one or the other way. An example is CONTRADICTION {[4],[6] }. The
statement says that the statements marked by [4] and [6], respectively, are contradictory (see an example in
Theorem 2 below).

(9) Anchor statements and induction step statements. Anchor statements and induction step statements
serve the purpose to structure induction proofs. The statements start with the keywords ANCHOR and
INDUCTION STEP, respectively. Examples are ANCHOR n = 1 and INDUCTION STEP n TO n+1.
(10) Proof finishing statement. The proof finishing statement consists of the keyword QED and states that
the proof is assumed to be complete.
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Markings. Markings serve the purpose to mark statements so that other parts of the proof may refer to the
marked statement. The markings consist of letters and digits embraced by brackets, e.g. [A].
Foundations. Afoundation, possibly together with other foundations, substantiates a proof statement. There
are a couple of possibilities of denoting a foundation: A foundation may consist of the name of a theorem, of
a formula manipulation operation, of a property of an object, or of a line number which denotes a logical
line of the current proof or of the theorem. The foundation of a logical proof line is enclosed in curled
brackets whereby the single foundations are enclosed in brackets and separated by commas, e.g. ([4], [5]).

3.2 Examples of user proofs
The following examples illustrate the use of the language to formulate proofs. Note the more often occurring
double points, e.g. one in the proof line which is marked by [2]. That double point is necessary for reasons
of uniqueness to separate the prefix containing the quantified expressions from the inequality. An alternative
would be to use an IF ... THEN ... statement. The foundations starting with the letters fm refer to formula
manipulation operations, e.g. {[fm: rewriting]} in line [7]. The theorems are here not worded according to
the language. A corresponding wording is necessary when the theorems and the proofs are automatically
processed by a monitoring program.

Theorem 1 (Sum of continuous functions)
Let
[pl] f: R->R, g: R->R, a in R,
[p2] f is continuous at the point a
[p3] f is continuous at the point a
Then
[c] f+g is continuous at the point a

Proof
[1] PROOF METHOD DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION
[2] TO PROVE
ALL eps > 0 SOME delta > 0 ALL x with lx-al < delta : I(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a) + g(a))I< eps
[3] CHOOSE eps > 0
[4] SOME deltal > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < deltal : If(x) f(a)I < eps/2 1[P2])
[5] SOME delta2 > 0 ALL x with Ix-al < delta2 : Ig(x) g(a)l < eps/2 {[P3]}
[6] LET delta = min(delta 1 ,delta2)
[7] ALL x IN R : l(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a) + g(a))I 1(gx) f(a)) + (g(x) g(0)1 {[fm: rewriting])
Kf(x) f(a)1 I8(x) 8(01 {[fm: triangle inequality]}
[8] ALL x with Ix-al < delta : I(f(x)+g(x)) - (f(a)+g(a))I <= l(f(x)-f(a)I + Ig(x)-g(a)l

< eps/2 + eps/2 ([4], [5]}
= eps {[fm: simplification])
[9] QED {[2],[8])

Theorem 2 (Global Monotony)
Let

[pl] f: [a,b]->R is continuous
[p2] f is differentiable in (a,b)
[p3] for all x in (a,b): f(x) > 0
Then
[c] f is strictly monotonously growing in [a,b].

Proof
[A] PROOF METHOD INDIRECT

[B] ASSUME NOT [c] HA])
[C] SOME xl IN [a,b], SOME x2 IN [a,b] : xl <x2 AND f(x I) >= f(x2) {[B]}
[D] ( f(x2) - f(x I) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) < =0 {[C]}
[E] SOME x0 IN (a,b) : f(x0) = ( f(x2) - f(x I) ) / ( x2 - xl) {[Mean-value theorem])
> 0 I[P3]}
[F] CONTRADICTION {[D], [E]}
[G] QED
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4 Monitoring and Checking User Proofs
A user may enter a proof of a given theorem utilizing the above described language. The natural language
proof is then transformed into a quantifier free version. That version is suitable for applying techniques of
theorem proving and of formula manipulation. Each step of the user proof is checked by one of several
special procedures (see below). We will first discuss the quantifier free version of the above mentioned
theorems. Then we will describe the special procedures in the context of checking the proof statements of
Theorem 1 and of Theorem 2.

4.1 Quantifier Free Version of a Theorem and a Proof
To check a user proof the natural language proof is transformed into a quantifier free form. Generally, the
known methods of the field of mechanical theorem proving apply to get a quantifier free version (see e.g. [I],

[5]), but one has to take into account some particularities which result from the fact that the proof
representation exceeds first order logic:
(i) The choice statement corresponds to a quantification. The identifier succeeding the element CHOOSE
has to be treated as a universally quantified variable, if the constraint attached to the variable represents an
interval. If the constraint represents an assignment, the variable corresponds to an existentially quantified
variable. An example is: A statement "CHOOSE eps > 0" has to be treated as "ALL eps > 0".
(ii) The ranges (scopes) of the quantifiers are not explicitly given in the proof. They have to be determined

according to the following rule: The range ends when another quantifier with the same variable name
appears or with the last appearance of the variable name.

After having dealt with those exceptions one can apply the usual transformation procedures to the proof
lines which contain quantifiers. The statements of the example proofs which contain quantifiers take the
following forms (an 'a' or an apostrophe is here added to the markings of the original proof lines):

The quantifier free form of Theorem 1. Figure 1 essentially shows the quantifier free form of the proof of
Theorem 1 according to the transformation procedure. We assume that the reader is in general familiar with
that procedure and we only mention some modifications and specific aspects which relate to the example
proof.

(i) According to the transformation procedure the quantified variable names must be replaced by unique
names and the existentially quantified variables are replaced by Skolem functions. In the example, the
variable eps of line [3] is renamed into eps0; delta 1 and delta2 are replaced by the Skolem functions dl (eps0)

and d2(eps0) which depend on eps0; delta of line

[6] is

renamed into delta° and defined as

min(d1(eps0),d2(eps0)); the various variables x are not renamed here in the example because of readability.
(ii) The equations and inequalities are assigned a corresponding interval of validity. With that we follow
the proceeding of Bledsoe et al. [2].
In addition to the quantifier free version, the monitoring program utilizes a table of the occurring objects, i.e.
the functions, variables, constants, and their characteristic properties. We do not here mention further details.

; x IN ( a-delta , a+delta ),
[2a] I(f(x) +g(x)) (f(a)+g(a))1< eps
; x IN ( a-d 1 (eps0) , a+d1 (eps0) ) ,
[4a] If(x) - f(a)1 < eps0/2
; x IN ( a-d2(eps0) , a+d2(eps0) ) ,
[5a] 1g(x) - g(a)1 < eps0/2
[7a] I(f(x) +g(x)) (f(a)+g(a)) 1= 1(gx)-f(a))+(g(x)) g(a)) 1 ; x IN R
1(ftx)-f(a))+(g(x)) g(a)) l<= If(x)-f(a)1+18(x) 8(a)1 ; x IN R
; x IN ( a-delta0 , a+delta0 )
[8a] l(f(x)+g(x)) (f(a) +g(a)) 1<= If(x)-f(01+18(x)-8(01
; x IN ( a-delta° , a+delta0 )
If(x)-f(a)1+1g(x)-g(a)l < eps0/2 +eps0/2
eps0/2 +eps0/2 = cps()
Figure 1: Quantifier free version of the proof of Theorem 1

The quantifier free form of theorem 2. Figure 2 essentially shows the quantifier free form of the proof of
Theorem 2. The quantities x0, xl, and x2 are existentially quantified.

[C'] f(xl) >= f(x2) AND xl < x2
[D'] ( f(x2) - f(x 1) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) < =0

[E'] f(x0) = ( f(x2) - f(xl) ) / ( x2 - xl )
(f(x2) - f(x 1) ) / ( x2 - x 1 ) > 0
Figure 2: Quantifier free version of the proof of Theorem 2
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4.2 Checking a proof for correctness and completeness
The monitoring procedure of the user proof consists of checking one line of the proof after the other. The
whole procedure of checking a proof falls into several special subprocedures which process the different
kinds of proof statements. There are the following subprocedures which generally utilize the quantifier free
versions of the original statements to process the original user statement:
PROCdef: checks the correspondence between a concept and its analytical definition
PROCfm: checks formula manipulation operations
PROClogic: checks logical manipulations
PROCassume: checks the different kinds of assume statements
PROCtoprove: checks whether the succeeding statement corresponds to the statement of the theorem
PROCtheorem: checks whether a theorem may be employed in a special situation
PROCcontradiction: checks contradicting statements
PROCqed: checks whether the theorem is in fact proven
We will describe some features of the procedures in the context of checking the example proofs and mention

some more details which are not immediately related to the examples. It should be obvious that the
subprocedures also apply to analogous proof steps of other theorems. With the description, we use the line
markings of the original proofs (like [2] or [C] ), and we do not additionally mention the corresponding line

markings of the quantifier free versions (like [2a] or [C'] ), although the procedures actually utilize the
transformed statements.

Checking Theorem 1.
Line [1] states the proof method as 'DIRECT_BY_DEFINITION'. That information will be used later when
the 'QED' statement of line [9] occurs (see below).

Line [2] consists of a 'TO PROVE' statement and mentions the analytical definition of the continuity of the
function f(x) + g(x) at the point a and as the foundation the conclusion [c] of the theorem. The
subprocedure PROCtoprove uses the subprocedure PROCdef to verify that the user statement and the
analytical definition of continuity correspond to each other. To check that statement, PROCdef uses an
internally provided analytic definition of the concept of continuity. The user statement and the analytical
definition are compared in the quantifier free form by a unification process. The user statement is regarded
as correct when a unification is possible. PROCtoprove utilizes the foundation of the line [2] to establish the
connection between the concept of continuity and the user definition. Line [2] is internally marked and used
later when the 'QED' statement is processed (see below).

A 'TO PROVE' statement may also appear in a proof e.g. to state a lemma which will be used later in the
proof. In that case no foundation would be needed and a connection to the conclusion of the theorem would
not be established.

Statements which explicitly state the analytical definition of a concept or vice versa infer the concept from
an analytical definition are frequently found in calculus proofs. They are all treated by the subprocedure
PROCdef in a similar way.
Line [3] mentions the choice of an eps > 0. That statement corresponds to a universally quantified variable
ALL eps > 0. The statement results in an entry into the table of the entities of the proof. No further operation
happens.
The lines [4] and [5] reflect the analytical definitions of continuity of the functions f and g, respectively. The

foundations Up2]) and f[p3]) trigger the comparison with the definitions of the continuity of f and of g,
respectively. The subprocedure PROCdef establishes the correctness of the user statements as in the case of
line [2]. In order to deal with the eps/2, in contrast to the usual eps without any factor, a generalized version
of continuity is uscd: SOME M >0 ALL eps> 0 SOME delta> 0 ALL x WITH Ix -al < delta: If(x)-f(a)I < M* eps.

A suitable factor of eps in the middle of the proof is often the key with continuity proofs to assure a neat <
eps without a factor when the proof is finished. The reader will know that.
Line [6] defines the variable delta and its value by an expression. The statement results in an entry into the
table of the entities of the proof. No further operation happens.
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Line [7] gives rise to an equation and an inequality. According to the mentioned foundations, the subroutine
PROCfm uses a simplification process to check the first equation and a triangle inequality subprocedure to
check the second relation. Formula manipulation operations play a central role with proofs in the domain of
calculus, so corresponding methods need to be available.

Line [8] divides into three relations. The first inequality is an immediate consequence of [7]. PROCfm
checks their correspondence by standardizing the inequalities and by establishing that the interval mentioned
in the line [8] is contained in the interval R of [7].

The second statement resulting from [8] establishes the statements of [4] and of [5] as foundations.
PROCfm uses evaluation heuristics to handle the check of the correctness.
The third relation resulting from [8] only needs simplification which is also done by PROCfm.

Line [9] states that the theorem is proven. In the case of a direct proof one expects that the conclusion of the
theorem will explicitly or implicitly occur as an inference within the proof, usually at the end of the proof.
The subprocedure PROCqed processes the proof type of the line [1] and uses the preceding 70 PROVE'
statement which was already recognized as equivalent to the statement of the theorem to check whether the
relation of the line [2] is fulfilled by the statement of line [8]. Therefore PROCqed uses PROCfm and a
unification process is again employed. PROCqed recognizes that the proof is complete.

Checking Theorem 2.
Line [A] states the proof method as 'INDIRECT'. That information will be used later when the 'QED'
statement of line [G] occurs (see below).
Line [B] mentions an 'ASSUME' statement which contains a negation of the conclusion of the theorem.
The subprocedure PROCassume recognizes that one part of the contradiction, i.e. the part referring to the
conclusion of the theorem, is established.

An 'ASSUME' statement may also be used to state something which will be proven later. That
corresponds to an alternative use of the 'TO PROVE' statement.
The statement of line [C] is an immediate inference of the mentioned foundation [B]. The subprocedure
PROClogic verifies that the statement of line [C] logically follows from the logical formula NOT [c] .
The statement of line [D] is an immediate consequence of its foundation [C]. PROCfm uses evaluation
heuristics to handle the check for correctness.

Line [E] divides into two relations. The first relation consists of an application of the Mean-Value
Theorem. The subprocedure PROCtheorem proves the correctness of the line by checking whether the
premises of the mentioned theorem are fulfilled. PROCtheorem uses an internally provided version of the
theorem. The second relation is an immediate consequence of the premise [p3] and checked by PROCfm.

Line [F] is founded by the statements of the lines [D] and [E]. The subprocedure PROCcontradiction
uses PROCfm to check the contradiction.
Line [G] states that the proof is complete. In the case of an indirect proof one expects that a contradiction
occurs and that one part of the contradiction is an inference of the negated conclusion of the theorem and the

other part is a valid statement which was inferred. PROCqed processes the proof type of the line [A] and
uses the preceding 'ASSUME' and 'CONTRADICTION' statements to verify that the proof is complete.

Error handling. In a positive case, a user proof can be recognized as correct and complete, that means that
the occurring statements can be inferred using the corresponding foundations and that the sequence of
statements actually proves the conclusion of the theorem. In a negative case, several types of light or severe
errors may occur. From the perspective of a monitoring system which checks the various proof lines there
may happen three cases in connection with each proof line:
(i) The correct case: The monitoring program can recognize that a statement can be inferred by using the
given foundations. That positive case includes the possibility that a minor error occurred which can be
clarified by a dialogue between the system and the user. The list of minor errors includes syntactical errors
(e.g. regarding the language or any mathematical formula) or a lacking foundation which can be completed
by the system. The completion may be possible e.g. in the case that the foundation of an obvious formula
manipulation operation is missing or a reference to a preceding proof line is missing.
(ii) The error case: The monitoring program detects e.g. a logical error, an incorrect formula manipulation
transformation, an unallowed application of a theorem, a premature 'QED' statement or no 'QED' statement.
In that case the system can supply a hint to the user and the user gets the opportunity to correct the error.
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The feedback in the case of multiple errors in a single statement depends on the way in which the errors are
interconnected. Generally, the error possibilities are multifarious. Some multiple errors can be handled one
after the other, e.g. when there are two errors in a formula. The hint that the formula is not correct may make
the user rectify one error, so that only one is left.

Let us consider another example: A user enters the wrong name of the theorem which he applies and the
application of the theorem is also wrong. The system would try to apply the mentioned theorem and two
outcomes are possible: (a) The theorem cannot be applied or (b) the theorem can be applied. In the case of
(a), a hint that the theorem is not applicable could help the user to recognize that he entered a wrong theorem
name. In the case of (b), the system would state the conclusion of the theorem application. The user might
then also recognize that the theorem name is wrong. In those cases the double error is reduced to one error.

(iii) The unclear case: The monitoring program cannot decide the correctness of a proof line. Various
reasons may be responsible for that. One reason is that an important foundation is missing, e.g. a reference
to the theorem which was used , so that the monitoring program cannot infer the user statement. Other
reasons refer to the performance of the mentioned subprocedures: They may not be able to verify a correct
statement or falsify a wrong statements in certain situations. Such a case suggests to expand the monitoring
program.

5 Applications and Extensions and Pragmatics
The above described approach may be utilized for different purposes by different groups in educational
institutions. Students have the opportunity to occupy themselves with mathematical proofs and do exercises
which may be immediately checked for correctness and completeness.

On the other hand virtual or face-to-face universities may employ such methods in automatic on-line test
systems. Proofs delivered by students could be automatically checked and scored. While students construct a
proof the system might give hints in the case that foundations are missing, that there are syntactical errors,
that the sequence of inferences is not complete, that a statement is just wrong, or that the student is lacking
an idea how to prove the theorem. Dependent upon the amount of hints or help provided the software system
might decrease the score gained.

The language as it was described above does not contain a set of symbols which are frequently used in
theorems and proofs, as e.g the notation for limits, sequences, sums, integrals, or the faculty function. To
integrate them one may use the notations of MathML [9]. A closer look at the proofs which are found in the
text books of calculus suggests that a large set of the proofs can be worded using the above outlined
language when one assumes that the usual mathematical symbols are available and some more extensions
are done.

The described approach of verifying proofs demands an internal knowledge base of the concepts and
theorems of calculus when proof statements are founded by concept definitions or theorem applications.
Such a collection will sensibly use XML as a representation language (see e.g. [6]). See an XML
representation of a theorem and of a proof on the website [7]. By utilizing that knowledge base an extensive
learning environment which deals with mathematical proofs may be developed. Some aspects related to
getting support with finding and constructing proofs are: One may retrieve theorems having the premises
which may be used with the proof. One may retrieve a list of proof ideas of the domain and discover the one

which may be useful in the current context. The roughly outlined approach to a learning environment
stresses the personal proof finding and proof construction activity. A different approach to a learning
environment in the field of mathematical proving relies on a general, interactive theorem prover [4].

It is obvious that one has to get used to entering a proof in the restricted natural language. An adequate
interface may help to reduce the cognitive overload. Another option is to further develop the language, so
that the proofs may be entered in a less restricted way and look more like textbook proofs. Such proofs
might then be transformed into the restricted natural language. It is clear that the students would use such a

verifying system only when the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. Some advantages are the
confirmation of correctness and completeness or the detection of errors and the option of getting help.
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6 Conclusions
A restricted natural language to formulate mathematical proofs in the domain of calculus was presented. It
was demonstrated how mathematical proofs worded in that language can be transformed into an internal

representation and checked for correctness and completeness. Some educational applications were
mentioned. The extension to a learning environment was roughly outlined.

Our current prototype of verifying proofs includes an interface to enter natural language proofs, some
procedures of theorem proving and an own formula manipulation system. The prototype will be further
developed with respect to the methods and the knowledge bases.
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A well designed PBL environment can assist and support students in building
heuristics that will enhance their ability to solve problems in the real world.
Problem based learning is situated in the context of a meaningful 'real world'
based environment which draws on 'real variables' without the 'risk factor'
normally associated with everyday practice. It poses an ill-structured, 'real
world' based problem which drives the learning. Posing the problem before
learning takes place provides relevance, challenge and interest, and is a powerful
motivational strategy. This paper reports on the development of an on-line,
problem based learning (PBL) environment (the VECC) in which students
develop and practice engineering consultancy skills. Evaluation of the pilot

implementation with r year Engineering students at the University of
Wollongong is briefly outlined. The VECC models the skills and processes of an
'expert consultant' "a professional engineer" in the field of Heat Transfer within
a supported learning environment so that 'novice' student's develop appropriate
problem solving skills vital for their later engineering practice. The power of a
web-based environment to provide platform which supports both synchronous

and asynchronous computer mediated communication enables students to
interact with a virtual client in an environment which is "safe" and highly
flexible.

Key Words: Problem based learning, virtual environments, problem solving,
consultancy, virtual client.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, students graduating from engineering courses have had limited if any exposure to the wide
range of practical skills centred on 'real world' contextualized problem solving and client contact which
engineers must have 'in the filed' to be successful. There are many reasons for this, often based in the
pedagogical approach characteristic of the institution in which they are trained. Providing a 'risk free' and
cost effective environment in which students may develop and practice such skills is perhaps the other major
influencing factor. A possible solution to this impasse is to provide a means of developing and practicing
these skills using simulated environments.
Universities and other tertiary institutions throughout the world are rushing to embrace alternative delivery
methods, particularly those that utilise the versatility and power of the World Wide Web. This is in response
to the globalisation of education, the recognition of the need to provide mechanisms which will maximise

opportunities for and support life long learning and the need to expand the boundaries to encompass
educational experiences which are set in 'real world' contexts. The scope and boundaries for what is possible
in such environments is limited only by the imagination of developers and the limitations of the web in its
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present form. The web is a dynamic medium whose boundaries are being extended almost daily.

Further, suggests Burnett (1997) [3], the use of the Web will continue to expand as it becomes more stable,
easier to use and more accessible to everyone. What we are learning from using the Web today will provide
the confidence and expertise to take advantage of the advances in its technology. Now is the time according
to Alexander (1995) [1] to stop focussing on the technology itself and to start focussing on what students are
to learn, and the best way for them to achieve these learning objectives. This indeed was one of the key
issues of "Secrets of On-line Teaching".

In recent times many of these institutions have experimented with the use of on-line delivery with the
purpose in mind of extending access to educational experiences to a wider audience on a any time, any place

basis. In many cases, the results have been less than satisfactory and have fallen short of student
expectations for a number of reasons. The problem is exacerbated by a number of factors. These include:
time and funding restraints; the often unjustified self perception of expertise in the field and the mistaken
belief by many that, putting a subject or teaching resource on-line involves little more than providing
content as a web based document. Given that this situation will probably not change in the foreseeable future,
how can we as teachers/designers/developers ensure that our web-based resources are effective, efficient and
supportive life long learning?

"An understanding of the techniques and protocols of on-line teaching and learning and the processes of
both the design of new and the conversion of pre-existing resources has become essential for academics, as
universities throughout the world embrace alternative delivery methods in response to the globalisation of
education." Corderoy & Lefoe (1997) [5]

2 Design Issues for On-line learning Environments
An integrated online environment such as the VEEC provides a set of tools, systems, procedures and
documentation that facilitates the occurrence of any or all parts of the learning experience using some form
of computer mediated communication. Moving to web based delivery of a subject or any aspect of that
subject will carry with it the need for both the designers and the teachers to recognize and act on the many
issues associated with such environments.
The logistics of setting up and running this type learning experience mirrors the issues that are addressed in
setting up any on-line course. In general the issues can be identified as belonging to three basic categories
identified in any on-line learning environment, namely technical support, pedagogical and equity issues.
Some of the more important issues include:
Interface easy to use and navigate
Bandwidth limitations
Security and submission of work
Equity of access to the technology
Unfamiliar format for some - provide time to adjust
Lecturer's participation - make regular contact - ensure all have accessed by a certain time
Lecturer's willingness to moderate/facilitate collaboration
Consider cultural differences
Work load changes for lecturer
Perceived inequality of experience

Of these, the authors single out technology problems including access, interaction and communication and
workload as being crucial to successful learning outcomes for students working in on-line environments

2.1 Technology
The students need to be 'trained' in the basic use and operation of the technology before they start and this is
often best achieved by 'face to face' instruction at the start of session. As a good rule of thumb, problems are
minimised by designing to the 'lowest common denominator' in terms of available technology. Related to
this aspect is the equity issue of student access.
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2.2 Interaction/Student Participation and Enthusiasm
One of the most significant challenges for those using on-line teaching environments is the 'silent student'.
Ensuring that the students engage in the learning is closely related to the degree of interactivity fostered
between students and their peers as well as between the students and the instructor. Success in the latter is
dependent upon an instructors commitment to providing 'rapid feedback' to submitted tasks and posed
questions as well as regular personal 'checking in' on-line. Such commitment provides an incentive for all
students to be active and enthusiastic.

2.3 Resources/Time and Workload
There is a need to consider carefully the design and structuring of on-line environments, particularly those
which already exist in a traditional format. Content cannot be simply 'placed on the web'. Time and effort
must be spent in considering the resources and structure needed to best present the materials in the 'new
environment'. Developing materials for on-line delivery is not an easy or short process. Both the teacher and
the students must be committed to accepting a greater workload as a trade-off for the value of working in an
environments which mirrors 'real life' situations and skills application.

3 Developing the VECC
The VEEC has been developed on a sound pedagogical basis using a team approach, utilising the specific
skills of each team member. The Faculty of Engineering and the design/development team at the Centre for
Educational Development and Resources at the University of Wollongong, Australia, have been involved in
the development of a prototype over the past 18 months. The VECC is a highly interactive and innovative
web based simulated consulting environment, based in the 'real world' problems and processes usually
associated with the task of a professional consulting engineer in the area of Heat Transfer. It provides an
environment which models the 'experts' heuristic's for solving the problem, facilitating the development of
an appreciation and understanding of the application of the skills and processes needed in a real world
consultancy in the 'novice' student. The result will be a graduate engineer who is better prepared for the 'real
world' engineering practice.
This flexible, web delivered, student-centred resource provides not only training in specific technical area,

but also orientation and experience in professional practice. This type of advanced training has been
demonstrated to have significant benefits to students entering the workforce. Ryan et al., (1996) [8]

The framework of the VECC package is modelled on the resources that one finds in a real engineering
consultancy office. The consultant in such an office will have developed an expertise in their chosen field in this case Heat Transfer - and will also undertake continual professional development. This CAL learning
environment will therefore foster a positive attitude in students towards lifelong learning. Candy et al.,
(1994) [4]

The Industrial Problem Solving Assignments are the main educational vehicle for building students'
confidence in tackling real world situations and complex tasks. This feature differentiates the VECC from
other engineering CAL packages. To quote Laurillard (1993) [6], "we cannot separate knowledge to be
learned from the situations in which it is used". In the VECC, students will immediately see the relevance of
the engineering theory to be used, since they must actively search for the appropriate theoretical model. That
search is the same process the student will eventually use as a practicing professional engineer.
When using this resource the student role-plays a consultant who carries out all the managerial and technical
tasks required to expedite a number of high-level Industrial Problem Solving Assignments. This problembased learning approach "confronts the students" Boud et al., (1991) [2] with 'real world' based ill-structured
problems and scenarios which provide a stimulus for learning and in so doing "encourages the students to
take a deeper approach to learning". Ramsden (1992) [7]. The PBL approach enriches the learning outcomes
by simultaneously developing higher order thinking skills and disciplinary specific knowledge bases and
skills. It promotes the student to the active 'practitioners' role in the process.
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The consultant's activities include:
negotiating with the client on cost and timetabling of the consultant's services
obtaining the client's technical brief and tendering for the project
sourcing technical information such as plant dimensions
making on-site measurements of temperatures or other parameters
student-centred learning through the Computer Aided Learning (CAL) module integral to the
Virtual Engineering Consultancy Company
simulation of real-life problems using a toolbox of simulation resources.

4 Expected Outcomes
The most significant expected outcomes for students using this web-based package include:
A PBL based CAL resource that provides Engineering students with training in professional
practice as consultants in Heat Transfer Engineering through 'virtual access' to 'virtual clients'.
The simulated 'real world' environment that the web provides will provide them with a better
understanding not only of the processes involved in professional Engineering practice but also
the relationship between the Engineers and client.
Improved effectiveness of delivery to a diverse student population of full-time, part-time and
off-campus students.
Improved skills in collaborative working and negotiation.
Improved attractiveness of University of Wollongong Engineering graduates to potential
employers.
Flexibility in terms of meeting the course requirements with regard to time and place and
individual learning styles.
Improved opportunity for students to be active members of the cohort in all facets of the course.

5 The Pilot Virtual Engineering Consultancy Company (VECC)
To date the fundamental structure of the VECC and a substantial number of software resources (including
interactive Heat Transfer simulations) have been developed. The complete package will eventually contain
in excess of 30 simulations which will support and develop the students understanding and proficiency in
aspects of Heat Transfer including: furnace insulation; steel quenching; conduction and boiling heat transfer.

Extensive work has also been carried out on the structuring of the 'theory section' of the package.
Consideration has been given the 'chunking' of this considerable resource so as to provide a meaningful
resource for the students while at the same time being 'easily accessible' within a web based environment.

The centre of the VECC resource is the consultant's office (Fig 1) that models a typical engineering office in
the real world and has facilities including:
rz,Z7

Fig 1: The VECC Consultancy Office
In summary, the VECC resource will eventually comprise three main Modules;
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Training (CAL) Module - the student uses resources such as simulations, text-based material,
videos, animations, etc to learn the fundamentals of Heat Transfer theory.
Trouble-shooting Module - here the student has to solve challenging real-life problems that are
far more in-depth than conventional engineering assignments. In an example already developed,

the student's client is a corporation that has just built and commissioned a large hydrogen
production furnace. The furnace is overheating and the student must find out why, suggest
remedial measures and act as an expert witness in a court case.

Design Module - Students design a number of pieces of thermal equipment to satisfy a
specification from their client. Examples will include a transistor heat sink and car radiator. The
detailed design of thermal equipment is not a topic normally covered in an undergraduate course
on Heat Transfer perhaps because it requires a problem-based learning approach and yet it can
be one of the most rewarding aspects of an engineering student's study.

A project management whiteboard that will be automatically updated as a student progresses
through the study programme.
A laptop computer which is the virtual gateway to the web and provides contact with the clients

(the lecturer) for each project, resources external to the VECC and the brief containing full
technical details. (Appendix 1)

A video monitor for access to video clips of site visits, illustrative fluid visualisation
experiments, lecture presentations, etc.

A desktop computer which represents a powerful computing resource where the heat transfer
simulations are located. These already include four unique simulations of important conduction
heat transfer situations. Each simulation deals with a real world problem and will be used as part
of the consultant's exploration of the case studies.
A telephone for initial contact with the consultant's clients achieved using an audio track.Hello,
Chris Garbutt here. I'm the Engineering Manager of Heat Treat TM. Our company deals with a

large variety of construction projects involving thermal and chemical processing. We struck
some heat transfer problems with one of our projects involving a furnace that is not operating as
was planned and we're asking your consultancy firm, along with others, to tender for a trouble
shooting role in fixing the problem.

If you are interested in taking on this challenging consultancy, a brief containing full technical
details of the project at our company's web site can be accessed through your laptop computer. I
hope you can help us out. Please E-mail me if you have any queries. Bye for now.
A virtual library of books which is the link into the CAL module where the student explores the
topic of Heat Transfer through the problem-based learning approach of the VECC.

6 Pilot Evaluation
Students who took part in the pilot implementation had access to a limited prototype version of the
'complete' site. At this stage of its development, some of the segments of the VECC exist as discrete units
independent of the overall structure. It was expected that this may cause some
navigational/continuity problems for some students, however early anecdotal evidence collected from the
students seems to suggest that this was not the case. Approximately 80 3`d year engineering students (20
groups comprising 3 or 4 students each) used the VECC to complete a major assignment during semester 1.
Each group consulted in various degrees with the client using the E-mail link, used the various resources
available within the consultancy office to support their investigations and develop their 'solutions' to the
`posed problem'.
that are
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Data collected during this pilot includes: student interviews and comments including a special forum where

technical issues and the learning processes were discussed; lecturer's observations; archived E-mail
communication between the lecturer and students and; individual marks awarded to students together with
the lecturer's 'quality of answer' evaluation.

6.1 The Students' perceptions
Comments made by students to the lecturer include:
convenient and easy to use;
provides for flexibility in their study schedules;
provides access to a greater richness of resources;
helped them develop an understanding of the issues critical to client management;
motivating;
provides time to consider actions and issues
allowed them to develop collaborative networks
use of a real world problem put the theoretical concepts learned and the analytical skills
developed into the context of their future activities as professional engineers and;
comfortable working in this delivery mode.

6.2 The Lecturers' perceptions
Although at this early stage in development there is no longitudinal data for comparison, the lecturer is
confident that data to be collected during the continued development and use of the VECC will support and
re-enforce observations made so far including:
overall performance of the majority of groups is better than past years, not just in terms of the
overall mark but in the quality of the answers;
role play appears to have contributed to a deeper understanding of the problem and possible
solutions and enriched the learning experience;
there has been no change in the completion rate, the number of students 'opting out' is about the
same as usual;
students who took full advantage of this support by contacting the 'client' (lecturer) performed
better than those who did not;
seems to be a time efficient way of presenting both the technical information and the processes
involved in consultancy in a richer environment;
flexibility for both students and lecturer is a 'real plus' and;
the students seemed to be more motivated and this is reflected in their willingness to explore the
resource base fully, developing better quality answers.

7 Future directions
There are several issues unique to technology based delivery which need to be investigated with respect to
the VECC. The student groups had minimal exposure to the 'structure' and process of the VECC in lectures.
Did this add to the cognitive load placed on them so that unnecessary effort was expended on learning about
the system, rather than from it? Experience shows that with poor design, there can be an enormous increase
in the cognitive load for students and the result is a poorer outcome than expected. To address this, it is
envisaged that an extensive help system will be provided within the package. Specific lab sessions prior to
using the system will also be run to allow students time to become familiar with the package. Such 'user
support' mechanisms are an essential part of complex learning systems and it is essential that all students
avail themselves of it. Ensuring that they do is one of the keys to facilitating useful student interaction with
the learning environment. The issue of preferred learning styles and the 'students' fit' to the delivery mode
needs to be explored.

8 Conclusion
Flexible modes of delivery such as Web based instruction can provide an effective means of addressing the

problems of increasing student demands, decreasing funds, the need to establish a presence in the
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international market place and rapid technological change. The rapid rise in the development of
sophisticated and improved technologies has been the driving force behind the widespread embracing of the
concept of flexible delivery and the application of the many and varied tools upon which it is based in the
field of education and life long learning. The VECC is a web based flexible learning tool which provides
students with 'real world' based experiences in professional practice. Early indications suggest that students
are benefiting from this virtual consultancy learning environment which uses a problem based learning
approach to develop the skills which are vital to engineering practice in the real world.
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Appendix 1
YOUR BRIEF
Heat Loss Calculations
If you choose to accept this assignment HeatTreat requires you to:

to calculate the total heat loss from the furnace walls and roof (as a first approximation
assume a outside surface heat transfer coefficient to be 20W/m2 including both convection
and radiation heat transfer)
to calculate the interface temperature between the Zirconia Blanket and the Mineral Wool to
ensure that the latter does not overheat.
Surface Temperatures

The client has measured outside temperatures on the outside of the furnace to be in the range of 105 to
170°C. These are potentially very hazardous. You must perform the following tasks. A map of some of the
surface temperature measurements is shown below.

Outside Wall Temperatures
Furnace level
Mean outside surface

1

2

3

4

5

Floor

75

64

68

70

68

52

temp ( °C)

a) Carry out a sensitivity analysis of one of the wall the surface temperatures to the outside heat transfer
coefficient (calculate the expected radiation heat transfer coefficient assuming emissivity, a =1, and then
vary the convection heat transfer coefficient in a range that would be expected under normal weather
conditions ie between 5 and 20W/m2K, say).

b) Determine whether the firebrick insulation shown in the design drawings is likely to have been put in
place correctly (if the insulation has not been properly installed legal action may be taken against the
insulation installation sub-contractors). Assume the flue duct wall temperature is equal to the gas
temperature of Section 6 of the furnace.
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c) Recommend a solution to these high surface temperatures problems. Some possibilities include:

Add extra insulation to outside of furnace (you must calculate how much must be added and whether the
resulting temperature of the structural steel is within acceptable limits).
Shut down furnace and replace internal insulation in problem areas (very much a last resort represents a very
high cost option).?
Summarise your recommendations.

Further information
It is up to you to source any further information that is required. Local sources of information include:
the training module "Conduction Heat Transfer" on your desk
thermophysical data of various materials in the appendix of "Conduction Heat Transfer"
simulations and video footage available on the desktop computer and video screen.

Remember that obtaining relevant information is often a critical task in high level engineering work and
decision making.

If you require specific information on this Brief please contact your client at the following E-mail address.
Paul Cooper@uow.edu.au.

Gas
burners

7

Zirconia and
mineral wool
Structural

Vinsulation

Steel Column

Exit Gas
Flue Ducts

17-1

I

Firebrick
ifisulptio7
I

250mm

I

T
230mm

Layout of furnace insulation and structural steel.
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Cyber universities create innovative and more effective approaches to teaching
and learning. In Korea, cyber universities are running in many different ways:
universities established as an example case designated by Education Ministry,

universities opened for life-long education, and cyber graduate school for
educating professionals in many fields. Also, cyber campus for college level has
started in many technical colleges. In this paper, we study the present status of
cyber universities, its critical issues, and direction of its development in Korea.

We focus on necessity of cyber universities consortium, allowing students
enrolled in traditional universities to take certain amount of credits from cyber
classes, and basic requirements for high-quality cyber lectures.

Key Words: cyber school, cyber university, Interactive learning, Web-based
learning

1 Introduction
Cyber student population is dramatically increasing since the development of information communication
technology. Evolution of information technology allows us to learn anywhere, anytime. Since 1988, five
universities including Seoul National University have been selected as model case cyber universities, and ten
universities including Sogang University as experimental case. According to this policy, Seoul National
Cyber University opened four courses in March, 1998. In the first semester of 2000 school year, total of 24
courses were opened.

Some of the model case cyber universities are Bool Cyber University, Open Cyber University, and Seoul
Cyber Design University. Also, experimental case universities are Korea Cyber University (KCU) and
Information Technology Cyber University, a consortium of 14 universities including Kangwon, Kyunghee,
Korea National Open University sponsored by Education Ministry.

Cyber universities for life-long education are Unite] Cyber Campus and Campus 21. Campus 21 was
established by Netist, Internet Contents Development Company, in 1998. Now courses in Information
Technology field, Foreign Language field, and Programming field are available. [1,3,8]

So far, these cyber universities were not allowed to confer degrees on students. However, since March 2000,
cyber universities, permitted from Education Ministry, confer degrees on students by Life-Long Education
Law. Education Ministry received application for establishment of cyber university until June 2000. Sixteen
cyber universities and one In-company cyber university are now registered.

In this paper, we study the present status of cyber universities, its critical issues, and direction of its
development in Korea. We focus on necessity of cyber universities consortium, allowing students enrolled in

traditional universities to take certain amount of credits from cyber classes, and basic requirements for
high-quality cyber lectures.
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2 Present Status
Cyber universities program delivers unparalleled convenience and flexibility in the pursuit of their bachelor's,
master's and professional bachelor's degree. They also offer customized training programs and reeducation
programs for employees to many of the corporations. In Korea, the cyber universities and the courses they
offer are increasing, and many of the students are willing to attend cyber universities due to their cost and
time reduction, higher retention rates and self-paced training and performance support. Now, we would like
to introduce some desirable cases.

2.1 KCU (Korea Cyber University)
KCU is the first cyber university consortium of 37 universities including Hanyang, and Younsei University,
sponsored by Chosun Daily News, and Digital Chosun. In the first semester of 1999 school year, there were
507 classes, 25,389 students enrolled in, in the following semester, 706 classes, and 41,293 students. Korea
Cyber Universities are planning to open classes to the public so that the students can pursue their degrees
online. [3]

2.2 OCU (Open Cyber University)
OCU, selected as the designated institution from the Education Ministry in February 1998, is composed of
14 participated universities five cooperating universities, and 3 organizations. The 444 courses have been
offered until first semester 2000. In fall semester 2000, 244 courses will be opened. [10]

2.3 Information Technology Cyber University
Consortium of 15 universities is take part in IT Cyber University. Total 26 multimedia lecture contents are
completed including 12 internet technology courses, 2 IT general courses, 6 web based multimedia courses,
and 4 IT venture classes. [4]

2.4 Namhae College
Inside NAMHAE Cyber Academy, there are cyber lecture room, broadcasting room, discussion room,
chatting room, on-line evaluation room. And also, graphic file and audio lecture files are available. 345
classes have been offered so far, 1st semester in 2000, 84 courses were opened. [5]

2.5 Present Status
The Education Ministry has received 16 applications to launch degree-offering cyber universities, which are
set to open March 2001, for the first time in Korea. By the June, 2000 deadline, four consortia of universities,
eight individual universities and four privke groups submitted applications to operate institutions offering
courses on the Internet. Thirteen of them applied to provide bachelor's degrees, while the remaining three
wanted to open courses for junior college diplomas. According to their submitted plans, the 16 applicants
would recruit a combined total of 15,800 students in 81 departments. Samsung Electronics applied to set up

an in-house college program for its employees. Samsung's plan envisages establishing a "Samsung
Semiconductor Institute of Technology" that would offer a four-year bachelor's degree program and a
two-year diploma course on digital and display engineering. It would be the nation's first accredited
institution of higher learning set up exclusively for employees of a specific company. Education Ministry is
planning to finish screening the applications by November, 2000.

3 Critical Issues
Cyber university hold great promise for enriching educational opportunity, especially for the homebound, or
geographically isolated students. However, these advantages are overshadowed by many concerns.

3.1 General Aspects
2
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* For cyber universities are at the point of beginning, law, technology, management system and marketing
strategies are not yet fully established. Therefore, students don't have confidence in getting degrees.
* In cyber universities, there is lack of opportunities meeting professors face-to-face.
* Many of the students who have low-speed modem, spend lots of time to downloading lecture materials.
When the lecture is transferring, time delaying is the most critical problem for real-time question and
answer.

* For the cyber students don't have opportunities to meet other classmates or professors, the students don't
have a chance to have social relationships, and get personality and ethics education.
* Due to the expanding of cyber universities, the traditional education system, which have played a great
role in our history, is threatened. So, it is important to maintain balance of both education system.
* Lack of fund for developing high-quality multimedia contents and running cost is the biggest problem. In
1999, for example, the Information Technology Cyber university spent $2million for developing 26
multimedia lecture contents (about $50,000 per course).
Cyber school will develop innovative and more effective approaches to teaching and learning. It will meet
these objectives by creating a collaborative group of faculty who, with technical support, will work together
to discover what online technologies are available, to determine how they can be used to transform the
educational experience, and to assess their teaching effectiveness.

This ongoing collaborative effort will result in continuing faculty professional development and a
transformation in how students are taught. [6,7]

3.2 Faculty and Student Aspects
* For faculty in Korea, developing courseware and teaching takes too much time. So, they feel
over-burdened on developing courseware and preparing lectures. In Korea, professors are obliged to teach
for at least nine hours a week. However, in the case of Information Technology Graduate Cyber School,
the professors are obliged to teach for three hours(one course) a week.
* It is hard for faculties to teach due to the diversity of student level. Also, it takes too much time to grade
student's reports and quizzes. So, many teaching assistants should be available.
* Students have difficulties in course registration, dropping, adding and changing. [12,13]. In addition, it is
hard for students to adapt due to the differences of platforms.

* Lack of interactiveness for intellectual motivation, and debating opportunities might result in passive
participation for students. Moreover, flexibility of lecture schedules for employed students are not usually
available.

4 Future Direction
Cyber campus must create an academic milieu that empowers the professional growth of faculty. The Cyber
school must also create innovative and more effective approaches to teaching and learning. To implement the
above objectives, the Cyber school will accomplish the followings.
* Testing: Exams should be available for each course.
* Feedback: immediate feedback provides each student with the topics they need.
* Security: Cyber university delivers all this safely and securely.
* Academic faculty must maintain control of shaping, approving and evaluating distance- education courses.

* Faculty should be compensated and given time, training and technical support to develop and conduct
classes, and they should retain intellectual property rights over online materials.

* Students must be given advance information about course requirements, equipment needs, technical
training and support throughout the course.
* Students should have opportunities to meet professors face-to-face whenever feasible.
* Full undergraduate degree programs should include classroom-based coursework.
* Quality of graphic resolution for multimedia files.
* Chattingroom in which professors and students are involved should be offered.
* Proper feedback for reports and projects should be offered.
3
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* Online evaluation room and discussion room should be made.
* Shortening the time used for downloading the lectures should be considered.

* In classes offered by consortium, it should include high quality of contents, and the video will at least
include 30% of the lecture. Also, in-class teaching (face to face) should be required at least twice a
semester.

First, students
* Especially for college level, there are two ways of getting involved in cyber campus.
can take 80% of their credit at school and other 20% at any other cyber college. Second is allowing the
students to take certain amount of cyber classes. This is for the students who have jobs during the day, for
there are many difficulties attending the classes for them. Eventually, it will not only benefit in time
reduction but also in higher retention rates.
*For developments of these high-quality cyber class contents and efficient operation, supporting of funds,
technologies, software, and hardware is urgently needed.
* Cost and time reduction to develop multimedia lecture contents. New courses should be added regularly to
give users access to the most current application and topics.
* Higher retention rates: Cyber university offers content in the form of interactive multimedia, users learn
faster and retain more information.

Cyber school will develop innovative and more effective approaches to teaching and learning. It will meet
these objectives by creating a collaborative group of faculty who, with technical support, will work together
to discover what online technologies are available, to determine how they can be used to transform the
educational experience, and to assess their teaching effectiveness.

This ongoing collaborative effort will result in continuing faculty professional development and a
transformation in how students are taught.

5 Conclusion
The possibilities of cyber universities are endless as educators and students alike enthusiastically tout the
convenience and advantages. But many professors worry about the accelerated pace and are trying to place
some brakes on the race.

One-million member American Federation of Teachers, which includes about 110,000 college and university

professors, approved at its Philadelphia convention a resolution calling for a set of quality standards for
college-based distance-education programs. [2] Of course, it is critical that we hold this kind of programs to
a high standard of academic rigor. However, We need to keep basic requirements to maintain high quality
cyber lectures and student level. And also, government funding, technical equipment's, hardware/software
supporting from the company, and tele communication infrastructure should be maintained.
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1 Introduction
We construct a virtual school in INET since December 1997 about elementary and secondary education.
This virtual school is collaboration type. About 10 teachers are the managers who control the open and close

to the courses. This members also join to "Project Group for Learning Process" founded at 1984 in
Matsushita Audio-Visual Research Foundation. The courses are consists of Japanese Language,
Mathematics, Social Science, Natural Science, Arts, etc. The writer of each course is voluntary and often
invited by the manager. The system of this school is controlled by CGI program that counts and classify the
visitors.
The other type -Loosely connected- virtual school will
be appeared in several months. This type is the mirror

image of writer's daily lesson. The writer is also the

teacher at a classroom and the course is the same
contents as the lesson at the class. The first purpose of
this type is the help for absent student at lesson with
inevitable reason.

fig. 1 Structure of Type [A]

The second purpose is the teacher's skill up the teaching
methods and fill up his contents. Each course is gazed by
the other writer and visitor by critical viewpoints and
comments may send to him by E-mail or another way.

These comments will effective for the writers. The
writers are loosely connected by browsing and criticize for each other.

2 Comparison of Two Types of Virtual School
[RE171.'S

.1 :yzat:-,711Zrit

Let's call collaboration one is the type [A] and a loosely
connected one is the type [B]. Type [A] may have fine
course by fine teacher by the reason of solid watch and
control and severe criticism. But the number of writers
may be limited because of difficulties to make fine or
excellent course. In fact, the number of writers of our
school is about 20 teachers today. The increase of number
of writers is very slow.

Type [B] may readily have many teachers because the
fig. 2 Software Structure of Type [A]

reporting of own daily lesson wants little efforts except for
some reviews and writing time.

On the other hand, the quality of course may not be
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expected, and the learners to be supposed are very restricted.

Results
The two types [A] & [B] will be exist parallel to each other and exchange the writer, or perhaps invite the
writer for type [B] at first and next to type [A] if the course will fine and universal.

The Language of both types is Japanese and every learner or visitor needs to read Japanese Language. This
is an issue that is easily overcome by some Japanese to English interpretation software. Our two schools
Vi?'"-2)`

KINOSITA

slightly gather the writers who want to spread their
unique lesson and the effect appeared in the mutual
discussion about order in lesson, resources, tools, and
illustrations in both type.
There are many virtual schools in Japan and all over the

world. These are almost supported by ministry of

4".:LFr)TWIRAtie:
ETEV14.1:

education, nation, or company who have many staffs
working with development and editing. Our tiny two
virtual schools will combine the teacher's skill and fine
lessons from voluntary teachers in Japan or other country

and serve the chances to learn for many learners who
fig: 3 Front Page of Type [B]

can't go to the school with willingness to learn.
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Web-based 3D life-like learning environment is becoming a major research topic.
WALTZ supports dynamic, collaborative, and synchronous/asynchronous
learning activity in 2D/3D virtual environments. In this paper, an overview of
WALTZ' s architecture and design philosophy is presented. Then, a

WALTZ-style Pythagorean theorem learning space is shown to illustrate the
powerfulness of the WALTZ environment. The ultimate goal of WALTZ is to
provide an active and pleasant social learning environment for learners to study
collaboratively and waltz happily in shared virtual, dynamic and yet exciting
learning spaces.

Keywords: Web learning, Virtual Reality, Collaborative Learning, CAI

1 Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) opens a new learning space that learners can communicate and share their
idea in this wonderful virtual world. The new learning space provides versatile ways of communication and
interaction that would make learning more fun and entertaining than ever before. It has captured great
attentions from CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) researchers since its debut as it has great potential to
surmount the difficulties and weakness of traditional CAI systems [5,7,8]. Up to date, most web-based CAI
systems only support asynchronous learning and still use 2D hypermedia style to showcase their learning
materials and instructions [13]. Some systems [3] might support collaborative learning additionally, however,
they are still far away from success as the new way of learning also brings new problems that are even more

challenging for educators. There is no simple way of knowing what the best web-based learning
environment would be and how to utilize this environment effectively for teaching as well as learning. It is a

research area that needs to be seriously explored through the cooperation of experts from different
disciplines such as subject content experts, instruction developers, CAI researchers, and web engineers etc.

Despite such problems, most educators would agree that discovering leaning, collaborative learning,
learning by doing, and learning with fun are among those of effective learning methods according to
Constructivism [2,9,12]. Fortunately, recent rapid progress of web technologies such as JAVA, VRML, and
network technologies bring a new opportunity for implementing the learning methods described above.
Before VRML was created in 1994, web spaces are flat. Most web systems are hypermedia style, which do
not have enough expressive power of modeling real world entities. The living world specification [11,14] in
1997 illustrates emerging needs of dynamic and interactive 3D shared virtual worlds. Today there are many
popular 3D avatar (virtual human) based virtual society (mainly for social meeting and chatting) websites [1].
The trend of web windowing systems is moving from 2D multimedia representation to 3D shared virtual.
space. WALTZ foresees the integration of the two media will become a popular form of presenting learning
materials as well as a virtual fun place to play, learn and exchange idea. Many studies have also indicated
that a successful web-based learning system not only has to be content-rich but also highly interactive as
well as highly adaptive to meet the needs of learners [5,8]. Transforming 2D virtual classrooms into life-like
3D learning space is certainly one of the research directions that deserve special attention.

WALTZ, a research project under active development, is a webbased adaptive/interactive learning and
teaching zone, which supports dynamic, collaborative, and synchronous/asynchronous learning in 2D/3D
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virtual environment. WALTZ envisions that the CIA (Content, Interaction and Adaptivity) learning model
will be an essential ingredient of future successful web-based CAI (Computer-Aided Instruction) systems.
The CIA learning model is developed based on the Interaction Model of Gilbert [5] and Instruction Design

Model of Moallem [15]. The CIA learning model has three corner stones: Content, Interaction and
Adaptivity. The overlay areas of each neighboring corner stones are versatile representation, adaptive
instruction and adaptive interaction. Figure 1 illustrates the CIA model in detail.

WALTZ

Student Model
Teacher' s Knowledge
Learning Materials
Interaction Strategies

Versatile Presentation
(Multimedia / VRML)

Adaptive Instruction

3D Chat/Audio
2D/3D Whiteboards
Navigation
Collaboration

Intelligent Agent

Adaptive Interaction
Figure 1. WALTZ' s CIA Learning Model

2 An Overview of WALTZ
The main goal of WALTZ is to develop a web-based interactive and adaptive environment based on the CIA
learning model so that it can be easily adapted to any instructional and learning subjects according to the

theory of constructivism. WALTZ is capable of supporting discovering learning, project-based learning
and collaborative learning in 2D/3D shared virtual learning space. WALTZ supports the following features:

(1) Dynamic interaction and flexible communication
WALTZ supports two types of interaction: Human-Computer Interaction and Social Interaction. The former
supports instructional interaction and emphasizes individual and adaptive learning. Learners can browse
information, navigate virtual worlds, and respond to problems that are dynamically generated from the
WALTZ' s system according to student' s learning status. The latter supports collaborative mechanism and
emphasizes collaborative learning among students, student and teacher, groups of students, and the whole

class. In addition to support asynchronous communication in traditional 2D virtual classroom setting,
WALTZ also supports synchronous communication in both 2D shared and 3D shared learning space as well.

(2) Versatile presentation of multimedia and virtual reality
Both multimedia and virtual reality have their advantages and disadvantages. Multimedia learning has great
success in instruction and learning in recent years. Virtual reality is the best technology to provide 3D life
environment. Web-based multi-user environment are even envisioned as one of the popular user interface in
the future [9]. However, it is still hard to construct a high quality VR system in terms of cost and technology.

Furthermore, virtual reality might not be suitable for all types of instruction. Thus, the use of both
multimedia and virtual reality technologies in alearning system will be able to support a rich and effective
learning environment that attracts students.

(3) Agent-based learning environment
Based on Constructivism, an ideal learning system should provide adaptive learning scenarios, where
teaching materials and learning activity would be individualized according to students' mental model and
learning needs. WALTZ supports helper-agents, which would interact with learners in several ways. For
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example, an instruction agent would present an easier course material to a learner if it found the current
content is too difficult for him/her. An interaction agent would suggest a group of learners to use a 3D
whiteboard instead of a 2D whiteboard if they were trying to understand the three dimensional structure of
molecules. WALTZ' s virtual classroom could be populated with shared objects and active agents, such as
user agents (represented by virtual human) and helper-agents so that users can enjoy and learn effectively in
the social learning environment.

(4) Collaborative mechanism for activity management
Recently, group learning has been found to have a positive effect during learners' learning process [6,17].
In order to effectively support WALTZ' s virtual, shared, and interactive social world, a set of collaborative
mechanisms has been developed to manage interactions among students, teachers, and instructional content.
These mechanisms [4] include object association, automatic object notification and change management,
object delegation, object negotiation, object constraint, and object history tracking. Built on top of these
collaborative mechanisms; WALTZ constructs an agent-based group activity model, where each participant
is modeled as a user agent to manages the dynamic behaviors of all participants in an activity.

(5) Standard VRML authoring language for shared multimedia contents
Content development plays an important role of a successful web-based learning system. WALTZ supports
authoring tools for shard virtual worlds based on multi-user VRML living world specification. This feature
will make developments of shared 3D contents almost as easy as non-shared static 3D contents. Message
passing between shared objects on different computers will be through new prototyped VRML nodes and
WALTZ communication subsystem will update the states of each shared object once they are changed.

(6) Open architecture and platform independent web-based learning environment
The enchantment of web-based learning environment in WALTZ is due to its global network connectivity,
simplicity and yet friendly user interface, and extensible architecture. The implementation of WALTZ is
based on JAVA , VRML and standard network technologies so that it can be easily applied to other systems

or platforms. A client can use current popular web browsers, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator (with VRML plug-ins, such as Cosmo player or Cortna player) to browse information,
navigate, and communicate with other clients in the WALTZ.

WALTZ is expected to be able to
represent different media information effectively,

construct various learning scenarios by integrating the technologies of virtual reality, multimedia, and
World Wide Web, and

to provide activity management facilities and collaborative mechanisms to enable highly interactive
collaboration among all students, teachers, and instructional material in collaborative learning activity.

3 The Architecture of WALTZ
WALTZ is basically a client/server distributed virtual reality system. The client side provides
human-machine interface that uses the technologies of audio, image, HTML, VRML, and the Java Internet
capabilities to provide a web-based multimedia/virtual classroom according to the theory of Constructivism
Its environment contains JAVA control applet, multimedia, virtual world interface and collaborative tools
such as text chat tool and shared whiteboard. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture in detail. Each client

(user) can join one to multiple sessions to collaborate with other participants n 2D/3D shared virtual
classrooms (or learning spaces). The server side is composed of five main components: (1) collaborative
mechanisms subsystem, (2) VRML world serves (3) intelligent agent-based server, (4) Web server, and (5)
communication subsystem for supporting real-time synchronous or asynchronous message interchange. The
collaborative mechanisms subsystem ensures that the inter-dependency/intra-dependency of all
activities/participants will be maintained and validated during their interaction. In addition, notification,
delegation or negotiation protocols will be executed once some events of interest are triggered. The VRML
world server will handle all VRML events coming from the event manager and updates the states of each
shared VRML objects. The agent-based helpers communicate with the activity manager in inferencing and
discovering potentially new learning patterns of students based on the diagnosis and feedback of students'
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learning history. A communication subsystem supporting TCP/UDP/RTP protocols is used by all
components of WALTZ to facilitate the real-time synchronous or asynchronous communication of
interacting objects (or entities). The web server is responsible for downloading multimedia and VRML
representation of instructional materials or virtual learning space.

4 Pythagorean Theorem Learning Space
Client B

Client A
Session Control Panel

Session Control Panel

Collaborative tools

Collaborative tools

Multimedia on Line

Multimedia on Line

VRML World

VRML World

FA

Communication subsystem

Communication subsystem

Internet
Communication subsystem

V
Web
Server

Event Manager

VRML/HTML
Instructional
Database

Student
Model
Knowledge

Database
VRML
World
Server

Agent
Server

Collaborative Mechanism:
Activity management
Session management

Figure 2. The Architecture of WALTZ

Pythagorean theorem is an interesting mathematical subject of the eighth grade students in Taiwan. It has
rich heritage in mathematical history. Based on our survey, most current web-based systems teaching
Pythagorean theorem only focus on the 2D interactive theorem proving process. WALTZ, in contrast, not
only offers 2D interactive theorem proving process but also provides several key learning components to
help students better understand the fundamentals of Pythagorean theorem. Figure 3 is an entry to the
Pythagorean theorem learning space, where users can meet and navigate the virtual world dynamically or
enter into any one of the learning components described below. The user interface contains two parts:
VRML virtual world and JAVA applet control panel. The VRML virtual world is the learning space,
provided by the WALTZ web serves; where learners can navigate the virtual world, enter into a learning
session, and meet other learners in the same session. The control applet provides chat tools so that a learner
can talk to other learners for collaborative work.

The design of WALTZ-style Pythagorean Theorem learning space intends to support the features that are
listed in Section 2. Current implementation of the WALTZ-style Pythagorean Theorem learning space
consists of the following five learning components:

(1) Multimedia instructions
In WALTZ, instructional design of Pythagorean theorem covered three on-line learning sections: history of
Pythagorean theorem, prerequisite knowledge and skills of Pythagorean theorem, and all the concepts about
Pythagorean theorem. Since Pythagorean theorem is related to the mathematical concepts in both algebra

and geometry and each concept need different multimedia features for presentation. Thus, different
multimedia components such as text, graphic, animation, sound etc. were carefully designed and arranged in
the interface to present the subject domain.
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(2) Collaborative and interactive Pythagorean theorem proof/verification
One of the major features of WALTZ is the collaborative learning environment for Pythagorean theorem
proof/verification. The activity manager in WALTZ provides facilities for instructors/learners to
create/modify/delete/join an activity/session, to assign permission, to set constraints, to record the history of
learners' Pythagorean practices, and to support group awareness during their collaborative learning. Figure 4
is an interactive program that allows users to learn Pythagorean theorem by experimental method. Students
can drag each vertex of the triangle. If it is a right triangle then one can visually verify if it satisfies the
Pythagorean equation: a^2+b^2=c^2. If it is an acute (or obtuse) triangle then the Pythagorean equation is
not valid and a^2+b^2 >(<) c^2. Figure 5(a) shows a collaborative Pythagorean theorem proving program in
action which not only support collaboration but also group awareness (i.e. can visually see who is making
the move). All participants in a collaborative application is managed under the control of activity (or session)
manager, as shown in figure 5(b).

Figure 3. Pythagorean theory learning space

Figure 4. An obtuse triangle: a"2+b"2< c^2
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Figure 5(a). Collaborative Pythagorean application

Figure 5(b). Session management

(3) Adaptive multimedia on-line testing
Traditional drill and practice CAI was criticized too boring to be used for young students. A web-based on
line test without multimedia will have the same problem. A precompiled multimedia CAI program using
Shockwave or Flash authoring technologies provides a better solution, however, it is not easy to change or
add new contents adaptively into the program without recompiling the whole program. WALTZ is a dynamic
virtual environment which can add/delete objects during users' learning journey. WALTZ intends to support
an adaptive multimedia testing mechanism. Students will be given multimedia style test questions based on
their current learning status. The multimedia test problems are generated on the fly by converting text -based
questions stored in the database into multimedia representation. WALTZ will classify questions and suggest
appropriate multimedia templates to make the conversion almost as easy as a PowerPoint presentation.
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(4) Multi-user Project-based Pythagorean theorem virtual environment
To support project -based collaborative learning, a virtual environment is constructed. Team members can
join the same session to solve the mathematical puzzles generated from the WALTZ system by interactively
moving pieces of puzzle into the right place according to Pythagorean theory. Since WALTZ is a shared
virtual environment that supports collaborative learning, each member of the team can see actions from
other team members and they can communicate with each other to discuss how to solve the puzzle before

they can go on to their next journey. Figure 6(a) & (b) illustrates a situation that a team must solve the
puzzle of bridge using Pythagorean theorem before they can pass through the river and enter into the forest
to continue their next journey.
WY:, See am

4 aaV> a a a,

r.

(b)

(a)

Figure 6 (a) & (b).

Project-based multi-user collaborative learning space

(5) Pythagorean resource
Besides the aforementioned components, WATLZ also provide useful utility tools, such as online notepad
and calculator that users can use conveniently. In addition, many different web sites relate to Pythagorean
theorem were linked in WALTZ for learners to acquire various information easily.

5 Conclusion and Future Research
Due to progressively advanced development of 3D graphics and open network technologies, a web-based
learning system that provides asynchronous and hyperlink-style environment might not attract young
students in the feature. In addition, such systems will have great difficulty in constructing a situated,
dynamic, and collaborative learning environment according to Constructivism. Therefore, This research
proposed a CAI learning model from which a new architect of a web-based 3D life-like learning space,
WALTZ, is created. By using Pythagorean theory as a case study, the study has demonstrated that WALTZ
has a great potential to provide an improved learning environment over traditional virtual classroom setting.

Though WALTZ is still far from perfect, this research indicates that it deserves special attention among CAI
research community. Next generation of WALTZ will focus on dynamic behaviors of agents via current state
of the art MPEG-4 technology.
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Homepages of contents on the topics of Earthquake, Plate Tectonics Theory and

Chi-Chi Earthquake in the field of Geophysics have been composed for the
subject-oriented learning program for senior high school students. Learning test
activities were performed to testify the teaching and learning effect via Internet.
The homepage contents bear the characteristics of (1) scientific theory-based
descriptions, (2) more local examples, (3) highly relating to common life, (4)
more dynamic illustrations, and (5) providing interesting practicing works. The
results of subject- oriented learning test activities in this study show that the
learning style, learning procedures and the homepage contents are all highly
accepted by the participants from senior high school. And the learning effect is
obvious as judged by comparing the pre-learning and the after-learning concept
diagrams drawn by each individual participant.

Keywords: subject-oriented learning program, learning test activities,
concept diagrams

1 Introduction
Internet system supplies plenty of knowledge conveniently and quickly, the explorer can achieve the purpose
of self-learning by collecting, reading, analyzing and combining different kinds of data via Internet. For the
purposes of improving the learning environment, enhancing the teaching quality, and raising the learning

effect on Earth Sciences education for senior high school, web-based course contents on topics of
Earthquake, Plate Tectonics Theory and Chi-Chi Earthquake in the field of Geophysics have been set up
based on the idea of subject-oriented learning program [2]. Senior high school students can not only do the
self-learning but also exchange their learning ideas with others through Internet learning system under
different conditions of time periods and places. By joining the study results from fields of education,
computer technology, geophysics and geology, subject-oriented learning test activities for each specific
subject were performed respectively with the participation of volunteered teachers and students from
different senior high schools so as to evaluate the learning effect of Internet learning system.

2 Objectives
By especially considering the educational idea of subject-oriented joint learning mode[]], homepagc
contents were set up. Internet learning test activities were performed by using joint learning software and
concept diagram drawing software developed by the computer technologist' s [3]. The major objectives of
the study are as follows:
1) Setting up basic web-based contents on Earth Sciences so as to enhance the teaching and learning
interests for high school education, the contents may also serve to a better understanding of the earth
environment for social people.
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2) Setting up the effective searching catalog so as to assist in surveying and collecting related data.
3) Assisting in solving educational problems and improving learning effect through Internet communication
system.

3 Subject-Oriented Joint Learning Test Activity
Subject-oriented learning strategy was the major concern in the study. Participants were advised to carry out
the learning program by reviewing and collecting related contents through Internet. All the communications

were put through BBS posts or &mails, there were volunteer helpers, college students, to respond all
proposed questions from time to time. Team works were important besides individual learning as well, each
would share personal learning results with others and came out a group report, individual learning effect was
evaluated by comparing the pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams.

After entering the web site "gepedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw" (Fig. 1), participants would click the right icon to
choose the specified subject for the activity. Each one should draw a pre-learning concept diagram by

connecting the provided concept terms with proper words after watching the "Miss story" (a short
documentary film) prepared for the subject. And then, the major stages for the learning test activity were:
1) Participants were separated into groups of different topics on the specified subject based on his own study
interest.

2) Every group set up its study assumptions and strategy; certain assignments were distributed to each
individual member of the group.

3) Group members started to survey and collect related data for the topic, and all the working records were
kept by using joint learning software.
4) Participants bearing the original role of topic group were re-divided into different groups of experts to
cover more study fields. Members discussed and shared personal study ideas and results with others.
5) Each participant returned to his original group of topic and made after-learning concept diagram a group
report for the study was also made with the efforts of all the group members.

4 Results and Discussions
Three learning test activities were finished in the study [2]; detailed descriptions of the activities are in
Tables 1 to 3. When first learning test activity on Earthquake was being held; related software was not well
developed. Internet function was limited to content reviewing. By the time of second learning test activity on
Plate Tectonics Theory software was more fully developed, all works were done under Internet environment;
more working records were preserved in personal joint learning files for the second and the third activities.
All discussions and questions among the students were put through BBS posts and e-mails; volunteer helpers
joined the discussions and also answered the questions in time. There are 119 posts from the second activity

and 552 posts from the third activity, most of the posts are highly related to the learning program. Each
participant finished drawing two concept diagrams in pre-learning and after-learning stages respectively,
there are 24 diagrams from the second activity and 46 diagrams from the second activity. And each group
had also submitted the group report as required in the learning activity in time, there are 2 and 3 reports for
the first and the second activities respectively. Plenty of discussions and notes have also been recorded in the
joint learning software in Internet. However, the insufficiency of the Internet system and the learning
pressure under traditional education system may interrupt the continuous progressing of the learning
program, occasional oral communications seem to be necessary. Though the ability in data analyzing,
reducing and deducing may not be well satisfied, students show obvious improvement in the knowledge of
the subject as judged by comparing and analyzing the individual pre-learning and after-learning concept
diagrams and from group reports.

5 Conclusion
Homepage contents for all the three subjects are highly acceptable to high school students and teachers, most
of them confirm with the learning effect of the subject-oriented joint learning program. If the traditional
learning pressure would be suitably released, students will be more willing and free to perform self-learning
program through Internet learning system even though they are not very well familiar with the operation of
the used software.
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Table 1 Learning Test Activity on Earthquake
Time

Location
Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Working Pattern

1998.5.3, 1 day

computer room in Wuling Senior High School
12 high school students, 3 high school teachers, 17 volunteer helpers(students and
teachers from Department of Earth Sciences, National Central University)
Earthquake
Occurrence and Distribution, Intensity and Magnitude

content reading via internet, one to one oral communication, working processes

recorded by volunteer helpers
Evaluation Materials concept diagram, questionnaires, working records

Time

Location
Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Group of Expert
Working Pattern
Evaluation Materials

Time

Location

Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Group of Expert
Working Pattern
Evaluation Materials

Table 2 Learning Test Activity on Plate Tectonics Theory
1999.2.27-1999.3.6, 8 days

computer rooms in Wuling Senior High School, ChenSheng High School and
National Central University, personal working environments

6 students and 1 teacher from ChenSheng High School, 6 students and 1 teacher

from Wuing Senior High School, 7 volunteer helpers from National Central
University
Plate Tectonics Theory
Continental Drift, Sea Floor Spreading
Dynamics, Mechanism, Effect

Besides software learning on the first day and evaluation meeting on the last day,
all the other works were all carried out via Internet.

pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams, questionnaires, BBS posts,
working records in joint learning software, three assignments
Table 3 Learning Test Activity on Chi-Chi Earthquake
2000.2.2-2000.2.26, 25days
computer room in National Central University, personal working environments

4 students and 1 teacher from ChenSheng High School, 2 students and 1 teacher
from Tao Yuan High School, 2 students and 1 teacher from Wu ling Senior High
teacher from HsinChu Experimental High School, 2
School, 3 students and
students from Chung Li High School, 5 students from HsinChu High School, 2
students from HsinChu Girls' High School, 2 students from Chen Der High School,
1 students from Chu Tung High School, 7 volunteer helpers from National Central
1

University
Chi-Chi Earthquake
Mechanism, Analysis, Effect
Focus, Magnitude, Focal Mechanism, Hazard
Besides software learning on the first day and evaluation meeting on the last day, all
the other works were all carried out via Internet.

pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams, questionnaires, BBS posts,
working records in joint learning software
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gepedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw
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Figure 1 Flowchart for subject-based joint learning test activity
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A CAL System for Appreciation of 3D
Shapes by Surface Development (C3D-SD)
Stephen C F Chan*, Andy Wai, Jean Chow & Vincent T Y Ng
Dept. of Computing, Hong Kong Polytechnic Univ., Hong Kong
*csschanAcomp.polyu.edu.hk
A web-based Computer-aided learning system for 3D - Surface Development
Module (C3D-SD) has been developed for teaching the appreciation of 3D
geometric shapes by unfolding the surface boundary of a solid object into a
planar 2D pattern. The problem is similar to the problem of surface development
in technical drawing and highly related to the reverse problem of folding a 2D
shape into a 3D object, with practical applications in sheet metal work, pattern
making, and packaging design. C3D-SD makes extensive use of animation,
interactive control by the student, and quizzes to present the material and to
engage the students. It makes use of the solid modeling library SML to create
3D solid shapes by Boolean combinations (union, intersection and difference) of

primitive shapes, and Java3D for rendering and animation. It includes a
Packaging Design Module which builds on the Surface Development module by

automatically adding flippers and minimizing the rectangle enclosing the
unfolded pattern. This system is the second installment of a series of CAL
systems for Three-dimensional Geometry that the authors have been developing.
Keywords: 3D geometry, surface development, animation

1 Introduction
Surface development is an important technique in design. Generally it involves unrolling a curved surface
into a planar 2D pattern. Theoretically speaking only certain classes of surfaces are "developable" [Carmo
1976]. If, however (as is the case in many computer graphics systems ), curved surfaces are approximated by
sets of planar facets, then all curved surfaces can be unfolded into 2D planar shapes , although they may

appear to be "unnatural" or "ugly". A related problem is the unfolding of the planar faces bounding a
facetted solid object into a planar 2D shape. The inverse of the problem is folding a planar 2D shape into a
3D object, e.g., folded the card-board boxes for hamburgers in fast-food restaurants. These techniques have
practical applications in sheet metal work, pattern making, packaging and package design, etc. [Giesecke et
al 1997] This paper describes the development of a Web-based computer-aided learning system for teaching
the appreciation of surface development/unfolding based on a polygonal representation of solid objects. It is
a part of a series of Web-based tools for teaching 3D geometry that our group has been developing. A
previous project focussed on sectioning and interactions between some primitive solid shapes was reported
in [Chan et al 1999].

Traditional teaching materials on these topics were mainly text based. Better materials have graphics or
charts in addition to plain texts. In presenting descriptive topics, this approach is adequate. However, in
teaching three-dimension geometry, the two-dimensional and static presentation style is obviously not
enough. The use of videos can be effective to some extend but it is still one-way communication and not
interactive. A more effective alternative is to use real solid objects to help students visualize 3D shapes. But
some objects are difficult to be made, and it is impossible for teachers and students to change the size, scale,
shape or appearance of the object quickly.

In contrast to the limitation of 2D materials, videos and real 3D objects, a virtual environment can be a better

approach in presenting certain 3D geometry problems. A virtual environment is a computer-generated
environment in which 3D or even the forth dimension (time) can be presented through animation. Within the
virtual environment, one can change the size, scale, shape or appearance of the virtual object interactively.
To have a clearer look, one can zoom into the object. To see the inner structure, one can set part of the object
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to be transparent. And geometry can be animated by transforming the object over time. And of course, an

interactive teaching approach is much better than one way communication in enhancing student
understanding. Finally, for purposes of accessibility and distribution, the Web is the ideal environment.
These considerations drove the development of this project.

2 Overview of C3D-SD
The main problem tackled by C3D-SD is surface development, as illustrated below in Figure 1. In (a) is
shown a solid cone shaped object with the top cut off at an oblique angle. In (b) the surface of the cone is in
the middle of being unfolded. In (c) the unfolding is complete. Note that we had tried to keep the unfolded
2D shape connected. As a result, the curved conical surface itself became disconnected (actually connected
through a single vertex). It is not difficult to see that it is possible to unfold the surface while keeping the
curved conical surface connected.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1. Surface development in action.
C3D-SD is organized into three types of activities:
1.

Tutorials - Students are guided through demonstrations, including: matching 3D solids to unfolded
shapes, animations of unfolding (e.g., of the conical object in Figure 1), animations of folding 2D
patterns into 3D solids, adding flippers to unfolded 2D patterns for fastening, reducing the size of
the rectangle bounding the unfolded pattern, etc.

2.

Free-form exercises - Students are allowed to explore the teaching material on their own. They are
provided with numerous opportunities to interact with the teaching material, e.g., creating complex

3D solids by combining primitive shapes, selecting view points, putting different textures on
objects, controlling the animation process, etc. The problems are similar to those presented in
tutorials. But many more shapes are available for students to experiment with, for self-guided
exploration and exercise.
3.

Tests - Students can test their understanding of the material through multiple -choice tests. They are
asked, e.g., to match an unfolded 2D shape with the solid object, such as illustrated below in Figure
2. If so desired, they can turn to the free-form exercises to explore the test shapes that they have
problems with.
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Figure 2. Sample multiple choice question.

The three types of activities are chosen for the following reasons. The tutorials provide core contents to be
imparted to the students. The free form exercises allow the students to explore the subject on their own.
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Different students with different backgrounds and learning styles benefit from different learning activities,
hence both guided and sef-guided types of activities are provided. Finally, tests are developed to gauge the
students' grasp of the material. It is expected that C3D-SD can be integrated with an intelligent tutoring
system to provide a learning experience more tailored-made for the individual students.
C3D-SD focuses on five types of problems :
Matching 3D solid shapes with the corresponding unfolded 2D patterns.
1.
2. Unfolding the surface boundary of a facetted solid and developing curved surfaces.
3. Folding 2D patterns into 3D solid shapes.
4. Simple packaging design: Adding flippers to the unfolded 2D pattern for fastening.
Simple packaging design: minimizing the rectangle bounding the unfolded 2D pattern.
5.

3 The 3D Solid Design Module
Java was chosen to develop this system as it is a web-oriented development language and only a Javaenabled Web browser (e.g. Netscape, Microsoft Internet Explorer) is needed to access the Web pages without
installing other plug-ins. However, it is difficult to build 3D applications using only the core Java classes. A
Java-based high-level programming library, Solid Modeling Library (SML) [Chan et al 1998] is used in

C3D-SD for designing 3D solid objects. SML supports the building of 3D solid objects through a set of
atomic functions called Euler operators. These functions allow the incremental manipulation of Boundary
Representation (B-rep) models, while processing the underlying well-formed data structure. It also supports
the creation of solid primitives (block, cylinder, cone, sphere, torus) and Boolean operations (union,
intersection, and difference) on solids and transformations (translation, rotation) of solid objects for easy
creation of complex 3D solid shapes. For example, a hollow pipe can be created by the differencing
(subtracting) a smaller cylinder from a larger cylinder. SML uses a hierarchical half-edge data structure that
stores rich information about a solid model [Mantyla 1988], including solid-to-face, face-to-face, face-toedge, edge-to-edge, edge-to-vertex, and vertekto-vertex information. The data structure used in SML to
represent the surface boundary of solid objects is illustrated in Figure 3.
nexts

nextf

next'

nxt

Verte
nesty
prevv
Figure 3. Hierarchical half-edge data structure of SML.

4 Surface Development
The process of surface development or unfolding is illustrated in Figure 4 using a cube as an example. Each
face of the cube is coloured differently for easy identification. One might imagine that the unfolding starts
by holding the bottom (red) face of the cube fixed to the horizontal plane, and rotating the rest of the cube
about the edge linking the red face with the green face until the green face is in the same plane as the red
face. This is followed by the blue face, then the yellow, then the light blue, .., and finally the purple, until
all faces lie in the horizontal plane.
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Figure 4. Unfolding a cube.

Sun Microsystems provides the Java3D application programming interface (API) which can be used to
develop three-dimensional graphics applications and applets. It gives developers high-level constructs for
creating and manipulating polygon-based 3D geometry and for constructing the structures used in rendering
that geometry [Sowizral et al 1998, Sun 2000, Brown & Peterson 1999]. It is an object-oriented API, which
can be used to construct individual graphics elements as separate objects and connect them together into a
tree-like structure called the scene graph. It contains a complete description of the entire scene including the
geometric data, attribute information and viewing information needed to render the scene from a particular
point of view. Java3D provides a simple and flexible mechanism for representing and rendering scenes with
lighting effect but it does not provide high-level construct for creating complicated solid object models.
Hence SML was used to create the 3D solids which are subsequently converted into Java3D for rendering
and animation.

4.1 Conversion from Solid (in SML) to Surface (in Java3D)
Each face object in SML is converted into a Java3D geometry object by using the information on the
vertices of the face. As a result a SML solid object is converted into a group of Java3D geometry objects,
each representing a face as illustrated in Figure 5. However, the data structures used to represent objects in
Java3D and SML are different, and a conversion process is required to integrate the two systems to take
advantage of their respective strengths to produce a more complete solution.

The displayable object in Java 3D is implemented by the Shape3D class. The Geometry and Appearance
objects make up a Shape3D object. The Appearance objects controls the outlook of an object, e.g. color,
material, etc. The Geometry object contains the vertexes information. We choose triangle as the basic shape
in forming a geometry object because it contains the minimum number of vertexes that can form a plane. So
that any face shape can be formed by the combination of triangles.
The conversion of an object represented in SML to one represented in Java3D involves 4 steps. Recall that
each face in a SML Solid is converted into a Geometry object in Java3D.
1.
Find the number of faces in the SML Solid object.
2.
For each face, find the number of vertexes and the coordinates of each vertex.
3.
Group three vertexes into a triangular strip.
4.
5.
6.

Combine all triangular strips to form a Geometry object in Java3D.
Each Geometry object will result in a Shape3D object.
Group all Shape3D objects to form the representation of the solid in Java3D.

SML.

Solid

//
//

/ Triangulating

SML
Faces

Java 3D
Geometry

Figure 5. Converting an object from SML into Java3D.

4.2 Unfolding Path
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Group of Java3D
Shape3D objects

In order to "develop" a surface approximated by a set of polygons, or to unfold the boundary of a solid, one
needs to determine a connected path traversing all the faces one at a time. The path for unfolding can be
1.
specified manually by the student,
2. pre-set in CAL-SD manually by the teacher, or
3. determined automatically by CAD-SD.
Automatic determination of the path for unfolding involves two steps:

Determine the connectivity between the faces, e.g., in the form of a graph whose nodes are the
faces, and an edge links a pair of neighbouring faces, and
Traverse the graph to find the desired connected path(s) that visits each face one at a time and each
face only once.

As the data structure of SML stores rich information of the complete solid, the connectivity relationships
between faces can be easily derived. To derive the path(s) of traversing all faces one and only one at a time
is a version of the traveling salesperson problem [Johnsonbaugh 1996]. It is a problem that is known to be
hard (computationally expensive) for arbitrary graphs. In our system prototype, we chose to use exhaustive
search because of its simple implementation. In future versions we may try to find a more efficient algorithm.
In the default version of the algorithm, we simply try to find a solution (any solution) using the well-known
backtrack algorithm. Firstly, pick up a face arbitrarily. Then, traverse to one of its neighbors. Repeat this
process until all the faces have been visited. When a dead-end occurs, it will back track one or more steps to
find another possible way figure 6). Dead-end means arriving at a face with no un-visited neighbours,
while there are still un-visited faces remaining in the graph.

The algorithms implemented in C3D-SD so far traverse the faces of an object in a linear sequence, i.e., the
unfolded faces form a linear chain of planar polygons. There are other alternatives, e.g., unfolding in two
directions at the same time, resulting a Y shaped chain of polygons, etc. In future versions of the system, we
will implement other unfolding algorithms.

(c) Path 2 => 3 => 4 => 6 => 5 => 1 is one
(b) Backtracking from dead-end to
of the possible paths traversing all
face
4
to
find
another
possible
2 => 3 => 4 => 5 => 1
the faces one and only one time
path
Figure 6. Finding a possible path for unfolding the faces of a solid.

(a) Dead-end occurs when traversing

4.3 Heuristics for Developing Smooth Surfaces
In SML and in Java3D, as in many computer graphics systems, a curved surface (e.g. conical, cylindrical,
etc.) is approximated by a set of planar polygons. If we choose a face' s neighbor in an arbitrary way, a solid
may be unfolded into an "ugly" or "unnatural" shape because the set of polygons used to approximate a
smooth surface my or may not be unfolded (smoothly) in an appropriate sequence. The left side of Figure 7
shows a cylinder approximated by a total of 22 plane faces (20 for the curved surface and 2 for the top and
bottom faces). If we unfold the cylinder arbitrarily, for example, following the path 1-2-3- ..,21-22, may
result in the patter in the middle. One of the polygons in the set used to approximate the curved cylindrical
surface is disconnected from the other polygons in the set.

We observe, however, that in the set of polygons approximating a smooth curved surface, each polygon
shares at least one edge with another polygon in the set, and the included angle between the two polygons is
very close to, but just slightly less than, 180 degrees. Taking account of the Smooth Surface Heuristics
discussed above, we can try to select the neighbor making the largest angle with the current face, instead of
selecting an arbitrary one. Applying this heuristic to the unfolding of the cylindrical solid will result in the
developed surface to the right.
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Figure 7. Arbitrarily unfolding the cylinder to the left may result in the pattern in the middle, and applying
smooth surface heuristics will result in the pattern to the right.

5 Partially Automated Packaging Design
The design of packaging such as the rectangular boxes used to hold hamburgers at fast food restaurants
involves the design of the 2D patterns that can be folded into such boxes. Similar problems exist in sheet
metal work and other areas. The surface development/unfolding algorithm discussed above can be used to
partially automate such designs.

5.1 Addition of "Flippers"
In addition, one also need to add "flippers" to some of the faces. Flippers are extended faces for putting glue
or stickers in order to fasten two faces together when folding the planar 2D shape into a 3D solid shape. We
have developed a simple algorithm to determine which edges of the faces of a solid model need to have
flippers added. As flippers are used in connecting neighbouring faces, basically, all edges around a face need
flippers except:
1.

2.

Edges that have been used as axes of rotation during the process of unfolding, i.e., edges between
consecutive faces in the connected path for unfolding:- (= in Figure 8)

Edges for which flippers have already created on the opposite faceJJ in Figure 8)

Figure 8. Creation of "flippers" in partially-automated design of packaging.

5.2 Minimizing Bounding Rectangle
The unfolding of 3D shapes are often constrained by certain requirements. For example, in the design of
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packaging or sheet metal work, the unfolded shape may be the pattern to be cut out of a rectangular sheet, to
be folded into the solid shape. In such cases it is desirable to reduce the amount of wastage by making the
rectangular sheet required as small as possible. This translates into a requirement to minimize the area of the

smallest rectangle enclosing the unfolded planar shape, as illustrated in Figure 9. Smallest rectangle
enclosing the unfolded 2D shape. Such constraints may not be easy to satisfy absolutely. However, it is often
enough to find a reasonable but not necessarily the perfect solution. In the case of determining a minimum
bounding rectangle, it may be sufficient to find a local but not the absolute minimum. A local minimum can
be determined by backtracking a few steps from the solution found to determine the set of related solutions
and choose the one with the smallest bounding rectangle.

1

Figure 9. Smallest rectangle enclosing the unfolded 2D shape.

5.3 Some Examples Used in CAD-SD
Many examples of realistic solid shapes have been built into CAD-SD for illustrating and teaching surface
development. Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the results of unfolding some common solid shapes,
with "flippers" added automatically. For simple solid shapes it is fairly easy to deduce from the unfolded 2D
patterns what the original 3D solid shapes are. Some of these are given to the students as exercises.

Figure 10. The 2D shape that results from unfolding the cube in a sequence different from that shown in
Figure 8. Creation of "flippers" in partially-automated design of packaging., also with flippers added.

Figure 11. The result of unfolding a cylinder, with flippers added.
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Figure 12. The result of unfolding a T-shaped box, with "flippers" added.

6 Conslusion
Using the SML solid modeling system and Java3D surface modeling and rendering system, we have
successfully developed the basic structures of a CAL system that makes use of 3D modeling, animation, and

interactivity to teach the appreciation of certain class of 3D shapes through surface development and
unfolding. We have also shown how the unfolding algorithm can be used to partially automate the design of
the 2D patterns used in certain sheet metal work and packaging design problems, by also automating the
addition of flippers for attaching neighbouring faces, and reducing the rectangular sheet from which the
planar (unfolded) patterns are to be cut out. Based on these basic functions, a comprehensive set of teaching
materials can be developed to greatly enhance the degree and interactivity and effectiveness in the teaching
of the appreciation of 3D geometry.
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A Case Study of Creating Geochemistry
Lab of Virtual Reality in Education
LI Fung-Chun, Jer-Yarn Lin, Liu Shyh-Jiung, Hsu Shih-Hua, Tarng Chau-Rong,
Yieng Chau-Fu and Wu Tzong-Yling
Department of Nature Science Education, National Tainan Teachers College,
Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Tel 886-6-2133111 ext66 or 669
Fax 886-6-2144409, E-mail li(&,ipx.ntntc.edu.tw,
Thanks to the financial supports of "Ministry of Education, Taiwan" and
"National Science Council, Taiwan", we are building a preliminary
geochemistry lab in education of virtual reality (VR). The mission of the
Geochemistry Lab is to analyze and interpret the erosion history of upper Stream
from the key elements (10Be and 36C1) in the environment of Taiwan. Cur lab's
primary service is to the students of National Tainan Teachers College (NTTC).
The lab is dedicated to the development of VR techniques for education. This
study has tried to integrate the different domains of earth science, geochemistry,
scientific education and information education. We have succeeded to make an
integrated study in our Virtual Laboratory of Natural Science Education, NTTC,
Tainan, R.O.C. We have made field investigations and collected 30 samples of

rock from upper Tseng-wen Chi hst summer. .FY Lin, Liu S-J, Wu P-C and
Chen H-P made Laboratory experiments. Li F-C, Yieng C-F, Wu H-T, and Tarng
C-R created the lab of virtual reality in education. Yieng Chau-Fu has created
six dynamic modules by himself for the VR experiments. Those modules of wrl
files have simulated VR experiments and use AMS techniques to estimate the

Beryllium-10 and Chlorine-26 in upper Tseng-wen Chi of Taiwan. This case
study worked very well by means of virtual lab, experiment design, pretest and
posttest. Let us understand that geochemistry lab of VR in education may assist
students to learning with greater devotion and efficiency.

Keywords: Virtual Reality, Virtual lab, geochemistry laboratory, Virtual
Reality in Education, Accelerator Mass Spectrometry(AMS)

1 Introduction and questions
Today, it is very popular and very important to reform education in Taiwan. It is a thousand pities that many

education reformers neglect tools of learning and VR technology of teaching. All the earth-science
professors of National Teachers College in Taiwan have the similar challenges that they must face every day.
Problem is, they' re facing them without adequate tools. We cannot talk about Taiwan Education Reforrrs
(TEF) without talking about tools and technology. That' s exactly what we' re here to talk about in this special
issue of virtual reality (VR): how VR technology will and can help us to reach our some goal of TER. Tools
and technology in and of themselves are not a solution to TER. Although VR technology is only a tools and
only a very small part of the TER. It' s still a very interesting, very impressing and very efficient in future.

2 Plans and reasons for using virtual reality
We try to develop short, two-week, single unit courses on VR geochemistry lab. The VR sub-subject is
called "Cosmogenic Nuclides Tell Erosion History of upper Stream in Taiwan". This strategy will introduce
teachers and students to VR technology, allow them to get used to the VR equipment, begin to develop a feel
for what works and what doesn' t, and make both teachers and students aware of the limitation of VR. Let
them understand that geochemistry lab of VR is very interesting.
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Our long-range plan is to utilize the geochemistry lab of VR to provide enrichment and advanced courses to
the students of NTTC, Taiwan.
What' s so special about Virtual reality (VR) in education? It' s their interactivity: You do something and the

VR does something back (Thomas C.0' Brien 1994). Can VR play an increasing role in school? Can
different students react to it in different ways? If there are different ways and reactions then understand the
diverse reaction can help teachers tailor the instruction to individual students (Kathryn A.A lvestad 1994).
We suspected that differences in student' s attitudes toward VR geochemistry experiment learning might
underlie their different responses to using VR and that their performance in the lab would be strongly
influenced by the different learning ways each student approaches different learning tasks.

Is a Geochemistry Lab. of VR in Education a special kind of learning environment? Students work
individually and intensively over a long period, doing the best they can with little or no assistance from
teachers.

3 Main Tools of VR
mg
.
VR equipment including World UP for Windows NT, VR Expert800 (Pentium
DRAM, Graphic accelerator (64MB Texture Memory, 3000 MFLOPS Geometry Accelerator), PCI Bus
System, Support OpenGL MEDIA- Direct 3D Direct Draw), head mounted displays (HMDs), positional 3D
trackers, data gloves, eyeglasses and VR software toolkits (home PC virtual reality software). Yieng
Chau-Fu has created six dynamic modules.

4 Experiment in education (K.E.Chang, S.F.Chen, and T.C.Sung 1999)
Six dynamic modules have been created for the virtual lab. The virtual lab concept reflects an approach to
designing educational activities. This experiment design allows learners to choose a particular module that
interests them, and then provides links and makes a test or learning.
To test our hypotheses, we worked with 60 students who were randomly selected and had taken part in the
geochemistry program of VR for at least two seminars.
Subjects "Cosmogenic Nuclides Tell Erosion History of upper Stream in Taiwan "
Experiment design: Our experiment employed a pretest-posttest control group design. Each class of
earth science in NTTC was randomly assigned to one of the "VR" groups or "paper-and-pencil" group.

Since subjects of the three groups might have different prerequisite abilities, their earth science
achievement scores of last semester were used as covariates. The posttest scores were collected after the
experiment and submitted to an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).
Materials and Techniques: 30 samples of rock was randomly collected by LI Fung-Chun, Tarng
Chau-Rong and assistants from the upper stream of Tseng-Wen Chi. The Experimental Techniques of
Laboratory can be divided 3 steps (unfinished). Stepl, Chemical separation. Step2, Solid source mass
spectrometry. Step3, Isochronal regression line fitting.
Procedures:
1. Use two methods of simple random sampling and stratified sampling to collect 30 samples of rock
from the upper stream of Tseng-wen Chi.
2. Make analyses in chemical laboratory.
3. Create this geochemistry experiment of VR.
Formal experiment: The next day after the subjects finished their formal earth science lessons, they
worked individually with geochemistry laboratory of VR or with paper-and-pencil to construct the earth
science concept about "Cosmogenic Nuclides Tell Erosion History of upper Stream in Taiwan", one
dynamic module each time. Approximately an hour are needed to complete each experiment of module.
Since there were six modules in the experiment materials, the formal experiment phase lasted for one
week.

Posttest: Immediately after the last formal experiment completed, the subjects were administered to take
the earth science achievement test and answer the questionnaires for the posttest.
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5 Result
Pretest scores were used as covariates to understand the potential differences of students' knowledge. The
test of homogeneity of regression showed that the homogeneity of regression of the two groups were not
different (F=0.01, P>.05). The posttest scores of one experimental group (geochemistry experiment of VR)
and one control group (paper-and-pencil group without VR) were significantly different (F=4.01, P<. 05).
The posttest scores of two groups were different. Why so? We think that the geochemistry experiment of VR
can see visions of 3D and can revolutionize our approach to the central aspect of education: student' s
learning. Some of our students clearly were more comfortable in the geochemistry lab of VR than others.
From this study, we understand that VR in education may assist students become more self-reliant and more
willing to accept challenging material and work out of curiosity and interest. Using VR to bring out these
qualities will go a long way toward fostering a new generation of students who are very interesting to learn.

Thanks to those supports of "Ministry of Education, Taiwan" and "National Science Council (NSC),
Taiwan", this case study is very expensive. Ministry of Education gives us all the financial supports of
software and hardware. NSC gives also us financial support and six assistants for those studies from 1997 to
2002 (NSC 86-2511-S-024-003-CL, NSC 87-2511-S-024-009, NSC 88-2520-S-024-002, NSC
89-2511-S-024-008, NSC 89-2515-S-024-002, NSC 90-2520-S-024-001 & NSC 90-2520-S-024-001). Their
supports let this work with greater devotion and efficiency. Thanks a lot.
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A Virtual Reality Application for
Middle School Geometry Class
Ki-Sang Song*, ByungRae Han* and Woo Yul Lee**
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The traditional mathematics teaching method which mainly depends on verbal
explanation with pen and paper sketches has severe limitations teaching abstract

concepts of formal and axiomatic geometry concepts such as points, lines,
planes, and solids. In communicating information regarding geometric figures,
one drawing may be worth many hundreds of words, and therefore visualization
aids for complicated three-dimensional (3-D) solid objects are greatly helpful for
both teacher and students. In this paper, we describe the utilization of Virtual
Reality Markup Language (VRML) to visualize 3D objects in middle school
geometric class via WWW in a networked environment and show its usefulness
for both teacher and students. In class, teacher uses VRML objects and students
have been allowed to explore these objects with the teacher's explanation using
their computer. The test results between a class with VRML based teaching and
a class that solely depends on verbal explanation show that the application of
VRML based 3-D objects has a positive effect on students' learning.
Keywords: Virtual Reality; VRML; Mathematics; Geometry; WWW

1 Introduction
Among Euclidean geometry subjects, Euclidean plane geometry is the study of properties of various figures,
and the relationship between the figures in a plane irrespective of the location of the figures [1]. In Korea,
the middle school mathematics curriculum includes definitions of plane, identifying plane and solid figures,

and learning about some of their properties. In geometry class, teachers present these subjects mainly
depending upon pen and pencil through verbal explanations. However, most teachers experience difficulties
to describe or illustrate some solid figures that lie in three-dimensional (3-D) space. Son times teachers try
to use notes, books and anything that may be helpful for visualizing abstract concepts of plane, intersections,
etc. This kind of approach may work in some cases, but, most of the time they experience the limitations to
illustrate these concepts and thus, they appeal better class aid materials.

In communicating information regarding geometrical figures, one drawing may be worth several hundred
words. And thus, if real objects or figures such as polyhedra and polygons are provided, and students are
allowed to explore them in class, the physical reality of geometry figures may be greatly helpful for students
to grasp the 3-D geometric concepts in detail. Unfortunately, providing objects with physical reality is not
easy due to the difficulties in making such complex objects. Therefore, it is necessary to devise alternatives
to provide these materials, and we believe that the computer and information technology can be used for this
purpose.

As the document from the National Council for Educational Technology [2] suggests, information
technology can be a very helpful means [3] of providing observing patterns' and working with dynamic
images' [2]. To provide interactive and dynamic figures as a thinking aid for students [4], we need
networked computing facilities and appropriately designed class materials.
With these in mind, we have applied the World Wide Web and the VRML based 3-D illustration technique to
provide virtual reality figures and solids' for geometric subjects. In this paper, we use VRML as a document

authoring language and computer networks as a tool for providing distribution of multimedia to the
classroom environment to allow students to explore these figures using their computer connected with a
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working server equipped with class materials.

2 VRML and its implication to mathematics learning
2.1 VRML and its characteristics
The Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is the file format standard for 3-D multimedia [5] and
shared virtual worlds on the Internet [6, 7]. Just as Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) led to a
population explosion on the Internet by implementing a graphical interface, VRML adds the next level of
interaction, structured graphics, and extra dimensions (z and time) to the online experience.

The applications of VRML are broad, ranging from prosaic business graphics to entertaining web page
graphics, to manufacturing, scientific, entertainment, and educational applications, and, of course, to 3-D
shared virtual worlds and communities. Also, the VRML can be used for textual description of a 3-D
world in its basic form. A VRML world can be simple or complex, and it may range from a single object,
such as a cube or sphere, to a large environment of many objects representing a city or even a solar system.
Once loaded into a VRML viewer, users have the ability to interactively navigate or fly through this 3-D
world and view it from any perspective with a few clicks of a mouse.

VRML models are easy to create, and just as one can import a table of numbers into a spreadsheet
application to perform calculations or create graphics, the same can be done with a series of 3-D coordinates

that can be converted into a 3-D environment with VRML. Therefore, some middle school geometry
subjects such as plane, polyhedra, etc., can be modeled in VRML and can be browsed on popular Web
browsers with plug-in software.

We need to use a plug-in for the Web browser to navigate the VRML documents. In this paper, we use the
Cosmo Player that is a high-performance, cross-platform VRML 2.0 client designed for fast and efficient
viewing of virtual worlds. With this plug-in, a student is able to navigate and manipulate 3-D scenes of class
material and bring experience to real objects' with virtual objects. Since Cosmo Player is a viewing client
for VRML with support for the latest standards, if the teacher provides this software in a server, students
download and install it in their computer.

2.2 VRML and its implication to geometry class
The aforementioned VRML characteristics can be applied to geometry classes by implementing solids, and
figures that do not lie in one plane, in cyberspace of computer. In this paper, the figure means a picture or
drawing that represents a geometric figure. Most geometry texts use plenty of figures to explain geometric
figures; those drawings are described in 2-dimensional space. That means the teacher needs to prepare some
materials that can be easily shown in 3-D space. Also, students cannot explore 2-D texts or drawings in a
manner of flipping the figures or looking inside of an object.
Fortunately, if figures or objects are modeled and implemented with the VRML format, these drawbacks can
be easily overcome. For instance, the VRML allows the document to be linked with any type of multimedia
such as text, sound, movie and graphic images (in static or dynamic state) in 3-D space. After figures or
objects are authored in VRML format, users are able to access easily to these objects using VRML browsers.
If drawings in texts are integrated into Web courseware using VRML, the student is able to access specific
figures and is able to observe that figure in many ways. For example, if a class learns about the concept of
perpendicular, students can observe the figure at the point of under, top, and in front of the figure by simply
controlling the browser control boxes.

Thus, they can vividly observe and "feel" figures taught in class as if these figures are real objects. Even
though the VRML figures may not provide "object in reality, " but it can show the "object in virtual reality."
Therefore, we are sure that the application of virtual reality based class aids is a challenging approach to
improve the learning effectiveness in geometry class.

3 Modeling geometry figures into VRML format
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When one designs courseware or computer assistant class aids, it is necessary to analyze not only learners,
but also teaching subjects [8, 9]. It is hard to say that a specific method is the only unique way to teach a
certain subject, and thus, the teacher needs thoughtful consideration for his/her class. With this in mind, we
have designed geometric figures by fully utilizing VRML characteristics and interesting human computer
interaction capability.

One example is as follows. To show "a point is not sufficient to define a plane," we used the VRML
animation capability as shown in Figure 1. Fig. 1(a) shows a point in a Web browser. If a student clicks the
point with the mouse, several planes appear and cross that point as shown in Fig. 1(b). Teacher then explains
that "when any plane crosses a point in any directions, it is not sufficient to compose a plane with a point."

Since cross planes appear when the student touches the point with the mouse, the dynamic images allow the
student to participate actively in the class. Also, teacher can show these figures as an example to deliver
axiomatic ideas with dynamic visual aids, in which case the class can be changed into a more vivid learning
environment.

Modeling geometric figures and drawings with the VRML needs several steps. First, basic drawing is
described with the VRML code. Then, shape transformation is done for complicated object drawing. This
step is required for various solids that are not possible using only basic drawings. Finally, covering a figure
with certain colors and patterns finishes texture mapping.

Three
planes
appear

Given

point
VRML

control
buttons

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. VRML drawings for showing "a point is not sufficient to make a plane"

We chose solid subjects in middle school mathematics class and, some of the examples of the courseware
contents were "relationship between lines," "planes in 3-D space," "polyhedral objects:' and "bodies of

rotations." We drew these objects in VRML format and students explore these objects using several
functions of VRML control buttons such as zooming, turning, and searching capabilities.

We used VRML drawings to describe these subjects as virtual reality including several polyhedra. It is
known that the best way to learn to visualize 3-D is to make objects that demonstrate the spatial concepts
[10]. Students can observe and use many spatial relationships while they construct polyhedra. Attractive

visual aids also stimulate creative thinking. We are sure that objects displayed by the virtual reality
technique are helpful for students. Current VRML technology allows students to navigate these objects as if
they were handling real objects.
It is not easy to make polyhedron objects that have more than 8 faces. But, if we use VRML, it is quite easy
to make such polyhedrons. Figure 2 shows a polyhedron that has 20 faces. If students observe these objects
at several different angles using browser controller, they may easily grasp the principles of polyhedrons.
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4.

-Figure 2. AFolSili-e-dron of 20 faces

4 Evaluation of a VRML based geometry class
The VRML based class materials were designed as a support for both teacher and students aids for the
teaching and learning process of abstract concepts with physical reality. The designed materials are basically
based on textbook contents that are drawn in 2-D.

4. 1 Method
To evaluate the effectiveness of VRML based geometry class, we designed two groups of classes; one
applying networked VRML materials, and the other taught in conventional approach. Each class had 34
students and they did not show significant difference in their average score in the

semester of school.

For the VRML based class, the teacher used VRML materials in class and the students were encouraged to
explorer these materials using their computer. The class was equipped with multimedia computers hooked
into the network. The other class was taught in verbal explanations as in conventional classes. One teacher
taught two groups at different times. The class schedules for each group were as follows.
Table 1. Class schedule for each group
Class

l't class

2" class
3`d class

VRML group

Non -VRML group

(classroom/ subject)
Audio-visual class
The relationship of line and plane
Audio-visual class
(Multimedia equipments are used)
Polyhedra and rotational objects
Computer room

(classroom/ subject)
Blackboard classroom
The relationship of line and plane
Blackboard classroom
Polyhedra and rotational objects

Self exploration with VMRL materials
4th class

Test

Blackboard classroom
Problem practice
Test

As Table 1 shows, we scheduled 4 classes and evaluation test was taken at the last class. Selected teaching

subjects were included in the first year middle school mathematics class in Korea. The VRML group
classroom was equipped with computers and audio-visual facilities. The teacher utilized VRML for his
teaching and students were allowed to explore VRML objects with their computers. On the other hand, the
blackboard classroom students did problem solving in the 3rd class.
After tutoring the subjects, both groups were tested with the same questions. The chosen method was student
knowledge of taught geometry subjects. We designed 25 questions, and half of them required visual
imaginations to answer correctly. We showed the characteristics of each question as relevant to visual
imagination critical with symbol v' in Table 2, and each group's right answer rate. Examples of the given
questions are shown in the appendix. Using a 5% level of significance that indicates the risk of incorrectly
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chosen two groups were not equal, a t-test analysis [11] was conducted assuming equal variances and a null
hypothesis of equal means.
Table 2. Test Questions and relevant to visual imagination
Correct answer rate (%)

Questions

Relevance

VRML

Traditional group

group
1

V

97.2

89.2

2

V

88.9

67.6

3

55.6

56.8

4

69.4

83.8

5

16.7

10.8

6

V

52.8

35.1

7

V

61.1

27.0

8

V

83.3

45.9

9

V

58.3

48.6

27.8

27.0

10

52.8

40.5

12

91.7

89.2

13

63.9

64.9

14

41.7

54.1

15

72.2

83.8

16

58.3

54.1

83.3

78.4

18

47.2

45.9

19

50.0

59.5

11

17

V

V

V

80.6

62.2

21

V

75.0

64.9

22

V

47.2

37.8

23

V

80.6

59.5

24

V

38.9

27.0

25

V

72.2

64.9

20

As shown in Table 3, the calculated t-statistics of -0.32 was less than the t-critical value of 1.99, indicating

that the expected interval of plausible values of the average score of the spring semester could be
constructed. That plausible interval values could be constructed implied that there was no difference in the
two groups. Also, a P-value of 0.748 was calculated to indicate the level of significance in the breaking

point of rejecting or accepting the null hypothesis. We used a 5% level of significance, and the null
hypothesis of equal means must be accepted since it is less than the P-value of 74.8%.

Table 3. Two rou s' average exam scores in Spring 1998
t-Critical
/-Statistics
SD
Average
VRML group
Traditional class

62.33
63.83

-0.32

400.22
382.65
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1.99

P-Value
0.74

Table 4. Test results of visualization aid critical and non-critical questions
t-Critical
Average
t-Statistics
SD
2.05
Visualization
VRML class
69.44
307.37
2.36
critical
Traditional
53.47
380.38
class
2.08
VRML class
54.04
439.00
-0.33
Visualization
non-critical
Traditional
571.57
57.26
class

Questions

P-Value
0.02

0.74

Using the same method as used for the null hypothesis of two selected groups, we analyzed the effectiveness
of the VRML based class by applying statistical differences of correcting answer rates for given questions

between two groups. The test problem set was organized as 14 problems that were critical for visual
experience and 11 questions that were normal questions that may be not dependent on visual aids.
The analysis of test data revealed that there is a statistical difference between the VRML based class and the
traditional method class. Students of the VRML based class showed a 29.7% more correct answer rate to
these questions than those in the traditional classroom in overall. To show the statistical meaning of this
result, we applied the null hypothesis that "applying VRML based materials do not affect the two groups in

statistical significance difference." As shown in Table 4, for visual experience critical problems, the /statistics value is 2.36 and t-critical value is 2.05 and this means this hypothesis should be rejected. Also, the
P-Value is 0.02 and we used the significance level of 5% and this result shows that applying VRML based
materials affects the two groups' answering rate for given questions. Therefore, we can emphasize that the
VRML based teaching is a very effective way for the geometry class.

Also, the hypothesis that "VRML based materials may not affect the two groups for non-visual critical
questions" was analyzed in statistical significance difference. To decide to accept or reject this hypothesis,
we used the same aforementioned method. As shown in Table 4, for visualization non-critical questions
answer rates of between two groups, the t-statistics value is 0.33 and t-critical value is 2.08. This result
shows that this hypothesis should be accepted. Furthermore, the P-value of 74% is much greater than the
level of significance of 5% showing that this hypothesis is true. Therefore, we may conclude that VRML
based teaching and conventional teaching method does not show significant differences in students'
understanding for visualization non-critical questions. This implies that VRML drawings may not be quite as
useful for a geometry class where visual aids are not so crucial.

5 Conclusions
Learning abstract geometric concepts in middle school class needs visualization of figures in 3-D space. The

relationship between lines, planes, and figures cannot be easily described simply by using the verbal
explanation approach. To visualize geometric objects for middle school class, we have designed and
implemented VRML drawings for visual aids and the test results show that the VRML based visual aids are
very effective in the geometry class.
The advantages of the VRML based geometry class can be summarized as follows. First, it provides a virtual
reality of figures and objects that cannot be easily described verbally. Secondly, the WWW application of
VRML materials can be effectively used for teaching or learning purposes in class. Finally, any shape of

geometry figure can be easily modeled into VRML drawings; thus, it is a good visual aid tool for the
geometry class. Therefore, we are recommending using VRML based visualization techniques as a visual
aid tool for not only mathematics class, but also any class that requires detailed description of physical
reality beyond the verbal approach.
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Appendix
Some of the test questions used for evaluating the effectiveness of the VRML based class are as follows.
Ql. Which one does not define a plane:
(1) Two lines in crossed position (2) Two lines that meet (3) Two parallel lines (4) A line and a point
outside of the line (5) Three points out of a line
Q2. Choose which shows the condition for perpendicularity between line and plane:
(1) The line and plane are in parallel (2) The plane contains the line (3) The plane and line meet at same
point and the line is perpendicular to a line which lies in the plane (4) The plane and line are in twisted
position
Q3. If we want to make a regular tetrahedron with following development figure, which edge is in twisted
position with edge AB?

A

B

E

F

C

D

(1) Edge BC (2) Edge CD (3) Edge AF (4) Edge DF (5) Edge ED
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The purpose of this paper is to apply network technology to make the design of
Web-based learning graphics systems for user. Several issues will be addressed
in this paper such as the development of an Integrated Interactive Graphics
System (IIGS) for a better design environment. In this paper, we attempted to
develop a web-based graphics learning system by Bezier, B -spline and NURBS

algorithms. The purpose of the research was to increase the effect of
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) in network The other advantages is that
network browser is the common platform in internet and intranet, the graphics

system can be portable cross different operating system, as like windows
98,linux..etc. In fact, the graphics learning system have attempted to be shared
the resource each other.
Keyword: OpenGL, VRML, NURBS, CAD/CAM, CAI, Curves, Surfaces

1 Introduction
As the Internet has improved in the last ten years, web-based graphics learning has become very important

in Internet. In recent year, the distance learning by Internet has been established and developed in
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) system. In this paper, the user can design and learning sculpture
curves and surfaces on a personal computer by the interactive way. The graphics system has friendly
interface in operating process.
OpenGL is a software interface that allows the programmer to create 2D and 3D graphics images. OpenGL
are both a standard API and the implementation of API. In other words, OpenGL is a set of functions which
have the same syntax and which act the same way on every platform, even though different vendors have
written the actual subroutines, which implemented the API standard.
Graphics programming concepts underlie the function of OpenGL. These concepts are easy for the average
application programmer to understand and use. OpenGL is independent of the hardware, operating, and

windowing systems in use. Using OpenGL to make a program is easier than using API to do. API is
integrated into a windowing system, since learning how to program a windowing system is often quite
complicated.

2 Curve Modeling
Curve methods are usually included in different courses such as geometric modeling, CAD/CAM,
computer-aided geometric design (CAGD), computer graphics, etc. In teaching this material, it is essential
that students have an access to computer graphics facilities. Practical experiences help them to understand
the dry theory. There are many books concerning curve and surface modeling and each of them considers
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this subject in a different way (with some modifications). Users are confused, especially beginners. The
next weakness of method representations is in lack of comparative means. Learning can be more effective
if different methods are studied simultaneously on the same data by changing control parameters.
This field is developing very quickly and therefore researchers need also an effective comparative tool for

their new improved approaches or methods. For these reasons, a program package for modeling and
analysis of parametric curve methods called CM ("Curves Modeling") has been constructed. It is written in
OpenGL. Not only 2D but also 3D curves are considered. Three various methods are incorporated in CM in

the first menu level. Including all menu levels, there are ten methods or their modifications. In the
interpolation methods, a curve passes through all control points, in the approximation methods, however, a
curve passes only near to control points.

Figure 1. The Curve modeling interface

Figure 2. The Surface-modeling interface

A curve is compounded of small curves called curve segments and is determined by an equation in
parametrical form (parameter u). In the knot vector for u (Uknot), there are parameter values for segment
boundaries.

3 The Bezier, B-spline and NURBS Curves Algorithms.(extract)
NURBS curves:
A pth-degree NURBS curve is defined by
(u)w,P.

C(u)

a < u< b
N,,,,(u)w,

(12)

Where the (Pi} are the control points (forming a control polygon), the { Wi } are the weights, and the
{Ni,p(u)} are the pth-degree B-spline basis functions defined on the non-periodic (and non-uniform) knot
vector.
{a,...,a,u
p+I

p +l

(13)

4 Surfaces Modeling
In the computer graphics, a surface is usually generated by a surface representation method on a control net
(linked control points in a 3D space). Methods for surface representation are divided in two major groups:
approximation and interpolation methods. At the interpolation methods, a surface passes through all control
points, at the approximation methods , however, a surface passes only near to control points. A surface is
compounded of small surfaces, called patches, presented by two families of isoparametric curves.

A program package for modeling and analysis of parametric surface methods called SM ("Surfaces
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Modeling") has been constructed .A surface is determined by an equation in parametrical form (parameters

u and v). We speak about u and v directions (parametrical view) or about direction X and direction Y
respectively (2D screen view). In the knot vectors for u and v (Uknot, Vknot), there are parameter values u
and v for patch boundaries.

5 The Bezier, B-spline and NURBS Surfaces Algorithms.(extract)
NURBS surfaces:
A NURBS surface of degree p in the u direction and degree q in the v direction is a bivariate vector-valued
piecewise rational function of the form

EEN

(14)

s(u,v) ""

o < u,v 5

E E N (ON

(Ow

1. 0 i.e

The {P1, } from a bi-directional control net ,the {Wig} are the weights ,and the {Ni,p(u)} and {Ni,,(v)} are
the non-rational B-spline basis functions defined on the knot vectors

6 The structure of the graphics learning system:
(1)System operating process and interface:
(2) Graphics algorithms:
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Figure 3. System operating process and interface.
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7 Brief Overview of OpenGL
OpenGL is the premier environment for developing portable, interactive 2D and 3D graphics applications.
OpenGL have the following obvious benefits:

(1) Reliable and portable
(2) Scalable
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(3) Easy to use
VR as a Training Tool
Virtual Reality training can dramatically reduce the cost of delivering training by decreasing learning time
for student and instructors.

VRT'raininE Reduces 1,zarninETimcsi

-

4

L

ij

;

DI

r--i

171101001u

igu re 6 WebbeGrator System

Figure 5. VR as a training tool as opposed to
Classroom techniques (RTI)

8 Implementation and Example:
(1)The Integrated graphics Learning real-time system:
(2)Drawing NURBS curves and Covert Curves into VRML 3D Type:
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Figure 7 Drawing and Covert NURBS Curves

9 Experiment results:
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While the differences between the groups were significantly different, the virtual reality group performed is
best; the Web-based model group is better than the printed materials group.

10 Conclusion:
The paper describes a new technology that we have established a VR-Based real-time graphics system. In
summary, the system offers the following contributions:
To accomplish an Integrated Graphics Learning Real-time System
1.
2. To share the resources in network.
3. To establish a computer network assisted learning system.
4. To explore and compare these algorithms of the sculpture curves and surfaces.
5. To integrate VRML with webbased learning system and realize 3D graphics on VR environment
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Theoretical understanding that learners acquire

is

concretized

through

exploration and collaboration with other learners as they articulate their
understanding and knowledge of the learning domain. Recognizing that
knowledge building is a dynamic process that requires learners' active
participation, there has been a shift from traditional teacher-centered instruction
towards interactive, peer tutoring, as well as simulation-oriented collaborative

group learning. Systems that allow users to engage in such activities are
increasingly interesting to scientific communities and learning organizations.This
paper shows how our system's design leverages off the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) architecture to allow developers to share the behaviors and interactions
of virtual objects. We also present our approach to partitioning different parts of

our system's virtual environment as well as storing and synchronizing virtual
worlds such that our system can support unlimited interactivity with virtual
objects and encourage user interactions in quasi-immersive online learning
communities.

Keywords: Collaborative learning, virtual reality in education, simulation,
experiential learning

1 Introduction
Constructivist theory, based in part on the results of Piaget's research, is the most widely accepted
pedagogical standpoint adopted among teachers today. Constructivism emphasizes the careful study of the
learning processes and leverages learners' active participation in problem solving as well as in learning
activities that promote creative and critical thinking. Rather than memorizing concepts through iterative rote
learning, learners internalize new concepts through exploratory learning and develop their own
understanding by integrating newly acquired knowledge with prior knowledge and experience. Peer tutoring
among learners and interactions with experts facilitate such learning processes where "knowledge [is]
directly experienced, constructed, acted upon, tested, or revised by the learner" [10].
The pedagogical consequence is that learning environments should support and stimulate further growth and

development of learners' minds while encouraging learners' autonomy and initiative. This constructivist
orientation requires a fresh perspective on the roles of technology in learning. Instead of viewing computers
solely as a knowledge presentation device, we can also view them as tools for supporting a pedagogical focus
on communications in collaborative learning ventures [4]. Suppose we are able to bring a group of people

together to interact in a model of a real environment, then we also have a tool for constructivist learning.
Imagine students steering ancient battleships and firing cannon balls at one another in order to explore the
concepts of relative velocities and projectile paths. Or perhaps a chemistry class where students can mix and
test chemical reactions in the safety of a virtual chemistry laboratory.

A successful Constructivist Learning Design (CLD) should provide familiar environments that reflect the
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thinking processes of the participants; in such environments there must be trust and public sharing of
knowledge in this environment [14]. Moreover, the Across-Schools Pedagogy Issues group [4] endorses the
"necessity of large-area networks for particular contexts, instructional goals, and learner characteristics."
Injecting constructivism into the educational system culminates in a revolution, from planning for teaching to
designing for learning [14] and the "key to reinventing our educational system . . . lies in what our teachers
believe about the nature of knowing" [1].
Increasing interest in virtual environments coupled with a recognition of their potential benefits from the use
of simulation, experientially-grounded learning, and socialized learning have led to the development of many
virtual reality (VR) systems. Working within the constructivist paradigm, we have developed a system that

creates virtual collaborative learning environments. Our system supports user interactions that facilitate
mutual tutoring and knowledge sharing. The system can be used by academic institutions that offer courses
through distance learning, or it may be used as a complementary form of on-line collaborative learning. In
particular, these institutions can conduct laboratory classes with visual demonstrations, simulations, and
presentations. The system can also be used to create virtual towns where users can interact with one another
and coordinate online meetings.

In subsequent sections of this paper, we critically evaluate related applications, present our research focus,
and describe one of the virtual worlds in our system to demonstrate how users collaborate and interact in
virtual environments. After the virtual world description, we discuss our approach to system design such that
it is easily extensible by future developers. Next, we present the basic mechanisms used to implement our

virtual environment system. The discussion on system architecture is followed by the conclusion and
intended further work for our system.

2 Critique of Related Applications
There have been several attempts to create similar VR environments. VR for Learning [6] is based on
Couch's multi-user virtual reality system. It is limited in that it does not store its data in a database. Moreover,
avatars in the virtual environments are static. They do not adhere to any common structure, and they float in
the virtual worlds rather than walk.

Active Worlds is a proprietary-standard virtual world browser that provides game-like 3D rendering of the
world with user-selectable (first-person or third-person) views. In addition to the browser window, Active
Worlds also comes with a chat window that supports user communications. Mouse- and keyboard-based
navigation through virtual worlds is remarkably smooth. However, the joints of Active Worlds avatars have
far fewer degrees of freedom than that possessed by humans. Hence, the avatars are capable of a smaller
repertoire of actions compared to avatars that model humans more accurately.

Community Place, developed by Sony Corporation, is designed to be scalable and to support many
"geographically dispersed users, interconnected through low bandwidth, high latency communication links"
[5]. However, the chat and whiteboard windows are separated from the navigation window. This increases
the semantic distance between the different components of the system.

blaxxun, by blaxxun interactive, has the advantage of using Humanoid Animation 1.0 (HANIM) [13]
compliant avatars. However, blaxxun lets avatars float instead of walk. Avatars move very quickly, but
realism is compromised.

3 Research Focus
In order for our system to benefit as many users as possible, our work is implemented using non-proprietary
technology. We developed the system's virtual world browser using Java3D and implemented the other
components in Java. Hence, our system is portable to hardware platforms that support Java3D and Java

Virtual Machine (JVM). Moreover, the system is designed to support a large number of users while
maintaining reasonable performance.

Considerable effort was devoted to designing an engaging interface so that the system is pleasurable to use.

This is pertinent because the objective of our system is to help users actively participate in learning
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environments and not in learning how to use the system. This will encourage users to engage in experiential
learning and increase their familiarity with the learning context.

In order to support collaborative learning and to enhance learning experiences, interactions between users
and virtual world objects must be supported. Moreover, each object should have unique behaviors and
properties, or they should be able to share behaviors and properties with other similar objects in an Object
Oriented (00) fashion. In our system, virtual object states are modified by manipulating components of these
virtual models directly. The system processes new object states and updates virtual worlds as well as a
database of virtual world states. By storing virtual world states, users can collaborate in discussions that span

several login sessions. Similar to most virtual environments, avatars are pertinent for promoting user
interactions because they allow users to establish their presence in virtual worlds by creating sensations of
"being there."

4 Battle Ships World Description
One of the virtual worlds in our system is the Battle Ships world (Figure 1). This world allows users to
explore three physics concepts:
the time taken for free-falling objects to reach level ground is independent of the objects' masses

the relative velocity between two moving objects creates the illusion that the objects are moving at
different individual speeds
the trajectories of projectiles are parabolic
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Figure 1

A screen capture of the BattleShips World with two cannon balls of different masses falling down
towards the cannons

This world contains two battleships equipped with cannons on both sides of each ship. By default, cannon
balls from each cannon have different mass. Users can change the mass of a ball by selecting the Examine
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mode on the floating toolbar palette followed by the ball of interest. The system will pop up an Inspector
window (where users can enter a new mass for the ball) at the position of the mouse click.

One of the battleships has two user-selectable objects in the crow's nest on top of the mast. When users
activate the trapdoor at the bottom of the crow's nest by clicking on the remote control button provided, the
selected objects will start to fall to the deck of the ship. Users are asked to find the object that will reach the
ground in the shortest time given that each object has a different mass. (The heaviest object will reach the
ground fastest due to air resistance. This is contrasted with the Vacuum Chamber virtual world where the time

taken to reach the ground is independent of the mass of free-falling objects due to the absence of air
resistance.)

Users can collaborate in controlling a ship. For example, one user may be navigating the ship to place it in a
more strategic firing position (with respect to the other ship) while trying to stay out of the other ship's line
of fire. Another user (on the same ship) may control the firing of cannons and the angles of elevation of the
cannons. Users can engage in mutual tutoring and knowledge construction by communicating with one
another using our system's text-chat facility.
Because both ships are moving, it is necessary to consider the relative velocity between the two ships when
navigating and firing the cannons. In addition, trajectories of cannon balls in this virtual world illustrate that
projectiles trace a parabolic path in contrast to the early intuitive (but mistaken) belief held by many novices
that cannon balls drop vertically near the end of trajectories [7].

5 System Design
Our system is designed to be easily extensible by developers so that virtual worlds supporting new learning
activities can be created more efficiently through reuse of existing implementation. Its design adheres to the
MVC architecture, hence providing minimally coupled yet cohesive subsystems. In this section, we describe
the Model, View, and Controller portions of the system. Following that, we discuss how we use a database to
store virtual world states persistently and how events are propagated to other clients in order to maintain
virtual world consistency (across different clients).

5.1 Model
In our system, the Model is represented by the vtalk package. vtalk models virtual objects (VObject), virtual
worlds (VWorld), and laws that can be applied to each VObject and VWorld.

5.2 Virtual Object
Every virtual object (VObject) in our system is modeled as an 00 class. This design allows virtual objects to
inherit and share properties as well as behaviors easily. In this manner, objects can be placed in new virtual
worlds and behave according to the conditions of the new worlds. For example, consider a virtual world
where users are placed on a planet with lower gravity (compared to the Earth). Users can choose to insert a
cannon into the virtual world (even though there are initially no cannons in this virtual world) and fire the
cannon to observe the trajectory of the cannon ball. The main challenge, however, is to classify a potentially

infinite number of objects into an extensible taxonomy. Our approach to the taxonomy is to categorize
objects into Living and NonLiving things. The taxonomy for Living things is well defined by Parker [8].
On the other hand, the taxonomy for NonLiving things depends on the context in which the objects are placed.
As such, NonLiving objects are classified according to generic behaviors (such as moving when a force is
applied to it) and properties. For example, billiard balls, golf balls, bowling balls are placed as subclasses of

the Ball class. This classification of NonLiving things is developed in the context of the scope of our
intended experiments and is not meant to encompass all possible scenarios.

In order to minimize coupling, the Model communicates with the other parts of the system via messages
encapsulated into events. Consequently, behaviors of each object generate events (such as velocity changed)
that are propagated to the virtual world that contains the object and other Views (typically represented by a
virtual world browser) rendering the object.
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Virtual worlds (VWorld) are managers of VObjects. A virtual world delegates events generated by objects
that the world contains, responds to events using implemented laws (such as Newton's Laws of Motion), and
routes events to affected VObjects as well as the network component of the system. Each VWorld presents a
rich set of cohesive simulations where users can modify attributes of virtual objects and observe the effects.
For example, when users change the texture of a billiard table, a billiard ball on the table will be observed to
roll at a different speed (compared to the speed before the change) when the users hit the ball with a cue stick.

5.3 Laws
Laws are implemented separately from VObjects and VWorlds because different laws are applicable to
VObjects depending on the learning objectives (determined by VWorld). The consequence of incorporating
laws in virtual worlds is that laws cannot be shared across virtual worlds. On the other hand, embedding laws
within VObjects may result in ambiguity of applicable laws as well as prohibit sharing of laws. Hence, the
separation of laws from VObjects and VWorlds allows VWorlds to determine applicable laws and the priority
of laws to resolve conflicts.

5.4 View
A View denotes the portion of the system that listens for events. This approach allows the system to present
different representations of the same model, for example a 3D virtual environment and a 2D plan view of the
3D environment. Currently, our system has one View component, VBrowser. Consider a cannon ball fired

from a cannon, the ball will generate high-level events that inform VBrowser that its velocity and
acceleration have changed. Subsequently, the view will apply Newton's Laws of Linear Motion at every
uniform interval to compute the new location, velocity, and acceleration of the ball. The laws can be applied
independently of the world containing the virtual objects.

Collision detection is necessary for most virtual environments especially in simulation-oriented systems.
Ideally, collision detection should be implemented in the Model. However, only VBrowser has access to
geometric data of all virtual objects necessary to compute collision accurately. For these reasons, our system
detects collisions by leveraging off collision detection mechanisms available through the graphics engine of
VBrowser [12]. When VBrowser detects collisions, it generates events of the collisions and routes them to the
virtual world where the collisions occurred. Virtual worlds would then handle the collisions according to the
implemented laws of each world.

5.5 Controller
Users generally interact with the Model using a Controller. Because users interact with virtual objects
through direct manipulations, the Controller's interface is part of VBrowser's interface. For example, users
navigate through virtual environments by dragging the mouse across VBrowser (representing the View).
However, the engine that handles the mouse movements is part of the Controller. In this case, the Controller
updates the Model, and the Model, in turn, generates events that are received by VBrowser. VBrowser would
then update the View presented to users.
Our system supports direct manipulation of objects such that users interact with the objects they see in virtual
worlds directly. Because the types of possible (and logical) object interactions depend on the virtual world
containing the object, introducing the allowed interaction types into the Controller or View would couple
these two components undesirably to the Model.

In view of this, Controllers convey user intentions of manipulating objects to the Model which then decides
the appropriate interaction types and pops up a toolbar containing valid actions that can be taken next to the
object of interest. Users can then select the desired action (from the toolbar) to perform.

5.6 Network
The network component of our system propagates events from virtual worlds in order to synchronize worlds
on different clients and to update the database storing virtual world states. However, if all virtual world
events are propagated to other clients, the events will be "bounced" from client to client indefinitely. For
example, when client A sends an event denoting that the location of object 1 is changed, this event will be
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sent to client B. Client B updates its copy of object 1, thus triggering off another location changed event.
This event would then be propagated back to client A, and so on.

Although this event looping situation can be circumvented by tagging every event with the originating client,
a better design is to send only high-level events that result directly from user interaction. For example, a user
moves a stick to strike a ball. The location changes of the stick (as the user manipulates it) are sent to all

clients in the same world. However, events of collision between the stick and ball as well as subsequent
location changes of the ball due to this collision are not propagated. It is not necessary to propagate such
events because every client is able to detect the collision and handle the subsequent ball movements locally.
This is similar to the dead-reckoning technique. As a result, bandwidth requirements are reduced because
"update packets can be transmitted at lower-than-frame-rate frequencies" [9].

5.7 Database
The relational database in our system is used to store virtual world states and other data necessary to
facilitate restoration of virtual worlds. Using the Java Reflection API and object serialization [11], we
designed the database to handle objects of new virtual object classes without requiring any modification in
the database code. As a result, other developers can create new virtual objects, by extending available virtual
objects, without implementing ways to store the new objects.

In interactive collaborative virtual environments, two or more users may attempt to grab the same virtual
object at the same time. By leveraging off concurrency control mechanisms of the relational database, our
system prevents concurrent attempts by multiple users to grab the same virtual object through the use of
"ownership" data in every virtual object's database tuple. A user who holds an object is considered to be the
"owner" of the object until the user releases the object [9].

On the other hand, a user may attempt to grab an object that is already held (virtually) by another user.
However, this scenario is unlikely to occur with the exception of virtual worlds where such actions are
appropriate because socially acceptable norms discourage users from "snatching" other users' objects.

5.8 Flow of Events
Figure 2 illustrates a typical scenario representing the flow of control and events when the system is running.
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Flow of control and events in a typical scenario
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9. send
events

to
server

When users interact with the objects in virtual worlds (Model), the Controller sends events to notify the
associated virtual world of attribute changes. At the same time, the Controller also sends these events to other
client machines via the network in order to synchronize virtual worlds on all clients. Every event is tagged
with the time that the event occurred so that the order of events is preserved and consistent across all client

machines. Because each client may have a different local time (such as in the case of client machines in
different time zones), our system synchronizes the time of an event with the server's time.

The virtual world on every client machine will propagate the events encapsulating the changes to the virtual
objects concerned. Upon receiving such events, the virtual objects will process these events representing the
necessary updates and route the events to event listeners; that is objects that indicate interest in receiving
virtual object events.

Finally, the View will interpret the events it receives from the Model and render the necessary changes by
updating the geometric representations of all affected virtual objects.

6 System Architecture
In this section, we describe the basic mechanisms that we used to implement our system. We adopt a clientserver architecture where there are multiple servers, with each server catering to several client machines
(Figure 3). Although the system's server programs currently execute on one Sun workstation only, these
programs can potentially reside on different physical workstations to support scaling beyond the processing
power of one workstation.
Our system architecture is similar to the RING system [2]. Unlike the RING system, however, the servers in
our system do not communicate directly with one another (although they share the same repository for virtual
world states) because each server in our system handles only events from client machines in the same virtual
world. Moreover, server programs may be hosted on different machines to distribute workload. When a user
logs on to the system, the Controller retrieves the current states of the virtual world where the user is located
from the database using JDBC. Using these states, the Controller instantiates the Model to represent the
virtual world and all objects within the world. The Model then generates events to the listeners. One instance
of a listener is the View (or VBrowser) that renders the virtual world as an interactive 3D environment on the
monitor.

If the current states of the virtual world into which a user has entered are not available either due to a
disconnected network or the fact that the world is newly created, then the virtual world is built locally
according to the default layout of the world. If the world is new, then the Model will update the database with

the default states of the virtual world. On the other hand, if the network is unavailable, the system is still
functional because vtalk package's virtual network (VNetwork) is able to simulate the existence of a network
connection. Hence, users can still engage in learning activities in virtual worlds in single-user mode. Changes
made to objects in this mode are, however, not saved.
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Figure 3

System architecture showing connections between virtual world servers and clients
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The View of our system's virtual environment is generated using Java3D while the interfaces are created
using Java Swing. The View is driven by events that are generated by virtual worlds and objects. Typically,
these events are generic attribute changes (such as change in velocity) that affect the rendered view directly.

A possible event generation implementation is to use the Java Observer/Observable classes. Although these
classes resemble the example code written by Gamma et al. [3], the Observer/Observable approach has the
following disadvantages [15]:
In order for event listeners to make use of the Observer/Observable classes, the classes modeling the
event listeners have to be subclasses of the Observable class. However, it is usually difficult to meet this
requirement because Java does not support multiple inheritance and the listeners may be subclasses of
other classes already.
Programmers need to understand details of how the update handler methods work.
Hence, the event generation mechanism of our system is based on the MVC architecture instead. Using this
mechanism, each object that generates events stores its own list of event listeners [15]. When the attribute of
an object changes, the object generates an event and routes it to every event listener in its list of listeners.
Event listeners can be added and removed dynamically at run-time. As such, our system can create multiple

views of the same model simultaneously. For example, it is useful to represent virtual worlds as 3D
environments and also as a 2D plan view to aid navigation through large virtual worlds.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have explained the design of our simulation-oriented collaborative virtual environment
based on the MVC architecture. We presented a description of our system's BattleShips virtual world where
learners can explore physics-related concepts in an engaging and immersive fashion through interaction with
objects in the world. Moreover, learners can participate in constructive online discussions as part of a
learning community using our text-based chat facility. We further showed how different behaviors and laws
can be shared and extended among virtual worlds and objects in an 00 fashion. We also explained how our
system is designed to support the addition of new virtual objects with minimal changes to the network and

database. Finally, we presented the underlying system architecture of our current system to support
collaborative learning distributed over geographic locations.

Our future work will include letting users see the actions and gestures of other users so that less time and

effort is spent on prefatory remarks in online discussion (using text-chat). We will explore network
topologies that afford greater scalability. We also intend to implement automatic distribution of load among
several workstations and conduct formative and summative user evaluations.
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Strange Creatures in Virtual Inhabited 3D
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This paper discusses the strange creatures that currently populate 3D cyberspace
and3D Internet. First, the concept of Virtual Inhabited 3D worlds are discussed
and defined. Next, some of the key elements or basic entities that can be found
within the horizon of Virtual, Inhabited 3D Worlds are identified and denned.
Among these basic elements are objects and agents, differentiated by whether or
not their primary function is to carry out an action. Agents (denned as entities,

which primary function is to carry out actions) have two main forms, which
have been described as relatively sharply differentiable polar opposites. This is
done based on questions such as: who is controlling the agents? ' who is doing
the driving?' On the one hand there are agents that react independently of the
user, but which are controlled by software or AL, the so-called ' autonomous
agents' or bots' . On the other hand, there are agents, which directly represent
and are controlled by users, the so-called ' avatars. Although there is then, in
principle, a differentiation, in terms of definition, between bots and avatars, the
paper argues that both concepts cover a relatively wide spectrum of very
different types of phenomena with differing degrees of control. There also seems
to be a tendency toward the appearance of more and more hybrids- in the present
context termed cyber-hybrids' - combining avatars and bots. Furthermore, these
hybrid forms are in many ways the most interesting and most promising in the
virtual worlds at the moment. Rather than considering avatars and bots as polar

opposites, it may therefore be more productive to consider them as the outer
points along a continuum, between which can be found all sorts of combinations
or hybrids. Following this line of argument, the paper outlines a new typology of
hybrid creatures, which currently populate the continuum between (objects) bots
and avatars in Virtual worlds.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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The Effect of Virtual Reality Learning
Transfer with Different Cognitive Style
Wen, Jia-Rong* and Hsu, Li-Ling**
Industrial Technology Education, National Kaohsiung Normal University
* jerome@nknucc.nknu.edu.tw
** lingohsu@venus.seed.net.tw
The virtual reality has great potential capacity in distance learning. There are
three characteristics of virtual reality learning, simulation, interaction, and
involvement of multiple users. The purpose of this study is to discuss the effect
of virtual reality learning transfer with different cognitive style, and recognize
the relationship between cognitive style and relatively different form. Cluster
sampling was used in this study. Two schools, Kwan Hwa Junior High school
and Youth Junior High school, were selected for sampling. Two classes of each
school were recruited. Four research instruments such as "Cognitive Style
Profile", "The Need for Cognitive Scale", "Computer Attitude Profile" and "The
learning classroom of virtual reality" were used for evaluation. The main finding
after analyzing the score statistically are as followed:(l).The cognitive style of
students is generally good and above medium level, however, it seems not very
good at discrimination skill.(2).The verbal spatial preference skill of students
leans toward the spatial learning.(3).The computer attitude of students is good
generally and has positive attitude.(4).The social position and owning computer

have a remarkable influence on the VR learning transfer; yet sex, learning
computer experience and family education mode do not have a distinguished
influence on learning.(5),Increasing the opportunity for students to use
computers helps VR learning transfer by computers.(6).The VR learning transfer
differed by the difference of cognitive need.(7).The number of computer attitude
will influence VR learning transfer, that one having positive (computer) attitude
is much more efficient than the negative.(8).Discrimination skill and spatial skill

will influence the VR learning transfer.(9).The number of different personal
factor have a remarkable influence on cognitive style, cognitive need and
computer attitude; yet family education mode does not have a distinguished
influence on them.(10).The discrimination skill, spatial skill, cognitive need and
computer attitude have a remarkable positive correlation with the VR learning
transfer.(11).By means of predictive analysis, attitudes in computer, cognitive
need and cognitive style have distinguished prediction.

Keyword: cognitive style, virtual reality, learning transfer

1 Introduction
A highly concerned subject to educators is how to enhance the outcome of education. In nearly a century, the

researchers of educational technology are trying to find out the best educational media to assist their
teaching. Educators expect the learner can learn effectively in short time. Because of individual difference,
several factors could affect final achievement, including physiology, psychology, cognition, the attitude of
educator, and the learning environment. As a result, the relationship between educational technology and the
learning effect always being questioned.

Under the trend of "global life-time learning", distance learning has become a new learning model. It is
excited that the technology shorten the distance between teaching and learning. Moreover, the interaction
among virtual reality makes the communication possible between the real world. The researchers are aware
of the potential of virtual reality. They believe the functions of simulation, interaction, and involvement of
multi user leads the virtual space towards the model of virtual community. However, the reality and the
virtual world have to coexist. The problems in real world have to be solved. It is important to consider how
to make good use of the characteristics of virtual reality learning while trying to set up a virtual learning
environment. We can not put every learner under virtual learning world(Chu,1998). Lin(1997) believed a
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well-designed hypermedia helps learning. Furthermore, it has positive impact on the attitude of the learner
using hypermedia.

The characteristics of the learning media and the learning attitude of the media are both variables of the
cognitive style used to predict learning effects. Therefore, the objective of this study was to assist junior high
school student study drawing in living technology education by using virtual reality. In addition, the impacts
of the different cognitive styles on the learning using virtual reality are investigated. Student's adaptation of
cognitive styles to the new media was discussed.

2 purpose
The purpose of this study is to discuss the transition of virtual reality learning transfer with different
personal variable, cognitive need, cognitive style, and computer attitude. To summarize, the purpose of this
study is follow: (1). To inquiry the influence compared with different personal variable, cognitive need,
cognitive style, computer attitude and VR learning transition. (2) To explore the influence between personal
variable and cognitive style. (3). Beside on the result and finding , to provide the concrete suggestions for
teachers and people who design the environment of web virtual reality .

3 Method
3.1 Subject
Cluster sampling was used in this study. Two schools, Kwan Hwa Junior High school and Youth Junior High
school, were selected for sampling. After the rejection the invalid samples 133 students are analyzed.

3.2 Materials
3.2.1 Cognitive Style Profile
To explore whether student with different cognitive styles react differently to the same material, this research
adapted the Cognitive Style Profile that was developed by Keefe and Monk (1979) and translated by Liu

(1992). The result of this profile is to investigate students' cognitive style in several dimensions. Scales
between poor to excellent were measured to separate students into several groups. Factors as sequential
processing skill (SQP); discrimination skill (DS); categorization skill (CS); analytic skill (AS); spatial skill
(SS); memory skill (MM); and verbal spatial preference skill (VSP) are discussed.

3.2.2 The Need for Cognitive Scale, NCS
The NCS scale developed by Cacippo and Petty(1984) and translated by Cheng-Ren Zhan (1997) was used

here. Research showed NCS had high positive correlation with IQ and low positive correlation with
cognitive style.

3.2.3 Computer Attitude Profile

Ming-Long Wu (1997) developed the "Computer Attitude Profile" to investigate the computer attitude
tendency of students. This profile includes four dimensions: computer affection, computer application,
confidence attitude, and gender differences.

3.2.4 The learning classroom of virtual reality

This study adapted the " The learning classroom of virtual reality " which
designed by Jia-Rong Wen (1999) (NSC 88-2520-s-017-001). Contents cover
"Technology education--show visions". "The learning classroom of virtual
reality" is divided into four areas: direction, disappeared-point, three visions
and heap. The relationship between teaching materials and cognitive style is
as the right side.
Figure 1 The relationship between
teaching materials and cognitive style
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3.3 Experimental design and procedures
The learning process of virtual reality in this research was divided into five steps: (1) The input of basic
personal data; (2) Profiles Test; (3) pretest; (4) Virtual reality learning; (5)Posttest.
About the path of this framework , describe as follow:
A. To explore the relationship between personal various and VR learning transfer.
B. To inquiry the relationship between cognitive need and VR learning transfer.
C. To investigate the relationship between computer attitude and VR learning transfer.
D. To study the correlation between cognitive style and VR learning transfer.

E. To understand the effect of between personal various and cognitive need, computer attitude, and
cognitive style.
F. To investigate the distinguished predictive force with cognitive style, cognitive need and computer
attitude toward VR learning transfer.
Independent
variable

personal variable
sex
social postion
teaching method
have/no computer
contact "VR"
computer experience;

-isrersairmivariable

Cognitive style
SQP
OS
CS
AS
SS

dependent
variable

144

VR

VSP

learning
F

cognitive need

transition
B

Computer Attitude
computer affection
computer application
confidence attitude
gender differences

Figure 2 The framework of research

4 Results and Discussion
After the test, the collected data was analyzed in statistical methods such as T-test, one-way ANOVA,
correlation, MANOVA,regression and the Scheffe test; the report, based on the results and discussion, is as
follow.

4.1 descriptive illustration
4.1.1 The present situation description of cognitive style

Cognitive
Style
SQP
DS
CS
AS
SS

MM

VSP

Table 1. The present situation description of cognitive style
TSTANDARD SCORE RANGES
Mean

SD

52.12
44.72
59.7
51.28
53.15
53.98

8.28
12.24
7.67

45.39

Lower than
mean

mean

12

13

22

27
30

11

8

9.71

33
0
30

9.26
10.29

21
10

35
33
29

0
0

7.29

weak

High than mean

strong

81

0

40
50
24
31

8

64
44
48

36

41

Space

Neutrality
toward space

neutra lity

Neutrality toward
language

language

21

68

30

10

4
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As the Table 1, show the situation of junior high school students about cognitive style. Students have
excellent skills in SQP, CS and MM. Students are short of DS skill. The mean of DS skill is lower than 50
and the SD is higher score, to display students have large different in DS skill. Both AS and SS have
twin-peak distribution patters. VSP indicates the habit and perference of personal learning styles. From Table
1, the result shows that most of the subjects are used to or prefer spatial skill rather than verbal skill.

4.1.2 The present situation description of computer attitude
Table 2. The abstract description of computer attitude
mean
31.06

SD
6.06

number

Mean of number

Computer affection

8

3.88

Computer application

54.71

8.61

13

4.21

Gender differences

23.86

4.78

8

Confidence attitude

19.05

5.86

7

2.98
2.72

According to Table 2. ,the mean of number approximate 3 to confirm the information spreading effect in
these years. "Computer application" is higher and "confidence attitude" is lower than others. Study displays
Junior High School students have bad confidence toward computer attitude.

4.2 The relationship of VR learning transfer with personal variable, cognitive need,
and cognitive style
4.2.1 Test of significance of different personal variable for VR learning transfer
Table 3. The abstract of T-test of significance about personal variable in VR learning
Basic personal variable

classification
SD
Mean
SD
Mean I
female (66)
male (67)
6.36
11.32
6.57 I 11.05
no(47)
have(86)
1.70
10.95
9.07 I 10.42

T test

Scheffe

I

sex

0.105

I

Have computer at home
Have contact with 3D VR

I

5.8

10.47

*P<.05

have > no

no(88 )

have(45 )
7.78

3.829***
0.807

11.47

"p<.01

***P<.001

Table 4. The abstract of ANOVA of significance about personal variable in VR learning
socioeconomic
level

train
Computer
experience

SD
Mean
2(33)
10.30
9.27
authority(3)
1.76
11.58
Less 1 year(1)
5.17
11.77

SD
Mean
3(42)
11.80
7.26
freedom(3)
10.56
8.29
1-1.9 year(2)
9.49
8.52

Mean
SD
4(58)
3.71

SD

11.37

2-2.9 year(3)
6.68
12.52

F

Scheffe

4.017* 2 > 4

11.06

assistance(3)
6.25

Mean

Other(4)
2.382
11.40
0.00
More 3 year(4)
1,318
7.93
10.83

Ps. 2:high socio-economic level ; 2:middle socioeconomic level; 4:low socioeconomic level

According to Table 3 and Table 4, to show the basic personal variable influence VR learning transfer. "Have

computer at home" and "socio-economic level" influence VR learning transfer directly. Those students
whose families are at higher social or economic levels perform better in VR learning transfer. Their parents
usually pay more attention to their environment of education and afford computers in their own homes.

4.2.2 Test of significance of different personal variable to cognitive style and computer attitude

Table 5. are the results of MANOVA comparing with different socio-economic level and computer
experience. It shows that higher socio-economic level students get high score on DS.

In Cognitive Style Profile, students from families of different social or economic levels have significant
difference (p<0.05) in DS. Moreover, after having applied Scheffe Mathod, those who are from higher social
or economic levels ahve better DS than those who are from middle levels.
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Table 5. The abstract of significance of MANOVA about socio-economic level
socioeconomic level

1 (38)

2 (75)

3 (10)

Wilk's

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

SQP

3.36

0.86

3.29

1.02

3.34

1.04

DS

3.03

1.29

2.31

1.24

2.93

1.25

CD

4.36

0.90

4.21

0.95

4.22

AS

2.88

1.73

3.50

1.57

3.00

3.992*
0.88
0.313
1.61 0.845
1.665

SS

3.73

1.57

3.52

1.49

3.10

1.57

MM

3.70

1.24

3.50

1.31

VSP

2.48

0.97

2.40

0.91

computer affection 32.06

5.23 32.14 6.31
computer application 55.73 7.35 55.81 9.54

gender differences 16.36 5.81

19.48 5.77

confidence attitude 24.33 3.93

24.45 5.63

Post
compare

F

0.068

2>3

1.941

0.423
1.813
1.556
29.71 6.13 0.896 2.633
53.33 8.52
1.326
20.28 5.55
5.150*
3.43

1.40

2.14

0.91

23.17 4.54

4>2

10.84
1.786

In Computer Attitude Profile, students from families of different social and economic levels also ahve
different profermance in the dimension of "gender differences ".On the Contrary, those who are from lower
social or economic levels have greater differeces between genders.This suggests that the male from lower
social or economic levels have stronger stereotype about "computers are particularly for the male".

4.3 The relationship between cognitive style, cognitive need, computer attitude and
learning translation
Table 6. The abstract of significance of ANOVA about cognitive need and computer attitude toward learning
translation
Mean
SD
1--lower(37)
Cognitive need
10.50
3.78
Computer
1--lower(31)
attitude(3 in 1) 2.58
10.64
computer
1--lower(40)
affection
3.25
11.80
1--lower(34)
computer
application
2.79
9.86
1--lower(34)
confidence
attitude
3.68
10.89
1--lower(34)
gender
differences
7.35
13.10

Mean
SD
2--middle(62)
5.97
12.51
2--middle(72)
10.82
5.69
2--middle(54)
7.41
9.94
2--middle(60)
6.5
11.80
2--middle(63)
6.51
10.42
2--middle(53)
6.98
10.02

Mean
SD
3--higher(34)
10.29
7.97
3--higher(30)
12.33
10.40
3--higher(39)
8.46
11.59
3--higher(39)
10.41
9.62
3--higher(36)
12.24
9.03
3--higher(46)
5.22
10.95

F

Scheffe test

3.247*

3>1

2.542
3>1

2.049
0.449

Table 6 shows that personal cognitive need affects VR learning transfer (F=3.247; p<0.05).After having
applied with Scheffe, those with more cognition need have better VR learning transfer than those with less
Need(3>1).

Table 7 shows the effect upon several dimensions in cognitive style toward VR learning transfer. From the
result, those with "Strong" and "Higher Than Mean" DS have better in VR learning transfer than those with
"Lower Than Mean" DS. In other words, DS and VR learning transfer are somehow associated. SS and
learning transfer are also associated since they show significant differences. After having applied with
Scheffe, those with "Strong" SS ahve better in learning transfer than those with "weak" SS.
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Table 7. The abstract of significance of ANOVA about cognitive style toward learning translation
Weak
Mean

3

4

5

Mean

higher than
mean
Mean SD

Strong

2

1

level

SD

lower than
mean
Mean SD

Mean

SD

F

Mea

SD

Post
compare

n

SQP
DS
CS
AS
SS
MM
VSP

6.67
4.24
5.50
0.95
7.50
4.76

10.30 1.15
12.26 -0.45
10.0
10.28 8.14
11.69 6.67
5.89 6.21
12.60 7.21

11.02
11.84
14.49
10.99
11.57
12.08
10.01

8.33
8.00
8.13

11.27
9.79
8.43

7.67
7.65
5.33

12.13
12.13
11.37

6.67
9.25
4.50
6.04
7.22
7.22
8.50

11.18
8.44
12.34
13.02
10.31
10.31
15.47

1.255
15.0

11.34 4.91***

7.19
6.02
5.24
5.24
6.25

9.71
10.97
12.04
12.04
11.81

5>2;4>2

1.037

0.369
2.804* 5>1
0.232
0.352

Table 8. The relationship of cognitive style, cognitive need, computer attitude with VR learning translation
SQP
.056

Learning transfer

AS

CS
.073

DS
.226*

-.024

SS
.221*

Cognitive computer computer confidence gender
need
affection application attitude differences
Learning transfer

.245**

-.058

.186*

.188*

VSP Cognitive
MM
.009
.068
.051
Computer attitude(3 in 1)
.244**

.218*

In Cognitive Style Profile, DS and SS are highly associated with VR learning transfer (p<0.05). The
correlation coefficient are 0.226 and 0.221 respectively. In the VR learning transfer of the subjects, the
variances accounted by DS and SS are 0.5 and 0.48 respectively.

The Need for Cognitive Scale and VR learning transfer are significantly associated (r=0.245,p<0.01) with a
variance at 0.06.This indicates that those with higher Cognitive Need tend to perform better in VR learning
transfer. In the Computer Attitude Profile, only the dimension "gender differences" is staticstically

independent from VR learning transfer. The rest dimensions of the profile are significantly positively
associated with VR learning transfer.

This shows that it is easier for those with positive attitide toward computers to have more VR learning
transfer.

4.4 Stepwise Multiple Regression
In the analysis of Distinguished Predictive Force of variables, Stepwise Multiple Regression was used with
VR learning transfer as the dependent variable. And the independent variables included seven dimensions of
Cognitive Style Profile (which are SQP, DS, CS, AS, SS, MM, and VSP), four dimensions of Computer
Attitude Profile and NCS. The result shows on table 9.
Table 9. The Stepwise Multiple Regression table
order
I .cognitive need

R

R2

.245

.060

3. Computer attitude(3 in 1)

.328
.387

.108

4.SS

.430

.185

2.DS

.150

AR2

f3

.060
.048
.042
.035

.110
.267
.219
.198

8.386**
7.842***
7.569***
7.247***

Within the thirteen independent 'variables, four of them show significance in Distinguished Predictive Force.

They are NCS, DS, CA, and SS. They altogether can explain 18.5% variance in VR LEARNING
TRANSFER. When only one single independent variable is effective, the distinguished predictive force of
NCS is the best, which reaches 6%; DS accounts 4.8%; Computer attitude(3 in 1) predicts 4.2%; and SS
only score 3.5%.
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4.5 Synthetic analysis about VR learning transfer
After analysis,table 10 shows the result of comparison. As follow:

Table 10. The synthetic analysis about VR learning transfer
Cognitive need

VR learning
transfer

3> 1

Computer
attitude(3 in I)
3>2
3>1

Computer attitude
confidence
computer
computer
attitude
application
affection

gender
differences

3> 1

Cognitive Style
SQP

VR learning
transfer

DS

AS

CS

5>2
4 >2

SS

MM

VSP

5>1

Table 10 shows the facts which effect VR learning transfer. Those are "cognitive need"" Computer
attitude(3 in 1)"" computer application" and cognitive style (DS and SS).

5

Conclusion and Suggestions

5.1 Conclusion
Distance education offers a new chance applying to review learning conviction and learning tactic for
developing learning environment. Virtual Reality is an important style for distance education. In this study,

the relationship of learning translation with cognitive style, cognitive need and computer attitude is
concerned. The main results of this study are as follow :

(1).The cognitive style of students is generally good and above medium level, however, it seems not very
good at discrimination skill.
(2).The verbal spatial preference skill of students leans toward the spatial learning.
(3).The computer attitude of students is good generally and has positive attitude.

(4).The social position and owning computer have a remarkable influence on the VR learning transfer; yet
sex, learning computer experience and family education mode do not have a distinguished influence on
learning.
(5),Increasing the opportunity for students to use computers helps VR learning transfer by computers.
(6).The VR learning transfer differed by the difference of cognitive need.

(7).The number of computer attitude will influence VR learning transfer, that one having positive (computer)
attitude is much more efficient than the negative.
(8).Discrimination skill and spatial skill will influence the VR learning transfer.
(9).The number of different personal factor have a remarkable influence on cognitive style, cognitive need
and computer attitude; yet family education mode does not have a distinguished influence on them.
(10).The discrimination skill, spatial skill, cognitive need and computer attitude have a remarkable positive
correlation with the VR learning transfer.

(11).By means of predictive analysis, attitudes in computer, cognitive need and cognitive style have
distinguished prediction.

5.2 Suggestions
According to the result of the research, we request the following suggestions to the related authorities in
educating long distance of virtual reality reference:
(1) Among the seven items of Cognitive Style, students in domestic have better skills in sequential
processing, categorization and memory; while in discrimination skill, the average is lower, and there are

more differences inside. According to the explanation of the scale which evaluates the students whether
they can focus on some level. The ones will high grades have better special quality on the focusing in
cognitive styles, sharply watch the proper details and grasp the key points at work. The grades of students
become lower is possibly due to fewer focusing on learning.
(2) The combinded resources of communities and schools can contribute to the education of the students
from families of lower social or economic levels. In addition, the bond between the communities and the
schools can provide various opportunities for students to operate computers.
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(3) To increase students' oppertunities of active observation and to enhance their abilities in science and
technology.
(4) To progress students' DS and SS, to benefit their VR learning transfer.
(5) To promote students' confidence in operating computers, to develop positive attitude toward computers,

to enhance learning, to increase VR learning transfer the stereotype of gender differences should
prevented
(6) To accommodate Spatial Learning, to escalate VR learning transfer.
(7) To let students establish the positive cognitive demand is more helpful to VR learning transfer.
(8) The computer attitude is also the important factor of VR learning trandfer. Students with positive
confidence in believing computer is a kind of assit-tool have better learning effect.
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In recent years, many studies have dealt with students' reasoning in science.
Those studies suggested that pupils, in different degrees, have difficulties in
understanding matter phases and phase transitions. To increase pupils
understanding of phases and phase transitions, we are developing the "Virtual
Water" project, a virtual environment centered on the learning of the structure

and properties of water in its different phases. Within this environment, the
molecular dynamics in the solid, liquid and gaseous phases of water and the
corresponding phase transitions take place in three-dimensional space, with the
possibility of haptic interaction with the molecules.

Keywords: Virtual reality, virtual environment, water, phases and phase
transitions

1 Introduction
All substances undergo dramatic changes in their qualitative properties when certain parameters pass
through particular values. Matter phases and phase transitions have received considerable attention in the
framework of research on children's understandings in different ages and development stages [1-4], [10],
[15].

Ice melting is an everyday example of a phase transition. When the temperature increases, keeping the
pressure constant, the molecular vibrations become gradually more violent and thermal expansion occurs.
Since this increase of vibration amplitude is gradual, one might expect that the macroscopic properties of
water would also undergo a smooth change. While this is true for most temperatures, there is a well-defined
temperature for which something dramatic happens: a sudden change in the properties of the substance and
the appearance of a liquid. The liquid, in its turn and at a higher temperature, undergoes another phase
transition going into a gas.
Few pupils use the corpuscular theoretical model taught in school to explain these processes. Indeed, their
knowledge and understanding of the corpuscular theory of matter is sometimes very fragmentary. They
apply it in some situations but not in others. For example, they may apply the corpuscular theory to explain
gases but not to explain solids and liquids. There are also cases where pupils say that the shape and size of
molecules changes when the state of matter changes: the shape of molecules depends on the shape of the
vessel, molecules of solids are the biggest while gas molecules are the smallest for Portuguese children
(13-15 years) [9], etc.

Other studies of students' conceptualization of phase transition from liquid or solid to gas have indicated that

some children have difficulties conceiving gas as a substance [6] [12]. As students do not develop the
general idea of gas prior to formal learning, the perceptual clues for detecting and identifying gases are
weaker than for liquids and solids. Although pupils know some properties of air, they do not compare air
with other gases, claiming that other gases do not have the same properties as air. A frequent explanation is
that air is a big bulk system [11]. Gases are frequently linked by some invisible entity, something immaterial,
for example energy in various forms. Kircher [5] also reports that high school pupils understand gases as a
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continuous substance with no empty space between particles.
Since the use of images is a powerful tool for understanding complex and/or abstract information and since
immersion in virtual environments is a recent technique which needs to be explored and evaluated, a virtual
environment for studying phases and phases transitions is being developed by the Physics and Mathematics
Departments of the University of Coimbra, Portugal, the Exploratory "Henry the Navigator", in Coimbra,
and the High School for Technology and Management of the Polytechnic Institute of Guarda. We have
named it "Virtual Water".

2 Overview of the Molecular Dynamics Virtual Environment
"Virtual Water" (VW) is a set of virtual environments designed to help in the instruction of high school
students of Physics and Chemistry (it might also be useful for freshman university students). The main goals
of this virtual reality application are:
To provide an educational environment for students to explore some microscopic concepts
a)
which they are taught in class.
To develop a practical knowledge concerning the application of virtual reality techniques to
b)
education, contributing with data on the usefulness of virtual reality [13-14].

The molecular dynamics component of VW is devoted to understanding some water properties and studying
its phases and phase transitions by computer simulation. These simulations are based on the corpuscular

theory of matter and use the equations of Newtonian Mechanics. We assume that the dynamics can be
treated classically because more realistic simulations (incorporating quantum effects) are cumbersome and
more computationally demanding. We also assume that the force between any pair of molecules depends
only on the distance between them.

The interactions using dataglove allow the user to act and change the environment in order to distinguish the
properties of solids, liquids and gases. The cybertouch system associated to the dataglove enables the user to
experience some molecular behaviors that are impossible to feel in real world. For example, in the solid
phase the user may fly through the ice structure and learn about it (Figure 1). Using the dataglove the user is
able to break the ice and with the cybertouch system he can feel the increase of molecular vibrations with the

temperature. While breaking ice may be a common macroscopic experience, watching the network of
hydrogen bond and feeling molecular vibrations, for example, are quite uncommon experiences. On the
other hand, in the liquid and gas phases, it is possible see and try to grab a molecule, understanding by direct
experience that its speed is bigger than in the solid phase.

4.
Figure 1: Two frames from m the water solid phase (ice) of our molecular dynamics environment:
a) balls model of a group of molecules; b) flying through the ice structure.
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Figure 2 Frames from the water liquid and gas phases: a) the liquid phase, with the balls
model of twelve molecules; b) The gas phase, showing the same molecules. These pictures, as
well as those of Figure 1, were created with PC Gamess, Molden, 3D Studio Max, being the
dynamics implemented in Visual C++on WorldToolkit.

Using balls models of water molecules the user may interiorize the corpuscular theory of matter. Since the

molecular dynamics simulation takes place in a box (closed system) it is easy to understand that the
molecules are the same in solid, liquid or gas phases. It is clear from our virtual environment that, in any
phase of water, empty intermolecular spaces are present, these being smaller in the solid and liquid phases
than in the gas phase (Figure 2). The density is different in the three phases.
For designing the VW models we used the free software PC Gamess [8], that performs the calculations on

the water molecule, and Molden [7], for the molecular representations. For model development and
optimization we used commercial software packages (Mathcad and 3D Studio Max) and Visual C+ for
implementing the molecular dynamics algorithm. Concerning the definition and creation of the virtual
scenarios we used WorldToolkit (from Sense8). For navigating in the virtual environment and interacting

with our models we use a dataglove with cybertouch system (for haptic information) from Virtual
Technologies.

3 Conclusions
Important strategies in teaching Physics and Chemistry are based on central the idea that matter consists of
particles but the fact that these are invisible hinders sometimes the development by students of the right
scientific concepts. However, the analysis and comparison of various results in the pedagogic literature show
that some incorrect concepts and their relationships are simply transferred from the macroworld to the
micro world. In fact, there is a firm link between the concepts on matter structure and empirical knowledge
of macroscopic phenomena.

If students accept the corpuscular theory mainly for gases and not for solids and liquids, it is advisable to
confront them with this contradiction and to treat specifically the processes of phase changes from gas to
liquid, and vice versa, in terms of identity of substance, identity of particles and conservation of the number
of particles. Similar procedure applies to students who accept better the corpuscular theory for solids.
The use of immersive virtual environments and haptic information, although recent, seems to be a powerful

means for visualizing and understanding complex and/or abstract information. Actions like grabbing a
molecule, breaking hydrogen bonds networks, feeling molecular vibrations, flying through channels in ice
and through the empty spaces of molecules in liquid and gas phases (as in George Gamow' s book
"Adventures of Mr. Tompkins"), etc. are impossible in real world but possible in computer simulations.

"Virtual Water", our virtual environment for studying phases and phase transitions based on corpuscular
theory of matter is promising to make progresses along the indicated directions. We are acquiring new
means in learning and teaching the Physics and Chemistry of water and building knowledge on virtual
reality techniques and tools, which can later be applied to other problems. In particular, our experiment with
virtual reality should point out what are the most effective educational benefits and also to indicate the
weaknesses of this new technology in an educational setting.
Feedback from pupils is being collected and analyzed in order to quantify the pedagogical usefulness of our
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virtual environment. Of course, if these techniques prove to be successful, teacher' s strategies should
incorporate them. We hope that, with tools like the one we are developing, intangible experiments become
more and more concrete and that this fact may facilitate the development of scientific models among science

students.
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Based on the rapid development of the technology of virtual reality, the project
was to integrate the contents of the geosciences with virtual reality courseware
(VRGeo) to enhance student learning in secondary level. Three subject-oriented
course themes were included in the VRGeo. The first theme is Active Faulting

in Chihshang. In this theme, a 3-D topography around Chihshang area was
designed to demonstrate the surface faulting along the Longitudinal Valley. The
3-D demonstration enhances the comprehension of basic geologic information in
studied area. The second theme focuses on the arc-continent collision process,
which was divided to five consecutive scenarios from late Miocene to present
day. The mountain building process in Taiwan was demonstrated clearly the
growth of mountain in Taiwan and the relationship of the collision process due
to arc-continent collision. Finally, the third theme shows the mechanism of the
foehn due to geographic effects. In a pilot study, eighty percent of 120 in-service

teachers agreed that the use of the courseware facilitated secondary school
student learning in Geosciences. The VRGeo is now on-line to be used through
the Internet (http://www.isst.edu.tw) and will be collected the experiment data
for the future research.
Keywords: Virtual reality courseware, CAL, CAI, Geoscience,

1 Introduction
Wang (1999) indicated that when teaching courses in secondary level, it was important to identify student
learning difficulties and to adopt the suitable teaching and learning strategies in subjects for the best learning
effect. Based on the discussion with teachers in geoscience (ISST, 1997), it is found that secondary school
students had the difficulties to understand the process of geographic effects for climate, aseismic surface
faulting and orogenic process in Taiwan through traditional instruction. Traditional instruction usually used
textbooks, maps, and videotapes in geoscience and had the learning effect in static geology concept but not
dynamic processes. Thus, the purpose of the project focused upon how to provide a learning environment to
enhance secondary school student learning in the dynamic processes of geographic effects.

2 General background
The Taiwan orogeny is young and presently very active (Tsai, 1986).. It provides an excellent environment
for studying ongoing orogenic processes, especially since the region is monitored intensively with dense
seismologic and geodetic networks for natural hazards. The Longitudinal Valley Fault zone of eastern
Taiwan is the present-day plate boundary between the Philippine Sea plate and Eurasia. Repeated surveys of
active deformation were carried out along its most active segment, the Chihshang Fault (Angelier et al.,
2000). Creep on the Chihshang Fault started after of the "Taitung Earthquake sequence" in November 1951.

Annual records of displacement from 1990 to 1998 revealed concentration of shear on a single fault.
However, large earthquakes occurred in the past. Continuous motion took place in the absence of large
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earthquakes for several tens of years along the Chihshang Fault. Along the Longitudinal Valley, earthquakes
with magnitudes larger than 5 occurred in 1951 (Meilun magnitude Ms=7.1; Yu li, Ms=5.3), in 1972 (Juisui,
Ms=6.9) and 1986 (Hualien, Ms=6.4 and 7.8).

The problem of a better description of the historical seismicity is still crucial in considering the need to
better define the so-called earthquake cycle: the destructive Chichi earthquake (September 21th, 1999)
highlights this importance (Ma et al., 1999). Thus a dynamic learning environment is needed to help student
to construct the geographic concept in geoscience. Several 3D simulation and virtual reality applications had
the learning effects in different subjects, such as special education, chemistry, music, Electrical Engineering,

Computer, etc (DE SOUZA, et al. 1999; Cass & Rob lye; 1998; ALLPORT et al., 1998; Cox, L.1998).
Based on the rapid development of cybernetic and virtual reality technologies, the learning environment
would be developed by virtual reality technology in cyberspace.

3 Lessons learned from the development of VRGeo
Our work in the study first focused upon identifying the student learning difficulties in the process of
geographic effects for climate, aseismic surface faulting and orogenic process in Taiwan. The next was to
create the virtual reality courseware (VRGeo) to emphasize the dynamic processes of geographic effects, the
natural hazards and earthquake risk mitigation along the Chihshang Fault. Finally, we expect to learn new
and better ways to integrate the VRGeo in a classroom activities in order to enhance student learning.

Three subject-oriented course themes were developed in the VRGeo. The first theme is Active Faulting in
Chihshang(Fig.1-1, Fig.1-2, Fig.1-3). In this theme, a 3-D topography around Chihshang area was designed
to demonstrate the surface faulting along the Longitudinal Valley. The 3-D demonstration enhances the
comprehension of basic geologic information in studied area.
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The second theme focuses on the arc-continent collision process(Fig.2-1, Fig.2-2, Fig.2-3), which was
divided to five consecutive scenarios from late Miocene to present day. The mountain building process in
Taiwan was demonstrated clearly the growth of mountain in Taiwan and the relationship of the collision
process due to arc-continent collision. This demonstration will facilitate the teachers and students to well
understand the plate movement and interaction during the collision process.
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Finally, the third theme shows the mechanism of the foehn due to geographic effects (Fig. 3-1, Fig.3-2,
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Fig.3-3). The difference of rainfalls is deeply influence by the locality of windward slope or leeward slope.
This VR scenario begins with the movement of the air stream and clouds from the windward slope. This
scenario enhance the comprehension of the foehn in the leeward slope.
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In a pilot study, 120 secondary school geoscience teachers enrolled in 3 a-week workshops to use the
VRGeo at The Institute for Secondary School teaches in Taiwan. Eghty percent of the teachers agreed that
the use of the courseware facilitated secondary school student learning in Geosciences. The VRGeo project
underlying theoretical framework combines constructionist educational theory with ideas that emphasize the

importance of collaborative learning and narrative development. In the future research, we expect to
integrate the VRGeo in a classroom activities with collaborative learning. The VRGeo is now on-line to be
used through the Internet (http://www.isst.edu.tw) and will be collected the experiment data for the future
research.

4 Conclusions
Offering a flexible learning environment and facilitating student learning with their own path will be the
important issues to enhance the student learning effects in education. Virtual reality technology has the
potential to support those issues and facilitate students better able to master, retain, and generalize new
knowledge when they are actively involved in constructing that knowledge in a learning-by-doing situation
(Youngblut, 1997).

This paper addresses the application of virtual reality as a facilitating educational tool in geoscience,
designed to get students more deeply and flexible immersed in the VR environment, and to present
educational experiences not possible using other methods. An important goal of VRGeo is to study the
effectiveness of a virtual environment as a conceptual learning and evaluation medium.

Virtual reality has the potential to change the way we help students learn. For this to happen, we need to
know how and when this new instructional tool with instructional concepts can be effectively to use, and it
will be the main concern in the future research.
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This paper addresses some of the central questions currently related to
3-dimensional Inhabited Virtual worlds (3D-IVWs) and their virtual interactions
and communication in Internet Based Learning Environments. First,
3D-IVWs-seen as a new and unique form of multimedia-are introduced and the
social construction of the 3D-IVW technology is briefly discussed. Second, a
selection of the basic concepts and identifiable entities in 3D-IVW s is denned
and commented upon. Third, modes of interactivity and (virtual) interactions
between users, avatar, bots, etc. in the new Virtual Worlds are briefly presented

and typologized. Finally, two Internet based virtual inhabited 3D learning
environments -one US-based and one based in Denmark- will be described and
analysed.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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WALTZ: A Web-based

Adaptive/Interactive Learning and
Teaching Zone
Long-Chyr Chang, Heien-Kun Chiang, and Pi-Shin Wey
Da-Yeh University
112, Shan-Jiau Rd., Da-Tsuen, Changhua 51505
Tel: +886-4-8528469-3138
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Web-based 3D life-like learning environment is becoming a major research topic.
WALTZ supports dynamic, collaborative, and synchronous/asynchronous
learning activity in 2D/3D virtual environments. In this paper, an overview of
WALTZ' s architecture and design philosophy is presented. Then, a

WALTZ-style Pythagorean theorem learning space is shown to illustrate the
powerfulness of the WALTZ environment. The ultimate goal of WALTZ is to
provide an active and pleasant social learning environment for learners to study
collaboratively and waltz happily in shared virtual, dynamic and yet exciting
learning spaces.

Keywords: Web learning, Virtual Reality, Collaborative Learning, CAI

1 Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) opens a new learning space that learners can communicate and share their
idea in this wonderful virtual world. The new learning space provides versatile ways of communication and
interaction that would make learning more fun and entertaining than ever before. It has captured great
attentions from CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) researchers since its debut as it has great potential to
surmount the difficulties and weakness of traditional CAI systems [5,7,8]. Up to date, most web-based CAI
systems only support asynchronous learning and still use 2D hypermedia style to showcase their learning
materials and instructions [13]. Some systems [3] might support collaborative learning additionally, however,
they are still far away from success as the new way of learning also brings new problems that are even more

challenging for educators. There is no simple way of knowing what the best web-based learning
environment would be and how to utilize this environment effectively for teaching as well as learning. It is a

research area that needs to be seriously explored through the cooperation of experts from different
disciplines such as subject content experts, instruction developers, CAI researchers, and web engineers etc.

Despite such problems, most educators would agree that discovering leaning, collaborative learning,
learning by doing, and learning with fun are among those of effective learning methods according to
Constructivism [2,9,12]. Fortunately, recent rapid progress of web technologies such as JAVA, VRML, and
network technologies bring a new opportunity for implementing the learning methods described above.
Before VRML was created in 1994, web spaces are flat. Most web systems are hypermedia style, which do
not have enough expressive power of modeling real world entities. The living world specification [11,14] in
1997 illustrates emerging needs of dynamic and interactive 3D shared virtual worlds. Today there are many
popular 3D avatar (virtual human) based virtual society (mainly for social meeting and chatting) websites [ I].
The trend of web windowing systems is moving from 2D multimedia representation to 3D shared virtual
space. WALTZ foresees the integration of the two media will become a popular form of presenting learning
materials as well as a virtual fun place to phy, learn and exchange idea. Many studies have also indicated
that a successful webbased learning system not only has to be content-rich but also highly interactive as
well as highly adaptive to meet the needs of learners [5,8]. Transforming 2D virtual classrooms into life-like
3D learning space is certainly one of the research directions that deserve special attention.

WALTZ, a research project under active development, is a web-based adaptive/interactive learning and
teaching zone, which supports dynamic, collaborative, and synchronous/asynchronous learning in 2D/3D
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virtual environment. WALTZ envisions that the CIA (Content, Interaction and Adaptivity) learning model
will be an essential ingredient of future successful web-based CAI (Computer-Aided Instruction) systems.
The CIA learning model is developed based on the Interaction Model of Gilbert [5] and Instruction Design

Model of Moallem [15]. The CIA learning model has three corner stones: Content, Interaction and
Adaptivity. The overlay areas of each neighboring corner stones are versatile representation, adaptive
instruction and adaptive interaction. Figure 1 illustrates the CIA model in detail.

WALTZ

Student Model
Teacher' s Knowledge
Learning Materials
Interaction Strategies

Versatile Presentation
(Multimedia / VRML)

Adaptive Instruction

3D Chat/Audio
2D/3D Whiteboards
Navigation
Collaboration

Intelligent Agent

Adaptive Interaction
Figure 1. WALTZ' s CIA Learning Model

2 An Overview of WALTZ
The main goal of WALTZ is to develop a web-based interactive and adaptive environment based on the CIA
learning model so that it can be easily adapted to any instructional and learning subjects according to the
theory of constructivism. WALTZ is capable of supporting discovering learning, project-based learning
and collaborative learning in 2D/3D shared virtual learning space. WALTZ supports the following features:

(1) Dynamic interaction and flexible communication
WALTZ supports two types of interaction: Human-Computer Interaction and Social Interaction. The former
supports instructional interaction and emphasizes individual and adaptive learning. Learners can browse
information, navigate virtual worlds, and respond to problems that are dynamically generated from the
WALTZ' s system according to student' s learning status. The latter supports collaborative mechanism and
emphasizes collaborative learning among students, student and teacher, groups of students, and the whole
class. In addition to support asynchronous communication in traditional 2D virtual classroom setting,
WALTZ also supports synchronous communication in both 2D shared and 3D shared learning space as well.

(2) Versatile presentation of multimedia and virtual reality
Both multimedia and virtual reality have their advantages and disadvantages. Multimedia learning has great
success in instruction and learning in recent years. Virtual reality is the best technology to provide 3D life
environment. Web-based multi-user environment are even envisioned as one of the popular user interface in
the future [9]. However, it is still hard to construct a high quality VR system in terms of cost and technology.

Furthermore, virtual reality might not be suitable for all types of instruction. Thus, the use of both
multimedia and virtual reality technologies in alearning system will be able to support a rich and effective
learning environment that attracts students.

(3) Agent-based learning environment
Based on Constructivism, an ideal learning system should provide adaptive learning scenarios, where
teaching materials and learning activity would be individualized according to students' mental model and
learning needs. WALTZ supports helper-agents, which would interact with learners in several ways. For
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example, an instruction agent would present an easier course material to a learner if it found the current
content is too difficult for him/her. An interaction agent would suggest a group of learners to use a 3D
whiteboard instead of a 2D whiteboard if they were trying to understand the three dimensional structure of
molecules. WALTZ' s virtual classroom could be populated with shared objects and active agents, such as
user agents (represented by virtual human) and helper-agents so that users can enjoy and learn effectively in
the social learning environment.

(4) Collaborative mechanism for activity management
Recently, group learning has been found to have a positive effect during learners' learning process [6,17].
In order to effectively support WALTZ' s virtual, shared, and interactive social world, a set of collaborative
mechanisms has been developed to manage interactions among students, teachers, and instructional content.
These mechanisms [4] include object association, automatic object notification and change management,
object delegation, object negotiation, object constraint, and object history tracking. Built on top of these
collaborative mechanisms; WALTZ constructs an agent-based group activity model, where each participant
is modeled as a user agent to manages the dynamic behaviors of all participants in an activity.

(5) Standard VRML authoring language for shared multimedia contents
Content development plays an important role of a successful web-based learning system. WALTZ supports
authoring tools for shard virtual worlds based on multi-user VRML living world specification. This feature
will make developments of shared 3D contents almost as easy as non-shared static 3D contents. Message
passing between shared objects on different computers will be through new prototyped VRML nodes and
WALTZ communication subsystem will update the states of each shared object once they are changed.

(6) Open architecture and platform independent web-based learning environment
The enchantment of web-based learning environment in WALTZ is due to its global network connectivity,
simplicity and yet friendly user interface, and extensible architecture. The implementation of WALTZ is
based on JAVA, VRML and standard network technologies so that it can be easily applied to other systems

or platforms. A client can use current popular web browsers, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator (with VRML plug-ins, such as Cosmo player or Cortna player) to browse information,
navigate, and communicate with other clients in the WALTZ.

WALTZ is expected to be able to
represent different media information effectively,

construct various learning scenarios by integrating the technologies of virtual reality, multimedia, and
World Wide Web, and

to provide activity management facilities and collaborative mechanisms to enable highly interactive
collaboration among all students, teachers, and instructional material in collaborative learning activity.

3 The Architecture of WALTZ
a client/server distributed virtual reality system. The client side provides
human-machine interface that uses the technologies of audio, image, HTML, VRML, and the Java Internet
capabilities to provide a web-based multimedia/virtual classroom according to the theory of Constructivism
Its environment contains JAVA control applet, multimedia, virtual world interface and collaborative tools
such as text chat tool and shared whiteboard. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture in detail. Each client

WALTZ is basically

(user) can join one to multiple sessions to collaborate with other participants h 2D/3D shared virtual
classrooms (or learning spaces). The server side is composed of five main components: (1) collaborative
mechanisms subsystem, (2) VRML world servey (3) intelligent agent-based server, (4) Web server, and (5)
communication subsystem for supporting real-time synchronous or asynchronous message interchange. The
collaborative mechanisms subsystem ensures that the inter-dependency/intra-dependency of all
activities/participants will be maintained and validated during their interaction. In addition, notification,
delegation or negotiation protocols will be executed once some events of interest are triggered. The VRML
world server will handle all VRML events coming from the event manager and updates the states of each
shared VRML objects. The agent-based helpers communicate with the activity manager in inferencing and
discovering potentially new learning patterns of students based on the diagnosis and feedback of students'
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learning history. A communication subsystem supporting TCP/UDP/RTP protocols is used by all
components of WALTZ to facilitate the real-time synchronous or asynchronous communication of
interacting objects (or entities). The web server is responsible for downloading multimedia and VRML
representation of instructional materials or virtual learning space.

4 Pythagorean Theorem Learning Space
Client B

Client A

(Session Control Panel

(Session Control Panel
Collaborative tools

Collaborative tools

Multimedia on Line

Multimedia on Line

VRML World

VRML World

EA

EA

Communication subsystem

Communication subsystem

Internet

8

Communication subsystem
Web
Server

Event Manager

VRML/HTML
Instructional
Database

L

VRML
World

Agent

Collaborative Mechanism:

Server

Activity management

Server

Student

Model
Knowledge
Database

Session management

Figure 2. The Architecture of WALTZ

Pythagorean theorem is an interesting mathematical subject of the eighth grade students in Taiwan. It has
rich heritage in mathematical history. Based on our survey, most current web-based systems teaching
Pythagorean theorem only focus on the 2D interactive theorem proving process. WALTZ, in contrast, not
only offers 2D interactive theorem proving process but also provides several key learning components to
help students better understand the fundamentals of Pythagorean theorem. Figure 3 is an entry to the
Pythagorean theorem learning space, where users can meet and navigate the virtual world dynamically or
enter into any one of the learning components described below. The user interface contains two parts:
VRML virtual world and JAVA applet control panel. The VRML virtual world is the learning space,
provided by the WALTZ web serves where learners can navigate the virtual world, enter into a learning
session, and meet other learners in the same session. The control applet provides chat tools so that a learner
can talk to other learners for collaborative work.

The design of WALTZ-style Pythagorean Theorem learning space intends to support the features that are
listed in Section 2. Current implementation of the WALTZ-style Pythagorean Theorem learning space
consists of the following five learning components:

(1) Multimedia instructions
In WALTZ, instructional design of Pythagorean theorem covered three on-line learning sections: history of
Pythagorean theorem, prerequisite knowledge and skills of Pythagorean theorem, and all the concepts about
Pythagorean theorem. Since Pythagorean theorem is related to the mathematical concepts in both algebra

and geometry and each concept need different multimedia features for presentation. Thus, different
multimedia components such as text, graphic, animation, sound etc. were carefully designed and arranged in
the interface to present the subject domain.
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(2) Collaborative and interactive Pythagorean theorem proof/verification
One of the major features of WALTZ is the collaborative learning environment for Pythagorean theorem
proof/verification. The activity manager in WALTZ provides facilities for instructors/learners to
create/modify/delete/join an activity/session, to assign permission, to set constraints, to record the history of
learners' Pythagorean practices, and to support group awareness during their collaborative learning. Figure 4
is an interactive program that allows users to learn Pythagorean theorem by experimental method. Students
can drag each vertex of the triangle. If it is a right triangle then one can visually verify if it satisfies the
Pythagorean equation: a^2+b^2=c^2. If it is an acute (or obtuse) triangle then the Pythagorean equation is
not valid and a^2+b^2 >(<) c^2. Figure 5(a) shows a collaborative Pythagorean theorem proving program in
action which not only support collaboration but also group awareness (i.e. can visually see who is making
the move). All participants in a collaborative application is managed under the control of activity (or session)
manager, as shown in figure 5(b).

Figure 4. An obtuse triangle: a"2-1-b"2< c^2

Figure 3. Pythagorean theory learning space
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Figure 5(a). Collaborative Pythagorean application

Figure 5(b). Session management

(3) Adaptive multimedia on-line testing
Traditional drill and practice CAI was criticized too boring to be used for young students. A web-based on
line test without multimedia will have the same problem. A precompiled multimedia CAI program using
Shockwave or Flash authoring technologies provides a better solution, however, it is not easy to change or
add new contents adaptively into the program without recompiling the whole program. WALTZ is a dynamic
virtual environment which can add/delete objects during users' learning journey. WALTZ intends to support
an adaptive multimedia testing mechanism. Students will be given multimedia style test questions based on
their current learning status. The multimedia test problems are generated on the fly by converting text -based
questions stored in the database into multimedia representation. WALTZ will classify questions and suggest
appropriate multimedia templates to make the conversion almost as easy as a PowerPoint presentation.
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(4) Multi-user Project-based Pythagorean theorem virtual environment
To support project -based collaborative learning, a virtual environment is constructed. Team members can
join the same session to solve the mathematical puzzles generated from the WALTZ system by interactively
moving pieces of puzzle into the right place according to Pythagorean theory. Since WALTZ is a shared
virtual environment that supports collaborative learning, each member of the team can see actions from
other team members and they can communicate with each other to discuss how to solve the puzzle before

they can go on to their next journey. Figure 6(a) & (b) illustrates a situation that a team must solve the
puzzle of bridge using Pythagorean theorem before they can pass through the river and enter into the forest
to continue their next journey.
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Figure 6 (a) & (b).

Project-based multi-user collaborative learning space

(5) Pythagorean resource
Besides the aforementioned components, WATLZ also provide useful utility tools, such as online notepad
and calculator that users can use conveniently. In addition, many different web sites relate to Pythagorean
theorem were linked in WALTZ for learners to acquire various information easily.

5 Conclusion and Future Research
Due to progressively advanced development of 3D graphics and open network technologies, a web-based
learning system that provides asynchronous and hyperlink-style environment might not attract young
students in the feature. In addition, such systems will have great difficulty in constructing a situated,
dynamic, and collaborative learning environment according to Constructivism. Therefore, This research
proposed a CAI learning model from which a new architect of a web-based 3D life-like learning space,
WALTZ, is created. By using Pythagorean theory as a case study, the study has demonstrated that WALTZ
has a great potential to provide an improved learning environment over traditional virtual classroom setting.

Though WALTZ is still far from perfect, this research indicates that it deserves special attention among CAI
research community. Next generation of WALTZ will focus on dynamic behaviors of agents via current state
of the art MPEG -4 technology.
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A CAL System for Appreciation of 3D
Shapes by Surface Development (C3D-SD)
Stephen C F Chan*, Andy Wai, Jean Chow & Vincent T Y Ng
Dept. of Computing, Hong Kong Polytechnic Univ., Hong Kong
*csschan(&comp.polyu.edu.hk
A web-based Computer-aided learning system for 3D - Surface Development
Module (C3D-SD) has been developed for teaching the appreciation of 3D
geometric shapes by unfolding the surface boundary of a solid object into a
planar 2D pattern. The problem is similar to the problem of surface development
in technical drawing and highly related to the reverse problem of folding a 2D
shape into a 3D object, with practical applications in sheet metal work, pattern
making, and packaging design. C3D-SD makes extensive use of animation,
interactive control by the student, and quizzes to present the material and to
engage the students. It makes use of the solid modeling library SML to create
3D solid shapes by Boolean combinations (union, intersection and difference) of

primitive shapes, and Java3D for rendering and animation. It includes a
Packaging Design Module which builds on the Surface Development module by

automatically adding flippers and minimizing the rectangle enclosing the
unfolded pattern. This system is the second installment of a series of CAL
systems for Three-dimensional Geometry that the authors have been developing.
Keywords: 3D geometry, surface development, animation

1 Introduction
Surface development is an important technique in design. Generally it involves unrolling a curved surface
into a planar 2D pattern. Theoretically speaking only certain classes of surfaces are "developable" [Carmo
1976]. If, however (as is the case in many computer graphics systems ), curved surfaces are approximated by
sets of planar facets, then all curved surfaces can be unfolded into 2D planar shapes, although they may

appear to be "unnatural" or "ugly". A related problem is the unfolding of the planar faces bounding a
facetted solid object into a planar 2D shape. The inverse of the problem is folding a planar 2D shape into a
3D object, e.g., folded the card-board boxes for hamburgers in fast-food restaurants. These techniques have
practical applications in sheet metal work, pattern making, packaging and package design, etc. [Giesecke et
al 1997] This paper describes the development of a Web-based computer-aided learning system for teaching
the appreciation of surface development/unfolding based on a polygonal representation of solid objects. It is
a part of a series of Web-based tools for teaching 3D geometry that our group has been developing. A
previous project focussed on sectioning and interactions between some primitive solid shapes was reported
in [Chan et al 1999].

Traditional teaching materials on these topics were mainly text based. Better materials have graphics or
charts in addition to plain texts. In presenting descriptive topics, this approach is adequate. However, in
teaching three-dimension geometry, the two-dimensional and static presentation style is obviously not
enough. The use of videos can be effective to some extend but it is still one-way communication and not
interactive. A more effective alternative is to use real solid objects to help students visualize 3D shapes. But
some objects are difficult to be made, and it is impossible for teachers and students to change the size, scale,
shape or appearance of the object quickly.

In contrast to the limitation of 2D materials, videos and real 3D objects, a virtual environment can be a better

approach in presenting certain 3D geometry problems. A virtual environment is a computer-generated
environment in which 3D or even the forth dimension (time) can be presented through animation. Within the
virtual environment, one can change the size, scale, shape or appearance of the virtual object interactively.
To have a clearer look, one can zoom into the object. To see the inner structure, one can set part of the object
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to be transparent. And geometry can be animated by transforming the object over time. And of course, an

interactive teaching approach is much better than one way communication in enhancing student
understanding. Finally, for purposes of accessibility and distribution, the Web is the ideal environment.
These considerations drove the development of this project.

2 Overview of C3D-SD
The main problem tackled by C3D-SD is surface development, as illustrated below in Figure 1. In (a) is
shown a solid cone shaped object with the top cut off at an oblique angle. In (b) the surface of the cone is in
the middle of being unfolded. In (c) the unfolding is complete. Note that we had tried to keep the unfolded
2D shape connected. As a result, the curved conical surface itself became disconnected (actually connected
through a single vertex). It is not difficult to see that it is possible to unfold the surface while keeping the
curved conical surface connected.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1. Surface development in action.
C3D-SD is organized into three types of activities:
1.

Tutorials - Students are guided through demonstrations, including: matching 3D solids to unfolded
shapes, animations of unfolding (e.g., of the conical object in Figure 1), animations of folding 2D
patterns into 3D solids, adding flippers to unfolded 2D patterns for fastening, reducing the size of
the rectangle bounding the unfolded pattern, etc.

2.

Free-form exercises - Students are allowed to explore the teaching material on their own. They are
provided with numerous opportunities to interact with the teaching material, e.g., creating complex

3D solids by combining primitive shapes, selecting view points, putting different textures on
objects, controlling the animation process, etc. The problems are similar to those presented in
tutorials. But many more shapes are available for students to experiment with, for self-guided
exploration and exercise.
3.

Tests - Students can test their understanding of the material through multiple -choice tests. They are
asked, e.g., to match an unfolded 2D shape with the solid object, such as illustrated below in Figure
2. If so desired, they can turn to the free-form exercises to explore the test shapes that they have
problems with.
$1,,Artsr

Ku* IP pa."
tW "pm

Figure 2. Sample multiple choice question.

The three types of activities are chosen for the following reasons. The tutorials provide core contents to be
imparted to the students. The free form exercises allow the students to explore the subject on their own.
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Different students with different backgrounds and learning styles benefit from different learning activities,
hence both guided and sef-guided types of activities are provided. Finally, tests are developed to gauge the
students' grasp of the material. It is expected that C3D-SD can be integrated with an intelligent tutoring
system to provide a learning experience more tailored-made for the individual students.
C3D-SD focuses on five types of problems:
Matching 3D solid shapes with the corresponding unfolded 2D patterns.
1.
2. Unfolding the surface boundary of a facetted solid and developing curved surfaces.
Folding 2D patterns into 3D solid shapes.
3.
4. Simple packaging design: Adding flippers to the unfolded 2D pattern for fastening.
Simple packaging design: minimizing the rectangle bounding the unfolded 2D pattern.
5.

3 The 3D Solid Design Module
Java was chosen to develop this system as it is a web-oriented development language and only a Javaenabled Web browser (e.g. Netscape, Microsoft Internet Explorer) is needed to access the Web pages without
installing other plug-ins. However, it is difficult to build 3D applications using only the core Java classes. A
Java-based high-level programming library, Solid Modeling Library (SML) [Chan et al 1998] is used in

C3D-SD for designing 3D solid objects. SML supports the building of 3D solid objects through a set of
atomic functions called Euler operators. These functions allow the incremental manipulation of Boundary
Representation (B-rep) models, while processing the underlying well-formed data structure. It also supports
the creation of solid primitives (block, cylinder, cone, sphere, torus) and Boolean operations (union,
intersection, and difference) on solids and transformations (translation, rotation) of solid objects for easy
creation of complex 3D solid shapes. For example, a hollow pipe can be created by the differencing
(subtracting) a smaller cylinder from a larger cylinder. SML uses a hierarchical half-edge data structure that
stores rich information about a solid model [Mantyla 1988], including solid-to-face, face-to-face, face-toedge, edge-to-edge, edge-to-vertex, and vertexto -vertex information. The data structure used in SML to
represent the surface boundary of solid objects is illustrated in Figure 3.
nexts

nextf

nextl

nxt

Vette
nextv
tory
Figure 3. Hierarchical half-edge data structure of SML.

4 Surface Development
The process of surface development or unfolding is illustrated in Figure 4 using a cube as an example. Each
face of the cube is coloured differently for easy identification. One might imagine that the unfolding starts
by holding the bottom (red) face of the cube fixed to the horizontal plane, and rotating the rest of the cube
about the edge linking the red face with the green face until the green face is in the same plane as the red
face. This is followed by the blue face, then the yellow, then the light blue, .., and finally the purple, until
all faces lie in the horizontal plane.
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Figure 4. Unfolding a cube.

Sun Microsystems provides the Java3D application programming interface (API) which can be used to
develop three-dimensional graphics applications and applets. It gives developers high-level constructs for
creating and manipulating polygon-based 3D geometry and for constructing the structures used in rendering
that geometry [Sowizral et al 1998, Sun 2000, Brown & Peterson 1999]. It is an object-oriented API, which
can be used to construct individual graphics elements as separate objects and connect them together into a
tree-like structure called the scene graph. It contains a complete description of the entire scene including the
geometric data, attribute information and viewing information needed to render the scene from a particular
point of view. Java3D provides a simple and flexible mechanism for representing and rendering scenes with
lighting effect but it does not provide high-level construct for creating complicated solid object models.
Hence SML was used to create the 3D solids which are subsequently converted into Java3D for rendering
and animation.

4.1 Conversion from Solid (in SML) to Surface (in Java3D)
Each face object in SML is converted into a Java3D geometry object by using the information on the
vertices of the face. As a result a SML solid object is converted into a group of Java3D geometry objects,
each representing a face as illustrated in Figure 5. However, the data structures used to represent objects in
Java3D and SML are different, and a conversion process is required to integrate the two systems to take
advantage of their respective strengths to produce a more complete solution.

The displayable object in Java 3D is implemented by the Shape3D class. The Geometry and Appearance
objects make up a Shape3D object. The Appearance objects controls the outlook of an object, e.g. color,
material, etc. The Geometry object contains the vertexes information. We choose triangle as the basic shape
in forming a geometry object because it contains the minimum number of vertexes that can form a plane. So
that any face shape can be formed by the combination of triangles.

The conversion of an object represented in SML to one represented in Java3D involves 4 steps. Recall that
each face in a SML Solid is converted into a Geometry object in Java3D.
I. Find the number of faces in the SML Solid object.
2. For each face, find the number of vertexes and the coordinates of each vertex.
3. Group three vertexes into a triangular strip.
4. Combine all triangular strips to form a Geometry object in Java3D.
Each Geometry object will result in a Shape3D object.
5.
Group all Shape3D objects to form the representation of the solid in Java3D.
6.

/
SML
Solid

/

ff

Triangulating

Java 3D
Geometry

SML
Faces

Figure 5. Converting an object from SML into Java3D.

4.2 Unfolding Path
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Group of Java3D
Shape3D objects

In order to "develop" a surface approximated by a set of polygons, or to unfold the boundary of a solid, one
needs to determine a connected path traversing all the faces one at a time. The path for unfolding can be
specified manually by the student,
1.
2. pre-set in CAL-SD manually by the teacher, or
3.
determined automatically by CAD-SD.
Automatic determination of the path for unfolding involves two steps:

Determine the connectivity between the faces, e.g., in the form of a graph whose nodes are the
faces, and an edge links a pair of neighbouring faces, and
Traverse the graph to find the desired connected path(s) that visits each face one at a time and each
face only once.

As the data structure of SML stores rich information of the complete solid, the connectivity relationships
between faces can be easily derived. To derive the path(s) of traversing all faces one and only one at a time
is a version of the traveling salesperson problem [Johnsonbaugh 1996]. It is a problem that is known to be
hard (computationally expensive) for arbitrary graphs. In our system prototype, we chose to use exhaustive
search because of its simple implementation. In future versions we may try to find a more efficient algorithm.
In the default version of the algorithm, we simply try to find a solution (any solution) using the well-known
backtrack algorithm. Firstly, pick up a face arbitrarily. Then, traverse to one of its neighbors. Repeat this
process until all the faces have been visited. When a dead-end occurs, it will back track one or more steps to
find another possible way figure 6). Dead-end means arriving at a face with no un-visited neighbours,
while there are still un-visited faces remaining in the graph.
The algorithms implemented in C3D-SD so far traverse the faces of an object in a linear sequence, i.e., the
unfolded faces form a linear chain of planar polygons. There are other alternatives, e.g., unfolding in two
directions at the same time, resulting a Y shaped chain of polygons, etc. In future versions of the system, we
will implement other unfolding algorithms.

(c) Path 2 "' 3'' 4 " 6 "' 5 =::. 1 is one
(b) Backtracking from dead-end to
of the possible paths traversing all
face 4 to find another possible
the faces one and only one time
path
Figure 6. Finding a possible path for unfolding the faces of a solid.

(a) Dead-end occurs when traversing
2 => 3 .1> 4 * 5 =:>

1

4.3 Heuristics for Developing Smooth Surfaces
In SML and in Java3D, as in many computer graphics systems, a curved surface (e.g. conical, cylindrical,
etc.) is approximated by a set of planar polygons. If we choose a face' s neighbor in an arbitrary way, a solid
may be unfolded into an "ugly" or "unnatural" shape because the set of polygons used to approximate a
smooth surface my or may not be unfolded (smoothly) in an appropriate sequence. The left side of Figure 7
shows a cylinder approximated by a total of 22 plane faces (20 for the curved surface and 2 for the top and
bottom faces). If we unfold the cylinder arbitrarily, for example, following the path 1-2-3- .,21-22, may
result in the patter in the middle. One of the polygons in the set used to approximate the curved cylindrical
surface is disconnected from the other polygons in the set.

We observe, however, that in the set of polygons approximating a smooth curved surface, each polygon
shares at least one edge with another polygon in the set, and the included angle between the two polygons is
very close to, but just slightly less than, 180 degrees. Taking account of the Smooth Surface Heuristics
discussed above, we can try to select the neighbor making the largest angle with the current face, instead of
selecting an arbitrary one. Applying this heuristic to the unfolding of the cylindrical solid will result in the
developed surface to the right.
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Figure 7. Arbitrarily unfolding the cylinder to the left may result in the pattern in the middle, and applying
smooth surface heuristics will result in the pattern to the right.

5 Partially Automated Packaging Design
The design of packaging such as the rectangular boxes used to hold hamburgers at fast food restaurants
involves the design of the 2D patterns that can be folded into such boxes. Similar problems exist in sheet
metal work and other areas. The surface development/unfolding algorithm discussed above can be used to
partially automate such designs.

5.1 Addition of "Flippers"
In addition, one also need to add "flippers" to some of the faces. Flippers are extended faces for putting glue
or stickers in order to fasten two faces together when folding the planar 2D shape into a 3D solid shape. We
have developed a simple algorithm to determine which edges of the faces of a solid model need to have
flippers added. As flippers are used in connecting neighbouring faces, basically, all edges around a face need
flippers except:
1.

Edges that have been used as axes of rotation during the process of unfolding, i.e., edges between
in Figure 8)
consecutive faces in the connected path for unfolding ('

2.

Edges for which flippers have already created on the opposite face

in Figure 8)

Figure 8. Creation of "flippers" in partially-automated design of packaging.

5.2 Minimizing Bounding Rectangle
The unfolding of 3D shapes are often constrained by certain requirements. For example, in the design of
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packaging or sheet metal work, the unfolded shape may be the pattern to be cut out of a rectangular sheet, to
be folded into the solid shape. In such cases it is desirable to reduce the amount of wastage by making the
rectangular sheet required as small as possible. This translates into a requirement to minimize the area of the

smallest rectangle enclosing the unfolded planar shape, as illustrated in Figure 9. Smallest rectangle
enclosing the unfolded 2D shape. Such constraints may not be easy to satisfy absolutely. However, it is often
enough to find a reasonable but not necessarily the perfect solution. In the case of determining a minimum
bounding rectangle, it may be sufficient to find a local but not the absolute minimum. A local minimum can
be determined by backtracking a few steps from the solution found to determine the set of related solutions
and choose the one with the smallest bounding rectangle.

1

1
1

Figure 9. Smallest rectangle enclosing the unfolded 2D shape.

5.3 Some Examples Used in CAD-SD
Many examples of realistic solid shapes have been built into CAD-SD for illustrating and teaching surface
development. Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the results of unfolding some common solid shapes,
with "flippers" added automatically. For simple solid shapes it is fairly easy to deduce from the unfolded 2D
patterns what the original 3D solid shapes are. Some of these are given to the students as exercises.

Figure 10. The 2D shape that results from unfolding the cube in a sequence different from that shown in
Figure 8. Creation of "flippers" in partially-automated design of packaging., also with flippers added.

Figure 11. The result of unfolding a cylinder, with flippers added.
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Figure 12. The result of unfolding a T-shaped box, with "flippers" added.

6 Conslusion
Using the SML solid modeling system and Java3D surface modeling and rendering system, we have
successfully developed the basic structures of a CAL system that makes use of 3D modeling, animation, and

interactivity to teach the appreciation of certain class of 3D shapes through surface development and
unfolding. We have also shown how the unfolding algorithm can be used to partially automate the design of
the 2D patterns used in certain sheet metal work and packaging design problems, by also automating the
addition of flippers for attaching neighbouring faces, and reducing the rectangular sheet from which the
planar (unfolded) patterns are to be cut out. Based on these basic functions, a comprehensive set of teaching
materials can be developed to greatly enhance the degree and interactivity and effectiveness in the teaching
of the appreciation of 3D geometry.
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A Comparative Study of Applying
Internet on Cooperative and Traditional
Learning
Weichung Wang*, Yannjiun Tzeng and Yuan Chen
Department of Mathematics Education, National Tainan Teachers College
Tainan 700, Taiwan
*E-mail: wwang@ipx.ntntc.edu.tw
The Internet-based cooperative learning has become a new trend in education,
thanks to the rapid development of the technologies. This study evaluates the
effects of utilizing the Internet on cooperative and traditional learning. Aiming
on an elementary school natural science topic, this study compares learning
performance of two pupil groups that contains 36 twelve-year-old pupils for
each group. We found the learners who adopting Internet-based cooperative
learning outperform the other group on Memory-demanding, integration, and
deduction type problems. Furthermore, the Internet-based cooperative learning
group has uniform performance on the three types problems and is generally
more aggressive. In contrast, the Internet-based traditional learning group tends
to perform better only on Memory-demanding type problems and has relatively

passive learning attitude. Based on the experience, we encourage using the
Internet in cooperative learning for nature science. Teachers also need to
compose a complete plan and familiarize learners with an Internet browser
before conducting the course.

cooperative learning; traditional learning; Internet-based
cooperative learning; difference of significance
Keywords:

1 Introduction
Rapid progress of the Internet has greatly changed the way of teaching and learning. The Internet not only
overcomes the space and time limitation of a closed environment such as a classroom, the Internet also
contains many useful educational resources that motivate and attract students. This new environment
demands teachers to adapt new teaching methods by using applications like World Wide Webs (WWW) and
E-mail. Therefore, the means by which teachers efficiently take advantage the new technology is an essential
education subject.
While many teachers have started integrating the Internet into their classrooms, little systematical researches
has focused on using the Internet in cooperative learning. Aiming to combine the Internet with cooperative

learning concept, we conducted this study to (1) evaluate feasibility and efficiency of Internet-based
cooperative learning, (2) develop strategies that can help students to learn actively and independently by
Internet-based cooperative leaning, and (3) compare students' performance while applying the Internet on
cooperative and traditional learning methods.

This study designed a way merging the Internet into a cooperative learning environment. The designed
course focused on Sixth grade Natural Science (for twelve-year-old pupils) in Taiwan. Our study
demonstrated the feasibility of Internet-based cooperative learning. We showed that pupils leaning in an
Internet-based cooperative learning environment can outperform those who learn in an Internet-based
traditional learning environment. Pupils' performances were evaluated by questions requiring their problem
solving capability in memory demanding, integration, and deduction. All the findings are supported by
statistical quantitative analysis results with significant difference.
In other words, this study focuses on the following questions:
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(1) What kind of role does the Internet play in Internet-based cooperative learning and Internet-based
traditional learning?
(2) Do pupils have enough computer literacy for Internet-based learning?

(3) Is there any learning efficiency difference between Internet-based cooperative learning and Internetbased traditional learning?
(4) If such difference really exists, which one is better?

(5) Do these two teaching methods have significant difference in student's problem solving capability?
Especially in the aspect of memory demanding, integral, and deductive ability.

1.1 Literature review
We now survey literatures related to our study.

1.1.1 Using the Internet in learning environment

With the popularity of the WWW, a great deal of interest and enthusiasm has being expressed among
teachers concerning the use of the WWW as a learning tool.[2,7] The main reasons are that the Internet
offers a new learning environment that is quite different from the traditional classroom, and teachers can
utilize Internet resources to enrich their teaching.
The Internet offers a learning environment that can be characterized by the following [6]:
(1) It has no limitation on place or time. That is, students can learn all kinds of knowledge at any place and
any time.
(2) It is interactive and flexible. Students can choose different contents based on their learning conditions.
(3) The Internet integrates global educational resources.
(4) Students can communicate and discuss subjects with each other on the Internet. They also benefit from
cooperative learning
(5) Multimedia effects of the Internet enhance students' motivation in learning.

In addition, Donald and LeuDeborah [3] suggested instructional strategies including Internet Workshop,
Internet Activity, Internet Project, and Internet Inquiry.

1.1.2 Roles of teachers and students in cooperative learning
In order to achieve a better result in the cooperative learning process, teachers and students need to be fully
aware of the role they play. Wang [13] claimed that, in most cases, cooperative learning should be practiced
by a small group of students. The students' ability to cooperate are emphasized in the learning process. By
group discussion, students can learn actively and build their own knowledge. Cooperative learning stresses
that students play a major role in all learning activities and learn independently. According to the mission,
students do their own literature search and then read, analyze, organize, and experiment with their material.
Students establish learning concepts and share what they have learned via discussion with group members.

Cooperative learning also emphasizes heterogeneous group learning. Teachers need to understand the
profiles, difficulties, and expertise of learning of each student in order to group student in the best way.
Therefore, teachers need to be well prepared and have a good plan on course work before performing
cooperative learning.[9]

Some authors also pointed out that cooperative learning is more than just having a group of students solve
problems in a cooperative way. Most importantly the following factors need to be included in the process of
achieving a common goal [14]:
(1) Group members need to understand that they are a part of a team sharing a common goal.
(2) Group members need to realize that the problem is for the whole group and they share the success or
failure with the whole group.
(3) Students need to talk to each other and join the discussion after accomplishing the common goal.
(4) Every group member needs to be fully aware of the fact that his or her contribution has a direct effect on
the success of this group.

1.1.3 Comparison between cooperative learning and traditional learning
Colonel Paker first introduced the concept of cooperative learning in late nineteenth century. The concept
has further become an active research subject in the last three decades. [1] One main topic of this research
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field is to compare the efficiency of cooperative learning to that of traditional learning. Many experimental
results showed that cooperative learning is superior to tradition learning.[4,5,8,10,11] Actually, Slavin [10]
further pointed that:
(1) 63% of studies had showed that cooperative learning is superior to traditional learning,
(2) 33% of studies had showed no significant difference between these two methods, and
(3) 4% of studies had showed that traditional learning is superior to cooperative learning.

1.1.4 The way of communication of traditional learning and Internet-based learning
Advantage of computer network mediated communications can further enhance the advantage of using the
Internet in cooperative learning. Traditional learning allows only one-way communication between student
and teacher. Tyan and Hong [12] mentioned in their recent study: "The way of communication in traditional
learning has many limitations. It has to be simultaneous in space and time; it is only a one-way broadcast
communication from teacher to whole students as a group; its messages are is by oral in most cases; special
arrangement, such as tape recording, note taking, and etc., are needed to record the teaching material."
In contrast, computer network mediated communications are more versatile. It can be simultaneous or nonsimultaneous in space and time. It allows multilateral communications between a teacher and students and
between students. In addition to broadcast from a teacher to the whole class, it also allows private dialogue.

Finally its messages are textual and graphic information displayed by a computer, which can be
automatically stored in a computer.

1.2 Organization of the paper
We state the methodology and the process of the study in the next section. Experimental results are
demonstrated and analyzed in Section 3. Findings and inducing suggestions are elaborated upon in Section 4.
We conclude the paper and provide further direction in Section 5.

2 Methodology
2.1 The presumptions of this study
We assume that students are capable of using the Internet while engaging in Internet-based learning, and the
Internet-based cooperative learning group is trained to have skills for cooperative learning. In addition, a

suitable site is designed by teachers based on the learning goal. Teachers needs to be prepared before
perform the Internet-based learning.

2.2 Flow chart of this study
Figurel shows the flow chart designed for this study.

Literature search --O. Execute the planHAdopt the experimental method
Control group

Po ( traditional learning )

IPreparation

.

polPerform Internet-based learning I-1..

Experimental group *Perform Internet-based learning H`
( cooperative learning )

ITesting for learning achievement 1-01.1 Collect data 1-1.. Organize and analyze data 0.

Deduction from data Hi Interpret the meaning of data
Figure 1. The flow chart for the process in this study.

2.3 The process of this study
2.3.1 The subject of this study
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Two Sixth-grade "Computer Experimental Classes" of Hai-Tung Elementary School (Tainan, Taiwan) are
the subjects of this study. Both classes have a normal distribution in students' learning capabilities. Each of
these two classes has 36 student subjects.

We group the students by the following mean. All 72 students are listed sequentially according to their
learning capability. Students with odd numbers are assigned to the experimental group; those with even
numbers are assigned to control group. Students in each group are further divided into subgroups. Each
subgroup has 3 members who have low, average, and high learning capability respectively.

2.3.2 The tool of this study
In this study, computers are the basic tool for both two groups. For the purpose of this study, a web site has
been designed based on the twelfth volume of the nature science textbook for elementary school. Figure 2
shows some snapshot examples of the web. The Internet-based cooperative learning page contains only

topics and possible URL links, but the Internet-based traditional learning page describes whole the
knowledge for this course. The Internet-based cooperative learning group get knowledge about the topics
from relative URLs and discuss with their members. However, the Internet-based traditional learning group
only get knowledge from Internet-based traditional learning page. While the learning is proceeding, teachers
need to help students to cooperate and make them more aggressive.
The experimental group receives Internet-based cooperative learning; on the other hand, the control group

receives Internet-based traditional learning. An "Activity Page" (See Figure 3) is used to evaluate the
achievement of these two groups and it contains memory-demanding, integration, and deduction problems
that is designed based on the learning goal. For example, we design an integration problem about natural
resource recycle to test students' ability to integrate the fractional knowledge thsy learned. The idea of letting

student groups browse the Internet according to the "Activity Page" and then discuss and present the
findings in a workshop is also suggested by Donald and Deborah.[3]
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2.3.3 Data analysis
Figure 4 shows the flow chart for the data analysis. The data was obtained from the examination given after
the learning experiment. The data was analyzed for statistically significant difference of 0.05 and 0.01. In
order to investigate students' problem solving capabilities for different types of problems, the examination

contains memory-demanding, integration, and deduction problems. We defined these three types of
problems as follows:
(a) Memory-demanding type: this kind of problem is given to test students' ability to memorize the fractional
knowledge they learned;

(b) Integration type: this kind of problem is given to test the students' ability to integrate the fractional
knowledge they learned;

(c) Deduction type: this kind of problem is mainly to test the students' ingenuity and creativity after
comprehending the knowledge they learned.

Figure 4. Data analysis flow chart.

3 Experiment results
Both the experimental group(Internet-based cooperative learning group) and control group(Internet-based
traditional learning group) are subjected to have a same examination for evaluation. Figure 5 shows total test
scores for experimental group and control group, and Figure 6 shows a comparison on scores of memorydemanding, integration and deduction problems.

Experimental Group

0 Control Group

Mean

0

10

20

30

item
Samples (N)
group
36
Experimental Group
36
Control Group

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Mean ( K )

Standard deviation (SD)

t-value p-value

64.5114
45.7132

14.6882
19.7863

4.5540 < 0.01

Figure 5. Total test scores for experimental group and control group.
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answers
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Figure 6. Scores on various types of problems for experimental group and control group.

4 Findings and suggestions
4.1 Findings
Based on the data obtained and the observation made during the experimental process, the following
conclusions can be drawn. Besides, due to the restriction on experimental samples, the excessive inference
should not be draw from these conclusions.
(1) Internet-based learning is feasible in an elementary school nature science course.

This study shows that either Internet-based learning method can fulfill the learning goal after the analysis of

examination according to "Activity Page". Most sixth grade students can easily adapted themselves to
Internet-based learning environment. Hardware equipment is not an issue in Taiwan, on the other hand.
Since the Taiwanese government has greatly prompted information education in recent years, all levels of
schools are equipped with personal computers.

(2) There is a significant difference in students' total examination scores for Internet-based cooperative
learning and Internet-based traditional learning.

The t-value of this difference is 4.554 that can be regarded as statistically significant at the level of 0.01.
Therefore, Internet-based cooperative learning is greatly superior to Internet-based traditional learning.
(3) The Internet-based cooperative learning group has better learning results on Memory-demanding type of
problems.
Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group performed better in this type of problem than those
in the Internet-based traditional learning group. The different is considered as level of significance of 0.05,

but less than the level of significance 0.01. It means that the learning efficiency of Internet-based
cooperative learning is superior to Internet-based traditional learning, but not in a large significance.

(4) On integration type of problems, the Internet-base cooperative learning group significantly outperforms
the Internet-based traditional learning group.

Students in the Internet-base cooperative learning group need to piece together information from various
Internet resources. During the process of integration, they build new models and images in their minds. By
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merging new models and images with old knowledge, they can form new knowledge. New and old
knowledge is then integrated into a full concept. This is the reason why the Internet-based cooperative group
had better learning efficiency on integration type of problems than the Internet-based traditional learning
group.

(5) Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group have higher scores in deduction type of
problems.

In deduction type problems, students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group outperformed those in
the Internet-based traditional learning group by 72.15% versus 30.20% in the ratio of correct answers. This
reflects that students in the Internet-based traditional learning group lack logical inference capability. On the

other hand, the Internet-based cooperative learning group had better logical inference ability and more
creative ability.

(6) The Internet-based traditional learning group performed best in the memory-demanding problems.

In traditional learning, the teacher delivers teaching material and its highlights directly to students. Since the

teacher has organized his material before class, the teaching method is more suitable for Memorydemanding type of problem. This is why students in the Internet-based traditional learning group score
higher in memory-demanding problems than other types of problems.
(7) Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group scored evenly in all kinds of problems.

Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group score 73.64%, 72.83%, and 72.15% on memorydemanding, integration, and deduction problems. Thus, this teaching method is suitable to all kinds of
evaluation methods.
(8) Students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group are more aggressive in learning than those in
the Internet-based traditional learning group.
In dealing with problems, students in the Internet-based cooperative learning group acted cooperatively and
aggressively in searching for answers using Internet resources. On the other hand, those in the Internet-based
traditional learning group are less aggressive in overcoming difficulties, and give up at an early stage.

4.2 Suggestions
(1) Elementary school natural science courses can better utilize Internet resources to perform cooperative
learning.

The massive resources on the Internet are an important and attractive factor motivating students to learn
actively. Thus, teachers need to better utilize such resources to improve learning efficiency.

(2) During the process of Internet-based cooperative learning, a teacher needs to develop students' capability
in cooperative learning.

The success of cooperative learning depends heavily on students' capability in cooperative learning.
Teachers thus need to develop students' capability to learn cooperatively during their regular teaching. They
should also make students understand the spirit and meaning of cooperative learning which is that each
group member is willing to share their knowledge with others.
(3) Before performing Internet-based cooperative learning, teachers need to have a complete plan regarding
the learning environment.

An effective cooperative learning relies on teachers' full preparation before the class, which includes:
students properly divided into groups; teaching related material, such as web sites; increase initiation factor
for cooperation; improve group members' contribution; develop students' ability to browse the Internet; and
so on. These entire things require teachers to communicate with their students to reach a consensus before
the class.
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(4) Both teachers and students need to be aware of the roles they play in Internet-based cooperative learning
process.

Though students learn by using Internet resources in Internet-based cooperative learning, the teacher still
plays a crucial role. Like a navigator in a voyage, the teacher prevents students from being overwhelmed by
the massive information on the Internet and guides them to reach their learning goal according to a series of
stages. Students need to have the spirit of a trail-blazer in daring to make all kinds of trial effects. They also
need to share the learning experience with others.

(5) During Internet-based cooperative learning, a teacher needs to increase students' consciousness on
cooperation.

In cooperative learning, knowledge is obtained through cooperation between group members. Hence, group
members should realize that the goal of the group is their own learning goal. Group power can be used to

overcome learning difficulties, and develop a learning method that is suitable to the whole group. This
allows each group member to experience the joy of learning.

5 Conclusions
This paper describes that cooperative learning and traditional learning can be combined with the Internet in
an elementary school nature science course, and the learning efficiency will not be reduced. In addition,
Internet-based cooperative learning is greatly superior to Internet-based traditional learning in learning

efficiency. Since this paper is the plot study of Internet-based learning, we only focus on the learning
efficiency of applying Internet on cooperative and traditional learning. It is likely that future replications of
the study will in turn lead to discovery of comparison between other learning methods, such as cooperative
learning, traditional learning, Internet-based cooperative learning and Internet-based traditional learning.
Furthermore, we intend to develop different teaching strategic to lead students' interaction in the future.
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Being based on the hypertext structure, existing WBI provides various
instruction paths. However, learners are provided with the same instruction
content with little consideration of each learnef s learning style. Therefore, WBI
is lacking as a system that encourages individual learning, by failing to provide
for different instruction methods for each learner. This prototype system can find
the most effective approach to learning for each learner by analyzing a learners
achievement and learning history. It also provides instruction content based on
the most effective instruction method for the learner taking into consideration
learning style.
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1 Introduction
The World Wide Web provides all learners with materials for instruction, and those materials have a
hypertext structure similar to the way human beings perceive information, to effectively help learners
understand them[3]. The Web enables us to communicate with anyone, anywhere, and at any time by a wide
variety of materials irrespective of time and place[2].

While the Web has these advantages and educational effects, there are some problems. WBI does not
consider an effective instruction program to present the materials for each individual. That is, all learners are

provided with the same instruction content with little consideration of each learner's learning style.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to develop an instruction program wherein is provided a more efficient
instruction method for learners.
T

his study focuses on presenting the instruction content more individually, subject to the learners' process and
achievement level of learning. An appropriate content is presented after analyzing each learner's individual
needs. The aim is then to design and implement a system that can supply the most effective method for each
learner after consideration of preferred learning styles, though the ultimate goal may be the same.

2 Related Works
Norihito Toyota classifies a learnef s study type into HLT (Horizontal Learning Type) and VLT (Vertical
Learning Type). In HLT, a learner studies broadly, gaining wide knowledge. However, they lack a deeper
understanding. On the other hand, in VLT, a learner studies more deeply, gaining some specific knowledge
and understanding it logically; however, they lack that wider understanding gained only by studying across a
broader base and viewing the whole from various angles of vision. They also cannot proceed independently,
so long as something is not understandable. The learners of this type can increase their knowledge reliably,
step by step, to recognize the whole scope. It has the other advantage of supplying the content for instruction
after considering the learning style in each step[5].
Referring to an individualized instruction in Mathematics education, G. Lenchner proposed that all learners
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differ in the preference method to solve the questions. That is, each learner shows a different solution to the
same question[6].

Paying attention to Norihito Toyota and G. Lenchner's proposal, this study focuses on providing learners
with instruction content through effective methods, by analyzing the instruction process of learners of
Mathematics at elementary school.

3 Design and Implementation of the System
As a system for this study, Windows NT Server 4.0 is set up as the Operating System, IIS 3.0(Microsoft) as
the Web Server, and MS-SQL 7.0 as the Database. Interface with clients is made through the MS Explorer
4.0 or Netscape Communicator 4.0 (or higher version) Web browser.

A

B

[Fig 1] Existing WBI
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......
p

Cl

4 ........
B1

B2
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C2
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A...............

B3

DI

D2

D3

[Fig 2] Dynamic WBI System Considering Learning Style

Our system has a distinctive feature compared with the existing WBI system. As shown in [Fig 1], existing

WBI presents paths of instruction for learners, nodes A, B, C, and D. But, this system finds the most
effective one among B1, B2, and B3 to provide a learner with, instead of node B as shown in [Fig 2]
Dynamic WBI System Considering Learning Style. (BI, B2, and B3 contain the same content but different
method of instruction). Additionally, one out of Cl, C2, and C3 is presented instead of node C. That is,

while the existing WBI system has provided learners with learning paths A-B-C or A-B-D without
considering learning styles, this system can present a wide variety oflearning paths like A-B1-C1, A-B2-C2,
A-B3-C3, A-B 1-DI, A-B2-D2, A-B3-D3, etc. according to learning styles.

When a learner chooses the next step for learning after completing one learning step, results of the
completed learning is stored in the Database. This stored data is analyzed in the Learning Style Analysis
Module. Through this analysis, learners can be provided with the most effective instruction method from
styles A, B, and C.

Instruction methods are classified into type A, B, and C in the whole process of learning. Type A is an
instruction method using concrete materials, B is one using vertical lines, and C is one using explanatory
sentences and numerical formulae.

On the other hand, the analysis module analyzes the course that a learner has followed, and their level of
achievement. And with a learner's understanding of the instruction content dependent in part on which type
of instruction method is employed, a learner's achievement level is imposed on the variables of type A, B,
and C respectively. Imposed scores are accumulated, and after a fixed instruction step, the most effective
instruction content among the instruction method types A, B, and C (the content of which are the same) are
presented according to accumulated scores.
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In other words, learners can be provided with the most effective content different from one another in
accordance with which instruction method is most effective for them, although they choose the same level of

instruction content through the analysis of their learning process. Therefore, learners can take a more
advanced individualized instruction.

For instance, when instruction content named "Addition of two fractions differing in denominators" are
chosen, the most effective instruction [Fig 5] among methods [Fig 3], [Fig 4] and [Fig 5] is presented as
follows:

4 Conclusion
This thesis focuses on development of a system, which can find the most effective method with which to
provide instruction to learners, by analyzing their learning process and results.
Expected effects in application of this system are as follows.

First, if this system is applied to Virtual Education, learners are no longer provided with the same instruction
content regardless of personal level; they are instead offered an instructional content and approach that takes
into consideration their learning style. Additionally, even if they are of the same content, individualized

instruction is possible because the most effective instruction method considers the learner's cognitive
processes.
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Secondly, it is almost impossible to provide each student with a proper instruction method for him in class
lessons under the existing educational system. However, this system can maximize the educational effect by
presenting the individualized content in accordance with which instruction method is the most effective for
each learner. A problem yet to be addressed is that of verification of the benefits to be gained and the overall
educational effect of this system.
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This paper outlines the background to the development of a European Masters
programme in Multimedia Education and Consultancy. The development arises
from an Advanced Curriculum Development (CDA) Project supported by the
European Commission under the SOCRATES programme, which involves nine
institutions in seven different European countries. The aims and outline of the

Master programme are described together with the pedagogical approach
adopted. A key feature of the latter is a virtual learning environment that is
underpinned by the use of the concept of "metaphor". This is intended to
convey how the technical construction of the pedagogical functions
communicates the background theories of the learning environment to the users.
A pilot unit/module on ICT in Open Learning Environments is outlined together
with some of the key features of the learning environment. This was trialled by
a group of students based at locations in Finland, Austria, the Netherlands and
the UK during the second semester of the academic year 1999-00. Evaluations

are provided by a participating tutor, an observer and from two participating
students. Finally some reflections are outlined which focus on the innovative
aspects of this learning environment and of our experiences as teachers and
learners in a multinational virtual learning community.

Keywords: Collaborative Learning - Web-Based Learning - Networked
Social Learning - Teaching and Learning Processes

1 Introduction
This paper reports on experiences as teachers and learners in a multinational virtual learning community,
which have resulted from our involvement in a pilot unit as part of the development of a European Masters
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course. The pilot unit is entitled ICT in Open Learning Environments and our involvement has taken place
between February and May 2000.

2 Background to the development
The background to the development is the Advanced Curriculum Development (CDA) Project TRIPLE M:
Masters in Multi Media Education and Consulting that is supported by the European Commission under the
SOCRATES programme (29268 -IC-2-97-1-AT-ERASMUS-CDA-1) over the period 1998 to 2001. The
TRIPLE Mproject is co-ordinated by Padagogische Akademie des Bundes in eberosterreich, Linz, Austria
and involves a number of departments and research units with experience and expertise in teacher education
and the use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The current participating institutions in
the TRIPLE Mproject are:
Padagogische Akademie des Bundes in eberosterreich, Linz, Austria (Co-ordinating institution)
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Hogeschool Arnhem and Nijmegen, Netherlands
Liverpool Hope University College, United Kingdom
Padagogische Akademie Vienna, Austria
Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom

lima University, Sweden
University of Oulu, Finland
University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain

A sub-group of the TRIPLE M Consortium has formed the European Association for Multimedia Education

and ConsultancyTM (EAMECT1 with the intention of offering a validated Masters programme in for
Multimedia Education and Consultancy from September 2000. Initially this will be offered as a part-time
route with a plan to run the programme on a full-time basis from September 2001.

3 Programme aims and outline
The academic aims of the programme have been developed in response to the needs of the Information
Society' phenomenon related to the rapid development of high technology use in all sectors of society. The
programme aims to meet the needs of teachers in schools and further and higher education especially.
Specifically the programme seeks to develop the profile of the problem solver' /team co-ordinator at the
interface of pedagogical, technological and organisational/cultural dimensions of development. In summary
the programme aims to support the development of individuals who are able to:
demonstrate and communicate knowledge and critical understanding of pedagogical issues as applied to
the use of multimedia in new learning environments

critically understand the social, organisational and cross-cultural phenomena related to new learning
environments in trans-national and cross-cultural contexts
appreciate and be responsive to the social and cultural impact of the Information Society in relation to
values and working practices
act as effective mediators and facilitators at the interface between the needs of users and providers

co-ordinate the efforts of multi-disciplinary teams in terms of problem analysis, design and
implementation issues

be aware of the staff development needs of new users and appreciate the support structures and
strategies for continuing development
demonstrate a critical understanding of (educational) research and its role in a context of rapid change

remain open to critiques of the Information Society with particular regard to the social and cultural
implications

The programme is made up of six units/modules that together make up 90 European Credits (ECTS). These
are as follows:
Open Learning Environments (OLE - 10 ECTS)
Digital Media Applications (DMA 10 ECTS)
Communication and Consultancy (CC - 10 ECTS)
Research Methodolgies (RM -10 ECTS)
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Project Studies (PS - 20 ECTS)
Dissertation (DS - 30 ECTS)

The four more structured units (OLE, DMA, CC and RM) all follow a common pattern of:
Telematic -based Studies (50%) e.g. Web-based work and discussions, multi-point videoconferencing

sessions, and
Local and Independent Studies (50%) in national groups e.g. day workshops and tutorials plus
independent study.

4 Pedagogical approach
The pedagogical approach involves Telematic -based Studies in Web-based work, discussions and multipoint videoconferencing sessions in multinational learning communities. It is seen as crucial that these
studies are supported by Local Studies in national groups e.g. day workshops, practical activity, project
work, research activity and tutorials and Independent Studies including literature eviews, independent
project work, research activity, writing etc.

The use of ICT as a medium for learning and communication is fundamental to the underpinning philosophy
of the programme and is an integrated and all pervasive aspect of the pedagogical approach, both in terms of

learning about it and as an essential part of the learning process. Students need to use the Internet as an
essential part of the learning and communication process.

The platform for the net-based learning environment is LC Profiler Learning Community Profiler. This is
the product of LCProf Oy, which is a Learning Service Provider (LSP) and a ' spin-off' company of the
University of Oulu. The services are based on the methodology and system developed at the University of
Oulu in a range of domestic and EU R&D and education projects during the last 5 years (e.g. Telematics
projects T3: Telematics for Teacher Training, SCHEMA: Social Cohesion through Higher Education in

Marginal Areas). The implementation of the system is based on the principle of creating a distributed
community of learners and supporting the tutors to enable them to create their own learning communities.
This means that the tutors also belong to a unique learning community of their own, which aims to support
ongoing professional development.

5 The role of metaphor
The concept of metaphor plays a fundamental part in the underlying design of the LC Profiler environment
and also in signifying key functions to the user. In their paper Pulkinnen and Peltonen [1] use the concept of
"metaphor" to "explain how the technical construction of the pedagogical functions communicates the
background theories of the learning environment to the users". This paper is also one of the Core Readings
for all students on the OLE unit/module. Their analysis combines ideas about knowledge, the structure of

knowledge and learning with social aspects to do with the organisation of learning such as practical
arrangements connected with "time, place and repetitive rituals". Their overall rretaphor which captures the
nature of the LC Profiler environment is of "a place of studying (virtual space) created with the help of ICT".
The three "cornerstones" of their analysis of the learning environment are the individual whether as teacher
or learner, the technology and the culture as fully outlined in Pulkkinen and Ruotsalainen [2]. They describe
these as providing the "cross-disciplinary basis for the elements that are necessary for learning" and identify
these elements as pedagogical functions, appropriate technologies, and the social organisation of education

6 The pilot unit/module
As part of the curriculum development process, two units have been piloted during the period from February
to May 2000. These are ICT in Open Learning Environments (February to May) and Digital Media
Applications (March to May). The former is based on an existing unit/module at the University of Oulu and
forms the model for the development of the Masters programme as a whole. The full unit/module is worth
10 ECTS M Level credits for which 5 ECTS is available for successful completion of the telematics-based
component. This was trialled as part of the TRIPLE M project with a group of about 25 Finnish, 9 Austrian,
4 Dutch and 2 UK students
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The course outline is seen as one of the most important navigation tools, referred to as an "orientation
metaphor". The introductory screen is shown below in Fig 1.
Z. holder 3.1

Netscape

ICT in the Open Learning Environments
Course questionnaire

Alms of the course:
i Help
4 Browse

Into
A Course

4 Subgroup
Notice board
A Timetable

to introduce background theories of the open learning environments
to introduce selected Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) used
in open the learning environments, such as:
interactive technologies
collaborative technologies
to examine and evaluate critically ICT applications as a part of the open
learning environments by using criteria/ theories based on sound
argumentation.

Course

4 community
A Course participants
Subgroups
Teams
My ID card

Assignments
Reud this first!

4 Reports
4 New events
User activity
Users products

Important

Work
process

background

info

4 Session

Instructors
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Info
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Office
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Library
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17:03.!

Figure 1

This screen includes a statement of the aims of the course and also conveys some of the metaphors that
underpin the design of the system. (NB The use of the term "course" here is equivalent to the terms
"unit/module" used previously and is a reflection of the diversity of the use of these descriptors across and
within different systems ) The most apparent metaphors are those which are to do with orientation to place or
virtual working place. The Project Office, Workshop, Communications Centre, Library and Administration
Centre refer to "working" and not to the technology and tools being used e.g. e-mail, chat, documents etc.
This aspect is seen to be a particularly important issue in relation to signifying metaphors to users that refer
to pedagogical practices. The metaphor of "project" is used to convey "the basic essence of learning" and

the course flow orientates the user to time. This includes phases on the work process e.g. orientation,
planning etc and also milestones, which are outlined in part in Figure 2.
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Profiler 3.1 - Nelscape
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Figure 2

7 Experiences as teachers and learners
This section includes accounts and evaluations from a participating tutor (Brian Hudson), an observer
(Ahmed El-Gamal) and from two participating students (Eric Knutsen and Amal Gouda).

As a particpating tutor I was immediately struck by the very clear sense of purpose that the course outline
engendered with a very clear sense of the different phases , milestones and overall timescale. The active
participation in discussions was not an option but a necessary requirement with comments being expected
within fixed timescales and core readings, project plans of peers etc. As a result the level of communication
on the course was very high - an analogy might be made with lighting a wood and coal fire - a little slow at
the start but then bursting into flames from all sides!

Another key observation was of the role of the two main moderating tutors. Both could be characterised as
being "on task" throughout the course of the unit/module. In general their responses to questions were very
swift and they dealt with technical, pedagogical and social issues. The two tutors also interacted with each

other in a very effective way by following up on each others comments, questions and prompts - so
engendering a relaxed yet lively ambience around the discussions.
An example of the extent of the student discussions can be gleaned from the screen in Figure 3 below:
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The particular thread started outlined above was started by student H on 24-02-00 with the comment:

Could some of you tell me what is the difference between multi- and hypermedia? Is there any difference, do
they mean the same thing? The difference between these "words" was explained in the first core text but I
just couldn't find the basic idea which might help to separate them.

These questions resulted in a rich, intense and well-informed discussion with around twenty contributions
over a ten-day period, which seemed to conclude in an agreed consensus. Overall discussions were by no
means restricted to technical matters but this particular thread was notable for its richness and intensity. A
notable feature of this environment is the very clear way in which the threads are laid out and also the way in
which the links are revealed when a thread such as the one above is opened.
Ahmed El -Gamal had the role of being a Local Tutor and was given access to LC Profiler as an observer.
He is a staff member of Menofia University in Egypt on a PhD scholarship supported by the Egyptian
Ministry of Education and Culture. He has chosen to cluster his comments around characteristics that he
noticed about the learning environment in overall terms. This is a summary of his comments on these
charactersitics:
Organization.- The whole unit is well organized e.g. timetable, assignments, activities ..etc. If there is any
misunderstanding the student can post a question to the others.

Adaptability:Most of students adapted easily with this learning environment. Sometimes they have some
technical problems e.g. the speed and the difficulty in using some tools, but they soon found assistace from
the tutors and their peers.
students worked at different times in different
Flexibility:It is a very flexible learning environment
countries, yet they have the opportunity to discuss the same topics.
Some students from different countries were able to create teams to conduct the same project.
Collaboration: Students collaborated with each other in solving some technical problems, clarifying some
aspects in the references, developing teams and developing their project plans.
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Conversation and discussion: Students were discussing different issues that were relevant to the course. All
the participants have the opportunity to contribute to the discussion. They wouldn't end the discussion until
they reached an agreement about the topic e.g. the discussion about the difference between Multimedia and
Hypermedia was about 20 comments.

Social interactivity: Most of students have some social interactivity, by talking to the other students in the
on-line café and by posting messages. Some friendships have been developed during the course.
Amal Gouda has studied to Diploma level in Educational Technology at Cairo University and is continuing
her Masters studies at this time. She has chosen to group her evaluation around features of the studying
process:

The studying process in OLE could be defined as an integrated process, which integrates the different
resources and the different parts of the OLE to achieve the desired goals. The studying process in OLE is
accomplished through the following parts:
Office: Every student can manage almost all his/her study through using the office and all the information

about the course and other students are available on the office, in addition to the timetable and the
framework of the course.

Workshop: Every student has developed his/her project plan and he/she has published it to the other course
participants. This gave his/her opportunity to have the other students comments on it.

Communications: It gave the international students the opportunity to freely discuss different topics related

to the course. It also allows them to discuss their project plans and the other students' project plans.
Moreover, there are different categories for discussion e.g. questions and urgent message, general discussion
about the study process ..etc. In online café, the students can have a social chat with their peers.

Library: It has most of references that are related to the course, also it has a hyperlinks to enable students
from browsing more materials. It was advised to write comments on these materials, in order to encourage
the students to read them carefully.
Local studies: Every student met with his/her tutor many times to discuss the different topics and activities
that seem to be unclear and to guide him/her through the course. The most important feature in the studying
process in OLE is that it gave the opportunity to study and discuss different topics at any time during the day.

Eric Knutsen works in a secondary school and is in his first year of teaching as a teacher of ICT. He has
chosen to respond to the aims of the course and to evaluate the extent to which these were met for him as a
student:
to introduce background theories of the open learning environments
This was done in a straightforward manner utilising the OLE of LC Profiler. It was useable as one would
use a library in the traditional environment of a physical learning environment. The added value here was
the amount of material referenced via the web. Using the expertise of the instructors on the course, I was
able to make use of the varied written material and discuss other students' and my own opinions on the
content. Being done in an asynchronous way, there was no need to be present physically or virtually for
such discussion. Yet, I had the advantage of dozens of other opinions from which to draw my own
conclusions. This took my learning beyond that previously possible via ...traditional learning ...

to introduce selected (ICT) Information and Communications Technologies used in open learning
environments, such as interactive technologies and collaborative technologies

One aspect of having been introduced to the background theory in the way it was done is the ability to
review tens of project proposals and final project papers in light of the theory examined. This made the
theoretical come to life, especially when undertaking my own individual work. This meant looking critically
at the variety of components comprised with-in the environment being examined ...What made this a more
lively introduction to the ICT was the regular use of LC Profiler and the success of the discussions taking
place.
to examine and evaluate critically ICT applications as a part of the open learning environments
by using criteria/ theories based on sound argumentation
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Given the foundation above ... it was straightforward to see the relevance of the theory when examining the
OLE at hand. Especially of interest was the use made of LC Profiler as an OLE by all members of the course
and the social interaction made possible by all areas of LC Profiler, not isolated to the on-line cafe. This
even fed the theoretical side to my thoughts about my assignment.

8 Conclusions
The experience of participating in this pilot unit has provided a real example of the transformative potential
of the use of ICT. This is in spite of several years experience of using the First Class conferencing software
which seems quite limited by comparison with LC Profiler. In McConnell's [3] terms First Class can be
seen to be simply an example of "unstructured groupware" or an "electronic space". Some experiences result
in real and lasting changes - for myself this experience has transformed my own pedagogical thinking and
practice. Whilst being a vital component, the learning environment of itself is not the main ingredient for
experiencing this transformation, although many people at this time are looking for the "quick fix" and
simple solutions. However it has been the experience as a participant in a community of practice (Hudson
[4]; Lave, [5] and Lave and Wenger, [6]) that has been fundamental. This process takes time and is about
changes within (the person) and developing new ways of relating to other people. In general terms such
high levels of on-line communication also necessitate the need to develop a more relaxed attitude towards
committing ideas into print, for seeing such comments as transient and not permanent and being accepting of
the need for "repairs" to communication as one would in more traditional forms of communication.
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Communication technology as well as the communication infrastructure are both
changing rapidly. As a consequence, systems that support web-based learning
need to be adapted due to changes in technology. This paper describes a model

for web-based learning with intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) that allows
separation of the concrete communication from the ITSs' implementation. The
resulting framework provides a technical solution to distribute any ITS over a
network. The ITS SYPROS is used to illustrate how a classical ITS can be
extended to a web-based tutoring system with a maximum of code-reuse. The
framework may be used freely with any ITS. To accommodate the needs of
various ITSs, our model supports several architectures for distributed adaptive
tutoring, including the three different models described in [3]: Master-Slave,

Communicating Peers and Centralized Architectures. Our main goals are:
Make the ITS usable for a wide range of users by supporting any web
Offer a simple, extendable and platform
browser on any operating system.
Provide a solution
independent framework to ease web-based tutoring.
without royalties.. Separate the communication technology from the client and
server implementation. Enable method invocation and parameter passing
semantics over the HTTP protocol to virtually support any web browser and
Offer an simple user accounting and user
users behind firewalls.
communication functionality. Provide a wrapper to connect to an existing ITS.
The Java source code is freely available: http: / /www.in.tum.de / herzog /sypros.

Keywords: Web-Based Learning,

System Design

and Development,

Intelligent Tutoring Systems

1 Introduction
Classical intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) are often platform dependant and not distributed. Modern,
distributed intelligent tutoring systems (DITS) provide a more attractive solution with respect to usability
and platform independence. Therefore, a modern distributed infrastructure like the internet with
communication techniques like CORBA or RMI is suitable. A stable, safe and extendable basis for
communication and cooperative work is needed. However, technology in this area is rapidly changing on the
one hand. On the other hand communication technologies like CORBA or RMI are (still) not usable with
every client, browser or platform and still have several drawbacks which prevent their usability at least for
some users: Macintosh users and users with old browsers or behind firewalls/proxies who also want to use
secure socket factories, only to name some.

This paper discribes a model and the resulting framework to overcome such problems. We propose to
address these problems by providing an API with the semantics of object oriented remote method calls over

HTTP and Servlets. Further functionality that is most likely in common for any DITS (such as user
accounting and identification, security and administrative functionality) is implemented and encapsulated for
ease of use.

In the current version, SYPROS is an ITS in the domain of the synchronization of parallel processes with
semaphores [4], a domain of programming problems.
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All the typical modules of an ITS [15] like the expert module with different types of cooperating domain
experts [13], the instructional module with different tutoring strategies, the student model with cognitive and
motivational traits [12], and the interface module with several support facilities, are fully implemented in
SYPROS.

The current version system is a classical ITS for single -user mode and is written in C for UNIX systems.
The user interface is based on the X Windows system and therefore the ITS is platform dependent. There is
no direct support for multiple clients and no accounting, access control or WWW support as it would be

needed for a web-based group learning system, which is our ultimate goal [11]. In the current
implementation the user interface is divided at function level from the 'intelligence and database
functionality, but is linked to one single executable. The proposed model will provide an application
interface (API) for the client and server side. The API will encapsulate various ways of communication over
a network using an abstract factory pattern [2,10]. Concrete implementations for Java RMI and servlets are
provided. This model is designed to be easily extendable by other means of network transportation (e.g.,
CORBA or even Sockets). It will include conceptional security at an eligible level. Further, various ways of
interfacing to an existing ITS on the server side are given (Java native calls to C/C++ and the connectivity to
shell scripts). This factory can also be easily extended. Figure 1 shows the distribution of SYPROS. The
servlet proxy Server enables connection for old webbrowsers, running not necessarily on the same machine
as the SyprosS erver implementation. Two clients are connected: "Old Webbrowser" connects using the

servlet proxy, "New Webbrowser" can either use servlet communication or RMI[17]/ CORBA[22] (or
anything else).

This work covers two more aspects: a security discussion for the provided model with a special focus on
security issues for an ITS and a usability discussion for various platforms and webbrowsers.

Servlet Proxy Server
I

IffTP

IWebserver

HTTP
I

'Repository
RMI/ CORBA

ITS Server Implementation

1,

RMI/ CORBA

Y

ri--ISyprosServer
'Implement.

<

LiNameservIce
I

's'
I

'Native rTS
1

Figure 1. Distribution of client, server and servlet proxy in SYPROS (UML[19]).

Figure 2 shows the different layers for communication and levels of abstraction for a client initiated request.
The dotted line between the implementation (application) level and the abstraction denotes that both the
client and server implementation are separated from the underlying concrete communication. This model

provides transparency in terms of process transparency. (That is, the machine on which the function or
method is executed isn't known to the client's application level.) This can be compared to remote procedure
calls (RPC) where the client stub and the server skeleton provide a similar transparency. In addition to that,
our framework separates the concrete communication (the lowest layer in figure 2) from the application

layer using the abstract communication layer. This provides transparency regarding the concrete
communication technology used and therefore unburdens the application programmer from changing the
application to support new technologies.
For some concrete communication implementations our framework supports language transparency as far as
the client's implementation language may differ from the server's (e.g., for CORBA or Servlets).
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Figure 2. Levels of abstraction and layers for a request initiated by the client (UML deployment diagram).

2 Requirements
All base functionality for a distributed system is implemented. Remote method invocations are implemented

independently from the Java RMI package over a ComObj ect which is JDK 1.1[9] compliant. User
accounting, login procedures and access control as well as connection state information is supported directly
in the framework.

A wrapper is provided to connect to an existing ITS over Java Native Interface (JNI[14]) or shell script
invocation.

Tutor

New Student

Add User

Login

Work on Exercise

Logout

«ye HS»

Configure Exercises
<<1.1008.,

<<unee.,

-1>

Administrabr

Validate User

Administrab

Connect ITS

Figure 3. Some interactions among actors and use cases in SYPROS (UML use case diagram).

The use case diagram in figure 3 shows some of the use cases for SYPROS. Four types of human actors are

shown in their interaction with the use cases. "Student" denotes an actor who is already known to the
system. Therefore, "Student" logs into the server by passing the "Login" use case. "Login" performs
authentification for which it < <uses» the "Validate User" use case, which has knowledge of all valid
user entries and so on. After accepting the user's login request some state information for that connection
will be stored "Add Active User" and a UserTicket object is returned to allow stateful and secure client
interaction. (UserTicket might be encrypted.)

"New Student" is an actor who is not known to the system. (Guests are handled identically.) Therefore, she
can create a new user database entry herself (" Add User"). Later, the gathered information will be used to
log into the system as described before.
An active user ("Student") might also use other services on the ITS server side. For example, the " Work on
Exercise" use case first validates the call against the active users database and then uses "Connect ITS"
(which interfaces the ITS using the wrapper) to work with the tutoring system.

"Tutor" is a human actor who might use the "Configure Exercise' use case to set up some exercises or
check the student's results. The differing permissions (compared to a student) are handled by the " Validate
User" use case.
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An "Administrator" user will not use the client interface to connect to the server in this model. The
administrator configures the databases and configuration files. Therefore, "Administrate" extends
"Validate User".

Resulting from the requirements given before our model and the framework should further satisfy the
following nonfunctional requirements, pseudo requirements and design goals: The server-side installation
should be simple and conceptionally platform independent. It should not be addicted to any specific web
server and should work with freely available products such as Apache.

The framework is designed to be fully platform independent using the Java programming language.
However, some platform dependencies exist from possible webbrowser incompatibilities and the existing
ITS. In order to support old webbrowsers or users behind a firewall or proxy, a servlet repository which acts
as a proxy and a servlet based client communication is provided. The communication implementation may
be switched online in the client implementationl.

The SYPROS system can be used by four groups of people: students, guests (users who are not known to the

system by now), tutors and administrators (tutors who fulfill administrative functions). Therefore, the
framework supports users at different level of permissions (similar to e.g., UNIX or WindowsNT).

The client applet should be small so that it is suitable even for slow modem connections. The classes needed
for communication on the client side are less than 20 KB in size (without JCE security). Once the Applet is
loaded, the response time of the user interface is short, as it is running locally on the client side.

The response time resulting from the security key generation and secret key exchange (Diffie -Hellman for
example) of the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) is rather long especially for strong keys and due to
JCE's implementation in Java (see discussion in section 4).
Performance of the network communication depends on the underlying infrastructure. With most browsers,
servlets will have a more overhead than CORBA or RMI.
The communication framework aims to support three possible client-server bindings: Static (the server name

is stored in the client application), semi-static (the client locates the server once, e.g., at login time) and
dynamic (the client looks up the server each time it needs to connect). Client server binding uses name
resolution to find a suitable ITS server in the network. The toolkituses a server string such as " / / {hostnamel
ip- address } / {service - name) ", just like RMI for either underlying communication infrastructure. At client
implementation level, the programmer may decide whether to use static, semi-static or dynamic binding.

Together with the way of client-server binding, stateless and stateful client server connections using tickets
are possible. User tickets are invented as "high-level" stateful client-server connection for two reasons: first,
the underlying ITS needs to know about the caller; tickets provide an easy way to identify the caller during a
learning session. Second, encrypted ticket objects can be used to prevent attacks by intercept and replaying
messages (see section 4).

Calling a remote function is somewhat dangerous if the programming language used supports call-byreference 2. For Java, call-by-reference is replaced by a call-by-copy/restore semantics. (See Java
RemoteObj ect for RMI). A call-by-copy/restore semantics can be simulated for servlets using the
EventListener model. In that case, the servlet proxy uses a RemoteObj ect for the server
communication if the communication between the servlet proxy and the server is based on RMI and returns
the object to the client using the event model. This may also be encapsulated in the framework.

In case of middleware communication such as CORBA/ RMI the call-by-copy/restore semantics can directly

rely on the appropriate native semantics. The framework supports synchronous method invocations.
Asynchronous calls can be realized using call-by-copy/ restore.

1 This feature should be omitted for maximum compatibility with old browsers and Java engines (JDK level
1.1).
2

Function calls that use call-by-reference parameter passing deliver a pointer to the value or data the

parameter stores. In a distributed system with different address spaces this triggers side-effects[20].
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Java's try- cat ch-statements are used for error handling. Therefore, the framework's error semantics is
at-most-once by default. At application level, return values might be used to signal unexpected behavior.
The SYPROS login ( ) -Method for example returns null for the UserTicket if the server can't accept
the login request. Although there are several possible reasons for that (e.g., unknown user, wrong password)
their origin is not a communication error.
The resulting framework is described using UML notation for scenarios, use cases and object models[2,19].
The API description is given in standard Java notation[9]. The use of our framework is illustrated by the
SYPROS sample.

3 A Model for the Communication Framework
Figure 4 shows the UML diagram for the SYPROS server implementation using the communication
framework. The diagram shows two possible extensions for SyprosServer: ComCORBA and ComRMI. In
the realworld implementation the programmer has to decide either to use CORBA or RMI, as Java does not
allow multiple class inheritance.
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Figure 4. SYPROS server implementation. Class attributes and methods are omitted. (UML class diagram)

Therefore, there are some specialties in the server implementation: depending on the selected
communication technology, the programmer has to change the head of the class definition to extend the right

ComInterface. Further, the server has to implement the Sypros interface which defines the exported
functions (for the RMI case). SyprosClient Int erf ac e contains the same definitions like Sypros but
doesn't depend on the Java RMI classes. This ensures usability for old webbrowsers (with old Java virtual
machines, VM) or clients that don't support RMI for other reasons (Macintosh).
import sypros.util.*;
import syproe.com.util.*;
import sypros.com.server.ComRMI;

public class SyprosServer extends) ComRMI implements Sypros {
public SyprosServer(String hostName, String servName) throws RemoteException
super(serverHost, servName);

// create bindings

}

public static void main(String arge[]) {
// setup default security
setSecurity();
}

}

Figure 5. Client applet implementation for the SYPROS sample.
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Figure 5 shows the class definition for the SYPROS server implementation using RMI. The underlined
statements would have to be changed for a different type of communication technology.

The client implementation allows dynamic switching of the communication technology. Figure 6 shows the
UML class diagram for the SYPROS client Applet. As the client communication model uses an abstract
factory pattern [2,19] to create the appropriate concrete communication, the client might be a Java Applet or
a Java standalone application. (The server could also be connected using the servlet URLs from m HTML or
other languages.)
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The classes in the client model can be seen in three categories. First of all, SyprosApplet is the
implementation for the SYPROS client interface. (Plus Applet, the parent.) As described before, the
implementation needs not to be changed for changing communication technologies.
ComObj ect and their concrete
implementations provide the application interface for the implementation. Servl etConnect ion is a
helper that provides a per-servlet connection for persistent calls in a multithreaded application.

Then the communication classes themselves: ComFactory,

The AbstractComAdmin and its concrete implementations for servlets and RMI currently realize
notification for server to client messages using the EventListener model and can be used for call-bycopy/restore type parameter passing.

4 Conceptual Security
Any internet -based application requires a special focus on security issues. The history of designing secure

systems, however, teaches the inadequacy of enhancing existing systems with additional security
functionality [8]. To integrate the security functionality for secure web-based tutoring, we included security
policies in the framework with a top-down approach. We start by specifying the security requirements as
part of the security policy:
Authentification:
Total access control:
Non repudiation:
Communication privacy:

All subjects and objects of the system have to be authentificated.
Every access to protected units has to be supervised.
Every action performed by a subject can be assigned to it's originator.
Dataflow over unsafe networks has to be adequately encrypted.

Availability:

Denial-of-Service attacks should be identified.

To meet the authentification, total access control and no-denial requirements, the framework offers
integrated functionality that can be adapted or extended to your application needs. Communication privacy
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is provided using encrypted transmission (encrypted object serialization) based on the Java Cryptography
Extension (JCE). JCE offers secret key agreement protocols (e.g., Diffie -Hellman) and encryption (e.g.,
Blowfish) with variable key lengths.

Ensuring the availability of a web-based service against denial-of-service attacks is maybe the hardest task.
The Servlet-Proxy allows load-balancing, where the typical communication load of an ITS application (little
amounts of data, long periods of thinking, infrequent transmissions) can be used to identify attacks.

5 Conclusions and Outlook
Our framework offers an easy and extendable basis for web-based distributed tutoring. The communication
technology, security and ITS-integration can be easily adapted to the specific needs of an existing ITS as
well as to changing communication or security technologies without rewriting the implementation for the
ITS clients or server.

User accounting and access rights deliver the basis to support groups of students. However, support for
cooperative work should be included in the ITS itself, like for example in SYPROS.

6 List of tested Browsers
no: tested, but failed. : browser/ OS combination not available for testing.
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In this paper we propose a Java-based CAI system that provides a learning-bydoing environment with hands-on exercise and instant interaction capabilities on
the World Wide Web. Our current topics of interest is the Euclidean geometry
for junior high school students. To design the system, we adopt the theory of
concept map to construct teaching and learning materials. We are currently
testing the system and has observed that it does significantly help students in
learning geometry.

Keywords: CAI, concept map, Euclidean geometry, Java applet

1 Introduction
As computer science and Internet technology make speedy progress at every moment, computer aided
instruction (CAI) plays an important role in our life, especially in future education for global citizens at
every corner of the world. Many researches focus on the web-CAI, but there are some drawbacks in these
systems:
(1) Some of these systems simply use graphs or animations and text to describe the meanings of the teaching
materials. Although this way of displaying is more lively than the traditional textbooks, the learners still
need to stare at the screen uncomfortably to read the text thoroughly to understand its meanings. Besides,
some subjects such as mathematics need to be learned by practicing with examples.
Plain text reading is just not enough.
(2) Most multimedia web-CAI systems requires high bandwidth, which is still a problem for the current

internet infrastructure. Long waiting time for response will definitely degrade the effect of learning no
matter how well designed the web-CAI system is.

To demonstrate our ability of conquering the above problems, we have developed a web-CAI system in
Chinese (http://www.math.fcu.edu.tw/tlhorng/geometry) for teaching and learning junior-high-school
Euclidean geometry (named just geometry in the following context). Students can have great fun in learning
on our system owing to its highly interactive and experiment-oriented features. Besides, the system is
designed all using small-size Java applets, and is therefore robust enough to tolerate the usual congestion on
the internet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our design theories such as the concept
maptheory and dynamic geometry method; Section 3 shows the implementation and Section 4 summarizes
the whole work and some future enhancement.

2 Theories behind our design
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First we employ the concept map theory to plan the curriculum and then apply dynamic geometry method to
design the curriculum to be highly interactive, problem-oriented and, most importantly, interesting. In this

way, the learners are encouraged to learn by playing with those Java applets, and to construct their
knowledge system by concept map theory.

2.1 Concept map theory
In order for learners to make a meaningful learning, Ausubel present a meaningful learning theory [1]. The
idea in this theory is that whenever to learn a new concept or a new knowledge it must base on the prior

experience. Ausubel' s theory considers that the relation between the new concept and learner' s prior
knowledge plays an important role in the meaningful learning. Whenever the new knowledge, learners' prior
concept, and proposition framework are successfully joined, learning is created. In other words, learners can

make a meaningful learning by utilizing learners' prior concept to link the new concept to organize the
whole knowledge. Novak further presents a concept mapping method for the purpose of verifying Ausubel' s
theory [1]. Concept map is composed of propositions. Every proposition contains two concept nodes and a
relation link between them. In a concept map, concepts are represented in a hierarchical way. A general or
summarized concept is put in an upper hierarchy, and a specific or particular concept is put in a lower one. A
graph describing the integration of concepts from the lower levels to higher ones and the relation linking
among them is called concept map that can represent a knowledge structure effectively.

2.2 Dynamic geometry method
To teach or learn geometry effectively, we usually have the following two aspects in mind [2]: knowledge
developing (the deductive method), and knowledge acquiring (the generalizing method).

Both are equally important. However, most of the current geometry curriculum in junior high school has
been emphasizing on how to prove a geometric problem by the deductive way, and frequently ignoring how
to the generalize a geometry concept by experiments and observation. Our web-CAI system present the
curriculum in both ways and particularly emphasizes the latter one.

3 Implementation
In our web-CAI system, the whole curriculum is problem-oriented, and each geometric problem, besides its
proof, is designed to be explored by experimentation which is implemented by Java applets. Java applet is
selected owing to its full-featured library for designing internet applications and its platform-independent
portability [3-5]. The code was written by JDK 1.1 and is entirely in Pure Javan'

3.1 Drawing the concept map
There are four steps to draw the concept map: 1. concept seeking, 2. concept categorization, 3. concept
hierarchy, 4. concept relation.

Concept seeking: First list all important concepts to be taught. A concept is the foundation unit stored in the
human brain, although everyone may store a same thing by concepts in his own different way. That is why

everyone may response differently when seeing or hearing an identical event at the same time. This
individual opinion of everybody is called the concept.

Concept categorization: After seeking for concepts, this step is to divide concepts into two parts : event and

target. Taking circle as an example in our geometry curriculum, we can list twelve relevant important
concepts as categorized in table 3.1

Concept hierarchy: After categorizing the concepts, we further place them into a hierarchy. As mentioned
above, a more general concept will be put in a upper level, while a more specific one in a lower level. Figure
3.1 is the hierarchy chart of Table 3.1.

Concept relation: After putting all concepts in a hierarchy, we further denotes those relations among
concepts to form a complete concept map. Following the above, the circle 's concept map is shown in Figure
3.1.
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Event
line
chord

chord and center
central angle
arc

circumferential angle

tangent
quadrilateral
triangle
incenter
two circles
two circles and tangent

Target
relationship between a circle and a line
relationship between a chord and the diameter
relationships between a chord and its distance to center
relationship between a central angle and a chord
relationship between a chord and a arc
relationship between a arc and a circumferential angle
two tangents from an external point to a circle are equal in length
the opposing angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is complementary
three bisectors are concurrent in a triangle
Distances of the incenter to the three sides of a triangle are equal
relationship between two circles
tow circle' s common tangent
Table 3.1. Concept categorization

3.2 Composing the plan for teaching materials
By the concept map, we can further propose the teaching materials and write down these ideas into a table
called the plan of teaching materials. Following the above, Table 3.2 shows a small part of the plan: the
relative locations of two circles and their common tangent.
circle
quadrilateral

line

triangle

the inscribed
quadrilateral

circle & line

three bisectors in
a triangle

chord

incenter

two circles

two circles'
location

two circles & line

chord & diameter

common

distances to three
sides are equal

chord & center

chord & its distance
to center

tangent

central angle
& chord

chord &
arc

external point

circumferential angle
circumferential
angle & arc

central angle

arc

two tangent
lines

Figure 3.1 Circle' s concept map.

Consist Concept
Page
Circles' There are six kinds of relations for two circles judging from their locations: separated internally, separated externally,
locations tangential internally, tangential externally, intersecting and coincident.
Common Two circles on a plane can have the following common tangents according to their relative locations:
tangent When the two circles are separated externally, there are two external common tangents and two internal ones.
When the two circles are tangential externally, there are two external common tangents but one internal one.
When the two circles intersect at two points, there are two external common tangents and no internal one.
When the two circles are tangential internally, there is only one external common tangents and no internal one.
When the two circles are separated internally, there is neither an external common tangent nor an internal one.

Table 3.2 A part of the plan of teaching materials

3.3 Displaying the teaching materials by Java applet
Taking the common tangent of two circles as an example, we display this part of teaching materials by the
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Java applet shown in Figure 3.2 (a)-(c). This Java applet is designed that the learner can play around by
dragging any center (shown as red dots) of the two circles which will change the distance between these two
centers. From the movement, the learner can observe various kinds of common tangents happening for the
two circles. If we show it alternatively by some static graph or animation, the learner would have problem
catching its meaning effectively.

3.4 The examination module
Besides those Java applets for displaying teaching materials, air web-CAI system also provides an
examination module for on-line testing. Through this module, teachers can edit test problems and grade
students' answers, and students can take tests and look up for their grades all on our web-CAI system. Four
individual applets, in charge of problem editing, examination, grading, and grade looking-up, consist of this
examination module. Figure 3.3 particularly shows the problem-editing part, in which teachers can edit a test
problem and draw the illustration related to it. Also, all the test problems can be saved in a database server
driven by JDBC. Java Database Connectivity. JDBC is a Java-standard SQL database access interface [6].
It provides access to varieties of databases. After teacher edit the examination questions, the students can

take the exam on our web-CAI system. On that, students can write down the answers and draw some
auxiliary lines on the illustration which may be required for proving a geometric theory or just to help them
solve the problem. Teachers can then grade and comment the students' answers, and the students can look up
for the grades and teacher' s comment later all on our web-CAI system.

4 Conclusions and future work
We have developed a web-CAI system that provides an interactive learning and testing environment on Web.
In this way, the learner can learn more effectively than other multimedia -CAI systems. Currently we have
chosen Euclidean geometry in junior high school as an example, and plan to extend to other science subjects,

the physics and chemistry in the future. Besides, we keep modifying the GUI in our system to be more
friendly and interesting. We also plan to choose a junior high school to test our system and evaluate its
performance.
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The main issue addressed in this paper is how to help learners navigate in existing web-based
learning resources. Towards this issue, we introduce a learner-centered navigation path planning. The key idea is to provide learners with a space, in which they can see through WWW
pages to plan a navigation path. In this paper, we also demonstrate an assistant system, which
is composed of hyperspace map, page previewer, and path previewer. The page previewer
generates an overview of each WWW page in the map by extracting representative information from the HTML file. The path previewer helps learners make a sequence of the pages
previewed as navigation path plan. These facilities help learners decide which page to visit
and plan a navigation path without visiting hyperspace. This paper also describes a preliminary evaluation with the assistant system. The results indicate that the system facilitates learning and navigation in a more complicated hyperspace.

Keywords: Navigation Path Planning, Learner-Centered, Page Previewer, Path Previewer

1 Introduction
An increasing number of hypermedia/hypertext based resources on the Web has been available, which are designed
from an educational point of view, or which are worth learning. Learning with such existing web-based learning
resources has accordingly become important, particularly as the realization of lifelong and distance learning.
Web-based learning resources provide learners with hyperspace where they can explore domain concepts/knowledge in a self-directed way from a WWW page to others by following the links among pages to achieve a learning
purpose. However, learners often fail in making the navigation path since they do not know which link to follow for
achieving their learning purpose due to the complexity of hyperspace [3], [9]. They may alternatively reach an

impasse due to a cognitive overload, which is caused by diverse cognitive efforts at setting up local learning
purposes, comprehending the contents included in nodes, etc., in the exploratory learning [6], [11]. How to facilitate learners' navigation and learning is consequently a major issue in educational hypermedia/hypertext systems
[1], [11].
The main topic addressed in this paper is how to help learners navigate in existing web-based learning resources.

Current work on educational hypermedia/hypertext systems has provided a number of navigational aids such as
spatial/concept maps and adaptive navigation [1], [4], [5]. However, these aids can not be always available to
existing web-based learning resources since it is hard to grasp semantic relationships among the WWW pages, on
which the navigational aids are founded, without analyzing the contents of the learning resources.
In this paper, we discuss a learner-centered navigation path planning. The key point of this idea is to provide
learners with a space, in which they can see through web-based learning resources to make a navigation path plan,
apart from hyperspace. Such planning space is also expected to facilitate their learning since they can focus mainly
on comprehending the contents of the learning resources in hyperspace. We have accordingly developed an assistant system for the navigation path planning. This system provides learners not only with hyperspace map but also
with page previewer and path previewer. The page previewer extracts information attached to some HTML tags in
a WWW page, which can be considered representative of the page, from the HTML file, and displays it as an
overview of the page. The path previewer also makes a sequence of the pages previewed, and displays it as navigation path plan. These facilities help learners decide which page to visit and make a navigation path plan without
visiting hyperspace.
This paper also describes a preliminary evaluation of learner-centered navigation path planning with the assistant system. The results indicate that the system facilitates learners' navigation and learning in hyperspace, particularly in more complicated hyperspace.
Before discussing the learner-centered navigation path planning, let us first consider navigation in hyperspace.
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2 Navigation in Hyperspace
2.1 Problems
In hyperspace, learners can explore nodes in a self-directed way by following links among the nodes to learn
domain concepts/knowledge embedded in the explored nodes. The exploration involves making a path called navigation path [9]. However, learners can not foresee what they can explore next from the current node and can not
decide which link to follow for achieving their learning purpose, often failing to make their navigation path [11].
This is mostly caused by the complexity of hyperspace. The learners may alternatively reach an impasse since they
need to concurrently make diverse cognitive efforts at setting up local learning purposes, comprehending the contents explored, etc., in exploratory learning [6], [7], [11].

2.2 Navigation Aids
The important points towards the navigation problem are how to give learners an unobstructed view of hyperspace
and how to call their attention to making a navigation path.
As current representative navigational aids, there are spatial maps and concept maps. Spatial maps represent
nodes and links that compose the structure of hyperspace [4], [8]. Concept maps consists of nodes and links representing the structure of domain concepts to be learned, which nodes are mapped on the corresponding nodes in

hyperspace [5]. In both of spatial and concept maps, nodes are tagged with their titles, which are intended to
represent the contents of the nodes. In concept maps, links are also tagged with descriptions representing the
semantic relationships between the nodes. Although such tag information may be insufficient for learners to make
a navigation path plan, the spatial and concept maps provide learners with a space, apart from hyperspace, for
considering navigation paths.
Another solution to the navigation problem is adaptive hypermedia, which supports navigation in hyperspace by
annotating nodes and links to be visited, hiding nodes and links not to be visited, etc [1]. Such adaptive navigational
aids are founded on semantic relationships among domain concepts/knowledge and learners' exploration status.
These above representative navigational aids would generally work well in educational hypermedia/hypertext
whose semantic structure has been given or analyzed [2]. However, it is doubtful whether they apply to web-based
learning resources [12]. Existing web-based learning resources mostly have no concept maps. It is also hard to
identify semantic structure of domain concepts/knowledge embedded in the learning resources. Although there are
web-based learning resources with site maps, the anchors included in the maps do not always allow learners to
foresee the contents of the WWW pages. In addition, adaptive navigational aids are not always applicable since
existing web-based learning resources generally have no clear description of semantic relationships among WWW
pages, which is indispensable for executing the adaptation. In order to apply these navigational aids to existing
web-based learning resources, it is necessary to analyze semantic structure of the domain concepts/knowledge
beforehand. In this paper, however, we address the issue of how to support learners' navigation without the analysis.

2.3 Navigation Path Planning and Execution
Let us now introduce a learner-centered navigation path planning. The key idea is to provide learners with a space
where they can plan a navigation path with an overview of each WWW page. In other words, learners have two
spaces, which are space for navigation path planning and hyperspace for executing the plan. In the planning space,

learners decide which page to visit and the sequence of pages visited. In the hyperspace, they are expected to
explore hyperspace as planned. The navigation path planning and plan execution are repeated during learning in
hyperspace.
The distinction between navigation path planning and plan execution allows learners to focus mainly on comprehending the contents of learning resources in hyperspace. Since the navigation path plan also gives learners an
overview of the contents to be learned before exploring hyperspace, their learning can be improved.

3 Learner-Centered Navigation Path Planning
We next discuss how to support learner-centered navigation path planning and demonstrate an assistant system that
has been already implemented.
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Figure 1. User Interface.

3.1 Framework
Let us first consider what kind of information should be presented for supporting navigation path planning. Although spatial maps of web-based learning resources are necessary for considering navigation paths, the maps
alone may be insufficient for learners as mentioned above. It is indispensable to provide them with some additional
information. However, planning with the full contents of the WWW pages causes the same navigation problem as
hyperspace usually produces. This suggests the necessity to give learners an informative overview of the contents.
In this paper, we introduce a page previewer that tries to extract keywords, sentences, or images to be considered
representative from a WWW page to display them as the preview of the page.
In addition, the navigation path planning involves considering the relationships between WWW pages explored,
changing the plan, and replanning over again. We accordingly introduce a path previewer that makes a sequence of
the previewed pages the learners want to visit. The path previewer helps the learners plan, change, and remake
navigation path with the sequence of the previewed WWW pages.
Figure 1 shows a user interface of the assistant system for learner-centered navigation path planning. The system
is composed of spatial map, page previewer, and path previewer. The spatial map represents hyperspace of a webbased learning resource selected by learners as network of nodes corresponding to the WWW pages. It is automatically generated and displayed in the map window when they select the learning resource. The spatial map represents the WWW pages only within the same WWW site where the homepage selected by the learners is located.
The links from the site to others are omitted. Nodes in the spatial map are tagged with page titles indicated by title
tags in the HTML
In the spatial map, the node corresponding to the WWW page learners currently visit with browser is colored
with red. The learners can start planning a navigation path from the current node by following the links. The path
planned is restricted by the structure of the spatial map. In left mouse-clicking a node, they can have an overview of
the WWW page corresponding to the clicked node in the page preview window. The color of the node previewed is
also changed into red. Nodes next to the red node are also colored as yellow. If it is hard to see connections between
the red node and the next nodes, a pop-up menu including the titles of the next nodes appears by means of right
mouse-clicking the red node. Selecting one title from the menu, learners can see an overview of the corresponding
node in the page preview window.
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Table 1. HTML Tags Searched.
Meanings

HTML Tags
- About contents

Title of page
2.H1 to H3
Headings of page
3.Font Size/Color/Face Font size, color, and figure
I .Title

- About links
A href
- About images

Link to another page
Image file
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Figure 2. An Example of Page Preview.

The learners can also put the previewed node in the path preview window, making a navigation path plan. The
learners are expected to explore hyperspace as planned with browser. When they want to change or cancel the
navigation plan during the exploration, they can return to the navigation path planning windows and remake a new
path.
In the following, let us explain the page previewer and path previewer in more detail.

3.2 Page Previewer
The important point to generating an overview of a WWW page is how to extract information representing the
contents of the page. Assuming that such information is located with the HTML tags shown in Table 1, the page
previewer extracts words, sentences, or images indicated by these tags to display them as page preview. We heuristically consider such assumption valid. Figure 2 shows an example of the page preview. The right window shows
the preview of a WWW page shown in the left window.
The information extracted from a WWW page is classified into the contents, the links out of it, and images
included. As for the contents, the page previewer searches for the HTML tags in order from top to bottom in Table
I, and extracts words or sentences attached to the tags. When extracting a sentence, it displays not all words but
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Node-1

Node-2

Node-w

Navigation Path

Hyperspace
Node-t

Node-1

Node-2

Node-t

`---"Path Preview Window
Figure 3. Restriction on Navigation Path Planning.
fifteen words from the head of the sentence. If the number of HTML tags included in the HTML file is large, the
page previewer deals with ten HTML tags that are searched from the top in Table 1. For example, let us consider a
WWW page including a large number of HTML tags such as one title tag, six Hl tags, seven H2 tags, nine H3 tags,
etc. In this case, the page previewer focuses on ten tags, which are the title, six 111 and three H2 tags, and displays
the information attached to these tags.
As for the links out of the page, the page previewer searches for A href tags in the HTML file to display the
descriptions of the links. If the descriptions indicate the URL, they are not displayed. If the number of A href tags is
large, the page previewer displays only five link descriptions to be found from the head of the HTML file. As for the
images included in the page, the page previewer searches for Img tags in the HTML file, and displays one image
whose file size is the largest.
Learners can see the preview of a WWW page by mouse-clicking the corresponding node in the spatial map.
Since the node previewed is colored with red, they know where they are previewing in the spatial map. If they can
not foresee the contents of the page, they can push the Browse button under the page preview window or doubleclick the node to look at the full contents in browser. However, these operations are not recommended in planning.
In making a navigation path plan, the learners can include the node previewed in their navigation path by pushing
the Path button. Mouse-clicking the Mark button, in addition, they can mark the node previewed, which they do not
want to immediately put in the path preview but to memorize.

3.3 Path Previewer
In the path preview window, the path previewer sequences the nodes previewed, which nodes are put in order by
learners. The order of the previewed nodes represents a navigation path plan. The adjacent nodes are also adjacent
each other in hyperspace. If the learners attempt to put a node in the sequence, which is not directly linked to the tail
node of the sequence in hyperspace, the path previewer disables the Path button. For example, let us consider a
learner who works out a navigation path plan as shown in Figure 3. If he/she tries to put Node-w in the plan, he/she
is provided with a warning from the path previewer since the Node-w is not linked to the tail node (Node-t) of the
sequence in hyperspace. In this way, the navigation path planned has to follow the link structure of hyperspace.
The learners can also delete any node in the navigation path plan by mouse-clicking it and selecting Delete
button in the upper right corner of the path preview window. In order to help learners select one of some branches
from a node, the page previewer additionally displays these branches with some path preview windows concurrently.

3.4 Plan Execution and Replanning
Using the page preview and path preview windows, learners are expected to decide a navigation path and then to
start exploration in hyperspace. They are also expected to follow the navigation path plan during the exploration.
The node in the plan corresponding to the WWW page, which the learners currently browse, is framed with blue.
This allows them to know which node they are browsing. When they put the mouse-cursor on a link in the WWW
page, which link indicates the node next to the framed node, the node is also framed with yellow such as Figure
4(a). This also allows them to know which link to follow in the WWW page.
The learners do not always need to follow the plan. They can explore nodes with browser, which are not included
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Figure 4. Attention and Warning in Path Preview Window.

in the plan. As shown in Figure 4(b), however, the path previewer put a warning icon on the node at which the
learners run off in the plan. When they also want to change or cancel the navigation plan during the exploration,
they can return to the navigation path planning windows and remake a navigation path plan from the node corresponding to the current page on browser.
In this way, learners are expected to repeat the navigation path planning and plan execution to accomplish the
exploratory learning in hyperspace.

4 Preliminary Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of learner-centered navigation path planning with the assistant system, we
have had a preliminary experiment. The main purpose of this experiment was to ascertain if navigation path planning with the system facilitates navigation and learning in hyperspace compared to navigation and learning without
the system. We also prepared two learning resources, which had comparatively simple and complicated hyperspace, and ascertained for which resource the system can assist in navigation and learning more effectively.
Table 2 shows the two learning resources, which describes the number of pages, the number of links per page,
which was calculated except for navigation links such as Next, Back, and Top, and the longest distance from the
homepage to terminal page that has no link. These can be viewed as the indicators of the complexity of hyperspace
each learning resource provides. The learning resource 2 accordingly had a more complicated hyperspace. Subjects
were 7 graduate and undergraduate students in science and technology.
We set four conditions, which were (1) planning and execution with the system in the learning resource 1 (SimpleWith), (2) exploration in the learning resource 1 without the system (Simple-Without), (3) planning and execution
with the system in the learning resource 2 (Complicated-With), and (4) exploration in the learning resource 2
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Table 2. Learning Resources.

Learning
Resource I

Learning
Resource 2

Number of Pages

32

161

Number of Links
per Page

1.2

2.2

The Longest Distance from
Homepage to Terminal Page

3

7

Domain of learning resource 1: Life and space.
Domain of learning resource 2: Life in sea.
Table 3. Average Scores of Problem-Solving.

Condition

Total

Single
S
Problems

Compound
Problems

Simple-With

75%

100%

60%

Simple-Without

71%

78%

67%

Complicated-With

79%

83%

75%

Complicated-Without

62%

78%

50%

Table 4. Average Scores of Revisit per Page.
Revisit

Revisit
SimpleWith

1.58

Simpl eW ithout

1.56

Compl icatedWith
Compl icatedWithout

1.83

4.04

without the system (Complicated-Without). Subjects were provided with Microsoft Internet Explorer as WWW
browser under each condition. In this experiment, each subject learned one learning resource without the system
and learned the other with the system. In other words, he/she was assigned two conditions, which were Simple-With
and Complicated-Without (or Simple-Without and Complicated-With).
Before learning, subjects were given several problems as learning purposes for each learning resource. The
problems were classified into (1) single problems whose answers could be found within one WWW page, and (2)
compound problems whose answers could be found in the relationships among two or three pages. In this experiment, the effects on learning were measured by the scores on both problems. The effects on navigation in hyperspace were measured by the number of revisiting pages in hyperspace [10]. The time of learning in each condition
was limited to thirty minutes.
The procedure of the experiment with each subject was as follows:
(1)The subject was given the explanation about how to use the assistant system before learning and then
single and compound problems for the learning resource 1 or for learning resource 2.
(2)He/she was required to explore answers to the problems. In Simple-With or Complicated-With, he/she

was next required to use the assistant system for making a navigation plan and to use the WWW
browser for exploring hyperspace. In Simple-Without or Complicated-Without, he/she was next required to use only the WWW browser to explore hyperspace. In each condition, he/she was provided
with a space where he/she can copy and paste the contents of the WWW page considered as the
answers.
(3)When he/she finished finding out the answers or thirty minutes passed, the contents copied and pasted

by him/her was checked and the scores was calculated as the percent of corrected answers. The
number of revisit per explored page was also checked.
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Comparing the scores and the numbers of revisit per page explored under Simple-With and Simple-Without or under
Complicated-With and Complicated-Without, we evaluated the effectiveness of the assistant system.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3 shows the average score on each condition. The average score (75 %) on Simple-With was slightly higher
than the average score (71 %) on Simple-Without. On the other hand, the average score (79%) on Complicated-With
was considerably higher than the average score (62 %) on Complicated-Without. The difference between the average scores in the compound problems on Complicated-With and Complicated-Without was particularly large.
Table 4 shows the average number of revisit per page explored on each condition. Although the difference
between the average numbers of revisit on Simple-With and Simple-Without was very small, there was a great
difference between the average numbers of revisit on Complicated-With and Complicated-Without.
The above results indicate that the assistant system produced good effects on learning such as integrating the
contents of some pages in a more complicated hyperspace. As for effects on navigation, the system facilitated
navigation in a more complicated hyperspace. In a simpler hyperspace, on the other hand, the assistant system

could not be so fruitful since it was able to easily see through the learning resource even without the system.
Although we need a detailed experiment with more subjects, the assistant system can effectively help learners
navigate and learn in a complicated hyperspace.

5 Conclusion
This paper has proposed a learner-centered navigation path planning for learning with existing web-based resources. The important point is to provide learners with a space where they can see through WWW pages to make
a navigation path plan. As the advantages, learning in hyperspace can be improved since the distinction between
navigation path planning and plan execution allows learners to focus mainly on comprehending the contents of the
learning resources in hyperspace. The navigation path plan can also give learners an overview of the contents to be
learned before exploring hyperspace.
This paper has also demonstrated an assitant system including page previewer and path previewer. These
previewers allow learners to decide which page to visit and make a navigation path plan without visiting hyperspace. In addition, this paper has described a preliminary evaluation of the learner-centered path planning with the
system. The results indicate that the system produces good effects on learning and navigation in a complicated
hyperspace.
In the future, we need a more detailed evaluation of the learner-centered navigation path planning. We would
also like to provide more adaptive aids in the page and path previews.
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As Web-based course become popular, the Web system accumulates a large
amount of log data. Because the log data was generated by learners' behavior on
the Web-based course, many researchers agree that analyzing the Web log will
bring benefits for learners, instructors, and the Web site manager. In general, one
record of Web log can indicate "which Web page was accessed", "who access

that Web page", and "when the Web page was accessed". Although many
interesting results can be derived merely depending on the general Web log,
some important meanings of the Web log were not considered in previous
researches. In other words, the content, represented by the Web page, is not
included in the general Web log. For instance, a Web page may present
homework, a discussion article, a section of curriculum, or a grade reports.
However, previous research did not consider the represented content of a Web
page in the Web log, in which only the file name of the accessed Web page is
generally identified. This paper use data mining technology to analyze learners'
online behaviors for mining learner' s patterns by transforming general Web log
to a content perspective. Hence, the methods of previous research still can be

used to find the more meaningful results. Most important of all, our
methodology finds patterns based on learning behaviors instead of browsing
behaviors.
Keywords: Web-based course, Web log, Data mining technology.

1 Introduction
As Web-based course becomes popular, various learning activities can be running on the Web [1]. The
asynchronous discussion activity, homework assignment and submission, announcement, and grade reports
all can be executed on the Web. Because all the learning activities are represented as Web pages, the Web
server will accumulate a large amount of log data for every Web page. Basically one record of the Web log
can indicate which page was access by someone in sometime. Hence, many researches analyzed the Web
server log to figure out users' motivation, users' response, browsing pattern, and the network traffic [2, 3,
4]. Furthermore, analyzing students' on-line learning behaviors and on-line problem solving activities can
also discovery meaningful results [5].

There are at least 116 products of Web log analysis for commercial web sites [6]. The technologies used for
analyzing Web server log evolve from traffic-based or time -based assessment to user access pattern analysis.
For example, Perkowitz uses access patterns to construct an adaptive Web site [7]. Hence, the interested Web
pages will be linked and organized as a proper view for every user according his/her access patterns. The
path concept, users' sequential Web page access records, is important for constructing user access pattern for
Web logs. For instance, Stuart Schechter [8] create users' path profile to predicate users' browsing behavior.
Consequently, the field of Web log analysis is growing for the purpose of custom services.

Recently, applications of Web log analysis integrate data mining techniques to focus on the customer
behavior patterns. It is because the predictive modeling and link analysis operations in data mining
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techniques can be used to answer questions such as"Which of my customs will prove to be good, long-term

valuable customers and which will not?", "How can I sell more to my existing customers?", "Is there a
recognizable pattern in which my customers acquire products or use services so 1 can market to them
just-in-time?", and so on [9]. Consequently, we intuitively apply data mining techniques to Web log analysis
of an instructional Web site.
For Web-based instructors, their requirements for Web log analysis differ from managers of commercial sites.

One of the reasons is as Raphen Becker said, "Because many existing systems are targeted toward
commercial webs, the answer is yes, course webs require different systems. One reason is simple: most
instructors (and even institutions) cannot afford the commercial products, which are priced toward industry
and not towards academia."[10]. Although researchers realize the differences between course webs and

commercial sites, the proposed methodology for Web log analysis still inheritance from the Web logs
analysis products for commercial sites. For instance, Clio project pays efforts to answer the questions such
as "What are the more popular parts of the course web?", "How do readers reach particular pages?", and
"Can they quickly reach the pages they want?" so on. Unfortunately, most questions of that kind can be
answered by existing Web logs analysis products.

When analyzing Web logs of a course Web, we concern that one encounters what specific problems, which
can not be answered by existing Web logs analysis products. In other words, only the learning characteristic
of the Web-based learning environment can originate the specific problems. Our previous research focus on
providing various summary report for Web instructor to solve that problems, which can not be answered by
Web log analysis, from any perspectives [11]. Hence, the questions, which a instructor may ask, should be
"What are the meanings of the more popular parts of the course web in learning hierarchy?", "What is the
concept that leads learners to reach particular pages?', and "Can learners quickly reach the learning goals by
reorganizing Web pages?' so on. In other words, the reports of existing Web logs analysis products should
be interpreted to mining the pedagogical meanings by instructors, instructional designers, Web designers,
and course web architects. Consequently, it is necessary to propose methodology for discovering learner (not
user) access pattern in the Web-based course.

To mining the pedagogical meanings from Web logs, the first requirement is to understand the content of
every Web page. In other words, the instructor of the Web course not only need to know who accessed the
Web page' , when the Web page is accessed' , and from where the learner come' , but also should know
what the Web page contains' . However, it is difficult to represent the content of a Web page with symbols.
The reason is that the content of a Web page may contain many concepts. Consequently, the first step for
understanding the pedagogical meaning is reconstructing the Web pages in the site of a Web-based course by
endowing only one topic or concept for each Web page. While breaking a Web page into single concept Web
pages, one would find that some concepts are not atomic concepts. That is because a major concept will
contain many sub concepts. Hence, the second step for understanding the pedagogical meaning of a Web
page is to identify its location within a concept hierarchy instead of its location within the hypertext
hierarchy.

The second requirement for discovering learners' learning pattern is to mining sequential access paths on
previous aforementioned concept hierarchy. Although there are methodologies to reconstruct navigating
paths of users' behaviors on a Web site, that information is not enough for a Web instructor to make some
pedagogical decisions. The users' access (behavior) pattern can only help Web site manager improving Web
site schema because a Web instructor still can not figure out learners' intention merely by analyzing Web
logs without supports of the Web page content. The proposed concept hierarchy presents a feasible style for

supports of interpreting the Web page content. After learners' navigating paths on a Web site are
transforming to navigating paths on the concept hierarchy, a Web instructor can comprehensive how learners
learn from the information of what learners read.

This paper proposes a methodology to mining learners' learning pattern by transforming learners' Web page
access sequences to sequences of learning a concept in Web logs. The methodology is supported by
traditional web logs mining algorithms, which is designed for discovering users' access pattern on a Web
site. This methodology is not used to replace traditional web logs mining algorithms nor is arguing that
concept hierarchy is a suitable web site schema. Rather, this methodology presents a framework for
integrating traditional web logs mining algorithms with pedagogical meanings of web pages to support Web

instructor get more feedback from learners' navigation on the Web course site. Broadly speaking, this
methodology contribute to apply traditional web logs mining algorithms to a specific domain in the technical
aspect and progress assessment skills in the Web-based distance learning aspect.
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2 Illustrative Example
In overview, there are two steps in this illustrative example of detecting learning status. The first step is data
preparation. We design a sophisticate structure of a Web site so that we can recognize the content of the
accessed Web page. The second steps will find pedagogical meanings from the contents of the preferred Web

pages. In this illustrative example, the result of step two will show that learner is not familiar with the
learning topic.

2.1 Data Preparation
The required data was collected from the students in an undergraduate course of Perl programming. Perl is a
high-level programming language written by Larry Wall. Perl is a very popular programming language for
system administrators and CGI script authors. After a brief introduction of Perl, students were asked to study
the Web pages extracted from Perl manual. There are three topics in the prepared Web pages. First topic of
Web pages demonstrates how to execute the Perl interpreter, called Perlrun in Perl manual. Second topic of
Web pages explains the Perl model for declaring importing, and calling a subroutine, called Perlsub in Perl
manual. Third topic of Web pages describes associativity and precedence of Perl operators, called Perlop in
Perl manual. Consequently, learners' behaviors recorded by Web logs can be recognized by the topic of
accessing Web page.
Synopsis and description compose each topic of Web pages. Synopsis is a summary of a topic and generally
contains no more than one page. Figure 1 illustrates the synopsis of the Perlsub topic. Description explains
the details of a topic in original Perl manual. For illustration, description for each topic was reorganized into
two Web pages. In general, synopsis of a topic is prepared for learners who are familiar with that topic.
Learners who are learning a topic will prefer the description of that topic. Hence, we can help a learner just
in time if he/she is always looking around the description of a topic.

Aforementioned structure is content structure of learning materials. To present learning materials in a
hypertext style, a hyperlink structure is required. We use the full connection style to link all Web pages so
that learners can navigate to any destination in any Web page.

lue *ow team

aoyaritiei

xaco since

SYNOPSIS
To declare subroutines:

sub SANE;
sub NANE(PROTO);

S

A "forvard" declaration.
ditto, but with prototypes

(I A declaration and a definition.
sub NAME BLOCK
sub NAME(PROTO) BLOCK S ditto, but with prototypes
To define an anonymous subroutine at runtime:

$subref
9subref

sub BLOCK,
sub (PROTO) BLOCK;

S no proto
S with proto

To import subroutines:

use PACKAGE gv(NAME1 RANEE NAMES):
To call subroutines

NANE(LIST):
NAME LIST;
&FAME;

$ & is optional with parentheses.
$ Parentheses optional if predeclered/isported
$ Makes current P visible to called subroutine

Figure 1. Synopsis of Perlsub.

Figure 2 shows the concept structure of the learning materials on the Web site. The notation Pi indicates the
Web pages. Although the overview structure is composed of concept hierarchy and contents of learning
materials without hyperlink information, the tree structure above the Pi can be used to interpret the content
in the page. For instance, the Pi belongs to concept synopsis, which is the partial content of the Perlrun
topic.
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111
Perlrun

31

/._....\

Synopsis Description

Perlop

Perlsub

I

/....\

Synopsis Description

Synopsis Description
/

\

771.:

111
P7

P4

P1

P5, P6

P2, P3

11t14.11:14/ 4:1

P8, P9

Figure 2. The concept hierarchy of a Web site.

2.2 Mining Processes
There are three learning topics in the Web site, denoted as Perlrun, Perlsub, and Perlop. Each learning topic
has two sub concepts, denoted as synopsis and description. The word "synopsis" is used to indicate the Web
page for summarizing a topic and the word "description" represents the Web pages that explain a topic in

detail. There is an index Web page linking every Web pages to serve as communicating interface with
learners. Hence, learners can study any topic in any order through the index Web page. Assume that there is
a learner who prefers the "description" Web pages of any topic. In other word, that learner is not familiar
with all topics. Hence, the logs of that learner' s browsing behavior on the Web site may be like the sequence:
p2, p3. p2, p8, p9. p5, p8 p5, pl. p2, p5, p6
Because learning can happen in any time, only time nearly browsing behaviors will be related in a learning

pattern. Hence, the transaction idea, used in database theory, is involved to cluster learners' browsing
behavior. The Ti means a transaction of the learner' s browsing behavior.
Tl: p2, p3
T2: p2, p8, p9
T3: p5, p8
T4: p5, p1
T5: p2, p5, p6

The content of every Web page can be interpreted as a pair of topic and representation style. For instance, p2
belongs to topic Perlrun and is a description of the topic. Hence, p2 is interpreted as (Perlrun, description).
After interpreting the transaction data of learner' s behavior, the results are follows.
T1: (Perlrun, description), (Perlrun, description)
T2: (Perlrun, description), (Perlop, description), (Perlop, description)
T3: (Perlsub, description), (Perlop, description)
T4: (Perlsub, synopsis), (Perlrun, synopsis)
T5: (Perlrun, description), (Perlsub, description), (Perlsub, description)
Most of algorithms for mining pattern are derived from aprior [12]. We divide the problem of discovering
multi-dimension learner access pattern into four sub procedures, that is litemset phase, transformation phase,

sequence phase, maximal phase. Hence, we can use the aprior algorithm for mining pattern. We use the
illustrative example to depict the four sub procedures. The litemset phase will generate the large-1 itemset as
Table 1.
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Large-1 itemset

Support
3

2

(Perlrun, ' *' )
(Perlsub, ' *' )

3

(Perlop'*')

4

(` *' , description)
(Perlrun, description)
(Perlsub, description)
(Perlop, description)

ID
1

5

6
7

3
3

4
3
3

2

Table 1. Large-1 itemset.

The transformation phase use the feasible IDs of items in the large-1 itemset to substitute items in the
transaction of learners' behavior. For instance, the (Perlrun, description) in T1 can be substituted by (Perlrun,
*' ), (` *' , description), or (Perlrun, description). Hence, the set of feasible IDs is {1, 4, 5). The result after
the transformation phase is following.
T1: {1,4, 5), {1,4,5)

T2: {l,4,5},{3,4,7},{3,4,7}
T3: {2, 4, 6), {3, 4, 7)
T4: {2, 4, 6), {1)
T5: {1, 4, 5}, {2, 4, 6), {2, 4, 6)

The problem is simplified to mining sequential patterns after the transformation phase [13]. Consequently,
the sequence phase can generate the large-2 itemset and larget-3 itemset as Table 2 and Table 3.

Large-2 itemset

Support

{1, 4}

3

{2,4}

2
2

{4, 3}

{4, 4}
{4, 7}
{5, 4}
{6, 4}

3

2
3

2
Table 2. Large-2 itemset.

Large-3 itemset
{1,4,4}

Support

{4, 4, 4}

2
2

2

{5,4,4}
Table 3. Large-3 itemset.

Finally, the maximal phase will find the most meaningful pattern from large-2 itemsset and large-3 itemset.
Initially, the union of large-2 itemset and large-3 itemset is used as the result. Then, some items will be
eliminated because they are the subsets of some larger items. For instance, the meaning of {5, 4, 4) is more
than its subset {5, 4) and {4, 4). Hence, the large-2 items, {5, 4) and {4, 4), will not be deleted from the
initial result. Finally, some items will be eliminated because they are less meaningful then items in the result.
For instance, the (4, 3) will be deleted because (4, 7) implies (4, 3). Similarly, the {2, 4) will be deleted
because {6, 4) implies {2, 4). The following table illustrates the result.

Maximal itemset

Real patterns

Support

{6, 4}

{(Perlsub, description), (` *' ,description)}
{(` '1" , description), (Perlop, description)}
{(Perlrun, description), (` '1" ,description),
(` *' , description))

2
2

{4, 7)
{5, 4, 4}

Table 4. Maximal itemset.
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2

3 Conclusion
The Web-based learning environment offers opportunities to precisely observe learning processes. However,

it is tedious for a Web instructor to discovery useful information from the huge amount of Web logs.
Traditionally, a Web instructor uses the Web logs analysis products to realize the unusual parts of a Web site.
From the pedagogical standpoint, the results of the Web logs mining algorithms are not very useful for figure
out learners' learning process because the contents of Web pages are not considered. This paper proposes a
methodology to mining learners' learning pattern, which is related with the Web page contents, from Web
logs. The methodology uses Web logs mining algorithms, which is used in Web logs analysis products, and

the concept structure embedded in Web pages to mining patterns with pedagogical meanings, so called
learning patterns. In our opinions, this methodology presents a framework for integrating traditional web
logs mining algorithms with pedagogical meanings of web pages to support Web instructor figure out
learners' navigation on the Web course site from the concept hierarchy perspective. Consequently, the
approach presented here may be not only a feasible application of traditional web logs mining algorithms,
but also a possible direction of Web-based learning assessment research.
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We synthesize a model for cultivating creativity that integrate the tasks of
engineering design, and evolves four cognitive processes of creativity

knowledge and skill via web courseware. This paper discusses three main
themes of creative learning: 1) the effectiveness of collaborative teaching and
course modules, 2) tools for fostering creative learning, and 3) interaction on the

web-environment via creativity contest and design project. Several findings
were observed based on qualitative evaluation of this class. First, the most
rewarding course topics identified by the students is the creativity contest and
design project because it provides ample opportunities to solve real-life openended problems, rather than to deal with dichotomous textbook problems.
However, adapting dissimilar teaching style of our collaborative teaching
generated anxiety to a number of students, which suggest the structure and
sequence of the course development are need to be modified in order to fit
students' level of capacity and readiness. Finally, we have demonstrated how
problem solving and engineering design procedures can be closely integrated
and taught, and what are the necessary knowledge and skills to enhance
students' ability to become creative as well as effective problem solvers.
Keywords: Collaborative teaching, Creative learning, Web-based learning

1 Introduction
Creativity is inherent and a native intelligence. Many studies, show that the creative cognition can be trained
and learned [1, 2]. Therefore, proper education and nourishing environment can foster creativity. Creative

problem solving (CPS) is referring to use creativity or creative thinking for problem solving, which is a
learning model being actively studied [3, 4]. It helps student use systematic method to solve a comp lex and
realistic problem, possibly with multiple solutions. Students brainstorm to generate all possible solutions,
categorize and evaluate solutions, develop implementation plan, and finally execute the plan [3]. CPS
emphasizes the practice of creative thinking, implementation of creativity, and stresses on the creative
leaning process. It can be regarded as a learning model for knowledge synthesis.

It is our responsibility and challenge as teachers to educate student who will be able to succeed in the hightech environment. To educate students to cope with the rapidly changing world, they must not only to
actively acquiring new knowledge, but also to have the skill of creative problem solving. In reflecting such
responsibility and challenge, the course of "Open-ended Creative Mechanical Engineering Design" was
offered in Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Central University for the last three years. The
spirit of this course is asking students use their creativity to work as industrial engineers, form several
mission-oriented teams, communicate and cooperate with other people, and deal with real industrial openended problems.
We wish to demonstrate how problem solving and engineering design procedures can be closely integrated
and taught and what are the necessary knowledge and skills to enhance students' ability to become creative
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as well as effective problem solvers. Hence, we synthesize a model for cultivating creativity that integrate
the tasks of engineering design, and evolves four cognitive processes of CPS knowledge and skill via webbased courseware. An integrated web-courseware [5] is constructed for above purposes. In the following
sections, four main themes in our study will be introduced: 1) the collaborative teaching and course modules,
2) tools for fostering creative learning, and 3) interaction on the web-environment via contest and design
project.

2 Collaborative teaching and course modules
2.1 Collaborative teaching
Based on the experiences for the past three years, we perceive the need for professionals from other
disciplines to stress the importance of communication as well as teamwork skills for engineering students.
More importantly, a scientific evaluation of the course and its effects on the students' learning of creativity
must be done in cooperating pedagogical experts with engineering ones. The analysis of student outcomes
can give information about the success of the innovative course in achieving our objectives.
But the question is: how can professors with engineering background to integrate their technical knowledge
with an educational-oriented perspective? Engineering faculties may understand the cognitive and emotional
conflict that students encounter, but couldn' t verify their teaching approaches in order to take into account

students' different learning styles. Besides, an engineering course taught by faculty of non-engineering
background face a challenge of given students the new perspectives without accommodating the technology
orientation of engineering students.

With above forethought, we propose and implement the collaborative teaching from four professors of
interdisciplinary backgrounds: thermaVfluid sciences, mechatronics, education, and network-based learning.
Collaborative teaching is a novel teaching approach, it allow teacher deliver lecture in a more efficient way
and share mutual teaching experience, improve teaching deficiency, and understand learning difficulty of
students. In devising the design-oriented courseware, besides compose the materials for hands-on creativity

project, we also strengthen educational idea of cognitive psychology, learning strategy and learning
evaluation. Such collaborative teaching team up with the expertise of education and engineering is hoping to

build a nourishing environment for rising student's learning motivation, encouraging student to develop
mature, diversified cognition and thinking, and then be able to perform higher level of creative thinking.

2.2 Course modules
The contents and modules (see Table 1) are designed to develop competence in mechanical engineering,
creativity, and teamwork. Five major units are emphasized: 1) Introduction of creativity, 2) Basic principles
of CPS process, 3) Hands-on learning activities to inspire creativity, 4) Engineering &sign process, 5)
Creativity contest and design project. In the first one-third activities is centred on the development and
inspiration of creativity and creativity education, and the next one-third of the units enable students to
practice the creative mechanical engineering design. The last one-third of the activities finishes the
implementation of creativity phase so as to show off student' s imagination with the creativity contest and
design project.
We use creativity contest and design project as a tool to enhance creative learning of students. One creativity
contest is hold in every semester in order to incubate students' learning interest. It is all up to students to
decide the material, procedures, requirements, and rules for the creativity contest with teacher' s facilitation
in order to develop the environment of freedom.

The design project could relate basic principles and concepts to real problems and to improve students'
understanding, motivation and creativity [6]. Implementing a project is a way to encourage students to look

deeply and laterally at individual topics and consider how they can be applied to real situation. They
motivate students to confront both familiar and unfamiliar situations with confidence, providing a sense of
achievement and satisfaction. Each team member is expected to be aware of the specific skills of others in
order to achieve effective and collaborative working relationships. More importantly, each member needs to
take other people' s views into account.
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3 Tools for fostering creative learning
We construct three tools to assist the creative learning process: 1) the creative activity board, 2) the
search engine, 3) the engineering courseware of domain knowledge.

The creative activity board, which is a web-BBS, is employed as the main interface for creative activity.
Students are encouraged to actively utilize their own web-BBS for discussing their design projects with
teachers and with classmates. They can announce important messages (e.g., resource acquiring) and post
their current executing status of their project. More importantly, this board can be used to share their ideas
and problem-solving approaches at any times with anyone who is interested in the topic. For convenient
discussion of the creative ideas via network, particularly in the format hand-made sketches or the design
charts, a FTP (download/upload) function is added in this board. Every user can participate the creative
activity through web. The evolution and implementation of creativity can be recorded and exhibited.
Properly application of this board can encourage students' morale for continually performing their design
projects.
Students may encounter many problems when they execute the design project. The related information may
be found in the courseware of domain knowledge or discussed in the creative activity board. Through the
search engine, students can find useful knowledge and retrieve information from the integrated courseware
more effectively by using appropriate keywords.

The creative activity cannot be successful without domain knowledge as its foundation [7]. When students
are working on their team design projects, they need to integrate their domain knowledge based on the
previous courses. There are four course modules materials are integrated: 1) Machine Design Course, 2)
Electric Circuits and Electronics with Laboratory, 3) Innovative Application of Engineering Software, 4)
Creative Mechanical Design. See [8] for detail description of content of these course modules.

4 Results: interaction on the web-environment
In the beginning whether students invest themselves in the class or not, depends on the development of the
feedback from teachers. We use the web-BBS as the interaction interface with the students. After each team
reported their project status, we will comment their idea and improvement of design prototype. Next, their

status report will be upload in the creative activity board, and allow peers to review and comment.
Encourage and endorsement from peers and teachers goes to those active teams . All interactions on the web
are transparent and will inspire student if teachers can give feedback just-in-time, and guide each team to
post their suggestion. In this way, both students and teachers will not be trapped in the classroom, and once
the obstacle is encountered, it can be posted in the web and then exchange message. The more people to
view these obstacles, the more possibility for the problem can be solved. Since not only teachers can help,
peers can assist too. This is what we observed in this class when student performing their design projects.
Positively and timely feedback from teacher and classmates enrich the value of the board.

We made surveys based on interviews, questionnaires, and articles of creative activity board. The most
rewarding course content identified by the students is the creativity contest and design project because they
provide ample opportunities to solve real-life open-ended problems, rather than to deal with dichotomous
textbook problems. However, others are disturbed by the open-ended nature of the course materials. They
claim that it is tiresome to cope with various teaching styles of four individual teachers. The evidence from
our research also suggests that students' problem solving processes were affected by their understanding of
the rationale of interdisciplinary course development. Therefore, teachers need to assist students to make
their own links with the material they are engaging with in order to eliminate the negative impacts of the
course content. For instance, increase the teaching topics involving mechanical hands-on activities might
provide students more practice and appreciate the CPS process.

The issues of students' learning difficulties are complex and dependent on several factors, including course
organization and development, the subject or topic being taught, teaching style, and students' expectations
[9]. Although students see the new learning experience as an opportunity to broaden their scope, some others
claim that the challenge of finding a design topic themselves was beyond their ability to manage. In order to
set the stage for project design, our data showed that it is crucial that team members to accommodate each

other and to devote their personal commitment. It is clear from our interview that failure to do so did
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influence the students' motivation to finish the project.

5 Conclusions
We have created a learning environment that facilitates students' development of problem solving abilities,
enhances their confidence for cooperative creativity, and finally, provides students knowledge and skills for
mechanical engineering design. The collaborative teaching is a novel experience to both of teacher and our

student. Each member contributes their expertise and become the tutor b the other members. More
importantly, the effort of compromising one another on the process serves as a role model for their students
to work cooperatively.

The results of this study suggested significant concern for the students' anxiety created by the need to meet
the special requirements of four individual teachers. It leads us to speculate whether the structure and
sequence of the course development are appropriate to the students' level of capacities and readiness. Rather
than viewing these problems as collection of obstacles and difficulties, we believe that we can make a
difference in the learning of our students and chose to conceptualize those dilemmas and challenges in a
constructive guide. Hence, we are currently adopting a new teaching approach by dividing the class into
expert versus observer groups. The emphasis of the approach is to take responsibility as a learner and to

develop the ability to ask questions about the projects done by other groups. We also conduct a peerevaluation to encourage student to evaluate each other' s projects critically and objectively. We wish students
to believe, as we did, that creative learning is within reach of anyone who is willing to exert himself and take
responsibility.
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Content Outline
Orientation to creativity
Cognitive process of creative problem solving
Thinking styles and contexts for developing
creativity
Creative personality and teamwork experience

Learning Activities
1. Introduce the importance of creativity to learning
2. Illustrate four stages of CPS skills
3. Demonstrate pros and cons of various thinking
style
4. Film-viewing to illustrate the characteristics of
creative people
5. Interview team members and identify their
personality
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6. Analogy
7. Simulation activities
8. Discuss basic rules for invention
9. Apply rules to improve the design of commercial
product
10. Brainstorm potential ideas for creativity contest

Principles and strategies of lateral thinking

Conventional engineering design process

via web
11. Problem solving a case to illustrate the E&E
concepts relate to project design
(F&E)
12. Peer-evaluate and select the top three most
The creativity contest ( by individual)
creative rubberband-powered vehicles
13. Develop a RFP based on all information
Research for proposal (RFP) of creative design
gathered
project ( by group)
14. Oral presentation to class
Table 1 The course modules of the CEdesign web-class.

Problem solving in electric circuits and electronics
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The feature of networked constructive CAI system lies in shaping the computer

environment in which students clarify and construct the concept by ways of
communication, discussion, and dialectics, utilizing the practical pedagogic content
edited by the spirit of new curriculum in Taiwan at 1993. Because we stress the

concept of "transformation of unity quantity" as main activity in teaching
multiplication, students' comprehension of "unity quantity", "unity number", and
"combined numbers" plays an important role in establishing networked constructive
CAI system. We consider that the greatest difference between the networked learning

environment and that of the general classroom pedagogy is the deficiency of
interaction. Thus, analyzing the strategy of students' solving problems to establish
the effective tool table of operation and judging the mode of the students' thought
by checking the tools which students use will strengthen the interactive relationship
of the system and the learners. Then, use the networked technology and the principle
of the expert system to set up the CAI of constructive pedagogy, so that the learners
can communicate with each other and the system can conduct dynamically which
formally construct a wholly co-operative learning environment and will help the
learners to form the whole mathematics concepts.

Keywords: Constructive pedagogy, Elementary School, Multiplication of

Mathematics, Networked CAL

1 Introdution
The characteristic of implementing new curriculum of mathematics at elementary schools in Taiwan now lies in
the addition of spirit of constructivism, aiming at expecting students to construct knowledge positively. Thus, the
teachers' role, in the process of pedagogy in new curriculums, changes into "problem poser", whereas students'

learning activities in class attain socialized mutual sense, chiefly by communication, construct their own
mathematical knowledge by way of mutual dialectics [5,6]. However, it takes pedagogy of construction longer

than traditional pedagogy. The atmosphere and skill as to how the teacher directs students to construct
knowledge and how the students discuss influence the effect of implementing new curriculum. In the light of the

fact the trend of the times facilitates pedagogy of network to become widespread, the future construction of
leased network lets us expect the popularity of "learning at home" and "long distance pedagogy". Therefore, the

possibility of displaying a really approximate leaning setting of constructing pedagogy in the network
environment becomes much higher. The establishment of the network system of pedagogy of construction,
owing to the trend of current situation, is becoming imminent.
The aim of this study consists in designing a learning environment of network suitable for "multiplication
concept in elementary school" . The greatest difference between the learning environment of network and that of
the general classroom is the deficiency of mutual response [22,26]. And the pedagogy of construction hopes the
communication and dialectics to bring about reflection, inspiring students to construct mathematics self-concept.

Therefore, how to promote the mutual relationships between the system and the user is one of the considered
points about constructing system in this study. Furthermore, how to develop the characteristic of pedagogy of
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construction in the system and how to make the pedagogic contents of the new curriculum manifested in the
system wholly and fluently is the second chief point taken into account. Aimed at the above two points, that we
use network technology, letting the real-time communication proceeded between the learners, or between the
learning and system make up a wholly cooperative learning environment. Furthermore, making use of the
principles of the expert system to deal with the learning strategy of the problem solver, through the concepts
manifested by the problem solver, the system will feedback suitably, and will communicate with the students
properly, which can make the pedagogic activity proceed dynamically [19,25]. The design of the pedagogic
content, expect considering the sprit of the new curriculums, the students' learning state, after the teachers' real
pedagogy, is mainly considered about designing pedagogy. Hence, this system is much closer to the real situation
of pedagogy them CAI sold in the market. And the activities of problem solving given to the learner by system
would be more congenial to the learner's mode of thought.

2 Principles of system constructing
2.1 Base of learning theory
"Knowledge is positively constructed by the learner rather than being inculcated passively from outside," which
is the fundamental proposition of constructing pedagogic paradigm. The students, with acquired knowledge,
enter another stage as an active subject of recognition, with good theory by themselves, instead of ignorance and
irrationality [16]. But pedagogy of construction does not mean the teacher's role is unnecessary. On the contrary,
we realize the aim of pedagogy is to make children construct the activity types of solving problems. In the light
of this, the teachers' role becomes "problem poser" rather than "problem solver" in the process of pedagogy. By
way of the teachers' posing problems, children undertake the activity of solving problems by themselves; or

children become "imitators" through the activity of solving problem provided by the teacher [4]. By these
processes, students are provided sufficient experience of solving problems, and then construct the correct
mathematics conceptions. Besides, what we must also pay attention to is the teacher and the learner grasp the
intentions of each other aiming at the proceeding actives of each other, through trial and dialectics, until both of
them relieve the pressure aroused by the interchange actives. The relief of pressure is limited by the fact if the
problem is solved according to the activity, and is also influenced by the affectionate expression of them both

present of them both present [24]. Therefore, in pedagogy of construction, socialized communication is an
important feature [3].

2.2 Base of system establishing
This system is a learning environment constructed in the network, adopting three-tier client/server system
architecture: that is, adding another service server on the original framework of the two-tier client/server system
in this three-tier client/server system architecture, the management of Database Server charges learning data.
Web Server is responsible for teaching, whereas the user of Client precedes all kinds of learning activities ivies
through browser machine.

3 Pedagogic design of Multiplication using transformation of unity quantity
3.1 Concept of multiplication
Multiplication referred to by Davydov ( 1991) is the problem of transformation of unity quantity, that is, the
transformation from composite unit to that of the single item [20]. And Clark and Kamii (1997) think that if
children own the multiplicative thinking, they will simultaneously deal with lower level unit such as unit of one
and the higher level unit different from unit of one [18]. Tzyh-Chiang Ning (1994) mentions that the so-called
multiplication operation contains at least two kinds of relationship: (1)the coordinating relationship of two

levels,(2)the part-whole relationship of two levels. The problem of multiplication is in reality that of the
transformation of unity quantity, namely, the problem of transforming quantity from higher level unit to lower
level unit [7,8,9].
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3.2 Pedagogic design of multiplication using transformation of unity quantity
The recognition of new curriculums toward mathematics concepts specifies the activity types of solving
problems of interiorization [17,23,26]. And he origin of mathematics knowledge embodies the activity of solving
problems, instead of tangible objects [5]. Thus, the ideas of new curriculum do not emphasize the existence of
calculating problems. The generation of all forms of calculation is entirely for the need of the practical contexts;
also the measurement serves as the source of multiplication in the practical contexts [20]. Hence, the appearance
of new curriculums in pedagogic content lets students have the necessary sense of owing multiplicative thinking
rather than multiplication directed by "multiplication table" of old curriculums; whereas "transformation of unity
quantity" is the pivotal point in designing teaching material of new curriculums, different from the viewpoints
that look upon multiplication as "repeated addition" [21] in the design of multiplication of old curriculums. In
other words, students' comprehending "unity quantity", "unity number" and "combined numbers" in the process
of solving problems plays an important role in the design of material content of new curriculums. Tzyh-Chiang
Ning ( 1993) [8]mentions that there are three classification of difficulty in the management of initiatory material
of multiplication in new curriculums:(1)the students can tackle the problem of transformation of unity quantity
(2)the students can solve and record the process of solving problems concerning about transformation of unity

quantity,(3)the students can describe the record of the problem of transformation of unity quantity by
multiplication sign. Therefore, in the design of pedagogy of multiplication, the arrangement of new curriculums
lies in the fact the teacher set up a problem of multiplication in the practical contexts, and the students handle
and record the problem by themselves after conveying the message of the problem. The students' knowledge is

chiefly constructing from the consultation, inquiry and dialectic between the teacher and the peers; via the
established learning by the concept of constructive pedagogy, the teacher should, in the process and record of the

students' solving problems, help the students clarify the existence of "unity quantity", "unity number", and
"combined numbers" in the problems. The students should also attain the unanimous compromise of the format

of record; that is, the format of the students should wholly suggest "unity number ", "unity number", and
"combined numbers". When the process of pedagogy arrives here, students have at least finished the level of the
second difficulty mentioned by Tzyh-Chiang Ning. As to the application of multiplication sign, it is the flowing

and economic problem of culture and communication. New curriculums, thus, undertake such a linguistic
transformation of "axb=>a lots of b=>b multiplied by a." and then bring multiplication sign serving as the
operator of recording format. If the students can make use of multiplication symbol as the operator in the
recording format, we may well say that they attain the level of the third difficulty. While the students reach that

level, they are equipped with initiatory concept of multiplication; in other words, arrive at the formation of
" multiplication" concept gradually through "experience"," perception" and "realization" [4].

4 Simulation of the process in the constructive pedagogy
Since our CAI system stresses the spirit of the constructive pedagogy, we hope that the whole computer
environment would become more compatible with the real environment of pedagogy. What we must emphasize
is the teacher himself/herself is the most important natural resource in the environment of pedagogy. All our set
CAI would attain is how to let the computer simulate the mode of thought in the teachers' real lecturing, even to
let the computer "realize" the mode of the students' thought. With a view to achieving such an effect, we design
operation tools for users' use. We can discriminate the stages of students' thought by the users' choosing tools,
which will let the computer analyze the students' mathematics competence through the stage of the students'
operation, and simultaneously let the computer carry on dialectics, clarification and discussion by simulating the
role of the teacher or that of the student. We can achieve a process of socialization on the computer by such a
process of the design. And via such a process, the user can "experience"," observe", and "realize" the concept of
multiplication, and finish three tasks of the stages: (1) the students can tackle the problem of transformation of

unity quantity (2) the students can solve and record the process of solving problems concerning about
transformation of unity quantity,(3)the students can describe the record of the problem of transformation of unity

quantity by multiplication sign. Take Figure 1 as an example, students can move the bone to the bay by the
mouse, then the computer system may judge whether does he/she understand the meaning of problem. We hope
to make students gain more self-affirmation by manipulating. As show in Figure 2, our system provides the
electric board and the tool table. User can simulate the situation in the class to solve the problem and record the
format. In additional, system also supports the different operation tools for users. And the system can provide
different solving method to help users constructing their operation by judging what kind of tools they choose.
The system also can judge users' operation mode by checking their record format, then, the system will master
students' learning condition well, and teach dynamically. Besides, the system also provides virtual students to
communicate with users as showing in Figure 3. It will increase the users' learning interest. Virtual students
that design for guiding user and make the environment of discussion can provide proper help but not answers in
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fitting time.

5 Architecture and implementation of system
5.1 Environment of design and tool
This system uses Windows NT server as server. Developing languages include HTML, Java Script, Active X,
ASP (Active Server Page) and so on. ASP is used as the chief method of control, and ASP and ODBC (Open
Database Connectivity) are exercised to match. The management of the teaching material's user becomes
simplified. As to the edition of the curricular software, Authorware 5 is mainly used for developing tools.

5.2 Process of system
Process of the system we designs just as Figure 4 shows, the general elucidation is as follows,
1. Pedagogic situation of network construction

The system after the analysis of the pretest makes sure the sorts of the user's operation and then to pose
problems according to the classification. The system will communicate and clarify the messages of the problems
by the tools in tool table. After the sorts of tools by user to discriminate if he/she has grasped the messages of the
problems, the system will provide tool table further, letting the user record by the tools. In this stage, along with
level of the user's operation, the system will afford problems, via simulating the role of the student or the teacher
to carry on the activities of dialects, clarification, and let the user reflect and modify his/her recording format to
match the basic requirements of "unity quantity", "unity number" and "combined numbers" suggested in the
recording format". Afterwards, adjust the next learning activity according to the learning state of the user until

he/she can construct the concept of multiplication on the acquired basis and attain the learning level of the
afore-specified third difficulty. Besides, the system can simulate the real learning environment on the network,
letting the user's learning environment diverse.
2. r Student model j database
Student model consists mainly of three databases:
(1) Student basis database
It chiefly records the students' basis data such as name, age, the experience of using computers and so on.
(2) Database of learning.
It records the unit of teaching materials the student learned, the learning state of each unit and the duration
of time, and the positive result of the students' learning.
(3) Database of learning achievement.
It records the students' assessment about answering and the stage of operation.
3. Database about "posing problems of constructive pedagogy"
The content of teaching material about constructive pedagogy include
(1) Phenomenal problem: this sort of problem can facilitate students to "experience" the mathematics concept.
(2) Psychological problem: this sort of problem can facilitate students to "observe" the mathematics concept.

(3) Sociological problem: this sort of problem can make students via discussion; attain the common sense of
using recording, which would become the tool of communication.
(4) Anthropologic problem: this sort of problem can make the above mentioned communicating tools and the
correspondent expression in cultural become congenial.
4. Database of " problems"
This database is to store the problems for the pretest and the posttests.

5.3 Function of on-line communication
The system would establish a learning environment more congenial to real teaching situation thus the
convenience for the user and for other users on the line to communicate, thereby setting up a network
environment for undertake cooperative learning. The system designs a series of functions for on-line
communication on the line, illustrated as the followings.
(1) Group of discussion

Group of discussion is an open but not synchronized function on the line. When the user encounters the
difficulty in learning, he/she put up his/her questions in the group of discussion, letting other users put forth
solutions to these questions.
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(2) Room for discussion

As showing in Figure 5, the function of the room for discussion can improve the disadvantages of the
personal computer learning CIA's failure to carry on communication, real-time discussion to a large extent, for it
is an open and synchronous for communication. Besides calling the virtual teacher or student, the user can enter
the room for discussion for help when he/she needs others' help to solve the questions.
(3) On-line Call
On-line call may be inputted simple information to communicate with other on-line users.

5.4 The operating process for the user on the system
When the user enters the system with the browser for the first time, the system will ask he/she to register as
showing in Figure 6, thereby acquiring the basic data to establish the Database for "student model", and
simultaneously letting the user accept pretest to discriminate the levels of the user's operation, and recording the
situation of their answering, and the connection of active modification letting the user join the curricula suitably.
Afterwards, whenever the user enters the system, he/she must key in user name and password to make sure
the identification. The system will continue the following activities according to the previous record of the user.
The system would record each learning activity the user undertakes one by one, with the view of analyzing the
fact if the learning state of the user will attain the expected aim. When the user encounters the line provided by
the system: he/she can also check his/her learning state at any moment to grasp the learning progress.

6 Conclusions
The age of computer is that of knowledge explosion indeed. Undoubtedly, "Self-learning" is the best way to
enrich self in the age of widespread information. With network becoming so widespread, it is not uncommon for
the students of the elementary school to enter the network. It is incumbent on us to let the teaching environment
of CAI congenial to the concepts of teaching nowadays. We hope our CAI system will become compatible with
the social need now, breaking through the limitation of time and space and overcoming the barriers of learning
environment now, giving the learner more space to exert himself/herself. At present, this system has finished the
prototype, and plans to precede real teaching experiments and systematic assessment in a few months.
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The topic of Internet for educational purposes is currently hotly pursued but
there are still not many observations on the effectiveness of it in school
mathematics. In this paper, we discuss the findings of Web-based collaborative
learning in school mathematics conducted with three junior high school in Japan,

March 2000. Students performed asynchronous collaborative learning using
bulletin-board type database installed in a Web server set at the Koshikawa
laboratory in Chiba University. Students solved several mathematical problems
presented on a Web page while discussing with other students in the database. In
classes using the Internet, 3 or more methods of the problem solving emerged in
the database as compared with a traditional class, and students could study many
mathematical views and conceptions as a result of it. Moreover, a research of the

student's opinions after the lessons indicated that students wanted to hear the
other students' ideas and views and have collaborative learning, breaking down
the traditional concept of the classroom wall barrier.

Keywords: Web, Bulletin Board, Collaboration, School Mathematics

1 The background and intention of this research
It is now believed that mathematical knowledge is created through collaborative learning, rather than
something individual. This is based on social constructivism in recent years. And teachers have come to
accept their new position of an advisor to the students as shown by Vygotsky's "Zone of proximal
development".

Through using a distributed network such as the Internet, its very features are effectively utilized and allows

the externalization of the student's knowledge. These knowledge can then be shared and this learning
method is in accordance with the present idea of how learning occurs[4]. Thus, we have researched on webbased collaborative learning on school mathematics from 1998 focusing on this point[l][2]. With Web-based
collaborative learning, it efficiently and effectively overcomes whatever physical differences the students
may have and thus widely used for science and social studies lessons.

In mathematics, objectivity is the rule and therefore, there is no need for students to be able to express
regional difference clearly and there are not many investigations into web-based collaborative learning of
school mathematics. In this paper, we describe the qualities and reasons for conducting Internet based
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collaborative learning of school mathematics. We also describe the results of the questionnaire distributed to
the students after the lesson.

2 The method of collaborative learning
In this research, we used the "bulletin board" system that can be downloaded free from the Web site. As
shown in Fig.1, the discussion progresses by entering in one's idea and posing questions to the others' idea or
opinion. Students build their knowledge positively and share them in this process. The discussion is
displayed by a tree structure whereby a reply to a question or comment is indicated with a new line,
separated from the previous note with a slight space. Each new reply is so indicated, forming a tree structure.
The symbol2 is given to each utterance so that the kind of utterance may be understood. This database was
installed in the Web server "Topo" at Koshikawa laboratory, Faculty of Education, Chiba University, and
linked to the web page that we refer to as "The Page of Mathematics Teaching-Materials Research3".
Students used this system for its school mathematicsFig.3. Fig.2 shows the notes which students have
entered. Students study, choosing between the two screens, i.e. Fig.1 and Fig.2.
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Fig. 1

3 The outline
The Web-based collaborative learning was performed as follows.
O Student participants
Nagaura Junior High School, 1st grade 2 class
Sumiyoshi Junior High School, 1st grade 3 class
Junior High School attached to Chiba University, 1st grade 3 class

Internet

0 Term March 2000
O Instruction plan
Each junior high school had a 2 hours lesson.
The 1st hour Students read the problem and produce their own ideas.
And, they enter in their questions and opinions.
The 2nd hour- Students read the others input and enter in their ideas.
And they continue the discussion.
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Fig. 3

3.1 Problems given to students

' raib-g 2.04 (wakatiai program)

2 Question=" NR" My Theory=" t,

", etc.
3 The author's page. http://www2.ak.cradle.titech.ac.jpinagai/math_room/math.asp

The Grant-in-Aid for Educational Research, Chiba Prefecture(1997), and the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific
Research, Japan Society for the Promotion of Science(Encouragement Research B, subject numbers
10913006,1998 and 11913005,1999) are granted to this page.
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The two following problems were shown on the Web page at the beginning of the collaborative learning.
Students solved the problem given to them with instructions from the teacher.

oProbleml
This year is A.D. 2000. Let's make the following formulas.
(1) The answer is set to 2000, using all the number of 1,2,3,4,--,19, and 20 at least once.
(2) Each number can be used only once.
(3) You may change the sequence of numbers.

oProblem 2
How to find, among a set of twelve balls, one which is lighter than any of the other equally-weighted
eleven? You have only three chances to use a pair of balances. (Please also consider the reasons and enter it
in.)

3.2 The student's activity
First, students read the given problem and create their questions and ideas about the problem. Next, they
access the database and enter their notes. They read the others' writing, and if something attracts them, they

will write a reply. The activity was performed over 2 hours and problem solving was carried out. A
questionnaire shows that students participated in this collaborative learning positively. The teacher's role is
only to support the computer operations of the students or problem solving when needed. In the beginning,
although there were many students who took time in deciding what to enter or how to operate the database,
they got used to it gradually.

4 Analysis and consideration of the collaborative learning
These were two problems and the students solved either one or the other collaboratively. Three junior high
schools tackled the problem using the Web-based collaborative learning for 2 hours. Another class was
asked to solve the problems not using the Web-based collaborative learning method i.e. traditional method.
We describe the difference in the learning produced from the difference between these two methods of
instruction. We also analyzed the results of the questionnaire.

4.1 Regarding problem 1
With problem 1, students find as many formula as they can whose answer is 2000 using all the integers from
1 to 20. In the collaborative learning using the Web, students invented 14 kinds of the following methods.

Formulas obtained from the collaboration using the Web (14 methods)
1. 20x10x5x2+(1+3-4)x(6+7+8+9+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
2. 20+10x(19-9)x(18-8)x(17-7)x(16-6)÷(15-5)x(14-4)÷(13-3)x(12-2)÷(11-1)=2000
3. (1+19+2+18+3+17+4+16+5+15-F6+14+7+13+8+12+9+11+20)xl0=2000
4. (3+5+7+8+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)x(6-2-4)+20x10x(9+1)=2000
5. 10x20x5x2-(9+6)+(8+7)-15+3+(1 +4)-(11+19)+(1 2+18)-(13+17)+(1 4+16)=2000
6. (19-18+17-16+15-14+13-12+11-9+8-7+6-5+4-3+2-1)xl0x20=2000
7. 20x10x(1+2+3+4)+(13-6-7)x(5+8+9+11+12+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
8. 20x10x5x2+(4-3-1)x(6+7+8+9+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19)=2000
9. (1+3+7+9)+2x(20+15+5)+4x(6+14+12+8+11+19+13+17)+10x(18-16)=2000
10. (10+( 11-1)+( 12-2)+( 13-3)+( 1 4-4)+( 1 5-5)+(16-6)+(17-7)+(18-8)+(19-9)) x20=2000
11. {1+2+3+4+6+7+8+9+10+11+14+16+17+18+19-(5+12+13+15)} x20-2000
12. 20x10x2x5+1x(19+17+16+7+9+3+15-4-6-8-11-12-13-14-18)=2000
13. (1+2+3+4)xl0x20+5+6+7-18+8+9-17+16+13-14-15=2000
14. M1-0+( 12-2)+( 13-3)+( 1 4-4)+( 1 5-5)-(16-6)-(17-7)-(18-8)-(19-9)}x10x20=2000
Next, in the traditional class, only four kinds of formulas appeared.

Formulas obtained by the ordinary class (4 methods)
3. (1+19+2+18+3+17+4+16+5+15+6+14+7+13+8+12+9+11+20)xl0=2000
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10. {10+( 1 1-1)+( 12-2)+( 13-3)+( 14-4)+( 15-5)+(1 6-6)+(1 7-7)+(18-8)+(19-9)1x20=2000
15. (11-1)x 1 Ox20+12-2-4-6+8-3-5+16-7-9+14+15+19-13-17-18=2000
16.( 2x3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10- 11 +12 +13 +14 +15- 16 +17 -18 +19)x20 +1 =2000

4.2 Regarding problem 2
With problem 2, students find the lighter weight out of 12, using only a pair of balances and within 3 steps.
The following four methods of solving the problem appeared in the collaborative learning using the Web.
The notation shows how to divide the 12 weights first. For example, "4 4 4" means to divide the 12
weights into three groups containing four weights in each group first.

OThe first division found in the collaboration using the Web OThe first division found in the traditional
class
(6
(3

6) (4
3

3

4 4)
3)(5 5

2)

(6

6) (4

(3

3

3

4 4)
3) (5 5

2) (2

2

4

4)

As shown above, four kinds of methods appeared in the collaboration using the Web and five appeared in the
traditional class.

4.3 Analysis and consideration of the data
In problem 2, the variety of methods for solving the problem did not differ much between the Web-based
collaboration and the traditional class. However, in problem 1, the number of methods on collaborative
learning using the Web was 3 or more times as compared with the traditional class(Exact Probability Test,
p<.05). For mathematics problems with limited answers, there is not much difference seen between the two
methods of instruction. On the contrary, for problems with many possible answer, students achieve better
results when they can do the problem solving with the other students through the Web. We definitely believe
that the students are able to solve problems by referring to the other student's notes. This can be seen from

the student's interaction. For problem 1, five formulas generally represented as "0 x m+2000(m is an
integer)" were produced in the collaborative learning using the Web. This is the formula not produced from
the traditional class. We consider that the students become aware of this general formula by referring to the
others formulas, and they utilize this general formula to solve the problem. Moreover, the students are also
influenced by notes such as those below.

First, 20 x(4+6) x(19-9) etc. is calculated, and it is made 2000. Then, it will be set to 2000 if the number
which remains is set to 0. Example 20 x(4+6) x(19-9)+(18-17+16-15+14-13+12-11+10-8-5-1) x(2+3)
=2000.

2000/03/14 Tuesday 09:25 [9]

Although the formula of this student's example lacks a necessary "7", it is considered that the explanation
which means Oxm+2000 was very helpful. This can be read also in the following response to the note " ".
This is a good idea. Every number which is multiplied with 0 is 0.

2000/03/16 Thursday 11:12 [93]

Such examples show that there were some students who didn't only enter their formula, but the strategy as
well, and it became a support to other students.

As mentioned above, in collaborative learning using the Web, since the others idea remains on record and
can always be referred to, students could utilize this and solve the problem. Problem 1 is asking for many
possible formulas whose answers are 2000. That is, we claim that collaborative learning using the Web is
effective especially with problems which demand exemplification. And students were able to access many
mathematical views and conceptions. This appears also in the result of the questionnaire shown as "Many
students' ideas can be known. 49 persons." and "Various methods and ideas which are easy to understand
can be known. 36 persons.", and it turns out that the student's incentive and understanding can be improved.
These educational effects are obtained by the realization of collaborative learning using the Web, and cannot
be obtained in the class which is traditional. We emphasize that the effectiveness of the collaboration using
the Internet on school mathematics is demonstrated.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we referred to the educational effect and influence of the collaboration of three junior high
schools using the Web. As we have shown, it has been indicated that students can utilize many mathematical
knowledge and conceptions when we use the Web with due consideration given to the type of problems the
teacher thinks can extract the most out of the students. This shows that collaborative learning using the Web
is useful to train various views and ways of thinking currently emphasized by the Ministry of Education in
Japan and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics(NCTM)[3],U.S.A. We emphasize that the database

on the Web is effective as an environment where students can tackle open-ended problems in
mathematics.Considerations for the future include the improvement of the student's computing skills, the
improvement of the system with regards to numerical expressions and careful selection of the kinds of

mathematical problems to be given to the students. After all, according to a questionnaire, since it is
indicated that 70 percent or more of students are supporting collaborative learning using the Web from
various reasons, we want to continue the research wholeheartedly from its educational perspective.
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1 Introduction
The Internet is a vast cyberspace where the user can gather, disseminate, and exchange all types of
information. The World Wide Web was conceived to allow the user to have a single, unified means to create

and access information from anywhere on the Internet [1]. An intranet is an organization' s internal
networked computer system and is usually protected by a firewall, a form of security software that permits

only authorized users to the system [2]. The World Wide Web software also runs on most intranets,
providing the same functions as used on the Internet. However, information on an intranet is often organized
and delivered around an organization' s specific needs rather then randomly shared as on the Internet. An
intranet, therefore, grants an organization easier, faster and more secure distribution of information.

The above reason accounts for the rapid growth of intranet-based training (IBT) in American corporations
[3]. IBT is the use of intranet to provide employees with instruction for the acquisition of various types of

knowledge and skills. Researchers including Cohen [4] and Leong [5] believe that IBTcan increase
interaction and collaboration among employees and reduce training cost. However, no empirical data can be
found to verify this belief. Besides, the value and effects of IBT have not been scientifically determined.
The questions concerning what kind of perception and attitude that corporate trainers have towards IBT, and
what kind of factors or obstacles involved in the design and delivery of IBT remain unanswered.

The purpose of this paper is to present a survey study that examined corporate trainers' perception and
attitude towards IBT. This study used closed-ended attitudinal questionnaire to investigate the amount of
trainers' IBT experiences and their attitudes towards it. This study also included an open-ended written
questionnaire to analyze trainers' perceptions concerning the value as well as benefits of delivering training
via intranet, the current status of using IBT in the participating trainers' companies, and the design and
development issues of IBT.

2 The Results
Fifty-five professional trainers or training managers participated in the study. Their age ranged from 24 to 58.
Most of them have about 5 to 6 years of experience in designing or conducting face-to-face training. The
average experience of designing or conducting computer-based training is about 1.5 years. The majority of
them only have about two to three months of experiences in either receiving or designing IBT.

2.1 Attitudes and Status
The results reveled a positive attitude towards the value and use of IBT among the participating trainers (The
mean for the attitudinal questionnaire is 73. 95, with a possible highest ranking of 105.00). Most of them
indicated that their companies just began to use IBT. For example, they stated,
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" Currently my organization uses very little web-based training. I am lobbying to move more toward webbased training. We use quite a bit of CB/CD training. We also make available a product knowledge training
piece on our intranet."

"My Training Department is just getting involved with web-based training. We' ye researched both the
content and user interface strategies and are now ready to begin our first billable project. In the past, we' ye
created browsable user guides but are now advancing to interactive sites."

"My company uses CBT for upper management. We are currently arguing for web-based training as we are
now networked in 12 counties across Pennsylvania. If successful, web-based will be used throughout the
year for required 24 hours of training per year, as well as other applicable internal policy mandates. Webbased will be used for front-line middle and upper management teaching regulations, soft skills, medical and
psychiatric knowledge, and project management."

2.2 Value of IBT
Most of the trainers believe that WBI is very valuable to their organizations by indicating:

" WBT is extremely valuable to my organization for specific courses such as regulatory compliance and
business-specific training. We have multiple sites as well as individuals who work out of their homes. WBT
enables us to reach all of these people with consistent and current training in a cost effective manner."
" I think it would provide an additional tool to the face to face training. I think it could be most effective for
our line people where most training is visual and hands on. They could see a live version and be able to do

activities according to what they saw. I don' t think web-based training could eliminate the face-to-face
training. Again, it could be an extremely important additional tool."

" I think the people who use computers often or who are comfortable with computers would welcome webbased training. The people with little or no computer background would probably be less eager to participate
in web-based training. Therefore, I think the value of web-based training would be dependent upon the
employees. I would like it because it is convenient, although it is not very interactive to me. I like being in a
class talking to people better."

2.3 Design and Development Issues.
Most of the trainers also indicated that their organizations either contract their WBI projects out or just
follow the design and development procedure for the instructor-led training. For the design and development
issues, they indicated.

" Follows same process as instructor-led training: (1) investigate necessity; (2) develop design spec.; (3)
Develop; (4) evaluate ongoing."

"Outside vendor; try to start and educate current designers for future of course."

2.4 Other Related Factors.
For other related factors, the participated trainers identified budget, technology, time, and computer literacy
of their clients as the major factors:
"Programmers, money and time. We have so many projects in the works and not enough training personnel
to put it into place yet. Our operations department is almost there."

"There are two main factors. The first is budgetary; the second is computer literacy of many of our clients;
internally most of our associates have the necessary software and hardware and knowledge to handle this."
"The largest concern might be security-competitors might access our training content and somehow "steal"
our corporate identity. Also, I would rate the overall skill level for PC usage as rem
arkably low, particularly among trainers. How could we dream of developing web-based training if some of
our trainers can' t use File Manager effectively?"
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3 Conclusion:
The majority of the participated trainers of this study have about 5 to 6 years in designing and conducting
face-to-face training, but only have about 2 to 3 months of experience in designing or receiving IBT. Most
of them indicated that IBT would be a valuable addition to their companies, that their organizations have just
begun to use IBT for employees or client training, that factors impacting the use of IBT include technology,
cost, time, and users' computer background, and that the design and development process for IBT still follow
the process used for face-to-face training.
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A virtual classroom on algorithms with algorithmic animation and reference

database supports is presented. The cognition of algorithms might need a
process of individual thinking, iterative testing and experience sharing. Our
virtual classroom offers learning aids on these respects via the web. The
hypermedia courseware is designed to ease the navigation. A maintenance
program is devised to automatically update the hyperlinks whenever the
courseware is updated. Interactive algorithm animations are applied as

knowledge construction assistance. It is expected that with visualization aids
learners could demonstrate their comprehension of abstract algorithms. A
reference database on algorithms is built up for both educational and research
purposes. Studying communications such as self-testing, bulletin board, related
web links, ..., etc., are also provided.

Keywords: Multimedia and Hypermedia in Education (15), Virtual
Classroom(19), Web-Based Learning(21), Algorithm Animations

1 Introduction
The technologies of multimedia and networking on personal computers lead the research of computerassisted learning into a new era in the last decade. Researches on the design issues of the hypermedia
courseware recently please refer [17, 3, 4, 19]. Many evaluation studies also reveal positive results on
learning via hypermedia courseware [7, 10, 12, 18]. With the popularity and maturity of hypermedia and
web technologies, distant learning with a synchronous style via the web attracts many researchers' attention

in both of the theoretical and practical points of view. The characteristics of such a web-based virtual
classroom encourage the students to actively participate the construction of knowledge with their own pace

and without the limitations of time and space. It is our aim in this paper to propose our design and
implementation of a virtual classroom for studying algorithms with supports of interactive animations and a
research paper database.
Material about algorithms is a core component for undergraduate degrees in computing. A major problem in

teaching algorithms is the difficulty of capturing the dynamic movement of data and complicated data
structures in static materials such as books and lecture notes [16]. Because different students learn at
This work was supported in part by National Science Council of Republic of China under grant NSC 89251 1 -S-126-003
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different rates, whatever pace the lecturer chooses will be wrong for some students. A virtual algorithmic
classroom would be very crucial to assist students constructing their understanding with their own pace.
Further, since the abstraction of algorithms might be challenging to learn and understand, it is hoped with
graphical depictions the students' comprehension could be more effective and concrete. Thus we develop
animations interactively by Java in our virtual classroom.

An algorithm animation is a dynamic graphical depiction of the data and operations of an algorithm. The
animation purpose is to illustrate how the algorithm functions to someone seeking to learn the algorithm [15).
Researches concerning with the studies of algorithm animation or software visualization can be found on [9,
5, 13, 15, 14, 11]. A number of practical algorithm animation systems have been built over the last ten years.
Some well-known systems include
BALSA [1], Tango [13], Zeus [2], AACE [6], Zeus (http://www.research.digital.com/SRC/home.htm0),
PAVANE and Opsis (http://swarm.cs.wustl.edu/pavane.html),
ZADA ( http://ls4-www. informatik. un i-dortmund. de/RV S/zada. html), ... etc.

These systems typically have been used to create animations to accompany a lecture in an electronic
classroom, or to prepare animations for students to observe and interact with outside the classroom. The
updated technologies of multimedia tools and web programming and a complete hypermedia courseware
helping students' comprehension make our algorithmic animations differ from theirs.
Besides the animations, in order to ease the tracing of the newest research results or referencing the related
papers on algorithms, we built up a paper reference database to store research papers of algorithms, which
can be queried and appended for educational or research purposes at the remote sites. We also provide some
studying communication aids in a asynchronous mode such as self-testing, bulletin board, related web
links, ..., etc., to improve the social communication among students in this virtual classroom.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The content of our algorithmic virtual classroom and the
implementation result of our hypertextbook are presented in Section 2. The implemention of algorithm
animations is illustrated in Section 3. The facility of the paper reference database is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 gives concluding remarks and future studying.

2 The Content of Our Algorithmic Virtual Classroom
There are four main themes in our algorithmic virtual classroom: (1) The Fundamentals of Algorithms, (2)
Algorithmic Strategies, (3) Algorithmic Reference Database and (4) Studying Communications. Our design
focuses on undergraduate students in science or management departments, while the database might have
benefits for various kinds of users. The material is mainly based upon [8].
We re-organized the course material on algorithms as the hypermedia courseware (or hypertextbook) which
helps the learners' actively exploring the knowledge. Each keyword (term or concept) on the webcourseware is linked onto its explanation page where the meaning is explained and all the links to the other
occurrences in our courseware are also listed. A query facility for these keywords also provided. Consider
that the course materials might be updated and the linkage relationships among keywords and their positions
of occurrences on the web pages might also be changed. We developed a courseware maintenance program
in C to automatically re-construct the linkage relation of all hyperlinks into its newest version whenever the
courseware is updated. Figure 1 shows our hypertextbook on web. As the left frame shown in Figure 1, a
tree-view browser is applied for learners to locate where he is in the courseware space. Figure 2 is the query
result page of the keyword "insertion sort" which can also be reached by clicking "insertion sort" on the web
content in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 The query result of the keyword "insertion sort"
The content of the four main themes is described more in detail in the following sub-sections.

2.1 The Fundamentals of Algorithms
The content in this subject includes:
(a) Celebrity Hall: The contribution of some well-known computer scientists for algorithmic study such as D.
E. Knuth, R. E. Tarjan, R. M. Karp, S. A. Cook, ... etc, are introduced here.
(b)The Introduction of Complexity: The concept of complexity such as order, upper bound, lower bound, ...
etc, are explained.
(c)The analysis of computer algorithms: The analytic models of computer algorithms are explained. Proper
examples are presented also.
All of the above materials are prepared as a web hypertextbook to ease the navigation.

2.2 Algorithmic Strategies
In current stage, three strategies are ready in our web classroom: greedy, divide-and-conquer and tree
searching strategies. We not only construct the hypermedia courseware but also apply interactive animations

as our learning assistants. Three interactively animated examples, i.e., solving the stamp problem, the
minimum spanning tree via Kruskal's and Prim's algorithms respectively, are prepared for exploring the
spirit of the Greedy method, while three, i.e., finding the maximum, quick-sort and merge-sort, interactive
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animations are for Divide-and-Conquer and three, i.e., breadth-first-search, depth-first-search and hillclimbing, for tree searching. The implementation result is illustrated in Section 3.

2.3 Algorithmic Reference Database
It is most critical in almost every research areas, including of course the research of algorithms, to maintain
a mostly updated reference database. We construct a web-based database via CGI technology to maintain
those important references related to algorithms. Section 4 shows the implementation result in detail.

2.4 Study Communications
To increase the content of our courseware, we collect links of some important related web sites in our
external-resource pages which enlarge the learners' view on the studying of algorithms. Meanwhile, to help
students to self-evaluate the learning effect, self-tests are provided for learners to answer yes-no question
sheets on the web. The system will score the result and give explanations automatically.
In order to improve the social communications for students in this asynchronous learning environment, we
provide some interactive facilities:
(a)Bulletin board: This is an area for learners and teachers to post their idea, suggestions, questions, ...etc.,

on the web pages remotely. They could share the learning experience or learn from peers without the
limitation of time or space.
(b)Paper up-loading: A web interface is provided for users to up-load their finding of new research papers on
algorithms.

3 Interactive Algorithm Animations
Algorithm animations might be an effective tool for understanding the behavior and abstraction of
algorithms. However, most approaches mentioned in Section 2 have focused on much sophisticated
graphical depictions and not on the process of how learners construct their comprehensions via animations.
As a way, two categories, static animation and dynamic animation, are considered in our virtual classroom.
The former cannot be changed once built, while the latter might be changed according to some predefined
parameters. We call the dynamic animation as interactive animation if the learners can assign values to those
parameters in an on-line manner. The learners can choose either one to observe the actual data moving and
to demonstrate their abstract concept. A control panel is provided for learners to control the running speed.
The static animations by Director offer multimedia presentations. Figure 3 illustrates an animated example
of solving the stamp problem, which is to explain the greedy method. The interactive animations by Java
allow the learners to change the animated results by assigning input variables with different values. Through
observing the various running situations in terms to the given variables, learners can realize how those

algorithmic steps are actually executed. It is expected that the conceptual cognition of these abstract
strategies can be enhanced via the visualized running examples and the learners' comprehension could be

more concrete. Figure 4 shows an example of merge-sort where the number of input instance can be
assigned in an on-line manner.
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(a) the stamp with largest value is chosed

(b) running with greedy

(c) running with greedy (cont.)

(d) the final result

Figure 3 The static animation for the stamp problem
4.1. 4.,
r N 2.21,24:

a

(a) input instance is assigned as 8

(b) the left half balls are sorted

(c) the right half balls are sorted

(d) the final result

Figure 4 The interactive animation for the merge-sort problem
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4 Reference Database Support
To meet general researchers' requirements, it is designed to supporting query by using various fields such as:
problem name, data domain, computational model, complexity class, lower bound, algorithm characteristics,
result, reference and comments. It also supports the up-load functionality for interested researchers to upload their new findings all over the world. This database is valuable not only for the researchers but also for
students who could access the newest or related results at their interests. Figure 5 illustrates the query form,
where k-MST problem with NP-complete complexity and other constraints are given, and the queried result

of our reference database. This service would like to attract interested users' participation to our virtual
classroom where discussions via the bulletin board are welcomed.

(b) the quried result

(a) a query form

Figure 5 The query and result reference database on algorithms

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Studies
We propose the design and implementation our virtual classroom for algorithms in this paper. The cognition
of algorithms might need a process of individual thinking, iterative testing and experience sharing. Our

virtual classroom offers learning aids on these respects via the web. It is expected that such a learning
environment could help students to learn algorithms more effectively at their own pace. The hypermedia
courseware will be increased and updated as a long-term project.

The activities in the traditional classroom are simulated to a great extent in our virtual classroom. However,

we are not intending to give up the face-to-face interactions. The authors applied this hypermedia
courseware on web as a learning assistant in a part of this semester. Students showed interests on
constructing their knowledge via the hypermedia courseware and animations. Some students expressed that
they supposed to understand the recursion in quick-sort before feeding data to the interactive animation,
however they found their misleading after the visualization of data movement in the animation. This is one
of the benefits what we intend to give in this virtual classroom. The construction of the knowledge tree is
underway to help tracing the learning pattern of learners. Also an empirical evaluation of the learning effect
will be studied in the near future.

The reference database gradually gathers interested researchers' attention. The authors would express their
special thanks to those who up-loaded their findings of new papers and those who gave valuable suggestions.
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1 Introduction
Although exercises are important in learning fundamental mathematics, it is not easy to provide an
appropriate exercise for every student in a class because the understanding level and the calculating skill of

the student usually differs widely. Computer systems storing problems for the exercises and learning
histories of the students might help the situation. The system should also have some intelligence in
evaluating students' answers for making it closer to the written exercises and going beyond the multiple
choice questions [1].

CAS and graphic calculators have some intelligence in a way. They calculate or operate mathematical
expressions symbolically, show the graphs of functions immediately. But the use of them does not always
help the students to understand the mathematical concepts or the meanings of the operations [2]. They
might become black boxes that hide not only the detailed process of the calculation but also the mathematical
ideas lying behind them.

The authors have been developing a Web-based interactive exercise system since 1996 and have been using
it as a supporting tool for teaching mathematics to our students [3]. The purpose of developing the exercise
system is to change the roles of the students and the CAS. We want the students to think or guess in their
exercises and the CAS to assist them for giving some meaningful hints for solving problems by themselves.

2 Interactive Exercise System
The exercise system described in this paper consists of networked computers for students and a WWW
server collaborating with a database and a CAS, MATHEMATICATM as the evaluation engine [4], which
allows the students wide variety of mathematical expressions for their inputs. An evaluation is done by
MATHEMATICATM according to the rules described in custom evaluation functions coded with
MATHEMATICATM language [5]. It evaluates the students' inputs symbolically and returns more meaningful
comments than correct or not. More detailed description of the structure of the system and some examples of
the interactive exercises implemented on it have already been reported [3, 5].

The system, however, needs shorter response time for the exercise of expressing the mathematical function of

a given graph. The exercise shows a student a graph of a function, asking to express the function as a
mathematical expression ( Fig. I ).

It gives the student several input fields for typing his/her expressions in. The expressions are sent to the
server and con-pared with the answer symbolically by MATHEMATICATM. If one of the expression is equal
to the answer, a simple comment "right expression" is returned to the student.

If no expressions are equal to the answer, comments describing the difference between the expressions and

the answer are returned instead. A graphic image showing both the answer in blue color and the last
expression in red color is also displayed, which helps the student to realize the difference visually. Every
evaluation gives some hints toward the right expression, which allow the student to learn from his/her
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mistakes.

3 Processing Time for the Evaluations
The new exercise needed more evaluation time than the other exercises when Macintosh was used as the
server machine. Although the new exercise itself is most popular among the students, the long waiting time

hindered its regular usage. Technically, the biggest difference of the exercise from the others is that
MATHEMATICATM creates a new graphic file dynamically every time at the evaluation and the file is
embedded into the HTML for the exercise page. The long waiting time was caused by the process of creating
the graphic file.
(A) Factorize Polynomials
(B) Symplify Fractional Expressions

10,000

(C) Expand Polynomials

0 (D) Convert into Partial Fractions
(G) Express GFunctions for Given Gra

N
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Fig.1 A student' s Web-page after the evaluation

VreLiudl
Pentium 111

450 MHz

Fig.2 CPUs' processing time for the evaluations

We compared the CPU's processing time needed when MATHEMATICATM evaluates expressions according
to the rules described in the evaluation functions for the system ( Fig. 2 ). There are four exercises of; (A)
factorizing a polynomial, (B) simplifying a fractional expression, (C) expanding a polynomial, and (D)
converting into partial fractional expressions, each of which needs only symbolic evaluation, and an exercise
of expressing the function for given a graph (G) which lets the system create a new graphic file adding to the
symbolic evaluation. The measurement was done using several server machines running different operating
systems, i.e. Macintosh OS, WindowsNT, and Linux. Although the server machines used to run those
operating systems are different in the type of CPU and the clock speed, we thought that the clock frequency
of the CPU becomes a rough measure of the performance of a server, which consist of hardware and an
operating system.

When we use Macintosh OS or WindowsNT for the operating system of the server, the evaluation of
"expressing the function for a given graph" takes more processing time than the other exercises which does
not create any graphic files. The processing time decreases with the clock frequency of the CPU and the
exercise (G) consumes the longest processing time. If we select a PC running Linux as the server, the
tendency is reversed. The evaluation which creates a graphic file becomes the shortest process on the sever
while the processing time for the other exercises have same tendency. If we compare the Linux machine ( 450
MHz ) with the WindowsNT machine ( 333 MHz ), the processing time is 1/10 for the exercise (G) while it is
1/1.38 in the exercise (D), and the clock frequency of the CPU is 1.35. Changing the operating system for the
server must be the most cost-effective improvement for the response when we put the exercise (G) into wider
use.

4 Conclusions
A Web-based interactive exercise system has been extended to serve a new exercise of expressing the
function for a given graph. MATHEMATICATM, a CAS used in the system as the evaluation engine, has far
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better performance on Linux than on Macintosh OS or WindowsNT for the new evaluation when it creates a
new graphic file. The increased performance will make the exercise to be used regularly.
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Many of the web-based educational systems could not provide an individualized
instruction or an interactive problem solving, since they are mostly built upon

static hypertext. One possible approach to solve these problems could be
adapting the existing proven techniques from the stand-alone Intelligent
Tutoring System(ITS). Some recent web-based ITS researches show this efforts
by employing the techniques selectively, and this needs to be studied further to

support more effective web-based instruction. In this paper, we describe the
design and the development of a Web based Adaptive programming Language
Tutoring System(WALTS). The system is designed based on the ITS structure
primarily, and it is adapting previous ITS techniques into the system successfully.

Especially our focus is on the three levels of the instructional planning
mechanism, which can generate lesson contents dynamically whenever it is
requested. This way we do not need to crate all the lesson contents in HTML
forms which must reside in the system in advance. In addition, the system has
adapted CORBA structure to support the user more consistent and reliable
performance. Together, the system behaves more adaptive and interactive, than
the existing non-ITS based web systems. The test domain of the system is
learning C programming language for the first year computer science student.

Keywords: Web-based learning system, Intelligent Tutoring System,
Instructional planning

1 Introduction
Many recent web-based educational systems could not provide an individualized instruction or an interactive
problem solving, since they are mostly built upon static hypertext. One possible approach to solve these

problems could be adapting the existing techniques from the stand-alone ITS. Brusilovsky[2] states that
some ITS techniques can be adapted into a web-based educational system, and divides the techniques into
three distinctive parts, such as, automatic creation of curriculum, dynamic problem solving, and intelligent
analysis of student model. However, most of the recent web-based ITS research show the efforts by
employing the techniques selectively[2][3][4][7], such as adapting student modeling or problem solving
capability at some level. Therefore, this needs to be studied further to enhance the overall capabilities of the
system at the previous stand-alone ITS level. For instance, automatic generation of curriculum or lesson plan
is necessary to provide a flexible instruction for each individual user.

In this paper, we describe the design and development of Web-based Adaptive programming Language
Tutoring System(WALTS). The system is designed based on the ITS structure primarily, and it is adapting
many techniques from the stand-alone ITS into the web-based systems. First, we designed the knowledge
base using the object-oriented method in order to handle flexible management of object inheritance and
tutorial strategies. Second, the student modeler can avoid the network traffic by designing the modeler stays
in the server-side at the beginning of the session for maintaining necessary administration duties, and creates
an individual student model in the client side. And the third important approach is having the instructional

planning mechanism, which generates lesson contents dynamically for each individual user. This is
important feature for moving towards the web-based system, because most web-based educational systems
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creates all the lesson contents in HTML forms in advance, and they must reside in the system physically.
And then the user navigates the system for learning, such as in ELM-ART[2] or CALAT[4]. Intelligent
navigation strategy might be one of the intelligent way of guiding the user to learn the material, but rather
inefficient compare to the dynamic generation of lesson contents. WALTS only generates the necessary
lesson contents whenever it is requested by the system, which can be another advantage. In addition, we
have approached distributed architecture by employing CORBA(Common Object Request Broker
Architecture) structure to support the user more consistent and reliable performance while the user using the

system. The initial web-based educational systems are mostly developed by using the CGI(Common
Gateway Interface) techniques, which often results in bottleneck problem when many users access the
system at the same time. In this sense, our structure might avoid such a problem, and the system could also
be easily updated when we need to revise some part of the system. Together, the system behaves more
adaptive and interactive, than the existing non-ITS web-based educational systems. The test domain of the
system is learning C programming language for the first year computer science student.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we described a distributed infrastructure of
WALTS system. Section 3 presents each components of the system and also some intelligent aspects of the
system. We conclude the paper in section 4.

2 Distributed infrastructure
The previous web-based educational systems have been built as either a server-based architecture or a clientbased architecture[6]. Each of them has some advantages and disadvantages. The server-side architecture

mostly rely on CGI techniques, which has shown some problems of handling complex client/server
communication because of its connectionless feature. Also client-side architectufe needs to have all the plugins installed on client computer before using the system. Therefore the recent web-based applications tend to

adapt CORBA or Java based distributed infrastructure. That is free from the connectionless or stateless
problem, and also has some advantages of distributed system technology, such as message passing,
RPC(Remote Procedure Call), and proprietary communication protocol. The client connects to the server
using the HTTP protocol only for the initial connection, and after the downloading the specific mobile code
application(for example, client side application, Java Script, Java Applet, and etc), the client use the
proprietary protocol(non-HTTP), so it does not communicates with web server, but communicates with
proprietary server(non-Web server).

WALTS employed CORBA to adapt this kind of distributed infrastructure. The system is designed by HTTP

server which takes care of user requests and responses, and CORBA-based server which performs the
capabilities of the ITS. Also the system could be easily re-organized if we want to modify the structure later
on [see figure 1]. In short, one of the major advantages of WALTS is that it can easily avoid the bottle-neck
problem of CGI techniques, and also we believe that this style of architecture might be another best solution
for building web-based client/server educational system.

3 Basic architecture of the system
The basic architecture of WALTS is designed by typical ITS structure primarily, including expert module,
the student modeler module, and the instructional planning module.

3.1 The expert module
The expert module of the system consists of the object-oriented knowledge base, and the problem solver.
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Figure] The main architecture of the WALTS

First, we employed the frame knowledge representation
techniques for the main knowledge base. Because the domain knowledge does not require any complex
causal relationships, but rather it is consists of simple C language concepts. The object-oriented approach
make it easy to modify the data type, can reduce the knowledge base reference by having slot values as

Object Oriented-based knowledge base.

member data, and can provide more flexibility for updating or manipulating tutoring strategy [5].

In this system we designed a frame with several meaningful slots, and each frame does not have to have the

same number of slots, since the inference engine can get all the necessary informations due to the
inheritance feature of the system. The 'type' slot can possess a concept, example, or quiz. The 'source' slot
points to its superior frames. The 'Pfame' and `CFrame slot is necessary when we need to show the related
nodes in linked list structure. The 'reference' slot may contain all the necessary frame names that are related
to the current frame. This kind of slot structure is very common in every frame structure, and also important
in object-oriented structure, because each frame can have common attributes and can generate an object of
having its own attribute. Also, the system allows an abstract class, which plays the backbone of the system,
and supports a hierarchical structure, and the definition of the method can be done only in the lower class
[figure 2].

Frame Variable Declaration Quiz
[Source] Chapter 1 -3-1 -1

[Type] Quiz
[Title] Variable declaration Quiz
[Template] Data Type I Variable I General Grammar
1 : Select the correct %type variable declaration
2:

[PFrame] Variable Declaration
[CFrame] Null

Figure2 Variable declaration quiz frame

The Problem Solver. WALTS can generate a problem dynamically depending on the current topic. Since
the planner knows what is being taught at the moment by generating a lesson unit, the tutor can decides
whether it is 'teaching concept' or 'show example' or 'quiz'. At the moment, we have only three styles of
lesson unit. If it is a 'teaching concept', the planner sends the lesson unit to the user in HTML form. If it is a
`quiz' type, then planner requests the problem solver to generate a question. The problem solver first creates
a problem table by referring to the current lesson unit. The generating and solving a problem occurs at the
same time, and the solver stores the correct answer. And then, it presents the generated questions to the user
in appropriate HTML form through the HTML generator. This method can provide different styles of
questions for different users even though they are accessing the same lesson unit, which can be another
advantage of WALTS. Since the column name of the table is object's name, the planner can reply to the
user's request, such as hint or help, by referencing this table.
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The strategy of asking user for answering quiz is multiple choices. So that we need to generate problems
along with the appropriate multiple choice answers also. For instance, let us think about a simple quiz about
asking user 'a data type'. A typical 'data type' is consists of three parts, for example, 'int x ;'.The 'int' is a
data type integer, 'x' is a user-defined variable name, and ';' is needed for ending a sentence in C language.
We are trying to generate this simple data type declaration statement sentence as follows. First, the data type
`template' slot consists of three parts as in [Figure 3]. Then we can generate eight different answers as in
[Figure 5], since each one part of a statement can be correct or incorrect. And we can select some of them
randomly including correct answer; the numbered answers are selected ones in the figure. And also we can
obtain designated unit object's content as in [Figure 4]. The generated correct answer is stored in memory,
and then later it is compared with the user's answer. For example, if the user selected number 2 as in [figure
5], we can analyze that the user does not know about reserved word. And the planner needs to revise the
lesson plan to correct the misconceptions by giving special messages, such as hint or help, and then the
planner re-organizes the lesson plan including 'reserved word' lesson unit. The [figure 6] shows a sample
session of solving a generated quiz.
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3.2 The Instructional Planner
The most web-based educational systems built upon hypertext, which is hard to make hyperlink in every
HTML pages, and also needs to have carefully designed navigation strategy[2]. And also all the lesson
contents are built as HTML pages in advance, and must reside in the system physically. We believe that
generating a lesson plan dynamically, for each individual user, is more efficient than the above approaches.

Therefore, we adapted the traditional ITS instructional planning mechanism into the system. The
instructional planning of the WALTS can be further divided into 3 steps, a curriculum planning, a lesson
planning, and a delivery planning. The curriculum planning of WALTS generates a curriculum in tree
structure; the curriculum planner extracts information from the knowledge base and creates a curriculum
hierarchically in the order of prerequisites. Then the lesson planning sets up the lesson sequence within a
single lesson unit. The role of delivery planning is limited to presenting the selected lesson content to the
user.
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Curriculum planning. The purpose of the curriculum planning is to provide a curriculum to the user, in
other words, to provide an individualized optimal learning path to the user[1]. The generated curriculum is
in the form of a tree structure. It is constructed by creating an initial node by referencing the value of the
attributes in the lesson unit slot, and further expands the structure in the order of the way the student must
learn, which will be accessed as linked list structure. The lesson unit of the system is organized according to
some basic rule, such as the student must learn prerequisite concept first and the move to the next topic. So
the curriculum is set up in the form of hierarchical and linear sequence.
Lesson Planning.

The lesson planner generates a lesson plan by referencing the curriculum and the

student model. The information from the student model shows the results from single lesson unit and based
on this record, the planner sets up appropriate lesson plan for the student. When the student selects other
learning path on purpose before the current lesson plan is finished, the system must decide what to do next,
such as whether to store the current lesson plan and execute the user's request, and then resume the current
plan or destroy the current plan and re-plan the whole sequence all over again. In that sense, WALTS uses replanning strategy when the user wants to quit the current topic, and move to another learning path. Another
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case of re-planning occurs when the student made an error on the selected quiz lesson unit. If the student
made a mistake on this, the current lesson plan is suspended, and another new lesson plan is created to
correct the student's error. After the remediation process is finished, the suspended plan will be resumed.
Delivery Planning. The lesson unit has been generated by lesson planner and needs to be delivered to the
user. The possible delivery tactic in this domain could be "present concept, show example, give exercise, and
etc". Of course if the system allows mixed-initiative control, the delivery planning needs to be more
sophisticated in order to handle all the user request or questions. The delivery planning part of the WALTS is
made of simple structure, and will be enhanced further in the next research.

The HTML generator. The very distinctive feature of the system is the HTML generator. This feature can
be regarded as the interface part of the system. When the delivery planner decides the immediate unit lesson,
the content of the lesson is converted into HTML form by the HTML generator. The HTML generator
generates HTML pages according to the HTML2.0 protocol and inserts "next" or "previous" button in order
to navigate adaptive learning path. But if the lesson unit contains some applet, the system directly searches
the physical location and sends the URL to the student's browser without consulting HTML Generator. The
[figure 7] describes the HTML generator sends two different results to two different users, since their
learning background is different.
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Figure? The HTML generator

3.3 The student modeler
The strategy for building the student modeler is the simple overlay, which simply reflects user's learning
process about current topic. And this should be enhanced by including the buggy information later on. But
an important enhancement is that the student modeler of WALTS can avoid the unnecessary network traffic.
For instance, if the system maintains the student model in the server-side, then whenever the user accesses
the system the server needs to update the user's student model in the server. This may cause another
bottleneck problem, and the most CGI-based systems still have this problem. Our approach on the student

modeler is as follows. The server-side student modeler creates a table, and keeps all the necessary
administrative informations on the server-side, such as initial student's ID, password, e-mail address, the
access time[figure 8], which can be used for various administrator purposes. And the information regarding
the student's learning process is stored in the student model[figure9], which is created in the client-side
machine for each individual user whenever they logged on. The student model has several parameters that

reflect the student's learning history, and each parameter has unique meanings. For example, the
`HelpCoune, means how many times the user has been helped, and 'HintCoune means how many times the
user has requested hints, and they can be updated only when the 'unit lesson' is quiz. The 'ReferenceCoune
means the user is weak at the current unit lesson since the specific lesson has been accessed more often than

other frames. The `LessonLever stores information about how the level of the current topic, and the
`LessonType' means whether the current unit lesson is concept, example, or quiz, and so on.
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4 Conclusion
We have designed and implemented a web-based ITS, WALTS, which is a learning C programming
language tutor aiming for the first year computer science students. The main goal of this paper is, first, the

adaptation of the existing ITS techniques into the web platform. Therefore, we have designed and
implemented the system based on the major ITS architecture, and this brings us several advantages over
traditional HTML-based educational systems. First, the main knowledge base is created as an objectoriented concept, which can provide more flexibility for manipulating frame objects and tutoring strategy
also. Second, we have generated a quiz dynamically by the problem solver and also can solve the problem.
Third, we designed a student modeler that can avoid the network traffic in the minimal, by having the

modeler in the server-side, and creates an individual student model in the client-side. Fourth, the
instructional planner can generate an instructional plan dynamically, and this is another advancement of
building web-based ITS, since the current web-based ITS research shows further work on this subject.
Additional issue of the paper is that we designed the system as the distributed infrastructure using CORBA
as backbone of the system. This structure solves the bottleneck problem of previous CGI dependent systems,

and also gives some benefits of better performance and also gives flexibility in the case of further
enhancement of the system.
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On the Web, there are diverse learning resources with the same learning topic,
each of which is designed by different authors. Properly using these web-based
resources, learners can study the topic from diverse points of view. This is one
of the prominent merits of web-based learning. However, learners would have

difficulty in finding a learning resource suitable to their learning contexts
because there are currently an enormous number of learning resources on the

Web and because most web-based learning resources do not have a clear
description of their characteristics such as what kind of learners should use, what
kind of learning goal can be achieved. Our approach to this issue is to reorganize
web-based learning resources with indexes called resource indexes representing
their characteristics, and to provide learners with an adaptive navigation support,

which recommends them some learning resources to be learned next

in

accordance with their needs and knowledge states. We also report a preliminary
experiment to evaluate the validity of the adaptive navigation support with a
demonstration system. From the results of this experiment, we have made sure
that it is valid.

Keywords: Learning Resource, Web-based Learning, Resource Index,
Resource Navigation

1 Introduction
Over the past several years, an increasing number of hypermedia/hyperdocuments based resources on the
Web have been available, which are designed from an educational point of view, or which are worth learning.
Learning with such existing web-based resources has accordingly become more important, particularly as
the realization of lifelong and distance learning [1].

On the Web, there are many learning resources with the same topic, each of which is designed by different
authors. Some of them are suitable for augmenting domain concepts/knowledge in the topic. Some are also
suitable for having a deeper understanding of the topic with examples/simulation/illustration, or applying
knowledge with exercises. Properly using these kinds of learning resources, learners can study the topic
from diverse points of view. This is a prominent merit of learning a topic on the Web.

This paper describes a web-based learning environment that makes use of diverse learning resources
involving a certain topic to promote learning. The main issue addressed here is how to help learners select
some instructive learning resources according to their learning contexts. There are currently an enormous
number of learning resources on the Web. In addition, most web-based learning resources do not have a
clear description of what kind of learners should use, what kind of learning goal can be achieved and so on
[7]. Learners consequently have difficulty in finding an instructive learning resource [4].
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The approach presented in this paper is to reorganize web-based learning resources with indexes called
resource indexes representing their characteristics, and to build a learning resource database. At present,
there exist a number of Web sites collecting URLs of web-based learning resources. These sites use resource
indexes, which mainly represent learning topics/subjects, to classify the learning resources. The resource

indexes allow learners to know what they can learn beforehand. In other words, they can select learning
resources from a "what to learn" point of view. However, the indexes are not enough for them to find a
learning resource suitable to their learning contexts since they would usually think of not only "what to
learn" but also "how to learn". They would particularly think of in which learning phase they try to learn.
There are generally several phases of learning a topic such as augmenting new knowledge/information about
the topic, deepening understanding of knowledge, applying/stabilizing knowledge, etc [5]. Which learning
resource to select depends on in which phase learners try to learn. Learning phases should be accordingly
represented as resource indexes.

In this paper, we propose a way to reorganize web-based learning resources with "how to learn" indexes
(HTL indexes for short) including learning phases in addition to conventional "what to learn" indexes (WTL
indexes for short), building a learning resource database. We also demonstrate an adaptive navigation
support with the database, which recommends learners some resources to be learned next in accordance with
their learning contexts such as needs and knowledge states. This aims to promote their learning from
knowledge accretion phase to knowledge stabilization phase.

In the following sections, we first describe the way to build a learning resource database with WTL and HTL
indexes. Next, we demonstrate the adaptive navigation support with the database. Furthermore, we report a
preliminary experiment to evaluate the validity of the adaptive navigation support. From the results of this
experiment, we have made sure that it is useful.

2 Reorganizing Web-based Learning Resources
2.1 Learning with Existing Resources on the Web

Before discussing the way to reorganize learning resources on the Web, let us first consider learning with
them. In this paper, a learning resource means a hyperdocument, which describes a learning topic within a
Web site. It provides learners with a hyperspace that consists of a number of Web pages. Learners can
explore the hyperspace to learn domain concepts/knowledge [2], [6]. On the Web, in addition, there are
diverse learning resources with the same topic, which could facilitate diverse learning phases such as
augmenting and applying domain concepts/knowledge. Properly using these learning resources, learners can
study the topic from diverse points of view.

As shown in Figure 1, we view web-based learning as learning a topic in three phases and as the transition
between learning phases. The learning phases are as follows: accretion, understanding, and stabilization [3].
Each phase is also explained as follows:
Accretion phase is the one in which domain concepts/knowledge are augmented;
- Understanding phase is the one in which known concepts/knowledge are understood with examples,
simulations, illustrations, etc.;
- Stabilization phase is the one in which known concepts/knowledge are stabilized by means of problem.
solving with exercises.
The transition between learning phases is expected to occur according to completion or impasse of learning
in a phase. It is also expected to take place from knowledge accretion phase to knowledge stabilization phase
or in the opposite direction. Learners' knowledge is finally expected to stabilize. However, learners need not
always start learning from the accretion phase. They can start learning from any learning phase according to
their knowledge states.
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Table 1 Resource Index
Academic Year
WTL
Subject
Index Learning Topic
Impasse

Learning Phase

Impasse

J Parnino Process on a Certain Tonic =7=1>
: Learning Phase
: Transition of Learning Phase
:

Learner's States

I-1TL

Index

Media

Accretion
Understanding
Stabilization
Texts only
Graphics
Animations
Sounds
Simulations
E-Mail
BBS, Chat

Communication
Channel

Others
High Immediacy
High Interactivit
Q uestions and A

Figure 1 Web-based Learning

2.2 Resource Index
In learning a topic, learners would select a learning resource according to their knowledge states. However,
most existing learning resources on the Web do not usually have a clear description about which learning
phase could be facilitated. Therefore, the proper selection of learning resource is not so easy for them. One
way to resolve this problem is to provide learners with a learning resource database.

There currently exist many Web sites, which collect URLs of web-based learning resources. In these sites,
they are classified with resource indexes that mainly represent learning subjects/topics. These indexes allow
learners to select learning resources from a "what to learn" point of view. However, such indexes are not
enough for them to find a learning resource according to their learning contexts. When a learner wants to
stabilize his/her knowledge of a topic, for example, he/she could select a learning resource suitable for
augmenting knowledge about the topic. Learners would usually think of not only "what to learn" but also
"how to learn" especially in which learning phase they should learn.
We have consequently provided resource indexes that consist of "How To Learn (HTL)" indexes in addition
to conventional "What To Learn (WTL)" indexes, and have proposed a way to reorganize learning resources.
In helping learners select learning resources proper for the transition between learning phases as shown in
Figure 1, "learning phase" is first most important as HTL indexes. In helping learners continue learning in a
phase, second, some HTL indexes are necessary for differentiating learning resources that could facilitate the

phase. In fact, some learners may try to resolve an impasse, which occurs in one resource, with other
resources that could facilitate the same learning phase. Considering web-based learning resources with the
same topic, we can see various media for representing the contents such as text, diagram, chart, illustration,
etc. We can also see various interactive/real time environments such £ simulation, chat, BBS, etc. Such
media and communication channels would have an influence on how to learn. In addition to learning phase,
we accordingly regard them as HTL indexes as shown in Table 1.

2.3 Reorganization
Figure 2 shows how to reorganize learning resources with WTL and HTL indexes. First, the learning
resources are classified with WTL indexes so that learners can see from a "what to learn" point of view. Next,

the resources are classified with learning phases so that learners can select fom a number of learning
resources with one topic. Some learning resources may have two or three indexes of learning phase. Finally,
indexes of media and communication channels are attached to each learning resource as its attributes so that
learners can select from a number of resources that could facilitate the same learning phase.
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Following the above way, we have implemented a learning resource database where many existing resources
have been indexed. We have also addressed the issue of how to support indexing (See [5] for more detail).

HTL Index

WTL Index
Academic
Year
High

School

Subjects

Learning
Topic

Learning
Phase

Physics I

Dynamics

Accretion
Understanding

Stabilization

--I Optics

1.

Media
Communication
Channel

Text Only
Animation
Questions
& Answers

Actinisittea

Attribute.

Figure 2 Hierarchy of Indexes

3 Adaptive Navigation Support
3.1 Learning Resource Navigation
Let us now introduce an adaptive navigation support with the learning resource database. Although the
resource indexes allow learners to search learning resources they want to learn, it is still difficult for them to
select a learning resource in accordance with their learning contexts to promote learning from knowledge

accretion to knowledge stabilization. We have accordingly proposed a navigation support, which
recommends learning resources to be learned next according to learners' knowledge states and needs.
The main aim of this support is to promote learning of a specific topic with diverse learning resources so that

learners' knowledge can be stabilized. For this aim, in particular, it attempts to facilitate the transition
between learning phases and to change media/communication channels for promoting learning in one phase.
If a learner reaches an impasse in the understanding phase, for example, he/she is encouraged to return to the

accretion phase to resolve it. If he/she completes the understanding phase, on the other hand, he/she is
encouraged to move to the next phase that is stabilization phase. He/she is alternatively encouraged to
continue learning in the same phase with different resources that have different media/communication
channels.

3.2 Recommendation
Let us next explain how to execute the learning resource recommendation in accordance with learners'
knowledge states and needs. In the navigation support, we consider two knowledge states: impasses and
completion of learning a resource. Learners are asked which state they reach after learning the resource. If
necessary, they can also demand change of media/communication channels for a learning resource to be
learned next as their needs.

The learning resource recommendation uses the information given by the learners to make a list of learning

resources to be learned next. The learning resources are put in the order of priority. The aim of the
recommendation is not to give the learners the most instructive resource from the database. The list provides
them with a guide in selecting instructive learning resources.
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Figure 3 Resource Navigation System Interface

Figure 3 shows the interface of the prototype system for adaptive navigation support. This system,
implemented with Common Gateway Interface (COI), consists of two windows. The left window enables
learners to input their needs and knowledge states in learning the current resource. It also shows a history of
learning resources used, and encourages the learners to reflect on their learning processes. The right window
displays a list that puts learning resources in order of priority for recommendation.

3.3 Procedure
Let us next explain how to decide the order of priority for recommending learning resources to be learned
next. It corresponds to deciding which resource indexes should be given priority.
3.3.1 Ordering with Knowledge States
(1) Case of Impasse
When learners reach an impasse in a learning phase, learning resources, which could facilitate the previous
learning phase, are first recommended so that they can resolve the impasse. The previous phase as index is
accordingly given priority. On the other hand, the next phases are not given priority. Learning resources that
have the same media/communication channels are also recommended since the learners may get confused

with a change of media/communication channels in addition to the change of learning phase. The same
media/communication channels as indexes are accordingly given priority. In case learners' knowledge state
is in an impasse, therefore, learning resources that have the previous phase and the same
media/communication channels as resource indexes are recommended as resources that are more instructive.

(2) Case of Completion

When learners complete learning in a learning phase, learning resources that have the next phase as index
are first recommended so that they can further their knowledge. The next phase as index is accordingly
given priority. The previous phases, on the other hand, are not given priority. The media/communication
channels as indexes are given in the same way as the case of impasse. In case learners' knowledge state is in
completion of learning, therefore, learning resources that have the next phase and the same
media/communication channels as resource indexes are recommended as resources that are more instructive.
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3.3.2 Ordering with Learners' Needs
In learning a resource, some learners may demand change of media/communication channels for the learning
resource to be learned next. Regardless of learners' knowledge states, in this case, the same learning phase
and different media/communication channels as indexes are given priority. The same media/communication

channels are not given priority. Second, the different learning phases as indexes are not given priority
according to learners' knowledge states. In case of impasse, the next phases are not given priority. In case of
completion, the previous phases are not given priority. Learning resources that have the same phase and
different media/communication channels as resource indexes are consequently recommended as resources
that are more instructive. However, the way of ordering discussed in 3.3.1 is executed if learners reiterate
learning in the same phase.
3.33 Calculation for Recommendation

Let us explain the way of calculation for ordering learning resources with an example. Learning resources
are ordered with recommendation score, which is calculated every resource. Each learning resource has a
number of HTL indexes. The recommendation score is calculated as follows. It is first scored ten points per
learning phase index that is given priority, and is scored minus ten points per learning phase index that is not
given priority. Next, it is scored one point per media/communication channel index that is given priority, and
is scored minus one point per media/communication channel index that is not given priority. The larger the
recommendation score is, the higher the priority of recommendation is.
Figure 4 shows an example of ordering five learning resources. In this example, a learner inputs "impasse"
as his/her knowledge states in learning a resource. The learning resource has the "understanding" phase,

"text only" media as HTL indexes. In this case, the accretion phase as index is given priority. The
stabilization phase is not given priority. In addition, the "text only" media as indexes is given priority, while
the other media/communication channels are not given priority. Therefore, the recommendation scores for
the five learning resources calculated as shown in the right side of Figure 4. The learning resource that has
the accretion phase and "text only" media as HTL indexes is recommended in the highest priority.

Next Resource Index

Priority advi

Recommendation
&5211

Phase +10

Accretion

Media +1
Communication Channel 0

Phase +10

Accretion

--

furrent Resource

Understanding

Media -2
Communication Channel 0

Understanding

......

Understanding

---

Learner's States

Questions & Answers

Impasse

Phase 0
Media +1
Communication Channel 0

.

Stabilization

Phase 0
Media -2
Communication Channel -I

Phase -10
Media -I

High Interactivity

-1

Communication Channel -I

Fig. 4 Example for Recommendation

4 Preliminary Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
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In order to evaluate the adaptive navigation support with the resource indexes and the learning contexts, we
have had a preliminary experiment. The main purpose of this experiment was to ascertain the validity of the
way of calculation for the recommendation order.

In this experiment, we compared the order of priority for recommendation generated with the adaptive
navigation support to the order in which subjects placed learning resources by reading them carefully. Table
2 shows learning resources used in the experiment, which are described about a learning topic of "Global
Warming Issue". Subjects were 12 graduate and undergraduate students in department of engineering. In
spite of a well-known topic, the results of pretest indicated that they did not necessarily have sufficient
domain knowledge.

The procedure of the experiment with each subject was as follows:

(1) He/she was asked to learn the resource A and then to input his/her knowledge state after learning. If
he/she wanted to change media/communication channels, he/she could also input it as his/her need.
(2) He/she was asked to read the remaining resources carefully and place them in the order where he/she felt
them more proper for his/her knowledge state and need.

Table 3 shows the order of priority for recommendation in each learning context considered. The order is

calculated by the way discussed in section 3.3. For example, the recommendation is done in order of
resource C, B, D and E, when a subject's knowledge state is in completion. Comparing the order of priority
for recommendation to the order that subjects decided, we evaluated the validity of the learning resource
recommendation.

4.2 Result
Table 4 shows the results of this experiment. The vertical axis is the order in which the system placed the
learning resources (System-decided Order for short) and the horizontal axis is the order in which subjects
placed them (Subjects-decided Order for short). The smaller the number of the order is the higher the
priority for recommendation is. Each value in the table means the number of cases that fulfilled the Systemdecided order and the Subjects-decided order. For example, there were six cases where both System-decided
and Subjects-decided orders were the first place.
In order to look into an approximate tendency in Table 4, we divided the order of priority into High and Low.

As shown in Table 5, the High order including the first and second places of both System-decided and
Subjects-decided orders, and the Low order also including the third and fourth places. We then performed
Fisher's exact probability test in Table 5. As a result, there was a significant relevancy between Systemdecided order and Subjects-decided order(p=0.00867), and these orders were positively related with a
correlation (6=0.42). It indicates that System-decided order agreed with Subjects-decided order
approximately.
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Table 2 The Learning Resource for Experiment
Resource
Think about global warming
A
http://www.nature-n.com/g_wrm/index-j.htm
B

Eco-Life Guide The Issue of Global Warming
http://www.eic.or.jp/ecolife/t001.html

C

Environment Global Warming
Kyoto-Earth's Homepage
http://www.pref.kyoto. jp/intro/2 1 cent/kankyo/h3 .html

D

Global Warming
http://www.wnn.or.jp/wnn-eco/cop3/index.html

Tackling to the global environmental problems

Global

E Warming

HTL Index
Phase : Accretion
Media : Graphics
Phase : Understanding, Stabilizatioi
Media : Graphics, Others
Communication Channel : Questions
Phase : Accretion, Understanding
Media : Graphics, E-Mail
Phase : Accretion, Understanding, 5
Media : Graphics, Others
Communication Channel : Questions
High Interacti'
Phase : Accretion
Media : Graphics

http://www.epcc.pref.osaka.jp/apec/jpn/earth/index.htm

Table 3 Order of Priority that the System Ordered
Case of Impasse
Priority
Resource
0
Phase
Phase Media
CC

Case of Completion

Resource
B

+1

+1,-1

-1

B

-1,-1

C
D
E

+1

+1,-1

0

-1

+1

+1,-1

-1,-1

0

+1

0

C
D
E

Case of Change State : Completion
Resource

Priority

0

Priority
Media
+1,-1
+1,-1
+1,-1

-1,-1
0

+1

CC

0

-1

0
-1,-1
0

Case of Change (State : Impasse
Priority
Resource
CC
Phase Media

Phase

Media

CC

B

0

+1,-1

+1

B

-1, -I

+1,-1

C
D
E

+1

+1,-1

0

+1,-1

0

+1,-1

+1,+1

+1.+1

-1

0

+1,-1,-1
+1

+1,-1

+1

C
D
E

+1,-1

+1

-1

0

0

+1

(CC : Communication Channel)

Table 5 Result of Experiment

Table 4 Result of Experiment
Systemdecided Order

Subjects-decided Order
1

2

3

4

4

2

1

4

5

3

1

3

3

5

2

3

3

4

2

1

6

5

1

0

.`"----_,...,....,,...

System-decided
LowOrder
System-decided
High Order

Subjectsdecided
HighOrder

Subjects

decided
LowOrder

7

17

17

7

5 Discussion
From the results of the experiment, we have made sure that the adaptive navigation support is useful for
learners to learn a certain topic with diverse learning resources. However, it does not work well for learners
who cannot input their knowledge states and needs by themselves because these are important information
for the adaptation. One way to resolve this is that teachers/instructors help such learners input. In addition,
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some learners may input their wrong knowledge states. However, this is not a serious problem from a whole

learning process point of view since inputting "completion" as knowledge state despite his/her
incompleteness of learning would cause a serious impasse in the next learning phase, for example.
Alternatively, inputting "impasse" despite his/her completeness of learning as knowledge state would cause a
complete learning in the previous phase without difficulty.

Lets us next discuss the adaptive navigation support compared with related work on courseware generation
on the Web [8]. Courseware is generally generated in order to facilitate learning of a series of topics and
relationships between these topics. Each topic included in a courseware accordingly needs to be designed as
learning resource from a specific point of view. In related work on courseware generation, the same designer
prepares each learning resource for each topic on the Web. However, it is hard to make a courseware from
existing web-base resources since they are usually designed from different points of view. On the other hand,

we focus on properly using diverse resources with the same topic, not with related topics, to promote
learning of it from diverse points of view.

6 Conclusions
This paper has proposed a learning resource database that reorganizes learning resources on the Web with

resource indexes. This paper has also presented the adaptive navigation with the database, which
recommends learners some resources to be learned next according to their needs and knowledge states. This
allows learners to use existing learning resources with a certain topic to promote their learning. In addition,
the paper preliminarily evaluated the adaptive navigation support. In this experiment, we compared the order
of priority for recommendation generated with the adaptive navigation support to the order in which subjects
placed learning resources. As a results, we have made sure that it is valid.
In the future, it is necessary to evaluate the adaptive navigation support in more detail. We would also like to
develop a more practical system and open to the public.
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Advances in computer technology and the Internet with the prevalence of World
Wide Web have provided alternatives and changes to our learning styles. We
start by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of Web-based learning and
the environment, then move on to assess the possibility of applying Web-based
learning in elementary schools. The restrictions of computer-assisted learning
and distance learning due to the environment and students' capabilities will then
be discussed proceeded by its potential problems and solutions. Finally, we will
discuss about the model and application of Web-based learning and the future
researches. Hopefully, this will be of value to promote Web-based learning in
computer classes in elementary schools.

Keywords: Web-based, Web-based Learning, Distance Education, Distance
Learning

1 Introduction
Between 1998-1999, the computer learning community of Taiwan elementary schools has also changed
rapidly. The Ministry of Education has invested 6.4 billion NT in a year furnishing facilities of computer
labs in all the elementary schools, and each school is connected to the ADSL net line [1 ]. This revolutionary
act has motivated and enhanced the web-based learning environment in schools.
WWW (World Wide Web) has definitely made great influence to our Web-based learning community. The

variety and multiplicity of multi-media from the WWW has created a vivacious opportunity and
environment for learners. Through the participation of teachers' posting their teaching materials on the web
page, more interactions of teacher and student involvement in web-based learning can be anticipated, which
will also be of tremendous help to the expansion of web-based learning in elementary schools. In this paper
we will discuss the practice of Web-based learning in elementary schools in Taiwan, and to analyze its
advantages and problems.

2 The Advantages of Web-based Learning
2.1 Learning not limited to space:
What used to restrict students in the classroom for learning is no longer a compulsive rule. Learning can be
anywhere at any time, whether it is life-long learning for adults or a basic course for kids, as long as you
have a computer and are able to get hooked to the Internet, you can surf and search all over the world for
information through endless Websites. This new model of learning will definitely impose great challenge
and influence on the old traditional learning. In the meantime, Web Paged curriculums provide much more
flexibility for students b practice and review their lessons wherever and whenever they want, as long as
facility allows. Through numerous Websites all over the world, knowledge and information are observed,
exchanged, selected, and discussed among various counterparts. Finally, the concluding of data constructs
the knowledge we want.
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2.2 Web-based courses are easy to use in distance learning:
The amount of investment in Web-based courses is much less than investment in courses transmitted at Real-

Time or Course-on-Demand. For the previous mentioned classes, fine equipment and hardware are
required---the case where limitation comes for elementary schools. As for creating web pages, web-sites,
and even integrating different means of multi-media, it of smoother manage to elementary schools especially
in terms of finance and personnel; besides, the alterations and updating of the information on the teacher' s
web-site provides flexibility to the course. Therefore, with the above considerations, there is obviously much
room for expansion of web-based learning in elementary schools.

3 Problems of Web-based Learning in Elementary Schools
3.1 Lack of motivation for pursuing knowledge:
Web-based learning is learner-centered and self-directed. It is for learners of high motivation to in spire
oneself with massive acquirement and achievement of information. The learner can also find his own way of
solving problems and evaluate himself at the end. However, students of the elementary level are young at
age and at most times, they depend on parents and teachers to set up their learning habits. It will certainly
take more time and effort (to use web-based learning) if not enough self-imposed and active learning are
involved. Therefore, it is most important to come up with a method that will stimulate the students'
motivation for learning, and perhaps help them form active learning habits.

3.2 Lack of the ability for interchanges among students:
Interactions that occur during the process of web-based learning are usually carried out by means of E-mail,

Questions List, News, and even NetMeeting. These may be challenging to elementary kids with the
possibility of inferior typing skills or expressing ability. It is then quite necessary to provide special
pre-courses as a prerequisite for this learn ing model and assist the students to obtain the needed skills step
by step.
With the overwhelming amount of information available on the Internet, it is rather difficult for children to
choose the data they want. It is necessary to have a guardian in assistance to lead them on the right track.

4 Analysis of Applying Web-based Learning to Elementary Schools
4.1 From the view of hardware:
By 1999, all the elementary and junior high schools in all 21 counties of Taiwan have been set up with
access to the Internet web-sites [4]. In my opinion, the setting up of Web Server and the supply of relevant
curriculums do not appear as a problem; however, the ban-width would be of a more complex issue. The
unsymmetrical feature (downloading I .54Mbps and uploading 384K) of ADSL lines in elementary schools
may cause insufficient band-width while delivering data to clients at the remote end, when students
accessing the courses on the same time.
At the elementary school where I work (a school in the suburb), about 30%-40% of the students have a
computer at home, however, this does not imply direct access with the Internet. This could be the main
obstacle for Web-based learning. The "rush hours" for Internet traffic jam occurs at the time when most
people are at home which is about from5:00pm to 10:00pm, also the causing the problem of insufficient
ban-width. With a 56K modem, this will probably be the most challenging factor of all.

4.2 The Position of Web-based Learning and Its Problems:
Certain computer skills must be required (browsing, downloading, printing out. .) as a prerequisite for this
type of learning, including means of turning in assignments and on-line examinations. Web-based learning is
not just about browsing around, for then it would be merely fragments of learning. It should offer as an
alternative channel of learning with careful guidance from parents and teachers.
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As mentioned before, elementary children are still immature at mind and at heart, therefore, if Web-based
learning is placed as assisted courses with gradual increase with the grade level, it is an opening of another
interface to learning. Web-based learning is not suggested for replacement of interactive activities, personal
involvement, personality molding, etc. According to my opinion, Web-based learning should be used as
assisted teaching which provides another channel for learning.

5 Web-based Learning in Elementary Schools and the Prospects
5.1 About Interface of the Web and Courses Designing:
Vivid images and perhaps merry sounds and music can be attracting to children. It is only when children are
attracted and motivated that learning takes place.

Not all courses are suitable for Web-based learning. Physical Education and sports could not be applied on
the Internet, thus selective elements are involved in syllabus planning.
Web-based learning is mostly questioned by its lack of interactions. If courses can be designed to increase
the interchanges as in real situations, through synthesis of images and sounds, bulletin boards, then the

problem of unreality can be reduced. Designs of various types of interfaces is the goal and as for
teacher-student interactions, Web-based &mail, Web-based Chat Room, Questions List, News, IRC are all
highly suggested means.

5.2 Objective Environmental Changes:
The construction of Wide Band-width Networks is no longer an impossible task. With the prevalence of
ADSL, ISDN, Cable Modem, Direct PC, etc., prices are sure to be lowered. The successful case by
SingAREN (Singapore Advanced Research and Education Network) using ADSL & Cable Modem can be a
learning sample [2]. With proper combination of the cable TV and the Cable Modem, plus other means like
ADSL, Web-based learning can definitely be activated into good use. As long as heavy traffic can be
prevented in the Internet, anyone can roam around carelessly in the world of Internet for knowledge; for the
Internet is a treasure island with endless sources of information.

6 Conclusions
The educational environments will be the use of highly interactive computing and communication in the
future. Web-based learning gives us the chance to reflect on the traditional way of learning; it is not meant to
replace the former learning style, but rather to provide an alternative learning model. Computers and
network technology have potential not only to support learning for understanding in the classroom, but also
to facilitate active guided professional development for teacher [3]. As long as we can have enough
band-width, more flexible classes in school, more multiple teaching strategies and models, and assist each
student according to his or her individual needs and ability, Web-based learning can certainly be anticipated
to be the best tool for in our life-long learning.
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This paper reports an effectiveness research of e-mail discussion review support

system with summary extraction method. The support system we have
developed can automatically extract summary sentences from the normal
conversational style language in e-mail messages using reference relationship of
e-mails that participants have discussed. One could use the summary sentences
for looking back on discussion, and use them as an idea database at a glance.

Japanese natural language processing technology has been applied in the
proposed method. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we
conducted experiments using a questionnaire and protocol analysis. We
compared the two system; the system with and without summary sentences in
the table of e-mail content. As a result, following fact-findings were obtained.
The system with summary sentences could promote reading strategy such as
utilization of table of contents and comprehension of e-mail message structures.
On the other hand, the system without summary sentence makes the reader pay
attention to the detail information such as name of discussing member.

Finally, we concluded that the system with summary sentence is effective for
understanding of relationship among various e-mail messages.

Keywords: Mailing lists, Natural language processing, Distance learning,
Learning environment, Summary sentence extraction, Collaborative
learning, Factor analysis, Reading strategies

1 Introduction
Collaborative learning support environments for network-based discussion appear to be investigated quite
often [1][2]. For instance, e-mail is extensively used in the classes for learners' communication.
The research topic we reported here is collaboration support tools that intended for e-mail discussion. For
the purpose of sharing of participants' activities on computer networks, we have proposed a summary
extraction method along the development of mailing list discussions and an outline presentation tool for
mailing list [3][4][7][9]. Japanese morphemes analysis system [8] is applied in our researches. This web-

based tool supports reviewing the past discussion on the mailing list. As for results of the summary
extraction method, we conducted comparative evaluation between the result of human summarization and of

the method. The result suggests that the proposed method can detect major sentences in e-mail articles
properly [4].

There is a number of preceding researches on the keyword and summary sentences extraction methods of

documents [5][6][15]. But the most of extraction methods in preceding researches applied to well-
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documented text, like the newspaper manuscript or research paper. On the other hand, this research targets
on the conversational style language in text form. For identifying the outline of e-mail discussion, there are
many difficult problems in e-mail messages. These are:

E-mail messages are conversational style language and many summary extraction methods using
syntactic information could be not applied.
The title of e-mail might not be changed as the discussion continues, if so, the title is not meaningful as
the summary of documents.
The method should identify the flow of discussion corresponding with e-mails in order to grasp the
topic.

Besides, most of evaluation experiments in summary extraction method with natural language processing
technology focus on the validity of algorithm, like adaptability or reproducibility. About analysis of reading
comprehension when additional information, e.g. summary, is given, we could refer Ausubel's research on
the advanced organizer model [10]. The paucity of reports on sentence comprehension process encouraged
us to investigate it.

The purpose of the present paper is to analyze how the summary sentences accomplishes to an actual
comprehension process. In this paper we describe an experimental study of e-mail message reading process
with or without the extracted summary sentences.
In the first experiment, we investigated e-mail message reading strategies using responses of questionnaire.
We conducted comprehension test and reading process analysis. In the reading process analysis, the result
was divided into seven factors using factor analysis. The system with summary sentences could promote
reading strategy such as utilization of table of contents and comprehension of e-mail message structures. On

the other hand, the system without summary sentence makes the reader give attention to the detail
information such as names of participating members.

In the second experiment, we analyzed peer discussion processes while reading e-mails on the World Wide
Web (WWW) interface. We conducted the comprehension test of the e-mail messages. We also conducted

protocol analysis of e-mail reading comprehension. Also hereupon, we compared the results with two
conditions, one is a group to which the summary sentence of the e-mail messages was given, and the other is

a group without summary sentence of e-mail messages. The results of protocol analysis show some
difference in the number of utterance collected during the experiment.

2 Summary extraction method along development of discussion
The summary extraction method was
discussed in our preceding research
[3][4]. In this paper, we de-scribe the
outline of the extraction method for

Flow of discussion
Preceding message

Target message

Response message

77

better understanding by the readers.

2.1 Idea of the extraction
method

Phase I: Extracts nouns for each message.

So

of preceding

nouns set
of target

message

message

nouns set

Phase 2: Select keywords for summary (S,) by set operation

C.

C.

I

(C.
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repeatedly

appeared

in

response message.
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We tried the extraction of keywords
and summary sentences of the
discussion from the document in the
mailing list based on the preceding
research [11] intended for the
discussion such as Netnews. This keyword extraction method can be used in

the discussion environment with the
following features; (1) The change in
the topic does not take place easily in a

Phase 3: Select sentence(s) include element(s) ofS,. as "summary".

Figure 1: Flow of Summary Extraction Procedure
from the target message.
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row. (2) There is a habitual practice
that

the

participants

do

repeated

revisions during the discussion, and

uses the quotation appropriately. But although it is limited in our case, e-mail discussion might develop in
many ways, and the topic is changeable. The relationship of e-mail message for the keyword extraction
between the target message and the past messages is little in e-mail discussion.
Then, in this paper, we set up a hypothesis: Although there was a dependency on the topic, e-mail messages
with new information are tempted to encourage responses later. That is, we can treat them as topic making
messages in the mailing list. We proposed a summary extraction method that enables pick up those new
information as keywords and summary sentences in the messages [3][4]. Figure 1 shows flow of keyword
and summary extraction by this method from the content of the message of the mailing list.

However, this summary extraction method supposes both preceding and response messages must be
consecutive in the thread. Therefore, we set some assumptions for these exceptions. When the target message is the beginning message in the thread, the title of the message is also used and extracts common nouns
among the title of the target message and the body of related messages. On the other hand, when the target
message is the last message in the thread, we choose keywords only from the preceding and the target
message, and common nouns in both messages is treated as keywords for the target message. Moreover,
summary sentences are regenerated when there is a new message in the mailing list.

2.2 Summary generation and WWW display tool
We implemented summary generation and display tool using the proposed summary extraction method. This
can be operated on the World Wide Web (WWW) to refer to past messages of mailing list [7]. Fig-ure 2
shows the display of Web page with and without summary sentences. These Web pages fulfill the role of
table of contents (TOC) of mailing list. Readers look for contents from the list view with tree structure along
continuity of e-mails. They can trace the body of each message from Web link. TOC shows serial number,
writer, date of issue, and the title of the e-mail. In Figure 2(b), under the link to the body, summary sentence
obtained by the noun set is displayed. When more than one sentence is extracted by the method, it becomes
so complicated that the implication of TOC is diminished. So we referred to the procedure widely used in

full-text search system [6], the number of displayed sentence is trimmed off to only one sentence that
include maximum different number of chosen keywords. We treat that sentence as important sentence for
TOC.

3 Evaluation experiment in the e-mail message comprehension
In this research, we carried out the evaluation experiment on effects of summary presentation while reading
past e-mails on the mailing list. We conducted reading comprehension test and factor analysis of reading
strategies.

3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Subsubsections
In the experiment, we made the settings resembling the actual Web-based environment of the mailing list.
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(b) TOC Web page with summary sentences.

We printed out the several e-mail messages in a row, referred to as "thread", and the table of contents (TOC)
for the e-mail messages in addition. Figure 3 shows the part of the experimental materials. To the semblance
[NGP:01768]
From: satotaka@

.ne.jp at 99/06/10 20:51:

[NGP:01770] Re:
From: tetsuya@

[NGP:01768]
From: satotaka@

.ne.jp at 99/06/10 20:51:

.id at 99/06/10 21:22:02

[NGP:017701 Re:
From: tetsuya@

.id at 99/06/10 21:22:02

.jp at 99/06/11 08:17:56

[NGP:01773) Re:
From: syun@

.jp at 99/06/11 08:17:56

?

[NGP:01773) Re:
From: syun@

(a) Printed TOC with summary sentences.

(b) Printed TOC without summary sentences.

Figure 3: The part of the printed experimental materials

of Figure 2, the summary is generated from the proposed summary extraction method. It appeared in parallel
beneath each entry in the TOC, or not appeared. E-mail messages for the summary extraction method consist

of nine messages of mailing lists. The topic in the mailing list is the educational use of the Internet for
foreign Japanese schools and domestic schools.

3.1.2 Procedures
Subjects of the experiment are 56 undergraduate students. None of the subjects know about the mailing list.
The printed TOC as described above is affixed in front of the e-mail messages. The printed experi-mental
materials were distributed to the subjects, and the researcher explained the experimental setting: "We are
going to try to read past e-mails, and catch up with the exchange of the e-mail discussion." In addition, the
participants were asked to use TOC positively.

The subjects read these documents for eight minutes. After the eight minutes, the researcher confirmed all
the subjects had read the documents once. After that, the subjects were not allowed to read the docu-ments
again, and they did the e-mail comprehension test. They had answered the following questions:
1. Write down the name of places which had appeared on the first e-mail as much as you remember.
2. Write down the episode of the first e-mail as much as you remember.
Later, they answered a questionnaire, which was consisting of 28 items with five-point rating scale and
space for writing comments. The items were concerning the e-mail reading strategies. In order to make
questionnaire, we referred the preceding research about sentence intelligibility [121 and our preceding
researches.

3.1.3 Experimental Design

The factor of the experiment materials is presence of summary sentences in the TOC. We can divide the
subjects into two levels. 56 subjects were randomly assigned to both two experimental settings of the
materials, and were divided into the two groups of 28. Therefore, it is a between-subject experimental design
with one factor.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 The comprehension test

In the question 1: "the name of places
which had appeared in first e-mail", we
compared the numbers of correct
answers between two groups. We leave
non-response persons off from the

analysis. As a result of ANOVA, there

was no significant difference in the
answers
correct
of
number

Table 1: Extracted factors and results of ANOVA
Ratio
Name
21.5% **p<.01
1. Read the content in detail and memorize
10.5% *p<.05
2. Use Table of Contents
8.7%
3. Think about the development of discussion
7.1%
4. Combine their knowledge
5.1%
5. Think about the theme of discussion
4.3%
6. Read back and force
3.9%
7. Write down a memo
61.1%
Accumulated Explanation Ratio
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(F(1,48)=1.065, p>.10).

In the question 2: "the episode of the first e-mail",
we have chosen eight words from the message as

answer words of the question beforehand. We
compared the numbers of appeared answer words
between two groups. We also leave non-response

Table 2: ANOVA for Factor Scores
(a) ANOVA for Factor Score of factor 1.
R2
df MS F
Source
SS
Factor
5.61
1
5.61 7.21 0.0098
Error
38.11 49 0.78
Total
43.72 50

p<.0

persons off from the analysis. As a result of

(b) ANOVA for Factor Score of factor 2.
ANOVA, there was no significant difference in the Source
R2
df MS F
SS
average number of the answer words (F(1,48)=.415, Factor
4.62
1
4.62 5.99 0.0180'
p>.10).
37.78 49 0.77
Error
Total
42.39 50
3.2.2 E-mail reading strategies

p<.0

The factor analysis with major factor method and varimax rotation method was applied to the 28 questionnaire items concerning strategies of the comprehension for e-mail messages.

As we shown in Table 1, we sequentially named the seven factors. We extracted these factors from the
change in the eigenvalue. The accumulated factor explanation ratio was 61.1%. Next, factor score of seven
factors was calculated par subjects.

Table 2 shows results of ANOVA. As a result of ANOVA for seven factors, a significant difference was
found in the first factor "Read the content in detail and memorize" (F(1,50) =7.212, p<.01) and the second
factor "Use Table of Contents" (F(1,50)=5.988, p<.05).
In addition, we compare the score for each item in two groups.

As a result, the group with summary sentences could promote reading strategies such as "Usefully reading
TOC help me to know the content of sentences" (t(51)=3.58, p<.01), and "Refer TOC to read the content in
the messages" (t(52)=2.76, p<.01). Those who use summary sentences would have tendency that they try to
know the relation between the content and the whole structure of the thread.

On the other hand, the group without summary sentences would take reading strategies such as "Pay

attention to the participant's name or the name of places appeared on the e-mail while reading"
(t(50)=2.34,p<.05), "Read the content carefully and memorize in detail" (t(51)=1.94, p<.10). Thus, they
attempted to give attention to the detail information such as names of discussing members.

3.3 Summary of the experiment
In the experiment, there was a significant difference in the e-mail reading strategies while there was no
significant difference in the recognition of e-mail contents. Our proposed method is a kind of new information presentation method for the support of e-mail reference. We might say our summary extraction
method and display tool for mailing list could help readers to suppress consideration of detail information in
the documents. On the other hand, these supports help to maintain the particular contents easier.

4 Protocol analysis of e-mail reading process
From the suggestion in the preceding section, adding summary sentences possibly provide a hint on the email reading strategies. In this section, we examined changes of e-mail reading strategies when having the
benefit of summary sentences using protocol analysis. To put it concretely, the subjects answer questions
after reading the content of e-mail messages that is displayed on the WWW pages. We have observed the email reading strategies while participants were reading e-mail messages.

4.1. Methods
4.1.1 Experimental materials
We have used 43 e-mail messages of the mailing list for the summary extraction method. Educational use of
the Internet in foreign Japanese schools and domestic schools was focused in this mailing list.
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Each e-mail message can be traced back and forth from TOC WWW page shown in Figure 2. We have set
two conditions; one was in which summary sentences were given, and the other was in which it was not
given.

4.1.2 Subjects
Subjects were 20 undergraduate students forming ten pairs. The reason for making group of two is that the
subjects could discuss naturally with each other, and therefore, we could collect natural speech proto-cols
easily from the conversation [13][14]. They were randomly assigned to two different experimental settings
as described previously in this paper.

4.1.3 Procedure of the experiment
The two subjects were seated in front of the computer and were given an instruction for the present experiment by researcher. After the e-mail reading, the subjects were asked to answer some questions on
reading comprehension. The subjects were allowed to start reading e-mail messages from anywhere. Then,
they read e-mail messages through WWW pages for 20 minutes. After that, they were asked to answer some

questions regarding particular content in the e-mail messages within 15 minutes. Finally, they were
interviewed about the provision of advance information of the mailing list and the interest on the topic of
discussion. None of the subjects know about this mailing list.

4.2. Analysis and Results
In this experiment, we recorded peer protocol with a digital video (DV). Then, we played the recordings and
type in the conversation by listening the recordings. During the analysis of utterance, we identify sev-eral
reading strategies or procedure for sentence comprehension. For each unit of procedure and strategy, the
protocol was classified into the protocol categories [13]. For the classification, we have used the result of the
factor analysis as we seen in Table 1. The categories "Read the content in detail and memorize" and "Use
Table of Contents" were found to be significantly different on factor analysis. In the first cate-gory, we have

considered utterances if the subjects read particular personal name and place name aloud. In the second
category, we have considered utterances if the subjects read aloud the summary sentences or pursue
continuity of the mailing list by pointing to the TOC. Some subjects pointed using mouse cur-sor's move or
their fingers.

Table 3: Frequency of strategies appearance between two categories
Without summary
With summary
Protocol category
103
128
1. Read the content in detail and memorize
22
35
2. Use Table of Contents

Table 3 shows the comparative result with two protocol categories. As the number of subjects is very less, a
clear conclusion could not be drawn. But as in Table 3, the frequency of category 1 was relatively higher
than that of category 2. As a the result, by means of summary display tool with e-mail messages has been
suggested as a method to manage a lot of reading strategies easily. However, though the differ-ence of the
frequency does not contradict the results of ANOVA in the previous section, it does not show a significant
difference in the comparison of ratios ( x1(1) = 0.67, p > .10 )

In this experiment, a significant difference was not seen in the frequency of the e-mail reading strate-gies.
We need to add the number of experiments as well as study the influence of experimental design in peer
conversation.

5 Conclusions
The results of this research may be summarized as follows:
1. We applied the summary extraction method for mailing list, and analyzed e-mail reading comprehen-sion

and reading strategies for reference. Although the result is limited to the e-mail messages we used, the
display of e-mail summary sentences affects experimental subjects' reading strategies. On the other hand,
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the result of comprehension test does not show significant differences. We may con-clude at this point that

the method of summary sentence extraction is effective in understandings of relationship of e-mail
messages.

2. The influence of summary display on the e-mail reading strategies was examined from the analysis of
utterance protocol. The use of Table of Contents WWW page along with e-mail summary sentences does
not make a difference in the frequency of utterances, but preferential trend for the use of e-mail summary
sentences was observed.

As a problem yet to be solved in the future, we are interested in examining the effectiveness of reading
strategies when e-mail messages are posted and read in real time.
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The purpose of this research is the development of an intelligent on-line learning

system by combining assessment and adaptive learning to each individual
student. It includes two major tasks: (1) Provide different types of students
with the most adequate context when he/she is doing on-line geometry learning
activity on a university level via the Would Wide Web (WWW); (2) Identify
changes in students' van Hiele levels of geometry thought after taking an on-line
geometry course. In the research, the Van Hiele Geometry Test developed by
Usiskin[ 1 1] was first administered to all students to determine their knowledge
of geometry as described by Van Hiele[12]. A student' s level of geometric
thought was identified only by his/her responses to the pretest. Next, different

contexts of instruction were selected depending on a student' s level.
Meanwhile, the on-line assessment of each unit will be performed after he/she
completes one learning unit. Also, the results of the assessment are stored as the
personal profile in the database and used to generate adaptive learning materials
of instruction for the next unit. Finally, when the student completes all materials
of a topic, the student is post-tested using the same Van Hiele Geometry Test to

identify changes in the student' s van Hiele level of geometry thought after
taking the on-line geometry course.

Keywords: On-line learning system, Assessment, Adaptive learning, WWW,
Van Hiele Geometry test, Geometric thought

1 Introduction
Students are usually required to understand the units of a topic assigned by their teacher without concern for
individuals' backgrounds in that field. Also, the learning topic is limited to the teachers' subjective thoughts
and the schools' policies. Therefore, students cannot choose individual topics, which could increase their
interest and improve their performance. Meanwhile, students use the time-consuming way to present their
learning knowledge through written papers. This process causes some of the students could not catch up, and
they may give up during the semester. If a student does not connect current knowledge with prior knowledge,
then improving his/her knowledge can be very difficult.

The technology of the Internet has developed dramatically. Now a day, the Internet and the WWW have
proven to be useful tools for improving communications between the instructors and students because of its
use of multi-media, short response time, and etc. Therefore, the on-line learning system is a helpful tool to
enhance an individual' s motivation and learning process. However, an on-line learning system within the
context cannot adequately apply to all individuals without understanding their general achievement in the
studies. There are many researchers focusing on how to develop adequate on-line lectures to enhance
individuals' learning interest, and improve their motivation [l][2][4][5][6]. However, if the on-line lecture
cannot be applied to each individual depending on his/her learning performance, ability, and feed back, the
effectiveness of the on-line learning will be dramatically reduced. Few studies have applied on-line pre
and post tests to identify which learning contexts are more effective for an individual and examined his/her
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learning performance during the learning processes.

The van Hie le model of geometric thought successfully describes a student' s understanding in geometry.
The van Hie le model consists of five levels of reasoning: visual, descriptive/analytic, abstract/relational,
formal logical, and rigor [15]. The VHL has been used to judge students' abilities in doing geometric
problems. If students are below level III, they are generally unable to construct proofs by themselves.
Many researchers [3][41171[8][101116] found that student' s reasoning abilities and van Hiele levels were
related to their proof-writing abilities. Senk reported that students in level IV or level V have the ability to
complete mathematical proof problems [8]. Students in level IV have the ability to construct proofs by
themselves and not just memorize the proof processes. Therefore, if there are any on-line learning system
which could provide the individualized learning material depending on the results of on-line pre-test,
assessment, and post-test, the system will be a great contribution in the field of computer assisted learning.
In the following section, the concept of the research model will be described, the on-line Van Hiele geometry

test will be explained, the generation of adaptive learning materials will be discussed, and the on-line
assessment will be explained.

2 The Concept of the Model
The on-line learning system proposed in the research integrates the pre-test, post-test, assessment and the
adaptive learning materials. The pre -test is used to determine the ability of a student before he/she starts the
unit of the on-line learning topic. After the student finishes the learning of the unit, the assessment test is
given to evaluate the performance of his/her study. This process is repeated until all units of the topic are
tested. Finally, the post-test is given to evaluate the performance of a student after he/she has finished all

units of the topic. Meanwhile, these records are stored in the database of the users' profiles for the
generation of adaptive learning materials. Therefore, adaptive learning materials could be generated based
on the records of students' profiles, and their on-line learning performance could be dramatically improved.
The concept of the model is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.

learning system

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the model of on-line learning system

3 On-Line Van Hiele Geometry Test
In 1959, P. H. van Hiele, a teacher in the Netherlands, reported on studies that he and his wife, Dina van
Hiele-Geldof, had conducted dealing with mental development in geometry [4][13][14][16]. The van Hieles
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identified five different and unique levels of geometric thinking. These levels have been scaled in two
different ways: from Ito V and from zero to IV. Senk pointed out that all results and references from the van
Hieles' studies described on the zero through IV scale have been translated to the I through V scale [9]. In
this study, the I to V scales were used because students who have not attained the basic or ground VHL
could be assigned a 0 rank [9].
Senk' s five levels of development in geometry are listed below:
Level I: Visual

Students recognize geometric shapes based on their visual transformations from their images of these
geometric shapes. Students are not aware of the properties of these shapes.
Level II: Descriptive/analytic
Students accurately describe the properties of shapes by observing, measuring, and drawing a model. For
example, students at this level would be able to recognize that a rhombus has all sides congruent.

Level III: Abstract/relational
Students can verify figures hierarchically by analyzing the properties of figures. For example, students at
this level would be able to recognize that a square is a rectangle.
Level IV: Formal logical

Students can understand the meaning of proof in the context of definitions, axioms, and theorems. For
example, students would be able to show that the parallel postulate implies that the angle sum of a triangle is
equal to 180°.
Level V: Rigor

Students are able to establish consistency of set axioms and can compare axiomatic systems (e.g., Euclidean
and non-Euclidean geometry). For example, students would be able to verify the existence of parallelograms
and angles between parallel lines in non-Euclidean geometry.
Using observation data, the van Hieles conjectured several properties that govern the five levels of thinking

as students learn geometric ideas. These properties are: (a) individual exploration and reflection on
geometric concepts are needed in order to move from one level to another level; (b) one cannot engage in
thinking at a higher level without passing though the lower levels; (c) each level has its own language,
linguistic development notations, and symbols; and (d) the learning process in each level does not overlap
with previous levels.

The van Hiele Geometry Test (VHGT) was scored using the scoring procedures identified by [11] in his
report on VHL for the Cognitive Development and Assessment Association (CDASS) Development and
Achievement in the Secondary School Geometry Project. The CDASS developed a total of 25 questions to
measure students' geometry skills. These questions were used to determine the students' understanding of
geometric concepts as identified by [12]. Students were given 35 minutes to complete the test. There were
five questions on the VHGT for each VHL, as illustrated in Table 3.

Students were assigned weighted scores for each VHL based on whether their responses met a
predetermined criterion on each subset of the test. A score for a student was assigned based on criteria in
Table 1.

1 point for meeting criterion on items 1 to 5 (Level I)
2 points for meeting criterion on items 6 to 10 (Level II)
4 points for meeting criterion on items 11 to 15 (Level III)
8 points for meeting criterion on items 16 to 20 (Level IV)
16 points for meeting criterion on items 21 to 25 (Level V)

Measure a student' s ability to
1 5 Recognize geometric shapes based on an individual' s visual abilities.
6 10 Measure properties of geometric shapes by observing and drawing a picture.
Items

11-15 Verify figures, hierarchically, by analyzing the properties of figures.
16-20 Understand proof meaning in the context of definitions, axiom, and theorems.
21-25 Identify the consistency of set axioms and compare axiomatic systems.
Table 1: Summary of Properties of the van Hiele Geometric Test
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A student had to correctly answer at least three of five questions in order to meet the criterion. Each VHL
corresponds to a weighted sum from the weighted sum scores assigned for each subset of items on the
VHGT. According to the van Hie le levels of geometric thought, a student who attains at least level IV would
be able to write original proofs. For example, suppose a student has the following results: 3 correct out of 5
questions in level I; 4 correct out of 5 questions in level 11;2 correct out of 5 questions in level III; 4 correct
out of 5 questions in level IV; 2 correct out of 5 questions in level V. This means, for level I, the student
received one point. For level II, the student received two points. For level III, the student received zero
points. For level IV, the student received eight points. For level V, the student received zero points. This
produces a total of 1 + 2+ 8 =11 points. Students must satisfy the criterion at level n and all preceding levels
to be considered for level n. This result indicated that the student' s geometry level was not in level IV or V
because the student could not skip level III, which, according to the test, the student had not attained. In this
case, the student' s geometry competency thought was evaluated as VHL II.

4 Generation of Adaptive Learning Material
The adaptive learning material is generated according to the user' s profile stored in the database. Because

this research focuses on the development of an on-line learning system for a geometry course at the
university level, therefore, the way of categorizing the geometry materials is explained in this section.
When a student starts to learn geometry, he/she develops geometric knowledge from the basic concept of
point, line, to space. Each of these concepts is involved in one-dimension, two-dimension, three-dimension,
and extra. Therefore, the methodology of categorizing the geometry materials is based on this learning
process and its basic concept map is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The basic concept map of categorizing geometry materials

5 On-Line Assessment
When an individual completes one learning unit via the on-line learning system, the On-Line Assessment
(OLA) of each unit will be performed. All of the testing is multiplechoices :questions which involved
conjecture of proof processes that consist of one of the five answers given. The result of the assessment is
used to selected materials of instruction for the next unit.
The OLA, based on ideas from Yerushalmy[17], was designed by the researchers was used to ascertain the

learning style of each student. OLA used a scale from zero to four to rate the ability to analyze ai
individual student' s conjecture of proof processes. For each question, maximum possible OLA score was
four. The rating scales used for this OLA are presented in Table 2.
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0---No argument is correct.
1---Gives a few arguments, but these are not sufficient to solve the problem.
2---Quotes a related theorem and connects it to the approach.
3---Clearly supports statements in the argument, but there may be minor errors or gaps.
4--Constructs a complete proof.
Table 2: On-Line Assessment Rating Scale

As mentioned earlier, OLA rating score was designed by the researcher and determined to be reliable.
Cohen' s Kappa is used to assess investigators agreement when the data are nominal categories and Kappa
should be high usually greater than 0.7 (Morgan & Griego, 1998). The reliability coefficient using SPSS
for Windows (v 8.0) was high (Cohen' s Kappa raters for OLA was 0.83).

6 Conclusions
Learning assessment is an important process during learning education but most of the research focus on the
computer-based learning world such as implementation of traditional instructions or tests on the Internet,
adaptive assessment by the allocation of on-line testing questions, development of virtual classrooms for

improving students' learning performance, and etc. However, very little research has been conducted to
develop on-line learning system by combining assessment and adaptive learning. This study has successfully
proposed a credible and modularized methodology for developing an intelligent on line learning system by
combining assessment and adaptive learning for each student.

OLA is particularly important for most students because many teachers may not consider an individual
student' s background for conducting adaptive instruction and assessment for their students. It is known that
many students consistently misinterpret procedures they learn in the classroom. For each on-line user, the
OLA system will record and report the mistakes on each learning unit. It will help students identify his/her
learning difficulties. As the learning difficulties of each learner are considered in the OLA system, a more
adaptive, efficient, and profile-based learning environment will be conducted.
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The objective of this research is to reinforce the concepts and procedures of
elementary algebra that students learn in junior schools. Students react to teacher's
instructions in various way. However, in a traditional class, the ratio of teacher to
student is still too great. The question of how to help all the students with limited
number of teachers arises. This paper describes how to achieve the above objective
with the help of an intelligent tutoring system. It discusses the design outline and the
system architecture of the proposed system. The tutor tracks student's performance

and uses this information to provide most suitable instruction to each student
dynamically.
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1. Introduction
In a class of forty students, it is hard for teachers serving every student's questions within a class of forty minutes.
Teachers teach students concepts and methods or techniques to solve problems in group. Then related exercises
are given to students to practice at home. Students who have no doubts in class might cope with the exercise and
learn well while some might not master the technique that teacher has taught. They always frustrate when they
cannot solve the problem. In this situation, some advice from teacher is very helpful in their learning process.
However, teachers are not always available while they need help. Also teachers might not be able to answer
many students' doubts at the same time. This research is conducted with the aim of using computers to support
the knowledge acquisition process that is adjusted to the capabilities of individual student. Students just need to
have a web browser to connect to school network and would get assistance right away.

Many existing CAI applications do help a bit in students' learning process but they do not consider the
background knowledge of students. This means that they might provide inappropriate feedback to students which
in turn affects student's progress in learning. In order to overcome this situation, research has been investigated

on intelligent tutoring system which includes functions for guiding students towards proper knowledge
acquisition, according to observation of the student's problem-solving process and identification of the causes of
student error.
We first depict the learning environment of our system in section 2and then the overall architecture of our system
is mentioned with detail description of main components of ITS in section 3. The final section concludes our
work.

2. Learning Environment of on-line ITS for elementary algebra
ITS for elementary algebra is designed as a problem solving environment to be used in class. Therefore we
assume that student is familiar with the basic concepts of elementary algebra and know the ways to factorize a
polynomial. Students use the system as a tool at home or during class practice. Since the condition that students
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use it lacks teacher's support, an interactive problem support should be built into the system. With this feature,
students might get help on steps of problem solving where he has difficulty.
In order to access the on-line tutoring system, a student just needs a web browser and types the address where the
system locates. An instance of the system will be created in student's computer in the form of ActiveX control.

Although it might argue that there is great network delay in loading the system in student's computer,
interactivity and userfrindliness deserve a short delay. In fact, in a local environment, the network traffic is not
so congested. Therefore this is not a real problem. Instead, students can use it as if any Windows program and do
not have to worry about its maintenance or compatibility issues. The control serves as a communicator betweent
the system and the student. It transfers student's action to the system and returns the reponse of the tutor to the
student.

Every student has his own session during the learning process. When a student enters the system with his user
name and ID, a model of student performance is created or opened to set his learning environment. ITS selects a
problem according to student's level for him to work or waits for the student to enter a problem which he has
doubts. In both situations, the student solves it with the guidance of the tutor in a step-by-step way. The system
keeps track of every step of the student in background. If nothing goes wrong, it remains quiet otherwise it
prompts student's error. His problem solving procedure is kept in the system for future reference.

3. Overview of on-line ITS for elementary algebra
Our system follows the standard architecture of client-server model. The system resides on the server side. The
basic components of the learning system are the domain module, pedagogical module, student modeler and the
interface.

The domain expert module consists of two main programs. One is a problem solver which is capable of solving
problems in its knowledge base. The other one is question generator that creates new problems according to the
instruction of pedagogical module. In order to achieve its mission, the knowledge base is composed of both rules
and cases. The expert model is capable of solving general problems by the rules coded in its module. As for
miscellaneous problems, they are indexed as cases with problem characteristics and solving techniques so that
the domain expert knows how to retrieve the relevant solving technique with the detected problem features.

The domain that we have chosen is factorization of algebraic polynomial for students in elementary classes.
Given a polynomial, factorization is to express an integral polynomial as a product of prime polynomial.
Therefore a polynomial is not completely factored unless each factor is either a monomial or a prime integral
polynomial. Generally, there are 4 basic methods to factorize an algebraic formula. They are: (1) obtaining the
common factor (2) using identities (3) cross-method and (4) divide the polynomial into groups and then simplify
groups to find factors.

The pedagogical goal is to let junior students master the methods to factorize a polynomial smoothly. Students

are taught the basic method to factorize an algebraic formula. However, they always get lost in the actual
application to find the factors of a given formula. Therefore, we have organized the pedagogical knowledge by

constructing groups of problems according to the level of difficulty, problem characteristics and solving
technique. Within each level, there are pre-requisite question types which a student must understand before a
certain question type will be generated. Figure 1 shows part of the relation among question types. There are
several groups having polynomial problems as bellows:

Problems, which just need one method to solve. They are polynomial with common factors, problems that
+b)2 = a2±2ab+b2, difference of 2 squares: a2- b2= (a +b)(a -b),
satisfies the characteristics of perfect square: (a_
sum or difference of 2 cubes: a3±b3 = (a±b)ca2-T-ab+b2), or perfect cube: (a±b)3 = a3±3a2b+3ab2±b3 and
problems of trinomials with a degree of 2 i.e. x +(a+b)x+ab = (x+a)(x+b)
Problems that need 2 methods to solve are posed, for example: ab2-4a. There are a few combination of
solving techniques like common factor with standard equation, common factor with cross method or cross
method with standard equation.
Problems with more than 4 terms that need to be divided into groups of terms before they can be solved by
the general methods.
Problems that require special techniques to solve like adding terms, splitting terms etc.
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Figure I. Part of the pedagogical knowledge

A student modeler tries to understand the mental state of a student so as to provide a more accurate estimation of

individualized instruction. The task of building a student model is extremely difficult as the amount of
information to capture is huge. Although it has been pointed out that this task is intractable[1], an incomplete
student model is still very useful in the process of tutoring [2] [3].
The student modeler evaluates the solution of the student and the ways he factorizes the polynomial with respect

to the one solved by domain expert. Although the solution path for a given problem of a student might be
different from that of domain expert, the student's solution is still correct if it answers to the problem. In our case,
if all the factors that the student found are irreducible, his answer is correct. The tutor would suggest him another
way to solve the problem if it is found that his solution path is different. In this way, students are guided to know
that there is always another way or a better method to solve a problem. Referred to table 1, student is asked to

factorize a problem 4a2-16b2, the second column shows the ways that he solves the problem. The student
answers the question correctly and his student model is updated accordingly. Although his problem solving
procedure differs from the sample, this would not affect his student model. Only the tutor would suggest him its
way for the student as reference.
Problem: 4a2-16b2
Student
=(2a-4b)(2a+4b)
=2(a-2b)2(a+2b)
=4(a-2b)(a+2b)

Tutor

Reason
a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b)
Common factor
Multiply numbers

=4(a2-4b2)

=4(a+2b)(a-2b)

Reason
Common factor
a2-b2=(a+b)(a-b)

Table 1. Procedure that the student and the tutor solves a problem.

The student model in ITS for elementary algebra contains a general information about the student, history of

student's performance such as previously solved problem, information about the usage of factorization
techniques and what kind of problems he is able to solve according to the pedagogical knowledge. All these
information is important to allow students to receive more instruction and perform more problem-solving
questions in areas in which they are relatively weak. An array of integer is used to keep the system's belief of
student's mastery of a certain skill.

The interface of our system shown in Figure 2 is designed to be user friendly. It is divided into 3 main regions:
upper part shows "Check answer" and "New problem" buttons; lower part is the area where the tutor provides
feedback. The student interacts with the system mainly at the left side of middle part of interface. He may enter a
question by himself or the system might generate one based on his experience. A list of actions is listed for him
to explore the problem solving technique. He may select an action to tell the system how he would solve the
problem. Every action selected would be given an appropriate feedback to the student. In this way, he might

discover what is the consequence of selecting an action. An input area is allocated for the student to enter
auxiliary data needed for his selected action. When the answer button is clicked, the student's solution is
evaluated and his student model is updated accordingly.
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Figure 2. Interface of ITS for elementary algebra

3.1 Evaluation
In our experiments to simulate the problem solving procedure of students using the system, we found that it
follows the overall design. It is able to provide individualized instruction, appropriate feedback and model
student's performance. For major types of the factorization problem in junior school, the tutor is able to solve
and guide the students. However, there are also questions that it fails to solve and guide. There are also cases that
the available action for students to use in the problem solving process is not enough.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have described an on-line intelligent system with interactive problem solving support and
curriculum sequencing. A prototype system designed with some learning theory is implemented. The system
helps students to reinforce the factorization technique. Our intention of building this system is to increase the
learning progress of students and it shows to be a successful tool according to informal evaluation

Since the success of an ITS depends greatly on the student model, we are planning to improve our system with a

more accurate student model in the near future. The user interface will be reconstructed to improve the
interactivity between users and the system. The implemented domain knowledge is quite limited in this stage and
we are developing larger domain knowledge.
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The NUS Integrated Virtual Learning Environment (IVLE) was developed so that

staff and students could use this information technology infrastructure

to

communicate, exchange documents and information, discuss, chat, and access
custom learning materials and course related web sites. IVLE also enabled the
university to consider new pedagogical approaches, which would utilise its campuswide broadband access to meet specific teaching and learning needs. A "lecture -ondemand" (LoD) delivery was seen as a viable tool that would allow students to take
more responsibility for their learning and enable them to have greater control over
their time schedule. With the collaboration of the Faculty of Medicine, the Centre for
Instructional Technology and the Centre for Development of Teaching & Learning, a
prototype anatomy pre-dissection LoD, "The Abdominal Wall & Inguinal Canal",
was produced. This paper examines the design and development issues addressed in
building this prototype. Field test data on the technical reliability, and ratings and
comments from student feedback are also presented.

Keywords: lecture-on-demand, LoD, web-based learning, streaming video,
instructional technology

1 Introduction
After decades of escalating computer use in all faculties, its impact on university teaching is still largely a
promise. Although widespread computer use has brought about the development of interesting applications of
computer technologies, such as the Integrated Virtual Learning Environment (IVLE) at NUS, the use of
computers in the teaching and learning process is still not commonplace.

Some researchers have examined the adoption of computer assisted learning (CAL) technologies (Faseyitan, S.
0., & Hirschbuhl, J., 1992) and the diffusion of computers into university teaching (Proulx, M., & Campbell, B.
1997). They note that virtually all faculties use computers, but as Larose et al (1999) points out, the integration
of computers and pedagogy remains isolated and sparse, with its implementation depending greatly on the
faculty.

With reference to the long-term implications of the integration of information and communication technologies
(ICT) into the university fabric, there are of course differing opinions. Some believe that teaching will remain
essentially traditional, with its neo-behaviourist epistemological standpoint in which information technologies
simply take the place of print or the use of the chalkboard (Tapper, J., 1997). Others are convinced that ICT will,
in itself, lead to profound changes in how teachers and students relate to knowledge. They follow the trend
towards a "constructivistic" perspective in which the integration of ICT requires a global reconsideration of the
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university-level relationship to knowledge.

The prudent approach to implementing institutional change linked to information technology is echoed by those
who caution us that the application of some aspects of ICT may go against what we have traditionally valued as

good education. Beckett (1998) bemoans that higher education has been colonised by its servitude to new
technology and that disembodied learning is a poor substitute for classroom teaching. Other researchers, such as
DeKerckhove (1997), suggest that at present the inclusion of ICT in the teaching practice may do more harm
than good, since most teachers have not been adequately trained to use them as an effectual teaching intervention.

At NUS, the IVLE provides the ICT infrastructure that enables the university to consider new computer
mediated pedagogical approaches. Consequently, because lectures in auditoriums where class sizes are
substantially large (two hundred or more) are viewed as not very conducive to learning, these lectures were
considered as possible candidates for asynchronous web-based access. The time saved can be better-spent in
small group discussion sessions where teaching staff and assistants can focus on getting the students to apply,
discuss and reflect on subject matter that has been acquired indepe ndently from a pre-produced individually
accessible web-based lecture. Thus a "Lecture-on-Demand" (LoD) approach was seen as a viable tool that would
allow students to take more responsibility for their learning and enable them to have greater control over their
time schedule.

2 Method
In April 1999, a professor of anatomy from the Faculty of Medicine expressed concern that his students were not
as well prepared for the hands-on tasks of dissecting a cadaver. His lectures to an audience of over 200 students
consisted of showing slides, describing the procedure to be undertaken and providing relevant information on the
topic. He felt that his students would benefit from a well -produced instructional video made available prior to

entering the dissection room. He wanted a delivery system that would enable each student to access the pre
dissection lecture at their own preferred time, and allow them to spend as much time as needed to view and
review the content.

The Centre for Development of Teaching & Learning (CDTL) and the Centre for Instructional Technology (CIT)
at NUS were consulted, and agreed to provided the design and the development expertise to build a prototype
lecture-on-demand (LoD) web site. In addition to the content expert, the prototype development team would
include a team leader/instructional designer, a multimedia producer, a graphic artist/programmer, a video crew, a
video editor and assistance from system engineers and technicians for video conversion and computer server set up.

The initial screen designs and flowcharts were produced and the structure of the content was established. The
content was to be broken down into short segments arranged in the normal dissection sequence. Since the actual
dissection procedure is a very long process, three cadavers were readied for the video explanation of the
dissection. The lecture segments were taped simultaneously from two camera angles to provide the necessary
perspectives.

After validation of the edited video, the transfer to a streamable digital format was investigated. The testing
phase established that the transfer process required digitising the analogue video to a non-compressed raw AVI
(Microsoft AudioNideo Interleave) digital format and then encoding it into an ASF (Microsoft Active Streaming
Format) file format. The ASF format enables data to be sent out in "packets" across a network at a specific
bandwith or bit rate. The NUS intranet infrastructure has enough bandwidth to accommodate the streaming of
ASF files without, at most times, losing any packets. That is to say that at most times ASF video accessed from
campus will run smoothly.
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Figure 1. Web site screen shots of Home Page (left) and Topic Segment (right).

The site is programmed to run from either Netsca pe or Internet Explorer browsers. The screen layout shows
three frames: the title frame, the text and graphic frame, and the video player frame (see Figure 1.). The program
includes seventeen (17) video clips (40 min. total time) and fourteen (14) full screen graphics with pop-up labels.
The final item in the home page selection is linked to an online quiz with multiple choice, fill -in-the-blank, and
select-from-a-list type questions.

3 Discussion
A link to a feedback form was added to the site and seven questions, including two with text box input, were
designed to examine what the students thought of the LoD approach. Access to the site was restricted to first
year Faculty of Medicine students and first year Faculty of Dentistry students, and as of the 01 February 2000,

sixty -one (61) students had submitted the online feedback form. The data collected so far is serving as
preliminary data for formative evaluation. As the beta version will become available next semester, long before
the students need to attend the dissection lab on this particular subject, more feedback will be collected. The
following is a summary of the responses provided to date through the online feedback form.
Question #1: How do you rate this prototype program? Not Useful 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 Very Useful
Tally
Percent
033%
2.00
02
3.00
4.00
5.00

07
26
26

Total

61

11.5%

42.6%
42.6%
100.0%

Question #2: Would you use this program to prepare for a dissection session? No/Yes
Percent
Tally
No
Yes
Total

04
57
61

06.6%
93.4%
100.0%

Question #3: Would you use this program during a dissection session? No/Yes
Percent
Tally
No
Yes
Total

18

43
61

29.5%
70.5%
100.0%

Question #4: What do you like most about this program?
The students typed their comments in the text box provided. Many indicated that they were pleased to access the
lecture at their convenience. They also pointed out that they liked how the content was organised, the realism of
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the video and the fact that they could replay and stop the action as they wished. Some wrote that the on-screen
presence and explanations by their own professor of anatomy gave weight to the content. Here are some of the
comments:

"Whenever I' m unclear of a small point, I can easily rewind back and listen to it again, without
interrupting a predissection talk that' s held normally."..."I find it comprehensive and useful. More
relevant than the usual pre-dissection lecture" .. !'The lesson is well -organised, and the video shows the

real cadaver which aids understanding greatly. As a pre-dissection lecture, it is very good."..."I can
access it anytime I want to review the dissection"..."I like the way it's presented. Actual cadaveric
structures are shown to us instead of ideal Netter' s pictures. Then we know what to look for in our
cadavers. The website can also be accessed many times at our convenience to recollect things during
dissection."
Question #5: What do you like least about this program?
The students typed their comments in the text box provided. Many indicated that they would have wanted access
from their home. Other comments included problems getting access to university computers, some computers
not set up for running the program, and poor quality audio. Here are some of the comments:

"Cannot access it from home. rather troublesome to use it in school since the com. lab is usu. occupied."..."
clearity of the things lectureer is saying"..:'Cannot access from COFM computers because they lack the video

software."..."Can only be accessed successfully on campus, would be much more convenient if it can be
accessed at home."
Question #6: Would you like to see more pre-dissection lectures done in this way? No/Yes
Percent
Tally
No
Yes
Total

03
58
61

04.9%
95.1%
100.0%

Question #7: After going through this program do you feel less confident, or more confident about undertaking
the dissection? Less confident/More Confident/No change
Tally
Percent
01.6%
Less Confident 01
88.5%
More Confident 54
06
09.8%
No Change
100.0%
Total
61

4 Conclusion
During the development, testing and evaluation stages of this prototype, the feedback from the department of
anatomy staff and students was very supportive. The experience enabled the development team to establish
production guidelines and procedures, and to create a template web site for producing a complete series of
anatomy LoDs.

In all, the project involved fifteen (15) individuals (4 Department of Anatomy, 9 CIT and 2 CDTL) who
dedicated a total of approximately 1,000 man/hours to the project. Much was learned and can now be applied to
reduce the development time of future anatomy LoDs. A reasonable estimate for producing another LoD with
similar production requirements would be around 600 man/hours. The cost of production, based on supplying
approximately 1,250 students (250 students per year for 5 years), would amount to less than one half man/hour
per student.

The "Anatomy Pre-dissection" LoD prototype development is an example of a project making sound and
pragmatic use of appropriate information technology tools to provide valuable teaming experiences. However
there is a need to continually examine and refine instructional design decisions so as to take advantage of new
pathways to learning which are made possible through the creative use of ICT.
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Automated Quantitative Extraction
Method of Aesthetic Impression from
Color Images using the Tone in the HLS
Muncell Color Space
Toshinori Yamasaki, Tetsuo Hattori and Yukihiro Matsubara
Faculty of Engineering, Kagawa University
Hayashi-cho, Takamatsu, Kagawa 761-0396 Japan
Yamasaki ( hattori, matsubar)@eng.kagawa-u.acjp
The students acquire a visual literacy through learning the coloring
systematically in the fine arts subject. This paper describes an extraction method

for the aesthetic impression of the paintings based on the tone in the Muncell
color space for fine arts subject. The impression, which the human being gets
from the paintings, depends on the motif, the composition and the coloring. Here,
we discuss the evaluation method of the paintings by the computer based on the
tone that includes the lightness (intensity) and the saturation (vividness). We
perform the evaluation experiment of the paintings that have a unique coloring.
The evaluation result approximately resembles the impression of which human

being is moved. This method is also useful for retrieving the image database
using the ambiguous key words like the impression words.

Keywords: aesthetic impression of paintings, color tone, color harmony,
visual literacy, fine arts subject, image retrieval system

1 Introduction
Fine arts subject educates the ability of the sense beauty, that is, a visual literacy through recognizing a form
and a color. For training such a visual literacy, it is important for the students to understand the nature of
color systematically. Visual literacy that is the aesthetic judgment ability becomes the basis of the expression
and the appreciation activity in the fine arts learning. The students acquire the visual literacy by experience
through repeated practice of painting the picture. On the other hand, there are the empirical rules about the
composition and the coloring in the art. As for the color harmony, Ostwald, Muncell and Moon Spencer are
well known.

Recently, the multimedia database spreads widely with the development of the network technology. In the
multimedia database retrieval, it is useful that we can refer database using the impression words and the
ambiguous feeling words in addition to the key words. Recently, an image database retrieving by impression
words as beautiful, balmy is reported [1-5].

We report the extraction way of the aesthetic impression degree of the paintings based on the Moon
Spencer's color harmony theory [6]. However, in the Moon Spencer's way, we can estimate the degree of the

beauty as the numerical value but we cam not know the detail impression like the dark, light, bracing
impression which each painting gives. In this study, we describe more concretely the way of extraction the
aesthetic impression of the paintings based on the tone in the HLS Muncell color space.

2 The tone and the systematic color names
We call a suitable coloring the color harmony. In the color harmony theory, Ostwald, Muncell and Moon
Spencer are well known. Also, a color system is established by JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards) and
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PCCS (the Japanese Color & Coloring System).

Here, we use the tone in the Muncell HLS space for estimating the impression of the paintings more
precisely. We express a color by the word, which shows the impression of the color like the light green, the
dark green. There is a difference between bright and dark, strong and gentle, vivid and muddy in the same
color, same hue. We call this difference the tone (Lightness and Saturation). The tone is a concept of the

lightness L and the saturation S being compounds and shows an impression of the color, which doesn't
depend on the hue well. As the tone has an each image, it is easy to connect the tone the psychological effect
of the color. We can evaluate the feeling impression of the paintings by extraction the tone from the image
data. In this paper, we adopt the PCCS tone for evaluating the impression of the paintings [7]. The PCCS
defines the tone in the lightness L and the saturation S in the Muncell color space and gives color system as
the tone and the hue. The PCCS classifies into 12 kinds of tones in each hue and packs the same tone of the
every hue. Figure 1 shows the classification of the tone.
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Figure 1 Tone (Lightness

Figure 2 Systematic Color Names

Saturation)

The tone image is defined by the systematic color names in the PCCS color system. The systematic color
names is the color expression way that gives a modifier according to each fundamental color like white, red
and blue. It sets a way of combining a fundamental color name and modifier. The modifier in PCCS includes
an adjective, which shows the hue difference like the tinge of red, green. On the contrary, it has no word,
which shows only lightness or a saturation. The bright impression includes not only the high intensity but
also the vivid saturation. The mild impression means the high lightness and low saturation. Figure 2 shows
the systematic color names of the tone space.

3 Evaluation of the aesthetic impression
After getting the image data through the scanner, we extract the impression feature of the paintings. Figure 3

shows the outline of our method. The resolution and the size of the image data is 120 [pixels/inch] and
640*512 [pixels] respectively. The image data is a full color, bit map.

The image data has RGB color component and doesn't connect with the color sense of the human being
straight. Also, it is difficult to adjust the color tone in the color synthesis. Here, we convert the RGB to the
HLS value in the Muncell color space, which fits for the color sense of the human being. Mucell color
system shows the color as the three components, H (Hue), L (Lightness) and S (Saturation) and is used
widely in the coloring. Figure 4 shows the Muncell HLS color space. We get the H[0,360], L[0,1], S[0,1]
values through the conversion of the RGB[0-255] value.
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The number of the colors in the image data is enormous for processing data by
a computer. Here, we reduce the number of colors to the degree, which doesn't
loose the color tone of the paintings. We divide the H, L and S to 10 and
14 respectively.
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Table 1 Maximum Values of L, S

Figure 3 Outline of the
Extraction Process

The maximum value of the L and the S depends on the coloring material and each hue shown in table 1.
Therefore, the value range of the L and S is different according to each hue. For example, the maximum L, S
value of the Red and Purple hue is 8.5, 14.0 and 8.0, 11.5 respectively. Here, we normalize the L, S value
0-10 ranges.

From the above way, we estimate the number of the pixel in the S-L tone space through mapping the image
data to the tone space. We can find the aesthetic impression of the paintings by estimating the position of the
mapped pixel in the tone space because of the correspondence between the tone space and the impression
modifier shown in figure 2. In this experiment, we evaluate the number of the colors, which accounts for 70
% of the color area. However, we cannot estimate the impression because the distribution in the tone space
becomes apart. Here, we calculate one position of the tone space from several distributed positions using the
weight coefficient of each tone position.
(1)
L= WiLi
S = w, Si,
Where WI = E(ai /E ad Da; is the number of the occupied pixel in each color.
We estimate the impression of the paintings according to the tone index (S, L) defined in equation (1).

4 The evaluation experiment
The simple coloring picture is tested beforehand. As a result, the showy picture of the pure color and the
gloomy picture are mapped over the v (vivid) and dkg (dark grayish) tone respectively. Typical paintings and
poster works from renaissance to modem are tested in this experiment shown in table 2. Figure 5 and figure
6 shows examples of the paintings and the typical mapping result in the tone space respectively. We can
evaluate the aesthetic impression of the paintings using figure 6 and figure 2. The extraction impression is
listed as follows.

"Mona Lisa" (2) of Leonardo da Vinci is famous for gently smiling lady. This painting locates near dk (dark)
in the tone and gives dark, mellow impression.

Monet's "Water Lily" (5) is said the mystic beauty of the surface of the water and is situated on the tone
space near ltg (light grayish). We can say that the water lily has a cooled silent image.

Gogh's "Sun Flower" (8) is painted yellow strongly which he liked most. It is situated on the tone space near
s (strong). From this result, we can evaluate that the impression of sunflower is strong, passionate painting.

Figure 7 shows the mapping result of the works in table 2. The above-mentioned results agree with the
established reputation and the eye inspection of human being.
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Table 2 Lists of Paintings and Design Pictures
Pointer

5 Monet
6 Mcnet
7 Monet

8 Gogh
9 Gcgh
10 Signac
11 Renoir

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Renoir
Renoir
Klee

Matisse
Matisse
Munch
Munch

Pester
20 Poster

1;8.1

M.1."

epoch

Wok

Style
Renaissance
Renaissance
Baroque
Baroque
Impressionist
Impressionist
Impressionist
Modem
Modem
Impressionist
Impressimist
Impressionist
Impressionist
Modem
Modem
Modem
Modem
Modem
Design
Design

Lemardoda Vinci
2 Lemardoda Vinci
3 Rembrandt
4 Rembrandt
1

Virgin of the Rock

1503

Mona Lisa
Night Watch
Raising of the Cross
Water Lilies
Flower Pct
Pcpies

1503

Sun Plovers
Self Portrait
Saint-Tropez
Theater fkr<
Les Grands Boulevard
La Liseuse
Baldgreis(Senecio)
Green Stripe
Red Roan

1888

Screem
Sick Chiled

1893

1642
1633
1903
1903
1873

1889

1900
1874
1880
1876
1922
1905
1947
1895

Star Wars
Bugs Life
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Figure 5 Examples of the paintings
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Figure 6 Mapping Result in the Tone (1)

S

Figure 7 Mapping Result in the Tone (2)

5 Conclusions
We proposed the way of evaluating the beauty and impressive sense of the paintings and design pictures
based on the tone in the Muncell color space. We use the tone space, which can concretely express the color
impression and a corresponding systematic color names. This method suits the aesthetic impression degree
evaluation by the computer because the evaluation processing doesn't depend on the hue.
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After getting the image data through the scanner, we convert each RGB pixel the tone space in HLS Muncell
color space. We extract the location of the paintings in the tone space by calculating the coefficient of the
occupied area. The aesthetic impression is estimated by the location of the used color in the tone space.

The famous paintings from renaissance to modern are tested for extracting the impression feeling. "Mona
Lisa" of Leonardo da Vinci and Gogh's "Sun Flower" is estimated as matured darkly and strongly passionate

impression respectively. These results tell us that the distinction by the computer coincide with an
established reputation of the paintings.

The impression extraction by this way is useful for the students learning how to use color arrangement in
their fine arts subject.
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AWETS: An Automatic Web-Based
English Testing System
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Test items are traditionally created by experts. While this approach has many
advantages, it is laborious and time-consuming. Recent advance in corpus-based
computational linguistics has shed new light on the feasibility of a
computer-based language testing system capable of automatically generating
items. This paper describes AWETS, an automatic web-based English testing

system developed by the author's research team and used in his freshman
English classes at National Taiwan University. AWETS automates test item
generation, test delivery, scoring, and record keeping. It can generate random

items for each testee in accordance with the input conditions of the test
administrator. With AWETS, testers' jobs are reduced to inputting information

such as a list of words and the time limit of each question. Besides being a
useful tool for creating achievement tests in English vocabulary, AWETS can
also generate proficiency tests based on a selected difficulty level without the
need to input a word list. AWETS can be seen as a significant step toward future
computer-based language testing system.

Keywords: automatic generation of items, computer-based language testing,
corpus-based computational linguistics, vocabulary testing

1 Introduction
Test databank in current computer-based language testing systems is mostly created by human experts. This
procedure is laborious and time-consuming. Moreover, since test databank is difficult to adapt, teachers
using the systems have to spend a lot of time creating the tests for their own classes. To solve this problem,
several researchers have suggested the feasibility of designing a tool to automatically generate items. For
instance, [4] proposes creating a vocabulary test or exercise from a general corpus using a concordancer, and
[5] suggests automatically generating CALL exercise from an electronic dictionary and a parsed corpus.
Along the same line of research, we build AWETS, an automatic web-based English testing system that can
greatly facilitate the creation of multiple choice vocabulary test. The system, designed with the central
concern of adaptability, can generate multiple choice vocabulary test items in accordance with the conditions

input by test administers. The system consists of three independent yet interrelated modules: the item
generation module, the test delivery module, and the record keeping module.

2 The Item Generation Module
The system is developed based on a large collection of electronic texts and natural language processing tools
such as a morphological analyzer and a part-of-speech tagger. The procedures of building the system are as
follows.
1. Collection of a Text Database: We retrieve free electronic English texts from the interne primarily from
Project Gutenburg and the Sinorama Magazine. Texts in Project Gutenburg are mainly literary works,
while those in the Sinorama Magazine contain articles about the culture and events in Taiwan. To ensure
that the retrieved texts are not too difficult for our learners, we only include works published after 1960.
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The corpus size is about 0.2 million words.

2. Lemmatization: All the retrieved texts are processed by a morphological analyzer developed by
University of Pennsylvania which changes regular and irregular inflections into their lemmas, i.e. basic
forms (e.g. ran => run, happier => happy).
3. Frequency counts of lemmas: After lemmatization, frequency count of each lemma in the entire corpus is
conducted.
4. Sorting of the frequency count of the lemmas in descending order:

5. Identification of the difficulty levels of each lemma: Three levels of difficulty are specified. They
correspond to college entrance exams, TOEFL, and GRE. Each level has a range of adjustable values. At
present, the range of these three values is stipulated as follows.
College Entrance Exam

Words which fall n the range of the most frequently occurring 3000

5000

lemmas

7000

Words which fall in the range of the most frequently occurring 5001

TOEFL

lemmas

9000

Words which fall in the range of the most frequently occurring 7001

GRE

lemmas

6. Tagging: Each text is processed by Eric Brill' s tagger which labels each word its part-of-speech
information.
7.

Indexing of each word: A database is created which records the documents and position in which a
word occurs so that sentences containing a specified word can be retrieved in no time.
Test administrators can choose the level of difficulty, the part-o f-speech of words, as well as the number
of questions to be tested. Once the choices are made, the system will randomly retrieve sentences which
meet the input conditions via the index. A subroutine then converts the retrieved sentences into multiple
choice questions. The distracters of the questions are chosen from words of the same difficulty level as
the target word. Figure 1 is the user interface for inputting conditions. Figure 2 is the automatically
generated test items.
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Figure 2. Test items generated by the system

As shown in Figure 2, the system is capable of generating individualized on-line vocabulary tests in the
context of doze tests based on the conditions input by a user. The system can thus be used as an excellent
tool for self-paced vocabulary learning. If a learner wants to practice verbs at the TOEFL level, the system
can create hundreds of such questions. As soon as he submits his answer, the system can check his answer
and immediately present the correct answer to the user. Besides, if a test administer wants to change the
difficulty level of the test, he can do it easily by changing the frequency range. To further facilitate the
creation of vocabulary tests, the system also allows the test administer to decide which word should be
tested. This is particularly useful for creating achievement tests. Once the tester inputs the words and the
number of questions, the system can randomly generate multiple choice vocabulary tests in the context of
doze tests. Besides a corpus, AWETS also uses Wordnet, a lexical database developed at Princeton
University, to generate items. It extracts the explanation of a lexical item and create multiple choice
questions based on the item.

3 The Test Delivery Module
As described above, the item generation module can randomly create a specified number of questions in
accordance with the input conditions by a test administer. To make test delivery more efficient, the test
databank is created off-line. In other words, all the sentences meeting the input conditions are retrieved
before the test starts. These sentences are converted into test items by a subroutine and then stored in the
database. A subroutine then randomly retrieves a specified number of items from the databank and present
them to the testees when the test starts. To ensure wide and unpredictable sampling, the subroutine is
designed in such a way that no two tests are identical and no word will be tested twice in any test. The
AWETS database also provides an interface (cf. Figure 3) for the test administer to input specification for
the test. The interface allows the test administer to input the name of the test, the number of items, the time
limit during which each question should be answered, and the number of times each testee can take the test.
The test administer can further choose which classes and which words should be included in the test. After
the test information is input by the test administer, testees proceed with the following procedures. They first
input their user names and passwords. Before the real test begins, they are given 5 questions for practice.
This procedure can help testees become familiar with the format of the questions. An interface and a test
item such as Figure 4 is presented to the testees. As mentioned earlier, each question must be answered
within a specified time limit. As soon as a question appears on the screen, the system begins to count down
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the time left. The randomized questions and the time limit make cheating in the examinations much more
difficult. Without these two functions, students might try to find answers from m the person who sit next to
them or from an on-line dictionary. The countdown device might also achieve a beneficial backwash,
because testees need to speed up reading the question in order to finish the questions within the time limit.
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4 The Record Keeping Module
After each test, the system records the registration number, the name of the student, the test id number, the
name of the test, as well as the student' s score in each test. The database component allows teachers to query
a student' s record or the whole class's scores in an exam via the interface in figure 5.
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The database component greatly facilitates the calculation of validity and reliability. When testees are given
more than one set of test items in a given test, the correlation of the scores can be easily computed. The

system also records all the questions and testees' responses. These data can be used to analyze testees'
test-taking strategies. With this function, item analysis is possible although no test candidates have identical
tests.
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Figure 6. A student's responses to the test items

5 Some Problems of AWETS
Although AWETS performs relatively well, there are some limitations which prevent it from being a
completely reliable testing instrument. First, the basic assumption that difficulty of words can be determined
by frequency is challenged by some scholars, since there are some words common in everyday life but much

less common in texts. Moreover, a word might have several meanings some of which are much more
difficult than the others. The approach proposed in this paper cannot distinguish the difficulty of the different
meanings of a word. Another question is whether there might be more than correct answer in generated test
items. When AWETS automatically creates multiple choice questions, it randomly chooses distracters from

the dictionary. Although the distracters rarely fit the context, it might happen that some of them are
acceptable. Note that choosing distracters with different parts-of-speech from the target word does not solve
the problem, because a word might be used in different parts-of-speech. It should also be admitted that
although AWETS can create individualized tests, it lacks a rigid method to ensure equal difficulty for all
testees. Another technical problem involved is that the part-of-speech tagging program and the program
which identifies sentence boundary is not one hundred percent correct. This might result in undesirable test
items. Even when sentence boundary is correctly identified, some sentences might not be appropriate in
testing a learner when taken out of context. This is particularly true of short sentences. Long sentences,
however, are not always unproblematic. In a vocabulary test, all the words in the sentence are meant to give

the contextual clues except the target word. In other words, the target word should ideally be the most
difficult word in the sentence. Consequently, if there is a word in the same sentence more difficult than the
target word, the test item might not be appropriate. Questions like these all require more rigid methods than
those adopted in current implementation of AWETS.

6 Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we introduce AWETS, a web-based system that can automatically create vocabulary tests and

2%2

adapt items according to the conditions input by test administers. AWETS greatly facilitates the creation of
vocabulary tests and has fully automated procedures for item generation, test delivery, scoring, and record

keeping. At present, the validity and reliability of the automatically generated test items are being
investigated. Future research will focus on solving the problems noted in section 5 by using sense-tagged
texts and more rigid methods to identify difficulty of words.
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The popularity of WWW (World Wide Web) produces lots of new instructions
or substitutive cases to build a new future, therefore educational units need to
develop various computer-assisted instructions. To ensure good learning effect,
the instructive strategy adopted by most CAI systems is to provide tremendous

amount of multimedia data in order to attract the learner and a complete
process of instruction is like the scenario of a presentation. The purpose of this

thesis is to discuss how he multi-tier developing architecture can let the
multimedia learning resources be used and shared in WWW from a view of
organization' s requirements, such that teachers, measuring researchers, and
learning researchers can perform different tasks according to their own
specialties independently. We also propose and implement a multimedia
presentation system to let various authors with various identities author and
present their presentation, i.e. CAI systems, conveniently and correctly. We
compare the general hierarchy of a multimedia presentation system with the
multi-tier architecture proposed by us, and we can know how the tasks are
divided and assigned to corresponding professionals to accomplish the whole
teaching materials through working cooperatively. It is possible to have a
suggestion to develop CAI software for educational department.

Keywords: Multimedia Presentation System, CAI System, Multi-tier

1 Introduction
Although there exists many arguments, object-oriented is still spread out in 1990's and it seems to be a
possible survival direction in software crisis. Besides this, we can use component oriented to build a set of
CAI systems via existing papers that can be divided into several areas, e.g. research of interface, learning
methods of computer assisted instructions, application of virtual reality, networking exam, virtual
classrooms (including distance instruction), individual researcher objects, and etc. For example, the
processes of mental model research emphasize the use of information of objects, so researchers just make
the analysis components of mental model, the key point of this study is the component of mental model, not
the scenario of teaching and the interface of designation. Another example, fuzzy theory should be used in
the research of learning analysis, the key point is to provide learning analysis for content of exam, and it
can make the analysis component purely. From the two examples, we can find the generation in proper
components analysis, so all we have to do is making the component of its own domain. Each researcher
only concerns its own theme without being concerned with the entire system, then can reuse the resources
and get the complete experimental environment. This thesis constructs the developing architecture of CAI
through component oriented and logical dividing of mu lti-tier structure, and emphasizes that the discussion
of developing architecture is the beginning of the series of research.

2 Multimedia presentation system
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2.1 General Hierarchy of Multimedia Presentation System
On Internet, the way to play multimedia objects is hypermedia shown in the Fig. 1. To display such a scene
on homepages, we can divide the designation into two layers, frame layer and resource object layer. The
resource object layer stores all the multimedia objects participated in playing, the frame layer records the
objects that compose each frame, the schedule of playback, the arrangement of objects on screen, and the
events that may change the playing flow of inter-frames.

A multimedia resource may be a picture, a text description, a video, or other materials that can be used in a
multimedia computer. A topic is a resource carrier that presents the resource to the addressee. A frame is a
composite object that represents related issues that a presenter wants to illustrate. A frame may contain
push buttons, one or more topics to be presented, and a number of knowledge. A message with optional

parameters can be passed between two frames (or back to the same frame) to trigger a multimedia
presentation action.
In the two layers, we make some definitions by referring the various links defined in [7].

An inheritance (successor or precedence) link: is a property inheritance between two frames and is used
in the process of knowledge collection of an activated frame before the logical inference of the frame
proceeds.
A usage link: is a link that represents a message passed between two frames.
An aggregation link: indicates that a frame is using a resource.
A resource association link between two resources: indicates that the two resources are correlated.
A frame association link between two frames: indicates that the two frames are correlated.

2.2 Models of Presentation systems
In 1983, James F. Allen advocated in ACM. There exist thirteen temporal relationships between two
intervals, namely, before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes and the other six inverse relations as well
as equal. The thirteen corresponding temporal operators constructed from the Allen's interval-based
temporal logic are depicted in Fig. 2.

resource associat Unlink frame association linkt:---a geigation link
<1,L=.11

inheritance link

usage link frame

resource (object)

Fig.l the way to play multimedia objects on Internet is hypermedia
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Fig. 2 Temporal Relationships (Allen 1983) and their corresponding temporal operators

2.3 Define the Playback of Multimedia Presentation
We define some notations used in our presentation system. The F, denotes the frame in the frame layer. The
0, denotes the resource in resource layer. The F,.0, denotes that the resource 0, is one component of the
frame Fi. The in, denotes a triggered message when users push a button, a hypertext or a hypermedia. The
miF denotes that the frame F will be displayed after the message mi is triggered, and the meF denotes that
the frame can be directly displayed not depend whether the message is triggered or not.

For example, a presentation displayed one frame by one frame can be described by the following
expression S = meF1 (12,F2I+MeF22) meF3 !NEI (MI F5i+MEF52). According to Fig.l, we know that the F,.0, is
an aggregation link, mcf 1 is an inheritance link, and m, F1 is a usage link

2.3.1 Define the Properties of scenario

A complete process of instruction is just like the scenario of a presentation, and can also be described by
the expression S = mc-F, (M1F2 I +MeF22) meF3 m6E4 (MI F5 I +MeF52)

2.3.2 Define the Properties of Objects
We denote a media object as 0 = (N, T, D, UM, OAL, PT), and describe the attributes of an object below:
Oi.N (Name): is the identifier of the object.
01.T (type): What multimedia device is used to carry out this resource (e.g. sound, video, text or picture).
01.D (Duration): records the display time of the object.

0,.UM (Usage model): the situation about the usage of objects, such as the object is a background or a
referent.
Oi.OAL (object association link): describes the relationships between objects, and is specified like

Oi.FAL={01(association Keyword description), 02 ( association Keyword description ) ,.. }, we use
association keywords to describe the related relationships between 0, and 0,, the same as 0, and 02.
Oi.PT (Player Type): describes the way to play the object.

23.3 Define the Properties of Frames
A frame F, is denoted as F, =(N, 0, FAL, L, P, UM), and the meanings of its attributes are listed below:
Fi.N(Name): assign a unique name to a frame F1.
FI.0(resource objects): the set of all the resource objects participated in the frame F1, 0 = {01 I 01 E 0 } .0
is the set of all objects stored in database.
E {0, 0 }, Fk E F }.The relationships between F1
FI.FAL(frame association link): F,.FAL ={(Ci, Fk)
and F., are divided into inclusive and exclusive relationships; we denote them by 0 and 0 respectively. The
Fie Fi represents the two frames are inclusive, that is, whenever the F, is displayed, the F., must be displayed
also. The F,,Fi represents the two frames are exclusive, that is, whenever the F, has been displayed, the Fi
can't be displayed. F is the set of all frames.

Fi.L (Layout): the spatial arrangement of the objects of F, for the presentation. For example, the (Xi], Ill)
and (XJ2, Yi2) are the position on the screen arranged for q, F,.1_, = {01 (X, ,,Y_11)(X12,Y-12), 02
(X2 1,Y21 XX22,Y22),

}

Fi.P (Presentation): the duration of playback of all objects in the F,. We use the 13 temporal relations
proposed by Allen and use e(n) to represent units of time. OP is the set of all operators used to describe the
0,opE OP},
temporal relations between objects. P is a set composed of 0,, OP q, P={(0,, op, q) I Ck,
,Fi.P={
uPi
Pie
P}.
For
example,
Fi.P{(0,11
02),(0111
03),(03
;
OP
,
E
(n)}
,
,
;,
II

II

Fi.UM(Usage model): describes usage of frames, e.g. the frame is designed for teaching or for taking
exams. For example, expression F,.UM = exam means that the frame is an exam frame.
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3Three-layer CAI architecture
3.1 Partition the CAI system into Components
The flow of instruction is from teaching course, taking examinations, speculating the advanced contents of
instruction according to the result of examination, to achieve the goal of instruction. Generally, the teachers,
educators or scholars take part in editing the CAI systems and the computer engineers are responsive for
implementing the CAI systems, so they often spent lots of time on mutual communication. We analyze the
CAI systems and partition the CAI systems into various components that are designed by various persons

respectively, and these persons work together to achieve the whole function of the CAI systems. To
partition the components clearly, we use the UML to describe the flow of CAI systems shown in the Fig.3,
and we can know the following things:
Step 1 to step4 is for identifying the users.
StepS to step8 is for displaying the teaching of courses or questions of exams.
Step9 to step 11 is for analyzing after the exams are finished.
Step12 to step14 is for designing the advanced courses after the fitting analysis is finished.
Step15 is for exiting the CAI system.
In Fig.3, we can classify the partitioned components of CAI systems into four kinds listed below.

The verification component for logging the usage of systems and maintaining the security of
system. is managed by system administrators or computer engineers.
The course and exam component for instructing students in learning and taking exams. is managed
by teachers, educators or scholars.

The fitting analysis component for the learning process of students . is made by educators and
scholars.
The database component for storing the media objects and instruction materials. is implemented
by art designers or computer workers, and is managed by computer engineers.

3.2 Three-layer CAI architecture
From the CAI system described with UML shown in Fig.3, we can know that the course and exam
component is the most important one and the other components are discussed in other area. In our system,
we propose the Multi-layer CAI architecture to construct the CAI systems, and use the management of
components to distribute the resources over the servers on Internet to achieve the goal of resource sharing.
We present a 3-layer CAI architecture model that expresses different points of view and is fully flexible and

component oriented [2,3]. Based on the efficiency of systems, the model is partitioned into 3
layers--resource layer, presentation layer and evaluation layer. It raises the productivity of system
development and improvement process, also promotes the individual skills and development of distributed
computing environment.
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Fig.3 use the Sequence diagram of UML to describe the process of CAI [8][9]

3.3 Relationship between Three-layer CAI architecture and hypermedia
From the Table 1 and the frame and resource objects defined in our multimedia presentation system, we can
analyze that to what layer the settings of various objects belong listed in Table 2[2][4]. In the components

of scenario, we define the miFi that describes which frame should be displayed after the message is
triggered, i.e. we can use the expressions to define the schedule of playback of the frames about designing
exams and teaching. The components of plot or story just describe the flow of teaching courses defined by
users.

From Table 3, we can design and implement the system on Internet more easily to let teachers or other
education experts design their teaching materials or questions of exams conveniently and systematically.

4 Conclusion
Different researchers can benefit from this architecture by studying their own knowledge domain
independently. Shortening the time spent on completely developing the whole system is to promote the
successful rate of resolving the kernel problems. Researchers can' t benefit from studying their own domain
only; it's necessary for them to know our open architecture that can easily expand one system into various
domains.

Users can acquire an easy-used and reusable system from defining components of multimedia and
instructive units of CAI. Our architecture lets teachers have the suitable flexibility and lets various experts

and scholars participate in the installation of CAI system. The educational authorities can take our
architecture as a referenced architecture for developing the multimedia education. Our system is shown in

Fig. 4. The prototype of our system has been completely implemented and published in some various
conferences or journals. [1] [5] [9] [10]
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Table 1. Three-layer CAI architecture [2][4]

Layer
Researcher
Researcher of Interface
Resource
Presentation Researcher of learning theory
Evaluation Researcher of evaluation

Participants
Designer of animation , graphic, sound
Teacher, Instructor
Manager, researcher of educational policy

Table 2. Explanation of part of components [2][4]

First layer (Evaluation layer)
Components of fitting analysis

This component is made according to some theorem. After
analyzing the data acquired from the process that the students take
exams and learn, there are some various frames generated.

This component is made according to learning evaluation and

Components of evaluation and
analysis
Second layer (Presentation layer)
Components of scenario

learning retrieval of theorist or researchers.

This component is made according to the researchers of learning
theory or teaching materials.
This component is made according to learning environment.

Components of structure
Third layer (Resource layer)
Components of exam

This part must include the parameter or properties which is used
broadly
Background is concerned to the interest and attention of learner.
To help users of different levels from different method and
presentation
The components make the CAI lively which may be somebody of
cartoon

Components of background
Components of referents
Components of multimedia

Table 3. Explanations of part of components

Explanation of part of components
First layer (Evaluation layer)

Second layer (Presentation layer)

Third layer (Resource layer)

Set the values of necessary item needed
Components of fitting analysis
Components of evaluation and F;.0
F,.Layout and F,.UM= exam
analysis
F.Presentation and Fi.UM= exam
Components of scenario
S
Components of structure
Filayout and Fi.UM=learn
F.Presentation and Fi.UM=leam
Components of exam
Oi.UM = exam
Oi.UM =Background.
Components of background
Components of referents
Oi.UM = Referents
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CAI System Generator on Web -using Automatic Trace Recording
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By the prosperity of computer media, many companies treat electric media as
their developmental base and use these electric media in more effective way. It
goes without saying that the domain of teaching has developed on the Internet
and many CAI systems have been already used in the teaching. The goal of our
research is to create CAI systems by automatically record ing the trace of editing.
So in the thesis, we define the actions of users through image, audio, schedule,

point and the module of event, and present the generated CAI systems
dynamically on web.

Keywords: CAI System Generator, Multimedia, Web

1 The goal
Currently, nany teachers and students use CAI systems as their teaching tools, and most teaching materials
are designed by both teachers and system engineers. But teachers are generally in the passive position, and if
they want to make teaching materials according to their own ideals , they have to learn how to use HTML to
design homepages. Usually, students may not understand the meanings of teaching materials very well
through the static homepages written in HTML. So we propose and implement an auto-recorded multimedia
presentation system to let authors construct dynamic homepages of CAI systems directly through browser on
web from automatically recording the trace of their editing.

2 Structure of system
We show the structure of our system in Fig. 1. In the auto-recorded system, we can catch the screen of
process of users' operations, or insert sound or image information to the process. Then, these multimedia
resources and related information are stored in Information Database and Media Database. The information
of presentation schedule is recorded in information database. In the media database, contents of multimedia
objects are recorded. In Fig.2, we can see the interactions among Image, Sound, Timer, pointer and Event.
Image Module is to make necessary pick-ups for required images, decide what images are picked up in the
Event Module Database and store their transition and filename in the forms. Sound Module is used to record
sound, thereafter the sounds can be played at proper time by temporal scheduling. Pointer Module is to
record the location of mouse pointer. When the transition has something wrong, we can make an adjustment
in the coordination. In Timer Module, the time sequences are recorded in the form of Timer Pointer. The
schedule designed through directly recording or specified by users is stored in the event database, and the
generated multimedia objects will be presented according to the schedule built on the Timer Pointer. Event
Module will react to all the other modules. It can decide what modules are going to work, and react to them.
When users need to present teaching materials, the Java & HTML Gnerator will generate and send java
code and HTML code to users' browser, then users can see the dynamic homepages. In Fig. 3, we can see a
dynamically presented Web CAI system that is produced by recording and modified through the authors'
edition and arrangement.
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3 Conclusion
We still continuously work on the pack technique of the multimedia file because the transmittance of image
and audio are limited by the bandwidth of the Internet. However, teaching through Internet is an inevitable
trend in the future, so how to make the best efforts between editing the teaching materials and let the learners
learn as efficiently as possible are our goals.
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This study developed a Web-based instructional system for computer-assisted
language learning (CALL) and examined the effects of ability of the student and
group composition on achievement in reading, writing, and listening

comprehension in Web-based foreign language learning in a cooperative
environment. Forty-four students were randomly assigned to heterogeneous and
homogeneous groups. The results of the analysis showed that group composition
as well as student ability significantly exerted differential effects on the learning

outcomes. The implications of these results for CALL in a Web-based
cooperative environment were discussed
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background of the Study
In recent years, the Internet has been increasingly utilized as an effective instructional tool for language
learning, since the Web can become a multimedia-based content provider for both verbal and non-verbal
elements of communication with versatility and interconnectedness (Clinch, 1999; Harasim et al., 1996;
Khan, 1997; McManus, 1995; Owston, 1997; Ritchie & Hoffman, 1996). Recent studies have shown that
the computer as an instructional medium also has the potential for promoting interaction and collaboration
among students (e.g., Cates & Goodling, 1997; Cavalier & Klein, 1998; Chen, 1995; Johnson & Johnson,
1996). Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) using a Web-based instructional system can, hence,
provide a learning environment that facilitates positive interdependence and collaborative efforts among
students. The students work together in small groups at the computer; their efforts are directed toward
mutual, academically and socially beneficial, goals. In general, extensive research on cooperative learning

has shown profound and positive effects on a wide range of students' cognitive and social-affective
outcomes (e.g., Johnson & Johnson, 1999; Johnson et al., 1993; Sharan, 1990; 1994; Slavin, 1995; 1996).

One of the key features that characterize cooperative learning settings and distinguish them from other
learning settings is the increased opportunity for interaction among students of diverse ability, beliefs, and
value systems in the learning process. Researchers have explored interaction as one of the mediating
variables in the relationship between cooperative learning and social and academic gains (Hettinger, 1995;
Huang, 1995; Sharan, 1990; Webb, 1989). Hence, in a cooperative learning environment, students are
typically grouped heterogeneously. The rationale for heterogeneous grouping is based on the assumption
that students can encounter wider diversity in heterogeneous groups than in homogeneous groups. Of
particular interest in this study are the ability of the student and group composition. Although research
indicates that both high- and low-ability students gain social benefits by working in heterogeneous groups,
the cognitive effects of ability grouping, heterogeneous or homogeneous, have been inconclusive (e.g.,
Cavalier & Klein, 1998; Huang, 1995; Mevarech et al., 1991; Webb, 1989; Webb & Lewis, 1988).

1.2 The Purpose of the Study
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The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of student ability and the influence of heterogeneous
and homogeneous group composition on achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension in
computer-assisted foreign language learning with a Web-based instructional system in a cooperative learning
environment. The achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension of high- and low-ability

students were compared in heterogeneous and homogeneous groups featuring individual and group
accountability.

2 Method
2.1 Subjects
The subjects were 44 undergraduate students enrolled in a required one-semester foreign language course at
a university in a metropolitan city in Korea. All the subjects had some previous experience with computers
(e.g., word processing, Internet, telecommunications, games, and/or programming). All students had taken
English as a first foreign language and French, German, Chinese, or Japanese as a second foreign language
in middle and high schools

2.2 A Web-based Instructional System
For the purpose of this study, a Web-based instructional system was designed and developed for French
language learning. This instructional system appears to be one of the first Web-based instructional systems
for computer-assisted French language learning in Korea. The instructional system was designed to be
adaptive to individual learning situations on a non real-time basis. Students can navigate the hyperlinked
multimedia contents without a pre-ordered learning schedule. Through their exploration and navigation,
thus, they can design their own instruction. The contents of the instructional system are divided into two
levels: beginning and advanced. Each level consists of 15 coherent but independent lessons. As shown in
Figure 1, each lesson is composed of six sections: reading, writing, listening, speaking, grammar, and games.

Figurel. Web-based instructional system for CALL

The reading section shows paragraphs in a variety of styles and includes interpretations and in-depth
explanations regarding morphological, lexical, syntactical and semantic-pragmatic rules and expressions
used in each sentence. The writing section enables students to gain pragmatic competence in their writing
skills. It provides questions related to context -based composition. The listening section presents simple
expressions with immediate text feedback to improve students' listening comprehension. The speaking
section is designed with an emphasis on conversational practice, based on given situations presented as a
picture. Concerning the grammatical rules of the previously presented sentences, the grammar section
provides charts, pictures, and examples as well as explanations about those points. The game section is an
additional unit designed to motivate students through games, songs, or puzzles, which may not deal with the
lesson directly.

The instructional system also includes the interactive facilities: help, bulletin board, announcements, and email. The help component includes general instructions regarding the system. The bulletin board deals with
management-related interactions such as a school calender and logistics. The announcements show FAQ' s
(Frequently Asked Questions) on subject materials or technical problems. The e-mail allows for individual

communications. These interaction facilities were designed to provide various types of asynchronous
communications among three different user groups: teachers or tutors, students, and system administrators.
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In designing and developing the user interface of the instructional system, a special emphasis was placed on
user-friendliness and efficiency. A simple, intuitive design with a text -based menu, rather than a complicated
design, was preferred. In addition, the instructional system utilizes well-designed TrueType fonts, which
support Unicodes such as Lucida Sans Unicode,' Berdana,' and ' Times New Roman.' The basic color of
the instructional system was carefully selected based on color-effectiveness studies (Moore, 1996; Pett &
Wilson, 1996; Weinman & Heavin, 1996). Given current access speed to the Internet via modems or LANs
(Local Area Networks) in schools, a minimum level of animation was used in order not to interfere with
students' concentration level in the learning process (Jeong & Yoon, 1998). For consistent and systematic
delivery of information, any subsequent hyperlinked information is presented on the same page. To this end,

the interface was developed using Active Server Page (Hillier & Mezick, 1998) and Dynamic -HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) (Homer, 1997).

2.3 Procedure
Before the study began, students were asked to complete a background survey, which was given in order to

assess students' previous experience with computers and language learning and to provide a better
description of the subjects. A pretest was administered to all students to identify those with high or low
ability. Stratified random sampling was used to assign students to heterogeneous and homogeneous ability
groups. Heterogeneous ability groups contained one high-ability student and one low-ability student.
Homogeneous ability groups contained two high-ability students or two low-ability students. Students were
unaware of the ability composition of the group. Students then received an overview of the Web-based
instructional system and instruction for cooperative work. They were instructed to work cooperatively as a
group on the task, to help each other learn, and to make group decis ions on the course of their actions in the
learning process. Students were not assigned specific roles within a group, nor were they allowed to divide

the work. Students worked for 50 minutes each day, 2 days each week, for 15 weeks, a total of 30
instructional sessions for one semester.

2.4 Research Design and Data Analysis
The study employed a 2 x 2 factorial design. The between-subjects factors included Ability (high, low) and
Group Composition (heterogeneous, homogeneous). The within-subjects factors included Achievement
Scores of Reading, Writing, and Listening Comprehension. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed to determine the interaction effects as well as the main effects of ability and group composition
on achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension. The analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was also conducted, with students' previous experience with computers and the pretest results serving as the
covariates. The level of significance was set at .05 in this study.

3 Results
The means and standard deviations for achievement in reading, writing, and listening comprehension are
presented in Table 1. The results of the analysis of variance for achievement scores by ability and group
composition are shown in Table 2.1

It should be noted that students' previous experience with computers and the pretest results did not significantly
correlate with the achievement scores. The results of ANCOVA rarely differed. Hence, for the purpose of clarity, the
results of ANOVA are presented in this section.
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Tablel. Means and Standard Deviations of the Achievement Scores by Ability and
Group Composition
Reading

Writing

Listening

Total

M

8.39

8.22

5.43

22.04

SD

1.23

2.13

2.43

4.76

M

7.38

7.00

4.43

18.81

SD

1.94

2.55

2.06

5.54

M

8.64

8.27

5.18

22.09

SD

1.33

2.19

2.42

5.26

M

7.18

7.00

4.73

18.91

SD

1.68

2.47

2.19

5.04

M

7.91

7.64

4.95

20.50

SD

1.67

2.39

2.29

5.34

Ability
High

Low

Group Composition

Heterogeneous

Homogeneous

Total

3.1 Reading
Significant main effects were found for Ability, F (1, 40) = 7.208, p < .05, and for Group Composition, F (1,
40) = 14.029, p < .05, and significant interaction effects were also found for Ability and Group Composition,

F (1, 40) = 7.268, p < .05. These results indicate that student ability and group composition exerted
differential effects on achievement in the reading posttest, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. High- and low-ability
students tended to achieve differentially across the groups of different composition on the reading posttest.
The students in heterogeneous groups scored higher than did those in homogeneous groups. This pattern is
more noticeable among low-ability students than high-ability students.

3.2 Writing
As shown in Table 2, there were significant main effects for Group Composition, F (1, 40) = 4.401,p < .05,
and significant interaction effects for Ability and Group Composition, F (1, 40) = 3.759,p < .05. Yet, main
effects for Ability were not statistically significant. Both high-ability and low-ability students working in
heterogeneous groups tended to score higher on the writing posttest than did those working in homogeneous
groups. These results indicate that the achievement of high-ability and low-ability students was dependent
on the group composition in which they were working.

3.3 Listening Comprehension
No significant effects were found for Ability or Group Composition or for the interaction between Ability
and Group Composition. The results indicate that the differences between the posttest means were not
statistically significant, probably due to the relatively large standard deviations, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 2. ANOVA Results for the Achievement Scores by Ability and Group Composition

Source of
Variation

Reading

Writing

Listening

Total

DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Ability

12.750

1

12.750

7.208

.011

Group Composition

24.817

1

24.817

14.029

.001

Interactions

12.856

1

12.856

7.268

.010

Ability

17.892

1

17.892

3.719

.056

Group Composition

19.442

I

19.442

4.401

.046

Interactions

18.041

1

18.041

3.759

.050

Ability

11.600

1

11.600

2.316

.136

Group Composition

2.759

1

2.759

0.551

.462

Interactions

11.697

1

11.697

2.335

.134

Ability

125.586

1

125.586

5.818

.021

Group Composition

122.144

1

22.144

5.659

.022

Interactions

126.632

1

26.632

5.867

.020

4 Conclusion
This study examined the effects of student ability and group composition on achievement in reading, writing,
and listening comprehension in computer-assisted foreign language learning with a Web-based instructional
system in a cooperative learning environment. The results of the analysis of variance indicate that group
composition as well as student ability significantly exerted differential effects on the learning outcomes.
Both high-ability and low-ability students working in heterogeneous groups showed higher achievement
than did those working in homogeneous groups. These results corroborate and lend further support to the
findings of the previous studies, that heterogeneous group composition benefits students of both high ability
and low ability (Larson et al., 1984, Webb, 1982a; 1982b; Yager, 1986). The cooperative learning methods,
in non-computer settings, often call for students to be grouped heterogeneously by ability (e.g., Sharan, 1994;
Slavin, 1995). The findings of this study suggest that ability grouping can also be utilized as an effective
and practical method in Web-based instructional settings

Suggestions for future research should be noted.

First, a comparative study of group learning with

individualized learning in Web-based instructional settings may be worth further investigation. Second, this
study employed pairs; the findings may not apply to larger groups. Some research suggests the importance
of group size as well as group composition in computer-based cooperative learning (Guntermann & Tovar,
1987). Finally, this study has focused on the product of group learning. Future research should also analyze
the intra-group dynamics among students in the learning process.
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Providing individualized instruction is an important tutoring task. Different
learners have different needs. This task becomes more important when dealing

with learners on the web. This paper presents the CBR-TUTOR, an
Internet-based tutoring agent system that uses case-based reasoning approach in

providing adaptive instruction to its learners. Using CBR in the tutor model

enables the tutor to reference from past experiences and identify which
instructional strategies were successful given a similar situation or student
characteristics. The CBR-TUTOR is designed as a distributed problem solving
architecture where each agent performs decision-making tasks and cooperates to
help improve the effectivity of the tutoring system.

Keywords: Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Case-Based Reasoning, Web-based
learning, Agents

1 Introduction
"The Internet now provides a possible new dimension to information technology in education, not only in

terms of potential as a vast information resource, but also in respect of interaction and knowledge
construction between individuals" (Wood, 1999). Unfortunately, most of the learning systems and electronic
textbooks accessible on the web lack the capabilities of individualized instruction and user-adapted learning
support that are emergent features of Web-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems [10].In providing
individualized instruction, it is important to diagnose the problems of individual learners and identify how to
adapt instruction and remediation to the needs of the individual learner. The diagnosis of the learner often
involves analysis of learner errors. This is the task of the student model component of an Intelligent Tutoring
System (ITS). A student model is an approximate representation of a student' s knowledge about a particular
domain, which accounts for the students' solutions to given problems [9]. The tutor model component of an
ITS, on the other hand, uses the student model to determine how to provide instruction and remediation [6].

The tutor model must be able to recognize the similarity and differences in the needs of these learners.
Different learners have different needs. The task becomes more important when dealing with students on the
web. Therefore, Internet-based tutoring systems must be able to reference to past experience in order for it to
know which approach will be appropriate given a situation (or case). However, no past situation is ever
exactly the same as a new one and domain knowledge for instructional strategies is oftentimes incomplete.

This makes the tutor model incapable of using the instructional method appropriate to the learner. It is
therefore necessary to create a tutor model that has the capability to understand new situations in terms of
old experiences and adapt an old solution to fit a new situation. Cased-Based Reasoning (CBR) suggests a
model of reasoning that incorporates problem solving, understanding, and learning; and integrates all with
memory processes. CBR can mean adapting old solutions to meet new demands, using old cases to critique
new solutions or reasoning from precedents to interpret a new situation or create an equitable solution to a
new problem. [5]. CBR cycle has four phases: retrieving the most similar case or cases, reusing the
information and knowledge in the case to solve the problem, revising the proposed solution and retaining the
parts of the experience that is likely to be useful for future problem solving [2].

Using CBR in the tutor model enables the tutor to reference from past experiences and identify which
instructional strategies where successful given a similar situation or student characteristics. Existing
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Case-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems use cases for teaching the learners the domain, that is, they use
cases as pedagogy similar to the way exercises are used as strategy for teaching. Examples of such systems
are Case-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems for operators of dynamic systems (CB-ITS) [3], Georgia Tech
Case-Based Intelligent Tutoring Systems for Pilots (GT-CBITS) and Case-Based Reasoning Approach to
Simulation-Based Intelligent Tutoring Systems for Tactical Action Officers (TAO ITS) [7]. However, none
of these systems use CBR as an approach in helping the tutor identify similar experiences encountered when
providing individualized instruction to the learners.

CBR-TUTOR is an Internet agent-based tutoring system that uses the CBR approach in providing adaptive
instruction to its learners. It is designed as a distributed problem solving architecture where each agent
performs decision-making tasks and cooperates to help improve the effectivity of the tutoring system.
Cooperative agents are agents that are assigned to do specialized tasks to solve a common goal. Section 2 of
this paper discusses the architecture of CBR-TUTOR followed by the discussions of its components in
Section 3. Finally, the conclusion and future works will be presented.

2 CBR-Tutor Architecture
CBR-TUTOR is an Internet-based tutoring agent system that uses case-based reasoning (CBR) approach to
determine how to provide individualized instruction to its learners. This section discusses the architecture of
the CBR-TUTOR in terms of its components and their relationships.

CBR-TUTOR is a distributed problem solving (DPS) system comprised of the system agent (SA).
shows the
cooperative case-based module (CCBM) and the curriculum database (CDB). Figure
1

architecture of CBR-TUTOR.

The SA serves as the registry module that contains the complete list of all agents initiated in the system.
Whenever there is an unregistered learner (i.e., first time user of the system), the SA initializes the agent (or
agents) that will be used for tutoring the learner and informs the CCBM about it. Whenever necessary, the
SA also decides if there is a need to process the requests of creation of new agents in the system by CCBM.
The cooperative case-based module (CCBM) is the core component of the CBR-TUTOR. It is composed of
cooperating agents designed for actual tutoring of the learners, retrieval, filtering, indexing and learning of
cases, and facilitation of requests from different agents in the system. Its sub-components are case-based
tutor agents (CTAs). case facilitator agent (CFA), case-based information agents (CIAs), and case-based

libraries (CBLs). The CTAs are the actual tutors assigned to the learners while CIAs are agents whose
tasks are to retrieve, filter, index and modify (or learn) cases in its CBL. A CBL contains the set of cases
used in the system. Discussion of the CCBM components is discussed in detail at section 3.2.

Depending on the planned teaching activities, a CTA accesses the curriculum database (CDB) for content
presentations. These presentations include the lessons, examples, elaboration, exercises, answers,
definitions and descriptions.
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3 CBR-Tutor Components
The primary components of the CBR-TUTOR are its specially designed agents. These are COOPERATIVE
CASE-BASED MODULE (CCBM) and SYSTEM AGENT (SA). This section discusses the detailed discussion of

these components.

3.1 Cooperative Case-Based Module
The COOPERATIVE CASE-BASED MODULE (CCBM) is the heart of the CBR-TUTOR. It is composed of
specialized agents that have specific decision-making task that cooperates to help provide individualized and

adaptive instruction using the case-based reasoning approach. The major components of CCBM are
CASE-BASED TUTOR AGENT$ CASE FACILITATOR AGENT, CASE-BASED INFORMATION AGENTS and CASE-BASED

LIBRARIES, as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1.1.

Case-Based Tutor Agent

The CASE-BASED TUTOR AGENT (CTA) interacts directly with the learner. It creates a profile of its learner

(i.e., learner type, lessons taken, performance, strategies applied, output from external student modeling

system, etc.) and this information for evaluating the current scenario. (i.e., case). The CTA uses the
case-based reasoning approach in planning for the teaching strategy to use, with the help of the other agents
in CCBM.

The CTA has four components: INTERFACE, CASE-BASED MODULE,
STUDENT KNOWLEDGE BASE, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Components of a Case-Based Tutor Agent (CTA)

All communications between the CTA and the learner is done through the interface. The interface is
designed as a web-based interface for simplicity and universal access. The system can be used through
standard browsers.
The INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNER (IP) is the component of the CTA that assesses the current case (i.e., current
teaching scenario), and communicates with the interface and the CASE-BASED MODULE (CBM). Based on

the current case, the IP forwards its requests to the CBM for generation of helpful case (or cases). The
proposed solution (i.e., result of the request) from the CBM is implemented by the IP. Implementation of the

proposed solution requires the generation of content presentation. The IP does this by accessing the
CURRICULUM DATABASE (CDB), which contains the lessons, exercises, examples, description, elaboration,
answers and definitions.

The IP is also responsible for updating the STUDENT KNOWLEDGE BASE (SKB). The SKB contains
information about the user including the name, password, identification number, and student type (i.e., low,
medium, high). It also contains the result of the diagnoses of the external student modeling system, lessons
taken, and performance evaluation of the leaner.

The component of the CTA that uses the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach is the CBM. The CBM' s
tasks are to retrieve useful case (or set of cases), propose a solution (i.e., teaching plan), test and evaluate the

proposed solution, and if needed, learn a new case. The CBM keeps local copies of cases that are
frequently used during the tutoring sessions and stores it in the LOCAL CASE-BASED LIBRARY (LCBL). CBM
also has a CASE RETRIEVER module, which retrieves cases from the LCBL and/or requests for cases through
the CASE FACILITATOR AGENT (CFA). The retrieval approach used by the CASE RETRIEVER is the same as the

retrieval approach used by the CIA (discussed in section 3.2.3.). The CASE RETRIEVER, depending on its
certainty factor, decides whether to request for case retrieval through the CFA or use only the retrieved cases
from the LCKB. The certainty factor is a measure used to evaluate the appropriateness or availability of
cases in the LCBL. If the CTA does not have enough cases to solve the current case, it makes a request to the
CFA for retrieval of good cases. Good cases are those that have potential to make relevant prediction about
the new case [4]. This means that cases retrieved either helps the CTA achieve a goal or warns about the
possibility of a failure or point out an unforeseen problem [5].
The cases retrieved (or requested) by the CASE RETRIEVER is given to the CASE GENERATOR, which in turn
checks which of the retrieved case matches exactly the retrieved case. In the event of finding an exact match,

the CASE GENERATOR proposes a solution based on the retrieved case and forwards it to the IP for reuse.
However, it is seldom that previous case matches the current case exactly. It is therefore necessary for the
CASE GENERATOR to revise the retrieved case and propose a new solution. The proposed new solution is
tested and, if needed, repaired by the CASE EVALUATOR until a confirmed solution has been achieved. The
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confirmed solution is then forwarded to the IP for implementation. The CASE EVALUATOR also forwards the
confirmed solution to the LEARNING EVALUATOR for possible learning of the new case. If there is a need to
learn a new case, the LEARNING EVALUATOR updates the LCBL and informs the CASE RETRIEVER about the

changes in the LCBL. The approach for learning a new case (i.e., case library update) used by the learning

evaluator is the same as the approach used by the CIA (discussed in section 3.2.3.). The LEARNING
EVALUATOR also informs the CFA that a new case has been learned.
3.1.2 CASE FACILITATOR AGENT

The case facilitator agent (CFA) serves as mediator between the case-based tutoring agents (CTAs) and the
case-based information agents (CIAs). This means that the CFA performs matchmaking of services thatcan
be provided by CIAs and requests made by CTAs. The CFA tracks all requests for retrieval of cases and
monitors the updating (i.e., learning) of new cases. It receives requests from CTAs, sends these requests to

the candidate CIA (or CI As) and returns responses to the requesting CTAs. The CFA has two major
components: service request module, and agent information manager (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Components of the Case Facilitator Agent
The SERVICE REQUEST MODULE (SRM) supervises all requests from the CTAs. There are two types of

requests: retrieval of cases and updating (learning) of new cases. Using the knowledge about the
capabilities of the CIAs, the SRM performs matchmaking and assesses which CIAs are suitable to process
the request. This knowledge includes the indexing vocabulary, specialization and taxonomy of indexes of
each CIA. An indexing vocabulary is a set of relevant descriptors used to describe and index cases while
specialization refers to the specific indexes being monitored by the CIA. The taxonomy of indexes contains
information about the organizational structure of the indexes.
The SRM maps the capabilities of each ClAs to the requests and forwards the requests to the candidate CIAs.
The SRM collects the result from all CIAs that responded to the request, checks and eliminates redundant
cases before forwarding the result to the requesting CTA.
The AGENT INFORMATION MANAGER (AIM) monitors all the agents registered by the SYSTEM AGENT (SA) in

the system. It has the knowledge of the indexing vocabulary and specialization of each CIA and the CTAs
that have been registered. It also supervises the mapping and updating of the taxonomy of indexes. The
knowledge about each agent and the taxonomy of indexes are used by the SRM to determine relationships,
similarities and differences of the indexes of each CIA. This helps SRM in matchmaking the CTAs request
and CIAs capability to process the request.
3.1.3 Case-Based Information Agent
The CASE-BASED INFORMATION AGENT (CIA) performs the tasks of retrieving cases, evaluating and filtering
the retrieved cases in the CCBM. Each CIA has an associated CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL) for which they

are responsible to maintain. Each CIA focuses on particular collection of features (i.e., dimensions) of the

case. A feature is an attribute-value pair used in the description of the case [5]. This facilitates faster
indexing, restructuring, searching and learning of cases. No two CIAs are exactly the same and despite
similarities in their structure, they may return different results. A CBL of a CIA may contain cases that are
similar to other CBLs (i.e., overlaps) or it may be totally different from the other CBLs .A CIA can also
request the SYSTEM AGENT (SA) for load reallocation (i.e., creation of a new CIAs), if it is overloaded.
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Retrieving

Cases

Each CIA uses the combination of searching and matching when retrieving cases. The quality of the search
algorithm is closely related to the quality of the organizational structure of the cases. The organizational

structure of each CBL is designed, as a flat library of cases where cases are stored as simple lists (or
array/files). All CIAs who were requested to retrieve cases use the parallel retrieval approach. In this
approach, each candidate CIA will search for cases and forwards the result to the CFA (if there is any).
The CFA will then be responsible for collecting and checking of results for redundancy.
Since
each CIA specializes on specific dimensions (or set of features), it only searches a relatively small number of
cases and searching is not expensive. A dimension collectively refers to all descriptive attributes of a case.
Each CIA uses a SERIAL- SEARCH- PARTIAL- MATCH (SSPM) algorithm (outline shown in Table 1).

In the SERIAL SEARCH algorithm, the entire CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL) maintained by the CIA is searched.

This means that the accuracy of retrieval is a function only of how good the matching functions are. The
matching function used by a CIA is the PARTIAL- MATCHING FUNCTION. In this approach, cases are indexed

using observable features and derived features that capture partial similarities. A combination of heuristic
and numerical evaluation function is used to compute for the matching and ranking of cases. The heuristic
function filters cases that had mismatches in important features before comparing cases for their degree of
similarity. To measure the degree of match of each pair, the Cognitive System' s (1992); evaluation function
is adapted ( see Equation 1).

Where wi is the weight of the importance of

W i( SiM ( f , fir)
i=1

dimension (slot) i, sim is the similarity function for fi and('
primitives and are the values for the feature f; in the input and retrieved
cases, respectively.
The degree of match is represented as numerical values between 0 to 1.
Closer matches have value closer to 1. Similarly, the similarity function

with a value closer to 1 means that the features have high degree of
similarity.
Equation I: Evaluation Function

Table 1. Outline of SERIAL SEARCH- PARTIAL MATCHING ALGORITHM (SSPM)
1.

For every case in memory, partially match input case:
Identify observable features and derived features
Compute for the degree of match by using the combination of heuristic and numerical evaluation function.

The heuristics identifies the important criteria and then the numeric evaluation function is used for
2.

matching and ranking.
Return all the best case(s).

Learning Cases
Each candidate CIA decides whether the new case should be learned, and which information from the case

to retain, in what form to retain it and how to index the case for later retrieval from similar problems.
Learning is a natural consequence of using CBR. It learns by accumulating new cases and indexing the cases
properly. A CIA learns basically by applying adaptation (or accumulating generalizations) to the cases and
re-indexing of cases that are already in its CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL). Re- indexing is done when the case
is recalled and it can not be used or it is used but results in failure. When a CIA learns a new case, it informs
the CFA of the changes in its indexing vocabulary if there is any.

Indexing Cases
The indexing of a case indicates when a case should be retrieved. Cases are indexed based on the goal,
solutions method and combinations of descriptors responsible for choice of particular solution. This type
of indexing helps the CIA generate a case whenever there is a need to solutions to the current problem (e.g.,
what will be the strategy given the current case). Cases are indexed by CIAs by adapting the Universal Index
Frame [8], which is a generally applicable descriptive vocabulary. UIF covers a broad range of domains
about the interactions between agents and its goal.
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Load Reallocation
Each CIA also has the capability to request the SA for a creation of a new CIA. When a CIA sees that it is
already monitoring a large amount of indexes, using a load factor, the CIA can request the SA to divide the

load by initializing a new CIA (or set of CIAs). A load is divided according to logical divisions and
dimensions of the cases. A load factor is a measure of how many indexes a CIA can monitor without
affecting the balance of the load of each CIA. The SA will then notify the CFA of the newly created CIA
including the knowledge about it, and the changes in the knowledge about the requesting CIA.

3.1.4 Case-Based Library
The CASE-BASED LIBRARY (CBL) contains the set of stored cases. Cases represents specific knowledge tied to

specific situations, it makes explicit how a task is carried out or how a piece of knowledge was applied or
what particular strategies were used for tutoring the learners effectively. The CBL is designed as flat library
of cases where cases are stored in a simple list. Since each CIA specialized on specific dimension of the case,
the CBL is designed to be simple for faster accessing of cases.

Each case in the CRC has three major parts: situation description, solution and result. The situation
description describes the goal (or set of goals), constraints on the goals, and other features of the problem
situation. The solution part of the case contains the steps used to derive the solution (i.e., tutoring plan of
action) and the justifications for decisions that were made. Alternative solutions and/or unacceptable
solutions are also included in the solution part, if any. Finally, the result part of the case contains information
about the success or failure of the solution, the explanation for failure or success, the repair strategy and the
result of applying the repair.

3.2 System Agent
The SYSTEM AGENT (SA) contains the complete list of all agents initiated in the system. It verifies agent
identities and provides their location in the network and transport addresses to the CASE FACILITATOR AGENT

(CFA). It also stores additional information about the status of the agent and its type.
The SA communicates directly to the COOPERATIVE CASE-BASED MODULE (CCBM) and performs the
following functions:
Determines if the learner is an unregistered learner, initializes and assigns a CASE-BASED TUTOR
AGENT (CTA) for the unregistered learner
Processes requests from CASE-BASED TUTOR AGENTS(CIAs) for creation of a new CIA

Monitors the complete list of agents (CTAs and CIAs) in the system and informs the CFA of the
status (e.g., newly initialized) and information of these agents.

Aside from these functions, the SA is also responsible for all low-level interfaces. These includes access to
the operating system or networking services, enforces access rights and privilege security, backs-up and
archives pertinent information, and performs exception handling [I].

4 CONCLUSION
This paper presented the architecture of the CBR-TUTOR, an Internet agent-based tutoring system that uses
the case-based reasoning approach in tutoring its learners. The architecture is designed such that it can be
implemented for different domains (i.e., programming, problem solving, and others) and can be accessed
through the Internet. The architecture differs from other internet-based tutoring systems because it utilizes
the advantages of using previously experience cases to enhance the tutoring capability of the system. In
addition, the CBR-TUTOR architecture is composed of specialized agents that performs the tutoring of
learners, facilitation of requests, and filtering, retrieving and learning of new cases. All of these agents
cooperate to achieve the goal of providing individualized and adaptive instruction to the learners. The use of
agents in the design of this system is increases the effectivity of the tutor to provide adaptive instruction to
its learners. Each of the tutoring agent focuses on the individual needs of its learners. Since the system is
Internet-based, the use of agents can accommodate more users compared to non-agent-based systems. The

other components of the system were also designed as agents because each of these components is
autonomous and requires decision-making capability. Future work will focus on the implementation of
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CBR-TUTOR in the domain of programming. Further research regarding the learning of cases where the
system has the capability to do situation assessment where the reasoner elaborates a situation description to
make the description fit the other case library descriptions will also be done.
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Royal Roads University (RRU) is a four year old University situated on a 640
acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. The
mission of the University is to deliver world-class applied and professional
programs to Canadian and international adult learners. RRU' s degree programs
are designed for the mid-career professional and its graduate programs combine
periods of on-campus instruction and semesters of distance education. This
delivery model (a) aligns with the needs of mid-career professionals, and (b) is
dictated by the size of the physical buildings at RRU; currently only 250 learners

can be accommodated on-campus at any one time. At RRU' s Centre for
Economic Development and Applied Research (CEDAR) we have developed
tools that allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative
learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This
flexibility provides the opportunity for just in time and just enough information
that creates the truly learner-centred environment. These tools are used in
several of the MBA courses, such as finance and e-commerce.

Keywords: Knowledge Construction and Navigation, Lifelong Learning,
Web-Based Learning

1 Introduction
Royal Roads University (RRU) in British Columbia, Canada is a five year old University situated on a 540
acre historic site featuring beautiful grounds and a nineteenth century castle. For 40 years the facility was
used as a campus for Military officers, and became a public University when the Department of National
Defense closed the facility and leased the space to the Province of British Columbia.
Although beautiful and steeped in history, The physical facilities limit the on-campus population to only 325
students at any one time. This forced the University to explore alternate delivery methodologies from the
very beginning, and has resulted in an innovative and highly effective model that targets mid-career learners.

The University focuses primarily on Masters level programs which are offered at a distance to learners who
are still in the workforce and continuing at their jobs. These students come together for a series of brief
residencies and complete the remainder of their degree through Web-based distributed learning.

With busy mid-career learners, several issues had to be addressed. In addition to accommodating the usual
issues of time and place, the University wanted to adopt a Learner-centred approach that would adjust for
such variables as prior learning level; Learning Styles and use of granular knowledge objects. At the same

time, designers were cognizant of the significant body of research evidence that points to learning
communities and collaborative discourse as critically important components of any online courseware.

The resulting courseware seemed to effectively combine the best of the highly learner-centred techniques
used in private sector training with the collaborative techniques that have proven effective in most successful
post-secondary online courses.
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Using commonly available web development tools the team at Royal Roads University created courses that
are database-driven, and use dynamic templates to easily populate and modify course content. They devised

a number of online assessment and feedback tools, as well as innovative "jig-saw puzzle" style group
assignments to stimulate collaboration. They developed a navigation system to allow learners a choice of
delivery styles to suit personal learning style preferences, and a self-assessment mechanism to help learners
move through online material on a need-to-know basis.
Additionally, the system provides easy management tools for the instructors to control and modify content,
as well as monitor the students' progress, without needing any knowledge of web page creation or HTML.

The development team at Royal Roads University is part of the Centre for Economic Development &
Applied Research, (CEDAR). They are continuing to explore and evolve the understanding of what works
and what doesn't in online learning. At RRU, the team is fortunate to have a "live" laboratory of more than
900 active online students, and a University-wide commitment to Web-based delivery.

In this presentation, we will demonstrate actual delivered courses, present our findings, and demonstrate our
course design. We will show how the use of templates and database driven content allows course designers
to adjust for variables of learning style, prior knowledge, and level of effort, in addition to time and place.
CEDAR' s methodology is applicable to all forms of electronic distributed learning (EDL) regardless of the
delivery mechanism distance education or classroom delivery, over the Internet or via CD-ROM,
instructor-led or instructor-free. Learner-centred EDL courses can be easily designed using commercially
available software tools. These tools allow simultaneously for both knowledge-building, collaborative
learning and for individual, self-paced learning in the same course. This flexibility provides the opportunity

for just in time and just enough information that is demanded by busy professionals seeking a learnercentered environment. These learners have a lifetime of experiences and want a course that is tailored to
their needs and takes advantage of their prior knowledge.

Our methodology allows learners to navigate through the content according to learning style. Pre -testing on
learning outcomes allows for prior learning assessment, adaptive self-assessment quizzes provide feedback,
and technical assistance is built into the course. On-line communities are created through group jigsaw
assignments and forum discussions. This allows learners from diverse backgrounds to participate in an online environment that is geared to their individual needs.
Some of our unique features include:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Learner-centred approach allows learners to navigate throuth the material based on their preferred
learning style. This is in contrast to most EDL courses which follow a sequential text -book like
approach,
Learners can pre-test for prior knowldege. This saves them time as they study only those parts of a
course that they do not already know,
Self-assessment quizzes allow learners to monitor their progress throughout the course and review as
needed,

The outcomes-based design of the database allows for the use of shareable courseware objects for
different learning needs in different courses.

2 Design and Development of the E-Commerce Course
The development process began with the course designer showing the instructor previously completed
courses. By seeing exemplars the instructor was presented with different teaching options that the
technology facilitates and allowed the instructor imaginative application of the construction process.
(integrating real world/live data, interactive diagrams, and animated examples).

The design and development of the e-commerce course was a three-way communication between the content

expert, an instructional designer (who is a specialist in learning styles) and the technical designer. The
instructor was actively involved in the course development and provided the learning outcomes for the
course. The instructional designers established the appropriate navigation for the different Learning Styles
and those navigation methodologies were then tagged into the database templates.

The Web based Discussion Forums were setup and the instructor was given early access. The course
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underwent a period of testing before the students were given access and any noticeable glitches were
corrected at that time.

3 Student Engagement
Instructional materials are delivered to distance-learners via the Internet or to classroom-based learners via
CD-ROM. The primary thrust behind the methodology was to produce courseware that is truly learnercentred rather than content-driven or instructor-centred. The course material is navigated in a variety of
database-driven, learner-selected methods, depending upon individual preferences. Students also have access
to a 24-hour online support available for any technical problems that they may experience. PDF files or
screen prints are available for offline browsing of the course content.

Each course module has a number of self-assessment questions, which allows the learner to measure
themselves against the desired learning outcomes for that granule. A learner may choose to try this
assessment before working through any of the material, or afterwards for self-formative evaluation of the
module content. At the end of the assessment, the learner is informed which areas of the module require
study. Learners returning later to the self-assessment questions are asked questions only on those areas
incorrectly answered the first time.

The web application allows the learner to optionally take a learning style test that provides information
about their preferred learning style. After completing the test, the individual is provided with information
about their preferred style and each unit can be approached according to that style. Users can switch freely
between styles at any point.

To enhance critical thinking and process skills, and the development of community, the courses have
included:

(a) residency,
(b) group jigsaw assignment,
(c) case-based reasoning,
(d) electronic forums, newsgroups and live chat
(e) peer to peer and self evaluation
(0 real-world, just in time articles for on-line discussion,
(g) instructor acting as a guide on the side and not as a sage on the stage.
(h) Integration of real-world projects.
These opportunities provide for (a) immediate transferability to the workplace, and (b) building a knowledge
network that extends long beyond the end of the degree program.

4 Lessons Learned
The results of the project were gathered from learners through formative feedback, summative evaluation,
and focus group discussions.
In general, it was found that learners reacted positively to
(a) the different navigation styles for the four learning styles,
(b) the look and feel of the user interface
(c) the on-line technical helps,
(d) the internal consistency of links,
(e) the ability to pre-test prior knowledge,
(0 the on-line immediate feedback given in the self-assessment quizzes
(g) collaborating with their peers at a distance, and jigsaw style assignments.
(h) the flexibility of doing the course at a convenient time and place.

Some learners relied heavily on offline reading of the printed material, particularly those with poor
connectivity or minimal familiarity with computers.

Some complained that the course required them to do too much on the computer, and they would have
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preferred more offline work.

Very technically literate students suggested more use of multimedia in the content. In the finance course,
several exercises required the student to use a separate spreadsheet, and it was felt that this functionality
should have been incorporated into the online exercise. This can be easily done with the technology that was
used.
Some saw the self-assessments as more threatening, (they carried no marks) while most saw them as a tool.

Some suggested allowing the student to mark up the content online, such as with the use of
electronic "sticky notes". This suggestion will be implemented in the next course.
Three main lessons that we have learned from this project are:

It is possible to produce EDL courseware that is learner-centred and not content-driven or instructordriven. This results in more satisfied learners who feel that their time, prior knowledge, and learning
preferences have been considered,
2. Using off-the-shelf tools save on production time and costs and ensure that tried-and-tested software is
1.

utilized,
3. Courses that are database-driven provide opportunities for re-using data elements in different courses.
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1 Introduction
The Web provides a new learning environment with a wealth of pedagogic possibilities. The colorful and
visually engaging appearance, rich resources, online audio, video, and other interactive features, combine to
make the Web an enormously valuable learning tool. Although it has been argued that web technology has
the potential to provide a unique environment for teaching and learning, the psychological implications of its
effects on learners' language learning has remained relatively unexplored. The current research does not

present much empirical evidence to validate the instructional applications of web technology [1-6].
Furthermore, results of a meta-analytical study, Ayersman found that perceptions and attitudes toward
technology are functionally important in promoting effective learning [7]. Therefore, more research needs to
be conducted into learners' perceptions toward this new technology so specific guidelines for its successful
implementation can be provided.

This study looked at learners' attitudes and perceptions as they conducted technology-augmented projects,

and asked what were their affective attitudes and cognitive perceptions toward this tool. The study
contributes to an understanding of language learning using the Web, and provides a basis for empirical
studies of Taiwanese EFL learners performing real educational tasks with the Web. The insights gained in

this small study will help EFL teachers design better learning environments with regard to classroom
management, assessment and assignment.

2 Methodology
Participants
The 55 participants in this study were second year students, majoring in Applied English at a junior college.
They had taken a 2-credit required course in Tourism English for two semesters.

Web-based Language Project
The goal of this project was to apply the language that the students had learned in an authentic context, to
communicate, and to nurture students' global perspectives and information literacy. The project aimed to
help students understand the Web with the ultimate goal of using it to create research projects about selected
states in the U.S. Specifically, the objectives for the project were to: (1) provide students with background

information about American culture, its separate states, cities, food, customs, people, history, travel
information, etc. (2) provide students with an information-literate experience in web technology; (3) enhance
students' discourse synthesis ability, namely, learning how to search, organize, and compose information for
a research project. Students were asked to work on conducting a search of an assigned American state on the
Web. Students could create their projects in whatever format they would like.

Instruments
A questionnaire was given to elicit relevant information on the participants' perception of and attitudes
towards, using the Web to complete their Web-based English projects. The first part of the survey pertained
to background information. The second part consisted of 40 attitude and perception statements about
learning experiences indicating levels of agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 5
standing for strong agreement. The Cronbach coefficient alpha of the survey was .87, suggesting the internal
reliability to be quite acceptable. The third part included open-ended questions depicting their reflections
about the project.
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Data Collection and Analysis
After data collection, the quantitative and qualitative methods were performed. The qualitative analysis
made from the student responses to the open-ended questions and the researcher' s observation, provided the
opportunity to uncover deeper issues than might have been apparent in a quantitative study. Results from the

factor analysis (principal axis factoring with varimax rotation) yielded six factors accounting for 64.11
percent of the variance. Following are the interpretations of each factor: cognitive disorientation, learning
anxiety, perceived enhancement of language ability, perceived enhancement of cultural understanding, as
well as the Web as a potentially useful search tool, and the overall perception of language learning on the
Web.

3 Discussion and Conclusion
The study investigated second-year junior college students' attitudes and perceptions towards the web as an

educational resource. Six main factors concerning the learners' perceptions were identified, including
cognitive disorientation, learning anxiety, perceived enhancement of language ability, perceived
enhancement of cultural understanding, as well as the Web as a potentially useful search tool, and the overall
perception of language learning on the Web. The study showed that the reaction of students to technologyaugmented assignments was mixed. Analysis of the survey revealed a generally positive attitude towards the
project pertaining to the enhacement of cultural awarenss and overall language learning. A few negative
responses were noted, as learners experienced varying degrees of disorientation and cognitive overload. In
particular, those learners who do not adjust well to reading on the Web appear to have much learning anxiety
and cognitive disorientation, and correspondingly, have a lower overall perception of language learning.

Some frustration with the challenges and difficulties in relation to computers and language were found. On
the one hand, students' encountered technical difficulties in relation to the use of computers. The problems
they encountered were; malfunctioning of the system, the periodic slowness of Internet connections, poor
design of web documents, searching complications, time constraints and the inconvenience of being required
to work on the project on campus. On the other hand, students commented on the challenges of reading,
selecting, processing and evaluating information. For example, some learners had not developed effective
searching strategies for locating appropriate information and, further made qualitative judgments as to the
accuracy and reliability of specific information. Given the fact that interest is the impetus of learning, and
method is the key to knowledge, teachers should inform learners of effective learning strategies and design

diversified learning enviroments by providing intellectual, entertaining and interesting assignmets to
enhance learners enjoyment. From this study, it could be concluded that computer-learning networks have
the potential to empower students in well-designed learning environments. It is emphasized that the central
computer-mediated learning experience in Language Studies can not be achieved by itself simply by the

introduction of the learner to the web technology. Those learners who show reluctance towards
technologically oriented projects need careful guidance and support from the pedagogical and technological

applications of this self-directed curriculum. Therefore, providing scaffolding, both in using Internet
applications and in orienting the learners to the task, is vital to the successful implementation and integration
of technology into the curriculum.

It is undeniable that, being situated at the turn of 21 century as we are, developing the learner' s information
literacy of the digital world is important. Learning to navigate and sift through huge amounts of information
with speed and accuracy, as well as pursuing a critical level of understanding that goes well beyond literal or
surface-level meaning, will prepare students for the challenges they will face as society delves deeper into

the Information Age. The study calls for the learners' instrumental use of web technology to achieve
language-specific goals. The project challenges learners to become both language and information literate in

growing the following skills: awareness of global issues and concerns, the cross-cultural comparison,
development of computer skills, enhancement of critical thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as
specific communication skills such as arguing, persuading, or defending a particular point.

As the study shows, researching language instruction within a digital learning environment opens up a
broader range of connections and meaning-making among learners. The present study is only a stepping
stone on the way to examining learners' perceptions and attitudes toward the Web-based language project.
Although this activity was conducted in a foreign language class, it could be adapted as an activity in a
variety of disciplines to maximize the language dimension, such as social studies, global education, science,
and cultural comparison [8]. The researcher believes that the possibilities for research in these powerful
network environments will be conducive to broadening and refining language literacy.
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1 Introduction
Information technology grows rapidly recently. People use Internet to obtain many kinds of information. The
Internet has become the most important path in cyber world. In the last five years, using the Internet to carry
out distance learning, especially for teachers' in-service training, changes the style of education.

To actualize the policy which was to build an lifelong-learning education environment, Ministry of
Education delegated National Kaohsiung Normal University (NKNU) to manage Asynchronous Distance
Learning class for high school teachers in Oct, 1999.

2 Construct Asynchronous Distance Learning Web page
Generally speaking, teachers have to control the instructive materials, activities, learning process and
evaluation. Every instruction system must include all of the three factors as following:

2.1 Instructive materials and activity designing
If we just put the materials onto web site, they look like electronic books on Internet. It is helpless for
students. Therefore, when designing the contents of curriculum, we make it in "practicing" orientation.
Activities make teacher and students interact with each other and avoid students to feel humdrum or like
reading an electronic book.

2.2 Evaluation
When students finish learning a chapter, we give them an formative evaluation to verify whether students
master the thesis or not. If students pass the formative evaluation, they can continue the curriculum. If not,
they have to go back and learn it again until they pass the formative evaluation. The system would give
some feedback to students, they would know which part of contents they don' t understand yet. Then, vm
always hold an examination when finishing the curriculum, the summative evaluation. (Figure-1)

Contents' learning 0.Formative Evaluation Whether Student masters the contents or not?
No

Relearn contents

Yes

Complete Learning

Figure-1 Formative Evaluation of Contents' Learning (Kuo Sheng- Iu,1993,p294)

2.3 Learning process
Instead of quantification of examination, we should care about the reflection from students after instruction

and learning. Grades cannot decide students' learning efficiency. During designing the materials, we
considered every details of students' learning process. These include
counts in connection
counts in joining the forum
contents what student discuss
chatting situation between teacher and students
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Homework students work hard or not
Chapter evaluation (formative evaluation)
teachers and students communicate by email

All items can be saved into database so that we can estimate student' s behavior in learning.

3 Concepts on designing curriculum
We design several activities and strategies. The activities will make students concentrate on the contents. we
consider about the strategies as following:

3.1 Homework:
We assign homework after students finish learning every chapter. They can evaluate themselves through
homework to know how much they learn and review contents again.

3.2 Operative Orientation:
In the homework, they have to work some operation by computer, such as computer game.

3.3 Self-determination:
Self-determination means that students have to study by themselves and plan study schedule by themselves.

3.4 Interactive :
We define interaction into two ways : one direction and two direction (Table-1).

Asynchronous
Synchronous

Two direction
On-Line Forum
Chat Room
Table-1 Interactive model

One direction
Announcement FAQ_

One direction: teacher to student
Two direction: teacher and student

3.5 User Interface.
What users feel about it is very important in internet environment. Hyperlink always be mazes for a novice
in the internet. Trying to solve user interface problem , we use several ways as following :
3.5.1 Frame- cut web pages into several frame to reduce confusing
3.5.2 Tree menu from the reaction of students , the tree menu is easy to access the pages
3.5.3 Learning Path guideline for students on the web
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The purpose of this paper is to apply network technology to make the design of
Web-based learning graphics systems for user. Several issues will be addressed
in this paper such as the development of an Integrated Interactive Graphics
System (IIGS) for a better design environment. In this paper, we attempted to
develop a web-based graphics learning system by Bezier, B -spline and NURBS

algorithms. The purpose of the research was to increase the effect of
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) in network .The other advantages is that
network browser is the common platform in internet and intranet, the graphics

system can be portable cross different operating system, as like windows
98,linux..etc. In fact, the graphics learning system have attempted to be shared
the resource each other.
Keyword: OpenGL, VRML, NURBS, CAD/CAM, CAI, Curves, Surfaces

1 Introduction
As the Internet has improved in the last ten years, web-based graphics learning has become very important

in Internet. In recent year, the distance learning by Internet has been established and developed in
Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) system. In this paper, the user can design and learning sculpture
curves and surfaces on a personal computer by the interactive way. The graphics system has friendly
interface in operating process.

OpenGL is a software interface that allows the programmer to create 2D and 3D graphics images. OpenGL
are both a standard API and the implementation of API. In other words, OpenGL is a set of functions which
have the same syntax and which act the same way on every platform, even though different vendors have
written the actual subroutines, which implemented the API standard.
Graphics programming concepts underlie the function of OpenGL. These concepts are easy for the average
application programmer to understand and use. OpenGL is independent of the hardware, operating, and

windowing systems in use. Using OpenGL to make a program is easier than using API to do. API is
integrated into a windowing system, since learning how to program a windowing system is often quite
complicated.

2 Curve Modeling
Curve methods are usually included in different courses such as geometric modeling, CAD/CAM,
computer-aided geometric design (CAGD), computer graphics, etc. In teaching this material, it is essential
that students have an access to computer graphics facilities. Practical experiences help them to understand
the dry theory. There are many books concerning curve and surface modeling and each of them considers
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this subject in a different way (with some modifications). Users are confused, especially beginners. The
next weakness of method representations is in lack of comparative means. Learning can be more effective
if different methods are studied simultaneously on the same data by changing control parameters.
This field is developing very quickly and therefore researchers need also an effective comparative tool for

their new improved approaches or methods. For these reasons, a program package for modeling and
analysis of parametric curve methods called CM ("Curves Modeling") has been constructed. It is written in
OpenGL. Not only 2D but also 3D curves are considered. Three various methods are incorporated in CM in

the first menu level. Including all menu levels, there are ten methods or their modifications. In the
interpolation methods, a curve passes through all control points, in the approximation methods, however, a
curve passes only near to control points.

Figure 1. The Curve modeling interface

Figure 2. The Surface-modeling interface

A curve is compounded of small curves called curve segments and is determined by an equation in
parametrical form (parameter u). In the knot vector for u (Uknot), there are parameter values for segment
boundaries.

3 The Bezier, B-spline and NURBS Curves Algorithms.(extract)
NURBS curves:
A pth-degree NURBS curve is defined by

a<u<b

C(u)=
EN1.,(U)W,

(12)

PO

Where the {Pi} are the control points (forming a control polygon), the {Wi} are the weights, and the
{Ni,p(u)}are the pth-degree B-spline basis functions defined on the non-periodic (and non-uniform) knot
vector.

p+1

p+1

(13)

4 Surfaces Modeling
In the computer graphics, a surface is usually generated by a surface representation method on a control net
(linked control points in a 3D space). Methods for surface representation are divided in two major groups:
approximation and interpolation methods. At the interpolation methods, a surface passes through all control
points, at the approximation methods , however, a surface passes only near to control points. A surface is
compounded of small surfaces, called patches, presented by two families of isoparametric curves.

A program package for modeling and analysis of parametric surface methods called SM ("Surfaces
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Modeling") has been constructed .A surface is determined by an equation in parametrical form (parameters

u and v). We speak about u and v directions (parametrical view) or about direction X and direction Y
respectively (2D screen view). In the knot vectors for u and v (Uknot, Vknot), there are parameter values u
and v for patch boundaries.

5 The Bezier, B-spline and NURBS Surfaces Algorithms.(extract)
NURBS surfaces:
A NURBS surface of degree p in the u direction and degree q in the v direction is a bivariate vector-valued
piecewise rational function of the form
111

s(u,v)-

(14)

EE
0

u,v SI

N,,,60N,.,60w,.,
1.0 1.0

The {Pik} from a bi-directional control net ,the {Wig} are the weights ,and the {Ni,p(u)} and {Ni,,(v)} are
the non-rational B-spline basis functions defined on the knot vectors

6 The structure of the graphics learning system:
(1)System operating process and interface:
(2) Graphics algorithms:
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Figure 3. System operating process and interface.
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7 Brief Overview of OpenGL
OpenGL is the premier environment for developing portable, interactive 2D and 3D graphics applications.
OpenGL have the following obvious benefits:

(1) Reliable and portable
(2) Scalable
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(3) Easy to use
VR as a Training Tool
Virtual Reality training can dramatically reduce the cost of delivering training by decreasing learning time
for student and instructors.
0.0.10 .0,19

VR Minim Rectal. I caminE rugs'

1.11antWII.

igure

igure

as a training oo as oppose
Classroom techniques (RTI)

e

e ra or ys em

8 Implementation and Example:
(1)The Integrated graphics Learning real-time system:
(2)Drawing NURBS curves and Covert Curves into VRML 3D Type:
OW, IVO, Ma.

:42:2InTa.

VR

Covert

Figure 7 Drawing and Covert NURBS Curves

VRML Type

9 Experiment results:
Mittpur tu WWI
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I he expenment result
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While the differences between the groups were significantly different, the virtual reality group performed is
best; the Web-based model group is better than the printed materials group.

10 Conclusion:
The paper describes a new technology that we have established a VR-Based real-time graphics system. In
summary, the system offers the following contributions:
To accomplish an Integrated Graphics Learning Real-time System
1.
To share the resources in network.
2.
To establish a computer network assisted learning system.
3.
4. To explore and compare these algorithms of the sculpture curves and surfaces.
5. To integrate VRML with webbased learning system and realize 3D graphics on VR environment
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Recently, there are many web-based instructional systems that have been
developed on the Internet. Most of them claim that their system designs are
based on constructivism. However, how to really evaluate if a web-based
instructional wstem is a constructivist system or not, we need a complete
evaluation guidelines which are derived from learning theories of constructivism.

In this study we proposed a set of guidelines for evaluation of constructivist
web-based instructional systems by surveying literature articles and analyzing
constructivism theory. We then evaluate several popular web-based instructional
systems by applying the proposed guidelines. Hope the proposed guidelines
have some helps to the design and upgrade of web-based instructional systems,
and can be an evaluation guidelines for constructivist web-based instructional
systems.

Keywords: Constructivism, Web-based Instructional System, Distance
Education, Cyber University

1 Introduction
From the 1990, Internet was booming globally in a tremendous speed. The population of people using
Internet in the world is growing quickly in an exponential rate. Just like another industrial revolution,
Internet has decisively deep and far impacts on our life. Currently the web-based instruction, using new
media on the Internet, has the most conspicuous impacts on distance education as well as on traditional
instruction type. Lines between these two kinds of instructional methods begin to be blurred [11]. Nowadays,
many colleges and universities also begin to put the distance education into practice through Internet, hoping
to enhance the learning efficiency by conducting new educational methodologies from Internet media. The
asynchronous distance education, enabling teachers and students to interactively share information, to teach,
to learn and to discuss anytime by connecting to the web-based instructional system, is one of the examples
taking advantage of the computer software and Internet tools to simulate circumstances of giving lessons in
the classroom. This leads us to another new kind of instructional schemes. At present researches in the light
of this instructional system are continuously going on [12].

According to the architecture of many web-based instructional systems discussed [8,9,10] and the
experience of developing this kind of system [3,5,6,7], we found that most of the systems developed were
some sorts of system integration based on technical layers, and designers of these systems all thought the
features of these systems could realize the circumstances of constructivist instruction. But whether the
learning theories of constructivism can be fully achieved or not by the web-based instructional system is still
a question which makes system designers and people with intention to establish the system indecisive and
needs more guidelines for evaluation.

The objective of this research is trying to propose guidelines for evaluation of web-based instructional
systems, hoping to be able to help with system development and become guidelines for evaluation. Besides
these guidelines built in this research, case studies of comparison and evaluation on some famous web-based
instructional systems will also be conducted.
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2 Guidelines for constructivist instructional system design
Yi [13] definitely pointed out five principles for system design in his experimental schema:
(1) The ability to provide a process for knowledge construction.
(2) The ability to provide a circumstance relative to actual real actions for learning.
(3) The ability to provide an experience for viewing the points from each aspect.
(4) The ability to provide an environment to experience the social learning process.
(5) The ability to provide presenting methods for media.

But some of these guidelines nowadays have been essential and existing functions due to the advancement
of technology. The ability, which the system has to be equipped with, of providing learning circumstance
related to real activities, for example, could be achieved by the multimedia on WWW since it could present
information in different types such as text, charts, pictures, video, images and language. And users can select
appropriate media for presenting instructional materials so that a realistic circumstance could be simulated
with interactive lessons and useful information could be embedded inside. As a result, taking the present
technology into account, design of multimedia instructional circumstances can' t be classified as the problem
of system functions but as the guidelines that require considering.

Furthermore, synchronous (such as videoconference including shared white boards and on-line chat) and
asynchronous (such as e-mail and BBS) communication systems also can provide circumstances for social
learning experience as well as experience in different observation viewpoints. Students can benefit from the
information revealed by the system to learn from other's learning experiences. Therefore, we conclude the
above mentioned two points as that the system should provide circumstances capable of forming learning
groups.
Thus, the original five guidelines for system design proposed by Yi [13] could be modified as below:

Guideline 1 Capable of providing processes for knowledge construction.
Users can decide the methods of their own to explore the information they need, such as
selecting learning contents, determining learning sequences and participating in learning
processes actively. Besides, as to the specific problems assigned by teachers, they also can

explore the information provided by the system and then add their opinions into their
knowledge base according to the information they have collected. They can record the
processes of knowledge construction by system functions as well.
Guideline 2 Capable of providing circumstances for forming learning groups.
The system should provide functions for students to interact with each other and social
experiences for learning reference. Students can make self-examination on his thoughts by

observing the viewpoints of others. The information revealed by the system would
determine how users learn.

In response to the requirements for the information society of next age, demands for students' ability should

become omnidirecion-oriented. Besides simply knowledge gaining, abilities of high-level thinking,
knowledge integration, creation and problem solving as well as human relationship are all required. For this
reason, in addition to these two guidelines mentioned above, we propose another five guidelines from the
point of constructivism literatures and social requirements.
Guideline 3 Capable of providing an environment for easy use.
The patterns of interactions in class can be defined as between students and teachers,
between students and teaching materials, and between learners.
Guideline 4 Capable of providing an environment for dynamically exploring information

Chang [1] indicates that the knowledge will be constructed through dynamically
exploring and discovery.

Guideline 5 Capable of providing an environment for observing the operation of other users.

From the point of the learning theory of constructivist psychology, through the
cooperative learning of discussing, observing and consulting, it's easier to achieve
self-thinking and constructivist learning.
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Guideline 6 Capable of providing a cooperative learning environment for groups.
The system should provide an environment for member discussing, team forming and
lessons learning with the assistance of Internet. That can lead to the achievement of the
requirements which the information society of next age needs, and also fulfill the third
principle of modern constructivism.
Guideline 7

Capable of providing an environment for recording the learning process.
The system should automatically record the performance, check the sequence and time
of teaching materials, and trace the activity of problem solving and information seeking.

Through the literature review, we conclude the seven principles mentioned above. They should be conducive
to the design of new systems and the update of old systems to assist teachers and students in constructivist
instructional activities. We will use these principles to evaluate some instructional systems.

3 Evaluation of foreign web-based instructional system
Listed here are some popular web-based instructional systems being evaluated by Chen & Shih [2] with their

function analysis. We will use the designing guidelines of mnstructivist instructional system described
above to evaluate these systems again.
WebCT web-based instructional system (http://www.webct.com)

WebCT (version 2.0) was a kind of web-based instructional system developed by
Department of Computer Science at the University of British Columbia. Table I is an evaluation
table resulting from the analysis with the guidelines (based on the functions listed in the WebCT
White Paper, August 1999). From table 1, we find that the system conforms to some guidelines
and provides better function for knowledge construction process and ease of use. But it is deficient
in-group learning, which needs further enhancement of related features.
Learning Space web-based instructional system (http://www.lotus.com/learningspace)

LearningSpace (LearningSpace Anytime 3.0) was a web-based instructional system
developed by IBM. Table 1 is an evaluation table resulting from the analysis with the guidelines
(based on the functions listed in the LearningSpace anytime 3.0, June 1999). We find in table 1 that
it provides better function for forming learning groups but is deficient in other components such as
knowledge construction, records of learning process, and group learning environment.
Hyperwave web-based instructional system (http://www.hyperwave.com/)

Hyperwave (Version 5.0) was a system developed by a private corporation in German to
build an Internet system. Table 1 is an evaluation table resulting from the analysis with the
guidelines (based on the functions listed in the Hyperwave Information Server 5.0 Technology
White Paper Version 1.2 6/18/1999). From table 1, we find that it isn't really a constructivist
web-based instructional system. More functions should be added.
TopClass web-based instructional system (http://www.wbtsystems.com/)
TopClass is web-based training software developed by a private corporation WBT Systems
in California, USA. Table 1 is an evaluation table resulting from the analysis with the guidelines
(based on the functions listed in the WBT's White Papers, September 1998). From table 1, we find

the system has its strength on the ability of learning process recording. Enhancement of the
functions on other parts such as knowledge construction, provision of multimedia and group
learning should be made.

The Cyber University of NSYSU (http://cu.nsysu.edu.tw/)
The Cyber University of NSYSU is a web-based instructional system developed by NSYSU.
From the table 5, we know that each function of the system meets the guidelines, especially in the
aspects of providing environments for group learning and forming group society.
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Table 1. Evaluation of the web-based instructional systems
Top Class
Hyperwave
Learning Space
WebCT
x
x
x
Co
0

Guideline

e

1

2
3

4

Co

5

x
x

6
7

0
0

0

x

x

V

0
0

CD

x

NSYSU

e

0
x
x
V

provided k not provided 0 partly provided

4 Conclusion
The booming of Internet creates a brand new learning environment. It is also recognized to be the most
suitable tools for developing constructivist instructional circumstances. But since a good veb-based
instructional system plays an important role in developing web-based instructional environment, this
research analyzed and summarized a set of guidelines for designing constructivist instructional system after
reviewing literatures related to constructivism learning theory. With the guidelines proposed here, we
evaluated and compared with some famous web-based instructional systems.
Meanwhile, we found some existing problems and issues worthy of further research. At the evaluation report
by Chen & Shih [4], the ranking of these five instructional systems is LearningSpace, The Cyber University
of NSYSU, TopClass, WebCT, and Hyperwave. But our evaluation report shows that from the viewpoint of

requirements of constructivist education, there is no system but the Cyber University of NSYSU that
satisfies the guidelines proposed. In the past, the LearningSpace developed by IBM once owned most
complete functions and best reputation. But under the examine principles, it only conformed to part of these
guidelines. It reveals that systems in the past were mostly technology-focused but lack of the understanding
that the system should meet the nature, the objective, and the theory of the education.

Since the instruction is an extension of learning, designing of instructional activities should conform to the
learning theory. We believe that future research should not only pay attention to the technology of the

web-based instructional systems but also be designed in accordance with the learning theory without
disregarding the nature and the original objective of education. We hope that guidelines proposed in this
research could be of great help in designing new systems and upgrading old ones and moreover provide the
system design with a clear and definite objective and direction.
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The reform of teacher training started in May 1995 in the Republic of Korea
with reform of the educational system. The core of the reform was reinforcement

of teacher training activity and introduction of a DTTS(Distance Teacher
Training System). Then, in order to introduce a DTTS, the project for distance
teacher training model development started in September 1997. This paper is

related to a design and implementation of a teacher model in a DTTS. The
teaching models of the following 4 types were carried out. 1) Problem-Solving
type, 2) Seminar type, 3) Lecture-Practice type, 4) Courseware type. This system
was in operation from October 1998. Current problems of this teacher models
include: 1) Poorness of course contents, 2) The difficulty of checking a learning
process, 3) Insufficiency of feedback to a trainee etc.
Keywords:
Learning

Distance Teacher Training, Teacher Model, Web-Based

1 Introduction
In Korea, reform of teacher training started on May 31, 1995 with the announcement of a reform of the
educational system proposal. Philosophical bases for reform of teacher training are the spirit of the opened
education, enshrining the principles of, opened an educational opportunity, the learning speed, the contents
of learning, and the learning method, etc. The contents of reform are as follows[5]:
1) Obligation of periodical training;

2) Execution of distance education that introduced high technology of information communication
engineering;
3) Reflection to the personnel affairs and the salary of a training result;

4) Authorization of a special course completion result in a graduate school and a social-education
organization;

5) Attempt to the improvement of the training organization that enabled selection of the training
organization by the teacher and let competition pass in qualitative.

These are summarized the following: 1) reinforcement of teacher training activity 2) introduction of a
DTTS(distance teacher training system). It aimed at an expansion of the training opportunity, and
overcoming restriction of time and space, with a eduction of training expenses. The project of DTTS
development started in September 1997. It was sponsored by the Korea Multimedia Education Center. This

project was divided into 4 sub-projects: Develop a training support model, design for teaching model,
courseware development, and development for system management model. This paper is related to a design
and implementation of a teacher model in a DTTS.
A teacher model is dependent on the contents of course, the learner characteristic, learning environment, etc.
[6]. According to the questionnaire for the teachers and educational professionals of Choi [2], the suitable
course for distance teacher training is as follows.
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I) Various culture subjects (humanities a subject and a theoretical field).
2) Teaching methods expected such as discussion and workshop, then a lecture.

In Korea, as a training course into the distance teacher training, the culture subject of 11 was chosen. These
were, "Foreknowledge of the future society and a counter plan", "Understanding of traditional culture",
"The world in the 21st century and the Korea", "An information society and a computer", "Environment and
education", " Raising of national morality nature", "An information society and multimedia education",

"Theory and practice of open education", "The direction of the educational system reform and school
reform", "Education of humanity and originality", "Education for a unification counter plan".

In consideration of the characteristic of subjects and learner, strategies of WBI (Web-Based Instruction)[]],
the teaching model of the following four types was proposed. I) Problem-solving type, 2) Seminar type, 3)
Lecture-practice type, 4) Courseware type. These are described at length in sections 2-4.

2 Design of the Teaching Model
In this project, the model of distance teacher training was divided into the macro model and the micro model,
and was developed accordingly. A macro model is the framework of the whole DTTS, and a micro model is
the course of training, that is, a teaching model. A macro model and a micro model are unified and distance
teacher training is managed.

2.1 Web-Based Instructional Strategies
The acquisition process of the knowledge in WBI and the approach of the learning of constructivism are
very similar. The most basic principles of constructivism concern fundamental philosophical assumptions

about knowledge and learning[4]. The first, more generally accepted principle is that what a person
"know"is not passively received, but actively assembled by the learner. The second principle is that learning
serves an adaptive function. That is, learning is not the storage of "truths,"but of useful personal knowledge.

This means the importance of the context of learning. Context has a lot to do with what is perceived as
useful knowledge and how what is learned is integrated with existing knowledge. And the assumption that
education is about acquiring universal truths. Since each person has different experiences and constructs an
individual account of these experiences, each persons' s reality is slightly differenbt. New expereriences are
interpreted within the context of these individual realities, implying that each person "know"a particular
thing in a slightly different way.

We introduced the application of a repertoire of cognitively oriented instructional strategies implemented
within a constructivist and collaborative learning environment, utilizing the attributes and resources of the
internet[1]. The instructional strategies may be designed the following ways:
1) Support to the interaction between a lecturer- learner, and a learner-learner.
2) Introduce a hyper-textual function and support individualization learning.
3) Various learning materials provide in real time or non-real time (multimedia support)

4) The contents of learned and an evaluation results are analyzed rapidly and correctly, and it offers
feedback to learner and system side.
5) Provide of DB Retrieval Function for learning information
6) It cooperates with other educational networks, and mutual reference can be carried out.

2.2 The contents-characteristic of subjects
The courses designed by the DTTS were culture subjects of 1]. Generally, the contents of culture subject in
a training course are unlike 'learning subject' that gains new knowledge. The culture subjects are mainly
implicated that the contents of knowledge or skill newly asked for with a social change. And it takes into
consideration that learning environment is being home, designed so that it might participate in learning not
passive position but positively.
1) Show many concrete examples so that positive and concrete study can be performed.
2) Show or introduce the newest data and the newest present condition. And a learner performs creation of
a report, discussion, and practice based on this.
3) In order to check rationally learning process which is the blind spot of home study, a small-scale
subjectivity formula or report is required of an evaluation item.
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4) The teaching contents are selected based on an opinion of the highest specialist of the field.

2.3 The learner-characteristic of in-service teacher and consult the needs analysis
In designing we considered the needs analysis of teacher needs[2]. And also considered the spirit of teacher
training reform, that is the open educational opportunity, the learning speed, the learning contents, and the
learning method, etc.

3 Proposed Teaching Models
3.1 Problem-Solving type Model
Start

This model is used the following three
subjects with "understanding of tradition
culture", "information society and a
and
"environment
computer
"and
education". The characteristics of contents

of these subjects have much problem
socially now. For example, the latest
children cannot have understand about

Training Tool

*Information
*Q & A
*Resource
*Edunet Site
*Chat

traditional culture, and do not understand
Moreover,
although
value
either.
environmental problems are scattered in
the problem
the
familiar place,

Show the Learning Goal.

4
Choice of Learning Content.

4
Content N

Content I

4
Formative Evaluation

Choice of Task.

consciousness does not exist. It is the
considers how it is
efficiently introduced, how solving these
problems at an educational field.
Problem-Solving type model is shown in
Figure 3.1.

4

learning which

TaskN

Task I

Report'

Figure 3.1 Problem-Solving type Model

3.2 Lecture-Practice type Model
Two subjects, "An information society and multimedia education" and "Theory and practice of open
education" used this model. It is designed so that it might practice how theoretical knowledge may be
reflected in the actual educational field. Through these courses, teacher can to help a child learn the
capability that it can count measure to an information society, and how a teacher should just utilize the
concept and the technology of multimedia for lesson activity. And more recently, it often pleads the open
education. While introducing the concept of the open education and the example of the practice, teacher also
gives an opportunity to consider an educational-practical use proposal directly.

3.3 Courseware type Model
Since three subjects, "Foreknowledge of the future society and a counter plan", "The world in the 21st
century and the Korea", " Raising of national morality nature" were the contents of the type learned as new
knowledge.

After having chosen the learning unit from the table of the learning contents, and learning using various
data, composition which finishes a course through formation evaluation and generalization evaluation was
designed.

3.4 Seminar type Model
This model uses the following three subjects. That is "The direction of the educational system reform and
school reform", "Education of humanity and originality", "Education of a unification counter plan". At first
a group is constructed by the theme and to be performed learning in Seminar form so that learner might have
an opportunity to expand the view and develop the main point by the mode of opinion exchange.
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Seminar type model is shown in Figure 3.2 below.

Start

Training Tool

Information
Q&A
Resource
Edunet Site
'Chat

Show the Learning Theme & Goal.

Show the Learning Scheduler.

Learning Resource

Choice a Group & Schedule

Providing for Learning Resource.

4-

'Reference
Related Site
Multimedia Resource
Specialist pool

Discussion in each Group.

Theme I

Themes}

Choice a theme,
Send a report by the individual,

Figure 3.2 Seminar type Model

4 Implementation
The proposed model went into test implementation from October 1998. And now the model is used for
qualification study of elementary and the 1st class positive teacher of middle, and general training of an
elementary deputy schoolmaster.
As problems of this teaching model the following may be mentioned: 1) Poorness of course contents, 2) The
impossibility of checking a learning process, 3) The insufficiency of feedback to a learner etc.

5 Conclusions
The distance education which used the high technology of information communication engineering in Korea

started in 1997[3]. Insufficiency of a lecturer and restriction of a training opportunity are well said as a
problem in teacher trainings. As one proposal for solving this problem, the project of "Development of a
distance teacher training system" started and virtual teacher training actually started from October 1998.
Thereby, little by little, teacher training environment becomes better and we think that the opportunity of
training and the improvement in qualitative teacher training may also be anticipated.
There are problems that should still be correct and complement continuously in this training system. But the
problems that should solved urgently are preparing the method of evaluation, the monitor staff who helps
training, and a specialist pool.
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The advancement of recent technologies has evoked great impact on education.
The Information Technology (IT) revolution has changed the habits of human

civilizations immensely. The application of distributed systems, Internet,
telecommunications and so on, along with the rapid development and
advancement of computer technology, has given profound change to our life style

and significant impact to our philosophy of education. Various contemporary
issues in the application of IT in education have aroused widespread concern.
Nowadays, learning is not necessarily confined within spatial and temporal
boundaries. Networked databases, online resources and Internet services provide
new opportunities for teachers and students to be engaged in learning and
teaching activities which are different from the traditional classroom setting. In
this paper, we are going to discuss the initial phase in designing andimplementing
a Web-based learning system for use in teacher-training programme. The research
in building a Web-based supportive learning system for teacher training has the

following characteristics: (1) It is a support system that aims to help the
enhancement of learning effectiveness with the aids of modern information
technologies, particular in the area of course information dissemination, sharing
of resources, and computer mediated communication. (2) Future teachers are
immersed in the IT learning environment so that a positive attitude and perception
can be formed towards the adoption of IT in classroom. (3) Student teachers are
encouraged to participate actively in the IT-immersion environment. After the
initial phase completed, extendedfuture research will be focus on its effectiveness
and its empirical contribution in enhancing learning effectiveness.
Keywords: Web-based Instruction

1 Introduction
The application of Information Technology (IT) in education has recently generated lots of interests . With the
advancement of new technologies, something impossible in the past was found significantly advantageous
nowadays. One distinct example would be the use of digital technology and the continuous improvement of
computer networks. The integration of text, sounds, graphics, and even video segments has been found more
and more efficiently be used than in the past [9]. Undoubtedly, the fast growing multimedia technologies play
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a vital role in enhancing better learning and teaching effectiveness. Internet and the use of the World Wide
Web (WWW) have been regarded as a powerful media since its development began in early 90's. Networked
database and distributed systems make the "knowledge" and information dissemination more efficient and
faster. As the Internet and the WWW remove the geographically boundaries, learning and teaching activities
need not happen at the same time and at the same place. Furthermore, communications between teachers and
students , and among the students , which traditionally relied on face-to-face interactions, can be supplemented

by both synchronous and asynchronous modes of communication through recent development of
telecommunication and network technologies. In order to meet the new learning needs in the new millenium
the idea of learning network is established for promoting life-long learning. With the help of an immersion
learning environment using IT, students can construct and refine their knowledge through interactions with
other students and teachers at anytime and anywhere. In fact, the number of schools and Universities using the
Web to deliver courses are increasing [6].

2 Rationale in using Web-based learning system for teacher training
programme.
Khan [5] suggests that the Internet is fast emerging and the WWW is becoming an increasingly powerful,
global, interactive, and dynamic medium for delivering instruction. More and more institutions are using the
Web to provide instruction and training. Increasing number of these institutions offering Web-based courses
are recognizing the fact the Web is a viable and important medium for learning and instruction. As the
capabilities of the Web have become more widely known, students and faculty have been quick to utilize its
potential [4]. Research on the use of Web-based system in the past decade often focused on its contribution to
distance learning, flexible learning or open learning. Each of the above three terms has its own meaning and
are different from each other, yet all of them are regarding learning happened at learners' own time, pace and
schedule. Internet offers the potential for a classroom reconfiguration through the utilization of WWW as a
tool. Teachers are no longer regarded as absolute authority and the fount of knowledge, but the students begin

to take responsibility for their individual learning. They become active participants in acquisition of
knowledge and need to be responsible for their own development. However, traditional learning system and

Web-based system are not necessarily mutually exclusive of each other. On the contrary, they may be
employed to support each other. This idea becomes the fundamental principle in establishing a flexible,
learner-centred and effective Web-based supportive environment for learning.

To establish an IT-immersion environment for future teacher
Most of the universities in Australia, U.S. and U.K. require their graduates to be information literate.
Education faculties within these universities would add stipulations that their pre-service teacher graduates

would need to be competent with the application of IT in education.[]]. Another major reason in the
development and implementation of Web-based learning system is to create an IT immersion environment, so
that future teachers can be immersed in the situation that not only IT skills or literacy be taught, but provide
opportunities for student teachers to build up confidence in using IT. As a result, their positive attitude and
perception towards the application IT in the classroom can be developed. How IT is used will vary depending
on teacher' s understanding of technology and how it may be used to support the learning and teaching process.

The development of student teachers' positive, confident atitudes, self-efficacy, and perceptions toward
Information Technology is essential. Bandura [2] stated that people who perform poorly might do so because

they lack the skills or they have the skills but they lack the sense of efficacy to use them well. General
self-efficacy beliefs reflect a sense of personal control, a sense of personal competence and goal-directed
determination. The teacher' s beliefs in their personal efficacy, ability to motivate and promote student learning
will affect the types of learning environments they create and the level of academic progress their students will
achieve.

Practise what we preach
Student teachers need to be IT competent before they enter into the profession. Teacher educators also have a
distinct role in preparing competent teachers to teach IT or can teach with IT in the classroom. It would be
desirable to enable student teachers immersed in the IT learning environment so that they can experience the

possibilities in using networked technology and telecommunication as one of the learning media. More
importantly, they are provided a chance to venture out and form the habit of life long learning, which is an

essential element in their future success. In view of learning strategies, throughout the use of new
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communication tools, students also have chances to collaborative with other students, and most likely they
will be benefit from this kind of learning and teaching activities [7].

Flexibility, learner-centred approach
It is generally agreed that the Internet has the potential to revolutionize learning. However Radford [8] pointed
out that a flexible and location-independent education is certainly not a replacement for traditional human
face-to-face interaction between teachers and students, but on the contrary, provides another means to
facilitate better communication. He said not all learning activities should be technology mediated, but in some
way some learning tasks may not require people to be in the same room and at the same time. Lai [6] said that
many "Web-assisted" courses are designed with the intention to provide students with easier access to
course-related materials. Lecture notes, examination scripts and other relevant materials are archived on
course Web sites and allow flexible access by course participants. In addition, electronic mail and discussion
lists are used to supplement face-to-face communication between students and teachers. In some cases, they
are only needed to meet face-to-face once or twice in a course.

3 System design
A pilot scheme has been introduced to explore the possibilities in using Web-based learning system in the
Hong Kong Institute of Education since September 1999. The main purpose of this project is to look for the
best means to support learning and teaching, and in the long run, develop courses that can be offered to the
students in a flexible manner. A number of essential design principles in designing a Web-based learning
system can be identified:
Interactivity: Major considerations to enhance interaction between the learners as well as the teacher, a
wide range of synchronous or asynchronous tools are used to supplement and/or enhance face-toface
interactions.
Collaboration, it is important to establish a supportive environment to encourage collaboration or
forming online study groups.
Social and interpersonal interaction: the cognitive dimension of learning environment, to build up a best
environment for learning, and to promote social and interpersonal interaction.
User control: it should be designed for students and teachers easy to manipulate and most importantly,
sense of ownership by providing personal space such as virtual office.
Structure and management of learning environment, a Web-based learning environment should be a
flexible learning environment includes clear and explicit information and simple administrative task.

The pilot system design consists of three components and each one serves different purposes in supporting
learning:

Instructional delivery system
The main function is for information dissemination where instructional materials, announcement, lecture
notes, tutorials etc. can be delivered via the Web and the learners may access the information at any time at
their own pace.

Database
For the purpose of resource sharing, it serves information exchange, link resources, web resources, shared
project examples and a platform for collection of assignments and feedback etc.

Internet-mediated Communication
The communication channel between the teachers and the students forms an important part in the Web-based

learning system. It aims to provide a platform for Internet-based communication. Although &mail is a
"conventional" way extensively used, other software tools for discussion and collaboration among students
are employed. For example, newsgroup, guest book and discussion forum are adopted. Instructors may create
a general discussion forum or specific topics to be debated that makes the learning activities more fruitful
through student-teacher interaction.
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4 Phases of development
This project comprises four phases.

Development and planning
The initial phase focussed on hardware infrastructure, setting up of software configuration, network
connection, traffic and loading testing, security control method such as user authorization etc., Existing
Web-based learning system were also installed, tested, compared and evaluated, examples included Learning
Space, WebCT, Blackboard, etc.

Designing and testing
Course content design and the adoption of appropriate instructional delivery approach are crucial elements to
the success of Web-based learning system. In this phase, different subject specialists in the Department of
Information and Applied technology were invited to participate in the content design. Subjects included
Information Technology, Home Economics, Business Studies and Design & Technology. Overall testing was
also carried out in this phase including log on procedures, security control, database maintenance, statistics,
Web-survey and evaluation etc.

Implementation
The system is opened for use but limited to specific courses level, which have been developed at the design
phase. Formative evaluation will also be carried out to record
feedback from both teachers and students.
System stability
Continuous modification and improvement on the content courseware design

Evaluation
As the Web can be globally been assessed, the use of formative evaluation is very critical where a single error
will distribute world widely. An empirical approach will be adopted aims to observe effects on students and
teachers using both quantitative and qualitative methods. This is an on-going process from the beginning till
the end of the project. A variety of instruments will be employed, some important areas to be concerned are:
Background study Students and Teachers perceptions towards web-base learning
Structure and in-depth interview to obtain opinions from user point of view on web-based
learning
System analysis a formative evaluation on the whole system concerning
the learning effectiveness
effective instructional design strategy
effectiveness on computer-mediated communication

5 Conclusion and future research
Information Technology develops at a rapid rate. The advancement of technologies provides new
opportunities that never be achieved in the past. In particular the integration of multimedia technology and a
new mode of communication using network technology that are greatly differ from our tradition. Brown(1999)
states that there will be no doubt that the Internet is a major force in reshaping the nature of school. As the
nature of Web-based system is open and flexible, the Web technology still has lots of potentials that can be
contributed to education, especially in course design and development. On the other hand, the application of
Web-based learning systems are continually to grow, it suggests future directions for educator and researcher
to investigate how this new learning technology can contribute to along with educational and learning theories.

The initial phase of this project is to build up a platform for web-based learning systems. Extended future
research will mainly focus on evaluation of such systems in enhancing teaching and learning effectiveness and
its contribution to instructional strategy.
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Action learning has become a popular approach to management education. Many
advocates of "work while you learn and learn while you work" define action learning

as an experience-based approach to developing workers by integrating real
workplace problems and dilemmas in development programs as a way to work and
learn concurrently. In tandem with the increasing acceptance of action learning, Webbased learning has become a common practice in both school and work settings. The
authors contemplate that Web technology be utilized to build a Web-based action
learning environment. In this environment, the tools and resources selected and
devised are intended to facilitate the pedagogical processes of action learning. The
biggest advantage of this environment is that learners are able to conduct action
learning without constraining to time and space boundaries. The authors also argue
that any technology-based learning environment would be flawed without a sound
design framework and strong cultural and leadership supports for implementation.

Keywords: Action Learning, Web-based Learning Environment, Knowledge
Repository

1 Introduction
Recently, learning based on socio-cultural theories such as situated learning [1] and cognitive apprenticeship [2]
have gained attention in academic education and corporate training. There are three core doctrines of sociocultural learning theories [2,3,4,5]. First, knowledge is situated in meaningful tasks that the learner carries out.
Second, learning is a social process in which the learner interacts with peers or experts. Third, mediated tools
and signs in the socio-cultural milieu of the learner affect learning processes and results. In other words, these
theories hold that learning occurs in a socio-cultural context where the learner carries out authentic tasks. Thus,
it becomes essential to combine working and learning contexts in the workplace if learning is to be effective. In

parallel with the development of socio-cultural learning theories, action learning has become an emerging
paradigm for workplace learning [6,7]. The tenet of action learning is learning through action [8,9]. In action
learning, learners learn with and from each other, with the help of facilitators, by working on real problems and
reflecting on their own experiences.
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In addition to the emerging learning theory that has changed today's landscape of learning design and
implementation, learning technology is another area that has a deep impact on the construction of learning
environments. The technological advancements that the Internet and the Web have brought about have outpaced
pedagogical and human learning theories [10]. The interactive, distributed, and collaborative features the Web
offers present unprecedented opportunities for experimentation in creating an online learning environment that
allows learning to occur without temporal and spatial constraints. Learning anytime, anywhere through the Web
has become a common practice in the educational circle [11].

This paper intends to provide the design framework of a Web-based action learning environment (WALE) that
combines contemporary learning theory and learning technology to facilitate and support the process of action
learning. We begin with an overview of action learning and groupware technology, which a WALE is built upon.
Then, we introduce the design framework of a WALE. We also present an actual WALE we built to give readers
a better understanding of this WALE framework.

2 Action Learning
The concept of action learning made its appearance in 1954 as a method of problem solving. In 1967, Revans
first implemented action learning in Belgium as a method of management development. Revans [12] defines:
"Action learning is a means of development, intellectual, emotional or physical, that requires its subject,
through responsible involvement in some real, complex and stressful problem, to achieve intended change
sufficient to improve his observable behaviour henceforth in the problem field" (p. 4).
According to Revans [9], learning (L) is the sum of acquired programmed knowledge (P) and questioning insight
(Q) and is denoted as:

L=P+Q
P represents the traditional instruction received in formal academic institutions such as business schools, and is
deployed by experts. Q represents one's own findings from managerial experiences and is exercised by leaders.
It should be noted that P and Q are complementary parts of a total development process [13, 14].

In a typical action learning program, programmed instruction might be given on a designated theory or
theoretical topic. In conjunction with the programmed instruction, learners are asked to apply their prior and new
knowledge to a real project that organizational sponsors have sanctioned. Throughout the program, learners
continue to work on the project with assistance from qualified facilitators or advisors as well as other learners
who help them make sense of their project experiences.

Action learning situates learners in a real-life problem in which they learn from and with others as they solve
organizational problems. While there are many variations of action learning, Beaty, Bourner & Frost [15] argue
that four essential elements of action learning are
* real problems,

* group reflection,
* personal responsibility, and

* action based
First, learners learn from tackling organizational problems they face within their work contexts. Second, learning
is a social interaction in which learners learn with and from a group of others who are also engaged in managing
real problems. Third, members of the group are accountable for solving their own organizational problems.
Fourth, action learning does not stop with theoretical solutions. It is concerned with implementing the actions
that the group has explored.

Action learning holds that learning for learners means learning to take effective actions [14], which only occurs
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when learners actually engage in taking actions.

The best actions for learning are those that solve an

organization's real problems, those actions that are significant to the learners themselves. The learning process is
a social interaction in which a group of learners work together as a team on the problems. The learners learn best
with and from one another through peer interactions and discussions.

"Action learning is holistic in its view of the person [learner], the management process, and learning. It is highly
situational, flexibly treating elusive problems and combines a social process with individual needs" [14, p37]. Its
value lies in the situated characteristics of knowledge and skills acquisition. Through hands-on experiences with
peers in solving real-life problems, learners can develop their own theories of learning and management in action,
which are tested against real-world experiences as well as established tenets [16]. Learners are able to sharpen
their problem-solving, communication and critical-thinking skills and to build skills that are germane to their own
particular organizational needs. Furthermore, action learning, in a broader sense, has much in common with the
concept of the learning organization [14]. The critical features of action learning are in accordance with the five
disciplines of the learning organization: system thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building a shared
vision, and team learning [17]. From this perspective, action learning is not only a matter of individual learning
and action but is also an organizational transformation process that deals greatly with organizational dynamics
and culture.

3 Augmenting Action Learning with Technology
While action learning is taking off and is proven to be effective in management education [18, 19], we believe

that Web technology can augment its effectiveness.

First, the use of Web technology to communicate

organizational information, to coordinate workflows, and to collaborate on work tasks becomes indispensable in
solving today's organizational problems. Since action learning emphasizes that learning comes out of business

actions, we believe Web technology is instrumental for learning, in that the common Web functions can
concurrently support working and learning. Second, the most vital resource in action learning is the participants'
own experiences and resources. The sharing of these experiences and resources often occurs only when
participants convene in action learning meetings where the majority of problem diagnosis, group discussion,
solution planning, and collective reflection take place. Consequently, these valuable experiences and resources
are not captured, widely disseminated, or even lost outside action learning meetings or programs. Third, time
and geographical boundaries often put constraints on where and when action learning meetings can occur. The
communication functions of Web technology such as e-mail and online bulletin boards provide the means to
break the limitations of space and time. These functions enable the continuity of learning process beyond faceto-face meetings. Furthermore, the collaborative features of Web technology can be used to engage people in the
action learning process. Although well-designed action learning programs do a good job of involving
participants in learning and action, the ability to let people collaborate anytime, anywhere creates an expectation
that action learning is a collective effort and every participant is contributing.

4 Web-based Action Learning Environment
With the characteristics of action learning and Web technology in mind, we develop a framework for designing a
Web-based action learning environment (WALE) as shown in Figure 1. In this framework, learning occurs when
learners engage in action learning to solve organizational problems with the support of Web tools and resources.

The tools and resources selected and devised for the learning environment are intended to facilitate the
pedagogical processes of action learning. The design of action learning and technological support has to take
into account the organizational context and should be constantly evaluated and improved accordingly. The Web
tools and resources are devised into three categories: knowledge repository, collaborative tools, and cognitive
tools.
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Action Learning
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Problem Solving Processes
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Web Technological Support
Organizational
Context

Figure 1. The design framework of a Web-based action learning environment

4.1 Knowledge Repository
At the conceptual level, a knowledge repository is about capturing and preserving the theory and practice of
practitioners in an organization. The theory component represents what Ravens called programmed knowledge
(P). In action learning, there is much in theory that can inform action. For one thing, it allows practitioners to
see problems in a new light. Further, it might even reveal problems undiscovered for lack of recognizable
solutions. The practice component is Revans' Q that represents practitioners' own findings from their experiences.
These experiences are transformational and knowledge-based in a way that is useful to an organization. They

provide the means of organizational learning, from which organizational members can gain insight and
understanding. In action learning, experiences edify the program participants' past success and failure of actions.
They also provide the questioning insights upon which the participants can reflect and guide their future actions.
At the detailed level, a knowledge repository is a collection of electronic documents that contains basic concepts
in a subject domain and extracted experiences from practitioners including cases, lessons learned, best practices,
techniques, tips, references, and other knowledge granules with powerful searching functions and easy
navigational tools.

4.2 Collaborative tools
Collaborative tools, which include computer conferencing, electronic mail, and shared workspace, are used to
promote collaboration among participants in an action learning program. Participants take on problem solving
collaboratively through this online environment built on computer networks. Through the networks, multiple
perspectives and diverse learning approaches can be stimulated, with each reinforcing the others [20]. Computer
conferencing permits the development of online, asynchronous, many-to-many person discussions. Electronic
mail allows each participant to send messages relating to personal issues to a specific person or group [21].
Computer conferencing and electronic mail extend the time and space boundaries of action learning beyond
action learning meetings and moves learning directly into the workplace. They enable action learning anytime,
anywhere and make action learning an ongoing process. The shared workspace serves as the group memory,
recording group activities and information in action learning. It is capable of tracking a participant's or a group's
action patterns and learning paths, which indicates what actions have been performed and what information has
been accessed. Each participant can either reflect on his or her own action learning history or can learn from
others by reviewing the group processes.

4.3 Cognitive Tools
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Kozma [22] explains that the computer can alleviate the learner's information processing burden, thereby
extending human cognition. In case problem solving activities, computer tools are used to ease and enhance the
performance of cognitive tasks. Such tools in a WALE include performance support, hypermedia, and navigation
functions. First, performance support functions are a set of Web tools or electronic job aids that participants use
to facilitate problem solving. These functions ease the cognitive load of many arduous but necessary work and/or
learning tasks and make learning and problem solving more efficient. The use of problem diagnosis forms and

online action learning guidelines are two examples. Second, in a hypermedia environment, knowledge is
purportedly organized by mirroring the structure of human thinking. The process of imitating human thinking
proceeds through associating one piece of information to a related piece of information. It functions as
"knowledge on demand" and exhibits the capacity to branch from one thought to related knowledge or
experiences [23]. That being so, an appropriately structured hypermedia system should be able to mirror the
semantic network of an experienced or knowledgeable performer or expert [24]. Third, navigation functions
such as searching, navigation maps, indices, history, and bookmarks prevent learners from getting lost in the
spacious knowledge ocean and point participants in the right direction. Navigating with such tools quickly brings
participants the part of knowledge that they are looking for. Navigation maps show where participants are and
where they have been in knowledge repository. Similarly, indexes offer participants different ways of identifying
and viewing knowledge. In contrast, the history function keeps track of navigational paths and allows
participants to trace their learning processes. Finally, bookmarks register particular knowledge locations for later
quick access.

5 Learning and Working in a WALE
From the process standpoint, building a WALE encompasses a set of interrelated processes that engage
participants in the problem-solving activities. These processes become a way of identifying and understanding
interrelated factors while helping fill gaps, minimize redundancies, and eliminate conflicts toward common goals.
They enable participants to develop themselves by building, reflecting on, renewing, and sharing what they know
and how they do things in solving organizational problems. In this way, a WALE integrates learning and working
in one environment through: 1) online action learning activities with peers and facilitators, 2) the utilization of
Web-based learning and performance support tools, and 3) full-time access to problem solving resources and
results (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Working and Learning simultaneously in a WALE
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6 A Case in Point
Teacher education programs have been challenged to respond to advances in technology. Unfortunately, these
programs are criticized for not adequately preparing teachers to use technology in their teaching. The Office of
Technology Assessment (1995) reported on technology in teacher education and noted significant limitations,
including 1) faculty not modeling technology use; 2) students learning about technology not with it; 3) field
experiences not designed to model the use of technology; and 4) technology isolated from the main curriculum
and pedagogy of teacher education. These limitations point to the need to revamp teacher education programs at
many universities.

While teacher education faculty are central to the problem and its eventual solution, individual faculty are
typically powerless to address these limitations. Deans, Directors of Teacher Education, Department Chairs, and
other college and school-level leaders are best positioned to make a response, but seldom are these individuals
prepared to deal with the many complexities, technical and otherwise, creating barriers to integrate technology in
teacher education. Moreover, the rate of technological changes makes technology integration in teacher
education a perpetual endeavor. Learning to solve problems means taking action in solving problems.

Funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education, a consortium of teacher education programs at the
Universities of Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Kansas, and Texas A&M was established to tackle many
similar problems found in integrating technology in teacher education. This consortium is grounded with a
common vision: teachers and students enabled by new and emerging technology and building a better future for
all. The common mission is to better educate future generations of teachers to use technology. Recognizing that
accomplishing the mission is an ongoing endeavor and the means to the end is constantly in flux due to fast
emerging technology innovations and student needs, the leaders of consortium programs take the action learning
approach to prepare themselves and their programs.

Adopting the WALE framework, the consortium, led by the University of Missouri, initiated a WALE
development project to deploy a knowledge repository to support action learning programs engaged by
respective consortium members. The Technology Integration Process (TIP) knowledge repository captures,
organizes, and disseminates the collective knowledge about technology integration in teacher education, thereby
leveraging the professional knowledge across many programs. Figure 3 shows the entry screen of the TIP system.
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To start with, the TIP design includes a process model for technology integration in teacher education. The
model consists of five inter-related processes: research, design, development, delivery, and evaluation. Two or
more subprocesses were identified for each process. This TIP action model represents the P component of
Ravens' learning model: the theory of technology integration in teacher education. To capture the TIP
experiences (the Q component) of participating programs, dedicated project staff was sent to collect knowledge
about TIP actions in each participating program. These experiences categorized according to five TIP processes
were written as descriptive documents enhanced by multimedia elements. Each experience is titled as a TIP case
and can be searched by name, by category, and by program as well as through a full-text search engine spanning
the entire database.

Following the action learning approach, knowledge collection at each participating program began with a twoday self-study facilitated by the project facilitator. The self-study process opened with an orientation to the goals
of the project and a demonstration of the knowledge repository from the functional and conceptual perspectives.
Attention then turned to identification of the strengths and limitations of the program in relationship to the
elements of the TIP action model. More site visits followed for problem diagnosis and solution implementation.
In these follow-up meetings, in light of presented problems with the program and illuminating TIP cases in the
system, the participants reflected upon the problems and solutions to develop action plan. It was then up to the
participants of each program to carry out the plan. In the meantime, project staff continued the tasks of TIP

knowledge discovery and collection and preserved the knowledge in the system that also facilitates the
information exchange and knowledge dissemination throughout project lifespan. Individuals from participating
programs are periodically notified when new knowledge (i.e., documents) was added to the system. Also,
notifications are sent out when a new threaded discussion is initiated or when existing discussions are active. In
this way, TIP action learning becomes an ongoing and collective effort from all contributing partners of this
consortium.

7. Conclusion
The utilization of the Web for action learning is one possible efficient and effective way to leverage the
intellectual capital of an organization in solving organizational problems. In this paper, we have laid out the
design framework of a Web-based action learning environment. We illuminate our design with an actual WALE
that we built to integrate technology in teacher education. We also understand a successful WALE is more than a
design framework and a new technology implementation. While Web technology may have the advantage of
removing boundaries of space and time to facilitate and enhance action learning, it may cause other difficulties
by eliminating ordinarily desirable interpersonal communication channels necessary for effective action learning.
Our experience has shown that the successful application of a WALE relies upon a judicious marriage of a sound

design of Web technological tools and resources and inner strengths of participants, with reflections upon
learnings from experiences of action in the real world of work and life. It must focus on critical successful
factors that include fostering a conducive learning culture, marshaling true leadership support, deploying a
nurturing process model, and sustaining the change throughout the organization. Also, it must move us to a view
that sees learning in the context of the workplace so that higher individual and organizational performance can be
achieved.
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The World Wide Web (Web) is growing at an exponential rate and has been
adapted to learning free from constraints of time and place around the globe.
Increasing resources have been devoted into developing Web-based learning

materials (WBLM) worldwide. Although some researchers had proposed
guidelines for designing Web-based instructions, most WBLM are primarily
designed by the course co-ordinators. This phenomenon could be problematic
especially when there is little empirical research investigating the perceived
factors affecting the effectiveness of WBLM. Thus, the main research objective
of this study is to develop a survey instrument to evaluate the critical factors
which might affect the effectiveness of WBLM. This research comprises four
phases. This paper reports the findings of the first phase. Interviews, focus group
meetings and questionnaires were adopted to develop the measuring instrument.
Focus group meetings were conducted to solicit opinions from academic and
technical experts on the critical factors affecting the effectiveness of WBLM.
Their viewpoints on course management, user interface, technical considerations,
content features and assessments were summarized and presented in this paper.

The future research plan which will lead to the development of a refined
questionnaire will also be discussed.

Keywords: World Wide Web, Web-based learning materials, survey
instrument

1 Introduction
The World Wide Web (Web) is increasingly being used as a vehicle for flexible learning, where learning is
seen to be free from time, geographical, and participation constraints [27, 33]. Many tertiary institutions
invest considerable resources in the Web to deliver pedagogical materials to learners who have a diversity of
needs and backgrounds, many of these learners take courses whilst working full-time or part-time and/or

raising a family. In addition to flexibility, the Web facilitates student-centered approaches, creating a
motivating and active learning environment [3]. There are suggestions that, in providing for browsing and
thematic exploration, the Web facilitates higher order cognitive processes, such as transfer and knowledge

application [15]; whilst at a more conceptual level, there has always been a case made for hypertext
mirroring the ways in which much of human thinking occurs, by association rather than linearly or
procedurally [4].

On the practical side, the Web not only provides economic and powerful resources, it also opens up an
alternative arena for learning as it permits the work of individuals to be shared with the world, and much
content of the Web cannot be found in any other format [I I]. Kearsley [19] elaborated on the attributes of
the Web, "[T]he most significant aspect of the Web for education at all levels is that it dissolves the artificial
wall between the classroom and their "real world". (pp. 28). However, Marchionini [24] argued that most
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students did not make appropriate use of hypertext system because they were still using mental models of
print versions of encyclopaedias. Similarly, many learners do not necessarily make use of valuable resources
available to them [9] and they do not possess the appropriate metacognitive ability to monitor their learning
processes [5]. Research also showed that learners did not utilize the available choices most effectively
because they were unable to appropriately monitor their cognitive functions [8]. As a consequence, learners
may find it difficult to adjust to this new learning environment [25].

It is apparent that the Web itself is only a medium for conveying information. Hypermedia is frequently
adopted to transmit the information on the Web and yet it does not possess a single or normative information
structure. The structure might be highly ordered, supported by a constrained and sequential set of links or the
hypermedia may be nonsequential and supported only by referential links. In many cases, a Web site might
comprise a mix of these structures. It is often the nature and application of these structures that determine the
effectiveness of carrying and delivering Web-based learning materials (WBLM). Very often paperbased
information resources are converted into "electronic page-turning" materials for Web-based learning (WBL).
There is little regard for appropriate pedagogic design models and strategies for exploiting the Web as a
learning medium [1, 31, 35]. Most WBLM are designed by the course coordinators with a view to covering
the content rather than on improving learning outcomes [6]. While many learners might possess the basic
information and navigational skills to access information on the Web, instructional designers have yet to
consider those aspects of this medium that determines its effectiveness for all learners.

Some researchers perceived the importance of Web-based instruction (WBI) and have proposed guidelines
for designing it (for example, [6, 20, 28]). Words, numbers, graphs and pictures (animated or non-animated)

are often used to communicate visually. Text leads readers along a particular train of thought [17].
Animations were thought to make user interfaces easier to use, more enjoyable, pleasurable and
understandable [2, 32]. Jones [16] explained how the relationship between instructional design and world
views had molded and was molded by contemporary symbolic and materials culture artifacts and concluded
the form of cultural artifacts, in the case of computer graphics, expressed our symbolic relations with the
world and influences how we constantly (re)inventing ourselves. Reeves [30] had identified fourteen

dimensions to judge the pedagogic worth of interactive multimedia (IMM) instructional design, and
Henderson [13] argued an instructional design cannot and does not exist outside of a consideration of culture.
Yet there is very little information on how to create an interface for instructional purposes [18, 23]. Since it
is very costly, in terms of human, time and financial resources, to develop WBLM, it is imperative that a

validated survey instrument be developed to assess the effectiveness of WBLM to enhance learning
effectiveness.

2 The importance of developing a survey instrument
Survey is a popular research approach used in information systems research and is also gaining importance
in recent years [10]. Kraemer and Dutton [22] commented that survey was ill suited for addressing the subtle
dynamics of information technology in complex social settings. Galliers [7] thought this approach revealed
little information in the underlying meaning of data and there might be possible bias in the respondents,
researchers and the moment in time when the research was conducted. However, Porter [29; p. 289] argued
that" surveys can add dimensions to our understanding of the kinds of problems we are studying". King [21]
suggested survey research could play a major role in exploratory investigations. Survey has been chosen for
this research not because it is the tool most suited but rather because of a lack of a better method.

3 The study
Despite the popularity of survey, poorly designed and executed survey is of little or no value. Survey
instrument must be validated before being adopted fully. This research comprises four phases. Interviews,
focus group meetings and questionnaires have been adopted to develop the measuring instrument. In the first

phase, interviews and focus group meetings were conducted to solicit opinions on the critical factors
affecting the effectiveness of WBLM. Interview is the most widely applied technique for conducting
systematic social inquiry [14]. Interviews provide us with a means for exploring the points of view of our
research subjects [26] and generate data which give an authentic insight into people' s experiences [34]. In
the second phase, an initial questionnaire will be furnished from ideas generated from the focus group
meetings and from in-depth literature review. In the third phase, the questionnaire will be pilot-tested and
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follow-up interviews will be conducted to refine the items of the questionnaire. In the fourth and last phase,
a refined questionnaire will be developed. This refined questionnaire will be used to gather quantitative data
from a large sample and these data can form a data bank for future referencing.
This paper reports the findings of the first phase. An in-depth interview was conducted in February and three
separate focus group meetings were carried out in March 2000. The interviewee, Julie Ziller, was an expert
in Web-based design from Canada whilst all the participants of the focus group meetings were staff of the
Hong Kong Institute of Education. The first meeting was attended by academic colleagues who had some
experience in developing WBLM or computer-assisted learning materials. The second meeting was attended
by technical colleagues who had experiences developing WBLM whilst the third meeting was attended by
both academic and technical colleagues who were not available to attend the first two meetings. There were
a total of fifteen participants who attended the meetings. The researchers, assisted by a research assistant,

acted as facilitators to prompt participants during brain-storming sessions. The facilitators guided
participants to put forward factors related to the content, graphical user interface, assessments and course
management [12] which might affect WBLM. All the meetings were tape-recorded and the main points were
transcribed.

4 Findings
In general, the academic colleagues had more concerns on the technical aspects of the design whilst the
technical colleagues had more concern on the content of the Web sites. Some participants believed that the
nature of a course might be a factor affecting Web-based learning. The participants believed that the course
designers should have a clear notion of why they chose the Web as the medium of instruction and if it was
the right medium to deliver the specified course materials. When the Web was considered the best medium
or could provide an alternative medium of instructions, the course designers have to consider if the learners
possess the necessary software, hardware and skills to access to the WBLM. Their detailed discussions
concerning course management, technical considerations, content features, user interface design, interactions
and assessment are encapsulated below.

4.1 Course management
Participants suggested that an introductory seminar should be organized to enhance learners' understanding
on the course objective, the course material, and the learning environment on Web. As many learners may
not be familiar with learning from online material, hard copies of study guide or reference lists and content
lists should be provided as supplementary materials. This was deemed to be essential in helping learners to
step into a Web-based learning environment.

4.2 Technical considerations.
The design of the WBLM should allow for a wide range of equipment required and bandwidths. Several
versions of Web pages should be provided for different transmission rates, for example, HTML, Flash and
multimedia versions. Although participants believed that broadband would be common within two to three
years, course coordinators should consider that the majority of learners are using narrow band currently.
Except for the main page, transmission time from page to page should preferably be in a few seconds.

4.3 Content features
Since the purpose of this study is to develop a general survey instrument, no specific content was considered.
The features of WBLM, like text/documents, hyperlinks to related materials, chat rooms, discussion forums,

assignments, home button, previous button, next button and so on, were basic features of a WBLM' s
interface and will not be covered here. All contents shown must mean what it is learners must not be made
to guess. Some academics at the focus group meetings thought that rich resources existed on the Web and
these should facilitate learning. Some believed courses designed to teach skills rather than concepts could be
better delivered through the Web. Statistical counts and logs were recommended as indicators for future

enhancement of the Web contents or design. For example, the most popular sections/pages, the most
common errors in assignments, the average reading time, and so on should be tracked. These counts could
assist course coordinators when they needed to amend the instructional materials from time to time.
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4.4 User interface design
Participants agreed that user interface was important. They were concerned with the diversity of learners'
perception which exist in different societies and how a framework or design can cater for this diversity. The
interface should be easy and comfortable to use. Each Web page should not have too much text within one or
two paragraphs. The contrast of text and background in color should be distinct. Different font sizes were
suggested to differentiate the importance of information. They also criticized that many Web Sites' printing
function and settings were poor - they were not convenient for learners to use requiring users to select and
to set up printing functions.
Site map - An academic suggested that there should be a site map on the home (main) page to facilitate an
understanding of the overall structure of WBLM.
Multimedia - Some participants mentioned that multimedia offered a distinct advantage of delivery on the
Web especially for demonstration purposes and suggested that animated graphic should be used to enhance
learners' memory; video and sound should be used in different sections of the Web. However, others thought
that these features might affect learners' concentration. It had been suggested that learners should be able to
play back/ repeat multimedia materials easily and it would be better if learners could control the speed and
timing. Furthermore, if learners could search for any piece of information from the multimedia files just like
in the text environment, it could reinforce their learning. Parts of or all the multimedia materials could be
stored on a CD-ROM to reduce the transmis sion effort and time.

Hyperlinks - During the meeting, participants suggested that learners could be given some supportive
information through "help" or hyperlinks. There were different viewpoints on hyperlinks though these were
considered to be very usual tool for WBL. Some participants expressed that too many hyperlinks embedded
in a Web Page could distract learners from concentrating on theirs studies, i.e. there should not be too many
hyperlinks in a page. However, when there were valuable ideas not directly related to the actual contents,
course coordinators could recommend them to learners. Another approach was that, the hyperlinks could be
classified into different categories according to coordinators' opinion, hit counts, or learners' comments. The
learners could be encouraged to post recommended references and top 10 reading hyperlinks were to be
updated regularly.

Scroll bars - Participants had strong views on using the scroll bar - using left and right scroll should be
discouraged, whilst using up and down scroll should be handled carefully. Correspondingly descriptive
dialogue should appear over the bar while learners were using the scroll bar. Learners should be able to click
out different sections easily. The contents table and searching tool should be placed on the left side of the
Web page. In order to maintain learners' interests and to keep them informed when downloading, it was
suggested that the learners should be informed instantly when such an action was triggered.

Interactions - The participants believed that interactions were important to make WBLM effective. They
were concerned about how to build up interactions between coordinators and learners, among learners, and
between learners and WBLM. They had suggested varieties of methods to promote interactions, such as
hands-on periodic on-line assignments, on-line multiple- choice as a checkpoint, discussion forums, chat
rooms and &mails. Learners' participation could be stimulated if they are frequently prompted to discuss
open-ended questions on discussion forums. Their motivation would be reinforced by coordinators'
responses especially when the responses were quick. However, discussion forums might not be sufficient to
build up a close relationship between learners and coordinators and among learners as learners were not
accustomed to this kind of discussions. Furthermore, the reliability of information posted on the discussion
groups had been doubted.
Recording function - The group suggested that a record sound function should be added to the Web pages.
When learners have questions, they could speak and record their problems directly instead of writing them in
text format. Similarly, the coordinator could play back these recorded questions and reply in voice as well.
Assistance There should be assistance buttons such as "Help" to be placed at the bottom part of a Web
Page and all linked pages

4.5 Assessments
Most participants agreed that WBL offers the ideal environment for continuous assessment and self progress
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monitoring. Assessments could be held on-line or off-line. Participants were concerned about the
authenticity if assessments were on-line. Some participants argued that users could concentrate more in an
interactive learning/assessing environment, such as answering several short questions within sections, then
followed by an assignment within chapters. Some participants believed that the style of quizzes should be
presented in a friendly manner. There should not be too many quizzes, otherwise, the learning pace might be
slowed down. The balance between on-line and off-line assessment should be considered carefully.

5 Conclusion and further research plan
This paper has discussed the findings of the first phase of a project to develop a survey instrument for
measuring the effectiveness of Web-based learning materials. Various key elements which facilitate and
impede WBL were identified. The findings form the basic items of a survey instrument. The appropriateness
of the items to the domain of the construct will be assessed. It can be done through considerations of the
theoretical basis for the items in the literature or a panel of experts who are well versed with the domain.
Experts are asked to separate items that are relevant to the domain from those that are not. After sorting,

similar items will be eliminated to come up with a reasonable length of the instrument. Following the
development of the preliminary instrument, pre-testing with users will lead to the second phase of this
project.

5.1 Second Phase
This phase is to pre-test the instrument created in phase one. A pilot test on the survey instrument will be
conducted from a representative sample size of the population under study to purify the measure. The
participants will give their opinion on each questions based on the Likert scale, ranging from strongly

disagree to strongly agree. The researchers, assisted by research assistants, will also interview the
respondents to gather further opinions on the questionnaire such as the wording, length and instructions of
the questionnaire. The aim is to ensure that the mechanics of compiling the questionnaire would be correct
and adequate.

A further study will then be conducted with more respondents using the refined questionnaire. Similarly,

participants will be asked fir comments to improve the questionnaire. The aim is to make an initial
reliability assessment of the questionnaire. It is essential that the instrument developed must be valid and

reliable. There are several methods for investigating the validity of an instrument, including content,
criterion and construct approaches. The most important element is construct validation, namely, factor
analysis, will be used to establish construct validity. If the items for each variable load together in factor
analysis but do not cross load onto other variables, there is evidence of construct validity. The items are also
grouped by the factor (dimension) they are loaded on. Those factors under minimum acceptable loading will
be discarded.

5.2 Third Phase
This phase consists of validating a research instrument through surveys and interviews similar to the second
phase. Participants will be asked to rate each question using a refined instrument at the beginning and at the
end of the semester. Some of them will also be interviewed. Convenient participants who take courses taught
by the researchers or their associated colleagues will participate in this stage of a study. The purpose of
conducting this survey is to understand if there are any differences among participants of different programs
at different time frame. The results will be compared and contrasted to explore if there is any statistically

differences among the learners from different programs and if there is statistically differences at the
beginning and at the end of a semester.

5.3 Fourth Phase
This phase consists of re-validating the measuring instrument and establishing the norm if the instrument is
validated. However, this stage will be to refine and modify the instrument if the questionnaire is found to be
not valid. If the questionnaire is found to be valid, the same instrument will be distributed to a larger sample
of about sixty participants. The larger sample can further validate the instrument and provide additional
evidence of reliability and validity. The same participants will be asked to rate the survey instrument again
which is to be used as a confirmative measure. Other learners in a much wider context will also be surveyed
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so as to form a more reliable data source. Quantitative analysis will be performed to find out if there is any
difference between the demographics of learners such as gender, level of studies, areas of studies versus the
items of the instrument. The re-validated instrument and research findings can then be used as a norm for
future research and development.
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Developing a Web Concordancer for
English as Foreign Language Learners
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Quite a few tools and techniques of corpus linguistics have been applied to
foreign language teaching and learning.

One of the most popular learning tools

is the concordancer. It helps language learners to efficiently uncover hidden
linguistic patterns in large amount of data and to answer their own questions
about the target languages. This type of data-driven language learning has been
highly recommended by second language teachers and researchers. However,
good concordancing programs and suitable corpora in fact are not widely
accessible for second language learners, so many learners cannot participate in
data-driven learning. As Internet/World-Wide-Web has become the best platform

for distributing educational resources, a web concordancer will provide a
data-driven learning environment to students from anywhere at anytime. This
paper first reviews several web-based concordancers for ESL/EFL learners
(CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler, Hong-Kong Polytechnic Web Concordancer,
and Web Concordancer for Gutenburg texts). Then the strengths and weakness
of each of these web sites are identified and compared. The last section
describes how language faculty at National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU)
develops a web concordancer for Taiwanese EFL learners. It is expected that this
web concordancer will be able to provide Taiwanese EFL learners a fast, reliable,
and user-friendly environment for data-driven learning.
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Learning,

Concordancer

1 Introduction
1.1 Corpus and Concordancer
Linguists working in the Chomskyian paradigm have been using native speakers' intuitions as the key data
for linguistic research. More recently, some linguists no longer rely on their intuitions as the main data

source, and they have also begun to analyze large amount of written and spoken texts (i.e., corpus) to
uncover hidden linguistic generalizations. McArthur & McArthur [7] provided a very clear explanation
regarding corpus and corpus linguistics.

CORPUS [13c: from Latin corpus body. The plural is usually corpora]. (1) A collection of texts,

especially if complete and self-contained: the corpus of Anglo-Saxon verse. (2) Plural also
corpuses. In linguistics and lexicography, a body of texts, utterances, or other specimens
considered more or less representative of a language, and usually stored as an electronic database.
Currently, computer corpora may store many millions of running words, whose features can be
analyzed by means of tagging (the addition of identifying and classifying tags to words and othcr
formations) and the use of concordancing programs. Corpus linguistics studies data in any such
corpus ...

In the past several years, since corpus linguistics has become a very exciting subfield of linguistics.
Numerous electronic corpora were created, some of the most well known ones are the followings: Brown
Corpus (text samples, American English), Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen Corpus (LOB; text samples, British
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English), London-Lund Corpus (spoken British English), BNC (British National Corpus). Since a corpus
often contains millions of words, corpus linguists need to use concordancing programs to uncover the
patterns hidden in the huge amount of linguistic data. A concordance, in its simplest form, is an alphabetical
listing of the words in a text, given together with the contexts in which they appear. The most common form

of concordance today is the Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) index, in which each word is centered in a
Concordances of the word 'trust' are given below in Figure 1.

fixed-length field (e.g., 80 characters).

Figure I. Concordances of the word Trust
[p] FOREIGN & Colonial Investment Trust has bowed to pressure from its 100,
being able to go one step further and trust in the love of another. [p] It took
for his friends, the House put its trust in him and together they faced the
all of his AIDS work. He cajoled the Trust into recognising its international
Status [/h] [p] T U European Trust is an Authorised Unit Trust Scheme
is that Sinclair, like most second trust lenders, doesn't want a 30-year
his grandfather was of Hitler. We trust many other Tory MPs will follow his
told him. I don't think he will ever trust me again but he had to admit he had
is a unit trust or investment trust-only PEP, as you can look up the trip. [p]
[p] Visit the National Trust's amazing Victorian folly garden at

More than a dozen of good concordancing programs are available, some well-known programs are the
followings: MonoConc Pro, TACT, Word Cruncher, and WordSmith. One computer screen shot of
MonoConc Pro is shown below in Figure 2. The lower window shows all the single-line concordances and
the upper window shows the larger context of a certain selected concordance.
Figure 2. The Screen Shot of the MonoConc Pro Program.
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The applications of corpus linguistics are numerous. According to Cathy Ball [1], these applications can be
further divided into the following major domains.
1. Linguistics: to study linguistic competence or performance as revealed in naturally-occurring data. Most
applications will require or lead to the creation of annotated text.

2. Diachronic linguistics: texts are all we have; introspection worthless; better to analyze a systematic
collection of data than to reuse/reanalyze others' examples.
3. Computational linguistics: to train/test a natural language processing system on a representative sample of
the kinds of texts the system is expected to process; to build large lexicons in a given domain ...

4. Applied linguistics: First/second language acquisition research: supplement/replace elicitation, as in
'Linguistics' above

5. Language teaching/learning: language for specific purposes (e.g. use newspaper corpora, corpora of
scientific texts); to prepare vocabulary lists based on high-frequency lexical items; to prepare CLOZE tests;
to answer ad hoc learner questions ('What's the difference between few and a few?'); to discover facts about
language.

Geoffrey Leech [5], a prominent corpus researcher at Lancaster university, pointed out that "...while
computers were limited to large mainframes available to the initiated few, computer corpora were largely
restricted to research use. But as computers have grown smaller, cheaper, and massively more powerful,
their use in teaching has grown immeasurably."

1.2 Data-Driven Learning and Classroom Concordancing
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In recent years, the use of corpus in language teaching and language learning has grown steadily both in
Europe and United States. One key approach to corpus in language teaching is the Data-Driven Learning
(DDL) or Classroom Concordancing advocated by Tim Johns at Birmingham University. According to
Od lin [8], Data-driven learning is an approach to language teaching that gives central importance to
developing the learner's ability to "puzzle out" how the target language operates from examples of authentic
usage. This approach is particularly associated with the use of computer concordances in the classroom but

can be extended to other situations where the students has to work inductively from authentic data.
According to Johns [3] data-driven allows language learners to explore a large amount of authentic target
language texts by using the searching and indexing power of computer. This approach to second language
learning is not only innovative but also powerful since it can help learners to resolve their own learning
problems and help them to become independent second language learners.

Kettemann [4] and Stevens [9] suggested that there are several advantages of using data-driven learning.
First, concordances give students easy and immediate access to authentic language production with many
different styles and genres. Second, a concordancer is an extremely powerful hypothesis testing device on
vast amount of data. It allows controlled speculation, makes hidden patterns of language use readily apparent,
thus, enhances inductive thinking and exploratory leaning. Through using the concordancer on a regular
basis, learners begin to develop strategies for dealing with a wide variety of texts. As a result of this kind of
text analysis, learners are able to use concordance as a way of increasing their knowledge of English.
Third, DDL allows students to interact with text actively and analytically and allow students to question,
explore the word forms, usage, vocabulary, collocation, grammatical features, syntax, and stylistics.
Learners assume control of the learning process.

2 The Underuse of Concordancing Tools
As mentioned above, the data-driven learning or classroom concordancing is such an empowering and
innovative learning environment. It is an extremely useful tool for learning word usage and grammar of a
foreign language. Leech [5] stated that "there is every reason to believe that language corpora will have a

role of growing importance in language teaching." Researchers in different locations have been
recommending it to language teachers and learners around the world. Nevertheless, classroom
concordancing remains not as popular as it deserves to be. Why such a powerful learning tool and
environment cannot be more popular?

John Flowerdew [2] pointed out several problems encountered when working with this new and exciting
medium. First, many of the concordance lines will contain language which is beyond the proficiency level of
the learners. Second, if single-line concordances are used, not all concordance lines may provide enough
contexts to make the meaning clear. Third, depending on the size of the corpus and the frequency of the item
chosen for concordancing, the concordancer may provide too few or too many examples of the particular
usage to be illustrated. Moreover, Ma [6] also highlighted the importance of learner training. It is
essential to familiarize learners with the new learning tool and environment before they can benefit from
exploring the new environment.

In addition to the problems pointed out by Flowerdew, we believe that the accessibility to searching tools

and corpora is another serious obstacle of making data-driven learning more popular. Both good
concordancers and corpora mentioned above are not widely accessible to language learners. School or
Institutes need to purchase and install good concordancing software on personal computers. Moreover,
though there are many electronic texts available on the CD-ROMs and Internet, most texts are copyrighted
and teachers cannot freely distribute them to second language learners. Furthermore, some hand-on training
on the uses of the concordancing software is necessary since programs have rather different searching

interface and functions. Even some educational institutes want to purchase the license of commercial
concordancer and some electronic texts are available, students still need to go to the computer laboratory or
computer center to use these precious learning resources. These difficulties and inconvenience in accessing
concordancer and texts prevent second language learners from engaging in data-driven learning.

If language teachers and researchers can make a concordancing system easily and widely accessible to
learners, it is more likely that second language learners will be more willing to explore the new learning
environment. In the following sections, we will discuss how the Internet and web might be able to resolve
some of the problems we outlined above.
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3 Web-based Concordancers
Internet and World-Wide-Web has been recommended as the most powerful platform for
delivering/distributing learning materials to many learners. If a concordancing system can be made available
via the Internet, second language learners can use any popular web browser to gain access to the web-based
concordancing system at anytime from anywhere. They do not need to go the computer center and open the
concordancer on a certain computer and load the corpus during the limited open hours.

The ideas of setting up an online concordancer loaded with text corpora have been implemented in several
countries. One excellent web concordancer project is provided by Collins COBUILD project in Britain, the
project generously provides a web concordancer- CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler, as an extra service for
English language learners and teachers. The CobuildDirect corpus is composed of 50 million words of
contemporary written and spoken text.

The interface of CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler is shown below in Figure 3. The user can type in some
simple queries and get a display of concordance lines from the corpus. The query syntax allows users to
specify word combinations, wildcards, part-of-speech tags, and so on. Because the corpus has been tagged
automatically with a statistical tagger, we can specify a search on word/TAG combinations by appending an
oblique stroke and a part-of-speech tag.

Figure 3. The Interface of CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler
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Another interesting project is created and maintained by Chris Greaves and his associates at the virtual
language center of Hong-Kong Polytechnic University. The interface of web concordancer is shown below
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Web Concordancer at Hong-Kong Polytechnic University
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One interesting web site in the U.S. which is completely based on the Gutenburg electronic texts offers a
simple Web-based concordancer, as shown in Figure 5. Although the searching options of this site are not as
comprehensive as those of the other two sites mentioned above, it offers an easy-to-use web system for
language learners to explore.
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Figure 5. The Interface of Gutenburg Concordancer
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4 The Strengths and Weakness of the Existing Web-Based
Concordancing Systems
All these web sites mentioned above are useful for ESL/EFL learners. However, each of these web sites has
different strengths and weakness. In the following sections, we will examine the three web concordancers
more closely and compare their strengths and weakness.

4.1 CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler
CobuildDirect Corpus Sampler is one of the most powerful web concordancer. Its strengths include the
wider coverage of texts (50 millions words), tagged corpora which allow learners to specify words and their
specific POS (part of speech) or a certain POS tag followed by a keyword. With this powerful search option,
learners can specify the words with their part-of-speech. For instance, if they want to find the usage of trust
as a verb, they can simply specify the query as trust/VERB.

Its weakness for ESL/EFL learners outside of Britain includes the slow connection speed, single-line
concordance output without larger contextual information, and the limited numbers of concordance output.
Many students in our writing classes complain that the connection to this site via TANET (Taiwan Academic
Network) is fairly slow. They often lose their patience to search the words they want to know more about
because of the poor Internet connection. Besides, the system only generates single-line concordance, so the
contextual information is fairly limited. The users cannot look at the larger contexts to better understand the
usage of the keyword. Last, since this is a sampler, the system at most can only supply about 40 examples
for a particular query; this might not be enough for words with complicated meaning and usage.

4.2 Hong-Kong Polytechnic University
Compared with the CobuildDirect Sampler, the Hong-Kong Polytechnic University web concordancer has a

faster connection. In addition, it also allows learners to click on the keyword to expand a single-line
concordance to view its larger context, as shown in Figure one above. As for its weakness, the connection
speed to this site is still not adequate but it is faster than the speed to COBUILD site. Besides, the corpora
available online at Polytechnic University are not tagged with part-of-speech tags, so the Polytechnic web
concordancer does not allow for words plus POS tags search. Students indicate that they sometimes need to
search a word with a particular part-of-speech so that they can locate the specific information they need
more efficiently.

4.3 The Gutenburg Concordancer in the U.S.
This site is not as popular as the two sites mentioned above. All of its corpora came from the well-known

Gutenburg free electronic text project, and it contains about 80 million words. Gutenburg offers the
electronic texts without copyright problem. However, based on our test, this site has the slowest connection
from Taiwan. Moreover, the users can only search one text file at a time, so they often cannot find the words
they want to know about. All the texts are also not tagged.
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The following table summarize all the strengths and weakness of these three different web concordancers.
Table 1. The Comparison of Three Different Web Concordancers
Gutenburg Web
COBUILD Sampler
Hong-Kong Poly Technic
Concordancer
Web Concordancer
Slowest
Slower
Moderate speed
Connection Speed
Not
available
Not
available
Available
Larger Contexts for
Keywords
Not tagged
Automatic tagged
Not tagged
Tagged Texts
About
80 million words
Several
large
corpora
Several
million-word
Text Coverage
about 50 million words
text files
Not available
Not available
Available
Learner Corpora

5 National Taiwan Ocean University (NTOU) Web Concordancer
With a research grant from NSC (National Science Council) of Taiwan, a research team at National Taiwan
Ocean University created a web concordancer. In this project we not only try to provide a faster and more
reliable concordancing system open to all interested English teachers and users but also try to overcome
some weakness of currently existing web-based concordancers.

Based on the comparison of the three major web concordancers.

We would like to create a web

concordancer with the following features and options for Taiwanese EFL learners and teachers.
1.Fast and reliable connection and quick response.
2.Large corpora for ESL/EFL learners and teachers (including both NS corpora and NNS learner corpora).
3.Larger contexts for any searched word.
4.Tagged corpora files that allow learners/teachers to search words with POS tags.

Since we have only limited funds, we do not expect to surpass the commercial web site such as Collins
COBUILD or the well-funded project of Hong-Kong Polytechnic University. We aim at creating a fast,
reliable, and friendly web concordancer for Taiwanese EFL learners and teachers. We will discuss the four
goals outlined above in details in the following sections.

First, the connection to NTOU web concordancer can be faster since it is built on the TANET. For TANET
user, our web concordancer will be able to respond to learner's queries within 15-20 seconds. Moreover, to
increase the searching speed, we reduce each corpus size to around 10-15MB. This is a technique adopted at
Hong-King Polytechnic University.

Second, we expect to have large corpora. Due to the copyright restrictions, we have to rely mainly on the
free electronic texts from Gutenburg projects. We are also negotiating with several local English newspapers
about putting their electronic texts online for educational purpose. In addition to the native speaker corpora,
we also have a smaller learner corpus available. During the past three years, we have been collecting English
writing samples of Taiwanese college students. Now we have a 200,000-word EFL learner corpus, and this
corpus will be a very precious resource for language teachers or researchers to better understand Chinese
EFL learners' interlanguage. The interface of NTOU web concordancer is shown below in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Interface of NTOU Web Concordancer
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Figure 7. The Web Concordance Output
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Third, since the display of larger linguistic contexts are fairly important when learners analyze the usage or
the meaning of particular words or phrases. To make the data-analysis process more efficiently, NTOU web
concordancer allows learners to have a convenient access to the larger context by clicking on any single-line
concordance, as shown in Figure 7. An instance of the contextual information is shown below in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Larger Linguistic Context of a Concordance
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Last, some learners indicated that they prefer to have the option of searching both words/phrases and POS
tags when using web-based concordancers since a tagged corpus can help learners to filter out irrelevant

information and help them locate the information they need more efficiently. Though the text tagging
process could be time-consuming and difficult, we have adopted some tools to create tagged corpora.
tools and techniques used in our project are described below.

The

5.1 Tagged Corpora
Tagging a corpus with millions of words manually is not feasible. How can COBUILD project provide such
a wonderful service? In fact, they use their automatic POS taggers to carry out the POS tagging. For our
project, we also purchase a useful tagger to accomplish the daunting tagging tasks.

In fact, there are quite a few taggers available. We have compared various taggers and consider the limited
resources we have in hand. We decided to adopt the inexpensive automatic POS (part-of-speech) taggers, the
TOSCA tagger, to annotate the corpora. The TOSCA Research Group is a team of corpus linguists at the
University of Nijmegen. One focus of their research is on the development of Tools for Syntactic Corpus
Analysis (TOSCA). Its tag set consists of 17 major wordclasses. With features for subclasses and additional
semantic, syntactic and morphological information, the total number of different tags is 220.
It is not possible for ESL teachers or learners to use the 220 tags. So we decide to keep the system simple by
converting the detailed tagging system into to the major 17 word classes so users can use these tags more

easily. For instance, if one needs to know the usage of 'issue' as a verb, then he/she can input a query,
issue/VB, to the system. The outcome of word plus tag search is shown below in Figure 9. The POS tags
would allow users to search the corpora more efficiently.
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Figure 9. Search Outcomes of Word plus Tag
be so confident. The tribunal will issue indictments whether or not suspects
within seven days. [p] 3.4 We can issue instructions to you and Cardholders
be inflationary, the Fund would only issue notes when they were backed by its
KITCHEN Ideas [p] Welcome to issue number two of 'Kitchen Ideas',
papers. The 13th Air Force can't issue orders for you to travel to
on May 16 and'September 14 to issue passenger service requirements in
but warranted clubs are entitled to issue permits to members' yachts as long
The Board has no immediate plans to issue preference shares. However, it
A limited company that does not issue shares for public subscription, and
Welna: The Swiss, in fact, do plan to issue statements similar to the EC's
complaints is that Greece will not issue visas at the border as Yugoslavia

6 Conclusion
Although NTOU web concordancer has been set up and running for a short period of time, students at
NTOU show positive attitude toward this new learning tool. Some students suggest that the web site should
be introduced to the whole university community since they found the searching tool to be useful for English
learning. It is rather encouraging to receive students' positive feedback.

However, there are still difficulties in using web concordancers. According to Sun [10], the problems of
using web concordancers can be divided into two categories: one related to computing resources, another
related to the difficulties of using or interpreting the concordance output. For computing resources, NTOU
web concordancer still has much room for improvement. For instance, we need put in more suitable text
corpora and the search speed should be faster. Besides, the automatic tagging of texts still contains some
serious errors.

As for the difficulties of using or interpreting the concordance output, Ma [6] and Sun [10] pointed out that
learners need training on using concordancer. For learner training, we might create an online tutorial on the
use of concordancer so learners can use the system more effectively. Sun [10] also indicated that it is rather
time consuming to do data analysis. Sun pointed out that the concordance output seems too large to be
manageable in some cases, and learners can be overloaded with information. In fact, a corpus contains either
too much or too little information would cause troubles for language learners. Flowerdew [2] points out that
we need to choose our corpora more carefully and make sure the corpora will meet the needs of learners. We
will continue to collect users' feedback and further improve our concordancing system.
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The world of education is in a period of rapid change. Technology in the
education has recently become a primary goal of Overseas Chinese Education.

Yet with all these new resources available to teachers, the opportunity for
improved teaching is eclipsed by the intimidating task of finding ways to utilize

computers and the Internet in a classroom environment. Overseas Chinese
demographics are placing pressure on educational institutions to develop more

cost-effective instructional delivery systems. In response to this pressure,
education is exploring new ways of defining classrooms and utilizing distributed
resources. The direction of this exploration is being guided by newly evolving
technologies and information delivery systems, advances in neuropsychology
and the cognitive sciences, and new philosophies and educational paradigms.

The introduction of the Internet in Overseas Chinese Education has been the
seminal event precipitating the emergence of one such paradigm characterized
by fluidity of roles, individual learner-directed content, distributed resources,
virtual facilities, and asynchronous class times. It uses technology to create
learning environments with neither walls nor clocks. This paper will explore
these technologies and how to develop an Effective Web-based instruction
Learning Environment for Overseas Chinese Education.

Keywords: WBI, Web-based Learning, Instruction Design, Overseas
Chinese Education

1 Introduction: The Need for WBI
As education explore new delivery systems and environments, it is necessary to observe and evaluate their
effects on instructional quality and student learning. Some seek to shift the bulk of instruction to distance

and distributed environments as a solution to the problems facing Overseas Chinese education today.
Traditional, synchronous delivery methods utilizing physical facilities, teachers, and students have been
through countless iterations and refinements. Their interactions and effects have been measured. The role of
reading materials, visuals, lectures, feedback, demonstrations, and student dynamics has all been observed
over many years. Before abandoning or reducing the traditional, it is necessary to ensure any modifications
of existing paradigms will result in instruction that is at least as beneficial to both learners and educators as

the existing one. Numerous reform movements and technical innovations have been introduced into
classrooms in recent years. We have learned that these changes will not be accepted unless they are
perceived to be beneficial for both teachers and students.

2 The Web Impact Instruction Design
Several things generally happen as teachers begin to use the Internet. The first occurs as teachers realize
their pedagogical style needs to change if they intend to use the Internet significantly for teaching. This is
typically a gradual shift but pedagogical styles do seem to change because of the robust nature of resources
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available and the difficulty of control over Internet usage. Some research on non-Internet network teaching
activities also supports this idea. Generally, studies have found that when technology is introduced into the
classroom, students experience an increase in motivation and self-esteem, accomplishment of more complex
tasks, development greater technical skills and utilization of outside resources. Few studies, however, exist
on the effects on student learning in distributed environments.
By combining the attributes of both Delivery of Content and System Management, and by answering in the
positive the questions/issues unique to each, the instructional web-page developer will be more likely to
create a strong and viable system/program that will teach, train, instruct, etc, all those whom they hope to
educate via their instructional web sites. By adhering to these attributes, such a system can truly be called an
Instructional System.

3 Creating good Web-based instruction
Not only does Web-based instruction need to follow good instructional design principles, but it needs to
conform to good teaching practices and sound Web design principles as well. The first question educators
should ask themselves before deciding to convert a course to the Web is, under the existing circumstances, is
the Web itself an appropriate delivery medium.

Simply putting a course online because it is a new technology is not sufficient cause to justify the
development time and cost. Another major concern is whether the online course will provide for the same
level of quality teaching that a traditional class offers. Students will not accept the course if they perceive
that it will be inferior.

Creating good Web-based instruction is not simply putting lecture notes online nor is it merely creating a
virtual library of links to content related sites. It includes ensuring that good instructional, teaching, content,
cognitive, visual, and usability design principles are followed as well as ensuring that it fulfills both teacher
and student needs. Users need to perceive WBI as following objectives:
The Online Syllabus

An online syllabus provides the instructor with a way to change course material easily, and the
student with a complete and up-to-date picture of the course requirements. The format need not
duplicate the print version. Hypertext links to sample relevant disciplinary web sites may be helpful
in giving students a sense of the disciplinary context for the course.
Personal Home Pages
Personal home pages can be used to foster the sense that the class is not just a collection of isolated
individuals but a community of learners who can profit from interacting with one another. Home
pages encourage students to learn about each other so as to encourage contact and mutual interests.
Interactivity

Adding discussion forums and chat sessions to your online course is a common way to add an
interactive component to a web-based course. There are many implementations of bulletin board and
chat session software to choose from. A second method of interactivity is, of course, e-mail. It' s a
good practice to have an online list of the e-mail addresses of all students.

Assignments

The web page listings of homework assignments, upcoming events and exams can be more
interactive than the familiar print counterparts. If some homework assignments, for example, are
based on online materials, they can be directly linked to the class schedule.

Announcements
To be effective, announcements need to be read; for that to happen, students need to know when a
new announcement has been posted. Alert sounds or perhaps a blinking link added to a page can let
students know of new announcements, or perhaps, even a mass e-mail to all students in the course.
Testing
Online drill or practice testing can be used to reinforce material, even if the results are not used as
part of a grade. Reading comprehension questions, for example, in short answer or multiple choice
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formats can provide students with an assessment of their level of understanding of text.

Content
Perhaps the most difficult part of developing a web-based course is creating the online content. You
can begin by transferring your basic lecture materials to the web and integrating media such as sound,

images, and video. Remember, to experiment with incorporating some of the new web-based
learning paradigms described above.

4 Summary
In conclusion, developing an effective Web-based learning environment for Overseas Chinese education is
not simply putting lecture notes online nor is it merely creating a virtual library of links to content related
sites. It includes ensuring that good instructional, teaching, content, cognitive, visual, and usability design
principles are followed as well as ensuring that it fulfills both teacher and student needs.
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Design and Technology (D&T) as a school subject aims to provide learning
opportunities for students to develop the technological awareness, literacy,

capability and lifelong learning patterns that they need to live and work
effectively in an ever changing technological society. Information Technology
(IT) is quickly transforming education by breaking down the traditional

boundaries of learning and teaching. This article discusses the ways that IT can
be made relevant to the learning and teaching of D&T and in teacher education.

It then describes the development of an ongoing project# which aims at
developing an IT-immersion environment to enhance learning and teaching of
D&T at a teacher education institution in Hong Kong. The setting up of this
information-rich, collaborative learning environment is to complement
"traditional" lab-based approach to learning and teaching of Computer Aided
Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM).

Keywords: IT-immersion, Learning Environment, Design and Technology,
Teacher Education

1 Introduction
Design and Technology (D&T) as a school subject "aims to provide learning opportunities for students to
develop the technological awareness, literacy, capability and lifelong learning patterns that they need to live
and work effectively in an ever changing technological society." [3] Information Technology (IT) is quickly
transforming education by breaking down the traditional boundaries of learning and teaching. [5] IT is also
being regarded as an effective tool for learning and teaching D&T in two main areas, namely:
IT as a tool. IT can support many aspects of designing and making in D&T. For example, information

processing and presentation, modelling, computer-aided design and manufacturing, control and
communication.

IT as a source of knowledge. Here, IT is being regarded as a source of knowledge to learn about
materials, equipment, designing and manufacturing. This encompasses CD-ROM information systems,
and the use of local or online databases accessible over the Internet. [2] [6]

2 IT in Education Policy in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) Government launched its IT in Education Policy
in 1998. [1] [5] According to this policy, Hong Kong teachers will be required to reach different levels of IT
Competency in Education over the next few years; and IT-supported instruction will become one of the
essential instructional strategies in future. Consequently, teacher education institutions in Hong Kong will be

The project entitled "Development of an IT-immersion Environment to Enhance the Teaching and
Learning of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)" is supported

by the Teaching Development Grant (TDG) administrated by the HKIEd, which is granted by the
University Grants Committee (UGC), Hong Kong.
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required to integrate in their pre-service programmes IT competency elements such as producing courseware,
applying the skills of computer-aided instruction, and using various electronic networks for peer support and
collaborative learning.

3 The Project
The following sections describes an ongoing project which aims at developing an IT-immersion
environment to enhance learning and teaching in D&T at the Hong Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd),
the major provider of D&T teacher education in the territory. This project is a response to the HKSAR
Government's urge for the integration of IT to enhance the effectiveness of learning and teaching in teacher
education institutions. [l][5] The initial target group of the project is student teachers undertaking D&T at
the Institute. This target group will continually widen and might eventually include practising teachers in
D&T and other technology-related subjects in Hong Kong secondary schools.
The project aims to:
develop an IT-immersion learning environment for student teachers majoring in D&T, especially
focused on areas of CAD and CAM;
develop appropriate courseware for the enhancement of learning and teaching of basic and selected
topics on CAD and CAM;

develop an appropriate web-interface for students and staff to enhance face-to-face classroom
interactions;

enable students to appreciate modern techniques of product design and prototype making through the
use of CAD and CAM technologies.

4 IT-immersion Learning Environment for D&T
Davies [4] suggests that an ideal learning environment for D&T is one where the learners have maximum
autonomy and are working on self-directed projects and teachers are constantly assessing with pupils where
they are and where they need to go. The IT-immersion learning environment under discussion utilises some
of the attributes and resources of Web-based learning and adopts a constructivist approach to create a
meaningful learning environment where learning is fostered and supported. This IT-immersion environment,
we believe, would facilitates greater interaction between the teacher and students, and students and students;
assist D&T student teachers transit to the new mode of learning and teaching, and enable them to develop
habits of life-long learning. To effect the paradigm shift from a largely teacher-centred approach to a more
interactive and learner-centred approach, it is important that D&T student teachers appreciate the need for
the change and are receptive to the challenge of taking up their new role as a learning facilitator in future.
Key features of the IT-immersion environment include:

Learner-centred, time and space independent learning. With the use of Web-based instructional
materials, students are allowed to progress at their own pace and at any time and space.
Changing Roles of Teachers and Students. In the IT-immersion environment, the role of the teacher
changes from knowledge provider to that of facilitator and guide. Conversely, students are no longer
passive learners. They become participants, collaborators in the creation of knowledge and meaning.

Self-directed Learning. One increasingly important competency in the future society will be
"self-directed learning". In the IT-immersion environment, students continually learn to use IT tools
for the accessing, processing, and transformation of information into new knowledge.

Just -in -time Learning. "Just-in-time learning" [7] implies a high level of individualisation and
self-direction in the learning process. Each student learns just what he/she needs at the time when
he/she needs it. This is a radical diversion in the instructional delivery system from place-based and
time-fixed group instruction to one that is fully under learner-control.
Individual differences accommodated. Learning is a complex process that takes place as an interaction
between learners and their environment. The interactive multimedia and hypermedia capabilities of
Web-based and CD-ROM based instructional materials would enable student control over timing and
pacing and provide interactivity and active learning.
Collaborative / Cooperative Learning. Collaborative learning in this IT-immersion environment
regards that both teachers and students be active participants in the learning process. The Web, for
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instance, presents an especially good environment for asynchronous collaboration in which students
work together but not necessarily at the same time. This IT-rich environment also provides ground for
cooperative learning that students and teachers interact together in order to accomplish a specific goal
or develop an end product which is content specific. For instance, an ad-hoc group of students, teachers,
and perhaps outside experts, can come together for a particular task or design project. The group splits
into distributed design teams to tackle design challenges. The design teams interact over the computer
network, working cooperatively and drawing on different expertise. The design is shared over the
network, evaluated, and combined into an integrated artefact or system.
It is perhaps worthwhile pointing out that in an IT-immersion learning environment, IT is still considered as

a supportive tool. Its introduction supplements, and indeed may change the "traditional" learning and
teaching approaches in D&T. However, it is not intended to and will not replace traditional teaching
altogether. For one reason, D&T is intrinsically an action-based subject. Engagement with designing and
making requires students to be active cognitively and physically. Besides, lab-based activities serve a variety

of different purposes that would be unlikely replaced by other means [8], for example: (a) first hand
experience of using a variety of materials, equipment and processes safely; (b) actually realise high quality
products, test them and evaluate them in use; and (c) face-to-face interaction among peers and the tutor.

5 Basic Components
The IT-immersion environment comprises two major components, namely: (a) the physical component, and
(b) the virtual component (Figure 1).

IT-Immersion Learning and Teaching Environment
for CAD and CAM
Virtual Component

Physical Component

Graphic
Communication
Lab

Networked
Workstations

Manufacturing
Technology
Lab
Flexible
Manufacturing
System

Networked
Workstations

Course
Information Area

Bulletin
Board

Design
Area

Project
Area

Presentation
Area

Online
Resources Bank

Links

Help / Utilities

Figure 1. Major Components in the IT-immersion Learning and Teaching Environment.

The Physical Component includes facilities installed in the two labs at the HKIEd for CAD and CAM:

Manufacturing Technology Lab: A Flexible Manufacturing System (CNC Lathe, CNC Mill, and
Robot), a CNC micro-router, 15 networked PC workstations, video-conferencing systems, appropriate
software and peripherals, etc.
Graphic Communication Lab: 21 networked PC workstations, video-conferencing systems, digital
camera, appropriate software and peripherals, etc.
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The Virtual Component of the IT-immersion environment include:
Course Information Area - for students to gain access to course-specific information such as course
outlines, schedules, course materials, assignments and other course-related information.
Bulletin Board - for teachers and students to post up announcements.
Design Area - for supporting both synchronous communication (e.g. real-time interactive chat, used to
brainstorm with teachers or peers) and asynchronous communication (e.g. e-mails) to facilitate design
activities. For example, students can "talk" online and discuss their design ideas via
video-conferencing and/or Internet technologies with peers, teachers or experts outside the campus
who can provide them with suggestion for improvement on the design. Digital cameras can be used to
record the development of models/products and to present design ideas.
Project Area that houses students' individual and collaborative design projects. A Data Bank will be
set up for students to store their design works. The Data Bank will become a central design database,

accessible by all members of each of the design and manufacturing teams to ensure that all team
members are working with identical information.
Presentation Area - for students to present their projects and showcase their design work beyond the
classroom and to a wider audience.

Online Resource Bank - for teachers to upload and retrieve interactive instructional and reference
materials.

Internet links - to support teachers and students using the Internet to locate professional materials and
content resources in D&T and other related disciplines.
Help / Utilities.

6 IT-enhanced Activities and Learning Experiences
In the IT-immersion environment, student teachers are provided with the opportunities to use IT to explore,
develop, model, communicate and realise their design ideas in a variety of ways. As such, IT becomes an

integrated and natural part of their study in D&T. More specifically, to take as an example, video
conferencing technology can be used as an effective medium for developing new ways of learning and
teaching D&T and introducing teachers and students to various aspects of information, communications and
design technologies. Using the latest information and communications technology provides the opportunity
for expertise and resources to be made available to pre-service and practising D&T teachers off -campus
from the HKIEd. Via video conferencing systems or the Internet, they can work collaboratively together on
concurrent design projects, discuss problems and jointly solve them, and exchange ideas and information.

In brief, working in an IT-immersion environment would help D&T student teachers to understand how to
become discerning users of available hardware and software. This in turn, would help them to understand
what IT can and will do to enhance their future pupils' learning in D&T.

7 Conclusion
This paper discussed the potential of an IT-immersion approach to provide D&T student teachers with a
richer, more meaningful education relevant for the future workplace and learning environments. It is also
suggested that this IT-immersion approach can be used in a mixed-mode manner to support traditional
lab-based approach to learning and teaching CAD and CAM. This adjunct or mixed-mode seems appropriate
for a wide range of learning and teaching activities in D&T where real world experience and face-to-face
interaction are essential. By using a mixture of traditional and IT-immersion instructional methods and tools,
the learner can experience recent technology development and its impacts on learning. The point is to find
out the right balance.

The project is still at its developmental stage, the effectiveness of the IT-immersion approach to learning and
teaching D&T has yet to stand the test of time. However, the experience so far suggests that the project will
be a success and will bring substantial benefits to both teaching staff and students.
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This article first examines the development needs of web-courses from a panoramic
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system and the various stages in the process are explored. Finally graphs and tables as
management tools are designed to enable the effective development of web-courses.
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1 The significance of web-course
Generally speaking, the advantages of learning in the World Wide Web environment include breaking the barrier of time
and space, learning without walls, and just-in-time learning [4]. The effect of learning on the Web can be analyzed with
3Ws(What, How, Why). In addition to the "know-what" of conceptual knowledge and the "know-how" of procedural

knowledge, there is also the "know-why" of collaborative learning brought about by communication on network.
Obviously, whether a web-course can achieve its intended effect is under the influence of the three major factors stated
above. 1) Content, the proper choice of materials to be used and good design is the first step to successful learning with a
web page. 2) User-interface: now that we have the teaching material as the content of the page, what about presenting the
materials? That is another major issue of concern. For example, studies by Nielson(1998) and others indicate that the
way many web users read web pages is scanning the pages in its entirety. Therefore, it is important to grasp the learner' s
attention with neatly designed web pages in which all the data are effectively organized. That leads to the learner' s
perception and learning of the information on the pages. Complying with the learner' s cognitive process is an important
issue to be considered in the design of user-interface. This definitely involves the design and arrangement of learning
activities and environmental influences. 3) Pedagogical foundations: we' ve seen the what-to and the how-to of the way
things are done, but we can' t help asking why they are done this way. Creed & Plank(1998) maintain that "good web

site design begins with good pedagogy." Also, Duchastel & Turcotte(1996) think that instruction design in an
information-rich environment must deviate greatly from that in the traditional learning environment. For a web-course to
be effective, the, theoretical foundation of relevant pedagogy is indispensable; and cognitive psychology is the most
important among the relevant theories.

2 Developing web-courses
From the perspective of software engineering, there are procedures and stages in the development of web-courses. Like
designing traditional computer-assisted instruction (CAI) programs, various procedures and stages are involved, from
choosing the subject, designing teaching materials and methods, writing the story board, to programming, testing and
finishing the product. The most significant difference between web-courses and traditional CM programs is that the
former can be built incrementally; that is, new content can be added into the course at any time. In contrast, the latter is
more fixed and closed in nature, usually with no possibility to make modification of addition to the content before
upgrading the program to a new version. Many scholars come up with their own theories of how many stages there are in
the development of web-courses [3] [4], but generally their ideas are based on the structure shown in Fig. 1 .
The first stage spans from the conception of idea to feasibility study. If the factors of technicality, obtaining of content
and effectiveness are all under control, and if the budget allows, then the developer can proceed to the second stage of
detailed planning. Table I can serve as an excellent tool for assisting the planning in this stage.
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Preliminary 1-0 Planning of 3rto Actual designing--planning
* forming ideas
* feasibility study

design

* configuration

* identifying
learners
* verify learner' s
needs
* deciding teaching

design

* operability
design
* media integration
* environment
integration
* cognitive effect
evaluation

goals
* designing learning
activities

Use and
maintenance
* publishing
* organization
* connection
* refreshing
*evaluation

Fig.l Stages in the development of web-courses

If the level of difficulty in the chart falls on the right side of the dotted line, then there may be practical difficulties in
implementing the project. Although that does not necessarily mean the project is "dead on arrival," it surely means that
further analysis and more contemplation is requited. Take the planning of human resources for example: individual tasks
can be put into a two-dimensional chart together with human resources for analysis, which brings about further
understanding of the demand for manpower in the project and helps identifying the source that potential workforce
comes from. The use of this kind of chart can also be extended to the analysis of demand for workforce in other stages
(stage x manpower) and other aspects. Table 2 is an example to help the analysis of tasks and demand for manpower.
Table 1 Feasibility analysis chart for web page planning
Subject of the web page:
Targeted users:
Features of function: I .
2.
3.

Possible difficulties
Supposedly
none

None

Technicality

Level of difficulty
Possibly
Unsure

Insurmountable

insurmountable

I. Media production
2. Media integration
3. Interactive skills
4. programming

5. Database processing
Content

1. Subject a

2. Subject b
Management

I. Human resources
2. Time restraint
3. Budget restraint

Projected benefits
on learning results)

(effect
high

medium-low

medium

medium-high

low

Table 2 Chart for analysis of tasks and demand for manpower

Task

Manpower

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

A. Choice of material
B. Planning of material
C. Media production
D. Media integration
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E. Web page design

1 Domain expert
2. Teaching expert

3. Testing expert
4. Media expert
5. Programming expert
6. Artwork expert
7. Story-board expert
8. Management expert
? demand of high urgency

Legend:

? demand of medium urgency? ? demand in low urgency

It is more difficult to be educational with the commonly used design of web pages in general, and the ideas of education
experts should be consulted. An evaluation chart as Table 3 adapted from Reeves & Reeves(1997) is very useful a a
reference.

Table 3 An evaluation chart for the educational merits of a web-course

Distribution

Quality

Constructivist

I. Pedagogical philosophy

Instructivist

2. Learning theory

Behavior

Cognitive

3. Goal orientation

Focused

General

4. Tasks orientation

Academic

5. Source of motivation

Extrinsic

Intrinsic
Facilitative

Authentic

6. Teachers role

Didactic

7. Meta-cognition

Unsupported

Integrated

8. Collaborative learning

Unsupported

Integrated

9. Cultural sensibility

Insensitive

Respectful

10 Structural flexibility

Fixed

Chien

From a wider perspective, it is not advisable to limit web-courses to a fixed kind of teaching method. The nature different
subjects of instruction should be considered, and a suitable corresponding teaching method should be adopted.
Although there can be many teaching methods, their intended goal is one: the optimum learning results. There is paradigm
shifting in instruction design, and the resulting new trend emphasizes that the design must be learner-centered. This is
learning environment development based on constructivism. Problem-based learning is a design principle pretty much in

keeping with this new trend. Simply stated, the way it works is to lead learners to think and solve problems using
embedded questions, therefore achieving learning results.

In the actual construction stage, the main issues for web-courses are the design and integration of content, and the
user-friendliness. These are the factors that ensure the smooth delivery of the instructional content and unfettered
proceedings of learning activities. When web-course development comes to the "use and maintenance" stage, the
well-constructed content is published to the Internet, the IP addresses organized and managed, and all links made sure to
work. The content should be updated as frequently as possible to keep it up-to-date, making the pages alive and fresh.
Moreover, evaluation can be made to see whether the web-course has achieved its goals as planned, and whether the
content conforms to the CUP standards. The evaluation can be formative, with the focus on whether systematic methods
are used to facilitate the effectiveness of development. Or it can be sununative, with the content, educational merits,
user-interface, measurement design, and course design and management being examined. The content refers to the richness,

organization and level of difficulty of the materials for learning. Educational merits refers to the presence of an
educational objective, whether effective instruction methods are employed, etc. User-interface means whether there are
well-designed page layout, well-organized components, tools provided to users to ensure easy capture of teaching
material and effective learning. Measurement design refers to the presence of interaction and tests, and the validity and
effectiveness of the tests. Finally, course management focuses on the effective operation of the system to facilitate
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smooth progress of learning and maintaining the coherence of all data on the web site. Based on the indicators discussed
above, we can develop an evaluation chart as in Table 4. Each item is rated in A(high), B(medium) or C(low), and the
number of times A, B and C appear are calculated. This provides system developers timely control on the construction
and content of the web-course.
Table 4 Web - course evaluation chart

Item

Topic

1. A clear learning subject

Content

User-interface

Pedagogy
Total:

A

B

2. Good analysis of users
3. Suitability of teaching method
4. Richness of teaching materials
5. Organization of teaching material
6. Difficulty level of materials
B
C
A
subtotal:
1. Smoothness of operation
2. Organization of web page
3. Availability of teaming tools
4. Interactive design
5. Measurement design
6. Multimedia effects
B
C
A
subtotal:
1. Instructional goal
2. Instructional method
3. Course management
4. Motivational design
5. Evaluation of learning results
subtotal:
C

A

B

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Effect

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

B

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Note

C

C

3 Conclusion
The development of web courses takes time and good planning ahead. Thorough consideration about the content and
teaching methods can result in effective learning. It is important not to be overwhelmed by the colorful effects of

multimedia to the extent that the emphasis on content is compromised. We have proposed C, U and P as three
dimensions that serve as directions along which ideas about web-course design can be developed. A few charts are
developed as tools that can help systematically developing web-courses. This will supposedly make the web-course
development process more manageable, and the instructional effects of web-courses more worth our wait.
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1 Introduction
Today's distance learning no longer assumes that knowledge is static and education is a certain years' procedure.
Instead, knowledge is changing and evolving, so that education is a life long process. Education should be able

to meet people's needs, no matter how old they are, where they are, or what jobs or positions they hold. The
World Wide Web, with its worldwide access and friendly interface, becomes the desired media for conducting
distance learning today. Compared with traditional classroom teaching, Web-based learning offers new
opportunities:

It extends the boundaries of learning so that learning can occur at any time, in any place. As a result,
learners have more flexibility of choosing the way to learn.
It emphasizes on collaboration and interaction that can be effectively employed toward learning. Using
the Web, learners can not only communicate with the instructors or classmates, but also can go beyond

the classroom to collaborate with people from other schools, institutions, organizations, and to ask
questions to professionals and experts.
Various resources of information on the Web extend the content of the instruction. Students are able to
access multimedia information on almost every subject and in multiple languages.
Web-based instruction offers opportunities for more creative activities. Students can search information
on the Web, create their own resource repository, meet virtually with classmates and instructors, and do a
lot more.

In this paper, a Web-based learning environment for language learning will be introduced. This learning
environment is used for delivering instructional resources in Chinese at the 3rd/4th-year level and in Korean at

the 2nd/3rd-year level to learners nationwide via the Web. The first Web-based class using the learning
environment, CHN399 Chinese Reading and Writing Course, was officially offered to the students at University
of Hawaii in the spring semester, year 2000. The last two units of the course also involved students from Taiwan
to collaborate with students at UH. The course is a success. Twelve students have completed the course. In the
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fall semester, in addition to this course, a Chinese Listening and Writing Course and a Korean Reading and
Writing Course will also be offered, using the same learning environment.

2 Major Design Considerations
The design of the Web-based language learning environment has been focused on three parts: instructional design,
interaction design and knowledge-building capability design.

2.1 Instructional Design
Instructional design addresses the pedagogical issue of language learning. It determines the goal and format of
the course, the instruction approach, the activities involved and the evaluation criteria. For this learning
environment, we adopt an instructional model that contains the following five stages:
Stage 1 Pre-activities: aim at activating students' prior knowledge, and helping them predict the content
of the text
Stage 2 Global activities: emphasize on helping students master the content and the main points of the
text
Stage 3 Specific information activities: use various language-centered tasks to train students to memorize
the main points of the text while reading
Stage 4 Linguistic activities: allow student to use the new knowledge after the they have mastered the
content and main points of the text
Stage 5 Post activities: integrate what have been learned from the previous four stages and help students
accomplish a language task that involves using the new words, concepts and knowledge

Based on these stages, a series of activities have been designed. Students are evaluated mainly by the quality of
their writings, and also by the quiz conducted at the end of each unit.

2.2 Interaction Design
Communication is very important for language learning. Communicative language learning theory emphasizes
on interaction between learner and instructor as well as between learner and learner. Underwood [3] proposed a

series of "premises for communicative CALL" (CALL refers to Computer-Assisted Language Learning),
including "focuses more on using forms than on the forms themselves", "Teaches grammar implicitly rather than

explicitly", "allows and encourages students to generate original utterances rather than just manipulate
prefabricated language", etc. Interaction has been carefully designed to embed these principles into the learning
environment. Different Web-based forums were developed for different learning purposes: asking questions
about the text, practicing language through task-based group discussion, diagnosing grammar mistakes and
writing essays on a specific subject. The asynchronous communication mode provides the following advantages:
Students can have more flexible schedule; they can access the class at any time.
Students have more time composing messages, and can modify messages even after they have been
submitted. This is good for language learners who not only concern the content of the message but also
the form of the language.
Students can save specific messages for future reference.
Students can search and retrieve specific messages afterwards.

2.3 Knowledge-building capability design
There are three major aspects of current learning theories. First, learning is a process of knowledge construction,

not of knowledge recording or absorption. Effective learning depends on the intentions, self-monitoring,
elaboration and representational constructions of the individual learner [2]. Second, learning is knowledge-
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dependent, and knowledge-driven [1]. People use current knowledge to construct new knowledge. Third, learning
is highly tuned to the situation in which it takes place. Knowledge is not independent of the contexts (mental,
physical, and social) in which it is used [2]. These theories indicate the importance of supporting knowledge
building in a learning environment so that students can acquire, record, share, and integrate knowledge.

In our Web-based language learning environment, in addition to allowing students to discuss and share ideas in
the forums, based on the characteristics of language learning, the knowledge building also includes following
processes:

Store resources related to the subject
Build word vocabulary
Compile grammar rules
Collect and comment on writing examples, commonly used phrases and idioms, etc.

3 Major features of the Web-based language learning environment
The components of the final system are shown in Figure 1.

Warm up
Activity

Class Resource Manager
Word bank
Exercise

Resource list
Word bank

Pre Activity

Language
Exercise

Grammar book
Example collection

Q&A

Personal Resource Manager

Core
Activity

Group
Discussion

Grammar
Clinic

Post Activity

Language
Exercise
Essay
& Comment

Word bank
Grammar book

Example collection
Draft book

Tool

uiz
Instructor tool

Student tool

Evaluation
Dictionary

Figure 1. Components of the Web-based language learning environment

3.1 Language teaching/learning support
The system supports language teaching based on a specific instructional model that sequences the learning
process into several stages. The goals, processes, activities and tasks are well integrated into the functions of the
system. Different rights and privileges are assigned to instructors and students to ensure that the teaching and
learning procedure is followed. Using the system, the students are able to do language exercises, share
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information, ask questions, participate in task-based group activities, write essays, comment on fellow students'
writing, build vocabulary, summarize grammar points, and so on, while the instructors are able to teach reading
and writing skills, answer students' questions, correct grammar mistakes and evaluate students' progress.
Based on the instructional model, the learning process is sequenced into the following activities:

Warm up activity: involves students' building word vocabulary (called word bank). This activity
corresponds to the first stage of the instructional model: pre-activity that aims at activating students'
prior knowledge about the topic.

Pre-activity: involves doing language exercise such as matching words. This activity is also part of the
first stage of the instructional model.

Core activity: contains three parts. The first part involves students reading text (that is stored on CDROM), doing reading comprehension exercises and asking questions. This part corresponds to the
second stage: global activities, and the third stage: specific information activities. The second part of
the core activity is for students to participate in small group discussion to accomplish a given task, e.g.
decide where to eat dinner. In the third part, instructors select mistakes from students' messages and
post them in a forum called grammar clinic, and the students are asked to correct these mistakes. These
two parts are designed to fulfill the goals of stage four: linguistic activities.
Post activity: requires students to write an essay on the given topic. This activity is designed to integrate
the knowledge they have learned, which corresponds to the fifth stage of the instructional model.

In addition to these activities, each unit of the class also has quiz, aiming at evaluating students' mastery of the
material through quantitative criteria.

3.2 Database support
The system is developed using database technology. The database system is implemented on Microsoft SQL
server. Basically the database system collects the data generated by the activities involved in the class.
Stores the information of students and instructors
Supports word bank
Supports forums for class interaction
Supports class and personal resource manager
Supports quiz and grading
Supports collecting survey data
Collects data for administration such as login records

3.3 Asynchronous interaction
Web-based forums support the interaction among users. The asynchronous forums allow students to do the
following things:

To participate in the activity at any time
To edit a message even after it has been submitted
To save a specific message for future reference or as a knowledge item
To search and to retrieve messages
The class interaction is supported by five forums:
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Class news forum

This forum is for instructor and students to exchange information including class announcement,
cultural trivia, etc. Both instructors and students can post threads as well as replies.

Essay forum
This forum is for students to post their essays and comment on essays written by fellow students.
Both instructors and students can post threads as well as replies. (See Figure 2.)
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Figure 2. Essay forum in the Web-based language learning environment
Q&A forum
This forum is for students to post questions regarding the content of the text as well as the usage of the
CD-ROM. Both instructors and students can post threads as well as replies.

Small group discussion forum
This forum is for students to participate in task-based group discussion. Students will be directed into
their group when they enter the forum and they can post messages there. They can go to see other
groups' interaction, but they cannot post any messages in other groups' discussion area.
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Grammar clinic forum
Instructors select grammar mistakes from the students' posts, put them in this forum, and ask students to
correct them. Only instructors can post threads, students can only post replies.
Designing individual forum for each activity or task makes it possible for forums to serve different purposes and
to have different controls over students' privilege of posting messages. For example, in grammar clinic forum,
only instructors can post threads (students can only post replies), but in class news forum, everybody can post
threads. In all the forums, the instructors reserve the rights to delete messages.

3.4 Knowledge building
The system provides knowledge-building capability that allows users to gather information, discuss ideas with
others as well as generating, storing and retrieving knowledge. The knowledge building process is facilitated
using two tools: class resource manager and personal resource manager. Both the resource managers include
resource list, word bank, grammar book, and example collection. In order to support knowledge building at both
collective level and individual level, the knowledge- building tool has two types: one for the whole class (class
resource manager), and one for the individual student (personal resource manager). Class resource manager can
be accessed by the whole class, while personal resource manager is individualized and can only be accessed by
student himself or herself. The personal resource manager also includes a draft book for the student to store his
or her writing drafts. The instructors have most of the control over class level knowledge-building tool, but the
students have full control over their own knowledge-building tools. The knowledge-building functions provided
include:

Allows knowledge-building at both class level and individual level
Allows users to collect information resources (Web sites, article, etc.) into resource list
Allows users to collect words into word bank
Allows users to collect or compile grammar rules into grammar book
Allows users to collect writing examples or idioms into example collection
Allows users to save messages from discussion forums to the resource managers
Allows users to write note or comment on resource or knowledge items

Currently, the grammar book and the example collection in class resource manager are controlled by the
instructors, meaning that instructors summarize grammar points and select examples and put them in the class
resource manager. Students can read them but they cannot put their own notes there.

3.5 Online quiz
Students can take quizzes online. The quiz contains multiple choices and is graded automatically so students can
get their grade immediately after they submit the answer. Instructors can check students' quiz grades along with
the information such as how long the students complete the quiz and their answers to each question.

3.6 Tracking capability
The tracking system built for this learning system record student's clicks into the database while they are
navigating the class. The information recorded include the location of the student, the action the student makes,
the time of the action and other relevant data such as the message the student is reading. The tracking system
offers the following benefits:

The tracking system can provide valuable information for system developer. Users use a system in
different ways. Therefore, how users navigate our the learning system, how they use the interface and
how they use the various functions become interesting questions whose answers will help the system
developer understand the operation of the system so that the system can be improved to better meet
users' needs.
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The tracking system also provides valuable information for the instructors. It tells the instructor how
students do self-learning in the distant environment, how they follow the process designed for the
course, how they participate in the activities, how they approach a task, how they respond to a teaching
strategy, and so on. The information will help the instructors understand students' behavior (e.g.
learning strategy) and adjust their teaching methods to make the course more effective.

3.7 Monitoring and evaluating performance
The system provides ways for the instructors to conduct teaching as well as monitoring and evaluating students'
performance:

Monitor students' participations according to their login records, frequency and length of their posts,
and so forth

Evaluate students' performance according to their participations, contents and form of their writings,
and so forth
Give grades and feedbacks to students
Understand students' learning behavior by analyzing tracking records

4 Conclusions
Observations from the Web-based Chinese reading course show that this Web-based language learning
environment successfully support the class operation. Students and instructors are able to choose their own time,
place and pace to work on the course. And, they have been engaged in active interactions during the course. The
functions provided by the learning environment meet the instructional goals and requirements.
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This paper describes the development and evaluation of a Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) system for supporting the writing of technical

Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical
Japanese texts, cohesive expressions are used as cue words. The rules for
analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely
cohesive expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to
learn to write technical Japanese texts is developed using Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques. The main functions of the system are:
automatically detecting headlines and cohesive expressions in technical

Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW, and extracting
examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system

evaluation show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on
extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines by using the revised rules set
proposed in this study. Furthermore, two evaluation experiments are conducted
to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is evaluated in terms of

subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the two
experiments, respectively. The results of the study show that the instructive
effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also shows that the
system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese
language learning.

Keywords: Computer Assisted Language Learning, Natural Language
Processing, evaluation, technical Japanese texts

1 Introduction
The aim of this research was to construct a Japanese learning environment for foreign students on the
Internet. For students in science and technology universities, there is little time for enrolling in a regular
Japanese language course, which involves spending a lot of time on experiments, studies and research, etc.
The Internet environment is provided in almost all laboratories and can become an excellent virtual learning
environment if there is a Japanese learning system which can be accessed on the Internet anytime and
anywhere. The Internet has stimulated many new approaches to language instruction and learning, and it
provides a great opportunity to learn one of the most important skills, writing. This is especially true for
students in the science and engineering fields who need to write technical texts.
However, almost all CALL systems are concerned with learning how to improve one's reading and listening
skills. Few systems are concerned with writing because of the difficulty of implementing an analysis of
sentences typed by students who need to learn to phrase their own sentences freely without following any
predefined rules. More and more researchers, therefore, use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques
to analyze learners' typed sentence [9][I6]. Recently, NLP techniques designed for use with CALL have
attracted special attention (see, for example, [21][22], etc.), as this is expected to help improve writing skills.
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Yang and Akahori [28][29] developed a Japanese writing CALL system using NLP techniques which can be
used for learning and producing the Japanese passive voice on the WWW. Comparison of two Web-based

CALL systems showed that the method of 'free input' and 'feedback corresponding to learners' typed
sentence' is better than the method of 'multiple choice' and 'feedback that only displays the correct answer'
[31]. Furthermore, an evaluation of the learning histories of the subjects who have actually used the system
through the Internet shows that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy and instructional effectiveness
[29]. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CALL system for writing using NLP techniques on
the Internet.

Having sufficient vocabulary and grammatical knowledge is important when learning a foreign language.
However, although vocabulary and grammatical rules are provided for correct sentence building in a foreign
language, this knowledge alone is not enough. Being able to form correct sentences is by no means enough
when it comes to expressing complex thoughts. The major problem for most foreigners learning Japanese is,
apart from the writing system, the building of sentences: that is, knowing the corresponding words, the
postfixes signaling the word's function (de, ni, etc.) and the position of the words (verbs final form). It is of
paramount importance to learn how to structure one's thoughts: i.e., how to make an outline, how to signal
the relative importance of a piece of information, and how it relates to the whole. Therefore, in order to write
or to comprehend a structured sentence, it is necessary to learn how to associate sentences, in addition to
having a good command of vocabulary and grammar. The connection between sentences can be described as
conjunction of adjacent sentences, which is an important criterion for writing a good text as per research in
cohesion or discourse structure [1][3][13][17][26]. Unfortunately, discourse structure is not amenable to
single-sentence grammatical analysis, because there are no 'discourse grammars' [11].
Many methods concerning the analysis of discourse structure have been proposed in previous related works.
Mann and Thompson's [18][19] rhetorical structure theory (RST) is an influential theory of text structure
that is being extended to serve as a theoretical basis for computational text planning. RST postulates that a

set of about 25 relations suffices to represent the relations that hold within normal English texts. Most
relations have a cue word or phrase which informs the listener how to relate the adjacent clauses. RST can
be applied to a computational model. There have been attempts at text generation using RST for the
implementation of a prototype of the theory [10][20]. Cue words are also widely used in the identification of
rhetorical relations among portions of a text [8][15][24]. Hobbs claims that coherence in conversations and

in texts can be partially characterized by a set of coherence relations, which are classified into four
categories. Hovy [10] collected and taxonomized the discourse segment relations; this set of relations
contains three taxonomies of approximately 120 relations. Hirschberg and Litman [7] also summarize the
proposed meanings of items classed as cue words in six computational and linguistic treatments.

In most of these earlier works, emphasis was put on the knowledge that is necessary for recognizing
discourse structure. The problem of inference based on that knowledge was also emphasized. However, this

does not mean that knowledge can be constructed easily from information available on computers.
Constructing common knowledge to implement a practical system is often beyond the capabilities of current
NLP techniques. Kurohashi and Nagao [14] proposed an automatic method for detecting discourse structure
by checking surface information in text sentences. The information included 'clue expressions', 'occurrence
of identical/synonymous words/phrases', and 'similarity between two sentences'. Their result indicates that,
in the case of technical Japanese texts, considerable portions of discourse structure can be identified by
incorporating the three types of surface information.

Since there are few practical CALL systems that use discourse analysis, the purpose of this study is to
develop such a system for helping learners to write technical Japanese texts on the WWW. Section 2
describes the implementation of the system using NLP techniques. The authors took a similar approach to
Kurohashi and Nagao [14], namely using surface information in texts. The rules for analyzing technical
Japanese texts are based on micro-level (cohesive expressions) and macro-level (headlines) information.
Section 3 describes the study that evaluates the effectiveness of the system in two experiments.

2 Implementation of the system
2.1 Method
The combination of cohesive expressions and headlines are employed in the implementation of the system.

To examine discourse structure of technical Japanese texts, the classification of basic expressions by
Yamazaki et al. [27] is adopted in this study. The reason for this is that their classification covers most of the
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elements of technical Japanese texts. Based on their findings, the authors have classified cohesive
expressions into 15 categories as follows: comparison, contrast, analogy, cause and reason, basis,
composition and enumeration, presentation, definition, classification, hypothesis and conditions, change of
state, process of change, change with prerequisites, means and methods, selection. The total number of
expressions is 82. All of the expressions are converted into regular expressions to make the rules. In all, 654
distinctions in the regular expressions were extracted from the 15 categories of cohesive expressions. These
formed 654 original rules, which are used in the process of analysis.
There are two patterns of rules: one is for 'simple pattern matching' and the other is for 'discourse analysis'.
The former, called rule set A, is written as a regular expression form and the latter, called rule set B, is
written as a regular expression combined with the result of morpheme analysis and syntax analysis. The rule
in rule set B is written in a more restrictive form to improve the accuracy of discourse structure analysis. For
example, if a sentence is applied to rule set A, it is then analyzed by the morpheme analysis and syntax
analysis and the result will be matched to rule set B.

There are many text books on good writing, which nearly all contain a lot of material concerning the
different kinds of categories or conceptual bricks at the discourse level out of which texts are built (see, for

example, [4][5][6][12][25][26]. However, it is difficult to detect the text structure by just using their
framework because it is too extensive and the varieties of different formats used by people for building
technical texts too numerous. Instead of predefined framework, headline is used as macro-level information

in this study. There are several reasons why the authors decided to use 'headline' instead. First, a
well-chosen headline allows the reader to infer the text structure. Second, different formats of texts can be
analyzed independently of the texts' style by using the headline. Third, it is easier to understand when the
headline is displayed rather than a tree structure because the headline is a part of the original text.

2.2 The discourse structure analysis module
The discourse analysis module of the system contains 'simple pattern matching', 'morpheme analyzer',
'syntax analyzer', and 'discourse analyzer' components. First, the headlines are extracted and the Japanese
texts are divided into sentences using several heuristic rules. Then all the sentences in all texts are matched
with all the rules in the 'simple pattern matching' component. The 'rules for pattern matching' is used
during the process of pattern matching. Because of the exclusive character of almost all of the rules, they are
written in order of frequency to reduce the running time on the computer. The frequency of rules is made
from the 'rules corpus'. The present system analyzes Japanese text sentences with the morpheme analyzer
and syntax analyzer to check the dependency of sentences in the case grammar. Therefore, each cue word in
the rules is not only matched against the word itself, but also against the 'parts-of-speech' of the cue word.
Only sentences that match the rules written in restrictive form are needed for morpheme analysis and syntax

analysis. This takes into consideration the problem of computer running time. The 'rules for discourse
analysis' is matched again in restrictive form after the process of syntax analysis. The additional information
(parts-of-speech, tense, etc.) is checked to identify the cohesive expressions, especially in the case where one
sentence is matched with two or more rules.
Figure 1. One screen shot of discourse structure analysis
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hyperlink on the list. When learners choose one of the texts from the list, headlines of the selected text are
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analyzed and displayed first to help learners grasp the whole text structure. Secondly, learners can click on
the headline of any part of the text that they want to read. Then the original sentences corresponding to the
headline are displayed with the extracted cohesive expressions. The cue words in the cohesive expressions
are displayed in color to enable learners to focus on it more easily. Learners can click on any cue words to
further find out the cohesive expressions corresponding to the sentences. They can also refer to examples
that correspond to the cohesive expressions from the 'examples corpus'. Figure 1 shows one screen shot of
the system (text source: [14]). As shown in this figure, the headlines of the Japanese text are analyzed and
displayed on the left side of the browser. The headlines show the structure of the text. On the right side, the
original sentences corresponding to the selected headline are displayed on the upper part with the cohesive

expressions extracted and a link made. When the cue word 'kotoniyori' (in the first line of the third
paragraph) is clicked, the matched cohesive expressions are displayed on the bottom right side of the
browser.

2.3 System evaluation of the discourse structure analysis module
A system evaluation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the discourse structure analysis module on

24 technical Japanese texts. The system evaluation is designed for text analysis in two stages (pattern
matching in Stage 1 and discourse analysis in Stage 2). The analysis consists of 3 items on both stages:
headline extraction, cohesive expression extraction and frequency of the rules. The accuracy ratio of the
headline extraction in Stage 1 is 95.22% on average. After a heuristic rule is added, the result of the headline

extraction using the revised rules in Stage 2 gained an exceedingly high accuracy rate of 99.17%. The
accuracy of the cohesive expression extraction in Stage 1 is 70.23% on average. On the other hand, the
accuracy in Stage 2 improved to 92.70% on average. This result shows that using the rules combined with
morpheme analysis and syntax analysis gained a higher degree of accuracy than only using the rules of
simple pattern matching. After the cohesive expression extraction, the frequency of rules is calculated. The
result of 'frequency of the rules' is saved to the 'rules corpus'. The order of frequency is taken as the order
of the rules to reduce the running time on the computer.

2.4 The system for supporting technical Japanese texts writing
A CALL system is developed to help learners in the writing of technical Japanese texts. The system is
implemented in terms of headlines and cohesive expressions, which is based on the method of the discourse
structure analysis module. For headlines supporting, a connection between headline and texts corresponding
to the headline is made automatically. Learners can click on any headline to immediately link to the content

of texts corresponded to it. For cohesive expressions supporting, examples with the selected cohesive
expressions are automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. Learners can refer to
these examples to help them improve their writing skills.
The flow of the system is as follows:

(1) Learners register themselves to use the system. An ID number is given after registration. The ID
number is used to identify the learner because a log of all learning histories is registered during the
operation of the system.
(2) The page for headlines input is appeared. Learners can free input their headlines here. When learners
completed their construction of headlines, each headline is automatically linked and displayed on the
left side of the browser. The left side of Figure 2 shows an example of linked headlines.
(3) When learners choose one of the headlines, a text box is appeared on the top right side of the browser.
Learners can compose their texts corresponded to the clicked headline in the text box. The top right
side of Figure 2 shows an example of texts input.
(4) When learners click on the 'basic expressions' button on the bottom right side of the browser, the
categories of cohesive expressions is appeared on a new page. Each category is classified further into

sub-categories. When learners choose one of the sub-categories from the list, examples are
automatically extracted from the corpus of technical Japanese texts and the result is displayed on the
bottom of the browser. Figure 3 shows that examples are displayed corresponded to the selected
sub-category of cohesive expressions.
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3 The study
Two evaluation experiments were conducted to examine the effectiveness of the system. The system is
evaluated in terms of subjects' intuitive impression and actual usage of the system in the experiment 1 and
the experiment 2, respectively. Thirty-three subjects participated in the experiment 1; the other seven
subjects participated in the experiment 2. The subjects almost use the WWW and computer everyday.

3.1 Experiment 1
The purpose of the experiment I was to examine the functions of the system in terms of subjects' intuitive
impression. Therefore, the experiment was designed to make a comparison between the system with the
popular and well-known word processor: the MS-Word. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to
look at the operation of the system and the MS-Word using video for duration of 10 minutes. The subjects
were informed that they would be asked to fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the two
systems. The questionnaire consisted of 3 categories: items of technical sentences writing, items of general
sentences writing, and items of system operation. The subjects were asked to rate 24 items on a 5-point scale.
The subjects were also asked to make comments on the system.
Figure 4 shows the rating of the system and the MS-Word for each item with the 3 categories in experiment
1 and 2. The result of the experiment 1 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on

all of the items of technical sentences writing. For those items of general sentences writing and system
operation, the result shows that the MS-Word obtained a higher rating than the system or there was no
significant difference on the two systems. However, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word
on items 18 (' Sentences can be efficiently made') and 15 ('It is suitable for learning').
Comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is necessary
to involve the functions to access other objects, such as figures, tables and numerical expressions, etc. Since
the system is emphasized on the discourse analysis of technical Japanese texts using NLP techniques, the
target of the system is limited to 'texts'. However, figures, tables and numerical expressions are important
components of technical texts. Therefore, development of such visual tools for supporting these objects is
expected.

3.2 Experiment 2
The result of the experiment 1 suggests that the system is preferred to the MS-Word on technical texts

writing. However, actual usage of the system is not evaluated. Therefore, in order to examine the
effectiveness of the system in terms of actual usage of the system by foreign students, experiment 2 was
conducted. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to compose a technical Japanese text using the
system. The subjects were asked to write sentences concerning their specialization instead of a given task
because a variety of subjects' different fields. After the composition is completed, the subjects were asked to
fill in the questionnaire concerning the comparison of the system and the MS-Word. The questionnaire is
identical to experiment 1, which is divided into 3 categories. Finally, the subjects were interviewed based on
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their response to the questionnaires.

From Figure 4, the result of the experiment 2 shows that the system obtained a higher rating than the
MS-Word on all of the items of technical sentences writing, which is consistent with the result of experiment

1. For those items of general sentences writing and system operation, the result shows that the subjects
preferred the system, or the MS-Word or there was no significant difference on the two systems. Comparing
this result to experiment 1, the system obtained a higher rating than the MS-Word on items 18 (`Sentences

can be efficiently made') and 15 (`It is suitable for learning'), which is consistent with the result of
experiment 1. On the other hand, some items obtained different result between the two experiments. These
items can be divided into 3 types: First, items 7 CI want to recommend it to my friends') and 24 CI want to
use it more') are rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the system'. Second, item 2 (`It
is friendly') is rated from 'a higher rating to the MS-Word' to 'no significant difference'. Third, item 11 (`It
is easy to see') is rated from 'no significant difference' to 'a higher rating to the MS-Word'.
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Figure 4. The rating for each item in Experiment 1 and 2

The subjects were asked to give reasons for their responses to the questionnaire items during the interview.
The result of the interview concerning the functions of the system is divided into 4 types and summarized as
follows: First, for automatically analyzing and displaying headlines, almost all of the subjects answered that
it is very useful because they can click on any headline to immediately read the content of texts

corresponded to it. The subjects also answered that headlines can be treated as an important role to help
them to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, for automatically analyzing and displaying cohesive
expressions, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very useful because they can find it is easier to
convey their thoughts using explicit cohesive expressions. The subjects also answered that it is easy to find
their errors because cohesive expressions in the texts are highlighted. Third, for referring to examples from
corpus, almost all of the subjects answered that it is very efficient to writing because they can save a lot of
time for finding examples from other references. The subjects also answered that they can imitate and learn

more examples from the output of corpus. They can learn very much from the process of referring to
examples in different texts, especially if there are many different usages in an expression. Fourth, for
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Japanese language learning, almost all of the subjects answered that the system is suitable for learning
because the system supports learners to learn technical Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of
automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts. The
subjects also answered that they can learn not only new cohesive expressions but also correct usages of
cohesive expressions even they already know one of them.

Other comments on the system are summarized as follows: Almost all of the subjects answered that it is
desired to improve the system to support the functions of electronic dictionary, thesaurus, grammar checking,
etc. Therefore, construction of a good electronic dictionary for technical texts writing is considered as an
important issue. Moreover, some subjects answered that it is better to extract examples form corpus
according to learners' specialization than only random accessing to the corpus. From this result, constructing
a corpus should not only consider the number of texts but also the balance of texts in each field.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, the authors describe the development and evaluation of a CALL system for supporting the
writing of technical Japanese texts on the WWW. To analyze discourse structure of technical Japanese texts,
the rules for analyzing texts are based on micro-level and macro-level information, namely cohesive
expressions and headlines. A CALL system for helping foreigners to learn to write technical Japanese texts
has been developed using NLP techniques. The system has the following functions: automatically detecting
headlines and cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts, displaying this information on the WWW,
and extracting examples from the corpus of technical Japanese texts. The results of a system evaluation
show that the system obtained a high degree of accuracy on extraction of cohesive expressions and headlines
by using the revised rules set proposed in this study.

The results of the study show that the instructive effectiveness of the system. The result of the interview also

shows that the system is not only suitable for technical Japanese writing but also for Japanese language
learning. Based on the functions of the system, these results can be explained as follows: First, headlines can
be treated as an important role to help learners to grasp the whole structure of the texts. Second, cohesive
expressions often explicitly appear in the surface expressions of technical Japanese texts. Thus, it seems
important and necessary to use these explicit cohesive expressions to structure one's thoughts in technical
Japanese texts. Foreign learners especially may find it is easier to convey their thoughts using explicit
cohesive expressions because these can be treated as an indicator of a discourse. Third, the corpus consists

of the actual usage in technical Japanese texts from different fields. Instead of predefined examples,
examples are automatically extracted from the corpus. Therefore, learners can learn very much from the
process of referring to examples in different texts if there are many different usages in an expression. They
can also save a lot of time for finding examples from other references.

In conclusion, the system is suitable for learning because the system supports learners to learn technical
Japanese writing in a structural way in terms of automatically analyzing and displaying headlines and
cohesive expressions in technical Japanese texts.
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This paper describes the development and operation of a Web-based system to
support computer exercises used in a course on data structures and algorithms.
To develop such a system, this paper proposes using the functions of a Webbased system to deal with a learner' s state transition model based on computer
exercises. The Web system developed by us has useful functions, some of
which are the management of participant registration, identification of learner's
goals, web service of exercises, mutual interaction between participant and
teacher, management of report submissions, and both provision and analysis of
electronic questionnaires to participants. The use of this system resulted in
students' heightened motivation to work, good communication between
participants and teachers, and a reduced workload for teachers.

Keywords: Web, Database, Exercise, Autonomous Learning, Domain Model,
Communication, Questionnaire, Data Mining, Operation, Evaluation

1 Introduction
The new curriculum of the Department of Intelligent Systems at Hiroshima City University has added
computer exercises to subjects related to algorithms and programming, thus encouraging students, from
freshmen to sophomores, to make the most of their ability for practical programming with representative
algorithms. The curriculum offers two ongoing three-hour courses that include theory and practice.
This paper focuses on computer exercises for the course "Data Structures and Algorithms ," which is a part of
the core curriculum for sophomore students. The general objective of the course [1, 2] is to facilitate the
transition from computer literacy to a professional level of information processing. Even though students

have considerable knowledge of computer operations, they do not have perfect command of them
Moreover, they do not have enough experience in basic programming techniques. In order for them to have
command of the theory and the practice, we have developed many exercises to improve the management of
participant registration and learner's goals, information about the exercises, mutual interaction between
participants and teachers, management of report submissions, and collection of questionnaires, among others.
However, a problem arises because the workload for both teacher and students increases in the process. To
solve this problem, we have developed the necessary support Web system dealing with a learner's state
transition mo del based on computer exercises. Moreover, we report the operational results obtained from
real exercises.

2 Assessment of learners' situation before the training
The contents of the courses "Data Structures and Algorithms I" and "Data Structures and Algorithms II"
were divided into two courses, each including both theory and practice, using C in the new curriculum The
former includes major elements such as stack, queue, list, naive sort, recursive function, quick sort, tree
structure, and binary sort in the second semester of the first year. The latter includes major elements [3, 4]
such as complexity, file processing, linear search, binary search, hash, B-tree, pattern matching, graphical
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searches, Kruskal, and Dijkstra in the first semester of the second year. Since students can easily understand
the content of many classes if they have attended C in an earlier semester, "Structured Programming" was
also organized into two courses including both theory and practice using C in the first semester of the first
year. This course includes major expressions such as if-, while -, and for-statements, array, data types,
pointer, function, and structure in C. Moreover, the teaching of computer literacy includes major elements
such as word processors (e.g., LaTex), programming tools (e.g., mule, e-macs), drawing tools (e.g., TGIF),
the input tool for Japanese characters, electronic mail, X-window, and the shell command on UNIX, among
others, in the same semester.

An evaluation of the learners' situation before starting
the course "Data Structures and Algorithms II" that is
the focus of this paper provided the following results:

(1) Students did not have much knowledge about

g

,&(

algorithms and data structures with practical usage.

They had learned simple and short programs but
did

not have much experience with longer
For example, they did not have

programs.

experience in how to update longer programs by
themselves.

(2) They did not have enough motivation for
autonomous learning. They were less eager to

<=>

learn than freshmen. For example, they did not

consult textbooks or dictionaries on their own

Figure 1. System Configuration

when they had trouble understanding an exercise.

(3) Twenty-five percent of the students did not understand the C language. Seventy-five percent of the
students tended to forget the C language, since they had not had a chance to practice it for more than 2
months after the second semester of the first year.
(4) Many students did not have sufficient skills to attain perfect command of software tools such as TGIF
or LaTex.

3 Conceptual view of the computer exercise
Figure 1 shows the system configuration to support the exercise. Since each learner does his exercises at a
workstation connected to the Internet, he can access information managed by the Web server. The Web
server stores the exercises as HTML documents. The application program located in the CGI (Common
Gateway Interface) manages information related to his registration, personal goals, and questionnaires. The
application program is implemented in Parl, Shell, and SQL. The information inputted by the Web browsers
is stored in the database and used by the learners.

Figure 2. Computer Exercise Model
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We tried to computerize human work as much as possible in the existing computer exercise. Notice of all 15

exercises included in the course was given on the Web page. We connected both basic programs and
measurement data to the Web page for each exercise. Using a Web browser, both could be downloaded from
the Web server to a student' s site. Before starting on the first exercise, students had to fill out an electronic
registration form for the class using the Web browser. When a student inputted his school number, name,
password, and e-mail (electronic mail) address in the registration form, the system issued him a registration
number using e-mail and the Web page. If the student needed any information about the exercises after that,
he could get it by inputting his registration number and password using the Web browser.
Figure

2

represents

the

state

.....

transition for the computer exercise
model.

"Starting

the

Course,"

located at the left side of Figure 2
represents the state before starting
the class. The student moves to the
state of "Completing the Course" if
he finishes all exercises successfully.
If the student inputs personal data in
the class registration form, the

student moves to the state of "Class
Participant." If the participant replies
to the first questionnaire and inputs
his personal goals for the exercise
using the Web browser, he moves on
to the state of "Exercising." At this
stage, the learner is allowed to solve
the exercise. If the learner inputs a
question to the teacher on the Web
page, he receives a reply from the

teacher on the Web page. After
Figure 3. An Example of System Operation
finishing the exercise, the learner
moves on to the state of "Making the Report" and can answer our questionnaire for the exercise as he
finishes the exercise. If the learner submits his report to the teacher, he moves on to the state of "Waiting for
the Evaluation." If the evaluation is poor, the teacher contacts the student, helps him, and asks him to resubmit the exercise. The Web system does not support their interaction in the situation, since we believe
that face-to-face communication is preferable. This situation is different form Fujimoto's Classroom
Management System [5]. After the learner reaches the state of "Completing the Submission," he will input
his personal goals for the next exercise. After that, he will move to the state of " Exercising."
We place great importance on the use of educational methods [6, 7] including "Reading, Writing, and Using
an Abacus" to achieve the goal of "autonomous learning and thinking." For students belonging to the

categories (1)-(4) mentioned above, the computer exercise model includes the following educational
methods. Students in (1) and (3) are asked to read longer programs downloaded from the Web server, write
the respective flowchart, update the subparts, and measure their performance in the state of "Exercising"
shown in Figure 2.

Students in (2) are asked to define their personal goals before reaching the state of "Exercising" and write a
self-evaluation in the state of "Making the Report." In the state of "Exercising," students are given an
ambiguous exercise to learn the value of searching for information. In this way, students are encouraged to
develop their creativity skills. Moreover, students are strongly advised to use textbooks and dictionaries if
they have unresolved questions. Students in (4) are strongly encouraged to use such tools as TGIF and
LaTex when preparing a report that includes figures and text. We believe that longer programs particularly
enhance their proficiency in using tools. In order to determine an accurate grade for each exercise, we
evaluate the reports submitted by the students and their answers to the questionnaires. Since we receive the
results of the questionnaires immediately through the Web, we use such results to improve the exercises and
coach the students. Moreover, the students can also receive their scores in a very short time. Students can
compare each other' s scores if they are given access to the statistics. Giving students access to the static tics
is regarded as the key to ensuring an environment of awareness [8].
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4 The results of system operation
Figure 3 represents an example of the operation of the system. Web page number (1) in the figure relates to

the state of "Starting the Course." Page (2) is the class registration form. Page (3) gives anchors for
information about all 15 exercises included in the course. If a learner selects one of the exercises on the
page, he can use the exercise page (4). He can access his record of submissions and re-submissions using
Web page (5). After inputting his personal goals using Web page (6), he moves on to the state of
"Exercising." When he finishes the exercise, he moves on to the state of "Making the Report" and inputs the
questionnaire on Web page (7). The results of the questionnaires are immediately stored in the database.
Not only the teacher but also the learners are able to compute the statistics of the results from the database in
real time. Page (8) relates to the statistics. Pages (9) and (10) are for teachers' use only. In page (9), each
student has 15 check boxes, each divided into an upper and a lower section. If the report evaluation is good
in the state of "Waiting for the Evaluation," the teacher puts a checkmark in the upper check box. If not, he
puts the checkmark in the lower check box and helps the student so that he re-submits his work. Page (10) is
useful for analyzing questionnaires stored in the database. The analysis includes the method of data mining
[9] implemented in SQL.

Application of the system operation started at the Department of Hiroshima City University in April 1999.
This system motivates students to do their exercises, provides good communication between participants and
teachers, and reduces teachers' workload. The evaluation results of questionnaires and examinations related
to the exercises are as follows:
(1) Ninety percent of students studied for 0.5-2.0 hours at their homes and were interested in the lecture.
(2) Twenty-six percent of students spent less than 2.0 hours preparing the report and exercising, 53% spent
2.0-5.0 hours, and 21% spent more than 5.0 hours, not including class work.
(3) Seventy percent of the 12 students (25%) previously mentioned understood the C language. Moreover,
all students made progress in their studies.
(4) Ninety-five percent of the students reported good understanding of the algorithms used in the exercises.
Eighty-seven percent of the students passed the examinations.
(5) The students acquired good skills at using TGIF, LaTex and other programs to write reports.
(6) Seventy percent of the students felt that the teacher did his best in the classroom, and 17% of them
barely approved of his performance.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a computer exercise model for the course of "Data Sructures and Algorithms II" and
developed a Web support system for computer exercises using the model. We place great importance on
educational methods including "Reading, Writing, and Using an Abacus" so that our students acquire the
skills of "autonomous learning and thinking." Computer exercises using the Web system give students a
chance to enhance their capabilities of "autonomous learning and thinking" and "creativity." The system run
on the Web server has useful functions, some of which are the management of participant registration,
identification of learner's goals, web service of exercises, mutual interaction between participants and
teachers, management of report submissions, and both provision and analysis of electronic questionnaires to
participants. The use of the system resulted in students' motivation to do the exercises, good
communication between participants and teachers, and a reduction of teachers' workload. In order to
achieve more concrete results, the students studied more at hone and were enthusiastic about doing their
exercises. Moreover, the students learned how to make a report using TGIF, LaTex and other programs .
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1 Introduction
The CAI systems on the Worldwide Web are accessed by learners all over the world. However, the
server-client type CAI system has a problem in that the character code does not translate into other character
codes. Therefore, in the previous CAI system[1], the S-P chart used for data analysis was readable only in
the Japanese version[2]. The new client program runs Java applet corresponding to the character code of the
learner's language and the character code in the tag is transferred to the server together with the learner's
data. The character code in the tag is decoded on the server side, and the HTML file provides the S-P chart.
As a result, even if the CAI system is accessed from various countries, the character code of the learner's

language, such as Japanese or English, can be decoded by one server program and the SP chart
corresponding to the character code can be provided.

2 Flowchart for the Character

Java
applet

Java
applet

(1

Code Decoding
This CAI system is constructed through the
WWW client program with Java applet
corresponding to the character code of the

Transfer
learner's

of

the
data
together with the

2

learner's language, and the WWW server
program with the Java application[1]. Below is a
description of the process. (see Fig. 1).

the
Obtaining
learner's data by

(1) The Japanese or English learner selects Java
applet in Japanese or in English, respectively. The

(4

questions or hints are displayed. The learner's
answer is judged via the WWW client program
which is online.

Analyzing the code by
analysis
the
data

(5

JP

(2) When the WWW client is only one Java
applet, the WWW server has a character code
error for the difference between the languages of

Transfer of the
learnef s
data
together with the

(6)

Decoding o
the
et

the client and the server. For character code

Making the HTML

decoding the following code is added in the tag
by Java applet.
<GET> M dir_name learner_name JPN
..for Japanese
<GE1> M dir_name learner name ENG

file

for the

S-P

chart in Japancsc

..for English

the
Making
HTML file for the
chart
in
S-P

Providing the
S-P chart in
Fig. 1: Flowchart for the character code
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The "<GET>" is one of the tags transferred from the client to the server. The code "M" is the data
management related to the language. The "dir name" is the directory name of the courseware for the saving
of the learners answers. The "leamer_name" is the learner's name. The last code "JPN" or " ENG' is the
character code of each learner' s language.

(3) The character code together with the learner's data, which includes the learning score and its time, are
obtained by the WWW server program through the Internet or the Intranet.

(4) Even if the language code is different, the learner's data is saved with the same file name in the same
directory for the courseware. The learner's data is managed collectively, and the data analysis program
analyzes the character code in the tag.
(5) The character code difference between Japanese and English is decoded.

(6) The learner's ranking is placed with the data of all learners, which has been stored in the server for each
courseware. The S-P chart and the result of the statistical analysis which is formatted by the HTML are
made corresponding to the character code of each leamer' s language.
(7) The S-P chart with the character code of each learner' s language is provided to the WWW client.

3 Results
S,41.144

Fig. 2 shows the S-P chart in English for the score.

The score for each learner is sorted vertically to
the smallest value, which is the S-curve, and the
score for each question is sorted horizontally to
the smallest value, which is the P-curve. The S-P
chart displays the learner's ranking. The attention
coefficients for each learner and each question are
shown. Furthermore, the evaluation of the learner,

the average and its standard deviation are also
shown. The SP chart can also be accessed and
displayed in Japanese.
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Fig. 2: S-P chart in English.

character code corresponding to Japanese or English, together with the learner's data, is transferred to the
server from the client by Java applet. The S-P chart, which is written in Japanese or in English, could be
provided by one server program making the HTML file corresponding to the character code of the learner's
language. As a result, many server programs will not need to prepare character codes for the learner's
language. This should increase the number of learners and give learners more definitive rankings. Each
learner can access the courseware by typing the following URL through the Internet.
http://133.43.15.87/--webcai/index_e.html
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In 1998 we presented a framework and system construction of "Images of
Japan," a learning system of the Japanese culture and language in Beijing, China.
In this paper, we discuss the results of our initial evaluation of its framework and
system based on personal feedback from students and on the responses to the

survey carried out in the form of questionnaires. Even though the overall
assessment was positive, we have received a few suggestions for improvement.
We are now working on the implementation of improvements, some of which
we also introduce here.
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1 Introduction
"Images of Japan" was constructed to develop an effective network-based learning environment of
cross-cultural communication: disseminating information on Japanese culture and providing opportunities to

learn Japanese. In order to encourage active participation and to keep the users motivated to share their
knowledge and develop a deeper understanding which they could not achieve alone, we have had Japanese
students and non-Japanese students select items which they want to introduce or they want to know. More
than 300 items have been collected. The data also reveal that there is a wide gap in their perception of
Japanese culture, particularly between Japanese and non-Japanese students. We expected that this
perceptional gap between the Japanese and foreign students would serve to facilitate cooperative and
collaborative learning and sharing of knowledge among the users and to lead to their active participation in
the program.

2 The Framework of the System and its Evaluation
Users can jump from the top page to any pages by clicking the icons installed in the index. Since this
courseware is primarily constructed to show the diversity of Japanese society and to encourage Japanese and
non-Japanese students to think about Japanese culture and to share opinions and ideas with each other, the
pages of Classification and Collaboration are the central parts of this framework. Over 300 cultural items are
presented in the Classification page. In the Collaboration page, "Bulletin }lard," "E-mail," and "Voting,"

devices are installed.

The "Bulletin Board" serves not only to link together Japanese students and

non-Japanese students giving them opportunities to chat or exchange information, but also to provide data to
evaluate the effectiveness of this collaborative learning program. .

In the "Voting" users are encouraged to vote for the items in which they are interested. Users can also add
new items of their own choice in the existing page. The ranking is continuously updated so that users can
feel a sense of participation and maintain their interest. In addition to "Bulletin Board" and "Voting,"
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"Questionnaire Page" was later added to obtain direct opinions from the users and to evaluate how much
collaboration and development of knowledge has been achieved. The Questionnaire basically consists of
multiple-choice questions. As evaluation based on these means should be carried out through a long span
of time, however, we have decided to perform an experimental assessment in the form of a questionnaire in
the meantime. The number of responses collected was 63 in total (51 Japanese and 12 non-Japanese
students.) Questions focus on the following themes; (1) the overall framework, (2) information on the
Japanese cultural items, and (3) the Japanese language learning program.

3 Results of the Questionnaire on the Overall Framework
In the evaluation of the overall framework, the following issues were addressed. The responses turned out
basically positive.
Table.1

bad

Good
Accessibility of items
Layout
Linking

78%

22%

92%
98%

8%
2%

Table.2

very good
Size of the letter and presentation
Screen presentation
Control of Screen

bad

not good

good

12%

80%

6%

2%

12%

80%
80%

8%
10%

0%

8%

2%

Table.3

Interesting

Very interesting

Photo picture
Illustration
Animation

Not interesting
16%

14%

78%
53%

33%

20%

68%

12%

8%

With regard to question of "Accessibility of items," however, 22% of the students responded negatively. The
reasons could be multifold. The list of cultural items could be too numerous for participants to screen them
thoroughly. The instructions on how to use the page might have been inadequate. A few students might not

be able to plug in the page. Also, a minor technical problem might be present. However, the quantity of
photos, illustrations, animations and sound is controlled so that users will not find them overwhelming. In
any case, improving the accessibility is one of the issues that requires further study. On the other hand, we
feel that the number and wide variety of cultural items, which might look overwhelming to some viewers, is
in fact an important advantage. At the moment each one of those items is categorized into sixteen major
subjects, and the users have to select one of the major subject first to reach the page of each item. How to
arrange topics so that the users will find them easy to access is an issue to be studied as well.

4 Japanese Cultural Items
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The above are examples of a cultural page.

Each item basically consists of two pieces of visual

information either in the form of photos , illustrations or animations, followed by the comments or brief
information given by the students who participated in the original survey are given. In the survey, the
following four questions were asked. As shown in the figures, their responses turned out less positive than
those on the "Overall Framework".

(1) Could you understand the ways young students grasp Japanese culture?
No
24%
Yes 76%
Japanese students
No
0%
Yes 100%
Non-Japanese students
(2) What do you think of this home page on Japanese culture introduced by students?
Useful 55% Not useful 6% Interesting 31% No Answer 8%i
Japanese students
Non-Japanese students Useful75% Not useful 0% Interesting 25% No answer 0%
(3) After having read these pages, have your ideas towards Japanese culture changed?
37%
No
63%
Yes
Japanese students
No
0%
Yes 100%
Non-Japanese students
(4) Do you want to exchange your ideas with others on the "Bulletin Board?"
No
29%
Yes
71%
Japanese students
0%
Yes 100%
No
Non-Japanese students

The reason for the negative response is in part due to lack of sufficient information on each item.
Particularly, the responses from Japanese students are much less positive than those from foreign students.
On the other hand, written responses from foreign students were quite favorable: saying, e.g.,
"This is a fascinating resource to learn more about Japanese culture," "I think the items introduced here are
very thorough, everything from traditional to modern culture." This wide difference in the response between
Japanese and non-Japanese students is basically due to the fact that those non-Japanese students are the ones
who are already interested in Japanese culture and willing to learn more, while most of the Japanese students

are not necessarily interested in Japanese culture, or the items presented here are not enticing but too
familiar to them. The objective reasons for the negative reactions should be sought for, too. It is also
evident that we have to improve the Japanese Cultural Page so as to encourage students to share their
knowledge and opinions actively and enhance their cross-cultural communication skills.

5 Improvements
In order to ensure that students will use our program as a source of information about Japanese culture and
as a tool for cross-cultural communication, we have to make it more attractive for them. As a first step, we
are now working on a construction of a "Discussion Room.," where two groups of students, Japanese and
non-Japanese, exchange their ideas, feelings, and opinions on a series of scenes excerpted from Japanese
movies (one is "Funeral" and the other is "Shall We Dance?") These two movies not only reflect ways of
thinking of Japanese people but also its conventions of daily life and will serve as an interesting source of
cross-cultural communication. Another group of students is assigned to discuss "Bushidoo vis -a -vis
Knighthood," and the fourth group of students should discuss a topic of their own choice. We expect that
through these activities the students will experience both satisfaction and frustration in communicating with
other people of different cultural backgrounds. The conversations recorded in the Discussion Room are
being accumulated and will be analyzed as a source of studying cross cultural communication.
As for the Japanese language Program, we could not obtain sufficient feedback from the foreign students
The language program was made for intermediate students. However, since the number of foreign students
who have reached intermediate level Japanese in this first experimental evaluation was limited, we could not

obtain concrete comments or reactions on the program. At the time when we constructed the language
program, we could not provide appropriate audio information nor video due to the problem of network speed.
Since this problem has been solved, however, we are now not only adding sound to the original program but
also constructing a new listening comprehension page. The listening comprehension is geared to basic
level students. By doing so, a more active use of this program will be expected. It will be also used in class
starting this October and the feedback from the students will be duly analyzed and be used for further
improvements.
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6 Future Plans
The results of the initial experimental evaluation have suggested that this home page could be a good source
of information on Japanese culture. However, they also have revealed that some changes in the framework
as well as in the content of the cultural and language pages should be made in the near future. Some of
those changes are now being made as mentioned above. The program also needs to expand to include the
participation of other universities, particularly those which they have a Japanese language program or course
on Japanese culture. After implementing further improvements and having obtained a sufficient number of
responses, we will reevaluate the home page.
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The World Wide Web has presented researchers and learners all over the world

with unprecedented opportunities to find and distribute information. An
increasing number of valuable resources are made available online. This
provides an excellent knowledge base for learners. However it is often very
difficult to find these useful resources. This paper describes the framework of a
domain specific information clearinghouse and how these clearinghouses can
collaborate with one another to enable cross-domain learning. The resources in a
domain-specific clearinghouse are submitted by trusted domain experts to ensure
its quality. Learners with multiple domain interests can also effectively retrieve

the information they need using the cross-domain collaboration framework
presented. This is achieved with a union agent that manages the collaboration
and sharing of resources between different domains. We also present a toolkit
that facilitates the rapid deployment of such clearinghouses by domain experts.
Keywords:

Collaborative

Learning,

Educational

Agent,

Knowledge

Construction and Navigation, Web-Based Learning, Domain Specific
Information Clearinghouse

1 Introduction
The tremendous success of the Internet and the World Wide Web has resulted in a global information
revolution. With more and more information easily available online, people are now increasingly reliant on

the Web for their information needs. They are constantly faced with the problem of finding relevant
information that will suit their learning needs. Most commonly used tools for finding information, in
particular search engines and Web directories, often return huge amounts of information which are neither

useful nor relevant to the learners' needs. A more effective way of assisting these learners in finding
information is lacking.

A possible solution would be the use of a domain-specific information clearinghouse managed by human
domain experts. In a nutshell, a Domain Specfic Information Clearinghouse, or DSIC, is a Web-based
clearinghouse and resource repository for information resources available on the Web. Learners would be
able to find relevant and higher quality information from these resources. However, most information and
research nowadays do not dwell on a single domain. Cross-domain learning requirements need to be met.
This can be achieved through collaboration between multiple DSICs. With this cross-domain collaboration,
we are able to discover and learn more about how each domain is related to one another.
In the following sections we will discuss the various approaches that are currently adopted by learners and
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the concept of the Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse. Section 4 describes the framework of a
Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse network to facilitate cross-domain learning. In Section 5, we
describe a toolkit currently under development for the quick deployment of a domain-specific information
clearinghouse. Finally, we would conclude with Section 6.

2 Current Approaches for Finding Information Online
The primary means by which learners find information on the Web are tools like search engines, Web
directories and metasearch engines [1] [5].

Search engines operate by plowing through the Internet and indexing web pages. Typically, only keywords
are indexed. Some examples of search engines are AltaVista I and Hotbot2. Using this method, a lot of
information can be retrieved. However, there is a trade off between quantity and quality. In this huge list of
results, though it may contain many relevant items, most of the search results are usually irrelevant. Learners
will lose a lot of time following useless links.
Web directories like Yahoo!3 and Excite4 are maintained manually by a dedicated group of catalogers. These
directories contain user-submitted resources that are indexed categorically. These indices are usually human-

created or computer-generated. They would usually include some description that helps the user in
determining the usefulness of the resource. As the resources contained by Web directories are user-submitted,
there is the problem of scalability: it is impossible to scale personnel to match the rate at which the Web is
growing. Web directories are outdated rapidly due to the ever changing and ever growing Internet. Important
resources for the different categories and topics are often missing.

Metasearch engines are web tools that poll multiple sources like search engines and Web directories. The
compiled resources are then processed and returned as results to the user. Metacrawlers and SavvySearch6
are examples of netasearch engines. However, as pointed out in [4], although metasearch engines can
significantly increase coverage, they are still limited by the engines they use with respect to the number and
quality of results.

After looking at the above approaches, the problem of finding relevant and useful resources is not solved.
Although these approaches may be adequate for a casual Web user, they do not serve learners who require
specific information from certain domains well. We shall discuss our proposed solution in the next section.

3 Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse
Figure 1 below depicts the DSIC model.

http://www.altavista.com
2 http://www.hotbot.com
3 http://www.yahoo.com
4 http://www.excite.com
5 http://www.metacrawler.com
6 http://www.savvysearch.com
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Information Resource Providers - Experts

Resource
Metadata

Domain-specific
Information
Clearinghouse

Learners

Catalogued
Records

Resource
Metadata

Intelligent
Information

Agent

Figure I: Domain-Specific Information Clearinghouse Model

As mentioned earlier, a Domain Specific Information Clearinghouse is a web-based clearinghouse and
resource repository for domain-specific resources available on the web. One or more domain experts
maintain the resources found in the clearinghouse. From now on, we will refer to experts as people who
supply information to the clearinghouse and learners as people who access the clearinghouse for information.

The clearinghouse contains a classification of topics found in the domain and an intelligent information
agent. With a good classification, the clearinghouse would be better organized and would increase learners'
ease in finding the information they want. An intelligent information agent should be made available to
facilitate the knowledge sharing and exchange both within and outside the clearinghouse.

An expert registers with the clearinghouse as a trusted information provider. He will then be able to submit
resources that are in turn classified and cataloged. Using information found in these submitted resources, the

intelligent information agent could scour the Web for more resources that can be added into the
clearinghouse. The quality of these resources is much higher as they are being submitted by domain experts.
What is useful and relevant to these experts are also usually useful to the learners as well. With all these
information clearly classified, learners can then search or browse through the resource collection effectively
in the domain specific clearinghouse.

4 Cross-Domain Learning
The DSIC caters to the needs of experts and learners in a single domain. However, learners often have not
just one but multiple domains of interest. It would be useful for a learner with multiple domains of interest to
be able to find the information he needs across all the different domains. Moreover, there are often no clear
boundaries between domains, as the figure below shows. Resources from different but related domains may
overlap.
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Domain A
Resources

Domain 13

Resources

Overlapping
Resources
Figure 2: Overlapping Domain Resources

This potentially allows for different DSICs to collaborate and share resources with each other. To provide
such a resource sharing framework, two issues needs to be addressed: distributed service and metadata
exchange.

4.1 Distributed Service
The proposed framework for collaboration between multiple DSICs is essentially a distributed service.
Domain experts maintaining each individual clearinghouse would register it with the information union
agent, which is a central service that keeps track of all the existing clearinghouses that has been set up. This
is illustrated in Figure 3 as follows:
Union (information
union agent)

Domain Experts

Domain Experts

Domain specific

Domain-specific

Learners

*

Information

Clearinghouse
Cataloguei:1

A

I

Resource
Metadata

Resource
Metadata

Records

Information

Clearinghouse
Catalogued
Records

B

i

Resource

Resourc

Metadata

Metada

ntelligent
Information

Intelligent
Information

Agent

Agent

Figure 3: Multiple Domain Resource Sharing

Upon registration with the information union agent, each clearinghouse would declare the metadata
attributes that are used to describe resources in that particular clearinghouse. Relationships with other
domain clearinghouses are also declared. This information is then broadcasted to all the clearinghouses in
the union to facilitate metadata exchange, which will be discussed in section 4.2
Besides maintaining the relationship links between the different domains, the information union agent would
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also apply data mining techniques to learn and discover relationships between resources in the different
domains. For example, when the number of similar resources that are found in two different categories of
different domains exceed a threshold value, the union agent would automatically update the union with this
relationship if it has not already done so. Through this process, the union agent can learn and discover new
information and relationships between different clearinghouses in the union and update the respective
clearinghouses with the new information. This allows the clearinghouses to provide learners with higher
quality information.

4.2 Metadata Exchange
A DSIC union needs to provide a mechanism to facilitate the exchange of machine-understandable
information among different DSICs. Being domain specific, each DSIC has its own set of metadata
attributes and values. A mechanism needs to be provided for a DSIC to automatically interpret metadata that
comes from another DSIC of a different domain and transform it to a human-readable form. This problem is
non-trivial because classification schemes and metadata formats can vary widely between different DSICs.

The Resource Description Framework [7], or RDF, is an evolving specification developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium. RDF' s nucleus is an archetype for depicting named properties and their values. The
properties are representations of resource attributes as well as the relationships between resources. This data
model provides a syntax-independent means of representing RDF expressions.

We have developed a mechanism adapted from the RDF standard that would suit the needs of the DSIC
union. We called this mechanism the Metadata Schema.

A metadata schema is simply a set of attribute names that is used to describe all the resources cataloged in a
particular DSIC uniformly. Each DSIC is associated with exactly one metadata schema at any one time.
A metadata schema is unambiguously represented by an ordered n-tuple of the form

< Ni, N2, N3,

Nn

{ I, 2, 3, ..,. n } can be any sequence of alphanumeric characters,
including spaces, that starts with a letter. Usually, these would correspond to attribute names such as

In the above notation, each 1\3/4, i E

"Author", "Company", "Description" and "E-mail Address".

The Metadata Schema, together with the information union agent, are the main mechanisms for
interoperability between different DSICs. The following scenario illustrates how the Metadata Schema is
being used.

A learner using a particular DSIC X to search for information can indicate that he wants to cross-search
another DSIC Y. Through the union agent described in Section 4.1, DSIC X would already know the
Metadata Schema of DSIC Y and would request DSIC Y for metadata records that correspond to the user' s
search request. DSIC Y would then respond with a set of results of the form

R=
where each

iE

1, 2, 3, .

R1,

R2, R3, ...,

Rm

m } is an ordered n-tuple of the form
<VI V2 V3

Vn >

Each element in the set R is then mapped to the known Metadata Schema of DSIC Y, after which the results
are formatted and displayed by DSIC X.

The above scenario can be extended to more than 2 DSICs by simply requesting metadata tuples from each
DSIC in turn. In this way, the DSIC union can be regarded as a single, distributed service with multiple
access points, providing high quality cross-domain information to learners seeking such information.

5 An Example
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An example of a domain specific information clearinghouse is the Simulation/Gaming eXchange [6]. This is

a clearinghouse for resources in the simulation and gaming domain. Most of the resources in the
clearinghouse are submitted by domain experts and are of high quality. Some entries are submitted by the
SGX Information Agent, a software agent which uses techniques found in [2] and [3] to scour the Web and
retrieve resource related to those submitted by the domain experts. A typical entry in [6] is show in Figure 4.
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r,,EduSim
EduSim: simulations for education and business; challenging role-playing and group tasking exercises which develop leadership,
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Site keywords: Subj: Arts & humanities (31; flusiness (30); Communication (141; Experiential learning OR Social sciences
(16); Skill & transfer of skills 71 II Format: Manual simulation /game (101; Role -slav g). Simulation (351; Structured
experience/exercise (12); II Prof: Consulting (12) Resign (15); Resources (72):
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II Format: critical thinking (1);
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[Document: Done
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Figure 4: The Simulation/Gaming eXchange

Assuming that there is another information clearinghouse in the domain of CAI. This information
clearinghouse also has its list of classifications and resources that have been submitted by experts. Upon
registration into the union, the CAI clearinghouse will identify its relationship and links with the other
clearinghouses that are already in the union. In this case, the CAI clearinghouse has to determine its
relationship with the simulation/gaming domain. Some of the overlapping regions between CAI and
simulation/gaming include edutainment, the use of simulations and virtual reality in learning. These
resources can be applied to both the simulation/gaming domain and CAI domain when simulation/gaming is
used as a tool in teaching using computers

Both CAI and simulation/gaming experts have submitted resources to their respective domain-specific
information clearinghouses. Some of these resources are similar and will overlap each other. Using the
overlapping regions as a starting point, the information agent in each clearinghouse will collaborate by
sharing the resources they have. When a learner searches for virtual reality related resources in the CAI
domain clearinghouse, he will be prompted that more resources are available in the simulation/gaming
domain. He will also be linked and directed to these resources found in the simulation/gaming information
domain. In this way, more resources can be retrieved without compromising on the quality of the results.
This is very useful for learners with multiple domain interests. Furthermore, learners are also ablc to see how
other domains relate to his domain interest. This sharing is done with the help of the union agent.

6 DSIC Toolkit
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Although different domain specific information clearinghouses catalog resources in different domains, they
have the same main functionality as follows:

Registration

Users can register as information resource providers via online forms

Catalog Registered domain experts can login to the system and catalog resources. In addition, an
automated information agent is used to gather resources from the Web automatically. Authors are
identified by the agent and invited to refine the catalog of their own resources.
Browse Web users can browse through the resources cataloged in the clearinghouse using the
classification scheme employed

A feedback mechanism must be provided for users to give feedback to the DSIC
Feedback
administrator
Administration An authorized administrator is allowed to make administrative changes to the
system as an administrator

These similarities in different clearinghouses provide the foundation for the development of a generic,
flexible toolkit for the rapid deployment of a domain-specific information clearinghouse. Domain experts
with little or no Web development expertise but wish to deploy and maintain an information clearinghouse
can make use of this toolkit to rapidly set up one.
The DSIC toolkit is designed as an integrated package with the following components:

Web server
Classification Scheme Editor
HTML Template Editor
Administration Module
User Module
Information Agent Module

A set of default templates are provided together with the toolkit so that a domain expert who wishes to set up
a clearinghouse can selectively use the components of the toolkit and set it up in a short time span instead of
having to start from scratch.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a framework that allows learners to collaborate and share resources. With the

use of domain specific information clearinghouses, learners are able to find useful, valuable and related
resources. The clearinghouse union is a mechanism that allows different domains to come together and share
their resources. This is especially useful for researchers and learners who have multiple domain interests.
They are able to find resources across the different domains without compromising on the quality of the
results.

Knowledge discovery and sharing is also made possible with the help of the union agent that overlooks all
the domain clearinghouses in the union. The union agent not only helps learners retrieve related resources in
other domains but also searches through the huge databank of resources to find hidden relationships about
the different domains, giving us information on how different domains are linked and related to one another.
Finally, we also presented a clearinghouse toolkit currently under development for the rapid deployment of

an information clearinghouse. Through the use of the toolkit, domain experts can quickly specify a
classification scheme and set up a clearinghouse. The newly deployed clearinghouse is automatically
registered with the union and start sharing resources with other clearinghouses already in the union.
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This paper presents the ENIG Agent to gather distributed information of
educational newspaper in the web as well as student to provide the sound
information for the NIE learning. The ENIG Agent gleans an appropriate
newspaper headline of educational news portal site for real-time provision of the
information. For gathering the optimized information, The ENIG agent performs

the pre-process of educational news site, information noise filtering, pattern
matching. The gathered educational newspaper information is removed a
harmful data by using the pattern matching in the inference engine. The student
can show the result of sound data through the web-browser as well as can use to
learning with another application. For efficiency of this system, we evaluate the
performance of the ENIG system by the experience of the NIE learning.

Keywords: NIE, Newspaper Information gathering, Intelligent Agent,
Supervised learning

1 Introduction
These days, the web brings about a great change of education by a rapid growth of the Internet. It is not an
easy work that a student finds the education information in the web. For searching the suitable information, a
various search engines were developed and it provided a service for all. However, the general search engine
is not fit that a student use at learning directly, because the information of search engine can contain a many
data unconcerned learning. The learning requires the filtered information that can apply learning directly.

Therefore, for efficient education, new type of search engine needs for the information retrieval and
gathering [9].

Besides, the NIE means "Newspaper In Education", it is a method that student and teacher increases an
efficiency of learning by using newspaper. The late web is used a good place for the NIE learning and a
collaborative learning. However, when student and teacher study on the NIE learning through the web sites,
they spend much time and repetitive efforts to find the newspaper contents. The student can lose a basic
purpose of the NIE learning by the wasteful spending. The NIE learning needs an intelligent searching agent

that searches automatically an important content about newspaper on the web. Moreover, because the
gathered educational newspaper can contain harmful data, the data can remove by using the pattern
matching in the inference engine [8].

Consequently, this paper describes about the ENIG Agent for the NIE learning. For providing the student
just wants newspaper contents, we designed and implemented the intelligent agent system. In the following
section, the NIE and the agent for information retrieval will be surveyed and the basic structure of the ENIG

Agent will be designed. Furthermore, the next section will be discussed about implementation and
experiment of ENIG Agent system. Finally the conclusion and future works will be described.

2 NIE and intelligent gathering agent
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The NIE is the initials of 'Newspaper In Education'. It is the education method for individual who make
friend with newspaper and improves the achievement of learning using the contents of newspaper. The
newspaper, "a living text book", is applied with open education through the NIE learning.
Roles of newspaper for education are listed below [5].
- The newspaper is a bridge that can connect the disparity gap between school and society.
- The newspaper is the reflective of actual world.
- The newspaper reappears the scene of the history and is researching material of present society.

- The newspaper is the most suitable of clear text model and is used with subject matter of language
learning.
- The newspaper is the unique textbook that everybody can read in ones lifetime continuously.

For the reasons stated above, we can expect a advantages that the NIE learning is originality, thinking power,

ability to read and understanding and writing text, the establishment of sociality through ones sense of
values, ability to practical use of information and so on[8].
When teacher will teach using NIE content on the web, we must consider below list.

- The newspaper is not be made data for the NIE. Because it is made for adult, it has a very difficult
vocabulary. Therefore, teacher must supply to student a vocabulary database.

- The newspaper has an article about negative contents of society. Such contents must be edited or
deleted by using an intelligent agent.
- Because the web is opened to everyone, the newspaper may have contents that student never see. In
special, an article of obscene, crime, violence must be deleted.
- The contents of a newspaper are best the events of the day. But the NIE is used the contents of old
newspaper. Such contents are good saving at scraping DB.

The method of information retrieval is variety. For information retrieval of educational homepage, intelligent

agent used a very suitable tool [9]. The intelligent agents having the characteristics of autonomy, social
ability, reactivity, pro-activeness and cooperative relationship can provide the searching results of a user
demanded through machine learning [11].

An agent gathers information instead of the user. Because the agent system does not deal with basic data,
instead it deals with knowledge information, can easily process the knowledge of education homepage.
Moreover, an agent system is capable of using effectively gathering of information on the dynamic web
environment. Therefore, the web based instruction using the NIE learning needs intelligent agent system [3].

3 ENIG System
Generally, the web document has many added tag information in contents. This added tag can represent
efficiently information and data of HTML document. However, the user does not use the tag information but
can use only the text or the multimedia information. The tag information treats only an unnecessary noise to

users. If an unnecessary noise tag in a content is removed, the filtered document is translated a regular
expression in the ENIG system. The pattern of information is extracted at transforming regular expression
by the string matching method.

The extracting information of content is interpreted the accuracy of information by inference engine.
Inference engine has the knowledge base augmented with a rule-based system, and it has function of
learning and inference by a supervised learning.

3.1 Structure of the ENIG agent system
The structure of the ENIC Agent system is shown figure 1. This system consists of four parts. The document

of homepage on web filters tags by the noise-filtering module in analyzer. The information of filtered
document is translated from HTML document into regular expression. The regular document is matched
with the string pattern provided by string matcher in an agent and it extracts the information of articles in
educational newspaper. The information of an articles is removed harmful data by the knowledge base in an
inference engine. The interface module consists of two screens. The rule and knowledge is edited and added,
deleted through the knowledge manager and gathering information is supplied to student by using the result
viewer. The learning environment is a learning space that studies the NIE learning through web browser and
a learning application programs.
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Figure 1. Structure of ENIG Agent
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The example of educational newspaper site is shown figure 2. The tag information is not shown to user on
the web-browser. While, the source of newspaper homepage is shown figure 3. The source is represented
with a text and a complex tag information. Such tag information represents the arrangement of a document
data and a multimedia information, a hyperlinked information.
The noise filtering is used to remove duplication data or an unnecessary data. For processing data called by
HTTP, the noise filter processes work that removes a useless portion of the input data. The tags of HTML
document have an irrelevant information to user, because tags only represent the formation of homepage and
information of hypertext.

The noise filtering of the ENIG agent system removes an unnecessary tags in the document of an
educational newspaper homepage except <A>...</A>tag, anchor tag of hyperlink and text data. The HTML
sources are a difficult document to process noise filtering unconditionally, because the tag of document

includes important information for the contents of document. Therefore, the noise filtering work must
require a preprocessing module. Three steps of the noise filtering work is shown figure 4.
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The preprocessing work for the noise filtering converts from basic <A>...</A> tag into suitable information
and the works is listed below.
Convert relative path for absolute path
Change the URL of ASP form for the URL of HTML form
Convert the path of CGI for general HTML form
Change the path of script for absolute path
Convert the hyperlink of image for absolute path

At the next step, the preprocessed documents are removed unnecessary tags by the noise filtering method
except following items. <TABLE>,<TR>,<TD>,<LI>,<P>,<BR> tags are necessary the tags to keep the
information of documents. The HTML document is composed one line of text or a record of table by such
tags. Because most results of searching are represented with form of list or table, such tags is very an
important information and may be not removed.

The final step of noise filtering is a work that gets rid of the duplicate from the URL of a document. The
filtered document of educational newspaper homepage is show figure 5. We can know that the filtered
document is ease for content analysis upon deletion of an unnecessary HTML tags. The advantage of noise
filtering is that, it can process the same analysis about another newspaper homepages through removing tag.
NewspapereElectronlc Telegraph
URLehttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et7ac=003278937115627&rtmoe3mmquqwM8atmo=3mmquqwM&pg./
tgle=u pdatednews
date.2000.8.14
otable>
ctr->

cl>
'Ca>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et7ace003278937115627&rtmo=fqqM3Mas&almo=HXORRpL&pg<et/00/8/14/
nhon14.htrnl"
Honda to double British factory output

<a>

ea>
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et7ac=0032789371156278..rtmoefqqM143Mas&atmoeHXORRpL&pg=let/00/13/14/
njake14.html"
Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beach

<a>

href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/et?ace0032789371156278rtmo=fqqM3Mas&almo.HXORRpL8pg<et/00/8/14/
wiraq14.html"
West's raids spark Iraq fury

<a>

<a>
href="http://www.telegraph.cosuk:80/et?ac=003278937115627&rtmoefqqM3Mase.atmoeHXp8RRpLA.pg=iet/00/8/14/

npaedl4.html"
Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile plans

<a>
<a>

href="http://wwwtelegraph.co.uk:80/et7ac=0032789371156278rtmo=fqqA43Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL8pg=ret/00/8/14/
wthai14.html"
Murder hostel was notorious for drugs

<a>

Figure 5 Result of a noise filtering

3.3 Pattern matching
The filtered document is translated from each information and data into regular expression. The pattern of
regular documents is extracted with sequence of regular expression by the method of string matching. The
hyperlink information of image may infer by using the pattern matching through regular expression, because
the hyperlinked image do not contain the text information on hyperlink. The pattern matching is executed to
extract text data and information of hyperlink in HTML documents. Specially, if image has been including

hyperlink, the pattern matching is a very important work. The article information of the educational
newspaper site has information of hyperlink as followed.

< a href=

>

text

</a>

Generally, the hyperlinked text information exists between <a> tag and </a> tag. If an image exists between
the anchor tags as "<a href= ...> <img src=...> </a>", then text information can exist at front or back of the
anchor tags. In this case, each tag and the text information is changed the defined tokens previously. In
addition, each data is created a string of a regular expression by the pattern matching.
The portion of tokens for creation of regular expression is shown table 1.
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Table 1 Token for regular expression
<table>

</table>

<p>

</p>

<tr>

</tr>

<td>

</td>

<a>

</a>

href

text

T

T

P

p

R

r

D

d

A

a

H

M

If the filtered document is represented with regular expression by tokens of table 1, the content of figure 5 is
converted a tag page into the sequence of the alphabet as "TRDAHMaAHMaAHMaAHMa...". And the
string pattern of regular expression has the process of pattern matching. This study used the three types of
pattern for pattern matching as followed.
</a>
- "AHMa" : "< a href= ......> ...... text ......
- "MAHa" : "... text ...<a href= ...> <img src= ...> </a>

- "AHaM" :"<a href= ...> <img src= ...> </a> ... text ..."

The extracted string by pattern matching restores to the original tag and text information in HTML
document. The extraction strings are reverted with source records. Figure 6 shows result that article is
extracted through pattern matching of regular expression.

The translation of regular expression and the pattern matching have a many advantages. The advantage of
pattern matching method is that the complex matching of string can extract only one time by matching of
substring, and that agent can easily learn the rule of pattern.
Therefore ENIG system eases the addition of new educational newspaper site and pattern by the addition of
URL and the type of pattern.
Electronic TelegraphlupdatednewsI2000.8.14IHonda to double British factory outputlhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278krtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/nhon14.html
Electronic Telegraphlupdatednews12000.8.141Boy, 5, vanishes on trip to beachlhttp://http://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/njake14.html
Electronic Telegraphlupdatednews12000.8.141West's raids spark Iraq furylhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpL&pg=/et/00/8/14/wiraq14.html
Electronic Telegraphlupdatednewsl2000.8.141Labour welcomes Hague's paedophile planslhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278atmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRpl..8.pg./et/00/8/14/npaed14.html
Electronic TelegraphtupdatednewsI2000.8.14IMurder hostel was notorious for drugsjhttp://www.telegraph.co.uk:80/
et?ac=0032789371156278,rtmo=fqqM3Mas&atmo=HXp8RRplApg=/et/00/8/14/wthail4.html

Figure 6 Example of string exchanging for regular expression

3.4 Inference and learning method
The extracted newspaper information is not provided all good information to student. In case of an inserted
advertisement site, such site can become an obstacle of learning by the useless content. Moreover, a negative
content or a harmful page too must be not suitable site to student. Such sites can be provided about a lustful
content and a crime, an slang, a violence and so on. The harmful data can be removed in advance learning by

inference engine and knowledge base. Reasoning rule uses the rule-based production system. The
representation of knowledge is shown below
IF

A

THEN

B

The production system has a merit that it is simple and easy the representation of rule as well as the addition
of knowledge. The learning method of the ENIG Agent system uses the supervised learning learned by

human teacher. If new rule is occurred, teacher input new rule and knowledge in knowledge base. For
example, if the extracted information contains harmful text as a sex and a narcotic, a knife, then teacher
input new rule and knowledge as "IF sex AND narcotic AND knife THEN delete".

The harmful site at gathering site reason a rule by the analysis of content and the rule are stored in
knowledge base by teacher. The bad information of extracted document is removed by the vocabulary DB
and the rule of knowledge base. For forbidding the access of the student, the addition and deletion of rule
and fact in the knowledge base can be control only by a teacher.
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4 Implementation and Experiment
The implemented ENIG Agent can extract only the important information of newspaper site. In addition, it
can be had with only a text and URL information at various homepage. For implementation of the ENIG
Agent, we used Visual C++ and the CLIPS DLL. The CLIPS is rule-based a production system shell and it is
used as an inference engine.
The execution screen of the ENIG agent system is shown figure 7. The ENIG system is composed of three

parts. The left side of the screen is a part that the directory manager manages and edits educational
newspaper sites, and the mid-screen is a part to view the result of the gathering information, and the button
of right above is part to add a rule for inference and machine learning. If 'gathering' button is clicked, the
ENIG agent gathers and extracts an article from an educational newspaper site. If 'learning' button is clicked,
a rule and knowledge is added and edited by teacher in the ENIG agent.

This ENIG agent system can be applied directly at the homepage of different domain without change of
system. If site is constructed standard HTML document, an agent can search and gather even the document
of a foreign site.

The applying example of NIE learning using the ENIG system is shown figure 9. This example is used the
ENIG system and the Web Browser and word processor. The screen is the NIE learning about music using
the ENIG agent system and the Window application. The information of newspaper on the web can be
applied directly at a web-based instruction (WBI).

One of the advantages of this system is that the extracted information uses a mobile environment directly.
Because the extracted information is very small data and hyperlinked information, such data can be inserted
the mobile communication as a cellular phone, a PDA, a notebook computer, a portal computer, and so on.
Furthermore, the information of this system can transmit the WML by WAR
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Figure 9 Example of NIE learning using ENIG agent

5 Conclusion and Future works
As mentioned above, we described about the ENIG agent system for the gathering information of
educational newspaper homepage. In addition, we designed the method of noise filtering and pattern
matching for suitable information. The method of noise filtering was used to remove unnecessary tags at
source of HTML document and the method of pattern matching was used to extract necessary URL and text
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information. The learning of agent was used to provide with good information to student by supervised
learning. Most a web-based instruction was mainly learning about information retrieval. As student spent a
lot of time to find learning information and data, so these lead deficiency of time for the essential learning.

Consequently, the ENIG agent system can provide not only to student for the learning of information
retrieval but also can help them capturing the genuine NIE learning. And this system can execute the role of
information treasury for the whole education through scraps of information.

The future works are that we improve the faculty of agent for information gathering of all sites; moreover,
we need research about unsupervised learning of agent and not supervised learning. In addition, we need
research to remove gathering information of header and footer through addition of heuristics and pattern
type that requires the study about the method of keyword searching it. Finally, for providing a location of
information to the agent, we will research the extension method of URL.
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Empowering Secondary School Teachers
to Effectively Exploit Internet Resources
for the Enhancement of Teaching and
Learning
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There are great potentials for the use of computers in the enhancement of
teaching and learning in secondary schools, but in some subject areas, the
realisation of these potentials is critically limited by the lack of appropriate
educational software. Custom development of this kind of software is often not
a viable alternative, since such a task is well known to be non-trivial and time consuming that is frequently beyond the capacity of individual secondary school
teachers. As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that vast

amount of teaching resources are freely available on the Internet.

Such

resources are often used by tertiary educators for enriching their teaching, but
largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers. This paper reports our
experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing
practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on
teaching and learning with computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of
providing practical assistance to computer teachers by empowering them to
effectively exploit Internet resources for use in their schools. Our approach is
enabling in that it fosters participants' lifelong learning beyond the contents of
the present course, and is applicable to a broader context than ours.

Keywords: Teacher education, lifelong learning, program visualisation,
algorithm animation

1 Introduction
For a long time, educators and computer scientists have been exploring the use of computers in education [9].
The rapid drop in hardware price and the tremendous improvement in computing power in recent years have
rendered computers more affordable to schools, teachers and students. Hardware is no longer the bottleneck

that hinders the integration of information technology (IT) into the school curriculum.

There are

increasingly great potentials for using computers to enhance teaching and learning at all levels of education.

In some subject areas, however, the realisation of these potentials is severely limited by the lack of
appropriate educational software.

The development of good quality CAI software is well known to be a non-trivial and time-consuming task
that calls for the combined expertise of programmers, experienced educators, graphics/multimedia designers,
and others [10]. Such a task is often beyond the capacity of individual teachers in primary and secondary
schools, due to their limited time, technical expertise and perhaps monetary resources. More fundamentally,
it would not be realistic to require every teacher to develop their own CAI software from scratch for use.
This is even true for most university educators. As Resmer [13] argues, "if every professor in a university
had to write their own textbook, typeset it, print it, publish it, bind it, and distribute it before their students
could use it, [textbooks] would not be a viable learning resource". Likewise, for widespread and effective
use of computers in education, there is a need for teachers to be well informed of the source of available
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educational software.

The Internet promises to be a source of many valuable teaching resources that are frequently available freely
or at affordable costs. There are many advantages of exploiting Internet resources for use in teaching. Apart

from cost savings, software tools on the Internet are more likely to be kept up-to-date as technology
advances, and their evaluation versions could be put to trial use before making actual purchases.

By nature of their work, many university educators are accustomed to the exploitation of Internet resources
for both research and teaching purposes [14]. In contrast, these resources have largely been under-utilised
by secondary school teachers due to various reasons. Firstly, many teachers are not aware of the existence of
such resources on the Internet. One example is the use of visualisation and animation tools that are great

aids to program understanding. Although the existence and effectiveness of these tools have been well
known to computer science researchers in the field, our experience is that few secondary school teachers are
aware of this.' Secondly, teachers might not know where these resources are, even if they are aware of their
existence. Blind searches on the Internet are likely to be inefficient and sometimes not productive, in terms
of the time taken to retrieve useful materials. Thirdly, the use of some resources requires a level of technical
competence that a typical secondary school teacher might lack. Finally, some software tools have to be
adapted to suit the needs of individual teachers, and without any support or assistance, such tasks could be
daunting.
In this paper, we report our experience in the design and delivery of a short course which aims at refreshing

practising secondary school computer teachers with updated knowledge on teaching and learning with
computers. We describe how we achieve our goals of providing practical assistance to computer teachers by
empowering them to effectively exploit Internet resources. Our approach is enabling in that it fosters

participants' self and lifelong learning beyond the contents of the present course. We believe that our
approach is actually applicable to a broader context than ours and therefore would be of interest not only to
secondary school computer teachers, but also to teacher educators and teachers of other disciplines at all
levels.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the context and goals of our short course.
Section 3 provides the background of the subject area: computer programming and visualisation tools.

Section 4 describes how we exploit Internet resources for use in the course. Section 5 describes the
implementation of the course and the feedback from participants. Section 6 discusses our approach. Section
7 concludes this paper.

2 The Teachers Update Course
2.1 Background and objectives
Our university has been organising the Teachers Update Course (TUC) annually as a service to local
secondary schools. It aims at refreshing practising school teachers with updated knowledge on the subject
areas they teach, and offering advice and assistance on the teaching and learning of the subjects. It serves to
show our university' s concerns to secondary education, to share our professional expertise, and to promote
communication and cooperation between our university and secondary schools.
TUC consists of a series of half-day short courses that encompass many subject areas such as Use of English,
Mathematics, Computer Studies, Physics, and others. This paper reports our experience in the design and

delivery of the course on Computer Studies. Participants of the course were mainly secondary school
teachers of computer subjects such as Computer Studies and Computer Literacy.

2.2 The local secondary school context
In Hong Kong, school teachers are often heavily loaded with both teaching and non-teaching commitments.
Typically, a teacher has to conduct six to seven lessons per day, each lesson lasting for 35-40 minutes. In
One author of this paper previously taught a class of student teachers in a Postgraduate Certificate in Education
programme who were major in Computer Studies, and none of them were aware of the existence of program
visualisation and algorithm animation tools. Similarly, none of the practising computer teachers who participated in the

Teachers Update Course described in this paper were aware of such tools.
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addition to such work as lesson preparation, setting and marking tests and examinations, most teachers have
to share school administrative work as well as leading students to participate in extra-curricular activities.
In recent years, the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) has undertaken
numerous initiatives to promote the integration of IT into the school curriculum [3]. Since teachers of
computer subjects are usually more acquainted with the use of computers than other colleagues, they are
often busily involved in the setting up and management of the IT infrastructure of their schools, and they are
generally expected to assist other teachers in solving various problems in using IT.

Increasingly, there are pressures for teachers of all subjects to apply IT in their teaching activities. Many
teachers have to spend a great deal of time after school hours to attend in-service IT training courses [8,9].
However, one common problem they encounter is the limited availability of appropriate educational
software, and few of them have the time and expertise to develop their own courseware. Moreover, budgets
are limited in schools for the purchase or development of courseware.

2.3 Goals and strategy
During the planning and preparation of the short course on Computer Studies, the following goals were
formulated in an effort to maximise the usefulness of the course to the participants:

The course had to provide materials that are directly relevant to teaching in schools.
The course in the previous year was intended to broaden the computer knowledge of school teachers by
providing updated information on multimedia and their applications. As such, the course was organised
in the form of a condensed lecture of part of an undergraduate subject, supplemented by demonstrations
of the applied research work of our staff in the area. Although the subject materials were interesting,
many teachers subsequently indicated a preference of topics that are more directly related to their own
teaching in schools. Simply acquiring further knowledge in the computing field was not as welcome as
knowing something directly useful for solving the problems they encountered in their teaching.

The course had to offer practical assistance to teachers.
Considering the heavy workload of secondary school teachers, any teaching resources must be easy to

use and demonstrably useful, or they would not be used at all. In selecting the course materials,
preferences were given to those that are easily and practically applicable in the secondary school
context. This strategy is also in response to the feedback by teachers in the previous year of their desire
to learn something that is "more relevant [to their teaching]".

The course should motivate teachers' interests and empower them to pursue further via self-learning.
The course was a short one and naturally limited in the amount of teaching materials we could possibly
provide. Even with a much longer duration, it would still be impossible to inform the teachers
everything they had to know about the topic. Moreover, even for the same topic, there are considerable
variations in their needs (for example, due to different teaching styles or their students' background).
The same technique useful to one teacher might not work for another. What is more important is to
foster their ability to pursue the topics further beyond what we offer, whenever they have the need to do
so. Therefore, from the outset the course was designed to "have an empowering or enabling effect on
the participants" [9]. We hoped that the course could enable school teachers to acquire what they need
via self and lifelong learning.

Setting the right goals was important, but the real challenge was how to achieve these goals within a few
hours of contact with the participants. We now outline our strategy as follows. Firstly, we selected a topic
that would likely interest most computer teachers: computer programming and algorithms. This topic is
clearly directly related to their teaching. Secondly, we collected useful information and software tools for
the enhancement of teaching and learning of this topic. Most of these resources were originated from
overseas and would be hard to access were they not put on the Internet. Thirdly, among them, we selected
only those information and software tools that were judged to be practically useful in the local secondary
school context. Finally, we demonstrated to teachers how they could have found and utilised these resources
on their own through the Internet.
In retrospect, we believe that although the first step (topic selection) is important in ensuring the relevance
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of the course, it is our approach in the remaining steps (use of the Internet resources) that would have more
profound influence to the participants. Our approach will be discussed in detail in Section 6. Meanwhile, we
briefly introduce the subject area in Section 3 and then elaborate on what we did in the course in Sections 4
and 5.

3 Computer programming and visualisation tools
3.1 Computer programming as a common major part of many computing curricula
Computer programming and algorithms is usually considered a significant and fundamental component in
undergraduate computer science education [6]. In most universities, introductory programming and the
design of elementary algorithms are the first courses that a computing major undergraduate student has to
take (unless these courses were exempted due to credit transfer or advanced standing). Elementary
programming courses are also frequently offered as electives to non-computing students with a broad variety
of backgrounds [10].

At the secondary school level, computer programming is historically the major component of a typical
computer subject. Although the emphasis of learning programming has now been reduced as compared to
the past, there is, arguably, still a place for it to be included in the secondary school curriculum. In Hong
Kong, both the Computer Literacy subject (offered to almost all junior secondary students) and the
Computer Studies subjects (offered as electives to senior secondary students) include programming as a
major part of the curriculum [2].

3.2 Difficulties of teaching and learning computer programming and algorithms
The teaching of computer programming and algorithms presents a great challenge to educators at both the
secondary level and the tertiary level [15]. To understand a computer program or an algorithm, the student
needs to have a good understanding of the internal execution model of computers, as well as the dynamics of
variables, data structures and control flows in the algorithm [7]. Such concepts are abstract in nature and
could be difficult to even novice programmers [16], let alone non-computing major undergraduates and
secondary school students. Indeed, according to our survey to secondary school teacher participants of our
short course, about 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the
hardest topics to teach.
There is usually considerable overlap between the contents of a computer subject in a secondary school and
those of a first year course on computer programming in a university. As such, the difficulties encountered
by secondary school teachers are in many ways similar to those faced by the professors in universities, as far
as the teaching of basic computer programming and elementary algorithms is concerned.

Nevertheless, usually only the academically more capable students will enter universities. As a whole, the
secondary school student population is less mature in intellectual development and more diverse in their
academic ability. Compared with university students, many of the secondary school students tend to be less
motivated and less capable of independent learning; they normally require more guidance in their studies.
Secondary school teachers are generally less well informed and possess far less resource under their disposal
than university educators. To our knowledge, a great deal of research has been done in many universities to
address the difficulties in learning computer programming and algorithms [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Unlike
universities, however, secondary schools seldom have the resources and expertise to perform similar work to
solve their problems. In fact, they might not be aware of such research activities. Our approach in the
course is to facilitate the use of university resources on the Internet by secondary school teachers to solve
their own problems.

3.3 Program visualisation and algorithm animation
Program visualisation refers to the use of graphical artifacts to represent both the static and dynamic aspects
of a program [11]. Algorithm animation portrays the dynamics of the execution of an algorithm by means of
animation tools [7]. Educators and researchers have long believed that visualisation and animation are useful
in helping students understand the abstract concepts and dynamics involved in computer programming and
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algorithms [15]. It is believed that visualisation and animation tools help the learners by displaying in
concrete form the mental model of the execution of computer programs. Indeed, many universities
worldwide have been actively researching and experimenting with the use of visualisation and animation
tools. As a result, a variety of such tools have been developed for different purposes [1,5,6,7,12,15]. Many

experimental results have been reported that favour the use of such tools for enhancing program
understanding [6,7,15].

4 Exploiting Internet resources for useful educational software tools
Despite years of active research, program visualisation and animation tools are still not widely used in
secondary schools, and few such tools designed for teaching and learning are available commercially.2 As
discussed in Section 2.2, it is often impractical for secondary schools to develop their own tools.
As computer science researchers and educators, we are aware that many program visualisation and algorithm
animation tools have been developed as results of research work in various universities. Even though some

tools have been developed mainly for demonstrating the research ideas and therefore might not have as

many features as commercial software, most have been designed for teaching and learning. More
importantly, they are usually available for free and easy access through the Internet for educational purposes.

To our judgment, there are great potentials of utilising such tools in enhancing teaching and learning in
secondary schools.
The idea of utilising research tools on the Internet for enhancing secondary school education is obviously
appealing and has many advantages over acquiring similar tools by other means. We shall discuss these
further in Section 6. However, before being convinced of the practicality of this idea, we had two concerns.
Firstly, although these tools had been successfully applied in the tertiary education context, would they be
useful in secondary schools as well? Secondly, would secondary school teachers be competent enough to
make use of these tools that have originally been designed for use by tertiary educators who are technically
more proficient?

To develop this idea further, we set out to evaluate the practicality of using Internet resources as teaching
and learning aids in secondary schools. As program visualisation and algorithm animation do not fall into
our own research areas, we started our search from only the scarce information that we had. Beginning with
the Web sites of two well known researchers in these areas that we incidentally came across and made note
of a few years ago, we followed links over links, and so on. It turned out that there was little difficulty in the
search of relevant Internet resources. The more tedious and time-consuming task was to evaluate the

contents of these resources one by one. Even so, within a few weeks' time, we were amazed to have
collected and evaluated almost a hundred sites of related interest! These resources range from the
innovative use of common spreadsheet software by researchers in the University of Helsinki [12], to
ambitious laboratory projects such as the DYNALAB project of Montana State University [1], and
university students' research projects such as Jeliot [5].
We selected and evaluated the resources according to several criteria: (1) relevance in content and level to
the syllabus of secondary school computer subjects, (2) accessibility, (3) flexibility (customisability), (4)
software and hardware requirements, (5) difficulty in technical content, (6) ease of setup and customisation.
After evaluation, we decided to recommend about 30 web sites. The contents of these web sites range from
ready-made animations of common algorithms, to downloadable program visualisation tools that support
both forward and backward execution [1], and even online animation of user-defined algorithms using
customisable actors' in a theatre-like environment' [5].

Through the process of selection and evaluation, we are increasingly convinced of the practicality of our
approach. Many of the tools we found could be effectively used by people with some elementary knowledge
of computer programming and concepts of program visualisation. Our participants were computer teachers
who clearly possess knowledge of the former but not necessarily the latter. Therefore, part of our short
course was to explain the program visualisation concepts and how they could be useful to aid program
2

Although most commercial program development environments do provide some limited facilities such as the display

of the contents of variables during program execution, these are primarily designed to aid software development
(particularly to aid debugging) by programmers. These facilities are not targeted to beginner learners and usually not
well suited for the purpose of teaching and learning.
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understanding.

5 Course implementation and feedback
Our course began with discussions on the common problems in developing CAI software. Then we
introduced various sources from which useful CAI software could be obtained freely or at nominal costs for
.topics in computer subjects in general. These sources included higher educational institutions, students
pursuing higher education, professional educational bodies, textbook publishers and others. The use of these
Internet resources was more straightforward and requires no further elaboration other than the provision of
pointers.

Next, we introduced the concept of utilising program visualisation techniques for the enhancement of
teaching and learning, and the corresponding selected Internet resources. For ready made animation tools
that were straightforward to use, we simply provided pointers and made two representative demonstrations,
leaving the participants to try and pursue the tools at their own pace after the course.

A few selected tools, however, were introduced in much more detail. These tools have one or more of the
following characteristics: (1) they were technically more advanced; (2) they could be used in several ways to
suit different educational purposes; (3) they had features that were particularly useful or illuminating; (4)
their designs were based on notions that were innovative and less obvious to understand but practically very
useful. Fortunately, the participants were mainly computer teachers whom could be safely assumed to
possess the necessary programming skills and concepts to perform the required customisations. Were we to
simply show the links of these resources, it could be difficult for them to tap the potential benefits of these
tools effectively.

The participants were so interested in the selected Internet resources that the course was substantially
overrun. At the end of the course, participants were requested to complete a questionnaire about their
background (for planning of future courses) and about how well they felt the course had been organised (for
evaluation of the present course). Some of the statistics obtained are as follows:
About 82% of the respondents agreed that computer programming and algorithms are the hardest topics
1.
to teach.
About 90% of the respondents agreed (with 26% strongly agreed) to the statement that "I will try to
2.

make use of the course materials at school when appropriate". None disagreed; the rest were
3.

4.

undecided.
About 87% of the respondents agreed that the course was useful to them; none disagreed and the rest
were neutral. The same number of respondents agreed that they were satisfied with the course. Some
felt that the course could have been improved by extending the duration to allow more time for further
discussions.

All respondents agreed that the demonstration of the Internet resources for teaching was the most
useful part in the course.

6 Summary and discussions
6.1 Characteristics of our approach
We began with the ideas that program visualisation tools are useful for learning computer programming, but
such tools are not widely known, of limited availability and hard to develop by secondary school teachers
themselves. Yet Internet resources abound that could be effectively exploited for use in secondary schools.
As researchers in the university, by nature of our work we are usually better informed with the availability of
such resources and the advancement of the latest technologies. In planning and designing the short update
course for teachers, we positioned ourselves as mentors in the search of relevant teaching resources. We

aimed at offering practical assistance to secondary school teachers by providing the source of relevant
information on the Internet, by demonstrating the potential benefits of utilising such information, and by
guiding them through the solutions to the technical problems that might arise in utilising such information.
We attempted to motivate the interests of participants, to help them overcome the initial barriers (that is, to
make "jump start") so that they could eventually help themselves exploit the vast potentials of Internet
resources via self and lifelong learning. Incidentally, in so doing, we have exemplified our course as an
alternative model of "teaching in the information age" in which teachers serve more like a mentor than an
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authoritative knowledge provider.

Our approach is characterised in several ways which distinguish it from that of a traditional teacher
education course. Firstly, our goal was modest yet pragmatic in trying to address a specific but real problem
that a typical secondary school computer teacher encounters daily: the difficulties of teaching computer
programming. Secondly, we demonstrated to the participants how Internet resources could be effectively
and practically utilised for addressing their problems. What is even more distinctive is the recommended use

of tools developed by researchers with the latest software technologies of the field for use in tertiary
education. We have argued that both tertiary educators and secondary school teachers share many common

problems that call for similar solutions. Secondary school teachers could learn a great deal from the
experience of educators in universities when dealing with their common problems. Finally, the course was
designed to be enabling and empowering, with the explicit a priori goal that participants could pursue the
subject further via self and lifelong learning.

6.2 Reflections and discussions
On completion of the course with encouraging feedback from the participants, we reflect on the factors
contributing to our success. We note that a key factor is our decision to take advantages of the use of
selected Internet resources, especially those from universities worldwide. Firstly, these resources are easily
accessible to teachers and students alike, as long as they are connected to the Internet. The ease of access
also minimises the problems that might occur in the distribution and installation of custom developed or
commercial software. Moreover, the use of educational tools on the Internet is cost-effective. Many of these
tools have been demonstrated to be effective through their use in universities. They are typically designed
by computer scientists for demonstrating the advantages of applying their research ideas in education, and
have subsequently been experimented and evaluated for continuous enhancements, with such evaluations
adequately documented in their research papers. More importantly, they are available freely or at affordable
costs. Cost is often a critical factor determining whether an educational software tool will be widely used in
secondary schools, as resources at their disposal are usually fairly limited.

Some of the software tools we recommended were developed as prototypes with source codes publicly
available [12]. They are usually based on sound theoretical principles and accompanied by technical or
educational papers describing the theory and implementation in detail. Teachers may customise these tools
to suit their specific needs that might vary due to differences in teaching styles, objectives, and students'
backgrounds. They may choose to use the whole or part of the tool, or write small program components to
be integrated with these tools. For computer teachers who are acquainted with and probably interested in
writing programs, such "lightweight customisation" is usually easier and more feasible than building a
complete CAI system from scratch. Customisation by users is not normally adequately supported by
commercial software that comes with no source code and only limited documentation such as operational
guides.

On the Internet, new resources keep
emerging as results of continuous research by academics who explore the latest technologies fir the
enhancement of teaching and learning. An example is the experimentation of using 3D visualisation,
multimedia and virtual reality technologies in education as they emerge [4]. Teachers who are well
Technologies and knowledge have been advancing very rapidly.

informed of such activities through self-learning on the Internet will be in a better position to make use of
the latest research results and technologies for continuous improvements to their teaching and learning in
ways that are not otherwise possible.

The use of research tools for teaching and learning is not without problems. However, most of these
problems would not be deterrent; they could be solved or avoided. Other problems are present in the use of
other sources of educational software anyway. For instance, research tools are often imperfect, with some
functionality not fully implemented; but as long as the implemented features are considered useful, the tools

can be used in part rather than in full. There might be a lack of instant technical support, but many
researchers who develop the prototypes are keen to collect feedback, as these might be crucial for their
continuous research work. Inevitably, frequent revisions might occur to these tools for research purposes,
but if the teacher finds an earlier version useful, that version could be downloaded and kept for use instead
of relying on its availability at the source.

7 Conclusions
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University educators possess the necessary resources, expertise and freedom to fulfil their roles of
performing experimentation and researches, and producing prototypes to demonstrate the usefulness of their
innovative ideas. In comparison, secondary school teachers are too occupied with teaching activities and

other professional commitments. Most teachers cannot afford the purchase of expensive commercial
software for teaching, nor do they generally have the capacity of developing appropriate educational
software on their own. Success of integrating IT in the school curriculum is critically determined by the
availability of easy-to-use and adaptable tools that satisfy the diverse needs of teachers and students of a
variety of backgrounds in different contexts.

The Internet has provided a medium on which tertiary educators can make their resources and experience
publicly available to be shared by all, including secondary school teachers. Around the world, numerous
tertiary educators have gladly done so as part of their service to the community. Unfortunately, such

resources are largely under-utilised by secondary school teachers, due to reasons such as the lack of
knowledge and technical competence. For computer teachers, these barriers are relatively easy to overcome,
as long as appropriate support and assistance is provided. For teachers of other disciplines, more help might

be required. Ultimately, secondary school teachers have to learn, adapt and use these resources by
themselves, and to keep themselves updated via self and lifelong learning to respond to the rapid changes
that the world has been undergoing.

In this paper, we have reported our experience in the design and delivery of a short course that has
progressed towards this direction. Our course also exemplifies itself as one possible model of "teaching" as
"facilitating the self and lifelong learning of the participants". Most tertiary educators have now become
regular users of Internet resources for enhancing their teaching and learning. It should not be long before
secondary school teachers have to follow suit. What we have contributed is but a small part of the continuing
collaborative effort to empower teachers to use IT effectively in secondary schools, and ultimately to better
education of our younger generations.
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Student teaching is an important part of teacher training programs. With the
emerging and the widespread use of the Internet, it is important to consider how

this crucial stage of teacher development can be facilitated by the use of the
technology. In order to create for a user-oriented and research-based web
environment, this project was designed to explore problems that student teachers
experience. During the internship year, student teachers filled out a self-report
critical problem questionnaire five times in two periods, one in each semester.
The student teachers were asked to pick one critical problem that they had tried
hardest to solve in the day or the week. In the survey, they wrote down the ways

to solve the problem as well as the resources they used in the process. The
results showed that peer student teachers were those whose help were mostly
sought. Over 90% of the means to solve the problem was face-to-face. It is
summarized that student teachers may need three types of proximity for
problems: Professional, emotional and physical. To provide rich interpretation to
the problems, it is suggested that an experience database with focused case study
discussion forum may be of help to student teachers' problems.

Keywords: Student teacher, Student attitude, Teaching experience, Internet
use

1 Introduction
Student teachers are in the process of becoming a teacher. Fresh from the university, student teachers are

often full of ideals and enthusiasm. Entering the real world of teaching, however, they are likely to
experience problems and difficulties that can be termed "reality shocks".(Wubbels, Creton, Hooymayers &
Holvast, 1982). With the Internet technology becoming more accessible and versatile, there are an increasing
number of web-based projects to assist student teachers (Georgi & Crowe, 1998). Instead of building the
technology first and assessing the student teachers later, this project intends to design a research-based and
student teacher-oriented web environment.
This study proposes to examine the needs of the student teachers and use the results as basis to construct a
web environment. During a one-year internship, a class of 76 student teachers were asked to participate in
the survey and interviews for their problems and difficulties, as well as the resources they used to resolve
their problems. The analysis of the problems will be used to develop the guidelines and the structure of the
website.

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 The problems of the student teachers
Numerous studies have been done to understand the problems and "reality shocks" that student teachers
encountered. In an extensive review, Veenman's (1984) collected 91 research studies in the last two decades.
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His summary of the findings suggested eight categories of problems, including managing student,
motivating students, dealing with individual differences, evaluating students' work, communicating with
parents, organizing class work, obtaining supply and teaching material, and tackling individual student's
problems. Chen & Chen (1999) critiqued the previous researcher-designed surveys and used student
teacher's journals as a means to understand their problems. They collected 800 student teachers' journals and
used Multidimensional Scaling to analyze the data. The major categories of student teacher's reality shock
included status uncertainly, students' attitudes and disciplines, conflicts between the decision maker and the
doer, the negative-reinforcement style of management, the working ethics of teacher and staff, as well as the
relationships among school members (Chen & Chen, 1999).

While many studies addressed the problems that student teachers encounter, most of them focused on why
the problems occurred and how to solve the problems for them. Very few, on the contrary, investigated how
student teachers solved their problems. Questions regarding whom student teachers asked for help and what
resources they used in solving their problems were seldom discussed. The purpose of study, therefore, is not
to postulate another possible cause of the problems, rather, is to find out what resources student teachers use
to solve their problems, and how technology can help expand this access.

2.2 The problems with the technology
The use of Internet technology for teacher training has received growing attention. E-mail is perhaps still the
most widely used means to encourage communication between the supervising teacher and student teachers
(Nabors, 1999). More recent developments include more sophisticated design such as electronic portfolio to
promote reflection and performance-based assessment (Georgi & Crowe, 1998). Morley's (1999) project
uses WebCT, an Internet-based interface, for course syllabus, class notes, hyperlinks, as well as bulletin
boards for faculty and students in pre-service method courses. The National Science Council in Taiwan in
recent years has funded several projects in building web-supported environment student teachers in areas
such biology, math, science and technology (Guo, 1999).
When new technology is added to student teaching, however, some precautions are warranted. As an add-on,
the help it provides may not be critical to the user's needs nor adopted by the user in a long run. Examples
can be observed in many websites where only few messages are found in the discussion area. As Hsu &
Bruce (1998) observed, teachers in distance education often fail to communicate with their distance students

because their pedagogical strategy with the new technology does not supply the necessary cues that is
acquainted by the students in their face-to-face environment. Therefore in this project we want to explore
student teachers' current situation before designing the website.

3 Methods
A total of 35 student teachers from 11 subject areas of junior and high schools participated in this one-year
study. The participants were all recent graduates from university or graduate schools of the same university.
To sample the student teacher's experiences with problems and difficulties across the internship year, the
critical problem survey involved two rounds of sampling periods, once in the end of the fall semester and
once at the end of the spring semester.
During the first semester, student teachers were asked to fill out a questionnaire once a week for five weeks.
Every week they had to pick one most critical problem in the past week. Three open-ended questions were
designed to elicit the most critical problem that demanded the most of the student teachers' time and energy
to solve. The three open-ended questions were: 1) What is the most critical problem you have experienced
during the week? 2) How do you resolve the problem? And what resources do you use? 3) At the end of the
week, was the problem resolved? If not, how would you like it to be solved?
In addition to the open-ended questions, there was a chart where student teachers had to check boxes for the
people they had talked to regarding to the problems they were trying to resolve. The choices included the
cooperating teacher, the supervising teacher, the student teachers in the same subject area and different
subject area from the same university, the student teachers in the same school but from different university,
the family, the roommate, none, and others. They were also asked how many times they have made the
contact and by what means the communication was made. The choices included face-to-face, phone, e-mail,
and others.
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The questionnaires were first mailed out to the student teachers. After the initial data collection, it was found
that the returned rate was too low. Therefore, additional short telephone interviews with 25 students were
arranged. The interview also provided a little more in-depth background for their problems and difficulties.
At the end of the spring semester, the same questionnaire was filled out daily for five days with the help of

telephone interviews. Regular attendance to the student teacher's monthly meeting and small group
discussions also informed the interpretation of the data collected.

4 Results
4.1 Student teacher's problems
The results of the self-reported questionnaire and the transcript of the interview were coded by two
researchers and two research assistants. The coding scheme originally used was Chen & Chen's (1999)
findings of six categories, but the emerging themes of the data yields to the following four major categories
in student teachers' problems. 1) Ambiguity of the status, including conflicts with the cooperating teachers
for competing authority in the class; conflicts with school administrators in terms of task assignment; and
conflicts with the school culture in terms of the feeling of unfit to the school physical environment, goals,

and life styles. 2) Lack of professional knowledge, including subject knowledge, teaching skills, class
management skills, and skills for student discipline problems. 3) Relationship with cooperating teachers,
administrators, and students; including problems in making their needs known; and in dealing with small
groups and gender issues. 4) Confusion in teaching as career goals, including conflicts between the ideal
and reality.

4.2 Ways to solve the problems
When stressed by a problem, student teachers did not always know how to solve it. They usually consulted
people for solutions. Categories of people whose help were sought after were coded from both the
questionnaire and the interview. 1) Cooperating teachers, to ask for assistance or professional suggestions on

classroom management and teaching skills. 2) Other teachers of the same subject area, for content
knowledge and student discipline problems. 3) Other student teachers, to seek answers and condolence from
others about conflict with the cooperating teacher and students' disciplines; also for relationship and cultural
adjustment. 4) Solving the problem by oneself, such as trying out ones' own new ideas, making more effort
to learn new things, adjusting attitude, accepting the reality, or simply enduring it.

Depending on the nature of the problem, other resources were sought for specific information. For legal
issues, for example, some student teachers sought help from higher up authorities. In terms of technology, a
few student teachers used the Internet to find teaching material and lesson plans. Not every problem had a
solution, however. During our talk during the interview and in informal settings, quite a few students
indicated that they often choose to passively accept the situation or to give up thinking for solutions. The
following figure is a summary of the results from the questionnaire about the help the student teachers
sought (see Figure 1). The results showed that about 47% of talks were with the other student teachers,
where 27% were from the student teachers in the same school. About 22% of help was received from the
cooperating teacher, and another 17 % were from family and roommate. Only 1% was from their supervising
teachers. Among all the communication means, 92% were face-to-face, 6% were by phone, and 2% were by
e-mail.
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Figure 1 People whose help student teachers sought from

Help Sought (Frequency, Total=281)
1 Cooperating teachers

0 2 Supervising teachers
3 ST with the same subject area
4 ST with different subject area
1%

5 Other ST in the same school
13%

0 6 Family
7 Roommate

0 8 None
9 Others

5 Discussion
According to the analysis, the problems of student teachers ranged from personal to professional. The
solutions, although ranged from professional guidance to personal camaraderie, are limited to face-to-face
communication. To contemplate what will help student teachers in solving their problems, it may be useful
to postulate what they needs are. I) Professional proximity. Being a novice, a student teacher may eager to
know how others would have done differently. Those who are authoritative in professional fields, such as
cooperating teachers, are likely to be pursued for instructional and managerial guidances. 2) Emotional
proximity. Besides professional guidances, student teachers need to find emotional support to feel that they
were not alone. It is also safer to talk to peers for issues of role adjustment and interpersonal relationships in
schools. 3) Physical proximity. Those who are physically close (66%) are more readily to help. Therefore,
when physical gatherings are not available, the help seeking channels can become seriously impeded.

Based on the above findings, we can begin to think about the design of a web-supported environment. The
employment of a student teacher website should have features that provide additional or alternative support
that take the above three types of proximity into account. The complexity of the problems and the limited
access to solutions suggested that a case method that the user can criss-cross for multiple interpretations may

be appropriate for learning in a complex knowledge domain (Spiro & Jehng, 1990). The following
components are proposed in the website to be built. 1) A student-teaching case database. To provide
experiences of other student teachers in a form of journals, including description of and reflection on various

aspects of student teaching. This database is both outlined and keyword searchable. Hyperlinks to other
similar cases can be also built. Student teachers can access to a peer's life lessons without having to have an
appointment with him. 2) Guidelines and suggestions. Also included in the database are written guidelines
and suggestions from academics, experts, experienced teachers and student teachers on the same topics as
the above case database. Links to other web resources regarding professional information will also be added.
Student teachers can reach specific information for guidance without much effort. 3) Focused case study

discussion forum. To provide threaded bulletin boards on selected cases from the database. With shield
identity, student teachers can find emotional support without being exposed. The cases can be rotated on
weekly bases and among different subject matters. 4) Annotated video components of teaching. Also
included in the database can be video clips of exemplar teaching of cooperating teachers as well student
teachers' teaching. Written comments can be added by both the cooperating teachers and supervising
teachers. This is a good place to engage a productive conversation among the triad of the student teacher, the
cooperating teacher, and the supervising teacher.
It is hoped that with the aid of the technological power, the student teachers will have better chances to solve
their problems and they should feel more empowered in their first full-time exposure to the real world of
teaching.
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This study analyzed the relationships between student achievement and the following
variables: learning styles, motivation, learning strategies, and selected demographics. It
was a population study that included 99 students taking two non-major introductory
biology courses offered over the Internet by one Land Grant University in U.S. in the fall

of 1997. Seventy-four (75%) students completed a learning style test, an on-line
questionnaire, and received a grade by the end of the semester. The learning style test was

the Group Embedded Figure Test (GEFT), which classified students as either fielddependent or field-independent. The on-line questionnaire consisted of two scales
(motivation and learning strategies), whose pilot-test reliabilities were .70 and .79,
respectively. Over two-thirds of the students taking the Web-based courses were fieldindependent learners; however, there were no significant differences (.05 level) in
achievement by learning style. Also, different backgrounds of students with different
learning styles learned equally well in Web-based courses. The students were motivated
by competition and high expectations. They used most the learning strategies of finding
important ideas from lectures and memorizing key words of important concepts.
Motivation and use of learning strategies were the two significant factors that explained
more than one-third of student achievement measured by class grade.

Keywords: Web- based learning, learning styles, motivation, learning strategies,
and achievement

1 Introduction/Theoretical Framework
As the popularity of the WWW increases, its use as a means of delivering instruction is also growing. Alexander (1998)
indicated, "the greatest potential of the Web, however, lies in the fact that we have a chance to learn from the lessons of
the previous faded technologies, and an opportunity to develop new learning experiences for students that have not been

possible before" (p.3). Furthermore, Parson (1998) and Alexander (1998) argued that while implementing a new
technology, educators should evaluate how students learn via the new technology so as to help with curriculum and
instructional designs. Parson (1998) added that it is important to understand how the new technology can affect learning
when it is used by different types of learners.

Identifying students' learning styles helps educators understand how people perceive and process information in
different ways. According to Cano, Garton, and Raven (1992), one of the most widely studied learning style theories
contrasts field-dependence and field-independence. The Group Embedded Figure Test (GEFT), a standardized cognitive
test, can be administered to determine the preferred learning styles of the learners as either field-dependent or fieldindependent (Oitman, Raskin, & Witkin, 1971). Literature (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, & Cox, 1977; Raven, Cano,
Garton, & Shellhamer, 1993; Miller, 1997) on learning styles suggests that field-dependent learners tend to approach a
problem in a more global way, are socially oriented, prefer collaboration, and are extrinsically motivated. In contrast,
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field-independent learners tend to approach a problem more analytically, rely on self-structured situations, prefer
competition, and are intrinsically motivated. According to (urger and Guild (1984), both field-dependent and fieldindependent people make equally good learners.

Like the literature on learning styles, the literature on learning strategies explores different ways of learning. However,
in assuming stability as well as lack of individual control, learning style literature suggests that it may be difficult for
students to change their learning styles (Pintrich & Johnson, 1990), whereas learning strategy literature assumes that
students' motivation and use of learning strategies can be controlled by learners and changed through teaching. According

to Cross and Steadman (1996), learning strategies are methods learners can use to improve their understanding,
integration, and retention of new information. Learning strategies include a wide variety of cognitive processes and
behavioral skills (Weinstein & Meyer, 1991). General learning strategy components include rehearsal, elaboration,
organization, comprehension, metacognition, and resource management (Weinstein & Meyer, 1991; Cross & Steadman,
1996).

Pintrich and his colleagues developed a learning strategy instrument, Motivation Strategies for Learning Questionnaire
(MSLQ) (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia & McKeachie, 1991). This instrument includes two main sections: one on motivation
and one on learning strategies. The learning strategies section consists of two components (cognitive and metacognitive
strategies, and resource management strategies) and eight scales, which are rehearsal, elaboration, organization, critical
thinking, metacognitive self-regulation, time and study environment, effort regulation, and help seeking (Pintrich, Smith,
Garcia & McKeachie, 1991).

The other section of the MSLQ is on motivation, which consists of three general components (value, expectancy, and
affective) and six scales (intrinsic goal orientation, extrinsic goal orientation, task value, control of learning beliefs, selfefficacy for learning and performance, and test anxiety). Several researchers (Pintrich, 1995; Pintrich & Schunk, 1996;
Garcia, 1995; Bandura, 1986; Zimmerman, 1989) believed that students may use different motivational strategies in
different learning situations and that students are able to learn to become self-regulated learners.

Motivation was found to be the best predictor of student achievement in the two studies that investigated factors
influencing student achievement and effects of the factors on students' achievement in learning the Japanese language
through the medium of satellite television (Oxford, Park-Oh, Ito, & Sumrall, 1993a; 1993b). It was also found that gender
and learning styles played potentially important roles although they were not significant factors. Moreover, in the
study on predicting student success with the learning and study strategies inventory, Hendrickson (1997) found that
motivation was one of the best predictors of student grade point average.

Moreover, Curry (1990) used the concepts of motivation, learning styles, student achievement to explain the process of
learning. Learning styles consist of a combination of motivation, engagement, and cognitive processing habits, which then
influence the use of metacognitve learning strategies such as situation analysis, self-pacing, and self-evaluation to produce
a learning outcome. Curry' s taxonomy (1990) seemed to suggest that motivation, learning styles, learning strategies, and
student achievement are associated.
Based on the previous literature review, student learning styles, motivation, and learning strategies seem to be associated
with achievement. Research is needed to understand student motivation and learning strategies with different learning
styles via WWW. Also, research is needed to obtain more understanding of the learning factors that influence student
success in Web-based learning. This type of research will assist educators in planning, organizing, and delivering quality
Web-based instruction in a manner that will improve student learning.

2 Purpose and Objectives
This study was a formative evaluation designed to enhance teaching and learning. Its purpose was to study how students
with different styles learned in Web-based courses that were offered through Project BIO by Iowa State University, and
to determine what factors influenced their learning. The objectives of the study were to identify: (a) the demographic
characteristics of the students in relation to learning styles; (b) how students' motivation and learning strategies differed
by their learning styles; and (c) relationships among student learning styles, motivation, learning strategies, demographics,
and achievement.
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3 Methods and Procedures
The population for this study included 99 students taking the two non-major introductory courses, Zoology 155 and
Biology 109, offered through Project BIO by Iowa State University in the fall of 1997. These two Web-based courses
developed by Project BIO were stand-alone courses in which most course materials and resources were accessed and
delivered by the Internet (Parson, 1998). More than 60% (60) of the population were on-campus students and almost
40% (39) were off-campus students. Thirty-two out of the 39 off-campus students were high school students. Before
the study was conducted, a letter was sent to the high school teachers to seek permission for their students to participate
in this study.
The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) was used to determine preferred learning styles, either as field-dependent
(FD) or field-independent (FI). Individuals scoring greater than the national mean (11.4) were classified as fieldindependent learners, whereas those scoring less than the national mean were considered to prefer a field-dependent style.
The total possible raw score on the GEFT was 18. The reliability coefficient for the GEFT was .82 (Witkin, Oltman,
Raskin, & Karp, 1971).
An on-line questionnaire was designed by the researchers and included two scales plus demographic questions. The
questionnaire, written in HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) format, was posted on the web. Nine statements
representing the motivation scale and thirteen statements representing the learning strategy scale were selected from the
MSLQ (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1991). The students were asked to rate themselves according to how well
the motivation and learning strategy statements described them while they were taking the Web-based course by using a

five-point scale with response options ranging from (1) Not at all typical of me to (5) Very much typical of me.
Demographic variables included gender, Web-based courses they were liking, whether or not they were university
students, types of students as off-campus, on-campus, or adult students, limited or unlimited access to a computer,
number of courses previously taken in the subject area, and study and work hours per week.

Content and face validity for the questionnaire were established by a panel of three faculty members associated with
Project BIO and three graduate students in Agricultural Education. The 5-point scales were pilot-tested for reliability
with 38 students taking a different undergraduate Project BIO Webbased course, Biology 201. Cronbach' s alpha
coefficients were .71 and .80 for the motivation, and learning strategy scales, respectively. When a post-hoc reliability
analysis was performed, the reliabilities for the two scales were .70 and .79 respectively.
The researchers administered the learning style test (GEFT) to on-campus students and proctors administered it to off campus students. A total of 78 (79%) students completed the GEFT. The on-line questionnaire was posted on the web
three weeks before the final exams. A follow-up electronic letter to nonrespondents of the on-line questionnaire yielded a
total of 94 responses for a 95% return rate. For purposes of analysis, the learning style scores, questionnaire responses,
and students' grades, which were provided by the instructors at the end of the semester, were matched. This yielded a
final response rate of 74 (75%), which was considered to be an acceptable representation of the population. Data were
analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Science, Personal Computer Version (SPSSx/PC). Analyses of data
included frequencies, means, standard deviations, t-tests, Pearson correlations, and multiple linear regression. The
alpha level was established a priori at the .05 level.

4 Results
4.1 Objective 1: Demographic characteristics of the students in relation to learning
styles
The usable responses included 29 (39%) in the Zoology class and 45 (61%) in the Biology class. Less than half (29; 39%)

of the usable respondents were males. Twenty -eight (38%) were high school students and forty-six (62%) were
university students. More than two thirds (51; 69%) of the respondents were field-independent learners. On average, the
students had previously taken 1.45 courses in the subject areas of Zoology or Biology. The students spent an average
of 4.55 hours per week studying, ranging from 1 to 20 hours and worked on an average of 16.97 hours per week, ranging
from 0 to 80 hours. No significant differences by learning styles were found in the number of courses taken previously,
study hours per week, or work hours per week.
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While comparing respondents' learning style scores by gender, it was found that the male learning style mean score
(mean = 14.07) was significantly higher than the female mean score (mean = 11.76). The learning style mean score of
all respondents was 12.66. This was consistent with the preliminary norms data on GEFT, in which college men (mean =12.00) performed slightly but significantly higher than college women (mean = 10.8) (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp,
1971). However, in this study, the GEFT mean scores of both males and females were higher than those of the norm
data (mean = 11.4).

4.2 Objective 2: How students' motivation and learning strategies differed by their
learning styles
Although field-independent students had a mean of 3.51 and field-dependent students had a mean of 3.42 on motivation
scale, no significant difference was found on student motivation by learning style (Table 1). The mean scores on the
nine items ranged from 2.81 to 4.21. Four statements were rated above 3.50. The highest rated motivation was that the
students wanted to get better grades than most other students (mean = 4.21). The second most highly rated item was that
they expected to do well in the class (mean = 3.77). They also believed that they could do better if they studied in
appropriate ways (mean = 3.70), and they preferred course material that aroused their curiosity (mean = 3.66). Only one
statement, "I think of how poorly 1 am doing," was rated below 3.00. The overall mean for student motivation in Webbased learning was 3.48 with a standard deviation of .52.
Field-dependent students (mean = 3.27) had almost the same mean on the learning strategy scale as did field-independent
students (mean = 3.25), and no significant difference was found in the t-test when comparing the overall use of learning
strategies by learning style (Table 2). Moreover, four mean scores of the thirteen learning strategy items were rated above
3.50. The highest-used learning strategy was to find the most important ideas from lectures (mean = 3.85). The second
most highly used strategy was to memorize key words of important concepts (mean = 3.76). The third most highly used
strategy was to relate concepts to what they already know (mean = 3.70). The next most highly used strategy was to
determine the concepts they did not understand well (mean = 3.68). The two lowest used strategies had mean scores
under 2.50. They were "to give up the difficult parts and study the easy" (mean = 2.16) and "make charts or tables to
organize the material" (mean = 2.14). The overall mean score for students' use of leaniing strategies was 3.25 with a
standard deviation of .51.
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Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and t-test for Respondents' Motivation by Field-Dependent (FD) or Field= 74)
Independent (Fl) Learning Style

Total
Mean
(SD)

Statements

4.21

I want to get better grades than other students
I expect to do well in this class
Studying appropriately, I can learn the material
I prefer course material that arouses my curiosity
I am satisfied with trying to understand content
Course material is useful to learn

I think of the questions I cannot answer'
I am interested in the content area of this course

(1.01)
3.77
(.84)
3.70
(.89)
3.66
(.80)
3.49
(.80)
3.49
(.83)
3.30
(1.08)
3.14
(.93)
2.81

I think of how poorly 1 am doing'

(1.51)

3.48
(.52)

Total

Learning Style
Ft
FD
Mean
Mean
(SD)
4.26

t-value

(SD)

(.96)
3.78
(1.00)
3.43
(.84)
3.48
(.67)
3.48
(.67)
3.52
(.85)
3.30
(1.15)
3.00
(.95)
2.83
(1.67)

4.18
(1.04)
3.76
(.76)
3.82
(.89)
3.75
(.84)
3.49
(.86)
3.47
(.83)
3.29
(1.01)
3.20
(.92)
2.78
(1.35)

3.43
(.57)

3.51
(.50)

-.64

Note: Scale 1=Not at all typical of me, 2=Not very typical of me, 3=Somewhat typical of me, 4=Quite typical of me,
and 5=Very much typical of me.
'Negatively stated items. Means of these statements were reversed in the total mean

4.3 Objective 3: Relationships among student learning styles, motivation, learning
strategies, demographics, and achievement
A hierarchical regression analysis was conducted to ascertain the amount of variance in students' standardized
achievement scores by the variables of interest (Table 3). The three main learning factors of this study, learning styles,
motivation, and learning strategies were entered into the regression model. The dependent variable was student
standardized achievement. Student motivation was loaded first and explained 28% of the variance in their standardized
achievement scores. Use of learning strategies was entered next into the regression. This variable explained additional
7% of the variance in student achievement Then the learning style variable was entered into the regression model, and
it explained an additional 1% of the variance in student achievement. Motivation (t=3.19) and use of learning strategies
(t =2.98) were the two significant variables for the explanation of variance in achievement scores. The results from the
analysis revealed that a total of 35% of the variance in student achievement was accounted by a combination of two
significant variables, motivation and use of learning strategies.
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Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations, and t-test for Respondents' Use of Learning Strategies by Field-Dependent (FD)
or Field-Independent (FI) Learning Style (n = 74)

Total
Mean
(SD)

Statements
Try to find most important ideas from lectures

Memorize key words of important concepts
Try to relate to what I already know
Determine concepts I don' t understand well
Connect the readings and concepts
Read notes and readings over and over again

Relate my ideas to what I am learning

Decide what I am supposed to learn from topics

Make good use of my study time
Think of possible alternatives for conclusions

3.85
(.82)
3.76
(.86)
3.70
(.92)
3.68
(.85)
3.47
(.88)
3.08
(1.12)
2.99
(1.04)
2.93
(.93)
2.84
(.91)
2.81
(.90)
2.79
(1.22)
2.16
(.76)

Learning Style
Ft
FD
Mean
(SD)
3.87
(.92)
3.78
(.85)
3.74
(.92)
3.65
(.88)
3.65
(.98)
3.43
(1.20)
2.74
(.92)
2.96
(.93)
2.87
(1.06)
2.61

Make charts or tables to organize the material

2.14
(1.10)

(1.03)
2.65
(1.47)
2.26
(.75)
2.09
(1.20)

Total Mean

3.25
(.51)

3.27
(.64)

Rarely find time to review notes or readings for tests'

Give up the difficult parts and study the easy ones'

Mean
(SD)

t-value

3.84
(.78)
3.75
(.87)
3.69
(.93)
3.69
(.84)
3.39
(.83)
2.92
(1.06)
3.10
(1.08)
2.92
(.93)
2.82
(.84)
2.90
(.83)
2.86
(1.11)
2.11

(.77)
2.16
(1.07)

3.25
(.45)

.17

Note: Scale 1-Not at all typical of me, 2-Not very typical of me, 3=Somewhat typical of me, 4-,hiite typical of me,
and 5=Vety much typical of me.
'Negatively stated items. Means of these statements were reversed in the total mean.

Table 3. Hierarchical Entry Regression of Selected Variables on Standardized Achievement (n = 74)
t-value
B
R2 Change
R2
3.19*
.68
.00
.28
Overall motivation mean score
.65
2.98*
.07
.35
Overall learning strategies mean score
.95
.01
0.03
.36
GEFT (learning style) score
-6.12*
-4.70
(Constant)
Standard Error = .81, Adjusted R2 = .34

Variables

F for the Model = 13.26 2 < .05 (df 3, 70)
*2 < .05
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5 Conclusions/Recommendations
Males were more likely to be field-independent students, although the female scores on the GEFT also fell into the fieldindependent range. More field-independent students took the Web-based Zoology and Biology courses than did fielddependent students. This was similar to Miller' s finding (1997) that the distant learners were relatively more fieldindependent than the norm groups.

Student learning styles and student characteristics--gender, Web-based courses they were taking, whether or not they
were university students, types of students as off -campus, on-campus, or adult students, limited or unlimited access to a
computer, number of courses previously taken in the same subject area, study and work hours/week--were not related to
their Web -Based learning achievement. Moreover, field-independent students did not differ from field-dependent
students in their motivation, learning strategies, and achievement in Web-based courses. The researcher concluded that
students with different learning styles and backgrounds learned equally well in Web-based courses. And learning styles
did not affect student motivation and use of learning strategies.
Students were undecided about their motivation and the use of learning strategies in Web-based courses. Getting better
grades than other students and expecting to do well were the two most highly rated motivators for Web-based learning.
Moreover, trying to find the most important ideas from lectures and memorizing key words of important concepts were
the two most highly used learning strategies. These two learning strategies fell into the rehearsal and elaboration
components of learning strategies in the MSLQ (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia & McKeachie, 1991). Students used least the

learning strategy of making charts or tables to organize the material. In conclusion, students were motivated by
competition and high expectations and used more rehearsal and elaboration learning strategies in Web-based learning.

Educators should provide students with information and opportunities to maintain healthy student competition and high
expectations in Web-based learning, such as announcing mean scores of class tests for comparison and setting clear
expectations for assignments and tests. Likewise, educators should understand student motivational factors so that they
can stimulate student motivation and get students actively involved in the learning process. Additionally, educators

should provide students with learning opportunities by using a variety of learning strategies to assure students'
understanding, integration, and retention of course concepts.
Motivation and learning strategies seemed to be the most important factors in Web-based learning and accounted for more
than one-third of student achievement. Student motivation and use of learning strategies by the students correlated
significantly with student achievement. The higher the student scored on motivation and a general use of learning
strategies, the higher the student' s overall achievement in the class.
Motivational and learning strategies are crucial aspects of self-regulated learning. Self-regulated learning involves use of
motivational and learning strategies to the degree that students are motivationally, metacognitively, and behaviorally
active participants in their own learning processes (Zimmerman, 1989; Pintrich, 1995). This study found that
motivation and learning strategies play important roles in Web-based learning, and this could be an effective support of
self-regulated learning.

Further study is needed to identify motivation and use of learning strategies between high achieving and low achieving
students in Web-based courses. Are the most highly used motivation and learning strategies used by the higher achieving
students? Additionally, the cause and effect of use of motivational and learning strategies (self-regulated learning) should
be investigated in the future studies.
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This series research was based on the progressive concepts of web community,
cultural and cultivation features to develop an interactive learning environment

for children. The series was conducted from 1996 t 2000. There were four
generations of web-human interaction and user interface has been developed
and tested. There were four functions in this community: total Web-Based CAI,
interactive learning navigation, collaborative learning classroom, and community
management.

Keywords: Web-Based Learning, Interactive Learning Environments, Web
Community, Culture and Cultivation

1 Introduction
This series research attempted to access the specific objectives as follows:
Developing an interactive learning platform Gold Peach' for children based on the fundamental ideas of
' web community' .
Initiating the cultural' and cultivation' features on designing web environment.
Conducting a field study on focus groups to testify the usability of Gold Peach' . Two pretest groups have
been done. A well-designed quasi experiment including 3 primary schools is still under going.
The series was conducted from 1996 to 2000. There were four generations of web-human interaction and user
interface that had been developed and tested.

2 Literature Review and Problems Defining
2.1 Web Community
Web community was a progressive and extended concept from network-based learning community' that
was introduced by Lave ea al. (1991)' s situated learning' and modified by Qiou (1996).

The components of network-based learning community were:
The organization of community: There were hardware, tools, and members. The community could be in an
open or a closed form.
The learning activity: Lave et al. (1991) indicated it should have legitimate peripheral participation (LPP). Such
participations included access, communication, learn to talk, collaborative learning and knowledge sharing.

The learning material: There were both existing material that was prepared in the learning database and
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ongoing knowledge that was shaped by the collaborative learning processes.
The moderation: Lave et al. (1991) did not point out any leader in the community while Qiou (1996) advocated

the necessary role of ' moderator' who would be the teacher to the other users (students). However,
Kearsley (1997)' s idea could be noted here. He emphasized an online teacher is to coordinate the learning
direction more than to dominant dogmatism.
After examining the literature above, the author suggested there should be the fifth element: ' the integrated
interaction model' .

In general, the conceptual modes of websites interaction could be described as radiation model' (see
Figure 1):

Figurel. Website Model

The website manager has a ' one to multiple' interaction with users through Internet. The website manager
will provide all web function, service content and all learning activities.
n practice, it is impossible to prepare complete and sophisticated learning material, achievement test, and all

peripheral participation by a single manager or few individuals. It reflects the facts that a lot of existing
learning websites that are lacking of updating or content depth.
Figure2. Web Community Model
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Therefore, the author brought a new web community model' as Figure2.

This model designed two different interactions: systems functions and information contents. The website
manager would only take the former responsibility. The information contents would be divided into more sub
communities or interest groups that would be coordinated by external moderators. It was expected that there
would be some interlaced area between groups, thus it would be linked as an integrated community. Group
moderators did not have to worry about the web techniques; they could be concentrated to develop the
learning behavioral interaction for users.

2.2 Culture
Internet makes the earth smaller, brings the world into a village. When we are celebrating the international
boundary is falling down; do we regret that the pluralistic colors are also vanishing?
Though there are millions web sites, we have found the inevitable trend that the web characters grow similar
faces, wear same uniforms, their interactions are more and more following consistent pattern. We cannot tell
which web site is from a certain corner of which continent.
It worried him when the author called for a seminar of designing a new web with his college students. When
we needed an innocent leading actress, there was only Snow White left in students' mind; when we made up
a worrier model, the Black Knight came out; when we set up exploring plots, they were thinking of Star Trek.
They ignored or forgot there are plenty of symbols and scientific fictional stories in Chinese history and
mysteries. The young generation is losing its heritage of cultural imagination. (Wu, 1997)

The author suggested that we should remind web designers to consider cultural feature' to be an essential
factor for designing web. It would be not interesting, if there were no cultural differences in the cyber world.
(Wu, 1998; Wu et al. 1999)

2.3 Cultivation
Media' s form (or environment) is as well as content may produce cultivation effect to children, according to
Gerbner et al. (1979)' s series work concerning Media Sociology perspective. This idea may come from a long

tradition of The Medium is the Message' (McLuhan, 1966). It argued that media itself would affect
audience' s recognition, attitudes, and even behavior.

There were rich studies and documents on TV cultivation theories' in 1970s and 1980s. (Anderson, 1980;
Hughes, 1980) Scholars advocated that there are heavy effects influencing children by television. They also
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found television would build up a ' media reality' which is far different from the ' real reality' . TV children
syndrome' was discovered and considered a serious problem.
However, there was still a positive angle to this effect. We could conclude that although media might distort

one' s behavioral development, while it also might inspire one' s mental potential especially in his/her
childhood.

WWW is the most powerful media next to television. When we reviewed the lessons from television, the
author wanted to suggest that developing web is not only defining a mechanism but also initiating an
organism that might cause cultivation between community members.

The effect of cultivation could be operationalized and explored by users' behavioral changes after their
experiencing the new media' s form and environment. Therefore, the web community also needs a two -way
feedback system to collect, measure, and interpret data that real users' innovation behavior, if there is any.

2.4 Current Learning Webs
The author thoroughly investigated ten significant current learning webs in Taiwan to understand if they also
noticed the above three concepts. The observation could be summarized as:
Table 1.

Yes
No

Web Community

Culture

Cultivation

2

0
10

9

8

1

Most of learning webs were in radiation model, one way teaching, and without any culture consideration.
This fact explained the emerging need and encouraged the author to develop an integrated web learning
community environment.

3 Methodology
As an application research, four methods were employed:
1. Literature reviews.
2. Depth interviewing with experts whose major is in children education.
3. Web systems analysis and design. Four requirements had been defined, they were:
-Total Web-Based CAI: including structural learning materials, systematic learning achievement tests, scores
database, users demographic database, parameters base, and analysis tools.

-Interactive learning navigation: guiding users how to solve problems with internet resources instead of
telling them the answers.
-Collaborative classroom: creating an online virtue space for the moderator and users to allocate assignments,
talk over problems, display output, and share knowledge.
-Community management: verifying the applications for moderators, recognizing the rights of them, providing
tools and interfaces for moderators to prepare learning materials, tests, and other collaborative activities.
4. Field study on focus group: two primary schools, one in Gi -Lung City and the other in Tau-Yuan County,

had been selected as focus group, interaction and users' feed back had been analyzed for further rigid
experiments.

4 Results
4.1 Community Environment and User Interface
The web was named ' Gold Peach Web Community' . Gold Peach is a magic fruit in West Holy Mother' s
garden based on Chinese ancient legend. You could navigate the cloud and explore unknown world after
eating the Peach. The sprit of scientific fiction is as keen as modern imagination.
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Since Gold Peach also appears in the famous Chinese classic fiction ' The story of the venture tour to West' ,

we adopted and inherited the background, characters and plots from the story to create the cyber
environment of the web as Figure3.

After logging in the community, the child users could play roles as Magic Monkey, Pig, Sandman, Dragon
Horse or other genius etc. They could follow Master Monk to break in 81 forbidden area that were controlled
by different monsters and demons. They could steal Gold Peach to surf the WWW to find out the answers
for their questions. Or, they might join one of parties in Flower Island where they could chat or work out a
task together.

Figure3. Gold Peach Entrance

Figure4. Design Process
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4.2 Interactive Learning Design Process
The moderator (teacher or expert) users could apply to be god or goddess in South Heaven Palace. After
verification procedure, they would be authorized to be in charge a specific interest group to develop the
learning interaction with child users.
With a easy, step-wise, and flexible tool (see
Figure4), they could plan their syllabus and learning units. It was easy to reorganize and modify chapters and
sections.

There were multiple functions to support moderators to arrange test. They could use either closed-ended or
open-ended questions, single option or multiple choices. They also wanted to design some hints for the
users who did not pass the test. They could set links to the Internet resources where buried the treasure of
answers.
They could also direct a virtue seminar or assign a fieldwork. All participants could exchange their idea or
experiences upon moderators' requests.

All closed-ended questions in tests would be graded automatically while moderators would mark the
open-ended questions.

The users scores and evaluations would be computed and organized in database. A parameter framework
would be derived from a certain amount of accumulative data later on. In the same time, a report of user' s
learning achievement would be prepared for use' s parents through web connection. Parents also could reply
their comments to the moderators.

5 Conclusions and Discussions
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5.1 Web Community: A progressive idea for learning environment
Web Community could be considered as a progressive idea for learning environment. It improved traditional
one-way teaching and display and realized total peripheral participation and interaction.
The specification of ' Gold Peach Web Community' could be summarized as the following:
Developing interactive learning platform and environment where all community members could learn, solve
problems, and share knowledge.

Consolidating learning contents that were combined primary schools' curricula with internet resources and
information.

Reviewing and categorizing current information and webs that are suitable and interesting for children.

5.2 Culture: A deficiency, excess and integration trace
Three generations of the user interface were developed during last a few years. It revealed the introspection
on seeking the cultural feature of web design.

Though the `culture requirement' was highlighted according to the web developing strategy for the ft
generation, the implement was relatively unsuccessful. The artists in the project team were still lost in the
long term Westernized training. The leading role, Magic Monkey, was cute, but lack of originality. The
presentation of icons and background were inevitably under European shadow. (See Figure5)

Figure 5. l' Generation
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The effort on discovering lost tradition inspired the using of Chinese ink and calligraphy art to stylize the
home page for the 2"d generation. The cultural specification was distinguished, however, the black-and-white
idea was too abstract to attract children' s attention. (See Figure 6)
We did not find a balance between cultural skill and modern technique until the 3'd generation. We inherit the
3-D model of Chinese flour idol and the styling interest of folk drama to cerate cyber characters. The objects
in the background were Chinese materials with modern simplified geometric outlines. The real culture should
be a living idea that contented historic and current context. (See Figure3)
Figure 6. 2"d Generation

5.3 Cultivation: A ferment attempt
The result of this research ' Gold Peach Community' was expected to guide a new direction and a new
method for children to develop their abilities of learning and problem solving under silent and positive
cultivation.

The effort to discover the cultivation effect was still under ferment period. However, this research
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investigated and accomplished some feedback mechanisms in the systems. They could detect and reveal
possible cultivation effects by comparing users learning behaviors and achievement. Since cultivation is
more likely a time series effect than a sudden change, the author suggests a large scaled and longitudinal
experiment on this issue in the future studies.
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The objective of this research is to find effective group composition methods to

increase the interaction among students in asynchronous distance education
using the theories of cooperative learning, group dynamics and social cognitive
theory as foundations. The outcome can be a reference for the design of network
cooperative learning activity and web-based instructional system in the future.
This study is conducted in NSYSU Cyber University (http://cu.nsysu.edu.tw)
using surveys and observations to investigate the influence of cognitive style on
cooperative learning when different types of tasks are assigned. This research

concludes that the choices of discussion tools in the chat room are different
under intellective and decision-making tasks. Moreover, regardless of the task
types, the heterogeneous groups outperform the homogeneous group during the
cooperative learning process. Finally, the cognitive style is significantly related
to group satisfaction in a cooperative learning environment

Keywords: cooperative learning, web-based instructional system, cognitive
style, group efficacy, group goal commitment

1 Introduction
Group cooperative learning is defined as forming a group of two to six people with different abilities,
genders or racial backgrounds. These differences may lead to effective interaction. If during the pursuit of
personal goals, the group member can also consider other members and the group learning objectives, the

learning efficacy can be improved [6]. Many of the previous researches use "gender" as group
decomposition variable in investigating the effectiveness of cooperative learning under different task types.
They find that the male groups usually outperform the female groups when computer is used in solving the

tasks. However, "gender" should not be the only variable affecting the group performance. Thus, it is
essential to conduct a research based on individual characteristics. Moreover, many scholars also point out
that task types are one of the important variables in cooperative learning. When facing with different task
types, the participants' discussion process evolved, skills required, communication tools used, and the
communication methods adopted will all be varied.

From the social cognition point of view, group cognitive behavior, which is often ignored in-group
performance experiment, is an important factor affecting group performance. In addition, group members'
participation is another significant issue. The higher the participation rate, the more focused the members are
in completing the tasks assigned. The group satisfaction will also increase [2]. Thus, this research chooses

cognitive behaviors such as group participation rate, group efficacy and group goal commitment as
important variables in cooperative learning. The objective is to find their impacts on group performance in
different group types with different task types. Nunamaker et al. [5] point out that group; task, environment
and technology are the four variables affecting the decision-making process in electronic meeting. In turns,
they will affect the outcomes of the discussion. They are part of the input-process-output structure. This
structure can be applied to this research on investigating the group cooperative learning in a web-based
instructional system.
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2 Literature Review
we consider those factors as follows
Cognitive style - Theory of field-independence
When individual is having perception judgment, he/she is field-dependent if he/she tends to make

decisions based on the surrounding. Otherwise, he/she is field-independent, i.e. the judgment is
resulted from some inner reference.
Task types
The task types in this paper are the intellectual and decision-making task types under the "choose"

category. According to McGrath [4] and Johnson [3], Intellective tasks are tasks with a "correct"
solution. The solution may be obtained from calculating, choosing or creating. Decision-Making
tasks are tasks with the most appropriate solution instead of the best solution.
Group efficacy
Bandura [I] thinks that group efficacy directly influences the extent to which group members can

mobilize and coordinate their skills, the amount of effort they will put into the task ,and their
persistence when group efforts fail to produce results. In addition, individual efficacy theory is widely
applied to management, computer skill training and education. It is found that the individual with high
efficacy level performs better.
Group goal commitment
Goal commitment plays an important role in goal setting. When group members identify with the
goal of the mission, the main purpose is then to achieve the appointed or self-set goals and improve the
group performance. Thus, there is a positive relationship between group goal commitment and group
performance.

3 Research Methodology
The research structure is modified from the Electronic Meeting System (EMS) proposed by Nunamaker et
al.[5]. Task types and cognitive types are the independent variables. This research focuses on finding their
effects on cooperative learning process and performance in a web-based instructional system.
Cooperative Learning
Outcome

Task type

Group performance
Group satisfaction

Intellectual
Decision-making

Group composition

Field-dependent
Field-independent

Cooperative Learning
Process
Group participation
Group efficacy
Group goal-commitment

Mixture

Figure 1. Electronic Meeting System (EMS) Structure

Samples

The samples are taken from master students of asynchronous Computer Networks and Internet
course in NSYSU Cyber University. Most of the students are part-timed. The total number of students
is 191. After rejecting students who did not complete the experiment, the valid sample size is 80 with
an average age between 31 to 35. There are 59 males and 21 females. According to Group Embedded

Figures Test, individual cognitive types are classified into two categories: field -dependent and
field-independent. As a result, 35 pcople belong to field-independent category and the other 45 belong
to field-dependent.
Group composition methods

Based on field-dependency, three types of groups are formed. They are groups with

all

field-independent individuals, all field-dependent ones and a mixture of the two. The average number

in each group is about four or five. Since the field-independent samples are ten less than the
field-dependent ones, there is a group with three field-independent and one field-dependent student.
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For observation convenience, this group is classified as the 'all field-independent' class. Overall, there
are six field-independent groups, seven field-dependent groups and seven mixtures, which add up to a
total of 20 groups in this experiment.
Research procedure and its implement
At beginning of the semester, students are asked to complete a "Hidden Figural test" so that their
cognitive types are known for later group composition. The experiment would start after groups are
formed. There are three parts to the experiments where a task is assigned to each part. The sequence of
the type of assigned tasks is intellective, decision-making and intellective tasks. All group members
are new to each other. Thus, there is no previous interaction between them. The intellective task - 1 is
therefore used as a warm-up exercise. Data from the other two tasks will be collected and analyzed.
The samples are not informed of the difference between groups. The duration for each task would be
one week. In addition, the cooperative learning process is sub-divided into two phases. After the tasks
are given, the group members would have discussions on job assignment. This is called the "prepare
phase". Each group member has to complete the group efficacy and group goal commitment surveys.

After the groups complete the tasks and are aware of the group performance, the so-called "task
complete phase" begins. Within this phase, each group member has to fill the surveys regarding the
group satisfaction. Among the variables measured, group performance is graded after three experts
have evaluated the task reports of each group.
Research Tools.
Each group uses the discussion tools offered by NSYSU Cyber University for communication
during the experiment. The tools available include group discussion board, chat room and mailing
group. Group participation is measured based on the records of the use of the proceeding discussion
tools. Regarding the group discussion board, the number of posting is recorded, whereas in the group
chat room, the numbers of times individuals express themselves are recorded. In the mailing group,
number of message sent is recorded.
Task Performance
Three experts review the outcomes of each group and they give each group an overall grade. Thus,
the outcomes have a certain level of credibility.

4 Results and Analysis
This research uses t-test with independent variable - task type, to see if there is any difference between the
average of group cooperative learning and its outcomes. The results show that the p -value for the group chat

room category is less than 0.05. Thus, there is a significant difference. Since decision-making tasks
encompass more areas than intellective tasks, more time and efforts are spent on them. Therefore, it is
expected to find more frequent communication when this type of tasks is assigned. Many of the past
researches find that groups communicate face-to-face outperform groups communicate via computers. This
is not only because body languages can be used when members can see each other but also there can be
instantaneous discussion on issues. Among the discussion tools, only group chat room is synchronous and
allows instantaneous interaction. Group discussion board and group mailing list do not provide the same
advantages.
When assigned with intellective tasks, there is a significant difference between the heterogeneous group (i.e.
the mixtures) and the homogeneous groups in "group discussion board", "group chat room", group efficacy
group satisfaction and group performance under the group cooperative learning category. This finding is

consistent with the past researches because heterogeneous groups contain people with different
characteristics and thinking pattern so that they can supplement and stimulate each other.

Our outcome shows there is a significant difference between heterogeneous group and the homogeneous

groups in "group discussion board", "group chat room", and group efficacy when assigned with
decision-making tasks. In the past, many researchers find that homogeneous group will perform better in
communicative tasks but this is inconsistent with the finding of this paper. However, the paper is consistent
with Johnson [3] who thinks that heterogeneous group outperform the homogeneous groups in creativity and
decision-making tasks. In addition, it is found that there is a significant difference in goal commitment
between field-dependence group and mixture during the cooperative learning process but not in Cooperative
Learning outcome. According to the writer's experience in tutoring the class, it is concluded that the
outcome may be affected by the performance of the previous intellective tasks. Part of the field-independent
groups holds different opinions regarding the answers to the first and the third questions. This, in turn,
affects the group members' answer to goal commitment survey in the decision-making tasks. This is related
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to the characteristics of field-independent members who often have more autonomy over outside messages.
They process and decode messages according to their own cognitive reorganization style. They will not
accept answers that are doubtful and uncertain to them.

The interaction of different task types and cognitive style have no significant impact on there is no
significant difference on cooperative learning.

It is respectively concluded that to intellectual and decision-making tasks group cooperative process and its
outcome have the following in common:
There is a positive relationship between the number of posting during the group participation and
group satisfaction level of group cooperation outcome.
There is a positive relationship between the group efficacy during the group cooperation process
E.
and group satisfaction level of group cooperation outcome.
3 There is a positive relationship between the group goal commitment during the group cooperation
process and group satisfaction level of group cooperation outcome.

i

However, there is no significant positive relationship between group cooperation process variables and
group performance when assigned with intellective tasks. This research concludes that since the intellective
tasks have the one 'correct' solution, once the group members have deviation about the task, the group
performance will be affected regardless of group efficacy or goal commitment.

5 Conclusion
From the survey, 86% of the participants agree that cooperative learning do increase the interaction among
students. Moreover, 92% of the students are satisfied with the group discussion environment in the NSYSU

Cyber University. This indicates that cooperative learning indeed reduces learning isolation and also
heightens the students' learning motivation and willingness. Besides, it is concluded that heterogeneous
groups outperform homogeneous groups in both group cooperative learning process and its outcomes within

a web-based instructional system. However, field-dependent groups perform worse than the other two
groups in both intellective and decision-making tasks. Since the field-dependent members are easily
influenced by their surroundings and require the guidance of either teachers or well-performed students, they
should not be grouped together when conducting cooperative learning in web-based learning environments.

In addition, from the viewpoint of group dynamics and social cognition, group efficacy and goal
commitment will affect the performance of the group cooperation. This research finds that there is a
significant relationship between these variables. Under different task types, the group satisfaction is also
significantly different. Thus, group efficacy and goal commitment can also be used as measurement in
quantifying the outcome of group cooperation.
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With the rise in the popularity of web-based education, there is a pressing need for
the design of web-based systems that are domain-specific. This need is particularly

acute for the domain of second language education, where generic web-based
systems fall short of fulfilling the potential of the Internet for meeting the particular

challenges faced by language learners and teachers. A novel interactive online
environment is described which integrates the potential of computers, Internet, and

linguistic analysis to address the highly specific needs of second language
composition classes. The system accommodates learners, teachers, and researchers.
A crucial consequence of the interactive nature of this system is that users actually
create information through their use, and this information enables the system to
improve with use. Specifically, the essays written by users and the comments given
by teachers are archived in a searchable online database. Learners can do pinpoint
searches of this data to understand their individual persistent difficulties. Teachers
can do the same in order to discover these difficulties for individual learners and for

a class as a whole. The modular system provides interfaces with functions to
facilitate an array of user tasks such as teachers' correction of essays and learners'
writing and revision processes. Researchers' error analysis of learner essays feeds an
active online help function as well.
Keywords: applications in subject areas; architectures for educational
technology system; interactive learning environments

1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe one module in a highly integrated language learning environment called
IWiLL (Intelligent Web-based Interactive Language Learning: httio://www.can.ticu.edu.tw/iwill). The module
within IWiLL which we focus on in this paper is a novel web-based writing environment designed for EFL
composition classes.
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The design of the IWiLL writing environment is based upon certain general assumptions. First, the ideal online
system for EFL writing classes should be interactive. Second, the system should exploit the computers' capacity
to track the content of the interactions between users and to enable users to do pinpoint searches of the record of
these interactions. This feature ma kes available invaluable information that can serve as a cumulative source of
insight for both learners and teachers, information which in traditional writing classrooms remains scattered,
ephemeral, and highly inaccessible. Third, while the system describ ed here is designed for second language
writing classes, it is more accurately seen as one component in an integrated language learning environment that

includes other skills, such as reading and listening (Kuo, Wible, and Chio, 2000; Kuo, et. al., 2000). The
modularized and integrated design is intended to accommodate recent trends in language pedagogy which view
language skills as best learned in an integrated whole rather than as a set of separate, independent skills. Finally,
while the IWiLL environment is designed specifically to meet the needs of certain type of language course
(second language composition) it is intended to provide as much freedom as possible for teachers within this
domain to use their own approaches and materials of their choice.

2 The Organization of the System
2.1 The Teacher' s View
A registered teacher who logs onto the system is presented a display screen of various links to components
within the system. To correct student essays, the teacher links to a page which displays t heir student roster.

From this roster screen, the teacher retrieves the essay by clicking on the button that represents that essay on the

roster page. To mark the essay with a comment (for example, to mark a run on sentence or subject-verb
agreement problem), the teacher first chooses the portion of the essay targeted for comment using the mouse.
Once the relevant text has been selected, there are two ways for the teacher to provide the student with a
comment on it. The first is to simply type the comment in the empty text box provided especially for the
teacher' s comment and then, once the comment has been composed, append it to the intended portion of the
student' s text by clicking on the appropriate button (` Give the comment' ). The second way of providing a

comment is to choose one that has been stored in a "Comment Bank." This second way deserves some
elaboration.

The Comment Bank provides each teacher with a convenient means for storing and reusing frequently used
comments. To retrieve a stored comment and append it to the portion of the student essay, the teacher simply
selects that comment from a drop -down menu and clicks on it. The teacher can add new comments to her
Comment Bank at any time. (See Figure 1)

At this stage, research is needed to understand the factors effecting how beneficial various sorts of comments are
in helping students with their writing. An advantage of this system is that, with it, researchers can control the
crucial variables (such as the precise form and content of the teacher feedback being investigated), and it makes
readily available the data needed for such research since the marked and unmarked essays are archived in forms

that can be queried. Moreover, the revised versions of an essay can be examined along side the to acher' s
comments that were given to the student on the original version of the essay, making it possible to easily track
the influence of various types of teacher feedback.
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It is important to notice the distinction between this essay-marking Unction and the superficially similar
functions offered in commercial word processors such as Microsoft Word. Like our system, those programs
allow users to select portions of text and annotate them with comments. While the convenience that this provides

to users as a communication tool is essentially the heart of the function' s role in these commercial word
processing systems, in our system this convenience is a relatively incidental (though valuable) advantage. For us,

the substantial value comes from a set of related features which the word processing programs do not offer.
Specifically, all of the annotations provided in our system by teachers when they mark essays are permanently
indexed, by way of database technology, to the portions of text that the teacher has marked. Moreover, the essays
themselves along with the indexed teacher comments enter a permanent corpus of learner essays that can be
searched on line. Information extraction techniques, then, make it possible to provide learners and teachers with
instant cumulative profiles of the trouble spots of individual learners, of whole classes of learners, or subtypes of
learners selected by a wide variety of criteria. For example, the system enables teachers to retrieve all tokens that
have been marked with a particular error type either from the essays of a single learner or from the essays of
groups of learners. Moreover, teachers can retrieve the tokens of every error type and display them in order of
frequency, with the error type that has been marked on the highest number of text portions listed first.

The role which our commenting function can play is deepened greatly by the highly integrated nature of our
system design. Not only does it support profiles of entire groups of learners, but the analysis of the common
errors can be immediately used by researchers to analyze the sources of learner difficulties. This sort of data
makes it possible to investigate pervasive patterns of difficulty in the learners' English (that is, to investigate
what some applied linguists call the 'interlanguage' of learners). Results of such analyses can directly enhance
the entire web-based writing platform. Specifically, we have developed an authoring tool for designing online
help which targets precisely the problems uncovered in the analysis of learners' errors. Moreover, based upon
this sort of data, researchers can improve the design of teaching and reference materials. (See section 2.3 below
for more details.)
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2.2 The Student' s View
A registered student logging onto the system is first shown a menu of links, including a link to a discussion
board dedicated to the students in that class and links to helpful websites for ESL writers. To compose or turn in
an essay, the student links to a page that displays a row o f colored buttons, basically each button (or cluster of
buttons) representing a different essay the student has written or is in the process of writing. From this page, the
student can opt to resume work on an unfinished essay or revision, or to submit or compose a new essay. (See
Figure 2)
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To compose an essay, students can elect either to compose online by typing their essay within a designated text
box on the appropriate page or to copy and paste into that box an essay composed off -line. The latter essays are
imported as text files.
From this screen where the essay has been composed or imported, students can submit the essay to the instructor.
Alternatively, through a drop -down list of all of their classmates' names they can send the essay to any number
of their classmates for peer editing or commenting. The methods of selecting portions of text for comment and
for submitting comments are basically the same as under the teacher' s view described above.

When a student views an essay that has been marked by the teacher, the essay itself appears almost identical to
the student's original, unmarked essay. None of the teacher' s comments are immediately visible. The only
difference in the appearance of the marked and unmarked version of an essay is that in the 'corrected' version
some of the student's text shows up in blue. These are portions of the essay that the teacher has marked for
comment. To see the content of the teacher's comment, the student places the cursor on the blue text and the
comment appears.
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An important feature offered to students is a specific sort of search function which they can access through a link

labeled: "Search all comments in my essays." With this function, a student can access a list of all of the
comments that the teacher has marked on his essays. The comments are listed in descending order of frequency
as they occur in the entire set of that particular student' s essays.

By clicking on the View button for any of these comments that appear on this display, the student retrieves a
cumulative listing of all of the instances where this comment appeared in his own essays. To give the minimum
context that would allow the student to see the nature of the marked problem, this search function retrieves
complete sentences from the student' s texts even if the teacher had marked only a word or phrase or other proper
subpart of that sentence for comment. In instances where the teacher has marked off a chunk of text which
spans a sentence boundary in the student essay, the entire text of both (or all) of those sentences is displayed.
By clicking on any of the tokens that have been retrieved, the student links to the complete text of the essay from
which that token was extracted, thus accessing the full context.
What the "View Comments" function provides is the opportunity for the student to see patterns of difficulty, to
see in one glance a set of tokens of one type of difficulty from his own writing. Of course, what is needed here is
research on the differential effects of the two approaches to providing feedback. Moreover, the effectiveness of
the View Comments function will almost certainly depend not simply on the fact that the system allows searches
of the essays according to teacher comments, but also upon the quality and clarity of the comments themselves.

An important property designed into the system is that it can track precisely the kinds of data needed for
investigating these sorts of issues.

2.3 The Researcher' s View
The system has been designed to create a corpus of student essays as a byproduct of the teacher-student
interaction on the system. Specifically, each essay that a student submits to his teacher over this system is, with
the permission of that student, copied into a corpus of "learner English." Consequently the corpus itself grows as
the system is used by students and their teachers.

The creation and analysis of corpora of learner language data is an extremely new and promising field of
research (see Granger 1998). One of the formidable obstacles in this field is a practical one of how to input the
learner data. Granger (1998:11) mentions three methods, all extremely tedious, time -consuming, expensive and

the first two prone to error: (1) scanning essays from hard copies and (2) keying in data manually (3)
downloading electronic data. Granger implies that the latter refers to collecting student essays that are on disks.
Our system offers another way of creating learner corpora which goes a long way toward eliminating these
prohibitive drawbacks. The texts created by students enter the corpus virtually unaffected by any intermediate
steps for "inputting" them because the exact text that the student sends to the teacher over the system is copied
into the corpus. Moreover, when students first register to use the system, they provide relevant metadata about
their years of studying English, their gender, age, mother tongue, and the relevant fields of metadata are updated
every semester. Each essay a student turns in is automatically indexed to this informatio n and annotated with the
date when that specific essay was submitted. This indexing allows for longitudinal studies of learner writing as
well as cross-sectional studies that consider variables such as gender, age, or years of study. Researchers can
add other fields of metadata to track other variables for specific studies.

Researchers are not only able to search the corpus of essays collected from learners. The results of the
researcher' s analyses of learner difficulties can be translated into the content of an active online help function for

those learners. The system includes an authoring environment for content administrators (ICPs) where they
simply indicate what string of text in a learners essay should trigger help, and then write the content of the help
which should be displayed for that particular string. Research on the learner corpus has revealed, for example,
that the word ever' was misused by learners in 25% of the cases where it appeared in their essays. Further
analysis attributed this to negative transfer in which learners associated the English expression ever' with a
Chinese counterpart expression (cheng jing). These two expressions while overlapping in use and meaning,
diverge in important ways, and it is precisely in these diverging respects where students misused the English
expression. Based on this linguistic analysis, the authoring environment for online help was used to design
advice concerning the word ever' addressing precisely the difficulties it poses for Chinese learners. When
learners request general help on an essay, the help function actively detects instances of ever' , highlights them
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and creates a link to this advise.

3 Conclusion
The underlying goal of the project described above has been not only to create an online writing environment
that connects teachers and students by way of a user-friendly interface, but also to provide ways to exploit the
valuable data that is created when the environment is used. The learners' essays themselves are stored in growing
corpus of ESL language production. The comments that teachers append to the particular segments of the
learners' texts in the course of essay correction are treated as annotations of those texts, which can be searched
and retrieved. An authoring environment for online help permits content administrators to turn interlanguage
research results into highly specific help concerning attested difficulties which traditional language education
has neglected. It is hoped that increasingly sophisticated and dynamic manipulations of these sorts of data will
lead to the delivery of evermore useful and useable information to learners, teachers, and researchers both online
and off.
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1 Introduction
This paper is a report on a project in which Web pages were crucially incorporated in the design of a new
college course titled anguage and Culture in Taiwan." There were two main reasons for making the
Internet an integral part of the course: (1) the wide range of topics covered in this very general introductory
course requiring the wealth of information sources easily accessible on the Internet and (2) necessity of
frequent updates of information due to the fast and volatile nature of the political evolution in Taiwan,
particularly during the presidential election year when this course was offered. The consideration of user
factors was also important. The Internet responds well to today's college students who demand relevance (of
issues that pertain to the here and now) and immediacy, and are as adept in clicking on the keyboard surfing
the Internet as flipping the pages of a book.
More serious, though, in our course design is the educational philosophy that a college's mission is not so
much to transfer knowledge as to create environments and experiences that bring students to discover and
construct knowledge for themselves [1]. Exposure to the vast amount of knowledge on the Web necessitates
focus and careful choice of relevant materials. As part of course assignments students were expected to
present on topics of their choice. This ensured that they researched the subject matters in greater depth
before presenting them in class, as they would be presenting to an audience of their peers.

2 Method and content
The ready accessibility of the Internet for both the students (practically all students have a PC) and instructor
(to add to or update the course page), especially outside of class, altered in-class activities from those of
traditional teacher-centered instruction to student-centered discussion and presentation. The utilization of email also facilitated out-of-class preparation. Students were informed by e-mail to go to a certain new site
or link for a new development of events. Similarly, the student e-mailed the instructor for information or
help. The more out-of--class preparations the students have, the better the quality of in-class discussions the
instructor can expect.

The syllabus was essentially a structure of links organized according to the class schedule of topics and
activities. It is also a display of the scope and structure of the contents of the course. It changed
dynamically as new links were discovered and added throughout the semester. The syllabus appears as a
navigation bar. To facilitate learning we have minimized visual search by displaying this syllabus bar
consistently on top of each page[2]. Students can easily navigate from site to site, not only to preview but
also to review. Besides a general page of topics with their links to available Web sites, the page of each
session further highlights some particular links to topics of the session, along with a list of references
available on reserve in the library.

The contents of this course consist of two major areas: (1) culture and (2) language. The former includes a

wide range of topics, such as a profile of Taiwan, history, political parties, customs, festivals, family
relations, literature, world view of Taiwan, and the future of Taiwan. Generally each topic or a group of
related topics was covered at a weekly session, which lasted two and a half hours, of which the first half was
devoted to cultural discussions and the second half, instruction of language. The culture part of the course
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was conducted in a seminar format along with presentations by students.

By dividing the content area into culture and language, we were not forgetting that language always operates
in a culture [3]. Besides teaching phrases and sentences applicable in social situations, other aspects of the

language, such as kinship terms, nursery rhymes, proverbs, songs, etc., abounding with traditions and
cultural values, were also taught. The language part of the course contained sound files. Some had two
types of reading, a slower one and a faster one, to facilitate learning. Taiwanese expressions in each
language lesson generally contain both literal and free translations. This makes self-study very easy and
convenient, as long as they could access the Web. Sound files were indispensable as Taiwanese is a tone
language and furthermore has seven tones and possesses an elaborate tone sandhi system [4].

This Web program was produced entirely in the instructor's office by using Netscape Composer,
Sound Recorder, and other freeware downloaded from the Internet [5]. The exercise part of the course,
which features filling in of blanks, multiple choice, short answer, etc., was made possible by the Ex Template
program developed at Rice University Language Resource Center [6]. The Ex Template application creates
exercises that will be stored in a database for future retrieval [7]. It allows students to submit exercises via

the Internet and be graded by the instructor also via the Internet. The language lesson sound files were
integrated into Ex Template. This feature was very useful particularly for tonal distinction exercises.
Our classroom was equipped with a multimedia Podium which allowed us to go on the Internet, show videos,
movies, documents, play CD , etc. The Podium came in handy when a demonstration on the classroom
screen was called for. Not only did the instructor use the Podium, students were encouraged to do their class
presentations by using Power Point or by going to their own personal homepages where they collected Web
links or images related to their topics for classroom presentation.

3 Conclusions
By incorporating the Internet into course design, we were able to create a more accommodating learning
environment for the students and to give students more control over the learning process. As this was our
fist attempt at teaching the course with Web-based materials, further refinements of many aspects of the
course need to be made. For example, we can make pages less cluttered with text and add more digitized
videos. Also researches can be conducted to determine students' reactions in terms of attitudinal factors and
learning efficiency. Taiwanese on the Web is an on-going project. We solicit help and comments. This
project attempts to raise awareness in the global community of the vitality of a culture less known and rarely
covered in college courses. As universities generally suffer from budget constraints, by making this program
available on the Web we hope to encourage teaching of this subject matter.
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For many years, educators and practitioners have been implementing, enhancing
and innovating variety of teaching methods to best fit students learning styles

for eliciting the potential of students. As stated by Corno and Snow [2], "the
success of education depends on adapting teaching to individual differences
among learners", the teaching methods taught are to accommodate, meet, and
elicit the diverse learning needs. Technology is becoming accessible to most
segments of the United States population. As more and more classrooms are
connected to the Internet and online-lesson plans are adopted to teaching and
learning, it is important for teachers to ensure that the diverse needs of every
student is addressed. This research study contained the quantitative analyses
relative to learning styles and web design.

Keywords: Humanities and Learning Technology, Instructional Design, WebBased learning

When computer technology increased its popularity in 1980's, Computer-Assisted-Instruction (CAI) in the
form of drill, practice and tutorials was superior to traditional instruction [I] and outperformed those who
received traditional instruction [7]. While providing feedback to reinforce learning in CAI, Pritchard [6]
recommended that the use of computers in CAI require a specific learning style of paying attention to details
for accuracy, so that students are able to work alone. Davidson et al [3] further examined learning styles and
performance in computer concept and programming skills in BASIC, and found that learning styles had a
significant effect on performance of a computer course. By 1997, 72% of the schools in the USA had online
access. As teachers adapt their teaching to the use of the World Wide Web as a medium for resources, and to
publish their class websites, the information delivery system has been changed from paper format to digital
format and from fixed text to unlimited hypertext. The visual graphic representation has been switched from
static to animated/multi-dimensional and from limited colors to millions of colors. With the advance of the

technology, sound and movies can be incorporated into vebpages to enhance teaching and learning
environment. With the release of many HyperText Markup Languages (HTML) editors, e.g., Adobe PageMill,
DreamWeaver, Front Page, it becomes very easy for anyone to create and publish webpages, therefore it is

essential for educators to investigate the different learning styles of individual students when designing
webpages.

Study Purpose and Sample Setting
The purpose of this study is to examine two different webpage designs regarding to students learning styles.
A total of 44 students who enrolled college courses in graphic design, computer application and web design

were selected in the study. Students in these classes had little or some knowledge of the Internet and
Webpage design.
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The two web designs were developed by the authors and used for the study: one-frame versus two-frame
designs with the incorporation of colors, animation, buttons, and hypertexts. The one-frame design used a
top-down sequential technique for web design. To begin, users must access from the main menu in order to
navigate to other pages. The two-frame web design contained two displays located side-by-side. The leftframe normally contains the potential links, the right-frame displays the corresponding information. Users can
make random selection of different links at any given time provided on the left-frame that served as the main
menu.

Measurement and Procedures
In the beginning of the semester, the Gregorc Style Delineator [4] was administered and the scores were
tallied to determine students prefer learning styles in (1) Concrete sequential; (2) Abstract sequential; (3)
Concrete random; or (4) Abstract random. At the end of the semester, students were given an Uniformed
Resources Links (URL) to review the two different styles of web designs as mentioned earlier. After review,
an instruction was provided for the students to fill out an open-ended questionnaire to reflect their selection
and to make their comments.

Selected Results:
Two-frame selection: Students preferred the two-frame design to the one-frame arrangement with a ratio
of approximately 3:1. This again stressed the importance of design in CAI that emphasized gaining attention,
guiding learning, informing learners of objectives, and presenting stimuli with distinctive Eatures. The
reasons why users were in favor of the two-frame design included that it was easier to navigate with leftframe controlling the right-frame. With all the links listed on one-frame and information displayed on the other,
it provided a quick access to the viewer.

One-frame selection: Students who preferred the one-frame design to the two-frame one like the fact
that it was easy to follow and less confusion, simple but effective. Information straight down on a page was
easier to read and to understand than a two-frame design. It kept attention intact and was readily for research.
Some found that it was easy to use for computer illiterate people.

Discussion
The two-frame design is a newer approach than the single frame design. Students used to the one-frame
design and some still prefer the same way of accessing information, even though the two-frame design has
pleasing results and is reportedly easier to use than the one-frame design. In summary, this research
suggested that the major reasons why the students disliked the two-frame design were because they were
simply unfamiliar with the structure. Additional training and more exposure to the two-frame design would
help them overcome the barrier. As the popularity of the Internet increases and the HTML editors become
easier to use, it is important to emphasize these design factors, so that the webpages can be designed more
accessible and user friendlier as technology advances.
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The study has constructed and evaluated a knowledge distributed web-based
learning community (KnowDisLC), in hopes that it will help students form a
virtual learning community through web-based learning, which they can use to
facilitate learning and gowth Ultimately they would like to accomplish the
goals of knowledge sharing, resource sharing, information interchange, and
emotion exchange. Both a point accumulation mechanism and a web-based
learning record have been the features of the KnowDisLC system which prove
to

stimulate student involvement by allowing them to know about the

performance and involvement of themselves and their peers. Most students agree
that the community could help them learn more and faster, and most students

also confirm that the overall operation and implementation of the system is
generally good.

Keywords: Learning Community, Distributed Knowledge, Web-Based
Learning, Virtual Community

1 Research Background
There are a few true web-based learning community systems whose foundation is built on a knowledge
community and a learning buddy, with focus on knowledge sharing and creation, and corporate growth of
community membership. However, a good deal of successful cases of web-based learning community can be
are found in the USA. For example, CoVis (Learning trough Collaborative Visualization) link experts,
teachers, students and field workers together to form a learning community of the visualized collaborative
science learning (Pea, 1993); CSILE (Computer Supported Intentional Learning Environment) is based on a
collaborative database and tries to promote student thinking and meta-cognition without emphasis on any
specific field of knowledge (Scadamalia, Beriter & Lamon, 1994); The LabNet, a learning community aims
at cultivating middle school teachers' academic specialties (Spitzer & Wedding, 1995); TENet (Texas
Educational Network), a learning community targeting middle and elementary school teachers, as well as
government officials, college professors, graduate students, and field experts involved with middle and
elementary school education; Wired for Learning which helps teachers, students, parents and other members
to establish a collaborative learning community (Kuang, Grueneberg & Lam, 1998); OWLink system which
encourages teachers to use technology to cultivate learning ability and to form a distributed learning
community (Miller, 1998); Thought system of learning the Mission to Mars, a collaborative learning
experience between peers and experts (Brown & Campion, 1994).

A learning community has three features: (1) spontaneous learning and the active knowledge construction of
individual learners; (2) idea sharing and information providing for all members of the learning community;
and (3) distributed knowledge and expertise. Accordingly, no one will possess a special knowledge. It is
distributed among different people, objects or tools. It is through interaction, discussion, communication,
instruction, sharing or utilization of tools that such knowledge will be shared. When a student is faced with a
specific problem, the distributed expertise that the members of the learning community possess can give him
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support and aid, and the goal will be accomplished through their shared collaborative activities. The
intelligence of the community members will be improved through their sharing of expertise.

Distributed intelligence, distributed knowledge and distributed expertise are similar ideas, and they are the
fundamental concepts of the learning community. According to Goodyear (1995), the term of 'distributed
knowledge' with two sets of connotations. One emphasizes that knowledge is distributed in a community of
practice, which means an expert in one field may a novice in another. Another emphasizes that working
knowledge is situated in various manners, eg. embedded in the practice of workers; made articulate in
reading, discussion, and conferences.

The CTGV team of Lin et al. (Lin & CTGV, 1996) also mentions the effective use of distributed expertise to

achieve multiplicity, creativity and flexibility of learning. In this research the author has constructed a
web-based knowledge distributed learning community based on the distribution, sharing and provision of
knowledge. The system has been experimented on subjects of the university to evaluate its functions and
effectiveness. The purpose of the research is:
1.

to explore the learning concepts. of a knowledge distributed web-based learning community
(KnowDisLC);

2.

to construct a knowledge distributed web-based learning community (KnowDisLC) and to evaluate its
functions and effectiveness; and

3.

to propose an environmental framework for a knowledge distributed web-based learning community
(KnowDisLC).

2 Framework and Features of KnowDisLC Environment
2.1 Framework of the System Environment
The framework of the KnowDisLC system environment is shown in terms of user, system functions and
database files. (see Figure 1)
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Framework of the KnowDisLC system environment

2.2 System Features
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The construction of a point accumulation system of learning activity is one of the features of the
KnowDisLC system ( http : / /www.etwblc.et.tku.edu.tw) to display both the learning score and number of
visits of each user. It is a reference for performance evaluation of students. To increase student motivation,
the system will give users different scores according to their involvement in the web-based learning, e.g.,
logging on to the system (1 point a day), provision of a learning resource, provision of a file resource,
provision of related sites, participation in discussion (raise questions and make replies), hosting a discussion
or conference. The second feature of the KnowDisLC system is the provision of a web learning status log,
including learning log statistics, conference minutes, assignment upload statistics, performance statistics of
discussion or conference host, etc. so that students can know their learning status at anytime and use it as a
reference for correction. The web site and file resource sharing and provision functions are based on the

concepts of sharing and provision of knowledge, distributed knowledge, knowledge building, and
information exchanging. This is the third feature of the KnowDisLC system. Community members can
register or link to the URL address of a related learning resource site and upload or download files and
materials related to course subject for the goals of collaboratively academic growth.

3 Data Bases of KnowDisLC
There are six database files in the KnowDisLC system, including ten different data tables. Here is a
description of the functions and utilizations of the data tables.

User data table. User ID is the primary index key of the data table. There is no associate column. It is a
record of a user' s basic data and learning activity such as ID, name, log-in password, learning resources
sharing record, discussion post/reply involvement record, log-in record, and accumulated point value.

Expert data table.

Expert ID is the primary index key of the data table. A one-to-one association is

adopted to associate the user ID in the user data table and the user ID of the expert data table. It is a record
of the experts basic data, including educational background, present employment, and the expert' s specialty.

Website-resources data table. Website URL address is the primary index key of the table, and there is no
associate column. It is a record of the basic data of the websites shared by the community members such as
site organizations, site fields, applicable users, approval status, and suppliers.

File-resources data table. Filename is the primary index key of thedata table, and there is no associate
column. It is a record of the basic data of files shared by the community members such as file name, size,
format, description, approval status, and suppliers.

Discussion-post data table. Discussion Issue ID is the primary index key of the data table, and there is no
associate column. The data table chiefly provides a discussion board for users to post their articles. It is a
record of discussion issue ID, discussion issue, and basic writer data, such as writer name, article contents,
date of posting, and the total number of articles of the same issue.

Discussion-reply data table. Discussion Issue ID is the primary index key of the data table, and a
one-to-multiple association is adopted to associate the discussion issue ID in the discussion- post data table
with the discussion issue ID of the discussion-reply data table. The data table chiefly provides a discussion
board for users to reply their ideas to discussion. It includes such items as discussion issue ID, reply ID,
replier basic data, such as replier name, reply contents, and date of reply.

Opinion-post data table. Opinion ID is the primary index key of the data table, and there is no associate
column. It is a record of user opinions, such as user basic data, opinion contents, and date of posting.

Activity-bulletin data table. Activity bulletin ID is the primary index key of the data table, and there is no
associate column. It is a record of community learning activity bulletins, such as announcer basic data,
bulletin contents, and date of bulletin.

News-bulletin data table. New bulletin ID is the primary index key of the data table, and there is no
associate column. It is a record of community news, such as announcer basic data, bulletin types (system
bulletin, school bulletin, curricular bulletin, information report), bulletin contents, and date of bulletin.

Conference-record data table. Conferencing minute ID is the primary index key of the table, and there is
no associate column. It is a record of the online conferences of the community, including date of initiation,
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date of completion, and contents of conference.

4 System Functions of KnowDisLC
The KnowDisLC System functions are as follows:

Account authority level. Account authority level is a means to classify the authority for access to the
system by different users. There are 5 levels at the moment: system manager, conference host, discussion
host, general user, and guest.

ID verification center. This is to verify the ID and password of users at login and registration. After
registering, the system will send a letter of ID verification to the user' s e-mail box; the letter will include a
randomly assigned password for the user to log-in the system for the first time. The email verification is to
further confirm the e-mail account of the user to facilitate the delivery of mail from the system in the future.

News bulletin board. It provides dynamic up-to-date information, including a 'system bulletin', 'school
bulletin', 'class bulletin', and 'information bulletin'. Bulletins that have been posted for over one week will be
automatically moved to the old bulletin box' ; users can browse old news or information there. Dynamic
HTML flexible menu has been adopted in the system to avoid a problem of long screen resulting from too
many sub-menus.

Online user display. A dynamic user number is displayed on the left bottom corner of the screen to enable
users to know the number of visitors online, so that they won' t feel lonely during their learning on web, and
they can call another member of the community online.

Discussion board. This provides 'synchronous online conferencing', 'host conferencing', 'asynchronous
discussion', 'online calling' and 'host list' functions. Users may partake in distance conferencing, or they may
publish and discuss articles through asynchronous discussion board. In addition, the discussion board
provides a conference/discussion host, system manager, online assistant and teacher with management
functions. For instance, a host may use the conference-record function button for the host conference to take
down all the contents of the discussion as a reference for teachers and students. A host can also announce or
remove the time and topic of a web conference. The host may also modify or remove from the academic
discussion all articles of an improper issue or content which have been put online.

Curricular data center. It provides online curricular outlines and multimedia presentation materials for
users to online browse or download for offline reading, which can be used for preparation before class and
revision after school.

Learning activity bulletin. A teacher may reveal the newest learning activities here, such as personal
assignment, project-based assignment, problem-based assignment, collaborative learning, group list,
examination information. The bulletin includes bulletin announcement' and bulletin browse' . The `bulletin
announcement' function is only assigned to the system manager, teaches and online assistant); while the
bulletin browse' function is assigned to students.

Learning resources share and provision. This is designed in stays true to the spirit of knowledge share
and provision and distributed knowledge' to provide 'website-resources share', 'website-resources provision',
'files-resources download and 'files -resources upload' functions. Users may enter information and URL

address of related websites or link to related websites and upload or download related materials for
knowledge sharing resource sharing and information interchange.

'Website-resources share' enables users to link to related websites; websites are listed by site nature, field,
user suitability, and site organizers. The function also displays the new websites provided by users within the
last 1-4 weeks and 1 month. 'Website-resources provision' function enables users to enter information and
URL address of websites related to respective curricula.

In the 'files-resources download', files are classified as descriptive documents (.doc)' , presentations (.ppt)` ,

related tools (.exe)' , and others' . Users may download or browse these. The ' files -resources upload'
function enables users to upload data files by means of a web-based FTP, so that users can exchange their
data on the web for resources sharing and interchange.
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User data center. The center provides personal data inquiry' , personal data edit' , user inquiry' and user
data list' functions to enable a user to query and modify his own data, view the data of other users, browse
the learning status of his own or other users and accumulated point record. The 'user data list' contains
information such as user ID, Chinese name, nickname, log-in frequency, last-log-in date, last-log-in time,
total accumulated points. This enables users to know the log-in status of other users.

Expert inquiry. There are three functional modules in this area, including 'expert list', 'expert registration',
and 'management' module. The term Expert' refers to both experts' and ' little teachers' (students); users
may ask them questions through email. A user may become an expert or little teacher by using the expert
registration function provided by the system once his log-in accumulated points have reached a certain

standard and he is interested in becoming one to help other students. Users who are given system
management authority (teachers, system manager, and online assistant) can remove data provided by
unqualified experts.

Website resource search. The most often used and prominent search engines are provided to enable users
to run a remote search by inputting key words. In addition, the function enables users to link to websites not
directly related to curricula (such as libraries, related organizations and institutions, net bookstores, and
other websites), so that a user may use other resources from within the system.

Opinion bulletin board. This enables users to state their own opinions and to browse the opinions of
others in order to establish a humanistic virtual community. A user may choose from within a set of 16
emotional patterns provided by the system to express his feelings. The system will automatically display a
week' s worth of contents on the bulletin board when a user logs in.

Point accumulation system. To encourage user involvement in learning activities, we have designed the
'point accumulation system'. When a user participates in any of the community activities, he will be given a
set number of points. Furthermore, the point accumulation system will provide a reference for teachers to
evaluate student involvement and to open advanced functions. (see Figure 2)
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Web-based learning record. This provides information about a user' s learning status on web, including
learning record statistics' , ' browse conferencing record' , ' assignment upload statistics' , and ' host
performance' to enable students to understand their own progress, learning status, and performance by
viewing other users' learning activity records and summaries. This will stimulate the visit of log-in and
revision of learning. The current problem, however, is that the system is unable to detect what students are
doing when they are actually on the site, including what and when they are browsing. This is what we are
trying to improve the KnowDisLC at the moment.

System management. This provides online system management to teachers, online assistants and system
managers, and includes 'news announcements', 'user log analysis', 'user data maintenance', 'upload data
reviews', 'mail delivery center' (see Figure 7), and 'web conferencing record functions. The system can
automatically identify a user's account authority level according to his user ID, and no additional password is
needed.

5 Implementation and Evaluation of KnowDisLC
5.1 Implementation
During the 3-month (mid March to mid June of 1999) implementation of the learning community, there were
96 users; this includes 32 undergraduate students taking the 'Distance Education' course, 35 undergraduate
students (including in-service teachers getting on-the-job training) taking 'Computer and Instruction' course
('Distance Education' is included in the curricula), 1 professors, 1 system manager, 1 online assistant from
the Department of Educational Technology of Tamkang University, 2 experts from outside of the university,
1 guest account (but 86 access frequency), and 23 users from other schools recommended by community
members.

The system runs in cooperation with the classroom instruction. Students are required to visit the webs ite and
participate in the learning activities, including browsing the online materials (for preparation and revision),
learning activity bulletin and news bulletin, hosting conferences and discussions every term, and
participating in online synchronous conferencing and asynchronous discussions. Moreover, students are

required to participate in problem-based learning, project-based learning, problem exploration and
knowledge interchange in collaborative groups, for the production of mid-term examination questions,
assignments, electronic presentations (e.g. Powerpoint files), and term projects, etc.

5.2 Evaluation of Functions and Effects
Its purpose is to understand the effects and pertinence of the implementation of the KnowDisLC in
university education. The evaluation of the system covers user-based evaluation, expert-based evaluation,
and in-depth interviews.

5.2.1 User-Based Evaluation

The evaluation is conducted through a questionnaire survey ; a self-developed Likert' s 5-point rating scale
evaluation form has been distributed to the students. The questionnaire includes six main evaluation items,
system contents, screen design, user interface, system functions, learning effects, and system uses.

Users comment on the four evaluation items, the system contents, screen design, user interface, and system
functions with an average of over 4.0. With regards to the results of learning effects (see Table 1), most
students consider that the KnowDisLC can help one learn more and facilitate his/her professional growth.
They are more than happy to join learning activities and other learning communities of such a nature in other
classes; some students, however, have had contrary opinions which reveal that the learning effects of a
web-based learning should be improved more and discussed in further research.

With regards to system use, most students approve of the overall operation and instructional application of

the KnowDisLC system. The items that have received negative feedback are the less-frequently used
functions such as 'expert inquiry', 'online calling', and 'online synchronous conference.' The results show that

although the system functions and learning effect are generally both good, there
improvement with uses, operation, implementation and management of the system functions.
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5.2.2 Expert-Based Evaluation

The evaluation was conducted by three experts with backgrounds in both education and information
technology . The evaluation is aimed at the system contents, interface design, system functions, and system

application. The evaluation includes two parts. One was a presentation by us on the objectives of our
research and system functions of the KnowDisLC system; this presentation was complete with onsite
operation afterward. Then there was an in-deep interview with the experts. For the second part, we sent the

URL address of the KnowDisLC to the experts to let them use the system alone. Then they gave their
opinions return by mailed back their evaluation forms in a few days.

In conclusion, the experts believe that the system functions are quite serviceable, the system architecture is
pretty complete, and the menu arrangement is appropriate It should satisfy the needs of both students and
teachers. Nevertheless, the automatic management and learning management sections can both be further
improved.

5.2.3 In-Depth Intervims
According to several factors such as the log-in frequency and accumulated points from the user data center
and the web-based learning record and academic performance, 6 subjects were chosen by group sampling
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from three different learning performance groups (3 from each) (high score group A, middle score group B

and low score group C). Then an in-depth interview was conducted according to the results of the user
evaluation questionnaire to understand the details of the system effects and to collect data concerning the
problems, difficulties and impacts on the learning of the system from the case studies. In addition, interviews
with the teacher were scheduled to better understand the learning status of the students from the viewpoint of
instructor.

The results show that students who have a better performance in web-based learning (e.g. group Amore
motivated in web-based learning and active in related activities) are also those who have better class
performance. Similarly, students with a worse performance in web-based learning (e.g. group Ctow
involvement in web-based learning and related activities) are those who have a worse attitude towards
learning in class. From the interviews with the 6 subjects, we discovered that students from groups A and B
could make more constructive and solid suggestions, while students from group C were unable to make any
clear comments on the learning community (e.g. What kind of improvements does the KnowDisLC system
need? What is your strategy for using the learning community to learn?).

In general, we discovered that factors affecting willingness to get involved in the web-based learning
community included self-expectation of learning, individual learning attitude and motivation, experience in
computer and Internet use, individual preferences, and other personal factors.

6 Conclusions and Suggestions
The research has constructed and evaluated a distributed knowledge learning community as an aide to
web-based learning, in hopes that it will help students form a virtual learning community through web-based
learning, which they can use to facilitate learning and growth through the curricular data center, discussions,

conferencing, learning resources sharing and to provide, expert inquiry, web resource searching, and an
opinion bulletin board. Ultimately they would like to accomplish the goals of knowledge sharing, resource
sharing, information interchange, and emotion exchange. Both a point accumulation mechanism and a
web-based learning record have been the features of the KnowDisLC system which prove to stimulate
student involvement by allowing them to know about the performance and involvement of themselves and
their peers. The system has been officially implemented in a university course for 3 months, and both the
implementation and operation are running smoothly. The system evaluation shows that most users are
satisfied with the system contents, screen design, user interface, and system functions. Most students agree
that the community could help them learn more and accelerate their professional growth, and most students
also confirm that the overall operation and implementation of the system is generally good.

In the future, we will reinforce: system function expansion and maintenance; the automatic management,
and the learning management in particular (such as a mechanism of learning resources establishment and
management); web page browsing record and learning path management; web-based learning duration and
log-out time; learning resources and website browsing time; automatic approval functions of website upload;
graphic display and full text indexing of discussions board and activity bulletin; cross-disciplinary uses of
the system; an online assessment (e.g. web-based portfolio), in order to optimize the system. Subsequent
research will also include qualitative and quantitative experimental studies of the system application, in
order to understand more about the students' learning behavior pattern and its substantial effects on the
students.
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This paper explores current strategies on learner control within a technologymediated learning environment, with a special emphasis on constructivism as the
underlying learning theory. An adaptive learning model, based on constructivism
is

presented. The model addresses the issues of learner control and its

implementation within a technology-mediated learning environment. The

model's major components: Learner module, Designers module, User Control

Manager module, Cyber Classroom module and the Analyser module are
outlined and analysed. The aim of the model is to offer an adaptive learning
system that caters for different types of learners and learning styles, with an
especial emphasis on learner control. The model empowers the learners and
provides them with the means for constructing and re-constructing knowledge at

their own pace within a constructivist framework that is learner centred and
flexible. We propose a system that is dynamic and merges the capacity to deliver
educational material with the ability to analyse learners performance, based on
navigational patterns and results, and system performance in order to either
advise and guide the learner or to modify learning materials or their presentation.

Learning,
Technology-mediated
Control,
Learner
Keywords:
Constructivism, Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning Model.

1 Introduction
Technology has impacted greatly on education. Since the introduction of technology, new delivery methods,
as well as new challenges, have emerged. One of the most important delivery methods introduced has been
flexible delivery or flexible learning as it is now preferably called. Flexible learning is learning that can be
achieved at your own pace and independently of time and place. Several technology-mediated approaches,
for example, Web Based Instruction (WBI) and Competency Based Instruction (CBI), have been used to
provide the flexibility required to deliver flexible learning.

Technology-mediated learning is versatile. It can be used as the only means to deliver education or as an aid
to traditional up-front teaching. Although technology has been embraced by education, there are areas of
concern over its use, or more precisely, over its misuse. Areas of concern include: access to the medium,
measurement of students learning, testing the validity of the Internet as an instructional medium and the cost
of producing technology-based learning materials (Rickard, 1999; Eckert et al., 1997). Selwyn (1996) points
out that the Internet can become a trap for both teachers and students as it can go from the 'tool to the toy' in
education if its use is not properly guided and monitored. Phillips (1980) also expresses concern about the
quality of on-line materials on the Internet. In spite of these issues the proliferation of courses designed and
developed for a technology-mediated environment continues to increase.
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This paper explores current trends on technology-mediated learning environments with an especial emphasis
on learner control. The paper also proposes an adaptive learning model based on constructivism. The model

addresses the issue of learner control and its implementation within a technology-mediated learning
environment.

2 Technology and learning control
A technology-mediated environment offers the learner a number of choices and alternatives that were
inconceivable in a traditional educational setting. Traditional education, both on-campus and distance
learning, is highly structured, teacher centred, mostly one-way communication and directed to passive
learners. In contrast, technology-mediated learning, within a constructivist approach, can be learner centred,
unstructured to suit the learner's individual learning needs and context-based. It also allows the learner to

take control of the learning process, promotes social discourse and collaboration and contributes to the
personal growth of the learner.

2.1 Learner Control in Technology-mediated Learning
The definition of learner control often appears to be elusive. In its broadest sense, learner control refers to
the level of self-determination that the learner has in making decisions about his/her learning (Doherty, 1998).
Learner control is often being addressed in combination with other factors. For example, learner control and
attitude towards the technology-based system used (Ivanoff and Clarke, 1996; Mitra, 1997) and learner
control and epistemic beliefs (Jacobson, et al., 1996). Learner control, within the scope of this paper, refers
to the degree of autonomy that learners have in organising, pacing, sequencing and using the available
learning resources. That is, the ability and power of adapting the technology-mediated environment to suit
their individual specific learning needs. Control over their learning direction and pace is made possible by
the many alternatives and choices that a technology-mediated learning system offers the learner (Bagui,
1998). The level of control that the learner needs to exert over the learning environment is not constant over

time. Learners will engage in different levels of control depending on their individual learning style
(Rasmusen and Davidson-Shivers, 1998), prior knowledge of the material or related material (Fitzgerald and
Semrau, 1998), attitude towards information technology (Ivanoff and Clarke, 1996; Mitra, 1997) and past
experience, initiative, intellectual and social maturity, metacognitive proficiency, and insights (Ewing et al.,
1998).

2.2 The role of the teacher in Technology-mediated Learning
Frank Wydra anticipated a learning environment in which the teacher's role focus changed from delivering
instruction to designing the instruction (Wydra, 1980). By the hand of technology we may transform the
teacher from the "sage on stage" to the "guide at the side" (Andrews, 1997). Within a technology-mediated

learning environment, the educator's role, far from becoming redundant, metamorphoses into a more
challenging and active one. The educator becomes the leader, designer and manager of the learning
environment (Doherty, 1998). Other vital functions are initiating the learning process; supporting,
encouraging and motivating the learner and mediating between the learner, the technology and the resources
(Ewing et al., 1998).

The new role of the teacher, in technology-mediated learning, is a very demanding one. Ewing et al., (1998)

emphasise the great deal of effort that goes into planning and preparing technology-mediated learning
materials and environments. The design and development of multimedia teaching material, especially for
distance education, is a time-consuming process. For one hour of CBT software approximately 200 hours of

development time are required (Kawalek, 1995). The educator's role does not stop after the planning,
designing and preparation of the technology-based materials. It must also facilitate the learning, monitor
learners' progress and evaluate the performance of the system, the learners' and his/her own in order to
further improve the system. "The need for the teacher does not go away" in a technology-mediated
environment with emphasis on learner control (Andrews, 1997).

3 Constructivism
The introduction of technology-mediated learning has called for a revision of learning strategies.
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Constructivism is gaining momentum and has been heralded as the most appropriate learning theory for the

technological classroom. Constructivism was introduced by Piaget's and Vygotsky's learning theories.
Piaget's learning theory involves two cognitive stages: assimilation and accommodation (West et al., 1991).
During the assimilation stage the learner attempts to fit the environment with existing mental schemata. The

accommodation stage is reached when the learner is confronted with a new experience, for which no
schemata exists, or one exists but does not conform to the new experience. As a result, equilibrium occurs
when, through an alternate process of assimilation and accommodation, the learner achieves cognitive
stability. Externally in-coming experiences find a corresponding mental schemata and the learner is aware of
this fact. In order to achieve high-level cognition the learner must be aware that learning has indeed occurred.
Otherwise, learning will stop at the behaviourist level where it is ascertained by an external party, usually the
teacher, or in the case of a technology-mediated environment by a computer program.

Vygotsky's learning theory differs from Piaget's in that he sees learning taking place within a social and
cultural context. He argues that social interaction affects the way the learner sees the world. That is, it
contributes to the way the learner constructs his/her schemata. Therefore, the quality of the learning will be
determined by the quality of the social interactions or what Vygotsky terms zone of proximal development
(Oliver, et al., 1997).

In a learning environment the cultural and social interactions translate to interactions between teachers and
peers. Within this collaborative learning environment the teacher becomes the facilitator of learning. The
facilitator's role should be to design, promote and guide the learning but not to enforce it as learning is an
individual process. Knowledge in this environment is socially constructed and has no absolute value but a
socially agreed value.

4 The proposed learning model
The aim of the proposed model is to offer an adaptive learning system that caters for different types of
learners and learning styles with an especial emphasis on learner control. The proposed model operates
within a constructivist approach to learning (Ewing, et al.,) based on the following points:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

All learners are different
Learning is individual to each learner
A learner can learn at different speed levels in different situations
A learner can engage in different learning strategies simultaneously
Learners learn best with a context
Learners construct and re-construct knowledge as they seek to understand and
explain their environment

4.1 Proposed model learning variables and controls
The concepts of learner individuality and learner control are essential to constructivism. Table 1 below
depicts the main variables involved in the proposed model in relation to learning control and learners'
choices and options.

VARIABLES

Learning Objectives
Amount of information provided
Amount of information used
Addition/removal of material
Material appearance and mode
Pacing, time
Sequencing
Place, location
Monitoring learners' individual progress
Interaction and collaboration
Assessment

CONTROLS
LEARNER
INSTRUCTOR
Overall
Overall

Desirable

(When necessary)
(When necessary)

Overall
Shared
Overall
Table 1. Control Variables and Controllers
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Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Shared

The term desirable, rather than overall, is used in the learner control column because the proposed model's
aim is to empower learners not to force them to take control. For example, a learner that possesses prior
knowledge of a topic is more likely to exercise control over his/her learning than a novice learner is. The
second is more likely to follow a linear approach to learning until he/she too acquires prior knowledge.
Learning objectives
Learning objectives within the model are explicit, clearly specified and achievable. The acquisition of nonanticipated learning objectives is possible within the system, especially, when the learner accesses more
information that is required to complete a task. This is a positive feature of the model as far as the specified
learning objectives have been reached.

Amount of information provided and used
The system contains all the information necessary to achieve the specified learning objectives or provides
references to acquire it. However, the learner controls the amount of information that is actually used. A
learner can discard a particular learning material piece in favour of another, which has been acquired from
external sources, just because is easier to understand or is visually more appealing. Learners' performance
can be improved by designing materials that can be adapted to satisfy different learning styles (Rasmussen
and Davidson-Shivers, 1998).

Learning material appearance and mode
A genuinely adaptive technology-mediated learning system must allow learners to customise the appearance
and mode of the material displayed. This may include: changing background and text colours and choosing
between text, graphics, audio and video modes.

Pacing and timing
The learner has the autonomy of pacing his/her learning and scheduling his/her study time. However, in some
instances this has to fit within the general time-frame allocated to the course or subject. The designer controls
the general time-frame, if one exists.

Sequencing
Learning materials must be accessed in the order that most benefits the learners' learning style. The model is
able to cope with the demands of linear as well as non-linear approaches to learning. Figure I displays an
example of the progression or navigation path of a learner who prefers to be guided by the system. 'Learner
l' uses all the material provided and in the order provided until she encounters difficulties and seeks the help
of an instructor or other learners. Then, revises the previous lesson and again continues with the linear path
provided. In contrast, 'Learner 2' feels confident enough to discard material provided and adds material
from external sources. Both learners achieve the corresponding learning objectives through the use of
different learning strategies. Beginners often benefit from having a structured learning path (Eaton, 1996). A
graphical representation or map of the entire unit or lesson must be made available to the learners to guide
their navigation decisions (Barba, 1993).

FINAL STAGE

INITIAL STAGE

0 ...........
A............
..... ......- - ___.....

...
Where

...... --

----......___L____Lessons or units

Learner 1 (A, B, C, B, C, D, E)
Learner 2 (A, C, E)

External sources accessed through the

A
Figure 1.

system
Face-to-face (instructor/other learners)

Learning Sequence Patterns Linear and Non-linear

Learners must be free to use forward and backward navigation through the system as long as it does not
compromise the learning itself. For example, if the completion of a task is the pre-requisite for another,
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allowing the learner to move onto a task for which a pre-requisite has not been completed might result in a
waste of time and unnecessary added frustration for the learner. For example, moving into algebra without
knowing how to multiply.

Place and location
Technology-mediated learning offers the possibility of accessing and using learning materials at different
locations. Using the proposed model, learners can now study at home, at appropriately equipped learning
centres or at traditional classrooms.

Monitoring learners' individual progress
Instructors are in control of monitoring the learners' individual progress. Based on the analysis of the
learners' performance instructors can either guide or advise the learners through different strategies or
modify the system.

Interaction and collaboration

The system must provide the capabilities to allow learners to interact with each other and with their
instructors. This communication may occur, for example, through e-mail, and on-line forums. Physical, or
face-to-face, communication is also a part of the model.
Assessment

Assessment is designed and administered by the instructor. This is to evaluate the students' learning
performance and to provide feedback both to the educator and to the students.

4.2 Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning Model
The proposed model, the Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning (TAL) model, is composed of five
modules: Learner module, Designers module, User Control Manager module, Cyber Classroom module and
Analyser module, Figure 2.
DESIGNERS

LEARNER

Educational Designer
Learners

Technology Designer

V

'V

USER CONTROL MANAGER

1
CYBER CLASSROOM

Learning Materials

Learning Space

ANALYSER
Feedback

Monitoring
Progress

Where

-Figure 2.

Technology-mediated communication (web browsing, down/uploading, email, forum,
database updates, ...)
Physical communication

The Technology-mediated Adaptive Learning (TAL) Model
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4.2.1 Learner Module
The learner module comprises the learner group. Learners interact with the TAL system through the Learning
Space. Communication with instructors and other learners occurs within the Learning Space or physically, as
indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2.

4.2.2 Designers Module

The designers' module can be composed of an educator, instructional designer, multimedia designer and
technicians. This module is concerned with three main areas: the educational design, multimedia design, and
computer and Internet technology. The educational designer is in charge of designing quality learning
materials within a constructivist approach. This includes being aware of the subject matter as well as the
pedagogical theory in use. The multimedia designer and the instructional designer help the educator to
appropriately formulate the teaching materials for CBI or WBI. The technology designer provides the means
to make the learning materials available to the learner group through a technology-mediated environment.
Good skills and tools for multimedia authoring and technical services are required in this module, which may
cause production cost issues.

4.2.3 User Control Manager Module
The User Control Manager allows the learner to customise the learning space. Through this module the
learner can select the display mode to suit his/her own learning needs and preferences, for example, text,
graphics, audio or video mode. Pacing and sequencing of the learning material can also be controlled from
this module.

4.2.4 Cyber Classroom Module
The Cyber Classroom module is composed of two sub-modules: Learning Space and Learning Materials
module. The Learning Space is where the learning is delivered. This is generally a kind of display unit, such
as a personal computer or a network terminal screen. It may also include equipment for sound and video. It
must be easy to interact with and be self-explanatory. Within the Learning Space the learner has the option of
accessing learning materials provided by the educator, such as lecture notes, or external resources such as
Internet sites or libraries

4.2.5 Analyser Module
The purpose of the analyser module is three-fold. First, it gathers statistics on the performance and progress
of learners. Second, it records learners' perceptions about the learning material presented and about the

overall working of the system (learner feedback). Finally, it monitors and records students' navigation
patterns into a database. These will provide an indication of the learners' preferred learning styles. This
information can be used to provide advice for the learner and to improve the system (Chavero et al., 1998)
by evaluating the existing materials and options and formulating new ones. The optimal implementation of
the system will be to incorporate an Intelligence module to automatically generate and administer changes,
based on the information within the database.
The TAL model is being implemented in a couple of different programming languages and database tools.

5 Reviewing learner control, constructivism and the TAL model
5.1 The TAL Model and Learner Control
The main objective of the model is to provide a technology-mediated learning system able to support learner
control within a constructivist approach. The learner control variables, identified in Table 1, have been built

into the model. Learning objectives, amount of information provided, monitoring of learners individual

progress and assessment are overall controlled by the instructor, while the amount of information
used/added/removed, material appearance and mode, pacing, timing, sequencing, place and location are
potentially controlled by the learners. Interaction and collaboration can be initiated by either party as the
need arises.
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5.2 The TAL model and Constructivism
The underlying pedagogical theory governing the TAL model is based on constructivism, and specifically on
the constructivist elements represented in the table below. The model addresses all elements, however, its
concrete effectiveness will only be determined after development and implementation, in practice.

TAL Constructivist Approach Checklist
EXPECTED
TAL MODEL
CONSTRUCTIVIST ELEMENTS
The model allows for learner differences in needs, learning styles,
All learners are different
and skills.

Learning is individual to each learner

Learners can customise the learning materials to suit their learning

A learner can learn at different speed

styles and needs through the User Control Module.
Learners can control pacing and sequencing of learning materials.

levels in different situations
A learner can engage in different learning
strategies simultaneously
Learners learn best within a context.
Learners construct and re-construct
knowledge as they seek to understand and
explain their environments
Table 2.

Learners can engage in linear and non-linear strategies. Also they can
learn independently and/or seek collaboration.

Learning materials (provided by the TAL model) are always
presented within a context.
This feature is intended within the model
implementation will it be ascertained.

but only after

TAL Constructivist Approach Checklist

6 Conclusion
This paper has addressed current educational trends on learner control within technology-mediated learning

environments. The roles of the learner and the teacher have been reviewed and analysed in the light of
technology-mediated environments.

The TAL model, based on constructivism, was presented, and its major functions were explained. The model
includes five modules: Learner module, Designers module, User Control Manager module, Cyber Classroom
module and the Analyser module. The aim of the model is to offer an adaptive learning system that caters for

different types of learners and learning styles, with an especial emphasis on learner control. The model
presented, empowers the learners and provides them with the means for constructing and re-constructing
knowledge at their own pace within a constructivist framework that is learner centred and flexible.

From the designers point of view the model is a dynamic system that merges the capacity to deliver
educational material with the ability to analyse learners performance (based on navigational patters and
results) and system performance in order to either advise and guide the learner or to modify learning
materials or their presentation.
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The flexible nature of hypermedia allows it to be tailored to an individual' s
needs. Despite the many degrees of navigational freedom, however, users of
hypermedia often find difficulty locating information, feel disoriented, or even
become "lost in hyperspace" within such large seas of data. Research findings
suggest that the disorientation problem could be solved if users are able to hold a

conceptual overview of the hypermedia structure. How a learner can acquire
correct structural knowledge of the information becomes an important issue to
affect their learning performance in a hypermedia environment. Variables such
as the different ways of structuring or conveying information and cognitive
styles may affect learners' cognitive abilities in knowledge structuring and
should be taken into account together. The results of this study will show

whether the interactions between information conveying approaches and
learners' cognitive styles have significant effects on learners' performances in
terms of structural knowledge and feeling of disorientation.
Keywords: Structural knowledge,
Disorientation, Hypermedia

Cognitive

style,

Concept

map,

1 Introduction
One of the recent developments in computer technology now applied in many educational institutions is the

technology of hypermedia (Liu & Reed, 1994; Paolucci, 1998), in which users can access specific
information by various paths. The flexible nature of hypermedia allows it to be tailored to an individual' s
needs. Reading in hypermedia allows more iandom access and offers overt ways of accessing (Tierney,
1994). However, users of hypermedia often experience difficulty locating information, feel disoriented, or
even become "lost in hyperspace" (Elm & Woods, 1985) within such large seas of data. Scholars (Beasley &
Waugh, 1995) have suggested that the disorientation problem could be solved if users are able to hold a
conceptual overview of the hypermedia structure. In other words, if users can substantially construct a
structural knowledge (Jonassen, Be issner, & Yacci, 1993) of the information provided in the hypermedia
system, their learning performance could be improved.

Ways to structure or convey information in the physical sense should not be the only concern when the
instructortry to facilitate the formation of the learner' s structural knowledge. Factors such as learners'
characteristics that could affect their cognitive abilities in knowledge structuring should also be taken into
account. Few studies have been conducted in this domain. The purpose of this study is to investigate
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learners' cognitive characteristics in the dimension of cognitive styles and their effects on the acquisition of

structural knowledge through the application of different information conveying approaches: the Less
Explicit approach and the More Explicit approach.

2 Background of The Study
Learning is a process of reorganization of knowledge structure. Based on the concept of meaningful learning

(Ausubel, 1963), in one way, learners structure knowledge to serve as a framework that helps them to
associate new information with previous knowledge. As this framework becomes more complex, learners
may in turn rely on this conceptual structure to filter the important from the irrelevant points (Anderson,
Reynold, Schallert, & Goetz, 1977). The acquisition of correct structural knowledge has become a critical
issue in learning. Among other computer technologies, hypermedia is a potential tool to mediate the
structural knowledge of the target domain to learners. One of the current theories about mind structure, the
"mind as rhizome" (MAR) metaphor (Eco, U., 1984), hypothesizes that the human mind is organized like an
underground rhizome. Hypermedia tangibly simulates the learning assumptions of this mind metaphor in

that learners can filter, link and search for new or existing information. These features have made
hypermedia an ideal environment where experts' knowledge structures are made visible and navigable for
learners in a graphical or a textual form (Wilson & Jonassen, 1989). Cbmpared with novice users of a
subject domain, expert users in this domain are believed to possess a better knowledge structure that enables
them to effectively solve problems. The learning strategy of externalizing experts' knowledge structures to
provide "idiosyncratic" intellectual thinking (Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey, 1993) has been deemed a
pragmatic way to empower learners.

In comparing hypermedia with linear text in book-bound printed material, Conklin (1987) noted that any
piece of text that the user wishes to locate in a book can only be further forward or further back from where

the user is currently located. Hypermedia, on the other hand, is often designed to store or to locate
information in a non-linear manner. Instead of a long run of narrative text on sequentially numbered pages,
hypermedia is typically organized into small segments of text and learners control the reading flow of the
materials (Berk & Devlin, 1991). Regardless of claims about the benefits of using hypermedia, however,

Charney (1987) and Dias & Sousa (1997) pointed out that the ordering of topics and points as well as
various traditional orientating devices, such as overviews and summaries which are usually taken for granted
in books and papers, are non-existent in hypermedia. Without such orientating devices or narrative cues, and
lacking the knowledge of hypermedia structure, users can barely determine where they are, what they want,
and how to get there (Beasley, 1994; Tripp & Roby, 1990). These issues raise a number of questions. Is
knowledge of the material' s structure as important as scholars suggest? Can one attempt to represent the
structure of a document cognitively, and if so, what form might it take?

3 Theoretical Framework
Learning in Hypermedia
Hypermedia is a developing concept that perhaps first originated with Bush (1945), who envisioned a text
that was organized like the human mind. Unlike a traditional learning environment, hypermedia mainly
relies on self-directed learning. With this system, the responsibility for identifying what is useful information
and the selection of search strategies for locating that information are largely left to the user (Small &
Grabowski, 1992). Instead of having an instructional-base, like conventional Computer-Based Instruction

(CAI), the format of hypermedia is information-based. CAI materials normally include objectives,
presentation of information, and drill-and-test activities (Gange, 1976). These materials lead users to engage

in intentional learning, in which all learning activities are arranged to accomplish the pre-determined
learning goal.

Conversely, the learning that occurs in hypermedia is a type of incidental learning: the instructional content
is provided without a specific learning goal (Spiro & Jehng, 1990). Learners in a hypermedia environment
are encouraged to interact with and explore the information by developing their own paths or knowledge
structures.
Although hypermedia has had remarkable impacts (Jonassen & Grabinger, 1990; Mcaleese, 1991) on human
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learning modes, accessing immense amounts of information within a hypermedia system is often not an easy
task, especially for novices. As Hammond and Allinson (1989) indicated, people may encounter a number of
common problems when they use hypermedia. They may have difficulty using interface tools in order to
gain an overview and to locate specific information; they are also likely to wander without a strategy or goal
and finally get lost. It is necessary that we investigate what types of cognitive characteristics might affect
learners' performances involved in hypermedia learning and how hypermedia can thus be customized to
fulfill learners' cognitive needs.
Hypermedia and Cognitive Styles

Hypermedia appears to be an ill-structured and non-linear type of conceptual networking environment. It

seems to avoid prescribing a particular path for navigating information. Such a structure could be
questionable for a learner who is in need of guiding pathways. A learner's performance in hypermedia may
be affected by his / her individual cognitive style. Many variables, such as age, motivation, cognitive style,
and prior knowledge / experience with the system (Heller, 1990; Lai, 1994; McAleese, 1989; Paolucci, 1998;
Rhee, 1993) have been proven to be influential factors in the user' s performance. Some of these studies were
conducted in a conventional computer-based instruction environment. In those that were conducted in a
hypermedia environment, cognitive style was found to be an essential factor in learning (Chang, 1995).
Research findings support this notion that individual cognitive differences affect learning results among
adults (Davidson, Savenye, & Orr, 1992; James & Blank, 1991). Understanding these differences can help
instructors cope with the variations in performance exhibited by their students (Moore, 1994).
Cognitive style refers to a learner' s information processing habits, this being manifestly reflected in his / her

perceptual ability and in personality as well (Greco & McClung, 1979; Witkin, et al., 1977). It is "a
superordinate construct involved in many cognitive operations that accounts for individual differences in a
variety of cognitive, perceptual, and personality variables" (Vernon, 1973, p.141). There are no good or bad
cognitive styles. They could only to be described as effective or ineffective in terms of their influence on a
specific task (Strother, 1982). Studies on cognitive styles initially stemmed from the field of individual
differences. These issues were extensively studied during the 1960s and remained popular in the early 1970s,
but have since tended to fade out. As Riding and Cheema (1991) stated, this decline left the whole field of
exploration fragmented and incomplete. In spite of their attracting little interest in the last two decades,
cognitive styles are now once again being considered more seriously by scholars due to the coming of
hypermedia technology.
In this research proposal, cognitive style will be examined in the two dimension of Wholist / Analytic and
Verbal / Imagery. After reviewing work on the cognitive style study, Riding and Banner (1986) found that
there was an interaction effect between Field-dependence / independence style and verbal / imagery style on
the learner' s performance. Riding and David (1991) concluded that the Group Embedded Figures Test
(GEFT)(Witkin, 1962) that has frequently been used to identify Field-dependence / independence style has
limitations. In order to overcome some weaknesses of the traditional method for assessing Field dependence
/ independence like GEFT (e.g. Witkin, 1962), the Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) was developed.
This approach classifies learners' cognitive behaviors into four different categories: Wholist-Verbaliser,

Wholist-Imager, Analytic-Verbaliser, and Analytic-Imager. In this classification, Riding felt that for
educational and training purposes it is more meaningful to term Field - dependent as Wholist and Fieldindependent as Analytic. The Wholist trainee tends to view the information in whole and the Analytic
trainee tends to separate out the individual parts of information. Riding method differs from GEFT in four
significant ways. First, it positively measures the wholist tendency and does not simply assume that if a

person does poorly on a disembedding task that they are Field-dependents. This overcomes a major
objection to the notion of Field-independence being a learning style raised by those who have argued that
since generally Field-independents are superior to Field-dependents, it is simply a correlate of intelligence or
general ability. Secondly, it compares a person' s relative performance on the to halves of the continuum.
Thirdly, by using computer presentation, it allows more sensitive timing of the task. And finally, Riding' s

Cognitive Styles Analysis refines the GEFT method and incorporates the assessment of the second
fundamental dimension: Verbal-Imagery cognitive style. The Wholist-Analytic (Field- dependenceindependence) / Verbal-Imagery classification is considered to be particularly valuable when it is used to
examine different learners' behaviors in a non-linear environment such as hypermedia (Roberston, 1982;
Riding, 1997). These two dimensions of cognitive styles that reflect on learning involve the various
cognitive restructuring skills and analyzing ability for incoming information that are especially demanded in
an ill-structured environment such as hypermedia. It is likely that the best performance on learning task
comes from combinations of these two style dimension that offer the greatest strengths, namely Wholist-
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Verbalist learners and Analytic -Imager learners, whereas Wholist-Imager learners and Analytic-Verbalist
learners are less complementary and might result inferior performances.
Hypermedia and Structure Knowledge

According to Conklin (1987), disorientation is one of major problems for hypermedia systems. Elm and
Woods view this "disorientation" in terms of degradation rather than as a subjective feeling of being "lost".
One of the assumptions in their 1985 study about users' performance is that users might attempt to create a
comprehensive cognitive map of the knowledge domain. The problematic issue of getting lost in a display
network is caused by the user lacking a clear conception of the relationships within the system, or as
Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci (1993) call it, Structural knowledge. Structural knowledge is a memory /
cognitive structure, a collection of bits of information and relationships among concepts. It could also be
termed the internal structure (Korthauer, R. D & Koubek, R. J., 1994), which refers to the knowledge
structure of users who are experienced in the domain, and to a type of mental model that users must create
and bring to bear as they work in an electronic information space (diSessa, 1986; Gentner & Stevens, 1983;
Russell, 1986). The acquisition of structural knowledge, according to Ausubel (1963), involves the linking
of new information to existing information, which results in a dynamic framework of knowledge. That is,
through the information processing procedure, learners experience new information and refine or reconstruct
their knowledge frameworks as needed.

In hypermedia, there are two approaches to help learners construct their structural knowledge (Korthauer, R.

D. & Koubek, R. J., 1994). The first is the use of hyperlink approach. Hyperlink approach is designed
according to the intrinsic attributes of the information; the designer finds the best way to organize it so that
the information structure is salient to the user (Gordon & Gill, 1993). This approach could commonly be
seen as the underlying organization embedded in the hypermedia database, such as the hierarchical,
associative, and networking structures. The second is the use of navigational aid approach, which is usually
based on the hyperlink approach but graphically represents hyperlinks (such as the concept map) to make the
information hierarchy more explicit for learners (Nelson, 1990). It is thought that instead of relying on
hyperlink approach, as experienced users do, novice users may rely more upon the navigational aid approach,
as they have no knowledge structure of their own (Korthauer, R. D. & Koubek, R. J., 1994). In addition to
the external factor, like the hyperlink and navigational aid approaches, learners' cognitive styles are the
internal factor suspected to particularly affect novice users, by affecting the degree to which they can draw
out the embedded structure of the hypermedia document.

As Mandler (1983) indicated, "Meaning does not exist until some structure, or organization, is achieved"
(p4). For designers and instructors, it would seem wise, then, to balance structural knowledge acquisition
and the knowledge that users expect to learn in their consideration of learning results. Mental constructs
could not be formed without structure. Learners might be able to remember each single object without
structural knowledge, but they could not relate these isolated ideas to each other to form abstract knowledge,
or even translate them into procedure knowledge (Jonassen, Be issner, & Yacci, 1993). It is important that the
learner first develop an accurate structural knowledge of the knowledge domain being studied. Once the
learner has a grasp of the bigger picture, he / she will be released from the burden of trying to organize the
structure of the information while he / she is also required to study the content at the same time.

4 Methodology
Independent Variables

There are two independent variables in this study. First are the two types of information conveying
approaches which mediate the hypermedia-based instruction. The second independent variable is the
learner's cognitive style which is identified by a standard test. Figure 1 outlines a conceptual model for the
variables of this study.
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Figure 1. The conceptual model of variables for this study

'ognitive Characteristics

Treatments

Learners'

Information
conveying approach
(Less / More Explicit
approach)

Cognitive Style

Independent Variables

Learning Performance

Learners' structural
knowledge

Learners' feelings
of disorientation

PO

Dependent Variable

Information Conveying Approach

In this study, there are two types of information conveying approaches:
The Less Explicit (LE) approach: the instructional material with the hierarchical-associative hyperlink
The More Explicit (ME) approach: the instructional material with an interactive concept map
1.

Cognitive Style

The second independent variable is the learner' s cognitive style in the combination of the dimension of
Wholist-Analytic and the dimension of Verbal-imagery.
1.
Wholist-Verbaliser
2. Wholist-Imager
3. Analytic-Verbaliser
4. Analytic-Imager
A subject's particular style is determined by the subject's score on the Riding' s Cogntive Style Analysis
(Riding, 1991).

Dependent variables

There are two types of dependent variables in this study: learners' structural knowledge and learners'
feelings of disorientation.
Structural knowledge

Structural knowledge is defined here as the compilation stage of a knowledge development theory
(Anderson, 1982, 1987, & 1990). It is a transition knowledge that helps learners to associate their declarative
knowledge with their procedural knowledge (Jonassen, Beissner, Yacci, 1993). It represents the
interrelationships between concepts that the learner forms in his or her memory.
Feeling of Disorientation

The second dependent variable in this study is a learner's feeling of disorientation which results from his /
her use of different types of information conveying approaches.
Subjects

The researcher plans to collect a total of one hundred twenty subjects participating in this study. All of the
subjects will be current students enrolled in Indiana University at Bloomington (IUB). Subjects' ages range
from 19 to 45, and they have various majors in the School of Education in IUB. Before this experiment, a

Human Subject Form shell be completed by each subject and has been approved by the University
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.

A two-stage filtering procedure will be administered to identify the most appropriate subjects for this study.
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In the first stage of the filtering procedure, subjects will be recruited by means of an Email flyer.
Experienced subjects will be excluded according to their replies on the computer background questions sent
together with the &mail flyer. The remaining respondents will receive a confirmation message from the
researcher to thank them for their participation and to set up a possible time with them to come for this study.
The subject filtering procedure moves to the second stage.
In the second stage of the subject filtering procedure, Riding' s Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) will
be administered to all remaining students to determine their cognitive styles: Wholist- Imager, AnalyticImager, Wholist-Verbaliser, or Analytic -Verbaliser. This computer-based test will give measure of a subject' s
position on both the Wholist / Analytic and Verbal / Imagery cognitive style dimensions.

Instructional Materials
Content

The topic of this web-based instruction "Building a Homepage", was about building a personal homepage
in the IUB domain. The categories of "Building a Homepage" were adopted from the "IU Webmaster" web
site (http://www.indiana.edu/wmhome/), which is maintained by the University Information Technology
Service (UITS). This web site provides information for those who wish to build or maintain a web page by
themselves.
Interface layout

Two different versions of hypermedia-based instructions were developed in this study: the instruction lesson
using the Less Explicit approach (hierarchical-associative hyperlink) and the lesson using the More Explicit
approach (concept map). Both versions contain the same instructional content but convey it through different
interface layouts. The interfaces were functionally equivalent in terms of the amount of content available in
each node, and both allowed access to top-level pages at all times. Therefore, one design was not viewed by
the researcher as less functional than another These two types of hypermedia-based instructions could be
accessed through using Web browsers like Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. Additionally, in order to
control the learning environment and also to remove unpredictable factors that might affect learning, the
browser' s (Internet Explorer) toolbar and address bar were removed and did not appear in either approach.
This was viewed as necessary in order to attempt to isolate any learning effects that may have resulted from
use of the "Back" function (Boling et al., 1996).

Experiment Procedure
Upon the completion of the two-stage filtering procedure, the selected subjects will be informed of the time
and the place for this experiment by E-mail. Before the study, subjects are randomly assigned into two
groups the group using the Less Explicit approach and the group using More Explicit approach. Only one
group is measured at each time. In this experiment, subjects will be required to study a hypermedia-based
instruction lesson. The content of this lesson is designed to help subjects acquire the knowledge to build
homepages in the IUB domain. In the beginning of this experiment, subjects will be given five minutes to
practice and master the tutorial web page that had been loaded on their screens. After this five minute
tutorial session, subjects are required to spend at least fifty minutes (or even longer time, depending on their
wishes) to read through the "Building a Homepage" web site.

When subjects complete the self-directed study, they will be required to complete a three-part post-test and a
disorientation questionnaire in order to measure their structural knowledge and perceived disorientation.
Subjects have a total of twenty-five minutes to finish the post-test and the questionnaire and return them
together with the signed consent form to the researcher.

5 Conclusions
This study attempts to make a contribution to our understanding of how learners' cognitive attributes affect
their learning performances while using hypermedia. The study results should provide some useful design

concepts for hypermedia development, especially when a hypermedia material is designed for novice
learners.
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Learning functions play a central role in theories regarding the regulation of learning processes (Vermunt,
1989). However, the question of how students carry out these functions in a hypermedia context, or the way
in which this execution is regulated by internal and external factors has largely gone unproved (Burton,
Moore, & Holmes, 1995). It is worthwhile to explore whether the hyperlink or the concept map is better for
different cognitive-styled learners in the acquisition of structural knowledge. As structural knowledge has
been proven to be a crucial predictor of problem solving skills (Chi & Glaser, 1985; Gordon & Gill, 1989;
Robertson, 1990), the information regarding whether supplied models are useful and for what kinds of users
is also important for hypermedia developers.
In addition, it is hypothesized that users could overcome the disorientation problem if they could acquire a
more correct structural knowledge of the knowledge domain. The findings of this study may result in insight

and shed light on the importance of acquiring structural knowledge as a learning goal. Hypermedia
developers may accordingly develop guidelines for designing interfaces that help users to access information
and which will accommodate their needs while preserving the quality of independent learning. This should
improve the effectiveness of their designs.
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The research examined the anxieties and perspectives of first and final year
Australian Indigenous Bachelor of Education students as they learnt with
Computer Mediated Communication. The paper reports a qualitative study that
utilised Liken Scale Questionnaires and focus and individual interviews in order
to ascertain the factors involved in reducing the information rich/information
poor gap through the use of Computer Mediated Communication. The factors

identified involved technical, time, skills, costs, tutors, and "learning style"
issues as well as isolation as tertiary students studying in offcampus remote
communities. The students reported more positive attitudes and competency
skills and less isolation with email than the WWW. There was general optimism

concerning the role the Internet would play in their future lives as students,
teachers, and, as they took their knowledge beyond the classroom, in their
communities, particularly in terms of reducing the information gap.

Keywords: Computer Mediated Communication, information gap, cross-cultural,

Internet

1 Introduction
Tertiary education institutions are rapidly investing considerable resources and faith in the Internet as a
means of conveying both the administrative and the pedagogical materials for student learning [1, 2]. As
vehicles for flexible learning, email and the World Wide Web (WWW) are seen to be free from geographical,
time, and participation restraints [3, 4]. This is juxtaposed against international concerns that the Internet is
widening the gap between the information rich and information poor [5, 6]. Tertiary institutions are amongst
those that continue to widen the gap between information rich and information poor in Australia as technical,

cost, and inappropriately designed distributed learning environments (email and the WWW) impose
implementation restraints. This paper reports a case study of how Australian Indigenous students, who are
studying in remote communities, and one Australian tertiary institution, James Cook University, are bridging
that information gap.

The study was interested in the tertiary students' perspectives of the influences that impacted their
interpretation of that gap and how it was being bridged. We therefore investigated the students' perceptions
of (a) their attitudes and anxieties concerning email and the WWW and (b) the role email and the WWW
played in teaching and learning in their degree program and their lives as Indigenous peoples in remote areas.

2 Methodology
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Since mid-1990, James Cook University (JCU) has offered a Bachelor of Education to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students through the Remote Area Teacher Education Program (RATEP). As in the rest of
Australia, Queensland' s Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders have lived, and many continue to live, under

various separatist legislation. The state government long held an isolationist and racist view of what
constituted an appropriate education for them. As the official view was that they could achieve little
academically, secondary education was withheld from Aborigines until 1964 and, for Torres Strait Islanders,
education was left in the hands of the Department of Native Affairs, rather than the Department of Education,
until 1984. RATEP was conceived as a program that would seek to redress issues of geographical remoteness,
racial discrimination, economic exploitation, educational marginalisation, linguistic plurality, land alienation,
and enforced dependency of the Indigenous communities. It was driven by the concepts of social justice,

culturally contextualised education, empowerment, and use of information technologies. It is an intersystemic teacher education program providing preservice teacher education studies to Indigenous students
on-site in remote locations throughout the State of Queensland. The RATEP delivery partnership consists of
James Cook University, the Far North Queensland Institute of Technical and Further Education, the
Queensland State Education Department, and, importantly, the Indigenous communities. Multi-systemic
collaboration is effected through the RATEP Management Committee which oversees finance and site
selection, contributes to various corporate decisions, and provides for direct Indigenous input.
The program caters for eight to 35 Indigenous students in any year' s intake with four to 12 students at any
one site. The location of the 10 James Cook University RATEP centres is usually in a primary or secondary
school classroom in locations where the population ranges from 250 in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities, in which non-Indigenous people are a very small minority, to 700 in the small townships.
Typically, the centre consists of one classroom which houses the comp uters, modem, printer, facsimile
machine, teleconference phone, conference table, and study desks as well as a sink and fridge. There are no
community libraries available to the students.
RATEP is a mirror of the Bachelor of Education on-campus program, differing mainly in modes of delivery.
RATEP students study the same courses, are taught by the same lecturers, complete assessment tasks at the

same standard as their on-campus counterparts, and receive exactly the same award as students who
undertake pre service teacher education at the Cairns and Townsville JCU campuses. RATEP uses various
distance education technologies, materials, and delivery strategies: textbooks, workbooks, teleconferences,
audio and video tapes, facsimile, JCU developed interactive multimedia (IMM) courseware, on-site tutors
(self-labelled teacher-coordinators), and, now, the Internet.

The delay in accessing the Internet as part of their program was mainly due to the costs of hardware, long
distance telecommunication fees, and the unreliability of sustained telecommunication connections. With
support through a Telstra learn-IT research grant, the Bachelor of Education students through RATEP were
able to enrol in two undergraduate information technology courses that utilised the Internet as a teachinglearning tool. The courses were a first year core on-campus course and a fourth year elective: Information
Technologies in Education and Design of Educational Media, respectively. The first year course had the
equivalent of two interactive lectures on the World Wide Web (WWW). Assessment included reactions to
tutorial readings sent as email attachments, and the option to create a WWW home page. Interaction with the
lecturer was via email and teleconference. The fourth year course required the students to access the WWW
for key readings as well as to critique educational sites. In addition, they were responsible for conducting
weekly email tutorials in which two students posed email questions about the set tutorial readings. All
students replied individually. The tutorial leaders were also required to synthesise these responses in a
culminating email. All students were encouraged to critique any of the contributions. Except for two
teleconferences, interaction with the lecturer was via email. In both subjects, the students had previously met
formally and informally with their lecturers during a short orientation oncampus program.

Twenty-three out of 33 Indigenous students volunteered to participate. Their ages ranged from 21 to 49 years.
Reflecting teacher education enrolments generally, all but seven were female. The students generally speak
either a traditional language, Aboriginal English, or Torres Strait Creole as their first language. Standard

Australian English is their second or third language. When researching in cross-cultural contexts it is
important that researchers acknowledge the cultural, linguistic, and individual differences existing within and
across the student group. However, the historical-socio-cultural similarities are strong enough to speak in
generalities in referring to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patterns of experiences, values, and ways of
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learning.

Audiotaped focus interviews were conducted either face-to-face (Yarrabah) or via teleconference (Normanton
and Woorabinda) with students as a group at these three RATEP sites. The interviews involved open-ended

questions to gather information about the issues identified by the students and teacher coordinators as
relevant to learning with the Internet. A five -point Likert Scale Issues and Course Questionnaire for the first
and final year courses were compiled from the focus interview data and the literature. It was administered
towards the end of the courses, either along with audiotaped individual interviews conducted on site with
students at six RATEP sites (Thursday Island, Bamaga, Napranum, Cairns, Palm Island, and Cunnamulla) or
via fax or email attachment to the other four sites (Yarrabah, Normanton, Worrabinda, and Doomadgee).
Another five-point Likert Scale questionnaire assessing Computer Mediated Communication Anxiety [7] was
also administered at the beginning and end of the two university courses involving the Internet via fax or
email.

3 Data Results and Discussion
The five point Likert scale questionnaires were reduced to a three point scale (see Table 1) for data analysis.
Overall there was a positive swing on the Computer Mediated Communication Questionnaire (Items 1-13,

Table 1) and the Issues and Course Questionnaire (Items 14-23, Table 1) that sought first and final year
student anxieties and perceptions about current and future usage of email and the World Wide Web (WWW).
(Ten items out of the 42 item Issues and Course Questionnaire are reported here; the other items included
those that are common in end-of-course evaluations and, therefore, not relevant to this paper). The individual

interviews supported this trend. The interviews revealed a decidedly positive emphasis on keeping but
improving the use of CMC in RATEP subjects.

Table 1: Comparison of Pre to Post Test Changes on Selected Items from Computer Mediated
Communications and Comparison between End-of-Semester First Year and Final Year Issues and Course
Evaluation Questionnaires
Computer Mediated Communications Questionnaire:
Responses of Students' Studying First and Final Year Course

SA-A
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13

Post-Test

Pre-Test

Item

E-mail could open up new communication
channels for me.
My usage of e-mail will increase in the future.
The thought of using e-mail makes me
nervous.
The Internet could open up new areas of
communication for me
I expect I will use the Internet in the future
I get nervous at the thought of using the
Internet
I believe that there are many useful ways to
use the Internet,
The thought of learning from the Internet
intimidates me.
Information overload frightens me.
I feel very negative about the Internet in
general.
I would prefer not to use the Internet because
of the uncensored material
Using the Internet could be more trouble than
its worth
I think there is too much emphasis placed on

92%
67%
50%

U
8%

D-SD

33%

50%

SA-A
94%

4%

91%
30%

9%
9%

U

D-SD

61%

100%

100%

4%

8%
50%

96%
39%

13%

48%

17%

17%

68%

17%

14%

36%

27%

36%

30%

17%

52%

50%
33%

8%
17%

42%
50%

43%
26%

30%
30%

26%
43%

25%

8%

67%

30%

22%

48%

25%

33%

42%

17%

17%

65%

67%

17%

17%

35%

26%

39%

83%
50%

8%

67%
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I the Internet
I

I

1

1

I

First and Final Year Issues and Course Evaluation Questionnaire Responses
Item

16

I am more confident using email than the
WWW
If I had the choice, I would use the WWW for
serious information searches
If I had the choice, I would use the WWW to

17

catch up on what' s happening in soap operas.
The WWW is a diversion from having to do

14
15

First Year Course
D-SD
SA-A
U
18%
73%
9%

Final Year Course
U
D-SD
SA-A
22%
11%
67%

100%

100%

27%

9%

63%

33%

22%

44%

20%

20%

60%

22%

33%

44%

54%

36%

9%

56%

18%

100%

RATEP work.

20

I don' t feel as isolated as a university student
now that I can use WWW
I don' t feel as isolated as a university student
now that I can use e-mail
I appreciated the flexibility in scheduling my

21

learning times
The subject has made me feel a more

18
19

82%

44%

73%

18%

9%

89%

11%

50%

30%

20%

78%

22%

independent learner
80%
100%
22 I no longer see the computer as just a word
processing tool
100%
100%
I intend using the computer in the classroom
23
with my students.
* SA-A = Strongly Agree/Agree; U - Undecided; D-SD = Disagree/Strongly Disagree.

20%

Students were originally divided on their willingness and nervousness to use email. By the end of the
semester there was a substantial increase in their perception that their future usage of email would increase
(67% to 91%) and a 20% decrease in their nervousness (Items 2 & 3, Table 1). This is encapsulated in one
student' s interview statement: "I was a bit apprehensive at first because I think the newness with everybody

was a bit scary.

But, after I got the knack of things, I really loved it" (Interview). Most students

acknowledged the efficiency and speed of communicating via email with their lecturers and fellow students;
as one student explained: ".. you don't have to fiddle around faxing or posting your assignments. You just
type it right onto the computer and send it on the email and it's there!" (Interview). Some reasons for the

maintenance of apprehension involved concerns about costs ("the time I' m using is costing money"),
typing skills ("my typing speed is not up to my thoughts; that' s a bit slower so that' s what holds me back"),
and privacy (" .. the teacher-coordinator seemed as if to be spying" (Interviews). This last factor involved the
way email accounts were established. Because of costs, only one modem was provided at each site. Thus, at
the time of the research, the teacher coordinator accessed and therefore could read all exchanges as the
single email account for each RATEP site was registered in their name. (This year, all students have a private

email account.) Despite their concerns and apprehensions, 94% agreed that email would open q new
communication channels for them while 91% indicated they would increase their use of email in the future
(Items 1 & 2 respectively, Table 1).

Compared with email items, there was more initial negativity and some smaller positive swings concerning the
WWW items. Indeed, at the end of the semester, both first and final year students admitted they were "more
confident using email than the WWW" (73% and 67%, respectively; Item 14, Table 1). In the pre and post
Computer Mediated Communication Questionnaire, for instance, although in the post test 68% agreed with
the item, "I believe that there are many useful ways to use the Internet", there was little variation from the pre
test (67%) (Item 7, Table 1). Other small positive results occurred in the following items as fewer students

indicated agreement with the following statements: "I get nervous with the thought of using the Internet
(50% pre test to 48% post test); "The thought of learning with the Internet intimidates me" (36% to 30%); and
"Information overload frightens me" (50% to 43%) (Table 1, Items 6, 8, & 9, respectively).

However, it is noteworthy that on three of these items such positive swings were offset by a noticeable
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increase in the "undecided" category. For instance, in the above item about nervousness and using the
Internet, 50% agreed and 50% disagreed on the pre-test while 39% agreed and 48% disagreed on the posttest (Item 6, Table 1). The change in attitude was counteracted by an increase in the "undecided" (0% to 13%;
Item 6, Table 1). Although more students felt less negativity about information overload (Item 9) and the
WWW in general (Item 10), 30% reported being "undecided" in the post test compared with 8% and 17% in
the pre test, respectively (Items 9 & 10, Table 1). As explained later, many of the first year students were
prevented from hands-on use of the WWW course materials online. In the fourth year subject, the greater

emphasis was on email tutorial interaction; in comparison, finding relevant resources and obtaining set
readings from the WWW were the only compulsory WWW tasks. This paucity of "compulsory" usage,
influenced the students perceptions concerning the Internet. During the interviews, most students equated
the Internet with the WWW. The experiences that the students did have seemed to have resulted in
understandable ambiguity concerning their anxiety and general attitudes about the WWW; the reality of their
experiences was a contributing factor.

More substantial changes occurred when, in the post test, fewer students agreed with the statement, "1 think
there is too much emphasis placed on the Internet" (67% to 35%) (Item 13, Table 1) and more students
confirmed that they would use the Internet in the future (83% to 96%) (Item 5, Table 1). As one student
commented: "You have to keep up with the technology and pass it on; it's never-ending learning" (Interview).
Additionally, regardless of their concerns and experiences, an optimism remained: all confirmed an unchanged
hope that the Internet would open up new areas of communication for them (100% on both pre and post tests,
Item 4, Table 1).

There were several factors affecting these data results, such as technical issues, time, skills, costs, and tutors
(self-labelled "teacher-coordinators").

Technical problems were a significant factor. Getting hooked-up took two sites one month after the
commencement of the courses. The reliability of the telecommunication links and difficulty in logging into the
James Cook University site when 500 on-campus students were trying to log into the same first year course
site influenced the RATEP students' perceptions (Interviews). The one computer that had the RATEP modem
connection was also used for studying with the IMM courseware and wordprocessing assignments. An extra

major inconvenience for two sites was having just one line for Internet access, facsimile, telephone, and
teleconferencing. There was a ratio of approximately four students to this one line.

These factors obviously limited the time each student could spend using the WWW and email. Their other
study commitments - described as "a mountain of work" by one student - imposed further time constraints
reducing their usage of the Internet (Interviews). This was exacerbated by having English-as -a-second/thirdlanguage with respect to deconstructing academic genres. "If we'd had more time to explore it and build up
that confidence, well, then, I probably wouldn't be feeling as bad as I do about getting onto it," was one
student's summary of the effects that lack of time had on her self-confidence (Interview). Others echoed the

impact that minimum usage had on their confidence to use the WWW (Interviews). The printout of
procedures on the wall did not seem to inspire usage or confidence; it was the personal input from the
teacher-coordinator or a peer that some students' maintained was crucial. This emphasis on the personal
coach would seem to reflect Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander preferred ways of learning and doing [8]. In
this period of apprehension with using the Internet, students required the comfort zone of traditional ways of
teaching and learning [9].

Underdeveloped procedural knowledge constrained student progress using the WWW. One student's
clarification echoed other students' comments: ".. it' s just a matter of not being able to get where I want to be

straight away ...and then I'll get real frustrated" (Interview). Students justifiably argued that this was
compounded by the fact that the first year course did not encourage understanding or reinforcement of
WWW searching strategies by requiring assessable activities in this area.

There was evidence of self-imposed moderation in usage by students (Interviews). In spite of their
understanding that costs involved in browsing the WWW were met through the Telstra learn-IT grant,
students were reluctant to abuse what they saw as a privilege.

The students who reported most positively in their interviews were those who perceived their teachercoordinators as having competence in using the WWW and being able and willing to impart that confidence
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to the students. Unfortunately a few students cited perceptions of teacher-coordinator reluctance or inability
to share their knowledge. Also most of the teacher-coordinators printed out the first year course's WWW
lecture notes. The teacher-coordinators contended they chose this strategy because of time constraints,
technical hiccups, and, perhaps, admitted one, procedural insecurities. For them, this allowed a more efficient
usage of time as they could conduct tutorials based on the printed text without having to wait for all the

students to study from the WWW. In effect, it prevented students acquiring more proficiency with the
Internet and, hence, much needed self-confidence. As well it prevented students (and these teacher
coordinators) from obtaining a better understanding of how the WWW could be utilized as a learning tool as
they had no chance to participate with the in-built question-answer-feedback interactions, the video clips of
school children voicing their perceptions of various aspects of the Internet and its relevance to their lives,
and the hypertext/hypermedia functions of the WWW.

These conditions would have influenced the differing perceptions about the courses allowing "me to feel a
more independent learner" (Item 21, Table 1): only 50% of the first year students felt such independence with
a further 30% being undecided; in comparison, 78% of the final year students reported that the Internet
activities had helped them to take more self-responsibility for their learning. Of course, one would expect that
final year students would be more independent learners than first year students. Nevertheless, the item
required them to express an opinion if the Internet subject had made them "more" independent.
Even if many had not had much opportunity to browse the Web, all students reiterated the commonly quoted
advantages of the WWW: up-to-date information, variety of topics, exploration, multiple sources relating to
the same information, and flexibility (Interviews). With respect to flexibility, more final year students (89%)

compared with first year students (73%) valued this attribute (Item 20, Table 1). The enforced tutorials
without personal access to the WWW would have influenced the first year students' perceptions. One
student situated her comment in the context of the realities of Indigenous community life: "We' ye had
multiple tragedies in our class [deaths, suicides, and serious illnesses]; at least with the WWW lecture notes,
we can come back and get them; we' re not missing out [as we would have with teleconferences]" (Interview).
For students who had taken opportunities to surf, the WWW was "Exciting!"; "It gets me; it draws me. I
could see myself seriously getting hooked"; "It's like a big book; you don't want to put it down!" (Interviews).

Students unanimously agreed that they would use the WWW for serious information searches (Item 15,
Table 1). It was reassuring to see that their usage went beyond the two courses requiring utilisation of the
Internet. The following Web searches were mentioned by different individual students: green ants (for their
science curriculum course); background information on a son's medical disease; solutions for our farm's fruit
tree problems; Indigenous sites such as the internationally famous Aboriginal band, Yothu Yindi. Serious
play [10, 11] was involved, too: finding out what was on at movie theatres; joining a jokes' listserv; 30%
admitted to catching up on soap operas (averaged first and final year, Item 16 Table 1); and 21% reported
using the WWW as an occasional diversion from their studies (averaged first and final year, Item 17 Table 1).
Such responses demonstrate these students' awareness of the types of information available on the WWW
and an ability to conduct searches and find out how to subscribe to a listserv. Because of the Internet and
other computer requirements in the two courses, 90% (averaged first and final year students, Item 22, Table 1)
agreed that they no longer perceived the computer as just a word processing tool.

The role of email and the WWW in their lives as students in remote Indigenous communities involved
reducing isolation and person, societal and professional issues.

Feeling part of the wider JCU student cohort was an issue raised in the research. Both cohorts of students
felt that isolation as a university student was decreased through use of email - 82% for first year students and
100% for final year students (Item 19, Table 1). One student put it succinctly: "Yeah. It took away the
isolation a lot" (Interview). In comparison, approximately half (54%) of the students studying the first year
course reported that they "did not feel as isolated as a university student now that I can use the WWW"
(Item 18, Table 1). A further 36% were undecided. Likewise, only 56% of the final year students felt that
isolation as a university student was reduced through access to the WWW (Item 18, Table 1). The course
requirements and amount of access would have been significant issues in the differing percentages with
respect to email and WWW as factors in lessening isolation. With respect to the first year students, these
percentages are not surprising considering the large number of reports of inadequate access to the WWW,
working from a print version rather than on-screen interaction of the first year information technology course,
and technical constraints. The fourth year course demanded that the students conduct weekly email tutorials
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and interact via email for a fortnight with students at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology as well as
the fact that their compulsory WWW activities were limited. The results may also have been affected by the
fact that the WWW activities were not people orientated whereas the email tasks were obviously so.

However, isolation was not just a matter of the difficulties imposed by distance learning with respect to
cultural induction as university students. It was also a personal and community issue. A few students
reported keeping in touch via email with relatives and friends living in other parts .of Australia; for instance,
one student was able to regularly contact her son who was in jail. This is a poignant reminder of the systemic
injustices involved in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples' reality and the role that email can play in
helping families maintain contact at a geographical distance. The WWW was threatening for one student: "
a whole new world, and I'm afraid in a way to experience all these different things" (Interview). For others,
their world was expanded. This was insightfully expressed by one student: "When you're living in a remote
community all you know is what's happening around here or what you get from your teleconference and stuff
like that. You're living in your own world ...Well, then, when you get onto the Web, it's just like: 'Wow!
There's a big world out there. All that information you can access'." (Interview).

The content in the first year course (Information Technologies in Education) appeared to have been
influential in changing perceptions about the negative affects of the Internet. One involved society's concern
that the Internet would significantly reduce or even prevent socialisation. For example, "I've changed", said
one student. "I've done a complete [voice faded out] .. with the whole idea of technology taking away the
emotional side of life and that we've been becoming too dependent on it, and I think, after going through the
semester with it, that maybe as long as people are educated in the right way about it, it's not going to prove
to be a big problem. It's probably going to prove to be a big asset, you know." Some students' comments
highlighted their fear of children and themselves encountering pornographic sites: "It scares me - to come
across something like that on the Internet"; "Children shouldn't have access to them" (Interviews). However,
the 19% pre to post drop in their disagreement with the statement, "I would prefer not to use the Internet
because of the uncensored material" (Item 11, Table 1), probably reflects a more realistic understanding of
avoidance strategies and the general unlikelihood of a user encountering such sites; these were issues that
were discussed with relevant hotlinks in the WWW course.
All the pre-service teachers reported their intention to use computers in the classroom with their students in

order to enhance teaching and learning (Item 23, Table 1). One student commented that hers was a
commitment to creating a new kind of learning environment for all, but particularly remote Indigenous,
students. Another student saw that this would occur during her next practicum: " I think that I can go to
the Web and find out interesting lessons, which is one of my main concerns. Kids sit down and get stuff
poured into them that is not interesting." The students' commitment demonstrates a broader consideration of
the role that the WWW and email needs to play in school and, as the students' take their understandings
home, their communities.

4 Conclusion
Overall, at the end of phase one of the project, there was a favourable response to the introduction of the
Internet into the students' Bachelor of Education course. Importantly, the research highlighted a number of
issues that the RATEP Academic Coordinator, lecturers, and RATEP Management Committee can consider to
help improve the incorporation of the Web and email for improved teaching and learning: technical issues
such as the provision of more than one modem per RATEP site; incorporation of assessable items to do with
effective searches on the WWW; meaningful use of email and Web discussion forums in various subjects

across the degree program; seeing serious play that helps develop WWW procedural skills as part of the
course structure; examination of the nature and role of WWW lectures in developing conceptual as well as
procedural understanding of the WWW; and creating purposeful "authentic" links between the Internet
subjects and their community.

It is argued that the Internet will prove to be an effective tool to combat colonisation. For instance,
geographically dispersed Aboriginal communities and Torres Strait Islander communities are able through the
Internet to set their own agendas to communicate and consult (network) on issues of mutual concern, such
as the current attention concerning land and sea rights claims. In the second phase of the learn-IT research
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grant, we conducted an Internet Web Board International Conference linking Indigenous and non-Indigenous

peoples interested in teaching and learning with the Internet. Once analysed, the rich data from this
conference should provide further ideas for bridging the information gap, not only to empower, but to
provide ownership of the Internet in school, tertiary, and community life.
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The main problem addressed in this paper is how to help learners reflect on knowledge that
they have constructed in exploring existing hypermedia/hypertext based learning resources
on the Web. Our approach to this problem is to provide each learner with a kind of reflection
support proper to his/her exploration process. In this paper, we describe an interactive history
that encourages learners to annotate their exploration history with the reasons why they have
explored, which reasons have a great influence on knowledge construction in hyperspace. It
also generates a knowledge map, which spatially represents the semantic relationships among
the WWW pages visited by the learners. This paper also describes a preliminary analysis and
evaluation with the interactive history system. The results indicate that the system facilitates
a rethink on exploration processes, and that the system produces good effects on learning such
as integrating the contents of some nodes in more complicated hyperspace.

Keywords: Exploratory Learning, Hyperspace, Reflection, Interactive History

1 Introduction
Hypermedia/hypertexts generally provide learners with a hyperspace within which they can explore the domain
concepts/knowledge in a self-directed way [3], [7]. The exploration often involves making cognitive efforts at
constructing the knowledge from the contents that have been explored [12]. These cognitive efforts would enhance
learning [2], [6]. However, learners often fail in knowledge construction since what and why they have explored so
far become hazy as the exploration progresses. To what extent the learning has been carried out also becomes
unclear [10], [12].
A possible resolution of this problem is to encourage learners to reflect on what they have constructed during
exploration in hyperspace [11], [12]. The reflection also involves rethinking the exploration process that they have
carried out since it has a great influence on their knowledge construction. In particular, exploration purposes, which
mean the reasons why the learners have searched for the next node in hyperspace, play a crucial role in knowledge
construction [8], [9]. For instance, a learner may search for the meaning of an unknown term to supplement what is
learned at the current node or look for elaboration of the description given at the current node. Each exploration
purpose would provide its own way to shape the knowledge structure. The reflection support accordingly needs to
adapt to their exploration activities and the knowledge structure being constructed by the learners.
In this paper, we discuss a proper reflection support with a careful consideration of exploration process in hyperspace. This paper also describes an interactive history for learning with hypermedia/hypertext based learning resources on the Web. The interactive history system enables learners to annotate their exploration history with
exploration purposes that have arisen during exploration. It also transforms the annotated exploration history into a
visual representation called knowledge map. It spatially shows the semantic relationships among the WWW pages
that the learners have visited [8]. Using the interactive history system, the learners can view and reorganize the
exploration history to rethink their exploration process that they have carried out so far. They can also view the
knowledge map to reflect on what they have constructed in hyperspace.
This paper also describes a preliminary evaluation of utility and effectiveness of the interactive history system.
The results indicate that the system facilitates a rethink on exploration processes, and that the system facilitates
learning such as integrating the contents of some pages in more complicated hyperspace.
Before discussing the interactive history, let us first consider exploration process in hyperspace.

2 Exploratory Learning
In hyperspace, learners can explore in a self-directed way from one node to others by following the links among the
nodes. The exploration often involves making cognitive efforts at constructing the knowledge structure from the
contents that have been explored. In order to shape a well-balanced knowledge structure, it is necessary for the
learners to recall what and why they have explored so far, and to properly direct the subsequent exploration [10],
[12], [13]. However, these efforts may cause cognitive overload [6].
In this paper, we consider learners who attempt to learn domain concepts and knowledge in a constructive way.
Some learners may not make the cognitive efforts of knowledge construction. In this case, they may only browse or
surf in hyperspace. Supporting such browsing or surfing is out of our scope.
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Table 1. Exploration Purposes and Visual Representation.

Exploration Purposes

Supplement
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Compare

Exploration
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Figure 1. An Exploration History.

2.1 Primary Exploration Process
Learners generally start exploring hyperspace with a learning purpose. The movement between the various nodes is
often driven by a local purpose called exploration purpose to search for the node that fulfills it. Such exploration
purpose is also regarded as a sub purpose of the learning purpose. We refer to the process of fulfilling an exploration
purpose as primary exploration process. This is represented as a link from the starting node where the exploration
purpose arises to the terminal node where it is fulfilled.
An exploration purpose may have several terminal nodes with one starting node. Exploration purpose, represented as verb, signifies how to develop or improve the domain concepts and knowledge learned at the starting
node. We currently classify exploration purposes as shown in Table 1, which are not investigated exhaustively.
An exploration purpose arising from visiting a node is not always fulfilled in the immediately following node. In
such case, learners need to retain the purpose until they find the appropriate terminal node/s. While searching for
the fulfillment of the retained purpose, it is possible for other exploration purposes to arise. The need to retain
several exploration purposes concurrently makes the knowledge construction more difficult to achieve.
The exploration process can be modeled as a number of primary exploration processes. Let us give an example
where a learner uses a hyperdocument on a WWW server with the learning purpose of understanding the occurrence of earthquake. In this example, he/she explores a number of nodes (WWW documents) with various exploration purposes. Figure 1 gives the exploration history, which shows the sequence of the nodes visited and primary
exploration processes. For example, he/she visited the node Animation of the mechanism in order to rethink the
description in the node The mechanism of occurrence of earthquake. He/she then visited the node Seismic wave
since he/she did not know the meaning of the term used in the previous node.

2.2 Knowledge Structure
Exploring hyperspace in a self-directed way, learners make semantic relationships among the domain concepts and
knowledge explored to construct a knowledge structure [12]. In hypermedia/hypertext systems with concept maps
representing domain concepts to be learned, learners can derive such semantic relationships from the maps. Most
existing web-based learning resources, on the other hand, do not specify the semantic relationships. In this case,
learners need to explore WWW pages and to identify the semantic relationships by themselves for the knowledge
construction.
The knowledge structure constructed is shaped according to learners' exploration process, especially the exploration purposes. Each exploration purpose provides its own way to make relationships among the domain concepts
and knowledge explored and to shape the knowledge structure [8].

2.3 Reflection
Knowledge construction in hyperspace requires learners to reflect on their exploration process. Some work on
analysis of exploration process in hyperspace has also shown that revisiting nodes to rethink the contents explored
often take place [11], [13].
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Figure 2. A Semantic Network Composing Primary Exploration Processes.
In reflection, it is important for learners to rethink not only the nodes visited but also the reasons why they have
visited since these reasons have a great influence on how to shape a knowledge structure. In other words, they
should pay attention to primary exploration processes included in the whole exploration process.

3 Interactive History
Let us now discuss what kind of reflection support is indicated by the above consideration.

3.1 Problems
There are the following important problems to be addressed towards a proper reflection support. The first problem
is how to help learners retain the primary exploration processes that they have carried out. The retention may cause
cognitive overload on exploration. It is also hard for computer to infer their exploration purposes, which arise in the
learners' mind. These suggest that learners should be encouraged to note down the exploration purposes, starting
nodes, and terminal nodes that compose the primary exploration processes.
The second problem is how to assist learners in reconstructing their exploration process. In reflecting on their
exploration process, they would not only look at it but also reconstruct it such as modifying/deleting the primary
exploration processes and adding new primary exploration processes. It is accordingly necessary to provide learners with a space where they can reconstruct their exploration process after exploring hyperspace.
The third problem is how to facilitate learners' reflection on a knowledge structure constructed. One way to
resolve this is to spatially show semantic relationships between nodes explored. We represent a semantic network
that comprises a number of primary exploration processes. Figure 2 shows a semantic network comprising the
primary exploration processes shown in Figure 1. The semantic network does not obviously represent the contents
included in the explored nodes, which may be summarized by the node titles. However, this summarized information would be substantially fruitful for learners to reflect on what they have learned.
In order to resolve the above problems, we have developed an interactive history that helps learners reflect on
their exploration process and knowledge structure by means of an exploration history annotated with primary
exploration processes. Let us next demonstrate the interactive history.

3.2 Overview
The interactive history system first displays an exploration history, which includes the nodes sequenced in order of
time learners visited. In order to help learners note down primary exploration processes during exploration, the
system provides them with a list of exploration purposes, and requires them to select one from the list when an
exploration purpose arises. The learners are also asked when they find the terminal nodes. The interactive history
system annotates the exploration history with the information noted down. The annotated history enables the learners to retain their primary exploration processes.
The learners are also allowed to directly manipulate the annotated exploration history to modify/delete the
primary exploration processes and to add new primary exploration processes after exploring hyperspace. Such
direct manipulation allows them to reconstruct their exploration process without revisiting hyperspace.
Although the annotated exploration history is represented as semantic network shown in Figure 2, it may be
difficult to understand. It is accordingly transformed into a visual representation called knowledge map by means
of visualization scheme that describes the correspondence of an exploration purpose to a visual representation.

3.3 Annotated Exploration History
In the interactive history system, learners can use a user interface as shown in Figure 3. They can also explore a
hyperdocument on a WWW server with one learning purpose in the left window. When they want to set up an
exploration purpose in visiting a node, they are required to click one corresponding to the purpose in the Exploration Purpose Input section of the right window. The clicked purpose is added to the Exploration Purpose List
section. The node visited currently is also recorded as the starting node of the exploration purpose.
The learners can also add the object of the verb describing the exploration purpose. It means what to develop/
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Figure 3. User Interface of Interactive History.
improve in the current node whereas the exploration purpose specifies how to develop/improve. When the learners
do not add this object, the system adds the title of the current node, which is the title tag in the HTML file.
When the learners find a terminal node of the exploration purpose, they are required to mouse-select the exploration purpose in the Exploration Purpose List section, and to push the fulfilled button. The node visited currently
is then recorded as the terminal node of the exploration purpose.

The system also provides another support for helping learners store part of the contents of the node visited

currently with Cut&Paste function in the Content Input section although they may not always need this support. In
hyperdocuments on WWW, in addition, the title tags of the nodes do not always represent the contents of the nodes.
If the learners want to change the node titles, they can input new titles in the Content Input section, which new titles
should represent the contents the learners explored in the nodes. The pasted information and the changed node titles
are also used in the annotated exploration history.
Using the information inputted from the learners, the system generates the annotated exploration history as
shown in Figure 4 so that the primary exploration processes can be viewed clearly. In the annotated history, the

nodes learners visited are sequenced in order of time. Each node has the node title. The starting node of each
purpose is linked with the corresponding terminal node/s. There may be some primary exploration processes without terminal nodes since they have not been found yet. The learners can look at the annotated exploration history on
their demand during exploration. They can also click the nodes in the history to review the content information,
which they have inputted with Cut&Paste function.
Learners are not always required to input the above information whenever they visit nodes. Nevertheless, inputting the information during exploration may be troublesome for learners. On the other hand, it enables the learners
to make their exploration more constructive, facilitating their exploratory learning. This point is discussed later in
detail.

3.4 History Manipulation
Directly manipulating the annotated exploration history, the learners can reconstruct their exploration process without revisiting hyperspace. Each manipulation is done by means of mouse-clicking/dragging parts of the primary
exploration processes. There are three basic manipulations: deleting and changing exploration purposes/links between starting and terminal nodes, and adding new primary exploration process.
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Figure 4. An Annotated Exploration History.

3.5 Knowledge Map Generation
In order to make the knowledge map understandable, we have adopted a visualization scheme shown in Table 1.
This table shows the correspondence of an exploration purpose to a visual representation of the relationship between the starting and terminal nodes. For example, an exploration purpose to Elaborate is transformed into a set
that visualizes the starting node as a total set and the terminal node as the subset. An exploration purpose to Rethink
is also transformed into a visual representation that superposes the starting node on the terminal node. Following
such correspondence, the system generates a knowledge map by extracting the primary exploration processes from
the annotated exploration history. The knowledge map generation is executed on learners' demand before/after
manipulating the annotated exploration history.
Figure 5 shows an example of the knowledge map that is generated from the annotated exploration history
shown in Figure 4. Viewing this map, the learner can reflect on his/her knowledge construction. For example, he/
she can recall that he/she rethought The mechanism of earthquake occurrence by exploring The animation of the
mechanism. He/she can also recall that he/she compared Normal fault and Adverse fault to elaborate the description
about Kind of earth faults.

3.6 Discussion
Let us now discuss several points to notice in utilizing the interactive history. The interactive history system requires learners to input information about primary exploration processes that have been carried out. Such inputting,
in addition, requires a meta-cognitive skill that is indispensable for managing knowledge construction process in
existing web-based learning resources. The interactive history system could distract learners, who do not have it,
from their learning tasks in hyperspace. We believe, however, it is educationally important to train the learners to
improve the meta-cognitive skill so that they can learn in the Web. The interactive history can be viewed as a
potential tool for this training.
Before using the interactive history system, in addition, learners need to know how to interpret the visual repre-
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Figure 5. A Knowledge Map.

sentation used for the knowledge mapping. In order to explain it, the interactive history system demonstrates few
examples of annotated exploration history and knowledge map before starting the actual learning support.
Let us next compare with related work on reflection support to consider the usefulness of the interactive history.
The general browsers such as Netscape and Internet Explorer enable learners to revisit nodes with back buttons,
and provide browsing history. However, these facilities do not always make the retention of their exploration
processes easy [II]. As the retention support, there are several kinds of annotation systems that allow learners to
take a note [I]. However, there is little discussion of what kind of annotation should be done for the success in
exploratory and constructive learning. In the interactive history, we claim that the reasons why learners search for
the next nodes should be particularly noted down.
Current work on adaptive hypermedia/hypertext systems has often provided spatial maps and concept maps as
reflection support, which are originally used as navigational aid. Spatial maps display the nodes and links that
compose the whole structure of hyperspace. These maps can visually represent the subspace where learners have
already visited [4]. This subspace is represented as the partial structure of hyperspace. This visual representation
can inform the learners where they are, what they explored, and to what extent they explored. However, the reasons
why they visited the nodes are not clearly shown.
Concept maps consists of the nodes and links representing the structure of domain concepts to be learned. Each
node is mapped on the corresponding node in hyperspace. The scope where the learners have already visited in
hyperspace is mapped on the corresponding part of the concept maps. The learners can look at the partial structure
of the concept maps to reflect on what they learned in hyperspace [5]. Such maps are more helpful for learners who
have lower capability of exploring hyperspace in a constructive way since the direction of knowledge construction
is visible to them. However, learners who have higher capability of the exploratory learning may identify semantic
relationships among the domain concepts explored in a self-directed way, which relationships may be different to
those defined in the concept maps [12]. In other words, they do not always construct the same knowledge structure
as the structure of domain concepts that the designers of concept maps make.
The interactive history, on the other hand, provides the learners with a more proper support since it enables selfdirected exploration and generates a knowledge map according to their exploration process. In addition, the interactive history can provide the reflection support even for most existing web-based learning resources of which
concept maps are not prepared and even in ill-structured domains of which concept maps cannot be defined.

4 Preliminary Evaluation
4.1 Experiment
In order to evaluate the interactive history system, we have had a preliminary experiment. The main purpose of this
experiment was to analyze the utility of the system and to ascertain if the interactive history improves learning
compared to learning without the system. We also prepared two web-based learning resources, which had comparatively simple and complicated hyperspace, and ascertained in which resource the interactive history system enhances its own utility and facilitates learning more effectively.
Table 2 shows the two learning resource, which describes the number of nodes, and the number of links per
node, which was calculated except for navigation links such as Next, Back, and Top. These can be viewed as the
indicators of the complexity of hyperspace each learning resource provides. The learning resource 2 accordingly
had a more complicated hyperspace. Subjects were five graduate and undergraduate students in science and technology.

We set four conditions, which were (1) learning in the learning resource 1 with the system (Simple-With), (2)

Table 2. Learning Resources.
Learning
Resource I

Learning
Resource 2

Number of Pages

73

161

Number of Links
per Page

1.2

2.2

Domain of learning resource I : Mechanism of earthquake

Domain of learning resource2: Life in Sea

learning in the learning resource I without the system (Simple-Without), (3) learning in the learning resource 2 with
the system (Complicated-With), and (4) learning in the learning resource 2 without the system (Complicated-Without). Subjects were provided with Internet Explorer as WWW browser under each condition. In this experiment,

each subject learned one learning resource with the system, and learned the other without the system. In other
words, he/she was assigned two conditions, which were Simple-With and Complicated-Without (or Simple-Without
and Complicated-With).
Before learning, subjects were given a learning purpose for each learning resource. Under Simple-With or Complicated-With, they were also given the explanation about how to use the interactive history system, and were asked
to try it in a sample learning resource whose hyperspace is simple. They were then asked to explore hyperspace
with or without the system to accomplish the learning purpose. After subjects finished learning, they were given
several problems about the contents for each learning resource. The problems were classified into (I) single problems whose answers could be found within one WWW page, and (2) compound problems whose answers could be
found in the relationships among two or three pages. In this experiment, effects on learning were measured by the
scores on both problems. The utility of the system was analyzed with the dispersion of pages visited, the number of
revisit per page [11 ], the number of primary exploration processes executed, and the number of revisiting pages that
were included in the primary exploration processes. Comparing the averages of them under Simple-With and SimpleWithout or under Complicated-With and Complicated-Without, we evaluated the utility and effectiveness of the
interactive history system.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Table 3 summarizes the analysis of the utility. The average numbers of revisit per page on both Simple-With and
Complicated-With were slightly higher than the average numbers of revisit per page on both Simple-Without and
Complicated-Without. The average dispersion of pages visited on both Simple-With and Complicated-With, on the
other hand, was lower than the average dispersion of pages visited on both Simple-Without and ComplicatedWithout. In particular, the difference between Complicated-With and Complicated-Without was large. These results
indicate that the interactive history system makes learners' exploration more intensive, particularly in a more complicated hyperspace. We further analyzed the utility of the interactive history system on Simple-With and Complicated-With as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 shows the average number of primary exploration processes executed, the average number of starting
and terminal nodes (pages), and the average number of revisting pages that are included in the primary exploration
processes. The average numbers of starting and terminal pages on Simple-With and Complicated-With corresponded
to about half of the average numbers of pages visited as shown in Table 3 (56% on Simple-With and 52% on
Complicated-With). In other words, half of the visited pages were related to the primary exploration processes. The
average numbers of revisiting the starting and terminal pages on Simple-With and Complicated-With accounted for
67 % and 78 % of the whole revisits shown in Table 3. The ratio on Complicated-With was particularly high. These
results indicate that the interactive history system can direct learners' attention to primary exploration processes,
particularly in a more complicated hyperspace. In other words, the system can encourage learners to rethink exploration processes. This would improve learning.
Table 5 shows the average score of problem-solving on each condition. As for the single problems, the average
scores on Simple-With and Complicated-With were lower than the average scores on Simple-Without and Complicated-Without. As for the compound problems, on the other hand, the average scores on Simple-With and Complicated-With were higher than the average scores on Simple-Without and Complicated-Without. In particular, the
difference between Complicated-With and Complicated-Without were large. These results indicate that the interactive history system can produce good effects on learning such as integrating the contents of some nodes by means
of exploration purposes, particularly in a more complicated hyperspace.

5 Conclusions
This paper has claimed that exploratory learning in hyperspace requires learners to reflect not only what but also
why they have explored, and that the reflection support needs to adapt to their exploration process and knowledge
structure being constructed by them.
This paper has also demonstrated the interactive history with knowledge mapping as a proper reflection support.
The interactive history encourages learners to annotate and manipulate the exploration history to rethink their
exploration processes. It also generates a knowledge map from the annotated exploration history, which allows the
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Table 3. Analysis of Utility.
Total Number of

Number of

Pages Visited
(a)

Pages Visited
(b)

69

Revisit
(a b)

19.5

0.283

49.5

2.53

72

22.3

0.31

49.7

2.23

With

67.3

21.3

0.317

46

2.16

ComplicatedWithout

59.5

32.5

0.546

27

1.25

Simple-

With
Simple-

Without
Complicated-

Table 4. Utility of Interactive History.
Number ofPrimaty
Exploration Processes
SimpleWith
ComplicatedWith

Revisit per

Dispersion
(b/a)

9.5
8

Table 5. Avarage Scores of Problem-Solving.

Number of Starting
and Terminal Pages

Revisit

11(56%)

33 (67%)

11(52%)

Page

((a-b)/b)

36 (78%)

Total

Single
Problems

Compound
Problems

60.5%

75%

66.7%

66.7%

91.7%

50%

ComplicatedWith
Complicated41.1%
Without

55.6%

50%

66.7%

25%

Simple -

With
S imple-

Without

learners to reflect on what they have constructed during exploration.
In addition, this paper has described a preliminary evaluation of the interactive history system. Although we
need a detailed evaluation with more subjects, the results indicate that the system facilitates a rethink on primary
exploration processes particularly in a complicated hyperspace. The system can also improve learning, particularly
integrating the contents of some WWW pages.
In the future, we will have a more detailed evaluation. We would also like to classify exploration purposes in
detail to represent learners' exploration process more precisely.
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The information education in Taiwan has been progressing rapidly since the

Network Technology was adopted on a large scale.Under the Nine-Year
Consistent Courses policy the by Ministry of Education, the information
education will be integrated into other subjects and all teachers need to use
computer and Internet resources to assist teaching The plentiful education web
sites on Internet also provide the student with materials for assisting
learning The essay presents the development process of information Education

in Taiwan ;through it, we point out the obstacles we meet when promoting
information education in primary schools and high schools.Meanwhile ,through
introducing two education web sites :Gas Station for Learning and
Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land, which were constructed in different
models ,we offer the workable models and strategies for promotiing distance
education in primary schools and high schools.

Keywords: Distance Learning, Nine-Year Consistent Coures ,Teaching
Material Resources Center, Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land

1 Introduction
1.1 Analysis of Current Situation
"Nine-Year Consistent Syllabus" implemented in 2001, all schools will no longer especially establish the
subject of Information Education, but enlist it in the learning area of "Nature and Technology." Nevertheless,
in order to train students to have the basic abilities to make use of technology and information, teachers have
to emphasize the application of information in the teaching of different subjects. And all teachers of
different subjects are expected to take computer as a tool of instruction, integrate via network the traditional
teaching materials and the teaching materials on Internet, and provide students with broader and more
diversified learning resources.[2][3]

1.2 Problems Faced by Distance Learning:
To apply information education to the teaching of various subjects will really be a consistent trend in the
education of Taiwan in the future. However, when confronted with the important educational reform, the
actual implementation encounters difficulties because of Taiwan's restricted environment for information
education.

The ratio of the number of class computers to the number of the students of a class is such a wide gap.If
teachers are requested to use the limited computer classrooms to apply information to the teaching of various
subjects, obviously, it is not an easy job to promote this at the current stage.[5][7]
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2 Distance Instruction and Distance Learning
After the Ministry of Education implemented "Foundation Establishment Plan of Information Education," the

computer and network equipment of various schools are increased. Besides, it also promotes the
establishment of "Information Education Software and Teaching Materials Resources Center" at primary
schools, junior high schools, senior high schools and vocational schools, in order to enrich the network
teaching materials for subjects of primary schools and high schools.[1][8]

Besides, the famous distance instruction network of primary schools and high schools in Taiwan is illustrated
as follows (Tablet):
Institute
Object
Ministry of Education Grade Ito 12 student
San Hsin Institute of Grade 1 to 12 student
and
Housework
Commerce
Tainan Grade 1 to 9 student
National
http://pathfinder.ntntc.edu.tw/
Pathfinder
Teachers College
Wu Chi Junior High Grade 7 to 9 student
Computer
Assisted http://www.wcjs.tcc.edu.tw/
School
Instruction
http: / /www.ctjh.tpc.edu.tw /ctjh/reso Chiang Tsui Junior Grade 7 to 9 student
Teaching Resource
High School
urce.htm
Tablet: Virtual Classroom Web Site for Grade 1 to 12 student

Address
Web Site Name
Gas Station of Learning http://content.edu.tw
Schoolfellows' English http://192.192.186.8/seal/
Adventure Land

3 Teaching Materials Resources Center Focusing on Systematic Subjects
3.1 Concept and Idea:
The Ministry of Education in Taiwan starts "Foundation Establishment Plan of Information Education" not
only to establish hardware environment, train teachers, carry out promotion activities, etc., but also to

establish Information Education Software and Teaching Materials Resources Center, simply called
"Education Resources Center" or "Gas Station of Learning."(http://content.edu.tw)

3.2 Outline of Resources Center:
The Ministry of Education advises various school to develop the on-line teaching materials of different
subjects. The center can effectively integrate the resources of all primary schools and high schools and
develop a series of network instruction resources with its own characteristics. "Teaching Materials of
Subjects" are divided into four divisions: primary school, junior high school, senior high school and
vocational school. In each group there are: 14 subjects in primary school, 19 subjects in junior high school,
17 subjects in senior high school, and 21 subjects of 4 categories in vocational school (the divisions of senior

high school and vocational school was established in January 2000). The information integrated and
collected by web sites cover the education resources of the Chinese's Five Education: virtue, wisdom,
physical, group and aesthetics.

Through a united interface of users, it decreases the learners' load in adaptation to learning environment. The
establishment of "Education Resources Center" is expected to achieve the following objectives: [6]

Strengthen the applied network resources for teachers and students, and make the educational
environment more diversified .
Lay a foundation for a lifelong learning environment.
Strengthen the quality and quantity of the resources of information learning so as to reach the aims of
sharing of resources
Shorten the distance between city and village [1]
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4 Schoolfellows' English Adventure Land Focusing on Self-Learning
4.1 Concept and Idea
Teaching Materials Resources Center mainly edits the teaching materials according to the contents of the
systematic teaching materials of various subjects. Therefore, they are suitable for teachers to adopt in class
and for students to review after class. However, in the age of information explosion, the knowledge in
books can no longer satisfy most of the students' thirst for knowledge. Therefore, with network being the
media, distance education must have more diversified contents. It also has to create an interacting
relationship between school and students. It can hold various kinds of activities and offer substantial awards
to encourage all the students to participate. Then an activated distance learning environment can be created
beyond system. Kaohsiung municipal government is positively involved in the activity. The "Schoolfellows'
English Adventure Land , SEAL "(http://192.192.186.8/seal/) established by the municipal government at
San Hsin Vocational School is based on this idea. It has the following characteristics :(1)Diversified
Contents and Scope.(2)Individualistic Learning Environment.(3)Internet Learning without Limitation of

Time and Space. (4)Flexibility of Time, Holding of Activities.(5)On -Line Contest,Intemet Pen Pal
Society.(6)Teacher Mechanism--Student Groups Management and Inquiry of Students' Learning
Process:,Self-Made Test Paper Management:

4.2 Evalutaion on SEAL
The working group of Seal held an investigation in December 1999, towards the junior and elementary
school teachers that used this website to assist their teaching. The questionnaire adapted Likert's five point
scale from extremely disagree(1) to highly agree(5). In the 73 effectively retrieved questionnaires, there're
67 English teachers and 6 are not English teachers.

The statistics results of the questionnaire, in the curriculum arrangement and management session, show that
sample teachers think the arrangement of the curriculum in SEAL is appropriate and the related activities that
go with the curriculum is successful. ( M=4.10 ,SD=0.82 ) Sample teachers think that the recording of
learning profile on the website of each student helps teachers to understand the student's learning style and
problems. (M=4.26,SD=0.83 ). Sample teachers think that the idea of designing language games and holding
on-line composition contest is appropriate. (M=4.16,SD=0.83 ;M=4.03 ,SD=0.93 ) o About the learning

interaction, most teachers thinks that English pen pal club will help to enhance the interaction between
students, M=4.18 SD=0.93 ) . Most teachers think that SEAL is worth popularizing in assisting traditional
learning. ( M=4.59,SD=0.66 )0

5 Workable Model and Strategy
In the implementation of distance education in primary schools and high schools, besides the consideration
of the contents of teaching materials, how to make use of the characteristics of Internet appropriately to

activate instruction is an important topic that cannot be neglected for discussion. Focusing on the
above-mentioned analysis, we propose a model and strategies for distance learning be carried out in primary
schools and high schools:

5.1 Four Elements for Activating Web Site:
According to the discussion above,there are four elements to activate the web site teaching materials :the
content, interactivity, learning profile and activity. We have to take these four elements into consideration
when designing the learning web site. The detailed function of the four elements is as follow:

5.1.1 Content

Text, image, sound , photo , animation chip and other mutimedia components should be included in an
excellent education web site.Through multiple information styles supplied , the student can obsorb
knowledge easily
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5.1.2 Interactivity
With more interactivity function the education web site is more attractive and effective .The interactivity
machanism encourages the student to use higher -level cognition skill..

5.1.3 Learning Profile
The learning profile lets the student know what he has learned and what to learn .The porfile also provides
the teacher information about the student.
5.1.4 Activity

Not only in classroom but also in virtual classroom, well-designed activities are very important to improve
the effectiveness of learning . Besides, through holding an activity , the student can cooperate and compete
with others .

5.2 Strategy for Promoting Distance Learning
From this point of view, we will suggest applicable strategies for school administrators,teachers and students.

5.2.1 As for school adminstrator:

* Establishment of Web Site by Full-time Professionals:
The school administrator should know there should be full-time professionals to put teaching materials on
Internet, hold Internet activities and carry out the maintenance work of systems.

* Strengthening of Propaganda:
The education departments or general affairs units of schools should positively introduce such an
environment in the learning of students, and positively hold activities of relevant kind.

5.2.2 As for teacher and related professional:
* Development of Excellently Activated Web Site:
A web site must have substantial contents , diversified activities as well as interactivity machnism and
learning profile to make the web site become a dynamic and lively learning environment.

* Material Making:
Teachers need not learn the establishment of web site. Teachers' job should be an all-effort studying of
suitable contents of teaching materials for the learning of students.

* Resource Assisted Teaching:
All the related teaching web sites need the teacher to use them .Many web sites are well constructed ;
however,few teachers use it to assist teaching . The teacher can provide the web site constructor with
feedback for promoting the funciton or the rescources of the web.

5.2.3 As for Students:

* Participate in activities :
Only students' participation can make web sites activated and meaningful; otherwise, web site is merely an
empty shell in a waste of information development.

* Resource Assisted Learning:
The student can make good use of on-line material to assist learning after class ; meanwhile , the student's
feedback also helps the web constructor refine the web .

6 Conclusion
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After the implementation of "9-year consistent" new syllabus in primary schools and junior high schools,
information will be applied to various subjects and the application of network resources will become broader.
The information-application-oriented network learning functions can be facilitated more effectively. The
"Plan of Teaching Materials Resources Center" undertaken by Ministry of Education integrates various
schools' resource to establish a garden that provides teachers with instruction resources and students with
learning resources.The Plan not only can reach the purpose of resources sharing, but also decrease the load
of learning through united interface environment. Besides, the distance learning environment beyond system,
as provided in "SEAL," is also a good example for primary school students and high school students to
involve in distance learning.

In term of positive implementation of information education, it is important to cooperate with the existing
instruction environment and choose a workable model. For the government, based on the principle of

effective utility of resources, it is necessary for her to integrate the establishment and the sharing of
instruction resources. For schools, they have to encourage teachers and students to use Internet positively

to assist in their teaching and learning. For teachers, they might not be required to allocate teaching
materials on Internet, but they have to use the existing Internet resources and teaching materials positively,
adopt suitable instruction methods, and correctly use Internet to communicate with students or parents. For
students, they should meet the instruction of schools, use the teaching materials on Internet to assist in their
learning, and learn new knowledge themselves.
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Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is combined into the remote
education, and the WWW-based Remote Cooperative Education System (RCES)
is designed and realized in the paper. RCES adopts Browser/Serer model and
makes users be able to run the client over the Internet without the need of installing special client software. And the real-time communication tool in RCES multimedia whiteboard is also designed and realized which is also the major tool
of CSCW. A set of Control Transport Protocol (CTP) is proposed to transmit the
data and realized with Java and Java Media Framework (JMF). The new system
enhances the interaction capability and realizes live transmit of multimedia data
including graphics, images, audio and video etc.
Keywords: CSCW, RCES, CTP, whiteboard

1 Introduction
The theory of Computer Supported Cooperative Work appeared along with the progress of society, devel-

opment of science and technology and raise of the complicated level of work. It provides a "being
face-to-face " and What You See Is What I See (WYSIWIS) environment for the users scattered on different
time and in different space and makes it possible for computer system to raise group work efficiency as well
as traditional individual work efficiency. Since Engelbart first demonstrated CSCW in the 1960s, a variety of
CSCW applications have developed at several research laboratories and universities. Education is an inherently cooperative activity involving at least one teacher and one student. Now, we combine CSCW into remote education, design and realize the WWW-based Remote Cooperative Education System (RCES). It
adopts Browser/Server model and makes users can run the client over the Internet without the need of installing special client software.

Whiteboard is an important tool in the WWW-based RCES. The whiteboard provides a real-time interactive
environment among people. In the traditional education, teacher and students face to face exchange their
opinion through blackboard in classroom. While in the WWW based RCES on-line exchanging opinion and
consulting are fulfilled through whiteboard over the Internet. Except the basic function, the whiteboard adds
some functions such as drawing, loading images etc. The existing whiteboard system can roughly be divided
into two kinds: systems based on Client/Server model and systems based on Browser/Server model. The
whiteboard based on C/S model can solve well the interaction problem and provide powerful function for
users. Its defect is that the users have to install the client software as server does. That limits the application
scope of the system. Compared with it, the whiteboard based on B/S model can run over the Internet and the
client doesn't need special software, but a
*Supported by the Foundation of Returned Overseas Students and Scholars in Shanxi Province browser such
as IE or Netscape navigator is needed. Apparently B/S model gives a more convenient environment to the
users. But its interactivity is less than C/S model and most present whiteboards based on B/S model only
transmit the information such as texts, graphics, images, but do not support the transmission and playback of
the time-based information such as audio and video.

We design and realize a new real-time communication tool in RCESmultimedia whiteboard that is also the
major tool of CSCW. It absorbs the advantage of systems mentioned above. New system adopts B/S model
1
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and makes users can run the client over the Internet without the need of installing special client software. In
addition, we design a set of Control Transport Protocol (CTP) in order to transmit the data and implement it
adopting Java and Java Media Frame (JMF). Compared with the present whiteboard, the new system enhances the interaction capability and transmits multimedia data lively including graphics, images, audio and
video etc. And the live audio and video can be transmitted and played back on this new whiteboard to make
the system more practical.

2 Control Transport Protocol Design
TCP/IP and UDP are the major protocols of the Internet and they are well supported by Java. The multimedia whiteboard runs over the Internet, so the system is mainly based on TCP/IP. When multimedia information is transmitted, Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is used, which is a protocol based on UDP so as to
get better playback effects. In order to transmit and deal with the system information over the Internet, we
design a new control protocol of application layerControl Transport Protocol (CTP) that is special for the
whiteboard system. We design it on the basis of the whiteboard function and build it in the request/response
model.

Owing to assuring the accuracy of data transmission by TCP / IP, therefore, the design of CTP should be as
succinct as possible under the promise that the function is guaranteed.

a). Here D represents the transfer
The CTP set can be represented as a multi-element set (D, F, n, al, a2,
direction. If data is transmitted from server to client, and then D="S", whereas D="C"; F represents the
catalog of transfer data. For example, if a user wants to transmit the login data, and then F="login"; n represents the number of associated information and the concrete associated information is represented by al,
a. For a line, n=6, ai="line", it is one of graphics styles. a2 =color of paintbrush, it is an integer, a3, a4,
a2,
a5, a6 are the starting and end point coordinate of this line. If the number of associated information is uncertain, and then n=-1, the subprotocol is ended with "ok". This protocol set can be expanded easily. For example, we want to transmit the polygon, we can add ("C","polygon", -1, the color of paintbrush, abscissa of
starting point, ordinate of starting point, abscissa of the second point, ordinate of the second
point, ...abscissa of end point, ordinate of end point, "ok") to the CTP set.
Table 1

Control Transport Protocol Set

Protocol
Tasks
User applies* to join in a discussion room ("C", "join", 1, the topic of discussion room)
User applies to pause the communication ("C", "pause", 0)
Server demands** to refresh the room
and the user lists

User applies transmit the graphics

("5", "refresh", -1,the topic of room 1,the user 1's ID in the roon
1,e the user 2's ID in the room 1, "complete", the topic o
room 2,e the user 1 's ID in the room 2 ..."complete", the topic
of room
the user l's ID in the room n,"complete", "ok")

("C", "draw", 6, graphics style***, the color of paintbrush, ab
scissa f of starting point, ordinate of starting point, abscissa o
end
point,

ordinate of end point)
("S", "audio", I, IP Multicast address)
Server demands transmit audio data
* The data from client is transmitted to server only;
Note:
** The data from server is transmitted to all clients in the same room;
*** The style of graphics includes line, point, oval and rectangle etc.

3 The method of solving key problems
The whiteboard is a major tool to help the cooperative education system to fulfill the cooperation. We have
solved the key problems including technical problems about CSCW, problems occurred during multimedia
transfer and so on. The method of solving key problems in the whiteboard is described as following:

2
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1) The method of solving CSCW technical problems in the whiteboard

CSCW technical problem generally includes role-control, data consistency, conflict clearing, concurrency control and so on.
Role control

Every user who logs in the system will play a role. In the education system, users are divided into 2 class:
Teachers and students. By means of User ID, users get their roles and authority from existed user information
database soon after they log in. Then according to their different roles and authority, related system functions
are given.

© Data consistency
We use the method of Client/Server to solve the problem of data consistency. The whiteboard server maintains
a set of global data and the data on each client PC are same as those on the server. When users operate with the
data on client PC, this PC sends message to the server first. The server updates the global data and then informs the clients of the modification. At last, the clients update local data to keep the coherence of the whole
system.

© Conflict clearing
The conflicts in whiteboard mainly refer to data resource conflicts during transfer. They are due to the limited
bandwidth and the high frequency outburst during data transfer. When several users send data at the same time
or a certain user sends a mass of data, the congestion will occur in the web. Hence, data may be discarded or
errors may be caused. Further, valid data have to be sent again and the congestion will be more serious. This
problem is solved by way of data priority (PRI) when designing the system. That is to send the vital data first.
Data PRI can be divided into 5 levels. They are listed in orders from higher to lower. i) Data such as users
login information or screen-refreshing data, because these data will influence all users; ii) texts and graphics;
iii) images; iv) audio; v) video. Data in higher level are always sent first.

® Concurrency control
Concurrency control mainly indicates the conflict of shared resource used by users at the same time. Solving
this problem is very important to fulfill cooperation; this factor must be taken into account in. Because the
system belongs to distribute one, hence the concurrency control is very complex. Typical method of dealing
with concurrency is the locking or time stamp. Relatively, the former is more simple and valid. The method of
locking is adopted in the paper.

In our Server/Client system, synchronous block is created in each subprotocol of the protocol set. All operation
of the subprotocol is performed in its synchronous block, so as to limit output stream or input stream that accesses to the web at random. As a result, when a thread processes a subprotocol, it can monopolize the shared
resource and the other threads cannot access the resource. Thus a thread is able to process a subprotocol without disturbance from the other threads and system error can be avoided. The disadvantage is that efficiency of
thread operation will be decreased. So the code in a synchronous block should be limited as little as possible
under the promise of correct subprotocol operation.
2) The method of solving problems in the multimedia transfer

Multimedia information can be divided into 2 classes. One is information irrespective of time, such as text

and graphics. The other is time-based information, such as audio and video. Because audio or video
restrictively demands real time, discarding errors and ignoring lost data will achieve better effects. So audio
and video information are transmitted by the way of UDP-based real-time transport protocol----RTP. It
provides real time media transport services, such as live audio or video. These services include data type,
sequence number, time stamp and transfer supervising. In fact, RTP itself cannot fulfill data-transmitting
service without the help of protocols in lower level of the networks. The head of each RTP data packet
includes time stamp and sequence number. With the time stamp, the receiver can resume the original data
sequence. With the sequence number, the receiver can deal with lost, repeated or error data packet.
On the other hand, because the audio or video information is usually a large amount, and needs long time to
transfer, it will take up too high bandwidth. In the situation of multi-users over the Internet, the method mentioned above cannot achieve good effects. We take advantage of IP Multicast Technique to save bandwidth,
and the transferring and playing back audio or video smoothly in narrower bandwidth can be realized. IP
Multicast Technique is a complement to the standard protocols of network level. It uses D-Class IP address
3
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that possesses the same byte length as A-Class, B-class or C-Class address. And the scope of D-Class address is from 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 in decimals.
D-Class address is a kind of temporary address that is assigned and recovered dynamically. Each multicast
group is corresponding to a dynamic D-Class address. After the multicast group finishes, its related D-Class
address will be taken back to be used later. D-Class IP address is the multicast address for a whole group and
the members in this group share the same D-Class IP address. So the information from the source node is
sent only to members in this group. Furthermore, only one packet is sent to the site on the same route and the
action of copying is performed only when needed. This process is different from point-to-point system (in
point-to-point system, each destination site needs a copy). So we are able to save lots of bandwidth resource,
increase the members on networks and eliminate the aimlessness of broadcast with the multicast way.
Because the standard JAVA API doesn't support transfer and playback of video information, the Java Media
Framework produced by Sun Company can be applied. In fact JMF is a group of Java class library, which is
created specially to remedy the incomplete support to multimedia in Java. JMF collects and plays multimedia data in Java applications or Java applets. JMF itself supports both RTP and IP Multicast Technique, so it
is very convenient to transmit and play audio or video back with JMF.

4 Multimedia information flow
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Fig.1 Multimedia information flow

Multimedia information flow is as shown in the figure 1. Taking the example of transmitting loaded multimedia information, the system flow is given out while users discuss using the whiteboard. When a user
wants to load multimedia on the client, the client will send message ( "C ", "select", 0) to the server, which
indicates the user wants to select loaded files. On receiving this message, the Sever sends a file list that is
stored in a file named as "resource.txt" to the client. Then the client reads the file list out of that file and displays it in a new file-selecting dialog box. Hence the user can select the file that he wants to load and the
message ("C", "pic", 1, filename) is sent to the server.

4
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After the server receives this message, it sends the message ("pic"+ filename) to every user object that be-

longs to the server. Please note that this message is sent not to the client side but to the related
user-information object in the server. According to the suffix of the file, the server knows it is an image, an
audio or a video file that is needed by the client. If a picture is wanted, a message ("S", "pic", 1, filename) is
sent to the client and the client calls drawImage 0 function to present the image by its filename. If the audio
or video is wanted, the Server will create a D-class multicast address and send multimedia data to this address. Meanwhile the Server sends to each user in the room a message "audio"(in case of audio data) or a
message "video" (in case of video data). Thus the clients are informed to join in the related multicast address
so that the audio or video can be played back.

5 Conclusions
In order to test the performance of new system, we not only apply text, image, animation, and drawing
graphic, but also apply most challenging time-based media audio and video to this system. The result is
rather good (Testing condition is: rate of network is over 40 Mbps, one server and 5 concurrent users, on-line
transferring and playing back audio and video).

Remote education is an application on networks that develops rapidly in recent years. With the never
stopping development of network technique and multimedia technique, the users' demand on remote
education will be higher and higher. We combine CSCW technique into remote education and make the
system possess more and better mutual functions. Based on the past man-to-PC mutual mechanism, we add
man-to-man mutual mechanism to the system. Now the educating process becomes more vivid, and better
education effect is achieved.

The real-time communicating ability of most B/S model software in present cannot satisfy the users' demands. Taking this factor into consideration, we design and use CTP to transmit control message and
non-time-based media information and combine RTP and IP Multicast Technique with CTP to fulfill the
transfers and playback of multimedia information. Hence the real-time communication ability of the system
is enhanced. Compared with the present whiteboard in B/S model, the system has stronger function in
transmitting the multimedia. It can't only transmit the audio and video in files, but also can transmit the live
audio and video to get better effects in education. The students can hear or see the teacher and communicate
with him or her in real time.

Though most present software in B/S model are weaker than those in C/S model, the convenience that they
possess provides a large latent market. Furthermore, with the development of the browser and other related
techniques, the functions of software in B/S model will become more and stronger. In a word, the prospect
of software in B/S model is promising.
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In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. We propose a
language to navigate students through the educational material on WWW.
Navigation script makers can describe a tour with sequential, parallel and
selective controls. It supports multiple Threads where video and audio

accompany a browsing window. The language is described with XML and

implemented in Java. So, the system can be used as an applet and as an
application.
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1 Introduction
In the World Wide Web, there is rich material for education. For example, many university teachers give the
contents of their lectures as their homepages. This paper describes a system which utilizes internet resources
as educational material and makes them into an organized tour. The tour is described in a script language and

an interpreter program navigates students through the material on WWW. Students are navigated
automatically and interactively while they browse html -files and listen to and watch continuous multimedia.

We need to collect necessary pages from web resources containing a lot of garbage in order to make lists of
URLs for our educational purpose. It is important to have students understand the relation between the
collected pages and grasp the whole view of the field. When they do not understand the relation, or when

they forget how they arrived the page, they feel that they got lost in webspace". There is a proposal of
using web graphs as imaginary map of WWW[3]. A web graph is a directed graph whose nodes are URLs
and whose edges are links between URLs. The web graph is more intuitive than just a list of URLs. But a
web graph is nothing but a static representation of WWW. There is no mechanism how to lead students with
material on the graph. There is no dynamic process to navigate them. We propose a script language that
describes the navigation of WWW.
Maps are useful for navigation of real world and for navigation of WWW. For example, the page of Mapion
http://mapion.co.jp/ shows geographic maps of towns. Besides, "car navigation systems" based on GPS are

becoming popular. RWML[5] and NVML[6] are proposal to combine the geographic map and the
information on WWW. NVML describes the driving course, distance, time and supplies messages and
images for specified points. When the car passes the point, a message and a image will appear according to a
signal from GPS. The rain concern of these researches is in geographic maps and navigation in real world.

The maps we consider are imaginary maps of internet resources. Our goal is to design a language to
describe a tour of WWW and to implement an interpreter of the language.

Ariadne[4] is a system of WWW navigation. It has a browser window and a separate window of tour. A user
views the map of the tour and can proceed forward, backward and can choose if there are branches on the
tour. But user needs to control every step of navigation. Our system supports both interactive and automated
navigation. Another feature of our system which lacks in Ariadne is the parallel navigation. In our system,
while a user is watching a browser window, another navigation thread can play audio data.
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Web0FDAV[1] is a visualization system of web graph. When a user is traversing a series of URLs, the
system draws the local graph of visited pages. The graph changes dynamically following the user.
WebOFDAV is useful to tell where we are on WWW and powerful to get rid of the problem of lost in
webspace. But the graph is used only for an aid for browsing and no navigation route is provided.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. The section 2 analyses the basic feature of navigation of WWW.
The section 3 describes the navigation script using XML and explains the visualization of the scripts. The
section 4 introduces a virtual machine with two stacks, which enables forward and backward navigation. The
section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 Navigation Script
The most important feature of the navigation system is to guide the user around web pages in specified order.
Therefore, we adapt sequentiality into navigation language. And to make the contents of html -files easier to
understand, we need to combine audio, video, and images together with the usual browsing window. We
introduce parallelism. To increase the variation of the navigation depending on each visitor, we add selection
mechanism in the language. We design the language as a structured programming language with sequential,
parallel and selective controls. The basic navigation units are multimedia data specified as URLs.

We chose XML as the description language of the navigation for simplicity and extendability. As
implementation language we chose Java. We use "XML Parser for Java"[2] for XML parser,and "JMF"[7]
for multimedia data. We describe the language as the following DTD (Document Type Definition).
<!ELEMENT statement (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ELEMENT simple (message)>
<!ATTLIST simple kind CDATA #REQUIRED
target_name CDATA #REQUIRED
play_time CDATA #REQUIRED
delay_time CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT message (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sequential (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)*>
<!ELEMENT parallel (simpleisequentiallparallellselect) *>
<! ELEMENT select (selector)+>
<! ELEMENT selector (simplelsequentiallparallellselect)>
<!ATTLIST selector selectname CDATA #REQUIRED>

Each tag and parameters have the following meaning.

<statement>: This tag represents the root of navigation tour. It may contain subtours as children. There
are four kinds of tours,<simple>,<sequential>,<parallel> and <select>.
<simple>: This is the basic unit of the navigation. It contains a few lines of messages to describe the
contents of the web page. It has the attributes of kind, target name, play time and delay time. Target
name specifies the URL of the data. The kind describes the kind of multimedia data. Play time is the
duration time and delay time is the time to wait before play.
<sequential>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential >, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are followed consecutively.

<parallel>: It may contain subtours of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>.
Subtours are activated in parallel.

<select>: This tag causes a pause of the system. User can choose the navigation selectively from the
given subtours. Those subtours are provided as children with the tag <selector>.
<selector>: It may contain a subtour of the kind <simple>, <sequential>, <parallel> and <select>. It has
the selectname as an attribute, which is used in the select menu.

3 Navigation Window, Control Panel and Browsing Window
Fig I is a screenshot of the system, which has a browser window, a quicktime movie screen, the controller
screen and the window of navigation script.
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We chose the representation with nested boxes for the visualization of navigation script instead conventional
DOM -tree of XML nodes for several reasons. The most important feature of the navigation is the flow of

time. To visualize this, we draw the subtours of a sequential tour from left to right. In Fig I, time goes
horizontally from left to right. Parallel tours and visualization of selection are placed vertically. The
difference is that each subtour of the selection has its name, specified with its selectname, and the order in

the choice. For example, if a selection has three choices, the second subtour is displayed as 2/3
selectname".

Visualization of navigation script is not only for static view. It has a control panel and user can go forward
and backward along the navigation. When a node is displayed on the browser window, the node in the
navigation window is highlighted. So, the user has always global view of the navigation.
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Fgure 1: Screenshot

4 Interpreter of Navigation Script
Navigation is performed according to the kind of statement. Parallel statement opens a new browser window
and a different thread performs the navigation in parallel.

The interpreter has two modes, the fully automatic mode and the interactive mode. Basically, the interpreter
displays the specified html-files on the browser window. It displays the html-file on the screen for "play
time" and changes to the next screen. When the user wants to see in detail, he can make a pause. He can go
backward as well. The controller interacts with the user. The functions of the controller are "pause', "play",
"forward ", "backward", "rewind" and "stop". The "play" and "pause' toggles the mode. The "forward" and
"backward" are for interactive mode. The browser screen moves one step in the sequential statement. This
control is different to the controllers of multimedia players for the continuous media.

To realize forward/backward control in the navigation, we use two stacks of statements in the interpreter.
The first stack "do" contains the list of statements to follow. The second stack "done" contains the list of
statements already performed. The interpreter is realized by a transition of states depending on the top of the
two stacks.

4.1 Forward Transition
Due to the limit of space, we only explain the forward transition concerning to parallel statement. If a
parallel statement contains substatements, the interpreter creates n-1 threads which begin execution with
"done" stack empty and whose "do" stack contains the substatements. For example, a parallel statement
"<parallel>a b cUparallel>" creates two new threads(Fig 2).
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Figure 2: Forward Transition for Parallel Statement

4.2 Backward Transition
In the backward transition, the interpreter pops the statement at the top of "done" stack and pushes it on
"do" stack. If it is a sequential statement, then all the substatements are poped out of the "do" stack. A
situation, where the "done" stack is empty, occurs only after a forward transition of a parallel statement. To
go backward from such a situation, we need to delete such threads activated by the parallel statement.

5 Conclusions
We proposed a language for the navigation of WWW and described its implementation. The material of a
navigation tour is web pages and multimedia data on WWW. The navigation script is defined as DTD of

XML. Anyone can create a dynamic navigation from a static list of URLs. The language supports
multimedia data and provides sequential, parallel and selective constructs of the tour.
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Networked Constructive CAI System
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New courses in mathematics of elementary school in Taiwan emphasize constructive
pedagogy about solving probbms, reflection, studying and learning, communication and
discussion. The development of computer technology provides the environment of
discussion, facilitating the convenience for communication. This study adapts itself to the
change of teaching material for new courses, establishing connection by the operation of
lineal graph. As far as the system is concerned, via elucidating the process of solving the
problems, the system attain the effect of reflection; it establishes the virtual students and room
for on-line discussion to achieve the aims of studying and learning, communication and
discussion; letting the platform to the students to fulfill the concept of constructive pedagogy.
After the future leased network become more popular and the computer interfaces become
more humanized, we believe that the effects of communication and discussion will become
better. Besides, the norms of discussing the order in this system will leave much to be

desired.
Keywords. CAI, mathematics of elementary school, proportion concept, Web-based

learning.

1 Introduction
New mathematics courses of elementary school in Taiwan adopting constructive pedagogy in 1993, thinking that the learning

of mathematics knowledge is cultivated gradually in the processes of solving the problems, reflection, discussion and
modification. Mathematics' meaning is formed individually, but the accumulated thoughts of the wholly social mass and
cooperation can provide the best learning environment of mathematics. We hope that we can provide the learning
environment of mathematics from the accumulated thoughts and cooperation by means of the networked constructive
learning environment. The constructive pedagogy of new courses aims at the communication and discussion between the
students[1]; however, communication and discussion waste much time. Thus, there is deficiency of time in teaching in the
real pedagogy; nevertheless, the discussion of the virtual students and networked on-line learning can well make up the
limitation of time and space, owing to the fact that the learning activities can be carried on at any moment and at any place
through the network The need of clarifying the concepts to communicate and discuss between emphasized by new courses
can also come true. This study aims to associate the virtual students and networked learning, designing networked constructive
learning environment, providing a environment for communication and discussion, helping students construct the concept of

proportion, letting the communication can be undertaken immediately between the learners, between the learners and the
virtual students, making up a wholly cooperative learning environment, thereby facilitating the students to clarify and to

develop mathematics concepts.

2 Principles of System Construction
2.1 Basis of Learning Theory
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Constructive pedagogy let the students establish his conceptual structure with new things; the teacher helps the students
construct knowledge only. Thus, the teacher plays the role of posing the problems; the real solver of the problems is the student.
Basically constructivism stresses the concept of leamer-centeredness. With a view to fulfilling the educational ideal of
child-centeredness, new courses emphasize the students' natural thought and the individual difference[1]. Why the students'
natural thought be stressed? Because the learner has to construct knowledge positively, and he constructs the knowledge on
his own natural thought To adapt the various natural thoughts, in addition to "time difference" of the individual difference in
the process of the students' learning, the so-called "mute difference" is added [3]. Thus, the learner may adopt different ways
of solving problems to form various records. New courses stress the activity of solving problems and reflection to accumulate
related experiences of activities to serve as the foundation of upholding mathematics knowledge. Thus, the issued culture
within the class in the lower grade courses, then, emphasizing discussed culture in classes of higher grades, partly discussing

students via classes, and partly reflecting his own thoughts about solving questions[1].

2.2 Basis of Course Content
Old courses in 1975 emphasize the processes manifested; therefore, what the old courses lay stress on the proportion concepts
is the exercise of the abstract meaning on ratio, thus looking upon the definition of "ratio" as the multiplicity relationship
between comparative amount and that ofstandard, and using the viewpoint on " A. B A -÷- B =A/13' to look at the questions

of ratio; while what new courses emphasizes is the process that children construct mathematics concepts, therefore new
courses think radio is two amounts A and B, causing the match relationship owing to some reason, calling these numberA and
B have equal relationship., and using "radio" is "A g' to record the equal relationship between A and B, considering the

question of ratio is based on equal relationship and transfer to another equal relationship of the same value, via the
simultaneous repetition and the equal cut activity of the two amount of the equal relationship [2]. The previous activity of ratio

problems in new courses in 1993 is that of exchange, and the solving tools of ratio problems are the graph of ratio line.
Owing to the operation of lineal graph, we can grasp the relationship ofradio to fluffier the activity meaning of transference.

2.3 Basis of System Establishment
The system is a learning environment in the intemet, adopting three-tier client/server system architecture, namely adding a
layer of Service Server to the original structure of two -tier client/sewer system architecture. In the three -tier client/server system
architecture, the management part of learning data is in the charge of Database Server, Web Server assumes the responsibility

for teaching; whereas the client user is carried on by all kinds of learning activities through browser.

3 Simulation of Networked Constructive Pedagogy
In order to grasp the "mute difference" of the students' mature concept, the system must recognize clearly how the students
think about the problems and how they solve the problems so as to adjust the next activity according to the students' thought
and to help children clarify the concepts by using the communication of solving the problems and mode of discussion, so the
learner' s mathematics knowledge can be upheld accordingly[4,6]. Thus, the system designs operation tool table (as in Figure
1), in which all sorts of tools represent various modes of thought The students have to utilize these tools to solve the problems;
owing to the different tools, the system can grasp the students' process of solving the problems and thought. The flowchart of
teaching in this system (as in Figure 2) starts with posing the problems as far as the pedagogic process of any problem, then it is
up to the children to decide if they need to be provided clues or graphic emblems to help comprehend the messages of the
problems. If necessary, the system has to check out the problems of the same lineal graph as number of ratio problems from
database of "ratio lineal graph" and the lineal emblem (as in Figure 3); if the students have comprehended the messages of the
problems, enter the students' solving the problems. The students solve the problems with all sorts of tools intool table; then the
system judge the mode of solving by the difference of thought of tools strategy 1, strategy 2, . ?. ?Different types of solving
enter various tableau, and ask the students explicate the process of solving. The system designs some problems according to
the types of solving, helping the students reflect. Through the issue and clarification, the spirit of "mode of communication in
the process of solving" would come true. After reflecting the process of solving, the students can choose to study and learn
the virtual students' other ways or discuss and communicate with others on the line (as in Figure 4). In case there are students,
they can enter discussion mom for discussion (as in Figure 5); if there is no student on the line or no one wants to study and
learn from the perspectives of others, you can enter the virtual students' various ways and elucidation (as in Figure 6)[5].

4 Architecture and Implementation of System
4.1 Design Environment and Tools
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This system uses Windows NT server as server as platform The developing languages include HTML, JavaScript, Active
X, ASP (Active Server Page) and so on. ASP is used as the chief way of control and ASP and ODBC (Open Database.
Connectivity) are also exercised to go with them. The management of teaching material and the users become simplified. As

far as the editing course software, Authorware 5 is mainly utilized as the developing tool.

4.2 System flowchart
4

Pedagogic situation of networked construction

The flowchart of pedagogic system on the networked construction is manifested in the Figure 7 and the explanation is as
follows. The system, through the previous analysis in advance of the class, judges the students' a priori knowledge, by which
the system poses the problems, letting the learner solve the problems by themselves. While the students encounter the
bottleneck of solving, he can choose the types of the basic lineal graphs or the lineal graphic emblems, and he may discuss and
communicate with the students on the line or with virtual students; if the student solve the problem successfully, demand the
process of solving and explain those of solving (reflection), then discuss and communicate with the students on the line or with
the virtual students. Afterwards, ask the students to record again and explain the process of solving the problem, exploring if
the student canuse and repeat the strategy of solving in an even simpler and more abstract method, meaning to judge whether
the students can comprehend others' methods of solving to proceed the overall assessment finally. Before putting an end to the
system, a test about ratio level of thought development as nonroute subject will be exercised on the students, thereby the

director will reach a deeper realization of the students' development.
2 Database for "student model" 6tudent modelconsists mainly offour databases, reconding the students' basic data,
analyzing their process of solving the problems, the routes of learning and the constructive concepts so as to comprehend their
learning state for the reference of posing the problems, by which to understand the students' bottlenecks in learning in order to

help them.
3. Database of"posing problems ofconstructive pedagogy''. It saves the teaching content of constructive pedagogy, which
contains various types ofpedagogic processes, providing the system with sufficient competence to adjust pe4gogy positively.

4 Database of"questions for tests" It stores the questions for pretest and posttest. The pretest is used to comprehend the

students' acquired knowledge, whereas the backward test, according to the various aims, can be divided into two
kinds--formed test and overall test, adopting the proper mode of test.

4.3 Functions of On-line Communication
4 Discussion gnaup This is an open, instead of being a synchronous, discussing place, letting the learner put up the

problems on the cooperative notebook while encountering difficulty; other users can answer these problems.
2 Discussion room It provides a synchronous and open discussing place, in which the learner can put forth the explanation,
suggestion and exchanging viewpoints as to the difficulty aroused in learning or as to various strategies for solving the

problems.
3. On-line call it belongs to the way of one-to-one realtirne communication, providing the user with a brief piece of
information immediately, to other users on the line or even the teacher, asking them to undertake discussion in Discussion
Room.

4.4 Operation flowchart
When the user enters the system by using browser for the first time, the user has to register in advance (as in Figure 8), by
which the system acquires the user' s related basic data, so as to proceed to analyze and check Then take the pretest about
background knowledge of learning point to understand if the software content meets the students' need. The system will set
the problems according to all types in the problem database (in order to avoid repetition, each type of problems are given at
random), and record the state of the learner' s study, according to which, the system would produce routes of connection
automatically; and it changes the original learning routes by means of the artificial intelligence. It undertakes the proper
learning route according to the students' learning state. Later on, whenever the user enters by using browser for the first time,
he has to key in the user name and password The system can proceed to check, and after making sure, the system will
continue the previous learning in accordance with the learning record left in advance. When the learner surveys each teaching
activity, the system can record the learning process serving as the analysis of learning. The learner can utilize the function of
check to understand hie own state of learning. After each learning is finished, the system will demand each learner record the
process of solving and then pose the problems again to give the learner the test; according to the learner' s answering state,
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which pedagogic activity will be decided to be carried on actively accordingly.

5 Conclusions
Constructive learning theory will be developed far better if it is carried on network by constructive pedagogy, because
networked learning can provide an excellent environment for discussion, upholding the convenience for communication;
networked learning can attend to the individual difference, because each student is a leading role. The learner can control the
progress of learning by himself; achieving the suitable learning. Networked learning the students' social circles of interaction
become larger, not confined to the group of his own class. However, if the real situation by simulation can be added, it is

believed that it will draw much attention from students' learning, promoting the learning effect.
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Online Education: A Learner-Centered
Model with Constructivism
Kam Hou VAT
Faculty of Science & Technology
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This paper describes the initiative to construct a WWW-enabled course and
project support environment for undergraduate education, aimed to uphold the
constructivist' s ideas of active learning. The system is intended to create
learning experiences that invite students to construct knowledge and to make
meaning of their worlds of learning. In particular, we discuss the educational
framework of our design through the Problem-Based Learning (PBL) approach,

from the perspectives of the architect of the intellect. We also describe the
incremental prototyping process of software development, through scenarios of
participatory design of our students in Software Engineering at the author' s
affiliated faculty. The paper concludes by discussing the challenge of
implementing the fully functioning constructivist WWW-based environment
through blending the art and science of teaching into creative cognitive designs.

Keywords: Constructivism, Problem-Based Learning (PBL), LearnerCentered Philosophy

1 Introduction
With the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW or Web) towards the end of the 20th Century, the use of this

Internet-based hypermedia technology in education has become the trend of today. The Web is aimed to

facilitate learning in different disciplines, and is becoming the major driver to construct numerous
experimental Web-based support environment in campuses around the globe. However, online education in
the form of Web-based instructions (WBI) or Web-enabled learning environment, without an anchoring
philosophy of education, could easily become a technology-rich educational wasteland. The theme of this
paper is to investigate how the insights of our educational visionaries [5] could be designed into our Webbased support environment, to suit the unique schemata of individual learners. Actually, such designs require

rigor in identifying certain essential elements of the constructivist architecture. And they represent
challenges to the learning in our daily classrooms, which has typically involved having students repeat
newly presented information on tests or in reports. Constructivist teaching practices help learners internalize,

or transform new information, which in turn makes further understanding possible. Therefore, as
instructional designers, the guiding question in tackling our Web-based design is this: How do we create a
technology-enhanced learning environment that engages students in the types of activities that will take on
their initiative and responsibility for their own learning?

2 Project Background
In the spring of 1999, a group of junior students in Software Engineering, initiated an informal study group
(ISG) [15] with the author' s facilitation. The ISG' s mission is to help students develop their team-based

technical interest in preparation for their graduation project. And we started exploring the ongoing
development of Web-based distributed applications with online education as one of our first discussion
topics. During the discussion, the author, as an instructor, expressed his difficulties in traditional classroom
setting, to recognize students' intellectual and motivational problems, to explain to them a difficult part of
the subject matter, to provide clear tasks, and to coach students in specific problem-solving activities. These
issues indeed go far beyond the classroom walls. As students, they expressed their need for a learnercentered atmosphere whose focus is put on the needs, skills, and interests of the learners, and whose goal is
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to encourage active exploration and construction in the course of learning activity. Likewise, we developed

the initial dea of creating an environment where anyone is free to learn, to construct and refine new
meaning in one' s own learning, and to have enough channels to ask for help, when necessary, in the form of
some extended service of a good teacher. We continue our expedition into Web-based technology to turn out
the project ideas of creating a) a course support environment for active learning, and b) a project support
environment for problem-based learning (PBL). The former has been given the project name REAL [13] to
imply a Rich Environment for Active Learning, while the latter, SUPER [14] to denote SUitable and Practical

Educational Resources for group-based project work. And in either project, we have not ruled out the
familiar face-to-face classroom interactions between teacher and students, as one of the essential aspects of
the learning process.

3 Pedagogical Intakes
In selecting the pedagogy of our Web-based environment, we have borrowed from the legacies of our
educational visionaries in blending the art and science of constructivist teaching. John Dewey' s designs
embedded learning in experience [3]. He advocated field studies and immersion in experiences to stimulate
learning. Jean Piaget' s work influences constructivist educators through designs of discovery learning [9].

Students manipulate subject matter and objects representing the subject matter as. they interpret their
findings. He believed that learners' internalization leads to structural changes in how they think about
something as they assimilate incoming data. Today, constructing meaning on the basis of one' s interpretation
of data is the heart of science inquiry, problem-based learning models, and case studies. Lev Vygotsky' s
theory [16] suggests that we learn first through person-to-person interactions and then individually through
an internalization process that leads to deep understanding. This belief in the social process of idea making
permeates today' s interactive classroom led by skillful teacher questioning. Reuven Feuerstein' s mediated

learning theory [4] refutes the concept of an unchanging intelligent quotient (IQ) and leads to intense
examination of how the classroom affects students' metacognition. He believes that the discovery process
requires intervention from the teacher to guide learn ing. On examining the varied work of the master
architects, and trying to crystallize the essential elements of the constructivist architecture, we see an array
of tools emerging. They include a learner-centered curriculum; enriched environments; interactive settings;

differentiated instruction; inquiry, experimentation, and investigation; mediation and facilitation; and
metacognitive reflection.

4 Instructional Design
We expect the instructional design of our Web-based support should increase student participation and
communication through re-designing the delivery of college lectures to incorporate more student online
activities and instructor' s feedback before, during and after the contact session. The environment is expected

to develop students' abilities to generate problems, to engage in collaboration, to appreciate multiple
perspectives, to evaluate and to actively use knowledge. From the designers' standpoint, we have included
the following enabling ideas:

a) Enable students to determine what they need to learn through questioning and goal setting. It is believed
that students should work to identify their knowledge and skill deficits, and to develop strategies in the
form of personal learning goals for meeting those deficits. The emphasis is to foster a sense of students'
ownership in the learning process. If teachers, through the Web-based support environment, can guide the
students in identifying what they already know and what they need to learn, then knowledge gaps and
mistakes can be viewed in a positive way such as another opportunity to learn. And students can assume
more responsibility in addressing their own learning needs during any instructional unit.
b) Enable students to manage their own learning activities. It is believed that students should be enabled to
develop their learning plans, which should describe priorities, instructional tactics, resources, deadlines,
roles in collaborative learning situations, and proposed learning outcomes, including presentation and
dissemination of new knowledge and skills, if applicable. Traditionally, these instructional events are
arranged by teachers to be obeyed by students, in order to accomplish a specified set of pre-determined
objectives. Yet, it is not advantageous for students to learn to be self-directed. To manage their own

learning activities, students must be guided and supported by the teacher, through the Web-based
environment, slowly taking on more and more responsibility of their own learning.
c) Enable students to contribute to one another' s learning through collaborative activities. It is believed that
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students should be encouraged and supported to discuss and share their personal findings. Particularly, we
should enable students to become co-builders of the course/learning resources through evaluating and
refining the entries their peers put into the Web-based depository. Collaborative group-based learning
seems appealing to achieve the purpose. Students, nevertheless, must be educated to recognize what they
are trying to learn in group -work, value it, and wish to share that value with others. Teachers can provide
this sense of accountability and belonging by structuring students' work in the support environment with
such concept as computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW).
It is convinced that the efficacy of the learning environment is a function of many complex factors, including
curriculum, instructional methodology, student motivation, and students' developmental readiness. Trying to
capture this complexity onto the design of our Web-based environment, is more an ongoing iterative process
than a one-time activity. So we develop scenarios of situated learning support applicable to both individual
course taking and group-based project work. These scenario-based supports are then incorporated into the
environment incrementally, subject to our students' participatory testing.

5 Scenario-Based Support
Imagine attending a class where the instructor, after giving an introduction of what the course is entailed,
invites you to visit his/her course support environment on the Web. On entering the Web-based environment,
you are offered the privilege of creating your own personal space in the form of a customizable Web page
guarded by your self-assigned identifier and password. Within your personal Web space, you are furnished
with some tools to start your Web-life. These include a communications facility to keep one another in touch

(email and newsgroup); a calendar planner to track your appointments or commitments (meetings or
homework due dates, or project deadlines); and a frequently-asked-questions (FAQ) tool to send for
instructor' s help when encountering difficulty in housekeeping the personal space. Also, there are pathways
to other service modules:

a) Course Information. This module provides such information as the course description, pre-requisite
requirements, evaluation policy, references list, and other details such as time and location of the lectures.
It also includes links to the instructor' s contact details, his/her teaching/research profile, and the course
schedule showing timetable for class with links to the study materials before, during and after contact
sessions. Also included is the announcement service representing the most up-to-date information sent to
the students from the instructor.

b) Course Resources. This module comprises the study materials prepared by the instructors, and the
contributions representing students' submitted or reported work of interest to other students. Study
materials can further be cataloged and managed as different resources: study notes, tutorial handouts,
supplementary lecture details, or Web-links in the Internet. It could also include FAQs of the course:
homework, quiz' s, tests, examinations, and projects.

c) Course Assessment. This module keeps track of students' performance. The score each student obtained
after completing a specific activity is recorded with enough details for evaluation at the end of the course.
Students are encouraged to propose their own study plan to earn the accumulated score required, to
complete the course. This service is designed into the Learning Contract [7] component to individualize
the learning process for any individual learner. Typically, a student is required to write a formal agreement,
which details what will be learned, how the learning will be accomplished, the period of time involved,
and the specific evaluation criteria to be used in judging the completion of the learning.
d) Course Inquiry. This module fulfills several requirements of the teacher-student inquiry interaction. These
include: a) a sense of dedicated space for an extended collaboration between teacher and student; b) an
incremental delivery of inquiry results from teacher to student; and c) visibility of the inquiry interactions
to avoid duplicating effort, and to encourage discovery of related interests. When an inquiry is initiated by
a student, a request Web page is generated which is specific to that interaction and to which the teacher
and student return frequently for their interaction. This request Web page (meeting space on the Web),

contains the relevant material required for the specific inquiry interaction, say, contact details of the
student and the teacher in the form of Web links or email addresses. Each request Web page supports
several types of interaction: posting comments, recording actions, uploading/downloading files. These can

be carried out at any time in any order. This feature is designed to support the often-time extended
discussion and incremental result delivery of the teacher-student collaboration. Also, since the completed
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request Web page could be visible to any registered student or teaching staff within the Faculty intranet,

this increases the general awareness of the teacher' s activities in consulting students, and avoids
duplicating efforts of other staff in dealing with similar questions from students. More importantly, when
users browse the inquiry activities over the Web, they are always exposed to information as to who was
involved in what, and eventually they will learn about one another' s specialties and interests. Hopefully,

they will form communities centered about specific knowledge and interest; such are considered as
important assets of any educational institute.

Now, on visiting the Web-based support environment and reading the latest announcement for the next
lesson, you are aware that the next lesson is about group-based project work. According to the instructor' s
message, group project work is an essential component of any academic degree; many professional societies
worldwide emphasize project and group work as preparation for professional practice. Also, you are to
follow the problem-based learning (PBL) approach to work in teams. And you will be introduced to the
teaming process and the PBL support of the Web-based environment.

6 Problem-Based Learning (PBL)
It is understood that project work is recognized as having many educational and social benefits, in particular
providing students with opportunities for active learning. However, teaching, directing and managing group
project work is not an easy process. This is because projects are often: expensive demanding considerable

supervision and technical resources; and complex combining design, human communication, humancomputer interaction, and technology to satisfy objectives ranging from consolidation of technical skills
through provoking insight into organizational practice, teamwork and professional issues, to inculcating
academic discipline and presentation skills. In preparing our students to get started with group-based project
work, we have oriented towards the PBL learning model. According to the literature [1, 2], the modern
history of PBL began in the early 1970s at the medical school at McMaster University in Canada, and ever
since, PBL has been adopted in various fields such as Teaching, Engineering and Management.

6.1 PBL Pedagogy
The PBL approach focuses education around a set of realistic, intrinsically motivating problems to fit the
interests and needs of the learners. It acknowledges the possibility of prior knowledge held by the learner.
Further knowledge is acquired on a ' need to know' basis, enabling the learner to diagnose one' s own
learning needs. Knowledge gained is fed back into the problem in an iterative loop, allowing the synthesis of
topics and know-how [10]. When applied to the course setting, PBL should encourage students' active
participation, and develop in them self-directed learning and problem-solving skills while they interact,
discuss and share relevant knowledge and experience. More importantly, PBL revolves around a focal
problem, group work, feedback, class discussion, skill development and final reporting. The instructor' s role
is to organize and pilot this cycle of activity, guiding, probing and supporting students' initiatives along the
way so as to empower them to be responsible in their own learning.

6.2 PBL Activities
Students, on being presented with a problem or scenario, are made aware that initially they will not possess

enough prior information to solve the problem at hand or to clarify the scenario immediately. These
problems are often ill- structured, but devised according to concrete, open-ended situations. They are
reminded that they must identify, locate, and use appropriate resources, and ask questions referred to as
"learning issues" on the various aspects of the problem. These learning issues should help them realize what
knowledge they require to construct a solution, and thus focus their learning efforts and establish a means for
integrating the information they acquire. Often, they are encouraged to perceive themselves as managers of
their own in terms of time, material resources, and the complexity of the problems that can be handled one at
a time by the group. It is expected that the PBL students have to iterate through some relevant stages of
activities: analysis, research, and reporting, with discussion and feedback from peers and the instructor at
each stage.
Analysis. Throughout this stage, students organize their ideas and prior knowledge related to the problem,
and start defining its requirements. This helps them devise a specific statement of the problem. Meanwhile,
they are encouraged to pose learning issues, defining what they know and what they do not know. This helps
them assign responsibilities for research, eliciting and activating their existing knowledge as a crucial step in
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learning new information.

Research. Throughout this stage, students collect necessary information on specific learning issues raised
by the group. They may conduct library searches, seek sources on the Internet, collect data, and interview
knowledgeable authorities. More importantly, students teach themselves as they research their learning
issues. It is intended that when they come to realize the complexity and texture of the problem, they may
often see that information is a means to the ends of managing problems effectively.
Reporting. At this stage, students report their findings to the group. Individual students become "experts"
and teach one another. Subsequently, their discussion may generate a possible solution, or new learning
issues for the group to explore further. Final solutions are constructed, and the facilitator' s feedback should
help students clarify basic information, focus their investigations, and refine their problem-solving strategies,

besides addressing whether the original learning issues were resolved and whether the students'
understanding of the basic principles, information, and relationships is sufficiently deep and accurate.

6.3 PBL Teamwork Experience
It is important that PBL students are taught how to work in teams and positively experience the team process
because the team skills they acquire are applicable throughout their future careers. The PBL team process

requires each team composed of 3-5 students, to be assigned a supervisor (instructor) and a client if
applicable. The client' s role is to clarify the project, and to resolve ambiguities as they arise, whereas the
supervisor' s is to guide, motivate and provide feedback to the team. Also, one of the team members is
designated the team leader for the duration of the project, whose role is to coordinate the team activities, and
to ensure effective team communications. The leader also has to interface with the supervisor, arrange
meetings with clients when necessary, and facilitate meeting through setting agendas, taking minutes, and

allocating tasks. Each team member has to help set the team goals, accomplish tasks assigned, meet
deadlines, attend team meetings and take a turn editing a document to be submitted at the end of each major
stage of project development.

Meanwhile, PBL students are made aware of the difficulties in teamwork throughout the project period.
These include setting realistic project goals, carefully allocating tasks to team members, managing time, and
communicating and managing shared group documents. Teams have regular meetings to which they invite
their supervisor, and in which they organize themselves to manage the project. Students are often reminded
of setting appropriate agendas before meeting, assigning enough time to the agenda items during meeting,
restating the decisions made at the meeting, and converting decisions into action items after meeting. They
are also advised on clearly separating the social and work aspects in meetings, and assessing each meeting
for doing it better next time. Moreover, it is suggested that teams plan their project around major deadlines
of individuals in the team thereby acknowledging the other conrnitments team members may involve.

Deadlines represent the milestones set down for the PBL students to submit project documents and to
receive evaluation. Each team member is assessed by their supervisor and their team peers. The supervisor' s
evaluation is based on what each team member adds to the meetings and what the instructor perceives each
member' s contributions to the team to be. The peers' evaluation is based on a confidential rating sheet, to be

completed by each team member at the end of each major phase of the project. This rating sheet should
include each team member' s contribution for that phase with explanatory comments. And the overall project
assessment is made up of the group grade and the individual grade. The former is the same for each group
member and is based on the quality of the documents produced and the product developed. The individual

component is based on the quality of the student' s contribution to the documents and the product, their
participation in group-meetings, their commitment to the team process, and their professional attitude
developed.

7 Scenario-Based PBL Support
Imagine you have just attended the second lesson on PBL and group project work. And you realize that the
PBL support available in the Web comprises both the learning and performance aspects. These are actually a
series of strategies and Web-based solutions that use instructional design principles to improve students'
work-based performance according to the real-life PBL activities. And you are invited to visit the PBL-

specific Web site to register as a PBL-user. The registration process invites you to fill in a Web form
including a simple questionnaire for teaming purpose. You are now allowed to enter the PBL-support
environment with your PBL identifier and personal password returned after the registration.
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And for exploratory purpose, you have just navigated to the PBL Web page for the Software Engineering
course SFTW 300 Software Psychology (Figure 1). Here you are presented with a number of projects to
express your preferences to join through filling in another Web form activated by clicking the link "Join a
Team" in the same page. You can then find out which team and project have actually been associated with
you by clicking the link "Identify Your Team" also in the same page. On knowing which project to engage,
you could click the suitable PBL Space link, i.e., "S300F99P3" in this case, to navigate to the suitable PBL
Space (Figure 2). The PBL Space is assigned for each PBL group for project management on the Web. It
contains links to the project itself, the PBL Group (including its members' links), the PBL Client, and the
PBL Supervisor. Each of such links is associated with a set of related links for information and support of
the project. Among the numerous support links in the PBL Group, you can find the Work Space link, which

leads to the "Group Work Space" (Figure 3) Web page. This page contains links to individual group
members and to specific PBL support, as well as to the project interim progress. Clicking on the individual
member' s link (PWS) leads to the "Personal Work Space" (Figure 4), where each group member' s progress
in terms of PBL activities (analysis, research, reporting, implementation) is tracked.
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8 Software Development
Our database-driven Web-based support environment has been developed as a series of distributed
applications, by employing a mixture of object-orientation, client/server, and Internet (Web browsers, Web
servers HTML, HTTP, FTP) technologies, to deliver the desired support functionality. Such applications
are largely event-driven because of the intensive graphical user interface (GUI) programming (e.g., handling
the points and clicks) and/or because of the message exchanged between clients and servers over the Web.
The specific types of individual Web applications constructed can be categorized into such classes as: a)
static HTML-based, b) server-side (CGI-based) and c) client-side (Java-based or JavaScript-based). And the
major steps followed to develop the distributed applications could be abstracted as follows:

a) Analysis. Establish users' requirements of what information are needed by whom and when, in terms of
functionality, performance, security, operability, and management of the distributed applications. And
develop an object model that shows conceptually how the information will be organized, accessed,
manipulated, and presented in terms of objects.
b) Architecture. Partition the architecture concerns into: data architecture, determining what data sources
(HTML, files, databases) will be needed, where they will be located, and how they will be accessed;
software architecture, determining what will be written as CGI/Java code, what will be constructed as
modules called by CGI/Java, where will the various objects/modules reside, and how they will be invoked
(CORBA, RPC); infrastructure architecture, determining the servers where the home pages and the
objects/modules will reside, the type of gateways that will be employed, the type of middleware that will

be needed to invoke remote services and objects (CORBA, ActiveX, RPC, SQL), and the type of
computing platforms (PC Windows, UNIX, Linux, Windows NT) used.

c) Implementation and Deployment. Build the HTML pages (including the Java-powered pages) by coding
HTML or using filters that generate HTML from other data sources (e.g. Word documents). Then develop

and test the software modules and objects. If necessary, purchase the appropriate infrastructure
components. Fourth, test, install and deploy the system, followed by maintenance and the iterative redesign process.

9 Prototyping Process
The Web-based support in our online environment is developed incrementally through a user-driven iterative
prototyping process, which involves our instructional designers, teachers, and students in the participatory

development. This involves creating a series of function prototypes used to clarify the objectives of the
system in light of design exploration between the designer and the users (teachers and students), so that the
users gradually understand what can be achieved with the technology. Our knowledge of requirements,
design and implementation may be incomplete in any one cycle; however, there has been progressive buildup of a structure, which will lead to the desirable system. Specifically, we have referred to the Dynamic
Systems Development Method (DSDM) [12] for project guidance, which walks us through four main phases
of the DSDM life cycle.

The feasibility study phase is to define the high level functional requirements of the environment, which
refer to the educational support issues. This phase should produce an outline prototyping plan and establish
the main non-functional requirements, such as the hardware and software to develop and deliver the system.
The functional prototype iterations phase is to clarify the detailed requirements for the system. Its output
includes a series of prototypes that demonstrate the main system functionality. These early visual prototypes
are mainly used to clarify the system objectives between the designers and users. The design prototype
iterations phase is to refine the functional prototype into a robust product after a more situated evaluation of
system requirements. It involves satisfying all the non-functional requirements; i.e., producing a system that
will work effectively on the target hardware in the organizational setting. It is understood that all the
possible components of the system do not have to be developed in unison. Some may move on to the design
and build phase while others are still at the functional clarification stage. The implementation phase involves
placing the system in the user environment, carrying out any required training, reviewing the system and
assessing further developments. The output should include a delivered system, user manuals/training, and
project review document.
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10 Conclusion
It

is experienced that the conventional approach to education remains the instructivist one, in which

knowledge is perceived to flow from experts to novices. This transmissive view of learning is most evident
in the emphasis on lectures, in the use of textbooks to prescribe reading, and in the nature of tutorials and
assessment methods. It assumes that the process of good teaching is one of simplification of the truth in
order to reduce student confusion. Yet, this simplification could deny students the opportunity to apply their
learning to dynamic situations. We question the transferability of the instructivist learning and ask how much
of that which is assigned to academic learning ever gets applied to actual scenarios, when there is such a

rapid surge in knowledge commonly associated with the birth of the "Information Age." This is a
transference problem. Actually, the content product of learning is assuming a less important role relative to

the process of learning as the life of information content shortens and the need for continual learning
increases. In designing the Web-based support of our learner-centered environment, we have tried to
reoriented towards a meaningful direction by reducing the obsession with knowledge reproduction. And
PBL represents one such relief from the constructivist pedagogy. Greening [6] describes it as a vehicle for
encouraging student ownership of the learning environment. There is an emphasis on contextualization of
the learning scenario, providing a basis for later transference, and learning is accompanied by reflection as
an important meta-cognitive exercise. Also, the implementation of PBL is done via group-based work,
reflecting the constructivist focus on the value of negotiated meaning. Besides, it is unconfined by discipline
boundaries, encouraging an integrative approach to learning, which is based on requirements of the problem
as perceived by the learners themselves.

Undeniably, constructivism is a philosophy of learning that is having a major effect on the way that
education is conducted today. In this paper, we have tried to spell out the working characteristics of
constructivism [11], which have actively shaped the design of our Web-based support. These include: 1)
Meaning is not transmitted. Instead, learning occurs as a process of adjustment of existing concepts. 2)
Understanding is based on interaction among a complex weave of factors, such as the learners' goals and
existing concepts, the content of the learning experience, the context where the learning occurs. 3)
Puzzlement motivates learning. This sense of dissatisfaction emerges from experiences that threaten existing
conceptual structures. 4) Social negotiation and viability are the principle forces involved in the evolution of
knowledge. They ensure that learning is anchored both by the learning community and by the need to test
constructions against reality. The effects of such testing are the adjustments in the structure of concepts held
by the learner. So, one thing is evident: constructivist learning experiences can exert high cognitive demands
on learners [8], and not all learners could respond well to the challenge. We believe the constructivist ideas
assembled here make up what we might call pragmatic constructivism. Namely, constructivism could be

viewed as a toolbox for problems of learning. If a particular approach does not solve the problem, try
another. In keeping with this flexibility, active, social and creative learning can play out in rather different
ways, depending on the circumstances. Although the term constructivism suggests a single philosophy and a

unique potent method, there is not such thing as a one-size-fit-all. Rather, our suggestion is to look at
constructivism like a Swiss knife with various blades for various needs. That is also the learner-centered
philosophy behind our Web-based support for online education.
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Instructional design (ID) provides a framework to facilitate both teaching and
learning activities. ID also prescribes desirable learning outcomes. This paper
introduces the implementation of an ID template in web-based language courses.
The ID template incorporates several cognitive strategies based on schema

theory. A schema-theory-based model provides

a

useful framework for

knowledge organization and information processing. In a course that emphasizes

reading comprehension, schema theory accounts for how learners construct
meaning from texts based on the information they encounter, the prior knowledge
they already have, and the way they interact with the new information. The ID
template consists of four instructional sequences. The cognitive strategies, ID
examples, and purposes for each sequence are illustrated. The sequences include
warm-up activities, preparatory activities, core activities, and post activities. Each
sequence is interconnected with the others and looped back to the beginning in

each lesson unit. The preliminary evaluation results indicate the degree of
student satisfaction for the ID template for various external and internal factors.

Keywords: instructional design, schema theory, cognitive strategies, web-based
foreign language instruction

1 Introduction
Instructional design (ID) plays a critical role in the success of distance education. ID is an interdisciplinary
science that provides a theoretical background for the design and implementation of instructional units to
achieve desirable learning outcomes. ID principles encompass theories in both learning and instruction.
Although the instructional design for web-based instruction does share some common principles with
instructional design for traditional classroom teaching, the modes of instruction and learning are quite
different from each other. The roles of learners and instructors continue to go through fundamental changes
as well. What kind of instructional theories can be best applied to web-based education? There is no one
single universal theory for all instructional design as the objectives, learning contexts, subject matters, and
expected learning outcomes vary from one field to another. The development of ID also depends on the
pedagogical principles that the instructors or instructional designers adapt to. The views on instructional
design can be approached from different perspectives such as behavioral (Gropper, 1983); systematic (Gagne,
Briggs, & Wager, 1992); structural (Scandura, 1983); motivational (Keller, 1983), transactional (Merrill, 1997);

and cognitive (Tennyson, 1990; West et al., 1991). Cognitive schema theory especially receives prominent
attention in the field of instructional design and language education for its emphasis on the use of aid for
perccption, learning, comprehension, and recall (Anderson, 1984; West et al., 1991). This paper focuses on
the application of schema theory to the instructional design of language courses delivered through the World
Wide Web. The preliminary evaluation results are summarized at the end.
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2 Theoretical Framework
Why is ID important in web-based distance education? Reigeluth (1983) argued that ID is a linking science
between theory and practice. This linking science was further elaborated by Tennyson and Schott (1997):
"As a field of study, it provides a theoretical foundation to principles of instructional design, a research base
confirming the theoretical foundations, and a direct involvement in the application of those principles" (p. 1).
ID theories prescribe the variables and conditions required for certain learning outcomes. Furthermore, the
practice of ID utilizes various methods and technologies to develop learning environments based on these
theories (Tennyson & Schott, 1997). Many ID models have been developed and the theoretical bases vary
greatly. A typical model includes the following five steps: "(1) setting the objectives; (2) preassessment, that

is, determining whether the target students have the prerequisites to benefit from the instruction; (3)
planning the instruction; (4) trial, that is, presenting the instruction for developmental purposes; and (5)
testing and evaluation" (West et al., 1991). Each step can be further divided into more detailed instructional
sequences. The focus of this paper is on planning the instruction based on cognitive learning theories.
Schema theory is an especially appropriate cognitive learning theory because of its emphasis on knowledge
organization and representation.

There is no one single theory called schema theory. It has evolved and become the basic component of many
cognitive learning theories. According to cognitive theorists, schemas or schemata are mental data structures

that represent our knowledge about objects, situations, events, self, sequences of actions and natural
categories (Anderson, 1985; Rumelhart, 1981). Schemata are also like scripts of plays (Schank & Abelson,
1977). In other words, schemata are chunks of knowledge stored in the human mind by patterns, structures,
and scaffolds (West et al., 1991). Based on Rumelhart's definition (1981), schemata serve the function of
"scaffolding." Knowledge is perceived, encoded, stored, and retrieved according to the chunk of information
stored in the memory. Schemata facilitate information processing. Schema can be "instantiated" by specific
examples of concepts or events. For example, one's schema for "teaching" can be instantiated by viewing a
scenario on the interaction between a teacher and students. As soon as schemata are instantiated, one can
associate or recall more similar scenarios (Bruning et al, 1995). Schema theory is appropriate for language
instruction due to its powerful explanation of memory and recall. In the case of reading comprehension,
schema theory accounts how learners construct meaning from texts based on the information they encounter,
the prior knowledge they already hold, and the way they interact with the new information (Bruning et al,
1995, p. 275). As summarized by Andre (1987), schemata serve the following important function in reading
comprehension:
1. Providing the knowledge base for assimilating new text information
2. Guiding the ways readers allocate their attention to different parts of reading passages
3. Allowing readers to make inferences about text materials
4. Facilitating organized searches of memory
5. Enhancing editing and summarizing content
6. Permitting the reconstruction of content (Bruning et al., 1995, p. 275).

Schemata provide the backgrounds for learners to comprehend a text by inference. Schemata also make it
possible to summarize a passage by selecting the parts that are important to them. These processes cannot
be completed without the knowledge structures that schemata provide. Since one of the elements of schema

theory is making predictions based on what learners already know, making the link between the old
information and the new information has generated a great deal of research interest. Two areas of research in
this direction are advance organizer and schema activation.

Advance organizers employ the structure of some materials that the learners are already familiar with as the

framework of the new materials. In other words, advance organizers are designed to offer "ideational
scaffolding for the stable incorporation and retention of the more detailed and differentiated material that
follows" (Ausubel, 1968, p. 148). Advance organizers are relevant introductory materials that are introduced
in advance of the core texts. Recent studies have also shown that providing short and concrete examples for
upcoming events are more useful to readers than abstract, general, and vague learner organizers (Corkill et al.,
1988).

Schema activation refers to the design of activities for the purposes of activating learner's knowledge in
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similar fields prior to learning new subject matters (Bruning et al., 1995). They are often in the forms of short

questions. In a way, schema activation serves similar purposes of advanced organizers by linking new
information with old information that the learners already know. However, schema activation relies more on
the learners to generate information from their previous knowledge base. Schema activation works better if

the schema activating activities are relevant to the to-be-learned information. A study on the reading
comprehension of a group of fifth-graders showed that the group with relevant schema activation
remembered the reading texts better than the groups with non-relevant schema activation (Peeck et al., 1982).

There are also many other cognitive strategies that help students with reading comprehension. These
strategies are designed to help students in gaining control of their learning process for the purpose of
comprehending reading texts. Bruning et al. (1995) summarized the following five strategies for reading
comprehension:

1. Determining importance: Instructional activities can be designed to help learners locating the

main ideas of the text. Without knowing the main ideas, readers would have a hard time
understanding the text.

2. Summarizing information: Students should not only learn to summarize the main ideas in a
passage but also generate a text that represents the original one. Students' reading skills improve
when their summarization skills improve.

3. Drawing inferences: Studies have shown that the ability to make inferences is positively
associate with reading skills (Dewitz et al., 1987; Raphael & McKinney, 1983). Good readers are
usually good at guesswork.
4. Generating questions: Good readers ask questions frequently. Through self-questioning or peerexchanged questions, learners will have a better understanding of texts.
5. Monitoring comprehension: Readers should have the ability of knowing when they understand

the text and when they do not. A good reader also has the ability to detect errors and
inconsistencies in the reading materials. When they become critical of the reading texts, they do a

better job in detecting errors. Peer editing or peer-critiquing is a good way to monitor
comprehension (Bruning et. al., 1995, p. 279-284).

The next section describes how some of the cognitive strategies can be employed in the instructional design
of web-based language courses.

3 Instructional Design Template for Web-based Language Courses
The web course introduced in this paper is the first one in a series of Asian language courses using the same
instructional design templates. There is a lack of higher-level language courses (3rd year and above) in Less

Commonly Taught Languages (LCTLs) such as Asian languages and other non-Roman languages in
American universities and colleges. Yet, the need for higher-level language courses does exist for students
who would like to continue language studies. The objectives of the web courses are to provide opportunities
for students whose institutes do not provide language courses in LCTLs and to disseminate information on
the ID model of pedagogically sound language instruction. The first course that is currently offered through
the University of Hawaii systems is a Chinese reading and writing course at the 3'd and 4th year level. A
Chinese listening/reading/writing course and a Korean reading/writing course will be offered in fall 2000.
More courses in Japanese and other LCTLs are in the planning stage at present. The instructional design
template is summarized as follow:

Goal: To improve Chinese reading and writing skills.

Objectives:

1. Students will possess the skills to decipher reading materials through a series of cognitive
strategies.
2. Students will improve writing skills through continuous revisions, peer-critique, and teacher
feedback.
3. Students will have a good command of vocabulary in the subject matters covered in the course.
4. Students will co-construct knowledge together through collaborative tasks in building word bank,
grammar clinic, and essay database.
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Content: The content covers a wide variety of topics based on authentic teaching materials
collected from China and Taiwan, including topics such as cuisine, travel, medicine, celebrities,
university, and so on. These materials were developed into ten self-directed reading lessons on a
CD-ROM. The web course uses the CD-ROM as the core reading materials. Each web lesson unit
was designed to enhance the understanding of the equivalent core text in the CD-ROM.

Format of the Instruction: The World Wide Web and the CD-ROM were selected to deliver the
instruction and course content. Asynchronous communication via email and web-forum are the
means for student-student and student-teacher interactions.

ID Sequence &
Modules

Table 1 Instruction design template for web-based language courses
Purposes
ID Examples
Cognitive Strategies
Brainstorming on terminology
Co-construction of knowledge

1. Warm-up
activities

Schema activation

Word bank

2. Preparatory
activities
3.1 Core activities

Advance organizer

Picture matching

Determining
importance
Drawing inferences

Working on CD-ROM
reading activities

Determining the importance of
information

3.2 Core activities
3.3 Core activities

Generating questions
Scaffolding

Q&A
Small Group

3.4 Core activities

Monitoring
comprehension
Modeling

Grammar Clinic

Self-questioning
Debate/Discussion/Role Play
Use input for other activities
Peer editing with teacher
feedback
Teacher demonstration

Recall
Summarizing
information

Language work
Composition & revision

base
texts

Discussions

4.1 Post activities
4.2 Post activities
4.3 Post activities

Preparation for forthcoming

Sample essay

Monitoring comprehension
Individual output with
collective database on writing
samples

Sequence of Instruction: The framework of the instruction sequence is adapted from Hiple and
Fleming's (1996) work which is specifically designed for foreign language instruction. The ID
examples are developed by the instructors Fleming & Lu (1999) for web-based language courses.
There are eight units in each web course. Each unit employs the following four sequences of
instruction.

1. Warm-up activities: These activities employ simple and short questions to activate learners'
previous knowledge relevant to the subject matter. For example, on the unit for cuisine, students
are asked to write down two or three things they know about Chinese cooking. Their responses

are put into a database called the "word bank." By the end of each unit, students have
accumulated an abundant collection of glossary under a specific language topic.

2. Preparatory activities: Students are asked to match some descriptions with pictures. These
pictures provide a background information of the lesson and prepare the students for the
forthcoming texts.
3. Core Activities: There are four components in Core Activities: working on the CD-ROM, Q & A

forum, Small Group Discussions, and Grammar Clinic. Students first go through the reading
activities in the CD-ROM. They then post questions about the content of the CD-ROM on the Q
& A web forum. Following that, they are divided into three-member or two-member small groups
to carry out a conversational task. Take the cuisine unit for example, they have to make up their

minds on which restaurant to go to for dinner. One conversation example is provided so that
students know in advance the scope and depth of the expected conversation. In Grammar Clinic,
the instructors pick several erroneous sentences from the Small Group Discussions and post them
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at the Grammar Clinic (a web forum) for peer editing and critiquing. All these sentences are posted
anonymously.
4. Post Activities: In the final stage the learners model from teacher's examples and peers' writings
before they work on their own essays independently. First, the teacher provides a sample essay

and a language matching exercise to reinforce the key words in the essay. Gradually, teachers
withdraw help and let the student compose their own essays. If they have a hard time starting,
they can view other students' submissions of essays in the database to come up with more ideas.
Among the eight units, the last two units are designed for language exchange with native speakers from the
country of the target language. For more details, please refer to the web site
( http : / /www.11l.hawaii.edu/yuedu). The ID template can be modified for different language instruction. The
Word Wide Web is an especially perfect media since all information is recorded and saved in the database.
Students can always go back to review the collective database for their own review.

4 Evaluation of the web course
In the evaluation process, the instructional design team is interested in student feedback on the sequences of
instruction. At the end of each unit, students are asked to fill out an anonymous feedback form that consists
of 10 questions on a five-point Likert scale. Comment areas are provided for each question. Table 2 shows the
preliminary partial results on the ID template evaluation.

Students had provided valuable feedback to the instructional design team. The team was able to use this
feedback to adjust course content and activity design. Generally speaking, students agreed that most
instructional design modules are useful for their learning. The degree of helpfulness varies from module to
module. However, it seems that the students generally did not like the use of the CD-ROM. One reason is that
the CD-ROM could only be used on a Macintosh while 95% of the students in the class used PC-compatible
computers. PC users were restricted to use campus Macintosh computers to access the content in the CDROM. Furthermore, since the CD-ROM was developed for self-directed learning, there was also a lack of

interaction between students and teachers. Finally, there were some bugs in the programming of the CDROM. Students were not enthusiastic about the programming bugs. The team is in the process of converting
the CD-ROM into cross-platform media and fixing the bugs.

Table 2 Feedback on Instructional Design Lesson Template
1 = Strongly disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Slightly Agree; 4 = Agree; and 5Unit 2 Unit 4
(mean) (mean)
= Strongly Agree
(n=11) (n=9)
Post Unit feedback questions
4.09
3.78
Q1
I have gained new knowledge from this unit.
4.45
4.33
Q2 When I ask for help, the instructors respond in a timely way.
4.33
Q3 When I ask questions, the instructors give me the answers I need. 4.36
Q4

The warm-up activities are useful. (i.e. contributing and sharing 3.73

vocabulary)
Q5 The preparatory activities are useful. (i.e. matching pictures to text) 3.91
3.18
Q6 The content of the core lessons (CD-ROM) is well designed.
Q7 The forum discussions (i.e. Q&A, role-play, small group4.09
discussion) are useful.
3.45
Q8 The grammar clinic is helpful.
4
Q9 The language work is at the proper level of difficulty.
4.09
Q10 The essay writing is at the proper level of difficulty.
3.94
Average

3.78
3.67
3.33
3.78

3.89
4.00
4.22
3.91

Unit5
Unit?
(mean) (mean)
(n=11) (n=9)
3.56
3.73
4.09
3.33
4.09
3.67
3.73
3.44
3.36

3.22

2.91

NA*

3.73

3.33

3.73
3.55
4.09
3.701

NA*
3.56
3.67
3.473

* Un't 7 is designed for language exchange. The questions on CD-ROM and Grammar Clinic are not
applicable.

As for the web-based instructional modules, the warm-up activities were not deemed as useful as the
instructional design team had expected them to be. When monitoring student online activities through the
server-tracking program, it was found that most of them did not go back to use the database after submitting
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the required entries. The instructor started requiring the students to incorporate the vocabulary into their

essays towards the end of the semester. By then, it may have been too late to see how the change in
instructional strategy would affect the way the students utilize the database. This is a good lesson for
instructional designers. All instructional sequence should be interconnected and continuously looped back
to the beginning. If the instructional modules are designed as stand-along units, students will not see the
purpose of building on the knowledge based that they have co-constructed.
Finally, there seems to be a slight decline in the helpfulness of the ID modules when comparing the average in

table 2. The perceived helpfulness declines especially in unit 7. The change in instructional format (i.e.,
language exchange) and the more specialized topic (i.e., movies) may have posed a greater challenge for less
competent students. Interviews with the student may help to find out the real reasons. Nevertheless, the
comments from students were overall positive. Here are a few comments from the students.
" The warm-up activities have been very helpful in preparing for the entire lesson."
"The preparatory activities makes one think harder about the subject material."

"Small group discussion wasn't as interesting as the previous units because there were a little
interactions among students."
" I believe I would not have learned all of the new words from a textbook. Contributing and sharing
vocabulary for this unit has really helped my ability to read the Chinese newspaper's entertainment

section."

"The text for this section was presented in a way that forced me to focus and analyze more fully the
meaning. A good challenge which I enjoyed."

" This unit helped me to learn unique vocabulary for discussions with almost any Chinese speaker. I am
more confident that I can carry a conversation with a Chinese speaker about my favorite movie."

"While on occasion some vocabulary has been a little bit difficult, once I put the sentence or paragraph
into context, the usage of the vocabulary became more clear."

5 Conclusions
ID sets up a framework for desirable learning outcomes. The incorporation of cognitive strategies helps
students to efficiently achieve the learning objectives. It can be found from their comments that the students
valued greatly the aspects of online interaction and co-construction of a knowledge database. It is through
the collaborative tasks that they are able to interact for a purpose, i.e., for the completion of a task that has a

real-world application. The overall ID objectives have been met through the instructional sequences.
Nevertheless, there is not much evidence supporting the effectiveness of the ID modules other than
students' own remarks. Further study on the comparison of the actual online activities (e.g. tracking the
mouse clicks) with their perceptions on the usefulness of each ID module can provide more insight into the
effectiveness of the instructional design. In addition, an objective panel of language experts to evaluate the
performance of the students could also provide assessment to the final learning outcomes.
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With rapidly growing interest in the area of wireless communications in recent
years, the wireless resource allocation problem has received tremendous

attention. The demand has led to intensive research and studying efforts for
personal communication systems (PCS). Many related courses have been offered

and corresponding web-sites were developed. Unfortunately, most of the
web-sites contained only static and pre-defined PCS information. The utilization
of wireless resources is determined by many complex factors such as geography,
the distribution of mobile subscribers, and the communication congestion. It is
difficult to understand the characteristics of PCS by using only the conventional
education materials. This work designs, develops, and implements a web-based
PCS learning tool that meets the above criteria. The system provides the merits
of personality, transparency, efficiency, scalability, portability, and flexibility. It

offers simulation and data analysis so that the user can learn actively and
understand easily the advanced issues of PCS.

Keywords: Web-based learning, PCS, simulation, performance visualization

1 Introduction
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) programs based on Internet techniques, especially on the WWW,
provide new opportunities in various applications. Due to the reason that the growing popularity of the
World Wide Web, the characteristic of its portability, wide acceptance, and comprehensive availability can

help us to solve many problems related to conventional CAI systems, which lack portability and local
availability.

A PCS system is a wireless network that provides communication service with mobility to its subscribers.
With rapidly growing interest in the area of wireless communications in recent years, many related courses
(e.g., wireless communications, mobile computing, personal communication systems, etc.) have been offered

and corresponding web-sites were developed. However, most of the web-sites contain only static and
pre-defined information of PCS. Few web-based PCS learning tools have been developed to provide a
highly interactive facility for users.

The wireless resource allocation problem has received tremendous attention in the last few years and the
demand has led to intensive research and studying efforts for the related topics. Unfortunately, the utilization
of wireless resources is determined by many complex factors such as geography, the distribution of mobile
subscribers, and the communication congestion. It is difficult to understand the characteristics of PCS
systems by using only the conventional education materials. Simulators can be used to identify various
characteristics of PCS systems and to support decisions and understanding by giving the possibility of
experimenting with different scenarios [24].

However, the simulation of a PCS scenario is time consuming for large-scale PCS systems. Therefore,
scalability is an essential factor for the simulation of PCS systems. As well known, conventional sequential
simulation techniques can not adequately fulfill such simulation requirements, necessitating the development
of parallel simulation techniques capable of doing so. On the other hand, when very great amount of users
use the simulation system at the same time, the load of the server will be quite heavy so that the performance
decreases rapidly and the response time of a simulation experiment increases.
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It is essential that a learning system should be capable of providing the flexibility of usage profiles and
services for different users. Users can be classified according to the conditions of user's ability, frequency,
and so on. It is expected that each user may have an adaptive interface and configuration to fit his/her
requirement. Furthermore, in order to improve the performance of a simulation system, the technologies of
parallel processing and caching should be applied. The user may reuse previous simulated results without
doing a long-running simulation experiment again, thereby reducing the waste of computation resources of
application servers. It not only reduces the waste of the computation resource but also provides real-time
services for users.

In light of above discussions, we develop SimPCS, a web-based learning tool for PCS which integrates
simulation and computing in a multimedia learner environment with various enhanced functionalities. The
proposed system has the merits of personality, transparency, efficiency, scalability, portability, and flexibility.

The system can be used to help users to understand the concepts of PCS systems. By using the PCS
simulation and data analysis, the users can understand the advanced issues of PCS environments (e.g.
resource allocation, probability of blocking call, etc.).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the architecture of conventional CAI
systems and related technologies applied to our system. Section 3 describes the proposed system architecture.
The implementation of our system and a prototype are illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the usage
profiles and case studies. Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 6.

2 Related Work
In recent years, training environments based on computational simulation are being used much more
frequently and the importance of simulators is widely appreciated. They are used to support decisions and
understanding by giving the possibility of experimenting with different scenarios. For a training environment,

one thing that is commonly assumed is that the trainee has a reasonable amount of knowledge about the
subjacent model and is capable of analyzing and learning from the simulation results [4]. Form a user's
aspect, the tools must have characteristics of convenience, auto-analytic, assistant, resource sharing and so
on [10,18,20]. The rationale behind the use of multimedia in education is that some media transmit certain
kinds of information better than others. This makes it possible to give media an extremely important role in
the context of education and learning [6]. The motivation for the use of simulation in an education is that it
supports an active learning approach and maximizes the learner control [18]. The degree of available learner
control defines the perceived level of interactivity of a course [19]. Learner control is seen as the control
over learning strategy, manipulation of learning content and description of content [14]. The claims are that

an active learning approach facilitates learning. Learners appear to be more engaged and have better
motivations. Simulation enables learners to make their own errors, try to find these out, explore these and
learn from these. Moreover, simulators are powerful in situations in which they otherwise would be difficult

or impossible to give training or education. It is realized that simulation needs to be embedded in an
instructional environment to fulfill an instructive role in a satisfactory manner [23].

In this way the content of a conventional CAI program, which is necessarily limited, can be strongly
expanded. Web-based CAI programs differ from conventional CAI software [8,12-13,17,21] significantly
and therefore require a specific consideration. It can be utilized on almost all of computer platforms. The
materials of CAI systems can be shared since WWW is based on the network technologies. The learners can
be free from restrictions of space or time. Conventional CAI programs can be stored on data media, installed,
and used on stand-alone computers [1]. By contrast, WBT (web-based training) programs are based on
Internet technology, in particular on WWW technologies. Generally, CAI programs can be subdivided into
three layers: presentation, teaching, and domain data and knowledge. These combinations generate different
types of architectures [6].

Many efforts have been made to improve the limitations of wireless communications [9,11]. In order to
increase the system capacity, many advanced channel allocation schemes were proposed [13,21]. Another
way to increase the system capacity is to split the cell into micro-cells. The micro-cell architecture is an
efficient way to increase the total available channels but additional infrastructures are needed [21]. Many
simulation languages and tools have been developed for the simulation of large-scale networks such as
cellular mobile systems. Parsec, a parallel simulation language, can be used to develop simulations for
complex systems and mobile wireless networks [16,22]. Other systems were developed that can simulate
large-scale cellular mobile systems [2]. They used discrete event scheme to model cellular mobile systems
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and proposed the synchronization schemes to avoid faults distributed computing environments. Lin [15]
proposed a PCS handoff simulator that supports arbitrary PCS cell structure and can be used to evaluate the
call blocking probability or forced termination probability.

3 System Architecture
In this section, we describe an overview of our system architecture and the functionality of each component.
Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture layout from three different viewpoints, the interaction type,

distributed teaching program, and system configuration. For the interaction type, the system provides
methods of presentation, browsing, and simulation. The user can interact with the system through various
interaction types. For the distributed teaching program, it describes the architecture of client-server and
layers for distributed teaching. For the system configuration, it describes the detailed modules of the system.
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Fig. 1 System architecture

3.1 Interaction Type
SimPCS provides three interaction types including browsing, simulation, and presentation. The details of
each interaction type are described as follows.

(1) Browsing:
Here, the user can determine the contents and the consequences of the presentation by accessing the contents

through freely navigable hypertext. Internet users can browse the system through a Java-enabled GUI
(graphical user interface). In order to reduce the response time of simulation, the caching mechanism is

applied, which allows the user to quickly obtain the simulation results and without wasting the
computational resources of the application server. Moreover, it provides basic functions to support analysis
and display of performance information. The user can determine the contents and the consequences of the
presentation by accessing the contents through borrowing.
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(2) Simulation:

In the simulation system, the user can easily construct a PCS environment. Then, the user can assign the

parameters related to the PCS environment. Next, the parameters are embedded to our parallelized
simulation system. Finally, users can use visualization functions to analyze the characteristics and observe
the performance variation of different factors. In addition, the system provides various virtual objects to let
the user simulate a real environment. On the other hand, the techniques of parallel processing and caching
are applied to the system to improve the efficiency of the system.

(3) Presentation:
In this case, the system presents the information in a linear manner just like slide show. The system provides
static education materials such as slides, notes, simulation results, and other related information. The system
can also be used to support distance learning of PCS environments.

3.2 Distributed Teaching Program
The distributed teaching architecture offers the best performance and the least network traffic of all
web-based training architectures. The system we provide belongs to this architecture. On the client side, the
presentation layer constitutes the interface between the user and the teaching layer. It is responsible for the
presentation and management of usage profiles. It provides the flexibility of usage profiles and services for
different level of users. The teaching layer handles user activities (mouse actions, inputs and so on), and then
responses to the presentation layer. It is implemented in our system with JAVA programming language to

process user activities. On the server side, the teaching layer is responsible for the simulation of PCS
systems and processes queries. In order to improve the performance of simulation, the techniques of parallel
processing and caching are applied. In the domain data and knowledge layer, the simulation data is saved in
a database. It has considerable advantages: multi-stage queries to the data and knowledge layer can be
completely created and executed on the server.

3.3 System Configuration
The system configuration consists of many modules. On the client side, the user can use any Java enabled
browser. Internet users can communicate with the system through the GUI. The server side provides the
ability of the simulation. The PCS environment construction system is used to minic a PCS environment.
After constructing an environment, a map representing the environment is transferred to cell configurations.
The cell configurations are sent to the PCS simulator and the map is sent to the performance data analyzer.
The PCS simulator is used to simulate the behaviors of mobile hosts on the constructed PCS environment.
After the simulation, the results are sent to the performance data analyzer/display. Then, the system analyzes
the performance data and visually displays it on the map. The database server stores cell information and
simulation results obtained from the application server.
The client side is java-based interface. It can enable the users access the system through a WWW browser.

The client side consists of a PCS environment constructor and a performance data analyzer. The PCS
environment constructor consists of a PCS environment editing module and a map-to-data transformer
module. Their features are listed as follows:
(1)

PCS Environment Editor: the PCS environment construction system is an iconic editor. It provides
many iconic objects to represent different things such as a station, highway, or city. With these
objects, the user can set up different parameters to change the cell configuration. For instance, the
user can set up a station or a city in a cell and the system will automatically change the parameters of
the cell such as the number of MHs and call arrival rate. This mechanism makes the simulator more
practical.

(2)

Map-to-Data Transformer: the transformer is used to transfer the map (constructed by PCS
environment construction system) to readable parameters for the simulator.

On the server side, the simulation system consists of three components: a Web server, a database server and
an application server. The Web server is in charge of communication with the client and manages the
application server. The database server stores cell information and simulation results obtained from the
application server. Because the database server provides a caching mechanism, the user may replay the
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simulation results without wasting the execution resource of the application server. Therefore, simulation is
more efficient. The application server is responsible for the execution of the PCS simulator. The application
server can be a distributed computing environment (i.e. a network of workstations or a supercomputer). The
PCS simulator on the application server can simulate large cellular mobile systems more efficiently with
these powerful platforms.

The PCS simulator is used to simulate the behaviors of MHs on a specific PCS environment. The basic
behavior of a base station (BS) is to provide channel allocation service and communication service for
mobile hosts (MHs) within its service range (cell). The BS chooses a channel to serve when a MH needs a
communication. If no channel is available, either a channel is borrowed from neighboring cells or call
blocking occurs. For details, we refer readers to [5].

The client side and the server side can be used independently or together. This will facilitate other PCS
simulators to embed to our system. Users can use the PCS environment constructor to construct a simulation
environment. Then, they can use performance analysis/visualization tools to analyze results.

4 Implementation and Prototype
In this section, the classification of the system modules is discussed. SimPCS can be used to help instructors

to create motivating lectures and allow the students to do experiments so they can understand relative
wireless information in depth. Users may compose and simulate a PCS environment using various modules.
Figure 2 illustrates the hierarchical relation of these modules.
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Fig. 2 The hierarchy of modules
(1)

Interface module, is the front-end object for SimPCS. It offers the basic functionality required for an
interactive program. Its main types of the widgets used to make a control are the pull-down menus and
panels, which have the basic file operations and customization at this level. Figure 3 is a snapshot of our
system. This layer is the root of all modules of our system. It consists of the environment editor, the
information modules, and the static teaching module.

Fig. 3 A snapshot of the system

(2) Environment editor module: provides the establishment of a virtual environment. It enables the user to
compose and establish complex conditions with virtual objects (e.g., house, river and road), to import
and edit a map and save an established map.
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(3) Visual display module: is an advanced feature of the system. It provides many iconic objects such as a

station, highway, or city. With these objects, users can construct a mimic PCS environment. It enables
users to simulate a PCS environment. Within the environment, the user can set up different parameters
to change the cell configuration.

(4) Cell construction module: is responsible for establishing the cells in a selected area of the map. The

user can directly select the cells on the map with the mouse. The module can create cells after
constructing the environment. Figure 4 shows an example of cell distribution. The module also provides
a mechanism of recombination. It uses the performance visualization grains to advance the visualization
capability [4]. The technique facilitates to reorganize the performance visualization grains and support

various presentations. The system can merge/split the performance visualization grains for specific
geographical areas or cells.

Fig. 4 Cell establishment

(5) Configuration module: offers the function of configuration of the objects. It allows users to set and
configure the properties and limitations of the objects. The user can set call holding time and residence
time of each mobile host. Figure 5 shows the dialog of configuration.
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Fig. 5 Configuration

(6) Computer-assisted simulation module: as suggested by the name, provides the simulation of practiced

conditions. It provides the user with methods to generate parameters of practiced conditions and
transmit the queries and parameters form the user interface on front-end to the simulator which applies

parallel/distributed computing techniques on the server. It also allows the user to choose several
processors in order to run the programs simultaneously. The users can explore their behaviors after
simulation.

(7) Information module: offers the information of simulation results, which consists of multi-display
module and analysis module.

(8) Multi-display module: offers advanced presentation forms. It not only displays the static information
(e.g. cells, channel, blocked call and so on) but also provides different presentation forms according to
different configurations. Currently, two presentation modes are available to the users, color and numeric.
In the color-oriented mode, the simulation results can be expressed by different colors. For instance,
high blocking probability can be expressed by red color and low blocking probability can be expressed
by green color. With this mode, the user can easily identify the area with high blocking probability. On
the other hand, the numeric-oriented mode offers users the capability to see the details of each cell.
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(9) Performance analysis module: provides the basic functions of performance analysis. SimPCS provides

statistical analysis functions for the performance data. The main objective is to allow support the users
in their efforts to understand the results and behaviors of simulation. The users can analyze the different

results and behaviors of simulation according to different factors (e.g. new call blocking, forced
termination). Figure 6 illustrates the different types of analysis of simulation results with histograms and
pizza graphs.
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Fig. 6 Different types of analysis

(10)Static teaching module: is used to present static education materials. The information of PCS is
presented in some manners just like slide show, notes, and simulation results.

After this brief description above, we can refer to the fact that actual prototype of SimPCS has been
implemented with Java programming language in an object-oriented development environment.

5 Usage Profiles and Case Studies
This section gives different scenarios of using SimPCS for different users and discusses the services for
them. Figure 3 depicts a snapshot of SimPCS for novice users. First, a novice user can select different
parameter values such as number of rings(cells), number of channels in a BS, number of MHs in a cell, and
the average call arrival rate of MHs. After the novice user selects the parameters, SimPCS accesses the
pre-simulated (caching technique) data from the database system and presents the probabilities of new call
blocking and forced termination, using the predefined PCS system model. The user can then use the
visualization function to refine the presentation of the performance data. Figure 3 illustrates the snapshot of
the system with statistical analysis.

The simulation system provides flexibility that means the simulator should provide different services for
different users. The proposed performance visualization system classified target users into three groups:
novice or first-time users, knowledgeable users, and expert frequent users. Each group will have a different
usage jurisdiction. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between users and operations.

True novice or first-time users know little of PCS systems nor do they
want to understand the concept of PCS systems. These users will use a menu to select items to play with

(1) Novice or First-Time Users

(i.e. ring of cells, number of channel, number of MHs in a cell, and call arrival rate). By choosing
different the menu item and seeing the quick feedback on the screen, they will be exposed to an
overview of PCS systems. The results have been stored in the caching mechanism on the database
server, thereby, reducing system response time.

(2) Knowledgeable Users Knowledgeable users understand concepts within PCS systems such as new
call blocking, forced termination, call arrival rate, and so on. The proposed system allows
knowledgeable users to execute the PCS simulation with their own parameters. These users tune the
allocation of the resource by changing predefined parameters and observe the performance difference
between their options.

Expert "power" users are experts with the PCS systems and will develop and
implement a PCS system to verify their research. The expert users will construct a PCS environment to
mimic the real environment for evaluating performance. Since our prototype provide the capability to
construct and mimic PCS environments, users can embed their simulation protocols into our system and
use the analysis/ visualization tools to analyze the performance data.

(3) Expert Frequent Users
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Fig. 7 Available functions for users

6 Conclusions
This work designs, develops, and implements SimPCS, a web-based PCS training and learning tool, to
provide users a more flexible learning environment and give users full user-control capabilities. SimPCS can
be easily used through a web browser to achieve the goal of cooperative testing and learning. It can simulate

large-scale PCS systems up to thousands of cells. SimPCS has the merits of personality, transparency,
efficiency, scalability, portability, and flexibility. SimPCS provides many user-directed features. It not only
simplifies the complexity of programs but also supplies convenience for the users. Furthermore, the system
provides the user with several editing components of the visualization system and many iconic objects to

design the simulated environment by clicking the mouse directly. Although related investigations
extensively perform simulation studies, relatively few web-based, large-scale PCS learning tools are
developed as these models are rather time consuming. SimPCS uses the distributed teaching architecture,
which offers the best performance and the least network traffic of all architectures. In addition, parallel
processing and caching mechanisms are applied to improve simulation efficiency on server-side and offer a
real or accelerated-time simulation.
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A well designed PBL environment can assist and support students in building
heuristics that will enhance their ability to solve problems in the real world.
Problem based learning is situated in the context of a meaningful 'real world'
based environment which draws on 'real variables' without the 'risk factor'
normally associated with everyday practice. It poses an ill-structured, 'real
world' based problem which drives the learning. Posing the problem before
learning takes place provides relevance, challenge and interest, and is a powerful
motivational strategy. This paper reports on the development of an on-line,
problem based learning (PBL) environment (the VECC) in which students
develop and practice engineering consultancy skills. Evaluation of the pilot

implementation with r year Engineering students at the University of
Wollongong is briefly outlined. The VECC models the skills and processes of an
'expert consultant' "a professional engineer" in the field of Heat Transfer within
a supported learning environment so that 'novice' student's develop appropriate
problem solving skills vital for their later engineering practice. The power of a
web-based environment to provide platform which supports both synchronous

and asynchronous computer mediated communication enables students to
interact with a virtual client in an environment which is "safe" and highly
flexible.

Key Words: Problem based learning, virtual environments, problem solving,
consultancy, virtual client.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, students graduating from engineering courses have had limited if any exposure to the wide
range of practical skills centred on 'real world' contextualized problem solving and client contact which
engineers must have 'in the filed' to be successful. There are many reasons for this, often based in the
pedagogical approach characteristic of the institution in which they are trained. Providing a 'risk free' and
cost effective environment in which students may develop and practice such skills is perhaps the other major
influencing factor. A possible solution to this impasse is to provide a means of developing and practicing
these skills using simulated environments.
Universities and other tertiary institutions throughout the world are rushing to embrace alternative delivery
methods, particularly those that utilise the versatility and power of the World Wide Web. This is in response
to the globalisation of education, the recognition of the need to provide mechanisms which will maximise

opportunities for and support life long learning and the need to expand the boundaries to encompass
educational experiences which are set in 'real world' contexts. The scope and boundaries for what is possible
in such environments is limited only by the imagination of developers and the limitations of the web in its
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present form. The web is a dynamic medium whose boundaries are being extended almost daily.

Further, suggests Burnett (1997) [3], the use of the Web will continue to expand as it becomes more stable,
easier to use and more accessible to everyone. What we are learning from using the Web today will provide
the confidence and expertise to take advantage of the advances in its technology. Now is the time according
to Alexander (1995) [1] to stop focussing on the technology itself and to start focussing on what students are
to learn, and the best way for them to achieve these learning objectives. This indeed was one of the key
issues of "Secrets of On-line Teaching".

In recent times many of these institutions have experimented with the use of on-line delivery with the
purpose in mind of extending access to educational experiences to a wider audience on a any time, any place

basis. In many cases, the results have been less than satisfactory and have fallen short of student
expectations for a number of reasons. The problem is exacerbated by a number of factors. These include:
time and funding restraints; the often unjustified self perception of expertise in the field and the mistaken
belief by many that, putting a subject or teaching resource on-line involves little more than providing
content as a web based document. Given that this situation will probably not change in the foreseeable future,
how can we as teachers/designers/developers ensure that our web-based resources are effective, efficient and
supportive life long learning?

"An understanding of the techniques and protocols of on-line teaching and learning and the processes of
both the design of new and the conversion of pre-existing resources has become essential for academics, as
universities throughout the world embrace alternative delivery methods in response to the globalisation of
education." Corderoy & Lefoe (1997) [5]

2 Design Issues for On-line learning Environments
An integrated online environment such as the VEEC provides a set of tools, systems, procedures and
documentation that facilitates the occurrence of any or all parts of the learning experience using some form
of computer mediated communication. Moving to web based delivery of a subject or any aspect of that
subject will carry with it the need for both the designers and the teachers to recognize and act on the many
issues associated with such environments.
The logistics of setting up and running this type learning experience mirrors the issues that are addressed in
setting up any on-line course. In general the issues can be identified as belonging to three basic categories
identified in any on-line learning environment, namely technical support, pedagogical and equity issues.
Some of the more important issues include:
Interface easy to use and navigate
Bandwidth limitations
Security and submission of work
Equity of access to the technology
Unfamiliar format for some - provide time to adjust
Lecturer's participation - make regular contact - ensure all have accessed by a certain time
Lecturer's willingness to moderate/facilitate collaboration
Consider cultural differences
Work load changes for lecturer
Perceived inequality of experience

Of these, the authors single out technology problems including access, interaction and communication and
workload as being crucial to successful learning outcomes for students working in on-line environments

2.1 Technology
The students need to be 'trained' in the basic use and operation of the technology before they start and this is
often best achieved by 'face to face' instruction at the start of session. As a good rule of thumb, problems are
minimised by designing to the 'lowest common denominator' in terms of available technology. Related to
this aspect is the equity issue of student access.
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2.2 Interaction/Student Participation and Enthusiasm
One of the most significant challenges for those using on-line teaching environments is the 'silent student'.
Ensuring that the students engage in the learning is closely related to the degree of interactivity fostered
between students and their peers as well as between the students and the instructor. Success in the latter is
dependent upon an instructors commitment to providing 'rapid feedback' to submitted tasks and posed
questions as well as regular personal 'checking in' on-line. Such commitment provides an incentive for all
students to be active and enthusiastic.

2.3 Resources/Time and Workload
There is a need to consider carefully the design and structuring of on-line environments, particularly those
which already exist in a traditional format. Content cannot be simply 'placed on the web'. Time and effort
must be spent in considering the resources and structure needed to best present the materials in the 'new
environment'. Developing materials for on-line delivery is not an easy or short process. Both the teacher and
the students must be committed to accepting a greater workload as a trade-off for the value of working in an
environments which mirrors 'real life' situations and skills application.

3 Developing the VECC
The VEEC has been developed on a sound pedagogical basis using a team approach, utilising the specific
skills of each team member. The Faculty of Engineering and the design/development team at the Centre for
Educational Development and Resources at the University of Wollongong, Australia, have been involved in
the development of a prototype over the past 18 months. The VECC is a highly interactive and innovative
web based simulated consulting environment, based in the 'real world' problems and processes usually
associated with the task of a professional consulting engineer in the area of Heat Transfer. It provides an
environment which models the 'experts' heuristic's for solving the problem, facilitating the development of
an appreciation and understanding of the application of the skills and processes needed in a real world
consultancy in the 'novice' student. The result will be a graduate engineer who is better prepared for the 'real
world' engineering practice.

This flexible, web delivered, student-centred resource provides not only training in specific technical area,

but also orientation and experience in professional practice. This type of advanced training has been
demonstrated to have significant benefits to students entering the workforce. Ryan et al., (1996) [8]

The framework of the VECC package is modelled on the resources that one finds in a real engineering
consultancy office. The consultant in such an office will have developed an expertise in their chosen field in this case Heat Transfer - and will also undertake continual professional development. This CAL learning
environment will therefore foster a positive attitude in students towards lifelong learning. Candy et al.,
(1994) [4]

The Industrial Problem Solving Assignments are the main educational vehicle for building students'
confidence in tackling real world situations and complex tasks. This feature differentiates the VECC from
other engineering CAL packages. To quote Lauri llard (1993) [6], "we cannot separate knowledge to be
learned from the situations in which it is used". In the VECC, students will immediately see the relevance of
the engineering theory to be used, since they must actively search for the appropriate theoretical model. That
search is the same process the student will eventually use as a practicing professional engineer.
When using this resource the student role-plays a consultant who carries out all the managerial and technical
tasks required to expedite a number of high-level Industrial Problem Solving Assignments. This problembased learning approach "confronts the students" Boud et al., (1991) [2] with 'real world' based ill-structured
problems and scenarios which provide a stimulus for learning and in so doing "encourages the students to
take a deeper approach to learning". Ramsden (1992) [7]. The PBL approach enriches the learning outcomes
by simultaneously developing higher order thinking skills and disciplinary specific knowledge bases and
skills. It promotes the student to the active 'practitioners' role in the process.
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The consultant's activities include:
negotiating with the client on cost and timetabling of the consultant's services
obtaining the client's technical brief and tendering for the project
sourcing technical information such as plant dimensions
making on-site measurements of temperatures or other parameters
student-centred learning through the Computer Aided Learning (CAL) module integral to the
Virtual Engineering Consultancy Company
simulation of real-life problems using a toolbox of simulation resources.

4 Expected Outcomes
The most significant expected outcomes for students using this web-based package include:
A PBL based CAL resource that provides Engineering students with training in professional
practice as consultants in Heat Transfer Engineering through 'virtual access' to 'virtual clients'.
The simulated 'real world' environment that the web provides will provide them with a better
understanding not only of the processes involved in professional Engineering practice but also
the relationship between the Engineers and client.
Improved effectiveness of delivery to a diverse student population of full-time, part-time and
off-campus students.
Improved skills in collaborative working and negotiation.
Improved attractiveness of University of Wollongong Engineering graduates to potential
employers.
Flexibility in terms of meeting the course requirements with regard to time and place and
individual learning styles.
Improved opportunity for students to be active members of the cohort in all facets of the course.

5 The Pilot Virtual Engineering Consultancy Company (VECC)
To date the fundamental structure of the VECC and a substantial number of software resources (including
interactive Heat Transfer simulations) have been developed. The complete package will eventually contain
in excess of 30 simulations which will support and develop the students understanding and proficiency in
aspects of Heat Transfer including: furnace insulation; steel quenching; conduction and boiling heat transfer.

Extensive work has also been carried out on the structuring of the 'theory section' of the package.
Consideration has been given the 'chunking' of this considerable resource so as to provide a meaningful
resource for the students while at the same time being 'easily accessible' within a web based environment.

The centre of the VECC resource is the consultant's office (Fig 1) that models a typical engineering office in
the real world and has facilities including:
mows

ni

Fig 1: The VECC Consultancy Office
In summary, the VECC resource will eventually comprise three main Modules;
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Training (CAL) Module - the student uses resources such as simulations, text-based material,
videos, animations, etc to learn the fundamentals of Heat Transfer theory.
Trouble-shooting Module - here the student has to solve challenging real-life problems that are
far more in-depth than conventional engineering assignments. In an example already developed,

the student's client is a corporation that has just built and commissioned a large hydrogen
production furnace. The furnace is overheating and the student must find out why, suggest
remedial measures and act as an expert witness in a court case.

Design Module - Students design a number of pieces of thermal equipment to satisfy a
specification from their client. Examples will include a transistor heat sink and car radiator. The
detailed design of thermal equipment is not a topic normally covered in an undergraduate course
on Heat Transfer perhaps because it requires a problem-based learning approach and yet it can
be one of the most rewarding aspects of an engineering student's study.

A project management whiteboard that will be automatically updated as a student progresses
through the study programme.
A laptop computer which is the virtual gateway to the web and provides contact with the clients

(the lecturer) for each project, resources external to the VECC and the brief containing full
technical details. (Appendix 1)

A video monitor for access to video clips of site visits, illustrative fluid visualisation
experiments, lecture presentations, etc.

A desktop computer which represents a powerful computing resource where the heat transfer
simulations are located. These already include four unique simulations of important conduction
heat transfer situations. Each simulation deals with a real world problem and will be used as part
of the consultant's exploration of the case studies.
A telephone for initial contact with the consultant's clients achieved using an audio track.Hello,
Chris Garbutt here. I'm the Engineering Manager of Heat Treat TM. Our company deals with a

large variety of construction projects involving thermal and chemical processing. We struck
some heat transfer problems with one of our projects involving a furnace that is not operating as
was planned and we're asking your consultancy firm, along with others, to tender for a trouble
shooting role in fixing the problem.
If you are interested in taking on this challenging consultancy, a brief containing full technical
details of the project at our company's web site can be accessed through your laptop computer. I
hope you can help us out. Please E-mail me if you have any queries. Bye for now.
A virtual library of books which is the link into the CAL module where the student explores the
topic of Heat Transfer through the problem-based learning approach of the VECC.

6 Pilot Evaluation
Students who took part in the pilot implementation had access to a limited prototype version of the
`complete' site. At this stage of its development, some of the segments of the VECC exist as discrete units
that are independent of the overall structure. It was expected that this may cause some

navigational/continuity problems for some students, however early anecdotal evidence collected from the
students seems to suggest that this was not the case. Approximately 80 3rd year engineering students (20
groups comprising 3 or 4 students each) used the VECC to complete a major assignment during semester 1.
Each group consulted in various degrees with the client using the E-mail link, used the various resources
available within the consultancy office to support their investigations and develop their `solutions' to the
`posed problem'.
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Data collected during this pilot includes: student interviews and comments including a special forum where

technical issues and the learning processes were discussed; lecturer's observations; archived E-mail
communication between the lecturer and students and; individual marks awarded to students together with
the lecturer's 'quality of answer' evaluation.

6.1 The Students' perceptions
Comments made by students to the lecturer include:
convenient and easy to use;
provides for flexibility in their study schedules;
provides access to a greater richness of resources;
helped them develop an understanding of the issues critical to client management;
motivating;
provides time to consider actions and issues
allowed them to develop collaborative networks
use of a real world problem put the theoretical concepts learned and the analytical skills
developed into the context of their future activities as professional engineers and;
comfortable working in this delivery mode.

6.2 The Lecturers' perceptions
Although at this early stage in development there is no longitudinal data for comparison, the lecturer is
confident that data to be collected during the continued development and use of the VECC will support and
re-enforce observations made so far including:
overall performance of the majority of groups is better than past years, not just in terms of the
overall mark but in the quality of the answers;
role play appears to have contributed to a deeper understanding of the problem and possible
solutions and enriched the learning experience;
there has been no change in the completion rate, the number of students 'opting out' is about the
same as usual;
students who took full advantage of this support by contacting the 'client' (lecturer) performed
better than those who did not;
seems to be a time efficient way of presenting both the technical information and the processes
involved in consultancy in a richer environment;
flexibility for both students and lecturer is a 'real plus' and;
the students seemed to be more motivated and this is reflected in their willingness to explore the
resource base fully, developing better quality answers.

7 Future directions
There are several issues unique to technology based delivery which need to be investigated with respect to
the VECC. The student groups had minimal exposure to the 'structure' and process of the VECC in lectures.
Did this add to the cognitive load placed on them so that unnecessary effort was expended on learning about
the system, rather than from it? Experience shows that with poor design, there can be an enormous increase
in the cognitive load for students and the result is a poorer outcome than expected. To address this, it is
envisaged that an extensive help system will be provided within the package. Specific lab sessions prior to
using the system will also be run to allow students time to become familiar with the package. Such 'user
support' mechanisms are an essential part of complex learning systems and it is essential that all students
avail themselves of it. Ensuring that they do is one of the keys to facilitating useful student interaction with
the learning environment. The issue of preferred learning styles and the 'students' fit' to the delivery mode
nccds to be explored.

8 Conclusion
Flexible modes of delivery such as Web based instruction can provide an effective means of addressing the

problems of increasing student demands, decreasing funds, the need to establish a presence in the
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international market place and rapid technological change. The rapid rise in the development of
sophisticated and improved technologies has been the driving force behind the widespread embracing of the
concept of flexible delivery and the application of the many and varied tools upon which it is based in the
field of education and life long learning. The VECC is a web based flexible learning tool which provides
students with 'real world' based experiences in professional practice. Early indications suggest that students
are benefiting from this virtual consultancy learning environment which uses a problem based learning
approach to develop the skills which are vital to engineering practice in the real world.
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Appendix 1
YOUR BRIEF
Heat Loss Calculations
If you choose to accept this assignment HeatTreat requires you to:

to calculate the total heat loss from the furnace walls and roof (as a first approximation
assume a outside surface heat transfer coefficient to be 20W/m2 including both convection
and radiation heat transfer)
to calculate the interface temperature between the Zirconia Blanket and the Mineral Wool to
ensure that the latter does not overheat.
Surface Temperatures

The client has measured outside temperatures on the outside of the furnace to be in the range of 105 to
170°C. These are potentially very hazardous. You must perform the following tasks. A map of some of the
surface temperature measurements is shown below.

Outside Wall Temperatures
Furnace level
Mean outside surface

1

2

3

4

5

Floor

75

64

68

70

68

52

temp ( °C)

a) Carry out a sensitivity analysis of one of the wall the surface temperatures to the outside heat transfer
coefficient (calculate the expected radiation heat transfer coefficient assuming emissivity, e =1, and then
vary the convection heat transfer coefficient in a range that would be expected under normal weather
conditions ie between 5 and 20W /m2 K, say).

b) Determine whether the firebrick insulation shown in the design drawings is likely to have been put in
place correctly (if the insulation has not been properly installed legal action may be taken against the
insulation installation sub-contractors). Assume the flue duct wall temperature is equal to the gas
temperature of Section 6 of the furnace.
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c) Recommend a solution to these high surface temperatures problems. Some possibilities include:

Add extra insulation to outside of furnace (you must calculate how much must be added and whether the
resulting temperature of the structural steel is within acceptable limits).
Shut down furnace and replace internal insulation in problem areas (very much a last resort represents a very
high cost option).?
Summarise your recommendations.

Further information
It is up to you to source any further information that is required. Local sources of information include:
the training module "Conduction Heat Transfer" on your desk
thermophysical data of various materials in the appendix of "Conduction Heat Transfer"
simulations and video footage available on the desktop computer and video screen.

Remember that obtaining relevant information is often a critical task in high level engineering work and
decision making.

If you require specific information on this Brief please contact your client at the following E-mail address.
Paul CooperQuow.edu.au.

Gas
burners

Zirconia and
mineral wool
insulation

Structural
Steel Columi

Exit Gas
Flue Ducts

Firebrick

250mm

ifisulptior?
I

I

T
230mm

Layout of furnace insulation and structural steel.
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The purpose of this paper is to present the preliminary analysis of student
learning strategy use in Web-based courses provided by the Master of Science in
Agronomy Distance Education Program at Iowa State University, U.S. This
study involved 28 students taking 8 courses of this program in the fall of 1999
and spring of 2000. Each student was asked to report their learning strategy use
for each lesson they took. The 9 learning strategy categories developed by
Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie (1991) were used to classify students' use
of learning strategies. It was found that students used most of the organization,
rehearsal, and metacognitive self-regulation learning strategies and least of the
critical thinking strategies. None of the peer learning and help seeking strategies

was reported in the Reflective Learning Journals. The learning strategies
students used to cover the learning materials, such as taking notes, viewing the
lessons via the CD-ROM/WWW, and doing the reading before viewing the
lessons, were the most frequently reported strategies in students' Reflective
Learning Journals. Future research is needed to investigate and survey student
use of learning strategies and to differentiate student use of learning strategies
between high achieving and low achieving students.
Key words: Web -based learning, learning strategies, reflection

1 Introduction
The latest in the long line of learning technologies is the World Wide Web (WWW). As the WWW is
becoming popular, its use as means of delivering instruction is also growing. The World Lecture Hall lists
over 1000 courses that are delivered by higher educational institutions via the Web, and this list is growing
daily (World Lecture Hall, 2000). However, Alexander (1998) argued that research questions about
application of new technologies should not be in terms of media such as print, video, computer, or face-toface instruction. The most important question should be: what is known about the ways students learn via
the new technology.

Identifying students' learning strategies can help educators understand how students process learning
materials in different ways. According to Cross and Steadman (1996), learning strategies are behavior skills

which learners can use to improve their understanding, integration, and retention of new information.
Learning strategies include a wide variety of cognitive processes and behavioral skills (Weinstein & Meyer,

1991). Pintrich and his colleagues developed a learning strategy instrument, Motivation Strategies for
Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia & McKeachie, 1991). This instrument includes
two main sections: one on motivation and one on learning strategies. The learning strategy section consists
of nine learning strategy categories. They are: rehearsal, elaboration, organization, critical thinking,
metacognitive self-regulation, time and study environment, effort regulation, peer learning, and help seeking
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(Pintrich, Smith, Garcia & McKeachie, 1991). The description of the 9 learning strategy categories are
listed as follows:
(1) Rehearsal: Basic rehearsal strategies involve reciting or naming items from a list to be learned.
(2) Elaboration: Elaboration strategies help students store information into long-term memory by building
internal connections between items to be learned.
(3) Organization: Organization strategies help the students select appropriate information and also construct
connections among the information to be learned.

(4) Critical thinking: Critical thinking refers to the degree to which students report applying previous
knowledge to new situations in order to solve problems, reach decisions, or make critical evaluations
with respect to standards of excellence.

(5) Metacognitive self-regulation: There are three general processes that make up metacognitive selfregulatory activities: planning, monitoring, and regulating.
(6) Time and study environment: Time management involves scheduling, planning, and managing one' s
study time. Study environment management refers to the settings where the students do the class work.
(7) Effort regulation: Effort regulation is self-management, and reflects a commitment to completing ones'
study goals, even when there are difficulties or distractions.
(8) Peer learning: Dialogue with peers can help a learner clarify course material and reach insights one may
not have attained on one' s own.
(9) Help seeking: Another aspect of the learning environment that students must learn to manage is the
support of others. This includes both peers and instructors.

In the fall of 199, the Master of Science in Agronomy Distance Education Program at Iowa State University,
U.S. started providing interactive multimedia courses in which most course materials and resources were
accessed and delivered through the WWW and CD-ROM. One of the goals of this program was to provide a
way for professionals working in industry and the government to gain an advanced degree in Agronomy
without having to attend the campus in person. The curriculum consists of 12 courses, a 1-credit workshop,

and a 3-credit creative component, which totals 30 semester credits (Iowa State University, 2000). The
courseware integrates content material on CD-ROM/WWW with the interactive tools of WebCT (WebCT,
2000) on an ISU server. The WebCT tools allow students to interact electronically with their instructors and
classmates by utilizing a course calendar, discussion board, chat room, student homepage, assignment,
emails, and student records. The program began with an enrollment of fifteen students in a pilot program in
98/99 academic year. In the fall of 2000, Eighty-one students are enrolled in the program.

What do we know about the ways students learn via the new technology, the WWW? What are the learning
strategies used by students in the Masters of Science in Agronomy Distance Education Program? To answer
these questions, research on the learning strategies used by students in Web-based courses is needed. This
type of research will assist educators in delivering quality Web-based instruction in a manner that will help
students become better learners in distance education.

2 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to report the preliminary analysis of learning strategies used by students in Webbased courses provided by the Maters of Science in Agronomy Distance Education Program at Iowa State
University in U.S.

3 Methods
The study involved 29 students taking 8 Agronomy courses provided by the Mater of Science in Agronomy
Distance Education Program in the fall of 1999 and spring of 2000. Each student was asked to complete a
Reflective Learning Journal for each lesson. Usually, each course consists of 15 lessons per semester. Four
open-ended questions were included in the Journal. They were: (1) Summarize the major points of this
lesson; (2) What is the most valuable concept you learned from the lesson; (3) What concepts in the lesson
are still unclear to you; and (4) What learning strategies did you use in this lesson? Using student responses
to the last question, this paper focuses on studying the student use of learning strategies. The 9 learning

strategy categories in the MSLQ (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1991) were used to classify
students' use of learning strategies.
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4 Results
Regarding the use of learning strategies, most of the students reported that they finished the assigned
readings before the lesson; took notes while viewing the lessons; viewed the lessons on CD/WWW at a fixed
schedule; printed off the lesson content on CD/WWW including text, diagrams, pictures, graphs, and study
questions for future review; read the textbook and viewed the lessons more than one time; used notes to
review the lessons; and kept up with weekly readings or assignments. In addition, many students did a quick
read-through before they viewed the lessons; restudied the parts of the lessons that were not clear during the
first time; related the concepts they had learned from the previous lessons; and made progress on a daily
bases. Most interestingly, one student even copied illustrations from the lessons every week and saved them
to his computer desktop as wallpaper for quick reference. He said, "[the wallpaper] sometimes helps my
memory and understanding." Another student reported that he needed to find quiet time to study and avoid
distraction of the family members. In his journal, he wrote that, "quiet time when our new baby is not crying
enhances learning! I have to admit that mom is doing a great job in that department for me!"

Learning strategies reported in students' Reflective Learning Journals were analyzed and classified
according to the 9 learning strategy categories developed by Pintrich et al. (1991) (See Table 1). Students
used most of the organization, rehearsal, and metacognitive self-regulation learning strategies and least of
the critical thinking strategies. None of the peer learning and help seeking strategies was reported in
students' Reflective Learning Journals. However, 10 learning strategies did not fit into Pintrich's categories.
They were the strategies that students used to "take" the lessons either through CD-ROM or WWW, and try
to cover and understand the learning and reading materials. These were the most frequently reported
learning strategies in the Reflective Learning Journals.

Learning strategy
Category
1.
Rehearsal

Table 1. List of learning strategies used by students
Learning strategies used by students
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

2.

Elaboration

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
3.

Organization

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

4.

Critical thinking

1.

2.
5.

Metacognitive
self-regulation

1.

2.
3.

Highlight the key topics of the lesson to refresh my memory
Read the textbook more than one time
View the lessons more than one time
Review information posted on the discussion board
Review my notes and information posted to the discussion board
Copy all the questions to my Word file before working through the lesson to
help me memorize the key concepts

Correct/annotate my notes later after I take them
Write out a narrative summary of the lesson
Use other sources of information, e.g., personal reference texts, Internet, to
improve understanding of the lesson material
Do cross-referencing between lessons and put things together
Analyze my answers to the assignments/study questions
Make simple charts to organize my material
View the chapter headings to obtain the purpose of the lessons
Use my notes to review the lessons and as a study guide
Relate the concepts I have learned from the course
Use lesson objectives to determine the important factors in the lesson
Re-organize my notes for future review

Do discussion topics to tie things together
Ask myself how the current topic relates to all the topics I have learned in the
previous lessons
Question the answers that were given by the classmates/instructor
Use note cards for glossary of terms to quiz myself
Quiz myself on what the key focus of the lesson
Review some of the last lesson to allow better understanding of overall plan
Use quiet time and avoid distraction of the family members
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4.
5.
6.
6.

7.

Time and study
environment

Effort

1.

2.
3.
4.
1.

regulation
2.
3.

4.

Use the Reflective Learning Journal as a study guide and review outline of the
lesson
Go back to textbook and lessons to clarify my questions
Restudy the parts of the lesson that were not clear on the first time
Spend certain amount of time reviewing material every day
Complete all the assignments before the due dates
Study the lesson in a regular basis each week
Study the lesson at a fixed schedule
Try to focus on some of the more difficult principles and work through them
several time
Decide those least understood concepts and spend extra time on them
Print off my computer notes and add my own pen-written notes on them
Print off the lessons' pages, important illustrations and study questions for later

study
8.

Peer learning

None

9.

Help seeking

None

10. ()the?

8.

Take notes as I read the book/CD lesson
Study all the questions ahead of time before studying the lessons
Develop a vocabulary list of terms I don't know
Do a quick read through before view the lesson
Finish readings before viewing the lessons via CD-ROM/WWW
Visualize the processes of the concepts in the lessons
Copy illustrations from the CD/WWW lessons and save them as wallpaper on
my computer
Read the lessons very slowly and carefully to make sure I understand the

9.

material clearly
Spend a portion of my time reviewing all pictures, charts, graphics to make sure

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

I really understand what they are presenting
10. View the discussion as posted by the classmates

2

Learning categories that are based on Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, and McKeachie (1991)
Learning strategies that did not fit Pintrich's et al. categories

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, a variety of learning strategies were found in the Reflective Learning Journals. In this
distance education program, students tended to use more of the organization, rehearsal, and metacognitive
self-regulation learning strategies and least of critical thinking strategies. However, none of the peer
learning and help seeking strategies was reported. The learning strategies students used to cover the learning
materials, such as taking notes, viewing the lessons, and doing the reading before viewing the lessons via the
CD-ROM/WWW, were the most frequently reported individual strategies in students' Reflective Learning
Journals.

This study provided a good basis for the instructors of this distance education program to understand how
individual students learned via CD-ROM/WWW. However, in order to ensure student success in Web-based
instruction, future research is needed to survey student use of learning strategies and correlate student use of
learning strategies with their achievement. Additionally, it is necessary to differentiate student use of
learning strategies between high achieving and low achieving students. To date, the researchers are
developing a learning strategy instrument based on the results of this study. The results of the survey study
will be posted in the program website to inform the learning strategy use by the high and low achievers in
the program. This will help students learn how to learn and become better learners in the Web-based learning
environment.
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While the web-based learning environment has become more flexible and has more
functions than traditional instructional media as well as many computer-assisted

instruction, the EPSS has also become an expanding area within the field of
education. This paper first describes the features of and rationale behind electronic
performance support system as well as web-based performance support system;
demonstrates the implementation of the web-based performance support system in
assisting students' learning in a real-time multicast distance classroom; discusses
the research methodology; explores the effectiveness of the use of the web-based

performance support system in supporting students' learning; and provides
conclusions and implications for the filed of education.

Key Words: Distance Education, Electronic Performance Support System
(EPSS), Web-based Performance Support System (WPSS)

1 Introduction
Electronic Performance Support System (EPSS) was originally defined as a system that provides just-in-time
information, advice, learning experiences, and tools in the form of electronic to help people perform a task with
the minimum support from other people [3]. Based on the early definition, EPSS was perceived by many people
as an interactive computer-based environment which attempts to facilitate or improve human performance such
as problem solving abilities within some target application domain. To help organizations design and develop
EPSS with a broader systems thinking approach, Raybould (1995) proposes that an EPSS is "the electronic
infrastructure that captures, stores and distributes individual and corporate knowledge assets throughout an
orginization, to enable an individual to achieve a required level of performance in the fastest possible time and
with the minimum of support from other people"(p.66)[6].
A number of existing technologies have been selected and integrated into design and development of an EPSS,

such as artificial intelligence (AI), hypermedia, computer-based training (CBT), intelligent tutors and
microworlds [5]. With the impact of the growth and development of network technology, internet or intranet has
become one of the most important delivery vehicle for the EPSS. A Web-based Performance Support System
(WPSS) is an innovative approach by utilizing the technologies of the world-wide-web (WWW). For a WPSS,
the web is not only a delivery medium, it also provides contents and serves as subject matter experts (SMEs) as
well. The DISTED (Distributed Information System & Training for Educators at a Distance Education) as an

example of a WPSS has successfully functioned as a system which helps educators design, delivery and
evaluate teaching in the interactive distance education [7]. The WPSS has been proved to be a better design
than the traditional EPSS in terms of it' s features such as cost-effectiveness, open architecture, universal
acceptance and pervasive delivery [2].
Many training experts contended that Electronic Performance Support Systems are the learning tools of the 21st
century [4]. While most of the major developments and applications of EPSS were designed for industrial and
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commercial settings, more and more educators in many academic organizations have begun to adopt the concept
and implement EPSSs in their classes. As the educational environment becomes more dynamic, the possibility
of adequately imparting necessary knowledge to learners within a limited instructional schedule is increasingly
challenging. Considering that our knowledge base is expanding rapidly and information is being updated at the
speed of telecommunications, some educators therefore started to employ an integrated use of EPSS to facilitate
learners' information retrieval. For example, Schwen, Goodrum, & Dorsey (1993) used the EPSS to create an
enriched learning and information environment [8]; Law (1994) employed the metaphor of "cognitive training
wheels" to describe EPSS as it facilitates learners' acquisition of skilled performance.
According to the early definition of EPSS, there are usually four major components embedded in a performance
support system which includes information, training, advice and tools. To improve the functions and the design

and development of a better performance support system, many researchers proposed different models of
putting together an EPSS with necessary components. Gery (1991) listed three levels of functionality with four
components at each level, they are user interface, help, coach/advisor, and tutor [3]. McGraw (1995) suggested

that the components of an EPSS should include the human-computer interface, the help system, the
coaching/advisor system, and the tutor component [5]. Baker and Banerji (1995) proposed an approach to
design and implement of EPSS facilities based upon the use of a multi-layered model containing four basic levels
including human-computer interface, generic tools, application specific support tools, and application domain
[1]. In general, an EPSS should have four typical components including tools, information base, advisor, and
learning experiences [9] to be able to support performance.

While we are moving into the resource-based learning environment in the field of education, the way of teaching

and instruction has been changed accordingly. Teachers are no longer experts but facilitators or guilders;
textbooks is also instead by a variety of learning resources and media. Internet is a very good tool in terms of
providing the resource-based learning environment. The world-wide web with hypertext markup language
(HTML) provides an easier way to present large volumes of text electronically, using efficient client/server
architecture to transfer different kinds of data, such as texts with fancy fonts, colorful graphics, even sound and
video clips in packets across the internet. As an integrated tool, WWW allows users to share and transfer data
files easily, as well as communicate and interact more effectively. Also as a self-directed learning tool, a WPSS
provides a rich environment with up-to-date information, real-world learning experiences, as well as worldwide
learning resources, with which students can self-pace, monitor, and evaluate their learning.

2 Method
The purpose of this study were to investigate the effectiveness of the WPSS in supporting students' learning
as well as to understand students' attitude toward this system. The target population for this study is a class
of students (82 students totally) registering in the distance education course titled "Web-based Instruction and
Training" in Spring 1999. A WIT Web Site was designed and developed as a web-based performance support
system to assist students' learning of this course. At the end of the semester, a copy of questionnaire was also
designed and distributed to students to collect their perception toward this Web Site. Moreover, students'
answers to a posttest essay of the final exam were reviewed for the purpose of evaluation. The data collected
were analyzed by means of Descriptive Statistics, correlation, and regression study.

3 Results
For the ttitude survey, most students showed positive attitude toward content information (usefulness,
richness, helpfulness), format design (screen design, visual images design, layout consistency, links
arrangement), and composition (organization, presentation, delivery, references) of this WIT Web Site. Besides,
students' comments also showed that most students thought this Web Site is a useful tool in general especially

it meets different learning needs of students. Furthermore, the results showed that there is a moderate
correlation between students' attitude with their final exam scores. And findings suggest that most students are
willing to use this kind of supporting system in their learning if other courses could provide in the future.
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4 Conclusions
1.

Evidence from students' attitude survey and feedback comments shows that the web based performance
support system is a powerful tool in terms of assisting learning especially in the distance education learning
environment. It serves as a self-directed learning tool with which students can self-pace, monitor, and
evaluate their learning, which may in turn facilitate students in developing life-long learning skills.

2.

Results of this study also shows that the WIT Web Site provides a powerful communication channel
between instructor and students, as well as students at different learning sites in the distance education
course. More specifically, the web-based discussion boards were claimed by students to be a very useful
tool to expand the interaction and communication outside classroom.

3.

Most Electronic Performance support Systems were used in the industrial settings in the past, however,
results of this study has approved that a WPSS can also be an excellent tool for providing just-in-time
assistance in the learning environment of formal education. Students perceived it as a good learning tool in
many aspects including the application to future study in other contexts or subject areas. This experience of
facilitating students learning on the internet can be applied in other curriculum at different levels of schools.
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This paper is the first of a series of papers introducing the GeoSchool Project, a
complex study to construct a network-based Earth Science learning environment
for high school students. The set of papers will cover the following topics: (1)
the theoretical foundations and research methodology; (2) data collecting and
investigation software tools for visualization and quantitative analysis; (3) the

project-based learning model; (4) issues raised by network-based learning
experiences versus traditional classroom experiences; (5) the learning portfolio
and social discourse; (6) the results and their implications. While in this paper
we are focused on the analysis of social discourse and its implications in the
GeoSchool experiences. 2685 articles were analyzed to discover the
characteristics of the social discourse in the learning activity on the web. These
articles were posted by 15 high school students and 10 mentors during a 15-day

study on atmospheric science on the web. This is a study of the learners'
authentic interactive process. The examination of the actual initiation and
diminishing of threads in the social discourse reveals not only the characteristics
of a network-based learning community mainly consisted of high schools, but
also important scaffolding issues in the inquiry process. The paper looks into the
following issues: What were the major categories of the 2685 posted articles?
What kind of questions the learners asked? What kind of questions brought in
replies and what didn't? What were the major categories of the mentors' articles?
How could the mentor's scaffolding be helpful? What were the characteristics of
the longer discussion threads? How could the learners scaffold each other? ...
etc. After answering these questions we could then look into the broader aspects

of a network-based learning community, namely, what influences did the
network based learning environment have on the inquiry-based learning process
of the high schools, what could we learn from the mentor-learner interactions,
when did meaningful learning actually take place.

learning community, scaffold, mentor, Geoschool, social
discourse posted articles
Keywords:

1 Introduction
The thought that network-based learning environment facilitates learners to construct their own knowledge,
to be reflective, and to be socially interactive has been fruitfully applied to science learning. The implication
of inquiry learning in network-based learning environment also presents a number of significant challenges

(Edelson, Gordin, & Pea, 1999). However, research on this field seldom showed a picture in detail of
learners' interactions in such a technology-supported environment. Our goal has been to explore realistically
what is the shared learning experience high school students might have and how do they articulate their own
understanding, comment on each other's thoughts, and bear distributed expertise.
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In this paper, we will describe and classify the articles posted on the network by both the learners and the
mentors into categories in order to reveal the underlying learning styles, obstacles and scaffolding strategies.
We discovered a number of characteristics of the learners' learning style and the social discourse in the
network-based learning community.

2 THE PROJECT-BASED LEARNING MODEL
Over the past 3 years, the authors have been engaged in the development of cooperative project-based
learning (PBL) environment of Geo School (http://geoschool.ncu.edu.tw). According to the definition of
Krajcik (Krajcik, et al, 1998), the features of PBL learning include (a) a driving question; (b) investigations
and artifact creation; (c) collaboration; (d) use of technological tools. The PBL in our GeoSchool is designed
to facilitate five stages of inquiry and three steps of Co-op Jigsaw II (Kagan, 1992) teamwork. The five

stages of inquiry are: problem definition, deciding variables to use and the procedures to take, data
collection, data analysis and interpretation, drawing conclusions and presenting the findings. The three steps
of teamwork are to form teams, to form expert groups to develop individual expertise, and then to go back to
the team to share expertise. Figure 1 depicts this PBL learning model.
Driving

(Drawing Conclusions
and Presenting Finding

O

SL

[Analyzing and
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Figure 1. Cooperative PBL model

3 ROLE OF DISCOURSE IN SCIENCE LEARNING
The two major contemporary thoughts on science education are constructivism and the reflective practice.
The constructivist approach involves heavy social discourse and interactions in its problematic, action taking,
and reflective stages. Although reflection can be an individual activity, it can also be a social activity to be

influenced by a community. Therefore the role of social discourse in science learning is gaining more
importance than before. The social discourse can be helpful throughout the inquiry based learning process.

For example, the learners could be inspired in the social discourse to revise and refine their original
low-level factual problem definitions for higher-level abstraction; social discourse could also lead the
learners to become aware of the inconsistency between their problem definitions and the conclusions they
are trying to draw.

4 METHOD
4.1 Participants and Design
Participants were 15 high school students (10 girls and 5 boys), aged 16 to 17 years old, enrolled in 9
different senior high schools located in north, middle, and south part of Taiwan separately. In addition to the
students, 10 university graduates and professors majored in atmospheric science also joined and served as
mentors in the inquire process. Every three students formed a team by selecting one of the several driving
questions they were interested in. No more than one member can come from schools in the same area so that
they would be forced to communicate through the network-based learning environment. The assignment to

the teams is to investigate and answer the assigned problem with justification. At the second step, each
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member of a team was assigned to one of the three different expert groups. A member should go on-line to
his respective expert group to inquire knowledge and to bring back to his team to finish the assignment
collectively as the third step. The students were given a database of primary knowledge source on CD
containing background theories and factual data but not the plain answers to the assigned problems. They
were also allowed to acquire knowledge outside of either resource.
The five assigned investigative problems were (1) while a cold front is passing through Taiwan, would it be
colder in the north than in the south, (2) would a stationary front lingering on the east coast cause heavy rain
falls, (3) what the influences of a storm cold front passing through Taiwan on the amount of rain falls in the
north and in the south respectively, (4) would the amount of rain falls brought in by 'Spring-rain stationary
front' be more than that brought in by `Mei-yu stationary front', (5) after a cold front passed through, would
the temperature in high mountains be lower than that on the level ground. While the three expert groups

were scaffolding knowledge on (1) climatic factors, (2) weather map, (3) high altitude atmospheric
exploration, respectively.

4.2 Procedure
The complete network-based learning program ran through a 2-week period. The learners in the study were
instructed to follow the curriculum set for each team and the instructions were supplemented with on-line
`tour-guide'. Before the learning program took place, the students were gathered on one-day workshop on
operational knowledge. They were tutored on concept map, PBL model, the usage of database of primary
sources, the know how about getting on-line and to participate in the GeoSchool network-based learning
environment. Returning home from the first day gathering, the learners did not meet face-to-face in the
following 14 days except on the web in their respective team area in GeoSchool. The mentors worked with
the learners every day on the web. After the conclusion of their problem assignment, all the participants did
meet at the last day of the program to reflect and share their experiences through this network-based learning
program.

4.3 Data collection and analysis
We used a portfolio of artifacts including assignments, concept maps, reports, and posted articles to create
the study on how the learners engaged in the social discourse during the network-based learning period.

Each learner's posted articles were recorded by the web-BBS/DNEWS system in the GeoSchool
environment for analysis.

Data were analyzed in several phases. First, DNEWS record file was transformed into Excel format and the
posted articles were displayed in table format. Then, the nature and contents of each article was analyzed
and the columns of qualitative descriptors in the table were checked as the classification of this article. In
addition to the categorization of the articles according to their nature and contents, the insight of the social

discourse were also looked into in order to discover the characteristics of (1) the interaction between
mentors and learners, as well as among learners, (2) the initiation and diminishing of the threads in the social

discourse, particularly threads with questions included that sustained more than 5 thematic discussions
(re-posts), and (3) the correlation between style and responses.

4.4 RESULTS
The results are presented here in five parts. They are the statistics of the classification of the articles posted
by the learners and the mentors, the content properties of the social discourse and the questions raised in the
posting, and the effectiveness of the scaffolding strategies applied by the mentors.

4.4.1 The Classification of the Articles Posted by the Learners and the Mentors
Table 1. Classification of Articles Posted by Learners
No.
3

6

7
1

4

Category
Social interaction
Content knowledge
Group progress & self-regulation
Network
Database of primary sources
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Frequency
906
628
499
123
103

Percentage
38.5
26.7
21.1
5.2
4.4

PBL model
Methodology in science

2
5

Total

66

2.8

31

1.3

2356

100.0

Table 2. Classification of Articles posted by Mentors
No.
6
2
3
1

5

7

4
Total

Frequency

Category
Content knowledge
PBL model
Social interaction
Network
Methodology in science
Reinforcement
Database of primary sources

136

64

Percentage
32.9
15.5
13.3
12.8
11.6

55
53

48
39

9.4
4.4
100.0

18

413

The statistics of the attributes of the articles posted by the learners and the mentors are shown in table 1 and
2. The categories 1 to 6 in the classification are the same in both groups, while the 7th category is (Group
progress & self-regulation) for the learners and (Reinforcement) for the mentors. Apparently, social
interaction is the most important discourse for high school students on the web. Articles on (Content
knowledge) and (Group progress & self-regulation) ranked the second and the third, which implies that
the learners are diligent and motivated and the problem assignments were challenging to domain knowledge.
The low ranking of mentors' effort on (Reinforcement) also verifies this derivation because it did not seem
necessary. The mentors were by no means parsimonious in offering encouragements.

In contrast, mentors spent more time in prompting on the (PBL model) in addition to content knowledge,
whereas the learners didn't care too much about it. The issues on (methodology in science) were the least
brought up actually revealed its unfamiliarity to the high school students. They were generally insensitive to
the methodology issues. However, the low frequencies on (Network) and (Database of primary sources )
seemed to reflect the learners' proficiency in accessing network and the CD database of the primary content
knowledge sources. The GeoSchool user interface was friendly and the one-day workshop on the operational
skills at the beginning was effective.

4.4.2 The Threads
Table 3. The Distribution of Elicited Discourse Threads
No.

Category

3

Social interaction
Content knowledge
Group progress & self-regulation
Network
PBL model
Database of primary sources
Methodology in science

6
7
1

2

4
5

Total

# of
Threads

Percentage of
Threads

60
59
26

37.3
36.6

9

5.6
2.5

4
2
1

161

16.1

Total posted
articles
494
573
172
52
36

1.2

13

0.6
100.0

6

1346

In order to explore what kind of interactions the learners were interested in, we traced the part of discourse
that are sustained more than 5 round of responses. The ranking of the categories of threads is almost the
same as the classification of the learners' articles as shown in Table 1. These threads covered 1346 articles,
which is 50.1 % of the total. An average of 8.3 posted articles per thread were categorized across the seven
categories as shown in Table 3.

4.4.3 The Questions Raised
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Table 4. The Distribution of the Questions Raised
No.
6
7
3
1

4
2
5

Frequency

Category
Content knowledge
Group progress & self-regulation
Social interaction
Network
Database of primary sources
PBL model
Methodology in science

196
141

114

28
17
15
13

524

Total

Percentage
37.4
26.9
21.8
5.3
3.2
2.9
2.5
100.0

The biggest category of the questions raised is (content knowledge) . It appears that the learners were
involved in the justification of their own responses or in the evaluation of other's responses while operate in
a self-prompting dialogic mode. The second biggest category of the questions raised, (Group progress &
self-regulation ) , is referred to plan, monitor, and evaluate progress, divide responsibilities, manage
procedures and affect as well as task completion. It seems that the network-based environment provide a
convenient channel for coordination. The third biggest category ( Social interaction) reveals needs of
interaction and entertainment on learning which were not allowed and encouraged in traditional classroom
environment.

4.4.4 Strategies Mentors Applied with Effect
Table 5. The Strategies Applied by Mentors in Scaffolding (Content Knowledge)
Item
H
A
E
C
G
D
B
F
Total

Strategy
Answer directly
Ask back
Suggestions & hints
Remind their prior experience
Pretend to be a peer learner
Give examples & draw an analogy
Ask question back to create a conflicting
situation
Illustrate terminology

Frequency
43
25
16
10
6

6
5

4
115

Percentage
37.4
21.7
13.9
8.7
5.2
5.2
4.3
3.5
100.0

Among 342 articles posted by the mentors, 223 (65.2%) were justified to be helpful. Table 5 shows the
strategies with effect applied by mentors in scaffolding discourse of category (Content Knowledge) . Not
surprisingly, the guided prompts that with significant effects were (Answer directly) , while (Give examples
& Draw an analogy) and (Ask question back to create a conflicting situation) were less worked.

5 DISCUSSION
Although there have been some insightful studies examining collaborative learning in science (Coleman,
1998; Edelson, Gordin, & Pea, 1999; Krajcik, et.al.,1998; Lin, et.al., 1999), few have attempted to
investigate whether the formation of network-based learning community will promote learners' reflective
practice or ability of inquiry. This study sought to document a rich description of the social discourse under
the Geoschool environment in order to understand the impact of a network-based environment on social
discourse in science learning. Following issues deserve further discussions on the interpretation of out
results.

5.1 The interpretation of the percentage of the categories.
One of the purposes we classify learners' posted articles into categories is to discover the characteristics of

the learner's interactive process and the behavior pattern of the inquiry based learning of high school
students.
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At the beginning of the study, we thought the percentage of each category represented the importance of it.

We found that the three largest categories collectively accounted for almost 86% of all posted articles
categorized. The rests were on (Network) , the (Database of primary sources) , the (PBL model) , and
the

(Methodology in science) . They were fairly evenly distributed over the remaining smaller categories.

However, cross-referenced by other artifacts, we realized that inquiry did pose many challenges for learners.
Among the challenges, the use of the database of primary sources and the familiarity of inquiry skills are the
most difficult ones. In short, being small does not mean that the smallest categories can be ignored. On the
other hand, the smallest percentages should be interpreted as the reflection of learners' limited experience
and inability to elicit discussions.

5.2 The effects of discourse with mentors
The effects of mentor's role in the social discourse of learning can be further elaborated in the following
ways:

First, the existence of mentors has impacts on learners' motivation. One learner wrote: "We've got to think
of some insightful questions to ask the mentor, otherwise our group would be looked down upon by her
(group E #120)." Reflecting on and articulating explanations on the web, from one perspective, is much the
same as that in front of others. That places the inquiry on the table and leaves it open to evaluation and
criticism. This is a characteristic of the discourse in the network-based community.

Second, the mentors in the social discourse present a sense of certainty and authority for the learners. One
learner wrote: "I just transformed data into a figure. I would like to share the finding with you. I'm afraid
that you would think that I'm an idiot because my score on Earth Science is B at school. The finding might
be just wrong. I'm looking forward to your comments (group E #551)."
Third, reinforcement is another effect the mentors can have on the learners. Different from the scaffolding
provided by technology, mentors are sensitive to the quality of inquiry and can be more encouraging to the
learners.

5.3 The unhelpful scaffolding Styles
Sustained inquiry should be a key element in science learning. There are several styles of scaffolds that
proved to be ineffective.

First of all, the responses with scandal connotation would be of absolutely no help. One mentor wrote: "hello,

hello, I don't think you are the kind of people who accepts others' opinion without reasons. ... Pick your
brain, otherwise it will gather spider web.

Besides, some mentors are very enthusiastic in helping learners whenever they got stuck. One mentor wrote:
"I am so impressed by you guys' sustained discussion. I can't help but prompting something. ... Try to think
about ... Then how about ...Why not..." The pattern described above is to raise several questions continually.

The effect of this kind of scaffold is usually followed up by no further response. The reason for such a
failure can be seen from at least two aspects. On one hand, the learners usually doesn't like to answer so
many questions at once; on the other hand, the mentor provides the prompt at a time when learners are not in
need. Therefore no further discussion would emerge. Many threads were ended up with mentor's big talk,
which didn't facilitate the inquiry process but in effect killed it.

Interestingly, in the category of (Reinforcement) , we can also find some unhelpful scaffolds. For some
aggressive mentors, affirmative comments quite often followed by mentor's expectation of higher-order
inquiry skills on learners. For example, the learner might be asked to provide further justification or
reconcile what they know and do not know. This kind of reinforcing style also threatens the learners.

5.4 When does the meaningful learning occur?
It is difficult for the mentors to realize when was it appropriate to offer a prompt. The answer can be found
by examining what these learners were actually doing during their natural unguided discussions. We found

that later intervention is better than earlier intervention. However, with no intervention at all, the peer
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learners might encounter difficulties accepting one another's point of view and might not be able to
overcome conflicts before giving up. The excerpts below are two learners' discourse in such a case (group
D#342-347).
Learner A: Let's propose hypothesis#3 as "Both 'Spring-rain stationary front' and `Mei-yu stationary
front' cause weak upward convective motion.".

Learner B: I think this hypothesis should be modified as "'Spring-rain stationary front' causes strong
upward convection; while `Mei-yu stationary front' causes weak convection." What do
you think?
Learner A: Why?
Learner B: It makes more sense from what I know.

Learner A: We can still stick to the original one and continue with the derivation. If the final result
turns out to be wrong, we could just overthrow the hypothesis later on.
Learner B: No comments ... Shouldn't we make assumptions with as much sense as possible instead of
groundless wild guesses?

6 CONCLUSIONS
As a tailpiece, it is worth commenting on the analysis of posted articles on the web. To explore the authentic
interactive process of learners, we classified 2865 posted articles. It was a time-consuming task. However, it
was this process of classification that uncovered the underlying interactive dynamics among the members of
the network-based learning community.
Apparently, the influences of social discourse on science learning were multi-faceted. In the social discourse,
the learners' were motivated, timely encouragements were provided; scaffolding was also facilitated for their

understanding of content knowledge. However, inappropriate scaffolding styles could turn into just the
opposite.

The percentages of the social discourse in the categories reflect the learners' initiation on aspects of learning

activity, however, they do not imply the importance of the categories in the learning process. Low
percentage of a category could be caused by the difficulties of inquiry skills and reflective practice
encountered by the learners in the discourse. Therefore, a comparison of different group dynamics warrants
further study.
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The knowledge of chemistry is base on the realization of fact and experiments,
students must try to infer, experiment and realize deeply to achieve the goal of
highly efficient learning. Base on the scaffolding theory, we have designed a
three- tier client-server web title which is a distributional database formats about
the chemistry subject-" Acid and Base chemistry" for elemental school students.

We use a lot of multimedia animation and Internet techniques to create a
scaffolding environment make students learn it instantly and mutually. It turn out

that all the students have excellent improvement learning outcomes. All the
experts, the interaction designing experts, the network experts, software
designers and primary school teachers gave a positive affirmation about the web
title; the teaching content and the interaction design are all get the very positive

confirmation. The result of learning effect is very convention; the statistical
analysis shows that all learners who entered this web site made a great progress
in their knowledge test Besides, ANOVA statistical analysis shows that this
scaffolding chemistry web site made a great help for L type learners. Learners'
previous science knowledge has nothing to do with the study effect.

Keywords: Scaffolding Theory Acid-Base Chemistry Web Title and
Learning Effect

1 Introduction
Because of the shortage of real experience and the misconception of teaching content, traditional teaching
cannot inform the students about the concepts which teachers want to deliver With the development of the
Internet, the form of education is shifted from teacher center to the learner center. The future of science
teaching is base on the new nine-year consistent project, it is important to integrate the Internet as a major
tool to enforce this project. All of these will help improve the quality in elemental chemistry education for
our children.

2 Motive and purpose
In these coming years, internet was the major domain of research academics and government officials. In

the 1990s Internet software took giant leaps forward in usability. The biggest change came with the
development of the World Wide Web (WWW), a vast tract of the Internet accessible to just about anyonc
who could point to buttons on a computer screen. It led the Internet' s transformation from a text -only
environment into a multimedia landscape incorporating pictures, animation, sounds, and even video.
The teaching by the Internet exceeds the traditional passive one-way learning, but stresses on interaction.
Taking the advantage of instant pass by the Internet, you can browse through all kinds of fascinating

information sources and discover worlds of knowledge. We create a web page about the chemical
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experiments- the acid and base in nature environment. By the global of networks, we can easily transform
the information by character, animation and video. The different learning effect which associated with
different learning style students, different ages, different sex and different previous knowledge of science
may cause the different learning out come.

3 Theory background
The scaffolding theory brought up by a Russian psychologist (L. S. Vygotsky). He sustains students with the
scaffolding techniques through out his teaching process. In the beginning of the scaffolding, it would be a

process from other-regulation develops to social negotiation. In teaching, the teacher will design a
temporary supporting constructions thought out the whole lecture, which help the learner to develop his
learning ability. It is called scaffolding. There are two important subjects within the scaffolding theory.
There are communication and cognition, the function of social cognition is to make the learners improve his
abilities in solution and self-examination, and students certainly be promoted by the active learning styles.

Scaffolding instruction means that the teacher can help the learner make the most of their potential. Under
scaffolding instruction, student will join the learning activity positively instead of remaining passive. Thus,
an individual would have his own cognition framework.
There would be six important principles about the instruction.
1.In the real teaching activity, the teacher is the scaffolding maker for the learner.
2.The supporting degree is dependent on the standard of the learners; there would be a modification.
3.The more the ability of the learner increases, the less the support decreases.
4.The support is in proportion to the standard of the activity.
5.The suppor will be modified gradually and at any time. Then it would keep on.
6.Make the learner independent.

In the learning effect, many scholars announce their research results. They would analyzed what kind of the
learner is and then decide to create the appropriate on-line instruction web page. Different learning-styled
students in CAI(Computer-assisted instruction) would have different learning effects in various feedback.
The feedback is composed of the following four parts:

No feedback. (2) Knowledge of results feedback. (3) Informative feedback. (4) Informative feedback in
personal language.

According to the research results by the scholars Dori and Yohim(1990), students in proper sequence may
have highly-efficient learning effects. On the contrary, learning by leaping ways was low efficient learning
effect. The former is called L type, and the latter is called W type. It means that different learning style may
cause various learning effects to students.
The learning ways of students are classified into Super-L, L, W and Super-W type. There are large parts of
high school students with L type in particular. The second position is W type. The L type (straight-line)
means students follow the learning materials and never change the route. The W type means students don' t
follow the learning materials and change the route all the time. The Super-W type means that students may

play out the entire learning process. It has a strong relation between the learning style and the logical
thinking talent.

4 The Research Method
System Installation

The research is base on a web title course, it is a Three-Tier Client-Server sets. Most browsers accepted this
kind of device. Server can share responsibility for the management to the request of client. It can transform
the information from the database by the request of the client, then the client will process the information it
got from the server.

To achieve harmony with education, the government has computerized all elemental schools, but the
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schools have not been equipped with highly-performance computer. Microsoft bring up an idea of thin client.
A computer with modem and browser can use this system. To have a better web title designed, we got the
type called 3-Tier (Figure 1). It bases on the platform of Windows NT 4.0 Server SP6. We created the Web

Server with Microsoft Internet Information Server 4.0. As a result of dealing with the users' get-in
information, we use the MS-SQL 7.0 Server system as a platform for database.

In the process of making the web site, we use a computer with Pentium III 450 processor, which is
associated with Front page 2000 to design all the required homepages. And we use the common draft tools
(Adobe Photoshop and Macromedia Flash) to deal with pictures and make them more interactive. Finally,
we use the SPSS statistics system to analyze the results of learning effect.
The part of system interface, we use ASP(Active Sever Page) to design the interface, and take the advantage
of Visual C++ to create a stable and efficient web page in the core part .

5 The Research Object
Our research is aimed at the students in Grade Six of elemental school. The design for course content

We take a lot of real household materials, which is concern about acid and base as teaching examples. Such
as the lemon. Clorox and vinegar. The nature of soap water is slippery. If you wet your clothes carelessly
with sulfuric acid hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide, the clothes would be damaged. And they will
scorch the skin. There would be the calculation of the PH. The definition of acid and base is on the produced
amount of H+ and 01-F.

The vinegar is composed of five percent of acetic acid. The molecular formula of acetic acid is written as
CH3COOH. The one hundred percent of acetic acid is called icy acetic acid. The reason why a lemon has
acidity is that it is composed oflemon acid.
In the laboratory, the ammonia NH3 is a base. It is because it produces a lot of 01-1" in water. The ammonium

ion is acid. It is composed of 1-1+. At the normal temperature, the HCl is gaseous state. It is a acid. The
carbonic acid H2CO3, Sulfuric acid H2SO4, boric acid is all acids. There are common base such as sodium
hydroxide NaOH and calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2. Sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3 is a base; it has a common
name called baking soda. People with much hydrochloric acid in gastric juice may take some medicine
composed of magnesium hydroxide to neutralize.

The experts and scholars suggest that we should create a interactive web page of scaffolding theory should
base on the acid-base knowledge map which is created at beginning of the course. The another major frame
is an on-line discussion section. Initially we would have some general questions about acid & base, which
the students have to find out their own solutions. If their answer is correct, then they can enter another
subject, otherwise they have to keep on finding the answers. In the process of learning, students may have an
efficient learning freedom by the active video program we provide with in the web page.
The content of the web
1.Question-learning function induce students to learn.2.Question of situation in our daily life.3.A simple
operation interface.4.To stress on vision and hearing.5.Guided learning then learning control.
There are twelve units in the teaching material, which is a scaffolding design.

1.Litmus paper. 2.The nature of liquid.3.The definition of alkaline-liquid operation.4.The definition of
acidic-liquid operation.5.The definition of neutral-liquid operation.6.The reaction between alkaline and
acidic liquid.7.The neutralization of acid and alkali.8.The application of neutralization of acid and
alkali.9.The nature of acid and alkali.lO.The nature of sodium hydroxide.) ).The advanced concept of
acid.12.The advanced concept of alkali.

Most of elemental school students cannot understand the nature of acid and base. So we classify the course
into two parts, which may happen in real life and in the textbook. We ask the student to register as they
entering the studying web page. And let them brow though the entire house, which have five areas (kitchen,
bathroom, living room, backyard and bedroom), all fill of the brand name items. The computer will record
the pass way of learner, which then will be analysis to learning style (W-type or L-type). If the learner
follow every step of the computer, they will have 10 points, which is classify as L.type, if the learner did not
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follow the step which computer direct, they will deduct 2 point for each time, the points lower than 3, it is
classify as W-type. The acid-base lecture is designed base on scaffolding theory. The system would
determine when to removes the scaffolding setup or not by the amount of the correct analysis of computer
generated data and suggestion by the experts and the scholars. After a serious study, this system is set up to
remove the scaffolding structure when students scored seventy percent of designed questions. Before the
system removes the scaffolding structure, the on-line instructor is standing by the side to help them solve
some difficult problems. It' s so-called on line ICQ.

For example, if students ask what the hydrochloric acid is by the on line ICQ. The instructor will pub out
and tell the student that it's a kind of corrosive solution, which is used to clean your bathroom
The hydrochloric acid also exists in our stomach; it helps us in the digest. You can clean the lavatories in the
schools or in our home with it, too. And all of these questions and answers will be put into Acess database
as a Q&A databank for future use.

If the scaffolding has been removed, a discussion section will appear on the screen. Students can ask any
question or play the teacher part to answer questions. We can save lots of the teaching resource in the way.
All the pretest and posttest questions are substrate from ACS (American Chemical Society) test bank, which
is careful designed and tested for, determine chemistry knowledge of students.

6 Result and Discussion.
From January 10 to March 10 we have selected 221 students to analyze. And the result of analysis is as
follow (table 1):

Category
Boy

Table 1. The analytic table about the learning style
Standard varies
Average
Amount
103

Whole

221

1.13

5.65
5.81
5.72

118

Girl

2.08
1.57

Research Sample

There are 221 students enter our web site for learning acid and base concepts, base on their data collected,
we picked up forty learners (twenty are L-type, twenty are W-type) as our study samples. L-type (Boys
>7.78, Girls>7.89) and W-type (Boys <3.52, Girls <2.73)

Evaluate the Web Site
We invited five elemental school science teachers, five teaching scholars, five software designers, and ten
elemental school students to evaluate the web site. The average results are in table 2.

Item
Homepage design
Teaching material
Interface
Whole style

Table 2. Statistic of evaluation result
Software designers Teaching scholars Elemental teachers
4.50(90%)
3.75(75%)
4.30(86%)
4.25(85%)

4.50(90%)
4.25(85%)
3.90(78%)
4.25(85%)

3.75(75%)
4.75(90%)
3.60(85%)
4.50(90%)

Elemental students
4.50(90%)
4.10(83%)
4.70(94%)
4.50(95%)

In the aspect of homepage design, elemental schoolteachers gave us lower points (3.75). They thought that
instructional contents should be more intensive, and the relation knowledge should increase to enrich our
web site. The software designers thought that the homepage should be more vivid than previous to stress the
topics.

In the aspect of teaching material, some students complain that contents are not obvious, and we should
introduce topics clearly.

In the aspect of interface, the teaching scholars and software designers thought that the operation should be
familiar with users. In the meanwhile, they generally praised us in animation, and encouraged us used more.
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At whole aspect, they all thought that web base learning indeed archiving the instruction targets.
Learning Effect

After tested, all eighty students had been improved in their acid & base knowledge. The overall improved
score average is 18.15. L-type learners average improved 21.35, and W-type learners average improved
12.95 (table 3). It is obvious that our web site have much help in learning acid-base chemistry.

L-type

Average

Table 3. The statistics of achievement test
Pretest
W-type
Pretest Posttest Improved
51.75
Average
55.80
79.15
23.35

Posttest Improved
64.70

12.95

We used the SPSS statistics software running data to analysis the deviation. The P value of learning style
relation to score of pretest is 0.063, which is greater than 0.05, indicated that the learning style has no
relationship to the pretest score. (table 4)
Table 4. Deviation analysis of different learning style relate to pretest score
P
F
Average square
Degree of free
Deviation source
root
0.063
3.499
529.256
1
Learning style
151.258
158
Inaccuracy
159
Total

The P value of learning style relation to the score of posttest was 0.015, which was smaller than 0.05. It
indicate that posttest score was relation to learning style, which means that L-type learning style improved
remarkable. (table 5)

Table 5. Deviation analysis of different learning style relate to posttest score
P
F
Average square
Degree of free
Deviation source
root
0.015
5.993
1829.256
Learning style
305.240
158
Inaccuracy
159
Total
1

7 Conclusion
Instruction by Internet is the better way in teaching chemistry at present day. According to our research, we
have three conclusions:
I .After using the web site, the learners all had improved their test score remarkably. It shows that it is a
better learning process for students to study acid-base chemistry in the elemental school.
2.The P value of learning style relation to posttest score was 0.015, which was smaller than 0.05. It shows
that L-type learner had positive progressed in using scaffolding web site.
3.After the experts evaluated the web title, this acid-base chemistry web indeed bringing on-line instruction
into full play. This web site' s design style could be a very good example for the future science web sites.
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Abstract
Many Internet technologies enable us to hold lectures with Web contents and even develop new
lecture methods using the technologies. This paper proposes AEGIS (Automatic Exercise Generator
based on the Intelligence of Students) that generates exercises of various levels according to each

student's achievement level, marks his/her answers and returns them to him/her. In order to realize this feedback mechanism, we currently restrict the question-types which are generated to the
following three types: multiple-choice question, fill-the-gap question, and error-correcting question.
All question-types can be generated from the same tagged document. The aim of this system is to
help the students understand the lecture with exploiting preexisting electronic documents.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence in Education, Web-Based Learning, Exercise Generator
1

Introduction

As the Internet has come into wide use, WWW environments provide lots of opportunities to various
fields. In the educational domain, Web data are being exploited as useful materials. We have been
developing Web-based self-teaching systems and building the tools for helping students understand their
subjects[1, 2, 3, 4].

We are currently focusing on the automatic student's achievement level evaluator that generates an
exercise from tagged documents, presents it to students and marks their answer automatically. We call
the system AEGIS (Automatic Exercise Generator based on the Intelligence of Students)[6, 7].
Creating exercises which are suitable for students is not easy. When we try to make some exercises for
them in classes, we have to take at least their achievement level into considerations. The well-considered
exercises are useful not only to measure the achievement level of students but also to improve their
performance. It is not easy task for any teacher to make exercises of various difficulties according to their
achievement level. Besides, it is very important to mark the students' answers and return the marked
results to them for keeping their learning enthusiasms. This task becomes harder in proportion to the
number of the students in a class[5].
This paper discusses AEGIS, which generates the three question-types from the same tagged data.
Guessing the achievement level of each student from his/her trial history, AEGIS selects the most suitable
question-type and exercise for him/her according to not only his/her achievement level but also the
difficulty of the tagged data. After marking his/her answer, AEGIS returns it to him/her with its
explanation.

The aim of this system is to exploit pre-existing electronic documents, in particular, our on-line
documents shown at our Web site (http://cl.is.kyushu-u.ac.jp/Literacy) and to help students understand
their lecture whose materials are set up as Web data so that they even at home can try exercises using
AEGIS through the Internet.
The rest of this paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 shows related works to discuss the difference
from AEGIS. Section 3 describes question-types that AEGIS deals with, considering both view points of
students(answerers) and teachers(questioners) and Section 4 describes the exercise generating process by
AEGIS. Section 5 shows the overview of AEGIS.
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2

Related Works

A lot of automatic quiz generators have been proposed so far. Browning et. al. proposed Tutorial
Mark-up Language(TML in short) to generate questions automatically[8, 9]. TML has a couple of tags
to specify a question, a multiple-choice and a message. It requires a correct answer in a multiple-choice
tag to mark a student's answer to the question. Carbone et. al. proposed CADAL Quiz[10], which
generates a multiple-choice quiz from a question database. After marking a student's answer, CADAL
Quiz returns the result to him/her and tutors. Both of them restrict the question type only to a multiplechoice quiz. On the other hand, ClassBuilder[11] generates many kinds of quizzes and grades a student's
answer. However, all of them do not mention any effect of making the difficulty level of question-type
change according to the students' achievement level. In order to improve their performance and keep
their enthusiasm to challenge the quiz for a long time, it is indispensable to consider their performance
level for generating their exercise. This point is the difference from other systems. AEGIS makes use of
pre-existing electronic documents so as to embed tags into them, generates exercises automatically with
tagged documents according to students' achievment levels, and reestimates both their levels and the
difficulty level of the generated question through marking their answers.

3

Question-Types

There can be several types of a question in every subject. Since our aim is to get a computer generate an
exercise and mark student's answer to it, we thus restrict to the following three question-types: multiplechoice question, fill-the-gap question, and error-correcting question.

Multiple-choice question. Students choose the correct answer from a given candidate list.
Example. Complete the sentence. Choose your answer from the following list.
order to understand the algorithms.
Data structures need to be studied

(1) an (2) in (3) on (4) at (5) by

Fill-the-Gap question. Students try to fill in the blank of a given sentence with the correct answer
without any help.
Example. Fill in the blank with the right word.
order to understand the algorithms.
Data structures need to be studied

Error-correcting question. Students have to find the wrong expression in a given sentence and correct
it.
Example. Right or wrong? Correct the sentence if it is wrong.
Data structures need to be studied an order to understand the algorithms.

All of these question-types can be constructed from a sentence by replacing one or more consecutive
words with a blank or a wrong expression. We call the region replaced hidden region. We note that these
three question-types have different difficulties even if they are constructed from the same hidden region.
Figure 1 shows the tagged data to be used for generating the above three types of questions.

(QUESTION SUBJECT=" idioms" )

Data structures need to be studied (DEL CAND="an,on,at,by") in (/DEL) order to understand the algorithms.
(/QUESTION)

Figure 1: The tagged data to generate three question-types shown in Section 3

Students' View Point
Every multiple-choice question has surely the correct answer in its candidate list and contains the information that leads students to the correct answer. They can therefore make their choice with confidence
from the list. In the case of a fill-the-gap question, they have to fill in the blank by themselves with their
convinced answer without any information about the answer. Comparing both question-types, we can say
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that a fill-the-gap question is more difficult than a multiple-choice one. In the case of an error-correcting
question, it forces them to determine whether or not there is an error in the question sentences and to
correct it if it is found. An error-correcting question gives no information leading them to its correct
answer, and the wrong expression in the sentences is not clear for students. We can therefore say that
an error-correcting question is the most difficult one for students among those question-types.

Teachers' View Point
Once teachers set a hidden region, the efforts that are required to make with the three question-types are
similar. The process for making exercises is as follows: in the case of a fill-the-gap question, the teachers
have nothing to do. There is no information that they have to add to the exercise paper. We can say that
a fill-the-gap question is the easiest one which is made among these three question-types. In the case of an
error-correcting question, teachers have to think of at least one wrong expression which can be replaced
with the hidden region. In the case of a multiple-choice question, they have to prepare several distractors
to construct a candidate list. We can say that a multiple-choice question requires more information than
an error-correcting one. From their points of view, a fill-the-gap question is consequently the easiest one
which is made, and an error-correcting question is easier than a multiple-choice one.

Automatic Exercise Generating

4
4.1

Exercise Generating Process

The exercise generating process from teaching documents is summarized as follows:

1. Setting a hidden region: teachers make clear their intention why they want to ask the question
to their students, that is, they consider which of the hidden regions is the most suitable for their
intention.

2. Selecting a paragraph or sentence(s) from teaching documents: the sentences before and after hidden

regions are often of importance to ask their students the unique answer of the question. We call
the paragraph or sentence(s) a question region. A question region may have more than one hidden
region.

3. Constructing a candidate list: a multiple-choice question requires a couple of distractors to set up
a list of answer candidates. Any distractor should be natural so as to be added to the list. This
list depends on the teacher's intention.
These three steps are deeply related to the teachers' intentions. It is not easy to extract such intentions

automatically from the teaching documents. AEGIS system thus deals with tagged documents that
already have the information such as hidden regions and candidate lists.

4.2

Necessary Information for Generating Exercises

In order to embed the above three kinds of information into the teaching documents, we define the
following three tags: QUESTION, DEL, and LABEL.

QUESTION surrounds a question region, that is, the statements between (QUESTION) and ( /QUESTION)

are a question region. In the region, there can possibly be some expressions that are related to a
hidden region. They can be good hints to lead students to the correct answer.
SUBJECT is the unique attribute of QUESTION. Its value stands for the subject or topic of question
region.

DEL indicates a hidden region, which is the word(s) or sentence(s) between (DEL) and (/DEL).
A fill-the-gap question can be generated only by replacing the hidden region with a blank.

CAND is one of DEL's attributes. It is used to specify a candidate list.
LABEL has an attribute NAME that specifies a dependency relation with a hidden region. The sentence/s
surrounded by LABEL tags is/are presented as a reference for the answer of a question, which will
be generated with the DEL tag whose REF's value is the same as that of the NAME of the LABEL.
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(QUESTION SUBJECT="W_S") question region ( /QUESTION)
W_S
::= word or symbol, where a backslash ( \) must be added just before the symbol

if it is a comma (,), double quotes ("), or a backslash ( \).
(DEL CAN D=" CANDIDATE" LEVEL="PAIR" GROUP="ID" REF="ID") hidden region (/DEL)
CANDIDATE
::= W_S W_S,CANDIDATE
W_S
::= word or symbol, where a backslash ( \) must be added just before the symbol
if it is a comma (,), double quotes ("), or a backslash ( \).
::= LOW,HIGH
PAIR
::= an integer between 1 and 10
LOW
::= an integer between 1 and 10
HIGH
::= keyword
ID
(LABEL NAME="ID") sentences (/LABEL)
::= keyword
ID

Figure 2: Tags for exercise generations

4.3

Necessary Information for Adjusting Difficulty Level of Question

The additional three attributes of DEL, which contain the information on the difficulty of solving the exercise, are LEVEL, GROUP, and REF. They specify the difficulty of each hidden region, and the connections
to other hidden region.
LEVEL specifies the difficulty of the exercise to be generated from a hidden region itself. The value of

this attribute is a pair of integers between 1 and 10. These integers specify the lowest and highest
achievement level of the students who can try the exercise. AEGIS system determines whether
or not the hidden region is worth being transformed into the exercise by comparing the student's
achievement level from the both values of LEVEL.
GROUP specifies the dependency relation between hidden regions and holds the uniqueness of the correct
answer. This GROUP is used to adjust the exercise level. If we want to generate more difficult
exercises, all the hidden regions that have the same values in GROUP are replaced with blanks or

wrong expressions at the same time. On the other hand, for generating easier ones, some of the
hidden regions in the group are not transformed because those regions help students answer the
question as hints.
REF specifies the dependency relation between a hidden region and other expressions than the hidden

region. Both the region and expressions are specified with LABEL. If a hidden region is connected to
an expression, the value of REF in the hidden region is the same as that of NAME in the expression
with LABEL.

5
5.1

AEGIS system
Overview of AEGIS

The AEGIS system consists of three databases: Exercise DB (EDB in short), User Profile DB (UPDB
in short) and Level Management DB (LMDB in short), and three main database managers: Exercise

Generator (EG in short), Answer Evaluator (AE in short) and Level Manager (LM in short). The
overview of AEGIS is shown in Fig. 3.
Teaching documents with the tags are compiled into the EDB and LMDB. All of the question regions

are indexed sequentially and each hidden region is labeled with its own subindex of the index of each
question region. The level of a hidden region, which is deeply related to the level of the question to be
generated from the hidden region, is stored in the LMDB together with the index of the hidden region.
The level of each hidden region in LMDB is reexamined regularly. UPDB keeps students' trial histories
with their current achievement level.
EG and AE make communications with the users (students) through Web browsers after being
invoked through CGI (Common Gateway Interface).
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Figure 3: Overview of AEGIS

5.2

Exercise Generator(EG)

The exercise request from a student invokes EG. The EG searches the most suitable hidden region in
EDB with looking over both the student's profile stored in UPDB and the level of the hidden region
stored in LMDB, and determines the question-type of the hidden region. As mentioned in section 3,
every question level has a relation to the question-type. EG's decision process of the question-type thus
employs the following strategy: If the student's achievement level is closer to the lowest number in LEVEL
of the hidden region, EG selects a multiple-choice question as the question-type with high probability. On
the other hand, if it is closer to the highest number in the LEVEL attribute, EG selects an error-correcting
one.

Once EG determines the question-type of the hidden region, it is not difficult to generate the question.
This is because the hidden region represents the correct answer of the question which is generated and
teachers have already given the list of distracts explicitly with CAND attribute. Now, let's see how EG
works when it generates the three kinds of questions:

Multiple-choice question: EG randomly constructs one possible list for the multiple choice with
both the correct answer and some distracts and outputs a question, which is generated by replacing
the hidden region with a blank, with the list.

Fill-the-Gap question: EG outputs a question which is generated only by replacing the hidden
region with a blank.

Error-correcting question: EG outputs a question which is generated by replacing the hidden region
with one of the wrong answers specified in the CAND attribute.
Figure 4 shows an example of teaching documents with the tags. It is a piece of the teaching documents

in the elementary course of Computer Literacy at our university. This course is taken by all first and
second year students, about 2, 300 students[5]. The teacher's intention in the example document is to
teach how to use multiply and divide operations. Figure 5 shows the three question-types which are
generated from the document.

5.3

Answer Evaluator(AE)

After outputting a question to the student, EG sends the following three kinds of information to ask AE
to mark his/her answer: the index of a hidden region, the question-type, and the correct answer. After
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In the previous section, we learned a program for adding two integers and showing the answer on the display. In
the similar way, for all basic arithmetic operations including addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
we can make a Pascal program in the following way.
(QUESTION SUBJECT=" arithmetic operations")
This program computes the multiplication and division for two input integers and shows the answer.
program enzan;
var x,y:integer;
seki,shou:integer;
begin

write('Input two integers : ');
readln(x,y);

seki:=(DEL CAND="x,xy,xxy,x mul y" LEVEL="1,5")x*y(/DEL);
shou:=(DEL CAND="x/y,x±y,xdivy,x mod y" LEVEL="1,5")x div y( /DEL);
writeln('Seki:',seki);
writeln('Shou:',shou)
end.

( /QUESTION)

The 7th statement multiplies x by y, and the 8th statement divides x by y. We note that the answer of "div" is
an integer.

Figure 4: Example of teaching documents with the tags
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Figure 5: Three questions generated from the document in Figure 4
marking his/her answer by matching with the correct answer, AE shows him/her the marked result and
stores it with the index of the hidden region and the question-type into the UPDB.

5.4

Level Manager (LM)

Although the initial value of the level of each hidden region is specified by teachers, it continues to move

up and down according to the students' achievement levels, which will change as time goes by. The
supplement manager LM processes their achievement levels statistically, computes the revised level of
each hidden region, and stores it into the LMDB. LM increases the difficulty level of a question if a
student whose level is greater than the level of question answers it wrongly, and decreases if a student
whose level is less than the level of question answers it correctly. The new difficulty level of a question is
consequently determined as shown in Fig.6.
After updating LMDB, LM updates the student's achievement level according to the difficulty levels
of all questions he/she correctly answered.
Now, we show the formal definition of calculating both the achievement level of a student and the
difficulty level of a question. Let si,i and qj,t be the achievement level of student Si and the difficulty
level of question Qj at time t respectively, where 1 < si,t < 10 ,1 < qi,i < 10. si,i is recursively calculated
with qi,i at stated periods and vice versa. They are defined as follows:
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Where m,,t stands for the number of questions that Si tried by t and r is the latest time such that
Si tried to answer Q3 and t 1 < T < t. T is the set of T. 171q,,T stands for the total number of students
who tried Qi in T. q3,0, which is the initial difficulty level of the question Qi, is given with the attribute
LEVEL of DEL tag by teachers.

Number of students who
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New difficulty level of question Qi

Number of students who
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Figure 6: Renewing Difficulty level of Question based on Student's Achievement Level

6

Conclusions

We discussed our new Web-aided system AEGIS. The system is currently implemented in Perl scripts
and CGI. We have a plan to evaluate this system by applying it to the real courses of Computer Literacy,
which are taken by more than 2300 students at our university. We hope it will work fine as an educational
tool for every student and help him/her to understand his/her subjects if teachers can make tags in their
teaching documents. Also, we plan to implement a tagging tool and an algorithm to generate another
kind of exercise that allows more than one correct answers.
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This study aims at establishing a computer assisted learning

system of

division-concept of networked elementary school mathematics course based on
constructivism and stress on students' thinking activities. It explores how students'
thinking manifest on network, how the thoughts of the learner and those of the
students on-line transfer, and how the thinking of the virtual students' solving
problems reflect, so as to develop a set of CAI system about constructive pedagogy.

In the system, we provide the learners with diverse tools for thinking activity,
letting him/her choose what he/she needs to solve problems. We use network
technology to simulate the real learning situation and to make the learner and the
user on the line and the virtual students to communicate and discuss immediately.
By setting up the CAI system that is compatible with the mathematics education of
the elementary school in Taiwan now, we expect the learner to establish the right
concepts positively so as to attain constructive pedagogic concept.

Keywords: Constructive pedagogy; Division of Mathematics; Elementary
School; Networked CAI; Thinking Activity.

1 Introduction
The course design of pedagogy in Taiwan before 1993 is based on objective theory of knowledge. However, the pedagogic
design ignores the complex and interactive phenomenon practically. Therefore, mathematics of elementary school in Taiwan in
1993 adopts pedagogic theory of constructivism [6]. Constructive pedagogy improve the shortcomings of the traditional
pedagogy; but it also cause the deficiency of pedagogic duration owing to the orders of discussion and reflection in case it is put
into practice in the real pedagogic environment. With the popularity of network, provided constructive concepts are applied to
the learning environment of network, CAI effect would be promoted further. This study aims to design networked pedagogic
environment matching "basic division-concept in mathematics of elementary school" by the learner's thought, using network
technology, letting the learner have an environment to learn at home. The traditional CAI system neglects the positive learning
and the interaction between the learners. So, we take into how to facilitate the interactive relationship between the system and
the learner. Through the transmission of the networked thought, the learners can real-time communicate, making up a whole
constructive learning environment, hoping to attain the constructive pedagogic concept

2 Principles of system establishment
2.1 Basis of learning theory
The pedagogy of constructivism lies in stressing lcnowledge is constructed positively by the learner", so that pedagogic design
should arrange activities of learning-orientation. In the process of learning, the teacher serves as "problem poser" whereas the
students acts as "problem solver'; the teacher plays the role of assistance, and the learner should construct knowledge positively

through the interactive discussion between the learners [2]. Each learner utilizes his previous concepts to expound the
phenomena around, and then comes up with adjustment or assimilation toward his acquired cognitive structure to establish new
concepts. Besides, the learning situation is also an important part of the content, functioning to help the learner to comprehend

the differences between the perspective on conceptual traits. Thus, the learning activities ought to provide learners with
quasi-actual experimental situation to manipulate, explore. By means of the cognitive conflict brought about by the students in

the process of the activity, challenging his original concepts, he/she constructs the right concepts via the discussion and
coordination with one another.
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2.2 Basis of course content-concept of division
Division is the anti-calculation of multiplication. Both multiplication and division are thought of as the transformation of unity
quantity. The so-called "transformation of unity quantity" refers to that using unity quantity as that described by calculating unit,
transforming to another description by calculating unit using another unity quantity [1,3]. The situational mode of division

question is categorized into two basic principles of including division and even division. Seen from the viewpoints of
"transformation of unity quantity" to look at the questions of multiplication- division, the questions of multiplication is to reduce

the quantity suggested in the units of higher layers (units accumulated by several units of lower layers) to the activity of
transformation from the quantity suggested by units of lower layers; whereas the questions of division "including division" is on
the contrary, that is, the quantity suggested by the units of lower layers changed into the transformation activity by the quantity
suggested by the units of higher layers. As to even division, it is an activity of new unity quantity of high layers and unknown
unity quantity.

23 Foundation of system establishment
This system is a learning environment constructed on the network, adopting three-tier client/server system architecture, and
meaning adding a layer of service server on the original client-server two-tier client/server system architecture. In the structure of
three-tier client/server master-slaver, the part of management of learning data is in the charge of database server, web server
takes charge of teaching jobs, while the users of client proceed all kinds of learning activities via browser.

3 Pedagogic design of networked construction
3.1 Pedagogic design of constructive division of new course
The two questions types of division (including division and even division) should be reckoned as different ones, then helping
students combine these two types of questions gradually. And by the activity of consecutive subtractions solving questions to
communicate with the relationship, then introducing the format of division calculation. Thus, in the design of pedagogy, place
the two combined types of characters, letting children solve problems by tangible objects or emblems and try to record the
activity of solving questions. After solving the questions including division and even division successfully, try further to grasp
the times of distribution including viewpoints of division when confronted with them again [4,5]. The number of unity quantity
can be decided by the times of distribution to help students realize and construct the relationship containing two types of
questions as to including division and even division. Finally they can introduce the processes of solving questions concerning
the methods of many-steps subtraction recording including division and even division and discuss and form the formulas using
" 4- "taking notes of the common sense about the activity of solving questions including division and even division, letting
children construct the whole meaningful concept of division.

3.2 CAI pedagogic design of constructive pedagogy by thinking activity
This system emphasizes the spirit of construction to help students establish the concept of division, thereby, expecting the
system to become more congenial to the real pedagogic environment. We let the computer become a virtual teacher, besides
posing problems, he/she can judge the students' types of solving problems and mode of operation, and providing the dialectics
and clarification and discussion undertaken between the users or between the user and the virtual students. Thus, the design of
the problems by this system is introduced by the ordinary ones of daily situation to make sure if students have grasped the
messages of the problems and communicate and clarify the messages with each other through asking (As in Figure 1). After
posing the problems and clarifying the messages, let the students solve the problems. In order to make the system grasp the
process of solving problems and thinking, we design "tool table of operation of thinking activity", which contain tangible
objects, representation, digits and the symbol of calculations and so on. For example, as shown in Figure 2, if learner choose "to
bakery", then the tangible objects can be used to solve the problems. If the learner choose "drawing circles", then representation
can be used as the tools of solving the problems (As in Figure 3); if the learner choose "to digital factory", then digits can be
used as the tool of operation (As in Figure 4). By the tool of operation chosen by the user, the computer can grasp what hethinks.
If the user fails to solve the problems by themselves, they can discuss with others on the line, or discuss by the activity of solving
the problems of the virtual students (As in Figure 6and 7) to attain the cooperation and learning. At last, after the user solve the

problems successfully, the computer will play the role of the virtual teacher, raising questions to let the user to fortify the
concepts, avoiding no continual between the user's order of thought and the concept (As in Figure 5). Then posing problems
again to judge the students' learning state in order to proceed another activity dynamically. In doing so gradually, the system
expects the learner construct an overall meaningful concept of division.

4 Architecture and implementation of system
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4.1 Design environment and tools
This system uses Windows NT server as server platform. The developing languages include HTML, Java Script, ActiveX, ASP

(Active Server page) and so on. Using ASP as the main way of control, and exercising ASP and ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) to go with it, making the user's management of teaching material simplified. In the aspect of editing course
software, Authorware5 is a chief developing tool.

4.2 System flowchart
The system flowchart we designs just as Figure 8 shows, the general elucidation is as follows:

1. Pedagogic situation of networked construction: In the beginning, the system would ask the user to register data to set up
the database of students' basic data. At the outset of the course, the system will judge the user's competence by the pretest; then
according to the basis, the system can pose the problems. After clarifying the messages of the problems, the system lets the user
proceed to solve the problems. After solving the problems successfully, it lets the user carry on a series of on-line discussion and
communication with the students or virtual students. Based on the acquired knowledge, the students construct the concepts, and
fortify or revise the concepts through the experience of reflection. Again, the system poses the problems to judge the students'
learning situation, then it proceeds the next teaching activity
2. Database of "student model": It consists mainly of three databases:
(1) Database of students' basic flora: It is used to record the students' basic data such as name, age, the experience of using the
computer and so on.
(2) Database of learning: It is used to record the course units the students have learned, the learning state and duration of each
unit, and the students' learning results and so forth.
(3) Database of learning achievement: It records the students' assessment about answering and the mode of students' operation.
3. Database of "posing problems of constructive pedagogy": It stores the material content of division pedagogy. The content

contains two types of division problems (including division and even division) and various types of processes pedagogic
activities.

4. Database of problems: It stores the problems for pretests and posttests.

4.3 Function of on-line communication
Because the system aims at establishing a more compatible with the learning environment of real pedagogy, so that this system
design a series of communicative mechanism on the line to help students proceed the learning activities to produce the learning
effect. The details will be narrated as follows:
1. Group of discussion: It is an open but not synchronized function on the line. Once the user encounters the learning difficulty,
he/she can put the problems on the discussion place, and when other users see them, they can put forth the ways of solving these
problems.
2. Room for discussion: It is an open and synchronization for communication. This on-line unction can improve the fact that
the single CAI system fails to undertake the defects of communication and discussion immediately. Take Figure9 for example,
the user in the room for discussion can carry on the mutual discussion, communication to solve the problems with other users on
the line for their learning difficulty.
3. On-Line call: This is a one-to-one synchronous communication way, enabling the learners to proceed one-to-one discussion
and forward the brief introduction to other users on the line.

4.4 Operation flowchart for User
When the user enter the system by using browser for the first time, the system would demand the user to register, thereby getting
the user's data to set up student model basic data for database, and letting the user accept the pretest to judge the user's level of

operation, and recording the user's answering situation. Utilizing the user's answer for reference, modifying the connection
dynamically, letting the user connect the courses properly. Afterwards, whenever the user enters the system, he has to register
user name and password as the recognition. The system then will proceed next activity according to the user's previous record.
When the user undertakes the learning activity, the system will take down the learning state each time, so as to analyze if the
user's learning state will attain the expected aim and will be used as learning analysis.

5 Conclusions
With the approach of eased network age, the network will definitely become the trend. Thus, establishing CAI system on the
network cannot be delayed. In the light of these, we hope the constructive pedagogy combine with network to make up for the
deficiency of pedagogy, letting the learners have more learning space, so as to acquire the real mathematics concepts. This study
proceeds to test by the pedagogic content of "division-concept" of elementary school, presently testing all the functions provided
by the system, hoping to reassess pedagogic content and system in many months, looking forward to reaching the learners'
interaction, fulfilling the pedagogic concept indeed, letting children construct whole mathematics concept
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In recent years, the use of the Internet for school projects has become popular,
even in the primary level. One of the difficulties in the use of the Internet is the
arrangement and integration of Web materials to meet the learner's goals. This
paper presents a tool that will help meet this challenge. It will also describe

how the tool was developed and what are the results of its evaluation. The
features of this tool are the following: 1) learner can easily gather Web pages
as thumbnail of a screen image; 2) learner can make a list of thumbnails; 3)
thumbnails can be sorted, with comments added; 4) arranged thumbnails can
be displayed by HTML. Further, the learner can make a presentation using
thumbnails. The authors later conducted an experiment to verify the
effectiveness of this tool in arranging Web pages. The developed thumbnail
tool and the browser's bookmark tool were compared. The results showed that
our developed tool was more effective than the bookmark tool, especially in
following areas: (1) more recognizable contents of Web pages (2) easier
operation, and (3) more user-friendly for students.

Keyword: WWW, Exploring Projects, Screen Image, Thumbnail,
Bookmark

1 Introduction
In recent years, the use of the Internet for school projects has become popular, even in the primary level. In
Japan, Ministry of Education will implement the integration of technology in K-12 starting 2002. Thus,

students will need to have the skills needed when using the Internet for various school subjects. For
project-based learning using the Internet, the popular tool for surfing and gathering online data will be the
search engine. It enables the easy gathering of various online data. But not all online data is reliable and
accurate. Also, if not updated, the data or information in web pages can become obsolete. So learners need
a tool that will help collect, select, organize and integrate the web pages that meet their learning needs.

Currently, the tool that is available to learners is the bookmark tool. It enables users to save Web pages
with its title. It also makes it easy to access the web site's URL. But the bookmark tool leaves much to be
desired in terms of the organization and integration of online data. Because data gathering using search
engines is a vast task, there is an immediate need for easy browsing. The bookmark tool is a tree-structured
file system, which is not quite adequate for quick and easy browsing. Moreover, it is hard for learners to
appreciate the significance of Web pages when they appear only as text names when boolcmarked.

In addition to doing research projects, learners also engage in making presentations of their projects using
the Internet. To help learners in this activity, the authors proposed a tool that will provide students an easy
way of making a file for their presentation. So, the authors developed and evaluated a learning support
system which will enable learners to arrange and integrate Web more effectively.
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2 Conceptual Framework for Tool Development
To reduce the load on making our choice information , the following 2-part approach was taken:
(1) The centralized of system approach. In advance searches, the tool will automatically narrow down the
search to the closest level possible (filtering approach). This means the goal is an intelligent tool that
can select information and improve the precision of narrowing down the search.

(2) The centralized of human approach. By adding available information as hint, in order to reduce
extraneous information. This a support to the select available information.
The overall goal of this 2-part approach is to enable an easy narrowing down of a search.

When gathering web pages for a school project using the Internet, the tool that was developed by the
authors enables the capturing of web pages and viewing them as thumbnail images. The authors believe
that thumbnail images are more effective in providing visual cues of the content of Web pages. And, by
displaying thumbnails, learners can arrange Web pages holistically, that is, they can visualize the whole
composition. The authors made the hypothesis that more visual information as that provided by thumbnail
images will be more effective when arranging Web pages for a project or presentation.

For presentations, the popular tool is Microsoft PowerPoint. Compared to OHP presentations, the use of
motion pictures and animation makes a presentation more dynamic. But for children who are beginning
computer users, the use of such tools may not be easy or may require more technology resources than what
is available. But, by converting web pages directly to a HTML coding for presentation, the learning curve
will be lower. So the authors proposed to add the function of being able to integrate selected web pages
into a HTML coding for presentation in the development of their new tool.

3 The development of the new tool
3.1 Overview of the new tool
The developed new tool enables users to arrange Web pages using thumbnail images (Figurel). The
functions of the developed tool are: listing thumbnails, sorting, and scrolling. The added function of a
memo or comment line is to enable the users to add new information or data. The developed tool will then
automatically generate the HTML coding for presentations. Through the use of HTML, learner can easily
make a presentation (Figure4). Figure2 shows the system configuration. The procedure for the use of the
developed tool is as follows:
1) Learner displays Web pages or self-produced HTML pages using Web browser.
2) Screen image of Web pages and page title are saved to a database.
3) Lists of thumbnail from the database are displayed. Learner arranges web pages on the display, and
add own comments to thumbnail.
4) Finally, using the arranged materials, learner makes a simple presentation
Web pages
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Figure2: System Configuration

3.2 The type of display Web page
In displaying the collected Web pages, the following 3 modes were used,
[1] Converting to thumbnail screen images
[2] Manipulating the original Web pages
[3] Making a presentation
The following sections explain further these 3 types.

3.2.1 Converting to thumbnail screen images
When selecting Web pages to put together, the user clicks a button to add a Web page. The web page is
then converted to a thumbnail screen image (Figure3). Thumbnail screen images are Bitmap file made of
large volume of data, so this Bitmap file is converted to a JPEG file. After that, the thumbnail is saved to
the database.

3.2.2 Manipulating the original Web pages
By double clicking the thumbnail screen image, the learner can access the original Web page. It is just
conceivable that learner will want to arrange the thumbnail web pages, and at the same time, have access to
the original web pages. Figure3 shows how the original web page and the lists of thumbnails are displayed
at once. To change the display size, the learners can move from side to side, the display size control button
located at the center of the display.

Figure3: A page showing the list of thumbnail 2

3.2.3 Making a presentation
Figure4 is the display of HTML for presentation. Arranged thumbnails are displayed in a sorted order.
Learners can make a presentation using the display. Each Web page is composed of a link to the thumbnail,
a link to the URL, and an area for comments or memo. The purpose here is to provide a function that will
enable the easy arranging and integrating of Web pages for a presentation.
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Figure4: The display of HTML for presentation
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4 Evaluation of the tool
4.1 Purpose
The object of this evaluation is to verify the usability of the tool developed by the authors. Particularly, it
will study the thumbnail screen images' usability for arranging Web pages. The subjects are the tool group
using the developed tool and the bookmark group using only the regular bookmark tool. The groups were
given the task to arrange Web pages about a specific theme. To collect data, the following were done:
(1) conduct a questionnaire survey. Subjects evaluated the operationality of the tool and were asked to
give written comments of their experience of using the tool.
(2) In terms of arranging web pages, users compared the tool with the bookmark tool, and the analyses of
the following data items were done.
1.
work time
2. total number of times a URL is accessed
3. number of times a URL is re-accessed (the same Web page is accessed more than 2 times)
4. number of times thumbnails are sorted
5. number of times thumbnails are deleted

4.2 Method
The subjects arranged Web pages based on a theme using the developed tool and the bookmark tool.
Thirty (30) Web pages were prepared in advance by the experimenter. To get a history of how they
operated the tools (history of operation), a video record of how the subjects used the tool was made from a
TV converter to a VHS video tape. After the experiment, the subjects answered the questionnaire. The
experiment had the following stages
The use of the developed tool and the bookmark tool was explained to the subjects;.
1.
2. The content of the task (theme of project) was explained to the subjects
Theme A: the sights of Tokyo that you want to introduce to friends
Theme B: the sights of Osaka that you want to introduce to friends
3. To eliminate order of effect, the subjects were divided into 4 groups (Table 1).

Former
Theme A
1Group
Using the tool
Theme B
2Group Using the tool
Theme A
3Group Using bookmark
Theme B
4Group Using bookmark

Latter
Theme B
Using bookmark
Theme A
Using bookmark
Theme B
Using the tool
Theme A
Using the tool

Tablel: Subject groupings in the experiment

4.3 Results
To compared the developed tool and bookmark tool, questionnaire data was analyzed for significance using
the t-test The results are given in Table2.

Average Result
4.17**
4.17**
The lists of thumbnail are more recognizable
3.83 *
Useful for arranging web pages
4.33**
Recognizes the contents of a web page
4.67**
Useful for school projects that use the Internet
4.42**
Useful for making a presentation
t-test (two-tail test) the average(max5)
*p<.05,**p<.01
Table2: The results of the questionnaire
Thumbnail screen image is more recognizable
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T-test results show that web page titles with thumbnails are more recognizable than text-only web page
title. And as to browsability, the lists of thumbnail are more recognizable than the tree structure of the
bookmark tool. Inquiry as to "useful for arrangement" was significant at the 0.05 level. But as to the ability
of operation in the questionnaire, couldn't get level of significance. Because the interface of sorting the
thumbnails will not be enough to good for learner.

In the analyses of the history of operation (reference 4.4 (2)), the record shows that the thumbnail screen
image is useful to learner when arranging web pages. The results are indicated in Figure6-10. From the
results, the following items were verified:

* For shorter work time, the developed tool is comparatively more efficient than the bookmark tool
(Figure6).
* By using the thumbnail screen image, the learner is able to better recognize the contents of the web page
( Figure7,8).
* Lerner is comparatively able to estimate whether to use web pages or not (Figure10).
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4.4 Analysis
The results of the evaluation procedures show that
1)

based on the questionnaire, there were good results as to the functionality of the thumbnail screen
images. And from the subjects' comments, "the lists of thumbnail is useful", "helps better recognize
contents of the web page", and "the arrangement of web pages using the tool is convenient and
useful".

2)

based on the results of history of operation, work time, in terms of the number of times of accessing
and re-accessing the URL and the number of times of deleting thumbnails, got good results in the
given level of significance.

In terms of browsability, providing the user with a list of thumbnail is more useful than the bookmark tool.
Accordingly, for arranging web pages, the list of thumbnail was better for integrating the collected data and

for reviewing them. For arranging web pages, the results of the history of operation show that the
developed tool is more useful than the bookmark tool.

5 Conclusions
In this research, a tool for learning to support the arrangement and integration of web pages was developed
and evaluated. The results of the study can be summarized as follows:
Development of the learning supporting tool
1.
This research addressed the problem of selecting information for research projects using the Internet
[1.Introduction], and examined how to resolve the problem by developing a tool that is both effective
and user-friendly. The research also considered the interface of the tool and provided a conceptual
framework [2.Conceptual Framework for Tool Development] in its development.
2. The evaluation of subjects about ease of operation and usefulness of the tool
In the experiment phase of the paper [4.The evaluation of tool], a questionnaire was used to measure
the as to ease of operation and usefulness of the tool., and got good results.
3. Verifying the efficiency of the tool for manipulating web pages
When it comes to accessing and re-accessing URLs, the tool was more useful than the bookmark tool.
For arranging web pages, the availability of a list of thumbnail images made it easier to integrate the
selected web pages and to review them.

5.1 Future Studies
For future studies, the following are recommended:
1) Modification of the tool and adding more functions
2) A detailed analysis of the operation history
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The purpose of this study was to examine students' conceptual development
through

their use of a web-based interactive multimedia under different

instructional strategies. A web-based interactive multimedia was developed to
facilitate students' conceptual development in condensation in this study. We
selected first-grade students in Luodong Senior High School as the sample. In
view of the results, there was no sufficient evidence that showed significant
difference of students' learning between traditional instruction and a web-only or
teacher-web instruction. One of reasons was that some students in the groups of
web-only instruction and teacher-web instruction cannot complete their learning
activities in 70 minutes. Further work on promotion of students' computing skills
and science process skills should be warranted before examining the effects of
web-based lessons on students' conceptual development.

1 Background and Rationale for Study
Recent developments in computer technology are providing new support to the learning environment. These
developments make complex human-machine interaction and multimedia products possible and powerful and

make accessing structured information sources much easier. The forms and functional elements of the
multimedia consist of text, graphic images, audio, video, and animation . The merging of various types of
media allows learners select their own mode/representation during learning and make associations or links
between the different representations (McCarthy, 1989). Ambron (1986) sees computer-based multimedia
learning stations allowing users to "browse, annotate, link, and elaborate on information in a rich, nonlinear,

multimedia data base, explore and integrate vast libraries of text, audio, and video information" (p. 7).
Schroeder (1991) pointed out that interactive multimedia systems should include the following components: 1)
the information or data system; 2) the software for accessing the information; 3) the hardware or technology;
and 4) the communications system needed to connect all these parts. The digitization of media and the rapid
growth of networks make storage and retrieval of digital material, local or remote, possible under users'
choices. Choices made by the user determine how the system responds to and what information is wing to
present next. Such learning materials that includes many types of media incorporating with dynamic linking
are called interactive multimedia.

A computer simulation named mtnSim, which is an interactive multimedia, was designed with authentic
situations, multiple representations, and the capability of reviewing previous actions supporting science
learning. Interacting with an instructional simulation can enable learners to gain a better understanding of a
real system, process or phenomenon through exploring, testing hypotheses, and discovering explanations for
the mechanisms and processes (Burton et al., 1984; Goldenberg, 1982; Lunetta & Hofstein, 1991; Mellar &
Bliss, 1993; Raghavan & Glaser, 1995). In order to engage learners in higher-order thinking, such as
hypothesis testing and speculating, simulations need to be designed as easy-to-manipulate environments that
enable learners to experiment with ideas. Thomas and Hooper (1992) stated: "A computer based instructional
simulation is a computer program containing a manipulatable model of a real or theoretical system." (p. 498).

Simulation differs from a flexible tutorial environment in that instructional simulation does not provide
explicit feedback, but alters the state of the model in response to students' actions in accordance with rules
governing the simulated system. The researcher thinks the definition of instructional simulation by Thomas
and Hooper seems to support learner-centered learning. Therefore it is adopted in this research.

Well-designed simulations should promote realism, encourage exploration, permit multiple representations
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and enable recording. Thus, the simulation design should be the integration of these features and learning
theories. Moreover, these structured simulation environments are often safer, much less expensive and easier
to access than the real-world counterparts (Recker, Govindaraj, & Vasandani, 1998). The computer simulation
used in this research, called Mtn Sim (see Fig 1), was designed with the structured simulation environments as
guidelines. The purpose of this study was to examine students' conceptual development after they used a
web-based interactive multimedia under different instructional strategies.
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Fig 1: The appearance of mtriSim

2 Methodology
In this study, the author used experimental research for collecting data. The data collection consisted of the
integration of three instruments: web-based interactive multimedia, paper-and-pencil tests, and questionnaire
of attitude to computers, and computer protocols. Students participating this study took the pretest a week
before the treatments (three types of instructions each lasted 70 minutes). All students' actions were recorded
through the network to a central database. The posttest was administrated one week after the treatments.

Sample
First-grade students in Luodong Senior High School were selected as the sample in this study. There were 39
students in the group of traditional instruction, 21 in the group of web-only instruction and 22 in the group of
teacher-web instruction.

Instruments
1. Web-Based Interactive Multimedia (Air Over Mountains)

A lesson, "Air Over Mountains", in form of web-based interactive multimedia was designed and deployed
onto the site called "The Depot of Instructional Resources in Earth Sciences"(URL=
http://earth.geos.ntnu.edu.tw/depot/index.asp). The lesson consists of three parts: (a) daily-life examples: In
order to connect students' daily -life experiences, students can see pictures which show drops of water on the
wall inside a half-full bottle for a period of time, some drops of water outside a can of icy drink, and mist on
the glasses when some one eats hot food (see Fig 2-4). Those are good examples for condensation in daily life
and they can help students to retrieve knowledge for further learning. (b) clouds around one side of the
mountain: Weather data (see Fig 5-7) show it is different between the windward side and the leeward side of
the mountain. Why we there more rainfalls on the windward side during winter in Taiwan? Students can use
MtnSim (a web-based simulation, see Fig 1) to test out their ideas about this question. The main concepts in
the MtnSim simulation are condensation aloft and adiabatic temperature changes. Condensation occurs either
when water vapor is added to the air or when the air is cooled to its dew point (Lutgens & Tarbuck, 1992). The
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adiabatic process causes temperature change; either it cools down when air is allowed to expand or it warms
up when air is compressed. The mountain forces air to move upward to higher altitudes and the air expands as
it passes through regions of successively lower pressure. This process is called adiabatic cooling which makes
cloud formation possible. In contrast, as air descends the leeward side of the mountain it becomes warmer and
drier due to compression. With the realistic image of a mountain and the actual sounds of wind and thunder,
Mtn Sim can evoke the learners' stimuli of perception. This design that tries to embed students in authentic
situations may motivate learners to engage in extended exploration of this simulation. (c) foehn: The definition
and weather data of foehn are provided. Students can find out the characteristics of foehn by watching weather
data. Then, they can learn more about what causes foehn by testing ideas in MtnSim as well.

Fig4: mist glasses

Fig 3: A can of icy drink

Fig 2: half-full of bottle
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2. Pretest and posttest: In order to investigate students' conceptual development, a test on concepts related to
saturation and condensation (20 items) was used for both pretest and posttest.

3. Survey of attitude to computers: The questionnaire was designed to investigate students' attitude to
computers including 24 items.
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Data Analysis

The treatment was the independent variable of this study. Comparisons among three groups, traditional
instruction, web-only instruction, and teacher-web instruction were investigated. For traditional instruction,
the teacher printed out the pictures used in the web-based lesson and made them as transparences in order to
make the same concepts taught in classroom as in the web-based lesson. For web-only instruction, students
worked with "Air Over Mountains" lesson alone in a computer room. For teacher-web instruction, the teacher
provided instructional directions when students interacted with "Air Over Mountains" lesson in a computer
mom.

Two dependent variables were measured, conceptual understanding (pretest and posttest) and attitude to
computers. After the collection of data, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the data. The
significant level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests in this study.

Results
The results of the research are represented with a list of research questions and their answers derived from the
data analysis.

Question #1: Is there difference on students' concepts between before and after interacting with web-based
interactive multimedia?

To examine whether there were significant differences in students' conceptual development between before
and after using "Air over mountains" lesson or before and after classroom teaching, repeated t tests were
calculated (see table 1). The data analysis indicated that there was no significant difference in students'
conceptual development between before and after using "Air over mountains" lesson either in web-only
instruction group or teacher-web instruction group. However, there was a significant difference before and
after classroom teaching. The teacher printed out the pictures and graphs from "Air over mountains" lesson as
transparencies. With the same materials, the teacher interacting with students in classroom made students'

understanding better. The possible reason was that the pictures and graphs were well-illustrated by the
experienced teacher who had taught Earth Science in Senior High School for about 10 years. The factor of
teacher characteristics played an important role in this case.

Table 1: Repeated t tests for pretest and posttest of concepts
Mean (SD)

Repeated t values

pretest

posttest

Traditional instruction

11.5 (2.25)

13.1 (2.44)

4.81 (p<0.00**)

Webonly instruction

11.5 (2.54)

11.6 (1.86)

0.24 (p<0.81)

Teacher-web instruction

10.8 (2.34)

11.2 (3.27)

0.64 (p<0.53)

Ouestion #2: Is there difference on students' concepts between three instructional groups?

To investigate whether a significant difference in students' conceptual development between three
instructional groups, a repeated one-way analysis of variance was calculated. The independent variable was
the type of instructional activity and the dependent variable was the score of test on concepts related to
saturation, condensation, and foehn. The data analysis showed there was a significant difference in students'
conceptual development between three instructional groups (see Table 2). From Post-Hoc analysis, students'
conceptual development in the group of traditional instruction was significantly higher than the !pups of
web-only instruction and teacher-web instruction. One of reasons was because students in the groups of
web-only instruction and teacher-web instruction cannot complete their learning activities in 70 minutes.
Students need to be well-trained in computing skills before they used web-based lessons so that they can save
time on typing.
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Table 2: Repeated one -way ANOVA for students' conceptual development for three erouns
Mean (SD)

Traditional
instruction
(N=39)
Web-only
instruction
(N=21)
Teacher-web
instruction
(N=22)

Repeated one-way ANOVA

pretest

posttest

11.5 (2.25)

13.1 (2.44)

11.5 (2.54)

11.6 (1.86)

10.9 (2.34)

11.2 (3.27)

F=4.12(P<0.02**)

Question #3: Is there difference of students' attitude to computers between three groups?

To test if there was a significant difference in students' attitude to computers between three types of
instructional groups, a repeated one-way analysis of variance was calculated (see table 3). The independent
variable was the type of instructional activity and the dependent variable was the score of questionnaire on
attitude to computers. The data analysis showed there was not a significant difference in attitude to computer
between three types of instructional groups.

Table 3: Repeated one-way ANOVA for students' attitude to computers
Mean
Scores on Attitude

Repeated one-way

(after recoding negative items)

pretest

ANOVA

posttest

Triditional instruction
(N=39)

89.3

86.6

Web-only instruction
(N=21)

88.5

87.4

Teacher-web instruction
(N=22)

95.5

95.4

F=1.10 (P<0.34)

3 Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine students' conceptual development after they used a web-based
interactive multimedia under different instructional strategies. Unfortunately, there was no satisfactory
evidence that showed students learned better in a web-only or teacher-web instruction. The possible reason
was that students did not possess enough computing skills such as typing and browsing web page, and science

process skills such as understanding the meaning of weather data, exploring the simulation controlling
variables, and making sense of relationships between variables. It is suggested to accommodate students more
trainings on computing skills and science process skills before examining the effects of web-based lessons on
students' conceptual development.
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The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of
smaller networks. Recently, through' United States federal, state, and regional
education networks and commercial providers, the vast resources of the Internet
are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and

classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with
Internet access. One of the most popular uses of this new medium, among
teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding the right
information on a particular topic for their students takes time. Current initiatives,
such as FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet, meet this goal of
improving online learning resources. This paper aims to introduce some of the
United States' successful programs.

1 Introduction
One of the main priorities of the Clinton administration is to make sure that all Americans have the best
education in the world. One of the goals of this "Call to Action for American Education" is to bring the
power of the Information Age into all schools in the United States. This initiative requires connecting every
classroom and library to the Internet, making sure that every child has access to multimedia computers,

giving teachers the training they need to be as comfortable with the computer as they are with the
chalkboard, and increasing the availability of high-quality educational content. When America meets the
challenge of making every child technologically literate, children in rural towns, suburbs, and inner city
schools will have equal access to the same knowledge base.
United States Federal agencies have made significant contributions to expanding this knowledge base. For
example, "White House for Kids," is a home page with information on the history of the White House.
NASA has a K-12 initiative, allowing students to interact with astronauts and to share in the excitement of
scientific pursuits such as the exploration of Mars and Jupiter, and the experiments conducted on the Space
Shuttle. Students participating in the GLOBE project (Global Learning and Observation for a Better
Environment) collect actual atmospheric, aquatic, and biological data and use the Internet to share, analyze,
and discuss the data with scientists and students all over the world. With support from the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Energy, and the Department of Defense's CAETI program (Computer-Aided
Education and Training Initiative), the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a program that allows
high school students to request and down -load their own observations of the universe from professional
telescopes.
Of these government programs, four of these are as follows:

2 FREE (Federal Resources for Educational Excellence)
On April 18, 1997, President Clinton asked Federal agencies to determine what "resources you can make
available that would enrich the Internet as a tool for teaching and learning." In response, more than 40
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Federal agencies formed a working group to make hundreds of federally supported education resources
available on the FREE website.

Some of the subjects of the FREE include arts, educational technology, foreign languages, health and safety,
and mathematics. Agencies involved include Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Gallery

of Art, National Science Foundation, Peace Corps, Consumer Product Safety Commission, and the
Smithsonian Institution.

3 GEM (Gateway to Educational Materials)
GEM began in 1996 after the National Library of Education (NLE) Advisory Task Force sought to find ways
to apply library and information science skills to help educators find lesson plans and teacher guides on the
Internet. GEM provides links to free Internet materials, partially free materials, and to resources that require
a fee or registration to be used. There are two ways to access the education resources on GEM Browsing
and Searching. Browsing GEM is sampling from lists of predetermined categories (e.g. mathematics,

language, education by grade level). Searching GEM is looking for any information containing the
keywords of the query (e.g. algebra lesson plan). This website provides access to educational materials
found on various federal, state, university, non-profit, and commercial Internet sites.

4 ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center)
The Ask ERIC service (Education Resources Information Center), supported by the Department of
Education, has a virtual library of more than 900 lesson plans for K-12 teachers, and provides answers to
questions from educators within 48 hours -- using a nationwide network of experts and databases of the
latest research. Abstracts of some 1,300 (Educational Research Information Center) ERIC Digests are
available online and text - searchable. A menu of services offered on the Internet not only introduces the user
to ERIC documents, but also leads to other databases in education. It began in 1992 as a project of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Information and Technology and is now, with the ERIC Clearinghouse, a component of
the Information Institute of Syracuse at Syracuse University. Today, Ask ERIC encompasses the resources of
the entire ERIC system and beyond. Got an education question? Ask ERIC! The main components of Ask
ERIC are:

1. Ask ERIC Question & Answer (Q&A) Service

Need to know the latest information on special education, curriculum development or other education
topics? Just Ask ERIC! When you submit your education question to Ask ERIC Q&A, you' 11 receive a
personal e-mail response from one of our network information specialists within two business days! We
will send you a list of ERIC database citations that deal with your topic and will also refer you to other
Internet resources for additional information. It' s that easy!
2. Ask ERIC Virtual Library

The Ask ERIC Virtual Library contains selected educational resources, including 1000+ Ask ERIC
Lesson Plans, 250+ Ask ERIC Info Guides, searchable archives of education-related listservs, links to
Television Series Companion Guides, and much more!
3. Search the ERIC Database
The ERIC database, the world' s largest source of education information, contains more than one million

abstracts of documents and journal articles on education research and practice. By searching Ask
ERIC' s web-based version of the ERIC Database, you can access the ERIC abstracts, which are also
found in the printed medium, Resources in Education and Current Index to Journals in Education. The
database is updated monthly, ensuring that the information you receive is timely and accurate.

5 Parents Guide to the Internet (16 page informational booklet)
This new, 16-page booklet, produced by the U.S. Department of Education, gives parents an introduction to
the Internet and is "intended to help parents --regardless of their level of technological know-how--make use
of the on-line world as an important educational tool. The guide cuts through the overwhelming amount of
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consumer information to give parents an introduction to the Internet and how to navigate it. Most
importantly the guide suggests how parents can allow their children to tap into the wonders of the Internet
while safeguarding them from its potential hazards.
This guide was produced with the sort of collaborative effort that American schools need in order to succeed.
U.S. Department of Education staff worked with leaders from parent and education organizations, the private

sector, nonprofit groups and others in order to give parents a clear and comprehensive overview of the
Internet and its vast educational potential. In the same way, schools need support from every corner of the
community in order to provide students with a high-quality education.

6 Conclusion
More than ever before, a high-quality education offers Americans the best path to a rewarding career and a
fulfilling quality of life. As citizens of the Information Age, Americans must include access to technology
among the elements of an education that is based on high standards of achievement and discipline. But
incorporating technology into the Nation's schools is too big a job for the schools to tackle on their own.
Teachers need support and involvement from parents, grandparents, businesses, cultural institutions and
others in order to make effective in-class use of the wonders of technology.

The Internet is an international computer network composed of thousands of smaller networks. Recently,
through United States federal, state, and regional education networks and commercial providers, the vast
resources of the Internet are increasingly available to administrators, school library media specialists, and
classroom teachers. The web puts learning within the reach of anyone with Internet access. One of the most
popular uses of this new medium, among teachers, is searching for ways to help students learn. But finding
the right resource on a particular topic for their students takes time. And time is in short supply for our
teachers. Current initiatives, such as those outlined, FREE, GEM, ERIC, and Parents Guide to the Internet,
meet this goal of improving online learning.
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1 Introduce
Network learning gives a chance to educators to rethink and investigate the learning modules and styles.
Therefore the educators can rearrange learning strategies and develop new learning environment to validate
the learning strategies and ideas. Although network learning cannot affect the learning completely and fully,
at least network learning offer the environment to fulfill the ideas of constructivism.

2 Setting up the network learning environment
2.1.To provide multiple and abundant materials:
The network learning resources provide the objective and existed knowledge, the multi-angle and
multi-level experiences to give learners various stimulations. In other words give the learners a chance to
create multiple constructions, the same learner create different level construction at distinct time.

2.2.Give learners the authentic problems:
The important mission when teachers proceed with the instruction of constructivism is to arrange and
provide the abundant and fitted learning environment, to offer and assist learners to construct knowledge
actively and successfully.

2.3.Encourage learners raise various solving methods for the problems:
Promote learners to think of the problems by multi-angle ways. In order to encourage learners to discuss,
think, argue and learn cooperatly, thus the learning have to be proceeded with dialog and communication.

2.4.Clear learning goals and concepts:
In internet world no place is too far away to be reached. If let learners grope or learn alone, it's usually
happen that learners disorientate in the internet world. Thus if there is no clear goal, learning activity will be
one pattern of browse and the emphasis will be neglect. Let learning activities concentrate at the learning
goals or concepts, learners will get more complete knowledge, understand the key points, thus increase
learning effects.

2.5.Learners can present viewpoints fully:
The internet world is a multi-person and pluralistic environment . In addition to self-learning, learners can

see the learning portfolios of others. The learners review the cognition of others by self-viewpoint,
furthermore to imitate and learn the others, and self-viewpoint can also be referred by others. Learners
develop one kind of self-thinking in the environment of arguing with others again and again. Thus learners
are no more silencers, but the learners are encouraged to present their viewpoints or opinions.

2.6.Adaptive courses:
There are individual differences between learners, learning processes or learning strategies of learners are
different from others. Thus the design of courses should be considered about the individual
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difference,adapted to learning situation of learners. Arrange different course to match the learning situation
and abilities of learners, thus learners got the individual learning.

3 Conclusion
It's convenient to search information and data in World Wide Web. The convenience is important factor to
encourage learners to construct the self-knowledge. In the process of learners participating and learning
actively, learners will feel that they have got self-learning goal.

In constructivism it's important factor that learners participate actively in learning process. Thus learners
must participate self-learning activity positively. Learners should search and find knowledge what they want
actively.In network learning environment the learning activities are emphasized the" internal control"
directed by learners, and requesting learners to learn by their strategies in the process of learning activities.
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The use of AV (audiovisual) media has had great impact on instruction in
distance education. However, lack of a systematic methodology, existing
instructional video programs cannot be used as effectively on Web as in the case
of TV broadcast. Simply by digitizing video programs to AV streams will not

gain much from learners' view. In our research, we propose the notion of
structured script writing. The design and production of Web-based interactive

video from structured script enhances reusability of content modules and
reduces demand on network bandwidth. Most importantly, learners are able to
conduct a hyperlink-style learning process which turns out to be much more
effective than viewing video programs sequentially. Learning activities are also
easily integrated with digitized media.

Keywords: Web-based learning, Distance education, Audiovisual media
production

1 Introduction
TV production has been an effective, though expensive way to create AV media for instructional purposes.

Every finished video includes an amalgamation of elements recorded in a script. A script simplifies
production by specifying what and how settings, action, and actors become part of the video so the director
can plan ahead. Although TV production runs routinely, the quality and effectiveness of every instructional
video differs significantly. It has been evidenced that the script stage is critical for successful TV production.
In our research, we take script writing to another level; i.e., structured script. The major goals are as follows:

I.
2.

3.

4.

Enhance reusability of content module: The video programs can be partitioned into reusable
modules such that instructional elements may be reused or shared among different programs.
Structured scripts lead to a natural partition of video programs.
Facilitate the design of Web-based learning material: The notion of hyperlinks has been used
in the production of Web-based learning and training material. Embedded standard and
extended tags appeared in structured scripts can map video content to HTML-like format.
The mapping can be automated by software.
Reduce the demand on network bandwidth: Without partition, video programs are streaming
down to users' computers which are normally hooked up to the Internet by low bandwidth
access lines. A proper partition by topic will eliminate the need to transfer the whole program
and thus save 30% to 70% of bandwidth usage.

Automate the production of Web-based interactive video: A typical distance education
institution produces an average of 40 video programs per semester. The length of a video

program ranges from 30 minutes to 20 hours. This amounts to a mass production of

5.

instructional video programs within a very short timeframe. It is both a need and a demand to
automate the transformation of traditional video program to Web-based interactive video. The
channels of distribution can also be diversified.
Enable flexible learning sequences: Traditional TV broadcast forces learners' to follow a
non-stop sequential format which is inconvenient and against the nature of individualized

open learning. Web-based open learning provides a variety of learning sequences and
formats.
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2 Related Research
In our research, video-based instructional media refer to traditional studio production or live instructional
activities recorded on tape for later broadcast or distribution [8]. From learners' point of view, simply by
watching the instructional video offers no experience of interaction. However, the visual content along
with good design at the script stage could provide great assistance to learners, especially in the area of
distance education. The use of interactive video in instruction and learning has been practiced extensively in
both academic and corporate environments [3,5]. Improvised video programs can hardly provide effective
assistance in a formal learning situation which requires precision and in-depth coverage.

Including the script stage in the video production process is a legitimate choice in most successful cases
[4,8]. However, the sequential and flat nature of traditional script does not leave much room for integration
with other media and for adding interaction. Structured scripts, like HTML in WWW, open a new way for
producing effective Web-based interactive video. Recent advances in virtual university and network-based
education suggest widespread use of computer-based media [1,2]. AV media can become part of the
computer-based media [7]. However, traditional institutions need to pay for extra investment on video
production and distance education institutions need to find a way to transform their video assets to digital
merchandise. Structured scripts will help solve the dilemma.

3 A Definition of Structured Script
A typical script includes a video and an audio part presented along a sequential timeline. Various techniques
can be used to enhance the presentation of instructional content in a video program. The elements of a script

may appear in any format listed in Table 1. The adoption of these formats depends on the nature of the
program, the design by content and media expert, etc. A script may contain a combination of several
different formats of presentation.
Table 1. Popular presentation styles
Commentary

1

2

Single performer

3

Interviews

4

Talk shows

5

Illustrated talk

6

Demonstrations (music/dance/computer)

7

Drama

8

Electronic insertion

Most script writers are aware of different formats of presentation. However, few of them notice the
formats' implications on how the video programs can be partitioned. Table 2 lists a typical script that
follows traditional style. Based on the script, the director knows when, what and how to record on the tape.
The actor is also aware of what should be performed by viewing the script. By the time the video program is
finished, we need to scan through the tape to find a way to divide the program into video content modules.
Just by looking at the script will not give us much clue about how the partition should be made.
Table 2. Non-structured sci t

Video

Audio

TC Java Basics

Java is an object-oriented programming language. JDK (Java

1.

basic concepts

Developer's Kit) provides Java compiler and other tools for

2.

resources

developing Java applications..._..

3.

related topics

SP

Java is noted for its support for cross-platform software
development. Many Internet applications are written in Java.
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Without making too much change, we re-write the same script as shown in Table 3, the so-called structured
script. In our definition, a traditional script is composed of a video and an audio part synchronized along the
timeline. A structured script is, on the other hand, distinguished by the following features:
1.

2.

The margin of divisible units should be clear. Suppose the video program will be partitioned by
topics, the start and end of a topic should be signaled by some sort of tags. For example, the
STC tag in Table 3 denotes the start of the topic, Java.

There exists a hierarchy that organizes and inter-relates all units. For example, the script in
Table 3 reveals a hierarchy shown in Figure 1. The elements in the video part must be organized
by certain content-specific criteria.
Table 3. Structured script
Video

Audio

STC Java

(music)

TC Java basics

Java is an object-oriented programming language. JDK

1.

basic concepts

(Java Developer's Kit) provides Java compiler and other

2.

resources

tools for developing Java applications. ......

3.

related topics

SP cross-platform

(Java is noted for its support for cross platform software

software development

development. Many Internet applications are written in,
Java.)

Demonstration :

.........

My first Java program

Step 1. Enter MS-DOS mode,

Step2. Type in a Java program,

Step3. Compile and test the program.

Table 1 suggests a taxonomy of video contents by the formats of presentation. There are other ways to
classify the same information in a script; e.g., the table of contents of a course or a lesson. No matter which
classification scheme is chosen, the content of a script will be structured according to some sort of criteria.
The resulting structure leads to reusable content modules. In the design of Web-based content, these modules
can easily be organized in hyperlink-style Web pages. In our research, structured script writing follows
well-defined style guide which can be specified by the tags' syntax and semantics. In a practical situation, a
structured script editor can be used to help follow the rules.

Java
Java basics

basic concepts
1 resources

related topics

Cross-platform
software development
Demonstration
Figure 1. A hierarchy of elements
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4 The Process and Methodology
Although TV broadcast still plays a major role in reaching most audience, network-based media have been

growing in a pace much faster than traditional media. Since all kinds of media can be digitized and
integrated into computer files, there is possibility that video-based instructional media can also be distributed

in the form of network-based media. However, the design and production of traditional video-based
instructional media has not been guided along this direction. Most existing instructional tapes are not able to
function at least as well on the network, not to mention adding learning activities or interaction to these
video programs.

Our research is focused on establishing a methodology and a mechanism for producing instructional video

that works for broadcast and is able to help learners on the network. We are not dined to investigate
technical details on post-production of digital media. Instead, we are trying to look for answers on the
following question, what kind of content in what format should be included in instructional videos and
how?" Figure 2 shows an overview of the production process. TV broadcast is more expensive and less
flexible than distribution through Web hosts. However, Web access consumes a significant amount of
network bandwidth for AV streams. On the other hand, studio production of videos is expensive. In the same

professional area, many topics are likely to overlap in different programs. To reduce cost and enhance
effectiveness, we can take advantage of studio production of video programs by changing the process of the
script stage in a way that finished videos can easily be transformed to Web-ready media. The script stage is
critical since later production steps are all based on the finished script.

TV broadcast
script

Web host

Web-based
nteractive Video
Figure 2. An overview of the production process

In order to achieve optimality among cost and effectiveness factors, there is a need to divide video programs
to well-defined units. By well-defined we mean the unit should be complete and self-explanatory. Once the

video program is divided into units, Web-based media will be feasible since viewers will not need to
download the entire video program. The problem of reproducing the same content can also be avoided since
the video unit is reusable. Obviously, the script stage is the most critical step toward a favorable solution. We
re-shape the script writing process in the following ways:
1.

Component-based script creation: Script writers or designers must be able to identify the
components appeared in the script. Instead of dividing a script into components, we suggest a
practice of component-based design at the beginning. Every component is identified by certain
criteria; e.g., topic, presentation format, etc.

2.

3.

Hierarchical planning: The content of a script comes from a course or a lesson. The structure of
the course or lesson is embedded in the script. At the script stage, how the content is divided or
inter-related should be planned ahead. Later production of Web-based material will benefit from
the pre-built hierarchy. Since the hierarchy is strongly content-specific, content expert should play
the key role in this process.
Extended tag set: Existing notations used in script writing do not provide enough modeling
capability for automated partition of structured scripts. We use an extended tag set. Part of the set
is listed in Table 4. With this addition, it becomes feasible to develop a software editor for the
creation and processing of structured script. The syntax and semantics of these tags are part of the
style guide for structured script writing.
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Table 4. Extended tae set for script writin
Tag

Usage

STC

The starting point of a topic

TC

Tele-card

SP

Superscription

VC

Video clip

CV

Computer video

CM

Commentary

Once the script is created structurally, studio production can proceed as usua . The next step is to import
digital Beta-cam video source onto a post-production workstation. The video source becomes computer files.
Since the original structured script contains meaningful tags, we can divide the video file into content
modules based on the semantics of these tags. Figure 3 shows that the content modules can then be
incorporated in the design of Web pages. These pages may be used and reused in various lessons, courses,
and curriculum. There exists a transition between toc (table-of-contents) style and hyperlink style
domain-specific contents.

lesson

lesson

essor

co tent module
Figure 3. From toc-style to hyperlink style content presentation

The video content modules have no interaction at all. To add interaction to Web-based material, a variety of
learning activities can be designed and integrated with various instructional media [6]. Figure 4 depicts the

flow of learning activities. Learners start to work on the assignment through the interface of the Web
browser. The assignment has been designed to help learners follow a sequence of steps to get result for
discussion. The learning process can be evaluated and repeated. After finishing the assignment, learners may
perform a test to see their own progress and head to the next assignment. In Figure 4, we can see that the

video components produced from structured scripts are used for creating Web-based learning material.
With the addition of the interactive design, the original video components are transformed to interactive
video.
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Assignment of learning
activities

Structured scripts

Perform tasks and follow
the steps

Video components

Result and discussion

Evaluation

Learning test
Figure 4. Interactive learning component

5 Experience Report
We choose a computing course, Data Structures, to exemplify the reference model resulted from the research.
The reference model describes a formal process for producing instructional video suitable for integration
with other digitized instructional media. Feedback and analysis collected from activities and experience of
teaching the course is used to explain the strength and weakness of our approach.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning with interaction provides essential experience for successful learning.
Video programs alone are not able to provide required interaction.
Structured scripts are helpful for designers of Web-based instructional material.
The extended tag set for structured scripts should be clear and easy to use.
The reference model needs more instances to exemplify the use of tags, style guide, partition
criteria, etc.

6 Conclusions
The learning experience by viewing a video program is different from browsing through a CBT
(Computer-Based Training) lesson. However, the video part of both; i.e., traditional video programs and
CBTs, may come from the same studio production process. Structured scripts have the potential of making

video programs suitable for both TV broadcast and Web hosting. Content experts will take more
responsibility on improving the quality and effectiveness of instructional videos. Media experts should
carry on to provide assistance on the integration of learning activities with video content modules. Technical
staff will then have enough information to build Web-based interactive video and other related learning and
instructional material.
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This paper seeks to discuss possible approaches through which semiotics and
rhetoric can be applied to the World Wide Web seen as a multimedia; or, in other
words, possible approaches through which Web-sites and Web-pages can be
studied and designed from a semiotic point of view-The aim of the paper is thus
to outline a coherent theoretical, methodological and analytical framework for
the study and design of Web-documents based on semiotics and rhetoric. This
paper has analytical, theoretical, methodological, as well as practical
implications. It is of interest in relation to the analytical and theoretical

understanding of the new and rapidly growing web medium, and in relation to
methods of examining this phenomenon. The study shows the concepts and
categories from the field of semiotics and rhetoric are highly relevant to the area

of the web and it indicates that the concepts presented here can form the
building blocks for a more general Semiotics of Cyberspace' . The observations
from this study may also have an effect on conventional theory formation and

understanding within semiotics, rhetoric, and communication research and
media studies. However, it also has implications for the construction and design
aspects since the design of Web-documents and Web-sites must be based on
actual knowledge of the conditions and possibilities for communication and the
construction of signs, codes and meaning in the new medium.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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Cyber universities create innovative and more effective approaches to teaching
and learning. In Korea, cyber universities are running in many different ways:
universities established as an example case designated by Education Ministry,

universities opened for life-long education, and cyber graduate school for
educating professionals in many fields. Also, cyber campus for college level has
started in many technical colleges. In this paper, we study the present status of
cyber universities, its critical issues, and direction of its development in Korea.

We focus on necessity of cyber universities consortium, allowing students
enrolled in traditional universities to take certain amount of credits from cyber
classes, and basic requirements for high-quality cyber lectures.

Key Words: cyber school, cyber university, Interactive learning, Web-based
learning

1 Introduction
Cyber student population is dramatically increasing since the development of information communication
technology. Evolution of information technology .allows us to learn anywhere, anytime. Since 1988, five
universities including Seoul National University have been selected as model case cyber universities, and ten
universities including Sogang University as experimental case. According to this policy, Seoul National
Cyber University opened four courses in March, 1998. In the first semester of 2000 school year, total of 24
courses were opened.

Some of the model case cyber universities are Boo] Cyber University, Open Cyber University, and Seoul
Cyber Design University. Also, experimental case universities are Korea Cyber University (KCU) and
Information Technology Cyber University, a consortium of 14 universities including Kangwon, Kyunghee,
Korea National Open University sponsored by Education Ministry.

Cyber universities for life-long education are Unitel Cyber Campus and Campus 21. Campus 21 was
established by Netist, Internet Contents Development Company, in 1998. Now courses in Information
Technology field, Foreign Language field, and Programming field are available. [1,3,8]

So far, these cyber universities were not allowed to confer degrees on students. However, since March 2000,
cyber universities, permitted from Education Ministry, confer degrees on students by Life-Long Education
Law. Education Ministry received application for establishment of cyber university until June 2000. Sixteen
cyber universities and one In-company cyber university are now registered.

In this paper, we study the present status of cyber universities, its critical issues, and direction of its
development in Korea. We focus on necessity of cyber universities consortium, allowing students enrolled in

traditional universities to take certain amount of credits from cyber classes, and basic requirements for
high-quality cyber lectures.
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2 Present Status
Cyber universities program delivers unparalleled convenience and flexibility in the pursuit of their bachelor's,
master's and professional bachelor's degree. They also offer customized training programs and reeducation
programs for employees to many of the corporations. In Korea, the cyber universities and the courses they
offer are increasing, and many of the students are willing to attend cyber universities due to their cost and
time reduction, higher retention rates and self-paced training and performance support. Now, we would like
to introduce some desirable cases.

2.1 KCU (Korea Cyber University)
KCU is the first cyber university consortium of 37 universities including Hanyang, and Younsei University,
sponsored by Chosun Daily News, and Digital Chosun. In the first semester of 1999 school year, there were
507 classes, 25,389 students enrolled in, in the following semester, 706 classes, and 41,293 students. Korea
Cyber Universities are planning to open classes to the public so that the students can pursue their degrees
online. [3]

2.2 OCU (Open Cyber University)
OCU, selected as the designated institution from the Education Ministry in February 1998, is composed of
14 participated universities five cooperating universities, and 3 organizations. The 444 courses have been
offered until first semester 2000. In fall semester 2000, 244 courses will be opened. [10]

2.3 Information Technology Cyber University
Consortium of 15 universities is take part in IT Cyber University. Total 26 multimedia lecture contents are
completed including 12 intemet technology courses, 2 IT general courses, 6 web based multimedia courses,
and 4 IT venture classes. [4]

2.4 Namhae College
Inside NAMHAE Cyber Academy, there are cyber lecture room, broadcasting room, discussion room,
chatting room, on-line evaluation room. And also, graphic file and audio lecture files are available. 345
classes have been offered so far, 1st semester in 2000, 84 courses were opened. [5]

2.5 Present Status
The Education Ministry has received 16 applications to launch degree-offering cyber universities, which are
set to open March 2001, for the first time in Korea. By the June, 2000 deadline, four consortia of universities,
eight individual universities and four private groups submitted applications to operate institutions offering
courses on the Internet. Thirteen of them applied to provide bachelor's degrees, while the remaining three
wanted to open courses for junior college diplomas. According to their submitted plans, the 16 applicants
would recruit a combined total of 15,800 students in 81 departments. Samsung Electronics applied to set up

an in-house college program for its employees. Samsung's plan envisages establishing a "Samsung
Semiconductor Institute of Technology" that would offer a four-year bachelor's degree program and a
two-year diploma course on digital and display engineering. It would be the nation's first accredited
institution of higher learning set up exclusively for employees of a specific company. Education Ministry is
planning to finish screening the applications by November, 2000.

3 Critical Issues
Cyber university hold great promise for enriching educational opportunity, especially for the homebound, or
geographically isolated students. However, these advantages are overshadowed by many concerns.

3.1 General Aspects
2
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* For cyber universities are at the point of beginning, law, technology, management system and marketing
strategies are not yet fully established. Therefore, students don't have confidence in getting degrees.
* In cyber universities, there is lack of opportunities meeting professors face-to-face.
* Many of the students who have low-speed modem, spend lots of time to downloading lecture materials.
When the lecture is transferring, time delaying is the most critical problem for real-time question and
answer.

* For the cyber students don't have opportunities to meet other classmates or professors, the students don't
have a chance to have social relationships, and get personality and ethics education.
* Due to the expanding of cyber universities, the traditional education system, which have played a great
role in our history, is threatened. So, it is important to maintain balance of both education system.
* Lack of fund for developing high-quality multimedia contents and running cost is the biggest problem. In
1999, for example, the Information Technology Cyber university spent $2million for developing 26
multimedia lecture contents (about $50,000 per course).
Cyber school will develop innovative and more effective approaches to teaching and learning. It will meet
these objectives by creating a collaborative group of faculty who, with technical support, will work together
to discover what online technologies are available, to determine how they can be used to transform the
educational experience, and to assess their teaching effectiveness.

This ongoing collaborative effort will result in continuing faculty professional development and a
transformation in how students are taught. [6,7]

3.2 Faculty and Student Aspects
* For faculty in Korea, developing courseware and teaching takes too much time. So, they feel
over-burdened on developing courseware and preparing lectures. In Korea, professors are obliged to teach
for at least nine hours a week. However, in the case of Information Technology Graduate Cyber School,
the professors are obliged to teach for three hours(one course) a week.
* It is hard for faculties to teach due to the diversity of student level. Also, it takes too much time to grade
student's reports and quizzes. So, many teaching assistants should be available.
* Students have difficulties in course registration, dropping, adding and changing. [12,13]. In addition, it is
hard for students to adapt due to the differences of platforms.

* Lack of interactiveness for intellectual motivation, and debating opportunities might result in passive
participation for students. Moreover, flexibility of lecture schedules for employed students are not usually
available.

4 Future Direction
Cyber campus must create an academic milieu that empowers the professional growth of faculty. The Cyber
school must also create innovative and more effective approaches to teaching and learning. To implement the
above objectives, the Cyber school will accomplish the followings.
* Testing: Exams should be available for each course.
* Feedback: immediate feedback provides each student with the topics they need.
* Security: Cyber university delivers all this safely and securely.
* Academic faculty must maintain control of shaping, approving and evaluating distance- education courses.

* Faculty should be compensated and given time, training and technical support to develop and conduct
classes, and they should retain intellectual property rights over online materials.

* Students must be given advance information about course requirements, equipment needs, technical
training and support throughout the course.
* Students should have opportunities to meet professors face-to-face whenever feasible.
* Full undergraduate degree programs should include classroom-based coursework.
* Quality of graphic resolution for multimedia files.
* Chattingroom in which professors and students are involved should be offered.
* Proper feedback for reports and projects should be offered.
3
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* Online evaluation room and discussion room should be made.
* Shortening the time used for downloading the lectures should be considered.

* In classes offered by consortium, it should include high quality of contents, and the video will at least
include 30% of the lecture. Also, in-class teaching (face to face) should be required at least twice a
semester.

First, students
* Especially for college level, there are two ways of getting involved in cyber campus.
can take 80% of their credit at school and other 20% at any other cyber college. Second is allowing the
students to take certain amount of cyber classes. This is for the students who have jobs during the day, for
there are many difficulties attending the classes for them. Eventually, it will not only benefit in time
reduction but also in higher retention rates.
* For developments of these high-quality cyber class contents and efficient operation, supporting of funds,
technologies, software, and hardware is urgently needed.
* Cost and time reduction to develop multimedia lecture contents. New courses should be added regularly to
give users access to the most current application and topics.
* Higher retention rates: Cyber university offers content in the form of interactive multimedia, users learn
faster and retain more information.

Cyber school will develop innovative and more effective approaches to teaching and learning. It will meet
these objectives by creating a collaborative group of faculty who, with technical support, will work together
to discover what online technologies are available, to determine how they can be used to transform the
educational experience, and to assess their teaching effectiveness.

This ongoing collaborative effort will result in continuing faculty professional development and a
transformation in how students are taught.

5 Conclusion
The possibilities of cyber universities are endless as educators and students alike enthusiastically tout the
convenience and advantages. But many professors worry about the accelerated pace and are trying to place
some brakes on the race.
One-million member American Federation of Teachers, which includes about 110,000 college and university

professors, approved at its Philadelphia convention a resolution calling for a set of quality standards for
college-based distance-education programs. [2] Of course, it is critical that we hold this kind of programs to
a high standard of academic rigor. However, We need to keep basic requirements to maintain high quality
cyber lectures and student level. And also, government funding, technical equipment's, hardware/software
supporting from the company, and tele communication infrastructure should be maintained.
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Owing to prevent a learning group from failing, teachers need to observe the
group learning situation, and discover its causal dependence in a web
collaborative learning system. Therefore, teachers need to record the web logs
and try to analyze these row data. However, the web logs amounts are often
exceeding the teachers' readability and becomes to be meaningless. This work
presents some assisting tools of Bayesian belief network supported another
window to observe the leaning situation objectively, and predicts the probability
of the learning situation before the end of semester. This work was experimented
on managing a web collaborative learning with 706 students online. The results
represents these tools relieved the teacher of tedious data collection and analysis,
analyzed the causal dependence of each learning features, discovered the hidden

learning features related with the social interdependence, and prevent the
students learning from failed.

Keywords: Bayesian Belief Network, Collaborative Learning, Learning
Features, WWW

1 Introduction
In existing web learning systems, students may feel lonely without learning companions. Many researches
have indicatethat students will learn better when they learn in a group [1] [2] [3]. Thus, the group learning
mechanism can be adopted into web learning to overcome the lonely study issue. A web collaborative
learning system requires the teacher to put lots of efforts in tracking and guiding these groups on the web. It
is difficult for teachers to capture the group learning status from the huge amount of unorganized web logs.
The situation is even worse when hundreds of students are involved in collaborative learning, and it is
difficult to get information from them [16]. Therefore, many assisting tools for analyzing the web logs were
developed. [4]

However, most of these tools focused on providing summary of how the website is being accessed, for
example, the statistics of access time, access frequencies, and the access location of web page. In fact, these

numeral results and statistics are not enough for a teacher to obtain the status of learning groups in a
collaborative learning system. Teachers ask for information to help them promote the collaborative learning
performance. Example information includes whether a group leader success in fulfilling her/his role; whether
there is distrust existing among group members, and low perceptions of help and assistance [5].

Moreover, a teacher needs information to track the social interdependence of a learning group. Johnson
[1] identified that social interdependence is a key factor that affects the success of learning groups. The
social interdependence includes the goal, reward, resource, role and task interdependence. The problem is
these impact factors cannot be captured directly by analyzing access logs. Furthermore, the inter-group
communication context is not apparent. Therefore, it is a challenge for a teacher to obtain the status of these
impact factors immediately when tracking and guiding a web collaborative learning system.
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Once the impact factors of a web collaborative learning is detected, the graphical model for representing the
causal relationships is required for teachers to make a decision to teach strategies and intervene groups'
learning online. In order to preventing a group from failing in the early semester, an appropriate invention is
needed. After constructing such causal map for several times, teacher will accumulate some experiences of
how to prevent groups from failing in time. However, this kind of individual experience is not reusable for
other teachers or teaching assistants.

There we summarized two issues mentioned above when teachers try to manage the web collaborative
learning.
Discover the impact factors of learning situation:
Since the social interdependence affects the collaborative learning deeply, teacher need some assisting
tools to find out the impact factors hidden in web logs and group portfolios.
Prevent groups to be failed by experience analysis:

At the end of semester of a collaborative learning, the experience and logs could be an important
reference for the next semester. If teacher could find out the impact reason of specific states, her/he
could prompt the group to learn or prevent the group from failing.

To resolve the issues listed above, our research tried to employ some data mining techniques and supported
some useful information for teachers to manage the web collaborative learning.

The participators in this research included 7 teachers, 5 teaching assistants and 706 students. All of these
participators teaching and learning via video compacted disc (VCD), and collaborated the group works and
discussed to members on web. Students were divided into 2 classes: Class-A and Class-B. Both classes were
used the same teaching strategies and curriculums. In this research, the learning logs of Class-A were used
for constructing the relational map between each learning feature. It was the simulated past-experience for
predicting the learning states of Class-B. The result shows that with the assistance of these useful tools,
teacher could track and guide the web collaborative learning with meaningful learning states, discover the
impact factors associated with the social interdependence, and predict the learning state and make a teaching
decision online.

2 The Bayesian Believe Network
This work employed the Bayesian belief network (BBN) [6] to model the learning situations and represented
the causal relationship between these situations in a graphical map. The BBN is a directive map composed
by some nodes and arcs, these nodes and arcs represent the joint probability distribution for a set of variables.

In this research, the nodes represent the group's Feature Space (FS) [7], and the arcs represent the
relationship and the joint probability of two FS. It is named as "FS-based Bayesian belief network
(FSBBN)". In Figure 1, it is an example for illustrating the FSBBN of a web-based collaborative learning:

the "Learning Failed" node represented the group grade less than 60 at the final of semester. The
"Homework Late Submitting" node represented the group homework were submitted after the deadline. The
"Less Discussing" node represented the discussion amount in discussion place were less than 3 post each day.
The "Less Login" node represented the average login times of a group less than 1. The "Leader Failed" node
represented the group leader were failed in his jobs. The arcs in BBN represented the causal relationships
between each node, and were constructed by the Bayesian Classifier. The Bayesian Classifier figured out the
probability of each node that was affected by the previous nodes.

Figure 1: The example of Bayesian belief Network
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Some probability tables deducted the directive arcs in FSBBN. Table 1 presents the probability of "Learning

Failed" of a group, where "Learning Failed" is abbreviated to F, "Homework Late Submitting" is
abbreviated to H, and "Well Communication" is abbreviated to W. The direct effects of "Learning
Failed"included the probability of "Well Communication" and "Homework Late Submitting" both.
Moreover, the direct effects of "Homework Late Submitting" included the probability of "Leader Failed"
and "Less Discussion". In this way, the effects of "Learning Failed" included the probability of "Well
Communication", "Homework Late Submitting", "Less Discussion", "Less Login", "Conflicts and Leader
Failed".

H,W

H,W H,W -'H, 'W

F

0.35

0.93

0.02

0.54

F

0.65

0.07

0.98

0.56

Learning Failed

Table 1: The probability of Learning Failed

The FSBBN makes assistance for teachers finding out the relationships between each learning FS. It also
supported the need for teaching decision in a web-based collaborative learning system, and will be illustrate
in the following chapters.

3 Applying the Data Mining Tools in Learning Tracking and Teaching
Guidance
To track students' learning status, teacher must to obtain the relationships between each impact factors of
collaborative learning. In this chapter, several BBN tools support a directive map that illustrate these FS and
help teachers to discover the objective causal relationships between these FS. These causal relationships
support teachers to make a decision and promote the group to learn, prevent the group to be failed at the end
of semester. This chapter will introduce some of free-wares and show how to apply these public tools in
constructing a FSBBN and managing a web-based collaborative learning.

3.1 Observing the collaborative learning states and find out the impact factors
Bayesian Knowledge Discoverer (BKD) is noncommercial classification software for research, released by
Knowledge Media Institute of Open University of UK. [8]. The aim of BKD is to provide a Knowledge

Discovery tool able to extract reusable knowledge from databases, without expecting any particular
methodological background from the user. To this aim, BKD uses BBN as a graphical representation of the

dependent model in the database. Once the BBN generated from data, the network can be used as a
self-contained reasoning system, able to provide observation, predictions and support decision making for a
teacher.

The BKD needs a text file exported from database for constructing the BBN. The input data could be
numeric or discrete data. To generated the complete causal network of a web collaborative learning, the input

data of BKD should include the learning FS, personal profiles, online access statistics collaborative
portfolios, and discussion situation. In Table 2, it illustrated that the teachers' interesting items about the
learning situations. There are two groups of items: (1) learning FS (2) online statistic. All the values in this
group were discrete Yes/NO or a label of level. The other items in second group were the online statistic
from database, including the students' profiles, web accessing and discussion.
In Table 2, the "Conflict" means if the members have ever conflicted on the project goal with members, it
represented the goal independence of a group. The "Lack Leadership" means the group leader failed in
her/his role, it represented the leaders' role independence. The "Poor Comm" means the members made the
communications with others rarely on the issues of project. The "Distrust" mean students have low trust with
members about the discussion content and sharing resource, both of above FS represented the resource
interdependence of a group. The "Poor Help" means if members did not like to help others in collaborative
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project, it represented the reward independence of a group. The "Query Work" means the number that
member query the current result of group project. It represents task interdependence of a group. Finally, the
"Lower Grade" means the group failed in learning and got lower grades.
Group

Conflict

id

7

N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

8

Y

9
10

Y
N

N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N

35

Y

N

1

2

3
4
5

6

Query
Work
64

Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N

Poor
Help
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y

N

Y

Lack
Poor
Leadership Comm
Y
Y

N
N
Y
N
Y

Y
Y

Distrust

Disc
Online

Disc
Lonely
48

Lower
Grades

21
13
19

14

26

25
170
33

23

N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y

15

Y

Email

165

6
4

6

0

0

44

3

196
198
91

4
57
4

175

3

68
70

I

7

8
13

12

2

3

6

27
6

19
13

41
16

Y

Table 2: The input file for BKD (Class A)

After the input file import into the BKD, the system will construct a FSBBN for teachers to observe the
relationships and the probability model for decision-making, like the example in Figure 1.

3.2 Experience reuse to prevent groups to be failed
To prevent groups to be failed early, the teacher would like to predict the group's learning state at the end of
semester by the current states and her/his past teaching experience. The ideal to predict the learning states is

to classify the new FS into the classes divided by the past FSBBN. In traditional classification tools, it
contains two steps for prediction: first the system is trained by teacher's experience on a set of past data. The

second, system will classify the cases by the trained set. The Robust Classifier (Roc) [8] is also
noncommercial classification software for research, released by the Knowledge Media Institute of Open
University of UK. It supports an efficient tool for teachers to classify the past FS into several classes, and
predict the new FS into these classes.
There are four steps of Roc to predict a set of real-time FS illustrated as follows:
1. Define the Bayesian classifier from a database:
2. Class selection and discretization:
3. Learning the past learning FS:
4. Predictions the real-time FS:
There is an example how a teacher using the four steps to prevent the group learning failed:

Stepl. Collecting the learning FS and online access data as the input file. Table 2 illustrated the teacher
collected the input data of Class A for constructing the classifier. The input file has the same file format
as the input file for BKD system.

Step2. Select one of the FS of input data as the class. For example, the teachers are interesting to obtain
which group with the real-time FS will get lower grade at the end of semester.
Step3.After the Roc learning procedure proceed in this step, it generated the probability of each FS to the
selected classes (Lower_Grades). In Table 3, two of FS: "Conflict" and "Leader_Failed" was listed and
illustrate the probability of the group to be failed and get lower grades (Lower_Grades)
Step4. Predict the probability of learning failed via the online data of Class-B. Although Class-A and Class B
were hold at the same semester, for prove the ability of prediction in this paper, the online FS of Class B
were used as the test data. In case of the prediction were hold before the end of semester, some data were
absent until the end of semester when predicting. In this research, several FS of Class-B were marked as
"?' for simulating this situation.
Class Lower_Grade

NY
(0.690 ) (0.310 )

Attribute Leader_Failed

Attribute Conflict
N

(0.621 )

(0.379 )

N

(0.385) (0.615 )

Table 3: The results of Roc learning procedure
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(0.172) (0.828 )
(0.231 )

(0.769 )

In Table 4, the coverage shows all the cases of Class B are predictable in RoC. The column "Lower Grades"
is the original FS of Class B. It must be noted that in a real life case, this value of "Lower Grades" of Class B
will not be known until the end of semester. The column "Predicted Result" is predicted by RoC with the
input data in and the learning data. It is clearly that the system predicted group 1 would not get a Lower
Grades at the end of semester. And the fact matched this prediction. However, the prediction of group 2
mismatched the fact. The column "Probability" represents the probability of such predictions of each group.
In this experiment, the predicted result showed that the accuracy is 77.77% (28 correct, 8 incorrect). This
credible result of RoC provides teachers not only predict the probability of each group to be Lower Grades,
but also all other FS groups of social independence and will be discussed in next chapter.
Lower Grades
N

Probability

2

Predicted Result
N
N

Y

0.977

...

...

...

...

36
Correct:
Incorrect:
Accuracy:
Coverage

Y

Y

0.897

Group id
1

0.561

28
8

77.77 %
100.0 %
Table 4: The output file of predicted result (Class B)

4 Experience and Result
In this chapter, teachers exhibit a web-based collaborative learning on the "Introduction of Computer
Network and Applications" course. The data mining tools such as BKD and Roc were employed and help
teachers to observe the learning states, intervene the learning to promote collaborating and illustrated the
ability to prevent the group to be fail before the end of semester.

4.1 The participants and the grouping on web
The participators included 7 teachers, 5 teaching assistants and 706 students in Taiwan. The 63% of students

are teachers in high school, and all graduated form colleges or above. The 706 students were divided
randomly into tow class named Class-A and Class-B. After the first month for students to be used to the
environment, functions and operations, students were grouped into several heterogeneous groups by the
grouping tools [9]. The grouping criterion included the personal profile and thinking style [10]. There were
35 groups in Class-A and 36 groups in Class-B, average 9.9 students in a group. The 63.5% of students are
also the teachers in high school and all graduated from college or above. It represents most of the students
did not have the difficult to get on-line. The students read the curriculums from video compacted disc (VCD).
After the reading work, students must register in the NCUVC [11][12][15] collaborative learning system.
The NCUVC support a web discussing space, collaborative project space and sharing resource in space, etc.
The first group task is to elect the cadres, included the leader, co-leader and the clerk, and check-in the group
private working space. The group private working space supported the online and offline discussion room, a

resource sharing space, a portfolio space, a project scheduler, and a window for querying the member
working states.
Online Web log

FSBBN
BKD

Learning Feature

Learning data
RoC

Project Task
Class-A

Test data

Predicted Result

Class-B

Figure 2: The process for observing and predicting the learning situation
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Figure 2 illustrates the process for teachers to observe the learning FSBBN and predict the learning situation.
For observing the learning states, teachers collected all the online/offline data to be the learning data and the
input data for BKD system. The output of BKD is the form of graphical FSBBN. For predicting the learning
situation of Class-B, teacher employed the training data to be the first input data of RoC system. The online
data of Class-B is the test data and second input data of RoC. The result classified the cases of Class-B into
the classes of Class-A, and support probability of each class for teachers.

4.2 Observe the learning states
After all the groups were ready to work together, teachers assigned the first project to each group. It is a
collaborative project for constructing the web site for teaching the techniques of web programming. In the
progress of project, teacher would like to observe the learning and working states of each group. There two
type of observing method supported NCUVC. First, the subjective FS: teachers could construct the FS
subjectively and focus on the specific group learning/working states, which are interesting for individual
teacher. Because different teachers will define different FS for each group, it is the subjective observing tool

dependent on teachers. Second, the objective FSBBN: it is a causal map based on the FS and all the
accessing logs on web, the BKD system will construct the FSBBN for each group. Therefore, teachers could
track the learning states and the causal relationships between each FS and access log. Because the causal
map was constructed by the Bayesian method, it support the objective observing tool. The following figure is
an example for observing the learning Class-A.
IMILIE=11111111111Ein

add network
=1=11 =I1 li
Ea.

Network

Nod,*

- Letrabere

klelp
11.1111111111111 NMI MEI =IMO 1111111111111.111
Mesokkor 1 Detebtre 1
it

L4V IA dee

click to °Leer or eight click to create a node.

Figure 3: The example of FSBBN of Class-A

In Figure 3, teachers were interesting the causal relationships of homework grades (Hw_Grade) of each
group. This FSBBN illustrated that the homework grades were influenced by the complete rate of homework
(Complete_Rate). The BKD also figured out the probability of each level of Complete_Rate (high,mid,low)
and the level of Hw_Grade(good,general,poor). It was illustrated in the following table.
Grade
Complete_Rate
High
Mid
Low

General

Good

0.022
0.956
0.990
0.006
0.028
0.042
Table 5: The probability of Complete_Rate and Hw_Grade

Poor
0.022
0.004
0.930

It is clearly that the group with higher complete rate, it has higher probability (0.956) to get good grade at the
end of semester. In contract, the lower complete rate has higher probability (0.930) to get poor grade. Thus,
teachers could observe the causal relationships of each learning features with the help of FSBBN.

4.3 Discover the causal relationships between FS and social interdependence
The social interdependence exists when the outcomes of individual are affected by each other's action [1]
[13]. It plays an important role for the success of a collaborative learning. However, teachers have difficult
for observing the social interdependence without face-to-face interaction on web. In this chapter, all the
social interdependence was transformed into the form of FS and the FSBBN, these representation could be a
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window for observing and predicting the level of social interdependence. With the categories made by
Johnson's Interdependence Typology [1] the five type of positive interdependence must be discussed first.
The next table illustrated the web collaborative learning FS related to John's positive interdependence.
Johnson's positive interdependence was not evident These FS were classify by teachers' subjectivity
Feature Space
Positive Interdependence
Goal_discuss, Query_group_portfolio, Query_members_work, ...
Goal interdependence
Grades, Help_members ,Answer_discussion,...
Reward interdependence
Discussing, Upload_resource, Query_resource, ...
Resource interdependence
Allot_task, Leader_failed, Individual_responsibility, ...
Role interdependence
Task interdependence
Portfolio, Query_scheduler, ...
Table 6: The associated feature space for observing the positive interdependence

However, some FS associated with these positive interdependence was hidden and not listed in the teachers'
subjective FS. The Bayesian method could discover these missing data [14] and the causal relationships. In
this experiment, teachers tried to collect all the web logs and the result of questionnaires, transformed these
data into 70 FS as the input file of BKD. The BKD could discover the missing related FS associated with this
social interdependence. First, teachers classified the groups into two classes: goal interdependence and poor

goal interdependence. The new class was added into the system as the new FS and named as
"Goal_Interdependence". Teachers could selected all the FS or a set of FS including the new FS as the input
data of BKD. After the analysis of BKD, the new related FS associated with " Goal_Interdependence" could
be discovered in the FSBBN.

4.4 Prevent the group to be failed
In chapter 4, the Roc system supported the credible prediction for the FS of Class B with the experience of
Class A. In this experiment, the correct rate is 77.77% is good enough for a teacher to prevent the group to
be failed. In fact, some irrelative learning data will reduced the correct rate. For saving time and increase the
correct rate of prediction, teachers would like to migrate the redundant FS and remain the necessary FS. The
issue is which FS should be migrated and which FS should be remained? The positive interdependence
supported a good idea about this issue. In Table 7, teachers tried to predict the probability of learning failed
(Low_Grades) with different FS associated with the positive interdependence.

Correct Rate of Prediction
Learning data
100%
Goal interdependence FS
88.89%
Reward interdependence FS
88.89%
Resource interdependence FS
66.66%
Role interdependence FS
86.11%
Task interdependence FS
77.77%
All the FS
Table 7: The correct rate of prediction with different type of FS learning data

The result illustrated that teachers selected different part of FS related with the social interdependence and
improve the correctness of prediction. It is interesting that in this experiment, the FS related with goal

interdependence has the most dependent relationship with the group grades. The FS related with role
interdependence has the least dependent relationship with the group grades. Therefore, teachers could
observe the goal interdependence FS at next semester to prevent the group from being failed. Teachers could
not only predict the fail probability of a group, but also predict any FS with the subset of all the FS in this
system.

5 Conclusion
To assist a teacher in tracking and guiding a web collaborative learning this work has presented the assisting

tools for observing the group states, discovering the impact factors of learning situation, and reuse the
experience to predict the learning state. The Bayesian method supports an efficient way to achieve these
purposes. Without the proposed mechanisms, a teacher must spend considerable time in trying to analyze
situation from huge amount of unorganized web logs. The causal relationships of learning situations were
hard to track. To predict the learning situation depended on teacher's individual experience that is imprecise
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and could not be reused for other teachers. This work (1) transformed the huge amount of meaningless web

log into the form of readable and meaningful feature space, (2) supported the graphical FSBBN for
observing the learning states and discovering the hidden impact factors of web collaborative learning, (3)
predicted the learning situation successfully before the end of semester with the online learning situation and
experience of past semester.

Observation and tracking the group's learning situation help teachers determine instructional strategies and

group's learning performance. With the advantage of feature space and FSBBN, teachers can observe
learning performance and analyze the influence of learning situations. The learning space is constructed as a
hierarchical graph and teachers can define features for themselves via the instructional domain knowledge,
doing to easily and meaningfully. The FSBBN illustrated the causal map of learning situations. With the past
experience of tracking and guiding, teachers could predict the learning situation before the end of semester.
Therefore, teachers could intervene the group learning to prevent the group from being failed.
Finally, the experiment result demonstrates that teachers' tracking and guiding a web collaborative learning
with 706 students were successful and efficient.
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TWO TYPES OF VIRTUAL SCHOOL
IN INET SUPPORTED BY TEACHER'S
GROUP-COLLABORATION TYPE
AND LOOSELY CONNECTED TYPE
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1 Introduction
We construct a virtual school in INET since December 1997 about elementary and secondary education.
This virtual school is collaboration type. About 10 teachers are the managers who control the open and close

to the courses. This members also join to "Project Group for Learning Process" founded at 1984 in
Matsushita Audio-Visual Research Foundation. The courses are consists of Japanese Language,
Mathematics, Social Science, Natural Science, Arts, etc. The writer of each course is voluntary and often
invited by the manager. The system of this school is controlled by CGI program that counts and classify the
visitors.
The other type -Loosely connected- virtual school will
be appeared in several months. This type is the mirror

image of writer's daily lesson. The writer is also the

teacher at a classroom and the course is the same
contents as the lesson at the class. The first purpose of
this type is the help for absent student at lesson with
inevitable reason.

fig. 1 Structure of Type [A]

The second purpose is the teacher's skill up the teaching
methods and fill up his contents. Each course is gazed by
the other writer and visitor by critical viewpoints and
comments may send to him by E-mail or another way.

These comments will effective for the writers. The
writers are loosely connected by browsing and criticize for each other.

2 Comparison of Two Types of Virtual School
ar.171"'S D4TA410MOil'-'0

Itclif61741::'WZ.#4

Let's call collaboration one is the type [A] and a loosely
connected one is the type [B]. Type [A] may have fine
course by fine teacher by the reason of solid watch and
control and severe criticism. But the number of writers
may be limited because of difficulties to make fine or
excellent course. In fact, the number of writers of our
school is about 20 teachers today. The increase of number
of writers is very slow.

Type [B] may readily have many teachers because the
fig. 2 Software Structure of Type [A]

reporting of own daily lesson wants little efforts except for
some reviews and writing time.

On the other hand, the quality of course may not be
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expected, and the learners to be supposed are very restricted.

Results
The two types [A] & [B] will be exist parallel to each other and exchange the writer, or perhaps invite the
writer for type [B] at first and next to type [A] if the course will fine and universal.

The Language of both types is Japanese and every learner or visitor needs to read Japanese Language. This
is an issue that is easily overcome by some Japanese to English interpretation software. Our two schools

slightly gather the writers who want to spread their
unique lesson and the effect appeared in the mutual
KINOSrrik

discussion about order in lesson, resources, tools, and
illustrations in both type.
There are many virtual schools in Japan and all over the

world. These are almost supported by ministry of
education, nation, or company who have many staffs
working with development and editing. Our tiny two
virtual schools will combine the teacher's skill and fine

FrehAr.

lessons from voluntary teachers in Japan or other country

and serve the chances to learn for many learners who
fig. 3 Front Page of Type [B]

can't go to the school with willingness to learn.
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Virtual Inhabited 3D worlds and Internet
Based Learning Environments
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This paper addresses some of the central questions currently related to
3-dimensional Inhabited Virtual worlds (3D-IVWs) and their virtual interactions
and communication in Internet Based Learning Environments. First,
3D-IVWs-seen as a new and unique form of multimedia-are introduced and the
social construction of the 3D-IVW technology is briefly discussed. Second, a
selection of the basic concepts and identifiable entities in 3D-IVW s is denned
and commented upon. Third, modes of interactivity and (virtual) interactions
between users, avatar, bots, etc. in the new Virtual Worlds are briefly presented

and typologized. Finally, two Internet based virtual inhabited 3D learning
environments -one US-based and one based in Denmark- will be described and
analysed.

*The paper was not available by the date of printing.
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WALTZ: A Web-based

Adaptive/Interactive Learning and
Teaching Zone
Long-Chyr Chang, Heien-Kun Chiang, and Pi-Shin Wey
Da-Yeh University
112, Shan-Jiau Rd., Da-Tsuen, Changhua 51505
Tel: +886-4-8528469-3138
E-mail: long@aries.dyu.edu.tw
Web-based 3D life-like learning environment is becoming a major research topic.
WALTZ supports dynamic, collaborative, and synchronous/asynchronous
learning activity in 2D/3D virtual environments. In this paper, an overview of
WALTZ' s architecture and design philosophy is presented. Then, a

WALTZ-style Pythagorean theorem learning space is shown to illustrate the
powerfulness of the WALTZ environment. The ultimate goal of WALTZ is to
provide an active and pleasant social learning environment for learners to study
collaboratively and waltz happily in shared virtual, dynamic and yet exciting
learning spaces.

Keywords: Web learning, Virtual Reality, Collaborative Learning, CAI

1 Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) opens a new learning space that learners can communicate and share their
idea in this wonderful virtual world. The new learning space provides versatile ways of communication and
interaction that would make learning more fun and entertaining than ever before. It has captured great
attentions from CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) researchers since its debut as it has great potential to
surmount the difficulties and weakness of traditional CAI systems [5,7,8]. Up to date, most web-based CAI
systems only support asynchronous learning and still use 2D hypermedia style to showcase their learning
materials and instructions [13]. Some systems [3] might support collaborative learning additionally, however,
they are still far away from success as the new way of learning also brings new problems that are even more

challenging for educators. There is no simple way of knowing what the best web-based learning
environment would be and how to utilize this environment effectively for teaching as well as learning. It is a

research area that needs to be seriously explored through the cooperation of experts from different
disciplines such as subject content experts, instruction developers, CAI researchers, and web engineers etc.

Despite such problems, most educators would agree that discovering leaning, collaborative learning,
learning by doing, and learning with fun are among those of effective learning methods according to
Constructivism [2,9,12]. Fortunately, recent rapid progress of web technologies such as JAVA, VRML, and
network technologies bring a new opportunity for implementing the learning methods described above.
Before VRML was created in 1994, web spaces are flat. Most web systems are hypermedia style, which do
not have enough expressive power of modeling real world entities. The living world specification [11,14] in
1997 illustrates emerging needs of dynamic and interactive 3D shared virtual worlds. Today there are many
popular 3D avatar (virtual human) based virtual society (mainly for social meeting and chatting) websites [1].
The trend of web windowing systems is moving from 2D multimedia representation to 3D shared virtual
space. WALTZ foresees the integration of the two media will become a popular form of presenting learning
materials as well as a virtual fun place to play, learn and exchange idea. Many studies have also indicated
that a successful web-based learning system not only has to be content-rich but also highly interactive as
well as highly adaptive to meet the needs of learners [5,8]. Transforming 2D virtual classrooms into life-like
3D learning space is certainly one of the research directions that deserve special attention.

WALTZ, a research project under active development, is a web-based adaptive/interactive learning and
teaching zone, which supports dynamic, collaborative, and synchronous/asynchronous learning in 2D/3D
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virtual environment. WALTZ envisions that the CIA (Content, Interaction and Adaptivity) learning model
will be an essential ingredient of future successful web-based CAI (Computer-Aided Instruction) systems.
The CIA learning model is developed based on the Interaction Model of Gilbert [5] and Instruction Design

Model of Moallem [15]. The CIA learning model has three corner stones: Content, Interaction and
Adaptivity. The overlay areas of each neighboring corner stones are versatile representation, adaptive
instruction and adaptive interaction. Figure 1 illustrates the CIA model in detail.

WALTZ

Student Model
Teacher' s Knowledge
Learning Materials
Interaction Strategies

Versatile Presentation
(Multimedia / VRML)

Adaptive Instruction

3D Chat/Audio
2D/3D Whiteboards
Navigation
Collaboration

Intelligent Agent

Adaptive Interaction
Figure 1. WALTZ' s CIA Learning Model

2 An Overview of WALTZ
The main goal of WALTZ is to develop a web-based interactive and adaptive environment based on the CIA
learning model so that it can be easily adapted to any instructional and learning subjects according to the
theory of constructivism. WALTZ is capable of supporting discovering learning, project-based learning
and collaborative learning in 2D/3D shared virtual learning space. WALTZ supports the following features:

(1) Dynamic interaction and flexible communication
WALTZ supports two types of interaction: Human-Computer Interaction and Social Interaction. The former
supports instructional interaction and emphasizes individual and adaptive learning. Learners can browse
information, navigate virtual worlds, and respond to problems that are dynamically generated from the
WALTZ' s system according to student' s learning status. The latter supports collaborative mechanism and
emphasizes collaborative learning among students, student and teacher, groups of students, and the whole

class. In addition to support asynchronous communication in traditional 2D virtual classroom setting,
WALTZ also supports synchronous communication in both 2D shared and 3D shared learning space as well.

(2) Versatile presentation of multimedia and virtual reality
Both multimedia and virtual reality have their advantages and disadvantages. Multimedia learning has great
success in instruction and learning in recent years. Virtual reality is the best technology to provide 3D life
environment. Web-based multi-user environment are even envisioned as one of the popular user interface in
the future [9]. However, it is still hard to construct a high quality VR system in terms of cost and technology.

Furthermore, virtual reality might not be suitable for all types of instruction. Thus, the use of both
multimedia and virtual reality technologies in alearning system will be able to support a rich and effective
learning environment that attracts students.

(3) Agent-based learning environment
Based on Constructivism, an ideal learning system should provide adaptive learning scenarios, where
teaching materials and learning activity would be individualized according to students' mental model and
learning needs. WALTZ supports helper-agents, which would interact with learners in several ways. For
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example, an instruction agent would present an easier course material to a learner if it found the current
content is too difficult for him/her. An interaction agent would suggest a group of learners to use a 3D
whiteboard instead of a 2D whiteboard if they were trying to understand the three dimensional structure of
molecules. WALTZ' s virtual classroom could be populated with shared objects and active agents, such as
user agents (represented by virtual human) and helper-agents so that users can enjoy and learn effectively in
the social learning environment.

(4) Collaborative mechanism for activity management
Recently, group learning has been found to have a positive effect during learners' learning process [6,17].
In order to effectively support WALTZ' s virtual, shared, and interactive social world, a set of collaborative
mechanisms has been developed to manage interactions among students, teachers, and instructional content.
These mechanisms [4] include object association, automatic object notification and change management,
object delegation, object negotiation, object constraint, and object history tracking. Built on top of these
collaborative mechanisms; WALTZ constructs an agent-based group activity model, where each participant
is modeled as a user agent to manages the dynamic behaviors of all participants in an activity.

(5) Standard VRML authoring language for shared multimedia contents
Content development plays an important role of a successful web-based learning system. WALTZ supports
authoring tools for shard virtual worlds based on multi-user VRML living world specification. This feature
will make developments of shared 3D contents almost as easy as non-shared static 3D contents. Message
passing between shared objects on different computers will be through new prototyped VRML nodes and
WALTZ communication subsystem will update the states of each shared object once they are changed.

(6) Open architecture and platform independent web-based learning environment
The enchantment of web-based learning environment in WALTZ is due to its global network connectivity,
simplicity and yet friendly user interface, and extensible architecture. The implementation of WALTZ is
based on JAVA , VRML and standard network technologies so that it can be easily applied to other systems

or platforms. A client can use current popular web browsers, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator (with VRML plug-ins, such as Cosmo player or Cortna player) to browse information,
navigate, and communicate with other clients in the WALTZ.
WALTZ is expected to be able to
represent different media information effectively,

construct various learning scenarios by integrating the technologies of virtual reality, multimedia, and
World Wide Web, and

to provide activity management facilities and collaborative mechanisms to enable highly interactive
collaboration among all students, teachers, and instructional material in collaborative learning activity.

3 The Architecture of WALTZ
WALTZ is basically a client/server distributed virtual reality system. The client side provides
human-machine interface that uses the technologies of audio, image, HTML, VRML, and the Java Internet
capabilities to provide a web-based multimedia/virtual classroom according to the theory of Constructivism
Its environment contains JAVA control applet, multimedia, virtual world interface and collaborative tools
such as text chat tool and shared whiteboard. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture in detail. Each client

(user) can join one to multiple sessions to collaborate with other participants n 2D/3D shared virtual
classrooms (or learning spaces). The server side is composed of five main components: (1) collaborative
mechanisms subsystem, (2) VRML world serve; (3) intelligent agent-based server, (4) Web server, and (5)
communication subsystem for supporting real-time synchronous or asynchronous message interchange. The
collaborative mechanisms subsystem ensures that the inter-dependency/intra-dependency of all
activities/participants will be maintained and validated during their interaction. In addition, notification,
delegation or negotiation protocols will be executed once some events of interest are triggered. The VRML
world server will handle all VRML events coming from the event manager and updates the states of each
shared VRML objects. The agent-based helpers communicate with the activity manager in inferencing and
discovering potentially new learning patterns of students based on the diagnosis and feedback of students'
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learning history. A communication subsystem supporting TCP/UDP/RTP protocols is used by all
components of WALTZ to facilitate the real-time synchronous or asynchronous communication of
interacting objects (or entities). The web server is responsible for downloading multimedia and VRML
representation of instructional materials or virtual learning space.

4 Pythagorean Theorem Learning Space
Client B

Client A
(Session Control Panel

Session Control Panel

Collaborative tools

Collaborative tools

Multimedia on Line

Multimedia on Line

VRML World

VRML World

FA

EA

Communication subsystem

Communication subsystem

8

Internet
Communication subsystem

Web
Server

Event Manager

VRML
World
Server

Agent
Server

VRML/HTML
Instructional
Database

Student
Model
Knowledge
Database

Collaborative Mechanism:
Activity management
Session management

Figure 2. The Architecture of WALTZ

Pythagorean theorem is an interesting mathematical subject of the eighth grade students in Taiwan. It has
rich heritage in mathematical history. Based on our survey, most current web-based systems teaching
Pythagorean theorem only focus on the 2D interactive theorem proving process. WALTZ, in contrast, not
only offers 2D interactive theorem proving process but also provides several key learning components to
help students better understand the fundamentals of Pythagorean theorem. Figure 3 is an entry to the
Pythagorean theorem learning space, where users can meet and navigate the virtual world dynamically or
enter into any one of the learning components described below. The user interface contains two parts:
VRML virtual world and JAVA applet control panel. The VRML virtual world is the learning space,
provided by the WALTZ web server; where learners can navigate the virtual world, enter into a learning
session, and meet other learners in the same session. The control applet provides chat tools so that a learner
can talk to other learners for collaborative work.

The design of WALTZ-style Pythagorean Theorem learning space intends to support the features that are
listed in Section 2. Current implementation of the WALTZ-style Pythagorean Theorem learning space
consists of the following five learning components:

(1) Multimedia instructions
In WALTZ, instructional design of Pythagorean theorem covered three on-line learning sections: history of
Pythagorean theorem, prerequisite knowledge and skills of Pythagorean theorem, and all the concepts about
Pythagorean theorem. Since Pythagorean theorem is related to the mathematical concepts in both algebra

and geometry and each concept need different multimedia features for presentation. Thus, different
multimedia components such as text, graphic, animation, sound etc. were carefully designed and arranged in
the interface to present the subject domain.
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(2) Collaborative and interactive Pythagorean theorem proof/verification
One of the major features of WALTZ is the collaborative learning environment for Pythagorean theorem
proof/verification. The activity manager in WALTZ provides facilities for instructors/learners to
create/modify/delete/join an activity/session, to assign permission, to set constraints, to record the history of
learners' Pythagorean practices, and to support group awareness during their collaborative learning. Figure 4
is an interactive program that allows users to learn Pythagorean theorem by experimental method. Students
can drag each vertex of the triangle. If it is a right triangle then one can visually verify if it satisfies the
Pythagorean equation: a^2+1)^2=c^2. If it is an acute (or obtuse) triangle then the Pythagorean equation is
not valid and a^2+1)^2 >(<) c^2. Figure 5(a) shows a collaborative Pythagorean theorem proving program in
action which not only support collaboration but also group awareness (i.e. can visually see who is making
the move). All participants in a collaborative application is managed under the control of activity (or session)
manager, as shown in figure 5(b).

4

Figure 3. Pythagorean theory learning space

Figure 4. An obtuse triangle: a^21-b^2< cA2
'El X

Figure 5(a). Collaborative Pythagorean application

Figure 5(b). Session management

(3) Adaptive multimedia on-line testing
Traditional drill and practice CAI was criticized too boring to be used for young students. A web-based on
line test without multimedia will have the same problem. A precompiled multimedia CAI program using
Shockwave or Flash authoring technologies provides a better solution, however, it is not easy to change or
add new contents adaptively into the program without recompiling the whole program. WALTZ is a dynamic
virtual environment which can add/delete objects during users' learning journey. WALTZ intends to support
an adaptive multimedia testing mechanism. Students will be given multimedia style test questions based on
their current learning status. The multimedia test problems are generated on the fly by converting text -based
questions stored in the database into multimedia representation. WALTZ will classify questions and suggest
appropriate multimedia templates to make the conversion almost as easy as a PowerPoint presentation.
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(4) Multi-user Project-based Pythagorean theorem virtual environment
To support project -based collaborative learning, a virtual environment is constructed. Team members can
join the same session to solve the mathematical puzzles generated from the WALTZ system by interactively
moving pieces of puzzle into the right place according to Pythagorean theory. Since WALTZ is a shared
virtual environment that supports collaborative learning, each member of the team can see actions from
other team members and they can communicate with each other to discuss how to solve the puzzle before

they can go on to their next journey. Figure 6(a) & (b) illustrates a situation that a team must solve the
puzzle of bridge using Pythagorean theorem before they can pass through the river and enter into the forest
to continue their next journey.
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(5) Pythagorean resource
Besides the aforementioned components, WATLZ also provide useful utility tools, such as online notepad
and calculator that users can use conveniently. In addition, many different web sites relate to Pythagorean
theorem were linked in WALTZ for learners to acquire various information easily.

5 Conclusion and Future Research
Due to progressively advanced development of 3D graphics and open network technologies, a web-based
learning system that provides asynchronous and hyperlink-style environment might not attract young
students in the feature. In addition, such systems will have great difficulty in constructing a situated,
dynamic, and collaborative learning environment according to Constructivism. Therefore, This research
proposed a CAI learning model from which a new architect of a web-based 3D life-like learning space,
WALTZ, is created. By using Pythagorean theory as a case study, the study has demonstrated that WALTZ
has a great potential to provide an improved learning environment over traditional virtual classroom setting.

Though WALTZ is still far from perfect, this research indicates that it deserves special attention among CAI
research community. Next generation of WALTZ will focus on dynamic behaviors of agents via current state
of the art MPEG -4 technology.
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Web Based Real plus Virtual
Observatory Project
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We have been developing remote telescope system, which can be used by
remote site via Internet with web user interface. Student in remote site can
control the telescope easily and can see live picture of celestial bodies. If there
is time difference between student's site and telescope's site, the student can see
live picture of celestial bodies in daytime in classroom. It will be strong tool to
learn astronomy. Moreover we are also developing virtual observatory which
shows the status of the real telescope in a virtual space. The virtual observatory
supports virtual planetarium, so that student in remote site can know what can be
seen in the sky of telescope's site. Moreover a learning environment to learn the
structure, behavior and function of telescopes were developed in virtual world.
The remote telescope system is easy to use, so that it neglects chance to learn
how to use the telescope. In science education, it is also important to teach how
to use equipments. The learning system compensate for it.

Keywords: Remote Telescope, Virtual Observatory, Astronomical Educaion

1 Introduction
We have developed a remote telescope system in a public observatory in Japan [1]. This first version has a
web based user interface, and remote student can use the system from remote site via Internet. If the client
site has certain time difference between Japan, the student can see live picture of the celestial bodies in
daytime. Moreover the student can operate the telescope as he/she wishes by using slight motion buttons on
the web based user interface. This first version was the world first interactive remote telescope which offers

live picture on a web user interface in 1997, though a remote telescope offering still image was made
before[2].

Although the first version of the remote telescope system were quite successful, it has some problems. The
system does not have the function for exclusive control. The exclusive control is necessary in the multi-user
environment, because more than two clients cannot use the system simultaneously. On the first version, the
student must promise the date and time of the usage in advance.

Another problem of the first version is that the telescope is too huge (105cm reflector) to use as a remote
telescope. Besides the dome of the observatory is not controlled from remote site. Therefore the staff of the
observatory must always help the usage.

We are now developing second version of remote telescope system to solve the problems of the first version.

The second version uses small telescope (Meade LX200 20cm reflector), so that it is easier to use as a
remote telescope.

The second version has a scheduling system, which can work as the exclusive control. Clients can reserve

the date and time of usage of the remote telescope on a web page for scheduling. The system has 3D
planetarium as well as web user interface. The planetarium shows what can be seen in the real sky where
the telescope is located. Moreover the second version supports vertual environment to learn structure,
behavior and function of various types of telescope. These virtual planetarium and virtual environment for
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learning are regarded as virtual observatory. Although today some other remote telescopes has been
developed in the world [3-6], our remote telescope is unique which supports virtual observatory.

2 Scheduling system
The scheduling system was developed for multi-user usage (Fig.1). It has two important function. They are
exclusive control system and reservation system. Exclusive control system enables to permit usage by only
one client at every time. If a student tried accesses to the system during the usage by another student, the
exclusive control system reject it, and make him/her wait until the superior student terminates the usage.
Reservation system enables to reserve date and time of usage in advance. The reserved usage is superior to
non reserved usage, so that non reserved usage is terminated by force when it is the time of reserved usage.
The scheduling system is made by using CGI(Common Gateway Interface), and the CGI program works by

a scheduling web page on a public directory. Clients' information such as account information and
reservation information, is preserved in a file in the scheduling system. Since the file includes very
important contents, it must be protected from illegal access. The file is not on the public directory, but on a
private directory to which cannot be had access. The security is kept by this method.
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Fig.1 Scheduling system

3 Live picture
The live picture of celestial bodies enhances students' learning of astronomy (Fig.2). There are two methods

to send live picture. One is by stream, the other is by still image series. We are currently using the latter
way. SGI 02 Unix workstation is used as a camera server. 02 has a program which takes still image with
CCD camera. Our system utilize the program, and automatically save JPEG picture in every three second
into a same file in the camera server. We also developed Java applet which has access to the file, and read it,
then display the still images continuously. Remote clients can see live picture as if it is animation.

4 Remote control of the telescope
A student can control the telescope from remote site. In the first version of the remote telescope system, we
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used CGI to control the telescope. In the second version, we considered that we would use CGI on a HTTP
server, however CGI has the following problems.
(1) When a client terminate usage of the telescope, it is impossible for the server to refuse connection.

(2) More than two clients can have access to the remote telescope system simultaneously at anytime.
Therefore it is impossible to realize exclusive control.

II

Fig.2 Live picture (Example: Moon)
(3) In a collaborating learning, more than two clients have access to the system simultaneously. In this case,
the same number of CGI process as the clients' number run in the server, so that the load of the server
become heavy.

We used Java applet in order to solve the problems. The merit of communication by Java applet is as
follows.

(1)When a client terminates usage of the telescope, it is possible for the server to disconnect the connection.
(2) It is possible to realize the exclusive control.
(3) It is possible for the server to send various information to Java applet at client machine.

By these reason, we developed a telescope control program by Java applet. The procedure of usage is as
follows.

(1) A client set a target celestial body, and push the submit button. Then the command to control the
telescope is sent to the server program.

(2) The server program receives the command and send it to serial port. Then the telescope receive the
command, and it moves to get the target.
(3) The telescope send status to the server, after it finish moving.
(4) The server program send the status to applet at the client machine.
Figure 3 shows the procedure.

Fig.3 The process of remote control of the telescope
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5 Graphical user interface
The GUI of remote telescope system is made by applet. The GUI by applet in second version has the
following functions (Fig.4).
(1) To move telescope by setting target's coordinates
(2) To move telescope by selecting a target in a menu
(3) To move telescope by slight movement buttons
(4) To show local time where the telescope is located
(5) To show universal time
(6) To show the rest of the reserved time
(7) To show some information about the target

In the above, functions (1)-(3) are the same as the first version. A student can control the telescope easily by
the GUI. The slight movement buttons enable the student to move the telescope slightly, so that the student
can scan the celestial body. This function is especially useful when the student observes apparently large
target such as the moon. The student can feel as if he/she is traveling over the moon by space ship.
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6 Virtual Planetarium
The planetarium is made by Java3D (Fig.5). The planetarium reflects the real sky where the telescope is
located by calculating sidereal time. Remote clients in all over the world can know what can be seen in the
sky at that time at telescope site, such as stars, planets, nebulas, and galaxies. The planetarium also has a
telescope model in the center of the planetarium. It is a kind of virtual telescope. The virtual telescope
reflects the real telescope. The direction of the virtual telescope indicates that of real telescope. By this
function, clients can know easily in which direction the telescope is. Since a beam line from virtual telescope
to celestial sphere is shown in the planetarium, the user can easily recognize which star the telescope
catches currently. Besides when the user click one of stars on the virtual planetarium, both virtual and real
telescopes start to move, and catche the target star.

Fig.5 Virtual planetarium
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7 Learning environment for learning telescopes in virtual world
In science education, it is important for students to observe target in real world as well as to learn how to
use the equipments for the observation. The remote telescope system enables to observe real celestial bodies
in the classroom. Nevertheless it neglects to learn how to use telescope. Because students can easily
operate the remote telescope system without knowing the structure of the telescope and every function of
each part.
We have been developing a system in virtual world, by which students can learn kinds of telescopes, every
structure, every characteristics, and every function. The system is made by VRML, and the telescopes in the
virtual world can be moved around two axes. The astronomical telescopes are classified optical structure and
by mounting structure independently. Therefore the system has a table which shows the combination of
optical structure and mounting structure (Fig.6). Some combinations exist and other combinations do not
exist. If a combination exists, a circle is filled in the table. If it does not exist, a cross is filled. Triangle
means seldom existence, dot means rare existence. This table guides students to every combination. If a
student click a symbol (circle, triangle, dot), then the telescope is shown with the combination of optical and
mounting structure.

Since the virtual telescopes can be rotated around two axes by mouse dragging, students can learn how to
operate telescopes. Besides students can learn the function of every axis by rotating it. For instance, one
axis of equatorial mounting is set in the direction to polar star (Fig.7). The telescope can track a celestial
target by rotating around the axis, because the celestial target moves in the sky in accordance with earth's
self rotation.

Moreover the virtual telescopes show optical structure of them, and show ray trace. When the a student
rotates a virtual telescope, he/she can know how the focus point of the telescope moves. Students can learn
the focus points do not move in some types of telescope. They can know such type of telescope is useful for
attaching heavy equipment on the focus point.
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Fig.6 Virtual environment for learning structure and behaviour of various type of telescope

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we described the second version of remote telescope system. We explained scheduling system,

telescope control, GUI, live picture, virtual planetarium and learning system. This total system can be
regarded as synthesis of real observatory and virtual observatory. The real observatory offers live picture of
celestial bodies. The virtual observatory offers planetarium and learning system. In the remote telescope
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system, students can operate the telescope easily, so that it neglects the chance of learning how to use the
telescope. In science education, it is also important to learn how to use the observation equipment. The
virtual observatory compensates for it.

The student can observe real celestial objects by real observatory from remote site. If there is time
difference between the client site and observatory site, the student can observe real celestial objects in
daytime in classroom. It will be a strong tool to learn astronomy. This system brings experimental
environment into classroom in astronomical domain.
Our future work is to make dome or sliding roof and to install the telescope in it.
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Web Speaking: A Language Learning
System in the Web
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Tapei,Taiwan, ROC
Due to recent technology advances, an increasing number of applications are
being ported to the Web at rapid pace. Such applications include Web Phone,
Web Fax, Web BBCaII, to name a few. Among others, network education has

emerged as an important Internet application since it not only avoids the
limitation of physical learning locations but also keeps the flexibility of teaching
time. In this paper, we develop an interactive language learning system in the
Web, called Web Speaking. By using Web Speaking, students are able to learn
languages anywhere at any time as long as a Web interface is provided. Web
Speaking is in essence a two-tier client-server architecture, and is divided into
two components, namely (1) the language learning player at the client-side and
(2) the course content provider at the server side. In this system, we put not only

the course content but also the corresponding audio files in the server side in
order to support a multimedia-teaching environment. The language-learning
player runs at the client side and provides a user interface to access the course

materials in the server. In addition, Web Speaking is able to improve the
language speaking ability of the students with the display of the speech
waveform which is generated by using the algorithms isolating the utterances of
the speech. Students can capture the difference between the waveforms of their
own speaking and the standard one provided by the instructor, and improve their
speaking accordingly. By this language learning package, we can automate the
procedures of preparing audio course materials, greatly facilitate the language

learning by the students, and conduct data mining on student behavior. The
teaching quality of language learning can thus be improved.

Keywords: Distance learning, speech analysis, two-tier client-server
architecture, World Wide Web

1 Introduction
Recently, m increasing number of applications are being ported to the Web at rapid pace, including Web
Phone, Web Fax, Web BBCa11, and so forth. Among others, network education has emerged as an important
Internet application since it not only avoids the limitation of physical learning locations but also keeps the
flexibility of teaching time [1,2,3,5,6,7,8]. Traditionally, the students have to be present in the languagelearning classrooms and use specific language learning mechanises to improve their speaking ability.
However, the major disadvantage of the traditional language learning is the limitation of time and space. For
example, the students may have an English class in the Monday morning at the language-studio classroom
and that class could be their sole opportunity to practice their language speaking, since the instructor is only
present at that moment. Consequently, the effectiveness of the traditional language-learning systems is
limited.

In this paper, we develop an interactive language learning system in the Web, called Web Speaking. The Web

Speaking system we developed in the Computer and Network Center at National Taiwan University is in
essence a two-tier client-server architecture. Through a Web interface, the students are able to not only learn

the lessons anywhere at any time but also practice their speaking at leisure pace, thus overcoming the
limitation imposed by time and space. In addition, using Web Speaking, students can communicate with the
instructors interactively via the mechanism provided, and the teachers can timely edit the course materials
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by writing the content of text and recording the audio files in response to the students' requests very easily.
These are the very advantages of Web Speaking over some stand-alone commercial language-learning
applications which are usually lack of interactive features.
In addition, the other major contribution is to provide the displays of the speech waveforms produced by the
teachers and the students to help the students to learn language speaking better. In Web Speaking, we
implement the algorithms isolating the utterances of the speech [9,10] to improving the students' speaking
ability. Through the display of the speech waveforms, students can perceive the difference of the speech
waveforms between their own speaking and the one prepared by the teacher, and improve their speaking
accordingly by themselves .

Web Speaking has been distributed to some language learning groups in our campus for experimental use
and been well received thus far. It is worth mentioning that Web Speaking systems meant to help the
teachers to improve their teaching quality, and should be viewed as an auxiliary tool for teaching. By no
means do we assert that Web Speaking is able to completely replace the role of an instructor or in any way to

lessen the need for a teacher to personally interact with students. We believe that by exploiting the
availability of Internet, Web Speaking is very instrumental to the traditional in-class teaching and will
improve the quality of teaching results significantly from both the perspectives of students and instructors.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the whole system architecture. Section 3 presents the
implementation and functionality of the Web Speaking. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 The System Architecture of the Web Speaking
We use a two -tier client-server architecture for the Web Speaking system. The reason of using the two-tier
client-server architecture is that it can provide our two key components, i.e., the language-learning interfaces
at the client side and the course content provider at the server-side. This architecture can be easily extended
to a three-tier one if an additional gateway is required in this application.

Language Player
Interface

Client
Browser

<=>

Web
Service

<=>

DBMS

HTTP Pro

Authoring Tool
Interface

Auth.liclatitikatrh*nrchitectu of the Web Speaking System.

Server Side

Client Side

Based on the two-tier client-server architecture, the Web Speaking System is designed as the Figure 1. At the
client side, both the language player interface and the authoring tool interface use the DBMS (Database
Manager System) to access the course materials in the server via the HTTP protocol in the Internet/Intranet.

The program at the serve side then accepts the requests from the clients and returns the results of the
requests to the clients. The DBMS at the server side saves not only the course materials but also the
information of the users, including the students and the teachers. Using an authentication mechanism, the
player is able to verify the user identification via the Web and to provide different user interfaces for
students and teachers, as one form of personalized service. For instance, the students are only allowed to use

the language player interface whereas the teachers can use both the language player interface and the
authoring tool interface. The following subsections will introduce the operations of the Web Speaking
System briefly.
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2.1 The language learning player at the client side
To assist the students in language leaning on listening and speaking, the user interface (UI) of Web Speaking
provides the functions of playing the audio files and those of recording the user' s voice. Furthermore, the UI
displays the wave shapes of the audio files and the user's voice for users to capture the differences and to
improve their speaking. For example, once the user selects one topic of the course in upper-left area of the
Figure 2, i.e., "There are always two sides to everything." In Figure 2, not only will the content be shown in
the upper-right area but also the shape of this audio appears in the middle area. When the users are playing
back the audio in the middle area, an indicator will run along the shape of the audio to indicate the exact
timing of audio playing.

In addition to listening the audio and watching the shape of it, the users are also able to record their voice
into the system, play it out, and compare its shape with the standard one in the course material. In order to
prepare the course materials easily and automatically, Web Speaking provides an interface to authorize the
use of course materials and to upload and download materials automatically from the course content
provider. This is a very convenient feature for the teachers who are not familiar with the operations of the
transmitting files in the Web. Furthermore, the teachers could edit the content of the course material and
record the audio easily via this interface, such as adding a new topic of the course material or creating a new
course in the upper-right area in the Figure 3. They can also playback and record the audio file of the course
materials in the bottom area. As such, the language-learning player, including the language learning interface
and the course material authoring tools interface, runs at the client side and provides a user interface to
access the course materials in the server. In addition, we use the algorithms isolating the utterances of the
speech to display the speech waveform in order to facilitate the language learning of students.
Note that the user needs to use the local resources, such as the I/O of the audio interfaces and the I/O of the
storage interfaces at the client side. However, this I/O access is not allowable for the browsers, such as the
Internet Explorer and the Netscape Navigator. Therefore, we implement a stand-alone language-learning
program at the client side by using the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 programming tools.

2.2 The course content provider at the server- side
The major tasks of the server are to save and update the teaching materials and to query the databases when
so necessary. These tasks are implemented by using the PHP script language and MySQL database at the
server side. Since the PHP script language has been integrated with MySQL database, we use it to query the
databases (MySQL). The client can then use the HTTP protocol to communicate with the server.

The course content provider is mainly a server combining the Web service and the database manager. It
employs the PHP script language to access the MySQL database and to response the client's requests. As
mentioned earlier, the server side of Web Speaking saves not only the contents of the courses but also the
corresponding audio files in order to support a multimedia - teaching environment. Once the server gets a
request, the content provider fetches the requested materials by the user from the database, and then, if the
corresponding authentication succeeds, returns the result to the client.
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3 End Point Detection for Speech in Web Speaking
We introduce in this section the algorithm used to detect the endpoints of isolated utterances. To help the
user learning the language speaking, we display both the waveforms of the speech produced by the user and
the standard one prepared by the teacher. In addition, we isolate the utterances of the speech to help the user
to understand how the speech looks like. This endpoint detection method [10] uses two parameters, i.e., the
short-term energy (4(m)) and zero crossing rate (Zs(m)), to detect the endpoints of an utterance. These two
parameters are calculated as follows, where s(n) means the speech signal, w(n) means the window function,
and N means the length of the window.

s2(n)

Es(m)=

n=m-N+1

Zs(,)

1

2,

isgn{s(n)} sgn Is(n 11
2

Nn=m-N+1
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Figure 4: Illustration of the endpoint detection algorithm.

The endpoint detection algorithm is depicted in Figure 4 and described below.
Step 1. Assume that the window function w(n) is a rectangular function with the window size N being 10 ms,
and the first 100 ms of the speech signal is background noise. Then, use this signal segment to calculate
the mean and variance of Es(m) and 4(m).
Step 2. Using the statistics derived from Step 1, determine three thresholds, i.e., the upper energy threshold
(UET), the lower energy threshold (LET), and the zero crossing rate threshold (ZCRT).
Step 3. Search from the beginning until the energy Es(m) exceeds the threshold UET. Then, run backward
until the energy E s(m) falls below the threshold LET. We call this point the tentative beginning point NI.
The tentative ending point N2 is calculated in a similar way.

Step 4. From the tentative beginning point NI, we examine the zero crossing rate for the previous 250 ms
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signal segment. If there are more than three occurrences of counts above the threshold ZCRT, we select
the first point backward from NI whose zero crossing rate is higher than ZCRT as the beginning point
(S) of the word. If there are no more than three occurrences of counts above the thres hold ZCRT, the
tentative beginning point N1 is directly selected as the beginning point of the word. The ending point

(E) is decided in a similar way with exception that the forward searching direction replaces the
backward one.

By using the above algorithm we can partition the waveforms of the speech. Furthermore, the languagelearning player displays the shapes in the screen and also indicates the timing when the waveform of the
speech plays. Thus, this functionality of the language-learning player offers not only the playout of the audio
but also the display of the waveform shapes at the same time. This is a very helpful feature for students to
learn language speaking.

Note that we can collect students' practicing records in the Web Speaking system. Through some data
mining techniques, we can find useful information about the student behaviors, e.g., the common mistakes
made by the students. Clearly, using such information discovered, the instructor is able to improve their
language teaching by reminding the students of how to speak better when the students encounter common
problems.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a Web Speaking system to improve the language learning and teaching for the

students and the teachers. By using Web Speaking, the students are able to not only learn the lessons
anywhere at any time but also practice their speaking at leisure pace, thus overcoming the limitation
imposed by time and space in traditional teaching environments. The advantage of Web Speaking over some
stand-alone commercial language-learning applications lies in the full interactivity Web Speaking provides.
The other major contribution is to provide the displays of the speech waveforms produced by the teaches
and the students in order to help the students to learn language speaking better. Through the display of the

speech waveforms, students can perceive the difference of the speech waveforms between their own
speaking and the one prepared by the teacher, and improve their speaking accordingly by themselves.

Web Speaking has been distributed to some language learning groups in our campus for experimental use
and been well received thus far. We believe that by exploiting the availability of Internet, Web Speaking is

very instrumental to the traditional in-class teaching and will improve the quality of teaching results
significantly from both the perspectives of students and instructors.
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An Electronic Authentic Assessment Tool
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A web-based learning portfolio (WBLP) for authentic assessment has been constructed,
in the hope to help record, display, search and analyze student learning process data.
The WBLP system has been officially implemented in a course at the university for a

semester. The results of the system evaluation and effects show that most students
consider that the system is helpful to improve the learning process and accomplishing
quality, to understand the authentic learning process and outcome, to provide chances
for displaying and improving works.

Keywords:

Portfolio, Portfolio Assessment, Web-Based Portfolio, Electronic

Portfolio

1 Research Background
The negative impacts of the traditional paper-and-pencil assessment method are commonly found in
researches by scholars in Taiwan and abroad. These contain examination-oriented instruction and the
inability to assess high-order cognitive abilities and affective attributes in common (Herman, 1992; Glaser &
Silver, 1994). However, the defects that do not comply with contemporary learning theories are not only

criticized by many scholars but also provide a theoretical foundation for the improvement of traditional

assessment and creation of new assessment methods. From the viewpoint of recently developed
constructivist learning theory, knowledge should not be accepted passively, it should be actively constructed
by cognition. Therefore, instead of using simple knowledge instruction, an instructor should be a facilitator

and adviser of instruction to help learners create a knowledge construction environment. The instructor
should give guidance and support, in order to help learners become actively involved in the learning process
and construct their own knowledge. Furthermore, situational cognition claims that learning should be
applied to real life situations and emphasize on student involvement and understanding in the learning
process.

Traditional assessments, which are made according to the student' s memory of the message given by the
instructors, are unable to effectively measure the results of these two learning theories. The changes in the
student' s cognition and learning process, involvement and interaction have become the new foundation for
learning effect assessment. Traditional assessment does not effectively measure students' ability to organize
relevant information or present a coherent argument, and lack sensitivity to the individual growth that
teachers desire in students (Cole & Ryan, 1995). Therefore, when traditional assessment is unable to
effectively reflect a student' s learning process, there is a need for new types of assessment. In response to the
needs of the new learning theories such as constructivist learning, and to improve upon the insufficiency and
limitations of traditional assessments, new assessments come out one after another in various forms and
names.

Based on the aforesaid beliefs and importance concerning learning portfolios, this research designed,
constructed and evaluated a learning portfolio on the World Wide Web architecture according to the
portfolio assessment concept by combining the characteristics and functions of computer and network
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technology. Furthermore, this portfolio was conducted on a subject at the university to evaluate its functions
and effects. The objectives of the research are:
1.

To design and construct a web-based learning portfolio that satisfies the needs of university students in
Taiwan.

2.

To assess the functions and effects of a web-based learning portfolio and its impact on learning of
students.

2 Functions of WBLP
The WBLP system is built upon an Intel Pentium-II CPU system and MS Windows NT Server 4.0 Operation
System. The Web server uses the MS Internet Information Server (IIS) 4.0, and the database uses the MS
Access 97. In addition, MS FrontPage 98 was used to create basic page layout and hyperlink architecture for
web pages and MS Visual InterDev 6.0 was used as an assistant tool for system function development and
ASP (Active Server Page) programming. System development and construction were conducted right after
the determination of tools. The functional architecture of the WBLP system is shown in Figure 1.

JJ

J

L

Figure 1 Functional architecture of the web-based learning portfolio

2.1 User ID Verification
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The target users of this study were students and teachers in a Computer and Instruction course for the
Teacher Preparation Program at one university. A user ID verification was established to identify the users.
A guest account was also assigned to allow interested visitors to browse students' learning portfolio.

2.2 Portfolio Creation
The WBLP system aims at enabling students to produce their personal learning portfolios fast and easily
through the interface provided by the system. Students create the portfolios with the purpose of proving their
learning, and concretely demonstrating their efforts and outcomes. Students can use the WBLP system to
complete learning goal setting, course work upload, reflection and self-assessment record writing, data basic
setting and modification, and personal web page upload by filling out the forms (see Figure 2).

Allowing students to upload their ongoing or completed works in the WBLP system aims at concretely
representing their efforts and accomplishments as well as examining and analyzing their works. According
to the rationales of portfolios, they must contain students' in-progress and completed works as well as their
self-reflections and self-assessments on both their learning and the selected works. Unfinished work might
be placed in the portfolio to identify a problem area, and to prompt the student to reflect why it is a problem
and what might be down about it. For today' s students to be self-determining, they must self-set learning
goal, self-monitor, self-reflect and self-evaluate. Allowing students to write their self-reflection and
self-assessment statements in the WBLP system aims at providing them with the opportunity to profoundly
reflect on their learning process and outcomes. According to Cole, Ryan, & Kick (1995), allowing students
to have decision-making power about the selected artifacts may make the students feel ownership of the
portfolio.
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2.3 Portfolio Browse
A user may inquire or browse any portfolio by student name. Both students and teachers can browse the
contents of individual student portfolios. Browsing areas include learning goals, course work, reflection and
self-assessment records, teacher feedback, peer feedback, basic data, and personal web page. A user may
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also inquire/browse any portfolio by works. Both students and teachers can directly browse the contents of
the work. Moreover, both teachers and students may add their feedback and grades while browsing the

portfolio. Teachers can use the portfolio-browse mechanisms in the WBLP system to collect interim
evidence to identify the students' stumbling blocks and to document the movement toward mastery. In
additions, teachers can identify areas of strengths and weaknesses by viewing the whole working processes
of the students. For students, they might gain a clear view of their peers' learning processes for reference
and thus benefit on their learning.

2.4 Portfolio Guide
The guide provides information concerning the creation of a learning portfolio, including (1) content
selection: contents of portfolio according to teacher requirements or group discussion; (2) assessment criteria:
criteria of assessment done by teachers ant students together; (3) portfolio creation guide: brief description

of rules to be followed for portfolio creation. The contents of this function are subject to adjustment
nonetheless they aim at helping students to create their own portfolio. Teachers and peers might provide
students with guidance about selecting content of a portfolio, decide assessment criteria, and creating
portfolios as well as clarifying why they have identified them as such.

2.5 Portfolio Discussion Board
Provides an asynchronous discussion channel for students to discuss things related to the course and the
creation of a learning portfolio. The main issues can be: (1) portfolio content selection criteria; (2) portfolio
assessment criteria; (2) portfolio creation manner; and (4) course contents: issues relate to the course. The
portfolio becomes a focal point for student-teacher and student-student discussions about issues that have
been raised in the learning process. The discussion regularly enables the teacher to talk with students about
their growth and reflections. This kind of sharing between teacher and student may be ongoing on the World
Wide Web. Farr & Tone (1994) claim that student-teacher discussion is key to the success of portfolio
assessment and a vital part of the portfolio methodology. In this kind of exchange and sharing, portfolio
assessment likely becomes a key and effective instructional activity. Some teachers have argued that
scheduling conferences is quite needed, but conducting them is one of many difficulties in the
implementation of successful portfolio assessment (Farr & Tone, 1994). The conferences that the teacher
schedules with each student in a traditional way are sometimes expensive to be conducted due to the factors
of time and place. In indeed the student-teacher interaction does not need to regularly happen only at
scheduled time periods, it can occur informally and frequently, even daily via the WBLP on World Wide
Web.

2.6 Portfolio Bulletin
To provide the latest information and news, including system notice, portfolio activities, course information
and news. Portfolio activities might include setting learning goal, uploading works, writing reflection and
self-assessments, displaying excellent artifacts, writing peer-assessment statements, viewing peers'

portfolios and works, and so forth. In order to motivate students, teachers might announce a variety of
assessment procedures as scoring students' portfolios, or a regular time period for examining portfolios and
rating the content within.

2.7 Portfolio Suggestion Board
This is a communication channel between students and teachers as well as between students and a system
manager to enable students to receive feedback on their problems, opinions and suggestions about the
WBLP system and portfolio creation. It is also a place for students to share their feelings and experiences
about portfolio creation and usage. Students can also use the suggestion board to present options about
instruction.

2.8 Student Data Maintenance
To enable students to trowse, update and modify their personal data. These data include name, major,
telephone number, e-mail address, post address, personal interests, and personal specialties.

2.9 System Management
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Exclusive for teachers or the system manager to add new user accounts and to manage student data,
including inquiry, browse, modification, add, and delete student data. In addition, teachers or system
manager can directly announce news by filling out the form.

3 Database of WBLP
The design of the database is crucial to the smooth operation of the entire system. Three databases were
designed to store and manage students' learning portfolios

3.1 Portfolio Database
The portfolio database is the core section of the WBLP system and the place for storage and management of
student learning portfolios. Different application goals (such as supporting multiple courses, more classes
but one course) of a web-based portfolio lead to various complexity in the considerations of database design.
Due to the limits on time and labor, the system presently can simply handle the course load for one class.
The student ID number was used as primary index for the portfolio database. The database contains three
data tables, which are associated with the student ID.
1.

Student data table: stores student basic data, e.g., name, ID number, major, interests, and specialty.

2.

Portfolio data table: stores the contents of student learning portfolio, including learning goal, course

work, reflection and self-assessment record, teacher feedback record, peer feedback record, and
personal web page; where only the learning goal is stored in memo form, the course work column
gives the total number works, while only respective filenames are stored in the rest of the columns.
3.

Course work data table: in consideration of the differences of works within the student learning
portfolio, the record of the table will be updated dynamically when students upload a new work. Data
include work-file path, work outline, date of update, status of completion, and grade of works.

3.2 Discussion Database
It is an independent database specially designated for the portfolio discussion board, including two main
data tables:
1.

topic data table: store information and contents related to the topic of discussion.

2.

article data table: store information and contents of articles of discussion, associated by the column of
Title ID with the topic data table.

3.3 Bulletin Database
It is designated for the portfolio bulletin board containing only one news data table to store system notices,
course information and news as a dynamic message announcement and presentation for teachers and system
manager.

4 Implementation and Evaluation of WBLP
4.1 Implementation
The WBLP system was implemented during the middle of second term of the 1998 school year (late April to
middle June). The revised and updated prototype system is open to 35 undergraduate students taking the
Computer and Instruction course of Teacher Preparation Program until the summative evaluation of system
for a period of one and a half month. The implementation and operation are generally good. As the learning
portfolio is a new assessment, and through the use and creation of personal learning portfolio, a student can

personally experience the assessment and process to understand the nature and contents of the method,
which is helpful to the future instruction work of pre-service teachers. Moreover, most assignments and
works of the course are presented in electronic data/file, they are very suitable for the creation, management
and presentation of web-based learning portfolio. Therefore, the course has been selected as a subject of the
system.
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As portfolio assessment is new, most students do not have the idea or experience of the assessment. Before
the implementation, the students were given a brief introduction to the assessment, so that they could have a
better understanding of the portfolio assessment. In addition, an online help/guide is provided in the WBLP
system to help users understand the functions, contents and creation of a learning portfolio. After the system

implementation, teachers required and encouraged students to use the system according to the course
schedule, and subsequently to complete the creation of personal learning portfolio. Moreover, each student is
required to write a reflection and self-assessment for each course work, though feedback and assessment on
peers' work is not compulsory. At the same time, online assistant has helped teachers to view and numerate
the creation of portfolio, learning goal, reflection and self-assessment record, peer feedback and assessment,
and student works.

4.2 Evaluation of Functions and Effects
The system summative evaluation includes user-based and expert-based evaluations in terms of system
functions, overall design and interface operation, implementation and uses, and impacts on learning.

4.2.1 User-based Evaluation

A survey using a 5-point rating scale questionnaire was given to the 35 undergraduate students in the subject

course. Then a random sampling was used to select 5 students for further interviews to have an in-depth
understanding of the system function design and learning portfolio creation.

In system function design, besides a lower agreement to the personal web page upload (average 3.75), all
other items have an average over 4, which shows that there is still room for improvement in the system
upload process. The majority of students agreed and very much agreed, which means that the system
functions can satisfy the needs of users. The reasons for the lower agreement of web page upload may
include the inability to support upload by directory of data file, a user may need to upload web pages file by
file, which makes things very inconvenient; moreover, most students are inexperienced to web page creation
and fail to following the instructions of producing web pages, as a result, access paths of web page files are
incorrect, and web pages are unable to normally display.

In overall system design and interface operation, user agreement is over 4.0, and there is no disagreement,
which suggests that the performance in system architecture, screen and window design, color or background
layout and ease to operation is quite good.

In system implementation and application, most students would browse the course works and personal web
pages of peers (average over 3.5), so students should be encouraged to browse other contents of the portfolio.
Possible reasons are the limited implementation period of the WBLP system. It is difficult for a student to
create his own portfolio and browse that of all other students. Browsing other students' course works and
web pages may help in the creation and improvement of one' s own work. Moreover, most students have
browsed their own feedbacks from teachers and peers (average over 4). In personal portfolio creation, most
students would browse related information provided in the portfolio guide/help (average 4.27). In practice,

most student reflected that the creation of personal learning portfolio is time-consuming (44% agreed,
average 3.37); however, there is only a slight difference between agreed and disagreed in the writing of
learning goal, reflection and self-assessment record, and peer feedback. From the viewpoint of an average
under 3, there is little problem.

In impacts to learning, the Table 1 reveals that the following six items have an average over 4.5, which
means that the majority agreed. The results show that most users have a positive attitude toward the system' s
assistance in personal learning process and outcome, i.e., the system can help students in learning the course.

Table 1 Percentages and averages of student agreement in WBLP impacts on learning (n=35)
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Percentages of student agreement (%)
Evaluation Items

5

4

3

2

1

Average

1.The system enables students understand the achievements
of other students

67

33

0

0

0

4.67

2.The system is helpful for learning the course

70

27

3

0

0

4.67

3.The system enables students learn the feedback and
suggestions from other students

60

37

3

0

0

4.57

4.Browsing peers' work will be helpful to improve the
quality of one' s own

63

30

4

3

0

4.53

5.The system enables students learn the feedback from
teachers

63

27

10

0

0

4.53

6.Expectation for the WBLP system in other courses

60

33

7

0

0

4.53

Note

1.Evaluation items with an average below 4.5 are not included in the table.

2.The numbers of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 denote a 5-point rating scale with 5 being strongly agree and 1 being
strongly disagree.

4.2.2 Expert-based Evaluation

Three experts (including the instructor of the course, portfolio expert and assessment expert) were invited to
use the system, and an interview was made after a week.

In the pertinence of portfolio contents, experts expressed that the WBLP system contents has satisfied the
basic needs of a learning portfolio, however, more information concerning the things that happened in class

or interesting events, literature or presentation data will enrich the system. In addition, the system is
designed for the Computer and Instruction course, teacher application is less self-controlled and spontaneous;
the content is more ' teacher-guided' , and student involvement is not concerned.

In system functions (e.g., portfolio creation, browse, guide, discussion, bulletin, suggestion and data
maintenance), the WBLP system has displayed the characteristics and functions of learning portfolios in
general, they are appropriate and support basic learning portfolio creation/browse. However, for the system
management function, the teacher' s grading mechanism on student works, automatic recording function, and
score statistic functions can be added to facilitate instruction and assessment. A portfolio assessment scoring

function can be added to provide student self-assessment, peer-assessment and teacher-assessment
mechanisms, e.g., online creation of assessment table, self-assessment table, peer-assessment table, score
automatic recording and statistic functions.

In overall interface design and operation, the system is quite easy-to-use, however, some descriptions of how
to create portfolio can be clearer, and the display speed of course work is a bit slow and affect the smooth
browse of works.

In assistance to student learning and teacher instruction, the WBLP system can provide an effective and
appropriate creation and browse environment of learning portfolio, and can help teachers and students to
understand the authentic learning process and accomplishment of students. Moreover, it may provide a
chance for students to improve their own works and view that of the others, which are very helpful to
learning process. However, students present only the completed work in the portfolio, and the process is
harder to display. Therefore, if the collection and display of the in-process works of students are enabled, the
system can effectively reflect the process of student learning.

5 Conclusions and Future Works
Tradition portfolio assessment still relies on man-made data collection and a writing-centered learning
process. The difficulties in data storage, search and management after long-term implementation have
become a problem in the development and implementation of portfolio assessment (Mullin, 1998; Smith &
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Tillema, 1998; Niguidula, 1993). Fortunately, the impact of computer technology has facilitated the
production of electronic or computer-based portfolios, which not only solves the problem of huge amounts
of data storage, but also enables students to combine text, pictures, images and sounds to present richer and
more diversified file content through multimedia. In addition, computer technology is a great aid to data
collection, update and management of electronic portfolio (Lankes, 1995). The creation of an electronic
portfolio however requires peripheral devices (such as a scanner to change a picture into digital format),
hard disk, diskettq or CD-ROMs, for storage, printers, etc.. In this respect the World Wide Web will become
a common solution for recording a learning portfolio. The availability of the World Wide Web will not only
facilitate the recording, editing, searching and analysis of learning portfolio data, learners and teachers can
also share data with other users through Internet browsing functions.

Making use of the portfolio assessment concept, this study integrated the characteristics and functions of
computer and network technology to design and construct a web-based learning portfolio, in the hope to help
record, display, search and analyze student learning process data. Besides being an electronic assessment too
for supporting teacher instruction, the WBLP system provides functions for students and teachers to browse
and understand the authentic learning status of the others to improve the interaction between students and to
let students understand the learning performance and progress of their peers. The functions of the WBLP
system include portfolio creation, portfolio browse, portfolio guide, portfolio discussion board, portfolio
class bulletin, suggestion board, student data maintenance, and system management. Databases used in the
WBLP include student portfolio database Oncluding student basic data table, portfolio data table, course
work data table), discussion database (including topic data table, article data table), bulletin database
(including news data table).

The WBLP system has been officially implemented in a course at the university setting for approximately a
semester, both the implementation and operation are quite good. The results of system evaluation and effects

show that most students consider that the system to be helpful in improving the learning process and
accomplishing quality, understanding the authentic learning process and outcome, providing chances for
displaying and improving works. Besides the time-consuming portfolio creation, students hold a positive
attitude to the overall operation and instructional application of the system. Next step we will continue

qualitative and quantitative experimental studies to further understand more about the true impact of
web-based portfolio learning on students' learning process and outcomes.
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Homepages of contents on the topics of Earthquake, Plate Tectonics Theory and

Chi-Chi Earthquake in the field of Geophysics have been composed for the
subject-oriented learning program for senior high school students. Learning test
activities were performed to testify the teaching and learning effect via Internet.
The homepage contents bear the characteristics of (1) scientific theory-based
descriptions, (2) more local examples, (3) highly relating to common life, (4)
more dynamic illustrations, and (5) providing interesting practicing works. The
results of subject- oriented learning test activities in this study show that the
learning style, learning procedures and the homepage contents are all highly
accepted by the participants from senior high school. And the learning effect is
obvious as judged by comparing the pre-learning and the after-learning concept
diagrams drawn by each individual participant.

Keywords: subject-oriented learning program, learning test activities,
concept diagrams

1 Introduction
Internet system supplies plenty of knowledge conveniently and quickly, the explorer can achieve the purpose
of self-learning by collecting, reading, analyzing and combining different kinds of data via Internet. For the
purposes of improving the learning environment, enhancing the teaching quality, and raising the learning

effect on Earth Sciences education for senior high school, web-based course contents on topics of
Earthquake, Plate Tectonics Theory and Chi-Chi Earthquake in the field of Geophysics have been set up
based on the idea of subject-oriented learning program [2]. Senior high school students can not only do the
self-learning but also exchange their learning ideas with others through Internet learning system under
different conditions of time periods and places. By joining the study results from fields of education,
computer technology, geophysics and geology, subject-oriented learning test activities for each specific
subject were performed respectively with the participation of volunteered teachers and students from
different senior high schools so as to evaluate the learning effect of Internet learning system.

2 Objectives
By especially considering the educational idea of subject-oriented joint learning mode[]], homepage
contents were set up. Internet learning test activities were performed by using joint learning software and
concept diagram drawing software developed by the computer technologist' s [3]. The major objectives of
the study are as follows:
1) Setting up basic web-based contents on Earth Sciences so as to enhance the teaching and learning
interests for high school education, the contents may also serve to a better understanding of the earth
environment for social people.
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2) Setting up the effective searching catalog so as to assist in surveying and collecting related data.
3) Assisting in solving educational problems and improving learning effect through Internet communication
system.

3 Subject-Oriented Joint Learning Test Activity
Subject-oriented learning strategy was the major concern in the study. Participants were advised to carry out
the learning program by reviewing and collecting related contents through Internet. All the communications

were put through BBS posts or emails, there were volunteer helpers, college students, to respond all
proposed questions from time to time. Team works were important besides individual learning as well, each
would share personal learning results with others and came out a group report, individual learning effect was
evaluated by comparing the pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams.

After entering the web site "gepedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw" (Fig. 1), participants would click the right icon to
choose the specified subject for the activity. Each one should draw a pre-learning concept diagram by

connecting the provided concept terms with proper words after watching the "Miss story" (a short
documentary film) prepared for the subject. And then, the major stages for the learning test activity were:
1) Participants were separated into groups of different topics on the specified subject based on his own study
interest.

2) Every group set up its study assumptions and strategy; certain assignments were distributed to each
individual member of the group.

3) Group members started to survey and collect related data for the topic, and all the working records were
kept by using joint learning software.
4) Participants bearing the original role of topic group were re-divided into different groups of experts to
cover more study fields. Members discussed and shared personal study ideas and results with others.
5) Each participant returned to his original group of topic and made after-learning concept diagram a group
report for the study was also made with the efforts of all the group members.

4 Results and Discussions
Three learning test activities were finished in the study [2]; detailed descriptions of the activities are in
Tables 1 to 3. When first learning test activity on Earthquake was being held; related software was not well
developed. Internet function was limited to content reviewing. By the time of second learning test activity on
Plate Tectonics Theory software was more fully developed, all works were done under Internet environment;
more working records were preserved in personal joint learning files for the second and the third activities.
All discussions and questions among the students were put through BBS posts and e-mails; volunteer helpers
joined the discussions and also answered the questions in time. There are 119 posts from the second activity

and 552 posts from the third activity, most of the post are highly related to the learning program. Each
participant finished drawing two concept diagrams in pre-learning and after-learning stages respectively,
there are 24 diagrams from the second activity and 46 diagrams from the second activity. And each group
had also submitted the group report as required in the learning activity in time, there are 2 and 3 reports for
the first and the second activities respectively. Plenty of discussions and notes have also been recorded in the

joint learning software in Internet. However, the insufficiency of the Internet system and the learning
pressure under traditional education system may interrupt the continuous progressing of the learning
program, occasional oral communications seem to be necessary. Though the ability in data analyzing,
reducing and deducing may not be well satisfied, students show obvious improvement in the knowledge of
the subject as judged by comparing and analyzing the individual pre-learning and after-learning concept
diagrams and from group reports.

5 Conclusion
Homepage contents for all the three subjects are highly acceptable to high school students and teachers, most
of them confirm with the learning effect of the subject-oriented joint learning program. If the traditional
learning pressure would be suitably released, students will be more willing and free to perform self-learning
program through Internet learning system even though they are not very well familiar with the operation of
the used software.
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Time

Location
Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Working Pattern

Table 1 Learning Test Activity on Earthquake
1998.5.3, 1 day
computer room in Wuling Senior High School

12 high school students, 3 high school teachers, 17 volunteer helpers(students and
teachers from Department of Earth Sciences, National Central University)
Earthquake
Occurrence and Distribution, Intensity and Magnitude

content reading via internet, one to one oral communication, working processes

recorded by volunteer helpers
Evaluation Materials concept diagram, questionnaires, working records

Time

Location
Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Group of Expert
Working Pattern

Table 2 Learning Test Activity on Plate Tectonics Theory
1999.2.27-1999.3.6, 8 days

computer rooms in Wuling Senior High School, ChenSheng High School and
National Central University, personal working environments

6 students and 1 teacher from ChenSheng High School, 6 students and I teacher

from Wuing Senior High School, 7 volunteer helpers from National Central
University
Plate Tectonics Theory
Continental Drift, Sea Floor Spreading
Dynamics, Mechanism, Effect

Besides software learning on the first day and evaluation meeting on the last day,
all the other works were all carried out via Internet.

pre-learning and after-learning concept diagrams, questionnaires, BBS posts,

Evaluation Materials working records in joint learning software, three assignments

Time

Location

Participants

Subject
Group of Topic
Group of Expert
Working Pattern
Evaluation Materials

Table 3 Learnine Test Activity on Chi-Chi Earth uake
2000.2.2-2000.2.26, 25days
computer room in National Central University, personal working environments

4 students and 1 teacher from ChenSheng High School, 2 students and 1 teacher
from Tao Yuan High School, 2 students and 1 teacher from Wu ling Senior High
School, 3 students and I teacher from HsinChu Experimental High School, 2
students from Chung Li High School, 5 students from HsinChu High School, 2
students from HsinChu Girls' High School, 2 students from Chen Der High School,
I students from Chu Tung High School, 7 volunteer helpers from National Central
University
Chi-Chi Earthquake
Mechanism, Analysis, Effect
Focus, Magnitude, Focal Mechanism, Hazard
Besides software learning on the first day and evaluation meeting on the last day, all
the other works were all carried out via Internet.

pre-learning and after - learning concept diagrams, questionnaires, BBS posts,
working records in joint learning software
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gepedu.gep.ncu.edu.tw

Earthquake

Plate Tectonics

Chi-Chi Earthquake

Miss Story
Pre-learning
Concept Diagram

Concept Diagram
Drawing Software
Grouping Software

Group of Topic

Joint Learning Software

Assumption
Strategy

BBS, E-mail

Data Collection

Grouping Software

Group of Expert

Joint Learning Software
BBS, E-mail

Data Collection

Group of Topic

Joint Learning Software
Data
Reduction
Deduction
Analysis

BBS, E-mail

After-learning
Concept Diagram

Concept Diagram
Drawing Software

Group Report

Figure 1 Flowchart for subject-based joint learning test activity
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In this paper, we introduce an integrated environment for education of Statistics
on WWW. The environment is composed of three Web sites; ITLS (Interactive
Text for Learning Statistics on WWW), EBSA (Electronic Book for Statistical

Analysis on WWW), and DLLSA (Dynamic Link Library for Statistical
Analysis). ITLS is al electronic text of Statistics with graphics, sounds, and
interactive software which made by JAVA. EBSA is an electronic library of
statistical books which made of the PDF format files. These books are scanned

and trans-formed from real books which copyright is expired. DLLSA is a
statistical software library of DLL files.

Keywords: Interactive learning ensironments, Multimedia and hypermedia
in education, Self-driven experiments

1 Background
Recent rapid coverage of computer networking over wide area of Japan has brought the big change of
education environment at universities. In these 1 or 2 years there can be seen lots of universities, especially
in non scientific division, have set up the computer networking education system over their several lectures
where both teachers and students can access to internet Web sites during the lecture time. It also can be seen
at overseas education institutes that there have been increasing of statistical education sites [11][12][13][14]
or related reports [1][3][4][6][10].

On the other hand, the society needs the persons with the ability of economical data analysis or
econometrical analysis among the general sections especially in finance division. It means graduates from
social sciences department with an ability of data analysis will be much more needed who had not so many
times got the lecture related to statistical data analysis during university days. Statistics is good discipline for
computer networking education because it is important for students to learn not only the theory but also the
moving of practical data with changing parameters which will lead them to another side of understanding of
real world. It can be expected that interactive education with internet Web will bring the multi-dimensional
effects to education world. Those are why we have started jointly developing new styled education system

for statistics on Web site. It also could be seen that the government recommend to make more use of
networking at education scene in line with the change of world education environment.
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2 Purposes and Functions
The purposes of our statistical education system on Web are as follows. i) Joint development of education
Web sites with which practical statistics education can be realized, ii) Non scientific students' master of data
analysis for actual practice, iii) Teachers can keep their material for education jointly, aiming contents'
standardization, iv) Students can learn everywhere they are. We are aiming students can participate to our
Web sites and get effective learning chances of statistics and econometrics with interactive ways. It can be
expected students would keep highly motivation of learning through active operation of some parameters or
data on Web site by themselves. It is clear that this is quite different from traditional education way at the
point of students are active in learning without their realizing.

Let me show the concrete functions. i) Retrieval by keyword and its supplementary explanation, ii)
Download of lecture slides and practical data, iii) Linkage to reference sites, iv) Offering of database for
practice, v) Setting of question and answer section, vi) Online questionnaires system. In addition, Web texts
contain some easy comments, colored contents, hyper linked material, images and dynamic graphs to help
students who are far from printing types can understand statistical concepts.
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Figure 1: Top page of ITLS (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/itls/)

3 Contents and Characteristics
We have named our online education system as "ITLS (Interactive Text for Learning Statistics)" which is
the abbreviation of interactive text for learning statistics (URL: http:// www .sci.kagoshima- u.ac.jp /- itls /).
Although students can learn statistics and econometrics along this system's chapter contents, chapters are
independent each other, so it doesn't matter going to their objects directly. By trying to interactive learning
with this system, students can get statistical, econometrical and other economical index or knowledge
depending on their own ability. An interactive and visual learning will much make possible the diversified
understanding comparative with the usual learning way only by paper texts.
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Figure 2: Descriptive statistics
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Figure 4: Dynamic graph of scattergram

Figure 5: Dynamic graph of correlogram

Figure 2 shows multi-modal distribution in the chapter of descriptive statistics. In this chapter students can

get the objective visual panel of contents by retrieving left side keywords list. There are any other
explanatory panels of descriptive and inference statistics in this Web system. It is greatly more important for

students to see the distribution form visually than to understand statistical concepts only without
visualization. Figure 3 shows the regression analysis by familiar tool, for example, Microsoft excel. Each
chapter has used the excel or other statistical analysis software as its practical tool, at the same time in the
early chapter it has been showed how to use excel as statistical analysis tool mainly. At the demonstrative
step of statistics learning, it will be indispensable for students to make use of at least one statistical and
analytical software tool which is not common to install in each personal computer at universities except
excel.

Figure 4 and 5 show interactive statistical graph. It is not so easy for students who are majo ring not scientific

division to understand the relationship between graph and its fixing parameters. These styled system of
viewing the dynamic change of various kinds of statistical graph have brought them both visual and intuitive
understanding without mathematical formula. This interactive graph making system has been built by JAVA

applet or other software tools. There are another contents such as download of lecture slides, making
practices into database, setting question and answer section and online questionnaire survey of user along
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whose analytical results we will update our Web contents better in the future. The bulletin of question and
answer is very important for all users because it is the best database of several kinds of question and its
response from anyone on all sorts of questionnaire of statistical stages. Developing resources and tools also

are considered very important module with which the system will be organized better hyper-linked
cooperative developing environment.
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Figure 6: Top page of EBSA (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/ebsa/)

Figure 6 shows our new Web site of "EBSA (Electronic Book for Statistical Analysis) with which
everybody access to this site can do of online reading over old or new valuable books on Web. Now we have

provided several important books on this site. These books open to the public under permission of the
copyright holder and the publisher. Since these electronic books are scanned and transformed from real
books into the PDF format files, we can download and print out all and/or selected contents of the books.
Figure 7 shows one of the top page of an electronic book. Each top page contains four parts; the first and the

second parts are the links to the contents and the index pages, respectively. The third part is used for
keywords search. The fourth part is the print image of the real book. We rewrite these index and contents as
text from the image so as to be used by keywords search.
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Figure 8: Contents of an electronic book

Figure 7: Top page of an electronic book
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Figure 9: Index table of an electronic book

Figure 10: Result of a keywords search

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the contents and the index table of one of the electronic books, respectively. On
the contents page as Figure 8, we can read the regarding part of the book by clicking the name of the section
or the subsection. On the index page as Figure 9, we can see the target page directly by clicking the index
(factor)" . This search system can and/or search
word. Figure 10 represents the result of the search by "
by multi keywords. The regular expression can also be used in this system and the search can be applied to a
selected book or all books in our system.

4 Effects
On students side, they can learn statistics wherever they are, at the lecture room, PC practicing room, home

or any other place with Internet environment. Teachers also have the great merits. First, they can have
common texts if they are under such circumstances of connecting to interne world. This site can be utilized
by every faculties who are not majoring statistics. Texts will be set in the newly one whenever someone will
notice another precise contents, in addition this means it would be realized the standardization of education
will be led to. The best quality of texts and education will always be hoped.
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5 Integration
When we use the statistical analysis software, knowledge of statistics is indispensable for us. It can be seen
several reports about the effectiveness of the standing statistical analysis software with statistics education
[5][7][8][9]. Working statistics with analytical software will much be an expected style of learning over
interactive Web system. Under such background, our project team has already prepared a new library of
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) for statistical analysis, which is available as a statistical engine or which can
be called from existing general statistical software, for examples SAS, SPSS, S and so on.

The DLLs could be considered as a library for applications on the Windows system as well as that for
programming. The DLL contains one or more functions that are compiled, linked and stored separately from
the applications using them. One of the advantages of DLLs is that multiple applications can access the same
DLL. The DLLs in our library can be accessed from any statistical software or spreadsheet-type software if
such software has a facility to call functions or subroutines in DLLs. Source codes for DLLs can be written
in several programming languages, for examples, C++, FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL and so on.

The contents of multivariate analysis section, for example, are as follows. i) Principal Component Analysis,

ii) Metric Multidimensional Scaling, iii) Latent Class Analysis, iv) Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, v)
Corresponding Analysis, vi) Discriminate Analysis. All contents of our library can be downloaded and used
freely. Details for the library and published
http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/-dllsa/).

DLLs can be obtained from our web site (URL:

The necessary factors of integrated statistical education system of interactive way on Internet are now on
ready among our project team members. To be concrete, it is important and urgent to merge statistical
analysis software routines above with online learning system on Web as mentioned before, adding to attach
the enrichment of interfaces.
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Figure 11: Top page of DLLSA (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/-dllsa/)

6 Future
Though there are not so many reports about this kind of educational system whole over the world, we can
meet some excellent reports about interactive education system on Web [11][12][13][14]. One of our
mission is the enrichment of the contents. The join forces of lots of faculties belonging to statistics section

will demonstrate the strong power for cooperative Web texts production system. Our next target is
achievement of -international cooperative project". We have the plan of translating the part of contents to
international version. Now we appreciate the joint research with German colleague who had already
established interactive Web site [3][14].
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Finally, we would like to introduce the integrated site of our projects. All contents discussed in this paper
can be obtained from this site (URL: http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.ip/stat/).
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Figure 12: ntegrated site of our projects (http://www.sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/stat/)
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